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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

IN THE preparation of the present edition of this work, the author has taken
pains, in response to a general demand in that behalf, to incorporate a very great
number of additional citations to decided cases, in which the terms or phrases of
the law have been judicially defined. The general plan, however, has not been
to quote seriatim a number of such judicial definitions under each title or head-
ing, but rather to frame a definition, or a series of alternative definitions, expres-
sive of the best and clearest thinking and most accurate statements in the re-

ports, and to cite in support of it a liberal selection of the best decisions, giving
the preference to those in which the history of the word or phrase, in respect
to its origin and use, is reviewed, or in which a large number of other decisions
are cited. The author has also ‘taken advantage of the opportunity to subject
the entire work to a thorough revision, and has entirely rewritten many of the
definitions, either because his fresh study of the subject-matter or the helpful
criticism of others had disclosed minor inaccuracies in them, or because he

thought they could profitably be expanded or made more explicit, or because of
new uses or meanings of the term. There have also been included a large num-

ber of new titles. Some of these are old terms of the law which had previously
been overlooked, a considerable number are Latin and French words, ancient
or modern, not heretofore inserted, and the remainder are terms new to the law,
or which have come into use since the first edition was published, chiefly growing
out of the new developments in the social, industrial. commercial, and political
life of the people. -

Particularly in the department of medical jurisprudence, the work has been
enriched by the addition of a great number of definitions which are of constant
interest and importance in the courts. Even in the course of the last few years
medical science has made giant strides. and the new discoveries and theories have
brought forth a new terminology, which is not only much more accurate but also
much richer than the old; and in all the fields where law and medicine meet we

new daily encounter a host of terms and phrases which, no more than a decade
ago, were utterly unknown. This is true—to cite but a few examples—of the
new temiinology of insanity, of pathological and criminal psychology, the in-
numerable forms of nervous disorders, the new tests and reactions, bacterio-
logy, toxicology, and so on. In this whole department I have received much
valuable assistance from my friend Dr. Fielding H. Garrison, of this city, to
whose wide and thorough scientific learning I here pay cheerful tribute, as well
as to his constant and obliging readiness to place at the command of his friends
the resources of his well-stored mind.

Notwithstanding all these additions, it has been possible to keep the work
within the limits of a single volume, and even to avoid materially increasing its
bulk, by a new system of arrangement. which involves grouping all compound
and descriptive terms and phrases under the main heading or title from which
they are radically derived or with which they are conventionally associated, sub-
stantially in accordance with the plan adopted in the Century Dictionary and
most other modern works of reference. H. C. B.

WAsmNo'roN, D. C., December 1, 1910.
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

THE dictionary now offered to the profession is the result of the author's en-

deavor to prepare a concise aml yet comprehensive book of definitions of the
terms, phrases, and maxims used in American and English law and necessary
to be understood by the working lawyer and judge, as well as those important to
the student of legal history or comparative jurisprudence. It does not purport
to be an epitome or compilation of the body of the law. It does not invade the
province of the text-books, nor attempt to supersede the institutional writings.
Nor does it trench upon the field of the English dictionary, although vernacular
words and phrases, so far as construed by the courts, are not excluded from its
pages. Neither is the book encyclopacdic in its character. It is chiefly required
in a dictionary that it should be comprehensive. Its value is impaired if any
single word that may reasonably be sought between its covers is not found there.
But this comprehensiveness is possible (within the compass of a single volume)
only on condition that whatever is foreign to the true function of a lexicon be
rigidly excluded. The work must therefore contain nothing but the legitimate
matter of a dictionary, or else it cannot include all the necessary terms. This
purpose has been kept constantly in view in the preparation of the present work.
Of the most esteemed law dictionaries now in use, each will be found to contain
a very considerable number of words not defined in any other. None is quite
comprehensive in itself. The author has made it his aim to include all these
tenns and phrases here, together with some not elsewhere defined.

For the convenience of those who desire to study the law in its historical
development, as well as in its relations to political and social philosophy, place
has been found for numerous titles of the old English law, and words used in old
European and feudal law, and for the principal terminology of the Roman law.
And in view of the modern interest in comparative jurisprudence and similar
studies, it has seemed necessary to introduce a considerable vocabulary from the
civil, canon, French, Spanish, Scotch, and Mexican law and other foreign sys-
tems. In order to further _adapt the work to the advantage and convenience of
all classes of users, many terms of political or public law are here defined, and
such as are employed in trade, banking, and commerce, as also the principal
phraseology of international and maritime law and forensic medicine. There
have also been included numerous words taken from the vernacular, which, in
consequence of their interpretation by the courts or in statutes, have acquired
a quasi-«technical meaning, or which, being frequently used in laws or private
documents, have often been referred to the courts for construction. But the
main body of the work is given to the definition of the technical terms and
phrases used in modern American and English jurisprudence.

In searching for definitions suitable to be incorporated in the work, the author
has carefully examined the codes, and the compiled or revised statutes, of the
various states, and from these sources much valuable matter has been obtained.
The definitions thus enacted by law are for the most part terse, practical, and of
course authoritative. Most, if not all, of such statutory interpretations of words
and phrases will be found under their appropriate titles. Due prominence has _

(V)



vi PREFACE.

also been given to definitions formulated by the appellate courts and embodied
in the reports. Many ofithese judicial definitions have been literally copied and
adopted as the author’s definition of the particular term, of course with a proper
reference. But as the constant aim has been to present a definition at once con-

cise, comprehensive, accurate, and lucid, he has not felt bound to copy the lan-
guage of the courts in any instance where, in his judgment, a better definition
could be found in treatises of acknowledged authority, or could be framed by
adaptation or re-arrangement. But many' judicial interpretations have been
added in the way of supplementary matter to the various titles. _

The more important of the synonyms occurring in legal phraseology have
been carefully discriminated. In some cases, it has only been necessary to point
out the correct and incorrect uses of these pairs and groups of words. In other
cases, the distinctions were found to be delicate or obscure, and a more minute
analysis was required.

A complete collection of legal maxims has also been included, comprehending
as well those in English and Law French as those expressed in the Latin. These
have not been grouped in one body, but distributed in their proper alphabetical
order through the book. This is believed to be the more convenient arrange-
ment.

It remains to mention the sources from which the definitions herein contained
have been principally derived. For the terms appertaining to old and middle
English law and the feudal polity, recourse has been had freely to the older Eng-
lish law dictionaries, (such as those of Cowell, Spelman, Blount, Jacob, Cunning-
ham, Whishaw, Skene, Tomlins, and the “Termes de la Ley,”) as also to the writ-
ings of Bracton, Littleton, Coke, and the other sages of the early law. The au-

thorities principally relied on for the terms of the Roman and modern civil law
are the dictionaries of Calvinus, Scheller, and \='icat, (with many valuable sug-
gestions from Brown and Burrill), and the works of such authors as Mackel-
dey, Hunter, Browne, Hallifax, Wolfi’, and Maine, besides constant reference to
Gains and the Corpus Juris Civilis. In preparing the terms and phrases of
French, Spanish, and Scotch law, much assistance has been derived from the
treatises of Pothier, Merlin, Toullier, Schmidt, Argles, Hall, White, and others,
the commentaries of Erskine and Bell, and the dictionaries of Dalloz, Bell, and
Escriche. For the great body of terms used in modern English and American
law, the author, besides searching the codes and statutes and the reports, as al-
ready mentioned, has consulted the institutional writings of Blackstone. Kent,
and Bouvier, and a very great number of text-books on special topics of the
law. An examination has also been made of the recent English law dictionaries
of VVharton, Sweet. Brown, and Mozley & \Vhitley, and of the American lexi-
cographers, Abbott, Anderson, Bouvier, Burrill, and Rapalje & Lawrence. In
each case where aid is directly levied from these sources, a suitable acknowledg-
ment has been made. This list of authorities is by no means exhaustive, nor does"

it make mention of the many cases in which the definition had to be written
entirely de novo; but it will sufiice to show the general direction and scope of the
author's researches. H. C. B.

Wasmnorox, D. C., August 1, 1891.
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BLACK’S DICTIONARY OF LAW
SECOND EDITION

A
A. The first letter of the English alpha-

bet. used to distinguish the ilrst page of a
folio from the second, marked b, or the first
page of a book, the iirst root-note on a print-
ed page, the tlrst of a series of subdivisions,
etc., from the following ohes, which are
marked b, c, d. e, etc.

A. Lat. The letter marked on the bal-
lots by which, among the Romans, the people
voted against a proposed law. It was the
initial letter of the word “antiquo," I am
for the old law. Also the letter inscribed on
the ballots by which jurors votedto acquit
an accused party. It was the initial letter
or “abaolvo," I acquit. Tayl. Civil Law, 191.
192. '

“A." The English indefinite article. This
particle is not necessarily asingular term;
it is often‘ used in the sense of "any,” and
is then applied to more than one individual
object. National Union Bank v. Copeland,
141 Mass. 267. 4 N. E. 794: Snowden v.
Guion, 101 N. Y. 458. 5 N. E. 322; Thomp-
son v. Stewart, 60 Iowa, 225, 14 N. W. 247;
Commonwealth v. Watts. 84 Ky. 537, 2 S.
W. 123.

A. D. Lat. Contraction for Anno Domini.
(in the year of our Lord.)

A. 3. Anna rcyni, the year of the reign;
as. A. R. V. R." 22, (Anna Reyna‘ Victoria
Rcoinc vicesimo sec-undo.) in the twenty-sec»
ond year of the reign of Queen Victoria.

A 1. Of the highest qualities. An ex-
pression which originated in a practice of un-
derwriters of rating vessels in three classes,
—A, B, and C; and these again in ranks
numbered. Abbott. A description of a ship
as “A 1" amounts to a warranty. Ollive v.
Booker, 1 Exch. 423.

A A7113. ET TEN!-:3. L. Fr. (L. Lat.
habcndum at tencndum.) To have and to
hold. Co. Litt. 55 5%, 524. A arcr et tcner a
my et a sea heircs, a touts journ,-—to have
and to hold to him and his heirs forever. Id.
5 825. See Avza rr Ti-:Nr.a.

- A 0121.0 118003 AB OENTRUH.
From the heavens to the center of the earth.

Bt..LAw D1cr.(2o En.)-1

A oonununi observnnth non est rece-
dendum. From common observance there
should be no departure; there must be no
departure from common usage. 2 Coke, 74;
Co. Litt. 1156a, 2390, 365a; Wing. Max.
752, max. 203. A maxim applied to the
practice of the courts, to the ancient and es-'
tabllshed forms of pleading and conveyan-
cing, and to profasional usage generally. Id.
752-755. Lord Coke applies it to common
professional opinion. Co. Litt. 186a, 3640.

A OONSILIIS.
Oi.’ counsel; a counsellor.

(Lat. comu’Iium, advice.)
The term is used

in the civil law by some writers instead of a
reaponsis. Spelmau, “Apocrisurius."

A OUEILLETTE. In French law. In
relation to the contract of atrreightnient, sig-
nifles when the cargo is taken on condition
that ‘the master succeeds in completing his
cargo from other sources. Arg. Fr. Mere.
Law, 543.

A DATIT. L. Lat. From the date. Haths
V. Ash, 2 Salk. 413. A die dams.-from the
day of the date. Id.; 2 Crabb, Real Prop. p;
248, 5 1301; Hatter v. Ash, 1 Ld. Raym. 84.
A data, from the date. Cro. Jac. 135.'

A digniorl. fled. debet denomlnntio.
Denomination ought to be from the more
worthy. The description (of a place) should
be taken from the more worthy subject, (as
from a will.) Fleta, lib. 4, c. 10, 5 12.

A digniori fled. debet denoninatio et
resolutlo. The title and exposition of a

thing ought to be derived from, or given. or
made with reference to, the more worthy
degree, quality, or species of it. Wing. Max.
265, max. 75.

A PORPAIT ET SANS GARANTIIE.
In Ifi'ench law. A formula used in indors-
ing commercial paper, and equivalent to
“without recourse."

A PORTIORI. By a stronger reason.
A term used in logic to denote an nrgument
to the efllect that because one ascertained
fact exists, therefore another. which is in-
cluded in it. or analogous to it. and which is
less improbable, unusual, or surprising, must
also exist. . - -



A GRATIA

A GRATIA. From grace or favor; as a
matter of indulgence, not of right.

A LATERE. Lat. From the side. In
connection with the succession to property,
the term means “collateral.” Bract. fol. 200.
Also. sometimes, “without right.” Id. fol.
42b. In ecclesiastical law, a legate a Micro
is one invested with full apostolic powers;
one authorized to represent the pope as if the
latter were present Du Cange.

A LIBELLIS. L. Lat. An oilicer who
had charge of the libclll or petitions address-
ed to the sovereign. Calvin. A name some-
times glven to a chancellor, (cancellar-tux.)
in the early history of that otlice. Spelman,
“0anccllar1'ua.”

A Phnpouible nul n’e|t tenn. No one
is bound to do what is impossible.

A ME. (Lat. ego, I.) A term denoting
direct tenure of the superior lord. 2 Bell, 11.

L. Sc. 133. Unjustly detaining from me. He
is said to withhold a me (from me) who has
obtained possession of my property unjustly.
Calvin.

A EENSA E1‘ T3030. From bed and
board. Descriptive of a limited divorce or
separation by Judicial sentence.

A NATIVITATE. From birth,'or from
infancy. Denotes that a disability, status.
etc., is congenital. .

A-non pone and non use sequitur ar-

glunentum neoeuarie negative. From the
impossibility of a thing to its non-existence,
the inference follows necessarily in the neg-
.ative. That which cannot be done is not
done. liob. 3360. Otherwise, in the aiflrma-
tive. Id.

A PALATIO. L. Lat. From palatium,
(a palace.) Counties palatine are hence so
called. 1 Bl. Comm. 117. See Panarwn.

A pirnth nut lat:-onibus oapt! llberi.
permanent. Persons taken by pirates or
robbers remain free. Dig. 49, 15. 19. 2; Gro.
deJ. B. lib.3,c.3,i1.

A pix-atis et lntronlbus capte. dominhun
non mutant. Things taken or captured
by pirates an.d robbers do not change their
ownership. Bynk. bk. 1, c. 17; 1 Kent,
Comm. 108, 184. No right to the spoil vests
in the piraticai captors; no right is de-
rivable from them to any recaptors in prej-
udice of the original owners. 2 Wood. Lect.
428.

A POSTERIOBI. A term used in logic
to denote an argument founded on experi-
ment or observation, or one which. taking
ascertained facts as an effect. proceeds by
synthesis and induction to demonstrate their
cause.

A SUMMO

A PRENDRE. L. Fr. To take. Bref
d prendre la term, a writ to take the land.
Fet Ass. 5 51. A right to take something
out of the soil of another is a proilt d pren-
dre, or a right coupled with a profit. 1
Crabb. Real Prop. p. 125, 5 115. Distin-
guished from an easement. 5 Adoi. & E. 758.
Sometimes written as one word, app:-cndrc,
apprender.

A PRIORI. A term used in logic to de-
note an argument founded on analogy, or ab-
stract considerations, or one which, positing
a general principle or admitted truth as a
cause. proceeds to deduce from it the oifects
which must necessarily follow.

A QUO. A term used, with the correla-
tive ad quem, (to which.) in expressing the
computation of time, and also oi? distance in
space. Thus. dies a mm, the day from which,
and dies ad quem, the day to which, a period
of time is computed. So, terminus a quo.
the point or limit from which, and terminus
ad quem, the point or limit to which, a dis-
tance or passage in space is reckoned.

A Q00; A QUA. From which. The
judge or court from which a cause has been
brought by error or appeal, or has otherwise
been removed, is termed the judge or court
a quo; a qua. Abbott.

A BENDBE. (Fr. to render, to yield.)
That which is to be rendered, yielded, or
paid. Profits ti rendre comprehend rents and
services. Ham. N. P. 192.

A resorriptie valet argtunentnn. An ar-
gument drawn from original writs in the
register is good. Co. Litt. us.

A RESPONSIS. L. Lat. In ecclesias-
tical law. One whose otiice it was to give or
convey answers; otherwise termed respon-
aalts, and apocrisiarius. One who, being con-
sulted on ecclesiastical matters, gave an-
swers, counsel, or advice; otherwise termed
a oonsdlits. Spelman, “Apocmu'arius."

A RETRO. L. Lat. Behind; in arrear.
Et redttua prorcnicns {Me 6 retro fuerit,
and the rent issuing therefrom be in arrear.
Fleta, lib. 2, c. 55. 5 2.

A BIIBRO AD NIGBUM. Lat. From
the red to the black; from the rubric or title
of a statute, (which, anciently, was in red
letters.) to its body, which was in the ordi-
nary black. Tray. Lat. Max.; Bell, “Ru-
brie."-

A Ilunrno remedio ad inlerioren ao-
tionem non lnbetnr reg:-eunl, neque
anxilltun. From (after using) the highest
remedy, there can be no recourse (going
back) to an inferior action, nor assistance,
(derived from it.) I-‘ieta, lib. 6. c. 1, 5 2.
A maxim in .the old law or real actions,



A TEMPORE

when there were grades in the remedies
given; the rule being that a party who
brought a writ of right, which was the high-
est writ in the law, could not afterwards re-
sort or descend to an inferior remedy.
Bract. 1121»; 3 Bl. Comm. 193, 194.

A TEHPOBE OUJUS OONTRABII
IEHORIA NON EXISTET. From time
of which memory to the contrary does not
exist.

A wealth legis non est reoodendlun.
From the words of the law there must be
no departure. 5 Coke, 119; Wing. Max. 25.
A court is not at liberty to disregard the
express letter of a statute, in favor of a
supposed intention. 1 Steph. Comm. 71;
Broom, Max. 268.

A VIIIOULO MATBIMONII. (Lat. from
the bond of _mati-imony.) A term descrip
tive of a kind of divorce, which eirects I
complete dissolution of the marriage con-
tract. See Dlvoscr.

Ab Ibnsn ad mun non valet conse-
quntis. A conclusion as to the use of a
thing from its abuse is invaud. Broom. Max.
17.

AB AOTIS. Lat. An. oflicer having
charge of new, public records, registers. jour-
nals, or minutes; an oiiicer who entered on
record the acts or proceedings of a court; a
clerk of court; a notary or actuary. Calvin.
Lex. Jurid. See "Asia." This, and the sim-
ilarly formed epithets d canccllia, a score-
iia, d libcliia. were also ancientiy the titles
of a chancellor, (cancellariua.) in the early
history of that ofiice. Spelman, "Cancella-
rims."

AB AGENDO. Disabled from acting; un-
able to act; incapacitated for business or
transactions of any kind.

A3 ANTI). In advance. Thus, a legis-
lature cannot agree ab ante to any modifica-
tion or amendment to a law which a third
person may make. Alien v. Mciiean. 1 Sumn.
308. Fed. Gas. No. 229.

AB AIITEOEDENTE. Beforehand; in
advance.

AB AJITIQUO. Of old; of an ancient
data.

At usuetis non fit inJru-la. From
things to which one is accustomed (or in
which there has been long acquiescence) no

legal injury or wrong arises. If a person
neglect to insist on his right, he is deemed to
have abandoned it Amb. 645; 3 Brown. Ch.
6:9.

A3 EP!I'l.'0IJS. Lat. An oflicer having
charge of the correspondence (cptstolm) of
his superior or sovereign; a secretary. Cal-
tin.; Spiegeiias.

ABA LIENATIO

All EXTRA. (Int. eartra, beyond, with-
out.) From without. Lunt v. Holland, 14
Mass. 151.

A3 INOONVEKIENTI. From hardship,
or inconvenience. An argument founded
upon the hardship of the case, and the in-
convenience or disastrous consequences to
which a different course of reasoning would
lead.

_ All INITIO. Lat. From the beginning:
from the first act. A party is said ‘to be
a trespasser ab Cnitio, an estate to be good
ab initio, an agreement or deed to be void ab
drama, a marriage to be unlawful ab tame,
and the like. Plow. 6a, 16a; 1 Bl. Comm.
440.

AB INITIO HUNDI. Lat. From the be-
ginning of the world. Ab iniuo mtmdi ucquo
ad hodicrnum diam, from the beginning of
the world to this day. I. B. M. 1 Edw. III.
24.

AB INTESTATO. Izat. In the civil law.
From an intestate; from the intestate; in
case of intestacy. Ilareditas ab micaiato, an
inheritance derived from an intestate. Inst.
2, 9, 6. Succeasio ab intestate, succession to
an intestate. or in case of intestacy. Id. 3.
2, 3; Dig. 38, 6, 1. This answers to the
descent or inheritance of real estate at com-
mon law. 2 Bi. Comm. 490, 518; Story,
Confl. Laws, 5 480. “Heir ab inicatato."
1 Burr. 420. The phrase “ab intestate" is
generally used as the opposite or alternative
of cm tcatamcnto, (from, by, or under a will.)
Vcl ca: teatamento, vcl ab intestate [I:wrcd-
itatcs] pcrtincnt,—inheritances are derived
either from a will or from an intestate. (one
who dies without a will.) Inst. 2. 9. 6; Dig.
29, 4; Cod. 6, 14, 2. —

AB INVITO. Lat. By or from an un-
willing party. A transfer ab invite is a com-
pulsory transfer.

an IRATO. By one who is angry. A
devise or gift made by a man adversely to the
interest of his heirs, on account of anger or
hatred against them, is said to be made ab
irato. A suit to set aside such a will is
called an action ab iraio. Merl. Repert. “Ab
irato." '

snacron. In Roman‘ law. A cattle
thief. Also called abigcua, q. 9.

ABADENGO. In Spanish law. Land
owned by an ecclesiastical corporation. and
therefore exempt from taxation. In partic-
ular, lands or towns under the dominion and
jurisdiction of an abbot.

ABAIJBNATIO. in Roman law. The
perfect conveyance or transfer of property
from one Roman citizen to another. This
term gave place to the simple am.-natto. which
is used in the Digest and institutes, as zzeii
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as in the feudal law, and from which the
English “alienation" has been formed. Inst.
2, 8. Dr.; 'Id. 2, 1, 40; Dig. 50, 16, 28.

ABAHITA. Lat. In the civil law. A
great-great-grandfather's sister, (abavi soror.)
Inst. 8, 6. 6; Dig. 38, 10, 3. Called amita
maarima. Id. 38, 10, 10, 17. Called, in Brac-
ton, abamita magn-a. Bract. rol. 68b.

ABANDON. To desert, surrender, relin-
quish, give up, or cede. See Asannommnr.

An'ArmoNr:1:. A party to whom a right
or property is abandoned or relinquished by
another. Applied- to the insurers of vessels
and cargoes. Lord Eiienborough. C. J., 5
Maule & S. 82; Abbott, J., Id. 87 ; Holroyd,
J., Id. 89.

ABANDONHENT. The surrender, relin-
quishinent, disclaimer, or cession of property
or or rights. Stephens v. Mansfleld, 11 Cal.
363'; Dikes v. Miller, 24 Tex. 417; Middle
Creek Ditch 00. v. Henry, 15 Mont. 558, 39
Pac. 1054. '

The giving up a thing absolutely, without
reference to any particular person or pur-
pose, as throwing a jewel into the highway;
leaving a thing to itself, as a vessel at sea;
vacating property with‘ the intention or not
returning. so that it may be appropriated by
the next comer. 2 Bl. Comm. 9, 10; Pidge
_v. Pidge, 3 Metc. (Mass) 265; Breediove v.
Stump, 3 Yerg. (Tenn.) 257, 276; Richardson
v. McNulty, 24 Cal. 339, 345; Judson v. Mai-
loy, 40 Cal. 299, 310.

To constitute abandonment there must concur
an intention to forsake or relinquish the thing
in question and some external act by which that
intention is manifested or carried into efiect.
Mere nonuser is not abandonment unless cou-
pied with an intention not to resume or reclaim
the use or possession. Sikes v. State (Tex. Cr.
App.) 28 S. W. 688; Barnett v. Dickinson, 93
Md. 258, 48 At]. 838; Welsh v. Taylor, 134
N. Y. 450, 31 N. E. 896, 18 L. R. A. 535.

In marine insurance. A relinquishment
or cession of property by the owner to the
insurer oi! it, in order to claim as for a
total loss, when in fact it is so by con-
struction only. 2 Steph. Comm. 178. The
exercise of a right which a party having in-
sured goods or vessels has to call upon the
insurers, in cases where the property insured
has, by perils of the sea, become so much
damaged as to be or little value. to accept or
what is or may be saved, and to pay the full
amount of the insurance, as if a total loss
had actually happened. Park, Ins. 143; 2
Marsh. Ins. 559; 3 Kent, Comm. 318-335,
and notes; The St. Johns (D. C.) 101 Fed.
-iw; Roux v. Salvador, 3 Bing. N. C. 266,
284; .\ieiiis‘n v. Andrews, 15 East, 13; Cin-
cinnati Ins. Co. v. Duiiieid, 6 Ohio St. 200,
67 Am. Dec. 339.

Abandonment is the act by which, after a
constructive total loss. a person insured by
contract of marine-insurance declares to the
insurer that he relinquishes to him his inter-

ABANDONMENT

est in the thing insured. Civil Code Cal.
5 2716. '

The term is used only in reference to risks
in navigation; but the principle is applicable
in fire insurance, where there are remnants,
and sometimes, also, under stipulations in
life policies in favor of creditors.

In maritime law. The surrender of a
vessel and freight by the owner of the same
to a person having a claim thereon aris-
ing out of a contract made with the master.
See Poth. Chart. 5 2, art. 3, 5 51.

In patent law. As applied to inventions,
abandonment is the giving up -of his rights
by the inventor, as where he surrenders
his idea or discovery or relinquishes the
intention of perfecting his invention, and
so throws it open to the public, or where he
negligently postpones the assertion of his
‘claims or tails to apply for a patent, and al-
lows the public to use his invention without
objection. Woodbury, etc., Machine Co. v.
Keith, 101 U. S. 479, 485, 25 L. Ed. ,939;
American Hide, etc., 00. v. American Tool,
etc., Go., 1 Fed. Cas. 647; Mast v. Dempster
Mill Co. (0. C.) ‘E1 Fed. 701; Bartlette 7.
.Ci-ittenden. 2 Fed. Cas. 981; Pitts v. Hull, 19
Fed. Gas. 754. There may also be an aban-
donment of a patent, where the inventor dedi-
cates it to the public use; and this may be
shown by his failure to sue intringers, to
sell licenses, or otherwise to make efforts to
realize apersonal advantage from his patent.
Ransom v. New York, 4 Blatchf. 157, 20 Fed.
Cas. 286. '

Of easement, right bf way, water
right. Permanent cessation of use or en-
joyment with no intention to resume or
reclaim. Welsh-v. Taylor, 134 N. Y. -150,

31 N. E. 896, 18 L. R. A. 535; Coming v.
Gould, 16 Wlend. (N. Y.) 531; Tucker v.
Jones, 8 Mont. 225, 19 Pac. 571; McClain v.
Chicago, etc., R. Co., 90 Iowa, 57 N. W.
594; Ovlatt v. Big Four Min. Co., 39 Or.
118. 65 Pac. 811.

Of mining claim. The relinquishment
of a claim held by location without pat-
ent, where the holder voluntarily leaves his
claim to be appropriated by the next comer,
without any intention to retake or re-
sume it, and regardless oi’ what may become
of it in the future. McKay v. McDougail. 25
Mont. 258, 64 Pac. 669, 87 Am. St. Rep. 395;
St. John v. Kidd, 26 Cal. 263, 272; Orea»
muno v. Uncle Sam Min. 00., 1 Nev. 215;
Derry v. Ross. 5 Colo. 295.

Of domicile. Permanent removal from
the place of one's domicile with the inteu:
tion ot taking up a residence elsewhere and
with no intention to returning to the orig-
inal home except temporarily. Stafford v.
Mills. 57 N. J. Law. 570, 31 Atl. 1023; Mills
v. Alexander, 21 T_ex..154; Jarvais v. Moe,
38 \Vis. 4-10. - .

By husband or wire. The act of a bus-
band or wii'e who leaves his or her eon-
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sort wiilfuiiy,.and with an intention of cans-
ing perpetual separation. Gay v. State, 105
Ga..5_99, 31 S. E. 569, 70 Am. St. Rep. 68;
People v. Cullen, 153 N. Y. 62‘ , 47 N. E. 891,
44 L. R. A. 420.

"Abandonment, in the sense in which it is
used in the statute under which this proceed-
ing was commenced, may be defined to be the
act of willfully leaving the wife, with the
intention of causing a palpable separation be-
tween the parties, and implies an actual de-
sertion of the wife by the husband." Stan-
brough v. Stanbrough, 60 Ind. 279.

In French law. The act by which 9.

debtor surrenders his property for the bene-
nt of his creditors. Merl. Repert. “Aban-
donment."

~ anaxnommrcr ron. 'ron'rs. In the
civil law. The act of a person who was sued
in a noxai action, s‘. e., for a tort or trespass
committed by his slave or his animal, in re-
linquishing and abandoning the slave or ani-
mal to the person inJu1-ed, whereby he saved
himself from any further responsibility. See
last. -i, 8, 9; Fitzgerald v. Ferguson, 11 La.
Ann. 396. '

. ABAIIDUN, or ABANDUM. Anything
sequestered, proscribed, or abandoned. Aban-
_don, 4. e.,-in ban-num res missa, a thing ban-
ned or denounced as forfeited or lost, whence
to abandon, desert, or forsake, as lost an
gone. Coweli. -

" anannann. Lat. To detect or discov-
er. and disclose to a magistrate, any secret
crime. Leges Canuti, cap. 10.

ABATAHENTUH. L. Lat. In old Eng-
An abatement of freehold; an en-

try upon lands by way of interposition be-
tween the death of the ancestor and the en-
try of the heir. Oo. Litt. 277a; Yel. 151.

ABATEMENT. In pleading. The ef-
fect produced upon an action at law, when
the defendant pleads matter of fact showing
the writ or declaration to be defective and
incorrect. This defeats the action for the
time being. but the plaintiff may proceed with
it after the defect is removed, or may recom-
mence it in a better way. In England, in
equity pleading. declinatory pleas to the ju- ‘

risdiction and dilatory to the persons were
(prior to the judicature act) sometimes, by
analogy to common law. termed "pleas in
abatement."

In ehanosry practice. The determina-
tion, cessation. or suspension of all pro-
ceedings in a suit. i'rom the want of proper
parties capable of proceeding therein, as up-
on the death of one of the parties pending
the suit. ’_ See 2 Tidd. Pr. 932: Story. Eq. Pi.
I 354; Witt v. Ellis. 2 Cold. (Tenn.) 38.

In mercantile law. A drawback or re-

bate allowed in certain cases on the duties
que__pn_.hnp'o'iftegl goods, in consideration of

‘ ABATOR

their deterioration or damage suifered dur-
ing importation, or while in store. Andi-
minution or decrease in the amount of -tax
imposed upon any person. ' ~ ~

In contracts. A reduction made by th
creditor for the prompt payment of a debt
due by the payor or debtor. Week. ins. 7.

01 legacies and debts. A proportion-
al diminution or reduction of the pecun-
iary legacies, when the funds or assets
out of which such legacies are payable are
not suiiicient to pay them in full. Ward,
‘Leg. p. 369. c. 6, I 7; 1 Story, Eq. Jur‘. 5

555; 2 Bl. Comm. 512, 513: Brown v. Brown;
79 Va. 6-i8; Neistrath‘s Estate, 66 Cai.'330,
5 Pac. 507. In equity, when equitable as-
sets are insufllcienf to satisfy fully all the
creditors, their debts must abate in propor-
tion, and they must be content with a _divi_-
dend; for tequila: est quasi wquamas. _ A _

ABATEMENT 0!‘ A NUISANGI-3.’ The
removal, p_rostration, or destruction of that
which causes a nuisance, whether by break-
ing or pulling it down. or otherwise remove
ing. disintegrating, or eifaclng it. Ruff v.
Phillips, 50'Ga. 130. '

t =’i‘he remedy which the law allows aparty
injured by a nuisance of destroying or re-
moving it by his own act, so as he commits
no riot in doing it, nor occasions (in the case
or a private nuisance) any damage beyond
what the removal of the inconvenience:'xiec-
e:<;~'arily requires. 3 BL Comm. 5, 168; 3
Staph. Comm. 361; 2 Salk. 458. »

" ABATEMENT 01‘ PBEEEOLD. _This
takes place where a person dies seised of an
inheritance, and, before the heir or devlsee
enters, a stranger, having no right. makes a
wrongful entry, and gets possession of ‘it.
Such an entry is technically called an “abate-
ment," and the stranger an “abator." It is, in
fact, a figurative expression, denoting that
the rightful possession or freehold of the belt
or devlsee is overthrown by the unlawful in-
tervention of a stranger. Abatement diifers
from intrusion. in that it is always to the
prejudice of the heir or immediate devlsee,
whereasthe latter is to the prejudice of the
reversioner or remainder-man; and disseisin
ditfers'from them both, for to disseise is .to
put forcibly or fraudulently a person seised
of the freehold out of possession. 1 Co. Inst.
77a; 3 Bl. Comm. 166; Brown v. Burdick.

25 Ohio St. 268. By the ancient laws of
'.\'ormandy, this term was used to signify the
act of one who, having an apparent right of
possession to an estate, took possession of .it
immediately after the death of the actual
possessor, before the heir entered. (Howard,
Ant-iennes Lois des Fraucais, tome 1, p. 539.)
Bouvier.

ABATOR. in real property law, a strap,-
ger who, having no right of entry, contrives
to get possasion of an estate of freehold.‘ to
the prejudice of the heir or devlsee, before
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the latter can enter, after the ancestors
death. Litt. i 397.
who abates, prostrntes. ‘or destroys a nul-
sauce. '

ABATUDA. Anything diminished. Mon-
eta abatuda is money clipped or diminished
in value. Oowell; Dufresne.

ABAVIA. Lat. In the civil law. A
great-grut-grandmother. Inst. 3. 6. 4; Dig.
38, 10, 1. 6; Br_act. fol. 68b.

AHATTITA. A great-great-grand1ather's
sister. Braat. fol. 68b. This is a misprint
tor abamim, (q. v.) Burrill.

ABAVUNOULUS. Lat. In the civil law.
A great-great-grandmother's brother, (abavia
frater.) Inst. 3, 6, 6; Dig. 38, 10, 3. Called
avunculua matimus. Id. 38, 10, 10, 17. Call-
ed by Bracton and‘ Fleta abavuuoulus magma.
Bract. fol. 68b; Fleta, lib. 6. c. 2, | 19.

AIBAVUS. Lat. In the civu law. A
great-great-grandfather. Inst. 3, 6. 4; Dig.
38. 10, 1, 6: Bract. fol. 67a.

1 ABBAOY. The government of a religious
house, and the revenues thereof, subject to
an abbot, as a bishopric is to a bishop. Cow-

_eii. The rights and privileges of an abbot.

ABBEY. A society of religious persons,
having an abbot or abbess to preside over
them.

A3301‘. The spiritual superior or gov-
ernor of an abbey or monastery. Feminine,
Abbeu.

ABBREVIATE or ADJUDIOATION.
in Scotch law. An abstract of the decree of
adjudication, and of the lands adJudged, with
the amount of the debt. Adjudication is that
diligence (execution) of the law by which the
real estate of a debtor is adjudged to belong
to his creditor in payment oi? a debt; and the
abbreviate uiust be recorded in the register of
adjudications.

. ABBREVIATIO PLAOITORUM. An
abstract of ancient Judicial records, prior to
the Year Books. See Steph. PL (7th Ed.)
410.

ABBREVIATIONS. Shortened conven-
tional expressions, employed as substitutes
for names, phrases, dates, and the like. for
the saving of space. of time in transcribing,
etc. Abbott.

For Table of Abbreviations, see Appendix,
P0815. D9-88 -—-

Abbreviationum ills nlunerus ct sensns
aodpiendus est, in oonoeuio nos: :11: in-
anis. In abbreviations, such number and
sense is to be taken that the grant be not
made void. 9 Coke, 48.

ABBIEVIATORS. In ecclesiastical law.
Oillcers whose duty it is to assist in drawing

In the law of torts, one '

ABET

up the pope's briefs, and reducing petitions
into proper form to be converted into papal
bulls. Bouvier.

ABBROOIIMENT, or ABBROAOIL
KENT. The act of forestalllng a market,
by buying up at wholesale the merchandise
intended to be sold there, for the purpose of
selling it at retail. See FOBESTALLING.

ABDIOATION. The act of a sovereign
in renouncing and relinquishing his govern-
ment or throne, so that either the throne is
left entirely vacant, or is filled by a succes-
sor appointed or elected beforehand.

Also, where a magistrate or person in oflice
voluntarily renounces or gives it up before
the time or service has expired.

It diflers from resi ation, in that resignation
is made by one who as received his oiiice from
another and restores it into his hands, as an
inferior into the hands of a superior; abdica-
tion is the reiinquishmeut of an oifice which
has devolved by set of law. It is said to be
a renunciation, quitting, and relinquishing,
so as to have nothing further to do with a
thing, or the doing of such actions as are in-
consistent with the holding of it. Chambers.

ABDUOTIOII’. In criminal law. The
offense or taking away a man’s wife, child.
or ward, by fraud and persuasion, or open
violence. 3 Bl. Comm. 139-141; Humphrey
v. Pope. 122 Cal. 253, 54 Pac. 847; State
v. George, 93 N. C. 567; State v. Chisenhall,
106 N. C. 676, 11 S. E. 518: People v. Seeley.
37 Hun (N. Y.) 190. -

The unlawful taking or detention of any
female for the purpose of marriage, concu-
binage, or prostitution. People v. Crotty, 55
Hun (N. Y.) 611, 9 N. Y. Supp. 937.

By statute in some states, abduction in-
cludes the withdrawal of a husband from his
wife, as where another woman aiienates his
affection and entices him away and causes
him to abandon his wife. King V. Hanson,
13 N. D. 85, 99 N. W. 1085.

ABEARANCE. Behavior; as a recog-
nizance to be of good abearance signifies to
be of good behavior. 4 Bl. Comm. 251, 256.

ABEREMURDER. (From Sax. abere.
apparent, notorious; and mord, murder.)
Plain or downright murder, as distinguished
from the less heinous crime of manslaughter.
or chance medley. It was declared a capital
offense, without line or commutation, by the
laws of Cnnute, c. 93. and of Hen. I. c. 13.
Spelman.

ABESSE. Lat. In the civil law. '1‘o be
absent; to be away from a place. Said of a
person who was ea-rm conunentia urbu, (be-
yond the suburbs of the city.)

ABET. In criminal law. To encourage,
incite. or set another on to commit a crime.
See Ann-r-roa.

“Aid" and “abet" are nearly synonymous
terms as generally used: but. strictly speak-
ing. the former term does not imply guilty
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knowled or felonious intent, whereas the
word "a t" includes knowledge of the wron -

in] purpose and counsel and encouragement n
t commission of the crime. People v. Dole,
1% Cal. 486. 55 Pac. 58], 68 Am. St. Rep.
50: People v. Morlne. 138 Cal. 626, 72 Pac.
166: State v. Em y. 79 Iowa, 460. 44 N. W.
70"; Raiford v. tate, 59 Ala. 106; White v.
People. 81 Ill. 333.

ABFPIATOR. L. Lat. In old English
law. An abettor. Fieta. lib. 2, c. 65. i 7.
See Anrrrros.

ABE’l.'.l‘03. In criminal law. An in-
stigator, or setter on; one who promotes or
procures a crime to be committed; one who
commands, advises, instigates. or encourages
another to commit a crime; a person who.
being present or in the neighborhood, incites
another to commit a crime, and thus becomes
a principal.

The distinction between abettors and ac-
cessaries is the presence or absence at the
commission of the crime. Oowellg Fieta, lib.
1, c. 34. Presence and participation are nec-
essary to constitute a person an abettor.
Green v. State, 13 M0. 382: State v. Teahan.
50 Conn. 92: Connaughty v. State, 1 Wis.
159, 60 Am. Dec. 370.

ABEYAIIOE. In the law of estates. Ex-
pectation; waiting; suspense; remembrance
and contemplation in law. Where there is
no person in existence in whom an inherit-
ance can vest, it is said to be in abcuance,
that is, in expectation; the law considering
it as always potentially existing, and ready

~ to vest whenever a proper owner appears. 2
Bi. Comm. 107. Or, in other words, it is
said to be in the remembrance, consideration,
and intendment of the law. Co. Litt. §§ 646, -

650. The term “abeyance" is also sometimes
applied to personal property. Thus, in the
case of maritime captures during war, it is
said that, until the capture becomes invested
with the character of prize by a sentence of
condemnation, the right of property is in
abeyance, or in a state of legal sequestration.
i Kent, Comm. 102. It has also been applied
to the franchises of a corporation. “When a
corporation is to be brought into existence by
some future acts of the corporators, the fran-
chises remain in abeuance, until such acts
are done; and, when the corporation is
brought into life, the franchisee instantane-
ously attach to it.” Story. .1, in Dartmouth
College v. Woodward, 4 Wheat. 691, 4 L. Ed.
E. .

ABIATIOUS, or AVIATIOUS. L. Int.
In feudal law. A grandson; the son of a son.
Speiman; Lib. Feud., Baraterii. tit. 8, cited
id.

ABIDE. To “abide the order of the
court" means to perform. execute, or conform
to such order. Jackson v. State. 30 Kan. 88,
1 Pac. 317; Hodge v. Hodgdon. 8 Cush.
Glass.) 294. See McGarry v. State, 37 Kan.
0, 14 Pac. 492.

ABIBHERING

A stipulation in an arbitration bond that
the parties shall “abide by" the award of the
arbitrators means only that they shall await
the award of the arbitrators, without revok-
ing the submission, and not that they shall
acquiesce in the award when made. Mar-
shall v.-Reed, 48 N. H. 36; Shaw v. Hatch,
6 N. H. 162: Weeks v. Trask, 81 Me. 127.
16 Atl. 413, 2 L. R. A. 532. ,

ABIDING BY. In Scotch law. A ju-
dicial declaration that the party abides by
the deed on which he rounds, in an action
where the deed or writing is attacked.a.s
forged. Unless this be done, a decree that
the deed is false will be pronounced. Pat.
Comp. It has the efl'ect of pledging the
party to stand the consequences of founding
on a forged deed. Bell.

ABIGEATUS. Lat. In the civil law.
The ofl'ense of stealing or driving away cat-
tle. SeeAnIonUs.

ABIGEBE. Lat. In the civil l'aw. To
drive away. Applied to those who drove
away animals with the intention of stealing
them. Applied, also, to the similar otrense
of cattle stealing on the borders between lang-
land and Scotland. See Anmnus.

To drive out; to expel by force; to pro-
duce abortion. Dig. 47, 11, 4.

ABIGEUS. Int. (Pl., abmcl, or more
rarely abigcatores.) In the civil law.‘ A
stealer of cattle; one who drove or drew
away (subtrazit) cattle from their pastures,
as horses or oxen from the herds, and made
booty of them, and who followed this as a
business or trade. The term was applied
also to those who drove away the smaller
animals, as swine, sheep. and goats. In
the latter case. it depended on the number
taken, whether the offender was fur (a com-
mon thief) or abigeua. But the taking of a
single horse or ox seems to have constituted
the crime of abigeatua. And those who fre-
quently aid this were clearly abigei, though
they took but an animal or two at a time.
Dig. 47. 14, 3, 2. See Cod. 9. 37; Nov. 22.
c. 15, I 1; 4 Bl. Comm. 239.

ABILITY. When a statute makes it a
ground of divorce that the husband has neg-
lected to provide for his wife the common
necessaries of life, having the ability to pro-
vide the same, the word “ability" has refer-
ence to the possession by the husband of the
means in property to provide such necessa-
ries, not to his capacity of acquiring such
means by labor. Washburn v. Washburn, 9
Cal. 475. But compare State v. Witham, 70
Wis. 473, 35 N. W. 934.

ABISEERING, or ABISEERSING.
Quit of amercements. It originally signified
a forfeiture or amercement. and is more
properly miahcrinu, miahcraing. or .mieker-
Ina, according to Bpelman. It has since been
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termed a liberty of freedom, because, wher-
ever this word is used in a grant, the per-
sons to whom the grant is made have the
forfeitures and amercements of all others,
and.are themselves free from the control of
any within their fee. Termes de la Ley, 7.

. ABJUDIOATIO. In old English law.
The depriving of a thing by the judgment of
a court; a putting out of court; the same as
foriajudicatio, forjudgment, forjudger. Co.
Litt. 10041, b; Townsh. P1. 49.

ABJUBATION 0!‘ ALLEGIAJIOE.
one of the steps in the process of naturaliz-
ing an alien. It consists in a formal declara-
tion. made by the party under oath before a
competent authority. that he renounces and
abjures all the allegiance and fidelity. which
he owes to the sovereign whose subject he
has theretofore been.

ABIURATION 01‘ TR}: REALM. In
ancient English law. A renunciation of one's
country, a species of self-imposed banish-
ment, under an oath never to return to the
kingdom unless by permission. This was
formerly allowed to criminals, as a means
of saving their lives, when they had con-
fased their crimes, and fled to sanctuary.
See 4 Bl. Comm. 332; Avery v. Everett, 110
N. Y. 311, 18 N. E. 148, 1 L. R. A. 264, 6
Am. St. Rep. 368.

ABJUEE. To renounce, or abandon, by
or upon oath. See ABJUBATION.

“The decision of this court in Arthur v.
Broadnax. 3 Ala. 57, aifirms that it the bus-
band has abjured the state and remains abroad,
the wife, meanwhile trading as a fame sole,
could recover on a note which was given to
her as such. We must consider the term ‘ab-
jure,' as there used, as implying a total aban-
donment of the state; a departure from the
state without the intention of returning, and
not a renunciation of one's country. upon an
oath of perpetual banishment, as the term ong-
inally implied." Mead v. Hughes, 15 Ala. 14 .

1 Am. Rep. 123

Ann:-nonmn. As used in 3 statute
relating to service in the militia, this term
does not imply an absolute freedom from all
physical ailment. It imports an absence of
those palpable and visible defects which evi-
dently incapacitate the person from perform-
ing the ordinary duties of a soldier. Darling
v. Bowen, 10 Vt. 152.

ABLEGATI. Papal ambassadors of the
second rank, who are sent to a country
where there is not a nuncio, with a less ex-
tensive commission than that of a nunclo.

ABLOOATIO. A letting out to hire, or
leasing for money. Calvin. Sometimes used
in the English form “ablocation."

ABHATEBTERA. Lat. In the civil
law. A great-great-grandmothers sister,
(abavic aoror.) Inst. 3, (l. 6: Dig. 38, 10,
8. Called matcrtera masrima. Id. 38, 10,

ABOVE ‘

10, 17.- Called, by Bracton. abmaterterc
mayna. Bract. fol. 68b ’ I

ABNEP08. Lat. A 2reat-great-grand-
son. The grandson of a grandson or grand-
daughter. Calvin.

ABNEPTIS. Lat. A great-great-grand
daughter. The granddaughter of a grand-
son or granddaughter. Calvin.

ABODE. The place where a person
dwells. Dorsey v. Briglmm. 177 Ill. 250, 52
_N. E. 303, 42 L. R. A. 809, 69 Am. st. Rep.
228.

ABOLITIOII’. The destruction. abroga-
tion, or extinguishment of anything; also the
leave given by the sovereign or judges to a
criminal accuser to desist from further pros-
ecution. 25 Hen. VIII. c. 2L 4

ABORDAGE. Fr. In French commer-
cial law. Collision of vessels.

ABORTIFACIENT. In medical Jurispru-
dence. A drug or medicine capable of, or
used for, producing abortion.

ABORTION. In criminal law. The mis-
carriage or premature delivery of a woman
who ‘is quick with child. When this is
brought about with a malicious design, or
for an unlawful purpose, it is a crime in law.

The act of bringing forth what is yet im-
perfect; and particularly the delivery or ex-
pulsionof the human faetus prematurely, or
before it is yet capable of sustaining life.
Also the thing prematurely brought forth. or
product of an untimely process. Sometimes
loosely used for the offense of procuring a
premature delivery; but, strictly, the early
delivering is the abortion; causing or procur-
ing nbortlon is the full name of the oflense.
Abbott; Smith v. State, 33 Me. 48, 59, 54
Am. Dec. 607; State v. Crook, 16 Utah, 212,
51 Pac. 1091; Belt v. Spauldlng, 17 Or. 130.
20 Pac. 827; Mills v. Commonwealth, 13
Pa. 631; Wells v. New England Mut. L. Ins.
Co., 191 Pa. 207, 43 At]. 126. 53 L. R. A. 327,
71 Am. St. Rep. 763.

ABORTIVE TRIAL. A term descrip-
tive of the result when a case has gone oil,
and no verdict has been pronounced, without
the fault, contrivance, or management of the
parties. Jebb & B. 51.

ABORTUS. "Lat. The fruit of an abor-
tion ; the child born before its time, incapable
of life.

ABOUTISSEMEIIT. Fr. An nlmttal or
abutment. See Guyot. itépert. Univ. “Ab-
outissans."

ABOVE. In practice. Higher; superior.
The court to which a cause is removed by
appeal or writ of error is called the court
above. Principal; as distinguished from
what is auxiliary or instrumental. Ball to
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tie-'aci:ioii, or special ball, is otherwise term-
ed bail above. 3 Bl. Comm. 291. See BE-
mw.

-ABOVE: CITED, or IIENTIONED.
Quoted before. A tlgurative expression taken
from the ancient manner of writing books
on scrolls. where whatever is mentioned or
cited before in the same roll must be above.
Encyc. Loud.

, ABPATRUU8. Lat. in the civil law.
A‘ great-greiit-grandfather's brother, (abatri
frater.) inst. 3'. 6, 6; Dig. 38, 10, 3. Called
patruua maziniua, Id. 38, 10, 10, 17. Called,
by Brncton and Fletn. abpatrnus magnus.
Bract. tol. 68b; Fleta, lib. 6. c. 2, 5 17.

ABRIDGE. To reduce or contract; usu-
ally spoken of written laiiguage.

In copyright law. to abridge Jneans to epit-
omize; to reduce; to contract. It implies pre-
serving the substance, the essence. of a work.'_ in
language suited to such a_ purpose. In-inaliini;
extracts there is no condensation of the author’s
language, and hence no abridgment. To
abridge requires the exercise of the mind: it is
not copying. Between a compilation and an‘
ahridgment there is a clear distinction. A com-'
pilation consists of selected extracts from dif-
ferent authors: an abridgment is a condensa-
tion of the -views of one author. Story.v.
Holcoinbe, 4 i\ic-Lean, 806. 310, Fed. Gas. No.
13,497.

In practice. To shorten a declaration or
count by taking away or‘ severing some of
the substance of it. Brooke. -Abr. ."Abridg-
merit.”

ABBEGMIZNT. An epitome or com.-
pendium of another and larger work, where-
in the principal ideas of the larger work _'are
summarily contained. ' ‘ ’ '

_Abi-idgments of the law are brief digests
of the lawharraiiged alphabetically. -The
oldest are those of Fitzherbert. Brooke, and
Bone; the more modern those of -Viner»,
Comyns, and Bacon. (1 Steph. Comm. .51.)
The term “digest” has now supplanted that
of “abridgment.” Sweet. - -

annmamrzwr or DAMAGES. grne
right of the court to reduce the damagesln
certain cases. Vide Brooke, tit. “Abridg-
nient." , .

- ABROGATE. To’ annui, repeal. or de-
stroy: to annul or repeal an order or rule is-
sued by a subordinate authority; to repeal a
former law by legislative act. or by usage.

ABBOGATION. The annulment of a
law by constitutional authority. It stands
opposed to rogation: luid is distinguished
from derogation, which implies the taking
away only some part of a hrw; from subro-
ytion. which denotes the adding a clause to
it: from dispensation, which only sets it
aside in a particular instance; and from an-
tiquatlon, which is the refusing to pass a
law. Encyc. Lond.
--Ifnplled abrogation. it statute is said to
work an “implied abrogation" of an earlier
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one. when the later statute ‘contains préfilsions
which are inconsistent with the further con-.
tiniinnce of the earlier law; or a statute is ,im-,
pliediy abrogated when the reason of it. or the
object for which it was passed, no longer exits.‘

- ABSOOND. To go in a clandwtine man-
ner out of the jurisdiction of the courts;-aot
to lie concealed, in order to avoid their pro;
cess. .

V To hide, conceal, or absent oneself “clan-
destinely, with the intent to avoid‘ legal .pro4
c"ess. Smith v. Johnson, 43 Neb. 754, 624 N.
W. 217; Hoggett v. Emerson, '8'.Kuni‘262;
Ware v. Todd, 1 Ala. 200; Kingsland 11. War-
sham, 15 Mo. 657. . -~, - .

ABSCONDING DBBTOR. One._ who ;_a'b-

sconds from his creditors. An abscondlns,
debtor is one who lives without the state.
or who has intentionally concealed himself
from his creditors, or withdrawn hiinselfi
from the reach of their suits, with intent to
frustrate their just demands. Thus, it. a
person departs-‘from his usual residcncegor
remains absent‘ therefrom, or concealm him‘.
self in his house, soithat he cannot'be_ served
with process, with intent unlawfully to de-
my or defraud his creditors, he is an ab-
st.-onding debtor»; but if he departs from-the
state or from his usual abode, wltlr’th‘é’-'ihV
tention-of ‘again returning, and witliouiiiiitfi
fraudulent design, be has not nbsconded. 361'
absented himself, within the intendinent,ot
the law.‘ Stai‘for(I v. Mills, 57 N. J. Law. ‘57_4_,

2 7; Fitch v. Waite, 5 Conn. L17. ,_ x . _:

I A‘ party may abscoiid, and subject hiiijself
to the operation of’ the attai-hni'e_iit,_lij1iiI
against ’abscon'din'g debtor, without,leavTi_n'
the limits ‘or the state. Field v. A‘ar'ébn;'
Nd-~20‘~.\ '

‘_ _A debtor who is shut up from his creditbrs
in his own house is an absc<mding,dieb,to3;_.
Ives v. Curtiss, 2 Root (Conn) 133. _‘

,-- -ABSENCE. . The state of being absent,
removed, or away from one’s .d0.Inicile,.- .9:
116.381.-D.1|.1Q°:°1"1‘9§1dQ1199- A '.w ~.:.:.c.-.

Absence is of a fivefold kind: :'(1) A‘-anon:
aary absence. as in banished or transported per-
sons; this is-entirely necessary. (2) Noceoaqry
and oolii-ntaru, as upon the ilCC0ll!lt,0f.l.ilé com-
monwealth, or in the service of the church_'. (39
A probable absence, according to *the.civilia.ns.
as -that of students on the score of.._study, . (4)
Eritirelu 1:olmi.fary, on account oftrade, mer:
chandise, and the like. (5) Absence cum -dola
rt ‘culpd, as not appearing to a writ, aubpwna,
citation, etc., or to delay or defeat creditor-s..or
avoidin arrest, either on civil or crimi.nal.pro;
ccss. .- ylifie. ’ f‘_ ‘_

. ;Where the statute allows the Vl1C’fl'u0‘l!‘;9fV_i
judgment rendered against a defendapt._-._‘.‘ip
his absence," the term “absence" means non-
nppeai-ance to the action, and not merely that
the party was not present in court.' _Strii_i.e
v. Kaiifiiiau, 12 Neb. 423, 11 N. W. 867. _

In Scotch law. Want or default of ap-
peariince. A decree is said to he in absence
where the defender (defendiuit) does not ap-
pear. Ersk. lust. bk. 4, tit. 3. I 6. See
DECBEET. . . . . - ~ ‘
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ABSEHTE. Int. (Abl. of abacus.) Be-
ing absent A common term in the old re-
ports. “The three justices, abscnte North,
0. J., were clear of opinion." 2 Mod. 14.

ABSEIITEE. One who dwells abroad: a-

landlord who resides in a country other than
that from which he draws his rents. The
discussions on the subject have generally had
reference to Ireland. McCul. Pol. Econ.; 33
Brit. Quar. Rev. 455.

one who is absent from his usual place of
residence or domicile.
In Louisiana. law and practice. A per-

son who has resided in the state, and has
departed without leaving any one to repre-
sent him. Also, a person who never was
domiciiiated in the state and resides abroad.
Civil Code La. art. 3556: Dreviile v. Cucullu,
18 La. Ann. 695; ‘Morris v. Bienvenu, 30 La.
Ann. 878.

ABIENTT, or DES ABSEHTEES.
A parliament so called was held at Dublin.
10th May, 8 Ben. VIII. It is mentioned in
letters patent 29 Hen. VIII.

Abnntcm neolporo dcbomus can qua!
non cot so loci in one pctitur. We
ought to consider him absent who is not in
the place where he is demanded. Dig. 50, 16.
199.

Abscntin cjns qui rcipublion canal
abut, neqne cd ncqnc I1“. dsmnosa cue
dcbet. The absence of him who is away in
behalf of the republic (on business of the
state) ought neither to be prejudicial to him
nor to another. Dig. 50, 17, 140.

Anson.n—asson.s. To pardon or set
free: used with respect to deliverance from
excommunication. Cowell; Kelham.

Aluolutn scntontin expositoro non in-
digct. An absolute sentence or proposition
(one that is plain without any scrupie, or ab-
solute without any saving) needs not an ex-
positor. 2 Inst. 533.

ABSOLUTE. Unconditional: complete
and perfect in itself, without relation to, or
dependence on, other things or persons,—as
an absolute right: without condition, excep-
tion, restriction, qualification, or limitation,
—as an absolute conveyance. an absolute es-
tate: flnal, peremptory,—as an absolute rule.
People v. Ferry. 84 Cal. 31. 24 Pac. 33; Wil-
son v. white. 133 ind. 614, 33 N. E. 361, 19
L. R. A. 581; Johnson v. Johnson, 32 Ala.
63? ; Germania F. Ins. Co. v. Stewart, 13 Ind.
App. 627, 42 N. E. 286.

As to absolute “Conveyance," “Covenant,”
"Delivery," “Estnte," “Gift," "Guaranty,"
-"Interest," “Law," "Nullity," “Property,"
“Rights.” uRule," ¢ISale,'.I “Tlue,H
dice,” see those titles.

ABSOLUTEIJ. Completely: wholly;
without qualification; without reference or
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relation to, or dependence upon, any other
person, thing, or event.

ABSOLUTION. In tho civil law. A
sentence whereby a party accused is declared
innocent of the crime laid to his charge.

In canon law. A juridical act whereby
the clergy declare that the sins oi’ such as
are penitent are remitted.

In French law. The dismissal of an ac-
cusation. The term “acquitment" is em-
ployed when the accused is declared not
guilty and “ahsolution" when he is recog-
nized as guilty but the act is not punishable
by law. or he is exonerated by some defect of
intention or will. Merl. Repert: Bouvier.

ABSOLUTISH. Any system of govern-
ment, be it a monarchy or democracy, in
which one or more persons, or a class, govern
absolutely, and at pleasure, without check or
restraint from any law, constitutional de-
vice, or co-ordinate body.

ABSOLVITOB. In scotch law. An ac-
quittal; a decree in favor oi.‘ the defender in
any action.

ABSQUE. Without. Occurs in phrases
taken from the Latin; such as the following:

ABSQUE ALIQUO IND}: EEDEHDO.
(Without rendering anything therefrom.) A
grant from the crown reserving no rent. 2
Bone, Abr. 502.

ABSQUE OONSIDIIBATIONI: 011312.
In old practice. Without the consideration
of the court; without judgment. Fleta, lib.
2. c. 47, 5 13.

ABSOUE E00. Without this. These
are technical words of denial, used in plead-
ing at common law by way of special trav-
erse. to introduce the negative part of the
plea, following the uillrmative part or induce-
ment. Murtin v. Hummon, 8 Pa. 270; Zents
v. Legnard, 70 Pa. 192; Hits v. Kier. 38 Pa.
72; Reiter v. Morton, 96 Pa. 229; Turnpike
Co. v. McCullough, 25 Pa. 303.

AS80112 IMPETITIONE VAITI.
Without impeachment of waste; without ac-
countability for waste: without liability to
suit for waste. A clause anciently often in-
serted in lenses, (as the equivalent English
phrase sometimes i.) signifying that the ten-
ant or lessee shall not be liable to suit, (im-
petmo,) or challenged, or called to account,
for committing waste. 2 Bl. Comm. 283; 4
Kent, Comm. 78; Co. Litt. %; Litt. I 352.

A3800}: TALI OAUSA. (Lat. without
such cause.) Formal words in the now obso-
lete replication dc injuria. Steph. Pl. 191.

LBSTBNTION. In French law. Keep-
ing an heir from possession; also tacit re-
nunciuiion of a succession by an heir. Merl.
Repert.
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ABSTRACT, 93. An abstract is a less
. quantity containing the virtue and force or

a greater quantity. A transcript is general-
ly defined a copy. and is more comprehensive
than an abstract. Harrison v. Mfg. Co., 10
S. C. 278. 283; Hess v. Draifen. 99 Mo. App.
580, 74 S. W. 440; Dickinson v. Chesapeake
«k 0. R. Co., 7 W. Va. 390, 413; Wilhite v.
Barr, 67 Mo. 284.

ABSTRACT, 11.

from.
Under the National Bank Act, "abstraction"

is the act of one who, being an oiiicer of a na-
tional banking association. wrongfully takes or
withdraws from it any of its moneys, funds, or
credits. with intent to injure or defraud it or
some ‘other person or company, and. without
its knowledge or consent or that of its board
of directors, converts them to the use of him-
self or ‘of some person or company other than
the bank. It is not the same as embezzlement.
larceny. or mlsapplication of funds. United
States v. Harper (C. C.) 33 Fed. 471; United
States v. Northwa , 120 U. S. 327, 7 Sup. Ct.
580. 30 L. Ed. : United States v. Yontsey.
(C. C.) 91 Fed. 864: United States v. Taintor
28 Fed. Css. 7; United States v. Breese (D. G5
131 Fed. 915.

ABSTRACT 01‘ A FINE. In old con-
veyancing. one or the parts of a line. being
an abstract of the writ of covenant, and the
concord. naming the parties, the parcels of
land, and the agreement. 2 Bl. Comm. 351;
Shep. Touch. 3. More commonly called the
“note” of the line. see Fina; Conoosn.

To take or withdraw

ABSTRACT 01‘ TITLE. A condensed"
history or the title to land, consisting of a
synopsis or summary of the material or op-
erative portion or all the conveyances, of
whatever kind or nature, which in any man-
ner aflect said land, or any estate or interest
therein, together with a statement of all
liens. charges. or liabilities to which the same
may be subject and of which it is in any
way material for purchasers to be apprised.
Warv. Alcst. I 2. Stevenson v. Polk. 71
Iowa, 278. 32 N. W. 340; Union Safe Deposit
Co. v. Chisholm, 33 Ill. App. 647; Banker v.
Caldwell. 3 Minn. 94 (Gil. 46); Helnsen v.
lamb, 117 III. 549, 7 N. E. 75; Smith v.

Taylor, 82 Cal. 533, 23 Pac. 217.
An abstract is a condensation, epitome, or

synopsis. and therein diifers from a copy or
a transcript. Dickinson v. Chesapeake a O.
R. 00.. 7 W. Va. 390, 413.

Almndans oautels non nocet. Extreme
caution does no harm. 11 Coke, 6b. This
principle is generally applied to the construc-
tion of instruments in which superfluous
words have been inserted more clearly to ex-
press the intention.

ABIUIDITY. In statutory construction,
an "absurdity" is not only that which is
physically impossible, but also that which is
morally so; and that is to be regarded as
morally impossible which is contrary to rea-
son. so that It could not be imputed to a
man in his rigit senses. State v. Hayes. 81

11 muss

M0. 574, 585. Anything which is so irration-
al, unnatural, or inconvenient that it cannot
be supposed to have been within the inten-
tion or men of ordinary intelligence and. dis-
cretion. Black, Interp. Laws, 104.

A3031}, 1:. To make excessive or im-
proper use of a thing, or to employ it in :1

manner contrary to the natural or legal rules
for its use; to make an extravagant or ex-
cessive use, as to abuse one's authority.

In the civil law, the borrower of a chattel
which, in its nature, cannot be used without
consuming it, such as wine or grain, is said
to abuse the thing borrowed if he uses it.

ABUSE, 7:. Everything which is contrary
to good order established by usage. Merl.
Repert. Departure from use; immoderate
or improper use. _

0! corporate franchises. The abuse or
misuse of its franchises by a corporation
signifies any positive act in violation of the
charter and in derogation of public right,
willfully done or caused to be done; the use
of rights or franchises as a pretext (or
wrongs and injuries to the public. Baltimore
v. Pittsburgh, etc., R. Co., 3 Pittsb. R. (Pa‘.)
20, Fed. Gas. No. 827 ; Erie J: N. E. R. Co. v.
Casey, 26 Pa. 287, 318; Railroad Commission
v. Houston, etc., R. Co., 90 Tex. 340. 38 S. ‘W.
750; People v. Atlantic Ave. B. 00.. 125 N.
Y. 513. 26 N. E. 622. .

0! judicial discretion. This term, com-
monly employed to justify an interference
by a higher court with the exercise of dis-
cretionary power by a lower court,‘ implies
not merely error of judgment. but perversity
of will, passion, prejudice, partlallty, or mor-
al delinquency. The exercise of an honest
judgment, however erroneous it may appear
to be, is not an abuse of discretion. People
v. New York. Cent. R. Co., 29 N. Y. 418. 431;
Stroup v. Raymond. 183 Pa. 279. 38 Atl. 628.
63 Am. St. Rep. 758; Day v. Donohue, 62 N.
J. Law. 380. 41 At]. 934; Citizens‘ St. R. Co.
v. Heath, 29 Ind. App. 395. 62, N. E. 107.
Where a court does not exercise a discretion
in the sense of being discreet, circumspect,
prudent, and exercising cautious Judgment, it
is an abuse of discretion. Murray v. Buell,
74 Wis. 14, 41 N. W. 1010 ;- Sharon 1. Sharon,
75 Cal. 1, 16 Pac. 845. -

O! I lomale child. An injury to the gen-
ital organs in an attempt at carnal knowl-
edge. falling short of actual penetration.
Dawkins v. State, 58 Ala. 376. 29 Am. Rep.
754. But. according to other authorities.
“abuse” is here equivalent to 1-avishment or
rape. Palin v. State. 38 Neb. 862. 57 N. W.
743; Commonwealth v. Roosnell."143 Mass.
32, 8 N. E. 747; Chambers v. State, 46 Neb.
447, 64 N. W. 1078. ‘ ‘

Of distress. The using an animal or chat-
tel distrained, which makes the distrainer
liable as for a conversion.

or process. There is said to be an abuse
of process when an adversary, through the
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malicious and unfounded use of some regular
legal proceeding. obtains some advantage
over his opponent. Wharton.

A malicious abuse of legal process is where
the party employs it for some unlawful ob-
ject, not the purpose which it is intended by
the law to eflect; in other words, a perver-
sion of it. Lauzon v. Charroux, 18 R. I. 467,
28 Atl. 975; Mayer v. Walter, 64 Pa. 283;
Bartlett v. Christhilr, 69 Md. 219. 14 Atl.
518; King v. Johnston, 81 Wis. 578, 51 N.
W. 1011; Kline v. Hibbard, 80 Hun. 50, 29
N. Y. Supp. 80?.

A3111‘. To reach, to touch. In old law,
the ends were said to abut, the sides to ad-
join. Cro. Jac. 184. And see Lawrence v.
Kiila_m, 11 Kan. 499. 511; Springfield 7.
Green, 120 Ill. 260, 11 N. E. 201.

.Property is described as “abutting" on.a
street, road, etc.. when it adjoins or is adJa-
cent" thereto, either in the sense of_ actually
touching _it or being practically contiguous to
it, being se arated by no more than a small
and lnconsi erable distance, but not when an-
other lot, a street, or any other such distance
intervenes. Richards v. Cincinnati. 31 Ohio St;
506; Sprin eid v. Green, 120 III. 269, 11 N.-
E. 281: Co on v. Cleveland. 43 Ohio St. 190. 1
N. E. 5&3: liolt v. Somervilie, 127 Mass. 408:
Cincinnati v. Batsche 52 Ohio St. 324. 40 N.
596821. 21 L. R. A. I330; Code Iowa 1897, 5

~ ABUTHENTS. '1‘he ends of a bridge, or
those parts of it which touch the land. Sus-
sex County v. Strader, 18 N. J. Law, 108, ‘35
Am. Dec. 530. ~‘

ABUTTALS. (From abut. q. 1;.) Com-
monly defined “the buttings and boundings of
lands. east. west. north. and south, showing
on what other lands, highways, or places
they abut, or are limited and bounded." Co-
\vei1; Tomi.

A ' so nnax. (Lat. And also.) ‘words
used to introduce the statement of the real
cause of action, in those cases where it was
necessary to allege a fictitious cause of ac-
tion to give the court Jurisdiction, and also
the real cause. in compliance with the stat-
utes.

AC 8!. (Lat. As if.) Townsh. Pl. 23,
27. These words frequently occur in old Eng-
lish statutes. Lord Bacon expounds their
meaning in the statute of uses:' “The statute
gives entry. not simplicitcr, but with an ac
si." Bac. Read. Uses. Works, iv. 195.

' ACADEMY. In its original meaning, an
association formed for mutual improvement.
or for the advancement of science or art; in
later use. a species of educational institution.
of a grade between the common school and
the college. Academy of Fine Arts v. Phila-
delphia County. 22 Pa. 496; Commonwealth
v. Banks. 198 Pa. 397. 48 At1.,277 ; Blackwell
v. State, 36 Ark. 178.

ACAPTE. In French feudal law. A spe-
cies of relief; a seignorial right due on every.
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change of a tenant. A feudal right which
formerly prevailed in Languedoc and Guy-‘
enne, being attached to that species of herita-
ble estates which were granted on the con-
tract of ernphutruais. Guyot, Inst. Feod. c.
5, I 12.

ACCEDAS AD CURIAM. An original
writ out of chancery. directed to the sherifi’.
for the removal of a replevin suit from a
hundred court or court baron to one of the
superior courts. See Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 18;
3 Bl. Comm. 34; 1 Tidd. Pr. 38.

ACCEDAS AD VICE COIIITEM. L.
Lat. (You go to the sherifl.) A writ for-.
merly directed to the coroners of a county in
England, commanding them to go to the sher-
in, where the latter had suppressed and neg-
lected to return a writ of pane. and to deliver
a writ to him requiring him to return it.
Reg. Orig. 83. See Poss.

ACCELERATION. The shortening oi.
the time for the vesting in possession of an
expectant interest. '

ACCEPT. To receive with approval or
satisfaction; to receive with intent to retain.
Also, in the capacity of drawee of a bill, to
recognize the draft, and engage to pay it
when due. '

ACCEPTANCE. The taking and receiv-
ing of anything in good part, and as it were
a tacit agreement to a preceding act, which
might have been defeated or avoided if such
acceptance had not been made. Brooke, Abr.

‘The act of a person to whom a thing is of-
fered or tendered by another, whereby he re-
ceives the thing with the intention of retain-
ing it‘, such intention being evidenced by a
sufliclent act. ‘

The acceptance of goods sold under a con-
tract which would be void by the statute of
frauds without delivery and acceptance in-
volves something more than the act of the
vendor in the delivery. It requires that the
vendee should also act, and that his act
should be of such a nature as to indicate
that he receives and acceptsthe goods deliv-
ered as his property. He must receive and
retain the articles delivered, intending there-
by to assume the title to them, to constitute
the acceptance mentioned in the statute.
Rodgers v. Phillips. 40 N. Y. 524. See, also,
Snow v. Warner, 10 Meta. (Mass.) 132, 43
Am. Dec. 417.

In mu-ins insurance, the acceptance of
an, abandomnent by the underwriter is his
assent, either express or to be implied from
the surrounding circumstances, to the sum-
ciency and regularity of the abandonment.
Its effect is to perfect the lnsured‘s right of
action as for a total loss, if the cause of loss
and circumstances have been truly disclosed.
Rap. & Law.

Acceptance of a bill of exchange. In
_mercantile law. The act by which the per-'
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Ian on whom a bill of exchange is drawn
(called the “drawee") assents to the request
of the drawer to pay it, or. in other words,
engages, or makes himself liable, to pay it
when due. 2 Bl. Comm. 469; Cox v. National
Bank, 100 U. S. 704, 25 L. Ed. 73.‘). It may
be by parol or in writing, and either general -

or special, absolute or conditional: and it
may be impliedly. as well as expressly, given.
3 Kent. Comm. 83, 85; Story, Bills, 55 238.
251. But the usual and regular mode of
acceptance is by the drawee’s writing across
the face of the bill the word ‘‘accepted.'’-
and subscribing his name; after which he
is termed the acceptor. Id. I 243.

The following are the principal varieties of
acceptances:

,.-ibsolute. An express and positive_agree-
merit to pay the bill according to its tenor.

Conditional. An engagement to pay the
bill on the happening of a condition. Todd V.
Bank of Kentucky, 3 Bush (Ky.) 628.

Express. An absolute acceptance.
Implied. An acceptance inferred by law

from the" acts orconduct of the drawee.
Partial. An acceptance varying from the

tenor of the bill.
-Qualified. One either conditional or par-

tial, and which introduces a variation in the
sum, time. mode. or place of payment.

- Supra protest. ‘ An acceptance by a third
person, -after protest of the bill for non-ac-
ceptance by the drawee, to save the honor of
the drawer or some particular indorser.

_ A general acceptance is an absolute ac-
ceptance precisely in conformity with the
tenor of the bill itself. and not qualified by
any statement, condition. or change. Rowe
Y. Young. 2 Brod. & B. 180; Todd v. Bank
of Kentucky, 3 Bush (Ky.) 628.
.A special acceptance is the qualified ac-

ceptance of a bill of exchange, as where it
is .accepted as payable at a particular place
'‘and’ not elsewhere." Rowe v. Young, 2
Brod. & B. 180.

AGGEPTANCE AU BESOIN. Fr. In
French law. Acceptance in case of need;
anacceptance ‘by one on whom a bill is
drawn au beaoin, that is, in case of refusal
or failure of the drawee to accept. Story,
Bills, 55- 65, 254, 255.

AOGEPTARE. Lat. In old pleading.
To ,accept. Acccptavit, _he accepted. 2
Strange. 817. Non acceptavit, he did not
accept. 4 Man. & G. 7.

In the eclvil law. To accept: to assent ;,
to -assent to a promise made by another.
Gro. de J. B. lib. 2. c. 11, 5 14.

AGCEPTBUB PAR INTERVENTION.
In French law. Acceptor of a bill for honor.

AO0EP'l.‘II.A'.l.'ION. In the civil and
Scotch law.. A release made by a creditor to
his debtor of his debt, without receiving any,
qopsideration. ._ Ayl. Band. tit. 26, p. 579. it
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is a species of donation, but not subject to
the forms of the latter, and is valid unless.
in fraud of creditors. Merl. Repert.

The verbal extinction of a verbal contract,
with a declaration that the debt has been
paid when it has not; or the acceptance of _

something merely imaginary in satisfaction
of a verbal contract. Sanders’ Just. Inst.
(5th Ed.) 386.

ACCEPTOR. The person who accepts a
bill of exchange, (generally the drawee,) or
who engages to be primarily responsible for
its payment.

AOCEPTOR SUPRA PROTEST. One
who accepts a bill which has been protested.
for the honor of the drawer or any one of
the indorsers.

ACCESS. Approach; or the means, pow-
er. or opportunity of approaching. Some-
times importing the occurrence of sexual in-
tercourse: otherwise as importing opportuni-
ty of communication for that purpose as be-
tween husband and wife.

In real property law. the term “access"
denotes the right vested in the owner of
land which adjoins a road or other highway
to go and return from his own land to the
highway without obstruction. Chicago, etc..
It. Co. v. Milwaukee, etc.. R. Co., 95 Wis.
561, 70 N. W. 678. 37 L. R. A. 856, 60 Am-
St. Rep. 136; Ferguson .v. Covington. etc..-
R. Co., 108 Ky. 662, 57 S. W. 460; Reining
v. New York. etc., R. Co. (Super. Bull.) 13
N. Y. Supp. 238. .

AOCI-ISSARY. In criminal law. Con-.
tributing to or aiding in the commission of a_

crime. One who, without being present at
the commission of a felonious offense. ‘be;
comes guilty of such offense. not as a chief
actor, but as a participator. as by command.
advice, instigation. or concealment; either
before or after the fact or commission; a
particcps criminis. 4 Bl. Comm. 35: Cowell.

An accessary is one who is not the chief
actor in the offense, not present at its per~
formance, but in some way concerned there-
in. either before or after the act committed.
Code Ga. 1882, 5 -1306. People v. Schwartz.
32 Cal. 160; Eixmer v. People. 1:33 Ill. 123.
38 N. E. 667: State v. Berger. 121 Iowa. 581.
96 N. W. 1094; People v. Ah Plug. 27 Cal.
489; United States V. Hartwell. 26 Fed. Cns.
198. '

' "Accesses-y after the fact. An acces-
sary after the fact is a person who. hav-
ing full knowledge that a crime has been
committed, conceals it from" the magistrate.
and harbors, assists. ‘or protects tile person
charged with. or convicted of, the crime.
Code Ga. 1882, Q 4308; Pen. (‘.‘ode Cal. 5 32;

All persons who. after the commission of
any felony, conceal or aid the offeiider. with
knowledge that he has committed a felony.
and. with_i.n_t_ent that he may a_vold_o1;. escape
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from arrest, trial, conviction, or punishment.
are accessaries. Pen. Code Dak. I 28.

An accessary after the fact is a person
who, knowing a felony to have been commit-
ted by another, receives, relieves, comforts
or assists the felon, in order to enable him
to escape from punishment, or the like. 1

Russ. Crimes, 171; Steph. 27; United States
v. Hartwell, 26 Fed. Cas. 196; Albritton v.
State, 32 Fla. 358, 13 South. 955; State V.
Davis, 14 R. I. 281; People v. Sauboru, 14
N. Y. St. Rep. 123; Loyd v. State, 42 Ga.
221; Carroll v. State, 45 Ark. 545: Blaltely
v. State, 24 Tex. App. 616, 7 S. W. 233. 5
Am. St. Rep. 912.

Aoeeuury before the (not. In crim-
inal law. One who, being absent at the
time a crime is committed, yet procures.
counsels, or commands another to commit it;
and, in this case. absence is necessary to
constitute him an accessary, tor, ll’ be be
present at any time during the transaction,
he is guilty of the crime as principal. Plow.
97. 1 Hale, P. C. 615, 616; 4 Steph. Comm.
90, note 12.

An accessary before the fact is one who,
being absent at the time of the crime com-
mitted, doth yet procure, counsel, or com-
mnnd another to commit a crime. Code Ga.
1882. 5 4307; United States v. Hartwell, 26
Fed. Cas. 196; Griillth v. State, 90 Ala. 583.
8 South. 812; Spear v. Hiles. 7 Wis. 361. 30
N. W. 511; Com. v. Hollister, 157 Pa. 13, 27
Atl. 386. 25 L. R. A. 349; People v. Sanborn,
14 N. Y. St. Rep. '123.

Aeeeuary during the fact. one who
stands by without interfering or giving such
help as may be in his power to prevent the
commission of a criminal oflense. Farrell
v. People, 8 Colo. App. 524, 46 Pac. 841.

ACCESSARY TO ADULTERY. A
phrase used in the law of divorce, and de-
rived from the criminal law. It implies more
than connivance, which is merely knowledge
with consent. A conniver abstains from in-
terference; an accessary directly commands,
advises. or procures the adultery. A bus-
band or wife who has been accessary to the
adultery of the other party to the marriage

' cannot obtain a divorce on the ground of
such adultery. 20 & 21 Vict. c. 85, 5! 29, 31.
See Browne. Div.

ACCESSIO. In Roman law. An in-
crease or addition; that which lies next to
a thing. and is supplementary and necessary
to the principal thing; that which arises or
is produced from the principal thing. Cal-
vin. Lex. Jurid.

One of the modes of acquiring property.
being the extension of ownership over that
which grows from, or is united to. an article
which one already possesses. Mather v.

Chapman, 40 Conn. 382, 397, 16 Am. Rep. 46.

ACCESSION. The right to all which
one's own property produces, whether that
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property be movable or immovable; and the
right to that which is united to it by acces-
sion, either naturally or artificially. 2 Kent.
360; 2 Bl. Comm. 404.

A principle derived from the civil law. by
which the owner of roperty becomes entitled

-to all which it pro uces, and to all that IS
added or united to it, either naturail' or arti-
ficial] , (that is. by the labor or skll of an-
otherg even where such addition extends to a.
change of form or materials; and by which. on
the other hand, the possessor of property be-
comes entitled to it as against the o ginai
owner, where the addition made to it by hlS
skill and labor is of greater value than the
propert itself, or where the change e_Eected
in its orm is so great as to render it impos-
sible to restore it to its original shape. Bun-ill.
Betts v. Lee, 5 Johns. (N. Y. 348. 4 Am. Dec.
368; Lampton v. Preston. 1 . J. Marsh. (Ky;
454. 19 Am. Dec. 104; Eaton v. Munroe. 6
Isle. 63; Puiciier v. Page. 32 Me. 404, 54 Am.

ec. 582.

In international law. The absolute or
conditional acceptance by one or several
states of a treaty already concluded between
other sovereignties. Merl. Repert. Also the
commencement or inauguration of a sover-
eigu's reign.

ACCESSION. DE!!!) 01‘. in Scotch
law. A deed executed by the creditors of a
bankrupt or insolvent debtor, by which they
approve of a trust given by their debtor
for the general behoof, and bind themselves
to concur in the plans proposed for extricat-
ing his atfairs. Beli.- Dict.

Aooeuorlun non dnoit, sod aeqnitur
uuun. principale. Co. Litt. 152. That
which is the accesory or incident does not
lead, but follows, its principal.

sequitnr nnturun nu!
pa-ineipdls. An accessnry follows the na-
ture ot his principal. 3 Inst. 139. One
who is accessary to a crime cannot be guilty
of a higher degree oi‘ crime than his prin-
cipal.

ACCESSORY. Anything which is joined
to another thing as an ornament, or to ren-
der it more perfect. or which accompanies
it. or is connected with it as an incident.
or as subordinate to it, or which belongs to
or with it.

in criminal law. An accessary. The lat-
ter speiling is preferred. See that title.

ACCESSORY ACTION. In Scotch prac-
tice. An action which is subservient or
anxiiiary to another. 01' this kind are ac-
tions of "proving the tenor," by which lost
deeds are restored: and actions oi’ “tran-
sumpts," by which copies or principal deeds
are certified. Bell, Dict.

ACCESSORY CONTRACT. In the
civil law. A contract which is incident or
auxiliary to another or principal contract:
such as the engagement of a surety. Poth.
Obi. pt. 1. o. 1, I 1," art. 2.

A principal contract is one entered into by

Aoeessorius
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both parties on their own accounts, or in the
several qualities they assume. An accessory
contract is made for assuring the perform-
ance of a prior contract. either by the same
parties or by others; such as suretyship,
mortgage, and pledge. Civil Code La. art.
1771.

ACCESSORY OBLIGATION. In the
civil law. An obligation which is incident
to another or principal obligation; the obli-
gation of a surety. Poth. Obi. pt 2, c. 1, I 6.

In Scotch lav. Obligations to anteced-
ent or primary obligations, such as obliga-
tions to pay interest. etc. Ersk. inst. lib.
3. tit. 3. i 60.

ACCIDENT. An unforeseen event. oc-
curring without the will or design of the
person whose mere act causes it; an unex-
pected, unusual, or undesigned occurrence;
the effect of an unknown cause. or, the cause
being known, an unprecedented consequence
of it: a casualty. Burkhard v. Travelers‘
Ins. Co., 102 Pa. 262, 48 Am. Rep. 205;
Etna L. Ins. Co. v. Vandecar. 86 Fed. 282,
30 C. C. A. 48; Carnes v. Iowa Traveling
Men's Ass'n. 106 Iowa. 281, 76 N. W. 683.
68 Am. St. Rep. 306: Atlanta Acc. Ass'n v.
Alexander, 104 Ga. 709. 30 S. E. 939. 42
L. R. A. 188; Crutchfleld v. Richmond &
D. R. Co., 76 N. C. 320; Dozier v. Fidelity
J: Casualty Co. (C. C.) 46 Fed. 446. 13 L.
R. A. 114; Fidelity & Casualty Co. v. John-
son, 72 Miss. 333, 17 South. 2, 30 L. R. A.
M8.

In its pro r use the term excludes a li-
geuce; that s, an accident is an event wh ch
occurs without the iault, carelessness. or want
of proper circumspection of the person alfected.
or which eould not have been avoided by the
use of that kind and degree of care necessary to
the exigency and in the circumstanccs in which
he was laced. Brown v. Kendall. 6 Cush.
iliass.) ; United States v. Boyd (C. C.) 42%

l‘ed.851: A " .Abe t' .5\'.M.533.
Pac. 777: Sifnlfiguis, etcy. 1;! Ch. v. Barnett.8 Ark. 255. 45 s. w. 530; Aurora Branch R.

. v. rimes, Ill. 585. But see Schneider
v. Provident L Ins. Co., 24 Wis. 28. 1 Am.
Rep. 157.

In equity practice. such an unforeseen
event. misfortune, loss, act, or omission as
is not the result of any negligence or mis-
conduct in the party. Fran. Max. 87 -, Story.
Eu. Jur. § 78.

The meaning to be attached to the word
"accident," in relation to equitable relief,
is any unforeseen and undesigned event,
productive of disadvantage. Wharton.

An accident relievable in equity is such an
occurrence, not the result of negligence or
misconduct of the party seeking relief in re-
lation to a contract. as was not anticipated
by the parties when the same was entered
into. and which gives an undue advantage to
one of them over another in a court of law.
Code on. 1882. t 3112. And see Bostwick
v. Stiles. 35 Conn. 195: Kopper v. Dyer. 59
Vt. 477, 9 Atl. 4, 59 Am. Rep. 742; Magann
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v. Segal, 92 Fed. 252. 34 C. C. A. 323; Bucki,
etc., Lumber Co. v. Atlantic Lumber Co., 116
Fed. 1. 53 C. C. A. 513; Zimmerer v. Fre-
mont Nnt. Bank. 50 Neb. 661. 81 N. W. 849;
Pickering v. Cnssidy, 93 Me. 1%, 44 Atl.
683.

In maritime law and inns-inc insur-
ance. “Accidents of navigation" or “acci-
dents of the sea" are such as are peculiar
to the sea or to usual navigation or the ac-
tion of the elemenix. which do not happen
‘by the intervention of man, and are not to be
avoided by the exercise of proper prudence,
foresight. and skill. The Miletus. 17 Fed.
Cas. 288; The G. R. Booth. 171 U. S. 450.
19 Sup. Ct. 9. 43 L. Ed. 234; The Carlotta.
5 Fed. Can. 76; Bazln v. Steamship Co., 2
Fed. Cas. 1,097. See also Prams or ran
San.

aoommu-:. Lat. To fall; fall in: come
to hand: happen. Judgment is sometimes
given against an executor or administrator
to be satisfied out of assets quando acci-
dcrint; i. e., when they shall come to hand.

AOOIOIC’. In Spanish law. A right oi‘
action; also the method of judicial pro-
cedure for the recovery of property or a
debt. Escriche. Die. Leg. 49.

Aooipers quid ut Justitiarn tsoins, non

out turn nooipos-s quun sxtorqnero. To
accept anything as a reward for doing jus-
tice is rather extortlng than accepting.
Lol'i't. 72.

AOOIPITARE. To pay relief to lords of
minors. Capital! domino accipitare. i. c.. to
pay a relief, homage. or obedience to the
chief lord on becoming his vassal. Fleta.
lib. 2, c. 50.

AOOOLA. In the civil law. One who
inhabits or occupies land near a place, as
one who dwells by a river. or on the bank
of a river. Dig. 43, 13, 3, 6.

In feudal law. A husbandman; an agri-
cultural tenant: a tenant of a manor. spel-
man. A name given to a class of villelns in
Italy. Barr. St. 302

AGCOHENDA. In maritime law. A
contract between the owner of goods and the
master of a ship, by which the former in-
trusts the property to the latter to be sold
by him on their Joint account.

In such case, two contracts take place: First,
the contract called mamiaium. by which the
owner of the propert gives the master power
to dispose of it‘ an the contract of partner-
ship. in virtue of which the profits are to be di-
vided between them. One party runs the risk
of losing his capital: the other. his labor. If
the sale rodnces no more than first cost. the
owner ta es all the proceeds. It is only the
prniits which are to be divided. Emerig. Mar.
loans, 5 5.

ACCOMMODATION. An arrangement
or engagement made as a favor to another.
not upon a consideration received; some-
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i.1J,‘ing'done to oblige. usually spoken of a
loan _of money or commercial paper; also a
friendly agreement or composition of dlfler-
,ences. Abbott.

ACCOMMODATION INDORSEMENT.
See Innoassunxr.

ACCOMMODATION LANDS. Land
bought ‘by a builder or speculator, who
erects houses thereon, and then lea_ses por-
tions thereof upon an improved ground-rent.

ACCOMMODATION PAPER. An ac-
commodation bill or note is one to which the
accommodating party, be he acceptor. draw-
er, or indorser, has put his name, without
consideration, for the purpose of benefiting
‘or accommodating some other party who de-
sires to raise money on it, and is to provide
for the -bill when due. Miller v. Larned, 103
:Ill. 562; Jefferson County V. Burlington &
-M. R. Co.. 66 Iowa, 385, 16 N. W. 561, 23
N. W. 899; Gillmann v. Henry. 53 Wis. 465,
10 N. W. 602: Peale v. Addicks, 174 Pa.
_543. 34 Atl. 201. -

-' ACCOMMODATION WORKS. -Works
which a railway company is required to
make and maintain for the accommodation
of the owners or occupiers of land adjoining
the' railway ;' c. g., gates." bridges, culverts.
fences, etc. 8 ,Vict. c. 20, 568. "

' ACCOHPLICE. In criminal law. A
person who knowingly, voluntarily, and with
common intent with the principal oflender
_unites in the commission of a crime. Clapp
_v. State. 9-1 Tenn._186, 30 S. W. 214: People
g. Bolanger. 71 Cal. 17, 11.Pac. 799; State
‘V. Umble, 115 M0. 452. 22 S. W. 378; Car.-
roll v. State. 45 Ark. 539; State v. Light, 17
Or. 358.-21 Pac. 132. ~ '

One who is joined or united with another;
one Tof several concerned in a felony; an as-
sociate in a crime; one who co-operates,
aids, or ‘assists in committing it. State v.
Ean, 90 Iowa. 534. 58 N. W. 898. This term
includes all the participcs criminis, whether
considered in strict legal propriety as_prin-
cipals or as accessories. 1 Russ. Crimes, 26.
It isgenerally applied to those who are ad-
mitted to give evidence against their fel-
low criminals. 4 Bl. Comm. 331; Hawk.
P. (‘. bk. 2, c. 37. § 7 : Cross v. People, 47
Ill. 158. 95 Am. Dec. 474.

One who is in some way concerned in the
commission of a crime, though not as a
principal; and this includes all persons who
have been concerned in its commission.
whether they are considered, in strict legal
propriety, as principals in the first or sec-
ond degree. or merely as accessories before
or after the fact. In re Rowe, 77 Fed. 161.

‘ 23 C. C. A. 103; People v. Bolanger. 71 Cal.
17. 11 Pac. 799; Polk v. state.’ 36 Ark. 117:
Armstrong v. State, 33 Tex. Cr. R. 417. 26
S. W. 829.

ACCOUNT. ; I

_ -ACCORD. .12. In practice. To agree or
concur, as one judge with another. ‘.‘I ac-
cord.” Eyre. C. J.. 12 Mod. 7. .“The rest
accorded.” 7 Mod. 361. ,

ACCORD, n. A satisfaction agreed upon
between the party injuring and the party
injured which. when performed, is a bar to
ali- actions upon this account. Kromei.-_v.
Helm, 75 N. Y. 576. 31 Am, Rep. 491.

An agreement to accept, in extinction of
an obligation, something different from or
less than that to which the person agreeing
to accept is entitled. Civ. Code Cal. § 1521;
Cir. Code Dak. 5' 859. _

ACCORD AND SATISFACTION. An
agreement between two, persons, one of
whom has a right of actio_n against the oth-
er. that the latter should do or give, and the
former accept, something in satisfaction of
the right of action diflerent from, and usu-
ally iess than, what might be legally en_-

forced. When the agreement is executed,
and satisfaction has been made, it is called
“accord and satisfaction." Rogers'v. Spo-
_kane_, 9 Wash. 168, 37 Pac. 300; Davis v
Noaks, 3 J. J. Marsh. (Ky.) 494. _'

Accord and satisfaction is thesubstitutiotg
of another agreement between the parties in
satisfaction of the former one, and an execu-
tion of the latter agreement. Such is the
definition of this sort of defense, usu_all'y
given. But a broader application -of‘t_he doc-
trine has been made in later times, where
‘one promise or agreement is set up in
isfnction of another. The rule is thatan
agreement or promise of the same grade will
not he held to be in satisfaction of a_'pri6l'
one. unless it has been expressly accepted as
such: as. where a new promissory note has
been given in lieu of a former one. to have
the effect of a satisfaction of the former. it
must have been accepted on -an express
‘agreement to that effect. Pulliam v. Taylor,
'50 Miss. ‘.251; (‘.ontinenta1 Nat. Bank v. Me.-
-Geoch, 92 Wis. 2%, 66 N. W. 606: Heathfvg.
Vaughn. -1] Colo. App. 384, 53 Pac. m:
Story v. Mnclny. 6 Mont. 492. 13 Pac. 1982
.Swoi‘[0rd Bros. Dry Goods Co. v. Gqss, 65
Mo. App. 55; Rogers v. Spokane, 9 Wash.
168. 37 Pac. 300; Ii’eavenrici1 V. Steele, 57
‘Minn. 221, 58 N. VV. 982. . . .. ..

ACCORDANT. I<‘r.. and Eng. Agree-
ing; concurring. “Baron Parker, accord-
anf.” Ilardr. 93: "Holt. C. J.. ac('ordant."
6 Mod. 299; “Powys, J.. accord," “Powell,
J.. accord," Id. 298.

ACCOUCHEMENT. The act of a woman
in giving birth" to a child. The fact of the
accouchement. proved by a person who was
present, is often important evidence in prov-
ing the parentage of a person.

ACCOUNT. A detailed statement of the
mutual demands in the nature of debt and
credit between parties, arising out of con-
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or some fiduciary relation. Whitweli
v. Willard, 1 Metc. (.\lass.) 216: Blakeley v.
1-Iiscoe, 1 Henipst. 114, Fed. Cas. No. 18.239;
Portsmouth v. Donaldson, -32 Pa. 202, 72
‘Am. Dec. 782.

A statement in writing, of debts and cred-
its..or of receipts and payments; a list or
items of debts and credits, with their re-
spective dates. Bensseiaer Glass Factory
v. Reid, 5 Cow. (N. Y.) 593.

- The word is sometimes used to denote the
balance, or the right of action for the balance,
appearing due upon a statement of dealings;
as where one speaks of an assi eat of ac-
counts; but there is a broad istinction be-
tween an account and the mere balance of an
account, resembling the distinction in logic
between the premises of an argument and the
conclusions drawn therefrom. A balance is but
the conclusion or result of the debit and credit
side of an account. It implies mutual deal-
ings, and the existence of debt and credit. with-
out which there could be no balance. McWil-
liaais v. Allan, 45 310. 574.
—Aeconnt closed. An account. to which no
further additions can be made on either side,
but which remains still open for adjustment
and set-oil‘. which distinguishes it from an ac-
count stated. Bass v. Bass. 8 Pick. (Mass.)
187; Voikenin v. De Graaf, 81 N. Y. 268:
Mandeviile v. ilson. 5 Cranch. 15. 3 L. Ed.
Z3.-Account cnrrent. An open or running
or unsettled account between two parties.-
Acconnt dnties. Duties payable by the Eng-
lish customs and inland revenue act. 1881. (44
Vict. c. 12. 38.) on a «lunatic mortis causa,
or on any gi t, the donor of which dies within
three months after making it, or on joint prop‘-
erty voluntarily so created. and taken by sur-
vivorship. or on property taken under a volun-
tary settlement in which the settler had a life-
in.terest.—Aooonnt rendered. An account
ynade out by the creditor, and presented to the
‘debtor for his examination and acceptance.
‘When accepted. it becomes an account stated.
\\'iggins v. Burkharn 10 Wall. 129.-19 L. Fd.
884; Stebbins V. iles. 25 Miss. 26‘i'.—Ac-
count stated. The settlement of an account
between the parties, with a balance struck in
favor of one of them; an account rendered by
the creditor. and by the debtor assented to as
correct. either expressly, or by implication of
law from the failure to object. Ivy (‘cal Cq.
v. Long, 139 Ala. 535 36 South. 722: Zac-
arino v. Pallotti. 49 éonn. 36; Mchellan v.
(-‘rofton, 6 Me. 307: James v. Fellowes. 20
La. Ann. 116; Lockwood v. Thornc. 18 N.
Y. 283: Holmes v. Page. 19 Or. 232. 23 Pac.
981: Phiii v. Beiden, 2 Edw. (‘h. (N. Y.) 1;
“’are v. 15 anning. 86 Ala. 238. 5 South. 682-;
Morse v. Minton, 101 Iowa, 603. 70 N. W. 691.
This was also a common count in a declaration
upon a contract under which the piaintifi might

rove an absolute acknowledgment b the de-
endsnt of a liquidated demand 0 a fixed

amount, which implies a promise to pay on re-
nest. It might be joined with any other count
or a money demand. The acknowledgment or

admission must have been made to the plaintiff
or his agent. Wharton.-Ltntnal accounts.
Accounts comprising mutual credits between the
parties; or an. existin credit on one side which
constitutes a round or credit on the other. or
where there in an understanding that mutual
debts shall be a satisfaction or set-off pro tanto
between the parties. McNeil \'. Garland. 27 Ark.
343.—0pen account. An account which has
not been finally settled or closed. but is still
running or open to future adjustment or liquida-
tion. Open account, in legal as well as in or-
dinary language, means an indebtedness subject
to future adjustment. and which may be re-
duced or modified by proof. Nisbet v. Law-
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son. 1 Ga. 275; Gayle v. Johnston, 72 Ala. 254.
47 Am. Re . 4%; McCamant v. Batsell. 59
Tex. 368; gfiirvis v. Kroner, 18 Or. 414. 23
Pac. 260.—Pnhl!c accounts. The accounts
kept b ofilcers of the nation. state. or king-
dom, o the receipt and expenditure of the rev&
nues of the government.

ACCOUNT, or ACCOUNT RENDER.
In practice. “Account.” sometimes called
“account render." was a form of action at
common law against a person who by reason
of some fiduciary relation (as guardian,
bailiir, receiver, etc.) was bound to render an
account to another, but refused to do so.
Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 116; C0. Litt. 172; Grit-
flth v. Willing. 3 Bin. (Pa.) 317; Travers v.
Dyer, 24 Fed. Gas. 142; Stevens v. Coburn,
71 Vt. 261. 44 At]. 354; Portsmouth v. Don-
aldson, 32_ Pa. m 72 Am. Dec. 782.

In England, this action early fell into disuse:
and as it is one of the most dilatory and ex;
pensive actions known to the law, and the par
ties are held to the ancient rules of pleading,
and no discovery can he obtained, it never was
adopted to any great extent in the United
States. But in some states this action was em-
ployed. chiefly because there were no chancery
courts in which a bill for an accounting would
lie. The action is peculiar in the fact that two
judgments are rendered. a preliminary judg-
ment that the defendant do account with the
laintilf («nod compute!) and a final judgment
quad recupcret after the accounting for the

balance found ue. Field v. Brown, 146 ind.
‘é93,g;22N. E. 464: Travers v. Dyer. 24 Fed.

118. . , ‘

ACCOUNT-BOOK. .A book kept by a
merchant, trader, mechanic, or other person.
_in which are entered from time to time the
transactions of his trade or business. Such
books, when regularly kept, may be admit-
ted in evidence. Green]. Ev. 55 115-118.

ACCOUIITABLE. Subject to pay; re-
sponsible; ‘liable. Where one imiorsed a
note “A. C. accoiintahle," it was held that.
under this form of indorscment, he had
waived demand and notice. Furher v. Cav-
erly, 42 N. H. 74.

ACCOUNTABLE ' RECEIPT. An in-
strument acknowledging the receipt of nion-
ey or personal property, coupled with an oh-
ligation to account for or pay or deliver the
whole or some part of it to some person.
State V. Riebe, 27 Minn. 315, 7 N. W. 262.

ACCOUNTANT. One who keeps ac-
counts: a person skilled in keeping books or
accounts; on expert in accounts or book-
keeping.

A person who renders an account. When
an executor, guardian, etc., readers an ac-
count of the property in his hands and his
administration of the trust. either to the
beneficiary or to a court. he is styled. for
the purpose of that proceeding. the “iicwui1t-
ant.”

ACCOUNTANT GENERAL, or AC-
COMPTANT GENERAL. An otiicer of
the court of chancery, appointed by act of
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parliament to receive all money lodged in
court, and to place the same in the Bank of
England for security. 12 Geo. I. c. 32; 1

Geo. IV. c. 85: 15 & 16 Vict. c. 87. 55 18-22.
39. See Daniell, Ch. Pr. (4th Ed.) 1607 et
seq. The oiiice, however, has been abolished
by 35 & 38 Vict. c. 44, and the duties trans-
ferred to her majesty's paymaster general.

ACCOUNTING. The making up and
rendition of an account, either voluntarily or
by order of a court. Buxton v. Edwards,
184 Mass. 567, 578. May include. payment
oi’ the amount due. Pyatt v. Pyatt. 46 N.
J. Eq. 285, 18 Atl. 1048.

ACCOUPLE. To unite; to marry. No
unques acoouple, never married.

ACOREDIT. In international law. (1)
To receive as an envoy in his public charac-
ter, and give him credit and rank accord-
ingly. Burke. (2) To send with credentials
as an envoy, Webst. Dict.

AOORBDULITARI-2. L. Lat. In old
records. To purge an offense by oath.
Biouut; Whishaw.

ACCEESCERE. In the civil and old
English law. To grow to; to pass to. and
become united with, as soil to land per al-
luvionem. Dig. 41, 1, 30. pr.

ACCBETIOII’. The act of growing to a
thing; usually applied to the gradual and
imperceptible accumulation of land by nat-
ural causes, as out of the sea or a river.
Accretion of land is of two kinds: By al-
luvion, i. e., ‘by the washing up of sand or
soil, so as to form firm ground: or by derelic-
tion. as when the sea shrinks below the
usual water-mark.

The increase of real estate by the addition
of portions of soil, by gradual deposition
through the operation of natural causes, to
that already in possession of the owner. 2
Washb. Real Prop. 451. Jetreris v. East
Omaha Land Co.. 134 U. S. 178. 10 Sup. Ct.
618, 33 L. Ed. 872: New Orleans v. United
States. 10 Pet. 662, 717, 9 L. Ed. 573; Lam-
mers v. Nissen, 4 Neil. 245; Mulry v. Nor-
ton, 100 N. 1'. 424, 3 N. E. 581, 53 Am. Rep.
200; Nebraska v. Iowa, 143 U. S. 359, 12
Sup. Ct. 396, 36 L. Ed. 186; Ewing v. Bur-
net, 11 Pet. 41. 9 L. Ed. 424; St. Louis, etc..
R. Co. v. Ramsey, 63 Ark. 314, 13 S. W. 931,
8 L. IL A. 559, 22 Ann. St. Rep. 195.

In the civil law. The right of heirs or
legatees to unite or aggregate with their
shares or portions of the estate the portion
of any co-heir or legatce who refuses to ac-
cent it, fails to comply with a condition,
becomes incapacitated to inherit. or dies be-
fore the testator. In this case. his portion
is said to be "vacant," and is added to the
corpus of the estate and ("\'l(19il with it.
the several shares or portions or the other

AGCUMULATED SURPLUS

heirs or legatees being thus increased by
“accretion." Emeric v. Alvarado, 64 Cal.
529, 2 Pac. 418; Succession oi‘ Hunter, 45
La. Ann. 262, 12 South. 31?.

ACCROACE. To encroach; to exercise
power without due authority.

To attempt to exercise royal power. 4 Bl.
Comm. 76. A knight who forcibly assaulted
and detained one of the kings subjects till
he paid him a sum of money was held to
have committed treason, on the ground of
accroacbment. 1 Hale. P. C. 80.

ACCROCHER. Fr. In French law. To
delay; retard; put om Accnochcr an procéa,
to stay the proceedings in a ‘suit.

ACCRUE. To grow to: to be added to:
to attach itself to; as a subordinate or acces-
sory claim or demand arises out oi‘, and is
joined to, its principal; thus, costs accrue to
a Judgment, and interest to the principal
debt.

The term is also used oi‘ independent or
original demands, and then means to arise.
to happen. to come into force or existence;
to vast: _as in the phrase. “The right of ac-
tion did not accrue within six years." Amy
v. Dubuque, 98 U. S. 470, 476, 25 L. Ed.
228; Eising v. Andrews, 66 Conn. 58. 33 At].
585. 50 Am. St. Rep. 75: Napa State Hos-
pital v. Yuha County, 138 Cal. 378, 71 Pac.
W.

ACCRUER. CLAUSE 01‘. An express
clause, frequently occurring in the case of
gifts by deed or will to persons as tenants
in common. providing that upon the death
of one or more of the beneficiaries his or
their shares shall go to the survivor or sur-
vivors. Brown. The share of the decedent
h then said to accrue to the others.

ACCRUING. Inchoate: in process of
maturing. That which will or may, at a
future time. ripen into a vested right, an
available demand, or an existing cause of
action. Cochran v. Taylor, 13 Ohio St. 382.

Aooruing costs. Costs and expenses in-
curred after judgment.

Aecrnlng interest. Running or accumu-
lating interest, as distinguished from so
crued or matured interest; interest daily
accumulating on the principal debt but not
yet due and payable. Gross v. Partenheim-
er, 159 Pa. 556. 28 Atl. 370.

Acernlng right. One that is increasing.
enlarging, or augmenting. Richards v. Land
Co.. 54 Fed. 209. 4 C. C. A. 29').

ACCT. An abbreviation for “account,"
of such universal and immemorial use that
the courts will take judicial notice of its
meaning. lieaton v. Ainley, 108 Iowa. 112
78 N. W. 798.

AGGUHULATED SURPLUS. In stat-
utes relative to the taxation of corporations,
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this term refers to the fund which the com-
pany has in excess of its capital and liabili-
ties. Trenton Iron Co. v..Yard, 42 N. J.
Law, 357; Beople‘s F. Ins. Co. v. Parker,
35 N. J. Law, 575; Mutual Ben.‘ L. Ins. Co.
v. Utter, 34 N. J. Law, 489; Mills v. Brit-
ton. 64 Conn. 4, 29 Atl. 231, 24 L. R. A. 536.

ACOUHULATIONI. When an executor
or other trustee masses the rents, dividends,
and other income which he receives, treats it
as a capital, invests it. makes a new capital
of the income derived therefrom, invests
that. and so on, he is said to accumulate the
fund. and the capital and accrued income
thus procured constitute accumulations.
llumey v. Sargent, 116 Ky. 53, 75 S. W. 211:
in re Rogers’ Estate, 179 Pa. 609, 36 Atl.
340: Thorn v. De Breteuil, 86 App. Div. 405.
83 N. Y. Supp. 849.

AOOUHULATIVE. That which accu-
mulates, or B heaped up: additional. Said
of several things heaped together, or of one
thing added to another.

Accumulative Jud;-uncut. Where a per-
son has already been convicted and sea-
tenced, and a second or additional judgment,
is passed against him, the execution of
which is postponed until the completion of
the flrst sentence. such second judgment is
said to be accumulative.

Accusuulatlvc legacy. A second, double.
or additional legacy; a legacy given in ad-
dition to another given by the same instru-
ment, or by another instrument.

Aocusaro name so dcbct, Isis! corun

Dec. No one is bound to accuse himself, ex-
cept before God. See Hardres, 139.

ACOUSATION. A formal charge against
a person, to the eifect that he is guilty of a
punishable oifense, laid before a court or
magistrate having Jurisdiction to inquire
into the alleged crime. see Accuss.

Aecusator post. ratiouabile tcmpus
men out audicndua, uh! so bone do omis-
sions czcusaverit. Moore, 817. An ac-
cuser ought not to be heard after the ex-
piration ot a reasonable time, unless he an
account satisfactorily for the delay.

AGOUSB. To bring a formal charge
against a person, to the effect that he is
guilty of a crime or punishable offense. be-
fore a court or magistrate having jurisdic-
tion to inquire into the alleged crime. Peo-
ple v. Frey. 112 Mich. 251, 70 N. W. 548;
People v. Braman, 30 Mich. 460; Castle
v. Houston. 19 Kan. 426, 27 Am. Rep. 127;
Gordon v. State, 102 Ga. 673. 29 S. E. 444:
Pen. Code Texas, 1895. art. 240.

In its popular sense “accusation" applies to
all derc tory charges or im utstions. whether
or not ey relate to a punis able legal ofiense,

however made. whether orally, by news-an
apex‘, or otherwise. State v. South. 5 Rich.
I (8. C.) 489; Com. v. Andrews, 132 Mass.
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2&3; Peo le v. ‘Braman, 30 Mich. 460. But
in legal 1) raseology it is limited to such _ac-
cusations as have taken shape in a prosecution.-
United States v. Patterson, 150 U. S. (5. 14
Sup. Ct. 20. 37 L. Ed. 999.

ACCUSED. The person against whom
an accusation is made.

“Accused" is the generic name for the de-
fendant in a criminal case, and is more ap-
propriate than either “prisoner" or “defend-
ant.” 1 Car. at K. 131.

A0008!-In. The person by whom an ac-
cusation is made.

ACEPEALI. The ievelers in the reign
of Hen. 1., who acknowledged no head or
superior. Leges H. 1; Cowell. Also certain
ancient heretics, who appeared about the be-
ginning of the sixth century, and asserted
that there was but one substance in Christ.
and one nature. Wharton; Gibbon, Rom.
Emp. ch. 47.

ACEQUIA. In Mexican law. A ditch.
channel, or canal, through which water. di-
verted from its natural course, is conducted.
for use in irrigation or other purposes.

AOKAT. Fr. A purchase or bargain.
Cowell.

AOHEEBET. In old English law. A
‘measure of corn, conjectured to have been
the same with our quarter, or eight bushels.
Cowell.

ACKNOWLEDGE To own, avow, or
admit; to confess; to recognize one‘s acts.
and assume the responsibility therefor.

acxnowmnesmnr. In conveyanc-
ing. The act by which a party who has exe-
cuted an instrument of conveyance as grant-.
or goes before a competent ofllcer or court.
and declares or acknowledges the same as
his genuine and voluntary act and deed.
The certificate of the otiicer on such instru-
ment that it has been so acknowledged.
Rogers v. Pell, 154 N. Y. 618, 49 N. E. 75 :-

Strong v. United States (D. C.), 34 Fed. 17 :.

Burbank v. Ellis, 7 Neb. 156.’
The term is also used of the act of a per-

son who avows or admits the truth of cer-
tain factz which, it established, will entail
a civil liability upon him. Thus. the debtor's
acknowledgment of the creditor's demand or
right of action will toll the statute of limita-
tions. Ft. Scott v. Hickman. 112 U. S. 150,
163, 5 Sup. Ct. 56. 28 L. Ed. 636. Admission
is also used in this sense. Roanes v. Archer.
4 Leigh (Va.) 550. To denote an avowal of
criminal acts, or the concession of the truth
of a criminal charge, the word “confession”
seems more appropriate.

0! a child. An avowal or admission that
the child is one‘s own; recognition of a par-
ental relation. either by a written agreement.
verbal declarations or statements. by the life._
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acts, and conduct of the parties. or any other
satisfactory evidence that the relation was
recognized and admitted. In re Spencer
(Sur.) 4 N. Y. Supp. 396: In re Hunt's Es-
tate. 86 Hun, 232, 33 N. Y. Supp. 256; Blythe
v. Ayres, 96 cal. 532, 31 Pac. 915. 19 L. R.
A. 40; Bailey v. Boyd, 59 Ind. $2.
—Aoknowle ent money. A sum paid in
some parts of ‘a land by copyhold tenants on
the death of their lords, as a recognition of their
new lords, in like manner as money is usually

id on the attornment of tenants. Cowell.—
spar-ate acknowledgment An acknowl-

edgment of a deed or other instrument, made by
a married woman, on her examination by the
ofleer separate and apart from her husband.

AOOLYTB. An inferior ministrant or
servant in the ceremonies of the church,
whose duties are to follow and wait upon the
priests and deacons, etc.

AOQUEST. An estate acquired newly.
or by purchase. 1 Reeve, Eng. Law, 56.

AOQUETB. In the civil law. Property
which has been acquired by purchase, gift.
or otherwise than by succession. Immovable
property which has been acquired otherwise
than by succession. Merl. Repert.

Profits or gains of property, as between
husband and wife. Civil Code La. 5 2369;
Comp. Laws N. M. I 2030.

AGQUITSOE. To give an implied con-
sent to a transaction, to the accrual of a
right, or to any act, by one’s mere silence, or
without express assent or acknowledgment.
Matthews v. Murchison (C. C.) 17 Fed. 760:
Cass County v. Plotner, 149 Ind. 116, 48 N.
E. 635; Scott 1. Jackson, 89 Cal. 258, 26 Pac.
898.

AOQUIBSOENCE. Acquiescence is where
a person who knows that he is entitled to im-
peach a transaction or enforce a right neg-
lects to do so for such a length of time that,
under the circumstances of the case, the
other party may fairly infer that he has
waived or abandoned his, right. Scott v.
Jackson, 89 Cal. 258, 26 Pac. 898; Lowndes
_v. Wicks,-69 Conn. 15, 36 Atl. 1072; Norfolk
& W. R. Co. v., Perdue, 40 W. Va. 442, 21
S. E. 755; Pence V. Langdon, 99 U. S. 578, 25
L. Ed. 420.

Acquieaoence and lachea are cognate but not
equivalent terms. The former is, a submission
to. or resting satisfied with. an existing state
of things. while laches implies a neglect to do
that which the party ought to do for his own
benefit or protection. Hence laches may be
evidence of acquiescence. Laches imports a
merely passive assent while acquiescence ini-

lies active assent. tux v. Hagzin, 69 Cal.
5, 10 Pac. 878; Kenyon v. National Life

Ass’n. 39 App“ Div. 276.. 57 N. Y. Supp. 60°
Johnson-Brinkman Commission Co. v. Missouri
Pac. R. Co. 126 Mo. 345. 28 S. W. 870, 26
L. R. A. 846. 47 Am. St. Rep. 675.

‘ AOQUIETANDIS PLEGII8. A writ of
justices. formerly lying for the surety against
a. creditor, who refuses to acquit him after

LCQUITTAL

the debt has been satisfied. Reg. Writs, 158;
Coweil; Blount.

AOQUIRE. In the law of contracts and
of descents; to become the owner of proper-
ty; to make property one’s own. Wulzen v.
San Francisco, 101 CaL 15, 35 Pac. 353, 40
Am. St. Rep. 17.

ACQUIRED. Coming to an intestate in
any other way than by gift, devise, or descent
from a parent or the ancestor of a parent.
In re Miller's Will, 2 Lea (Tenn.) 54.

Aequia-ed rights. Those which a man
does not naturally enjoy, but which are
owing to his own procurement, as sovereign-
ty. or the right of commanding, or the right
of property. Borden v. State. 11 Ark. 519,
527, 44 Am. Dec. 217.

AOQUIITION. The act of becoming
the owner of certain property; the act by
which one acquires or procures the property
in anything. Used also of the thing ac-
quired.

Original acquisition is where the title to
the thing accrues through occupancy or ac-
cession, (q. 12.,) or by the creative labor of‘
‘the individual, as in the case of patents and
copyrights.

Derivative acquisition is where property in
a thing passes from one person to another.
It may occur by the act of the law, as in
cases of forfeiture, insolvency, intestacy,
judgment, marriage, or succession, or by the
act of the parties, as in cases of gift, sale, or
exchange.

ACQUIT. To release, absolve, or dis-
charge one from an obligation or a liability:
or to legally certify the innocence of one
charged with crime. Dolloway v. Turrill, 26
Wend. (N. Y.) 383, 400.

aoaurr A cannon. In French law.
Certain goods pay higher export duties when
exported to a foreign country than when
they are destined for another French port.
In order to prevent fraud, the administration-
compels the shipper of goods sent from one.
French port to another to give security that
such goods shall not be sent to a foreign
country. The certificate which proves the
receipt of the security is called “acquit 6
caution." Argies, Fr. Merc. Law, 543.

ACQUITTAL. In eontraeta. A release.
absolutlon, or discharge from an obligation,
liability, or engagement.

In orhninnl practice. The legal and for-
mal certification of the innocence of a per-
son who has been charged with crime: a de-
liverance or setting free a person from a
charge of guilt.

In a narrow sense. it is the absolution of a
arty accused on a trial before a traverse jury.
honias v. De Graifeureid. 2 Nott & McC. IS.

(‘J 143: Teague v. _\\'ilks. 3 Mc('ord (2-1. G.)
461. Properly speaking, however, one is not
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uittcd b the jury but by the judgment of
at‘ court. yBnrgess v. Boetefeur, 7 Man. &
G. 481. 504; People v. Lyman. 53 App. Div.
470. 65 N. Y. Supp. _1062. And he may be
legally acquitted by a Jud ment rendered other-
wise than in pursuance o a verdict, as when-
he is discharged by a magistrate because of the
iasuiiiciency of the evidence, or the indictment
is dismissed by the court or a nol. pros. eateved.
Junction City v. Keeife. 40 Kan. 275. 19 Pac_.
735: People v. Lyman, 53 App. Div. 470, 6a
N. Y. Supp. 1062: Lee v. State. 26 Ark. 260,
7 Am. Rep. 611; Morgan County v. Johnson.
31 Ind. 463. But compare Wilson v. Com. 3
Bush (Ky) 105; State v. Champeau. 52 Vt.
313. 315. 36 Am. Rep. 754.

Acquittals in fact are those which take
place when the Jury. upon trial, iinds a ver-
dict of not guilty.

Acquiuala in law are those which take
place by mere operation of law; as where a
man has been charged merely as an acces-
sary, and the principal has been acquitted.
2 Co. Inst. 364. ' '

In to-ndnl law. The obligation on the
part of a mesne lord to protect his tenant
from any claims, entries, or molestations by
lords paramount arising out or the services
due to them by the mesne lord. See Co. Lltt.
100a.

AGQUITTANOE. In contracts. A writ-
ten discharge, whereby one is freed from an
obliptlon to pay money or perform a duty.
it dlirers from a release in not requiring to
be under seal.

This word, though perhaps not strictly speak-
ing synonymous with “rec-eipt." includes it. A
receipt is one form of an acquittance; a dis-
charge is another. A receipt in full is an ac-
quittance, and a receipt for a part of a de-
mand or obligation is an acquittance pro ionic.
State v. Shelters, 51 Vt. 104. 31 Am. Rep. 679.

A O QUIT '1' E D. Released ; absolved;
purged of an accusation; judicially discharg-
ed from accusation; released from debt, etc.
Includes both civil and criminal prosecutions.
Dolloway v. Turrill, 26 Wend. (N. Y.) 383.
399. -

A033. A quantity of land containing
160 square rods of land, in whatever shape.
Serg. Land Laws Pa. 185; Cro. E-liz. 476,
665; 6 Coke. 67; Poph. 55; C0. Lltt. 512.

Originally the word “acre" (accr, akcr, or
. czcei-)_ was not used_as a measure of land,

or to signify any determinate quantity of land,
but to denote an open ground, (laium quan-
_huin~_aa a9riun,) wide champaign, or field: which
is_ still the meaning of the German il(.‘k(’1'. de-
rived probably from the same source, and is
reserved in the names of some places in I-In -

nd, as Gstle Acre. South Acre, etc. Burril .

AOREITGET, or ACRE. A camp or
field light; a sort of duel, or judicial combat.
anciently fought by single combatants. En-
glish and Scotch, between the frontiers of the
two kingdoms with sword and lance. Called
“ca_mpiight." and the combatants “cham-
piqns." from the open field that was the
stage of trial. Coweii. »

ACT

ACROSS. Under a grant of a right of
way across the plnintiifs lot of land. the
grantee has not a right to enter at one place,
go partly across, and then come out at an-
other place on the same side of the lot. Com-
stock v. Van Deusen, 5 Pick. (Mass.) 163.
See Brown v. Meady. 10 Me. 391, 25 Am. Dec.
248.

ACT. 1:. In Scotch practice. To do or per-
form judicially; to enter of record. Surety
“acted in the Books of Adjournal." 1
Broun, 4.

A01‘, 1:. In its most general sense. this
noun signifies something done voluntarily by
a person; the exercise of an indlvldnal's
power; an eifect produced in the external
world by an exercise of the power of a per-
son objectively, prompted by intention, and
proximately caused by a motion of the will.
In a more technical sense, it means some-
thing done voluntarily by a person, and of
such a nature that certain legal consequences
attach to it. Duncan v. Iandis, 106 Fed. 839,
45 C. C. A. 666. Thus a grantor acknowl-
edges the conveyance to be his “act and
deed,” the terms being synonymous.

In the civil law. An act is a writing
which states in a legal form that a thing has
been said, done, or agreed. Merl. Repert.

In practice. Anything done by a court
and reduced to writing; a decree, judgment.
resolve, rule, order, or other Judicial proceed-
ing. In Scotch law. the orders and decrees
of a court, and in French and German law,
all the records and documents in an action,
are called “acts."

In legislation. A written law. formally
ordained or passed by the legislative power
of a state, called in England an “act of par-
liament," and 'in the United States an “act
of congress,” or of the “legislature ;” a stat-
ute. People v. Tlphaine, 3 Parker, Cr. R. (N.
Y.) 241; United States v. Smith, 27 Fed. Cas.
1167.

Acts are either public or private. Public acts
(also called general acts, or general statutes,
or statutes at large) are those which relate to
the community generally, or establish a universal
rule for the governance of the whole body poli-
tic. Private acts (formerly called s ial. Co.
Lltt. 1260) are those which relate eit er to par-
ticular persons (personal acts) or to particular
places. (local acts.) or which operate only upon
specified individuals or their private concerns.

In Scotch practice. An abbreviation of
actor, (proctor or advocate. especially for a
plaintiff or pursuer,) used in records. “Am.
A. Alt. B." an abbreviation of Actor. A.
Alicr. B.: that is, for the pursuer or plain-
tiir. A.. for the defender. B. 1 Broun, 336.
note.
—Aot book. In Scotch practice. The minute
book of a court. 1 Swin. 8l.—Act in pain.
An act done or performed out of court. and
not a matter of record. A deed or an assur-
ance transacted between two or more private
persons in the country. that is. according to
the old common law, upon the very spot to be
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transferred, is matter in pair. 2 Bl. Comm.
29_4.—_Aot of attnlnder. A legislative act, at-
tainting a person. See A'i'ra1Ni)i=.'i;.—Aot of
‘bankruptcy. Any act which renders a person
liable to he proceeded against as a bankrupt,
or for which he may be adjudged bankrupt.
These acts are usually defined and classified
in statutes on the subject. Duncan v. Laudis,
106 Fed. 839. 45 C. C. A. 666: In re Chapman
(D. C.) 99 Fed. 395.--Act of our-story. In.
Scotch law. The act extracted by the clerk,
upon any one's acceptance of beng curator.
Forb. Inst. pt. 1. b. 1. c. 2. tit. 2. 2 Kames.
Eq. 291. Corresponding with the order for the
appointment of a guardian. in English and
American pructice.—Aot of God. Inevitable
accident; via major. Any misadventure or
casualty is said to be caused by the “act of
God" when it happens by the direct. immediate,
and exclusive operation of the forces of nature,
uncontrolled or uninfluenced by the power of
man and without human intervention. and is
of such a character that it could not have been
prevented or escaped from by any amount of
foresight or prudence, or by any reasonable
degree of care or diligence, or by the aid of
any appliances which the situation of the party
might reasonably require him to use. Inevit-
able accident. or casualty: any accident pro-
duced by any physical cause which is irresist-
ible, such as lightning. tempests. perils of the
seas, an inundation, or earthquake; and also
the sudden illness or death of ersons. New
Brunswick, etc.. Trnnsp Co. v. ‘era. 24 J
Law. 714 in. ec. . : Williams v.
Grant. 1 onn. 487. 7 Am. Dec. 235: Hays v.
Kennedy, 41 Pa. 378. 80 Am. Dec. 627; Mer-
ritt v. Earle. 29 N. Y. 115. 83 Am. Dec. 292:
Story, Bailm. 5 25: 2 Bl. Comm. 122; Broom,
Max. 108.—Aot of grace. In Scotch‘ law. A
term applied to the act of 1696. c. 32. by which
it was provided that where a peison imprisoned
for a civil debt is so poor that he cannot -ali-
ment [maintain] himself. and will make oath
to that effect, it shall be in the power of the
magistrates to cause the creditor by whom he is
incarcerated to rovide an aliment for him. or
consent to his li eratiou; which, it the credit-
or delay to do for 10 days. the magistrate is
authorized to set the debtor at liberty. Bell.
The term is often used to designate a general
act of parliament, originatin with the crown,
such as has often._ been pass at the commence-
ment of a new reign, or at the close of a period
of civil troubles, declaring pardon or amnesty
to numerous offenders. Abbott.—Aet of hon-
or. When a bill has been protested. and a.
third person wishes to take it up. or accept it,
for honor of one or more of the parties. the
notary draws up an instrument, evidencing the
transaction, cal ed by this name.—Aot of in-
demnity. A statute by which those who have
committed illegal acts which subject them to
penalties are protected from the conse uences
of such acts.—Aot of insolvency. ithin
the meaning of the national currency set, an
act of insolvency is an act which shows the
bank to be insolvent; such as non-payment of
its circulating notes, bills of exchange, or certif-
icates of deposit; failure to make good the im-
pairment of capital. or to keep good its surplus
or reserve; in fact, any act which shows that
the bank is unable to meet its liabilities as they
mature, or to perform those duties which the
law imposes for the purpose of sustainin its
credit. In re Manufacturers’ Nat. Ban ,

Bias. 504, Fed. (Ins. No. 9.051: Hayden v.
Chemical Nat. Bank. 84 Fed. 874. 28 C. C. A.
5-i8.—Aot of law. The operation of fixed le _

rules upon given facts or occurrences. produ n
consequences independent of the design or wil
of the parties concerned; as distinguished from
“act of parties.” Also an act performed b ju-
dicial authority which prevents or preclu es 9.

party from fulfilling a ‘contract or other en-
gagement. Taylor v. Taintor, 16 Wall. 366. 21
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L. Ed. 287.—Aot of as-liuuent. A statute.
law. or edict made_ y the British sovereign.
with the advice and consent of the lords spir-
itual and tem ml, and the commons, in par-
liament assem led. Acts of parliament form
the (eyes scriptw, 0'. e., the written laws of the
lriugdom.—Aot of providence. An accident
against which ordinary skill and foresi ht
could not guard. McCoy v. Danley. 20 Pa. 1'
57 Am. Dec. 680. Equivalent to "act of God,’
see cu ra.—Aot of sale. In Louisiana law.
Au 0 cial record of a. sale of property, made
by a notary who writes down the agreement of
the parties as s ated by them. and which is then
signed by the p rties and attested by witnesses.
Hodge v. Palms. 117 Fed. 396. 54 C. C. A. 570.
—Act of settlement. The statute (12 & 13
Win. III. c. 2) limiting the crown to the Prin-
cess Sophia of Hanover, and to the heirs of her
body being Protestants.—Act of stats. An
act done by the sovereign power of _a country,
or by its delegate. within the limits of the

ower vested in him. An act of state cannot
uestioned or made the subject of legal pro-
ings in a court of law.—Act of suprem-

acy. The statute (1 Eliz. c. 1) by which the-
supremacy of the British crown in ecclesiastical-
matters within the realm was declared and es-
tablished.—Aot of uniformity. In English
law. The statute of 13 & 14 Car. II. c. 4. en-
acting that the book of common prayer. as then
recently revised, should be used in every parish
church and other place of public worship, _and
otherwise ordaining a uniformity in religious
services, etc. 3 Steph. Comm. 10-1.—Aot of
union. In English law. The statute of 5
Anne, c. 8, by which the articles of union be-
tween the two kingdoms of England and Soot;
land were ratified and confirmed. 1 ‘Bl. Comm.
97.—\P1-lvate not. A statute perating only
upon rticular persons and p vats concerns.
and 0 which the courts are not bound to take
notice. Unity v. Buri-age. 103 U. S. ,

L. Ed. 405; Fall Bmok Coal Co. v. Lynch, 47
How. Prac. (N. Y.) 520: Sunset v. Martin. 101
Ga. 447. 29 S. E. 278.—Pub1io not. A uni-
versal rule or law that regards the whole com-
munity, and of which the courts of law are
bound to take notice judicially and es oflicio
without its being particularly pleaded. 1 Bl.
Comm. See People v. (‘hautauaua County,
43 N. Y. 10: Sasser v. Martin. 10] Ga. 447,
29 S. E. 278; Bank of Newberry v. Grcenvills
& C. R. Co.. 9 _Rich. Law (S. C.) 496: People
v. Bellet. 99 Mich. 151, 57 N. W. 1094. 22 L.
R. A. 696, 41 Am. St. Rep. 589: Holt v. Bir-
mingham, 111 Ala. 369, 19 South. 735.

A01‘ 01!’ PETITION. A form of sum-
mary proceeding formerly in use in the high
court of admiralty, in England, in which the
parties stated their respective cases briefly.
and supported their statements by atildavlt.
2 Dod. Adm. 174. 184; 1 Hagg. Adm. 1, note.

AOTA DIIIBNA. Lat. In the Roman
law. Daily acts; the public registers or
journals of the daily proceedings of the sen-
ate, assemblies ot the people, courts of jus-
tice, etc. Supposed to have resembled a
modern newspaper. Brande.

Acts. exterior: indioant interior: so-
orota. 8 Coke. 1461;. External acts indicate
undisclosed thoughts.

Act: in use judioio non pi-ohant in
3110 said inter eudsrn personal. Things
done in one action cannot be taken as evi-
dence in another, unless it be between the
same parties. Tray. Int. Max. 11.
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AOTA PUBLIOL. Lat. Things of gen-
eral knowledge and concern; matters trans-
acted before certain public oiiicers. Calvin.

A0111. In French law, denotes a docu-
ment. or formal, solemn writing. embodying
a legal attestation that something has been
done. corresponding to one sense or use of
the English word "act." Thus. acteo do
naiuanoe are the certificates of birth, and
must contain the day. hour, and place of
birth, together with the sex and intended
christian name of the child. and the names
of the parents and of the witnesses. Aciea
do marinas are the marriage certificates. and
contain names, professions. ages, and places
of birth and domicile of the two persons
marrying, and of their parents; also the con-
sent of these latter. and the mutual agree-
ments of the intended husband and wife to
take each other for better and worse. to-
gether with the usual attestations. Actea do
déceo are the certificates of death, which are
required to be drawn up before any one
may be buried. Le: actca de l’état civil are
public documents. Brown.
—Aoto antlaonti no. A deed. executed with
certain prescribed ormalities. in the presence of
a notary, mayor yrenlcr, liuiuier. or other func-
tlonary quahfied to act in the lace in which it
is drawn u Argles. Fr. i erc. Law. 60.
-Ante do oisation. The certificate of
registration of a ship. by virtue of which its
French nationality is established.—Aoto d’h6-
ritior. Act of inheritance. Any action or
fact on the part of an heir which manifests his
intention to accept the succession; the accept-
ance may be express or tacit. Duverger.--Aoto
extrajudicial:-o. A document served by a
Iuu'uo'er, at the demand of one party upon an-
other piu-ty_ ‘yithout legal proceedings.

ACTING. A term employed to designate
a locum fmcns who is performing the duties
of an ofiice to which he does not himself
claim title; e. 9.. "Acting Supervising Archi-
tect." Fraser v. United States, 16 Ct. Cl.
514. An acting executor is one who assumes
to act as executor for a decedent. not being
the executor legally appointed or the exec-
utor in fact. Morse v. Allen, 99 Mich. 303.
68 N. W. 327. ’An acting trustee is one who
takes upon himself to perform some or all
of the trusts mentioned in a will. Sharp Y.
Sharp. 2 Barn. & Aid. 415.

A0110. Lat. In the civil law. An action
or suit: a right or cause of action. It should
be noted that this term means both the pro-
eecding to enforce a right in a court and the
right itself which is sought to be enforced.
—Actio ad oxhibondum. An action for the
purpose of compelling a defendant to exhibit a
thing or title in_ his power. it was preparatory
to another action, which was always a real
action in the sense of the Roman law: that is.
for the recovery of a thing, whether it was mov-
able or immovable. Merl. Quest. tome i. 8-1.-
Aetio nstimatoria; aotio qnanti mlnoris.
Two names of an action which lay in behalf of
a bn er to reduce the contract price. not to
canoe the sale; the mics had power, however,
to cancel the sale. unter. Rom. Law, 332.-

arbltras-ia. Action depending on the

AOTIO

discretion of the judge. In this. unless the de-
fendant would make amends _to the plaintifl
as dictated by the Judge in his discretion. he
was liable to be condemned. ld. 825.—Aotio
bona ildoi. A class of actions in which the
judge might at the trial, ea: aficio. take into ac-
count any uitable circumstances that were
presented to im aifecting either of the parties
to the action. 1 Spence, Eq. Jur. 218.—Aotio
oal . An action to restrain the defend-
ant from prosecuting a groundless proceeding
or trum ed-up charge against the plaintiff.
Hunter. om. Law. 859.—Aotio eommodati.
Included several actions appropriate to enforce
the obligations of a borrower or a lender. Id.

.—Aot1o eommodati oontraria. An a<.~
tion by the borrower against the lender. to com-

I the execution of the contract. Poth. Pref
Usage, n. 75.—Aetlo oommodati ta.

An action b a lender against a borrower. the
principal ob ect of which is to obtain a restitu-
tion 0 the thing lent. Poth. Pret 11 Usage, an.
85. 68.—-Aetio oomm vidundo. An so
tion to rocure a judicial division of joint prop-
erty. unter. Rom. Law, 194. t was ana-
logous in its object to proceedings for partition
in modern law.-—Aeth oondiotio indobitati.
An action by which the plaintilf recovers the
amount of a sum of money or other thing he aid
by mistake. Poth. Promutuum. n. 140: erl.
Re rt.—Aetio oontossoda. An afirmative
pet tory action for the recognition and enforce-
ment of a servitude. So called because based
on the plaintiff’: aflirmative allegation of a
right in defenda_nt's land. Distinguished from
an echo no «tone, which was brought to repel a
claim of t e defendant to a servitude in the
plaintiff's land. Mackeld. Rom. Law. 5 324.
—Aetio damn! injurla. The name of a gen-
eral class of actions for damnzfl. including
many a es of suits for losses caused by
wrongfu or negligent acts. The term is about
equivalent to our “action for dams ."—Aot.io
do dole main. An action of frau : an action
which lay for a def_i-auded person against the
defrauder and his heirs. who ha.Ii_been enriched
hi the fraud. to obtain the restitution of the
t ing of which he had been fraudulently de-
prived. with all its accessions (cum omm cause :)
or, where this was not practicable. for compen-
sation in damages. Mackcld. Rom. Iaw.
227.—Aotio-do poonlio. An action concern-
ing or against the pecuiium. or separate proper
ty of a party.—Aotlo do poonnia consti-
tuta. An action for money engaged to be paid:
an action which lay against any person who
had engaged to pay money for himself. or for
another. without ax? formal sti ulation. Inst.

. . ; Dig. 13. ; Cod. 4. 8.—Aetio do-
positi oonta-aria. An action which the de-
positary has against the depositor, to compel
him to fulfil his engagement towards him.
Poth. Du Depot. n. (i9.—Aetio deposit! di-
roeta. An action which is brought by the de-
positor against the depositary. in order to get
back the thing deposited. Potii. Du Depot, n.
60.—Aotio dis-eeta. A direct action: an ac-
tion founded on strict law. and conducted-ac-
cording to fixed forms; an action founded on
certain legal obligations which from their origin
were accurately defined and recognized as ac-
tionable.—Aot1o ompti. An action employed
in behalf of a buyer to compel a seller to per-
form his obligationa or _pay compensation: al-
so to enforce any special agreements by him.
embodied in a contract of sale. Hunter. Rom.
Law. 332.—Aotio ox eondnetq. An action
which the bailor of a thing for hire may bring
against the bailee. in order to compel him to re-
deiiver the thing_hired.—Actio ox loeato. An
action upon letting; an action which the per-
son who let a thing for hire to another might
have against the hirer. Dig. 19. 2: Cod. 4.
65.-—Aotio ox stipniatn. An action brought
to enforce a stipu ation.—A_etio oxoreitoria.
An action against the l'.!‘(‘I'(:tf0f‘ or cniploycr of
a vessel.-—Aotlo familslu aroisenn An
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action for the rtition of an inheritance. Inst.
. . : I_d. , 17, 4. Called. by Bracton and

Fleta, a mixed action, and classed among ac-
tions arising ea uaai oontractu. Bract. fol.
100b; Id. fois. 4 b, 444; Fieta, lib. 2. c. 60,
§ 1.—Aotio fin-ti. An action of theft; an ac-
tion founded upon theft. Inst. 4, 1, 13-17;
Bract. fol. 444. ‘This could only be brought
for the penalty attached to the otfense, and not
to recover the thing stolen itself. for which oth-
er actions were provideg. Inst. 4, 1, 19.—Ao-
tio honornrin. An onorary. or praatorian
action. Dig. 44, 7. 25. 35.—Aotio in fnotlun.
An action adapted to the particular case. hav-
ing an analogy to some actio in just. the latter
being founded on some subsisting acknowledged
law. Spence, Eq Jur. 212. Tiie.origin of
these actions is similar to that of actions on the
case at common law.-—Aotio jndicnti. An
action instituted. after four months had elapsed
after the rendition of judgment, in which the
judge issued his warrant to seize, first. the
movables, which were sold within eight days
afterwards: and then‘ the immovabies, which
were delivered in pledge to the creditors, or put
under the care of a curator, and if, at the end
of two months, the debt was not paid, the land
was sold. Dig. 42, 1; Code, 8.’34.—Aotio le-
git Aqullie. An action under the Aquilian
law; an action to recover damages fo_r mali-
ciously or injuriously killing or wounding the
slave or beast of another. or injurin in any
way a thing belonging to another. therwise
called ddmm‘ injurite acti'o.—Aotio mnndnti.
Included actions to enforce contracts of man-
date, or obligations arising out of them. Hun-
ter, Rom. Law. 316.—Aeti'o mixta. A mixed
action; an action brought. for the recovery of
a thing, or compensation" for damages. and also
for the payment of a penalty: partaking of the
nature both of‘ an actia in rem and in person-
am. Inst. 4. 6. 16. 18, 19. 20; Mackeld. Rom.
Law, § 209.—Aotio negate:-in. An action
brought to repel a claim of the defendant to a
servitude in the plaintiE’s land. Mackeid. Rom.
Law, § 824.—Aot1o negation-um gestoflrm.
Included actions between principal and agent
and other parties to an engagement, whereby
one person undertook the transaction of busi-
iics_s for anoth_er.—Aotio noxnlis. A noxal
action; on action which lay against a master
for a crime committed or injury ‘done by his
slave: and in which the master had the alter-
native either to ay for the damage done or to
deliver u the save to the complaining party.
inst. 4, , pr.; Heinecc. Elem. lib. 4. tit. 8.
So called from now, the otfense or injury com-
mitted. Inst. 4. S, 1.—Aotlo pignorntltia.
An action of pledge; an action founded on
the contract of pledge, (pig/nus.) Dig. 13, 7;
Cod. 4. %.—Actio prajudioialis. A pre-
liminary or preparatory action. An action. in-
stituted for the deterinination of some pre-
liminary matter on which other litigated mat-
ters depend, or for the detennination of some
point or question arising in another or principal
action; and so called from its being dctcrmiri-_
at before, (prius. - or prrr judir-.ari.)—Actlo
praesoriptin vex-bis. A form of action which
derived its force from continued usage or the
rcsponari priidt-ntiiun, and was founded on the
unwritten law. 1 Spence. Eq. Jur. 212.—Ac-
tio praatorin. A praetorian action: one in-
troduced by the pnietor, as distinguished froiu
the more ancient actio ciirilia, ( . 0.) Inst. 4,
ti, 3; Mackeld. Rom. Law, § 20i.—Aotio pro
sooio. An action of partnership. An action
brought by one inrtner against his associates
to compel them to carry out the terms of the
partncrsliip agrcciuent.—Actlo -pnbliolnnn.
An action wliicli lay for one who had lost a.
tiiing of which he had bona fide obtained pos-
session. before he had gained a property in it,
in order to lia\'e it restored, under color that
he had obtained :1 property in it by prescrip-
tion. Inst. 4, 6, 4; Ilcinecc. Elem. lib. -1, tit.
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6, 5 1131; Halifax, Anal. -b. 3, c. '3. n. 9.'_ It
was an honorary action, and derived its no e
from the p_i-.etor Pubiicius, by whose edietuit
was first given. _ Inst._ 4. 6, 4._'—Aetio quod
juuu. An_ action iven against a master,
founded on some business done by his slave.
acting under his order, (jIlBi!ll.2 Inst--1», T, 1;
Dig. 15, 4; Cod. 4, 26.—Act o qnod metdi
onus. An action granted to one who had been
compelled by unlawful force, or fear (meme
cqigoa) that was not groundless, (metua proba-
biloa or juatua.) to deliver, sell, or promise a.
thing to another. Bract. fol. 10312; Mackeid.
Rom. Law, § 228.—Aot!o ronlis. A~real ac-
tion. The proper term in the civil law was
rei vindicatio. Inst. 4, 6, 3.—Aotio redh:l‘bi-
toria. An action to cancel a sale in conse-
quence of defects in the thing sold. It was
prosecuted to compel complete restitution to
the seller of the thing sold. with its prodn
and accessories, and to give the buyer back t e
price, with interest, as an equivalent for the res-
titution of the produce. Hunter, Rom. Law, 332.
—AotIo rerun: nnotnrum. An action for
things removed: an action which, in cases of
divorce, lay for a husband against a wife, to
recover things carried away by the latter, in
contemplation of such divorce. Dig. 25, 2; _Id.
25, 2, 25. 30. It also lay for the wife against
the husband in such cases. Id. 2.), 2, 7. 1_1‘;
Cod. 5, 21.—Aot:lo rescinox-in._ An _action
for restoring the plaintifi to a_right or title
which he has lost by prescription, in a case
where the equities are such that he should be
relieved from the operation of the prescri tion.
Mackeid. Rom. Law, 5 22G.—Actio se ans.
An action which lay for die lessor of a farm.
or rural estate, to recover the goods of the
lessee or farmer. which were pledged or bound
for the rent. Inst. 4, 6. 7.—Aotlo strloti ju-
ris. An action of strict right. The class of
civil law personal actions, which _wer‘e adjudg-
ed only by _tli_e strict law, and in which the
judge was limited to the precise language of
the formula. and had no discretionary power
to regard the bomi. fidea of the transaction. See
Inst. 4 6. 28; Gains, iii. 137; Mackeld. Rom.
Law, § 2]0.—Actlo tutelui. Action founded
on the duties or obligationsarising on the rela-
tion analogous to that of guardian and ward.
—Act1o utilis. A beneficial action or equit-
able action. An action founded on equity in-
stead of strict iaw,‘and available for those
who-had equitable rights or the beneficial own-
ership of pro erty. Actions are divided into
dirccm: or uti es actions. The tamer are found-
ed on certain legal obligations which from their
origin were accuratei-y defined and recognized
as actionable. The latter were formed analog-
ically in imitation of the former. They were
periuittcd in legal obligations for which the
‘actioncs directtv were not originally intended,
but which resembled the legal obligations which
formed the basis of the direct action. Macireld.
Rom. Law, § 207.—Act1o venditi. An action
employed in behalf of a seller, to compel a
buyer topay the price, or perform any special
obligations embodied in a contract of sale.
Hunter. Rom. Law, 332.—AotIo vi bone:-nu;
rnpto:-um. An action for goods taken by
force; a. species of mixed action. which lay
for a party whose goods or movables (bond) had
been taken from him by force, (in',) to recover
the things so taken, together with a penalty of
triple the value. Inst. 4. 2; I . 4, 6. 19.
Braeton describes it as lying de rcbus mobilibul
vi alilatic aivc robbatis, (for movable things tak-
en away by force. or robbed.) Bract. fol. 10311.
-Aotio vulgar-is. A legal action; a common
action. Souietiuies used for actio directa.
.\Iuckeld. Rom. IAiw, § 207.

AOTIO GIVILIS. In the common law.
A civil action. as distiiiguisiied froui ii crimi-
na.i action. Bracton divides personal actions
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into-cr€m'inalc'a ct ciciiia. according as they
grow out of crimes or contracts. Bract. fol.
1011:.

AOTIO nx OONTRACTU. In the civil
and common law. An action of contract;
an action arising out of. or founded on, con-
tract. Inst. 4, 6, 1; Bract. foL 102; 3 Bi.
Comm. 117.

AOTIO nx DELIGTO. In the civil and
common law. An action of tort; an action
arising out of fault, misconduct. or malfeas-
ance. Inst. 4, 6, 15; 3 Bl. Comm. 117. E3
maieflcio is the more common expression of
the civil law; which is adopted by Bracton.
Inst. 4. 6. 1; Bract. fols. 102, 103.

_ ACTIO IN PEBSONAM. In the civil
luv. An‘ action against the person, founded
on a personal liability; an action seeking re-
dress_1or the violation of a in: in personam
or right available against a particular indi-'
Vidunli.

In admiralty law. An action directed
against the particular person who is to be
charged with the liability. It is distinguish-
ed from an actio in 1-cm, which is a suit di-
rected against a specific thing (as a vessel)
irrespective of the ownership of it, to enforce
a claim'or lien upon it, or to obtain. out oi!
the thing or out of the proceeds of its sale.
satisfaction for an injury alleged by the
claimant.

ACTIO IN REM. In the civil and com-
mon law; An- action for a thing; an action
for the recovery of a thing possessed by an-
other. Inst. 4, 6, 1. An‘ action for the en-
forcement of a right (or for redress for its
invasion) which was originally available
against all the world, and not in any special
sense against the individual sued, until he
violated it. See In Rm.

. ACTIO NON. In pleading. The Latin
name of that part of a special plea which fol-
lows next after the statement of appearance
and defense, and declares that the piaintii!
"ought not to have or maintain his aforesaid
action." etc.

ACTIO NON ACCREVIT INPRA SEX
ANNOS. The name of the plea of the stat-
ute of limitations, when the defendant al-
leges that the plaintlii"s action has not ac-
crued within six years.

Aotio non dntnr non dnlnniflonto. An
action is not given to one who is not injured.
Ienk. Cent. 69.

Aetio non tacit rerun. nisi menu sit
ten. Anaction does not make one guilty,
unless the intention be bad. Lofft. 37.

AOTIO NON ULTERIU8. In English
pleading. A name given to the distinctive
clause in the plea to the further mainte-
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mince oi‘ the action. introduced in place of
the plea puie darrcin continuance; the aver-
ment being that the plaintiff ought not fur-
ther (ultcrius) to have or maintain his action.
Steph. P1. 04. 65, 401.

AOTIO PERSONALIS. In the civil and
common law. A personal action. The ordi-
nary term for this kind of action in the civil
law is actio in personam, (q. 1-..) the word
pcrsonalis being of only occasional occur-
rence. Inst. 4, 0, 8, in tit; Id. 4, 11, pr. 1.
Bracton, however, uses it freely, and hence
the personal action of the common law.
Bract. fpls. 102a, 1590. See Psnsoxar. Ac-
'.i'IoN.

Actio per-sonnlh moritnr mun peuonn.
A personal right of action dies with the per-
son.-. Noy, Max. 14.

__Aotlo pannlis in hnredem non dstnr,
nil! forte ex dnmno locupletior hares
gm... sit. A penal action is not given
against an heir, unless, indeed, such heir is
benefited by the wrong.

Actio quael.-ibet it In via. Every ac-
tion proceeds in its own way. Jenk. Cent.
77.

ACTION. Conduct; behavior; something
done; the condition of acting; an act or
series of acts.

In practice. The legal and formal de-
mand of one’s right from another person
or party made and insisted on in a court of
justice.‘ Valentine v. Boston, 20 Pick. (Mass)
201; Hibernia Nat. Bank v. Lacombe, 84
N. Y. 376; Appeal of .\icBride, 72 Pa. 480;
Wilt v. Stickney, 30 Fed. Gas. 256: White
v. Rio Grande Western Ii. Co.. 25 Utah, 346,
71 Pac. 593; Bridgton v. Bennett. 23 Me. 420;
Harger v. Thomas, 44 Pa. 128, 84 Am. Dec.
422; Peeler v. Norris, 4 Yerg. (Tenn.) 3259.

An action is an ordinary proceeding in a
court of justice by which one party prose-
cutes another for the enforcement or protec-
tion of a right, the redress or prevention of
a wrong. or the punishment of a public oi’-
fense. Code Civ. Proc. Cal. 5 22; Code N.
Y. 5 2; Code N. C. 1883, § 126; Rev. Code
N. D.‘ 1809, 5 5156: Code Ctv. Proc. S. D.
1903, 5 12; Missionary Soc. v. Ely, 56 ()hlo
St. 4031, 47 N. E. 537; In re Welch. 108 \\'is.
387, 84 N. W. 5o0; Smith v. Westerflcld, SH

Cal. 374, 26 Pac. 207; Losey v. Stanley, 83
Hun. 420, 31 N. Y. Supp. 950; Lawrence v.
Thomas, 84 Iowa. 362, 51 N. W. 11.

An action is merely the judicial means of
enforcing a right. Code Ga. 188‘..’., § 3151.

Action is the form of a suit given by law
for the recovery of that which is one's due;
the lawful demand of one's right. Co. Litt.
2840. 285a.

An action is a legal proceeding by a party’
complainant against a party defendant to
obtain the judgment of the court in relation
to some right claimed to be secured, or some
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remedy claimed to be given by law. to the
party complaining. Haley v. Eureka County
Bank, 21 Nev. 127, 26 Pac. 64, 12 L. R. A.
815.

Classification of actions. Civil actions
are such as lie in behalf of persons to en-
force their rights or obtain redress of wrongs
in their relation to individuals.

Criminal actions are such as are instituted
by the sovereign power, for the purpose of
punishing or preventing offenses against the
public.

Penal actions are such as are brought,
either by the state or by an individual under
permission of a statute, to enforce a penalty
imposed by law for the commission of a pro-
hibited act.

Common law actions are such as will lie.
on the particular facts, at common law. with-
out the ald of a statute.

Statutory actions are such as can only be
based upon the particular statutes creating
them.

Popular actions. in English usage, are
those actions which are given upon the
breach of a penal statute. and which any man
that will may sue on account of the king and
himself, as the statute allows and the case
requires. Because the action is not given to
one especially, but generally to any that win
prosecute. it is called “action popular ;" and.
from the words used in the process, (qui tam
pro domino rcgc aequitur quam pro so ipao,
who sues as well for the king as for himself.)
it is called a mu tam action. Tomlins.

Real, personal, mixed. Actions are divid-
ed into real. personal, and mixed. See Inns.

Local action. An action is so termed
when all the principal facts on which it is
founded are of a local nature; as where pos-
session of land is to he recovered, or damages
for an actual trespass, or for waste affecting
land, because in such case the cause of action
relates to some particular locality, which
usually also constitutes the venue of "the
action. Miller v. Rickey (C. C.) 127 Fed.
577; Crook v. l'itcher, 61 Md. 513: Bcirne v.

Rosser. 26 Grat. (Va.) 541: McLeod v. Rail-
road Co., 58 Vt. 727. 6 At]. 648; Ackerson
v. Erie R. Co., 31 N. J. Law, 311; Texas
& P. R. Co. v. Guy. 86 Tex. 571, 26 S. W.
599. 25 L. R. A. 52.

Transitory actions are those founded upon
a cause of action not necessarily referring
to or arising in any particular locality.

Actions are called, in common-law practice,
at contractu when they are founded on a

contract; ca: dcucio when they arise out of
a tort. Umiaui'_ v. Umlauf. 103 I11. 651;
Nelson v. Great Northern R. Co., 28 Mont.
297. 72 Pac. 642: Van Oss v. Synon. 85 Wis.
Gill, 56 N. W. 190.

“Action" and “suit.” The terms “ac-
tion" and "suit" are now nearly, if not en-
tirely, synonymous. (3 Bl. Comm. 3, 116,
ct passim.) Or, if there be a distinction. it
is that the term “action” is generally confin-
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ed to proceedings in a court of law, while
“suit" is equally applied to prosecutions at
law or in equity. White v. Washington
School Dist... 45 Conn. 59; Dnllard v. Phelan.
83 Iowa. 471, 50 N. W. 20-1; Lamson v.
Hutchings, 118 Fed. 321, 55 C. C. A. 246;
Page v. Brewster, 58 N. H. 126; Kennebec
Water Dist. v. Water-ville, 96 Me. 234. 52
Atl. 774; Miller v. Rapp. 7 Ind. App. 89,
34 N. 11 126; Hall v. Bartlett, 9 Barb. (N.
Y.) 297; Branyan r. Kay, 33 S. C. 283. 11 S.
E. 070; Nlantic Mills 00. v. Riverside & 0.
Mills, 19 R. I. 34. 31 Atl. 432; Ulshafer v.
Stewart, 71 Pa. 170. Formerly. however.
there was a more substantial distinction be-
tween them. An action was considered as
terminating with the giving of judgment, and
the execution formed no part of it. (Litt. §

504: C0. Litt. 289a.) A suit, on the other
hand, included the execution. (Id. 291a.)
So, an action is termed by. Lord Coke, “the
riyhf of a suit." (2 inst. 40.) Burrill.
—lflxed notion. An action partaking of the
twofold nature of real and personal actio hav-
ing for its object the demand and restitution of
real property and also personal damages for a
wrong sustained. 3 B. Comm. 118; Hall v.
Decker. 48 Me. 257. Mixed actions are those
which are brought for the specific recovery of‘
lands. like real actions.but comprise. joined with
this claim, one for damages in respect of such
property: such as the action of waste. where. in
addition to the recovery of the place wasted
the demandant claims damages: the writ of
entry. in which. by statute. a demand of mesne
profits may be joined; and dower. in which a
claim for detention may be included. Me.
’ In the civil law. An action in which

some specific thing was demanded. and also
someedpenonal obligation claimed to be per»
form : or, in other words, an action which
proceeded both in rem and in personam. Inst.

. 20.—r;ex-tonal action. In the civil law.
An action In pcreonam. A personal action seeks
to enforce an obligation imposed on the defend-
ant by his contract or delict; that is. it is the
contention that he is bound to transfer some
dominion or to perform some service or to re-
pair some loss. Gains. bk. 4. I 2. In common
law. An action brought for the recovery of
some debt or for damages for some personal in-
jury, in contradistinction to the old real actions, '

which related to real pro rty only. See 3 ‘B .

Comm. 117. Boyd v. ronan. 71 Me. 286.’
Doe v. Waterloo him. Co. (C. C.) 43 Fed. 219;
Osborn v. Fall River. 140 Mass. 508. 5 N. E.
483. An action which can_be brought only by
the person himself who is injured. and not by
his representativcs.—IReLl notion. A_t the
common law. One brought for the specific re-
covery of lands, tenements. or heredltaments.
Stenh. Pl. 3; Crocker v. Black. 16 Mass. 448:
Hall v. Decker, 48 .\ie. 256: Doe v. Waterloo
Min. 00., 43 Fed. 220. Among the civilians,
real actions, otherwise called "vindications.'
were those in which a man demanded something
that was his own. They were founded on do-
minion, or in in re. The real actions_of the
Roman law were not. like the real actions of
the common law. confined to real estate. but
they included personal, as well as real, prop-
erty. Wharton.

In French commercial law. Stock in I
company. or shares in a corporation.

In Scotch lax .\ suit or Judicial pro-
ceedlng.
-Action for pounding. An action by a
creditor to obtain a sequestration of the rent:
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of land and the goods of his debtor for the
utisfaction of the debt. or to enforce a. distress.
—Aetion of abstracted multiu-es. An ac-
tion for multures or tolls against those who
are thirled to a mill, 5'. e., bound to grind their
corn at a certain mill, and fail to do so. Bell.
—Aetion of adherence. An action compe-
tent to a husband or wife, to compel either par-
ty to adhere in case of desertion. It is analo-

us to the English suit for restitution of con-
ugal rights. Wharton.

ACTION 0!‘ A WRIT. A phrase used
when a defendant pleads some matter by
which he shows that the piaiiititf had no
cause to have the writ sued upon. although
it may be that he is entitled to another writ
or action for the same matter. Cowell.

ACTION 0!‘ BOOK DEBT. A form of
action for the recovery of claims, such as
are usually evidenced by a book-account;
this action is principally used in Vermont
and Connecticut. Terrill v. Beecher, 9 Conn.
344; Stoking v. Sage, 1 Con. 75; Green
v. Pratt. 11 Conn. 205; May v. Brownell, 3
Vt. 463; Easly v. Eakin, Cooke (Tenn.) 388.

ACTION ON THE CASE. A species of
personal action of very extensive application.
otherwise called “trespass on the case," or
simpiy “case.” from the circumstance of the
plaintifl"s whole case or cause of complaint
being set forth at length in the original writ
by which formerly it was always commenced.
3 Bl. Comm. 122. Mobile L. Ins. Co. v. Ran-
dall, 74 Ala. 170; Cramer v. Fry (0. C.) 68
Fed. 201; Sharp" v. Curtiss, 15 Conn. 526;
Wallace v. Wilmington & N. R. Co.. B Houst.
(DeL) 529. 18 At]. 818.

ACTIONABLE. That for which an ac-
tion will lie; furnishing legal ground for an
action.
—Aetionab1e fraud. Deception practiced in
order to induce another to part with property
or surrender some legal right; a false represen-
tation made with an intention to deceive; may
be committed by stating what is known to be
false or by professing knowledge of the truth
of a statement_ which is false. but in either
case. the esential in redient is a falsehood ut-
tered with intent to eceive. Marsh v. Falker,
40 N. Y. 575; I-‘arrington v. Ballard, 40 Barb.
(N. Y.) 512; Hecht v. Metzier. 14 Utah. -108,
48_Pac. 37. 60 Am. St. Rep. 900; Sawyer v.
Prickett, 19 Wall. 146, 22 L. Ed. 10.').—Ao-
tlonable misrepresentation. A false state-
ment res ting a fact material to the contract
and whic is influential in procuring it. Wise
v. Fuller, 29 N. J. Eq. 25'i'.—Aotionable neg-
llgenee. The breach or nonperformance of a
is l duty. through neglect or carelessness, re-
an ting in damage or injury to another. Roddy
v. Missouri Pac. R. Co.. 104 Mo. 23-1». 15 S.
W. 1112, 12 L. R. A. 746. 24 Am. St. Rep.
333',’ Boardman v. Creighton. 95 Me. 154, 49
Atl. 663: Hale v. Grand Trunk R. Co.. 60
Vt. 605. 15 At]. 300. 1 L. R. A. 187 : Fidelit
& Casualt Co. v. Cutts. 96 Me. 162. 49 At .

673.—-nAetLnable nuisance. Anything in-
jurious to health, or indecent, or offensive to
the senses, or an obstruction to the free use
of property so as to ‘interfere with the com-
fortable engilyment of life or property. Code
Civ. Proc. I. I 731; Grandona v. Lovdai. 78

611, 21 Pac. 306, 12 Am. St. Re . 121:
r v. Overton. 102 Tenn. 211, 52 S. . 183,
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45 L. R. A. 591, 73 Am. St. Rep. 864.—-Ae-
tionable words. In the law of libel and
slander. Words which import a charge of
some punishable crime or some ofiensive disease,
or impute moral turpitude. or tend to in are
a. party in his trade or business, are sai to
be “actionable per se.” Barnes v. Trund . 31
Me. 321; Lemons v. Wells, 78 K . 117; Jay-
rant v. Richardson. 1 Nott & M ‘. 347. 9 Am.
Dec. 707; Cady v. Brooklyn Union Pub. Co..
2% Misc. Rep. 409, 51 N. Y. Supp.-198.

ACTIONARE. L. Lat. (From actio, an
action.) In old records. To bring an action;
to prosecute, or sue. Thorn’s Chron.; Whis-
haw.

ACTIONABY. A foreign commercial
term for the proprietor of an action or share
of a public company's stock; a stockholder.

ACTIONES LEGIS. In the Roman law.
Legal or lawful action; actions of or at law,
(leym'nue.actionea.) Dig. 1, 2, 2, 6.

ACTIONES NOMINATE. In the Eng-
lish chancery. Writs for which there were
precedents. The statute of Westminster, 2,
c. 24, gave chancery authority to form new
writs in coastmm casu; hence the action on
the case.

ACTIONS ORDINARY. In Scotch law.
All actions which are not rescissory. Ersk.
Inst. 4. 1, 18.

ACTIONS BESCISSORY. In Scotch
law. These are either (1) actions of proper
improbatlon for declaring a writing false or
forged; (2) actions of reduction-improhation
for the production of a writing in order to
have it set aside or its eirect ascertained un-
der the certiiication that the writing if not
produced shall be declared false or forged;
and (3) actions of simple reduction. for de-
claring a writing called for null until pro-
duced. Ersk. Prln. 4, 1, 5.

ACTIVE. That is in action; that de-
mands action ; actually subsisting; the oppo-
site of passive. An active debt is one which
draws interest. An active trust is a conti-
dence connected with a duty. An active use
is a present legal estate.

ACTON BITBNEL, STATUTE 0!‘. In
English law. A statute, otherwise called
“Stututum de Mercatori'bus," made at a par-
liament held at the castle of Acton Burnel in
Shropshire, in the 11th year of the reign of
Edward I. 2 Reeves, Eng. Law, 158-162.

ACTOR. In Roman law.
ed for another; one who attended to an-
other's business; a inannger or agent. A
slave who attended to. transacted, or super-
intended his master's business or affairs, re-
ceived and paid out. moneys. and-kept ac-
counts. Burriii.

A plaintiff or complainant. In a civil or
private actloii the plaintiff was often called
by the Romans “pemor,-" in a public action

One who act-
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(cause publica) he was called “accusator."
The defendant was called “reus," both in
private and public causes; this term, how-
ever, according to Cicero, (Dc Orat. ii. -13,)
might signify either party, as indeed we
might conclude from the word itself. In a.

private action, the defendant was often call-
ed “ad1:crsan'us," but either party might be
called so.

Also, the term is used of a party who, for
the time being, sustains the burden of proof,
or has the initiative in the suit.

In old European law. A proctor, ad-
vocate, or pleader; one who acted for an-
other in legal matters; one who represented
a party and managed his cause. An attor-
ney, bailiff, or steward; one who managed or
acted for another. The Scotch “doer" is
the literal translation.

Actor qui contra rogulun quij nddnxit,
non est andlondns. A plaintiir is not to be
heard who has advanced anything against
authority, (or against the rule.)

Actor sequitur forum rel. According as
res‘ is intended as the genitive of res, a
thing. or reus, a defendant, this phrase
means: The plaintiff follows the forum of
the property in suit, or the forum of the de-
i'endant’s residence. Branch, Max. 4.

Actors non probiusto rens nbsolvitur.
When the plaintiff does not prove his case
the defendant is acquitted. Hob. 103.

Actor! inciunlrlt onus probandl. The
burden of proof rests on the plaintiff, (or on
the party who advances a proposition af-
iirmativeiy.) Hob. 103.

AOTOBNAY.
attorney. Skene.

In old Scotch law. An

AOTRIX. Lat. A female actor; a fe-
male plalntiif. Calvin.

Acts indicate the intention. 8 Co. 146b,‘
Broom. Max. 301.

ACTS OI‘ COURT. Legal menioranda
made in the admiralty courts in England, in
the nature oi‘ pleas.

ACTS 0!‘ SEDERUNT. In Scotch law.
Ordinances for regulating the forms of pro-
ceeding, before the court of session, in the
administration of justice, made by the
judges, who have the power by virtue of a
Scotch act of parliament passed in 1540.
Ersk. Prin. Q 14.

ACTUAL. Real; substantial; existing
presently in act. having a valid objective
existence as opposed to that which is mere-
ly theoretical o: possible.

Something real, in opposition to construc-
tive or speculative; something existing ‘in
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act. Astor v. Merritt. 111 U. S. 202,’! Sup.
Ct. 413, 28 L. Ed. 401; Kelly v. Ben. Ass'n,
'46 App. -Div. 79, 61 N. Y. Supp. 394; State

' llliass.) 2‘26.—Actu

v. Wells, 31 Conn. 213.

As to actual "Bias," “Damages," “Deliv-
ery," “Eviction,” “l<‘raud," "Malice." “.\‘o-
rtice," “Occupation," “ouster,” “Possessiou,"
“Ilesidence," “Seisin," “Total Loss,” see
those titles. ~

—Aotun.‘l onsh value. The fair or reason-
able cash price for which the property could
be sold in the market, in the ordinary course
of business, and not at forced sale: the price
it will bring in. a fair market after reasonable
eflorts to find a purchaser who will give the
highest price. Birmingham F. Ins. . Pul-
ver, 126 Ill. 329. 18 N. E. 804, 9 Am. St. R p.
598: Mack v. Lancashire ins. Co. C. ) 4
Fed. 59: Morgan's L. & T. R. . . Co. v.
Board of Reviewers, 41 La. Ann. 1156,-3 South.
507.—Aotuo.l change of possession. In
statutes of frauds. An open, visible. and un-
equivocal change of possession. manifested by
the usual outward signs, as distinguished from
a mere]; formal or constructive change. Ran-
dall v. arker. 3 Sandf. (N. Y.) 69: lurch v.
Swensen, 40 Minn. 421, 42 N. \\'. flz Dodge
v. Jones, 7 Mont. 121, 14 Pac. 707 ; Stevens
v. Irwin, 15 Cal. 503. 76 Am. Dec. 50(i.—A¢:-
tun]. cost. The actual price paid for goods
by ii. part , in the case of a real bon_a fide pur-
chase, an not_ilie market value of the goods.
Alfonso v. United States, 2 Story. 421, Fed.
(‘as. No. 188; United States v. Sixteen Pack-
ages. 2 Mason. 48. Fed. Ciis. No. 16.303: Lcx- -

ingtoh. etc.. R. Co. v. Fitchburg R. Co., 9 Gray
:1 sale. Lands are "ac-

tually sold" at a tax sale, so as to entitle the
treasurer to the statutory fees. when the sale
is completed; when he has collected from the
urchaser the amount'of the bid. Miles v. Mil-

R=.r. 5 Neb. 272.—Aotnal violence. -i§n,assaul_t
with actual violence is an assault with Dhysi-
cal force put in action, exerted upon the person
assailed. The term violence is synonymous with
physical force, and the two are used inter-
changeably in relation to assaults. State v.
Wells. 31 Conn. 210. - -

ACTUABIUS. In Roman law. 4_A no-
tary or clerk. One who drew the acts or
statutes, or who wrote in brief the public
acts.

AOTUABY. In English ecclesiastical
law. A clerk that registers the acts and
constitutions of the lower house of convoca-
tion; or a registrar in a court christian.

Also an officer appointed to keep savings
banks accounts; the computing oillcer of
an insurance company; a person skilled in
calculating the value of life interests, an-
nuities. and insurances.

ACTUM. Lat. A deed; something done.

AOTUS. In the olvil law. A species
of right of way, consisting in the right of
driving cattle, or a carriage, over the land
subject to the servitude. Inst. 2, 3, pr. It
is sometimes translated a "road," and in-
cluded the kind of way termed "ltcr," or
path. Lord Coke, who adopts the term “so-
tus“ from Bracton. defines it a foot and
horse way, viilizarly called “pack and prime
way ;” but distinguishes it from a dirt-way.
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Co. Litt. 56¢; Buyden V. Achenbach, 79 N.
C. 539.

In old English law. An act of parlia-
ment; a statute. A distinction, however.
was sometimes made between actus and
mmuum. Acts: parliamenu was an act
made by the lords and commons; and it be-
came uaiutum, when it received the king's
consent. Barring. Obs. St. 46. note 13.

LOTUS. In the‘ civil law. An act or ac-
tion. Non tantum verbia, sed enam actu;
not only by words. but also by act. Dig.
46, 8. 6.

Lotus out-in neaninom n-avabit. An
act of the court shall prejudice no man.
Jenk. Cent. 118. Where a delay in an ac-
tion is the act of the court. neither party
‘shall sufler for it.

. Lotus Del nesnlni est dunnosua. The
act oi.‘ God is hurtful to no one. 2 Inst. 287.
That is, a person cannot be prejudiced or
held responsible for an accident occurring
without his fault and attributable to the
"act of God.” See Aer.

Aetna Del nenlni tacit injuu-inn. The
act of God does injury to no one. 2 Bi.
Comm. 122. A thing which is inevitable by
the act of God, which no industry can avoid,
nor policy prevent, will not be construed to
the prejudice of any person in whom there
was no inches. Broom, Max. 230.

Aotu inoephu. cnjus pea-teotio pen-
det ox voluntate portion, rervooa:-1 po-
tent; :1 custom pemlet ox voluntate ter-
flnjeraann, vol ox oontingontl, revo-

oari non potoat. An act already begun.
the completion of which depends on the will
of the parties. may be revoked; but it it de-
pend on the will of a third person. or on a
contingency, it cannot be revoked. Bac.
Max. reg. 20.

Aston jndiciarhu oorun non. Judioe
lrritua habetur, do ministerial! autexn
0 quoeunque ya-ovenit a-atom onto. A
judicial act by a judge without jurisdiction
is void; but a ministerial act, from whom-
soerer proceedliig, may be ratiiled. Lotrt,
458.

Aotu legia nemlnl est daannosua. The
act of the law is hurtful to no one. An act
in law shall prejudice no man. 2 Inst. 287.

Lotus logla neninl tacit lnjlu-lam.
'.l'he act of the law does injury to no one.
5 Coke, 116.

Aetua legltlni non reoipiunt moduns.
Acts required to be done by lnw do not ad-
mit oi.’ qualification. Hob. 153; Brunch,
Princ.
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Lotus use invite tutu non eat nous
aetua. An act done by me, against my will,
is not my act. Branch. Prlnc.

Aotus non tacit return, and men: ‘sit
x-ea. An act does not make [the doer of it]
guilty, unless the mind be guilty; that is.
unlea the intention be criminal. 3 Inst.
107. The intent and the act must both con-
cur to constitute the crime. Lord Kenyon,
O. J., 7 Term 514: Broom. Max. 308.

Autos repugnus non. potent in one
product. A repugnant act cannot be
brought into being, 4. e., cannot be made er»
fectual. Plowd.

gctlu cord in its quilmn open ejus
oolnmunlter adlslbita. eat, aotua doaninl
lnbetur. The act of a servant in those
things in which he is usually employed. is
considered the act of his master. Loirt, 227.

AD. Lat. At; by: for: near; on account
of: to; until; upon.

AD ABUNDANTIORBH OAUTELAM.
L. Lat. For more abundant caution. 2
How. State Tr. 1182. Otherwise expressed.
ad cautelam es superabundanti. Id. 1163.

AD ADLIITTENDUM ‘ OLEBIOUH.
For the admitting oi’ the clerk. A writ in
the nature of an execution, commanding the
bishop to admit his clerk, upon the success
of the latter in a quare impcdu.

AD ALIUD EXAMEN. To ‘another
tribunal; belonging to another court, cogni-
zance, or jurisdiction.

an Anon nuns. At another day.
A common phrase in the old reports. Yearb.
P. 7 Hen. VI. 13.

An ASSISAS OAPIENDAS. To take
nssises; to take or hold the usslses. Brnct.
toi. 110a; 3 Bl. Comm. 185. Ad assisam
capiemlam; to take an assise. Brnct. fol.
1101).

An AUDIENDUH 2'1‘ TERIHNAN.
DUE. To hear and determine. St. Westm.
2. cc. 29. 30.

AD BARRAK. To the bar; at the bar.
8 How. State Tr. 112.

AD CAMP! PARTEM. For a share of
the field or land, for champert. Fietn. lib.

'2, c.- 36, 5 4.

AD OAPTUH VITLGI.
common understanding.

Adapted to the

AD OOLLIGENDUH RONA DE!‘UNO-
TI. For collecting the goods of the deceas-
ed. See .~\nm.\'is'raA'rio.\' or Esrsrss.

AD OOHMUNBH" LEG!-1M. At com-
mon law. The name of a writ of entry (now
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AD COMPA RENDUM

obsolete) brought by the reversloners after
the death of the life tenant, for the recovery
of lands wrongfully alienated by him.

An OOMPARENDUH. To appear. Ad
comparendum, et ad standum juri, to appear
and to stand to the law, or abide the judg-
ment of the court. Cro. Jac. 67.

AD‘001l!P0'.l.‘Ul( BI-ZDDENDUM. To
render an account. St. Westm. 2, c. 11.

AD OURIAH. At a court. 1 Salk. 195.
To court. Ad curiam vooare, to summon to
court.

AID CUSTAGIA. At the costs. Toullier:
Cowell; Whishaw.

AID OUSTUH. At the cost. 1 Bl. Comm.
814.

AD DAMITUH. In pleading. “'.l.‘o the
damage.” The technical name of that clause
of the writ or declarationwhich contains a
statement of the plaintiffs money loss, or
the damages which he claims. Cole V.
Hayes, 78 Me. 539. 7 Atl. 391: Vincent 1.
Life Ass'n, 75 Conn. 650, 55 Atl. 177.

an nnrsxnnnpun. To defend. 1
BL Comm. 227.

AD DIEM. At a day: at the day.
Townsh. P1. 23. Ad cerium diam, at a cer-
tain day. 2 Strange, 747. 80122“ ad diam;
he paid at or on the day. 1 Chit. Pl. 485.

Ad on qua 12-eqnentlus aoeidnnt Jul-A
Laws are adapted to those

cases which most frequently occur. 2 Inst.
137; Broom. Max. 43.

Laws are adapted to cases which frequently
occur. A statute, which. construed according
to its plain word, is. in all cases of ordinary
occurrence, in no degree inconsistent or un-
reasonable, should not be -varied b construe
tion in every case, merely because t ere is one

ssible but highly improbable case in which the
aw would operate with great severity and

against our notions of justice. The utmost
that can be contended is that the_coustruction
of the statute should be varied in that par-
ticular case, so as to obviate the injustice. 7
Exch. 549; 8 Exch. 778.

AD EPPECTUH. '1‘o the effect, or end.
Co. Litt. 20-ia; 2 Crabb, Real Prop. p. 802,
5 2143. Ad crrcctum scqucntcm. to the effect
following. 2 Salk. 417.

AD EXCAMIBIUM. For exchange: for
compensation. Bract. fol. 12b, 37b.

AID I-IXEIEREDATIONEM. To the dis-
herison. or dlsinheriting: to the injury of
the inheritance. Bract. fol. 15a; 3 Bl.
Comm. 288. Formal words in the old writs
of waste.

An EXITUH. At issue: at the end (of
the pleadings.) Steph. P1. 24.
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AD PAOIENDUH. To do. Co. Litt. 2040.
Ad faoicndum, subjicicndum ct recipicndum;
to do. submit to. and receive. Ad fuciendam
juratamillam; to make up that jury. Fleta,
lib. 2, c. 65, I 12.

AD PAOTUH PRESTANDUH. In
Scotch law. A name descriptive of a class
of obligations marked by unusual severity.
A debtor who is under an obligation of this
kind cannot claim the benefit of the act of
grace, the privilege of sanctuary, or the ces-
Iio bauorum. Ersk. Inst. lib. 3, tit. 3, i 62.

AD PBODI PIERMAM. To fee farm.
Fleta, lib. 2, c. 50, 5 30.

AD PIDEH. In allegiance. 2 Kent.
Comm. 56. Subjects born ad fldem are those
born in allegiance.

An !'II.‘lJlII AQUE. To the thread of
the water; to the central line, or middle of
the stream. Usque ad fllum aquw, as far as
the thread of the stream. Bract. fol. 208b,-
%5a. A phrase of frequent occurrence in
modern law; of which ad medium mum
aqua (q. 0.) is another form.

AD 111.!!! VIE. To the middle of the
way; to the central line of the road. Park-
er v. Inhabitants of Framingham, 8 Mebc.
(Mass) 260.

AD PINEH. Abbreviated ad 7!». To the
end. It is used in citations to books. as a
direction to read from the place designated
to the end of the chapter. section, etc. Ad
flncm litto, at the end of the suit.

an rmmus. To rm-in. Derived from
an old Saxon word denoting rent. Ad fir-
mam uoctis was a line or penalty equal in
amount to the estimated cost of entertaining
the king for one night. Cowell. Ad feodi
nrmam, to fee farm. Spelnian.

An GAOLAS DELIBERANDAS. To
deliver the gaols: to empty the gaois. Bract.
fol. 10%. Ad gaolam delibcrandam; to de-
liver the gaoi; to make gaoi delivery. Bract.
fol. 1102:.

AD GRAVAMEN. To the grievance, in-
jury. or oppression. Fleta, lib. 2, c. 47, 5 10.

AD H00. For this; for this special pur-
pose. An attorney ad hoc, or a guardian or
curator ad hoc, is one appointed for a spe-
cial purpose. generally to represent the client
or infant in the particular action in which
the appointment is made. Salller v. Rosteet.
108 La. 378, 32 South. 383: Bienvenu V. In-
surance Co., 33 La. Ann. 212.

AD HOMJNEM. To the person. A term
used in logic with reference to a personal
argument.

AD HUNG DIEH. At this day. 1 Leon.
90.
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AD IDEI. To the same point. or effect.
Ad idem facu. it makes to or goes to estab-
lish the same point. Bract. fol. 271:.

AD HIDE. Thereunto. Ad fnde requi-
stfua. thereunbo required. Townsh. Pl. fl.

AD  . Without limit: to an
infinite extent: indefinitely.

AD moumnxnun. To inquire; I
writ of inquiry; a judicial writ, commanding
inquiry to be made of any thing relating to
a cause pending in court. Coweil.

AD IJISTANTIALI. At the instance. 2
Mod. 44. Ad instantiam partis, at the in-
stance of a party. Hale, Com. Law, 28.

AD IIITEBIH. In the mean time. An
oillcer ad interim is one appointed to fill a
temporary vacancy. or to discharge the du-
ties of the oilice during the absence or tem-
porary incapacity of its regular incumbent.

AD JTJDIOIUH. To judgment; to court.
Ad judfcium provocarc; to summon to court;
to commence an action; a term of the Roman
law. Dig. 5, 1, 13, 14.

AD JUNGENDUK AUXILIIHI. To
joining in aid; to join in aid. See Am
Pnanzs.

AD JURA B3618. ' '.Do the rights of the
king; a writ which was brought by the
king's clerk, presented to a living. against
those who endeavored to eject him. to the
prejudice of the king's title. Reg. Writs. 61.

AD LAEGUM. At large; at liberty;
free, or unconfined. Ire ad largum, to go at
large. Plowd. 37.

At large; giving details, or particulars; in
ezienso. A
called a verdict at large. Plowd. 92.

AD LITEH. For the suit; for the pur-
poses of the suit: pending the suit. A guard-
ian ad menu is a guardian appointed to pros-
ecute or defend a suit on behalf of a party
incapacitated by infancy or otherwise.

AD LUORANDUH V1-:12. P}:n.DHN-
DUM. For gain or loss. Emphatic words
in the old warrants of attorney. Reg. Orig.
21, et seq. Sometimes expressed in English.
“to lose and .gain.”- Plowd. 201.

AD HAJOBEM OAUTIILAM. For
greater security. 2 How. State Tr. 1182.

AD JIIANUH. At hand; ready for use.
Rt querens aeciam habedt ad‘ manum; and
the plaintii! immediately have his suit ready.
Fieta. lib. 2, c. 44. I 2.

AD IIEDIUH FDLUM AQUA}. To the
middle thread of the stream.

AD WU PILUM VIE. To the
middle thread of the way.

special verdict was formerly

AD QUOD DAMNUM

AD MELIIIS INQUIRENDUM. A writ
directed to a coroner commanding him to
hold a second inquest. See 45 Law J. Q.
B. 711.

AD MORDENDUH ASSUETUS. Ac-
customed to bite. Cro. Car. 254. A material
averment in declarations for’ damage done
by a dog to persons or animals. 1 Chit. Pl.
888? 2 Chit. Pl. 597.

AD NOCUENTUM. To the nuisance.
or annoyance. Fieta, lib. 2, c. 52, 5 19. Ad
nocumenium liberi tenementi cut. to the
nuisance or his freehold. Formal words in
the old assise of nuisance. 3 Bl. Comm. 221.

Ad oflleiun: jnstioinriorsun speetst,
nnieniqne eon-en: eh pleeitnnti jnstitinns
ezhibere. It is the duty of justices to ad-
minister justice to every one pleading before
them. 2 Inst. 451.

AD 0l'l'1-INDDNDUH. To show. Form-
al words in old writs. Fleta, lib. 4. c. 65, 5

12.

AD OSTIUH EOOLESIE. At the door
of the church. One of the ilve species of
dower formerly recognized by the English
law. 1 Washb. Real Prop.'149; 2 BL Comm.
132.

AD P108 ‘USUS. Lat. For pious (re-
ligious or charitable) uses or purposes.
Used with reference to gifts and bequests.

Ad proxinnun nnteoedens flat rele-
tio nisi impedistur sententn. Relative
words refer to the nearest antecedent, unless
it be prevented by the context. Jenk. Cent.
180.

AD
of.

QUERIHONIAM. On complaint

AD QUEM. To which. A term used in
the computation of time or distance. as cor-
relative to a quo; denotes the end or termi-
nal point. See A Quo.

Ad qnestiones fact! non respondent
Jndiees; ad qnestiones legis non respond-
ent jun-stores. Judges do not answer ques-
tions of fact; juries do not answer ques-
tions of law. 8 Coke. 308; C0. Litt. 295.

an anon cunrn oonconnavrr.
To which the court agreed. Yearb. P. 20
Ben. VI. 27.

AD QUOD DAHNUM. The name of a
writ formerly issuing from the English chan-
cery. commanding the sheriff to make in-
quiry “to what damage" a specified act. if
done, will tend. Ad quad damnum is a writ
which ought to be sued before the king
grants certain liberties, as a fair. market.
or such like, which may be prejudicial to
others, and thereby it should be inquired
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whether it will be a prejudice to grant them.
and to whom it will be prejudicial, and
what prejudice will come thereby. There is
also another writ of ad quod damnum. if any
one will turn a common highway and lay
out another way as beneficial. Termes de
la Ley.

AD 0001) NON PUT!‘ RESPONSUMI.
To which there was no answer. A phrase
used in the reports, where a point advanced
in argument by one party was not denied by
the other; or where a point or argument of
counsel was not met or noticed by the court:
or where an objection was met by the court,
and not replied to by the counsel who raised
it. 3 Coke. 9; 4 Coke, 40.

AD BATIONEH PONERE. A technical
expression in the old records of the Excheq-
uer, sirmifying, to put to the bar and in-
terrogate as to a charge made; to arruign on
a trial.

A!) BEOOGNOSCENDUH. To recog-
nize. Fleta, lib. 2, c. 65, I 12. Formal
words in old writs.

Ad recto dooendnm oportet, prhnum in-
qulrere nomlns, Quin 1-ex-um eognltio I

nomlnilnu rerun dopendet. In order
rightly to comprehend a thing, inquire iirsi:
into the names, for a right knowledge of
things depends upon their names. Co. Litt.
68.

AD REPABATIONEM ET 8Us'1‘EN-
TATIONEM. For repairing and keeping
in suitable condition.

An RI-ISPONDENDUM. For answer-
ing; to make answer; words used in certain
writs employed for bringing a person before
the court to make answer in defense in a
proceeding. Thus there is a cupias ad re-
spomicndum, q. 11.; also a habcas corpus ad
respondcndu-m.

AD SATISFACIENDUM. To satisfy.
The emphatic words of the writ of capias ml
satisfacicndmn, which requires the sheriff
to take the person oi’ the defendant to satis-
fy the plaintifs claim.

AID SECTAM. At the suit of. Com-
monly abbreviated to ads. Used in entering
and indexing the names of cases, where it is
desired that the name of the defendant
should come first. Thus. "B. mix. A.'' in-
dicates that B. is defendant in an action
brought by A.. and the title so written would
be an inversion of the more usual form “A.
1:. B." «

AD STUDENDUH ET ORANDUH. For
studying and praying: for the promotion or
learning and religion. A phrase applied to
colleges and universities. 1 Bl. Comm. 467;
'1‘. Raym. 101.

AD VITAE

an rnnxmun Annonunk. ‘For a
term of years. . ~

AD TERMINUH GUI mu-:'rr:nrr.
For a term which has passed. Words in the
Latin form of the writ of entry employed at
common law to recover, on behalf of a land-
lord. possession or premises. from a tenant
holding over after the expiration of the term
for which they were demised. See Fitzh.
Nat. Brev. 201. .

Ad trlstem psrtom st:-onus out sno-

pioio. Suspicion lies heavy on the unfortu-
nate side.

AD TUNO ET IBIDEH. In pleading;
The Latin name of that clause or an indict-
ment containing the statement of the sub-
ject-matter “then and there being i'ound.’?

an unrmsn vns rnmlrmonun.
To the most extended import of the terms;

. in a sense as universal as the terms will
reach. 2 Eden, 5-}.

AD USUM ET OOMMODUH. To the
use and benefit.

A!) VALENTIAH. To the value. See
An Vanomm.

AD‘ VALOREM. According to value.
Duties are either ad valorcm or upec1'flc_."the
former when the duty is laid in the form
of a percentage on the value of the property :

the latter where it is imposed as a fixed sum‘
on each article of a class without regard
to its value. The term ad t-aim-cm tax is
as well defined and fixed as any other used
in political economy or legislation, and sim-
ply means a tax or duty upon the value of
the article or thing subject to taxation.
Bailey v. Fuqua, 24 Miss. 501: Pingree v.
Auditor General, 120 Mich. 95. 78 N. W.
1025, 44 L. R. A. 679.

AD VENTREH INSPICIENDUM. To
inspect the womb. A writ for the summon-
ing of a jury of matrons to determine the
question of pregnancy.

. Ad vim major-em vol ad onus lortuitna
non tenetur qnh, nisi sun. oulpa. inter-
venerit. No one is held to answer for the
effects of a superior force, or of accidents.
unless his own fault has contributed. Fleta.
lib. 2, c. 72, § 16.

AD VITAE. For life. Bract. fol. 131:.
In fcodo, vel ad vitam; in fee. or for life.
Id.

AID VITAH AUT OULPAM. For life
or until fault. This phrase describes the
tenure of an oillce which is otherwise said to
be held “for life or during good behavior."

,It is equivalent to quamdiu bcnc ac gcsuaifl.
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AD VOLUNTATEM. At will. Bract.
1'01. 270. Ad voluutatem domt'm', at the will
of the lord.

AD WARAGTUH. To fallow. Bract.
fol. 2280. See \VABAC'1'Ul(.

ADAWLUT. Corrupted from Adalat,
justice. equity; a’ court of justice. The terms
“Dewanny Adawiut" and “Foujdarry Adaw-
iut" denote the civil and criminal courts of
justice in India. Wharton.

ADOORDABILIS DENARII. Money
paid by a vassal to his lord upon the selling
or exchanging of a feud. Enc. Lond.

ADDIGERE. Lat. In the civil law. To
adjudge or condemn; to assign, allot. or
deliver; to sell. In the Roman law, addico
was one of the three words used to express
the extent of the civil jurisdiction of the
praators.

AI)DIC'.'l.'I0. In the Roman law. The
giving up to a creditor of his debtor's person
by a magistrate; also the transfer of the
debtor's goods to one who assumes his liabil-
ities.

Addltio prolnt ninoritatem. An ad-
dition [to a name] proves or shows minority
or inferiority. 4 Inst. 80; Wing. Max. 211,_

max. 60.

This maxim is sp lied by Lord Coke to
courts, and terms of aw; mmoritas being un-
derstood in the sense of diiference, inferiority,-
or qualification. Thus, the style of the king's
bench is carom rege. and the style of the court
of _chancery is comm domino regc in cancel-
krm; the addition showing the difierence. 4:
last. 80. By the word “i’ee" is intended ee-
ample. fee-tail not being intended by it," un ess
there be added to it the addition of the word
“taii." 2 Bi. Comm. 106: Litt. 5 1.

ADDITION. Whatever is added to a
man's name by way of title or description,
as additions of mystery, place, or degree.
Cowell.

.I_n I-hglish law, there are four kinds of ad-
dmo1u,—additions of estate, such as yeomsn.
gentleman. esquire; additions of degree, or
names of dignity. aslrnight, earl, marquis. duke;
additions of trade, mystery, or occupation, as
scrivener, painter. mason. carpenter: and ad-
ditions of. place of residence. as London, Ches-
ter. etc. The only additions recognized in
gemerican law are those of mystery and resi-

nee.

In the law of liens. Within the mean-
ing of the mechanic's lien law, an “addition"
to a building must be a lateral addition. It
must occupy ground without the limits oi‘
the building to which it constitutes an ad-
dition, so that the lien shall be upon the
building formed by the addition and the
land upon which it stands. An alteration
in a former building. by adding to its height,
or to its depth, or to the extent of its in-
tuior accommodations, is merely an "altera-
tion." and not an "addition." Putting a new

BLLAW Dxc-r.(2n En.)—3.
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story on an‘ old building is not an addition.
Updike v. Skiilman, 27 N. J. Inw, 132.

In French law. A supplementary pro-
cess to obtain additional information. Guyot,
Repert. ' ‘ ‘

ADDITIONAL. This term embraces the
idea or joining or uniting one thing to an-

other, so as thereby to form one aggregate.
Thus, “additional security” imports a secu-
rity. which, united with or joined to the
former one, is deemed to make it, as an ag-
gregate, suilicient as a security from the be-
ginning. State v. Hull, 53 Miss. 626.

ADDITIONALES. In the law of con-
tracts. Additional terms or propositions to
be added to a former agreement.

ADDONE, Addonno.
Kelham.

L. Fr. Given to.

ADDRESS. That part of a bill in equity
wherein is given the appropriate and tech-
nical description oi! the court in which the
bill is filed.

The word is sometimes used as descriptive
of a formal document, embodying a request.
presented to the governor of a state by one or
both branches of the legislative body, desir-
ing him to perform some executive act.

A place of business or residence.

V ADDUCE. To present, bring forward, oi‘-
fer, introduce. L‘-sed particularly with refer-
ence to evidence. Tuttle v. Story County,
56 Iowa, 316, 9 N. VV. 292.

“The word ‘adduced’ is broader in. its signif-
ication than the word ‘ofiered,’ and, looking to
the whole statement in relation to the evidence
below, we -think it suiiiciently appears that all
of the evidence is in the record." Beatty v.
O'Connor, 106 Ind. 81, 5 N. E. 880; Brown v.
Griflin, 40 Ill. App. 558. .

ADEEM. To take away, recall, or re-
voke. To satisfy a legacy by some gift or
substituted disposition. made by the testator,
in advance. Tolman v. Tolman, 85 Me. 317,
27 Ati. 184. See ADIJMPTION.

ADELANTADO. In Spanish law. A
governor oi’ a province; a president or presi-
dent judge; a judge having jurisdiction over
a kingdom, or over certain provinces only.
So called from having authority over the
judges of those places. Las Partida, pt. 3,
tit. 4, l. 1.

ADELING, or ATEELING. Noble; ex-
cellent. A title of honor among the Anglo-
Saxons. properly belonging to the king's chil-
dren. Spelman.

ADEMPTIO. Lat. In the civil law. A
revocation of a legacy; an ademption. Inst.
2, 21, pr. Where it was expressly transfer-
red from one person to another. it was called
transiafio. id. 2, 21, 1; -Dig. 3-1. 4.
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ADEHPTION. The revocation, recalling.
or cancellation of a legacy, according to the
apparent intention of the testator. implied by
the law from acts done by him in his life,
though such acts do not amount to an ex-

.press revocation or it. Kenaday v. Sinnott,
179 U. S. 606. 21 Sup. Ct. 233, 45 L. Ed. 339;
Burnham v. Comfort, 108 N. Y. 535, 15 N.
E. 710, 2 Am. St. Rep. 482: Tanton v.
Keller, 167 I11. 129, 47 N. E. 376; Cowies
v. Cowles, 56 Conn. 240, 13 Atl. 414.

“The word ‘ademption‘ is the most significant,
because, being a term of art, and never used for
any.other purpose, it does not suggest any idea
foreign to that intended to be conve ed. It is
used to describe the act by which e testator
rays to his le tee in his life-time, a general
egacy which y his will he had proposed to

give him at his death. 1 Rep. 365.)
It is also used to denote t e act by w ic a spe-
cific legacy has become ino rative on account
of the testator having part with the subject."
Lanlfdon v. Astor, 16 N. 1'. 40.

A emption, in strictness, is prcdicable only
of specific. and satisfaction of general legacies.
Beck v. McGillis, 9 Barb. N. Y.) 35. 56; king-
don v. Astor, 3 Duer (N. .) 477, 541.

ADEO. Lat. So. as. Adeo plene et in-
to-arc, as fully and entirely. 10 Coke, 65.

ADEQUATE. Si_iiiicient'; proportionate:
equally eiiicient.
—Adeqnate care. Such care as a man of 01‘-
dina prudence would himself take under simi-
lar circumstances to avoid accident’ care ro-
portionate to the risk to be incurred. Wal ace
v. Wilmin on & N. R. 00., 8 Houst. (Del.) 529,
18 Atl. 8 8.—Adeqnate cause. In criminal
law. Adequate cause for the passion which
reduces a homicide committed under its in-
iliience from the grade of murder to manslaugh-
ter. means such cause as would commonly pro-
duce a degree of anger, rage, resentment, or
terror, in a person of ordinary temper, sulfi-
clent to render the mind incapable 0 cool re-
flection. Insulting words or gestures, or an
assault and battery so slight as to show no_ in-
tention to inflict pain or injury or an injury
to property unaccompanied by violence are not
adequate causes. Gardner v._ State. 40 Tex. Cr.
R. 10, 48 S. W. 170: Williams v. State. 7
Tex. A13). 396; Boyett v. State, 2 Tex. App.
100.-A equate compensation (to be award-
ed to one whose property_is taken {or public
use under the power of eminent domain) means
the full and gust value of the property. payable
in money. ’ ufialo, etc.. R. Co. v. ‘erns, 26
Tex. 5S8.—Adeqnate consideration. One
which is equal, or reasonably proportioned, to
the value of that for which it is given. _1 Story.
Eq. Jur. 244-247. An adequate consideration
is one w ich is not so disproportionate as to
shock our sense of that morality and fair deal-
ing which should always characterize transac-
tions between man and man. Phton v. Patter-
son, 2 Stew. & P. Min.) 9, 19.—Adeqnnte
remedy. One vested in the complainant, to
which he may at all times resort at his own op-
tiou. fully and freely, without let or hindrance.
Wheeler v. Bedford, 54 Conn. 244, 7 Atl. fl.
A remedy which is plain and complete and
agdpractical and eiiicient to _the ends of justice
a its prompt administration. as the remedy
in uity. Kepliuger v. Woolsey, 4 Neb. (Un-
of.) , 93 N. W. 1008.

ADESSE. In the civil law. To be pres-
ent; the opposite or abcssc. Calvin.

ADPERBUHINATIO. In the civil law.
The welding together of iron; a species or
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odjuncuo, (q. 12.) Called also forruminauo.
Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 276; Dig. 6, 1, 23, 5.

ADEERENOE. In Scotch law. The
name of a form of action by which the mu-
tual obligation or marriage may be enforced
by either party. Bell. It corresponds to the
English action for the restitution of conjugal
rights.

ADHERIZKG. Joining,
cleaving to; as, “adhering to the enemies of
the United States.”

Rebels, being citizen are not "enemies,"
within the meaning of the constitution; hence
a conviction for treason, in promoting a re-
bellion, cannot be sustained under that branch
of the constitutional definition which speaks
of "adhering to their enemies, giving them aid
and comfort." United States v. Greathouse, 2
Abb. (U. S.) 364, Fed. Cas. No. 15.254.

ADKIBEEE. In the civil law. '.i.‘o ap-
ply; to employ; to exercise; to use. Adm-
bere dmyeniiam, to use care. Adhiberc vim,
to employ force.

ADIATION. A term used in the laws oi!
Holland tor the application of property by an
executor. Wharton. -

ADIEU. L. Fr. Without day. A com-
mon term in the Year Books, implying ilnal
dismissal from court.

ADIPOOEBE. A waxy substance (chem-
ically margarate of ammonium or ammonia-
cal soap) formed by the decomposition of
animal matter protected from the air but
subjected to moisture; in medical jurispru-
dence, the substance into which a human
cadaver is converted which has been buried
for a long time in a saturated soil or has lain
long in water.

ADIBATUI. Lost; strayed; a price or
value set upon things stolen or lost, as a rec-
ompense to the owner. Cowell.

ADIT. In mining law. A lateral en-
trance or passage into ii mine; the opening
by which a mine is entered. or by which wa-
ter and ores are carried away; a horizontal
excavation in and along ‘a lode. Electro-
Mngnetic M. & D. Co. v. Van Auken, 9 Colo.
204. 11 Pac. 80; Gray v. Truby, 6 Colo. 278;

ADITUS. An approach; a way; a pub-
lic way. Co. Litt. 56¢.

ADJACENT. Lying near or close to;
contiguous. The dilrerence between adja-
cent and adjoining seems to be that the for-
mer lmplies that the two objects are not
widely separated, though they may not no

tually touch, while adjoining imports that
they are so Joined or united to each other
that no third object intervenes. People v.
Keechier, 194 ill. 235. 62 N. E. 525: Hanifen
v. Armitage (C. C.) 117 Fed. 845; McDonald
v. Wilson, 59 Ind. 54; Wormley v. Wright

leagued ' with.
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County, 1% Iowa, 232, 78 N. W. 824; Hen-
nessy v. Douglas County, 99 Wis. 129, 74 N.
W. 983; Yard v. Ocean Beach Ass'n, 49 N.
J’. Eq. 306, 2-1 Atl. 729; Henderson v. Long,
11 Fed. Gas. 1084: Yuba County v. Kate
Hayes Min. Co.. 111 Cal. 360, 74 Pac. 1049;
United States v. St. Anthony R. Co.. 192 U.
8. 524, 24 sup. Ct. 333, 48 L. Ed. 548. But
see Miller v. Cabell, 81 Ky. 184; In re Sadler.
142 Pa. 511, 21 Ati. 978.

ADJEOTIVE LAW. The aggregate of
rules of procedure or practice. As opposed
to that body of law which the courts are es-
tablished to administer, (called “substantive
law,") it means the rules according to which
the substantive law is administered. That
part of the law which provides a method for
enforcing or maintaining rights, or obtaining
redress for their invasion.

ADJOIIIIIIG. The word “adjoining,"
in its etymological sense. means touching or
contiguous, as distinguished from lying near
to or adjacent. And the same meaning has
been given to it when used in statutes. See
Awacsnr. -

ADJOURN. To put off; defer; postpone.
To postpone action of a convened court or
body until another time specified, or indeli-
nitely. the latter being usually called to ad-
journ acme dfie. Bispham v. Tucker, 2 N. J.
law, 253.

The primary signification of the term “ad-
journ" is to put oil or defer to another day
specified. But it has acquired also the mean-
ing ot suspending business for a time,—de-
ferting, delaying. Probably, without some
limitation, it would, when used with refer-
ence to a sale on foreclosure, or any judicial
proceeding, properly include the fixing of the
time to which the postponement was made.
La Farge v. Van Wagenen, 14 How. Prac.
(N. Y.) 54; People v. Martin, 5 N. Y. 22.

ADJOURNAL. A term applied in Scotch
law and practice to the records of the crim-
inal courts. The original records of criminal
trials were called “bukis of adiornale," or
“books of adjournal," few of which are now
extant. An “act of adjournal" is an order
of the court of justiclary entered on its min-
utes. '

Adjournunentnn est ad diem dioere
sea die: dare. An adjournment is to ap-
point a day or give a day. 4 Inst. 27. Hence
the formula “eat sine die."

ADJOURNATUB. L. Lat. It is adjourn-
ed. A word with which the old reports very
frequently conclude a case. 1 La. Raym.
GR; 1 Show. 7: 1 Leon. 88.

ADJOURNED IUHKONS. A summons
taken out in the chambers of a judge. and
afterwards taken into court to be argued by
counsel.

- —AdjoIu'nment day.

ADJUDICATION

ADJOUENED TERM. In practice. A
continuance. by adjournment. of a regular
term. Harris v. Gest, 4 Ohio St. 473: Kings-
ley v. Bagby. 2 Kan. App. 23, 41 Pac. 991.
Distinguished from an "additional term,"
which is a distinct term. ld. An adjourned
term is a continuation of a previous or reg-
ular term; it is the same term prolonged. and
the power of the court over the business
which has been done, and the entries made
at the regular term, continues. Van Dyke
v. State. 22 Ala. 57.

ADJOURNMENT. A putting oi! or post-
poning of business or of a session until an-
other time or place; the act of a court, leg-
islative body. public meeting, or otficer, by
which the session or assembly is dissolved,
either temporarily or finally, and the busi-
ness in hand dismissed from consideration,
either definitely or for an interval. It the
adjournment is final, it is said to be um.’
die.

In the civil law. A calling into court: I
summoning at an appointed time. Du Cange.

A further day ap-
pointed by the judges at the regular sittings at
m‘u' priua to try issue of fact not then ready
for trial.—AdjoIu-aunent in error. In
English practice. A day appointed some days
before the end of the term at which matters
left undone on the ailirmance day are finished.
2 Tidd, Pr. 1176.—Adjoununent in eyro.
The appointment of a day when the justices in
eyre mean to sit again. Coweil; Spelman.

ADJUDGE. To pass upon judicially; to
decide, settle, or decree; to sentence or con-
demn. Webb v. Bidwell, 15 Minn. 479, (Gil.
394;) Western Assur. Co. v. Klein, 48 Neb.
904, 67 N. W. 873; Biaufus v. People, 69 N.
Y. 107, 25 Am. Rep. 148. Compare Edwards
v. Hellings, 99 Cal. 214, 33 Pac. 799.

ADJUDIOATAIBE. In Canadian law.
A purchaser at a sheriffs sale. See 1 Low.
Can. 241; 10 Low. Can. 325.

ADJUDIGATE. To settle in the exercise
of judicial authority. To determine finally.
synonymous with adjudgc in its strictest
sense. United States v. Irwin, 127 U. S.
125. 8 Sup. Ct. 1033. 32 L. Ed. 99; Street v.
Benner, 20 Fla. 700: Sans v. New York, 31
Misc. Rep. 559, 64 N. Y. Supp. 681.

ADJUDIOATEE. In French and civil
law. The purchaser at a judicial sale. Brent
v..New Orleans, 41 La. Ann. 1098, 6 South.
793. '

ADJUDICATIO. In the civil law. An
adjudication. The judgment of the court
that the subject-matter is the property of one
of the litigants; confirmation of title by
judgment. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 204.

ADJUDIOATION. The giving or pm
nounclng a judgment or decree in a cause:
also the judgment given. The term is prin-
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cipally used in bankruptcy proceedings. the
adjudication being the order which declares
the debtor to be a bankrupt.

In French law. A sale made at public
auction and upon competition. Adjudica-
tions are voluntary, judicial, or administra-
tive. Duverger.

In scotch law. A species of diligence, or
process for transferring the estate of a debt-
or to a creditor, carried on as an ordinary
action before the court of session. A species
of judicial sale, redeemable by the debtor. A
decreet of the lords of session, adjudglng and
appropriating a person's lands, heredita-
ments, or any heritable right to belong to his
creditor, who is called the “adjudger," for
payment or performance. Bell; Ersk. Inst.
c. 2, tit. 12, 55 39-55; Forb. inst. pt. 3, b. 1,
c_. 2. tit. 6.

-—Adjndlca.tIon contra has-edltatcnn ja-
ccntcnn. When a debtoris heir apparent re-
nounces the succession, any creditor may obtain
H. decree cogriilionis causd, the purpose of which
is that the amount of the debt may be ascertain:
ed so that the real estate may be adjudged.-
Adjndicntion in bankruptcy. See BANK-
nUP'I‘CY.—AdJudlcation in implement. An
action by a grantee against his grantor to com-
pel him to complete the title.

ADJUNOTIO. In the civil law. Adjunc-
tion; a species of a-cccssio, whereby two
things belongliig to difl‘ei-ent proprietors are
brought into firm connection with each other:
such as interweaving, (:'ntcrte:ctura_,-) weld-
ing together, (adfcrrumi'nati'o;) soldering to-
gether, (applunibatui-a;) painting, (pi‘ctura;)
writing, (scriptura,') building, (iuwdt'flcatio;)
sowing. (i:ati'o;) and planting, (plan.tati'o.)
inst. 2, 1, 26-34; Dig. 6, 1, 23; Mackeld.
Rom. Law, 5 276. See ACCESSIO.

ADJUNOT8. Additional judges sonie-
times appointed in the English high court of
delegates. See Shelf. Lun. 310.

ADJUNOTUH AGOESBORIUH. An ac-
cessory or appurtenance.

ADJURATION. A swearing or binding
upon oath.

ADJUT. To bring to proper relations;
to settle; to determine and apportion an
amount due. Flaberty v. Insurance Co., 20
App. Div. 275. 46 N. Y. Supp. 93-}; Miller
v. Insurance Co., 113 Iowa, 211, 84 N. W.
1049; Washingtoii County v. St. Louis, etc.,
R. Co., 58 M0. 376.

ADJUSTMENT. In the law of insur-
ance, the adjustment of'a loss is the ascer-
tainment of its amount and the ratable dis-
tribution of it among those liable to pay it;
the settling and ascertaining the amount of
the indeinnlty which the assured, after all
allowances and deductions made, is entitled
to receive under the policy, and fixing the
proportion which each underwriter is liable
to pay. Marsh. Ins. (4th Ed.) 499; 2 Phil.
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Ins. Q5 1814, 1815; New York v. Insurance
Co., 39 N. Y. 45, 100 Am. Dec. 400: Whipple
v. Insurance Co., 11 Ii. I. 139.

Adjuvar! qulppc nos, non dcclpi, benc-
flclo oportct. We ought to be favored. not
injured, by that which is intended for our
benefit. (The species of bailment called
“loan" must be to the advantage of the bor-
rower, not to his detrinient.) story, Bailm.
5 275. See 8 El. & Bi. 1031.

ADLAHWR. In Welsh law. A proprie-
tor who, for soiue cause, entered the serv-
ice of another proprietor, and left him after
the expiration of a year and a day. He was
liable to the payment of 30 pence to his pa-
tron. Wharton.

ADLEGIARE. To purge one’s self of a
crime by oath.

ADHANIJENSIS. ' A person who swore
by laying his hands on the book).

ADMEASUREMENT. Ascertainment by
measure; measuring out; assignment or up-
Dortionment by measure, that is, by fixed
quantity or value, by certain limits, or in
definite and fixed proportions.
—Admciunx°c:nont of doctor. In practice-
A remedy which lay for the heir on reaching his
majority to rectif an assignment of dower
made during his in nority, by which the dower-
ess had received more than she was legally en-
titled to. 2 Bl. Comm. 136: Giib. Uses, 379.
In some of the states the statutory proceeding
enabling a widow to compel the assignment of
dower is called "admeasun=ment of dower.”-—
Admeasnronaent of pasture. In English
law. A writ which lies between those that have
common of pasture appenilant, or by vicinage.
in cases where any one or more of them sur-
charges the common with more cattle than they
ought. Brnct. fol. 229:1: 1 Ci-abb. Real Prop.
p. 318, §_358.—Adnicnan:-cnncnt. writ of.
t lay against persons who usurped more than

their share, in the two following cases: Ad-
measurement of dower, and admeasurement of
pasture. Termes de la Ley.

ADHENBUBATIO. -In old English law.
Admeasureinent. Reg. Orig. 156, 157.

ADMEZATORBB. In old Italian law-
Persons chosen by the consent of contending
parties, to decide questions between them.
Literally, mediators. Spelman.

ADMINICLE. In Scotch law. An aid
or support to something else. A collateral
deed or writing, referring to another which
has been lost. and which it is in general nec-
essiiry to produce before the tenor of the
lost deed can be proved by parol evidence.
Ersk. Inst. b. 4, tit. 1. 5 55.

Used as an English word in the statute of
1 Edw. IV. c. 1. in the sense of aid. or sup-
port.

In the civil law. Imperfect proof. Merl.
Report. See AoMi.\'1cuLmi.

ADMINICULAR. Auxiliary to. “The
murder would be admintcular to the rob-
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bery," (6. e., conunitted to accomplish it.)
The Marianna Flora, 3 Mason, 121, Fed. Gas.
No. 9080.
—Adn1nicular evidence. In ecclesiastical
law. Auxiliary or supplementary evidence;
such as is presented for the _purpose of explain-
ing and completing other evidence.

ADIIIIICULATE.
iar evidence.

To give adminicu-

ADHINICULATOB. An oilicer in the
Romlsh church, who administered to the
wants of widows, orphans, and aiillcted per-
sons. Spelmau.

ADEINIOULUM. Lat. An adminicie; a
prop or support; an accessory thing. An aid
or support to something else, whether a right
or the evidence of one. it is principally
used to designate evidence adduced in aid
or support or other evidence, which without
it is imperfect. Brown.

ADHINIITER. To discharge the duties
of an otiice; to take charge of business; to
manage airairs; to serve in the conduct of
affairs, in the application of things to their
uses: to settle and distribute the estate of
a decedent.

in physiology, and in criminal law, to ad-
minister means to cause or procure a person
to take some drug or other substance into
his or her system; to direct and cause a med-
icine. poison, or drug to be taken into the
system. State v. Jones, 4 Pennewill (I)el.)
109. 53 Ati. 861; Mccaughey v. State, 156
Ind. ii, 59 X. E. 169; La Beau v. People,
34 N. Y. 223; Sumpter v. State. 11 Fla. 247;
Robbins v. State. 8 Ohio St. 131.

_ Neither fraud nor deception is a necessary
ingredient in the act of administering poison.
To force poison into the stomach of another;
to compel another by threats of violence to
swallow poison; to furnish poison to another
for the purpose and with the intention that the
person to whom it is delivered shall commit
suicide therewith. and which poison is accord-
ingly taken by ‘the suicide for that purpose;
or to be present at the taking of poison by a
suicide. participating in the taking thereof, by"
assistance. persuasion, or otherwise,—each and
all_of these are forms and modes of “adminis-
tSel'|l]li‘;“(’; poison. Blackburn v. State, 23 Ohio

ADIIINIITRATION. In public law.
The administration of government means the
practical management and direction of the
executive department. or of the public ma-
chinery or functions. or of the operations of
the various organs of the sovereign. The
term “administratlon" is also conventionally
applied to the whole class of public function-
aries. or those in charge of the management
of the executive department. People v. Sals-
bury. 134 Mich. 537. 96 N. W. 936.

ADKIIIIITBATION 0!‘ ESTATES.
The management and settlement of the es-
tnte oi‘ an intestate, or of a testator who has

ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES.

no executor. performed under the supervision
of a court, by a person duly qualified and 187

gully appointed. and usually involving (1)
the collection of the decedent's assets; (2)
payment of debts and claims against him
and expenses; (3) distributing the remainder
of the estate among those entitled thereto.

The term is applied broadly to denote the
management of an estate by an executor, and
also the management of estates of minors.
lnnatics, etc., in those cases where trustees
have been appointed by authority oi’ law,to
take charge_oi’ such estates in place of the
legal owners. Bouvier; Crow v. I-lubard. 62
Md.

Administration is principally of the fol:
lowing kinds, viz.:

Ad colligendum bona defuucti. To col-
lect the goods or the deceased. special le -.

ters of administration granted to one or-
more persons, authorizing them to collect
and preserve the goods of the deceased, are
so called. 2 Bl. Comm. 505; 2_ Steph. Comm.
2-1]. These are otherwise termed “letters
ad colllgcmlum,” and the party to whom they
are granted, a “collector." -.

An administrator ad colligendum is the mere
agent or oilicer of the ‘court to collect and pre-
serve the goods of the deceased until some one
is clothed with authority to administer the?!
and cannot complain that another is appoint
administrator in chief. Flora v. Mennice. 12
Ala. 830. .. .

Ancillary adniinistration is auxiliary and
subordinate to the administration at the
place of the decedent's domicile; it may be
taken out in any foreign state or country
where assets are locally situated, and is
merely for the purpose of collecting such as-

sets and paying debts there. '

Cum tcstamcnto anncra. 'Adm‘inlst1-atlont
with the will annexed. Administration‘
granted in cases where a testator makes a
will, without naming‘ any executors; or
where the executors who are named in the
will are incompetent to act,‘ or refuse to act;
or in case or the death of the executors, or
the survivor oi’ them. 2 Bl. Comm. 503, 504.

De bonis non. Administration of the goods
not administered. Administration granted
for the purpose of administering such of the
goods of a deceased person as were not
mI:m'm'xrcrcd by the former executor .or ad-
ministrator. 2 Bl. Comm. 506; Sims v. Wa-
ters, 65 Ala. 442; Clemens v. Walker, 40
Ala. 198; Tucker v. Horner, 10 Phiia. (l'a_.)
122.

Do bonis mm cum tcstanmnto a1mc.ro.
That which is granted when an executor dies
leaving a part of the estate unadmiuistered.
Conklin v. lvlgerton, 21.Wend. (N. Y.) 430;
Clemens v. Walker. 40 Ala. 18!).

Durante abxcntia. That which is granted
during the absence of the executor and until
he has proved "the :wll1. ' ‘

Durante mtnm-i'¢rIaIc.' ‘Where’ an infant
is made executor; in which case administra-
tion with will annexed is granted "to another,
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during the minority of such executor, and
until he shall attain his lawful age to act.
See Godo. 102.

Foreign administration. That which is ex-
ercised by virtue of authority properly con-
ferred by, a foreign power.

Pendente lite. Administration during the
suit. Administration granted during the
pendency of a suit touching the validity of a
will. 2 Bl. Comm. 503; Colo v. Wooden, 18
N. J. Law, 15, 20.

Public administration is such as is con-
ducted (in some Jurisdictions) by an oiiicer
called the public administrator. who is ap-
pointed to administer in cases where the in-
testate has left no person entitled to apply
for letters.

General administration. The grant of au-
thority to administer upon the entire estate
of a decedent, without restriction or limita-
tion, whether under the intestate laws or
with the will annexed. Clemens v. Walker.
40 Ala. 198. _

Special administration. Authority to ad-
minister upon some few particular effects of
a decedent, as opposed to authority to ad-
minister his whole estate. In re Senate Bill.
12 0010. 193. 21 Pac. 482: Clemens v. Walker,
40 Ala. 198.

—Lottors of administration. The instru-
ment b which an administrator or adminis-
tratrix s authorized by the robate court. sur-
rogate. or other proper o cer, to have the
charge and administration of the goods and
chattels of an intestate. See Mutual Ben. L
Ins. Co. V. Tiadaie, 91 U. 8. 243, 23 L. Ed. 314.

ADKINIS'l‘RA’l'I0ll SUIT. In English
practice. A suit brought in chancery, by any
one interested, for administration of a de-

'cedent‘s estate, when there is doubt as to its
solvency. Stimson.

ADMINISTRATIVE. Pertaining to ad-
ministration. Particularly, having the char-
acter of executive or ministerial action. In
this sense, administrative functions or acts
are distinguished from such as are judicial.
People v. Austin, 20 App. Div. 1, 46 N. Y.
Supp. 526.

-7~Adsninistrativo lav. That branch of pub-
lic law which deals with the various organs of
the sovereign power considered as in motion,
and prescribes in detail the manner of their
activity, being concerned with such topics as
the co l_ection of the revenue, the regulation of
the military and naval forces. citizenship and
naturalization, sanitary measures, poor laws,
coinage, olicc. the public safety and morals.
etc. See oil. Jar. 305—30‘i'.—~Adsninista-ative
ofloor. Politically and as used in constitu-
tional law. an oflicer of the executive de art-
meat of government, and. generally one o in-
ferior rank; legally. a ministerial or executive
oflicer. as distinguished from a judicial oflicer.
gaegple v. Salsbury, 134 Mich. 537, 96 N. W

ADHINISTRATOB. in the most usual
sense of the word. is a person to whom let-
ters of administration. that is. an authority
to administer the estate of a deceased per-

ADMIRAL

son, have been granted by the proper court.
He resembles an executor. but, being appoint-
ed by the court, and not by the deceased. he
has to give security for the due administra- '

tion of the estate, by entering into a bond
with sureties, called the administration bond.
Smith v. Gentry, 16 Ga. 31; Collainore v.
Wilder, 19 Kan. 78.

By the law of Scotland the father is what
is called the "administrator-in-law" for his
children. As such, he is (poo jure their tu-
tor while they are pupils. and their curator
during their minority. The father's power
extends over whatever estate may descend
to his children, unless where that estate has
been placed by the donor or grantor under
the charge of special trustees or managers.
This power in the father ceases by the child's
discontinuing to reside with him, unless he
continues to live at the father's expense;
and with regard to daughters, it ceases on
their marriage, the husband being the legal
curator of his wife. Bell.

A public administrator is an otlicer author-
iaed by the statute law of several of the
states to superintend the settlement of es-
tates of persons dying without relatives en-
titled to administer.

In the civil law. A manager or condue
tor of affairs, especially the stairs of an-
other, in his name or behalf. A manager
of public aifairs in behalf of others. Calvin.
A public otllcer, ruler, or governor. Nov. 95,
gl.; God. 12, 8.

—Don1estio administrator. One appointed
at the place of the domicile of the decedent;
distinguished from a foreign or an ancillary ad-
ministrator.—l‘oro administrator. One
appointed or qualified under the laws of a for-
e gn state or country, where the decedent was

' domiciled.

ADKINISTBATRIX. A female who ad-
ministers, or to whom letters of administra-
tion have been granted

ADHIIIISTRAVIT. Lat. He has ad-
ministered. Used in the phrase plane admin-
istravit, which is the name of a plea by an
executor or administrator to the effect that
he has “fully administered" (lawfully dis-
posed of) all the assets of the estate that
have come to his hands.

ADEBAL. In European law. An of-
iicer who presided over the admiralitas. or
coiicgium ammiraiiiatis. Locc. de Jur. Mar.
lib. 2. c. 2. I 1.

In old English law. A high otiicer or
magistrate that had the government of the
king's navy, and the hearing of all causes
belonging to the sea. Coivell.

In the navy. Admiral is also the title of
high naval oiiicers; they are of various
grndes,—rear admiral, vice-admiral. admiral,
admiml of the fleet, the latter being the
highest.
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ADIIRAIJTAS. L. Lat. Admiralty;
the admiralty, or court of admiralty.

In European law. An association of pri-
vate armed vessels for mutual protection and
defense against pirates and enemies.

ADIlI2B.AI.'.l.‘Y. A court exercising juris-
diction over maritime muses, both civil and
criminal, and marine affairs, commerce and
navigation, controversies arising out of acts
done upon or relating to the sea, and over
questions of prize.

Also, the system of jurisprudence relating
to and growing out of the jurisdiction and
practice of the admiralty courts.

In English law. The executive depart-
ment of state which presides over the naval
forces of the kingdom. The normal head is
the lord high admiral, but in practice the
functions of the great oifice are discharged
by several commissioners, of whom one is the
chief, and is called the "First" Lord." He is
assisted by other lords and by various sec-
retaries. Also the court of the admiral.

The building where the lords of the admir-
alty transact business.

In Annex-iean law. A tribunal exercising
jurisdiction over all maritime contracts,
torts. injuries, or offenses. 2 Pars. Mar.
Law, 508; New England Marine Ins. Co. v.
Dunham, 11 Wall. 1, 23, 20 L. Ed. 90; De
Lovio v. Bolt. 2 Gail. 308, Fed. Gas. No.
3.716; The Belfast v. Boon. 7 Wall. 62-1, 19
L. Ed. 266; Ex parte Easton, 95 U. S. 68,
72 24 L. Ed. 373.

ADIIIISIBLE. Proper to be received.
As applied to evidence, the'term means that
it is of such a character that the court or
judge is bound to receive it; that is. allow it
to be introduced.

ADHISSION. In evidence. A volun-
tary acknowledgment, confession, or conces-
sion of the existence of a fact or the truth
of an allegation made by a party to the suit.
Roosevelt v. smith, 17 Misc. Rep. 323, 40 N.
Y. Supp. 381.

In pleading. The concession or acknowl-
edgment by one party of the truth of some
matter alleged by the opposite party, made
in a pleading, the eirect of which is to nar-
row the area of facts or allegations requiring
to be proved by evidence. Connecticut Hos-
pital v. Bnookiieid, 69 Conn. 1, 36 Atl. 1017.

In practice. The formal act of a court.
by which attorneys or counsellors are recog-
nised as oiilcers of the court and are licensed
to practice before it.

In corporation. The act of a corpora-
tion or company by which an individual ac-
quires the rights of a member of such cor-
poration or company.

In English eeeleeinstionl law. The act
of the bishop, who, on approval of the clerk
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presented by the patron, after examination,
declares him lit to serve the cure of the
church to which he is presented, by the
words “admmo to habilcm,” I admit thee
able. Co. Litt. 344a; 4 coke. 79; 1 Cmbb.
Real Prop. p. 138, Q 123.

Synon s. The term “admission" is usu-
ally applied to civil transactions and to these
matters of fact in criminal cases which do
not involve criminal intent. while the term
“confession” is generally restricted to acknowl-
edgments of gui t. People v. Velarde. 59 Cal.
457; Colburn v. Groton. 66 N. H. 151. 28 Atl.
95. 29 L. R. A. 763; State v. Porter, 32 Or.
135. 49 Pac. 964.

ADMIIBION To BAIL. The order of
a competent court or magistrate that a per-
son accused of crime be discharged from
actual custody upon the taking of bail.
Comp. Iaws Nev. 1900, 5 4460: Ann. Coda
an St. Or. 1901. 9 1492; People v. Solomon,
5 Utah, 277, 15 Pac. 4; Shelby County v.
Simmonds, 33 Iowa, 345.

ADIIIBSIONALIS.
An usher. Spelman.

In European law.

ADMIT. To allow, receive. or take: to
suffer one to enter; to give possession; to
license. Gregory v. United States,. 17
Blatchf. 325, 10 Fed. Cas. 1196. See An-
mssxon.

ADIHTTANOE. In English law. The
act of giving possession of a copyhold es-
tate. It is of three kinds: (1) Upon a vol-
untary grant by the lord; where the land
has escheated or reverted to him. (2) Upon
surrender by the former tenant. (3) Upon
descent, where the heir is tenant on his
ancestor's death.

ADMITTENDO OLHRIOO. A writ of
execution upon a right of presentation to a
beneflce being recovered in more impcdit,
addressed to the bishop or his metropolitan,
requiring him to admit and institute the
clerk or presentee of the plaintiff. Reg.
Orig. 33¢.

annrr'rmmo Ill 8001113. A writ
for associating certain persons, as knights
and other gentlemen of the county, to jus-
tices of asize on the circuit Reg. Orig.
208.

ADLIOICITIO TRINA. A triple or
threefold warning, given, in old times. to a
prisoner standing mute, before he was sub-
jected to the point: forte ct durc. 4 Bl.
Comm. 325; 4 Steph. Comm. 391.

-ADHOIIITION. In ecclesiastical law,
this is the lightest form of punishment, con-
sisting in a reprimand and warning admin-
istered by the judge to the defendant. if
the latter does not obey the admonition, he
may he more severely punished, as by sus-
pension, etc.
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.'.ADMOR'1'IzA'l'ION. The reduction of
property of lands or tenements to mort-
main, in thefeudal customs.

‘ ADM’B.. _This abbreviation will be ju-
dicially presumed to _mean “administrator."
Moseley v. Mastin, 3? Ala. 216, 221.

ADNEPOB. The son of a grent-great-
grandson. Calvin.

ADNEPTIS. The daughter of a great-
great-granddaughter. Calvin.

anmcnrnnn. Annulled, cancelled.
made void. 3 Hen. VIII.

ADNIIIILABB. In old English law.
To annul ;. to make void; to reduce to noth-
ing; to treat as nothing: to hold as or for
naught. '

ADNOIATIO. In the civil law. The
subscription of a name or signature to an in-
strument. God. 4, 19, 5, 7.

A rescrlpt ot the prince or emperor, sign-
ed with his own hand, or sign-manual. Cod.
1, 19, 1. “In the imperial law, casual homi-
cide was excused by the indulgence of the
emperor,.signed_ with‘ his own sign-manual,
annotations pn'ncip_i‘s."‘ '4 Bl. Comm. 187.

ADOLEscENCE." That age which fol-
lows puberty and precedes the age of major-
ity.. it conimences for males at 14, and for
females'at 12 )':(3fll'S coiiipieted, and con-
tinues till 21 years complete.

ADOPT. To iiccept. appropriate, choose,
or select; to make that one’s own (property
or act) which was not so originally.

To adopt a l’0IllP'f0l' the transportation of
the mail means to take the steps necessary to
cause the mail to be transported over that route.
Rhodesv. U. 8., Dev. (it. Cl. 47. To adopt a
contract is to accept it as binding, notwith-
standing some defect‘ which entitles the party
to re udiate it. Thus, when-a person aflirms
a voi able contract, or ratifies a contract made
by his agent beyond his authority, he is said to
adopt it. Sweet. ~ _'

To accept. céiiseiit to. and put into eiTec-
tlve operation; as in the case of a consti-
tution, constitutional amendment, ordinance,
or by-law. Real v. People, 42 N. 1'. 282;
People v.. Norton, 59 Barb. (N. 1'.) 191.

To take into one‘s family. the child of an-
other and give him or her the rights, priv-
ileges, and duties oi”a child and heir. State
v. Thompson.,13 La. Ann. 515; Abney v. De
Loach. 84 Ala. 393. 4 South. 757; In re Ses-
sions’ Estate. 70 Mich. 297, 38 N. W. 249,
14- Am. St. Rep. 500; Smith v. Allen, 32
App. Div. 374. 53 N) Y. Supp. 114.

Adoption of children was a thing unknown
to the common law, but was a familiar practice
under the Roman law and in those countries
where the civil law prevails. as France and
Spain. Modern statutes authorizing adoption
are taken from -the civil law. and to that extent
modify the rules of the common law as to the
siiccession of iroperty. Butterfieid v,. Sawyer,
187 Ill. 598, . 8 N. '14}; 602. 52 L. R. A. 75. 79
Am. St. Rep. 246; \ idal v. Commagere, 13 La.
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Ann. 16; Eckford v. Knox, 67 Tex. 200, 2 S.
\V. 372.
—Ado tlon and legitimution. Adoption.
propery speaking, refers onl to persons who
are strangers in blood an is not synony-
mous with "iegitimation, which refers to per-
sons of the same blood. \\-'here one acknowl-
edges his illegitimate child and takes it into
his family and treats it as if it were legitimate,
it is not properly an “adoption” but a “legiti-
mation." Blythe v. Ayres, 96 Cal. 532, 31 Pac.
915, 19 L. It. A. 40.

To accept an alien as a citizen or mem-
ber ot' a community or state and invest him
with’ corresponding rights and privileges, ei-
ther (in general and untechnical parlance)
by naturalization, or by an act equivalent
to naturalization, as where a white man is
“adopted" by an Indian tribe. Hampton v.
Mays, 4 Ind. '1‘. 603. 69 S. W. 1115.

ADOPTION. The act of one who takes
another's child into his own family, treating
him as his own, and giving him all. the,
rights and duties of his own child. A ju-
ridical act creating between two persons
certain relations, purely civil, of paternity
and flliatlon. 6 Demol. 5 1.

ADOPTIVE A01‘. An act of legislation
which comes into operation within a llnilted
area upon being adopted, in manner pre-
scribed therein, by the inhabitants of that
area.

ADOPTIVUS. Lat. Adoptive. Applied
both to the parent adopting, and the child
adopted. Inst. 2, 13, 4; Id. 3, 1, 10-14.

ADPBOMISSOR. In the civil and
Scotch law. A guarantor, surety, or caution-
er: a peculiar species of flll(’jil.980I',' one
who adds his own promise to the, promise
given by the principal debtor, whence the
name.

ADQUIETO.

ADREOTAJBE.
make amends.

Payment. Blount.

To set right, satisfy, or

ADREAMIRE. In old European law".
To undertake, declare, or promise solemnly;
to pledge: to pledge one's self to make oath.
Spelman. ~

ADRIPI‘. Sea-weed, between high and
low water-mark, \\‘lll(‘ll has not been deposit-
ed on the shore, and which during flo0d~tide
is ninved by each rising and receding wave,
is adrift, although the bottom of the" mass
may touch the beach. Anthony v. Gifford, 2
Allen (Mass) 549.

ADROGATION. In the civil law. The
adoption of one who was i':npulu's,' that is.
it a male, under fourteen years of age; it
a female. under twelve. Dig. 1, T, 17, 1.

An abbreviation for ad scctam,
Bowen V.

ADS.
which means “at the stilt of."
Sewing Mach. Co., 86 UL 11.
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ADSGENDENTES. Lat. In the civil
law. Ascendants. Dig. 23, 2, 68; God. 5,
5. (L

ADSCBIPTI GLEBE. Slaves who
served the master of the soil, who were an-
nexed to the land, and passed with it when
it was conveyed. Calvin. '

In Scotland. as late as the reign of George
IIi.. laborers in coilieries and salt works were
bound to the coal-pit or salt work in which
they were engaged, in a manner similar to that
of the adacripti of the Romans. -Bell.

ADSORIPTUS. In the civil law. Add-
ed. annexed, or bound by or in writing; en-
rolled. registered: united, joined. annexed,
bound to, generally. Scrvus colonw adscr¢p-
ms, a slave annexed to an estate as a culti-
vator. Dig. 19, 2. 54, 2. Fumlus adenin-
tus, an estate boundto. or burdened with a
duty. Cod. 11, 2, 3.

ADSESSORES. Side judges. Assist-
ants or advisers of the regular magistrates,
or appointed as their substitutes in certain
cases. Calvin.

ADSTIPULATOR. In Roman law. An
accessory party to a promise, who received
"the same promise as his principal did, and
could equally receive and exact payment;
or he only stipulated for a part of that for
which the principal stipulated, and then his
rights were coextensive with the amount
of his own stipulation. Sandars, Just. last.
(5th Ed.) 348.

ADULT. In the civil law. A male
infant who has attained the age of four-
teen; a female infant who has attained the
age of twelve. Dom. Liv. Prel. tit. 2, Q 2,
n. 8.

In the common law. One who has at-
tained the legal age of majority, generally
21 years. ‘though in some states women are
legally '“adults" at 18. Schenault v. State,
'10 Tex. App. 410; George v. State. 11 Tex.
App. 95; Wilson v. Lawrence, 70 Ark. 545,
5) S. W. 570. '

ADULT!-IR. Lat. One who corrupts:
one who seduces another man's wife. Adul-
ter aolidorum. A corruptor of metals; a
counterfeiter. Calvin.

ADUI.,'1'1-IRA. In the civil law. An
adnlteress; a woman guilty of adultery.
Dig. -48, 5, 4. pr.; Id. 48. 5, 15, 8.

ADULTZEEATION. The act of corrupt-
ing or debasing. The term is generally ap-
plied to the act of mixing up with food or
drink intended to be sold other matters of
an inferior quality, and usually of a more
or less deleterious quality. Grosvenor v.
Duty, 121 Mich. 220, 80 N. W. 1!); Com. v.
Iiufnai. 185 Pa. 376. 39 Ati. 1052; People
7. West, 44 Hun (N. Y.)' 162.

ADVANCEflE,N.1‘.

ADUI.T1-:B.A'1‘OR.- :Lt,1_t. ,,-.‘.I_I- -the-civil
law. A forger; a counterteiter. .A<luucra-
iorcs monetw, counterteiters of money. Dig.
48, 19, 16, 9. , :-

ADUI.'rERrNE._ Begotten. in an adulter-
ous intercourse. In» the, Roman and canon
law, adulterine bastards were distinguished
from such as were, the issue -of two unmar-
ried persons, and .,the‘,-former" were treated.
with _more severity, not ,be.ing._al_lowe'd. the.
statue of natural, chil¢_‘1ren,_, and' being. in-
eligible to holyorders. , , p . '

ADULTERINE qnitns. ‘Traders act-
ing as a corporation'_wit_ho11t a charter, and‘
paying a fine aiilltiailyfor perm_is_sion_ to ex-‘
ercise their "usurped privileges; \‘Sn'1ith,_
Wealth Nat. b. 1, c.'10. ' ‘

ADULTERIUM. A ~ane anciently 1.‘...-
posed as a punishment‘ for the commission
of adultery.. ‘ ‘ - -

ADULTEIIOUS '_BA8'rARDY. Adul-
terous bastards farertliose produced by’ an
unlawful connection .bet.w_een~ two persons,
who, at the time when the child was con-
ceived, were, either of tliein or both, con-
nected by marriage with some other person.
Civil Code La. art. 182. _ _ - ~ - '

ADUI.'.l‘EBY.( ‘Adultery is-unthe voluntary
sexual intercourse of a married person with
a person other than the offender's husband
or wife. Civil Code Cal. 5.93;; -.1 Blah. Mar.
.& Div. I 703.; Cook.“ S.tate...11..Ga~ 53. 56.
Am. Dec. 410; State .\lahan, 81 Iowa,
121, 46 N. W, 855; __Banks_._v. State, 96 Aia..
78. 11 South. 40-}. .- ~ .

Adultery is the unlaw,fu_l,.vo}u_r1t;iry sexual
intercourse of a married person.with.one of’
the opposite sex, and when the crime is com-
mitted between par.tie_s,._-only one-of whom
is married; both are .guilty. 0! aduitei-y..
Pen. Code Dak. 5 333. .,.. - I

It is to be observed, however, that -in some bf
the states it is held -.that-.this crime is com-
mitted only when the woman -is married to a
third person, and the unlawful commerce of
a married man with an unmarried woman. _is
not of the grade of adultery. Inx some juris-
dictions,- also. .a distinctiodis made between
double? and ‘single adult'ery.'the former being
committed where both parties are married to _

other persons, the latter where one only is so
married. State v. Fellows’. :')0‘Wis. 65, 6 N.
W. 239: State Iv. Searle..56 Vt. 516; State
v. Lash, 16 N. J. Law. 380. 32 Am.'Dec. 397:
Hood v. State, 56 Ind. 2i'>.'%. 24} Am. Rep. 21:
State v. Connoway. Tapp. (Ohio) .90: State v.
Weatherb 43 Me. 258. M) Am. Dec. 59; Hun-
ter v. U. ., 1 Pin. (Wis.) 91, 39 Am. Dec. 277.

ADVANCE, 17. To pay money or render
other value before it is due; or to fumish
capital in aid of a projected enterprise. in
expectation of return from it.

ADVANCEMENT. Money or property
given by a father to his-child or presump-
tive heir, or expended by the former tor the
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iatter's benefit, by way of anticipation of
the share which the child will inherit in the
father's estate and intended to be deducted
therefrom. It is the latter circumstance
which dlflerentiates an advancement from
a gift or a loan. Grattan v. Grattan, 18
III. 167, 05 Am. Dec. 726; Berlnger v. Lutz,
188 Pa. 364. 41 M1. 643; Daugherty v. Rog-
ers, 119 Ind. 254, 20 N. E. 779, 3 L. R. A.
847; Hattersley v. Bissett, 51 N. J. Eq. 597,
20 At). 187, 40 Am. St. Rep. 532; Chase v.
Ewing, 51 Barb. (N. Y.) 597; Osgood v.
Breed, 17 Mass. 350; Nicholas v. Nicholas,
100 Va. 660, 42 S. E. 669; Moore v. Free-
man, 50 Ohio St. 592. 35 N. E. 502; Appeal
of Potter, 94 Pa. 332; Bisseli v. Bissell, 120
Iowa, 127, 04 N. W. 465: In re Allen's Es-
tate, 207 Pa. 325, 56 Atl. 928.

Advancement, in its legal acceptation, does
not involve the idea of obligation or future lia-
bility to answer. It'is a pure and irrevocable
gift made by atrarent to a child in anticipa-
tion of such chil 's future share of the parent‘!
estate. Appeal of Yundt, 13 Pa. 580. 53 Am.
Dec. 4 . An advancement is any provision
by a Parent made to and accepted by a child
out 0 his estate. either in money or pro erty,
during his life-time, over and above the o liga-
tion of the parent for maintenance and educa-
tion. Code Ga. .. 2579 An “advance-
ment by portion," within the meaning of the
statute. is a sum given by a parent to establish
a child in life, (as b starting him in business.)
or to make a l'0\ sion for the child. (as on
tlég marriage 0 a daughter.) L. R. 20 Eq.

ADVANOEI. Moneys paid before or in
advance of the proper time of payment;
money or commodities furnished on credit;
a loan or gift. or money advanced to he re-
paid conditionally. Vail v. Vail, 10 Barb.
(N. Y.) 69.

This word, when taken in its strict legal
sense, does not mean gifts, (advancements,)
and does mean a sort of loan; and, when
taken in its ordinary and usual sense, it in-
cludes both loans and gifts,-—loans more
readily, perhaps, than gifts. Nolan v. Bol-
ton, % Ga. 355.

Payments advanced to the owner of prop-
erty by a factor or broker on the price of
goods which the latter has in his hands, or
is to receive. for sale. Iniiln, etc., Powder
Co. v. Burkhardt, 97 U. S. 110, 24 L. Ed-.
973.

ADVANTAGIUAI. In old pleading. An
advantage. Co. Ent. 484; Townsh. P1. 50.

ADVENA. In Roman law. One of for-
eign lzirth. who has left his own country
and settled elsewhere. and who has not ac-
quired citizenship in his new locality; oft-
en called aibanua. Du Cange.

ADVERT. A period of time recognized
by the English common and ecclesiastical
law, beginning on the Sunday that fails ei-
ther upon St. Andrew's day, being the 30th
of November, or the next to it. and continu-
ing to Christmas day. Wharton.

ADVERSE

ADVENTITIOUA. That which comes
incidentally, fortuitously, or out of the regu-
lar course. “Adventitious value" of lands,
see Central R. Co. v’. State Board of As-
sessors, 49 N. J. Law, 1, 7 Atl. 306.

ADVENf1'I'rlUs. Lat. Fortuitous: in-
cidental; that which comes from an unus-
ual source. Advenmia bona are goods
which fall to a man otherwise than by in-
heritance. Adzrenmia doc is a dowry or
portion given by some friend other than the
parent.

ADVENTURA. An adventure. 2 Mon.
Angl. 615; Townsh. P1. 50. Flotson, jet-
son, and iagon are styled adventurte maria.
(adventures of the sea.) Hale, De Jure Mar.
pt. 1, c. 7.

ADVENTURE. In mercantile law.
Sending goods abroad under charge of a su-
percnrgo or other agent, at the risk of the
sender, to be disposed of to the best advan-
tage for the benefit of the owners.

The goods themselves so seat.
In mu-ine Insurance. A very usual

‘.word in policies of marine insurance, and
everywhere used as synonymous, or nearly
so, with “perils." It is often used by the
writers to describe the enterprise or voyage
as a “marine adventure" insured against.
Moores v. Louisville Underwriters (C. C.)
14 Fed. 233.
—AdventIu-e, bill of. In mercantile law.
A writing signed by a merchant, stating that
the property in goods shipped in his name be-
longs to another, to the adventure or chance
of which the person so named is to stand, with
a covenant from the merchant to account to him
for the produce.-Gs-on adventure. in mari-
time law. A loan on bottomry. So named be-
cause the lender, in case of a loss. or expense
incurred for the common safety, must contribute
to the gran or general average.—J’oint ndv:in-

setime. A commercial or maritime ente
undertaken by several persons jointly; a imit-
ed partnership,—not limited in the statutory
sense as to the liability of the partners. but as
to its scope and duration. Ross v. Willett. 76
Hun, 211, 27 N. Y. Supp. 785.

Anirnnsanxa. (From Lat. adverse,
things remarked or ready at hand.) Rough
memoranda, common-place books.

ADVERSARY. A litigant-opponent, the
opposite party in a writ or action.

ADVERSARY PROOEING. One
having opposing parties; contested, as dis-
tinguished from an ca: partc application;
one of which the party seeking relief has
given legal warning to the other party, and
afforded the latter an opportunity to con-
test it.

ADVERSE. Opposed; contrary; in re-
sistance or opposition to a claim, applica-

' tion, or proceeding.
As to adverse "Claim." “EnJoyment,"

“Possession," “User," "Verdict," “Witness,”
see those titles.
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ADVERSE PARTY. An “adverse par-
ty" entitled to notice of appeal is every par-
ty whose interest in relation to the judg-
ment or decree appealed from is in conflict
with the modification or reversal sought by
the appeal; every party interested in sus-_
mining the judgment or decree. liiiri-igaii

‘r. Gilchrist. 121 Wis. 127. 99 N. W. 909;
Moody v. Miller, 24 Or. 179, 33 Pac. 402;
Mohr v. Byrne, ‘J32 Cal. 250. 64 Pac. %7:
Fitzgerald v. Cross, 30 Ohio St. 444; In
re Clarke, 74 Minn. 8. 76 N. W. 790; Herri-
man v. Menzies. 115 Cal. 16. 44 Piic. 660, 35
L. R. A. 318. 56 Am. St. Rep. 81.

ADVERSUS. In the civil law. Against,
(ooutra.) Adversus bonos mores, against
good morals. Dig. 47. 10, 15.

ADVSE'l'1SEK!.'.lI'l‘. Notice given in a
manner designed to attract public attention:
information communicated to the public, or
to an individual concerned, by means of
handbills or the newspaper. Montford v.
Allen, 111 Ga. 18, 36 S. E. 305: Iiaffner v.
Barnard. 123 Ind. 429, 24 N. E. 152; Coin.
v. Johnson. 3 Pa. Dist. R. 222.

A sign-board, erected at a person's place of
business, giving notice that lottery tickets are
for sale there, is an ‘‘advertisement," within the
meaning of a statute prohibiting the advertis-
ing of lotteries. In such connection the mean-
ing of the word is not confined to notices print-
3lhi;')ngv'spapers. Com. v. Hooper, 5 Pick.

ADVERTISEMENTS 0!‘ QUEEN’
ELIZABETH. Certain articles or ordi-
nances drawn up by Archbishop Parker and
some of the bishops in 1564, at the request
of Queen Elizabeth, the object of which was
to enforce decency and uniformity in the
ritual of the church. The queen subsequent-
ly refused to give her otiicial sanction to
these advertisements, and left them to be
enforced by the bishops under their general
powers. Phillini. Ecc. Law, 910; 2 Prob.
Div. 276; id. 354.

ADVIOE. View; opinion; the counsel
given by lawyers to their clients; an opin-
ion expressed as to wisdom of future con-
duct.

The instruction usually given by one mer-
chant or banker to another by letter, in-
forming him of shipments made to him, or
of bills or drafts drawn on him, with par-
ticulars of date. or sight, the sum, and the
payee. Bills presented for acceptance or

. payment are frequently dishonored for want -

of advice.

—I.ettor oi advice. A communication from
one person to another, advising or warning the
latter of something which he might to know. and
commonly apprising him beforehand of some
act done by the writer which will ultimately af-
fect the recipient. It is usual and perfectly
proper for the drawer of a bill of exchange to
write a letter of advice to the drawee. as well to
prevent fraud or alteration of the bill. as to let
the drawee know what provision has been made
for the payment of the bill. Chit. Bills, 162.

ADVOCATE

ADVISARE. ADVIIABI. Lat. To
consult, deliberate, consider, advise; to be
advised. Occurring in the phrase ouria ad-
visari‘ imlt, (usually abbreviated cur. adv.
vult. or C. A. V.,) the court wishes to be ad-
vised. or to consider of the matter.

ADVISE. To give an opinion or counsel,
or recommend a plan or course of action:
also to give notice. Long v. State, 23 Neb.
33, 36 N. W. 310.

This term is not synonymous with “direct"
or “instruct." Where a statute authorizes the
trial court to advise the jury to acquit, the cou_rt
has no power to instruct the jury to acquit.
The court can only counsel. and the nry are
not bound b the advice. People v. orn, 70
Cal. 17, 11 ac. 470.

ADVISED. Prepared to give judgment,
after examination and deliberation. "The
court took time to ‘be advised." 1 Leon.
187.

ADVISEHENT. Deliberation, consider-
atlon, consultation; the consultation of a
court, after the argument of a cause by
counsel, and before delivering their opinion.
Clark v. Read, 5 N. J. Iaw, 486.

ADVISORY. Counselling, suggesting,
or advising, but not imperative. A verdict
on an issue out of chancery is advisory.
Watt v. Starke, 101 U. S. 252, 25 L. Ed. Q26.

ADVOOARE. Lat. To defend; to call
to one's aid; to vouch; to warrant.

Anvooassm. L. Fr. The oflice of
an advocate: advocacy. Kelham.

ADVOCATA. In old English law. A
patroness; a woman who had the right of
presenting to a church. Spelman.

ADVOCATE. One who assists, defends,
or pleads for another; one who renders le-
gal advice and aid and pleads the cause of
another before a court.

A person learned in the law, and duly ad-
mitted to practice, who assists his client
with advice. and pleads for him in open
court. Holthouse.

The College or Faculty of Advocates is a
corporate body in Scotland, consisting of
the members of the bar in Edinburgh. A
large portion of its members are not active
practitioners, however. 2 Bankt. Inst. 486.

In the civil and ecclesiastical law.
An oiiicer of the court. learned in the law.
who is engaged by a suitor to maintain or
defend his cause.

—Advocatc OIIOIPIL The adviser of the
crown in Eng and on questions of naval and
military law.—_Advoca.tc lord. The principal
crown awyer in Scotland’. and one of the great
oilicers of state of Scotland. It is his duty ‘to
act as public prosecutor; but private individ-
uals injured,-msy rosecute upon obtaining his
concurrence. He s assisted b a solicitor gen-
eral and four unior counse. termed "advo-
cates-depute." e has the power of appearing
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as public prosecutor in any court in Scotland,
where any person can be tried for an ofiense,
or in any action where the crown is interested.
Wharton.—Advocate, Qnccn’a. A member of
the College of Advocates. appointed by letters
patent, whose oifice is to advise and act as coun-
sel for the crown in questions of civil. canon,
and international law. His rank is next after
the solicitor general.

ADVOCATI ECCIJJSIE. A term used
in the ecclesiastical law to denote the pa-
trons of churches who presented to the liv-
ing on an avoidance. This term was also
applied to those who were retained to ur-
gue the cases of the church.

ADVOCATIA. In the civil law. vThe
quality. function. privilege, or territorial
Jurisdiction of an advocate.

ADV,0CA'1‘I01_I. In Scotch law. A pro-
cess by which an action may be carried
from an interior to a superior court before
final judgiiient in the i'ormer.

ADVOCATIONE DECIMARUM. A
writ which lay for tithes, deinaiidiiig the
fourth part or upwards, that belonged to
any church.

ADVOGATOR. In -hld practice. One
who called on or vouched another to war-

rant .u_ title; _a voucher, .-iclvocatus; the
person called on, or vouched; a vouchee.
Speinmn; Townsii. Pl. 45.

In Scotch practice. An appellant. 1
Broun. R. 67.

ADVOOATUI. In the civil law. An
advocate: one who niaiiiiged or assisted in
inaiiuging another's cause before a judicial
tribunal. Called also “patronus." Cod. 2.
7, 14. But distinguished from causldicua.
Id. 2, 6, 6.
,-—AdvocatIu dlabcll. In ecclesiastical law.
The devil’s advocate; the advocate who argues
against the canonization of a saint.-Advccati
flsci. In the civil law. Advocates of-the fisc._
or revenue; fiscal advocates, (qui cauaam fiaco
cgiancnt.) Card. 2. 9. 1: Id. 2. 7. 13. Answer-
ing. in some measure. to the king‘s counsel in
Iuxlisli law. 3 Bl. Comm. 2?.

Advocaturcat. ad quom pox-tlnet jua
‘advocatlonls-al1cn5nc ccclca-In, 111: ad cc-

clcslan, nomlnc - prop:-io. non alicno.
pouit: prsaaentarc. A patron is he to whom
appertains the right of presentation to a
church, in such :1 manner that he may pre-
sent to such a,churcli in his own nniiie. and
not in the name of another.

ADVOUTRER. In old English law. An
adulterer. Beaty ‘v. Richardson, 56 S. C.
173, 34 S. E. 73. 46 L. R. A. 517.

English law.ADVOUTRY. In old _

both of whomAdultery between parties
were married. Ilunter v. U.‘ S., 1 Pin.
(Wis.) 91, 39 Am. 277. Or the offense
by an adulteress of continuing to live with

C0. Lltt. 119. ‘
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the man with whom she committed the adul-
tery. Cowell; Ternies de la Ley. Some-
times spelled “ativowtry.”

ADVOWEE, or AVOWEE. The per-
son or patron who has ii right to present
to :1 lieiieflce. Fleta. lib. 5. c. 14.

fAdvowcc paramount.
highest patron.

ADVOWSON. In English eccleslasticai
law. The right of presentation to a church
or ecclesiastical benetice; the right of pie
senting a tit person to the bishop, to be by
him admitted and instituted to 11 certain
beneflce within the diocese, which has be-
come vacant. 2 Bl. Comm. 21; Co. Lltt.
119b, 1200. The person enjoying this right
is called the "patron" (patronus) of the
church, and was formerly termed "advoca-
tus," the advocate or defender, or in Eng-
lish, “adi-niece." Id.; 1 Crnbi», ltenl Prop.
1). 129, § 117.

_Advowsons are of the following several kinds.
VIZ.I
—Advowaon appondant. An advowson an-
nexed to a manor. and passing with it, as in-
cidciit or appendant to it, by a grant of the
manor only, without adding any other words.
2 Bl. Comm. 22; Co. Litt. 120. 121; 1 Crabb,
Iteal Prop. p. 130. § _118.—Advowson 0011‘,-
tivc. “here the bishop happens himself to
lie the patron, in which case (presentation being
impossible, or unnecessary) he does by one act,
which is termed "coII_atiou." or conferring the
henefice, all that is usually done by the separate
acts of presentation and institution. 2 B.
Comm. 21.. 23; 1 (frabb. Real Prop. p. 131,
§ 119.—Advowaon donativc. \\'here the pa-
tron has the right to put his clerk in possession
by his mere gift. or deed of donation. with-
out any presentation to the bishop, or institu-
tion by him. 2 B . Comm. 23; 1 Crabb. Real
Prop. 1). 131. § 119.—Advosnon in gross.
An advowson separated from the manor, and
annexed to the person. 2 Bl. Comm. 22: Co.
Litt. 120: 1 Crabb. Real Prop. p. 130, I 118:
3 Steph. Comm. 116.—-Advowson presenta-
tive. The usual kind of advowson. where the
patron has the right of presentation to the bish-
op, or ordinary. and moreover to demand of
him to institute his clerk, if he finds him canon-
ically qualified. 2 Bl. Comm. 22; 1 Crabb,
Real Prop. p. 131, 5 119.

ADVOWTRY. See ADVOUTBY.

EDI-38. Lat. In the civil lniv. A house,
dwelling. place of habitation, wiietlier in the
city or country. Dig. 30. 41, 5. in the coun-
try ever,\‘tiiiiig upon the surface of the soil
passed under the term “¢uleu." Du Cunge;
Calvin.

EDIPICABE. Lat.» In civil and old
English law. To make or build a house; to
erect a building. Dig. 45. 1, 75'». 7.

Edlficarc in use prop:-lo solo non licct
quod altcrl noccat. 3 inst. 201. To build
upon your own land wlint niny injure an-
other is not lawful. A proprietor of land has
no right to erect an editice on his own
ground, interfering with the due enjoyment
of adjoining premises, as by overhanging

The sovereign. or-
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them, or by throwing water from the root
and eaves upon them. or by obstructing an-
cient lights and windows. Broom, Max. 369.

Edifioetusu solo solo eedit. What is
built upon land belongs to or goes with land.
Broom. Max. 172; C0. Litt. 4a.

Edifleh so1o_ eedunt. Bulldiiigsbelong
to [go with] the soil. Fleta, lib. 3, c. 2, 5 12.

EDILE. In Roman law. An oiilcer who
attended to the repairs of the temples and
other public buildings; the "repairs and clean-
liness or the streets; the care oi.’ the weights
and measures; the providing for funerals and
games; and regulating the prices of provi-
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slous. Ainsw. Lex.; Smith, Lex.; Du Cange. '

EDILITUK EDIOTUH. In the Roman
law. The Edilitian Edict; an edict provid-
ing remedies for frauds in sales, the execu-
tion of which belonged to the curule sediles.
Dig. 21. 1. See Cod. 4, 58.

EPESN. In old English law. The re-
muneration to the proprietor of a domain for
the privilege of feeding swine under the oaks
and beeches of his woods.

EGBOTO. Lat. Being sick or indispos-
ed. A term used in some of the older re-
ports. “Holt trgroto." 11 Mod. 179.

EGYLDE. Uncompensated, unpaid tor,
unavenged. From the participle of exclu-
sion, a, 12, or ex, (Goth.,) and aim, payment.
requital. Anc. Inst. Eng.

EL. A Norman French term signifying
"grandfather." It is also spelled “aieui"
and “awe.” Kelhnm.

Equior est dispositio legis quuu homi-
uis. The disposition of the law is more
equitable than that of man. 8 Coke, 152.

EQUITA8. In the civil law. Equity,
as opposed to strictum or summum }us, ((1.

1:.) Otherwise called wquum, wquum bonum,
crquum ct bonum, arquum et juatum. Gal-
vin. .

Equitas exit in persouun. Equity acts
upon the person. 4 Bouv. Inst. n. 3733.

Equitus est con-eetio legis genes-uliter
lacs. qua perte deileit. Equity is the cor-
rection ot that wherein the law, by reason of
its generality, is deficient Plowd. 375.

Equine est eon-ectio quednm legi od-
hlbita, quh sh el chest uliquid propter
xeuerulen sine exceptions comprehen-
slonen. Equity is a certain correction ap-
plied to law. because on account oi’ its general
comprehensiveness. without an exception,
something is absent from it. Plovvd. 467.

ESNECIA

Equities est perfects queduu ratio
qua jus soriptusn interpretntur et unen-
dst; nulls scripture. comps-eheusu, sed
solum in verl. rstione eonsistens. Equity
is a certain perfect reason, which interprets
and amends the written law, comprehended
in no.writing, but consisting in right reason
alone. Co. Litt. 24b.

Equites est quasi cquelites. Equity
is as it were equality; equity is a species of
equality or equalization. Co. Litt. 24.

Equitas iguo:-antic opituletur, osci-
tantiss non item. Equity assists ignorance,
but not carelessness.

Equitss non faeii: jus, sed juri auxil-
htur. Equity does not make law, but as-
sists law._ Lotrt, 379.

Equitas nunquum eoutravenit leges.
Equity never counteract the laws.

Equitss sequitur legem. Equity fol-
lows the law. Gilb. 1S6.

Equitas supes-vneus. edit. Equity ab-
hors superfluous things. Loiilt, 282.

Equitas uxoribus, liberis, creditor-ibuq
suudsue Iavet. Equity favors wives and
children, creditors most of all.

Equum et bonuns est lex legusu. What
is equitable and good is the law of laws.
Hob. 224.’

EQUU8. Lat. Equal; even. A provi-
sion iu a will for the division of the residu-
ary estate ea: tequus among the legutees means
equally or evenly. Archer v. Morris, 61 N.
J. Eq. 152, 47 At]. 275.

ERA, or EBA. A fixed point of chron-
ological time, wheuce any number of years
is counted; thus, the Christian era begun at
the birth of Christ. and the Mohammedan era
at the flight of Mohammed from Mecca to
Medina. The derivatigi of the word has
been much contested. Wharton.

mnanmx. Lat. in the Roman law.
The treasury, (fiat-*us.) Calvin. ”

ES. Lat. In the Roman law. Money.
(literally, brass;) metallic money in general,
including gold. Dig. 9, 2, 2. pr.; Id. 9, 2,
27, 5; Id. 50. 16, 159.

—Es ulienum. A civil law term signifyin
a debt; the property of another; borrow
money, as distinguished from we mum. one's
own money.—Es suum. One‘:-x own money.
In the Roman law. Debt; a debt; that which
others owe to us, (quad ahi nobis dcbcnt.) Dig.
50. 16, 213

ESNEOIA. In old English law. Es-
necy; the right or privilege of the_eldest
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born. Spelman; Gianv. lib. 7, c. 3; Fleta.
lib. 2, c. 66, 5! 5, 6.

ESTIXATIO CAPITIB. In Saxon law.
The estimation or valuation of the head; the
price or value of a man. By the laws or
Athelstan, the life of every man not except-
ing that of the king himself, was estimated
at a certain price, which was called the were.
or watimatio capim. Crabb. Eng. Law,
c. 4.

Estimatio prasteriti delicti ex post-
:-exno faoto nnnquun cs-esoit. The weight
of a past otrense is never increased by a sub-
sequent fact. Bacon.

ETAI. Lat. In the civil law. Age.

—Etu lnfintio proxhnn. The age next
to infancy; the first half of the period of child-
hood. ( uero'tia,) extending from seven years to
ten an a half. Inst. 3. 20. 9; 4 Bl. Comm. 22.
—Etu logithna. Lawful ago: the age of
twent -five. Dig. 3. 5. 27. pr.: Id. 26. 2. 32. 2:
id. , 7, 1, pr.—Etu.s erfeeta. Complete
age: full age: the age 0 twenty-five. Digit
4, 32; Id. 22. 3. 25, 1.—Eta.s prlnu. he
first age: infancy, (infantim) Cod. 6. 61. 8. 3.
—Etu pubex-tat! toxins. The age next
to puberty; the last alt of the period of child-
hood. ipucritaa.) extending from ten years and
§2half to fourteen. Inst. 3. 20. 9; 4 Bl. Comm.

STAT}: PROBAJIDA. A writ which
inquired whether the king's tenant holding
in chief by chivalry was of full age to receive
his lands. It was directed to the escheater
of the county. Now disused.

ETHBLING. In Saxon law. A noble;
generally a prince of the blood.

AFFAIRS. A person's concerns in trade
or property; business. Montgomery v. Com..
91 Pa. 133; Bragaw v. Boiles, 61 N. J. Eq.
84, 25 Atl. 947.

AFPEOT. To act upon; influence; change;
enlarge or abridge. This word is often used
in the sense of acting injuriously upon per-
sons and things. Ryan v. Carter, 93 U. S.
84, 23 L. Ed. 807; Tyler V. Wells, 2 Mo.
App. 538: Holland v. Dickerson, 41 Iowa,
373; United States v. Ortega. 11 Wheat. 46?,
6 L. Ed. 521.

Aleotio tun nomen lmponit operl tno.
Your disposition (or intention) gives name
(or character) to your work or act. Bract.
fol. 2b, 1010.

AITECTION. The making over. pawn-
ing, or mortgaging a thing to assure the pay-
ment of a sum or money, or the discharge of
some other duty or service. vCrabb. Technol.
Dict.

AITEOTUS. Disposition; intention. im-
pulse or airection of the mind. One of the
causes for a challenge of a Juror is propier

AFFIDAVIT

atrectum, on account or a suspicion of M00
or favor. 3 Bl. Comm. 363; Go. Litt. 156.

Alectus punitur fleet non soquntur
eileetus. The intention is punished although
the intended result does not follow. 9 Coke.
55.

Arts:-:3. "i‘o assess, liquidate. appraise,
fix in amount. '

To affccr an amercement. To establish
the amount which one amerced in a court-
leet should pay.

To afreer an account.
oath in the excheqner.
Spelman.

To confirm it on
Oowell; Blount;

AFPEEBOBS. Persons who, in court-
leets, upon oath, settle and moderate the lines
and amercements imposed on those who have
committed offenses arbitrarily punishable, or
that have no express penalty appointed by
statute. They are also appointed to moder-
ate tines, etc., in courts-baron. Cowell.

Arrmunzn. L. Fr. To let to farm.
Also to make sure. to establish or confirm.
Kelham.

Arnancn. A plightiug of truth be-
tween man and woman. Litt. I 39. An
agreement by which a man or woman prom-
ise each other that they will marry together.
Poth. Traite du Mar. 1:. 24.

APPIANT. The person who makes and
subscribes an aflidavlt. The word is used,
in this sense, interchangeably with "depo-
nent." But the latter term should be re-
served as the designation of one who makes
a deposition. ‘

AITIDABE. To swear faith to; to
pledge one's faith or do fealty by making
oath. Cowell.

APPIDARI. To be mustered and en-
rolled for soldiers upon an oath of fidelity.

APPIDATIO. A swearing or the oath of
fidelity or of realty to one's lord. under whose
protection the quasi-vaesal has voluntarily
come. Brown.

APFIDATIO DOIINOR.lJI._' An oath
taken by the lords in parliament.

APFIDATUS. One who is not a vassal,
but who for the sake of protection has con-
nected himselt with one more powerful.
Speimau; 2 Bl. Comm. 46.

APPHJAVIT. A written or printed dec-
laration or statement of facts. made volun-
tarily. and confirmed by the oath or ailirma-
tlon of the.party making it, taken before an
oiiicer having authority to administer such
oath. Cox v. Stern, 170 I11. 442, 48 N. E.
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906. 62 Am. St. Rep. 385: Hays v. Looniis.
84 Ill. 18.

An afiidavit is a written declaration under
oath. made without notice to the adverse par-
ty. Code Civ. Proc. Cal Code Civ.
Prcc. Dak. J 401.

An aiiidavit is an oath in writing, sworn be-
fore and attested by him who hath authority
to administer the same. Knapp v. Duclo, 1
Mich. N. P. 189.

An_ afidavit is always taken ca parte, and
in _this respect it is distinguished from a depo-
sition, the matter of which is elicited by ques-
tions. and which afiords an opportunity for
ciioeaexamination. in re Liter's Estate, 19
Mont. 474. 48 Pac. 73”}.
—-Afldavit cl delense. An ailidai-it stating
that the defendant has a good defense to the
plaintiffs action on the merits of the case.-
Afldnvit of mes-its. One setting forth that
the defendant has a meritorious defense (sub-
stantial and not technical) and stating the
facts constitutin the same. Palmer v. ogers
70 Iowa, 381. N. W. 6-i5.—Afldn_ t c
eervice. An aflidavit intended to certify the
service of a writ. notice. or other document.-
Afldnvit to hold to ball. An uilidavit made
to rocure the arrest of the defendant in a civil
act on.

AI‘!‘1I.ABE. L. Lat. To file or afliie.
Amletur, let it befiied. 8Coke. 160. De re-
oordo anuatum, afilled of record. 2 La.
Raym. 1476.

AI‘I‘II.!:. A term employed in old_ prac-
tice, signifying to put on file. 2 Miuile J: S.
202. in modern usage it is contracted to
tile.

arrnranox. The fixing any one with
the paternity of a bastard child, and the
obligation to maintain it.

In French law. A species of adoption
whidi exists by custom in some parts or
France. The person aiiiliated succeeded
equally with other heirs to the property ac-
quired by the deceased to whom he had been
aiiiliated, but not to that which he inherited.
Bouvler.

In ecclesiastical law. A condition which
prevented the superior from removing the
person afiiliated to another convent. Guyot,
Report.

AITINAGE. A refining of metals. Blount.

Al'1'I1I'l:S. In the civil law. Connections
by marriage, whether of the persons or their
relatives. Calvin.

Neighbors, who own or occupy adjoining
lands. Dig. 10, 1, 12.

A.fln1smeinfln1enoneetIn1hin1-
flnis. One who is related by marriage to
a person related to me by marriage has
no affinity to me. Shelf. Mar. & Div. 174.

A.!'I‘I1lI'.l.'Al. Lat. In the civil law. Af-
finity; relationship by marriage. Inst. 1,
10. 6.

—-Aflnltne nflnitntls. I_lemote relationship
by marriage. That connection between parties
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arising from marriage which is neither consan-
uinit nor afinlt . Chinn v. State. 47 Ohio
t. 5 5. 26 N. E. 11 L. R. A. 630.

AFFINITY. At common law. Rela-
tionship by marriage between the husband
and the blood relations of the wife, and be-
tween the wife and the blood relations of the
husband. 1 Bl. Comm. 434; Solinger v.
Earle, 45 N. Y. Super. Ct. 80; Tegarden v.
Phillips (Ind. App.) 39 N. E. 212.

afiinlty is distin isiied into three kinds: (1)
Direct, or that su sisting between the husband
and his wife's relations by blood. or between
the wife and the husband's relations by blood;
(2) secondary, or that which subsists between
the husband and his wife's relations b mar-
riage; (3) collateral, or that which suhsists be-
tween the husband and the relations of Ms
wife's relations. Wharton.

In the civil law. The connection which
arises by marriage between each person
of the married pair and the kindred of
the other. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 147; Poy-
dras v. Livingston, -5 Mart. 0. S. (La.) 205.
A husband is related by aifinity to all the
consanauinei of his wife, and vice aersa, the
wife to the husband's oonaangainel; for the
husband and wife being considered one fiesh, ~

those who are related to the one by blood
are related to the other by afllnity. Gib.
God. 412; 1 Bi. Comm. 435.

In a larger sense, consanguinity or kin-
dred. Co. Litt. 157a.
—Qnaei nflnity. In the civil law. The at-
finity which exists between two persons, one
of whom has been betrothed to a kinsman of
the other, but who have never been married.

LPPIBH. To ratify, make firm, confirm.
establish. reassert.

To ratify or confirm a former law or judg-
ment. Cowell.

In the practice of appellate courts, to a/firm
a Judgment, decree, or order, is to declare
that it is valid and right, and must stand as
rendered below; to ra_tify and reassert it; to
concur in its correctness and confirm its edi-
cacy.

In pleading. To allege or aver a mat-
ter of fact: to state it affirmatively; the
opposite of dam or traverse.

In practice. To make aiiirmation; to
make a solemn and formal declaration or as-
severation that an aiiidavlt is true. that the
witness will tell the truth, etc., this being
substituted for an oath in certain cases.
Also, to give testimony on afilrmation.

In the law of contracts. A party is
said to afilrm a contract, the same being
voidable at his election. when he ratifies and
accepts it, waives his right to annul it, and
proceeds under it as if it had been valid
originally.

APPIBMANOE. In practice. The con-
firming. or ratifying a former law, or judg-
ment. Cowell; Blount.

The confirmation and ratification by an ap-
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‘pellate court of a judgment, order, or decree
of ii lower court brought before it for review.
See Ai.-'1'-‘mu. '

A dismissal of an appeal for want of pros-
eciitlon is not an "atlirmance" of the judg-
ment. Druniinond v. liusson, 14 N. Y. 60.

The ratification or confirmation of a void-
able contract or act by the party who is to be
bound thereby.

The term is in. accuracy to be distinguished
from ratification, which is a recognition of the
validity or binding force as against the party
ratifying, of some act performed by another
person; and from confirmation, winch would
seem to applv more pro rly to cases where a.
doubtful authority has en exercised by an-
other in behalf of the person ratifying; but
these distinctions are not generally observed
with much care. Bouvier.

APFIRMANCE DAY GENERAL. In
the English court of exchequer, is a day ap-
pointed by the judges of the coniuion pleas,
mid barons of the exchequer. to be held a
few days after the beginning of every term
for the general atiirmiince or reversal of judg-
ments. 2 Tidd. Pr. 1091.

AITIRMANT. A person who testifies on
aiiirniation, or who aiiirius instead of taking
an oath. see Al-‘I-‘IRMATION. Used in aili-
davits and depositions which are ufllrmi-(I, in-
stead of sworn to in place of the word “de-
ponent."

Aifijrmanth est probate. Ile who at-
tiriiis must prove. Porter v. Stevens. 0 Cusb.
(.\Inss.) 535.

.A.fis-nunntl, non negsntl inoumliit pro-
bntio. _'1‘lie [burden of] proof lies upon
him who iliIll'lllS, not upon one who denies.

. Steph. 1'1. 84.

AEPIRMATION. In practice. A solemn
g and foriiiiil declaration or asseveratloii that
ill] utiidavlt is true, that the witness will tell
the truth, etc., this being substituted for an
oath in certain cases.

A solemn religious asseveration in the nat-
ure of an oath. 1 Greeni. Ev. 5 371.

APPIRMATIVE. That which declares
positively; that which avers a fact to be
true; that which establishes; the opposite
of negative.

The party who. upon the allegations of plead-
ings. joining issue. is iiuder the obligation of
making proof, in the first instance. of uiatlers
alleged, is said to hold the iiilirmstive. or, in
other words, to sustain the burden of proof.
Abbott.

As to aiiirmatlve “Damages," "Pleas,"
"Warranties," see those titles.
—Afl1-native defense. In code pleading.
New matter constituting a defense: new mat-
ter which. assuming the complaint to-be true.
constitutes a defense to it. Carter v. Eighth
Ward Bank, 33 Misc. Rep. 1%. 67 N. Y. Supp.
300.—Aflx-ipative pregnant. in pleading.
An atfirinative allegation implying some nega-
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tive in favor of the adverse rty. Fields v.
State. 134 Ind. 46, 32 N. E. 7 .—»Afls-native
relief. Relief. benefit. or compensation which
may be granted to the defendant in a judgment
or decree in accordance with the facts estab-
lished in his favor: such as may properl be
given within the issues made by the plea ings
or according to the legal or equitable rights of
the parties as established by the evidence. Gab
ner v. Hannah, 6 Duer (N. Y.) 262.—Aflrme-
the statute. In legislation. A statute couch-
ed in nflii-motive or mandatory terms; one
which directs the doing of an act. or declares
what shall be done; as a negative statute is one
which prohibits a thing from being done. or
declares what shall not be done. Blackstone
describes atiirinative acts of parliament as those
“wherein justice is directed to be done accord-
ing to the law of the land." 1 Bl. Comm. 142.

Arrxx. To flx or fasten upon, to attach
to, iiiscrlbe. or impress upon, as [I signature.
a seal, a trade-imirk. Pen. Code N. Y. i
367. To attach, add to, or fasten upon, per-
nniiieiitly, as in the case of fixtures annexed
to real estate.
_ A thing is deemed to be aflixed to land_ when
it is attached to it by the roots, as in the
case of trees, vines. or shrubs; or imbedded
in it. as in the case of walls; or permanent-
ly resting upon it. as in the case of_ build-
ings; or permanently attached to what is thus
permanent. as by means'of cement. plaster,
nails, bolts. or screws. Civ. Code Cal. 5 660;
Civ. Code .\Iont. 1895. § 1076: McNnIly v. Con-
nolly, 70 (‘nl. 3. 11 Pac. 320: Miller v. Wad-
dinghain ((.‘al.) 25 Pac. 688, 11 L. R. A. 510..

APFIXUS. In the civil law. Ailixed. fix-
ed, or fastened to.

AI:‘!‘Oll.AR!:.. To set a price or value on
ll thing. Blount.

APPORATUS.
things veiidible in a market.

Appraised or valued. as
Bloiint.

AFPORCE. To add to; to
sti-eiigtheii; to add force to.
—A!ox-ce the assiso. In old English prac-
'ce. A method of securing a verdict, where

the jury disa reed, by adding other jurors to
the panel unti twelve could be found who were
unanimous in their opinion. Bract. fol. 1851),
292:1; Fleta. lib. 4, c. 9, 5 2; 2 Reeve. Hist.
Eng. Law, 267. _

AFFORCIAMENTUM. In old English
law. . A fortress or stronghold, or other forti-
fication. (‘.o\vell.

The calling of a court upon a solemn or ex-
tmordliiary occasion. Id.

to increase :

APFOEEST. To convert land liito a for-
est in the legal sense of the word.

AFFOUAGE. In French law. The right
of the iiiliuhitants of ii coniniune or section
of a coiiiniiiiie to take from the forest the
tire-wood which is necessary for their use.
Diiverger.

APFRANCHEB. L. Fr. To set free.
Kelhani.

APFRANOHIIE.
free.

To liberate; to make
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AFPEAY. In criminal law. The light-
ing of two or more persons in some public
place to the terror of the people. Burton
V. Com.. 60 W. 528. 22 Ky. Law Rep.
1315: Thompson v. State, 70 Ala. 26; ‘State
V. Allen, 11 N. C. 356.

It differs from a riot in not being premeditat-
ed : for if any persons meet together upon any
lawful or innocent occasion. and happen on a
sudden to engage in fighting. they are not gull-
ty of a riot. but an alfray only; and in that
case none are guilty except those actually en-
fiaged in it. Hawk. P. C. bk. 1. c. 65. 5 3: 4

l. Comm. 146; 1 Russ. Crimes. 271: Sn-
reme Council v. Garrlgus. 104 Ind. 133. 3

X. E. 818. 54 Am. Rep. Z)8. _

f two or more persons voluntarily or by
agreement engage in any fight. or use any blows
or violence towards each other in an angry or

uarrelsome manner. in any public place to the
disturbance of others. they are guilty of an
afiray, and shall be punished by imprisonment
in the county jail not exceeding thirty days, or
by fine not exceeding one hundred dollars.
Rev. Code Iowa 1880. I 4065.

AFPREOTAMENTUM. Affreiglitment;
a contract for the hire of a vessel. From
the Fr. frct, which. according to Cowell.
meant tons or tonnage.

APPREIGHTMENT. A contract of at-
irelghtment is a contract with a ship-owner
to hire his ship. or part or it, for the car-
riage of goods. Such a contract generally
takes the form either of a charter-party or
of a hill of lading. Maude & P. Mer. Shlpp.
227; Smith, Merc. Law, 295; Bramble v.
Culmer, 78 Fed. 501, 24 0. C. A. 182; Anten
v. Bennett. 88 App. Div. 15. 84 N. Y. Supp.
689.

in French law, freighting and at’frelght-
ing are distinguished. The owner of a ship
frelghts it. (lc frctc;) he is called the freight-
er, (fr('!cur;) he is the letter or lessor, (loca-
tcur. locator.) The merchant aifreights (af-
frctc) the ship, and is called the am-elghter,
(aflrc!cur;) he is the hirer. (locatairc, cun-
ductor.) Emerig. Tr. des Ass. c. 11, 5 3.

AFPBETEMENT. Fr. In French law.
The hiring of a vessel; .ai'i’reightment. Call-
ed also noliaacmcnt. Ord. Mar. liv. 1, tit.
2. art. 2; Id. llv. 3, tit. 1, art. 1.

I

AITRI. In old lmglish law. Plow cat-
tle, bullocks or plow horses. Afrri. or afri
earucaz; beasts of the plow. Spelman.

APORBSAID. Before. or already said,
mentioned. or recited; premised. Plowd.
67. Foresaid is used in Scotch law.

Although the words “preccding" and “afore-
aaid" generally mean next before. and “follow-
lng" means next after. yet a diiferent significa-
tion will be given to them if required by the
context and the facts of the case. Simpson V.
Robert. 35 Ga, 180

APOBETEOUGET. I In criminal law.
Deliberate; planned: premeditated: pre-
pense. State v. Peo. 9 Houst. (Del.) 488, 33

Bt..Law D1cr.(2n En.)-1
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At]. 257: Edwards-v. State, 25 Ark. 444;
People V. Ah Choy. 1 Idaho. 317; State 7.
Fiske, 63 Conn. 388. 28 Ati. 57

AFTER. Later. succeeding. subsequent
to, interior in point of time or of priority
or preference.
—A£te:-acquired. Acquired after a particu-
lar date or event. Thus, a judgment is a lien
on after-acquired realty. 1‘. e.. land acquired by
the debtor after entry of the judgment. Ilughes
v. Hughes. 152 Pa. 590. 26 Ati. 101.-After
born. A statute making a will void as to
after-born children means physical birth. and
is not applicable to a child legitimated by the
marriage of its parents. Ap eal of .\ic(.‘ulloch,
113 Pa. 247. 6 Ati. 2.'_'n3.—A tor dn.te._ When
time is to be‘ computed “after" a certain date.
it is meant that such date should be excluded
in the computation. Bigelow v. Wilson. 1 Pick.
(Mass) 480; Taylor v. Jacobs’. 2 Pa. St. 495:
Cromeiian V. Brink, 29 Pa. St. 522.—A£ter-
discovered. Discovered or made known after
a particular date or event.—A£ter sight. This
term as used in a bill payable so many days
after sight. means after legal sight: that is.
after legal presentment for acceptance. The
mere fact of having seen the bill or known of its
existence does not constitute legal “sight."
Mitchell v. Degrand. 17 Fed. Cas. 49-i.

AFTERMATE. A second crop of grass
mown in the same season; also the right to
take such second crop. See 1 Chit. Gen. Pr.
181.

AFTERNOON. This word has two
senses. It may mean the whole time from
noon to midnight; or it may mean the
earlier part 01' that time, as distinguished
from the evening. When used in a statute
-its meaning must be determined by the con-
"text and the circumstances of the subject-
matter. Reg. V. Knapp, 2 El. & Bl. 451.

AGAINST. Adverse to; contrary; op-
posed to; without the consent oi’; in con-
tact with. State v. Metzger. 26 ‘Kan. 395;
James v. Bank. 12 R. I. 460; Seabrlght v.
Seabrlght. 28 W. V . 46.3; State v. Prather,
54 Ind. 03. A

—Aga.i.nst: the form ot the statute. When
the act complained of is prohibited by a stat-
ute. these technical words must be used in an
indictment under it. 'I‘he Latin phrase is con-
tra formam statuti. State v. Murphy. 15 R. I.
543. 10 Ati. 585.—Aga.inst the peace. A
technical phrase used in alleging a breach of
the peace. See (‘,oN'raA Paclm. State v. Tib-
betts. 86 Me. 189, 29 Ati. 979.—Aga1nst the
will. Technical words which must be used in
framing an-indictment for robbery from the
person. rape and some other ofienses. Whit-
taker v. State. 50 Wis. 521, T N. W. 431. 36
Am. St. Rep. 856: Com. v. Burke. 105 .\ia.~'s.
$71330; Am. Rep. 531: Beyer v. People. 86 N.

AGALMA. An impression or image of
anything on a seal. Cowell.

AGABD. L. Fr. An award.
agard; no award made.

Nul /aif

AGARIDEB. L. Fr. To award. adjudge.
or determine; to sentence, or condemn.
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AGE. signifies those periods in the lives
of persons of both sexes which enable them
to do certain acts which. before they had
arrived at those periods, they were prohibit-
ed from doing. _

The length oi.‘ time during which a per-
son has lived or a thing has existed.

In the old books, “age" is commonly used
to signify “fu1l age;" that is, the age of
twenty-one years. Litt. 5 259.

—Lepal age. The age at which the person
acquires ful capacity to make his own con-
tracts and deeds and transact business general-
ly (age of majority) or to enter into some par-
ticular contract or relation. as, the “legal age
of consent” to marriage. See Capwell v. Cag-
weil, 21 R. I. 101, 41 Atl. 1005: Montoya e
Antonio v. Miller, 7 N. M. 289, 34 Pac. 40 21
L. R. A. 699. '

L. Fr. Water. Kel-

AGE PE.AY$.. A suggestion of non-
age, made by an infant party to a real ac-
tion, with a prayer that the proceedings
may be deferred until his full age. It is
now abolished. St. 11 Geo. I\'.; 1 Win. IV.
c. 37, 5 10; 1 Lil. Reg. 54; 3 Bl. Comm. 300.

AGE, Awe, Aive.
ham.

AGENCY. A relation, created either by
express or implied contract or by law, where-
by one party (called the principal or con-
stituent) delegates the transaction of some
lawful business or the authority to do cer-
tain acts for him or in relation to his rights
or property, with more or less discretionary
power, to another person (called the agent,
attorney, proxy, or delegate) who under-
takes to manage the affair and render him
an account thereof. State v. Hubbard, 58
Kan. 797, 51 Pac. 290, 39 L. R. A. 860;
Sternaman v. Insurance Co.. 170 N. Y. 13,
62 N. E. 763. 57 L. R. A. 318, 88 Am. St.
Rep. 625; Wynegar v. State, 157 Ind. 577,
62 N. E. 38.

The contract of agency may be defined to be
a contract by which one of the contracting par-
ties confides the management of some afiair, to
be transacted on his account, to the other par-
ty, who undertakes to do the business and ren-
der an account of it. 1 Liverm. Prin. & Ag. 2.

A contract by which one person, with greater
or less discretionary power, undertakes to rep-
resent another in certain business relations.
Whart. A . 1.

A relation between two or more persons. by
which one party. usually called the agent or
attorney. is authorized to do certain acts for. or
in relation to the rights or propert of the
other. who is denominated the princ pal, con-
stituent, or employer. Bouvier.
-—Agency, deed of. A revocable and volun-
tary trust for payment of debts. Wharton.—
Agency of necessity. A term sometimes ap-
plied to the kind of implied agency which en-
ables a wife to procure what is reasonably
necessary for her maintenance and support on
her husband's credit and at his expense. when
he fails to make pro er provision for her neces-
sities. Bostwick v. rower. 22 Misc. Rep. 709,
49 N. Y. Supp. 1046.

AGENEIIA. In medical jurisprudence.
Impotentia generaudi; sexual impotence;
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incapacity for reproduction, existing in ei-
ther sex, and whether arising from struc-
tural or other causes.

AGEICPRIZDA. sax. The true master
or owner of a thing. spelman.

AGENHINA. In Saxon law. A guest
at an inn, who, having stayed there for
three nights, was then accounted one of the
family. Oowell.

AGENB. Int. An agent, a conductor.
or manager of airairs. Distinguished from
factor, a workman. A plaintiff. Fleta, lib.
4. c. 15, i 8.

AGENT. One who represents and acts
for another under the contract or relation
of agency, q. 1:.

Classification. Agents are either general or
special. A general agent is one employed in
his capacity as a professional man or master
of an art or trade. or one to whom the principal
confides _his whole business or all transactions
or functions of a designated class; or he is a
person who is authorized by his principal to
execute all deeds, sign all contracts, or pur-
chase all goods, required in a. articular trade,
business, or employment. See gtory, Ag. 5 17;
Butler v. Maples, 9 Wall. 766, 19 L. Ed. 822;
Jaques v. Todd, 3 Wend. (N. Y.) 90; Spring-
field Engine Co. v. Kenned , 7 Ind. Ap . 502.
34 N. E. 856‘ .Crusan v. ..mith. 41 In . 297:
Godshaw v. Struck. 109 Ky. 235, 58 s w.
781. 51 L. R. A. 668. A special agent is one
employed to conduct a particular transaction or
piece of business for his principal or authoris-
ed to perform a specified act. ant v. Moore,
26 Me. 87. 45 Am. Dec. 96; G bson v. Snow
Hardware Co.. 94 Ala. 346. 10 South. 304:
Cooley v. Perrine, 4.1 N. J. Law, 325, 32 Am.
Rep. 210.

Agents employed for the sale of goods or mer-
chandise are called “mercantile agents." and
are of two prlnci al classes.—-brokers and fac-
tors, (. v.;) a actor is sometimes called a
“comm ssion agent,” or “commission merchant."
Russ. Merc. Ag. 1.

Synon . The term “agent" is to be
distinguis ed from its synonyms “servant,"
"representative," and “trustee." A servant acts
in behalf of his master and under the latter‘s
direction and authority, but is regarded as a
mere instrument, and not as the substitute or
Broxy of the master. Turner v. Cross. 83 Tex.

18. 18 S. W. 578. 15 L. R. A. 262; People
v. Treadwell, 69 Cal. 226. 10 Pac. 502. A
representative (such as an executor or an as-
signee in bankruptcy) owes his power and au-
thority to the law. which puts him in the place
of the person represented. although the latter
may have designated or chosen the representa-
tive. A trustee acts in the interest and for the
benefit of one erson. but by an authority de-
rived from snot er person.

In international law. A diplomatic
agent is a person employed by a sovereign
to manage his private affairs, or those of his
subjects in his name. at the court of a for-
eign government. Wolff. lust. Nat. 5 1237.

In the practice of the house of lords
and privy council. In appeals, solicitors
and other persons admitted to practise in
those courts in a similar capacity to that or
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solicitors in ordinary courts, are technically
called “agents.” Macph. Priv. Conn. 65.

—Agent and patient. A phrase indicating
the state of a person who is required to do a
thing. and is at the same time the person to
whom it is done.—Looal agent. One ap-
pointed to act as the representative of a cor-
poration and transact its business generally
(or business of a particular character) at a giv-
en place or within a defined district. See Frick
Co. v. Wright, 23 Tex. Civ. App. 340. 65 S.
W. 608: Moore v. Freeman's Nat. Bank, 92
N. C. 594; Western. etc.. Organ Co. v. Ander-
son. 97 Tex. 4322, 79 S. W. 517.-
ageut. A person who is invested with genera
power. involving the exercise of judgment and
discretion, as distinguished from an. ordinary
agent or employe, who acts in an inferior ca-
pacity, and under the direction and control of
superior authority. both in regard to the extent
of the work and the manner of executing the
same. Reddington v. Mariposa Innd & Min.
Co.. 19 Hun (N. Y.) 405: Taylor v. Granite
State Prov. Ass’n. 136 N. Y. 343, 32 E. 992.
32 Am. St. Rep. 749: U. S. v. American Bell
Tel. Co. (C. C.) 29 _Fed. 33: Upper Mississiigpi
Transp. Co. v. Whittaker. 16 Wis. 220: s-
ter v. Charles Betcher Lumber Co.. 5 S. D. 57.
58 N. W. 9. 23 L. R. A. 490. 49 Am_. St. Rep.
859.—Pa-ivate agent. An. agent acting for an
individual in his rivate affairs; as distin-
guished from a pub to a ent. who_repi-esent_s the
government in some a ministrative capa_city-.—-
Publle In. An agent of the public. the
state. or t e government; a person appointed
to act for the public in some matter pertaining
to the administration of government or the pub-
lic business. See Sto . Ag. § 302; Whiteside
v. United States. 93 . S. 254. 23 L. Ed. 882
—Beal-estate agent. Any person whose
business it is to sell, or ofier for sale, real es-
tate for others, or to rent houses. stores. or
other buildings, or real estate. or to collect
rent for others. Act July 13. 1866. 9. 49; 14
St. at large. 118. Carstens v. McReavy. 1
Wash. St. 359, 25 Pac. 471.

Agentes et eonaentlentea par! puns
pleetentnr. Acting and consenting parties
are liable to the same punishment. 5 Coke,
N.

AGED. Lat. In the elvil law. A
field: land generally. A portion of land in-
clmed by definite boundaries. Municipality
No. 2 v. Orleans Cotton Press, 18 La. 16?, 36
Am. Dec. 324.

In old English law. An acre. Spelman.

AGGEB. Lat. In the civil law. A dam,
bank or mound. God. 9, 38; Townsh. P1.
48.

AGGRAVATED ASSAULT. An as-
sault with circumstances of aggravation, or
of a heinous character, or with intent to
commit another crime. In re Burns (C. C.)
113 Fed. 992; Norton v. State, 14 Tex. 393.
See Asaaimr.

Defined in Pennsylvania as follows: “If any
person shall unlawfully and maliciously iniiict
upon another person. either with or without
any weapon or instrument. any grievous bodily
harm, or unlawfully cut, stab. or wound any
other person. he shall be guilty of a misde-
géfnor," etc. Brightly. Purd. Dig. p. 434. I
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AGGEAVATION. Any circumstance at-
tending the commission of a crime or tort
which increases its guilt or enormity or
adds to its injurious consequences, but which
is above and beyond the essential constitu-
ents of the crime or tort itself.

Matter of aggravation, correctly understood,
does not consist in acts of the same kind and
description as those constituting the gist of the
action, but in something done by the defendant,
on_the_ occasion of committing the trespass.
which is, to some extent. of a diflerent egal
character from the principal act complained of.
Hathaway v. Rice, 19 Vt. 107.

In pleading. The introduction of mat-
ter into the declaration which tends to ill-
crease the amount of damages. but does not
affect the right of action itself. Steph. Pl.
257: 12 Mod. 597.

AGGREGATE. Composed of several;
consisting of many persons united together.
1 Bi. Comm. 469.
-Aggregate eorporation.
'i'IoN.

See Coupon-

AGGBEGATIO KENTIUH.
ing of minds. The moment when a contract
is,complete. A supposed derivation of the
word “agreement."

The meet-

AGGBESSOR. The party who flrst of-
fers violence or oifense. He who ‘begins a
quarrel or dispute, either ‘by threatening or
striking another.

AGGBIEVED.
injury; damniiied:

Having suffered loss or
injured

AGGRIEVED PARTY. Under statutes
granting the right of appeal to the party
aggrieved by an order or judgment, the par-
ty aggrieved is one whose pecuniary inter-
est is directly affected by the adjudication;
one whose right of property may he estab-
lished or divested thereby. Ruff v. Mont-
gomery, 83 Miss. 185. 36 South. 67; McFar-
land v. Pierce, 151 Ind. 546. 45 N. E. 706;
Lamar v. Lamar. 118 Ga. 684. 45 S. E. 498;
Smith v. Bradstreet. 16 Pick. (Mass) 264:
Bryant v. Allen, 6 N. H. 116; Wiggln v.
Swett, 6 Metc. (Mass.) 194, 39 Am. Dec. 716;
Tiilinghast v. Brown University. 24 R. I. 179,
52 Atl. 891: Lowery v. Lowery. 64 N. C.
110; Raleigh v. Rogers, 25 N. J. Eq. 508. Or
one against whom error has been committed.
Kineaiy v. Macklin, 67 Mo. 95.

AGILD. In Saxon law. Free from pen-
alty, not subject to the payment of pad. or
wet-egild; - that is, the customary tine or pe-
cuniary compensation for an offense. Spel-
man; Cowell.

AGIZLER. In Saxon law.
or informer.

An observer

AGUALABIUS. L. Lot. in old English
law. A hayward, herdwnrd. or keeper of
the herd of cattle in a common tleld. Cowell.
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AGIO. In commercial law. A term used
to express the difference in point of value
between metallic and paper money, or be-
tween one sort of metallic money and an-
other. McCul. Diet.

AGIOTAGE. A. speculation on the rise
and fall of the public debt of states. or the
public funds. The speculator is called “ay-
iotcur."

AGIST. In ancient law. To take in
and feed the cattle of strangers in the king's
forest, and to collect the money due for the
same to the king’s use. Spelman; Cowell.

In modern law. To take in cattle to
feed. or pasture, at a certain rate of compen-
sation. See Aorsrnasr.

AGISTATIO ANIMALIUM IN FOR-
ESTA. The drift or numbering oi! cattle in
the forest.

AGISTERS, or GIST TAKERS. om-
cers appointed to look after cattle, etc. See
Williams, Common, 232.

AGISTMENT. The taking in of another
person's cattle to be fed. or to pasture, upon
one’s own land, in consideration of an agreed
price to be paid by the owner. Also the
profit or recompense for such pasturing of
cattle. Bass v. Pierce, 16 Barb. (N. Y.) 595;
VV'illiams v. Miller, 68 Cal. 290, 9 Pac. 166;
Auld V. Travis, 5 C010. App. 535, 39 Pac. 357.

'.l‘here is also agistment of sea-banks, where
lands are charged with a tribute to keep out
the sea; and terms ag-istatce are lands whose
owners must keep up the sea-banks. Holt-
house. '

AGISTOR. One who takes in horses or
other animals to pasture at certain rates.
Story, Bailm. § 443.

AGNATI-IS. In the law of descents. Re-
lations by the father. This word is used
in the Scotch law, and by some writers as an
English word, corresponding with the Latin
agnati, (q. 1:.) Ersk. Inst. b. 1, tit. 7, 5 4.

AGNATI. In Roman law. The term in-
cluded “all the cognates who trace their
connection exclusively through males. A
table of cognates is formed by taking each
lineal ancestor in turn and including all his
descendants oi.‘ both sexes in the tabular
view. It, then, in tracing the various branch-
es of such :1 genealogical table or tree, we
stop whenever we come to the name of a
female. and pursue that particular branch
or ramiiication no further, all who remain
after the descendants of women have been
excluded are ammtca, and their connection
together is agnatic relationship." Maine,
Anc. Law, 142.

Ali persons are agnaticaiiy connected togeth-
er who are under the same patna potcataa. or
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who have been under it, or who might have been
under it if their lineal ancestor had lived long
euougii to exercise his empire. Maine, Anc.

w. .

_'I_‘he agnate family consisted of all'persons
living at the same time, who would have been
subject to the patria poteatas of a common an-
cestor, if his life had been continued to their
time. Iladl. Rom. Law, 131.

Between agnati and cognati there is this dif-
ference: that, under the name of agnati. cog-
nafi are included. but not (‘ convcrao; for in-
stance, a father's brother, that is. a paternal
uncle, is both agnatua and commtus, but a
mother's brother, that is, a maternal uncle, is
a cognatna but not agnatus. (Dig. 38. 7, 5,
pr.) Burriil.

AGIIATIO. [From agmm‘. q. 17.] De-
rived from or through males. 2 Bl. Comm.
236.

AGNATIO. In the civil law. Relation-
ship on the fnther’s side; agnation. Agnatio
a. palm est. Inst. 3, 5, 4; Id. 3. 6, 6.

AGNATION. Kinship by the father's
side. See Acxvarss; Ao.\'A'r1.

AGNOMEN. Lat. An additional name
or title; a nickname. A name or title which
a man gets by some action or peculiarity;
the last of the four names sometimes given
a Roman. Thus, Scipio Africunus. (the Afri-
can,) from his African victories. Ainsworth;
Calvin.

AGNOMINATION. A surname; an ad-
ditional name or title; agnomen.

AGNUS DEX. Lat. Lamb of God. A
piece of white wax, in a flat. oval form, like
a small cake, stamped with the figure of a
lamb. and consecrated by the pope. Cowell.

AGRARIAN. nenmmg to land, or to a
division or distribution of land; as an agra-
rian law.

AGRARIAN LAWS; In Roman law.
Laws for the distribution among the people.
by public authority, of the lands constituting
the public domain, usually territory con-
quered from an enemy.

In common parlance the term is frequently
applied to laws which have for their ob-
ject the more equal division or distribution
of landed property; laws for subdividing
large properties and increasing the number
of landholders.

AGRARIUH.
able out oi! land.

A tax upon or tribute pay-

In old English law.
Spelman.

AGREAMENTUH.
Agreement; an agreement.

AGREE. To concur; to come into harmo-
ny; to give mutual assent; to unite in men-
tal action; to exchange promises; to make
an agreement.

To concur or acquiesce in; to approve or
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adopt. Agreed, agreed to. are frequently
used in the books, (like accord.) to show the
concurrence or harmony of cases. Agrccd
per curiam is a common expression.

’l‘o harmonize or reconcile. "You will
agree your books." 8 Coke. 67.

AGREE. In French law. A solicitor
practising solely in the tribunals of com-

merce.

AGEEEAJIGE. In Scotch law. Agree-
ment; an agreement 0!‘ C0l.ltl‘ilCi’..

AGREED. Settled or established by
agreement. This word in a deed creates a
covenant.

This word is a technical term, and it is
synonymous with “contracted," .\icKisick v.
liicliisick, Meigs (Tenn.) 433. It means, cs
vi tcrmini, that it is the agreement of both
parties, whether both sign it or not, each and
both consenting to it. .-ukin v. Albany, V.
J: C. R. Co., 26 Barb. (N. Y.) 298.

—Ag1'-eed order. The only difierence between
an agreed order and one which is made in the
due course of the proceedings in an action is
that in the one case it is agreed to. and in the
other it is made as authorized by law. Ciafiin
v. Gibson (Ky.) 51 S. W. 439, 21 Ky. Iaw
Rep. 337.—Ag1-eed statement of facts. A
statement of facts._ agreed on by the parties
as true and correct, to be submitted to a court
for a mling on the law of the case. United
States Trust Co. V. New Mexico. 183 U. S. 535.
22 Sup. Ct. 172, 46 L. Ed. 315: Reddick v.
Sfilaski County. 14 Ind. App. 598. 41 N. E.

’ AGREEMENT. A concord of understand-
ing and intention. between two or more par-
ties. with respect to the effect upon their
relative rights and duties, of certain past or
future facts or performances. The act of
two or more persons, who unite in expressing
a mutual and common purpose, with the view
of altering their rights and obligations.

A coming together of parties in opinion or

determination; the union of two or more
minds in a thing done or to he done; a mu-
tual assent to do a thing. Pom. Dig. “Agree-
ment." A 1. n

The consent of two or more persons con-
curring, the one in parting with, the other
in receiving. some property, right, or benefit.
Bac. Abr.

A promise, or undertaking. This is a loose
and'incorrect' sense oi’ the word. Wain v.
Warlters. 5 East, 11. '

:-'l‘h'e writing or instrument which is evi-
dence of'an agreement.

Olnssulcatlon. Agreements are _ of the
following several descriptions, viz.:

(fomiitlonal agreements. the operation and
effect of which depend upon the existence of
a supposed state of facts. or the performance
of a .condition, or the happening or a contin-
gency.
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Ea-ecuted agreements. which have refer-
ence to past events. or which are at once
closed and where nothing further remains to
be done by the parties.

E.tecutory agreements are such as are to
be performfl-tin the future. They are com-
monly preliminary to other more formal or
important contracts or deeds, and are usual-
ly evidenced by memorandn, parol promises,
etc.

E.rpr('ss agrccmcnts are those in which the
terms and stipulations are specifically de-
clared and avowed ivy the parties at the time
of making the agreement.

Implied agrccmcut. One inferred from the
acts or conduct of the parties, instead of he-
ing expressed by them in written or spoken
words; one inferred hy the law where the
conduct of the parties with reference to the
suhgiect-niatter is such as to induce the belief
that they intended to do that which their
acts indicate they have done. Bixby v. Moor,
51 N. II. 403: Cuneo v. De Cuneo. 24 Tex.
Cir. App. 436, 59 S. W. 284.

Purol agrccmcnts. Such as are either by
word of mouth or are committed to writing,
‘but are not under seal. The common law
draws only one great line, between things
under seal and not under seal. Wharton.

synonyms distinguished. The term
“agreement” is often used as synonymous
with “contract." Properly speaking, how-
ever, it is a wider term than “contract” (An-
son, Cont. 4.) An agreement might not he a
contract, because not fulfilling some require-
ment of the law of the place in which it is
made. So, where a contract embodies a se-
ries of mutual stipulations or constituent
clauses, each of these clauses might be de-
nominated an “agree1neni_:.”

“Agreement" is seldom applied to special-
ties; ‘‘contract'' is generally confined to sim-
ple contracts; and “prorm'xc" refers to the
engagement of a party without reference to
the reasons or considerations for it, or the
duties of other parties. Pars. Cont. 6.

“Agreement” is,more comprehensive than
“promise;" signifies a mutual contract. on
consideration, between two or more parties.
A statute (of frauds) which requires the
agreement to be in writing includes the con-
sideration. Wain v. Warlters, 5 East, 10.

“Agreement” is not synonymous with
‘fpromise" or “undertaking," but, in its more
proper and correct sense, signifies a mutual
contract, on consideration, between two or
more parties, and implies a consideration.
Andrews v. Pontue, 2-1 Wend. (N. Y.) 285.

AGREER. Fr.
To rig or equip a vessel.
tit. 2, art. 1.

In French marine law.
Ord. Mar. liv. 1,

AGREZ. Fr. In French marine law.
The rigging or tackle of a vessel. Ord. Liar.
liv. 1, tit. 2. art. 1; Id. tit. 11, art. 2; Id. liv.
3, tit. 1, art. 11. .
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AGRI. Arable lands in common flelds.

AGRI IJLIITATI. In Roman law.
Lands belonging to the state by right of con-
quest, and granted or sold in plots. Sandars,
Just. Inst. (5th Ed.) 98.

In modern civil law. Lands whose
boundaries are strictly limited by the lines
of govemment surveys. Hardin v. Jordan,
140 U. S. 371, 11 Sup. Ct. 808, 35 L. Ed. 428.

AGRICULTURAL LEN. A statutory
lien in some states to secure money or sup-
plies advanced to an agricuiturist to be ex-
pended or employed in the making of a crop
and attaching to that crop only. Clark v.
Farrar, 74 N. C. 686, 690.

' AGRICULTURE The science or art of
cultivating the ground, especially in fields or
large areas, including the tillage of the soil,
the planting of seeds, the raising and her-
vesting of crops, and the rearing of live stock.
Dillard v. Webb, 55 Ala. 474. And see Bin-
zel v. Grogan, 67 Wis. 147, 29 N. W. 895;
Simona v. Lovell, 7 Heisk. (Tenn) 510;
Springer v. Lewis, 22 Pa. 191.

A person actually engaged in the “science of
agriculture” (within the meaning of a statute
giving him special exemptions) is one who de-
rives the support of himself and his family,
in whole or In part from the tillage and culti-
vation of fields. He must cultivate something
more than a garden, although it may be much
less than a farm. If the area cultivated can
be called a field, it is agriculture, as well in
contemplation of law as in the etymolo y of the
word. And if this condition be fulfiled. the
uniting of any other business,- not inconsistent
with the pursuit of agriculture. does not_take
away the protection of the statute. Springer
v. Lewis. 22 Pa. 193.

AGUSADURA. In ancient customs, a
fee, due from the vassals to their lord for
sharpening their plowing tackle.

AHTEIZD. In old European law. A kind
of oath among the Bavarlans. Spelman. In
Saxon law. One bound by oath, q. d. “oath-
tied.” From ath-, oath, and tied. Id.

am, 17. To support, help. or assist. This
word must be distinguished from its syno-
nym “encourage," the diiference being that
the former connotes active support and as-
sistance, while the latter does not; and also
from “abet," which last word imports nec-
essary criminality in the act furthered, while
“aid," standing alone, does not. See A_m-:1‘.

AID AND ABET. In criminal law. That
kind of connection with the commission oi‘
a crime which, at common law, rendered the
person guilty as a principal in the second
degree. it consisted in being present at the
time and place. and doing some act to ren-
der aid to the actual perpetrator of the
crime. though without taking'a direct share
in its commission. See 4 Bl. Comm. 34; Peo-
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pie v. Dole, 122 Cal. 486, 55 Pac. 581, 68 Am.
St. Rep. 50; State v. Tally, 102 Ala. 25.
15 South. 722; State v. Jones, 115 Iowa, 113.
88 N. W. 196; State v. Cox, 65 Mo. 29. 33.

An) AND COMFORT. Help; support;
assistance; counsel: encouragement.

As an element in the crime of treason, the
giving oi.‘ "aid and comfort" to the enemy
may consist in a mere attempt. It is not es-
sential to constitute the giving of aid and
comfort that the enterprise commenced
should be successful and actually reader as-
sistance. Young v. United States, 97 U. 8.
62, 24 L. Ed. 992; U. S. v. Greathouse, 4
Sawy. 472, Fed. Gas. No. 15.25%

AD) or THE RING. The king's tenant
prays this. when rent is demanded of him
by others.

An) PRAYER. In English practice. A
proceeding formerly made use of, by way of
petition in court, praying in aid of the ten-
ant for life, etc., from the reversioner or re-
mainder-man, when the title to the inherit-
ance was in question. It was a plea in sus-
pension of the action. 3 Bl. Comm. 300.

AIDER BY VERDICT. The healing or-
remission, by a verdict rendered, of a defect
or error in pleading which might have been
objected to before verdict.

The presumption of the proof of all facts-
necessary to the verdict as it stands, coming
to the aid of a record in which such facts are
not distinctly alleged.

AIDS. In feudal law, originally mere
benevolences granted by a tenant to his lord,
in times of distress; but at length the lords
claimed them as of right. They were prin-
cipally three: (1) To ransom the lord's per-
son, if taken prisoner; (2) to make the
lord's eldest son and heir apparent a knight;.
(3) to give a suitable portion to the lord's
eldest daughter on her marriage. Abolished
by 12 Car. II. c. 24.

Also, extraordinary grants to the crown
by the house of commons, and which were
the origin of the modern system of taxation.
2 Bl. Comm. 3?. 64. '

—Rea.sonable aid. A duty claimed by the
lord of the fee of his tenants, holding by
knight service. to marry his daughter, etc..
Cowell.

AIEL, Aioul, Aile,
grandfather.

A writ which lieth where the grandfather
was seised in his deniesne as of fee of any
lands or tenements in fee-simple the day that
he died, and a stranger abateth or entereth
the same day and disposscsseth the heir.

Ayle. L. Fr. A

Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 222: Spelman; Termes de
la Ley; 3 Bl. Comm. 186.

AIELIISBE.
nlfying “grandmother."

A Norman French term sig-
Kelhain.
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AIIEIIB. In French feudal law. The
right or privilege of the eldest born; primo-
genlture; esnecy. Guyot, Inst. Feud. c. 17.

All. That fluid transparent substance
which surrounds our globe. Bank v. Ken-
nett. 101 110. App. 370, 748. W. 474.

AIDS. In old Scotch law. The court of
the justices itinerant, corresponding with the
English eyre, (q. 12.) Skene de Verb. Sign._
voc. her.

All’! AND PAIRT. In old Scotch crim-
inal law. Accessary; contrlver and partner.
1 Pitc. Crlm. Tr. pt. 1, p. 133; 3 How. State
Tr. 601. Now written or! and part, (q. o.)

A13-WAY. In English law. A passage
for the admission of air into a mine. To ma-
liciously all up, obstruct. or damage, with in-
tent to destroy, obstruct, or render useless
the air-way to any mine, is a felony punish-
able by penal servitude or imprisonment at
the discretion of the court. 24 & 25 Vict. c.
97, I 28.

AIIIAIBKTUH. In old English law.
An easement. Spelman.

All!!! or 216113.
the eldest or flrst born.

In old English law,

AJOUBIIHEIIT. In French law. The
document pursuant to which an action or
suit is commenced, equivalent to the writ of
summons in England. Actions, however,
are in some cases commenced by requete or
petition. Arg. Fr. Merc. Law, 545.

AIUAR. In Spanish law. Parapherna-
lia. The Jewels and furniture which a wife
brings in marriage.

AJUTAGE. A tube, conical in form,
intended to be applied to an aperture through
which water passes, whereby the flow of the
water is greatly increased. See Schuylkill
Nav. Co. V. Moore, 2 Whart. (Pa.) 477.

Anni.
"Next-a-kin.”

In old English law.
7 Mod. 140.

01' kin.

AL. L. Fr. At the: to the. Al barre; at
the bar. Al hula d’cs9ma; at the church-
door.

ALE EOOLESIE. The wings or side
aisles of a church. Blount.

ALANEBABIUI. A manager and keep-
er of dogs for the sport of hawking; from
clause, a dog known to the ancients. A fal-
coner. Blount.

ALARK 1.131‘. The list of persons liable
to military watches, who were at the same
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time exempt from trainings and musters.
See Prov. Laws 1775-76, c. 10, 5 18; Coast.
Mass. c. 11, | 1, art. 10; Pub. St. Mass. 1882.
p. 1287.

ALBA FIBHA. In old English law.
White rent; rent payable in silver or white
money, as distinguished from that which was
anciently paid in corn or provisions, called
black mail, or black rent. Speiman; Reg.
Orig. 3190.

ALBACEA. In Spanish law. An execu-
tor or administrator; one who is charged
with fulfilling and executing that which is
directed by the testator in his testament or
other last disposition. Emeric v. Alvarado,
64 Cal. 529, 2 Pac. 418, 433.

ALBAIIAGIIJH. In old French law. The
state of alienage; of being a foreigner or
alien.

ALBANUS. In old French law.
ger, alien, or foreigner.

A stran-

ALBINATUS. In old French law. The
state or condition of an alien or foreigner.

ALBIIATUI IUS. In old French law.
The droit d‘aubaine in France, whereby the
king, at an alien's death, was entitled to all
his property, unless he had peculiar exemp-
tion. Repealed by the French laws in June,
1791. .

ALBUH SERVE. A blank writ; a writ
with a blank or omission in it.

AI.B‘D’s I.I.‘BEB.. The white‘ book: an
ancient book containing a compilation of the
law and customs of the city of London. It
has lately been reprinted by order of the mas-
ter of the rolls.

AI.cABAI.A. In Spanish law. A duty
of a certain per cent. paid to the treasury on
the sale or exchange of property.

ALOALDE. The name of a judicial of-
iicer in Spain, and in those countries which
have received their laws and institutions
from Spain. His functions somewhat re-
sembled those of mayor in small municipali-
ties on the continent, or justice of the peace
in England and most of the United States.
Castillero v. U. S., 2 Black, 17, 194, 17 L. Ed.
360.

ALCOHOLISM. In medical Jurispru-
dence. The pathoiogical effect (as distin-
guished from physiological effect) of excessive
indulgence in intoxicating liquors. It is acute
when induced by excessive potations at one
time or in the course of a single dehnuch.
An attack of delirium tremens and alcoholic
homicidal mania are examples of this form.
It is chronic when resulting from the long-
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continued use of spirits in less quantities, as
in the case of dlpsomania.

ALDERMAN. A judicial or adminis-
trative magistrate. Originally the word was
synonymous with "elder," but was also used
to designate an earl, and even a king.

In English law. An associate to the
chief civil magistrate of a corporate town or
city.

In American cities. The aldermen are
generally a legislative body, having limited
Judicial powers as a body, as in matters of
internal police regulation, laying out and re-
pairing streets, constructing sewers, and the
like; though in many cities they hold sepa-
rate courts, and have magisteriai powers to
a considerable extent. Bouvier.

ALDERHANNUS. L. Lat. An alder-
man, q. 1:.

—AIdonnu1nua oivitatil vol burgl. Alder-
man of a cit' or borough, from which the mod-
era oiiice o alderman has been derived. '1‘.
liaym. 435, 437.-Aldeunannus comitntns.
’l'l-.e alderman of the county. According to
Spelman. he held an oflicc intennedinte between
that of an earl and a shoritf. According to oth-
er authorities, he was the same as the earl. 1
Bl. (Yomm. 116.—Aldex-Innnnus hundredi
son wapentaohu. Alderman of a hundred or
watfentake. S lman.—Aldennnnn.ns regis.
Al erman of t e king. So called, either be-
cause he received his appointment from the king
or because he gave the judgment of the king
in the premises allotted to him.—Aldennan-
nus totius Anglia. Alderman of all Eng-
land. An oiiicer among the Anglo-Saxons. sup-
posed by Spelman to be the same with the chief
Justtciary of England in later times. Spelman.

ALE-OONNER. In old English law. An
oflicer appointed by the court-leet, sworn to
look to the assise and goodness of ale and
beer within the precincts of the leet. Kltch.
Courts, 46; Whishaw.

An officer appointed in every court-ieet,
and sworn to look to the assise of bread, ale,
or beer within the precincts of that lordship.-
Cowell.

ALE-HOUSE. A place where ale is sold
.to be drunk on the premises where sold.

ALE SILVER. A rent or tribute paid
annually to the lord mayor of London. by
those who sell ale within the liberty of the
city.

ALE-STAKE. A maypole or long stake
driven into the ground. with a sign on it for
the sale of ale. Cowell.

ALEA. Lat. In the civil law. A game
of ('llililC€ or hazard. Dig. 1i. 5. 1. See Cod.
3. 43. The chance of gain or loss in a con-
tract.

ALEATOB. Lat. (From alca. q. 1'.) In
the civil law. A gamester; one who plays
at games of hazard. Dig. 11, 5; Cod. 8. -13.
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ALEATOBY CONTRACT. A mutual
agreement, ,of _-which the effects, with respect
both to the advantages and losses, whether
to all the parties or to some of them. depend
on an uncertain event. Civil Code La. art.
2982; Moore v. Johnston, 8 La. Ann. 488:
Losecco v. Gregory, 108 La. 648, 32 south.
985.

A contract, the obligation and performance
of which depend upon an uncertain event.
such as insurance, engagements to pay an-

‘ nnitles, and the like.
A contract is aieatory or hazardous when

the performance of that which is one of its
objects depends on an uncertain event. It is
certain when the thing to be done is suppoe
ed to depend on the will of the party. or
when in the usual course of events it must
happen in the manner stipulated. Civil Code
La. art. 1776.

ALER. ~A DIEU. L. Fr. In old prac-
tice. To be dismissed from court; to go
quit. Literally, “to go to God."

ALEII. SANS JOUR. In old practice, a
phrase used to indicate the final dismissal of
a case from court without continuance. “To
go without day."

ALEIJ’. Fr. In French feudal law. An
allodial estate, as distinguished from a feudal
estate or beneflce.

ALPET. -A cauldron into which boiling
water was poured, in which a criminal
plunged his arm up to the elbow, and there
held it for some time, as an ordeal. Du
Cange.

A ALGARUH LIARIS. Probably a cor-
ruption of Lnganuiu. maris. iagan being a
right, in the middle ages, like jetsam and
flotsam, by which goods thrown from a vessel
is distress became the property of the king.
‘or the lord on whose shores they were strand-
ed. Spelman; Jacob; Du Cange.

ALGO. Span. In Spanish law. Prop-
erty. White, Nov. Recop. h. 1, tit. 5, c. 3.
5 4.

ALIA ENOBMIA. Other wrongs. The
name given to a general allegation of inju-
ries caused by the defendant with which the
plaintiff in an action of trespass under the
common-law practice concluded his declara-
tion. Archb. Crim. Pl. 694.

ALIAMENTA. A liberty of passage.
open way. water-course. eti-., for the tenant's
accommodation. K ltchen.

ALIAS. Lat. Otherwise: at another
time; in another manner; formerly.
—A1lna dictum “Otherwise called." This
phrase (or its shorter and more nsual.form.
aliaa.),when placed between two names in n
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pleading or other paper indicates that the same
person is known by both those names. A ficti-
tious name assumed by a person is colloquially
termed an “alias.” Ferguson v. State. 1134
Ala. &, 32 South. 760, 92 Am. St. Rep. 14:
Turns v. Com.. 6 Metc. (Mass) 235; lxennedy
v. People, 1 Cow. C-r. Rep. (N..Y.) 119_.--_AlinI
writ. An alias writ is a second wi-i_t issued
in the same cause, where a former writ of the
same kind had been issued without eEect_ in
such case, the language of the second writ is.
"We command on, as we have before [smut
alias] commande you,” etc. Roberts v. Church,
17 Conn. 142; Farris v. Walter, 2 Colo. App.
450. 31 Pac. 23].

ALIBI. Lat. In criminal law. Else-
where; in another place. A term used to ex-
press that mode of defense to a criminal
prosecution, where the party accused, in or-
der to prove that he could not have commit-
ted the crime with which he is charged, oi‘-
fers evidence to sliowthat he was in another
place at the time; which is termed setting
up an alibi‘. State v. McGarry, 111 Iowa,
709. 83 N. W. 718; State v, Child, 40 Kan. 482.
20 Pac. 275; State v. Powers, 72 \'t. 168, 47
Atl. 830; Peyton v. State, 54 Neb. 188. '4 N.
W. 591'.

ALIEN. n. A foreigner; one born abroad;
a person resident in one country, but owing
allegiance to another. In England, one born
out of the allegiance of the king. In the
United States, one born out of the jurisdic-
tion of the United States, and who has not
been naturalized under their constitution and
laws. 2 Kent, Comm. 50; Ex parte Dawson,
3 Bradf. Sur. (N. Y.) 136; Lynch v. Clarke.
1 Sandf. Ch. (N. Y.) 668; Lyons v. State, 67
Cal. 380, 7 Pac. 763.

—Alion nmy. In international law. Alien
friend. An alien who is the subject or citizen
of a foreign government at peace with our own.
—Alien and sedition lows. Acts of con-
gress of July 6 and July 14. 1798. See Whart.
State Tr. 2‘.’..--Alien enemy. In-international
law. An alien who is the subject or citizen of
some hostile state or power. See Dyer. 2b;
Co._ Litt. 12%. A person who. by reason of
owing a permanent or temporary allegiance to a.
hostile power, becomes, in time‘ of war. impress-
ed with the character of an enemy, and. as
Inch, is disabled from suing in_'the courts of the
adverse belligerent. See 1 Ixent, Comm. 74;
2 id. (£3; Bell v. Chapman. 10-Johns. (N.
‘.|.‘¥<l: Dorsey v. Briglinm, 177 Ill. 250. 52 i.
E. 303, 42 I1 R. A. 809. 69 Am. St. Rep. 228.
—A_lien friend. The subject of a nation with
which we are at peace; an alien amy.—Alien
nee. A man born an alien. '

ALIEN or ALIENE. 1-. To transfer or
moire over to another; _to convey or transfer
the property of a thing from one person to
another; to alienate. I'sually applied to
transfer of lands and tenements. Co. ii“
118: (‘owell.

511933 lflxotin exnoto oilioio gown-
tnr. The business of another is to be con-

ducted with particular attention. Jones.
Bailm. Ki; First Nat. Bank of Carlisle v.

Graham. 79 Pa. 118, 21 Am. Rep. -19.
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ALIENABLE. Proper to be the subject
of alienation or transfer.

ALIENAGE. The condition or state of
an alien.

ALIENATE. To convey; to transfer the
title to property. Co. Litt. 1180. Alien is
very commonly used in the same sense. 1

Washb. Real Prop. 53.
“Sell, alicmi-Iv,’ and dinpone" are the form-

al words of transfer in Scotch conveyances
of heritable property. Bell.
"‘Tbe term alienate has a technical legal mean-

ing. and any transfer of real estate, short of
a conveyance of the title, is not an alienation
of the estate. No matter in what form the sale
may be made. unless the title is conveyed to
the purchaser. the estate is not alienated."
Masters v. Insurance Co., 11 Barb. (N. Y.) 630.

Alienntio lioot proliibentnr, consonon
tnmen omnliun, in qnornm favor-em pro-
hibit: est, potent flex-1|, et qnllibet potent
renunoinre Jnri pro so introdnoto. Al-
though alienation he prohibited. yet, by the
consent of all in whose favor it is prohibited.
it may take plaice; for it is in the power of
any illilli to renounce a law made in his
own i'a\'oi'. Co. Litt. 98.

Alienntio rei prefertnr jnri nonrea-
oendi. Alienation is favored by the law
rather than accuinulation. Co. Litt. 185.

AIJENATION. In real property law.
The transfer of the property and possession
of lands, teneineiits, or other things, from
one person to nnotlier. Termes de in Ley.
It is particularly applied to absolute con-
veyances of real property. Conover v. Mu_-
tual Ins. Co., 1 N. Y. 200. 294.

The act by which the title to real estate
is voluntarily resigned by one person to an-
other aiid accepted by the latter, in the
forms prescribed by law.

The voluntary mid complete transfer from
one person to another, involving the coni-
plete and absolute exclusion, out of him who
allenates, of any remaining interest or par-
ticle of interest, in the thing transmitted;
the complete transfer of the property and
possession of lands, tenements, or other things
to another. Orrell v. Bay Mfg. Co., 83 ‘Miss.
800. 30 South. 561. "O L. R. A. 881 ;'Blll'llIiilk
v. lnsiirance Co.. 24 N. H. 558. 57 Am. Dec.
300: United States v. Schurz, 102 U. S. 378,
26 L. Ed. 167; Vining v. Willis, 40 Kim.
609, 20 Pac. 232.

In medical jurisprudence. A generic
term denoting the diirerent kinds or forms
of mental aberration or derangement.
-Alienation oflce. In English practice.
An_ office for the recover_v_of fines levied upon
writs of covenant and entries.

Alienation pending a. unit is void. 2 P.
Wms. 482; 2 Atk. 174; 3 Atk. 392: 11 Yes.
194: Murray v. Ballow, 1 Johns. Ch. (N. Y.)
566. 580. .
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ALIENEB. One to whom an alienation,
conveyance, or transfer of property is made.

ALIEN! GENERIS. Lat. Of another
kind. 3 P. Wms. 247.

ALIEN! JUBIS. Lat. Under the con-
trol, or subject to the authority. of another
person; c. 1].. an infant who is under the au-
thority of his father or guardian; a wife
under the power of her husband. The term
is contrasted with SUI JUBI8, (q. 1:.)

LLEIIIGENA. One of foreign birth;
an alien. 7 Coke, 31.

ALIZENISH. The state. condition, or
character of an alien. 2 Kent, Comm. 56.
64, 69.

AIJENOB. He. who makes a grant,
transfer of title. conveyance, or alienation.

AI.n:1|'US. Lat. Another's; belonging
to another; the property of another. Aliemu
homo, another's man. or slave. Inst. 4. 3,
pr. Aiicna rel. another's property. Bract.
fol. 13b.

ALIMENT. In Scotch law. To main-
tain, support. provide for; to provide with
necessaries. As a noun, maintenance. sup-
port; an allowance from the husband's estate
for the support of the wife. Paters. Comp.
5! 845,‘ 850, 893.

ALIIIENTA. Lat. In the civil law.
Ailments; means of support, including food,
(cibaria,) clothing, (vcsiitua,) and habitation,
(habitatia) Dig. 34, 1, 6..

ALIMONY. The allowance made to a
wife out of her husband's estate for her sup-
port. either during a matrimonial suit. or at
its termination, when she proves herself en-
titled to a separate maintenance, and the
fact of a marriage B established.

Alimony is an allowance out of the has-
band's estate, made for the support of the
wife when living separate from him. It is
either temporary or permanent. Code Ga.
1882, 5 1736.

The allowance which is made by order of
court to a woman for her support out of her
husband's estate. upon being separated from
him by divorce, or pending a suit for di-
vorce. Pub. St. Mass. 1882, p. 1287. And
see Bowman v. Worthington. 24 Ark. 522;
Lynde v. Lynde, 64 N. J. i-lq. 736, 52 Atl.
694. 58 L. R. A. 471. 97 Am. St. Rep. 692;
Collins v. Collins, 80 N. Y. 1; Stearns v.
Stearns. 66 Vt. 187. 28 Ati. 875, 44 Am. St.
Rep. 836: In re Spencer. 83 Cal. 460, 23 Pac.
395, 17 Am. st. Rep. 266: Adams v. Storey,
135 Ill. 448. 26 N. E. 582. 11 L. R. A. 790.
25 Am. St. Rep. 392.

By alimony we understand what is neces-
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sary for the nourishment. lodging. and sup-
port of the person who claims it. It includes
education. when the person to whom the all-
mony is due is a minor. Civil Oode La. art.
230.

The term is commonly used as equally ap-
plicable to all allowances. whether annual
or in gross, made to a wife upon a decree in
divorce. Burrows v. Purple. 107 Mass. 432.

Alhnonu pondcnte me is that ordered dur-
ing the pendency of a suit.

Permanent alimony. A provision for the
support and maintenance of a wife out of her
husband's estate. during her life time, or-
dered by a court on decreeing a divorce.
Odom v. Odom, 36 Ga. 320; In re Spencer,
83 Cal. 460, 23 Pac. 395, 17 Am. St. Rep. 266.

The award of alimony is essentially a
different thing from a division of the prop-
erty of the parties. Johnson V’. Johnson, 57
Kan. 343. 46 Pac. 700. It is not in itself an
“estate" in the technical sense, and there-
fore not the separate property or estate of
the wife. Cizek v. Cizek. 89 Neb. 797, 99 N.
W. 28; Guenther v. Jacobs, 44 Wis. 354;
Romaine v. Chauncey, 60 Hun, 477, 15 N.
Y. Supp. 198: Lynde v. Lynde. 64 N. J. Eq.
738. 52 At]. 694. 58 L. R. A. 471. 97 Am. St.
Rep. 092; Holbrook V. Comstock. 16 Gray
(Mass.) 109.

A1310 INTUITU. Lat. In a diiferent
view; under a different aspect. 4 Rob.
Adm. as Pr. 151.

With another view or object.
558; 6 Maule & S. 234.

7 East.

Allqnid oonoeditnr as i.nju.s-in ‘renn-
Ioat lmpnnita, quod alias non conco-
deretur. Something is (will be) conceded.
to prevent a wrong remaining unredressed.
which otherwise would not be conceded. Co.
Litt. 197D.

ALIQUI1) POSSBSSIONIS ET XIEI1.
JUIIIS. Somewhat of possession. and noth-
ing of right. (but no right.) A phrase used
by Bracton to describe that kind of posses-
sion which a person might have of a thing
as a guardian, creditor, or the like; and also
that kind of possession which was granted
for a term of years, where nothing could he
demanded but the usnfruct. Bract. fols.
39a. 1601:.

Aliquis non dobet use Jude: in pro-
ps-il oausl, quh non potent esss judo:
st pars. A person ought not to be judge in
his own cause, because he cannot act as
judge and party. Co. Litt. 141; 3 Bl. Comm.
59.

ALITER. Lat. Otherwise. A term oft-
en used in the reports.

Alina est oolns-o, Aliud tnosro. To con-
ceal is one thing; to be silent is another
thing. Lord Mansfield, 3 Burt. 1910.
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Allud est distinotio, aliud separatio.
Distinction is one thing; separation is an-
other. It is one thing to make things dis-
tinct. another thing to make them separable.

Allud est possidere, aliud ease in poa-
seuiome. It is one thing to possess; it is
another to be in possession. Hob. 163.

Alind est vendors, aliud vendenti eon-
seutire. To sell is one thing; to consent to
a sale (seller) is another thing. Dig. 50. 17,
160. '

ALIUD EXAHBN. A different or for-
eign mode of trial. 1 Hale, Com. Law, 88.

ALIUND2. Lat. from another source;
from elsewhere; from outside. Evidence
auunde (i. e., from without the will) may be
received to explain an ambiguity in a will.
1 Greenl. Ev. I 291.

ALL. Collectively, this term designates
the whole number of particulars, individ-
uals, or separate items; distributively, it
may be equivalent to "each" or “every."
State v. Maine Cent. R. Co., 06 Me. 510:
Sherburne v. Sischo, 143 Mass. 442, 9 N. E.
1'97.

—All and lar. A comprehensive term
often employed in conveyances, wills, and the
like, which includes the aggregate or whole and
also each of the separate items or components.
Mc(‘laskey v. Barr (C. C.) 54 Fed. 798.—All
faults. A sale of goods with “all faults” cov-
ers. in the absence of fraud on the part of the
vendor, all such faults and defects as are not
inconsistent with the identity of the goods as
the goods described Whitney v. Boardman, 118
Mass. 242.—All tours. Two cases or decisions
which are alike in all material respects, and

recisely similar in all the circumstances at-
ecting their determination. are said to be .or to

run on "all fours.”—A1l the estate. The
‘ name given in England to the short clause in a

conveyance or other assurance which purports
to convey “all the estate. right, title. interest,
claim. and demand" of the grantor. lessor. etc.,
in the property dealt with. Dav. Conv. 93

Allegans contra:-la. non est audiendns.
One alleging contrary or contradictory
things (whose statements contradict each
other) in not to he heard. 4 Inst. 279. Ap-
plied to the statements of a witness.

Allagans suasn tn:-pitudlnem non est
aadiendus. One who alleges his own in-
famy is not to be heard. 4 Inst. 279.

Allegarl not debuit quad probatnsn
non relevat. That ought not to be alleged
which, it proved. is not relevant. 1 Ch. Cas.
45.

ALLEGATA. In Roman law. A word
which the emperors formerly signed at the
bottom of their. rescripta and constitutions:
under other instruments they usually wrote
sinus or testata. line. Load.

ALLEGATA ET PBOBATA. Lat.
Things alleged and proved. The allegations
made by a party to a suit, and the proof ad-
duced in their support. .

Aliegatio contra faotvunuwn est ad-
nittenda. An allegation contrary to the
deed (or fact) is not admissible.

ALLEGATION. The assertion, declara-
tion, or statement of a party to an action.
made in a pleading. setting out what be ex-
pects to prove.

A material allegation in a pleading is one
essential to the claim or defense. and which
could not be stricken from the pleading
without leaving it insufliclent. Code Civil
Proc. Cal. 5 463.

In eeelesiastieal law. The statement of
the facts intended to be relied on in support
of the contested suit.

In English ecclesiastical practice the word
seems to designate the pleading as a whole;
the three pleadings are known as the allega-
tions; and the defendant's plea is distln-'
guished as the defensive, or sometimes the
responsive. allegation, and the complainant's
reply as the rejoining allegation.
—Allegation of faculties. A
made by the wife of the property of

statement
her hus-

hand. in order to her obtaining alimony. ee
Faculties.

ALLEGE. To state, recite, assert, or
charge; to make an allegation.

ALLEGED. Stated;
asserted : charged.

recited ; claimed;

ALLEGIANCE. By allegiance is meant
the obligation of fidelity and obedience
which the individual owes to the govern-
ment under which he lives, or to his sover-
eign in return for the protection he receives‘.
It may bean absolute and permanent obliga-
tion, or it may he a qualified and temporary
one. The citizen or subject owes an abso-
lute and permanent allegiance to his govern-
ment or sovereign, or at least until, by some"
open and distinct act, he reuounces it and
becomes a citizen or subject of another gov-
ernment or another sovereign. The alien,
while domiciled in the country, owesa lo-
cal and temporary allegiance, which con-
tinues during the period of his residence.
Carlisle v. U. 8., 16 Wall. 154. 21 L. Ed.
426; Jackson v. Goodell, 20 Johns. (N. Y.)
19]; U. S. v. Wong Kim Ark. 169 U. S. 649,
18 Sup. Ct. 456, 42 L. Ed. 890; Wallace v.
Harmstad. 44 Pa. 501.

“The tie or liyamcn which binds the sub-
ject [or citizen] to the king [or government]
in return for that protection which the king
[or government] aflords the subject. [or citi-
zen."] 1 Bl. Comm. 366. It consists in “a
true and faithful obedience of the subject
due to his sovereign." 7 Coke, 40.
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Allegiance is the obligation of fidelity and
obedience which every citizen owes to the
state. Pol. Code Cal. '5 55. '

' In Norman French. Alleviation; relief;
redress. Kelham.
—Looal allegiance. That measure of obedi-
ence which is due from a subject of one govern-
ment to another government. within whose ter-
ritory he is tem rrarily resident.—Na.tnra.l al-
lo anoo. In ‘nglish law. That kind of al-
legiance which is due from all- men born within

’the king's dominions. immediately upon their
birth. which is intrinsic and ierpetual, and can-
not be divested by any act 0 their own.
Comm. 369; 2 Ixent, Comm. 42. In American
law. The allegiance due from citizens of the
United States to their native country, and also
from naturalized citizens, and which cannot be
renounced without the permission of govern-
ment. to be declared by law. 2 Kent, Comm.
43-49. It diifers from local allegiance. which
is temporary only, being due from an alien or
stranger born for so long a time as he continues
within the sovereizn's dominions and protection.
Fost. Cr. Law, 184.

ALLEGIARE. To defend and clear one‘s
self; to wage one’s own law.

ALLEGING DIMINUTION. The alle-
gation in an appellate court, of some error
in a subordinate part of the nisi prius rec-
ord. ‘

ALLEVIABE. L. Lat. In old records.
To levy or pay an accustomed tine or compo-
sition; to redeem by such payment. Cowell.

ALLIANCE. The relation or union be-
tween persons or families contracted by in-
termarriage.

In international law. A union or asso-
ciation of two or more states or nations,
formed by league or treaty. for the joint
prosecution of a war, or for their mutual as-
sistance and protection in repelling hostile
attacks. The league or treaty by which the
association is formed. The act of confed-
eratlng. by league or treaty, for the purposes
mentioned.
it the alliance is formed for the purpose of

mutual aid in the prosecution of a war against
a common enemy, it is called an “ofl‘ensive"
alliance. If it contemplates only the rendi-
tion of aid and rotection in resisting the as-
sault of a hostie power. it is called a “de-
fensivc" alliance. If it combines both these
features. it is denominated an alliance “of-
fensive and defensive."

ALLISION. The running of one vessel
into or against another. as distinguished
from a collision, i. 0.. the running of two
vessels agalnt each other.

ALLOCATION. An allowance made up-
on an account in the English exchequer.
Cowell.

ALLOOATIONE PACIENDA. In old
English practice. A writ for allowing to an
accountant such sums of money as he hath
lawfully expended in his oiilce; directed to
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the lord treasurer and barons of the ex-
cbequer upon application made. Jacob.

. ALLOOATO OOHITATU. In’ old Eng-
lish practice. In proceedings in outlawry,
when there were but two county courts
holden between the delivery of the writ of
e.ri_m‘ faciatc to the sherlfl and its return, a
special (‘.1-Igi farms. with an allocafo com-

itatu issued to the sherii! in order to com-
plete the proceedings. .See ICXIGENT.

ALLOOATUB. Lat. It .is allowed. A
word formerly used to denote that a writ or
order was allowed.

A word denoting the allowance by a mas-
ter or prothonotary of a bill referred for his
consideration, whether touching costs, dam-
ages, or matter of account. Lee.
—-Spoollnl nlloontur. The special allowance
of a‘writ_ (particularly a writ of error) which is
required in some particular cases.

ALLOOATUB HXIGEN1‘. A species of
writ anclently issued in outlawry proceed-
lugs, on the return of the original writ of
exigent. 1 Tidd, Pr. 128.

ALLOCUTION. See Annocrrrrzs.

ALLOCUTUS. In criminal procedure,
when a prisoner is convicted on a trial for
treason or felony, the court is bound to de-
mand of him what he has to say as to why
the court should not proceed to judgment
against him: this demand is called the “al-
locuius," or “allocution,” and is entered on
the record. Archb. Crim. Pl. 173; State V.
Ball, 27 M0. 324.

ALLODARII. Owners of allodlal lands.
Owners of estates as large as a subject may
have. Co. Litt. 1; Bac. Abr. “Tcnurc," A.

ALLODIAL. Free; not holden of any
lord or superior; owned without obligation
of vassalage or realty; the opposite of feud-
al. Barker v. Dayton. 28 Wis. 384; Wallace
v. Harnistad, 44 Pa. 499.

ALLODIUH. Land held absolutely in
one's own right, and not of any lord or su-
perior; -laud not subject to feudal duties or
burdens.

An estate held by absolute ownership,
without recognizing any superior to whom
any duty is due on account thereof. 1

Wnshb. Real Prop. 16. .\Ic('artee v. Orphan
Asylum, 9 Cow. (N. 1'.) 511, 18 Am. Dec. 516.

ALLOGRAPH. A document not written
by any of the parties thereto; opposed to
autograph.

ALLONGL}. When the indorsements on
a bill or note have filled all the blank space.
it is customary to annex a strip of paper,
called an “allongc,” to receive the further"-“
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indorsements. Fountain v. Bookstaver. 141
Ill. 461. 31 N. E. 17: Hang v. R.lley. 101
Ga. 372 2) S. 11 44. 40 L R. A. 244: Bishop
v. Chase. 156 Mo. 158. 56 S. W. 1080, 79
Am. st. Rep. 515.

ALLOT. To apportion. distribute; to di-
vide property previously held in common
among those entitled. assigning to each his
ratabie portion. to be held in severaity: to
set apart specific property. a share of a
fund. etc., to a distinct party. Glenn v.
Glenn. 41 Ala. 582; Fort v. Allen, 110 N.
C. 183. 14 S. E. 685.

In the law of corporations. to allot shares,
debentures. etc., is to appropriate them to
the applicants or persons who have applied
for them; this is generally done by sending
to each applicant a letter oi‘ allotment. in-
forming him that a certain number of shares
have been allotted to him. Sweet.

ALLOTIIENT. Partition, apportion-
ment, division; the distribution of land un-
der an inclosure act. or shares in a public
undertaking or corporation.
—AllotInont note. In English law. A writ-
ing by a seaman. whereby he makes an assign-
ment of part of his wages in favor of his wife.
father or mother, grandfather or grandmother,
brother or sister. Every allotment note must
be in a form sanctioned by the board of trade.
The allottee. that is. the person in whose favor
it is made, may recover the amount in the coun-
ty court. Mosley & Whitley.—Allotment sys-
tem. Designates the practice of dividing land
in small portions for cultivation by agricultural
laborers and other cottagers at their leisure. and
after they have performed their ordinary day's
work. Wharton,-Allotment warden. B
the I-hglish general inclosure act. 1845. 5 108’:
when an allotment for the laboring poor of a
district has been made on an inclosure under
the act. the land so allotted is to be under the
management of the incumbent and church war-
den of the parish, and two other persons elect-
ed by the parish. and they are to be styled “the
allotment wardens" of the parish. Sweet.

ALLO'l"l'EE. One to whom an allotment
is made, who receives a ramble share under
an allotment; a person to whom land under
an inclosure act or shares in a public under-
taking are allotted.

ALLOW. To grant, approve, or permit:
as to allow an appeal or a marriage: to allow
an account. Also to give a flt portion out
of a larger property or fund. Thurman v.
Adams. 82 Miss 20-}. 33 South. 9-H: Cham-
berlain v. Putnam, 10 S. D. 360, 73 N. W.
201: People v. Gilroy. 82 Hun. 500. 31 N.
Y. Supp. 776; Hinds v. Marmolejo. 60 Cal.
Zil: Straus v. Wanamaker, 175 Pa. 213, 34
At]. 852.

ALLOVVANOE. A deduction. an average
payment. a portion assigned or allowed; the
act of allowing.
--Allowance pendente lite. in the English
chancery division. where property which forms
the ‘subject of proceedings is more than sulfi-

ALMANAO

cient to answer all claims in the proceedings,
the court may allow to the parties interest-
ed the whole or part of the income, or (in
the case of pemonalty) part of the property it-
self. St. 15 & 16 Vict. c. 80. 5 57; Daniell.
Ch. Pr. 1070.—Spooh.l IIIOWIIIOOI. In Fng-
lish practice. In taxing the costs of an action
as between party and party. the taxing oiiicer is,
in certain cases, empowered to make special al-
lowances; 4'. 9.. to allow the party costs which
the ordinary scale does not warrant. Sweet.

ALLOY. An inferior or cheaper metal
mixed with gold or silver in manufacturing
or coining. As respects coining, the amount
of alloy is iixed by law, and is used to in-
crease the hardness and durability of the
coin.

ALLOYNOUB. L. Fr. One who con-
ceals, steals. or carries on! a thing privately.
Britt. c. 17. '

ALLUVIO HABIS. Lat. In the civil
and old miglish law. The washing up of
the «sea; formation of soil or land from the
sea; maritime increase. I-isle, Anal. 5 8.
“Allurio maria is an increase of the land ad-
joining. by the projection of the sea. casting
up and adding sand and slubb to the adjoin-
i_ng land, whereby it is increased, and for the
most part by insensihle degrees.” Hale. de
Jure Mar. pt. 1, c. 6. .

ALLUVION. That increase of the earth
on a shore or bank of a river, or to the shore
of the sea, by the force ot the water, as by a
current or by waves, which is so gradual that
no one can judge how much is added at each
moment of time. Inst. 1. 2, t. 1, § 20. Aug.
Water Courses, 53. Jefferis v. East Omaha
Land Co., 134 U. S. 178, 10 Sup. Ct. 518, 33
L. Ed. 872; Freeland V. Pennsylvania R.
Co., 197 Pa. 529, -17 A'ti. 745, 58 L. R. A.
206. 80 Am. St. Rep. 850.

The term is chleiiy used to signify a grad-
ual increase of the shore of a running stream,
produced by deposim from the waters.

By the common law. alluvion is the addi-
tion made to land by the washing of the sea.
or a navigable river or other stream, when-
ever the increase is so gradnal that it cannot
be perceived in any one moment of time.
Lovingston v. St. Clair County, 64 Ill. 58.
16 Am. Rep. 516.

Alluvion dimers from avulsion in this: that
the latter is sudden and perceptible. St.
Clair County v. Lovingston. 23 Wall. 46. 23
L. Ed. 59. See AvuLs1oN.

ALLY. A nation which has entered into
an alliance with another nation. 1 Kent,
Comm. 69.

A citizen or subject of one of two or more
allied nations.

ALMANAC. A publication. in which is
recounted the days of the week. month. and
year. both common and particular. distin-
guishing the fasts. feasts, terms, etc., from
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the common days by proper marks, pointing
out also the several changes of the moon.
tides. eclipses, etc.

ALMESFEOH. In Saxon law. Aims-fee:
alias-money. Otherwise called "Peterpence."
Cowell.

ALHOIII.
divine service.

Aims; a tenure of lands by
See FRANKALMOIGNE.

ALMOXARIFAZGO. In Spanish law.
A general term, signifying both export and
import duties, as well as excise.

ALMS. Charitable donations. Any spe-
cies of relief bestowed upon the poor. That
which is given by public authority for the re-
lief of the -poor.

ALNAG1-I3, or ULNAGER. A sworn of-
tlcer of the king whose duty it was to look
to the assise oi’ woolen cloth made through-
out the land, and to the putting on "the seals
for that purpose ordained, for which he
collected a duty called "ainage." Cowell;
Termes de la Ley.

ALIIETUM. In old records. a place where
alders grow, or a grove of alder trees.
Doomsday Book; Co. Lltt. 4b.

ALODB, Alodos, Alodh. L. bat. In ten-
dal law. Old forms of Medium. or allodlum,
(q_. 12.) -

ALONG. This term means “by,” "on," or
“over," according to the subject-matter and
the context.‘ Pratt v. Railroad Co., 42 Me.
585; Walton v. Railway Co., 67 Mo. 58;
Church v. Meeker, 34 Conn. 421.

ALT. In Scotch practice. An abbrevia-
tion of Alter, the other; the opposite party;
the defender. 1 Broun, 336, note.

ALTA PRODITIO. L. Lat. In old Eng-
lish law. lllgh treason. 4 Bl. Comm. 75.
See Hmii Till-ZABON.

ALTA VIA. L. Lat. in old English law.
A highway; the highway. 1 Salk. 2122. Alta
via rcgia; the king's highway; “the king's
high street.” Finch, Law, b. 2, c. 9.

ALTARAGB. In ecclesiastical law. 0!-
ferings niade on the altar; all profits which
accrue to the priest by means of the altar.
Ayiitre, Parerg. 61.

ALTER. To make a change in: to modi-
ry; to vary in some degree: to change souie
of the elements or ingredients or details with-
out suhstituting an entirely new thing or de-
stroying the identity of the thing affected
Hannibal v. Wiiiciiell. 54 M0. 177: Haynes
v. State, 15 Ohio St. 455; Davis v. Campbell,
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123 Iowa, 524, 61 N. W. 1053; Sessions v.
State, 115 Ga. 18, 41 S. E. 250. See ALTERA-
TION.

Synonyms. This term is to be distinguished
from its synonyms "change" and “amend.” To
change may import the substitution of an en-
tirely diflerent thing. while to alter is to oper-
ate _upon a subject-matter which continues ob-
jectively the same while modified in some par-
ticular. If a check is raised. in respect to its
amount, it is altered; if a new check is put in
its place, it is changed. To “amend" implies
that the modification made in the subject im-
proves it. which is not necessarily the case with
an alteration. An amendment always involves
an alteration. but an alteration does not al-
ways amend.

ALTERATION. Variation;
making different. See ALTER.

An alteration is an act done upon the in-
strument by which its meaning or language
is changed. If what is written upon or eras-
ed from the instrument has no tendency to
produce this result, or ‘to mislead any person,
it is not an alteration. Oliver v. Hawley, 6
Neb. 4-44.

An alteration is said to be material when
it affects. or may possibly affect, the rights
of the persons interested in the document.

Synonyms. An act done upon a written in-
strument, which, without destroying the identi-
ty of the document, introduces some change in-
to its terms, meaning. language. or details is
an alteration. This may be done either by the
mutual agreement of the arties concerned, or
by a person interested an er the writing with-
out the consent, or witiiout the knowledge, of
the others. In either case it is properly denom-
inated an alteration; but if performed by a
mere stranger. it is more _technically described
as a spoiumon or mutilation. Cochran v. Ne-
beker, 48 Ind. 462. The term is not properly
applied to any change which involves the sub-
stitution of a. ractically new document. And
it should in str ctness be reserved for the desig-
nation of changes in form or language. and not
used with reference to modifications in matters
of substance. The term is also to be distin-
guished from “defacement." which conveys the
idea of an obliteration or destruction of marks.
signs. or characters already existing. An addi-
tion which does not change or interfere with the
existing marks or signs, but gives a difierent
tenor or significance to the whole, may be an
alteration. but is not a defacement. Linney v.
State. 6 Tex. 1, 55 Am. Dec. 756. Again. in the
law of wills, there is a difierence between_revo-
cation and alteration. If what is done simply
takes away what was given before, or a part_ of
it, it is a revocation: l_>ut_if it gives something
in addition or in substitution, then it is an al-
teration. Appeal of Miles. 68 Conn. 237. 38
At]. 39. 38 L. R. A. 176.

changing ;

Alton-his ch-ciunventio 1111 non pro-
bet aotionem. ' The deceiving of- one person
does not afford an action to another. Dig.
50, 17, -19.

ALTEBNAT. A usage among diploma-
tlsts by which the rank and places of differ-
ent powers, who have the same right and
pretensions to precedence, are changed from
time to time. either in a certain regular order
or one determined by lot. In drawing up
treaties and coaveiitions. for example. it is
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the usage of certain powers to alternate, both
in the preamble and the signatures, so that
each power occupies. in the copy intended to
be delivered to it, the flrst place. Wheat.
Int. Law, 5 157.

ALTEBNATIH. L. Lat. Interchange-
ably. Litt. I 371; Towush; P1. 37.

Altornntiva potitio non est audisnda.
An alternative petition or demand is not to
be heard. 5 Coke, -10.

ALTERNATIVE. One or the other 01'

two things; giving an option or choice; ai-
lowing a choice between two or more things
or acts to be done.
—Altensa.tivo contract. A contract whose
terms allow of performance b the doing of ei-
ther one of several acts at t e election of the
party from whom performance is due. Crane
v. Peer. 43 N. J. Eq. 553. 4 At]. 72.—Alts1-nap
tivo obligation. An obligation allowing the
obligor to choose which.of two things he will
do. the performance of either of which will sat-
isfy the instrument. Where the things which
form the object of the contract are separated
by s disjunctive, then the obligation is alterna-
tive. A promise to deliver a. certain thing or
to pay a specified sum of money. is an example
of this kind of obligation. Civil Code La. art.

.—Altsrnntivo remedy. Where a new
remed is created in addition to an existing
one, t ey are called “alternative" if only one
can be enforced; but it both, “cumulative.”-
Altornntivs writ. A writ commanding the
person against whom it is issued to do a speci-
fied thing. or show cause to the court why he
should not be compelled to do it. Allee v. Mc-
Coy. 2 Marv. (Del.) 465. 36 Atl. 359.

ALTEBNII VIOBUI. L. Lat. By al-
ternate turns; at alternate times; alternate-
ly. Co. Litt. 4a; Shep. Touch. 206.

ALTEBUH NON LEDERE. Not to in-
Jure another. This maxim, and two others,
honcstc oivcre, and mum caique tribuere.
(q. 1)..) are considered by Justinian as tund-
amentai principles upon which all the rules
of law are based. Inst. 1, 1, 3.

ALTIUB NON TOLLENDI. In the civil
law. A servitude due by the owner of a
house, by which he is restrained i'rom build-
ing beyond a certain height. Dig. 8, 2. 4;
Sandars, Just. Inst. 119.

ALTTUI TOLLENDI. In the civil law.
A servitude which consists in the right, to
him who is entitled to it. to build his house
as high as he may think proper. In general,
however, every one enjoys this privilege. un-
lss he is restrained by some contrary title.
Sandars, Just. inst. 119.

ALTO ET BASIO. High and low. This
phrase is applied to an agreement made be-
tween two contending parties to submit all
matters in dispute, alto et basao, to arbitra-
tion. Oowell.

AMBASSADOE

ALTO’! MARE. L. Lat. In old English
law. The high sea, or seas. Co. Litt. 2130b.

The deep sea. Supcr altam mare, on the
high seas. liob. 2120.

ALUMNU8. A child which one has nurs-
ed; a foster-child. Dig. 40. 2, 14. One edu-
cated at a college or seminary is called an
“alumnus” thereof.

ALVEUS. The bed or channel through
which the stream flows when it runs within
its ordinary chamiel. Calvin. .

Alveus dcreiictas, a deserted channel.
Mac-keid. Rom. Law, 5 274.

AHALGAMATION. A term applied in
England to the merger or consolidation of
two incorporated companies or societies.

_ In the case of the Empire Assurance Corpora-
non. 0867.) L. R. 4 Eq. 347, the vice-chancel-
lor said: “It is diflicuit to say what the word
‘amalgamate’ means. I confess at this moment
I have not the least conception of what the full
legal efiect of the word is. We do not find it
in any law dictionary

But I am quite sure ofcompetent authorit .

this: that the wo ‘amalgamate' cannot mean
that the execution of a deed shall make a man
a partner in a firm in which he was not a part-
ner before, under conditions of which he is In no
way cognizant, and which are not the same as
those contained in the former deed." But in
Adams v. Yazoo & M. V. R. Co.. 77 Miss. 194.
24 South. 200, 211, 60 L. R. A. 33. it is said
that the term “amalgamation" of corporations
is used in the English cases in the sense of what
is usually known in the United States as "mer-
ger." meaning the absorption of one corpora-
tion by another, so that it is the absorbing cor-
poration which continues in existence; and it
difiers from “consolidation." the meaning of
which is limited to such a union of two or more
corporations as necessarily results in the crea-
tion of a third new corporation.

AHALPEITAN CODE. A collection of
sea-laws. compiled about the end of the
eleventh century, by the people oi‘ Amalphi.
It consists of the laws on maritime subjects.
which were or had been in force in countries
bordering on the Mediterranean: and was for
a long time received as authority in those
countries. Azuni; Wharton.

AMANUENSIS. One who writes on be-
half of another that which he dictates.

AHBAOTUS. A messenger; a servant
sent about; one whose services his master
hired out. Spelman. '

AMBASOIATOR. A person sent about
in the service of another; a person sent on a
service. A -word of frequent occurrence in
the writers of the middle ages. Spelman.

AEASSADOE. In international law.
A public otiicer, clothed with high diplomatic
powers. commissioned by a sovereign prince
or-state to transact the international busi-
ness of his government at the court or the
country to which he is sent.

or expounded by any _
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Ambassador is the commissioner who rep-
resents one country in the seat of govern-
ment of another.‘ He is a public minister,
which, usually, a consul is not. Brown.

Ambassador is a person sent by one sover-
eign .to another, with authority, by letters
of credence, to treat on aflairs of state. Ja-
cob.

AMBER. or AMBRA. In old English
law. A measure of four bushels.

AMBIDEXTER. skillful with both
hands; one who plays on both sides. Ap-
plied anciently to an attorney who took pay
from both sides, and subsequently to a juror
guilty of the same oirense. Cowell.

Annblgua reaponsio contra pro£eren-
tem est acolplenda. An ambiguous an-
swer is to be taken against (is not to be con.-
strued in favor of) him who offers it. 10
Coke, 59.

Anabiguls oallhna Iemper prusnxnitnr
pro rage. in doubtful cases. the presump-
tion always is in behalf of the crown. Lolft,
Append. 248.

AMBIGUITAS. Lat. From ambiguus,
doubtful, uncertain. obscure. Ambiguity;
uncertainty of meaning.

Ambiguitas latcns, a latent ninbigulty;
ambiguitas patcns, a patent ambiguity. See
AMBIGUITY.

Anbiguitas veborum latens verifi-
oatione Iuppletur: nan: qnod ex faoto
orltur ambiguum verifications fact! tol-
litur. A latent ambiguity in the language
may be removed by evidence: for whatever
ambiguity arises from an extrinsic fact may
he explained 'by extrinsic evidence. Bac.
Max. Reg. 23.

Ambignitaa verliornm patena null].
vorificatlone excludltur. A patent am-
biguity cannot be cleared up by extrinsic evi-
dence. Lofft. 249.

AMBIGUITY. Doubtfulness: doubleness
of meaning; indistinctness or uncertainty of
meaning of an expression used in a written
instrument. Nindle v. State Bank. 13 .\‘eb.
245. 13 N. ‘W. 275; Ellinaker v. Ellniaker, 4
Watts (Pa.) 89; Kraner v. Halsey, 82 Cal.
209. 22 Pac. 1137; Ward v. Epsy. 6 Humph.
(Tenn.) 447.

An ambiguity may be either intent or
patent. it is the former. where the language
employed is clear and intelligible and sug-
gests but a single meaning. but some ex-
trinslc fact or extraneous evidence creates a
necessity for interpretation or a choice
among two or more possible meanings. But
a patent ambiguity is that which appears on

the face of the lnstriiment, and arises from
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the defective, obscure, or insensible language
used. carter v. Holman, 60 M0. 504; Brown
v. Gulce. 46 Miss. 302; Stokeley v. Gordon.
8 Md. 505; Chambers v. Ringstair. 69 Ala.
140; Hawkins v. Garland. 78 Va. 152, 44
Am. Rep. 158; Hand v. lioifinan. 8 N. J. Law.
71; Ives v. Kimball, 1 Mich. 313; Palmer v.
Albee, 50 Iowa, 431; Petrie v. llamilton Col-
lege, 158 N. Y. 458, 53 N. E. 216.

‘Synonyms. Ambiguity of language is to be
distinguished from unintelligibility and inaccu-‘
racy. for words cannot be said to be ambiguous
unless their signification seems doubtful and un-
certain to persons of competent skill and knowl-
edge to understand them. Story, Contr. 272.
_ l‘he term “ambiguity” does not include mere
enact-uracg. or such uncertainty as arises from
the use 0 _pecuiiar words, or of common words
in a peculiar sense. Wig. Wills. 174.
—_Axnbignlty upon the tactnra. An am-
biguity in relation to the very foundation of
the instrument itself. as distinguished from an
ambiguity in regard to the construction of its
terms. The term is applied, for instance. to II
doubt as to whether a testator meant a particu-
lar clause to be a part of the will. or whether
it was introduced with his knowledge. or wheth-
er_ a codlcil was meant to republish a former
will, or whether the residuary clause was ac~
cidentally omitted. Eatherly v. Entheriy. I

Cold. (Tcnn.) 461, 465, 78 Am. Dec. 49!).

Anbignun: pactnn: contra vendltorem
lnterpretandnm est. An ambiguous con-
tract Is to be interpreted against the seller.

Anibignunn placltum lnterprctari de-
bet contra proferentem. An ambiguous
plea ought to be interpreted against the party
pleading it. Co. Litt. 3031;.

AMBIT. A boundary line. as going
around a place; an exterior or inclosing line
or limit.

The limits or circumference of a power or
jurisdiction; the line circumscribing any sub-
ject-matter.

AMBITU8. In the Roman law. A going
around; a path worn by going around. A
space of at least two and a half feet in width.
between neighboring houses. left for the con-
venience of going around them. Calvin.

The procuring of a public oflice by money
or gifts; the unlawful buying and selling of
a public otiice. inst. 4. 18. 11; Dig. 48. 14.

‘ Anbnlatoria est voluntas defunct!
usqne ad vita supreznum exltiun. The
will of a (lecezised person is anihulatory until
the latest nioineiit of life. Dig. 34. 4, 4.

AMBULATORY. Movable:
subject to change.

Ambulatorio 1-oiuntaa (a changeable will)
denotes the power which a testator possesses
of altering his will during his life-time.
‘Hattersley v. Bissett. 50 N. J. Eq. 577. 25 Atl.
332.

The court of king's bench in England was
forinerly called an “ambulatory court." be-
cause it followed the king‘s person. and was

revocable:
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held sometimes in one place and sometimes
in another. So, in France, the supreme court
or parliament was originally ambulatory. 3
Bl. Comm. 38. 39, 41.

The return of a sherifl has been said to be
ambulatory until it is tiled. Wilmot, J., 3
Burr. 1644. -

AIBUSH. The noun “umbush" means
(i) the act of attacking an enemy unexpect-
edly from a concealed station; (2) a conceal-
ed station. where troops or enemies lie in
wait to attack by surprise, an ambuscade;
(3) troops posted in a concealed place for at-
tacking by surprise. The verb "ambush"
means to lie‘ in_ wait, to surprise, to place in
ambush. Dale County v. Gunter. til: Ala. 142.

AKBI.IOBA'I‘I01l'8. Betterments; im-
provements. 6 Low. Can. 294; 9 Id. 503.

AHENABLE. Subject to answer to the
.nw; accountable; responsible; liable to pun-
ishment. Miller v. Com., 1 Duv. (Ky.) 17.

Also means tractable, that may be easily
led or governed: formerly applied to a wife
who is governabie by herhusband. Cowell.

AMEND. To improve;
by change or moditication.

to make better
See ALTER.

AEINDE HONORABLE. In old Engu
link law. A penalty imposed upona person
by way of disgrace or infamy, as a punish-
ment for any offense, or for the purpose of
making reparation for any injury done to an-
other. as the walking into church in a white
sheet, with a rope about the neck and a torch
in the hand, and begging the pardon of God,
or the king, or any private individual, for
some delinquency. Bouvier.

In French ' law. A species of punish-
ment to which offenders against public de-
cency or morality were anciently condemned.

AHENDHENT. In practice. The‘ cor-
rection of an error committed in any pro-
cess. pleading, or proceeding at law. or in eq-
uity. and which is done either of course. or
by the consent of parties, or upon motion to
the court in which the proceeding is pend-
ing. 3 Bl. Comm. 407, 448; 1 Tidd, Pr..696.
Hardin v. Boyd, 113 U. S. 756, 5 Sup. Ct. 771,
% L. Ed. 11;].

Any writing made or proposed as an im-
prorement of some principal writing.

In legislation. A modification or altera-
tion proposed to be made in a bill on its pas-
sage. or an enacted law; also such modifica-
tion or change when made. Brake V. Calli-
son (C. C.) 122 Fed. 722.

AHINIIS. A satisfaction given by a

wrong-doer to the party injured, for a wrong
committed. 1 Lil. Reg. 81.
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AHENITY. In real property law. Such
circumstances, in regard to situation. out-
look, access to a water-course, or the like. as
enhance the pleasautness or desirability of
an estate for purposes oi‘ residence, or con-
tribute to the pleasure and enjoyment of the
occupants, rather than to their indispensable
needs. In England, upon the building oi’ a

‘railway ‘or the construction of other public
works, “amenity damages" may be given for
the defacement of pleasure grounds, the im-
pairment of riparian rights, or other destruc-
tion of or injury to the amenities of the es-
tate.

In the law of easements, an “amenity" con-
sists in restraining the owner from doing
that with and on his property which, but
for the grant or covenant. he might lawfully
have done; sometimes called a “negative
easement" as distinguished from that class
of easements which compel the owner to suf-
fer something to be done on his property by
another. Equitable Life Assur. Soc. v. Bren-
nan (Sup.) 24 N. Y. Supp. 788.

AHENTIA.
Insanity ; idiocy.

In medical jurisprudence.
See Issanrrr.

AHERALIUS. L. Lat. A naval com-
mander, uuder the eastern Roman empire.
but not of the highest rank; the origin, ac-
cording to Spelman, of the modern title and
office of admiral. Spelman.

AMERGE. To impose an amercement or
flue; to punish by a iine or penalty.

AHERCBHENT. A pecuniary penalty,
in the nature of a fine, imposed upon a per-
son for some fault or misconduct. he being
“in mercy" for his oirense. It was assessed
by the peers of the delinquent, or the af-
feerors, or imposed arbitrarily at the discre
tion oi‘ the court or the lord. Goodyear v.
Sawyer (C. C.) 17 Fed. 9.

The difference between amcrcemcnrn and
/Inca is as follows: The latter are certain.
and are created by some statute; they can
only be imposed and assessed by courts of
record; the former are arbitrarily imposed
by courts not of record, as courts-leet. Termes
de la Ley, 40.

The word “amercement" has long been es-
pecially used of a mulct or penalty, imposed
by a court upon its own officers for neglect of
duty. or failure to pay over moneys collected.
In particular, the remedy against a sheriff
for failing to levy an execution or make re-
turn of proceeds of sale is. in several of the
states. known as “amercement." In others.
the same result is reached by process of at-
tachment. Abbott. Stansbury v. Mfg. Co.. 5
N. J. Law, 441. ,

AMERICAN CLAUSE. in marine in-
surance. A proviso in a policy to the eflect
that, in case of any subsequent insuranco.
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the insurer shall nevertheless be answerable
for the full extent of the sum subscribed by
him, without right to claim contribution
from subsequent underwriters. American
Ins. Co. v. Griswold, 14 Wend. (N. Y.) 399.

AHEUBLISSEHENT. In French law.
A species or agreement which by a flction
gives to immovable goods the quality of mov-
able. Merl. Repert.; 1 now: Can. 25, 58.

AMI; AMY. A friend; as alien am‘, an
alien belonging to a nation at peace with us;
prochein amt‘; a next friend suing or defend-
ing for an infant, married woman, etc.

AMICABLE. Friendly; mutually for-
bearing; agreed or assented to by parties
having conflicting interests or a dispute; as
opposed to hostile or adversary.
--Amioabls action. In practice. An action
between friendly) parties. An action brought
and carried on y the mutual consent and ar-
rangement of the parties, in order to obtain the
judgment of the court on a doubtful question of
law, the facts being usuallv settled by agree-
ment. Iord v. Veazie, 8 Iiow. 251, 12 L. Ed.
1067.—Am1cable com onnders. In Louisi-
ans law and iactice. ‘There are two sorts of
arbitrators,— e arbitrators pro rly so called.
and the amicable compounders. he arbitrators
ought to determine as judges, agreeabl to the
strictness of law. Amicable compoun ers are
authorized to abatevsomething of the strictness
of the law in favor of natural equity. Amicable
compounders are in other respects subject to
the sauie rules which are provided for the arbi-
trators by the present title.” Civ. Code IA.
arts. 3109, 3110.—AmioabIe suit. The words
"arbitration" and “amicable lawsuit," used in.
an obligation or agreement between parties, are
not convertible terms. The former carries with
it the idea of settlement by disinterested third
parties, and the latter by a friendly submission
of the points in dispute to a judicial tribunal to
be determined in accordance with the forms of
law. Thompson v. Moulton, 20 La. Ann. 535.

AMIGOS GURIE. ‘ Lat. A friend of
the court. A by-stander (usually a counsel-
lor) who interposes and volunteers informa-
tion upon some matter of law in regard to
which the judge is doubtful or mistaken, or
upon a matter of which the court may take
judicial cognizance. Counsel in court fre-
quently act in this capacity when they hap-
pen to be in possession of a case which the
judge has not seen, or does not at the mo-
ment remember. Taft v. Northern Transp.
Co., 56 N. H. 416; Birmingham Loan, etc.,
Co. v. Bank, 100 Ala. 249, 13 South. 915, 46
Am. St. Rep. 45; In re Columbia Real Es-
tate Co. (D. C.) 101 Fed. 970.

It is also applied to persons who have no
right to appear in a suit. but are allowed to
introduce evidence to protect their own in-
terests. Bass v. Fontleroy, 11 Tex. 699, 701,
702.

AMIBAL. Fr. In French maritime law.
Admiral. Ord. de la Mar. liv. 1, tit. 1. § 1.

AMITA. Lat. A paternal aunt. An
aunt on the father's side. Amua magna.

AMONG

A great-aunt on the father's side. Amita
major. A great-great aim-t on the father's
side. Amita ma:rima. A great-great-great
aunt, or a great-great-grandfather's sister.
Calvin.

AMITINUS. The child of a brother or
sister; a cousin; one who has the same
grandfather, but diirerent father and mother.
Calvin.

AMITTERE. Lat. In the civil and old
English law. To lose. Hence the old Scotch
“amitt."
—Aniittero ouriun. To lose the court; to
be deprived of the privilege of attending the
court.—Amittere Iegem tors-n. To lose the
protection aiforded by the law of the land.T-
Asnittos-e llberun logem. To lose_ones
frank-law. A term having the same meaning as
amim-re lcgcm term. (11. 12.) He who lost his
law lost the rotection extended by the law to a
freeman. an became subject to the same law
as thralls or serfs attached to the land.

AHNESTY. A sovereign act of pardon
and oblivion for past acts, granted by a gov-
ernment to all persons (or to certain per-
sons) who have been guilty of crime or de-
lict, generally political oi!enses.—treason.
sedition, rebellion,-—and often conditioned
upon their return to obedience and duty
within a prescribed time.

A declaration of the person or persons who
have newly acquired or recovered the sov-
ereign power in a state, by which they par-
don all persons who composed, upported,
or obeyed the government which has been
overthrown.

The word “amncs ” properly belongs _to in-
ternational law, an is applied to treaties of
peace following a state of war. and signifies
there the burial in oblivion of the particular
cause of strife, so that that shall not be again
a cause for war between the parties: and _this
signification of "aiunesty” is fully and poetical-
l_v expressed in the Indian custom of burying
the hatchet. And so _amnesty_ is applied to re-
bellions which by their magnitude are brought
within the rules of international law, and in
which multitudes of men are the subjects ‘of the
clemency of the government. But in these_cas-
es, and in all cases. it means only “oblivvon."
and never expresses or implies a grant. Knots
v. United States, 10 Ct. Cl. 407. _

“Amnesty” and “pardon" are very difierent.
The former is an act of the sovereign power, the
object of which is to eiface and to cmise to be
forgotten a crime or misdemeanor: the latter is
an act of the same authority. which exempts
the individual on whom it is bestowcd from the
punishment the law infiicts for the crime he
has committed. Bouvier: United States V.
Bassett. 5 Utah, 131. 13 Pac. 237: Davies v.
McK¢-eby. 5 Nev. 373: State v. Blalnck. 61 N.
C. 247: Knnte v. United States, 95 U. S. 149.
152. 24 L. Ed. 442.

AMONG. Iiiterniingled with. "A thing
which is among others is intermingled with
them. Coiiiiiierce among the states cannot
stop at the external boundary line of each
state, but may be introduced into the in-
terior." Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 19!,
6 L. Ed. 23. _

Where property is directed by will to be
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distributed among several persons, it cannot
be all given to one, nor can any of the per-
sons be wholly excluded from the distribu-
tion. Hudson v. Hudson, 6 Mani’. (Va.) 352.

AHORTIZATION. An alienation of
lands or tenements in mortmain. The re-
duction of the property of lands or tene-
ments to mortmain.

In its modern sense. amortization is the
operation of paying oi‘! bonds. stock, or other
indebtedness of a state or corporation.
Sweet.

AHORTIZB. To alien lands in mort-
main.

AHOTIO. In the civil law. A moving
or taking away. “The slightest amouo is
sutiicient to constitute theft. if the animus
furandi be clearly established." 1 Swint.
515. .

AHOTION. A putting or taming out:
disposseasion of lands. ouster is an amo-
tion of possession. 3 Bl. Comm. 199. 208.

A moving or carrying away; the wrongful
taking of personal chattels. Archb. Civil
Pl. Introd. c. 2. 5 3.

In corporation law. The act of remov-
ing an oiiicer. or ofiiclai representative. of a
corporation from his otilce or official station,
before the end of the term for which he
was elected or appointed, but without de- .

priving him of membership in the body cor-
porate. In this last respect the term differs
from “disfranchisement." (or expulsion.)
which imports the removal of the party from
the corporation itself. and his deprivation of
all rights of membership. White v. Brown-
eil, 2 Daly (N. Y.) 356: Richards v. Cll'.l.i'kS-
burg. 30 W. Va. 491. 4 S. E. 774.

AMOUNT. The eflect. substance. or re-
sult: the total or aggregate sum. ililhurn
v. Railroad Co., 23 Mont. 220. 58 Pac. 551:
Conneiiy v. Telegraph Co., 100 Va. 51. 40
S. E. 618. 56 L. R. A. 663, 93 Am. St. Rep.
919.

—Amo1nat covered. In
amount that is insured. and for which under-
writers are liable for loss under a pfllit-y of in-
surance.—Amonnt in controversy. The

insurance. The

damages claimed or. lief demanded; the
amount claimed or su for. Smith v. Giles,
R5 Tex. 341: Barber v. Kenncdv. lfl “inn.
216. (Gil. 196:4 Railroad Co. v. Cunnigan. 95
'I\ex. 439. 67 . . W. 888.—Amount of loss.
In insurance. The diminution. destruction. or
defeat of the value of. or of the cliarze upon.
the insured subject to the assured. by the direct
consequence of the operation of the risk insured
against. according to its value in the policy. or
in contribution. for loss. so far as its value is
covered by the insurance.

AHOVEAS HANDS. Lat. That you
remove your hands. After otllcc found. the
king was entitled to the things forfeited.
either lands or personal property: the rem-
edy for a person aggrieved was by “peti-

ANESTHESIA

tion," or “monstrous dc droit," or “travers-
ca." to establish his superior right. There-
upon a writ issued, quad manus domini regia
amoveantur. 3 Bl. Comm. 260.

ALIPARO. In Spanish-American law.
A document issued to a claimant of land as
a protection to him, until a. survey can be
ordered, and the title of possession issued by
an authorized commissioner. Trimble v.
Smither's Adm’r, 1 Tex. 790.

AMPLIATION. In the civil law. A
deferring of judgment until a cause he fur-
ther examined. Calvin.; Cowell. An order
for the rehearing of a cause on a day ap-
pointed, for the sake of more ample infor-
mation. Halifax. Anal. _b. 3, c. 13, n. 32.

In French law. A duplicate of an ac-
quittance or other instrument. A notary’s
copy of acts passed’ before him. delivered to
the parties.

AMIPIJUS. In the Roman law. More;
further; more time. A word which the pne-
tor pronounced in cases where there was any
obscurity in a cause. and the judices were
uncertain whether to condemn or acquit; by
which the case was deferred to a day nam-
ed. Adam. Rom. Ant’. 287.

AMPUTATION 0!‘ RIGHT HAND.
An ancient punishment for a blow given in
a superior court: or for assaulting a judge
sitting in the court. '

AMY. See Am; Paocunm AMY.

AN. The English indefinite article. In
statutes and other legal documents, it is
equivalent to “one" or “any ;" is seldom used
to denote plurality. Kaufman v. Superior
Court. 115 Cal. 132. 46 Pac. 904; People v.

Ogden, 8 App. Div. 464, 40 N. Y. Supp. 827.

AN E1‘ 1001!. Fr. Year and day; a
year and a day.

AK, 10113, B1‘ WASTE. In feudal law.
Year, day, and waste. A forfeiture of the
lands to the crown incurred by the felony
or the tenant, after which time the land es-
cheats to the lord. Termes de la Ley. 40.

ANACRISIB. In the civil law. An in-
vestigation of truth, interrogation of wit-
nesses, and inquiry made into any fact,
especially by torture.

ANESTEBSIA. In medical jurispru-
dence. (1) Loss of sensation. or insensibility
to pain, general or local. induced by the ad-
ministration or application of certain drugs
such as ether. nitrous oxide gas. or cocaine.
(2) Defect of sensation. or more or less com-
plete insensihility to pain, existing in vari-
0113 parts of the body as a result of certain
diseases of the nervous system.
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ANAGBAPK. A register, inventory, or
commentary.

ANALOGY. In logic. Identity or sim-
ilarity of proportion. Where there is no
precedent in point. in cases on the same sub-
ject, lawyers have recourse to cases on a
diflerent subject-matter. but governed-by the
same general principle. This is reasoning
by analogy. Wharton.

ANAPHZRODISIA. In medical jurispru-
dence. Impotentia caeundi; rrigidity; in-
capacity for sexual intercourse existing in
either man or woman. and in the latter case
sometimes called "dyspareunia.”

Anancmsr. Que who professes and
advocates the doctrines of anarchy. q. 12.

And see Cerveny v. Chicago Daily News Co..
139 Ill. 345. 28 N. E. (K12, 13 L. R. A. 864;
United States v. Williams. 194 U. S. 279, 24
Sup. Ct. 719, 48 L Ed. 979.

ANARCEY. The destruction of govern-
ment: lawlessness; the absence of all polit-
ical government; by extension, confusion in
government. See Spies v. People, 122 Ill. 1.
253. 12 N. E. 865. 3 Am. St. Rep. 320;
Lewis \'.;Daily News Co.. 81 Ltd. 466, 32 At].
246. 29 L. R. A. 59; People v. Most. 36 Misc.
Rep. 139, 73 N. Y. Supp. £0; Von Gerichten
v. Seitz, 94 App. Div, 130. 87 N. Y. Supp.
968.

ANATHEHA. An ecclesiastical punish-
ment by which a person is separated from
the body of the church, and forbidden all
intercourse with the members of the same.

ANATHEHATIZE. To pronounce an-
athema upon; to pronounce accursed by ec-
clesiastical authority; to excommunicate.

ANATOCISM. In the civil law. Re-
peated or doubled interest; compound inter-
est; usury. Cod. 4. 32, 1, 30.

ANCESTOB. One who has preceded an-
other in a direct line of descent; a lineal
asceudant.

A former possessor; the person last seised.
Termes de la Ley; 2 Bl. Comm. 201.

A deceased person from whom another
has inherited land. A former possessor.
Bailey v. Bailey. 5 Mich. 185; .\icCarthy v.
Marsh. 5 N. Y. -15; Springer v. Fortune,
2 Handy. (0hio.) 52. In this sense a child
may he the "ancestor” of his deceased par-
ent. or one brother the "ancestor” of an-
other. Lavery v. Egan. 143 Mass. 389. 9
N. E. 74?; Murphy v. Henry. 35 Ind. 450.

The term differs from “predecessor." in
that it is applied to a natural person and his
progenitors. while the latter is applied also
to a corporation and those who’ have held
omccs before those who now till them. Co.
Litt. 78b.
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ANCESTBAL. Relating to ancestors, or
to what has been done by them; as homage
anccstrcl.

Derived from ancestors. Ancestral estates
are such as are transmitted by descent, and
not by purchase. 4 Kent. Comm. 404.
Brown v. Whaley. 58 Ohio St. 654. 49 N. E.
479, 65 Am. St. Rep. 793.

ANCHOR.
gallons.

A measure containing ten

ANCHOR WATCH. A watch. consist-
ing or a small number of men. (from one to
four.) kept constantly on deck while the
vessel is riding at single anchor. to see that
the stoppers, painters. cables, and buoy-ropes
are ready for immediate use. The Lady
Franklin, 2 Lowell. $0. l.-‘ed. Cas. No. 7.984.

ANCHORAGE. In English law. A pres-
tation or toll for every anchor cast from a
ship in a port; and Sometimes, though there
be no anchor. Hale. de Jure Mar. pt. 2.
c. 6. See 1 W. Bl. 413 et seq.; 4 Term. 26!.

ANCIENT. Old; that which has existed
from an indefinitely early period. or which
by age alone has acquired certain rights or
privileges accorded in view of long continu-
ance.

—Anoie:nt deed. A deed 30 years old and
shown to come from a proper custody and hav-
ing nothing sns it-ious about it is an “ancient
deed" and may admitted in evidence without

roof of its execution. Ilavens v. Seashore
mud Co.. 47 N. J. Eq. 365. 20 Atl. 497; Davis

v. \Vood. 161 Mo. 17. 61 S. VV. 695.—Anolent
dexneene. Manors which in the time of Wil-
liam the Conqueror were in the hands of the
crown. and are so recorded in the Domesday
Book. Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 14. 56; Baker v. Wich.
1 Salk. 56. Tenure in ancient demeanc may be
filcaded in abatement to an action of ejectment.

ust v. Roe. 2 Burr. 1046. Also a species of
copyhold_ which difiers. however. from common
copyholds in certain privileges. but yet must be
conveyed by surrender, according to the custom
of the manor. There are three sorts: (1)
Where the lands are held freely by the king's
grant; i2l.customary freehoids, which are held
of a manor in ancient demesne, but not at the
lord's will, although they are conveyed by sur-
render. or deed and admittance; (3) lands held
by copy of court-roll at the lord's will. denom-
inated conyholds of base tenure.—Ancient
house. One which has stood long enough to
acquire an easement of support against the ad-
joining land or building. 3 Kent. Comm. 43?:
2 Washb. Real Prop. 74. 76. In England this
term is applied to muses or buildings erected
before the time of legal memory. (Cooke. Incl.
Acts. 35. 109.) that is. before the reign of Rich-
ard I.. although Practically any house is an an-
cient messuage i it was erected before the time
of living memory. and its urunn cannot be prov-
ed to be modern.—Aneient lights. Lights or
windows in a. house, which have been used in
their present state. without molestation or in-
termption. for twenty years. and upwards.
To these the owner of the house has a right
by prescription or occupancy. so that they
cannot be ohstmcted or closed by the owner
of the adioining land which they may over-
look. Wright v. Freeman. in Ilar. & J. (Md.)
477; Story v. Odin. 12 Mtiss. 160. 7 Am.
Dec. R1.--Ancient readings. Readings or
lectures upon the ancient English statutes. (or-
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merly regarded as of great authority in law.
Litt. I 481: C0. Litt. 280_.—Anoiont rent.
The rent reserved at the time the lease was
made. if the building was not then under lease.
Orby v. Lord Miohiin, 2 Vern. s')4‘2.—Anoient
serjeant. In English law. The eldest of the
queen's serjeants.—Anoient wall. A wall
built to be used, and in fact used, as a party-
wall, for more than twenty years, by the ex-
press permission and continuous acquiescence of
the owners of the land on which it stands. Eno
v. Del Vecchio. 4 Duer (N. Y.) 53. 63.—-An-
oient watercourse. A water-course is “an-
cient” if the channel through which it naturally
runs has existed from time immemorial inde-
pendent of the quantity of water which it dis-
charges. Earl V. De Hart. 1'.’ .\'. J. F41. 2530. 72
Am. Dec. 395.—-Ancient writings. Wills.
deeds, or other documents upwards of thirty
years old.
without express proof, when coming from the
proper custody.

AIICIENTS. In English law. Gentle-
men of the inns of court and chancery. In
Gray's Inn the society consists of benchers,
ancients. barristers, and students under the
bar; and here the ancients are of the oldest
barristers. In the Middle Temple, those who
had passedtheir readings used to be termed
“ancients." The Inns of Chancery consist of
ancients and students or clerks; from the
ancients a principal or treasurer is chosen
yearly. Wharton.

A N C I E N ’I‘ Y. Eldership; seniority.
Used in the statute of Ireland. 14 Hen. VIII.
Cowell. '

A1ICI.I'.I.AnY. Aiding; auxiliary; at-
tendant upon: subordinate; a proceeding at-
tendant upon or which aids another proceed-
ing considered as principal. Steele v. Insur-
ance 00.. 31 App. Div. 389, 52 N. Y. Supp.
373
—AneilIary administration. When a dece-
dent leaves property in a foreign state. (a
state other than that of his domicile.) admin-
istration may be granted in such foreign state
for the purpose of collecting the assets and
paying the debts there. and bringing the resi-
due into the general administration. This is
called “a_ncillarv" (auxiliary. subordinate) ad-
ministration. Pisano v. Shanley Co.. 66 N. J.
Iaw. 1. 48 At]. 618: In re Gabie's Estate. 79
Iowa. 178, 44 N. \V. 352. 9 Ii. R. A. 218: Steele
r. Insurance Co., supra.—Anaillary attach-
ment. One sued out in aid of an action al-
ready brought. its only oiiice being to hold the
property attached under it for the satisfaction
pf the plaintiifs demand. Templeton v. Mason.
07 Tenn. 625. 85 S. W. 25: Southern Cali-

fornia I-‘ruit Exch. v. Stamm, 9 N. M. 361. 54
Pac._ 345.—Anoillary or suit. One
growing out of and auxiliary to another action
or suit, either at law or in equit.y. such as a bill
for discovery. or a proceeding for the enforce-
ment of a judgment. or to set aside fraudulent
transfers of property. Coltrane v. Templeton,
106 Fed. 370, 45 C. C. A. 328: In re Williams.
$8. 0.) 123 Fed. 321: Clailin v. McDermott

C.) 12 Fed. 375.

AIICIPITIS USUS. Lat. In intemation-
al law. Of doubtful use; t.lie use of which
is doubtful: that may be used for a civil or

peaceful, as well as military or warlike. pur-
pose. Gro. de Jure B. lib. 3, c. 1. I 5, subd.
8; 1 Kent, Comm. 140.
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These are presumed to be genuine.
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ANDROGHIA. In old English law. A-
dairy-woman. Fleta, lib. 2, c. 87.

ANDROGYNUS. An hermaphrodite.

ANDROLEPY. The taking by one na-

tion of the citizens or subjects of another. in
order to compel the latter to do justice to the
former. Woltilus. 5 1164; Moll. de Jure Mar.
26.

ANECIUS. L. Lat. Spelled also wsnccim,
em'ti=us, a.'n('a3, c-ncz/us. The eldest-born; the
flrst-born; senior, as contrasted with the
puts-ne, (youiiger.) Spelman.

ANGARIA. A term used in the Roman
law to denote a forced or compulsory service
exacted by the government for public pur-
poses; as a forced rendition of labor or goods
for the public service. See Dig. 50. 4, 18, 4.

In maritime law. A forced service, (on-
us,) imposed on a vessel for public purposes;
an impressment of a vessel. Locc. de Jure
Mar. lib. 1, c. 5. 55 1-6.

In feudal law. Any troublesome or vex-
atious personal service paid by the tenant to
his lord. Spelman.

ANGEL. An ancient English coin, of the
value of ten shillings sterling. Jacob.

ANGER. A strong passion of the mind
excited by real or supposed injuries; not
synonymous with “heat of passion," “m'alice,"
or “rage or resentment," because these are
all terms of wider import and may include
anger as an element or as an incipient stage.
Chandler V. State, 141 Ind. 106, 39 N. E. 444;
iioffman v. State, 97 Wis. 571. 73 N. W. 51;
Eunes v. State. 10 Tex. App. 421. 446.

ANGIIJ). In Saxon law. The single
value of a man or other thing; a single were-
gild; the compensation of a thing according
to its single value or estimation. Spelman.
The double glld or compensation was called
“twi‘gild.” the triple, “trigi'ld." etc. Id.

ANGLESCHERIA. In old English law.
Englishery; the fact of being an English-
man.

Anglie jnrn in omni caan libertatia
dant favorem. The laws of England in
every case of liberty are favorable, (favor
liberty in all cases.) Fortes. c. 42.

ANGLICB. In English. A term formerly
used in pleading when a thing is described
both in Latin and English, inserted immedi-
ately after the Latin and as an introduction
of the English translation.

ANGLO-INDIAN. An Englishman doinl-
ciled iii the Indian territory of the British
crown.

ANGUISH. Great or extreme pain. ag-
ony, or distress. either of body or mind; but,
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as used in law, particularly mental suffering
or distress of great intensity. Cook V. Rall-
way Co., 19 Mo. App. 334.

ANGYLDE. In Saxon law. The rate fix-
ed by law at which certain injuries to,per-
son or property were to he paid for; in in-
juries to the person, it seems to be equivalent
to the “were," i. é., the price at which every
man was valued. It seems also to have been
the fixed price at which cattle and other
goods were received as currency. and to have
been much higher than the market price, or
ceapyild. Wharton.

ANHIo0'.I.'.B. In old English law. A single
tribute or tax, paid according to the custom
of the country as scot and lot.

A1178, or ANIENT. Null, void, of
no force or eil'ect. Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 214.

A1l'IHA.I.. Any animate being which is
endowed with the power of voluntary motion.
In the language of the law the term includes
all living creatures not human.

Domitw are those which have been tamed
by man; domestic.

Fens nature are those which still retain
their wild nature.

Mansuetc nature are those gentle or tame
by nature, such as sheep and cows.

—An1ma.1s of II base nature. Animals in
which a right of roperty may be acquired by
reclaimin them rom wildness. but which. at
common aw, by reason of their base nature,
are not regarded as possible subjects of a lar-
ceny. 3 Inst. 109; 1 Hale, P. C. 511. 512.

Aninxnlln fora, I1 lnota. slut nnnsuetn
at on oonsuotudino euntet redeunt, vo-
Innt at rervolnnt, ut cord, oygni, eto., co

uoque nostrn aunt, at its intelllguntur
quundiu huhuerunt unimun: revortendi.
Wild animals, it they be made tame, and are
accustomed to go out and return, fly away
and fly back, as stags. swan, etc., are con-
sidered to belong to us so long as they have
the intention oi’ returning to us. 7 Coke. 16.

ANIMO. Lat. With intention, disposi-
tiou, design, will. Quo ammo, with what
intention. Animo ctmcellandi. with inten-
tion to cancel. 1 Pow. Dev. 603. Furandc‘,
with intention to steal. 4 Bl. Comm. 230;
1 Kent. Comm. 183. Lucrandi, with inten-
tion to gain or profit. 3 Kent, Comm. 357.
Manendi. with intention to remain. 1 Kent,
Comm. 76. Morandt. with intention to stay,
or delay. Rcpublicandi, with intention to
repubiish._ 1 Pow. Dev. 609. Revcrtcndi,
with intention to return. 2 Bl. Comm. 392.
Revocamh’. with intention to revoke. 1 Pow.
Dev. 595. Testandi, with intention to make
a will. See Amuvs and the titles which
follow it.

ANIMO ET OORPORE. By the mind,
and by the body; by the intention and by the

ANN

physical act. Dig. 50, 17, 153; Id. 41, 2
3, 1; Fleta, lib. 5, c. 5, 55 9, 10.

ANIMO PELONIGO.
tent. Hob. 134.

With felonious in-

ANIMU8. Lat. Mind; intention; dispo-
sition; design; wili. Animo, (q. v.;) with
the intention or design. These terms are
derived from the civil law.
—Anirnua c:_LnoeIlnnd1.- The intention of de-
stroying or canceling, (applied to wilis.)—An1-
mus cupiendi. The intention to take or cap-
ture. 4 0. Rob. Adm. 126, 155.-Animus do-
dlcnndl. The intention of donating or dedicat-
zn .—Ani:nus defanaandl. The intention of
de aming. The phrase expresses the malicious
intent which is essential in every case of verbal
injury to render it the subject of an action for
lxbel or slander.-Animus derelln uendi.
The intention of abandoning. 4 0. R0 . Adm.
216. Rhodes v. Whltehea . 27 Tex. 304, 84
Am. Dec. 031.'—Ani.lnus diflex-endi. The in-
tention of obtaining delay.—An1mus donundifl
The intention of giving. Expressive of the in-
tent to give which is necessary to constitute a
gift.—Anhnus at fuotus. Intention and act;
will and deed. Used to denote those acts which
become efieetive only when accompanied b a
particular intention.-—An1n:ua f|Il'I.lIdi. e
intention to steal. Gardner v. State. 55 N. J.
Law, 17* 26 Ati. 30' State v. Slingerland. 19
Nev. 13.). 7 Pac. §80.—An1mua luox-nndi.
The intention to make a gain or rofit.—A_n1-
xnua manendi. The intention o remaining:
intention to establish a permanent residence. 1
Kent. Comm. 76. This is the point to be set-
tled in determining the domicile or residence of
a party. Id. 77.—An1mus mo:-nndi. The in-
tention to remain, or to delay.—An1n1us nos-
sldendi. The intention of possessing.—An1-
mus quo. The intent with which.—An1Inus
reoipiendi. The intention of receiving.—
Animus roouperundl. The intention of re-
covering. Locc. de Jure Mar. lib. 2, c. 4. 5 10.
—Animus republieandi. The intention to
republish.—-Animus restituendl. The in-
tention of restoring. Fieta. lib. 3, c. 2, 5 3.-
Animus revertendi. The intention of re-
turning. A man retains his domicile if he
leaves it animo revertcndi. In re Miller’s Es-
tate, 3 Rawie (Pa.) 312. 24 lam. Dec. 345: 4
Bl. Comm. 225; 2 Russ. Crimes, 18: Poph.
42, 52: 4 Coke, 40. Also. a term employed in
the civil law, in expressing the rule of owner- .

ship in tamed animals.—An1znus I-evoonndi.
The intention to revoke.—Anln:us testandl.
An intention to make a testament or will. Farr
v. Thompson, 1 Speers (S. C.) 105.

Animus at! as omue Jul ducit. It is to
the intention that all law applies. Law al-
ways regards the intention.

Animus hominls est nninn sorlpti.
The intention of the party is the soul of the
instrument. 3 Bulst. 67; Pitm. Prin. & Sur.
26. In order to give life or eifect to an in-
strument, it is essential to look to the inten-
tion of the individual who executed it.

ARK]-IR.
ions.

A measure containing ten gal-

ANN. In Scotch law. Half a year's sti-
pend. over and above what is owing for the
incumbency. due to u minister's rellct, or
child. or next of kin, after his decease.
Whishaw.
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ANNA. In East Indian coinage. a piece
of money, the sixteenth part of a rupee.

ANNALES. Lat. Annuals; a title for-
merly given to the Year Books.

in old records. Yearlings; cattle oi‘ the
iirst year. Coweli.

ANNALY. In Scotch law. To alienate;
to convey. '

ANNATE8. In ecclesiastical law. First-
frnits paid out of spiritual beneflces to the
D099. so called because the value of one year's
profit was taken as their rate.

ANNEX. To add to; to unite; to attach
one thing permanently to another. The word
expresses the idea of joining a smaller or sub-
ordinate thing with another, larger, or or
higher importance.

In the la‘w relating to fixtures, the expres-
sion “annexed to the freehold" means rast-
ened to or connected with it; mere juxtapo-
sition, or the laying of an object, however
heavy, on the freehold, does not amount to
annexation. Merritt v. Judd, 14 Cal. 64.

ANNEXATION. The act of attaching,
adding, Joining, or uniting one thing to an-
other; generally spoken of the connection of
a smaller or subordinate thing with a larger
or principal thing. The attaching an illus-
trative or auxiliary document to a deposi-
tion. pleading, deed, etc., is called “annex-
ing" it. So the incorporation of newiy-ac-
quired territory into the national -domain, as
an integral part thereof, is called “annexa-
tlon," as in the case or the addition oi‘ Texas
to the United States.

In the law relating to fixtures: Actual
annea.-ation includes every movement by
which a chattel can be Joined or united to
the freehold. Constructive annexation is the
union of such things as have been hoiden
parcel of the realty, but which are not actual-
ly annexed, fixed, or fastened to the free-
hold. Shep. Touch. 469; Amos & F. Fixt. 2.

In Scotch law. The union of lands to
the crown, and declaring them inalienable.
Also the appropriation of the church-lands
by the crown, and the union of lands lying at
a distance from the parish church to which
they belong. to the church of another parish
to which they are contiguous.

ANN! ET TEHPOBA. Lat. Years and
terms. An old title of the Year Books.

ANN! NUBILE. A woman's marriage-
sble years. The age at which a girl becomes
by law fit for marriage: the age oi.‘ twelve.

ANNIOULIIS. A child a year old. Cal-
Vin.

Annionlul treoontosimo sexsgeshnoo
Quinta die didtnr, hoipiente plane non

emote die, qua nuuun eivinter an ad
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' by days.

ANNUAL

momenta tempo:-sun sod ad dies numera-
nu. We call a child a year old on the three
hundred and sixty-fifth day, when the day
is fairly begun but not ended, because we
calculate the civil year not by moments, but

Dig. 50, 16. 134; id. 132; Calvin.

ANNIENTED. Made null, abrogated.
frustrated, or brought to nothing. Litt. c.
3, 5 741.

ANNIVERSARY. An annual day, in old
ecclesiastical law. set apart in memory'oi' a
deceased person. Also called “year day" or
“mind day." Speiman.

ANNO DOMINI. In the year of the
Lord. Commonly abbreviated A. D. The
computation of time, according to the Chris-
tian era, dates from the birth of Christ.
_This phrase has become Anglicized by adop-

tion, so that an indictment or declaration con-
taining the words "Anna Domini" is not demur-
rabie as not being in the In iish language.
State v. Gilbert 13 Vt. 647; ale V. Vesper,
Smith (N. 11.) 283.

ANNONA. Grain; food. An old English
and civil law term to denote a yearly con-
tribution by one person to the support of an-
other.

ANNONE CIVILES. A species of year-
ly rents issuing out of certain lands, and pay-
able to certain monasteries.

ANNOTATIO. In the civil law. The
sign-manual of the emperor; a rescrlpt of
the emperor, signed with his own hand. It
is distinguished both from a rescrlpt and
pragmatic sanction, in Cod. 4, 59, 1.

ANNOTATION. Av remark, note, or com-
mentary on some passage or a book, intended
to illustrate its meaning. Webster.

In the civil law. An imperial rescrlpt
signed by the emperor. The answers of the
prince to questions put to him by private per-
sons respecting some doubtful point of law.

Summoning an absentee. Dig. 1, 5.
The designation of a place of deportation.

Dig. 32, 1, 3.

Amino. nee debituun Jude:-non sepu-at
ipsum. A judge (or court) does not divide
annuities nor debt. 8 Coke, 52; 1 Salk. 36,
65. Debt and annuity cannot be divided or
apportioned by a court.

ANNUA PENSIONE. An ancient writ to
provide the king’s chaplain. if he had no pre-
ferment. with a pension. _Reg. Orig. 165, 3(Y'l.

ANNUAL. Occurring or recurring once

in each year; continuing for the period of
a year: accruing within the space of a year:
relating to or covering the events or affairs
of a year. State v. Mccniiougb. 3 Nev. 224.
—A.nnnnl assay. An annual trial of the gold
and silver coins of the United States, to ascer-
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tain whether the standard fineness and weiglit
of the coins e is maintained. See Rev. St. U.
S. § 3547 ( . S. Comp. St. 1901. p. 2370).-
Ann income. Annual income is annual re-
ceipts from property. Income means _ that
wh ch comes in or is received from any business.
or investment of capital, without reference to
the outgoing expenditures. Betts v. Betts, 4
Abb. N. C. (N. 1.) 400.-Annnsl pension. In
Scotch law. A yearly profit or rent.— in!
rent. In Scotch law. Yearly interest on a
loan of money.--Annual value. The net year-
ly income derivable from a given piece of prop-
erty; its fair rental value for one year, deduct-
ing costs and expenses; the value of its use for
a year.

ANNUALLY. The meaning of this term.
as applied to interest, is not an undertaking
to pay interest at the end of one year only.
but to pay interest at the end of each and
every year during a period or time, either
fixed or contingent. Sparhawk .v. Wills, 6
Gray (Mass) 16-}; Patterson v. Mc.\'eeley, 16
Ohio St 348; Westfleld v. Westiield. 19 S. G.
89.

ANNUITANT. The recipient of an an-
nuity; one who is entitled to an amiuity. '

ANNUITIES 0!‘ TIENDS. In Scotch
law. Annuities of tithes; 103. out of the boil
oi’ tlend wheat. 8.9. outof the boil of beer,
less out of the boil of rye, oats, and peas, al-
lowed to the crown yearly of the tiends not
paid to the bishops, or set apart for other
pious uses.

ANNUITY. A yearly sum stipulated to
be piiid to another in fee, or for life. or years,
and ciiai-geable only on the person of the
grantor. Co. Litt.‘14-lb.

An aiiiiuity is ditferent from a reiit-charge,
with which it is sometimes confounded, the
annuity being chargeable on the person mere-
ly. and so far persoiialty; while a rent-charge
is something reserved out or realty, or fixed
as a burden upon an estate in land. 2 Bl.
Comm. 40; Rolle. Abr. 2126; Horton v. Cook,
10 Watts (Pa.) 127, 36 Am. Dec. 151.

The contract of annuity is that by which
one party delivers to another a suui of mou-
ey, and agrees not to reclaim it so long as the
receiver pays the rent agreed upon. This an-
nuity niay be either perpetual or for life.
Civ. Code La. arts. 2793, 2794.

The naiue of an action, now disused, (L.
Lat. breve de ammo rcdditu.) which lay for
the recovery of an annuity. Reg. Orig. 158b,-
Bract. fol. 203D; 1 Tidd, Pr. 3.

ANNUITY-TAX. An iinpost levied an-

nually in Scotland for the maintenance of the
ministers of religion.

ANNUL. To cancel; make void; destroy.
To annul a Judgment or judicial proceeding
is to deprive it of all force and operation.
either ab initio or prospectively as to future
transactions. Wait v. Wait, 4 Barb. (N. Y.)
205; Woodson v. Skinner, 22 Mo. 24; In re
Morrow‘s Estate, 204 Pa. 484, 54 Atl. 3-12.
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ANNULU8. Lat. In old English law. A
ring; the ring of a door. Per haapam vel
annulum hostii c.i:terioris; by the hasp or
ring of the outer door. Fieta, lib. 3. c. 15,
5 5.

ANNULUS ET ZBACULUB. (Lat. ring
and stafl.) The iiivestiture of a bishop was
per annulu-m ct baculum, by the prince's de-
liverlng to the prelate a ring and pastoral
staff, or crozler. 1 Bl. Comm. 378; Spelman.

ANNUS. Lat. In civil and old English
law. A year; the period of three hundred
and sixty-flve days. Dig. 40, T, 4, 5; Calvin.;
Bract. fol. 3590.
—Annus dellhersndi. In Scotch law. A
year of deliberating; a year to deliberate. The
year allowed by law to the heir to deliberate
whether he will enter and represent his an-
cestor. It commences on the death of the an-
cestor, unless in the case of a posthumous heir,
when the year runs from his birth. Bell.—An-
nus, dies, at vustum. In old English law.
Year, day and waste. See YEAR, DAY, AND
WAs'rE.—Lnnua at dies. A year and a day.
—A.nnIu luctlu. The year of mourning. It
was a rule among the Romans, and also the
Danes and Saxons, that widows should not
marry infra armum luz-ms, (within the year of
mourning.) Code 5. 9, 2; 1 Bl. Comm. 457.

In ntllls. A year made up of available
or serviceable days. Brissonius; Calvin. _In
the plural, cum‘ «tiles signifies the years during
which a right can be exercised or a prescription
grow.

Annus out morn motiu quo sluun plun-
eta. pox-volvat on-ouliun. A year is the da-
ration of the motion by which a planet re-
volves through its orbit. Dig. 40. 7. 4, 6;
Calvin.; Bract. 3590.

Anna: lneeptvu pro complete habetur.
A year begun is held as completed. Tray.
Lat. Max. 45.

ANNUU8 REDITUS. A yearly rent; an-
nuity. 2 Bl. Comm. 41; Reg. Orig. 1550.

ANOMALOUS. Irregular ; exceptional;
unusual; not conforuiing to rule, method, or
type.
—Anomalous lndouer. A stranger to a
note. who indorses it after its execution and de-
livery but before maturity, and before it has
been indorsed by the payee. Buck v. Hutchins,
45 Minn. 270, 47 N. W 80-3.—Anomnlous
plea. One which is partly atiirmative and
partly negative. ‘Baldwin v. Elizabeth. 42 N. J.
Eq. 11, 6 Atl. 275; Potts v. Potts (N. J. Ch.)
42 Atl. 10553.

ANON., AN., A. Abbreviations for anony-
mous.

ANONYMOUS. Nameless; wanting I
name or names. A publication, withholding
the name of the author, is said to be anony-
mous. Cases are sometimes reported anony-
mously, l. c., without giving the names of
the parties. Abbreviated to “Amm."

ANOYSANCE.
Cowell ; Kelhain.

Annoyance; nuisance.
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ANSEL, AlSUIi,~or AUNCEL. In old
English law. An ancient mode of weigh-
ing by hanging scales or books at either end
of a beam or staff, which. being lifted with
one‘s finger or hand by the middle. showed
the equality or difference between the weight
at one end and the thing weighed at the
other. Temes de la Ley. 66.

ANSWER. In pleading. Any pleading
setting up matters of fact by way of defense.
In chancery pleading. the term denotes a

defense in writing, made by a defemlaiit to
the allegations contained in a bill or inforina-
tion filed by the piaintitf against him.

In pleading. under the Codes of Civil Pro-
cedure. the answer is the formal written
statement made byla defendant setting forth
the grounds of his defense: corresponding to
what. in actions under the common-law prac-
tice, is called the “plea."

In Massachusetts. the term denotes the
statement of the matter intended to be relied
upon by the defendant in avoidance of the
pIaintifl”s action. taking the place of special
pleas in bar. and the -general issue. except in
real and mixed actions. Pub. St. Mass. 1882,
p. 1287.

in matrimonial suits in the (English) pro-
bate. divorce. and admiralty division, an an-
swer is the pleading by which the respond-
ent puts forward his defense to the petition.
Browne. Div. 223.

Under the old admiralty practice in Eng-
land, the defendant's first pleading was called
his "answer." Williams & B. Adm. Jur. 246.

In practice. A reply to interrogatories;
an aflidavit in answer to interrogatories.
The declaration of a fact by a witness after
a question has been put. asking for it.

As a verb, the word denotes an assumption
of liability, as to “answer" for the debt or
default of another.
—VoIuntu-y answer. in the practice of the
court of chancery. was an answer iit in by a
defendant, when the plaintiff had ti ed no inter-
}‘(l)filll1tt?l'g' which required to be answered.

AITAPOCEA. In the Roman law. A
transcript or counterpart of the instrument
called “apocha." signed by the debtor and
delivered to the creditor. Calvin.

ANTS. Lat. Before. I'sually employed
in old pleadings as expressive of time. as pm:
(before) was of place. and corrim (before) of
person. Townsh. P1. 22.

Occurring in a report or a text-book, it
is used to refer the reader to a previous part
of the book.
—Ante exhibitionism bills. Before the ex-
hibition of the bill. Before suit begun.—-Ante-
laetiun or ante-gestuun. _Done before. A
Roman law term for a previous act. or thing
done be!ore.—Anto lltem znotam. Before
suit brought: before controversy instituted.-
Anto nntus. Born before. A person born be-
fore another periion or before a particular event.
The term is particularly applied to one born in a
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country before a revolution, chan e of govern-
ment or dynasty, ‘or other politics event, such
that the question of his rights, status, or allegi-
ance will depend upon the date of his birth with
reference to such event. In England, the term
commonly denotes one born before the act of
union with Qcotisnd; in. America, one born
before the declamtion of independence. Its op-
posite is post natut. one born after the event.

ANTEA. Lat. Formerly; heretofore.

ANTBCESSOB. An ancestor, (q. 1:.)

ANTEDATE. To date an instrument as
of a time before the time it was written.

ANTEIUBAHENTUK. In Saxon law.
A preliminary or preparatory oath, (called
also “prczjuramcutum,” and “juramcntum
calimmia:,") which both the accuser and ac-
cused were required to make before any trial
or purgation; the accuser swearing that he
would prosecute the criminal. and the ac-
cused making oath on the very day that he
was to undergo the ordeal that he was inno-
cent of the crime with which he was charged.
Whishaw.

ANTENUPTIAL. Made or done before
a marriage. Autenuptial settlements are set-
tlenients of property upon the wife, or up-
on her and her children, made before and in
contemplation of the marriage.

ANTKBOPOHETBY. In criminal law
and medical jurisprudence. The measure-
ineiit of the human body: a system of meas-
uring the dimensions of the human body.
both absolutely and in their proportion to
each other, the facial, cranial, and other
angles. the shape and size of the skull, etc.,
for purposes of comparison with correspond-
ing measurements of other individuals, and
serving for the identification of the subject
in cases of doubtful or disputed identity.
See Bss'riLwN SYSTEM.

ANTI HANIPESTO. A term used in
international law to denote a proclamation o_r

manifesto published by one of two belliger-
ent powers. alleging reasons why the war is
defensive on its part.

ANTICHBESIS. In the civil law. A
species of mortgage. or pledge of immovables.
An agreement by which the debtor gives to
the creditor the income from the property
which he has pledged, in lieu of the interest
on his debt. Guyot. Repei't.; Marquise De
Portes v. Hurlbut, -14 N. J. Eq. 517, 14 At].
891.

A debtor may give as security for his debt
any immovable which heloiigs to him. the
creditor having the right to enjoy the use of
it on account of the interest due. or of the
capital it there is no interest due; this is
called "antichresis." Civ. Code Mex. art.
1927..

By the law of Louisiana, there are two kinds
of pledges,—the pawn and the antichresis. A
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pawn relates to movables. and the antichresis to
irnmovables. The antichrcsis must be reduced
to writing; and the creditor thereby acquires
the right to the fruits, etc.. of the immovables.
deducting yearly their proceeds from the inter-
est, in the first ‘place, and afterwards from the
principal of his ebt. lie is bound to pay taxes
on the property, and keep‘ it in repair. unless
the contrary is agreed. he creditor does_ not
become the roprietor of the property by failure
to pay at t e agreed time, and any cause to
that eifect is void. He can only sue the debtor,
and obtain sentence for sale of the property.
The possession of the property is. however. by
the contract. transferred to the creditor. Liv-
ingston v. Story, 11 Pet. 351, 9 L. Ed. 746.

ANTIOIPATION. The act of doing or
taking a thing before its proper time.

In conveyancing, anticipation is the act of
assigning. charging, or otherwise dealing
with income before it becomes due.

In patent law, a person is said to have been
anticipated when he patents a contrivance
already known within the limits of the coun-
try granting the patent. Topiifi‘ v. Topliif,
145 U. S. 156, 12 Sup. Ct. 825, 36 L. Ed. 658;
Detroit. etc.. Co. v. Renchard (C. C.) 9 Fed.
298; National Hollow Brake Beam Co. v.
Interchangeable Brake Beam Co. (0. C.) 99
Fed. 772.

ANTIGRAPHUS. In Roman law. An
oiiicer whose duty it was to take care of tax
money. A comptroller.

ANTIGRAPEY; A copy or counterpart
of a deed.

ANTIICOMIA. In Roman law. A real
or apparent contradiction or inconsistency in
the laws. Merl. Repert. Conflicting laws or
provisions of law; inconsistent or conflicting
decisions or cases.

ANTINOMY. A term used in logic and
law to denote a real or apparent inconsisten-
cy or conflict between two authorities or
propositions: same as anlinomia, (q. 1;.) ~

ANTIGUA CUSTUMA. In English law.
Ancient custom. An export duty on wool,
wool-felts, and leather, imposed during the
reign of Edw. I. It was so called by way
of distinction from an increased duty on the
same articles, payable by foreign merchants,
which was imposed at a later period of the
same reign and was called “custuma nova."
1 B1. Comm. 314.

ANTIGUA BTATUTA. Also called "Vet-
cra Staiuia.” English statutes from the time
of Richard I. to Edward III. 1 Reeve, Eng.
Law. 227.

A.N"l'IQUAlu>}. In Roman law. To re-
store a former law or practice; to reject or
vote against a new law; to prefer the old
law. Those who voted against a proposed
law wrote on their ballots" the letter “A,"
the initial of antique, I am for the old law.
Calvin.

APEX

ANITQUUH DOHINIOUH. In old
English law. Ancient demesne.

ANTITHETABIII8. In old English law.
A man who endeavors to discharge himself
of the crime of which he is accused. by re-
tortiug the charge on the accuser. Fle ditrers
from an approver in this: that the latter
does not charge the accuser, but others.
Jacob. .

ANTRUSTIO. In early feudal law. A
confidential vassal. A term applied to the
followers or dependents of the ancient Ger-
man chiefs, and of the kings and counts of
the Franks. Burriil.

ANUEL8 LIVRES. L. Fr.
Books. Kelham.

The Year

APANAGE. In old French law. A pro-
vision of lands or feudal superiorities as-
signed by the kings of France for the main-
tenance of their younger sons. An allow-
ance assigned to a prince of the reigning
house for his proper maintenance out of the
public treasury. 1 I-Ialiam, Mid. Ages, pp. ii,
88; Wharton. ,

APARTMENT. A part of a house oc-
cupied by a person, while the rest is occupied
by another, or others. As to the meaning
of this term, see 7 Man. & G. 95; 6 Mod. 214;
McMillan v. Solomon, 42 Ala. 356, 94 Am.
Dec. 654; Commonwealth v. Estabrook, 10
Pick. (Mass) 293; l\icLellnn v. Dalton, 10
Mass. 190; People v. St. Clair, 38 Cal. 137.

APATISATIO.
pact. Du Cange.

APBETA BREVIA.
writs.

An agreement or com-

Open, unsealed

APERTUM FACTUM. An overt act.

All-IRTUBA TBSTALIENTI. In the
civil law. A form of proving a will, by the
witnesses acknowledging before a magistrate
their having sealed it.

APEX.‘ The summit or highest point of
anything; the top; (2. y., in mining law,
"apex of a vein." See Larkin v. Upton. 144

. U. S. 19, 12 Sup. Ct. 614. 36 L. Ed. 330;
Stevens v. Williams, 23 Fed. Cas. 40; Dug-
gnn v. Davey, 4 Dali. 110. 26 N. W. 887.
—Apex Juris. The summit of the law; a le-
gal subtlety; a nice or cunning point of law;
close technicality: a rule of law carried to an
extreme point, either of severity or refinement.
-Apex rule. In mining law. The mineral
laws of the United States give to the iocator
of a mining claim on the public domain the
whole of every vein the a ex of which lies with-
in his surface exterior undaries. or within

erpendicular planes drawn downward indef-
initely on the planes of those boundaries; and
he may follow a vein which thus apexes within
his boundaries, on its dip. although it may so
far depart from the perpendicular in its course
downward as to extend outside the vertical
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side-lines of his location; but he may not go
beyond his end-lines or vertical planes drawn
downward therefrom. This is called the apex
rule. Rev. St. L’. S. 5 22?)‘; {I}. S. Comp. bi.
I901. 1425): King v. Mining Co.. 9 Mont.
543, 2 Psc. 200.

APHAIIA. In medical jurisprudence.
loss of the faculty or power of articulate
speech; a condition in which the patient,
while retaining intelligence and understand-
ing and with the organs of speech unimpair-
ed, is unable to utter articulate words, or
unable to vocaiize the particular word which
is in his mind and which he wishes to use.
or utters words diflerent from those he be-
lieves himself to be speaking, or (in “sensory
aphasia”) is unable to understand spoken or.
written language. The seat of the disease is
in the brain, but it is not a form of insanity.

APHONIA. in medical jurisprudence.
Loss of the power of articulate speech in
consequence of morbid conditions of some of
the vocal organs. It may be incomplete, in
which case the patient can whisper. It is to
be distinguished from congenital dumbness,
and from temporary loss of voice through
extreme hoarseness or minor affections of
the vocal cords, as also from aphasia, the
latter being a disease of the brain without
impairment of the organs of speech.

Apipos Juris non aunt jars, [Jun] Ex-
tremities, or mere subtleties of law, are not
rules of law, [are not law.] Co. Litt. 3040:
10 Coke, 126; Wing. Max. 19, max. 14;
Broom. Max. 188.

APICES LITIGANDI. Extremely fine
points. or subtleties of litigation. Nearly
equivalent to the modern phrase “sharp prac-
tice." “It is unconscionable in a defendant
to take advantage of the apiceo litigandi. to
turn a plaintiif around and make him pay
costs when his demand is just.” Per Lord
Mansfield, in 3 Burr. 1243.

APNCBA. in medical jurisprudence.
Want of breath; diiliculty in breathing;
partial or temporary suspension of respira-
tion; ‘specifically, such dlfiiculty of respira-
tion'resulting from over-oxygenation of the
blood. and in this distinguished from “as-
phyxia.” which is a condition resulting from
a deficiency of oxygen in the blood due to
suffocation or any serious interference with
normal respiration. The two terms were
formerly (but improperly) used synonymous-
iy.

APOOKA. Lat. In the civil law. A
writing acknowledging payments; acquit-
tance. It diflers from acceptilation in this:
that acceptilation imports a complete dis-
charge of the former obligation whether pay-
ment be made or not; apocha. discharge only
upon payment being made. Calvin. -
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spoons: oimnmronzzs. In old com-
mercial law. Bills of lading.

APOOEISARIUB. In ecclesiastical law.
One who answers for another. An oiiicer
whose duty was to carry to the emperor mes-
sages relating to ecclesiastical matters, and
to take back his answer to the petitioners.
An oflicer who gave advice on questions of
ecclesiastical law. An ambassador or legato
of a pope or bishop. Speiman.
—Apoo1-fsu-ilu osnoellariua. In the civil
law. An oiiicer who took charge of the royal
seal and signed royal dispatches.

APOGRAPHIA. A civil law term sig-
nifying an inventory or enumeration of
things in one’s possession. Calvin.

APOPLEXY. In medical jurisprudence.
The failure of consciousness and suspension
of voluntary motion from suspension of the
functions of the cerebrum.

APOSTACY. In English law. The total
renunciation of Christianity, by embracing
either a. false religion or no religion at all.
This offense can only take place in such as
have once professed the Christian religion.
4 Bi. Comm. 43; 4 Steph. Comm. 231.

APOBTATA. In civil and old English
law. An apostate; a deserter from the faith:
one who has renounced the Christian faith.
God. 1, 7; Reg. Orig. 71b. -

-—Apostata oapiondo. An obsolete English
writ which issued sgflinst an apostate, or one
who had violated the rules of his religious or-
der. It was addressed to the sheritf. and com-
manded him to deliver the defendant into the
custod of the abbot or prior. Reg. Orig. 71,
267: acob; Wharton. .

AJPOSTILLE. Appostille. L. Fr. An
addition; a marginal note or obseryation.
Kelham. '

APOSTLES. In English admiralty prac-
tice. A term borrowed from the civil law,
denoting brief dismissory letters granted to a
party who appeals from an inferior to a su-
perior court, embodying a statement of the
case and a declaration that the record will
be transmitted.

This term is still sometimes applied in the
admiralty courts of the United States to the
papers sent up or transmitted on appeals.

APOSTOLI. In the civil law. Certifi-
cates of the inferior judge from whom a
cause is removed, directed to the superior.
Dig. 49, 6. See Arosrus.

APOBTOLUS. A messenger; an ambas-
sador, legate, or nuncio. Speiman.

APOTHEOA. In the civil law. A re-
pository; a place of deposit, as of wine, oil,
books, etc. Calvin.
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APOTEECARY. Any person who keeps
a shop or building where medicines are com-
pounded or prepared according to prescrip-
tions of physicians. or where medicines are
sold. Act Cong. July 13, 1866. c. 184, 5 9, 14
Stat. 119: Woodward v. Ball, 6 Car. & P.
577; Westmoreland v. Bragg, 2 Bill (S. C.)
414: Com. v. Fuller, 2 Walk. (Pa.) 550.

The term “druggist" properly means one
whose occupation is to buy and sell drugs
without compounding or preparing them.
The term therefore has a much more lim-
ited and restricted meaning tlmn the word
“apothecary," and -there is little ditiiculty in
concluding that the term “druggist" may be
applied in a technical sense to persons who
buy and sell drugs. State v. Holmes. 28 La.
Ann. 767. 26 Am. Rep. 110: Apothecaries' Co.
v. Greenough. 1 Q. B. 803; State v. Donald-
son, 41 Minn. 74, 42 N. W. 781.

APPARATOR. A furnisher or provider.
Formerly the sheriff. in England. had charge
of certain county affairs and disbursements.
in which capacity he was called “apparator
comitaius," and received therefor a consider-
able emolument. Cowell.

APPARENT. That which is obvious,
evident, or manifest; what appears, or has
been made manifest. In respect to facts
involved in an appeal or writ of error, that
which is stated in the record.
—Appu-cnt dun or. as used with reference to
the doctrine of se Hiefense in homicide. means
such overt actual demonstration, by conduct
and acts, of a design to take life or do some
rest personal injury, as would make the kill-

ing apparently necessary to self- reservation.
Evans v. State, 44 Miss. 773; toneman v.
Com.. 25 Grat. (Va.) 896: Leigh V. People, 113
Ill. 379.—A parent defects, in a thing sold,
are those w ich can be discovered by simple in-
spection. Code In. art. 2497.-Appu-ent
easement. See Easmu-:N'i‘.—Apparcnt hair.
‘in English law. One whose right of inheritance
is indefensible, provided he outlive the ances-
tor. 2 Bl. Comm. 208. In Scotch law. He is
the person to whom the succession has actually
opened. He is so called until his regular entry
on the lands by service or infeftment on a pre-
cept of clare oonctai.—Appa.rent maturity.
The apparent maturity of a negotiable instru-
ment payable at a particular time is the day on
which, by its terms, it becomes due. or, when
that is a holiday. the nextbusiness day. Civil
Code Cal. I 3132.

APPARITIO. In old practice. Appear-
ance; an appearance. Apzmritio in juclicio,
an appearance in court. liract. fol. 344.
Post apparmoncm, after appearance. Fletu,
lib. 6, c. 10, 5 25.

APPARITOR. An oflicer or messenger
enmloyed to serve the process of the spir-
itual courts in England and summon oi!end-
ers. Coweli.

In the civil law. An otiicer who waited
upon a magistrate or superior oiiicer, and
executed his commands. Calvin; Cod. 12,
53-57.

APPEAL

APPARLEHENT. In old English law.
Resemblance; likelihood: as appariement of
war. St. 2 Rich. 11. st. 1, c. 6; Coweli.

APPARURA. in old English law the
apparura were furniture, Implements. tackle,
or apparel. Carucarum apparura, plow-
tackle. Coweil.

APPEAL. In civil practice. The com-
plaint to a superior court of an injustice
done or error committed by an inferior one,
whose judgment or decision the court above
is called upon to correct or reverse.

The removal of a cause from a court of
inferior to one of superior jurisdiction. for
the purpose of obtaining a review and re-
trial. Wiscart v. Dauchy. 3 Dull. 321. 1 L.
Ed. 619.

The distinction between. an appeal and a writ
of error is that an appeal is a process of civil
i_aw.origin, and removes a cause entirely. sub-
Jecting the facts. as well as the law, to a review
and revisal; but a writ of error is of common
law origin. and it removes nothing for rc-ex-
amination but the law. Wiscart v. Dauchy. 3
Ball. 321. 1 L. Ed. 619; U. S. v. Goodwin.
7 Cranch. 108. 3 L. Ed. 28-}; Cunningham v.
i‘~i':;sg_’i§, 135 U. S. 1, 10 Sup. Ct. 658. 34 L.

But appeal is sometimes used to denote the
nature of appellate jurisdiction. as distinguish-
ed from original jurisdiction, without any par-
ticular regard to the mode by which a cause is
transmitted to a superior jurisdiction. I’. S. V.
Wonson, 1 Gail. 6, 12, Fed. Cas. No. 16,750.

In criminal practice. A formal accusa-
tion made by one private person against an-
other of having committed some heinous
crime. 4 Bi. Comm. 312.

Appeal was also the name given to the
proceeding in English law where a person,
indicted of treason or felony, and arraigned
for the same, confessed the fact before plea
pleaded, and appealed. or accused others. his
accomplices in the same crime. in order to
obtain his pardon. In this case he was call-
ed an “approver" or “prover." and the party
appealed or accused, the “appcllcc." 4 Bi.
Comm. 330. .

In legislation. The act by which a mem-
ber of a legislative body who questions the
correctness of a decision of the presiding of-
ticer, or “chair." procures a vote of the body
upon the decision.

In old French law. A mode of proceed-
ing in the lords‘ courts, where a party was
dissatisfied with the judgment of the peers,
which was by accusing them of having given
a false or malicious judgment. and offering
to make good the charge by the duel or com-
bat. This was called the “appeal of false
judgment." Montesq. Esprit des Lois. iiv.
28, c. 27.

—Ap cal bond. The bond given on taking an
appea . by which the appellant binds himself to
pay damages and costs if he fails to prosecute
the,appeal with eifect. Omaha Hotel Co. V.
Kountze, 107 U. S. 378. 2 Sufi. Ct. 911, 27 L
Ed. 609.—G:-cu-appeal. W ere both parties
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to a judgment 1 peal therefrom. the appeal of
each is called a 'cross~appeal" as regards that
of the other. 3 Steph. Comm. 581

APPEALED. In a sense not strictly
technical, this word may be used to signify
the exercise by a party of the right to re-
move a litigation from one forum to another;
as where he removes a suit involving the title
to real estate from a justice's court to the
common pleas. Lawrence v. souther. 8 Metc.
Ofiiss.) 166.

APPEAR. In practice. To be properly
before ii court; as a fact or matter of which
it can take notice. To be in evidence; to be
proved. “Making it appear and proving are
the same thing." Freein. 53. _

To be regularly in court; as a defendant in
an action. See APPEARANCE. .

APPEARANCE. In practice. A com-
ing into court as party to a suit. whether
as plaintiir or defendant. .

The formal proceeding by which a defend-
ant submits himself to the jurisdiction of
the court. Flint v. Comly, 95 .\ie. 251, 49
At). 1044: Crawford v. Vlnton. 102 Mich. 83,
62 N. W. 988.

Classification. An a pearance may be ei-
ther general or special; t e former is a simple
and unqualified or unrestricted submission to
the jurisdiction of the court, the latter a sub-
mission to the jurisdiction for some specific pur-

se only, not for all the purposes of the suit.
.'ational Furnace Co. v. Moline Malleable Iron
Works (C. C.) 18 Fed. 864. An appearance
may also be either compulsory or voluntary, the
former where it is compelled by process served‘
on the partv, the latter where it is entered by
his own wil or consent. without the service of
ifirocess. though rocess may be outstanding. 1

arb. ('h. Pr 7. It is said to be optional
when entered by a person who intervenes in the
action to protect his own interests. though not
joined as a party; conditional, when coupled
with conditions as to its becoming or being tak-
en as a general appearance: gratis. when made
by a party to the action. but before the service
of any process or legal notice to appear: dc
bent case. when made provisionally or.to remain
good only upon a future contingency; subsc-
qucnt. when made by a defendant after an ap-
pearance has already been entered for him by
the plaintifl: c oral. when the person is
physically present in court.
—Appcu-ancc by attorney. This term and
“appearance by counsel" are distinctly diifer-
cut. the former being the substitution of a legal
azent for the personal attendance of the suitor.
the latter the attendance of an advocate with-
out whose aid neither the party attending nor
his attorney in his stead could safely proceed:
and an appearance by attorney does not super-
sede the appearance by counsel. Mercer v.
Watson‘. 1 Watts (Pa.) 3.'i1.—Appca.1-anco
day. The day for appearing: that on which
the parties are bound to come into court. (‘ru-
ger v. McCracken (Tex. (‘-iv. App.) 2!‘; S. W.

—-Appearance docket. A docket kept by
the clerk of the court. in which appearances are
entered. containing also a brief abstract of all
the proceedings in _the cause.—Noticc of ap-
pearance. A notice given by defendant to a
plaintiff that he appears in the action in per-
son or by attorney.

APPEARAND 3.1313. In Scotch liiiv.
An apparent heir. See APPABEN1‘ lien.
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. APPELLANT. The party who takes an
appeal from one court or Jurisdiction to an-
other.

APPELLATE. Pertaining to or having
cognizance of appeals and other proceedings
for the judicial review of adjudications.
—Appcllatc court. A court having juris-
diction of appeal and review; a court to which
causes are removable by a peal, cern‘oran'. or
e_rror.—Appcllatc Jnrla ctlon. Jurisdic-
tion on appeal; jurisdiction to revise or correct
the proceedings in a cause already instituted
and acted u n by an inferior court. or by a
tribunal hav ng the attributes of a court. Au-
ditor of State v. Railroad Co.. 6 Kan. 5&3. 7
Am. Rep. 575; State v. Anthony. 65 Mo. App.
543; State v. Baker. 19 Fla. 19; Ex parte
Bollman. 4 Crunch, 101, 2 L. Ed.‘ 554.

APPELLATIO. Lat. An appeal.

APPELLATOR. An old law term hav-
ing the same meaning as "appellant," (q. 1;.)

In the civil law, the term was applied to
the judge ad queni, or to whom an appeal
was taken. Calvin.

APPELLEE. The party in a cause against
whom an appeal is taken; that is, the party
who has an interest adverse to setting aside
or reversing the judgment. Slayton v. Hor-
sey, 97 Tex. 341. 78 S. W. 919. Sometimes
also called the “respondent." '

In old English law. Where a person
charged with treason or felony pleaded guilty
and turned approver or "king's evidence,"
and accused another as his accomplice in the
same crime, in order to obtain his own par-
don. tiie one so accused was called the ‘_'ap-
peliee." 4 Bl. Comm. 330.

APPELLO. Lat. In the civil law. I
appeal. The form of making an appeal apud
acla. Dig. 49. 1, 2.

APPELLOB. in old English law. A
criminal who accuses his accomplices. or who
challenges a Jury.

APPENDAGE. Something added as an

accessory to or the subordinate part of an-
other thlng. State v. Fertig. 70 Iowa, ""9.1! -,

30 N. W. 633; Hemme v. School Dist., 30.
Kan. 377, 1 Pac. 104; State Treasurer v.
Railroad Co.. % N. J. Law, 26.

APPENDANT. A thing annexed to or
belonging to another thing and passing with
it: a thing of inheritance belonging to an-
other inheritance which is more worthy: as
an advowsoii, common. etc-.. which may be
appendant to a ninnor, common oi‘ fishing to
a freehold. a seat in a church to a house. etc.
It differs from appurtenance, in that append-
ant must ever be by prescription, 6. e., a per-
sonal usage for a considerable time, while an

appnrtenance may be created at this day:
‘for if a grant be made to a man and his
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heirs, of common in such a moor for his
beasts levant or couchant upon his manor,
the commons are appurtenant to the manor,
and the grant will pass them. 00. Litt. 121b,‘
Lucas v. Bishop, 15 Lea (Tenn.) 165. 54 Am.
Rep. 440; Leonard v. White, 7 Mass. 6, 5
Am. Dec. 19; Meek v. Breckenridge, 29 Ohio
St. 648. See Arpunrssaxcs.

'APPENDI'I‘IA. The appendages or ap-
purtenances of an estate or house. Cowell.

APPENDIX. A printed volume, us'ed on
an appeal to the English house of lords or
privy council, containing the documents and
other evidence presented in the inferior court
and referred to in the cases made by the par-
ties for the appeal. Answering in some re-
spects to the “paper-book" or “case" in Amer-
ican practice.

arri-mstms.
weight instead of by count.

Payment of money by
Cowell.

to have
See AP-

APPERTAIN. To belong to;
relation to; to be appurtenant to.
runrnsaxr.

APPLICABLE. When a constitution or
court declares that the common law is in
force in a particular state so far as it is ap-
plicable. it is meant that it must be applica-
ble to the habits and conditions of the com-
munity, as well as in harmony with the
genius. the spirit, and the objects oi‘ their
institutions. Wagner v. Bissell, 3 Iowa. 402.

When a constitution prohibits the enact-
ment of local or special laws in all cases
where a general law would ‘be applicable,
:1 general law should always be construed
to be applicable, in this sense. where the
entire people of the state have an interest
in the subject, such as regulating interest,
statutes of frauds or limitations, etc. But
where only a portion of the people are af-
fected, as in locating a county-seat, it will
depend upon the facts and circumstances of
each particular case whether such a law
would be applicable. Evans v. Job, 8 Nev.
322

APPLIGARE. Lot. in old English law.
To fasten to; to moor (a vessel.) Anciently
rendered. "to apply." Hale. de Jure Mar.

Applioatio est vita. results. Applica-
tion is the life of a rule. 2 Bulst. 79.

APPLICATION. A putting to, placing
before. preferring a request or petition to or
before a person. The act of making a re-
quest for something.

A written request to have a certain quan-
tity of land at or near a certain specified
place. Biddle v. Dougal, 5 Bin. (Pa.) 151.

The use or disposition made of a thing.
A bringing together, in order to ascertain

some relation or establish some connection;
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as the application of a rule or principle to a
case or fact.

In insurance. The preliminary request.
declaration, or statement made by a party
applying for an insurance on life, or against
fire.

0! purchase money. The disposition
made of the funds received by a trustee on a
sale of real estate held under the trust.

or payments. Appropriation of a pay-
ment to some particular debt; or the deter-
mination to which of several demands a
general payment made by a debtor to his
creditor shall be applied.

' APPLY. 1. To make a formal request
or petition, usually in writing, to a court.
oilicer, board, or company, for the granting
of some favor, or of some rule or order,
which is within his or their power or dis-
cretion. For example, to apply for an in-
junction, for a pardon, for a policy of in-
surance. ‘

2. To use or employ for a particular pur-
pose: to appropriate and devote to a par-
ticular use, object, demand, or subject-mab
ter. Thus, to apply payments to the reduc-
tion of interest.

3. To put, use, or refer, as suitable or rel-
ative; to co-ordinate language with a par-
ticular subject-matter; as to apply the words
of a statute to a particular state of facts.

APPOINTEE. A person who is appoint-
'ed or selected for a particular purpose; as
the appointee under a power is the person
who is to receive the benefit of the power.

APPOINTMENT. In ehinoory pne-
ttoe. The exercise of a right to designate
the person or persons who are to take the
use of real estate. 2 Washb. Real Prop. 302.

The act of a person in directing the dispo-
sition of property, by limiting a use, or by
substituting a new use for a former one. in
pursuance of a power granted to him for
that purpose by a preceding deed, called a
“power of appointment:" also the deed or
other instrument by which he so conveys.

Where the power‘ embraces several per-
mitted objects. and the appointment is made
to one or more of them, excluding others, it
is called “exclusive.”

Appointment may signify an appropriation
of money to a specific purpose. Harris v.
Clark, 3 N. Y. 93, 119, 51 Am. Dec. 352.

In public law. The selection or designa-
tion of a person. by the person or persons
having authority therefor, to fill an oiilce or
public function and discharge the duties of
the same. State v. New Orleans, 41 I4.
Ann. 156, 6 South. 592; Wickersham v. Brit-
tan. W Cal. 34. 28 Pac. 792, 15 L. R. A. 108;
Speed v. Crawford. 3 Meta. (Ky.) 210.

The term “appoint.I:nent" is to be distinguish-
ed from “elcction." The former is an execu-
tive act, whereby a person is named as the in-
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eumbent of an oiiice and invested therewith, by
one or more individuals who have the sole w-
er and right to select and constitute the o cer.
Election means that the person is chosen by _a

principle of selection in the nature of a vote,
participated in by the public enerally or by
the entire class of persons qualified to express
their choice in this manner. See McPherson
v. Blacker 146 U. S. 1. 13 sup. Ct. 3, 36 L.
Ed. 869; State v. Compson. 34 Or. 25. 54 Pac.
349; Reid v. Gorsuch. 67 N. J. Law. -396, 51
Atl. 457; State v. uire. 39 Ohio St. 197:
State v. Williams. 60 an. 837, 58 Pac. 476.

APPOINTOR. The person who appoints,
or executes a power of appointment; as up-
pointee is the person to whom or in whose
favor an appointment is made. 1 Steph.
Comm. 506, 507; 4 Kent, Comm. 316.

One authorized by the donor, under the
statute of uses, to execute a power. 2
Bouv. Inst. 11. 1923.

APPORT. L. Fr. In old English law.
Tax: tallage; tribute; imposition; payment:
charge; expenses. Kelham.

AIPOETIONMENT. The division, par-
tition. or distribution of a subject-matter in
proportionate parts. Co. Litt. 147; 1 Swanst.
37. n.; 1 Story, Eq. Jur. 475a.

0! oontraets. The allowance, in case of
a severable contract, partially performed, of
a part of the entire consideration propor-
tioned to the degree in which the contract
was carried out.

or rent. The allotment of their shares
in a rent to each of several parties owning
it. The determination of the amount of rent
to be paid when the tenancy is terminated
at some period other than one of the regular
intervals for the payment of rent. Swint v.
Mccalmont Oil C0,, 184 Pa. 202, 38 Atl.
1021, 63 Am. St. Rep. 791; Giuck v. Baiti-
more, 81 Md. 315, 32 Au. 515, 48 Am. St.
Rep. 515. '

0! ineuxnbranees. Where several per-
sons are interested in an estate, apportion-
ment, as between them. is the determination
of the respective amounts which they shall
contribute towards the removal of the in-
cumbrance.

01 eorporate shares. The pro tanto di-
vision among the subscribers of the shares
allowed to be issued by the charter, where
more than the limited number have been
subscribed for. Clarke v. Brooklyn Bank.
1 Edw. Ch. (N. Y.) 368; I-laight v. Day, 1

Johns. Ch. (N. Y.) 18.

0! common. A division of the right of
common between several persons. among
whom the land to which. as an entirety. it
-iirst belonged has been divided.

0! representatives. The determination
upon each decennial census of the number of
representatives in congress which each state
shall elect. the calculation being based up-
on the population. See Coast. U. S. art. 1,

5 2
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0! taxes. The apportionment of a tax
consists in a selection or the subjects to be
taxed. and in laying down the rule by which
to measure the contribution which each of
these subjects shall make to the tax. Bar-
iield v. Gleason, 111 Ky. 491, 63 S. W. 964.

APPOETS EN NATURE. In French
law. That which a partner brings into the
partnership other than cash; ‘for instance,
securities, realty or personalty. cattle, stock,
or even his personal ability and knowledge.
Argl. Fr. Merc. Law,

APPORTUM. In old lmgiish law. The
revenue, profit, or emolument which a thing
brings to the owner. Commonly applied to
a corody or pension. Blount.

APPOSAI. or snmurrs. The chars-
ing them with money received upon their
account in the exchequer.
il.; Cowell.

APPOSER. An omcer in the exchequer,
clothed with the duty of examining the sher-
iffs in respect of their accounts. Usually
called the “foreign apposer.” Termes de la
Ley. -

APPOSTILLE, or APOSTILLE. in
French law, an addition or annotation made
in the margin of a writing. Merl. Repert.

APPEKISE. In practice. To fix or -set
a price or value upon; to fix and state the
true value of a thing, and, usually, in writ-
ing. Vincent v. German Ins. Co., 120 Iowa.
272, 94 N. W. 458. ’

APPRAISEMENT. A Just and true vai-
uation of property. A valuation set upon
property under judicial or legislative author-
ity. Cocheco Mfg. Co. v. Straiford. 51 N.
H. 482.

APPRAISEB. A person appointed by
competent authority to make an appraise-
ment. to ascertain and state the true value
oi‘ goods or real estate. »

-0-oneral appraisers. Appraisers appointed
under an act of congress to aiford aid and as-
sistance to the collectors of customs in the ap-
prnisement of imported merchandise. Gibb v.
Vashington. 10 Fed. Cas. 288.—Me1-ohant a

praise:-s. Where the appraisement of an in-
voice of imported goods made by the revenue
officers at the custom house is not satisfactory
to the importer. persons may be selected (under
this name) to make a definitive valuation: they
must be merchants enga ed in trade. Auifmordt
v. Iledden (C. C.) 30 ed. 360; Oelberman v.
.\icrriit (C. C.) 19 Fed. 4-08.

APPREHEND. To take hold of, wheth-
er with the mind. and so to conceive. be-
lieve. fear, dread. (Trogdon v. State. 133 ind.
1. 32 N. E. 725;) or actually and bodily.
and so to take a person on a criminal pro-
cess: to seize: to arrest. (Hogan v. Stophlet.
179 iii. 150, 53 N. E. 601. 44 L. R. A. 809.)

St. 22&23Car.’
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APPREHBNIIO. Lat. In the civil and
old English law. A taking hold or a person
or thing; apprehension: the seizure or cap-
ture ot a person. Calvin.

One of the varieties or subordinate forms
of occupatio, or the mode of acquiring title
to things not belonging to any one.

APPREHENIION. In practice. The
seizure, taking. or arrest of a person on a
criminal charge. The term “apprehension”
is applied exclusively to criminal cases. and
“arrest" to both criminal and civil cases.
Cummings v. Clinton County, 181 M0. 162, 79
S. W. 1127; Rails County v. Stephens. 101
Mo. App. 115'). 78 S. W. 291: Hogan v. Stoph-
let. 179 ill. 150. 53 N. E. not. 44 L. R. A. 800.

In the civil luv. A physical or corporal
act. ((.'m‘pus,) on the part of one who intends
to acquire posseaiion of a thing, by which
he brings himself into such a relation to
the thing that he may subject it to his ex-
clusive controi; or by which he obtains the
physical ability to exercise his power over
the thing whenever he pleases. One of the
requisites to the acquisition of judicial pos-
session. and by which. when accompanied
.by intention. (animua,) possession is acquir-
ed. Mackeid. Rom. Law. §§ 248. 249, 250.

APPBENDRE.
received. Cowell.

A fee or profit taken or

APPRENTICE. A person. usually a
minor. bound in due form of law to a mas-
ter. to learn from him his art. trade. or
business. _and to serve him during the time
of his apprenticeship. 1 Bl. Comm. 426; 2
Kent. Comm. 211; 4 Term. 73:’). Altemus
v. Ely. 3 Rawle (Pa.) 307; in re Goodcnough.
19 Wis. 274; Phelps v. Railroad Co.. 99 Pa.
113; Lyon v. \\'hitemore. 3 N. J. Law. 845.

—App1-entice on I: lay. An ancient name
for students at law, and afterwards applied to
counsellors, apprcntir-3' ad barran. from which
comes the more modern word “barrister."

APPRENTICESIIIP. A contract by
which one person. usually a minor. called
the “apprentice." is bound to another person.
called the “master." to serve him during a
prescribed term of years in his art. trade, or
business. in consideration of being instruct-
ed by the master in such art or trade. and
(commonly) of receiving his support and
maintenance from the master during such
term.

The term during which an apprentice is
to'serve.

The status of an apprentice; the relation
subsisting between an apprentice and his
master.

APPRENTICIUS AD LIIGEH. An ap-
prentice to the law: a law student: a coun-
sellor below the degree of serjeant; a bar-
rister. See Arcana-rxca as u. L“.
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.Scotch law.

APPROPRIATION

APPRIZING. In Scotch law. A form
of process by which a creditor formerly took
possession of the estates of the debtor in
payment of the debt due. it is now super-
seded by adjudications.

APPROACH. In international law. The
right of a ship of war, upon the high sea.
to visit another vessel for the purpose of
ascertaining the nationality of the latter.
1 Kent, Comm. 153, note.

APPROBATE AND BEPBOBATE. In
To approve and reject: to take

advantage of one part, and reject the rest.
Bell. Equity suifers no person to approbate
and i'('[)7'0bdl(.’ the same deed. 1 Kames. Eq.
317; 1 Bell. Comm. 146.

APPROPRIATE. 1. To make a thing
one‘s own; to make a thing the subject of
property; to exercise dominion over an ob-
ject to the extent. and for the purpose. of
making it subserve one's own proper use or
pleasure. The term is properly used in this
sense to denote the acquisition of property
and a right of exclusive enjoyment in those
things which before were without an owner
or were publici juris. United States v. Nich-
olson (D. C.) 12 Fed. 522; Wuizen v. San
Francisco. 101 Cal. 15, 35 Pac. 353. 40 Am.
St. Rep. 17; People V. Lammerts, 16-i N. Y.
137. 58 N. E. 22. '_

2. To prescribe a particular use for par-
ticuiar moneys; to designate or destlne a
fund or property for a distinct use, or for
the payment of a particular demand. White-
head v. Gibbons. 10 N. J. Eq. 235: -\‘tate V.
Bordelon, 6 La. Ann. 68.

in its use with reference to payments or mon-
eys. there is room for a distinction between
this term and “apply." The former properly
denotes the setting apart of a fund or pay-
ment for a particular use or purpose. or the
mental act of resolving that it shall be so em-
ployed. while "ap |y” signifies the actual ex-
penditure of the und. or using thc payment.
for the purpose to which it has been appropriat-
ed. Practically. however, the words are used
interchangeably.

3. To appropriate is also used in the
sense oi’ to distribute; in this sense it may
denote the act of an executor or adminis-
trator who distributes the estate of his de-
cedent among the iegatees. heirs. or others
entitled, in pursuance of his duties and ac-
cording to their respective rights.

APPROPRIATION. The act of appro-
printing or setting apart; prescribing the
destination of a thing: designating the use
or application of a fund.

In public law. The act by which the
legislative department of government desig-
nates a particular fund. or sets apart a spec-
ifled portion of the public revenue or of
the money in the public treasury. to be ap-
plied to some general object of governmental
expenditure, (as the civil service list. etc.)
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or to some individual purchase or expense.
State v. Moore. 50 Neb. 88. 69 N. W. 373, 61
Am. St. Rep. 538; Clayton v. Berry, 27 Ark.
1%.

When money is appropriated (i. e., set
apart) for the purpose of securing the pay-
ment of a specific debt or class of debts. or
for an individual purchase or object of ex-
pense. it is said to be specifically appropriat-
ed for that purpose. .

A specific appropriation is an act of the
legislature by which a named sum of money
has been set apart in the treasury. and de-
voted to the payment of a phrticular de-
mand. Stratton v. Green, 45 Cal. 1-i9.

Appropriation of lnnd. The act of se-
lecting. devoting. or setting apart land for
a particular use or purpose. as where land
is appropriated for public buildings. military
reservations. or other public uses. Mcsorley
17. Hill, 2 Wash. St. 638, 27 Pac. 552; Mur-
dock v. Memphis. 7 Cold. (Tenn.) 500; Jack-
son v. Wilcox, 2 Ill. 380. Sometimes also
applied to the taking of private property for
public use in the exercise of the power of
eminent domain. Railroad Co. v. Foltz (C.
C.) 52 Fed. 629; Sweet v. Rechel. 159 U. S.
380. 16 Sup. Ct. 43. 40 L. Ed. 188.

Appropriation of water. .-in appropria-
tion of water flowing on the public domain
consists in the capture, impounding. or di-
version of it from its natural course or
channel and its actual application to some
beneficial use private or personal to the ap-
propriator, to the entire exclusion (or exclu-
sion to the extent of the water appropriated)
of all other persons. To constitute a valid
appropriation, there must he an intent to
apply the water to some beneficial use exist-
ing at the time or contemplated in the fu-
ture. a diversion from the natural channel
by means of a ditch or canal. or some oth-
er open physical act of taking possession of
the water. and an actual application of it
within a reasonable time to some useful or
beneficial purpose. Low v. Rizor, 25 Or. 551.
37 Pac. 82: Clough v. Wine. 2 Ariz. 371. 17
Pac. 453: Oilield v. Ish, 21 Wash. 57. 57
Pac. 800; Reservoir Co. v. People. 8 Colo.
614. 9 Pac. 79-1': McCall V. Porter. 42 Or. 49,
70 Pac. 820; McDonald v. Mining Co., 13
Cal. 220.

Appropriation of payments. This
means the application of a payment to the
discharge of a particular debt. Thus. if a
creditor has two distinct debts due to him
from his debtor. and the latter makes a
general payment on account. without speci-
fying at the time to which debt he intends
the payment to apply. it is optional for the
creditor to appropriate (apply) the payment
to either of the two debts he pleases. Gwin
v. McLean. 82 Miss. 121; Martin v. Draher.
5 Watts (Pa.) 544.

In English occlosiutlonl law. The
perpetual annexing of a heneilce to some
spiritual corporation either sole or aggregate,
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being the patron of the living. 1 Bl. Comm.
384; 3 Steph. Comm. 70-75; 1 Crabb. Real
Prop. p. 1-14, § 129. Where the annexation is
to the use of a lay person, it is usually call-
ed an “impropriation." 1 Crabb. Real Prop.
p. 145, 5 130.

APPROPEIATOB. One who makes an
appropriation; as, an appropriator of wa-
ter. Lux v. Haggin, tn) Cal. 255, 10 Pac.
736.

In English ecclesiastical law. A spirit-
ual corporation entitled to the profits of a
benetlce.

APPROVAL. The act of a judge or
magitrate in sanctioning and accepting as
satisfactory a bond, security, or other in-
strument which is required by law to pass
his inspection and receive his approbation
before it becomes operative.

APPROVE. To take to one's proper and
separate use. To improve; to enhance the
value or protlts of anything. To inc-lose and
cultivate common or waste land.

To approve common or waste land is to
inclose and convert it to the purposes of bus-
bandry, which the owner might always do.
provided he left common sufilcient for such
as were entitled to it. St. Mert. c. 4; St.
Westm. 2. c. 46: 2 Bl. Comm. 34: 3 Bl.
(knnm. 240; 2 Steph. Comm. 7; 3 Kent.
Comm. 406.

In old criminal law. To accuse or
prove; to accuse an accomplice by giving
evidence against him.

arrnovzn mnonsnn NOTES.
Notes indorsed by another person than the
maker, for additional security.

APPROVEMENT. By the common law.
approvement is said to be a species of con-
fession, and incident to the arraignment of a
prisoner indicted for treason or felony, who
confesses the fact hefore plea pleaded, and
appeals or accuses others, his accomplices
in the same crime, in order to obtain his own
pardon. In this case he is called an “ap-
prover." or “prover." “prohator,” and the
party appealed or accused is called the "ap-
pellee." Such approvement can only be in
capital offenses. and it is. as it were, equiva-
lent to an indictment. since the appellee is
equally called upon to answer it. Gray v.
People. 26 Ill. 344: Whiskey Cases, 99 I’. S.
599. 25 L. Ed. 399: State v. Graham. 41 N.
J. Law. 15, 32 Am. Rep. 174.

arrnovnn. L. Fr.
prove; to vouch. Kelham.

To approve or

APPROVED. n. In real property law.
Approvement; improvement. "There can be
no arpprovcr in derogation of a right of com-
mon of turbary." 1 Taunt. 435.
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In criminal law. An accomplice in crime
who accuses others of the same oflense. and
is admitted as a witness at the discretion
of the court to give evidence against his
companions in guilt. He is vulgarly called
“Queen's Evidence."

He is one who confesses’ himself guilty of
felony and accuses others of the same crime
to save himself from punishment. Myers v.
People. 26 Ill. 175.

In old English law. Certain men sent
into the several counties to increase the
farms (rents) of hundreds and wapentakes,
which formerly were let at a certain value to
the sheriff. Cowell.

Baiilffs of lords in their franchises. Sher-
iffs were called the king's "approvers" in 1
Edw. III. st. 1, c. 1. Ternics de la Ley. 49.

Approvers in the Marches were those who
had license to sell and purchase beasts
there.

APPRUARE.
profit. Coweli.

To take to one’s use or

In the civil law. A driv-
Dlg. 8, 3, 1, 1.

APPULSUS.
ing to, as of cattle to water.

APPURTENANCE. That which belongs
to something else; an adjunct; an. append-
age; something annexed to another thing
more worthy as principal. and which passes
as incident to it, as a right of way or other
easement to land; an out-house, barn, gar-
den. or orchard. to a house or messuage.
Meek v. Breckenridge, 29 Ohio St. 642; Bar-
ris v. Elliott, 10 Pet. 54, 9 L. Ed.
I-Iuinphreys v. McKis:-mck, 140 U‘. s. 304, 11
Sup. Ct. 779. 35 L. Ed. 473; Farmer v. Wa-
ter Co., 56 Cal. 11.

Appurtenauces of a ship include whatever
is on board a ship for the objects of the voy-
age and adventure in which she is engaged,
belougingto her owner.

Appurtcnant is substantially the same in
meaning as accessory, but it is more technic-
ally used in relation to property, and is the
more appropriate word for a conveyance.

APPUBTENANT. Belonging to; acces-
sory or incident to; adjunct, appended, or
annexed to; answering to at-c-essay-(um in the
civil law. 2 Steph. Comm. 30 note.

A thing is deemed to be incidental or ap-
purtenant to land when it is by right used
with the land for its benefit, as in the case of
a way, or water-course. or of a passage for
light, air. or heat from or across the land of
another. Civil Code Cal. § 662.

In common speech, appurtenant denotes an-
nexed or belonging to; but in law it denotes
an annexation which is of convenience mere-
ly and not of necessity. and which may have
had its origin at any time. in both which re-
spects it is distinguished from appendant,
(q. 1:.)
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APROVEOEAIIEITO. In Spanish
law. Approvement, or ‘improvement and en-
joyment of public lands. As applied to puelr
lo lands, it has particular reference to the
commons. and includes not only the actual
enjoyment of them but a right to such enjoy-
ment. Hart v. Burnett. 15 Cal. 530, 586.

APT. Fit; suitable; appropriate.
—A t time. Apt time sometimes depends up-
on apae of time; as, where a thing is required
to be done at the first term, or within a given
time. it cannot be done afterwards. But the
phrase more usually refs-rs to the order of pro-
ceedings. as fit or suitable. Pugh v. York. 74
N. C. 3S3.—Apt words. Words proper to pro-
duce the legal eifect for which they are intend-
ed; sound technical phrases.

AP'.l'A V130. _Fit for a husband; man
riageable; a woman who has reached mar-
riageable years.

APUD AOTA. Among the acts; among
the recorded proceedings. In the civil law.
this phrase is applied to appeals taken orally.
in the presence of the judge, at the time of
judgment or sentence.

AQUA. In the civil and old English law.
Water; sometime_s a stream or water-course.
—Aqus sestiva. In Roman law. Summer
water: water that was used in summer only.
Dig. 43, 20. 1, 3. 4.—Aqus. cur:-ens. Running
water.—Aqus dnlois, or frisca. Fresh wa-
ter. Reg. Orig. 97; Bract. fols. 117. 135.-
Aqus fontnnea. Spring water. Fleta, lib. 4.
c. 27, § 8.—A In rofluens. Flowing or run-
ning water. ig. , 8, 2.—Aqun quotidlnnn.
In Roman law. Daily water; water that might
be drawn at all _times of the year. (qua Tue
quoiidic posse’: cm. at‘ vcllci.) Dig. 43. 20, -4.
—Aqna salsa. Salt water.

Aqua oedit solo. Water follows the land.
A sale of land will pass the water which
covers it. 2 Bl. Comm. 18; Co. Litt. 4.

Aqua ourrlt at debet our:-ere, .ut our-

rore solebst. Water runs, and ought to
run, as it has used to run. 3 Bulst. 339; 3
Kent. Oomm. 439. A running stream should
be left to flow in its natural channel. without
alteration or diversion. A fundamental max-
im in the law of water-courses.

AQUE DUOTU8. In the civil law. A
servitude which consists in the right to carry
water by means of pipes or conduits over or
through the estate of another. Dig. S, 3, 1;
last. 2, 3.

AQUE EAUSTU8. In the civil law. A
servitude which consists in the right to draw

‘water from the fountain. pool. or spring of
another. Inst. 2. 3, 2; Dig. 8, 3. 1, 1.

AQUE ILIMITTENDE. A civil law
easement or servitude. consisting in the right
of one whose house is surrounded with other
buildings to cast waste water upon the adja-
cent roofs or yards. Similar to the common
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law easement of drip. Bellows v. Sackett,
_15 Barb. (N. 1;.) 96.

AQUAGIUH. A canal, ditch, or water-
course running through marshy grounds. A
mark or gauge placed in or on the banks of
a running stream, to indicate the height or
the water, was called “aqua-gaugium.” Spel-
man.

AQUATIC RIGHTS. Rights which indi-
viduals have to the use of the sea and rivers,
for the purpose of fishing and navigation,
and also to the soil in the sea and rivers.

AEABANT. They plowed. A term of
feudal law, applied to those who held by
the tenure of plowing and tilling the lord's
lands within the manor. Gowell.

ARAEO. In feudal law. To make oath
in the church or some other holy place. All
oaths were made in the church upon the rel-
ics of saints, according to the Ripuarian
laws. Cowell; Speiman.

ARALIA. Plow-lands. Land flt for the
plow. Denoting the character of land, rath-
er than its condition. Speiman.-

ARATOR.
ble land.

A plow-man; a farmer of ara-

ARATBUM THREE. In old English
law. A plow of land; a plow-land; as much
land as could be tilled with one plow. Whis-
haw.

ARATUBA TBRRE. The plowing of
land by the tenant, or vassal, in the service
of his lord. Whishaw.

ARATIIEIA. Land suitable for the
plow; arable land. Spelman.

AEBITEB. A person chosen to decide a
controversy; an arbitrator, referee.

A person bound to decide accordin to the
rules of law and equity, as distinguished from
In arbitrator, who may proceed wholly at his
own discretion, so that it be according to the
judgment of a sound man. -Cowell.

According to Mr. Abbott, the distinction is as
follows: “Arbitrator” is a technical name of a
person selected with reference to an established
system for friendly determination of controver-
sies, which, though not judicial, is et regulated
by law: so that the were and uties of the
arbitrator, when on_ce e_ is chosen, are prescrib-
ed by law, and his doings may be judicially
revised if he has exceeded his authority. “Arbi-
ter" is an untechnical designation of a person
to whom a controversy is referred. irrespective
of any law to govern the decision; and is the
proper word to signify a referee of a question
outside of or above municipal law.

But it is elsewhere said that the distinction
between arhiters and arbitrators is not observed
in modern law. Russ. Arb. 112.

In the Roman law. A Judge invested
with a discretionary power. A person ap-

ARBITRATOR

pointed by the prtetor to examine and decide
that class of causes or actions termed "bone:
/ldci," and who had the power oi.‘ judging ac-
cording to the principles of equity, (ea izq-uo
et bono;) distinguished from the judcs, (q.
1)..) who was bound to decide according to
strict law. Inst. 4, 6, 30, 31.

ARBITRAIEENT. The award or deci-
sion of arbitrators upon a matter of dispute,
which has been submitted to them. Termes
de la Ley.
—A1-bitraxnent and award. A plea to an
action brought for the same cause which had
been submitted to arbitration and on which an
award had been made. Wats. Arb. 256.

Arlntrunentum nqniun trlbnlt unique
mum. A just arbitration renders to every
one his own. Noy, Max. 248.

ARBITRARY. Not supported by fair,
solid, and substantial cause, and without rea-
son given. Treloar v. Bigge, L. R. 9 Exch.
155.

—Arblt1-nry government. The difierence
between a free and an arbitrary government is
that in the former limits are assigned to those
to whom the administration is committed, but
the latter depends on the will of the depart-
ments or some of them. Kamper v. Hawkins,
1 Va. Cas. 20, 23.—-Arbitrary punishment.
That punishment which is left to the decision
of the judge, in distinction from those defined
by statute.

ARBITRATION. In practice. The in-
vestigation and determination of a matter or
matters of dii'i'erence between contending par-
ties. by one or more unoflicial persons, chos-
en by the parties. and called “arbitrators.”
or “referees." Duren v. Getcbell, 55 Me.
241; Henderson v. Benton‘, 52 Tex. 43; Boy-
den v. Lamb, 152 Mass. 416, 25 N. E. 609;
In re Curtis-Castle Arbitration, 64 Conn.
501. 30 Atl. 769, 42 Am. St.'Rep. 200.

Compulsory arbitration is that which takes
place when the consent of one of the parties
is enforced by statutory provisions.

Voluntary arbitration is that which takes
place by mutual and free consent of the par-
ties.

In a wide sense. this term may embrace
the whole method of thus settling controver-
sies, and thus include all the various steps.
But in more strict use. the decision is sepa-
rately spoken ot, and called an “award,” and
the “arbitration" denotes only the submis-
sion and hearing.
—A1-bitration clause. A" clause inserted in a
contract Providing for compulsory. arbitration
in case 0 dispute as to rights or liabilities un-
der it; inefiectual_ if it purports to oust the
courts of 'urisdiction entirely, See Perry v.
Cobb. 88 ii e. 435. 34 At]. 278. 49 L. R. A. 389.
—Ax-bitration of exchange. This takes
place where a merchant pays his debts in one
country by a bill of exchange upon another.

ARBITRATOB. A private. disinterested
person, chosen by the parties to a disputed
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question, for the purpose of hearing their
contention, and giving judgment between
them; to whose decision (award) the litigants
submit themselves either voluntarily, or. in
some cases, compulsorily, by order of a court.
Gordon v. U. S., 7 Wall. 195, 19 L. Ed. 35;
Mobile v. Wood (C. C.) 95 Fed. 538; Burchell
v. iiinrsh, 17 How. 349, 15 L. Ed. 96: Miller
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v. Canal Co., 53 Barb. (N. Y.) 595; Fndickar‘
v. Insurance Co.. 62 N. Y. 309.

“Referee" is of frequent modern use as a
synonym of arbitrator, but is in its origin
of broader signification and less accurate
than arbitrator.

ARBITRIOS. In Spanish and Mexican
law. Taxes imposed by municipalities on
certain articles of merchandise, to defray the
general expenses of government, in default
of revenues from “proprios." i. e., lands own-
ed ‘by the municipality. or the income of
which was legally set apart for its support.
Sometimes used in a wider sense, as mean-
ing the resources of a town. including its
privileges in the royal lands as well as the
taxes. Escriche Dict.; Sheldon v. Milmo, 90
Tex. 1, 36 S. W. 413.

ARBITIBIUII. The decision of an arbi-
ter, or arbitrator; an award; a judgment.

Arbitrium out judlehun. An award is
a judgment. Jenk. Cent. -137.

Arbitrlum eit jurlicinm boni vh-I, se-
cundum nqnum at bonnm. An award is
the judgment of a good man, according to
justice. 3 Bulst. 64.

A3303. Lat. A tree; a plant; some-
thing larger than an herb; a general term
including vines, osiers, and even reeds. The
mast of a ship. Brissonius. Timber. Ains-
worth; Calvin.

ARBOR OONSANGUINITATIS. A ta-
ble, formed in the shape of a tree, showing
the genealogy of a family. See the arbor
('ii,'”i8 of the civilians and canonists. Hale,
Com. Law, 335.

Arbor dnm orescit, llgnlun dun ores-

oere nescit. [That which is] a tree while
it grows, [is] wood when it ceases to grow.
Cro. Jac. 166; Hob. 77b, in marg.

ARBOR FINALIS. In old English law.
A boundary tree; a tree used for making a
boundary line. Bract. fols. 167, 207i).

ARGA. Lat. In the civil law. A chest
or confer: a place for keeping money. Dig.
30. 30. 6; Id. 32, 64. Brissonius.

ARCANA IMTERH.
Bl. Comm. 337.

AROARIUS. in civil and old English
law. A treasurer; a keeper of public money.
God. 10, 70, 15; Speiman.

State secrets. 1

ARCHIVES

ABOEAIONOHIA. A collection of Sax-
on laws, published during the reign of Queen
Elizabeth, in the Saxon language. with a‘
Latin version by Lambard.

AROHBISHOP. In English ecclesias-
tical law. The chief of the clergy in his
province, having supreme power under the
king or queen in all ecclesiastical causes.

ARCHDEAOON. A dignltary of the
Anglican church who has ecclesiastical juris-
diction immediately subordinate to that of
the bishop, either throughout the whole of
his diocese or in some particular part of it.

AECHDEACOWS COURT. In English
ecclesiastical law. A court held before a

judge appointed by the archdeacon. and call-
ed his orlicial. Its jurisdiction comprises the
granting of probates and administrations,
and ecclesiastical causes in general, arising
within the archdeaconry. -It is the most in-
ferior court in the whole ecclesiastical polity
of England. 3 Bl. Comm. 64; 8 Steph.
Comm. 430.

ARGKDEAGONBY. A division of a
diocese, and the circuit of an archdeacon‘s
jurisdiction.

ARCHERY. In feudal law. A service
of keeping a bow for the lord's use in the de-
fense of his castle. Co. Litt. 157.

ABOEES COURT. In English ecclesi-
astical law. A court of appeal belonging to
the Archbishop of Canterbury, the judge of
which is called the “Dean of the Arches,"
‘because his court was anciently held in the
church of Saint Mary-le-Bow, (Sancta Maria
de Arcubua) so named from the steeple,
which is raised upon pillars built archwise.
The court was until recently held in the hall ,

belonging to the College of Civilians. com-
monly called "Doctors’ Commons.” It is now
held in Westminster Hall Its proper juris-
diction is only over the thirteen peculiar par-
ishes belonging to the archbishop in London.
but, the oiiice of Dean of the Arches having
been for a long time united with that of the
archbishop's principal official, the Judge of
the Arches, in right of such added otiice. it
receives and determines appeals from the
sentences of all inferior ecclesiastical courts
within the province. 3 Bl. Comm. G-1.

ARCHETYPE. The original copy.

AECHIOAPELLANUS. L. Lat. In old
European law. A chief or high chancellor,
(cummus canccllarius.) Spelman.

ARCHIVES. The Rolls; anyplace where
ancient records. charters. and evidences are
kept. In libraries, the private depository.
Cowell; Spelman.

The derivative meaning of the word (now
the more common) denotes the writings them-
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selves thus preserved; thus we say the ar-
chives of a college, of a monastery, ll public
oflice. etc. Texas M. Ry. Co. v. Jarvis, 69
Tex. 537, 7 S. W. 210; Guillbeau v. Mays, 15
Tex. 410.

ARCHIVIST. The custodian of archives.

ABCTA 1-3'1‘ IALVA CUBTODIA.
Lat. In strict and safe custody or keeping.
When a defendant is arrested on a capias ad
umsfacicndum, (cu. .m.,) be is to be kept
arcta et salt.-a custodi. 3 Bl. Comm. 415.

ARDEN!‘ SPIRITS. spirituous or dis-
tilled liquors. Sarlls v. U. S., 152 U. S. 570.
14 Sup. Ct. 720, 38 L. Ed. 556; U. S. v. Ellis
(D. C.) 51 Fed. 808; State v. Townley, 18 N.
J. Law, 311. This phrase, in a statute. does
not include alcohol, which is not a liquor or
any kind. State V. Martin, 34 Ark. 340.

ABDOUB. In old English law. An in-
cendiary: a house burner.

ARE. A surface measure in the French
law, in the form of a square. equal to 1076.441
square feet.

ABBA. An inclosed yard or opening in
a _house: an open place adjoining a house.
1 Chit. Pr. 176.

In the civil law. A vacant space in a city;
a place not built upon. Dig. 50, 16, 211.

The site of a house: a site for building;
the space where a house has stood. The
ground on which a house is built, and which
remains after the house is removed. Bris-
sonius; Calvin.

ABENALEI. In Spanish law. Sandy
beaches; or grounds on the banks of rivers.
White, Becop. b. 2, tit. 1, c. 6.

ABENDATOB. A farmer or renter; in
some provinces of Russia, one who farms the
public rents or revenues; ti “crown ai-enda-
tor" is one who rents an estate belonging to
the crown.

AIJIIIIPODINA. In the civil law. A
sand-pit. Dig. 7. 1. 13. 5.

ARENTARE. Lat. To rent; to let out
at a certain rent. Cowell. Arcntatio. A
renting. -

AREOPAGITE. In ancient Greek law.
A lawyer or chief judge of the Areopagus in
capital matters in Athens; a tribunal so
called after a hill or slight eminence. in a
street at that city dedicated to Mars, where
the court was held in which those judges
were wont to sit. Wharton.

ARBTRO. In arrear;
written a retro.

behind. Also
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ARG. An abbreviation of argucndo.

ABGENT. In heraldry. Silver.

ARGENTABIUS. In the Roman law, a
money lender or broker; a dealer in money;
a banker. Argcntarium, the instrument of
the loan, similar to the modern word “bond"
or “note."

ARGENTARIUS MIZILES. A money
porter in the English exchequer, who carries
the money from the lower to the upper ex-
chequer to be examined and tested. Spel-
man.

ARGENTEUS. An old French coin, an-
swering nearly to -the English shilling.
Spelman.

ARGENTULI. Silver ; money.
—A1-gonlzlun album. Bullion: uncoined sil-
ver; common silver coin: silver coin worn
smooth. Cowell: Spelman.—A1-gentum Del.
God's money: God's penny: mone given as
earnest in making a bargain. Cowe l.

ARGUENDO. In arguing; in the course
of the argument. A statement or observa-
tion made by a judge as a matter of argu-
ment or illustration, but not directly beiiring
upon the case at bar, or only incidentally iii-
volved in it, is said (in the reports) to be
made argucndo, or, in the abbreviated form,
org.

ARGUMENT. In rhetoric and logic, an
inference drawn from premises, the truth of
which is indisputable. or at least highly prob-
able.

The argument of a demurrer. special case, sp-
peal, or other proceeding involving a question
of law. consists of the speeches of the opposed
counsel; namely, the “.opening" of the counsel
having the right to begin, (q. 1)..) the speech of
his opponent, and the “reply" of the first coun-
sel. It answers to the trial of a question of
fact. Sweet. But the submission of printed
briefs may technically constitute an argument.
Malcomb v. Hamill. 65_ How. Prac. (N. Y.)
2533; State v. California Min. Co.. 13 Nev.

ARGUMENT AB INO0NVENIE'1l’l'I.
An argument arising from the inconvenience
which the proposed construction of the law
would create.

ARGUMENTATIVE. In pleading. In-
direct; inferential. Steph. Pl. 179.

A pleading is so called in which the state-
ment on which the pleader relies is implied
instead of being expressed. or where it con-
tains. in addition to proper statements of
facts. reasoning or arguments upon those
facts and their relation to the matter in dis-
pute, such as should be reserved for presen-
tation at the trial.

Argiunontum a ooinxnnniter acciden-
tibus in 1111-0 troquons est. Au arguiiieiit
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drawn from things commonly happening is
frequent in law. Broom, Max. 44.

Argunuentuln I divisione est fertile!-
mum in jute. An argument from division
[of the subject] is of the greatest force in
law. Co. Litt. 213b; 6 Coke, 60.

Ax-guanentuns 3 major! ad minus neg-
ative non valet; valet e oonverso. An
argument from the greater to the less is of
no force negatively; affirmatively it is.
Jenk. Cent. 281.

Argtunentuxn 3 shall! valet in lege.
An argument from a like case (from analogy)
is good in law. Co. Litt. 191.

Argnmentnn: ab nnotorltate est tor-
tiuinuun in lege. An argument from au-
thority is the strongest in the law. “The
book cases are the best proof of what the law
is.” Co. Litt. 2540.

Arguznentnzn ab impoulbil! valet in
lege. An argument drawn from an impos-
sibility is forcible in law. Co. Litt. 92a.

Argnmentnn: Ab inconvenient! est
velldtun in lege; quits lex non permit-
tit nnqnod inconvenient. An argument
drawn from what_ is inconvenient is good in
law, because the law will not permit any in-
convenience. Co. Litt. 660, 258.

Argnmentnm ab inoonvenlenti plund-
nuun valet [est vnlidnm] in lege. An
argument drawn from inconvenience is of
the greatest weight [is forcible] in law. Co.
Litt. 660, Ma, 152b, 258D; Broom, Max.
184. If there be in any deed or instrument
equivocal expressions, and great inconven-
ience must necessarily follow from one con-
struction, it is strong to show that such con-
struction is not according to the true inten-
tion of the grantor; but where there is no
equivocal expression in the instrument, and
the words used admit only of one meaning.
arguments of inconvenience prove only want
of foresight in the granbor. 3 Madd. 640; 7
Taunt. 496.

ARIBANNUM. In feudal law. A flne
for not setting out to join‘ the army in obedi-
ence to the summons of the king.

ARIERBAN, or ARRIERE-BAN. An
edict of the ancient kings of France and
Germany, commanding all their vassals, the
noblesse, and the vassals’ vassals, to enter
the army, or forfeit their estates on refusal.
Spelman.

ARIMANNI. A mediaeval term for a
class of agricultural owners of small allodial
farms. which they cultivated in connection
with larger farms belonging to their lords.
paying rent and service for the latter, and
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being under the protection of their superiors.
Military tenants holding lands from the em-
peror. Spelman.

ARISTOCRACY. A government in which
a class of men rules supreme.

A form of government which is lodged in
a council composed of select members or
nobles, without a monarch, and exclusive of
the people.

A privileged class of the people; nobles
and dignitaries; people of wealth and sta-
tion.

ABISTO-DEMOCRACY. A form of
government where the power is divided be
tween the nobles and the people.

ARIES. Earnest. Used in Yorkshire in
the phrase "Aries-penny." Cowell. In Scot-
land it has the same signification. Bell.

ABM or THE SEA.
sea projecting inland. in which the tide ebbs
and flows. 5 Coke, 107.

An arm of the sea is considered as extend-
ing as far into the interior of a country as~
the water of fresh rivers is propelled back-
wards by the ingress of the tide. Aug. Tide-
Waters, 73; Hubbard v. Hubbard, 8 N. Y.
196: Adams v. Pease, 2 Conn. 484: U. 8.
v. Grush, 5 Mason, 290, Fed. C113. No. 15.268;
Ex parte Byers (D. C.) 32 Fed. 404.

AREA. Lat. Arms; weapons, ofi'ensive
and defensive; armor; arms or cognizances
of families.
—Annn Du-e. To dub or make a. knight.-
Arma moluu. Sharp weapons that cut, in
contradistinction to such as are blunt. which
only break or bruise. Flcta, lib. 1, c. 33, par.
6.—Anne reversato. Reversed arms, a pun-
ishment for a traitor or felon. Cowell.

Anna in u-rnntos sunnere jun stnnnt.
The laws permit the taking up of arms
against armed persons. 2 Inst. 574.

ARHATA V18. In the civil law. Armed
force. Dig. 43, 16, 3; Fieta, lib. 4, c. 4.

ARMED. A vessel is “armed” when she
is fitted with a full armament for fighting
purposes. She may be equipped for warlike
purposes, without being “armed." By “arm-
ed” it is ordinarily meant that she has can-
non, but if she had a fighting crew, muskets.
pistols, powder, shot, cutlasses, and boarding
appliances, she might well be said to be
equipped for warlike purposes, though not
armed. 2 Hurl. & C. 53?: Murray v. '11Je
Charming Betsy, 2 Crunch, 121, 2 L. Ed. 208.

ARHIGER. An armor-bearer; an es-
quire. A title of dignity belonging to gen-
tlemen authorized to bear arms. CowelL

In its earlier meaning. a servant who car-
ried the arms of a knight. Spelman.

A tenant by scutage; a servant or valet;

A portion of the-
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applied, also, to the higher servants in con-
vents. Spelman.

ARIJSCARA. An ancient mode of pun-
ishment, which was to carry a saddle at the
back as a token of subjection. Spelman.

ABHIITICB. A suspending or cessation
of hostilities between belligerent nations or
forces for a considerable time.

AIBHOBIAI. BEARINGS. In English
law. A device depicted on the (now imagi-
nary) shield of one of the nobility, of which
gentry is the lowest degree. The criterion of
nobility is the bearing of arms, or armorial
bearings, received from ancestry.

Aa-anoa-an appsllaflone, non aoluan
sent: at gladli at sales, sod et fnatoa 9’.
lapidea eontinentnr. Under the name of
arms are included, not only shields and
swords and helmets, but also clubs and stones.
Co. Lltt. 162.

A3318. Anything that a man wears for
his defense, or takes in his hands, or uses in
his anger, to cast at or strike at another.
Co. Lltt. 161b, 162a; State v. Buzzard, 4
Ark. 18.

This term, as it is used in the constitution,
relative to the right of citizens to bear arms,
refers to the arms of a milltiaman or soldier,

'and the word is used in its military sense.
The arms of the infantry soldier are the mus-
ket and bayonet; of cavalry and dragoons,
the sabre, holster pistols. and carbine; of
the artillery, the field-piece, siege-gun, and
mortar. with side arms. The term. in this
connection, cannot be made to cover such
weapons as dirks, daggers, slung-shots, sword-
canes, brass knuckles, and bowie-knives.
These are not military arms. English V.
State, 35 Tex. 476, 14 Am. Rep. 374; Hill v.
State, 53 Ga. 472; Fife v. State, 31 Ark. 455,
25 Am. Rep. 556; Andrews v. State, 3 Heisk.
('l‘enn.) 179, 8 Am. Rep. 8; Aymette v. State,
2 Humph. (Tenn.) 154.

Arms. or coat of arms, signitles insignia,
i. e., ensigns of honor, such as were formerly
assumed by soldiers of fortune, and painted
on their shields to distinguish them; or
nearly the same as armorial bearings, (q. 1:.)

ARHY. The armed forces of a nation in-
tended for military service on land.

“The term ‘army’ or ‘armies’ has never been
used by congress, so far as I am advised, so as
to include the navy or marines. and there is
nothing in the act of 1862, or the circumstan-
ces which led to its passage, to warrant the con-
clusion that it was used therein in any other
than its long established and ordinary sense,-
the land .force. as distinguished from the navy
and marines." In re Bailey, 2 Savvy. 205. Fed.
Cas. No. 728. But see In re Stewart, 7 Rob.
(N. Y.) 636.

AIOIIATARIUS. A word formerly used
for a grocer. 1 Vent. 142.
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ARPEN, Ax-pent. A measure of land of
uncertain quantity mentioned in Domesday
and other old books; by some called an
“acre," by others "half an acre," and by
others a “furlong." Spelman; Cowell;
Blount.

A French measure of land, containing one
hundred square perches, of eighteen feet
each, or about an acre. But the quantity
varied in different provinces. Spelman.

In Louisiana. the terms “arpent" and
"acre" are sometimes used interchangeably;
but there is a considerable difference, the
arpent being the square of 192 feet and the
acre of 209 and a fraction. Randolph v.
Sentllles, 110 La. 419, 34 South. 587.

ARPENTATOB. A measurer or survey-
or of land. Oowell; Spelman.

ABBA. In the civil law. Earnest; earn-
est-money; evidence of a completed bargain.
Used of a contract of marriage, as well as
any other. Spelled, also, Arrha, Arne. Cal-
Vin.

ABRAIGN. In criminal practice. To
bring a prisoner to the bar of the court to
answer the matter charged upon him in the
indictment. The arraignment of a prisoner
consists of calling upon him by name, and
reading to him the indictment, (in the Eng-
lish tongue.) and demanding of him whether
he be guilty or not guilty, and entering his

~ plea. Crain v. United States, 162 U. S. 625,
16 Sup. Ct. 952. 40 L. Ed. 1097; Early v.
State, 1 Tex. App. 248, 268, 28 Am. Rep. 409;
State v. Braunschwelg, 36 Mo. 397; White-
head v. Com., 19 Grat. (Va.) 640: United
States V. McKnight (D. C.) 112 Fed. 982;
State 17. Hunter, -181 M0. 316, 80 S. W. 955;
State v. De Wolfe, 29 Mont. 415, 74 Pac. 1084.

In old English law. To order, or set in
order; to conduct in an orderly manner; to
prepare for trial. To arraign an assise was
to cause the tenant to be called to make the
plaint, and to set the cause in such order as.
the tenant might be enforced to answer there-
unto. Lltt. 5 442; C0. Lltt. 262b.

A.'B.RAIGN1ifliN'1'. In criminal practice.
Calling the defendant to the bar of the court,
to answer the accusation contained in the
indictment.

ABRAIGNS, 01.333 0!‘. In English
law. An assistant to the clerk of assise.

ARRAMEUB. In old French law. An
otiicer employed to superintend the loading
of vessels, and the safe stowage of the cargo.
1 Pet. Adm. Append. XXV:

ARRA8. In Spanish law. The donation
which the husband makes to his wife, by rea-
son or on account of marriage, and in con-
sideration of the date, or portion. which he
receives from her. Miller v. Dunn. 62 M0.
219; Cutter v. Wnddingham. 22 M0. 254.
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ARRAY. The whole body of jurors sum-
moned to attend a court, as they are arrayed
or arranged on the panel. Dane, Abr. In-
dex; 1 Chit. Grim. Law, 536; Coin.‘ Dig‘.
“Chalienge." B. Durrah v. State, 44 Miss.
789.

A ranking, or setting forth in order; the
order in wiilch Jurors’ names are ranked in
the panel containing them. Co. Litt. 1564;
3 Bl. Comm. 359.

AEBEARS, or ARREARAGEI. Money
unpaid at the due time. as rent behind; the
remainder due after payment of a part of an
account; money in the hands of an account-
ing party. Cowell; Hollingsworth v. Willis,
64 Miss. 152, 8 South. 170; Wiggin v. Knights
of Pythias (C. C.) 31 Fed. 122; Condit V.
Neighbor, 13 N. J. Law, 92.

ABREOT. To accuse or charge with an
offense. Arrectau, accused or suspected per-
sons.

ARRENDAMIENTO. In Spanish law.
The contract of letting and hiring an estate
or land, (here-dad.) White, Recop. b. 2, tit.
14, c. 1. ‘

ARR!-INT. In old English law. To let or
demise at a fixed rent. Particularly used
with reference to the public domain or crown
lands; as where a license was granted to
inclose land in a forest with a low hedge and
a ditch, under a yearly rent. or where an
encroachment, originally a purpresture, was
allowed to remain on the iixiug and payment
of a suitable compensation to the public for
its maintenance.

ARREST. In criminal practice. The
stopping, seizing, or .apprehending a person
by lawful authority; the act of laying hands
upon a person for the purpose of taking his
body into custody of the law; the restraining
of the libe'rty of a man's person in order to
compel obedience to the order of a co_urt of
justice, or to prevent the commission of a
crime, or to insure that a person charged or
suspected of a crime may be forthcoming to
answer it. French v. Bancroft. 1 Metc.
(I\i:i.~'.s.) 502; Emery v. Cl1esle_v, 18 N. II. 201;
U. S. v. Benner, 24 Fed. Ciis. 1084; Rhodes
v. Walsh, 55 .\iinii. 5112. 57 N. W. 212, 23 L.
R. A. 632; Ex parte Sherwood, 29 Tex. App.
334, 15 S. W. 812.

Arrest is well described in .the old books
as “the beginning of Imprisonment, when a
man is flrst taken and restrained of his liber-
ty. by power of a lawful warrant." 2 Shep.
Abr. 299: Wood, Inst. Coin. Law, 575.

In civil prlctice. The apprehension of
a person by virtue of a lawful aiithorlty to
answer the demand against him in a civil ac-

tion.
In admiralty prnotice. In admiralty ac-

tions a ship or cargo is arrcstcd when the

ARRESTED

marshal has served the writ in an action in
.rem. Williams 5; B. Adm. Jur. 193; Pelham
v. Rose, 9 Wall. 103, is L. Ed. 602.

Synonyms distinguished. The term "‘ap-
prehension" seems to be more peculiarly ap-
propriate to seizure on criminal process;
while “arrest” may apply to either a civil or
criminal action. but is perhaps better con-
fined to the former. 'Montgomery County 7.
Robinson. 85 I11. 176.

As ordinarily used, the terms “arrest" and "at-
tachment" coincide in meaning to some extent,
though in strictness, as a distinction, an arrest
may_ be said to be the act resulting from the
service of an attachment; and, in the more ex-
tended sense which is sometimes given to attach-
ment, including the act of taking, it would seem
to diEer_ from arrest, in that it is more peculiar-
ly applicable to a taking of property. while
arrest is more commonly used in speaking of
persons. Bouvier.

By arrest is to be understood to take the par-
ty into custody. To commit is the eparate and
distinct act'of carrying the party to prison. aft-
er having taken him into custody by force of
the execution. French v. Bancroft, 1 Metc.
(Mass) 502.
—A.n-est of inquest. Pleading in arrest of
taking the inquest upon a former issue. and
showing cause wh an inquest should not be
taken.-Arrest o in cat. In practice.
The act of staying a ju gment, or refusing to
render judgment in an action at law, after ver-
dict, for some matter intrinsic appearin on the
face of the record, which would render t e 'udg-
nient, if given, erroneous or reversible. Bl.
Comm. 393; 3 Steph. Comm. 6%; 2 Tidd. Pr.
918; Browning v. Powers. 142 M0. 322, 44 S
W. 224; Peo le V. Kelly, 94 N. Y. 536' Byrne-
v. Lynn. 18 ex. (‘iv. App. 2.32. 44 s. WV. 311.
—l!nl1cions an-est. An arrest made willfully
and without probable cause, but in the course
of a regular proceeding.—Pu-ol arrest. One
ordered by a judge or magistrate from the
bench. without written complaint or other pro-
ceedings, of a person who is present before him,
and which is executed on the spot; as in case
of breach of the peace in open court.—Wo.r-
rent of arrest. A written order issued and
signed by a magistrate. directed to a peace of-
ficcr or some ot er person s eciaiiy named, and
commanding him to arrest t e body of a person
named in it. who is accused of an oifense.
Brown v. State. 109 Ala. 70, 20 South. 103.

ARBESTANDIS BONIS NE D185!-
PENTUB. In old English law. A writ
which lay for a person whose cattle or goods
were taken by another, who during a contest
was likely to make away with them. and who
had not the ability to render satisfaction.
Reg. Orig. 126.

ARBESTANDO IPSUH QUI PROU-
NIAM REC!-2PI'.l.‘. In old English law. A
writ which issued for apprehending a person
who had taken the king's pi-est money to
serve in the wars. and then hid himself in
order to avoid going.

ARR!-ISTATIO.
arrest, (q. o.)

In old English law. An

ARRESTEE. In Scotch law. The per-
son in whose hands the movabies of another.
or a debt due to another, are arrested by the
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creditor of the latter by the process of arrest-
ment. 2 Kames, Eq. "173, 175.

ABRETER. In Scotch law. One who
sues out and obtains an arrestment of his
debtor's goods or movable obligations. Ersl-i.
Inst. 3, 6, 1.

ARRESTHENT. In Scotch law. Secur-
ing a criminal's person till trial, or that of a
debtor till he give security judicio sistl. The
order of a judge. by which he who is debtor
in a movable obligation to the arrester's debt-
or is prohibited to malie payment or delivery
till the debt due to the arrester be paid or
secured. Ersk. Inst. 3. 6, 2.

ARBBSTIIENT AJUBISDIOTIONIS
PUIIDANDE GAUSA. In Scotch law.
A process to bring a foreigner within the
Jurisdiction of the courts of Scotland. The
warrant attaches a foreigners goods within
the jurisdiction, and these will not be releas-
ed unless caution or security be given.

ABRESTO FAOT0 SUPER BONII
HERGATORUM ALIENIGENORUM.
In old English law. A writ against the goods
of aliens found within this kingdom. in rec-
ompense of goods taken from a denizeu in a
foreign country, after denial of restitution.
Reg. Orig. 129. The ancient civilians called
it “ciarigatio." but by the nioderns it is teriu-
ed “rcpri'amlia."

A3331‘. Fr. A judgment, sentence. or

decree of a court of competent Jurisdiction.
The term is derived from the French law,
and is used in Canada and Louisiana. Same
arrét is an attachment of property in the
hands of a third person. Code Prac. La. art.
N9: 2 Low. Can. 77: 5 Low. Can. 198. 218.

ARBETTED. Charged; charging. The
convening a person charged with a crime be-
fore a judge. Stauiidef. I’. C. 45. It is used
sometimes for imputed or laid unto: us no

folly may be arrettcd to one under age.
Cawell.

ARBEABO. In the civil law. Earnest;
money given to bind a bargain. Calvin.

ARBEE. In the civil law. Money or
other valuable things given by the buyer to
the seller, for the purpose of evidencing the
contract; earnest.

ABRIAGE AICD CARRIAGE. In Eng-
lish and Scotch law. Indefinite services for-
merly demandable from tenants. but prohib-
ited by statute, (20 Geo. II. c. 50, ii 21, 22.)
Holthouse; Ersk. Inst. 2. 6, 42.

A3312]. BAN. In feudal law. A sec-
ond summons to join the lord, addressed to
those who had neglected the flrst. A sum-
mons of the inferiors or vassals of the lord.
Spelman.
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ARRIERE PIB1‘, or 11-21:. In feudal
law. A tier or fee dependent on a uperioi'
one; an inferior flef granted by a vassiil of
the king. out of the tier held by him. Mon-
tesq. Esprit des Lois, liv. 31, cc. 26. 32.

ARBIERE VA SAL.
The vassal of a~vas .

In feudal law.

ARRIVAL. In marine insurance. The
arrival of a vessel means an arrival for pur-
poses of business. requiring an entry and
clearance and stay at the port so long as to
require some of the acts connected with busi-
ness. and not merely touching at a port for
advices, or to ascertain the state of the mar-
ket. or being driven in by an adverse wind
and sailing again as soon as it changes.
Gronstadt V. Witthotf (D. C.) 15 Fed. 265;
Dalgleisli v. Brooke, 15 East, 295; Kenyon v.
Tucker, 17 R. I. 529, 23 Atl. 61; Meigs v. In-
surance Co., 2 Cush. (Mass.) 439; Toler v.

White, 1 Ware, 280, 24 Fed. Cas. 3; Harrison
v. Vose, 9 How. 334, 13 L. Ed. 179.

“A vessel arrives at a port of discharge when
she comes. or is brought, to a place where it is
intended to discharge her. and where is the usii-
al and customary place of discharge. \Vhen_a
vessel is insured to one or two ports. and sails

‘for one, the risk terminates on her arrival there.
If a vessel is insured to a particular port of
discharge, and is destined to discharge cargo
successively at two diiferent wharves, docks: or
places, within that port. each being a.distinct
place for the delivery of cargo, the risk ends
when she has been moored twenty-four hours in
safety at the first place. But if she is destined
to one or more places for the delivery of cargo.
and delivery or discharge of a portion of her
cargo is necessary. not by reason of her having
reached any destined place of delivery, but as a
necessary and usual nautical measure. to enable
her to reach such usual and destined_ lace of
delivery, she cannot properly be consi cred as
having arrived at the usual and customary place
of discharge, when she is at anchor for the pur-
pose only of using such means as will better en-
able her to reach it. If she cannot get to the
destined and usual place of discharge in the
port because she is too deep. and must be light-
ered to get there, and, to aid in prosecuting the
voyage, cargo is thrown overboard or, put into
lighters. such discharge does not make that the
place of arrival; it is only a stopping-place in
the voyage. When the vessel is insured to in.

particular port of discharge. arrival within the
limits of the harbor does not terminate the risk.
if the place is not one where vessels are dis-
charged and voyages completed. The policy
covers the vessel through the port navigation. as
well as on the open sea, until she reaches the
destined place." Simpson v. Insurance Co.,
Holmes, 137, Fed. Cas. No. 12,886. '

ARRIVE. To reach or come to a partic-
ular place of destination by travelliig to-
wards it. Thompson v. United States, 1
Brock. 411, Fed. Cas. No. 407.

. In insurance law. To reach that particu-
lar place or point in a harbor which is the
ultimate destination of a vessel. .\Ieigs v. In-
surance Co., 2 Cush. (Mass.) 439, 453.

The words “arrive" and -“enter" are not
always synonymous; there certainly may be
an arrival without an actual entry or at-
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tempt to enter. United States v. Open Boat.
5 Mason, 120, 132, Fed: Gas. No. 15,967.

ARROGATION. In the civil law. The
adoption of a person who was of full age or
out juris. 1 Browne, Civil & Adm. Law, 119;
Dig. 1, 7, 5; Inst. 1, 11, 3. Reinders v. Kop-
pelmann, 68 M0. 497, 3’Am. Rep. 802.

ARRONDISSEIENT. In France, one
of the subdivisions of a department.

ARSJE ET PENSATE. Burnt and
weighed. A term formerly applied to money
tested or assayed by fire and by weighing.

A R S E N A L S. Store-houses for arms;
dock-yards, magazines, and other military
stores.

ARSER. III’ LE MAIN. Burning in
the hand. The punishment by burning or
branding the left thumb of lay offenders who
claimed and were allowed the benefit of
clergy, so as to distinguish them in case they
made a second claim of clergy. 5 Coke, 51;
4 Bl. Comm. 367. ' ‘

ARSON. Arson, atcommon law, is the
act of unlawfully and maliciously burning
the house of another man. 4 Steph. Comm.
99; 2 Russ. Crimes, 896; Steph. C1-im. Dig.
298.

Arson. by the common law, is the willful
and malicious burning of the house of an-
other. The word “house," as here under-
stood, includes not merely the dwelling-
house, but all outhouses which are parcel
thereof. State v. McGowan, 20 Conn. 245,
52 Am. Dec. 336; Graham v. State, 40 Ala.
664; Allen v. State, 10 Ohio St. 300; State
v. Porter, 90 N. C. 719; Hill V. Com., 98 Pa.
1953; State v. McCoy, 162 M0. 383, 628. W.
991.

Arson is the malicious and willful burning
of the house or outhouse of another. Code
Ga. 1882, 5 4375. _

Arson is the willful and malicious burning
of a building with intent to destroy it. Pen.
Code Cal. 5 447.

Degrees of arson. In several states, this
crime is divided into arson in the first, second,
and third degrees, the first degree including the
burning of an inhabited dwelling-house in the
night-time; the second degree, t e burning (at
night) of a building other than a dwelling-house,
hut so situated with reference _to a dwelling-
house as to endanger it: the third degree, the
burning of any building or structure not the
subject of arson in the first or second degree, or
the burning of property, his own or another's,
with intent to defraud or prejudice an insurer
thereof. People v. Durkin, 5 Parker. Cr. R.
(N. Y.) 248; People v. Fanshawe. 65 Hun, 77,
19 N. Y. Supp. 865; State v. .\IcCoy, 162 M0.
383, 62 S. W. 991; State v. Jessup, 42 Kan.
422', 22 Pac. 627.

ABSUBA. The trial of money by heating
it after it was coined.

The loss of weight occasioned by this pro-
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cess. A pound was said to burn so many
pence (tot ardere denarioa) as it lost by the
tire. Spelman. The term is now obsolete. _

ART. A principle put in practice and ap-
plied to some art, machine, manufacture. or
composition of matter. Earle v. Sawyer. 4
Mason, 1, Fed. Gas. No. 4,247. See Act Cong.
July 8, 1870.

in the law of patents. this term means a
useful art or manufacture which is beneficial
and which is described with exactness in its
mode of operation. Such an art can be pro-
tected only in the mode and to the extent
thus described. Smith V’. Downing, 22 Fed.
Cas. 511: Carnegie Steel Co. v. Cambria
Iron Co. (0. C.) 89 Fed. 754: Jacobs v. Ba-
ker, 7 Wall. 237, 19 L. Ed. 200; Corning v.
Burden, 15 How. 267, 14 L. Ed. 683.

A31‘, WORDS 0!‘. Words used in a
technical sense; words scientifically fit to
carry the sense assigned them.

ART AND PART. In Scotch law. The
offense committed by one who aids and as-
sists the commission of a crime, but who is
not the principal or chief actor in its actual
commission. An accessary. A principal in
the second degree. Pate:-s. Comp.

ABTHEL, ARDHEL, or ABDDELIO.
To avouch; as if a man were taken with
stolen goods in his possession he was allowed
a lawful arthel, i. e., vouchee, to clear him
of the felony: but provision was made
against it ,by 28 Ben‘. VIII. c. 6. Blount.

ARTICLE. A separate and distinct part
of an instrument or writing comprising two
or more particulars: one of several things
presented as connected or forming a whole.
Carter v. Railroad 00., 126 N. C. 437, 36 S.
E. 14; Wetzell v. Dinsmore, 4 Daly (N. Y.)
195.

In English ecclesiastical law. A com-
plaint exhibited in the ecclesiastical court by
way of libel. The different parts of a libel,
responsive allegation. or counter allegation
in the ecclesiastical courts. 3 Bl. Comm. 109.

In Scotch practice. A subject or mat-
ter; competent matter. “Article of dittay."
1 Broun, 62. A “point of dittay.” 1 swint.
128, 129.

ARTIGLED CLERK. In English law.
A clerk bound to serve in the ofiice of a so-
licitor in consideration of -being instructed
in the profession. This is the general accep-
tation of the term; but it is said to be equal-
ly applicable to other trades and professions.
Reg. v. Reeve, 4 Q. B. 212.

ARTICLES. 1. A connected series of
propositions; a system of rules. The subdi-
visions of a document. code, book. etc. A
specification of distinct matters agreed upon
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or established by authority or requiring ju-
dicial action.

2. A statute; as having its provisions ar-
ticulately expressed under distinct heads.
Several of the ancient English statutes were
called “articles," (articuhi)

3. A system of rules established by legal
authority; as articles of war, articles of the
navy, articles of faith, (see infra.)

4. A contractual document executed be-
tween parties, containing stipulations or
terms of agreement; as articles of agree-
ment, artlcles of partnership.

5. In chancery practice. A formal written
statement of objections tiled by a party, aft-
er depositions have been taken, showing
ground for discrediting the witnesses.
—A:rtioles a probatory. In Scotch law.
That part of e proceedings which corresgonds
to the answer to the charge in an Englis bill
in chancery. Paters. Comp.—Aa-tioles ini-
prolsatory. In Scotch law. Articulatelaver-
ments seitin forth the {acts relied upon. Bell.
That part 0 the proceedings which corresponds
to the charge in an English bill in chancery to
set aside a deed. Paters. Comp. The answer
is called “articles approbatory."— cles,
‘Lords of. A committee of the ‘Scottish par-
iiament, which, in the .mode of its election, and
by the nature of its powers, was calculated to
increase the influence of the crown, and to con-
fer upon it a power equivalent to that of a
negative before debate. This system appeared
inconsistent with the freedom of parliament, and
at the revolution the convention of estates de-
clared its grievance, and accordingly it was sup-
pressed by Act 1690, c. 3. Wharton.—Ar-tiolcs
of agreement. A written memorandum of the
terms of an agreement. It is a common prac-
tice for persons to enter into articles of ag
merit, preparatory to the execution of a form
deed. whereby it is stipulated that one of the
parties shall convey to the other certain lands,
or release his right to thein.'or execute some
other disposition of them.—As-tiolcs of asso-
ciation. Articles subscribed by the members
of a joint-stock company or corporation organiz-
ed under a general law, and which create the
corporate union between them. Such articles
are in the nature of a partnership agreement,
and commonly specify the form of organization,
amount of capital. kind of business to be pur-
sued. location of the company. etc. Articles of
association are to be distinguished from a char-
ter, in that the latter is a grant of power from
the sovereign or the legislature.—Art'ioles of
confederation. The name of the instrument
embodying the compact made between the thir-
teen original states of the Union, before the
adoption of the present constitution.—Artiolos

tli. In English law. The system of
faith of the Church of England, more commonly
known as the “Thirty-Nine Articles."—Arti-
clco_o£ impeachment. A formal written al-
legation of the causes for impeachment; an-
swering the same oiiice as an indictment in an
ordinary criminal proceeding.—A1-ticlcs of in-
corporation. The instrument by which a pri-
vate corporation is formed and o anized under
general corporation laws. Peop e v. Golden
Gate Indge, 1% Cal. 257, 60 Pac. 865.—Art:|-
cles of partnership. A written agreement
by which the parties enter into a copartnership
awn the terms and conditions therein stipulat-

.-Arflclos of religion. In English eccle-
sisstical law. Common called the “Thirty-
Nine Articles ;" a body 0 divinity drawn up by
the convocation in 1562, and confirmed by
James I.—Aa-ticlcs of roop. In Scotch law.
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The terms and conditions under which proper
is sold at auction.—A.s-tlolcs of act. In Scotc
law. An agreement for a lease. Paters. Comp.
—Articlcs of the clergy. The title of a stat-
ute passed in the ninth -year of Edward II. for
the purpose of adjusting and settling the great
uestions of cognizance then existing between

t e-ecclesiastical and temporal courts. 2 Reeve,
Hist. Eng. Law, Z)1—296.—As-ticlcs of the
navy. A system of rules prescribed by not of
parliament for the government, of the English
navy; also, in the United States, there are ar-
ticles for the government of the navy.—Arti-
olcs of the peace. A complaint made or
exhibited to a court by a person who makes
oath that he is in fear of death or bodily harm
from some one who has threatened or attempted
to do him injury. The court ma thereupon or-
der the person complained of to ad sureties for
the peace. and, in default, may commit him to

rison. 4 Bl. Comm. 255.—As-ticlcs of un-
on. In English law. Articles agreed to, A.

D. 1707, by the parliaments of England and
Scotland, for the union of the two kingdom.
They were twenty-five in number. 1 Bl. Comm.
96.—A:rtioles of war. Codes framed for the
government of a nation's army are commonly
thus called. .\

ARTIOULATI: ADJUDICATION. In
Scotch law. Where the creditor holds sev-
eral distinct debts, a separate adjudication
for each claim is thus called.

ARTIOUIATELY. Article by article;
by distinct clauses or articles; by separate
propositions.

ARTICULI. Lat. Articles; items or
heads. A term applied to some old English
statutes, and occasionally to treatises.
—Artionli clcri. Articles of the clergy, (q.
v.)—Artlcn1:l do nioncta. Articles concern-
'ing money, or the currency. The title of a
statute passed in the twentieth year of Ed-
ward I. 2 Reeve, I-iist. Dig. Law, : Crabb,
Eng. Inw, Amer. Ed.) l67.—Articnli H _

Ohartm. ‘he preliminary articles. forty-nine
in number, upon which the Magna Charm was
founded.—As-ticnli super ohartas. Articles
upon the charters. The title of a statute passed
in the twenty-eighth year of Edward I. st. _3,

coniirmin or enlarging many particulars in
Magna C‘ aria. and the Charm de Forcsta, and
appointing a method for enforcing the observ-
ance of them, and for the punishment of of-
fenders. 2 Reeve, Hist. Eng. Law, 103, 233.

ABTIOULO HORTIS. (Or more com-
monly in articulo mortis.) In the article of
death; at the point or death.

ABTIPICEB. One who ‘buys goods in
order to reduce them, by his own art or in-
dustry, into other forms, and then to sell
them. Lansdale v. Brashear, 3 T. B. Mon.
(Ky.) 335.

One who is actuhlly and personally en-
gaged or employed to do work of a ine-
chanical or physical character, not includ-
ing one who takes contracts for labor to be
performed by others. Ingram v. Barnes,
7 El. & Bl. 135; Chawner v. Cummings, 8 Q.
B. 321.

One who is master of his art. and whose
employment consists chiefly in manual labor.
Wharton; Cunningham. '
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ARTIFICIAL. Created by art. or by
law; existing only by force of or in con-
templation of law.
—Artiflcie1 force. In patent law. A nat-
ural force so transformed in character or ener-
gies by human power as to possess new capa-
bilities of action; this transformation oi_a
natural force into a force practically new In-
volves a true inventive act. Wall v. Leck, 66
Fed. 555. 13 C. C. A. 630.—Artiflcid per-
sons. Persons created and devised by human
laws for the nrposes of society and govern-
ment, as distinguished from natural persons.
Corporations are examples of artificial person.
1 Bl. Comm. 123. Chapman v. Brewer. 43 Neb.
S90, 62 N. W. 320, 47 Am. St. Rep. 779: Smith
v. Trust Co., 4 Ala. 568.—Arti£cisl pro-
sumptions. Also called “legal presumptions:"
those which derive their force and effect from
the law, rather than their natural tendency to
produce belief. 3 Starkie, Ev. 1235. Gulick V.
Loder. 13 N. J. Law, 72. 23 Am. Dec. 711.—
Artificial succession. The succession be-
tween predecessors and successors in a corpora-
tion aggregate or sole. Thomas v. Dakin, 22
Wend. (N. Y.) 100.—Artiflcis.l watercourse.
See Wamscounss.

ARTIPICIALLY. Technically; scien-
tifically; using terms of art. A will or con-
tract is described as “artltlciully" drawn if .

it is couched in apt and technical phrases
and exhibits a scientific arrangement.

/ .

ARTISAN. One skilled in some kind of
mechanical craft or art: a skilled mechanic.
0’(‘lnir v. Ilale. 25 Misc. Rep. 31. 54 N. Y.
Supp. 886: Amazon lrr. Co. v. Briesen, 1
Kan. App. 758. 41 Pac. 1116.

ARUBA. An old English law term, sig-
nlfyinga day's work in plowing.

ABVIL-SUPPER. A feast or entertain-
ment made at a funeral in the north of Eng-
land: an-z'l bread is bread delivered to the
poor at funeral solemnlties, and rm-ii, areal.
or arfal, the burial or funeral rites. Cowell.

A8. Lat. In the Roman and civil law.
A pound weight; and a coin originally weigh-
ing a pound. (called also “libra;”) divided
into twelve parts, called “uncut.”

Any integral sum, subject to division in
certain proportions. Frequently applied in
the civil law to inheritances; the whole in-
heritance belng termed “as." and its several
proportionate parts “sc.rtans," “quadrans,"
etc. Burrill.

The term “as," and the multiples of its
unct‘a', were also used to denote the rates
of interest. 2 Bl. Comm. 462, note m.

As AGAINST; AS BETWEEN. These
words contrast the relative position of two
persons. with a tacit reference to a difi'erent
relationship between one of them and a
third person. For instance. the temporary
bailee of a chattel is entitled to it as be-
tween himself and a stranger. or as against
a stranger; reference being made by this
form of words to the rights of the bailor.
Whhrton.

ASSART

ASOEND. To go up; to pass up or up-
wards; to go or pass in the ascending line.
4 Kent. Comm. 393, 397.

ASOENIDANTS. Persons with whom one
is related in the ascending line; one‘s par-
ents, grandparents, great-grandparents. etc.

ASOENDIENTES. In Spanish law. As-
cendants; ascending heirs; heirs in the as-

cending line. schm. Civil Law, 259.

ASCENT. Passage upwards; the trans-
mission of an estate from the ancestor to the
heir in the ascending line. See 4 Kent.
Comm. 393, 397. .

ASCERTAIN. To fix; to render certain
or definite; to estimate and determine; to
clear of doubt or obscurity. Brown v. Lyd-
d'y, 11 Hun, 456; Bunting v. Speek, 41 Kan.
424, 21 Pac. 288, 3 L. R. A. 690; Pughe v.
Coleman (Tex. Civ. App.) 44 S. W. 578.

ASCRIPTITIUS. In Roman law. A
foreigner who had been registered and nut-
uralized in the colony in which he resided.
Cod. 11. 47.

ASPECT. View; object; possibility. Im-
plies the existence of alternatives. Used in
the phrases “bill with a double aspect" and
“contingency with a double aspect."

ASPHYXIA. In medical jurisprudence.
A morbid condition of swooning. sui!oca-
tion. or suspended animation. resulting in
death if not relieved, produced by any seri-
ous interference with normal respiration (as,
the inhalation of poisonous gases or too
ratified air, choking, drowning, obstruction
of the air passages, or paralysis of the
respiratory muscles) with a consequent de-
flciency of oxygen in the blood. See State
v. Baldwin. 36 Kan. 1, 12 Pac. 328.

ASPORTATION. The removal of things
from one place to another. The carrying
away of goods; one of the circumstances
requisite to constitute the ofi'ense of larceny.
4 Bl. Comm. 231. Wilson v. State, 21 Md.
1: State v. Higgins. 88 Mo. 354; Rex v.
Walsh, 1 Moody, Cr. Cas. 14, 15.

ASPOBTAVIT. He carried away. Some-
times nsed as a noun to denote a carrying
away. An "asportavit of personal chat-
tels.” 2 H. Bi. 4.

ASSACII. In old Welsh law. An oath
made by compnrgators. Brown.

ASSABT. In English law. The offense
connnitted in the forest, by pulling up the
trees by the roots that are thickets and
coverts for deer. and making the ground
plain as arable land. it differs from waste.
in that waste is the cutting dowr of coverts
which may grow agahi, whereas assart is
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the plucking them up by the roots and ut-
terly destroying them, so that they can never
afterward grow. This is not an offense if
done with license to convert forest into til-
lage ground. Consult llanwoodfii Forest
Laira. pt. I. p. 171. Wharton.

ASIASIINATION’. Murder committed
for hire, without provocation or cause of
resentment given to the murderer by the’
person upon whom the crime is committed.
Ersk. Inst. 4. 4. 45.

A murder committed treacherously-. or by
stealth or surprise. or by lying in wait.

ASSATE. An ancient custom in Wells,
by which a person accused of crime could
clear himself by the oaths of three hundred
men. It was abolished by St. 1 Ken. V. c.
6. Cowell; Spelmnn.

ASSAULT. An unlawful attempt or of-
fer, on the part of one man. with force or
violence. to inflict a bodily hurt upon an-
other.

An attempt or otter to beat another, with-
out touching him; as if one lifts up his cane
or his fist in a threatening manner at an-
other; or strikes at him, but misses him. 3
Bl. Comm. 120; 3 Steph. Comm. 469.

Aaaravotcd assault is one committed with
the intention of committing some additional
crime; or one attended with circumstances
of peculiar outrage or atrocity. Simple as-
sault is one committed with no intention to
do any other injury.

An assault is an unlawful attempt, coupled
with a present abilitv. to commit a violent in-
fiurzygoon the person of another. Pen. Code (‘al.

An ‘assault is an attem t to commit a violent
injury on35t{he person 0 another. Code Ga.

An’ assault is any willful and unlawful at-
tempt or ofler, with force or violence. to do a
;*o3r6%ral hurt to another. Pen. Code Dak.

An assault is an oifer or an attempt to do a
corpora} injury to another; as by striking at
him _with the hand. or with a stick, or by
shaking the fist at him, or presenting a gun. or
other weapon within such distance as that a
hurt might be given. or drawing a sword and
brandishing it in a menacing manner; provid-
ed the act is done with intent to do some cor-
poral hurt. United States V. Hand. 2 \Vash.
C. C. 435, Fed. Cas. No. 15.297.

An assault is an attempt. with force or vio-
lence. to do a corporal injury to another. and
may consist of an act tending to such corporal
injury, accompanied with such circumstances
as_ denote at the time an intention. coupled
with the present ability, of using actual vio-
lence against the person. Hays v. People. 1
Hill (N. Y? 351. -

An_ assaut is an attempt or offer, with force
or violence. to do a corporal hurt to another.
whether from malice or wantonness. with such
circumstances as denote, at the time. an in-
tention to do it, coupled with a present ability
to carry such intention into efiect. Tarver v.
State. 43 Ala. 354. i

An‘ assault is an intentional attempt, by vio-
lence. to do an injury to the person of another.
It must be intentional; for, if it can be col-
Iected. notwithstanding appearances to the con-
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trary, that there is not a present purpose to do
an injury, there is no assault. State v. Davis,
23 N. C. 127, 35 Am. Dec. 735.

In order to constitute an assault there must
be something more than a mere menace. Tliere
must be violence begun to be executed. But.
where there is a clear intent to commit violence.
accompanied by acts which if not interrupted,
will be followed by personal injury. the violence
is commenced and the assault is complete. Peo-
ple v. Ysias. 27 Cal. 633.

Simple assault. An ofier or attempt to do
bodily harm which falls short of an actual bat-
tery; an oifer or attempt to beat another. but
without touching him; for example. a blow
delivered within striking distance. but which
does not reach its mark. See State v. Light-
sey, 43 S. C. 114. 20 S. E. 975; Norton v.
State, 14 Tex. 393.

ASSAY. The proof or trial, by. chemical
experiments, of the purity or fineness of met-
als,—particularly of the precious metals,
gold and silver.

A trial of weights and measures by a
standard; as by the constituted authorities,
clerks of markets. etc. Reg. Orig. 280.

A trial or examination of certain commod-
ities, as bread, cloths, etc. Cowell; Blount.
—Auay ofllao. The stat of persons by whom
(or the buildin in which) the process of assay-
ing gold and si ver. required by government, in.-
cidental to maintaining the coinage, is con-
ducted.

ASSAYER. One whose business it is to
make assays of the precious metals..

An otlicer of the
royal mint. appointed by St. 2 Hen. VI. c. 12.
who received and tested the bullion taken in
for coining; also called “aasayator rcgia." Cow-
ell; Termes de la Ley.

ASSECUBARE. To assure, or make se-'
cure by pledges. or any solemn interposition
of faith. Cowell: Spelman.

ASEOURATION. In European law.
Assurance; insurance of a vessel, freight. or
cargo. Ferriere.

In maritime law. An
Locc. de Jure

ASSECURATOR.
insurer. (aversor periculi.)
Mar. lib. 2, c. 5, 5 10.

ASSEDATION. In Scotch law. An old
term. used indiscriminately to signify a lease
or feu-right. Bell; Ersk. Inst. 2, 6, 20.

ASSEMBLY. The concourse or meeting
together of a considerable number of persons
at the same place. Also the persons so
gathered.

Popular assemblies are those where the
people meet to deliberate upon their rights;
these are guaranteed by the constitution.
Const. U. S. Amend. art. 1.

The lower or more numerous branch of the
legislature in many of the states is also call-
ed the “Assembly" or “House of Asseinbi_v."
but the term seems to be an appropriate one
to designate any political meeting required
to be held by law.
—Aaaeinbly general. The highest ecclesias-
tical court in Scotland, composed of a repre-
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sentation of the ministers and elders of the
church, regulated by Act 5th Assem. 1694.-
Auombly, unlawful. In criminal law. The
assembling of three or more persons together
to do an unlawful act. who separate without
actually doing it, or making any motion to-
wards it. 3 Inst. 176: 4 Bl. Comm. 146. It
difiers from a riot or root. because in each of
the latter cases there is some act done besides
the simple meeting. See State v. Stalcn , 23
N. C. 30. 35 Am. Dec. 732: 9 Car. & . 91
431; 5 Car. & 1). 154; 1 Bish. Cnm. Law, §
535; 2 ‘Bish. Orlm. Law, §§ 1256. 1259.

ASSENT. Compliance; approval of some-
thing done; a declaration oi.‘ willingness to
do something in compliance with a request.
Norton v. Davis, 83 Tex. 32. 18 S. W. 430;
Appeal of Pittsburgh. 115 Pa. 4, 7 Atl. 778;
Canal Co.‘ v. Railroad Co., 4 Gill 8: J. (Md.)
1, 30; Baker v. Johnson County, 37 Iowa,
189; Fuller v. Kemp (Com. P1.) 16 N. Y.
Supp. 160.

—lIutnal assent. The meeting of the minds
of both or all the parties to a contract; the
fact that each agrees to all the terms and con-
dltions, in the same sense and with the same
meaning as the others. Insurance Co. v.
Young, 23 Wall. 107, 23 L. Ed. 152.

ASSERTORY COVENANT. One which
atlirms that a particular state of facts ex-
ists; an afllrming promise under seal.

ASSESS. 1. To ascertain, adjust. and
settle the respective shares to be contributed
by several persons toward an object bene-
ficial to them all, in proportion to the beneiit
received.

2. To adjust or flx the proportion of a tax
‘-which each person, of several liable to it, has
to pay; to apportion a tax among several; to
distribute taxation in a proportion founded
on the proportion of burden and benefit. Al-
ien v. McKay, 120 Cal. 332, 52 Pac. 828;
Seymour v. Peters, 67 Mich. 415, 35 N. W. 62.

3. To place a valuation upon property for
the purpose of apportioning a tax. Bride-
well v. Morton, 46 Ark. 73; Moss v. Hindes,
28 Vt. $1.

4. To impose a pecuniary payment upon
‘persons or property; to tax. People v. Priest,
169 N. Y. 435. 62 N. E. 568.

ASSESSED. Where the charter of a cor-
poration provides for the payment by -it of a
‘state tax, and contains a proviso that “no
other tax or impost shall be levied or assess-
ed upon the said company," the word "as-
-sessed" in the proviso cannot have the force
and meaning oi’ describing special levies for
public improvements, but is used merely to
describe the act oi‘ levying the tax or impost.
New Jersey Midland R. Co. v. Jersey City,
42 N. J. Law, 97.

ASSESSENT. In a_generai sense, de-
notes the process of ascertaining and adjust-
ing the shares respectively to be contributed
by several persons towards a common benefi-
cial object according to the benefit received.
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In taxation. The listing and valuation
of property for the purpose of apportioning
a tax upon it, either according to value alone
or in proportion to benefit received. Also
determining the share of a tax to be paid by
each of many persons; or apportioning the
entire tax to be levied among the diiterent
taxable persons, establishing the proportion
due from each. Adams, etc., Co. v. Shelby-
ville. 154 Ind. 467, 57 N. E. 114, 49 L. R.
A. 797, 77 Am. St. Rep. 484; Webb v. Bld-
weii, 15 Minn. 483 (Gil. 394); State v. Farm-
er, 94 Tex. 232. 59 S. W. 541; Kinney v.
Zimpleman, 36 Tex. 582; Southern R. Co.
v. Kay, 62 S. C. 28, 39 S. E. 78:3; U. S.
v. Erie R. Co., 107 U. S. 1, 2 Sup. Ct. 83,
27 L Ed. 385. '

Assessment. as used in juxtaposition with
taxation in a state constitution. includes all
the steps necessary to be taken in the legiti-
mate exercise of the power to tax. Hurtord v.
Omaha, 4 Neb. 336.

Assessment is also popularly used as a
synonym for taxation in general,—the au-
thoritative imposition of a rate or duty to
be paid. But in its technical signification
it denotes only taxation for a special pur-
pose or local improvement; local taxation,
as distinguished from general taxation; tax-
ation on the principle of apportionment ac-
cording to the relation between burden and
benefit.

As distinguished from other kinds of taxation,
assessments are those special and local imposi-
tions upon property in the immediate vicinity
of municipal improvements which are necessary
to pay for the improvement. and are laid with
reference to the special benefit which the rop-
er is supposed to have derived there rom.
lIa e v. Kenosha, 29 Wis. 599. And see Ride-
nour v. Salfin. 1 Hand (Ohio) 464; Roosevelt
llospiial v. New Yor . 84 N. Y. 108. 112:
King v. Portland, 2 Or. 146: Reeves v. Wood
County. 8 Ohio St. 338; Wood v. Brady, 68
Cal. 78. 5 Pac. 623. 8 Pac. 599.

Taxes are impositions for purposes of general
revenue. while assessments are special and local
impositions upon property in the immediate vi-
cinity ot an improvement. for the ublic wel-
fare, which are necessary to pay or the im-
provement and made with reference to the spe-
cial bcnefit_ which such property derives from
the expenditure. Palmer v. Stumph, 29 Ind.

A special assessment is a charge in the nature
of a tax. imposed for the purpose of pay-
ing the cost of a local improvement in a munic-
ipal corporation. and levied only on those par-
cels of real property which. by reason of the
location of such improvement. are specially bene-
fitted by it. Village of .\iorgan Park v. Wis-
wall, 155 Ill. 262. 40 N. E. 611: Wilson v.
Auburn, 27 Nob. 433'». 43 N. \V. 257; Raleigh
v. Peace. 110 N. C. 32. i4 S. E. 521. 17 L. R.
A. 330 Sargent v. Tuttle, 67 Conn. 162, 34
Atl. 1028. 32 1. 12. A. 822.

Assessment and tax are not synon 'mous. An
assessment is doubtless a tax. but t e term im-
plies something more: it implies a tax of a par-
ticular kind. predicated upon the principle of
equivalents, or benefits. which are peculiar to
the persons or property charged therewith. and
which are said to be assessed or appraised. ac-
cording to the measure or proportion of such
equivalents: whereas a simple tax is imposed
for the purpose of supporting the government
generally. without reference to any special ad-
vantage which may be supposed to accrue to
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the persons taxed. Taxes must be levied. with-
out discrimination, equally upon all the sub-
fscts of property; whilst assessments are only

vied upon lands. or some other specific prop-
erty, the subjects of the supposed benefits: to
repay which the assessment is levied. Ridenour
v. Saflin, 1 Handy (Ohio) 4-64.

In corporations. Instalmenm of the
money subscribed for shares of stock, called
for from the subscribers by the directors,
from time to time as the company requires
money, are called “assessmeuts," or, in Eng-
land, "calls." Water Co. v. Superior Court,
92 Cal. 47, 28 Pac. 54, 27 Am. St. Rep. 91;
Spangler v. Railroad Co., 21 Ill. 278; Stew-
art v. Publishing Co., 1 Wash. St. 521, 20
Pac. 005.

The periodical demands made by a mutual
insurance company, under its charter and by-
laws, upon the makers of premium notes,
are also denominated “assessments." Hill
v. Insurance Co., 129 Mich. 141. 88 N. W.
392. '

or damages. Fixing the amount of dam-
ages to which the successful party in a suit
is entitled after an interlocutory Judgment
has been taken.

Asswsment of damages is also the name
given to the determination of the sum which
a corporation proposing to take lands for a
public use must pay in satisfaction of the
demand proved or the value taken.

In insurance. An apportionment made
in general average upon the various articles
and interests at risk, according to their value
at the time and place of being in safety, for
contribution for damage and sacrifices pur-
posely made, and expenses incurred for es-
cape from impending common peril. 2 Phil.
lns. c. xv.

—A.sseument company. In life insurance.
A company in which a death loss is met by
levying an assessment on the surviving mem-
bers of the association. Mutual Ben. L. Ins.
Co. v. Marye. 85 Va. 843, 8 S. E. 481.—As-
seaalient contract. One wherein the pay-
ment of the benefit is in any manner or degree
dependent on the collection of an assessment
levied on isons holding imilar contracts.
Folkens v. nsurance Co.. 8 Mo. App. 480. 72
S. W. 720.—Assessment district. In taxa-
tion. Any subdivision of territory, whether the
whole or part of any municipality, in which by
law a separate assessment of taxable property
"u made b the officers elected or a pointed
therefor. tev. Stat. Wis. 1898. § 1 1.—As-
sesnnent fund. The assessment fund of a
mutual benefit association is the balance of the
amessinents, less_ expenses, out of which bene-
ficiaries are paid. Kerr v. Ben. Ass’n, 39
Minn. 174, 39 N. W. 312, 12 Am. St. Rep; 031.
-Assessment roll. In taxation. The list or
roll of taxable persons and property, complet-
ed. verified. and deposited by the assessors, not
as it appears after review and equalization.
Bank v. Genoa, Misc. Rep. 71, 59 N. Y.
Sup§.o829; Adams v. Brennan. 72 Miss. 894,
18 uth. 482.—Assessment work- Under
the mining laws of the _United States, the hold-
er of an unpatented mining claim on the pub-
lic domain is required, in order to hold his
claim, to do labor or make improvements upon
it to the extent of at least one hundred dollars
in each year. Rev. St. U. S._§ 2324 (U. S.
Comp. St. 1901. p. 1426). This is commonly
called by miners “doing assessment work."
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ASSBSSOR. An oiiicer chosen or ap-
pointed to appraise, value, or assess property.

In civil and scotch law. Persons skill-
ed in law, selected to advise the Judges of
the inferior courts. Bell; Dig. 1, 22; Cod.
1, 51. .

A person learned in some particular science
or industry, who sits with the judge on the
trial of a cause requiring such special knowl-
edge and gives his advice.

In England it is the practice in admiralty
business to call in assessors, in cases involv-
ing questions of navigation or seamanship.
They are called “nautical -assessors," and are
always Brethren of the ’l‘rlnity House.

ASSETS. In probate law. Property of
a decedent available for the payment of debts
and legacies; the estate coming to the heir
or personal representative which is charge-
able, in law or equity, with the obligations
which such heir or representative is required,
in his representative capacity, to discharge.

In an accurate and legal sense, all the per-
sonal property of the deceased which is of a
salable nature, and may be converted into ready
money. is deemed assets. But the word is not
confined to such property' for all other prop-
erty of the deceased whic is charieable with
his debts or legacies. and is applica le to that
purpose, is, in a large sense, assets. 1 Story,

. ur. 531; Marvin v. Railroad Co. (C. C.)
49 Fed. 436' Trust Co. v. Earle, 110 U. S-
710, 4 Sup. (ii. 231. 28 L. Ed. 3o_1.

Assets per descent. That portion of the
ancestor’s estate which descends to the heir,
and which is suificieut to charge him. as far
as it goes, with the specialty debts of his
ancestors. 2 Williams, Ex'rs, 1011.

In commercial law. The aggregate of
available property, stock in-trade, cash, etc.,
belonging to a merchant or mercantile com-
pany.

The word “assets.” though more generally
used to denote everything which comes to the
representatives of a deceased person, yet is by
no means confined to _that use, but has come to
signify everything which can be made available
for the payment of debts, whether belonging to-
the estate of a deceased person or not. Hence
we speak of the assets of a bank or other man-
ied corporation, the assets _of _ai_i insolvent debt-
or. and the assets of an individual or_private
copartnership; and we always use this word
when we speak of _the means _wl:ich a arty
has, as compared with his liabilities or_ ebts.
Stanton v. Lewis, 26 Conn, 449; Vaiden v.
Hawkins, 59 Miss. 419; Pelican v. Rock Falls,
81 Wis. 428, 51 N. W. 871, 52 N. W. 1049.

The property or effects of a bankrupt or
insolvent, applicable to the payment of his
debts.

The term “assets" includes all property of
every kind and nature, chargeable with the
debts of the bankrupt, that comes into the
hands of and under the control of the assignee;
and the value thereof is not to be considered a
less sum than that actually realized out of said

ropert . and received by the assignee for it.
n re aggert, 16 N. B. R. 351. Fed. Cas. No.

13.725.
—Assets entre mains. L. Fr. Assets in
hand; assets in the hands of executors or ad-
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ministrators, applicable for the Bayinent of
debts. Termes de la Le ; 2 Bl. omm. 510;
1 Crabb. Real Prop. 23: avorite v. Booher. 17
Ohio St. 557.—-Equitable assets. Eauitabie
assets are all assets which are chargeabe with
the payment of debts or legacies in equit'. and
which do not fall under the description 0 legal
assets. 1 Story, Eq. Jun. 5 552. Those por-
tions of the property which by the ordinarg
rules of law are exempt from debts. but whic
the testator has voluntarily charged as assets,
or which. being non-existent at law, have been
created in equity. Adams, Bq. 254. et seq.
They are so called because they can be reach-
ed only by the aid and instrumentality of_ a
court of equity, and because their distribution

' is governed by a difierent rule from that which
overns the distribution of legal assets. 2
onbl. D}. b. 4, pt. 2, c. 2, § 1, and notes:

Story. Ea. Jur. § 55i2.—Legal assets. That
portion of the assets of a deceased party which
by law is directly liable, in the hands of his
executor or administrator, to the payment of
debts and legacies. 1 Story, Eq. Jur. § 551.
Such assets as can be reached in the hands of
an executor or administrator. by a suit at law
against him.—Pes-sonal assets. Ciiattels. inon-
ey, and other personal property belonging to a
bankrupt. insolvent. or decedent estate. which
go to the assignec or executor.—Real assets.
Lands or real estate in the hands of an heir.
chargeable with the payment of the debts of
the ancestor. 2 Bl. Comm. 244, 302.

ABSEVERATION. An amrmation ; a posi-
tive assertion; a solemn declaration. This
word is seldom, if ever. used for a declara-
tion made under oath. but denotes a declara-
tion accompanied with solemnity or an ap-
peal to conscience.

ASSEWIABE. To draw or drain water
from marsh grounds. Cowell.

ASSIGN, 1:. In conveyancing. To make
or set over to another; to transfer: as to as-
sign property, or some interest therein. Cow-
ell: 2 Bl. Coininf 326; Bump v. Van Orsdale,
11 Barb. (N. Y.) 638; Hoag v. Mcndenliall,
19 Minn. 336 (Gil. 289).

In practice. To appoint, allot, select. or
designate for a particular purpose, or duty.
Thus, in England, justices are said to be
“assigned to take the assises,” “-assigricd to
hold pleas,” “assimmi to make gaol deliv-
ery," "assigned to keep the peace," etc. St.
Westm. 2. c. 30: Reg. Orig. 68, 69; 3 Bi.
Comm. 58. 59, 353; 1 B1. Comm. 351.

'1‘o transfer persons. as a Hlieriif is said to
assign prisoners in his custody.

To point at. or point out: to set fortii, or
specify; to mark out or designate; as to as-
sign errors on a writ of error; to as.-'cign
breaches of a covenant. 2 Tidd. Pr. 1168;
1 Tidd. 686.

Assraaannn. That may be assigned
or transferred; transferable; negotiable. as
a bill of exchange. Comb. 176; Story, Bills,
5 17.

ASSIGNATION. A Scotch law term
equivalent to assignment. (ll. 1'.)

Asslgnatns ntitnr Jiu-e anctoris. An
assignee uses the right of his principal; an
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assignee is clothed with the rights of his
principal. Halk. Max. p. 14; Broom, Max.
465.

ASSIGNAY. 'In Scotch law. An as-
signee.

ASSIGNIEE. A person to whom an as-
signment is made. Allen v. Pancoast, 20
N. J. Law. 74; Ely v. Com'rs, 49 Mich. 17.
12 N. W. 893, 13 N. W. 784. The term is
coininoiily used in reference to personal prop-
erty; but it is not incorrect, in some cases.
to apply it to realty, e. 11., “assignee of the
reversion.” ‘

Assimiec in fact is one to whom an assign-
ment has been made in fact by the party
having the right. Starkweiither v. Insurance
Co., 22 Fed. Cas. 1091; Tucker v. West. 31
Ark. 643.

Assignec in law is one in whom the law
vests the right; as an executor or adminis-
trator. Idem.

The word has a special and distinctive use
as employed to designate one to whom, un-
der an insolvent or bankrup law. the whole
estate of a debtor is trans erred to be ad-
ministered for the benefit of creditors.

In old law. A person deputed or ap-
pointed by iinotlier to do any act, or perform
any business. Blount. An assignce. how-
ever, was distinguished from a deputy, being
said to occupy a thing in his own right, while
a deputy acted in right of another. Coweli.

ASSIGNMENT. In contracts. 1. The
act by which one person transfers to another,
or causes to vest in that other, the whole of
the right, interest. or property which he has
in any realty or personalty. in possession or
in action, or any share, interest. or sub-
sidiary estate therein. Seventh Nat. Bank
v. Iron Co. (C. C.) 35 Fed. 440; Hang v.
Riley, 101 Ga. 372. 29 S. E. 44. -10 L. R. A.
244.
of property, as distinguished from a transfer
by mere delivery.

2. In a narrower sense, the transfer or
making over of the estate. right, or title
which one has in lands and tenements; and,
in an especially technical sense, the transfer
of the unexpired residue of a term or estate
for life or years.

Assignment does not include testamentary
transfers. The idea of an assignment is essen-
tially that of a transfer by one existing party
to another existing party of some species of
property or valuable interest, except in th
§ise4-:‘»_f an executor. I-light v. Sackett. 34 N.

. I.

3. A transfer or making over by a debtor
of all his property and effects to one or more
assign:-cs in trust for the benefit of his cred-
itors. 2 Story. liq. Jur. § 1036.

4. The iiistriunent or writing by which
such a transfer of property is made.

5. A transfer of a bill, note, or check, not
negotiable.

More partlciiliirly, a written transfer -
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6. In bankruptcy proceedings, the word
designates the setting over or transfer of the
bankrupt‘s estate to the assignee.

out for benefit of creditors.
An assignment whereby a debtor, generally an
insolvent. transfers to another his property, in
trust to pay his debts or apply the lpropert
upon their payment. Van Patten v. urr, 5‘.
Iowa, 518, 3 N. W’. 524.—Assi ent of
«lower. Ascertaining a widow's right of_ dow-
er by layin out or marking off one-third of
her decease husband's lands. and setting ofi
the same for her use during life. Bettis v. Me
.\'ider. 137 Ala. 588. 34 South. 813. 97 Am.
.\'t. Rep. 59.—Auignmont of error. See
EnIoa.—A.ss1gn:nent with preferences. {in
assignment for the benefit of creditors, with
directions to the assignee to prefer a specified
creditor or class of creditors. by paying t_h.9l'l'
claims in full before the others receive any divi-
dcnd. or in some other manner. More usually
termed a “preferential assignment."—3E'os-eign
assignment. An assignment made in a for-
eign country, or in another state’. 2 Kent,
Comm. 405, et acq.—Genos-nl assignment.
An assignment made for the benefit of all the
as:-iignor's creditors. instead of a few only: or
one which transfers the whole of his estate to
the assignee. instead of a part only. Royer
\V'heel ('0. v. I-‘ielding, 101 N. Y. 504. 5 N. E.
431; Halsey v. Council, 111 Ala. :21. ‘20 South.
44.5: Massey v. Noyes. 26 Vt. -171.—VolIIn-
tnry nu elgt. An auignment for the
benefit of his creditors made by a debtor volun-
tarily; as distinguished from a compulso as-
signment which takes place by operation 0 law
in proceedings in bankruptcy or insolvency.
Presumably it means an assignment of a debt-
or‘: property in trust to pay his debts general-
ly. in distinction from a transfer of property to
a particular creditor in ayment of his de-
mand. or to a conveyance y way of collateral
security or mortgage. Dias v. Bouchaud. 10
Paige. (N. Y.) 445

ASSIGNOR. One who makes an assign-
ment of any kind; one who assigns or trans-
fers property.

ASSIGNS. Assignees: those to whom
property shall have been transferred. Now
seldom used except in the phrase. in deeds,
“heirs. administrators, and assigns." Grant
v. Carpenter, 8 R. I. 36; Rally v. De Cres-
pigny. 10 Best. & S. 12.

ASSISA. In old English and Scotch law.
An asslse; a kind of jury or inquest: a writ;
a sitting of a court: an ordinance or statute;
a fixed or specific time, number, quantity.
quality, price, or weight; a tribute, fine. or
tax: a ,real action; the name of a writ. See
Assise.
-Aoolsn u-nos-nan. Assise of arms. A stat-
ute or ordinance uiring the keeping of arms
for the common de ense. Hale. (‘om. Law, c.
1l.—Assisn oontinunnda. An ancient writ
a_ddressed to the justices of assisc for the con-
tinuation of a cause. when certain facts put in
imue could not have been proved in time by the
Dart alleging them. Reg. Orig. ‘.217.-—Au1sa
do nation. The assise of (_‘lni'enrlon. A
statute or ordinance passed in the tenth year of
Henry IL, by which those that were accused of
any heinous crime. and not able to purge them-
selves. but must abjure the realm. had liberty
of forty days to sta and try what succor they
could get of their riends towards their suste-
nanm in exile. Bract. fol. 136; C0. Litt. 159a;
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Cowell.-—Auisa do forests. Assise of the
forest; a statute concerning orders to be ob-
served in the royal forests.—Assisn do men-
snrh. Assise of measures. A common rule for
weights and measures, established throughout
England by Richard I., in the eighth year of
his reign. Hale. Com. Law, c. 7.—Assisn do
nooumento. An assise of nuisance: a writ to
abate or redress a nuisance.—Ass1sa do ut-
rnm. An obsolete writ, which lay for the par-
son of a church whose predecessor had alienat-
ed the land and rents of it.—Asslsa (those
to Assise of fresh force, which sec.—AI—
lira mortis dhnoestoris. Assise of mart
d‘auorstor, which see.—Auisn nova di.Isey-
dnm. Assise of novel disseisin, which see.
—Assisa penis at cerevisin. Assise of bread
and ale. or beer. The name of a statute passed
in the fifty-first year of Henry III., containing
regulations for the sale of bread and ale: some-
times called the “statute of bread and ale.” Co.
Litt. 1:'i!ib: 2 Reeve. Hist. Eng. Law, 56;
Cowell; Bract. fol. 1a’i5.—Auisn pros-ogsnda.
An obsolete writ, which was directed to the
judges assigned to take assises, to stav proceed-
ings. by reason of a party to them eing em-
ployed in the king's business. Reg. Orig. 208.
—Assisa ultima prnsentstionis. Assise
of darrein presentment. (K. i:.)—Assisn venu-
linm. The assise of sala le commodities, or of
things exposed for sale.

ASSISA CADERE. To fail in the as-
sise; 1'. e., to be nonsuited. Cowell; 3 B1.
Comm. 402.

—Asslsa «audit in jun-stun. The assise falls
(turns) into a jury; hence to submit a contro-
versy to trial by jury. ,r

ASSISI-3, or ASSIZI-1. 1. An aiicleiit
species of court, goiisistiiig of a certain iiuui-

ber of men, usually twelve, who were suin-
moned together to try a disputed cause, per-
forming the functions of a jury, except that
they gave a verdict from their own investi-
gation and knowledge and not upon evideiice
adduced. From the fact that they sat to-
gether, (assidco,) they were called the “as-
sise." See Bract. 4, 1, 6; Co. Litt. 1531),
15%.

A court composed of an asseiiibly of
knights and other substantial men. with the
baron or justice, in a certain place, at an

appointed time. Grand Cou. cc. 24, 25.

2. The verdict or judgment of the jurors
or recognitors of assise. 3 Bl. Comm. 57. 59.

3. In modern English law, the name “as-
siscs" or "nsslzes" is given to the court,
time. or place where the judges of aissise
and nisi prius. who are sent by special coin-
inissloii from the crown on circuits tiirougli
the kliigdoin,.proceed to take lll(ll(‘flll9llt8.
and to try such disputed causes issuing out
of the courts at Westminster as are then
ready for trial. with the assistance of a
jury from the particular county: the regu-
lar sessions of the judges at nisi priun.

4. Aiiythiiig reduced to a certuiiity in re-
spect to time. number. quaiitity, quality.
weight. measure. etc. Spelinan.

5. An ordinance, statute. or regulation.
Spelmaii gives this iiieauiiig of the word the
first place among his definitions, observing
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thatstatutea were in England called "as-
sises” down to the reign oi! Henry III.

6. A species of writ, or real action, said
to have been invented by Glanviiie. chief
justice to Henry II., and having for its ob-
ject to determine the right of possession of
lands, and to recover the possession. 3 Bl.
Comm. 184, 185.

7. The whole proceedings in court upon a
writ oi assise. Co. Litt. 1590. The verdict
or finding of the Jury upon such a writ. 3
B1. Comm. 57.
—Assise of Clarendon. See Ass1sA.-_-As-
slse of dnx-rein presentment. A writ of
assise which formerly lay when a man or his
ancestors under whom he claimed resented a
clerk to a benefice, who was instituted, and
afterwards, upon the next avoidance, a stranger
presented a clerk and thereby disturbed the real
patron. 3 Bl. Comm. 2-15; St. 13 Edw. I.
(Westm. 2) c. 5. It has given way to the rem-
edy by «are impcdit.—Ass1se of fresh force.
in old ‘ilingiish practice. A writ which lay by
the usage and custom of a city or borough.
where a man was disseised of his lands and
tenements in such city or borough. It was cali-
ed “fresh force,” because it was to be sued with-
in fort days after the party’s title accrued to
him. itzh. Nat. Brev. 7 C.—Assise of snort
d'nnoestor. A real action which lay to re-
cover land of which a person had been deprived
on the death of his ancestor by the abatement
or intrusion of a stranger. 3 Bl. Comm. 185'
(‘-0. Im. 159a. It was abolished by St. 3 & 4
Wm. IV. 0 27.—Asslse of novel disseisin.
A writ of assise which lay for the recovery of
lands or tenements, where the claimant had
been lately disseiscd.—Assise of nuisance. A
writ of assise which lay where a nuisance had
been committed to the complainant's freehold;
either for abatement of the nuisance or for dam-
ages.—Assise of the forest. A statute touch-
ing orders to be observed in the king's forests.
Manwood, 35.-Assise rents. The certain es-
tablished rents of the freeholders and ancient
copyholders of a manor; so called because they
are aasiaed. or ‘made precise and certain.-
Grsnd nssixe. A peculiar species of trial by
jury, introduced in the time of Henry 11., giv-
ing the tenant or defendant in a writ of right
the alternative of a trial by battel, or by his
peers. Abolishcd by 3 & 4 \Vm. IV. c. 42, 5 13.
See 3 Bl. Comm. 341.

ASSISER. An assessor; juror; an ofilcer
who has the care and oversight of weights
and measures. ‘

ASSISOBS. In Scotch law. Jurors; the
persons who formed that kind of court which
in Scotland was called an “assise." for the
purpose of inquiring into and judging divers
civil causes, such as pernmbulatlons, cogni-
tions. inolestations, purprestul-‘es. and other
matters; like jurors in England. Holthouse.

ASSIST. To help; aid; succor; lend
countenance or encouragement to; partici-
pate in as an auxiliary. People v. Hayne,
83 Cal. 111, 23 Pac. 1, 7 L. R. A. 348, 17 Am.
St. Rep. 211: Moss v. Peoples, 51 N. 142;
(‘mnitez v. Parkerson (C. C.) 50 Fed. 170.

Court of Assistance, Court of Assist-
ants. See Couar.

Writ of assistance. See W'nn‘.

ASSOCIATION

' ASSISTANT JUDGE. A judge of the
English court of general or quarter sessions
in Middlesex. He diirers from the other
justices in being a barrister 01' ten years‘
standing, and in being salaried. ‘St. 7 & 8
Vict. c. 71; 22 & 23 Vict. c. 4; Pritch. Quar.
Sess. 31.

ASSISUS. Rented .'. mi-med out for a
specified assise; that is, a payment of a cer-
tain assessed rent in money or provisions.

ASSITHHJENT. Weregeld or compensa-
tion by a pecuniary mulct. Coweii.

ASSIZE. In the practice of the criminal
courts of Scotland, the fifteen men who de-
cide on the conviction or. acquittal of an ac-
cused person are called the “assize," though
in popular language, and even in statutes...
they are called the ‘‘Jury.'' Wharton. see
ASSISE.

ASSIZES. Sessions of the justices or
commissioners of assize. See Assxss.

ASSIZES DE JERUSALEM. A code
of feudal jurisprudence prepared by an as-
sembly of barons and lords A. D. 1099. after
the conquest of Jerusalem.

ASSOCIATE. An oiiicer in each of the
English courts of common law, appointed by
the chief judge of the court, and holding his
ofilce during good behavior, whose duties
were to superintend the entry of causes, to
attend the sittings of nisi priua, and there
receive and enter verdicts, and to draw. up
the posteas and any orders of nm prius.
The associates are now oiiicers of the Su-
preme Court of Judicature, and are styled
“Masters or the Supreme Court." Wharton.

A person associated with the judges and
clerk of assise in the commission of general
jail delivery. Mozley & Whitley.

The term is frequently used of the Judges
of appellate courts, other than the presiding
judge or chief justice.

ASSOCIATION. The act of a number
of persons who unite or join together for
some special purpose or business. The union
of a company of persons for the transaction
of designated aflairs, or the "attainment of
some common object.

An unincorporated society; a body of per-
sons united and acting together without a
charter, but upon the methods and forms
used by incorporated bodies for the prosecu-
tion of some common enterprise. Allen v.
Stevens, 33 App. Div. 485. 54 N. Y. Supp.
23; Pratt v. Asylum, 20 App. Div. 352. 46
N. Y. Supp. 1035; State v. Steele. 37 Min.
428. 34 N. W. 903; Mills v. State. 23 Tex.
303; Laycock v. State, 136 Ind. 217, 36 N.
E. 137.

In English law. A writ directing cer-
tain persons (usually the clerk and his sub-
ordinate ofiicers) to associate themselves with
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the justices and sergeants for the purposes
of taking the asslses. 3 81. Comm. 59, 60.
—As-tieles of association. See An'rxcLss.-‘-
National associations. The stat-
utory title of corporations organized for the
purpose of carrying on the business of banking
under the laws of the United States. Rev. St.
U. S. 5 5133 (U. 8. Comp. St. 1901, p. 3454).

AS80013 EN NOE. In French Law. In
a aociété en commandité an associé an nom
is one who is liable for the engagements of
the undertaking to the whole extent of his
property. This expression arises from the
fact that the names of the aesociés so liable
figure in the firm-name or form part of the
aociéié en nom oouectif. Arg. Fr. Merc. Law,
546. .

AS8011. To absolve; acquit; to set free;
to deliver from excommunication. St. 1 Ben.
IV. c. 7 ; Cowell.

ASSOILZIE. ln Scotch law. To acquit
the defendant in an action; to find a crimi-
nai not guilty.

ASSUEE. To undertake; engage; prom-
ise. 1 Ld. Raym. 122; 4 Coke, 92. To take
upon one’s self. Springer v. De Wolf, 194
Ili.218.62N.E.542.56L.R.A.465,88Am.
St. Rep. 155» -

assuursrr. Lat. He undertook; he
promised. A promise or engagement by
which one person assumes or undertakes to
do some act or pay something to another.
It may be either oral or in writing, but is not
under seal. It is cs-press if the promlsor
puts his engagement in distinct and definite
language; it is implied where the law infers
a promise (though no formal one has passed)
from the conduct of the party or the cir-
cumstances of the case.

In practice. A form of action which lies
for the recovery of damages for the non-per-
lormance of a parol or simple contract; or
a contract that is neither of record nor un-
der seal. 7 Term, 351; Ballard v. Walker.
3 Johns. Cns. (N. Y.) 60.

The ordinary division of this action is in-
to (1) common or mclebitatus assumpsit,
brought for the most part on an implied
promise; and (2) special aasumpau, founded
on an express promise. steph. PI. 11, 13.

The action of asaumpsit diifers from trea-
pass and tracer, which are founded on a tort,
not upon a contract; from covenant and
debt. which are appropriate where the ground
of recovery is a sealed instrument, or special
obligation to pay a fixed sum; and from
replerin, which seeks the recovery of specific
property, if attainable, rather than of dam-
uses. «

— plied nssnn sit. An undertaking or
promise not forms y made, but presumed or
implied from the conduct of a party. Willen-
horg v. Illinois Cent. R. Co., 11 Ill. App. 302.-‘
Ipeclnl nssnnpslt. An action of auumpoit

, ter case he
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is so called where the declaration sets‘ out ‘the
precise language or effect of a special contract,
which forms the ground of action; as distin-
guished from a general auumpait in which the
technical claim is for a debt alleged to grow
out of the contract, not the agreement itself.

ASSUMPTION. The act or agreement of
assuming or taking upon one's self; the un-
dertaking or adoption of a debt or obligation
primarily resting upon another, as where the
purchaser of real estate “assumes" a mort-
gage restlng upon it, in which case he adopts
the mortgage debt as his own and becomes
personally liable for its payment. Eggleston
v. Morrison, 84 Ill. App. 681; Locke v. Hom-
er, 131 Mass. 93, 41 Am. Rep. 199; Springer
v. De Wolf, 194 I11. 218, 62 N. E. 542. 56 L.
R. A. 465, 88 Am. St. Rep. 155; Lenz v.
Railroad 00., 111 Wis. 198, 86 N. W. 607.

The diiference between the purchaser of land
assuming a mortgage on it and simply buying
subject to the mortgage, is that in the former
.case he makes himself personally liable for the
payment of the mortgage debt, while in_ the lat

does not. Hancock v. Fleming, 103
Ind. 3 N. E. 254; Braman v. Dowse, 12
Cash. (Mass.) fl7.

Where one “assumes" a lease, he takes to
himself the obligations, contracts, agree-
ments, -and benefits to which the other con-
tracting party was entitled’ under the terms
of the lease. Cincinnati, etc., R. Co. v. Indi-
ana, etc., R. Co., 44 Ohio St. 287, 314, 7 N.
E. 152.

—AssnInptien of risk. A term or condition
in a contract of employment, either express or
implied from the circumstances of the employ-
ment, by which the employé agrees that dangers
of injury ordinarily or obviously incident to the
dischar of his duty in the particular employ-
ment s all be at his own risk. Narramore v.
Railway Co., 96 Fed. 301, 37 C. C. A. 409, 48
L. R. A. 68; Faulkner v. Mining Co. ‘ Utah
437, 66 Pac. 799; Railroad Co. v. on ey 6'?
Ark. 209, 54 S. W. 577, 77 Am. St. Rep. 09;
Bodie V. Railway Co., 61 S. C. 468, 39 S. E.
715; Martin v. Railroad Co., 118 Iowa, 148.. 91
§T7.1W. 1034, 59 L. R. A. 698, 96 Am. St. Rep.

ASSURANCE. In conveyancing. A
deed or instrument of conveyance. The le-
gal evidences of the transfer of property are
in England called the “common assurances"
of the kingdom. whereby every man's estate
is assured to him, and all controversies.
doubts, and dlfiiculties are either prevented
or removed. 2 Bi. Comm. 2}}. State v.
Farrumi, 8 N. J. Law,

In contracts. A making secure; insur-
ance. The term was formerly of very fre-
quent use in the modern sense of insurance,
particularly in English maritime law, and
still appears in the policies of some compa-
nies, but is otherwise seldom seen of late
years. There seems to be a tendency. how-
ever, to use Msurance for the contracts of
life insurance companies, and insurance for
risks upon property.

Assurance, lnrther, covenant for.
Covsnaur.

See
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ASSURED. A person who has been in-
sured by some insurance company, or under-
writer, agalnst losses or perils mentioned in
the policy of insurance. Bi-ockwuy v. in-
surance Co. (0. C.) 29 Fed. 766; Sanford
v. Insurance Co.. 12 Cush. (Mass.) 548.

The person for whose beneflt the policy
is issued and to whom the loss is payable,
not necessarily the person on whose life or
property the policy is written. Thus where
a wife insures her husband's life for her own
benefit and he has no interest in the policy,
she is the “assured" and he the "insured."
Hogle v. Insurance Co., 6 Rob. (N. 1'.) 570;
Ferdon v. Caniieid, 104 N. Y. 143, 10 N. E.
1-16; Insurance Co. v. Luchs, 108 U. S. 498,
2 Sup. Ct. 919, 27 L. Ed. 800.

ASSURER. An insurer against certain
perils and dangers; an underwriter; an in-
demniiier.

ASSYTHEMENT. In scotch law. Dam-
ages awarded to the relative of a murdered
person from the guilty party, who has not
been convicted and punished. Paters. Comp.

ASTIPULATION. A mutual agreement,
assent, and consent between parties; also a
witness or record.

ASTITRARIUS HERBS. An heir ap-
parent who has been placed, by conveyance,
in possession of his ancestor's estate during
such ancestor’s life-time. Co. Litt. 8.

ASTITUTION. An arraignment, (q. v.)

ASTRARIUS. In old English law. A
householder; belonging to the house; a per-
son in actual possession of a house.

ASTRER. In old English law. A house-
holder, or occupant of a house or hearth.

ASTRICT. In Scotch law.
a particular mill.

To assign to

ASTRICTION To A MILL. A servi-
tude by which grain growing on certain lands
or brought within them must be carried to
a certain mill to be ground, a certain multure
or price being paid for the same. Jacob.

AS'l‘RI'HII.'l‘l-1'1‘. In Saxon law. A pen-
alty for a wrong done by one in the king's
peace. The offender was to replace the dam-
age twofold. Spelman.

ASTRUM. A house, or place of habita-
tion. Bract. fol. 267b,‘ Coweil.

ASYLUM. 1. A sanctuary. or place of
refuge and protection, where criminals and
debtors found shelter. and from which they
could not be taken without sacrllege. State
V. Bacon, 6 .\'eb. 291: Cromie v. Institution
of Mercy, 3 Bush (Ky.) 391.

2. Shelter; refuge: protection from the
hand of Justice. The word includes not only
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place. but also shelter, security, protection:
and a fugitive from justice, who has com-
mitted a crime in a foreign country, “seeks
an asylum" at all times when he claims the
use of the territories of the United States.
In re De Giacomo, 12 Blatchf. 395, Fed. Cas.
No. 3,747. ‘

3. An institution for the protection and
relief of unfortunates, as asylums for the
poor, for the deaf and. dumb, or for the in-
sane. Lawrence v. Leidigh, 58 Kan. 594, 50
Pac. 600, 62 Am. St. Rep. 631.

AT ARMS LENGTH. Beyond the reach
of personal influence -or conti'6l. Parties
are said to deal "at arm's length” when
each stands upon. the strict letter of his
rights, and conducts the business in a formal
manner, without trusting to the other's fair-
ness or integrity, and without being subject
to the other’s control or overmusterlng in-
iiuence.

A1‘ RAE.
at bar,” etc.

Before the court. "The case
Dyer, 31.

AT LARGE. (1) Not limited to any par-
ticular place, district, person, matter, or ques-
tion. (2) Free; unrestrained; not under
corporal control; as a ferocious anhnal so
free from restraint as to be liable to do mis-
chief. (3) Fully; in detail; in an extended
form.

AT LAW. According to law; by, for. or
in law; particularly in distinction from that
which is done in or according to equity; or
in titles such as sergeant at law, barrister at
law, attorney or counsellor at law. See
Hooker V. Nichols, 116 N. C. 157. 21 S. E.
208.

AT SEA. Out of the limits of any port
or harbor on the sea-coast. The Harriet,
1 Story, 251, Fed. Cas. No. 6,099. See Wales
v. Insurance Co.. 8 Allen (Mass) 380; Hub-
bard v. Hubbard, 8 N. Y. 199; Ex parts
Thompson, 4 Bradf. Sur. (N. Y.) 158; But-
ton v. Insurance Co.. 7 Hill (N. Y.) 3:55;
Bowen v. Insurance 00., 20 Pick. (Mass.) 276,
32 Am. Dec. 213; U. S. v. Symomls, 120 U.
S. 46, 7 Sup. Ct. -111, 30 L. Ed. 557; U. S.
v. Barnette, 165 U. S. 174, 17 Sup. Ct. 286,
41 L. Ed. 675.

ATAMITA. In the civil law.
great-great-grandfather's sister.

A great-

ATAVIA. In the civil law. A great-
grandmother's grandmother.

ATAVUNCULU8. The brother of a
great-grandfather's grandmother.

ATAVUS. The great-grandfather‘: or
great-grandmother's grandfather; a fourth
grandfather. The ascending line of lineal
ancestry runs thus: Pater, Auua, Proavus,
Abavua, Aiarue, Truavua. The seventh gen-
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eration in the ascending scale will be Trim vs‘-

patcr, and the next above it Proavi-atavua.

ATEA. In Saxon law. An oath; the pow.-
or or privilege of exacting and administer-
ing an oath.- Speiman.

ATEEIST. One who does not believe in
the existence of a God. Gibson v. insurance
00., 37 N. 1'. 58-1; Thui-ton v. Whitney,
2 Cush. (Mass) 110; com. v. Hills, 10 (lush.
(Mass) 530.

ATIA. Hatred or ill-will.
rt AHA.

See Dr: Onro

ATILIUH. The tackle or rigging of a
ship; the harness or tackle of a plow. spel-
nian. '

ATHATEBTEEA. Agreiit-grandfathers
grandmothers sister. (atuviw sow:-,-) called
by Bracton "atmatcrtcra mauua.” Bract. fol.
680.

ATTATRUUS. The brother of a great-
grandfather's grandfather.

ATBAVESADOS. in maritime law. A
Spanish term signifying athwart, at right
angles, or abeam; sometimes used as de-
scriptive of the position of a vessel which
is “lying to." The Hugo (D. C.) 57 Fed.
403, -110.

ATTACH. To take or apprehend by com-
mandment of a writ or precept. Buckeye
Pipe-Line Co. Y. Fee, 62 Ohio St. 543, 57 N.
E. 446, 78 Am. St. Rep. 743.

It difiera from arrcot, because it takes not
only the body, but sometimes the goods, where-
as an arrest is only against the person: be-
sides, he who attaches keeps the party attach-
ed in order to produce him in court on the day
named, but he who arrests lodges the person
arrested in the custody of a higher power, to be
forthwith disposed of. Fieta, lib. 5, c. 24. See
Arracnnrxr. '

Attaching creditor. See CREDITOR.

A'l'rACEl:. A person attached to the
suite of an ambassador or to a foreign lega-
don.

nrrncmannnrn. L. Lat. Attach-
ment.
—Attnchiunentn bonornm. A distress for-
merly taken upon goods. and chattels, by the
legal ottachiatoro or bailiffs, as securit to an-
swer an action for personal estate or de t.—At-
taehhnentn dc spinis ct beach. A privi-
lege granted to the ofiicers of a forest to take to
their own use thorns, brush, and windfalls,
within their precincts. Kenn. Par. Antiq. 209.
—At entn dc plneitu corona. At-
tachment of pleas of the crown. Jewison v. Dy-
son, 9 Mees. & W. 544.

ATTACHMENT. The act or process of
taking. apprehending. or seizing persons or
property, by virtue of a writ. summons, or
other Judicial order, and bringing the same
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into the custody of the law; used either for
the purpose of bringing a person before the
court, of acquiring jurisdiction over the
property seized, to compel an appearance, to
furnish security for debt or costs, or to ur-
rest a fund in the hands of a third person
who may become liable to pay it over.

Also the writ or other process for the ac-
complishment of the purposes above enu-
merated, this being the more common use of
the word.

0! persons. A writ issued by a court of
record, commanding the sheriff to bring be-
fore it a person who has been guilty of con-
tempt of court, either in neglect or abuse of
its process or of subordinate powers. 3 Bl.
Comm. 280; 4 Bi. Comm. 283; Burbach v.

Light 00., 119 Wis. 384, 96 N. W. 839.

0! property. A species of mesne process,
by which a writ is issued at the institution
or during the progress of an action, com-

manding the sheriii‘ to seize the property,
rights, credits, or effects ot the defendant to
be held as security for the satisfaction of
such judgment as the plaintiff may recover.
It is principally used against abscouding,
concealed, or fraudulent debtors. U. S. Cap-
sule Co. v. lsaacs, 23 ind. App, 538, 55
E. 832; Campbell v. Keys, 130 Mich. 117,
89 N. W. 720; Rempe v. Ravens, 68 Ohio St.
113, 67 I\‘. E. 282.

To give jurisdiction. Where the defend-
ant is a non-resident, or beyond the terri-
torial jurisdiction of the court, his goods or
land within the territory may be seized upon
process of attachment; whereby he will be
compelled to enter an appearance, or the
court acquires jurisdiction so far as to dis-
pose of the property attached. This is some-
times called “foreign attachment.”

Domestic and foreign. In some juris-
dictions it is common to give the name “do-
mestic attachment" to one issuing against a
resident debtor, (upon the special ground of
fraud. intention to abscond, etc.,) and to des-
ignate an attachment against a non-resident,
or his property, as “foreign." Longwell v.

Hartwell, 164 Pa. 533, 30 Atl. 495; Biddle v.
Girard Nat. Bank, 109 Pa. 356. But the
term “foreign attachment" more properly
belongs to the process otherwise familiar-
ly known as “garnishment." It was a pe-
culiar and ancient remedy open to cred-
itors within the jurisdiction of the city of
London. by which they were enabled to sat-
isfy their own debts by attaching or seiz-
ing the money or goods of the debtor in the
hands of a third person within the juris-
diction of the city. Welsh v. Blackwell, 14
N. J. Law. 346. This power and process sur-

vive in modern law, in all common-law juris-
dictions, and are variously denominated
“garnlshment," "trustee process," or “factor-
izing."
—Attaehment execution. A name given in
some states to a pmcess of garnishment for
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the satisfaction of a judgment. As to the judg-
ment debtor it is an execution; but as to the
garnishee it is an original pi-ocess—a summons
commanding him to appear and show cause,
if an be has, why the judgment should not be
levi on the goods and elfects of the defendant
in his hands. Kennedy v. Agricultural Ins. Co..
166 Pa. 179. 30 Atl. 724; Appeal of Lane.
105 Pa. 61, 51 Am. Rep. 166.—Attaohment of
privilege. In English law. A rocess by
which a man, by virtue of his privilege. calls
another to litigate in that court to which he
himself belongs, and who has the privilege to
answer there. A writ issued to apprehend a

risen in a privileged place. Terines de la
' y.—Attaelunent of the forest. One of
the three courts former] held in forests. The
highest court was called ‘justice in eyre’s seat ;"
the middle, the “swai_nmote;" and the lowest,
the “attachment!” Manwood. 90. 99.

ATTAINDEB. That extinction of civil
rights and capacities which takes place when-
evera person who has committed treason or
felony receives sentence of death for his
crime._ 1 Steph. Comm. 408; 1 Bish. Grim.
Law. I 641; Green.v. Shumway, 39 N. Y.
431; In re Garland, 32 How. Prac. (N. Y.)
%1; Cozens v. Long, 3 N. J. Law. 766; State
v. Hastings, 37 Neb. 96. 55 N. W. 781.

It diifers from conviction. in that it is after
judgment, whereas conviction is upon the ver-
dict of guilty, but before judgment pronounced.
and may be. quashed upon some point of law
reserved, or judgment may be arrested. The
consequences of attainder are forfeiture of
%o)perty and corruption of blood. 4 Bl. Comm.

At "the common law, attainder resulted in
three ways, viz: by oonfcssioii. by verdict,
and by process or outlawry. The first case
was where the prisoner pleaded guilty at the
bar, or having fled to sanctuary, confessed
his guilt and ahjured the realm to save his
life. The second was where the prisoner
pleaded not guilty at the bar. and the jury
brought in a verdict against him. The third,
when the person accused made his escape
and was outlawed.
-3111 of attalnder. A legislative act, di-
rected against a designated rson. pronounc-
ing him guilty of an alleged crime. (usually trea-
son.) without trial or conviction according to
the recognized rules of procedure. and passing
sentence of death and attainder upon him.
“Bills of attainden". as they are technically
called. are such special acts of the legislature
as inflict capital punishments upon persons
supposed to be guilty of high offenses. such as
treason and felony, without any conviction in
the ordina course of judicial proceedings. If
an act inflicts a milder de ree of punishment
"than death, it is called a. “bi l of pains and _pen-
alties." but both are included in the prohibition
in the Federal constitution. Story. Coast. i
1344: Ounimingi-i v. Missouri, 4 Wall. 323. 18
L. Ed. 356' E: rte Garland. 4 Wall. 387.
18 L. Ed. eople v. Ha es. 140 N. Y.
484. 35 N. E. 9:51, 23 L R. A. 30. 37 Am. St.
Rep. 572; Green v. Shumway. 39 N. Y. 431:
In re Yuug Sing Hee (C. C.) 36 Fed. 439.

A'l."l‘A.IN'l.‘. In old English practice. A
writ which lay to inquire whether a jury of
twelve men had given a false verdict. in or-
der that the judgment might be reversed. 3
Bl. Comm. 402; Bract. fol. 288b—292. This

._inquiry was made by a grand assise or jury
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of twenty-four persons, and. if they found
the verdict a false one. the Judgment was
that the jurors should become infamous,
should forfeit their goods and the profits of
their lands, should themselves be imprisoned,
and their wives and children thrust out of
doors, should have their houses razed. their
trees extirpated, and their meadows plowed
up, and that the plaintiff should be restored
to all that he lost by reason of the unjust
verdict 3 Bl. Comm. 404; C0. Litt. 2394b.

A person was said to be attaint when he
was under attainder, (q. 1*.) Co. Litt. 390D.

A'1"1‘AIN'1‘ FUN}: CAUSE.
law. The gain or a suit.

ATTIIHP1‘. In criminal law. An eflort
or endeavor to accomplish ii crime, amount-
mg to more than mere preparation or plan-
ning for it, and which. it not prevented.

In French

would have resulted in the full consumma-
tion of the act attempted, but which, in fact.
does not brhig to pass the party's ultimate
design. People v. Moran, 123 N. Y. 25-}. 25 N.
E. 412, 10 L. R. A. 109. 20 Am. St. Rep. 732;
Gaudy v. State, 13 Nei). 445, 14 N. W. 143:
Scott v. People. 141 I11. 195, 30 N. E. 329;
Brown v. State, 27 Tex. App. 330, 11 S. W.
412; U. S. v. Ford (D. C.) 34 Fed. 26; Com.
v. Eagan, 190 Pa. 10, 42 Atl. 374.

An intent to do a particular criminal thing
combined with an act which falls short of
the thing intended. 1 Bish. Crim. Law, 5

728.

There is a marked distinction between “at-
tempt" and "intent.” The former conveys the
idea of physical efiort to accomplish an act;
the latter. the uality of mind with which an
act was done. 0 charge. in an indictment, an
assault with an attempt to murder. is not
equivalent to chargin an assault with intent
to murder. State v. liai-shall. 14 Ala. 411.

ATTENDANT. One who owes ii duty
or service to another, or in some sort depends
upon him. Termes de la Ley. One who fol-
lows and waits upon another.

ATTENDANT TERMS. In English law.
Terms, (usually mortgages.) for a long period
of years, which are created or kept out-
standing for the purpose of attending or
waiting upon and protecting the inheritance.
1 Steph. Comm. 351.

A phrase used in conveyancing to denote es-
tates which are kept alive. after the objects for
which they were origienally created have ceased.
so that they might deemed merged or satis-
fied, for the purpose of protectlngxor strengthen-
ing the titie of the owner. Ab tt.

A’1"1'EN’1‘A'1'. Lat. He attempts. In the
civil and canon law. Anything wrongfully
innovated or attempted in a suit by an in-
ferior judge. (or Judge a quo.) pending an
appeal. 1 Addams. 22, note; Shelf. Mar. &
Div. 562.

ATTEBHINARE. in old English law.
To put oi! to a succeeding term; to prolong
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the time of payment of a debt. St. Westm.
2. c. 4; Coweli; Biount.

ATTEBKIIIDIG. In old English law.
A putting oil; the granting of a time or
term, as for the payment of a debt. Coweii.

ATTEBHOIEEENT. In canon iaw. A
making terms; a composition, as with cred-
itors. 7 Low. Can. 272., 306.

ATTEST. To witness the execution of a
written instrument, at the request of him
who makes it, and subscribe the same as a
witness. White v. Magarnhan, 87 Ga. 217,
13 S. E. 509; Logwood v. Hussey, 60 Ala.
424; Arrington v. Arrlngton, 122 Ala. 510. 26
South. 152. This is also the technical word
by which, in the practice in many of the
states, a certifying ofllcer gives assurance
of the genuineness and correctness of a copy.

An “att.ested" copy of a document is one
which has been examined and compared with
the original. with a certificate or memoran-
dum of its correctness, signed by the persons
who have examined it. Goss, etc., Co. v.
People. 4 Ill. App. 515; Donaldson. v. Wood,
22 Wend. (N. Y.) 400; Gerner v. Mosher, 58
Neb. 135, 78 N. W. 38!, 46 L. R. A. 244.

ATTBSTATION. The act of witnessing
an instrument in writing, at the request of
the party making the same, and subscribing
it as a witness. see ATTEBT.

Ezecution and attestation are clearly dis-
tinct formalities; the former being the act
of the party, the latter of the -witnesses only.
—Attcatation clause. That clause wherein
the witnesses certify that the instrument has
been executed before them, and the manner of
the execution of the same.-—Atteating wit-
nou. One who signs his name to an instru-
ment, at the request of the party or parties, for
the mi se of proving and identifying it. Skin-
ner v. ible Soc.. 92 Wis. 209, 65 N. W. 1037.

ATTESTOR. or A CAUTIONER. In
Scotch practice. A person who attests the
sufliclency of a cautioner, and agrees to be-
come subsidiarie liable for the debt. Bell.

A'1"l'!2I'.B. In old English law. Rigging;
tackle. Oowell.

AITOBN. In feudal law. To transfer
or turn over to another. Where :1 lord alien-
ed his seignlory, he might, with the consent
of the tenant, and in some cases without,
atom or transfer the homage and service of
the latter to the aiienee or new lord. Bract.
fols. 81b. 82.

In modern law. To consent to the trans-
fer of a rent or reversion. A tenant is said
to attor-n when he agrees to become the ten-
ant of the person to whom the reversion has
been granted. See Anoaiumsr.
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ATTOBNABE.
torn; to transfer or turn over;
an attorney or substitute.
—Attorna.I-e rem. To turn over money or
goods, 5. c., to assign or appropriate them to
some particular use or service.

In feudal law. To at-
to appoint

ATTOBNATO PACIBNDO V31. 3!}-
OIPIBNDO. In old English law. An ob-
solete writ, which commanded a sheriff or
steward of a county court or hundred court.
to receive and admit an attorney to appear
for the person who owed suit of court.
Fitzii. Nat. Brev. 156.

ATTOBNE. L. Fr. In old English law.
An attorney. Britt. c. 126.

ATTORNEY. In the most general sense
this term denotes an agent orsubstitute, or
one who is appointed and authorized to act
in the place or stead of another. In re
liicker, 66 N. H. 207, 29 Atl. 559, 24 L. It.
A. 740; Eicheiiierger v. Sitford, 27 Md. 3:0.

It is “an ancient English word, and signi-
fleth one that is set in the tume, stead, or
place of another; and of these some he pri-
vate * ' ' and some he publike, as at-
torneys at law." Co. Litt. 51_b, 128a; Britt.
2851:.

One who is appointed by another to do
something in his absence, and who has au-
thority to act in the place and turn of him by
whom he is delegated.

When used with reference to the proceed-
ings of courts, or the transaction of business
in the courts, the term always means “at-
torney at law,” q. 1:. And see People v. May,
3 Mich. 605; Kelly v. Herb, 147 Pa. 563. 23
At]. 889; Clark v. Morse, 16 La. 576.

—Attoa-ney ad hoc. See AD H0c.—Attor-
any at large. In old practice. An attorney
who practised in all the courts. Cowell.—At-
to:-nay in (not. A private attorney authoriz-
ed by another to act in his place and stead,
either for some particular purpose, as to do a
particular act, or for the transaction of busi-
ness in general, not of a legal character. This
authority is conferred by an instrument in
writing, called a "letter of attorney," or more
commonly a “power of attorney." Treat
Tolman, 113 Fed. 893, 51 C. C. A. 522;
v. Sawyer. 47 Barb. (N. Y. 119; White v.
Fnrgeson, 29 Int]. App. 144. N. E. 49.—At-
to:-no of record. The one whose name is
enter on the record of an action or suit as
the attorney of a designated party thereto. De-
laney v. Husband, 64 N. J. Law, 275. 45 At].
265.—Attox-nay of the wards and llverlea.
In English law. This was the third oflicer
of the duchy court. Bac. Abr. “Attorney."—
Pnblic attorney. This name is sometimes

iven to an attorney at law. as distinguished
mm a prwate attorney. or attorney in fact.-—

Attornera certificate. In higlish law.
A certificate that the attorney named has paid
the annual tax or duty. 'l‘his.is required to be
taken out every year by all practising attorneys
under a penalty of fifty pounds.—Attornoy’.a
lien. See Lir:N.—Letter of attorney. A
power of attorney; a _written instrument by
which one person constitutes another his true
and lawful attorney, in order that the latter
may do for the former, and in his place and
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stead, some lawful act. People V. Smith, 112
Mich. 192, 70 N. W. 466. 07 Am. St. Rep.
392; Civ. Code I41. 1900. art. 2935. -

ATTORNEY AT LAW. ‘ An advocate,
counsel, oiiiclal agent employed in preparing,
managing, and trying cases in the courts.
An otiicer in a court of Justice, who is em-
ployed by a party in a cause to manage the
same for him.

In English law. An attorney at law was
a public otiicer belonging to the superior
courts of common law at Westminster, who
conducted legal proceedings on behalf of oth-
ers, called his clients, by whom he was re-
tained; he answered to the solicitor in the
courts of clizincery, and the proctor of the
admiralty, ecclesiastical, probate, and divorce
courts. An attorney was almost iiivarlably
also a solicitor. it is now provided by the
Judicature act, 1873, § 87. that solicitors, at-
torneys, or proctors of, or by law empowered.
to practise in, any court the jurisdiction of
which is by that act traiisferred to the high
court of justice or the court of appeal, shall
be called “solicitors of the supreme court."
Wharton. _

The term is in use in America, and in most
of the states includes "barrister," “co_unsellor,"
and "solicitor," in the sense in which those
terms are used in England. In some suites,
as well as in the United States supreme court,
“attorney” and "counsellor" are distinguishable,
the former term being applied to the younger
members of’ the bar, and to those who carry
on the practice and_formal pa_i'ts of the suit.
while “counsellor” is the adviser, or special
counsel retained to try the cause. In some ju-
risdictions one lllll.‘llZ have been an attorney
for a given time before he can be admitted to
practise as a counsellor. Rap. & L.

ATTORNEY GENERAL. In English
law. The chief law otiicer of the realm, be-
ing created by letters patent, whose oiiice is
to exhibit iiiforinations and prosecute for the
crown in matters criminal, and to tile bills
in the exchequer in any matter concerning
the king’s revenue. State V. Cunningham, 83
Wis. 90, 53 N. W. 35, 17 L. R. A. 145, 35
Ann. St. Rep. 27.

In American law. The attorney general
of the United States is the head of the de
partnient of justice, appointed by the presi-
dent, and a member of the cabinet. lie ap-
pears in beliaif of the government in all
cases in the supreme court in which it is in-
terested, and gives his legal advice to the
president and heads of departments upon
questions submitted to him.

In each state also there is an attorney gen-
eral. or similar oiiicer, who appears for the
people, as in England the attorney general
appears for the crown. State v. District
Court, 22 Mont. 2.1, 5.: Pac. 916; People v.
Kramer. 33 Misc. Rep. 209. 63 N. Y. Supp.
383.

ATTORNEYSHIP.
agent or attorney.

The oiiice of an
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ATTORNMENT. In feudal and old Eng-
lish law. A turning over or transfer by 11

lord of the services of his tenant to the
grantee oi‘ his seigniory.

Attornment is the act of a person who
holds a leasehold interest in land, or estate
1'or life or years, by which he agrees to be-
come the tenant of a stranger who has ac-
qulred the fee in the land, or the remainder
or reversion, or the right to the rent or serv-
ices by which the tenant liolds. Llndley V.

Dakin, 13 Ind. 388; Willis 3'. Moore, 59 Tex.
636, 46 Am. Rep. 284; Foster v. Morris. 3
A. K. Marsh. (Ky.) 610, 13 Am. Dec. 205.

AU IBESOIN. In case of need. A French
phrase sometimes incorporated in a bill of
exchange, pointing out some person from
whom payment may be sought in case the
drawee fails or refuses to pay the bill.
Story, Bills, 5

AUBAINE. See D3011‘ n'AUaAixi:.

AUOTION._ A public sale of land or
goods, at public outcry, to the highest bid
der. Russell v. Miner, 61 Barb. (N. 1'.) 539:
Hibler v. Hoag, 1 Watts & S. (l'a.) 553:
Crandall v. State, 28 Ohio st. 481.

A sale by auction is a sale by public out-
cry to the highest bidder on the spot. Civ.
Code Cal. § 1792; Civ. Code Dak. § 1022.

The sale by auction is that which takes
place when the thing is offered publicly to be
sold to whoever will give the highest price.
Civ. Code La. art. 2601.

Auction is very generally defined as a sale to
the highest bidder, and this is the usual meaning.
There may, however, be a sale to the lowcn!
bidder, as where land is sold for non-payment
of taxes to whomsoever will take it for the
shortest term; or where ll contract is offered
to the one who will perform it at the lowest
price. And these appear fairly included in the
term “auction.” Abbott.
—Dutoh auction. A method of sale by auc-
tion which consists in the ublic offer of the
property at a price beyond ts value, and then
gradually lowering the price until some one
becomes the urchaser. Crandall v. State, 28
Ohio St. .—Publ:lo auction. A sale of
property at auction, where any and all per-
sons who choose are permitted to attend and
ofier bids. Though this phrase is frequently
used, it is doubtful whether the word ‘public’
adds anything to the force of the expression.
since “auction" itself imports publicity. If
there can be such a thing as a private auction.
it must be one where t e roperty is sold to
the highest bidder. but 0 y certain persons.
or a certain class of persons, are permitted to
be present or to ofier bids.

AUCTIONARIE. Catalogues of goods
for public sale or auction.

AUCTIONARIUS. One who bought
and sold again at an increased price; an
auctioneer. Spelinaii..

AUOTIONEER. A person authorized
or licensed by law to sell lands or goods of
other persons at public auction; one who
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sells at auction. Crandall v. State, 28 Ohio
St. 481; Williams v. Millington, 1 H. B1.
83; Russell v. Miner, 5 Luns. (N. Y.) 539.

.‘iilt"fl'0ll(’(.‘TU differ from broltrra, in that _the
latter may both buy and sell. ivhereas llll('tl0!1-
eers can only sell: also lirokers may sell by
private contract only. and auctioneers by pub-
ic auction only. Aiictioiicers can only sell

goods for n-adv money; but factors may sell up-
on credit. \\'i|kcs v. -‘llis, 2 ll. BI. 55?: Stew-
ard V. \\'inten4, 4 Saudi. Ch. (N. Y.) 590.

AUCTOB. In the Roman lnw. An
auctioneer. 4

In the civil law. A grantor or vendor
of any kind.

In old French law. A plaintiff. Kel-
ham.

AUCTOBITAS. In the civil law. Au-
thority.

In old European law. A diploma, or
royal charter. A word frequently used by
Gregory of Tours and later writers. Spel-
man.

Anetoritntes philiosophonun. medioc-
nun, et poetnnun. aunt in canal: alle-
gnnde et tenenda. The opinions of phil-
osophers. physicians, and poets are to be
alleged and received in causes. Co. Litt.
264.

Anenpln vex-box-inn snnt Jndioe indig-
nn. Catching at words is unworthy of a
Judge. Hob. 343.

Audi nlternm pnrteln. Hear the other
side: hear both sides. No man should be
condemned unheard. Broom, Max. 113. See
L R. 2 P. C. 106.

AUDIENCE. In international law. A
hearing; interview with the sovereign. The
king or other chief executive of a country
grants an audience to a foreign minister who
comes to him duly accredited; and, after the
recall of a minister. an “audience of leave”
ordinarily is accorded to him.

AUDIENCE COURT. In English law.
A court belonging to the Archbishop oi’ Can-
terbury, having jurisdiction of matters of
form only. as the confirmation of bishops,
and the, like. This court has the same au-
thority with the Court of Arches, but is of
interior dignity and antiquity. The Dean of
the Arches is the oiiicial auditor of the Audi-
ence court. The Archbishop of York has
also his Audience court.

AITDIENDO ET TEBMIRAIIDO. A
writ or commission to certain persons to ap-
pease and punish any insurrection or great
riot. Fltzh. Nat. Brev. 110.

AUDIT. As a verb; to make an oiflcial
invatigatlon and examination of accounts
and vouchers.

As a noun; the process of auditing ac-
counts; the hearing and investigation had
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-before an auditor. People v. Green, 5 Daly
(N. Y.) 200: Maddox v. Randolph County, 65
Ga. 218; Macliias River Co. v. Pope. 35 Me.
22; Cobb County v. Adams, 68 Ga. 51;
Clement v. Lewiston. 97 Me. 95, 53 Atl. 985;
People v. Barnes, 114 N. Y. 317. 20 N. E.
609; In re Clark, 5 I-‘ed. Cas. 854.

AUDITA QUERELA. The name of a
writ constituting the initial process in an ac-
tion brought by a judgment defendant to ob-
tain relief against the consequences of the
judgment, on account of some matter of de-
tense or discharge. arising since its rendi-
tion and which could not be taken advantage
of otherwise. Foss v. Witliani, 9 Allen
(Mass) 572; Loiigwortli v. Screven, 2 Hill
(S. C.) £38, 27 Aui. Dec. 381; Mcliean v.
Bindley, 114 Pa. 559, 8 Atl. 1; Wetmore v.
Law, 34 Barb. (N. Y.) 517; Manning v.
Phillips, 65 Ga. 550; Coflin v. Ewer, 5 “etc.
(Mass) 228: Gleason v. Peck, 12 Vt. 56, 36
Am. Dec. 329. ~ -

AUDITOR. A public oiilcer whose func-
tion is to examine and pass upon the ac-
counts and vouchers of oflicers who have re-
ceived and expended public money by lawful
authority.

In practice. An oilicer (or oflicers) of the
court, assigned to state the items of debit
and credit between the parties in a suit
where accounts are in question, and exhibit
the balance. Whitwell v. Willard, 1 Metc.
(Mass) 218.

In English law. An officer or agent oi‘
the crown, or of a private individual, or cor-
poration. who examines periodically the ac-
counts of under otlicers, tenants. stewards.
or bailiffs, and reports the state of their ac- .

counts to his principal.
-—Anditor of the receipts. An oflicer of
the English exchequcr. 4 Inst. 107.—And1torn
of the imp:-est. Oificers in the English e_x-
clieqiier. who fonnerly had the charge of audit-
ing the accounts of the customs, naval and mili-
tary expenses, etc.. now performed by the coin-
missioners for auditing public accounts.

AUGMENTATION. The increase of the
cro\vn‘s revenues from the suppression
of religions houses and the appropriation of
their lniids and revenues.

Also the name of a court (now abolished)
erected 27 Hen. VIIl., to determine suits
and controversies relating to monasteries and
abbey-lands.

Augusta legibns solute non eat. The
empress or queen is not privileged or ex-
empted trom subjection to the laws. 1 Bl.
Comm. 219; Dig. 1, 3, 31.

AULA. In old English law. A ball, or
court; the court of a baron, or manor; a
court baron. Speliiiiin.
—Anln eocledic. A nave or body of a church
where tein oral courts were anciently held.-
Anln re s. The chief court of England in
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early Norman times. It was established by
Wiliam the Conqueror in his own‘hali. It
was com ed of the great oificers of state,
resident in the palace. and followed the kings
household in all his expeditions.

AULNAGE. See Antuosa.

AULNAGEB. See ALNAGEI.

AUX]-EN. In Indian law. Trustee; com-
missioner; a temporary collector or su-
pervisor, appointed to the charge of a coun-
try on the removal of a zemindar, or for any
other. particular purpose of local investiga- ‘

tion or arrangement.

AUHIL. In Indian law. Agent; otilcer:
native collector of revenue; superintendent
of a district or division of a country. either
on the part of the government zemindar or
renter.

AUHILDAR. In Indian law. Agent;
the holder of an oiilce; an intendant and
collector of the revenue. uniting civil, mili-
tary, and flnancial powers under the Mo-
hammedan government.

‘ AUEONE. SERVICE IN. Where lands
are given in aims to some church or reli-
gious house, upon condition that a service
or prayers shall be offered at certain times
for the repose of the donor's soul. Britt.
164.

AUNCEI. WEIGHT. In English law.
An ancient mode of weighing. described by
Coweli as “a kind of weight with scales
hanging, or hooks fastened to each end of a
staff, which a man, lifting up upon his fore-
finger or hand, discerneth the quality or

' difference between the weight and the thing
weighed."

AUNT. The sister of one's father or
mother. and a relation in the third degree,
correlative to niece or nephew.

AURA EPILEPTIOA. In medical juris-
prudence. A term used to designate the
sensation of a cold vapor frequently experi-
enced by epiieptics before the loss of con-
sciousness occurs in an epileptic tit. Aurentz
v. Anderson, 3 Pittsb. It. (Pa.) 311.

AUBE8. A Saxon punishment by cutting
of! the ears, inflicted on those who robbed
churches. or were guilty of any other theft.

AURUM BEGIN}!-:. Queen's gold. A
royal revenue belonging to every queen con-
sort during her marriage with the king.

AUTEB. Ant:-e. L. Fr. Another; other.
—Auter notion pendant. In_pleading. An-
other action pending. A species of plea in
abatement. 1 (.‘hit. Pl. 45-i.—Auter_droit.
In right of another. e. 9.. a trustee holds trust
property in right of his or-um’ quc trust. A

ochein amy sues in right of an infant. 2 BL
& otnm. 176. ‘
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AUTHENTIC. Genuine; true; having
the character and authority of an original;
duly vested with all necessary formalities
and legally attested; competent, credible,
and reliable as evidence. Downing v. Brown,
3 Colo. 590.

AUTHENTIC ACT. In the civil law.
An act which has been executed before a
notary or other public otflcer authorized to
execute such functions, or which is testifled
by a public seal, or has been rendered public
by the authority of a competent magistrate.
or which is certified as being a copy of a
public register. Nov. 73. c. 2; Cod. 7, 52:
6, 4, 2]; Dig. 22, 4.

The authentic act. as relates to contracts,
is that which has been executed before a no-
tary public or other offlcer authorized to exe-
cute such functions, in presence of two wit-
nesses, free, male, and aged at least fourteen
years, or of three witnesses, if the party be
blind. If the party does not know how to
sign. the notary must cause him to affix his
mark to the instrument. All procés vcrbals
of sales of succession property, signed by the
sherli! or other person making the same, by
the purchaser and two witnesses. are an-
thentic acts. Civil Code La. art. 2234.

AUTHENTICATION. In the law of
evidence. The act or mode of giving au-
thority or legal authenticity toa statute, rec
ord. or other written instrument. or a certi-
fled copy thereof, so as to render it legally
admissible in evidence. Maytleld v. Sears,
133 Ind. 86, 32 N. E. 816; Hartley v. Ferrell,
9 Fla. 380; In re Fowler (0. C.) 4 Fed. 303.

An attestation made by a proper officer
by which he certitles that a record is in due
form of law, and that the person who certi-
fles it is the otiicer appointed so to do.

AUTEENTIC8. In the civil law. A
Latin translation of the Novels of Justinian
by an anonymous author; so called because
the Novels were translated entire, in order
to distinguish it from the epitome made by
Julian.

There is another collection so called, com-
piled by Irnier, of incorrect extracts from
the Novels and inserted by him in the Code,
in the places to which they refer.

AUTHENTICUH. In the civil law. An
original instrument or writing; the original
of a will or other instrument. as distinguish-
ed from a copy. Dig. 22, 4, 2; Id. 29. 3, 12.

AUTHOR. One who produces, by his
own intellectual labor applied to the materi-
als of his composition. an arrangement or
compilation new in itself. Atwill v. Ferrett.
2 Blatchf. 39, Fed. Cas. No. 640; Nottage
v. Jackson, 11 Q. B. Div. 637; Lithographic
Co. v. arony. 111 U. S. 53, 4 Sup. Ct. 279.
28 L. Ed. 349.
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AUTHORITIES. Citations to statutes.
precedents, Judicial decisions, and text-books
oi‘ the law, made on the argument of ques-
tions of law or the trial of causes before a"

court. in support of the legal positions can-
tended for.

AUTHORITY. In contracts. The law-
ful delegation of power by one person to an-
other.

in the English law relating to public ad-
ministration, an authority is a body having
Jurisdiction in certain matters of a public
nature.

In governmental law. Legal power; 8.

right to command or to act; the right and
power of public oflicers to require obedience
to their orders lawfully issued in the scope
of their public duties.

Authority to execute a deed must be
given by deed. Com. Dig. "Attorney,” 0,
5; 4 Term, 313; 7 Term, 20?; 1 Holt, 141;
Blood v. Goodrich. 9 Wend. (N. Y.) 68, 75,
24 Am. Dec. 121; Banorgee v. Hovey, 5
Ma. 11. 4 Am. Dec. 17; Cooper v. Rankin,
6 Bin. (Pa.) 613.

AUTO AOORDADO. In Spanish colonial
law. An order emanating from some su-
perior tribunal, promulgated in the name
and by the authority of the sovereign. Schin.
Civil Law, 98. '

AUTOCBAOY. The name of an unlim-
ited monarchical government. A government
at the will of one man, (called an “auto-
crat.") unchecked b_y constitutional restric-
tions or limitations.

AUTOGBAPH. The handwriting of any
one.

AUTOMATISM. In medical jurispru-
dente, this term is applied to actions or
conduct of an individual apparently occur-
ring without will, purpose. or reasoned in-
tention on his part; a condition sometimes
observed in persons who, without being no-
tually insane, suifer from an obscuration of
the mental faculties, loss of volition or of
memory, or kindred affections. “Ambulatory
automatism" describes the pathological im-
pulse to purposeless and irresponsible wan-
derings from place to place often character-
istic of patients suifering from loss of mem-
ory with dissociation of personality.

AUTOHOHY. The political independ-
ence of a nation; the right (and' condition)
of self-government.

AUTOPSY. The dissection of a dead
body for the purpose of inquiring into the
cause of death. Pub. St. Mass. 1882, p. 1288.
Sudduth v. Insurance‘ 00. (C. C.) 106 Fed.
8%. .
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AUTRE. L. Fr. Another.
—Autre action pendant. Another action
pendlng.—Antre droit. The right of another.
—Antre vie. Another’s life. A person hold-
ing an estate for or during the life of another
is called a tenant “ ur autrc vie,” or “pur
tleazns d’autro vie." ‘tt. 5 56; 2 Bl. Comm.

AUTREPOIS. L. Fr. At another time:
formerly; before; heretofore.
—Ant1-efoie no nit. In criminal law. For-
merly acquitted. he name of a plea in bar to
a criminal action. stating that the defendant
has been once already indicted and tried for the
same alleged ofiense and has been acquitted,
Si_mco v. State. 9 Tex. App. 348; U. S. v.
Gibert, 25 Fed. Cas. 1,294.-—Antrc£o!s nt-
tnint. In criminal law. Formerly attainted.
A_plea that the defendant has already been at-
minted for one felony, and therefore cannot
be criminally prosecuted for another. 4 Bl."
Comm. 336.—Aut|-etois convict. Formerly
convicted. In criminal law. A plea by a crim-
inal in- bar to an indictment that he has been
formerl convicted of the same identical crime.
4 Bl. omm. 336; 4 Steph. Comm. 404:- Sim-
co v. State. 9 Tex. App. 348: U. S. v. Olsen
Q. Y0.) Fed. _582; ‘Shepherd v. People, 25

AUXILIARY. Aiding; attendant on;
ancillary, (q. 1:.) As an auxiliary bill in
equity, an auxiliary receiver. See Buckley
v. Harrison, 10 Misc.‘ Rep. 683, 31 N. Y.
Supp. 1001.

AUXILIUH. In feudal and old'English
law. Aid; compulsory aid, hence a tax or
tribute; a kind of tribute paid by the vas-
sal to his lord, being one of the incident of
the tenure by knight‘s 'sei‘-vice. Spelman.
—Anx1l1:un ed fllinxn znllitexn fecienduni
et flllnns nsnritnndun. -An_ ancient writ
which was addressed to the sheriff t_o iev com-
pnlsorily an aid towards the knighiing o a son
and the marrying of a daughter of the tenants
in cupite of the crown.—Anx1linm curiae. ‘In
old English law. A precept or order of_ court
citing and convening a party. at the suit and
request of another, to warrant something.-

uni regie. In English. law. The lung's
aid or money levied for t e royal use and the
public service, as taxes granted by parliament.
—Auxilinm vice comiti. An ancient duty
paid to sherifis. Coweil.

AVAIL 0!‘ MARRIAGE‘. In feudal
law. The right of marriage,‘ which the‘ lord
or guardian in chivalry had of disposing of
his infant ward in matrimony. Aguardiiin
in socage had also the same right, but not
attended with the same advantage. 2 Bl.
Comm. 88. > ' -

In Scotch law. A- certain _s_ui'n due by
the heir of a deceased ward vassal, when the
heir became of marriageable age. Ersk.
Inst. 2, 5, 18.

AVAILABLE EARS. This phrase,
among mercantile men, is a term well un-
derstood to be anything which can readily
be converted into money; but it is not nec-
essarily or primarily money itself. McFad-
den v. Leeka, 48_.Ohio St. 513,28 N. E. 874;.
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Benedict v. Huntington, 32 N. Y. 224; Brig-
ham v. Tillinghast, 13 N. Y. 218.

AVAIL8. 'Proflts, or proceeds. This
word seems to have been construed onl_v in
reference to wills, and in them it means the
corpus or proceeds of the estate after the
payment of -the debts. 1 Amer. & I-tug. Enc.
Law, 1039. See Allen v. De Witt. 3 N. Y.
279; McNaughton v. liIcNaugiiton, 3-1 N. Y.
201.

AVAL. In French law. The guaranty
of a bill of exchange: so called because usu-
ally placed at the foot or bottom (acal) of
the bill. Story, Bills, §§ 394, 454.

The act of subscribing one's signature at
the bottom of a promissory note or of a bill
of exchange; properly an act of suretyship,
by the party signing. in favor of the party
to whom the note or bill is given. 1 Low.
Can. 221.

AVANTUBE. L. Fr. Chance; hazard;
mischance.

AVARIA, AVARIE. Average; the loss
and damage suffered in the course of a navi-
gation. Poth. Mar. Lounge, 105.

AVERAGE. A certain quantity of oats
paid by a tenant to his landlord as rent, or
in lieu of some other duties.

AVENTURB, or ADVENTURE. A
mischance causing the death of a man. as
where a person is suddenly drowned or killed
by any accident, without felony. Co. Litt.
391. '

AVER. L. Fr. To have.
-Aver et toner. In old conveyancing. To
have and to hold.

AVRIL, 12. In pleading. To declare or
assert; to set out distinctly and formally;
to allege.

In old pleading. To avouch or verify.
Litt. 5 691: C0. Litt. 362b. To make or

prove true; to make good or justify a plea.

A1133. 1:. In old English and French.
Property; substance. estate. and particular-
ly live stock or cattle: hence a working
«beast; a horse or bullock. _

—Aver corn. _A rent reserved to religious
houses, to be paid by their tenants in corn.
—Aver land. In feudal law. Land plowed
by the tenant for the proper use of the lord of
the soil.—Aver penny. Money paid towards
the king's averages or carriages. and so to be
freed thereoi'.—Aver silver. A custom or rent
formerly so called.

AVERAGE. A medium, a mean propor-
tion. ~

In old English law. A service by horse
or carriage, anciently due by a tenant to his

AVERAGE

lord. Coweli. A labor or service performed
with working cattle, horses, or oxen, or with
wagons and carriages. Spellnan.
' Stubble, or remainder of straw and grass
left in corn-fields after harvest. In Kent it
is called “yroNcn," and in other parts
“royal: Inga."

In maritime law. Loss or damage acci-
dentally happening to a vessel or to its cargo
during a voyage.

Also a small duty paid to masters of ships.
when goods are sent in another man's ship.
for their care of the goods, over and above
the freight.

In mu-ine insurance. \‘\'here loss or
damage occurs to a vessel or its cargo at
sea, average is the adjustment and appor-
tionment of such loss between the owner, the
freight. and the cargo, in proportion to their
respective interests and losses, in order that
one may not suffer the whole loss, but each
contribute ratably. Coster v. IDSUYRDCK Co.,
2 Wash. C. C. 51, 6 Fed. Cas. 611; insur-
ance Co. v. Bland, 9 Dana (Ky.) 147; Whit-
teridge v. Norris, 6 Mass. 125; Nickerson
v. Tyson, 8 Mass. 467; Insurance Co. v.
Jones, 2 Bin. (Pa.) 552. It is of the follow-
iug kinds:

General average (also called “gross") con-
sists of expense purposely incurred. sacrifice
made, or damage sustained for the common
safety of the vessel, freight, and cargo. or
the two of them. at risk, and is to be con-
tributed for by the several interests in the
proportion of their respective values exposed
to the common danger, and ultimately sur-
viving. including the amount of expense.
sacrifice, or damage so incurred in the con-
tributory value. 2 Phil. Ins. 5 1209 et seq.
2 Steph. Comm. 179; Padelford v., Board-
man. 4 Mass. 548.

Particular at-crage is a loss happening to
the ship, freight, or cargo which is not to be
shared by contribution among all those in-
terested. but must be borne by the owner of
the subject to which it occurs. it is thus
called in (ontradistinction to ya-ncral aver-
age. Bargett v. Insurance Co., 3 Bosw. (N.
1'.) 395.

Potty m=crag<'-. In maritime law. A term
used to denote such charges and disburse-
ments as, according to occurrences and the
custom of every place. the master necessari-
iy furnishes for the benefit of the ship and
cargo, either at the place of loading or un-

loading. or on the voyage: such as the hire
of a pilot for conducting a vessel from one
place to another. towage. light money. bea-
conage. anchorage, bridge toll. quarantine and
such like. Park, Ins. 100. The particulars
belonging to this head depend, however. en-
tirely upon usage. Ahb. Ship. 404.

Simple at-crage. Particular average, (q.v.)
—Aver charges. “Average charges for
toll and transportation" are understood to mean.
and do mean. charges made at a mean rate, ob-
tained by dividing the entire receipts for toll
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and transportation by the whole quantity of
tonnage carried. reduced to a common standard
of tons moved one mile. Hersh v. Railway Co.,
74 Pa. 190.—Avex-age prices. Such as are
computed on all the prices of any articles sold
within a certain period or district.—G-roll
average. In maritime law. A contribution
made by the owners of a ship. its cargo, and the
freight. towards the loss sustained by the volun-
tary and necessary sacrifice of property for the
common safety. in proportion to their respective
interests. More commonly called " eneral aver-
age," (:1. 17.) See 3 Kent, Comm. 21 2; 2 Steph.
Comm. 179. Wilson v. Cross, 33 Cal. 69. ‘

Av'r:n.n.j In old English law. This
term was applied to working cattle, such as
horses, oxen. etc.

—Averin cannon. Beasts of the plow.-
Averlis onptis in withernun. A writ
granted to one whose cattle were unlawfully dis-
trained by another and driven out of the coun-
ty in which they were taken, so that they could
not be replevied by the sheriif. Reg. Orig. 82.

AVERMBNT. In pleading. A positive
statement of facts. in opposition to argument
or inference. 1 Chit. Pl. 320.

In old pleading. An offer to prove a.

plea. or pleading. The concluding part of a
plea, replication, or other pleading. contain-
ing new aiiirmative matter, by which the
party offers or declares himself “ready to
rcri/y."

AVERRARE. In feudal law. A duty re-
quired from some customary tenants, to car-
ry goods in a wagon or upon loaded horses.

AVEBSIO. In the civil law. An avert-
ing or turning away. A term applied to a
species of sale in gross or bulk. Letting a
house altogether. instead of in chambers. 4
Kent, Comm. 517.

—Aversio perienli. A turning away of peril.
gzéad ofa contract of insurance. 3 Kent, Comm.

AVEBUM.‘ Goods. property, substance; a
beast of burden. spelman.

AVET. A term used in the Scotch law,
signifying to abet or'assist.

AVIA.‘ In the civil law. A grandmother.
Inst. 3, 6, 3.

AVIATIOU8. In the civil law. A grand-
son.

AVIZANDUH. In Scotch law. To make
arizan-dum with a process is to take it from
the public court to the private consideration
of the Judge. Bell.

AVOGAT. Fr. Advocate: an advocate.

AVOID. To annul; cancel: make void;
to destroy the etiicacy of anything.
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AVOIDANCE. A making void, or of no
eifect; annulling, cancelling; escaping or
evading.

In English ecclesiastical law. The term
describes the condition of a beuetice when
it has no incumbent.

In parliamentary language, avoidance
of a decision signifies evading or superseding
a question, or escaping the coming to a de-
cision upon a pending question. Holthouse.

In pleading. The allegation or statement
of new matter, in opposition to a former
pleading, which, admitting the facts alleged
in such former pleading, shows cause why
they should not have their ordinary legal
eflect. Mahaiwe Bank v. Douglass, 31 Conn.
175; Cooper v. Tappun, 9 Wis. 366; Mead-
ows 1‘. Insurance Co., 62 Iowa, 387, 17 X.
W. 600; Uri v. Hirsch (C. C.) 18 Fed. 570.

AVOIRDUPOIS. The name of a system
of weights (sixteen ounces to the pound)
used in weighing articles other than medl-
cines, metals, and precious stones.

AVOUCKBB. The calling upon 11 war-
rantor of lands to fulfill his undertaking.

AVOUE. In French law. A barrister,
advocate, attorney. An oiflcer charged with
representing and defending parties before

-the tribunal to which he is attached. Du-
verger.

AVOW. In pleading. To acknowledge
and justify an act done.

To make an avowry. For example, when
replevin is brought for a thing distrained,
and the party taking claims that he had a
right to make the distress. he is said to
avow. Newcil .\iill Co. v. Muxlow, 115 N.
Y. 170, 21 N. E. 1048.

AVOWANT. One who makes an avowry.

AVOWEE. In ecclesiastical law. An
advocate of a church benetice.

AVOWRY. A pleading in the action of
replevin. by which the defendant avou-s,
that is. :1clmo\vleilges. the taking of the dis-
tress or property complained of, where he
took it in his own right, and sets forth the
reason of it: as for rent in nrrear, damage
done, etc. 3 Bl. Comm. 140: 1 Tidd. Pr. 645.
Brown v. Blasett, 21 N. J. Law, 274; Hill
v. .\llller. 5') Serg. & R. (Pa.) 357.

Avowry is the setting forth. as in a declara-
tion, the nature and merits-of the defendant's
case. showing that the distress taken by him
was lawful. which must be done with such suf-
ficient authority as will entitle him to a rotor-
uo habcndo. I-Iill v. Stocking, 6 Hill (N. Y.)

An avowrv must be distinguished from a jug-
tification. e former species of plea admits
the plaintiffs ownership of the property. but
alleges a right in the defendant suificient to
warrant him in taking the property and which
still subsists. A justification, on the other hand,
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denies that the plaintifi had the right of prop-
erty or possession in the subject-xnatter,_ alleg-
ing it to have been in the defendant or a third

rson. or avers a right sufiicient to warrant the
efendant in takin it, although _such right has

not continued in orce to the time of making
answer.

AVOWTEBER. In English law. An
adulterer with whom a married woman con-
tinues in adultery. Termes de la Ley.

AVOWTRY. In old English law. Adul-
tery. Termes de la Ley.

AVULSION. The removal of a consid-
erable quantity of soil from the land of one
man, and its deposit upon or annexation to
the land of_another, suddenly and by the
perceptible action of water. 2 Washb. Real
Prop. 452.

The property of the part thus separated
continues in the original proprietor, in which
respect avulsion diifers from alluvion. by
which anadditlon is insensibly made to a
property ‘by the gradual washing down of
the river. and which addition becomes the
property of the owner of the lands to which
the addition is made. Wharton. And see
Rees v. McDaniel, 115 M0. 145, 21 S. W:
913; Nebraska v. Iowa, 143 U. S. 359, 12
Sup. Ct. 396, 36 L. Ed. 186; Bouvier v.
Strickiett, 40 Neb. 792. 59 N. W. 550; Chi-
cago v. Ward, 169 Ill. 392, 48 N. E. 927, 38
L. R. A. 849, 61 Am. St. Rep. 185.

AVUNOULUS. In the civil law. A moth-
er's brother. 2 Bl. Comm. 230. Avunculus
magnus. a great-uncle. Avunculus major,
a great-grandmother's brother. Amtmmlus
ma.r1'mu.9. n great-great-grandmothers broth-
er. See Dig. 38. 10, 10; Inst. 3, 6, 2.

AVUS. In the civil law. A grandfather
Inst. 3, 6. 1.

AWAIT. A term- used in old statutes,
signifying a lying in wait. or waylaying.
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AWARD, o. '1‘o grant, concede. adjudge
to. Thus. a Jury awards damages; the
court awards an injunction. Starkey v.
Minneapolis. 19 Minn. '206 (Gil. 166).

AWARD, n. The decision or determina-
tion rendered by arbitrators or commission-
ers. or other private or extrajudicial decid-
ers, upon a controversy submitted to them:
also the writing or document embodying
such decision. Hulnon v. Iinlnon, 55 Vt.
321: Henderson v. Beaton, 52 Tex. 43; Fe-
ters v. Peirce, 8 Mass. 398; Benjamin v. U.
S., 29 Ct. Cl. 417. «

AWAY-GOING CROP. A crop sown
before the expiration of a tenancy, which
cannot ripen until after its expiration. to
which, however, the tenant is entitled.
Broom, Max. 412.

AWE. In old English statutes. A meas-
ure of wine, or vessel containing forty gal-
ions.

AXIOM. In logic.
a_n indiputable truth.

' AYANT CAUSE. In French law. This
term signifies one to whom a right has ‘been
assigned. either by will, gift, sale, exchange.
or the like: an assignee. An a1/ant caaac
differs from an heir who acquires the right
by inheritance. 8 Toullier, n. 245. The
term is used in Louisiana.

AYLB.

A self-evident truth :

See Au-:L.

AYRE. In old Scotch law. Eyre; a cir-
cult. eyre, or iter.

AYUNTAHIENTO. In Spanish law. A
congress of persons; the municipal council
of a city or town. 1 White, Coll.-116; Fried-
man v. Goodwin, 9 Fed. Cas. 818.

AZURE. A term used in heraldry, sig-
nifying blue.
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3. The second letter of the English al-
phabet; is used to denote the second of a
series of pages. notes, etc.; the subsequent
letters, the third and following numbers.

3. 0. An abbreviation for "before
Christ," “bail court," “bankruptcy cases,"
and “British Columbia.”

3. B. An abbreviation for “Baron of the
Court of Exchequer." .

B. 1'. An abbreviation for bonum ‘Ido-
ham, 1: good or proper act. deed. or decree;
signifies "approved."

3. B. An abbreviation for Bancus Rcgia,
(King's Bench.) or Banous Regina. (Queen’s
Bench.) It is frequently found in the old
books as a designation of that court. In
more recent usage, the initial letters of the
English names are ordinarily employed. 4.

e., K. B. or Q. B. ~ < .

B. 8.
beach.

“BABY AOT." A plea of infancy, inter-
posed for the purpose of defeating an action
upon a contract made while the person was
a minor, is vulgarly called "pleading the
baby act." By extension, the term is'ap-
plied to a plea of the statute of limitations.

Bancua Superior, that is. upper

BAOKELEBIA. In old records. Com-
monalty or yeomanry, in contradistinction
to baronage.

BACHELOR. The holder of the first or
lowest degree conferred by a college or uni-
versity, c. 9., a bachelor of arts, bachelor of
law, etc. -

A kind of inferior knight; an esquire.
A man who has never been married.

BACK, 1:. To indorse; to sign on the
back: to sign generally by way of accept-
ance or approval. Where a warrant issued
in one county is presented to a magistrate
of another county and he signs it for the
purpose of making it executory in his coun-
ty, he is said to “back" it. 4 Bl. Comm.
291. So an indorser of a note or bill is col-
loquially said to “back" it. Seabury v.
Hnngerford, 2 Hill (N. Y.) 80.

BACK, adv. To the rear: backward; in
a reverse direction. Also, in arrear.

-Bock lands. A term of no very definite im-
port. but generally signifying lands lying back
from (not contiguous to) a highwa or a water-
course. See Ryerss v. Wheeler, Wend. (N.
Y.) ]50.—Bnok taxes. Those assessed for a
previous year or years and remaining due and
unpaid from the original tax debtor. M. E.
Church v. New Orleans, 107 La. 611. 32 South.

; Gaines v. Galbraeth. 14 Lea ('1‘enn.) 363.
—Baokwn.ter. Water in a stream which. in
consequence of somedam or obstruction below,
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is detained or checked in its course. or flows
back. Hodges v. Raymond. 9 Mass. 316: Cham-
bers v. Kyle, 87 Ind. 85. Water caused to flow
backward from a steam-vessel by reason of the
action of its wheels or screw.

BAOKBEAB. In forest law. Carrying
on the back. one of the cases in which an
offender against vert and venison might be
arrested, as being taken with the maiuour,
or manner, or found carrying a deer on! on

.his back. Manwood; Coweli.

BAOKBEREND. Sax. Bearing upon
the back or about the person. Applied to a
thief taken with the stolen property in his
immediate possession. Bract. 1, 3, tr. 2, c.
32. Used with haadhabend, having in the
hand.

BAOKBOND. In Scotch law. A deed
attaching a qualification or condition to the
terms of a conveyance or other instrument.
This deed is used when particular circum-
stances render it necessary‘ to express in a
separate form the limitations or qualifica-
tions of a right. ‘Bell. The instrument is
equivalent to a declaration of trust in Eng-
lish conveyancing.

BACKING.
by a magistrate.

BACKING A WARRANT.

BACKSIDE. In English law. A term
formerly used in conveyances and also in
plmding; it imports a yard at the back
part of or behind a house, and belonging
thereto.

BAOKWARDATION. In the language
of the stock exchange. this term signifies a
consideration paid for delay in the delivery
of stock contracted for, when the price is
lower for time than for cash. Dos Passos.
Stock-Brok. 270.

IBAOKWARDS. In a policy of marine
insurance. the phrase “forwards and back-
wards at sea" means from port to port in
the course of the voyage, and not merely
from one terminus to the other and back.
1 Taunt. 475.

BAOULUS. A rod, staff, or wand. used
in old English practice in making livery of
seisin where no buildingstood on the land.
(Bract. 40 :) a stick or wand, by the erection
of which on the land involved in a real ac-
tion the defendant was summoned to put in

Indorsement: indorsement

See Bacx.

his appearance: this was called “baculus
nuniiatoriua." 3 Bl. Comm. 279.

BAD. Substantially defective; inapt;
not good. The technical word for unsound-
ness in pleading.
-3341 debt. Generally speaking. one which is
uncolleetibio. But" tedinically, by statute in
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some states, the word may have a more precise
meaning. In Louisiana. bad debts are those
which have been prescribed against (barred by
limitations) and those due by bankrupts who
have not surrendered any property to be divided
among their creditors. Cir. Lode La. 1901). art.
10-18. In North Dakota. as applied to the man-
agement of banking associations. the term means
all debts due to the association on which the in-
terest is past due and unpaid for a -riod of
six months, unless the same are welg secured
and in process of collection. Rev. lode.” N.
D. 1899. § 3240.-Bod lulth. The opposite of
"good faith.” generally implying or involving ac-
tual or constructive fraud, or a design to mis-
lead or deceive another, or a neglect or refusal
to fulfill some duty or some contractual obliga-
tion. not prompted by an honest mistake as‘to
one's rights or duties. but by some interested or
sinister motive. Iiilgenberg v. Northup. 134
Ind. 92. 33 N. E. 78-ii; Morton V. Immigration
Ass'n, 79 Ala. 617; Coleman v. Billings. 89 Ill.
191; Lewis v. Holmes, 109 La. 10:40. 34 South.
66. 61 L. R. A. Z’-1; Harris v. Harris, 70 Pa.
174; Penn Mat. L. Ins. Co. v. Trust (‘o.. 73
Fed. 653. 19 C. C. A. 316. 38 L. It. .-\. 33, 70:
Insurance Co. v. Edwards, 74 Ga. 2&0.-Bod
title. One which conveys no property to the

urchaser of the estate: one which is so radical-
y defective that it is not marketable, and hence

such that a purchaser cannot be legally com-
pelled to accept it. Heller v. Cohen, 15 Misc.
Rep. 378. 36 N. Y. Supp. 668.

BADGE. A mark or cognizance worn to
show the relation of the wearer to any per-
son or thing; the token of anything; a dis-
tinctive mark of ofiice or service.

BADGE 01‘ FRAUD. A term used rel-
atively to the law-of fraudulent convey-
ances made to hinder and defraud creditors.
it is defined as a fact tending to throw sus-
picion upon a transaction. and calling for
an explanation. Bump. Fraud. Conv. 31;
Gould v. Sanders. 69 Mich. 5. 37 N. W. 37:
Bryant v. Kelton, 1 Tex. 420; Goshorn v.
Snodgrass. 17 W. Va. 768: Kirkley v. Lacey,
7 Houst. (Del.) 213. 30 Atl. 994; Phelps v.
Samson. 113 Iowa. 145. 84 N. W. 1051.

BADGER. In old English law. One
who made a practice of buying corn or vict-
uuls in one place. and carrying them to an-
other to sell and make profit by them.

BAG. A sack or satchel. A certain and
customary quantity of goods and merchan-
dise in a sack. Wharton.

BAGA. In English law. A bag or purse.
Thus there is the petty-hag-otiice in the com-
mon-law Jurisdiction of the court of chan-
cery, because all original writs relating to
the business of the crown were formerly
kept in a little sack or bag, in parvd baud.
1 Madd. Ch. 4.

BAGGAGE. In the law of carriers.
This term comprises such articles of per-
sonal convenience or necessity as are usual-
ly carried by passengers for their personal
use. and not merchandise or other valu-
ables, although carried in the trunks of pas-
sengers, which are not designed for any such
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use. but for other purposes, such as a sale
and the like. The term includes whatever
the passenger takes with him for his per-
sonal use or convenience according to the
habits or wants of the particular class to
which he belongs. either with reference to
the immediate necessities or ultimate pur-
pose of the journey. Macrow v. Railway
Co.. L. R. 6 Q. B. 612; Bomar v. Maxwell.
9 llumph. (Team) 621, 51 Am. Dec. 682:
Railroad Co. v. Collins, 56 Ill. 217; Haw-
kins v. llotfman. 6 Hill (N. Y.) 590, 41 Am.
Dec. 767; liiauritz v. Railroad Co. ((3. C.)
23 Fed. 771; Dexter v. Railroad Co.. 42 N.
Y. 326. 1 Am. Rep. 5.7; Story, Balim. 5 499.

BAEADUM. A chest or cofler. l-‘leta.

BAIL, v. To procure the release of a
person from legal custody. by undertaking
that he shall appear at the time and place
designated and submit himself to the Juris-
diction and judgment of the court.

To set at liberty a person arrested or im-
prisoned, on security being taken for his ap-
pearance on a day and a place certain,
which security is called “bail," because the
part)’ hrrested or imprisoned is delivered in-
to the hands of those who bind themselves
for his forthcoming, (that is. become bail for
his due appearance when required.) in or-
der that he may he safely protected from
prison. Wharton. Stafford v. State. 10 Tex.
App. 49.

BAIL. 1:. In practice. The sureties who
procure the release of a person under ar-
rest. by bemmlng responsible for his appear-
ance at the time and place designated.
Those persons who become sureties for the
appearance of the defendant in court.

Upon those contracts of indemnity which are
taken in legal proceedings as security for the
performance of an obligation imposed or de-
clared by the tribunals, and known as under-
takings or recognizances, the sureties are called
“baii." Civ. Code Cal. § 2780.

The taking of bail consists in the acceptance
by a competent court. magistrate. or ofliccr. of
suificient bail for the a pearance of the de-
fendant according to the egal eflect of his un-
dertaking. or for the payment to the state of
a certain specified sum it he does not'appear.
Code Ala. 1i\l.‘((i. § 4407.
—Bai1 absolute. Sureties whose liabifity is
conditioned upon the failure of the principal
to duly account for money coming to his hands
as administrator. guardian, etc.—B -bond.
A bond executed by a defendant who has been
arrested. together with other persons as sure-
ties. naming the sherifi. constable. or marshal
as obligce, in a penal sum proportioned to the
damages claimed or penalty denounced. condi-
tioned that the defendant shall duly appear to
answer to the legal process in the otiiccr’s
hands. or shall cause special ball to be ut in.
as the case may be.—Bo.Il common. ficti-
tious proceeding. intended only to ex ress the
appearance of a defendant. in cases w ere spe-
cial hail is not required. It is put in in the
same form as special ball. but the sureties are
merely nominal or imaginary persons. as John
Doe and Richard Roe. 3 Bi. Comm. 287.-
Bnll court. In English law and practice. An
auxiliary mart of the court of queen's bench
at Westminster, wherein points connected mole
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particularly with pleading and practice are ar-
gued and determined. Holthouse.—Ball in er-
ror. That given by a defendant who intends to
bring a writ of error on the judgment and de-
sires a stay of execution in the mean time.-
Bail piece. A formal entry or_ memorandum
of the recognizance or undertaking of special
bail in civil actions. which. after being signed
and acknowledged by the bail before the proper
officer‘, is filed in the court in which the action
is pending. 3 Bl. Comm. 291: 1 Tidd. Pr.
250; Worthen v. Prescott, 60 Vt. 68, __ .

(EX); Nicolls v. Ingersoll, 7 Johns. (N. Y.) 1'._ .

—Bs!l to the action or ball above. Special
bail. (q. v.)—Ball to the sherlfl, or ball
below. In. ractice. Persons who undertake
that a defen ant arrested upon mesne process
in a civil action shall duly ap ar to answer the
plaintifi; such undertaking ing in the form
of a bond given to the sheriff. termed a “bail-
bond," (q. r. 3 ‘Bl. Comm. H; Tidd._ Pr.
‘.’21.—Clvll all. That taken in ('J\'ll actions.
—-Special ball. In practice. Persons who
undertake jointly and severally in behalf of _a.

defendant arrested on mesne process in a civil
action that. if he be condemned in the action, he
shall pay the costs and condemnation. (that_ is.
the amount which may be recovered against
him.) or render himself a prisoner. or that they
will (pay it for him. 3 Bl. Comm. 291; 1 Tidd.
Pr. -45.—Strow bail. Nominal or worthless
bail. Irresponsible persons. or men of no prop-
erty, who make a practice of going bail for any
one who will pay them a fee therefor.

BAIL. Fr. In French and Canadian
law. A lease of lands.
-3111 I eheptel. A contract by which one
of the parties gives to the other cattle to keep.
feed, and care for, the borrower receiving halt
the profit of increase. and bearing half the loss.
Dav-erzer.—Bnil I tonne. A contract of let-
ting lands.-—Bnil I longues snnéos. A
lease for more than nine years: the same as
bail emphyteotique (see infra) or an emphyteu-
tic lease.—Ball A loyer. A contract of letting
houses.—Bn.il I. rente. A contract partaking
of the nature of the contract of sale, and that
of the contract of lease: it is translatire of
propertv. and the ‘rent is essentially redeem-
able. ,lnrk's I-Ieirs v. Christ's (‘hurch. 4 La.
286: Poth. Bail ll Rente. 1. 3.—Bnll emphy-
teotlqne. An emphyteutic lease; a lease for
a term of years with a right to prolong indef-
initely; practically equivalent to an alienation.

BAILABLE. Capable of ‘being hailed;
admitting of bail: authorizing or requiring
bail. A bailable action is one in which the
defendant cannot be released from arrest
except on furnishing bail. Ballable process
is such as requires the officer to take bail.
after arresting the defendant. A hnilnble
otrenae is one for which the prisoner may be
admitted to bail.

BAILEE. In the law of contracts. One
to whom goods are hailed: the party to
whom personal property is delivered under
a contract of bailment. Phelps v. People,
72 N. Y. 357: McGee v. French, 49 S. C. 4534,

27 S. E. 487; Bergman v. People. 177 I11.
244. 52 N. E 363: Com. v. Chathanis. 50
Pa. 18]. 88 Am. Dec. 539.

BAILIE. In the Scotch law. A builie is
(1) a magistrate having inferior criminal
Jurisdiction, similar to that of an alderman,
(q. v.;) (2) an oflicer appointed to confer in-
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feoirinent. ((1. v.;) [I bailiff, (q. v.;) a server
of writs. Bell.

BAILIPI‘. In a general sense, a per-
son to whom some authority, care, guardian-
ship, or jurisdiction is delivered. committed,
or intruted; one who is deputed or ap-
pointed to take charge of another's affairs;
an overseer or superintendent; a keeper.
protector, or guardian; a steward. Spel-
man.

A sherirs otiicer or deputy. 1 Bl. Comm.
344.

A magistrate. who foriiierly administered
Justice in the parliaments or courts of
France, answering to the English sheriffs as
mentioiied by Bracton.

In the action of account render. A
person who has by delivery the custody and
administration of lands or goods for the
benefit of the owner or bailor, and is liable
to render an account thereof. Co. Litt. 271 ;

Story, Eq. Jur. 5 446; West v. Weyer. 46
Ohio St. 66. 18 N. E. 537, 15 Am. St. Rep.
552.

A bailifl is defined to be "a servant that
has the administration and charge of lands,
goods. and chattels, to make the best henetit
for the owner. against whom an action of
accoimt lies, for the profits which he has
raised or made, or might by his industr_v or
care have raised or made." Barnum v.
London, 2!; Conn. 149.

—BeiliR-errant. A bailii'f’s deputy.—Bnil-
ills of franchises. In English law. Officers
who perform the duties of sheriifs within liber-
ties or privileged jurisdictions. in which form-
erly the king's writ could not be executed by
the sheriif. Spelman.—Bnil.l£s of hundreds.
In Pliglish law. Officers appointed over hun-
dreds. by the sheriffs. to collect fines therein.
and summon juries; to attend the judges and
justices at the assises and quarter sessions:
and also to execute. writs and process in the
several hundreds. 1 Bl. Comm. 345: 3 Steph.
Comm. 29; Bract. fol. 116.—Bnllils or Inn-
nors. In English law. Stewards or agents
appointed by the lord (generally by an author-
ity under seal) to superintend the manor. col-
lect fines, and quit rents. inspect the buildings.
order repairs, cut down trees. impound cattle
trespassing. take an account of wastes. spoils.
and misdemeanors in the woods and demesne
lands. and do other acts for the lord’s interest.
Cowell.—Eigli baillfl. An officer attached to
an English county court. I-Iis duties are to at-
tend the court when sitting; to serve summon-
sea; and to execute orders. warrants. writs,
etc. St. 9 & 10 Vict. c. 95. 5 33: Poll. C. C.
Pr. 16. He also has similar duties under the
bankruptcy jurisdiction of the county courts.
—Bpeelnl baillfl. A deputy sherifi’_ appoint-
ed at the request of a party to a suit. for the
special purpose of serving or executing some
writ or process in such suit.

BAILIVIA. In old law.
rlsdiction, a baillwick; the same as bailium.
Spelniiiu. See B.uL1wrcx.

In old English law. A liberty. or ex-
clusive jurisdiction, which was exempted
from the sheriff of the county. and over
which the lord of the liberty appointed a

bailifl with such powers within his precinct

A bailiifs jn- '
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‘as an under-sherlir exercised under the sher-
itr of the county. Whishaw. '

BAILIWIOK. The territorial jurisdic-
tion of a sheriii! or bailitr. 1 Bl. Comm. 344.
Greenup v. Bacon. 1 T. B. Mon. (Ky.) 108.

BAILLEUR nr: roims. 'In Canadian
law. The unpaid vendor'ot real estate.

BAILLI. In old French law. One to
whom judicial authority was assigned or de-
livered by a superior.

BAILHENT. A delivery of goods or per-
sonal property, by one person to another.
in trust for the execution of :1 special object
upon or in relation to such goods, beneficial
either to the bailor or bailee or both, and
upon a contract, express or implied. to per-
form the trust and carry out such object, and
thereupon either to redeiiver the goods to
the bailor or otherwise dispose of the same in
conformity with the purpose of the trust.
Watson v. State, 70 Ala. 13, 45 Am. Rep. 70;
Com. v. Maher, 11 Plilla. (Pa.) 425: McCar-
frey v. Knapp, 74 Ill. App. 80: Krause v.
Com., 93 Pa. 418, 39 Am. Rep. 762; Fulcher
v. State. 32 Tex. -Cr. R. 621, 25 S. W. 615.
See Code Ga. 1882, 5 2058.

A delivery of goods in trust upon a contract,
ex ressed or implied. that the trust shall be
faithfully executed on the part of the bailee.
2 Bl. Comm. 455.

Bailment, from the French baillcr, to deliver,
is a delivery of goods for some purpose, upon
a contract, express or implied, that. after the
purpose has been fulfilled, they shall be rede-
llvered to the bailor. or otherwise dealt with,
according to his directions. or (as the case may
38) kept till he reclaims them. 2 Steph. Comm.

A delivery of goods in trust upon a contract,
expressed or implied, that the trust shall be
du y executed. and the goods restored by the
bailee as soon as the urposes of the bailment
shall be answered. 2 ‘eat, Comm. 559.

Bailment is a delivery of a thing in trust
for some special object or purpose, and upon
a contract. express or implied, to conform to
the object or purpose of the trust. Story.
Bailm. 3.

A delivery of- goods in trust on a contract.
either expressed or implied. that the tnist shall
be duly executed, and the goods redelivered as
soon as the time or use for which the were
hailed shall have elapsed or be pertyorined.
Jones. Bailm. I17.

Bailment is a word of French origin. signif-
icant of the curtailed transfer, the delivery or
mere handing over, which is a propriate to the
transaction. Schouler. Pets. rop.

The test of a bailment is that the identical
thing is to be returned; if another thing of
equa value is to be returned. the transaction is
a sale. Marsh v. Titus. 0 Thomp. & C. (N. Y.)
29; Sturm v. ‘Baker. 150 U. S. 312. 14 Sup.
Ct. 99. 37 L Ed. 1093.

Classification. Sir William Jones has
divided bailments into five sorts, namely:
Dcpositum, or deposit; mandatum, or com-
mission without recompense; commodatum,
or loan for use without pay: pignori accep-
tum-, or pawn: locatum. or hiring. which is
always with reward. This last is subdivid-
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ed into locatio rot, or hiring, by which the
hirer gains a temporary use of the thing;
locatia oped: laden-di, when something is to
be done to the thing delivered: looatio opera
mcrctum vehendarum. when the thing is
merely to be carried from one place to an-

other. .Iones, Bailm. 36.

Lord Holt divided bailments thus:
(1) Deporitum, or a naked bailment of goods.

to be kept for the use of the bailor.
(2) Oommodatum. Where goods or chattels

that are useful are lent to the bailee gratin. to
be used by him.

(3) Locafio rci. Where ds are lent to the
bailee to be used by him or hire.

(4) Vadium. Pawn or pledge.
:5) Locatia opcris jacicndi. Where goods are

delivered to be carried. or something is to be
done about them, for a reward to be paid to
the bailee.

(6) Mandntum. A delivery of goods to some-
ody who is to carry them, or do something

about them. gratis. 2 Ld. Raym. 909.
Another division, suggested by Bouvier. is as

follows: First. those bailments which are for
the benefit of the bailor, or of some person
whom lie represents: second. those for the bene-
fit of the bailee, or some person represented by
him; third, those which are for the benefit of
both parties.
—Ba1lment for hire. A contract in which
the bailor agrees to pay an adequate recom-
pense for the safe-keeping of the thing intrast-
ed to the custody of the bailee, and the bailee
agrees to keep it and restore it on the request
of the bailor. in the same condition substantial-
ly as he received it. excepting injury or loss
from causes for which he is not responsible.
Arent v. Squire. 1 Daly (N. Y.) 356.—GratId-
tons bailment. Another name for a deposi-
tuin or naked bailment. which is made only for
the benefit of the bailor and is not a source of
profit to the bailee. Foster v. Essex Bank.
‘l7 Mass. 499, 9 Am. Dec. 168.—Lucx-ativo
bailment. One which is undertaken upon a
consideration and for which a payment or rec-
ompense is to be made to the bailee. or from
which he is to derive some advantage. Prince
v. Alabama State Fair, 106 Ala. 340. 17 South.
449, 28 L. R. A. 716.

BAILOR. The party who bails or deliv-
ers goods to another, in the contract of bail-
ment. McGee v. French. 49 S. C. 454, 27 S.
E. 487.

BAIR-MAN’. In old Scotch law. A poor
insolvent debtor. left bare and naked. who
was obliged to swear in court that he was
not worth more than five shillings and five-
pence.

BAIRN8. In Scotch law. A known term.
used to denote one's whole issue. Ersk.
Inst. 3, 8. 4.8. But it is sometimes used in a
more limited sense. Bell.

BAIBN‘B PART. In Scotch law. Chil-
dren's part: a third part of the defunc-t's
free movables, debts deducted. if the wife
survive, and a hair it there be no relict.

BAITING ANIMALS. In English law.
Prociiring them to be worried by dogs. Pun-
ishabie on summary conviction, under 12 &
1.3Vict. c.92.§3. ‘ ‘
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‘ BALENA. A large fish. called by Black-
stone a ‘‘whale.'' of this the king had the
head and the queen the tall as a perquisite
whenever one was taken on the coast of Eng-
land. 1_Bl. Comm. 222.

BALAJIOE. The amount remaining due
from one person to another on a settlement
of the accounts involving their mutual deal-
ings; the ditrerence between the two sides
(debit and credit) of an account.

A balance is the conclusion or result of
the debit and credit sides of an account. It
implies mutual dealings, and the existence of
debt and credit, without which there could
be no balance. Loeb v. Keyes, 156 N. Y. 529,
51 N. 1-1 285: Mcwiliiams v. Allan, 45 Mo.
574; Thiliman v. Shadrick. 69 Md. 528. 16
At]. 138.

The term is also frequently used In the
sense of residue or remainder; as when a
will speak of "the balance or my estate."
Lopez v. Lopez, 23 S. C. 269; Brooks v.
Brooks, 65 Ill. App. 331; Lynch v. spicer, 53
W. Va. 426. 44‘ S. E. 255.
—Bnlance—sheet. When it is desired to as-
certain the exact state of a merchant's business,
or other commercial enterprise. at a given time,
all the ledger accounts are closed up to date
and balances struck: and these balances, when
exhibited together on a single page. and so
grouped and arranged as to close into each
other and be summed up in one eneral result,
constitute the “balance-sheet." ‘yre v. Har-
mon, 92 Cal. 580, 8 Pac. 779.

BALOAIIIIE, or BALDAKINIFER.
The standard-bearer of the Knights Temp-
lar. ,

BALOONIEI. Small galleries of wood
or stone on the outside of houses. The erec-
tion of them is regulated in London by the
building acts.

BALDIO. In Spanish law. Waste land;
land that is neither arable nor pasture.
White New Recop. b. 2, tit. 1, c. 6, 5 4, and
note. Unappropriated public domain, not set
apart for the support of municipalities.
Sheldon v. Milmo, 90 Tex. 1, 36 S. W. 415.

BALE. A pack or certain quantity oi’
goods or merchandise. wrapped or packed up
in cloth and corded round very tightly. mark-
ed and numbered with figures corresponding
to those in the hills of lading for the purpose
of identification. Wharton.

A hale of cotton is a certain quantity of
that commodity compressed into a cubical
form. so as to occupy less room than when in
bags. 2 (‘ar. at P. 525. Penrice v. Cocks. 2
Miss. 229. But see Bonham v. Railroad Co.,
16 S. C. 634.

DAL!!!-1. Fr. In French marine law.
A buoy.

BALIIII. In the civil law. A teacher;
one who has the care of youth; a tutor; a
guardian. Du Cange; Spelman.
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BALLOTTEHENT

iauava. L. Lat. In old ‘English-:law'.
A hailiwick, or Jurisdiction. .

BALLAST. In marine insurance. There
is considerable analogy between ballast and
duuuage. The former is used for trinnning
the ship, and bringing it down to a draft of
water proper and safe for sailing. Dunnage
is placed under the cargo to keep it trom be-
ing wetted by water getting into the hold. or
between the different parcels to keep them.
from bruising and injuring each other..
Great Western Ins. Co. v. Thwing, 13 Wall-
674. 20 L. Ed. 607.

nAI.I.as'rAan. A toll paid for the pi-M-.
lege of taking up ballast iron) the bottom of
a port or harbor.

BALLIVO AMOVENDO. An ancient
writ to remove a baiiii! from his oiilce for
want oi.‘ sufiicient land in the baiiiwick. Reg-
Orig. 78.

BALLOT. In the law of elections. A slip-
of paper bearing the names of the oflices to
he tilled at the particular election and the-
names of the candidates for whom the elector
desires to vote; it may be printed. or writ-
ten, or partly printed and partly written. and
is deposited by the voter in a “ballot-box"
which is in the custody of the officers holding-
the election. Opinion of Justices, 19 R.
I. 729, 36 Ati. 716, 36 L. R. A. 547; Bris-
bin v. Cleary, 26 Minn. 107, 1 N. W. 825;
State v. Timothy, 147 V0. 532. 49 S. W. 500;
Taylor 9. Bieakley, 55 Kan. 1, 39 Pac. 1045..
28 L. R. A. 683. 49 Am. St. Rep. 233. '

Also the act of voting by balls or tickets.
A ballot is a ticket folded in such a man-

ner that nothing wrltten or minted thereon
can be seen. Pol. Code Cal. 5 1186.

A ballot is defined to be “a paper ticket con-
taining the names of the persons for whom the
elector intends to vote and designating the of-
fice to which each person so named is intended
b him to be chosen." Thus a ballot. or a-
ticket, is a single piece of paper containing the
names of the candidates and the oflices for
which they are running. If the elector were to
write the names of the candidates upon his
ticket twice or three or more times. he does not
thereby make it more than one ticket. People-
v. Holden, 28 Cal. 138.
—'l’o1nt ballot. In arliamentary gractice. a
joint ballot is an elect on or vote by allot par-
ticipated in by the members of both houses of a
legislative assembly sitting together as one
body. the result being determined by a majority
of the votes cast by the joint assembl thus
constituted, instead of by concurrent ma orities.
$14the two houses. See State v. Shaw, 8. C.

BALLOT-BOX.
for receiving ballots.

A case made of wood

BALLOTTEHENT. Fr. In medical ju-
risprudence. A test for pregnancy by pai-
patlon with the finger inserted in the vagina
to the mouth of the uterus. The tip of the
finger being quickly jerked upward, the
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fetus. if one be present. can be felt risiiig
upward and then settling back against the
linger.

BALNEAIIII. In the Roman law. Those
who stole the clothes of bathers in the public
baths. 4 Bl. Comm. 239.

BAN. 1. In old English Ind civil law.
A proclamation; a public notice: the an-
nouncement ot an intended marriage. Cow-
eli. An excommunication; a curse, publicly
pronounced. A proclamation of silence made
by a crier in court before the meeting or
champions in combat. Id. A statute, edict.
or command; a line, or penalty.

2. In French law. The right of an-
nouncing the time of mowing, reaping. and
gathering the vintage, exercised by certain
seignorlal lords. Guyot, Repert. Univ.

3. An expanse; an extent of space or ter-
ritory; a space inclosed within certain lim-
its: the limits or bounds themselves. Spel-
man.

4. A privileged space or territory around
a town, monastery, or other place.

5. In old Eu:-opens law. A military
standard; a thing unfurled. a banner. Spel-
man. A summoning to a standard; a call-
ing out of a military force: the force itself
so summoned; a national army levied by
proclamation.

BANAL. in Canadian and old French
law. Pertaining to a ban or privileged place;
having qualities or privileges derived from a
ban. Thus, a banal mill is one to which the
lord may require his tenant to carry his
grain" to be ground.

BANALITY. In Canadian law. The
right by virtue of which a lord subjects his
vassals to grind at his mill, bake at his oven.
etc. Used also of the region within which
this right applied. Guyot, Repert. Univ.

BANG. Bench; the seat of judgment;
the place where a court permanently or reg-
ulnrly sits.

The full bench, full court. A "sitting in
Mac” is a meeting of all the judges of a
court. usually for the purpose or hearing ar-
guments on demurrers. points reserved. mo-

tions for new trial. etc., as distinguished
from the sitting of a single judge at the as-
sises or at niai prius and from trials at bar.

BANCI NARRATORBS. In old Eng-
lish law. Advocates; countors; serjeants.
Applied to advocates in the common pleas
courts. 1 Bl. Comm. 2-}; Cowell.

BANO0. Ital. See BANC. A seat or bench
of justice: also. in commerce. a word or ital-
lan origin signifying a bank.
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BANCUI. L. Int. In old English law and
practice. A bench or seat in the king’s hall
or palace. Fleta. lib. 2. c. 16, § 1.

A high seat. or seat of distinction: a seat
or judgment. or tribunal for the administra-
tion of justice.

The English court of connnon pleas was
formerly called “Bum,-ua."

A sitting in bum-; the sittings of a court
with its run judicial authority. or in full
form, as distinguished from sittings at. Mai
prlua.

A stall. bench, table, or counter. on which
goods were exposed for sale. Cowell.
—Bancua regime. The queen's bench. See
QUEEN'S Bl-:NCII.—Bl:IIcu.I regis. The king's
bench; the supreme tribunal of the king after
parliament. 3 Bl. Comm. 4l.—Bu:cu| su-
perior. The upper bench. The king's bench
was so called during the Protectorate.

BAND. In old Scotch law. A proclama-
tion calling out a military force.

BANDIT. An outlaw: a man banned, or
put under a ban; a brigand or robber. Ban-
ditti, a band of robbers.

BANE. A malefactor.
c. 1.

Also a public denunciation of a malefactor;
the same with what was called “hutesium."
hue and cry. Spelman.

Bract. l. 1. t. 8.

BANE!!!-1'1‘, or BANNERET. In Enz-
lish law. A knight made in the tield, by the
ceremony of cutting off the point of his
standard. and making it, as it were. a ban-
ner. Knights so made are accounted so hon-
orable that they are allowed to display their
arms in the royal army, as barons do, and
may bear arms with supporters. They rank
next to barons; and were sometimes called
“vc.1~illurh‘." Wharton.

BANI. Deodands, (q. 1:.)

BANISBMENT. In criminal law. A
punishment iniiicted upon criminals. by com-
pelling them to quit a city, place, or country
for a specified period of time. or for life.
See Cooper v. Teltair. 4 Dail. 14. 1 L. Ed.
721;
1'.) 54.

It is inflicted principally upon political of-
fenders. "transportation" being the word used
to express a similar punishment of ordinary
criminals. Bauishment. however. merely for-
bids the return of the person banished before the
expiration of the sentence. while transportation
involves the idea of deprivation of liberty after
the convict arrives at the place to which he has
been carried. Rap. &

BANK. 1. A bench or sent: the bench
or tribunal occupied by the judges; the seat
of judgment: a court. The full bench. or
full court; the assembly of all the judges of
a court. A “sitting in bank" is a meeting
of all the Judges of a court, usually tor the

People v. Potter, 1 Park. Cr. R. (N.
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purpose of hearing arguments on demurrers,
points reserved, motions for new trial. etc.,
as distingished from the sitting of a single
judge at the assises or at nisi prius and from
trials at bar. But, in this sense. banc is the
more usual form of the word.

2. .-\n institution, of great value in the
commercial world. empowered to receive de-
posits of money, to make loans, and to issue
its promissory notes. (designed to circulate
as money. and commonly called "bank-notes"
or "bank-biils.”) or to perform any one or
more of these functions.

The term "bank" is usually restricted in
its application to an incorporated body; while
a private individual making it his business
to conduct banking operations is denominat-
ed a “banker." Hobbs v. Bank, 101 Fed. 75.
41 C. C. A. 205; Kiggins v. Munday, 19 Wash.
233, 52 Puc. 8%; Rominger v. Keyes, 73 Ind.
377 : Oulton V. Loan Soc., 17 Wall. 117. 21
L. Ed. 618; Hamilton Nat. Bank v. American
I. J: T. (34).. 66 Neb. 67, 92 N. W. 190; Wells.
I-hrgo & Co. v. Northern Pac. R. Co. (0. C.)
23 Fed. 469.

Also the house or place where such busi-
ness is carried on.

Banks in the commercial sense are of three
kinds. to-wit: (1) Of deposit: (2) of dis-
count: (3) of circulation. strictly speaking,
the term “bank" implies a place for the de-
posit of money. as that is the most obvious
purpose of such an institution. Originally
the business of banking consisted only in re-
ceiving deposits. such as bullion, plate. and
the like. for safekeeping until the depositor
should see lit to draw it out for use. but the
business. in the progress of events. was ex-
tended, and bankers assumed to discount
bills and notes, and to loan money upon mort-
iznse. pawn. or other security. and. at a still
later period. to issue notes of their own, in-
tended as a circulating currency and a medi-
um of exchange, instead of gold and silver.
Modern bankers frequently exercise any two
or even all three of those functions. but it is
still true that an institution prohibited from
exercising any more than one of those i'unc-
tions is a bank. in the strictest commercial
sense. Oulton v. German Sav. & L. Soc., 17
Wall. 118. 21 L. Ed. 618; Rev. St. U. S. 9

3447? (U. 8. Comp. St. 1901. p. 2246).

3. An acclivity; an elevation or mound of
earth; usually applied in this sense to the
raised earth bordering the sides of a water-
course.

—Bank-account. A sum of money placed
with a bank or banker. on deposit. by_n cus-
tomer, and subject to be drawn out on the lat-
ter's check.. The statement or computation of
the several sums deposited anti those drawn out
by the customer on checks. entered on the books
of the bank and the depositor‘s pass-book. Gale
V. Drake. 51_N. H. 84.—Bnnk-bill. A prom-
issory note issued by a bank, payable to the
bearer on demand, and designed to circulate as
money. Townsend v. People. 4 ill. 328: Low
v. People. 2 Park. Cr. R. (N. Y.) 37: State v.
Hays, 21 Ind. 176; State v. Wilkins, 17 Vt.
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i55.—Bnnk-book. A book kept by a customer
of a bank, showing the state of his account
with.-it.—Bnnk-check. Sce Cul-:cK.—Bnnk-
credits. Accommodations allowed to a person
on security given to a bank. to draw money on
it to a certain extent agreed upon.—Banh-
note. A promissory note issued by a bank or
authorized banker. payable to bearer on demand,
and intended to circulate as money. Same as
BANK-BILL. aupra.—BAnk of issue. One au-
thorized by iaw to issue its own notes intended
to circulate as money. Bank v. Grnber, 87 Pa.
471. 30 Am. Rep. 37S.—Ban.k-stock. Shares
in the capital of a bank; shares in the property
of a bank.—-Bank teller. See TELLI-2iL—
Joint-nook banks. in English law. Joint-
stock companies for the purpose of banking.
They are regulated. according to the date of
their inco oration, by charter, or by 7 Geo. IV.
c. 46: 7 u 8 Vict. cc. 32. 113; 9 & 10 Vict.
c. 45. (in Scotland and Ireiand;) 20 & 21 Vict.
c 49; and 27 & 28 Vict. c. 32: or by the
“Joint-Stock Companies Act, 186;," (25 Sr 26
Vict. c. 89.) Wharton.-Sa.v‘lngl bank. An
institution in the nature of a bank, formed or
established for the purpose of receiving de-

its of money. for the benefit of the persons .

epositing, to accumulate the produce of so
much thereof as shall not be required by the
depositors. their executors or administrators, at
compound interest. and to return the whole or
any part of such deposit, and the produce there-

' of. to the depositors. their executors or admin-
istrators. deducting out of such produce so much
as shall be required for the necessary expenses
attending the management of such institution.
but deriving no benefit whatever from any such
deposit or the produce thereof. Grant. Hunks.
546: Johnson v. \Vard, 2 Ill. App. 274; Conn.
v. Reading Sav. Bank. 133 Mass. 16. 19. 43
Am. Rep. 495; National Bank of Redemption
v. Boston, 125 U. S. 60. 8 Sup. Ct. 772. 31 L.
Ed. 689; Barrett v. Bloomfield Sav. Inst., 64
N. J. Eq. 425, 54 Ati. 543.

BANKABLI-1. In mercantile law. Notes.
checks, bank-bills, drafts, and other securi-
ties for money, received as cash by the
banks. Such commercial paper as is consid-
ered worthy of discount by the bank to which
it is offered is termed “i.>ankuble." Allis Co.
V. Power Co., 9 S. D. 459, 70 N. W. 650.

BANKER. A private person who keeps
a bank; one who is engaged in the business
of banking. People v. Duty. 3) N. Y. 228;
Auten v. Bank. 174 U. S. 125, 19 Sup: Ct.
628. 43 L. Ed. 920; Richmond v. Blake, 132
U. S. 592, 10 Sup. Ct. 204. 33 L. Ed. 481:
Meadowcrott v. People, 163 Ill. 56, 45 N. E.
303, 35 L. R. A. 176, 54 Am. St. Rep. 447.

BANXEIP8 NOTE. A commercial in-
strtnnent resembling a. bank-note in every
particular except that it is given by a private
bunker or unincorporated banking institu-
tiou.

BANKEROUT. 0. Eng. Bankrupt; in-
solvent: indebted beyond the means of pay-
ment.

BANKING. The business of receiving
money on deposit, loaning money, discount-
ing notes, issuing notes for circulation. col-
lecting money on notes deposited, negotiating
bills. etc. Bank v. Turner. 154 Ind. 456, 57
N. E. 110. See Bass; Baum-:3.
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BANKBUPT. A person who has com-
mitted an act of bankruptcy: one who has
done some act or suffered some act to be
done in consequence of which, under the laws
of his country. he is liable to he proceeded
against by his creditors for the seizure and
distribution among them of his entire prop-
erty. Ashby v. Steere, 2 Woodb. & M. 347, 2
Fed. Gas. 15; In re Scott, 21 Fed. Cas. 803;
U. S. v. Pusey, 27 Fed. Cas. 632.

A trader who secretes himself or does cer-
tain other acts tending to defraud his cred-
itors. 2 Bl. Comm. 471.

In a looser sense. an insolvent person; a
broken-up or ruined trader. Everett v.
Stone. 3 Story, 453, Fed. Cas. No. 4,577.

A person who, by the formal decree of a
court, has been declared subject to be pro-
ceeded against under the bankruptcy laws,
or entitled, on his voluntary application. to
take the benefit of such laws.

BANKRUPT LAW. A law relating to
bankrupts and the procedure against them in
the courts. A law providing a remedy for
the creditors of a bankrupt, and for the re-
lief and restitution of the bankrupt himself.

A bankrupt law is distinguished from the or-
dinary law between debtor and creditor, as in-
volving these three general principles: (1) A
summary and immediate seizure of all the debt-
or‘s property; (2) a distribution of it among the
creditors in general. instead of merely applyin
a portion of it to the payment of the individua
complainant; and (3? the dischar e of the debt.‘-
prffrom future liabi ity for the ebts then ex-
is mg.

The leading distinction between a bankru t
law and an insolvent law, in the proper tec -

nioal sense of the words, consists in the char-
acter of the persons upon whom it is designed to
opcratc.—the former contemplating as its ob-
jects bankrupts only, that is, traders of a cer-
tain description; the latter, insolvents in en-
eral, or persons unable to pay their debts. his
has led to a marked separation between the two
it stems, in principle and in practice, which in
langland has always been carefully maintained,
although in the United States it has of late
been efiectually disregarded. In further illus-
tration of this distinction, it may be observed
that a bankrupt law, in its proper sense. is a
remedy intended primarily for the benefit of
creditors; it is set in motion at their instance,
and operates upon the debtor against his w‘ l,
(in c’nvi'tum,) although in its result it eifectiia y
discharges him from his debts. An insolvent
law. on the other hand, is chiefly intended for
the benefit of the debtor, and is set in motion at
his instance, though less effective as a discharge
in its final result. Stu es v. Crowinshield. 4
Wheat. 194. 4 L. Ed. 5 . ; Vanuxen v. Hazle-
hursts, 4 N. J. Law. 192. 7 Am. Dec. 582;
Adams v. Storey, 1 Paine. 79. 1 Fed. Cas. 142;
Ktinzlcr v. Kohaus. 5 Hill (N. Y.) 317.

The only substantial difference between a
strictly bankrupt law and an insolvent law lies
in the circumstance that the fonner affords re-
lief upon the application of the creditor, and
the latter upon the application of the debtor.
In the general character of the remedy, there is
no difierence, however much the modes by which
the remedy’ may be administered may vary.
Martin v. erry. 37 Cal. 222.

BANKRUPTCY. 1. The state or condi-
tion of one who is a bankrupt; amenability
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to the bankrupt laws; the condition of one
who has committed an act of bankruptcy, and
is liable to he proceeded against by his cred-
itors therefor, or of one whose circumstances
are such that he is entitled, on his voluntary
application, to take the beneilt of the bank-
rupt laws. The term is used in a looser
sense as synonymous with “insolvency,”-
inability to pay one‘s debts; the stopping and
breaking up of business because the trader is
broken down. insolvent, ruined. Phipps v.
Harding, 70 Fed. 468, 17 C. O. A. 203. 30
L. R. A. 513; Arnold v. Maynard, 2 Story,
354. Fed. Cas. No. 561; Bernhardt v. Curtis,
109 La. 171, 33 South. 125, 94 Am. St. Rep.
445.

2. The term denotes the proceedings taken
under the bankrupt law, against a person (or
firm or company) to have him adjudged a
bankrupt. and to have his estate adminis-
tered for_the benefit of the creditors, and di-
vided among them.

3. That branch of jurisprudence, or system-
of law and practice, which is concerned with

. the definition and ascertainment of acts ot
bankruptcy and the administration of bank-
rupts' estates for the benefit of their cred-
itors and the absolution and restitution of
bankrupts.

As to the distinction between bankruptcy and
insolvency, it may be said that insolvent laws
operate at the instance of an imprisoned debtor:
bankrupt laws at the instance of a creditor.
But the line of partition between bankrupt and
insolvent laws is not so distinctly marked as to
define what belongs exclusively to the one and
not to the other class of laws. Sturges v. Crown-
inshield, 4 VVheat. 122, 4 L. Ed. 5%.

Insolvency means a simple inability to pay.
as debts should become payable, whereby the
debtor's business would be broken up; bank-
ruptcy means the particular legal status. to be
ascertained and declared by a judicial decree.
In re Black, 2 Ben. 196, Fed. Cas. No. 1,457.

Glauilloatlon. Bankniptcy (in the sense of
proceedings taken under the bankruptcy law) is
either voluntary or involuntary; the former
where the proceeding is initiated by the debtor's
own petition to be adjudged a bankrupt and
have the benefit of the law (In re Mun-a38[D.
C.] 96 Fed. 600; Metsker v. Bonebrake. 1 U.
S. 66, 2 Sup. Ct. 351. 27 L. Ed. 654). the latter
where he is forced into bankniptcy on the peti-
tion of a suflicient number of his creditors.
—Aot of bankruptcy. see Acr.—AdjudIoa-
tion of bankruptcy. The judgment or decree
of a court havingjurisdiction. that a person
against whom a petition in bankruptcy has been
filed, or who has filed his voluntary petition, be
ordered and adjudged to be a bankrupt.—Bu|k-
rnptcy courts. Courts for the administration
of the bankrupt laws. The present English
bankruptcy courts are thevLondon bankruptcy
court, the court of a peal. and the local bank-
ruptcy courts creat by the bankniptcy act,
186i).—Bnnk:-uptcy proceedings. The term
includes all proceedings in a federal court hav-
ing jurisdiction in bankruptcy. founded on a
petition in bankruptcy and .either_directly _or
collaterally involved in the adjudication and dis-
charge of the bankrupt and the collection and
administration of his estate. Kidder v. Horro-
bin, 72 ‘N. Y. 167. -

BANLEUCA. An old law term, signify-
ing a space or tract of country around It
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city, town. or monastery, distinguished and
protected -by peculiar privileges. Spelman.

BANLIBU, or BANLIEUB. A French
and Canadian law term, having the same
meaning as banlcuca, (q. 12.)

nsmmnrrr. See Baasarr.

nnuu, or nazmrrus. In old law, one
under a ban, (q. v.;) an outlaw or banished

_man. _Britt. cc. 12, 13; Calvin.

BANK! JTUPTIARUM. L. Lat. In old
English law. The bans of matrimony.

BANNIHUS. We ban or expel. The
form of expulsion of a member from the
University of Oxford, by affixing the sen-
tence in some public places, as a promulga-
tion of it. Cowell.

BANNIBE _AD PIACITA, A1) H0.
LENDIJHIM. To summon tenants to serve
at the lord's courts, to bring corn to be
ground at his mill.

BAIINI. See Bans or Mnamont.

BANNUH. A ban, (q. 12.)

BANNIJI. In old English law. A proc-
lamation. Bannua rents; the king's proc-
lamation, made by the voice of a herald, for-
bidding all present at the trial by combat to
interfere either by motion or word, whatever
they might see or hear. Bract. fol. 142.

BANQUE. Fr. A bench; the table or
counter of a trader, merchant, or banker.
Banque route; a broken bench or counter;
bankrupt.

BAN! 01‘ MATRIHONY. A public an-
nouncement of an intended marriage, requir-
ed by the English law to be made in a
church or chapel, during service, on three
consecutivesundays before the marriage is
celebrated. The object is to aflord an oppor-
tunity for any person to interpose an objec-
tion if he knows of any impediment or other
Just cause why the marriage should not take
place. The publication of the bans may be
dispensed with by procuring a special license
to marry.

BANYAN. In East Indian law. A Hin-
doo merchant or shop-keeper. The word is
used in Bengal to denote the native who man-
ages the money concerns of a European, and
sometimes serves him as an interpreter.

BAR. 1. A partition or railing running
across a court-room, intended to separate the
general public from the space occupied by the
judges, counsel, jury, and others concerned
in the ‘trial of a ‘cause. in the English courts
it is the partition behind which all outer-bar-
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risters and every member of the public must
stand. Solicitors, being otllcers of the court,
are admitted within it; as are also queen's
counsel, barristers with patents of precedence,
and serjeants, in virtue of their ranks. Par-
ties who appear in person also are placed
within the bar on the floor of the court.

2. The term also designates a particular
part of the court-room; for example, the
place where prisoners stand at their trial,

_whence the expression “prisoner at the bar."
3. It further denotes the presence, actual

or constructive, of the court. Thus, a trial at
bar is one had before the full court, distin-
guished from a trial had before a single
judge at Met priua. So the “case at bar" is
the case now before the court and under its
consideration; the case being tried or argued.

4. In the practice of legislative bodies, the
bwr is the outer boundary of the house. and
therefore all persons, not being members.
who wish to address the house. or are sum-
moned to it, appear at the bar for that pur-
pose. ,

5. In another sense, the whole body of at-
torneys and counsellors, or the members of
the legal profession, collectively, are figura-
tively called the “bar," from the place which
they usually occupy in court. They are thus
distinguished from the “bench," which term
denotes the whole body of judges.

6. In the law of contracts, “bar" means an
impediment, an obstacle, or preventive bar-
rier. Thus, relationship within the prohib-
ited degrees is a bar to marriage. In this
sense also we speak of the “bar of the statute
of limitations."

7. It further means that which defeats, an-
nuls. cuts off, or puts an end to. Thus, a
provision “in bar of dower" is one which has
the effect of defeating orcutting off the dow-
er-rights which the wife would otherwise be-
come entitled to in the particular land.

8. In pleading, it denoted a special plea,
constituting a sufficient answer to an action
at law; and so called because it barred. i. e..
prevented, the plaintiff from further prose-
cuting it with effect, and, it established by
proof, defeated and destroyed the action alto-
gether.‘ Now called a special “plea. in bar."
See PLEA IN Ban.

BAR P132. In English law. A fee taken
by the sheriff, time out of mind, for every
prisoner who is acquitted; Bac. Abr. “Ex-
tortion." Abolished by St. 14 Geo. 111. c.
26; 55 Geo. III. c. 50; 8 & 9 Vict. c. 114.

DARAGARIA. Span. A concubine,
whom a man keeps alone in his house, un-
connected with any other woman. Las Par-
tidas, pt. 4, tit. 14.

Baratrhm oommlttit qui proptor peon-
niun justitiam has-actat. He is guilty of
barratry who for money sells Justice.- Bell.
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BARBANUS. In old Lombardic law. An
uncle, (patruus.)

BARBIOANAGE. In old European law.
Money paid to support a barbican or watch-
tower.

BARBITT8. L. Fr. (Modern Fr. brebis.)
Sheep. See Miilen v. Fawen, Bendloe, 171,
“home one petit omen chase barbt'tts."

BABE TRUSTEE. A person to whose
fiduciary ofiice no duties were originally at-
tached, or who, although such duties were
originally attached to his otilce, would. on

the requisition of his ccstuis quc trust, be
compellable in equity to convey the estate to
them or by their direction. 1 Ch. Div. 279.

BARET. L. Fr. A wrangling suit. Britt.
c. 92; Co. Litt. 3680.

BARGAIN. A mutual undertaking, con-
tract, or agreement.

A contract or agreement between two par-
ties, the one to sell goods or lands, and the
other to buy them. Hunt v. Adams, 5 Mass.
360, 4 Am. Dec. 68; Sage v. Wilcox, 6 Conn.
91; Bank v. Archer, 16 Miss. 192.

“If the word ‘agreement’ imports a mutual
act of two parties, surel the word ‘bargain’
is not less significntive 0 the consent of two.
in a popular sense, the former word is frequent-
ly used as declaring the engagement of one only.
A man may agree to a mone or to per-
form some other act, an t e wor is then used
synonymously with ‘promise’ or ‘engage.’ But
the word ‘bargain’ is seldom used, unless to
express a mutual contract or undertaking."
Packard v. Richardson, 1'¢' Mass. 131, 9 Am.
l)ec. 123.

—Ba.x-guinea. The ‘party to a bargain to whom
the subject-matter o the bargain or thing bar-
gained for is to go: the grantee in a deed of
argain and sale.—B|1-gainer. The party to

a bargain who is to perform the contract by
delivery of the subject-mntter.—Cntohing bus-
gdn. A bargain by which money is loaned, at
an exiortionate or extravagant rate. to an heir
or any one who has an estate in reversion or
expectancy, to be repaid on the vesting of his
interest: or a similar unconscionable bargain
with such person for the purchase outright of
his expectancy.

BARGAIN AND SALE. In conveyanc-
ing. The transferring of the property of a
thing from one to another, upon valuable
consideration. by way of sale. Shep. Touch.
(by.Preston.) 221.

A contract or bargain by the owner of land.
in consideration of money or its equivalent
paid, to sell land to another person, called
the “bargainee." whereupon a use arises in
favor of the latter, to whom the seisin is
transferred by force of the statute of uses.
2 Wasbb. Real Prop. 128; Brittin v. Free-
man. 17 N. J. Law. 23]; Iowa v. Mcl<‘arland.
110 U. S. 471, 4 Sup. Ct. 210, 28 L. Ed. 198:
Love v. Miller, 53 Ind. 296, 21 Am. Rep. 192:
Slifer v. Beates. 9 Serg. & R. (Pa.) 176.

The expression “bargaln and sale" is also
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applied to transfers of personalty. in cases
where there is flrst an executory agreement
for the sale. (the bargain,) and then an ac-
tual and completed sale.

The proper and technical words to denote
a bargain and sale are “bargain and sell;‘’
but any other words that are suiiicient to
raise a use upon a valuable consideration
are suflicient. 2 Wood.'Conv. 15; Jackson
ex dem. Hudson v. Alexander, 3 Johns. 484,
3 Am. Dec. 517.

BARK. Is sometimes figuratively used to
denote the mere words or letter of an instru-
ment, or outer covering of the ideas sought
to be expressed, as distinguished from: its
inner substance or essential meaning. “If
the bark makes for them, the pith makes
for us." Bacon.

BABLEYOORII’.
third of an inch.

In linear measure. The

BARMOTE COURTS. Courts held in
certain mining districts belonging to the
Duchy of Lancaster, for regulation of the
mines, and for deciding questions oi‘ title and
other matters relating thereto. 8 Steph.
Comm. 347, note b.

BA.RNA1tD’S INN. An inn of chancery.
See INNS or Cannons.

BABO. An old law term signifying, orig-
inally, a “man,” whether slave or free. in
later usage, a "freenmn," a “strong man,"
a “good soldier,” a "hm-on;” also a "vassal.“
or “feudal tenant or client," and “hushand,"
the last being the most common meaning of
the word.

BARON. A lord or nobleman; the most
general title of nobility in England. 1 Bl.
Comm. 398. 399.

A particular degree or title of nobility,
next to a.viscount.

A judge of the court of exchequer.
Comm. 44; Cowell.

A freeman. ' Co. Litt. 58a. Also a vassnl
holding directly from the king.

A husband; occurring in this sense in the
phrase "baron ct fcmc." husband and wife.
—Bu-on and fame. Husband and wife. A
wife being under the protection and influence
of her baron, lord. or husband, is styled a
“fcme-covert," (ftrmina riro caopcrta.) and her
state of marriage is called her “coverture."
Cummings v. Everett, 82 Me. 260, 19 Atl. 456.
—Ba1-one of the cinqno ports. Members of
iariiament from these ports, viz.: Sandwich,
tomney. Hastings. liythc. and Dover. \\‘in-

chelsea and Rye have been ndderl.—Barons of
the exchoquer. The six judges of the court
of exchequer in England. of_whom one is styled
the “chief baron ;" answering to the justices
and chief justice of other courts.

3 Bl.

BARONAGE. In English law. The col-
lective body oi‘ the barons, or of the nobility
at large. Spelnian.
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BAROHBT. An English name or title oi‘
dignity, (but not a title of nobility.) estab-
lished A. D. 1611 by James I. It is created
by letters patent. and descends to the male‘
heir. Spelman

BARONY. The dignity of a baron; a
species of tenure; the territory or lands held
by a baron. Spelman.
-31:-any of land. In England. a quantity of
land amounting to 15 acres. In Ireland, a sub-
division of a county.

RARRA, or BARRE. In old practice.
A plea in bar. The bar of the court. A bar-
rlster.

RARRATOR.
crime or barratry.

One who is guilty of the

BARRATROUS. Fraudulent;
the character of bnrratry

having

BARRATRY. In maritime law. An
act committed by the master or mariners of
a vessel, for some unlawful or fraudulent
purpose, contrary to their duty to the own-
ers. whereby the latter‘ sustain injury. it
may include negligence. if so gross as to
evidence fraud. Marcardler v. insurance
Co., 8 Cranch, 49, 3 L. Ed. 481; Atkinson
v. insurance Co.. (5 N. Y. 538: Atkinson
v. Insurance Co.. 4 Daly (N. Y.) 16; Pntnpsco
Ins. Co. v. Coulter, 3 Pet. 231, 7 L. Ed. 659;
huvton v. Insurance Co.. 2 Cush. (.\Iass.)
501; Earle v. Rowcrort. 8'East, 135.

'Barratry is some fraudulent act of the master
or mariners. tending to their own benefit. to the
grejudice of the owner of the vessel. without

is privity or conscnt. Kendrick v. Delnficid,
2 Caines (N. Y.) 67.

Bnrratry is a generic term. which includes
many ncts of various kinds and degrees. It
comprehends any unlawful, fraudulent. or dis-
honest act of the master or mariners. and every
violation of duty by thcm arising from gross
and culpable negligence contrary to their duty
to the owner of the vessel. and which might
work loss or injury to him in the course of the
voyage insured. A mutiny of the crew. and
forcible dispossession by them of the master and
other oflicers from the ship, is a form of bar-
ratry. Greene v. Pacific Mut. ins. Co.. 9 Allen
Glass.) 217.

In criminal law. Common barrntry is
the practice of exciting groundless judicial
nroceediugs. Pen. Code Cal. 5 158; Pen.
Code Dak. 5 191: Lucas V. Pico. 55 Cal. 128;
Com. v. .\icCulloch, 15 Mass. 229.

Also spelled “Barretry,” which see.

In Scotch law. The crime committed by
a Judge who receives a bribe for his judg-
ment. Skene: Brande.

BARRED. Obstructed by a bar; subject
to hindrance or obstruction by a bar or bar-
rier which. if interposed. will prevent legal
redress or recovery; as. when it is said that
a claim or cause of action is “barred by the
statute or limitations." Knox County v.
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Morton. 68 Fed. 791. 15 C. C. A. 671; Cowan
v. Mueller. 176 M0. 192. 75 S. \’l'. 606; \\'ll-
son v. Knox County, 132 M0. 387. 34 S. W.
45. 477.

BARREL. A measure of capacity, equal
to thirty-six gallons.

In agricultural and mercantile parlance, as
also in the inspection laws. the term “barrei"
means, prima facic, not merely a certain
quantity, but, further, a certain state of the
article; namely, that it is in a cask. State
v. Moore. 33 N. C. 72.

DARREN HONEY. In the civil law.
A debt which bears no interest.

BARRENNESS.
ity to bear children

Sterility ; the incapac-

BARRBTOR. In criminal law. A com-
mon mover, exciter. or maintainer of suits
and quarrels either in courts or elsewhere in
the country; a dlsturher of the peace who
spreads false rumors and calumnies, whereby
discord and disquiet may grow among neigh-
hors. Co. Litt. 368.

—Common has-rotor. One who frequently
excites and stirs up groundless suits and quar-
rels. either at law or otherwise. State v. Chit-
ty. 1 Bailey. (S. C.) 379; Com. v. Davis. 11
Pick. (.\iass.) 432

BARRETRY. In criminal law. The act
or oifense of a ha;-retor, (q. 12.,-) usually call-
ed “common barretry.” The otfense of fre-
quently exciting and stirring up suits and
quarrels, either at law or otherwise. 4 Bl.
Comm. 134; 4 Steph. Comm. 2(‘2.

BARRIER. In mining law and the usage
of miners, is a wall of coal left between two
mines.

BARRI8'.l'!:R. In English niw. An ad-
vocate; one who hns been called to the bar.
A counsellor learned in the law who pleads
at the bar of the courts, and who is engaged
in conducting the trial or argument of causes.
To be distinguished from the attorney, who
draws the pleadings. prepares the testimony,
and conducts matters out of court. In re
Rlckert, 66 N. H. 207. 29 At]. 559, 24 L. R.
A. 740.

Inner barrister. A serjeant or king's coun-
sel who pleads within the bar.

ouster barrister. One who pleads “ouster"
or without the bar.

Vacation barrister. A counsellor newly
called to the bar, who is to attend for several
long mentions the exercise of the house.

—Jnnlor barrister. A barrister under the
rank of queen's counsel. Also the junior of
two counsel employed on the same side in a
case. Mozley.& Whitley.

RARTER. A contract by which parties
exchange goods or commodities for other
goods. It ditrers from sale, in this: that in
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the latter transaction goods or property are
always exchanged for money. Gnerreiro v.
Peile, 3 Barn. & Aid. 61?; Cooper v. State.
37 Ark. 418; Meyer v. Rousseau, 47 Ark.
400. 2 S. W. 112.

This term is not applied to contracts con-
cerning land, but to such only as relate to
goods and chattels. Barter is a contract by
which the parties exchange goods. Speigle
v. Meredith, 4 Biss. 123, Fed. Cas. No. 13,-
227.

BARTON. In old English law. The de-
inesne land of a manor; a farm distinct from
the mansion.

HA8. F1-. Low; inferior; subordinate.
—IBas ohovnlies-s. In old English law. Low,
or inferior knights, by tenure of a base mili-
tary fee, as distinguished from barons and ban-
ncreia. who. were the chief or superior knights.
Cowell.—-Buss ville. In French law. The sub-
urbs oi a town.

' BASE, adj. Low; inferior; servile; of
subordinate degree; impure, adulterated, or
alloyed.
—Bs.se ui:ins.l. See ANnuL.—Baso bul-
lion. Base silver bullion is silver in bars
mixed to a greater or less ‘extent with alloys or
base materials. Hope Min. Co. V, Kennon, 3
Mont. 44.—Baso coin. De-based. adulterated,
or alloyed coin. Gabe v. State, 8 Ark. 540.-
Base court. In English law. Any inferior
court that is not of record. as a court baron,
etc. Kitch. 95. 96; Cows-ll.—Bs.se estate.
The estate which “base tenan.ts" (qi 1;.) have
in their land. Cowell.—Base fee. n English
law. An estate or fee which has a qualification
snbjoined thereto, and_which must be determin-
ed whenever the qualification annexed to it is
at an. end. 2 Bi. Comm. 109. Wiggins Ferry
Co. v. Railroad Co.. 94 Ill. 93; Camp Meeting
Ass'n v. East Lyme. 54 Conn. 152 5 Atl. 849
—Bsse-inlettment. In'Scotch iaw. A dis-
position of lands by a nasal. to be held of
himself.-Base right. In Scotch law. A
subordinate right; the right of a snbvassal in
the lands held by him. Bell.—Bnse services.

- in feudal law. Such services as were unworthy
to be performed by the nobier men, and were
performed by the peasants and those of senile
rank. 2 Bl. Comm. 61.—Bs.se tenants. Ten-
ants who performed to their lords services in
villenage; tenants who held at the will of the
lord. as distinguished from frank tenants. or
freeholders. Cowell.—Bnso tents-o. A tenure
by villenage. or other customary service, as dis-
tinguished from tenure by military service; or
from tenure by free service. Cowell.

BASILEUS. A Greek word, meaning
"king." A title assumed by the emperors of
the Eastern Rouian Empire. It is used by
Justinian in some of the Novels; and is said
to have been applied to the English kings be-
fore the Conquest. See 1 Bl. Comm. 242.

BAIILIOA. The name given to a com-
pilation of Roman and Greek law, prepared
about A. D. 880 by the Emperor Basilius,
and published by his successor, Leo the Phi-
losopher. It was written in Greek, was
mainly an abridgment oi’ Justinian’s Corpus
darts. and comprised sixty books, only a pop
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tion of which are extant. It remained the
law of the Eastern Empire until the fall of
Constantinople. in 1453.

BASIL8. In old English law. A kind of
money or coin abolished by Henry II.

BASH‘. In admiralty law and marine
insurance. A part of the sea inclosed in
rocks. U. S. v. Morel, 13 Am. Jur. 286, 26
Fed. Cas. 1,310.

BASKET TENURE. In feudal law.
Lands held by the service of making the
king‘s baskets.

BASSE JUSTICE. In-feudal law. Low
justice; the right exercised by feudal lords
of personally trying persons charged with
trespasses or minor offenses.

BASTARD. An illegitimate child; a child
born of an unlawful intercourse, and while
its parents are not united in marriage. Tim-
mins v. Lacy, 30 Tex. 135; Miller v. Ander-
son, 43 Ohio St. 473. 3 N. E. 005, 54 Am.
Rep. 823; Pettus v. Dawson, 82 Tex. 18, 17
S. W. 714; Smith v. Perry, 80 Va. 570.

A child born after marriage, but under
circumstances which render it impossible
that the husband of his mother can be his
father. Com. v. Shepherd, 6 Bin. (Pa.) 283.
6 Am. Dec. 449.

One begotten and born out of lawful wed-
lock. 2 Kent. Couim. 208.

One born of an illicit union. Civ. Code
La. arts.'29, 199.

A bastard is a child born out of wedlock.
and whose parents do not subsequently inter-
marry, or a child the issue of adulterous in-
tercourse of the wife during wedlock. Code
Ga. 1882. 5 1797.

—Ba.stsa-d oig-no. In old English law. Bastard
elder. If a child was born of an illicit connection,
and afterwards the parents iuterinarried and
had another son, the elder was called “bastard
eigrw," and the younger, “mulier puiane," 1'. e.,
afterwards born of the wife. See 2 Bl. Comm.
248.—Speo1sl bastard. One born of parents
before marriage, the parents afterwards inter-
msrrying. y the civil and Scotch law he
would be then legitiniabed.

BASTARDA. In old English law. A
female bastard. Fleta. lib. 5, c. 5, I 40.

BASTARDIZE. To declare one a has-
tard, as a court does. To give evidence to
prove one a bastard. A mother (married)
cannot bastardize her child.

Bsstsa-dus nnllins est fllins, out fllius
populi. A bastard is nobody's son, or the
son of the people.

Bastsrdns non potest hobo:-o has-«Ions
and do oorpore sno legitlne proorostu-3
A bastard can have no heir unless it be one
lawfully begotten of his own body. Tray.
Lat. Max. 51. .
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-issa-Anny. The oflense of begetting
a bastard child. The condition of a bastard.
Dinkey v. Com., 17 Pa. 129, 55 Am. Dec. 542.

BASTABDY P300288. The method
provided by statute of proceeding against the
putative father to secure a proper mainte-
nance for the bastard.

BASTOII‘. In old English law, a baton,
club. or staff. A term applied to otllcers of
the wardens of the prison called the “Fleet.”
because of the am! carried by them. Cowell;
Spelman; Termes de la Ley.

BATAJIIJ:-GROUND. Land that is in
controversy, or about the possession of which
there is a dispute, as the lands which were
situated between England and Scotland be-
fore the Union. skene.

BATLILLB. In old English law. But-
.te1; the trial by combat or dueilum.

BATE, KNIGHTS 0!‘ THE. In English
law. A military order of knighthood, in-
stituted by Richard II. The order was new-
ly regulated by notifications in the London
Gazette of 25th May, 1847. and 16th August,
1850. Wharton

BATDIIENT.
vessel or ship.

In French marine law. A

BATONIIIEB. The chief of the French
bar in its various centres, who presides in
the council of discipline. Arg. Fr. Mere.
Law, 546.

BA'l."l'_m.. Trial by combat; wager of
battei.

nA'r'rm., WAGER or. In old English
law. A form of trial anciently used in mili-
tary cases, arising in the court of chivalry
and honor, in appeals of felony, in criminal
cases, and in the obsolete real action called
a “writ of action.” The question at issue
was decided by the result of a personal com-
but between the parties. or, in the case of
a writ of right, between their champions.

BATIEBY. Any unlawful heating. or
other wrongful physical violence or con-
straint, inflicted on a human being without
his consent. 2 Blah. Crim. Law, 5 71; Good-
rum v. State, 60 Ga. 511; Razor v. Kinsey,
55 Ill. App. 614; Lamb v. State, 67 Md.
624. 10 Atl. 209. 298; Hunt v. People, 53
Ill. App. 112; Perkins v. Stein, 94 Ky. 433,
2 S. W. 649, 20 L. R. A. 861. And see Bi-:.u'.

A battery-is a willful and unlawful use of
force or violence upon the person'oi.' another.
Pen. Code Cal. 5 242; Pen. Code Dak. 5 306.

The actual-ofler to use force to the injury of
another person is assault; the use of it is bat-
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,' _hence the two terms are -commonly com-
bined in the term "assault and battery."
esimple battery. In criminal law and torts.
A beating of a person. not accompanied by cir-
cumstances of aggravation, or not resulting in
grievous bodily injury.

BATTURE. In Louisiana. A marine
term used to denote a bottom of sand, stone.
or rock mixed together and rising towards
the surface of the water; an elevation of the
bed of a river under the surface of the water,
since it is rising towards it; sometimes, how-
ever, used to denote the same elevation of
the bank when it has risen above the surface
of the water, or is as high as the land on the
outside of the bank. In this latter sense it
is synonymous with “aliuvion." It means, in
common-law language. land formed by ac-
cretion. Morgan v. Livingston, 6 Mart. (O.
S.) Gm.) 111; Holiiugsworth v. Chafle, 33 La.
‘Ann. 551; New Orleans v. Morris. 3 Woods. -

117, Fed. Cas. No. 10,183; Leonard v. Baton
Rouge, 39 La. Ann. 275, 4 South. 243.

BAWD. One who procuree opportunities
for persons of opposite sexes to cohabit in
an illicit manner; who may be. while exer-
cising the trade of a bawd, perfectly inno-
cent of committing in his or her own proper
person the crime either of adultery or of
fornication. See Dyer v. Morris, 4 Mo. 216.

BAWDY-HOUSE. A house of prostitu-
tion; a brothel. A house or dwelling main-
tained for the convenience and resort of per-
sons desiring unlawful sexual connection.
Davis v. State, 2 Tex. App. 427; State v. Port-
er, 38 Ark. 638; People v. Buchanan, 1 Idaho,
689.

BAY. A pond-head made of a great height
to keep in water for the supply of a mill,
etc., so that the wheel of the mill may be
turned by the water rushing thence. through
a passage or flood-gate. St. 27 Eliz. c. 19.
Also an arm of the sea surrounded by land
except at the entrance.

In admiralty law and marine insurance. A
bending or curving of the shore of the sea or
of a lake. State v. Gilmauton. 14 N. H. 477.
An opening into the land. where the water
is shut in on all sides except at the entrance.
U. S. v. Morel, 13 Amer. Jur. 286, Fed. Cas.
No. 15.807.

BAILEY. In old English law. Ballifl.
This term is used in the laws of the colony of
New Plymouth, Mass, A. D. 1670, 1671. Bur-
rill.

BAYOU. A species of creek or stream
common in Louisiana and Texas. An out-
let from a swamp, pond, or lagoon. to a river,
or the sea. See Surgett v. Lapice, 8 How.
48, 70, 12 L. Ed. 982.

BEACH. This term. in its ordinary sig-
nification, when applied to a place on tide-
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waters, means the space between ordinary
high and low water mark. or the space over
which the tide usually ebbs and flows. It is
a term not more significant of a sea margin
than “shore." Niles v. Patch, 13 Gray
(Mass.) 257.

The term designates land washed by the sea
and its waves; is synonymous with “shore.”
Littlefield v. Littiefield. 28 Me. 180.

“When used in reference to places near the
sea. beach means the land between the lines
of high water and low water, over which the
age ebbs and flows. Hodge v. Boothby. 48 Me.

Beach means the shore or strand. Cutts v.
Ilussey. 15 Me. 237.

Beach. when used in reference to places any-
where in the vicinity of the sea. means the
territory lying between the lines of high water
and low water. over which the tide. ebbs and
flows. It is in this respect synonymous with
"sbore,” "strand." or “ilats." Doane v. Will-
cutt. 5 Gray (Mass) 328. 335, 66 Am. Dec. 369.

Beach generally denotes land between high
and low water mark. East Hampton v. Kirk,
6 Han (N. Y.) 257.

To “beacii" a ship is to run it upon the
beach or shore; this is frequently found nec-
essary in case of fire, a leak, etc.

BEACON. A light-house, or sea-mark,
formerly used to alarm the country, in case
of the approach of an enemy. but now used
for the guidance of ships at sea, by night, as
well as by day.

BBACONAGE. Money paid for the main-
tenance of a beacon or signal-light.

BEADLE. In English ecclesiastical law.
An inferior parish oiiicer. who is chosen by
the Vestry. and whose business is to attend
the Vestry. to give notice of its meetings. to
execute its orders, to attend upon lnquests,
and to assist the constables. Wliiirton.

BEAMS AND BALANCE. Instruments
for weighing goods and merchandise.

BEAR. To support, sustain, or carry; to
give rise to", or to produce, something else
as an incident or auxiliary.
—Benr u-ms. To carry amis as weapons and
with reference to their military use. not to wear
them about the person as part of the dress.
Aymette v. State, 2 linmph. (Tenn.) 158. As
applied to fire-arms, includes the right to load
and shoot them, and to use them as such things

liill v. State. 53 Ga. 480.
—Bes.r interest. To generate interest. so
that the instrument or loan spoken of siiall pro-
duce or yield interest at the rate specified by
the parties or granted by law. Slaughter v.
Slaughter, 21 Ind. App. 641, 52 N. E. 99.’).-
Beu.-er. One who carries or holds a thing.
\\'lien a check. note. draft. etc., is payable to
"bearer," it imports that the contents there-
of shall be payable to any person who may pre-
sent the instrument for payment. Thompson
v. Perrine. 106 U. S. 58.‘). 1 Sup. Ct. fit;-L 568.
27 L. Ed. 298: Bradford v. Jenks. 3 Fed. Cas.
1.132; Hubbard v. Railroad Co.. 14 Abb. Prac.
(N. Y.) 278.—3en.s-era. In old English law.
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Those who bore down upon or oppressed oth-
ers: maintainers. Cowell.—Ben.r1n.g «Into.
Disclosing a date on its face; having a cer-
tain date. These words are often used in con-
\'eyancin_g. and in pleading. to introduce the
date which has been put upon an instrument.

BEAST. An animal; a domestic animal;
a quadruped. such as may be used for food
or in labor or for sport.
—Beasts of the chase. In English law.
'l:h_e bnclr. doe, fox, martin. and roe. Co. Litt.
2.l.$a.—Bes.sts of the .forest. In English
law. The hart. hind, hare, boar, and wolf. Co.
Litt. :.’.33a.—Bea.sts of the low. An old
term for animals employed in t e operations of
husbandry. including horses. Somers v. Emer-
son. 58 N. H. 49.—Beuts of the warren.
In English law. Hares. coneys. and roes. Co.
Litt. 233' 2 Bl. Comm. 39.—BeIutga.te. In
Sufioik, Flngiand._ imports land and common for
one beast. Bennington v. Goodtitle, 2 Strange,
108-1; llosc. Real Act. 485.

BEAT, 12. In the criminal law and law
of torts. with reference to assault and bat-
tery, this terin includes any unlawful physi-
cal vioieiice offered to another. See Bar-
TERY. In other connections, it is understood
in ii more restricted sense, and includes only
the infliction of one or more blows. Regina
1'. Hale, 2 Car. & _K. 327; Coin. V’. McClellan,
101 Mass. 35: State v. Harrigan. 4 Penne
will (Del.) 129. 55 Atl. 5.

BEAT. n. In some of the southern states
(as Alabama, Mississippi, South Carolina)
the principal legal subdivision of a county,
corresponding to towns or townships in other
states; or a voting precinct. Williams v.
Pearson, 38 Ala. 308.

BEAU-PLEADER. (to plead fairly.) In
English law. An obsolete writ upon the
statute of Marlbridge, (52 lien. Ill. c. 11.)
which enacts that neither in the circuits of
the justices, nor in counties, hundreds. or
courts-baron. any tines shall be taken for
fair-pleading, i. c.. for not pleading fairly
or aptly to the purpose: upon this statute.
then, this writ was ordained, addressed to
the sheriff, bailiif. or iilm who shall demand
such fine. prohibiting him to demand it: an
alias, plurics. and attachment followed.
Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 596.

BED. 1. The hollow or channel of a wa-
ter-course: the depression between the banks
worn by the regular and usual flow of the
water.

"The land is that soil so usually covered
by water as to be distliiguisliable from the
banks by the character of the soil. or vege-
tation. or both, produced by the common
presence and action of flowing water."
I-lowartl V. lngcrsoll. 13 How. 427. 14 L. Ed.
189. And "see Paine Lumber Co. v. U. S.
(C. C.) 55 Fed. 864: Alaliaiiiii v. Georgia.
23 How. 515, 16 L. Ed. 556; Haiglit V. Keo-
kuk, 4 Iowa, 213; Pulley v. Municipality
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No. 2. 18 La. 282; Harlan, etc., Co. v. Pas-
chall. 5 Del. Ch. 4&3.

2. The right of cohabitation or marital
‘intercourse: as in the phrase “divorce from
bed and board," or a men-so et thoro.
—Bed of justice. In old French law. The
seat or throne upon which the king sat when
personally present in parliament; hence it sig-
nified the parliament itself.

BEDEL. In English law. A crier or
messenger of court, who summons men to
appear and answer therein. Cowell.

An oiiicer of the forest. similar to a sher-
itfs special bailiff. Cowell.

A collector of rents for the king. Plowd.
199, 200.

A well-known parish oiiicer. See BI-ZADLI.

BEDHABY. The jurisdiction of a be-
del, as a bailiwick is the jurisdiction of a
bailiif. Co. Litt. 23%; Cowell.

BEIDEBEPE. A service which certain
tenants were anciently bound to perform, as
to reap their landlord's corn at harvest.
Said by Whishaw to he still in existence in
some parts of England. Biount; Coweii;
Whishaw.

BEER.
and hops.

In its ordinary sense, denota a beverage
which is intoxicating, and is within the fair
meaning or the words “strong or spirituous
liquors,” used in the statutes on this sub-
Ject. Tompkins County v. Taylor, 21 N. Y.
175; Nevin v. Ladue, 3 Denlo (N. Y.) 44;
Mullen v. State, 96 Ind. 306; People v.
Wheeloclr, 3 Parker, Cr. Cas. (N. Y.) 14;
Maier v. State. 2 Tex. Civ. App. 296, 21 S.
W. 974. .

—Becn-house. In English law. A place
where beer is sold to be consumed on the prem-
ises; as distinguished from a “beer-shop." which
is a place where beer is sold to be consumed oi
the premises. 16 Ch. Div. 721.

BEFORE. Prior to; preceding. In the
presence oi‘: niider the official purview of:
as iii a magistrate's jurat, “before me per-
sonally appeared." etc.

In the absence of any statutory provision
governing the computation of time. the author-
mes are uniform that, where an act is requir-
ed to be done a certain number of days or
weeks before a certain other day upon which an-
other act is to be done. the da upon which the
first act is done is to be exciu ed from the com-
putation. and the whole number of days or
weeks must intervene before the day fixed for
doing the second act. Ward v. Vi'alters. 63
Wis. 44, 22 N. W. 844, and cases cited.

BEG. To solicit aims or charitable aid.
The act of a cripple in passing along the
sidewalk and silently holding out his hand
and receiving money from passers-by is “beg-
ging for aims." within the meaning of a stat-
ute which uses that phrase. In re Ilalier,
3 Abb. N. C. (N. Y.) 65.
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A liquor compounded of malt.
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BEGA. A land measure used in the FAISC

indies. In Bengal it is equal to about a

third part of an acre.

BEGGAB. One who lives by begging
charity, or who has no other means oi’ sup-
port than solicited aims.

BEGUM. In India. A lady, princess.
woman of high rank.

BEHALF. A witness testifles on “be-
half” of the party who calls him, notwith-
standing his evidence proves to be adverse
to that party's mse. Richerson v. Stern-
burg, 65 I11. 274. See, further, 12 Q. B. 693:
18 Q\ B. 512.

BEHAVIOR. Manner of behaving.
whether good or bad; conduct; manners;
carriage of one’s self, with respect to pro-
priety and morals; deportment. Webster.
State v. Roll. 1 Ohio Dec. 284.

Surety to be of good bcliaviur is said to
be a larger requireineiit than surety to keep
the peace.

BEHETRIA. In Spanish law. Lands sit-
uated iii places where the inhabitants had
the right to select their own lords.

BEHOOI‘. Use; benefit; profit; serv-
ice; advantage. It occurs in conveyances.
6. 9., “to his and their use and belioof."
Stiles v. Japhet, 84 Tex. 91, 19 S. W. 450.

BELIEF. A conviction of the truth of
a proposition. existing subjectively in the
mind, and induced by argument, persuasion,
or proof addressed to the judgment. Keller
v. State, 102 Ga. 506, 31 S. E. 92. Belief is
to be distinguished from “proof," “evidence,”
and “testiinoiiy." See Evmsxcs.

With regard to things which make not a very
deep impression on the memory. it ina_v be call-
ed “belief." ‘‘Knowledge'’ is nothing more than
a man's firm belief. The difl'e-rence is ordinarily
merely in the de ree; to be judged of by the court.
when addresse to the court: by the jury,
when addressed to the jury. Ilatch v. Carpen-
ter. 9 Gray (Mass.) 274.

The distinction between the two mental con-
ditions seems to be that knowledge is an assur-
ance of a fact or proposition founded on per-
ception by the senses. or intuition: while he-
lief is an assurance gained by evidence. and
from other persons. Abbott.

BELLIGERENT. In international law.
A term used to designate either of two na-
tions which are actually in a state of war
with each other, as well as their allies ac-
tively co-operating; as distinguished from
a nation which takes no part in the war
and maintains a strict indifference as be-
tween the contending parties, called a “neu-
trai." U. S. v. The Ambrose Light (D. C.)
25 Fed. 412; Johnson v. Jones, 44 Ill. 151,
92 Am. Dec. 159.

Belle parts oodunt relpnblicc. Things
acquired hi war belong or go to the state.
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1 Kent, Comm. 101; 5 0. Rob. Adm. 173,
181; The Joseph, 1 Gail. 558, Fed. Gas. No.
7,533. The right to all captures vests pri-
marily in the sovereign. A fundamental
maxim of public law.

EELLUM. Lat. In public law. War.
Ah armed contest between nations; the
state of those who forcibly contend with
each other. Jus belli, the law of war.

BELOW. In practice. Inferior; of in-
ferior jurisdiction, or jurisdiction in the
first instance. The court from which a
cause is removed for review is called the
“court below."

Preliiniiiary; auxiliary or instrumental.
Bail to the sheriff is called “bail below," as
being preliminary to and intended to secure
the putting in of ball above, or special bail.
See BAIL.

BENCH. A seat of judgment or tribunal
for the administration of justice; the seat
occupied by judges in courts: also the court
itself, as the “King's Bench," or the aggre-
gate of the judges composing a court, as in
the phrase “before the full bench."

The collective body of the judges in a
state or nation, as distinguished from the
body of attorneys and advocates, who are
called the “bar."

In English ecclesiastical law. The aggre-
gate body of bishops.
--Bench wan-ant. Process issued by the
court itself, or “from the bench." for the attach-
ment or arrest of a person; either in case of
contempt, or where an indictment has been
found. or to bring in a witness who does not
obey the subpmna. So called to distinguish it
from a warrant, issued by a justice of the peace.
“alderman. or commissioner.—Benchers. In
English law. Seniors in the inns of court, usu-
ally, but not necessarily. queen's counsel. elect-
ed by co-optatlon. and having the entire manage-
ment of the property of their respective inns.

BENE. Lat. Well; in proper form; le-
gally; sufliclently.

Benedict: est expositio qnsndo res
redimltur I dost:-notions. 4 Coke, 26.
Blessed is the exposition when anything is
saved from destruction. It is a laudable in-
terpretation which glves effect to the instru-
ment, and does not allow its purpose to be
frustrated.

BENEPICE. In ecclesiastical law. In
its technical sense. this term includes ec-
clesiastical preferments to which rank or
public ofiice is attached, otherwise describ-
ed as ecclesiastical dignitles or ofiices. such
as bishoprics, deaneries, and the like; but
in popular acceptation, it is almost invari-
ably appropriated to rectories, vicarages,
perpetual curacies, district churches, and
endowed chapelries. 3 Steph. Comm. 77.

“Benefit-e" is a term derived from the feu-
dal law. in which it signified a permanent
stlpendlary state, or an estate held by ten-
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dal tenure. 3 Steph. Comm. 77, note. 6; 4
Bl. Comm. 107.

nmdirros. Fr. In French law. A._

benefit or advantage, and particularly a
privilege given by the law rather than by
the agreement of the parties.
-—_B6n6£oe do discussion. Benefit of discus-
sion. The right of a guarantor to require that
the creditor should exhaust his recourse against
the principal debtor before having recourse to
the guarantor himself.—B6n6fioe do all on.
Benefit of division; right of contribution as be-
tween. co-sureties.—B6n6fioe d’invents.ire. A
term which corres onds to the bencficium in-

- ventav-it’ of Roman aw, and substantially to the
English law doctrine that the executor propo-
erly accounting is only liable to the extent of
the assets received by iiin.—B6n6fichire. The
person in whose favor a promissory note or bill
of exchange is payable; or any person in whose
favor a contract of any description is executed.
Arg. Fr. Merc. Law, 547.

BENEFICIAL. Tending to the benefit
of a person; yielding a profit. advantage. or
benefit; enjoying or entitled to a benefit or
profit. In re Importers’ Exchange (Com. Pl.)
2 N. Y. Supp. 257; Regina v. Vange, 3 Adol.
& El. (N. S.) 254. This term is applied both
to estates (as a "beneficial interest") and to
persons. (as “the beneficial owner.")

Another name for
a benefit societ'. See Bam.-:rrr.—neneflo1sl
enjoyment. he enjoyment which a man has
of an estate in his own right and for his own
benefit, and not as trustee for another. 11 H.
L. Oas. 271.--Beneficial estate. An estate
in expectancy is one where the right to the

ossession is postponed to a future period. and
s “beneficial" where the devisee takes solely for

his own use or benefit, and not as the mere
holder of the title for the use of another. In re
Seaman's Estate, 147 N. Y. 69, 41 N. E. 401.
—Benefioial Interest. Profit. benefit. or ad-
vantage resulting from a contract. or the own-
ership of an estate as distinct from the legal
ownership or control.—Benefioia1 power. In
New York law and practice. A power which
has for its object the donee of the power. and
which is to be executed solely for his benefit;
as distinguished from a trust power. which has
for its object a person other than the clones. and
is to be executed solely for the‘ benefit of such
person. Jennings v. Conboy. 73 N. Y. %4:
Rev. St. i‘. Y. § 79.—Benefloid use. The
right to use and enjoy property according to
one's own liking or so as to derive a profit or
benefit from it. including all that makes it de-
sirable or habitable. as, light. air. and access:
as distinguished from it mere right of occupan-
cy or possession. Reining v. Railroad Co. (Su-
per. Ct.) 13 N. Y. Supp. 240.

BENEFICIARY. One for whose benefit
a trust is created: a coma‘ we trust. 1
Story, E1. Jur. Q 321; In re Welch, 20 App.
Div. 412, 46 N. Y. Supp. 689; Clv. Oode Cal.
1903, I 2218. A person having the enjoy-
ment of property of which a trustee. ex-
ecutor, etc.. has the legal possession. The
person to whom a policy of insurance is
payable. Rev. St. Tex. 1895, art. 3096a.
—Beneilo1sry heir. In the law of Louisiana.
One who has accepted the succession under the
benefit of an inventor regularly made. Clv.
Code La. 1900. art. Also one who may
accept the succession. Succession of Gasman.
86 La. Ann. 299. - -
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nanmrzcro PRIHA [ECOI.2§IA.l-
T100 EABENDOJ In English law. An
ancient writ, which was addressed by the
king to the lord chancellor, to bestow the
beneflce that should first fall in the royal
gift, above or under a specified value, upon
a person named therein. Reg. Orig. 307.

BEITEPIOIUH. In early feudal low.
A beneiice; a permanent stipendlary estate;
the same with what was afterwards called
a “flef," "feud." or “fee." 3 Steph. Comm.
7?, note I; Speinian.

In the oivh law. A benefit or favor:
any particular privilege. Dig. 1, 4, 3; Cod.
7, 71; Mackeld. Rom. Law, § 196.

A "general term applied to ecclesiastical
livings. _-1 Bl. Comm. 107; Cowell.
—BeneiIo:lnm abstinendi. In Roman law.
The wer of an heir to abstain from acce -

gig t e inheritance. Sanders, Just. Inst. ( h
.) 21-1.—Bene£diun oedendarun tinn-

un. In Roman law. The p vilege by which
a surety could, before paying t e creditor, com-
{:1 him to make over to him the actions which

longed to the stlpulator. so as to avail him-
self of them. Sandars, Just. Inst. (5th
332. 351.—Benefic!nm clericale. Benefit o
clergy. See Bi:NnrI'r.—Beneflc!nn compe-
tenttln. In Scotch law. The privilege of
competency. A privilege which the grantor of
a gratuitous obligation was entitled to. _by
which he might retain suflicient for his subsist-
cnce, if. before fuliilli the obligation, he was
reduced to indigence. ell. In the civil law.
'l‘he right which an insolvent debtor had, among
the Romans, on making cession of his property
for the benefit of his creditors, to retain what
was required for him to live honestlv according
to his condition. 7 Toullier, n. " .—Bene£-
chum dlvislo In civil and Scotch law.
'l‘he privilege of one of several co-snreties (cau-
tioners) to insist upon ying only his pro ram
share of the debt. Bel .—Beneflciiun inven-
taril. See Bi:Nr:ri'r.—Beneno!nm or
In civil and Scotch law. The privilege of or-
der. The privilege of a surety to require that
the creditor should first proceed against the
principal and exhaust his remedv afainst him.
before resorting to the surety. Bel .—Benefl-
dun sets:-atlonia. In the civil law. The
right to ave the goods of an heir separated
from those of the testator in favor of creditors.

Beneiloinm non datum nisi propter
oflciiun. Hob. 148. Aremuneratiou [is] not
given, unless on account of a duty per-
formed.

BENEFIT. Advantage; profit: priv-
ilege. Fitch v. Bates, 11 Barb. (N. Y.) 473;
Synod of Dakota v. State. 2 S. D. 366, 50
N. W. 632, 14 L. R. A. 418; Winthrop Co.
v. Clinton, 196 Pa. 472, 46 Ati. 435. 79 Am.
St. Rep. 729. '

In the law _of eminent domain. it is a rule
that, in assessing damages for private pro erty
taken or injured for public use. “special ne-
fits" may be set 0! against the amount of dam-
age found, but not “general benefits." Within
the meaning of this rule, general benefits are
such as accrue to the communit at large to the
vicinage. or to all property similarly situated
with reference to the work or improvement in
question; while special benefits are such as ac-
crue directly and solely to the owner of the land
in question and not to others. Little Miami R.
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Co. v. Coilett. 6 Ohio St. 182: St. Louis. etc.,
Ry. Co. v. Fowler, 142 M0. 670. 4-! S. W. 771:
Gray v. Manhattan Ry. Co., 16 Daly. 510. 12
N. Y. Supp. 542; Barr v. Omaha, 42 .\'eb. 341,
60 N. \ . 591.
—Beneflt building society. The original
name for what is now more commonly called a.-
“building society." ( . 1:.)—Benefit of cesaion.
In the civil ‘law. e release of a debtor from
future imprisonment for his debts, which the
law operates in his favor upon the surrender of
his property for the benefit of his creditors..
Poth. Pinoc. C_ivil, pt. 5. c. 2, 5 1.—Benefit of
clergy. In its original sense. the phrase de-
noted the exemption which was accorded to cler-
gymen from the jurisdiction of the secular
courts. or from arrest or attachment on crim-
inal process issuing from those courts in. cer-
tal_n_particular cases. Afterwards. it meant a

rivilege of exemption from the punishment of
eath accorded to such persons as were clcrkx.

or who could read. This privilege of exeinp-'
tion from capital punishment was anciently
allowed to clergymen only, but afterwards to
all who were connected with the church. even
to its _most subordinate ofilcers. and at a still
later time to all persons who could read, (then
called “clerlrs,") whether ecclesisstics or lay-
men. It does not appear to have been extend-
ed to cases of high treason, nor did it apply to
mere misdemeanors. The rivilege was claim-
ed after the person's conv ction, by a species
of motion in arrest of judgment, technically
called “ i-aying his clergy." As a means of
testing is clerical character, he was given a
psalm to read, usually. or always, the fifty-
first.) and, upon is reading it correctly, he was
turned over to the ecclesiastical courts. to be
tried by the bishop or a jury of twelve clerks.
These heard him onvoath. with his witnesses
and compurgators. who attested their belief in.-
his innocence. This privilege operated greatly
to mitigate the extreme rigor of the criininnl
laws. but was found to involve such gross
abuses that parliament began to enact that
certain crimes should be felonies “without bene-
fit of clergy,” and finally, by St. 7 Geo. IV. c.
28. 5 6, it was altogether abolished. Tlie_act
of congress of A ril 30. 1790. 5 30. provided
that there shoul be no benefit of clergy for
any capital crime against the United States,
and, if this privilege formed a art of the com-
mon law of the several states efore the Revo-
lution, it no longer exists.—Benefit of discus-
sion. In the civil law. The right which a sure-
ty has to cause the roperty of the principal
debtor to be applied in satisfaction of the ob-
ligation in the first instance. Civ. Code La.
arts. 3014-3020. In Scotch law. That whereby
the antecedent heir. such as the heir of line in
a pursuit against the heir of tailzie. etc.. must
be first pursued to fulfill the defunct's deeds and
pay his debts. This benefit is likewise compe-
tent in man cases to cautjouers.-Benefit of

on. me as beneficium dioiaionia, ill. 9.)
—Beneflt of Inventory. In the civil law.
The privilege which the heir obtains of being
liable for the cha es and debts of the succes-
sion. on] to the va ue of the efiects of the suc-
cession. by causing an inventory of these efiects
within the time and manner prescribed by law.
Civil Code La. art. 1032.—Benefl1: societies.
Under this and several similar names. in vari-
ous states, corporations exist to receive periodi-
cal payments from members. and hold them
as a fund to be loaned or given to members
needing pecunia relief. Such are beneficial
societies of Mary and. fund associations of Mis-
souri, loan and fund associations of Massa-
chusetts. mechanics‘ associations of Michigan.
protection societies of New Jersey. Friendly
societies in Great Britain _are a still more ex-
tensive and important species belonging to tlligig
class. Comm. v. Equitable Ben. Ass'n.
Pa. 412. 18 Ati. 1112; Com. v. Aid Ass’n,
94 Pa. 4 .



'helpi'ul action towards another,

BENERTH

BBNERTH. A feudal service rendered
by the tenant to his lord with plow and cart.
(‘oweil.

BENEVOLENCE. The doing a kind or
under no

obligation except an ethical one.

Is no doubt distinguishable from the words
“liberality" and “charity;” for, although many
charitable institutions are very properly called
"benevolent." it is impossible to say that every
object of a man's benevolence is also an ob-
‘ect of his charity. James v. Allen. 3 Mer. 17;
‘ell v. Mfiercer, 14- R. I. -143: Murdock V.

Bridges. 91 Me. 12-1». 39 Atl. 475.

In public law. Nominully a voluntary
gratuity given by subjects to their king, but
in reality a tax or forced loan.

BENEVOLENT. Pliilantliropic; hu-
mane; having a desire or purpose to do
good to men; intended for the. conferring
of benefits, rather than for gain or profit.

This word is certainly more indefinite. and of
far wider range. than "charitable" or “reh-
gious:" it would include all gifts prompted by
good-will or kind feeling towards the recipient,
whether an object of charity or not. The nat-
ural and usual meaning of the word would so ex-
tend it. It has no legal meaning separate from its
usual meaning. “Charitable" has acquired a set-
tled limited meaning in law, which confines _it
within known limits. But in all the decisions in
England on the subject it has been held that a
devise or bequest for benevolent objects. or in
trust to give to such objects. is too indefinite,
and therefore void. Norris v. Tliolnson. 1'.) N.
J. Eq. 313; Thomson v. Norris. 20 N. J. Eq.
52: : Suter v. Hilliard. 132 Mass. -113. 42 Am.
Rep. -H-i; Fox v. Gibb.-z. 86 Me. 87. 29 Atl.
Mo. ‘This word. as aflplied to objects or pur-
poses. may refer to t ose which are in tieir
nature charitable. and ma_v also have a broader
meaning and include objects aml purposes not
charitable in the legal sense of that word. Acts
of kindness. friendship. forethought. or good-
will might properly be described as benevolent.
it has therefore been held that gifts to trustees
to be applied for “benevolent purposes" at
their discretion, or to such "benevolent purpos-
es" as they could agree upon. do not create a.
ublic charity. ‘But where the word is used

lln connection with other words explanatory of
its meaning. and indicating the intent of the
donor to limit it to purposes strictly charitable.
it has been held to be synonymous with. or
e uivalent to. "charitable." Snter v. liilliard.
122 Mass. 412 -12 Am. Rep. 4-H: De (‘amp v.
Dobbins. 31 X. J. I-Jq. (S95: Chamberlain v.
Stearns. 111 Haas. 2158; Goodale v. Mooney. 60
N. H. 5335. 49 Am. Rep. 334.
—Bonovolont associations. Those having a
philanthropic or charitable purpose. as distin-
guished from such as are conducted for profit:
specifically. "benefit associations“ or "beneficial
associations." See Br:.\'l-:rl'r.—Bonovo1ont so-
cieties. In English law. Societies establish-
ed and registered under the friendly societies
act, 1875. for any charitable or benevolent pur
poses.

Benigno fncionde aunt interpreta-
tionos charts:-um. ut ros magi: vnlont
qunn: poront; ot qua libot ooncouio fon-
tlulmo contra donate:-on: into:-protnndn
out. Liberal interpretations are to be made
of deeds. so that the purpose may rnthcr
stand than full; and every grant is to be
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taken most strongly against the grantor.
Wallis v. Wallis. 4 Mass. 135, 3 Am. Dec.
210; Hayes, r. Kershow, 1 Sandf. Ch. (N.
1'.) 2.38. 268.

Bonlgno tmoiondn aunt Interpreta-
tionos. proptor aimplioitutom ldoorunn.
ut roo mogh vnlont quun pox-oat. Con-
structions [of written instruments] are to be
made liberally, on account of the simplicity
of the lalty, [or common people,] in order _

that the thing [or subject-matter] may rath-
er have effect than perish, [or become void.)
Co. Litt. 36¢; Broom. Max. 5-10.

Boniznlor sontontin in vex-his gonor-
ulibus sou dubiis, out prnforondn. 4!

Coke, 15. The more favorable construction
is to be placed on general or doubtful ex-

prcssious.

Bonlgnlus logos into:-pretends aunt
quo voluntns on-um consorvotur. Laws
are to be more liberally interpreted, in order
that their intent may be preserved. Dig. 1.
3, 18.

BI-IQUEATH. To give personal property
by will to another. Lasber V. Lasher, 13
Barb. (N. Y.) 106.

This word is the proper term for a testamen-
tary gift of personal property only, the word
“devise-" being used with reference to real es»
tate; but if the context clearly shows the in-
tention of the tcstator to use the word as synon-
ymous with “devise,” it may be held to pass
real property. Dow v. Dow. {iii Me. 216: Borg-
ncr v. I rown. 133 Ind. 391. 33 N. E. 92; Lo-
gan v. Logan. 11 (lolo. -H. 17 Pac. 99:_ Laing
v. Barbour. 119 Mass. 525:‘ Scholle v. Scholle,
113 N. 1'. 261. 21 N. E. 8-}: in re Fetrow‘s
Estate. 58 Pa. 427: Ladd v. Harvey. 21 N. H.
528; lfivans v. Price, 118 Ill. 593. 8 N. E. 854.

REQUEST. A gift by will of personal
property: a le2ac_v.

A specific bequest is one whereby the tes-
tator gives to the ietrntee all his property of
a certain class or kind; as all his pure per-
soualty.

A rt-m'4Iuaru bequest is a gift of all the re-
mainder of the test11tor's personal estate.
after payment of debts and legacies. etc.

An 0.1-cc-utoru request is the bequest of a
future. deferred. or contingent interest in
persoualty.

A conditional bequest is one the taking
etfect or continuing of which depends upon
the happening or nou—oc<-nrrence of a par-
tic..iar event. Mitchell v. Mitchell. 143 Ind.
113. 4'.’ N. E. 467»; 1-‘urnaiu v. Farnam. 53
C‘onn. 261. 2 Mi. 327:. 5 MI. 682: Merrill v.
College. 74 Wis. 41.3, i N. W. 104.

BERCARIA. in old English law, a
sheepfold; also a place where the bark of
trees was laid to tan.

BERCARIUS, or BEBOATOR.
herd.

A shep-



BEREWICHA

BEBEWIOKA, or BEREWIOA. In old
English law. A term used in Domesday for
a village or hamlet belonging to some town
or manor.

BEBGHHAYSTEB. An ofllcer having
charge of a mine. A bailiir or chief otlicer
among the Derbyshlre miners, who, in addi-
tion to his other duties, executes the oilice
of coroner among them. Blount; Cowell.

BEBGEOTH, ovrBEBGHKO’.l.‘E. The
ancient name of the court now called "bar- .

mote." (q. 12.)

BERNET. In saxon_iaw. Burning; the
crime of house burning, now called “arson.”
Cowell; Blount

DEBRA. In old law.
heath. Cowell.

A plain ; open

BERRY, or BURY. A villa or seat of
habitation of a nobleman; a dwelling or
mansion house; a sanctuary.

BERTHLON SYSTEM. A method or
anthropometry, used chiefly for the identiti-
mtlon of criminals and other persons, con-
sisting of the taking and recording of a sys-
tem oi‘ numerous, minute, and uiiii'orm
measurements of various parts or the human
body. absolutely and in relation to each oth-
er. the facial. cranial, and other angles, and
of any eccentriclties or abnormalities no-
ticed in the individual.

BEBTON. A large farm; the barn-yard
of a large farm.

BB8. Lat. In the Roman law. A di-
vision of the ox, or pound. consisting of eight
uncitz. or duodeclmal parts. and amounting
to two-thirds of the as. 2 Bl. Comm. 462,
note m.

Two-tliirds of an inheritance.
14. 5.

Eight per cent. interest. 2 Bi. Comm. ubi
supra.

Inst. 2,

BAILE, BESAYLE. The great-grand-
father. Proavua. 1 Bl. Comm. 186.

BESAYBL, Begaiol, Belnyle. In old
English law. A writ which lay where a great-
grandfather died seised of lands and tene-
ments in fee~slmple. and on the day of his
death a stranger abated, or entered and
kept out the heir. Reg. Orig. 226; Fitzh.
Nat. Brev. 22] D: 3 Bl. Comm. 186.

BEST EVIDENCE. Primary evidence,
as distinguished from secondary; original,
as distinguished from substitutionary; the
best and highest evidence of which the iia-
ture oi‘ the case is susceptible. A written in-
strument is itself always regarded as the
prhnary or best possible evidence or its ex-

BLLAW Dic-r.(2n Eu.)-9
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istence and contents; a copy, or the recollec-
tion oi a witness, would be secondary evi-
dence. State v. McDonald, 65 Me. 467; El-
liott v. Van Buren, 33 Mich. 53, 20 Am. Rep.
668; Scott v. State. 3 Tex. App. 104; Gray
v. Pentland, 2 Serg. & R. (Pa.) 34; U. S.
Sugar Refinery v. Allis Co., 56 Fed. 786, 6
C. C. A. 121; Manhattan Matting Co. v.
Sweteland, 14 Mont. 269, 36 Pac. 84.

nnsrnnrx. Bestiality is the carnal
knowledge and connection against the order
of nature by man or woman in any manner
with a beast. Code Ga. 1882. i 4354.

We ‘take it that there is a ditference in sig-
nification between the terms “bestiality," and the
“crime against nature." Bestiality is a connec-
tion between a human being and a brute of the
opposite sex. Sodomy is a connection between
two human beings of the same sex,—the male,-
named from the prevalence of the sin in Sodom.
Both may be embraced by the term "crime
against nature,” as felony embraces murder,
larceny. etc., though we think that term is more
generally used in reference to sodom . Buggery
seems to include both sodomy an bestiality.
Ausman v. Veal. 10 Ind. 356. 71 Am. Dec. 331.

BET. An agreement between two or more
persons that a sum oi‘ money or other valu-
able thing, to which all jointly contribute.
shall become the sole property of one or
some or them on the happening in the future
of an event at present uncertain, or accord-
ing as a question disputed between them is
settled in one way or the other. Harris v.
White, 81 N. Y. 532: Rich v. State. 38 Tex.
Cr. R. 199. 42 S. W. 291, 38 L. R. A. 719;
Jacobus v. Hazlett. 78 Ill. App. 241; Shaw
v. Clark, 49 Mich. 384, 13 N. W. 786, 43 Am.
Rep. 474; Alvord v. Smith, 63 Ind. 62.

Bet and wager are synonymous terms. and
are applied both to the contract of betting or
wagering and to the thing or sum bet or
wagered. For example. one bets or wagers, or
in s a bet or wager of so much, upon a cer-
taiu result. But these terms cannot properly
be applied to the act to be done, or event to
happen. upon which the bet or wager is laid.
Bets or wagers may be laid upon acts to be
done. events to happen, or facts existing or to
exist. The bets or wagers may be illegal, and
the acts, events, or facts upon which they are
laid may not be. Beta or wagers may be laid
upon games. and things that are not games.
Everything upon which a bet or wager may be
laid is not a game. Woodcock v. Mcouecn. 11
Ind. 16: Shumate v. Com.. 15 Grat. 660; Har-
ris v. White, 81 N. Y. 539.

BETBOTEMENT. Mutual promise of
marriage; the pllghting of troth; a nuitual
promise or contract between a man and wo-
man competent to make it, to marry at' a
future time.

BETTER EQUITY.

B!l'1".l‘2RM1'-:1I'.l'. An improvement put
upon an estate which enhances its value
more than mere repairs. The term is also
applied to denote the additional value which
an estate acquires in consequence of some
public improvement, as laying out or widen»
ing a street, etc. French v. New York. 16

See Equirv.
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How. Prac. (N. Y.) 220; Abel] V.'Brady, 79
Md. 9!, 28 Atl. 817; Chase V. Sioux City,
86 Iowa, 603, 53 N. W. 333.

—Bettex-ment sets. Statutes which provide
that a bona flde occupant of real_estate making
lasting improvements in good faith shall have
a lien upon the estate recovered by the real
owner to the extent that his improvements have
increased the value of the land Also called

Jones V. Hotel Co.,
86F. .30G.C.A.108.

BETWEEN. As a measure or indication
of distance, this word has the effect of ex-
cluding the two termini. Revere V. Leonard,
1 Mass. 93; State V. Godfrey, 12 Me. 366.
See Morris 8: E. R. Co. V. Central R. Co., 31
N. J. Law, 212.

If an act is to be done “between" two cer-
tain days, it must be performed before the
commencement of the latter day. In com-
puting the time in such a case. both the days
named are to be excluded. Richardson v.
Ford, 14 I11. 333; Bunoe V. Reed, 16 Barb.
(N. Y.) 352.

In case of a devise to A. and B. “between
them," these words create a tenancy in com-
mon. Lashbrook V. Cock, 2 Mer. 70.

BEVERAGE. This term is properly used
to distinguish a sale of liquors to be drunk
for the pleasure of drinking, from liquors to
be drunk in obedience to a physician's ad-
vice. Com. V. Mandeville, 142 Mass. 469, 8
N. E. 327.

BEWARED. 0. Eng. Expended. Be-
fore the Britons and Saxons had introduced
the general use of money, they traded chiefly
by exchange of wares. Wharton.

BEYOND SEA. Beyond the limits of the
kingdom oi‘ Great Britain and Ireland; out-
side the United States; out of the state.

Beyond sea, beyond the four seas, beyond the
seas, and out of the realm, are synonymous.
Prior to the union of the two crowns of Eng-
land and Scotland, on the accession of James
I., the phrases “beyond the four seas," “beyond
the seas.” and "out of the realm.” signified out
of the limits of the realm of England. Pan-
coast's Lessee V. Addison, 1 Har. & J. (Md.)
3530. 2 Am. Dec. 520.

in Pennsylvania, it has been construed to
mean “without the limits of the United States."
which approaches the literal signification.
Ward v. Ilallam. 2 Dell. 217. 1 L. Ed. 355'
1a., 1 Yeates gr...) 329; Green v. Neal. 6
Pet. 291, 300, L. Ed. 402 he same con-
struction has been given to it in Missouri.
Keeton's Heirs V. Keeton’s Adin’r. 20 M0. 530.
See Aug. Lim. 55 200. 201.

The term “beyond seas,” in the proviso or sav-
ing clause of a statute of limitations, is e uiv-
alent to without the limits of the state W ei'e
the statute is enacted: and the party who is
without those limits is entitled to the benefit of
the exception. Few V. Roberdesu. 3 Cranch,
174. 2 L. Ed. 402; Murray v. Baker, 3 Wheat.
54], 4 L. Ed. 454: Shelby V. Guy, 11 Wheat.
88], 6 L. Ed. 495: Piatt v. Vattier, 1 Mc-
Lean. 146. Fed. Can. No. 11,117: Forbes’
Adm'r V. Foot’s Adm’r. 2 McCord (S. C.) 331,
13 Am. Dec. 732: Wakefield V. Smart. 8 Ark.
488; Denham V. Holeman. 26 Ga. 182. 71 Am.
Dec. 198; Galusha V. Cobleigh, 13 N. H. 79.
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BIAS. inclination; bent: prepossession:
a preconceived opinion; a predisposition to
decide a cause or an issue in a certain way,
which does not leave the mind perfectly
open to conviction. .\iaddox v. State, 32 Ga.
587, 79 Am. Dec. 307; Pierson v. State,
18 Tex. App. 558; Hinkle V. State, 94 Ga.
595, 21 S. E. 601.

_This term is not synonymous with “preju-
dice." By the use of this word in a statute de-
claring disqualification of jurors, the legisla-
ture intended to describe another and somewhat
different ground of disqualification. A man
cannot be dprejudiced against another without
being biase against him; but he may be bi
without being prejudiced. Bias is “a articular
influential wer, which sways the Judgment:
the inclination of the mind towards a articu-
lar object.” It is not to be supposed t at the
legislature expected to secure in the juror a.
state of mind absolutely free from all inclina-
tion to one side or the other. The_ statute
means that, although a juror has not formed a
judgment for or against the prisoner, before the
evidence is heard on the trial, yet. it he is under
such an influence as so sways his mind to the
one side or the other as to prevent his deciding
the cause according to the evidence. he is in-
competent. .\Villis v. State. 12 Ga. 4-44.

Actual bias consists in the existence of a
state of mind on the part of the juror which
satisfies the court, in the exercise of a sound
discretion, that the juror cannot try the issues
impartially and without prejudice to the sub- ,

stantial rights of the -h 11 ' . St he
3 (ihapman, 1 S. D any ( 3 engm‘ a. 14:. 47 N. VV. 411. 10 L.

. 432: People V. MnQuade. 110 N. Y. 284.
18 N. E. 158, 1 L. R. A. 273; People V. Wells,
100 Cal. 227, 34 Pac. 718.

31]). An otter by an intending purchaser
to pay a designated price for property which
is about to be sold at auction. U. S. V. Vest-
al (D. 0.) 12 Fed. 59; Payne v. Cave. 3 Term.
149; Eppes V. Railroad Co., 35 Ala. 56.

-3111 in. Property sold at auction is said to
be "bid in" by the owner or an incumbrancer
or some one else who is interested in it, when
he attends the sale and makes the successful
bid.—Bld oil. One is said to "bid of" a thing
when he bids for it at an auction sale, and it
is knocked down to him in immediate succes-
sion to the bid and as a consequence of it. Ep-
pes V. Railroad Co. 35 Ala. 56: Dondna v.
Harlan. 45 Kan. 434. 25 mic. 883.—Biddor.
One who ofiers to pay ‘a specified price for an
article oifered for sale at a public auction.
Webster V. French. 11 _Ill. 254.—Biddings.
Ofiers of a designated rice for goods or other
property put up for sa e at suction.—By-Md-
ding. In the aw relating to sales b auction.
this term is equivalent to ‘puifing." e prac-
tice consists in making fictitious bids for the
property. under a secret arrangement with the
owner or auctioneer. for the purpose of mis-
leading and stimulating other persons who an:
bidding in good faith.—Upset bid. A bid
made after a judicial sale. but before the sue
cessful bid at the sale has been confirmed. larger
or better than such successful bid. and made for
the urpose of upsetting the sale _and securing
to t e “upset bidder" the III‘iviie_ge of taking
the pro erty at his bid or com ting at a new
sale. ost V. Porter. 80 Va. .

BEDAL, or BIDALL. An invitation of
friends to drink ale at the house of some
poor man. who hopes thereby to be relieved
by charitable contribution. It is something
like “house-warming," i. c., a visit of friends
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to a person beginning to set up house-keep-.
ing. Wharton.

BELBRIEP. Germ. In European marl-_
time law. A document furnished by the
builder of a vessel, containing a register of
her admeasurement, particularizing the
length, breadth, and dimensions of every
part of the ship. It sometimes also contains
the terms of agreement between the party
for whose account the ship is built, and the
ship-biiilder. It has been termed in English
the “grand bill of sale ;" in French, "oontrat
de construction ou de la vente d’un raisaeau."
and corresponds in a great degree with the
English, French, and American “register,"
(q. 1)..) being an equally essential document
to the lawful ownership of vessels. Jae. Sea
laws. 12, 13, and note. In the Danish law,
it is used to denote the contract of bottomry.

BI]-111138. Sp. In Spanish law. Goods;
property of every description, including real‘
as well as personal property; all things (not
being persons) which may serve for the uses
of man. Larkin v. U. 8., 14 Fed. Cas. 1154.

—3ienes oomuies. Common property; those
things which, not being the private property
of any person. are open to the use of all, such
as the air, rain, water, the sea and its beaches.
Lax v. Hsggin, 69 Cal. 255. 315, 10 Pac. 707,-
Blenos gunsroinles. A s ies of community
in property enjoyed by hus nd and wife, the
property being divisible equally between them on
the dissolution of the marriage: does not in-
clude what they held as their separate property
at the time of contracting the marriage. Weld-
er v. Inmbert, 91 Tex. 510. 44 S. W. 281.-n
Bienes publioos. Those things which, as to
property. pertain to the pee le or nation, and,
as to their use. to the indiv duals of the tern-
to or district, such as rivers, shores, ports,
an public roads. Luz v. Haggin, 69 Cal. 315.
10 Psc. 707 _

BIENNIALLY. This term, in a statute,
» signifies, not duration of time, but a period

for the happening of an event; once in every
two years. People v. Ti-emaln, 9 Hun (N.
Y.) 576; People v. Kilbourn, 68 N. Y. 479.

BIEN8. In English law. Property of
every description, except estates of freehold
and inheritance. Sugd. Vend. 495; C0. Litt.
11%.

In French law. This term includes all
kinds of property, real and personal. Biens
are divided into bicns mcublcs, movable prop-
erty; and bicns immcublcs, immovable prop-
erty. The distinction between movable and
immovable property is recognized by the con-
tinental jurists, and gives rise, in the civil as
well a in the common law, to many iuipor-
tant distinctions as to rights and remedies.
Story, Conii. Laws, 5 13, note 1.

BIGA, or BIGATA. A cart or chariot
drawn with two horses. coupled side to side:
but it is said to be properly a cart with two
wheels, sometimes drawn by one horse; and
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in the ancient records it is used for any cart,-
wain, or wagon. - Jacob.

BIGAMU8. In the civil law. A man
who was twice married; one who at diner-
ent times and successively has married two
wires. 4 Inst. 88. One who has two wives
living. One who marries a widow.

Bigiumu sou trlgunul, etc., out «In! di-
versis tempo:-ibus at successive dun sen
tree uxores hnbult. 4 Inst. 88. A bigamus
or trigamus, etc., is one who at different
times and successively has married two or
three wives.

BIGAMY. The criminal offense of will-
fully and knowingly contracting a second
marriage (or going through the form of a
second marriage) while the flrst marriage. to
the knowledge of the offender, is still sub-
sisting and undissolved. Com. v. liicNerny,
10 Phila. (Pa.) 207; Gise v. Com., 81 Pa.
-130; Scoggins v. State, 32 Ark. 213: Cannon
v. U. S.. 116 U. S. 55, 6 Sup. Ct. 287, 29
L. Ed. 561.

The tate of a man who has two wives, or
of a woman who has two husbands, living
at the same time.
. The oifense of having a plurality of wives
at the same time is commonly denominated
“polygamy;" but the name “bigamy” has been
more frequently given to it in legal proceed‘-_
ings. 1 Russ. Crimes, 185.

The use of the word “bi amy" to describe this
ofiense is well establishe by long usage. al-
though often criticised as a corruption of the
true meaning of the word. Polygam is sug-
gested as the correct term. instead 0 bigamy,
to designate the ofiense of having a plurality of
wives or husbands at the same _time, and has
been adopted for that purpose in. the Massa-
chusetts statutes. But as the substance of the
ofiense is marrying a second time, while hav-
ing a lawful husband or wif_e living, without re-
gard to the number of marriages that may have
taken place, bigamy seems not an inappropriate
term. The objection to its use urged by Black-
stone (4 ‘Bl. Comm. 163) seems to be founded
not so much upon considerations of the etymol-
ogy of the word as upon the propriety of distin-
guishing the ecclesiastical oifense termed “bign-
my" in the canon law. and which _is defined be-
low. from the ofiense known as "bigamy" in the
modern criminal law. The same distinction is
careful] made by Lord Coke, (4 Inst. 88.) But,
the ecc esiastical oifense being now obsolete,
this reason for substituting polygamy to denote
the crime here defined ceases to have weight.
Abbott.

In the canon law, the term denoted the
offense committed by an ecclesiastic who
married two wives successively. It might
be committed either by marrying a second
wife after the death of a flrst or by marrying
a. widow.

_ BIGOT. An obstinate person, or one that
is wedded to an opinion, in matters of re-
ligion, etc.

BILAGINE8. By-laws of towns; munic-
ipal laws.
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BILAN. A term used in Louisiana, de-
rived from the French. A book in which
bankers, merchants, and traders write a
statement of all they owe and all that is due
them; a balance-sheet. See Dauphin v. Sou-
lie, 3 Mart. (N. S.) 446.

BILANOIIS DEPJI-:31-1111318. In Eng-
lish law. An obsolete writ addressed to a
corporation for the carrying of weights to
such a haven, there to weigh the wool an-
ciently licensed for transportation. Reg.
Orig. 270.

BII.A'.'l‘EB.AL CONTRACT. A term,
used originally in the civil law, but now gen-
erally adopted. denoting a contract in which
both the contracting parties are bound to
fulfill obligations reciprocally towards each
other; as a contract of sale, where one be-
comes bound to deliver the thing sold, and
the other to pay the price of it. Montpelier
Seminary v. Smith, 69 Vt. 382, 38 Atl. 66.

“Every convention properly so called consists
of a promise or mutual romises profiered and
accepted. Where one on y of the agreeing ar-
ties gives a promise. the convention is sai to
be ‘unilateral.’ Wherever mutual romises are
profiered and accepted, there are, in strictness.
two or more conventions.’ But where the per-
formsnce of either of the promises is made to
depend on the performance of the other. the
several conventions are commonly deemed one
convention, and the convention is then said to be
‘bilateral.’ " Aust. Jur. 5 308.

BILGED. In admiralty law and marine
insurance. That state or condition of a ves-
sel in which water is freely admitted through
holes and breaches made in the planks of the
bottom, occasioned by injuries, whether the
ship's timbers are broken or not. Peele v.
Insurance Co., 3 Mason, 27, 39, 19 Fed. Gas.
103.

BILINE. A word used by Britton in the
sense of “coilateral." En line biline, in the
collateral line. Britt. c. 119.

BILINGUIS. Of a double language or
tongue; that can speak two languages. A
term applied in the old books to a jury com-
posed partly of Englishmen and partly of
foreigners, which, by the English law, an
alien party to a suit is, in certain cases, en-
titled to; more commonly called a “jury do
mcdietate linguaz." 3 Bl. Comm. 360; 4
Steph. Comm. 422.

BILL. A formal declaration, complaint,
or statement of particular things in writing.
As a legal term, this word has many mean-
ings and applications, the more important of
which are enumerated below.

1. A formal written statement of com-
plaint to a court of justice.

In the ancient practice of the court of
king's bench, the usual and orderly method
of beginning an action was by :1 DIN. or orig-
inal bill, or piaint. This was a written state-
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ment of the piaintiifs cause of action, like a
declaration or complaint, and always alleged
a trespass as the ground of it, in order to
give the court jurisdiction. 3 Bl. Comm. 43.

In Scotch law, every summary applica-
tion in writing, by way of petition to the
Court of Session, is called a “bill." Cent.
Dict.
-3111 chamber. In Scotch law. A depart-
ment of the court of session in which petitions
for suspension, interdict, et_c., are entertained.
It is equivalent to sittings in chambers in the

. English and American practice. Peters. Comp.
-Bill of privilege. In old English law. A
method of proceeding against attorneys and of-
ficers of the court not liable to arrest. 3 Bl.
Qomm. 289.—Bi.ll of proof. In English prac-
tice. The name given, in the mayor's court of
London, to a species of intervention by a third
person laying claim to the subject-matter in
dispute between the parties to a suit.

2. A species of writ; a formal written
declaration by a court to its oflicers, in the
nature of process.
—Bill of Middlesex. An old form of pro-
cess similar to a capiaa, issued out of the court
of kings bench in personal actions, directed to
the sherifi of the county of Middlesex, (hence the
name,) and commanding him to take the defend-
ant and have him before the king at Westmin-
ster on a day named. to answer the plaintifi"s
complaint. State v. Mathews, 2 Brev. (S. G.)
83: Sims v. Alderson, 8 Leigh (Va.) 484. .

3. A formal written petition to a superior
court for action to be taken in a cause al-
ready determined, or a record or certified
account of the proceedings in such action
or some portion thereof, accompanying such
a petition.
-311! of odvocation. In Scotch practice. A
bill by which the judgment of an inferior court
is appealed from, or brought under review of
a superior. Bell.--B111 of oer-tioru-1. A bill.
the object of which is to remove a suit in equity
from some inferior court ‘to the court of chan-
cery, or some other an erior court of equity.
on account of some aleged incompetency of
the inferior court, or some injustice in its pro-
ceedings. Story, Eq. Pl. (5th Ed.) § 29§.—B:l_l1
of exee tions. A formal statement in writ-
ing of t e ob'ections or exceptions taken by a
party during t e trial of a cause to the decisions,
rulings, or instructions of the trial judge. stat-
ing the objection, with the facts and circum-
stances on which it is founded. and, in order to
attest its accuracy, signed and sealed by the
judge; the object being to put the controverted
rulings or decisions upon the record for the in-
formation of the afipcllate court. Ex psrte
Crane. 5 Pet. 193. 8 . Ed. 92; Galvin v. State.
56 Ind. 56: Coxe v. Field, 13 N. J. Law, 218:
Sackett v. McCord, 23 Ala. S54.

4. In equity practice. A formal written
complaint, in the nature of a petition, ad-
dressed by a suitor in chanccry to tiie chan-
cellor or to a court of equity or a court
having equitable jurisdiction, showing the
names of the parties, stating the facts which
make up the case and the complainant's alle-
gations, averring that the acts disclosed are
contrary to equity. and praying for process
and for specific relief, or for such relief as
the circumstances demand. U. S. v. Am-
ln-use. 108 I‘-. S. 336. 2 Sup. Ct. (:82. 27 L.
Ed. 746; Feeney v. Howard, 79 Cal. 525, 21
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Pac. 984, 4 L. R. A. 826. 12 Am. St. Rep.
162; Sharon v. Sharon, 67 Cal. 185, 7 Pac.
456.

Bills are said to _be original, not original,_o_r in
the nature of original bills. 1h_ey are original
when the circumstances constituting the case are
not already before the court, and relief js_ de-
maiided, or the bill is filed for a subsidiary
purpose. _ .

-3111 for s new trial. A bill in_equity_in
which the specific relief asked is an inJunction
against the execution _of a judgment rendered
at law and a new trial in the action, on account
of some fact which would render‘ it inequitable
to enforce the Judgment, but W_lllCh wn.s not
available to the party on the trial at law, or
which he was revented from presenting by
fraud or acciden . without concurrent fraud or
neglige.-ce on his_owu part.—B1l1 for foreclo-
sure. One which is filed by I1 m0l‘l8&_8e0
against the mortgagor, for the purpose of having
the estate sold. thereby to_ obtain the sum mort-

remises, with interest and costs.
1'. 528.-13111 in stature of a.

‘hill of review. A bill in e uity. to obtain
a re-examination and reversal o a decree. filed
by one who was not a par to the original suit,
nor bound by the decree. ill in nature of a.
hill of revive . Where, on the abatement
of a suit. there is such a transmission of the
interest of the incapacitated party that the title
to it. as well as the rson entitled, may be the
subject of litigation in a court of chancery. the
suit cannot be continued by a mere bill of _re-
vivor. but an original bill upon which the title
may be litigated must be filed. This is called a
"bi l in the nature of a bill of revivor." it is
founded on privity of estate or title by the act
of the party. And the nature and operation of
the whole act by which the xirivity is created is
open to controversy. Story, ‘q. Pl. 55 3'i'8~380:
2 Amer. & Eng. Enc. Law. 2‘i'1.—Blll in na-
ture of a supplemental bill. A bil1_fi_led
when new parties, with new interests, arising
from events happening since the suit was com-
menced. are brought before the court; wherein
it diifere from a supplemental bill, which is
properly applicable to those cases only where
the same parties or the same interests remain
before the court. Story. Eq. Pl. (5th Ed.) 5 345
et seq.—Bl1l of maternity. One filed by
an executor or administrator. who finds the
stairs of the deceased so much involved that
he cannot safely administer the estate except
under the direction of a court of chancery. This
bill is filed against the creditors. enerally, for
the purpose of havin all their claims adjusted,
and procuring a fina decree settling the order
of payment of the assets. 1 Story, Eq. Juneg

.—B_i1l of discovery. A bill in equity fil
to obtain a discovery of facts resting in the
knowledge of the defeiidant. or of deeds or writ-
iugs. or other things in his custody or power.
Story. Eq. Pl. (5th Ed.) § 311; Wright v. Su-
perior Court, 139 Cal. 469, 73 Pac. 145; Ever-
Ion v._Assur. Co. (0. C.) 68 Fed. 258' state
v. Savings Co., 28 Or. 410, 43 Pac. 16‘ -3111
of Information. Where a suit is instituted on
behalf of the crown or government, or of those
of whom it has the custody by virtue of its
prerogative, or whose rights are under its par-
ticular protection, the matter of complaint is
olfered to the court by way of information by
the_ attorney or solicitor general. instead of by
petition. Where a suit immediately concerns
the crown or government alone, the proceeding
is purely by way of information. but. where it
does not do so immediately, a relator is a point-
ed. who is answerable for costs, etc., an , if he
is interested in the matter in connection with
the crow_n or government. the proceeding is by
information and hill. Informatlons difier from
bills in little more than name and form. and
the same rules are substantially a plicabie to
both. See Story, Eq. Pl. 5; 1 Dan ell, Ch. Pr.

on the
fiaielgdd. Ch.
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2. 8, 288; 3 Bl. Comm. 261.-Bill of inter-
pleadex-. The name of a bill in equity to ob-
tain a. settlement of a question of right to money
or other property adversely claimed, in whi
the partgefillng the bill has no interest, although
it may in his hands, by compelling such ad-
verse claimants to litigate the right or title be-
tween themselves. and relieve him from liabilitiv
or litigation. Van \Vinkle v. Owen 54 N. .

Eq. 34 At]. 400; Wakeman v. kingsland,
46 N. J. Eq. 113. 18 Atl. 680; Gibson v. Gold-
thwaite, 7 Ala. 28], 42 Am. Dec. 592-311! of
peace. One which is filed when a rson has
a -right which may be controverted fly various
persons, at difierent times. and by di erent ac-
tions. Ritchie v. Dorland. 6 Cal. 33; Murphy
v. Wilmington. 6 Houst. (Del.) 108. 22 Am. St.
Rep. 345; Eldrid e v. Hill, 2 Johns. Ch. (N.
Y.) 281: Randolp V. Kinney. 3 Rand. (Va.)
395.-Bill of revlvor. One which is brought
to continue a suit which has abated before its
final consummation, as. for example, by death,
or marriage of a female laintifi. Clarke v.
Mathewson, 12 Pet. 164, 9 Ed. 1041: Brooks
v. Laurent. 98 Fed. 647. 39 C. C. A. 201.—Bill
of revivor and supplement. One which is
a compound of a supplemental bill and bill_of
revivor, and not only continues the suit, which
has abated by the death of the laintifl, or the
like, but supplies any detects the original
bill arising from subsequent events, so as to
entitle the part to relief on the whole merits
of his case. itf. Eq.. Pl. 32, 74' Wcstcott
v. Gady, 5 Johns. Ch. (N. Y.) 342, :5 Am. Dec.
306: Bowie v. Minter. 2 Ala. 411.—Bl11 of
review. One which is brought to have a de-
cree of the court reviewed, corrected, or revers-
ed. Dodge v. Northrop, 85 Mich. 243, 48 N.
W. 50.'i.—Blll qula tisuet. A bill invoking
the aid of equity "because he fears," that is,
because the complainant apprehends an injury
to his property rights or nterests, from the
fault or neglect of another. Such bills are en-

- tertained to guard against possible or prospective
injuries, an to preserve the means by which
existing rights may be protected from future‘
or contingent violations; diifering from injunc-
tions, in that the latter correct past and present
or imminent and certain injuries. .Bisp. Eq. §
568; 2 Story, E . Jur. 826; Bailey v. South-
wick. 6 Lens. ( . Y.) '64; Bryant v. Peters.
3 Ala. 169; Randolph v. Kinney. 3 Rand. (Va.)
3952-3111 to carry a decree Into execu-
tion. One which is filed when, from the neg-
lect of parties or some other cause, it may be-
come impossible to carry a decree into execution
without the further decree of the court. Hind,
(_‘h. Pr. 68: Story, Eq. Pl. § 42.—Blll to per-
petuate testimony. A bill in equity filed in
order to procure the testimony of witnesses to
be taken as to some matter not at the time be-
fore the courts. but which is likely at some
future time to be in litigation. Story. Eq. Pl.
(5th Ed. § 300 et aeq.—Bill to suspend a de-
cree. ne brought to avoid or suspend a de-
cree under special circumstances.-Bill to take
testimony do Irene esse. One which is
brought to take the testimony of witnesses to a
fact material to the prosecution of a suit at
law which is actually commenced, where there
is good cause to fear that the testimony may
otherwise he lost before the time of trial. 2
Story, Eq. Jur. § 1813. n.—Ox-oss-bill. One
which is brought by a defendant in a suit against
a plaintifi in or against other defendants in
the same suit, or against both, toiichin the
matters in question in the original bill. Story,
Eq. Pl. 5 3%: Mitf. Eq. PI. 80. A cross-bill is
a bill brought by a defendant against a plnintiif,
or other arties in a former bill depending,
touching t e matter in question in that bill. it
is usually brought either to obtain a necessary
discovery of facts in aid of the defense to the
original bill. or to obtain full relief to all ar-
ties in reference to the matters of the orig nal
bill. It is to be treated as a more auxiliary siiit.

.. Shields v. Barrow, 17 How. 144, 15 L. Ed. 158;
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Kidder v. Barr, 35 N. H. 251; Blythe v. Hinc_k-
SC. C.) 84 Fed. 234. A cross-bill is aspecies

o p eading, used for the purpose of obtaining a
discovery necessary to t e defense, or to _ob-
tain some relief founded on the collateral claims
of the party defendant to the ori inal suit.
Tison v. Tison. 1-} Ga. 167. Also, i a bill of
exchange or promissory note be given in consid-
eration of another bill or note, it is called a
“croas" or "counter-” bill or note.

6. In legislation and constitutional law,
the word means a draft of an act of the leg-
islature before it becomes a law; a proposed
-or projected law. A draft of an act pre-
:sented to the legislature, but not enacted.
An act is the appropriate term for it, after
it has been acted on by, and passed by. the
legislature. Southwark Bank v. Comm., 26
Pa. 450; Sedgwick County Com’rs v.- Bailey,
13 Kan. 608; May v. Rice. 91 Ind. 549;
State v. Hegeman, 2 Pennewlll (Del.) 147, 44
Atl. 621. Also a special act passed by a leg-
islative body in the exercise of a quasi ju-
dicial power. Thus, bills of attainder. bills
of pains and penalties, are spoken of.
-3111 of attalnder see A'rraINDsa.—Bul of
indemnity. In English law. An act of parlia-
ment. passed every sesslon until 1869, but dis-
continued in and after that year, as having been
rendered unnecessary bg the passing of the
promissory oaths act, 1 68, for the relief of
those who have unwittingly or unavoidably neg-
lected to take the necessary oaths, etc.. required
for the purpose of qualifying them to hold their
respective ofices. Wharton.-B111 of pains
and penalties. A special act of the legisla-
ture which iniiicts a punishment, less than
death, upon persons supposed to be guilty of
treason or felony, without any conviction in the

, ordinary course of judicial proceedings. It dif-
-fers from a bill of attainder in this: that the
punishment iniiicted by the latter is death.—

rate M11. ll legislative bills which have
for their object some particular or private in-
terest are so'termed. as distinguished from such
as are for the benefit of the whole community,
which are thence termed “public bills." See
People v. Chautauqua County. 43 N. Y. 17.
—Ps-hate 1:111 ofloe. An oiiice of the _Eng-
lish parliament where the business of obtaining
private acts of parliament is conducted.

8. A solemn and formal legislative dec-
laration of popular rights and liberties,
promulgated on certain extraordinary occa-
sions, as the famous Bill of Rights in Eng-
lish history.
-8111 of rights. A formal and emphatic leg-
islative assertion and declaration of popular
rights and liberties usually promulgated upon
a chap e of overnment; particularly the stat-
ute 1 . & . St. 2, c. 2. Also the summary
of the rights and liberties of the people, or of
the princi lea of constitutional law deemed es-
sential an fundamental, contained in many of
the American state constitntlons.—Eason v.
State, 11 Ark. 491; Atchison St. R. Co. v. Mis-
souri Pac. R. Co.. 31 Kim. 661, 3 Pac. 284:
Orr v. Qulmby, 54 N. H. 613.

7. In the law of contracts. an obligation;
in deed, whereby the obligor acknowledges
himself to owe to the obligee a certain sum
of money or some other thing. It may be
indented or poll, and with or without a pen-
iilty.
—Bl11 obligatory.
payment of money.

A bond absolute for the
It is called also a "single
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bill" and difiers from a promissory note onl
in aving a seal.—Bank v. Greiner, 2 Serg.
_R. (Pa.) 115.—Bi11 of debt. An ancient term
including promissory notes and bonds for the
ayment 0 money. Com. Dig. “Merchant." F.
.—Blll penal. A written 0 ligation by which

a debtor acknowledges himself indebted in a
certain sum, and binds himself for the payment
thereof. in a larger sum, called a “penalty."
-3111 single. A written promise to pay to
a person or persons named a stated sum at a
stated time, without any condition. When un-
der seal, as is usually t e case, it is sometimes
called a “bill obligatory," (q. o.) It differs
from a “bill penal," (q. o.,) in that it expresses
no penalty.

8. In commercial law. A written state-
ment of the terms of a contract, or specifica-
tion of the items of a transaction or of a
demand; also a general name for any item
of indebtedness, whether receivable or pay-
able.
-3111-‘book. In mercantile law. A book in
which an account of bills of exchange and prom-
issory notes whether ayabie or receivable, is
state-d.—B1ll-head. printed form on which
merchants and traders make out their bills and
render accounts to their customers.—Bl1l of
lading. In common law. The written evidence
of a contract for the carriage and delivery of
goods sent by sea for a certs n freight. Mason
v. Lickbarrow. 1 H. Bl. 359. A written mem-
orandum. given by the person in command of a
merchant vessel, acknowledging the recel t on
board the ship of certain specified g s, in
good order or “apparent good order,” which he
undertakes, in consideration of the payment of
frei ht, to deliver in like good order (dangers
of t.e sea excepted) at a designated place to the
consignee therein named or to his assigns. De-

20 Fed. 510; Gage v.
Jaqueth. 1 Lens. (N. Y. 210; The Delaware. 14
Wall. 600. 20 L. Ed. 779. The term is often
a plied to a similar receipt and undertaking
g ven b a carrier of goods by land. A bill of
lading s an instrument in writing. signed by a
carrier or his agent, describing the freight so
as to identify it, stating the name of the con-
signor, the terms of the contract for carriage.
and agreeing or directing that the freight be
delivered to the order or assigns of a specified
person at a specified place. Civil Code Cal. 5
2126; Civil Code Dak. I 1229.—B1l1 of par-
cels. A statement sent to the buyer of goods,
along with the goods, exhibiting in detail the
items composing the parcel and their several
prices, to enable him to detect any mistake or
omission; an invoice.-B111 of sale. in con-
tracts. A written agreement under seal. by
which one person assigns or transfers his right
to or interest in goods and personal chattels
to.another. An instrument by which. in par-
ticular, the property in ships and vessels is
conveyed. Putnam v. McDonald. 72 Vt. 4. 47
Atl. 159: Young 1'. Stone. 61 App. Div. 364.
70 N. Y. Supp. 558.—Bl11 pa able’. In a
merchant's accounts. all bills w_h ch he has ac-
cepted, and romissorfi notes which he has made.
are called “ ills pays le.” and are entered in a
ledger account under that name, and recorded
in a book bearing the same title.—Bl11 receiv-
able. In a merchant's accounts, all notes.
drafts. checks. etc.. payable to him. or of which
he is to receive the ‘proceeds at a future date.
are called “bills receivable." and are entered in
a ledger-account under that name, and also
noted in a book bearing the same title. State v.
Robinson, 57 Md. 501.—B£1l rendered. A bill
of items rendered by a creditor to his debtor;
an "account rendered,” as distinguished from
“an account stated." llill v. Hatch. 11 Me. 455.
-—Grand bill of sale. In English law. The
name of an instrument used for the transfer of
a ship while she is at sea. An expression which
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is understood to refer to the instrument where-
by a ship was originally transferred from the
builder to the owner, or flrst purchaser. 6
Kent. Comm. 133.

9. In the law of negotiable instruments.
A promissory obligation for the payment of
money.

Standing alone or without qualifying words,
the_ term is understood to mean a bank note.
United _States treasury note, or other piece of

per circulating as money. Green v. State. 28
ex. App. 493. 3 S. W. 785; Keith v. Jones.

!2)5.:I’ohns. (N. Y.) 121; Jones v. Fales. 4 Mass.

-3111 of exchu: e. A written order from
A. to B., directing . togiay to C. a certain sum
of money therein name . Byles, Bills 1. An
open (that is, unsealed) letter addressed by one
person to another directing him. in eifect, to pay,
absolutely and at all events, a certain sum of
money therein named. to a third person. or to
any other to whom that third person may order
it to be paid, or it may be Bayable to bearer
or to the_ drawer himsel . 1 aniel. Neg. Inst.
27. A bill of exchan e is an instrument, nego-
tiable in form, by wh ch one, who is called the
"drawer," requests another. ca led the "drawee.”
to pa a s iiied sum of money. _Civil Code
(XI. 1 317 . A bill of exchange is an order
by one person. called the “drawer” or “maker,"
to anot er. called the “drawee" or “acceptor,"
to pay money to another, (who may be the
drawer himself.) called the “payee," or his or-
der. or to the bearer. If the payee, or a bearer,
transfers the bill by iudorsement, he then be-
comes the “indorser." If the drawer or drawee
resides out of this state. it is then called a
"foreign bill of exchange." Code Ga. 1882, Q

277§.—Bi11 of credit. In constitutional law.
A bill or promissory note issued by the govern-
ment of a state or nation, upon its faith and
credit. designed to circulate in the community
as money. and redeemable at a future day.
Briscoe v. Bank of Kentucky, 11 Pet. 271, 9
L. Ed. 709; Craig v. Missouri. 4 Pet. 431, 7
L. Ed. 903; Hale v. Huston. 44 Ala_. 138, 4
Am. Rep. 124. In mercantile law. A license or
authority given in writing from one person to
another. very common among merchants, bank-
ers, and_ those who travel, empowering a person
to receive or take up money of their cor-
respondents abroad.—Domestic ‘bill of ex-
change. A bill of exchange drawn on a per-
son residing in the same state with the drawer;
or dated at a place in the state, and drawn on
a person living within the state. It is the
residence of the drawer and drawee which must
determine whether a bill is domestic or foreign.

ale v. Franklin, 25 Miss. 143.-—Pos-cign
of exchange. A bill of exchange drawn

in one state or country,» upon a foreign state
or country. A bill of exchange drawn in one
country upon another country not governed by
the same homogeneous laws, or_ not governed
throughout by the same. municipal laws._ A
bill of exchange drawn in one of the United
States upon a erson residing in another state
is a foreign hll. See Story, Bills, 22: 3
Kent. Comm. 94. note; ‘Buckner v. Finley, 2
Pet. 586. 7 L. Ed. 528; Duncan v. Course, 1
Mill. Const. (S. C.) 100' Phoenix Bank v. Hus-
sey, 12 Pick. (Mass.) 4éi.

10. In maritime law. The term is applied
to contracts of various sorts, but chiefly to
bills of lading (see supra) and to bills of ad-
venture (see infra.)
-3111 of adventure. A written certificate
by a merchant or the master or owner of a
ship. to the effect that the pro_pert and risk in
goods shipped on the vessel in h own name
belong to mother person, to whom he is account-
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able for the proceeds alone'.—-B111 of gross
adventure. In French maritime law. Any
written instrument which contains a contract
of bottomry, reapondeyitia, or any other kind
of maritime loan. There is no corresponding
English term. Hall, Merit. Loans. 182. n.
-8111 of health. An official certificate. given
b the authorities of a port from which a vessel
cears, to the master of the ship, showing the
state of the port. as respects the public health,
at the time of sailing, and exhibited to the au-
thorities of the port which the yessel next makes,
in token that she does not bring disease.‘ If
the bill alleges that no contagious or infectious.
disease existed, it is called a “clean” bill_: if It
admits that one was suspected or antici ted,
or that one actually prevailed, it is led I
“touched" or a “foul" bill.

11. In revenue law and procedure, the
term is given to various documents filed in
or issuing from a custom house, principally
of the sorts described below.

-3111 of entry. An account of the goods
entered at the custom house, both incoming and
outgoing. It must state the name of the mer-
chant exporting or importing, the quantity and
species of merchandise, and whither transport-
ed, and whence.—B111 of sight. When an im-
porter of goods is ignorant of their exact quan-
tity or quality, so that he cannot make a per-
fect entry of them, he may give to the customs
officer a written description of themfiaccording
to the best of his information and belief. This
is called a “bill of sight."—B111 of store. In
English law. A kind of license granted at the
custom-house to merchants, to carry such stores
and provisions as are necessary for their voy-
age, custom free. _Jacob.—B11l of suflcrance.
In Ehiglish law. A license granted at the cus-
tom-house to a merchant, to sufier him to trade
from one English port to another, without pay-
ing custom. Cowell.

12. In -criminal law, a bill of indictment,
see infra.
-3111 of indictment. A formal written
document accusing a person or persons named of
having committed a felony or misdemeanor, law-
fully laid before a grand jug for their action
upon it. If the grand jury ecide that a trial
ought to be had, they indorse on it "a true
bil ,” if otherwise, “not a true bill” or “not
found."-—-State v. Ray, Rice (S. C.) 4, 33 Am.
Dec. 90.—Bi11 of a peel. An ancient, but
now abolished, meth of criminal prosecution.
See Barren.

13. In common-law practice. Aniteinized
statement or specification of particular de-
tails, especially items or cost or charge.

-3111 of costs. A certified, itemized state-
ment of the amount of costs in an action or suit.
Doe v. Thompson, 22 N. H. 219. By the Eng-
lish usage, this term is applied to the statement
of the char s and disbursements of an attor-
ney or solicitor incurred in the conduct of his
client's business, and which might be taxed upon
application, even thou h not incurred in anv
suit. Thus, conveyanc ng costs might be taxed.
Wharton.—B111 of particulars. In practice.
A written statement or specification of the par-
ticulars of the demand for which an action at
law is brought. or of a defendant's set-ofl‘ against
such demand, (including dates, sums, and items
in detail.) furnished by one of the parties to
the other. either voluntarily or in com liance
with a judge's order for that purpose. '.l‘idd.
Pr. 596-600; 2 Archb. Pr. 221; Ferguson v.
Ashbell 53 Tex. 250; Baldwin v. Gregg, 13
Metc. (Mass) 255.
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14. In English law, a draft of a patent
for a charter. commission, dignity, oiilce, or
appointment.

Such a bill is drawn up in the attorney gen-
erai's patent bill otlice, is submitted by a secre-
tary of state for the King's signature, when it
is called the “King's bill.’ and is then counter-
signed by the secretary of state and sealed by
the priv seal. and then the patent is prepared
and sea ed. Sweet.

BILLA. L. Lat. A bill; an original bill.
-311]: oxcunbil. A bill of exchange.—BiIln
exonorstionis. A bill of lading.—B1lln Vern.
(A true bill.) In old practice. The indorse-
ment ancicntiy made on a bill of indictment
by a grand jury, when they found it sufliciently
sustained by evidence. -1 Bl. Comm. 306.

BILLA GASSETUR, or QUOD BELA
CASSETUR. (That the bill be quashed.)
In practice. The form of the judgment ren-
dered for a defendant on a plea in abate-
ment, where the proceeding is by bill; that
is, where the suit is commenced by capias,
and not by, original writ. 2 Archb. Pr. K.
B. 4.

311.1421‘. A soldier's quarters in a civil-
ian's house; or the ticket which authorizes
him to occupy them.

in French law. A bill or promissory note.
Billet 6 ordre; a bill payable to order. Bil-
let d we, a bill payable at sight. Billet do
complaisancc, an accommodation bill. Bil-
let de clumge, an engagement to give, at a
fixture time. a bill of exchange, which the
party is not at the time prepared to give.
Story, Bills, 5 2, n.

BILLETA. in old English law. A bill
or petition exhibited in parliament. Coweli.

BI-BIETALLIC. Pertaining to. or con-
sisting of, two metals used as money at a.

fixed relative value.

BI-MZETALLISLI. The legalized use of
two metals in the currency of a country at a
fixed relative value.

BIND. To obligate; to bring or place
under definite duties or legal obligations,
particularly by a bond or covenant; to affect
one in a constraining or compulsory manner
with a contract or a judgment. So long as
a contract. an adjudication, or a legal rela-
tion remains in force and virtue. and con-
tinues to impose duties or obligations, it is
said to he “bimling." A man is bound by his
contract or promise, by a judgment or decree
against him, by his bond or covenant, by an
estoppel. etc. Stone v. Bradbury, 14 Me.
193; iloimes v. Tutton, 5 El. & B1. 80; Bank
v. Ireland. 127 N. C. 238. 37 S. E. 223; Doug-
las v. llennessy. 15 R. l. 272. 10 Ati. 583.

BIND OUT. To place one under a legal
obligation to serve another; as to bind out
an apprentice.

I
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BINDING OVER. The act.by which a
court or magistrate requires a person to en-
ter into a recognizance or furnish bail to ap-
pear for trial. to keep the peace. to attend as
a witness. etc.

BIPABTITE. Consisting of, or divisible
into, two parts. A term in conveyancing de-
scriptive of an instrument in two parts. and
executed by both parties.

BIERETUH, BIRBETUS. A cap or
coif used formerly in England by judges and
serjeants at law. Spelman.

BIRTH. The act of being born or wholly
brought into separate existence. Wallace v.
State. 10 Tex. App. 270.

-

BIS. Lat. Twice.

Bis idea: 021;! Irons Ides non patltnrt
at in ssthfnuitionibus non permlttitur
smplius flex-1 quun somel fsotum out.
Good faith does not snfier the same thing to
he demanded twice; and in making satisfac-
tion [for a debt or demand] it is not al-
lowed to be done more than once. 9 Coke,
53.

BISAILE. The father of one's grand-
father or grandmother.

BISANTIUM, BESANTINE, BEZANT.
An ancient coin, first issued at Constantino-
ple; it was of two sorts,—gold, equivalent to
a ducat. valued at 9s. 6d.; and silver, com-
puted at 2s. They were both current in
England. Wharton.

BI-SCOT. In old English law. A line
imposed for not repairing banks, ditches, and
causeways.

BISHOP. In English law. An ecclesias-
tical dignitary, being the chief of the clergy
within his diocese. subject to the archbishop
of the province in which his diocese is sit-
uated. Most of the bishops are also mem-
bers of the House of Lords.

BISHOPRIO. In ecclesiastical law. The
diocese of a bishop, or the circuit in which
he has jurisdiction; the oiiice of a bishop.
1 Bl. Comm. 377-382.

BISEOPS COURT. In English law.
An ecclesiastical court, held in the cathedral
of each diocese, the judge whereof is the
bishop's chancellor. who judges by the civil
canon law; and, if the diocese be large, he
has his commissaries in remote parts, who
hold consistory courts. for matters limited to
them by their commission.

BISSEXTILE. The day which is added
every fourth year to the month of February.
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in order to make the year.agree with the
course of the sun.

Leap year. consisting of 3156 days. and
happening every fourth year, by the addi-
tion of a day in the month of February,
which in that year consists of twenty-nine
days.

BLACK ACBB and WKITB ACBI‘.
Fictitious names applied to pieces of land.
and used as examples in the old books.

BLACK ACT. The statute 9 Geo. I. c.
22, so called because it was occasioned by the
outrages committed by persons with their
faces blacked or otherwise disguised, who
appeared in.Epping Forest, near Waitham,
in Essex, and destroyed the deer there, and
committed other oirenses. Repealed by 7 J:
8 Geo. IV. c. 27.

BLACK ACTS. Old Scotch statutes
passed in the reigns of the Stuarts and down
to the year 1586 ‘or 1587, so called because
printed in black letter. Bell.

BLACK BOOK O!‘ HEREFORD. In
English law. An old record frequently re-
terred to by Cowell and other early writers.

BLACK BOOK O!‘ THE ADHIBALTY.
A book of the highest authority in ad-
miralty matters, generally supposed to have
been compiled during the reign of Edward
III. with additions of a later date. It con-
tains the iaws of Oieron. a view of crimes
and oifenses cognizable in the admiralty, and
many other matters. See DeLovio v. Bolt,
2 Gail. 404, Fed. Cas. No. 3,776.

BLACK BOOK or TKB KxCKEQ-
‘UEB. The name of an ancient book kept in
the English exchequer, containing a collec-
tion of treaties. conventions, charters, etc.

.BLACK CA)’. The head-dress worn by
the judge in pronouncing the sentence of
death. It is part of the judicial full dress,
and is worn by the judges on occasions of
especial state. Wharton.

BLACK CODE. A name given collec-
tiveiy to the body of laws, statutes, and
rules in force in various southern states
prior to 1865, which regulated the institu-
tion of slavery. and particularly those for-
bidding their reception at public inns and
on public conveyances. Civil Rights Cases.
109 U. S. 3, 3 Sup. Ct. 18. 27 L. Ed. 835.

BLACK GAME. In English law. Heath
fowl. in contradistinction to red game, as
grouse.

BLACK-LIST. A list of persons marked
out for special avoidance. antagonism. or en-
mity on the part of those who prepare the
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list or those among whom it is intended ‘to
circulate: as where a trades-union "biack-
lists" workmen who refuse to conform to its
rules. or where a list of insolvent or untrust-
worthy persons is published by a commercial
agency or mercantile association. Masters
v. Lee. 39 Neb. 574.58 N. W. 222; Mattiso
v. Railway Co., 2 Ohio N. P. 279. ~

BLACK-HAIL. 1. In one of its origi-
nal meanings, this term denoted a tribute
paid by ‘English dwellers_aloug the Scottish
border to influential chicftains of Scotland,
as a condition of securing immunity from
raids of marauders and border thieves.

2. It also designated rents payable in cat-
tle, grain. work, and the like. Such rents
were called “black-mail," (rcditua ntgr:',) in
distinction from white rents. (blanchc fir-mes.)
which were rents paid in silver.

3. The extortion of money by threats or
overtures towards criminal prosecution or
the destruction of a man's reputation or so-
cial standing.

In common parlance, the term is equivalent to.
and synonymous with. “extortion."—the exaction
of money, either for the performance of a duty,
the prevention of an injury, or the exercise of an
influence. It supposes the service to he unlaw-
ful, and the payment involuntary. Not infre-
quently it is extorted by threats. or by operat-
ing upon the fears or the credulity. or by prom-
iscs to conceal or ofiers to expose, the weak-
nesses, the follies, or the crimes of the victim.
Edsail v. Brooks, 3 Rob. (N. Y.) 284. IT Ahh.
I-’rac. 221: Life Ass’n v. Booghc-r. 3 Mo. App.
173 ' Hess v. Sparks, 44 Kan. 46:"). 24 Pac. 97!).
21 Am. St. Rep. 300: People v. Thompson. 9?
N. Y. 313: Utterback v. State, 153 Ind. 545,Naif. 420; Mitchell v. Sharon (C. G.) 5]

BLACK MARIA. A closed, wagon or
van in which prisoners are carried to and
from the jail, or between the court and the
jail.

BLACK BEETS. In old English law.
Rents reserved in work, grain, provisions, or
baser money, in coutradistinction to those
which were reserved in u-hite money or sil-
ver, which were termed “white rents,"
(reditus aibi,) or blanch farms. Tomlius;
Whishaw.

BLACK-BOD. GBNTLEMAII 118333
0!‘. in England, the title of a chief otiicer
of the king, deriving his name from the
Black Rod of office, on the top of which re-
poses a golden lion, which he carries

BLACK WARD. A suhvassal, who held
ward of the king's vassul.

BLACKLBG. A person who gets his liv-
ing by frequenting race-courses and places
where games of chance are played. getting
the best odds. and giving the least he can,
but not necessarily cheating. That is not
indictable either by statute or at common

law. Barnett v. Alien, 3 iiurL & N. 379.



' crops of grain of any kind. Spelman.

BLADA

- BLADA. In old English law. Growing
All

manner of annual grain. Cowell. Harvested
grain. Bract. 2170; Reg. Orig. 94b, 95.

nnansnms. In old "English law. A
corn-monger; meal-man.or corn-chandler; a
bladier, or engrosser of corn- or grain.
Blount.

BLANOSEIGN. In Louisiana, a paper
signed at the bottom by him who intends to
bind himself, give acquittance, or compro-
mise, at the discretion of the person whom
he intrusts with such blanc seign, giving him
power to fill it with what he may think prop-
er, according to agreement. Musson v. U. 8.
Bank, 6 Mart. 0. S. (La.) 718.

BLANCH HOLDING. An ancient ten-
ure of the law of Scotland, the duty payable
being trifling, as a penny or a pepper-corn,
etc., if required; similar to free and common
socage. '

BLANOEE P128112. White rent; a rent
reserved, payable in silver.

BLANOUS. In old law and practice.
White; plain; smooth; blank.

BLANK. A space left unfilled in a writ-
ten document. in which one or more words
or marks are to be inserted to complete the
sense. Angle v. Insurance 00., 92 U. S. 337,
23 L. Ed. 556.

Also a skeleton or printed form for any
legal document, in which the necessary and
invariable words are printed in their proper
order, with blank spaces left for the insertion
of such names. dates, figures, additional
clauses. etc., as may be necessary to adapt
the instrument to the particular case and to
the design of the party using it.
—Blnnk nooeptnnce. An acceptance of a
bill of exchange written on the paper before the
bill is made, and delivered by the acceptor.-
Blnnk liar. Also called the “common bar."
The name of a plea in bar which in an ac-
tion of trespass is at in to oblige the plaintifi
to assign the certa 11 place where the trespass
was committed. It was most in practice in the
common bench. See Cro. Jae. 594.--Blank
bonds. Scotch securities. in which the cred-
itor's name was left‘ blank, and which passed by
mere delivery, the bearer being at liberty to put
in his name and sue for payment. Declared
void by Act 1696, c. 25.—Blnnk lndorsenient.
The indorsement of a bill of exchange or prom-
issory note, by merely writing the name of the
indorser, without mentioning any person to
whom the bill or note is to be paid; called
“biank," because a blank or space is left over
it for the insertion of the name of the indorsee
or of any subs uent holder. Otherwise calle
an indorsement ‘in blank." 3 Kent, Comm. 89;
Story, Prom. Notes, 5 138.

BLANKET POLICY. In the law of fire
insurance. A policy which contemplates that
the risk is shifting. fluctuating. or varying,
and is applied to a class of property. rather
than to any particular article or thing. 1
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Wood, Iris. 5 40. See Insurance Co. v. Balti-
more Warehouse Co., 93 U. S. 541, 23 L. Ed.
868; Insurance Co. v. Landau, 62 N. J. Eq.
73, 49 At]. 738.

BLANXI. A kind of white money. (val-
ue Sd.,) coined by Henry V. in those parts of
France which were then subject to England;
forbidden to be current in that realm by 2
Hen. VI. c. 9. Wharton.

BLASABIUS. An incendiary.

BLASPREIIY. In English law. Blas-
phemy is the otfense of speaking matter re-
lating to God, Jesus Christ, the Bible, or the
Book of Common Prayer, intended to wound
the feelings of mankind or to excite contempt
and hatred against the church by law estab-
llshed, or to promote immorality. Sweet.

In American law. Any oral or written
reproach maliciously cast upon God. His
name, attributes, or religion. Com. v. Knee-
land, 20 Pick. (Mass.) 213; Young v. State,
10 Leo. (Tenn.) 165; Coin. v. Spratt, 14 Phlla.'
(Pa.) 365; People v. Ruggles, 8 Johns." (N. Y.)
290, 5 Am. Dec. 335; Updegraph v. Com., 11
Serg. & R. (Pa.) 406; 2 Bish. 01'. Law, 5 76;
Pen. Code Dak. 5 31.

In general, blasphemy ma be described as con-
sisting in speaking evil 0 the Deity with an
impious pu se to derogate from the divine
majesty, an to alienate the minds of others
from the love and reverence of God. It is pur-
posiel using words concerning Go'd calculated
an
ence, respect, and confidence due to Him as the
intelligent creator, governor, and judge of the
world. It embraces the idea of detraction, when
used towards the Supreme Being, as “calumny"
usual] carries the same idea when applied to
an in ividual. It is a willful and malicious at-
tem t_to lessen men's reverence of God by deny
ing is existence, or His attributes as an intel-
iigent creator, governor, and judge of men, and to
iérevent their having confidence in Him as such.

om. v. Kneeland, K) Pick. (Mass.) 211, 212.

The use of this word is, in modern law
exclusively confined to sacred subjects; but
blasphemla and blaaphemare were nnciently
used to signify the reviling by one person of
another. Nov. 77, c. 1, 5 1; Spelman.

BLEES. In old English law. Grain; par-
ticularly corn.

BLI-INCH, IBLENOII HOLDING.
Bnzmcn HOLDING.

See

BLENDED FUND. In England, where
a testator directs his real and personal estate
to be sold, and disposes of the proceeds as
forming one _ aggregate, this is called a
“blended fund."

BLIND. One who is deprived of the sense
or faculty of sight. See Pol. Code Cal. 1903,
5 2241.

BLINKI. In old English law. Bouglis
broken down from trees and thrown in a
way where deer are likely to pass. Jacob.

esigned to impair and destroy the rever--
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BLOCK. A square or portion of a city
or town inclosed by streets, whether par-
tially or wholly occupied by buildings‘ or
containing only vacant lots. Ottawa v. Bar-
ney, 10 Kan. 270; Fraser v. Ott, 95 Cal.
661, 30 Pac. 793; State v. Deires, 44 La.
Ann. 164, 10 South. 59/? ; Todd v. Railroad
Co., 78 ill. 530; Iiarrison v. People, 195 Ill.
466, 63 N. E. 191.

BLOCK 0!‘ SURVEYS. In Pennsylva-
nia land law. Any considerable body of
contiguous tracts surveyed in the name or
the same warrantee, without_ regard to the
manner in which they were originally lo-
cated; a body of contiguous tracts located
by exterior lines, but not separated from
each other by interior lines. Morrison v.
Seaman, 183 Pa. 74. 38 Ati. 710; Ferguson
v. Bloom, 144 Pa. 549, 2% Atl. 49.

BLOOXAJDE. In international law. A
marine investment or beleaguering of a town
or harbor. A sort of circumvallatlon round
a place by which all foreign connection and
correspondence is. as far as human power
an eifect it. to be cut out. 1 C. Rob. Adm.
151. It is not necessary, however, that the
place should be invested by land, as well as
by sea, in order to constitute a legal block-
ade; and, it a place be biockaded by sea
only, it is no -violation of belligerent rights
for the neutral to carry on commerce with
it by inland communications. 1 Kent, Comm.
147.

’1‘he actual investment of a port or lace by a
hostile force fully competent, under o inary cir-
cumstances, to cut OE all communication there-
with, so arranged or disposed as to be able to
apply its force to every point of racticable ac-
cess or ap roach to the ort or p ace so invest-
ed. Bouv er; The Olin e Rodrigues (D. C.) 91
Fed. 274: Id.. 174 U. S. 510. 19 Sup. Ct. 851,
43 L. Ed. 101%‘ U. S. v. The William Arthur,
28 Fed. Gas. 6.5.4; The Peterhoif. 6 Wall. 50,
:1£__L. Ed. 564; Grinnan v. Edwards, 21 W. Va.

4. -

It is called a “blockade de facto" when
the usual notice of the blockade has not been
given to the neutral powers by the govern-
ment causing the investment. in consequence
of which the biockading squadron has to
warn oi! all approaching vessels.
—Ps.per blockade. The state of a line of
coast proclaimed to be under blockade in time
of war, when the naval force on watch is not
suflicient to repel a real attempt to enter.—Pnb-
lie blockade. A blockade which is not only es-
tablished in fact, but is notified, by the govern-
ment directing it, to other governments; as dis-
tinguished from a simple blockade, which maybe
established by a naval ofllcer acting upon his
own discretion or under direction of superiors,
without governmental notification. The Circus-
sisn. 2 Wall. 150, 17 L. Ed. 796.-Simple
blookade. One established by a naval com-
mander acting on his own discretion and re-
sponsibility, or under the direction of a superi-
or otlicer, but without governmental orders or
Etiliaition. The Circassian. 2 Wall. 150. 17 L.

BLOOD. Kindred; consanguinity; fam-
ily relationship; relation by descent from a
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common ancestor. One person .is "of the
blood” of another when they are related by
lineal descent or collateral kinship. Miller
v. speer, 38 N. J. l-lq. 572; Delaplaine v.
Jones, 8 N. J. Law, 346: Leigh v. Leigh, 15
Ves. 108; Cummings v. Cummings, 146 Mass.
501, 16 N. E 401; Swasey v. Jaques, 144
Mass. 135, 10 N. E. 758, 59 Am. Rep‘. 65.

-3111-blood. A term denoting the degree of
relationship which exists between those who
have the same father or the same mother, but
not both parents in commonpflixed blood.
A person is “of mixed blood" who is descended
from ancestors of diflerent races or nationali-
ties; but particularly, in the United States, the
term denotes a person one of whose parents (or
more remote ancestors) was a negro. See Hop-
kins v. Bowers, 111 N. C. 175, 16 S. E. 1.—
Whole blood. K_inshlp by descent from the
same father and mother; as distinguished from
half blood, which is the relationship of those who
have one parent in common, but not both.

BLOOD MONEY. A wercgild, or pe-
cuniary mulct paid by a slayer to the rela-
tives of his victim.

Also used, in a popular sense, as descrip-
tive of money paid by way of reward for the-
apprehension and conviction or a person.
charged with a capital crime. '

BLOOD STAINS, TESTS FOR.
Pasqlrrrm Tasr.

See

BLOODWIT. An amercement for blood-
shed. Coweii.

The privilege of taking such amercements.
Skene.

A privilege or exemption-from paying a
line or amcrcement assessed for bloodshed.
Cowell.

BLOODY HAND. In forest law. The
having the hands or other parts bloody,
which, in a person caught trespassing in the
forest against venison, was one of the four
kinds of circumstantial evidence of his hav-
ing killed deer. although he was not found
in the act or chasing or hunting. Manwood.

BLUE LAWS. A supposititious code of
severe la_ws tor the regulation or religious
and personal conduct in the colonies of Con-
necticut and New Haven; hence any rigid
Sunday laws or religious regulations. The
assertion by some writers of the existence oi’.

the blue laws has no other basis than the
adoption, by the ilrst authorities or the New
Haven colony; of the Scriptures as their
code of law and government, and their strict
application or Mosaic principles. Century
Dict.

BOARD. A committee of persons organ-
ized under authority of law in order to exer-
cise certain authorlties, have oversight or
control of certain matters, or discharge cer-
tain functionslof a magisterlai. representa-
tive, or fiduciary character. Thus, “board
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of nidermeu.” "board of health." “board of
directors," “board of works."

‘Also lodging, food. entertainment, fur-
nished to a guest at an inn or boarding-
house.
—Board of alder-men.
of a municipal corporation. Oliver v. Jersey
City, 63 N. J. Law, 96, 42 At]. 782. See AL-
D_EBm-:N.—Board of audit. A tribunal pro-
vided by statute in some states. to adjust and
settle the accounts of municipal corporations.
Osterhoudt v. Rigne , 98 N. Y. ‘..".’2.—Board of
civil authority. a Vermont, in the case of a
city this term includes the mayor and aldennen
and justices residing therein; in the case of a
town. the selectmen and town clerk and the
justices residing therein; in the case of a vil-
lage, the trustees or bailiifs and the justices re-
siding therein. Vt. St. 1894, 19. 59.—Board of
directors. The governing body of a private
corporation, generally selected from among the
stockholders and constituting in eifect a com-
mittee of their number or board of trustees for
their interests.-Board of equalization.
EQuAL1zA'rioN.—Board or fire underwrit-
ers. As these exist in many cities, they are
unincorporated voluntary associations composed
exclusively of persons engaged in the business of
fire insurance, having for their object consolida-
tion and co-operation in matters aifecting the
business, such as the writing of uniform policies
and the maintenance of uniform rates. Childs
v. Insurance Co., 66 Minn. 393, 69 N. W. 141.
35 L. R. A. 99.—Board of health. A board
or commission created by the sovereign author-
ity or by municipalities. invested with certain
powers and charged with certain duties in rela-
tion to the preservation and improvement of the
public health. General boards of health are usu-
ally charged with general and advisory duties,
with the collection of vital statistics, the investi-
gation of sanitary conditions, and the methods
of dealing with epidemic and other diseases. the
quarantine laws, etc. Such are the national
board of health, created by act of congress of
March 3, 1879. (20 St. at Large, 484.) and the
state boards of health created by the legislatures
of most of the states. Local boards of health
are cha ed with more direct and immediate
means 0 securing the public health, and ex-
ercise inquisitorial and executive powers in
relation to sanitary regulations, offensive nuis-
ances, markets, adulteration of food, slaugh-
tcrhouses. drains and sewers, and similar sub-
jects. Such boards are constituted in most
American cities either by general law, by
their charters. or by municipal ordinance,
and in England lgzthe statutes, 11 J: 12 Vict.
c. 63. and 21 & Vict. c. 98. and other acts
amending the same. See Gaines v. Waters, 64
Ark. 609, 44- S. W. 353.—Board of pardons.
A board created by law in some states, whose
function is to investigate all applications for
executive clemency and to make reports and rec-
ommendations thereon to the governor.—Board
ol supervisors. Under the system obtaining
in some of the northern states, this name is giv-
en to an organized committee. or body of oili-
cials, composed of delegates from the several
townships in a county. constituting part of the
county government. and having special charge of
the revenues of the county.—Board of trade.
An organization of the principal mercliauts.
manufacturers. tradesmen. etc., of a city. for the
purpose of furthering its commercial interests.
encouraging the establishment of manufactures.

romoting trade. securing or improving shipping
acilities, and generally advancing the prosper-

ity of the place as an industrial and commercial
community. In England. one of the administra-
tive departments of govemment. being a com-
mittee of the privy council which is appointed
for the consideration of matters relating to trade
and foreign plantations.—-Board of works.
The name of a board of oflicers appointed for

The governing body
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the better local management of the English me-
tropolis. They have the care and management
of all grounds and rdens dedicated to the use
of the inhabitants in the metropolis; also the
supenutendence of the drainage: also the regu-
lation of the street traiiic. and. generally, of the
buildings of the metropolis. Brown.

BOARDEB. One who, being the inhab-
itant of a place, makes a special contract
with another person for food with or without
lodging. Berkshire Woollen Co. v. Proctor,
7 Uush. (Mass) -124.

One who has food and lodging in the
house or with the family of another for an
agreed price, and usually under a contract
intended to continue for a considerable peri-
od of time. Ulluian v. State, 1 Tex. App.
2%). 28 Am. Rep. -105; Ambler v. Skinner,
7 Rob. (N. Y.) 561.

The distinction between a guest and a
boarder is this: The guest comes and re
mains without any bargain for time, and
may go away when he pleases, paying only
for the actual entertuininent he receives;
and the fact that he may have remained a
long time in the inn, in this way, does not
make him a boarder, instead of a guest.
Stewart v. Mccready, 2-1 How. Prac. (N.
Y.) 62.

BOARDING-HOUSE. A boarding-house
is not in common parlance, or~in legal mean-
mg, every private house where one or more
boarders are kept occasionally only and upon
special considerations. But. it is a quasi pub-
lic house, where boarders are generally and
habitually kept, and which is held out and
known as a place of entertainment of that
kind. Oady v. McDowell, 1 Laos. (N. Y.)
486.

it boarding-house is not an inn, the distinction
bein that a boarder is received into a house by
a vo untary contract, whereas an innireeper, in
the absence of any reasonable or lawful excuse,
is bound to receive a guest when he presents
himself. 2 El. & Bl. 14 .

The distinction between a boarding-house and
an inn is that in a hoarding-house the guest is
under an express contract, at a certain rate for
a certain period of time, while in an inn there
is no express agreement; the guest. being on his
way. is entertained from day to day, according
to his business, upon an implied contract. Wil-
lard v. Reinhardt, 2 E. D. Smith (N. 1'.) 148.

BOAT. A small open vessel, or water-
craft, usually moved by ours or rowing. It
is commonly distinguished in law from a ship
or vessel, by being of smaller size and with-
out a deck. U. S. v. Open Boat, 5 Mason,
120, 137, Fed. Cas. _\'o. 1.'»,!)67.

BOATABLE. A term applied in some
states to minor rivers and streams capable
of being navigated in small boats, sklfls. or
launches. though not by steam or sailing ves-
sels. New Eng1:1nd Trout. etc.. Club v. Math-
er, as Vt. 332-4. 3.’; M1. 323. 33 L. R. A. 569.

In Saxon law. A book or writing;
Boo land, deed or char-

300.
a deed or charter.
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.ter land. Land boc, a writing for convey-
ing land; a deed or charter; a land-book.
—Boo horde. A place where books, writings.
or evidences were ke t. Cowell.—Boo land.
In Saxon law. Ailod l lands held by deed or
other written evidence of title.

BOO!-IRAS. Sax. A scribe. notary, or
chancellor among the Saxons.

BODILY. Pertaining to or concerning
the body; or or belonging to the body or the
physical constitution; not mental but cor-
poreal. Electric R. Co. v. Lauer, 21 Ind.
App. 466, 52 N. E. 703.
—Bod1ly harm. Any touching of the person
of another against his will with physical torce,
in an intentional, hostile, and aggressive man-
ner, or a projecting of such force against his
person. People v. Moore, 50 Hun, 3 N. Y.
Supp. I59.—Bod:lly hols-s. Heirs begotten or
borne by the person referred to; lineal descend-
ants. This term is equivalent to “heirs of the
body." Turner v. Hause, 199 Ill. 4134, 63') N. E.
4-15; Craig v. Ambrose, 80 Ga. 134, _-1 b. E. 1:
Righter v. Forrester, 1.Bush (Ky.) 2i8.—_B_odI.-
lg injnry. Any physical or corporeal injury;
not necessarily restricted to in_Jui_'y to_ the trunk
or main part of the body as distinguished from
the head or limbs. Quirk v. Siegei-Cooper Co.,
43 App. Div. 464. 60 N. Y. Sum). 228.

BODEBBIE, BODEMERIE, nonna-
HZBBEY. Belg. and Germ. Bottomry, (q. 12.)

BODY. A person. Used or a natural
body, or of an artificial one created by law,
as a corporation.

Also the main part of any instrument; in
deeds it is spoken of as distinguished from
the recitals and other introductory parts and
signatures; in amdcwm, from the title and
Jurat:

The main part of the human body; the
trunk. Sanchez v. People, 22 N. Y. 149;
state v. Edmundson, 6-1 M0. 402; Walker v.
state, 3-1 Fla. 167, 16 South. 80, 43 Am. St.
Rep. 186.

BODY CORPORATE. A corporation.

BODY O!‘ A COUNTY. A county at
large, as distinguished from any particular
place within it. A county considered as a
territorial whole. State v. Arthur, 39 Iowa,
632; People v. Dunn, 31 App. Div. 139, 52
N. Y. Supp. 968.

BODY 0!‘ AN INSTRUMENT. The
main and operative part; the substantive pro-
visions, as distinguished from the recitals,
title, jurat. etc. '

BODY 01‘ LAWS. An organized and sys-
tematic collection of rules of jurisprudence;
as, particularly, the body of the civil law, or
mrpus juris civilis.

BODY POLITIC. A term applied to a
corporation. which is usually designated as
a “body corporate and politic."

The term is particularly appropriate to a
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public corporation invested with powers and
duties of government. It is often used, in a
rather loose way. to designate the state or
nation or sovereign power, or the govern-
ment oi‘ a county or municipality, without
distinctly connoting any express and individ-
uai corporate character. Mnnn v. Illinois.
94 U. S. 124, 24 L. Ed. 77; Coyle v. McIn-
tire, 7 Houst. (Del.) 44, 30 Atl. 728, 40 Am.
St. Rep. 109; Warner v. Beers, 23 Wend.
(N. I.) 122; People v. Morris, 13 Wend. (N.
Y.) 334.

BOILABY. Water arising from a salt
well belonging to a person who is not the
owner oi.‘ the soil. -

B018, or BOYS.
brush.

L. Fr. Wood; timber;

BOLHAGIUH, or BOLDAGIUM.
tie house or cottage. Blount.

A lit-

BOLT. The desertion by one or more
persons from the political party to which he
or they belong; the permanent withdrawal
before adJournment of a portion of the dele-
gates to a political convention. Rap. & L.

BOLTIIIG. In English practice. A term
formerly used in the English inns of court,
but more particularly at Gray's Inn, signify-
ing the private arguing of cases, as distin-
guished from mooting, which was a more
formal and public mode of argument. Cow-
ell; Tomlins; Hoithouse:

BOMBAY BEGULATIONS. Regula-
tions passed for the presidency of Bombay,
and the territories subordinate thereto. They
were passed by the governors in council- of
Bombay until the year 1834, when the power
of local legislation ceased, and the acts re-
lating thereto were thencerorth passed by the
governor general of India in council. Moz-
ley at Whitley.

DON. Fr. In old French law. A royal
order or check on the treasury, invented by
Francis I. Ban pour mule livrcs. good for
9. thousand livres. Step. Lect. 387.

In modern law. The name of a clause
(ban pour , good for so much) added
to a ceduie or promise, where it is not in
the handwriting oi‘ the signer, containing the
amount oi’ the sum which he obliges himself
to pay. Poth. Obi. part 4, ch. 1, art. 2, 5 1.

BONA. Lat. n. Goods: property; pos-
sessions. In the Roman law. this term was
used to designate all species oi’ property.
real. personal, and mixed. but was more
strictly applied to real estate. In modern
civil law, it includes both personal property
(technically so called) and chattels real. thus
corresponding to the French biens. In the
common law, its use was confined to the de-
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scription of hiovable goods. Tisdale v. ‘Bar-
ris. .20 Pick. (.\iass.) 13; Penuiman v. French,
17 Pick. (LIil88.) 404, 28 Am. Dec. 309.

—Bonn confiscate. Goods confiscated or for-
feited to the imperial fisc or treasury. 1 Bl.
Comm. 29‘9.—Bons et catnlln. Goods and
chattels. Movable roperty. This expression
includes all person things that belong to a
man. 16 Mees. & W. 68.—Bone telomun. In
English law. Goods of felons; the goods of one
convicted of felony. 5 Coke, 110.—Bona. lor-
isfaota. Goods forfeited.-—Bona. fugitive-
runs. In English law. Goods of fugitives; the
proper goods of him who iiies for felon . 5
Coke, .l09b.—Bona mobllla. In the civi law.
Movables. Those thin s which move themselves
or can be transported rom one place to another,
and not permanently attached to a farm, herit-
age, or building.-Bone. notnbilh. In Eng-
lish probate law. Notable goods; property wor-
thy of notice, or of autiicient value to be ac-
counted for, that is. amounting to £5. Where a
decedent leaves goods of sufficient amount (bone
notabilia) in different dioceses, administration
is granted by the metropolitan, to prevent the
confusion arising from the a pointmeut of man?
difierent administrators. 2 I. Comm. 509; Re -

ie. Ahr. 908. Moore v. Jordan, 36 Kan. 271,
13 Pac. 337, 59 Am. Rep. 550.—Bonn purl»-
plnes-nolie. In the civil law. The separate
property of a married woman other than that
which is included in her dowry; more particu-
larly, her clothin , jewels, and ornaments. Whi-
ton v. Snyder, N. Y. 303.--Bonn perltiu-3.
Goods of a perishable nature; such goods as an
executor or trustee must use diligence in dispos-
ing of and converting them into money.—Bona
utlsgntorum. Goods of outlaws; goods be-
longing to persons outiawed.—Bon.a veountia.
Vacant, unclaimed. or stray goods. Those things
in which nobody claims a property. and which
belong to the crown. b virtue of its preroga-
tive. 1 Bl. Comm. .—Bonn. waviata. In
English law. Waived goods; goods stolenand
waived. that is, thrown away by the thief in his
flight. for fear of being apprehended, or to facili-
tate his escupe; and which go to the sovereign.
5 Coke, 10911; 1 Bl. Comm. 296

BONA

BONA. Lat. adj. Good. Used in numer-
ous legal phrases or which the following are
the principal:
—Bonn fldes. Good faith; integrity of dealing;
honesty; sincerity; the opposite of male dos
and of dolua malus.-—Bona gesture.
abearance or behavior.—Bone gratis. In the
Roman law. ,By mutual consent; voluntarily.
A term applied to a species of divorce where the
parties separated by mutual consent; or where
the parties renounced their marital engagements
without assigning any cause, or upon mere pre-
texts. Tayl. Civil Law, 361, 362' Calvin.—Bo-
an memos-h. Good memory. Generally used
in themphrase some means et bouts memories,
of son mind and good memory, as descriptive
of the mental ca acity of a testator.—Bone.
pets-fa. In the catch law. An assiae or jury
of good neighbors. Bell.

nona rum. In or with good faith;
honestly. openly. and sincerely; without de-
ceit or fraud.

Truly; actually; without simulation or
pretense.

Innocently; in the attitude of trust and
confidence; without notice of fraud, etc.

The phrase “bone tide" is often used ambigu-
ously; thus, the exgression “a bone fidv holder
for value" may eit er mean a holder for real
value, as opposed to a holder for pretended
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value, or it may mean a holder for real value.
without notice of any fraud. etc. Byles, Bills,
121.
-30:13 flde in-chaser. A purchaser for a
valuable consi eration aid or parted with in
the belief that the ven or had a right to sell,
and without any sus icious circumstances to‘
gut him on in uiry. erritt v. Railroad Co., 12

arb. (N. Y.) . One who acts without cov_in,
fraud, or collusion; one who, in the commission
of or connivance at no fraud, pays full price for
the property, and in good faith, honestly, and
in fair deaing buys and goes into possession.
Sanders v. McAEee, 42 Ga. 250 A bone fide
purchaser is one.who buys property of another
without notice that some third person has a
right to, or interest in, such property, and pays
a full and fair price for the same, at the time
of such purchase, or before he has notice of the
claim or interest of such other in .the property.
Spicer v. Waters, 85 Barb. (N. Y.) 231.

‘ Bonn flde possessor tacit fruotus eon-
nmptos snos. By‘ good faith a possessor
makes the fruits consumed his own. Tray.
Lat. Max. 57.

_ Bone fldes exfgit at quod oorivenit flat.
Good faith demands that what is agreed up-
on shall be done. Dig. 19. 20, 21; Id. 19. 1,
'50; Id. 50, 8.2.13. ~

Bonn fldes non patitnr at his ideas ex-
igatiu-. Good faith does not allow us to de-
mand twice the payment of the same thing.
Dig. 50, 17, 57; Broom, Max. 338, note;
_Perlne v. Dunn, 4 Johns. Ch. (N. Y.) 143.

BONE FIDEI. In the civil law. Of
good faith; in good faith. This is a more .

frequent form than bona two.
-3011: fldei eontraets. In civil and Scotch
law. Those contracts in _which equity may in-
terpose to correct inequalities, and to adjust all
matters according to thzeoglain intention of the
parties. 1 Kames, Eq. .—Bonn fldef emp-
.tor. A purchaser in good faith. One who ei-
ther was ignorant that the thing he bought be-
‘lon ed to another or supposed that the seller
ha a ri ht to sell it. Dig. 50, 18, 109.
Id. 6, 2, , 11.—Bonn fldei ossessor. A pos-
sessor in good faith. One _w o believes that no
other person has a better right to the ssession
than himself. Mackeld. Rom. Law,

Bonn fldef possessor fnid tsntum quod
sees porvenes-it tenetur. A possessor in

(good faith is only liable for that which he
himself has obtained. 2 Inst. 285.

BOND. n. A contract by specialty to pay
a certain sum of money: ‘being a deed or
instrument under seal, by which the maker
or obllgor promises, and thereto binds him-
self. his heirs, executors, and administra-
tors. to pay a designated sum of money to
another; usually with a clause to the ef-
fect .that upon performance of a certain
condition (as to pay another and smaller
suiu) the obligation shall be void. U. S. V.
Ruiidle, 100 Fed. 403, 40 C. C. A. 450: Turck
v. Mliiliig Co., 8 Colo. I13. 5 Puc. 838; Boyd
v. Boyd. 2 N-ott & l\icC. (S. C.) 126.

The word “bond.” shall embrace every written
undertaking for the payment of money or ac-
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knowiedgment of being bound for money. con-
ditioned to be void on the performance of any
duty, or the occurrence of anything therein ex-
pressed. and subscribed and delivered _by ‘the
party making it, to take effect as his obligation.
whether it be sealed or unsealed; and, when a
bond is required by law an undertakin in writ-
ing without seal shall be suflicient. ev. Code

iss. 1880, 19.
The word ‘bond" has with us a definite legal

signification. It has a clause, with a sum fixed
as a penalty. binding the rties to pay the
same, conditioned however. t at the payment of
the penalty may be avoided by the performance
by some one or more of the parties of certain
acts. In re Fitch, 8 Redf. Sur. (N. Y.) 459.

Bonds are either single (simple) or double,
(conditional.) A single bond is one in which
the obiigor binds himself, his heirs, etc.. to
pay a certain sum of money to another per-
son at a specified day. A double (or condi-
tional) bond is one to which a condition is
added tiiat if the obligor does or torbears
from doing some act the obligation shall be
void. Formerly such a condition was some-
time contained in a separate instrument,
and was then called a “defeasance."

The term is also used to denote debentures
or certificates of indebtedness issued by pub-
lic and private corporations, governments,
and municipalities, as -security for the re-
payment oi' money loaned to them. Thus,
"railway aid bonds” are bonds issued by
municipal corporations to aid in the con-
struction of railroads likely to benefit them,
and exchanged for the company's stock.

In old scotch law. A bond-man; a
slave. Skene.
—Bond and disposition in security. In
Scotch law. A bond and mortgage on and.-
Bond and mortgage. A species of security,
consisting of a bond conditioned for the repay-
ment of a loan of money, and a mortgage of
realty to secure the erformance of the stipula-
tions of the bond. eigs v. Buntin . 141 Pa.
%3, 21 AH. 588, 23 Am. St. Rep. 2 3.—Bond
creditor. ~ A creditor whose debt is _secured by
s bond.—Bond for title. An obligation ac-
companying an executory contract for the sale
of in binding the vendor to malge_ good title
upo_n t e performance of the conditions which
entitle the vendee to demand a conveyance.
White v. Stokes, 67 Ark. 184, 53 S. ‘V. 1060.-
Bond tenants. In English law. Copyhoiders
and customa tenants are sometimes so called.
2 Bl. Comm. 48.—-Oflcial bond. .A bond giv-
en by a public ofiicer. conditioned that he shall
well and faithfully perform all the duties of the
ofice. The term is sometimes made to include
the bonds of executors, guardians, trustees, etc.
-—8in:ple bond. At common law, a bond with-
out penalty; 9. bond for the pa merit of a defi-
nite sum of money to a name obligee on de-
mand or on a day certain. Burnside v. Wand.
170 M0. 631. 71 S. W. 337. 62 L. R. A. 427.
—-lingle ‘bond._ A whereby the obligor
obliges himself, his lleirfi, executors, and admin-
istrators. to pay a certain sum of money to the
obiigee at a day named, without terms of de-
feasance. '

BOND, 1:. To give bond for, as for du-
ties on goods: to-secure payment of duties,
by giving bond. Btindcd, secured by bond.
Bonded goods are those for the duties on
which bonds are given..
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BONDAGE. Slavery; involuntary per-
sonal servitude; captivity. In old English
law, villenage, villein tenure. 2 Bi. Comm.
92. ‘

BONDED‘ WAREHOUSE.
nouss Srsrint.

See Wasn-

BONDSKAN. A surety: one who has
entered into a bond at surety. The word
seems to apply especially to the sureties up-
on the bonds oi‘ oflicers, trustees, etc., while
bail should be reserved for the sureties on
recognizances and hail-bonds. Haberstich V.
Elliott, 189 Ill. 70, 59 N. E. 557.

BONES GENTS.
law. Good men, (of the jury.)

BONI EOHIIZNES. In old European law.
Good men; a name given in early European
jurisprudence to the tenants oi‘ the lord,
who"-judged each other in the lord's courts.
3 Bl. Comm. 349.

Bani Judieis est ssnpliu-e Jurisdiction-
em. It is the part of a good Judge to en-
-large (or use liberally) his remedial author-
ity or jurisdiction. Ch. Prec. 329; 1 Wile.
284.

Ben! Judieis est unpliu-e Jnstitiun.
It is the duty of a good judge to enlarge or
extend justice. 1 Burr. 304. ' -‘

Boni Jndiois est Jndicinns sine dila-
tione msndu-e'ex‘eeutioni. It is the duty
or a good judge to cause judgment to be ex-
ecuted without delay. Co. Litt. 289. _

Bani Jndieis est lites dirimere, no [is
ex lite oritnr, et interest 1-eipnbliem nt
sint fines litinxn. It is the duty of a good
judge to prevent litigations, that suit may
not grow out of suit, and it concerns the
welfare of a state that an end he put to
litigation. 4 Coke, 15b; 5 Coke, 31a.

BONIS CEDERE. In the civil law. To
make a transfer or surrender or property,
as a debtor did to his creditors. God. 7, 71.

BONIS NON AMOVENDIS. A writ ad-
dressed to the sheriff, when a writ of error
has been brought, commanding that the per-
son against whom judgment has been ob-
tained be not suttered to remove his goods
till the error be tried and determined. Reg.
Orig. 131. .

BO'NI!‘ICA'.l'ION. -The remission of a
tax, particularly on goods intended for ex-
port, being a special advantage extended by
government in aid of trade and manufac-
tures. and having the same effect as a bonus
or drawback. It is a device resorted to for
enabling, a commodity atfected by taxes to

L. Fr. In old English-
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be exported and sold in the foreign market
on‘ the same terms as if it had not been tax-
ed. U. S. v. Passavant. 169 U. S. 16, 18
Sup. Ct. 219, 42 L. Ed. 644; Downs v. U.
8., 113 Fed. 148, 51 C. C. A. 109.

zaoxrrannx OWNERSHIP. In Ro-
man law. A species of equitable title to
things, as distinguished from a title acquir-
ed according to the strict forms of the mu-
nicipal law; the property of a Roman citi-
ten in a subject capable of qniritary prop-
erty, acquired by a title not known to the
civil law, but introduced by the prietor. and
protected by his impcrium or supreme ex-
ecutive power, e. 11., where res mancipi had
been transferred by mere tradition. Poste’s
Gains Inst. 18']. See QUIBITABIAN OWNER-
SHIP.

BOND 2'1‘ HALO. A special writ of
jail delivery, which formerly issued of
course for each particular prisoner. 4 Bl.
Comm. 270.

Bonnni defendontis ex lntogra oansa;
malnn ox-quoiihot doteotn. The success
of a defendant depends on a perfect case;
his loss arises from some defect. 11 Coke,
68a.

Bonum nsoessarhun extra. ten-mines.
neoessitatls non est ‘bonlun. A good
thing required by necessity is not good be-
yond the limits of such necessity. Hob. 144.

BONUS. A gratuity. A premium paid
to a grantor or vendor.

An extra consideration given for what is
received.

Any premium or advantage; an occasion-
al extra dividend.

A premium paid by a company for a char-
ter or other franchises.

“A definite sum to be paid at one time,
for a loan of money for a specified period,
distinct from and independently of the in-
terest." Association v. Wilcox, 24 Conn.
147.

A bonus is not a gift or gratuity, but a sum
paid for services. or upon some other considera-
tion, but in addition to or in excess of that
which would ordinarily be given. Kenicoit v.
Wayne County. 16 Wall. 452, 21 L. Ed. 319.

soonndnni. uqniun st
bonnsn jndioat, at nqnitatsns strioto
Jar! prufort. A good judge decides ac-
cording to what is just and good, and pre-
fers equity to strict law. Co. Litt. 34.

Bonus judo:

BOOK. 1. A general designation applied
to any literary composition which is print-
ed. but appropriately to a printed composi-
tion ‘bound in a volume. Scoville v. Toland,
21 Fed. Cas. 864.

2. A bound volume consisting of sheets of
paper, not printed, but containing manu-
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script entries: such as a merchant's ac-
count-books, dockets of courts. etc.

3. A name often given to the largest sub-
divisions of a treatise or other literary com-
position.

4. In practice, the name of “book" is giv-
en to several of the more important papers
prepared in the progress of a cause, though
entirely written, and not at all in the book
form; such as demurrer-books, error-books,
paper-books, etc. .

In copyright law, the meaning of the
term is more extensive than in popular
usage. for it may include a pamphlet, a
magazine, a collection of blank forms. or a.

single sheet of music or of ordinary print-
ing. U. S. v. Bennett, 24 Fed. Cas. 1.093:
Stowe v. Thoiiias. 3 Fed. Cas. 207; White
v. Geroch. 2 Barn. & Aid. 301; Brlizhtley
v. Littieton (C. C.) 37 Fed. 104; lioinies
v. Hurst, 174 U. S. 82, 19 Sup. Ct. 606. 43
L. Ed. 901; Clement! V. Gouldlng. 11 East.
244; Clayton v. Stone, 5 Fed. Cas. 999.

—Book account. A detailed statement. kept
in writing in a book, in the nature of debits
and credits between persons, arising out of
contract or some fiduciary relation; an account
or record of debit and credit kept in a book.
Taylor v. Horst. 52 Minn. 300. 54 N. W. 734:
Stiegiitz v. Mercantile Co., 76 Mo. App. 3:
Kennedy v. Ankrim. Tapp. (Ohio) 40.—Book
debt. In Pennsylvania practice. The act
of 28th March. ]&)5. I 2, in using the words.
“book debt” and “book entries," refers to
their usual signification, which includes goods
sold and delivered. and work, labor. and serv-
ices performed, the evidence of which. on the
part of the plaintiff, consists of entries in
an original book, such as is competent to go to
a jury. were the issue trying before them.
Hamill V. O'Donnell, 2 _Miles (Pa.) 102.—Book
of acts. A term ap lied to the records of a
surrognte's court. 8 st, 187.—Book of ad-
jonrnal. In Scotch law. The original rec-
ords of criminal trials in the court of justiciary.
—Book of original entries. A book in
which a merchant keeps his accounts generally
and enters therein from day to day a record
of his transactions. McKnight v. Neweli, 207
Pa. 562, 57 Atl. 39. A book kegt for the pur-
pose of charging goods sold an delivered, in
which the entries are made cont:-inporaneonsly
with the delivery of the goods. and by the per-
son whose duty it was for the time being to
make them. Laird v. Campbell. 100 Pa. 165;
Ingraham v. Bocklns. 9 Serg. & R. (Pa.) 28-’.
11 Am. Dec. 730; Smith v. Sanford. 12 Pick.
(.\ffl.SS.) 140. 22 Am. Dec. 415: Breinig v.
Meitzler, 23 Pa. 156. Distinguished from such
books as a ledger. into which entries are I108?-
cd from the book of original entries.-Book of
rates. An nccount or enumeration of the tin-
ties or tai-_ifl's authorized by parliament. 1 Bl.
Comm. 3lil.—Book of responses. In Scotch
law. An account which the directors of the
chancery kept to enter all non-entry and relief
duties payable by heirs who take precepts from
clianccrv.—Bookls.nd. In English law. Land.
also called “charter-land," which was held by
deed under certain rents and free services. and
diifered in nothing from free socage land. 2
Bl. Comm. 90.—Books. All the volumes which
contain authentic repo_rts of decisions in English
courts. from the earliest times to the present.
are called. par en-ellcuce. "The Books." Whar-
ton.-—Books of account. The books in which
merchants. traders. and business men generalég
keep their accounts. Parris v. Bellows,
Vt. 351; Com. v. Williams. 9 Metc. (Mast)
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273; Wilson v. Wilson. 6 N. J. Law 96' Se-
vnrity Co. v. Graybeal, 85 Iowa. 543, 52 W.
497. 39 Am. St. Rep. 311: Colbert: v. Piercy.
25 \' C. 80.

BOOM. An iuclosure formed upon the
surface of a stream or other body of water,
by means of piers and a chain of spars, for
the purpose of collecting or storing logs or
timber. Powers’ Appeal, 125 Pa. 175, 17
Atl. 254, 11 Am. st. Rep. 882: Lumber Co.
v. Green, 76 Mich. 320, 43 N. .W. 576; Gas-
per v. Heimbach, 59 Minn. 102. 60 N. W.
1080: Boom Corp. v. Whiting, 29 Me. 123.

BOOK COHPANY. A company formed
for the purpose of improving streams for
the floating of logs, by means of booms and
other contrivances. and for the purpose of
running, driving, booming, and rafting logs.

BOOHAGE. A charge on logs for the
use of a boom in collecting. storing, or raft-
ing them. Lumber Co. v. Thompson, 83
Miss. 499. 35 South. 8% A right of entry
on riparian lands for the purpose of fasten-
ing booms and boom sticks. Farraud v.
Clarke. 63 Minn. 181, 65 N. W. 361.

BOOK DAYS. In English law. Certain
days in the year (sometimes called “due
days") on which tenants in copyhold were
obliged to perform corporal services for the
lord. Whishaw.

3001‘, or DOTE. An old Saxon word.
equivalent to “esto_vers."

BOOTING, or BOTING, CORN. .Cer-
tain rent corn. anciently so called. Cowell.

BOOTY. Property captured from the
enemy in war, on land, as distinguished
from ‘‘prize,’' which is a capture of such
property.on the sea. U. S. v. Bales of Cut-
ton. 28 Fed. Cas. 302; Coolidge v. Guthrie.
6 Fed. Cas. 461.

303.1). An old Saxon word, signifying a
cottage; a house; a table.

BOBJDAGE. In old English law. A
species of base tenure, by which certain
lands (termed “hora lands,”) were auciently
held in England, the tenants being termed
"bordari¢',-" the service was that of keep-
ing the lord in small provisions.

BORDABIA. A cottage.

BOBDARII. or BOBDIMANNI. In old
English law. Tenants of a -less servile con-
dition than the viliani. who had a bord or

'cottage. with a small parcel of land. allow-
ed to them. on condition they should supply
the lord with poultry and eggs. and other
small provisions for his board or entertain-
ment. Speiman.

BLLAW Dxc'r.(2o En.)—10
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B021)-BBIGOE. In Saxon law. A
breach or violation of suretyship; pledge-
hreach. or breach of mutual fidelity.

BORDER WARRANT. A process grant-
ed by a judge ordinary, on either side of
the border between England and Scotland.
for arresting the person or eflects of a per-
son living on the opposite side, until he find
-security. Iudicio aiaii. Bell.

BORDEREAU. In French law. A note
enumerating the purchases and sales which
may have been made by a broker or stock-
broker. This name is also given to the state-
ment given to a banker with bills for dis-
count or coupons to receive. Arg. Fr. Merc.
Law, 547.

B030-HALFPENITY. A- customary
small toil paid to the lord of a town for set-
ting up boards, tables, booths, etc., in fairs
or markets.

BOBDLANZDS. The demesnes which the
lords keep in their hands for the mainte-
nance of their board or table. Coweli.

Also lands held in bordage. Lands which
the lord gave to tenants on condition of .

their supplying his table with small provi-
sions. poultry, eggs, etc.

BORDLODE. A service anciently requir-
ed of tenants to carry timber out of the
woods of the lord to his house; or it is said
to be the quantity of food or provision which
the bordarii or bordmen paid for their bord-
lands. Jacob.

BORDSERVICE. A tenure of bord-
lands.

BOREL-FOLK. Country people; deriv-
ed from the French bourre. (Lat. /ion:-us.) a
lock of wool, because they covered their
heads with such stuff. Blount.

BORG. In Saxon law. A pledge. pledge
giver, or surety. The name given among
the Saxons to the head of each family com-
posing a tithing or decennary, each being
the pledge for the good conduct of the oth-
ers. Also the contract or engagement of
suretyship: and the pledge given.

BORGBRICHE. A breach or violation
of suretyship. or of mutual fidelity. Jacob.

BORGESMON. In Saxon law. The
name given to the head of each family com-
posing a tithing.

E0361! 0!‘ HAMHALD. In old Scotch
la\v. A pledge or surety given by the seller
of goods to the buyer, to make the goods
forthcoming as his own proper goods, and to
warrant the same to him. Skene.
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' BOROUGH. In English law. A town,
a walled town. Co. Litt. 108b. A town of
note or importance: a fortified town. Cow-
ell. An ancient town. Litt. 164. A cor-
porate town that is not a city. Cowell. An
ancient town. corporate or not, that sends
burgesses to parliament. Co. Litt. 109a ,- 1
Bl. Comm. 114. 115. A city or other town
sending burgesses to parliament. 1 Steph.
Comm. 116. A town or place organized for
local government.

A parliamentary borough is a town which
returns one or more members to parliament.

In Scotch law. A corporate body erect-
ed by the charter of the sovereign, consisting '

ot_ the inhabitants of the territory erected in-
to the borough. Bell.

In American law. In Pennsylvania, the
term denotes a part oi’ a township having
a charter for municipal purposes; and the
same is true of Connecticut. Southport V.
Ogden, 23 Conn. 128. See, also, 1 Dill. Mun.
Corp. 5 41, n.

“Borough" and "village" are duplicate or
cumulative names of the same thing: _roof of
either will sustain a charge in an in ictment
employing the other term. Brown v. State, 18
Ohio St. 496.
-801-ough eonrts. In. English law. Private
and limited tribiinals, held by prescription, char-
ter, or act of parliament, in particular districts
for the convenience of the inhabitants, that they
mag prosecute small suits and receive justice
at ome.—Borough English. A custom prev-
alent in some parts of England, by which
the youngest son, inherits the estate in prefer-
ence to is older brothers. 1 Bl. Comm. 75.
—Borough hand. In English law. The reve-
nues of a municipal borough derived from the
rents and produce of the land. houses, and
stocks belonging to the borough in its corporate
capacity, and supplemented where necessary by
a borough rate.—-Borough-heads. Borough-
holders, bors-holders. or burs~holrlers.—Bos-
ough-x-eeve. The chief municipal oflicer in
towns unincorporated before the municipal cor-
porations act. (5 8: 6 Wm. IV. c. 76.)—Bor-
ongh. sessions. Courts of limited criminal
jurisdiction, established in English boroughs
under the municipal corporations act.—Poeket
borough. A term formerly used in English
politics to describe a borough entitled to _send
a representative to parliament. in which a single
individual, either as the principal landlord or
by reason of other predominating influence,
could entirely control the election and insure
the _return of the candidate whom he should
nominate.

BORROW. To solicit and receive from
another any article of property or thing of
value with the intention and promise to re-
pay or return it or its equivalent. Strictly
speaking, borrowing implies a gratuitous
loan; if any price or consideration is to be
paid for the use of the property. it is “hir-
ing." ‘But money may be “borrowed" on an
agreement to pay interest for its use. Neel
v. State. 33 Tex. Cr. R. 408. 26 S. W. 726;
Kent v. Mining Co., 78 N. Y. 177; Legal Ten-
der Cases. 110 U. S. 421, 4 Sup. Ct. 122, 28
L. Ed. 204.

This word is often used in the sense of re-
turning the thing borrowed in specie, as to bob-
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tow a book or any other thing to be returned
again. But It is evident that where money is
borrowed. the identical money loaned is not
to be returned, because, if this were so, the
borrower would derive no benefit from the
loan. In the broad sense of the term. it means
a contract for the use of money. State v. School
l)lst., 13 Neb. 88, 12 N. W. 812; Railroad Co.
V. Stichter, 11 Wkly. Notes Cas. (Pa.) 325.

BORBOWE. In old Scotch law. A
pledge.

nonsnoinna. In Saxon law. The
borough's ealder, or headborough. supposed
to be in the discreetest man in the borough,
town, or tithing.

BOSCAGE.
which wood and trees yield to cattle; browse-
wood, mast, etc. Spelman.

_An ancient duty of wind-fallen wood in the
forest. Manwood

BOSCARIA. Wood-houses, or ox-houses.

BOSCUS. Wood; growing wood of any
kind, large or small, timber or coppice. Cow-
ell; Jacob

_ BOTH. In pld English law. A recom-
pense or compensation. or profit or ‘advan-
tage. Also reparation or amends for any
damage done. Necessaries for the mainte-
nance and carrying on or husbandry. An
allowance; the ancient name for estovers.

Home-bate is a suiiicient allowance of wood
from oi the estate to repair or burn in the
house, and sometimes termed “fire-bote:” plow-
bote and cart-bate are wood to be employed in
making and repairing all instruments of hus-
bandr ; and hay-bate or hedge-bate is wood for
repai ng of hays, hedges. or fences. The word
also signifies reparation for any damage or in-
jur done. as man-bate. which was a compen-
sation or amends for a man slain. etc.

BOTELBSS. In old English law. With-
out amends; without the privilege of making
satisfaction for a crime by a pecuniary pay-
ment; without relief or remedy. Cowell.

BOTEA. In old English law. A booth,
stall, or tent to stand in, in fairs or markets.
Cowell.

BOTEAGIUK, or BOOTHAGE. Cus-
tomary dues paid to the lord of a manor or
soil, for the pitching or standing of booths
in fairs or markets.

BOTENA, or BUTENA.
law. A park where cattle are inclosed and
fed. Bothna also signifies a barony, lord-
ship, etc. Skene.

BOTTOMAGE. L. Fr. Bottomry.

B0'I"I‘0l1'l.Y. In maritime law. A con-
tract iii the nature of a mortgage. by which
the owner of a ship borrows money for the
use, equipment, or repair or the vessel, and

In English law. The food .

In old Scotch '
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for a definite term, and pledges the ship ‘(or
the keel or bottom 01‘ the ship, pars pro iota)
as a security for its repayment, with mari-
time or extraordinary interest on account oi!
the marine risks to be borne by the lender:
it being stipulated that it the ship be lost
in the course of the specified voyage, or dur-
ing the limited time, by any or the perils
enumerated in the contract, the lender shall
also lose his money. The Draco, 2 Sumn. 157.
Fed. Cas. No. 4,057: White v. Cole, 24 Wend.
(N. Y.) 126; Carrington v. The Pratt, 18
How. (B, 15 L. Ed. 267; The Dora (D. C.)
3-1 Fed. 343: Jennings v. Insurance Co., 4
Bin. (Pa.) 244, 6 Am. Dec. 404; Braynnrd v.
Hoppock, 7 Bosw. (N. Y.) 157.

Bottomry is a contract by which a ship or
its freightage is hypothecated as security for
a loan, which is to be repaid only in case the
ship survives a particular risk. voyage, or
period. Civ. Code Cal. 5 3017: Civ. Code
Dak. Q 1733.

When the loan is not made upon the ship,
but on the goods laden on board, and which are
to be sold or exchan in the course of the
voyage, the borrowe s personal responsibility
is deemed the principal security for the Per-
formance of the contract. which is there are
called “reopondeats'o," which see. And in aloan
upon reopondoatia the lender must be paid his
princi al and interest though the ship rish,
provi ed the goods are saved. In most ot er re-
gatta the contracts of bottomry and of respon-

iua stand substantially upon the same foot-
Bouvier.

B0’l"l.'0fi.Y BOND. The instrument
embodying the contract or agreement of bot-
tomry.

The true definition of a bottomry bond, in
the sense of the general maritime law, and in-
dependent of the peculiar regulations of the

tive codes of dliferent commercial nations,
II that it is a contract for a loan of money
on the bottom of the ship. at an extraordinary
interest. upon maritime risks, to be borne
the lender for a voyage, or for a definite peri .

The Draco, 2 Sumn. 157, Fed. Cas. No. 4.067;
Cole v. White 26 Wend. (N. Y. 515: Greely
v Smith, 10 Fed. Cas. 1077;
9 Wall. 135. 19 L. Ed. 651.

BOUOEB. -Fr. The mouth. An allow-
ance of provision. Avoir bouche a court; to
have an allowance at court; to be in ordi-
nary at court; to have meat and drink scot-
tree there. Blount: Oowell.

BOUOEB or DOUBT, or BIIDGB 0!‘
001131‘. A certain allowance of provision
from the king to his knights andservants,
who attended him on any military expedi-
tion.

BOUGE O!‘ A TREE. In feudal law.
A symbol which gave seisin or land, to hold
of the donor in capue.

BOUGHT AND SOLD NOTES. When a
broker is employed to buy and sell goods,
he is accustomed to give to the buyer a note
of the sale, commonly called a “sold note,"
and to the seller a like note. commonly call-
ed a "bought note," in his own name, as
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agent of each, and thereby they ‘are respec-
tively bound, it he has not exceeded his au-
thority. Saladin v. Mitchell, 45 Ill. 83;
Keim v. Lindley (N. J. Ch.) 30 Atl. 1070.

BOULEVARD. The word “boulevard,"
which originally indicated a bulwark or ram-
part, and was afterwards applied to a pub-
lic walk or road on the site of a demolished
fortification, is now employed in the same
sense as public drive. A park is a piece of
ground adapted and set apart for purposes
of ornament, exercise, and amusement. It is
not a street or road, though carriages may
pass through it. -

so a boulevard or public drive is adapted
and set apart for purposu of ornament, ex-
ercise, and amusement. It is not technically
a street, avenue, or highway, though a car-
riageway over it is a chief feature. ' People
v. Green, 52 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 445; Howe
v. Lowell, 171 Mass. 575, 51 N. E. 536; Park
0om'rs v. Farber, 171 I11. 146, 49 N. . 427.

BOUND. As an adjective, denotes the
condition of being constrained by the obli-
gations of a bond or a covenant. In the law
of shipping, “bound to" or "bound for” de-
notes that the vessel spoken of is intended or
designed to make a voyage to the place
named.

As a noun, the term denotes a limit or
boundary, or a line inclosing or marking of!
a tract of land. In the familiar phrase
“metes and bounds," the former term prop-
erly denotes the measured distances, and the
latter the natural or artificial marks which
indicate their beginning and ending. A dis-
tinction is sometimes taken between “bound” ‘

and “boundary." to the eirect that, while the
former signifies the limit itself, (and may be
an imaginary line.) the latter designates a
visible mark which indicates the limit. But
no such distinction is commonly observed.

BOUND BAILIPFS. In English law.
Sherii1's' ofilcers are so called, from their be-
ing usually bound to the sheritf in an obli-
gation with sureties, for the due execution of
their office. 1 Bl. Comm. 845, 346.

BOUNDARY. By boundary is under-
stood, in general, every separation, natural
or artificial, which marks the confines or line
of division of two contiguous estates. Trees
or hedges may be planted, ditches may be
dug, walls or inclosures may be erected, to
serve as boundaries. But we most usually
understand by boundaries stones or pieces of
wood inserted in the earth on the confines of
the two estates. Civ. Code La. art. 826.

Boundaries are either natural or artificial.
01' the former kind are water-courses, grow-
ing trees, beds of rock, and the like. Artifi-
cial boundaries are landmarks or signs erect-
ed by the hand of man, as a pole, stake, pile
of stones. etc.
—NatIu-a.l boundary. Any fonnation or prod-
uct of nature (as opposed to structures or erec-
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tlons made by man) which may serve to_ define
and fix one or more of the lines inclosing an
estate or iece of property, such as a water-
course, a line of growing trees, a blufi or moun-
tain chain, or the like. See Peuker v. Canter,
62 Kan. 363 63 Pac. 617; Stapleford v. Brin-
son, 24 N. C. 31]: Eureka Mining, etc., Co. v.
Way, 11 Nev. 171.-—Privn_to boundary. An
artificial boundary, consisting of some monu-
ment or landmark set up by the hand of man
to mark the beginning or direction of a bound-
ary line of lands.—Publio boundary. A
natural bounda ; a natural object or land-
mark used as a undary of a tract of land, or
as a beginning point for a boundary line.

BOUNDED TREE. A tree marking or
standing at the ‘corner of a field or estate.

BOUNDERS. In American law. Visible
marks or objects at the ends of the lines
drawn in surveys of land, showing the cours-
es and distances. Burrill.

BOUND8. In the English law of mines,
the trespass committed by a person who ex-
cavates minerals under-ground beyond the
boundary of his land is called “working out
of bounds."

BOUNTY. A gratuity, or an unusual or
additional benefit conferred upon, or com-

pensation paid to, a class of persons. _Iowa
v. McFarland, 110 U. S. 471, 4 Sup. Ct. 210.
28 L. Ed. 198.

A premium given or offered to induce men
to enlist into the public service. The term
is applicable only to the payment made to the
enlisted man, as the inducement for his serv-
ice, and not to a premium paid to the man
through whose intervention, and by whose
procurement, the recruit is obtained and
illll:~'t(“l'e(l. Abbe V. Allen, 39 How. Prac. (N.
1'.) 488. '

It is not easy to discriminate between. bounty,
reward, and bonus. The fonner is the appro-
priate term. however. where the services or
action of many persons are desired. and each
who acts upon the ofl‘er may entitle himself to
the promised gratuity, without prejudice from
or to the claims of others: while reward is
more proper in the case of a single ‘service,
which can be only once performed, and [there-
fore will be earned only by the person or
co-operative persons who succeed while others
fail. Thus, bounties are oifered to all who
will enlist in the army or navy: to all who will
engage in certain fisheries which government
desire to encourage: to all who kill dangerous
beasts or noxious creatures. A reward is of-
fered for rescuing a person from a wreck or
fire: for detecting and arresting an offender;
for finding a lost chattel. Kircher v. Murray,
M‘. C.) 54 Fed. 624: Ingram v. Colgan. 106
Cal. 113. 38 Pac. 315, 28 L. R. A. 187, 46 Am.
St. Rep. 221.

Bonus, as compared with bounty, suggests
the idea of a gratuity to induce a money trans-
action between individuals; a percentage or
gift, upon a loan or transfer of property. or a
surrender of a right. Abbott.
-Bounty lands. Portions of the public do-
main given to soldiers for military services. by
way of bounty.—Bounty of Queen Anne.
A name given to a royal charter. which was con-
firmed by 2 Anne. c. 11. whereby all the revenue
of first-fruits and tenths was vested in trustees.
to form a perpetual fund for the augmentation
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of poor ecclesiastical livings. Wharton.—$l1-
tn:-y bount land. Land granted by various
laws of the {nits-.d States, by way of bounty.
to soldiers for services rendered in the army;
being given in lieu of a money payment.

301736. In old Pro-no): lnw. An as-
semblage of houses surrounded with walls;
a fortified town or village.

In old English law. A borough, a vil-
lage.

3003612018. in old French law. The
inhabitant of a bourg, (q. 1).)

A person entitled to the privileges of a mu-
niclpai corporation; a hurgess.

B00383. Fr. An exchange; a stock-
exchange.

BOURSE DE COMMERCE. In the
French law. An aggregation, sanctioned by
government, of merchants, captains of ves-
sels, exchange agents, and courtiers, the
two latter being nominated by the govern-
ment, in ‘each city which has a bourso.
Brown.

BOUSSOLE. In French marine law. A
compass; the mariner's compass.

BOUWERYE. Dutch. In old New York
law. A farm; a farm on which the farmer’:
family resided.

BOUWHEESTER. Dutch. in old New
York law. A farmer.

BOVATA THREE. As much land as
one ox can cultivate. Said by some to be
thirteen, by others eighteen, acres in extent.
Skene; spelman: Co. Litt. 5a.

BOW-BEAREB. An under-omcer of
the forest, whose duty it was to oversee and
true inquisition make, as well of sworn men
as unsworn, in every baillwick of the forest;
and of all manner of trespasses done, either
to vert or venison. and cause them to be pre-
sented, without any concealment, in the next
court of attachment, etc. Cromp. Jor. 201.

B 0 W Y E B 8. Manufacturers of bows
and shafts. An ancient company of the city
of London.

BOYOOTT. A conspiracy formed and in-
tended directly or indirectly to prevent the
carrying on of any lawful business, or to
injure the business of any one by wrongfully
preventing those who would be customers
from buying anything from or employing the
representatives of said business, by threats,
intimidation. or other forcible means. Gray
V. Building Trades Council, 91 .\iinn. 171. 97
N. W. 663, 63 L. R. A. 753, 103 Am. St. Rep.
477; State v. Glidden. 55 Conn. 46, 8 Ail.
890, 3 Am. St. Rep. 28; in re Crump. S-.1 Va.
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927, 6 8. E. Q1), 10 Am. St. Rep. 895; Oxley
Stave Co. v. International Union (0. C.) 72;
Fed. 699: Casey v. Typographical Union (0.!
C.) 45 Fed. 135, 12 L. R. A. 193; Davis v.
Starrett, 97 Me. 568. 55 At]. 518; Barr v.
Exsex Trades Council, 53 N. J. Eq. 101, 30
Atl. 881; Park v. Druggists' Ass‘n, 175 N. Y.
1. 67 N. E. 136. 62 L. R. A. 632. 96 Am. St.
Rep. 578.

3023110. In Spanish law. An advo-
cate: one who pleads the causes of others,
or his own, before courts of justice, either
as piaintifl or defendant.

nnacmnn sums.
sea. 0

An arm of the

BRACINUM. A brewing; the whole
quantity of ale brewed at one time, for which
tolsestor was paid in some manors. Brecina,
a brew-house.

BBAHHIN, BRAHHAN, or BBAMIN’.
In Hindu law. A divine; a priest; the first
Hindu caste.

BEAIOE. An offshoot, lateral exten-
sion, or subdivision.

A branch of a family stock is a group of
persons, related among themselves by de-
scent from a common ancestor, and related
to the main stock -by the fact that that com-
mon ancestor descends from the original
founder or progenitor. ‘

—Brsnoh of the sea. This term. as used at
common law, included rivers in which the tide
ebbed and flowed. Arnold v. .\iundy, 6 N. J.
Law, 86. 10 Am. Dec. 356.—B1-nnoh pilot.
One possessing a license, commission, or cer-
tificate of competency issued by the proper au-
thority and usuall after an examination. U.
S. v. Forbes, 25 ed. Cas. 1141; Patterson v.
State (Tex. Cr. 5A)§p.) 58 S. W. 00; Dean '7.
Healy, 66 Ga. ; State v. Foiiett. 3-} La.
Ann. 228.—Bx-unoh railroad. A lateral ex-
tension of a main line: a road connected with
or issuing from a. main line. but not a mere
incident of it and not a mere spur or side-trad:
not one constructed simply to facilitate the busi
ness of the chief railway, but designed to have
a business of its own in the transportation oi
persons and property to and from places not
reached by the principal line. Akers v. Canal
Co.. 43 N. J. Law, 110: Bilcs v. Railroad Co.
5 Wash. 509. 32 Pac. 211: (ircnnnu v. .\lcGrci:-
or. 78 Cal. 258. 20 Pac. 559: Newliall v. Rail
road Co.. 14 Ill. 274; Blanton v. Railroad ($0.,
86 Va. 618. 10 S. E. 923'».

BRAND. To stamp; to mark. either with
a hot iron or with it stencil plate. Dibble v.
lliithaway, 11 Hun (N. Y.) 575.

BRANDING. An ancient mode of pan-
ishment hy inflicting a mark on an offender
with a hot iron. It is generally disused in
civil law, but is a recognized punishment for
some military offenses.

BRAIIKS. An instrument formerly used
in some parts of England for the correction
of scoids; a scolding bridle. It inclosed the
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‘head and a sharp piece of iron entered the
mouth and restrained the tongue.

BBASIATOR. A niaitster. a brewer.

BBASIUM. Malt.

BRAWL. A clamorous or tumultuous
quarrel in a public place, to the disturbance
of the public peace.

In English law, specifically, a noisy quarrel
or other uproarlous conduct creating a dis-
turbance in a church or churchyard. 4 B1.
(‘oinin. 146: 4 Steph. Comm. 253.

The popular meanings of the words "brawls"
and ‘ftumults" are substantially the same and
identical. They are correlative terms, the one
emtployed to express the meaning of the other,
an are so defined by approved iexicographers.
Legally, they mean the same kind of disturbance
to the public peace, produced by the same class
of agents. and can be well com rehended to de-
fine one and the same ofiense. tate v. Perkins.

BREACH. The breaking or violating of
it law, right, or duty. either by commission
or omission.

In contracts. The violation or non-ful-
tilment of an obligation, contract, or duty.

A continuing breach occurs where the state of
aifairs. or the specific act, constituting _the
breach, endures for a considerable period of time.
or is repeated at short intervals. A construe-
five breach of contract takes place when the
party bound to perform disables himself from
performance by some act, or declares, before the
time comes. that he will not perform. 1

In pleading. This name is sometimes
'given to that part of the declaration which
-alleges the violation of the defendant's prom-
lse or duty, immediately preceding the ad
damnum clause.
-3:-enoh of close. The unlawful or unwar-
rantable entry on another person's soil. land, or

3 Bl. Comm. 209.—Bx-ouch oi cove-
-nant. The nonperformance of any covenant
agreed to be performed. or the doing of any act
covenanted not to be done. I-Iolthouse.—
-_Ba-each of duty. In a general sense. any vio-
lation or omission of a legal or moral duty.
‘More particularly, the neglect or failure to tal-
.‘fiil in a just and proper manner the duties of
an oiiice or fiduciary employment.-Breach of
pound. The breaking any pound or place
where cattle or goods distrained are deposited.
in order to take them back. 3 Bi. Comm. 146.
-3:-each of prison. The offense of actually
and forcibly breaking a prison or zaol. with in-
tent to escape. Chit. Bl. 130, notes: 4
Steph. Comm. 255. The escape from custody
of a arson lawfully arrested on criminal proc-
ess.— reach of privilege. An act or de-
fault in violation of the privilege of either
house of parliament. of congress. or of a state
legislature.-—Bren.oh of promise. Violation
of a promise: chiefly used as an elliptical ex-
uression for "breach of promise of marriage.”-
Breuoh of the peace. A violation of the
public tranquillity and order. The offense of
breaking or disturbing the public peace by any
riotous. forcible, or unlawful proceeding. 4
Bl. Comm. 142. et .seq.; People v. Bartz. 523

Mich. 403, 19 N. W. 161: State v. White. l.\'
R. I. 473, 29 Atl. 968: People v. \\'nllace. 8.1
Ap_. Div. l'i'0. 83 N. Y. Supp. 130; Scniigalc
v. gweet, 124 Mich. 311, '2 N. W. 1001. A
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constructive breach of the peace is an unlawful
act which. though wanting the elements of ac-
tual violence or injury to any person. is yet in-
consistent with the aceable and orderly con-
duct of society. Vanous kinds of misdemeanors
are included in this general designation. such as
sending challenges to fight, going armed in pub-
lic without lawful reason and in a threatening
manner. etc. An apprehended breach of the
peace is caused by the conduct of a man who
threatens another with violence or physical in-
jury, or who goe about in public with danger-
ous and unusual weapons in a. threatening or
alarming manner, or who publishes an aggravat-
ed libel upon another. etc.—Breaoli of trust.
Any act done by a trustee contrary to the terms
of his trust, or in excess of his authority and
to the detriment of the trust; or the wrongful
omission by a trustee of any act required of
him by the terms of the trust. Also the wrong-
ful misappropriation by a trustee of any fund
or property which had been lawfully committed
to him in a fiduciary character.—Ba-each of
warranty. In real property law and the law

The failure or falsehood of an
aflirmative promise or statement. or the non-
pcrformance of an executory stipulation. Hen-
dricks v. Insurance Co., 8 Johns. (N. Y.) 13:
Fitzgerald v. Ben. Ass’n, 39 App. Div. 251'. 56
N. Y. Ssgpp. 1005; Stewart v. Drake. 9 N. J.

w. .

BREAD ACTS. Laws providing for the
sustenance of persons kept in prison for debt.

BREAKING. Forcibly separatliig. part-
ing, disintegrating, or piercing any solid sub-
stance. In the law as to housebreaking and
burglary, it means the tearing away or re-
moval of any part of a house or of the locks.
latches, or other tastenings intended to secure
it. or otherwise exerting force to gain an en-
trance, with the intent to commit a felony;
or violently or forcibly breaking out of a
house. after having unlawfully entered it, in
the attempt to escape. Gaddie v. Com.. 117
Ky. 468, 78 S. W. 163. 111 Am. St. Rep. 259;
Sims v. state. 136 Ind. 358, 36 N. E. 278:
Melton v. State, 24 Tex. App. 287, 6 S. W.
303; Mathews v. State. 36 Tex. 675; Carter
v. State. 68 Ala. 98; State v. Newbegin, 25
Me. 503; Mccourt v. People. 64 N. Y. 585.

In the_iaw of burglary, "constructive” break-
ing. as distinguished from actual. forcible break-
ing, may be classed under the following heads:
(1) Entries obtained by threats; (2) when. in
consequence of violence done or threatened in
order to obtain entry. the owner, with a view
more effectually to repel it. opens the door and
sallies out and the felon enters; (3) when en-
trance is obtained by procuring the service of
some intermediate person, such as a servant,
to remove the fastening; (4) when some process
of law is fraudulently resorted to for the pur-
pose of obtaining an entrance; (5) when some
trick is resorted to to induce the owner to re-
move the fastenings and open the door.
v. llenry. 31 N. C. 468: Clarke v. Com.. 25
Grat. (Va.) 912; Ducher v. State. 18 Ohio.
317; Johnston v. Com.. 85 Pa. 64, 27 Am.
Rep. 622: Nicliolls V. State, 68 Wis. 416, 32
N. W. 543. 60 Am. Rep. 870.
-3:-eaking a. one. The expression by the
judges of a court. to one another. of their views
of a case. in order to ascertain how far they
are agreed. and as .pi_'eliminai;y’ to the formal
delivery of their opinions. “ e are breaking
the case. that we may show what is in doubt
with any of us." Holt. C. J.. addressing Dol-
bin. J.. 1 Show. 423.—B1-asking bulk. The
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oifense ‘committed by ii baiiee (particularly a
carrier) in opening or unpacking the chest. par-
cel, or case containing goods intnisted to his
care. and removing the goods and converting
them to his own use.—Bx-asking doors. For-
cibly removing the fastenings of a house. so
that a person may enter.—Bx-asking Jail.
The act of a prisoner in effecting his escape
from a place of lawful confinement. Escape.
while denoting the offense of the prisoner in un-
lawfully leaving the jail. may also connote the
fault or negligence of the sheriff or keeper. and
hence is 0 wider significance than “breaking
Jail" or “prison-breach."—Bre g of ar-
restnont. In Scotch law. The contempt of
the law committed by an arrestee who disre-
gards the arrestment used in his hands. and
pays the sum or delivers the goods arrested to
the debtor. The breaker is liable to the arrest-
er in damages. See ARBEBTMENT.

BREAST or THE COURT. A meta-
phorical expression. signifying the con-
science, discretion, or recollection of the
judge. During the term of a court. the rec-
ord is said to remain “in the breast of the
judges of the court and in their remem-
brance." Co. Litt. 260a; 3 Bl. Comm. 407.

BREATH. In medical jurisprudence.
The air expelled from the lungs at each ex-
piration.

BREDWITE. In Saxon and old English
law. A flne, penalty. or aniercement im-
posed for defaults in the assise of bread.
Cowell.

BREHON. In old Irish law. A jtfige.
1 Bl. Comm. 100. Brehons. (brcmieamhutm)
Judges.

BRBHON LAW. The name given to the-
ancient system of law of Ireland as it ex-
isted at the time of its conquest by Henry
II.; and derived from the title of the judges.
who were denominated “Brehons."

BB1-INAGIUE. A payment in bran.
which tenants ancientiy made to feed their’
lords‘ hounds.

BREPHOTROPKI. In the civil law.
Persons appointed to take care of houses
destined to receive foundlings.

BRETBREN. This word. in a will. may
include sisters. as well as brothers. of the-
person indicated; it is not necessarily limited
to the masculine gender. Terry V. Brunson,
1 Rich. Eq. (S. C.) 78.

BRETT8 AND SCOTTS, LAWS 0!‘
THE. A code or system of laws in use
among the Celtic tribes of Scotland down to
the beginning of the fourteenth century. and
then abolished by Edward I. of England.

BIIETTWALDA. In Saxon law.
ruler of the Saxon heptarchy.

The
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33372. L. Lat. A writ. An original
writ. A writ or precept oi’ the king issuing
out of his courts.

A writ by which a person is summoned or
attached to answer an action, complaint, etc.,
or whereby anything,is commanded to be
done in the courts, in order to justice, etc.
It is called "breve." from the brevity of it,
and is addressed either to the defendant him-
self, or to the chaucellors, judges, sheritfs,
or other oilicers. Skene.
—Brevo do rooto. A writ of right, or license
for a person ejected out of an estate, to sue for
the possession of it.—Breve innoininatiun.
A writ making only a eneral complaint, with-
out the details or particulars of the cause of
aotion.—Breve nominatuns. A named writ.
A writ stating the circumstances or details of
the cause of action, .with the time, place, and
demand. very particularly.—Ba-eve originals.
An original writ; a writ which gave origin and
commencement to a suit.—Brove p uirore.
To urchase a writ or license of trio in the
kin s courts by the plaintifi.—Ba-eve testa-
tlun. A written memorandum introduced to
perpetuate the tenor of the conveyance and in-
veatiture of lands. 2 Bl. Comm. 307. In Scotch
law. A similar memorandum made out at the
time of the transfer, attested by the pure:
curia and by the seal of the superior. Bell.

Bravo ita dioitnr, quia rem de qua
acitur, et intentionom petentis, pauois
verhis ‘breviter enarrat. A writ is so call-
ed because it briefly states, in few words.
the matter in dispute, and the object of the
party seeking relief. 2 Inst. 39.

Brave judioialo debot soqni nun orig-
inals, at aooessorinm sulun principals.
Jenk. Gent. 292. A Judicial writ ought to
follow its original, and an accessory its prin-
cipal.

Bravo Judioiale non oadit pro dolootu
forum. Jeuk. Cent. ,43. A Judicial wri_t
fails not through defect of form.

BREVET. In xnilitary law. A com-
mission by which an oiiicer is promoted to
the next higher rank, but without confer-
ring a right to a correspoiidlng increase of
P8!-

In French law. A privilege or warrant
granted by the government to a private per-
son, authorizing him to take a special bene-
tit or exercise an exclusive privilege. Thus
a breve! Winvenlion is a patent for an inven-
tiou.

_ O

BREVIA. Lat. Writs. The plural of
breve, which see.

-31-ovia adversaria. Adversary writs:
writs broiéght by an adversary to recover land.
6 Coke, .—Bs-evia amioabilia. Ainicsble
or friendly writs; writs brought by agreement
or consent of the parties.-Brevia anticipat-
tin. At common law. Anticipating or pre-
ventive writs. Six were included in this cate-
gory, vim: Writ of _mesne; voarrantia charm;
sumutraveruut; _aud:ta querelo: curia deaden-
da; and as mjuste vez-es. Peters v. Linen-
schuiidt. 58 Mo. 466.—Bro_via do our-su.
Writs ot_ course. Formal writs issuing as or
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course.—-Brovia torrnata. Certain writs of
approved and established form which were
granted of course in actions to which they were
applicable, and which could not be changed but
by consent of the great council of the realm.
Bract. fol. 413b.—Bx-evia Jndioialia. Judicial
writs. Auxiliary writs issued from the court
during the progress of an action. or in aid of
the J_udgment.—Bi-ovia snagistralia. Writs
occasionally issued by the master: or clerks of
chancery, the form of which was varied to suit
the circumstances of each case. Bract. fol.
411~_3b.—Brevia seleota. Choice or selected
writs or processes. Often abbreviated to Brev.
Sel.—B1-evia testata. The name of the short
memoranda early used to show grants of lands
gut of which the deeds now in use have grown.

aco .

B1-evia, tam orig-inalia quam Judi-
oialia, patiuntur Anglioa nomina. 10
Coke, 132. Writs. as well original as judi-
cial, bear English names.

BREVIARIUH ALARICIANUH. A
compilation of Roman law made by order or
Alaric II., king of the Visigoths, in Spain,
and published for the use of his Roman sub-
jects in the year 506..

BREVIARIUM ANIANI. Another name
for the Brevarium Alarlcianum. (q. 1:.) Anian
was the referendery or chancellor of Alaric,
and was commanded by the latter to authen-
ticate, by his signature, the copies oi’ the
breviary sent to the comites. Mackeld.
Rom. Law, § 68.

BREVIATE. A brief; brief statement.
epitome, or abstract. A short statement of
contents, accompanying a bill in parliament.
Holthouse. ,

BREVIBUB ET BOTULIS I.]3I>:RAN-
DIS. A writ or mandate to a sheriff to de-
liver to his successor the county, and ap-
purtenances, with the roll, briefs, remem-
brance, and all other things belonging to his
oiiice. Reg. Orig. 295. '

BREWER. One who manufactures fer-
mented liquors of any name or description,
for sale, from malt, wholly or in part, or
from any substitute therefor. Act July 13,
1866, i 9. (14 St. at Large, 117.) U. S. -V. ‘

Dooley, 25 Fed. Cas. 890; U. S. v.'Wittlg.
28 Fed. Gas. 745.

BRIDE. Any valuable thing given or
promised, or any prefernient. advantage.
privilege, or emolument, given or promised
corruptly and against the law, as an induce-
ment to any person acting in an oiiicial or
public capacity to violate or forbear from his
duty, or to improperly influence his behavior
in the performance of such duty.

The term “bribe” slgnltles any money.
goods, right in action, property. thing of val-
ue, or advantage. present or prospective, or
any promise or undertaking to give any.
naked. given. or accepted. with a corrupt in-
tent to influence unlawfully the person to
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whom it is given. in his action, vote, or
opinion. in any public or oflicial capacity.
Pen. Code Dak. 5 774. Pen. Code Cal. 1903,
ii 7; Pen. (‘ode Tex. 1895, art. 144; People v.
Van de Carr, 8? App. Div. 386. 84 N. Y.
Supp. 461: People v. Ward. 110 Cal. 369,
42 Pac. 894; Com. v. Iieadley, 111 Ky. 815,
64 S. W. 744.

BRIBERY. In criminal law. The re-
ceiving or offering any undue reward by or
to any person whomsoever, whose ordinary
profession or business relates to the admin-
istration of public justice, in order to influ-
ence his behavior in ofllce. and to incline him
to act contrary to his duty and the known
rules of honesty and integrity. Ilall v. Mar-
shall, 80 Ky. 5.-‘-2; Walsh v. People, 65 Ill.
65, 16 Am. Rep. 569; Com. v. Murray, 135
Mass. 530; Hutchinson V. State, 36 Tex. %.

The term “bribery” now extends further. and
includes the oflense of giving a bribe to many
other classes of oiiicers; it applies both to the
actor and receiver. and extends to voters, cab-
inet ministers, legislators, sheriifs. and other
classes. 2 -Whart. Crim. Law, 5 1858.

The offense of taking any undue reward
by a judge, juror, or other person concerned
in the administration of justice, or by a pub-
lic ofllcer, to influence his behavior in his
office. 4 Bl. Conuu. 139. and note.

Bribery is the giving or receiving any un-
due reward to influence the behavior of the
person receiving such reward in the dis-
charge of his duty, in any otiice of govern-
ment or of Justice. Code Ga. 1882, 5 4469.

The crimelof oifering any undue reward or
remuneration to any public oflicer of the crown,
or other rson intrusted with a public duty,
with a view to influence his behavior in the
discharge of his duty. The taking such reward
is as much bribery as the oifering it. It also
sometimes signifies the taking or giving a re-
ward for public office. The oficnse is not con-
gned, as some have supposed, to judicial oflicers.

l'0Wll.

BRIBERY A1‘ ELECTIONS. The of-
fense committed by one who gives or prom-
ises or offers money or any valuable induce-
ment to an elector, in order to corruptly
induce the latter to vote in a particular
way or to abstain from voting, or as a re-
ward to the voter for having voted in a par-
ticulanway or abstained from voting.

BRIBOUR. One that pllt'ers other men's
goods: a thief.

BRIOOLIS.
were beaten down.

An engine by which walls
Blount.

BBIJDEWELL.
of correct ion.

In England. A house

BRIDGE. A structure erected over a
river. creek. stream, ditch. ravine, or other
place. to facilitate the passage thereof; in-
cluding by the term both arches and abut-
ments. Bridge Co. v. Railroad Co., 17 Conn.
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56, 42 Am. Dec. 716; Proprietors of Bridges
v. Land Imp. Co., 13 N. J. E11. 511; Ruscb
v. Davenport, 0 Iowa, -i55; Whitall v. Glou-
cester (‘ounty. 40 N. J. Law, 305.

A building of stone or wood erected acrom
a river, for the common ease and beneflt 0
travelers. Jacob. ~

Bridges are either public or private. Pub-
lic bridges are such as form a part of the
highway, common. according to their char-
acter as foot, horse, or carriage bridges. to
the public generally. with or without toll.
State v. Street, 117 Ala. 203. 23 South. 807;
Everett v. Bailey. 150 Pa. 152. 2-} Atl. 700:
Rex v. Bucks County. 12 East. 20-}.

A private bridge is one which is not open
to the use of the public generally, and does
not form part of the highway, but is reserved
for the use of those who erected it, or their
successors, and their licensees. Rex v. Bucks
County, 12 East, 192.

BRIDGE-MASTERS. Persons chosen
by the citizens, to have the care and super-
vision of bridges, and having certain fees
and proiits belonging to their oiiice. as in the
case of London Bridge.

BRIDLE ROAD.’ In the location of a
private way laid out by the scloctmen, and
accepted by the town, a description of it as a
“bridle road"'does not confine the right of
way to a particular class of animals or spe-
cial mode of use. Flagg v. Flagg, 16 Gray
(Mass) 175.

BRIEF. In general. A written docu-
ment; a letter; a writing in the form of a
letter. A summary, abstract, or epitome. A
condensed statement of some larger docu-
ment, or of a series of papers. facts. or prop-
ositions.

An epitome or condensed summary of the
facts and circumstances, or propositions of
law, constituting the case proposed to be set
up by either party to an action about to be
tried or argued.

In English practice. A document pre-
pared by the attorney, and given to the bar-
rister, before the trial of a cause. for the in-
struction and guidance of the latter. It con-

tains, in general. all the information neces-
sary to enable the barrister to successfully
conduct their client's case in court. such as

‘a statement of the facts, a summary of the
pleadings. the names of the witnesses, and
an outline of the evidence expected from
them. and any suggestions arising out of the
peculiarities of the case.

In American practice. A written or
printed document. prepared by counsel to‘
serve as the basis for an argument upon a
cause in an appellate court. and usually flied
for the information of the court. It embod-
ies t.he points of law which the counsel de-
sires to establish, together with the argu-
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ments and authorities upon which he rests
his contention.

A brief. within a rule of coiirt requiring coun-
sel to furnish briefs. before argument. implies
some kind of statement of the case for the infor-

_ éngtion of the court. Gardner v. Stover. 43 Ind.
I.

In Scotch law. Brief is used in the sense
of "writ.” and this seems to be the sense‘
in which the word is used in very many of
the ancient writers.

In eooleliutlonl law. A papal rescript
saled with wax. See BULL.
-31-lot I Povosqne. A writ to the bishop
which in quartz im edit, shall go to remove an
incumbent. unless e recover or be presented

ente life. 1 Keb. 386.—Brio2 of title.
n practice. A methodical epitome of all the

patents. conveyances. incumbrances, liens, court
proceedings. and other matters affecting the
title to a certain portion of real estate.-Brief
out o! the chuaoory. In. Scotch law. A
writ issued in the name of the sovereign in the
clection of tutors to minors. the cognoscing of
lunatics or of idiots, and the ascertaining the
widow's terce; and sometimes in dividing the
property belonging to heirs-portioners. In these
cases only brieves are now in use. Beli.—B1-let
pupal. In ecclesiastical law. The pope's let-
ter upon matters of discipline.

BBIEVE. In Scotch law. A writ. 1
Kames, Eq. 146.

BRIGA. In old European law. Strife,
contention, litigation, controversy.

BBIGAITDINE. A coat of mail or an-
cient armour, consisting of numerous jointed
scale-like plates, very pliant and easy for the
body, mentioned in 4 & 5 P. & M. c. 2.

BBIGBOTE. In Saxon and old English
law. A tribute or contribution towards the’
repairing of bridges.

BRING SUIT. To “brlng" an action or
suit has a settled customary meaning at law,
and refers to the initatlon of legal proceed-
ings in a suit: A suit is"‘brought" at the
time it is commenced. flames v. Judd (Com.
Pl.) 9 N. Y. Supp. 743; Rawle v. Phelps, 20
Fed. Can. 321: Goldenberg v. Murphy, 108
U. S. 162. 2 Sup. Ct. 388. 27 L. Ed. 686;
Bnecker v. Carr, 60 N. J. Eq. 300, 47 Atl. 34.

BRINGING MONEY INTO COURT.
The act of depositing money in the custody
of a court or of its clerk or marshal, for the
purpose of satisfying a debt or duty, or to
await the result of an interpleader. Dirks
17. Joel. 59 Neb. 353. 80 N. W. 1045.

B318.
ally. breaking; wreck.
naulrage, (q. o.)

In French maritime law. Liter-
Dlstinguished from

BRISTOL BARGAIN. In English law.
A contract by which A. lends B. £1.000 on
good security. and it is agreed that £500. to-
gether with interest, shall be paid at a time
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stated; and, as to the other £500. that B., in
consideration thereof. shall pay to A. £100
per annum for seven years. Wharton.

BRITISH OOLUHZBIA. The territory
on the north-west coast of North America.
once known by the designation of “New Cni-
edonia.” Ii: government is provided for by
21 & 22 Vict. c. 99. Vancouver Island is
united to it by the 29 & 30 Vict. c. 67. See
83 & 34 Vict. c. 66.

BROOAGE. The wages, commission. or
pay of a broker. (also called "brokerage.")
Also the avocation or business of a broker.

BRDOARD. In old English law. A legal
maxim. “Brocardica Juris," the title of a
small book of legal maxims. published at
Paris, 1508.

BROCARIUS. BROOATOB. In old Eng-
lish and Scotch law. A broker; a middle-
man between buyer and seller; the agent of
both transacting parties. Bell; Cowell.

IBROOELLA. In old English law. A
wood, a thicket or covert of bushm and
brushwood. Coweli; Blount.

BROKEN STOWAGE. In maritime law.
That space in 9. ship which is not filled by
her cargo.

BROKER. An agent employed to make
bargains and contracts between other per-
sons. in matters of trade. commerce. or nav-
igation. for a compensation commonly called
"brokerage." Story. Ag. ii 28.

Those who are engaged for others in the
negotiation of contracts relative to property.
with the custody of which they have no con-
cern. Paley, Prin. 8: Ag. 13.

The broker or intermediary is he who is
employed to negotiate a matter between two
parties, and who, for that reason, is consid-
ered as the mandatary of both. Civil Code
La. art. 3010.

One whose business is to negotiate pur-
chases or sales of stocks, exchange. bullion,
coined money. bank-notes, promissory notes.
or other securities. for himself or for others.
Ordinarily, the term “hroker" is applied to
one acting for others: but the part of the
definition which speaks of purchases and
sales for himself is equally important as that
which speaks of sales and purchases for
others. Warren v. Shook, 91 U. S. 710. 23
L. Ed. 421.

A broker is a mere negotiator between
other parties. and does not act in his own
name, but in the name of those who employ
him. Henderson v. State. 50 Ind. 234.

Brokers are persons whose business it is
to bring buyer and seller together: they need
have nothing to do with negotiating the bar-
gain. Keys v. Johnson. 08 Pa. 42.

The differ:-nce between a factor or commis-
sion merchant and a broker is this: A factoi
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may buy and sell in his_ own name. and he has
the goods in his asesaiou: while a_hro_ker, as
such. cannot ordinarily buy or sell in his own
name, and has no ossession of the goods sold.
S4l§ck v. Tucker. Wall. 321, 330. 23 L. Ed.
1 .

The legal distinction between a. broker_ and a
factor is that the factor is intrusted with the
property the subject of the agency; _the brolter
is only employed to make a bargain in relation
to it. Perkins v. State. 50 Ala. 154, 156.

Brokers are of many kinds, the most im-
portant being enumerated and defined as
follows: ‘

Exchange brokers, who negotiate for-
eign bills of exchange.

Insurance brokers, who procure insur-
ances for those who employ them and nego-
tiate between the party seeking insurance
and the companies or their agents.

Herohuidiss brokers, who buy and sell
goods and negotiate between buyer and sell-
er. but without having the custody of the
property.

Note brokers, who negotiate the discount
or sale of commercial paper.

Pawnbrokers, who lend money on goods
deposited with them in pledge, taking high
rates of interest.

Real-estate brokers, who procure the
purchase or sale oi.‘ land, acting as interme-
diary between vendor and purchaser to bring
them together and arrange terms; and who
negotiate loans on real-estate security, man-
age and lease estates, etc. Latta v. Kil-
bourn, 150 U. S. 524, 14 Sup. Ct. 201, 37
L. Ed. 169: Chadwick V. Collins, 26 Pa. 139;
Brauckman v. Leighton, 60 Mo. App. 42.

Ship-brokers, who transact business be-
tween the owners of ships and freighters or
charterers, and negotiate the sale of vessels.

Stooknbi-okors, who are employed to buy
and sell for their principals all kinds of
stocks, corporation bonds, debentures. shares
in companies, government securities. munic-
ipal bonds, etc.

Honey-broker. A rnoney—changer; a
scrivener or Jobber; one who lends or raises
money to or for others.

BROKERAGE. The wages or commis-
sions of a broker; also, his business or occu-
pation. -

BBOBBUS. Bruised, or injured with
blows, wounds, or other casualty. Cowell.

BROTHEL. A bawdy-house; a house of
. ill tame; a common habitation of prostitutes.

BROTHER. One person is a brother “of
the whole blood" to another, the former be-
ing a male. when both are born from the
same father and mother. He is a brother
"of the half blood" to that other (or half-
brother) when the two are born to the same
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rather by diiferent mothers or by the same
mother to diifferent fathers.

In the civil law,‘ the foilowin distinctions are
observed: Two brothers who escend from the
some father, but b diiferent mothers. are call-
ed “consanguine" rothers. if the. have the
same mother, but are begotten by iiferent fa-
thers, they are called “ut.erine" brothers. If
they have both. the same father and mother,
they are denominated brothers “germane."

BRo’.l'n1‘.B.-11¢-I.AW. A wife's brother
or a sister's husband. There is not any re-
lationship, but only aflinity, between broth-
ers-in-law. Farmers‘ L. 8: T. Co. v. Iowa
Water Co. (C. C.) 80 Fed. 469. See State v.
Foster, 112 D1. 533, 36 South. 554.

BBUABIUH. In old English law. A
heath ground; ground where heath grows.
Spelman.

BBUGBOTE. See BRIGBOTE.

BB.UII.I.Ul. in old English law. A
wood or grove; a thicket or clump of trees
in a park or forest. Cowell.

BRUIIE. In medical Jurisprudence. A
contusion; an injury upon the iiesh ot a per-
son with a blunt or heavy instrument, with-.
out solution of continuity, or without break-
ing the skin. Shadock v. Road 00., 79 Mich.
7. 44 N. W. 158; State v. Owen, 5 N. C.
452, 4 Am. Dec. 571. '

BBUKBABN. In old Swedish law. The
child of a woman conceiving after a rape,
which was made legitimate. Literally. the
child of a struggle. Burrill.

BBUTUH BUIJIBN.
an empty threat.

An empty noise;

BUBBLE. An extravagant or unsubstan-
tial project tor extensive operations in busi-
ness or commerce, generally founded on a
ilctitious or exaggerated prospectus, to en-
snare unwary investors. Companies formed
on such a basis or for such purposes are
called “bubble companies." The term is
chiefly used in England.

BUBBLE A01‘. The statute 6 Geo. I. c.
18, “for restraining several extravagant and
unwarrantahle practices herein mentioned."
was so called. It prescribed penalties for the
formation oi‘ companies with little or no cap-
ital, with the intention, by means of allur-
ing advertisements, of obtaining money from
the public by the sale of shares. Such un-
dertakings were then commonly called “bub-
bies." This legislation was prompted by the
collapse of the “South Sea Project." which,
as Blackstone says. "had heggared halt the
nation." It was mostly repealed by the stat-
ute 6 Geo. IV. c. 91.

BUCKET SHOP. An oflice or place (oth-
er than a regularly incorporated or licensed
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exdiange) where information is posted as to
the iiuctuating prices of stocks, grain, cot-
ton, or other commodities, and where persons
lay wagers on the rise and fall of such
prices under the pretence of buying and sell-
ing such commodities. Bryant v. W. U. Tel.
Co. (0. C.) 17 Fed. 828; Fortenbury v. State,
47 Ark. 188, 1 S". W. 58; Connor v. Black,
119 M0. 126., 24 S. W. 184; Smith v.- -W. U.
Tel. 00.. 84 Ky. 664, 2 S. W. 483; Bates’ Ann.
St. Ohio, 1904, i 6934a.

BUONSTALL. A toil, net, or snare, to
take deer. 4 Inst. 306.

BUDGET. A name given in England to
the statement annually presented to parlia-
ment by the chancellor ot the exchequer, con-
taining the estimates of the national revenue
and expenditure.

BUGGEEY. A carnal copulation against
nature; and this is either by the confusion of
species,—that is to say, a man or a woman
with a brute beast,—-or of sexes, as a man
with a man, or man unnaturally with a wo-
man. 3 last. 58; 12 Coke, 36. Ausman v.
Veal, 10 Ind. 356, 71 Am. Dec. 331; Com.
v. J., 21 Pa. 00. Ct. R. 626.

BUILDING. A structure or ediiice erect-
ed by the hand ot man, composed of natural
materials, as stone or wood, and intended for
use or convenience. Truesdell v. Gray, 13
Gray (Mass) 311; State v. Moore, 61 M0.
276; Clark v. State. 59 Wis. 203, 83 N. W.
438, 2 Am. St. Rep. 732.
—Bnudl.ng line. see LINI.

BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIA-
TION. An organization created for the pur-
pose ot accumulating a fund by the monthly
subscriptions and savings of its members to
assist them in building or purchasing for
themselves dwellings or real estate by the
loan to them of the requisite money from
the funds of the association. Mccauley v.
Association. 97 Tenn. 421, 37 S. W. 212, 35
L. R. A. 244, 56 Am. St. Rep. 813; Cook V.
Association, 104 Ga. 814. 30 S. E. 911; Pi'els-
ter v. Association, 19 W. Va. 093.

BUILDING LEASE. A lease of land for
a long term of years, uually 99, at a rent
called a “ground rent,” the lessee covenant-
ing to erect certain edifices thereon according
to specification, and to maintain the same,
etc., during the term.

BUIILDING LEN. The statutory lien oi.’

a nnterial-man or contractor for the erection
of a building. Lumber Co. v. Holt. 60 Neb.
8), 82 N. W. 112, 83 Am. _St. Rep. 512; June
v. Doke, 35 Tex. Civ. App. 240, 80 S. W. 406.

BUILDING SOOIETY. An association
in which the subscriptions of the members
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form a capital stock or fund out of which ‘ad-
vances may be made to members desiring
them, on mortgage security.

BUL. In the ancient Hebrew chronology,
the eighth month of the ecclesiastical, and
the second of the civil year. it has since
been called “Marshcvan,” and answers to our
October.

BULK. Unbroken packages. Merchan-
dise which is neither counted, weighed, nor
measured.

Bulk is said of that which is neither count-
ed. weighed, nor measured. A sale by the
bulk is the sale or a quantity such as it is,
without measuring, counting, or weighing.
Civil Code La. art. 3556, par. 6.

BULL. In ecclesiastical law. An instru-
ment granted by the pope oi‘ Rome, and
sealed with a seal ot lead, containing some
decree, commandment. or other public act,
emanating from the pontiir. Bull, in this
sense, corresponds with edict or letters pat-
ent from other governments. Cowell; 4 Bl.
Comm. 110; 4 Steph. Comm. 177, 179.

This is also a cant term of the Stock Ex-
change, meaning one who speculates tor a
rise in the market.

BULLA. A seal used by the Roman em-
perors, during the lower empire; and which
was or four kinds,—gold, silver, wax, and
lead.

BULLETIN. An oilicially published no-
tice or announcement concerning the progress
of matters oi’ public importance. In France,
the registry of the laws.
—Bulletin dos loin. In France, the oificial
sheet which publishes the laws and decrees;
this ublication constitutes the promulgation of
the aw or decree.

BULLION. Gold and silver intended to
be coined. The term is usually applied to a
quantity of these metals ready for the mint,
but as yet lying in bars, plates, lumps, or
other masses; but it may also include orna-
ments or dishes or gold and silver, or foreign
coins not current as money, when intended
to be descriptive of its adaptability to be
coined, and not of other purposes to which it
may be put. Hope Min. Co. v. Kennon, 3
Mont. 44; Thalheim v. State, 38 Flu. 109. 20
South. 938; Counsel v. Min. Co., 5 Daily (N.
Y.) 77.

—Bn1l:lon fund. A fund of public money
maintained in connection with the mints. for
the purpose of purchasing precious metals for
coinage.

BUN-BAlLI'.!'I‘. A person employed to
dun one for a debt; a bailifl employed to ar-
rest a debtor. Probably a vulgar corruption
of “bound-bailifl," (q. 12.)



BUNDA

ninmn. In old English law. A bound,
boundary. border, or limit, (terminus. limes.)

BUOY. In maritime law. A piece of
wood or cork, or a barrel, raft, or other thing,
made secure and floating upon a stream or
buy, intended as a guide and warning to
mariners, by marking a spot where the water
is shallow, or where there is a reef or other
danger to navigation. or to mark the course

. of a devious channel.

BURDEN 01" PROOF. (Lat. onus pro-
bandi.) In the law of evidence. The neces-
sity or duty of alflrmativeiy proving a fact
or facts in dispute on an issue raised between
the parties in a cause. Wiliett v. Rich, 142
Mass. 356, 7 N. E. 776. 56 Am. Rep. 684;
Wilder v. Cowles, 100 Mass. 490; People v.
McCann, 16 N. Y. 58. 69 Am. Dec. 642.

The term “burden of proof" is not to be
confused with “prima facie case." When
the party upon whom the burden of proof
rests has made out a prima facie case, this
will, in general, suiilce to shift the burden.
In other words, the former expression de-
notes the necessity of establishing the latter.
Kendall v. Brownson, 47 N. H. 200; Carver
v. Carver, 97 Ind. 511; Heinemann v. Heard,
62 N. Y. 455; Feurt v. Ambrose, 34 Mo. App.
366; Gibbs v. Bank, 123 Iowa, 736, 99 N. W.
703.

BUREAU. An oilice for the transaction
of business. ‘A name given to the several
departments of the executive or administra-
tive branch of government, or to their larger
subdivisions. In re Strawbridge, 39 Ala. 375.

BUBEAUCRACY. A system in which
the business of government is carried on" in
departments. each under the control of a
chief, in contradistlnction from a system in
which the oificers of government have a co-
ordinate authority.

BUBG, BUBGH. A term anciently ap-
plied to a castle or fortified place; a borough,
(q. 1:.) Spelman.

BUBGAGE. A name anciently given to
a dwelling-house in a borough town. Blount.

BURGAGE-HOLDING. A tenure by
which lands in royal boroughs in Scotland
were held of the sovereign. The service was

watching and warding, and was done by the
burgesses within the territory of the bor-
ough, whether expressed in the charter or

not. .

BUBGAGE-TENURE. In English law.
One of the three species of free socnge hold-
ings; a tenure whereby houses and lands
which were formerly the site of houses, in an
ancient borough, are held of some lord by a
certain rent. There are a great many cus-
toms aifectiug these tenures, the most re-
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markable of which is the custom of Borough
English. See Litt. 5 162; 2 Bl. Comm. 82.

BUBGATOB. One who breaks into
houses or lnclosed places. as distinguished
from one who committed robbery in the open
country. Spelman.

BUBGBOTE. In old English law. A
term applied to a contribution towards the
repair of castles or walls of defense, or of a
borough. ‘

BUBGENSES. In old English law. In-
habitants of a burgus or borough; burgesses.
Fleta, lib. 5, c. 6, 5 10.

BURGBRIBTE. A word used in Domes-
day, signifying a breach of the peace in a
town. Jacob.

BUBGESS. In English law. An in-
habitant or freeman of a borough or town; a
person duly and legally admitted a member
of a municipal corporation. spelman; 3
Steph. Comm. 188, 189.

A magistrate of a borough. Blount.
An elector or voter; a person legally qual-

ified to vote at elections. The word in this
sense is particularly defined by the statute 5
8: 6 Wm. IV. c. 76, 55 9, 13. 3 Steph. Comm.
192. .

A representative of a borough or town, in
parliament. Co. Lltt. 109a; 1 Bi. Comm.
174.

In American law. The chief executive
officer of a borough, bearing the same rela-
tion to its government and aifairs that the,
mayor does to those of a city. So used in
Pennsylvania.

BURGESS ROLL. A roll, required by
the St. 5 & 6 Wm. IV. c. 76, to be kept in
corporate towns or boroughs, of the names
of burgesses entitled to certain new rights
-conferred by that act.

BIIBGH-BBECEE. A fine imposed on
the community of a town, for a breach of the
peace, etc.

BIIRGH ENGLISH. See Boaouen ENG-
msn.

BURGE ENGLOYS. Borough English,
(q. 1;.)

BURGBMAILS. Yearly payments to the
crown of Scotland. introduced by Malcolm
III., and resembling the English fee-farm
rents. '

BURGEMOTE. In Saxon law. A court
of justice held semi-annually by the bishop
or lord in a burg. which the thanes were
bound to attend without summons.

BURGLAB. One who commits burglary.
One who breaks into a dwelling-house in the



‘Edinburgh in 18%).

BURGLARIOUSLY

night-time with intent to commit a felony.
Wilson v. State, 34 Ohio St. 200: O'Connor
v. Press Bub. Co., 34 Misc. Rep. 564, 70 N. Y.
supp. 367.

BUBGLABIOUSLY. In pleading. A
technical word which must be introduced into
an indictment for burglary at common law.
Lewis v. State. 16 Conn. 34; Reed v. State.
14 Tex. App. %.

BURGLARITER. L. Lat. (Burglarious-
ly.) In old criminal pleading. A necessary
word in indictments for burglary.

BURGLARY. In criminal law. The
breaking and entering the house of another
in the night-time, with intent to commit a
felony therein, whether the felony be actual-
ly committed or not. Anderson v. State, 48
Ala. 666, 17 Am. Rep. 36; Benson v. Mc-
Mahon. 127 U. S. 457, 8 Sup. Ct. 1240, 32 L.
Ed. 234: Hunter v. State, 29 Ind. 80; State
v. Petit. 32 Wash. 129, 72 Pac. 1021; State v.

Langford. 12 N. C. 253; State v. McCall, 4
Ala. 644, 39 Am. Dec. 314; State v. Wilson,
1 N. J. Law, 439, 1 Am. Dec. 216; Com. v.

Newell, 7 Mass. 245.
The common-law definition has been much

modified by statute in several of the states.
For example: “Every person who enters any
house, room, apartment, tenement, shop,
warehouse, store, mill, barn, stable, outhouse.
or other building, tent, vessel, or railroad car,
with intent to commit grand or petit larceny.
or any felony, is guilty of burglary.” Pen.
Code Cal. 5 459.

BURGOHAITI-JR. The title given in
Germany to the chief executive oflicer of a
borough, town, or city; corresponding to our
"mayor."

BURG-UNDIAN LAW. See Lax BUB-
otmmonun.

BURGWEAR. A burgess, (q. o.)

BURIAL. Sepulture; the act of interring
dead human bodies. s_ee Lay v. State, 12
Ind. App. 362, 39 N. E. 768; In re Reformed,
etc., Church, 7 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 476; Ceme-
tery Ass’n v. Assessors, 37 La. Ann. 35.

BURKING-BURKIIH. Murder com-
mitted with the object of selling the cadaver
for purposes of dissection, particularly and
originally, by suffocating or strangling the
victim.

So named from_ William Burke. a notorious
practitioner of tins crime, who was hanged at
_ _ It is said that the first
instance of his name being thus used as a syno-
nym for the form of death he had inflicted on
others occurred when he himself was led to
the gibbet. the crowd around the scafiold shout-
ing “Burke him !”
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BURLAWS. In Scotch law. Laws
made by neighbors elected by common con-
sent in the burlaw courts. Skene.
-3111-law courts. Courts consisting of neigh-
bors selected by common consent to act as
judges in determining disputes between neighbor
and neighbor.

BURN. To consume with fire. The verb
“to burn,” in an indictment for arson, is to
be taken in its common meaning of “to con-
sume with flre." Hester v. State, 17 Ga. 130.

BURNING FLUID. As used in policies
of insurance, this term does not mean any
fluid which will burn, but it means a recog-
nized article of commerce, called by that
name. and which is a different article from
naphtha or kerosene. Putnam v. Insurance
Co. (C. C.) 4 Fed. 764; Wheeler v. Insurance
Co., 6 Mo. App. 235; Mark v. Insurance Co.,
24 Hun (N. Y.) 569.

BURNING IN Tin: HAND. In old Eng-
lish criminal law, laymen, upon being ac-
corded the beneflt of clergy, were burned
with a hot iron in the brawn of the left
thumb, in order that, being thus marked,
they could not again claim their clergy. 4
B1. Comm. 367.

BURROCEIUM. A burroch, dam, or
small wear over a river, where traps are laid
for the taking of flsh. Cowell.

BURROWHEALIB. In Scotch law. A
term used to designate the rents paid into the
king's private treasury by-the burgesses or
inhabitants of a borough.

BUBSA. Let. A purse.

BURSAR. A treasurer of a college.

BURARIA. The exchequer oi‘ collegiate
or conventual bodies: or the place of receiv-
ing, paying, and accounting by the bursars.
Also stipendiary scholars, who live upon the
burse, fund, or joint-stock of the college.

RURYING ALIVE. In English law.
The ancient punishment of sodomites, and
those who contracted with Jews. Fleta, lib.
1, c. 27, 5 3.

BURYING-GROUND. A place set apart
for the interment of the dead; a cemetery.
Appeal Tax Court v. Academy, 50 Md. 353.

BUSCARL. In Saxon and old English
law. seamen or marines. Spelman.

BUSKEL. A dry measure, containing four
pecks, eight gallons, or thirty-two quarts.
But the dimensions of a bushel, and the
weight of a bushel of grain. etc.. vary in the
different states in consequence of statutory
enactments. Richardson v. Spafford, 13 Vt.



BUSINESS

25; Milk V. Christie, 1 Hill (N. Y.) 106;
Hockin v. Cooke, 4 Term. 316.

BUSINES. This word embraces every-
thing about which a person can be employed.
People v. Conrrs of Taxes, 23 N. Y. 242, 244.

That which occupies the time, attention,
and labor of men for the purpose or a liveli-
hood or proflt. The doing of a single act
pertaining to a particular business will not
be considered engaging in or carrying on the
business; yet a series of such acts would be
so considered. Goddard v. Chairee, 2 Allen
(Mass) 395, 79 Am. Dec. 796; Sterne v. State,
20 Ala. 46.

Labor, business, and work are not synonyms.
Labor may be business, but it is not necessarily
so; and business is not aiwa labor. Making
an agreement for the sale 0 a chattel is not
within a prohibition of labor upon Sunday,
though it is (it by a merchant in his calling)
within a rohibition u a business. Bloom v.
Richards, Ohio St. 7.

BUSIJTEISB HOURS.‘ Those hours of the
day during which, in a given community. com-
mercial, banking, professional, public, or oth-
er kinds of business are ordinarily car-
ried on.

This phrase is declared to. mean not the time
during which a principal requires an employee's
services, but the business hours _of the commu-
nity generally. Derosia v. Railroad (.30.. 18
Min. 133. (Gil. 119.)

BUSONE OOHITATU8.
law. The barons of a county.

In old English

BUSSA. A_ term used in the old English
law, to designate a large and clumsily con-
structed ship.

BUTLERAGE. A privilege formerly al-
lowed to the king's butler, to take a certain
part or every cask or wine imported by an‘
alien.

BUTLER‘! ORDINANCE. In English
law. A law for the heir to punish waste in
the life at the ancestor. “Though it be on
record in the parliament book of Edward 1.,
yet it never was a statute, nor ever so re-
ceived; "but only some constitution oi'._ the
king's council, or lords in parliament, which
never obtained the strength or force of an act
of parliament." Hale, Hist. Eng. Law, p. 18.

BUTT. A measure or liquid capacity,
equal to one hundred and eight gallons; also
a measure of land.

BUTTALS. The bounding lines of land
at the end; abuttals, which see.

BUTTED AND BOUNDED. A phrase
sometimes used in conveyancing. to intro-
duce the boundaries ot lauds. See Burrs
AND Bovsns.

BUTTS. in old English law. short
pieces of land left unplowed at the ends of
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fields, where the plow was turned about, _

(otherwise called “headlands,") as sidellngs
were similar unplowed pieces on the sides.
Bnrrili. '

Also a place where bowineu meet to shoot
at a mark.

BUTTS AND BOUNDS. A phrase used
in conveyancing, to describe the end lines or
circumscribing lines of a certain piece of
land. The phrase “metes and bounds” has
the same meaning.

IBUTTY. A local term in the north or
England, for the associate or deputy of an-
other; also of things used in common.

BUY. To acquire the ownership of prop-
erty by giving an accepted price or considera-
tion theretor; or by agreeing to do so; to ac-
quire by the payment of a price or value; [0
purchase. Webster.
—Buy in. To urchase, at public sale, prop-
erty which is one s own or which one has caused
or procured to be sold.—Buyer. One who
buys’ a purchaser, particularly of chattels.-
Bu 3 titles. The Purchase of the rights or
claims to zeal estate 0 a person who is not in
possession of the land or is disseised. Void,
and an offense, at common law. Whitaker v.
Cone, 2 Johns. Cas. (N. Y.) 59; Brinley v.
Whiting. 5 Pick. (Mass.) 356.

BY. This word, when descriptlvely used
in a grant, does not mean “in immediate con-
tact with," but "near" to, the object to
which it relates; and "near" is a relative
term, meaning, when used in land patents,
very unequal and diflerent distances. Wells
v. Mtg. 00., 48 N. H. 491.

A contract to complete work by a certain
time, means that it shall be done before that
time. Rankin v. Woodworth, 3 Pen. & W.
(Pa.) 48.

By an aeqnittanee {or the last pay-
ment all other 3:-real-ages are discharged.
Noy, 40.

BY-BIDDING. see BID.

BY BILL, BY BILL WITHOUT WRIT.
In practice. Terms anciently used to des-
ignate actions commenced by original bill,
as distinguished from those commenced by
original writ, and applied in modern practice
to suits commenced by capias ad responden-
dum. 1 Arch. Pr. pp. 2, 337; Harkness v.
Harkness, 5 Hill (N. Y.) 213.

BY ESTIHATION. In conveyancing. A
term used to indicate that the quantity or -

land as stated is estimated only, not exactly
measured; has the same meaning and effect
as the phrase “more or less." Tarbell v.

Bowman, 1% Mass. 341; Mendenhail v.
Steckel. 47 Md. 453. 28 Am. Rep. 481: Hays
v. Hays, 126 Ind. 92. 25 N. E. 000, 11 L. R. A.
376.

BY GOD AND KY COUNTRY. In old
English criminal practice. The established
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formula of reply by a prisoner, when ar-
raigned at the bar, to the question, “Culprit,
how wilt thou be tried?”

BY-LAWS. Regulations, ordinances, or
rules enacted by a private corporation for its
own government -

_ A by-law is a rule or lawn! a corporation, for
its government, and is a legislative act, and

solemmties and sanction required b the
charter must be observed. A resolution is not
necessarily a by-law though a b -law may be in
the form of a resolution. P v. Elliott 79
1:-e_a._ 1o, 24 0. c. A. 425. as L. Its. 616;
Mininigo. v. Kin , . 439 N N. W. 181,
38 L. A. 51; afiley v. on (’:o., 201 Pa. 78,
50 Atl. 760, 56 L. . A. 184; Dairy Ass’n V.
Webb, 40 App. Div. 40. 57 N. Y. Supp. 572.

"mm the reasonableness of-a by- aw of a
corporation is a question of law. and not of
fact, has always been the established rule' but
in the case of State v. Overton, 24 N. J. how,
435, 61 Am. Dec. 671, a distinction was taken
in this respect between a by-law and a regula-
tion, the _validity of the former being a Judi-
cial question, while the latter was regarded as
a matter in ca. But although. in one of the
opinions rea in the case referred to, the view
was clearly expressed that the reasonableness
of a corporate re lation was properly for the
consideration of e ury, and not of the court
yet it was neverth ess stated that the poini
was not involved in the controvers then to be
decided. There is no doubt'that e rule thus
intimated is in ofiaposltion to recent American
authorities. Nor ve I been able to dad in the
English books any such distinction as that
above stated between a (bay)-law and a regula-
tion ot a co ration.” mpton v. Van Vol-
kenburgh. 84 . J. Law. 135.

The word has also been used to designate
the local laws or municipal statutes of a city
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or town. But of late the tendency ls'to em-
ploy the word “ordinuuce" excluively for
this class of enactments. reserving “by-law"
for the rules adopted by private corporation.

BY LAW MEN. In English law. The
chiet men oil a town, representing the in-
habitants. .

BY-ROAD. The statute law of New Jer-
sey recognizes three diiferent kinds of roads:
A public road, a private road, and a by-
road. A by-road is a road used by the in-
habitants, and recognized by statute, but not
laid out. Such roads are often called “drift-
ways." They are roads of necessity in new-
ly-settled countries. Van Blarcom v. Erike,
29 N. J. Law, 516. See, also, Stevens v.
Allen, 29 N. J. Law, 68.

An obscure or neighborhood road in its
earlier existence, not used to any great ex-
tent by the public, yet so far a public road
that the public have of right free access to it
at all times. Wood V. Hurd, 34 N. J. Law,
89. . ‘

BY THE BY. Incidentally; without new
process. A term used in former English
practice to denote the method of flling :1 dec-
laration against a defendant who was al-
ready in the custody of the court at the suit
of a diirerent plaintiff or of the same plaintlir
in another cause.

BYE-BIL-WUPFA. In Hindu law. A
deed oi‘ mortgage or conditional sale.



C. The initial letter of the word “Code.z:,"
used by some writers in citing the Code of
Justinian. Tayl. Civil Law, 24.

It was also the letter inscribed on the bal-
lots by which, among the Romans, Jurors
voted to condemn an accused party. It was
the initial letter of condcmno, I condemn.
Tayi. Civil Inw, 192.

C. as the third letter of the alphabet, is
used as a numeral, in like manner with that
use of A and B, (a. 1).)

The letter is also used to designate the
third of a series or propositions, sections.
etc., as A, B, and the others are used as
numerals. '

it is used as an abbreviation of many
words of which it is the initial letter; such
as cases, civil, circuit, code. common, court,
criminal, chancellor. crown.

C.—C’l'.—O’l‘S. These abbreviations stand
for “cent" or “cents." and any of them,
placed at the top or head of a coiumn.ot tig-
ures, suiiiciently indicates the denomination
of the figures below. Jackson v. Cummings,
15 Ill. 453; Hunt V. Smith, 9 Kan. 137;
Linck v. Litchileld, 141 I11. 469, 31 N. E. 123.

C. A. V. An abbreviation for curia ad-
visari cult, the court will be advised, will
consider, will deliberate.

C. B. In reports and legal documents. an
abbreviation for common bench. Also an
abbreviation for chief baron.

O. 0. Various terms or phrases may-be
denoted by this abbreviation; such as circuit
court, (or city or county court ;) criminal
cases, (or crown or civil or chancery cases:)
civil code; chief commissioner; and the re-
turn of cepi corpus.

C. C. P. An abbreviation for Code of
Civil Procedure; also for court of common
pleas: ' '

C. .1. An abbreviation for chief justice;
also for circuit judge.

C. L. An abbreviation for civil law.

C. L. P. Common law procedure. in ref-
erence to the English acts so entitled.

C. 0. D. “Collect on delivery.” These
letters are not cabalistic. but have a deter-
minate meaning. They import the carrler‘s
liability to return to the consignor either the
goods or the charges. U. S. Exp. Co. v. Keef-
er. 59 Ind. 26?; Fleming v. Com.. 130 Pa.
138. 18 Atl. 622; Express Co. v. Wolf. 79 Ill.
434. .

C. I‘. An abbreviation for common pleas.

CABLE

C
C. B. An abbreviation for curia reads,-

also for chancery reports.

0. '1'. A. An abbreviation for cum testa-
mento annexe, in describing a species of ad-
ministration.

CABAL. A small association for the pur-
pose of intrigue; an intrigue. This name
was given to that ministry in the reign of
Charles II. formed by Clifford, Ashley. Buck-
ingham, Arlington. and Lauderdale. who cou-
certed a scheme for the restoration of pop-
ery. The initials of these five names form
the word “cabal ;" hence the appellation.
Hume. Illst. Eng. ix. 69.

CABALI81‘. In French commercial law.
A factor or broker.

CABAI.I.A!l.IA. Pertaining to a horse.
It was a feudal tenure of lands, the tenant
furnishing a horseman suitably equipped in
time of- war, or when the lord had occasion
for his service.

CABALLERIA. In Spanish law. An
allotment of land acquired by conquest, to a
horse soldier. It was a strip one hundred
feet wide by two hundred feet deep. The
term has been sometimes used in those parts
of the United States which were derived from
Spain. See 12 Pet. 44-l, note.

CABALLEBO. In Spanish law. A
knight. so called on account of its being
more honorable to go on horseback (d cabailo)
than on any other beast. '

CABINET. The advisory board or coun-
cil of a king or other chief executive. In the
government oi.’ the United States the cabinet
is composed of the secretary of state, the sec-
cretary of the treasury, the secretary of the
interior, the secretary of war. the secretary
of the navy, the secretary of agriculture. the
secretary of commerce and labor, the attor-
ney general, and the postmaster general.

The select or secret council oi.’ a prince or
executive government; so called from the
apartment in which it was originally held.
Webster.

CABINET COUNCIL. In English law.
A private and confidential assembly of the
most considerable ministers of state. to con-
cert measures for the administration of pub-
lic affairs; iirst established by Charles I.
Wharton.

CABLE. A large and strong rope or chain,
such as is attached to a vessel's anchors. or
the traction-rope of a street railway operat-
ed by the cable system. (liooper v. Railway
Co., 85 Md. 509, 37 Atl. 359. 38 L. R. A. %,)



CABLISH

or used in submarine telegraphy. (see 25 Stat.
41 [l.'. S. Comp. St. 1901, p. 3586].)

CABLISK. Brush-wood. or more prop-
erly windfall-wood.

CACHEPOLIJI, or CAcEl:nEI.I.AS.
An interior baiiiir, or catchpoli. Jacob.

CACHET. LETTREI DE. Letters is-
sued and signed by the kings of France, and
couutersigned by a secretary of state, author-
izing the imprisonment oi’ a person. Abol-
lished during the revolution of 1789.

CACICAZGOS. In Spanish-American law.
Property entailed on the caciques. or heads
of Indian villages.‘ and their descendants.
Schm. Civil Law, 309.

OADASTBE. In Spanish law. An ofllcial
statement of the quantity and value of real
property in any district, made for the pur-
pose of justly apportioning the taxes payable
on such property. 12 Pet. 428, note.

OADASTU. In French law. An ofllcial
statement of the quantity and value of realty
made for purposes of taxation; same as ca-
dastre. (q. 1:.)

CADAVER. A dead human body: a
corpse. -Cadaver numus in boats, no one can
have a right oi! property in a corpse. 3 Co.
Inst. 110, 2 Bl. Comm. 429; Griflith v. Rail-
road Co.. 23 S. C. 32, 55 Am. Rep. 1.

CADRE!-1. Lat. To end: cease; fail.
As in the phrases cadit acuo, (or breve.) the
action (or writ) fails; cadtt assign, the as-
s-ise abates; cadit quaentio, the discussion ends,
there is no room for further argument.

To be changed; to be turned into. Codi:
casino in juratum, the assise is changed into
a Jury.

CADET. In the United States laws,
students in the military academy at West
Point are styled “cadets ;" students in the
naval academy at Annapolis, “cadet midship-
men." Rev. St. 55 1309, 1512 (U. S. Comp. St.
1901, pp. 92!, 1042).

In England. The younger son of a gen-
tleman; particularly applied to a volunteer
in the army, waiting for some post. Jacob.

OADI. The name of a Tiirkisli civil mag-
istrate.

OADIT. Lat. It falls, abates. fails. ends,
ceases. See Canaan.

OADUOA. In the civil law. Property or
an inheritable quality; property such as de-
scends to an heir. Also the lapse of a testa-
mentary disposition or legacy. Also an es-
cheat; escheated property.

Br..Law Dicr.(2r ED.)—11
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OADUOARY. Relating to or of the na-
ture of est-heat, forfeiture, or confiscation. 2
Bl. Comm. 245.

CEDUA. In the civil and old common
law. Kept for cutting; intended or used to
be cut. A term applied to wood.

CESAR. In the Roman law. A cogna-
men in the Geus Julia, which was assumed
by the successors of Julius. Tayl. (.‘.i\'il
Law, 31.

CESABEAII OPERATION. A surgical
operation whereby the fcetus, which can nel-
ther make its way into the world by the or-
dinary and natural passage. nor be extracted
by the attempts of art, whether the mother
and foetus be yet alive, or whether either
of them be dead, is, by a cautious and well-
timed operation. taken from the mother, with
a view to save the lives of both, or either of
them. This consists in making an incision
into the abdomen and uterus of the mother
and withdrawing the foetus thereby. If this
operation be performed after the mother's
death. the husband cannot be tenant by the
curtesy; since his right begins from the birth
of the issue, and is consummated by the death
oi‘ the wife; but. if mother and child are sav-
ed. then the husband would be entitled after
her death. Wharton.

CETERUS. Lat. the
rest.
—-Cate:-is pu-thus. Other things bcing_equal.
—Cute1-is taeentihns. The others being_ sl-
lent: the other jutlg-es expressing no opinion.
Comb. 186.—Catu-orlun. When a limited ad-
ministration has been granted. and all the prop-
erty cannot be administered under it. adminis-
tration ccterorum (as to the residue) may be
granted.

Other ; another :

GAHIBII. In old French law. -A list of
grievances prepared for deputies in the states-
general. A petition for the redress of griev-
auces enumerated.

CAIRNS‘ ACT. An English statute for
enabling the court or chancery to award dam-
ages. 21 & 22 Vict. c. 27.

CALABOOSE. A term used vuigarly, and
occasionally in judicial proceedings and law
reports, to designate a jail or prison. partic-
uarly a town or city jail or lock-up. Suppos-
ed to be a corruption or the Spanish on-labo:o,
a dungeon. See Gilliam v. Wells, 64 Ga. 194.

CALCETUM, OALOEA. A causeway,
or common hard-way, inalntulned and repair-
ed with stones and rubbish.

GALE. In old French law. A punish-
ment of sailors. resembling the nioderu “keel-
hauling."

CALEPAGIUM. in old law. A right to
take fuel yearly. Coweil.
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CALENDAR» 1. The established order
at the division oi‘ time into years, months,
weeks, and days; or a systematized enumera-
tion of such arrangement; an almanac. Rives
v. Guthrie, 48 N. C. 88.
—Ca_lendar days. So many days reckoned ac-
oordin to the course of the calendar. For
examp e, a note dated January 1st and payable
“thirty calendar days after date," without
grace. is payable on the 31st day of January,
though if expressed to be payable simply “thir-
ty days after date," it would be payable Feb-
ruary 1st.—Calendar month. One of the
months of the year as enumerated in the cal-
endar,—January. February, March. etc..—with-
out reference to the number of days it may con-
tain: as distinguished from a lunar month, of
twenty-eight days, or a month for business
purposes, which may contain thirty. at what-
ever part of the year it occurs. Daley v. An-
derson. 7 W o. 1, 48 Pac. 840, 75 Am. St.
Rep. 870; igotti v. Colvil, 4 C. P. Div. 233:
In re Parker's Estate, 14 Wkly. Notes Cas.
(Pa.) 566.—Calendar year. The calendar year
is com sed of twelve months. varying in len h
according to the common or Gregorian calen at.
In re Parker's Estate, 14 Wkly. Notes Cas.
(Pa.) 566.

2. A list or systematic enumeration of
causes or motions arranged for trial or hear-
ing in a court.
—Calendar of oanees. In practice. A list
of the causes instituted in the particular court,
and now ready for trial, drawn up by the
clerk shortly before the beginning of the term,
exhibitin the titles of the suits, arran in
their o er for trial, with the nature 0 each
action, the date of issue, and the names of the
counsel engaged: designed for the information
and convenience of the court and bar. It is
sometimes called the “trial list." or "docket.”—
Calendar of prisoners. In English practice.
A list kept by the sheriffs containing the names
of all the prisoners in their custody. with the
several iuclgments against each in the margin.
Staunde. . C. 182; 4 Bl. Comm. 403.—Spe-
oial calendar. A calendar or list of causes,
containing those set down specially for hearing,
trial, or argument.

OALEND. Among the Romans the tlrst
day of every month, being spoken of by it-
self, or the very day of the new moon, which
usually happen together. And if pi-idle, the
day before, be added to it. then it is the last
day of the foregoing month, as pridie calend.
Septemb. is the last day of August. If any
number he placed with it, it signifies that day
in the former month which comes so much
before the month named, as the tenth calends
of October is the 20th day oi‘ September; for
it one reckons backwards, beginning at Octo-
ber, that 20th day of September makes the
10th day before October. In March, May,
July, and October, the calends begin at the
sixteenth day, but in other months at the
fourteenth; which calends must ever hear
the name of the month following. and be
numbered backwards from the iirst day of the
said following months. Jacob. See Rives v.
Guthrie, 46 N. C. 87.

OALEND, GREEK. A metaphorical ex-
pression ror a time never likely to arrive.

CALL, 1:. 1. In English law. The "elec-
tion of students to the degree of barrister at
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law, hence the ceremony or epoch of election,
and the number of persons elected.

2. In oonveyanoilng. A visible natural
object or landmark designated in a patent, en-
try. grant, or other conveyance of lands, as
a limit or boundary to the land described.
with which the points of surveying must cor-
respond. Also the courses and distances des-
ignated. King v. Watkins (C. C.) 98 Fed.
922; Stockton v. Morris, 89 W. Va. 432, 19
S. E. 531.

3. In corporation law. A demand made
by the directors or a stock company upon the
persons who have subscribed for shares, re-
quiring a certain portion or installment of
the amount subscribed to be paid in. The
word. in this sense, in synonymous with "as-
sessment," (q. o.)

A call is an assessment on shares of stock,
usually for unpaid installments of the sub-
scription thereto. The word is said to be ca-
pable ot three meanings: (1) The resolution
of the directors to levy the assessment; (2)
its notification to the persons liable to pay;
(3) the time when it becomes payable. Rail-
way Co. v. Mitchell, 4 Exch. 543: Hatch v.
Dana, 101 U. S. 205, 25 L. Ed. 885; Railroad
Co. v. Spreckles, 65 Cal. 193, 3 Pac. 661, 802;
Stewart v. Pub. 00., 1 Wash. St. 521, Z) Pac.
605.

4. In the language of the stock ex-

change, a “call" is an option to claim stock
at a fixed price on a certain day. White v.
Treat (C. C.) 100 Fed. 290; Lumber Co. v.
Whitebreast Coal Co., 160 Ill. 85, 43 N. E.
774, 31 L. R. A. 529.

CALL, 1:. To summon or demand by name;
to demand the presence and participation of
a number of persons by calling aloud their
names, either in a pre-arranged and syste
matlc order or in a succession determined by
chance.
-0111! of the house. A call of the names of
all the members of a legislative body, made by
the clerk in pursuance of a resolution requiring
the attendance of members. The names of ab-
sentees being thus ascertained, they are im-
peratively summoned (and, if necessary, com-
pelled) to attend the session.—Calli.ng a sun-
none. In Scotch ractice. See this described
in Bell. Dict.—Cal g the docket. The pub-
lic calling of the docket or list of causes at the
commencement of a term of court, for the pur-
pose of disposing of the same with regard to set-
ting a time for trial or entering orders of con-
tinuance, default. nonsuit, etc. Blanchard v.
Ferdinand. 132 Mass. 39l.—Cal11ng the Jury.
Successively drawing out of a box into which
they have been previously put the names_of the
jurors on the panels annexed to the mu prwa
record. and calling them over in the order in
which they are so drawn. The twelve persons
whose names are first called, and who appear.
are sworn as the jury, unless some just cause
of challenge or excuse, with respect to any of
them. shall be brought forward.—Ca1ll.ng the
plaintil. In practice. A formal method of
causing a nonsnit to be entered. \Vhen a plain-
tiif or his counsel. seeing that suflicient evidence
has not been given to maintain the issue, with-
drawn. the criei‘ is ordered to call or demand
the plaintiif, and if neither he, nor any person
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for him a pear, he is _nonsuited. the jurors are
disch without giving a verdict, the action is
at an end, and the defendant recovers his costs.
—Onlllag to tl_Ie.‘In.r. In English D_|'fl¢U°e-
Oonferring the dignity or degree o_f hamster at
law upon a member of one of the inns of court.
Bolthonse.—0all1ng upon A prisoner. _Wi_ien
a prisoner has been found guilty on 8D.lndlCl’-
ment, the clerk of the court addresses him and
call upon him 1o_say why Judgment should not
be passed upon him.

OALPES. In Scotch law. A gift to the
head of a clan, as an acknowledgment for
protection and maintenance. -

OALUXNIA. In the civil law. Cai-
umny, malice. or ill design: a false accusa-
tion: a malicious prosecution. Lanning V.
Christy, 30 Ohio St. 115, 27 Am. Rep. 431.

In the old oonunon law." A claim. de-
mand, challenge to Jurors.

OALUKNIE JURAENTUH. In the
old canon law. An oath similar to the
calumnias juajurandum, (q. 1:.)

OALUIIIIIE JUSJUIANDUH. The
oath of cainmny. An oath imposed upon
the parties to a suit that they did not sue
or defend with the intention of calumnlating,
(calunmiandi animo,) 4. e., with a malicious
design. but from a iirm belief that they had
a good cause. Inst. 4, 16;

OALUHNIATOB. In the civil law.
One who accused another of a crime without
cause; one who brought a false accusation.
God. 9, 46.

OAIJIMNY. Defamation; slander; false
accusation of a crime or oifense. See CAI.-
mmn.

OAHARA. In Spanish law. A treasury.
Las Partidas, pt. 6, tit. 3, 1, 2.

The exchequer. White, New Recop. b. 3,
tit. 8. c. 1.

OAIBBLLAJTUS, or
31118. A chamberiain.

CAHBELLA-
Spelnian.

OAHDIATOR. In old English law. An
exchanger. Gambiatorea monetaz, exchan-
gers of money; money-changers.

OAHZBIO. In Spanish law. Exchange.
Schm. Civil Law, 148.

OAKBIPABTIA. Champerty : from
campus, a field, and partus, divided. Spel-
man.

CAHBIPABTIOEPS. A champertor.

OAHBIIT. In mercantile law. A per-
son skilled in exchanges: one who trades in
promissory notes and bills or exchange.
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OAMIBIUII. In the civil law. Change
or exchange. A term applied indiirerently
to the exchange of land, money, or debts.

Cambium reale or manuale was the term gen-
erally used to denote the technical common-law
eirchange of lands; cambium locale, mercan-
till‘. or trayecmgum, was used to designate the
modern mercantile contract of exchange, where-
by a man agrees, in consideration of a sum of
money paid lm in one place. to ay a like sum
in another lace. Poth. do Oganae, n. 12:
Story. Bills, R 2, et seq.

OAJKI-JRA. In old English law. A cham-
ber, room, or apartment; a judge's cham-
her; a treasury; a chest or cotter. Also, a
stipend payable from vassal to lord; an an-
nuity.
—Oamoro rock. In old English law. A
chamber of the lging; a place of peculiar privi-
leges especially in a commercial point of view.
—Ca:nea-a soaecaril. The old name of the
exheuerch be,(. .)--c tllat
Thee star chafillilerf (q.qv.')’ finer‘ . ° ‘-

OAHIBRALISTICS. The science of ii-
nance or public revenue. comprehending the
means of raising and disposing of it.

OAKEBARIUS. A chaniberlain: a keep-
er of the public money; a treasurer.

Also a baiiiir or receiver.

OAHINO. In Spanish law. A road or
highway. Ins Partidas, pt. 3, tit. 2. 1. 6.

CAMPANA.
bell. Spelman.

—0unpa.na. bajuln. A small haadbell used
in the ceremonies of the Romish church; and,
among Protestants. by sextons, parish clerks,
and crierl. Cowell.

OAMPANARIUH, OAHPANIIILE. A
belfry, bell tower. or steeple; a place where
bells are hung. Spelman; Townsh. Pl. 191,
213.

In old European law. A

OAMPABTUM. A part of a larger field
or ground, which would otherwise be in
gross or in common.

OALCPBELIBS (LORD) ACTS. Eng-
lish statutes, for amending the practice in
prosecutions for libel, 9 an 10 Vict. c. 93:
also 6 & 7 Vict. c. 96, providing for com-
pensation to relatives in the case of a per-
son having been killed through negligence;
also 20 & 21 Vict. c. 83, in regard to the sale
of obscene books, etc. '

OAHPERS. A share; a champertor's
share; a champertous division or sharing of
land.

GAHPERTUH. A corn-field; a field of
grain. Bionnt: Coweli; Jacob.

CAHPPIGHT. In old English law. The
fighting of two champions or combatants
in the tleld; the judicial combat, or ducuum.
3 inst. 221.
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OAMPUS. In old European law. An
assembly of the people; so called from ‘be-
ing anclently held in the open air. in some
plain capable of containing a large_number
or persons.

In feudal and old English law. A field,
or plain. The field, ground, or lists marked
out for the combatants in the duellum, or
trial by battle. <

—0ampIn Mall. The field of May. An an-
niversary assembly of the Saxons, held on
May-day. when they confederated for the de-
tense of the kingdom against all its enemies.
—Gunpns Mu-tit. The field of March. See
Cams DI: Mass.

(JANA. A Spanish measure of length
varying (in different localities) from about
live to seven feet.

CANAL. An artificial ditch or trench in
the earth, for confining water to a defined
channel, to be used for purposes of trans-
portation.

The meaning of this word, when applied
to artificial passages for water, is a trench
or excavation in the earth, for conducting wa-
ter and confining it to narrow limits. It is
unlike the words “i1'ver." “pond," "lake," and
other words used to designate natural bodies of
water. the ordinary meaning of which is con-
fined to the water itself: but it includes also
the banks, and has reference rather to the ex-
cavation or channel as a rec tacle for the
water; it is an artificial thing. avigation Co.
v. Berks County, 11 Pa. 202; Bishop v. Seeley
18 Conn. 393; Kennedy v. Indianapolis, 10:!
U. S. 604. 26 L. Ed. 550.

CANCEL. To obliterate, strike, or cross
out; to destroy the eifect of an instrument
by defacing, obliterating, expunging, or eras-
ing it.

In equity. Courts of equity frequently
cancel instruments which have answered the
end for which they were created, or instru-
ments which are void or voidable, in order
to prevent them from being vexatiously used
against the person apparently bound by
them. ,Snell, Eq. 498.

The original and pro r meaning of the word
“cancellation" _is the efacement of a writing
by drawing lines across it in the form of
crossbars or lattice work: but the same legal
result may be accomplished by drawing lines
through any essential part, erasing the sig-
nature, writing the word "canceled" on the
face of the instrument, tearing of seals. or
any similar act which puts the instrument in a.
condition where its invalidity appears on its
face. In re Akers’ Will. 74 App. Div. 461. 77
N. Y. Supp. 643; Baldwin v. Howell, 45 N. J.
Eq. 519. 15 MI. 2365 In re Alger-'9 Will. 38
Misc. Rep. 143, 77 1\. Y. Supp. 166: Evans’

. 58 Pa. 244: Glass v. Scott. 14 Colo.
App. 377. 60 Pac. 186; In re Olmsted's Es-
tate, 122 Cal. 224. 54 Pac. 745; Doe v. Perkes,
3 Barn. & A. 492. A revenue stamp is can-
celed by writing on its face the initials of the
person using or afiixing it. Spear v. Alexan-
der. 42 Ala. 575.

There is also_a secondary or derivative mean-
ing of the word, in which it signifies annulment
or abrogation by the act or agreement of par-
ties concerned. though without physical de-
facement. Golden v. I<‘ow_ler, 21'» Ga. 464: Win-
ton v. Spring, 18 Cal. 45.). And “cant.-el" may
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sometimes be taken as equivalent to “discharge"
or “pay,” a in an agreement by one person to»
cancel the indebtedness of another to a third
Berson. Auburn City Bank v. Leonard. 40

arb. (N. Y.) 119.
Symon 0. Cancellation is roperly dis-

tinguishe from obliteration in this. that the
former is a crossing out, while the latter is a
blotting out; the former leaves the words still
legible, while the latter renders them illegible._
Townshend v. Howard, 86 Me. E, 29 Atl.
1077. “Spoliation" is the erasure or altera-
tion of a writing bivt a stranger, and may amount
to a cancellation of such a nature ‘as to in-.
validate it on its face; but defacenient of. an
instrument is not properly called “spoliatio_n"
if performed by one having control of the. in-
strument as its maker or one_ duly authorized
to destroy it. “Revocation" is an act of _the
mind, of which cancellation may be a physical
manifestation; but cancellation does not re-
voke unless done with that intention. Dan 3.
Brown. 4 Cow. (N. Y.) 490. 15 Am. Dec. 390;
In re Woods’ VVill (Sur.) 11 N. Y. Supp. 157.

OANGELLABIA. Chancery; the court
of chancery. Carla‘ canccllaria is also used
in the same sense. See 4 Bl. Comm. 46;
Cowell

‘ Ouiaolludi Anglia dlgnitas eat, at no-

onndul a regs in regno habehu-. The
dignity of the chancellor of England is that
he is deemed the second from the sovereign
in the kingdom. 4 Inst. 78.

OANGELLAIBIU8. A chancellor; a
scrivener, or notary. A Janitor, or one who
tood at the door of the court and was ac-
customed. to carry out the commands oi! the
judges.

OANOELLATURA. In old English law.
A cancelling. Bract. 398b.

OANOELLI. The rails or lattice work or
balusters incioslng the bar of a court of jus-
tice or the communion table. Also the lines
drawn on the face of a will or other writ-
ing, with the intention of revoking or an-
nuliing it. See Cancun.

CANDIDATE. A person who offers him-
self, or is presented by others, to be elected
to an oilice. Derived from the Latin candi-
dus, (white,) because in Rome it was the
custom for those who sought oiilce to clothe
themselves in white garments.

One who seeks or aspires to some otlice or
privilege, or who otters himself for the same.
A man is a candidate for an oiflce when he is
seeking such office. It is not necessary that
he should have been nominated for the of-
flce. Leonard v. Coin., 112 Pa. 624, 4 Atl.
224. See State v. Hirsch, 125 Ind. 207, 24
N. E. 1062, 9 L. R. A. 170.

OANDLEMAS-DAY. In English law.
A festival appointed by the church to be ob-
served on the second day of February in
every year, in honor of the puriilcation of
the Virgin Mary, being forty days after her
miraculous delivery. At this festival, torm-
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erly. the Protestants went, and the Papists
now go. in procession with lighted candles;
they also consecrate candleson this day for
the service of the ensuing year. It is the
fourth of the four cross quarter-days of the
year. Wharton.

CANFAILA. In old records. A trial by
hot iron, formerly used in England. Whlsh-
aw.

CANON. 1. A law, rule, or ordinance in
general. and of the church in particular. An
ecclesiastical law or statute.
—Cnnon law. A body of ecclesiastical juris-
prudence which, in countries where the Roman
Catholic church is established, is composed of
maxims and rules drawn from patristic sources.
ordinances and decrees of general councils, and
the decretals and hulls of the popes. _ In Eng-
land, according to Blackstone. there is a kind
of national canon law, composed of legatine and
provincial constitutions enacted in England
prior to the reformation. and adapted to the
exigencies of the English church and _kingdom.
1 Bl. Comm. The canon law consists part-
ly of certain rules taken out of the Scripture
partly of the writings of the ancient fathers of
the church. partly of the ordinances of general
and provincial councils. and partly of the de-
crees of the popes in former ages; and it is
contained in two Eiiilncipal parts.—the decrees
and the decretals. e decrees are ecclesiastical
constitutions made by the popes and cardinals.
The decretals are canonical epistles written by
the po . or by the pope. and cardinals, at the
suit 0 one or more persons, for the ordering
and determining of some matter of controversy.
and have the authority of a law. As the decrees
set out the origin of the canon law. and the
rights. dignities, and decrees of ecclesiastical
persons, with their manner of election. ordina-
tion, etc.. so the dccretals contain the law to
he used in the ecclesiastical courts. Jacob.-
Cnnon rellglosornm. In ecclesiastical rec-
ords. A book wherein the religions of every
greater convent had a fair transcript of the.
rules of their order, frequently read among
them as their local statutes. Kennett. Gloss.;
Cowell. _

2. A system or aggregation of correlated
rules. whether of statutory origin or other-
wise, relating to and governing a particular
department of legal science or a particular
branch of the substantive law.
—Cnnons of construction. The system of
fundamental rules and maxims which are rec-
ognized as governing the construction or inter-
pretation of written instrume-nts.—Cnnons of
descent. The legal rules-by which inheritan-
ces are regulated. and according to which es-
tates are transmitted by descent from the an-
cestor to the heir.—Cnnons of inlseritnnce.
The legal rules by which inhcritances are regu-
lated. and according to which estates are trans-
mitted by dmcent from the ancestor to the heir.
2 Bl. Comm. 208

3. A dignitary of the English church, be-
ing a prebendary or member of a cathedral
chapter. '

4. In the civil, Spanish, and Mexican law,
an annual charge or rent; an emphyteutic
rent

5. In old English records. a prestation,
pension. or customary payment.
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CANONICAL. Pertaining to, or in con-
formity to, the canons of the church.
—Onnonloal obedience. That duty which a
clergyman owes to the bishop who ordained him,
to the bishop in whose diocese he is beneticed,
and also to the metropolitan of such bishop._
\Yha rton.

caxorucust
canon. Fleta, lib. 2. c. 69, 5 2.

CANONIST. One versed and skilled in
the canon law; a professor of ecclesiastical
law.

CANONRY. In English ecclesiastical
law. An ecclesiastical beneflce, attaching to
the ofllce of canon. Holthouse.

CANT. In the civil law. A method of
dividing property held in common by two or
more joint owners. See Hayes V. Cuny, 9
Mart. O. S. (La.) 87.

CARTEL, or OANTLE. A lump. or that
which is added above measure; also a piece
of anything, as “cantei of bread," or the like.
Blount.

CANTERBURY. ARCHBISHQP 0!‘.
In English ecclesiastical law. The primate
of all England; the chief ecclesiastical digni-
tary in the church. His customary privilege
is to crown the kings and queens of England:
while the Archbishop of York has the privi-
lege to crown the queen consort, and be her
perpetual chaplain. The Archbishop of Can-
terbury has also. by 25 Hen. VIII. c. 21. the
power of granting dispensations in any case
not contrary to the holy scriptures and the
law of God, -where the pope used formerly to
grant them, which is the foundation of his
granting special licenses to marry at any
place or time; to hold two livings, (which
must be confirmed under the great seal.) and
the like: and on this also is founded the
right he exercises of conferring degrees in
prejudice of the two universities. Wharton.

CANTRED. A district comprising a bun-
dred vlllnges; a hundred. A term used in
Wales in the same sense as “buudred" is in
England. Cowell; Termes de la Ley.

CANUM. In feudal law. A species of
duty or tribute payable from tenant to lord,
usually consisting of produce of the land.

CANVA88.
counting the returns of votes cast at a pub-
lic election. Bowler Y. Eisenbood, 1 S. Dak.
577, 48 N. W. 136. 12 L. R. A. 705; Clark v.

Tracy. 95 Iowa, 410, 64 N. W. 290: Hudson
v. Solomon. 19 Kan. 180; People v. Sausa-
lito, 100 Cal. 500, 39 Pac. 937; In re Stew-'
art. 24 App. Div. 201. 48 N. Y. Supp. 957.

CAP or MAINTENANCE. One of the
regulla or ornaments of state belonging to

In old English law. A.

The act of examining and‘
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the sovereigns of England, before whom it
is carried at the coronation and other great
solemnities. Caps of maintenance are also
carried before the ‘mayors of several cities
in England. Enc. Loud.

CAPACITY. Legal capacity is the attri-
bute of a person who can acquire new rights,
or transfer rights, or assume duties, accord-
ing to the mere dictates of his own will, as
manifested in juristic acts, without any re-
straint or hindrance arising from his status
or legal condition.

Ability; qualification; legal power or right.
Applied in this sense to the attribute of per-
sons (natural or artificial) growing out of
their status or juristic condition, which en-
ables them to perform civil acts; as capacity
to hold lands, capacity to devise, etc. Bur-
gett v. Barrick, 25 Kan. 530; Sargent v. Bur-
dett, 96 Ga. 111, 22 8. ill. 667.

OAPAX non. Lat. Capable of com-
mitting crime, or capable of criminal intent.
The phrase describes the condition of one
who has sufllcient intelligence and compre-
hension to be held criminally responsible for
his deeds. '

OAPAX xnoorn. Competent to trans-
act aifairs: having business capacity.

CAPE. In English practice. A judicial
writ touching a plea of.lands or tenements.
divided into cape magnum, or the grand
capo, which lay before‘appearance to sum-
mon the tenant to answer the default, and
also over to the demandant; the cape ad oa-
lonuam was a species of grand cape, and
cope parvmn, or pom cope, after appearance
or view granted, summoning the tenant to
answer the default only. Termes de la Ley:
3 steph. Comm. 606, note.
—Oape ad valentiam. A species of cane
magnum. d ca e. A judicial writ in the
old real actions, whic issued for the demandant
where the tenant, after being duly summoned,
neglected to appear on the return of the writ,
or to cast an essoin, or, in case of an essoin
being cast, neglected to appear on the adjourn-
ment day of the essoin: its object being to com-
Ye] an appearance. Rose. Real Act. 165. et s .

t was called a “cape," from the word wi
which it commenced, and a “grand cape" (or
caps in mm) to distinguish it from the pen’:
oops, wh ch lay after appearance.

OAPEILA. In old records. A box,
cabinet, or repository in which were pre-
served the relics of martyrs. Spelman. A
small building in which relics were preserv-
ed: an oratory or chapel. Id.

In old English law. A chapel.
lib. 5, Q. 12, | 1; Spelman; Cowell.

Fleta,

OAPER8. Vessels of war owned by pri-
vate persons, and different from ordinary
privateers only in size, being smaller.
Beawes. Lex Merc. 230.
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OAPIAS. l’,,at. “That you take." The
general name for several species of writs, the
common characteristic of which is that they
require the oflicer to take the body of the de-
fendant into cutody; they are writs of at-
tachment or arrest. '

In English practice. A copies is the
process on an indictment when the person
charged is not in custody, and in cases not
otherwise provided for by statute. 4 Steph.
Comm. 383.
—C:a:ias ad audienduan judioilun. A writ
issu , in a case of misdemeanor, after the de-
fendant has appeared and is found guilty, to
bring him to hear judgment if he is not present
when called. 4 Bi. Comm. 368.—Gapias ad
ooanpntandlun. In the action of account ren-
der, after judgment of quad compufet, if the de-
fendant refuses to up ar personally before the
auditors and make h s account, a writ by this
name may issue to compel him.—Capias ad re-
spondendum._ A 'udiciai writ, (usually simply
termed 9. “ca ran," by which actions at law
were frequent y commenced; and which com-
mands the sherifi to take the defendant, and
him safely keep, so that he may have his body
before the court on a certain day, to anuoer
the laintiff in the action. 3 Bl. Comm. 282: 1
Tid , Pr. 128. The name of this writ is com-
monly abbreviated to ca. resp.—0a in ad sat-
isfaoiendum. A writ of execut on (usually
termed, for brevity, a “ca. sa.,”) which a party
may issue after havin recovered judgment
against another in certain actions at law. it
commands the sherii! to take the party named,
and lree him safely, so that he may have his
body he ore the court on a certain day. to rat-
icfv the party by whom it is issued, the dam-
ages or debt and damages recovered by the judg-
ment. Its eifect is to deprive the party taken
of his liberty until he makes the satisfaction
awarded. 3 Bl. Comm. 414, 415; 2 Tidd, Pr.
993, 1025; Litt. 5 504; Go. Litt. 289a; Stron
v. Linn, 5 N. J Law, 803.—Gapias oxterndz
1 . A writ of execution issuable in Eng-
land against a debtor to the crown, which com-
mands the sheriff to “take” or arrest the bod ,

and "cause to be extended" the lands and go s
of the debtor. Man. Exch. Pr. 5.—Oapias in
wither-nan. A writ, in the nature of a re-
prisal, which lies for one whose goods or cattle,
taken under a distress, are removed from the

' county, so that they cannot be replevled, com-
manding the sheriff to seize other goods or eat-
tle of the distrainor of equal value.—0api.as
pro line. (That you take for the fine or in
mercy.) Formerly, if the verdict was for the
defendant, the lsintlfi was adjudged to be
amerced for his alse claim; but. if the verdict
was for the plaintiif, then in all actions vs’ at
armis, or where the defendant, in his pleading,
had falsely denied his own deed, the Judgment
contained an award of a at iatur pro ne; and
in all other cases the defen ant was a judged to
be amerced. _The insertion of the micericordio
or of the oapoafur in the judgment is now un-
necessary. Wharton.—Ga ias utlagatun.
(You take the outlaw.) In uglish ractice. A
wi-it which lies against a person w 0 has been
outlawed in an action, by which the sherifi is
commanded to take him, and keep him in cus-
tody until the day of the return, and then pre-
sent him to the court, there to be dealt with
£3; his contempt. Reg. Orig. 138b,‘ 3 Bl. Comm.

OAPIATUB. PRO PINE. (Let him be
taken for the fine.) In English practice. A
clause inserted at the end of old judgment
records in actions of debt, where the defend-
ant denied his deed, and it was found against
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him upon his false plea. and the jury were
troubled with the trial of it. Cro. Jae. 64.

CAPITA. Heads, and, iiguratively, en-
tire bodies. whether of persons or animals.
Spelman.

Persons individually considered, without
relation to others, (polls ;) as distinguished
from am-pea or stocks of descent. The term
in this sense, making part of the common
phrases, in capita, per capita. is derived from
the civil law. Inst. 3, 1. 6.

—Capita., per. B beads: by the poll: as
individuals. In the istribution of an intestate‘s
personalty, the persons legally entitled to take
are said to take per capita when they claim,
each in his own right. as in equal degree of kin-
dred; in contradistinction to claiming by right
of representation, or per atirpes.

CAPITAL, n. In political economy, that
portion or the.prodnce of industry existing
in a country, which may be made directly
available, either for the support of human
existence, or the facilitating of production;
but, in commerce, and as applied to individ-
uals, it is understood to mean the sum of
money which a merchant, banker, or trader
adventures in 'any undertaking, or which he
contributes to the common stock of a part-
nership. Also the fund of a trading com-
pany or corporation, in which sense the word
"stock" is generally added to it. Pearce v.
Augusta, 37 Ga. 599; People v. Feitner, 56
App. Div. 280, 67 N. Y. Supp. 893; Webb v.
Armistead (C. C.) 26 Fed. 70.

The actual estate, whether in money or
property, which is owned by an individual or
a corporation. In reference to a corporation.
it is the aggregate of the sum subscribed and
paid in, or secured to be paid in, by the
shareholders, with the addition of all gains
or profits realized in the use and investment
of those sums, or, if losses have been in-
curred, then it is the residue after deducting
such losses. See CAPITAL S-rocx.

When used with respect to the property of it
can ration or association, the term has a set-
ti meaning. It applies only to the property or
means contributed by the stockholders as the
fund or basis for the business or'enterprlse for
which the corporation or association was form-
ed. As to them the term does not embrace tem-
pora loans. though the moneys borrowed be
direc y appropriated in their business or under-
takings. And, when used with respect to the
property of individuals in any particular busi-
ness, the term has substantially the same im-
port: it then means the property taken from
other investments or uses and set apart for and
invested in the special business, and in the in-
crease. proceeds, or earnings of which property
beyond expenditures incurred in its use consist
the profits made in the business. It does not.
any more than when used with respect to corpo-
rations, embrace temporary loans made in the
regular course of business. Bailey v. Clark, 21
Wall. 286, 22 L. Ed. 651.

The principal sum of a fund or money;
money invested at interat.

Also the political and governmental me-
tropolis of a state or country; the seat of
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government: the place where the legislative
department holds its sessions, and where the
chief oilices of the executive are located.

CAPITAL, adj. Affecting or relating to
the head or life of a person; entailing the
ultimate penalty. Thus, a capital crime is
one punishable with death. Walker v. State,
28 Tex. App. 503, 13 S. W. 860; Ex parte
McCrary, 22 Ala. 72; Ex parte Dusenberry.
97 M0. 504, 11 S. W. 217. Capital punishment
is the punishment of death.

Also principal; leading; chief; as “cap-
ital bnrgess.” 10 Mod. 100. . '

CAPITAL STOCK. The common stock
or fund of a corporation. The sum of money
raised by the subscriptions of the stockhold-
ers, and divided into shares. It is said to he
the sum upon which calls may be made upon
the stockholders, and dividends are to be
paid. Christensen v. Eno, 106 N. Y. 97. 12 N.
E. 848, 60 Am. Rep. 429; People v. Com'rs,
23 N. Y. 219: State v. Jones, 51 Ohio St. 492.
37 N. E. 945; Burrall v. Railroad 00., 75 N.
Y. 218.

Originally “the capital stock of the bank" was
all the property of every kind, everything, which
the bank possessed. And this “capital stock."
all of it, in realit belonged to the contributors.
it being intrust to the bank to be used and
traded with for their exclusive benefit; and thus
the bank became the agent of the contributors,
so that the transmutation of the money orig-
inally advanced by the subscribers _into property
of other kinds, though it altered the form of the
investment, left its beneficial ownership unaf-
fected; and every new acquisition of property.
by exchange or otherwise, was an acquisition
for the original subscribers or their representa-
tives, their res tive interests_in it all always
continuing in t e same proportion as -in the ag-
gregate capital originally advanced. So that,
whether in the form of money, bills of exchange,
or any other property in possession or in ac-
tion into which the money 0l'_lglllaiiy contributed
has been changed, or which it has produced. all
is, as the original contribution was, the capital
stock of the bank, held, as the original contribu-
tion was, for the exclusive benefit of the orig-
inal contributors and those who represent them.
The original contributors and those who repre-
sent thcm are the stockholders. New Haven v.
City Bank, 31 Conn. 109. Capital stock, as
employed in acts of incorporation, is never used
to indicate the value of the property of the com-
pany. it is very generally, if not universallg,
used to designate the amount of capital prescri -

ed to be contributed at the outset by the stock-
holders, for the purposes of the corporation. The
value of the co rate assets may be greatly
increased by surp us profits, or be diminished by
losses, but the amount of the capital stock re-
mains the same. The funds of the compan
may fluctuate: its capital stock remains invari-
able. unless changed by legislative authority.
Canfield v. Fire Ass'n. 23 N. J. Law, 195.

CAPITALE. A thing which. is stolen, or
the value of it. Blount.

CAPITAL! VIVENS. Live cattle.
Blount.

CAPITALI8. In old English law. Chief,
principal; at the head. A term applied to
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persons, places, judicial proceedings, and
some kinds of property.
-—Oapitalis has-o. In old English law. C'hi_ef
baron. Capitalia baro acacoarié domini‘ regu,
chief baron of the exch iier. Townsh. Pl. 211.
—-Capitalis oust/os. chief warden or magis-
trate; mayor. Fieta, lib. 2, c. 64, § 2.—Capi-
talis debitor. The chief or principal debtor,
as distinguished from a surexg, (%lcgi'us.)—0ap-
italis dominus. Chief lo . iieta, lib. 1, c.
12. § 4; Id. c. 28, § 5.--Oapitnlis ;|usticiiu_-i-
us. The chief justiciary; the principal min-
ister of state, and ardian of the realm in
the king’s absence. his oflice originated under
William .th_e_Conqueror; but its power was
greatly _dlmil‘.iIBhed by Hanna Charm, and final-
ly distributed amon several courts by Edward

. Spelman - 3 Bi. mm. 38.—Capita1is jus-
ticiarins plaoita. oox-an tenenda.
Chief justice for holdin iea_s be ore the king.
The title of the chic ustice of the kin s
bench, first assumed in t e latter part of t e
reign of Henry III. 2 Reeve, Eng. Law. 91.
285.—0a itslis Iutioiarius bnnoi. Chief
justice 0 the benc . The title of the chief jus-
tice of the (now) court of common pleas, iirst
mentioned in the first year of Edward I.
Reeve, Eng. Law, 48.—Oapita.l1s Juntioiarius
totins an lie. Chief justice of all England.
The title 0 the presiding justice in the court of
mild re '9. 3 Bl. Comm. 38; 1 Reeve. Eng.
Iaw, 48‘{I—Capital.is plegins. A chief pied e;
a head borough. Townsii. Pl. 35.—0apit I
reditns. A chief rent.—Oapita1is ten-a. A
head-land. A piece of land lying at the head
of other land.

CAPITANEUS. A tenant in capite. He
who held his land or title directly from
the king himself. A captain: a naval com-
mander. 3

OAPITARE. In old law and surveys. To
head, front, or abut; to touch at the head,
or end.

OAPITATIM. Lat. By the head: by
the poll; severally to each individual.

CAPITATION TAX. One which is lev-
ied upon the person simply, without any ref-
erence to his property, real or personal, or to
any business in which he may be engaged, or
to any employment which he may follow.
Gardner v. Hall, 61 N. C. 22; Leedy v. Bour-
bon. 12 Ind. App. 486, 40 N. E. 640: Head-
Money Cases (0. C.) 18 Fed. 139.

A tax or imposition raised on each per-
son in consideration of his labor, industry.
oilice. rank, etc. It is a very ancient- kind
of tribute, and answers to what the Latins
called “m‘butum," by which taxes on per-
sons are distinguished from taxes on mer-
chandise. called “vectigalia." Wharton.

CAPITE. Lat. By the head. Tenure in
capite was an ancient feudal tenure, where-
by a man held lands of the king immediate-
ly. It was of two sorts,—the one, .principal
and general. or of the king as the source of
all tenure; the other, pecial and subaitern,
or of a particular subject. It is now abolish-
ed. Jacob. As to distribution per capita, see
CAPITA. .
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OAPITE MINUTUS. In the civil law.
One who had sutrered capitis diminutio, one
who lost status or legal attributes. See Dig.
4, 5.

CAPITIS DIHINUTIO. In Roman law.
A diminishing or abridgment of personality.
This was a loss or curtailment of a man's
status or aggregate of legal attributes and
qualifications. following upon certain changes
in his civil condition. It was of three kinds,
enumerated as follows:

Oapitis dimlnntio rnaxinn. The high-
est or most comprehensive loss of status.
This occurred when a man's condition was
changed from one of freedom to one of bond-
age, when he became a slave. It swept away
with it all rights of citizenship and all family
rights.

Oapitis diminutio media. A lesser or
medium loss of status. This occurred where
a man lost his rights of citizenship, but with-
out losing his liberty. It carried away also
the family rights.

Oapitis dlminntio minima. The lowest
or least comprehensive degree of loss of
status. This occurred where a man’s family
relations alone were changed. It happened
upon the arrogatlon of a person who had
been his own master, (sui ju-ris.) or upon the
emancipation of one who had been under the
patria poicstas. It left the rights of liberty
and citizenship unaltered. See Inst. 1, 16.
pr.: 1, 2. 3; Dig. 4. 5, 11; Mackeld. Rom.
Law, 5 144.

CAPITITIUM. A covering for the head,
mentioned in St. 1 Hen. IV. and other old
statutes, which prescribe what dresses shall
be worn by all degrees of persons. Jacob.

OAPITULA. Collections of laws and or-
dinances drawn up under heads of divisions.
Spelinan.

The term is used in the civil and old Eng-
lish law, and applies to the ecclesiastical
law also, meaning chapters or assemblies
of ecclesiastical persons. Du Cange.
—Capitu.1a. ooronss. ‘Che ters of the_crown.
Chapters or heads of inquiry, resembling the
oapituia i‘ti'ncri‘s. (infra) but of a more minute
character.—Gapitu.la do Judah. A register
of mortgages made to the Jews. 2 Bi. (‘oinin.
343; Crabb, Eng. Law, 130, et seq.—Cnpitu1a
itiner-is. Articles of inquiry which were an-
cientiy delivered to the justices in eyre when
they set out on their circuits. These schedules
were designed to include all possible varieties of
crime. 2 Reeve, Eng. Law, p. 4. c. 8.—0n.pi-
tnln I-uralia. Assemblies or chapter-s_, held by
rural deans and parochial clergy, within the
precinct of every deanery; which at first were
every three weeks, afterwards once a month,
and subsequently once a quarter. Coweil.

CAPITULARY. In French law. A
collection and code of the laws and ordi-
niinces promulgated by the kings of the Me-
rovingian and Cariovingian dynasties.
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Any orderly and systematic collection or
code of laws. '

In ecclesiastical law. A collection of
laws and ordinances orderly arranged by di-
visions. A book containing the beginning
and end of each Gospel which is to be read
every day in the ceremony of saying mass.
Du Cange.

CAPITULATIOII. In military law.
The surrender of a fort or fortified town to a
hesieging army; the treaty or agreement be-
tween the commanding oflicers which em-
bodies the terms and conditions on which the
surrender is made.

In the civil law. An agreement by
which the prince and the people. or those
who have the right of the people, regulate
the manner in which the government is to
be administered. Woifilus, I 989.

CAPITULI AGRI. Head-fields; lands
lying at the head or upper end of furrows
etc.

Capitultun est elericorum oongx-egatio
nub uno deoano in eoolesia. oathedx-all.
A chapter is a congregation of clergy under
one dean in a cathedral church. 00. Litt. 98.

CAPPA. In old records. A cap. Oappa
honoris, the cap of honor. One of the so-
lemnities or ceremonies of creating an earl
or marquis.

CAPTAIN. A head-man; commander;
commanding otlicer. The captain of a war-
vessel is the oiiicer flrst in command. In
the United States navy, the rank of “captain"
is intermediate between that of “command-
er” and “commodore.” The governor or con-
trolling officer of a vessel in the merchant
service is usually styled “captain” by the in-
rerinr otiicers and seamen, but in maritime
business and admiralty law is more common-
ly designated as “master.” In foreign juris-
prudence his title is often that of “patron."
in the United States army (and the militia)
the captain is the commander of a company
of soldiers, one of the divisions of a regiment.
The term is also used to designate the com-
mander of a squad of municipal police.

The "captain of the watch” on a vessel is a
kind of foreman or overseer, who. under the
supervision of the mate. has charge of one of
the two watches into which the crew is divided
for the convenience of work. He calls them out
and in, and directs themwhere to store freight.
which packages to move. when to go or come
ashore. and generally directs their work, and is
an “oiiicer" of the vessel within the meaning of
statutes regulating the conduct of oflicers to the
seamen. U. S. v. Trice (D. C.) 30 Fed. 491.

CAPTATION. In French law. The act
of one who succeeds in controlling the will
of another. 0 as to become master oi’ it;
used in an invidious sense. Zerega v. Perci-
val. 46 IA. Ann. 590. 15 South. 476.
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CAPTATOR. A person who obtains a.

gift or legacy through artiiice.

OAPTIO. In old English law and prac-
tice. A taking or seizure; arrest; receiving;
holding of court.

OAPTION. In practice. That part of
a legal instrumentfas a commission. indict-
ment, etc., which shows where. when, and
by what authority it is taken. found, or exe-
cuted. State v. Sutton, 5 N. C. 281; U. S.
v. Beebe, 2 Dak. 292, 11 N. W. 505; State v.

Jones, 9 N. J. Law, 365. 17 Am. Dec. 483.

When used with reference to an indictment,
caption signifies the style or preamble or com-
mencement of the indictment; when used with
reference to a commission, it signifies the cer-
tificate to which the commissioners’ names are
subscribed. declaring when and where it was ex-
ecuted. Brown.

The caption of a pleading, deposition, or
other paper connected with a case in court.
is the heading or introductory clause which
shows the names of the parties. name of the
court. number of the case on the docket or

' calendar. etc.
Also signifies a taking, seizure, or arrest

of a person. 2 Salk. 498. The word in this
sense is now obsolete in English law.

In Scotch law. Caption is an order to
incarcerate a debtor who has disobeyed an
order, given to him by what are called “let-
ters of homing." to pay a debt or to perform
some act enjoined thereby. Bell.

OAPTIVES. Prisoners of war. As in
the goods of an enemy. so also in his person,
a sort of quaiifled property may be acquired,
by taking him a prisoner of war, at least till
his ransom be paid. 2 Bl. Comm. 402.

OAPTOR. In international law. One
who takes or seizes property in time of war;
one who takes the property of an enemy. In
a stricter sense, one who takes a prize at sea.
2 Bl. Comm. 401; 1 Kent, Comm. 86, 96,
103.

CAPTURE. In international law. The
taking or wresting of property from one of
two belligerents by the other. it occurs
either on land or at sea. In the former case,
the property captured is called “booty ;" in
the latter case. “prize.”

Capture, in technical language, is a taking by
military power; a seizure is a taking by civil
authority. U. S. v. Athens Armory, 35 Ga. 344,
Fed. Cas. No. 14,473.

In some cases. this is a mode of acquiring
property. Thus, every one may. as a general
rule, on his own land. or on the sea. capture
any wild animal. and acquire a qualified own-
ership in it by confining it, or absolute own-

ership by killing it. 2 Steph. Comm. 79.
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0A1’Il'.l.'. A head; the head oi.‘ a person:
the whole person; the life of a person: one's
personality; status; civil condition.

At oommon law. A head.
Caput comitatis. the head of the county:

the sheriir; the king. Spelman.
A person; a life. Theupper part of a

town. Cowell. A castle. Spelman.

In the civil law. It signified a person's
civil condition or status, and among the R0-
mans consisted of three component parts or
eiements,—libertas. liberty; ciritas, citizen-
ship; and famma. family.
—Onpit.il catinntio. in Saxon law. The
estimation or value of the _head. that is, the
ages or value of a man's life.—Onpu¢ mini.

e first day of the year:-—Oaput bu-onin.
The castle or chief seat of a bai-on.—Oa_pIIt
is until. The beginning of the Lent fast, 0. c.,
As Wednesday.—0aput loci. The head or
umier part of a place.—-Cnfint lu iurun. In
o English law. A wolf's ead. n outlawed
felon was said to be cagut iupinum, and might

knocked on the hen . like a wolt'.—Oaput
mortunm. A dead head: dead; obsolete.-
Onpnt pox-tun." In old English law. The
head of a port. The town to which a port be-
longs. and which gives the denomination to the
port. and is the head of it. Hale de Jure Mar.
pt. 2. (dc portubus wine.) is. 2.—Ca_ou_t. prin-
oi inn, at ink. The head. beginning, and
en . A term applied in English law to the king,
issshead of parliament. 4 Inst. 3; 1 Bl. Comm.

CAPUTAGIUM. In old English law.
Head or poll money, or the payment of it.
Cowell; Blount.

OAPUTIUH. In old English law. A
head of land; a headland. Cowell.

OARABU8. In old English law. A kind
of tan or boat. spelman.

OARA1‘. A measure of weight for dia-
monds and other precious stones, equivalent
to three and one-sixth grains Troy, though
divided by jewelers into four parts called
“diamond grains." Also a standard of fine-
ness of gold, twenty-four carats being con-
ventionally taken as expressing absolute
purity, and the proportion of gold to alloy in
a mixture being represented as so many
carats.

OABOAII’. In French law. An instru-
ment of punishment, soinewlint resembling
a pillory. It sometimes signities the punish-
ment ltseif. Biret, Vocab.

OAROANUM. A gaol; a prison.

cancann. In old English law. To
load; to load a vessel; to freight.

OAROATUS.
ship.

Loaded; treighted. as a

CAEOEL-AGE. Gaol-dues; prison-fees.
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OAROEB. A prison or gaol. Strictly. a
place of detention and safe-keeping, and not
of punishment. Co. Litt. 620,

Career ad homlnea onstodiendoa, non

Id Plllifilldol. dart debut. A prison should
be used for keeping persons, not for punish.
1118 them. Co. Litt. 260a. '

Oar-oer non aupplioii canal sod ons-

todia oonsututu. A prison is ordained
not for the sake of punishment. but of de-
tentlon and guarding. Loflt, 119.

CARDINAL. In ecclesiastical law. A
dlgnltary or the court of Rome, next in rank
to the pope.

CARDS. In criminal law. Small papers
or pasteboards of an oblong or rectangular
shape. on which are printed tlgures or points,
used in playing certain games. See Estes v.

State, 2 Huniph. (Tenn.) 496: Common-
wealth v. Arnold, 4 Pick. (Mass) 251; State
v. Herrytord, 19 M0. 377; State v. Lewi, 12
Wis. 434.

CARE. As a legal term. this word means
diligence, prudence, discretion, attentiveness,
watchfulness, vigilance. It is the opposite
of negligence or carelessness.

There are three degrees of care in the law,
corresponding (inversely) to the three de-
grees of negligence, viz.: slight care. ordinary
care, and great care.

The exact boundaries between the several de-
grees of care, and their correlative degrees of
carelessness, or negligence, are not always clear
ly defined or easily pointed out. We think,
however. that by “ordinary care” is meant that
degree of care which may reasonably be expect-
ed from a person in the party's situation,—that
is, “reasonable care ;" and that “gross neg-
ligence" imports not a malicious intention or
design to produce a particular injury, but a
thoughtless disregard of consequences, the ab-
sence. rather than the actual exercise. of voli-
tion with reference to results. Neal v. Gillett.
23 Conn. 44

Slight care is such as persons of ordinary
prudence usually exercise about their own at-
fairs of slight mportance. Rev. Codes N. D.
1899. 5109; Rev. St. Okl. 1903, § 2782. Or
it is at degree of care which a person exer-
cises about his own concerns, though he may
be a person of less than common rudence or
of careless and inattentive disposl on. Litch-
field v. White. 7 N. Y. 442, 57 Am. Dec. 534:
Bank V.‘ Guilmartin. 93 Ga. 503. 21 S. E. 55.
-14 Ann. St. Rep. 182.

Ordina care is that degree of care which
persons 0 ordinary care and prudence are ac-
customed to use and employ, under the same
or similar circumstances. in order to conduct
the enterprise in which they are engaged to a
safe and successful termination having due re-
gard to the rights of others and the objects

. to be accomplished. Gunn v. Railroad Co.. 36
W. Va. 165. 14 S. E. 465. 32 Am. St. Rep.
5142; Sullivan v. Scripture, 3 Allen (.\Iass.)
566: Osborn v. Woodford. 31 Kan. 290, 1
Pac. 548: Railroad Co.‘ v. Terry. 8 Ohio St
2170: Railroad Co. v. .\Ic(‘o_v. 81 Kv. 403.
Railroad Co. v. Howard, 79 Ga. 44. 3 8. ID.
426: Paden v. Van Blarcom, 100 Mo. App.
135. 74 S. \\'. ‘I24.

Great care is such as persons of ordinary
prudence usually exercise about aifaira of their
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own which are of great im ortance; or it is
that degree of care usually estowed upon the
matter n hand by the most competent. prudent.
and careful persons havin to do with the ar-
ticular s_ubject. Railway 0. v. Rollins, 5 an.
180: Litchfield v. White. 7 N. Y. 442. 57
Am. Dec. 534; Railway Co. v. Smith, 87 Tex.
34.8, 28 S. W. 520: Telegraph Co. v. Cook, 61
Fed. 628. 9 C. C. A. 680.

Reasonable care is such a degree of care
precaution. or digigence as mag fairly and
properly be expect or required, aving regard
to the nature of the action. or of the subJect-
matter. and the circumstances surrounding the
transaction. "Reasonable care and skill" is a
relative phrase, and, in its application as a rule
or measure of duty, will vary in its require-
ments, according to the circumstances under
which the care and skill are to be exerted.
See Johnson v. Hudson River R. Co. 6 Duer
(N. Y.) 646, Cunningham v. Hall, 4 Allen
(Mass.) 276; Dexter v. McCreadv. 64 Conn.
171. 5 At]. 855; Anpel v. Eaton 3: Price Co.,
97 Mo. App. 428. 71 S. W. 741; Illinois Cent.
R. Co. v. Noble, 14.2 I11. 578, 32 N. E. 684.

OARENA. A term used in the old eccle-
siastical law to denote a period of forty days.

OARENCE. In French law. Lack of as-
sets; insolvency. A proccs-1.-erbal de carencs
is a document setting out that the huissier
attended to issue execution upon a judgment,
but found nothing upon which to levy. Arg.
Fr. Mere. Law, 547.

CARETA, (spelled, also, Oarreta and (Jo-
recta.) A cart: a cart-load.

OABETOBIUS, or OAREOTARIUS. A
airter. Blount.

OARGA. In Spanish law. An incum-
brance; a charge. White, New Recop. b. 2,
tit. 13, c. 2, I 2.

OABGAISON. In French commercial
law. Cargo; lading.

OABGARE. In -old miglish law. To
charge. Spelman.

CARGO. In mercantile law. The load
or lading ot a vessel: goods and merchandise
put on board a ship to be carried to a cer-
tain port.

The lading or freight of a ship; the goods.
merchandise. or -whatever is conveyed in a
ship or other merchant vessel. Senmans v.
Loring. 21 Fed. Cas. 920: Wolcott v. Insur-
ance 0o., 4 Pick. (Mass) 429: Macy v. In-
surance Co., 9 Metc. (.\Iass.) 366; Thwing v.
insurance Co., 103 Mass. 401. 4 Am. Rep.
567.

A cargo is the loading of a shin hr other ves-
sel, the bulk of which is to be ascertained
from the capacity of the ship or vessel. The
word embraces all that the vessel is capable of
§a;'r§i7i§g. Flanagan v. Demarest, 3 Rob. (N.

The term may be applied in such a sense
as to include passengers, as well as freight,
but in a technical sense it designates goods
only.
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CARIAGIUM. In old English law. Gar-
riage; the carrying of goods or other things
for the king.

OARISTIA. Dearth, scarcity, dearness.
Cowell.

CARR. In old English law. A quantity
of wool, whereof thirty make a sarplar. (The
latter is equal to 2,240 pounds in weight.)
St. 27 Hen. VI. c. 2. Jacob.

OABLISLE TABLES. Life and annuity
tables, compiled at Carlisle. England, about
1780. Used by actuaries, etc.

CARMEN. In the Roman law. Liter-
ally, a verse or song. A formula or form or
words used on various occasions, as of di-
vorce. Tayl. Civil Law, 849.

canxsn. or the body; relating to the
body: iieshly: sexual. '

—0a.rna.1 knowledge. The act of a man in
having sexual bodily connection with a woman.
Carnal knowledge and sexual intercourse held
equivalent expressions. Noble v. State. 22 Ohio
St. 541. From very early times, in the law, as
in common s ech. the meaning of the words
“carnal know ed " of a woman by a man has
been sexual bodi y connection: and these words,
without more, have been used in that sense by
writers of the highest authority on criminal
law, when undertaking to give a full and re-
cise definition of the crime of rape, the h gh-
est crime of this character. Com. v. Squires,
97 Mass. 61

OARNALITER. In old criminal law.
Carnally. Garnaliter cognovu, carnally
knew. Technical words in indictments for
rape, and held essential. 1 Hale, P. G. 637-
639. .

CARNAILY KNEW. In pleading. A
technical phrase essential in an indictment
to charge the defendant with the crime of
rape.

OARNO. In old English law. An im-
munity or privilege. Cowell. '

OAROOME. In English law. A license
by the lord mayor of London to keep a cart.

OARPEHEALS. Cloth made in the
northern parts of England, of a coarse kind,
mentioned in 7 Jac. I. c. 16. Jacob.

osnnnns. In Spanish law. A car-
riageaway; the right of a carriage-way. Las
Partidas, pt. 3, tit. 31. 1. 3.

CARRIAGE. A vehicle used for the
transportation of persons either for pleasure
or business, and drawn by horses or other
draught animals over the ordinary streets
and highways of the country; not including
cars used exclusively upon railroads or street
railroads expressly constructed for the use of
such cars. Snyder v. North Lawrence, 8
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Kan. 84; Conway v. Jeirerson, 46 N. H. 526;
Turnpike Co. v. Marshall, 11 Conn. 190:
Cream City R. Co. v. Chicago, etc., R. Co.. 63
Wis. 93. 23 N. W. 425, 53 Am. Rep. 267;
Isaacs v. Railroad Co.. 47 N. Y. 122, 7 Am.
Rep. 418.

The act of carrying, or a contract for
transportation or persons or goods.

The contract of carriage is a contract for
the conveyance of property, persons. or ines-
sages from one place to another. Civ. Code
Cal. 5 2085; Civ. Code Dak. § 1208.

OARRICLE, or OAREAOLE. A ship ot
great burden.

CARRIER. One who undertakes to
transport persons or property from place to
place, by any means of conveyance, and with
or without compensation.
—Oonunon and private carriers. Carriers
are either common or private. Private car-
riers are persons who undertake for the trans-
portation in a particular instance only. not
making it their vocation. nor holding themselves
out to the public as ready to act for all who
desire their services. Allen v. Sackrider, 37
N. Y. 341 To bring a person within the de-
scription of a common carrier. he must exercise
it as ii public employment; he must undertake
to carry goods for persons generally; and he
must hold himself out as ready to transport
goods for hire, as a business, not as a casual
occupation, pro hdc vice. Alexander v. Greene.
7 Hill (N. 1.) 564: ‘Bell v. Pidgeon, (D. C.) 5
Fed. 634; Wyatt v. Irr. Co.. 1 Colo. App. 480,
29 Pac. 906 A common carrier may therefore
be defined as one who. by virtue of his calling
and as a regular business. undertakes for hire
to transport persons or commodities from lace
to place, offering his services to all we as
may choose to employ him andhray his charges.
Iron Works v. Iiuribut. 1'58 . Y. 34. 52 N.
E. 66."). 70 Am. St. Rep. 432; Dwight v. Brew-
ster. 1 Pick. (Mass.) 53. 11 Am. Dec. 1333:
Railroad Co. v. Waterbury Button 00.. 2-1
Conn. 479: Fuller v. ‘Bradley. 25 Pa. 120: Mc-
Duifee v. Railroad Co.. 52 N. H. 44.7. 13 Am.
Rep. 72: Piedmont Mfg. Co. v. Railroad _Co_..

19 S. C. 364. By statute in several states it is
declared that every one who oiiers to the pub-
lic to carry persons. property. or messages. ex-
cepting only telegraphic messages. is a common
carrier of whatever he thus oifers to (‘ili;i'V.
Civ. (‘ode Cal. § 2168: Civ. Code Mont. 528:0:
Rev. St. Okl. 1903, I 700: Rev. (‘odes N. D.
1899. I 4224: Civ. Code 8. D. 1903. I 1577.
Common carriers are of two kinds.-by land. as
owneis of stages, stage-wagons. railroad cars.
teamsters, cartmen. drayinen. and porters: and
by water. as owners of ships. steam-boats. bar-
ges. ferrymen. lightermen. and canal hoatmen.
2 Kent. Oomm. 597.—Oo1nmon esrrlers of
passengers. Common. carriers of passengers
are si;ci(il as undlertniile for hire til) carry iiflllnpgr
sons 7| i erenty w 0 may annv 0!‘ P H1 -

Gillingham v. Railroad Co.. 35 W. Va. 588. 14
S. F}. 243, 14 L. R. A. 798. 29 Am. St. Rep.
R27; Electric Co. v. Simon. 20 Or. 60. 25 Pac.
147. 10 L. R. A. 251. 23 Am. St. Rep. 86:
Richmond V. Southern Pac. Co.. 41 0!‘. 54. 67
Pac. 94?. 57 L. R. A. 616. 93 Am. St. Rep. 694.

CARRY. To hear. hear about, sustain,
transport. remove. or convey.
-0 away. In criminal law. The act of
remov or asportation, by which the crime of
larceny is completed. and which is essential to
constitute it. Com. v. Adams. 7 Gray l.\iass.)
45' Com. v. Pratt, 182 Mass. 216; GetiingerI
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v. State, 13‘Neb. 308, 14 N. W. 403.—Cns-I-7
lfllll or weapons. To wear, bear, or carry
them upon the person or in the clothing or in
a pocket. for the purpose of use, or for the pur-
pose of being armed and ready for ofiensive or
defensive action in case of a conflict with an-
other person. State v. Carter, 36 Tex. W;
state v. Roberts. 39 Mo. App. 47: State v.
liiiirray. 39 Mo. App. 128; Moorefield v. State.
in Lea ('.l‘enn.) 348; Owen v. State, 31 Ala. 389.
—Ciu'r{ costs. A verdict is said to carry
costs w en the party for whom the verdict is
given becomes entitled to the payment of his
costs as incident to such vcrdict.—Cs.n-y on
business. To prosecute or pursue a particu-
lar avocation or form of business as a continu-
ous and permanent occupation and substantial
employment. A single set or business trans-
action is not sufficient, but the systematic and
habitual repetition of the same act may
Dry Goods Co. v. Lester, 60 Ark. 120, 5'29 S.
W. 34, 27 L. R. A. 505. 46 Am. St. Rep. 162;
State V. Tolman, 106 IA. 662. 31 South. 320;
Holmes v. Holmes, 40 (him. 120: Railroad Co.
v. Attaiia. 118 Ala. 362. 24 South. 450; Terri-
tory v. Harris. 8 Mont. 140. 19 Pac. 286:
Sangster v. Kay. 5 Excb. 386: Lawson v. State
55 Ala. 113; Abel v. State, 90 Ala. ms. xi
South. 760: State v. Shipiey. 98 Md. 657. 57
Atl. 1‘.’.—Cu-1-y stock. To provide funds or
credit for its payment for the period agreed up-
on from the date of purchase. Saltus v. Genin,
16 N. Y. Super. Ct. 260. And see Pickering
v. Dcmerritt, 100 Mass. 421.

CART. A carriage for luggage or burden.
with two wheels. as distinguished from a.

wagon, which has four wheels. The vehicle
in which criiiiiinils are taken to execution.

This word, in its ordinary and prliiiary ac-
ceptation,
wheels; yet it has also a more extended sig-
nification. and may nienn a carriage in gen-
eral. Favers v. Glass, 22 Ala. 6224. 58 Am.
Dec. 272.

CART BOTE. Wood or timber which a
tenant is allowed by law to take from an es-
tate, for the purpose of repairing instru-
ments, (including necessary vehicles.) or hus-
bandry. 2 Bl. Comm. 35.

OABTA. In old English law. A char-
ter, or deed. Any written instrument.

In Spanish law. A letter; a deed; a.

power of attorney. Las Partidas, pt. 3, tit.
18. 1. 30.

OARTA DE FOBESTA. In old English
law. ’.l‘he charter or the forest. More com-

monly called “Cliarta do Forcsta," (q. 12.)

GARTH. law. A
chart.

In French marine

CARTE BLANCHE. A white sheet or
paper; an instruineiit signed, lnit otherwise
left blank. A sheet given to an agent, with
the principal’s signature appeiided, to he fill-
ed up with any contract or engagement as
the agent may see fit. Hence, metaphorical-
ly, unlimited authority.

CARTEL. An agreement between two
hostile powers for the delivery of prisoners

signifies H. carriage with two.
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or deserters.
light a duel.
-03:-tel-ship. A vessel commissioned in time
of war to exchange the prisoners of any two
hostile powers; also to carry any particular
proposal from one to another. For this_reason.
the oilicer who commands her is_particula_rly
ordered to carry no cargo, ammunition, or im-
plements of war except a single gun f9_r_the

urpose of Si%i1a:8'.[78(.3l'B.Wf0l'd v. '1he “llllflm

Also a written challenge to

enn, 6 Fed.

OARTHEN. Carriers who transport
goods and merchandise in carts, usually for
short distances, for hire.

OABTULARY.
records are kept.

OARUOA, or OABUA.

A place where papers or

A plow.

CARUOAGE. In old English law. A
kind of tax or tribute anciently imposed upon
every plow, (crime or plow-land.) for the
public service. Spelman.

CARUCATA. A certain quantity of land
used as the basis for taxation. As much
land as may be tilled by a single plow in a
year and a day. Also, a team of cattle, or a
cart-load.

CARUGATARIUS. One who held lands
in can-age, or plow-tenure. Coweli.

CABITE. A carve of land;
Britt. c. 84.

plow-land.

OARVAGB.
9.) Cowell.

The name as carucage, (q.

CARVE. In old English law.
cute or plow-land.

A carn-

OAS FOBTIJIT. Fr. In the law of in-
surance. A fortuitous event; an inevitable
accident.

CABATA. In old English law. A house
with land sufficient for the support of one
family. Otherwise called “Ii£da." a hide or
land, and by Bede, “famiua.” Speiman.

OASATUS. A vassal or feudal tenant
possessing a casino; that is, having a house.

- household, and property of his own.

CASE. 1. A general term for an action,
diuse. suit, or controversy. at law or in
equity; a question contested before a court
of justice; an aggregate of facts which fur-
nishes occasion for the exercise of the juris-
diction of a court of justice. Smith v. Wa-
terlmry. 54 Conn. 174. 7 Atl. 17; Kundolf v.
Thalhelmer, 12 N. Y. 596; Gebhard v. Sat-
tler. 40 Iowa, 156.

—Cnses and controversies. This term. as
used in the constitution of the United States.
embraces claims or contentions of litigants
brought before-_the court for adjudication by
regu ar proceedings established for the protec-
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tion or enforcement of rights, or the prevention.
redress, or punishment of wrongs; and whenev-
er the claim or contention of a party takes such
a form that the 'udicial power is capable of
acting upon it, it as become a case or contro-
versy. Interstate Commerce Com'n v. Brim-
son. 1554 U. S. 447. 14 Sup. Ct. 1125. 38 L.
Ed. 1047 ; Smith v. Adams. 130 U. ‘S. 167. 9
Sup. Ct. 566. 32 L. Ed. 895; In re Railway
Com'n (C. C.) 32 Fed. 255. But these two
terms are to be distinguished; for there ma be
a “separable controversy” within ii “case," w ich
may be removed from a state court to a federal
court, though the case as a whole is not re-

Snow v. Smith (C. C.) 88 Fed. 658.

2. A statement of the facts involved in a
transaction or series of transactions, drawn
up in writing in a technical form. for sub-
mission to a court or judge for decision or
opinion. Under this meaning of the term
are included a “case made" for a motion for
new trial, a "case reserved" on the trial of
a cause. an “agreed case” for decision with-
out trial, etc.
—-Cue agreed on. A formal written enu-
meration of the facts in a case. assented to by
bothegarties as correct and complete. and sub-
mitt to the court by their agreement, in order
that a decision may be rendered without a trial,
upon the court's conclusions of law u on the
facts as stated.—Ca.se for motion. n Eng-
lish divorce and probate practice, when a party
desires to make a motion, he must file, among
other papers. a case for motion, containing an
abstract of the proceedings in the suit or action.
a statement of the circumstances on which the
motion is founded. and the prayer. or nature of
the decree or order desired. Browne, Div. 251:
Browne. Prob. Pr. 295.-Case on appeal. In
American practice. Before the argument in the
appellate court of a case brought there for re-
view. the ap liant’s counsel prepares a docu-
ment or brie , hearing this name. for the infor-
mation of the court. detailing the testimony and
the proceedings below. In English practice. The
“case on appeal" is a printed statement pre-
pared by each of the parties to an appeal to
the house of lords or the privy council. set-
ting out methodically the facts which_makc
up his case, with up ropriaté references to the
evidence printed in t e “appendix." The term
also denotes a written statement, prepared and
transmitted by an inferior court or judge rais-
ing a question of law for the opinion of a su-
perior court.—-Case reserved. A statement in
writing of the facts proved on the trial of a
cause. drawn up and settled by the attorneys
and counsel for the res ective parties under the
supervision of the ju go, for the purpose of
having certain points of law, which arose at
the trial and could not then be satisfactorily
decided. determined u on full argument before
the court in bone. his is otherwise called a
"special case ;” and it is usual for the parties,
where the law of the case is doubtful. to agree
that the jury shall find a general verdict for
ilie plaintifi. subject to the opinion of the court
upon such a case to be made. instead of obtain-
ing from the jury a special verdict. 3 Bl.
Comm. 378: 3 Ste h. Comm. 621; Stepli. PI.
92, 93; 1 Burrill, Ier. 242. 463.—Case stated.
In practice. An. agreement in writing. between
a plaintiff and defendant. that the facts in dis-
pute between them are as therein agreed upon
and set forth. Diehl v. Ihrie, 3 Whart. (Pa)
143. A case agreed upon.—Csse to move for
new trial. in practice. A case prepared by
the party against whom a verdict has been giv-
en. upon which to move the court to set aside
the verdict and grant a new trial.

movable.

3. A form of action which lies to recover
damages for injuries for which the more an-
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cient forms of action will not lie. Steph. P1.
15. An abbreviated form of the title “tres-
pass on the case,” q. 12. Munal v. Brown (0.
C.) 70 Fed. 968.

CASE LAW. A professional name for
the aggregate of reported cases as forming
a body of Jurisprudence; or for the law of a
particular subject as evidenced or formed by
the adjudged cases; in distinction to statutes
and other sources of law.

CASH. Ready money; whatever can be
used as money without being converted into
another form; that which circulates as mon-
ey, including bank-bills. Hooper v. Flood.
54 Cal. 221; Dazet v. Landry, 21 Nev. 291,
30 Pac. 1064; Blair v. Wilson, 28 Grat. (Va.)
165; Haviland v. Chace. 39 Barb. (N. Y.)
284. '

—-Cash-account. A record, in book-keeping,
of all cash transactions; an account of moneys
received and expended.—Cuh-book. In book-
keeping, an account-book in which is kept a
record of all cash transactions. or all cash re-
ceived and ex ended. The object of the cash-
book is to a ord a constant facility to ascer-
tain the true state of a man's cash. Pardessus,
n. 87.—Cuh-note. In England. A bank-note
of a provincial bank or of the Bank of England.
—Cnsh-price. A price payable in cash at the
time of sale of property, in 0 position to a
barter or a sale on credit.—Cu value. The
cash value of an article or piece of property is
the ‘price which it would brin at private sale
(as istinguished from a force or auction sale)
the terms of sale requiring the payment of the
whole price in ready mone . with no deferred
payments. Ankeny v. Bla iey, 44 Or. 78, 74
‘ac. 485: State v. Ra.ilwsg0Co., 10 Nev. 88;

Tax Com’rs v. Holliday, 1 Ind: 216, 49 N.
E. 14, 42 L. R. A. 826: Cummings v. Bank.
101 U. S. 162. 25 L. Ed. 903.

CASHIER, n. An oiiicer of a moneyed in-
stitution, or commercial house. or bank, who
is intrusted with, and whose duty it is to take
care of, the cash or money of such institution
or bank.

The cashier of a bank is the executive oiiicer.
through whom the whole financial operations
of the bank are conducted. He receives and
pays out its moneys, collects and pays its debts.
and receives and transfers its commercial se-
curities. Tellers and other subordinate oflicers
may be ap inted, but they are under his di-
rection, an are, as it were. the arms b which
designated portions of his various funct ons are
discharged. The directors may limit his au-
thority as they deem pro r. but this would not
affect those to whom t e limitation was un-
known. Merchants‘ Nat. Bank v. State Nat.
Bank, 10 Wall. 650, 19 L. Ed. 1008.

CASHIER, 1:. In military law. To de-
prive a military ofllcer of his rank and oifice.

CASHLITB. An amercement or line; a
mulct.

CASSARE. To quash; to render void:
tobreak.

CABSATION. In French law. Annul-
ling; reversal; breaking the force and va-
iidity of a Judgment. A decision emanating
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from the sovereign authority, by which a de-
cree or Judgment in the court of last resort is
broken or annulled. Merl. Repert.

CASSATION, COURT 0!‘. (Fr. oour dc
causation.) The highest court in France; so
termed from possessing the power to quash
(casaer) the decrees of inferior courts. It is
a court of appeal in criminal as well as civil

_ cases.

CASSETUR. BII.1’.A. (Lat. That the bill
be quashed.) In practice. The form of the
Judgment for the defendant on a plea in
abatement, where the action was commenced
by bill, (bo'lla.) 3 Bl. comm. 303; Steph. Pl.
128. 131. The form of an entry made by a
plaintiff on the record. after a plea in abate-
ment, where he found that the plea could not
he confessed and avoided, nor traversed, nor
demurred to; amounting in fact to a discon-
tinuance of the action. 2 Archb. Pr. K. B.
8. 236: 1 Tidd. Pr. 688. '

CASSETUR BREVE. (Lat. That the
writ be quashed.) In practice. The form of
the judgment for the defendant on a plea in
abatement, where the action was commenced
by original writ, (brcve.) 3 Bl. Comm. 303;
Stepb. Pl. 107, 109.

CASSOCK, or CASSULA. A garment
worn by a priest.

CAST, 1;. In old English practice. To
allege, offer, or present; to protfer by way
of excuse, (as to "cast an essoln.")

This word is now used as a popular, ra-
ther than a technical, term, in the sense of
to overcome, overthrow, or defeat in a civil
action at law.
-03“ away. To east away a ship is to do
such an act upon or in regard to it as causes
it to perish or be lost, so as to be irrecoversbie
by ordinary means. The term is s nonymous
with “destroy,” which means to un t a vessel
for service beyond the hope of recovery by or-
dinary means. . S. v. Johns. 26 Fed. Gas.
616; U. S. v. Vanranst, 28 Fed. Gas. 360.

CAST, p. p. Overthrown, worsted, or de-
feated in an action.

oasrnn, or CASTLE‘. A fortress in a
town; the principal mansion of a nobleman.
3 Inst. 31.

CASTELLAIN. In old English law. The
lord, owner, or captain of a castle; the con-
stable of a fortified house; a person having
the custody of one of the crown mansions;
an oiilcer of the forest.

CASTELLANUS. A castellain; the
keeper or constable of a castle. Spelman.

OASTELLABIUM, CASTELLATU8.
in old English law. The precinct or Juris-
diction of a castle. Blount.
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CABTEILORUX OPEBATIO. In Sax-
on and old English law. "Castle work. Serv-
ice and labor done by inferior tenants for
the building and upholding castles and pub-
lic places of defense. One of the three -nec-
seary charges, (triuoda necesaitaa.) to which
all lands among the Saxons were expressly
subject. Cowell.

CAITIGATOBY. An engine used to
punish women who have been convicted of
being common scolds. It is sometimes called
the “trehuc-ket," “tumbrel," “ducking-tool,"
or "cucking-stool.” U. S. v. Royall, 27 Fed.
Gas. 907.

CASTING. Offering; alleging by way of
excuse. Casting an essoin was alleging an
excuse for not appearing in court to answer
an action. Holthouse.

CASTING VOTE. Where the votes of a
deliberative amembly or legislative body are
equally divided on any question or motion,
it is the privilege of the presiding oili-
cer to cast one vote (if otherwise he would.
not be entitled to any vote) on either side,
or to cast one additional vote, if he has al-
ready voted as a member of the body. This
is called the “casting vote." ,

By the common law. a casting vote sometimes
signifies the single vote of a person who never
votes; but, in the case of an equality, some-
times the double vote of a person who first votes
with the rest. and then, upon an equa-lit? cre-
ates a majoritx by giving a second vote. eonle
v. Church of tenement, 48 Barb. (N. Y.) 606;
Brown v. Foster, 88 Me. 49, 3-3 At]. 662, 31 L.
R. A. 116' Wooster v. Mullins, 64 Conn. 340,
3oAt1.144,25I.B.a.694.

CAITLEGUARD. In feudal law. An
imposition anciently laid upon such persons
as lived within a certain distance of any
astle, towards the maintenanceof such as
watched and warded the castle.

—On.stlefiIu.I-Il route. In old E lish law.
Rena pa by those that dwelt withlilrgi the pre-
ducts of a castle, towards the maintenance of
such as watched and warded it.

CABTRENSIS. In the Roman law. Re-
lating to the camp or military service.

Caslrense pecuuum. a portion of property
which a son acquired in war, or from his
connection with the camp. Dig. 49, 17.

OASTBUH. Lat. In Roman law. A
camp.

In old English law. A castle. Bract.
fol. 69b. A castle, including a manor. 4
Coke, 88.

CABU ooxsnnm. In old English
law. A writ of entry, granted where tenant
by the curtesy, or tenant for life, alienated
in fee, or in tall, or for another's life, which
was brought by him in reversion against the
party to whom such tenant so alienated to
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his prejudice, and in the tenant's life-time.
Termes de la Ley. ‘

CASU ZPBOVISO. A writ of entry
framed under the provisions of the statute
of Gloucester, (6 Edw. I.,) c. 7, which lay for
the benefit of the reversioner when a ten-
ant in dower aliened in fee or for life.

CASUAL. That which happens accident-
ally, or is brought about by causes un-
known; fortuitous; the result of chance.
Lewis v. Lofley, 92 Ga. 804, 19 S. E. 57.
—Oasual ejector. In practice. The nominal
defendant in an action of ejectment; so called
because, by a fiction of law peculiar to that ac-
tlon, he is supposed to come casually or by ac-
cident upon the premises, and to_turn out or
eject the lawful possessor. 3 Bl. Comm. 203;
3 Steph. Comm. 670; French v. Robb, 67 N. J.
Law. 260, 51 Atl. 50!), 57 L. R. A. 956, 91 Am.
St. Rep. 433.—Oasual evidence. A Phrase
used to denote (in coutradistinction to ‘ preap-
poxnted evidence") all such evidence as happens
to be adducible of a fact or event. but which
was not prescribed by statute or otherwise ar-
ranged beforehand to be the evidence of the
fact or event. Brown.—Ca an or. A
poor person who, in England, ap lies or relief
in a parish other than that of is settlement.
The ward in the work-house to which they are
admitted is called the “casual ward."-Casual
poor. In English law. Those who are not set-
tied in a parish. Such poor persons as are
suddenly taken sick, or meet with some acci-
dent, when away from home, and who are thus
provldentially thrown upon the charities of
those _among whom they happen to be. Force
v. Halnes, 17 N. J. Law, 400.

CASUALTY. Inevitable accident; an
event not to be foreseen or guarded against.
A loss from such an event or cause; as by
fire, shipwreck. lightning, etc. Story, Ballm.
5 240; Gill v. Fugate, 117 Ky. 257, 78 S. W.
191; McCarty v. Railroad Co., 30 Pa. 251;
_Ballroad Co. v. Car Co., 139 U. S. 79, 11 Sup.
Ct. 490, 35 L. Ed. 97; Ennis v. Bldg. Ass'n,
102 Iowa, 520, 71 N. W. 428; Anthony v.
Karbach. 64 Neb. 509, 90 N. W. 243, 97 Am.
St. Rep. 662.
—CaaIn.lties of superiority. In Scotch
law. Pa 'ments from an inferior to a superior,
that is, mm a tenant to his lord. which arise
upon uncertain events, as opposed to the an -

ment of rent at fixed and stated times. ell.
—Casnalties of wards. In Scotch law. The
mails and duties due to the superior in ward-
holdings.

CASUS. Lat. Chance; accident; an
event; a case; a case contemplated.
—CasIu belli. An occurrence iving rise to
or justifying war.—Onsn| fade I. In inter-
national law. The case of the treaty. The par-
ticular event or situation contemplated by the
treaty, or sti ulated for, or which comes within
its terms. 1: commercial law. The case or
event contemplated by the parties _to an in-
dividual contract or stipulated for by it, or com-
ing within its terms.—Oanu for-tmltus. An
inevitable accident. a chance occurrence. or for-
tuitous event. A loss happening in spite of all
human elfort and sagaclty. 3 Kent. Comm. 217,
300; Whart. Neg. §§ 113. 553. The Majestic.
166 U. S. 375. 17 Sup. Ct. 597. 41 L. Ed. 1039.
—Cuna major.-._ In the civil law. A casual-
ty; an extraordinary casualty, as fire, ship-
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wreck, etc. Dig. 44, T. 1, 4.—Ou1u omiutu.
A case omitted: an event or contingency for
which no revision is made: particularly a case
not provi ed for by the statute on the general
subject, and which is therefore left to be gov-
erned by the common law.

Guns fortnltul non est spersndus, e_t

nemo tenetur devinu-e. A fortuitous
event is not to be expected, and no one is
bound to foresee it. 4 Coke, 66.

Guns tortuitns non out supponondufl.
A fortuitous event is not to be presumed.
Hardr. 82, arg.

Oasus omiuus at oblivloni dntus dis-
position! Jun-is conununis relinqnitur. A
case omitted and given to oblivion (forgot-
ten) is left to the disposal of the common
law. 5 Coke, 38. A particular case, left un-
provided for by statute, must be disposed
of according to the law as it existed prior
to such statute. Broom, Max. 46.

Guns omissus pro onxiuo lnbendus
art. A case omitted is to be held as (inten-
tionally) omitted. Tray. Lat. Max. 67.

CAT. An instrument with which crimi-
nals are flogged. It consists of nine lashes
ot whip—cord, tied on to a wooden handle.

CATALLA. In old English Law. Chat-
tels. The word among the Normans prima-
rily signifled only beasts of husbandry, or,
as they are still called, “cattle,” but, in a
secondary sense, the term was applied to all
movables in general, and not only to these,
but to whatever was not a flef or read.
Wharton.
—Catsl1u otiosn. Dead goods or chattels. as
distinguished from animals. Idle cattle, that is,_
such as were not used for working, as distin-
guished from beasts of the plow; called also
am’malia otiosa. Bract. fols. 217, 217b,‘ 3 Bl.
Comm. 9.

Catnlln Juste ponoua unlit! non pos-
sunt. Chattels justly possessed cannot be
lost. Jenk. Cent. 28.

Cntnlln. reputnntur inter minim: in
loge. Chattels are considered in law among
the least things. Jenk. Cent. 52.

CATALLIS OAPTI8 NOMINE DIS-
TRIOTIONIB. An obsolete writ that lay
where a house was within a borough, for
rent issuing out of the same, and which war-
ranted the taking of doors, windows. etc., by
way of distress.

OATALIJS REDDENDI8. For the re-
turn of the chattels: an obsolete writ that
lay where goods delivered to a man to keep
till a certain day were not upon demand re-
(lellvered at the day. Reg. Orig. 39.

OATALLUM. A chattel. Most frequent-
ly used in the plural form, catalla, (q. 0.)
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CATALS. Goods and chattels. See CA-
TALLA.

CATANEUS. A tenant in capitc. A
tenant holding immediately or the crown.
Spelman.

OATASOOPUS.
archdeacon.

CATOHING BARGAIN. See BAEOAIN

CATCHING-S. Things caught, and in the
possession, custody. power, and dominion of
the party, with a present capacity to use them_
for his own purposes. The term includes
blubher, or pieces of whale flesh cut from
the whale, and stowed on or under the deck
of a_ship. A policy of insurance upon out-
fits, and catchings substituted for the outiits,
in a whaling voyage, protects the blubber.
Rogers v. Insurance Co.. 1 Story, 603; Fed.
Cas. No. 12.016; 4 Law Rep. 297.

An old name for an

CATCHLAND. Land in Norfolk, so call-
ed because it is not known to what parish
it belongs, and the minister who ilrst seizes
the tithes of it, by right of preoccupation, en-
joys them for that year. Goweli.

. OATCHPOLL. A name formerly given
to a sheriffs deputy, or to a constable, or
other oiiicer whose duty it is to arrest per-
sons. He was a sort of serjeant. The word
is not now in use as an oiilcial designation.
Minshew.

CATER COUSIN. (From Fr. Ouatre-
cousin.) A cousin in the fourth degree;
hence any distant or remote relative.

CATHEDRAL. In English ecclesiastical
law. The church of the bishop oi’ the dio-
cese. in which is his cathedra, or throne, and
his .special jurisdiction; in that respect the
principal church of the diocese.
—Cathedra.l prefermonts. In English ec-
clesiastical law. All deaneries, archdeaconries,
and canonries, and generally all dignities and
oiiices in any cathedral or collegiate church, be-
low the rank of a bishop.

OATEEDRATIO. In English ecclesias-
tical law. A sum of 2s. paid to the bishop
by the inferior clergy; but from its being
usually paid at the bishop's synod, or visita-
tion, it is commonly named 31/nodals. Whar-
ton.

CATHOLIC CREDITOR. In Scotch law.
A creditor whose debt is secured on all or
several distinct parts of the debtor's prop-
erty. Bell.

CATHOLIC EMANCIPATIOII ACT.
The statute of 10 Geo. IV. c. 7, by which Ro-
man Catholics were restored. in general. to
the full enjoyment of all civil rights, except
that or holding ecclesiastical offices, and cer-
tain high appointments in the state. 8
Steph. Comm. 109.

:
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CATONIANA REGULA. In Roman law.
The rule which is commonly expressed in
the maxim, Quad ab inmo non valet tracts
iemporia non convalebit, meaning that what
is at the beginning void by reason of some
technical (or other) legal defect will not be-
come valid merely by length of time. The
rule applied to the institution of ha.-redea.
the bequest of legacies, and such like. The
rule is not without its application also in En-
glish law; e. 9., a married woman’s will (be-
ing void when made) is not made valid mere-
ly because she lives to become a widow.
Brown.

0A'.l'.l.'LE. A term which includes the
domestic animals generally; all the animals
used by man for labor or food.

Animals of the bovine genus. In a wider
sense, all domestic animals used by man for
labor or food. including sheep and hogs. Ma-
thews v. State, 39 Tex. Cr. R. 553, 47 S. W.
647; State v. Brookhouse, 10 Wash. 87, 38
Pac. 862; State v. Credle. 91 N. C. 640; State
v. Groves, 119 N. C. 822, 25 S. E. 819: First
Nat. Bank v. Home Sav. Bank, 21 Wall. 299.
22 L. Ed. 560; U. S. v. Mattock, 26 Fed. Cas.
1208.
—Oa.tt1e-gate. In English law. A right to
pasture cattle in the land of another. It is a.
distinct and several interest in the land. passing
by lease and release. 13 East, 159; 5 Taunt.
811.—Onttle-guard. A device to prevent cat-
tle from straying along a railroad-track at a
highwa -crossiilif. Heskett v. Railway 00., 61
Iowa. 7. 16 . W. 525: Railway Co. v. Man-
son. 31 Kan. 337, 2 Pac. 800.

CAUDA THREE. A land's end, or the
bottom of a ridge in arable land. Cowell.

CAITLOIZIS. Highroads or ways pitched
with flint or other stones.

GAUPO. In the civil law. An innkeeper.
Dig. 4, 9. 4, 5.

CAUPONA. In the civil law. An inn
or tavern. Inst. 4, 5, 3.

CAIIPONES. In the civil law. Innkeep-
ers. Dig. 4. 9; Id. 47, 5; Story, Ag. 5 458.

CAURSINES. Italian merchants who
came into England in the reign of Henry
III., where they established themselves as
money lenders, but were soon expelled for
their usury and extortion. Cowell; Blonnt.

OAUCUS. A meeting of the legal voters
of any political party assembled for the pur-
pose of choosing delegates or for the nomina-
tion of candidates for ofiice. Pub. St. N. H.
1901. p. 140, c. 78, 5 1; Rev. Laws Mass.
1902, p. 104. c. 11, § 1.

CAUSA. Lat. 1. A cause, reason. occa-
sion, motive, or inducement.

2. In the civil law and in old English
law. The word signified a source, ground,
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or mode of acquiring property; hence a title;
one's title to property. Thus. “Titulus eat
junta cauea poseidcndi id quad nostrum
est;” title is the lawful ground of possessing
that which is ours. 8 Coke, 153. See Mack-
eld. Rom. Law, 55 242, 283.

3. A condition; a consideration; motive
for performing a jnristic act. Used or con-
tracts, and found in this sense in the Scotch
law also. Bell.

4. In old English law. A cause; a suit
or action pending. Causa testamcnturia. a
testamentary cause. Cause matrinionlalie,
a matrimonial cause. Bract. to]. 61.

5. In old European law. Any movable
thing or article of property.

6. Used with the force of a preposition, it
means by virtue of, on account of. Also
with reference to, in contemplation of.
Cauca mortis, in anticipation of death.
—Oau_sa ognsans. The immediate cause; the
last link in the chain of causation.—Cnusa
data et non secuta. In the civil law. Con-
sideration given and not followed, that is, by
the event upon which it was given. The name
of an action by which a thing given in the view
of a certain event was reclaimed if that event
did not take place. Dig. 12, 4; Cod. 4, 6
-_—Causn hospitamii. For the purpose of
mg entertained as a guest. 4 Miiule & S. 310.
—Cau_sn Jaotitntionis inarltagil. A form
of action which anciently lay against a party
who boasted or gave out that he or she was
married to the plaintifi. whereby a common rep-
utation of their marriage might ensue. 3 Bl.
Comm. 93.—Cansa. mntrimonii prcloouti.
A writ lying where a woman has given lands to
a man in feesimplc with the intention that he
shall marry her. and he refuses so to do within
a reasonable time, upon suitable request. Cow-
ell. Now obsolete. 3 Bl. Comm. 183, note.
—Causa north. In contemplation of ap-
proaching death. In view of death. Commonly
occurring in the phrase donatio oauaa martin.
(q. v.)—Cnusa pntet. The reason is open, ob-
\’l0llS, plain, clear, or manifest. A common ex-
pression in old writers. Perk. c. 1. 5i 11, 14,
9i7.—Cousn proxinu. The immediate, nearest,
or lat:-st c:iiise.—Cansis I-oi. In the civil law.
The accessions, appurtenances, or fruits of a
thing; comprehending all that the claimant of
a principal thing can demand from a defendant
in addition thereto.. and especially what he
would have had. if the thing had not been with-
held from him. Inst. 4, 17, 3; Mackeld. Rom.
Law, § 166.—Cnusa remota. A remote or me-
diate cause; a cause operating indirectly by the
intervention of other canses.—Cnnsa scientle
patot. The reason of the knowledge is evident.
A technical phrase in Scotch practice, used in
depositions of witnesses.-Oausa sine qua
non. A necessary or inevitable cause; a cause
without which the eifect in question could not
have happened. Hayes v. Railroad Co.. 111 U.
S 228, 4 Sup. Ct. _369. 28 L. Ed. 4l0.—Csusn
tux-pis. A base (immoral or illegal) cause or
consideration.

Cause oausm est cans: eausatl. The
cause of a cause is the cause of the thing
caused. 12 Mod. 639. The cause of the
cause is to be considered as the cause of the
eifect also.

Onun. oausantis. onus: est oansnti.
The cause of the thing causing is the cause
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or the eirect. 4 Camp. 284; Marble v. City
of Worcester, 4 Gray (.\iass.) 398.

Guns. eeelesin publlois nquipu-ntnr;
at srunnas est ratio qua pro religions
(unit. The cause of the church is equal to
public cause; and paramount is the reason
which makes for religion. Co. Litt. 341.

Cause et or-igo est nutter-in negotii.
The cause and origin is the substance of the
thing; the cause and origin of a thing are a
material part of it. The law regards the
original act. 1 Coke, 99. .-

canon proxhnn, non remotn. speetntnr.
The immediate, not the remote, cause, is
looked at, or considered. 12 East, 648: 3
Kent, Comm. 802: Story. B&111D- 5 515: BIC-
Max. reg. 1.

Canon 733: at inserts non est onus:
I-ntionabilis. 5 Coke. 57. A vague and un-
certain cause is not ii reasonable cause.

Onnsn dotis. vita, libertatis, filo! aunt
inter favor-abilin in loge. Causes of dow-
er, life. liberty, revenue, are among the things
favored in law. 00. Litt. 341.

CAUSAM ,1¢03Is SIGNIPICES
QUARB. A writ addressed to a mayor of a
town, etc., who was by the king's writ com-
manded to give seisin of lands to the king's
grantee, on his delaying to do it, requiring
him to show cause why he so delayed the per-
formance of his duty. Blount; Cowell.

CAUSABE. In the civil and old En-
glish law. To be engaged in a suit; to liti-
gate; to conduct a cause.

CAUSATOB. In old European law. One
who manages or litigates another’s cause
Spelman.

CAUSE. That which‘ produces an etlect:
whatever moves, impels, or leads. The ori-
gin or foundation ot_a thing, as or a suit or
action; a ground of action. Corning v. Mc~
Cullough, 1 N. Y. 47, 49 Am. Dec. 287; State
v. Dougherty, 4 Or. 203.

The consideration or a contract, that is.
the inducement to it, or motive of the con-
tracting party for entering into it, is, in the
civil and Scotch law, called the “cause."

The civilians use the term “cause," in relation
to obligations, in the same sense as the word
"consideration" is used in the jurisprudence of
England and the United States. It means the
motive, the inducement to the agreement.—id
quad induce! ad contrahcndum. In contracts of
mutual interest, the cause of the engagement is
the thing given or done, or engaged to be given
or done or the risk incurred by one of the par-
ties. Mouton v. Noble. 1 La. Ann. 192.

In pleading. Reason; motive; matter or
excuse or Justiilcation.
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In practice. A suit, litigation, or action.
Any question, civil or criminal, contested
before a court oi’ justice.
‘Cause imports a judicial proceediniaentire.

and is nearly synonymous with he in tin. or
suit in En ish. Although allied to the word
“case," it
its meaning. A cause is pending, postponed, ap-
pealed, gained, lost, etc.‘ whereas a case is
made, nested, argued, decided, etc. Case is of a
more limited signification. importing a collection
of facts, with the conclusion of law thereon.
Both‘terins may be used with ropriety in the
same sentence; a. ., on the t al of the cause.
the plaintifl int uced certain evidence, and
there re_sted his case. See Shirts v. I 47
Ind. 446.); Blyew v. U. 8., 13 Wall. 581, 20 L.
‘I;2d.2%8; Erwin v. U. 8., 37 Fed. 470, 2 L. B.

A distinction is sometimes taken between
“cause" and "action." Burrill observes that a
cause is not, like an action or suit, said to be
commenced, nor is an action, like a cause. said
to he tried. But, if there is any substantial dif-
ference between these terms, it must lie in the
fact that "action" refers more peculiarly to the
legal procedure of a controversy: “canse" to its
merits or the state of facts involved. Thus, we
cannot say “the cause should have been replev-
in." Nor would it be correct to say “the plain-
tifi pleaded his own action."

As to “Probable Cause” and "Proxlmate
Cause," see those titles. As to challenge “for
cause," see “Chailenge."

CAUSE-BOOKS. Books kept in the cen-
tral oflice or the English supreme court, in
which are entered all writs of summons
issued in the oifice. Rules of Court, v 8.

CAUSE LIST. In English practice. A
printed roll of actions, to be tried in the
order of their entry, with the names of the
solicitors for each litigant. similar to the
calendar of causes, or docket, used in Amer-
ican courts.

CAUSE 0!‘ ACTION. Matter for which
an action may be brought. The ground on
which an action may be sustained. The right
to bring a suit.

C_ause of action is properly the ground on
which an action can be maintained; as when
we say that such a person _has no cause of ac-
tion. But the phrase is onten used to signify
the matter of the complaint or claim on which a
izlven action is in fact grounded, whether or not
egally maintainahle. Mozley Q Whitley.

t erson having a right of_ sometimes means 3.
action. Thus, where a egacy is left to a mar-
ried woman. and she and herhusbnnd bring an
action to recover it, she is called in the old
books the "meritorious cause of action." 1 H.
B1. 108.

The term is synonymous with right of action.
right of recovery. Graham v. Scripture, 26 How.
Pmc. (N. Y.) 501.

Cause of action is not synonymous with chose
in action; the latter includes debts. etc., not
due. and even stocks. Bank of Commerce v.
Rutiand & W. IL Co., 10 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 1.

osusns onnnnnns. Celebrated cases.
A work containing reports or the decisions of
interest and importance in French courts in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

secondarily a single trial or decision is

ifiers from it in the application of,
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often called a “cause célébre," when it is re-
markable on account of the parties involved
or the unusual, interesting, or sensational
character of the facts.

OAUSIIDIOUS. In the civil law. A plead-
er; one who argued a cause ore tenus.

OAUTELA. Lat. Care:
lance; prevision.

OAUTIO. In the civil and French law.
Security given for the performance of any
thing; ball: a bond or undertaking by way
of surety. Also the person who becomes a
surety.

In Scotch law. A pledge, bond, or other
security for the performance or an obligation.
or completion or the satisfaction to be oir
tained by a judicial process. Bell.

—0auuo ndejnuoria. Security by means of
bonds or pledges entered into by th rd_ parties.‘
Du Oange.—Cnutio Mu . Security given]

an heir or legatee, in order to obtain imme-I;
ate ‘on of the inheritance or legacyé"

hindin him and his sure for his observance o
a con ition annexed to e bequest. yvhere the
act which is the object of the condition is one
which he must -avoid committing during his
whole life, a. 9.. that he will never marry. _never
leave the country. never engage in a particular
trade. etc. See Macireid. Rom. Iaw, I 706.-
Onntlo p orgtitin. Security given by
pledge. or eposit, as plate. mone , or other
goods.—Cnutio pro expensis. ecuri for
costs, chaiges. or ex'penses.—Ca.ntio us a-
tiarla. ecurity, which tenants for life give,
to ‘preserve the property rented free from waste
an injury. Ersk. Inst. 2, 9. 59

can-non. In scotch law. and in admi-
ralty law. Surety; security; bail; an un-
dertaking by way ot surety. 8,Mod. 182.‘
See CAUTIO.

—Oa.ntion jnratory. In Scotch law. Securi-
ty given by oath. That which a sulpender
swears is the best he can aifoni in order to ob-
tain a suspension. Ersk. Pract. 4. 3. 6.

caution; vigi-

OAUTIONABY. In Scotch law. An
instrument in which a person binds himself
as surety for another.

0A0'l'I01I'E ADLIITTEICDA. In Eng-
lish ecclesiastical law. A writ that lies
against a bishop who holds an excommuni-
cated person in prison for contempt, not-
withstanding he offers sumcient caution or
security to obey the orders and command-
ment of the church for the future. Reg.
Orig. es; Coweli.

OAUTIORER. In Scotch law. A surety;
s bondsman. One who binds himself in a
bond with the principal for greater security.
He is still a cautioner whether the bond be
to pay a debt. or whether he undertake to
produce the person or the party for whom he
is bound. Bell.

OAUTIONNEHBIIT. In French law.
The same as becoming surety in English law.
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OAUTIONRY.
ship.

In Scotch law. Surely-

OAVEAT. Lat. Let him bewure. A for-
mal notice or warning given by a party in-
terested to a court, judge. or ministerial oili-
cer against the performance of certain acts
within his power and Jurisdiction. This pro-
cess may be used in the proper courts to pre
vent (temporarily or provisionally) the prov-
ing or a will or the grant of administration,
or to arrest the enrollment of a decree in
chancery when the party intends to take an
appeal, to prevent the grant of letters patent,
etc. It is also used, in the American prac-
tice. as a kind of equitable process, to stay
the granting of a patent for lands. Wilson v.
Gaston, 92 Pa. 207; Slocum v. Grandin, 38
N. J. Eq. 485: Ex parte Crafts, 28 S. C. 281,
6 S. E. 718; In re Miller's Estate, 166 Pa. 97,
31 At]. 58.

, In patent law. A caveat is a formal
‘written notice given to the omcers or the pat-
ent-ofllce, requiring them to refuse letters
patent on a particular invention or device to
any other person, until the party iiiing the
caveat (called the "caveator") shall have an
opportunity to establish his claim to priority
of invention.

OAVEAT ACTOR. Let the doer, or ac-
tor. beware.

9! OAVEAT EMPTOR. Let the buyer take
care. This maxim summarizes the rule that
the purchaser of an article must examine,
judge, and test it _1'or himself, being bound
to discover any obvious defects or imperfec-
tions. hiilier v. Tiflany, 1 Wall. 309, 17 L.
Ed. 540; Barnard v. Kellogg, 10 Wall. 388. 19
L. Ed. 987: Slaughter v. Gerson, 13 Wall.
383, 20 L. Ed. 627 ; Hargous v. Stone, 5 N. Y.
82: Wissler v. Craig, 80 Va. 32; Wright v.
Hart, 18 Wend. (N. _Y.) 458.

Oanat enptor, qni Ignaz-are non delndt
quad jun alienun emit. Bob. 99. Let a
purchaser beware, who ought not to be ig-
norant that he is purchasing the rights or an-
other.

OAVEAT VENDITOR. In Roman law.
A maxim, or rule. casting the responsibility
for defects or deficiencies upon the seller of
goods. and expressing the exact opposite of
the common law rule of caveat emptor. See
Wright v. Hart. 18 Wend. (N. Y.) 449.

In English and American jurispru-
denoo. Caveat vendilor is sometimes used
as expressing, in a rough way. the rule which
governs all those cases or sales to which
caveat emptor does not apply.

OAVEAT VIATOR. Let the traveler be-
ware. This phrase has been used as a concise
expression of the duty of a traveler on the
highway to use due care to detect and avoid
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defects in the way. Cornwell v. Com’r, 10
Exch. 771, 774.

0AVEA'.l‘0B._ One who dies a caveat.

Cnvondurn out I fragmenth. Beware
of fragments. fiac. Aph. 26.

OAVERE. Lat. In the civil and common
law. To take care: to exercise caution; to
take care or provide for; to provide by
law; to provide against; to forbid by law;
'to give security; to give caution or security
on arrest.

OAVER8. Persons stealing ore from
mines in Derbyshire, punishable in the bergh-
mote or miners’ court; also oflicers belong-
ing to the same mines. Wharton.

OAYA. In old English law.
key._0r wharf. Cowell.

A quay, kay,

CAYAGIUH. In old English law. Cay-
age or kayage; a boil or duty anciently paid
for landing goods at a quay or wharf. Cow-
eii.

OEAP. A bargain: anything for sale: a
chattel; also cattle, as being the usual medi-
um of barter. Sometimes used instead of
ceapgild, (q. 12.)

OEAPGILD. Payment or forfeiture of an
animal. An ancient species of forfeiture.

CEDE. To yield up; to assign; to grant.
Generally used to designate the transfer of
territory from one government to another.
Goetz v. United States (C. C.) 103 Fed. 72;
llaltimore v. Turnpike Road, 80 .\Id. 535. 31
Atl. -I20; Somers v. Pierson, 16 N. J. Law,
181.

OEDENT. In Scotch law. An assignor.
One who transfers a chose in action.

CEDO. I grant. ~ The word ordinarily
used in Mexican conveyances to pass title to
lands. Mulford v. Le Franc, 26 Cal. 88, 108.

CEDULA. In old English law. A
schedule.

In Spanish law. An act under private
signature, by which a debtor admits the
amount of the debt, and binds himself to dis-
charge the same on a specified day or on de-
mand.

Also the notice or citation affixed to the
door of a fugitive criminal requiring him to
appear before the court where the accusation
is pending.

CEDULE. In French law. The technic-
al name of an act under private signature.
Campbell v. Nicholson. 3 La. Ann. 458.

CELATION. In medical jurisprudence.
Concealment of pregnancy or delivery.
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OELDRA. In old English law, a chal-
dron. In old Scotch law, a measure of grain,
otherwise called a “chaider." See 1 Kames,
Eq. 21.3.

CELEBRATION ' 01‘ MARRIAGE.
The formal act by which a man and woman
take each other for husband and wife. accord-
ing to law; the solemnlzation of a marriage.
The term is usually applied to a marriage cer-
emony attended with ecclesiastical functions.
See Pearson v. Ilowey, 11 N. J. Law, 19.

OELIBACY. The condition or state of
life of an unmarried person.

cz1.r.1-znanmsfa butler in a monas-
tery; sometlmes in universities called “man-
ciple" or “caterer."

CEMETERY. A place of burial, differ-
ing from a churchyard by its locality and in-
cidents.—-by its locality, as it is separate and
apart from any sacred building used for the
performance of divine service: by its inci-
dents that, inasmuch as no vault or burying-
place in an ordinary churchyard can be pur-
chased for a perpetuity. in a cemetery a per-
manent burial place can be obtained. Whar-
ton. See Winters v. State. 9 Ind. 174; Ceme-
tery Ass'n v. Board of Assessors. 37 La. Ann.
3.’); Jenkins v. Andover, 103 Mass. 104: Cem-
etery Ass‘n v. New Haven, 43 Conn. 243. 21
Am. Rep. 643.

Six or more human bodies being buried at
one place constitutes the place a cemetery.
Pol. Code Cal. 5 3106.

CENDULJE.
in the form of tiles to cover the roof of a
house; shingles. Cowell. '

OENEGILID. In Saxon law. An expla-
tory nmlct or fine paid to the relations of a
murdered person by the murderer or his re-
lations. Spelman.

OENELLE. In old records. Acorns.

OENNINGA. A notice given by a buyer
to a seller that the things which had been
sold were claimed by another, in order that
he might appear and justify the sale. Blount;
Whisbaw

OENS. In French Canadian law. An an-
nual tribute or due reserved to a seignlor or
lord, and imposed merely in recognition of
his superiority. Guyot, Inst. c. 9.

OENSARIA. In old English law. A farm.
or house and land let at a standing rent. Co-
well.

OENSARII. In old English law. Farm-
ers, or such persons as were liable to paw I
census, (tax.) Blount; Cowell.

Small pieces of 'wood laid’
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OERSEBE. In the lloman law. T0 or-
dain; to decree. Dig. 50, 16, 111.

CENSITAIRE. In Canadian law. A ten-
ant by ceua, (q. 12.) ‘

CEIISIVE.
cc-mi, (q. 0.)

In Canadian law. Tenure by

CI-21130.’ In Spanish and Mexican law.
An annuity. A ground rent. The right
which a person acquires to receive a certain
annual pension, for the delivery which he
makes to another of a determined sum of
money or or an immovable thing. Civ. Code
Mex. art. 3206. See Schm. Civil mw, 149,
309; White, New Recop. bk. 2, c. 7, I 4.
-—0easo nl qultar. A redeemable annuity;
otherwise called “cease redimibie." Trevino v.
Fernandez, 13 Tex. 63_0.—Censo consignee!’-’
vo. A sense (q._v.) is called “cqnsmnatiuo
when he who receives the money_ assigns for the
payment of the asion (annuity) the estate
the fee in which e reserves. Clv. Code Mex.
art. 3207.—Conso enflteutieo. In Spanish
and Mexican law. An emphytentic annuity.
That species of censo (annuity) which exists
where there is a right to require of another a
certain canon or pension annually, on account
of havin transferred to that person forever cer-
vain tea 'estate, but reserving the fee in the
land. The owner who thus transfers the land is
called the “cennual1eto," and the person who

ys the annuity is called the "cenaatarto." Hall,
. lo.-x. Law, § 756: Hart v. Burnett, 15 Cal. 507.

CBIISUALI-Is. In old European law. A
species of oblati or voluntary slaves of
churches or monasteries; those who, to pro-
cure the protection or the church, bound
themselves to pay an annual tax or quit-rent
only of their estates to a church or monas-
tery.

CENSUEIBE, In Roman law. They have
decreed. The term of art, or technical term
for the judgment, resolution, or decree of
the senate. Tayl. Civil Law, 566.

CENSUHETEIDUS, or C E It 3 U-
IIOETBIDUS. A dead rent, like that which
is called "mortmain." Biount; Cowcll.

CENSURE. In ecclesiastical law. A
spiritual punishment, consisting in withdraw-
ing from a baptized person (whether he-
longing to the Clergy or the lalty) a privilege
which the church gives him, or in wholly ex-
pelling him from the Christian communion.
The principal varieties of censures are ad-
monition, degradation, deprivation, excom-
inunimtlon. penance, sequestration. suspen-
sion. Phillim. Ecc. Law, 1367.

A custom observed in certain tnanors in
Devon and Cornwall, where nil persons above
the age of sixteen years are cited to swear
tealtyto the lord, and to pay 11d. per poll,
and 1d. per annnm.

(321308. The otllcial counting or enu-
meration of the people of a state or nation.
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with statistics of wealth, commerce, educa-_
tion, etc. Huntington v. Cast, 149 Ind. 255,
48 N. E. 1025; Republic v. Paris, 10 Hawaii,
581.

In Roman law. A numbering or enroll-
ment of the people, with a valuation of their
fortunes.

In old European law. A tax, or tribute;
a toll. Montesq. Esprit des Lois, liv. 30, c.
14.

CENSUS BJEGALIS. In English law.
The annual revenue or income of‘ the crown.

CENT. A coin or the United States, the
least in value of those now minted. It is the
one-hundreth part of a dollar. Its weight
is 72 gr., and it is composed of copper and
nickel in the ratio of 88.to 12.

CENTENA. A hundred. A district or
division containing originally a hundred free-
men, established among the Goths, Germans,
Franks, and Lombards, for military and civil
purposes, and answering to the Saxon "hun- '

dred." Spelman: 1 Bl. Comm. 115.
Also, in old records and pleadings, a bun-

dred weight.

OENTENARII. Petty judges, nnder-sher-
ills of counties, that had rule of a hundred,
(centcna,) and judged smaller matters among
them. 1 Vent. 211.

OENTENI. The principal inhabitants of
a ccnlena, or district composed of different
villages, originally in number a hundred, but
afterwards only called by that name.

CENTESIHA.
dredth part.

Usuriaz ccntcsimw. Twelve per cent. per
annum ; that is, a liiiiidredth part of the prin-
cipal was due each moiith,—the month being
the unit of time from which the Romans
reckoned interest. 2 Bl. Comm. 462, note.

In Roman law. The ban-

CENTIME. The name of a denomination
of French money, being the one-hundredth
part or a franc.

CENTRAL CRIMINAL COURT. An
English court, having jurisdiction for the
trial of crimes and misdemeanors committed
in London and certain adjoining parts of
Kent, Essex, and Sussex. and of such other
crinilnai cases as may be sent to it out of
the king's bench, though arising beyond its
proper jurisdiction. It was constituted by
the acts 4 & 5 Wm. IV. c. 36, and 19 & 20
Vlct. c. 16, and superseded the “Old Bailey."

CENTRAL OFFICE. The central office
of the supreme court of judicature in Eng-
land is the oiilce established in pursuance
of the reconimeiidation oi’ the legal depart-
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ments commission in order to consolidate the
oiiices of the masters and associates of the
common-law divisions. the crown oiiice of
the king's bench division, the record and
writ clerk's report, and enrollment oiilces of
the chancery division, and a few others.
The central oflice is divided into the follow-
ing departments. and the business and staff
of the office are distributed accordingly: (1)
Writ, appearance, and Judgment; (2) sum-
mons and order. for the common-law divis-
ions only; (3) flling and record, including
the old chancery report oflice; (4) taxing. for
the common-law divisions only; (5) enroll-
ment; (6) Judgments, for the registry of
Judgments, executions, etc.; (7) bills of sale;
(8) married women's acknowledgments; (9)
klng’s remembrancer; (10) crown oflice; and
(11) associates. Sweet.‘

CENTRALIZATION. This word is used
to express the system of government pre-
vailing in a country where the management
of local matters is in the hands of function-
aries appointed by the ministers of state, paid
by the state, and in constant communication
and under the constant control and inspira-
tion of the ministers of state. and where the
funds of the state are largely applied to local
purposes. Wharton

CI-INTUMVIRI. In Roman law. The
name of an important court consisting of a
body of one hundred and five Judges. it was
made up by choosing three representatives
from each of the thirty-live Roman tribes.
The Judges sat as one body for the trial of
certain important or difilcult questions, (call-
ed,- “causw centum1:iralea,") but ordinarily
they were separated into four distinct tri-
bunals.

CENTURY. One hundred. A body of
one hundred men. The Romans were divid-
ed into centuries, as the English were divided
into hundreds. '

Also a cycle of one hundred years.

CEORL. In Anglo Saxon law. The free-
men were divided into two classes,—thanes
and ceorls. The thanes were the proprietors
of the soil, which was entirely at their dis-
posal. The ceorls were men personally free,
but possessing no landed property. Guizot,
Rep. Govt.

A tenant at will of free condition, who
held land of the thane on condition of paying
rent or services. Cowell.

A freeman of inferior rank occupied in
husbandry. Spelman.

CEPI. Lat. I have taken. This word
was of frequent use in the returns of sheriffs
when they were made in Latin, and particu-
larly in the return to a writ of caplas.

The full return (in Latin) to a writ of coping
was commonly made in one of the following
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forms: Cc s‘ corpus. I have taken the body, i._

e., arreste the body of the defendant; L-‘cm
corpus ct bail, I have taken the body and re-
leased the defendant on a bail-bond; Cepi cor-
pus at commotfltur, I have taken the body and
he has _been committed (to prison); Ge i corpus
et eat on ouuodso. I have taken the etendant
and he is in custody; Gepi oar us at out (an-
qmdua, I have taken the defen ant and he is
sick. i. e., so sick that he cannot safely be re-
moved from the place where the arrest was_
made; Capo’ corpus et paratum habco, I have
taken the body and have it him) ready, i. e., in
custody and ready to be p uced when ordered..

OEPIT. In civil practice.
This was the characteristic word employed
in (Latin) writs of trespass for goods taken.
and in declarations in trespass and repievin.

Replevln in the ccplt is a form of replevin
which is brought for carrying away goods
merely. Wells, Repl. 5 53.

In criminal practice. This was a tech-
nical word necessary in an indictment for
larceny. The charge must be that the de-
fendant took the thing stolen with a felo-
nious design. Bac. Abr. “lndictment," G, 1.

—Cepit at abduxit. He took and led away.-
The emphatic words in writs in tres ass or in-
dictments for larceny, where the t ing taken
was a living chattel, 4. e., an animal.-—.Cepit at
uportavit. He took and carried away. Ap-
glicable in a declaration In trespass or an in-
ictment for larceuy_where the defendant has

carried away oods without right. 4 Bl. Comm.
231.—Cepit alio loco. in pleading. A
plea in replevin, by which the defendant alleges
that he took the thing repllevied in another lace
than4§l(1)at mentioned n t e declaration. 1 hit.

1.

OEPPAGIUH. In old English law.
stumps or roots of trees which remain in
the ground after the trees are felled. Fieta,
lib. 2. c. 41, 5 24.

OERA, or 03113.
Wax; a seal.

In old English law.

OERA IMPBESSA. Lat. An impressed
seal. It does not necessarily refer to an
impression on wax. but may include an im-
pression made on wafers or other adhesive
substances capable of receiving an impres-
sion, or even paper. Pierce v. Indscth, 106
U. S. 546, 1 sup. Ct. 418. 27 L. Ed. 251.

OERAGBUM. In old English law. A
payment to provide candles in the church.
Blount.

OEREVISIA.
or beer.

In old English law. Ale-

OERT HONEY. In old English law.
Head money or common flne. Money paid
yearly by the residents of several manors to
the lords thereof, for the certain keeping of
the ieet, (pro oerto lctw;) and sometimes to
the hundred. Blount; 8 Coke, 78.

Cert: deliet cue intentio, at us:-ratio,
at oertun lnndunenttnn, at certs lea

He took..

The- .
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qua deducitur in’ judieinm. The design
and narration ought to be certain. and- the
foundation certain. and the matter certain.
which is brought into court to be tried. Co.
Litt. Swa. ‘

CEBTA BBS. In old English law. A
certain thing. Fleta. lib. 2, c. 60, II 24, 25.

CERTAIN. Ascertained; precise; iden-
tified; definitive; clearly known; unambig-
uous; or, in law, capable of being identified
or made known, without liability to mis-
take or ambiguity, from data already given.

' Cooper v. Bigly, 13 Mich. 479; Losecco v.
Gregory, 108 La. 048, 32 South. 986; Smith
v. Fyler, 2 Hill (N. Y.) 649: Civ. Code La.
1900, art. 3556. -

—0ertn.£n services. In feudal and old Eng-
lish law. Such services as were stinted limit-
ed or defined) in quantity, and could not ex-
ceeded on any pretense; as to pay a stated an-
nual rent, or to plow such a held for three days.
2 Bl. Comm. 61.

cnnranrrr. In pleading. Distinct-
ness; clearness of statement; particularity.
Such precision and expllcitness in the state-
ment of alleged facts that the pleader's aver-
ments and contention may be readily under-
stood by the pleader on the other side. as well
as by the court and jury. State v. Hayward.
83 M0. 300; State v. Burke, 151 1110. 143.
52 S.,W. 226; David v. David, 66 Ala. 148.

This word is technically used in pleading
in two diirerent senses, signifying either dis-
tinctness, or particularity, as opposed to un-
due generality.

Certainty is said to be of three sorts: (1)
Ucrtaintu to a common intent is such as is
attained by using words in their ordinary
meaning, but is not exclusive of another
meaning which might be made out by argu-
ment or inference. (2) Certainty to a cer-
tain intent in general is that which allows
of no misunderstanding if a fair and reason-
able construction is put upon the language
employed, without bringing in facts which
are possible, but not apparent. (3) Certainty
to a certain Intent in particular is the high-
est degree of technical accuracy and precis-
ion. Co. Litt. 303; 2 B. B1. 530; Spencer v.
Southwick, 9 Johns. (N. Y.) 317; State v.
Parker, 84 Ark. 158, 36 Am. Rep. 5.

In contracts. The quality of being spe-
cific, accurate, and distinct.

A thing is certain when its essence, quality,
and quantity are described, distinctly set forth,
etc. Dig. 12, 1, 8. It is uncertain when the
description is not that of an individual object,
but des2¥nates only the kind. Civ. Code IA.
art. 35 , no. 8; 5 Coke, 121.

CEBTIPIOANDO DI-: BEOOGNITIONE
I'.l.‘APIlI.E. In English law. A writ com-
mandlng the mayor of the staple to certify
to the lord chancellor a statute-staiile taken
before him where the party himself detains
it, and refuses to bring in the same. There
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is a like writ to certify a statute-merchant,
and in divers other cases. Reg. Orig. 14.8.
151, 152.

CERTIFICATE. A written assurance.
or ofiicial representation, that some act has
or has not been done, or some event occurred,
or some legal formality been complied with.
Particularly, such written assurance made or
issuing from some court, and designed as a
notice of things done therein, or as a warrant
or authority, to some other court, judge. or
oiilcer. People v. Foster, 27 Misc. Rep. 576.
58 N. Y. Supp. 57-}; U. S. v. Ambrose, 108
U. S. 336, 2 Sup. Ct. 682. 27 L. Ed. 746; Ti-
conic Bank V. Stackpole, 41 Me. 305. ,

A document in use in the English custom-
house. No goods can be exported by certifi-
cate, except foreign goods formerly imported.
on which the whole or a part of the customs
paid on importation is to be drawn back.
Wharton.
—Cea-tiilente for costs. In English practice.
A_ certificate or memorandum drawn up and
signed by the judge before whom a. case was
tried. setting out certain facts the existence 0'!
which must he thus proved before the party is
entitled, under the statutes, to recover costs.
—Certiiieate into ohs.-noery. In English
practice. This is a document containing the
o inion of the common-law judges on a ques-

on of law submitted to them for their deci-
sion by the chancery court.—-Certificate of
acknowledgment. The certificate of a no-
tary pubiic, justice of the peace or other an-
thorized ofiicer, attached to a deed. mortgage, or
other instrument, setting forth that the par-
ties thereto personally appeared before him on
such a date and acknowledged the instrument to
be their free and voluntary act and deed. Read
v. Loan Co., 68 Ohio, St. 280 67 N. E. 729,
62 L. R. A. 790. 96 Am. St. hep. 6&3.—Oe1-
tiflonte_o£ deposit. In the practice of bank-
ers. This is a‘ writing acknowledging that the
person named has deposited in the bank a spec-
ified sum of money. and that the same is held
subject to be drawn out on his own check or
order, or that of some other person named in
the instrument as payee. Murphy v. Pacific
Bank, 130 Cal. 542. 62 Pac. 1059; First Nat.
Bank v. Greenville_Nat. Bank. 84 Tex. 40, 19
S. W. 334: Neall v. _U. S.. 118 Fed. 706. 56
C. C. A. 31; Hotchklss v. Masher, 48 N. Y.
482.—Oe1-tifloate of holder of attached
property. A certificate required by statute,
u some states, to be given by a third person

who is found in possession of property subject
to an attachment in the sheriifs hands. setting
forth the amount and character of such property
and the nature of the defendant’s interest in
it. Code Civil Proc. N. Y._§ 650.—Oe:-tiiioate
of incorporation. The Instrument by which
a private corporation is formed. under general
statutes, executed by several persons as incor-
porators. and setting forth the name of the

roposed corporation, the objects for which it
is formed, and such other particulars as may
be required or authorized by law._and filed in
some designated public office as evidence of the
corporate existence. This is properly distin-
guished from a “charter,” which is a direct leg-
islative grant of cor orate existence and powers
to named indivldua s: but practically the ver-
tificate of incorporation or “articles of incor-
poration" will contain the same enumeration of
corporate powers and description of objects and
purposes as a charter.—Ce:-tifloate of in-
debtedness. A form_ of obligation sometimes
issued by public or private corporations having
practically the same force and em-ct as a bond,
though not usually secured on any specific prop-
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erty. Christie v. Duluth, 82 Minn. 202, 84
W. 754.—Cer-tiiieate of purchase. A certif-

~ icate issued by the proper public otlicer to the
successful bidder at a judicial sale (such_as a
tax sale) setting forth the fact and details of
his purchase, and which will entitle him to re-
ceive a deed upon confirmation of the sale by
the court, or (as the case may be)_ if the land
is not redeemed within the time limited for that
Eurgsose. Lightcap v. Bradley, 186 Ill. 510, 58

. . 221; Taylor v. Weston. 77 Cal. 534. 29
Pac. 62.—Ce1-tifloate of registry. In mari-
time law. A certificate of the registration of
a vessel according to the regist acts. for the
Eurpose of giving her a nations character.

teph. Comm. 274; 3 Kent, Comm. 139-150.-
Oertifiento of sale. The same as “certificate
of purchase," supra, (q. v.)—-Certificate of
stock. A certificate of a corporation or joint-
stock company that the person named is the
owner of a designated number of shares of its
stock; given. when the subscription is fully
paid and the "scrip-certificate" taken up. Gib-
bons v. Mahon. 136 U. S. 549. 10 Sup. Ct. 1057,
34 L. Ed. 525; Merritt v. Barge Co.. 79 Fed.
235, 24 C. C. A. 530.—Certiflcate, trial by.
This is a mode of trial now little in use: it
is resorted to in cases where the fact in issue
lies out of the cognizance of the court. and the
judges. in order to determine the question. are
obliged to rely upon the solemn averment or
information of persons in such a station as af-
fords them the clcarest and most competent
knowledge of the truth. Brown.

CERTIFICATION. In scotch practice.
This is the ‘assurance given to a party of the
course to be followed in case he does not ap-
pear or obey the order of the court.

CERTIFICATION OF ABSIBE. In
English practice. A writ ancientiy granted
for the re-examining or retrial of a matter
passed by assise before justices, now entirely
superseded by the remedy aflorded by means
of a new trial.

cnnxrxrxoars nr: oofirunn. In
French la\v. Certificates given by a foreign
lawyer, establishing the law of the country
to which he belongs upon one or more fixed
points. These certificates can be produced
before the French courts, and are received as
evidence in suits upon questions of foreign
law. Arg. Fr. Merc. Law, 548.

CERTIFIED CHECK. In the practice
of bankers. This is a depositor‘s check rec-
ognizcd and accepted by the proper otiicer of
the bank as a valid appropriation of the
amount specified to the payee named, and as
drawn against funds of such depositor held
by the bank. The usual method of certifica-
tion is for the cashier or teller to writ_e
across the face of the check, over his signa-
ture. a statement that it is “good when prop-
erly iudorsed" for the amount of iiiouey writ-
ten ln the body of the check.

CERTIFIED COPY. A copy of a docu-
ineiit. signed and certified as a true copy by
the oflicer to whose custody the original is
intrusted. Dorenius v. Smith, 4 N. J. Law.
143; People v. Foster. 27 Misc. Rep. 576. 58
N. Y. Supp. 57 ; Nelson v. Blake)’, 54 Ind. 36.

CESS

CERTIORARI. Lat. (To be informed
of, to be made certain in regard to.) The
name of a writ issued by a superior court di-
recting an inferior court to send up to the
former some pending proceeding, or all the
record and proceedings in a cause before
verdict, with its certificate to the correctness
and completeness of the record, for review
or trial; or it may serve to bring up the rec-
ord of a case already terminated below, if
the inferior court is one not of record, or in
cases where the procedure is not according
to the course of the common law. State v.
Sullivan (C. C.) 50 Fed. 593; Dean v. State.
63 Ala. 154: Railroad Co. v. Trust Co. (C. '

C.) 78 Fed. 661; Fowler v. Lindsey, 3 Dali.
413, 1 L. Ed. 658; Basnet v. Jacksonville. 18
Fla. 526; Walpole v. Ink, 9 Ohio. 144; Peo-
ple V. Livingston County, 43 Barb. (N. Y.)
234.

Originally, and in English practice. a crrh'o-
ran' is an original writ, issuing out of _thc cou_i't
of chancery or the king‘s bencii, and directed_in
the king's name to the judges or oiiicers ‘of in-
ferior courts, commanding them to certify or
to return the records or proceedings in a cause
depending before them, for the urigose of a ju-
dicial review of their action. aco .

In Massachusetts it is defined by statute as
a writ issued by the supreme judicial court
to any inferior tribunal, commanding it to
certify and return to the supreme judicial
court its records in a particular case, in or-
der that any errors or irregiilarities which
appear in the proceedings may be corrected.
Pub. St. Mass. 1882, p. 1288.

CERTIORARI, BILL OF. In English
chancery practice. An original bill praying
relief. It was filed for the purpose of re-
moving a suit pending in some inferior court
of equity into the court of chancery, on ac-
count of some alleged incompetency or in-
convenience.

Certiun out quod cortinn reddi potent.
That is certain which can be rendered cer-
tain. 9 Coke, 47; Broom, Max. 623.

CERURA. A mound, fence, or inclosure.

CERVISARII. In Saxon law. Tenants
who were bound to supply drink for their
lord's table. Cowell.

CERVISIA. Ale, or beer. Sometimes
spelled “ccrevian'a.”

CERVISIARIUS. In old records. An
alehouse keeper. A beer or ale brewer.
Blount. ~

GEBVUS. Lat. A stag or deer.

CESIOIIARIO. In Spanish law. An
assignee. White, New Recop. b. 3, tit. 10, c.
1, 5 3.

CESS, 1:. In old English law. To cease,
stop, determine, fail.
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01:88, n. An assessment or tax. In Ire-
land, it was anciently applied to an exaction
of vlctuals. at a certain rate. for soldiers in
garrison.

Conn rognnro, It non via jndicnro.
Cease to reign, if you wish not to adjudicate.
Hob. 155. '

Ceunnto canon, count ofloctu. The
cause ceasing, the effect ceases. Broom,
Max. 160. I

Counnto rntiono logic, count ot ipon
lax. The reason of the law ceasing, the law
itself ceases also. Co. Litt.‘ 70b; 2 Bl.
Comm. 390, 391; Broom, Max. 159.

Couonto otntu primitive, count doflv-
ntivu. When the primitive or original es-
tate determines, the derivative estate deter-
mines also. 8 Coke, 34: Broom, Max. 495.

CESSARE.
stay.

L Lat. To cease, stop, or

CESBAVIT PER BIBNNIUM. In prac-
tice. An obsolete writ, which could formerly
have been sued out when the defendant had
for two years ceased or neglected to per-
form such service or to pay such rent as he
was bound to do by his tenure. and had not
upon his lands suiiicient goods or chattels
to be distruined. Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 218. It
also lay where a religious house held lands
on condition of performing certain spiritual
services which it failed to do. 3 Bl. Comm.
232. Emig v. Cunningham, 62 .\id. 460.

CBSSE. (1) An assessment or tax; (2) a
tenant of land was said to ccsse when he
neglected or ceased to perform the services
due to the lord. Co. Litt. 3730, 3801).

0283211. Neglect; a ceasing from, or
omission to do, a thing. 3 Bl. Comm. 232.

The determination of an estate. 1 Coke,
84; 4 Kent, Comm. 33, 90, 105, 295.

The “ct-sser" of a term. annuity, or the like,
takes pllace when it determines or comes to an
end. he expression is chiefly used (in Eng-
land) with reference to long terms of a thou-
sand years or some similar period. created by a.
settlement for the purpose of securing the in-
come. Dortions. etc., given to the objects of the
settlement. “'hen the trusts of a term of this
kind are satisfied, it is desirable that the term
should be put an end to, and with this object
it was formerly usual to provide in the settle-
ment itself that. as soon as the trusts of the
term had been satisfied, it should cease and de-
termine. This was called a "proviso for cell-
oer." Sweet.
—Couer. rovioo for. Where terms for years
are raised y settlement. it is usual to introduce
a sroviso that they shall cease when the trusts
en . This proviso generally expresses three
events: (1) The trusts never arising: (2) their

min: unnecessary or incapable of taking ef-
fect: (3) the performance of them. Sugd.
Vend. (14th Ed.) 621-623.

CESSION DES BIENS

028821‘ EXEGUTIO. (Let execution
stay.) In practice. A stay of execution;
or an order for such stay; the entry of such
stay on record. 2 Tidd, Pr. 1104.

0 E 8 S E '1‘ PROCESSUS. (Let process
stay.) A stay of proceedings entered on the
record

OESSIO. Lat. A cession; a giving up,
or relinquishment; a surrender; an assign-
ment.

OESSIO BONORUH. In Roman law.
Cession of goods. A surrender, relinquish-
ment, or assignment of all his property and
eifects made by an insolvent debtor for the
benefit of his creditors. The ei1'ect of this
voluntary action .on the debtor's part was to
secure him against imprisonment or any
bodily punishment, and from infamy, and to
cancel his debts to the extent of the property‘
ceded. It much resembled our voluntary
bankruptcy or assignment for creditors. The
term is commonly employed in modern con-
tinental jurisprudence to designate a bank-
rupt's assignment of property to be distrib-
uted among his creditors, and is used in the
same sense by some English and American
writers, but here rather as a convenient than
as a strictly technical term. See 2 Bl. Comm.
473; 1 Kent, Comm. 247, 422; Ersk. Inst. 4,
3, 26.

0118810 IN JURE. In Roman law. A
flctitious suit, in which the person who was
to acquire the thing claimed (cirudicabat) the
thing as his own. the person who was to
transfer it acknowledged the justice of the
claim, and the inntzistrate pronounced it to
be the property (uddicebat) of the claimant.
Silildfll'S' Just. Inst. (5th Ed.) 89, 122.

CESSION. The act of ceding; a yield-
ing or giving up; surrender; relinquishment
of property or rights.

In the civil law. An assignment. The
act by which a party transfers property to
another. The surrender or assignment of
property for the benefit of one's creditors.

In occloslnoticnl. law. A giving up or
vacating a beneiice, by accepting another

. without a proper dispensation. 1 Bl. Comm.
392; Latch. 234.

In public law. The assignment, trans-
fer, or yielding up of territory by one state
or government to another.

CESSIOII’ DES BIEN8. In French law.
The surrender which a debtor makes of all
his goods to his creditors, when he finds
himself in insolvent circumstances. It is of
two kinds, either voluntary or compulsory,
(judictlnir-c.) corresponding very nearly to liq-
uidation by arrangement andbankruptcy in
English and American law.
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CESBION 01‘ GOODS. The surrender of
property; the relinquishment that a debtor
makes of all his property to his creditors,
when he finds himself unable to pay his
debts. Civil Code D1. art. 2170.

CESSIONARY.
signee. Bell.

In Scotch law. An as-

CESSIONARY BANKRUYT. One who
gives up his estate to be divided among his
creditors. .

CESSMENT. An assessment, or tax.

cnsson. one who ceases or neglects so
long to perform a duty that he thereby in-
curs the danger or the law. 0. N. B. 136.

CESSURE. L. Fr.
Kelham.

A receiver; a bailiff.

C’Es'1‘ ASCAVOHI. L. Fr. That is to
say, or to-wit. Generally written as one
word, ceatascavoir, cestascu-roire.

0’est la crime qui fault In honta, at non

pas 1’eoha.1aud. Fr. It is the offense which
causes the shame, and not the scaflold.

CES'I.‘UI, CESTUY. Be. Used frequent-
ly in composition in law French phrases.
—Caatui ue trust. He who has a right to
a beneficia interest in and out of an estate
the legal title to which is vested in another. 2
Washb. Real Pro . 163. The person who pos-
sesses the equitn le right to property and re-
ceives the rents, issues, and profits thereof, the
legal estate of which is vested in a trustee.
It has been re osed to substitute for this un-
couth term t e nglish word “beneficiary,” and
the latter, though still far from universali
adopted, has come to be quite frequently us .

It is equal in precision to the antiquated and
unwieldy Norman Phrase, and far better adapt-
ed to the genius 0 our language.-Cantu! qua
use. He for whose use and benefit lands or
tenements are held by another. The ceatui qua
use has the right to receive the profits and bene-
fits of the estate. but the legal title and posses-
sion (as well as the duty of defending the same)
reside in the other.—Oestui qua vie. He
whose life is the measure of the duration of an
estate. 1 Vvashb. Iienl Prop. 88 The person
for whose life any lands, tenements, or heredit-
aments are held.

Cestuy qua doit inhariter :1 para doit
lnheriter 11 file. He who would have been
heir to the father of the deceased shall also’
be heir of the son. Fitzh. Abr. “Descent," 2;
2 Bl. Comm. 239, 250.

0!‘. An abbreviated form of the Latin
word confer, meaning “compare." Directs
the reader's attention to another part of the
work, to another volume, case, etc., where
contrasted, analogous, or explanatory views
or statements may be found.

CH. This abbreviation most commonly
stands for "chapter,” or “chnncellor," but it
may also mean “chancery," or “chief.”
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CEAOE. L. Fr. A chase or hunting
ground.

CHACEA. In old English law. A sta-
tion of game, more extended than a park,
and less than a forest; also the liberty oi‘
chasing or hunting within a certain district;
also the way through which cattle are driv-
en to pasture, otherwise called it "drove-
way." Blount.

Chaeea est ad oonnnunem lagasn. A
chase is by common law. Reg. Brev. 806.

CEACEABLE.
chased or hunted.

L. Fr. That may be

CEACER. L. Fr. To drive, compel, or
oblige; also to chase or hunt.

I

CEACURUS. L. Lat. A horse for the
chase, or a hound, dog, or courser.

CEAFEWAX. An oflicer in the English
ehancery whose duty was to tit the wax to
seal the writs, commissions, and other in-
struments thence issuing. The office was
abolished by St. 15 & 16 Vict. c. 87. 5 23.

CHAPPEES. An ancient term for goods.
wares, and merchandise.

OEAPPERY. Traflic;
buying and selling.

the practice of

CHAIN. A measure used by engineers
and surveyors. being twenty-two yards in
length.

CHAIN OF TITLE. A term applied
metaphorically to the series of conveyances.
or other forms of alienation, affecting a par-
ticular parcel of land, arranged consecutive-
ly, from the government or original source
of title down to the present holder, each of
the instruments included being called a
“link." Payne v. Markle, 89 Ill. 69.

CHAIRMAN. A name given to the pre-
' siding ofllcer of an assembly, public meeting,

convention. deliberative or legislative body,
board of directors, committee, etc.

CHAIRMAN 0!‘ COMMITTEES or
THE WHOLE HOUSE. In English parlia-
mentary practice. In the commons. this of-
flcer, always a member, is elected by.the
house on the assembling of every new par-
liament. When the house is in committee
on bills introduced by the government, or_in
committee of ways and means, or supply, or
in committee to consider preliminary resolu-
tions, it is his duty to preside.

CHALDRON, CEALDERN, or CHAL-
DER. Twelve sacks of coals, each holding
three bushels. weighing about a ton and a
half. In Wales they reckon 12 barrels or
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pitchers a ton or chaldron, and 29 cwt. of
120 lbs. to the ton. Wharton

CHALLENGE. 1. To object or except
to; to prefer dbjections to a person, right,
or instrument: to formally call into ques-
tion the capability of a person for a particu-
lar function, or the existence of a right
claimed, or the suiiiciency or validity of an
instrument.

2. As a noun, the word signifies the objec-
tion or exception so advanced.

8. An exception taken against legal docu-
ments. as a declaration. count. or writ. But
this use of the word is now obsolescent.

4. An exception or objection preferred
against a person who presents himself at
the polls as a voter, in order that his right.
to cast a ballot may be inquired into.

5. An objection or exception to the per-
sonal qualification of a judge or magistrate
about to preside at the trial ot‘ a cause; as
on account of personal interest, his having
been of counsel. bias, etc.

6. An exception or objection taken to the
jurors summoned and returned for the trial
of a cause, either individually, (to the polls.)
or collectively, (to the array.) People v.
Travers, 88 Cal. 233, 28 Pac. 88; People v.
Fitspatrick, 1 N. Y. Cr. R. 425.

Ar coimon LAW. The causes for principal
challenges fall under four heads: (1) Propter
honors‘: rupee-tum. On account of respect for
the party's social rank. (2) Propter deiectum.
On account of some legal disqualification, such
as infancy or alienage. (3) rapier affectum.
On account of partiaiity: that is. either ex-
pressed or implied bias or prejudice. (4) Prop-
tw dehctam. On account 0 crime; that is. dis-
qualification arising from the conviction of an
infamous crime.
—Challen|ze £0: cause. A challenge to a
uror for which some cause or reason is allezed.
ermes de la Iley; 4 Bl. Comm. 353. Thus

distinguished from a peremptory challenge.
'I‘urner v. State. 114 Ga. 421. 40 S. E. 308;
Or. Code N. Y. 1903, 5 37-i.—Challenge prop-
ter ailectum. A challenge interposed on ac-
count of an ascertained or suspected bias or
partiallty, and which may be either a principal
challenge or a challenge to the favor. Harris-
burg Bank v. Forster, 8 Watts (Pa.) 306; State
V. Sawtelle. 86 N. H. 488, 32 Atl. S31: Jewell
v. Jewell. 84 Me. 304. 24 Atl. 858. 18 L. R. A.
473.—Challenge to the array. An excep-
tion to the whole panel in which the jury are
arrayed, or set in order by the sheriff in his
return, ugon account of partiaiity, or some de-
fault in t e sheriff, coroner. or other oiiicer who
arrayed the panel or made the return. 3 Bl.

in. W; Co. Htt. 155b,- Moore v. Guano
Co.. 130 N. C. E9. 41 S. E. 293; Thompson v.
State. 109 Ga. 272. 34 S. E. 579; Durrah v.
State, 44 Miss. 789.—Challenge to the fa-
vor. Is where the party has no principal chal-
lenge, but objects only some robable circum-
stances of suspicion, as acqua- ntance, and the
like. the validity of which ,must be left to the
determination of triors, whose oflice it is to
decide whether the jumr be favorable or up.-
favorable. Bl mm. ; Bi. Comm.
353' Thompson v. State. 1(1) Ga. 272. 34 S.
1:. 579: State v. Sawteile. 66 N. H. 488. 32
itstl. 831: State v. Baldwin, 1 Tread. Const.

C.) 292.—Ohalleage to the panel. The
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same as a challenge to the array. See supra.
And see Pen. Code Cal. 1903. 5 1058.—Chal-
lenge to the poll. A challenge made so )ar-
ately to an individual juror; as distinguis ed
from a challenge to the array. Harrisburg
Bank v. Forster, 8 “fatts (Pa.) 306.—Genex-al
challen e. A species of challenge for cause. be-
ing an o jection to a particular juror, to the
e ect that the juror is disqualified from serv-
ing in any case. Pen. Code Cal. 5 10’71.—Per-
esnptory challenge. In criminal practice.
A species of challenge which a prisoner is al-
lowed to have against a certain number of ju-
rors. without assigning any cause. Lewis v.
U. 8.. 146 U. S. 370. 13 Sup. Ct. 136. 36 L.
Ed. 1011; Turpin v. State, 55 Md. 462; Leary
v. Railwa Co., 69 N. J. Law. 67. 54 Atl. 527;
State v. ays. 23 Mo. 287.—Pr'lnc1pal chal-
lenge. A challenge of a ’ux_-or for a cause
which carries with it, prima acse. evident marks
of suspicion either of malice or favor; as that
a juror is of kin to either party within the ninth
degree; that he has an. interest in the cause.
etc. 3 Bl. Comm. 363. A species of challenge
to the array made on account of partiahty
or some default in the sheriff or his under-ofli-
cer who arrayed the panel.

I
CHALLENGE TO FIGHT. A summons

or invitation, given by one person to anoth-
er. to engage in a personal combat; a re-
quest to fight a duel. A criminal oflense.
See Steph. Crim. Dig. 40; 3 East, 581; State
v. Perkins, 6 Blackf. (Ind.) 20.

CHAMBER. A room or apartment in a
house. A private repository of money; a
treasury. sometimes used to designate a
court, a commission, or an association of
persons habitually meeting together in an
apartment, e. g., the "star chamber,” “cham-
ber of deputies." "chamber of commerce."

CHAMBER 0!‘ ACCOUNTS. In French
law. A sovereign court, of great antiquity.
in France, which took cognizance of and
registered the accounts of the king's rev-
enue; nearly the same as the English court
of exchequer. Enc. Brit.

CHAMBER. 01‘ COMMERCE. An as
sociution (which may or may not be incor-
porated) comprising the principal merchants,
manufacturers, and traders of a city, design-
ed for convenience in buying, selling, and
exchanging goods, and to foster the commer-
cial and industrial interests of the place.

CHAMBER, W1DOW’S. A portion of
the effects of a deceased person, reserved for
the use of his widow, and consisting of her
apparel, and the furniture of her be(l-<-hani-
ber, is called in London the "widow‘s cham-
ber." 2 B1. Comm. 518.

CHAHBEB. BUSINESS. A term arr
plied to all such judicial business as may
properly be transacted by a judge at his
chambers or elsewhere, as distinguished
from such as must be done by the court in
session. In re Neagle (C. C.) 39 Fed. 855. 5

' L. R. A. 78.
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OEAHBEII. SURVEYS. At an early
day in Pennsylvania, surveyors often made
drafts on paper of pretended surveys of pub-
lic lands. and returned them to the land of-
tice as duly surveyed, instead or going on the
ground and establishing lines and marking
corners; and these false and fraudulent pre-
tenses of surveys never actually made were
called “chamber surveys.” Schraeder Min.
& Mfg. Co. v. Packer, 129 U. S. 688. 9 Sup.
St. 385, 32 L. Ed. 760. ’

CI-IAHBERDEKINS, or GEAHBER
DRAGONS. In old English law. Certain
poor Irish scholars, clothed in mean habit,
and living under no rule; also beggars ban-
ished from England. (1 Ben. V. cc. 7. 8.)
Wharton.

CEAHEBBLAIN. Keeper of the cham-
ber. Originally the chamherlain was the
keeper of the treasure chamber (camera) of
the prince or state; otherwise called “treas-
urer.” Cowell.

The name of several high ofllcers or state
in England,-as the lord great chamberiain of
England, lord chamberiain of the household,
chamberlain of the exchequer. Cowell;
Blount.

The word is also used in some American
cities as the title of an officer corresponding
to “treasurer.”

GEAMBEBJARIA. Chamberiainship:
the ofiice of a chainberlnin. Cowell.

CHAMBERS. In practice. The pri-
vate room or otiice of a judge; any place in
which a judge hears motions, signs papers,
or does other business pertaining to his 01'-
tlce, when he is not holding a session of
court. Business so transacted is said to he
done “in chambers." In re Neaglc (C. C.) 39
Fed. 855, 5 L. It. A. 78; Von Schmidt V.
Widlier, 99 Cal. 511, 34 Pac. 109; Iloskins v.
Baxter, 64 Minn. £6. 66 N. W. 969. The
term is also applied, in England. to the pri-
vate ofiice of a barrister.

In International law. Portions of the
sea cut off by lines drawn from one promon-
tory to another, or included within lines ex-
tending trom the point of one cape to the
next, situate on the sea—coast of the same
nation, and which are claimed by that na-
tion as asyiuins for merchant vessels. and
exempt from the operations of belligerents.

C H A H B I U M. In old English law.
~ Change, or exchange. Bract. fols. 117, 118.

OHAMBRE DEPEINTE. A name an-
ciently given to St. Edward’s chamber, call-
ed the “Painted Chamber," destroyed by
fire with the houses of parliament.

CHAMP DE MAI. (Lat. Campus Mall.)
The field or assembly of May. The national
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assembly of the Franks, held in the month:
of May.

OEAHP DE MARS. (Lat. Campus .lIar-
Hi.) The field or assembly of March. 'i“he
national assembly of the Franks, held in the
month oi‘ March, in the open air.

CHAMPART. In French law. The
grant of a piece of land by the owner to an-
otlier, on condition that the latter would lie
liver to him a portion of the crops. 18 Toul-
lier, n. 182.

GHAEPERT. In old English law. A
share or division of land; champerty.

In old Scotch law. A gift or bribe.
taken by any great man or judge from any
person, for delay'of just actions, or further-
ing of wrongous actions, whether it be lands
or any goods movable. Skene. '

CHAMPERTOR. In criminal law. One
who makes pleas or suits, or causes them to
be moved, either directly or indirectly, and
sues them at his proper costs, upon condition
of having a part of the gain. One guilty of
champerty. St. 33 Edw. I. c. 2.

CHAMPERTOUS. Of the nature of
chaiiiperty; affected with chainperty.

CHAMPERTY. A bargain made by a
stranger with one of the parties to a suit, by
which such third person undertakes to carry
on the litigation at his own cost and risk, in
consideration of receiving, it he wins the
suit, a part of the land or other subject
sought to be recovered by the action. Small
v. Mott, 22 Wend. (N. Y.) 405: Jewel v.
Neidy, 61 Iowa, 299. 16 N. W. 141; Weakly
v. Hull, 13 Ohio, 177». 42 Am. Dec. 10-}; Poe
V. Davis, 29 Ala. (1811: Gilman v. Jones. 87
Ala. 691, 5 South. 7947». 7 South. 48, 4 L. R. A.
113: Torrence v. Sliedd, 112 I11. 466; Cas-
serlelgh v. Wood, 119 Fed. 308, 56 C. C. A.
212.

The purchase of an interest in a thing in
dispute, with the object of maintaining and
taking part in the litigation. 7 Bing. 378.

The act of assisting the plaintiff or defendant‘
in a legal proceeding in which the person giving
the assistance has no valuable interest. on an
agreement that. if the proceeding is sticcessfui,
the proceeds shall be divided between the plain-
tifi or defendant, as the case may be, and the
assisting person. Sweet.

Chain rt_v is the carrying on a suit in the
name 0 another. but at one‘s own expense, with
the view of receiving as compensation a certain
share of the avails of the suit. Ogden v. Des
Arts, 4 Duer (N. Y.) 275.

The distinction between champerty and
maintenance lies in the interest which the
interfering party is to have in the issue oi‘
the suit. In the former case, he is to receive
a share or portion of what may be recovered;
in the latter case, he is in no way benefited
by the success of the party aided, but simply
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intermeddies oiliciously. Thus every cham-
perty includes maintenance, but not every
maintenance is champerty. See 2 Inst. 208;
Stotsenburg v. Marks, 79 Ind. 196: Lytle v.
State, 17 Ark. 624.

CEAHIPION. A person who fights a com-
bat in his own cause. or in place of another.
The person who, in the trial by battel, fought
either for the tenant or demandant. 3 B1.
Comm. 339.
—Ch|n|pion of the king or queen. An
ancient oilicer, whose duty it was to ride stin-

-pid. into Westminster Hall at the cor-
onation, while the king was at dinner, and. by
the proclamation of a herald, make a challen e
“that, if any man shall deny the king's tite
to the crown. he is there ready to defend it in
single combat." The king drank to him, and
sent him a gilt cup covered. full of wine, which
the champion drank, retaining the cup for his
fee. This ceremony, long discontinued, was re-
vived at the coronation of George IV., but not
afterwards. Wharton,

CHANCE. In criminal law. An accl-
dent; an unexpected, unforeseen, or unin-
tended consequence of an act; a fortuitous
event. The opposite of intention, design, or
contrivance.

There is a wide difference between chance and
accident. The one is the intervention of some
nnlookcd-for circumstance to prevent an ex-
pected remit: the other is the nncsiculated ef-
fect of mere luck. The shot discharged at ran-
dom strikes its object by chance: that which
is turned aside from its well-directed aim by
some unforeseen circumstance misses its mark
by accident. Pure chance consists in the en-
tire absence of all the means of calculating re-
suits; accident, in the unusual prevention. of
an effect naturally resulting from the means
employed. Hariess V. U. S., Morris (Iowa) 173.
—Chu|ee verdict. One determined by hazard
or lot. and not by the deliberate understanding
and agreement of the jury. Goodman v. Cody,
1 \Vssh. T. 335. 34 Am. Rep. 808: Dixon v.
Plans 98 Cal. 384. 33 Pac. 268. 20 L. R. A.
$8. -'35 Am. St. Rep. 180: Im movement Co.
v. Adams, 1 0010. App. 250, 28 ac. 662.

CHANCE-MEDI.EY.. In criminal law.
A sudden atfray. This word is sometimes
applied to any kind of homicide by misad-
venture, but in strictiiess it is applicable to
such killing only as happens in defending
one°s self. 4 R1. Comm. 184.

OELNOEL. In ecclesiastical law. The
part of a church in which the communion
table stands; it belongs to the rector or the
impropriator. 2 Broom & 11. Comm. 420.

OHANCELLOR. In American law, thi
is the name given in some states to the
judge (or the presiding judge) of ii court of
chancery. In England. _he-sides being the
designation of the chief judge of the court
of chancery, the term is used as the title of
several judicial oilicers attached to bishops
or other high dignitaries and to the univer-
sities. (See infra.) In Scotch practice. it
denotes the foreman of an nssise or jlll'_\'.
—Ch.nnee1lor of 8 cathedral. In English
ecclesiastical law. One of the quatuor persomz,
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or four chief dignitaries of the cathedrals of the
old foundation. The duties assigned to the
oiiice by the statutes of the diiferent chapters
vary, but the are chiefly of an educational
character, wit a special reference to the cul-
tivation of t.heology.—Chu1oel1or of a dio-
cese. In ecclesiastical law, the oiiicer appoint-
ed to assist a bishop in. matters of law, and to
hold his consistory courts for him. 1 Bi. Comm.
382; 2 Steph. Comm. 672.—Chs.nee11or of a
university. In English law. The official head
of a university. His principal prerogative is
to hold a court with jurisdiction over the mem-
bers of the university, in which court the vice-
chancellor presides. The oiiice is for the most
part honorary.—Ghn-neellor of the duchy of

Anouter. In English law. An otiicer before
whom, or his deputy, the court of the duchy
chamber of Lancaster is held. This is a special
jurisdiction concerning all manner of equity re-
ating to lands holden of the king in right of

the duchy of Iancaster. Hob. 77: 3 Bl. Comm.
78.--Chancellor of the exchequer. In Eng-
lish law. A high otiicer of the crown, who
formerly sat in the exchequer court, and, to-
gether with the regular judges of the court.
saw that things were conducted to the liinz’s
benefit. In modern times, however, his duties
are not of a judicial character, but such as per-
tain to a minister of state charged with the
management of the national revenue and ex-
penditure.—Ch.nnoellor of the order of the
garter. and other military orders. in England,
is an officer who seals the commissions and the
mandates of the chapter and assembly of the
knights. keeps the register of their proceedings.
and delivers their acts under the seal of their
order.—ChnnceIlor. the lord high. In Eng-
land. this is the highest judicial functionary in
the kingdom, and superior. in point of preceden-
cg, to every temporal lord. He is ap ointed by
t e delivery of the king's great sea into his
custody. He may not be a Roman Catholic.
He is a cabinet minister, a privy counsellor,
and prolocutor of the house of lords by prescrip-
tion, (but not necessarily, though usually._ a
peer of the realm.) and vacates his oilice with
the ministry by which he was appointed. To
him belongs the appointment of all justices of
the peace throughout the kingdom. Being, in
the earlier periods of English history, usually
an ecclesiastic, (for none else were then capable
of an oiiice so conversant in writings.) and pre-
siding over the royal chapel, he became keeper
of the sovereign’s conscience. visitor, in right
of the crown. of the hospitals and colleges of
royal foundation, and patron of all the crown
livings under the value of twenty marks pcr
amium in the kinz’s books. He is the general
guardian of all infants, idiots, and liinatics. and
has the general superintendence of all charitable
uses. and all this, over and above the vast and
extensive jurisdiction which he exercises in his
judicial capacity in the supreme court of judi-
catiire, of which he is the head. Wharton.-
Viee-ehanoellor. In English law. A judge
of the court of chancery, acting as assistant
to the lord chancellor. and holding a se arate
court. from whose judgment an appeal ay to
the chancellor. 3 Steph. Comm. 418.

cnaxcnnnolvs COURTS IN THE
'rwo UNIVERSITIES. In English law.
Courts of local jurisdiction in and for the two
universities of Oxford and Cambridge in Eng-
land.

CHANG!-IRY. Equity; equitable jurisdic-
tion; a court of equity; the system of ju-
risprudence administered in courts of equity.
Kenyon v. Keiiyoii, 3 Utah, 431, 24 Pnc. 82!):
Sullivan v. Thomas, 3 Rich. (S. C.) 531. See
Covirr or Ciuiivcrsr.
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CHANGE. 1. An alteration; substitu-
tion of one thing for another. This word
does not connote either improvement or de-
terioration as a result. In this respect it dif-
fers from amendment, which, in law, always
imports a change for the better.

2. Exchange of money against money of a
different denomination. Also small coin. Al-
so an abbreviation of exchange.
—Che.nge of venue. Properly speaking, the
removal of a suit begun in one count or dis-
trict to another county or district or_tnal,
though the term is also sometimes applied to
the removal of a suit from one court to anoth-
er court of the same county or district. Dud-
ley v. Power Co. 139 Ala. 453, 36 South. 700:
Felts v. Railroad Co., 195 Pa. 21. 45 Atl. 493;
State v. Wofiord, 119 Mo. 375, 24 S. W. 764.

CHANGER. An officer formerly belong-
lng to the king's mint, in England, whose
business was chiefly to exchange coin for
bullion brought in by merchants and others.

CHANNEL. This term refers rather to
the bed in which the main stream of a river
flows than to the deep water of the stream as
followed in navigation. Bridge Co. v. Du-
buque County, 55 Iowa, 558, 8 N. W. 443. See
The Oliver (D. C.) 22 Fed. 849; Iowa v. Il-
linois, 147 U. S. 1. 13 Sup. Ct. 239, 37 L. Ed.
55; Cessill v. state, 40 Ark. 504.

The “main channel" of a river is that bed of
the river over which the principal volume of
water flows. Many great rivers discharge them-
selves into the sea through more than one chan-
nel. They all, however, have a main channel,
through which the principal volume of water

es. Packet 00. v. ‘Bridge Co. (C. C.) 31
‘ed. Rep. 757.

-—-Natural channel. The channel of a stream
as determined by the natural conformation of
the country through which it flows; that is, the
bed over which the waters of the stream flow
when not in any manner diverted or interfered
withglay man. See Iarrabee v. Cloverdale, 131
Cal. , 63 Pac. 143.

CHARTER. The chief singer in the choir
of a cathedral. Mentioned in 13 Eliz. c. 10.

CBANTRY. A church or chapel endowed
with lands for the maintenance of priests
to say mass daily for the souls of the donors.
Termes de la Ley; Cowell.

CHAPEL. A place of worship: a lesser
or inferior church. sometimes a part of or
subordinate to another ciiurch. Webster.
Rex v. Nixon, 7 Car. 5: P. 442.

—Chapel of ease. In English ecclesiastical
law. A chapel founded in general at some pe-
riod later than the parochial church itself, and
-designed for the acconiinudation of such of the
parishioners as. in course of time, had begun
to fix their residence at some distance from its
site‘ and so termed because built in aid of the
-orig nal church. 3 Steph. Comm. 151.—P:-irate
chapel. Chapels owned by private persons,
and used by themselves and their families. are
called "private." as o posed to chapels of ease,
which are built for tie accommodation of pai'-
ticiilur districts within a parish. in ease of the
original parish church. 2 Steph. Comm. 745.-
Proprletary chapels. In English law.
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Those belonging to private persons who have
purchased or erected them with a view to profit
or otherwise.—Puhllo chapels. In English
law, are chapels founded at some rlod later
than the church itself. They were esigned for
the accommodation of such of the rishioners
as in course of time had begun to x their res-
iden_ce at a distance from its. site; and chapels
so circumstanced were described’ as "chapels of
case," because built in aid of the original
church. 3 Steph. Comm. (7th Ed.) 745.

CEAPELRY. The precinct and limits of
a chapel. The same thing to a chapel as a
parish is to a church. Cowell; Blount.

CEAPERON. A hood or bonnet ancient-
ly worn by the Knights of the Garter. as
part of the habit of that order; also a little
escutcheon fixed in the forehead of horses
drawing a hearse at a funeral. Wharton.

OEAPITRE. A summary of matters to
be inquired of or presented before justices in
eyre, justices of assise, or of the peace, in
their sessions. Also articles delivered by
the Justice in his charge to the inquest
Brit. c. iii.

CBAPLAJJI’. An ecclesiastic who per-
forms divine service in a chapel; but it more
commonly means one who attends upon a
king, prince, or other person of quality, for
the performance of clerical duties in a pri-
vate chapel. 4 Coke, 90.

A clergyman ofllcially attached to a ship of
war, to an army, (or regiment.) or to some
public institution, for the purpose of per-
forming divine service. Webster.

CHAPMAN. An itinerant vendor of
small wares. A trader who trades from
place to place. Say. 191, 192.

CHAPTER. In ecclesiastical law. A
congregation‘ of ecclesiastical persons in a
cathedral church, consisting of canons. or-
prehendaries, whereof the (lean is the head.
all subordinate to the bishop, to whom they
act as assistants in matters relating to the
church, for the better ordering and disposing
the things thereof, and the confirmation of
such leases of the temporalty and ofllces re-
lating to the bishopric, as the bishop shall
make from time to time. And they are term-
ed “capitulum," as a kind‘ of head, instituted
not only to assist the bishop in manner
aforesaid, but also anciently to rule and
govern the diocese in the time of vacation.
Burn, Dict.

CHARACTER. The aggregate of the
moral qualities which belong to and distin-
guish an individual person; the general re-
suit of the one’s distinguishing attributes.

That moral predisposition or habit, or ag-
gregate of ethical qualities. which is believed
to attach to ii person, on the strength of the
common opinion and report concerning him.

The opinion generally entertained of a per-
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son derived from the common report or the
people who are acquainted with him. Smith
v. State, 88 Ala. 73, 7 South. 52; State v.
Turner, 36 S. G. 534, 15 S. E. 602; Fnhnestock
v. State, 23 Ind. 238; State v. Parker, 96
M0. 382. 9 S. W. 728; Sullivan v. State, 66
Ala. 48; Kimmel v. Kimmel, 3 Serg. as R.
(Pa.) 337, 8 Am. Dec. 672.

Character and re utaiion are not synonymous
terms. Character s what a man or woman is
moral] , while reputation is what he or she is
re t to be let reputation is the estimate
is ch the community has of a peison’s charac-
ter; and it is the belief that moral character
is wanting in an individual that renders him
unworthy of belief; that is to say. that reputa-
tion is evidence of character, and if the reputa-
tion is bad for truth or reputation is bad in
other afiecting the moral character.
then the Jury may infer that the character is
bad and the witness not reliable. General char-
acter has always been proved by proving gener-
al reputation. Leverich v. Frank. 8 Or. 213.

The word "character" no doubt has an ob-
jective snd subjective import. which are quite
distinct. As to the object. character is its qual-
ity. As to man, it is the quality of his mind,
and his afiections, his capacity and tempera-
ment. But as a subjective term. certainly In
the minds of others. one's character is the ag-
gregate, or the abstract of other men's opin-
ions of one. And in this sense when a witness
speaks of the character of another witness for
truth, he draws not upon his memory alone. but
his 'udgment also.
min of the witness. in summing up the amount
of all the reports he has heard of the man. and
declaring his character for truth, as held in the
minds of his neighbors and acquaintances. and
in this sense character. general character, and
general report or reputation are the same. as
held in the books. Powers v. Leach, 26 Vt.
:-

CHARGE, -v. To impose a burden, ob-
ligation, or lien; to create a claim against
property; to claim, to demand; to accuse;
to instruct a jury on matters of law.

In the flrst sense above given, a jury in
a criminal case is “charged" with the duty
of trying the prisoner (or, as otherwise ex-
pressed, with his fate or his “deliverance")
as soon as they are impaneied and sworn,
and at this moment the prisoner's legal “jeop-
ardy” begins. This is altogether a different
matter from “charging” the jury in the sense
of giving them instructions on matters of
law, which is a function of the court. Tom-
asson v. State, 112 Tenn. 596, 79 S. W. 803.

CHARGE, 15. In general. An incum-
brance, lien, or burden; an obligation or
duty; a liability; an accusation. Darling v.
Rogers, 22 Wend. (N. Y.) 491.

In contracts. An obligation, binding up-
on him who enters into it, which may be
removed or taken away by a discharge.
Termes de la Ley.

An undertaking to keep the custody of an-
other person's goods. State v. Clark, 86 Me.
194. 29 Atl. 984.

An obligation entered into by the owner of
an estate, which binds the estate for its per-
formance. Com. Dig. “Rent," c. 6; 2 Ball
& B. %.
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It is the conclusion of the .

CHARGE nus AFFAIRES

In the law or wills. A responsibility or
liability imposed by the testator upon a dev-
isee personally, or upon the land devised.

In equity pleading. An allegation in the
bill of matters which disprove or avoid a
defense which it is alleged the defendant is
supposed to pretend or intend to set up.
Story, Eq. Pl. 5 31.

In equity practice. A paper presented
to a master in chancery by a party to a
cause, being a written statement of the items
with which the opposite party should be
debited or should account for, or of.the claim
of the party making it. It is more compre-
hensive than a claim, which implies only the
amount due to the person producing it. while
a charge may embrace the whole liabilities
of the accounting party. Holt. Mast. 36.

In sonunon-law practice. The final ad-
dress made by a judge to the jury trying a
case, before they make up their verdict, in
which he sums up the case, and_instruets the
jury as to the rules of law which apply to
its various issues, and which they must ob-
serve, in deciding upon their verdict, when
they shall have determined the controverted
matters of fact. The term also applies to the
address of the court to a grand jury. in
which the latter are instructed as to their
duties.

In scotch law. The command or the
king's letters to perform some act; as a
charge to enter heir. Also a messengers ex-
ecution, requiring a person to obey the order
of the king’s letters; as a chargeon letters of
hornlng, or a charge against a superior.
Bell.
—Genern.l eh . A charge or instruction
by the court to t e jury u on the case as a
whole, or upon its general eatures or charac-
teristics.—8peeial charge. A charge or in-
struction given by the court to the jury, upon
some particular point or question involved in
the case, and usually in response to counsel's
request for such instruction.

CHARGE AND DISCHARGE. Under
the former system ot equity practice, this
phrase was used to characterize the usual
method of taking an account before a master.
After the plaintiff had presented his
“charge," a written statement of the items
of account for which he asked credit. the de-
fendant filed a counter-statement, called a
“dischurge," exiiibitlng any claims or de-
mands he held against the plaintiff. These
served to define the field of investigation, and
constituted the basis of the report.

CHARGE DES APFAIBES. or

cantor: nmrrarnris. The title of a
diplomatic representative of inferior rank.
He has not the title or dignity of a minister,
though he may be charged with the functions
and oiiices of the latter. either as a temporary
substitute for a minister or at a court to
which his government does not accredit ll

minister. In re Baiz, 135 U. S. 403, 10 Sup.
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Ct. 854, 34 L. Ed. 222; Hollander v. Balz (D.
C.) 41 Fed. 732.

CHARGE-SHEET. A paper kept at a
policestation to receive‘ each night the names
of the persons brought and given into cus-
tody. the nature of the accusation, and the
name of the accuser in each case. It is un-
der the care of the inspector on duty. Whar-
ton.

CHARGE To ENTER 31:13.. In Scotch
law. A writ commamliug a person to enter
heir to his predecessor within forty days.
otherwise an action to be raised against him
as if he had entered.

CHARGEABLE. This word, in its 01'-
dinary acceptation. as applicable to the im-
position of a duty or burden, signifies capable
of being charged. subject to be charged. liable
to be charged, or proper to be charged. Gli-
iillan v. Chatterton, 38 Mliin. 335, 37 N. W.
583; Walbridge V. Walbridge. -i6 Vt. 625.

CHARGEANT.
expensive. Kelham.

Weiglity; heavy; penal ;

CHARGES. The expenses which have
been incurred. or disbursements made, in
connection with a contract. suit, or business
transaction. Spoken of an action, it is said
that the term includes more than what falls
under the technical description of “costs."

CHARGING IJ1-III’. An attorney's lien,
for his proper compensation. on the fund or
judgment which‘ his client has recovered by
means of his professional aid and services.
Goodrich v. McDonald, 112 N. Y. 157, 19 N.
E. (H9; Young v. Renshaw, 102 Mo. App. 173.
76 S. W. 701; Ex parte Lehman, 59 Ala.
6232;. Koons v. Beach, 147 Ind. 137, 45 N. E.
601. 46 N. E. 587; In re Wilson (D. C.) 12
Fed. 239; Sewing Mach. Co. v. Bontelle, 56
Vt. 576, 48 Am. Rep. 762. ’

CHARGING ORDER. See ORDER.

CHARITABLE. Having the character or
purpose of a charity. (q. 1:.)

-Charitable institution. One administer-
ing a public or private charity: an eleemosynary
institution. See People v. Fitch. 16 Misc. Rep.
464, 39 N. Y. Su%). 926; Balch V. Shaw. 174
Mass. 144, 54 N. . 490' People v. New York
sot-.. etc.. 162 N. 1'. 426, no N. E. 1004; In
re Vineland Historical, ctc., Soc" 66 N. J.
Eq. 2.01. 56 Ail. 10-i0.—Chu-itnblo uses or
pnrposes. Originally those enumerated in the
statute 43 Eliz. c. 4. and afterwards those
which. by analogy. come within its spirit and
purpose. In its present usage. the term is so
broad as to include almost everyiliing which
tends to promote the physical or moral wel-
fare of men. provided only the distribution of
benefits is to be free and not a source ofprofit.
In respect to gifts and devises. and also in re-
spect to freedom from taxation. charitable uses
and purposes may include not only the relief
of poverty by aims-giving and the relief of the
indigent sick and of homeless persons by means
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of hospitals and asylums. but also religious in-
struction and the support of churches. the dis-
semination of knowledge by means of schools
and colleges. libraries, scientific academies, and
museums, the special care of children and of
prisoners and released convicts. the benefit of
handicraftsmen. the erection of public build-
lugs. and reclamation of criminals in peniten-
tiaries and reformatories. Hence the word
“charitable" in this connection is not to be
understood as strictly equivalent to “eleemos-
ynalry,” but as the synonym of “benevoient" or
‘philanthropic." Beckwith v. Parish. 69 Ga.

569: Price v. Maxwell. 28 Pa. 23; Webster
v. Sushrow. 69 N. H. 380. 45 Au. 139. 48 L.
R. A. 100; Jackson v. Phillips. 14 Allen
l.\lsss.) 539: Ha_rrin on v. Pier. 105 Wis. 4:85.
..'. '. R. .3(77.76Am.St.

Rep. 924: Historical Soc. v. Academy of Sci-
ence. 94 M0. 459. 8 S. W. 346; Ould v. Hos-
pital. 95 U. S. 303. 2-! L. Ed. 450; Academy
v. Taylor. 150 Pa. 565. 25 Ail. 55: Gerke V.
Puree l, 25 Ohio St. 229: Philadelphia Libra-
ry Co. v. Donohugh 12 Phila. (Pa.) 284: Stu-
art v. Fasten, 74 lied. 354. 21 c. c. A. 146:
State v. Laramie County, 8 Wyo. 104 55 Pu.
451; Cladding v. Church. 25 R. I. 6-23, 57 Ad.
860. 65 L. R. A. 225. 105 Am. St. Rep. 904.

CHARITY. subjectively, the sentiment
or motive of benevolence and philanthropy:
the disposition to relieve the distressed. Ob-
jectively, aims-giving; acts‘ of benevolence;
relief, assistance, or services accorded to the
needy without return. Also gifts for the
promotion of philanthropic and humanitarian
purposes. Jackson v. Phillips, 14 Allen
mass.) 556; Vidal v. Girard, 2 How. 127, 11
L. Ed. 205; Historical Soc. 1'. Academy of
Science, 94 M0. 459, 8 S. W. 346.

The meaning of the word “charity." in i’ts.le-
gal sense, is different from the signification
which it ordinarily bears. In its legal sense.
it includes not only gifts for the benefit of the

oor. but, endowments for the advancement of
enming. or institutions for the_ encouragement

of science and art. and. it is said. for any oth-
er useful snd public purpose. Gerke v. Pur-
cell, 25 Ohio St. 243.

Charity, in its widest sense, denotes all the
good affections men ought to bear towards each
other: in a restricted and common sense. relief
of the poor. Morice v. Bishop of Durham, 9
Yes. 399.

(‘harity. as used in the Massachusetts Sunday
law, includes whatc-ver_ proceeds from a sense
of moral duty or a feeling of kindness and hu-
manity, and is intended wholly for the purpose
of the relief or comfort of another, and not
for one’s own benefit or pleasure. Doyle v.
-Ifiiiiiroad Co., 118 Mass. 195, 197. 19 Am. Rep.

—!‘ox-eign charity. One created or endowed
in a state or country foreign to that of the dom-
ii-ile of the benefactor. ’l‘a_vlor's Exrs v.
Trustees of Bryn .\iaur C0llege._34 N. J. Eq.
101.—Pu'blio charity. in this phrase the
word "public" is used. not in the sense that it
must be executed openly and in public. but in
the sense of being so general and indefinite
in its objects as to be deemed of common and

ublic benefit. Each individual immediately
uefited may be priv_ste. and the charity may

be distributed in private and by a_ private
hand. It is public and general in its scope
and purpose. and becomes definite and private
only after the individual objects have been. se-
lected. Saltonstall v. Sanders. 11 Allen (M_ass.)
4.'>i‘».—Pure charity. One winch is entirely
gratuitous. and which dispenses its benefits
without any charge or pecuniary return what-
ever. See in re Keech's _l-Estate (Siirr.) 7 N. Y.
Supp. 331; In re Lenoxs Estate (Sam) 9 N.
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!. Supp. $5; Kentucky Female Ornvan School
7. Louisville, 100 Ky. 470, 36 S. . 921, 40
L R._A. 119.

GHARRE 0!‘ LEAD. A quantity con-
sisting of 36 pigs of lead, each pig weighing
about 70 pounds.

CHART. The word “chart," as used in
the copyright law, does not include sheets of
paper exhibiting tabulated or methodically
arranged information. Taylor v. Gilman (C.
C.) 24 Fed. 632.

CHARTA. In old English law. A
charter or deed; an instrument written and
sealed; the formal evidence of conveyances
and contracts. Also any signal or token by
which an estate was held. Theterm came
to be applied, by way of eminence, to such
documents as proceeded from the sovereign,
granting liberties or privileges, and either
where the recipient of the grant was the
whole nation, as in the case of Manna Char-
la. or a public body. or private individual, in
which case it corresponded to the modern
word “charter."

In the civil law. Paper, suitable for the
inscription of documents or books; hence,
any instrument or writing. See Dig. 32, 52,
6; Nov. 44, 2.
—Chart: ooznnsnnis. In old En lish law.
A common or mutual charter or eed: one
containin mutual covenants. or involving mu-
tunlity o obligation; one to which both par-
ties might have occasion to refer to establish
their respective rights. Bract. to s. 33b, 34.-
clnrto. oyroegrsphato. In old English law.
A chirograph charter; a charter executed in
two parts. and cut through the middle, (windi-
tsr per medium.) where the word “cyrowaph-
sun.” or “chorogrroplwm,” was written in large
letters. Bract. fol. 34: Fleta, lib. 3, c. 14,

3.—Chsrta do forests. A collection of the
we of the forest, made in the 9th Hen. III.

and said to have been originally a part of
Ileana Char¢¢.—O1su'tn de sun pas-to.
deed-poll.—Ohu-ts-pus-tits. (Literally, a deed
divided.) A charter-party. 3 Kent, Comm. 201.

Olnrta non est n:I.si vostisnentsun do-
nsdonis. A deed is nothing else than the
vestment of a gift. Co. Litt. 36.

CEARTE LIBERTATUM. The char-
ters (grants) of liberties. These are Mayne
charm and charm do Foresta.

Glsu-tarrun super fldosn. mortals tes-
flbns, ad pntriun do neoeuitudine re-

enrrondun opt. Go. Litt. 36. The wit-
nesses being dead. the truth of charters must
of necessity be referred to the country, i. e.,
a jury.

CEAETE. I-‘r. A chart, or plan, which
mariners use at sea.

ORABTE-PARTIE. Fr.
rine law. A charter-party.

In French ma-

OIIABTEL. A challenge to a single com-
bat: also an instrument or writing between

Br..Lsw Dxc'r.(2n En.)—13
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.two states for settling the exchange of pris-
oners of war.

CHARTER, 12. In mercantile law. To
hire or lease a vessel for a voyage. A “char-
-tered” is distinguished from a “seeklng" ship.
7 East, 24.

CHARTER, n. An instrument emanating
from the sovereign power, in the nature of a
grant, either to the whole nation, or to a
class or pdrtion of the people, or to a colony
or dependency, and assuring to them certain
rights, liberties, or powers. Such was the
“Great Charter" or “Manna Oharto," and
such also were the charters granted to cer-
tain ot the English colonies in America. See
Story, Const. I 181.

An act of the legislative department of
government. creating a corporation, is called
the “charter" of the corporation. Merrick v.

Van Santvoord, 34 N. Y. 214: Bent v. Under-
down, 158 Ind. 616, 60 N. E. 307; Morris as

E. R. Co. v. Com'rs, 37 N. J. Law, 237.

In old English law. The term denoted
a deed or other written instrument under
seal; a conveyance, covenant, or contract.

In old Sootoh low. A disposition made
by a superior to his vassal. for something to
be performed or paid by him. 1 Forb. Inst.
pt. 2, b. 2, c. 1, tit. 1. A writing which con-
talus the grant or transmission oi’ the feudal
right to the vassal. Ersk. Inst. 2, 3, 19.

—Chu-tor of pas-don. In English law. An
instrument under the great seal, by which a
pardon is granted to a man for a felony or oth-
er oifense.—Chu-ter o! the forest. See
CHABTA ns l<‘osss'ra.-Charter rolls. An-
cient English records of to sl charters. granted
between the years 1199 an 1516.

CHARTER-HOUSE. Formerly a con-
vent ot Carthusian monks in London; now
a college founded and endowed by Thomas
Button. The governors of the charter-house
are a corporation aggregate without a head,
president, or superior, all the members being
of equal authority. 3 Steph. Comm. (7
Ed.) 14. 97. .

CEAB'1'l-in-I.AND. Otherwise called
"book-land,” is property held -by deed under
certain rents and free services. It, in eirect,
dimers nothing from the free socage lands,
and hence have arisen most of the freehold
tenants, who hold of particular manors. and
owe suit and service to the same. 2 Bl.
Comm. 90.

CHARTER.-PARTY. A contract by
which an entire ship, or some principal part
thereof. is let to a merchant for the convey-
ance or goods on a determined voyage to one .

or more places. The Harvey and Henry, 86
Fed. 856. 30 C. O. A. 330: The New York (D.
C.) 93 Fed. 497 ; Vandewater v. The Yankee
Blade. 28 Fed. Cas. 980: Spring v. Gray, 6
Pet. 151, 8 L. Ed. 352; Fish v. Sullivan, 40
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La. Ann. 193, 3 South. 730; Drinkwater v.
- The spartan. 7 Fed. Cas. 1085. A contract

of affreightment in writing, by which the
owner of a ship lets the whole or a part of
her to a merchant, for the conveyance of
goods on a particular voyage, in considera-
tion of the payment of freight. 3 Kent,
Comm. 201.

A written agreement. not usually under
seal. by which a ship-owner lets an entire
ship, or a part of it. to a merchant for the
conveyance of goods, binding himself to
transport them to a particular place for a
sum of money which the merchant under-
takes to pay as freight for their carriage.
Maude & P. Mer. Shipp. 227.

The contract by which a ship is let is
termed a “charter-party.” By it the owner
may either let the capacity or burden of the
ship, continuing the employment of the own-
er's master, crew. and equipments, or may
surrender the entire ship to the charterer.
who then provides them himself. The mas-
ter or part owner may be a charterer. Civil
Code Cal. I 1959: Civil Code Dak. 5 1127.

CHARTERED 8111?. A ship hired or
freighted; a ship which is the subject-matter
of a charter-party.

OKARTERER. In mercantile law. One
who charters (i. e.. hires or engages) a ves-
sel for a voyage; a freighter. 2 Steph.
Oomm. 184: 3 Kent. Comm. 137; Turner v.
Cross, 83 Tex. 218, 18 S. W. 578, 15 L. R. A.
262.

onAn'rIs nnnnnxnrs. (For return-
ing the charters.) An ancient writ which lay
against one who had charters of feoifment
intrusted to his keeping and refused to de-
liver them. Reg. Orig. 159.

OEARTOPHYLAX. In old European
law. A keeper of records or public instru-
ments; a chartulary; a registrar. Spelman.

OIIARUE. In old English law. A plow.
Beale: den chorues; beasts of the plow.

CHASE. The liberty or franchise of
hunting, one’s self, and keeping protected
against all other persons, beasts of the chase
within a specified district, without regard to
the ownership or the land. 2 Bl. Comm.
414-416.

A privileged place for the preservation of
deer and beasts of the forest, of a middle
nature between a forest and a park. It is

_ commonly less than a forest,. and not endow-
ed with so many liberties, as otlicers, laws,
courts; and yet it is of larger compass than
a park, having more otiicers and game than
a park. Every forest is a chase. -but every
chase is not a forest. It differs from a park
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in that it is not inclosed, yet it must have
certain metes and bounds, but it may be in
other men's grounds, as well as in one’s own.
Man-wood, 49. '

—Oonunon ehue. In old English law. A
place lwihere all alike were entitled to hunt wild
anima .

OEASTITY. Purity; continence. That
virtue which prevents the unlawful inter-
course of the sexes. Also the state of purity
or abstinence from unlawful sexual connec-
tion. People v. Brown, 71 Hun, 601, 24 N.
Y. Supp. 1111; People v. Kehoe, 123 Cal. 224,
55 Pac. 911, 69 Am. St. Rep. 52; State v.
Oarron, 18 Iowa, 375, 87 Am. Dec. 401.

—Chaste chu-actor. This term, as used in
statutes. means actual personal virtue. and not
reputation or good name. It may include the
character of one who was formerly unchaste
but is reformed. Kenyon v. Peo le, 26 N. Y.
203, 84 Am. Dec. 177; Boak v. tate, 5 Iowa.
430; People v. Nelson, 153 N. Y. 90,‘ 46 N. In
1040, 60 Am. St. Rep. 592; People v. Mills.
94 Mich. 630, 54 N. W. 488.

OEATTEL. An article of ‘personal prop-
erty; any species of property not amounting
to a freehold or fee in land. People v. Hol-
brook, 13 Johns. (N. Y.) 94; Eornblower v.
Proud, 2 Barn. & Ald. 335; State v. Bartlett.
55 Me. 211; State v. Brown. 9 Baxt. (Tenn.)
64, 40 Am. Rep. 81.

The name given to things which in law are
deemed personal roperty. Chattels are divided
into chattels rea and chattels personal: chat-
teis real being interests in land which devolve
after the manner of personal estate. as lease-
holds. As opposed to freeholds, they are _re-
garded as personal estate. But. as being ill-
terests in _real estate. they are called “chattels
real,” to distinguish them from movables, which
are called “chattels personal." Moziey A: Whit-

y.
Chattels personal are movabies only; chat-

tels real are such as savor only of the realt .

Putnam v. Westcott, 19 Johns. (N. Y.) 7 ;
Hawkins v. Trust Co. (0. G.) 79 Fed. 60: In-
surance Co. v. Haven, 95 U. S. 251. 24 L. .

Knapp v. Jones, 143 III. 375. 32 N. E.

The term "chattels" is a more comprehensive
one than "goods.” as it includes animate as well
as inanimate property. 2 Chit. ‘Bl. Comm. 383.
note. In a devise, however. they seem to be of
til; sgsnge import. Shep. Touch. 447; 2 Fonbl.

—Clanttel interest. An interest in corporeal
hereditaments less than a freehold. 2 Kent,
Comm. 342.—Pes-sons] chattels. Things mov-
able which mav be annexed to or attendant on
the person of the owner. and carried about with
him from one part of the world to another. 2
Bl. Comm. 387.—Bes1 chattels. Such as con-
cern, or savor of. the realty, such as leasehold
estates; interests issuing out of. or annexed to.
real estate; such chattel interest: as devolve
after the manner of realty. 2 Bl. Comm. 386.

onsrrrzr. MORTGAGE. An instru-
ment of sale of personalty conveying the title
of the property to the mortgagee with terms
of defeasauce; and. if the terms of redemp-
tion are not complied with, then, at common
law, the title becomes absolute in the mort-
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gages. Means v. Montgomery (0. C.) 23 Fed.
421; Stewart '7. Slater, 8 Dust (N. Y.) 99.

A transfer of personal property as security
for a debt or obligation in such form that,
upon failure of the mortgagor to comply with
the terms of the contract, the title to the’
property will be in the mortgagee. Thomas,
Mortg. 427.

An absolute pledge. to become an absolute
interest if not redeemed at a fixed time. Gor-
telyou v. Lansing. 2 Caines, Cas. (N. Y.) 200,
per Kent, Ch.

A conditional sale of a chattel as security
for the payment of a debt or the performance
of some other obligation. Jones. Chat. Mortg.
5 1. Alferitz v. Ingalls (C. C.) 83 Fed. 964;
People v. Remington, 59 Hun, 282. 12 N. Y.
Supp. 824, 14 N. Y. Supp. 98: Allen v. Stei-
ger, 17 Colo. 552, 31 Pac. 2%.

A chattel mortgage is a conditional transfer
or conveyance of the property itself. The chief
distinctions between it and a pied e are that in
the latter the title, even after con ition broken,
does not pass to the pledges. who has onl a lien
on the property, but remains in the pedgeor,
who has the right to redeem the property at any
time before its sale. Besides, the possession of
the property must, in all cases, accompany the
pledge, and, at a sale thereof b the pledges to
satisfy his demand. he cannot come the pur-
chaser; while by a chattel mortgage the title of
the mortgagee becomes absolute at law, on the
default 0 t e mo or. and it is not essential
to the validity of the nstrument that possession

the property should be delivered, and. on the
foreclosure of the mortgage, the mortgagee is at
liberty to become the purchaser. Mitchell v.
Roberts (0. C.) 17 Fed. 778' Campbell v. Par-
ker. 22 N. Y. Super. Ct. 322; People v. Rem-
ington, 59 Hun. 282, 12 N. Y. Sup3.5824, 14 N.
Y. Supp. 98: McCov v. Lassiter, N. C. 91:
Wright r. Ross. 36 Cal. 414: Thurber v. Oliver
(C. C.) 26 Fed. 224; Thompson v. Doiliver, 132
389 103; Lobban v. Garnett. 9 Dana (Ky.)

The material distinction between a pledge and
a mortgage of chattels is that a mortgage is a
conveyance of the le 1 title upon condition, and
it becomes absolute In law if not redeemed by a
‘van time; a pledge is a deposit of goods, re-
eemabie on certain terms. either with or with-

out a fixed period for redemption. In pledge,
the general property does not pass. as in the
ease of mortgage, and the pawnee has only: a
special propert in the thing deposited. he

wnee must c oose between two remedies,—e.
ill in chancery for a judicial sale under a_ de-

cree of foreclosure. or a sale without judicial
process, on the refusal of the debtor to redeem,
after reasonable notice to do so. Evans v. Dar-
lington, 5 Blackf. (Ind.) 32).

In a iiional sale the purchaser has merely
a right to repurchase, and no debt or obligation
exists on the part of the vendor; this distin-
guishes such a sale from a mortgage. Weathers-
iy v. Weathersly, 40 Miss. 462, 90 Am. Dec. 344.

CEAU1)-MEDLEY. A homicide com-
mitted in the heat of an aifray and while un-
der the influence of passion: it is thus dis-
tinguished from chance-medley. which is the
killing of a man in a casual affray in self-de-
tense. 4 Bl. Comm. 184. See 1 Russ. Crimes,
eao.

OHAUIPIBT. A kind of tenure men-
tioned in a patent of 35 Edw. ill. Cowell;
Blount.
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OHAUIITEY BENT8. Money paid to
the crown by the servants or purchasers of
chauntry-lands. See Cxanrar.

CHEAT. Swindlingg defrauding. "De-
ceitful practices in defrauding or endeavor-

" my to defraud another of his known right,
by some willful device, contrary to the plain
rules of common honesty," Hawk. P. C. b.
2, c. 23, I 1. “The fraudulent obtaining the
property of another by any deceitful and ille-
gal practice or token (short of felony) which »

affects or may affect the public."
Crim. Law, 93.

Cheats, punishable at common law, are such
cheats (not amounting to felony) as are af-
fected by deceitful or illegal symbols or tok-
ens which may affect the public at large, and
against which common prudence could not
have guarded. 2 Whart. Crim. Law, 5 1116;
2 East, P. C. 818; People v. Babcock, 7 John;
(N. Y.) 201, 5 Am. Dec. 256; Von Mumm v.
Frash (C. C.) 56 Fed. 836; state v. Parker, 43
N. H. 85.

Steph.

OHIIATEBS. or BSOHEATORS, were
oiiicers appointed to look after the king's es-
cheats, a duty which gave them great oppor-
tunities of fraud and oppression, and in con-
sequence may complaints were made of their
misconduct. Hence it seems that a cheater
came to signify a fraudulent person, and
thence the verb to chest was derived. Whar-
ton.

annex. v. To control or restrain; to
hold within bounds. To verify or audit.
Particularly used with reference to the con-
trol or supervision of one department, bu-
reau, or oilice over another.
—-Cheek»:-011. In English law. A list or
book. containin the names of such as are at-
tendants on. or in the pay of, the queen or other
great personuges, as their household servants.

CH1-:03. n. A draft or order upon a bank
or banking-house, purporting to be drawn
upon a deposit of funds, for the payment at
all events of a certain sum of money to a
certain person therein named, or to him or
his order, or to bearer. and payable instantly
on demand. 2 Daniel. Neg. Inst. 5 1566:
Bank v. Patton, 109 "Ill. 484; Douglass v.
Wilkesou, 6 Wend. (N. Y.) 643: Thompson v.
State, 49 Ala. 18: Bank v. Wheaton, 4 R.
I. 33. -

A check is a bill of exchange drawn upon
a bank or banker, or a person described as
such upon the face thereof, and payable on
demand. without interest. Civ. Code Cal. 3

3254; Civ. Code Dak. 5 1933.
A check differs from an ordinary bill of ex-

change in the following particulars: (1 It is
drawn on a bank or bankers, and is paya le im-
mediatel on. resentment, without any days of
grace. It s payable immediately on present-
ment. and no acceptance as distinct from pay-
ment is required. (3) By its terms it is sup-
posed to be drawn upon a previous deposit of
‘funds, and is an absolute appropriation of so
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much money in the hands of the bankers to the
holder of the check. to remain there until called
for, and cannot after notice be withdrawn by
the drawer. Merchants‘ Nat. Bank v. State
Nat. Bank, 10 Wall. 647. 19 L. Ed. 1008; In
re Brown. 4 Fed. Cas. 342; People v. Compton,
123 Cal. 403, 56 Pac. 44-.

—Chook-‘book. A book containing blank
checks on a particular bank or banker, with an
inner margin, called a “stub,” on which to note
the number of each check, its amount and date,
and the payee's name. and a memorandum of the
balance in bank.-01-oued cheek. A check
crossed with two lines, between which are either
the name of a bank or the words “and company.”
in full or abbreviated. In the former case, the
banker on whom it is drawn must not pay the
money for the check to any other than the bank-
er named; in the latter case, he must not pay
it to any other than a banker. 2 Steph. Comm.
118, note c.—Memo1-Isndum chock. A check
given by a borrower to a lender, for the amount
of a short loan, with the understanding that it
is not to be presented at the bank, but will be
redeemed by the maker himself when the loan
fails due. This understandin is evidenced by
writing the word "Mom.” on t e check. This is
not unusual among merchants. . S. v. Is-
ham, 17 \Vall. 502, 21 L. Ed. 728; Turnbuii v.
Osborne, 12 Abb. Prac. (N. -S.) (N. 33.2 Z)2;
Franklin Bank V. Freeman, 16 Pick. Mass.)
pa

CHEOKBR. The old Scotch form of ex-
chequer. -

CHEF]-1. In Anglo-Norman law. Were or
weregiid; the price of the head or person.
(capitis pretium.)

CHEHERAGE. In old French law. The
privilege or prerogative of the eldest. A pro-
vinclal term derived from chemier, (q. 0.)
Guyot, Inst.

OEEHIER. In old French-law. The eld-
est born. A term used in Poitoii and other
places. Guyot, Inst.

OEEMIN. Fr. The road wherein every
man goes; the king’s higiiway.

CEEMIS. In old Scotch law. A date!
dwelling or mansion house.

CHBVAGE. A sum of money paid by vil-
leins to their lords in acknowledgment of
their bondage.

Chci.-age seems also to have been used for
a sum of money yearly given to a man of
power for his countenance and protection as
a chief or leader. Termes de la Ley; Cowell.

CHEVANTIA. In old records. A‘loan
or advance of money upon credit. Cowell.

" onnvrsanca. An agreement or com-
position; an end or order set down between
ii creditor or debtor; an indirect gain in point ’

of usury.vetc.; also an unlawful bargain or
contract. Wharton.

CHEVITIE. In old records. Pieces of
ground, or heads at the end oi.’ plowed lands.
Cowell.

onzzt. A holiiesteiul or lioiiiesfall which
is accessory to a house.
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OKIOANE. Swindling: shrewd cunning.
'.l‘he use of tricks and artifice.

CHIEF. Principal; leading; head; emi-
nent in power or importance: the most im-
portant or valuable of several.

Dcclaraiion in chief is a declaration for
the principal cause of action. 1 Tidd, Pr.
419.

Examination in chief is the flrst exam-
ination ot a witness by the party who pro-
duces him. 1 Greenl. Ev. 5 445.
—Ch1e! ‘bu-on. The presiding judge of the
English court of exchequer; answering to the
chief Justice of other courts. 3 Bl. Comm. 44;
3 Steph. 401.—0hie£ Clerk. The prin-
cl e.l clerical oflicer of a bureau or department,
w o is generally charged. subject to the direc-
tion ot his suéaerior oflicer, with the superintend-
ence of the a ministration of the business of the
oflice.—0h.ie£ J . The judge of the London
bankruptcy court is so called. In general. the
term is equivalent to “presiding ustice" or “pre-
sidin magistrate." Bean v. ryea. 81 Cal.
I51, Pac. 513._—Chie£ Justice. The presid-
ing, eldest, or principal judge of a court of jus-
tice.—C_hie£ justice 0 England. The pre-
siding judge in the king's bench division of the
high court of justice, and, in the absence of the
lord chancellor, president of the high court, and
also an e._r oflicio judge of the court of appeals.
The full title is “Lord Chief Justice of England."
-Chief justice of the common less. In
England. The presiding judge in t e court of
common fleas, and afterwards in the common
pleas div sion of the high court of justice, and
one of the ca: ofiicio judges of the high court of
appe_al.—Ch1e£ justieilsr. In old English law.
A high judicial oflicer and special magistrate.
who presided over the aide. regs‘: of the Norman
kings, and who was also the rincipal minister
of state, the second man in e kingdom, and,
by virtue of his oflice, guardian of the realm in
the kin s absence. 3 Bi. Comm. 38.—Oh!e£
lord. be immediate lord of the fee. to whom
the tenants were directly and personally respon-
sible.—Chie£ magistrate. The head of the
executive department of government of a nation,
state or municipal corporation. Mclntire v.
Ward, 3 Yeates ( a. 42-i.—Ohie! pie . The
borsholder, or chie of the borough. pelman.
—Chie1 rents. In English law. Were the an-
nuai payments of freeholders of manors: and
were also called “quit-rents," because by paying
them the tenant was freed from all other rents
or services. 2 Bl. Comm. 42.—0hie£, tenant
in. In English feudal law. All the land in
the kingdom was supposed to be holden mediate-
ly or immediately of the king. who was styled
the “Lord Paramount,” or “Lord Above A111"
and those that held immediately under him. in
right of his crown and dignity. were called his
tenants “in ca itc" or “in chief," which was the,
most honoi-abe species of tenure. but at the
same time subjected the tenant to greater and
more burdensome services than inferior tenures
did. Brown. ‘

CHI]-ERIE. In feudal law. A small rent
paid to the lord paramount.

CHILD. This word has two meanings in
law: (1) In the law of the domestic rela-
tions, and its to descent and distribution, it
is used strictly as the correlative of “parent,”
and means a son or daughter considered as
in relation with the father or mother. (3
In the law of negiigeuce..and in laws for the
protcctioii oi’ children, etc., it is used as the
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opposite of "adult," and means the young of
the human species, (generally under the age
ot‘ puberty.) without any reference to parent-
age and without distinction of sex. Miller
v. Finegan, 26 Fla. 29, 7 South. 140, 6 L. R.
A. 813.
—Ch11d's part. A “child's part,” which a wid-
ow, by statute in some states. is entitled to take
in lieu of dower or the provision made for her
by will. is a full share to which a child of the
decedent would be entitled, subject to the debts
of the estate and the cost of administration up
to and including distribution. Benedict v. Wil-
inarth, 46 Fla. 535, 35 South. 84.—1I'atu1-al
child. A bastard; a child born out of lawful
wedlock. But in a statute declaring that adopt-
ed shall have all the rights of “natural” chil-
dren. the word “natiiral" was used in the sense
of “legitimate.” Barns v. Allen, 9 Am._Law

(O. S.) 747. In Louisiana. Illegitimate
chi dren who have been adopted by the father.
Civ. Code La. art. 220. In the civil law. _A
child by natural relation or procreation: a child
by birth, as distinguished from a child by adop-
tion. Inst. 1, 11. pr.: Id. 3, 1. 2; Id. -._8, pr.
A child by concubmage. in contradistinction to
a child by marriage. Cod. 5, 27.—Qua.s1 post-
humous child. In the civil law. One who,
born during the life of his grandfather or other
male ascendant, was not his heir at the time he
made his testament. but who by the death of his
father became his heir in his life-time. Inst. 2,
13. 2: Dis- 28. 3. 13.

CHILDREN. Offspring; progeny. Legit-
imate oifspring; children‘born in wedlock.
Bell v. PIly_I1, 7 Ves. 458.

The general rule is that “children." in a be-
guest or devise, means legitimate children. Un-
er a devise or bequest to children. as a class.

natural children are not included, unless the
testator’s intention to include them is manifest.
either by express designation or necessary impli-
cation. Heater v. Van Auken, 14 N. J. Eq. 159;
Gardner v. Iieyer, 2 Paige (N. Y.) 11.

In deeds. the word “children” signifies the im-
mediate descendants of a person, in the ordinary
sense of the word, as conti'adistin;,'1iishcd from
iuuc; unless there be some accompanying ex-
pressions, evidencing that the word is used in
an enlarged sense. Lewis, Perp. 196.

In wills, where gneater latitude of construc-
tion is allowed. in order to eficct the obvious in-
tention of the testator, the meaning of the word
has sometimes been extended, so as to include
grandchildren. and it has been held to be synon-
ymous‘ with issue. Lewis, Per’). 19.’), 196; 2
Crabb. .Real Pro_p. pp. 38. 39, ifi 988, 989; 4
Kent. Comm. 34:). 346, note.

The word “heirs." in its natural signification,
is a ,word of limitation; and it is presumed to
be used in that sense. unless a contrary inten-
tion appears. But the term “children,' in its
natural sense, is.a word of purchase. and is to
be taken to have been used as sucii, unless there
are other expressions in the will showing that
the testator intended to use it as a word of lim-
itation only. Sanders. Matter of. 4 Paige (N.
1'.) 293: Rogers v. Rogers, 3 Wend. (N. 1'.) 503,
3) Am. Dec. 716.

In the natural and primar sense of the word
“children." it implies imme iate oflspring. and,
in its legal acceptation, is not a word of limi-
tation. unless it is absolutely necessary so to
construe it in order to give effect to the testa-
tirr’s intention. Echols v. Jordan, 39 Ala. 24.

"Children" is ordinarily a word of description,
limited to persons standing in the same relation,
and has the same efiect as if all the names were
given: but heirs, in the absence of controlling
or explanato words, includes more remote de-
scendants, an is to be applied per stirpea. Bal-
eoni y. Haynes, 14 Allen (Man) 204. . _ __
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CHILDWIT. In Saxon law. The right
which a lord had of taking a line of his bond-
woman gotten with child without his license.
Termes de la Ley; Cowell.

OHILTERN HUNDREDS. In English
law. The stewardship of the Chiltern Hun-
dreds is a nominal office in the gift or the
crown, usually accepted by members of the
house of commons desirous of vacating their
seats. By law a member once duly elected to
parliament is compelled to discharge the
duties of the trust conferred upon him, and
is not enabled at will to resign it. But by
statute, it any member accepts any oflice of
profit from the crown, (except oificers in the
army or navy accepting a new commission.)
his seat is vacated. Ii’, therefore, any mem-
ber wlshes to retire from. the representation
of the county or borough by which he was
sent to parliament, he applies to the lords
of the treasury for the stewardship of one of
the Chlltern Hundreds, which having receiv-
ed, and thereby accomplished his purpose, he
again resigns the ofiice. Brown.

0111111111’. in old English law. A road,
way. higliway. It is eltlier the king's high-
way (cIu'minus rcgis) or a private way.
The first is that over which the subjects
01' the realm. and all others under the pro-
tection of the crown. have free liberty’ to
pass, though the property in the soil itself
belong to some private individual; the last
is that in which ‘one person or more have lib-
erty to pass over the hind of another, by pre-
scription or charter. Wharton.

OEIMINAGE. A toll for passing on a
way through a forest; called in the civil law
“pedugium." Cowell.

GHIMINUS. The way by which the king
and all his subjects and all under his protec-
tion have a right to pass, though the property
or the soil of each side where the way lieth
may belong to a private man. Cowell.

CHIMNEY MONEY, or 1IJ.-‘.AR'1'II_MON-
BY. A tax upon chimneys or hearths; an
ancient tax or duty upon houses in England.
now repealed. - -

OHIPPINGAVEL. In old English law.
A tax upon trade; a toll imposed upon trniiic.
or upon goods brought to a place to be sold.

CHIRGEMOT, GEIRCIIGEM01‘. In
Saxon law. An ecclesiastical assembly or
court. Speiman. A synod "or meeting in a
church or Vestry. 4 Inst. 321.

CHIBOGRAPE. In old English law.
A deed or indenture; also the last part of a‘.

line of land. .

An instrument of .glft.or conveyance ato-

tested by the subscription and crosses of the
witnesses, which was in fiaxon time8.._called
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“clurographum.” and which, being somewhat
changed in form and manner by the Nor-
mans, was by them styled “char¢a." An-
ciently when they made a chirograph or
deed which required a counterpart, as we call
it, they engrossed it twice upon one piece or
parchment contrariwlse, leaving a space be-
tween, in which they wrote in capital letters
the word “chirograph," and then cut the
parchment in two through the middle of the
word, giving a part to each party. Cowell.

In Scotch law. A written voucher for a
debt. Bell.

In civil and ennon law. An instrument
written out and subscribed by the hand of
the party who made it, whether the king or
a private person. CoweiL

omnoenarna. In Roman law. Writ-
ings emanating from a single party, the
debtor.

CHIBOGBAPHIJB. 01‘ PINES. In Eng-
lish law. The title of the oflicer of the com-
mon pleas who engrossed tines in that _court
so as to be acknowledged into a perpetual
record. Coweii.

CHIBOGEAPEUH. In Roman law. A
handwriting; that which was written with
a person's own hand. An obligation which
a person wrote or subscribed with his own
hand; an acknowledgment of debt, as of
money received, with a promise in repay.

An evidence or voucher of debt; a security
for debt. Dig. 26, 7, 5?. pr.

A right of action for debt.

Ohirogrnphnsn spud dehitorern reper-
tnxn prsesumitnr solutun. An evidence 01‘

debt found in the debtor's possession is pre-
sumed to be paid. Hulk. Max. 20; Bell,
Dict.

Olairogrsphlnn non extans prmsumltur
solntnni. An ‘evidence of debt not existing
is presumed to have been discharged. Tray.
Lat. Max. 73.

CEIRURGEON.
tion of a surgeon.

The ancient denomina-

CEIVALBY. In feudal law. Knight-
service. Tenure in chivalry was the same
as tenure by knight-service. 2 Bl. Comm.
61, 62.

CEIVALBY, COURT 0!‘. In English
law. The name of a court anciently held as
a court of honor merely, before the earl-mar-
shal, and as a criminal court before the lord
high constable, jointly with the earl-marshal.
It had Jurisdiction as to contracts and other
matters touching deeds of arms or war, as
well as pleas oi‘ life or member. it also cor-
rected encroachments in matters of coat-ar-
mor, precedency, and other distinctions of
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famuies. It is now grown entirely out of
use. on account of the feebleness of its Juris-
diction and want of power to enforce its
Judgments, as it could neither fine nor im-
prison, not being a court of record. 3 Bl.
Comm. 68; 4 Broom & H. Comm. 360. note.

CHOP-CHURCH. A word mentioned in
9 Ben. VI. c. 65, by the sense of which it
was in those days a kind of trade, and by the
judges declared to be lawfuL But Brooke,
in his abridgment, says it was only permissi-
ble by law. It was, without doubt, a nick-
name given to those who used to change
beneiices, as to "chop and change" is a com-
mon expression. Jacob.

CROPS. The mouth of a barber. Pub.
St. Mass. 1882, p. 1288.

CHORAL. In ancient times a person ad-
mitted to sit and worship in the choir; a
chorister.

CIIOREPIBCOPUS. In old European
law. A rural bishop, or bishop's vicar.
Speiman; Cowell.

cnosn. Fr. A thing; an article of prop-
erty. A chose is,a chattel personal, (Wil-
liams, Pers. Prop. 4,) and is either in posses-
sion or in action. See the following titles.
—Chose local. A local thing; a thin annex-
ed to a lace. as a mill. Kitchln, fol. 1 ; Cow-
ell; B ount.—C'.hose transitory. A thing
which is movable, and may be taken away or
carried from place to place. Coweii; Blount.

CIIOSE IN ACTION. A right to per-
sonal things of which the owner has not the
possession, but merely a right of action for
their possession. 2 Bl. Comm. 389, 391'; 1
Chit. Pr. 99.

A right to receive or recover a debt, de-
mand, or damages on a cause of action ca:
contracts, or for a tort connected with con-
tract, but which cannot be made available
without recourse to an action. Bushnell v.
Kennedy. 9 Wall. 390, 19 L. Ed. 736; Turner
v. State, 1 Ohio St. 426; Sheldon v. Sill, 8
How. 441, 12 L. Ed. 1147 ; People v. Tioga
Common Pleas, 19 Wend. (N. Y.) 73; Sterling
v. Sims, 72 Ga. 53: Bank v. Holland, 99
Va.495,39S.E.126,56L.R.A. 155,86Am.
St. Rep. 898.

Personalty to which the owner has a right
of possession in future, or a right of im-
mediate possession, wrongfully withheld. is
termed by the law a "chose in action." Code
Ga. 1882, 5 2239.

Chose in action is a phrase which is some-
times used to signify a right of bringing an ac-
tion, and, at others, the thing itself which forms
the subject-matter of that right, or with regard
to which that right is exercised; but it more
properly includes the idea both of the thing it-
self and of the right of action as annexed to it.
Thus, when it is said that a debt is a chose in
action, the phrase conveys the idea, not only of
the thing itself, 9'. e., the debt, but also of the
right of action or of recovery posseued by the
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person to whom the debt is due. When_ it is
said that a chose in action_cannot_ be assigned,
it means that a thing to which ii right of action
is annexed cannot be transferred to another,
together with such right. Brown.

A chose in action is any right to damages.
whether arising from the commission of a
tort, the omission of a duty, or the breach of
a contract. Pitts v. Curtis, 4 Ala. 350;
Magee v. Toland. 8 Port. (Ala.) 40.

CHOSE IN POSSESSION. A thing in
possession. as distinguished from a thing in
action. Sterling v. Sims, 72 Ga. 53; Vaw-
ter v. Griflin, 40 Ind. 601. See Caoss IN Ac-
-rioN. Taxes and customs. if paid, are a
chose in possession; if unpaid, a chose in
action. 2 BL Comm. 408.

CHOSEN I‘BI-IEHOLDI-IRS. Under the
municipal organization of the state of New
Jersey, each county has a board of ofllcers,
called by this name, composed of represent-
atives from the cities and townships within
its limits, and charged with administering
the revenues of the county. They correspond
to the “county commissioners” or “super-
visors" in other states.

OHOUT. In Hindu law. A fourth, a
fourth part of the sum in litigation. The
“Mahratta chout" is a fourth of‘the reve-
nues exacted as tribute by the Mahrattas.

GHHEIIEORUDA. Under the Salic law.
This was a ceremony performed by a person
who was too poor to pay his debt iir fine,
whereby he applied to a rich relative to pay
it for him. It consisted (after certain pre-
liminaries) in throwing green herbs upon the
party. the eifect of which was to bind him to
pay the whole demand.

OHHISTIAN. Pertaining to Jesus Christ
.or the religion founded by him; professing
Christianity. The adjective is also used in
senses more remote from its original meaning.
Thus a “court Christian” is an ecclesiastical
court; a “Christian name” is that conferred
upon a person at baptism into the Christian
church. As a noun. it signifies one who ac-
cepts and professes to live by the doctrines
and principles of the Christian religion.

. Hale v. Everett, 53 N. H. 53, 16 Am. Rep.
82; State v. Buswell, 40 Neb. 158, 58 N. W.
728. 24 L R. A. 68.

—Ohxistian name. The baptismal name dis-
tinct from the surname. Stratton v. Foster, 11
Me. 467. It has been said from the bench that
a Christian name may consist of a single letter.

rton. -

OE3.IS1'IAl'I’.l‘A’.l'I8 CURIA. The court
Christian. An ecclesiastical court, as op-
posed to a civil or lay tribunal. Oowell.

CHRISTIANITY. The religion founded
and established by Jesus Christ. Hale v.
Everett, 53 N. H. 9, 54, 16 Am. Rep. 82; Peo-
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ple v. Ruggles, 8 Johns. (N. Y.) 297, 5 Am.

Concerning the maxim that Christianity is a
part of the_common law, or of the law of the
land, see State v. Chandler, 2 ilar. sDel.) 553;
Board of Education v. Minor, 23 Oh 0 St. 211,
13 Am. Rep. Vidal v. Girard, 2 How. 127,
11 L. Ed. ilpdegraph v. Comm., 11 Serg.
& R. (Pa.) ‘ - Mohney v. Cook, 7&5 Pa. 342.
67 Am. Dec. 419; Lindenmuller v. People, 33
Barb. N. Y.) 548; Rex v. Woolston, 2 Strange.
834; loom v. Richards, 2 Ohio St. 387' City
Council v. Benjamin, 2 Strob. (s. 0.) 5b8._4o
Am. I)ec. 608; Statev. Bott, 31 111. Ann.
33 Am. Rep. 224; State v. Hallock, 16 l\ev.

:-
I

CHRISTMAS-DAY. A festival of the
Christian church, observed on the 25th of
December, in memory of the birth of Jesus
Christ.

OHUHOH. In its most general sense, the
religious society founded and established by
Jesus Christ, to receive, preserve, and propa-
gate his doctrines and ordinances.

A body or community of Christians, unit-
ed under one form of government by the
profession of the same faith, and the observ-
ance of the same ritual and ceremonies.

The term may denote either a society of
, persons who, professing Christianity, hold

certain doctrines or observances which differ-
entiate them from other like groups, and
who use a common discipline. or the build-
ing in which such persons habitually as-
semble for public worship. Baker v. Fiiles,
16 Mass. 498; Tate v. Lawrence, 11 Heisk.
(Team) 531; In re Zinzow, 18 Misc. Rep.
653, 43 N. Y. Supp. 714; Neale v. St. Paul's
Church, 8 Gill and.) 116; Gail? v. Greer, 88
Ind. 122, 45 Am. Rep. 449; Josey v. Trust
Co., 106 Ga. 608. 32 S. E. 628.

The body of communicants gathered into
church order, according to established usage in
any town, parish, precinct, or religious society,
established according to law, and actual] con-
nected and associated therewith for re igious
pu sea, for the time being, is to be regarded
as t e church of such society, as to all questions

upon that relation. Ste!)-
bins v. Jennings, 10 ‘ck. (Mass) 193.

A con re tional church is a voluntar associ-
ation o Christians united for discip ins and
worship. connected with, and formin 9. art of,

egagl existence.
Anderson v. Brock.

In English ecclesiastical law. An institu-
tion establlshed by the law of the land in
reference to religion. 3 Steph._ Comm. 54.
The word "church" is said to mean, in strict-
ness. not the material fabric, but the cure
of souls and the right of tithes. 1 Mod. 201.
—0hIu-oh ‘building acts. Statutes passed in
England in and since the year 1818. with the
object of extending the accommodation afiordcd
by the national church, so as to make it more
commensurate with the wants of the people. 3
Steph. Comm. 152-164.—ChuroIi discipline
act. The statute 3 dz 4 Vict. c. 86 containing
regulations for trying clerks in holy orders
charged with oflenses against ecclesiastical law,
and for enforcing sentenca pronounced in such
cases. Phillim. Ecc. Law 131-i.—CIuu-ch of
England. The church of England is a distinct
brand: of Christ’: church, and is also an insti-
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tution of the state. (see the first clause of May-
na Charm.) of which the sovereign is the su-
preme head by act of parliament, (‘.46 Hen. VIII.
c. 1,) but in what sense is not agreed. The sov-
ereign must be a member of the church, and
every subject is in theory a member. Wharton.
Pawlet v. Clark, 9 Cranch, 292, 3 L. Ed. 730.
--Church rate. In English law. A sum as-
sessed for the repair of parochial churches by
the representatives of the parishioners in vestry
assembled.—Churoh note. A church warden;
an overseer of a church. Now obsolete. Cowell.
--Church-soot. In old English law. Custom-
ary obligations paid to the parish priest; from
which duties the religious sometimes purchased
an exemption for themselves and their tenants.
—CIuu-oh wardens. A species of ecclesiastic-
al oiiicers who are intrusted with the care and
guardianship of the church building and proper-
tlyl. These. _with the rector and vestry, represent
t e garish in its corporate capac1ty.—Churoh-
ya: . See Csmrrsar.

CHUROKESSET. In old English law. A
certain portion or measure of wheat, ancient-
iy paid to the church on St. Martin's day;
and which, according to Fieta, was paid as
well in the time of the Britons as or the
English. Fleta, lib. 1. c. 47, §

CEUEL. In Saxon law. A freeman of
interior rank, chiefly employed in husbandry.
1 Reeve, Eng. Law, 5. A tenant at will or
tree condition, who held land from a thaue.
on condition of rents and services. Cowell.
see Ci-:oar..

CI. Fr. So; ‘here. Ci Dlciu vous eyde,
so help you God. Ui devant, heretofore. 05‘

Men, as well.

CIBABIA. Lat.
vlctunls. Dig. 3-1, 1.

In the civil law. Food;

CICATRIX. In medical jurisprudence.
A scar; the mark left in the flesh or skin
after the heiiiing or a wound, and having the
appearance of a seam or or a ridge of tiesh.

CINQUE PORTS. Five (now seven) ports
or havens on the south-east coast of Ens,-_
land, towards France, formerly esteemed the
most important in the kingdom. They are
Dover, Sandwich, Romney, Hastings, and
llythe, to which Winchelsea and Rye have
been since added. They had similar fran-
chises, in some respects, with the counties
pulatlne, and particularly an exclusive Juris-
diction. (before the mayor and jurats, corres-
ponding to aldermen, or the ports,) in which
the king's ordinary writ did not run. 3 Bl.
Comm. 7:).

The 18 & 19 Vict. c. 48, (amended by 20 at
21 Vict. c. 1,) abolishes all jurisdiction and
authority of the lord warden of the Cinque
Ports and constable of Dover Castle, in or in
relation to the administration of justice in
actions. suits, or other civil proceedings at
law or in equity.

CIPPI. An old English law term for the
stocks, an instrument in which the wrists or
ankles of petty offenders were confined.
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CIIBCADA. A tribute ancientiy paid to
the bishop or archbishop for visiting church-
es. Du Fresne.

CIRCAJE. In Hindu law. Head of at-
fairs; the state or government: a grand di-
vision 01‘ a province; a headinan. A name
used by Europeans in Bengal to denote the
Hindu writer and accountant employed by
themselves, or in the public oflices. Whar-
ton.

CIRCUIT. A division oi.‘ the country,
appointed for a particular judge to visit for
the trial of causes or for the administration
of justice. Bonvier.

Circuits, as the term is_used in England.
may be otherwise defined to be the period-
ical progresses ot the judges of the superior
courts or common law, through the several
counties of England and Wales, for the pur-
pose of administering civil and criminal jus-
tice.
-011-cult udge. The judge of a circuit court.
Crozier v. yons, 72 Iowa, 401. 34 N. W. 188.
—Cirou1t Justice. In federal law and prac-
tice. The justice of the supreme court who is
allotted to a given circuit. U. S. Comp. St.
1901, p. 4S6.—Circnlt nper. In I-In-lish
practice. A paper containing a statement 0 the
time and place at which the several assises will
be held, and other statistical information con-
nected with the assises. Holthouse.

CIRCUIT COURTS. The name of a
system of courts of the United States, in-
vested with general original jurisdiction of
such matters and causes as are or Federal
cognizance, except the matters specially dei-
egnted to the district courts.

The United States circuit courts are held by
one of the justices of the supreme court ap-

inted for the circuit, (and bearing the name,
in that capacity, of circuit justice.) together
with the circuit judge and the district judge of
the district in which they are held. Their busi-
ness is not only the supervision of trials of is-
sues in fact, but the hearing of causes as a
court in bane; and they have equity as well as
common-law jurisdiction, together with appel-
late jurisdiction from the decrees and judgments
of the district courts. 1 Kent, Comm. -301-303.

In several of the states, circuit court is
the name given to a tribunal. the territorial
jurisdiction of which comprises several coun-
ties or districts, and whose sessions are held .

in such counties or districts alternately.
These courts usually have general original
jurisdiction. In re Johnson, 12 Kan. 102.

CIRCUIT COURTS OF APPEALS. A
system of courts of the United States (one
in each circuit) created by act of congress of
March 3. 1891 (U. S. Comp. St. 1901, p. 488),
composed of the circuit justice, the circuit
judge, and an additional circuit judge ap-
pointed for each such court, and having ap-
pellate jnrisdlction from the circuit and dis-
trict courts except in certain specified class-
es of cases.



CIRCUITUS EST EVITANDUS

Circuit‘: est evltnndlux at ‘hon! Judi-
ds est lites dlrhnero, no H: ex lite orb-
tur. 5 Coke, 31. Circuity is to be avoided;
and it is the duty of a good judge to deter-
mine litigatious, lest one lawsuit arise out
of another. .

C130 0!‘ ACTION. This occurs
where a litigant. by a complex, indirect, or
roundabout course of legal proceeding, makes
two or more actions necessary, in order to
eilect that adjustment of rights between all
the parties concerned in the transaction
which, by a more direct course. might have
been accomplished in a single suit.

CIRCULAR NOTES. Similar instru-
ments to “letters of credit." They are drawn
by resident bankers upon their foreign cor-
respondents. in favor of persons traveling
abroad. The correspondents must be satis-
fied of the identity of the applicant, before
payment: and the requisite proof of such
identity is usually furnished, upon the ap-
plicant’s producing a letter with his signa-
ture, by a comparison of the signatures.
Brown.

CIRCULATION. As used in statutes
providing for taxes on the circulation of
banks. this term includes all currency or cir-
culating notes or bills. or certificates or bills
intended to circulate as money. U. S. v.
White (C. C.) 19 Fed. 723: IT. S. v. Wilson,
106 U. S. 620, 2 Sup. Ct. 85, 27 L. Ed. 310.
—CiroIIJnt.lng
comprehensive than the term "money." as it is
the medium of exchan es, or purchases and
sales. whether it be go! or silver coin or any
other article.

CIBCUHSDUCTION. In Scotch law. A
closing of the period for lodging papers, or
doing any other act required in a cause.
Paters. Comp.
—Circ1unduotion of the term. In Scotch
practice. The sentence of a judge, declaring the
time elapsed within which a proof ought to
have been led. and precluding the partv from
bringing forward any further evidence. ell.

CIRCIIIISPECTI: AGATIS. The title
of a statute passed 13 Edw. I. A. D. 1285,
and so called from the initial words of it.
the object of which was to ascertain the
boundaries of ecclesiastical jurisdiction in
some particulars, or. in other words, to reg-
nlate the jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical
and temporal courts. 2 Reeve, Eng. Law,
215. 216.

CIRCUMSTANCES. A principal fact
or event being the object of investigation,
the circumstances are the related or acces-
sory facts or occurrences which attend upon
it. which closely precede or follow it, which
surround and accompany it, which depend
upon it, or which support or qualify it.
Pfaitenback v. Railroad, 142 Ind. 246, 41 N.
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medium. This term is more

CISTA

E. 530; Clare v. People, 9 C010. 122, 10 Pac.
799.

The terms “circumstance" and “fact” are, in
many applications, synonymous; but the true
distinction of a circumstance is its relative
character. “Any fact may be a circumstance
with reference to any other fact." 1 Benth.
Jud. Evid. 42, note; Id. 142.

Thrift, integrity, good repute, business ca-
pacity, and stabilit of character, for example,
are “circumstances’ which may be very proper-
ly considered in determining the question of
"adequate security." Martin v. Duke, 5 Redf.
Sur. (N. Y.) 600.

GIB.CUHS'I‘AN'.l.'IAI. EVIDENCE. Evi-
dence directed to the attending circumstan-
ces; evidence which inferentially proves the
principal fact by establishing a condition of
surrounding and limiting circumstances.
whose existence is a premise from which the
existence of the principal fact may be con-
cluded by necessary laws- of reasoning.
State v. Avery, 113 Mo. 475, 21 S. W. 193;
Howard v. State. 34 Ark. 433; State v.
Evans, 1 Marvel (Del.) 477, 41 Atl. 136;
Comm. v. Webster, 5 Cush. (Mass.) 3l9..52
Am. Dec. 711; Gardner v. Preston, 2 Day
(Conn.) 20.1. 2 Am. Dec. 91; State v. Miller,
9 Houst. (Del.) 564. 32 Atl. 137.

When the existence of anyfact is attested by
witnesses, as having come under the cognizance
of their senses, or is stated in documents, the
genuineness and veracit of which there seems
no reason to uestion, t e evidence of that fact
is said to be irect or positive. When. on the
contrary, the existence of the principal fact is
only inferred from one or more circumstances

hich have been established directly. the evi-
ence is said to be circumstantial. And when

the existence of the principal fact does not fol-
low from the evidentia facts as a necessary
consequence of the law 0 nature. but is deduced
from them by a process of probable reasoning,
the evidence and proof are said to be presump-
tive. Best, Pres. 246: Id 12.

All presumptive evidence is circumstantial. be-
cause necessarily derived from or made up of
circumstances. but all circumstantial evidence is
not presumptive, that is, it does not operate
in the way of presumption, being sometimes of
a higher grade, and leading to necessary con-
clusions, instead of probable ones. Burrill.

CIRCUMSTANTIBUS, ‘runs ‘us.
See Tans. . ,

omounvnn-rrox. In ‘Scotch law.
Any act of fraud whereby a person is reduc-
ed to a deed by decreet. It has the same
sense in the civil law. Dig. 50, 17, 49. 1513.

And see Oregon v. Jennings. 119 U. S. 74,
7 Sup. Ct. 124, 30 L. Ed. 323.

onuc. In ‘Anglo-Saxon and old English
law, a church.
-01:10-bryoe. Any violation of the privileges
of a church.—Cir!o scent. Church-scot, or
shot; an ecclesiastical due‘. payable on the day
of St. Martin, consisting chiefly of corn.

CIRLIBGUS. A ceorl. (q. 1:.)

CISTA. A box or_chest for the deposit
of charters, deeds, and things of value.
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CITACION. In Spanish law. Citation;
summons; an order of a court requiring a
person against whonia suit has been brought
to appear and defend within a given time.

CITATIO.
to court.
—Oitstio nd renssnsnendnln onusnm. A
summons to take u the cause. A process, in
the civil law, whic issued when one of the
parties to a suit died before its determination,
for the plaintifl against the defendant's heir,
or for the plain.tiE's heir against the defendant.
as the case might be; analogous to A modern
bill of revivor.

Lat. A citation or summons

Citntio est do jnri nstursli. A sum-
mons is by natural right. Cases in Banco
Regis Wm. III. 453.

CITATIOIC. In practice. A writ is-
sued out of a court of competent jurisdic-
tion, commanding a person therein named to
appear on a day named and do something
therein mentioned, or show cause why he
should not. Proc. Prac.

The act by which a person is so summon-
ed or cited.

It is used in this sense, in_ American law,
in the practice upon writs or error from the
United States supreme court, and in the
proceedings of courts of probate in many of
the states. Leavitt v. Im.vitt, 135 Mass.
193; State v. McCann, 87 Me. 374; Schwartz
v. Lake, 109 La. 1081, 34 South. 96; Cohen
v. Virginia. 6 Wheat. 410. 5 L. Ed. 257.

This is also the name of the process used
in the English ecclesiastical, probate, and
divorce courts to call the defendant or re-
spondent before them. 3 Bl. Comm. 100; 3
Steph. Comm. 720.

In Scotch practice. The calling of a.

party to an action done by an ofllcer of the
court under a proper warrant.

The service of a writ or bill of summons.
Paters. Comp. I

CITATION 0!‘ AUTHORITIES. The
reading oi’, or reference to, legal authorities
and precedents, (such as constitutions. stat-
utes, reported cases, and elementary trea-
tises.) in arguments to courts, or in legal
text-books, to establish or fortify the propo-
sitions advanced.

Law of citations. See Law.

Citationes non ooneednntnr prinsqunsn
exprlxnntnr super qus. re fleri debet oi-
tatio. Citations should not be granted be-
fore it is stated about what matter the cita-
tion is to be made. A maxim of ecclesiasti-
cal law. 12 Coke, 44.

CITE. L. Fr. City;
Loimdr', city of London.

a city. one do

CITE. To summon; to command the
prmence of a person; to notify a person of
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legal proceedings against him and require
his appearance thereto.

To read or refer to-legal authorities, in an
argument to a court or elsewhere. in support
of propositions of law sought to be estab-
lished. .

CITIZEN. In general. A member of
a free city or jural society. (civmm) D0ssess-
ing all the rights and privileges which can
be enjoyed by any person under its consti-
tution and government, and subject to the
corresponding duties.

In American law. One who. under the
constitution and laws of the United States,
or of a particular state, and ‘by virtue of
birth or naturalization within the jurisdic-
tion, is a member of the political community,
owing allegiance and being entitled to the
enjoyment of full civil rights. U. S. v.
Cruikshank, 92 U. S. 542, 23 L. Ed. 588;
White v. Clements, 39 Ga. 259; Amy v.
Smith, 1 Litt. (Ky.) 331; State v. County
Court, 90 M0. 593, 2 S. W. 788: Minor v.
Happersett. 21 Wall. 162, 22 L. Ed. 627 ; U.
S. v. Morris (D. C.) 125 Fed. 325.

The term "citizen" has come to us derived
from antiquity. It appears to have been
in the Roman government to designate a per-
son who had the freedom of the city. and the
right to exercise all political and civil privi-
leges of the overnment. There was also, at
Rome, a partial citizenship. including civil. but
not political, ri hts. Complete citizenship em-
braced both. T omasson v. State. 15 Ind. 451.

All persons born or naturalized in the
United States, and subject to the jurisdic-
tion thereof, are citizens of the United
States and of the state wherein they reside.
Amend. XIV, Const. U. S.

There is in our political system a government
of each of the several states, and a government
of the United States. Each is distinct from the
others. and has citizens of its own. who owe it
allegiance, and whose rights, within its juris-
diction, it must protect. The sauie person may
be at the sauie time a citizen of the United
States and a citizen of a state: but his rights
of citizenship under one of these governments
will be diflerent from those he has under the
other. The government of the United States.
although it is, within the scope of its powers,
supreme and beyond the states‘ can neither
grant not secure to its citizens ghts or privi-
leges which are not egpressly or by implication
gleaced under its juri iction. All that cannot

so granted or secured are left to the exclu-
sive protection of the states. U. S. V. Cruik-
shank, 92 U. S. 642. 23 L. Ed. 588.

“Citis" and "inhabitant" are not synony-
mous. One ma be a citizen of a state without
being an inhab taut, or an inhabitant without
being a citizen. Quinby v. Duncan, 4 Her.
De . .

“C tizen" is sometimes used as synonymous
with "resldent;” as in a statute authorising
funds to be distributed among the religion so-
cieties of a township. proportionably to the num-
ber of their members who are citizens of the
township. State v. Trustees, 11 Ohio, 24.

In English law. An inhabitant of a city.
1 Rolle, 138. The representative of a city.
in parliament. 1 Bl. Comm. 174. It will be
perceived that. in the English usage, the
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word adheres closely to its original meaning,
as shown by its derivation, (civic. a free in-
habitant of a city.) When it is designed to
designate an inhabitant of the country. or
one amenable to the laws of the nation.
"subject" is the word there employed.

CITIZENSHIP. The status of being a
citizen, (q. 17.)

CITY. In England. An incorporated
town or borough which is or has been the
see of a bishop. Co. Litt. 108; 1 Bl. Comm.
114; Cowell. State v. Green, 126 N. 0. 1032,
35 S. E. 462.

A large town incorporated with certain
privileges. The inhabitants of a city. The
citizens. Worcester.

In America. A city is a municipal ‘cor-
poration ot a larger class, the distinctive fea-
ture of whose organization is its government
by a chief executive (usually called “mayor")
and a legislative body. composed of repre-
sentatives oi the citizens, (usually called a
"council" or "board of aldermen,") and oth-
er otllcers having special functions. Wight
Co. v. Wolir, 112 Ga. 169. 37 S. E. 395.

CITY 0!‘ LONDON 000111‘. A court
having a local jurisdiction within the city of
London. It is to all intents and purposes a
county court, having the same jurisdiction
and procedure. -

OIUIDADE8. Sp. In Spanish law, cities:
distinguished from towns (pueblos) and vii-
lages (villas) Hart v. Burnett, 15 Cal. 537.

CIVIL. In its original sense, this word
means pertaining or appropriate to a mem-
ber of a cit-itas or free political community:
natural or proper to a citizen. Also, relat-
ing to the coniinunity. or to the policy and
government of the cltizeiis and subjects of a
state. '

In the language of the law, it has various
signiflcatlons. In contradlstlnction to bar-
barous or savage, it indicates a state of so-
ciety reduced to order and regular govern-
ment: thus, we speak of civil life. civil so-
ciety, civil government, and civil liberty.
In coutradistinction to criminal, it indicates
the private rights and remedies of men, as
members of the community, in contrast to
those which are public and relate to the gov-
ernment: thus. we speak oi.’ civil process
and criminal process, civil jurisdiction and
criminal jurisdiction.

It is also used in contradistlnctlon to mili-
tary or ecclesiastical, to natural or foreign;
thus, we speak of a civil station. as opposed
to a military or an ecclesiastical station; a
civil death, as opposed to a natural death; a
civil war. as opposed to a foreign war. Sto-
ry. Const. I 791.
-0111]. nssponsiliility. The liability to be
called upon to respond to an action at law for
an injury caused by a dellct or crime, as op-
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posed to criminal responsibility, or liability to he
proceeded against in a criminal tribunal.—CivI.l
side. _When the same court has jurisdiction of
both civil and criminal matters, proceedings of
the first class are often said to he on the civil
side; those of the second, on the criminal side.

As to civil "Commotion," "Corporations."
"Death," “Injury," “Liberty," "Obligation,"
"oiilcer," “Remedy,” “Rlghts," and “War."
see those titles.

CIVIL ACTION. In the civil law. A
.personal action which is instituted to com-

pel paymept, or the doing some other thing
which is purely civil.

At oonunon law. As distinguished from
a criminal action, it is one‘ which seeks the
establishment, recovery, or redress of pri-
vate and civil rights.

Civil suits relate to and affect. an to the par-
ties against whom they are brought, onl in-
dividual ri hts which are within their individ-
ual contro, and which they may part with at
their pleasure. The design of such suits is the
enf<_>rcement_ of merely private obligations and
duties. Criminal prosecutions, on the other
hand. involve ubllc wrongs, or a breach and
violation of pa lic rights and duties, which af-
fect the whole community, considered as such
in its social and aggregate capacity. The end
they have in view is the prevention of similar
ofienses. not atonement or expiation for crime
committed. Cancemi v. People, 18 N. Y. 128.

Civil cases are those which involve disputes or
contests between man and man, and which only
terminate in the adjustment of the rights of
plaintiffs and defendants. They include all cas-
es which cannot legally be denominated "crim-
inal cases." Fenstermacher v. State, 19 Or.
504. 25 Pac. 142.

In oodo practice. A civil action is a pro-
ceeding in a court of justice in which one
party, known as the “plaintiti'," demands
against another party, known as the “deten'd-
ant," the enforcement or protection of a pri-
vate right. or the prevention or redress of a
private wrong. It may also be brought for
the recovery of a penalty or forfeiture. Rev.
Code Iowa 1880. 5 2505.

The distinction between actions at law
and suits in equity, and the forms of all such
actions and suits, heretofore existing, is abol-
ished; and there shall be in this state, here-
after, but one form of action for the enforce-
ment or protection of private rights and the
redress of private wrongs. which shall be de-
nominated a “civil action." Code N. Y. I 69.

CIVIL BIIJ. GOURT. A tribunal in Ire-
land with a jurisdiction analogous to that of
the county courts in England. The judge of
it is also chairman of quarter sessions,
(where the jurisdiction is more extensive
than in England.) and performs the duty of
revising barrister. Wharton.

CIVIL DAMAGE ACTS. Acts passed in
many of the United States which provide an
action for damages against a vendor of in-
toxicating liquors, (and, in some cases, against
his lessor,) on behalf of the wife or family oi.’

a person who has sustained injuries by rea-
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-son of- his intoxication. Moran v. Goodwin,
130 Mass. 158, 39 Am. Rep. 443; Baker v.
-Pope, 2 Hun (N. Y.) 556; Headington v.
Smith, 113 Iowa, 107, 84 N. W. 983.

CIVII. LAW. The "Roman Law" and the
“Civil Inw" are convertible phrases, meaning
-the same system of jurisprudence; it is now
frequently denominated the “Roman Civil
Law.”

The word “civil." as applied to the laws in
force in Louisiana, before the adoption of the
Civil Code. is not used in contradistinction to‘
the word "criminal." but must be restricted to
the Roman law. It is used in contradistiuction
to the laws of England and those of the I 
tive states. Jennison v. Warmack. 5 La. 4 .

1. The system of jurisprudence held and
administered in the Roman empire, partic-
ularly as "set forth in the compilation of Just-
inian and his successors,—'-comprising the In-
stitutes, Code, Digest, and Novels, and col-
lectively denominated the “Corpus Jam Civ-
ilis,”—as distinguished from the common law
of England and the canon law.

2. That rule of action which every par-
ticular nation, commonwealth, or city has es»

tablished peculiarly for itself; more properly
called “municipal" law, to distinguish it
from the "law of nature," and from interna-
tional law.

The law which a people enacts is called the
"civil law" of that people, but that law which
natural reason appoints for all mankind is
called the “law of nations." because all na-
tions use it. Bowyer, Mod. Civil Law, 19.

3. That division of municipal law which is
occupied with the exposition and enforce-
ment of civil rights. as distinguished from
criminal law.

CIVIL LIST. In English public law.
An annual sum granted by parliament, at the
commencement of each reign, for the expense
of the royal household and establishment. as
distinguished from the general exigencies of
the state, being a provision made for the
crown out of the taxes in lieu of its proper
patrimony, and in consideration of the as-
signment of that patrimony to the public use.
2 Steph. Comm. 591: 1 Bl. Comm. 332.

CIVI1’. SERVICE. This term properly
includes all functions under the government,
except military functions. In general it is
confined to functions in the great adminis-
trative departments of state. See Hope v.
New Orleans, 106 La. 345, 30 South. 842;
People v. Cram, 29 Misc. Rep. 359. 61 N. Y.
Supp. 858. '

CIVILIAII. One who is skilled or versed
in the civil law. A doctor, professor, or stu-
dent of the civil law. Also a private citizen,
as distinguished from such as belong to the
army and navy or (in England) the church.
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CIVILIS.
from criminal.
Bract. fol. 1010.

Lat. Civil, as distinguished
Oivilis aciio, a civil action.

CIVILISTA. In old English law. A civil
lawyer. or civilian. Dyer, 267.

GIVILITIIB. civilly. In a person's civil
character or position, or by civil (not crimi-
nal) process or procedure. This term is used
in distinction or opposition to the word
“crim£naliter."-—criminal1y,-—to distinguish
civil actions from criminal prosecutions.
—Oivi1iter mortuus. Civilly dead: dead in
the View of the law. '.[‘'he condition of one who
has lost his civil rights and capacities, and is
accounted dead in law.

CIVILIZATION. In pr-notice. A law:
an act of justice. or judgment which renders
a criminal process civil; performed by turn-
ing an information into an inquest, or the
contrary. Wharton.

In public law. This is a term which cov-
ers several states of society; it is relative,
and has not a fixed sense, but it implies an
improved and progressive condition of the
people, living under an organized govern-
ment, with systematized labor, individual
ownership of the soil, individual accumula-
tions of property, humane and somewhat
cultivated manners and customs. the institu-
tion of the family, with well—dciined and re-
spected domestic and social relations, insti-
tutions of learning, intellectual activity. etc.
Roche v. Washington. 19 Ind. 56, 81 Am. Dec.
376.

CIVI8. Lat. In the Roman law. A citi-
zen; as distinguished from incola, (an in-
habitant;) origin or birth constituting the
former, domicile the latter. Code, 10. 40, 7.
And see U. S. v. Rhodes, 27 Fed. Cas. 788.

CIVITA8. Lat. In the Roman law.
Any body of people living under the same
laws: a state. Juc civitam, the law of a
state; civil law. Inst. 1, 2, 1. 2. Oiviiates
fmderatte, towns in alliance with Rome. and
considered to be free. Butl. Hor. Jur. 29.

Citizenship; one of the three status, con-
ditions. or qualifications of persons. Mac-
keld. Rom. Law, 5 131.

Civitu et 1n-be in hoe dlflerunt. quad
ineolo dionntnr oivitu, In-bi were oom-

pleetitnr ndifioin. Co. Litt. 409. A city
and a town differ, in this: that the inhabit-
ants are called the “city," but town includes
the buildings. '

CLAIM, 9. To demand as oue‘s own; to
assert a personal right to any property or
any right; to demand the possession or en-
joyment of something rightfully one's own.
and wrongfully withheld. Hill v. Henry, 66
N. J. Eq. 150, 57 Atl. 555.
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OLAIH, at 1. A challenge of the proper-
ty or ownership of a thing which is wrongful-
ly withheld from the possession of the claim-
ant. Stowel v. Zouch. Plowd. 359; Robinson
v. Wiley, 15 N. Y. 491; Fordyce v. Godman,
20 Ohio St. 14; Douglas v. Beasley, 40 Ala.
14?: Prlgg v. Pennsylvania, 16 Pet. 615. 10
L. Ed. 1060; U. S. v. Rhodes (C. C.) 30 Fed.
433; Silliman v. Eddy, 8 How. Prac. (N. Y.)
123.

A claim is a right or title, actual or sugposed.
to a debt. privilege, or other thing in t e poe-
session of another: not the possession. but the
means by or through which the claimant ob-
tains the possession or enjoyment. Inwrence v.
Miller, 2 N. Y. 245. 254.

A claim is, in a just. uridical sense, a demand
of sonic matter as of ght made by one person
upon another, to do or to for-bear to do some
act or thing as a matter of duty. A more lim-
ited. but at the same time an legually expressive.
definition was given by Le Dyer, that “a
claim is a challenge by a man of the propriety
or ownership of a thing. which he has not in

nssion, t which is wrongfully detained
roin him." Prlgg v. Pennsylvania, 16 Pet. 615,

10 L. Ed. 1060.
"Claim" has generally been defined as a de-

mand for a thin , the ownershi of which. or an
interest in whi is in the caimant, but the
possession of which is wrongfully withheld by
another. But a broader meaning must be ac-
corded to it. A demand for damages for crim-
inal conversation with laintiE‘s wife is a
claim: but it would be oing violence to lan-
guage to say that such damages are property of
plaintiif which defendant withholds. n com-
mon parlance the noun “claim" means an asser-
tion, a pretenslon: and the verb is often used
(not quite correctly) as a s nonym for “state,"
“urge, ’ “insist,” or "assert. ' In a statute au-
thorizing the courts to order a bill of rtic-
nlars of the “claim" of either party, "cla m" is
co-extensive with “case," and embraces all caus-
es of action and all grounds of defense, the
pleas of both parties, and pleas in confession
and avoidance, no less than complaints and
counter-claims. It warrants the court in re-
quiring a defendant who justifies in a libel suit
to furnish articulars of the facts relied upon
iIn)jhst‘i.fication. Orvis v. Jennings, 6 Daly (N.

2. Under the mechanic's lien law of Penn-
sylvania, a demand put on record by a me-
chanic or material-man against a building
for work or material contributed to its erec-
tion is called a “claim.”

3. Under the land laws of the United
States, the tract of land taken up by a pre-
emptioner or other settler (and also his pos-
session of the same) is called a “claim!” Rail-
road Co. v. Abink, 14 Neb. 95. 15 N. W. 317;
Bowman v. Torr. 3 Iowa, 578.

4. In patent law. the claim is the speci-
iication by the applicant for a patent of the
particular things in which he insists his in-
vention is novel and patentable: it is the
clause in the application in which the appli-
cant defines precisely what his invention is.
White v. Dunbar, 119 U. S. 47, 7 Sup. 0t. 72.
30 L. Ed. 308: Brammer v. Schroeder. 108
Fed. 930, 46 G. 0. A. 41.

—Adverse claim. A claim set up by a stran-
ger to goods upon which the sheriff has levied
an execution or attachmeut.—Clsi.in and de-
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liver‘-iy. An action at law for the recovery of
speci c personal chattels wrongfully taken and
detained, with_damages which the wrongful tak-
ing or detention has caused; in substance a
modern modification of the common-law action
of replevin. Fredericks v. Trac . 98 Cal.
33 Pac. 750; Railroad Co. v. ila County,
Arlz. 292, 71 Pac. 913.
—C1s.i.m In equity. In English practice. In
sim ie cases, where there was not any great
con ict as to facts, and a discovery from a de-
fendant was not sought, but a reference to
chambers was neverthe ess necessary before final
decree. which would be as of course, al pa es
bein before the court, the sums &roceed-
ing y claim was sometimes adopt . us ob-
viating the recourse to plenary and protracted
pleadings. This summary ractice was created

y orders 22d A iii. 1 . which came into
agiheration on the May following. See Smith,

By Consolid. Ord. 1860. viii, r.. 664.
4, claims were abolished. Wharton.—cla1xn of
oonusanoe. In practice. An intervention by
a third person in a suit, claiming that he has
rightful urlsdiction of the cause which the
plaintifl as commenced out of the claimant's
court. Now obsolete. 2 Wils. 409: 3 Bl.
Comm. 298.—Gla:lm of liberty. In English
practice. A suit or petition to the queen, in
the court of exchequer, to have liberties and
franchises confirmed there by the attorney gen-
eral.—conntes-claim. A claim set up and
urged by the defendant in op 'tion to or re-
dnction of the claim present by the plaintifl.
See, more fully, COUN'l'EB-CLAIM.

C I. A I M A N '1‘. In admiralty practice.
The name given to a person.who lays claim
to property seized on a libel in rem, and who
is authorized and admitted to defend the
action. The Conqueror. 166 U. S. 110. 17
Sup. Ct. 510, 41 L Ed. 937.

GLAK. Int. In the civil law. Covertly;
secretly.
—Clun. vl, nut pa-ecu-lo. A technical
phrase of the Roman law, meaning by force.
stealth. or importunlty.

Olasn delinquents: mad: puninistnr
qnarn palam. 8 Coke, 12?. Those sinning
secretly are punished more severely than
those sinning openly.

OLAMZBA ADMITTENDA IN ITINERI:
PER ATTOBNATUM. An ancient writ
by which the king commanded the justices
in eyre to admit the claim by attorney of
a person who was in the royal service, and
could not appear in person; Reg. Orig. 19.

OLAIIOR. In old English law. A
claim or complaint; an outcry; clamor.

In the civil law. A claimant. A debt;
anything claimed from another. A procla-
mation; an accusation. Du Cange.

0I.A1ll)l‘.8'1‘I.1l'E. Secret; hidden; con-
cealed. '11ie "clandestine importation" of
goods is a term used in English statutes as
equivalent to “smuggling." Keck v. U. 8.,
172 U. S. 434, 19 Sup. Ct. 254. 43 L. Ed.
505. A clandestine marriage is (legally) one
contracted without observing the conditions
precedent prescribed by law, such as publica-
tion ot bans, procuring a license, or the like.
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CLARE CONSTAT. (It clearly appears.)
In Scotch law. The name of a precept f0!’
giving seisin of lands to an heir; so called
from its initial words‘. Ersk. Inst. 3. 8.71-

CLABEHBTEEN. In old Scotch law.
The warranty of stolen cattle or goods: the
law regulating such warranty. Skene.

CLARENDON, CONSTITUTIONS 0!‘.
The constitutions of Clarendon were certain
statutes made in the reign of Henry II. of
England, at a parliament held at Clarendon.
(A. D. 1164.) by which the king checked the
power of the pope and his clergy, and great-
ly narrowed the exemption they claimed
from secular jurisdiction. 4 Bl. Comm. 422.

CLARIPICATIO. Lat. In old Scotch
law. A making clear; the purging or clear-
ing (clenging) of an assise. Skene.

CLASS. The order or rank according to
which persons or things are arranged or as-
sorted. Also a group of persons or things.
taken collectively, having certain qualities
in common, and constituting a unit for cer-
tain purposes; e._g., a class of legatees. In
re Harpke. 116 Fed. 297. 54 C. C. A. 97:
Swarts v. Bank, 117 Fed. 1, 54 C. C. A. 387;
Farmim v. Farnam, 53 Conn. 261, 2 Atl. 325,
5 Atl. 682; Duiany v. Middleton, 72 Md. 67,
19 Atl. 146; In re Russell. 168 N. Y. 169.
61 N. E. 166.

—Clsss loglslatiqn. A term applied to statu-
tory enactments which divide the people or sub-
jects of legislation into classes, with reference
either to the grant of privileges or the imposi-
tion of burdens, upon an arhitrary,_unJust, or
invidious principle of division, or which, though
the principle of division may be sound and jus-
tifiable, make arbitrary discriminntions between
those persons or things coming within the same
class. State v. Garbroski, 1 1 Iowa, 496, 82
N. W. 959, 56 L. R. A. 570, 82 Am. St. Rep.
524; In re Han Kie, 69 Cal. 149, 10 Pac. 327 ;
Hawkins v. R0 rts, 122 Ala. 130 27 South.
327; State v. Cooley. 56 Minn. 546, 53 N. v_v.
150; Wagner v. Milwaukee County, 112 Wis.
6)], 88 N. W. 577; State v. Brewing 00., 104
Tenn. 715. S. W. 1033, 78 Am. St. Rep. 941.

CLASSIARIUS. A seaman or soldier
serving at sea.

CLASSICI. In the Roman law. Per-
sons employed in servile duties on board of
vessels. Cod. 11. 12.

CLASSIFICATION. In the practice of
the English chancery division, where there
are several parties to an administration ac-
tion, including those who have been served
with notice of the decree or judgment, and
it appears to the judge (or chief clerk) that
any of them form a class having the same
interest, (e. 9., residuary legatees,) he ma-y
require them to be represented by one so-
licitor, in order to prevent the expense of
each of them attending by separate solicitors.
This is termed “classifying the interests or
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the parties attending,” or, shortly, “classi-
fying,” or "classification." In practice the
term is also applied to the directions given
by the chief clerk as to which of the parties
are to attend on each of the accounts and
inquiries directed by the judgment Sweet.

CLAUSE. A single paragraph or subdi-
vision of a legal document. such as a con-
tract. deed, will, constitution, or statute.
Sometimes a sentence or part of a sentence.
Appeal of Miles, 68 Conn. 237, 36 Atl. 39,
36 L. R. A. 176; Eschbach v. Collins. 61 Md.
499. 48 Am. Rep. 123.
—C1au_se irritant. In Scotch law. By this
clause, in a deed or settlement, the acts or deeds
of a tenant for life or other pro riotor, contrary
to the conditions of his right, gecome null and
void; and by the "resolutive" clause such right
becomes resolved and extinguished. i.—
Clausq poteststlve. In French law. The
name given to the clause whereby one party to
a contract reserves to himself the right to an-
nul lt.—Olauso rolls. In English law. Rolls
which contain all such matteis of record as
were committed to close writs; these rolls are
preserved in the Tower.

CI.AUS'l'II.A. A clause; a sentence or
part of a sentence in a written instrument
or law.

Clnnnila generalls do residue son on
oompleotitnr qua non ejnsdem shit gen-
erls can lie qua lpeciathn dicta fue-
rant. A general clause of remainder does
not embrace those things which are not of
the same kind with those which had been
specially mentioned. Loirt, Appendix, 419.

Olmlluln. gene:-al.is non refertnr ad
exp:-oua. 8 Coke, 154. A general clause
does not refer to things expressed.

Oluisuln qua nbrogntioncns exoludlt
ab initio non valet. A clause [in a law]
which precludes its abrogation is void from
the beginning. I Bac. Max. 77.

Clsusula vol dispositio inutiiis poi-
prnsnnptionein reniotun, vol oausun ex
post into non lnlcitux-. A useless clause
or disposition [one which expresses no more
than the law by intendment would have sup-
plied] is not supported by a remote presump- _

tion, [or foreign intendment of some purpose.
in regard whereof it might be materinl,] or
by a cause arising afterwards, [which may
induce an operation of those idle words.]
Bac. Max. 82, regula 21.

Gluunln inconsnota semper inducunt
supieionom. Unusual clauses [in an in-
strument] always induce snspicion. 3 Coke.
81.

CLAUSUH. Lat. Close, closed up. seal-
ed. Inclosed, as a parcel of land.

CLAIISUM 1'lu‘.GI'1‘. L. Lat. (He broke
the close.) In pleading and practice. Tech-
nical words formerly used in certain actions
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OLAUSUM PABCHIE

of trupass, and still retained in the phrase
qucre claiuiom fregii, (q. 0.)

OLAUIUH PASGEIE. In English law.
The morrow oi’ the «tea, or eight days of
Easter; the end of Easter; the unday after
Easter-day. 2 Inst. 157.

CLAUSURA. In old English law. An
inclosure. Gloimira home, the inclosure of a
hedge. Cowell. *

OLAVEI 011313. The keys oi.’ the
court. They were the oflicers of the scotch
courts, such as clerk, doomster, and serjeant.
Burrill.

OLAVEB IIIBUEE. In Manx law. The
keys or tiie Island of Man, or twelve persons
to whom all ambiguous and weighty causes
are referred.

GLAVIA. In old English law. A club
or mace; tenure per scrjeantiarm claims, by
the serjeanty or the club or mace. Cowell.

OLAVIGERATUI.
chureti.

A treasurer of I

OLAWA. A close,
Cowell.

CLEAR. Irreproachable; innocent of
fraud or wrongdoing; tree from defect in
form or substance; tree trom exceptions or
reservations. See examples below.
—Oleen bill of health. One certifying that
no contagious or infectious disease exists. or
certifying as to healthy conditions generall
without exception or reservation.—Olean hifi
of _ One without exception or reser-
vation as to the lace or manner of stowage
of the goods, and porting that the ode are
to be (or have been) safely and pro er y stowed
under deck. The Delaware. 14 all. 598. 20
L. Ed. 779: The Kirkhill, 99 Fed. 675. 39 0.
C. A. 658: The Wellington. 29 Fed. Cas. 628.
—Oleui hands. It is a. rule of mity that s.
piaintiif must come with “clean han ." o’ a he
must be free from reproach in his conduct. But
there is this limitation to the rule: that his con-
duct can only be excepted to in respect to the
subject-matter of his claim: everything else is
immaterial. American Ass’n v. Innis, 109 Ky.
595 60 S. W. 388.

or small inclosure.

CLEAR. Plain; evident: free from doubt
or conjecture; also, unincumhei-'ed;' free
tron: deductions or draw-backs.
—-Clear annual value. The net yearly value
to the possessor of the property, over and above
taxes, interest on mortgages, and other char-

and deductions. Groton V. Boxborough. 6
ass. 56; Marsh 1. Hammond, 103 Mass. 149;

Shelton v. Campbell. 109 Tenn. 690, 72 S. W.
112.—-Clear annuity. The devise of an an-
nuitzl “clear” means an annuity free from tax-
es ( odgworth v. Crawley, 2 Atk. 376) or tree
or clear of legacy or inheritance taxes. In re
Blspham’s Estate, 24 Wkly. Notes Cas. (Pa.)
79.—Cleer days. If a certain number of clear
days be given for the doing of any act. the
time is to be reckoned exclusively, as well of
the first day as the last. Rex v. Justices. 3
Barn. & Ad. 581. Hodgins v. Hancock. 14
flees. & W. 120; -State v. Marvin, 12 Iowa,
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502_.-—Oles.s- evidence or proof. Evidence
which is positive, precise and explicit. as op-
posed to ambiguous. equivocal, or contradictory
proof, and which tends directly to establish the

int to which it is adduced. instead of leav-
Eg it a matter of. conjecture or presumption,
and is sumcient to make out a prima facie case.
Mortgage Co. v. Pace. 28 Tex. Civ. A1) . ?22,
56 S. W. 377' Re nolds v. Blaisdell, ‘ ' R. I.
16, 49 Atl. 45: \ ani v. Waterman. as cal.
488. 24 Pac. 930: Jermyn v. McClure. 195 Pa.
245, 6 Atl. 938: \Vinston v. Burnell. 44 Ken.
367. 24 Pac. 477, 21 Am. St. Rep. 289; Spen-
cer v. Colt. 89 Pa. 318; People v. Wreden. 59
Cal. 395.—Cleer title. One which is not sub-
ject to any incumbrance. Roberts v. Bassett.
105 Mass. 409.

CLEARANCE. In maritime law. A
document in the nature of a certificate given
by the collector oi‘ customs to an outward-
bound vessel, to the effect that she has com-
plied with the law, and is duly authorized to
depart.

OLEARIING. The departure of a vessel
from port. alter complying with the customs
and health laws and like local regulations.

In mercantile law. A method of making
exchanges and settling balances, adopted
among banks and bankers.

OLEABIIIG-HOUSE. An institution or-
ganized by the banks of a city, where their
messengers may meet daily, adjust balances
of accounts, and receive and pay differences.
Crane v. Bank, 173 Pa. 566, 34 Atl. 296; Na-
tional Exch. Bank v. National Bank of North
America, 132 Mass. 147; Philler v. Patter-
son, 168 Pa. 488. 32 Atl. 26. 47 Am. St. Rep.
898.

OLEHEIITIIIEI. In canon law. The
collection of decretals or constitutions of
Pope Clement V., made by order or John
XXII. his successor, who published it in
1317.

OI.EMEI¢'l."8 INN. An inn oi.’ chancery.
See Inns or Cxancrar.

GLENGE. In old Scotch law. To clear
or acquit of a criminal charge. Literally, to
cleanse or clean.

OLE]? AND CALL. In old Scotch prac-
tice. A solemn form of words prescribed by
law, and used in criminal cases, as in pleas
of wrong and unlaw.

GLEBGY. The whole body of clergymen
or ministers of religion. Also an abbrevia-
tion for “beneilt of clergy.” See Bnmcrrr.
—Begiiler clergy. In old English law.
Monks who lived _cec1mdiun reiulaa (according to
the rules) of their respective ouses or societies
were so denominated, in contradistinction to
the parochial clerfg. who performed their min-
istry in the wor , in scculo, and who from
thence were called "secular" clergy. 1 Chit.
B1. 387. note.

OLERGZABLB. In old Bigllsh law.
Admitting of clergy, or beneilt oi clergy. A
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elergyable felony was one of that class in
which clergy was allowable. 4 Bl. Comm.
371-378.

0I.ER.IOAL. Pertainingtoclergymen; or
pertaining to the otlice or labor of a clerk.
—Clcs-lcel error. A mistake in writing or
coplygny the mistake of a clerk or writer.
1 . Raym. 183.—CIes-teal tonsure. The
having the head shaven, which was formerly
peculiar to clerks, or persons in orders, and
which the coils worn by serjeants at law are
sufiposed to have been introduced to conceal.
1 . Comm. 24, note t; 4 Bl. Comm. 367.

In old
the

OLERIOALB PRIVILEGIUX.
English law. The clerical privilege;
privilege or benefit of clergy.

. OLERIGI DE OANGELLARIA. Clerks
of the chancery. '

Cleric! non ponantur In oflcils. Co.
Litt. 96. Clergymen should not be placed in
offices; I. e., in secular oflices. See Loflft,
508. .

01.113101 rrzmnorsnn. The six
clerks in chancery. 2 Reeve, Eng. Law, 251.

01.33100 ADMITTENDO. See AD-
uri-rsnno Onsaioo.

01.33100 0AP'I‘0 mm. STATUTUH
HEBCATORUX. A writ for the delivery
of a clerk out of prison, who was taken and
incarcerated upon the breach or a statute
merchant. Reg. Orig. 147.

' 01.52100 00NlTIO'l.'0 OOHMISBO
.GA0l’.E IN DEFEOTU OBDINABII
DBLIBEBANDO. An ancient writ, that lay
'i'or the delivery to his ordinary of a clerk
convicted of felony, where the ordinary did
_not challenge him according to the privilege
or clerks. Reg. Orig. 69.

‘ 01.113100 INFBA ssonos OBDINES
=00NS'rI'l.'ll"l.'0, NON ELIGI-:N:D0 IN 0!‘-
IPIOIUH. A writ directed to those who
had thrust a bailiwick or other oflice upon
“one in holy orders, charging them to release
‘him. Reg. Orig. 143.

OIJSRICUS. In Roman law. A minis-
ter or religion in the Christian church; an
ecclesiastic or priest. Cod. 1, 3; Nov. 3. 12$.
137. A general term, including bishops,
priests, deacons, and others of interior or-
der. Brissonius.

In old English law. A clerk or priest;
a person in holy orders; a secular priest; a
clerk or a court.

An oflicer or the royal household, having
charge of the receipt and payment of moneys,
etc. Fleta enumerates several of them, with
their appropriate duties; as clericus coquimz,
derk of the kitchen; clerics: panetr’ at
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butch-', clerk or the pantry and
Lib. 2, cc. 18, 19.

—Clericus mercati. In old English law.
Clerk of the market. 2 Inst. 5-l3.—Cles-icus
Plroc In old English law. A parish
clerk.

Olericus ct cg:-icole et merostcr, tem-
pore bel1:l,_ ut or-ct, colst, et commutet,
pace fruuntur. 2 Inst. 58. Clergymeu,
husbandmen, and merchants, in order that
they may preach, cultivate, and trade, enjoy
peace in time or war.

buttery.

Olericus non connumeretur in dushus
eoclesiis. 1 Rolle. A clergyman should
not be appointed to two churches.

OLERIG-08. In Spanish law. Clergy;
men chosen for the service of God. White,
New Recop. b. 1, tit. 5, ch. 4.

CLERK. In ecclesiastical law. A per-
son in holy orders; a clergyman; an individ-
ual attached to the ecclesiastical state, and
who has the clerical tonsure. See 4 Bl.
Comm. 366. 367. ‘

In practice. A person employed in a
public oiilce, or as an otilcer of a court, whose
duty is to keep records or accounts.

In commercial law. A person employed
by a merchant, or in a mercantile establish-
ment, as a salesman, book-keeper, account-
ant, amanuensis, etc., invested with more or
less authority in the administration of some
branch or department oi’ the business, while
the principal himself superintends the whole.
State v. Barter, 58 N. H. 604; Hamuel v.
State, 5 M0. 264; Railroad Co. v. Trust 00..
82 Md. 535, 34 Atl. 778, 38 L. R. A. 97.

—-Clerk of an-signs. In English law. An
aistant to the clerk of assise. His duties are
in the crown court on circuit.—Olc1-k of so-

In English law. Oflicers who ofliciate
as associates on the circuits. They record all
judicial proceedings done by the jud es on the
circuit.—Clcrh of court. An 0 cer of a
court of justice who has charge of the clerical
part of its business, who keeps its records and
seal, issues process. enters judgments and or-
ders, ives certified copies from the records.
etc. eterson v. State. 45 Wis. 540: Ross v.
Heathcock. 57 Wis. &. 15 N. W. 9; Gordon
v. State, 2 Tex. App. 154: U. S. v. Warren,
12' Okl. 350. 71 Pac. 685.—Oler.-h of enroll-
ments. In English law- The former chief
oflicer of the Fniglisli enrollment oflice. (q. 1:.)
He now forms part of the stafl of the central
oflice.-Clerk of the crown in chances-y.
-See Caown Orricii IN Ciumci:ar.—Clcrk of
the house of commons. An important oflicer
of the English house of commons. He is ap-

inted by the crown as under-clerk of the pill‘
iaments to attend upon the commons. He

makes a declaration, on entering upon his of-
fice, to make true entries. remembrances. and
ournals of the things done and ssed in the
ouse. He signs all orders of t e house, in-

doi-ses the bills sent or returned to the lords,
and reads whatever is required to be read in
the house. He has the custod of all records
and other documents. May. rl. Pr. 236.-
Clcrh of the market. The overseer or su-

rintendent of a public market. In old Eng-
llesh law, he was a quasi judicial ofiicer. hav-
ing power to settle controversies arising in the
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market between persons dealing there. Called
“clerics: mercati." 4 Bl. Comm. 275.—Clerk
of the parliaments. One of the chief_ oili-
cers of the house of lords. He is appointed
by the crown. by letters patent. On entering
oflice he makes a declaration to make true en-
tries and records of the things done and passed
in the parliaments, and to keep secret all such
matters as shall be treated therein. Ma , Parl.
Pr. 2'38.—C1erk of the peace. In ngllsh
law. An oiiicer whose duties are to_ ofliciate
at sessions of the peace. to prepare indictments,
and to record the proceedin s of the justices,
and to perform a number 0 s ial duties in
connection with the aifairs o the county.-
Glerk o£_the petty bag. See PE'l'i'Y BAG.
—clerk of the plrivy seal. There are four
of these oiiicers. w o attend the lord privy seal,
or. in the absence of the lord privy seal, the
principal secretary of state. Their duty is to
write and make out all things that are sent by
warrant from the signet to the privy seal, and
which are to be passed to the great seal; and
also to make out privy seals (as they are term-
ed) upon any s cial occasion of his majesty‘s
aifairs, as for t e loan of money and uch like
purposes. Cowell.—Clerk of the signet.
An oflicer. in England, whose duty‘it is to at-
tend on the king's princi l secretary. who al-
wa s has the custody o the priv signet. as
wel for the purpose of sealing his majest 's
private letters. as also grants which pass is
majesty’s hand by bill signed: there are four
of,these oflicers. 0owell.—Cle1-ks of indict-
ments. Officers attached to‘ the central crim-
innl court in England. and to each circuit.
They prepare and settle indictments against of-
fenders, and assist the clerk of arraigns.-—
Clerks of records and writs. Oflicers form-
erly attached to the English court of chancery.
whose duties consisted principally in sealing
bills of complaint and writs of execution. filing
aflidavits. keeping a record of suits, and certi-
fying oflice copies of pleadings and aflidavits.
They er_e three in number, and the business
was di tributed among them according to the
letters of the alphabet. By the judicature acts,
1873, 1875, the were transferred to the chan-
cery division 0 the high court. Now, by the
judicature (oflicei-s’) act. 1879. they have been
transferred to the central office of the supreme
court, under the title of “Masters of the Sn-
preme Court," and the oflice of clerk of records
and writs has been abolished. Sweet.—Clerka
of seats, in the principal registry of the pro-
bate division of the English high court. dis-
charge the duty of preparing and passing the
grantli of probate and letters of administration,
under the supervision of the registrars. There
are six seats, the business of which is regulated
by an alphabetical arrangement, and each seat
has _fo_ur clerks. They have to take bonds from
administrators, and to receive caveats against a
grant being made in a case where a. will is
contested. They also draw the “acts,” i'. e.. a
short summary of each grant made. containin
the name of the deceased, amount of assets. an
other particulars. Sweet.

OLERKSHIP. The period which must
be spent by a law-student in the office of a
practising attorney before admission to the
bar. 1 Tidd. Pr. 61, et seq. In re Dunn, 43
N. J. Law, 359, 39 Am. Rep. 600.

In old English practice. The art or draw-
ing pieadlngshnd entering them on record
in Latin. in the ancient court hand: other-
wise called “skill of pleading in actions at
the common law."

OLIEIIS. Int. In the Roman law. A
client or dependent. one who depended up-
on another as his patron or protector, adviser
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or defender, in suits at law and other aun-
culties; and was bound, in return, to pay
him all respect and honor, and to serve him
with his life and fortune in any extremity.
Dionys. ii. 10; Adams, Rom. Ant. 33.

CLIENT. A person who employs or re-
tains an attorney, or counsellor, to appear
for him in courts, advise, assist, and defend
him in legal proceedings, and to act for him
in any legal business. Mccreary v. Hoopes.
25 Miss. 428; McFarland v. Crary. 6 Wend.
(N. Y.) 297; Cross v. Riggins, 50 M0. 335.

OLISENTELA. In old English law. Cli-
entship, the state of a client: and, correla-
tively, protection, patronage, guardianship.

0I.IP1‘0n.D’s INN.
See Inns or C]-IANCERY.

An inn of chancery.

GLITO. In Saxon law. The son of a
king or emperor. The next heir to the
throne; the Saxon adeling. Spelman.

0130233. A gaolz a prison or dungeon.

CLOSE, v. To finish, terminate, complete,
wind up; as, to “close" an account, a bar-
gain, an estate, or public books, such as tax
books. Patton v. Ash, 7 Serg. & R. (l'a.)
116; Coleman v. Gari-igues, 18 Barb. (N. Y.)
67; Clark v. New York, 13 N. Y. St. Rep.
292; Bilafsky v. Abraham, 183 Mass. 401,
67 N. E. 318.

To shut up, so as to prevent entrance or
access by any person; as in statutes requir-
ing saloons to be “closed” at certain times,
which further implies an entire suspension
01‘ business. Kurtz v. People, 33 Mich. 282;
People v. James, 100 Mich. 522. 59 N. W.
236; Harvey v. State. 65 Ga. 570; People
‘v. Cummerford, 58 Mich. 328, 25 N. W. E.

CLOSE, n. A portion of land, as a field,
inclosed, as by a hedge, fence, or other visible
inclosure. 3 Bl. Comm. 209. The interest
of a person in any particular piece of ground,
whether actually inclosed or not. Locklin v.

Casler, 50 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 44; Meade v.
Watson, 67 Cal. 591, 8 Pac. 311; Matthews
v. Treat, 75 Me. 600; Wright v. Bennett,
4 I11. 258; Blakeney v. Blakeney, 6 Port.
(Ala.) 115, 30 Am. Dec. 574.

The noun “close," in its legal sense, imports
a portion of land iiiclosed, but not necessarily
inclosed b actual or visible barriers. The in-
visible, ieal boundary, founded on limit of
title. which surrounds every man's land. con-
stitutes it his close, irrespective of walls, fen-
ces. ditches, or the like. ~

In practice. The word means termina-
tion; winding up. Thus the close of the
pleadings is where the pleadings are finished.
4. c., when issue has been Joined.

CLOSE, adj. In practice. Closed or seal-
ed up. A term applied to writs and letters,
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as distinguished from those that are open or
patent.
—Close copies. Copies of legal documents
which might be written closely or loosely_at

as distinguished from o/lice copies.
which were to contain only a rescribed num-
ber oi‘. words on each sheet. ose corpora-
tion. One in which the directors and pfilcers
have the power to fill vacancies in their own
number. without a.llowing_ to the general body
of stockholders any choice or vote in their
election. McKim v. Odom. 3 Bland (Md.) 418.
note.-Close rolls. _Roils containing the record
of the close writs Mora: clause) and grants of
the kin , kept wi the public records. I
Comm. 6.—Close season. In game and fish
laws, this term means the season of the year
in which the taking of rticular game or fish
is prohibited, or in whic all hunting or fishing
is orbidden by law. State v. Theriauit. 70 Vt.
617. 41 At]. 1030. 43 L. R. A. 290. 67 Am. St.
Rep. 695.—Closo writs. In English law.
Certain letters of the king. sealed with his great
seal, and directed to particular persons and for
particular urposes. which. not being pro r
or public n_spection. are closed up and sea _ed

on the outside, and are thence called “w_i-its
close." 2 Bl. Comm. 846; Sewell._ Sherifis
372. Write directed to the shear. instead of
to the lord. 3 Reeve. Eng. Law. 45.

CLOSE-EAULED. In admiralty law.
this nautical term means the arrangement or
trim of a vessel's sails when she endeavors
to make a progress in the nearest direction
possible towards that point of the compass
from which the wind blows. But a vessel
may be considered as close-hauled, although
she is not quite so near to the wind as she
could possibly lie. Chadwick v. Packet Co..
8 El. & B1. 771.

CI.0'.l‘1m.E. The procedure in delibera-
tive assemblies whereby debate is closed. In-
troduced in the English parliament in the
session of 1882.

CLOUD O11‘ TITLE. An outstanding
claim or incumbrance which, if valid, would
airect or impair the title of the owner of a
particular estate. and which apparently and
on its face has that etrect. but which can be
shown by extrinsic proof to be invalid or in-
applicable to the estate in question. A con-
veyance, mortgage, judgment, tax-levy, etc.,
may all, in proper cases. constitute a cloud
on title. Pixley v. Huggins. 15 Cal. 133;
Schenck v. Wicks, 23 Utah, 576, 65 Pac. 732:
Lick v. Ray, 43' Cal. 87; Stoddard v. Pres-
cott, 58 Mich. 542. 25 N. W. 508: Phelps v.
Harris. 101 U. 8. 370. 25 L. Ed. 855: Fonda
v. Sage, 48 N. Y. 181; Rlgdon v. Shirk, 127
I11. 411. 19 N. E. 698: Bissell v. Kellogg. 80
Barb. (N. Y.) 617 ; Bank v. Lawler.'-16 Conn.
245.

CLOCGE. A valley. Also an allowance
for the turn of the scale, on buying goods
wholesale by weight.

pleasure;

CLUB. A voluntary, unincorporated as-
sociation of persons for purposes of a social,
literary, or political nature, or the like. A
club is not a partnership. 2 Mees. at W. 172.

The word “ciub" has no very definite moaning.
Oiubs are formed for all sorts of purposes. and
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there is no uniformity in their constitutions and
rules. It is well known that clubs exist which
limit the number of the members and select
them with great care. which own considerable
propert in common. and in which the furnish-
ng of ood and drink to the members for money

is but one of many conveniences which the mem-
bers enjcgé Com. v. Pomphret. 137 Mass. 567.
50 Am. p. 340.

CLUB-LAW. Rule of violence;
tion by force; the law of arms.

CLYPEUS, or CLIPEUS. In old English
law. A shield; metaphorically one of a no
ble family. 011/pet prostrou, noble families
extinct. Mat. Paris. 463.

CO. A prefix to words, meaning “with"
or “in conjunction" or “Joint ;” e. 11.. co-
trustees. co-executors. Also an abbreviation
for “county.” (Giiman v. Sheets. 78 Iowa. 499.
48 N. W. 299,) and for “company,” (Railroad
Co. v. People. 155 Ill. 299. 40 N. E. 509.)

COACH. Coach is a generic term. It is
a kind of carriage, and is distinguished from
other vehicles, chiefly, as being a covered
box, hung on leathers. with four wheels.
Turnpike Co. v. Neil. 9 Ohio, 12; Turnpike
Co. v. Frink. 15 Pick. (Mass.) 444.

COADJUTOR. An assistant, helper. or
ally; particularly a person appointed to as-
sist a bishop who from age or infirmity is
unable to perform his duty. Olcott v. Ga-
bert, 88 Tex. 121, 23 S. W. 985. Also an over-
seer. (coadjutor or an executor.) and one who
disseises a person or land not to his own use,
but to that of another.

C0-ADMINISTRATOR. One who is a
Joint administrator with .one or more others.

regula-

COADUNATIO. A uniting or combining
together oi‘ persons; a conspiracy. 9 Coke.
56.

COAL NOTE. A species of promissory
note. formerly in use in the port of London.
containing the phrase “value received in
coals." By the statute 3 Geo. II. c. 26, 55 7.
8. these were to be protected and noted as
inland bills of exchange. But this was re-
pealed by the statute 47 Geo. III. sess. 2, c.
68, 5 28.

COALITION. In French law. An un-
lawtul agreement among several persons not
to do a thing except on some conditions
agreed upon; particularly, industrial com-
binations, strikes, etc.; a conspiracy.

C0-ASSIGNEE. One of two or more as-
signees oi.‘ the same subject-matter.

COAST. The edge or margin oi’ a coun-
try bounding onthe sea. It is held that the
term includes small islands and reefs natu-
rally connected with the adjacent land, and
rising above the surface of the water. al-
though their composition may not be suiti-
ciently iirm and stable to admit of their be-
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irig inhabited or fortified; but not shoals
which are perpetually covered by the water.
U. S. v. Pope. 28 Fed. Gas. 630: Hamilton v.
hfenitee. 11 Tax. 751.

This word is particularly appropriate to
the edge of the sea. while "shore" may be
used of the margins of inland waters.
—-Coast waters.‘ 'fido waters navigable from
the ocean by sea-going craft, the term embrac-
ing all waters opening directly or indirectly
into the ocean and navigable by ships comin
in from the ocean of draft as great as that o
the larger ships which traverse the open seas.
The Britann 153 U. S. 130, 14 Sup. Ct. 795.
38 L. Ed. : The Victory (D. C.) 63 Fed.
636; The Garden City D. O.) 26 Fed. 773.
—0oastor. A term app ‘ed to vessels plying
exclusively between domestic_ ports and usually
to those engaged in domestic trade. as distin-
guished from vessels engaged in foreign tmde
and plying between a port of the United States
and a port of a foreign count : not inciiidin
pleasure yachts. Belden v. ase. 150 U. .

674, 14 Sup. Ct. 264. 37 L Ed. 1218.—Ooast-
in; trade. In maritime law. Commerce and
navigation between difierent laces along the
coast of the United States. as stinguished from
commerce with ports in foreign countrles._ Oom-
niercial intercourse carried on between di_ffer_ent
districts in diiferent states, diiferent districts
in the same state. or different places in the
nmo district, on the sea-coast or on a navi-
able river. Steamboat Co. v. Livingston, _3

w. (N. Y.) 747; San Francisco v. California
Steam Nev. Co.. 10 Cal. i307; U. S. v. Pope.
28 Fed. Css. 630: Ravesies v. U. S. . C.
35 Fed. 919.—Coisstwiso. Vessels lying
coastwiso" are those which are engaged n the
domestic trade. or plying between port and
port in the United States, as contiudistinguish-
ed from those engaged in the foreign trade, or
plying between a port of the United States and
a part of a foreign country. San Francisco v.
Cs ornia Steam Nav. Co.. 10 Cal. 604.

COAST-GUARD. In English law. A
body of oiiicers and men raised and equipped
by the commissioners of the admiralty for
the defense of the coasts of the realm. and
for the more ready manning of the navy in
case of war or sudden emergency, as well as
for the protection of the revenue against
smugglers. Mozley & Whitley.

oour ABMOR. Heraldic ensigns, in-
troduced by Richard I. from the Holy Land,
where they were iirst invented. Originally
they were painted on the shields of the Chris-
tian knights who went to the Holy Innd
during the crusades, for the purpose of iden-
tifying them, some such contrivance being
necessary in order to distinguish knights
when clad in armor from one another. Whar-
ton.

COBRA-V2301! REACTION. In med-
ical jurisprudence. A method of serum-diag-
nosis of insanity from hzninolysis (breaking
up of the red corpuscles of the blood) by in-
jections of the venom of cobras or other ser-
pents. This test for insanity has recently
been employed in Germany and some other
European countries and in Japan.

OOOKBILL. To place the yards of a
ship at an angle with the deck. Pub. St.
Mass. 1882, p. 1288.
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OOOKET. In English law. A seal be-
longing to the custom-house, or rather a scroll
of parchment, sealed and delivered by the
oilicers of the custom-house to merchants. as
a warrant that their merchandises are enter-
ed; likewise a sort of measure. Fleta, lib.
2, c. ix.

OOOKPIT. A name which used to be
given to the Judicial committee of the privy
council, the ‘council-room being built on the
old cockpit of Whitehall Place.

OOOKSETUI.
Oowell.

A boatman; a cockswain.

CODE. A collection or compendium of
laws. A complete system of positive law,
scientifically arranged, and promulgated by
legislative authority. Johnson v. Harrison,
47 Minn. 575, 50 N. W. 923, 28 Am. St. Rep.
882: Railroad Co. v. State, 104 Ga. 831, 31
8. Ill. 531, 42 L. R. A. 518; Railroad 00. ii.
Weiner. 49 Miss. 739.

The collection of laws and constitutions
made by order of the Emperor Justinian is
distinguished by the appellation of “The
Code," by way of eminence. See Cons or
JUBTINIAN.

A body of law established b the legislative
authority, and intended to set orth. in general-
ized and systematic form. the principles of the
entire law, whether written or unwritten. posi-
tive or customary. derived from enactment or
from precedent. Abbott.

A code is to be distinguished from a digest.
The subject-matter oi’ the latter is usually re-
ported decisions of the courts. But there are
also digests of statutes. These consist of an
orderly collection and classification of the
existing statutes of a state or nation. while
a code is promulgated as one new law cover-
ing the whole iield of jurisprudence
—Codo civil. The code which embodies the
civil law of France. Framed in the first in-
stance lay a commission of jurists ap olnted in
1&)(). his code, after having pass both the
tribunate and the legislative body. was promul-
gated in 1804 as the “Code Civil des Francais.”

hen Napoleon became emperor, the name was
changed to that of “Code Napoleon,” by which
it is still often designated. though it is now
oflicially styled by its original name of “Code
Civil."—0odo do oonunoroo. A French code,
enacted in 1807. as a supplement to the Code
Napoleon, regulating commercial transactions,
the laws of business, bankruptcies, and the ju-
risdiction and procedure of the courts dealing
with these subjecta.—Codo do rooediu-o civ-
il. That part of the Code apoleon which
regulates the system of courts, their organiza-
tion. civil procedure, special and extraordinary
remedies. and the execution of Judgments.-—
Oodo d'instrnetion oriminollo. _ A French
code, enacted in 1&8. regulating criminal pro-
cedui-e.—Code Napoleon. See Cons C’IVXL.—
Code noir. Fr. The black code. A body of
laws which formerly regulated the institution of .

slavery in the French colonies.—Oodo of Jus-
tinian. The Code of Justinian (Code: Jua-
tinianeus) was a collection of imperial constitu-
tions, compiled, by order of that eiiiperor, by I!
commission of ten jurists, including Trllionian.
and proniiiigated A. D. 529. it comprised
twelve books, and was the first of the four
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compilations of law which make up the Corpus
June Giviléc. This name is often met in a con-
nection indicating that the entire Corpus June
Cwilia is intended, or, sometimes, the Digest;
but its use should be confined to the Codes.-
Oodo pénnl. The penal or criminal code of
France. enacted in 1810.—Cod.i£ca.tion. The
process of collecting and arranging the laws of
a country or state into a code, 4. e.. into a com-
plete system of positive law. scientifically or-
dered, and promu gated by legislative authority.

donnx. Lat. A code or collection of
laws; particularly the Code of Justinian
Also a roll or volume, and a book written on
paper or parchment.
—-Codex G1-ego:-innns. A collection of im-
perial constitutions made by Gregorius, a Ro-
man jurist of the fifth century. about the
middle of the century. It contained the constitu-
tions from Hadrian down to Constantine. Mac-
keld. Rom. Law. § 63.—Oodex Hormoge_ni-
ulna. A collection of imperial constitutions
made by Hermogenes. a jurist of the fifth cen-
tury. t was nothing more than a supplement
to the Codex Gre rianus. (supra,) containing
the constitutions o Diocletian and Maximilian.
Mackeld. Rom. Law, § i33.—Codex Justinian-
onn. A collection of imperial constitutions.
made by a commission of ten persons appointed
by Justinian, A. D. 5%.—Codex rerpotits
prelectionin. The new code of Justinian:
or the new edition of the first or old code.
promulgated A. D. 534. bein the one now ex-
tant. Mackeld. Rom. Law. 78. '1‘a_vl. Civil
Law. 22.—Codex Theodoshnns. Acode com-
piled by the emperor Theodosius the younger.
A. D. 438. being a methodical collection._ in
sixteen books, of all the imperial constitutions
then in force. It was-the only body of civil
law pulilicly received as authentic in the west-
ern part of Europe till the twelfth century. the
use and authority of the Code of Justinian be-
ing during that interval confined to the East.
1 Bl. Comm. 81.—Codox vetul. The old code.
The first edition of the Code of Justinian; now
lost. Mackeld. Rom. Imw, I 70.

GODIOIL. A testamentary disposition
subsequent to a will, and by which the will
is altered, explained, added to, subtracted
from. or confirmed by way of republication.
but in no case totally revoked. Lamb V.
Lamb. 11 Pick. (Mass.) 376; Dunham V.
Averill. 45 Conn. 79, 29 Am. Rep. 642; Green
v. Lane. 45 N. C. 113; Grimhall v. Patton, 70
Ala. 631; Proctor v. Clarke, 3 Redr. Sur. (N.
Y.) 4-18.

A codlcll is an addition or supplement to
a will. either to add to, take from. or alter
the provisions of the will. It must be exe-
cuted with the same formality as a will, and,
when admitted to probate, forms a part of
the will. Code Ga. 1882, 5 2404.

CODIGILLUS. In the Roman law. A
codlcll; an informal and inferior kind of will.
in use among the Romans.

GOEMPTIO. Mutual purchase. One of
the modes in which marriage was contracted
among the Romans. The man and the woman
‘delivered to each other a small piece of mon-
‘ey. The man asked the woman whether she
would become to him a matcrfamllias, (mis-
tress of his family.) to which she replied that
she would. In her turn she asked the man
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whether he would become to her a patern-
milias. (master of a family.) On his reply-
ing in the aiiirmative. she delivered her piece
of money and herself into his hands. and so
became his wife. Adams, Rom. Ant. 501.

G0-IIMPTION. The act of purchasing
the whole quantity of any commodity. Whar-
ton.

GOERCION. Compulsion: force; duress.
It may be either actual, (direct or positive.)
where physical force is put upon a man to
compel him to do an act against his will, or
implied, (legal or constructive.) where the
relation of the parties is such that one is un-
der subjection to the other, and is thereby
constrained to do what his free will would
_refuse. State v. Darlington. 153 Ind. I. 53 N.
E. 925; Chappell v. Trent, 90 Va. 8-19, 19 S.
E. 314; Radich V. Ilutchins, 95 U. S. 213,
24 L. Ed. 409; Peyser v. New York, 70 N. Y.
497. 26 Am. Rep. 624; State v. Boyle. 13 R.
I. 538.

C0-EXECUTOR. One who is a joint
executor with one or more others.

COFFEE-HOUSE. A house of entertain-
ment where guests are supplied with cof-
fee and other refreshments, and sometimes
with lodging. Century Diet. A coffee-house
is not an inn. Thompson v. Lacy, 3 Barn.
8: Aid. 283; Pitt v. Lamlng, 4 Camp. 77; In-
surance Co. v. Langdon, 6 Wend. (N. Y.) 62";
Com. v. Woods, 4 Ky. Law Rep. 262.

COFFERER 01‘ THE QUEEIPS
HOUSEHOLD. In English law. A prin-
cipai officer of the royal establishment. next
under the controller, who, in the counting-
house and elsewhere. had a special charge
and oversight oi’ the other ofilcers, whose
wages he paid.

Oogitntionis posmun noxno pntitnr. No
one is punished for his thoughts. Dig. 48,
19. 18.

GOGNATES. (Lat. cognati.) Relations
by the mother's side. or by females. lilac-
keld. Rom. Law, 5 144. A common term in
Scotch law. Ersk. Inst. 1. 7. 4.

GOGNATI. Lat. In the civil‘ law. Cog-
nates; relations by the mother's side. 2 Bl.
Comm. 235. Relations in the line of the
mother. Hale, Com. Law, c. xi. Relations
by or through females.

OOGNATIO. Lat. In the civil law.
Cognatlon. Relationship. or kindred gener-
ally. Dig. 38, ]0, 4, 2; Inst. 3, 6. pr.

Relationship through females. as distin-
gulshed from agnaiin, or relationship
through males. Agnaiio a pnirc sit. cog-
natio a metre. Inst. 3. 5, 4. See AONATIO.

In canon law. Consanguinity. as distin-
guished from arfinity. 4 Reeve. Eng. Iaw,
56-r

Consangulnity, as including aflinity. Id.
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OOGNATION. In the civil law. Signi-
fles generally the kindred which exists be-
tween two persons who are united by ties of
blood or family, or both.

OOGNATUI. Int. In the civil law. A
relation by the mother's side; a cognate.

A relation, or kinsman. generally.

OOGNITIO. In old English law. The
acknowledgment of a flne; the certificate of
such acknowledgment.

In the Roman law. The judicial exam-
ination or hearing of a cause.

GOGKITIOIIEB. Ensigns and arms, or
a military coat painted with arms. Mat.
Par. 1250.‘ .

COGNITIONIBUI HITTENDIS. . In
English law. A writ to a justice of the com-
mon pleas, or other, who has power to take
a tine, who, having taken the flne. defers to
certify it, commanding him to certify it.
Now abolished. Reg. Orig. 68.

GOGNITIONIS CAUSE. ln Scotch
practice. A name given to a judgment or
decree pronounced by a court. ascertaining
the amount of a debt against the estate of a
deceased landed proprietor, on cause shown,
or after a due investigation. Bell.

COGNITOB. In the Roman law. An ad-
vocate or defender in a private cause; one
who defended the cause of a person who
was present. Calvin. Lex. Jurid.

COGXIZANOE. In old practice. That
part of a line in which the defendant ac-
knowledged that the land in question was
the right of the complainant. From this the
hue itself derived its name. as being our
cognizance dc droit, etc., and the parties
their titles of cognizor and coanizec.

In modern practice. Judicial notice or
knowledge; the Judicial hearing of a cause;
jurisdiction. or right to try and determine
causes: acknowledgment; confession; rec-
ognltion.

01.’ pleas. Jurisdiction of causes. A priv-
ilege granted by the king to a city or town
to hold pleas within the mine.

Claim of cognizance (or of connsance)
is °an intervention by a third person, de-
manding judicature in the cause against the
plaintiif, who has chosen to commence his
action out of claimant's court. 2 Wiis. 409;
2 Bi. Comm. 350. note.

In pleading. A species of answer in the
action of repievin. by which the defendant
acknowledges the taking of the goods which
are the subject-matter of the action, and al-
so that he has no title to them. but justifies
the taking on the ground that it was done by
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-the command of one who was entitled to
the property. .

In the process or levying a line, it is an‘
acknowledgment by the deforciant that the
lands in question belong to the complainant.-

1n the language of American jurispru-
dence. this word is used chiefly in the sense
of jurisdiction, or the exercise of jurisdic-
tion; the Judicial examination of a matter.
or power and authority to make it. Web-_
ster v. Com., 5 Cush. (Mass) 400; Clarion
County v. Hospital, 111 Pa. 339, 3 Ati. 9?.

Judicial cognizance is judicial notice. or
knowledge upon which a judge is bound to
act without having it proved in evidence.

-0 gnis .

levigd. Zefll.
conveyancing.
Comm. 350, 351

The party to whom a fine was
Comm. 351.-—Oognlxor. In old

COGNOMEN. In Roman law. A man's
family name. The flrst name (prmmnwn)
was the proper name of the individual; the
second (nomen) indicated the gens or tribe
to which he belonged: while the third (vog-
nomeu) denoted his family or house.

In English law. A surname. A name
added to the nomcn proper, or name of the
individual; a name descriptive of the fam-
ily.

Oognomen znajos-tun est ex sanguine
traotum, hoe int:-lnsecnm est; agnonsen
extrinseelun ab eventu. 6 Coke, 65. The
cognomen is derived from the blood of an-
cestors, and is intrinsic; an agnomen arises
from an event. and is extrinsic.

GOGNOVIT ACTION!-11!. (He has con-
fessed the action.) A defendant's written
confession of an action brought against him.
to which he has no available defense. It is
usually upon condition that he shall be al-
lowed a certain time for the payment of the
debt or damages. and costs. it is supposed
to be given in court, and it implledly au-
thorizes the plaintlff’s attorney to sign judg-
ment and issue execution. Mallory v. Kirk-
patrick, 54.N. J. Eq. 50, 33 Atl. 205.

OOKABITATION. Living together; liv-
ing together as husband and wife.

Cohabitation means having the same habita-
tion. not a sojourn. a habit of visiting or re-
maining ior a time; there must be something
more than mere meretricious intercourse. In re
Yardle_v’s Estate. 75 Pa. 2]] ; Cox v. State. 117
Ala. 103. 23 South. 806. 41 L it. A. 760. 67
Am. St. Rep. 166; Turney v. State. 60 Ark.
259. 29 S. W. 893; Com. v. Lucas. 158 Mass.
81 32 N. E. 1033: Jones v. Com.. 80 Va. 20:
Brlnckle v. Brinckle. 12 Phila. (Pa.) 234.

Oohseredes nna persona censentur,
propter nnltatem Jurls qnod lsabent. Co.
Litt. 163. Co-heirs are deemed as one per-
son. on account of the unity of right which
they possess.

G01-IEBES. Lat. In civil and old Eng-
lish law. A co-heir, or joint heir.

he party levying a line. 2 Bl. ‘
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O0-ERIE. One of several to whom an
inheritance descends.

co-nnmnss. A joint heiress. A wo-
man who has an equal share of an inherit-
ance with another woman.

COEUAGIUI. A tribute made by those
who meet promiscuously in a market or fair.
Du Cange.

com. A title given to serjeants at law.
who are called "serjeants of the colf," from
the coif they wear on their heads. The use
of this coif at first was to cover the clerical
tonsure, many of the practising serjeants be-
ing clergyman who had abandoned their pro-
tesslon. It was a thin linen cover. gathered
together in the form of a skull or helmet;
the material being afterwards changed into
white silk, and the form eventually into the
black patch at the top of the forensic wig,
which is now the distinguishing mark of the
degree of serjeant at law. (Cowell; Foss,
Judg.; 3 Steph. Comm. 272, note.) Brown.

COIN, 9. To fashion pieces of metal into
a prescribed shape, weight, and degree of
fineness, and stamp them with prescribed
devices. by authority of government, in or-
der that they may circulate as money. Le-
gal Tender Cases, 12 Wall. 484, 20 L. Ed. 287;
Thayer v. Hedges. 22 Ind. 301; Bank v. Van
Dyck, 27 N. Y. 490; Borie v. 'I‘rott, 5 Phila.
(Pa.) 408; Lathain v. U. 8., 1 Ct. 01. 154;
Hague v. Powers, 39 Barb. (N. Y.) 466.

COIN, 1». Pieces of gold. silver, or other
metal. fashioned into a prescribed shape.
weight, and degree of fineness, and stamped.
by authority of government, with certain
marks and devices. and put into circulation
as money at a fixed value. Com. v. Gal-
lagher. 16 Gray (Mass.) 240; Latham v. U.
S., 1 Ct. 01. 160; Borie v. Trott. 5 Phila.
(Pa.) 403.

Strictly speaking, coin difiers from money, as
the species differs from the genus. Money is
any matter, whether metal, paper, beads shells,
etc., which has currency as a medium n com-
merce. Coin is s. particular species, always
made of metal, and struck according to a certain
process caued “coinage." Wharton.

GOIZNAGE. The process or the function
of coining metallic money; also the great
mass of metallic money in circulation. Mey-
er v. Roosevelt. 25 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 105;
U. S. v. Otey (G. C.) 31 Fed. 70.

GOITUS. In medical jurisprudence.
Sexual intercourse; carnal copulation.

COJUDIGES. Lat. In old English law.
Associate Judges having equality of power
with others.

COLD WATER ORDEAL. The trial
which was anciently used for the common
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' sort of people, who, having a cord tied about
them under their arms, were cast into a riv-
er; if they sank to the bottom until they
were drawn up, which was in a very short
time, then were they held guiltless; but
such as did remain upon the water were held
culpable, being, as they said. of the water re~
Jected and kept up. Wharton.

OOLIBERTUS. In feudal law. One
who, holding in free socage, was obliged to
do certain services for the lord. A middle
class of tenants between sei-vile and free.
who held their freedom of tenure on con-
dition of performing certain services. Said
to be the same as the condmonales. Cowell.

OOLLATBBAL. By the side: at the
side; attached upon the side. Not lineal,
but upon a parallel or diverging line. Ad-
ditional or auxiliary; supplementary: co-op-
erating.
—Oollates-al set. In old practice. The name
“collateral act” was given to any act (except
the payment of money) for the performance of
which a bond, recognizance, etc., was given as
security.—Collutes-ul ancestors. A phrase
sometimes used to designate uncles and aunts.
and other collateral antecessors. who are not
strictly ancestors. Banks v. Walker, 3 Barb.
Ch. (N. Y. 438, 446.—'Oollutera.l ussuruuee.
'I_‘hat whic is made over and above the prin-
cipal assurance or deed itself.—Colls.tera.l ut-
taok. See “Collateral impeachment," infra.-
Oollaterul facts. Such as are outside the
controversy, or are not directly connected with
the principal matter or issue in dispute. Sum-
merour v. Felker, 102 Ga. 254, 29 S. E. 448',
Garner v. State, 76 Miss. 515, 25 South. 363.
-Collateral Impeachment. A collateral
impeachment of a judgment or decree is an at-
tempt made to destroy or evade its eifect as an
estoppel. by reopening the merits of the cause
or b showing reasons why the ‘fudgment should
not ave been rendered or shonl not have a con-
clusive eifect, in a collateral proceeding. 1'. e..
in any action other than that in which the judg-
ment was rendered; for, if this be done upon
appeal, error. or certiorari, the imfachment is
direct. Burke v. Loan Ass’n, 2 Mont. 315.
84 Pac. 881, 87 Am. St. Rep. 416; Crawford
v. McDonald. 88 Tex. 626, 33 S. W. 325: Mor-
rlll v. Merrill, 20 Or. 96. 25 Pac. 362, 11 L. R.
A. 155, 23 Am. St. Rep. 95; Harman v. Moore,
112 Ind. 221 13 N. E. 718: Schneider v. Sell-
ers. 25 Tex. biv. App. 226, 61 s. W. 541; Bitz-
er v. Mercke 111 Ky. 299. 63 S. W. 77].-
Collateral inheritance tux. A tax levied
u on the collateral devolution of property by
well or under the intestate law. In re Bittin-
ger’s Ehtate. 129 Pa. 338. 18 Atl. 132: Strode
v. Com., 62 Pa. 18l.—Colluterial kiussnen.
Those who descend from one and the same com-
mon ancestor, but not from one another.—Col-
lateral security. A security given in addi-
tlon to the direct security, and subordinate to
it. intended to guaranty its validity or con-
vertibility or insure its performance: so that.
if the direct security fails. the creditor may fall
back upon the collateral secunty. Butler v.
Rockwell, 14 Colo. 125. 23 Pac. 462; McCor-
mick v. Bank (C. C.) 57 Fed. 110; Munn v.
McDonald, 10 Watts (Pa.) :13‘, In re Wad-
dell-Eutz Co., 67 Conn. 324, 3;.» At]. 257. Col-
lateral security. in bank pliraseology. means
some security additional to the rsonal obliga-
tion of the borrower. Shoema er v. Bank. 2
Abb. (U. S.) 423. Fed. Cas. No. 12.801.—Col-
lateral undertaking. “(‘,qlluteral" and “orig-
inal" have become the technical terms whereby
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to distinguish promises that are within, and
such‘aa are not within. the statute of frauds.
der v. Wariield, 7 Her. 5: J. (Md.) 391.

As to collateral -“Oonsanguinity," “De-
acent," “Estoppel,” “Guaranty/' “Issue,"
“Llmitation," "Negligence," “Proceedlng,"
and "Warranty," see those titles. -

OOLLATBRALIS 2'1‘ 8001!. The an-
cient title of masters in chancery.

OOLLATIO BONOBULI. Lat. A join-
ing together or contribution of goods into a
common fund. This occurs where a portion
of money, advanced by the father to a son or
daughter, is brought into hotchpot, in order
to have an equal distributory share of his per-
sonal estate at his death.‘ See Connarxon.

OOLLATIO IIGNORUI. In old Eng-
lish law. A comparison of marks or seals.
A mode of testing the genuineness of a seal.
by comparing it with another known to be
genuine. Adams. See Bract. 1'01. 38%.

OOLLATIOII. In the civil law. The
collation of goods is the supposed or real re-
turn to the mass of the succession which an
heir makes of property which he received in
advance of his share or otherwise. in order
that such property may be divided together
with the other eflects of the succession. Clv.
Code La. art. 1227; Miller v. Miller, 106 La.
257, E South. 802.

The term is sometimes used also in com-
mon-law jurisdictions in the sense given
above. It is synonymous with “hotchpot."
Moore v. Freeman, 50 Ohio St. 592, 35 N. E.
502.

In practice. The comparison of a copy
with its original to ascertain ii:s correctness;
or the report of the oflicer who made the
comparison.

O0LLA'l.'ION 0!‘ SEALS. When upon
the same label one seal was set on the back
or reverse or the other. Wharton.

OOLLATION To A BENEPIOI-:. In ec-
clalastical law. This occurs where the bish-
op and patron are one and the same person,
in -which case the bishop cannot present the
clergyman to himself. but does. by the one
act of collation or conferring the beneflce,
the whole that is done in common cases both
ggpreeentation and institution. 2 Bl. Comm.

cou.A'r1o1m rAo'rA um roar
KOBTEI ALTEEIUI. A writ directed to
Justices of the common pleas, commanding
them to issue their writ to the bishop. for
the admission of a clerk in the place of an-
other presented by the crown. where there
had been a demise of the crown during a
suit; for judgment once passed for the king's
clerk. and he dying before admittance, ‘the
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king may bestow his presentation on another.
Reg. Orig. 31. '

OOLLATIOIIE KEEEMITAGH. In old
English law. A writ whereby the king con-
ferred the keeping of an hermltnge upon a
clerk. Reg. Orig. 303, 308.

COLLECT. To gather together: to bring
scattered things (assets, accounts, articles of
property) into one mass or fund.

To collect a debt or claim is to obtaln‘pay-
ment or liquidation of it, either by personal
solicitation or legal proceedings. White v.
Case, 13 Wend. (N. Y.) 544; Ryan v. Tudor.
81 Kan. 366, 2 Pac. 797 ; Purdy v. Independ-
ence, 75 Iowa, 356, 39 N. W. 641: Mclnerny
v. Reed, 23 Iowa, 414; Taylor v. Kearney
County, 35 Neb. 381. 53 N. W. 211.
—Oo1leo*t on dellve . See 0. 0. D.—0ol-
lector. One authorlz to receive taxes or oth-
er impoeltions; as "collector of taxes.” A r-
son appointed b igrivate person to col ect
the credits due in. olleotor of decedent's
estate. A person temporarily appointed by the

rohate court to collect rents, assets. interest,
ills receivable. etc., of a decedent's estate. and

act for the estate in all financial matters re-
quiring immediate settlement. Such collector is
usually appointed when there is protracted liti-
gation aa to the probate of the will, or as to
the person to take out administration, and his
duties cease as soon as an executor or admin-
istrator is quulified.—Oo1leetor of the cus-
toms. An oilicer of the United States, ap-
pointed for the term of four years. Act May 15.

820. 5 1; 3 Story, U. S. Iaws, 1790.—Ool-
lection. Indorsement “for collection." See
For Cotnacriou.

OOLLBGA. In the civil law. One in-
vested with Joint authority. A colleague;
an associate.

OOLLEGATARIUS. Lat. In the civil
law. A co-legatee. Inst. 2, 20, 8.

OOLLEGATOBY. A co-legatee; a per-
son who has a legacy left to him in common
with other persons.

COLLEGE. An organized assembly or
collection of persons, established by law, and

empowered to co-operate for the perform-
ance of some special function or for the pro-
motion oi‘ some common object, which may
be educational, political, ecclesiastical, or
scientific in its character.

The assemblage of the cardinals at Rome
is called a "college." So, in the United
States, the body of presidential electors is
called the “electoral college.”

In the most common use of the word, it
designates an institution of learning (usually
incorporated) which offers instruction in the
liberal arts and humanities and in scientific
branches, but not in the technical arts or
those studies preparatory to admission to the
professions. Com. v. Banks, 198 Pa. 397,
48 Atl. 277; Chegaray v. New York, 13 N.
Y. 229: Northampton County v. Infayette
College. 128 Pa. 132, 18 Atl. 516.

In England, it is a civil corporation, com-
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pany or society of men, having certain priv-
ileges, and endowed with certain revenues,
founded by royal license. An assemblage of
several of these colleges is called a “univer-
sity." Wharton.

OOLLEGIA. In the civil law.
of a trade.

The guild

OOLLEGIALITEB. In a corporate ca-
pacity. 2 Kent, Comm. 296.

COLLEGIATE CI-IUBCH. In English
ecclesiastical law. A church built and en-
dowed tor a society or body corporate or a
dean or other president, and secular priests,
as canons or prebendaries in the said church;
such as the churches of Westminster, Wind-
sor, and others. CowelL

OOLLEGIUII. Lat. In the civil law. A
word having various meanings; e. 9., an as-
sembly, society, or company: a body of bish-
ops; an army; a class of men. But the
principal idea of the word was that of an
association of individuals of the same rank
and station, or united for the pursuit oi.’

some business or enterprise. Sometimes, a
corporation, as in the maxim "tres faciunt
collegium" (1 Bl. Comm. 469). though the
more usual and proper designation of a cor-
poration was “universitas.” -

—-Collegian: unsnlrnlitntis. The colle or
society of the admlralt .—CoIleg!Inn oi-
tlun. One which abus its ri ht. or assembled
for any other pilirpose than t at expressed in
its charter.—Oo egilun Iioitum. An assem-
blage or society of men united for some useful
purpose or business. with qiwer to act like a.
single individual. 2 Kent. Lomm. 269.

Oollogiusn est societal plnrilun aor-
porlun sisnul habitantiun. Jenk. Cent.
229. A college is a society or several persons
dwelling together.

OOLLIEBY. This term is sufliiciently
wide to include all contiguous and connected
veins and seams of coal which are worked as
one concern, without regard to the closes or
pieces oi‘ ground under which they are car-_
rled, and apparently also the engines and
machinery in such contiguous and connected
veins. Mucswln. Mines, 25. See Carey v.
Bright, 58 Pa. 85.

OOLLIGENDUH RONA DEPUNOTI.
See An Coutosnnux, etc.

COLLISION. In maritime law. The act
of ships or vessels striking together.

In its strict sense, collision means the im-
pact of two vessels both moving, and is dis-
tinguished from allision, which designates
the striking of a moving vessel against one
that is stationary. But collision is used in a
broad sense, to include allision, and perhaps
other species or encounters between vessels.
Wright v. Brown. 4 Ind. 97, 58 Am. Dec. 622;
London Assur. Co. v. Companhia De Moagens,
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68 Fed. 258, 15 C. C. A. 379; Towing Co. v.
Etna Ins. Co., 23 App. Div. 152,. 48 N. Y.
Supp. 927. - -

The term is not inapplicable to cases where
a stationary vessel is struck by one under way.
strictly termed “allision;" or where one vessel
is brought into contact with another by swing-
ing at anchor. And even an injury received
by a vessel at her moorings. in consequence of
being violently rubbed or pressed against by a
second vessel lyin along-side of her, in conse-
quence of a collis on against such second ves-
sel by a third one under way. may be compensat-
ed tor under the general head of “collision."
as well as an injury which is the direct result
of a “blow," properi so called. The Moxey.
Abb. Adm. 73, Fed. Eat No. 9,894.

OOLLISTBIGIUK. The pillory.

OOLLITIGANT. One who litigates with
another.

OOLLOBIUH. A hood or covering for
the shoulders, formerly worn by serjeants
at law.

OOLLOOATION. In French law. The
arrangement or marshaling of the creditors
of an estate in the order in which they are
to be paid according to law. Merl. Repert.

OOLLOQUIUIII. One of the usual parts
of the declaration in an action for slander.
It is a general averment that the words
complained of were spoken “oi.' and concern-
ing the plaintiff," or concerning the extrin-
sic matters alleged in the inducement, and
its ofilce is to connect the whole publication
with the previous statement. Van Vechten
v. Hopkins, 5 Johns. (N. Y.) 220, 4 Am. Dec.
839; Lukehart v. Byerly, 53 Pa. 421; Squires
v. State, 39 Tex. Cr. R. 96. 45 S. W. 147, 73
Am. St. Rep. 904; Vanderiip v. Roe. 23 Pa.
82: Mcclaughry v. Wetmore, 6 Johns. (N.
Y.) 82. 6 Am. Dec. 194. -

An averment that the words in question
are spoken of or concerning some usage, re-
port, or fact which gives to words otherwise
inditrerent the peculiar defamatory meaning
assigned to them. Carter v. Andrews, 16
Pick. (Mass.) 6.

OOLLUSIOII‘. A deceitful agreement or
compact between two or more persons, for
the one party to bring an action against the
other for some evil purpose. as to defraud a
third party of his right. Cowell.

A secret arrangement between two or
more persons, whose interests are apparently
contlicting, to make use of the forms and
proceedings or law in order to defraud a
third person. or to obtain that which Justice
would not give them, by deceiving a court or
it oflicers. Baldwin v. New York. 45. Barb.
(N. Y.) 859; Belt v. Blackburn, % Md. 2%5;
Railroad Co. v. Guy, 86 Tex. 571. 26 S. W.
599, 25 L. R. A. 52; Balch v. Beach, 119
.Wis. 77. 95 N. W. 132.

In divorce proceedings. collusion is an
agreement between husband and wife that
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one of them shall commit, or appear to have
committed, or he represented in court as
having committed, acts constituting a cause
of divorce. for the purpose of enabling the
other to obtain a divorce. Civil Code Cal.
5 114. But it also means connivance or con-
spiracy in initiating or prosecuting the suit,
as where there is a compact for mutual aid
in carrying it through to a decree. Beard
1. Beard, 65 Cal. 354, 4 Pac. 29; Pohlman
v. Pohlman. 60 N. J. Eq. 28, 46 Ati. 658;
Draytou v. Drayton, 54 N. J. Eq. 298. 38
Atl. 25.

COLLYBISTA. In the civil law.
ey-changer; a dealer in money.

A mon-

OOLLYBUM. In the civil law.
change.

OOLNE. In Saxon and old English law.
An account or calculation.

Ex-

OOLONY. A dependent political com-
munity. consisting of a number of citizens of
the same country who have emigrated there-
from to people another, and remain subject
to the mother-country. U. S. v. .The Nancy,
3 Wash. C. 0. 287, Fed. Cas. No. 15,854.

A settlement in a foreign country pos-
sessed and cultivated, either wholly or par-
tially, by immigrants and their descendants,
who have a political connection with and
subordination to the mother-country. whence
they emigrated. In other words, it is a place
peopled from some more ancient city or coun-
try. Wharton.
—Oolon1nl laws. In America. this term desig-
nates the body of law in force in the thirteen
original colonies before the Declaration of In-
dependence. In England, the term signifies
the laws enacted by Canada and the other pres-
ent British colonies.—Colon,in1 oflce. In the
hglish government. this is the department of
state through which the sovereign appoints colo-
nial governors, etc., and communicates with
them. Until the year 1854. the secretary for the
colonies was also secretary for war.

OOLONUS. In old European, law. A
husbandman; an inferior tenant employed in
cultivating the lord's land. A term of Ro-
man origin. corresponding with the Saxon
ceori. 1 Spence, Ch. 51.

001.08.. An appearance, semblance, or
simuiacrum, as distinguished from that which
is real. A prima facie or apparent right.
Hence, a deceptive appearance; a plausible,
assumed exterior. concealing a lack of real-
ity; a disguise or pretext Railroad Cb. v.
Allfree, 64 Iowa, 500. 20 N. W. 779; Berks
County v. Railroad Co., 167 Pa. 102. 31 Atl.
474; Broughton v. Haywood, 61 N. C. 383.

In pleading. Ground of action admitted
to subsist in the opposite party by the plead-
ing of one of the parties to an action, which
is so set out as to he apparently valid, but
which isin reality legally insufficient.

This was a term of the ancient rhetori-
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clans, and early adopted into the language of
pleading. It was an apparent or prima facie
right; and the meaning of the rule that
pleadings in confession and avoidance should
give color was that they should confess the
matter adversely alleged, to such an extent,
at least, as to admit some apparent right in
the opposite party, which required to be en-
countered and avoided by the allegation of
new matter. Color was either express, 1. e.,
inserted in the pleading, or implied, which
was naturally inherent in the structure of
the pleading. Steph. Pl. 233; Merten v.
Bank, 5 Okl. 535, 49 Pac. 913.

The word also means the dark color of the
skin showing the presence of negro blood;
and hence it is equivalent to African descent
or parentage.

001.03 01‘ AUTHORITY. That sem-
blance or presumption of authority sustain-
ing the acts of a public oflicer which is de-
rived from his apparent title to the oiiice or
from a writ or other process in his hands
apparently valid and regular. State v. Oates.
86 Wis. 634, 57 N. W. 296, 39 Am. St. Rep.
912; Wyatt v. Monroe, 27 Tex. 268. '

COLOR 01‘ LAW. The appearance or
semblance. without the substance, of legal
right. McCain v. Des .\iolnes. 174 U. S. 168.
19 Sup. Ct. 644, 43 L. Ed. 936.

001.03. 01‘ OFFICE. An act unjustly
done by the countenance of an otlice. being
grounded upon corruption, to which the otlice
is as a shadow and color. Plow. 64.

A claim or assumption of right to do an
act by virtue of an oiiice, made by a person
who is legally destitute of any such right.
Feller v. Gates. 40 Or. 543. 67 Pac. 416, 56
L. R. A. 630, 91 Am. St. Rep. 492; State v.
Fowler, 88 Md-. 601, 42 At]. 201, 42 L. R. A.
849, 71 Am. St. Rep. 452; Bishop v. Mc-
Gillis, 80 Wis. 575, 50 N. W. 779, 27 Am. St.
Rep. 63: Decker v. Judson, 16 N. Y. 439;
Mason v. Crabtree, 71 Ala. 481; Morton v.
Campbell, 37 Barb. (N. Y.) 181; Luther v.
Banks, 111 Ga. 374, 36 S. E. 826; People
v. Schuyler, 4 N. Y. 187.

The phrase im lies, we think. some otiicial
power vested in e actor,—he must be at least
omcer de facto. We do not understand that an
act of a mere pretender to an oflice. or false
personator of an oficer, is said to be done by
color of oflice. And it implies an illegal claim
of authority, by virtue of the oflice, to do the
act or thin in aestion. Burrall v. Acker, Zi
Wend. (N. §) . 35 Am. Dec. 582.

001.03 0!‘ '.l‘I'.l'I.!:. The appearance,
semblance, or simulacrum of title. Any fact,
extraneous to the act or mere will of the
claimant, which has the appearance, on its
face, of supporting his claim of a present
title to land. but which, for some defect. in
reality falls short of establishing it. Wright
v. Mattison, 18 How. 56, 15 L. Ed. 280;
Cameron v. U. S.. 148 U. S. 301, 13 Sup. Ct.
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595, 37 L. Ed. 459; Saltmarsh v. Crommelln,
224 Ala. 352.

“Color of title is anything in writin purport-
ing to convey title to the land, which eiines the
extent of the claim, it being immaterial how de-
fective or imperfect the writing may be. so that
it is a sign. semblance or color of title." Veal
v. Robinson, 70 Ga.

Color of title ‘is that which the law con-
siders prune facie a good title, but which by

' reason of some defect, not appearing on its face,
does not in fact amount to title. An absolute
nullity, as a void deed jud ment, etc.. will not
C0n8tl6té18te color of tite. ernal v. Gleim, 33

al. .

“Any instrument having a grantor and gran-
tee, and containing a description of the lands in-
tended to be conveyed, and _a t words for their
conveyance, gives color of tit e to the lands de
scribed. Such an instrument purports to be a
conveyance of the title, and because it does
not, for some reason, have that effect. it passes
onié color or the semblance of a title." Brooks
v. ruyn. 35 Ill. 392. _

It is not synonymous with _“claim of title."
To the former, a paper title is requisite; but
the latter may exist wholly in parol. Hamilton
v. Wright, 30 Iowa, 480.

COLOBABLZB. That which has or gives
color. That which is in appearance only,
and not in reality, what it purports to be.

-0010:-able alteration. .One which makes
no real or substantial change, but is introduced
only as a subterfuge or means of evading the
patent or copyright law.—0olo:-able muta-
tion. in the law of trade-marks, this phrase
denotes such a close or ingenious imitation as
to be calculated to deceive ordinary persons.-
Oolorable pleading. The practice of giving
color in pleading.

COLORS OPFICII. Lat. By color of
ofiice.

COLORED. By common usage in Amer-
ica, this term, in such phrases as “colored
persons," "the colored race,” “colored men,"
and the like, is used to designate negroes or
persons oi.’ the African race, including all
persons of mixed blood descended from negro
ancestry. Van Camp v. Board of Education,
9 Ohio St. 411; U. S. v. La Coste. 26 Fed.
Gas. 829; Jones v. Com., 80 Va. 542; Helm
v. Bridault, 37 Miss. 222; State v. Chavers,
50 N. C. 15; Johnson V. Norwich. 29 Conn.
407.

COLPICE8. Young poles, which. being
cut down, are made levers or lifters. Blount.

COLPINDACE. In old Scotch law. A
young beast or cow, oi‘ the age of one or two
years; in later times called a “cowdash."

COLT. An animal of the horse species,
whether male or female, not more than four
years old. Mallory v. Berry, 16 Kan. 295;
Pullen v. State. 11 Tex. App. 91.

CO1.
exactly equivalent to “Co."
51 Ill. 142.

An abbreviation for “company,”
Keith v. Sturges,

COHBARONES. In old English law.
Fellow-barons; fellow-citizens. The citisens
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or freemen of the Cinque Ports being ancient-
ly called "barons;” the term “combat-ones"
is used in'tl'.l.ifi sense in a grant of Henry
III. to the barons of the port of Fevresham.
Cowell.

COHBAT. A. forcible encounter between
two or more persons; a battle; a duel. Trial
by battle.
—I£utual combat is one into which both the

arties enter voluntarily; it im lies a common
ntent to fight. but not necessarl y an exchange
of blows. ldrige v. State, 59 Miss. ZW; Tate
v. State. 46 Ga. 158.

COHBATEBRE. A valley or piece or
low ground between two hills. Kennett,
Gloss.

COMB2. A small or narrow valley.

COMBINATION. A conspiracy, or con-
federation of men for unlawful or violent
deeds.

A union of dilrerent elements. A patent
may be taken out for a new combination of
existing machines. Stevenson Co. v. McFas-
sell. 90 Fed. 707. 38 C. C. A. 249; Moore v.
Schaw (O. 0.) 118 Fed. 602.

-—Gomb1nat!on in restraint of trade. A
trust, pool, or other association of two or
more individuals or corporations having for
its object to monopolize the manufacture or
traific in a particular commodity, to regulate or
control the output, restrict the sale, establish
and maintain the price, stifle or exclude compe-
tition, or otherwise to interfere with the normal
course of trade under conditions of tree compe-
tition. Northern Securities Co. V‘. U. S., 193
U. 8. 197, 24 sup. Ct. 436, 48 L. Ed. 679:
U. S. v. hnifiiit Co.. 156 U. S. 1. 15 Su . Ct.

, 39 L . 32.); Texas Brewin . v.
Templeman, 90 Tex. 277. 38 S. W. 2 ; U. S.
v. Patterson (C. C.) 55 Fed. 605; State v. Con-
tinental Tobacco Uo.. 177 Mo. 1. 75 S. W. 737.

COMBUSTIO. Burning. In old English
law. The punishment intiicted upon apos-
tates.
—Combustio dome:-um. Honseburning: ar-
son. 4 Bl. Comm. 2'i'2.—OomImstio peonain.
Burning of money; the ancient method of test-
ing mixed and corrupt money, paid into the ex-
'c.hequer, by melting it down.

COKE. To present oneself; to appear in
court. in modern practice, though such pres-
ence may be constructive only. the word
is still used to indicate participation in the
proceedings. Thus, a pleading may begin.
“Now comes the defendant," etc. In case
of a default. the technical language of the
record is that the party “comes not, but
makes default." Hornet v. O'Laughlin, 29
Md. 472. -

COMES. 1:. A word used in a pleading to
indicate the defendant's presence in court.
See Cons.

COMES, u. Lat. A follower or attend-
ant; a count or earl.
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OOHEI AND DEPENDS. This phrase,
anciently used in the language or pleading.
and still surviving in some jurisdictions, oc~
curs at the commencement of a defendant's
plea or demurrer; and of its two verbs the
former signifies that he appears in court.
the latter that he defends the action.

OOHINUS. Lat. Immediately; liand-to-
hand; in personal contact. ’

' ooxrras. Lat. Comity, courtesy, civil-
ity. Oomuac inter cominunitates; or comi-
tar inter aeruea; comity between communi-
iiu or nations; comity of nations. 2 Kent.
Comm. 457.

OQIITATU 001011880. A writ or
commission, whereby a sheriff is authorized
to enter upon the charges of a county. Reg.
Orig. 295. ‘

OOIITATU ET CASTRO ooiinusso.
A writ by which the charge or a county, to-
gether with the keeping of a castle. is com-
mitted to the sheriff.

OOHITATUS. In old English law. A
county or shire; the body or a county. The
‘territorial Jurisdiction or a comes, i. 0., count
or earl. The county court, a court of great
antiquity and of great dignity in early times.
Also, the retinue or train 01.’ a prince or high
governmental ofllcial.

OOKITES. Counts or earls. Attendants
or followers. Persons composing the retinue
of a high tunctioniiry. Persons who are
attached to the suite of a public minister.

OOMITES PALEY8. Counts or earls
palatine; those who had the government of
a county palatine.

COIIITIA. In Roman law. An assembly,
either (1) of the Roman curiae, in which
use it was called the “comitia curiata vet
calata,-" or (2) of the Roman centuries. in
which case it was called the “comma centu-
riato,-" or (3) of the Roman tribes, in which
case it was called the "comma m'buta.”
Only patricians were members of the flrst
comma, and only plebians oi‘ the last; but
the cannula centuriata comprised the entire
populace, patriclans and pleblans both, and
was the great legislative assembly passing
the leaes, properly so called, as the senate
passed the aenatus consulta, and the comma
tribute passed the plcbtscita. Under the Les:
Hortemia, 287 B. 0., the plebiscitum acquir-
ed the force or a lea. Brown.

OOIIITISSA. In old English law. A
countess; an earl’s wife.

OOETIVA. in old English law. The
dignity and odice of a comes, (count or earl ;)
the same with what was afterwards called
“oomuatiu."

Also a companion or fellow-traveler; a
troop or company of robbers. Jacob.
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OOHITY. Courtesy; complaisance; re-
spect; a willingness to grant a privilege,
not as a matter oi.‘ right. but out of deference
and good will.
—-comity of nations. The most appropriate
phrase to express the true foundation and extent
9! the obligation of the laws of one nation with-
in the territories of another. It is derived al-
together from the voluntary consent of the lat-
ter' and it is inadmisible when it is contrary
to its known po_licy, or fprejudiciai _to its inter-
ests. In the silence 0 any positive rule at-
firming or denying or restraining the operation
of foreign laws, courts of justice presume the
tacit adoption of them by their own government
unless repugnant to its policy, or prejudici
to its interests. It is not the comity of the
courts, but the comity of the nation, which is
administered and ascertained in the same way,
and guided by the same reasoning, by which all
other principles of the municipal law are as-
certained and guided. Story Confl. Laws.
38. "he comity of nations comitaa gentium
is that body of rules which states observe to-
wards one another from courtesy or mutual con-
venience. although they do not form part of
international law. I-loltz. Fine. 0. 1:. Hilton V.
Guyo 159_U. S. 113. 16 Sup. Gt. 139. 40 L.

. ' Fisher v. Fielding. 67 Conn. 91 34
mi. 71!, 32 L. _R. A. 236, 5 Am. St. Reg; éro;
People v. Martin. 175 N. Y. 316. 67 N. 589.
96 Am. Si’. Rep. 628.—-Judicial comity. The
principle in accordance with which the courts
of one state or ‘jurisdiction will give effect to
the laws and ju icial decisions of another. not
as a matter of obligation. but out of deference
and resg t. Franzen v. Zimmer. 90 Hun‘ 103,
35 N. . Suiip. 612; Stowe v. Bank (L. C.)
92 Fed. 96; ust v. Mfg. Co.. 177 U. S. 485,
20 Sup. Ct. 708. 44 L. Ed. 856: Conklin v.
Shipbuilding Co. (0. C.) 123 Fed. 916.

OOKHAND. An order, imperative direc-
tion, or behest. State ‘v. Mann, 2 N. C. 4;
Barney v. Hayes. 11 Mont. 571, 29 Pac. 28%
28 Am. St. Rep. 495.

OOHHANDBMENT. In French law. A
writ served by the huissicr pursuant to a
judgment or to an executory notarlal deed-
Its object is to give notice to the debtor that
it he does not pay the sum to which be has
been condemned by the Judgment, or which
he engaged to pay by the notarlal deed, his
property will be seized and sold. Arg. Fr.
Mere. Law, 550.

COMMANDER IN CHIEF. By article
2, 5 2, oi‘ the constitution it is declared that
the president shall be commander in chief
of the army and navy of the United States.
The term implies supreme control of military
operatloiis during the progress of a war, not
only on the side of strategy and tactics. but
also in reference to the political and inter-
national aspects of the war. See Fleming v.
Page, 9 How. 603, 13 L Ed. 276; Prize
Cases, 2 Black, 635, 17 L. Ed. 459; Swulm
v. U. S., 28 Ct. Cl. 173.

OOMMANDERY. In old English law.
A manor or chief messuage with lands and
tenements thereto appertaining. which be-
longed to the priory oi‘ St. John of Jerusalem.
in England; he who had the government of
such a manor or house was styled the "com-
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mander," who could not dispose of it, but to
the use of the priory, only taking thence his
own sustenance, according to his degree.
The manors and lands belonging to the pri-
ory of St. John of Jerusalem were given to
Henry the Eighth by 32 Hen. VIII. c. 20,
about the time of the dissolution of abbeys
and monasteries; so that the name only of
commanderies remains, the power being long
since extinct. Wharton

OOHMANDITAIRES. Special partners;
partners on oommandité. See Oomunnrrk.

oonnaxnrré. In French law. A spe-
cial or limited partnership, where the con-
tract is between one or more persons who are
general partners, and jointly and severally
responsible, and one or more other persons
who merely furnish a particular fund or cap-
ital stock, and thence are called “commandi-
toires," or "oommenditam3s," or “partners
on oommamméf’ the business being carried
on under the social name or firm of the gen-
eral partners only, composed of the names of
the general or complementary partners, the
partners in commandité being liable to losses
only to the extent of the funds or capital fur-
nished by them. Story, Partn. 5 78; 3 Kent.
Comm. 34.

OOMMANDLIEIIT. In practice. An
authoritative order of a judge or magisterial
otlicer.

In criminal law. The act or oifense of
one who commands another to transgress the
law, or do anything contrary to law, as theft,
murder, or the like. Particularly applied to
the act of an accessary before the fact, in in-
citing. procuring, setting on, or stirring up
another to do the fact or act. 2 Inst. 18?.

OOMMARCKIO. A boundary; the con-
fines of land.

COMMERCE. To commence a suit is to
demand something by the institution of pro-
cess in a court of justice. Cohens v. Vir-
glnia. 6 Wheat. 408. 5 L. Ed. 257. To “bring"
a suit is an equivalent term; an action is
"commenced” when it is “brought," and vice
versa. Goldenberg v. Murphy, 108‘ U. S.
162. 2 Sup. Ct. 388. 27 L. Ed. 686.

OOMMENDA. In French law. The de-
livery of a beneiice to one who cannot hold
the legal title, to keep and manage it for a
time limited and render an account of the
proceeds. Guyot, Rep. Univ.

In mercantile law. An association in
which the management of the property was
intrusted to individuals. Troub. Lim. Partn.
c. 8. 5 27.

Commands est facultas reoipiendi at
I-etinendi benefloinna contra jun positiv-
nn 1 snproml potestuto. Moore, 905. A
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commendam. is the power of receiving and
retaining a beneflce contrary to positive law.
by supreme authority.

OOHLIENDAH. In eeclesiastics.l.law.
The appointment of a suitable clerk to hold
a void or vacant beneiice or church living
until a regular pastor be appointed. Hob.
144; Latch, 236.

In oonunea-einl law. The limited part:
nershlp (or Société en commammé) of the
French law has been introduced into the
Code of Louisiana under the title of “Part-
nership in Oommendam." Civil Code In.
art. 2810.

OOHHENDATIO. In the civil law.
Commendation, praise, or recommendation,
as in the maxim “simplex commendatio non
obligat," meaning that mere recommendation
or praise of an article by the seller of it does
not amount to a -warranty of its qualities.
2 Kent, Comm. 485. '

OOMMENDATIOII‘. In feudal law. This
was the act by which an owner of allodial
land placed himself and his land under the
protection of a lord, so as to constitute him-
self his vassal or feudal tenant.

OOMHENDATOBS. Secular persons up-
on whom ecclesiastical beneiices were he-
stowed in Scotland; called so because the
beneflces were commended and intrusted to
their supervision.

oosansxnaronr. He who holds a
church living or preferment in commendam.

OOMHENDATOBY LETTERS. In ec-
clesiastical law. Such as are written by one
bishop to another on behalf of any of the
clergy, or others of his diocese traveling
thither, that they may be received among the
faithful. or that the clerk may be promoted,
or necessaries administered to ‘others. etc.
Wcharton.

OOMMENDATUS. In feudal law. One
who intrusts himself to the protection of
another. spelman. A person who, by vol-
untary homage, put himself under the pro-
tection of a superior lord. Cowell.

COMMERCE. Intercourse by way of
trade and traiiic between different peoples or
states and the citizens or inhabitants there-
of, including not only the purchase, sale, and
exchange of commodities, but also the in-
strumentallties and agencies by which it is
promoted and the means and appliances by
which it is carried on, and the transporta-
tion of persons as well as of goods. both by
land and by sea. Brennan v. Titnsville, 153
U. S. 289. 14 Sup. Ct. 829, 38 L. Ed. 719;
Railroad Co. v. Fuller, 17 Wall. 668, 21 L.
Ed. 710; Winder V. Caldwell. 14 How. 444,
14 L. Ed. 487 ; Cooley v. Board of Wardens.
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12 How. 299, 13 L. Ed. 996: Trade-Mark Cas-
s, 100 U. S. 96, 25 L Ed. 550: Gibbons V.
Ogden, 9 Wheat 1, 6 L. Ed. 23; Brown V.
Maryland, 12 Wheat. 448, 6 L. Ed. 678; Bow-
man V. Railroad, 125 U. S. 465, 8 Sup. Ct.
689, 31 L. Ed. 700; Leisy V. Hardin, 135
U. S. 100, 10 Sup. Ct. 681. 34 L. Ed. 128:
Mobile County V. Kimball, 102 U. S. 691. 26
L. Ed. 238; Corfleld V. Coryell, 6 Fed. Gas.
646; Fuller V. Railroad Co., 31 Iowa, 207 ;
Passenger Cases, 7 How. 401, 12 L. Ed. 702;
Robbins V. Shelby County Taxing Dlst., 120
U. S. 489, 7 Sup. Ct. 592, 30 L. Ed. 694;
Arnold V. Yanders. 56 Ohio St. 417, 47 N.
E. 60, 60 Am. St. Rep. 753; Fry v. State,
G-I Ind. 562, 30 Am. Rep. 2&8; Webb V.
Dunn, 1.8 Fla. 724; Gilman V. Philadelphia,
8 Wall. 724. 18 L. Ed. 96.

Commerce is a term of the la est import.
It comprehends intercourse for t e purposes
of trade in any and all its forms, including the
transportation, purchase, sale, and exchange of
commodities between the citizens of our coun-

and the citizens or subjects of other coun-
tries, and between the citizens of difierent
states. The power to regulate it embraces all
the instrumentsvlay which such commerce may
be conducted. elton V. Missouri, 91 U. S.
275. 23 L. El. 347.

Commerce is not limited to an exchange of
commodities only, but includes, as well. inter-
course with forei nations and between the
states: and IIICIII es the transportation of as-
sengers. Steamboat Co. V. Livia ston, 3 "ow.
(N. Y.) 713: People V. Raymond," Cal. 492.

The words “commerce" and “trade" are
synonymous, but not identical. They are
often used interchangeably; but, strictly
speaking. commerce relates to intercourse or
dealings with foreign nations, states. or po-
litlcal communities. while trade denotes busi-
ness intercourse or mutual trafilc within the
limit: oi‘ a state or nation, or the buying,
selling. and exchanging of articles between
members of the same community. See Hook-
er V. Vandewuter, 4 Demo (N. Y.) 353, 47
Am. Dec. 258; Jacob; Wharton.
—0ommerce with foreign nations. Com-
me_rce between citizens of the United States and
citizens or subjects of foi-ei governments:
commerce which. either immediately or at some
stafle of its gro as. is extraterrltorlal. U. S.
V. olliday, all. 409, 18 L. Ed. 182; Veazie
V. Moor, 1_4 How. 573, 14 L. Ed. 545; Lord
V. Steamship Co. 102 U. S. 544, 26 L. Ed. 224.
The same as “ oreign commerce." which see
ssfr¢.—0om:iierce _ with Indian tribes.
Commerce with individuals belonfing to such
tubes, in the nature of buying, se ling. and ex-
chan ng commodities. without reference to the
loa.lity_where carried on though it be within
the limits of I. suite. U. s. v. Holliday. 3
Wall. 407. 18 L Ed. 182; U. S. V. Cisna, 25
Fed. Oes. _424.—Domestic commerce. Com-
meiee carried on wholly within the limits of
the United States, as distinguished from for-? commerce. Also, commerce carried on

thin the limits of a single state. as distin-
iuished from interstate commerce. Louisville

N. R. Co. V. Tennessee R. R. Com'n (C. C.)
19 Fed. 701.—!‘os-eign commerce. Commerce
or trade between the United States and foreign
countries. Com. V. Housatonic R. Co., 143
Mass. 264. 9 N. E. 547; Foster V. New Orleans,
94 U. S. 246. 24 L. Ed. 122. The term is some-
times applied to commerce between ports of two
sister states not lying on the sauie coast, e. 9.,
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New York and San F1-ancisco.—Internal
commerce. Such as is carried on between
individuals within the same state, or between
difierent parts of the sa.me state. Lehigh Val.
R. 00. V. Pennsylvania, 116 U. S. 192, 12 Sup.
_Ct. 806, 36 L. Ed. 672: Steamboat Co. V. UV-
ingston, 3 Cow. (N. Y.) 713. Now more com-
monly called "intrastate" commerce.—Isiter-
national commerce. Commerce between
states or nations entirely torel ii to each other.
Louisville & N. R. Co. V. ’ ennessee R. R.
Com'n (C. C.) 19 Fed. 701.—Intex-state com-
merce. Such as is carried on between different
states of the Union or between points lying in
difierent states. See lnrnasurs Coinn:aor:.—-
Intrastate commerce. Such as is begun.
carried on, and completed wholly within the
limits of a single state. Contrasted with “in-
terstate commerce," (q. 9.)

OOHMEROIA BELLI. War contracts.
Compacts entered into by belligerent nations
to secure a temporary and limited peace. 1
Kent, Comm. 159. Contracts between na-
tions at war, or their subjects.

COMMERCIAL. Relating to or connect-
ed with trade and traillc or commerce in gen-
eral. U. S. V. Breed, 24 Fed. Cas. 1222;
llhrnshaw V. Cadwalader, 145 U. S. 258, 12
Sup. Ct. 851'. 36 L. Ed. 693; Zante Cur-
rants (C. C.) 73 Fed. 139.

—Oornmeroial agency. ' The same as a
“mercantile” agency. In re United States Mer-
cantile Reporting, etc. Co., 52 Hun, 611, 4 .

Y. Supp. 916. See EBCAN'I‘ILE.—Co:Inlner-
chl ent. An oflicer in the consular serv-
ice of t e United States. of rank inferior to a
consul. Also used as uivalent to “Commer-
cial broker," see infra. ommercial broker.
One who negotiates the sale of merchandise
without havin the possession or control of it.
being distinguished in the latter particular from
a commission merchant. Adkins V. Richmond,
98 Va. 91. 34 S. F. 967. 47 L R. A. 5&3. 81
Am. St. Rep. 705: In re Wilson, 19 D. C.
349, 12 L. R. A. 624; Henderson V. Com.. "8
Va. 489.-—Commerci.al co oration. One
engaged in commerce in the roadest sense of
that term: hence including a railroad com-
gggy. Sweatt V. Railroad Co., 23 Fed. Cas.

.—Commer.-oial domicile. See Dom-
oii:.s.—Commeroiisl insurance. See IN-
sUaaNcs.—Comrneroia1 law. A phrase used
to designate the whole body of substantive juris-
prudence applicable to the rights, intercourse,
and relations of persons engaged in commerce,
trade, or mercantile pursuits. It is not a Very
scientific or accurate term. As foreign com-
merce is carried on by means of shi ping. the
term has come to be used occasional y as syn-
onymous with “maritime law ;" but. in strict-
ness. the phrase “commercial law" is wider. and
includes many transactions or le 1 questions
which have nothing to do with shipping or its
incidents. Watson V. Tarpley. 18 How. 521. 15
L. . 509: Williams V. Gold Hill Min. Co.
(C. C.) 96 Fed. 464.—Commercial mark. In
French law.. A trade-mark is specially or ure-
iy the mark of the manufacturer. or p ucer
of the article, while a “commercial" mark is
that of the dealer or merchant who distributes
the product to consumers or the trade. La
Rgiubiique Francaise V. Schultz (C. C.) 57
F . 41.—Commex-cial paper. The term
“commercial paper” means bills of exchange,
promissory notes, bank-checks, and other ne-
gotiable instruments for the payment of money,
which, by their form and on their face, purport
to be such instruments as are. by the aw-_
merchant, recognized as falling under the desig-
nation of "commercial paper.” In re Hercules
Mut. L. Assur. Soc., 6 Ben. 35. 12 Fed. Cas.
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12. Commercial paper means negotiable paper
given in due course of business, whether the
element of ne otiability be given it b the law-
merchant or y statute. A note gven by a
merchant for money loaned is within the mean-
ing. In re Sykes, 5 ‘Bias. 113, Fed. Gas. No.
13.7()t8.-—_0o:|ims:;cli,._al truvlolosat Whersk at:
ages um y e iits sampeso goods ep
for sale Ky his principal, and takes orders
from purchasers for such goods. which goods
are afterwards to be delivered by the principal
to the purchasers, and payment for the goods is
to be made by the purchasers to the principal
on such delivery, such agent is generall cal ed
a‘“drummer” or “commercial traveler.’ Kan-
sas City v. Collins, 34 Kan. 434-. 8 Pac. ;
Olnegsv. Todd, 47 Ill. App. 440: Ex parte ay-
lor. Miss. 481. 38 Am. Rep. 336: State 1.
Miller. 93 N. 0. 511, 53 Am. Rep. 469.

OOIIIIZBOIUH. Lat. In the civil law.
Commerce; business; trade; dealings in
the nature of purchase and sale; a contract.

Oonuneroiuau Jute genflusn eonununs
esse debut, et nor: in monopolium at pri-
vatusu psueorun qunstum eonves-temp
duin. 3 Inst. 181. Commerce, by the law of
nations, ought to be common, and not con-
verted to monopoly and the private gain of
a few. .

oonnmui.-rx. The commonalty or the
people.

OOEHINATOBIUH. In old practice.
A clause sometimes added at the end of
writs, admonishing the sheriff to be faithful
in executing them. Bract. fol. 398.

OOHHISE. In old French law. Forfei-
ture: the forfeiture of a ilef: the penalty at-
tached to the ingratltude of s vassal. Guyot,
Inst. Feod. c. 12

OOMMIBSAIRE. In French law. A
person who receives from a meeting of share-
holders a special authority. viz.. that of
checking and examining the accounts of a
manager or of valuing the apporiu en nai-
urc, (q. 12.) The name is also applied to a
Judge who receives from a court a special
mission, e. g., to institute an inquiry, or to
examine certain books, or to supervise the
operations of a bankruptcy. Arg. Fr. Mere.
Law, 551. '

conursssmns-rnrsnuns. In
Bi-ench law. Auctioneers, who possess the
exclusive right of selling personal property
at public sale in the towns in which they are
established; and they possess the same right
concurrently with notaries. gremors. and
hutssicra, in the rest of the arrondissement.
Arg. Fr. "Mere. Law, 551.

OOMMISSABIAT. The whole body of
officers who make up the commissaries’ de-
partment of an army.

OOHZSSARY. In ecclesiastical law.
One who is sent or delegated to execute some
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oflice or duty as the representative of his sn-
perior; an oflicer of the bishop, who exer-
cises spiritual jurisdiction in distant parts of
the diocese.

In military law. An officer whose prin-
cipal duties are to supply an army with pro-
visions and stores.

OOHHISSLBY 001131‘. A Scotch ec-
clesiastical court of general jurisdiction, held
before four commissioners, members of the
Faculty of Advocates, appointed by the
crown.

OOMZKIBSION. A warrant or authority
or letters patent, issuing from the govern-
ment, or one of its departments. or a court.
empowering a person or persons named to do
certain acts, or to exercise jurisdiction, or to
perform the duties and exercise the authori-
ty or an oflice, (as in the caseof an oflicer in
the army or navy.) Bledsoe v. Colgan, 138
Cal. 34, 70.Pac. 924: U. S. v. Planter, 27
Fed. Gas. 544; Dew v. Judges, 8 Hon. & M.
(Va) 1, 8 Am. Dec. 639: scotield v. nouns-
bury, 8 Conn. 109.

Also, in private airairs, it signifies the au-
thority or instructions under which one per-
son transects business or negotiates for an-
other. _

In a derivative sense, a body of persons to
whom a commission is directed. A board or
committee ofliclally appointed and empower-
ed to perform certain acts or exercise cer-
tain Jurisdiction of a public nature or rela-
tion: as a “commission of assise."

In the civil law. A species of bailment.
being an undertaking, without reward, to do
something in respect to an article bailed:
equivalent to “mandate."

In conmorelnl law. The recompense
or reward of an agent, factor, broker, or
bailee, when the same is calculated as a per-
centage on the amount of his transactions or
on the profit to the principal. But in this
sense the word occurs more frequently in the
plural. Jackson v. Stanfield, 137 Ind. 592,
37 N. E. 14. 23 L. R. A. 588: Ralston v.
Kohl, 30 Ohio St. 98; Whitaker V. Guano
00.. 123 N. 0. 368. 31 S. E. 629.

In criminal hw. Doing or perpetration:
the performance of an act. Groves v. State,
116 Ga. 518, 42 S. E. 755, 59 L. B. A. 598.

In practice. An authority or writ issu-
ing from a court, in relation to a cause be-
fore it, directing and authorizing a person or
persons named to do some set or exercise
some special function; usually to take the
depositions of witnesses.

A commission is a process issued under the
seal of the court and the signature of the clerk.‘
directed to some person designated as commis-
sioner, authorising him to examine the witness
upon oath on interrogatories annexed thereto.
to take and certify the deposition of the wit-
ness, and to return it according to the directions
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given with the commission. Pen. Code Cal. §
1351.
—0on.sn.lsslon day. In English practice.
The opening dag‘ of, the assises.—Oonnnlssion
do lnnntioo quiz-endo. The same as a
commission of lunacy, (see infra.) In re Mis-
selwita, 177 Pa. 359, 35 Atl._ 722.—Oonnnls-
sion del credo:-e, in commercial law, is where
an agent of a seller undertakes to aranty to
his principal the payment of the ebt due by
the buyer. The phrase “del omdere” is bor-
rowed from the Italian language. in which its
signification is equivalent to our word “ nar-
anty" or “warranty.” Story, Ag. 28. on-
-ission merchant. A term wh ch is synony-
mous with "factor." It means one who re-
ceives goods, chattels. or merchandise for sale.
exchange, or other disposition, and who is to
receive a compensation for his services. to
paid by the owner, or derived from the sale.
etc., of the&oods. State v. Thompson. 120 Mo.
12, 25 S. . 346: Perkins v. ‘State, 50 Ala.
154; White v. Com.. 78 Va. 484.—Oonun1s-
sion of anticipation. In English law. An
authority under the great seal to collect a tax
or subsidy before the day.—Oonindssion of
apps-alsenient and sale. Where property
has been arrested in an admiralt action in
rm and ordered by the court to 9. sold. the
order is carried out by a commission of ap-
praisement and sale; in some cases’ as where
the property is to be released on bai and the
value is disputed) a commission of appraisement
only is uired. Sweet.—0on:ndssion of aru-
ray. In glish law. A commission issued to
send into every county oflicers to muster or set
in milita order the inhabitants. The intro-
duction o commissions of lieutenancy, which
contained, in substance, the same powers as
these commissions, su erseded them. 2 Staph.
Comm. 7th Ed.) 5 .—-Commission of as-
aise. ose issued to judges of the high court
or court of appeal, authorizing them to sit at
the assises for the trial of civil actions.—0oni-
nalssion of bankrupt. A commission or au-
thority formerly granted by the lord chancellor
to such persons as he should think proper, to
examine the bankrupt in all matters relating to
his trade and eifects, and to perform various
other important duties connected with bank-
ri_‘i’1tcy matters. But now, under St. 1 8: 2 Wm.
I . c. 56, 5 12, a fiat issues instead of such
commission.—Oomniisslon of charitable
uses. This commission issues out of chancery
to the bishop and others, where lands given to
charitable uses are misemployed. or there is any
fraud or dispute concerning them, to in uire of
and redress the same, etc.—Oonan:ls on of
delegates. When any sentence was given in
any ecclesiastical cause by the archbishop, this
commission, under the great seal, was directed
to certain persons, usually lords, bishops, and
judges of the law, to sit and hear an appeal

the same to the king, in the court of chan-
cery. But latterly the Judicial committee of the
privy council has supplied the lace of this coin-'
inission. Brown.—Oonunls on of lunacy.
A writ issued out of chancery, or such court as
may have jurisdiction of the case. directed to a
proper o_flicer, to inquire whether a person nam-
ed therein is a lunatic or not. 1 Bouv. Inst. 11.

382, ct oeq.; In re Moore, 68 Cal. 281, 9 Pac.
]64.—Oona:nlssion of partition. In the for-
mer English equity practice, this was a commis-
sion or authority issued to certain persons. to
eifect a division of lands held by tenants in
common desiring a partition; when the com-
missioners reported, the parties were ordered to
execute mutual conveyances to confirm the divi-
sion.—0onun1saion of rebellion. In Eng-
lish law. An attaching process, formerly issu-
able out of chancery, to enforce obedience to a
psocess or decree: abolished by order of 26th
August. 1841.—0onunisslon of review. In
English ecclesiastical law. A commission for-
merly sometimes granted in extraordinary cas-
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es, to revise the sentenceof the court of dele-
gates. Comm. 67. Now out of use, the
srivy council being substituted for the court of

elegates,_ as the great court of appeal in all
ecclesiastical causes. 8 Steph. Comm. 432.-
Oonimlsslon of the peace. In English law.
A_commission from the crown, appointing cer-
tain persons therein named, jointly and several-
ly, to keep the peace etc. Justices of the peace
are always appointed by special commission un-
der the rest seal, the form of which was set-
tled by a l the judges. A. D. 1590, and continues
with little alteration to this day. 1 Bl. Comm.
351; 3 Steph. Comm. 39, 40.-Commission of
treaty with foreign princes. Leagues and
arrangements made between states and king-
doms, by their ambassadors and ministers. for
the mutual advantage of the kingdoms in al-
liance. Wharton.—Oonunission of nnlivery.
In an action in the English admiralty division,
where it is necessary to have the cargo in a
ship unladen in order to have it ap raised. a
commission of unlivery is issued an executed
by the marshal. Williams & B. Adm. Jur. 233.
—0onunlssion to examine witnesses. In
practice. A commission issued out of the court
in which an action is pending, to direct the tak-
ing of the depositions of witnesses who are be-
yond the territorial jurisdiction of the court.
—-Commission to take answer chan-
cery. In English law.
when defendant lives abroad to swear him to
such answer. 15 & 16 Vict. c. 86, 5 21. Obso-
lete. See Jud. Acts, 1873, 1875.-Commission.
to take depositions. A written authority is-
sued by a court of justice, giving power to take
the testimony of witnesses who cannot be per-
sonally produced in court. Tracy v. Suydam,
80 Barb. (N. Y-.) 110.

COMMISSION!-:1) OFFICERS. In the
United States army and navy and marine
corps, those who hold their rank and oilice
under comnilslons isued by the president,
as distinguished from non-commissioned ot-
flcers (in the army, including sergeants, cor-
porals, etc.) and warrant oflicers (in the na-
vy, including boatswalns, gunners, etc.) and
from privates or enlisted men. See Babbitt
v. U. S., 16 Ct. G1. 202.

COMMISSIONER. A person to whom a.

commission is directed by the government or
a court. State v. Banking Co., 14 N. J. Law,
437; In re Canter, 40 Misc. Rep. 126, 81 N.
Y. -Supp. 338.

In the governmental system of the United
States, this term denotes an officer who is
charged with the administration of the laws
relating to some particular subject-matter, or
the management of some bureau or agency
of the government. Such are the commis-
sioners of education, of patents, of pensions,
of fisheries, of the general land-oflice, of
Indian affairs, etc.

In the state governmental systems, also,
and in England, the term is quite extensively
used as a designation or various otilcers hav-
ing a similar authority and similar duties.
—Gonunissioner of patents. An oflicer of
the United States government, being at the head
of the bureau of the patent-oflice.-Oornniis-
sioners of ball. Otiicers appointed to take
recognizances of bail in civil cases.—Oonan|.ls-
sioners of bankrupts. The name given. un-
der the former English practice in bankruptcy.
to the persons appointed under the great seal to

A commission issued_
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execute a commission of bankruptcy, (3). 12.)-
Oommissioncrs of circuit courts. ificers
appointed by and attached to the circuit courts
0 the United States, performing functions part-
ly ministerial and partly judicial. To a cer-
tain extent they represent the judge in his ab-
sense. In the examination of persons arrested
for violations of the laws of the United States
they have the powers of committing magistrates.
They also take bail. recoguizances, afidavits,
etc., and hear preliminary proceedings for for-
eign extradition. In re Com'rs of Circuit Court
(C. C.) 65 Fed. 317.—Commissioners of
deeds. Oflicers empowered by the government
of one state to reside in another state, and
there take acknowledgments of deeds and other
papers which are to be used as evidence or put
on record in the former state.—Oomml.ssion-
ers of highways. Oflicers a pointed in each
county or township, in many 0 the states, with
power to take charge of the altering, opening,
repair, and vacating of highways within such
county or townshiF.—Oommissiones-s of sew-
ers. In English aw. Commissioners appoint-
ed under the great seal, and constituting a court
of special jurisdiction; which is to overlook
the repairs of the banks and walls of the sea-
coast and navigable rivers. or, with consent of a
certain proportion of the owners and occupiers.
to make new ones. and to cleanse such rivers,
and the streams communicating therewith. St.
3 & 4 Wm. IV. c. 22. § 10; 3 Steph. Comm.
442.—0ounty commissioners. See COUNTY.

COMMISSIONS. The compensation or
reward paid to a factor, broker, agent, hailee,
executor, trustee, receiver, etc., when the
same is calculated as a percentage on the
amount of his transactions or the amount re-
ceived or expended. See Cosunssxox.

OOMMISSIVE. Caused by or consisting
in acts of commission, as distinguished from
neglect, sufferance, or toleratlon: as in the
phrase "commissive waste," which is con-
trasted with “permissive waste." See Wasrs.

OOHMISSORIA 1.3!. In Roman law.
A clause which might be inserted in an
agreement for a sale upon credit, to the ef-
fect that the vendor should be freed from his
obligation, and might rescind the sale, if the
vendee did not pay the purchase price at the
appointed time. Also a similar agreement
between a debtor and his pledgee that, if the
debtor did not pay at the day appointed, the
pledge should become the absolute property
of the creditor. This, however, was abol-
ished by a law of Constantine. Cod. 8, 35,
3. See Dig. 18, 3; Mackeld. Rom. Law,
§§ 447, 461; 2 Kent, Comm. 583.

COMMIT. In practice. To send a per-
son to prison by virtue of a lawful authori-
ty, for any crime or contempt, or to an asy-
lum. workhouse, reformatory. or the like. by
authority of a court or magistrate. People v.
Beach. 122 Cal. 37, 54 Pac. 369; Cummington
v. Wareham, 9 Cush. (.\Iass.) 585; French V.

Bancroft, 1 Metc. (i\lass.) 502; People V.
Warden, 73 App. Div. 174, 76 N. Y. Supp.
728.

To deliver a defendant to the custody of
the sheriff or marshal. on his surrender by
his ball. 1 Tidd, Pr. 285, 287.
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oonnarrnmrr. In practice. The war-
rant or mmimua by which a court or magis-
trate directs an otiicer to take a person to
prison. _

The act of sending a person to prison -by
means of such a warrant or order. People
V. Rutan. 3 Mich. 49; Guthmann V. People,
203 I11. 260, 67 N. E. 821; Allen V. Hagan,
170 N. Y. 46, 62 N. E. 1086.

00H$'.l.".l.'EE. In practice. An assem-
bly or board of persons to whom the consid-
eration or management of any matter is com-
mitted or referred by some court. Lloyd v.
Hart, 2 Pa. 473, 45 Am. Dec. 812; Farrar V.

Eastman, 5 Me. 345.
An individual or body to whom others

have delegated or committed a particular du-
ty, or who have taken on themselves to per-
form it in the expectation of their act being
confirmed by the body they profess to repre-
sent or act for. 15 Mees. & W. 529.

The term is especially applied to the per-
son or persons who are invested, by order of
the proper court, with the guardianship of
the person and estate of one who has been
adjudged a lunatic.

In pnrlinmentnry law. A portion of a
legislative body, comprising one or more
members. who are charged with the duty of
examining some matter specially referred to
them by the house, or of deliberating upon it,
and reporting to the house the result of their
investigations or recommending a course of
action. A committee may be appointed for
one special occasion, or it may be appointed
to deal with all matters which may be refer-
red to it during a whole session or during
the life of the body. In the latter case, it
is called a “standing committee." It is usu-
ally composed of a comparatively small num-
ber of members, but may include the whole
house.

—Jol.nt committee. A joint committee of I
legislative body comprising two chambers is a
committee consisting of representatives of each
of the two houses, meeting and acting together
as. one committee.—8ecre't committee. A se-
cret committee of the house of commons is a
committee specially appointed to investigate a
certain matter, and to which secrecy being
deemed necessary in furtherance of its objects.
its proceedings are conducted with closed doors.
to the exclusion of all persons not members of
the committee. All other committees are open
to members of the house. although they may not
be serving upon them. Brown.

COHHITTING MAGISTRATE. see
Maoxs-raara.

OOMMITTITUR. In practice. An or-
der or minute, setting forth that the person
named in it is comntdticd to the custody of
the sheriff.
—Oommittitur piece. An instrument in writ-
ing on paper or parchment, which charges a
person. already in prison. in execution at the
suit of the person who arrested him. 2 Chit.
Archb. Pr. (12th Ed.) 1208. .
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OOHHJXTIO. In the civil law. The
mixing together or confusion of things, dry
or solid, belonging to dliferent owners, as dis-
tinguished from confusio, which has relation
to liquids.

OOHMODATI-:. In Scotch law. A. gra-
tuitous loan for use. Ersk. Inst. 3, 1, 20.
Closely formed from the Lat. commodatum,
(9. 12-)

OOMMIODATI AOTIO. Lat. In the
civil law. An action or loan; an action for
a thing lent. An action given for the recov-_
ery or a thing loaned, (commodatum,) and
not returned to the lender. Inst. 3. 15, 2;
Id. 4, 1, 16.

OOKMZODATO. In Spanish law. A cou- .

tract by which one person lends gratuitous-
ly to another some object not consumable,
to be restored to him in kind at a given pe-
riod; the same contract as commodalum,
(0. v.)

COHKODATUH. In the civil law. He
who lends to another a thing for a definite
time, to be enjoyed and used under certain
conditions, without any pay or reward, is
called "oommodans,-" the person who re-
ceives the thing is called “commodatarius,"
and the contract is called “oommodatum.”
It dlcfers from locate and oonductio, in this:
that the_ use of the thing is gratuitous. Dig.
13, 6; Inst. 8, 2, 14; Story, Bailm. 5 221.
Coggs V. Bernard, 2 Ld. Rayin. 909; Adams
V. Mortgage Co., 82 Miss. 263, 34 South. 482,
17 L R. A. (N. S.) 138, 100 Am. st. Rep. 633;
World's Columbian Exposition Co. V. Repub-

. lie or France, 96 Fed. 693, 38 O. C. A. 483.

COKHODITII-:8. Goods, wares, and
merchandise or any kind; niovables; arti-
cles of trade or commerce. Best v. Bauder,
29 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 492; Portland Bank V.
Apthorp, 12 "Mass. 256; Queen Ins. Co. V.
State, 86 Tex. 250, 24 S. W. 397, 22 L. R. A.
433.

Conunodrun ex injlu-IL sul nemo Illa-
bero debet. Jenk. Cent. 161. No person
ought to have advantage from his own
wrong.

COMMON, n. An mcorporeai heredita-
ment which consists in a profit which one
man has in connection with one or more
others in the land or another. Trustees V.
Robinson, 12 Serg. & R. (Pn.) 31; Van Reus-
selaer V. Radclitf. 10 Wend. (N. Y.) 647, 25
Am. Dec. 582; Watts V. Collin, 11 Johns.
(N. Y.) 498.

Common, in English law, is an iucorporeal
right which lies in grant, originally com-
mencing on some agreement -between lords
and tenants, which by time has been fornied
into prescription, and continues good, - ai -"‘

Bi..I.Aw Dicr.(2n F)n.)—15
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though there be no deed or instrument to
prove the original contract. 4 Coke, 37: 1
Crabb, Real Prop. p. 258, 5 268.

Common, or a right of common, is a right or
privilege which several persons have to the pro-
duce of the lands or waters of another. Thus
common of pasture is a right of feeding the
beasts of one person on the lands of- another:
common of estovers is the right a tenant has of
taking necessary wood and timber from the
woods of the lord for fuel, fencing, etc. Van
Rensselaer v. Radcliif, 10 Wend. (N. Y.) 647.

The word “common" also denotes an unin-
closed piece of land set apart for public or
municipal purposes, in many cities and vii-
lages of the United States. White v. Smith.
37 Mich. 291; Newport v. Taylor, 16 B. Mon.
807; Cincinnati v. White, 6 Pet. 435, 8 L.
Ed. 452: Cummings V. St. Louis, 90 lilo. 259,
2 S. W. 130: Newell V. Hancock, 67 N. H.
244, 35 At]. 253; Bath V. Boyd, 23 N. C. 194;
State V. Mclleynolds, 61 M0. 210.

—0ommon up endant. A right annexed to
the possession o arable land, by which the own-
er is entitled to feed his beasts on the lands of
another. usually of the owner of the manor of
which the lands entitled to common are a_part.
2 Bl. Comm. 33; Smith V. Floyd, 18 Barh. (N.
Y.) 527; Van Rensselaer V. Radcliif, 10 V‘Vend.
(N. Y.) 648.—Gor|unon appurtenant. A
right of feeding one's beasts on the land of an-
other, (in common with the owner or with
others.) which is founded on a grant, or a pre-
scription which sup oses a grant. 1 Crabb,
Real Prop. p. 264, § 7. This kind of common
arises from no connection of tenure, and is
against common right: it may commence by
grant within time of memory, or, in othv '

words, may be created at the present day; it
ma be claimed as annexed to any kind of land,
an may be claimed for beasts not commonable.
as well as those that are. 2 Bl. Comm. 33:
Van Rensselaer V. Itadcliff, 10 Wend. (N. Y.)
649: Smith v. Floyd, 18 Barb. (N. Y.) 527.
—Common because of vloinage is where the
inhabitants of two townships which lie contigu-
ous to each other have usually intercommoned
with one another. the beasts of the one stray-
ing mutually into the other's fields. without any
molestation from either. This is, indeed, only
a permissive right, intended to excuse what, in‘
strictness. is a trespass in both, and to prevent
a. multiplicity of suits, and therefore either
township may inclose and bar out the other,
though they have intercommoned time out of
mind. 2 Bl. Comm. 33; Co. Litt. 122a.—Com-
anon on. or at Large. A species of
common w ich is, neither appendant nor appur-
tenant _to land, but is annexed to a man's per-
eon. being granted to him and his heirs by deed;
or it may be claimed by prescriptive right, as
by a parson of a church or the like corpora-
tion sole. 2 Bl. Comm. 34. It is a separate in-
heritance. entirely distinct from any other land-
ed property, vested in the person to whom the
common right belongs. 2 Steph. Comm. 6:
Mitchell V. D’0lier. 68 N. J. Law, 375. 53 Atl.
467, 59 L. R. A. 949.—Oouunon of .

Common of digging, or common in the soil, is
the right to take for one’s own use part of the
soil or minerals in another’s land; the most
usual subjects of the right are sand, gravel,

, stones, and clay. It is of a Very similar nature ‘

to common of estovers and of turbary. Elton.
Com. 109.—-Common of estoven. A liberty
of taking necessary wood for the use or fumi-
ture of a house or farm from oif another’s es-
tate. in common with the owner or with others.
2 Bl. Comm. 35. _ It may be claimed, like com-
mon of pasture, either by grant or prescription.
2 Steph. Comm. 10; Van Rensselaer 1. Bad-
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cliff, 10 Wend. (N. Y.) 848.—Oonunon of {Isla-
ery. The same as Common of iscary. See in-
fra.—Common of fowllng. 11 some parts of
the country a right of taking wild animals
(such as conies or wildfowl) from the land of
another has been found to exist; in the _case
of wildtowl, it is called a “common of towliag."
Elton, Coin. 118.—Gornrnon of pasture. The
right or liberty of posturing one’s cattle upon

‘another man's land. It may be either append-
ant, a purtenant, in gross, or use of vicin-
age. an Rensselaer v. Radclifl, 10 Wend. (N.
Y.) 647.—Oornrnon of plsoary. The right or
liberty of fishing in another_man’s water, in
common with the owner or with other rsons.
2 Bl. Comm. 34. _A liberty or right 0 fishing
in the water covering the soil of another per-
son. or in a river running through another's
land. 3 Kent, Comm. 409. Hardin v. Jordan,
140 U. ‘S. 371, 11 Su . Ct. 808, 35 L. Ed. 428'
Albriglit v. pm Go ‘n. 68 N. J. paw, 523, 53
Atl. 612; Van Rensselaer v. Radcliif, 10 Wend.
(N. Y. 649. It is quite diiferent from a com-
mon
quentiy confounded.—Oomrnon of shack. A
species of common by vicinage prevailing in the
counties of Norfolk, Lincoln. and Yorkshire, in
England; being the right of persons occupying
lands lying together in the same common fiel
to turn out their cattle after harvest to feed
promiscuously in that field. 2 Steph. Comm. 6,

; 5 Coke. 65.—0ornrnon of tux-bury. Com-
mon of turbary, in its modern sense, is the right
of taking peat or turf from the waste land of
another. for fuel in the commoner's house. Wil-
liams, Common, 187: Van Rcnsselser v. Rad-
cliff, 10 Wend. (N. Y.) 647.—Oorrunon sans
nornbre. Common without number. that is,
without li'nu‘t as-to the number of cattle which
may be turned an: otherwise called "common
without stint." Bract. fols. 531:, 2221) ;
Steph. Comm. 6. 7; 2 Bi. Comm. 3«i.—Co:n-
mon, tenants in. See TENANTB IN Cosmos.

OOKHON. As an adjective, this word
denotes usual, ordinary, accustomed: shared
amongst several; owned by several jointly.
State v.. 0’Couner, 49 Me. 596; Koen v.
state, 35 Neb. 676, 53 N. W. 595, 17 L. R.
A. em; Aymette v. State. 2 Humph. ('1‘enn.)
154.

—0onunon assurances. The several modes
or instruments of conveyance established or
authorized by the law of England. Called “com-
mon" because thereby every man's estate is as-
sured to him. Comm. 294. The legal
evidences of the translation of property. where-
by every person's estate is assured to him. and
al controversies, doubts, and diiiiculties are
either revented or removed. Wharton.—Oorn-
anon no. In old Imiglish-law. A certain
sum of money which the residents in a leet paid
to the lord of the leet, otherwise called “head
silver," “cert money," (a. v..) or “certum letcz."
Termes de la Ley: Cowell. A sum of money
paid by the inhabitants of a manor to their
ord, towards the charge of holding a court

leet. Bailey, Dict.-Oornrnon form. A will
is said to be proved in common form when the
executor proves it on his own oath; as distin-
guished from “proof by witnesses.” which is
necessary when the paper gonounded as a will
is disputed. Hubbard v. ubbard, 7 Or. 42;
Richardson v. Green. 61 Fed. 423, 9 C. C. A.
5(‘i5: In re Straub, 49 N. J. Eq. 264, 24 At].
56!); Sutton v. Hancock, 118 Ga. 436. 45 S. E.
.'i04.—Oorrunon 11311. A court in the city of
London, at which all the citizens, or such as
are free of the city. have a right to attend.-
Oorrunon learning. Familiar law or doc-
trine. Dyer. 27b. 33.—Oommon place. Com-
mon pleas. The English court of common pleas
is sometimes so called in the old books.-—Oom-
Iron prayer. The liturgy. or public form of
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shery, with which, however, it is fre- .
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gerayer prescribed by the Church of England to
used in all churches and chapels, and which

the clergy are enjoined to use under a certain
g§iialty.—-Co_rnmom repute. The prevailing

lief n a given community as to the existence
of a certain fact or aggre tion of facts.
Brown v. Foster. 41 S. C. 11 19 8. E. E9.
—p¢_imman ht. A term applied to rights
privile es, and. mmunities a rtainjng to and
enjoye _b all citizens equal y and in common,
and who have their foundation in the com-
mon aw. Co. Inst. 1-12¢; Slpring Valley Wa-
terworks v. Schottler, 62 Ca. 108.—Oonunon
seller. A common seller of any commodity
(particularly under the liquor laws of many
states) is_ one who sells it frequently, usually,
customarily, or habitually: in some states, one
who is shown to have made a certain number
of sales, either three or five. State v. O'Con-
ner. 49 Me. 596; State v. Nutt. 28 Vt. 598:
Moundsville v. Fountain. 27 W. Va. 194:
Com. v. Tubbs, 1 Cush. (Mass.) 2.—Oornrnon
sense. Sound practical judgment; that de-
gree of intelligence and reason, as exercised up-
on the_ relations of persons and things and
the ordinary afiairs o life, which is possessed
by the generality of mankind, and which would
suiiice to direct the conduct and actions of the
individual in a manner to agree with the be-
havior of ordinary persons.—Conunon thief.
One who by practice and habit is a thief; or
in some states, one who has been convicted o
three distinct lareenies at the same term of
court. W'oi_-id v. State, 50 Md. 54; Com. v.
Hope, 22 Pick. (Mass) 1: Stevens v. Com. 4
Metc. (Mass.) 364.—0ouurron weal. The
public or common good or welfare.

As to common “Bail," “Barretor,” "Car-
rier," “Chase," "Council," “Counts," “Dili-
gence," “Day," “Debtor," “Drunkard," “Er-
ror." “Fishery," “Highway," "Informer,"
“Inn," “Intendment," "Intent," “Jury," "La-
bor," “Nuisance," “Pi-operty." “School,"
uscoldsv ust0ck'n useahru userzeannn uTra_

verse." "Vouchee," “Wall." see those titles.
For Commons, House or, see House or Cort- ‘

IONS.

COHKON BAR. In pleading. (Other-
wise called.“blank bar.") A plea to compel
the plaintiff to assign the particular place
where the trespass has been committed.
Steph. Pl. 256.

OOIIHON BENCH. The English court
of common pleas was formerly so called. Its
original title appears to have been simply
"The Bench," but it was designated “Com-
mon Bench" to distinguish it from the
"King's Bench," and because in it were tried
and determined the causes of common per-
sons, 1. c., causes between subject and sub-
ject, in which the crown had no interest.

OOKMON LAW. 1. As distinguished
from the Roman law, the modern civil law.
the canon law, and other systems, the com-
mon iaw is that body of law and jnristic
theory which was originated, developed, and
formulated and is administered in England.
and has obtained among most of the states
and peoples of Anglo-Saxon stock. Luz v.
Haggin, 69 Cal. 255, 10 Pac. 674.

2. As distinguished from law created by
the enactment of legislatures. the common
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law comprises the body of those principles
and rules of action, relating to the govern-
ment and security of persons and property,
which derive their authority solely from
usages and customs of immemorial antiquity,
or from the judgments and decrees of the
courts recognizing, aiiirming,- and enforcing
such usages and customs; and, in this sense.
particularly the ancient unwritten law oi.‘
England. Western Union Tel. Co. v. Call
Pub. Co., 181 U. S. 92, 21 Sup. Ct. 561, 45
L. Ed. 765; State v. Buchanan, 5 Hnr. & J.
add.) 365, 9 Am. Dec. 534; Lux v. Raggin,
89 Cal. 255, 10 Pac. 674; Barry v. Port Jer-
vis, 64 App. Div. 268, 72 N. Y. Supp. 104.

3. As distinguished from equity raw, it is
a body of rules and principles, written or un-
written, which are of flxed and immutable
authority, and which must be applied to- con-
troversies rigorously and in their entirety,
and cannot be modified to suit the peculiari-
ties of a specific case, or colored by any judi-
cial discretion, and which rests confessedly
upon custom or statute, as distinguished
from any claim to ethical superiority. Kle-
rer v. Seawall, 65 Fed. 395, 12 C. C. A. 661.

4. As distinguished from ecclesiastical law,
it is the system of jurisprudence adminis-
tered by the purely secular tribunals.

5. As concerns its force and authority in
the United States, the phrase designates that
portion or the common law of England (in-
cluding such acts of parliament as were ap-
plicable) which had been adopted and was in
force here at the time of the Revolution.
This, so far as it has not since been expressly
abrogated, is recognized as an organic part
of the jurisprudence of most oi.’ the United
States. Browning v. Browning, 3 N. M. 371,
9 Pac. 677; Guardians of Poor v. Greene.
5 Bin. (Pa.) 557: U. S. v. New Bedrord
Bridge, 27 Fed. Gas. 107.

6. In a wider sense than any of the fore-
going, the “common law" may designate all
that part of the positive law, jurlstic theory,
and ancient custom of any state or nation
which is of general and universal applica-
tion, thus marking on special or local rules
or customs.

As a compound adjective “common-law” is
understood as contrasted with'or opposed to
"statutory," and sometimes also to “equi-
table" or to “criminal." See examples below.
—Co:_nmon-law action. A civil suit, as dis-
tinguished from a criminal prosecution or a
rlroceeding to enforce a penalty or a lice regu-

tion; not necessaril an action w ich would
lie at common law. irby v. Railroad Co. (C.
C.) 108 Fed. 551: U. S. v. Block, 24 Fed. Cas.
1,174.—-Common-law assi ents. Such
forms of assignments for the nefit of creditors
as were known to the common law, as distin-
guished from such as are of modern invention
or authorized by statute. Ontario Bank ‘v.
Hurst, 103 Fed. 211. 43 C. C. A. 193.—Com-
non-law chest. The obtaining of mone or
property by means of a false token, symbo . or
device; this being the definition of a cheat
or "cheatin ‘ at common law. State v. Wilson.
72 Minn. 2, 76 N. W. 715; State v. Renick;
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38 Or. 584. 56 Pac. 275, 44 L. R. A. 266. 72
Am. St. Rep. 758.—Common-law courts. In
England. those administering the common law.
Equitable L. Assur. Soc. v. Paterson. 41 Ga.
364, 5 Am. Rep. 535.—Common-law crime.
One punishable b the force of the common
law, as distinguisged from crimes created by
statute. In re Greene (0. C.) 52 Fed. _104.—
Common-Iaw jurisdiction. Jurisdiction of
a court to try and decide such cases as .were
coinizable by the courts of law under the Eng-
lis common law; the urisdlction of those
courts which exercise the r judicial owers ac-
oordin to the course of the pommon aw. Peo-

le v. IcGowan. 77 Ill. 644, 20 Am. Rep. 254;
ii re Conner, 39 Cal. 98. 2 Am. Rep. 430: U.

S. v. Power, 27 Fed. Cas. 607.—Common-law
lion. One known to or granted by the com-
mon law, as distinguished from statutory. equi-
table, and maritime liens; also one arising by
implication of law, as distinguished from one
created by the agreement of the parties. The
Meniominie (D. C.) 36 Fed. 197: Tobacco Ware-
house Co. v. Trustee. 117' Ky. 478. 78 S. W.
413. 64 L. R. A. 219.—Common-law mar-
riage. One not solemnised in the ordinary
wa , but created by an agreement to marry
fol owed by cohabitation; a consummated
agreement to marry, between a man and a
woman, per verba de priesenti, followed by co-
habitation.
303, 50 Pac. 1049; Cuneo v. De Cun_eo, 24 ex.
Civ. Am. 436. 59 S. W. 284: Morrill v. Palm-
er. 68 Vt. 1, 33 Atl. 829, 33 L. R. A. 411.-
Common-Iaw mortgage. One
the characteristics or fulfilling the requirements
of a mortgage at common law; not known in
Louisiana, where the civil law prevails; but
such a mortgage made in another state and af-
fecting lands in Louisiana. will be given eE_ect
there as a “conventional" mortgage, affecting
third persons after due inscription. Gates v.
Gaither, 46 La. Ann. 286, 15 South. 50.-
Common-law procedure acts. Three sets
of parliament, passed in the years 1852, 1854.
and 1860. respectively, for the amendment of
the procedure in the common-law courts. The
common‘-law procedure act of 1852 is St. 15
& 16 Vict. c. 76: that of 1954. St. 17 E: 18
Vict. c. 125: and that of 18_60. St. 23 &_24
Vict. c. 126. Mosley J: Whitley._—Common-
law wife. A woman who was party to a
"common-law marriage,” as above_defined: _or
one who, having lived with a man in a relation
of conciiblnase during his life. asserts a claim.
after his death. to have been his wife according
to the renuirements of the common law. In re
Brush, 25 App. Div. 610. 49 N. Y. Supp. 803.
—Common lawyer. A lawyer learned in. the
common law.

possessing

Common opinion is good authority in
law. Co. Litt. 186a; Bank of Utica v. Mer-
sereau, 3 Barb. Ch. (N: Y.) 528. 577, 49 Am.
Dec. 189.

COMMON PLEAS. The name of a court
of record having general original jurisdic-
tion in civil suits. »

Common causes or suits. A term anciently
used to denote civil actions, or those depend-
ing between suhject and subject, as distin-
guished from pleas of the crown. _Da1lett v.
Feltus, 7 Phila. (Pa.) 627.

COMMON PLBAS, THE COURT 0!‘.
In English law. (So called because its orig-
inal jurisdiction was to determine controver-
sies between subject and subject.) One of
the three superior courts of common law at
Westminster, presided over by a lord chiet_

Taylor v. Taylor, 10 Colo. A p. ‘
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justlce and five (formerly four, until 31 & 32
Vict. c. 125, 5 11, subsec. 8) puisné judges.
It was detached from the king's court (aula
regie) as early as the reign of Richard 1.,
and the fourteenth clause of Mayne Charts
enacted that it should not follow the king's
court, but be held in some certain place. Its
Jurisdiction was altogether confined to civil
matters, having no cognizance in criminal
cases, and was concurrent with that of the
queen's bench and exchequer in personal
actions and ejectment. Wharton.

COMMON RECOVERY. In conveyanc-
ing. A species of common assurance, or mode
of conveying lands by matter of record.
formerly in frequent use in England. It
was in the nature and form of an action at
law, carried regularly through, and ending
in a recovery of the lands against the ten-
ant of the freehold; which recovery, being a
supposed adjudication of the right, bound all
persons, and vested a free and absolute fee-
simple in the recoverer. 2 Bl. Comm. 357.
Chrlsty v. Burch. 25 Flu. 942, 2 South. 258.
Common recoveries were abolished by the
statutes 3 & 4 Wm. IV. c. 74.

COMMONABLE. Entitled to common.
Commonable beasts are either beasts of the
plow, as horses and oxen, or such as manure
the land, as kine and sheep. Beasts not
commonable are swine, goats, and the like.
00. Litt. 12222; 2 Bl. Comm. 33.

COMMONAGE. In old deeds. The right
of common. see Common.

donuonaurr. In English nm. The
great body of citizens; the mass of the peo-
ple, excluding the nobility.

In American law. The body of people
composing a municipal corporation. exclud-
ing the corporate oiiicers.

COMMONANCE. The commoners, or
tenants and inhabitants, who have the right
of common or commonlng in open field. Cow-
ell.

COMMONERB. In English law. Per-
sons having a right of 'common. So called
because they have a right to pasture on the
waste, in common with the lord. 2 B. B1.
389.

COMMONS. 1. The class of subjects in
Great Britain exclusive of the royal family
and the nobility. They are represented in
parliament by the house of commons.

2. Part of the demesne land of a manor,
(or land the property of which was in the
10rd,) which, being uncultivated, was termed
the “lord's waste." and served for public
roads and for common of pasture to the lord
and his tenants. 2 Bl. Comm. 90.
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COMMONS HOUSE 0!‘ PARLIA-
MENT. In the English parliament. The

_ lower house, so called because the commons
of the realm. that is, the knights, citizens,
and burgesses returned to parliament, repre-
senting the whole body of the commons, sit
there.

COMMONTY. In Scotch law. Land pos-
sessed in common by different proprietors, or
by those having acquired rights of servitude.
Bell.

COMMONWEALTH. The public or com-
mon weal or welfare. This cannot be re-
garded as a technical term of public law,
though often used in political science. It
generally designates, when so employed, a
republican frame of government.-—one in
which the welfare and rights of the entire
mass of people are the main consideration,
rather than the privileges of a class or the
will of a monarch; or it may designate the
body of citizens living under such a govern-
ment. Sometimes it may denote the corpo-
rate entity, or the government, of a jural
society (or state) possessing powers of self-
government in respect of its immediate con-
cerns, but forming an integral part of a lar-
ger government, (or nation.) In this latter
sense, it is the official title of several of the
United States, (as Pennsylvania and Massa-
chusetts,) and would be appropriate to them
all. In the former sense. the Word 'was used
to designate the English government during
the protectorate of Cromwell. See Govr:ax-
mcxr; Narrow; Srars. (State v. Lambert,
44 W. Va. 308, 28 S. E. 930.)

OOMMOBANCY. The dwelling in any
place as an inhabitant; which consists in
usually lying there. 4 B1. Comm. 273. In
American law it is used to denote a mere
temporary residence. Ames v. Winsor. 19
Pick. (Mass) 248; Pullen v. Monk, _82 Me.
412, 19 At]. 909; Gilman v. Inman, 85 Me.
105, 26 Atl. 1049.

COMMORANT. Staying or abiding;
dwelling temporarily in a place.

COMMOBIEIITES. Several persons who
perish at the same time in consequence of
the same calamity.

COMMOBTE, or OOMORTE. A contri-
bution which was gathered at marriages,
and when young priests said or sung the
first masses. Prohibited by 26 Hen. VIII.
c. 6. Cowell.

COMMOTE. Half a cantred or hundred
in Wales, containing fifty vilages. Also a
great seignory or lordship, and may include
one or divers mauors. Co. Litt. 5.

COMMOTION. A “civil commotion" is
an insurrection of the people for general
purposes, though it may not amount to re-
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bellion where there is a usurped power. 2
Marsh. Ins. 798; Boon v. Insurance Co., 40
Conn. 584; Grame v. Assur. Soc., 112 U. S.
273, 5 Sup. Ct. 150, 28 L. Ed. 716; Spruiil
v. Insurance Co., 46 N. C. 127.

OOMHUNE, n. A self-governing town or
village. The name given to the committee of
the people in the French revolution of 1793:
and again, in the revolutionary uprising of
1871, it signified the attempt to establish
absolute self-government in Paris, or the
mass of those concerned in the attempt. In
old French law, it signified any municipal
corporation. And in old English law, the
commonalty or common people. 2 Co. Inst.
640.

COHHUNE, adj. Lat. Common.
—Gommune oonoilium re The common
council of the realm. One 0 the names of the
English parliament.—Communo forum. The
common place of justice. The seat of the
principal courts. especially those that are fixed.
—Communo pluoitum. I_n old English law.
A common plea or civil action. such as an ac-
tion ot debt.—Oom:mune vinoulum. A com-
mon or mutual bond. Ap lied to the common
stock of consanguinity, an to the feeds] bond
of fealty, as the common bond of union. be-
tween lord and tenant. 2 Bl. Comm. 250;
3 Bl. Comm. 230.

OOHHUNI OUSTODIA. In English law.
An obsolete writ which anclently lay for
the lord, whose tenant. holding by knight's
service, died. and left his eldest son under
age. against a stranger that entered the land,
and obtained the ward of the body. Reg
Orig. 161.

00113011’! DIVIDUNDO. In the civil
law. An action which lies for those who
have property in common, to procure a divi-
sion. It lies where parties hold land in com-
mon but not in partnership. Calvin.

OOHHUNIA. In old English law. Com-
mon things, res communes. Such as running
water, the air, the sea, and sea shores.
Bract. fol. ‘lb.

COKHUNIA PLAOITA. In old English
law. Common pleas or actions; those be-
tween one subject and another, as distin-
guished from pleas of the crown.

OOHHUNIA PLACITA NON TEN-
EICDA IN SCAOCARIO. An ancient writ
directed to the treasurer and barons of the
exchequer, forbidding them to hold pleas
between common persons (i. e., not debtors
to the king. who alone originally sued and
were sued there) in that court, where neither
of the parties belonged to the same. Reg.
Orig. 187.

OOKHUNIE. 1n feudal law on the con-
tinent of Europe, this name was given to
towns enfranchised by the crown, about the
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twelfth century, and formed into free corpo-
rations by grants called “charters of com-
munity."

COMHUNIBUI ANNIS.
years; on the annual average.

In ordinary

COMMUNICATION. Information given:
the sharing of knowledge by one with an-
other; conference; consultation or bargain-
ing preparatory to making a contract. Also
intercourse; connection. ,

In French law. The production of a
merchant's books, by delivering them either
to a person designated by the court, or to his
adversary, to be examined in all their parts,
and as shall be deemed necessary to the suit.
Arg. Fr. Merc. Law, 552.

—Oonfldeut1aI communications. These are
certain classes of communications, passing be-
tween persons who stand in a confidential or
fiduciary relation to each other. (or who, on ac-
count of their relative situation. are under a
special duty of secrecy and fidelity,) which the
law will not permit to be divulged, or allow
them to be inquired into in a court of justice,
for the sake of ublic policy and the good or-
der of society. amples of such privileged re-
lations are those of husband and wife and at-
torney and client. Hutton V. Robinson. 14
Pick. (.\Inss.) 416. 25 Am. Dec. 415: Parker
v. Carter, 4 Munf. (Va.) 287. 6 Am. Dec. 513:
Chirac v. Reinjcker, 11 Wheat. 280. 6 L. Ed.
474: Parkhurst v. Berdell, 110 N. Y. 386. 18
N. E. 123, 6 Am. St. Rep. 384.—Px-ivileged
communication. In the law of evidence. A
communication made to a counsel, solicitor. or
attorney. in professional confidence, and which
he is not permitted to divulge‘ otherwise called
a “confidential communication. 1 Starkie.
185. In the law of libel and slander. A de-
famatory statement made to another in pursu-
ance of a duty, political, 'udicial. social. or
mrsonal, so that an action or libel or slander
will not lie, though the statement be false.
unless in the last two cases actual naolice be

roved in addition. Bacon v. Railroad Co., 66
ich. 166. 33 N. W. 181.

OOHIIIZUNINGB. In Scotch law. The
negotiations preliminary to the entering into
a contract.

OOMHUNIO BONORUM. In the civil
law. A term signifying a community (q. 0.)
of goods.

OOHIUNION or GOODS. In Scotch
law. The right enjoyed by married persons
in the movable goods belonging to them.
Bell.

Oommunis error tacit jun. Common
error makes law. ' 4 Inst. 240; Noy. Max. p.
37, max. 27. Common error goeth for a law.
Finch, Law, b. 1, c. 3, no. 54. Common
error sometimes passes current - as law.
Broom, Max. 139, 140.

OOHMUNIS OPINIO. Common opinion;
general professional opinion. According to
Lord Coke, (who places it on the footing of
observance or usage.) common opinion is
good authority in law. Co. Litt. 186a.
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OOMXUNTS PAIIIES. In the civil law.
A common or party wall. Dig. 8. 2, 8. 13.

COMHUNIS RIXATRIX. In old Eng-
lish law. A common scold. (I1. 1:.) 4 Bl.
Comm. 168.

COMMUNIS SCRIPTURA. In old Eng-
lish law. A common writing; a writing com-
mon to both parties; a chirogi-aph. Gian.
lib. 8, c. 1.

COMM1JNIS'S'.l'IPIiS. A common stock
of descent; a common ancestor.

COMMUNISM. A name given to pro-
posed systems of life or social organization
based upon the fundamental principle or the
nonexistence of private property and of a
community of goods in a society.

An equality of distribution of the hysical
means of life and en oyment as a transit on to a
still higher standa of justice that all should
work accordln to their capacity and receive ac-
cording to the r wants. 1 Mill. Pol. Ec. 248.

OOMMUNITAS R1-:GNI ANGIJE. The
general assembly of the kingdom of England.
One or the ancient names of the English
parliament. 1 Bl. Comm. 148.

COMMUNITY. A society or people liv-
ing in the same place. under the same laws
and regulations, and who have common rights
and privileges. In re Huss, 126 N. Y. 537,
27N.E.784.12LR.A.620: Gilmanv.
Dwight. 13 Gray (Mass) 356. 74 Am. Dec.
634; Cunningham v. Underwood, 116 Fed.
803, 53 C. C. A. 99: Berkson v. Railway Co..
144 M0. 211, 45 S. W. 1119. °

In the civil law. A corporation or body
politic. Dig. 3, 4.

In IX-ench law. A species of partnership
which a man and a woman contract when
they are lawfully married to each other.
—Oonn_uuii debt. One chargeable to the
community (0 husband and wife) rather than
to either of the parties individually. Calhoun
v. Leary. 6 Wash. 17 32 Pac. 1070.—Com-
ninnity of proilts. This term. as used in the
definition of a partnership. to which a com-
munity of profits is essential. means a propri-
etorsh _in them as distinguished from a per-
sonal c im upon the other associate. a property
right in them from the start in one associate
as much as in the other. Bradley v. Ely. 241
Ind. App. 2. 56 N. E. 44. 79 Am. St. Rep.
251: Moore v. Williams. 26 Tex. Civ. App. 142.
02 S_. W. 977.—Goniniusiity property. Com-
munity Jaroioerty is property acquired by hus-
band an v. fe. or either, during marriage, when
not ac uired as the separate propert of either.
In re x's Estate. 114 Cal. 73. 45 ac. 1023;
Mitchell v. Mitchell. 80 Tex. 101. 15 S. W.
705: Amos v. Hubby. 49 Tex. 705; Holyoke
v. Jackson, 3 Wash. T. 235. 3 Pac. 841; Civ.
(lode Cal. Q 687. This partnership or com-
munity consists of the profits of all the efiects of
which the husband has the administration and
enjoyment. either of right or in fact. of the
produce of the reciprocal industr and labor
of both husband and wife. and o the estates
which they may acquire during the marriage.
either by donat one made jointly to them both,
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or by purchase. or in any other similar way.
even although the purchase be only in the name
of one of the two, and not of both. because in
that case the period of time when the purchase
is made is alone attended to, and not the per-
Etgaivho made the purchase. Civ. Code La. art.

COMMUTATION. In criminal law.
Change; substitution. The substitution of
one punishment for another. after conviction
of the party subject to it. The change or a
punishment from a greater to a less: as from
hanging to imprisonment.

Commutation of a punishment is not a con-
ditional pardon, but the substitution of a
lower for a higher grade of punishment, and
is presumed to be for the culprit’s benefit
In re Victor. 31 Ohio St. 207; Ex parte Janes.
1 Nev. 321; Rich v. Chamberlain. 107 Mich.
881. 65 N. W. 235.

In civil matters. The conversion of the
right to receive a variable or periodical pay-
ment into the right to receive a iixed or gross
payment. Commutation may be eflected by
private agreement. but" it is usually done
under a statute.
-—Conunntntion of taxes. Payment of a
designated lump sum (perinanen.t or annual) for
the privilege of exemption from taxes. or the
settlement in advance of a specific sum in lieu
of an ad valorem tax. Cotton Mfg. Co. v.
New Orleans. 31 La. Ann 440.—Oo:n:inntn-
tion of tithes. Signifies the conversion of
tithes into a fixed payment in money.—Gominn-
tation ticket. A railroad ticket giving the
holder the right to travel at a certain rate for
a limited number oi‘ trips (or for an unlimited
number within a certain period of time) for
a less amount than would be paid in the aggre-
gate for so many separate trips. Interstate
Commerce Com’n v. Baltimore & 0. R. Co. (0.
C.) 43 Fed. 56.

COHHUTATIVE CONTRACT. See
CONTRACT. _ .

. -

OOMMUTATIVB JUSTICE. See JUS-
TICE.

COMPACT. An agreement or contract.
Usually applied to conventions between na-
tions or sovereign states. '

A compact is a mutual consent of parties
concerned respecting some property or right
that is the object of the stipulation, or some-
thing that is to be done or forborne. Cliesa-
peake & 0. Canal Co. v. Baltimore & 0. R.
Co.. 4 Gill & J. (Md.) 1.

The terms “compact" and “contract” are
synonymous. Green v. Biddle. 8 Wheat. 1,
92. 5 L. Ed. 547.

COMPANAGE. All kinds of food, ex-
cept bread and drink. Spelman.

COMPANIES CI.A‘USES CONSOLIDA-
TION ACT. An English statute. (8 Vict.
c. 16,) passed in 1845, which consolidated
the clauses or previous laws still remaining
in force on the subject of public companies.
It is considered as incorporated into all sub-
sequent acts authorizing the execution. oi’
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undertakings of a public nature by com-
panies. unless expressly excepted by such
later acts. its purpose is declared by the
preamble to be to avoid repeating provisions
as to the constitution and management of
the companies, and to secure greater uni-
formity in such provisions. Wharton.

OOHPANION 01‘ THE GAR’.l'}2R. One
of the knights of the Order of the Garter.

OOMPANIONS. In French law. A gen-
eral term. comprehending all persons who
compose the crew of a ship or vessel. Poth.
Mar. Cont. no. 163.

COMPANY. A society or association of
persons, in considerable number, interested
in a common object, and uniting themselves
for the prosecution of sonic commercial or
industrial undertaking, or other legitimate
business. Mills v. State, 23 Tex. 303; Smith
v. Janesville, 52 Wis. 680. 9 N. W. 789.

The proper signification of the word "com-
pa v," when applied to rson engaged in
tra e, denotes those united or the same purpose
or in a’ joint concern. It is so common y used
in this sense. or as indicating a partnershi .

that few persons accustomed to purchase go s
at shops. where they are sold by retail, would
misapprehend that such was its meaning.
Palmer v. Pinlrham, 33 Me. 32.

Joint stock companies. Joint stock com-
panies are those having a joint stock or
capital, which is divided into numerous trans-
ferable shares, or consists of transferable
stock. Lindl. Partn. 6. -

The term is not identical with “partner-
ship," although every unincorporated society
is, in its legal relations, a partnership. In
common use a distinction is made, the name
"partnership" being reserved for business
associations of a limited number of persons
(usually not more than four or five) trading
under a name composed of their individual
names set out in succession; while “com-
pany" is appropriated as the designation of
a society comprising a larger number of
persons, with greater capital, and engaged
in more extensive enterprises, and trading
under a title not disclosing the names of the
individuals. See Allen v. Long, 80 Tex. 261,
16 S. W. 43, 26 Am. St. Rep. 735; Adams
Exp. 00. v. Schoiield, 111 Ky. 832, 84 S. W.
903; Kossakowski v. People, 177 Ill. 563, 53
N. E. 115; In re Jones, 28 Misc. Rep. 356,
59 N. Y. Supp. 983; Attorney General v.
Mercantile Marine Ins. Co., 121 Mass. 525.

Sometimes the word is used to represent
those members of a partnership whose names
do not appear in the name of the firm. See
12 Toullier, 97.
—IAsnltcd company. A company in which
the liability of each shareholder is limited by
the number of shares he has taken, so that he
cannot be called on to contribute beyond the
nmoimt of his shares. In England. the memo-
randum of association of such company may pro-
vide that the liability of the directors. manager,
or managing director thereof shall he unlimit-
ed. 30 C 31 Vict. c. 13]; 1 Lindl. Partn. 383;
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Mosley & Whitle .—Publlc company. In
English law. A usiness corporation; 9. so-
ciety of persons joined together for carrying
on some commercial or industrial undertaking.

OOMFAEATIO 1'.I'1‘EBARU)1.' In the
civil law. Comparison of writings. or hand-
writings. A mode of proof allowed in cer-
tain cases.

COMPARATIVE Proceeding by the
method of comparison; founded on compari-
son; estimated by comparison.
—Oornpu-ntlve into rotation. That meth-
od of interpretation w ich seeks to a_ri_'lve at
the meaning of a statute or other writing by
comparing its several parts and_also by com-
paring it as a.whole with other like documents
proceeding from the same_ source and referring
to the some ‘general subject. Glenn v. York
County. 6 Rich. C.) 412.-Comparative
jurisprudence. he study of_ the principles
of legal science by the comparison of various
s stems of law.—Go:npu-ative negligence.

hat doctrine in the law of negligence by which
the negligence of the parties is compared. in
the degrees of "slight,” “ordinary " and “gro_ss"
negligence, and a recovery permitted, notwith-
sta_ndi_ng the contributory negligence of_ the
plain_tiil", when the negligence of the plaintifi
is slight and the negligence of_th_e defendant
gross. but refused when the plaintiff has been
gu_ilty of a want_ot ordinary care. thereby con-
tributin to his i_nJury,'or when the negligence
of the efendant is not gross. but only ordinary
or slight, when conipared, under the circumstan-
ces of the case. with the contributory negligence
of the plaintifi. 3 Amer. & Egg. Enc. Law,
367. See Steel Co. v. Martin. 11;; Ill. 358. 3 N.
E. 456: Railroad _Co. v. Ferguson, 113 Ga.
708. 39 S. E. 306, 04 L. R. A. 802; Straus v.
Railroad 00.. 75 M0. 185; Hurt v. Railroad
00.. 94 M0. 255, 7 S. W. 1, 4 Am. St. Rep. 37-i.

OOLIPARISON 0!‘ EANDWRITING.
A comparison by the juxtaposition of two
writings, in order, by such comparison. to
ascertain whether both were written by the
sauie person.

A method of proof resorted to where the
genuiiieness of a writteii document is dis-
puted; it consists in comparing the hand-
writing of the disputed paper with that of
another instrument which is proved or ad-
mitted to be in the writing of the party
sought to be charged, in order to infer, from
their identity or similarity in this respect,
that they are the work of the same hand.
Johnson v. Insurance Co., 105 Iowa. 273, 75
N. W. 101; Rowt v. Kile. 1 Leigh (Va.)
216; Travis v. Brown. 43 Pa. -9, 82 Am.
Dec. 540.

OOMPASCUUH. Belonging to common-
age. Jus oompa-ccuum, the right of common
of pasture.

COMPASS, TEE MA.'B.IN1~m.'s. An in-
strument used by mariners to point out the
course of a ship at sea. It consists of a
magnetized steel bar called the “needle," at-
tached to the under side of a card. upon
which are drawn the points of the compass,
and supported by a fine pin, upon which it
turns freely in a horizontal plane.
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COMPAISING. Imagining or contriv-
ing, or plotting. In English law, “conipas-
sing the king's death" is treason. 4 RI.
Comm. 76.

CGMPATERNITAS. In the canon law.
A kind of spiritual relationship contracted
by baptism

COMPATIERNITY. Spiritual aiiinity,
contracted by sponsorship in baptism.

COMPATIBILITY. Such relation and
consistency between the duties of two offices
that they may be held and filled by one
person.

COMPEAR. In Scotch law. To appear.

COMPEABANOE. In Scotch practice.
Appearance; an appearance made for a de-
fendant; an appearance by counsel. Bell.

COMPELLATIVUS.
accuser.

An adversary or

Compendh. aunt dispendia. Co. Litt.
305. Abbreviations are detriments.

COMPENDIUM. An abridgment. syn-
opsis, or digest.

OOMPENSAOION. In Spanish law.
Compensation; set-off. The extinction of a
debt by another debt of equal dignity.

COMPENSATIO. Lat In the civil law.
Compensation, or set-off. A proceeding re-
embling a set-ofl in the common law, being
a claim on the part of the defendant to have
an amount due to him from the plaiutiif de-
ducted from his demand. Dig. 16, 2; Inst.
4, 6, 30, 39; 3 Bl. Comm. 305.

—Compensatio orimlnh. (Set-oi! of crime or
guilt.) In practice. The Rlea of recrimination
in a suit for a divorce; t at is, that the com-
plainant is ilty of the same kind of oifense
with which e respondent is charged.

COMPENSATION. Indemnification; pay-
ment of damages; making amends; that
which is necessary to restore an injured par-
ty to his former position. An act which a
court orders to be done, or money which a
court orders to be paid, by a person whose
acts or omissions have caused loss or injury
to another, in order that thereby the person
damnifled may receive equal value for his
loss, or be made whole in respect of his in-
jury. Railroad Co. v. Denman, 10 Minn.
280 (Gil. 208).

Also that equivalent in money which is
paid to the owners and occupiers of lands
taken or injurlously affected by the opera-
tions oi‘ companies exercising the power of
eminent domain.

In the constitutional provision for “just
compensation" for property taken under the
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power of eminent domain, this term means a
payment in money. Any benefit to the re-,
maining property of the owner, arising from
public works for which a part has been tak-
en, cannot be considered as compensation.
Railroad Co. v. Burkett, 42 Ala. 83.

As compared with consideration and damages
compensation, in its most careful use, seems to
be between them. Consideration is amends for
something given by consent, or by the owner's
choice. Damages is amends exacted from a
wrong-doer for a tort. Compensation is amends
for something which was taken without the own-
er's choice, et without commission of a tort.
Thus, one s ould sa , consideration for land
sold; compensation or land taken for a rail-
way; damages for a trespass. But such dis-
tinctions are not uniform. Land damages is a
common expression for compensation for lands
taken for public use. Abbott.

The word also signifies the remuneration
or wages given to an employé or oflicer. But
it is not exactly synonymous with “salary.”
See People v. Wempie, 115 N. Y. 302, 22 N.
E. 272; Com. v. Carter, 55 S. W. 701, 21
Ky. Law Rep. 1509; Crawford County v.
Lindsay, 11 Ill. App. 261; Kilgore v. Peo-
ple, 76 I11. 548.

In the civil, Scotch, and French law.
Recoupment; set-on’. The meeting of two
debts dueby two parties, where the debtor
in the one debt is the creditor in the other:
that is to say, where one person is both
debtor and creditor to another, and there-
fore, to the extent of what is due to him,
claims allowance out of the sum that he is
due. Bell; 1 Kames. Eq. 395, 396.

Compensation is of three kinds,—legal, or by
operation of law; compensation by way of ex-
ception; and by reconvention. Stewart v.
Harper, 18 La. Ann. 181.
—Oompenutory dunlges. See DAMAGES.‘

OOMPERENDINATIO. In the Roman
law. The adjournment of a cause, in order
to hear the parties or their advocates a sec-
ond time; a second hearing of the parties
to a cause. Calvin.

OOMPERTORIUM. In the civil law.
A judicial inquest made by delegates or com-
missioner to flnd out and relate the truth
of a cause.

COMP!-IRUIT AD DIEM. In practice.
A plea in an action of debt on a bail bond
that the defendant appeared at the day re-
quired.

OOMPETENCY. In the law of evi-
denoo. The presence of those characteris-
tics, or the absence of those disabilities,
which render a witness legally lit and quali-
fied to give testimony in a court of justice.
The term is also applied, in the same sense,
to documents or other written evidence.

Competency differs from credibility. The
former is a question which arises before con-
sidering the evidence given by the witness;
the latter concerns the degree of credit to be
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given to his story. The former denotes the
personal qualification of the witness; the
latter his veracity. A witness may be com-
petent, and yet give incredible testimony:
he may be incompetent, and yet his evi-
dence, if received. be perfectly credible.
Competency is for the court; credibility for
the jury. Yet in some cases the term "cred-
ible" is used as an equivalent for “compe-
tent." Thus, in a statute relating to the
executioner wills, the term “credible wit-
ness" is held to mean one who is entitled
to ‘be examined and to give evidence in a
court oi! Justice; not necessarily one who is
personally worthy oi‘ belief, but one who is
not disqualified by imbecility, interest. crime,
or other cause. 1 Jarm. Wills, 124; Smith
v. Jones, 68 Vt. 132, 34 Atl. 424; Com. v.
Holmes. 127 Mass. 424, 34 Am. Rep. 391.

In French law. Competency, as applied
to a court, means its right to exercise juris-
diction in a particular case.

COHPETENT. Duly qualified; answer-
ing all requirements; adequate; suitable;
sufficient: capable; legally fit. Levee Dist.
v. Jamison, 176 M0. 557, 75 S. W. 679..
—C-osnpetent and omitted. In Scotch prac-
tice. A term applied to a lea which might
have been urged by a party uring the de ud-
euce of a cause, but which had been omitted.
Bell.—Oosnpetent authority. As applied to
courts and public ofiicers, this term imports ju-
risdiction and due legal authority to deal with
the articular matter in uestion. Mitchel v.
U. ., 9 Pet. 735 9 L. . 33: Charles v.
Charles, 41 Minn. 201, 42 N. W. 935.—Gompe-
tent evidence. That which the very nature
of the thing to be proven requires. as the pro-
duction of a writing where its contents are the
subject of inquiry. 1 Greenl. Ev. § 2: Chap-
man v. McAdams. 1 Lea (Tenn.) 500' Horbach
v. State. 43 Tex. 242; Porter v. Valentine, 18
Misc. Rep. 213, 41 N. Y. Supp. 507.—Com e-
tent witness. One who is egally qualifie to
be heard to testify in a cause. Hogan v. Sher-
man, 5 Mich. 60; People v. Compton. 123 Cal.
403, 56 Pac. 44; Com. v. Mullen, 97 Mass. 545.
See Conrrrsucr.

COMPETITION. In Scotch practice.
The contest among creditors claiming on
their respective diligences, or creditors claim-
ing on their securities. Bell.
—‘lJ’n£alr competition in trade. See UN-
ran.

GOMPILE. To compile is to copy from
various authors into one work. Between a
compilation and an abridgment there is a
clear distinction. A compilation consists of
selected extracts from different authors; on
abridgment is a condensation of the views
of one author. Story v. Holcombe, 4 Mc-
Lean, 306, 314, Fed. Cas. No. 13,497.
—Compilation. A literary production, com-
posed of the works of others and arranged in a
methodical manner.—Oosnpiled statutes. A
collection of the statutes existing and in force
in a given state, all laws and arts of laws
relating to each subject-matter ing brought
together under one head, and the whole arrang-
ed systematically in one book, either under an
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‘cise statement of the facts constituting
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alphabetical arrangement or some other plan of
classification. Such a collection of statutes dif-
fers from a code in this, that none of the laws
so compiled derives any new force or undergoes
any modification in its relation to other stat-
u_tes m pari materia from the fact of the com-
pilation, while a code is a re-enactment of the
whole body of the positive law and is to be
read and interpreted as one entire and homo-
eueous whole. Railway Co. v. State, 104 Ga.

1, 31 S. E. 531: Black, Interp. Laws, p. 363.

OOHPLAIIIANT. In practice. One
who applies to the courts for legal redress;
one who exhibits a bill of complaint. This
is the proper designation of one suing in‘
equity, though “plaintim" is often used in
equity proceedings as well as at law. Bene-
fit Ass’n v. Robinson, 147 Ill. 138, 35 N. E.
168.

COMPLAINT. In civil practice. In
those states having a Code of Civil Proced-
ure, the complaint is the first or initiatory
pleading on the part or the plaintii! in a
civil action. It corresponds to the declara-
tion in the common-law practice. Code N.
_Y. 5 141: Sharon v. Sharon, 67 Cal. 185,
7 Pac. 456; Railroad Co. v. Young, 154 Ind.
24, 65 N. E. 853: McMath v. Parsons, 26
Minn. 246, 2 N. W. 703.

The complaint shall contain: (1 The title of
the cause, specifying the name o the court in_
which the action is brought, the name of the
county in which the trial is required to be had,
and the names of the parties to the action,
plaintiff and defendant. (2) A plain and con-

‘ a cause
of action, without unnecessary re tition; and
each material allegation shall be distinctly num-
bered. (3) A demand of the relief to which the
plaintii! supposes himself entitled. If the re-
covery of money be demanded, the amount there-
of must be stated. Code N. C. 1883, S 233.
-01-oss-oosn laint. In code practice.
ever the de endant seeks aflirmative relief
against any party, relating to or depending upon
the contract or transaction upon which the
action is brought, or affecting the property to
which the action relates, he may, in addition to
his answer, file at the same time, or by permis-
sion of the court subsequently, a cross-com-
plaint. The cross-complaint must be served_up-
on the parties aifected thereby, and such parties
may demur or answer thereto as to the original
complaint. Code Civ. Proc. Cal. 5 442; Stand-
le v. Insurance Co., 95 Ind. 254; Harrison v.
_I\ cCormiclr, 09 Cal. 616. 11 Pac. 456; Bank v.
Ridputh, 29 Wash. 687. 70 Pac. 139.

In criminal law. A charge, preferred
before a magistrate having jurisdiction, that
a person named (or an unknown person) has
committed a specified oirense, with an offer
to prove the fact, to the end that a prosecu-
tion may be instituted. It is a technical
term, descriptive of proceedings before a
magistrate. Hobbs v. Hill, 157 Mass. 556.
32 N. E. 862; Com. v. Davis, 11 Pick. (Mass)
436; U. S. v. Collins (D. C.) 79 Fed. 66:
State v. Dodge Co., 20 Neb. 595, 31 N. W.
117. \

The complaint is an allegation. made before
a proper magistrate. that a rson has been
guilty of a designated public 0 ense. Code Ala.
1886, 5 4255.

When- -
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COMPLETE, ad]. 1. Full; entire; in-
cluding every item or element of the thing
spoken of, without omissions or deficiencies;
as. a "complete" copy, ‘record, schedule, or
transcript. Yeager v. Wright, 112 Ind. 230.
13 N. E. 707; Anderson v. Ackerman, 88
Ind. 490; Bailey v. Martin, 119 Ind. 103,
21 N. E. 346.

2. Perfect; consummate: not lacking in
any element or particular; as in the case
of a "complete legal title" to land, which
includes the possession. the right of posses-
sion. and the right of property. Dingey v.
Paxton, 60 Miss. 1054; Ehle v. Quacken-
boss, 6 Hill (N. Y.) 537.

OOMPIJCE. One who is united with
others in an ill design; an associate; a con-
federate; an accomplice.

OOMPOI HENTIS. Sound of mind.
Having use and control of one's mental fac~
uli:les.

‘ OOMPOS SUI. Having the use of one’s
limbs, or the -power of bodily motion. Si
{nit its compo: sud quad mnerare point: do
loco in locum, if he had so far the use of his
limbs as to be able to travel from place to
place. Bract. fol. 14b.

OOHPOSITIO MENSURA1lUM.. The
ordinance of measures. The title of an an-
cient ordinance, not printed, mentioned in
the statute 23 Hen. VIII. c. 4; establishing
a standard of measures. 1 Bl. Comm. 275.

OOHPOSITIO ULNABUH 2'1.‘ PEB-
TIOARUM. The statute of ells and perch-
es. The title of an English statute establish-
ing a standard of measures. 1 Bl. Comm.
275.

COMPOSITION. An agreement, made
upon a sufilcient consideration, between an
insolvent or embarrassed debtor and his
creditors. whereby the latter, for the sake

' of immediate payment, agree to accept a div-
idend less than the whole amount of their
claims, to be distributed pro rata, in dis-
charge and satisfaction of the whole. Bank
v. McGeoch, 92 Wis. 286. 66 N. W. 606;
Crossley v. Moore. 40 N. J. Law, 27 : Craw-
ford v. Krueger, 201 Pa. 348, 50 Atl. 931:
In re Merriman’s lmtate, 17 Fed. Cas. 131;
Chapman v. Mfg. Co.. 77 Me. 210; In re Ad-
ler (D. 0.) 103 Fed. 444.

“Co1nposition" should be distinguished from
“accord." The latter properly denotes an ar-
rangement between a debtor and a single cred-
itor for a discharge of the obligation by a part
payment or on different terms. The former
designates an arrangement between a debtor and
the whole body of his creditors (or at least 8.
considerable proportion of them) for the liquida-
tion of their claims by the dividend ofiered.

In ancient law.
Goths, Burgundians,

Among the Franks,
and other barbarous
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peoples. this was the name given to a sum
of money paid, as satisfaction for a wrong
or personal injury, to the person harmed, or
to his family if he died, by the aggressor.
It was originally made by mutual agreement
of the parties. but afterwards established
by law, and took the place of private physi-
cal vengeance.

—Composition deed. An agreement embody-
ing the terms of a composition between a debtor
and his creditors.—Compoa|tion in
rngtqy. An arrangement between a bankrupt
an his creditors, whereby the amount he can
be expected to pay is liquidated, and he is al-
lowed to retain his assets, upon condition of his
making the payments agreed u on.—Gompos1-
tion of matter. In patent aw. A mixture
or chemical combination of materials. Good-
year v. Railroad Co., 10 Fed. Gas. 664: Cahill
v. Brown. 4 Fed. Cas. 1005; Jacobs v. Baker.
7 Wall. 295, 19 L. Ed. Z)0.—-Oom osition of
tithes. or real composition. is arises in
English ecclesiastical law, when an agreement is
ma e between the owner of lands and the in-
cumbent of a benefice, with the consent of the
ordinary and the patron, that the lands shall.
for the future, be discharged from payment of
tithes, by reason of some land or other real
recompense given in lien and satisfaction there-
of. 2 Bl. Comm. 28; 3 Steph. Comm. 129.

con":-o-ranrus. In old English law.
A party accounting. Fleta, lib. 2, c. 71, I 17.

COMPOUND. 17. To compromise; to ef-
fect a composition with a creditor; to ob-
tain discharge from a debt by the payment
of a smaller sum. Bank v. Malheur Coun-
ty, 30 Or. 420. 45 Pac. 781. 35 L. R. A. 141:
Haskins v. Newcomb, 2 Johns. (N. Y.) 405:
Pennell v. Rhodes, 9 Q. B. 114. .

COMPOUND INTEREST. Interest up-
on interest. e’. e., when the interest of a sum
of money is added to the principal, and then
bears interest, which thus becomes a sort of
secondary principal. Camp v. Bates, 11
Conn. 487; Woods v. Rankin, 2 Heisk.
(Tenn.) 46; U. S. Mortg. Co. v. Sperry (C.
C.) 26 Fed. 730.

COMPOUNDER. In Louisiana. The
maker of a composition, generally called th
“amicable eompounder." -

OOMPOUNDING A FELONY. The of-
fense committed by a person who, having
been directly injured by a felony, agrees
with the criminal that he will not prosecute
him. on condition of the iatter’s making rep~
aration, or on receipt of a reward or bribe
not to prosecute.

The offense of taking a reward for for-
bearing to prosecute a felony; as where a
party robbed takes his goods again, or other
amends, upon an agreement not to prose-
cute. Watson v. State, 29 Ark. 299; Com.
v. Pease, 16 Mass. 91.

COMPRA Y VENTA.
Purchase and sale.

In Spanish law.
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COMPRIN1‘. A surreptitious printing
of another book-seller's copy of a work, to
make gain thereby. which was contrary to
common law, and is illegal. Wharton.

OOMPRIVIGNI. In the civil law. Chil-
dren by a former marriage, (individually
called “privlgni,” or “privign¢i:,") consider-
ed relatively to each other. Thus, the son
of a husband by a former wife, and the
daughter of a wife by a former husband, are
the oomprivlgni of each other. Inst. 1, 10,8.

OOMPROHISE. An arrangement arriv-
ed at, either in court or out of court, for
settling a dispute upon what appears to the
parties to be equitable terms. having regard
to the uncertainty they are in regarding the
facts, or the law and the facts together.-
Colbnrn v. Groton, 66 N. E. 151, 28 At]. 95.
22 L. R. A. 763; Treitschke v. Grain Co., 10
Neb. 358, 6 N. W. 427: Attrili v. Patterson.
58 Md. 226; Bank v. McGeoch, 92 Wis. 286. '

66 N. W. 606: Rivers v. Blom. 163 Mo. 442,
G3 8. W. 812.

An agreement between two or more persons,
who, for preventin or-putting an end to a law-
suit adjust their ifliculties by mutual consent
in e manner which they agree on. and which
everybglne gefd tlliemupregers to the‘ hope ofs ‘n-
ng, an y e anger o osing. a

v. Knox, 4 La. 456. ' In

In the civil law. An agreement where-
by two or more persons mutually bind them-
selves to refer their legal dispute to the de-
cision of a designated third person, who is
termed “umpire” or “arbitrator.” Dig. 4,
8; liackeld. Rom. Law, 5 471.

Gomproniuarfl aunt Jndiool. Jenk.
Cent. 128. Arbitrators are judges.

COMPROMISSABIUS.
An arbitrator.

In the civil law.

COMPROMISSUH. A submission to
arbitration.

Compromisnun ad sunilitudinem JI-
djoioriun rodigitur. A compromise is
brought into afllnity with judgments. Strong
v. Strong, 9 Cush. (Mass.) 571.

oonnvra Annsrrif Fr. An account
stated in writing, and acknowledged to be
correct on its face by the party against
whom it is slated. Paschal v. Union Bank
of Louisiana, 9 I41. Ann. 484.

COMPTER. In Scotch law.
ing party.

An account-

COHP'1'B.OL1.kiu. A public ofilcer of a
state or municipal corporation, charged with
certain duties in relation to the fiscal affairs
of the same. principally to examine and au-
dit the accounts of collectors of the public
money, to keep records, and report the finan-
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cial situation from time to time. There are
also oiiicers hearing this name in the treas-
ury department of the United States.
—Oom trailer in bankruptcy. An oilicer
in Eng and, whose duty it is to receive from
the trustee in each bankruptcy his accounts
and periodical statements showing the proceed-
ings n the bankruptcy, and also to call t e trus-
tee to account for any misfeasance, neglect. or
omission in the discharge of his duties. Robs.
Bankr. 13; Bankr. Act 1869, 5 55.—_-Oomp-
trollors of the hnnaper. In English law.
Oflicers of the court of chancery; their ofiices
were abolished by 6 & 6 Vict. c. 103.-State
oomptroller. A supervising ofiicer of revenue
in a state government, whose principal duty is
the final auditing and settling of all claims
against the state. State v. Dorou, 5 Nev. 413.

OOMPULSION. Constraint; objective
necessity. Forcible inducement to the com-
mission of an act. Navigation Co. v. Brown,
100 Pa. 346; U. S. v. Kimball (G. C.) 117
Fed. 163; Gates v. Hester. 81 Ala. 357, 1
South. 848.

COMPULSORY, n. In ecclesiastical pro-
cedure, a compulsory is a kind of writ to
compel the attendance of a witness, to un-

dergo examination. Phillim. Ecc. Law, 1258.

COMPULSORY, adj. Involuntary; forc-
ed; coerced by legal process or by force of
statute.
—Oompulsory arbitration. That which
takes place where the consent of one of the
parties is enforced by statutory provisions.
Wood v. Seattle 23 Wash. 1, 62 Pac. 135, 52
L R. A. 369.—dompnlIos-y nonsuit. An in-
voluntary nonsuit. See 1\0NSUl'l'.—ConIpI|l-
sory parent. One not made voluntarily. but
exacted y duress, threats. the enforcement of
legal process. or unconscionably taking advan-
tage of another. Shaw v. Woodcock, 7 Barn.
& G. 73: Beckwith v. Frisbie. 32 Vt. 565'
fitate v. Nelson, 41 Minn. 25, 42 N. W. 548; 4

R. A. 00' Lonergan v. Buford, 148 U. S.
5s1.13 Sup. 6:. 684, 37 L. Ed. 569.—0onipul-
sory ‘process. Process to compel the attend-
ance n court of a person wanted there as a
witness or otherwise: including not only the
ordinary subpoena, but also a warrant of arrest
or attachment if needed. Powers v. Com., 24
Ky. Law Rep. 1007 70 S. W. 644: Graham V.
State. so Ark. mi. 3 s. W. 721; State v.
Nathaniel, 52 La. Ann. 558, 28 South. 1008.-
Oompnlsory sale or purchase. A term
sometimes used to characterize the transfer of
title to propert under the exercise of the pow-
er of eminent omain. In re Barre Water Co.,
62Vt.27,20Ati. 109,9L R.A.195.

OOMPURGATOR... One of several neigh-
bors of a person accused of a crime, or
charged as a defendant in a civil action, who
appeared and swore that they believed him
on his oath. 3 Bl. Comm. 341.

COMPUTO. Lat. To compute, reckon,
or account. Used in the phrases insimul
compuiasaent, "they reckoned together,'.' (see
INs1.Iwi.;) plcnc computer-it, “he has fully
accounted," (see PI.ENE;) quod computct,
“that he account," (see Quon C0l[PU'I'E'1‘.)

COMPUTATION. The act of comput-
ing. numbering, reckoning, or estimating.
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The account or estimation of time by rule of
law. as distinguished from any arbitrary
construction of the parties. Cowell.

OOMPUTUS. A writ to compel a guar-
dian, bailiff, receiver, oraccountant to yield
up his accounts. It is founded on the stat-
ute Westm. 2, c. 12; Reg. Orig. 135.

OOMTE. Fr. A count or earl. In the
ancient French law, the comte was an of-
tlcer having jurisdiction over a particular
district or territory, with functions partly
military and partly Judicial.

CON BUENA P3.
With (or in) good faith.

In Spanish law.

’O0NACRE. In Irish practice. The pay-
ment ot wages in land, the rent being work-
ed out in labor at a money valuation. Whar-
ton.

Conatiu quid sit, non dennitur in
Jute. 2 Bulst. 277. What an attempt is, is
not defined in law.

OONOEAL. To hide; secrete; withhold
from the knowledge of others.

The word “conceal,” according to the best
lexicographers, signifies to withhold or keep
secret mental facts from another's knowl-
edge, as well as to hide or secrete physical
objects from sight or observation. Gerry
v. Dunham, 57 Me. 339.
—Conoealed. The term "concealed" is not
synonymous with “lying in wait." If a person
conceals himself for the pu of shooting an-
other nnawares, he is lying n wait; but a per-
son may, while concealed, shoot another with-
out committing the crime of murder. People v.
Miles, 55 Cal. 207. The term “concealed weap-
ons" means weapons willfully or knowingly
covered or kept from sight. Owen v. State, 31
Ala. 387.—Conoealers. In old English law.
Such as find out concealed lands: that is, lauds
Rrivily kept from the king by common persons

aving nothing to show_ for them. They are
called “a troublesome, disturbant sort of men;
turbulent persons." Cowell.—Conoenlment.
The improper suppression or disgnisin of a
factucircumstance, or ualification whic rests
within the knowledge 9 one only of the parties
to a contract, but which ought in fairness and
good faith to be communicated to the other,
whereby the party so concealing draws the oth-
er into an engagement which he would not make
but for his ignorance of the fact concealed. A
neglect to communicate that_ which a arty
knows, and ought to communicate, is cal ed a
"concealment." Civ. _Code Cal. 256]. The
terms "misrepresentation” and _‘ concealment"
have a known and definite meaning in the law
of insurance. Misrepresentation is the state-
ment of something as fact which is untrue in
fact. and which t e assured states, knowing it
to be not true, with an intent to deceive the
underwriter, or which he states positiveiy_as
true, without knowing it to be true, and which
has a tendency to mislead, such fact in either
case being material to the risk. Concealment is
the designed and intentional withholding of any
fact material to the risk, which the assured, in
honesty and good faith, ou_ ht to C0!IlIi]ll!ll(‘nt"
to the underwriter; mere si ence on the part of
the assured. especially as to some matter of
fact which he does not consider it important for
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the underwriter to know. is not to be consider
ed as such concealment. If the fact so untruly
stated or purposely suppressed is not material.
that is, i the knowledge or ignorance of it
would not naturally influence the judgment of
the underwriter in making the contract, or in
estimating the degree and character of the risk.
or in fixing the rate of the premium, it is not
a “m.isrepresentation" or “concealment," within
the clause of the conditions annexed to policies.
Daniels v. Insurance Co., 12 Cash. (.\lass.) 416,
59 Am. Dec. 192.

CONGEDI-IR. Fr. In French law. To
grant. See CONCESSION.

OONOI-1130. Lat. I grant. A word used
in old Anglo-Saxon grants, and in statutes
merchant.

CONCEPTION. In medical jurispru-
dence, the beginning of pregnancy, (q. 0.)

GONCEPTUE. In the civil law. A
theft (furtum) was called "oonce1)tum,” when

— the thing stolen was searched for, and found
upon some person in the presence of witness-
es. Inst. 4, 1, 4.

CONCERNING, OQNOERNED. Relat-
ing to; pertaining to: affecting; involving;
being engaged in or taking part in. U. S. v.
Fuikerson (D. C.) 74 Fed. 631; May v.
Brown, 3 Barn. & C.J37; Ensworth v. Hol-
ly, 33 M0. 370; Miller v. Navigation Co.,
32 W. Va. 46, 9 S. E. 57: U.’ S. v. Scott (C.
C.) 74 Fed. 217; McDonald v. White, 130
III. 493, 22 N. E. 599.

OONCESSI. Lat. I have granted. At
common law. in a teoflinent or state or iii-
heritance, this word does not imply a war-
ranty; it only creates a covenant in a lease
for years. Co. Lltt. 384a. See Kinney v.
Watts, 14 Wend. (N. Y.) 40; Koch v. Ilustis.
113 Wis. 599, 87 N. W. 834; Burwell v.
Jackson, 9 N. Y. 535.

OONCBISIIIUI. Lat. We have grant-
ed. A term used in conveyances. the eirect
of which was to create a Joint covenant on
the part 01' the grantors.

CONOESSIO. In old English law. A
grant. One of the old common assurances,
or forms of conveyance.

Conoeulo per regent fleri dobet do oer-
titudino. 9 Coke, 46. A grant by the king
ought to be made from certainty.

Conoeulo versus oonoedentem latun
interpretationern habere ticket. A grant
ought to‘ have a broad interpretation (to be
liberally interpreted) against the grantor.
Jenk. Cent. 279.

OONCESION. A grant: ordinarily ap-
plied to the grant of specific privileges by a
governnient; French and Spanish grants in
Louisiana. See Western M. & M. Co. v. Pey-
tona Coal Co., 8 W. Va. 448.
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concnssrr SOLVEBE. (He granted
and agreed to pay.) In English law. An ac-
tion ot debt upon a simple contract. It lies
by custom in the mayor's court, London. and
Bristol city court.

GONOESSOB. In old English law. A
Kl'8!lt0l.'.

COIICESSUM. Accorded;conceded. This
term, frequently used in the old reports, sig-
niiies that the court admitted or assented to
a point or proposition made on the argu-
ment.

CONCESSIIS. A grantee.

CONCILIABULUM. A council house. ‘

CONCILIATION. In French law. The
formality to which intending litigants are
subjected in cases brought before the fuge do
pair. The judge convenes the parties and
endeavors to reconcile them. Should he not
succeed, the case proceeds. In criminal and
commercial cases, the preliminary of concili-
ation does not take place. Arg. Fr. Mere.
Law, 552.

OONCILIUH. Lat. A council. Also ar-
gument in a cause. or the sitting of the court
to hear argument: 9. day allowed to a de-
fendant to present his argument; an impar-
lance. .

-—Conci1in.na crdinarhun. In Anglo-Norman
times. An executive and residua judicial com-
mittee of the Aida Regia. (q. 12. —Concil:i1un

I. An ancient English tribunal, existing
during the reigns of Edward I. and Edward II.,
to which was referred cases of extraordinary
dificulty. Co. Litt. 304.

CCIICIONATOII. In old records. A
common council man: a freeman called to
a legislative hall or assembly. Cowell.

CONCLUDE. To finish; determine: to
estop; to prevent.

CONCLUDED. Ended; determined; as-
topped; prevented from.

CONCLUSION. The end: the‘ termina-
tion: the act or finishing or bringing to a
close. The conclusion of a declaration or
complaint is all that part which follows the
statement of the plaintiffs cause of action.
The conclusion of a plea is its final clause,
in which the defendant either “puts himself
upon the country” (where a material aver-
ment of the declaration is traversed and is-
sue tendered) or offers a verification, which
is proper where new matter is introduced.
State v. Waters, 1 Mo. App. 7.

In trial practice.
the iinal or concluding address to the jury or
the court. This is, in general. the privilege
of the party who has to sustain the burden
oi‘ proof.
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It signifies making‘

CONCORDAT

Conclusion also denotes a bar or estoppel;
the consequence, as respects the individual, _

or a judgment upon the subject-matter, or
of his confession of a matter or thing which
the law thencetorth torbids him to deny.
—Conc‘insicn against the form of the
statute. The proper form for the conclusion
of an indictment for an ofiense created by
statute is the technical phrase “against the
form of the statute in such case made and pro;
vided;” or in Iatin, contra formant statutl.
—Oonclnsion of fact. An inference drawn
from the subordinate or evidentiary facts.-
Conolnsion of law. Within the rule that
pleadings should contain only facts. and not
conclusions of law, this means a proposition
not arrived at by any process of natural rea-
soning from a fact or combination of facts.
stated. but by the ap Iication of the artificial
rules of law to the acts pleaded Levins v.
Itovegno, 71 Cal. 273, 12 -Pac. 161; Iron Co. v.
Vandervort, 164 Pa. 572, 30 Atl. 491:
v. Railway Co., Minn. 69. 9 N. W. 75.-
Conclnaion to the country. In pleading.
The tender of an issue to be tried by jury.
Stepli. Pl. 230. '

CONCLUSIVE. Shutting up a matter:
shutting out all further evidence; not ad-
mitting of explanation or contradiction;
putting an end to inquiry; ilnal; decisive.
Hoadley v. Hammond, 63 Iowa. 599, 19 N.
W. 794; Joslyn v. Rockwell, 59 Hun. 129.
13 N. Y. Supp. 811; Appeal of Bixler, 59
Cal. 550.
—Cone1\uive evidence. See EVIDENCE.—
Conclusive presumption. See Panama-
non.

CONCORD. In the old process of levy-
ing a flne of lands, the concord was an
agreement between the parties (real or feign-
ed) in which the deforciant (or he who keeps
the other out of possession) acknowledges
that the lands in question are the right of
complainant; and, from the acknowledg-
uient or admission of right thus made, the
party who levies the line is called the “cog-
nizor," and _the person to whom it is levied
the “cognizee." 2 Bl. Comm. 350. I

The term also denotes an agreement be-
tween two persons, one or whom has a right
of action against the other, settling what
amends shall be made for the breach or
wrong; a compromise or an accord.

In old practice. An agreement between
two or more, upon a trespass committed, by
way of amends or satisfaction for it. Plowd.
5. 6, 8.

Conleordare leges legibus est optimal
interpretandi modal. To make laws agree
with laws is the best mode of interpreting
them. Halk. Max. 70.

CONCORDAT. In public law. A com_-

pact or convention between two or more in-
dependent governments.

An agreement made by a temporal sover-
eign with the pope, relative to ecclesiastical
matters.

In French law. A compromise effected
by a bankrupt with his creditors, ‘by virtue
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of which he engages to pay within a certain
. time a certain proportion of his debts. and
by which the creditors agree to discharge
the whole oi’ their claims in consideration
of the same. Arg. Fr. Mere. Law, 553.

CONCORDIA. Lat. In'old English law.
An agreement, or concord. Fietn, lib. 5, c.
3, 5 6. The agreement or unanimity of a
jury. Oompellare ad concordiam. Fleta, lib.
4, e. 9, 5 2.

CONCORDIA DHCORDANTIUM
CANONUM. The harmony of the discord-
ant canons. A collection of ecclesiastical
constitutions made. by Gratian, an Italian
monk, A. D. 1151; more commonly known
by the name ot “Decrctum Gratiani."

Concordia pu.-Va res ereseunt at opu-
lentls. utes. 4 Inst. 74. Small means in-.
crease by concord and litigations by opu-
lence.

CONCUBARIA. A fold, pen, or place
where cattle lie. Cowell.

CONCUBBAN1‘. Lying together, as cut-
tle. - .

CONCUBINAGB. A species or loose or
informal marriage which took place among
the ancients, and which is yet in use in
some countries. See Coneunmarus.

The act or practice or cohabiting, in sex-
ual commerce, without the authority of law
or a legal marriage. _State v. Adams, 179
Mo. 334. 78 S. W. 588': State v. Overstreet,
43 Kan. 299, 23 Pac. 572; Henderson v. Peo-
ple, 124 Ill. 605317 N. E. 68. 7 Am. St. Rep.
391.

An exception against a woman suing for
dower, on the ground that she was the con-
cnbine, and not the wife, of the man of
whose land she seeks to be endowed. Britt.
c. 107.

CONCUBINATUS. In Roman law. An
informal, unsanctioned, or “natural" mar-
riage, as contradistinguished from the lunar
nupuw, or juatum matrimonium, the civil
marriage.

CONCUBINE. (1) A woman who co-
habits with a man to whom she is not mar-
ried. (2) A sort of inferior wife, among the
Romans. upon whom the husband did not
confer his rank or quality.

CONCUR. To agree; accord; consent.
In the practice of appellate courts, a “con-
curring opinion" is one filed by one oi’ the
judges or justices, in which he agrees with
the conclusions or the result oi.’ another opin-
ion flied in the case (which may be either
the opinion of the court or a dissenting opin-
ion) though he states separately his views

_oi‘ the case or his reasons for so concurring.
In Louisiana law. To join with other
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claimants in presenting a demand against
an insolvent estate.

CONCUEATOR. In the civil law. A
joint or co-curator, or guardian.

CONCURRENCE In French law. The
possession, by two or more persons, of equal
rights or privileges over the same subject-
matter.
-—Coneun-enee delay
French_ law nearl equivalent to “unfair trade
co_mpetition;" an used in relation to the in-
fnngement ot_ rights secured by trade-marks.
etc. It signifies a dishonest, perfidious, or
treacherous rivalry in trade. or any manoeuvre
calculated to prejudice the good will ofa business
or the value of the name of a property or its
credit or renown with the pub ic, to the in-
jury of s. business competitor. Simmons Medi-
csinevgmlvisMansfield Drug Co., 93 Tenn. 84, 23

sale. A term of the

CONCURRENT. Having the same au-
thority; acting in conjunction: agreeing in
the same act; contributing to the sa.me
event; contemporaneous.

As to concurrent “0ovenants," “Jurisdic-
tion,” "Insurance," "Lease," "Lien," and
“Writs,” see those titles. '

CONCUEIO. In the" law of Louisiana,
the name of a suit or remedy to enable cred-
itors to enforce their claims against an in-
solvent or failing debtor. Schroeder v.
Nicholson, 2 La. 355.

OONCURSUI. In the civil law. (1) A
running together; a collision, as ooncursua
creditorum, a conflict among creditors. (2)
A concurrence, or meeting, as concursus ao-
tionum, concurrence of actions.

CONCUIS. In Scotch law. To coerce.

COIICUSSIO. In the civil law. The ot-
tense of extortion by threats of violence.
Dig. 47, 13.

CONCUISION. In the civil law. The
unlawful forcing of another by threats of
vioience_ to give something of value. It dit-
fers from robbery, in this: That in robbery
the thing is taken by force, while in con-
cusslon it is obtained by threatened violence.
Heinec. Elem. 9 1071. °

In medical jurisprudence. Concussion
of the brain is a jarring of the brain sub-
stance, by a fall, blow, or other extemai in-
jury, without laceration or its tissue, or
with only microscopical laceration. May-
nard v. Raiiroad Co., 43 Or. 68, 72 Pac. 590.

CONDIT. In ecclesiastical law. The
name of a plea entered by a party to a libel
flied in the ecclesiastical court, in which it
is pleaded that the deceased made the will
which is the subject of the suit, and that he
was of sound mind. 2 Eng. Ecc. R. 438; 6
Eng. Ecc. R. 431.
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OOIDEHN. To flnd or adjudge guilty.
3 Leon. 68. To adjudge or sentence. 3 Bl.
Comm. 291. To adjudge (as an admiralty

' court) that a vessel is a prize, or" that she is
unfit for service. 1 Kent, Comm. 1%; 5
Esp. 65. To set apart or expropriate prop-
erty for public use, in the exercise of the
power of eminent domain. Wulzen v. San
Francisco, 101 (ml. 15. 35 Pac. 353, 40 Am.
St. Rep. 17.

OOlDEM'NA.'.l‘ION. In admiralty law.
The Judgment or sentence of a court having
Jurisdiction and acting in mm. by which
(1) it is declared that a vessel which has
been captured at sea as a prize was lawfully
so seized and is liable to be treated as prize;
or (2) that property which has_been seized
for an alleged violation of the revenue laws,
neutrality laws, navigation laws. etc., was
lawfully so seized. and is, for such cause.
forfeited to the government: or (3) that the
vessel which is the subject of inquiry is un-

fit and unsafe for navigation. Gallagher
v. Murray, 9 Fed. Cas. 1087.

In the civil law. A sentence or judg-
ment which condemns some one to do, to
give. or to pay something, or which declares
that his claim or pretensions are unfounded.
Lockwood v. Saffold, 1 Ga. 72.

In real.-property law. The process by
which property of a private owner is taken
for public use, without his consent, but up-
on the award and payment of just compen-
sation, being in the nature of a forced sale.
Atlanta, K. G: N. R. Co. v_. Southern Ry. Co.,
131 Fed. 666, 66 C. O. A. 601; Venable v.
Railway Co., 112 Mo. 103, 20 S. W. 493, 18
L. B. A. 68: In re Rugheimer (D. C.) 36
Fed. 369.

CONDEM'NA'.l.‘ION MONEY. In prac-
tice. The damages which the party failing
in an action is adjudged or condemned to
pay; sometimes simply called the “condem-
nation."

As used in an appeal-bond, this phrase
means the damages which should be award-
ed against the appellant by the judgment of
the court. It does not embrace damages not
included in the judgment. Doe v. Daniels,
6 .Blackf. (Ind.) 8: Hayes v. Weaver. 61
Ohio st. 55, 55 N. E. 172; Maloney v. John-
son-McLean Co., 72 Neb. 340, 100 N. W. 424.

OONDESCENDENCI-J. In the Scotch
law. A part of the proceedings in a cause,
setting forth the facts of the case on the
part of the pursuer‘ or plaintiff.

CONDICTIO. In Roman law. A general
term for actions of a personal nature, found-
ed upon an obligation to give or do a cer-
tain and defined thing or service. It is dis-
tingulshed from rindicaiio rei, which is an
action to vindicate one’s right of property
in a thing by. regaining (or retaining) pos-
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session of it against the adverse claim of
the other party.
-—Oondictio cc:-ti. An action which lies up-
on a_promise to do a thing, where such promise
or stipulation is certain (or cons cit stipulatio.)
Inst. 3, 16, p!'.; Id. 3. 15, pi'.; Dig. 12. 1;
Bract. fol. 1(Bb.—Gond:lctio on logo. An ac-
tion _ill'lSlng where the law gave a remedy, but
provided no a propriate form of action. Cal-
vIn.—Cond.ict o indcbitati. An action which
lay to recover anything which the plaintifi had
given or paid to the defendant. by mistake, and
which he was not bound to give or pay, either
in fact or in. law.—Gondictio re! 1 Va.
An action which lay to recover a thing stolen,
against the thief himself, or his heir. Inst. 4.
1. _19.—Condictio sine cause. An action
which lay in favor _of a person who had given
or promised a thing without consideration.
(oausa.) Dig. 12, 7; Cod. 4, 9.

OONDITIO. Lat. A condition.

Conditio bencflcialis, qnn statlun con-
struit, bcnigne sccnndlun vcrborlun in-
tentioncxn est intcrprctnndn; odiosn an-
tens, qua statiun dost:-nit, strictc scena-
dnm vcs-‘boa-Inn proprictatcnl lccipicndn.
8 Coke, 90. A beneficial condition, which
creates an estate, ought to be construed fa-
voi-ably, according to the intention of the
words; but a condition which destroys an
estate is odious, and ought to be construed
strictly according to the letter of the words.

Oonditio dicitnr. cum quid in oasiun
inccrtnm qni potcst tcndcrc ad cssc ant
non cue, oonlcrtnr. Co. Litt. 201. It is
called a “condltion," when something is giv-
en on an uncertain event, which may or may
not come into existence.

Conditio illicit: hnbetnr pro non ad-
Jcota. An unlawful condition is deemed as
not annexed.

Oonditio prmccdens ndixnplcri dcbct
prlnl quun Icqnntnr cflcotiu. Co. Litt.
201. A condition precedent must be fulfilled
before the effect can follow.

CONDITION. In the civil law. The
ranlg, situation, or degree of a particular
person in some one of the different orders
of society.

An agreement or stipulation in regard to
some uncertain future event, not of the es-
sential nature of the transaction, but an-
nexed‘to it by the parties, providing for a
change or modification of their legal rela-
tions upon its occurrence. Mackeid. Rom.
Law, § 184.

Classification. In the civil law, conditions
are of the following several kinds:

The casual condition is that which depends
on chance. and is in no way in the" ower either
of the creditor or of the debtor. Civ. Code La.
art. 2023.

A mil-erl condition is one that depends at the
same time on the will of one of the parties
and on the will of a third person. or.on the
will of one of the parties and also on a casual
event. Civ. (‘ode La. art. 202'}.

The poteatatirc condition is that which makes
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the execution of the agreement depend on an
event which it is in the power of the one or
the other of the contracting parties to bring
about or to hinder. Civ. Code La. art. 2024.

A_ resolutory or diaaolvirig condition is that
which, when accomplished. operates the revo-
cation of the obligation, placi matters in the
same state as though the obligation had not
existed. It does not suspend the execution of
the obligation. It only obliges the creditor to
restore what he has received in case the event

vided for in the condition takes place. Civ.
ode La. art. 2045: Moss v. Smoker, 2 La.

Ann. 991. _ _

A suspenaws condition is that which depends,
either on a future and uncertain event. or_on.
an event which has actually taken place, with-
out its being yet known to the parties. In the
former case. the obligation cannot be executed
till after the event; in the latter. the obliga-
tion has its ettect from the day on which it was
contracted. but it cannot be enforced until the
event be known. Civ. Code La. art. 2043: New
Orleans v. Railroad Co.. 171 U. S. 312. 18 Sup.
Ct. 875, 43 L. Ed. 178: Moss v. Smoker. 2
La. Ann. 991.

In French law. In French law, the fol-
lowing peculiar distinctions are made: (1)
A condition is casuellc when it depends ona
chance or hazard; (2) a condition is potes-
tative when it depends on the accomplish-_
ment of something which is in the power
of the party to accomplish; (3) a condition
is mizte when it depends partly on the will
of the party and partly on the will of oth-
ers; (4) a condition is suspenaive when it is
a future and uncertain event, or present but
unknown event, upon which an obligation
takes or fails to take effect; (5) a condition
is resolutoire when it is the event which un-
does an obligation which has already had
effect as such. Brown.

In common law. The rank, situation, or
degree of a particular person in some one, of
the different orders of society; or his slat-
us or situation, considered as a juridicial
person, ‘arising from positive law or the in-
stitutions of society. Thin V. Pohlman, 76
Iowa, (B8, 41 N. W. 385.

A clause in a contract or agreement which
has for its object to suspend, rescind, or
modify the principal obligation, or, in case
of a will. to suspend, revoke, or modify the
devise or bequest. Towle v. Iiemsen, 79 N.
Y. 303.

A modus or quality annexed by him that
hath an estate, or interest or right to the
same, whereby an estate. etc., may either be
defeated, enlarged, or created upon an un-
certain event. Co. Litt. 2010.

A qualification or restriction annexed to a
conveyance of lands, whereby it is provided
that in case a particular event does or does
not happen, or in case the grantor or gran-
tee does or omits to do a particular act. an
estate shall commence, be enlarged, or be
defeated. Heaston v. Randolph County, 20
Ind. 398; Cooper v. Green, 28 Ark. 54;
State v. Board of Public Works, 42 Ohio St.
615; Selden v. Pringle, 17 Barb. (N. Y.) 465.

Classification. The difierent kinds of con-
ditions known to the common law may be ar-
ranged and described as follows:
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They are either express or implied, the fortn-
er when incorporated in express terms in the
deed, contract, lease. or grant; the latter, when
inferred or presumed by law, from the nature
of the transaction or the conduct of the par-
ties, to have been tacitly understood between
them as a part of the a reement, though not
expressly mentioned. 2 rahh. Real Prop. .

792; Brsct. to]. 47: Civ. Code La. art. 202 ;
Raley v. Umatilla County. 15 Or. 172. 13 Pac.
890, _3_ Am. St. Rep. 142. Express and implied
conditions are also called by the older writers,
respectively. conditions in deed (or in fact, the
Law French term being conditions en fan) and
conditions in laug. Co. Litt. 201a

They are osnble or impossible; the former
when thev a mit of plerfolrmance in the ordinary
course 0 events: e atter when it is con-
trary to the course of nature or human limita-
tions that they should ever be performed.

They are lawful or unlawful; the former
when their character is not in violation of any
rule, principle, or policy of law; the latter
When they are such as the law will not allow
to be made.

They are corisietcnt or repugnant; the form-
er when they are in harmony and concord with
the other parts of the transaction: » the latter
when they contradict, annul, or neutralize the
main purpose of the contract. Repugnant con-
ditions are also called “insensible.'

They are a motive or negative; the former
being a co ition which consists in doing a
thing: as provided that the lessee shall pa
rent, etc., and the latter being a condition which
consists in not doing a thing; as grovided that
ztliig lessee shall not alien. etc. hep. Touch.

‘They are precedent or subsequent. A con-
dition recedent is one which must happen or
be pe ormed before the estate to which it is
annexed can vest or be enlarged: or it is one
which is to be performed before some right de-
pendent thereon accrues or some. act dependent
thereon is performed. Towle v. Rem.-zen. 70 N.
Y. 09: Jones v. U. S.. 96 U. S. 26. 24 L
Ed. 644: Redman v. Insurance Co.. 49 Wis.
431. 4 N. W. 591: Beatty’s Estate v. Western
College, 177 Ill. 280. 52 N. E. 432. 42 L. R. A.
797. 69 Am. St. Rep. 242; Warner v. Bennett,
31 Conn. 475; Blean v. Messenger, 33 N. J.
Law, 508. A condition subsequent is one an-
nexed to an estate already vested. by the per-
formance of which such estate is kept and con-
tinued. and by the failure or non-performance
of which it is- defeated; or it is a condition
referring to a future event. upon the happen-
ing of which the obligation becomes no_ longer
binding upon the other party, if he chooses to
avail himself of the condition. Co. Litt. 201;
2 Bl.vComm. 154; Civ. Code Cal. 5 1436:
Code Ga. 5 2722: Goff v. Pensenhafer, 190
Ill. 200. 60 N. E. 110: Moran v. Stewart, 173
Mo 207. 73 S. W. 177: Hague v. Ahrens, 53

. 58. 3 C. C. A. : Towle v. Remsen, 70
.-'. Y. 309; Chapin v. School Dist., 35 N. H.
450; Blanchard v. Railroad Co., 31 Mich.
49. 18 Am. Rep. 142: Cooper v. Green,'28
Ark. 54.

Conditions may also be positive (requiring
that a specified event shall happen or an act
be done) and restrictive or nrgatwe, the latter
being such as impose an obligation not to do
a particular thing, as, that a lessee shall not
alien or sub-let or commit waste, or the like.
Shep. Touch. 118.

They may be single, copulation, or disjunc-
tive. Those of the first kind require the per-
formance of one specified thing onl : those of
the second kind require the per ormance of
divers acts or things; thoe of the third kind
require the ‘performance of one of several things.
Shep. Touc . 118.

Conditions may also be independent. depend-
ent, or mutual. They belong to the first class
when each of the two conditions must be per
formed without any reference to the other; to
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the second class ‘when the performance of one
condition is not obligatory until the actual
performance of the other; and to the_ third
class when neither rty need perform _hi_s con-
dition unless the ot er is ready and willing to
perform his. or, in other words, when_the mu-
tual covenants go to the whole consideration
on both sides and each is precedent to the oth-
er. Huggins V. Daley, 99 Fed. . 40 C. C.
A. 12. 48 I_.. R. A. 320.

The followin varieties may also be noted:
A condition co atcral is one requiring the per-
formance of a collateral act having no necessary
relation to the main_ subzect of the agreement.
A compulsory condition is one which expressly
requires a thing to be done. as, that a lessee
shall psi a specified sum of money on a certain
day or is lease shall be void. Shep. Touch.
118. Concurrent conditions are those which are
mutually dependent and are to be performed
at the same time. Civ. Code Cal. § 1437; A
condition inherent is one annexed to the rent
reserved out of the land whereof the estate
is made. or rather, to the estate in the land,
in respect of rent. Shep. Touch. 118.

Synonyms distinguished. A “condition”
is to be distinguished from a limitation, in
that the latter may be to or for the benefit
of a stranger, who may then take advantage
of its determination, while only the grantor,
or those who stand in his place, can take
advantage of a condition, (Hoselton v. Hosel-
ton, 166 M0. 182, 65 S. W. 1005; Stearns v.
Gofrey, 16 Me. 158 ;) and in that a limita-
tion ends the estate without entry or claim,
which is not true of a condition. It also
differs from a conditional limitation; for
in the latter the estate is limited over to a
third person, while in case of a simple con-
dition it reverts to the grantor, or his heirs
or devisees, (Church v. Grant, 3 Gray [Mass.]
147, 63 Am. Dec. 725.) It differs also from
a covenant, which can he made by either
grantor or grantee, while only the grantor
can make a condition, (Co. Litt. 70.) A
charge is a devise of land with a bequest
out of the subject-matter. and a charge up-
on the devisee personally, in respect of the
estate devised, gives him an estate on con-
dition. A condition also differs from a re-
mainder; for, while the former may operate
to defeat the estate before its natural ter-
mination. the latter cannot take effect until
the completion of the preceding estate.

CONDITIONAL. That which is depend-
ent upon or granted subject to a condition.
—Oonditionnl creditor. In the civil law. A
creditor having a future right of action, or hav-
ing a right 0 action in expectancy. Dig. 50,
16, 54.—Conditiona_l stipulation. In the
civil law. A stipulation to do a thing upon con-
dition. as the happening of any event.

As to conditional "Acceptance," “Appear-
ance,” “Bequest," “Conti'act," “Delivery,"
“Devise," "Fee," “Guai-anty," "Judgment,"
"Legacy," “Limitatlon," “0bligatlon," "Par-
don," “Privllege," and “Sale," see those ti-
ties.

Conditiones qualibet odiosa; maxime
nntem contra matrimoninm et commer-
eclnm. Any conditions are odious. but es-
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pecially those which are against [in re
straint of] marriage and commerce. Lofft,
Appendix. 644. -

CONDITIONS 0!‘ SALE. The terms
upon which sales are made at auction; usual-
ly written or printed and exposed in the auc-
tion room at the time of sale.

CONDOMINIA. In the civil law. Co-
ownershlps or limited ownerships, such as
emplwteuais, superflcies. pignus, hypotheca.
usuafructue, mas, and habitatio. These were
more than mere furs in re alicnd, being por-
tion of the dominium itself, although they are
commonly distinguished from the domlnium
strictly so called. Brown. -

CONDONACION. In Spanish law. The
remission of a debt, either expressly or tacit-
ly.

CONDONATION. The conditional re
mission or forgiveness, by one of the married
parties, of a matrimonial oflense committed
by the other, and which would constitute a
cause of divorce; the condition being that
the offense shall not be repeated. See Pain
v. Pain, 37 Mo. App. 115; Betz v. Betz, 25
N. Y. Super. Ct. 696; Thomson v. Thomson,
121 Cal. 11. 53 Pac. 403; Harriett v. Harnett,
55 Iowa, 45, 7 N. W. 394; Eggerth v. Eg-
gerth, 15 Or. 626, 16 Pac. 650; Turnbull v.
Turnbull, 23 Ark. 615; Odom v. Odom, 36
Ga. 318; Poison v. Poison, 140 Ind. 310, 39
N. E. 498. ~

The term is also sometimes applied to
forgiveness of a past wrong, fault. injury,
or breach of duty in other relations, as, for
example, in that of master and servant. Lea-
therberry v. Odell (C. C.) 7 Fed. 648.

CONDONE. To make condonatlon of.

CONDUCT MONEY. In English prac-
tice. Money paid to a witness who has been
subpoenaed on a trial, sumcient to defray the
reasonable expenses of going to. staying at,
and returning from the place of trial. Lush,
Pr. 460; Archb. New Pr. 639.

CONDUCT! ACTIO. In the civil law.
An action which the hirer (conductor) of a
thing might have against the letter, (locator.)
Inst. 3, 25, pr. 2.

CONDUCTIO. In the civil law. A hir-
ing. Used generally in connection with the
term locatio, a letting. Locatio ct conductio,
(sometimes united as a .conipouiid word, ‘'10-
catio-oonductio,") a letting and hiring. Inst.
3, 25; Bract. fol. 62, c. 28; story. Baum.
§§ 8, 368.

CONDUCTOR. In the civil law. A liirer.

CONDUCTOR OPERARUM. In the
civil law. A person who eiiguges to perform
a piece of work for another, at a stated
price.
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OOHDUOTUI. A thing hired.

CONE A111) KEY. In old English law.
A woman at fourteen or flrteen years of age
may take charge of her house and receive
cons and key; that is, keep the accounts and
keys. Gowell. Said by Lord Coke to be
cover and keys. meaning that at that age a
woman knew what in her house should be
kept under lock and key. 2 Inst. 203.

OONPABBEATIO. In Roman law. A
sacrificial rite resorted to by marrying per-
sons of high patrician or priestly degree, for
the purpose of clothing the husband with the
menus over his wife; the civil modes of ef-
fecting the same thing being coemptio. (form-
ai,) and aims mulleria, (ini'ormal.) Brown.

OONPECTIO. The making and comple-
tion of a written instrument. 5 Coke, 1.

OONPEDERAOY. In criminal law.
The association or handing together of two
or more persons for the purpose of commit-
ting an act or furthering an enterprise which
is forbidden by law. or which, though law-
ful in itself, becomes unlawful when made
the object of the confederacy. State v. Crow-
iey, 41 Wis. 284. w Am. Rep. 719; Watson
v. Navigation Co., 52. How. Prac. (N. Y.)
353. Conspiracy is a more technical term
for this offense. ,

The act of two or more who combine to-
gether to do any damage or injury to an-
other, or to do any unlawful act. Jacob.
See Watson v. Navigation Co., 52 How. Prac.
(N. Y.) 353: State v. Crowley, 4.1 Wis. 284.
22- Am. Rep. 719.

In equity pleading. An improper com-
bination alleged to have been entered into
between the defendants to a bill in equity.

In international law. A league or agree-
ment between two or more independent states
whereby they unite for their mutual welfare
and the furtherance of their common aims.
The term may apply to a union so formed
for a temporary or limited purpose, as in
the case of an offensive and defensive alli-
ance; but it is more commonly used to de-
note that species of political connection be-
tween two or more independent states by
which a central government is created, in-
vested with certain powers of sovereignty,
(mostly external.) and acting upon the sev-
eral component states as its units, which.
however, retain their sovereign powers for
domestic purposes and some others. See
Fspsasr. GOVERNMENT.

CONPEDERATION. A league or com-
pact for mutual support, particularly of
princes, nations, or states. Such was the
colonial government during the Revolution.
—Artioles of Confederation. The name
of the instrument embodying the compact made
between the thirteen original states of the Un-
ion, before the adoption of the present constitu-
tlon.
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CONFERENCE. A meeting of several
persons for deliberation, for the interchange
of opinion. or for the removal of differences
or disputes. Thus, a meeting between a
counsel and solicitor to advise on the cause
of their client.

In the practice of legislative bodies. when
the two houses cannot agree upon a pending
measure, each appoints a committee of “con-
ference," and the committees meet and con-
sult together for the purpose of removing
diflerences. harmonizing conflicting views,
and arranging a compromise which will be
accepted by both houses.

In international law. A personal meet-
ingbetween the diplomatic agents of two or
more powers, for the purpose of making
statements and explanations that will obvi-
ate the delay and diiliculty attending the
more formal conduct of negotiations.

In French law. A concordance or iden-
tity between two laws or two systems of
laws.

OONFBSS. To admit the truth of a
charge or accusation. Usually spoken of
charges of tortious or criminal conduct.

OONPESSIO. Let. A confession. Gon-
feuto in judfcio, a confession made in or be-
fore a court.

Confessio fact: in Jndieio onus! pro-
batione major est. A confession made in
court is of greater effect than any proof.
Jenk. Cent. 102.

OONPESSION. In criminal law. A vol-
untary statement made by a person charged
with the commission of a crime or misde-
meanor, communicated to another person.
wherein he acknowledges himself to be
guilty of the offense charged, and discloses
the circumstances of the act or the share and
participation which he had in it. Spicer v.

Com. (Ky.) 51 S. W. 802; People v. Patton,
49 Cal. 637; Lee v. State, 102 Ga. 221. 29
S. E. 264; State v. Heidenreich, 29 Or. 381,
45 Pac. 755.

Also the act of a prisoner, when arraigned
for a crime or misdemeanor, in acknowledg-‘
ing and avowing that he is guilty of the
offense charged

Classification. Confessions are divided in-
to 'udi'cc'al and ezfra'udici'al. The former are
suc as are made be ore a magistrate or court
in the due course of legal proceedings, while
the latter are such as are made by a party else-
where than in court or before a magistrate.
Speer v. State, 4 Tex. App. 479. An. implied
confession is where the defendant. in a case
not capital, does not plead guilty but indirectly
admits his guilt by placing himself at the mercy
of the court and asking for a light sentence.
2 Hawk. P. C. p. 4439; State v. Conway, 20
R. I. 270, 38 Atl. 656. An indirect confession
is one inferred from the conduct of the defend-
ant. State v. Miller, 9 Iioust. (Del.) 564. 32
Atl. 137. A naked confession is an admission
of the guilt of the party. but which is not sup-
ported by anv evidence of the commission of the
crime. A relative confession, in the older crim-
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inal law of England. “is where the accused con-
fesseth and appealeth others thereof. to be-
come an a prover.” (2 Hale. P. C. c. 29, or in
other wor s to “turn kin 's evidence." is is
now obsolete, but someth ng like it is practiced
in modern law where one of the persons accus-
ed or supposed to be involved in a crime is put
on the witness stand under an implied promise
of ardon. Com. v. Knap , 10 ick. (Mass.)
4 . Z) Am./Dec. 534; gtate v. Willis, 71
Conn. 293, 41 Ati. 820. A simple confession is
merely a plea of guilt . State v. Willis. 71
Conn. 293, 41 Ail. 826: Brain v. U. S.. 168
ll. S. 532, 18 Sun. Ct 183. 42 L Ed. 668.
voluntary confession is one made spontaneous-
ly by a person accused of crime. free from the
influence of any extraneous disturbing cause, and
in particular, not influenced, or extorted by vio
lence. threats, or gromi . State v. Cliiford.
86 Iowa, 550, 53 . W. 299. 41 Am. St. Re .

518; Roesel v. State. 62 N. J. Inw, 216. 1
Atl. 408: State v. Alexander, 109 La. 557. 33
South. 600' in. v Se 0. 125 Mass. 213:
Bullock v. State. 65 N. .1? Law, 557. 47 Atl.
62. 86 Am Colburn v. Groton,. St. 668:
66 N. H. 151. 28 tl. 95. 22 L. R. A. 763.
—0oI£eu:Ion and avoidance. A plea in con-
fession and avoidance is one which avows and
confesses the truth of the avermeuta of fact in
the declaration, either expressly or by implica-
tion. bnt then proceeds to allege new matter
which tends to deprive the facts admitted of
their ordinary legal efiect. or to obviate. neu-
tralise, or avoid them.—Con1eaaion of de-
fense. In English practice. Where defendant
alleges a ground of defense arisinr since the
commencement of the action. the paintii! may
deliver confession of such defense and sign judg-
ment for his costs up to the time of such lead-
inr. unless it be otherwise ordered. Ju . -Act
1875, 0rd. XX. 1'. 3.—-Confession of Judg-
-ent. The act of a debtor in permitting udg-
merit to be entered against him by his c itor,
for a stipulated sum. by a written statement to
that effect or by warrant of attorney, without
the institution of legal p ings of any kind.
-—-confessing error. A plea to an assignment
of error, admitting the same.

coxrnsso, BILL TAKEN PRO. In
equity practice. An order which the court
of chancery makes when the defendant does
not die an answer, that the "plaintiff may
take such a decree as the case made by his
bill warrants. ' '

OOIIPEIIOR. An ecclesiastic who re-
osivu auricular confessions of sins from per-
sons under his spiritual charge. and pro-
nounces absolution upon them. The secrets
of the confessional are not privileged com-
munications at common law, but this has
been changed by statute in seine states. See _

1 Greenl. Ev. if 247, 248.

OONPBSOBIA ACTIO. Lat. In the
civil law. An action for enforcing a servi-
tude. Mackeid. Rom. Law. 5 324.

Confoalua in judioio pro judionto hubs-
tnr, at quodunmodo sun sontentit dam-
natnr. 11 Coke, 30. A person confessing
his guilt when arraigned is deemed to have
been found guilty, and is, as it were, con-
demned by his own sentence.

CONFIDENCE. Trlist: reliance: groniid
of trust. In the construction of wills, this
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word is considered peculiarly appropriate to
create a trust. “It is as applicable to the
subject of a trust, as nearly a synonym, as
the llhiglish language is capable of. Trust
is a confidence which one man reposes in
another, and confidence is a trust.” Appeal
of Coates. 2 Pa. 133.

CONFIDENTIAL. lntrusted with the
confidence of another or with his secret af-
fairs or purposes; intended to be held in
confidence or kept secret
—Confldent‘hl oommnnieations. See Cou-
uuNroa'rioN.—Confidentia.i creditor. This
term has been agaplied to the creditors of a fail-
ing debtor who urnished him with the means of
obtaining credit to which he was not entitled,
involving in loss the unsuspectin and fair-deal-
ing creditors. (3% v. Strickian , 112 Ala. 667.
20 South. 921. onfldential relation. A
fiduciary relation. These phrases are used as
convertible terms. It is a peculiar relation
which exists between client and attorney. rin-

‘ cipal and agent, principal and surety, lan lord
and tenant, parent and child, guardian and
ward. ancestor and heir, husband and wife, trus-
tee and coma’ as moot, executors or adminis-
trators and c itors, iegatees, or distributees.
appointer and appointee under powers, and part-
ners and part owners. In these and like cases.
the law, n order to prevent undue advantage
from the unlimited confidence or sense of duty
which the relation naturally creates, requires the
utmost degree of good faith in all transactions
between t e parties. Robins v. Hope, 57 Cal.
4%‘ Peogle v. Palmer, 152 N. Y. 217. 46 N.
m. s28: cattergood v. Kirk. 192 Pa. 263. 43
Atl. 1080: Brown v. Deposit Co., 87 Md. 377,
40 Atl. 256.

OONPINEMBNT. Confinement may be
by either a moral or a physical restraint, by
threats of violence with a present force, or
by physical restraint of the person. U. S.
v. Thompson, 1 sum. 171. Fed. Cas. No.
18,492: Ex parte Snodgrass, 43 Tex. Cr. H.
8,59. 65 S. W.’ 1061.

conrnur. To complete or establish that
which was imperfect or uncertain; to ratify
what has been done without authority or
insufficiently. Boggs v. Mining 00.. 14 Cal.
305; Railway Co. v. Ransom, 15 Tex. Civ.
App. 689, 41 S. W. 826.

Conn:-mare est id flrrniun faoore quad
]prina‘in.flrnanm (nit. Co. Litt. 295. To
confirm is to make ilrin that which was be-
fore infirm.

Oonfirrnu-o nenro potent pa-his quun
Jun oi -aeeiderit. No one can confirm be-
fore the right accrues to him. 10 Coke, 48.

Gonna-mat nsnna qnl tollit nlnurun.
He confirms the use [of a thing] who re-
moves the abuse, [of it.] Moore. 764.

OONFIRHATIO. The conveyance of an
estate, or the communication of a right that
one bath in or unto lands or tenements, to
another that hath the possession thereof, or
some other estate therein, whereby a void-
able estate is made sure and iinavoidalile, or
whereby a particular estate is increased or
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enlarged. Shep. Touch. 311; 2 Bl. Comm.
325.

An enlarging con-
firmation; one which enlarges a rightful estate.
Shep. Touch. 311.—Con tlo diminncru.
A diminishing confirmation. A confirmation
which tends and serves_to diminish and abridge
the services whereby a tenant doth hold, operat-
ing as a release of part of the services. Shep.
Touch. 311.—Con£nna.tlo pcrficiens. A con-
firmation which makes valid a wron iii and de-
feasible title, or makes a conditiona estate ab-
solute. Shep. Touch. 311.

OONPIBHATIO OHARTABUH. Lat.
Confirmation of the charters. A statute
passed in the 25 Edw. I.. whereby the Great
Charter is declared to be allowed as the
common law; all judgments contrary to it
are declared void: °opies of it are ordered
to be sent to all cathedral churches and read
twice a year to the people; and sentence of
excommunicatlon is directed to be as con-
stantly denounced agaiiist all those that, by
word or deed or counsel. act contrary there-
to or in any degree infringe it. 1 Bl. Comm.
128.

Conn:-matio est nulls nbi doniun pre-
cedens est invsudnm. Moore, 764; C0.
Litt. 295. Confirmation is void where the
preceding gift is invalid.

Oonflnnatio onnes supplet defcctus,
llcct id quad nctum est ab inltlo non

valuit. Co. Litt. Zlfib. Confirmation sup-
plies all defects, though that which had been
done was not valid at the beginning.

CONFIRMATION. A contract by which
that which was infirm, imperfect, or subject
to be avoided is made firm and unavoidable.

A conveyance of an estate or right in case,
whereby a voidable estate is made sure and
unavoidable, or whereby a particular estate
is increased. Co. Litt. 295D. Jackson v.
Root, 18 Johns. (N. Y.) 60; People v. Iaw,
34 Barb. (N. Y.) 511; De Mares v. Gilpin,
15 Colo. 76. 24 Pac. 568.

In English ecclesiastical law. The rati-
fication by the archbishop of the election of
a bishop by dean and chapter under the
king's letter missive prior to the investment
and consecration of the bishop by the arch-
bishop. 25 Ben. VIII. c. 20.
—Confi:-nation of sale. The confirmation of
a judicial sale by the court which ordered it is
a signification in some way (usually by the en-
try of an order) of the court‘: approval of the
terms, rice, and conditions of the sale. John-
son v. ooper. 56 Miss. 618; Hyman v. Smith,
13 W. Va. 765. '

com-nnuvr. Lat. I have confirmed.
The emphatic word in the ancient deeds of
confirmation. Fleta. lib. 3, c. 14, 5 5.

GONPIRMEE. The grantee in a deed
of confirmation. -

CONPIRMOR. The grautor in a deed of
coiifirinatiou. ’
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CONFISOABLE. Capable of being con-
fiscated or suitable for confiscation; liable
to forfeiture. Camp v. Lockwood, 1 Dall.
(Pa.) 393. 1 L. Ed. 194.

GONPICARE. In civil and old English
law- To confiscate; to claim for or bring
into the fisc, or treasury. Bract. fol. 150.

COIIPISOATE. To appropriate property
to the use of the state. To adjudge property
to be forfeited to the public treasury; to seize
and condemn private forfeited property to
public use. Ware v. Ilylton, 3 Dali. 234,
1 L. Ed. 568; State v. Sargent, 12 Mo. App.
234.

Formerly, it appears, this term was used as
synonymous with "forfeit," but at present the
distinction between the two terms is well mark-
ed. Confiscation supcrvenes upon forfeiture.
The person, by his act. forfeits his property;
the state thereupon appropriates it, that is. con-
iiscates lt. Hence. to confiscate property im-

lies that it has first been forfeited; but to for-
eit property does not necessarily imply that it

will be confiscated.
“Confiscation” is also to be distinguished from

“condemnation" as prize. The former is the act
of the sovereign against a rebellious subject:
the latter is the act of a belligerent against an-
other belligerent. Confiscation may be effected
by such means, summary or arbitrary, as the
sovereign, expressing its will through lawful
channels, may please to adopt. (‘ondemnation as
prize can only be made in accordance with prin-
ciples of law recognized in the common juris-
prudence of the world. Both are proceedings
m rcm. but confiscation recognizes the title of
the original owner to the property, while in
prize the tenure of the property is qualified,

rovisional. and destitute of absolute ownership.
inchester v. U. 3., 14 Ct. Cl. 48.

OONPISOATEE. One whose property
has been seized and sold under a confiscation
act, a. 9., for unpaid taxes. See Brent v.
New Orleans, -11 La. Ann. 1098, 6 South. 793.

OONPISCATION. The act of confiscat-
ing; or of condemning and adjudglng to the
public treasury.
—Ccnnscaticn acts. Certain acts of con-
gress, enacted during the progress of the civil
war (1861 and 1862) in the exercise of the
war powers of the government and meant to
strengthen its hands and aid in siippressing the
rebellion, which authorized the seizure, con-
demnation, and forfeiture of “property used for
insurrectionary purposes.” 12 U. S. St. at
Large, 319, 589; Miller v. U. S., 11 Wall. 268,
20 L. Ed. 135: Semmes v. U. S., 91 U. S. 27,
23 L. Ed. 193.—Conflscstion cases. The
name given to a group of fifteen cases decided
by the United States supreme court in 1868. on
the validity and construction of the confiscation
acts of congress. Reported in 7 Wall. 454, 19
L. Ed. 196.

CONPISK. An old form of con/lxcatc.

CONPITENS REVS.
who admits his guilt.

An accused person

CONFLICT 0!‘ LAWS. 1. An opposi-
tion. conflict, or antagonism between differ-
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ait laws of the same state or sovereignty
upon the same subject-matter.

2. A similar inconsistency between the
municipal laws of different states or coun-
,tries, arising in the case of persons who
have acquired rights or a status, or made
contracts, or incurred obligations, within
the territory of two or more states.

3. That branch of jurisprudence, arising
from the diversity of the laws of different
nations in their application to rights and
remedies, which reconciles the inconsistency.
or decides which law or system is to govern
in the particular case. or settles the degree
of force to be accorded to the law of a
foreign country, (the acts or rights in ques-
tion having arisen under it.) either where
it varies from the domestic law. or where
the domestic law is silent or not exclusively
applicable to the case in point. In this sense
it is more properly called “private inter-
national law."

GONI'I.IO'r or PRESUMPTIONS. In
this conflict certain rules are applicable, viz.:
(1) Special take precedence of general pre-
sumptions; (2) constant of casual ones; (3)
presume in favor of innocence; (4) of legal-
ity; (5) of validity; and, when these rules
fail, the matter is said to be at large. Brown.

CONFORMITY. In English. ecclesiasti-
cal-law. Adherence to the doctrines and
usages of the Church of England.
—con:ox-mity, hill of. See Bin. or Con-
FOBLIIIY.

CONPRAIBII-:. Fr. In old English law.
A fraternity, brotherhood, or society. Cowell.

GONPREBBS. Brethren in a religious
house; fellows of one and the same society.
Cowell.

GOIIPRONTATION. In criuiiiial law.
the act of setting a witness face to face with
the prisoner. in order that the latter may
make any objection he has to the witness, or
that the witness may identify the accused.
State v. Behrman, 114 N. C. 797. 19 S. E.
220, 25 L R. A. 449; I-lowser v. Com., 51
Pa. 332; State v. Mannlon, 19 Utah, 505,
57 Pac. 542, 45 L. B. A. $8. 75 Am. st.
Rep. 753; People v. Elliott, 172 N. Y. 146,
6-1 N. E. 837, 60 L. R, A. 318.

OONPUSIO. In the civil law. The in-
separable intermlxture of property belonging
to different owners; it is properly confined
to the pouring together of fluids, but is some-
times also used of a melting together of met-
als or any compound formed by the irrecov-
erable commixture of diiferent substances.

it is distinguished from commiaruon by the
fact that in the latter case a separation may
be made. while in a case of oonfusio there
cannot be. 2 Bl. Comm. 405.
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OONFUSION. This term, as used in the
civil law and in compound terms derived
from that source, means a blending or inter-
mingling, and is equivalent to the term
“merger” as used at common law. Palmer
v. Burnside, 1 Woods. 182, Fed. Cas. No.
10.685. -

—Oon£usion of boundaries. The title of
that branch oi‘ equity jurisdiction which relates
to the discovery and settlement of conflicting,
disputed. or uncertain boundaries.—Oon£nsion
of debts. A mode of extinguishing ii debt, by
the concurrence in the same person of two qual-
ities which mutually destroy one another. This
may occur in several ways, as where the cred-
itor becomes the heir of the debtor, or the debt-
or the heir of the creditor, or either accedes to
the title of the other by any other mode of
transfer. Woods v. Ridley 11 Huniph. (Tenn.)
198.—Contusio1_s of goo . The inseparable
intermixture of property belonging to different
owners; properly confined to the pouring to-
gether of -fluids, but used in a wider sense to
designate any indistinguishable compound of
elements belonging to diiferent owners. The
term “confusion" is applicable to a mixing of
chattels of one and the ,same general descrip-
tion, difiering thus from “accession," which is
where various materials are united in one prod-
uct. Confusion of goods arises wherever the
goods of two or more persons are so blended as
to have become undistinguishable. 1 Sclionler,
Pers. Prop. 41. Treat v. Barber, 7 Conn. 280:
Robinson v. Holt, 39 N. H. 56%, 75 Am. Dec.
233; Belcher v. Commission Co., 26 Tex. Cir.
App. 60, 62 S. W. 924.—0on!usion of rights.
A union of the qualities of debtor and creditor
in the same person. The effect of such a union
is. generall . to extinguish the debt. 1 Salk.
306; oCl‘0. ar. 551.—0on2usion of titles. A
civil-law expression. synonymous with “merger,"
as used in the common law. applying where two
titles to the same property unite in the same

erson. Palmer v. Burnside, 1 Woods, 179, Fed.
as. No. 10,685.

(JORGE. Fr. In the French law. Per-
mission, leave, license; a passport or clear-
ance to a vessel; a permission to arm. equip,
or navigate a vessel.
—0ong6 dbooorder. Leave to accord. A
permission granted by the court. in the old pro-
cess of levying a fine. to the defendant to agree
with the Plaintifi.—0ongé d'emparles-. Leave
to impar . The privilege of an imparlance, (li-
centia laquendi.) 3 Bl. Comm. ‘.399.—0o
d’es1ire. A permission or license from t e
British sovereign to a dean and chapter to elect
a bishop, in time of vacation; or to an abbey
or priory which is of royal foundation, to elect
an abbot or prior.

GONG-EABLE. L. Fr. Lawful; permis-
sible; allowable. “Disselsln is properly
where a man entereth into any lands or tene-
nient_.s where his entry is not congeable, and
putteth out him that bath the freehold.”
Litt. 5 279. See Ricard V. Williams, 7
Wheat. 107, 5 L. Ed. 398.

GONGILIJONES. In $axon,1aw. Fel-
low-members of a guild.

OONGIUS.
ing about a gallon and a pint.

An ancient measure contain-
Cowell.

OONGBEGATION. An assembly or so-

ciety of persons who together coiistltute the
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principal supporters of a particular parish, or
habitually meet at the same church for relig-
ious exercises. Robertson v. Buiiions, 9
Barb. (N. Y.) 67; Runkel v. Winemiller, 4
liar. & Mcli. (Md) 452, 1 Am. Dec. 411;
In re Walker, 200 I11. 566, 66 N. E. 144.

In the ecclesiastical law, this term is used
to designate certain bureaus at Rome, where
ecclesiastical matters are attended to.

oonennss. In international law.
An assembly or envoys, commissioners, dep-
uties, etc., from different sovereignties who
meet to concert measures for their common
good, or to adjust their mutual concerns.

In American law. The name of the leg-
islative assembly or the United States, com-
posed ot the senate and house 01! representa-
tives, (q. 12.)

CONGRESSUS. The extreme practical
test of the truth of a charge or impotence
brought against a husband by a wire. it is
now disused. Causes Célebres, 6, 183.

OONJECTIO. In the civil law of evidence.
A throwing together. Presumption; the put-
ting or things together, with the inference
drawn therefrom.

OONJEOTIO CAUSE. In the civil law.
A statement of the case. A brief synopsis
of the case given by the advocate to the
judge in opening the trial. Calvin.

CONJECTURE. A slight degree of cre-
dence, arising from evidence too weak or too
remote to cause belief. Weed v. Scoiield, 73
Conn. 670, 49 Atl. 22.

supposition or surmise. The idea of a
fact, suggested by another fact; as a possi-
ble cause, concomitant, or result. fiurrill,
Circ. Ev. 27.

0ONJOIN'I‘S.- Persons married to each
other. Story, Conii. Laws, 5 71.

GONJUDEX. In old English law. An
associate Judge. Bract. 403. '

OONJUGAL RIGHTS. Matrimonial
rights; the right which husband and wife
have to each other’s society, comfort, and
affection.

OONJUGIUM. One of the names of mar-
riage, among the Romans. TayL Civil Law,
284.

OONJ"lJ'NO'l‘.' In Scotch law. Joint.

oossuzéors. In the civil law. Things
joined together or united; as distinguished
from disjuncta, things disjoined or separated.

_ Dig. 50. 16. 53.

GONJUNGTIM. Lat. In old English
law. Jointly. Inst. 2, 20, 8.
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OONJUNOTIH ET DIVISIH. L. Let.
In old English law. Jointly and severally.

comnmorro. In the civil law. Con-
junction: connection of words in a sentence.
See Dig. 50, 16, 29, 142.

Oonjnnotio snariti st fexnina est de.
jure natnra. The union of husband and
wife is or the law of nature.

OONJUNOTIVE. A grammatical term
for particles which serve for joining or con-
necting together. Thus, the conjunction
“and" is called a “conjunctive,” and “or" a
“disjunctive," conjunction.
—Conjnnotive deninl. Where several ma-
terial facts are stated conjunctively in the
complaint, an answer which undertakes to deny
their averments as a whole, conjunctively stat-
ed, is called a “c:aauncfive denial." Doll v.
Good 38 Cal. 287. onjunotive obligation.
See bnmesrion.

GONJURATIO. In old English law.
A wearing together; an oath administered
to several together; a combination or con-
federacy under oath. OowelL

In old European law. A compact of the
inhabitants of a commune. or municipality,
confirmed by their oaths to each other and
which was the basi of the commune. Steph.
Lect. 119.

OONJUBATION. In old English law.
A plot or compact made by persons combin-
ing by oath to do any public harm. Gowell.

The otrense of having conference or com-
merce with evil spirits, in order to discover
some secret, or effect some purpose. Id.
Classed by Blackstone with witchcraft, en-
chantment, and sorcery, but distinguished
from each of these by other writers. 4 Bl.
Comm. 60; Cowell. Cooper v. Livingston,
19 Fla. 693.

OONJURATOR. In old English law.
One who swears or is sworn with others;
one bound by oath with others; a compar-
gator; a consplrator.

CONNECTIONS. Relations by blood or
marriage, but more commonly the relations-
of a person with whom one is connected by
marriage. In this sense, the relations of a
wife are “connections" of her husband. The
term is vague and indefinite. See Storer v.
Wheatley, 1 Pa. 507.

CONNEXITE. In French law. This ex-
ists when two actions are pending which,
although not identical as in lie pendena. are
so nearly similar in object that it is expedi-
ent to have them both adjudicated upon by
the same judges. Arg. Fr. Mere. Law, 553.

CONNIVANOE. The secret or indirect
consent or permission of one person to the
commission or an unlawful or criminal act
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by another. Oakland Bank v. Wilcox. 60
Gal. 137; State v. Gesell, 124 M0. 531. 27 S.
W. 1101.

Literally. a winking at; intentional for-
bearance to see a fault or other act; general-
ly implying consent to it. Webster.

Connivance is the corrupt consent of one
party to the commission of the acts of the
other, constituting the cause of divorce. Civ.
Code Cal. 5 112. Dennis v. Dennis. 68 Conn.
186, 38 Atl. 34, 34 L. R. A. 449. 57 Am. St.
Rep. 95; Robbins v. Robbins. 140 Mass.
5%,5N.E.837,54Am. Rep.-188.

Gounivance differs from condonation, though
the same legal consequences may attend it.
Connivance necessarily involves criminality on
the part of the individual who conuives: con-
donation may take lace without imputing the
slightest blame to t e par who forgives the
injury. Connivance must e the act of the
mind before the offense has been committed:
oondonation is the result of a determination to
forgive an injury which was not known until
after it was inflicted. Turton v. Turton, 3
Bags. like. 350.

COIIIOISSEMLENT. In French law. An
instrument similar to our bill of lading.

OONNUBIUII. In the civil law. Mar-
riage. Among the Romans, a lawful mar-
riage as distinguished from “concubinage.”
(q. 1:.,) which was an inferior marriage.

OONOGIAENTO. In Spanih law. A
recognizance. White, New Recop. b. 3. tit.
7. c. 5, £3.

OONOODHENTO. In Spanish law. A
bill of lading. In the Mediterranean ports it
is called “pouza dc caraamiento."

OONPOSSESSIO. In modern civil law.
A joint possession. Mackeld. Rom. Law, §
245.

CONQUEREUR. In Norman and old
English law. The iirst purchaser of an es-
tate; he who first brought an estate into
his family. -

OONQUEROB. In old English and
Scotch law. The first purchaser of an es-
tnte; he who brought it into the family own-
ing it. 2 Bl. Comm. 242, 243.

OONQUEST. In feudal law. Conquest:
acquisition by purchase; any method of ac-
quiring the ownership of an estate other
than by descent. Also an estate acquired
otherwise than by inheritance.

In international law. The acquisition
of the sovereignty of a country by force of‘
arms, exercised by an independent power
which reduces the vanquished to the submis-
sion of its empire. Castillero v. U. S., 2
Black. 109. 17 L. Ed. 360.

In Scotch law. Purchase. Bell.
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OONQUESTOR. Conqueror. The title
given to William of Normandy.

oonoufirs. In French law. The name
given to every acquisition which the hus-
band and wife, jointly or severally, make
during the conjugal coniniunity. Thus, what-
ever is acquired by the husband and wife,
either by his or her industry or good fortune,
inures to the extent of one-half for the bene-
fit of the other. Merl. Report. “C'o1iquét."
Picotte v. Cooley, 10 Mo. 312.

OONQUISITIO. In feudal and old Eng-
lish law. Acquisition. 2 B1. Comm. 242.

GONQUISITOR. In feudal law. A pur-
chaser, acquirer, or conqueror. 2 Bl. Comm.

'2-12,243.

GONSANGUINEUS. Lat. A person re-
lated by blood; a person descended from the
same common stock.
—Consnngnineus "inter. In civil and feud-
al law. A half-brother by the father's side. as
distinguished fro fmter ten‘ b th b
the mother’: sicllle. “ mu’ n to er y

Oonssnguinens est quasi oodern ann-

guino natns. O0. Lltt. 157. A person re-
lated by consanguinity is, as it were. sprung
from the same blood.

O0NSA.lIGIl'IllI'.l'Y.- Kinship: blood re-
lationship; the connection or relation of per-
sons descended from the same stock or
common ancestor. 2 Bl. Comm. 202; Blodget
v. Brinsmaid, 9 Vt. 30: State v. De Hart, 109
La. 570, 33 South. 605; Tepper v. Supreme
Council, 69 N. J. Eq. 321, 45 Atl. 111; Rector
V. Drury, 3 Pin. (Wis.) 298.

Linen! and collateral consanguinity.
Lineal consanguinity is that which subsists be-
tween persons of whom one is descended in a
direct line from the other, as between son,
father. grandfather, great-grandfather. and so
upwards in the direct ascending line: or be-
tween son, grandson. great-grandson" and so
downwards in the direct descending line. Col-
lateral consanguinity is that which subsists be-
tween persons who have the same ancestors,

‘but who do not descend (or ascend) one from
the other. Thus. father and son are related by
lineal consanguinity. uncle and nephew by col-
lateral consanguinity. 2 Bl. omm. 203; Mo-
Dowell v. Addams, 45 Pa. 432: State v. Dc
Hart. 109 La. 570. 33 South. 605' Brown v.
lA3a.i§i2l(i)oo. 90 Wis. 151, 62 N. W. 921. 30 L. R.

“Aflln:lty" distin sired. Consanguinity.
denoting blood relationship, is distinguished
from “aiiinity," which is the connection existing
in consequence of a marriage. between each of
the married persons and_ the kindred of the
other. Tegarden v. Phillips. 14 Ind. App. 27,
42 N. E. 549; Carman v. Newell. 1 Denio
(N. Y.) 25; Spear v. Robinson, 29 Me. 545.

CONSOIENOE. The moral sense: the
faculty of judging the moral qualities of ac-
tions, or of discriminating between right and
wrong; particularly applied to one’s percep-
tion and jiidgiiieiit oi’ the moral qualities of
his own conduct, but in a wider sense, de-
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noting a similar application of the standards
of morality to the acts of others. In law,
especially the moral rule which requires
probity. justice, and honest dealing ‘between
man and man, as when we say that a bar
gain is “against conscience" or “unconscion-
able," or that the price paid for property at
a forced sale was so inadequate as to “shock
the conscience." This is also the meaning
of the term as applied to the jurisdiction
and principles of decision of courts of chan-
cery, as in saying that such a court is a
"court of conscience,” that it proceeds “ac-
cording to conscience," or that it has cog-
nizance of “matters of conscience.” See 3
Bl. Comm. 47-56: People v. Stewart, 7 Cal.
143; Miller v. Miller, 187 Pa. 572, 41 Atl.
277.
—Conscientious scruple. A
scruple against taking an oath, _serving as a
juror in a capital case, doing military duty, or
the like is an objection or repugnance growing
out of the fact that the person believes the thing
demanded of him to he moralig wrong, his con-
science being the sole guide to is decision; it is
thus distinguished from an “objection on rin-
ciple." which is dictated by the reason and udg-
ment, rather than the moral sense, and ma re-
late only to the propriety or e ediency o the
thing in question. People v. tewart. 7 Cal.
.143.—“Conscience of the court.” When an
issue is sent out of chancery to be tried at law.
to “inform the conscience of the court." the
meaning is that the court is to be supplied
with exact and dependable information as to
the unsettled or dis uted questions of fact in.
the case, in order t at it may proceed to de-
cide it in accordance with the rinciples of eq-
uity and ood conscience in t e ii ht of the
facts thus etermined. See Watt v. tarke, 101

S. 252. L. Ed. 826.—Conscience, courts
- of. Courts, not of record, constituted by act of
parliament in the city of London, and other
towns, for the recovery of small debts: other-
wise and more commonly called “Courts of Re-
quests." 3 Steph. Comm. 451.—Conscience,
right of. As used in some constitutional ro-
visions, this phrase is equivalent to relic. ous
libert or freedom of conscience. Com. v. I,csh-
er, 1 Serg. & R. (Pa.) 155; State v. Cummings,
36 M0. 263.

Consoientia dicitur a con et scio, quasi
scire cum Dec. 1 Coke, 100. Conscience
is called from con and scio. to know, as it
were, with God.

GONSGIEIPIIA RBI ALIENI. In
Scotch law. Knowledge of another‘s proper-
ty; knowledge that a thing is not one‘s own,
but belongs to another. He who has this
knowledge, and retains possession, is charge-
able with "violent proflts.”

CONSCRIPTION. Drafting into the
military service of the state; compulsory
service falling upon all male subjects even-
ly, within or under certain specified ages.
Kneedler v. Lane, 45 Pa. 267.

CONSECRATE. In ecclesiastical law.
To dedicate to sacred purposes, as a bishop
by imposition of hands, or a church or
cliurcbyard by prayers, etc. Consecrationis
performed by a bishop or archbishop.
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conscientious '

CONSENSUS TOLLIT ERROREM

Conseoratio est periodus electionisz
,electlo est praunbuln consecrstionis. '2
Rolle, 102. Consecratlon is theterminatlon
of election; election is the preamble of con-
secration.

CONSEDO. Sp. A term used in con-
veyances under Mexican law, equivalent to
the English word “gi-ant." Mulford v. Le
Franc, 26 Cal. 103.

CONSEII. DE PAHILLE. In French
law. A family council. Certain acts require
the sanction of this body. For example, a
guardian can neither accept nor reject an in-
heritance to which the minor has succeeded
without its authority, (Code Nap. 461;) nor
can he accept for the child a gift inter vivos
without the like authority, (Id. 463.)

CONS!-:11. JUDIOIAIRE. In French
law. When a person has been subjected to
an interdiction on the ground of his insane
extravagance, but the interdiction is not ab-
solute, but limited only, the court of first
instance, which grants the interdiction, ap-
points a council, called by this name, with
whose assistance the party may bring or de-
fend actions, or compromise the same, alien-
ate his estate, make or incur loans, and the
like. Brown.

CONSEILS DE PRUDIIOEES. In
French law. A species of trade tribunals,
charged with settling differences between
masters and workmen. They endeavor, in
the ilrst instance, to conc-iliate the parties.
In default, they adjudicate upon the ques-
tions in dispute. Their decisions are final
up to 200]. Beyond that amount, appeals
lie to the tribunals of commerce. Arg. Fr.
Mere. Law, 553.

CONSENSUAL CONTRACT. A‘ term
derived from the civil law, denoting a con-
tract founded upon and completed by the
mere consent of the contracting parties,
without any external formality or symbolic
act to fix the obligation.

Consensus est 'voluntss plus-ium ad
quos res pertinet, simul junctn. Loift,
514. Consent is the conjoint will of several
persons to whom the thing belongs.

Consensus tacit legem. Consent makes
the law. (A contract is law between the
parties agreeing to be bound by it.) Branch,
Princ.

Consensus, non conoubitus, tacit nup-
tial vel matrlmonlum, et consentlre non

possunt ante nnnos nubiles. 6 Coke, 22.
Consent, and not cohabitation. constitutes
nuptials or marriage, and persons cannot
consent -before marriageable years. 1 Bi.
Comm. 434.

Consensus tollit ex-rorem. (‘o. Litt. 126.
Consent (acquiescence) removes mistake.
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' Consensus voluntss multorum Id qnos
res pea-tinet, slmul juncts. Consent is the
united will of several interested in one sub-
ject-matter. Davis. 48: Branch, iPrinc.

CONSENT. A concurrence of wills.
Ea.-press consent is that directly given,

either viva was or in writing.
Implied consent is that manifested by

signs, actions, or facts. or by inaction or
silence, which raise a presumption that the
consent has been given. Cowen v. Paddock,
82 Hun, 622, 17 N. Y. Supp. 388.

Consent in an act of reason, accompanied
with deliberation. the mind weighing as in
a balance the good or evil on each side. 1
Story, Eq. Jur. 5 222; Plummet v. Com., 1
Bush (Ky.) 76; Dicken v. Johnson, 7 Ga.
492; Mactier v. Frlth, 6 Wend. (N. Y.) 114,
21 Am. Dec. 232; People v. Studwell. 91
App. Div. 469, 86 N. Y. supp. 967.

There is a difierence between consenting and
submitting. Every consent involves a submis-
si_on; but a mere submission does not necessar-
rily involve consent. 9 Car. & P. 722.
—Consent decree.
judpnent.

CONSENT-RULE. In English practice.
A superseded instrument, in which a defend-
ant in an action of ejectment specified for
what purpose he intended to defend. and un-
dertook to confess not only the fictitious
lease, entry, and ouster, but that he was in
possession. -

See Dscsnn.-Consent
see Jnneirsn-r.

Oonsentiontes et sgentes par! pans
ploctontur. They who consent to an act,
and they who do it, shall be visited with
equal punishment. 5 Coke, 80.

Oonsentire Inetrimonio non possunt
Infra [ante] umos nubiles. Parties can-
not consent to marriage within the years of
marriage, [before the age of consent] 6
Coke, 22.

Oonsequentin non est conseqnentis.
Bac. Max. The consequence of a consequence
exists not.

CONSEQUENTIAL CONTEEPT. The
ancient name for what is now known as
"constructive" contempt of court. Ex parte
Wright, 65 Ind. 508. See Coxrmmr

CONSEQUENTIAL DAHAGE-. Such
damage, loss, or injury as does not flow di-

, rectly and immediately from the act of the
party, but only from some of the consequences
or results of such act. Swain v. Copper Co.,
111 Tenn. 430. 78 S. W. 93; Pearson v. Spar-
tanburg County, 51 S. C. 480, 29 S. E. 193.

The term “cons uentlal damage" means
sometiinesfiamage w ich is so remote as not
to be actionable; sometimes damage which,
though somewhat remote. is actionable; or dam-
age which though_actionable, does not follow
Iininediatei , ii; point of time, upon the doing
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of the not com Iained of. Eaton v. Railroad
Co., 51 N. H. 004. 12 Am. Rep. 147.

OONSEQUENTS. In Scotch law. im-
plied powers or authorities. Things which
follow, usually by implication of law. A
commission being given to execute any work,
every power necessary to carry it on is im-
plied. 1 Kanies, Eq. 242

GONSERVATOR.
or; preserver.

“When any person having property shall
be found to be incapable of managing his
atrairs. by the court of probate in the di-
trict in which he resides, ‘ ' ‘ it shall
appoint some person to be his conservator,
who, upon giving a probate bond, shall have
the charge of the person and estate of such
incapable person." Gen. St. Conn. 1875. p.
346, §1. Treat v. Peck, 5 Conn. 280.
—Conse1-veto:-s of rivers. Commissioners or
trustees in whom the control of a certain river
is vested. in England. by act of parliament.-—
_0onsex-rotors of the peace. Oflicers author-
ized to reserve and maintain the public eace.
In Eng and, these oflicers were locally eected
by the people until the reign of Edward III.
when their appointment was vested in the king.
Their duties were to revent and arrest for
breaches of the peace, ut they had no power
to arraign and try the ofiendcr until about
1360. when this authority was given to them
by act of ariiament, and “then they acquired
the more onorable appellation of justices of
the peace." 1 Bl. Comm. 351.
time, however, many public otiicers were styled
“conservators of the peace," not as a distinct
oflice but by virtue of the duties and authori-
ties pertaining to their offices. In this sense
the term may include the king himself. the lord
chancellor. justices of the king’s bench. master
of the rolls, coroners, sheriifs, constables. etc.
1 Bl. Comm. 350. See Smith v. Abbott. 17 N.
J. Law, 358. The term is still in use in Tex-
as, where the constitution provides that county
gdges shall be conservators of the peace.

oust. Tex. __art. 4. 5 15; Jones v. State (Tex.
Or. App.) 6:) S. W. 92.

A guardian; protect-

OONSIDEBATIO CURIJE.
ment of the court.

CONSIDERATION. The inducement to
a contract. The cause, motive, price, or
impelling influence which induces a con-
tracting party to enter into a contract. The
reason or material cause of a contract. In-
surance Co. v. Raddin, 120 U. S. 183, 7 Sup.
Ct. 500, 30 L Ed. 644; Eastman v,. Miller.
113 Iowa, 404, 85 N. W. 635: St. Mark's
Church v. Teed. 120 N. Y. 583, 24 N. E. 1014;
Fertilizer Co. v. Dunan, 91 Md. 144, 46 Atl.
347, 50 L. R. A. 401; Kemp v. Bank, 109 Fed.
48, 48 C. C. A. 213; Streshley v. Powell, 12
B. Mon. (Ky.) 178; Roberts v. New York.
5 Abb. Prac. (N. Y.) 41; Rice v. Almy, 32
Conn. 297.

Any benefit conferred, or agreed to be con-
ferred, upon the promisor. by any other per-
son, to which the promisor is not lawfully
entitled, or any prejudice suffered, or agreed
to he suffered, by such person, other than

‘such as he is at the time of consent lawfully
bound to suirer, as an inducement to the

The judg-

Even after this .
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promisor, is a good consideration for a prom-
_ ise. Civ. Code Cal. 5 1605.

Any act of the plaintiif from which the
defendant or a stranger derives a beneflt or
advantage, or any labor, detriment, or incon-
venience sustained by the plaintiff, however
small, if such act is performed or inconven-
ience suirered by the plaintiff by the consent,
express or implied, of the defendant. 8 Scott,
250.

Considerations are classified and defined as
follows:

They are either eirpreas or implied; the
former when they are specifically stated in a
deed, contract, or other instrument; the lat-
ter when inferred or supposed by the law
from the acts or situation of the parties.

They are either executed or ezecutory; the
former being acts done or values given be-
fore or at the time of making the contract;
the latter. being promises to give or do some-
thing in future.

They are either good or valuable. A good
consideration is such as is founded on natural
duty and airection, or on a strong moral obli-
gation. A valuable consideration is founded
on money. or something convertible into
money, or having a value in money, except
marriage, which is a valuable consideration.
Code Ga. 1882, 5 2741. see Chit. Cont. 7.

A continuing consideration is one consist-
ing in acts or performances which must nec-

‘ essarlly extend over a considerable period of
time.‘

Concurrent considerations are those which
arise at the same time or where the promises
are simultaneous.

Equitable or moral considerations are de-
void of enicacy in point of strict law. but are
founded upon a moral duty, and may be
made the basis of an express promise.

A gratuitous consideration is one which is
not founded upon any such loss, injury, or
inconvenience to the party to whom it moves
as to make it valid in law.

Past consideration is an act done before
the contract is made, and is really by itself
no consideration for a promise. Anson. Cont.
82.

A nominal consideration is one bearing no
relation to the real value of the contract or
article. as where a parcel of land is described
in a deed as being sold for “one dollar," no
actual consideration passing, or the real con-
sideration being concealed. This term is al-
so sometimes used as descriptive of an in-
iiated or exaggerated value placed upon prop-
erty for the purpose of an exchange. Boyd
v. Watson, 101 Iowa, 214, 70 N. W. 123.

A sumcient consideration is one deemed by
the law of suiiicient value to support an ordi-
nary contract between parties, or one sum-
clent to support the particular transaction.
Golson v. Dunlap, 73 Cal. 157, 14 Pac. 576.

‘For definition of an adequate consideration.
see Anaqusra.

A legal consideration is one recognized or
permitted by the law as valid and lawful;
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as distinguished from such as are illegal or
immoral. The term is also sometimes used
as equivalent to “good" or “suiiicient" con-
sideration. See Sampson v. Swift, 11 Vt.
315; Albert Lea College v. Brown. 88 Min.
524, 93 N. W. 672, 60 L. R. A. 870.

A pecuniary consideration is a considera-
tion for an act or forbearance which consists
either in money presently passing or in mon-
ey to be paid in the future, including a prom-
ise to pay a debt in full which otherwise
would be released or diminished by bank-
ruptcy or insolvency proceedings. See Phelps
v. Thomas, 6 Gray (Mass.) 328; In re Ekings
(D. C.) 6 Fed. 170.

OONSIDBRATULI E8!‘ PER. CUBI-
An. (It is considered by the court.) The
formal and ordinary commencement of a
judgment. Baker v. State, 3 Ark. 491.

OONSIDERATUR. L. Lat. It is con-
sidered. Held to mean the same with con-
sideratu-rn est. 2 Strange, 874. .

OONSIGII’. In the civil law. To de-
posit in the custody of a third person a thing
belonging to the debtor, for the benefit of the
creditor, under the authority of a court of
justice. Poth. Obi. pt. 3. c. 1, art. 8.

In oomnoroid law. To deliver goods to
a carrier to be transmitted to a designated
factor or agent. Powell v. Wallace, 44 Kan.
656, 25 Pac. 42; Storm v. Boker, 150 U. S.
812, 14 sup. Ct. 99, 87 L Ed. 1093: ide
Mfg. Co. v. Sager Mfg. Co., 82 Ill. App. 685.

To deliver or transfer as a charge or trust;
to commit, intrust, give in trust; to transfer
from oneself to the care of another; to send
or transmit goods to a merchant or factor for
sale. Gillespie v. Winberg, 4 Daly (N. Y.)
320.

OONSIGNATION. In scotch law. The
payment of money into the hands of a third
party, when the creditor refuses to accept of
it. The person to whom the money is given
is termed the “consignatory." Bell.

In French law. A deposit which a debtor
makes of the thing that he owes into the
hands of a third person, and under the au-
thority of a court of Justice. 1 Poth. Obi.
536; Weld v. Hadley, 1 N. H. 304.

OONSIGNEE. In mercantile law. One
to whom a consignment is made. The per-
son to whom goods are shipped for sale.
Lyon v. Alvord. 18 Conn. 80; Gillespie v. _

Winberg, 4 Daly (N. Y.) 320: Comm. v. Har-
ris, 168 Pa. 619. 32 Atl. 92: Railroad Co. v.
Freed, 38 Ark. 622.

OONSIGNENT. The act or process of
consigning goods; the transportation of goods
consigned; an article or collection of goods
sent to a factor to be sold; goods or property
sent, by the aid of I. common carrier, from
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one person in one place to another person in
another place. See Cossmn.

OONIIGNOS. One who sends or makes
a consignment A shipper of goods.

Oonsilin nsnltcrnnn qnurnntnr in may
nis. -ilnst. 1. The counsels ofmanyare '

required in great things.

OONSIIJABIUS. In the civil law. A_

counsellor. as distinguished from a pleader
or advocate An assistant judge. One who
participates in the decisions. Du Qange.

CONSILWM. A day appointed to hear
the counsel of both parties. A case set down
for argument. -

It is commonly used for the day appointed
for the argument of a demurrer. or errors as-
signed. 1 Tidd, Pr. 438.

OONSIHIIJ: OASU. In practice. A writ
of entry, framed under the provisions of the
statute Westminster 2, (18 Edw. I.,) c. 24,
which lay for the benefit of the reversioner,
where a tenant by the cnrtesy aliened in fee
or for life.

OONIIITING. Being composed or made
up of. This word is not synonymous with
“including;” for the latter, when used in
connection with a number of specified ob-
Jects, always implies that there may be oth-
ers which are not mentioned. Farish v.
Cook, 6 Mo. App. 331.

OONIISTORJUM. The state council of
the Roman emperors. Mackeld. Rom. Law,
5 58.

OONSISTOEY. In ecclesiastical law. An
assembly of cardinals convoked by the pope.

OONIISTOEY COURTS. Courts held
by diocesan bishops within their several
cathedrals, for the trial of ecclesiastical caus-
es arising within their respective dioceses.
The bishop's chancellor, or his commissary,
is the judge: and from his sentence an ap-
peal lies to the archbishop. Mozley & Whit-
ley.

OONSOBBIIII. In the civil law. Cous-
ins-german, in general; brothers’ and sisters’
children, considered in their relation to each
other.

OONSOOIATIO. Lat. An association,
fellowship, or partnership. Applied by some
of the older writers to a corporation, and
even to a nation considered as a body politic.
Thomas v. Dakin, 22 Wend. (N. Y.) 104.

OONIOLATO DEL MARE. The name
of a code of sea-laws. aid to have been com-
piled by order of the kings of Arragon (or,
according to other authorities, at Pisa or Bar-
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celona) in the fourteenth century, which
comprised the maritime ordinances of the
Roman emperors, of France and Spain, and
of the Italian commercial powers. This com-
pilation exercised a considerable influence in
the formation of European maritime law.

OONIOLIDATJE.‘ To consolidate means
something more than rearrange or redivide.
In a general sense, it means to unite into one
mass or body, as to consolidate the forces of.‘

an army, or various funds. In parliamentary
usage, to consolidate two bills is to unite
them into one. In law, to consolidate bene-
ilces is to combine them into one. Fairview
v. Durland, 45 Iowa, 56.

—Oonsol!dnted fund. In England. A fund
for the payment of the public debt.—0onsoli-
dntc_d laws or statutes. A collection or com-
pilation into one statute or one code or volume
of all the laws of the state in general. or of
those relating to a particular subject: nearly
the same as “compiled laws” or “compiled stat-
utes." See COMPILATION. And see Ellis v.
Parsell. 100 Mich. 170, 58 N. W. 849; Graham
v. Muskegon County Clerk. 116 Mich. 571,
74 N. W. 729.—Oonso!!dnted orders. The
orders regulating the practice of the English
court of chancery. which were issued. in 1860.
in substitution for the various orders which had
previously been promulgated from time to time.

CONSOLIDATION. In the civil law.
The union of the usnfruct with the estate
out of which it issues, in the same person;
which happens when the usufructuary ac-
quires the estate, or vice versa. In either
case the usutruct is extinct. Lec. El. Dr._
Rom. 421.

In Scotch law. The junction of the prop-
erty and superiority of an estate. where they
have been disjoined. Bell.
—-Consolidation of actions. The act or pro-
cess of uniting several actions into one trial
and judgment, by order of a court. where all
the actions are between, the same parties, pend-
ing in the same court, and turn ng upon the
same or similar issues; or the court may order
that one of the actions be tried, and the others
decided without trial according to the judgment
in the one selected. Powell v. Gm . 1 Ala. 77;
Jackson v. Chamberlin. 6 Cow. N. Y.) 232;
Thompson v. Shepherd, 9 Johns. (N. Y.) 2432.
—Conso1id.stion of beneflces. The act or
process of unitin two or more of them into
one.—Consolldat on of corporations. The
union or merger into one corporate body of two
or more corporations which had been separately
created for similar or connected purposes. In
England this is termed “amalgamation." When
the rights, franchises, and eifects of two or more
corporations are. by legal authority and agree-
ment ot the parties, combined and united into
one whole, and committed to a single corpora-
tion, the stockholders of which are composed of
those (so far as they choose to become such) of
the companies thus agreeing, this is in law. and
according to common understanding, a consol-
idation of such companies, whether such single
corporation, called the consolidated company.
be a new one then created. or one of the original
companies, continuing in existence with only
larger rights, capaci(t%,6and pro rty. Meyer v.
Johnston, 64 As. ; Shad ord v. Railway
Co.. 130 Mich. 300. 89 N. W. 960; Adams v.
Railroad Co. 77 Miss. 194, 24 _South. 200. 28
South. 956, 60 L. R. A. 33; Plngree 7. Ball-
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road Cn.. 118 Mich. 314. 76 N. W. 635. 53 L.
R. A. 274; People v. Coke Co., 205 I11. 482. 68
N. E. 950, 98 Am. St. Rep. 244; Buford v.
Packet Co., 3 Mo. App. 171.—ConIolidntion
rule. In practice. A rule or order of court
requiring a plaintifl who has instituted separate
suits upon several claims against the same de-
fendant. to consolidate them in one action, where
that can be done consistently with the rules of
pleading.

OONSOLS. An abbreviation of the ex-
pression “consolidated annuities," and used
in modern times a a name of various funds
united in one for the payment of the British
national debt. Also, a name given to certain
issues of bonds of the state of South Caro-
lina. Whaley v. Gaillard, 21 S. C. 568.

Consortia naaloz-um me quoque nan-
lum fscit. Moore, 817. The company of
wicked men makes me also wicked.

CONSORTIUM. In the civil law. A
union of fortunes: a lawful Roman marriage.
Also, the joining of several persons as par-
ties to one action. In old English law, the
term signified company or society. In the
language of pleading, (as in the phrase per
quad consortium amisit) it means the com-
panionship or society of a wife. Bigaouette
v. Paulet, 134 Mass. 123, 45 Am. Rep. 307 ;

Lockwood v. Lockwood, 67 Minn. 476, 70 N.
W. 784; Kelley v. Railroad Co., 168 Mass.
308,46N. E. 1063, 38L.R. A. 631,60Am. St.
Rep. 397.

OONSORTSHIP. In maritime law. An
agreement or stipulation between the owners
of diirerent vessels that they shall keep in
company, mutually aid, instead of interfering
with each other, in wrecking and salvage,
and share any money awarded as salvage,
whether earned by one vessel or both. An-
drews v. Wall, 3 How. 571, 11 L. Ed. 729.

CONSPIRACY. In criminal 'law. A
combination or confederacy between two or
more persons formed for the purpose of com~
mitting, by their joint efforts, some unlaw-
ful or criminal act, or some act which is in-
nocent in itself, but becomes unlawful when
done by the concerted action of the conspira-
tors, or for the purpose of using criminal or
unlawful means to the commission of an act
not in itself unlawful. Pettihone v. U. S.,
148 U. S. 197, 13 Sup. Ct. 542, 37 L. Ed. 419;
State v. Slutz, 106 La. 182, 30 South. 298:
Wright v. U. S., 108 Fed. 805. 48 C. C. A. 37;
U. S. v. Benson, 70 Fed. 591, 17 C. C. A.
ma; Girdncr v. Walker, 1 Heisk. (Tenn.) 186;
Boutwell v. Mnrr, 71 Vt. 1, 42 At]. 607, 43
L. It. A. 803, 76 Am. St. Rep. 746; U. S. v.
Weber (C. C.) 114 Fed. 950; Comm. v. Hunt,
4 Metc. (.\iass.) 111, 38 Am. Dec. 346; Erdman
v. Mitchell, 207 Pa. 79, 56 At]. 327, 63 L. R.
A. 534, 99 Am. St. Rep. 783; Standard Oil
Co. v. Doyle, 118 Ky. 662, 82 S. W. 271, 111
Am. St. Rep. 331.

Conspiracy is a conultation or agreement be-
tween two or more persons, either falsely to so
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cuse another of a crime punishable by law; or
wrongfully to injure or prejudice a third pew
son, or any body of men, in any manner; or
to commit any offense punishable by law; or
to do any act with intent to prevent the course
of justice: or to efiect a legal purpose with a
corrupt intent, or by improper means. Hawk.
P. C. c. 72, 5 2: Archb. Crim. Pl. 390. adding
also combinations by journeymen to raise wages.
State v. Murphy, 6 Ala. 760, 41 Am. Dec. 79.

Civil and criminal. The term “civil” is
used to designate a conspiracy which will fur-
nish ground for a civil action, as where. in
carrying out the design of the conspirators,
overt acts are done causing legal damage, the
person injured has a right of action. It is said
that the gist of civil conspiracy is the injury or
damage. While criminal conspiracy does not
rec uire such overt acts, yet, so far as the rights
an remedies are concerned. all criminal con-
spiracies are embraced within the civil cons ira-
cies. Brown v. Pharmacy Co., 115 Ga. 4 . 41
S. E. 553, 57 L. R. A. 547, 90 Am. St. Rep. 126.

CONSPIRATIONE. An ancient writ
that lay against conspirators. Reg. Orig.
134; Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 114.

'CONSPIBA'r0R8. Persons guilty of 9.

conpiracy. .

Those who bind themselves by oath, cov-
enant, or other alliance that each of them
shall aid the other falsely and maliciously to
indict persons; or falsely to move and main-
tain pleas, etc. 33 Edw. I. St. 2. Besides
these, there are conspirators in treasonable
purposes; as for plotting against the govern-
ment. Wharton.

CONSTABLE. In medieval law. The
name given to a very high functlonary under
the French and English kings, the dignity and
importance of whose otiice was only sec-
ond to that of the monarch. He was in gen-
era] the leader of the royal armies, and had
cognizance of all matters pertaining to war
and arms. exercising both civil and military
jurisdiction. He was also charged with the
conservation of the peace of the nation.
Thus there was a “Constable of France" and
a “Lord High Constable of England."

In English law. A public civil oiiicer,
whose proper and general duty is to keep the
peace within his district, though he is fre-
quently charged with addltional duties. 1 Bl.
Comm. 356.

High constables, in En land, are oflicers ap-
pointed in every hundre or franchise whose
pro er duty seems to be to kegs the king s peace
wit in their respective hundr s. 1 Bi. Comm.
356; 3 Steph. Lomm. 47.

Potty constables re inferior ofliccrs in every
town and parish, su rdinate to the high consta-
ble of the hundred, whose principal duty lathe
preservation of the peace. though they a so have
other particular duties assigned to them by act
of parliament, particularly the service of the
summonses and the execution of the warrants of
justices of the peace. 1 Bl. Comm. 356;
Steph. Comm. 47. 48 _

Special constables are persons appointed (with
or without their consent) by the magistrates to
execute warrants on particular occasions, as in
the case of riots, etc.

In Aznerionn law. An otlicer of _a mu‘-
-nicipal ,c0rpo_rati_on (usually _el_ec_ted)_‘__v\_'i_io_sg
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duties are similar to those of the sheriff.
though his powers are less and his jurisdic-
tion smaller. He is to preserve the pub-
lic peace, execute the process or magistrates’
courts, and of some other tribunals, serve
writs, attend the sessions of the criminal
courts, have the custody of Juries, and dis-
charge other runctioiis sometimes assigned
to him by the local law or by statute. Comm.
v. Deacon, 8 Serg. an R. (Pa.) 47; Leavitt
v. Leavitt, 135 Mass. 191; Alior v. Wayne
county. 43 Mich. 76, 4 N. W. 492.
—constable of a castle. In English law.
An officer having charge of a castle: a warden,
or keeper; otherwise called a “castellain."—
Constable of England. (Called, also, “Mar-
shai.") His oflice consisted in the care of the
common peace of the realm in deeds of arms
and matters of war. Lamb. Const. 4.—Oon-
stable of Scotland. An oficer who was for-
merly entitled to command all the king's armies
in the absence of the king, and to take cogni-
sance of all crimes committed within four miles
of the king's person or of parliament, the privy
council, or any general convention of the states
of the kingdom. The oflice was hereditary in
the family of Errol, and was abolished by the
2) Geo. III. e. 43. Bell; Enk. Inst. 1. 3. 37.
—-Constable of the exohequer. An oificer
mentioned in Fieta, lib. 2, c. 31.— In con-
stable of England, lo:-d. His oflice as been
disused (except only u n great and solemn oc-
casions. as the corona on. or the like) since the
attainder of Staflord. Duke of Buckingham, in
the reign of Henry VII.

OOIISTABLEWICK. In English law.
The territorial jurisdiction or a constable;
as bailiwick is of a baiiifl! or sheriir. 5 Nev.
& M. 281.

GONSTABUIABIUS. An oiiicer of
horse; an ofllcer having charge of foot or
horse; a naval commander; an oflicer hav-
ing charge of military affairs generally.
Spelman.

CONSTAT. It is clear or evident; it ap-
pears; it is certain; there is no doubt. Non
conuat, it does not appear.

A certificate which the clerk of the pipe
and auditors of the exchequer made, at the
request of any person who intended to plead
or move in that court, for the discharge of
anything. The eflect or it was the certifying
what appears (comtat) upon recoi-<1. touch-
ing the matter in question. Wharton.

co1lS'.l.‘A'l.' I)’H‘UI8SIER. In French
law. An aiiidavit made by a huiseicr, set-
ting forth the appearance, form, quality,
color. etc., of any article upon which a suit
depends. Arg. Fr. Mere. Law, 554.

OONSTATE. To establish, constitute, or
ordain. "Constating instruments" of a cor-
poration are its charter, organic law, or the
grant of powers to it. See examples of the
use of the term, Green's Brice. Ultra Vii-es,
p. 39: Ackerman v. Halsey, 37 N. J. Eq. 363.

' CONSTITUISNT. A word used as a cor-
relative to ‘_'attorney.” to denote one who
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constitutes another his agent or invests the
other with authority to act for him.

It is also used in the language of politics,
as a correlative to “representative," the con-
stituents of a legislator being those whom he
represents and whose interests he is to care
for in public affairs; aisuaiiy the electors or
his district.

OONSTITUEBE. Lat. To appoint, con-
stitute, establish, ordain, or undertake. Used
principally in ancient powers or attorney.
and now supplanted by the English word
“constitute."

OONSTITUIMUS. A Latin term, signi-
fying we constitute or appoint.

OONSTITUTED AUTHORITIES. Ot-
ilcers properly appointed under the consu-
tution for the government of the people.

OONSTITUTIO. In the civil law. An
imperial ordinance or constitution, distin-
guished from Lea, Senate:-Oonsultum, and
other kinds of law and having its effect from
the sole will of the emperor.

An establishment or settlement. Used or
controversies settled by the parties without
a trial. Calvin.

A sum paid according to agreement. Du
Cange.

In-old English law. An ordinance or
statute. A provision of a statute.

OONSTITUTIO DOTIS. Establishment
of dower.

CONSTITUTION. In public law. The
organic and fundamental law of a nation or
state, which may be written or unwritten,
establishing the character and conception of
its government, laying the basic principles
to which its internal life is to be conformed,
organizing the government, and regulating.
distributing, and limiting the functions of
its different departments, and prescribing
the extent and manner of the exercise ot
sovereign powers.

In a more general sense. any fundamental
or important law or edict; as the Novel Cou-
stltutions of Justinian: the Constitutions of
Clarendon.

In American law. The written instru-
ment agreed upon by the people of the Un-
ion or or a particular state, as the absolute
rule of action and decision for all depart-
ments and ofilcers of the government in re-
spect to all the points covered by it, which
must control until it shall be changed by the
authority which established it, and in oppo-
sition to which any act or ordinance of any
such department or oflicer is null and void.
Cooley, Const. Lim. 3.

CONSTITUTIONAL. Consistent with
the constitution; authorized by the constitu-
tion; not confllcting with any provision of
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the constitution or fundamental law of the
state. Dependent upon a constitution, or se-
cured or regulated by a constitution: as
“constitutional monarchy," "constitutional
rights.”
—Oonstitutinns.1 convention. A duly con-
stituted assembly of delegates or representatives
of the people of a state or nation for the pub
pose of framing. revising, or amending its con-
stitution.—0onstitutional liberty or free-
dom. Such freedom as is en 'oyed by the citi-
zens of a country or state un er the protection
of its constitution: the aggregate of those_J)er-
sonal, civil, and political rights of the indivi ual
which are guarantied by the constitution and
secured against .invasion by the government or
any of its agencies. Pegle v. Hurlb_ut, 24
Mich. 106, 9 Am. Rep. 1 .—0ons_i:itutionnl
law. (1) That branch of the public law of a
state which treats of the organization and frame
of government, the organs and were of sover-
eignty, the distribution of pollt cal and govern-
mental authorities and functions, the fundamen-
tal principles which are to regulate the rela-
tions of government and subject, and which re-
scribes generally the plan_ and method acco ing
to whic the public afiairs of the state are to
be administered. (2) That department of the
science of law which treats_ of constitutions,
their establishment, construction, and interpre-
tation. and of the validity of legal enactments
as tested by the criterion of conformit to the
fundamental law. (3) A constitutions law is
one which is consonant to. and agrees with, the
constitution; one which is not_ ‘in violation of
any provision of the constitution of the ar-
ticular state.—Oonst!tutionn1 ofloer. e
whose tenure and term of otiice are tired. and
defined by the constitution, as distin .ished
from the incumbents of oflices created y th
legislature. Foster v. Jones. 79 Va. 842, 52
Am. Rep. 637: People v. Scheu, 60 App. Div.
592, 69 N. Y. Supp. 597.

OONSTITUTIONES. Laws promulgat-
ed, i. e., enacted, by the Roman Emperor.
They were of various kinds, namely, the fol-
lowing: (1) Edicta; (2) decreta; (3) re-
soripta, called also_ "epistol¢s." sometimes
they were general, and intended to form a
precedent for other like cases; at other times
they were special, particular, or individual,
(peraonalea) and not intended to form a preo
edent. The emperor had this power of irre-
sponsible enactment by virtue of a certain lea
regia, whereby lie was made the fountain of
Justice and of mercy. Brown. ‘

Oonstltutiones tesnpore posterior-es po-
tiores suit his qua ipsus processes-unt.
Dig. 1, 4, 4. Later laws prevail over those
which preceded them.

CONSTITUTION: OI‘ CLARENDON.
see CLARENDON. '

OONSTITUTOB. In the civil law. One
who, by a simple agreement. becomes respon-
sible for the payment of another's debt.

OONSTITUTUM. In the civil law. An
agreement to pay a subsisting debt which ex-
ists without any stipulation, whether of the
promisor or another party. It differs from a
stipulation in that it must be for an existing
debt. Du Cange.
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Oonstltutuns esse eun dosnun uni-
ouiqno nostrusn deboro existinsns-1, ulsl
quisquo sedes et tnbulus lnberet, sunr-
usnque rerun constitutionesn feeisset.
It is settled that that is to be considered the
home of each one oi’ us where he may have
his habitation and account-books, and where
he may have made an establishmentot his
business. Dig. 50, 16, 203.

CONSTRAINT. This term is held to be
exactly equivalent with “restraint." Ed-
mondson v. Harris, 2 Tenn. Ch. 427.

In Seoteh law. Constraint means duress.

OONSTRUOT. To build; erect; put to-
gether; make ready for use. Morse v. West-
Port, 110 M0. 502. 19 S. W. 831; Contas v.
Bradford, 206 Pa. 291, 55 Atl. 989.

Oonstruotio legis non fooit injuriun.
The construction or the law (a construction
made by the law) works no injury. Co. Litt.
183: Broom, Max. 603. The law will make
such a construction of _an instrument as not
to injure a party.

CONSTRUCTION. The process, or the
art, of determining the sense, real meaning,
or proper explanation or obscure or ambigu-
ous terms or provisions in a statute, written
instrument, or oral agreement. or the appli-
cation or such subject to the case in question,
by reasoning in the light derived from ex-
traneous connected circumstances or laws or
writings bearing upon the same or a con-
nected matter, or by seeking and applying
the probable aim and purpose oi‘ the pro-
vision.

It is to be noted that this term is properly
distinguished from interpretation, although
the two are often used synonymously. In
strictness, interpretation is limited to explor-
ing the written text. while construction goes
beyond and may call in the aid of extrinsic
considerations, as above indicated.

Strict and liberal construction. Strict
construction is construction of a statute or other
instrument accordi to its letter, which recog-
nizes nothing that is not expressed, takes the
language used in its exact and technical mean-
ing, and admits no equitable considerations or
implications. Paving Co. v. Watt. 51 La. Ann.
1345 26 South. 70; Stanyan v. Peterborough,
69 i . II. 372, 46‘Atl. 191. Liberal construction,
on the other hand, expands the meaning of the
statute to meet cases which are clear] within
the spirit or reason of the law, or within the
evil which it was designed to remedy, provided
such an interpretation is not inconsistent with
the language used: it resolves'all reasonable
doubts in favor of the applicabilit of the stat-
ute to the particular case. Black. nterp. Laws.
282: Lawrence v. Mccalinont, 2 How. 449, 11
L. Ed. 326; In re Johnson's Estate. 98 Cal.
531, 33 Pac. 460, 21 L. R. A. 380; Shorey V.
Wyckotf. 1 Wash. '1‘. 351.
—Oonstruotion, court of. A court of equity
or of common law, as the case may be, is cal_led
the court of construction with regard to wills,
as opposed to the court of probate, whose duty '

is to decide whether an instrument be a_wi1l at
all. Now, the court of probate may decide that
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a given instrument is a will, and yet the court
of construction may decide that it has no opera-
tion, by reason of perpetuitics. illegality, uncer-
tainty, etc. Wharton.—Equ!table construc-
tion. A construction of a law, rule, or rem-
edy which has regard more to the equities of
the particular transaction or state of afiairs in-
volved than to the strict application of the rule
or remedy; that is, a liberal and extensive con-
struction, as opposed to a literal and restrictive.
Smiley v. Sampson, 1 Neb. 91.

GONSTIIUGTIVE. That which is estab-
lished by the mind of the law in its act of
construing facts, conduct, circumstances, or
instruments; that which has not the char-
acter assigned to it in its own essential na-
ture, but acquires such character in conse-
quence of the way in which it is regarded by
a rule or policy of law; hence, inferred, im-
plied, made out by legal interpretation. Mid-
dleton V. Parke, 3 App. D. C. 160.

—0onst:-native assent. An assent or consent
imputed to a party from a construction or in-
terpretation 0 his conduct; as distinguished
from one which he actually expresses.—Con-
st:-native authority. Authority interred or
assumed to have been given because of the grant
of some other antecedent authority. Middleton
v. Parke, 8 App. D. C. 160.—Consts-active

to I house. A breaking made
out by construction of law. As where a bur-
lar gains an entry into a house by threats,
rand, or conspiracy. 2 Russ. Crimes, 9, 10.-

Construet-ive crime. Where,_by a strained
constniction of a penal statute, it is made to
include an set not otherwise punishable, it is
said to be a "constructive crime," that is, one
built up by the court with the aid of inference
and implication. Ex purte Mci\'ult3;, 77 Cal.
164. 19 Pac. 237, 11 Am. St. Rep. 2o7.—Con-
sh-native taking. A phrase used _in the law
to characterize an act not amounting to _an
actual appropriation of chattels, but which
shows an intention to convert them to his use‘
as if a person intrusted with the possession of
goods deals with them contrary to the orders
of the owner.

As to constructive “Breaking," “Contempt.”
“Contracts," “Conversion,” "Delivery," “Evie
tion," “Fraud." “Larceny,” "Malice," “No-
tice,” “Possession,” “Seisin," “Service of
Process,» urrotal ms’iu uTl.eas°n'n and

“Trusts,” see those titles.

CONSTBUE. To put together: to ar-
range or marshal the words of an instru-
ment. To ascertain the meaning of lan-
guage by a process or arrangement and in-
ference. See Consraucrron.

CONITUPRATE. To ravish, debauch,
violate, rape. See Harper v. Delp, 3 Ind.
230; Koenig v. Nott, 2 Hut. (N. Y.) 829.

OONSUETUDINARIUS. In ecclesias-
tical law. A ritual or book, containing the
rites and- forms of divine oiilces, or the cus-
toms of abbeys and monasteries.

CONIUETUDINAEY LAW. Custom-
nry law. Law derived by oral tradition from
a remote antiquity. Bell.
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O0!¢lUE'I"lJDI1I'1‘.8. In old English law.
Customs. Thus, conauetmlines et assisa for-
estax, the customs and assise of the forest.

OONSUETUDIICBS PEUDORUH. (Lat.
feudal customs.) A compilation of the law
of feuds or nets in Lombardy. made A. D.
1170.

OONSUETUDINIBUI ET SERVICIIS.
in old English law. A writ of right close.
which lay against a tenant who deforced his‘
lord of the rent or service due to him. Beg.
Orig. 159; Fitzh. Nut. Brev. 151.

OONSUETUDO. Lat.
established usage or practice.
Tolls; duties; taxes. Id. 58b.

—Consuetudo Anglicans. The custom of
England: the ancient common law. as distin-
guished from law, the Roman or civil law.—Con-
snetudo our-ise. The custom or practice of a
court. Hardr. 141.—Consuetudo meroatoh
run. Int. The custom of merchants, the same
with In mercatona. ,

A custom: an
O0. Litt. 58.

Consnetudo contra rationesn intro-
duotn potius nun-patio quun oonsnetndo
appellu-i debet. A custom introduced
against reason ought rather to be called a
"usurpation" than a "custom." Co. Litt. 113.

Consuetudo debet ease certs; sum in-
serts. pro nulls lnbetnr. Day. 33. A
custom should be certain; for an uncertain
custom is considered null.

Consuetudo est altos-a lax. Custom is
another’ law. 4 Cake, 21.

Consuetudo est optixnus interpres le-
guua. 2 Inst. 18. Custom is the best ex-
pounder of the laws.

Consuetudo et oomnuuds assuetudo
vinoit legem non soriptam, si sit spe-
cinlis; at interpretatur legesn soriptam,
si lea sit generalis. Jenk. Cent. 273.
Custom and common usage overcomes the un-
written law, it it be special: and interprets
the written law, if the law be general.

Consnetudo ex eon-ta oausa rationabill
usitnta privat oosnmunem legem. A cus-
tom, grounded on a certain and reasonable
cause, supersedes the common law. Litt. 5
169; C0. Litt. 113; Broom, Max. 919.

Consuetndo, lioet sit magma a.uotorita-
til, nnnquasn tuners, prajudient man!-
festas vex-itati. A custom, though it be of
great authority. should never prejudice muni-
fest truth. 4 Coke, 18.

Consnetudo loo! observuuls. est. Lltt. r
169. The custom of a place is to be ob-
served.
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Oonsuotudo muierii et loo! oblervandn
eat. 6 Coke, 67. A custom of a manor and
place is to be observed.

Oonnletudo neque injuril ox-it! neque
toll! potent. Loftt, 340. Custom can nei-
ther arise from nor be taken away by in-
jury.

Gonsuetudo non trahitnr in conse-
quenthun. 3 Keb. 499. Custom is not
drawn into consequence. 4 Jul‘. (N. S.) Ex.
139.

Oonsuetudo praserlpta et legltlnn. vin-
olt legem. A prescriptive and lawful cus-
tom overcomes the law. 00. Lltt. 113; 4
Coke, 21.

Oonsuetudo regal Anglia est lex Ang-
lia. Jenk. Cent. 119. The custom of the
kingdom of England is the law of England.
See 2 Bl. Comm. 422.

Oonsuetndo semel rep:-obata non po-
test Iunplhn indnci. A custom once‘ dis-
allowed cannot be again brought forward,
{or relied on.] Dav. 33.

Consnetudo tolllt communem. legem.
Co. Lltt. 33b. Custom takes away the com-
mon law.

Oonlnetudo volentel duoit, lex stolen-
tes trahit. Custom leads the willing. law
compels [drugs] the unwilling. Jenk. Cent.
274. __

OONSUL. In Itoman law. During the
republic. the name “consui" was given to
the chief executive magistrate, two of whom
were chosen annually. The oiiice \vas_con-
tinned under the empire, but its powers and
prerogatives were greatly reduced. The
name is supposed to have been derived from
commlo, to consult, because these oiiicers con-
sulted with the senate on administrative
measures.

In old English law.
an earl.

In international law. An otllcer of a
commercial character, appointed by the dif-
ferent states to watch over the mercantile
interests of the appointing state and of its
subjects in foreign countries. There are
usually a number of consuls in every mari-
time country, and they are usually subject
to a chief consul, who is called a “consul
general." schunior v. Russell. 83 Tex. 83,
18 S. W. 484; Seidel V. Pesciikaw, 27 N. J.

An ancient title of

Law, 427; Sartorl v. Hamilton, 13 N. J.
Law, 107; The Anne, 3 Wheat. 445, 4 L.
Ed. 428.

The -word “consul" has two meanings: (1)
it denotes an otiicer of a particular grade in
the consular service; _ (2) it has a broader
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generic sense,- embracing all consular oiiicern
Dainese v. U. S., 15 Ct. Cl. 64. -

The_oflicial designations employed throughout
this title shall be deemed to have the followin
meanings, respectively: First. “Consul general,
“consul," and “commercial agent" shall be deem-
ed to denote full, principal, and permanent con-
sular oflicers, as distinguished from subordinates
and substitutes. Second. “Deputy-consul" and
"consular agent” shall be deemed to denote con-
sular oflicers subordinate to such principals, ex-
ercising the powers and performing the duties
within the limits of their consulates or com-
mercial agencies respectively, the former at the
same ports or places and the latter at ports or
places dlifereiit from those at which such rin-
cipals are located respectively. Third. “ ice-
consuls" and "vice-commercial agents” shall be
deemed to denote consular oflicers who shall be
substituted, temporarily, to fill the places of
consuls general. consuls, or commercial agents.
when they shall be temporarily absent or re-
lieved from duty.
shall be deemed to include consuls general, con-
suls, commercial agents, deputy-consuls, vice-
consnls, vicecommercial agents. and consular
agents. and none others. Fifth. “Diplomatic
oflicer” shall be deemed to include ambassadors,
envoys extraordinary, ministers plenipotentiary,
ministers resident, commissioners charges d'af-
faires. agents, and secretaries of iegation. and
none others. Rev. St. U. S. 5 1674 (U. S.
Comp. St. 1901, p. 1150.)

OONSULAR COURTS. Courts held by
the consuls of one country. within the ter-
ritory of another, under authority given by
treaty. for the settlement of civil cases be
tween citizens of the country which the con-
sul represents. In some instances they have
also a criminal jurisdiction, but in this re-
spect are subject to review by the courts of
the home government. See Rev. St. U. S.
5 4083 (U. S. Comp. St. 1901, p. 2768.)

OONSULTA ECOLESIA. In ecclesiastic-
al law. A church full or provided for.
Cowell. '

OONSUILTARY RESPONSE. The opin-
ion of a court or law on a special case. '

CONSULTATION. A writ whereby A
cause which has been wrongfully removed by
prohibition out of an ecclesiastical court to a
temporal court is returned to the ecclesias-
tical court. Phillim. Ecc. Law. 1439.

A conference between the counsel engaged
in a case. to discuss its questions or arrange
the method of conducting it.

In French law. The opinion of counsel
upon a point of law submitted to them.

GONSULTO. Lat. In the civiiluw. De-
signedly; intentionally. Dig. 28, 41.

OONSUMMATE. Completed; as distin-
guished from initiate. or that which is mere-
iy begun. The husband of a woman seised
of an estate or inheritance becomes, by the
birth of a child, tenant by the curtesy in-
itiate. and may do many acts to charge the
lands. but his estate is not consummate till
the death of the wife. 2 Bl. Comm. 126, 128;
C0. Lltt. 30a. . ; . ..

Fourth. “Consular ofiicer" '
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OONIUHHATIOII. The completion of a
thing; the completion of a marriage between
two aiilanced persons by cohabitation. Shar-
on v. Sharon, 79 Cal. 633, 22 Pac. 26.

GONTAGIOUS DISEASE. One capable
of being transmitted by mediate or immediate
conuict. See Grayson v. Lynch, 163 U. S.
468, 16 sup. Ct. 1061, 41 L. Ed. 230; stryker
v. Crane. 33 Neb. 690, 50 N. W. 1132; Pierce
v. Dillingham, Z13 Iii. 148, 67 N. E. 8-16, 62
L. R. A. 888. See Iurscriox.

CONTANGO. In English law. The com-
mission received for carrying over or putting
oi! the time of. execution of a contract to
deliver stocks or pay for them at a certain
time. Wharton.

CONTEK. L. Fr. A contest, dispute. dis-
turbance, opposition. Britt. c. -12: Kelhain.
Conieckours; brawiers; disturbers of the
peace. Britt. c. 29.

CONTEHNER. One who has committed
contempt of court. Wyatt v. People, 17 Colo.
252, 28 Pac. 961.

OONTEHPLATION‘. The act of the mind
in considering with attention. Continued
attention of the mind to a particular sub-
ject. Consideration of an act or series of
acts with the intention of doing or adopting
them. The consideration of an event or state
of facts with the expectation that it will
transpire.
—0ositemplst!on of bankruptcy. Contem-
plat_ion of the breaking up of one's business or
an _inabil_lty to continue it: knowledge of, and
action with reference to, a condition of bank-
ruptcy or ascertained insolvency, coupled with
an intention to commit what the law declares
to _be an “_act of bankruptcy." or to make pro-
vision a inst the consequences of insolvency,
or _to de eat the general distribution of assets
which would take place under a roceeding in
bankruptcy. Jones v. Howland. 8 etc. (Mass.)
384. 41 Am. Dec. 525: Pauldin v. Steel Co..
94 N. Y. 339; In re Dufi (D. (E) 4 Fed. 519:
Morgan v. Brundrett, 5 Barn. & Aid. $9: Win-
sor v. Kendall 30 Fed. Cas. 322; Buckln ham
v. McLean, 15 How. 167, 14 L. Ed. 90; u re
Carmichael (D. C.) 96 Fed. 594.—0ontemplu-
tion of death. The a rehension or expecta-
tion of approachiu _disso ution; not that gen-
eral expectation w ich eve mortal entertains,
but the apprehension whic arises from some
presently existing sickness or physical condition
or from some impending danger. As applied to
transfers of property, the phrase-“in contempla-
tion of death ' is practically equivalent to "cause
inortis.” In re Cornell's Estate, 6!: App. Div.
162. 73 N. Y. Supp. 32; In re F.dgerton's Es-
tate, 35 App. Div. 123. 54 N. Y. Supp. 700;
In re Bakers Estate. 83 App; Div. 530. M N.
Y. Sugi. 390.—0onternpls n of insolven-
cy. no_wl_edge of. and action with reference
to. an existing or contemplated state of insol-
vency, with a design to make provision against
its results or to defeat the operation of the in-
solvenc laws. Robinson v. Bank. 2] N.‘ Y.
411; aulding v. Steel Co.. 94 N. . . ;
Hero v. Kerr. 21 How. Prac. 420: Austedt v.
Bent ey, 61 Wis. 629. 21 N. W. 807.

OORTEHPORAIEA BXPOSITIO.
Oontemporaneous exposition,

Bt..Law DIC'l'.(2D En.)--17

Lat.
or construc-
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tion; a construction drawn from the time
when, and the circumstances under which,
the subject-matter to be construed, as a
statute or custom, originated.

Oorntesnporuion oxpositio est optima et
fortissimo in logo. Contemporaneous ex-
position is the best and strongest in the law.
2 Inst. 11. A statute is best explained by
following the construction put upon it by
judges who lived at the time it was made, or
soon after. 10 Coke. 70; Broom, Max.

OONTEHPT. Contumacy; ii wiil_i'uI dis-
regard of the authority of a court of Justice
or legislative body or disobedience to its law-
ful orders.

Contempt of court is committed by a per-
son who does any act in willful contraven-
tion of its authority or dignity, or tending to
impede or frustrate the administration of jus-
tice, or by one who, being under the court's
authority as a party to a proceeding tiiei-ein,
willfully disobeys its lawful orders ()1' fails to
comply with an undertaking which he has
given. Welch v. Barber, 52 Conn. 147, 52
Am. Rep. 567; Lyon v. Lyon. 21 Conn. 198;
Kissel v. Lewis, 27 Ind. App. 302, 61 N. E.
209; Yates v. Lansing, 9 Johns. (N. Y.) 395,
6 Am. Dec. 290; Stuart v. People, 4 Ill. 3955;
Gandy v. State, 13 Net). 445, 14 N. W. 143.

Classification. Contempts are of two kinds,
direct and constructive. Direct contempts are
those committed in the immediate view and
presence of the court (such as insulting language
or acts of violence) or so near the presence of
the court as to obstruct or interrupt the due
and orderly course of proceedings. These are
punishable summarily. They are also called
“criminal" contempts. but that term is better
used in contrast with “civil" contem ts. See
infra. Ex parte Wright‘ 65 Ind. 5 : State
v. Mcclaugherty, 33 W. 'a. 250, 10 S. E. 407;
State v. She herd 177 M0. 205, 76 S. W. 79,
99 Am. St. ep. 624; Indianapolis Water Co.
v. American Strawboard Co. (C. C.) 75 Fed.
975; In re Dill. 32 Kan. 668. 5 Pac. 39, 49
Am. Rep. 505; State v. Hansford, 43 W. Va.
773. 28 S. F. 791; Andi-oscnggin & K. R. Co.
v. Androscoggin R. 00., 49 Me. 392. Construc-
tive (or indirect) contempts are those which-
arise from matters not occurrin in or near the
presence of the court, but which tend to ob-
struct or defeat the administration of justice,
and the term is chiefly used with reference to
the failure or refusal of a party to obey a law-
ful order, injunction. or decree of the court lay-
ing upon him a duty of action or forbearance.
Androscoggin & K. R. Co. v. Androscoggin R.
Co.. 49 Me. 392; Cooper v. Péeggle, 13 Colo.
337, & Pac. 790. 6 L R. A. : Stuart v.
People, 4 Ill. 395; Mchlaltin v. Mci\Iakin. 68
Mo. App. 57. Constructive contempts were for-
merly called "consequential," and this term is
still in occasional use.

Contempts are also classed as civil or crim-
inal. The former are those quasi contempts
which consist in the failure to do something
which the party is ordered b the court to do
for the benefit or advantage 0 another party to
the proceeding before the court, while criminal
contempts are acts done in disrespect of the
court or its process _or which obstruct the ad-
ministration of justice or tend to bring the
court into disrespect. A civil contempt is not
an offense against the dignity of the court. but
against the party in whose behalf the mandate
of the court was issued, and a fine is imposed
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for his indemnity. But criminal contempts are
offenses or injuries oifered to the court, and a
fine or imprisonment is imposed upon the con-
temnor for the purpose of unishment. W att
v. People, 17 Colo. %2. 28 ac. 961' Peope v.
McKane, 78 Hun, 154, 28 N. Y. su p. 981:
Schreiber v. Mfg. Co., 18 Ap . Div. 1 45 N.
Y. Sn . 442' Eaton Rapi s v. Hornet. 126
Mich. $3,185 N. W. 264; In re Nevitt, 117 Fed.
448, 54 . C. A. 622; State v. Shepherd 177
M0. 205, 76 a w. 79, 99 Am. St. Rep. 624.

CONTEMPT 0!‘ CONGRESS, LEGIS-
LATURE, or PARLIAMENT. Whatever
obstructs or tends to obstruct the due course

.of proceeding of either house, or grossly
reilects on the character of a member of ei-
ther house, or imputes to him what it would
be a libel to impute to an ordinary person.
is a contempt of the house, and thereby a
breach of privilege. Sweet.

CONTEIIPTIBIIJTER.
temptuously. '

In old English law.
tempts. Fleta, lib. 2, c. 60, 5 35.

CONTENTIOUS. Contested; adversary:
litigated between adverse or contending par-
ties; a judicial proceeding not merely ea

Lat. Con-

parte in its character, but comprising attack
and defense as between opposing parties, is so
called. The litigious proceedings in ecclesi-
astical courts are sometimes said to belong to
its "contentious” jurisdiction, in contradis-
tinction to what is called its “voluntary" ju-
risdiction, which is exercised in the grant-
ing of licenses, probates of wills, dispensa-
tions, faculties, etc.
—Contentions jurisdiction. In English ec-
clesiastical law. That branch of the jurisdic-
tion of the ecclesiastical courts which is exer-
cised upon adversary or contentious proceedin s.
—Content1ous possession. In stating t e
rule that the possession of land necessary to
give rise to a title by prescription must be a
“contentious" one, it is meant that it must be
based on opposition to the title of the rival
claimant (not in recognition thereof or subordi-
nation thereto and that the opposition mut be
based on g grounds, or such as might be
made the subject of litigation. Railroad Co. v.
McFarlan, 43 N. J. Law, 621.

CONTENTMENT, CONTENEMENT. A
man's countenance or credit, which he has
together with, and by reason of, his freehold;
or that which is necessary for the support
and maintenance of men, agreeably to their
several qualities or states of life. Wharton:
Cowell.

CONTENTS. The contents of a promis-
sory note or other commercial instrument ‘or
chose in action means the specific sum nam-
ed therein and payable by the terms of the
instrument. Trading Co. v. Morrison, 178 U.
S. 262, 20 Sup. Ct. 869, 44 L. Ed. 1061; Sere
v. Pitot, 6 Cranch, 335, 3 L. Ed. 240; Simons
v. Paper Co. (C. C.) 33 Fed. 195: Barney v.
Bank, 2 Fed. ms. 894 : Corbin v. Black Hawk
County, 105 U. S. 659. 26 L. Ed. 1136.
—0ontents and not contents. In parlia-
mentary law. The “contents" are those who,
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in the house of lords, express assent to a bill:
the “not” or "non contents" dissent. May, Parl.
Law, cc. 12, 357.—“Oontents unknown."
Words sometimes annexed to a bill of lading of
goods in cases. Their meaning is that the mas-
ter only means to acknowledge the shipment, in
good order, of the cases, as to their external
condition. Clark v. Barnwell, 12 How. 273, 13
L. Ed. 985; Miller v. Railroad Co., 90 i‘. Y.
433, 43 Am. Rep. 179; The Columbo, 6 ed.
Cas. 178.

ooxrnnnmous. Adjacent: adjoin-
ing; having a common boundary; cotermi-
nous.

CONTEST. '1‘o make defense to an ad-
verse claim in a court ,of law; to oppose, re-
slst, or dispute the case made by a plaintiff.
Pratt \'. Breckinrldge, 112 Ky. 1, 65 S. W.
136: Parks v. State, 100 Ala. (£4, 13 South.
756.
—0ontestation of suit. In an ecclesiastical
cause, that stage of the suit which is reached
when the defendant has answered the libel by
giving in an allegation.—Oontested election.
This phrase has no technical or legally defined
meaning. An election may be said to be con-
tested whenever an objection is formally urged
against it which, if found to be true a fact,
would invalidate it. This is true both as to ob-
jections founded upon some constitutional pro-
vision and to such as are based on statutes.
Robertson v. State, 109 Ind. 116. 10 N. E. 600.

CONTESTATIO LITIS. In Bonus
law. Contestation of suit; the framing an
issue; Joinder in issue. The formal act of
both the parties with which the proceedings
in jure were closed when they led to a Ju-
dicial investigation, and by which the neigh-
bors whom the parties brought with them
were called to testify. Mackeid. Rom. Law,
§ 219.

In old English law. Coming to an issue;
the issue so produced. Crabb, Eng. Inw, 216.

Gontestatio litis egot terminus contra-
dictarlos. An issue requires terms of con-
tradiction. Jenk. Cent. 117. To constitute an
issue, there must be an aflirmative on one
side and a negative on the other.

CONTEXT. The context of a particular
sentence or clause in a statute, contract, will,
etc., comprises those parts of the text which
immediately precede and follow it. The con-

text may sometimes be scrutinized, to aid in
the interpretation of an obscure passage. '

CONTIGUOUS. In close proximity; in
actual close contact. Touching; bounded or
traversed by. The term is not synonymous
with “vicinal." Plaster Co. v. Campbell, 89
Va. 396, 16 S. E. 274; Bank v. Hopkins. 47
Kan. 580, 28 Pac. 606, 27 Am. St. Rep. 309;
Raxedale v. Seip, 32 La. Ann. 435: Arkell
v. Insurance Co., 60 N. Y. 191, 25 Am. Rep.
168.

CONTINENCIA. In Spanish law. Con-
tinency or unity of the proceedings in a
cause. White, New Rec-op. b. 3, tit. 6, c. 1.
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OOITINENS. In the Roman -law.
Continuing; holding together. Adjoining
buildings were said to be continentia. '

CONTINENTAL. Pertaining-or relating
to a continent; characteristic of a continent;
as broad in scope or purpose as a. continent.
Continental Ins. Co. v. Continental Fire
Ass'n (C. C.) 96 Fed. 848.

—Oontinental congress. The iirst national
legislative assembly in the United States, which
met in 1774. in pursuance of a recommendation
made b Massachusetts and adopted by the
other co onies. In this congress all the colonies
were represented except Georgia. The delegates
were in some cases chosen by the legislative
assemblies in the states: in others by the people
directly. The powers of the congress were un-
defined. but it proceeded to take measures and
pass resolutions which concerned the general
welfare and had regard to the inauguration and
prosecution of the war for independence. Black,
Const. Law (3d Ed. 40; 1 Story, Const. ii 198-
217.—Continen currency. Paper money
issued under the authority of the continental
%>:g3%8S. Wharton v. Morris, 1 Dali. 125, 1 L.

oommnxrn. In old English prac-
tice. Continuance or connection. Applied
to the proceedings in a cause. Bract. fol.
36212. .

CONTINGENCY. An event that may
or may not happen, a doubtful or uncertain
future event. The quality of being contin-
gent.

A fortuitous event, which comes without
design, foresight, or expectation. A con-
tingent expense must be deemed to be an ex-

pense depending upon some future uncertain
event. People v. Yonkers, 39 Barb. (N. Y.)
272.

—contingency of a process. In Scotch law.
Where two or more processes are so connected
that the circumstances of the one are likely to
throw light on the others, the process first en-
rolled is considered as the leading process. and
those subse( uently brought into court, if not
brought in tlie same division, may be remitted
to it, ob cooitinaentiam, on account of their
ncarness or proximity in character to it. The
eifect of remittiu processes in this manner is
merely to bring t em before the same division
of the court or same lord ordina . In other
respects they remain distinct. Be l.—0onti.n-
‘entry with double aspect. A remainder is
said to be “in a contingency with double as-
pect," when there is another remainder limited
on the same estate, not in derogation of the
iirst, but as a substitute for it in case it should
fail. Fearne, Rein. 373.

CONTINGENT. Possible, but not assur-
ed; doubtful or uncertain, conditioned upon
the occurrence of some future event which
is itself uncertain, or questionable. Verdier
v. Roach, 96 Cal. 467, 31 Pac. 554.

This term, when applied to a use, remain-
der. devise, bequest. or other legal right or
interest, implies that no present interest ex-

ists, and that whether such interest or right
eve will exist depends upon a future uncer-
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tain- event.
Y.) 692.

—Oonti.ngen_t claim. One which has not sc-
crued. and which is dependent on the hap ning
of_ some future event. Hospes v. Car 84:, 4
Minn. 174, 50 N. W. 1117, 15 L. R. A. 470, 31
Am. S_t. Rep. 637; Austin v. Saveland’s Estate,
’{7 \Vi.s. 108, 45 N. W. 955; Downer v. Top-
liif, 19 Vt. 399; Stichter v. Cox. 52 Neb. 532,
72 N. W. 848; Clark v.‘ Winchell, 53 Vt. 408.
—Contingent estate. An estate which de-
pends for its eifect upon an event which may
or may not _happen: as an estate limited to a

rson not In ease, or not yet born. 2 Crabb,
1 Prop. p. 4, Q 946; Haywood v. Shreve,

44 N. J. Law. 94: Wadsworth v. Murray,
App. Div. 191, 61 N. Y. Supp. 1038; Thornton
v. Zea, 22 Tex. Civ. Afip. 509, 55 S. \V. 798:
Hopkins v. Hopkins, 1 un, 354.—Gontin¢c_nt
interest in personal property. It ma be
defined as a future interest not transmissib e to
the representatives of the party entitled there-
to, in case he dies before it vests in possession.
Thus. if a testator leaves the income of a fund
to his wife for life, and the capital of the fund
to be distributed among such of his children
as shall be living at her death, the interest of
each child during the widow's lifetime is con-
tingent, and in case of his death is not trans-
missible to his representatives. Mosley & Whit-
ley.-Con at Ila ty. One which is not
now fixed an absolute. but which will become
so in case of the occurrence of some future and
uncertain event. Downer v. Curtis, 255 Vt. 650:
Bank v. Hingham Mfg. 00., 127 Mass. 583‘
Ha wood v. Shreve. 44 N. J. Law, 94;
v. raves, 68 Ala. 21.

Jemison v. Blowers, 5 Barb.-(N.

As to contingent “Damages,"
"Limitation," “Remainder,"
"Use," see those titles.

llmgacy,"
“'.l.‘rust,"

oorrrnmsr. CLAIM.
law. A formal claim made by a party enti-
tled to enter upon any lands or tenements,
but deterred from such entry by menaces, or‘
bodily fear, for the purpose of preserving or
keeping alive his right. It was called “con-
tinual," because it was required to he re-
peated once in the space of every year and
day. It had to be made as near to the land
as the party could approach with safety,
and, when made_in due form,'had the same
eflect with, and in all respects amounted to,
a legal entry. Litt. 55 419-423; Co. Litt.
250a; 3 Bl. Comm. 175.

OONTINUANOE. The adjournment or
postponement of an action pending in a
court, to a subsequent day of the same or
another terui. Com. v. Maloney, 145 Mass.
205, 13 N. E. 482; State v.‘ Underwood, 76
M0. 630.

Also the entry of a continuance made up-
on the record of the court, for the purpose
of formally evidencing the postponement, or
of connecting the parts of the record so as
to make one continuous whole.

OONTINUANDO. In pleading. A form
of allegation in which the trespass, criminal
offense, or other wrongful act complained
of is charged to have been committed on a
specified day and to have “continued" to
the present time, or is averred to have been

Steel; _

and

In old English
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committed at divers days and times within
a given period or on a specified day and on
divers other days and times between that
day and another. This is called “laying the
time with a continuando." Benson v. Swift,
2 Mass. 52; People v. Sullivan. 9 Utah, 195.
83 Pac. 701.

CONTINUING. Eiduring; not terminat-
ed by a single act or fact; subsisting for a
definite period or intended to cover or apply
to successive similar obligations or occur-
rences.

As to continuing “Consideration," "Cove-
nant," "Damages," “Guaranty," “Nuisance,"
and "Oflense,” see those titles.

CONTINUOUS. Uiiinterrupted; unbro-
ken; not intermittent or occasional; so per-
sistently repeated at short intervals a to
constitute virtually an unbroken series.
Black v. Canal Co., 22 N. J. Eq. 402; Hofer‘s
Appeal, 116 Pa. 360, 9 At]. 441; Ingraham v.
Hough, 46 N. C. 43.

—0ontinuoIu adverse use. Is interchange-
able with the term “uuinterru ted adverse use."
Davidson v. Nicholson. 59 In 411.—-Contl.nu-
0115 Injury. One recurring at repeated inter-
vals, so as to be of repeated occurrence: not
necessariiiy an injury that never ceases. Wood
V, Sutcli e, 8 Eng. Law & Eq. 217.

As to continuous “Crime" and “Ease-
ments," see those tltla.

CONTRA. Against, confronting, oppo-
site to; on the other hand; on the contrary.
The word is used in many Laun phrases, as
appears by the following titles. In the books
of reports, contra. appended to the name of
a Judge or counsel, indicates that he held a
view of the matter in argument contrary to
that next before advanced. Also, after cita-
tion of cases in support of a position, contra
is often prefixed to citations of cases op-
posed to it.
—Oontra bones mores. Against good morals.
Contracts contra bonos mores are void.—Con-
tra for-mam oollationis. In old English law.
A writ that issued where lands given in per-
petual aims to lay bouses of religion, or to an
abbot and convent. or to the warden or master
of an hospital and his convent. to find certain
poor men with necessaries, and do divine serv-
ice. etc., were alienated, to the disherisou of the
house and church. By means of this writ the
donor or his heirs could recover the lands. Reg.
Orig. 238; Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 210.—Oontra.
for-mam doni. Against the form of the grant.
See Fosiu:noN.—-contra formam teena-
nenti. In old English law. A writ that lay for
the heir of a tenant, eufeoifed of certain lands
or tenements, by c_harter_of feoifment from :1

lord to make certain services and suits to his
court, who was afterwards distraiued for more
services than were mentioned in the charter.
Reg. Orig. 176; Old Nat. Brev. 162.—Oontr-a
for-man Itatuti. In criminal pleading. (Cou-
trary to the form of the statute in such case
made and provided.) The usual conclusion of
every indictment. etc.. brought for an oifense
created h statute.—-Contra jurbelll. Lat.
Against 1 e law of war. 1 Ixent. Comm. 6.-
Contra Jul commune. Against common
right or law; contrary to the rule of the com-
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mon law. I_3ract. fol. 48b.-—Oontra logem.
COPPQ. Against the law of the land.-Contra
omnes gentes. Against all people. Formal
words in old covenants of warranty. Fieta, lib.
3, c. 14, I 11.—0ontx-a paeem. Against the
peace. A phrase used in the Iatiu forms of
indictments, and also of actions for trespass,
to_ signify that the ofiense alleged was com-
mitted against the public eace, s’. e., involved
a breach of the peace. _T e full formula was
contra cem domim‘ regu. against the peace of
the 10 the king. In modern pleading, in this
country, the phrase “against t e peace of the
commonwealth” or “of the people" is used.-
Contra proferentem. Against the party
who proifers or puts forward a tbing.—Oontx-a
tabnlaa. In the civil law. Against the will.
(testainent.) Dig. 37. 4.—-Contra vadilun et
legiiun. In old En lish law. Against gage

and pledge. Bract. to. 1512.

Contra legens tacit and id tacit quot!
lex prohibit; in {random veto 1111!, said:
verbis lode, sententian ejua circum-
venit. He does contrary to the law who
does what the law prohibits: he acts in
fraud of the law who, the letter of the law
being inviolate, uses the law contrary to its
intention. Dig. 1, 3, Z).

Contra negantesn pr-ineipia non est
disputandun. There is no disputing
against one who denies flrst principles. Co.
Litt. 343.

Contra non valentem agere nulla eur-
rit praise:-iptio. No prescription runs
against a person unable to bring an action.
Broom. Max. 903

Contra verltaten lex nnnquam aliqnid
per-mittit. The law never suffers anything
contrary to truth. 2 Inst. 252.

CONTRABAND. Against law or treaty:
prohibited. Goods exported from or im-
ported into a country against its laws.
Brande. Articles, the importation or expor-
tation of which is prohibited by law. P.
Enc.

CONTRABAND or wait. Certain
classes of merchandise, such as arms and
ammunition, which, by the rules of interna-
tional law, cannot lawfully be furnished or
carried by a neutral nation to either of two
belligerents; if found in transit in neutral
vessels, such goods may be seized and con-
demned for violation of neutrality. The Pet-
erholi‘, 6 Wall. 58. 18 L. Ed. 564: Richardson
v. Insurance Co., 6 Mass. 114, 4 Am. Dec. 92.

A recent American author on international
law says that, “by the term ‘contraband of
war,’ we now understand a class of articles of
commerce which neutrals are prohibited from
furnishing to either one of the beliigerents. for
the reason that, by so doing, injury is done to
the other belligerent ;" and he treats of the sub-
ject, chiefly, in its relation to commerce u%n
the high seas. Hail. Int. Law, 570. 592; -

rod v. Alexander, 4 Heisk. (Tcun.) 345.

CONTRACAUSATOB. A criminal; one
prosecuted for a crime.
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CONTRACT. An agreement, upon suf-
ilcient consideration, to do or not to do a
particular thing. 2 Bl. Comm. 442; 2 Kent.
Comm. 449. Justice V. Lang. 42 N. Y. 496.
1 Am. Rep. 576; Edwards V. Kearzey, 96
U. S. 599. 24 L. Ed. 793; Canterberry v.
Miller, 70 I11. 355.

A covenant or agreement between two or
more persons, with a lawful consideration
or cause. Jacob.

A deliberate engagement between com-
petent parties. upon a legal consideration. to
do._ or abstain from doing, some set. Whar-
ton.

A contract or agreement is either where a
promise is made on one side and assented to
on the other: or where two or more persons
enter into engagement with each other by a
promise on either side. 2 Steph. Comm. 54.

A contract is an agreement by which one
person obligates himself to another to give,
to do. or permit, or not to do. something ex-
pressed or implied by such agreement. Civ.
Code La. art. 1761: Fisk V. Police Jury, 34
La. Ann. 45.

A contract is an agreement to do or not to
do a certain thing. Civ. Code Cal. 5 1549.

A contract is an agreenient between two
or more parties for the doing or not doing of
some specified thing. Code Ga. 1882. 5 2714.

A contract is an agreement between two or
more penons to do or not to do a particular
thing; and the obligation of a contract is found
in the terms in which the contract is expressed,
and is the duty thus assumed by the contract-
ing parties respectively to perform the stipula-
tions of such contract. When that duty is rec-
ognized and enforced liy the municipal law. it is
one of perfect. and when not so recognized and
enforced, of imperfect. obligation. Barlow v.
Greogory, 31 Conn. 265.

The writing which contains the agree-
ment of parties. with the terms and condi-
tions, and which serves as a proof of the
obligation.

Classification. Contracts may be classified
on several difierent methods. according to the
element In them which_ is brought into promi-
nence. The usual classifications are as follows:

Record, specialty, simple. Contracts of
record are such as are declared and adjudicat-
ed by courts of competent jurisdiction. or enter-

qn their records. including judgments. re-
cognizances. and statutes staple. Ilardeman V.
Down_er. 39 Ga. 42;’). These are not properly
speaking contracts at all. though they may be

_ Specialties,
or special contracts. are contracts under seal,
such as deeds and bonds. Ludwig v. Bungart.
26 Misc. Rep. 247. 56 N. Y. Supp. 5]. All
others are included in the description "simple"
contracts: that is. a simple contract is one
that is_ not a contract of record and not under
seal: it may be either written or oral, in either
case it is called a fiiarol" contract. the dis-
tinguishing feature being the lack of a seal.
Webster V. Fleming. 178 Ill. 140. 52 N. E. 975:
Perrine V. Cheeseman. 11 N. J. Law. 177. 19
Am. Dec. 388‘ Corcoran V. Railroad Co., 20
Misc. Rep. 197. 45 N. Y. Suigi. 86]: Justice
V. mag, 42 N. Y. 493. 1 Am. ep. 576.

Express and implied. An express contract
is an actual agreement of the parties. the terms
of which are openly uttered or declared at the
time of making it. being stated in distinct and
explicit illlllllle. either orally or in writing.
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2 Bl. Comm. 443; 2 Kent, Comm. 450; Linn V.
Ross. 10 Ohio, 414. 36 Am. Dec. 95; Thomp-
son V..‘V00dl‘uE, 7_ Cold. (Team) 401; Grevall
v._Whiteman. Misc. Rep. 279. 65 N. Y. Supp.
944. _A.n implied contract is one not created
or evidenced by the explicit agreement of the
parties, but inferred by the law, as a matter of
reason and Justice from their acts or conduct,
the circumstances surrounding the transaction
making it a reasonable. or even a necessary. as-
sumption that a contract existed between them
by tacit understanding. Miller's Appeal, 100
Pa. 568 45 Am. Rep. 394; Wickham V. Weil
(Com. in.) 17 N. 1. Supp. 518: Hinkle v.
Sage. 67 Ohio St. W. 65 N. E. ; Power
Co. V. Montgomery. 114 Ala. 433. 21 South.
960; Railway Co. V. Gaifney. 65 Ohio St. 101.
61 N. E. "152: Jennings V. Bank. 79 Cal. 323.
21 Pac. 852, 5 L. R. A. 233. 12 Am. St. Rep.
145; Deane V. Hodge, 35 Minn. 146, 27 N. W.
917. 59 Am. Rep. 321; Bixby V. Moor. 51
N. H. Implied contracts are sometimes
subdivided into those “implied in fact" and
those “implied in law,” the former being cover-
ed by the definition just given, while the latter
are obligations imposed upon a person by the
law. not in pursuance of his intention and
agreement, either expressed or implied. but even
against his will and design. because the circum-
stances between the parties are such a to ren-
der it just that the one should have a right.
and the other a corresponding liability. similar
to those which would arise from a_ contract be-
tween them. This kind of obligation therefore
rests on the principle that whatsoever it_ is cer-
tain a man ought to do that the law will sup-
pose him to have promised to do. And hence it
is said that. while the liability of a party to
an express contract arises directly from the
contract, it is just the reverse in the case of a
contract “implied in law," the contract there
being implied or arising from the liability.
Musgrove V. Jackson. 59 Miss. 392: Bliss V.
Hoyt. 70 Vt. 534. 41 Atl. 1Q_26: Linn V. Ross.
10 Ohio. 414. 36 Am. Dec. 9;): Peoole V. Speir.
77 N. Y. 150; O'Brien v. Young. 95 N. Y. 4_32.
47 Am. Rep. 64. But obligations of this kind
are not properly contracts at all. and should
not be so denominated. There can be no true
contract without a mutual and concurrent inten-
tion of the parties. Such obligations are more
properly described as “quasi contracts." Wil-
lard V. Doran. 48 Hun. 402. 1 N. Y. Supp. 588:
People v. Sneir. 77 N. Y. 150: Woods V. Ayres.
39 Mich. 350. 33 Am. Rep. 396: Bliss V. Hoyt.
E0 Vt.5 534, 41 Atl. 1026; Keeper, Quasi

ontr. .v

Executed and executory. Contracts are al-
so distinguished into executed and executory:
executed. where nothing remains to be done by
either party, and where the transaction is com-
pleted at the moment that the arrangement is
made. as where. an article is sold and delivered.
and payment therefor is made on the spot;
eaecutory. where some future act is to be done.
as where an agreement is made to build a house
in six months. or to do an act on or before some
future day. or to lend money upon a certain
interest. payable at a future time. Farrinlrton
v. Tennessee. 95 U. S. 683. 24 L. Ed. 558; Fox
V. Kitton, 19 II]. 532: Watkins v. Nugen. 118
Ga. 372, 45 S. E. 262: K noch V. Ives. ‘l
Fed. Cos. 890: Watson V. ast. 35 W. Va.
463. 14 S. E. 249; Keolruk V. Electric Co., 90
Iowa. 67. 57 N. W. 689; Hatch v._St.andarii Oil
Co., 100 U. S. 130. 25 L. Ed. 504: Foley v.
Felrath, 98 Ala. 176, 13 South. 485, 39 Am.
St. Rep. 39 But executed contracts are not
properly contracts at all. except reminisceutly.
The term denotes rights in property which have
been acquired b means 0 contract: but the

onger bound by a contractual
gigi Mettei v. Gales, 12 S. D. 632, 82 N. W.

Entire and scvcrable. An entire contract is
one the consideration of which is entire on both
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sides. The entire fulfillment of the promise by
either is a condition precedent to the fulfillment
of any part of the promise by the other. When-
ever, therefore. there is a contract to pay the
gross sum for a certain and definite considera-
tion. the contract is entire. A severable con-
tract is one the consideration of which is, by
its terms, susceptible of apportionment on ei-
ther side, so as to correspond to the unascer-
tained consideration on the other side, as _a
contract to pay a rson the worth of his
services so long as e will do certain work‘
or to give a certain price for every bushel of
so much corn as corresponds to a sam ie.
Potter v. Potter, 43 Or. 149. 72 Pac. 7 ;
Telephone Co. v. Root (Pa. 4 Atl. 829:
Horseman v. Horseman, r. 83. 72 Pac.
098; Norringtou v. Wright (0. C.) 5 Fed. 771:
Dowley v. Schltfer (Com. P1.) 13 N. Y. Supp.
232: O ood v. Bauder, 75 Iowa. 550, 39 N.

887, L. R. A. 655. Where a contract con-
sists of many parts. which may be considered as

rts of one whole, the contract is entire.
hen the parts may be considered as so man

distinct contracts, entered into at one time. an
expressed in the same instrument, but not there-
by made one contract. the contract is a sep-
arable contract. But, if the consideration of the
contract is single and entire, the contract must
be held to be entire, although the subject of
the contract may consist of several distinct and
wholly independent items. 2 Pars. Cont. 517.

Pas-ol. All contracts which are not contracts
of record and not specialties are parol contracts.
It is erroneous to contrast “parol" with "writ-
ten." Though a contract may be wholly in
writing, it is still a parol contract if it is not
under seal. Yarborcugh v. West, 10 Ga. 473:
Jones v. Hollidav. 11 Tex. 415, 62 -Am. Dec.
487 ' Ludwi v. Bungart, 26 Misc. Rep. 247. 56
N. 2'. Supp. 1.

Joint and several. A oint contract is one
made by two or more prom sors, who are joint-
ly bound to fulfill its obligations, or made to
two or more promisees, who are jointly en-
titled to require performance of the same. A
contract may be “several" as to any one of
several romisois or promisees, if he has a
legal rig 1: (either ti-om the terms of the agree-
ment or the nature of the undertaking) to en-
force his individual interest separately from the
other parties. R_aine v. Smizer, 28 M0. 310;
Bartlett v. Robbins, Metc. (Mass.) 186.

Principal and accessory.‘ A principal con-
tract is one which stand by itsel , justifies its
own existence. and is not subordinate or auxili-
ary to any other. Accessc contracts are those
made for assuring the pe rmance of a prior
contract, either by the same parties or by others,
such as suretyshgz‘ mortgage, and pledges. Civ.
Code In. art. 17

Unilateral and bilateral. A unilateral
contract is one in which one party makes an
express enxasemen; or undertakes a perform-
ance, without receiving in return any express
engagement or promise of performance from
the other. Bilateral (or reciprocal) contracts
are those by which the parties expressly enter
into mutnal engagements. such as sale or hire.
Civ. Code La. art. 1758: Poth. Obi. 1. 1. 1,
2: Montpelier Seminary v. Smith. 69 Vt. 382.
. Atl. 66: Laclede Const. Co. v. Tudor Iron-
works, 169 M0. 137. 69 S. W. 388.

Consensual and real. Consensual con-
tracts are such as are founded upon and com-
pleted by the mere agreement of the contracting
ggrties, without any external formality or sym-

iic act to fix the obligation. Real contracts
are those in which it is necessary that there
should be something more than mere consent,
such as a loan of money, deposit or pledge.
which, from their nature. require a delivery
of the thing. (rcs.) Inst. 3, 1 , 2; Id. 3. 15;
Halifax, Civil Law. b. 2. c. 15, No. 1. in the
common law a contract respecting real property
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(such as a lease of land for years) is called a
“real" contract. 3 Coke, 22¢.

Certain and liasardous. Certain contracts
are those in which the thing to be done is sup-
posed to depend on the wil of the party. or
when, in the usual course of events. it must hap-
pen in the manner sti iilated. Hazardous con-
tracts are those in w ich the performance -of
that which is one of its objects depsnds on an
uncertain event. Civ. Code La. 17b .

Commutative and independent. Com-
mutative contracts are those in which what is
done, given, or promised by one party is con-
sidered as an equivalent to or in consideration
of what is done, given. or promised by the oth-
er. Civ. Code La. 1761' Ridings v. Johnson,
128 U. s. 212. 9 Sup. dc. 72. 32 n Ed. 401.
Independent contracts are those in which the
mutual acts or promises have no relation to
each other, either as equivalents or as considera-
tions. Civ. Code La. 1762.

Gratuitous and onerous. Gratuitous con-
tracts are those of which the object is the bene-
fit of the person. with whom it is made, with-
out any profit or advantage received or prom-
ised ss a consideration for_ it. It is not, how-
ever, the less gratuitous it it proceed either
from gratitude for a benefit before received or
from the hope of receiving one hereafter, al-
though such benefit be of a pecuniary nature.
Onerous contracts are those in which something
is given or promised as a consideration for the
engagement or gift, or some service. interest,
or condition is imposed on what is given or
promised, although unequal to it in value. Civ.
Code La. 1766. 1707; Penitentiary Co. v.
Nelms. 65 Ga. 506. 38 Am. Rep. 793.
llutual interest, nixed, etc. Contracts

of “mutual interest" are such as are entered
ln.to for the reel rocal interest and utility of
each of the pa es: as sales. exchange. part-
nershig, and the like. “Mixed" contracts are
those y which one of th_e_parties confers a hen-
efit on the other. receiving something of in-
ferior value in return. such as a donation sub-
ject to a charge. Contracts “of beneficence" are
those by which only one of the contracting par-
ties is benefited; as loans. deposit and mandate.
Poth. Obi. 1, 1, 1, 2.

A conditional contract is an executory con-
tract the performance of which depends upon a.
condition. It is not simply an executory con-
tract, since the latter may be an_absolute_agree-
merit to do or not to do something, but it is a
contract whose very existence and performance
depend upon a contingency. Railroad Co. v.
Jones. 2 Gold. (Team) 584; French v. Osiner.
07 Vt. 427, 32 Atl. 254.

Constructive contracts are such as arise
when the law prescribes the rights and liabil-
ities of persons who have not in reality entered
into a contract at all, but between whom cir-
cnnistances make it just that one should have
a. ri ht, and the other he subgect to a liability.
simi at to the rights and liabilities in cases of
express contract. Wickhsm V. Well (Com. Pl.
17 N. Y. Supp. 518: Graham v. Cummings. 20
Pa. 516, 57 Atl. 943: Robinson v. Tui-rentine
C. 59 Fed. 559: Hertzog v. Hertzog, 29
a. '.

Personal contract. A contract relating to
personal property. or one which so far involves
the element of personal knowledge or skill or

rsonal confidence that it can be rformed on-if by the person with whom ma e, and there-
fore is not binding on his executor. See Janin
v. Browne, 59 Cal. 44.

Special contract. contract under seal;
a s ialty; as distinguished from one merely
ors or in writing not sealed. But in common
usage this term is often used to denote an ex-
press or explicit contract. _one which clearl
defines and settles the reciprocal ri hts a
obligations of the parties, as distinguis ed from‘
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one which must be made out. and its terms as-
certained. by the inference of the law from the
nature and circumstances of the transaction.

Compound words and plu-asss.—Con-
tract of benevolence. A contract made for
the benefit of one of the contracting parties
only, as a mandate or deposit.—-Cont:-not of
record. A contract of record is one which has
been declared and adjudicated by a court hav-
ing 'urisdiction, or which is entered of record
in o ience to, or in earring out, the judg-
ments of a court. Code a. 1882, 2716.-
Confrnot of sale. A contract by w ich one
of the contractin parties. called the ‘‘seller,''
enters into an ob igation to the other to cause
him to have freely, by a title of proprietor, a

money.
which the other contracting party, called the
"buyer," on his part obliges himself to2281
Poth. Cont.; Civ. Code La. 1900, art. 39'
White v. Treat :0. C.) 100 F a. 291; Sawmill
Co. v. 0'Shee, 111 IA. 817. 35 South. 919.-

ntraot. An obligation growing out of
a contract or contractual relation of such a
nature that it debars the party from legally
entering into a similar contract at‘a later time
with any other person: particularly applied to
inarriage.—Qnad contracts. In the civil law.
A contractual relation arising out of transac-
tions between the arties which give them mu-
tual rights and ob igations, but do not involve
a specific and ex ress convention or agreement
between them. eener. Quasi Contr. 1; Brack-
ett v. Norton, 4 Conn. 524. 10 Am. Dec. 179;
People v. Sneir, 77 N. Y. 150: Willard v.
Doran. Hun, fi. 1 N. Y. Supp. 588: Mo-
Sorley v. Faulkner (Com. Pl.) 18 N. Y. Supp.
460: Railway Co. v. Gafiney, 65 Ohio St. 104
61 N. E. 153. Quasi contracts are the lawful
and purely voluntary acts of a man. from which
there results any obligation whatever to a third

rson. and sometimes a reciprocal obligation
Egtween the parties. C-iv. Code La. art. 2..
Persons who have not contracted with each
other are often regarded by the Roman law.
under a certain state of _fac_ts, as if they had
actually concluded a convention between. them-
selves. The legal relation which then takes
place between t ese persons, which has always
a similarity to a contract obligation. is there-
fore termed “obIigatio quasi ca oontr_octu."
Such a relation arises from the conducting of
aflairs without authority. (ncgotiorum genie.)
from the payment of what was not due. (solutio
inde-bc'ti,) from tutorship and curatorahip, and
from taking possession of an inhentauce.
Mackeld. Rom. Law. 5 491.-Subcontract.
A contract subordinate to another contract,
made or intended to be made between the con-
tracting parties, on. one part, or some of them,
and a stranger. 1 H. BI. 37. 45. Wiiere a per-
son has contracted for the performance of ceb
tain work, (e. 9., to build a house,) and he in
turn engages a third party to perform the
whole or a pdrt of that which is included in tiie
original contract, (e. g.. to do the carpenter
worlr.) his agreement with such third person is
called a “subcontract " and such person is call-
ed a “subcontractor. Central Trust Co. v.
Railroad Co. C. C.) 54 FM‘. 729:
Houston. 101 . C. 605, 8 E. 366

Lester v.

COITRACTION. Abbreviation; abridg-
ment or shortening of a word by omitting a
letter or letters or a syllable, with a mark
over the place where the eiision occurs. This
was customary in records written in the an-
cient “court hand." and is frequently found
in the books printed in black-letter.

CONTRACTOR. This term is strictly
applicable to any person who enters into a
contract, (Kent v. Railroad 00., 12 N. Y. 628,)
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but is commonly reserved to designate one
who. for a fixed price, undertakes to pro-
cure the performance of works on a large
scale, or the furnishing of goods in large
quantities, whether for the public or a com-
pany or individual. (McCarthy v. Second
Parish, 71 Me. 318, 36 Am. Rep. 320; Brown
v. Trust Co., 174 Pa. 443. 34 All. 335.)

CONTRACTUI. Int.
tract ; contracts.
—Cont1-actns bone ildol. In Roman law.
Contracts of good faith. Those contracts which,
when brou ht into litigation. were not deter-
mined by t e rules of the strict law alone, but.
allowed the judge to examine into the bone [idea
‘of the transaction, and to hear equitable con-
siderations against their enforcement. In this
they were opposed to contracts stricti juris,
against_ which equitable defenses could not be
entcrtained.—-Contract/ns oiviles. In Roman
law. Civil_conti-acts. Those contracts which
were recognized as actionable by the strict civil
law of Rome, or as being founded u a par-
ticular statute, as distinguished roin those
which could not be enforced in the courts ex-
cept by the aid of the printer, who. through his
equitable powers, u\’(' an action upon them.
The latter were cal ed “contracts: pr¢tors'o'.”

Cont:-notns est: quasi aotns contra no-

tiun. 2 Coke, 15. A contract 'is, as it were,
act against act.

Oontrnotns ox tnrpi onnsn, vol contra.
bonos mores, nnllns art. A contract
founded on a base consideration, or against
good morals, is null. Hob. 167.

Cont:-aotns legeni ox oonvontiono ao-
oiplnnt. Contracts receive legal sanction
from the agreement of the parties. Dig. 16,
3, 1, 6.

CONTRADICT. In practice. To dis-
prove. To prove a fact contrary to what has
been asserted by a witness.

OONTRADICTION IN TERMS. A
phrase of which the parts are expressly in~
consistent, as, c. (1., “an innocent mnrder;"
"a fee-simple for life."

CONTRESCBPFUBA. In Spanish law.
A counter-writing; counter-letter. A docu-
ment executed at the same time with an act
of sale or other instrument, and operating by
way of defeasance or otherwise modifying
the apparent effect and purport of the orig-
inal instrument. '

CONTRAPACTIO. Counterfeiting; as
coutrafactio stylus‘ regis, counterfeiting the
king's seal. Cowell.

CONTRAINTE PAR. CORPS. In
French law. The civil process of arrest of
the person, which is imposed upon vendors
falsely representing their property to be un-
incumbered, or upon persons moi-tgnging
property which they are aware does not be-
long to them, and in other cases of moral
beinousness. Brown.

i

Contract; a con-
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CONTEALIGATIO. In old English law.
Counter—obligation. Literally, counter-bind-
ing. Est enim obligatio quasi oontraligatio.
Fleta, lib. 2, c. 56, 5 1.

. CONTRAMANDATIO. A countermand-
ing. Oontramandatio placm, in old English
law, was the respiting of a defendant, or
glving him further time to answer, by coun-

termanding the day fixed for him to plead,
and appointing a new day; a sort of impar-
lance.

-‘ oorrntauaivnarun. A lawful ex-
cuse, which a defendant in a suit by attor-
ney alleges for himself to show that the
plaintiff has no cause of complaint. Blonnt.

CONTBAPLACITUH. In old English
law. A counter-plea. Townsh. P1. 61.

GONTBAPOSITIO. In old English law.
A plea or answer. Blount A counter-po-
sitlon.

CONTBARIENTS. This word was used
in the time of Edw. II. to signify those who
were opposed to the government, but were
neither rebels nor traitors. Jacob.

Cont:-nriorun contra:-la. est ratio.
Hob. 344. The reason of contrary things is
contrary.

CONTRAROTULATOR. A controller.
One whose business it was to observe the
money which the collectors had gathered for
the use of the king or the people. CowelL
—Contrnrotnlntor pipe. An oificer of the
exchequer that writeth out summons twice every
year, to the siieriffs, to levy the rents and debts
of the pipe. Blount.

OONTBAT. In French law. Cnntrncts
are of the following varieties: (1) Bilateral,
or sunallagma.tiqu.c, where each party is
bound to the other to do what is just and
proper: or (2) unilateral. where the one side
only is bound; or (3) oommutatif. where one
does to the other something which is sup-
posed to be an equivalent for what the other
does to him; or (4) aléatoire, where the con-
sideration for the act of the one is a mere
chance; or (5) control de bienfaiaancc, where
the one party procures to the other a purely
gratuitous benefit; or (6) contra: a titre
onereuz, where each party is bound under
some duty to the other. Brown.

OONTRATALLIA. In old English law.
A counter-tally. A term used in the ex-
chequer. Mem. in Scacc. M. 26 Edw. 1.

CONTRATENERE.
to withhold. Whishaw.

To hold against ;

GONTRAVENING EQUITY. A right
or equity, in another person, which is incon-
sistent with and opposed to the equity sought
to be enforced or recognized.

OONTRIBUTION

CONTRAVENTION. In French law.
An act which violates the law, a treaty, or an
agreement which the party has made. That
infraction of the law punished by a line
which does not exceed fifteen francs and by
an imprisonment not exceeding three days.
Pen. Code, 1.

In Scotch law. The act of breaking
through any restraint imposed by deed, by
covenant, or by a court. -

OONTBECTARE. Lat. In the civil
law. To handle; to take hold of; to meddle
with.

In old English luv. To treat. Vel male
coutrectet; or shall ill treat. Fleta, lib. 1,
c. 17, 5 4.

CONTRECTATIO. In the civil and old
English law’. Touching; handling; meddling.
The act of removing a thing from its place
in such a manner that, if the thing be not
restored, it will amount to theft. '

Oontreotntlo rel nliena, nnlrno furna-
d:l, est .fu:-turn. Jenk. Cent. 132. The
touching or removing of another's property,
with an intention of stealing, is theft.

CONTREPACON. In French law. The
oflense of printing or causing to be printed in

book, the copyright of which is held by an-
other, without authority from him. Merl.
Repert. .

CONTRE-HAITBE. In French marine
law. The chief oflicer of a vessel,' who, in
case of the sickness or absence of the master,
commanded in his place. Literally, the
counter-master.

CONTRIBUTE. To supply a share or
proportional part of money or property to-
ward the prosecution of a common enter-
prise or the discharge of a joint obligzition.
Park v. Missionary Soc., 62 Vt. 19, 20 Atl.
107 ; Railroad Co. V. Creasy (Tex.' Civ. App.)
27 S. W. 945.

CONTRIBUTION. In common law.
The sharing of a loss or payment among
several. The act of any one or several of I
number of co-debtors, co-suretles, etc., in re-
imbursing one of their number who has paid
the whole debt or suffered the whole liabil-
ity, each to the extent of his proportionate
share. Canosia Tp. v. Grand Lake Tp., 80
Minn. 357, 83 N. W. 346; Dysurt v. Crow,
170 M0. 275, 70_S. W. 689; Aspinwall v.
Sacchi, 57 N. Y. 336; Vamliver v. Pollak, 107
Ala. 547, 19 South. 180; 54 Am. St. Rep. 118.

In maritime law. Where the property
of one of several parties interested in a ves-
sel and cargo has been voluntarily sacrificed
for the common safety, (as by throwing goods
overboard to lighten the vessel,) such loss
must be made good by the contribution of the
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others, which is termed “general average."
3 Kent. Comm. 232-244; 1 Story, Eq. Jur. I
490.

In the civil law. A partition by which
the creditors of an insolvent debtor divide
among themselves the proceeds of his prop-
erty proportiouably to the amount of their
respective credits. Code La. art. 2522. no. 10.

Contribution is the division which is made
among the heirs of the succession of the debts
with which the succession is charged, accord-
ing to the proportion which each is bound to
bear. Civ. Code La. art. 1420.

GON’.l'B.IBU'.l'IONE' FACIENDA. In
old English law. A writ that lay where ten-
ants in common were bound to do some act,
and one of them -was put to the whole bur-
then, to compel the rest to make contribu-
tion. Reg. Orig. 175; Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 162.

OONTBIBUTORY, n. A person liable to
contribute to the assets of a company which
is being wound up, as being a member or (in
some cases) a past member thereof. Mozley
& Whitley.

GONTBIBUTOBY, adj. Joining in the
promotion of a given purpose; lending as-
sistance to the production of a given result.

As to contributory "Infringement" and
“Negligence,” see those titles.

CONTROLLER. A comptroller. which
see.

corrrnoumrrr. In old English law.
The controlling or checking of another om-
cer's account: the keeping of a counter-roll.

OONTROVEB. In old English law. All
inventer or deviser of false news. 2 Inst.
22?.

GONTBOVERSY. A litigated question;
adversary proceeding in a court of law; a
civil action or suit. either at law or in equity.
Barber v. Kennedy, 18 Minn. 216 (Gil. 198);
State v. Guinotte, 156 M0. 513, 57 S. W. 281.
50 L. R. A. 787.

it _diEers fronl “case.” which includes all suits.
crlmlnul as well as civil: whereas “controver-
sy" is a civil and not a criminal proceeding.
Chisholm v. Georgia, 2 Dali. 419, 431. 432, 1
L. Ed. 440. _

CONTROVEBT. To dispute; to deny;
to oppose or contest; to take issue on. Bug-
gy Co. v. Patt, 73 Iowa. 485, 35 N. W. 587;
Swenson v. Kleinschmidt, 10 Mont. 473, 26
Pac. 198.

CONTUBERNIUH. In Roman law.
The marriage of slaves; a permitted cohab-
itation. '

CONTUXACE OAPIENDO.
IIW.

in English
Excommunication in all cases of con-
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tempt in the spiritual courts is discontinued
by 53 Geo. III. e. 127, I 2, and in lieu there-
of, where a lawful citation or sentence has
not been obeyed. the Judge shall have pow-
er, after a certain period, to pronounce such
person contumacious and in contempt, and
to signify the same to the court of chancery,
whereupon a writ de oontumnce capicn-do
shall issue from that court, which shall have
the same force and eflect as formerly belong-
ed, in case of contempt, to a writ dc excom-
municato capiendo. (2 & 3 Wm. IV. c. 93; 3
& 4 Vict. c. 93.) Wharton.

CONTUHACY. The refusal or inten-
tional omission of a person who has ‘been
duly cited before a court to appear and de-
fend the charge laid against him, or, if he is
‘duly before the court, to obey some lawful
order or direction made in the cause. In the
former case it is called “presumed” contu-.-
macy; in the latter, “actual." The term is
chiefly used in ecclesiastical law. See3 Curt.
Ecc. 1.

OONTUKAX. One accused of a crime
who retuses to appear and answer to the
charge. An outlaw.

OONTUSION. In medical jurisprudence.
A bruise: an injury to any external part of‘
the body by the impact of a fall or the blow
of a blunt instrument, without laceration ot_

the flesh, and either with or without a tear-
ing of the skin, but in the former case it is
more properly called a “contused wound." '

CONTUTOR. Lat.
A co-tutor, or co-guardian.

In the civil
Inst. 1, 24, I.

OONUSANOE. In English
nizance or jurisdiction.
Termes de la Ley.

—Coaunnoe, claim of. See Cooruzsncs.

law. Cog-
Couusance of pleas.

C O N ‘U 8 A N '1‘. Cognizant: acquainted
with; having actual knowledge; as, if a
party knowing of an agreement in which he
has an interest makes no objection to it, he
is said to be conusant. Co. Litt. 151. ’ '

CONUSEE. See Coeluzn.

OONUSOR. See Cooluzoa.

ooxvnxannn. In old English law;
Suitable; agreeable: convenient; fitting.
Lltt. 5 103. .

oosvmm. In the civil law. To bring
an action.

CONVENIENT. Proper; just: suitable.
Finlay v. Dickerson, 29 ill. 20; Railway Co.
v. Smith, 173 U. S. 684, 19 Sup. Ct. 565, 43
L. Ed. 8538.

law...
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CONVENIT. Lat. In civil and old Inig-
lish law. It is agreed; it was agreed.

CONVENT. The fraternity of an abbey
or priory, as aocietas is the number or tel-
lows in a college. A religious house, now re-
garded as a merely voluntary association, not
importing civil death. 33 Law J. Ch. 308.

CONVENTICLE. A private assembly or
meeting for the exercise of religion. The
word was first an appellation of reproach to
the religious assemblies of Wycliffe in ’the
reigns of Edward III. and Richard IL. and
was afterwards applied to a meeting or dis-
senters trom the established church. As this
word in strict propriety denotes an unlawful
assembly, it cannot be justly applied to the
assembling of persons in places of worship
licensed according to the requisitions of law.
Wharton.

OONVENTIO. In canon law. The act
or summoning or calling together the parties
by summoning the defendant.

In the civil law. A compact, agreement,
or convention. An agreement between two
or more persons respecting a legal relation
between them. The term is one of very wide
scope, and applies to all classes of subjects in
which an engagement or business relation
may be founded by agreement. It is to be
distinguished from the negotiations or prelim-
inary transactions on the object of the con-
vention and fixing its extent, which are not
binding so long as the convention is not con-
cluded. Mackeid. Rom. Law, 55 385, 386.

In contracts. An agreement; acovenant.
Cowell.
—Oornventlo :l.n nnnns. In the civil law. The
agreement between the two parties to a con-
tract upon the sense of the contract proposed.
It is an essential part of the contract, follow-
ing the pollicitatlon ozdproposal emanating from
the one, and follow by the consenslon or
agreement of the other.

Oonventio private!-nan non potest pub-
lico Ju-i derogu-o. The agreement of pri-
vate persons cannot, derogate from public
right, I. e., cannot PI-event the application of
general rules of law, or reader valid any con-
travention of law. 00. Litt. 166a; Wing.
Max. p. 746, max. 201.

Convenflo vincit legesn. The express
agreement of parties overcomes [prevails
against] the law. Story, Ag. 5 368.

CONVENTION. In Roman luv. An
agreement between parties; a pact. A con-
vention was a mutual engagement between
two persons, possessing all the subjective req-
uisites of a contract, but which did not give
rise to an action, nor receive the sanction of
the law, as hearing an “obligation." until the
objective requisite of a solemn ceremonial,
(such as stipuiauo) was supplied. in other
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words, convention was the informal agree-
ment of the parties, which formed the basis
oi’ a contract. and which became a contract
when the external formalities were superim-
posed. See Maine, Anc. Law, 313.

“The division of conventions into contracts
and pacts was important in-the Roman law.
The former were such conventions as already.
by the older civil law. founded an obligation and
action; all the other conventions were termed
‘pacts.’ These generally did not produce an. ac-
tionable obligation. Actionabllity was subse-
quently given to several pacts, whereby they re-
ceived the same power and eflieacy that con-
tracts received." Mackeld. Rom. Law. i 395.

In English law. An extraordinary as-
sembly of the houses or lords and commons,
without the assent or summons of the sov-
ereign. It can only be Justiiled ea necessi-
tate ref, as the parliament which restored
Charles II., and that which disposed of the
crown and kingdom to William and Mary.
Wharton.

Also the name of an old writ that lay for
the breach of a covenant.

In legislation. An assembly of delegates
or representatives chosen by the people for
special and extraordinary legislative pur-
poses, such as the framing or revision of a
state constitution. Also an assembly ot'dele-
gates chosen by a political party, or by the
party organization in alarger or smaller ter-
ritory, to nominate candidates for an ap-
proaching election. State v. Metcalt, 18 S.
D. 393, 100 N. W. 925. 67 L. R. A. 331; State
v. Tooker, 18 Mont. 540, 48 Pac. 530, 34 L.
R. A. 315: Schafer v. Whipple, 25 Colo. 400.
55 Pac. 180.

Constitutional convention.
s'r.ri'u'rl0N .

In public and international law. A
pact or agreement between states or nations
in the nature of a treaty: usually applied (a)
to agreements or arrangements preliminary
to a formal treaty or to serve as its basis, or
(b) international agreements for the regula-
tion of matters or common interest but not
coming within the sphere of politics or com-
merciai intercourse, such as international
postage or the protection or submarine cables.
U. S. Comp. St. 1901. p. 8589; U. S. v. Hunt-
er (C. C.) 21 Fed. 615.

CONVENTIONAL. Depending on, or
arising from, the mutual agreement of par-
ties; as distinguished from legal, which
means created by, or arising from, the act of
the law.

As to conventional “Estates,” "interest,"
“Mortgage," "Subrogation," and "Trustees."
see those titles.

CONVENTIONE. The name of a writ
for the breach of any covenant in writing,
whether real or personal. Reg. Orig. 115;
Fiizh. Nat. Brev. 145.

CONVENTIONS. This name is some-
times given to compacts or treaties with tor-

See CON-
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eign countries as to the apprehension and ex-
tradition of fugitive oifenders. See Erran-
nrrros.

GONVENTUAI. CHURCH. In ecclesi-
astical law. That which consists of regular
clerks, professing some order or religion; or
of dean and chapter; or other societies of
spiritual men.

OONVENTUALI.
in a convent or religious house.

Religious men united
Cowell.

OONVENTUS. Lat. A coming together;
a convention or assembly. Corwcntus magna-
ium eel procerum (the assembly of chief men
or peers) was one of the names of the English
parliament. 1 Bl. Comm. 148.

‘In the civil law. The term meant a
gathering together of people; a crowd as-
sembled for any purpose; also a convention,
pact, or bargain.
—Oonventus Jo:-ldicus. In the Roman law.
A court of sessions held in the Roman provinces,
by the president of the province, assisted by a
certain number of counsellors and assessors, at
fixed periods, to hear and determine suits, and
to provide for the civil administration of the
province. Schm. Civil Law, Introd. 17.

OONYEBSANT. one who is in the hab-
it of being in a particular place is said to
be conversant there. Barnes, 162. Acquaint-
ed; familiar.

OONVEBIANTES. In old English law.
conversant or dwelling: commorant.

CONVERSATION. Manner of living;
habits of life; conduct; as in the phrase
“chaste life and conversation." Bradshaw v.

People, 153 Ill. 158, 38 N. E. 652. “Criminal
conversation” means seduction of another
man's wife, considered ya an actionable in-
jury to the husband. Prettyman v. William-
son. 1 Pennewiil (Del.) 224, 39 Atl. 731;
Crocker v. Crocker, 98 Fed. 702.

CONVERSE. The transposition of the
subject and predicate in a proposition, as:‘
“hwerything is good in its place." Converse,
"Nothing is good which is not in its place."
Wharton.

CONVERSION. In equity. The trans-
formation of one species of property into an-
other, asmoney into land or land into mon-
ey; or, more particularly, a fiction of law,
by which equity assumes that such a trans-
formation has taken place (contrary to the
fact) when it is rendered necessary by the
equities of the case,—-as to carry into effect
the directions of a will or settlement,—and
by which the property so dealt with becomes
invested with the properties and attributes of
that into which it is supposed to have been
converted. Seymour v. Freer. 8 Wall. 214,
19 L. Ed. 306; Ila-ward V. Peuvey. 128 III.
430, 21 N. El. 503. 15 Am. St. Rep. 120;
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Yerkes v. Yerkes, 200 Pa. 419, 50 M1. 186;
Appeal of Clarke, 70 Conn. 195, 39 'Atl. 155.

At law. An unauthorized assumption and
exercise of the right of ownership over goods
or personal chattels belonging to another,
to the alteration of their condition or the
exclusion of the owner's rights. Baldwin v.
Cole, 6 Mod. 212; Trust Co. v. Tod, 170 N.
Y. 233, 63 N. E. %; Boyce v. Brockway,
31 N. Y. 490; University V. Bank, 96 N. C.
280, 3 S. E. 359; Webber v. Davis, 44 Me.
147, 69 Am. Dec. 87 ; Gilman v. Hill, 36 N.
H. 311; Stough v. Stefani, 19 Neb. 468, 21'
N. W. 445; Schroeppel v. Corning, 5 Demo
(N. Y.) 236; Aschermann v. Brewing Co., 45
Wis. 266. ,

—Oonstruct1ve conversion. An. implied or
virtual conversion, which takes place where a
person does such acts in reference to the goods
of another as amount in law to the appropria-
tion of the ropert to himself. Scruggs v.
Scruggs (C. .) 106 ed. 28: Laverty v. neth-
en, 68 N. Y. 524, 23 Am. Rep. 184.

OONVEY. To pass or transmit the title
to property from one to another; to transfer
property or the title to property by deed.or
instrument under seal.

To convey real estate is, by an appropriate
instrument, to transfer the legal title to it from
the present owner to another. Abendroth v.
Greenwich, 29 Conn. 356.

Convey.relates properly to the disposition of
real roperty, not to personal. Dickerxnan V.
Abra ams, 21 Barb. (N. Y.) 551. 561.

OONVEYANCE. In pleading.
duction or inducement.

In real property law. The transfer of
the title of land from one person or class of
persons to another. Klein v. McNamara, 54
Miss. 105; Alexander v. State. 28 Tex. App.
186, 12 S. W. 595; Brown v. Fitz, 13 N. H.
283; Pickett v. Buckner, 45 Miss. 245; Dick-
erman v. Abrahams, 21 Barb. (N. Y.) 551. .

An instrument in writing under seal, (an-
ciently termed an "assurance,") by which
some estate or interest in lands is transferred
from one person to another; such as a deed.
mortgage, etc. 2 Bl. Comm. 293, 295, 309.

Conveyance includes every instrument in
writing by which any estate or interest in
real estate is created, aliened, mortgaged, or
assigned, or by which the title to my real
estate may be affected in law or equity, ex-
cept last wills and testaments, leases for a
term not exceeding three years, and execu-
tory contracts for the sale or purchase of
lands. 1 Rev. St. N. Y. p. 762. i, 38;. Gen.
St. Minn. 1878, c. 40, § 26; How. St. Mich.
1882. 5 5689. _ -

The term "conveyance," as used in the
California Code. embraces every instrument
in writing by which any estate or interest in
real property is created. aliened. mortgaged,
or incumbered, or by which the title to any
real property may be aifected, except wills.
Civil Code Cal. 5 1215.
—Absolute or conditional conveyance.
An absolute conveyance is one by which the

Intro-
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right or pro rty in a thin is transferred. free
of_ any con ition or quali cation, by which it
might be defeated or changed; as an ordinary
deed of lands, in contradistinction to a mort-
gage, which is a. conditional conveyance. Bur-
riil; Falconer v. Bufialo, etc., R. 0)., 69 N. 1'.
491.—Mesne conveyance. An intermediate
conveyance; one occupying an intermediate po-
sition in a chain of title between the first gran-
tee and the present holder.—Ps-{mu-y convey-
ances. Those by means whereof the benefit or
estate is created or first arises; as distinguish-
ed from those whereby it may be enlarged, re-
strained, transferred, or extinguished. The
term includes feofimeat, gift. grant. lease. _ex-
change, and partition. and is o mosed to dOrii‘a-
five conveyances, such as re ease. surrender,
confirmation, etc. 2 Bl. Comm, 309.—8econ-
dnry conveyances. The name given to that
clam of conveyances which presupggse some oth-
er conveyance precedent, and ly serve to
enlarge, confirm, alter, restrain, restore, or trans-
fer the interest ranted b such original con-
veyance. 2 ‘Bl. mm. 3.4 Otherwise term-
ed “derivative conveyances," (q. v.)—Volnn-

conveyance. A conveyance without
valuable consideration: such as a deed or settle-
ment in favor of a wife or children. .See Gentry
v. Field. 143 M0. 399. 45 S. \V. 286: Trumbull
v_. Hewitt, 62 Conn. -51. 26 Atl. 350; Martin
v. White, 115 Ga. 866. 42 S. E. 279.

As to fraudulent conveyances, see FRAUD-
uLr.nr.

CONVEYANCER. One whose business it
is to draw deeds, bonds, mortgages. wills,
writs, or other legal papers, or to examine ti-
ties to real estate. 14 St.-at Large, 118.

He who draws conveyances; especially a
barrister who conflnes himself to drawing
conveyances. and other chamber practice.
Mozley & Whitley.

CONVBYAIICING. A term including
both the science and act of transferring titles
to real estate from one man to another.

Conveyancing is that part of the lawyer's
business which relates to the alienation and
transmission of property and other rights from
one person to anot er, and to the framing of
legal documents intended to create, define. trans-
fer, or extinguish rights. It therefore includes
the investigation of the title to land. and the
preparation of agreements, wills. articles of as-
sociation, private statutes operating as con-
veyances, and many other instruments in addi-
tion to conveyances properly so called. Sweet;
Livermore v. Bagley, 3 Mass. 505

CONVEYANCING COUNSEL TO THE
COURT 0!‘ CHAIKCERY. Certain coun-
sel, not less than six in number, appointed
by the lord chancellor, for the purpose of as-
sisting the court of chancery, or any judge
thereof, with their opinion in matters of
title and conveyancing. Mozley & Whitley.

Convict: Ii lrascu-In tna divnlgau
spa-eta exolescnnt. 3 Inst. 198. If you he
moved to anger by insults. you publish them;
it despised, they are forgotten.

CONVICIUH. In the civil law. The
name of a species of slander or injury uttered
in public. and which charged some one with
some act contra bonus mores.

cdNvxc'r1oN

CONVICT, 1:. To condemn after judicial
investigation; to find a man guilty of a crim-
inal charge. The word was formerly used
also in the sense of finding against the de-
fendant in a civil case.

CONVICT, n. One who has been con-
demned by a court. One who has been ad-
judged gullty of a crime or misdemeanor.
Usually spoken of condemned ‘felons or the
prisoners in penltentlaries. Molineux v. Col-
lins, 177 N. Y. 395, 69 N. E. 727, 65 L. R. A.
104; Morrissey v. Publishing Co., 19 R. I. ‘

124, 32 Atl. 19; In re-Aliano (C. C.) 43 Fed.
517; Jones v. State, 32 Tex. Cr. 3. 185,
22 S. W. 4011.

Formerly a man was said to be convict
when he had been found guilty of treason or
felony, but before judgment had been passed
on him, after which he was said to be at-
taint, (q. 0.) Co. Litt. 3900.

CONVICTED. This term has a definite
signification in law. and means that a judg-
ment of final condenmation has been pro-
nounced against the accused. Gallagher V.
State. 10 Tex. App. -169.

CONVICTION. In practice. In a gener-
al sense, the result of a criminal trial which
ends in a judgment or sentence that the pris-
oner is guilty as charged.

Finding a person guilty by verdict of a
jury. 1 Bish. Crlm. Law, 5 223.

A record of the summary proceedings upon
any penal statute before one or more justices
of the peace or other persons duly authorized,
in a case where the offender has been con-

victed and sentenced. Holthouse.
In ordinary phrase, the meaning of the

word “conviction” is the finding by the jury
of a verdict that the accused is guilty. But.
in legal parlance, it often denotes the final
judgment of the court. Blaufus v. People,
69 N. Y. 109, 25 Am.’ Rep. 1-18.

The ordinary legal meaning of “convictlon."
when used to designate a particular stage of a
criminal prosecution triable by a jury, is the
confession of the accused in open court or the
verdict returned against him by the ury, which
ascertains and publishes the fact 0 his guilt:
while “judgment” or “sentence" is the appro-
priate word to denote the action of the court
before which the trial is bad, declaring the con-
sequences to the convict of the fact thus as-
certaincd. A pardon granted after verdict of
guilty. but before sentence, and pending a hear
ing upon exceptions taken by the accused during
the trial. is granted after conviction. within
the meaning of a constitutional restriction upon
granting pardon before conviction. When, in-
deed. the word “conviction” is used to describe
the etfect of the guilt of the accused as indi-
cially proved in one case, when pleaded or given
in evidence in another, it is sometimes used in
a more comprehensive sense, including the judg-
ment of the court upon the verdict or confession
of guilt; as. for instance, in s aking of the
plea of autrcfoia com*1'rt, or o the effect of
guilt, judicially ascertained, as a disqualifica-
tion of the convict. Com. v. Lockwood, 109
Mass. 325. 12 Am. Rep. 699.
—l‘o1-Iner conviction. A previous trial and
conviction of the same offense as that now
charged; pieadable in bar of the prosecution.
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State v. Ellsworth, 131 N. C. _773, 42 S‘. E.
92 Am. St. Rep. 790; ‘Williams v. state, 13
Tex. Ap . 285, 46 Am. ltep. 237.—Siunmu-1
eonvie n. The conviction of a person. (usu-
ally for a minor mlsdemeanor,) as the result of
his trial before a magistrate or court. without
the intervention of a jury, which is authorized
by statute in England _and in many of the
states. In these proceedings there is no _inter-
vention of a jury, but the rty accused is ac-
quitted or condemned by t e suflrage of such

rson only as the statute has appointed to be
is judge. A conviction reached on such a _mag-

istrate's trial is called a "summary conviction."
Brown; Blair v. Com., 25 Grat. (\'a.) 853.

GONVIRCING PROOF. Such as is suf-
ilcieiit to establish the proposition in ques-
tion, beyond hesitation, ambiguity, or reason-
able doubt. in an unprejudiced mind. Evans
v. Rugee, 57 Wis. 623, 16 N. W. 49; French
v. Day, 89 Me. 441, 36 Atl. 909; Ward v.
Waterman, 85 Cal. 488, 24 Pac. 930; Winston
v. Burnell, 44 Kan. 367, 24 Pac. 477, 21 Am.
St.‘ Rep. 289.

CONVIVIUH. A tenure by which a ten-
ant was bound to provide meat and drink for
his lord at least once in the year. Cowell.

coxvocwrron. In ecclesiastical ‘law.
The general assembly of the clergy to con-
sult upon ecclesiastical matters.

CONVOY. A naval force, under the com-
mand of an oiilcer appointed by government,
for the protection of merchant-ships and oth-
ers, during the whole voyage, or such part
or it as is known to require such protection.
Marsh. Ins. b. 1, c. 9, I 5; Park, Ins. 388;
Peale, Add. Cas. 1431;; 2 H. B1. 551.

CO-OBLIGOB. A Joint obligor;
bound jointly with another or others in a
bond or obligation.

COOL BLOOD. In the law of homicide.
Calmness or tranquillity; the undisturbed
possession of one's faculties and reason; the
absence of violent passion, fury, or uiicon-
trollable excitement. .

COOLING TIMI}. Time to recover “cool
blood" after severe excitement or provocation ;

time for the mind to become so calm and
sedate as that it is supposed to contemplate.
comprehend, and coolly act with reference
to the consequences likely to ensue. I-lanes
v. State. 10 Tex. App. 447; May v. People, 8
Colo. 210, 6 Pac. 816; Kelser v. $mlth, 71
Ala. 481, 46 Am. Rep. 342; Jones v. State,
33 Tex. Cr. R. 492. 26 8. W. 1082, 47 Am. St.
Rep. 46.

00-OPERATIOI. In economics. The
combined action of numbers. It is of two dis-
tinct kinds: (1) Such cooperation as takes
place when several persons help each other in
the same employment; (2) such co-operation
as takes place when several persons help
each other in different employments. These
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may be termed “simple co-operation” and
“complex co-operation." Mill, PoL Ec. 142.

' In patent law.
mon end or a common result, not merely
Joint or simultaneous action. Boyiiton Co.
v. Morris Chute Co. (0. C.) 82 Fed. 444;
Fastener Co. v. Webb (C. C.) 89 Fed. 98';
Holmes, etc., Tel. Co. v. Domestic, etc., Tel.
Co. (C. C.) 42 Fed. 227.

OOOPERTIO. In old English law. The
head or branches of a tree cut down; though
ooopertio arborum is rather the bark of tim-
ber trees felled, and the chumps and broken
wood. Cowell.

COOPERTUM. In forest law. Acovert;
a thicket (dumetum) or shelter for wild
beasts in a forest. Spelman.

COOPERTURA. In forest law.
et, or covert of wood.

OOOPERTUS. Covert ; covered.

A thick-

oo-o1-'ra:rroN. A concurring choices
the election, by the members of a close cor-
poration, of a person to till a vacancy.

O0-ORDINATE. Of the same order,
rank, degree, or authority; concurrent;
without any distinction of superiority and
inferiority; ns, courts of “co-ordinate juris-
diction.” See Jvsisnicriox.

Co-ordinate and subordinate are terms
often applied as a test to ascertain the doubtful
meaning of clauses in an act of parliament. If
there be two, one of which is grammaticall gov-
emcd by the other, it is said to be “subordinate"
to it: but. if both are equally governed by some
third clause, the two are called “co-ordinate."
Wharton. _

OOPAROENARY. A species of estate.
or tenancy, which exists where lands or in-
heritance descend from the ancestor to two
or more persons. It arises in England either
by common law or particular ciistoin. By
common law, as where a person, selsed iii
fee-simple or fee-tail, dies, and his next heirs
are two or more females, his daughters, sis-
ters, aunts, cousiiis, or their re'prcsentatives;
in this case they all inherit, and these co-
lieirs are then called "coparceners,” or, for
brevity, “parceners" only. Litt. §§ 241, 242;
2 Bl. Comm. 187. By particular custom, as
where lands descend, as in gavelkiiid, to all

_the males in equal degree, as sons. brothers,
uncles, etc. 1 Steph. Comm.
319.

“mile joint tenancies refer to persons, the
idea of coparcenary refers to the estate. The ti-

Litt. 5 20.3;

tie to it is always by descent. The respective.
shares may be unequal; as, for instance, one
daughter and two granddaughters, children of a
deceased dau hter, may take by the same act
of descent. is to strangers, the tenants’ seisin
is a joint one. but, as between themselves. each
is seised of his or her own share. on whose death
it goes to the heirs. and not by survivorship. The
right of possession of coparceners is in common,
and the possession of one is, in general, the pos-
scassgon of the others. 1 Washb. Real Prop.

1 . -

Unity of action to a com- 3
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-OOPAROENEBS. Persons to whom an
estate of inheritance descends jointly, and
by whom it is held as an entire estate. 2 Bl.
Comm. 187.

OOPABTIOEPI.
coparcener.

In old English law. A

COPARTNER. One who is a partner
with one or more other persons; a member
of a partnership.

O0PAR’.l‘NERlHIP. A ‘ partnership.

COPARTNBRY. In Scotch law. The
contract of copartnership. A contract by
which the several partners agree concern-
ing the communication of loss or gain, aris-
ing from the subject of the contract. Bell.

COPE. A custom or tribute due to the
crown or lord of the soil, out of the lead
mines in Derbyshire; also a hill, or the roof
and covering of a house; a church vestment.

COPEMAII’, or COPEBMAN.
man, (q. 12.)

A chap-

OOPESHATE. A merchant; a partner
in merchandise.

OOPIA. Lat. In civil and old Eng-
lish law. Opportunity or means of access.

1:.’ old. English law. A copy. Copia
libelli, the copy of a libel. Reg. ‘Orig. 58.

—Copia libolli deliberusda. The name of
a writ that lay where a man. could not get a
copgv of a libel at the _hands of a_spiritua.l Judge,
to ave the same delivered to him. Reg. Orig.
51.—co in vote. In Scotch practice. A true
copy. \ ords written at the top of copies of in-
struments. '

OOPPA. In English law. A crop or
cock of grass, hay, or corn. divided into
titheable portions. that it may be more fair-
ly ‘and justly tithed.

COPPER AND SCALES. See Manci-
1-arm.

OOPPIOE, or OOPSE. A small wood.
consisting of underwood, which may be cut
at twelve or fifteen years‘ growth for fuel.

GOPROLALIA. In medical jurispru-
dence. A disposition or habit of using ob-
scene language, developing unexpectedly in
the particular individual or contrary to his
previous history and habits, recognized as
a sign ot insanity or oi‘ aphasia.

COPULA. The corporal consummation
of marriage. Copula, (in logic,) the link be-
tween subject and predicate contained in
the verb.

Oopulntio verbonun indieat accepts-
tionom in oodosn sensn. Coupling of
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words together shows that they are to be
understood in the same sense. 4 Bacon's
Works, p. 26; Broom, Max. 588.

OOPULATIVE Than. One which is
placed between two or more others to join
them together.

COPY. The transcript or double of an
original writing; as the copy of a patent,
charter, deed, etc.

Ezcmpliflcatioria are copies verified by the
great seal or by the seal of a court. West
Jersey Traction Co. v. Board of Pubuc
Works, 57 N. J. Law, 313. 30 Au. 581.

Ezamimad copies are those which have
been compared with the original or with an
ofllcial record thereof.

Omce copies are those made by oiilcers in-
trusted with the originals and authorized
for that purpose. Id., Stamper v. Gay, 3
Wyo. 322. 23 Pac. 69.

OOPYEOLD. A species of estate at will,
or customary estate in England, the only vis-
ible title to which consists of the copies of
the court rolls. which are‘ made out by the
steward of the manor, on a tenant's being
admitted to any parcel of land. or tenement
belonging to the manor.
the will of the lord, yet such a will as is
agreeable to the custom of the manor, which
customs are preserved and evidenced by the
rolls of the several courts baron, in which
they are entered. 2 Bl. Comm. 96. In a
larger sense, copyhold is said to import
every customary tenure. (that is, every ten-
ure pending on the particular custom of a
manor.) as opposed to free socage, or free
hold, which may now (since the abolition
of knight-service) be considered as the gen-
eral or ‘common—law tenure oi.’ the country.
1 Steph. Comm. 210.

-00 hold commissioners. Commissioners
anpo nted to carry into effect various acts
of parliament, having for their principal ob-
jects the compulsory commutation of mania-
rial burdens and restrictions. (fines, heriots.
rights to timber and minerals, etc..) and the
compulsory enfranchisement of copyhold lands.
1 Steph. Comm. 643: Elton. Copyh.—0op
holder. A tenant by copyhold tenure, (K;
copy of court-roll.) Comm. 95.—Privi-
legod oopylsolds. Those copyliold estates
which are said to be held according to_ the cus-
tom of the manor. and not at the will of the
lord, as common copyholds are. They include
customary freeholds and ancient demesnes. 1
Crabb. Real Prop. 1). 709, 5 919.

COPYRIGHT. The right of literary
property as recognized and sanctioned by
positive law. A right granted by statute
to the author or originator of certain liter-
ary or artistic productions, whereby he is
invested, for a limited period, with the
sole and exclusive privilege of multiplying
copies of the same and publishing and sell-
ing them. In re Rider, 16 R. I. 271. 15
Atl. 72; Mott Iron Works v. Clow. 83 Fed.
316, 27 C. C. A. 250; Palmer v. De.Witt, 47

It is an estate at-
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N. Y. 538, 7 Am. Rep. 480; Keene v. Wheat-
ley. 14 Fed. Cas. 185.

An incorporeal right, being the exclusive
privilege of printing. reprinting, selling, and
publishing his own original work; which the
law allows an author. Wharton.

Copyright is the exclusive right of the owner
of an. intellectual production to multiply and
dispose of copies: the sole right to the copy.
or to copy it. The word is used indiiferentiy
to signify the statutory and the common-law
right: or one right is sometimes called “co y-
right" after publication, or statutory copyrig t;
the other copyright before publication, or com-
mon—law copyright. The word is also used syn-
onymously with “literary property ;" thus, the
exclusive right of the owner publicly to read or
exhibit I work is often called “copyright."
This is not strictly correct. ‘Drone. Copyr. 100.

International copyright is the right of
a subject of one country to protection against
the .republication in another country or a
work which he originally published in his
own country. Sweet.

CORAAGIUII, or OOBAAGE. Meas-
ures ot corn. An unusual and extraordi-
nary tribute, arising only on special occa-
sions. They are thus distinguished from
services. Mentioned in connection with
Mdage and carnage. Cowell.

OORAH. Lat. Before; in presence of.
Applied to persons only. ' Townsh. P1. 22.

—Gornm domino regs. Before our lord the
king. Ooram domino regc ubicumque tmic fa-
erit Anglia, before our lord the king wherever
he shall then be in England.—Corun ipso
1-ego. Before the king himself. The old name
of the court of king's bench, which was origi-
nally held before the kin in erson. 8 Bl.
Comm. 41.—Coa-an no!) I. efore us our-
selves, (the king, 1'. 9., in the king's or queen’:
bench.) Applied to writs of error directed to
another branch of the same court. a. a., from
the full bench to the court at um‘ prius.
Archb. Pr. K. B. 234.—Cos-am non judice.
In presence of a (person not a judge. When ii.
suit is brought an determined in a court which
has no jurisdiction _in the matter. then it is said
to be carom non Iudcce, and the judgment is
void. Manufacturing Co. v. Holt. 51 W. Va.
352, 41 S. E. 351.—Oora.m pu-ibns. Before
the peers or freeholders. The attestation of deeds,
like all other solemn transactions, was orig-
inally done only comm aril_iu_a. 2 Bl. Comm.
307. Comm paribus e inc-meta, before the
peers or freeholders of the neighborhood. Id.
315. cos-an seotatoribus: Before the suit-
ors. Cro. Jac. 582.—Co:-an vobis. Before
you. A writ of error directed by a court of re-
view to the court which tried the cause. to cor-
rect an error in fact. 3 Md. 325; 3 Steph.
Comm. 042

003.1). A measure or wood, containing
128 cubic feet. Kennedy v. Railroad Co.. 67
Barb. (N. Y.) 177.

C0-RESPONDENT. A person summon-
ed to answer a bill, petition. or libel, to-
gether with another respondent. Now chief-
ly used to designate the person charged with
adultery with the respondent in a suit for
divorce for that cause, and joined as a de-
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tendant with such party. Lowe v. Bennett,
27 Misc. Rep. 856, 58 N. Y. Supp. 88.

OORIUM PORIIPAOEBE. To forfeit
one's skin, applied to a person condemned to
be whipped; anciently the punishment of a
servant. Con'um perdere, the same. Cori-
um rcdimere, to compound for a whipping.
Wharton.

CORN. In English law. a general term
for any sort of grain; but in America it is
properly applied only to maize. Snllins v.
State, 53 Ala. 476; Kerrick v. Van Dusen,
32 Minn. 317, 20 N. W. 228; Com. v. Pine,
3 Pa. Law J. 412. In the memorandum
clause in policies of insurance it includes
pease and beans, but not rice. Park, Ins.
112; Scott v. Bourdiillon, 2 Bos. & P. (N. R.)
213.

-0011: laws. A species of protective tarifi
formerly in existence in England. imposing im-

ort-duties on various kinds of grain. The corn
aws were abolished in 184(i.—Corn rent.

rent in wheat or malt aid on college leases by
33-gction of St. 18 EH2. c. 6. -2 Bl. Comm.

CORNAGE. A species of tenure in Eng-
land, by which the tenant was bound to blow
a born for the sake of alarming the country
on the approach of an enemy. It was a spe-
cies of grand serjennty. Bac. Abr. "Ten-
ure," N. '

CORNER. A combination among the
dealers in a specific commodity, or outside
capitalists, for the purpose of buying up
the greater portion or that commodity which
is upon the market or may be brought" to
market, and holding the same back from
sale, until the demand shall so i'ar'ontrun
the limited supply as to advance the price
abnoriiinlly. Kirkpatrick v. Bonsall, 72 Pa.
153; Wright '9'. Cudahy, 168 Ill. 86, 48 N. E.
39: Kent v. Miltenberger, 13 Mo. App. $6.

In annoying. An angle made by two
boundary lines; the common end of two
boundary lines, which run at an angle with
arch other

CORNET. A commissioned officer of cav-
alry, abollshed in England in 1871, and not
existing in the United States arniy.

OORODIO HABENDO. The name or a
writ to exact a corody oi.’ an abbey or relig-
ious house.

OORODIUM. In old English law. Acor-
ody.

CORODY. In old English law. A sum
of money or allowance of meat. drink, and
clothing due to the crown from the abbey or
other religious house whereof it was found-
er, towards the sustentation of such one of
its servants as is thought flt to receive it.
It differs from a peiislon. in that it was al-
lowed towards the maintenance of any of
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the king's servants in an abbey; a pension
being given to one of the king's chaplains,
for his better maintenance, till he may be
provided with a beneflce. Fitzh. Nat. Brev.
250. See 1 Bl. Comm. 283.

COROLLARY. In logic. A collateral or
secondary consequence, deduction, or infer-
ence.

CORONA. The crown. Placlia coromp;
pleas of the crown; criminal actions or pro-
ceedings, in which the crown was the pros-
ecutor.

COBONA MAIQA. In old English law.
The clergy who abuse their character were
so called. Blount.

OORONAJIE. In old records. To give
the tonsure, which was done on the crown,
or in the form of a crown; to make a man a
priest. Cowell.
-001-onare fllllun. To make one's son a
priest. Homo coronaiua was one who had re-
ceived the first tonsure. as preparatory to su-
perior orders, and the tonsnre was in form of I.
corona. or crown of thorns. Cowell.

OORONATION OATH. The oath ad-
ministered to a sovereign at the ceremony
of crowning or investing him with the in-
signia of royalty, in acknowledgment of his
right to govern the kingdom. in which he
swears to observe the laws, customs. and
privileges of the kingdom, and to act and do
all things conformabiy thereto. Wharton.

GOIIONATOR.
man.

-001-onatore e endo. The name of a
writ issued to the s eritf. commanding him to
proceed to the election of a coroner.-Corona-
tore exonerando. In. English law. The name
of a writ for the removal of a coroner. for a
cause which is to be therein assigned, as that
he is engaged in other business, or incapacitated
by years or sickness, or has not a suflicient es-
tate in _the county, or lives in an inconvenient
part of it.

A coroner, _(q. 0.) Spel-

GORONER. The name of an ancient of-
flcer of the common law, whose oiiice and
functions are continued in modern English
and American administration. The coroner
is an otilcer belonging to each county, and is
charged with duties both judicial and minis-
terial, but chiefly the former. It is his spe-
cial province and duty to make inquiry into
the causes and circumstances of any death
happening within his territory which occurs
through violence or suddenly and with marks
of suspicion. This examination (called the
“coroner's inquest") is held with a jury of
proper persons upon view of the dead body.
See Bract. fol. 121; 1 Bl. Comm. 346-348; 3'
Steph. Comm. 33. In England. another
branch of his judicial ofiice is to inquire
concerning shipwrecks, and certify whether
wreck or not. and who is in possession of the
goods; and also to inquire concerning treas-
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ure trove, who were the finders, and where
it is, and whether any one be suspected of
having found and concealed a treasure. 1
Bl. Comm. 349. It belongs to the ministerial
oiiice of the coroner to serve writs and other
process, and generally to discharge the du-
ties of the sheriff, in case of the incapacity
of that officer or a vacancy in his otllce. On
the oflice and functions or coroners. see, fur-
ther, Pueblo County v. Marshall, 11 Colo. 84,
16 Pac. 837; Cox v. Royal Tribe. 42 Or. 365.
71 Pac. 73, 60 L. R. A. 620, 95 Am. St. Rep.
752; Powell v. Wilson, 16 Tex. 59; Lancas-
ter County v. Holyoke, 37 Neb. 328, 55 N. W.
950, 21 L. R. A. 394.
—Go1-one:-'5 court. In England. A tribunal
of record. where a coroner holds his inquiries.
Cox v. Royal 'i‘ribe. -12 Or. 365. 71 Pac. 73.
60 L. R. A. 63). 95 Am. St. Rep. ’i'52.—0or-
one:-’s ihquest. An inquisition or examina-
tion into the causes and circumstances of any
death happening by violence or under suspicious
conditions within his territory, held by the
coroner with the assistance of a jury. Bois-
liniere v. County Com‘rs, 32 Mo. 378.

GORPOBAL. Relating to the body; bod-
ily. Should be distinguished from corporeal.
(q. 1:.)

—-Corporal imbeoility. Physical inability to
perform completely the act of sexual inter-
course: not necessarily congenital. and not in-
variably a. rmanent and incurable impotence.
GriE_eth v. rifieth. 182 Ill. 368. 44 N. E. 820;
Ferns v. Ferris, 8 Conn. l68.—-Corporal oath.
An oath, the external solemnity of which con-
sists in laying one’: hand a on the Gospels
while the oath is adminiate to him. More
generally, a solemn oath. The terms “corporal
oath” and "solemn oath" are. in Indiana. at
least. used synonfimously; and an oath taken
with the_uplifted and may be pro rly describ-
ed by either term. Jackson v. . tate, 1 Ind.
185: State v. Norris. 9 N. H. 102; Com. v.
Jarboe. 89 Ky. 143. ‘I2 S. W_. 138.—Ooi-poral
punishment. Physical punishment as distin-
guished from pecuniary punishment or a fine:
any kind of punishment of or inflicted on the

y. such as whipping or the pillory; the term
may or may not include imprisonment. accord-
ing to the context. Ritchey v. Peo le. 22 Colo
2531, 43 Pac. 1026; People v. Vincliell. T
Cow. (N. Y.) 525, note..—Oox-porn]. touch.
Bodily touch; actual physical contact; manual
apprehension.

CORPORALE SACRAHENTUM. In
old English law. A corporal oath.

Cos-poi-alis lnjuria. non reoiplt insti-
mationem do future. A personal injury
does not receive satisfaction from a future
course of proceeding. [is not left for its sat-
isfaction to a future course of proceeding]
Bac. Max. reg. 6; Broom, Max. 278.

CORPORATE. Belonging to a corpora-
tion; as a corporate name. Incorporated;
as a corporate body.
—Oorpo1-ate authorities. The title given in
statutes of several states to the aggregate body
of ofiioeri-i of a munici ml corporation. or to cer-
tain of those oiiicers excluding the others) who
are vested with authority in regard to the par-
ticular matter spolien of in the statute. as. taxa-
tion. bonded debt. regulation of the sale of
liquors, etc. See People V. Knopf. 171 IlL 191.
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49 N. E. 424; State v. Andrews, 11 Neb. 523.
10 N. W. 410: Com. v. Upper Darb Audi-
tors, 2 Pa. Dist. R. 89; Schaefier v.
95 Ill. 382.—Cos-pox-ate body. This term, or
its equivalent “body corpoi-ate,".is a plied to
private corporations aggregate; not ciuding
lnIlni§3)ai co rations. Cedar County v. John-
son, Mo. 5; East Oakland Tp. v. Skinner,
94 U. S. 256. 24 L. Ed. 1%: Campbell v. Rail-
road Co., 71 Ill. 611; Com. v. Beaniish. 81
Pa. St. 391.—Corpo1-ate franchise. _The
right to exist and do business as a corporation;
the right or privilege granted by the state or
government to the persons forming an aggregate
private corporation, and their successors, to
exist and do business as a corporation and to
exercise the rights and powers incidental to
that form of organization or necessarily implied
in the grant. ank of California v. San Fran-
cisco, 142 Cal. 276. 75 Pac. 832. 64 L. R. A.
918. 100 Am. St. Rep. 130: Jersey City Gas-
light Co. v. United Gas Irn ._Co. (C. C.) 46
Fed. $4; Cobb ount . 122 N. C.
307, 30 S. E. 338: People v. Knight, 174 N.
Y. 475, 67 N. E. 65, 63 L. R. A. 87.—Oorpo-
rate name. When a corporation is erected. a
name is always given to it, or. supposing none
to be actually given, will attach to it by impli-
cation, and by that name alone it must sue and
be sued, and do all legal acts, though a very
minute variation therein is not material. and
the name is capable of being changed (b com-
petent authoritfv) without a ecting the i entity
or capacity 0 the corporation. Wharton.-
Gorpox-ate purpose. In reference to munici-
pal corporations. and especially to their powers
of taxation. a “corporate purpose" is one which
shall promote the general pros
welfare of the munici ality. ( etherell v. De-
vine, 116 Ill. 631. 6 . E. 24.) or a purpose
necessary or proper to carry into eifect the
object of the creation of the corporate body.
(Pe_o e v. School Trustees. 78 Ill. 140.) or one
whic is germane to the general scope of the
objects for which the corporation was created
or has a legitimate connection with those ob-
jects and a manifest relation thereto. (Weight-
man v. Clark, 103 U. S. 256. 26 L. Ed. 392.)

v. Diirhain

CORPORATION. An artificial person
or legal entity created by or under the au-
thority ot the laws of a state or nation. com-
posed, in some rare instances, of a single per-
son and his successors, being the incumbents
ot a particular oiiice, but ordinarily consist-
ing ot an association of numerous individ-
uals, who subsist as a body politic under a
special denomination, which is regarded in
law as having a personality and existence
distinct from that or its several members,
and which is, by the same authority. vested
with the capacity of continuous succession,
irrespective of changes in its membership,
either in perpetuity or for a limited term of
years, and of acting as a unit or single in-
dividual in matters relating to the common
purpose oi‘ the association, within the scope
of the powers and authorities conferred up-
on such bodies by law. See Case of Sutton's
Hospital, 10 Coke, 32; Dartmouth College v.
Woodward, 4 Wheat. 518, 636, 657, 4 L. Ed.
629; U. S. v. Trinidad Coal Co., 137 U. S.
160. 11 Sup. Ct. 57, 34 L. Ed. 640; Andrews
Bros. Co. v. Youngstown Coke 00., 86 Fed.
585, 30 C. C. A. 293; Porter v. Railroad Co.,
76 Ill. 573; State v. Payne, 129 M0. 468. 31
8. W. 797. 33 L. R. A. 576: Farmers’ L. a.
'1‘. Co. v. New York, 7 Hill (N. Y.) 283; State
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v. Turley, 142 M0. 403, 44 S. W. 267; Barber
v. International Co., 73 Conn. 587, 48 Atl.
758; Sovereign Camp v. Fraley, 94 Tex. 200,
59 S. W. 905, 51 L." R. A. 898; Sellers v.
Greer, 172 Ill. 549, 50 N. 11 246, 40 L. R. A.
589; Old Colony, etc., Co. v. Parker, etc., Co.,
183 Mass. 557, 67 N. E. 870; Warner v.
Beers, 23 Weud. (N. Y.) 103, 129, 142.

A franchise possessed by one or more in-
dividuals, who subsist as a body politic, un-
der a special denomination, and are vested
by the policy of the law with the capacity of
perpetual succession, and or acting in several
respects, however numerous the association
may be, as a single individual. 2 Kent,
Comm. 267.

An artificial person or being, endowed by
law with the capacity of perpetual succes-
sion; consisting either ot a single individual,
(termed a “corporation sole,") or of a collec-
tion of several individuals, (which is termed
a "corporation aggregate") 3 Steph. Comm.
166; 1 Bl. Comm. 467, 469.

A corporation is an intellectual body, cre-
ated by law, composed of individuals united
under a common name, the members oi.’ which
succeed each other, so that the body contin-
ues always the same, notwithstanding the
change of the individuals who compose it.
and which, for certain purposes, is considered
a natural person. Civil Code La. art. 427.

Olassuloation. According to the accept-
ed deiinitions and rules, corporations are
classified as follows:

Public and private. A public corpora-
tion is one created -by the state for political
purposes and to act as an agency in the ad-
miiiistratlon of civil government, generally
within a particular territory or subdivision
oi’ the state, and usually invested, for that
purpose, with subordinate and local powers
oi! legislation; such as a county, city, town.
or school district. These are also sometimes
called “political corporations." People v.

McAdams, 82 Ill. 356; Wooster v. Plymouth,
62 N. H. 208; Goodwin v. East Hartford, 70
Conn. 18, 38 Atl. 876; Dean v. Davis, 51 Cal.
409: Regents v. Williams, 9 Gill & J. (Md.)
401. 31 Am. Dec. 72; Ten Eyck v. Canal 00..
18 N. J. Law, 200, 37 Am. Dec. 233: Toledo
Bank v. Bond, 1 Ohio St. 622; Murphy v.
Mercer County, 67 N. J. Law, 245, 31 Atl.
229. Private corporations are those rounded
by and composed of private individuals, for
private purposes, as distinguished from gov-
ernmental purposes, and having no political
or governmental franchises or duties. Santa
Clara County v. Southern Pac. R. Co. (C. C.)
18 Fed. 402; Swan v. Williams, 2 Mich. 434;
People v. McAdams, 82 Ill. 361; McKim v.
Odom, 3 Bland (.\id.) 418; Bundle v. Canal
Co., 21 Fed. Cas. 6.

The tnie distinction between public and pri-
vate corporations is that the former are organ-
ized for governmental purposes, the latter not.
The term “public" has sometimes been applied
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to corporations of which the government owned
the entire stock, as in the case of a state bank.
But bearing in mind that "miblic" is here equiv- ‘

alent to "political," it will apparent that this
is a misnomer. Again the fact that the business
or operations of a corporation may directly and
very extensively aflect the general public (as
in the case of a railroad company or a bank or
an insurance compan ) is no reason for calling
it a public corporat on. If organized by pri-
vate persons for their own advantage,—or even
if organized for the benefit of the public gen-
erally. as in the case of a tree pubic hospital
or other charitable institution,—it is none the
less a private corporation, if it does not possess
governmental powers or functions. The uses
may in a sense he called “public,” but the cor-

ration is “private." as much so as if the
ranchises were vested in a single rson. Dart-

mouth College v. Woodward, 4 heat. 562, 4
L. Ed. 629: Tea Eyck v. Canal Co.. 18 N. J.
Law, E, 37 Am. Dec. 233. It is to be ob-
served, however, that those corporations which
serve the public or contribute to the comfort
and convenience of the general public, though
owned and managed by private interests, are
now (and quite appropriately) denominated
"public-service corporations." See infra. An-
other distinction between public and private cor-
porations is that the former are not voluntary
associations (as the latter are) and that there
is no contractual relation between the govern-
ment and a public corporation or between the
individuals who compose it. Mor. Priv. Co .

3; Goodwin v. East Hartford, 70 Conn.
Atl. 878.

The terms “public" and “municipal," as ap-
plied to corporations, are not convertible. All
municipal corporations are public. but not vice
versa. Strictly speaking, only cities and towns
are “inunicipal" corporations. though the term
is very commonly so employed as to include also
counties and such governmental agencies as
school districts and road districts. Brown v.
Board of Education, 108 Ky. 783, 57 S. W. 612.
But there may also be ‘‘_public" corporations
which are not “municipal' even in this wider
sense of the latter term. Such, according to
some of the authorities, are the “irrigation dis-
tricts" now known in several of the western
states. Irrigéion Dist. v. Collins, 46 Neb. 411,
64 N. W. 1 : Irrigation Dist. v. Peterson, 4
Wash. 147, 29 Pac. 995. Compare Herring v.
Irrigation Dist. (C. C.) 95 Fed. 705.

Ecclesiastical and lay. In the English
law, all corporations private are divided in-
to ecclesiastical and lay, the former being
such corporations as are composed exclusive-
ly of ecclesiastics organized for spiritual pur-
poses, or for administering property held for
religious uses, such as bishops and certain
other dignitaries of the church and (former-
ly) abbeys and monasteries. 1 B1. Comm.
470. Lay corporations are those composed of
laymen, and existing for secular or business
purposes. This distinction is not recognized
in American law. Corporations formed for
the purpose of maintaining or propagating
religion or of supporting public religious serv-
ices, according to the rites of particular de-
nominations, and incidentally owning and
administering real and personal property for
religious uses. are called “religious corpora-
tions," as distlnguished from business cor-
porations; but they are “luy" corporations,
and not “ecclesiastical" in the sense of the
English law. Robertson v. Bullions, 11 N.
Y. 243.
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Elsenosynns-y and civil. Lay corpora-
tions are classified as “eleemosynary" and
“civil ;" the former being such as are created
for the dist bution of aims or for the ad-
ministration of charities or for purposes
falling under the description of “charitable"
in its widest sense, including hospitals, asy-
lums, and colleges; the latter being organiz-
ed for the facilitating of business transac-
tions and the profit or advantage of the
members. 1 Bl. Comm. 471: Dartmouth
College v. Woodward, 4 Wheat. 860, 4 L. Ed.
629.

in the law of I.ouisiana. the term “civ‘ll"
as applied to corporations, is used in a dif-
ferent sense, being contrasted with “reli-
glous." Civil corporations are those which
relate to temporal police; such are the cor-
porations of the cities, the companies for the
advancement. of commerce and agriculture.
literary societies, colleges or universities
founded for the instruction of youth, and the
like. Religious corporations are those whose
establishment relates only to religion; such
are the congregations of the different reli-
gious persuaslons. Civ. Code La. art. 431.

Aggregate and sole. A corporation sole
is one consisting of one person only, and his
successors in some particular station, who
are incorporated by law in order to give them
some legal capacities and advantages, par-
ticularly that of perpetuity, which in their
natural persons they could not have had. In
this sense, the sovereign in England is a sole
corporation, so is a bishop. so are some deans
distinct from their several chapters. andso is
every parson and vicar. 3 Steph. Comm.
168, 169; 2 Kent, Comm. 273. Warner v.
Beers, 23 Wend. (N. Y.) 172; Codd v. Rath-
bone, 19 N. Y. 39: First Parish v. Dunning.
7 Mass. 447., A corporation aggregate is one
composed of a number of individuals vested
with corporate powers; and a “corporation."
as the word is used in general popular and
legal speech, and as defined at the head of
this title, means a “corporation aggregate."

Domestic and foreign. With reference
to the laws and the courts of any given state.
a “domestic" corporation is one created by.
or organized under, the laws of that state; a

“foreign" corporation is one created by or
under the laws of another state, government.
or country. In re Grand Lodge, 110 Pa. 613.
1 At]. 582; Boley v. Trust Co.. 12 Ohio St.
143; Bowen v. Bank, 34 How. Prac. (N. Y.)
411.

Close and open. A “close" corporation
is one in which the directors and oiiicers
have the power to till vacancies in their own
number, without allowing to the general
body of stockholders any choice or vote in
their election. An “open" corporation is one
in which all the members or corporators
have a vote in the election of the directors
and other oilicers. Mcliim v. Odom. 3 Bland
(.\Icl.) 416.
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Other compound and descriptive terms.
—A business corporation is one formed for
the purpose of transacting business in the
widest sense or that term, including not only
trade and commerce, but manufacturing,
mining, banking, insurance, transportation,
and practically every form or commercial or
industrial activity where the purpose of the
organization is pecuniary profit; contrasted
with religious, charitable, educational, and
other like organizations, which are some-
times grouped in the statutory law of a state
under the general designation of “corpora-
tions not for profit.” Winter v. Railroad Co.,
30 Fed. Cas. 329; In re Independent Ins. Co.,
13 Fed. Gas.‘ 18; McLeod v. College, 69 Neb.
550. 96 N. W. 265.

Corporation do facto. One existing un-
der color of law and in pursuance of an ef-
fort made in good faith to organize a cor-
poration under the statute; an association
of men claiming to be a legally incorporated
company, and exercising the powers and
functions of a corporation, but without ac-
tual lawful authority to do so. Foster v.
Hare, 26 Tex. Civ. App. 177, 62 S. W. 541:
Attorney General v. Stevens, 1 N. J. Eq. 378,
22 Am. Dec. 526; Manufacturing Co. v. Scho-
ileld, 28 Ind. App. 95, 62 N. E. 106; Cedar
Rapids Water 00. v. Cedar Rapids, 118 Iowa,
234, 91 N. W. 1081: Johnson v. Okerstrom,
70 Min. 303, 73 N. W. 147; Tulare Irrig.
Dist. v.' Shepard, 185 U. S. 1, 22 sup. Ct. 531,
46 L. Ed. 773; In re Gibbs‘ lmtate, 167 Pa.
59, 27 Atl. 883, 22 L. R. A. 276; Pape v.
Bank, 20 Kan. 440, 27 Am. Rep. 183.

Joint-stock corporation. This diirers
from a joint~stock company in being regular-
ly incorporated, instead otbeing a mere part-
nership, but resembles it in having a capital
divided 'into shares of stock. Most business
corporations (as distinguished from elee-
mosynsry corporations) are of this character.

Koncycd corporations are, properly
speaking, those dealing in money or in the
business of receiving deposits, loaning mon-
ey, and exchange; but in a wider sense the
term is applied to all business corporations
having a money capital and employing it in
the conduct of their business. Mutual Ins.
Co. v. Erie County, 4 N. Y. 444; Gillet v.
Moody, 3 N. Y. 48!; Vermont Stat. 1804, 5

3674; Hill v. Reed, 16 Barb. (N. Y.) 287; In
re California Pac. R. Co., 4 Fed. Cas. 1,060;
Hobbs v. National Bank, 101 Fed. 75, 41 0.
C. A. 205.

Kunicipal corporations. See that title.
Public-service corporations. Those

whose operations serve the needs of the gen-
eral public or conduce to the comfort and
convenience of an entire community, such as
railroads, gas, water, and electric light com-
panies. The business of such companies is
said to be “aifected with a public interest."
and for that reason they are subject to leg-
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islative regulation and eontrol- to a.greater
extent than corporations not of this char-
acter.

Quasi corporations. Organizations ro-
sembling corporations; municipal societies
or similar bodies which, though not true cor-
porations in all respects, are yet recognized,
by statutes or immemorial usage, as persons
or aggregate corporations, with precise du-
ties which may be enforced, and privileges
which may be maintained, by suits at law.
They may be considered quasi corporations,
with limited powers, coextensive with the
duties imposed upon them by statute or
usage, but restrained from a general use of
the authority which .belongs to those meta-
physical persons by the common law. Scates
V.’ King, 110 Ill. 456; Adams v. Wiscasset
Bank, 1 Me. 361, 1 Am. Dec. 88; Lawrence
County v. Railroad Co., 81 Ky. 227 ; Barnes
v. District of Columbia, 91 U. S. 552.. 23 L.
Ed. 440.

This term islacking in definiteness and pre-
cision. It a pears to be applied indiscriminate-3 (a) to al kinds of munici al corporations,

e word “quasi” being int uced because it
is said that these are not voluntary organiza-
tions like private corporations, but created by
the le islature for its own pur oses and with-
out re erence to the wishes of t e le of the
territory affected; (b) to all munic pa corpora-
tions except cities and incorporated towns. the
latter being considered the only true munici si
corporations because the exist and act un er
charters or statutes 0 incorporation while
counties, school districts, and the like are mere-
ly created or set oil under general laws; (c) to
municipal corporations possessing only a low
order of corporate existence or the most limited
ran e of corgorate powers, such as hundreds in
lihig and, an counties, villages, and school dis-
tricts in America. .

Quasi public corporation. This term is
sometimes applied to corporations which are
not strictly public, in the sense of being or-
ganized for governmental purposes, but whose
operations contribute to the comfort, con-
venience, or welfare of the general public,
such as telegraph and telephone companies.
gas, water, and electric light companies, and
irrigation companies. More commonly and
more correctly styled “public-service corpora-
tions." See Wiemer v. Louisville Water Co.
(0. C.) 130 Fed. 251; Cumberland Tel. Co. v.

.Evansville (C. C.) 127 Fed. 187; McKim v.

Odom, 3 Bland (Md.) 419; Campbell v. Wat-
son, 62 N. J. Eq. 396. 50 Atl. 120.

Spiritual corporations. Corporations,
the members of which are entirely spiritual
persons, and incorporated as such, for the
furtherance of religion and perpetuating the
rights of the church.

Trading corporations. A trading corpo-
ration is a commercial corporation engaged in
buying and selling. The word “trading," is
much narrower in scope than “business,” as
applied to corporations, and though a trading
corporation is a business corporation, there
are many business corporations which are
not trading companies. Dartmouth College v.
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Woodward, 4 Wheat. .869, 4 L Ed. 629:
Adams v. Railroad Co., 1 Fed. Cas. 92.

'1‘:-amp co:-pox-ntions.. Companies char-
tered in one state without any intention of
doing business therein. but which carry on
their business and operations wholly in other
states. State v. Georgia Co., 112 N. C. 34,
17 S. E. 10, 19 L. R. A. 485.

Synonyms. The words "company" and
“corporation" are commonly used as inter-
changeable terms. In strictness, however, a
company is an association of persons for
business or other purposes. embracing a con-
siderable number ot individuals, which may
or may not be incorporated. In the former
case, it is legally a partnership or a joint-
stock company; in the latter case, it is prop-
erly called a “corporation." Goddard v. Rail-
road Co., 202 Ill. 362, 66 N. E. 1066; Bradley
Fertilizer Co. v. South Pub. Co., 4 Misc. Rep.
172, 23 N. Y. Supp. 675; Com. v. Reinoehl,
163 Pa. 287, 29 Atl. 896. 25 L. R. A. 247:
State v. Mead, 27 Vt. 722: Leader Printing
Co. v. Lowry, 9 Okl. 89, 59 Pac. 2-12. For the
particulars in which corporations differ from
“Joint-Stock Companies" and "Partnerships."
see those titles.

CORPORATION ACT. In English law.
The statute 13 Car. II. St. 2, c. 1: by which
it was provided that no person should there-
after be elected to otiice in any corporate
town that should not, within one year pre-
viously, have taken the sacrament of the
Lord's Slipper, according to the rites of the
Church of England; and every person so
elected was also required to take the oaths of
allegiance and supremacy. 3 Steph. Comm.
103, 104; 4 Bl. Comm. 58. This statute is
now repealed. 4 Steph. Comm. 511.

CORPORATION COURTS. Certain
courts in Virginia described as follows: “For
each city of the state, there shall be a court
called a ‘corporation court,’ to be held by a
judge, with like qualifications and elected in
the same manner as Judges of the county
court.” Code Va. 1887, S 3050.

CORPORATOR. A member of a corpo-
ration aggregate. Grant, Corp. 48.

CORPOR}: RT ANIMO. Lat. By the
body and by the mind; by the physical act
and by the mental intent. Dig. 41, 2, 3.

CORPORRAL. A term descriptive of
such things as have an objective, material
existence; perceptible by the senses of sight
and touch: possessing a real body. Opposed
to incorporeal and spiritual. Civ. Code La.
1900, art. 400; Sullivan v. Richardson, 33
Fla. 1, 14 South. 602.

There is a distinction between “corporeal” and
“corporal." The former term means "possess-
ing a body," that is, tangible. physical. material;
the latter, means “relating to or affecting a
body," that is, bodily, external. Corporesl de-
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notes the nature or physical existence of a body;
corporal denotes its exterior or the co-ordination
of it with some other body. Hence we speak of
"corporeal hereditaments,” but of “corporal
punishment," “corporal touch," “corporal oath,”
etc.
—-Corporeal has-odituncnts. See Hsannrr-.
A.usN'rs.—Co1-pared property. Such as at-
fects the senses, and may be seen and handled by
the body, as opposed to incorporeal prope ,

_which cannot be seen or handled, and exists on y
in contemplation. Thus a house is corporeal. but
the annual rent payable for its occupation is in-
corporeal. Corporeal property is, if movable,
capable of manual transfer; it immovable. pos-
session of it may be delivered up. But incor-
poreal property cannot be so transferred. but
some other means must be adopted for its trans-
fer, of which the most usual is an instrument
in writing. Mosley an Whitley.

CORPS DIPLOHATIQUE. In inter-
national law. Ambassadors and diplomatic
persons at any court or capital.

CORPSE. The dead body of a human
being.

CORPUS. (Lat.) Body; the body; an
aggregate or mass, (of men, laws, or articles;)
physical substance, as distinguished from in-
tellectual conception; the principal sum or
capital, as distinguished from interest or in-
come. _

A substantial or positive fact, as distin-
guished from what is equivocal and ambigu-
ous. The corpus dclicti (body of an oifense)
is the fact of its having been actually com-
mitted. Best, Pres. 269-279.

A corporeal act of any kind, (as distin-
guished from animus or mere intention.) on
the part or him who wishes to acquire a
thing, whereby he obtains the physical abil-
ity to exercise his power over it whenever he
pleases. The word pccurs frequently in this
sense in the civil law. Mackeld. Rom. Law.
5 248.
—Oor£u oouitatus. The body of a county.
The w ole county, as distinguished from a rt
of it, or any particular place in it. U. l . v.
Grush, 6 Mason, 290, Fed. Cas. No. 15,- —

Corpus oorporntlun. A corporation; a cor-
porate body, other than municipal.—Oorpns
cum cause. (The body with the cause.) An
English writ which issued out of chancery. to
remove both the body and the record, touching
the caruee of any man lying in execution upon
a judgment for debt, into the king's bench, there
to remain until he satisfied the Judgment. Co-
well; B1ount.—CoI-pus d lioti. The _body of
a crime. The body (mat rial substance) upon
which a crime has been committed. e. 17., the
corpse of a murdered man, the charred remains
of a houseburned down. In a derivative sense,
the substance or foundation of a crime; the
substantial fact that a crime has been com-
mitted. People v. Dick. 37 Cal. 281; White v.
State, 49 Ala. 34"’; Goldman, v. Com., 100 Va.
865. 42 S. E. 923; State v. Hand. 1 Marv.
(Del.) 545, 41 Atl. 1%; State v. Dickson, 78
Mo. 441.—Oo1-pus pro corpora. In o_ld rec-
ords. Body for body. A phrase expressing the
liability of manucaptors. 3 How. State Tr. 110.

CORPUS CHRISTI DAY. In English
law. A feast instituted in 1264, in honor of
the sacrament. 32 Hen. VIII. c. 21.
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Corpus humsnnzn. non reoipit asti-
netienem. The human body does not ad-
mit of valuation. Bob. 59.

CORPUS JURII. A body of law. A
term used to signify a book comprehending
several collections of law. There are two
principal collections to which this name is
given; the corpus Juris atoms. and the
Corpus Juria Canonici.
—Corpns jus-is eanonlei. The body of the
canon law. A compilation of the canon law.
comprising the decrees and canons of the Roman
Church, constituting the body of ecclesiastical
law of that church.—Co1-pus Jun-is oivilis.
The body of the civil law. The system of R0-
man jurisprudence compiled and codified under
the direction of the emperor Justinian, in A.
D. This collection comprises the In-
stitutes, Digest, (or Pandects.) Code, and Novels.
The name is said to have been first applied to
this collection early in the seventeenth century.

CORRECTION. Discipline; chastise-
ment administered by a master or other per-
son in authority to one who has committed
an offense, for the purpose of curing his
faults or bringing him into proper subjec-
tion.
-001-reetlon, house of. A prison for the
reformation of petty or juvenile ofienders.

CORRECTOR or TEE STAPLE. In
old English law. A clerk belonging to the
staple, to write and record the bargains of
merchants there made.

CORREGIDOR. In Spanish law. A
magistrate who took cognizance of various
misdemeanors, and of civil matters. 2 White,
New Recop. 53.

CORREI. Lat. In the civil law. Co-
stipulators; joint stipulators.
—0on'ei eredendl. In the civil and Scotch
law. Joint creditors; creditors in aolido. Poth.
Obi. pt. 2, c. 4, art. 3, § 11.—Cox-rel debendi.
in Scotch law. Two or more person bound as
principal debtors to another. Ersk. Inst. 3, 3,

CORRELATIVE. Having a mutual or
reciprocal relation, in such sense that the
existence of one necessarily implies the ex-
istence of the other. Father and son are
correlative terms. Right and duty are cor-
relative terms.

CORRESPONDENCE. Interchange of
written communications. The‘ letters writ-
ten by a person and the answers written by
the one to whom they are addressed.

CORROBORATE. To strengthen: to
add weight or credibility to a thing by addi-
tional and confirming facts or evidence. Still
v. State (Tex. Cr. R.) 50 S. W. 355; State‘ v.
Hicks, 6 S. D. 826, 60 N. W. 66: Schefter
v. Hatch, 70 Hun, 597. 25 N. Y. supp. 240.

The expression “corroborating circumstances"
clearly does not mean facts which. independent
of a confession, will warrant s conviction; for

_ pronounced a certain imprecation.

CORSNED

then the verdict would stand not on the con-.
fession. but upon those independent circumstan-
ces. To corroborate is to strengthen, to confinn
by additional security, to add strength. The
testimony of a witness is said to be corroborated
when it s shown to correspond with the repre-
sentation of some other witness, or to com rt
with some facts otherwise known or estabiis ed.
Corroborating circumstances, then, used in ref-
erence to a. confession. are such as serve to
strengthen it, to render it more probable; such,
in short, as may serve to impress a jury with
a belief in its truth. State v. Guild, 10 N. J.
law, 163, 18 Am. Dec. 404.
—Con-obox-sting evidence. Evidence supple-
mentar to that already given and tending to
strengt en or confirm it: additional evidence
of a diiferent character to the same point. Gild-
ersieeve v. Atkinson, 6 N. M. 250, 27 Pac. 477:
Mills v. Comm., 93 Va. 815, 22 S. E. 863; Code
Civ. Proc. Cal. 1903. 5 18%.

Corruptio opthnl est pesslma. Corrup-
tion‘of the best is worst.

CORRUPTION. Iilegality; a vicious and
fraudulent intention to evade the prohibi-
tions of the law.

The act of an official or fiduciary person
who unlawfully and wrongfully uses his sta-
tion or character to procure some benefit for
himself or for another person. contrary to
duty and the rights of others. U. S. v. John-
son (0. C.) 26 Fed. 682: State v. Ragsdaie.
59 Mo. App. 608; Wight v. Rindskopf, 43
Wis. 351; Worsham v. Murchison. 66 Ga.
719; U. S. v. Edwards (0. C.) 43 Fed. 67.

CORRUPTION 0!‘ BLOOD. In English
law. This was the consequence of atfaimlcr.
It meant that the attainted person could
neither inherit lands or other hereditaments
from his ancestor, nor retain those he al-
ready had, nor transmit them by descent to
any heir, because his blood was considered
in law to be corrupted. Avery v. Everett. 110
N. Y. 317. 18 N. E. 148, 1 L R. ’A. 264. 6
Am. St. Rep. 368. This was abolished by St.
8 J: 4 Wm. IV. c. 106. and 33 & 34 Vict. c. 23,
and is unknown in America. Const. U. 8.
art. 3. I 3.

CORSELET. Ancient armor which cov-
ered the body.

CORSE-PRESENT. A mortuary, thus
termed because, when a mortuary became
due on the death of a man. the best or sec-
ond-best beast was, according to custom.
offered or presented to the priest, and carried
with the corpse. In Wales a corse-present
was due upon the death of a clergyman to
the bishop of the diocese, till abolished by
12 Anne St. 2, c. 6. 2 Bl. Comm. 426.

CORSNED. In Saxon law. The morsel
of execration. A species of ordeal in use
among the Saxons. performed by eating a
piece of bread over which the priest had

If the
accused ate it freely. he was pronounced in-
nocent: but, if it stuck in his throat. it was
considered a a proof of his guilt. Crabb,
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Eng. Law, 30; 1 Reeve, Eng. Law, 21; 4 Bi.
Comm. 345.

CORT!-:8. The name of the legislative
assemblies, the parliament or congress, of
Spain and Portugal.

003.1‘!-Ix. The bark of a tree; the outer
covering of anything.

0031718.
Blount.

A court or yard before a house.

‘con'rur.Annnia,o: oorvranrun. In
old records. A yard adjoining a country
farm.

OORVEE. In French law. Gratuitous
labor exacted from the villages or commu-
nities, especially for repairing roads, con-
structing bridges. etc. state v. Covington,
125 N. C. 641, 3-1 S. E. 272.

008A JUZGADA. In Spanish law. A
cause or matter adjudged, (res judicata.)
White, New Recop. b. 3, tit. 8, note.

COSAS OOHUIIES. In Spanish law. A
term corresponding to the res communes oi‘ the
Roman law, and descriptive of such things as
are open to the equal and common enjoyment
of all persons and not to be reduced to pri-
vate ownership, such as the air, the sea, and
the water of running streams. Hall, Mex.
Law, 447; Lux v. Haggin, 69 Cal. 255, 10
Pac. 707.

OOSDUNA.
tribute.

In feudal law. A custom or

003811. 002511’.
To cheat. “A cosening knave.” 3 Leon. 171.

OOIENAGE. In old English law. Kin-
dred: cousiiiship. Also a writ that lay for
the heir where the tresaii, 5. e.. the father of
the besail, or great-grandfather. was seised
of lands in fee at his death, and a stranger
entered upon the land and abated. Fitzh.
Nat. Brev. 221.

OOSENING. In old English law. An of-
fense, mentioned in the old books, where any-
thing was done deceitfully, whether belong-
ing to contracts or not. which could not
be properly termed by any special name. The
same as the steluonatua of the civil law.
Cowell.

OOSHERING. In old- English law. A
feudal prerogative or custom for lords to lie
and feast themselves at their tenants’ houses.
Cowell.

COSMOS. Clean. Blount.

0088. A term used by Europeans in In-
(“R to denote ii road-measure of about two
miles, but diflerlng in diirerent parts. Whar-
ton. '
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In old English law.‘

COSTS

OOIT. The cost of an article purchased
for exportation is the price paid. with all in-
cidental charges paid at the place of exporta-
tion. Goodwin v. U. 8., 2 Wash. 0. C. 493.
Fed. Cas. No. 5,554. Cost price is that ac-
tually paid for goods. Buck v. Burk, 18 N.
Y. 337.

OOIT-BOOK. A book in which a num-
ber of adventurers who have obtained per-
mission to work a lode, and have agreed to
share the enterprise in certain proportions,
enter the agreement, and from time to time
the receipts and expenditures of the mine.
the names of the shareholders. their respec-
tive accounts with the mine. and transfers of
shares. These associations are called “Cost-
'Book Mining Companies," and are governed
by the general law of partnership. Lindl.
Partn. '1-17.

O0-ITIPULATOB. A joint promisor.

OOITS. A pecuniary allowance, made to
the successful party, (and recoverable from
the losing party.) for his expenses in prose-
cuting or defending a suit or a distinct pro-
ceeding within a suit. Apperson V. Insur-
ance Co.. 38 N. J. Law. 388; Stevens v. Bank.
168 N. Y. 560. 61 N. E. 904; Bennett v.
Kroth, 87 Kan. 235, 15 Pac. 21, 1 Am. St.
Rep. 248; Chase v. De Wolf, 69 Iii. 49;
Noyes v. State, 46 Wis. 250, 1 N. W. 1,
Am. Rep. 710.

Costs and fees were originally altogether dif-
ferent in their nature. The one is an allowance
to a party for expenses incurred in prosecuting
or defending a suit; the other, a compensation
to an o/ficer for services rendered in the prog-
ress of _a_cause. Therefore, while an executor
or administrator was not personally liable to
his adversary for costs, yet, if at his instance
an officer performed services for him, he had a
personal demand for his fees. Musser v. Good.
11 Serg. J: R. (Pa.) 247. There is in our stat-
ute a manifest difference between costs and fees
in another respect. Costs are an ailowanceto
a part ' for the expenses incurred in prosecuting
or de ending a suit,—an incident_to the judg-
ment; while fees are compensation to public
oflicers for services rendered individuals not in
tAh]c of litigation. Tillman v. “nod, 58

a. .

In England, the term is also used to desig-
nate the charges which an attorney or solic-
itor is entitled to make and recover from his
client, as his remuneration for professional
services, such as legal advice, attendances.
drafting and copying documents, conducting
legal proceedings. etc.
-3111 of costs. A certified. itemized state-
ment of the amount of costs in an action or suit.
-00:-tifieate tor costs. In English practice.
a certificate or memorandum drawn up and
signed by the judge before whom a _case was
tried, setting out certain facts, the existence of
which must be thus proved before the party is
entitled, under the statutes, to recover costs.-
Oost bond, or bond for costs. A bond given
by a party to an action to secure the eventual
payment.of such costs as may be awarded
against him.—Costs de hsensmento.‘ Increas-
ed costs, costs of_ increase. Costs adjudged by
the court in addition to those assessed y the
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gidry. Day v. Woodworth, 13 How. 372, 14 L.
. 181. Those extra expenses incurred which

do not appear on the face of the proceedings,
such as witnesses‘ expenses fees to counsel, at-
tendances. court fees, etc. ‘Vharton.—0osts of
the day. Costs which are incurred in prepare
ing for the trial of a cause on a specified
consisting of witnesses’ fees, and other fees of
attendance. Archb. N. Prac. 281.—-costs to
abide event. When an order is made by _an
appellate court reversing a judgment, with
"costs to abide the event,’ the costs intended by
the order include those of the afp al, so that,
if the appellee is finally success , he is enti-
tled to tax the costs of the appeal. First Nat.
Bank v. Fourth Nat. Bank, 84 N. Y. .—

Doublo costs. The ordinary single costs_ of
suit, and one-half of that amount in addition.
2 Tidd r. 987. " uble” is not used here in
its ordinary sense of “twice" the amount. Van
Aulen v. Decker, 2 N. J. Law, 108; Gilbert v.
Kennedy 22 Mich. 19. But see Moran V. Hud-
son 34 N. J. Law, 681. These costs are now
abolished in England by "St. 5 8: 6 Vict. c. 97.
Wharton.—I‘innl costs. Such costs as are to
be paid at the end of the suit; costs, the lia-
bility for which depends upon the final result
of the litigation. Goodyear 1'. Saw ‘er (C. _C.)
17 Fed. 8.—Intex-loeutox-y costs. n practice.
Costs accruing upon proceedings in the inter-
mediate stages of a cause, as distinguished from
final costs; such as the costs of motions. 3
Chit. Gen. Pr. 597' Goodyear v. Sawyer (C. O.)
17 Fed. 6.—T1-able costs. A rate of costs
given inrcertain actions, consisting. according
to its technical import, of the common costs,
half of these, and half of the atter. 2 Tidd, P_r.

The word "treble." in this application, is
not understood in its literal sense of thrice the
amount of sin le costs, but signifies merely the
addition toget er of the three sums fixed as
above. Id. Treble costs have been abolished in
England. by St. 5 an 6 Vict. c. 97 In American
law. In Pennsy vsnia and New Jersey the rule
is different. hen an act of assembly gives
treble costs, the party is allowed three times
the usual costs, with the exception that the fees
of the ofiicers are not to be trebled when they
are not regularly or usually payable by the de-
fendant. Shoemaker v. Nesbit, 2 Rawle (Pa.)
203; Welsh v. Anthony, 16 Pa. 256; Mairs v.
Sparks, 5 N. J. Law, 516.—Seoiu-tty for
costs. In practice. A security which a de-
fendant in an action may require of a plaintiff
who does not reside within the jurisdiction of
the court, for the payment of such costs as_ may
be awarded to the defendant. 1 Tidd, Pr. 53-l.

rte Louisville J: N. R. Co., 124 Ala. 547,
2? nth. 239.

COSTUHBBE. In Spanish law. Ous-
tom: an unwritten law established by usage.
during a long space of time. Las Partidas,
pt. 1, tit. 2, 1. 4.

co-sunrrrms. Joint sureties; two or
more sureties to the same obligation.

' OOTA. A cot or hut. Blount.

OOTAGIUM. In old English law.
11889-

A cot-

OOTAIBIUS. In old English law. A cot-
tager, who held in free sociige, and paid a
stated line or rent in provisions or money,
with some occasional personal services.

GOTERELLI. Anciently, a kind of peas-
antry who were outlaws; robbers. Blount.
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OOTERELLUS. In feudal law. A ser-
vile tenant, who held in mere villenage; his
person, issue, and goods were disposable at
the lord’s pleasure.

00111311}. A fashionable association, or
a knot of persons forming a particular circle.
The origin of the term was purely commer-
cial, signifying an association, in which each
member furnished his part, and bore his
share in the profit and loss. Wharton.

OOTESWOLD. In old records. A place
where there is no wood.

OOTLAND. In old English law. Land
held by a cottager, whether in socage or vil-
lenage. Ooweu. .

OOTSETIILA. In old English law. The
little seat or mansion belonging to a small
farm.

OOTSETHLAND. The seat of a cottage
with the land belonging to it. Spelman.

OOTSETUS. A cottager or cottage-hold-
or who held by servile tenure and was bound
to do the work or the lord. Cowell.

COTTAGE. In English law. A small
dwelling-house that has no land belonging to
it. Shep. Touch. 94; Emerton v. Selby, 2
La. Raym. 1015; Scholes v. Hargreaves, 5
Term, 46; Hubbard v. Hubbard, 15 Adoi. an

E. (N. S.) 240; Gibson 7. Brockway, 8 N. H.
470, 31 Am. Dec. 200.

COTTIER TENANOY. A species or ten-
nncy in Ireland, constituted by an agreement
in writing, and subject to the following
terms: That the tenement consist of ii dwell-
ing-house with not more than half an acre
of land; at a rental not exceeding £5 a year;
the tenancy to be for not more than a month
at a time; the landlord to keep the house
in good repair. Landlord and Tenant Act.
Ireland, (23 & 24 Vict. c. 154, 5 81.)

COTTON NOTES. Receipts given for
each bale or cotton received on storage by
a public warehouse. Fourth Nat. Bank v.
St. Louis Cotton Compress Co., 11 Mo. App
337.

COTUCA. Coat armor.

OOTUOHANS. A term used in Domes-
day for peasants, boors, husbnudmen.

OOUOBANT. Lying down; squatting.
Gouchant and lerant (lying down and rising
up) is a term applied to animals trespassing
on the land at‘ one other than their owner,
for one night or longer. 3 Bl. Comm. 9.

OOUGEBR, or-‘0o‘U!l.OKER. A factor
who continues abroad for traiiic. (37 Edw.
Ill. c. 16;) also the general book wherein any
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corporatien,'etc., register their acts, (3 & 4
Edw. VI. c. 10.) ’

COUNCIL. An assembly of persons for
the purpose of concerting measures of state
or municipal policy; hence called “coun-
cl1iors.”

In American law. The legislative body
in the government of cities or boroughs. An
advisory body selected to aid the executive:
particularly in the colonial period (and at
present in some of the United States) a body
appointed to advise and assist the governor
in his executive or judicial capacities or both.
—-Cornuaou council. In American law. The
lower or more numerous branch of the legisla-
tive assembly of a city. In English law. The
councillors of the city of London. The parlia-
ment, also, was anciently called the “common
council of the realm." Fieta, 2, 13.—P1-ivy
council. See that .title.—8clect council.
The name given, in some states, to the upper
house or branch of the council of a city.

COUNCIL 0!‘ CONCILIATION. By the
Act 30 & 31 Vlct. c. 105, power is given for
the crown to grant licenses for the forma-
tion of councils of conciliation and arbitra-
tion, consisting of a certain number of mas- .

ters and workmen in any trade or employ-
ment, having power to hear and determine
all questions between masters and workmen
which may be submitted to them by both par-
ties, arising out of or with respect to the
particular trade or manufacture, and incapa-
ble of being otherwise settled. They have
power to apply to a Justice to enforce the
performance of their award. The members
are elected by persons engaged in the trade.
Davis, Bldg. Soc. 232; Sweet.

COUNCIL 0!‘ JUDGES. Under the Eng-
lish Judicature act. 1873, § 75, an annual
council of the judges of the supreme court is
to he held, for the purpose of considering the
operation of the new practice, otlices. etc., in-
troduced by the act, and of reporting to a sec-
retary of state as to any alterations which
they consider should be made in the law for
the administration of justice. An extraor-

. dinary council may also be convened at any
time by the lord chancellor. sweet.

COUNCIL 0!‘ THE NOBTII. A court
instituted by Henry VIII. in 1587, to ad-
minister justice in Yorkshire and the four
other northern counties. Under the presi-
dency of Stratford, the court showed great
rigor, bordering, it is alleged, on harshness.
It was abolished by 16 Car. I.. the same act
which abolished the Star Chamber. Brown.

COUNIEL. 1. In practice. An advo-
cate, counsellor, or pleader. 3 Bl. Comm.
26; 1 Kent. Comm. 307. One who assists his
client with advice, and pleads for him in
open court. See COUNBELLOB.

Counsellors who are associated with those
regularly retained in a cause, either for the
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purpose of advising as to the points of law
involved, or preparing the case on its legal
side, or arguing questions of law to the
court, or preparing or conducting the case
on its appearance before an appellate tribu-
nal, are said to be.“of counsel.”

2. Knowledge. A grand jury is sworn to
keep secret “the commonwealth's ooumel,
their fellows’. and their own."

3. Advice given by one person to another
in regard to a proposed line of conduct,
claim, or contention. State v. Russell, 83
Wis. 330, 53 N. W. 441; Ann. Codes & St. 01'.
1901, 5 1049. The words “counsel" and “ad-
vise" may be, and frequently are. used in ‘

criminal law to describe the oifense of a
person who, not actually doing the felonious
act, by his will contributed to it or procured
it to be done. True v. Com., 90 Ky. 651. 14
S. W. 684; Omer v. Com., 95 Ky. 353, 25 S.
W. 694.

-Junior counsel. The younger of the coun-
sel employed on the same side of a case, or the
one lower in standing or rank, or who is intrast-
ed with the less important parts of the prepara-
tion or trial of the cause.

comtsrzrns SIGNATURE. This is re-
quired, in some Jurisdictions, to be aflixed
to pleadings, as aflordlng the court a means
of Judging whether they are interposed in
good faith and upon legal grounds.

COUNSELLOR. An advocate or barris-
ter. A member of the legal profession whose
special function is to give counsel or advice
as to the legal aspects of judicial contro-
versies, or their preparation and manage-
ment, and to appear in court for the con-
duct of trials, or the argument of causes, or
presentation of motions, or any other legal
business that takes him into the presence
of the court.

In some of the states, the two words
“counsellor" and “attorney" are used inter-
changeably to designate all lawyers. In
others. the latter term alone is used, "coun-
sellor" not being recognized as a technical
name. In still others. the two are associat-
ed together as the fnli legal title of any per-
son who has been admitted to practice in
the courts; while in a few they denote dif-
ferent grades, it being prescribed that no
one can become a .counsellor until he has
been an attorney for a specified time and
has passed a second examination.

In the practice of the United States so-
preme court, the term denotes an olilcer who
is employed by a party in a cause to conduct
the same on its trial on his behalf. He dif-
fers from an attorney at law.

in the supreme court of the United States,
the two degrees of attorney and counsel
were at ilrst kept separate, and no person
was permitted to practice in both capaci-
ties. but the present practice is otherwise.
Weeks, Attys. at Law. 54. It is the duty
of the counsel to draft or review and cor-
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rect the special pleadings, to manage the
cause on trial, and, during the whole course
of the suit, to apply established principles
of law to the exigencies of the case. 1
Kent, Comm. 307.

COURT, 1:. In pleading. To declare: to
recite; to state a case: to narrate the facts
constituting a plaintitrs cause of action. In
a special sense, to set out the claim or count
of the demandant in a real action.

To plead orally; to plead or argue a case
in court: to recite or read in court; to re-
cite a count in court.
—Count upon a statute. Counting upon a
statute consists in making_ express reference to
it. as by the words “against the form of the
statute" (or "by the force of the statute") “in
such case made and rovided." Richardson 1.
Fletcher, 74 Vt. 417, 2 Atl. 1064.

OOIIIIT, n. In pleading. The different
parts of a declaration, each of which, if it
stood alone. would constitute a ground for
action, are the counts of the declaration.
Used also to signify the several parts of an
indictment. each charging a distinct offense.
Cheetham v. Tillotson. 5 Johns. (N. Y.) 434;
Buckingham v. Murray, 7 Honst. (Del.) 176,
30 Atl. 779: Boren v. State. 23 Tex. App. 28,
4 S. W. 463; Bailey v. Mosher, 63 Fed. 490,
11 C. C. A. 304; Ryan v. Riddle, 109 Mo.
App. 115, 82 S. W. 1117.

—Cosu_auou counts. Certain general counts or
forms inserted in a declaration in an action to
recover a money debt. not founded on the cir-
cumstances of the individual case, but intended
to guard against a possible variance, and to
enable the piaintiif to take advantage of any
ground of liability which the proof may disclose,
within the general ‘scope of t e action. In the
action of auumpsit. these counts are as fol-
lows: For goods sold and delivered. or bar-

ined and sold; for work done; for money
ent; for money paid: for money received to

the use of the plaintifi; for interest; or for
money due on an account stated. See Nugent
v. Teauchot. 67 Mich. 571. 35 N. W. 254.—Gen-
erul count. One stating in a eneral way the
glaintiifs claim. Wertheim v. asualty Co., 72

t. 326. 47 At]. 1071.—0Iuulbus count. A
count which combines.in one all the money
counts with one for goods sold and delivere ,

work and.labor. and an account stated. Web-
her v. ’.l.‘iviii, 2 Saund. 122: Griflin v. Murdock.
88 Me. 254, 34 Atl. 30.—Honoy counts. A
species of common counts, so called from the
subject-matter of them; embracing the u'ndebo'ta-
tau ouumput count for money lent and ad-
vanced. for money paid and expended. and for
nione had and received. together with the in-
sun coinputaueat count, or count for money
due on an account stated. 1 Biirrill. Pr. 13

oral counts. Where a laintiif has sev-
eral distinct causes of action. e is allowed to
pursue them cumulatively in the some action,
subject to certain rules which the law pre-
scribes. Wharton.—Speo:l.ul oousst. As op-
posed to the common counts. in pleading, a
special count is a statement of the actual facts
of the particular case, or a count in which the
plaintiff's claim is set forth with all needed par-
ticularity. Wertheim v. Casualty Co., 72 Vt.
328. 47 Atl. 1071.

000161‘. (Fr. comic;
oomec.) An earl.
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from the Latin

I

COUNTER-CLAIM

COUNT-OUT. In English parliamentary
law. Forty members form a house of com-
nions; and, though there be ever so many
at the beginning of a debate, yet, if during
the course of it the house should be deserted
by the members, till reduced below the num-
ber of forty. any one member may have it
adjourned upon its being counted; but a
debate may be continued when only one
member is left in the house. provided no one
choose to move an adjournment. Wharton.

COUNTBE. In old English law. The
most eminent dignity of a subject before the
Conquest. He was pro:/ectus or prcepositus
comifatus, and had the charge and custody
of the county; but this authoriw is now
vested in the sheriff. 9 Coke. 46.

COUNTENANCE.
Credit; estimation. Wharton. Also, en-
couragement; aiding and abetting. Cooper
v. Johnson, 81 M0. 487.

COUNTER, n. The name of two prisons
formerly standing in London, but now de-
molislied. They were the Poultry Counter
and Wood Street Counter.

oomrrnn. adj. Adverse; antagonistic;
opposing or contradicting; contrary. silli-
man v. Eddy. 8 now. Prac. (N. Y.) 122.
—Countar-ufldavit. An aflidavit made and
presented in contradiction or opposition to an
aflidavit which is made the basis or support of
a motion or appiication.—Gouutea-ubond. In
old practice. A bond of indemnity. 2 Leon. 90.
—Countor-deed. A secret writing. either be-
fore a notary or under a rivate seal. which de-
stroys, invalidates. or a ters a public one.-
Countorbletter. A species of instrument of
defeasance common in the civil law., It is ex-
ecuted by a party who has taken a deed of prop-
erty. absoiute on its face. but intended as se-
curity lor a loan of money, and by it he agrees
to reconvey the property on payment of a speci-
fied sum. The two instrnments. taken together.
constitute what is known in Louisiana as an
"ann'chreu's," (q. o.)—Countor-mark. A sign
put upon goods already marked: _also the sev-
eral marks put upon goods belonging to several

ersons, to show that they must not be opened.
gut in the presence of all the owners or their
ageuts.—-Counter-security. A security given
to one who has entered into a bond or become
surety for another; a coiintervaiiing bond of
indemnity.

COUNTER-OLAIH. A claim presented
by a defendant in opposition to or deduction
from the claim of the plaintiif. A species
of set-oi! or recoupment introduced by the
codes of civil procedure in several of the
states, of a broad and liberal character.

A counter-claim must be one “existing in
favor of a defendant and against a plain-
tiff between whom a several judgment
might be had in the action, and arising out
of one of the following causes of action: (1)
A cause of action arising out of the contract
or transaction set forth in the complaint
as tiie foundation of the plaiiitirs claim. or
connected with the subject of action: (2)
in an action arising on contract. any other

In old English law._
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cause of action arising also on contract. and
existing at the commencement of the ac-
tion.” Code Proc. N. Y. 5 150.

The term “counter-claim," of itself, imports a
claim opposed to, or which qualifies, or at least
in some degree afiects, the piaintifl"s cause of
action. Dietrich v. Koch, 35 Wis. 628.

A counterclaim is an opposition claim, or _de-
mand of something due; a demand of something
which of right be ongs to the defendant in op-
position to the right of theiilaintiil. éilliman
v. Eddy. 8 How. Prac. . .) 122. _

A counter-claim is t at which might have
arisen out of, or could have had some connec-
tion with, the original transaction, in view of
the parties, and which, at the time the contract
was made, they could have intended might, in
some event, give one party a claim against the
other for compliance or non-compliance with its
pmvisions. Conner v. Winton, 7 Ind. 523, 524.

GOUN'l:Ell.I'!:.l'1‘. In criminal law. To
forge; to copy or imitate, without authority
or right, and with a view to deceive or de-
fraud, by passing the copy or thing forged
for that which is original or genuine. Most
commonly applied to the fraudulent and
criminal imitation of money. State v. Mc-
Kenzie, 42 Me. 392; U. S. v. Barrett (D. C.)
111 Fed. 369; State v. Calvin. R. M. Charlt.
(Ga.) 159; Mattison V. State, 3 Mo. 421.
—Oountor!oit coin. Coin not genuine, but
resembling or apparently_ intended to resemble
or pass for genuine coin, includin genuine coin
prepared or altered so as to resem le or pass for
coin of a higher denomination. U. S. v. Ho
kins (D. C.) 26 Fed. 443: U. S. v. Bogart.
Fed. Cas. 118~"3.—Oonntos-feiter. In criinin_a.i
law. One who unlawfully makes base coin in
imitation of the true metal, or forges false cur-
rency. or any instrument of writing, bearing a
likeness and similitude to that which is lawful
and genuine, with an intention of deceivin and
im ing u n mankind. Thirman v. Matt ews,
1 tew. (A a.) 384.

COUNTER-PESANOE.
ing.

OOUNTERHAND. A change or revoca-
tion of orders. authority, or instructions pre-
viously issued. It may be either express or
implied; the former where the order or in-
structlon already given is explicitly annulled
or recalled; the latter where the party's con-
duct is inconipatlble with the further con-
tinuance of the order‘ or instruction. as
where a new order is given inconsistent
with the former order.

The act of forg-

OOUNTBRPART. In conveyancing.
The corresponding part of an instrument; a
duplicate or copy. Where an instrument of
conveyance, as a lease. is executed in parts,
that is, by having several copies or dupli-
cates made and interchangeably executed,
that which is executed by the grantor is
usually called the “original,” and the rest
are “counterparts ;" although. where all the
parties execute every part, this renders them
all originals. 2 Bl. Comm. 296; Shep. Touch.
50. Roosevelt v. Smith. 17 Misc. Rep. 323.
40 N. 1'. Supp. 381. See DUPLICATE.
—0oiinte:-part vi-it. A copy of the original
writ, authorized to be issued to another county
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when the court has 'urisdiction of the cause by
reason of the fact not some of the defendants
are residents of the coun or found therein.
White v. Lea, 9 ‘Les (Tenn. %.

COUNTER-PLEA. See PLEA.

COUN'.l‘E«-3.01.1.8. In English law.
The rolls which sheriffs have with the coro-
ners, containing particulars of their .pro-
ceedings, as well of appeals as or inquests.
etc. 8 Edw. I. c. 10.

OOUNTBRSIGN. The signature of a.
secretary or other subordinate oiiioer to any
writing signed by the principal or superior
to vouch for the authenticity of it. Fitth
Ave. Bank v. Railroad Co., 137 N. Y. 231..
33N.E.378,19L.R.A.331,33Am.St.
Rep. 712: Gurnee v. Chicago. 40 Ill. 167'.
People v. Brie, 43 Hun (N. Y.) 326.

OOUNTEBVAIL. To counterbalance: to
avail against with equal force or virtue; to
compensate for, or serve as an equivalent of
or substitute for.
—0ountex-van livery. At common law, a re-
lease was a form of transfer of real estate where
some right to it existed in one person but the
actual possession was in another; and the pos-
session in such case was said to “countervaii
iivegy," that is, it supplied the place of and ren-
der unnecessary the open and notorious de-
livery of possession uired in other cases.
Miller v. Emans, 19 N. . 387.—0onntorvai1-
in; equity. See Eouirr.

COUNT. L. Fr. Count. or reckon.
In old practice. A direction formerly given
by the clerk of a court to the crier, after
a jury was sworn, to number them; and
which Blackstone says was given in his time,
in good English, “count these." 4 Bl. Comm.
340. note 04.)

OOUNTORS. Advocates, or serjeants at
law, whom a man retains to defend his cause .

and speak for him in court, for their fees. 1
Inst. 17.

COUNTRY. The portion or the earth's
surface occupied by an independent nation
or people; or the inhabitants oi’ such ter-
ritory.

In its primary meaning "country" signifies
"place ;" and. in a larger sense, the territory or
dominions occupied by a community; or even
waste and unpeopled sections or regions of the
earth. But its metaphorical meaning is no less
definite and well understood; and in common
parlance, _in historical and geographical writ-
ngs. in diplomacy, legislation, treaties. and in-

ternational codes. the word is employed to de-
note the population, the-nation, the state, or
the government, having possession and dominion
over a territory. Stairs v. Peaslee. 18 How.
521. 15 L. , 474' U. S. v. Recorder, 1
Blatchf. 218. 225, 5 N. r. Leg. Obs. 286. Fed.
Gas. No. 16.129.

In pleading uni practice. The inhabit-
ants of a district from which a Jury is to be
summoned: pals: a Jury. 3 31. Comm. 349;
Steph. P1. 73, 78, 230.
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COUNTY

COUNTY. The name given to the prin-
cipal subdivisions of the kingdom of Eng-
land and or most or the states of the Amer-
ican Union, denoting a distinct portion of
territory organized by itself for political
and judicial purposes._ The etymology ot the
word shows it to have been the district an-
ciently governed by a count or earl. In mod-
ern use, the word may denote either the ter-
ritory marked ofl to form a county, or the
citizens resident within such territory, tak-
en collectively and considered as invested
with political rights, or the county regarded
as a municipal corporation possessing subor-
dinate governmental powers, or an organ-
ized .jnral society invested with specific
rights and duties. Patterson v. Temple, 27
Ark. 20?: Eagle v. Beard, 33 Ark. 501:
Wooster v. Plymouth, 62 N. H. 208.

—0onnty bridge. A bridge of the larger
clam, erected by the county, and which the
county is liable to keep in regs . Taylor v.
Davis County, 40 Iowa, 295: oone County v.
Mutchler. 137 Ind. 140, 36 N. E. 534.—Oounty
eo oners. Oficers of a county cha
with a variety of administrative and executive
duties, but principally with the management of
the financial afliairs of the county, its police
regulations, and its corporate business. Some.-
times the local laws give them limited judicial
powers. In some states they are called "super-
visors." Com. v. Krlckbaum, 199 Pa. 351. 49
Atl. 68.—0onnty so to. A ci or town,
with more or less ter tory annexed, ving the
privilege to be a county of itself, and not to be
comprised in any other county‘ such as Lon-
don, York, Bristol Norwich and other cities in
higland. 1 Bl. mm. 12b.—Oonnty court.
A court of high antiguity in England, incident
to the jurisdiction 0 the sheriir. It is not a
court of record, but may hold pleas of debt or
damages, under the value of forty shillings.
The freeholdere of the county (anciently termed
the "suitors" of the court) are the real judges
in this court, and the sherifl is the ministerial
ollicer. See 3 Bi. Comm. 35, 36: 3 Steph.
Comm. 395. But in modern English law the
name is a propriated to a system of tribunals
establish by the statute 9 & 10 Vict. c. 95,
having a limited jurisdiction, principally for the
recovery of small debts. It is also the name of
certain tribunals of limited jurisdiction in the
count of Middlesex. established under the stat-

In American law. The
name is used in many of the states to designate
the ordinary courts of record having jurisdic-
tion for trials at nisi prius. Their JDOWEPE gen-
erally comprise ordinary civil juris iction, also
the charge and care of rsons and estates com-
ing within legal guardianship, a limited crim-
inal jurisdiction, appellate jurisdicton over us-
tices of the peace. etc.—Oounty jail. A p ace
of incarceration for the punishment of minor of-
fenses and the custody of transient prisoners
where the ignominy of confinement is devoid of
the infamous character which an imprisonment
in the state jail or penitentiary carries with it.
U. S. v. Greenwald (D. C.) 64 Fed. 8.—Oounty
ofloors. Those whose general authority and
jurisdiction are confined within the limits of
the county in which they are a inted, who are
appointed in and for a partic ar county, and
whose duties apply only to that county, and
through whom the county performs its usual

litical functions. State v. Burns. 38 Fla.
, 21 South. %0: State v. Glenn. 7 Heisk.

genn. 473; in re Carpenter, 7 Barb. _$N. Y.
; hiladelphia v. Martin, 125 P . .;83 1

All. 507.—Oonnty ypnlntine. A term bestowed
upon certain count es in England, the lords of
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which in former times enjoyed especial privi-
leges. They mi ht
and_ felonies. Al w ts and indictments ran in
their names, as in other counties in the king's:
and all ofienses were said to be done against
their peace,_ and not, as in other places, contra
pacem domim regu. But these privileges have
in modern times nearly disappeared.—0onnty
rate. In English law. An imposition levied
on the occupiers of lands, and apglied to many _

miscellaneous purposes, amoug_w ich the most
important are those of defraying the expenses
connected with prisons, reimbursing to private

rties the costs they hs.ve.incurred in prosecut-
g public oflenders, and defraying the expenses

of the county police. See 15 & 16 Vict. c. 81.-—
County road. One which lies wholly within
one county, and which is thereby distinguished
from a state road, which is a road lying in two
or more counties. State v. Wood County. 17
Ohio, 186.—0onnty-sent. A county-seat or
county-town is the chief town of a county,
where the county buildings and courts are lo-
cated and the county business transacted. Wil-
liams _v. Reutael. 60 Ark. 155, 29 S. W. 374: In
re Allison, 13 Colo. 525, 22 Pac. 820, 10 L. R.
A. 790, 16 Am. St. Rep. 224: Whallon v. Grid-
185'. 51 Mich. 5(B. 16 N. W. 876.—Connty ses-
sions. _In England, the court of general quar-
ter sessions of the peace held in every coun
once in every quarter of a year. Mozley

itley.—Oounty-town. The county-seat:
the town in which the seat of government of
the count is located. State v. Cates, 105 Tenn.
441, 58 . W. 649.—Oonnty was-rant. An
order or warrant drawn by some duly authoriz-
ed oflicer of the county, directed to the county
treasurer and directing him to pay out of the
funds of the county a designated sum of money
to a named individual, or to his order or to
bearer. Sava e v. Mathews. 98 Ala. 535. 13
South. 328; rawford v. Noble County, 8 Okl.
450. 58 Pac. 616; People v. Rio Grande Coun-
ty, 11 Colo. App. 124, 52 Pac. 74i8.—!‘oa-sign
county. Any county having a judicial and mu-
nicipal o nization separate from that of the
county w ere matters arising in the former
county are- called in question, though both may
lie within the same state or country.

COUPONS. Interest and dividend cer-
tiflcates; also those parts of a commercial
instrument which are to be cut, and which
are evidence of something connected with
the contract mentioned in the instrument.
They are generally attached to certificates
of loan, where the interest is payable at par-
ticular periods, and. when the interest is
paid, they are cut off and delivered to the

payer. Wharton.
Coupons are written contracts for the pay-

ment ot a definite sum of money on a given day.
and being drawn and executed in a form and
mode for the purpose, that they may be separat-
ed from the bonds and other instruments to
which they are usually attached, it is held that
they are negotiable and that a suit may be
maintained on them without the necessity of
producing the bonds. Each matured coupon up-
on a ue otiabie bond is a separable promise,
distinct mm the promises to pay the bonds or
the other coupons, and gives rise to a separate
cause of action. Aurora v. West, 7 Wall. 88,
19 L. Ed. 42.
—Conpon bonds. Bonds to which are at-
tached coupons for the several successive in-
stallments of interest to maturity. Benwell v.
Newark 55 N. J. Eq. 260, 36 Atl. 668; Ten-
nessee Bond Cases, 114 U. a 663, 5 Sup. Ct.
974. 29 L. Ed. 281.—CoIpon notes. Promis-
sory notes with coupons attached. the coupons
being notes for interest written at the bottom

ardon treasons, murders. -
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of the rincipsl note, and designed to be cut oif
severaly and presented for payment as they
gioature. Williams v. Moody, 95 Ga. 8, 22 S. in.

00113 DB CASSATION. The supreme
judicial tribunal of France. having appellate
jurisdiction only. For an account of its com-
position and powers, see Jones, French Bar,
22; Guyot, Repert. Univ.

000382. A term used in surveying,
meaning the direction of a line with refer-
ence to a meridian.
—Conrse of business. Commercial paper is
said to be transferred. or sales alleged to have
been fraudulent may be shown to have_ been
made. “in the course of business." or "in the
usual and ordinary course of business," when
the circumstances of the transaction are such
as usually and ordinaril _attend dealings of the
same kind and do not ex ibit any signs of haste,
secrecy, or fraudulent intention. \\'albrun v.
Babbitt. 16 Wall. 581. 21 L. Ed. 489; Clou h
v. Patrick, 37 Vt. 429; Brooklyn etc., R. .

v. National Bank. 102 U. s. 14. 256 L. Ed. 61.
—Cons-ae of river. The course of a river is a
line parallel with its banks; the term is_ not
synonymous with the “current” of the river.
Attomey General v. Railroad Co.. 9 J.
550.—-Course of the voyage. By this term is
understood the regular and customary _track. it
such there be, which a shi takes in going from
one port to another, an the shortest way.
Marsh. Ins. 185.—-Course of trade. What is
customarily or ordinarily done in the manage-
ment of trade or business.

COURT. In legislation. A legislative
assembly. Parliament is called in the old
books a court of the king. nobility. and com-
mons assembled. Finch, Law, b. 4, c. 1, p.
233; Fleta. lib. 2, c. 2.

This meaning of the word has been re-
tained in the titles of some deliberative bod-
ies, such as the general court of Massachu-
setts, (the legislature.)

In international law. The person and
suite of the sovereign; the place where the
sovereign sojourns with his regal retinue,
wherever timt may be. The English govern-
ment is spoken of in diplomacy as the court
or St. James. because the palace of St. James
is the oflicial palace.

In practice. An organ of the govern-
ment, belongiug to the judicial department,
whose function is the application of the laws
to controversies brought before it and the
public administration of justice. White
(‘ounty v. Gwin, 136 Ind. 562, 36 N. E. 237,
22 L. R. A. 402.

The presence of a suiiicient number of the
members of such a body regularly convened
in an authorized place at an appointed time,
engaged in the full and regular performance
of its functions. Brumiey v. State, 20 Ark.
77.

A court may be more particularly described as
an organized body with defined powers. meeting
at certain times and places for the hearing and
decision of causes and other matters brought
before it. and aided in this, its proper business,
by its proper oiiicers, via., attorneys and coun-
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sel to present and manage the business, clerks
to record and attest its acts and decisions. and
ministerial ofiicers to execute its commands, and
secure due order in its roceedin . Ex parte
Gardner, 22 Nev. 280, 3 Pac. 57 .

The place where justice is judicially ad-
' ministered. Co. Litt. 580,- 3 Bl. Comm. 23.

Railroad Co. v. Harden, 113 Ga. 456, 38 S.‘
E. 950.

The judge, or the body of Judges, presiding
over a court.

The words “court” and “judge," or “judges,”
are frequently used in our statutes as synony-
mous. When used with reference to orders
made by the court or judges. they are to be so
understood. State v. Cuywood, 96 Iowa. 367.
65 N. W. 385; Michigan Cent. R. Co. v. North-
ern Ind. R. Co.. 3 Ind. 239. .

Classification. Courts may be classified
and divided according to several methods.
the following being the more usual:

Courts of record and court: not of record;
the former being those whose acts and Ju-
dicial proceedings are enrolled, or recorded.
for a perpetual memory and testimony, and
which have power to line or imprison for
contempt. Error lies to their judgments. and
they generally possess a seal. Courts not of
record are those of inferior dignity, which
have no power to flue or imprison, and in
which the proceedings are not enrolled or re-
corded. 3 Bl. Comm. 24; 3 Steph. Comm.
383; The Thomas Fletcher (C. C.) 24 Fed.
481; Ex parte Thistleton, 52 Cal. 225;
Thomas v. Robinson, 3 Wend. (N. Y.) 268;
Erwin v. U. S. (D. C.) 37 Fed. 488. 2 L. R. A.
2%.

Superior and inferior courts; the former
being courts of general original jurisdiction
in the first instance, and which exercise a
control or supervision over a system of lower
courts. either by appeal. error, or ccrtiorari ,-

the latter being courts of small or restricted
jurisdiction, and subject to the review or
correction of higher courts. Sometimes the
former term is used to denote a particular
group or system of courts of high-powers,
and all others are called “inferior courts."

To constitute a court a superior court as to
any class of actions, within the common-law
meaning of that term, its jurisdiction of such
actions must be unconditional, so that the only
thing requisite to enable the court to take cog-
nizance of them is the acquisition of jurisdiction
of the persons of the parties. Simone v. De
Bare, 4 Bosw. (N. Y.) 647.

An inferior court is a court whose judgments
or decrees can be reviewed, on appeal or writ
of error, by a higher tribunal. whether that
tribunal be the circuit or supreme court. Nu-
gent v. State. 18 Ala. 521. -

Civil and criminal courts; the former be-
ing such as are established for the adjudi-
cation of controversies between subject and
subject. or the ascertainment. enforcement.
and redress of private rights; the latter. such
as are charged with the administration of
the criminal laws, and the punishment of
wrongs to the public.

Equity courts and law courts; the former
being such as possess the Jurisdiction of a
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chancellor, apply the rules and principles of
chancery law, and follow the procedure in
equity; the latter, such as have no equitable
powers, but administer justice according to
the rules and practice of the common law.

As to the division of courts according to
their jurisdiction, see Juarsnrcrroiv.

As to several names or kinds of courts not
specitlcally described in the titles immediate-
ly following, see Ascnss Couar, Apr-annars.
Ciacurr Cous-rs, CONSISTOBY Couars, Coun-
rr. Cusroiraar Couar BARON, ECCLESIAB’I'IC-
AI. Cousrs. Fsnssu. Couars, Hum Conne-
sros Counr. INBTANCE Cover, Jusrrcs
Comrr, Jus-ricusr CoUn'_r. Masrrms Couar,
MAYOR'S Coua-r, Moor Cousr, Mmvrcrrsr.
Cousr, Oarnaxvs’ Couar, POLICE Cousr,
PREBOGATIVE Cousr, Pinzn Couar, Paoss-rs:
Cousr, Supssros Couars, Susanna Cons-r,
and SusaouA'rs’s Cousr.

As to court-hand, court-house, court-
lunds, court rolls, see those titles in their
alphabetical order infra.
—Co'urt above, court below. In apgellate
practice, the “court above" is the one to w ich a
cause is removed for review. whether by ap-

al, writ of error, or certiorari; while the
nrt below" is the one from which the case is

removed. ‘Goin v. Schnell, 6 Ohio Dec. 933:
Rev. St. Tex. 1 95. art. l386.—Court in bank.
A meeting of all the judges of a court, usually
for the purpose of hearing arguments on demur-
rers, points reserved, motions for new trial,
etc.. as distinguished from sessions of the same
court resided over by a single 'udge or justice.
—Dc ucto court. One establ shed. organized,
and exercising its judicial functions under au-
thority ot a statute apparently valid. though
such statute may be in fact unconstitutional
and may be afterwards so adjudged; or a
court established and acting under the authori-
ty of a dc fucto government. 1 Bi. Judgm.
173; Burt v. Railroad Co. 31 Minn. 472, 18 .

W. 285.-Full court. session of a court
which is attended by all the judges or justices
composing it.—8 is-ltuul courts. In English
law. The eccies asticai courts, or courts Chris-
tian. See 3 Bl. Comm. 61.

COURT-RARON. In lmglish law. A
court which. although not one of record. is
incident to every manor, and cannot be sev-
ered therefrom. It was ordained for the
maintenance of the services and duties stipu-
lated for by lords of manors, and for the pur-
pose of determining actions of a personal na-
ture, where the debt or damage was under
forty shillings. Wharton.

Customary court-baron is one appertaining
entirely to copyholders. 3 Bl. Comm. 33.

Freeholders' court-baron is one held before
the freeholders who owe suit and service to
the manor. It is the court-baron proper.

COURT CHRISTIAN. The ecclesias-
tical courts in England are often so called,
as distinguished from the civil courts. 1 Bl.
Comm. 833; 3 Bl. Comm. 6!: 8 Steph. Comm.
430.

COURT FOR OONIIDERATION OI‘
CROWN OAIEI RESERVED. A court
utablished by t. 11 & 12 Vict. c. 78, compos-
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COURT-HAND

ed of such of the judges of the superior
courts of Westminster as were able to at-
tend. for the consideration of questions of law
reserved by any Judge in a court of oyer and
terminer, gaol delivery, or quarter sessions,
before which a prisoner had been found
guilty by verdict. such question is stated in
the form of a special case. Mosley & White-
ley: 4 Steph. Comm. 442. ‘

COURT FOR DIVORCE AND MATRI-
MONIAI. CAUSES. This court was estab-
lished by St. 20 & 21 Vict. c. 85, which trans-
ferred to it all jurisdiction then exercisable
by any ecclesiastical court in England, in
matters matrimonial, and also gave it new
powers. The court consisted of the lord
chancellor, the three chiefs, and three senior
puisne judges of the common-law courts, and
the judge ordinary, who together constituted,
and still constitute. the “fuli court." The
judge ordinary heard almost all matters in
the flrst instance. By the judicature act,
1873. 5 3, the jurisdiction of the court was
transferred to the supreme court of Judica-
ture. Sweet.

COURT FOR THE CORRECTION OP
ERRORS. The style of a court having ju-
risdiction for review, by appeal or writ of
error. The name was formerly used in New
York and South Carolina.

COURT FOR THE RELIEF or 11(-
IOLVENT DEBTORS. In English law.
A local court which has its sittings in Lon-
don only, which receives the petitions of in-
solvent debtors, and decides upon the ques-
tion of granting a discharge.

COURT FOR THE TRIAL O!‘ In-
PEACRMENTS. A tribunal empowered to
try any ofiicer of government or other per-
son brought to its bar by the process of im-
peachment. In England, the house of lords
constitutes such a court; in the United
States, the senate; and in the several states,
usually, the upper house of the legislative
assembly.

COURT-RAND. In old English practice.
The peculiar hand in which the records of
courts were written from the earliest period
down to the reign of George II. Its char-
acteristics were great strength, compactness,
and undevlating uniformity; and its use un-
doubtedly gave to the ancient record its ac-
knowledged superlorlty over the modern. in
the important quality of durability.

The writing of this hand. with its peculiar
abbreviations and contractions, constituted.
while it was in use. an art or no little im-
portance, being an indispensable part of the
profession of “clerkship." as it was called.
Two sizes of it were employed, a large and a
small hand; the former. called “great court-
hand,” being used for initial words or clauses,
the placua of records, etc. Burrill.
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COURT-HOUSE. The building occupied
for the public sessions of a court, with its va-
rious oflices. The term may be used of a
place temporarily occupied for the sessions
of a court, though not the regular court-
house. Harris v. State, 72 Miss. 960, 18
south. 387, 33 L. R. A. 85; Vigo County v.
Stout, 130 Ind. 53, 35 N. E. 683, 22 L. R. A.
398; Waller v. Arnold, 71 I11. 353; Kane v.
McCown, 55 M0. 198. -

COURT-LANDS. Domains or lands kept
in the lord's hands to serve his family.

COURT-LEET. The name of an English
court of record held once in the year, and‘
not oftener, within a particular hundred,
lordship, or manor, before the steward of the
let; being the king's court granted by char-
ter to the lords of those hundreds or manors.
Its oilice was to view the frankpledges,—that
is, the freemen within the liberty; to present
by jury crimes happening within the juris-
diction; and to punish trivial misdemeanors.
It has now, however, for the most part, fail-
en into total desuetude; though in some
manors a court-leet is still periodically held
for the transaction of the administrative
business of the manor. Mozley .9. Whitley.

COURT-MARTIAL. A military court,
convened under authority of government and
the articles of war, for trying and punishing
military oiilenses committed by soldiers or
sailors in the army or navy. People v. Van
Allen, 55 N. Y. 31; Carver v. U. S., 16 Ct. Cl.
381; U. S. V. Mackenzie, 30 Fed. Cas. 1160.

COURT OF ADMIRALTY. A court
having jurisdiction of causes arising under
the rules of admiralty law. -See Anmsarxrr.
—H.l¢h art I dnnirnlty. In E l'sh
law. Thisowas 2? C031’! which exercised l;fnl'is-
diction in prize cases, and had general juris-
diction in maritime causes, on the instance
side. Its proceedings were usually in rem, and
its practice and principles derived in large
measure from the civil law. The judicature
acts of 1873 transferred all the powers and ju-
risdiction of this tribunal to the probate, di-
vorce. and admiralty division of the high court
of justice.

copnr or ANCIENT nmnzsrm. In
English law. A court of peculiar constitu-
tion, held by a ‘bailiff appointed by the king,
"in which alone the tenants of the king's de-
mesne could be implemled. 2 Burrows, 1046;
1 Spence, Eq. Jur. 100; 2 Bl. Comm. 99; 1
Steph. Comm. 224.

COURT 0!‘ APPEAL, BIS HAI-
EITY'S. -The chief appellate tribunal of
England. It was established by the judi-
eature acts of 1873 and 1875, and is invested
with the jurisdiction formerly exercised by
the court of appeal in chancery. the excheq-
uer chamber, the judicial connnittee of the
privy council in admiralty and lunacy ap-
peals. and with general appellate jurisdio
tion from the high court of justice.
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COURT or APPEALS. In American
law. An appellate tribunal which, in Ken-
tucky, Maryland, the District of Columbia,
and New York, is the court of last resort.
In Delaware and New Jersey, it is known as
the “court of errors and appeals;" in Vir-
ginia and West Virginia, the “supreme court
of appeals.” In Texas the court ox appeals
is inferior to the supreme court.

COURT or APPEALS IN CASES or
CAPTURE. A court erected by act of con-
gress under the articles of confederation
which preceded the adoption of the constitu-
tion. It had appellate jurisdiction in prize
causes.

COURT O1‘ ARBITRATION 01‘ THE
CHAMBER or COMMERCE. A court of
arbitrators, created for the convenience of
merchants in the city of New York, by act
or the legislature of New York. It decides
disputes between members of the chamber of
commerce, and between members and outside
merchants who voluntarily submit them-
selves to the jurisdiction of the court.

COURT 0!’ AECEIDEACON. The most
interior of the English ecclesiastical courts,
from which an appeal generally lies to that‘
or the bishop. 3 Bl. Comm. 64.

COURT OI‘ ASSISTANTS. In Massa-
chusetts duriug the early colonial period, this
name was given to the chief or supreme ju-
dicial court, composed of the governor, his
deputy, and certain assistants.

COURTS 01‘ ASSIZE AND NISI
PBIUS. Courts in England composed of
two or more commissioners, called “judges of
assize,” (or of “assize and um pr!us,") who
are twice in every year sent by the king's
special commission, on circuits all round the
kingdom, to try, by a jury of the respective
counties, the truth of such matters of fact as
are there under dispute in the courts of West-
minster Hall. 3 Steph. Comm. 421, 422: 3
Bl. Comm. 57.

COURT OF ATTACHMENTS. The low-
est of the three courts held in the forests.
It has fallen into total disuse.

COURT or AUDIENCE. Ecclesiastical
courts, in which the primates once exercised
in person a considerable part of their juris-
diction. They seem to be now obsolete, or
at least to be only used on the rare occur-
rence of the trial of a bishop. Phillim. Ecc.
Law, 1201, 1204.

COURT 0!‘ AUGHENTATION. An
English court created in the time of Henry
VIII., with jurisdiction over the property
and revenue of certain religious founda-
tions, which had been made over to the king
by act of parliament, and over suits relating
to the same. '
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COURT 0!‘ BANKRUPTCY. An Eng-
lish court of record, having original and ap-
pellate jurisdiction in matters or bankruptcy.
and invested with both legal and equitable
powers for that purpose. In the United
States, the “courts of bankruptcy" include
the district courts of the United States and
or the territories. the supreme court or the
District of Columbia, and the United States
court of the Indian Territory and of Alaska.
U. 8. Comp. St. 1901, p. 3419. .

COURT OF RROTEERROOD. An as-
sembly of the mayors or other chief oilicers
of the principal towns of the Cinque Ports in
England, originally administering the chief
powers of those ports, now almost extinct.
Cent. Dict.

COURT 0!‘ CRANCERY. A court hav-
ing the Jurisdiction of a chancellor; a court
administering equity and proceeding accord-
mg to the_forms and-principles oi‘ equity.
In England, prior to the Judicature acts, the
style of the court possessing the largest equi-
table powers and jurisdiction was the “high
court of chancery." In some of the United
States, the title “court of chancery" is ap-
plied to a court possessing general equity
powers, distinct from the courts oi‘ common
law. Parmeter v. Bourne, 8 Wash. 45, 35
Pac. 588.

The terms “equity" and "chancery," “court
of etiuity" and “court of chant-ery.' are con-
stanty used as synonymous in the United
States. It is presumed that this custom arises
from the circumstance that the equity juris-
diction which is exercised by the courts of the
various states is assimilated to that possessed
by the English courts of chancery. Indeed, in
some of the states it is made identical therewith
by statute. so far as conformable to our institu-
fions; Bouvier.

COURT or CEIVALRY, or COURT
IIIJTART, was a court not of record. held
before the lord high constable and earl mar-
shal of England. It had jurisdiction, both
civil and criminal, in deeds of arms and war.
armorial bearings.-questions of precedence,
etc., and as a court of’ honor. It has long
been disused. 3 Bl. Comm. 103: 3 Steph.
Comm. 335, note 1.

COURTS O!‘ CINQUE PORTS. In Eng-
lish law. Courts of limited local Jurisdic-
tion formerly held before the mayor and
jurats (aldermen) of the Clnque Ports.

COURT 0!‘ CLAIMS. One of the courts
of the United States, erected by act of con-
gress. It consists of a chief justice and
four associates, and holds one annual session.
It is located at Washington. Its Jurisdiction
extends to all claims against the United
States arising out of any contract with the
government or based on an act of congress
or regulation of the executive. and all claims
referred to it by either house of congress. as
well as to claims for exoneration by a dis-
bur-sing oiiicer. Its Judgments are, in cer-
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‘tain cases, reviewable by the United States

, New York.

supreme 'court. It has no equity powers.
its decisions are reported and published.

This name is also given, in some of the
states, either to a special court or to the or»
dinary county court sitting “as a court of
claims,” having the special duty of auditing
and ascertaining the claims against the coun-

ty and expenses incurred by it, and providing
for their payment by appropriations out of
the county levy or annual tax. Meriweather
v. Muhienburg County Court. 120 U. S. 354,
78up.Ct.563,30L.Ed. 653.

COURT 0!‘ THE CLERK 0!‘ THE
HARRRT. An English court of inferior ju-
risdiction held in every fair or market for
the punishment of misdemeanors committed
therein, and the recognizance of weights and
measures.

COURT 0!‘ COIMISSIONBRS or
SRWRRS. The name of certain English
courts created by commission under the great
seal pursuant to the statute of sewers, (23
Ben. VIII. c. 5.)

COURT 0!‘ COHMON PLEA8. The
English court of coiumon pleas was one of
the four superior courts at Westminster, and
existed up to the passing of the Judicature
acts. It was also styled the “Common
Bench." It was one of the courts derived
from the breaking up of the auto rents, and
had exclusive jurisdiction of all real actions
and of commtmia plucita. or common pleas,
6. e., between subject and subject. It was
presided over by a chief Justice with tour
puisne judges. Appeals lay auciently to the
king's bench. but afterwards to the exchequer
chamber. See 3 Bl. Comm. 37. et seq.

1:: American law. The name sometimes
given to a court of original and general ju-
risdiction for the trial of issues of fact and
law according to the principles of the com-
mon law. See Moore v. Barry. 30 S. C. 530,
9S.E.589.4L.R.A.29-l.

COURT 0!‘ COMMON PLEAS POR
TEE: CITY AND COURT! 0!‘ NEW
YORK. The oldest court in the state of

Its jurisdiction is unlimited as
respects amount, but restricted to the city
and county of New York as respects locality.
It has also appellate jurisdiction of cases
tried in the marine court and district courts
of New York city. Rap. .9; L.

COURTS O!‘ CONSCIENCE. These
were the same as courts of request, (q. 1:.)

This name is also frequently applied to the
courts of equity or of chancery, not as a
name but as a description. See Harper v.
Clayton, 84 Md. 346, 35 At]. 1083, 35 L. R.
A. 211, 57 Am. St. Rep. 407. And see Cou-
scrnncs.

. COURT 0!‘ CONVOCATION.
lish ecclesiastical law.

In Eng-
A court, or assembly,
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comprising all the high oiiicials of each prov- '

ince and representatives of the minor clergy.
It is in the nature of an ecclesiastical par-
liament; and, so far as its judicial functions
extend. it has Jurisdiction of cases of heresy,
schism, and other purely ecclesiastical mat-
ters. An appeal lies to the king in council.

COURT 0!‘ THE CORONER. In Eng-
-lish law. A court of record, to inquire, when
any one dies in prison, or comes to a violent
or sudden death, by what manner he came to
his end. 4 Steph. Comm. 323; 4 Bl. Comm.
274. See COBONEB.

COURTS 0!‘ THE COUNTIEI PALA-
TINE. in English law. A species of pri-
vate court which formerly appertained to the
counties palatine of Lancaster and Durham.

COURT 0!‘ COUNTY COMHISSIOIL
E38. There is in each county of Alabama
a court of record, styled the “court of county
commissioners," composed of the judge of
probate, as principal judge, and four com-
missioners, who are elected at the times pre-
scribed by law, and hold oiiice for four years.
Code Ala. 1886, 5 819.

oounr or nzmoams. "An English‘
tribunal composed of delegates appointed by
royal commission, and formerly the great
court of appeal in all ecclesiastical causes.
The powers of the court were, by 2 & 3 Wm.
IV. c. 92, transferred to the privy council.
A commission of review was formerly grant-
ed. in extraordinary cases, to revise a sea-
tence of the court of delegates, when that
court had apparently been led into material
error. Brown; 3 Bl. 00mm. 06.

COURT OF THE DUCIIY OI‘ LANCAS-
TER. A court of special Jurisdiction, held
before the chancellor of the duchy or ‘his
deputy, concerning all matters of equity re-
latlng to lands holden of the king in right of
the duchy of Lancaster. 3 Bi. Comm. 78.

COURT 0!‘ EQUITY. A court which
has Jurisdiction in equity, which administers
justice and decides controversies in accord-
ance with the rules, principles, and prece-
dents of equity, and which follows the forms
and procedure of chancery; as distinguished
from a court having the jurisdiction, rules,
principles, and practice of the common law.
Thomas v. Phillips, 4 Smedes & M. (Miss.)
423.

COURT 0!‘ E3303. An expression ap-
plied especially to the court of exchequer
chamber and the house of lords, as taking
cognizance of error brought. Mozley J: Whit-
ley. it is applied in some of the United
States to the court of last resort in the state;
and in its most general sense denotes any
court having power to review the decisions
of lower courts on appeal, error, certiorari,
or other process.

0
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COURT 0!‘ ERRORS AND APPEALS.
The court of last resort in the state of New
Jersey is so named. Formerly, the same ti-
tle was given to the highest court of appeal
in New York.
—H1gh court of errors and appeals. The
court of last resort in the state of Mississippi.

COURT 0!‘ EXCHEQUER. In Eup-
lish law. A very ancient court of record.
set up by William the Conqueror as a part of
the uulu route, and afterwards one of the
four superior courts at Westminster. it was,
however, inferior in rank to both the king's
bench and the commdh pleas. It was pre-
sided over by a chief baron and four puisne
barons. It was originally the king's treas-
ury, and was charged with keeping the king's
accounts and collecting the royal revenues.
But pleas between subject and subject were
ancientiy heard there, until this was for-
bidden by the Ariécula super Ghartas, (1290,)
after which its Jurisdiction as a court only
extended to revenue cases arising out of the
non-payment or withholding of debts to the
crown. But the privilege of suing and being
sued in this court was extended to the king's
accountants, and later, by the use of a con-
venient fiction to the eifect that the plain-
tit!‘ was the king's debtor or accountant, the
court was thrown open to all suitors in per-
sonal actions. The exchequer had formerly
both an equity side and a common-law side,
but its equity Jurisdiction was taken away by
the statute 5 Vict. c. 5, (1842,) and trans-
ferred to the court of chancery. The Judica-
ture act (1873) transferred the business and
jurisdiction of this court to the “Exchequer
Division" of the "iiigh Court of Justice."

In Scotch luv. A court which formerly
had jurisdiction oi’ matters of revenue, and
a limited Jurisdiction over cases between the
crown and its vassals where no questions of
title were involved.

COURT 0!‘ EXCEEQUEE. CHAMBER.
The name of a former English court of ap-
peal, intermediate between the superior
courts of common law and the house of lords.
When sitting as a court of appeal from any
one of the three superior courts of common
law, it was composed of Judges of the other
two courts. 3 Bl. Comm. 56, 51:; 3 Steph.
Comm. 333, 356. By the Judicature act (1873)
the jurisdiction of this court is transferred
to the court of appeal.

COURT 0!‘ GENERAL QUARTER
IEISIONS 0!‘ THE PEACE. In Ameri-
can law. A court of criminal jurisdiction
in New Jersey.

In English law. A court of criminal Ju-
risdiction, in England, held in each county
once in every quarter of a year, but in the
county of Middiesex twice a month. 4 Steph.
Comm. 317-820. '

COURT 0!‘ GENERAL SESSIONI.
The name given in some of the.states (as
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New York) to'a court of general original in-
risdiction in criminal cases.

counr or GREAT ssssroxs IN.
WALES. A court formerly held in Wales;
abolished by 11 Geo. IV. and 1 Wm. IV. c.
70. and the Welsh juclicature incorporated.
with that of England 3 Steph. Comm. 317,
note.

COURT O!‘ GUESTLING. An assembly
of the members of the Court of Brotherhood
(supra) together wi_th other representatives
of the corporate members of the Cinque Ports,’
invited to sit with the mayors of the seven
principal towns. Cent. Diet.

COURT 0!‘ HIGH COMMISSION.‘ In
ivhglish law. An ecclesiastical court of very.
formidable jurisdiction, for the vindication
of the peace and dignity of the church, by re-
forming, ordering, andcorrecting the eccle-
siastical state and persons. and all manner of
errors, heresies, schisms, abuses, oflenses,
contempts, and enormities. 3 Bi. Comm. 67.
It was erected by st. 1 Eliz. c. 1, and abol-
ished by 16 Car. 1. c. 11.

COURT 0!‘ HONOR. A court having ju-
risdiction to hear and redress injuries or at-
tronts to a man’s honor or personal dignity,
of a nature not cognizabie by the ordinary
courts of law, or encroachments upon his
rights in respect to heraldry, coat-armor,
right of precedence, and the like. it was
one of the functions of the Court of Chivalry
(q. 1;.) in England to sit and act as a court or
honor. 3 Bl. Comm. 104. The name is also
given in some European countries to a tri-
bunal of army oflicers (more or less distinctly
recognized by law as a “court") convened for
the purpose of inquiring into complaints 81-
fectlng the honor of brother oillcers and pun-
ishing dereiictions from the code of honor and
deciding on the causes and occasions for light-
ing duels, in which oiiicers are concerned, and
the manner of conducting them.

COURT 0!‘ EUITINGS. In English
law. The county court of London, held be-
fore the mayor, recorder, and sherifl. but of
which the recorder -is, in effect, the sole
Judge. No actions can be brought in this
court that are merely personal. 3 Staph.
Comm. 449, note I.

In American law. A local court in some
parts of the state of Virginia. Smith v.
Commonwealth, 6 Grat. 696.

COURT 0!‘ INQUIRY. In English
law. A court sometimes appointed by the
crown to ascertain whether it be proper to
resort to extreme measures against a person
charged before a court-martial.

In American law. A court constituted
by authority of the articles of war, invested
with the power to examine into the nature of
any. i;ransaction.._accusatlon. or. imputation
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against any oiiicer or soldier.
shall consist of one or more oilicers, not ex-
ceeding three. and a Judge advocate, or other.
suitable person, as a recorder, to reduce the
proceedings and evidence to writing; all of
whom shall be sworn to the performance of
their duty. Rev. St. § 1342, arts. 115, 116
(U. S. Comp. St. 1901, pp. 970, 971.)

counr or JUSTICE sear. In Eng-
lish law. The principal of the forest courts.

COURT Oi‘ JUSTICIARY. A Scotch
court of general criminal jurisdiction of all
oifenses committed in any part of Scotland;
both to try causes and to review decisions of
inferior criminal courts. It is composed of
five lords of session with the lord president
or justice-clerk as president. It also has up-
pellate jurisdiction in civil causes involving
small amounts. An appeal lies to the house
of lords.

COURT 0!‘ KING'S BENCH. In Eng-
lish law. The supreme court of common law
in the kingdom, now merged in the high
court of justice under the judicnture act of‘
1873. § 16.

COURT 0!‘ LAW. In a wide sense, any
duly constituted tribunal administering the
laws of the state or nation; in a narrower
sense, a court proceeding according to the
course of the common law and governed by’
its rules and principles, as contrasted with a
“court of equity.” ' "

COURT 0!‘ LODEHANAGE. An an-
cient court ot the Cinque Ports, having Ju-
risdiction in maritime matters, and particu-
larly over pilots (iodemen.) -

COURT 01‘ THE LORD IIIGII STEW-
ARD. In English law. A court instituted
for the ‘trial, during the recess of parlia-
ment, of peers indicted for treason or felony,
or for niisprision of either. This court is
not apermanent body, but is created in mod-
ern times. when occasion requires, and for
the time being, only; and the lord high stew-
ard, so constituted, with such of the tem-
poral lords as may take the proper oath, and
act, constitute the court.

COURT 0!‘ THE LORD HIGH STEW-
ARD or THE UNIVERSITIES. In Eng-
lish law. A court constituted for the trial
of scholars or privileged persons connected
with the university at Oxford or Cambridge
who are indicted for treason, felony, or may-
hem.

COURT OI‘ MAGISTRATES AND
FREEIIOLDERS. In American law. The
name of a court formerly established in
South Carolina for the trial of slaves and
free persons of color for criminal oflenses.

COURT 0!‘ MARSHALSEA. A court
which has jurisdiction of all trespasses com-

The said ‘court, .
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mitted within the verge of the king's court.
where one of the parties_was of the royal
household; and of all debts and contracts,
when both parties were of that establish-
ment. It was abolished by 12 & 13 Vict. c.
101. § 13. Mozley & Whitley.

COURT or IIISI PRIUS. In Amer-
ican law. Though this term is frequently
used as a general designation of any court
exercising general, original jurisdiction in
civil cases, (being used interchangeably with
“trial-court,") it belonged as a legal title
only to a court which formerly existed in the
city and county of Philadelphia, and which
was presided over by one of the judges of
the supreme court of Pennsylvania. This
court was abolished by the constitution of
1874. See Couars or Assrza AND Nrsr
Paws.

COURT or ORDINARY. In some of
the United States (e. 51., Georgia) this name
is given to the probate or surrogate's court,
or the court having the usual jurisdiction in
respect to the proving of wills and the ad-
ministration of decedents’ estates. Veach
v. Rice. 131 U. S. 293, 9 Sup. Ct. 730. 33
L. Ed. 163. '

COURT 0!‘ ORPEAIIS. In English
hr. The court of the lord mayor and al-
.dermen of London, which has the care of
those orphans whose parent died in London
and was free of the city.

In Pennsylvania (and perhaps some oth-
er states) the name “orphans' court" is ap-
plied to that species or tribunal which is
elsewhere known as the "probate court" or
"surrogate’s court."

COURT 0!‘ OYER AND TERMINER.
In English law. A court for the trial of
cases of treason and felony. The commis-
sioners of assise and nisi prise are judges
selected by the king and appointed and au-
thorized under the great seal, including
usually two of the judges at Westminster,
and sent out twice a year into most of the
counties of England, for the trial (with a
jury-of the county) of causes then depend-
ing at Westminster, both civil and criminal.
They sit by virtue of several commissions,
each of which, in reality, constitute them a
separate and distinct court. The commis-
sion of oyer and termlncr gives them author-
ity for the trial of treasons and felonies:
that of general gaol deltrcru empowers them
to try every prisoner then in gaol for what-
ever otrense; so that. altogether, they pos-
sess full criminal jurisdiction.

In American law. This name is gen-
erally used (sometimes, with additions) as

the title, or part of the title, of a state court
of criminal jurisdiction, or of the criminal
branch of a court of general jurisdiction. be-
ing commonly applied to such courts as may
try felonies, or the higher grades of crime.
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COURT or OYER A111) TERKINER
A!!!) GENERAL JAIL DELIVERY. In
American law. A court of criminal juris-
diction in the state of "Pennsylvania.

It is held at the same time with the court
oi‘ quarter sessions, as a general rule. and
by the same judges. See Brightly’s Purd.
Dig. Pa. pp. 28, 382, 1201.

COURT O!‘ PALACE AT WESTMIN-
STER. This court had jurisdiction or per-
sonal actions arising within twelve miles of
the palace at Whitehall. Abolisbed by 12
& 13 Vict. c. 101, 3 Steph. Comm. 317, note.

COURT 01" PASSAGE. An inferior
court, possessing a very ancient jurisdiction
over causes of action arising within the bor-
ough of Liverpool. It appears to have been
also called the “Borough Court of Liver-
pool." It has the same jurisdiction in ad-
miralty matters as the Iancashlre county
court. Rosc. Adm. 75.

COURT 0!‘ PECULIARS. A spiritual
court in England, being a branch of, and
annexed to, the Court of Arches. It has a
jurisdiction over all those parishes dis-
persed through the province of Canterbury.
in the midst of other dioceses, which are
exempt from the ordinary’s jurisdiction, and
subject to the metropolitan only. All eccle-
siastical causes arising within these peculiar
or exempt jurisdictions are originally cog-
nizable by this court. from which an appeal
lies to the Court of Arches. 3 Steph. Comm.
431; 4 Reeve, Eng. Law, 104.

COURT OI‘ PIEPOUDRE. The low-
est (and most expeditious) of the courts of
justice known to the older law of England.
It is supposed to have been so called from
the dusty feet of the suitors. It was a court
of record incident to every fair and market,
was held by the steward, and had jurisdic-
tion to administer justice for all commer-
cial injuries and minor offenses done in
that same fair or market, (not a preceding
one.) An appeal lay to the courts at West-'
minster. This court long ago fell into dis-
use. 3 Bl. Comm. 32.

COURT or PLEAS. A court of the
county palatine of Durham. having a local
common-law jurisdiction. It was abolished
by the Judicature act, which transferred its
jurisdiction to the high court. Jud. Act
1873, 5 16; 3 Bl. Comm. 79.

COURT O!‘ POLICIES O!‘ ASSUR-
ANCE. A court established by statute 43
Eliz. c. 12, to determine in a summary way
all causes between merchants, concerning
policies of insurance. Crabb, Eng. Law,
503.

COURTS O!‘ PRINCIPAIJT!’ O!‘
WALES. A species of private courts of a
limited though extensive jurisdiction, which.
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upon the thorough reduction of that princi-
pality and the settling of its polity in the
reign of Henry VIII., were erected all over
the country. These courts, however. have
been abolished by 1 Wm. IV. c. 70; the
principality being now divided into two cir-
cuits, which the judges visit in the same
manner as they do the circuits in England,
for the purpose of disposing of those causes
which are ready for trial. Brown.

COURT 0!‘ PRIVATE LAND CLAIIS.
A federal court created by act of Congress
in 1891 (26 Stat. 854 [U. S. Comp. St. 1901.
p. 765]), to hear and determine claims by
private parties to lands within the public
domain, where such claims originated under
Spanish or Mexican grants. and had not al-
ready been confirmed by Congress or other-
wise adjudicated. The existence and au-
thority of this court were to cease and de-
termine at the end of the year 1895.

COURT 0!‘ PROBATE. In English
law. The name of a court established in
1&7, under the probate act of that year, (20
& 21 Vict. c. 77.) to be held in London, to
which court was transferred the testamen-
tary jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical courts.
2 Steph. Comm. 192. By the judicature
acts, this court is merged in the high court
of justice.

In American law. A court having ju-
risdiction over the probate of wills, the
grant of administration, and the supervi-
sion of the management and settlement of
the estates of decedents, including the col-
lection of assets. the allowance of claims,
and the distribution of the estate. In some
states the probate courts also have juris-
diction of the estates of minors. including
the appointment or guardians and the set-
tlement of their accounts. and of the es-
tates ,of lunatics, hahltual drunkurds. and
spendthrifts. And in some states these
courts possess a limited jurisdiction in civil
and criminal cases. They are also called
“orphaus' courts" and “surrogate‘s courts."

COURT OF QUARTER SESSIONS OF
THE PEACE. In American law. A court
of criminal jurisdiction in the state of Penn-
sylvania, having power to try misdemean-
ors, and-exercising certain functions of an
administrative nature. There is one such
court in each county of the state. its ses-
sions are, in general, held at the same time
and by the same judges as the court of
over and termlner and general jail delircru.
See Brlghtly’s Purd. Dig. pp. 26, 383, 5 35.
p. 1198, 5 1.

COURT OE QUEEN'S BENCH.
K1no's Bsncn.

See

COURT 0!‘ RECORD. see COURT, su-
D70.

29.1 comm‘ or STAR CHAMBER

COURT 0!‘ REGARD. In English law.
One of the forest courts, in England, held
every third year, for the lawing or expedita-
tion of dogs, to prevent them from running
after deer. It is now obsolete. 3 Steph.
Comm. 440; 3 Bl. Comm. 71, 72.

COURTS 0!‘ REQUEST. Inferior
courts, in England, having local jurisdic-
tion in claims for small debts, established in -

various parts of the kingdom by special acts
of parliament.‘ They were abolished in
1846, and the modern county courts (q. 0.)
took their place. 3 Steph. Comm. 283.

COURT 0!‘ SESSION. The name of the
highest court of civil jurisdiction in Scot-
land. It was composed of fifteen judges,
now of thirteen. It sits in two divisions.
The lord president and three ordinary lords
form the iirst division; the lord justice clerk
and three other ordinary lords form the sec-
ond division. There are five permanent
lords ordinary attached equally to both di-
visions; the last appointed of whom oilici-
ates on the bills, 6. 6.," petitions preferred to
the court during the session, and performs
the other duties of junior lord ordinary.
The chambers of the parliament house in
which the iirst and second divisions hold
their sittings are called the “inner house ;"
those in which the lords ordinary sit as
single judges to hear motions and causes
are collectively called the “outer house."
The nomination and appointment of the
judges is in the crown. Wharton.

COURT 0!‘ SESSIONS. Courts of crim-
inal jurisdiction existing in (‘alli'ornlu. New
York. and one or two other of the United
States.

COURT 0!‘ STANNARIES. In Eng-
lish law. A court established in Devonshire
and Cornwall. for the administration of jus-
tice among the miners and tinners. and that
they may not be drawn away from their
business to attend suits in distant courts.
The stannary court is a court of record. with
a special jurisdiction. 3 Bl. Comm. 79.

COURT '0!‘ STAR CEAM2B%.. This
was an English court of very ancient origin,
but new-modeled by St. 3 Hen. VII. c. 1, and
21 Hen. VIII. c. 20, consisting of divers
lords, spiritual and temporal, being privy
councillors, together with two judges of the
courts of common law, without the interven-
tion of any jury. The jurisdiction extended
legally over riots, perjury, misbehavior of
sheriifs. and- other misdemeanors contrary
to the laws of the land; yet it was after-
wards stretched to the asserting of all proc-
lamations and orders of state, to the vindi-
cating of illegal commissions and grants of
monopolies; holding for honorable that
which it pleased, and for just that which it
profited, and becoming both a court of law
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to determine civil rights and a court of rev-
enue to enrich the treasury. It was finally
abolished by St. 16 Car. I. c. 10. to the gen-
eral satisfaction of the whole nation. Brown.

COURT 0!‘ THE STEWARD AND
MARSHAL. A high court, formerly held
in England by the steward and marshal of
the king's household, having jurisdiction of
all actions against the king‘s peace within
the bounds of the household for twelve miles,
which circuit was called the ‘-‘verge!’ Crabb,
Eng. Law, 185. It had also jurisdiction of
actions of debt and covenant. where both the
parties were of the household. 2 Reeve,
Eng. Law, 235. 247.

COURT 0!‘ THE STEWARD 0!‘ THE
KING'S HOUSEHOLD. In English law.
A court which had jurisdiction of all cases
of treason, misprision of treason, murder,
manslaughter, bloodshed, and other mail-
cious striklngs whereby blood is shed, oc-
curring in or within the limits of any of
_the palaces or houses oi‘ the king, or any
other house where the royal person is abid-
ing. It was created by statute 33 Hen. VIII.
c. 12, but long since fell into disuse. 4 Bl.
Comm. 276, 277, and notes.

COURT OF SURVEY. A court for the
hearing of appeals by owners or masters of
ships, from orders for the detention of un-
sate ships. made by the English hoard oi!
trade, under the merchant shipping act,
1876, § 6.

COURT 0!‘ SWRINMOTE. In old Eng-
lish law. One of the forest courts, having
a somewhat similar jurisdiction to that of
the court of attachments, (q. 12.)

COURTS OF THE UNITED STATES
comprise the following: The senate of the
United States, sitting as a court of impeach-
ment; the supreme court; the circuit courts;
the circuit courts of appeals; the district
courts; the supreme court and court of ap-
peals of the District of Columbia; the ter-
ritorial courts; the court of claims; the
court of private land claims‘: and the cus-
toms court. See the several titles.

COURTS 0!‘ THE UNIVERSITIES of
Oxford and Cambridge have jurisdiction in
all personal actions to which any member
or servant of the respective university is a
party. provided that the cause of action
arose within the liberties of the university,
and that the member or servant was resi-
dent in the university when it arose, and
when the action was brought. 3 Steph.
Comm. 299; St. 25 & 26 Vict. c. 26, § 12,
St. 19 8: 20 Vict. c. 17. Each university court
also has a criminal jurisdiction in all of-
fenses committed by its members. 4 Steph.
Comm. 325.

0
.. COUSIN

courrr or warm: AND mvnnnzs.
A court of record, established in England
in the reign of Henry VIII. For the sur-
vey and management of the valuable fruits
oi! tenure, a court of record was created
by St. 32 Hen. VIII. c. 46. called the “Court
oi! the King's Wards." To this was annexed,
by St. 33 Hen. VIII. c. 22, the “Court of
Liverles ;” so that it then became the “Court
of Wards and Liveries." 4 Reeve. Eng.
Law, 258. This court was not only for the
management of “wards," properly so called.
but also of idiots and natural tools in the
king’s custody, and for licenses to be grant-
ed to the king’s widows to marry, and fines
to be made for marrying without his license.
Id. 259. It was abolished by St. 12 Car.
II. c. 24. Crabb, Eng. Law, 468.

COURTS O1‘ WRSTIIIINSTIIR HALL.
The superior courts, both or law and equity.
were for centuries fixed at Westminster, an
ancient palace of the monarchs of England.
Formerly, all the superior courts were held
before the king’s capital justiciary of Eng-
land, in the aula rcyis, or such of his palaces
wherein his royal person resided, and remov-
ed with his household from one end of the
kingdom to another. This was found to oe-
casion great inconvenience to the suitors,
to remedy which it was made an article or
the great charter of liberties, both of King
John and King Henry IiI., that "common
pleas should no longer follow the king's
court, but be held in some certain place,”
in consequence of which they have ever since
been held (a few necessary removals in times
of the plague excepted) in the palace of West'-
minster only. The courts or equity also
sit at Westminster, nominally, during term
time, although, actually, only during the iirst
day of term, for they generally sit in courts
provided for the purpose in, or in the neigh-
borhood of, Lincoln's Ian. Brown.

COURT ROLLS. The rolls oi.’ a manor,
containing all acts relating thereto. While
belonging to the lord of the manor, they are
not in the nature of public books for the
benefit or the tenant.

COURTESY. See CURTESY.

COUSIN. Kindred in the fourth degree,
being the issue (male or female) of the broth-
er or sister of one's father or mother.

Those who descend from the brother or sis-
ter of the father of the person spoken of
are called “paternal cousins ;" “maternal
cousins" are those who are descended- from
the brothers or sisters of the mother. Cous-
ins-german are first cousins. Sanderson v.
Bayley. 4 Myl. & C. 59.

In l')n',:li:«li writs. commissions, and other for-
mal instruments issued b ' the crown, the word
signifies any peer of the egree of an earl. The
appellation is as ancient as the reign of Henry
I\'.. who, being related or allied to every earl
then in the kingdom, acknowledged that connec-



liton, 2 Ark. 490;

COUSIN

lion in all" his letters and public. acts; from
which the use has descended to his successors.
thou h the reason has long ago failed. .\iozl;-y
& W itley.
—-Pl:-It cousins. Cousins-german; the chil-
dren of one's uncle or aunt. Sanderson v. Bay-
ley. 4 Mylne ‘& C. 59.—8eoond cousins. Per-
sons who are related to each other by descend-
ing from the.same gi-_eat-grandfather or great-
randinother. '.I.‘he children of one’s first cous-

ins are his second cousins. These are some-
times called “first cousins once removed.’
Slade v. Foolis 9 Sim. 387: Co orntioii of
Bridgnorth v. éoiiius. 15 Sim. 54 .-—Quntor
cousin. Properly, a cousin in the fourth de-
gree: but the term has come to express any
remote degree of relationship, and even to hear
an ironical signification in _which it denotes a.
very trifling degree of intimacy_and regard.
Often corrupted into "cater” cousin.

00.11SINAGE. . See COSINAGE.

V COUSTOH. Custom; duty; toll; tribute.
__1 Bl. Comm. 314. _

OOUSTOUHIER. (Otherwise spelled
“L'oustumlcr” or “0outumler.") In old
Freiicli law. A collection’ of customs, un-
written laws, and forms of procedure. '.l.‘wo
such volumes are of especial importance in
juridical history, viz., the Grand Goiistuinfcr
dc .\’ormamh'e, and the Coutuniicr de France
or Grand Caimi_mi'cr.

COUTHUTLAUGH. A person who will-
ingly and knowingly received an outlaw, and
_‘cherished or concealed him; for which of-
fense he underwent the same punishment as
the outlaw himself. Bract. 1280; Spelman.

COUVEBTURI-J, in French law, is the
deposit ("margin") made by the client in the
hands of the broker, either of a sum of mon-
ey or of securities, in order to guaranty the
broker for the payment of the securities
which he purchases for the client. Arg. Fr.
Mere. Law, $5.

- OOVENABLE. A French word signify-
ing convenient or suitable; as covenably en-
dowed. It is anclently written “coiiveiiable."
Termes de la Ley.

COVENANT. In practice. The name
of a common-law form of action ea; am-
tracm, which lies for the recovery of dam-
ages for breach of a coveiiniit. or contract
under seal. Stickney v. Stlckney, 21 N.

In the low or contracts. An agreement,
convention. or promise of two or more par-
ties, by deed in writing, signed, sealed, and
delivered, by which either of the parties
pledges himself to the other that something
is either-done or shall be done. or stipulates
for the truth of certain facts. Sabin v. llam-

Coin. v. Robinson. 1
Walls (Pa.) 160; Kent v'. Ediiioiidstoii, 49
N. C. 529.

Anagreement between two or more parties,
reduced towrlting -and executed by. a seal-
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lag and delivery thereof, whereby some of
the parties named therein engage, or one of
them engages. with the other, or others, or
some or them, therein ulso named, that some
act bath or hath not already been done,
or for the performance or non-performiiiice
of some specified duty. De Bolle v. Insiir-
ance Co., 4 Whart. (Pa.) 71, 33 Am. Dec. 38.

Classification. Covenants may be classi-
fied according to several distinct rinciples of
division. According as one or ot er of these
is adopted, they are: «

Express or implied; the former being those
which are created by the express words of the
parties to the deed declaratory of their inton-
tiou, while implied covenants are those wliich
are inferred by the law from certain words in
ii deed which imply (though they do not express)
them. Express covenants are also called cove-
nants “in deed” as distinguished from cove-
nants “in law. McDonongh v. Martin. 88
Ga. 675. 16 S. E. 59. 18 L. R. A. 343; Conrad
v. Morehead, &) N. C. 31' Garstang v. Daven-
port, 90 Iowa, 359, 57 N. \v. 876. . »

Dependent, oononrront, and independ-
ent. Covenants are either dependent, concur-
rent. or mutual 'and independent. The first de-
pends on the prior performance of some act or
condition. and, until the condition is performed,
the other party is not liable to an action on his
covenant. In the second,‘ mutual ‘acts are to
be performed at the same time: and if one
party is‘ ready, and ofiers to perform his ‘part,
and the other neglects or refuses toperforin his,
he who is really and oifers has fulfilled his en-
gagement. and may maintain an action for the
default of the other. though it is not certain
that either is obliged to do the first act. .,The
third sort is where either part may recover
damages ‘from the other for t e injuries he
may have received by a breach of the covenants
in his favor; and it is no excuse for the de-
fendant to allege a breach of the covenants on
the part of the plaintiff. Bailey v. White. 3
Ala. 330; Tompkins v. Elliot, 5 Wend. (N. Y.)
497; Gray v. Smith (C. C.) 76 Fed. 534.

Principal and auxiliary; the former being
those \\’lll(’h relate directly to the principal mat-
ter of the contract entered into between the
parties: while auxiliary covenants are those
which do not relate directly’ to the principal
matter of contract between the_parties, but to
-something connected with it.

Inherent nndoollntornl; the former being
such as immediately aifect the particular prop- .

erty. while the latter affect some property col-
lateral thereto or some matter collateral -to the
grant or lease.‘ A covenant inherent is_one
which is conversant about the land. and knit to
the estate in the land; as, that the thing de-
mised shall be quietly enjoyed, shall he kept in
repiiir. or shall not be aliencd. I A covenant col-
lateral is one which is conversant about some
collateral thing that doth nothing at all. or not
so immediately, concern the thing granted: as
to pay a sum of money in gross, etc. Shep.
Touch. 161. » > ’

Joint or several. The former bind both or
all the covenantors together; ‘the latter hind each
of them separately. A covenant may be both
joint and several at the same time. as regards
the covenantors; but,' as regards the cove-
nuntces, they cannot be joint and several for
one nnd the same cause, (5 Coke. 1911,) but must
be either joint or several only. Covenants are
usually jointor several according as the inter-
-ests of the covenantees are such; but the
words of the covenant. where they are unam-
hiiriioiis. will decide. although, where they are
niubiguoiis, the nature of the interests as being
-joint or several in left to dedde.. Brown. Sec
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'Capen v. Barrows, 1 Gray (Mass.) 379; In re
Siingsby. 6 Coke, 18b.

General or specific. The former relate to
land generally and place the covenautee in the
position of a ecialty creditor only; the latter
relate to particular lands and give the cove-
nantee a lien thereon. Brown.

Executed or cxccutory; the former being
such as relate to an act already performed;
while the latter are those whose performance is
to be future. Shep. Touch. 161.

Ailirinativc or negative; the former being
those in which the party binds himself to the
-existence of a present state of facts as repre-
:sented or to the future performance of some act;
"while the latter are those in which the cove-
nantor obliges himself not to do or perform
some act.

Declaratory or obligatory; the former be-
‘ing those which serve to limit or direct uses;
while the latter are those which are binding on
the party himself. 1 Bid. 27 ; 1 Keb. 337.

Real and personal. A real covenant is one
which binds the heirs of the covenantor and
passes to assignees or urchssers; a covenant
the obli tion of which s so connected with the
realt t t he who has the latter is either en-
titl to the benefit of it or is liable to perform
it’ a covenant which has for its object some-
thing annexed to, or inherent in, or connected
with. land or other real propert , and runs with
the land, so that the grantee o the land is in-
vested with it and may sue upon it for a breach
hafipening in his time. l_{ent Comm. 470:
2 . Comm. 301; Chapman v. iiolnies, 10 N.
J. Law, 20; Skinner v. Mitchell, 5 Kan. Ap .

366, 48 Pac. 450; Oil Co. v. Hinton, 159 In .

398,64 N. E. 224; Davis v. Lyman, 6 Conn. 249.
In the old books, a covenant real is also de-
fined to be a covenant by which a man binds
himself to pass a thin real, as lands or tene-
ments. Termes de la y; 3 Bi. Comm. 156:
‘Shep. Touch. 161. A ersonal covenant. on the
-other hand, is one w ich, instead of being a
charge upon real estate of this covenantor, only
binds himself and his rsonal representatives
‘in respect to assets. 4 eat, Comm. 470; Car-
ter v. Denman, 23 N. J. Law. 270: Hadley v.
Bernero, 97 Mo. App. 314, 71 S. W. _451. The
phrase may also mean a covenant which is per-
sonal to t e covenantor. that is, one which he
must perform in person, and cannot procure
another person to perform for him.

Transitive or intransitive: the former be-
ing those rsonal covenants the duty of per-
forming w ich passes over to the representa-
tives of the covenantor; _while the latter are
those the duty of performing which is limited
to the covenantee himself, and does not pass
over to his representative. Bsc. Abr. Cov.

Disjnnctive covenants. Those which are
for the performance of one or more of several
things at the election of the covensntor or
covenantee, as the case may be. Platt, Cov. 21.

Absolute or conditional. An absolute
covenant is one which is not qualified or limited
by any condition.

The following compound and descriptive terms
may also be noted:

Continuing covenant. One which indi-
cates or necessaril implies the doing of stipu-
lated acts successively or as often as the oc-
casion may require; as. a covenant to pay
rent by installments, to keep the premises in
repair or insured. to cultivate land, etc. Mc-
Glynn v. Moore, 25 Cal. 395.

Full covenants. As this term is used in
American law. it_ includes the following: The
covenants for seisin, for right to convey. against
incumbrances, for quiet enjoyment. sometimes
for further assurance. and.almost always of
warranty, this last often taking the place of the
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covenant for quiet enjoyment, and indeed in
many states being the only covenant in practical
uge. Rawle, Cov. for Title, I 21.

Hutnal covenants. A mutual covenant is
one where either party may recover damages
from the other for the injury he may have re-
ceived from a breach of the covenants in his
favor. Bailey v. White, 3 Ala. 830

Separate covenant. A several covenant:
one which binds the several covenantors each
for himself, but not jointly.

Usual covenants. An agreement on the
part of a seller of real property to give the
usual covenants binds him to insert in the rant
covenants of “seisin." “quiet enjoyment" ‘fur-
ther assurance.” “general warranty, and
“against incumbrances." Civ. Code Cal. 1733.
See Wilson v. Wood, 17 N. J. 216. Am.
Dec. 231; Drake v. Barton. 18 ll inn. 467 (Gil.
414). The result of the authorities ap ars to
be that in a case where the agreement is silent
as to the particular covenants to be inserted
in the lease, and provides merely for the lease
containing “usual covenants," or, which is the
saiue thing, in an open agreement without any
reference to the covenants. and there are no
special circumstances justifying the introduc-
t on of other covenants, the following are the
only ones which either party can insist upon.
namely: Covenants by the lessee (1) to pay rent;
(2) to pay taxesinexcept such as are expressly
payable b the ndlord; (3) to keep and de-
iver upt e premises in repair; and (4) to al-
low the lessor to enter and view the state of
repair; and the usual qualified covenant b the
lessor for quiet enjoyment by the lessee. Ch.
Div. 561.

Specific covcnants.—Oovenant against
incumbrances. A covenant that there are no
incumbrances on the land conveyed; a stipula-
tion a inst all rights to or interests in the
land w ich may subsist in third persons to the
diminution of the value of the estate ranted.
Bank v. Parisette. 68 Ohio St. 450. 6 N. F‘.
896: Shearer v. Ranger. 22 Pick. (Mnss.) 447:
Sanford v. Wheelan. 12 Or. 301. 7 Pac. 324.
—Covena.nt for further assurance. An
undertaking, in the form of a covenant. on the
part of the vendor of real estate to do such
further acts for the Eur one of perfecting the
purchaser's title as t c after may reasonably
require. This covenant is deemed of great im-
portance, since it relates both to the title of the
vendor and to the instrument of conveyance to
the vendee, and o erates as well to secure the
performance of al acts necessary for supplying
any defect in the former as to remove all ob-
ections to the sufficiency and security of the
after. Plait, Cov.: Rawle. Cov. 55 98. 99.

See Sugd. Vend. 500; Armstrong v. Darby. 26
Mo. 520.—;Oovcnant for quiet enjoyment.
An assurance in ainst the consequences of a de-
fective title, an of an disturbances thereupon.
Platt. Cov. 312: Raw e. Cov. ‘[25. A covenant
that the tenant or. grantee of an estate shall
enjoy the possession of the 1;|remises in peace
and without disturbance bv _ ostile claimants.
Poposliey v. Munkwltz, 68 Wis. 322. 32 N. W.
35, 60 Am. Rep. 858; Stewart v. Drake. 9 N.
J. Law. 141; Kane v. .\{ink, 64 Iowa, 84, 19
N. W. 852: Chestnut v. Tyson, 105 Ala. 149.
16 South. 723. 53 Am. St. Rep. 101: Chris?
v. Bedell. 10 Kan. App. 435. 61 Pac. 109:».
—0ovenants for title. Covenants usually
inserted in a conveyance of land, on the part of
the grantor. and binding him for the complete-
neu. securit . and continuance of the title trans-
ferred to t e grantee._ They comprise “cove-
nants for seisin. for right to convey. _against
incumbrances, or quiet enjoyment sometimes for
further assurance, and almost aways of war-
ranty." Rawle. Cov. 5 21.—Oovcnants in

s. Such as do not run with the land.-
Eovenant not to sue. A covenant by one
who had a right of action at the time of mak-
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ing it against another person, by which he
agrees not to sue to enforce such right of ac-
tion.—Oovsnuit of non-claim. A covenant
sometimes employed, particularly in the New
England states, and in deeds of extinguishment
of ground rents in Pennsylvania, that neither
the vendor, nor his heirs. nor any other person,
etc., shall claim any title in the premises con-
veyed. Rawle, Cov. 5 22.—0ovenant of right
to convey. An assurance by the covenan_tor
that the grantor has suflicient capacity and title
to convey the estate which he by his deed un-
dertakes to convey.—0ovena.nt of seisin. An
assurance to the purchaser that the grantor has
the very estate in quantity and quality which
he purgg ts to convey. 11 East, 641: Rawle,
Cov. Q . It is said that the covenant of seisin
is not now in use in England, being embraced
in that of a ri ht to convey; but it is used
in several of te United States. 2 Washb.
Real Prop. ‘648; Pecare v. Chonteau. 13 M0.
527: Kincaid v. Brittain. 5 Sneed (Tenn.) 121;
Backus v. McCoy, 3 Ohio, 21, 17 Am. Dec.
585: De Long v. Sea Girt Co., 65 N. J. Law.
1, 47 Ati. 491.—0ovenuit of warranty. An
assurance by the grantor of an estate that the
grantee shall enjoy the same without interrup-
tion by virtue of aramount title. King v. Kil-
bride, 58 Conn. 09. 19 At]. 519; Kincaid v.
Brittain, 5 Sneed (Tenn.) 124: King v. Kerr,

Am. Dec. 777; Chapman v.
Holmes, 0 N. J. Law, 26.—0oven.ant run-

srit land. A covenant which goes with
the and, as being annexed to the estate, and
which cannot be separated from the land, and
transferred without it. 4 Kent. Comm. 472.
note. A covenant is said to run with the land,
when not only the original parties or their rep-
resentatives. but each successive owner of the
land. will be entitled to its benefit, or be liable
(as the case may be) to its obligation. 1 Steph.
Comm. 455. Or, in other words, it is so called
when either the liability to perform it or the
right to take advantage of it passes to the as-
signee of the land. Tiilotson v. Prichard, 60
Vt. 94 14 Atl. 302. 6 Am. St. Rep. 95: Spen-
cer's dase 3 Coke. 31; Gilmer v. Railway C0,,
79 Ala. 5572, 53 Am. Rep. 623: Conduitt v.
Boss, 102 Ind. 166, 26 N. E. 198.—0ovona.lt
to convey. A covenant by which the cove-
nantor agrees to convey to the covenantee a
certain estate, under certain circumstances.-
Ocvenant to stand Mind. A conveyance
ads ted to the use where a person seised of
Ian in possession. reversion, or vested remain-
der, proposes to convey it to his wife, child. or
ltinsman. In its terms it consists of a covenant
by him. in consideration of his natural love
and aflection, to -stand seised of the land to the
use of the intended transferee. Before the stat-
ute of uses this would merelg have raised a use
in favor of the covenantee; ut by that act this
use is converted into the legal estate, and the
covenant therefore operates as a conveyance of
the land to the covenantee. It is now almost
obsolete. 1 Steph. Comm. 532; Williams, Seis.
145; French v. French. 3 N. I]. 261; Jack-
son v. Swart, 20 Johns. (N. Y.) 85.

OOVENANTEE. The party to whom a
covenant is made. Shep. Touch. 160.

COVEIIANTOB. The party who makes
a covenant. Shep. Touch. 160.

COVENANTS PERFORMED. In Penn-
sylvania practice. This is the name of a
plea to the action of covenant whereby the
defendant. upon informal notice to the plain-
iitr, may give anything In evidence which he
might have pleaded. With the addition of
the words "absque hoc" it amounts to a de-
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nial of the allegations of the declaration;
and the further addition of “with leave,"
etc., imports an equitable defense, arising
out of special circumstances, which the de-
fendant means to offer in evidence. Zents v.
Legnard, 70 Pa. 192; Stewart v. Bedeli, 79
Pa. 336; Turnpike Co. v. McCullough, 25
Pa. 303.

COVENT. A contraction, in the old
books, of the word “convent.”

»

COVENTRY ACT. The name given to‘
the statute 22 & 23 Car. II. c. 1, which pro-
vided for the punishment of assaults with.
intent to maim or disflgure a person. It was
so named from its being occasioned by an as-
sault on Sir John Coventry in the street. 4
Bl. Comm. 207; State v. Cody, 18 Or. 506, 23
zPac..891. -

COVER. INTO. The phrase “covered in-
to the treasury." as used in acts of congres
and the practice of the United States treas-
ury department, means that money has actu-
ally -been paid into the treasury in the regu-
lar manner, as distinguished from merely-
depositing it with the treasurer. U. S. v-
Johnston, 124 U. S. 236. 8 Sup. Ct. 446, 31
L. Ed. 389. '

COVERT. Covered, protected, sheltered-
A pound covert is one that is close or cov-
ered over, as distinguished from pound overt,

‘which is open overhead. Co. Litt. 47b; 3 Bl-
Comm. 12. A feme covert is so called, as be-
ing under the wing, protection, or cover of
her husband. 1 Bl. Comm. 442.

—0overt baron, or covert do baron. Un-
der the protection of a husband: married. 1
Bl. Comm. 442. La feme qua est covert do
baron. the woman which is covert of a husband-
Litt. Q 670.

OOVERTUBE. The condition or state of
a married woman. Sometimes used elliptic-
ally to describe the legal disability arising
from a state of coverture. Osborn v. Horine.
19 Ill. 124; Roberts V. Lund, 45 Vt. 86.’

OOVIN. A secret conspiracy or agree-
ment between two or more persons to injure
or defraud another. Mix v. Muzzy, 28 Conn.
191; Anderson v. Oscamp (Ind. App.) 35 N.
E. 707; Hysiop v. Clarke, 14 Johns. (N. Y.)
465. '

COVINOUS. Deceitfnl; fraudulent; hav-
ing the nature of, or tainted by, coviii.

O 0 W A BID I C E. Pnsillanimity; fear;
misbehavior through fear in relation to some
duty to be performed before an enein_v.
O'Brien, Ct. M. 142; Coil v. State. 62 Neb-
15. 86 N. W. 925.

CRAFT. 1. A general term. now com-
monly applied to all kinds of sailing vessels.
though formerly restricted to the smaller
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vessels. The Wenonah, 21 Grat. (Va‘.) 697;
Reed v. Ingham, 3~El. & B. 898. - .

2. A trade or occupation of the sort re-
quiring skill ‘and training. particularly man-
ual skill combined with a knowledge of the
principles of the art; also the hotly of per-
sons pursuing such a calling; a guild. Gan-
ahl v. Shore, 24 Ga. 23.

; 3. G.uile, artful cunning. tricklness. Not
a legal term in thi sense, though often used
in connection with such terms as '‘‘fraud’'
and “artlflce.",

CRANAGE.~ .A liberty to.use a crane for
drawing up goods and wares of burden from
ships and vessels, at any creek of the sea, or
wharf, unto the land, and to make a_ profit
of doing so. It also signifies the money paid
and taken for the service. Tomlins.

CRANK. A term vulgarly applied to a
person or eccentric. ill-regulated, and un-
practical mental habits; a person hali'-craz-
ed; a monomaniac; not necessarily equiva-
lent to “insane person,” “lunatic," or any
other term descriptive of complete mental
derangement. and not carrying any implica-
tion oif homicidal mania. Walk-er v. Tri-
bune Co. (C. C.) 29 Fed. 827.

ORABSUS. Large; gross; excessive; ex-
treme. Orasxa iymorrmtia, gross='-ignorance.
Fleta, 'lib.‘5, c. 22, 5'18, ’ " -

-01-nun negllgontla. ‘Gross neglect: ab-'
sence of ordinary care and diligence. Hun V.
Cary, 82 N. Y. 72, 37 Am. Rep. 5-16.

CRASTINO. Lat. On the morrow, the
day after. The retumnday of writs; because
the first day of the term was always some
salnt’s day, andevwrits were returnable on
the day after. 2 Reeve, Eng. Law, 56.

ORAHTI-J's. An iron gate before a prison.
1 Vent. 304.

CRAVE. To ask or demand; as to crave
oyer. See Oran. '

CRAVEN. In old English law. A word
of disgrace and obloquy, pronounced on
either champion, in the ancient trial by hat-
tle, proving recreant, 1‘. e., yielding. Glanvllle
calls it “infcslum ct invcrccundum verbum."
His condemnation was amittcre liberam leg-
cm, 6. e.. to become infamous, and not to be
accounted liber at legalia homo, being, sup-
posed by the event to have been proved for-
sworn. and not fit to be put upon a jury or
admitted as a witness. Wharton.

CREAMER. A foreign merchant, but
generally taken for one who has a stall in
a fair or market. Blount.

CREAMUS. Lat. We create. One of
the words by which a corporation in England
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was formerly created by the. king. 1 81.
Comm. 473. ' e -

cnriaxcz. In French law.
a debt; also belief, credit, faith.

A claim:

OBBANCER. One who trusts or gives
credit; a creditor. Britt. cc. 28, 78.

CREAIOSOR. A creditor. Cowell.
. . ,

CREATE. To bring into being; to cause
to exist; to produce; as, to create a trust
in lands, to create a corporation. Edwards
v. Bibb. 54 Ala. 481; McClellan v. McClellan,
65 .\ie. 500.

To create a charter or a corporation is to
make one which never existed before, while to
renew one is to give vitality to one which has
been forfeited or has expired; and to extend
one is to give an existing charter more time
than originally limited. Moers-v. Reading. 21
Pa. 189: Railroad Co. v. Orton (C. C.) 32 Fed.
473; Indianapolis v. Navin, 15-1 Ind. 139, 51 N.
E.&),41L.R.A.344. ,»

.031-:DEN'1‘IAI.S. in international law.“
The instruments which authorize and estab-
lish a public minister in his character with
the state or prince to whom they areaddress-’
ed. If the state or prince receive the min-
ister, he can be received only in the quality
attributed to him in his credentials. They
are. as it were, his letter of attorney, his
mandate patent. ma-mlatum manifcstum.
Vattel, liv. 4, c. 6, § 76. r . .

CREDIBLE. Worthy of belief; entitled
to credit. See Courmascr.
—-Credible pol-son. One who is trustworthy’
and entitled to be believed: in law and legal
proceedings. one who is entitled to have his
oath or aliidnvit accepted as reliable, not only
on account of his good reputation for veracity;
but also on account of his intelligence. knowl-
edge of the circumstances, and disinterested re-
lation to the matter in question. Dunn v. State:
7 Tex. App. 1407:; Territory v. Leary. 8 N. M.
180, 43 Pac. 688: Peck v. Chambers, 44 \V. Va.
270. 28 S. E. 7l)li.—Crodiblo witness. One
who. being com tent to give evidence. is w'or;lig
of belief. Pec v. Chambers, 44 W. Va. 2.: ,

2S ‘S. E. 706; Savage v. Bulger (Ky.) 77 S.
\V. 717: Amory v. Fellowes. 5 Mass. 228; Ba-
con v. Bacon. 17 Pick. (.\Iass.) 13-}: Robinson
v. Savage. 124 Ill. 260. 15 N. E. l-$.5().—-Crod-
lblllty. \Vorthiness of belief; that quality
in a wilness which renders his evidence worthy
of belief. After the competence of a w.itne_».-ts
is allowed, the consideration of his c-rcdainlim
arises, and not before. 3 Bl. Comm. 369: 1
Burrows, 414, 417; Smith v. Jones. 68 Vt. 132.
34 Atl. 424. As to the distinction between
comp:-tcncy and crcdibiliiy. see (‘OMPETENCYZ
-0:-odlbly informed. The statement in_ I
pleading or afiidavit that one is "credibl_v in-
formed and verily believes“ such and such facts,
means that, having no direct personal knowl-
edge of the matter in question. he has derived
his information in regardto it from authentic
sources or from the statements of persons who
are not only “credihle." in the sense of being
trustworthy. but also infornied as to the par-
ticular matter or conversant with it. »

CREDIT. 1. The ability of in business
mun.to borrow mo.ney,z.or obtain goods on
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time. in" ‘consequence of the" favorable opin-
ion held by the coiiimunity. or by the par-
ticular lender. as to his solvency and relia-
bility. People v.‘ Wasservogle. 77 Cal. 173,
l9,l'ac. 270; Dry Dock Bank v. Trust Co.,
3 N. Y. 356.

2. Time allowed to the buyer of goods by
the seller, in which to make payment for
theuL

3. The"coi-relative ot a debt; that is, a
debt considered from the creditor's tand-
point, or that which is incoming or due ‘to
one. V - -

4. That which is due to a merchant, as
distinguished from debit, that which is due
by him. ‘

5. That influence connected with certain
social positions. 20 Toullier, n. 19.

The credit of an individual is the trust re-
sed in him by those who deal with him that he

is of ability to meet his en vagements; and he
is ‘trusted because throu h t e tribunals of the
country he may be ma e to pay. The credit
of a government is founded on a belief of its
ability to compw with its engagemcnts. and a
confidence in ats honor, that it will do that
voluntaril which it cannot be compelled to do.
Owen v. ranch Bank, 3 Ala. 258. ~

-3111 of. credit. See BILL.—l’..etter of
credit, An open or sealed letter, from a mer-
chant in one place. directed to another. in an-
other place or country, requiring him. if a per-
son therein named. or the bearer of the letter,
shall have occasion to buy commodities, or to
want money to any particular or unlimited
amount. either_ to procure the same or to pass
his romise. bill, or bond for it. the writer of
the etter undertaking to provide him the money
fbr the goods, or to repay him by exchange, or
to_give_him such satisfaction as he shall re-
quire, either for himself. or the bearer of the
lette_I_‘.. 3 C'hi_t. Com. Law, 336.‘ A‘ letter of
credit is a written instrument, addressed by one
person to another. requesting the latter to give
t‘l'.Pdlt to the person in whose favor it is drawn.
Qiv. Code Cal. § 2858. '.\Iechanics' Bank v.
New York & N. H. R. Co., 13 N. Y. 630: Pol-
lock v. Helm. 54 Miss. 5. 28 Am. Rep. 342:
Lafargue v. Harrison, 70 Cal. 380.9Pac. 261, 59
Am. Re . 416. General and special. -A general
letter 0 credit is one addressed to any and all
persons. without naming any one inparticular,
while a special lctter of credit is addressed to
a particular individual. firm. or co oration by
name. Birckhead v. Brown. 5 Hill ( '. Y.) 642;
Civ. Code .\Iont. 1895'». 5 3713.--Lino of cred-
it. See LINE.-.-inhlll credits. In bank-
rupt law. . Credits which must. from their na-
ture. terminate ‘in debts: as where a debt is
due from one party. and credit given by him
to the other for a sum of money payable at a
-future day. and which will then become a debt:
or where there is a.deht on one side. and a
delivery of property with directions to turn it
into money on the other. 3 Taunt. 499;
Smith. Lead. Cas. 179. By this phrase. in the
rule under which courts of equity allow set-otf
in cases of mutual credit, we are to understand
a knowledge on both sides of an existing debt
due to one rty, and a credit by the other par-
ty. foundedmon and trusting to such debt. as
.a means of discharging it. King v. King. 9
N. J. Eq. Credits given by two persons
mutually: 1. 0.. each giving credit to the other.
‘It is a more extensive phrase than “mutual
debts." Thus, the sum credited by one may be
due at once. that by the other payable in fu-
ture.’ _v.ct the credits are mutual. though the
transaction would,not_come within the meaning
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of “mutual debts." 1,Atk. 230; Atkinson v.
Elliott. 7 Term 11. 378.-ePe1-sonol credit.
That credit ,which a- person DOFBQSSCS as an in-
dividual. and which is founded on the opinion
entertained of his character and business stand-
Ins. .1 ‘

onimrr. Fr. Credit in the’ English
sense ofthe term,"or more particularly, the
security for a loan or advancement.
-0:-edit loncier. A company or corporation
formed for the purpose of carrying out improve-
ments. by means of loans and advances on real
estate security.—Gr6dit niobilier. A com-
pany or association formed for carrying on a
banking business, or for the construction of pub-
lic works, building of railroads. operation of
mines, or other such enterprises, by means of
loans or advauces“on' the‘ security of personal
property. Barrett v._Savings Inst., 64 N. J
Eq. 425, 54 Atl. 543. -

CREDITOR. A person to whom a debt
is owing by another person, called the “debt-
or." Mohr v. Elevator-Co., ‘40 Minn.» 343;
41 N. W. 1074: Woolverton v. Taylor Co.,
43 Ill. App. 424; Insurance,Co. v. Meeker,
37 N. J. Law, 300; Walshfiv. Miller, 51 Ohio
St. 462,38 N. E. 381. The foregoing is the
strict legal sense of the term; but in a
wider sense it means one who has a legal
right to demand and recover from another
a sum of money on any account whatever,
and hence may include the owner of any
right of ‘action against another, -whether
arislng on contract or for a" toi‘t'.'u' penalty,
or a forfeiture. Keith v. Hiner, 63 Ark. 244,
38 S. W. 13; Bongard v. Block, 81 Ill. 186,
25 Am. Rep. 276; Chaliners v. Sheehy, 132
Cal. 459. 64 Pac. 709. 84 Am. St. Rep. 62;
Pierstot! v. Jorges, 86 Wis. 128,’ 50' N. W.
735. 39 Am. St. Rep. 881. :

Classification. A credltoria called a “sim-
ple contract creditor," a “specialty ,credltor,"; a
“bond creditor," or otherwise. according to the
nature of the obligation giving ‘rise to the debt.

Other compound and descriptive terms.
—Attaching creditor. On_e-who_ has caused
an attachment to be issued and levied on prop-
erty of. his debtor.—Oatho1ic creditor. In
Scotch law, one whose debt is ecured on all or
on several distinct parts of the debtor's" prop-
erty. The contrasted term (designating one
who is not sosecured) is “secondary creditor."
—Ccx-tiflcate creditor. A creditor of .a mu-

icipal corporation who receives a certificate of
ndebtedness for ‘the amountof his claim. there

being no funds on hand" to ’pay him. Johnson
v. New Orleans. 46_ La. Ann. 714, 15 South.
100.—Conildentia.l creditor. A term some-
times applied to creditors of’ a failing debtor
who furnished him with ‘the means~of obtaining
credit to which his real circumstances did not en-
title him, thus involving loss to~other creditors
not in his confidence. Gay v. Strickland. ]12A.la.
51:7. 20 South. 9‘.’l.—Cx-editor at large. One
who has not established his debt by the recov-
cry of a judgment or has not otherwise secured
a lien on any of the debtor's property. U. S.
v. Ingate (CL C.) 48 Fed. 25-1: Wolcott v. Ash-
enfcltcr, 5 N. M. 4-12. 23 Pac. 780, 8 L. R. A.
691 .—Domootic creditor. One who resides
in the same state or country in which the debtor
has his domicile or his pi-operty.—l'-Jxecution
creditor. One who. having recovered a judg-
mcnt against the debtor i'or'his debt or claim.
has also caused an execution to be issued there-
on.—l‘o1-oign creditor.- One who resides in
a state or country foreign to that where the
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debtor has his domicile or his rroperty.-—Gen-
oral creditor. A creditor at arge (supra), or
one who has no lien or security for\ the gayment
of his debt or claim. King v. Fraser. <1 S. C.
543; Wolcott v. Ashenfelter. 5 N. M. 442.
23 Pac. 780. S L. R. A. 691.—Joh|t creditors.
Persons jointly-entitled to require satisfaction
of the same debt or demand.—Ju ent
creditor. One who has obtained a ju gment
against his debtor, under which he can enforce
execution. King v. Fraser, . C. F :
Baxter v. Moses, 77 Me. 465, 1 Atl. 350. 52
Am. Rep. 7%: .Code Civ. Proc. N. Y. 1899,
5 3343.—‘lIu'I.ior creditor. One whose claim
or demand accrued at a date later than that
of a claim or demand held by another creditor.
who is called correlatively the “senior" creditor.
—Lien creditor. See LIEN.-Prelerred
creditor. See Pasrr-:sasn.—Px-incipel cred-
itor. One whose claim or demand very great-
ly exceeds the claims of all other creditors in
amount is sometimes so called. See In re Sul-
livan's mtate, 25 Wash. 430, 65 Pac. 793.-
Secured creditor. See SI-2CL'BEDa—lIlbl0-
quent creditor. One whose claim or demand
accrued or came into existence after ‘a given
fact or transaction. such as the recording of
a. deed or mortgage or the execution of a volun-
tary conve nce. cGhee v. Wells. 57 S. C.
$1 35 S. . 529. 76 Am. St. Rep. 567; Evans
v. Lewis. 30 Ohio St. 14.—VVu-rant creditor.
A creditor of a municipal co oration to whom
‘is given a municipal warrant or the amount of
his claim, because there are no funds in hand
to pay it. Johnson v. New Orleans. 46 I4.
Ann. -714, 15 South. 100.

cn.}:nrrons' BILL. In English prac-
tice. A bill in equity, flied by one or more
creditors, for an account of the assets of a
decedent. and a legal settlement and dis-
tribution of his estate among themselves and
such other creditors as may come in under
the decree.

In American practice. A proceeding to
enforce the security of a judgment creditor
against the property or interests of his debt-
or. This action proceeds upon the theory
that the judgment is in the nature of a lien,
such as may be enforced in equity. Hudson
v. Wood (C. C.) 119 Fed. 775; Fink v. Pat-
terson (C. C.) 21 Fed. 602; Gould v. Tor-
rance, ]9 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 560; McCart-
ney v. Bostwick, 32 N. Y. 67.

A creditors’ bill, strictly. is a bill by
which a creditor seeks to satisfy his debt
out of some equitable estate of the defend-
ant, which is not liable to levy and sale
under an execution at law. But there is
another sort of a creditors’ hill, very nearly
allied to the former. by means of which it
party seeks to remove a fraudulent convey-
ance out of the way of his execution. But
a naked bill to set aside a fraudulent deed.
which seeks no discovery of any property,
chose in action. or other thing alleged to
belong to the defendant, and which ought to
be subjected to the payment of the judgment,
is not a creditors’ bill. Newman v. Willetts.
52 Ill. 98.

Creditor-Inn eppellatione non hi ten-
tu_:n acclpiuntnr qui peonniam credider-
ant, led omnce qnibuc ex qnalibet cause

debetur. Under the head of "creditors" are
included, not alone those who have lent mon-
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ey, but all to whom from any cause a debt
is owing. Dig. 50. 16, 11.

OREDITRIX. A female creditor.

CREEK. In maritime law. Such little
inlets or the sea. whether within the precinct
or extent of a port or without, as are narrow
passages. and have shore on either side of
them. Call. Se\v. 56. '

A small stream less than a river. Baker
v. City of Boston, 12 Pick. 184, 22 Am. Dec.
421.

The term imports a recess, cove, bay, or
inlet in the shore of a river, and not a sepa-
rate or independent stream; though it is
sometimes used in the latter meaning.
Schermerhorn v. Railroad Co., 38 N. Y. 103.

oazxnnrnx ooxrrwrfls. The in-
crease of a county. The sherlirs of counties
anciently answered in their accounts for the
improvement of the king's rents. above the
visooniicl rents, under this title.

OBEPARE 0GUL'_UH. In Saxon law.
To put out an eye; which had a pecuniary
punishment of flfty shillings annexed to it.

CBEPUSCULUK. Twilight. In the law
of burglary, this term means the presence of
sutiicient light to discern the face of a man:
such light as exists immediately before the .

rising of the sun or directly after its setting.

Orelcente month crescere debet et
pan. 2 Inst. 479. Vice increasing, pun-
ishment ought also to increase.

CREST. A term used in heraldry: it sig-
miles the devices set over a coat of arms.

CRETINISH. In medical jurisprudence.
A form of imperfect or arrested mental de-
velopment, which may amount to idiocy, with
physical degeneracy or deformity or lack of
development; endemic in Switzerland and
some other parts or Europe. but the term
is applied to similar states occurring else-
where.

ORETINUS. In old records. A sudden
stream or torrent; a rising or inundation.

OBETIO. Lat. In the civil law. A cer-
tain number of days allowed an heir to de-
liberate whether he would take the inherit-
ance or not. Calvin.

CREW. The aggregate of seamen who
man a ship or vessel. including the master
and oflicers; or it may mean the ship's com-
pany. exclusive of the master, or exclusive
of the master and all other oflicers. See U.
S. v. Winn, 3 Sumn. 209, 28 Fed. Gas. 733;
Millaudon v. Martin. 6 Rob. (La.) 540; U.
S. v. Hui! (C. C.) 13 Fed. 630.
--Crew list. In maritime law. A list of the
crew of a vessel: one of a ship's papers. This
instrument is required by act of congress, and
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sometimes by treaties. Rev. St. U. 8. SI 4374.
4375 (U. S. Comp. St. 190], p. 2986). It is
necessary for the protection of the crews of
every vessel, in the course of the voyage, during
a war abroad. Jac. Sea Laws, 66, 69. note.

DRIER. An officer of a court, who makes
proclamations. His principal duties are to
announce the opening of the court and its
adjournment and the fact that certain spe-
cial matters are about to be transacted. to
announce the admission of persons to the bar,
to call the names of jurors, witnesses. and
parties, to announce that a witness has been
sworn, to proclaim silence when so directed.
and generally to make such proclamations of
a public nature as the judges order.

OBIBZ LA P2322. Rehearse the con-
cord. or peace. A phrase used in the ancient
proceedings for levying flnes. It was the
form of words by which the justice before

-whom the parties appeared directed the
serjeant or countor in attendance to recite or
read aloud the concord or agreement between
the parties, as to the lands intended to be
conveyed. 2 Reeve, Eng. Law, 224, 225.

CRIM. 0011. An abbreviation for “crim-
inal conversation,” of very frequent use, de-
noting adultery. Gibson v. Cincinnati En-
quirer, 10 Fed. Cas. 311.

CRIME. A crime is an act committed or
omitted. in violation of a public law, either
forbidding or commanding it; a breach or
violation of some public right or duty due to
a whole community. considered as a com-
munity in its social aggregate capacity. as
distinguished from a civil injury. Wilkins
v. U. S., 96 Fed. 837. 37 C. C. A. 588; Pound-
er v. Ashe. 36 Neb. 564. 54 N. W. 847; State
v. Bishop, 7 Conn. 185; In re Bergin. 31 Wis.
386; State v. Brazier, 37 Ohio St. 78; Peo-
ple v. Williams, 24 Mich. 163. 9 Am. Rep.
119; In re Clark, 9 Wend. (N. Y.) 212.
“Crime" and “misdenieaiior," properlyyspealb
ing, are synonymous terms; though in com-
mon usage “crime" is made to denote such
offenses as are of a deeper and more atro-
cious dye. 4 Bl. (‘oiniii. 5.

Crimes are those wrongs which the gov-
ernment notices as injurious to the public.
and punishes in what is called a “criminal
proceeding,” in its own name. 1 Bish. Crim.
Law. 5 43.

A crime may be defined to be any act done
in violation of those duties which an indi-
vidual owes to the community, and for the
breach of which the law has provided that
the offender shall make satisfaction to the
public. Bell.

A crime or public offense is an act commit-
ted or omitted in violation of a law forbid-
ding or commanding it, and to which is an-
nexed. upon conviction, either of the follow-
ing punishments: (1) Death: (2) imprison-
ment: (3) fine; (4) removal from ofllce; or
(5) disqualification to hold and enjoy any
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oflice of honor, trust. or profit in this state.
Pen.-Code Cal. 5 15.

A crime or misdemeanor shall consist in a:
violat.ion of a public law, in the commission
of which there shall he a union or joint oper-
ation of act and intention, or criminal negli-
gence. Code Ga. 1882, 5 4292.

Synonyms. According to Blackstone. the
word “crime” denotes such oifenses as are of a
deeper and more atrocious dye. while smaller
faults and omissions of less consequence are
called “misdemeanors." But the better use ap-
pears to be to make crime a term of broad and
general import,‘ including both felonies and
misdemeanors, and hence covering all infrac-
tions of the criminal law. In this sense it is not
a technical hrase, strictly speaking, (as ‘frei-
ony" and “m sdemeanor" are.) but a convenient
eneral term. In this sense, also, “offense-." or
pli'l‘)iic offense" should be used as synonymous

wit it. .

The distinction between a crime and a tort or
civil injury is that the former is a breach and‘
violation of the public right and of duties due
to the whole community considered as such. and
in its social and aggregate capacity :_ whereas
the latter is an infringement or privation of
the civil rights of individuals merely. Brown.

A crime. as opposed to a civil injury. is the
violation of a right. considered in reference to-
the ,evil tendency of such violation. as regards‘
the community at large. 4 Steph. Comm. 4.

Varieties of crianos.-Capital qrlnc.
One for which the punishment of death is fre-
scribed and inflicted. Walker v. State. 28 ex.
App. 503. 13 S. W. 880: Ex parte Dusenberry.
97 M0. 504. 11 S. W. 217.—Couunon-hw
crimes. such crimes as are mnishabie by the
force of the common law, as istinguished from
crimes created by statute. \Vilkins v. U. S»
96 Fed. 837. 37 . C. . 588: In re Greene
(C. C.) 52 Fed. 111. These decisions (and
many others) hold that there are no common-
law crimes against the United States.—Oon-
strnctivc crime. See CoNs'rauc'rivr:.—Con-
tinucns crime. One consisting of a contin-
uous scrics of acts. which cndunes after the
period of consummation. as. the offense of car-
rying concealed weapons. In the case of in-
stantaneous crimes. the statute of limitations
begins to run with the consummation, while in
the case of continuous crimes it only begins
with the cessation of the criminal conduct or
act. U. S. v. Owen (D. C.) 32 Fed. 537.—C1-izno
against nature. The ofleuse of buggery or
sodomy. State v. Vicknair, 52 In. Ann. 19?],
3 South. 273: Ausmsn v. Veal. 10 Ind. .'i'».’i,
71 Am. Dec. 331: People v. Williams. 59 (‘al.
397.—Hi.gh crimes. High crimes .and mis-
demeanors are such immoral and unlawful acts
as are nearly allied and equal in guilt to felony‘.
yet, owing to some technical circumstance. do
not fall within the definition of "felony." State
v. Knapp. 6 Conn. 417. 16 Am. Dec. 68.—In--
funolu crime. A crime which entails in-v
famy upon one who has committed it.
v. \\’entworth. 84 Me. 25. 24 Ati. 456. 17 I...
R. A. 764. The term “infamous"—i. e.. without
fame or good report—was applied at common
law to certain crimes. upon the conviction of
which a person became incompetent to testify
as a witness, upon the theory that a person
would not commit so heinous a crime unless he-
was so depraved as to be unworthy of credit.
These crimes are treason: felony. and the crim-
en join‘. Abbott. A crime punishable by im--
prisoument in the state prison or penitentiary.
with or without hard labor. is an infamous
crime, within the provision of the fifth amend-
ment of the constitution that_“no person shall
be held to answer for a capital or otherwise-
infamous crime unless on a presentment or in-
dictment of a grand jury." Mackin v. U. S..
117 U. S. 348. 6 SUD. Ct. 777. 29 L

Butler’
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“Infamou " as used in the fifth amendment to
the Unit States constitution. in reference to
crimes, includes those only of the class called
“crtmcn falsi," which both involve the charge of
falsehood. and may also injuriousiy afiect the
public administration of justice by introducing
alsehood and fraud. U. S. v. Block, 15 X. B.

R. 325. Fed. (‘as. No. 14.609. ‘By the Revised
Statutes of New York the term “infamous
crime," when used in any tatute, is directed
to be construed as including every oifense pun-.
ishable with death or by imprisonment in a
state-prison, and no other. 2 Rev. St. in. T02.
31.) p. 587. § 32.,—Qnaai crimes. This term
embraces all oifenses not crimes or misdemean-
ors, but that are in the nature of crimes,—a
class of oifenses against the public which have
not been declared crimes. but wrongs against
the general or local public which it is proper
shou d be repressed or punished by forfeitures
and penalties. This would embrace all qui tam
actions and forfeiturcs im osed for the neglect
or violation of a public uty. A quasi crime
would not embrace an indictable offense. what-
ever might be its grade. but simply forfeitnres
for a wrong done to the public. whether volun-
tary or involuntary, where a penalty is given,
whether recoverable by criminal or civil pro-
cess. Wiggins v. Chicago. 68 Ill. 37.'n.—Statu-
tory crimes. Those created by statutes. as
distinguished from such as are known to, or
cognizabie by, the common law.

OREEN. Lat. Crime. Also an accu-
sation or charge of crime.
-0:-{men tutti. The crime or ofiense of
thci't.—Crimen ineendii. The crime of bum-
ing. which included not only the modern crime
of arson. but also the burning of a man. a
beast, or other chattel. Britt. c. 9; (‘1-nbb,
Eng. ~ Law. 308.—-Crimea innominatnm.
The nameless crime: the crime against nature;
sodomy or buggery.—Crimen x-aptus. The
crime of rape.—Cr!1nen roberim. The of-
fcnse of robbery.—!'lag:-ans ex-in-ion; Loolu
criminhg Pu-tioepa oljiminis. See those
tit es. . .

03111210’ PALSI. In the civil law.
The crime of falsifying: which might be
committed either by writing. as by the for-
gery of a will or~other instrument; by
words, as by hearing fnlse witness, or per-
jury; and by acts, as by counterfeiting _or
aduiterating the public money, dealing with
false weights and measures, counterfeiting
seals, and other fraudulent and deceitful
practices. Dig. 48, 10; Iialiifax, Civil Law,
b. 3, c. 12, mi. 56-59.

In Scotch law. It has been defined: “A
fraudulent imitation or suppression of truth,
to the prejudice of another." E1-sk. Inst. 4.
-1, (36.

At common law. Any crime which may
injurlously affect the administration of jus-
tice, by the introduction or falsehood and
fraud. 1 Greeni. Ev. 5 373.

In modern law. This phrase is not used
as a d9Si_L’llni.i0ll of any specific crime, but
us a general designation of a class of of-
fcnscs. including all such as involve deceit
or falsification; e. y., forgery. counterfeit-
ing. using false weights or measures, per-
jury. etc.

Includes forgery. perjury, sulrornntion of
perjury, and offenses ai’i‘ectiug the public ad-
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ministration of justice. liiatzeniangit .1.
People, 194 Ill. 108, 62 N. E. 546, 88 Am. St.
Rep. 13-}: Little V. Gibson, 39 N. H. 510:‘
State v. Randolph. 24 Conn. 365; Webb V."

State, 29 Ohio St. 353; Johnston v. Riley,‘
13 Ga. 97.

Crimes: lalai dieitur, cum quia illicit-_
In, out non flue:-it ad hue data auotoritp
as, do sigillo rogia, rapto vol lnvento,
brow-la, oartaave oonaignavex-it. Fleta,
lib. 1, c. 2%. The crime of forgery is when
any one iliicitiy, to whom powerhas not been
given for such purposes, has signed writs or
charters with the king's seal, either stolen
or found. .

CRIMEN LES!!! HAJESTATIS. In
criminal law. The crime of icnc~majcut,II, or
injuring majesty or royalty; high treason.
The term was used by the older English law-
writcrs to denote any crime affecting the-
king's person or dignity.

It is borrowed from the civil law. in which
it signified the undertaking of an_\'— enter»
prise aguinst the emperor or the republic.
Inst. 4, 18, 3.

Crimea lean majestatls omnh all:
erlmlna. ezeedit quoad panam. 3 Inst.

The crime of treason exceeds all other
crimes in its punishment.

Orixnen qlnnia on so nuts vitlat. Crime
vitintes everything _which springs from it.
Henry v. Bank of Snliua, 5 Hill (N. Y.) 523.
531. . : -

Orhnen trahit personun. The crime
carries the person. (i. c., the commission of
a crime gives the courts of the place where
it is committed jurisdiction over the person
of the offemier.) People v. Adams, 3 ilenlo
(N. Y.) 190, 210, 45 Am. Dec. 468.

Orinina norto oxtlngnuntnr. Crimes
are extimznished by death.

CRIMINAL. n. One who has committed
a criminal offense; one who has been legally
convicted of a crime; one adjudged guilty
of crime. liioiineux V. Collins, 177 N. Y.
395, (I!) N. E. 727, 65 L. R. A. 104.

CRIMINAL, adj. That which pertains to
or is connected with the law of crimes. or
the administration of penal justice. or which
relates to or has the. cimrnctcr of crime.
(‘harleston v. Roller, 45 W. \'a. 44. 30 S. E.
152: State v. Burton. 113 N. C. 655, 13 S.
E. 6.17.

—Cr!mlnd set. A term which is equivalent
to crime: or is sometimes used with a slight
softening or gins-sing of the meaning, or as im-
porting a possible question of the legal guilt
of the deed.—C1-iminal action. The proceed-
ing by which a party charged with a public
offense is accused and brought to trial and un-
ishnieilt is known as a "criminal action." ‘en.
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Code Cal. § 683. A criminal action is (1) an
action prosecuted by the state as a Eart.\'.
against a person charged with a public 0 ense,
for the punishment thereof; 12) an action prose-
cuted by the state. at the instance of an individ-
ual. to prevent an apprehended crime. azainst
his person or property. Code N. (‘. 1883. § 129.
State v. Railroad Co. (C. (‘J 37 Fed. -197. 3 L.
it. A. 554: Ames v. Kansas, 111 U. S. +19. 4
Sup. Ct. 437. 28 L. Ed. 4-82: State v. Costello,
61 Conn. 497. 23 Ati. S138.-—Crhninnl case.
An action. suit. or cause instituted to punish
an infraction of the. criminal laws. State v.
Smalls. 11 S. C. 279; Adams v. Ashbv. 2
Bibb. (Ky.) 97; U. S. v. Three Tons of Coal. 28
Fed. Cas. 149; People v. Iron (‘o.. Q01 Ill.
236. 66 N. E. 3-ir9.—Cs-Inning] charge, An
accusation of crime. formulated in a written.
complaint, information, or indictment. and tak-
ing shape in a prosecution. U. S. v. Patterson,
150 U. S. 65. 14 Sup. Ct. 20. 37 L. Ed. 999:
Eason tr. State. 11 Ark. 482.—Cx-lminsl eon-
versstlon. Adultery, considered in its aspect
of a civil injury to the husband entitling him to
damages: the tort of debnuching or seducing
of a wife. Often abbreviated to crim. con.-
Criminal Intent. The intent to commit a
crime: malice. as evidenced by a criminal act;
an intent to deprive or defraud the true owner
of his pro rty. People v. .\Ioore. 3 N. Y. (‘r.
R. ~i5._.— rhnlnal law. That branch or di-
vision of law which treats of crimes and their
punishments. In the pliiral—“criininal laws"
—-the term may denote the laws which define and
prohibit the various species of crimes and estab-
lish their nunisiiments. U. S. v. Reisinger. 128

.. . . 9 Sup. Ct. 99. 32 L. Ed. 480.-
Crlrninal law nmendmentnot. This act
was passed in 1871. (34 & 35 Vict. c. 32.) to
prevent and punish any violence. threats. or
moi:-station. on the part either of niaater or
workmen. in the various relations arising be-
tween them. 4 Steph. Comm. 241.—Cs-lminal
‘law consolidation nets. The statutes 24 &
25 Vict. cc. 94-100. passed in 1S61. for the con-
solidation of the criminal law of England and
Ireland. 4 Steph. Comm. 297. These iinpor-
taut statutes amount to u codification of the
modern criminal law of Enzland.—C1-lmhlnl
letters. In Scotch aw. A process used as
the commencement 0 a criminal proceedin-1. in
the nature of a summons issued by the lord ad-
vocate or his deputy. It resembles a criminal
information at common liiw.—Cr-iminal uro-
eeedinz. One instituted and conducted for
the purpose either of preventing the commis-
sion of crime. or for fixing the guilt of a crime
alreadv committed and punishinv the offender:
as rlistingnished from a "civil" prnceedink,
which is for the redress of a private injurv.
T’. S. v. TM Huen (D. C.) 11.9 Fed. 442: Sov-
ier v. Washington Countv Justices. Peck
(Tenn.) 3342 People v. Ontario (‘onnt,v. 4
Dcnio (N. Y.) 260.—C1-iminal procedure. The
method pointed out by law for the aunrchen-
sion. trial. or prosecution. and fixing the pun-
ishvnent. of those persons who have broken or
violated. or are sulmosed to have lirnhcn or
violated. the laws prescribed for the re-mlntion
of the conduct of the people of the ("t)li1Tli‘lV‘lli’_\'.
and who have thereby laid themselves liable to
fine or imprisonment or other punishiueut. 4
Amer. & Eng. Enc. Law, 730.—Cri1nlnal pro-
cess. Process which issues to compel a per-
son to answer for a crime or misdemeanor.
“ard v. Lewis. 1 Stew. (.-tin.) 27.—C1-imlnnl
prosecution. An action or proceeding insti-
t_uted in a proper court on behalf of the pub-
lic. for the purpose of securing the conviction
and punishment of one nceiised of crime. liar-
ger v. Thomas, 44 Pa. 128. 84 Am. Dec. 422:
Ely v. Thompson, 3 A. K. Marsh. (K_v.l 70.

As to criminal “(‘.onspiracy," “(‘ontenipt."
“Inl'orination." “Jiirisdiction." “Libel."".\'eg-
1igence,‘_' “Operation," see those titles.
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ORIMINALITBR. Lat. Criminally.
This term is used. in dlstiiiction or opposi-
tion to the word “ch-iIitcr," civilly. to dis-
tinguish a criminal liability or prosecution
from a civil one.

-ORIMINATE. To ('llill':.'.e one with
crime: to furnish ground for a criminal
prosecution; to expose a person to _a criiii-
inal charge. A witness cannot be compelled
to answer any question which has a teiid-
ency to criminals him. Stewart v. Joliii-
son. 18 N. J. I.aw, 87; Kendrick v. Coinni..
78 Va. 490.

GRIMP. One who decoys and plunders
"sailors under cover of harboring them.
Wlinrton.

cno, cnoo.’ In old Scotch law. A
weregild. A composition, satisfaction, or
assythment for the slaughter of a man.

OROCIA. The crosicr, or pastoral stair.

CROCIARIUS.
before the prelate.

A cross-bearer, who went
Wharton.

CROGKARDS, CROCARDS. A foreign
coin of base metal. prohibited by statute 27
Edw. I. St. 3, from being hrouglit into the
realm. 4 Bi. Coniin. 98; Crahh, Big. Law.
176.

CROFT. A little close adjoining a dwell-
ing-house, and inciosed for pasture and till-
age or any particular use. Jacob. A small
place fenced oi’! in which to keep i'arm-cat-
tle. Speiman. The word is now entirely ob-
solete.

0801838. Pilgrims; so called as wear-
ing the sign of the cross on their upper gar-
ments. Britt. c. 122. The knights of the
order of St. John of Jerusalem. created for
the defense of the pilgrims. Coweli: Blonnt.

CBOITEIR. A crofter ;

croft.
one holding a

0110!’. The products of the harvest in
corn or grain. Eiiibleinents. liisuraiice Co.
v. Dehaven (Pa.) 5 Atl. 65; Goodrich v.
Stevens, 5 Lans. (N. Y.) 230.

CROPPER. One who. having no inter-
est in the land. works it in coinaidei-:ition of
receiving a portion of the crop for his labor.
Fry v. Jones. 2 Rawle (Pa.) 11; Wood v.
Garrison (K_v.) 62 S. W. 728; Steel v. Frick.
56 Pa. 172.

The difference between a tenant and a crop-
per is: A tenant has an estate in the land for
the term. and. consequently. he has a right of
property in the crops. Until division, the right
of property and of possession in the whole is
the tenant's. A cropper has no estate in the
land; and. although he has in some sense the
possessiuii of the crop. it is the possession of a.

servant only. and is. in law. that of the land-
lord. who must divide oil‘ to the cropper his
share. Harrison v. Hicks. 71 N. C. 7.
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OBOIS. A mark made by persons who
are unable to write, to stand instead of a
signatiire; usually made in the form of s
Maltese cross.

As an adjective, the word is applied to
various demands and proceedings which are
connected in subject-matter, but opposite or
contradictory in purpose or object. '

-01-oss-notion. An action brought by one
who is defendant in a suit against the party who
is plaintiff in such suit, upon a cause of action
growing out of the same transaction which is
there in controversy, whether it be a contract or
tort.—0s-oss-demand. Where a person against
whom a demand is made by another, in his turn
makes a demand against that other, these mu-
tual demands are called “cross—demands.” A
set-all is a familiar example. Musselman v.
Galligher, 32 Iowa, 3$i.—Oross-errors. Er-
rors being assigned by the respondent in a writ
of error, the errors assigned on both sides are
called “cross—errors.”

As to cross “Appeal," “Bill," “Coniplaint."
"Examination," “Reniainder," “Rules," see
those titles As to “crossed check," see
CHECK.

GROWN. The sovereign power in a
monarchy, especially in relation to the pun-
ishment of crimes. “Felony is an offense of
the crown." Finch, Law, b. 1, c. 16.

An ornanieiital badge of regal power worn
on the head ’by sovereign princes. The word
is frequently used when speaking of the
sovereign himself, or the rights, duties, and
prerogatives -belonging to him. Also a silver
coin of the value or flve shillings. Whar-
ton. :

-01-own cases. In English law. Criminal
prosecutions on behalf of the crown, as repre-
senting the public; causes in the criminal
conrts.—01-own oases reserved. In English
law. Questions of law arising in criminal trials
at the assizes. (otherwise than by way of de-
murrer.) and not decided there, but reserved for
the consideration of the court of criminal ap-
peal.—Os-own court. In English law. The
court in which the crown cases, or criminal
business, of the assizes is transacted.—CI-own
debts. In English law. Debts due to the
crown, which are put, by various statutes. up-
on a difierent footing from those due to a sub-
ject.—Cs-own lands. The demesne lands of the
crown.—C1-own law. Criminal law in Eng-
land is sometimes so termed, the crown being
always the prosecutor in criminal proceedings.
4 Bl. Comm. 2.—Cs-own oflce. The criminal
side of the court of king's bench. The king's
attorney in this court is called “master of the
crown oflice.” 4 Bl. Comm. 308.—Crown of-
flce in ehnncery. One of the oifices of the
English high court of chancery, now transferred
to the high court of justice. The principal of-
ficisl, the clerk of the crown, is an oificcr of
parliament, and of the lord chancellor, in his
nonjudicial capacity, rather than an oiiicer of
the courts of law.—Crown pa or. A pa er
containing the list of crimina cases wh ch
await the hearing or decision of the court, and
particularly of the court of king's bench: and
it then includes all cases arisin from informa-
tions qua warranto. crimina infiirmations_
criminal cases brought up from inferior courts
bf writ of oeriiorari, and cases from the ses-
sons Brown.—Crown side. The criminal
department of the court of king's bench; the
civil department or branch being called the
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“plea side." 4 Bl. Comm. 285.—Orovs's selle-
ltor. In England, the. solicitor to_ the treasury
acts. in state prosecutions, as solicitor for the
crown in preparing the rosecution. In Ire-
land there are oflicers cal ed “crown solicitors"
attached to each circuit. whose duty it is to
get up _every case for the crown in criminal

rosecutions. They are aid by salaries. There
is no such system in gland, where prosecu-
tions are conducted by solicitois appointed by
the parish. or other persons bound over to
prosecute by the magistrates on each committal;

ut in Scotland the still better plan exists of a
crown prosecutor (called the "procurator-fiscal,”
and being a subordinate of the lord-advocate) in
every county. who prepares every criminal pros-
ecution. Wharton.

OROWNER. In old Scotch law. Cor-
oner: a coroner. “Crowner's quest," a cor-
oner's inquest.

CBOY. In old English law. Marsh land.
Blount.

03.002 SIGNATI. In old English law.
Signed or marked with a cross. Pilgrims to
the holy land, or crusaders; so called be-
cause they wore the sign of the cross upon
their garments. Spelman.

OBUELTY. The intentional and mail-
cious infliction of physical suifering upon
living creatures, particularly human beings;
or, as applied to the latter. the wanton, ma-
licious, and unnecessary iniiiction of pain’
upon the body, or the feelings and emotions;
abusive treatment; inhumanity; outrage.

chiefly used in the law oi‘ divorce, in such
phrases as “cruel and abusive treatment,"
“cruel and barbarous treatment," or “cruel
and inhuman treatment," as to the meaning
of which, and of “cruelty" in this sense, see
May v. May. 62 Pa. 206: Waldron v. Wald~
ron. 85 Cal. 251, 24 Pac. 649, 9'L. R. A. 487;
Ring v. Ring, 118 Ga. 183, 44 S. E. 861. 62
L. R. A. 878; Sharp v. sharp, 16 Ill. App.
348; Myi-ick v. Myrick, 67 Ga. 771; Shell
v. Shell, 2 Sneed (Tenn.) 718; Vignos v.
Vignos, 15 Ill. 186; Poor v. Poor, 8 N. H.
307. 29 Am. Dec. 664; Goodrich v. Good-
rich. 44 Ala. 670; Bailey v. Bailey, 97 Mass.
373; Close v. Close, 25 N. J. Eq. 526; Cole
v. Cole, 23 Iowa. 433; Turner v. Turner.
122 Iowa, 113. 97 N. W. 997: Levin v. Iev-
in. 68 S. C. 123, 46 S. E. 945.

.43 between husband and 1:5]. 'I‘liose acts
which afiect the life. the healt , or even the
comfort, of the party aggrieved and give a nea-
sonable apprehension of bodily hurt. are ca_lled
“cruelty.” What merely wounds the feelings
is seldom admitted to be cruelty. unless the act
be accompanied with bodily injury, either ac-
tual or menaced. Mere austerity of temper,
petnliince of manners, rudeness of langiinge. a
want of civil attention and accommodation, even
occasional sallies of passion, will ‘not amount to
legal cruelty‘ a fortiori, the denial of little in-
dulgenccs and particular accommodations. which
the delicacy of the world is apt to number
among its necessaries. is not cruelty. The nega-
tive descriptions of cruelty are perhaps the best,
under the infinite variety of cases that may
occur, by showing what is not cruelty. Evans
v. Evans, 1 Hagg. Const. 35: Westmeath v.
Westmeath, 4 Eng. Ecc. 238, 311. 312.
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Cruelty includes both willfuluess and mali-
cious temper of mind with which an act is done.
ss‘well as a high degree of pain indicted. Acts
merely accidental, though they iuiiict great pain,
are not “crueI." in the sense of the word as
used in statutes against cruelty. Comm. v. Mc-
Clellan, 101 Mass. 34.
-0:-uelty to annuals. The infliction of
physical pain, suflering, or death upon an ani-
mal, when not necessary for purposes of train-
ing or discipline or in the case of death) to
procure food or to reease the animal from in-
curable suflering, but done wantonly for mere
sport, for the indulgence of a cruel and vin-
dictive temper, or with reckless indifierence to
its pain. Com. v. Lufkin, 7 Allen (l\lass.) 581;
State v. Avery, 44 N. H. 392; Paine v. Bergh,
1 City Ct. R. (N. Y.) 160; State v. Porter,
112 h. C. 887, 16 S. E. 915; State v. Bos-
worth, 54 Conn. 1, 4 Ati. 248; McKinue v.
State, 81 Ga. 164 9 S. E. 1091; Waters v.
People. 23 Colo. 33;, 46 Pac. 112, 33 L. R. A.
830, 58 Am. _St. Rep. 215.—Legul cruelty.
Such as will warrant the granting of a divorce
to the injured party; as distinguished from
such kinds or degrees of cruelty as do not, un-
der the statutes and decisions, amount to suiti-
cient cause for a decree. Legal cruelty may be
defined to be such conduct on the part of the
husband as will endanger the life, limb, or
health of the wife, or create a reasonable appre-
hension of bodily hurt; such acts as render co-
habitation unsafe, or are likely to be attended
with injury to the person or to the health of the
wife. Odom v. Odom. 36 Ga. 286.—0ruel and
‘unusual punishment. See PUNISHMENT.

CRUISE. A voyage undertaken for a
given purpose; a voyage for the purpose of
making captures jure belli. The Brutus, 2
Gall. 538, Fed. Cas. No. 2,060. -

A voyage or expedition in quest of vessels or
fleets of the enem which may be expected to
sail in any psrticu ar track at a certs in season
of the year. The region in which these cruises
are rtormed is usually termed the “rendez-
vous,' or “cruisin latitude." Bouvier.

Imports 3. definite place, as well as time of
commencement and termination, unless such con-
struction is re lled by the context. When not
otherwise spec ally agreed, a cruise begins and
ends in the country to which a ship belongs, and
from which she erives her commission. The
Brutus, 2 Gail. 626, Fed. Gas. No. 2,060.

ORY. To call out aloud; to proclaim;
to publish; to sell at auction. “To cry a
tract of land." Carr v. Gooch, 1 Wash.
(Va-) 335. (260)

A clamor raised in the pursuit of an es-
caping felon. 4 Bl. Comm. 293. See HUI:
AND Car.

CRY DE PAIS, or 03.1 DE PAI8. The
hue and cry raised by the people in ancient
times, where a felony had been committed
and the constable was absent.

CRYEB. An auctioneer. Carr v. Gooch,
1 Wash. (\-'a.) 337, (262,) One who calls out
aloud: one who publishes or proclaims. See
Csnts.

ORYPTA. A chapel or oratory under-
ground, or under a church or cathedral. Du
Cange.

OUOKING-STOOL. An engine of cor-
rection for common scolds, which in the
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Saxon language is said to signify the scold-
ing-stool, though now it is frequently cor-
rupted into ducking-stool. because the judg-
ment was that, when the woman was placed
therein, she should be plunged in the water
for her punishment. It was also variously
called a “trebucket.” “tumbrei," or “castiga-
tory." 3 Inst. 219; 4 Bl. Comm. 109:
Brown. James v. Cornm., 12 Serg. as R. (Pa.)
220.

0UElI.LE'1'l'.‘E. A term or French mari-
time law. See A Cunu.Ls'rrs.

our arrr: nrvonxrmss. (To whom
before divorce.) A writ for a woman di-
vorced from her husband to recover her
lands and tenements which she had in fee-
simple or in tall, or for lite, from him to
whom her husband alienated them during
the marriage, when she could not gainsay
it. Reg. Orig. 233.

0111 30110.
use or benefit.

For whose good; for whose
“Cut bono is ever of great

weight in all agreements." Parker, 0. J.,
10 Mod. 135. Sometimes translated, for
what good, for what useful purpose.

Cuicunque uliqnls quid ooncedit eon-

cedere videtur et id, sine quo res lpsa
esse non potuit. 11 Coke, 52. Whoever
grants anything to another is supposed to
grant that also without which the thing it-

_self would be of no effect.

GUI IN VITA. (To whom in life.) A
writ of entry for a widow against him to
whom her husband aliened her lands or
tenements in his lifetime; which must con-
tain in it that during his life she could not
withstand it. Reg. Orig. 232; Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 193.

Gui Jurisdlotlo data est, ea quoque
eonoessu esse videntur, sine quibus Ju-
risdiotio explieas-i non potest. To whom-
soever a jurisdiction is given, those things
also are supposed to be granted. without
which the Jurisdiction cannot be exercised.
Dig. 2, 1, 2. The grant of jnrisdlc-tion im-
plies the grant of all powers necessary to
its exercise. 1 Kent, Comm. 339.

Cu! jus est donundi, eldem et vendendi
et oonoedendi Jus est. He Who has the
right of giving has also the right of selling
and granting. Dig. 50, 17. 163.

Ouilibet in arts sue. perlto est creden-
dum. Any person skilled in his peculiar
art or profession is to be believed, ii. e.,
when he speaks of matters connected with
such art.) Co. Litt. 125a; Shelf. Mar. at
Div. 206. Credence should be given to one
skilled in his peculiar profession. Broom,
Max. 932.
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-3 'Ou!l1bet' licet jurl pro le lntroducto
renuneiare. Any one may waive or ‘re-
notmce the benefit of a principle or rule of
llaw ‘that exists only for his protection.

Gui lioet quod mains, non debet quod
minus est non lice:-e_. He who is-allowed
to do the greater ought not to be prohibited
ifrom doing the less. He who has authority
to do the more important act ought not to
be debarred from doing what is of less im-
portance. 4 Coke, 23.

_ On! pater est populiu nonl habet. ille
pntrena. _I-Ie to whom the people is father
has not a father. Co. Litt. 123. .

Cnique in sun nrte oredendum est.
Every one is to be believed in his own art.
‘Dickinson V. Barber, 9 Mass. 227, 6 Am.

'58;

Onjllu est eommoduni ejul debet cue

ineommodnn. Whose is the advantage,
-his'also'sho'uld be the disadvantage.

_’0lI.‘l_II est dare, ejue est dhponere,
-;Wing. Max. 53. Whose it is to give, his it
is to dispose; or. as Broom says, “the be-
stower of a gift has a right to regulate its

_disposal." Broom, Max. 459, "461, 463, 464.

_ Gnjul est divide, dteriu est eleetio.
Whichever [of two parties] has the division,
'[ot an estate,] the choice [of the shares] is
the othcr's. Co. Litt. 16Gb. In partition
between coparceners, where the division is
nmdeby the eldest, the rule in English law
-is that she shall choose her share last. Id.;
‘2 Bi. Comm.‘189; 1 Steph. Comm. 323.-

Oujul est domlnllun ejue est porten-
'lu:n. Therlsk lies upon the owner of the
subject. Tray. Lat. .\Iax. 114.

Cnjue est inetituere, ejue eat abrogare.
Whose right it is to institute. his right it is
to abrogateu Broom, Max. 878, note.

\

Cnjns elt solum ejue est neque ad
etnlum. Whose is the soil, his it is up to
the sky. Co. Litt. 4a. He who owns the
soil. or surface of the ground. owns, or has
an exclusive right to, everything which is
upon or above it to an indefinite height. 9
Coke. 54; Shep. Touch. 90: 2 Bl. (‘onnn.
18; 3 Bl. Comm. 217; Broom. Max. 3923.

Cajun est eolum, ejns est ulque ad
emllun et ad inferos. To \V‘li0iiiS0('\'9i‘ the
soil belongs, he owns also to the sky and to
the depths. The owner of a picce of land
owns everything nliove and irelow it to an

indefinite extent. Co. Litt. 4.

Cnjue jnrle (L (9., Jurlsdlctionls) est
"principals, ejludem Jurie erit sensuo-

rium. 2 Inst. 493. An accessory matter is
subject to the same jurisdiction as its prin-
cipal.
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Onjuu pen-“errorem dati‘ repetitio est,
ejus consulto dati. donatio est. He who
‘gives a thing by inistnke has a right to re-
cover it back; but, if he gives designediy, it
is a gift. Dig. 50, 17, 53. ‘

Cnjusqne re! potinims. pare est prin-
eipimn. The chiefest part of everything is
the beginning. Dig. 1, 2, 1; 10 Coke, 40a.

CUL DE: SAC. (Fr. the bottom of a sack.)
A blind alley; a street which is open at
one end only. Bartlett v. Bangor, 67 Me.
467; Perrin v. Railroad Co., 40 Barb. (N.
Y.) 65; Talbott v. Railroad Co., 31 G1-at.
.(\‘a.) 691; Hickok v. Plattsbnrg, 41 Barb.
-(N. 1'.) 135.

CULAGIUM. In old records. The lay-
ing up a ship in a dock, in order to be re-
paired. Coweil; Blount.

OULPA. Lat. A term of the civil law,
meaning fault, neglect, or negligence. There
are three degrees oi‘ cuvlpa,—-lam culpa, gross
_i'ault or neglect; lcvis culpa, ordinary fault
or neglect; leviaaima culpa, slight fault
or neglect,-—and the definitions of these (l&
grees are precisely the same as those in our
law. Story, Baiim. § 18. This term is to be
distinguished from dolus, which means fraud,
.gni1e, or deceit.

Oulpa on-et qui eoit sed prohihere non
potent. He is clear of blame who knows,
but uinnot prevent. Dig. 50, 17, 50.

Onipa est inuniseere se re! ed ee non

padzinenti. 2 Int. 208. It is a fault for
any one to meddle in a matter not pertaining
to him. ‘

Culpa late dolo mqulperatur. Gross
negligence is held equivalent to intentional
wrong.

01:11): tenet [teneat] euoe anctoree.
‘Misconduct binds [should bind] its own au-
thors. It is a never-failing axiom that every
one is accountable only for his own deiicts.
Ersk. Inst. 4, 1, 14.

CULPABILIS. Lat. In old English law.
(.'uI'pn.bilI's dc intrusione,——guiity of

intrusion. Fleta, llh. 4, c. 30, § 11. .\'on
¢-nl/mblli.-c, tabbreviatetl to non cut.) In crim-
inal procednre, the plea of “not guilty." see
CL‘Li’RIT.

CULPABLE. Blamabie; censnrable; in-
voivin;,: the hreach of a legal duty or the
commission of a fault. The term is not nec-
.ess:u'll_\' equivalent to “crlmiuai," for, in pres-
ent nse. and notwithstanding its derivation.
it implies that the act or conduct spoken of
is repreiiensihie or wrong but not that it in-
volves malice or a guilty purpose. "culpa-
ble" in fact connotes fault rather than guilt.
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v. Wright, 8 Allen (M_ass.) 121. _ _

As to culpable “Homicide," “Neglect," and
“Negligence,” see those titles.

Culpsa poaus par esto. Pans. sd men-

Iurun delieti statuendn. est. . Let the pun-
ishment be proportioned to the crime. Pun-
ishment is to be measured by the extent of
the offense.

CULPRIT. A person who is indicted for
a criminal oflense, but not yet convicted.
It is not, however, a technical term of the
law; and in its vernacular usage it seems to
imply only a light degree of censure or moral
reprobation.

Blackstone believes it an abbreviation of the
old forms of arraignment, whereby, on the ris-
oner's pleading not guilty, the clerk woui re-
s nd, "culpabilia, prit," s. 9., he is guilty and
t e crown is ready. It was (he says) the viva
oooe replication, by the clerk, on behalf of the
crown, to the prisone_r’s plea of non culpabiiia;
prit being a technical word, ancientl in use in
the formula of joining issue. 4 Bl. ‘ mm. 339.

But a more plausible explanation is that given
by Donaldson, (cited Whart. Lex.,) asfollows:
The clerk asks the prisoner. "Are you guilt .

or not guilty?" Prisoner “Not guilty.” Cier ,

"Qu’Il parott. [may it prove so.] How will you
be tried?" Prisoner, “By God and my coun-

’l‘hesc words being] hurried over. came to
sound, "culprit, how wi you be tried?" The

“ordinary derivation is from culpa.

OULBACH. In old Scotch law. A spe-
cies of pledge or cautiouer, (Scotticé, back
laorgh,) used in cases at the replevin of per-
sons trom one man's court to unother‘s.
Sken.e-

CULTIVATED. A field on which a crop
of wheat is growing is a cultivated field, al-
though not a stroke or labor may have been
done in it since the seed was put in the
ground, and it is a cultivated field after the
crop is removed. It is, strictly. a cultivated
piece of ground, state v. Allen, 35 N. C. 36.

OULTUBA. A parcel or arable land.
Blount. -

OULVERTAGE. In old English law. A
base kind of slavery. The confiscation or for-

.felture which takes place when a lord seizes
his tenant's estate. Blount; Du Gauge.

Cum sotlo tues-it mere ex-iminalis, in-
lfitlll Dotos-it lb initio or-iminuliter vel
eiviliter. When an action is merely crimi-
nal. it can be instituted from the beginning
either criminally or civilly. Brnct. 102.

Gun‘ sdsunt tostimonla. rerun, quid
opus est vex-Ms? When the proofs of facts
are present. what need is there of words?
2 Bulst. 53.

Cum nliquis renunoiuvex-it sooletati.
solvitur. sooletas. When any partner re-

BLLAW I)1c'r.(2o En.)—20
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-Railway Co. v. Claybers. 107 Ill. 661; Bank

‘Co. Litt. 1121; ,-

. -CUM PALE. D151.-ICTUM

nouuces the partnership, the partnership is
dissolved. Tray. Lat. Max. 1_1S.

Gum eonfitente sponte mitius est agen-
dum. 4 Inst. 66. One confessing willingly
should be dealt with more lenlently.

CUM COPULA. Lat. With copuiation,v'.
e., sexual intercourse. Used in speaking of the
validity of a marriage contracted "per verha
de ruturo cum copula," that is, with words
referring to the future (a future intention
to have the marriage solemuized) and con-
summated by sexual connection.

Cum de lucro duos-um qua:-itur, me-
lior out cause. possidentis. When the ques-
tion is as to the gain of two persons, the

cause of him who is in possession is the bet-
ter. Dig. 50, 17, 126.

(Jun duo inter so pugnsntis reperium
tut in testsmento, ultimum ratum est.
Where two things repugnant to each other
are round in a will, the last shall stand.

Shep. Touch. 451; Broom,
Max. 583.

Cum duo Jura conourrunt in mm per-
sons uquum est no si assent in duobus.
When two rights meet in one person, it is
the same as it they were in two persons.

CUM GRAND SALIS. (With a grain of
salt.) With allowance for exaggeration.

Cum in corpora dlssentitur. appsret
nullam esse aooeptionesn. When there is
a disagreement in the substance, it appears
that there is no acceptance. Gardner v.
Lane, 12 Allen (Mass) 44.

Cum in testamento ambigue nut eti-
am per-pea-um sex-iptum est benigne in-
terpreturi et seoundum id quod credi-
bile est cogitatum eredendum est.
3-1, 5, 24. Where an ambiguous, or even an
erroneous, expression occurs in a will, it
should be construed liberally, and in accord-
ance with the testator’s probable meaning.
Broom, Max. 568.

Cum legitima nnptia facts sunt, pm-
trem liberi sequuntur. Children born un-
der a legitimate marriage follow the condi-
tion of the father.

CUM ONERE. With the burden; sub-
ject to an incumbrance or charge. What is
taken cum More is taken subject to an exist-
ing burden or charge

Cum par dellctum est duornns. semper
oneratur petitor et_xuelior lnbetur pos-
sessoris cnusa. Dig. 50, 17. 154. When
both parties are In fault the plaintiff must
always fail. and the cause or the person‘ in
possession be preferred. _

Dig. -
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GUI PERA ET LOOULO. With satchel
and parse. A phrase in old scotch law.

GUI! PERTINIINTIII.
purtenances. Bract. fol. 73b.

With the ap-

CUH PRIVILEGIO. The expression of
the monopoly of Oxford, Cambridge, and the
royal printers to publish the Bible.

Gum quod ago non valet ut ago, vuleat
quantum valere potest. 4 Kent, Comm.
493. When that which I do is of no eilfect
as I do it, it shall have as much eifect as
it can; 1’. e., in some other way.

CUM TESTAHENTO AIINEXO. L.
Lat. With the will annexed. A term applied
to administration granted where a testator
makes an incomplete will, without mining
any executors, or where he names incapable
persons. or where the executors named refuse
to act. 2 Bl. Comm. 503, 504.

CUMULATIVE. Additional; heaping up;
increasing; forming an aggregate. The word
signifies that two things are to be added
together, instead of one being a repetition or
in substitution of the other. People v. Su-
perior Court. 10 Wend. (N. Y.) 285; Regina
v. Eastern Archipelago 00., 18 Eng. Law &
B1. 183.

—0umulative dividend. See S'rocK.—Ou-
mulatlve oflense. One which can be commit-
ted only by a repetition of acts of the same
kind but committed on different days. The of-
fenle of being a “common seller" of intoxicat-
ing li uors is an example. Wells v. Com., 12
Gray ass.) 328.—Cumu1ative unishment.
An increased unishment inflict for a second
or third conv ction of the same offense. under
the statutes relating to habitual criminals.
State v. Hambly, 126 N. C. 1066. 35 S. E. 614.
To be distinguished from a “cumulative sen-
tence," as to which see Sl:N'I'l:NCl:.—0I|:II|
tive remedy. A,remedy created by statute
in addition to one which still remains in force.
Railway Co. v. Chicago. 148 Ill. 141. 35 N. E.
88l.—Oumula.tive voting. A system of vot-
ing, by which the elector. having a number of
votes equal to the number of officers to be chos-
en, is allowed to concentrate the whole number
of his votes upon one person, or to distribute
them as he may see fit. For example, if ten
directors of a corporation are to be elected, then,
under this system, the voter may cast ten votes
for one person, or five votes for each of two
persons, etc. It is intended to secure repre-
sentation of a minority.

As to cumulative “Evident-e." “Legacies,"
and “Sentences,” see those titles.

OUNADES.
alliance; relation by marriage.
das, pt. 4, tit. 6, 1, 5.

In Spanish la-w. Afllnity:
Las Partl-

CUNEATOB. A coiner. Du Cange. Ou-
ncare, to coin. Cuncus, the die with which
to coin. C-uncata, coined. Du Cange; Spel-
man.

'OUN'1'EY-OUNTEY. In old English law.
A kind of trial, as appears from Bract. lib.
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4, tract 3, ca. 18, and tract‘ 4. ca. 2, where
it seems to mean, one by the ordinary jury.

CUR. A common abbreviation of cutie.

CUBA. Lat. Care: charge; oversight:
guardianship.

In the civil law. A species of guardian-
ship which commenced at the age of puber-
ty, (when the guardianship called “tutela"
expired,) and continued to the completion of
the twenty-fifth year. Inst. 1, 23, pr.; Id.
1, 25, pr. ; Hallifax, Civil Law‘, b. 1, c. 9.

CU3AGU1’.0S. One who takes care of
a thing.

OUBATE. In ecclesiastical law. Prop-
erly, an incumbent who has the cure of souls.
but now generally restricted to signify the
spiritual assistant or a rector or vicar in his
care. An oiiiclating temporary minister in
the English church, who represents the prop-
er incumbent; being regularly employed ei-
ther to serve in his absence or as his as-
sistant, as the case may be. 1 Bl. Comm.
393; 3 Steph. Comm. 88; Brande. .

—Per-petual curacy. The ofiice of a curate
in a parish where there is no spiritual rector or
vicar but where a clerk (curate) is appointed
to ofliciate there by the impropriator. 2 Burn.
Ecc. Law, The church or benefice filled by
a lclgidrate under these circumstances is also so
ca .

OURATEUR. In French law. A person
charged with supervising the administration
of the affairs of an emancipated minor, of
giving him advice, and assisting him in the
important acts of such administration. Du-
verger.

OUBATIO. In the civil law. The pow-
er or duty of managing the property of him
who, either on account of infancy or some
defect of mind or body, cannot manage his
own affairs. The duty of a curator or guard-
ian. Calvin.

CUBATIVI-2. Intended to care (that is.
to obviate the ordinary legal eifects or con-
sequences of) defects, errors, omissions, or
irregularities. Applied particularly to stat-
utes, a “curative act” being a retrospective
law passed in order to validate legal pro-
ccedings, the acts of public ofilcers, or private
deeds or contracts. which would otherwise
be void for defects or irregularities or for
want of conformity to existing legal require-
ments. Meigs v. Roberts, 162 N. Y. 871, 56
N. E. 838, 76 Am. St. Rep. 322.

OURATOR. In the civil 1311. A per-
son who is appointed to take care of any-
thing for another. A guardian. one ap-
pointed to take care of the estate of a minor
above a certain age, a lunatic, a spendthrift.
or other person not regarded by the law as
competent to administer it for himself. The
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title was also applied to a variety of public
oflicers in Roman administrative law.
Sprouie v. Davies, 69 App. Div. 502. 75 N.
Y. Supp. 229.

In lootoh lav.
ian.

In Louilinna. A person appointed to take
care of the estate of an absentee. Civil
Code La. art. 50.

In Missouri. The term “curator" has
been adopted from the civil law, and it is
applied to the guardian of the estate of the
ward as distinguished from the guardian of
his person.‘ Duncan v. Crook, 49 M0. 117.

—O1n'ator ad hoe. In the civil law. A
guardian for this purpose; a special guardian.
—CIu-ator ad litean. Guardian fan the suit.
In English law, the corresponding phrase is
“guardian ad lIiem."—0Iu-ator bonds. In the
civil law. A guardian or trustee appointed to
take care of property in certain cases: as for
the benefit of creditors. Dig. 42, 7. In Scotch
law. The _term is a plied to guardians for mi-
nors. lunatics. etc. nratores via:-tun. Sur-
veyors oi the highways.

The term means a guard-

0UR.A'I'0R.snIP.. The oiiice of a cura-
tor. curatorship diifers from tutorsliip, (q.
o.,) in this; that the latter is instituted tor
the protection or property in the first place,
and, secondly, oi.‘ the person; while the for-
mer is intended to protect, iirst, the person.
and secondly, the property. 1 Lee. El. Dr.
Civ. Rom. 241. '

cunurnix. A woman who has been
appointed to the oillce or curator: a temaie
guardian. Cross‘ Curatrix v. Cross’ Legatees,
4 Grat. (Va.) 257.

Ouratlu non Iubet tituluni. A curate
has no title, [to tithes] 3 Bulst. 310.

CUBE BY VERDICT. The rectiflcation
or rendering nugutory of a defect in the
pleadings by the rendition of a verdict; the
court will presume, after a verdict, that the
particular thing omitted or detectively stated
in the pleadings was duly proved at the trial.
State v. Keena, 63 Conn. 329, 28 Atl. 522;
Alford v. Baker, 53 Ind. 279; Treanor v.
Houghton, 103 Cal. 53, 36 Pac. 1081.

CUBE 0!‘ SOULS. In ecclesiastical law.
The ecclesiastical or spiritual charge of 9.

parish, including the usual and regular du-
ties of a minister in charge. State v. Bray,
35 N. O. 290.

ounrnw. An institution supposed to
have been introduced into England by order
of William the Conqueror, which con_sisted
in the ringing of a bell or bells at eight
o'clock at night, at which signal the people
were required to extinguish all lights in their
dwellings, and to put out or rake up their
tires, and retire to rest, and all companies
to disperse. The word is probably derived
from the French wurrc feu, to cover the fire.
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OURIA. In old European law. A court.
The palace, household, or retlnue of a sov-
ereign. A judicial tribunal or court held in
the sovereign's palace. A court of Justice.
The civil power,- as distinguished from the
ecclesiasticaL A manor; a nobleman's
house; the hall of a manor. A piece oi
ground attached to a -house; a yard or
court-yard. Spelman. A lord’s court held
in his manor. The tenants who did suit and
service at the lord's court. A manse. Cow-
ell.

In Roman law. A division of the Roman
people, said to have been made by Romulus.
They were divided into three tribes, and each
tribe into ten curie, making thirty curia: in
all. Spelman.

The place or building in which each our-ia
assembled to oifer sacred rites.

The place of meeting of the Roman senate ;
the senate house.

The senate house of a province; the place
where the dccurioues assembled. Cod. 10,
31, 2. See Dscusio.
—Onrio. adxniralitatis. The court of admir-
alty._—40Iu-ia. bu-onis, or ‘bu-onnni. In old
English law. A coui-t-baron. Fleta. lib. 2, c.
53.—0uria. Ohristinnitatis. The ecclesias-
tical conrt.—OIu-in oomitatus. The county
court, (a. o.)—0\u-in. cursus aqua. A court
held by the lord of the manor of Gravesend
for_the better inana ement of barges and boats
plyin on the river hames between Gravesend

indsor and also at Gi-avesend bridge,
etc. 2 Geo. 11. c. 28.—0Iu-lo. dondnl. In old
English law. The lord's court, house, or hall,
where all the tenants met at the time of keep-

court. Cowell.—O1u-in ls time ruin-
tn. A phrase used in old cotcli records to
show that the court was opened in due and law--
ful manner.—CIu-in magna. In old Eng_lish
law. The great court; one of the ancient
names of parliament.—0ux-in nnjoris. In
old English law. The mayor's court. Calth.
144.—Cux-in niilltnni. A court so called, an-
ciently held at Carisbrook Castle. in the Isle
of Wight. Cowell.—CIu'Ia. palatii. The pal-
ace court. It was abolished by 12 & 13 Vict.
c. 101.-Curl: pedis pnlverisati. In old
English law. The court of picrlpoudre or pic-
pouders. (q. o. 3 Bl. Oomm. 32.—CIu-in pen-
tioinx-Iun. court held by the sheriE_ of‘
Chester, in a place there called the “Pend:ce"'
or “Peniice ;" probably it was so called from be--
ing originally held under a pent-house, or open
shed covered with boanis. Blount.—Cui-in per-
sons. In old records. A parsonage~honse. or
manse. Cowell.—C\u~ia regis. The kin ‘s
court. A term applied to the aula regis. t e
bancua, or communia bancue. and the itcr or
ewe, as being courts of the king. but especially
to the attic regia, (which title see.)

OURIA ADVISARI VULT.
court will advise: the court will consider.
A phrase frequently found in the reports.
signifying the resolution of the court to sus-
pend judgment in a cause, after the argu-
i..ent, until they have deliberated upon the
question, as where there is a new or dim-
cult point involved. It is commonly abbrevi-
ated to cur. adv. null, or c. 41.0.

Ciu-in onneellariu ofleina justitiss. 2
last. 552. The court of chancery is the work-
shop of justice.

L. Let. The-
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CURIA CLAUDE_NDA

CURIA CLAUDENDA. The name of a
writ to compel another to make a fence or
wall, which he was bound to make. between
his land and the plaintiil3‘s. Reg. Orig. 155.
Now obsolete. -

Cu:-is parliament! snls propriis lezibus
subsistit. 4 Inst. The court of parlia-
ment is governed by its own laws.

CURIALITY. In Scotch law. Curtesy.
Also the privileges, prerogatives, or, perhaps,
retinue, of a court.

Curios: at oaptlosn interprettstlo in
loge reprobatur. A curious [overnice or
subtle] and captions Interpretation is repro-
bated in law. 1 Bulst. 6»

CURNOCK. In old English law. A meas-
ure containing four bushels or hair a quar-
ter of corn. Coweil; Blount.

CURRENCY. Colaed money and such
lzanlt-notes or other paper money as are au-
thorized by law and do in fact circulate from
hand to hand as the medium of exchange.
Griswold v. liepburn, 2 Duv. (Ky.) 33; Leon-
ard v. state, 115 Ala. 80, 22 South. 564;
insurance Co. v. Keiron, 27 Ill. 505; Insur-
ance Co. v. Kupfer. 28 I11. 332, 81 Am. Dec.
284; Lackey v. Miller, 61 X. C. 20‘.

CURRENT. Ruiming; now in transit;
whatever is at present in course of passage;
as “the current month.” When applied to
money, it means “lawful;” current money
is equivalent to lawful money. \\'harton v.
Morris, 1 Dull. 124, 1 L. Ed. 65.

-0111-rent account. An open. .running. or
unsettled account between two parties. Tuck-
er v. Qulmby, 37 Iowa, 19; Franklin \'. Camp.
1 N. J. Law, 196; \\'ilson v. Calvert. 18 Ala.
27-i.—On1_-rent expenses. Ordinary, regular,
and continuing expenditures for the. mainte-
nance of property. the carryin on of an oiiice.
municipal government, etc. hlaeldon v. Purdy.
17 Wash. 135, 49 Pac. 28: State v. Board
of Education, 68 N. J. Law, 496. 53 Atl. 236:
Babcock v. _Goodrich, 47 Cal. :'»10.—Cus-rent
funds. This phrase means gold or silver. or
something equivalent thereto, and convertible
at pleasure into coined money. Bull v. Bank,
123 U. S. 105, 8 Sui). (ft. 62. 31 L. Ed. 97:
Lucy v. Holbroolt. Ala. 90; Haddock v.
\Voods, 46 Iowa, 433.—Cun-ent money. The
currency of the country; whatever is intended

docs actually circulate as currency;
every species of coin or currency. Miller v.
Mt-l{inne_v 5 Lea ('l‘enn_.l 96. In this phrase the
adjective current” is not synonymous with
"convertible." It is employed to describe mon-
ey which passes from hand to hand, from per-
son to person. and circulates through the com-
munity. and is generally received. Money is
current which is received as money in the com-
mon business transactions. and is the conunon
medium in barter and trade. Stalworth v. Blnm,
41 Ala. 32l.—Cnx-rent price. This term
means the same as “market value." (‘uses of
Champagne. 23 Fed. (‘as. lli‘>8.—CurI-ent
Value. The current value of imported com-
modities is their common market price at the
place of exportation. without reference to the
price actually paid by the importer. Tappan
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r. U. 8.. 23 Fed. Cas. 690.—Ous-rent wages.
Such as are paid periodically. or from time to
time as the services are rendered or‘ the work
is performed; more particularly. wages for the
current period, hence not including such as are
past—due. Sydnor v. Galveston (Tex. App.) 1?
S. . 202; ‘Bank v. Graham (Tex. App.) 2.:
S. \V. 1101; Bell 7. Live Stock Co. I'i'ex.) 11
S. ‘V. 346, 3 L. R. A. ti-i2.—Current year.
’l‘he year now running. Doe v. Dohell. 1 .-\tlol.
& El. 806; Clark v. Inncaster County, 69 1\'eb.
717, 96 N. \V. 593.

CURRICULUM. The year; of the course
of a year; the set of studies for a particular
period. appointed by a university

CURBIT QUATUOR PEDIBUS. L.
Lat. It runs upon four feet; or, as some-
times expressed. it runs upon all fours. A
phrase used in arguments to signify the en-

tire and exact application or a case quoted.
“It does not follow that they run quatuor
pcdibus.” 1 W. Bl: 145.

Gun-it tempus contra desides et sul
Jun-is contemptores. 'i‘in\c runs against
the slothful and those who neglect their
rights. Bract. fols. 1001;, 101.

CURSITOR. BARON. An oificer oi‘ the
court of excheqner, who is appointed by pat-
ent uuder the great seal to be one of the bar-
ons of the exchequer. The office was abol-
ished by St. 19 & 20 Vict. c. 86.

CURSITORS. Clerks in the chancery ot-
flce, whose duties consisted in drawing up
those writs which were of course, tie cursu.
whence their name. They were abolished by
St. 5 & 6 Wm. IV. c. 82.
238; 4 Inst. 82.

CURSO. In old records. Our-
aones terrm, ridges of land.

A ridge.
Coweil.

CURSOR.
pal court.

An inferior oillcer of the pa-

Cursns citric est lex ends. 3 Bulst.
53. The practice of the court is the law of
the court.

CURTESY. The estate to which -by com-
mon law a man is entitled. on the death or
his wife, in the lands or tenements of which
she was seised in possession in fee-simple or
in tall during her coverture. provided they
have had lawful issue born alive which might
have been capable of inheriting the estate.
It is a freehold estate for the term 01' his
natural life. 1 Washb. Real Prop. 127; 2
Bi. 06mm. 126; C0. Litt. 30a: Dozier v.
Toalson, 180 M0. 546. 79 S. W. 420. 103 Am.
St. Rep. 586; Valentine v. Hutchinson, 43
.\Iisc. Rep. 314, 88 N. Y. Supp. 862; Redus
V. Ilayden. 43 Miss. 614; Billings v. Baker.
28 Barb. (N. Y.) 343; Templeton v. Twitty.
88 Tenn. 595, 1-1 S. W. 435; Jackson V. John-

Spence, Eq. Jur. ,
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son, 5 Cow. (N. Y.) 74, 15 Am. Dec. 433;
Ryan Y. Freeman, 36 Miss. 175.

Initiate and consummate. ('urtesy in_i_-

tiate is the interest which a husband has in. his
wife's estate after the birth of issue capable
of inheriting. and before the death of the wife:
after her death, it becomes an estate "by; the
curtesy consummate." Wait v. \\'ait. 4 arb.
(.\'. Y.) ‘..Us'i: Churchill v. Hudson (C. C.) 3-1
I-‘ed. 1-1; 'i‘urner v. Heinberg. 30 Ind. App.
615, (iii N. E. 29-1.

OURTEYN. The name of King Edward
the (_‘oni'cs.~xor's sword. It is said that the
point oi’ it was broken. as an emblem of
mercy. (.\iat. Par. in Ben. III.) Wharton.

OURTILAGE. The inclosed space of
ground and buildings immediately surround-
ing a dwelling-house.

In its most comprehensive and proper legal
signification, it includes all that space of ground
and huildings thereon which is usually inclosed
within the general fence immedlatel surround-
ing a principal messuage and outbuildings, and
yard closely adjoining to a. dwelling-house. but
it may be large enough for cattle to be levant
and couchant therein. 1 Chit. Gen. Pr. 175.

'I‘l:e.cux-tilsge of a dwelling-house is a space.
necesaarv and convenient and habitually used
for the family purposes, and the carriing on of
domestic employiiients. It includes t e garden,
if there be one, and it need not be separated
from other lands by fence. State v. Shaw. 31
.\ie. 523: Com. v. Barney. 10 Cush. (.\Iass.)
480: Derrickson v. Edwards, W N. J. Law,
474. 80 Am. Dec. 220.

'i‘he curtilage is the court-yard in the front or
rear of a house, or at its side. or any piece of
ground lying near. inclosed and used with. the
house. and necessary for the convenient occu-

atiou of the house. People v. Geduey. 10
lun (.\'. Y.) 154
In Michigan the meaning of cartilage has been

extended to include more than an inclosure near
the house. People v. Taylor, 2 Mich. 250.

CUBTILES THREE. In old English
law. Court lands. Coweil. see Conn-r
Lszvns. -

OUBTILLIUH. A cartilage; the area
or space within the inclosure at a dwelling-
house. Spelman.

CURTIS. A garden; a space about a
house; a house, or manor; a court, or pal-
ace; a court of justice; 9. nobleman‘s resi-
dence. Spelman.

CUSSOBE. A term used in Hindustan
for the discount or allowance made in the
exchange of rupees, in contradistinction to
balm. which is the sum deducted. Enc.
Loud.

CUSTA, OUSTAGIUM, CUSTANTIA.
Costs.

OUITODE ADIIITTENDO, OUSTODE
AHOVENDO. Writs for the admitting
and removing of guardians.

CUSTODES. In Roman law.
dians; observers; inspectors.

Guard-
Persons who
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acted as inspectors ‘of elections, and who
counted the votes given. Tayl. Civil Law,
193.

In old English law. Keepers; guard-
ians; conservators. -

Oustodes pacts, guardians of the peace. 1
Bl. Comm. 349.

CUSTODES LIBERTATIS ANGLIE
AUOTORITATE PARLIAMENTI. The
style in which writs and all judicial process-
es were made out during the great revolution,
from the execution of King Charles 1. till
Oliver Cromwell was declared protector.

CUITODIA LEGIS. In the custody of
the law. Stockwell v. Robinson, 9 Houst.
(Del.) 313, 32 Atl. 528.

OUSTODIAM LEASE. In English law.
A grant from the crown under the exchequer
seal, by which the custody of lands, etc., seis-
ed in the king's hands, is demised or commit-
ted to some person as custodee or lessee
thereof. Wharton.

CUSTODY. The care and keeping of
anything; as when an article is said to be
“in the custody of the court." People v.

Burr, 41 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 296; Enunerson
v. State. 33 Tex. Cr. R. 89. 25 S. W. 290;
Roe v. Irwin, 32 Ga. 39. Also the detaiuer
of a man's person by virtue of lawful process
or authority; actual imprisonment. In a

sentence that the defendant “be in custody
until,” etc., this term imports actual im-
prisonment. The duty of the sheriff under
such a sentence is not performed by allowing
the defendant to go at large under his gen-
eral watch and control, but so doing renders
him liable for an escape. Smith v.. C0iu.,
59 Pa. 320; Wilkes v. Slaughter, 10 N. C.
216; Turner v. Wilson, 49 Ind. 581; Ex
parte Powers (D. C.) 129 Fed. 985.

-Cnltod of the law. Property is in the
custody o the law when it has been lawfully
taken by authority of legal process. and re-
mains in the possession of a public otticer (as.
a sheriff) or an otiicer of a court (as. :1 receiver)
empowered by law to hold it. (iilman v. Wil-
liams, 7 Wis. 334, 76 Am. Dec. 21!); Weaver
v. Duncan ('.i‘enn. Ch. App.) 51% S. W. 413
Carriage Co. v. Solancs (C. (7.1 108 Fed, 532;
Stockwell \'. Robinson. 9 llonst. (Iit‘i.) 313. R2
Atl. 5238; in re licceiversliip. 10'.) La. 8753.
33 South. 903.

CUSTOM. A usage or practice of the
people. which, by common adoption and ac-
quiescence. and by long and unvaryiug habit.
has become compulsory, and has amuired
the force of a law with respect to the place
or subject-matter to which it relates. Adams
v. Insurance Co., 95 Pa. 3.15, 40 Am. Rep.
6112; Lindsay v. Cusimano ((3. C.) 12 Fed.
304; Strother \'. Lucas, 12 Pet. 445. 9 L.
Ed. 1137; Minis \'. Nelson ((7. C.) 43 Fed.
779: Punaud v. Jones, 1 Cal. 498; liursh v.

North. 40 Pa. 24]. -

A law not written. established by long us-

age, and the consent of our ancestors.
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Terines de la Ley; Cowell; Bract. fol. 2.
If it be universal, it is common law; it par-
ticular to this or that place, it is then prop-
erly custom. 3 Salk. 112.
' Customs result from a long series of ac-
tions constantly_ repeated, which have, by
such repetition, and by uninterrupted acqui-
escence, acquired the force of a tacit and
common consent. Civil Code La. art. 3.

It difiers from prescription, which is personal
and is annexed to the person of the owner of
it particular estate; while the other is local,
and relates to a particular district. An in-
stance of the latter occurs where the question is
upon the manner of conducting a particular
branch of trade at a certain place; of the
former, where a certain person and his ances-
tors, or those whose estates he has, have been
entitled to a certain advantage or privilege.
as to have common ofpastnre in a certain close,
or the like. The distinction has been thus ex-
pressed: “\Vhile prescription is the making of
a right, custom is the making of a law." Law-
son, Ussges & Gust. 15, note 2.

Classification. Customs are general, local
or particular. Gcncral customs are such as
prevail throughout a country and become the
law of that country, and their existence is to
be determined by the court. Bodiish v. Fox
23 Me. 95; 39 Am. Dec. 611. Or as applied
to usages of trade and business, a general cus-
tom is one that is followed in all cases by all
persons in the same business in the same ter-
ritory, and which has been so long established
that persons-sought to he charged thereby, and
all others living‘ in the vicinit . may be pre-
sumed to have nown of it an to have acted
upon it as they had occasion. Sturges v. Buck-
ley 32' Conn. 267; Railroad Co. v. Harrington,
19% Ill. 9. 61 N. E. 622; Bonham v. Railroad
00., 13 S. C. 267. Local customs are such as
prevail only in some particular district or lo-
cality, or in some city, county, or town. ‘Bod-
fish v. Fox. 23 Me. 95, 39 Am. Dec. 611; C_lou h
v. Wing, 2 Aria. 371, 17 Psc. 457. Partscu r
customs are nearly the same, being such as af-
fect only the inhabitants ofesonie particular
district. 1 Bl. Comm. 74.
—Onstoins of London. Certain particular
customs. peculiar to that city. with regard to
trade, apprentices, widows, orphans and a var-
iety of other matters; contra to the general
law of the land, but confirme by act of par-
liament. 1 Bi. Comm. 75.—-Gnstons of 1IlO_l'-
chnnts. A system of customs or rules relative
to hills of exchange, partnership, and other
mercantile matters, and which, under the name
of the “ice mercaton'a," or “law-merchant," has
been ingrafted into and made a part of, the
common law. 1 Bl. Comm. 75: 1 Steph. Comm.
54; 2 Burrows. 1228. 228.—CIistom _ of
York. A custom of intestacy in the province
of York similar to that of London. Abolished
by 19 & 20 Vict. c. 9-i.—Cnsto1ns and serv-
ices annexed to the tenure of lands are those
which the tenants thereof owe unto their lords,
and which. if withheld the lord might ancient-
ly have resorted to ‘a writ of customs and
services" to compel them. Cowell. But at the
present day he would merely proceed to eject
the tenant as upon a forfeiture, or claim dam-
ages for the subtraction. Brown.—Spccinl
custom. A particular or local custom: one
which. in respect to the sphere of its observ-
ance. does not extend throughout the entire
state or country. but is confined to some parti-
cular district or localitv. 1 Bl. Comm. 67;
Bodfish v. Fox. 23 Me. 95. 39 Am. Dec. 611.

CUSTOM-HOUSE. In administrative
law. The house or ofllce where commodities
are entered for importation or exportation;
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where the duties, bounties, or drawbacks.
payable or receivable upon such importation
or exportation are paid or received; and
where ships are cleared out, etc.
—O.nstosn-house broker. One whose occu-
pation it is as the agent of others, to arrange
entries and other custom-house papers, or
transact business, at any port of entry, relat-
ing to the importation or exportation of goods.
wares, or merchandise. 14 St. at Large. 117.
A person authorized by the commissioners
of customs to act for parties, at their option,
in the entry or clearance of shi and the trans-
action of general business. W arton.

Custom is the host interpreter of the
law. -1 last. 75; 2 Eden, 74; McKeen r..
Delaney, 5 Cranch, 32, 3 L. Ed. 25; Mc-
Ferran v. Powers, 1 Serg. .9. It. (l’a.) 106.

CUSTOHARY. According to custom or"
usage; founded on, or growing out oi’, or
dependent on, a custom, (q. v.)
—Onstonsnry Oonrt-Baron. See COUn'r--
BAaoN.—-Customary estates. Estates which
owe their origin and existence to the custom
of the manor in which they are held. 2 Bl..
Comm. 149.—Onstoxnnry freehold. In Eng-
lish law. A variety of copyhoid estate, the evi-
dences of the title to which are to be found
upon the court rolls‘ the entries declarin the-
holding to be acco in to th‘e custom o the
manor, but it is not sai to be at the will of the-
lord. The incidents are similar to those of com-
mon or pure copvhold. 1 Steph. Comm. 212,
213, and note. nstosnnry interpretation.
See INTEBPEETATl0N.—_Cnltolnnry scrviccs.
Such as are due by ancient custom or prescrip-
tion onIy.—0nstoxnna-y tenants. Tenants
holding by custom of the manor.

Onstoanc sorts prise strictc. Custom
shall -be taken [is to be construed] strictly.
Jenk. Cent. 83. -

CUSTOMS. This term is usually applied
to those taxes which are payable upon goods
and merchandise imported or exported. Sto-
ry, Const. I 949; Pollock v. Trust Co., 158
U. S. 601, 15 Sup. Ct. 912, 39 L. Ed. 1108;
Marriott v. Brune, 9 How. 632, 13 L. Ed. %2.

The duties, toil, tribute, or tarin‘ payable
upon merchandise exported or imported.
These are called "customs" from having been
paid from time immemorial. Expressed in
law Latin by custuma, as distinguished from
oansuetudtnes, which are usages merely. 1

Bl. Comm. 314.
—0ustorns consolidation act. The statute
16 G: 17 Vict. c. 10:’. which has been frequent-
ly amended. See 2 Stepli. Comm. 563.

CUSTOMS COURT. A court of the Unit-
ed States, created by act of congress in
1909, to hear and determine appeals from
the decisions of the revenue ofilcers in the
imposition and collection of customs-duties.
It is composed of a chief judge and four as-
sociates. and sits at Washington.

OUSTOS. Lat. A custodian, guard. keep-
er, or wardeii:~ a magistrate.
—Cnstos In-cvinns. The keeper of the writs.
A principal clerk belonging to the courts of
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queen's bench and common pleas. whose oflce
it was to keep the writs returnable into those
courts. The oilice was abolished by 1 Wm. IV.
c. .—-Cnstos teranun. A gamekee r.
Townsh. Pl. 265.—Custos hon-el regii. ro-
tector of the ro ai rana 2 Bi. Comm. 394.

ton n oi English law. War-
den of the sea. The title of a hi h naval of-
ficer among the Saxons and after t e Conquest.
correspond ng with admit-al.—Oustos mos-tun.
The guardian of morals. The court of queen's
bench has been so styled. 4 Steph. Comm. 377.
—-Cnstos lgeltonun corona. In old Eng-
llsh law. eeper of the pleas of the crown.
Bract. foL 14b. Cowell supposes this ofiice to
have been the same with the canton rofulorum.
But it seems rather to have been another name
for “co:-oner." Crabb. Eng. Law. 150; Bract.
fol. 136b.—0nai:os rotnlornm. Keeper of the
rolls. An oiiicer in England who has the cus-
tody of the rolls or records of the sessions of
the peace, and also of the commission of the
peace itself. He is alwags a justice of the
quorum in the county w ere appointed and
is the princl al civil otlicer in the county. 1
Bl. Comm. 49; 4 Bl. Comm. 272.—Onstos
spirltuallun. In English ecclesiastical law.
Keeper of the spiritualities. He who exercises
the spiritual jurisdiction of a diocese during
the vacancy of the see. Coweli,—Cnstos tem-
po:-diun. In English ecclesiasticaiiaw. .The

non to whom a vacant see or abbey was given
g; the king, as supreme lo His otiice was.
as steward of the goods profits, to ive an
account to the escheator, who did the Ike to
the exchequer.—Custos ten-n. In old English
law. Guardian, warden, or keeper of the land.

Onstos status: has-edis ha eutodin ex-
isteaatin melios-em, non deter-iorern, fa-
eere potent. 7 Coke, 7. A guardian can
make the estate of an existing heir under his

guardianship better, not worse.

CUITUHA ANTIGUA IIVE HAGNA.
(Int. Ancient or great duties.) The duties
on wool, sheep-skin,_or wool-pelts and leather
exported were so called, and were payable
by every merchant, stranger as well as na-
tive, with the exception that merchant stran-
gets paid one-half as much again as natives.
1 Bl. Comm. 314.

OUSTUHA PARVA 3'1‘ NOVA. (Small
and new customs.) Imposts oi’ 3d. in the
pound, due formerly in England from mer-
chant strangers only, for all commodities,
as well imported as exported. This was
usually called the "aliens duty," and was

. tlrst granted in 31 Edw. l. 1 Bl. Comm. 314;
4 last. 29.

CDT. A wound made with a sharp in-
strument. State v. Patza. 3 La. Ann. 513;
State v. Cody, 13 Or. 506, 23 Pac. 891; State
v. Maire. 1 N. J. Law, 453.

CUTCHBBRY. In Hindu law. Corrupt-
ed from Kachari. A court; a hall; an of-
flce: the place where any public business is
transacted.

CUTE. COUTE. Sax. Known, knowing.
Urwufh. unknown. See Cournunauu n,
Uncum.
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CUTBBED. A knowing or skillful coun-
sellor.

CUTPURS2. One who steals by the
method of cutting purses;_ a common prac-
tice when men wore their purses at their
girdles, as was once the custom. Wharton.

CUTTER 0!‘ THE TAIJJEB. In old
English law. An oiilcer in the exchequer. to
whom it belonged to provide wood for the
tallies, and to cut the sum paid upon them.
etc.

CUTWAL, KATWAL. The chief oillcer
of police or superintendent of markets in a
large town or city in India.

CWT. A hundred-weight; one hundred
and twelve pounds. Helm v. Bryant, 11 B.
Mon. (Ky.) 64.

In law French.‘ Here.0!. (Cy-apres.
"hereafter; cwdevant, heretofore.) Also as,

80.

CYCLE. A measure of time; a space in
which the same revolutions begin again; -a
periodical space of time. Enc. Lond.

CYN}:-BOT, or CYNI:-GILD. The por-
tion belonging to the nation of the mulct for
slaying the king, the other portion or were
being due to his family. Blount.

CYIIEBOTE. A mulct anciently paid by
one who killed another, to the kindred of the
deceased. Spelman.

CYPEONISM. That kind of punishment
used by the ancients, and still used by the
Chinese, called by Stauuton the “wooden
collar," by which the neck of the malefactor
is bent or weighed down. Enc. Loud.

CY-PRES. _As near, as [possible.] The
rule of cu-pres is a rule for the construction
of instruments in equity, by which the inten-
tion of the party is carried- out as near as
may be, when it would be impossible or ille-
gal to give it literal eflect. Thus, where a
testator attempts to create a perpetuity, the
court will endeavor, instead of making the
devise entirely void, to explain the will in
such a way as to carry out the testator's gen-
eral intention as far as the rule against per-
petuities will allow. So in the case of be-
quests to charitable uses; and particularly
where the language used is so vague or un-
certain that the testntor's design must be
sought by construction. See 6 Cruise. Dig.
185: 1 Spence. Eq. Jur. 532; Taylor it. Keep,
2 Ill. App. 383; Beekman V. Bonsor. 23 N.
Y. 308. 80 Ann. Dec. 269;" Jackson v. Brown,
13 Wend. (N. Y.) 445; Doyle v. Whaien, 87
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414, 32_;Atl. 1_o22,,31 L. R. A. 11.8; Phila-
delphia V. Girurd, 45 Pa. 28, 84 Am. Dec. 470,

, CYRO__£. In ‘Saxon law. A church.
—Cyr!cb no. A breaking into a. church,
,Blount.— yriosoeat. (From cyric, church,
and meat, a tribute.) In Saxon law. '

or payment due to the church. Cowell.

i-OYROGRAPEARIUS. In old English
law. A cyrographer; an ofllcer of the bane-
na, or court of common bench. Fleta, lib. 2.
c. 36. . ’
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.. CYROGRAPHUM. .Aehirogmph._(wh1_ch
:5ee-) _ ‘ ' .

OZAIL The title of the emperor of R119-
sia, flrst assumed by Basil. the son of Basil-
Jdes, under whom the Russian power began
‘to appear, about 1740. .

OZARINA. The title of the empress bf
Russia . ' ’

ozuzown-z. The title 3: the eldest
‘son of the czar and _cza1-ina. v '
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D
D. The fourth letter of the English al-,

phabet. It is used as an abbreviation for a
number of words. the more important and
usual or which are as follows:

1. Diycstum, or Digcsta, that is, the Di-
gest or Pnurlects in the Justinian collections
of the civil law. Citations togthis work are
sometimes indicated by this abbreviation,
but more commonly -by “D1g."

2. Dictum. A remark or observation, as
in the phrase “obiter dictum," (q. 1:.) _

3. Demisuone. "On the demise." An ac-
tion of ejectment is entitled “Doe d. Stiles
If. Roe ;" that is, “Doe, on the demise of
Stiles,~.against Roe." '

4. “Doctor.” As in the abbreviated forms
of certain academical degrees. “M. D.,"
“doctor of medicine;" LL.D.,” “doctor oi‘
laws;" “D. C. L.," “doctor of civil law."

5. “D£smct." Thus, "U. S. Cir. Ct. W.
1). Pa.” stands for “United States Circuit
Court for the Western District of Pennsyl-
Vania."

6. “Dialogu-e." Used only in citations to
the work called “Doctor. and Student."

D. In the Roman system of notation,.this
letter stands for flve hundred; and. when a
horizontal dash or stroke is placed above it,
it denotes five thousand. ~

D. B. E. An abbreviation for do bene ease,
(q. 0.)

D. B. I’. An abbreviation for de balm‘; non;
descriptive of a species or administration.

D. 0. An abbreviation standing either for
'-‘District Court,” or “District of Columbia."

' D. B. R. I. 0. An abbreviation used for De
ea re no ccmmcrc, (concerning that matter
have so decreed.) in recording the decrees of
the Roman senate. Tayl. Civil Law, 564, 566.

D." .7.
Judge."

An abbreviation for “District

D. 1‘. An abbreviation for Domus Proce-
rum, the house of lords.

‘D. S. An abbreviation tor "Deputy Sher-
lit."

D. B. D. An abbreviation for debitum sine
bravfior debit sans breve. , -- -

“Do. tun aunt, post mortem
tune tun non-aunt. 3 Bulst. 18. Give the
things vvhich are yours whilst they are
yours; after death‘ they are not yours.

DABIS? DABO. Lat. (Will you give?
I will give.) In the Roman, law. One of
the forms of making a verbal stipulation.
lust. 3, 15, 1; Bract. £01. 151;. 3 V

DAOION. In Spanish law. The real and
etfective delivery of an object in the execu-
tion of a contract.

DAGGE. A kind of gun. I How. State
'1‘r. 1124, 1125.

DAGUS, or DAIS. The raised floor at
the upper end of a hall.

DAILY. Every day; every day in the
week; every day in the week except one. A
newspaper which is published six days in
each week is a “daily" newspaper. Richard-_
son v. Tobin, 45 Cal. 30; Tribune Pub. Co.
v. Duluth, 45 Minn. 27, 47 x. w. 309; King;
man v..\\‘augh, 139 M0. 360, 40 S. W. 884.

DAKER, or

Blount.
'DIKER._ Ten hides.

DALE and 8_AJ|;.E. Fictitious names of
places, used in the English books, as exam-
ples. “The manor o1' Dale and the manor of
Sale, lying both in Vale."

..DAI.UB, DAILUS, DAILIA. A certain
measure of land; such narrow slips of pas-
ture as are left -between the plowed furrows
in arable land. Cowell. . .

DAH. A construction of wood, stone, or
other materials. made across a stream for
the purpose of penning back the waters.

This word is used in two diirerent senses.
It properly means the work or structure,
raised to obstruct the flow of the water in a

river; but, by a well-settled usage, it is often
applied to designate the pond of water creat-
ed by this obstruction. Burnham v. Kemp-
ton, 44 N. H. 89; Colwell v. Water Power
Co., 19 N. J. Eq. 248; Mining Co. v. Han-
cock. 101 Cal. 42. 31 Pac. 112.

IJAMAGE. Loss. injury. or deteriora-
tion, caused by the negligence, design, or ac-
cident of one person to another, in respect of
the latter‘s person or property. The word is
to be distinguished fromits plnral.—-“dam-
ages,"—which means a compensation in mon-
ey for a loss or damage.

An injury produces a right in them who have
suffered any damage by it to demand reparation
of such damage from the authors of the injury.
By damage. we understand every loss or dimi-
nution of what is a man's own. occasioned by the
fault of another. 1 Ruth. Inst. 399.
—Dunnge-eleer. A fee assessed of the tenth
part in the common pleas, and the twentieth
part in the queen's bench and PX(‘il(’qll(‘i‘; out of
all damages" exceeding five marks‘ recovered in
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those courts, in actions upon the case, covenant,
trespass. etc.. wherein the damages were an-
certain: which the plaintiff was obliged to pay
to the prothonotary or the officer of the court
wherein he recovered, before he could have ex-
ecution for the damages. This was originally a
gratuit given to the prothonotaries and their
clerks or drawing special writs and pleadings;
but it was taken away by statute, since which,
f any oilicer in these courts took any money
in the name of damage-cleer or anything in lieu
thereof, he forfeited treble the value. Wharton.
—Dasna'gs {assault or Ialsant. Doing dam-
age. A term applied to a person's cattle or

found upon another’s land, doing dam-
age by treadin down the grass, grain, etc.
B . Comm. 7, 1; Tomliiis. This phrase seems
to have been introduced in the reign of Edward
111., in place of the older expression “en can
damage." (in damno CBO.) Crabb, Eng. Law,
292.—Dasnagod goods. Goods. subject to du-
ties, which have received some injury either in
the voyage home or while bonded in warehouse.

DAMAGES. A pecuniary compensation
or indemnity, which may be recovered in the
courts by any person who has suffered loss.
detriment, or injury, whether to his person.
property, or rights, through the unlawful act
or omission or negligence of another. Scott
v. Donald, 165 U. S. 58. 17 Sup. Ct. 265.
41 L. Ed. 632; Crane v. Peer. 43 N. .1. Eq.
553. 4 At]. 72: Cincinnati v. Hater, 49 Ohio
St. 00. 30 N. E. 197: Wainscott v. Loan Ass'n.
98 Cal. 253, 33 Pac. 88; Carvill v. Jacks, 43
Ark. 449; Collins v. Railroad 00., 9 Heisk.
('1‘enn.) 850; New York v. Lord, 17 Wend.
(N. Y.) 293; O'Connor v. Dils, 43 W. Va.
54. 26 S. E. 354.

A sum of money assessed by a jury, on
finding for the plaintilr or successful party
in an action, as a compensation for the in-
jury done him by the opposite party. 2 Bl.
Comm. 438; C0. Litt. 257a; 2 Tidd, Pr. 8%,
870.

Every person who suffers detriment from
the unlawful act or omission of another may
recover from the person in fault it compen-
sation therefor in money, which is called
“damages." Civ. Code Cal. 5 3281; Civ. Code
Dali. 5 1940.

In the ancimt usage, the word "damages" was
employed in two signiiications. According to
Coke. its proper and general sense included the
costs of suit. while its strict or relative sense
was exclusive of costs. 10 Coke, 116, 117: C0.
Litt. 2570,’ 9 East, 299. The latter meaning
has alone survived.

Classification. Damages are either gen-
eral or s ecial. General damages are such as
the law tself implies or presumes to have ac-
crued from the wrong complained of. for the
reason that they are its immediate, direct, and

roximate result, or such as necessarily result
rom the injury, or such as did in fact result

from the wrong, directly and proximately, and
without reference to the s ecial character con-
dition. or circumstances 0 the laintifi. food
v. Telegraph Co.. 40 S. C. 5 . 19 S. E. 67:
Manufacturing Co. v. Gridley. 28 Conn. 212:
irrigation Co. v. Canal Co., 23 Utah. 199. 63
Pac. 812; Smith v. Railway 00., 30 Minn. 169.
14 N. W. 797; Loftns .v. Bennett. 68 App. Div.
128. "4 Y. Supp. 290. Special damages are
those which are the actual, but not the neces-
sary. result of the injury complained of. and
which in fact follow it as a natural and proxi-
mate consequence in the particular case, that is,
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hr reason of special circumstances or conditions.
ence general daina s are such as might ac-

crue to any person similarly injured. while spe-
cial damages are such as did in fact accrue to
the particular individual by reason of the par-
ticular circumstances of the case. Wallace v.
Ah Sam. 71 Cal. 197. 12 Pac. 46. 60 Am. Rep.
534; Manufacturing Co. v. Gridleg 28 Conn.
212: Lawrence v. Porter, 63 Fed. 2, 11 C. C.
A. M. 26 L. R. A. 167: Roberts v. Graham.
6 Wall. 579, 18 L. Ed. 791; Fry v. McCo:d, 9-'5
Tenn. 678, 33 S. W. 568.

Direct and consequential. Direct dam-
ages are such as follow immediately upon the
act done; while consequential damages are the
necessary and connected eifect of the wrongful
act, flowing from some of its consequences or
results, though to some extent depending on oth-
er circumstances. Civ. Code Ga. 1895, 9 3911;
Pearson v. Spartanburg County. 51 S
3 S. E. 193; lhton v. Railroad Co.. 51 N. H
504, 12 Am. Rep. 147.

Liqrsldntod and nnllqnidatod. The for»
mer term is applicable when the amount of the
damages has been ascertained by the judgment
in the action. or when a specific sum of money
has been expressly stipulated by the parties to
a bond or other contract as the amount of dam-
ages to be recovered b ' either part for a breach
of the agreement by t e other. atts v. Shep-
pard, 2 Ala. 445; Smith v. Smith, 4 Wend.
(N. Y.) 470: Keeble v. Keeble 85 Ala. 552.
5 South. 149; Ealtin v. Scott. ‘:0 Tex. 442. 7
S. W. 777. Unliquidated damages are such as
are not yet reduced to a certainty In re: t of
amount. nothing more being establish than
the plaintiifs right to recover; or such as can-
not be fixed by a mere mathematical calculation
from ascertained data in the case. Cox v. Mc-
Laughlin. 76 Cal. 60, 18 Pac. 100, 9 Am. St.
Rep. 164.

Nominal and substantial. Nominal dam-
ages are a trifling sum awarded to a piaintifl
in an action, where there is no substantial loss
or injury, to be compensated. but still the law
recognizes a technical invasion of his rights or
a breach of the defendant's duty, or in cases
where, although there has been a real injury.
the plaintiffs evidence entirely fails to show its
amount. Maher v. Wilson, 139 Cal. 514. 73
Pac. 418: Stanton v. Railroad Co.. 59 Conn.
272, 22 Atl. 300, 21 Am. St. Rep. 110: Sprin-
ger v. Fuel Co.. 196 Pa. 156. 46 Atl. 370; Tele-
grallih Co. v. Lawson. 66 Kan. 660, 72 Pac. flz
llai road 00. v. Watson. 37 Kan. 773. 15 Pac.
877. Substantial damages are considerable in
amount. and intended as a real compensation for
a real injury.

Oonssonsatory and oxunfllary. Compen-
satory amages are such as wi compensate the
injured party for the injury sustained. and
nothing more: such as will simply make good
or replace the loss caused by the wron or in-
jury. McKnight v. Denny. 198 Pa. .23. 47
Ail. 970; Reid v. Terwiiliger. 116 N. Y. 530.
22 N. . 1091; Monongahela Nav. Co. v. U. S.,
148 U. S. 312, 13 Su . Ct. 622. 37 L. Ed. 463:
Wade v. Power Co.. 1 S. C. 296, 29 S. E. 233.
64 Am. St. Rep’. 676: Gatzow v. Buenin . 106
Wis. 1, 81 N. \ . 1003. 49 L. R. A. 475. Am.
L . 1 Exemplary damages are damages
on an ncreased scale, awarded to the plaintiff
over and above what will barely compensate him
for his property loss. where the wrong done to
him was aggravated by circumstances of vio-
lence, oppression, malice. fraud. or wanton and
wicked conduct on the part of the defendant.
and are intended to solace the plaintifi for men-
tal anguish, laceration of his feelings. shame.
degradation, or other aggravations of the orig-
inal wrong, 0 else to punish the defendant for
his evil behavior or to make an example of him.
for which reason they are also called “puni-
tive" or “punitory" damages or "vindictive"
damages, and (vulgarly) “smart-money." Beid

. 0 .
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v. 'l_‘erwilliger 116 N. Y. 530, 22 N. 11:. 1091;
gpringer v. fiuei Co.. 196 Pa. St. 156, 46 Atl.

0‘ Scott v. Donald. 185 U. S. 58, 17 Sup.
Ct. ass, 41 L. im. «:32; Gillingham v. Railroad
Co.. 35 w. Va. 588, 14 s. E. 243. 14 L. R. A.
798, 29 Am. St. Rep. 827° Boydsn v. Habers-
tumpf, 129 Mich. 137. as is. w. 386: Oliver v.
Railroad Co.. 65 S. C. 1 43 S. E. 307: Murphy
v. Hobbs, 7 Colo. 541. 6 Pac. 119, 49 Am. Rep.

Pa-oxlmate and remote._ Proximate dam-
ages are the immediate and direct damages and
natural results of the act complained of, and
such as are usual and might have been expect-
ed. Remote damages are those attributable im-
mediately to an intervening cause, though it
forms a ink in an unbroken chain of causation,
so that the remote damage would not have oc-
curred if its elements had not been set in mo-
tion by the original act or event. Henry v.
Railroad Co.. 50 Cal. 183; Kuhn v. Jewett. 32
N. J. . 649; Plelke v. Railroad Co.. 5 Dak.
444, 41 . W. 669. The terms “remote dam- -

ages" and “con uential damages” are not syn-
onymous nor to e used interchangeably; all
remote damage is consequential, but it is by no
means true that all consequential damage is
remote. Eaton v. Railroad Co.. 51 N. H. 511,
12 Am. Rep. 147.

Other eomporusd and descriptive terms.
—AotIal s are real, substantial and
just damages, or the amount awarded to a
complainant in compensation for his actual and
real loss or in ury, as opposed on the one hand
to “nominal" am and on the other to “ex-
emplary" or “puni ve’ dam‘a€es. Ross v. Leg-

t, 61 Mich. 445. 28 N. . 695. 1 Am. St.
p. 6%‘ Loni v. Wood, 120 Iowa, 303

N. W. 841’: Western Union Tel. Co. v. w-
son. 66 Kan. 660. 72 Pac. 283; Field v. Mun-
ster. 11 Tex. Clv. App. 341, 32 S. .

Oliver v. Columbia, etc., R. Co.. 65 S. . ,

43 S. E. 307: Gstsow v. Bueiiing, 108 Wis.
1, 81 N. W. 1003, 49 L R. A. 475, 80 Am. St.

: Osborn v. Leach. 135 N. C. 628. 47
S. . 811. 66 L. R. A. 648' Gen. St. Minn.
1 I 5418.-AR!-m_at.ive damages. In ad-
mire ty law, ailirmative damn es are damages
which a respondent in a libel or injuries to a
vessel may recover. which may be in excess of
an amount which the libellant would be en-
tited to claim. Ebert r. The Reuben Doud
(D. C.) 3 Fed. 620.—0iv1l damages. Those
awarded against a liquor-seller to the relative,
guardian, or employer of the person to whom
the sales were made. on a showing that the
plalntifl has been thereby injured in person.
grorerty, or means of support. Headington v.

in th, 113 Iowa, 107. 84 N. W. 982.—Oontin-
gent damages. Where a demurrer has been
died to one or more counts in a declaration, and
its consideration. is postponed. and meanwhile
other counts in the same declaration. not de-
murred to, are taken as issues. and tried. and
damages awarded upon them, such damages are

“contingent damages."—Continn1ng
damages are such as accrue from the same
injury, or from the repetition of similar acts.
between two specified periods of time.-—Donbie
damages. Twice the amount of actual dam-
ages as found by the verdict of a liury allowed
by statute in some cases of injures by negli-
gence, fraud, or trespass. Cross V. United
States. 6 Fed. Cas. 892; Daniel V. Vaccaro.
41 Ark. 3%.—Exoessive damages. Damages
awarded by a jury which are grossly in excess
of the amount warranted by law on the facts
and circumstances of the case: unreasonable
or outrageous damages. A verdict giving exces-
sive damages is ground for a new trial. Tay-
lor v. Giger, Hardin (Ky.) 58?: Harvesting
Mach. Co. v. Gray. 114 Ind. 340. 16 N. E. 787.
—l‘ee Damages sustained by and
awarded to an abutting owner of real property
occasioned by the construction and operation
of an elevated railroad in a. city street, are so
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called, because. compensation is made to the
owner for the injury to, or deprivation of, his
easements of light, air. and access. and these
are parts of the fee. Dode v. Railway 70
Hun, 374. 24 N. Y. Supp. 422_; People v. Bar-
ker, 165 N. Y. 3);’), 59 N. E. 1o1.—Inadeqnate
damages. Damages are called “inadequate,"
within the rule that an injunction will not be
ganted where adequate damages at law could

recovered for the injury sought to be pre-
vented, when such a recovery at law would
not compensate the parties and place them in
the position in which they formerly stood. In-
surance Co. v. Bonner. 7 Colo. Ap ii 97. 42

is termPac. 681.—Im;%lnas-y damages.
is sometimes u as equivalent to “exemplary,"
"vindictive." or "punitive" damages. Murphy
v. Hobbs. 7 Colo. 541. 5 Pac. 119. 49 Am. Rep.
366.—Intes-venlng damages. Such damages
to an appellee as result from the delay caused
by the appeal. McGregor v. Belch. 17 Vt. 56“:

easely v. Buckminster.-1 filer (Vt.) 267:
Roberts v. Warner, 17 Vt. 46. 42 Am. Dec. 478.
—-Land ages. A term sometimes sf: lied
to the amount of compensation to be pa for
land taken under the wer of eminent domain
or for injury to, or epreciation of. land ad-
joining that taken. People v. Hilts, 27 Misc.
Rep. 58 N. Y. Supp. 434: In ne Lent, 47
App. Div. 349. 62 N. Y. Supp. 2‘.fl.—Neeessary

es. A term said to be of much wider
scope in the law of damages than “pecuniary."
It embraces all those consequences of an injury
usually denominated “general” damages. as dis-
tinguished from special damages; whereas the
phrase “pecuniary damages" covers a smaller
class of damages within the larger class of
“general” damages. Browning v. Wabash Wes-
tern R. Oo. (Mo.) 24 S. W. 746.—Peonn1as-y
damages. Such as can be estimated in and
compensated by money: not merely the loss
of money or salable property or rights. but all
such loss, deprivation. or injury as can be made
the subject of calculation and of recompense
in money. Walker v. McNeill. 17 VVash. 582.
50 Pac. 618: Searle v. Railroad Co.. 32 W.
Va. 370. 9 S. E. %: iVIcIntyre v. Railroad

. Y. : Davidson ‘Benedict (‘n. v.
Severson. 109 Tenn. 572, 72 S. W. 967.7-Pre-
snmptive damages. A term occasionally
used as the equivalent of “exemplary” or “pun-
itive" damages. Murphy v. Hobbs. 7 Colo.
M1. 5 Pac. 119, 49 Am. Rep. 34i6.—Prospee-
the damages. Damages which are expected
to follow from the act or state of facts made
the basis of a plaintiff's suit: damages which
have not yet accrued. at the time of the trial.
but which, in the nature of things. must neces-
sarily. or most probably, result from the acts
or facts complained of.—8peerslative dam-
ages. Prospective or anticipated damages from
the same acts or facts constituting the present
cause of action. but which depend upon future
developments which are contingent, coniectural.
or improbable.—Damages ultra. Additional
damages claimed by a plaintiff not satisfied
with those paid into court by the defendant.

DAHAIOUSE. In old English law.
Causing damage or loss. as distinguished
from torcenouse, wrongful. Britt. c. 61.

.. A

DAME. In English law. The legal des-
ignation of the wife of a knight or baronet.

DAMNA. Damages, both inclusive and
exclusive of costs.

DAHNATU8. In old English law. Con-
demned; prohibited bylaw; unlawful. Dani-
mmui coitus. an unlawful connection.

DAHNI IRJURIE ACTIO. An action
given by the civil law for the damage done
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by one who intentionally injured the slave
or beast of another. Calvin.

DAMNIPICATION. That which causes
damage or loss.

DAMIIIPY. To cause damage or inju-
rious loss to a person or put him in a posi-
tion where he must sustain it. A surety is
“damnitied" when a judgment has been ob-
t.alned against him. McLean V. Bank. 16
Fed. Cas. 278.

DALINOSA HJEREDITAS. In the civil
law. A losing inheritance; an inheritance
that was a charge, instead of a benefit. Dig.
50, 16, 119. ‘

The term has also been applied to that
species of property of a bankrupt which. so
far from being valuable. would be a charge.
to the creditors; for example, a term of years
where the rent- would exceed the revenue.
7 East. 342; 3 Camp. 340; 1 Esp. N. P. 234;.
Provident L. & Trust Co. v. Fidelity, etc., Co..
203 Pa. 82. 52 Atl. 34.

DAMNUM. Lat. In the civil law.
Damage; the loss or diminution of -what is
a mnn‘s own. either by fraud, carelessness,
or accident.

In pleading and old English law. Dam-
age; loss. '

—Dunnnm tattle. Fatal damage: damage
from fate; loss happening froin‘a cause beyond
human control, (quad 0.1- fato contin_qit,) or an
act of God, and for which bnilees are not lia-
ble; such as shipwreck. lightning. and the like.
Dig. 4. 9. 3. 1; Story. Bailm. is -165. The civ-
ilians included in the phrase “damnum fatalc"
all those accidents which are summed up in the
common-law expression. “Act of God or public
enemies ;” though, perliaps, it embraced some
which would not now be admitted as occurring
from an irresistible force. Tliickstun v. How-
ard. 8 Blackf. tlnd.) .'i-'!5.—Dunnnrn infec-
tum. In Roman law. Damage not yet com-
mitted. but threatened or impending. A pre-
ventive interdict might be obtained to prevent
such damage from happening; and it was treat-
ed as n qiui-in’-dclict, because of the imminence
of the danger.—Da:InnnIn to‘! amino. In
the civil law. A loss arising from a payment
made by a party inconsequence of an error of
law. .\lack_eld. Rom. Iaw. § 173.

DAMNUH ADSQUE INJURIA. Loss,
hurt. or harm without injury in the legal
sense, that is, without such an invasion of
rights as is redresslble by an action. A loss
which does not give rise to an action of
damages against the person causing it; as
where ii person blocks up the windows of a

-new house overlooking, his land, or injures a
person’s trade by setting up an establish-
ment ot the same kind in the neighborhood.
Broom, Coin. Law, 75: Marbury v. Madison,

«-1‘ (‘ranch, 164, 2 L. Ed. 60; West Virginia
’i‘rnnsp'. Co. v. Standard Oil Co.. 50 W. \'u.
611. 40 S. E. 591, 56 L. R. A. 804. 88 Am.

'.‘!t. Rep.‘ 895: Irwin v. Askew. 74 Ga. 581:
‘(flnise v. Silvei-stone, 82 Me. 175, 16 Am. Rep.
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419; Lumber Co. v. YT. -8.. 69 Fed. 32%; 1C

C. C. A. 460. '

Damnum sine injurii one potent.
Lotft. 112. There may be damage or injury
inflicted without any act of injustice.

DAN. Anciently the better sort of men
in England had this title; so the. Spanish
Dan. The old term of honor for men. as we
now say Master or Mister. Wharton.

DAITEGELT, DANEGELD. A tribute of
Is. and afterwards of 2s. upon every hide
of land through the realm, levied by the An-
glo-Saxons, for maintaining such a number
of forces as were thought suiiicient to clear
the British seas of Danish pirates, who great-
ly annoyed their coasts. It continued a tax
until the time of Stephen, and was one of
the rights of the crown. Wharton.

DANELAGE. A system‘ of laws intro-
duced by the Danes oii their invasion and
conquest of England, and which was prin-
(.’l])tlii_V maintained in some of the midlan'd
counties, and also on the eastern coast. 1 Bl.
Comm. 65: 4 Bl. Comm. 411: 1 Stenh. Pomzn.
42. '

DANGER. Jeopardy; exposure to loss
or injury; peril. U. S. v. 1\ia_vs, 1 Idaho,
770. . » '

--Dangers of navigation. The same ‘as
‘_‘dHniz.crs of the sea" or “perils of the sea.” See
mfra.—l_) er: of the river. This phrase,
as used_ in bills of lading, means only the natu-
ral accidents incident to river navigation. and
does not embrace such as may be avoided by
the exercise of that skill. judgment. or fore-
sight which are demanded from ersons in a
particular occupation. 35 Mo. 13. It in-
cludes dangers arising from unknown reefs
which have suddenly formed in the channel. and
are not discoverable by care and skill. Vliill v.
Sturgeon. 35 M0. 213, 86 Am. Dec. 149; Car-
rison v. insurance Co.. 19 How. 312. 15 L. Ed.
656; Hibernia Ins. (‘o. v. Trunsn. (‘o.. 120 U.
S. 166. 7 Sup. Ct. 550, 30 L. Ed. 621: John-
son v. Friar. 4 Yerg. 48, 26 Am. Dec. 215.-
‘Dangers of the road. This phrase. ‘in’ a bill
of lading. when it refers to inland transporta-
tion. means such dangers as are immediately
caused by roads. as the overturning of carriages
in rough and" pnecipitous places. 7 Exch. 743.
—Dangers of the sea. The expression "dan-
gers of the sea” means those‘ accidents peculiar
to navigation that are of an extraordinary na-
ture. or arise from irresistible force or over-
wliclniing power. which cannot be guarded
against by the ordinary exertions of human
skill and prudence. \‘\'alker v. \\'(-stern Trausp.
Co.. 3 Wall. 150. 18 1;. Ed. 172: The Porte-
mouth. 9 Wall. 682. 19 L. Ed. 754: Hibernia
Ins. Co. v. 'I‘ran.-n. (‘o., 120 IV. S. 166. 7 Sup.
gt. 550. 30 L. Ed. 621: Hill v. Sturgeon,‘.28
lo. 327. ' - '

DANGERIA. In old English law. .5.

money payment made by forest-‘tenants. that
they might have liberty to plow and sew
in time of pannage, or must feeding. ‘

DANGEROUS WEAPON." One danger-
ous to life: one by ‘the use of which a fatal

.wound may _pr9b,_ab_ly or possibly be‘ gl\'e_n.
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As the manner of use enters into the con-
sideration as well as other circumstances,
the question is for the Jury. U. S. v. Reeves,
(C. C.) 38 Fed. 404; State v. Hammond, 14
S. D. 545, 86 N. W. 627; State v. Lynch, 88
Me. 195. 33 Atl. 978; State v. Scott, 39 La.
Ann. 943, 3 South. 83.

DANISH. ‘The act of lending money on
usury.

DANO. In Spanish law. Damage; the
deterioration, injury, or destruction which a
man suffers with respect to his person or his
property by the tault (culpa) of another.
White, New Recop. b. 2, tit. 19, c. 3. 5 L

Dunn et 1-etinens, nihil dat. One who
gives and yet retains does not give effectual-
ly. Tray. Lat. Max; 129. Or, one who gives,
yet retains. [possession,] gives nothing.

DAPIFER. A steward either of a king
or lord. Spelman.

DARE. Lat. In the civil law. To trans-
fer property. When this transfer is made
in order. to discharge a debt, it is datio sol-
vendi animo; when in order to receive an
equivalent, to create an obligation. it is da-
tio contra-hendi cmimo; lastly, when made
domzndi animo, from mere liberality, it is a
gift, dono datio.

DARE. -AD RBHANENTIAM. To give
away in fee, or forever.

DARBAIGN. To clear a legal account;
to answer an accusation; to settle a contro-
versy.

DABBBIII’. L. Fr. Last.
—Dan-ein continuance. The last contin-
uance.-Dnn-oln presentment. In old Eng-
lish law. The last presentment. See Assisii:
or DABBEIN Psnsiciu-ur:iv'r.—-Dnrrein uhin.
Lest seisin. A plea which lay in some cases
for the tenant in a writ of right. See 1 Rose.
Real Act. 2)6.

DATA. In old practice and conveyancing.
The date of a deed; the time when it was
given; that is, executed.

Grounds whereon to proceed: facts from
which to draw a conclusion.

DATE. Thespeciiication or mention, in
a written instrument, of the time (day and
year) when it was made. Also the time so
specified. ,

That part of a deed or writing which ex-
presses the day or the month and year in
which it was mndeor given. 2 Bl.’ Comm.
304; Tomlins.

The primary signification of date is not time
in the abstract. nor time taken absolutely. but
time given or s ecified: time in some way as-
ce'i'-tained and xed. When we speak" of the
date of a deed, we do at mean the time when
itwas actually execute .- but the time of its exe-
cution. as ‘given or stated in the deed itself.
‘The ddteo an item, or or a charge in a book-
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account, is not necessarily the time when the
article charged was. in fact. furnished. but rath-
er the time given or set down in the account.
in connection with such charge. And so the
expression “the date of the last work done. or
materials furnished," in a mechanic's lien law.
may be taken. in the absence of anything in
the act indicating a difierent intention, to mean
the time when such work was done or materials
furnished. as specified in the plaintiff's written
claim. Bement v. Manufacturing Co., 32 N. J.
Law, 513.

DATE OBRTAHCE. In French law. A
deed is said to have a date certaine (fixed
date) when it has been subjected to the for-
mality of registration: after this formality
has been complied with, the parties to the
deed cannot by mutual consent change the
date thereof. Arg. Fr. Merc. Law,

DATIO. In the civil law. A giving. or
act of giving. Dalia in solutum ; a giving in
payment: a species of accord and satisfac-
tion. Called, in modern law, “datioii.“

DATION. In the civil law. A gift; a

giving of something. It is not exactly syn-
onymous with “donatlon," for the latter im-
plies generosity or liberality in making a
gift, while dation may mean the giving of
something to which the recipient is already
entitled.
-Dntlon on pdelnont. In French law. _ A
giving by the debtor and receipt by the creditor
of something in payment of a debt, instead of a
sum of mone . It is somewhat like the accord
and satisfact on of the common law. 16 Toul-
iier, no. 45; Poth. Vente, no. 601.

. DATIVE. A word derived from the R0-
man law, signifying “appointed by public
authority." Thus, in Scotland, an execiitor-
dative is an executor appointed by a court
of justice, corresponding to an English ad-
niinistralor. Mozley & Whitley.

In old English law. In 0i1e‘s gift: that
may be given and disposed of at will and
pleasure.

DATUM. A first principle; a thing given;
a date.

Damn DIGNIORI. it is given to the
more worthy. 2 Vent. 268.

DAUGHTER. An immediate female de-
scendant. People v. Kaiser, 119 Cal. 456,
51 Pac. 702. .\iay include the issue of-a
daughter. Buchanan v. Lloyd, 88 Md. 462.
41 At]. 1075; Jamison v. Ilay. 413 M0. 546.
May designate a natural or illegitimate fe-
male child. Stnte v. Laurence, 95 N. C., 659.

DAUGHTER-IN-LAW. The wife of
one's son.

DAUPHIN. in l-‘reiich law. The title
of the eldest sons of the kings of 1-‘i-mice.
Disused since 1830.

DAY.‘ 1. A period of time coiisisting_.ef
twenty-foiir hours and including the solar
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day and the night.
Abel. 2 Conn. 541.

2. The space of time which elapses be-
tween two successive midnights. 2 31. Comm.
141; Henderson v. Reynolds, 84 Ga. 159,
10 S. E. 734, 7 L R. A. 327 ; State v. Brown,
22 Minn. 483; State v. Michel, 52 La. Ann.
936, 27 South. 565, 49 L. R. A. 218, 78 Am.
St. Rep. 364: Benson v. Adams, 69 Ind. 353,
35 Am. Rep. 220; Zimmerman v. Cowau, 107
Ill. $1. 47 Am. Rep. 476; Pulling v. People,
8 Barb. (N: Y.) 386.

3. That portion of time during which the
sun is above the horizon, and, in _-addition,
that part of the morning and evening during
which there is suflicient light for the fea-
tures ot a man to be reasonably discerned.
3 Inst. 63; Nicholle v. State, 68 Wis. 416,
32 N. W. 543, 60 Am. Rep. 870; Trull v.
Wilson, 9 Mass. 154; State v. McKnight, 111
N. C. 690, 16 S. E. 319.

4. An artiflciai period of time. computed
from one fixed point to another twenty-four
hours later, without any reference to the
prevalence of light or darkness. Fuller v.
Schroeder. 20 Neb. 831, 31 N. W. 109.

6. The period of time, within the limits of
a natural day, set apart either by law or by
common usage for the transaction of particu-
lar business or the performance of labor; as
in banking, in laws regulating the hours of
labor, in contracts for so many “days' work."
and the like. the word “day" may signify
six, eight, ten. or any number of hours.
Hinton v. Locke, 5 IIill (N. Y.) 439; Fay
v. Brown, 96 Wis. 434, 71 N. W. 895; Mc-
Culsky v. Klosterman. 20 Or. 108, 25 Pac.
366, 10 L. R. A. 785.

6. In practice and pleading. A particular
time assigned or given for the appearance or
parties in court, the return of writs, etc.
—-Astrononiie_sl_da.y. The ‘period of twenty-
four hours beginning and ending at noon.—Ar-
tifleial dz . The time between the rising and
setting of t e sun; that is. day or day-time as
distinguished from night.—Civil day. The so-
lar day, measured by the diurnal revolution of
the_ earth, and denoting the interval of time
which elapses between the successive transits of
the sun over the same hour circle, so that the
“civil day" commences and ends at midnight.
Pedersen v. Eugster. 14 Fed. 422.-‘-Calendar
days. See CALENDAB.—Clelt days. See
CLl:As.—Comnion do . In old English prac-
tice. An ordinary ay in court. Cowell;
Termes de la Ley.--Day certain. A fixed or
appointed day: a_ specified particular day: a
day in term. Regina v. Conyers. 8 Q. B. 991.
—Days in bank. (L. Lat. dies in banco.) In
practice. Certain stated days in term appointed
for the appearance of parties, the return of pro-
cess, etc., originally peculiar to the court of
common pleas, or bench. (banln) as it was an-
ciently called. Comm. 27T.—Day in
court. The time ap inted for one whose
rights are called judicia ly in question, or liable
to be aifected by judicial action, to appear in
court and be heard in his own behalf. This
phrase. as generally used. means not so much
the time appointed for a hearing as the oppor-
tunity to present one's claims or rights in a
proper forensic hearing before a competent tri-

Co. Litt. 1354:; Fox v.
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bunal. See Ferry v. Car Wheel Co. 71 Vt.
457. 45 Atl. 1035, 76 Am. St. Rep. 7sé.—n.y.
at (race. A number of days allowed. as a
matter of favor or grace. to a person who has
to perform some act. or make some payment,
after the time originally limited for the urpose
has elapsed. In aid practice. Three ays _al-
lowed to persons summoned in the English
courts, beyond the day named in the writ, to
make their appearance; the last day being call-
ed the "quarto die post." 3 Bl. Comm. 278.
In mercantile law. A certain number of days
(general! three) allowed to the maker or ac-
ceptor o a bill. draft, or note, in which to make
payment, after the expiration of the time ex-
sressed in the paper itself. Originally these

ays were granted only as a matter of wave or
favor. but the allowance of them became an es-
tablished custom of merchants, and was sanc-
tioned b the courts, (and in some cases pre-
scribed y statute.) so that the are now ‘de-
niandable as of right. Perkins v. ank. 21 Pick.
Qgass.) 4%: Bell v. Bank. 115 U. S. 373. 6
L . Ct. 105. 29 L. Ed. 409; Thomas v. Shoe-
ma er, 6 Watts & S. (Pa.) 182: Renner v.
Bank. 9 Wheat. 58]. 6 L. Ed. 166.—Day-time.
The time during which there is the light of day.
as distinguished from night or night-time. That
portion of the twenty-four hours during which
a man's rson and countenance are distingiush-
able. rull v. Wilson 9 Mass. 154; x v.
Tandy 1 Car. & P. 257; Linnen v._Banileld.
114 Mich. 93. 72 N. w. 1. In law, this tel_'m is
chiefly used in the definition of certain crimes.
as to which it is material whether the act was
committed b day or by night.—Jud:leial day.
A day on w ich the court is actually in session.
Hefiner v. Hefiner. 48 IA. Ann. 1088, 20 South.
281.—Jiu'ldiea1 day. A day proper for the
transaction of business in court: one on which
the court may lawfully sit. excluding Sundays
and some holidays.—Law day. The day aire-
scribed in a bond, mortgage. or defeasible eed
for payment of the debt secured therebv. or. in
default of payment. the forfeiture of t e prop-
erty mortgaged. But this does not now occur
until foreclosure. Ward v. Lord, 100 Ga. 40!.
28 S. 1-}. 44?»: Moore v. Norman. 43 Minn. 428.
45 N. W. 857. 9 L R. A. 55. 19 Am. St. Rep.
247; Kortright v. Cady, 21' N. Y. 345. 78 Am.
Rep. 145.—Legsl day. A juridical day. See
supra. And see Heffner v. Hefiner. 48 La. Ann.
1088. 20 South. ‘.’.81.—Natux-al day. Properly
the period of twenty-tour hours from midnight
to midnight. Co. Litt. 135: Fox v. Abel. 2
Conn. 541; People v. Hatch, 33 Ill. _ ‘_

Though sometimes taken to mean the “day-time
or time between sunrise and sunset. In re Ten
Hour Law. 24 R. I. 603. 54 At]. 602, 81 L. R.
A. 612.—Non-judicial day. One on which
process cannot ordinarily issue or be served or
returned and on which the courts do not ordi-
narily sit. Whitney v. Blackburn, 17 Or. 564.
21 Pac. 874, 11 Am. St. Rep. 857. More prop-
erly “non-juridical day.”—Solu- day. A term
sometimes used as meaning that portion of the
day when the sun is above the horizon, but

roperly it is the time between two complete
apparent) revolutions of the sun, or between

two consecutive positions of the sun over any
given terrestrial meridian, and hence, according
to the usual method of reckoning. from noon to

_ noon at any given place.

DAY-BOOK. A tradesman's account
book; a book in which all the occurrences oi‘
the day are set down. It is usually a book
of original entries.

DAY-RULE. or DAY-WRIT. In Eng-
lish law. A permission granted to a prisoner
to go out of prison, for the purpose of trans-
acting his business, as to hear a case in
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which he is concerned at the assiaes. etc.
Abolished by 5 & 6 Vict. c. 22, _§ 12.

DAYIBLQ. A dairy. Cowell.

DAYIJGHT. That portion of time be-
fore sunrise, and after sunset, which is ac
counted part of the day. (as distinguished
from night.) In deilning the oirense of bur-
glary. 4 Bl. Comm. 224; Cro. Jae. 106.

DAYSIAJI. An arbitrator, umpire, or
elected judge. Cowell.

DAYWIIBB. In old English law. A term
applied to land, and signifying as much ar-
able ground as could be plowed up in one
day's work. Cowell.

DE. A Latin preposition, signifying of;
by; from; out of; aflecting; concerning;
respecting.

DE A_OQU'!RBNDO RERUM DOHINIO.
Of (about) acquiring the ownership or things.
Dig. 41, 1; Bract. lib. 2, fol. 8b.

DE ADHBNSUEATIOIIE. Of admeas-
uremeut. Thus, do admenaurauone done
was a writ tor the admeasuremeut oi‘ dower,
and de admensuratloue paaturw was a writ
for the admeasurement of pasture.

DE ADVISA.l!l'.N'.l.‘0 OONIILII NOB-
TBI. L Lat. With or by the advice of our
council. A phrase used in the old writs of
summons to parliament. Crabb, Eng. Law.
240.

D2 EQUITATE. In equity. De jure
uricto, nihil possum vendicare, de wquitate
lumen. nullo modo hoc obtluet; in strict law.
I can claim nothing, but in equity this by no
means obtains. Fleta, lib. 3, c. 2, 5 10.

DB EITEATO. In Roman law. One
of the innominate contracts. and. in ettect,
a sale oi’ land or goods at a price fixed, (mati-
moto,) and guarantled by some third party,
who undertook to find a purchaser.

D1: STATE PROBAJIDA. For prov-
ing age. A writ which formerly lay to sum-
mon a Jury in order to determine the age of
the heir of a tenant in capite who claimed
his estate as being or full age. Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 257; Reg. Orig. 29-1.

DB ALEATORIBUI. About gamesters.
The name of a title in the Pandects. Dig.
11, 5.

DE ALLOCATION! IAOIENDA. Breue.
Writ for making an allowance. An old writ
directed to the lord treasurer and barons of
the uchequer, for allowing certain oiilcers
(as collectors of customs) in their accounts
certain payments made by them. Reg. Orig.
192.
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DE ALTO ET BAIIO. 0! high and low.
A phrase unciently used to denote the ab-
solute submission of all differences to arbitra-
tion. CowelL

~D!: AMBITU. Lat. Concerning bribery.
A phrase descriptive of the subject-matter
of several oi! the Roman laws; as the Le:
Aufldia. the Low Pompcia. the Lem Tuition,
and others. See Aunt-rus.

DE AMPLIORI GRATIA. of more
abundant or especial grace. Townsh. P1. 18.

D1‘. ANNO BIISEXTILI. Of the bis-
sextile or leap year. The title of a statute
passed in the twenty-ilrst year of Henry UL.
which in fact, however. is nothing more than
a sort or writ or direction to the justices of
the bench, instructing them how the extraor-
dinary day in the leap year was to be
reckoned in cases where persons had a day
to appear at the distance or a year, as on the
essoin de malo lean’, and the like. It was
thereby directed that the additional day
should, together with that which went be-
fore. be reckoned only as one, and so. of
course, within the preceding year. 1 Reeve,
Eng. Law, 266.

DE ANNUA PENSIONE. Breve. Writ
of annual pension. An ancient writ by which
the king, having a yearly pension due him
out of an abbey or priory for any oi‘ his chap-
lains. demanded the same of the abbot or
prior, for the person named in the writ.
lteg. Orig. 2650. 807'; I-‘itzh. Nat. Brev.
231 G.

Di ANNUO RBDITU. For a yearly
rent. A writ to recover an annuity, no mat-
ter how payable, in goods or money. 2 Reeve,
Eng. Law, 258.

DE APOSTATA CAPIENDO, Brcvc.
Writ for taking an apostate. A writ which
anciently lay against one who, having en-
tered and professed some order of religion,
left it and wandered up and down the coun-
try, contrary to the rules or his order. com-
manding the sheriff to apprehend him and
deliver him again to his abbot or prior.
Reg. Orig. 71b, 26?; Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 233,
234.

D}: ARBITRATION}: PACTA. (Lat.
01' arbitration had.) A writ formerly used
when an action was brought for a cause
which had been settled by arbitration.
Wats. Arb. 256.

DE ARRESTANDIS 301!!! NE D!!-
IIPENTUE. An old writ which lay to
seize goods in the hands of a party during
the pendency of a suit, to prevent their be-
ing made away with. Reg. Orig. lmb.

DE ARBESTANDO IPIUH CU! PE-
OIIICIAH -BEOEPIT. A writ which lay
tor the arrest of one who had taken the
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king's money to serve in the war, and hid
himself to escape going.» Reg. Orig. 240.

DE ARTE ET PARTE. 0! art and part.-
A phrase in old Scotch law.

nz Asrorvrurrs nnnmrosonux.
Concerning the property of religious persons
carried away. The title of the statute 35
Edward I. passed to check the abuses of’
clerical possessions, one of which was the
waste they suffered by being drained into.
foreign countries. 2 Reeve. Eng. Law. 157;
2 Inst. 580.

DE ASSISA PROROGANDA. (Lat.
For proroguing assise.) A writ to put of!
an assise. issuing to the justices, where one
of the parties is engaged in the service of
the king.

DE ATTORNATO RECIPIENDO. A
writ which lay to the judges of a court, re-'
qnirlng them to receive and admit an attor-
ney for a party. Reg. Orig. 172; Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 156. '

DE AUDIENDO ET TERMINANDO.
For hearing and determining; to hear and
determine. The name oi’ a writ, or rather
commission granted to certain justices to
hear and determine cases or heinous misde-
meanor. trespass, riotous breach of the
peace, etc. Reg. Orig. 123, ct scq.; Fitzh. Nat.
Brev_. 110 B. See Oven AND Tnnmuas.

DE AVERIIS CAPTIS IN WEBER-
NAMIUM. Writ for taking cattle in with-
emam. A writ which lay where the sheriff
returned to a plurics writ oi‘ replevin that’
the cattle or goods, etc., were eioined. etc.;
by which he was commanded to take the
cattle of the defendant in withernnm, (or re-
prisal,) and detain them until he could re-
plevy the other cattle. Reg. Orig. 82; Fitzh.
Nat. Brev. 73, E. F. See Wrrusnuzm.

DE AVERIJB nnrhnsmxnrs. A writ
to replevy beasts. 3 Bl.’ Comm. 149.

DE AVEBIIS RETORNANDIS. For
returning the cattle. A term applied to
pledges given in the old action of replevin.
2 Reeve, Eng. Law, 177. '

’ DE BANCO. Of the bench. A term for-
merly applied in England to the justices of
the court of common pleas, or “bench." as it
was originally styled.

- DE BENE ESSE. Conditionally; provi-
sionally; in anticipation of future need. A
phrase applied to proceedings which are tak-
en M‘ partc or provisionally. nnd'are' allow-
ed-to stand asimll done for the present. but
which. ma'y be subject to :future exception or
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challenge, and must then stand or fall ac-'
cording to their intrinsic merit and regu-»
larity.

’_l'hus. “in certain cases, the courts will allow
_eviden«-e to be taken out of the regular course,
in order to prevent the evidence being lost by
the death or the absence of the witness. ”l‘h.ist
is called ‘taking evidence de bene ease.’ and il.
looked upon as a temporary and conditional ex-
amination, to be used only in case the ‘fitness
<t:finnot afterwards ll); e§aIElne'<’l5infihe suitlfir

e regn ar way." an . ‘ . ' i .

1%; Mitt. Eq. P1. 52, 149. ' um’

DE BIEN ET DE MAL. L. Fr. For
good and evil. A phrase by which a party
accused of a crime ancientiy put himself-
upon a jury, indicating his entire submissioni
to their verdict. v

DE EIENS LE SHORT. L. Fr. Of the
goods of the deceased. Dyer, 32. '

DE BIQAMIS. Concerning men twice
married. The title of the statute -1 Edw. I._
St 3: so called from the initial words of
the fifth chapter. 2 Inst. 272: 2 Reeve.
Eng. Law, 142

DE non}: nmnomz. L. Fr. or good:
memory; of sound mind. 2 Inst. 510. '

DE BONIS ASPORTATIS. For goods
taken away; for taking away goods. The
action of trespass for talking personal prop-
erty is technically called “trespass de Donia.
asportatis." 1 Tidd, Pr. 5. '

DE BONIS NON. _An abbreviation of
De bouts non adminiatralis, (q. 1:.) 1 Strange.
34. A

DE BONIS NON ADMINIS'I'RA'.I.'IIa
Of the goods not administered. When an:
administrator is appointed to succeed an-

other. who has left the estate partially un-
settled, he is said to be granted “administra-;
tion de bonis non;” that is, of the goods not
already administered.

DE BONIS NON AMOVENDIS. Writ
for not removing goods. A writ anciently
directed to the sheriffs of London. command-
ing them, in cases where a writ of error was
brought by a defendant against whom a.
judgment was recovered. to see that his
goods and chattels were safely kept without
being removed, while the error remained un-
determined. so that eirecutlon might be had
of them, etc. Reg. Orig. 1311»; Termes de
la Ley.

DE BONIS PROPRIIS. Of his own
goods. The technical name of a judgment
against an administrator or executor to be
satisfied i'rom his own property, and not:
from the estate of the deceased. as in oasa
where-he has been «guilty of a dcr:as_ta1:i¢. or.
of a false plea of plcnc adnu'M.9trai:it. L: »
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DE BONIS TESTATORIS, or INTI!-
'l.'A'I'I. Of the goods of the testator, or in-
testate. A term applied to a judgment
awarding execution against the property of
a testator or intestate, as distinguished from
the individual property of his executor or
administrator. 2 Archb. Pr. K. B. 148, 149.

1)}: 301118 TEITATOBIS AG 8!. (Lat.
From the goods of the testator, if he has
any. and, if not, from those of the ea:ecu-
tor.) A judgment rendered where an execu-
tor falsely pleads any matter as a release,
or. generally, in any case where he is to be
charged in case his testator’s estate is in-
suflicient. 1 Williams’ Saund. 336b; Bac.
Abr. "Executor,” B, 3; 2 Archb. Pr. K. B.
148.

DE BONO ET HALO. “For good and
ill.‘' The Latin form of the law French
phrase “De bien et de mat." In ancient
criminal pleading, this was the expression
with which the prisoner put himself upon a
jury, indicating his absolute submission to
their verdict.
' This was also the name 01.‘ the speciaiwrit
of jail delivery formerly in use in England,
which issued for each particular prisoner,
of course. It was superseded by the gen-
eral commission of jail delivery.

DE BONO GESTU. For good behavior;-'
for good abearance.

DE OETERO. Henceforth.

DE OALGETO BEPARANDO. Writ
for repairing a causeway. An old writ by
which the sheriir was commanded to distrain
the inhabitants of a place to repair and
maintain a causeway, etc. Reg. Orig. 154.

DE GAPITALIBUS IDOMIINIS PEODI.
Of the chief lords of the fee.

DE GAPITI: HINUTIS. Of those who
have lost their status, or civil condition.
Dig. 4, 5. The name of a title in the Pan-
dects. See Carrrrs Dsmxuuo.

DI: GABTIS EEDDENDIS. (For restor-
ing charters.) A writ to secure the delivery
of charters or deeds; a writ of dctinue.
Reg. Orig: 15%.

DE GATALLIS REDDBNDIB. (For re-
storing chattels.) A writ to secure the re-
turn specifically of chattels detained from
the owner. Coweli.

DE CAUTION}: ADMITTENDA. Writ
to take caution or ‘security. A writ which
anciently lay against a bishop who held an
excommunicated person in prison for his
contempt, notwithstanding he had offered
Iutiicient security (idoncam caution:-m) to
obey tin: commands oi’ the church; com-
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manding him to take such security and re-
lease the prisoner. Reg. Orig. 66; Fitzh.
Nat. Brev. 63, 0.

DE OERTIPIGANDO. A writ requir-
ing a thing to be certified. A kind of cer-
tiorari. Reg. Orig. 151, 152.

DE GERTIORANDO. A writ for cer-
tifying. A writ directed to the sheriff, re-
quiring him to certify to a particular fact.
Reg. Orig. 24.

DE OHAMPERTIA. Writ of 'chaniper-
ty. A writ directed to the justices of the
bench, commanding the enforcement of the’
statute of champertors.
Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 172.

Reg. Orig. 183 :

DE CHAR ET DE SANK. L. Fr. Of
flesh and blood. Affaire rechat de char et
de sank. Words used in claiming a person
to be a viilein, in the time of Edward II.
‘I. B. P. 1 Edw. II. p. 4.

DE CHIMINO. A writ for the enforce-
ment of a right of way. Reg. Orig. 155.

DE GIBARIIS UTENDIS. Of victuais
to be used. The title oi‘ a sumptuary statute
passed 10 Edw. III. St. 3, to restrain the
expense of entertainments. Barring. Ob.
St. 240.

DE CLAMEA ADMITTENDA IN
ITINEBE PER AITORNATUH. See
CLAMEA Anmr-ranna, etc.

DE GLARO DIE. By daylight. Fieta,
lib. 2, c. 76, § 8.

DE OLAUSO FRACTO.
ken; of breach or close.
Fnsorr.

Of close bro-
See CLAUSITII

DE GLERICO ADMITTENDO. See
ADMJTTENDO Cnnnmo.

D}: OLERIGO OAPTO PER ITATU.
TIIM MIERGATORIUM DELIZBERAN.
D0. Writ for delivering a clerk arrested on
a statute merchant. A writ for the deliv-
ery of a clerk out or prison, who had been
taken and imprisoned upon the breach or a
statute merchant. Reg. Orig. 1471;.

DE GLERIGO CONVIOT0 DELE-
ERANDO. See Cnsarco Convxcro, etc.

DE OLERICO INPIA IAOROS OIL-
DINEI OONSTITUTO NON ELIGENDO
IN OITICIUM. See Cmrnrco Isms
Sacnos, etc.

DE CLERO. Concerning the clergy. The
title oi’ the statute 25 Edw. III. St. 3; con-
taining a variety of provisions on the sub-
ject of presentations, indictments of spir-
itual persons, and the like. 2 Reeve, Eng.
Law. 378.
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DE COHBUITIONE DOMOBUII. Of
house burning. One of the kinds of appeal
formerly in use in England. Bract. fol.
1-16b; 2 Reeve, Eng. Law, 38.

DE OOLIIUNI DIVIDUNDO. For di-
viding a thing held in common. The name
of an action given by the civil law. Mack-
eld. Rom. Law, 5 499.

' DE OOMOII’ D3011‘. L. Fr. Of common
right; that is. by the common law. 00.
Litt. 1420.

DE GOMPUTO. Writ of account. A
writ commanding a defendant to render a
reasonable account to the plaintiff, or show
muse to the contrary. Reg. Orig. 135-138;
Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 117, E. The foundation of
the modern action of account.

In: oouonao ounus. By the advice
(or direction) of the court.

DE OONFLICTU LEGUII. Concerning
the conflict of» laws. The title of several
works written on that subject. 2 Kent,
Comm. 455.

DE OONJUNCTIII PEOPFATII. Con-
cerning persons jointly enfeoifed. or seised.
The title of the statute 84 Edw. 1.. which
was passed to prevent the delay occasioned
by tenants in novel disseisin, and other writs,
pleading that some one else was seised joint-
ly with them. 2 Reeve, Eng. Law, 213.

DE OONSANGUIIIIO, and DE: Cox-
IANGUINITATE. Writs of cosinage,
(a. v.)

DB OONSILIO. In old criminal law.
Of counsel; concerning counsel or advice to
commit a crime. Fleta, lib. 1, c. 31, I 8.

DB GONSILIO OUBIE. By the advice
or direction of the court. Braet. fol. 3451:.

DE OONTINUANDO ASSISAM. Writ
to continue an assise. Reg. Orig. 2170.

Di: CONTUMACE GAPIENDO. Writ
for taking a contumacious person. A writ
which issues out of the English court of
chancery, in cases where a person has been
pronounced by an ecclesiastical court to be
contumacious, and in contempt. Shelf. Mar.
& Div. 494-496, and notes. It is a commit-
ment for contempt. Id.

DE COPIA LIBELLI DELIIBERANDA.
Writ for delivering the copy of a libel. ‘An
ancient writ directed to the Judge of a
spiritual court, commanding him to deliver
to a defendant a copy of the libel filed against
him in such court. Reg. Orig. 58. The writ
in the register is directed to the Dean of
the Arches, and his commissary. Id.
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DE cononarons: ELIGENDO. Writ
for electing a coroner. A writ issued to the
sheriff in England, commanding him to pro-
ceed to the election of a coroner, which is
done in full county court, the freeholders
being the electors. Sewell, Sheriffs. 372.

DE CORONATOBE EXONERANDO.
Writ for discharging or removing a coroner.
A writ by which a coroner in England may
be removed from oiiice for some cause there
in assigned. Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 163. 164; 1
Bi. Comm. 348.

DE contour: OOHITATUS. From the
body of the county at large, as distinguished
from a particular neighborhood, (de viciueto.)
3 Bl. Comm. 360. Used with reference to
the composition of a jury. State v. Kemp.
84 Min. 61. 24 N. W. 349.

DE OOBRODIO HABENDO. Writ for
having a corody. A writ to exact a corody
from a religious house. Reg. Orig. 264.
Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 230. See Oosonz.

DE 00308. Lat. From whom. A term
used to designate the person by, through.
from, or under whom another claims. Brent
v. New Orleans, 41 La. Ann. 1098, 6 South.
793. <

DE OUBIA GLAUDENDA. An obsolete
writ, to require a defendant to fence in his
court or land about his house. where it was
left open to the injury of his neighbor's
freehold. 1 Crabb, Real Prop. 314; Rust V.
Low. 8 Mass. 90.

1)}: 011380. Of course. The usual, nec-
essary, and formal proceedings in an action
are said to be do cursu; as distinguished
from summary proceedings, or such as are
incidental and may be taken on summons or
motion. Writs de cursu are such asare issued
of course, as distinguished from prerogative
writs.

DE CUSTODB ADHITTBNDO. Writ
for admitting a guardian. , Reg. Orig. 93b,
198.

DE OUSTODE AHOVEICDO. Writ for
removing a guardian. Reg. Orig. 198.

DE CUSTODIA T3332 !:'1‘ HERE-
DIS, Breve. L. Lat. Writ of ward, or writ
of right of ward. A writ which my for
a guardian in knight’s service or in socage,
to recover the possession and custody of the
infant, or the wardship of the land and heir.
Reg. Orig. 1610; Fltzh. Nat. Brev. 139. B:
3 Bi. Comm. 141.

DE DEBITO. A writ of debt. Reg. Orig.
139.

DE DEBITORE IN PLBTBI SEGA!!-
Do. In Roman law. “Of cutting a debtor
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in pieces." This was the name of a law
contained in the Twelve Tables, the meaning
of which has occasioned much controversy.
Some commentators have concluded that it
was literally the privilege of the creditors
of an insolvent debtor (all other means fall-
ing) to cut his body into pieces and distribute
it among them. Others contend that the
language of this law must be taken figura-
tively, denoting a cutting up and apportion-
ment of the debtor's cstate.

The latter view has been adopted by Montes-
uien. Bynkershoek, Heineccius, and Taylor.

prit des Lois, liv. Z), c. 2; Bynk. Obs. Jur.
Rom. l. 1, c. 1; Heinecc. Ant. Rom. lib. 3, tit.
30, Q 4; Tayl. Comm. in Leg. Decemv.) The
literal meaning, on the other hand. is advocated
by Aulus Gellius and other writers of antiquity,
and receives support from an expression (aemoio
ovum" cruc-ialu) in the Roman code itself. (Aul.
Gel. Noctes Atticse, lib. %. c. 1: Code, 7. 7._ 8.)
This is also the opinion of Gibbon, Gravlna,
Pothier, Hufioi and Niehbuhr. (3 Gib. Rom.
Emp., Am. ., p. 183; Grav. de Jur. Nat.
Gent. et XII. '1‘ab. I 72; Poth. Introd. Pand.;
‘Hugo, Hist. du Droit Rom. tom. i., p. %, §
149; 2 Neihh. Hist. Rom. p. 597; 1 Kent,
Comm. 623, note.) Burrill.

DE DBCEPTIONE. A writ of deceit
which lay against one who acted in the name
of another whereby the latter was damniiied
and deceived. Reg. Orig. 112.

DE DEONEBANDA PRO RATA 1-on.
TIOIIII. A writ that lay where one was
distrained for rent that ought to be paid
by others proportionably with him. Fitzh.
Nat. Brev. 234; Termes de la Ley.

DB DIE IN DIEM. From day to day.
Bract. fol. 2050.

DE DIVERS“ BEGULI6 1113!! AN-
TIQUI. or divers rules of the ancient
law. A celebrated title of the Digests, and
the last in that collection. It consists oi’
two hundred and eleven rules or maxims.
Dig. 50. 17.

DE DOL0 HALO. Of or founded upon
. fraud. Dig. 4, 3. See Acrio as 1)oLo Mano.

DE DOMO REPABANDA. A writ
which lay for one tenant in common to com-

pel his co—tenant to contribute towards the
repair of the common property.

DE DORIS. Concerning gifts, (or more
fully, dc donls oondmonalibus. concerning
conditional gifts.) The name of a celebrated
English statute, passed in the thirteenth
ymr oi‘ Edw. I.. and constituting the iirst
chapter of the statute of Westm. 2, by virtue
of which estates in fee-simple conditional
(formerly known as "dorm cond:'iionala'a")
were converted into estates in feetail, and
which, by rendering such estates inalienable.
introduced perpetuities, -and so strengthened
the power of the nobles. See 2 Bl. Comm.
112
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DE DOTE ASSIGIIANDA. Writ for as-
signing dower. A writ which lay for the
widow of a tenant in comic. commanding
the king’s escheater to cause her dower to
be assigned to her. Reg. Orig. 297; Fitzh.
Nat. Brev. 263. C. '

DE DOTE UNDE NIIIIL EABE1‘. A
writ of dower which lay for a widow where
no part of her dower had been assigned to
her. It is now much disused; but a form
closely resembling it is still sometimes used
in the United States. 4 Kent, Comm. 63;
Stearns, Real Act. 302; .1 Washb. Real Prop.
230.

D}: EJEOTIONE OUSTODIE. A writ
which lay for a guardian who had been
forcibly ejected from his wardship. Reg.
Orig. 162.

DE BJEOTIONIE rmnm. A writ which
lay at the suit of the tenant for years
against the lessor. reversioner, remainder-
man, or stranger who had himself deprived
the tenant of the occupation of the land dur-
ing his term. 3 Bl. Comm. 190.

By a gradual extension of the scope of this
form of action its object was made to include
not only damages for the unlawful detaiuer,
but also the possession for the remainder of
the term, and eventually the possession of
land generally. And, as it turned on the
right of possession, this involved a determi-
nation of the right of property, or the title.
and thus arose the modern action of eject-
ment. '

DE ESCETA. Writ of escheat. A writ
which a lord had, where his tenant died with-
out heir, to recover the land. Reg. Orig.
1641;; Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 143, 144, E.

D}: ESGAMBIO HONETE. A writ of
exchange of money. An ancient writ to an:
thorize a merchant to make a bill of ex-
change, (meme cambitorias facere.) Reg.
Orig. 194.

DE Essa III’ PERI-IGRINATIONE. 0!
being on a Journey. A species of essoin.
1 Reeve, Eng. Law, 119.

D}: ESSENDO QUIETUM DI: '1‘OLO-
NIO. A writ which lay for those who were
by privilege free from the payment of toll,
on their being molested therein. Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 226; Reg. Orig. 2581:.

DE EBSONIO D1»: HALO LECTI. A
writ which issued upon an essoin of malum
lecti being cast, to examine whether the par-
ty was in fact sick or not. Reg. Orig. 8b.

DE EBTOVIIRIIS EABENDI8. Writ
for having estovers. A writ which lay for a
wife divorced a memo ct More. to recover
her alimony or estovers. 1 Bl. Comm. 441:
1 Lev. 6.
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DI: ESTREPAHENTO. A writ which
lay to prevent or stay waste by a tenant.
during the pendency of a suit against him to
recover the lands. Reg. Orig. 76b. Fltzh.
Nat. Brev. 60.

D}: EU ET TEENS. L. Fr. Of water
and whip of three cords. A term applied to
a neife, that is, a bond woman or female
vlllein, as employed in servile work, and sub-
ject to corporal punishment. Co. Litt. 25b.

DE EVE ET DE TREVE. A law French -

phrase, equivalent to the Latin do two et do
tritavo, descriptive of the ancestral rights
of lords in their villeins. Literally, “from
grandfather and from great-grandfather's
great-grandfather.” It occurs in the Year
Books.

DE EXOOMMUNIOATO 0A.PIE1l'D0.
A writ commanding the sheriff to arrest one
who was excommunicated, and imprison him
till he should become reconciled to the
church. 3 Bl. Comm. 102. Smith v. Nelson,
18 Vt. 511.

DE EXCOHMUNIGATO DEI.1_3}‘.'B.A1I-
DO. A writ to deliver an excommunicated
person, who has made satisfaction to the
church, from prison. 3 Bl. Comm. 102.

D}: EXGOEMUNIGATO RECAPIEIL
D0. Writ for retaking an excommunicated
person, where he had been liberated from
prison without making satisfaction to the
church, or giving security for that purpose.
Reg. Orig. 67.

DE EXGUSATIONIBUI. “Concerning
excuses." This is the title of book 27 of the
Pandects, (in the Corpus Jurls Oivilis.) It
treats of the circumstances which excuse one
‘from filling the oilice of tutor or curator.
The bulk of the extracts are from Modes-
tinus.

DE EXEGUTIONE PAOIENDA IN
WITHERNAMIUM. Writ for making exe-
cution in withernam. Reg. Orig. 82b. A
species of capias in wuhm-rlam.

D1»: EXEGUTIONE JUDICII. A writ
directed to a sheriff or bailifl, commanding
him to do execution upon a judgment. Reg.
Orig. 18; Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 20.

DE BxEMPLII‘IcA'1'IONl'-1. Writ of ex-
empliiication. A writ granted for the exem-
pliflcation of an original. Reg..0rig. 290b.

DE EXONERATIONE SECTE. Writ
for exoneration of suit. A writ that lay for
the king's ward to be discharged of all suit
to the county court, hundred, leet, or court-
baron. during the time oi’ his wardship.
_Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 158; New Nat. Brev. 352.
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DE EXPENSIS OIVIUH ET BURGER-
SIUJII. An obsolete writ addressed to the
sheriff to levy the expenses of every citizen
and burgess of parliament. 4 Inst. 46.

DE EXPENSIB MILITUM LEVARDIS.
Writ for levying the expenses of knights.
A writ directed to the sheriff for levying
the allowance for knights of the shire in
parliament. Reg. Orig. 19112. 192.

DE PAOTO. In fact, in deed, actually.
This phrase is used to characterize an ofiicer,
a government, a past action, or a state of af-
.fairs which exists actually and must be ac-
cepted for all practical purposes, but which
is illegal or illegitimate. In this sense it is
the contrary of de jure, which means right-
ful, legitimate, just, or constitutional. Thus,
an officer, king, or government de facio is
one who is in actual possession of the oflice
or supreme power. but by usurpation, or
without respect to lawful title; while an of-
ficer. king. or governor de jure is one who
has just claim and rightful title to the oiilce
or power, but who has never had plenary
possession of the same, or is not now in
actual possession. 4 Bl. Comm. 77. 78. So
a wife de facto is one whose marriage is
voidable by decree, as distinguished from a
wife de jure, or lawful wife. 4 Kent, Comm.
36.

But the term is also frequently used inde-
pendently of any distinction from dc jure;
thus a blockade do facto is a blockade which
is actually maintained, as distinguished from
a mere paper blockade.

As to de facto “Corporation,” “Court,"
“Domicile," "Government," and “Oi:licer,” see
those titles.

In old English law. De facto means re-
specting or concerning the principal act of
a murder, which was technically denomi-
nated factum. See Fleta, lib. 1, c. 21', 5 18.
-2110 (auto cont:-act. One which has pub
ported to ass the roperty from the owner to
another. ank v. gan. 74 N. Y. 575; Ed-
munds v. Transp. Co., 135 Mass. 283.

DE PAIR}: EGHELLE. In French law.
A clause commonly inserted in policies of
marine insurance, equivalent to a license
to touch and trade at intermediate ports.
American Ins. Co. v. Griswold, 14 Wend. (N.
Y.) 491.

DE FALSO JUDICIO. Writ of false
judgment. Reg. Orig. 15; Fitzh. Nat. Brev.
18. See FALSE Junonaxr.

DI: FALSO HONETA. Of false money.
The title of the statute 27 Edw. I. ordaining
that persons importing certain coins, called
“pollards," and “crokards," should forfeit
their lives and goods, and everything they
could forfeit. 2 Reeve. Eng. Law, 228, 229.

De Ids at ofloio Judiois non rooipltur
qnestio, led do solentin, sivo sit on-or
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Juris, siie facti. Concerning the fidelity
and ofiicial conduct of a judge, no question
is [will be] entertained; but [only] concern-
ing his knowledge, whether the error [com-
mitted] be of law or of fact. Bac. Max. 68,
reg. 17. The bond rides and honesty of pur-
pose of a judge cannot be questioned, but his
decision may be impugned for error either
of law or fact. Broom, Max. 85. The law
doth so much respect the certainty of judg-
ments. and the credit and authority of judges,
that it will not permit any error to be as-
signed which impeacheth them in their trust
and omce. and in willful abuse of the same;
but‘ only in ignorance and mistaking either
of the law, or of the case and matter of
fact. Bac. Max. ubi supra. Thus, it cannot
be assigned for error that a judge did that
which he ought not to do; as that he entered
a verdict for’ the plaintiff, where the jury
gave it for the defendant. Fitzh. Nat. Brev.
20, 21; Bac. Max. ubi. supra; Hardr. 127,
arg.

DE 11132! LESIONE. Of
faith or fidelity.

breach of
4 Reeve, Eng. Law, 99.

DE PINE FORCE. _ L. Fr. Of necessity;
of pure necessity. See FINE Foacs.

DE FINE NON CAPIENDO PRO PUL-
CHRE PLAGITANDO. A writ prohibiting
the taking of fines for beau pleader. Reg:
Orig. 179.

DE PINE: PRO REDISSEISINA CA-
PIBNDO.‘ A writ which lay for the release
of one imprisoned for a re-disseisln, on pay-
ment of a reasonable fine. Reg. Orig. 2221;.

DE PINEBUS LEVATIS. Concerning
fines levied. The title of the statute 27 Edw.
I. requiring tines thereafter to be levied, to
by; read openly and solemnly in court. 2 Inst.
' 1.

DE FORISPACTURA IIARITAGII.
Writ of forfeiture of marriage. Reg. Orig.
163, 164.

DE PBANGENTIIBUI PRIIONAM.
Concerning those that break prison. The
title of the statute 1 Edw. II. ordaining that
none from _thenceforth who broke prison
should have judgment of life or limb for
breaking prison only, unless the.cause for
which he was taken and imprisoned required
such a Judgment if he was lawfully convict-
ed thereof. 2 Reeve, Eng. Law, 290; 2 Inst.
5&9.

DE PURTO. Of theft. One of the kinds
of criminal appeal formerly in use in Eng-
land. 2 Reeve, Eng. Law. 40.

DE GESTU ET PARA. Of behavior and
reputation. An old writ which lay in cases
where a person's conduct and reputation were
impeached-. , , , ..
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DE GRATIA. or grace or favor, by to.-
vor. De specials’ gratin, of special grace or
favor. I

Do gratin special! aorta soientia at
more motn, tall: olnuuh non valet in
his in quibus prnsumitni prinoipom one
ignorantom. 1 Coke. 53. The clause “of
our special grace, certain knowledge, and
mere motlon." is of no avail in those things
in which it is presumed that the prince was
ignorant.

Do grouiu an-ho:-lbus doaimn non da-
buntnr sod do sylvin. cmdln denim: dau-
Inlntur. 2 Rolle, 123. Of whole trees, tithes
are not given; but of wood cut to be used.
tithes are given.

DE HEREDE DELIZBEBANDO I'LL!
QUI EABET OUITODIAK THREE. Writ
for delivering an heir to him who has ward-
ship of the land. A writ directed to the
sherifr,_ to require one that had the body of
him that was ward to another to deliver him
to the person whose ward he was by reason
of his land. Reg. Orig. 181. -

DE HEREDE RAPTO ET ABDUGTO.
Writ concerning an heir ravished and car-
ried away. A writ which anciently lay for
a lord who, having by right the wardship of
his tenant under age could not obtain his
body, the same being carried away by .an-
other person. Reg. Orig. 163; Old Nat. Brev.
93.

DE EEBETICO OOKBURENDO. (Lat.
For burning a heretic.) A writ which lay
where a heretic had been convicted of heresy.
had abjured, .and had relapsed into heresy.
It is said to be very ancient. Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 269; 4 Bl. Comm. 46.

DE HOMAGIO R]-IBPECTUANDO. A
writ for respiting or postponing homage.
Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 269, A.

DE HOMINE CAPTO IN WI'.l'EER-
NAM. (Lat. For taking a man in wither-
nam.) A writ to take a man who had car-
ried away a bondman or bondwoman into
another country beyond the reach of a writ
of replevin.

D}: EOMINE REPLEGIANDO. (Lat.
For replevying a mam) A writ which lies
to replevy a man out of prison, or out of the
custody of a private person, upon giving se-
curity to the sheriff that the man shall be
forthcoming to "answer any charge against
him. Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 66; 3 Bl. Comm. 129.

This writ has been superseded almost
wholly, in modern practice. bythat of habeaa
corpus; but it is still used, in some of the
states, in an amended and altered form. See
1 Kent. Comm. 4042:; 34 Me. .136. . 2 :.
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DE IDENTITATE NOHINIS. A writ
which lay for one arrested in a personal
action and committed to prison under a mis-
take as to his identity, the proper defendant
bearing the same name. Reg. Orig. 194.

DE IDIOTA IIIQUIBENDO. An old
common-law writ, long obsolete, to inquire
whether a man be an idiot or not. 2 Steph.
Comm. 509.

DE 11! Q!!! PONBNDI stnrr m A!-
IISII. Of those who are to be put on us-
sises. The title of a statute passed 21 Edw.
I. defining the qualifications of jurors.
Orabb, Eng. Law, 167, 189; 2 Reeve, Eng.
Law, 184.

DE n¢on.mn:1¢'ro. or increase; inad-
dition. Oosts dc incremento, or costs of in-
crease, are the costs adjudged by the court
in civil actions, in addition to the damages
and nominal costs found by the jury. Gilb.
Com. Pl. 280.

DE ntrmanrsrn. Of infirmity. The
principal essoin in the time or Glanvllle;
afterwards called "de male." 1 Reeve, Eng.
Law, 115. see Dr Mano; Essom.

DE IZNGBESIU.
Orig. 2270, et seq.

A writ of entry. Reg.

D IICJUBIA. Of [his own] wrong. In
the‘ technical language of pleading, a repli-
cation do {Maria is one that may be made
in an action of tort where the defendant has
admitted the acts complained of, but al-
leges, in his plea, certain new matter by way
of justification or excuse; by this replica-
tion the plaintlir avers that the defendant
committed the grievances in question "of
his own wrong, and without any such
cause," or motive or excuse, as that alleged
in the plea, (de injuria sua propria absque
tall causa;) or, admitting part of the matter
pleaded, “without the rest of the cause” al-
leged, (ubcque rcslduo causa.-.)

In form it is a species of traverse, and it
is frequently used when the pleading of the
defendant, in answer to which it is directed,
consists merely of matter of excuse of the
alleged trespass, grievance, breach of con-
tract, or other cause of action. Its com-
prehensive character in putting in issue all
the material facts of the defendant's plea
has also obtained for it the title of the gen-
eral replication. Holthouse.

DE INOITIOIOIO ’.l'£S'l'AM£1I"l.'0.
Concerning an inoiflcious or undutifui will.
A title of the civil ‘law. last. 2, 18.

DE INTBGRO. Anew;
As it was before.

a second time.

DE INTBUIIONE. A writ of intrusion:
where a stranger entered after the death of
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the tenant, to the injury of the reversioner.
Reg. Orig. 233b.

DB JACTUBA EVITANDA. For avoid-
ing a loss. A phrase applied to a defend-
ant. as de lucro capiando is to a plaintiff.
Jones v. Sevier, 1 Litt. (Ky.) 51, 13 Am.
Dec. 218.

DE JUDAIIMO, ITATUTUH. The
name of a statute passed in the reign of Ed-
ward I. which enacted severe and arbitrary
penaltim against the Jews.

DE JUDICATO IOLVENDO. For pay-
ment of the amount adjudged. A term ap-
plied in the Scotch law to bail to the action,
or special bail.

DE JUDIOIIS. Of judicial proceedings.
The title of the second part -of the Digests
or Pandects, including the flfth, sixth, sev-
enth, eighth, ninth. tenth, and eleventh
books. See Dig. protein. I 3.

D JUDIOI0 IISTI. For appearing in
court. A term applied in the Scotch and
admiralty law, to bail for a defendant's ap-
pearance.

D}: 31132. Of right; legitimate; law-
ful: by right and just title. In this sense it
is the contrary of de faclo, (which see.) It
may also be contrasted with do grams, in
which case it means “as a matter of right,"
as do gratin means “by grace or flavor."
Again it may be contrasted with do equi-
tate; here meaning “by law," as the latter
means “by equity.” See Govaannsar.

Do lure docimanun, originen dnoens
do lure pat:-onatns, tune oognitlo spoo-
tat at legen civilem, 1. e., eonmunem.

Godb. 63. With regard to the right of ti-
thes, deducing its origin from the right of
the patron, then the cognizance of them be-
longs to the civil law; that is, the common
law.

DE LA PLUII DEALS, or 31:11.3. L.
Fr. Of the moat am. A term applied to
a species or dower, which was assigned out
of the fairest of the husband's tenements.
Litt. 5 48. This was abolished with the
military tenures. 2 Bi. Comm. 132; 1

Steph. Comm. 252.

DE LATEBE.
side; collaterally:
5, 8.

DE LEGATII ET TIDE! OOHEIIII.
Of legacies and trusts. The name of a -title
of the Pandects. Dig. 30.

From the side: on the
of collaterals. Cod. 5.

DE LEPBOSO Anovrnmo. Writ for
removing a leper. A writ to remove a leper
who thrust himself into the company of his
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neighbors in any parish, in public or private
places, to their annoyance. Reg. Orig. 287;
lifitzh. Nat. Brev. 234, E; New Nat. Brev.
521.

D}: unmu !‘AI.DA.' Writ of tree fold.
A species of quad permmoc. Reg. Orig. 155.

‘DE LBERA PISGARIA. Writ of free
ilshery. A species of quad pemvmat. Reg.
Orig. 155.

DE LIBERO PASSAGIO.
passage. A species of quad pennittat.
Orig. 155.

Writ (if free
Reg.

DE LIBERTATE PROBANDA. Writ
for proving liberty. A writ which lay for
such as. being demanded for vllleins or
niefs, offered to prove themselves free. Reg.
Orig. 87b; Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 77. F. _

DE LIBEBTATIBUS AJLOGANDIS.
A writ of various forms. to enable a citizen
to recover the liberties to which he was en-
titled. Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 229; Reg. Orig.
262.

D1: LIOENTIA TRANIFRETANDI.
Writ of permission to cross the sea. An old
writ directed to the wardens of the port of
Dover, or other seaport in England, com-
manding them to permit the persons named
in the writ to cross the sea from such port.
on certain conditions. Reg. Orig. 1930.

DE LUNATICO HIQUDIENDO. The
name or a writ directed to the sheriff. di-
recting him to inquire by good and lawful
men whether the party charged is a lunatic
or not.

DE HAGNA AISISA SLIGENDA. A
writ by which the grand .assise was chosen
and summoned. Reg. Orig. 8; Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 4.

De major! at minor! non variant Jura.
Concerning greater and less laws do not
vary. 2 Vern. 552.

DE HALO. Of illness. This phrase was
frequently used to designate several species
oi’ essoin. (q. 1)..) such as de malo lectt. of
illness in bed; de malo veniendi, of illness
(or misfortune) in coming to the place where
the court sat; the male villw. of illness in
the town where the court sat.

DE IANUOAPTIONE. Writ of man-
ucaption, or mainprise. A writ which lay
for one who. being taken and Imprisoned on
a charge of felony, had offered ball, which
had been refused: requiring the sheriil! to
discharge him on his finding snflicient maln-
pernors or bail. Reg. Orig. 268b; Fitzh.
Nat. Brev. 249. G.
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DB IIIANUTENENDO. Writ of main-
tenance. A writ which lay against a person
for the oirense of maintenance. Reg. Orig.
189, 182b,

D}: MEDIETATE IJJIGUE. 0! the
half tongue; hair of one tongue and half of
another. This phrase describes that species
of Jury which, at common law. was allowed
in both civil and criminal cases where one
of the parties was an alien. not speaking or
understanding English. It was composed of
six English denizens or natives and six of
the alien's own countrymen.

DE HEDIO. A writ in the nature of I.
writ of right, which lay where upon a subm-
teudation the meme (or middle) lord suifered
his under-tenant or tenant paramul to be
distrained upon by the lord paramount for
the rent due him from the meme lord.
Booth. Real Act. 136.

D}: xnuonrnus DAMIIIB. Of or
for the better damages. A term used in
practice to denote the election by a plaintltl
against which of several defendants (where
the damages have been assessed separately)
he will take Judgment. 1 Arch. Pr. K. B.
219; Knickerbacker v. Colver. 8 Cow. (N. Y.)
111.

DE HEBOATOBIBUI. “Concerning mer-

chants." The name of a statute passed in
the eleventh year of Edw. I. (1233,) more
commonly called the “Statute oi.’ Acton Bur»
nel,” authorizing the recognizance by Statllte
merchant. See 2 Reeve. Eng. Law. 160-162;
2 Bl. Comm. 161.

De minhnla non carat let. The law
does not care for, or take notice oi‘, very small
or trifling matters. The law does not con-
cern itself about tritles. Cro. Eliz. 353.
Thus, error in calculation of a fractional
part of a penny will not be regarded. Bob.
88. so, the law will not, in generalgnotice»
the traction of a day. Broom, Max. 142.

DE M11118. Writ of threats. A writ
which lay where a person was threatened
with personal violence, or the destruction of
his property. to compel the offender to keep
the peace. Reg. Orig. 88b, 89; Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 79, G, 80. '

DE HITTENDO TENOREH RECOR-
DI. A writ to send the tenor of a record,
or to exemplify it under the great seal. Reg.
Orig. 2200.

DE HODEBATA LIISERIOORDIA CA-
PIZNDA. Writ for taking a moderate
amercement._ A writ. founded on llogna
Charla, (c. 14.) which lay for one who was

excasively amerced in a court not of record.
directed to the lord of the court, or his bail~



DE‘ -MOD0 DECIMANDI

ifl, commanding him to take a modcratc
amerccment of the party. Reg. Orig. 861;;
Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 75, 76.

DE H0110 DECIMANDI. Of a modua
of tithing. A term applied in English ec-
clesiastical law to a prescription to have a
special manner of tithing. 2 Bl. Comm. 29:
3 Steph. Comm. 130.

Do molondlno do novo orooto nonjooot
pl-ohihltio. Cro. Jae. 429. A prohibition
lies not against a newly-erected mill.

Do motto hoznlnis nulls out ounotatio
longs. Where the death of a human being
is concerned, [in a matter of life and death.]
no delay is [considered] long. 00. Litt. 134.

DE NATIVO EABENDO. A writ which
lay for a lord directed to the sheriff, com-
manding him to apprehend a fugitive villein,
and restore him, with all his chattels, to
the lord. Reg. Orig. 87; Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 77.

Do nomino proprlo non out curnndnm
cum in onbstnntin non on-otnr; quit
nomino. mutnbilln aunt, too o.u_tom im-
mobilos. 6 Coke, 66. , As to the proper
name, it is not to be regarded where it errs
not in substance, because names are change-
able, but things immutable.

Do non nppu-ontibus, ot non ox1otonti-
bus, oldom out ratio. 5 Coke, 6. As to
things not apparent, and those not existing,
the rule is the same.

DE NON DECIHANDO. Of not pay-
ing tithes. A term applied in English ec-
clesiastical law to a prescription or claim to
be entirely discharged of tithes, and to pay
no compensation in lieu of them. 2 Bi.
Comm. 31.

DE: N01!’ PBOCEDENDO AD ASSI-
SAH. A writ forbidding the justices from
holding an assise in a particular case. Reg.
Orig. 221.

DE NON RESIDENTIA GL1’-IRIGI RE-
GIS. An ancient writ where a parson was
employed in the royal service, etc., to ex-
cuse and discharge him of non-residence.
2,Inst. 264.

DE NON IANE MEMOBIE. L. Fr.
Of unsound memory or mind; a phrase syn-
onymous with non compos mentis.

DE NOV! OPERIS NUNGIATIONE.
in the civil law. A form of interdlct or in-
junction which lies in some cases where the
defendant is about to erect a “new work”
(q. u.) in derogation or injury of the plain-
tiir‘s rights.

DE NOVO. Anew: afresh; a second
time. A venire dc note is a writ for sum-
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moning a jury for the second trial of a case
which has been sent back from above for a
new trial.

no nullo, qnod out out. nnturs indi-
vioibilo, ot dlvioionom non pntltur, nul-
hm pox-torn Inhabit vidno, sod satis-
tnoiot oi Id vnlontimn. Co. Litt. 32. A
widow shall have no part of that which in
its own nature is indivisible, and is not sus-
ceptible of division, but let the heir satisfy
her with an equivalent.

Do nnllo tonomonto, qnod tonotnr Ad
tonnlnnm, it homngil, it tunon indo
ildolitatin uorunontum. In no tenement
which is held for a term of years is there an
avail of homage; but there is the oath of
realty. Co. Litt. 671).

DE ODIO ET ATIA. A writ directed to
the sherifl, commanding him to inquire
whether a prisoner charged with murder was
committed upon Just cause of suspicion, or
merely propter odium ct atiam, (through ha-
tred and ill will ;) and if, upon the inquisi-
tion, due cause of suspicion did not appear,
then there issued another writ for the sher-
if! to admit him to ball. 3 Bl. Comm. 128.

DE OFFICE. L. Fr. Of oflice; in virtue
of oifice; oiiicially; in the discharge of or-
dinary duty.

DE ONERANDO PRO RATA POR-
TIONE. Writ for charging according to a
rateabie proportion. A writ which lay for a
joint tenant, or tenant in common, who -was
distrained for more rent than his proportion
of the land came to. Reg. Orig. 182; Fitzh.
Nat. Brev. 234, H.

DE PAGE ET LEGALITATE TEREN-
DA. For keeping the peace, and for good
behavior.

DIE: PACE E1‘ PIAGIS. Of peace,
(breach of peace.) and wounds. One of the
kinds of criminal appeal formerly in use in
England, and which lay in cases of assault,
wounding, and breach of the peace. Bract.
fol. 144; 2 Reeve, Eng. Law, 33.

1)}: PAGE ET ROBERIA. Of peace
[breach of peace] and robbery." One of the
kinds of criminal appeal formerly in use in
England, and which lay in cases of robbery
and breach of the peace. Bract. fol. 146; 2
Reeve, Eng. Law, 37.

DE PALABRA. Span. By word; by
parol. White, New Recop. b. 2, tit. 19. c.
3, 5 2.

DE PARGO PRACTO. A writ or action
for damages caused by a pound-breach. (q.
12.) it has long been obsolete. Co. Litt.
47b; 3 Bi. Comm. 1-16.



DE PARTITIONE FACIEN DA

DE PARTITIONE PACIENDA. A writ
which lay to make partition of lands or tene-
ments held by several as coparceners, tenants '

in common, etc. Reg. Orig. 76; Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 61, R; Old Nat. Brev. 142.

DE PSBAHBULATIONE FACIENDA.
A writ which lay where there was a dis-
pute as to the boundaries of two adjacent
lordships or towns, directed to the sheriii,
commanding him to take with him twelve
discreet and lawful knights of his county
and make the perambulation and set the
bounds and limits in certainty. Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 309, D.

DE PIGNORE SURREPTO FUBTI,
AGTIO. In the civil law. An action to re-
cover a pledge stolen. Inst. 4, 1, 14.

DE PIPA VIN! OARIANDA. A writ
of trespass for carrying a pipe of wine so
carelessly that it was stove, and the contents
lost. Reg. Orig. 110. Alluded to by Sir
William Jones in his remarks on the case of
Coggs v. Bernard, 2 Ld. Raym. 909. Jones,
Bailm. 59.

DE PLACITO. Of a plea; of or in an
action. Formal words used in declarations
and other proceedings, as descriptive of the
particular action brought.

DI: PLAGIS ET MAIIEMIO. or
wounds and mayhem. The name of a crim-
inal appeal formerly in use in England, in
cases of wounding and maiming. Bract. fol.
1440; 2 Reeve, Eng. Law, 34. See APPEAL.

DE PLANO. Lat. On the ground; on
a level. A term of the Roman law descrip-
tive of the method of hearding causes, when
the praator stood on the ground with the suit-
ors, instead of the more formal method when
be occupied a bench or tribunal; hence in-
formal, or summary. .

DE PLEGIIS ACQUIETANDIS. Writ
for acquitting or releasing pledges. A writ
that lay for a surety, against him for whom
he had become surety for the payment of a
certain sum of money at a certain day, where
the latter had not paid the money at the ap-
pointed day. and the surety was compelled
to pay it. Reg. Orig. 158; Fitzh. Nat. Brev.
137, C; 3 Reeve, Eng. Law, 65.

DE PONENDO SIGI1.1'.'UM AD Ex.-
CEP'.l‘IONE_M. Writ for putting a seal to
an exception. A writ by which justices were
formerly commanded to put their seals to
exceptions taken by a party In a suit Reg.
Orig. 182.

DE POST DISSEIBINA. Writ of post
disseisin. A writ which lay for him who,
having recovered lands or tenements by prur-
cipc quad reddai, on default, or reddltion,
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was again disseised by the former disseisor.
Reg. Orig. 208; Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 190. -

DE PREROGATIVA REGI8. The
statute 17 Edw. I., St. 1, c. 9, defining the
prerogatives of the crown on certain sub-
jects. but especially directing that the king
shall have ward of the lands of idiots, taking
the profits without waste, and finding them
necessaries. 2 Steph. Comm. 529.

DE PRESENTI. Of the present; in the
present tense. See Pan Vanna on Paacsarrrx.

DE PBOPBIIETATE PIIOBANDA.
Writ for proving property. A writ directed
to the sheritf, to inquire of the property or
goods distrained, where the defendant in an
action of replevin claims the property. 3 Bl.
Comm. 148; Reg. Orig. 85b; '

DIE: QUARANTIIIA. EABENDA. At
common law, a writ which a widow entitled
to quarantine might sue out in case the heir
or other persons ejected her. It seems to
have been a summary process, and required
the sheriff, if no just cause were shown
against it, speedily to put her into posses-
sion. Aiken v. Aiken, 12 Or. 203, 6 Pac. 682.

D}: QUIIBUS SUB DISBEISIN. An an-
cient writ of entry.

DE 0110. and DE QUIBUS. Of which.
Formal words in the simple writ of entry,
from which it was called a writ of entry “in
the qua,” or “in the quibus." 3 Reeve, Eng.
Law, 33.

DE QUOTA LITIS. In the civil law._
A contract by which one who has a claim
diificult to recover agrees with another to
give a part, for the purpose of obtaining his
services to recover the rest.‘ 1 Dnval, note
201.

Dr: RAPTU VIBGINUM. Of the ravish-
ment of maids. The name of an appeal
formerly in use in England in cases of rape.
Bract fol. 147; 2 Reeve, Eng. Law, 38.

DE RATIONABILI PARTE BOND-
RUM. A writ which lay for the wife and
children of a deceased person against his
executors, to recover their reasonable part
or share of his goods. 2 Bl. Comm. 492;
Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 122, L; Hopkins v. Wright,
17 Tex. 36.

DE RATIONABIZLIBUS DIVIBIS.
Writ for fixing reasonable boundaries. A
writ which lay to settle the boundaries be-
tween the lands of persons in different
towns, where one complained of encroach-
ment. Reg. Orig. 157b,‘ Fitzh. Nat. Brev.
128, )1: Rose. Real Act. 31; 3 Reeve, Eng.
Law, 48.



DE REBUS

DE REBUS. Of things. The title of the
third part of the Digests or Pandects, com-
prising books 12-19, inclusive.

D}: REBUS DUBIIS.
or matters. pig. 34, 5.

Of doubtful things

DE 311003200 ET PROCESSU MIT-
TENDIS. Writ to send the record and pro-
cess of a muse to a superior court; a species
of writ of error. Reg. Orig. 209.

DE BEOTO. Writ of right. Reg. Orig.
1, 2; Bract. fol. 327b, See Warr or Riorrr.

DE REOTO DE ADVOGATIONI-1. Writ
of right of advowson. Reg. Orig. 29b. A
writ which lay for one who had an estate
in an advowson to him and his heirs in fee-
simpie, if he were disturbed to present. Fitzh.
Nat. Brev. 80, B. Aboiished by St. 3 & 4
Wm. IV. c. 27.

DB BI-iO'rO DE RATIONABILI PAR-
11:. Writ of right, of reasonable part. A
writ which lay between privies in blood. as
between brothers in gavelkind, or between
sisters or other coparceners for lands in fee-
simple, where one was deprived of his or her
share by another. Reg. Orig. 3b; Fitzh.
Nat. Brev. 9, B. Abolished by St. 3 & 4
Wm. IV. c. 27.

in‘. use-ro ramns. Writ of right
patent. Reg. Orig. 1.

DE REDISSEIIINA. Writ of redisseisin.
A writ which lay where a man recovered by
assise of novel disseisin land, rent, or com-
mon, and the like. and was put in possession
thereof by verdict. and afterwards was dis-
seised of the same land, rent, or common,
by him by whom he was disseised before.
Reg. Orig. 2060; Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 188, B.

DE REPARATIONE PACIIENDA. A
writ by which one tenant in common seeks
to compel another to aid in repairing the
property held_ in’ common. 8 Barn. & C. 269.

DE BESGUSSU. Writ of rescue or res-
cous. A writ which lay where cattle dis-
trained, or persons arrested, were rescued
from those taking them. Reg. Orig. 117, 118;
Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 101, C. G.

D}: RETOBNO EABENDO. For hav-
ing a return; to have a return. A term ap-
plied to the judgment for the defendant in
an action of replevin, awarding him a re-
turn of the goods repievied; and to the writ
or execution issued thereon. 2 Tidd, Pr.
3993, 1038; 3 Bl. Comm. 149. Applied also
to the sureties given by the plaintiff on com-
mencing the action. Id. 147.

DE Run!’ CULPABLB.
of nothing; not guilty.

L. Fr. Guilty
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1)}: IA VIE. L. Fr. Of his or her life;
of his own life; as distinguished from pan-
autre vie, for another’s life. Litt. 5! 35, 36.

D}: SALVA GABDIA. A writ of safe-
guard allowed to strangers seeking their
rights in English courts, and apprehending
violence or injury to their persons or proper-
ty. Reg. Orig. 26.

DE SALVO OONDUOTU. A writ of
safe conduct. Reg. Orig. 25b, 26.

DE SCAOCARIO. Of or concerning the
exchequer. The title of a statute passed in
the fifty-first year of Henry III. 2 Reeve,
Eng. Law, 61.

Dr: ICUTAGIO HABENDO. Writ for
having (or to have) ‘escuage or scutage. A
writ which anciently lay against tenants by
knight-service, to compel them to serve in the
king's wars or send substitutes or to pay es-
cuage; that is a sum of money. Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 83, C. The same writ lay for one who
had already served in the king's army, or
paid a fine instead, against those who held of
him by knight-service, to recover his escuage
or scutage. Reg. Orig. 88; Fitzh. Nat. Brev.
83, D, F.

Dr: 81: BEN}: GERENDO. For behav-
ing himself well; for his good behavior.
Yelv. 90, 154.

DE IECTA AD HOLENDINUH. Of
suit to 9. mill. A writ which lay to compel
one to continue his custom (of grinding) at
a mill. 3 Bl. Comm. 235; Fitzh. Nat. Brev.
122, M.

De simllflsus ad dmllh eadem rations
proeedendum est. From like things to like
things we are to proceed by the same rule
or reason, [L 9., we are allowed to argue
from the analogy of cases.) Branch, Princ.

De similihus idem est Judioutdnm. Of
[respecting] like things, [in like cases.] the
judgment is to be the same. 7 Coke, 18.

Dr: SON TORT. L. Fr. Of his own
wrong. A stranger who takes upon him to
act as an executor without any just author-
ity is called an "executor of his own wrong."
(dc son tort.) 2 Bl. Comm. 507; 2 Steph.
Comm. 244.

D1: SON TORT DEMIESNE. Of his own
wrong. The law French equivalent of the
Latin phrase de injuria, (q. 1).)

DE STATUTO MEROATORIO. The
writ of statute merchant. Reg. Orig. 1460.

ID}: STATUTO ITAPULE. The writ of
statute staple. Reg. Orig. 151.
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DE IUPEBONERATIONE PAS-
TURE. Writ of surcharge of pasture. A
judicial writ which lay for him who was
impieaded in the county court, for surcharg-
ing a common with his cattle, in a case
where he was formerly impieaded for it in
the same court, and the cause was removed
into one of the courts at Westminster. Reg.
Jud. 360 4

’ nr: -ranums nxnmnnnrs. or show-
ing the tablets of a will. Dig. 43, 5.

DE TALLAGIO NON OONOEDENDO.
Of not allowing millage. The name given
to the statutes 23 and 34 Edw. 1., restrict-
ing the power of the king to grant taliiage.
2 Inst. 532; 2 Reeve, Eng. Law, 104..

DE TEKPORE CUJUS OONTRARIUM
HEMORIA EOMINULI NON EXISTIT.
From time whereof the memory of man does
not exist to the contrary. Litt. 5 170.

DE TEHPOBE IN TEKPUI B1‘ A1)
OHNIA TEKPORA. From time to time.
and at all times. Townsh. Pl. 17.

DE '1']-IE1’! DONT an-mon In
COURT. L. Fr. From time whereof mem-
ory runneth not; time out of memory of
man. Litt. if 143, 145, 170.

DE TESTAMENTIS. Of testaments.
The title of the fifth part of the Digests or
Pandects: comprising the twenty—eighth to
the thirty-sixth books. both inclusive.

DE THEOLONIO. A writ which lay for
a person who was prevented from taking
toll. Reg. Orig. 103.

DE TRANSGBIJSSIONII. IA writ of
tremass. Reg. Orig. 92.

DE TRANSGBESSIONE. AD AU-
DIENDUM ET TERMINANDUH. A writ
or commission for the hearing and determin-
ing any outrage or misdemeanor.

DE ‘UNA PASTE. A deed de «no parts
is one where only one party grants, gives, or
binds himself to do a thing to another. It
diifers from a deed inter partes, (q. 12.) 2
Bouv. Inst: no. 2001.

DE ‘UXORE RAPTA ET ABDUCTA.
A writ which lay where a man's wife had
been ravished and carried away. A species
of writ of trespass. Reg. Orig. 97; Fitzh.
Nat. Brev. 89, 0; 3 Bl. Comm. 139.

DE VASTO. Writ of waste. A writ
which might be brought by him who had the
immediate estate of inheritance in rever-
sion or remainder, against the tenant for
life, in dower. by curtesy, or for years,
where the latter had committed waste in
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lands: calling upon the tenant to appear
and show cause why he committed waste
and destruction in the place named, to the
disinherlson (ad emhwredationem) of the
plaintiff. Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 65, G: ‘3 Bl.
Comm. 227, 228. Abolished by St. 3 & 4
Wm. IV. c. 27. 3 Steph. Comm. 506.

DE VENTRE INBPICIENDO. A writ
to inspect the body, where a woman feigns
to be pregnant, to see whether she is with
child. It lies for the heir presumptive to ex-
amine a widow suspected to be feigning
pregnancy in order to enable a supposititious
heir to obtain the estate. 1 Bl. Comm. 456;
2 Steph. Comm. 287.

it lay also where a woman sentenced to
death pleaded pregnancy. 4 Bl. Comm. 495.
This writ has been recognized in America.
2 Chand. Crim. Tr. 381. ‘ »

DE 1712330 111’ VERBUM. Word for
word. Bract. fol. 138b. Literally, from
word to word.

Dr: VERBOEUH IIG1¢I!'IOA'.l‘I01l’!:..
or the signification of words. An important
title of the Digests or Pandects. (Dig. 60, 16,)-
consisting entirely of definitions of words
and phrases used in the Roman law. > , ‘

D}: VI LAIGA Amovmma. Writ_ or
(or for) removing lay force. A writ which
lay where two persons contended for a
church, and one of them entered into it with
a great number of la:/mevi. and held out the
other of et armis; then he that was hoiden
out had this writ directed to the sheriif, that
he remove the force. Reg. Orig. 59; Fltzh.
Nat. Brev. 54, D. -

DE VIGINETO. From the neighborhood,
or vicinage. 3 Bl. Comm. 360. A term ap-
plied to a jury.

DE WARRANTIA GEARTE. Writ of
warranty of charter. A writ which lay for
him who was enfeoifed. with clause of war-
ranty, [in the charter of feoffment,] and was
afterwards impieaded in an assise or other
action, in which he could not vouch or call.
to warranty; in which case he might have
this writ against the feeder, or his heir, to»
compel him to warrant the land unto him-
Reg. Orig. 157b; Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 134. D2.

Abolished by St. 3 & 4 Wm. IV. c. 27.

DE WARRANTIA 10131. A writ that
lay where a man had a day in any action to
appear in proper person, and the king at that
day, or before, employed him in some service,
so that he could not appear at the day in
court. It was directed to the justices, that
they should not record him to be in default
for his not appearing. Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 17,
A; Termes de la Ley.

DEACOIC. In ecclesiastical law. A min-
ister or servant in the church, whose oiiice is
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to assist the priest in divine service and the
distribution of the sacrament. It is the low-
est order in the Church of England.

DEAD BODY. A corpse. The body of a
human being, deprived of life, but not yet en-
tirely disintegrated. Meads v. Dougherty
County, 98 Ga. 697, 25 S. E. 915.

DEAD FREIGHT. When a merchant
who has chartered a vessel puts on board a
part only of the intended cargo, but yet, hav-
ing chartered the whole vessel, is bound to
pay freight for the unoccupied capacity. the
freight thus due is called “dead freight."
Gray v. Carr, L. R. 6 Q. B. 528; Phillips v.
Rodie, 15 East. 547.

DEAD LETTERS. Letters which the
postal department has not been able to deliver
to the persons for whom they were intended.
They are sent to the “dead-letter oiilce,”
where they are opened, and returned to the
writer if his address can be ascertained.

DEAD MAN'S PART. In Emrlish law.
That portion of the effects of a deceased per-
son which, by the custom of London and
York, is allowed to the administrator; being,
where the deceased leaves a widow and chil-
dren, one-third; where he leaves only a wid-
ow or only children, one-half; and, where he
leaves neither, the whole. This portion the
administrator was wont to apply to his own
use. till the statue 1 Jac. II. c. 17, declared
that the same should be subject to the stat-
ute ot distributions. 2 Bl. Comm. 518; 2
Steph. Comm. 254; 4 Reeve, Eng. Law, 83.
A similar portion in Scotch law is called
“dead's part," (q. 1:.) '

DEAD-PLEDGE.
vadium.

A mortgage : mortuum

DEAD RENT. In English law. A rent
payable on a mining lease in addition to a
royalty, so called because it is payable al-
though the mine may not be worked.

DEAD ‘USE. A future use.

DEADHEAD. This term is applied to
persons other than the oilicers, agents, or em-
ployes of a railroad company who are per-
mitted by the company to travel on the road
without paying any tare therefor. Gardner
v. Ilall, 61 N. C. 21.

DEADLY FEUD. In old European law.
A profession of irreconcilable hatred till a
person is revenged even by the death of his
enemy.

DEADLY WEAPON. Such weapons or
instruments as are made and designed for
offensive or defensive purposes, or for the
destruction of life or the infliction of injury.‘
Com. v. Branham. 8 Bush (Ky) 387.

A deadly weapon is one likely to produce
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(leath or great bodily harm. People v. Fuqua,
58 Cal. 245. .

A deadly weapon is one which in the man-
ner used is capable of producing death, or of
inflicting great bodily injury, or seriously
wounding. Mt-Reynolds v. State, 4 Tex. App.
327.

DEAD'S PART. In Scotch law. The
part remaining over beyond the shares se-
cured to the widow and children by law. Of
this the testator had the unqualified disposal.
Bell.

DEA!‘ AND DUMB. A man that is born
deaf, dumb, and blind is looked upon by the
law as in the same state with an idiot. he
being supposed incapable of any understand-
ing. 1 Bl. Comm. 304. Nevertheless, a deaf
and dumb person may be tried for felony if
the prisoner can be made to understand by
means of signs. 1 Leach, C. L. 1m.

DEAPPOREBT. In old English law. To
discharge from being forest. To free from
forest laws.

DEAL. To traflic; to transact business;
to trade. Makers of an accommodation note
are deemed dealers with whoever discounts
it. Vernon v. Manhattan Co., 17 Wend. (N.
Y.) 524.
—Denler. A dealer, in the popular, and there-
fore in the statutory. sense of the word, is not
one who buys to keep, or makes to sell, but one
who buys to sell again. Norris v. Com., 2? Pa.
496; Com. v. Campbell, 33 Pa. . 0.—Dealinga.
Transactions in the course of trade or business.
Held to include payments to a bankrupt.
Moody & RI. 137; 3 Car. ‘& P. 85.—Dealerrs'
talk. The pufling of, goods to induce the sale
thereof; not regarded in law as fraudulent un-
less accompanied by some artifice to deceive the
purchaser and throw him off his guard or some
concealment of intrinsic defects not easily dis-
coverable. Kimball v. Bangs. 144 Mass. 321.

113; Reynolds v. Palmer (C. C.) 21

DEAN. In English ecclesiastical law. An
ecclesiastical diguitary who presides over
the chapter of a cathedral. and is next in
rank to the bishop. So called from having
been originally appointed to superintend tcn
canons or prebendarles. 1 Bl. Comm. 382;
C0. Litt. 95; Spclman.

There are several kinds of deans, namely:
Deans of chapters; deans of peculiars: rural
deans; deans in the colleges; honorary deans;
deans of provinces.
—Dean and chapter. In ecclesiastical law.
The council of a bishop, to assist him with their
advice in the religious and also in the temporal
affairs of the see. 3 Coke, 75; 1 Bl. Comm.
382; C0. Litt. 103. 300.—DeuI of the arches.
The presiding judge of the Court of Arches.
He is also an assistant judge in the court of
admiralty. 1 Kent, Comm. 371; 3 Steph.
Comm. 727.

DEATH. The extinction of life; the de-
parture of the soul from the body: defined
by physicians as a total stoppage of the cir-
culatiou of the blood, and a cessation of the
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animal and vital functions consequent there-
on, such as respiration, pulsation, etc.

In legal contemplation, it is of two kinds:
(1) Natural death, 1. e., the extinction of life;
(2) Civil death, which is that change in a per-
son's legal and civil condition which deprives
him of civic rights and juridical capacities
and qualifications, as natural death extin-
guishes his natural condition. It follows as a
consequence oi‘ being attainted of treason or
felony, in English law, and anciently of enter-
ing a monastery or abjuring the realm. The
person in this condition is said to be civiliter
vnortuus, civilly dead, or dead in law. Bal-
timore v. Chester. 53 Vt. 319, 38 Am. Rep.
677: Avery v. Everett. 110 N. Y. 317, 18
N. E. 148, 1 L. It. A. 264, 6 Am. St. Rep.
368; In re Donnelly‘s Estate, 125 Cal. 417,
58 Pac. 61, 73 Am. st. Rep. 62; Troup v.
Wood, 4 Johns. Ch. (N. Y.) 248; Cotfee v.
Haynes, 124 Cal. 561, 57 Pac. -182, 71 Am.
St. Rep. 99. ' '

"l\'atural” death is also used to denote a
death which occurs by the unassisted opera-
tion of natural causes, as distinguished from
a “violent" death, or one caused or accelerat-
ed by the interference of human agency.

Death warrant. A warrant from the
proper executive authority appointing the
time and place for the execution of the sen-
tence of death upon a convict judicially con-
demned to suffer that penalty. '

Death watch. A special guard set to
watch a prisoner condemned to death, for
some days before the time for the execution,
the special purpose being to prevent any
escape or any attempt to anticipate the sen-
tence. .

DEATH-BED. In Scotch law. A state
of sickness which ends in death. Ersk. Inst.
3, 8. 95.

—Daath-bed deed. In Scotch law. A deed
made by a person while laboring under a dis-
temper of which he afterwards died. Erslr.
Inst. 3, 8, 96. A deed is understood to be in
death-bed, if, before si ing and delivery there-
of, the grantor was sic , and never convaiesced
thereafter. 1 Forbes, Inst. pt. 3, b. 2, c. 4, tit.
1, 5 1. But it is not necessary that he should
be actually confined to his bed at the time of
making the deed. Bell.

DEATfi's PART.
DEAD MAN'S Paar.

See Di-:Au’s Paar:

DEATHSHAN. The executioner; hang-
man; he that executes the extreme penalty
of the law.

DEBAUCH. To entice, to corrupt. and,
when used of a woman, to seduce. Origi-
nally, the term had a limited signification,

uneaning to entice or draw one away from
his work, employment, or duty; and from
this sense its application has enlarged to in-
clude the corruption of manners and viola-
tion of the person. In its modern legal sense.
the word carries with it the idea of “carnal
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knowledge," aggravated by assault. violent
seduction, ravishment. Koenig v. Nott, 2
Iliit. (N. Y.) 323. And see Wood v. Mathews.
47 Iowa, 410; State v. Curran, 51 Iowa. 112,
49 K‘. W. 1006.

DEBENTURE. A certificate given by the
collector of a port, under the United States
customs laws, to the etfect that an importer
of merchandise therein named is entitled to
a drawback, (q. 1:.,) specifying the amount’
and time when payable.
March 2, 1799, 5 80.

In English law. A security for a loan of
money lssued‘by a public company, usually
creating a charge on the whole or a part of
the company's stock and property, though
not necessarily in the form of a mortgage.
They are subject to certain regulations as to
the mode of transfer, and ordinarily have
coupons attached to facilitate the payment of
interest. They are generally issued in a

series, with provision that they shall rank
pari passu in proportion to their amounts.
See Bank v. Atkins. 72 Vt. 33, 47 Ati. 176.

An instrument in use in some government
departments, by which government is charged
to pay to a creditor or his assigns the sum
found due on auditing his accounts. Brande;
Blount. '

See Act Cong.

DEBENTURE STOCK. A stock or fund
representing money borrowed by a company
or public body, in England, and charged on
the whole or part of its property.

Dobot one lull litium. There ought to
be an end of suits; there should -be some pe-
riod put to litigation. Jenk. Cent. 61.

DEBET I-IT DETINI-IT. He owes and de-
tains. Words anciently used in the original
writ, (and now, in English, in the plaintiffs
declaration) in an action of debt, where it
was brought by one of the original contract-
ing parties who personally gave the credit.
against the other who personally incurred the
debt, or against his heirs, if they were bound
to the payment; as by the obligee against the
obligor. by the landlord against the tenant.
etc. The declaration, in such cases, states
that the defendant “owes to," as well as “dc-
ta-ins from," the plaintiff the debt or thing
in question; and hence the action is said to
be “ln the debt’: at dcfinct." Where the dec-
laration merely states that the defendant
detains the debt, (as in actions by and
against an executor for a debt due to or
from the testator,) the action is said to be
“in the dctiuct" alone. Fitzh. Nat. Brev.
119, G.; 3 Bl. Comm. 155. '

DEBET ET SOLET. (Lat. He owes and
is used to.) Where a man sum in a writ of
right or to recover any right of which he is
for the flrst time disseised. as of a suit at a
mill or in case of a writ of quad permmal.
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he brings his writ in the dew! at solet. Beg.
Orig. 14-ia; Fiizh. Nat. Brev. 122, M.

Debet quis Juri snbjneere uh! delin-
qnit. One [every one] ought to be subject
to the law [of the place] where he offends. 3
last. 34. This maxim is taken-from Bracton.
Bract. fol. 1154b.

Debet sun cuique domus esse poring!-
run tntiuimun. Every man's house should
be a perfectly safe refuge. Clason v. Shot-
Well, 12 Johns. (N. Y.) 31, 54.

Debile funduneatlun fault opus. A
weak foundation frustrates [or renders vain]
the work [built upon it.) Shep. Touch. 60;
Noy, Max. 5, max. 12; Finch. Law, b. 1, ch.
3. When the foundation fails, all goes to
the ground; as, where the cause of action
fails, the action itself must of necessity fail.
Wing, Max.. 113, 114, max. 40; Broom, Max.
180.

DEBIT. A sum charged as due or owing.
The term is used in book-keeping to denote
the charging of a person or an account with
all that is supplied to or paid out for him or
for the subject of the account.

DEBITA PUNDI. L. Lat. In Scotch
law. Debts secured upon land. Ersk. Inst.
4, 1, 11.

DEBITA LAIOORUH. L. Lat. In old
English law. Debts of the laity, or of lay
persons. Debts recoverable in the civil
courts were anciently so called. Crabb, Eng.
Law, 107.

Debits sequnntnr personam debito:-is.
Debts_ follow the person of the debtor; that
is, they have no locality, and may be collect-
ed wherever the debtor can be found. 2
Kent, Comm. 429; Story, Confl. Laws, 5 362.

DEBITOB.
law. A debtor.

In the civil and old English

Debitor non prmsrunitur donate. A
debtor is not presumed to make a gift.
Whatever disposition he makes of his prop-
erty is supposed to be in satisfaction of his
debts. 1 Kames, Eq. 212. Where a‘debtor
gives money or goods, or grants land to his
creditor, the natural presumption is that he
means to get free from his obligation, and
not to make a present, unless donation be
expressed. Erslt. Inst. 3, 3, 93.

Debitorlun paotionibus oredltorlun
petitio neo toll! nee minis! potent. 1
Poth. Obi. 108; Broom, Max. 697. The
rights of creditors can neither be taken away
nor diminished by agreements among the
debtors.

DEBITBIX. A female debtor.
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DEBITIIH. something due, or owing; a
debt.

Delfltnns at oonh-aotus aunt nuluus
loci. Debt and contract are of [belong to]
no place; have no particular locality. The
obligation in these cases is purely personal,
and actions to enforce. it may be brought
anywhere. 2 Inst. 231; Story, Oonti. Laws,
5 362; 1 Smith, Lead. Gas. 840, 363.

DEBITUH IN PRESENT! IOLV'£1I’-
DUI 11¢ PUTURO. A debt or obligation
complete when contracted, but of which the
performance cannot be required till some fu-
ture period.

DEBITUI SIN!-2 BBEVI. L. Lat.
Debt without writ; debt without a declara-
tion. In old practice. this term denoted an
action begun by original bill, instead of by
writ. In modern usage, it is sometimes ap-
plied to a debt evidenced by confession of
judgment without suit. The equivalent Nor-
man-French phrase was “debit was brave."
Both are abbreviated to d. s. b.

DEBT. A sum of money due by certain
and express agreement; as by bond for a de-
terminate sum, a bill or note, a special bar-
gain, or a rent reserved on a lease, where
the amount is fixed and specific, and does
not depend upon any subsequent valuation
to settle it. 3 Bl. Comm. 154; Camden v.
Allen, 26 N. J. Law, 398; Appeal of City of
Erie, 91 Pa. 398; Dickey v. Leonard, 77 Ga.
151; Hagar v. Reclamation Dist, 111 U. S.
701. 4 Sup. Ct. 663, 28 L. Ed. 569; Appeal
Tax Court v. Rice, 50 Md. 302.

A debt is a sum of money due by contract.
It is most frequently due -by a certain and ex-
press agreement, which fixes the amount, in-
dependent of extrinsic circumstances. But
it is not essential that the contract should be
express, or that it should flx the precise
amount to be paid. U. S. v. Colt, 1 Pet. 0.
C. 145, Fed. Cas. No. 14,839.

Standing alone, the word “debt” is as applica-
ble to a sum of money which has been promised
at a future day. as to a sum of money now due
and payable. To distinguish between the two,
it may be said of the former that it is a debt
owing, and of the latter that it is a debt due.
Whether a claim or demand is a debt or not
is in no respect determined b a reference to
the time of payment. A sum 0 mone which is
certainly and in all events payable _s a debt,
without regard to the fact whether it be pay-
able now or_ at a future time. A sum yable
upon a contingency, however, is not a ebt, or
does not become a debt until the contingefiigz
has happened. People v. Arguello. 37 Cal. .

The word "debt" is of large import, includ-
ing not only debts of record, or _jud ents, and
debts by specialty, but also obligat ons arising
under simple contract, to a ve wide extent:
and in its popular sense inclu es all that is
due to a man under any form of obligation or

gsmise. Gray v. Bennett, 3 Metc. (Mass) 522,

"Debt" has been diiferently defined, owing to
the different subject-matter of the statutes in
which it has been used. Ordinarily, it imports
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a sum of money arising upon a contract, express
or implied. In its more general sense, it is de-
fined to be that which is due from one person
to another, whether money, goods, or services:
that which one person is bound to pay or per-
form to another. Under the legal-tender stat-
utes, it seems to import any obligation by con-
tract, express or implied, which may be dis-
charged by money thro h the voluntary action
of the party bound. herever he may be at
liberty to gierform his obligation by the payment
of a speci c sum of money, the party owing the
obligation is subject to what. in these statutes.
is termed "debt." . Kimpton v. Bronson, 45
Barb. (N. Y.) 618.

The word is sometimes used to denote an
aggregate of separate debts, or the total sum
or the existing claims against a person or
company. Thus we speak of the “national
debt," the “bonded debt" of a corporation,
etc.

Synonyms. The term “demand" is of
much broader import than “deht," and em-
braces rights of action belonging to the debt-
or beyond those which could appropriately be
called “debts." In this respect the term “de-
mand" is one of very extensive import. In
re Denny, 2 "Hill (N.-Y.) 223.

The words “debt" and “llabillty" are not
synonymous. As applied to the pecuniary
relations of parties, liability is a term of
broader ‘significance than debt. The legal
acceptation oi‘ debt is a sum of money due by
certain and express agreement. Liability is
responsibility; the state of one who is bound
in law and justice to do something which
may be enforced by action. This liability
may arise from contracts either express or
implied, or in consequence of torts commit-
ted. McElfresh v. Kirkendall, 36 Iowa, 228;

"Debt" is not exactly synonymous with
"dnty.” A debt is a legal liability to pay a
specific sum of money; a duty is a legal ob-
ligation to perform some act. Allen v. Dick-
son, Mlnor (Ala.) 120.

In practice. The name of a common-law
action. which lies to recover a certain spe-
ciiic sum of money, or a sum that can read-
ily be reduced to a certainty. 3 Bl. Comm.
154; 3 Steph. Comm. 461; 1 Tidd. Pr. 3,

It is said to lie in the debet and detiaet.
(when it is stated that the defendant owes and
detains.) or in the detinei, (when it is stated
merely that he detains.) Debt in the detirwt for
goods differs from detinue, because it is not es-
sential in this action. as in detinue, that the
specific propert in the goods should have been
vested in the p aintifi at the time the action is
brought. Dyer, 24b.
—Debt by simple contract. A_ debt or de-
mand founded upon a_verbal or implied con-
tract, or upon any written agreement that is
not under seal.—Debt by specialty. A debt
due. or aclrnowled ed to be due, by some deed
or instrument un er seal: as a deed of cove-
nant or sale, a lease reserving rent. or a bond
or obligation. 2 Bl. Comm. 4&3; Kerr v. Ly-
decker. 51 Ohio St. 240. 3’! N. E. 267. 22 L.
R. A. 842; Marriott v. Thompson. Willes, 189.
—Debt ex rnutno. A species of debt or obli-
gation mentioned by Glanville and Bracton, .and
which arose cg mstso. out of a certain kind of
loan. Gian. lib. 10. c. 3: Bract. fol. 99. See
.\iU'rUvI£; Ex MU'l'Uo.—Debt of record. A
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debt which atppears to be due by the evidence
of a_ court 0 record. as by a judgment or re-
cognizance. 2 Bl. Comm. 465.—Lc¢a1 debts.
Those that are recoverable in a court of com-
mon law, as debt on a bill of exchange, a bond.
or a simple contract. Rogers v. Dsniell, 8
Allen ghiass.) 348; Guild v. Walter, 182 Mass.
225. 60 N. E. 6S.—Mutual debts. Money due
on both sides between two persous.—Passive
debt. A debt upon which. by agreement be-
tween the debtor and creditor, no interest is

yable, as distin ished from active debt;
1. e., a debt upon w ich interest is ayable. In
this sense, the terms "active” and ‘ passive” are
applied to certain debts due from the Spanish
government to Great Britain. Wharton. . In
another sense of the words, a debt is “active"
or “passive" according as the person of the cred-
itor or debtor is regarded; a passive debt being
that which a man owes: an active debt that
which is owing to him. In this meaning every
debt is both active and passive.—active as re-
gards the creditor. nssive as regards the debtor.
—Pnbl1c debt. at which is due or owing
by the government of a state or nation. The
terms ‘ ublic debt" and “public securities,"
used in egislation. are terms generall applied
to national or state obligations and ues, and
would rarely. if ever. be construed to include
town debts or obligations; nor would the term
“public revenue" ordinarily be applied to funds
"arising from town taxes. Morgan v. Cree, 46
Vt. 773, 14 Am. Rep. 640.—Pnre debt. In
Scotch law. A debt due now and uncondition-
ally is so called. It is thus distinguished from
a future debt.—payable at a fixed day-_in the
future.—and a term‘ en! debt, which will only
become due upon the appening of a certain con-
tingenc_v.—ShnpIe contract debt. One where
the contract upon which the obligation arises
is neither ascertained by matter of record nor
yet by deed or special instrument. but by mere
oral evidence the most simple of any, or by
notes unsealed. which are capable of a more
easy proof. and therefore only better than a
verbal promise. 2 Bl. Comm. 466.

DEBTEE. A person to whom a debt is
due; a creditor. 3 Bl. Conim. 18:’ Plowd.
543. Not used. ‘

DEBTOR. One who owes a debt: he
who may be compelled to pay a claim or de-
mand.
-Common debtor. In Scotch law. A debtor
whose effects have been arrested by several cred-
itors. In regard to these creditors, he is their
common debtor. and by this term is distinguish-
ed in the proceedings that take place in the
competition. Bell.—Debtor's act 1889. The
statute 32 & 33 Vict. c. 62, abolishing impris-
onment for debt in England. and for the punish-
ment of fraudulent debtors. 2 Steph. Comm.
159-164. Not to be confounded with _the_ Bank-
ruptcy Act of 1869. Mozley & Whitley.--l5ebt-
or's summons. In English law. A summons
issuing from a court having Jurisdiction in bank-
ruptcy. upon the creditor proving a liquidated
debt of not less than £50, which he has failed
to collect after reasonable eifort. stating that if
the debtor fail, within one week if a trader. and
within three weeks if a non-trader. to pay or
compound for the sum specified. a petition may
be presented against him praying that he may
be adjudged a bankrupt. Bankruptcy Act 1869.
I 7; Robs. Bankr.; Mosley &. Wliitley.

DECALOGUE. The ten comniandmeiits
given by God to Moses. The Jews called
them the "Ten Words," hence the name.

DEOAJIATUS. A deanery. Spelniiin.
A company of ten persons. Calvin.
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DEOAIIIA. The oiiice, jurisdiction, ter-
ritory. or command of a decanus, or dean.
Spelman.

DECANUS. In ecclesiastical and old
European law. An officer having super-
vision over ion; a dean. A term applied not
only to ecclesiastical, but to civil and mili-
tary, officers. Deoanus monaaticua; a mo-
nastic dean, or dean of a monastery; an oili-
cer over ten monks. Decanua in majori
ecclesiw; dean of a cathedral church, pre-
siding over ten prebendaries. Dccanua epis-
oopi; a bishop's or rural dean, presiding over
ten clerks or parishes. Dccanua friborgi;
dean of a friborg. An otilcer among the Sax-
ons who presided over a friborg, tithing,
decennary, or association of ten inhabitants;
otherwise called a “tithing man," or “hors-
holder." Decanus niilitaris; a military oili-
cer, having command of ten soldiers. Spel-
man.

In Roman law. An officer having the
command of a company or “mess" of ten
soldiers. Also an oiiicer at Constantinople
having charge of the burial of the dead.

DEGAPITATION. The act of behead-
ing. A mode of capital punishment by cut-
ting om the head.

DECEASE, 91. Death; departure from
life, not including civil death, (see Dana.)
In re Zeph’s Estate, 50 Hun, 523, 3 N. Y.
Supp. 460.

DEOEASE, 17. To die; to depart life. or
from life. This has always been a common
term in Scotch law. “Git ane man deceas-
ia." Skene.

DEGEDENT. A deceased person; one
who has lately died. Etymologically the
word denotes a person who is dying, but it
has come to be used in law as signifying
any defunct person, (testate or intestate.)
but always with reference to the settlement
of his estate or the execution of his will. In
re Zeph’s Estate, 50 Hun, 523, 3 N. Y. Supp.
460.

DECEIT. A fraudulent and cheating mis-
representation, artifice, or device, used by
one or more persons to deceive and trick an-

other, who is ignorant of the true facts, to
the prejudice and damage of the party im-
posed upon. People v. Chadwick, 143 Cal.
116, 76 Pac. 884; Reynolds v. Palmer (C. C.)
21 Fed. 433; French v. Vining, 102 Mass.
132. 3 Am. Rep. 440; Swift v. Rounds. 19
R. I. 5%. 35 Atl. 45. 33 L. R. A. 561, 61 Am.
St. Rep. 791; In re Post. 54 Hun. 634. 7 N. Y.
Supp. 438; Civ. Code Mont. 1895, § 2292.

A subtle trick or device, vvhereunto may
be referred all manner of craft and collusion
used to deceive and defraud another by any
means whatsoever, which hath no other or
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more proper name than deceit to distinguish
the offense. [West Symb. i 68;] Jacob._

The word “deceit," as well as "fraud,” ex-
cludes the idea of mistake, and imports knowl-
edge that the artifice or device used to deceive
or defraud is untnie. Farwell v. Metcaif, 61
Ill. 373.

In old English law. The name of an
original writ, and the action founded on it.
which lay to recover damages for any injury
committed dcoeitfullu, either in the name of
another, (as by bringing an action in anoth-
er's name. and then sunfering a nonsnit.
whereby the plaiutii! ‘became liable to costs.)
or by a fraudulent warranty of goods. or
other personal injury committed contrary to
good faith and honesty. Reg. Orig. 112-116 -;

Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 96. E, 98.
Also the name of a judicial writ which

formerly lay to recover lands which had
been lost by default by the tenant in a real
action, in consequence of his not having been
summoned by the sheritf. or by the collusion
of his attorney. Rosc. Real Act. 136; 3 Bl.
Comm. 166.
—Deoeitfnl plea. A sham plea: one alleging
as facts things which are obviously false on the
ga§e4g§ the plea. Gray v. Gidiere, 4 Strob. (S.

DEOEM TALES. (Ten such; or ten
tales, Jurors.) In practice. The name of a
writ which issues in England, where, on a
trial at bar. ten Jurors are necessary to make
up a full panel, commanding the sheriff to
summon the requisite number. 3 Bi. Comm.
364; Reg. Jud. 30b; 3 Steph. Comm. 602.

- DECEMVIBI LITIBUI IUDIGANDIS.
Lat. In the Roman law. Ten persons (five
senators and flve equitcs) who acted as the
council or assistants of the praetor, when he
decided on matters of law. Hallifax, Civil
Law. b. 3, c. 8. According to others, they
were themselves judges. Calvin.

«DEOENICA. In old English law. A tith-
ing or decennary; the precinct of a frank-
pledge; consisting of ten freeholders with
their families. Spelman.

DECENNARIUS. Lat. One who held
one-half a virgate of land. Du Cange. One
of the ten freeholders in a dcccnnary. Id.';
Calvin. Dccemzier. One of the deceunaru,
or ten freeholders making up a tithing.
Spelman.

DEOENNARY.
ten neighboring families.
Law, 13; 1 81. Comm. 114.

A tithing, composed of
1 Reeve, Eng.

Deoeptls non deolplentilms, Jars sub-
venlunt. The laws help persons who are
deceived. not those deceiving. Tray. Lat.
Max. 149.

DECERN. In Scotch law. To decree.
“Decernit and ordainit." 1 How. State Tr.
927. “Decerns." Shaw, 16.
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DECBSSUS. In the civil and old English
law. Death; departure.

Deeet tunen prineipesn serves-e leges
qnibne ipse sex-vatns est. It behoves, in-
deed, the prince to keep the laws by which
he himself is preserved.

DECIDE. To decide includes the power
and right to deliberate, to weigh the rea-
sons for and against, to see which pre-
ponderate. and to be governed by that pre-
ponderance. Darden v. Lines, 2 Fla. 57 :

Com. v. Anthes, 5 Gray (Mass) 253; In re
Milford '& M. R. Co., 68 N. H. 570, 36 Atl.
545.

DECES TANTUH. (Ten. times as
much.) The name of an ancient writ that
was used against a juror who had taken a
bribe in money for his verdict. The injured
party could thus recover ten times the
amount of the bribe.

DECIHE. In ecclesiastical law. Tenths.
or tithes. The tenth part of the annual prof-
it of each living, payable formerly to the
pope. There were several valuations made
of these livings at different times. The de-
cimca (tenths) were appropriated to the
crown. and a new valuation established, by
28 Hen. VIII., c. 3. 1 Bl. Comm. 284. See
Trrmzs. -

Deeirnn debentnr paroeho. Tithes are
due to the parish priest. '

Deeimn de deeisnatis solvi non debent.
Tithes are not to be paid from that which
is given for tithes.

Deeisnn de Jnre divino et eenonien. in-
stitntione pertinent ed personun. Dal.
50. Tithes belong to the parson by divine
right and canonical institution.

Deednsa nen debent solvi, nbi non est
nnnnn renovntio; et ex nnnuatis reno-

vnntibns sinsnl semel. Cro. Jac. 42.
Tithes ought not to be paid where there is
not an annual renovation, and from annual
renovations once only.

DI-JCIIIATION. The punishing every
tenth soldier by lot, for mutiny or other fail-
ure of duty, was termed “decimatio legio-
Ma" by the Romans. Sometimes only the
twentieth man was punished, (vice-shnauo,)
or the hundredth, (ccntcaimatim)

DEOIME. A French coin of the value of
the tenth part of a franc, or nearly two
cents.

Deeipd qnnna fnllere est tntins.
safer to be deceived than to deceive.
396.

DECISION. In practice. A judgment or
decree pronounced by a court in settle-
ment of a controversy submitted to it and
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It is
Lotft,

DECLARATION

by way of authoritative answer to the ques-
tions raised before it. Adams v. Railroad
Co., 77 Miss. 194, 24 South. 317, 60 L. R."

A. 33; Board of Education v. State, 7 Kan.
App. 820, 52 Pac. 466; Haibert v. Alford
('.l‘ex.) 16 S. W. 814.

“Decision" is not synonymous with “opin-
ion.” A decision of the court is its judg-
ment; the opinion is the reasons given‘for
that judgment. Houston v. Williams, 13
Cal. 27, 73 Am. Dec. 565; Craig v. Bennett,
158 Ind. 9, 62 N. E. 273.

DEOISIVE OATH. In the civil law.
Where one of the parties to a suit, not being
able to prove his charge, offered to refer the
decision of the cause to the oath of his ad-
versary, which the adversary was bound to
accept, or tender the same proposal back
again, otherwise the whole was taken as
confessed by him. Cod. 4. 1, 12.

DEGLARANT. A person who makes a
declaration.

DECLARATION. In pleading. The
first of the pleadings on the part of the
plaintiff in an action at law, being a formal
and methodical specification of the facts
and circumstances constituting his cause of
action. It commonly comprises several ‘sec-
tions or divisions, called “counts," and its
formal parts follow each other in this or-
der: Title. venue, commencement, cause of
action, counts. conclusion. The declaration,
at common law, answers to the “1ihel" in
ecclesiastical and admiralty law. the "bill"
in equity. the “petition" in civil law. the
“complaint” in code pleading, and the
“count” in real actions. U. S. v. Ambrose.
108 U. S. 336, 2 Sup. Ct. 682. 27 L. Ed. 740:
Buckingham v. Murray, 7 Houst. (-Del.) 176.
30 Atl. 779: Smith v. Fowie. 12 \V‘end. (N.
Y.) 10; Railway Co. v. Nugent, 86 Md. 349.
38 Atl. 779, 39 L. R. A. 161.

In evidence. An unsworn statement or

narration of facts made by a party to the
transaction. or by one who has an interest
in the existence of the facts recounted. Or
a similar statement made by a person since
deceased. which is admissible in evidence in
some cases, contrary to the general rule,
e. 17., a "dying declaration."

In practice. The declaration or declara-
tory part of a judgment. decree. or order is
that part which gives the decision or opinion
of the court on the question of law in the
case. Thus, in an action raising a question
as to the construction of a will, the judg-
ment or order declares that, according to
the true construction of the will, the plain-
tiif has become entitled to the residue of
the testator’s estate, or the like. Sweet.

In Scotch practice. The statement of a
criminal or prisoner. taken before a magis-
trate. 2 Alis. Crim. Pr.
—Deelu-ation of Independence. A formal
declaration or announcement, promulgated July
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4, 1776. by the congress of the United States of
America, in the name and behalf of_ the people
of the colonies, asserting and proclaimin their
independence of the British crown, vindicating
their retensions to political autonomy, and an-
nounc n themselves to the world as a free and
indepen ent nation.—Doolu-ntion of inten-
tion. A declaration made by an alien, as a
preliminary to naturalization, before a court of
record, to the eifect that it is bone fide his in-
tention to become a citizen of the United States,
and to renounce forever all allegiance and fideli-
ty to any foreign prince, potentate, state, or
sovereignty whereof at the time he may be a
citizen or subject. Rev. St. 3 2165 (U. 8. Comp.
St. 1901, p. l329).—Deolu-atlon of Paris.
The name given to an agreement announcing
four important rules of international law efiect-
ed between the [principal Europrean powers at
the Congress of aris in 1856. hese rules are:
(1) Pi-ivateering is and remains abolished; (2)
the neutral flag covers enemy’s goods, except
contraband of war; (3) neutral goods, except
contraband of war, are not liable to confisca-
tion under a hostile flag; (4) biocksdes, to be
binding, must be eEective.—Doolu-ation of
right. See BILL or R1ori'is.—Deolu-ation
of trust. The act by which the person who
holds the legal title to property or an estate
acknowledges and declares that he holds the
same in trust to the use of another person or
for certain specified purposes. The name is
also used to designate the deed or other writing
embodying such a declaration. Gritiith v. Max-
field, 66 Ark. 513. 61 S. W. 832.-Declaration
of war. A public and formal proclamation by
a nation, through its executive or legislative de-

artment, that a state of war exists between
itself and another nation, and forbidding all per-
sons to aid or assist the enemy.—Dying deo-
hrations. Statements made by a person who
is l ing at the int of death. and is conscious
of is approaching dissolution, in reference to
the manner in which he received the injuries of
which he is dying, or other immediate cause of
his death, and in reference to the person who
inflicted such injuries or the connection with
such injuries of a person who is charged or
suspected of having committed them: which
statements are admissible in evidence in a trial
for homicide where the killing of the declarant
is the crime charged to the defendant. Simons
v. People, 150 Ill. 66, 36 N. E. 1019; State v.
Trusty, 1 Pennewill (Del.) 319. 40 Ad. 766;
State v. Jones, 47 'IA. Ann. 1524, 18 South.
515; Bell v. State, 72 Miss. 507. 17 South. 232;
People v. Fuhrig, 127 Cal. 412. 59 Pac. 693;
State v. Parham, 48 La. Ann. 1309, 20 South.

DECLABATOR. In Scotch law. An
action whereby it is sought to have some
right of property, or of status, or other right
judicially ascertained and declared. Bell.
—Doolara.tor or! trust. An action resorted
to against a trustee who holds property upon
titles or fade for his own benefit. Bell.

DEGLARATORY. Explanatory; design-
ed to flx or elucidate what before was un-
certain or doubtful.’
-Declaratory action. In Scotch law. An
action in which the right of the pursuer (or
plaintiff) is craved to be declared, but nothing
claimed to be done by the defender, (defendant)
Ersk. Inst. 5, 1, -46. Otherwise called an “ac-
tion of declarator.”—Deolaratory decree. In
DTECUCG: A binding declaration of right in. eq-
uity without cons uentiai relief.—Doolaris-
tory judgment. declaratoi-v judgment is
one which simply declares the rights of the par-
ties, or expresses the opinion of the court on a
question of law, without ordering anything to
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be done.—nDoo1n.ratorry art of 5 law. '11iat
which clearl defines ri ts to be observed and
wrongs to e eschew .—IDeolaI-story stat-
ute. One enacted for the purpose of removing
doubts or putting an end to conflicting deci-
sions in regard to what the law is in relation
to a particular matter. It ma either be ex-
pressive of the common law (1 l. Comm. 86:
Gray v. Bennett 3 Metc. [l\iass.] 527 ;) or may
declare what shall be taken to be the true mean-
ing and intention of a Krevious statute, though
in the latter case we enactments are more
commonly called “expository statutes.”

DECLARE. To solemnly assert a fact
before witnesses, e. 9., where a testator dc-
clares a paper signed by him to be his last
will and testament. Lane v. Lane, 95 N. Y.
498.

This also is one of the words customarily
used in the promise given by a person who is
am:-med as a witness,—“sincerely and truly
declare and afiirm." Hence. to make a posi-
tive and solemn asseveration. Bassett v.
Denn, 17 N. J. Law, 433.

With reference to pleadings, it means to
draw up, serve, and die a declaration; e. 9.,
a “rule to declare." Also to allege in a dec-
laration as a ground or cause of action; as
“he declares upon a promissory note."

DECLINATION. In Scotch law. A plea
to the jurisdiction, on the ground that the
judge is interested in the suit.

nizcnnuromns. ' In French law.
Pleas to the jurisdiction of the court; also of
lie pendens, and of connearité, (q. 12.)

DEGLHIATORY PLEA. In English
practice. The plea of sanctuary, or of beiie
fit of clergy, before trial or conviction. 2
Hale, P. 0. 236; 4 Bi. Comm. 333. Now
abolished. 4 Steph. Comm. 400, note; Id.
438, note.

DECLHWATURE. In Scotch practice.
An objection to the jurisdiction of a judge.
Bell. ~

DECOCTION. The act of boiling a sub-
stance in water. for extracting its virtues.
Also the liquor in which a substance has been
boiled; water impregnated -with the princi-
ples of any animal or vegetable substance
boiled in it. Webster; Sykes v. Magone (C.
O.) 38 Fed. 497.

In an indictment “decoction" and “in-
fusion” are ejusdcm generic ; and if one is al-'
leged to have been administered, instead of
the other, the variance is immaterial. 3
Camp. 74.

DECOGTOR. In the Roman law. A
bankrupt; a spendtlirift; a squanderer of
public funds. Calvin.

JDECOI.I.A'l'I0. In old English and
Scotch law. Decolliition; the punishment of
beheiuling. Fleta, lib. 1, c. 21, 5 6.

DEGONPES. In French law. A name
formerly given to those persons who died
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without confession, whether they refused to
confess or whether they were criminals to
whom the sacrament was refused.

DECOY. To inveigle, entice, tempt, or
lure; as, to decoy a person within the ju-
risdiction of a court so that he may be serv-
ed with process, or to decoy a fugitive crim-
inal to a place where he may be arrested
without extradition papers, or to decoy one
away from his place of residence for the pur-
pose of kidnapping him and as a part of that
act. In all these uses, the word implies en-
ticement or luring by means of some fraud,
trick, or temptation. but excludes the idea
of force. Eberllng v. State. 136 Ind. 117, 35
N. E. 1023; John v. State, 6 Wyo. 203, 44
Pac. 51; Campbell v. Hudson, 106 Mich. 523.
64 N. W. 483.
-Decoy letter. A letter prepared and mail-
ed for the purpose of detecting a criminal, par-
ticularly one who is erpetratin frauds upon
the ostal or revenue aws. U. v. Whittier,
5 Dill. 39. Fed. Cas. No. 16,688.—Deeoy pond.
A pond used for the breeding and maintenance
§f.lkWfiil&l‘-IOWL Keeble v. Hickeringshall, 8

DEGREE. In practice. The Judgment
of a court of equity or admiralty, answering
to the judgment of a court of common law.
A decree in equity is a sentence or order of
the court, pronounced -on hearing and under-
standing all the points in issue, and deter-
mining the right oi.’ all the parties to the suit,
according to equity and good conscience. 2
Danlell, Oh. Pr. 986; Wooster v. Handy (O.
G.) 23 Fed. 66; Rowley v. Van Benthuysen,
16 Wend. (N. Y.) 3%; Vance v. Rockwell, 3
0010. 243; Halbert v. Alford ('.l‘ex.) 16 S. W.
814.

» Decree is the judgment of a court of equity,
and is, to most intents and urposes, the same
as a judgment of a court 0 common law. A
decree, as distin ished from an order, is final,

is made at e hearing of the cause, where-
as an order is interlocutory. and is made on mo-
tion or petition. Wherever an order may, in a
certain event resulting from the direction con-
tained in the order, lead to the termination of
the suit in like manner as a. decree made at the
hearing, it is called a “decretal order." Brown.

In French law. Certain acts of the leg-
islature or of the sovereign which have the
force of law are called "dccreea;" as the Ber-
lin and Milan decrees.

In Scotch law. A final Judgment or sen-
tence of court by which the question at issue
between the parties is decided.

Classification. Decrees in equity are ei-
ther flnal or interlocutory. A final decree
is one which fully and finally disposes of the
whole litigation, determining all questions
raised by the case, and leaving nothing that
requires further judicial action. Travis v.
Waters. 12 Johns. (N. Y.) 508: Mills v. Hoag,
7 Paige (N. Y.) 19. 31 Am. Dec. 271: Core’
v. Strickler, 24 W. Va. 689; Ex parte Crit-
tenden, 10 Ark. 339. An interlocutory decree
is a provisional or preliminary decree. which
is not dual and does not determine the suit,
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but directs some further proceedings pre-
paratory to the final decree. A decree pro-
nounced for the purpose of ascertaining mat-
ter of law or fact preparatory to a final de-
cree. 1 Barb. Ch. Pr. 326, 32?. Teal! v.
Hewitt, 1 Ohio St. 520, 59 Am.-Dec. 634;
Wooster v. Handy (C. C.) 23 Fed. 56; Beebe
v. Russell, 19 How. 283, 15 L. Ed. 668; Jen-
kins v. Wild, 14 Wend. (N. Y.) 543.
—Consent decree. One entered by consent of
the parties;_ it is not properly a judicial sen-
tence, but is in the nature of a solemn con-
tract or agreement of the parties, made under
the sanction of the court, and in effect an ad-
mission _by them that the decree is a just de-
termination of_ their rights u n the real facts
of the case, if such facts ad been roved.
Allen v. Richardson, 9 Rich. . (S. 53;
Kelnllv v. Milan C. C.) 21 Fed. 2; Sc midt
v. iningz Co.. Or. 9. 40 Pac. 1014. 52 Am.
St. . 59.—Deci-ee datlve. In Scotch law.
An 9 er of a probate court appointing -an ad-
ministrator.—I)ecree nisl. A provisional de-
cree. which will be made absolute on motion
unless cause be shown against it. In English
gractice. it is the order made by the court for

lvonce, on satisfactory proof being given in
support of a petition for dissolution of m
riage; it remains imperfect for at least sx
months, (which period may be shortened by the
court down to tbree,) and then, unless sufiicient
cause be shown, it is made absolute on motion,
and the dissolution takes eifect. subject to ap-
peal. Wharton.—Deox-ee of constitution.
ii Scotch J)l’fi.CClCe. A decree by which a debt is

ascertaine . Bell. In technical language. a
decree which is uisite to found a title in the
person of the c itor, whether that necessity
arises from the death of the debtor or of the
creditor. Id.--Decree of forthcoming. In
Scotch law. A decree made after an anest-
inent (q. 11.) ordering the debt to be paid or the
effects of the debtor to be delivered to the ar-
restin creditor. Bcll.—Deeree of insolven-
cy. e entered in a probate court, declaring
the estate in question to be insolvent, that is.
that the assets are not sufiicient to pay the debts
in full. ‘Bush v. Coleman. 121 Ala. 548. 2::
South. 569: Walker v. Newton, 85 Me. 458.
27 At]. 347.-Decree of locality. In Scotch
law. The decree of a teind court allocating
stipend upon dim-rent beritors. It is equivalent
to the apportionment of a tithe rent—charge.—
Decree of modification. In_Sc_otch law. _ A
decree of the temd court modifying or fixing
a stipend.—Decr-ee of nullity. One entered
in a suit for the annullment of a marriage, and
adjudginz the marriage to have been null and
void ab iii-itio. See NULLITY.-Decree of reg-
istration. In Scotch law. A proceeding giv-
ing immediate execution to the creditor; simi-
lar to a warrant of attorney to confess judg-
ment.—Decree pro confeaso. One entered in
a court of equity in favor of the complainant
where the defendant has made no answer to
the bill and its allegations are consequently tak-
en “as confessed." Ohio Cent. R. Co. v. Central
Trust Co.. 133 U. 8. 83. 10 Sup. Ct. 235. Ki
L. Ed. 561.

DEGREET. In Scotch law. The final
judgment or sentence of a court.
—Decs-est absolvitor. A decree dismissing a
claim, or acqultting a defendant. 2 Kames. Eq.
367.—Deoreet arbltral. An award of'ar-
bitrators. 1 Kamcs, Eq. 312 313: 2 Kames
Eq. 367.—Dsoreet eognltlonla eanst. When
a creditor brings his action against the heir
of his debtor in order to constitute the debt
against him and attach the lands. and the heir
appears and renounces the succession. the court
then pronounces a decree cognitionis coma.
Bell.—Deereet condesnnator. One whrre
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the decision is in favor of the piaintifl. Ersk.
Inst. 4, 3, 5.—Deore t of valuation of
tennis. A sentence 0 the court of sessions,
Pvho are now in the lace of the commissioners
or the valuation o teinds,£ determining the

extent and value of teinds. ell.

DECREMENTUM MARIS. Lat. In old
English law. Decrease of the sea; the re-
ceding of the sea from the land. Caliis, Sew-
ers,_(53,) 65. See RELICTION.

DECREPIT. This term designates a per-
son who is disabled, incapable, or incompe-
tent, either from physical or mental ‘weak-
ness or defects, whether produced by age or
other causes, to such an extent as to render
the individual comparatively helpless in a
personal conflict with one possessed of oral-
nary health and strength. Hall v. State. 16
Tex. App. 11, 49 Am. Rep. 824.

DECRETA. In the Roman law. Judi-
cial sentences given by the emperor as su-
preme judge.

Door-eta oonciliorum non ligutt rages
noltrol. Moore, 906. The decrees of coun-
cils bind not our kings. -

DEGRETAL ORDER.
DEB.

See DEGREE; Oa-

DECBETALES BONIPACII OCTAVI.
A supplemental collection of the canon law,
published by Boniface VIII. in 1298, called,
also, “Liber Sea.-tus Decrctalium," (sixth
Book of the Decretals.)

DECRETALES GBEGOBII NONI. The
decretals of Gregory the Ninth. A collec-
tion of the laws of the church, published by
order of Gregory IX. in 1227. It is compos-
cd of five books, subdivided into titles. and
each title is divided into chapters. They are
cited by using an X, (or c.t:tra;) thus "Cap.
8 X de Rcyulis Junie,” etc.

DECBETALS. In ecclesiastical law.
Letters of the pope, written at the suit or
instance of one or more persons, determining
some point ‘or question in ecclesiastical law,
and possessing the force of law. The decre-
tals form the second part of the body of can-
on law.

This is also the title of the second of the
two great divisions of the canon law, the
flrst being called the “Decree,” (decretum.)

DEGRETO. In Spanish colonial law. An
order emanating from some superior tribunal,
promulgated in the name and by the au-
thority of the sovereign, in relation to eccle-
slastical matters. Schm. Civil Law. 93, note.

DECRETUH. In the civil law. A spe
cies of imperial constitution. being a-judg-
meat or sentence given by the emperor upon
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hearing of a cause, (quod lmperator cog-
noscens decrcvit.) Inst. 1, 2, 6.

In canon law. An ecclesiastical law, in
contradistinctlon to a secular law, (lc.r.) 1
Mackeid. Civil Inw, p. 81, § 93, (Kaul’mann's
note.)

DECRETULI GRATIANI. Gratian's de-
cree, or decretum. A collection of ecclesias-
tical law in three books or parts, made in
the year 1151, by Gratian, a Benedictine
monk of Bologna, being the oldest as well as
the flrst in order of the collections which to-
gether form the body of the Roman canon
law. 1 Bl. Comm. 822; 1 Reeve,‘ Eng. Law,
67.

DEGROWNING.
a crown.

The act of depriving of

DECRY. To cry down; to deprive of
credit. “The king may at any time decry
or cry down any coin of the kingdom, and
make it no longer current..’.’ 1 Bl. Comm.
278.

IDECURIO. Lat. A decurion. In the
provincial administration of the Roman em-
pire, the decurions were the chief men or
oiiicial personages of the large towns. Taken
as a body, the decurions of a city were charg-
ed with the entire control and administra-
tion of its internal atrairs: having powers
both magisterial ‘and legislative. See 1
Spence. Eq. Jur. 54.

DEDBANA. In Saxon law. An actual
homicide or manslaughter.

DEDI. (Lat. I have given.)
used in deeds and other instruments of con-
veyance when such instruments were made
in Latin, and anciently held to imply a war-
ranty of title. Deakins v. lloliis, 7 Gill &
J. (Md.) 315.

DI-:DI ET OONCESSI. I have given and
granted. The operative words of conveyance
in ancient charters of feoflfment, and deeds
of gift and grant; the English “given and
granted” being still the most proper, though
not the essential. words by which such con-
veyances are made. 2 Bi. Comm. 53, 316,
317; 1 Steph. Comm. 161. 177, 473, 474.

DEDICATE. To appropriate and set
apart one’s private property to some public
use; as to make a private way public by acts
evincing an intention to do so.

DEDICATION. In real property law.
An appropriation of land to some public use,
made by the owner. and accepted for such
use by or on behalf of the public; a delib-
erate appropriation of land by its owner for
any general and public uses, reserving to
himself no other rights than such as are com-
patible with the full exercise and enjoyment

A word-
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of ‘the'pnbilc uses to which the property has
been devoted. People v. Marin County, 103
Cal. 223, 37 Pac. 203, 26 L. R. A. 659; Gro-
gan v. liayward (C. C.) 4 Fed. 161; Gowan
v. Philadelphia Exch. 00., 5 Watts & 8. (Pa.)
141. 40 Am. Dec. 489; Alden Coal Co. v.
Challis, 200 Ill. 22:’. 65 N. E. 665; Barteau
v. West, 23 Wis. 416; Wood v. Hard, 34
N. J. Law, 87.

Express or implied. A dedication may be
express as where the intention to dedicate is
expressly manifested by a deed or an explicit
oral or written declaration of the owner, or
some other explicit manifestation of his pur-

se to devote the land to the public use. An
implied dedication may be shown by some act
or course of conduct on the part of the owner
from which a reasonable inference of intent
may be drawn, or which is inconsistent with
any other theory than that he intended a dedi-
cation. Culmer v. Salt lake City, 27 l'tah,
252. 75 Pac. 620; San Antonio v. Sullivan,
23 Tex. Civ. App. 619. 57 S. \\'. 42' Kent v.
Pratt, 73 Conn. 573. 48 Ati. 418; iurle v.
West St. Paul, 83 Minn. 401, 156 N. W. ""'
People v. Marin County, 103 Cal. 223. 37 l7a‘c:
203. 26 L. R. A. 659.

Common-law or statutory. A common-
iaw dedication is one made as above described,
and may be either express or implied. A stat-
utory dedication is one made under and in
conformity with the provisions of astatute regu-
lating the subject, and is of course necessa-
rily express. bau Antonio v. Sullivan. 23 Tex.
Civ. App. 619 57 S. W. 42; People v. Marin
fiouéigg, 103 al. 223, 37 Pac. $.33, 26 L. R.

In copyright law. The flrst publication
of a work, without having secured a copy-
right, is a dedication of it to the public; that
having been done. any one may republish it.
Bartlett v. Crittenden, -5 McLean, 32, Fed.
Cas. No. 1,076.

DEDICATION-DAY. The feast of ded-
ication of churches. or rather the feast day
of the saint and patron of at church, which
was celebrated not only by the inhabitants of
the place, but by those of all the neighboring
villages, who usually came thither; and such
assemblies were allowed as lawful. It was
usual for the people to feast and to drink on
those days. Cowell.

DEDIHUS ET CONCESSILIUS. (Lat.
We have given and granted.) Words used
by the king, or where there were more gran-
tors than one, instead of dam‘ ei cone-east‘.

DEDIKUS POTESTATEM. (We have
given power.) In English practice. A writ
or commission issuing out of chancery, em-
powering the persons named therein to per-
form certain acts, as to administer oaths to
defendants in chancery and take their nu-
swers, to administer oaths of otiice to justices
of the peace, etc. 3 Bl. Comm. 447. It was
anciently allowed for many purposes not now
in use, as to make an attorney, to take the
acknowledgment of a fine. etc.

In the United States, a commission to take
testimony is sometimes termed a “dedimus
poteataicm." Buddicum v. Kirk, 3 Cranch,
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293, 2_ L. Ed. -144; Sergeants Lessee v. Bid-
dle, 4 Wheat. 508, 4 L. Ed. 627.

DEDIHUS POTESTATEME DE AT-
TORNO PACIENDO. In old English prac-
tice. A writ, issued by royal authority. em-
powering an attorney to appear for a defend-
ant. Prior to the statute of Westminster 2.
a party could not appear in court by attor-
ney without this writ.

DEDITION. The act of yielding up any-
thing; surrender.

DEDITITII. In Roman law. Criminals
who had been marked in the face or on the
body with flre or an iron, so that the mark
could not be erased, and subsequently manu-
mitted. Calvin.

DEDUCTION. By “deduction" is under-
stood a portion or thing which an heir has
a right to take from the mass of the suc-
cession before any partition takes place.
Civil Code La. art. 1358.

DEDUCTION FOR NEW. In marine in-
surance. An allowance or drawback credit-
ed to the insurers on the cost of repairing a
vessel for damage arising from the perils of
the sea insured against. This allowance is
usually one-third. and is made on the theory
that the parts restored with new materials
are better, in that proportion than they were
before the damage.

DEED. A sealed instrument, containing a
contract or covenant, delivered by the party
to be bound thereby, and accepted by the
party to whom the contract or covenant runs.

A writing-containing a contract sealed and
delivered to the party thereto. 3 Wushb.
Real Prop. 239.

In its legal sense, a ‘‘deed'' is an instru-
ment in writing. upon paper or parchment.
between parties able to contract. subscrib-
ed, sealed, and delivered. Insurance Co. v.
Avery, 60 Ind. 572: 4 Kent. Comm. 452.

In a more restricted sense, a written agree-
ment, signed, sealed, and delivered, by which
one person conveys land, tenements, or her-
editaments to another. This is its ordinary
modern meaning. Sanders v. Rledinger, 30
App. Div. 277. 51 N. Y. Supp. 937; Reed v.
Hazleton, 37 Kan. 321, 15 Pac. 177; Dudley
v. Sumner. 5 Mass. 470; Fisher v. Pender, 52
N. C. 485. .

The term is also used as synonymous with
“fact," "actuality," or “act of parties." Thus
a thing “in deed" is one that has been really
or expressly done; as opposed to “in law."
which means that it is merely implied or pre-
Sllllled to have been done.

—Deod in fee. A deed conveying the title to
land in fee simple with the usual covenants.
Rudd v. Savelli, 44 Ark. 152; Moody v. Rail-
way Co., 5 Wash. 699. 32 Pac. 751.—Deod in-
dented, or indentnre. In conveyancing. A
deed executed or purporting to be executed in
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parts. between two or more parties, and dis-
tinguished by having the edge of the paper or
parchment on which it is written indented or
cut at the top in a articular manner. This was
formerly done at t e top or side, in a line re-
sembling the teeth of a saw; a formality de-
rived from the ancient practice of dividing chiro-
graphs_; but the cutting is now made either in.
a waving line, or more commonly by; notching
or nicking the paper at the edge. 2 l. Comm.
295, 296; Litt.'§ 370; Smith. Cont. 12.—Deed
of covenant. '

ed into by a separate deed, for title, or for the
indemnity of a purchaser or mortgagee, or for
the production of title-deeds. A covenant with
a penalty is sometimes taken for the pa ment
of a debt, intead of a bond with a con ition,
but the legal remedy is the same in either case.
—Deed of release. One releasing property
from the incunibrance of a mortgage or similar
pied e upon payment or rformance of the
cond tions; more specificaly. where a deed of
trust to one or more trustees has been executed,
pledging real property for the payment of a.
debt or the performance of other conditions.
substantially as in the case of a mortgage, a
deed of release is the conveyance executed by
the trustees. after payment or rforinance. for
the purpose of divesting themse ves of the legal
title and revesting it in the original owner.
See Swain v. Mcl\ iilan, 30 Mont. 433. 76 Pac.
943.—Deed of separation. An instrument
by which, through the medium of some third
person acting as trustee, rovision is made by
a husband for separation rom his wife and for
her se arate maintenance. Whitney .v. Whit-
ney, 1 Misc. Rep. 72, 36 N. Y. Supp. 891.-
Deed of trust. An instrument in use in many
states, taking the place and serving the uses
of a common-law mortgage, by which the legal
title to real propertti is placed in one or more
trustees, to secure e repayment of a sum of
money or the performance of other conditions.
Bank v. Pierce, 144 Cal. 434, 77 Pan. 1012.
See Timer DEED.—Deed poll. In convey-
ancing. A deed of one art or made by one
party only; and originaly so called because
the edge of the paper or parchment _was polled
or cut in a straight line, wherein it was dis-
tinguished from a deed indented or indenture.
As toa special use of this term in Pennsylvania
in colonial times. see Herron v. Dater. 120 U.
S. 464. 7 Sup. Ct. 620, 30 L. Ed. 748.—Deed
to declare uses. A deed made after a fine
or common recovery, to show the object there-
of.—Deed to lend uses. A deed made before
ah finefor common recovery, to show the object
t ereo .

As to “QuitclaIm" deed, “Tax Deed."
"Trust -Deed,” and “Warrnnty" deed, see
those titles.

DESK. To hold; consider; adjudge;
condemn. Cory v. Spencer, 67 Kan. 648. 73
Pac. 920, 63 L. R. A. 275; Biaufus v. People,
69 N.’ Y. 111, 25 Am. Rep. 148; U. S. v. Dober-
ty (D. C.) 27 Fed. 730; Leonard v. Grant (C.
C.) 5 Fed. 11. When. by statute, certain acts
are “deemed” to be a crime of a particular na-
tiire, they are such crime, and not a semblance
of it, nor a mere fanciful approximation to
or designation of the oirense. Com. v. Pratt,
132 Mass. 247.

DEEMSTERS. Judges in the Isle of
Man, who decide all controversies without
process, writings, or any charges. These
judges are chosen by the people, and are said
by Spelinan to be two in number. Spelman.

DEER-PAJILD. A park or fold for deer.
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DEEB-HAYES. Engines or great nets
made of cord to catch deer. 19 Ben. VIII.
c. 11.

DEFACI-2. To mar or destroy the face
(that is, the physical appearance of written
or inscribed characters as expressive of a
deflnibe meaning) of a written instrument,
signature, inscription, etc., by obliteration,
erasure, cancellation, or superinscription, so
as to render it illegible or unrecognizable.
Linney v. State. 6 Tex. 1. 55 Am. Dec. 756.
See CANCEL.

DBPALCATION. The act ofla detaulter;
misappropriation of trust funds or money
held in any fiduciary capacity; failure to

_properly account for such funds. Usually
spoken of officers of corporations or public
oillcials. In re Butts (D. C.) 120 Fed. 970;
Crawford v. Burke, 201 Ill. 581, 66 N. E. 833.

Also set-oif. The diminution of a debt or‘
claim by deducting from it a smaller claim
held by the debtor or payor. Iron Works v.
Cuppey, 41 Iowa, 104; Honk v. Foley, 2 Pen.
& W. (Pa.) 250; McDonald v. Lee. 12 La.
435.

,D:ElrAI.K. To set oi! one claim against
another; to deduct a debt due to one from a
debt which one owes. Johnson v. Signal 00.,
57 N. J. Eq. 79. 40 Atl. 193; Pepper v. War-
ren, 2 Marv. (Del.) 225, 43 Atl. 91. This verb
corresponds only to the second meaning of
“defalcatlon" as given above; a public otlicer
or trustee who misappropriates or embassies.
funds in his hands is not said to“‘defalk."

DEPAMATION. The taking from one’s
reputation. The oifense of injuring a per-
son's character, fame, or reputation by false
and malicious statements. The term seems
to be comprehensive of both libel and slander.
Printing Co. v. Moulden, 15 Tex. Civ. App.
574, 41 S. W. 381; Moore v. Francis, 121 N.
Y. 199, 23 N. E. 1127, 8 L. R. A. 214, 18 Am.
St. Rep. 810; Hollenbeck v. Hall. 103 Iowa.
214', 72 N. W. 518, 39 L. R. A. 734. 64 An.
St. Rep. 175; Mosnat v. Snyder, 105 Iowa,
500, 75 N. W. 356.

DEFAHES.
15.

L. Fr. Infanious. Britt. c..

DEFAULT. The omission or failure to
fulfill a duty, observe a promise, discharge
an obligation, or perform an agreement.
State v. Moores, 52 Neb. 770. 73 N. W. 299;
Osborn v. Rogers, 49 Hun, 245, 1 N. Y. Supp.
623; Mason v. Aldrich, 36 Minn. 283, 30 N..
W. 884.

In practice. Omission; neglect or fail-
ure. When a defendant in an action at law
omits to plead within the time allowed him
for that purpose. or fails to appear on the-
trial, he is said to make default. and the judg-
ment entered in the former case is technical-
ly called a “Judgment by default." 8 Bl..
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Comm. 396; 1 Tidd, Pr. 562; Page v. sut-
ton, 29 Ark. 306.

—Dcfau.1t of issue. Failure to have livi
children or descendants at a given time or fix
point. George v. Morgan, 16 Pa. 106.-Dc-
lnulter. One who makes default. One who
misappropriates money held by him. in an oflicial
or fiduciary character, or fails to account for
such money.—-Vndgnent by default. One
entered upon the failure of a party to appear or
plead at the time appointed. See Junousnr.

DEFEASANCE. An instrument which
defeats the force or operation of some other
deed or estate. That which is in the same
deed is called a "condition ;" and that which
is in another deed is a “defeasance.” Com.
Dig. “Defeasance."

In conveyancing. A collateral deed made
at the same time with a feoffnient or other
conveyance, containing certain conditions,
upon the performance of which the estate
then created may be defeated or totally un-
done 2 Bl. Comm. 327; C0. Litt. 236, 237.

An instrument accompanying a bond, re-'
cognizance. or Judgment, containing a con-
dition which, when performed. defeats or un-
does it. 2 Bl. Comm. 342; C0. Litt. 236,
237; Miller v. Quick, 158 M0. 495, 59 S. W.
955; Harrison v. Philips’ Academy, 12 Mass.
456; Lippincott v. Tiiton, 14 N. J. Law, 361;
Nugent v. Riley, 1 Metc. (Mass) 119, 35 Am.
Dec. 855»

DEFEASIBLE. Subject to be defeated.
annulled, revoked, or undone upon the hap-
pening of a future event or the performance
of a condition subsequent, or by a condi-
tional limitation. Usually spoken of estates
and interests in land. For instance. a mort-
gagee’s estate is defensible (liable to be de-
feated) by the mortgagor's equity of redemp-
tion.
—De!cs.s!blc (co. An estate in fee but which
is liable to be defeated by some future contin-
gency; e. g., a vested remainder which mi ht

defeated by the death of the reinainderman
fore the time fixed for the takin eflect of the
devise. Fonwie v. Ihinsing, 105 Ky. 518. 59
S. W. 854: ills v. Wills, 85 Ky. 486, 3 S.
W. 900.—Dcfcuible title: One that is lia-
ble to be annulled or made void. but not one
that is already void or an absolute nullit .

Elder v. Schumacher, 18 Colo. 433. 33 Pac. 17 .

DEFEAT. To prevent. frustrate, or cir-
cumvent; as in the phrase “hinder, delay. or
defeat creditors." Coleman v. Walker. 3
Metc. (Ky.) 65, 77 Am. Dec. 163; Walker v.
Sayers, 5 Bush (I(y.) 581.

To overcome or prevail against in any con-
test; as in speaking of the “defeated party"
in an action at law. Wood v. Bailey, 21
Wall. 642. 22 L. Ed. 689; Goff v. Wilburn

-(Ky)l&‘W.2w.
To annui, undo, or terminate; as, a title

or estate. See Dzrsasmns.

DEFECT. The want or absence of some
legal requisite: deficiency; imperfection; in-
sufllciency. Haney-Campbell Co. v. Creamery
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Ass'n. 119 Iowa, 188, 93 N. W. 297; Bliveii v.
Sioux Clty,'85 Iowa, 346. 52 N. W. 246.

—De£cct of form. An imperfection in the
style, manner, arrangement, or non-essential
parts of a legal instrument, plea, indictment.
etc., as distinguished from a “defect of sub-
stance." See i'nfra.—De£cct of parties. In
pleadin and practice. Insufficiency of the par-
ties be ore a court in any given proceeding to
give it jurisdiction and authority to decide the
controversy, arising from the omission or fail-
us to join plaintiffs or defendants who should
have been brought in; never applied to a super-
fluity of parties or the improper addition of
glaintiifs or defendants. Mader v. Plano Mfg.

o., 17 . D. 553. 97 N. W. 43; Railroad
Co. v. Schuyler. 17 N. Y. 603; Palmer v. Davis,
28 N. Y. ; Beach v. Water Co.. 2,5 Mont.
379. 65 Pac. 111; Weatherby v. Meiklegohn,
61 Wis. 67, 20 N. W. 374.—Dsfect of sub-
stuicc. An imperfection in the body or sub-
stantive part of a legal instrument, plea, in-
dictment, etc., consisting in the omission of
something which is essential to be set forth.
State v. Startu . 39 N. J. Iaw. £32; Flexner
V. Dickerson, . 1%.

DEFECTIVE. Lacking in" some particu-
lar which is essential to the completeness.
legal sufllciency, or security of the object
spoken of; as, a “defective" highway or
bridge. (Manson v. Derby, 37 Conn. 310, 9
Am. Rep. 332; Whitney v. Ticonderoga, 53
Hun, 214, 6 N. Y. Supp. 844;) machinery,
(Machinery Co. v. Brady, 60 Ill. App. 379;)
writ or recognizance, (state v. Lavalley. 9 Mo.
836; McArthur v. Boynton. 19 Colo. App.
234, 74 Pac. 542;) or title. (Copertini v. Op-
permann, 76 Cal. 181, 18 Pac. 256.)

DEFEOTU8. Lat. Defect; default;
want; imperfection; disqualification.
—Chsllenge proptcr dcfcctnm. A clini-
ienge to a juror on account of some legal dis-
qualification. such as infancy. etc. See (‘HAL-
LEI(ar:.—Defectus sun Failure of the
blood. 6. 3., failure or want of issue.

DEFEND. To prohibit or forbid. To
deny. To contest and endeavor to defeat a
claim or demand made against one in a court
of justice. Boehmer v. Irrigation Dist., 117
Cal. 19, 48 Pac. 908. To oppose, repel. or
resist.

In covenants of warranty in deeds, it
means to protect, to maintain or keep secure,
to guaranty, to agree to indemnify.

DEFENDANT. The person defending or
denying; the party against whom relief or
recovery is sought in an action or suit. Jew-
ett Car Co. v. Kirkpatrick Const. Co. (C. C.)
107 Fed. 622; Brower v..Nellis, 6 Ind. App.
323, 33 N. "E. 672; Tyler v. State, 63 Vt. 300,
21 Atl. 611; Insurance Co. v. Alexandre (D.
C.) 16 Fed. 281.

In common usage, this term is applied to the
party put upon his defense. or summoned to
answer a charge or complaint. in any species
of action. civil or criminal. at law or in equity.
Strictly. however. it does not apply to the per-
son against whom a real action is brought. for
in that proceeding the technical usage is to call
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the parties respectively the “demandant" and
the “tenant." ,

—Defendnnt in error. The distinctive term
appropriate to the party against whom a writ of
error is sued out.

DEPENDEMIUS. Lat. A word used in
grants and donations, which binds the donor
and his heirs to defend the donee, if any one

, go about to lay any incuinbrance on the thing
given other than what is contained in the
deed of donation. Bract. l. 2, c. 16.

DEFENDER. (Fr.) To deny; to defend;
to conduct a suit for a defendant; to forbid;
to prevent; to protect.

DEFENDER. In Scotch and canon law.
A defendant.

DEFENDER 0}‘ THE FAITH. A pe-
culiar title belonging to the sovereign of Eng-
land, as that of “Catholic" to the king of
Spain, and that of “Most Christian" to the
king of France. These titles were originally
given by the popes of ‘Rome; and that of
Defenaor Fldci was first conferred by Pope
I20 X. on King Henry VIII., as a reward
for writing against Martin Luther; and the
bull for it bears date quinto Idus Octob.,
1521. Enc. Lond.

DEPENDERE SE PER CORPUS SU-
IIM. To ofler duel or combat as a legal
trial and appeal. abolished by 59 Geo. III.
5 46. See Barman.

nnrmmnnr: mucfi nun. 'I‘o wage
law; a denial of an accusation upon oath.
See Waona or Law.

DEPENDIT vnr ET INJURIAM. He
defends the force and injury. Fieta, lib. 5,
c. 39, Q 1..

DEPEICDOUR. L. Fr. A defender or
defendant; the party accused in an appeal.
Britt. c. 22.

DEPENERATION. The act of lending
money on usury.

DEPENSA. In old English law. A park
or place fenced in for deer, and defended as
a property and peculiar for that use and
service. Cowell.

DEFENSE. That which is offered and
alleged by the party proceeded against in an
action or suit. as a reason in law or fact why
the plaiiitifl should not recover or establish
what he seeks; what is put forward to de-
feat an action. More properly what is sum-
cicnt when offered for this purpose. In ei-
ther of these senses it may be either a denial,
Justification, or confession and avoidance of
the facts averred as a ground of action, or
an exception to their sufficiency in point of
law. Whitfield v. Insimiiice Co. (C. C.) 125
Fed. 270; Miller v. Martin, 8 N. J. Law, 20-1;
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Baler v. Huinpall, 16 Net). 127, 20 N. W. 108:
Cohn v. llussen, 66 How. Prac. (N.-Y.) 1551;
Railroad Co. v. Ilint-hcliire, 34 Misc. Rep.
49, 68 N. 1'. Supp. 5513; Brewer v. Nellis,
6 Ind. App. 323, 33 N. E. 672.

In a stricter sense. defense is used to de-
note the answer made by the defendant to
the plaintiffs action, by demurrer or plea at
law or answer in equity. This is the mean-
ing of the term in Scotch law. Ersk. Inst.
4, 1, 66.

Half de one was that which was made by the
form, “de ends the force and injury, and says,"
(dctendit vim at injuriam, at dicit.)

lvull defense was that which was made by th
form "defends the force and injury when an
where it shall behoove him, and the dams. es.
and _whatever else he ought to defend," de-
Iendif vim ct injuriam quando ef abs’ curia con-
aiderai.-it. et damna ct quicquid quad ipsc de-
fenders debet, et di‘c:'t,) commonly shortened in-
to_ “defends the force and inji:& when." etc.
Gilb. Com. Pl. 188; 8 Term, ' ; 3 Bos. &
P. 9, note; Co. Litt. 127b.

In matrimonial suits, in England, defenses are
divided into absolute. S. e., such as. being es-
tablished to the satisfaction of the court, are a
complete answer to the petition, so that the
court can exercise no discretion. but is bound
to dismiss the petition; and discretionary, or
such as, being established. leave to the court a
discretion whether it will pronounce a decree
or dismiss the petition. Thus. in a suit for dis-
solution, condonation is an absolute. adultery
lfiy the petitioner a discretionary. defense.

rowne, Div. 30. .

Defense also means the forcible repelling
of an attack made unlawfully with force
and violence.

In old statutes and records, the term means
prohibition; denial or refusal. Em.-outer le
defense et le commmrdement de rou; against
the prohibition and commandment of the
king. St." Westm. 1, c. 1. Also a state of
severalty, or of several or exclusive occu-
pancy: a state of inclosure.
—-Amdnvit of defense. See AFI~‘IDA\‘I‘l‘.—
Am:-native defense. In. code pleading.
New matter constituting a defense; new mat-
ter which, assuming the complaint to be true,
constitutes a defense to it. Carter v. Bank,
33 Misc. Rep. 128. 67 N. Y. Supp. 300.-
E nitable defense. In English practice. a
dc ease to an. action on grounds which. prior
to the passage of the common-law procedure
act, (17 8: 18 Vict. c. 125,) would have been cog-
nlzable only in a court of equity. In Amer-
ican practice, a defense which is coiznizabie in
a court of equity, but which is available there
only, and not in an action at law, except under
the reformed codes of practice. Kellv v. Hurt.
74 M0. 570: New York v. Hoizderber. 44
Misc. Rep. 509, 90 N. Y. Supp. 63.—}‘rlvol-
on: defense. One which at first_ glance can
be seen to be merely pretensive, setting up some
ground which cannot be sustained by argument.
Dominion Nat. Bank v. Olympia Cotton Mills
(C. C.) 128 Fed; 182.—Merlto1-ions defense.
One going to the merits, substance, or essen-
tials of the case. as distinguished from diiatory
or technical objections. Cooper v. Lumber
00.. 61 Ark. 36. 31 S. W. 981.—Pnrt!al de-
fense. One which goes only to a art of the
cause of action. or which only ten s to initi-
gate the damages to be awarded. (‘arter v.
‘Bank. 33 Misc. Rep. 128. 67 N. Y. Supp. 300.
—Pe1-emptory defense. A defense which in-
sists that the plaintiff never had the right to
institute the suit. or that. if he had, the orig-
inal right is extinguished or determined. 4
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Bouv. Inst. no. 4206.—Preterm!tted de-'
ense. One which was available to a- party

and of which he might have had the benefit if
he had pleaded it in due season, but which can-
not afterwards be heard as a _basis for affirm-
ative relief. Swennes v. S ram, 120 Wis. 68.
97 N. W. 51l.—Shun de ense. A false or
fictitious defense. interposed in bad faith, and
manifestly untrue. insuflicient. or irrelevant on
its face.—Self-defense. See that title.—De-
tense an fond en droit.
Canadian law. A demurrer.—Delense an
fond en fait. In French and Canadian law.
The general issue. 3 Dow._ Can. 421.—I.egal
defense. (1) A defense which is complete and
adequate in point of law. (2) A defense which
may be set up in a court of law; as distin-
gnished from an “equitable defense." which is
cognizabie on] in a court of equity or court
possessing equitable powers.

In French and

DEPENSIVA. In old English law. A
lord or earl of the marches. who was the
warden and defender of his country. Cowell.

DEFENSIVE ALLEGATION. In Eng-
lish ecclesiastical law. A species or plead-
ing, where the defendant, instead of denying
the plaintifs charge upon oath, has any cir-
cumstances to otter in his defense. This eii-
tities him, in his turn, to the plaintiffs an-
swer upon oath, upon which he may proceed
to proofs as well as his antagonist. 3 Bl.
Comm. 100;. 3 Steph. Comm. 720.

DEFENSIVE WAR. A war in defense
of, or for the protection of. national rights.
It may be defensive in its principles, though
oflenaive in its operations. 1 Kent, Comm.
50, note.

DEPENSO. That part of any open field
or place that was allotted for corn or hay,
and upon which there was no common or
feeding, was ancieutly said to be in defcmm;
so of any meadow ground that was laid in
for hay only. The same term was applied to
a wood where part was luciosed or fenced, to
secure the growth of the underwood from the
injury of cattle. Cowell.

DEFENSOR. In the eivll law. A de-
fender; one who assumed the defense of
another's case in court. Also an advocate.
A tutor or curator.

In canon law. The advocate or patron
of a-church. An oitlcer wiio had charge of
the temporaiities of the church.

In old English law. A guardian, de-
fender. or protector. The defendant in an
action. A person vouched in to warranty.
—De£ensor elvitatla. Defender or protector
of a city or municipality. An oilicer under the
Roman empire. whose duty it was to protect
the people against the in'ustice of the magis-
trates, the insolence of t e subaitern oiiiccrs,
and the rupacity of the mone -leaders. Schm.
Civil Law. Introd. 16: Cod. . 55. 4. He had
the powers of a judge. with jurisdiction of pe-
cuniary causes to a limited amount. and the
lighter species of oifenses. Cod. 1. 55. 1: Nov.
15. c. . ; Id. c. 6, 1: He had also the
‘care of the public reco s. and powers similar
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to those of a notary in regard to the execution
of wills "and conveyances.—Defensor fldel.
Defender of the faith. See Darannan.

DEPENIIIM. An inclosure of land; any
fenced ground. See Darasso.

DEFERRED. Delayed; putoff; remand-
ed; postponed to a future time.
—De£e:n-ed life Annuities. In English law.
Annuities for the life of the purchaser, but
not commencing until a date subsequent to the
date of buying them, so that. if the purchaser
die before that date, the purchase money is
lost. Granted by the comm ssioners for reduc-
tion of the national debt. See 16 & 17 Yict.
<§T45. I 2. Whartion.—I)e£ers-ed stock. See

ocx.

DEFICIENCY. A lack, shortage, or in-
suiiiciency. The diiference between the total
amount of the debt or payment meant to be
secured by a mortgage and that realized on
foreclosure and sale when less than the total.
A judgment or decree for the amount of such
deficiency is called a "deficiency judgment"
or “decree." Goldsmith v. Brown, 35 Barb.
(N. Y.) 492.

—Deileieno bill. In parliamentary practice,
an appropriation bill covering items of ex-

nse omitted from the general appropriation
ill or bills. or for which insufiicient appro-

priations were made. If intended to cover a
variety of such items. it is commonly called a.
“general deficiency bill;" if intended to make
provision for ex uses which must be met im-
mediately, or w ich cannot wait the ordinary
course of the general appropriation bills. it is
called an “urgent deficiency bill."

Deflolente nno sanguine non potent ease

has-es. 3 Coke. 41. One blood being want-
ing, he cannot be heir. But see 3 & 4 Win.
IV. c. 106, 5 9, and 33 & 34 Vict. c. 23, i 1.

DEFICIT. Something wanting, generally
in the accounts of one iiitrusted with money,
or in the money received by him. Mutual L
5: B. Ass'n v. Price, 19 Fla. 135.

DEPILE. To debauch, deflower, or cor-
rupt the chastity of a woman. The term does
not necessarily inipiy force or ravlshinent,
nor'does it connote previous immacuiateness.
State v. Montgomery. 79 Iowa, 737, 45 N. W.
292; State v. Fernnid, 88 Iowa, 553, 55 N.
W. 534.

DEFINE. To explain or state the exact
meaning of words and plirases; to settle,
make clear. establish boundaries. U. S. v.
Smith, 5 Wheat. 160. 5 L. Ed. 57; Walters v.
Richardson, 93 Ky. 374, 20 S. W. 279: .\iiller
v. Improvement Co., 99 Va. 747, 40 S. E. Z,
86 Am. St. Rep. 924; Gould v. Hutchins. 10
Me. 145.

“An examination of our Session Laws will
show that acts have frequently been passed.
the constitutionality of w ich has never been
questioned. where the were and duties confer-
red could not be consi ered as merely explaining
or making more clear those previously con-
ferred or attempted to be, although the word
‘define' was used in the title. In legislation it
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is frequently used in the creation, enlarging.
and extending the powers and duties "of boards
and oflicers, in defining certain oifenses and pro-
viding punishment for the same, and thus en-
lar ing and extending the scope of the enm-
iua law. And it is roperiy used in the title
where the object of t e act is to determine or
fix boundaries. more especially where a dispute
has arisen concerning them. t is used between
difierent governments. as to define the extent
of a kingdom or country." People v. Bradley,

Mich. 452.

DEPINITIO. Lat. Definition, or, more
strictly, limiting or bounding; as in the max-
im 01' the civil law: Onmis dcfinmo pericth
losa est, pa/rum eat ewim at non subceru pos-
sit, (Dig. 50. 17, 202;) i. e., the attempt to
bring the law within the boundaries of pre-
cise deflnitions is hazardous, as there are
but few cases in which such a limitation can-
not be subverted.

DEFINITION. A description of a thing
by its properties; an explanation of the
meaning of a word or term. Webster. The
process of stating the exact meaning of a
word by means of other words. Worcester.
See Warner v. Beers, 23 Wend. (N. Y.) 103:
Marvin v. State, 19 Ind. 181; Mickie v. Miles,
1 Grant, Cas. (Pa.) 328. -

IIEPINITIVE. That which iinaliy and
completely ends and settles a controversy.
A definitive sentence or judgment is put in
opposition to an interlocutory Judgment.

A distinction may be taken between a final
and a definitive jud ent. The former term is
applicable when t e judgment exhausts the
powers of the particular court in which it is
rendered: while the latter word designates a
judgment that is above any review or contin-
gency of reversal. U. S. v. The Peggy. 1
Cranch. 103, 2 L. Ed. 49
—Deflnitive sentence. The final judgment.
decree or sentence of an ecclesiastical court.
3 Bl. comm. 101.

DEPLOBATION. Seduction or de-
bauching. The act by which a woman is de-
prived of her virginity.

DEPORCE. In English law. To with-
hold wrongfully; to withhold the possession
of lands from one who is lawfully entitled
to them. 3 Bl. Comm. 172; Phelps v. Bald-
win, 17 Conn. 212.

In scotch law. To resist the execution
of- the law; to oppose by force a public oili-
cer in the execution of his duty. Bell.

DEFOROEHENT. Deforcement is
where a man wrongfully holds lands to
which another person is entitled. It there-
fore includes dlsseisin, abatement, discon-
tinuance, and intrusion. Co. Litt. 277b,
3310; Foxworth v. White, 5 Strob. (S. C.)
115; Woodrutf v. Brown, 17 N. J. Law, 269;
Hopper v. Hopper, 21 N. J. Law, 543. But
it is applied especially to cases. not falling
under those heads. where the person entitled
to the freehold has never had possession;
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thus, where a lord has a seignory, and lands
escheat to him propter defectum sangudnic,
but the seisin is withheld from him, this is
a deforcement, and the person who with-
holds the seisin is ‘called a “deforceor." 3
Bl. Comm. 172.

In scotch law. The opposition or resist-
ance made to messengers or other public of-
tlcers while they are actually engaged in
the exercise of their oiiices. Ersk. Inst. 4, 4.
32.

DEFORCIAIIT. One who wrongfully
keeps the owner of lands and tenements out
oi‘ the possession of them. 2 Bl. Comm.
350.

IDEFOROIARE. L. Int. To withhold
lands or tenements from the rightful own-
er. This is a word of art which cannot be
supplied by any other word. Co. Litt. 331b.

DEPOEOIATIO. L. Lat. In old Eng-
lish law. A distress, distraint, or seizure
of goods for satisfaction of a lawful debt.
Cowell.

DEPOSSION.
buried alive.

The punishment of being

DEPRAUD. To practice fraud; to cheat
or trick: to deprive a person of property or
any interest, estate, or right by fraud, de-
ceit, or artifice. People v. Wiman, 148 N.
Y. 29, 42 N. E. 408; Alderman v. People. 4
Mich. 424, 69 Am. Dec. 321; U. S. v. Cur-
ley (C. C.) 122 Fed. 740; Weber v. Mich. 131
Ill. 520, 23 N. E. 646; Edgell v. Smith, 50
W. Va. 349, 40 S. E. 402; Curiey v. U. S.
180 Fed. 1, 64 C. C. A. 369.

DEPRAUDACION. In Spanish law.
The crime committed by a person who fraud-
ulently avoids the payment of some public
tax.

DEPBAUDATION. Prlvation by fraud.

DEPUNOT. Deceased; a deceased per-
son. A common term in Scotch law.

DEFUNGTUS. Lat. Dead. “Defunctus
sine prole," dead without (leaving) issue.

DEGAITBR. L. Fr. 'I\o waste.

DEGRADATION. A deprivation of dig-
nlty; dismission from oiiice. An ecclesias-
tical censure, whereby a clergyman is divest-
ed of his holy orders. There are two sorts
by the canon law,—one summary, by word
only; the other solemn, by stripping the
party degraded of those ornaments and
rights which are the ensigns of his degree.
Degradation is otherwise called “deposi-
tion,” but the canonists have distinguished
between these two terms, deeming the for-
mer as the greater punishment of the two.
There is likewise a degradation of a lord or
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knight at common law, and also by act of
parliament. Wharton.

DEGRADATIONS. A term for waste in
the French law.

DEGBADING. Reviling; holding one up
to public obloquy; lowering a person in the
estimation of the public.

DEGREE. In the law of descent and
family relations. A step or grade, 4. e..
the distance, or number of removes, which
separates two persons who are related by
consanguinity. Thus we speak of cousins in
the “second degree."

In or-hnlnal 1:1. The term “degree"
denotes a division or classification of one
specific crime into several grades or studio
of guilt. according to the circumstances at-
tending its commission. Thus, in some
states, there may be “murder in the second
degree."

DEHORI. L. Fr. Out of; without; be-
yond; foreign to; unconnected with. Dehora
the record; foreign to the record. 8 BL
Comm. 387.

DE! GRATIA. Lat. By the grace of
God. A phrase used in the formal title of a
king or queen, importing a claim of sover-
eignty by the favor or commission of God.
In ancient times it was incorporated in the
titles of inferior ofiicers, (especially ecclesias-
tical.) but in later use was reserved as an as-
sertion of “the divine right of kings."

DE! JIIDIOIUH. The judgment of God.
The old Saxon trial by ordeal, so called be-
cause it was thought to be an appeal to God
for the Justice of a cause, and it was believ-
ed that the decision was according to the
win and pleasure of Divine Providence.
Wharton.

DEJACIOII. In Spanish law. Surren-
der; release; abandonment; e. 9., the act of
an insolvent in surrendering his property for
the benefit of his creditors, of an heir in re-
nouncing the succession, the abandonment
of insured property to the underwriters.

DEJERATION.
oath.

DEL DIE! EITBE. L. Fr. In old Eng-
lish practice. Of well being; of form. The
same as do bane cue. Britt. c. 39.

A taking of a solemn

DEL OBEDERE. In mercantile law. A
phrase borrowed from the Italians, equiva-
lent to our word “guaranty” or “warranty,"
or the Scotch term “warrandice:" an agree-
ment by which a factor. when he sells goods
on credit, for an additional commission,
(called a “dc! credere commission.") guaran-
ties the solvency of the purchaser and his
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performance of the contract. Such a factor
is called a “del credere agent." He is a mere
surety, liable only to his principal in case
the purchaser makes default. Story. Ag.
28: Loeb v. Hellman, 83 N. Y. 603; Lewis v.
Brehme, 33 Md. 424, 3 Am. Rep. 190; Lever-
lck v. Meigs, 1 Cow. (N. Y.) 663; Ruifner v.
Hewitt, 7 W. Va. 604.

DELAISSEMENT.
law. Abandonment.
ch. 17.

DELATE. In Scotch law. To accuse.
Delated, accused. Dclatit off «trio and parts,
accused of being accessary to. 3 How. St.
Tr. 425, 440.

DELATIO. In the civil law. An accu-
sation or information.

DBLATOB.
a sycophant.

DELATURA.
reward of an informer.

In French marine
Emerig. Tr. des Ass.

An accuser; an informer:

In old English law. The
Whishaw.

DELAY. To retard; obstruct; put olr:
hinder; interpose obstacles; as, when it is
said that a conveyance was made to “hinder
and delay creditors." Mercantile Co. v. Ar-
nold, 108 Ga. 449, 34 S. E. 176; Ellis v. Val-
entine, 65 Tex. 532.

DELECTUS PERSOIIE. Lat. Choice of
the person. By this term is understood the
right of a partner to exercise his choice and
preference as to the admission of any new
members to the firm, and as to the per-
sons to be so admitted, if any.

In scotch law. The personal preference
which is supposeu to have been exercised by
a landlord in selecting his tenant, by the
members of a firm in making choice of part-
ners, in the appointment of persons to office,
and other cases. Nearly equivalent to per-
sonal trust, as a doctrine in law. Bell.

Delegnta potestns non potent delegnrl.
2 Inst. 597. A delegated power cannot be
delegated.

DELEGATE. A person who is delegated
' or commissioned to act in the stead of an-
other; a person to whom aiifairs are commit-
ted by another; an attorney.

A person elected or appointed to be a
member of a representative assembly. Usu-
ally spoken of one sent to a special or occa-
sional assembly or convention. Manston v.
Mclntosh, 58 Minn. 525. 60 N. W. 672, 28 L.
B. A. 605.

The representative in congress of one of
the organized territories of the United
States.
—De1eIrates. the high court of. In English
law. Formerly the court of appeal from the
ecclesiastical and admiralty courts. Abolislled
u n the judicial committee of the privy coun-
ci being constituted the court of appeal in such
cases.
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DELEGATION. A sending away; a put-
ting into commission: the assignment of a
debt to another: the intrusting another with
a general power to act for the good of those
who depute him.

At common law. The transfer of au-
thority by one person to another; the act of
making or commissioning a delegate.

The whole body of delegates or representa-
tives sent to a convention or assembly from
one district, place, or political unit are col-
lectively spoken of as a “delegation."

In the civil law. A species of novation
which consists in the change of one debtor
for another, when he who is indebted substi-
tutes a third person who obligates hlinself
in his stead to the creditor, so that the ilrst
debtor is acquitted and his obligation extin-
guished, and the creditor contents himself
with the obligation of the second debtor.
Delegation is essentially distinguished from
any other species of novatlon, in this: that
the former demands the consent of all three
parties. but the latter that only of the two
parties to the new debt. 1 Domat, 5 2318;
Adams v. Power, 48 Miss. 454.

Delegation is novation eifected by the in-
tervention of another person whom the debt-
or. in order to be liberated from his cred-
itor, gives to such creditor, or to him whom
the creditor appoints: and such person so
given becomes obliged to the creditor in the
place of the original debtor. Burge, Sur.
173.

Delegatru non potent delegate. A del-
egate cannot delegate: an agent cannot dele-
gate his functions to a suhagent without the
knowledge or consent oi’ the principal; the
person to whom an otllce or duty is delegat-
ed cannot lawfiilly devolve the duty on an-

other, unless he be expressly authorized so
to do. 9 Coke. 77; Broom. Max-. 840; 2
Kent, Comm. 633; 2 steph. Comm. 119.

DELESTAGE. In French marine law. A
discharging of ballast (lost) from a vessel.

DELETE. In Scotch law. To erase; to
strike out.

DELI‘. A quarry or mine. 31 Eliz. c. 7.

Deliberuidum est din quod statuen-
diun est semel. 12 Coke, 74. That which
is to be resolved once for all should be long
deliberated upon.

DELIIBEBATE, v. To weigh, ponder,
discuss. To examine,- to consult, in order to
form an opinion.

DELIDERATE, adj. By the use of this
word, in describing a crime. the idea is con-
veyed that the perpetrator weighs the mo-
tives for the act and its consequences, the
nature of the crime, or other things con-
nected with his intentions, with a view to a
decision thereon; that he carefully considers
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all these: and that the act is not suddenly
committed. It implies that the perpetrator
must be capable of the exercise of such men-
tal powers as are called into use by de-
liberation and the consideration and weigh-
ing of motives and consequences. State v.

Boyle, 28 Iowa, 524.
“Deliberation" and “pi'emeditation" are ct’

the_ same character of mental operations, dif-
fering only in degree. Deliberation is but ro-
longed preineditation. In other words, in aw.
deliberation is remeditation in a cool state of
the blood. or, w ere there has been heat of pas-
sion, it is preineditation continued beyond the
period within which there has been time for
the blood to cool. in the given case. Delibera-
tion is not only to think of beforehand. which
may be but for an instant. but the inclination
to do the act is considered. weighed. pondered
upon, for such a length of time after a provoca-
tion is given as the jury may find was suflicient
for the blood to cool. One in a heat of passion
may premeditate without deliberating. Delib-
eration is only exercised in a cool state of the
blood, while remeditation mai be either in
that state of t e blood or in the eat of passion.
State v. Kotovsky, 74 Mo. 249; State v. Lind-
grind, 33 Wash. 440. 74 Pac. 565; State v.
Dodds, 54 W. Va. 289. 46 S. E. 228: State v.
Fairlamb, 121 M0. 137. % S. W. 895; Milton
V. State. 6 Neb. 143; State ‘v. Greenlcaf. 71
N. H. 606. 54 Atl. 38: State v. -Fiske. 63 Conn.
339. 28 Atl. 572; Craft v. State. 3 Kan. 481,:
State v. Sneed. 91 Mo. 5232. 4 S. ~W. 411:
Debuey v. State. 45 Neb. 856. 64 N. W. 4-16, 34
L. R. A. 851: Cannon v. State, 60 Ark. 564.
31 S. W. 150.

DELIBERATIOII. The act or process of
deliberating. The act of weighing and ex-
amining the reasons‘ for and against a con-
templated act or course of conduct or a
choice of acts or means. See Dsnrsnsuis.

Deliesttn debitor est odiosus in lege.
A luxurious debtor is odious in law. ‘ 2
Buist. 148. Imprisonment for debt has now.
however, been generally abolished.

DELICT. In the Roman and civil law.
A wrong or injury; an oifense;.a violation
of public or private duty.

It will be observed that this word. taken in
its most general sense. is wider in both dlree
tions than our English term “tort.” On the
one hand. it includes those wrongful acts which.
while directly affecting some individual or his
property. yet extend in their injurious conse-
quences to the peace or security of the commu-
nity at large. and hence rise to the grade of
crimes or misdemeanors. These acts were
termed in the Roman law “public delictsz"
while those for which the only penalty exacted
was compensation to the person primarily in-
jured were. denominated “private delicts." On
the other hand. the term appears to have in-
cluded injurious actions which transpired with-
out any malicious intention on the part of the
door. Thus Pothier gives the name,“qu4uo'
delicts” to the acts of a person who, without
malignity, but by an inexcusable imprudence.
causes an injury to another. Poth. Ob]. 116.
But the. term is used in modern jurisprudence
as a convenient synonym of “tort ;" that is.
a wrongful and injurious violation of ii in 1'».
rem or right available against all the world.
This appears in the two contrasted hrasel.
“actions ea contractu" and “actions ea licto."

Quasi deliet. An act whereby‘ I. person.
without_ malice, but by fault, negligence, or
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prudence not legally excusable, causes injury to
another. They were four in number, viz.: (1)

. Om‘ jade: (item mam Iecit, being the olfense of
partiality or excess in the judez, (juryman;) e.
g., in assessing the damages at a iigure in ex-
cess of the extreme limit i’e‘1nitted_by_ the for-
mula. (2) Dcjcctum etfuaumre aligmd, being
the tort committed by one’s servant in emptying
or throwing something out of an attic or uppen
story upon a person passing beneath. (3) Dam-
mun in/ectum, being the olfense of hanging
dangerous articles over the heads of persons
passing along the king's highway. (4) ’.l‘orts
committed by one's agents (e. 9., stable-boys,
shop-managers, etc.) in the course of their em-
ployment. Brown.

DELIOTUM. Lat. A delict, tort, wrong,
injury. or oifense. Actions ea: delicto are
such as are founded on a tort, as distinguish-
ed from actions on contract

Culpabllity. blameworthiness, or legal de-
linquency. The word occurs in this sense in
the maxim, “In purl delicto melior can con-
dilio dcfendenue," (which see.) ‘

A challenge of ii juror propier delicium is
for some crime or misdemeanor that affects
his credit and renders him infamous. 3 BL
Comm. 383; 2 -Kent, Comm. 2-11.

DBLIHIT. To mark or lay out the lim-
its or boundary line of a territory or country.

DELIKITATION. The act of fixing.
marking on’. or describing the limits or
boundary line of a territory or country.

Delhqnens per irun provocntus pn-
niri debet niitins. 3 Inst. 55. A delin-
quent provoked by anger ought to be pun-
ished more mildly.

DBLINQUENT, ii. In the civil law. He
who has been guilty of some crime, oifense,
or failure of duty.

DELINQUENT, adj. As applied to a debt
or claim. it means simply due and unpaid
at the time appointed by law or fixed by con-
tract; as, a delinquent tax. Chauncey v.
Wass, 35 Minn. 1, 30 N. W. 826; Gallup V.
Schmidt. 154 Ind. 196. 56 N. E. 450. As ap-
plied to a person, it commonly means that
he is grossly negligent or in willful default
in regard to his pecuniary obligations, or
even that he is dishonest and unworthy of
credit. Boyce v. Ewart, Rice (S. C.) 140;
Ferguson v. Pittsburgh, 159 Pa. 435, 28 At].
118; Grocers‘ Ass'n V. Exton, 18 Ohio Cir.
Ct. R. 321.

DELIBIUH. In medical jurisprudence.
Delirium is that state of the mind in which
it acts without being directed by the power
of volition, which is wholly or partially sus-
pended. This happens most perfectly in
dreams. But what is commonly called “de-
lirium" is always preceded or attended by a
feverish and highly diseased state of the
body. The patient in delirium is wholly un-
conscious of surrounding objects. or coiicelves
them to be dliferent from what they reauy
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are. His thoughts seem to drift about, wild-
ering and tossing amidst distracted dreams.
And his observations, when he makes any,
as often happens, are wild and incoherent;
or, from excess of pain, he sinks into a low
muttering, or silent and death-like stupor.
The law contemplates this species of mental
derangement as an intellectual eclipse; as a
darkness occasioned by a cloud of disease
passing over the mind; and which must soon
terminate in health or in death. 0wing's
Case, 1_Bland (.\ld.) 386, 17 Alli. Dec. 311;
Supreme Lodge v. Lapp. 74 S. W. 656, 25 Ky.
Law Rep. 74; Clark v. Ellis, 9 Or. 132;
Brogden v. Brown, 2 Add. 441.
—DcliriIun febrile. In medical jurispru-
dence. A form of mental aberration incident
to fevers._ and sometimes to the last stages of
chronic diseases.

DBLIBIUH TREMENS. A disorder of
the nervous system, involving the brain and
setting up an attack of temporary delusional
insanity, sometimes attended with violent ex-
citement or mania, caused by excessive and
long continued indulgence in alcoholic liq-
uors, or by the abrupt cessation of such use
after a protracted debauch. See Insnu-rr.

DELITO. In Spanish law. Crime; a
crime, oi'i'ense, or dellct. White, New. Recop.
b.2.tit.19.c.1.§-1.

DI-ILIVERANCE. In practice. The ver-
dict rendered by a Jury.
—Seoond deliverance. In practice. A writ
allowed a Elaintiif in replevin, where the det'end- '

ant has 0 mined judgment for return of the
goods, by default on nonsuit, in order to have
the same distress again delivered to him, on
giving the same security as before. 3 Bl.
Comm. 150; 3 Steph. Comm. 668.

DELIVERY. In conveyancing. The
final and absolute transfer of a deed, properly
executed, to the grantee, or to some person
for his use, in such manner that it cannot be
recalled by the grantor. Black v. Shreve, 13
N. J. Eq. 461; Kirk v. Turner, 16 N. C. 14.

In the law of sales. The tradition or
transfer of the possession of personal prop-
erty from one person to another.

In medical jurisprudence. The act of
a woman giving birth to her oflspring. Blake
V. Junklns, 35 Me. 433.

Absolute and conditional delivery. An
absolute delivery of a deed, as distinguished
from conditional delivery or delivery in escrow,
is one which is complete upon the actual trans-
fer of the instrument from the possession of
the grantor. Dyer v. Skadan, 128 Mich. 348,
l~:l_N. W. 277. 92 Am. St. Rep. 461. A con-
ditional delivery of I. deed is one which passes
the dc:-d from the possession of the grantor
but is not to be completed by possession of
the grantee, or a third person as his agent.
until the happening of a specified event. )_wr
v. Sltadan, 128 Mich. 348, 87 N. W. 277. 92
Am. St. Rep. 46]: Schmidt v. Deegan, 139
Wis. 300, 34 N. W. 83.

Actual and constructive. In the law of
sales, actual delivery consists in the giving real
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possession of the thing sold to the vendee or his
servants or special agents who are identified
with him in law and represent him. Construc-
tive delivery is a general term, comprehending all
those acts which, although not truly conferring
a real possession of the thing sold on the vendee,
have been held. by construction of law, equiv-
alent to acts of real delivery. In this sense
constructive delivery includes symbolic deliv-
cry and all those traditions: fictcz which have
been admitted into the law as suflicient to vest
the absolute roperty in the vendee and bar
the rights of l en and stoppage in tranaiiu, such
as marking and setting apart the goods as be-
longing to the vendee, charging him with ware-
house rent, etc. Bolin v. Huifnagle 1 Rawle
(I'a.) 19. A constructive delivery of personal-
ty takes place when the goods are set apart
and notice given to the person to whom they
are to be delivered (The Titania, 131 Fed. 229,
65 C. C. A. 215), or when, without actual trans-
fer of the goods or their symbol, the conduct
of the parties is such as to be inconsistent with
any other sup sition than that there has been
a change in t e nature of the holding. Swai-
ford v. Spratt, 93 Mo. App. (31, 67 S. W.
701: I-‘iolliday v. White, 33 Tex. 459

Symbolionl delivery. The constructive de-
livery of the subject-matter of a sale, where it
is cumbersome or inaccessible, by the actual de-
livery of some article which is conventionally
accepted as the symbol or representative of_it,
or which renders accem to it possible, or which
is the evidence of the purchaser's title to it;
as the key of a warehouse. or a bill of lading
of goods on shipboard. Winslow v. ‘Fletcher.
53 'onn. 390, 4 Atl. 250: Miller v. Lacey, 7
Houst. (Del.) 8, 30 Atl. 640.
—Dolivery bond. A bond given upon the sei-
zure of goods (as under the revenue laws) con-
ditioned for their restoration to the defendant,
or the payment of their value, if so adjudged.
—DeIivery order. An order addressed, in
England, by the owner of goods to a person hold-
ing them on his behalf, re nesting him to de-
liver them to a person name in the order. De-
livery orders are chiefly used in the case of
goods held by dock companies, wharfingers, etc.

DBLUSION. In medical jurisprudence.
An insane delusion is an unreasoning and in-
corrigible belief in the existence of facts which
are either impossible absolutely, or, at least,
impossible under the circumstances of the in-
dividual. It is never the result of reasoning
and reflection; it is not generated by them,
and it cannot be dispelled by them; and
hence it is not to be confounded with an
opinion, however fantastic the latter may be.
Guiteau’s Case (D. C.) 10 Fed. 170. See IN-
snurir.

DEM. An abbreviation for “demise ;" e.
9., Doe dem. Smith. Doe, on the demise of
Smith.

DEHAIN. See DEM!-ZSNE.

DEHAND, o. In practice. To claim as
one’s due; to require; to ask relief. To
summon; to call in court. “Although sol-
emnly demanded, comes not, but makes de-
fault."

DEHAIID, n. A claim: the assertion of a
legal right: a legal obligation asserted in the
courts. “Demand" is ll word of art of an ex-
tent greater in its signification than any other
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word except ‘'claim.’’ 00. Litt. 291; In re
Denny, 2 Hill (N. Y.) B0.

Demand embraces all sorts of actions, rights,
and _titles, conditions before or after bi-each, ex-
ecutions, appeals, rents of all kinds, covenants,
annuities, contracts, recogujzances, statutes,
commons, etc. A release of all demands to date
bars an action for damages accruing after the
date from a nuisance previously erected. Ved-
der v. Vedder, 1 Denio (N. Y.) 257.

Demand is more comprehensive in import
than “debt" or " utg." Sands v. Codwise, 4
Johns. (N. Y.) 536, Am. Dec. 305.

Demand, or claim, is pro rly used in refer-
ence to a cause of action. addlesvene v. Arms,
32 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 280.

An imperative request preferred by one
person to another, under a claim of right, re
quiring the latter to do or yield something or
to abstain from some act.
-‘-Demand In reoonvention. A demand
which the defendant institutes in consequence
of that which the plaintiif has brought against
him. Used in Louisiana. &}:IelValeDiC to a
“counterclaim” elsewhere. Mc od v. Bert-
schey, 33 Wis. 177, 14 Am. Rep. 755.—Lega1
demand. A demand properly made, as to
form, time, and place, by a person lawfully au-
thorized. Foss v. Norris, 70 Me. 118.—On
demand. A promimory note payable “on de-
mand" is a present debt, and is payable with-
out any actual demand, or, if a demand is nec-
essary, the bringing of a suit is enough. Ap-
peai of Andreas. 99 Pa. 424.—Pereomi.l_ de-
mand. A demand for payment of a bill or
note, made upon the drawer, acceptor. or mak-
er, in person. See 1 Daniel, Neg. Inst. I 589.

DEMANDA. In Spanish law. The peti-
tion of a plaintiff, setting forth his demand.
Las Partidas, pt. 3, tit. 10, 1. 3.

DBMANDAN1‘. The plaintiff or party
suing in a real action. 00. Litt. 127.

DEHANDRES8. A female deinaudant.

DEMEASE. In old English law. Death.

DEHBHBRATION. In Scotch law.
Maliciousiy cutting off or otherwise separat-
ing one limb from another. 1 Hume, 323;
Bell.

DEMENS. One whose mental faculties
are enfeebled; one who has lost his mind;
distinguishable from omens, one totally in-
sane. 4 Coke, 128.

DEMENTED. Of unsound mind.

DEM!-:N'l‘E1I‘AIl'.l‘ EN AVANT. L. Fr.
From this time forward. Kelham.

DEMENTIA. See INSANITY.

DBMESNE. Domain; domlnical; held in
one’s own right, and not of a superior; not
allotted to tenants.

In the language of pleading, own; prop-
er; original. Thus, son assault dcmesne, his
own assault, his assault originally or in the
first place.
—Anc1ent
snesne as of fee.

demons, see ANCIENT.—DO-
A man is said to be aeised
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in his demcsne as of fee of a corporeal inher-
itance. because he has a propert dominicum
or deineme, in the thing itself. gut when he
has no dominion in the thing itself, as in the
case of an incorporeal hereditament, he is said
to be seiaed as of fee, and not in his demeane
as of fee. 2 Bl. Comm. 106; Littleton I 10;
Bnrnet v. Ihrie, 17 Serg. & R. (Pa. 1 .—De-
none lands. In English law. hose lands
of a manor not granted out in tenancy, but re
served by the lord for his own use and occu-
pation. Lands set apart and appropriated by
the lord for his own rivate use, as for the
supply of his table, anti) the maintenance of his
family; the opposite of tenenumtal lands.
ancy and demesne, however, were not in every
sense the opposites of each other; lands held
for years or at will being included among de-
niesne lands. as well as those in the lord's actu-
al possexiion. Spelman; 2 Bl. Comm. 90.—De-
means lands of the crown. That share _of
lands reserved to the crown at the original dis-
tribution of landed property, or which came to
it afterwards by forfeiture or otherwise. 1 Bl.
Comm. 286; 2 Steph. Comm. ."i50.—Dernesn1-
ll. Pertaining to a demcsrie.

nmn. ri-encii. Hair; the hall’. Used
chiefly in composition.

As to demi “Mark," “Oftlcial,” “V111,” see
those titles.

DEM!-SANGUI-:,
Half-blood.

DEEDIETAS.
or moiety.

DENIES. In some universities and col-
ieges this term is synonymous with “schol-
mi!

or DENY-SANGUE.

In old records. A half

n!:l!1‘.I‘U'.l‘I0. In the civil law. A tak-
ing away: loss or deprivation. See CAPITIS
Dunnuuo.

DEHISE. 17. In conveyancing. To con-
vey or create an estate for years or life; to
lease. The uual and operative‘ word in
leases: “Have granted, demised, and to farm
let, and by these presents do grant, demise,
and to farm let.” 2 Bl. Comm. 817; 1 Steph.
Comm. 476; C0. Litt. 45a.

DEMISE, n.’ In conveyancing. A convey-
ance of an estate to another for life, for
years, or at will: most commonly for years;
a lease. 1 steph. Comm. 475. Voorhees v.
Church, 5 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 71; Gilmore v.
Hamilton, 83 Ind. 196.

Originally a posthumous grant; commonly
a lease or conveyance for a term of years;
sometimes applied to any conveyance, in fee,
for life, or for years. Pub. St. Mass. 1882,
p. 1289.

“Demise" is synonymous with “leiise" or "let."
except that demise ea 01' termini implies a cov-
cnant for title, and also a covenant for uiet
enjoyment, whereas lease or let implies ne ther
of these covenants. Brown.

The word is also used as a synonym for
“decease" or “death.” In England it is es-
pecially employed to denote the death of the
sovereign.
—Don|.Iso and I-adenine. In conveyancing.
Mutual leases made from one party to another
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on each side, of the same land, or something
on of it; as when A. grants a lease to B. at »

a om_inal rent. (as of a pepper corn,) and B.
redemises-the same property to A. for a shorter
time at a real, substantial rent. Jacob; Whi-
sl_isw.—Den1se of the crown. The natural
dissolution of the king is generally so called;
an expression which signifies merely a transfer
of prolperty. By demise of the crown we mean
only t at, in consequence of the disunion of the
king's natural body from his body politic, the
kingdom is transferred or demised to his suc-
cessor. and so the royal dignity remains perpet-
ual. 1 Bl. Comm. 249; Plowd. 234.—8evor_-:1
demises. In English ractice. In the action.
of ejectment, it was ormerly customary, in
case there were any doubt as to the legal estate
being in the plaintiif, to insert in the declara-
tion several demises from as many difierent
persons: but this was rendered unnecessary by
the provisions of the common-law procedure
acts.—Single demise. A declaration in eject-
ment might contain either one demise or sev-
eral. When it contained only one, it was call-
ed a “declaration with a single demise."

DEMISI. Let. I have demised or leased.
Demisd, conceasi, et ad nrmnm iradidi; have
demised, granted. and to farm let. The usu-
al operative words in ancient leases, as the
corresponding English words are in the mod-
ern forms. 2 Bl. Comm. 317, 318. Koch v.
Hustis, 113 Wis. 599. 87 N. W. 834; Kinney
v. Watts, 14 Wend. (N. Y.) 40.

DEMISSIO. L. Lat. A demise or let-
.ting. Chiefly used in the phrase ea: demis-
cione (on the demise), which formed part of
the title oi’ the cause in the old actions of
ejectment, where it signified that the nom-
inal plaintit! (a ilctitious person) held the es-
tate “on the demise” of, that is, by a lease
from, the real plaintitt.

DEMOBILIZATION. In military law.
The dismissal of an army or body of troops
from active service. ‘

DEMOCRACY. That form of govern-
ment in which the sovereign power resides in
and is exercised by the whole body of free
citizens; as distinguished from a monarchy,
aristocracy, or oligarchy. According to the
theory oi.’ a pure democracy, every citizen
should participate directly in the business of
governing, and the legislative assembly
should comprise the whole people. But the
ultimate lodgment of the sovereignty being
the distinguishing feature, the introduction
of the representative system does not remove
a government from this type. Hosvever. a
government of the latter kind is sometimes
specifically described as a “representative de-
mocracy."

DEMOCRATIC. Of or pertaining to de-
mocracy, or to the party of the democrats.

DEHOIIETIZATIOII‘. The disuse of a
particular metal for purposes of coinage.
The withdrawal of the value or a metal as
money.
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DEHONSTRATIO. Lat. Description;
addition; denomination. Occurring oftengin
the phrase, "Falsa demonatrauo nor; nocct,”
(a false description does not harm.)

DEMONSTRATION. Description:
pointing out. That which is said or written
to designate a thing or person.

In evidence. Absolutely convincing proof.
That proof which excludes all possibility of
error. Treadwell v. Whittier, 80 Cal. 574, 22
Pac. 266. 5 L. R. A. 498, 13 Am. St. Rep. 175;
Boetgen v. Railroad Co. (Sup.) 50 N. Y.
Supp. 332.

DEHONSTRATIVE LEGACY. See
Lsoscr.

DEMPSTER. In Scotch law. A dooms-
mau. One who pronounced the sentence of
court. 1 How. State Tr. 937.

’ DEMUB. To presentadeinurrer; to take
an exception to the sufllcieiicy in point of
law of a pleading or state of facts alleged.
See Dnuusiiicn.
—Demur1-able. A pleading, tition, or the
like, is said to be demurrahie w en itdoes not
state such facts as support thencilaim. prayer,

v.or defense put forward. 5 Ch. 79.—Do-
the party who,murs-ant. One who demurs:

in pleading, interposes a demurrer.

DEMURRAGE. In maritime law. The
sum which is fixed by the contract of car-
riage, or which is allowed. as remuneration
to the owner of a ship for the detention of
his Vessel beyond the number of days allowed
by the charter-party for loading and uiiload-
ing or for sailing. Also the detention of the
vessel by the freighter beyond such time.
See 3 Kent. Comm. 203; 2 Steph. Comm. 185.
The Apollon, 9 Wheat. 378, 6 L. Ed. 111;
Fisher v. Abeel, 44 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 440;
Wordin v. Bemis. 32 Conn. 273. 85 Am. I)ec.
255: Cross \'. Beard. 26 N. Y. 85; The J. E.
Owen (D. C.) 54 Fed. 185; 1-‘nlkeuburg v.
Clark. 11 R. I. 283.

Demurrage is only an extended freight or re-
ward to the vessel, in compensation for the
earnings she is improperly caused to lose.
Every improper detention of a vessel may be
considered a demurrage. and compensation un-
der that name be obtained_for it. Donaldson
v. i\icDowell. Holmes. 290, Fed.Cas. No. 3.985.

Deuiui-rage is the allowance or compensation
due to the master or owners of a ship, by the
freighter. for the time the vessel may have been
detained ‘beyond the time specified or implied
in the contract of aifreightment or the charter-
purty. Bell. '

DEMUILRER. In pleading. The form-
al mode of disputing the suiiiciency in law of
the pleading of the other side. In elect it is
an allegation that, even if the facts as stated
in the ‘pleading to which objection is taken
be true, yet their legal consequences are not
such as to put the deinurriug party to the
necessity of answering them or proceeding
further with the cause. Reid v. Field. 83
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.court whether he is bound so to do.
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Va. 26. 1 S. E. 395; Parish v. Sloan, 38 N.
C. 609; Goodman v. Ford, 23 Miss. 595: Hos-
tetter Co. v. Lyons Co. (C. C.) 99 Fed. 735.

An objection made by one party to his op-
poneut's pleading. alleging that he ought not
to answer it, for some defect in law in the
pleading. It admits the facts. and refers the
law arising thereon to the court. 7 How.
581.

It imports that the objecting party will not
proceed, but will wait the judgment of the

Co. Litt.
71b; Steph. Pl. 61.

In Equity. An allegation of a defendant.
which. admitting the matters of fact alleged
by the bill to -be true, shows that as they are
therein set forth they are insuiiicient for the
plaintiff to proceed upon or to oblige the de-'
fendant to answer; or that. for some reason
apparent on the face of the bill, or on ac-
count of the omission of some matter which
ought to be contained therein. or for want of
some circumstances which ought to be at-
tendant thereon, the defendant ought not to
be compelled to answer to the whole bill. or
to ome certain part thereof. Mitf. Eq. Pl.
107.

Classification and varieties. A general
demurrer is a demurrer framed in general terms.
without showing specifically the nature of the
obJection, and which is usually resorted to
where the objection is to matter of substance.
Steph. Pl. 140-142: 1 Chit. Pl. 663. See Reid
v. field, 83 Va. 26. 1 S. E. 395: . S. v.
National Bank (C. C.) 73 Fed. 381; McGuire
v. Van Pelt, 55 Ala. 344; Taylor v. Taylor,
87 Mich. 6-1. 49 N. W. 519. A special demurrer
is one which excepts to the sufiiciency of the
pleadings on the opposite side, and shows spe-
ciiicaliy the nature of the objection. and the
particular ground of the exception. 3 Bouv.
Inst. no. 3 . Darcey v. Lake, 46 Mix. 117;
Christmas v. Russell, 5 Wall. 303. 18 L. Ed.
475; Shaw v. Chase. 77 Mich. 436. 43 N. W.
883. A speaking demurrer is one which. in or-
der to sustain itself, requires the aid. of a fact
not appearing on the face of the Blending ob-
jected to, or. in other words, whic alleges or
assumes the existence of a fact not already
pleaded. and which constitutes the round of
ob'ection. Wright v. Weber, 17 Pa. taper. Ct.
45 ; Walker v. Conant. 60 Mich. 194. 31 N.
W. 786: Brooks v. Gibbons, 4 Paige (N. Y.)
375: Clarke v. Land Co., 113 Go. 21. 38 S.
E. 323. A {tarot demurrer (not properly a de-
murrer at a i) was a staying of the pleadin s:
a suspension of the pro ings in an act on
during the nonagel of an infant, especially in a.
real action. Now abolished. 3 Bl. Comm.
—Dexnnn-er book. In practice. A record
of the issue on a demurrer at law, contain-
ing a transcript of the pleadings. with proper
entries; and intended for the use of the court
and counsel on the argument. 3 Bl. Comm.
317: 3 Steph. ("omm. 581.—De:i_niu-1-er ore
tonne. This name is sometimes given to a. rul-
ing on an objection to evidence. but is not prop-
erly a demurrer at all. Mandelcrt v. Land 00..
104 \Vis. 423. N. ‘V. _726.—Demurro_I- to
evidence. This proceeding (now practically
obsolete) was analogous to_ a demurrer to a
pleading. It was an objection or exception by
one of the parties in an action at. law. to the
eifect that the evidence which his_adveisary
had produced was insuiiicient in point of law
(whether true or not) to make out his case or.
sustain the issue. Upon joinder in demurrer,
the jury was discharged, and the case was ar-
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gued to the court in bane, who gave Judgment
upon the facts as shown in evidence. ee 3
Bl. Comm. 372: Bass v. Rublee. 76 Vt. 395.
57 At]. 966; Patteson v. Ford, 2 Grat. (Va.&
18; Suydam v. Williamson, 20 How. 436, 1
L. Ed. 978: Railroad Co. v. McArthur. 43
Miss. 180.—Denuu-rer to interrogatories.
Where a witness objects to a guestion pro-
pounded (particularly on the taking of a dep-
osition) and states his reason for objecting or
refusing to answer. it is called a “demurrer to
the iaterrogatory," though the term cannot
here be understood as used in its technical
sense. ‘ .

DEHY IAIIIE, DELI! SANGUE.
Hair-blood. A corruption of demi-sang.

' DEN. A valley. Blonnt. A hollow place
among woods. Cowell.

mm’ mm s1-norm. In old Englil‘
law. Liberty for ships or vessels to run
aground, or come ashore. Cowell.

DENARIATE. In old English law. As
much land as is worth one penny per annum.

DENARII. An ancient general term for
any sort of pecunia numerata, or ready mon-
ey. The French use the word “dem'er" in
the-same sense,—pa1/er de ses proprcs de-
auers. «

—Denaril do oar-itate. In English law.
Customary oblations made to a cathedral church
at Pentev.-ost.—Dena_rl1 S. Petr-1. (Commonly
called "Peter's Pence.") An annual payment on
St. Peter's feast of a penny from every family
to the pope. during the time that the Roman
Catholic religion was established in England.

DENARIUB. The chief silver coin among
the Romans, worth 8d,: it was the seventh
part of a Roman ounce. Also an English
penny. The denarins was flrst coined flve
years before the first Punic war, B. C. 269.
In later times a copper coin was called “de-
uariuc." Smith, Dict. Antiq.
'—Dana1-ins Del. (Lat. “God's penny.”) Ear-
nest money: money given as a. token of the
completion of a bargain. It differs from an-he
in this: that arrhw is a part of the considera-
tion, while the dcnar-iua Dei is no part of it.
The latter was given away in charity; whence
the name.—Donaa-ins ten-tins ooxnltatas. In
old English law. A third part or penny of the
county paid to its earl, the other two parts be-
ing reserved to the crown.

DENIAL. A traverse in the pleading or
one party of an allegation of fact set up by
the other; a defense. See Flack v. O'Brien,
19 Misc. Rep. 399, 43 N. Y. Supp. 854; Mott
V. Baxter, 29 Colo. 418, 68 Pac. 20.

General and specific. In code pleading, a
general denial is one which puts in issue all the
material averments of the complaint or peti-
tion. and permits the defendant to prove any
and all facts tending to negative those aver-

of them. Mauldin v. Ball. 5
. _ ac. 409: Goode v. Elwood Lodge,

160 _Ind. 201. N. E. ‘[42. A specific denial is
a separate denial applicable to one particular
allegation of the‘ complaint. Gas Co. v. San

Br..Law Drc'r.(2n En.)—23
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Francisco. 9 Cal. 470: Sands v. Maclay. 2'
¥;!n3t.1z38; Seward v. Miller. 6 How. Prac. (N.'

DENIJER. L. In-. In old English law.
Denial; refusal. Denier is when the rent,
(being demanded upon the land) is not paid.
Finch, Law, b. 3. c. 5. ,

nnxmn A nnm. ‘ In French law.
Earnest money; a sum of money given in
token of the completion of a bargain. The
phrase i a translation of the Latin Dcnaarius
Dci, (q. 1:.)

DENIZATION. The act of making one
a denizen; the conferring of the privileges
of citizenship upon an alien born. Cro. Jac.
540. See Dsmzsx.

‘ DENIZE. To make a man a denlzen or
citizen. .

DENIZEN. In English law. A person
who, being an alien born, has obtained, ca:
domztione rents, letters patent to make him
an English subJect,—-a high and inco1mnu-
nicable branch of the royal prerogative. A
denizen is in a kind of middle state -between
an alien and a natural-born subject, and par-
takes of the status of both of these. 1 Bl.
Comm. 374; 7 Coke, 6. ‘

The term is used to signify a person who. be-
ing an alien by birth. has obtained letters pa-
tent making him an English subject. ’.l.‘he king
may denize. but not naturalize, a man; the lat-
ter requiring the consent of parliament. as un-
der the nsturalization act. 1870. (33 & 34 Vlct.
c. 14.) A denizen holds a position midway be-
tween an alien and a natural-bom or‘ naturalized
suh’ect, being able to take lands by purchase or
dev se. (which an alien could not until 1870
do,) but not able to take lands by descent,
(which a natural-born or naturalized subject
may do.) Brown.

The word is also used in this sense in
South Carolina. See Mcclenaghan v. Mc-
Clenaghan, 1 Strob. Eq. (S. C.) 319, -17 Am.
Dec. 532. ._

A denizen, in the primary, but obsolete,
sense of the word, is a natural-born subject
of a country. Co. Litt. 129a.

DENMAIPS (LORD) ACT. An English
statute, for the amendment of the law of evi-
dence, (6 at 7 Vlct. c. 85.) which provides that
no person offered as a witness shall there-
after be excluded by reason of incapacity,
from crime or interest, from giving evidence.

DENHAIWS (MIL) ACT. An English
statute, for the amendment of procedure in
criminal trials, (28 & 29 Vlct. c. 18,) allow-
ing counsel to sum up the evidence in crim-
inal as In civil trials, provided the prisone
be defended by counsel. ._

DENOMBREHENT. In French feudal
law. A minute or act drawn up. on the
creation of a fief, containing a description-of
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the lief, and all the rights and incidents be-
longing to it. Guyot, Inst. Feud. c. 3.

Denonninatic fleri debet a dignioribns.
Denomination should be made from the more
worthy.

DENOUNOE. An act or thing is "de-
nounced" when the law declares it a crime
and prescribes a punishment for it. State
v. De Hart, 109 La. 570, 33 South. 605. The
word is also used (not technically but popu-
larly) as the equivalent of “accuse" or “in-
form against.”

IDENOUNONT. In Spanish and
Mexican law. A denouncement was a Ju-
dicial proceeding, and, though real property
might be acquired by an alien in fraud of
the law,—that is, without observing its re-
qulrements,—he nevertheless retained his
right and title to it, but was liable to be de-
prived of it by the proper proceeding of de-
nouncement, which in its substantive char-
acteristics was equivalent to the inquest of
oflice found, at common law. De Merle v.
Mathews. 26 Cal. 477.

The "denonncemeut of a new work" is a
proceeding to obtain an order of court, in
the nature of an injunction, against the
construction of a new building or other
work, which. if completed, would injuriously
aflect the plaintiffs property. Von Schmidt
v. Huntington, 1 Cal. 55.

In Mexican mining law. Denouncement
is an application to the authorities for a
grant of the right to work a mine, either on
the ground of new discovery, or on the
ground of forfeiture of the rights of a for-
mer owner, through abandonment or contra-
vention of the mining law. Cent. Dlct. See
Castillero v. U. S., 2 Black, 109, 17 L. Ed.
360.

DENSHIBING 0!‘ LAND. (Otherwise
called "burn-beating") A method of im-
proving land by casting parings of earth,
turf, and stubble into heaps, which when
dried are burned into ashes for a compost.
Cowell.

DENUMERATION. The act of present
payment. '

DENUNCIA DE OIBRA NUEVA. In
Spanish law. The denouncement of a new
work; being a proceeding to restrain the
erection of some new work, as, for instance,
a building which may. if completed, inju-
riously affect the property of the complain-
ant; it is of a character similar to the in-
terdicts of possession. Escriche: Von
Schmidt v. Huntington, 1 Cal. 63.

DENUNOIATION. In the civil law.
’Ihe act by which an individual informs a
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public oiiicer, whose duty it is to prosecute
offenders, that a crime has been committed-

In Scotch practice. The act by which
a person is declared to be a rebel, who has
disobeyed the charge given on letters of
homing. Bell.

DBNUNTIATIO. In old English law.
A public notice or summons. Bract. 2020.

DEODAND. (L. Lat. Deo dandum, a
thing to be given to God.) In English law.
Any personal chattel which was the imme-
diate occasion of the death of any reason-
able creature, and which was forfeited to
the crown to be applied to pious uses, and
distributed in aims by the high almoner. 1
Hale, P. C. 419; meta, lib. 1. c. 25; 1 Bl.
Comm. 300; 2 Steph. Comm. 385. '

D203 HEDGE. In old English law.
The hedge inclosing a deer park.

DIIPABT. In pleading. To forsake or
abandon the ground assumed in a former
pleading, and assume a new one. See Dn-
maruss.

In maritime law. To leave a port; to
be out of a port. To depart imports more
than to sail. or set sail. A warranty in a
policy that a vessel shall depart on or before
a particular day is a warranty not only that
she shall sail, but that she shall be out of
the port on or before that day. 3 Maule &
S. 461; 3 Kent, Comm. 307, note. "To de-
part" does not mean merely to break ground.
but fairly to set forward upon the voyage.
Moir v. Assur. Co., 6 Taunt. 241; Young v.
The Orpheus, 119 Mass. 185; The Helen
Brown (D. C.) 28 Fed. 111.

DEPARTIIENT. 1. One of the territo-
rial divisions of a country. The term is
chieiiy used in this sense in France, where
the division of the country into departments
is somewhat analogous, both territorlally
and for governmental purposes, to the divi-
sion of an American state into counties.

2. One of the divisions of the executive
branch of government. Used in this sense
in the United States, where each depart-
ment is charged with a specific class of du-
ties. and comprises an organized staff of oili-
cials; e. 1]., the department of state. depart-
ment of war, etc.

DEPARTURE. In maritime law. A
deviation from the course prescribed in the
policy of insurance.

In pleading. The statement of matter in
a replication, rejoinder, or subsequent plead-
ing. as a cause of action or defense, which
is not pursuant to the previous pleading of
the same party, and which does not support
and fortify it. 2 Williams. Saund. 840, note
1; 2 Wils. 98; Co. Litt. 30-ta; Railway Co.
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v. Wyler, 158 U. 8. 285. 16 Sup. Ct. 877. 39
L. Ed. 983.

A departure, in pleading, is when a partg
quits or departs from the case or defense whic
he has first made, and has recourse to another.
White v. Joy, 13 N. Y. 83: Allen v. Watson, 16
.Il&liini;.11(N. Y.) 205; Kimberlin v. Carter, 49

_ A departure takes place when, in any plead-
ing, the party deserts the ground that he took
in his last antecedent pleading, and resorts to
another. Steph. Pl. 410. Or. in other words.
when the second leading contains matter not
pursuant to the ormer. and which does not
susport and fortify it. Co. Litt. 3040. Hence
a eparture obviously can never take place till
the replication. Steph. Pl. 410. Each subse-
quent pleading must pursue or support the for-
mer one; 9'. 9., the replication must support the
declaration, and the rejoinder the lea, without
departing out of it. 3 Bl. Comm. 10.

DEPARTURE IN DESPITE 0_!‘
COURT. In old English practice. The ten-
ant in a real action, having once appeared,
was considered as constructively present in
court until again called upon. Hence if. up-
on being demanded. he failed to appear, he
was said to have “departed in despite [L e.,
contempt] of the court."

DEPAITUBE. In old English law. To
pasture. “If a man depastures unprofitable
cattle in his ground." Bunb. 1, use 1.

DEPEOULATION. A robbing of the
prince or commonwealth; an embezzling of
the public treasure.

DEPENDENOY. A territory distinct
from the country in which the supreme sov-
ereign power resides, but belonging right.
fully to it, and subject to the laws and regu-
latious which the sovereign may think prop-
er to prescribe. U. S. v. The Nancy, 3 Wash.
0. C. 286, Fed. Cas. No. 15,854.

It differs from a colony, because it is not
settled by the citizens of the sovereign or
mother state; and from possession, because
it is held by other title than that of mere
conquest. ‘

DEPENDENT. Deriving existence, sup-
port. or direction from another; conditioned,
in respect to force or obligation. upon an
extraneous act or fact.
—Dopendant contract. One which depends
or is conditional upon another. One which it is
not the duty of the contractor to perform until
some obligation contained in the same agree-
ment has been performed by the other party.
Ham. Parties. 7. 29. 30, 109.—Dopendaait
covenant. See Covsiusr.

DEPENDING. In practice. Pending or
undetermined; in progress. See 5 Coke, 47.

DEPESAI. In Spanish-American law.
Spaces of ground in towns reserved for com-
mons or public pasturage. 12 Pet. 443, note,
9 L. Ed. 1150.

, DEPONE. ‘In Scotch practice. _To de-
' pose; to make oath in writing.
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DEPONENT. In practice. One who do-
posea (that is, testifies or makes oath in
writing) to thetruth of certain facts; one
who gives under oath testimony which is re-
duced to writing; one who makes oath to a
written statement. The party making an af-
iidavit is generally so called.

The word “depone,” from which is derived
“deponent." has relation to the mode in which
the oath is administered, (by the witness plac-
ing his hand upon the book of the holy evange-
lists.) and not as to whether the testimony is
delivered orall or reduced to writing. “

ponent" is inc uded in the term “witness/’ but
‘witness" is more general. Bliss v. Shuman, 47

Me. 248.

DEPONEE. In old Scotch practice. A
deponeut. 3 How. State Tr. 695.

DEPOPULATIO AGBORUM. In old
English law. The crime of destroying, rav-
aging, or laying waste a country. 2 Hales
P. C. 333; 4 Bl. Comm. 373.

DEPOPULATION. In old English law.
A species of waste by which the population
of the kingdom was diminished. Depopula-
tion of houses was a public oifense. 12 Coke,
30, 31. -

DEPORTATIO. Lat. In the civil law.
A kind of banishment, where a condemned
person was sent or carried away to some for-
eign country, usually to an island, (in imm-
lam dcporiatiu-,) and thus taken out of the
number of Roman citizens.

DEPOBTATION. Baulshment to a for-
eign country, attended with confiscation of
property and deprivation of civil rights. A
punishment derived from the deportatio (q.
2:.) of the Roman law, and still in use in
France.
.In Roman law. A perpetual banish-
ment, depriving the banished of his rights as
a citizen; it differed from relegation (q. 12.)

' and exile, (q. 1:.) 1 Brown, Civil an Adm.
Law, 125, note;‘AInst. 1, 12, 1, and 2; Dig.
48, 22. 14, 1.

In American law. The removal or send-
ing back of an alien to the country from
which he came, as a measure of national po-
lice and without any implication of punish-
ment or penalty.

“Transportation," "extradition." and “depor-
tation," although each has the effect of remov-
ing a person from a country, are different things
and for diflerent purposes. Transportation is
b way of punishment of one convicted of an
oéense against the laws of the country; extra-
dition is the surrender to another country of one
accused of an ofience against its laws. there to
be tried and punished if found guilty. Depor-
tation is the removing of_ an alien out of the
country simply because his presence is deemed
inconsistent with the public welfare, and with-
out any punishment being im or contem-
plated, either under the laws o the country out
of which he is sent. or under those of the coun-
try to which he is taken. Fang Yue Ting v. U.
;.).5l49 U. S. 698, 13 Sup. Ct. 1016, 37 L. Ed.
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DEPOSE. In practice. In ancient us-
age, to testify as a witness; to give evidence
under oath.

In modern usage. To make a deposi-
tion; to give evidence in the shape of a dep-
osition; to make statements which are writ-
ten down and sworn to: to give testimony
which is reduced to writing by a duly-quali-
lied omcer and sworn to by the deponeut.

To deprive an individual of a public em-
ployment or oiilce against his will. Woliiius.
Inst. 5 10128. The term is usually applied to
the deprivation of all authority of a sov-
ereign.

«’ DEPOSIT. A naked bailment of goods
to be kept for the depositor without reward,
and to_ be returned when he shall require it.
Jones, Bailm. 36, 117; National Bank v.
Washington County Bank, 5 Hun (N. Y.)
807} Payne v. Gardiner. 29 N. Y. 167; Mont-
gomery v. Evans. 8 Ga. 180; Rozelle v.
Rhodes. 116 Pa. 129, 9 Atl. 160. 2 Am. St.
Rep. 591; In re Patterson, 18 Hun (N. Y.)
222. .

A bailment of goods to be kept by the
baiiee without reward, and delivered accord-
ing to the object or purpose of the original
trust. Story, Bailm. 5 41.

A deposit, in general, is an act by which
a person receiva the property of another;
binding himself to preserve it and return it
in kind. Civ. Code La. art. 2926. '

When chattels are delivered by one person
to another to keep for the use of the ballor.
it is called a “deposit." Code Ga. 1882, I
2103.

. The word is also sometimes used to desig-
nate money lodged with a person as an ear-
nest or security for the performance of some
contract, to be forfeited if the depositor fails
in his undertaking.

classification. According to the classifi-
cation of the civil law, deposits are of the
following several sorts: (1) Necessary, made
upon some sudden emergency, and from
some pressing necessity; as, for instance, in
case of a tire, a shipwreck, or other over-
whelming calamity, when property is con-
fided to any person whom the depositor may
meet without proper opportunity for redec-
tion or choice, and thence it is called “mis-
erabile dcpositum." (2) Voluntary, which
arises from the mere consent and agreement
of the parties. Civ. Code La. art. 2964; Dig.
-16, 3, 2; Story, Bailm. | 44. The common
law has made no such division. There is
another class of deposits called “involun-
tary." which may be without the assent or
even knowledge of the depositor; as lum-
ber, etc.. left upon another’s land by the
subsidence of a ilood. The civilians again
divide deposits into “simple deposits," made
by one or more persons having a common
interest. and “sequestrations," made by one
or more persons. each of whom has a dif-
ferent and adverse interest in controversy
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touching, it; and these last are of two sorts,
—“conventional,” or such as are made by
the mere agreement of the parties without
any judicial act; and “judiclai." or such as
are made by order of a court in the course
of some proceeding. Civ. Code La. art. 2979.

There is another class of deposits called
"irregular," as when a person, having a sum
of money which he does not think safe in
his own hands, confides it to another, who
is to return to him, not the same money, but
a like sum when he shall demand it. Poth.
du Depot. 82. 83; Story, Bailm. 5 84.
regular deposit is a strict or special deposit;
a deposit which must be returned in ape-'
cic; I. e., the thing deposited must be re-
turned. A quasi deposit is a kind of im-
plied or involuntary deposit, which takes
place where a party comes lawfully to.the
pbssession of another. person’s property, by
finding it. Story, Bailm. I 85. Particularly
with reference to money, deposits are also
classed as general or special. A general de-
posit is where the money deposited is not it-
self to be returned, but an equivalent in
money (that is, a like sum) is to be returned.
It is equivalent to a loan, and the money
deposited becomes the property of the depos-
itary. Insurance Co. v. Landers. 43 Ala;
138. , A special deposit is a deposit in which
the identical thing deposited is to he re-
turned to the depositor. The particular ob-
ject of this kind of deposit is safe-keeping.
Koetting v. State, 88 Wis. 502, 80 N. W.
822. In banking law, this kind of deposit is
contrasted with a “general" deposit, as
above: but in the civil law it is the antith-
esis of an “irregular" deposit. A gratuitous
or naked deposit is a bailment of goods to be
kept for the depositor without hire or re
ward on either side. or one for which the
depositary receives no consideration beyond
the mere possession of the thing deposited.
Civ. Code Ga. 1891'». 5 2921: Civ. Code Cal. §

1844. Properly and originally, all deposits
. are of this description: for according to the

Roman law. a bailment of goods for which
hire or a price is to he paid, is not called
"depositum" but “loc:1tio.", If the owner oi’
the property pays for its custody or care,
it is a “locatlo custodize;" if, on the other
hand. the bailee pays for the use of it. it is
“locatio rel." (See LOCATIO.) But in the
modern law of those states which have been
influenced by the Roman jurisprudence. a
gratuitous or naked deposit is distinguished
from a “deposit for hire." in which the bailee
is to be paid for his services in keeping the
article. Civ. Code Cal. 1903. 5 1851; Civ.
Code Ga. 1895, 5 29:21.

In banking law. The act of placing or
lodging money in the ‘custody of a bank or
banker, for safety or convenience, to be
withdrawn at the will of the depositor or
under rules and regulations agreed on; also
the money so deposited.

General and special deposits.
of money in a bank are either general or special.

Deposits _
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A general deposit the ordinary_form) is one
which is to be repai on demand, in whole or in
part as called for. in any current money, not
the same pieces of money deposited. In this
case. the title to the money deposited passes to
the bank, which becomes debtor to thedepositor
for the amount. A special deposit is one in
which the depusitor is entitled to the return of
the identical thing deposited (gold, bullion. se-
curities, etc.) and the title to. the property re-
mains in him, the deposit bei_ng usually made
only for purposes of safe-keeping. Shipman v.
State Bank, 59 I-Iuii. 621. 13 N. Y. Supp. 475;
State v. Clark, 4 Ind. 315; Brahm v. Adkins.
77 Ill. 2&3‘ Marine Bank v. F_ulton Banlt,_2
Wall. 252, 1’? L. Ed. 785. There is also a specif-
ic deposit, which exists where money or proper-
ty is given to a bank for souie specific and par-
ticular purpose. as a note for collection, money
to pay a particular note. or propert for some
other specific purpose. Oiiicer v. cer, 120
Iowa, 3&), 94 N. .W. 947, 98 Am. St. Rep. 380.
—Do sit account. An account of sums
lodg with a bank not to be drawn upon by
checks. and usually not to be withdrawn except
after a fixed notice.—Doposlt oonstnny. A
company whose business is the safe- eeping of
securities or other valuables deposited in boxes
or safeariln its building which are leased to the
deposit .—Deposlt of title-deeds. A meth-
0d of pledging real property as security for a
loan, by pacin the title-deeds of the and in
the keeping of t e lender as pledgee.

_’ DEPOBITARY.‘ The party, receiving a
deposit; one with whom anytlilug is lodged
in trust, as “deposltory" is thepiace where
it is put. The obligation on the part of the
deposltaiyis that he keep the thing with
reasonable care. and, upon request. restore
it to the‘ dcpositor. or otherwise deliver it,
according to the original trust. ‘ ’

DEPOSITATION. In Scotch law. De-
posit or dcposuum, the species of pailnient
so called. Bell. '

VDEPOSITION. The testimony oi’ a wit-
ness taken upon interrogatories. not in open
court, but in pursuance of a commission to
take testimony issued by a court, or under a
general law on the subject, and reduced to
writing and duly authenticated. mid intentl-
ed to be used upon the trial or an action in
court. Liitcher v. U. S., 72 Fed. 972. 19 C.
G. A. 259; Indianapolis Water Co. v. Amer-
ican Strawboard Co. (C. C.) 65 Fed. 535.‘

A deposition is a written declaration un-
der oath, made upon notice to the adverse
party-for the purpose of enabling him to at-
tend and cross-examine; or upon written in-
terrogatories. Code Civ. Proc. Cal. 5 2004;
Code Civ. Proc. Dak. § 465.

A deposition is evidence given by a witness '

under interrogatories. oral or written. and iisu-
ally written down by an oiiicial person. In its
generic sense, it embraces all written evidence
verified by oath, and includes aflidavits; but,
in legal language. a distinction _is maintained
between depositions and aflidavits. Stimpson v.
Brooks. 3 Blatchf. 456. Fed. Cas. No. 13.454;

The term sometimes is used in a special
sense to denote a statement made orally by a"

person on oath before an examiner. com-
missioner, or oiiicer oi‘ the court. (but not in
open-court.) and taken down in writing by
the-examiner or under his direction. Sweet:
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In ecclesiastical law. The act of depriv-
ing a clergyman, by a competent tribunal’.
of his clerical orders, to punish him for some
offense and to prevent his acting in future
in his clerical character. Ayl. Par. 206. . I

DEPOSITO. In Spanish law. Deposit;
the species of bailment so called. Sclim.
Civil Law, 193.

nrzposrron. One ‘who makes a deposit.

DBPOSITORY. The place where a de-
posit (q. 1:.) is placed and kept. -

United States depositories. Banks select-
ed and designated to receive deposits of the pub»
lic funds of the United States are so called. ;._~ ,

DEPOSITUH. Lat. In the civil law.
One of the forms or the contract of biiilineiit.
being a naked bailment of goods to be kept
for the’ use of the bailor without reward.
Foster v. Essex Bank, 17 Mass. 498;
Dec. 3168; Coggs v. Bernard, 2 Ld. Raym.
912.__- See DEPOSIT. ,

'.One.of the four_ real contracts specified by
Justinian, and having the following_ character-
istics: (1) The depositary or depositee is not
liable for negligence, however extreme, but-only
for fraud. dolua; (2) the property remains "in
the depositor, the depositaryhaving. only the
possession. Procariugn and aequeure were two
varieties of the depositum. ' ' "

nfi1>6'r. In ‘runes law. ‘The depen-
mm of the Roman and the_'deposit"o‘f the
English iaiv. It_is of two kinds, being either
(1) clépvit simply so called. and which may be
eithervoluiitary or necessary, and (2) séquc3-
trc, which is a deposit made either under an
agreement or the parties, and to abide the
event of pending litigation regarding it. or

by virtue of the direction of the court or
a Judge, pending litigation regarding it.
Brown: Civ. Code La. 2897. ‘ '

In American law. (1) A railroad freight
or passenger station; a place on the line of
a railroad where passengers may enter and
leave the trains and where freight is deposit-
ed for delivery; but more -properly, only a
place where the carrier is accustomed to re-
ceive merchandise. deposit it, and keep it
ready for transportation or delivery. Magbee
v. Transportation Co., 45 N. Y. 520, 6 Am.
Rep. 1%; Iliil v. Railroad Co. (Tex. Civ.
App.) 75 S. W. 876; Kurnes v. Drake,’ 103
Ky. 134, 44 S. W. 444; Railroad-Co. v. Smith,
71 Ark. 189, 71 S. W. 947; State, v. New
Haven & N. 00., 37 Conn. 163. (2) A place
where military stores or suppliesare kept
or troops nsseniliied. U. S. v. Caldwell, 19
Wall. 268.-'22 L. Ed. 114. ‘ ‘ .,

. nnrnsvrz. To defame; viiiry; exhibit
contempt for. In England it is a criminal of-
fense lto "deprave” the Lord's supper or the
Book of Common Prayer. Steph. Crim. Dig.
99. .2.

nzrnnnanon. In French law. Pil-
lage; waste. orspoliation of_ goods, particular.
ly of the estate-ota decedent: ‘- i -‘
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DEPBIVATION. In English ecclesias-
tical law. The taking away from a clergy-
man his benelice or other spiritual promotion
or dignity, either by sentence declaratory in
the proper court for fit and sutllclent causes
or in pursuance of divers penal statutes
which declare the benetlce void for some non-
feasance or neglect. or some malfeasance or
crime. 3 Steph. Comm. 87, 88; Burn, Ecc.
Law, tit. “Deprivatlon."

DEPRIVE. In a constitutional provision
that no person shall be “deprived of his prop-
erty" without due process of law, this word
is equivalent to the term "take," and de-
notes a taking altogether, a seizure, in direct
appropriation, dispossesslon or the owner.
Sharpless v. Philadelphia, 21 Pa. 167, 59 Am.
Dec. 759; Wynehamer v. People, 13 N. Y.
467 : Munn v. People, 69 IlL 88; Grant v.
Courter, 24 Barb. (N. Y.) 238.

DEPUTIZE. To appoint a deputy; to ap-
point or commission one to act as deputy to
an oflicer. In a general sense, the term is
descriptive of empowering one person to act
for another in any capacity or relation, but in
law it is almost always restricted to the sub-
stitution of a person appointed to act for an
oillcer of the law.

DEPUTY. A substitute; a person duly
authorized by an oilicer to exercise some or
all of the functions pertaining to the oillce,
in the place and stead of the latter. Carter
v. Homback, 139 M0. 238, 40 S. W. 893;
Herring v. Lee. 22 W. Va. 667; Erwin v. U.
S. (D. C.) 37 Fed. 476, 2 L. R. A. 229; Wil-
lingham v. State, 2.1 Fla. 776; Ellison v.
Stevenson, 6 T. B. Mon. (Ky.) 271; People v.
Barker. 14 Misc. Rep. 360. 35 N. Y. Supp.
727.

A deputy dlfiers from an assignée, in that an
assignee has an interest in the oifice itself, and
does all things in his own name, for whom his
grantor shall not answer, except in special cas-
es: but a deputy has not any interest in the
oflice, and is only the shadow of the officer in
whose name he acts. And there is a distinction‘
in doing an act by an agent and by a deputy.
An a t can only bind his rincipal when he
does t e act in the name of t e principal. But
a deputy may do the act and si his own
name, and it lnds his principal: or a deputy
has. in law, the whole power of his principal.
Wharton.
-—Doputy oonsnl. See CoNsUL.—!Depnty
lieutenant. The deput of a lord lieutenant
of a county in England.— eputy sheril. One
appointed to act in the lace and stead of the
sherlif in the ofiicial bus ness of the latter's of-
fice. Ageneral deputy (sometimes called “un-
dersheri ') is one who, by virtue of his ap oint-
ment, has authority to execute all the or inary
duties of the oflice of sheriff. and who executes
process without any special authority from his
principal. A rpecml deputy, who is an officer
pro hat: vice, is one appointed for a special oc-
casion or a special service as. to serve a par-
ticular wrlt or to assist n keeping the peace
when a riot or tumult is exgected or in prog-
ress. He acts under a speci c and not a gen-
eral appointment and authority. Allen v.
Smith, 12 N. J. Law. 162; Wilson v. Russell,
4 Oak. 376, 31 N. W. 645.—Doputy steward.

DERELICTION

A steward of a manor may depute or authorize
another to hold a court; and the acts done in
a court so holden will be as legal as if the court
had been holden by the chief steward in person.
So an under steward or deputy may authorize
another as subdeputy, pro hac vice, to hold a
court for him; such limited authority not be-
ing inconsistent with the rule deleaatus mm
pores! delegare. Wharton.

DEBAIGN. Seems to mean, literally, to
confound and disorder, or to turn out ot
course, or displace; as deralgnment or de-
parture out of religion, in St. 31 Hen. VIII.
c. 6. In the common law, the word is used
generally in the sense of to prove; viz., to
deraign a. right, deraign the warranty, etc.
Glanv. lib. 2, c. 6; Fltzh. Nat. Brev. 146.
Perhaps this word “deraigu," and the word
"deralgnnient," derived from it. may be used
in the sense of to prove and a proving. by
disproving oi’ what is asserted in opposition
to truth and fact. Jacob.

DERECHO. In Spanish law. Law or
right. Derecho comim, common law. The
civil law is so called. A right. Derechoa,
rights. Also, specifically, an impost laid up-
on goods or provisions, or upon persons or
lands, by way of tax or contribution. Noe
v. Card, 14 Cal. 576, 608.

DERBLIOT. Forsaken; abandoned; de-
serted; cast away.

Personal property abandoned or thrown
away by the owner in such manner as to in-
dicate that he intends to make no further
claim thereto. 2 Bl. Comm. 9; 2 Reeve, Eng.
Law. 9. .

Land left uncovered by the receding of
water from its former bed. 2 Rolle, Abr.
170; 2 Bl. Comm. 262; 1 Crabb, Real Prop.
109.

In maritime law. A boat or vessel found
entirely deserted or abandoned on the sea,
wltiiont hope or intention of recovery or re-
turn by the master or crew, whether result-
ing from wreck, accident, necessity, or volun-
tary abandonment. U. S. v. Stone (C. C») 8
Fed. 243: Cromwell v. The Island City, 1
Black, 121, 17 L. Ed. 70; The Hyderabad
(D. C.) 11 Fed. 754; The Fairlield (-D. O.)
30 Fed. 700; The Aquila, I C. Rob. 41.

—Onasl derelict. When a vessel without be-
ing abandoned, is no longer under the control or
direction of those on board, (as where part of
the crew are dead. and the remainder are physi-
cally and mentally incapable of providing for
their own safety,) she is said to be quasi dera-
uct. Sturtevant v. Nicholaus, 1 Newb. Adm.
449, Fed. Cas. No. 13,578.

DERJIIJOTION. The gaining of land
from the water, in consequence of the sea
shrinking back below the usual water mark;
the opposite of alluvion. ((1. v.) Dyer, 326b,-
2 Bl. Comm. 262; 1 Steph. Comm. 419; math-
icum v. (Jean, 64 Md. 439. 2 Atl. 826. 54 Am.
Rep. 775: Warren v. Chambers, 25 Ark. 120.
91 Am. Dec. 538. 4 Am. Rep. 23; Supp v.
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Frasier. 51 La. Ann. 1718. N South. 378. 72
Am. St. Rep. 493.

In the civil law. The voluntary aban-
donment of goods by the owner, without the
hope or the purpose of returning to the pos-
session. Jones v. Nunn, 12 Ga. 473; Liver-
more v. White, 74 Me. 456. 43 Am. Rep. 600.

Derivativa potostas non potent one
major pa-unmu. Noy. Max.; Wing. Max.
06. The derivative power cannot be greater
than the primitive.

nnnavanvrz. Coming from another;
taken from something preceding; secondary;
that which has not its origin in itself. but
owes its existence to something foregoing.
—DorI.vativo’ conveyances. Conveyancea
which presuppose some other conveyance prec-
edent. and only serve to enlarge, confirm. alter,
restrain. restore. or transfer t e interest grant-
ed by such original conveyance. They are re-
leases, confirmations, surrenders assignments,
and defeasances. 2 Bi. Comm.

DEBOGATION. The partial repeal or
abolishing or a law, as by a subsequent act
which limits its scope or impairs its utility
and force. Distinguished from abrogation.
which means the entire repeal and annul-
ment of a law. Dig. 50, 17, 102.

DEBOGATORY OLAUSE. In a will.
this is a sentence or secret character insert-
ed by the testator, or which he reserves the
knowledge to himself, with a condition that
no will he may make thereafter should be
valid. unless this clause be inserted word for
word. This is done as a precaution to guard
against later wills being extorted by violence.
or otherwise improperly obtained. By the
law of England such a clause would be void,
as tending to make the will irrevocable.
Wharton.

Dorogntnr legi, cum pars dots-ahitur;
alrocatur legi, olun pros-ans tollitnr. To
derogate from a law is to take away part of
it; to abrogate a law is to abolish it entire-
ly. Dig. 50. 17. 102.

IDEIAPUEBO. In Spanish law. An ir-
regular action committed with violence
against law. custom, or reason.

DEIAKOBTIZAOION. In Mexican law.
The dosamortizacion of property is to take
it out of mortmain, (dead hands;) that is,
to unloose it from the grasp. as it were, of
ecclesiastical or civil corporations. The term
has no equivalent in English. Hall. Mex.
Law, I 749.

DBIOIZIIDANT. One who is descended
from another; a person who proceeds from
the body of another, such as a child. grand-
child. etc., to the remotest degree. The term
is the opposite of “ascendant," (q. 1:.)

Descendants is a good term of description
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in a will. and includes all who proceed from
the body of the person named; as grandchil-
dren und great-grandchildren. Amb. 397 ; 2
Eli. Real. Prop. 242.

DESOEIIDER. in the descent.
See Fomtsnon.

Descent ;

DBSOENDIBLE. Capable of passing by
descent, or of being inherited or transmitted
by devise, (spoken of estates. titles. oflices.
and other property.) Collins V. Smith, 105
Ga. 525. 31 S. E. 449.

Akerlund, 168 Ill. 682, 48 N. E. 454; Starr v.
Hamilton, 22 Fed. Cas. 1,107; In re Dona-
hue's Estate, '36 Cal. 332; Shippen v. Izard,
1 Serg. & R. (Pa.) 224: Brewer v. Hunt. 18
Ohio St. 338; Allen v. Bland, 134 Ind. 78.
33 N. E. 774.
_Ola.ssifloation. Descents are of two sorts,

lmeal and collateral. Lineal descent is descent
in a direct or right line, as from father or
grandfather to son or grandson. Collateral de-
scent is descent in a collateral or oblique line.
that is, up to the common ancestor and then
down from him, as from brother to brother, or
between cousins. Levy v. Mccartee, 6 Pet. 112,

Ed. 334. They are also distinguished in-
to mediate and immediate descents. But these
terms are used in diiferent senses. A descent
may. be said to be a mediate or immediate de-
scent oi the estate or right: or it may be said
to be mediate or immediate, in regard to the
mediateness or immediateness of the pedigree or
consanguinity. Thus, a descent from the mud-
father. who dies in possession, to the gran child.
the father being then dead, or from the uncle to
the nephew, the brother being dead, is, in the for
mer sense, in'iaw. immediate descent. although
the one is collateral and the other lineal: for
the heir is in the per, and not in the per and
cut‘. On the other hand. with reference to the
line of pedigree or consanguinity. a descent is
often said to be immediate, when the ancestor
from whom the party derives his blood is im-
mediate, and without any intervening link or
degrees: and mediate, when the kindred is de-
rived from him mediante «Hero. another ances-
tor intervening between them. Thus a descent
in lineals from father to son is in this sense im-
mediate: but a descent from grandfather to
grandson. the father being dead. or from uncle
to nephew, the brother being dead, is deemed
mediate; the father and the brother being, in
these latter cases, the medium defcruns. as it is
called. of the descent or consanguinity. Levy
v. Mc-Cartee, 6 Pet. 112, 8 L. Ed. 334; Furenes
v. Mickeison. 86 Iowa. 508. 53 N. W. 416;
Garner v. Wood. 71 Md. 37. 17 At]. 1031.

Descent was denoted, in the Roman law.
by the term "successio," which is also used
by Bracton, and from which has been derived
the succession of the Scotch and French ju-
risprudence.
—Desoent out. The devolving of realty up-
on the heir on the death of his ancestor intes-
tate.

I

DESOENT. Hereditary succession. Suc-
cession to the ownership or an estate by in-
heritance, or by any act of law, as distin-
guished from “purchase.” Title by descent
is the title by which one person, upon the
death of another, acquires the real estate of
the latter as his heir at law. 2 Bl. Comm.
201; Com. Dig. “Descent,” A: Adams v.
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-‘"D1:8CR1P'1'!o PERSONS. Lat. De-
scription of the person. By this is meant a
word or phrase used merely for the purpose
of identifying or pointing out the person in-
tended. and not as an intimation that the
ianguage in connection with which it occurs
is to apply to him only in the ol:licia‘l or tech-
nical character which might appear to be in-
dicated by the word.

DESCRIPTION. 1. A delineation or ac-
count of a particular subject by the recital
of its characteristic accidents and qualities.

2. A written enumeration of items com-
posing an estate, ‘or of its condition, or of
titles or documents; like an inventory, but
with more particularity, and without involv-
ing the idea of an appraisement.

3. An exact written account of an article,
mechanical device, or process which is the
subject of an application for a patent.

4. A method of pointing out a particular
person by referring to his relationship to
some other person or his character as an of-
iicer, trustee. executor. etc. '

5. That part of a conveyance, advertise-
ment of sale, etc.. which identifies the land
intended to be aflected.

nnsnn-r. To leave or quit with an in-
tention to cause a permanent separation; to
forsake utterly; to abandon.

DESBRTION. The act by which a per-
son abandons and forsakes, without Justin-
cation, or unauthorized. a station or con-
dition of public or social life, renouncing its
responsibilities and evading its duties.

In matrimonial and divorce law. An
actual abandonment or breaking off of matri-
monial cohabitation, by either of the parties,
and a renouncing or refusal of the duties and
obligations of the relation. with an intent to
abandon or forsake entirely and not to re-
turn to or resume marital relations, occurring
without legal" Justiiication either in the con-
sent or the wrongful conduct of the other
party. State V. Baker. 112 La. 801, 36 South.
703; Bailey v. Bailey, 21 Grat. (Va.) 47;
Ingersoll v. Ingersoll, 49 Pa. 250. 88 Am. Dec.
500; Droege v. Droege. 55 Mo. App. 482; Bar-
nett v. Barnett. 27 ind. App. 466, 61 N. E.
737; Williams v. Williams, 130 N. Y. 193,
29 N. E. 98. 14 L. R. A. 220, 27 Am. St. Rep.
517; Magrath v. Magrath. 103 Mass. 579. 4
Am. Rep. 579; Cass v. Cass, 31 N. J. Eq.
626; Ogilvle V. Ogilvle. 37 Or. 171, 81 Pac.
627; Tirrell v. Tirrell. ‘'2 Conn. 667, 45 Atl.
153, 47 L. R. A. 750; State V. Weber, 48 Mo.
App. 504.

,1: military law. An oifense which con-
sists in the abandonment of his post and
duties by a person commissioned or enlisted
in the army or navy,,without leave and with
th'e_intentlo_i_1; not to ._return. llollingsworth
v. Shaw, 19 Ohio St. 432, 2 Am. Rep. 411;

DESIGNATIO LJUSTICIARIORUM

In re Sutherland (D. C.) 53 ‘Fed.’ There
is a diflerence between desertion and simple
“absence without leave ;" in order to consti-
tute the former, there must be an intention
not to return to the service. Hanson v.
South Scituate, 115 Mass. 336.

In maritime law. The act by which a
seaman deserts and abandons a ship or ves-
sel, in which he had engaged to peri.'u1'm a
voyage, before the expiration of his time.
and without leave. By desertion, in the
maritime law, is meant, not a mere unauthor-
ized absence from the ship without leave.
but an unauthorized absence. from the ship.
with an intention not to return to her serv-
ice, or, as it is often expressed, ammo non
reveriemli; that is, with an intention to de-
sert. Coflln v. Jenkins. 3.Story, 108. Fed.
Gas. No. 2,948; The Union (D. C.) 20 Fed.
539; The Mary_C. Conery (D. C.) 9 Fed. 223;
The George, 10 Fed. Cas. 204.

DEBHONORA. In Spanish law. Dis-
honor; injury; slander. Las Partidas. pt. 7.
tit. 9, L 1, 6.

DESIGN. In the law of evidence. Pur-
pose or intention. combined with plan. or im-
plying a plan in the mind. Burrill. Circ.
Ev. 331; State v. Grant. 86 Iowa, 216, 53 N.
W. 120; Ernest v. State. 20 Fla. 388; llogan
v. State, 36 Wis. 226. _

As a term of art. the giving of a visible
form to the conceptions of the mind, or in-
vention. Binns v. Woodruif, 4 Wash. C. C.
48, Fed.’ Cas. No. 1,424.

In patent law. The drawing or depiction
of an original plan or conception for a novel
pattern, model, shape, or configuration. to be
used in the manufacturing or textile arts or"
the fine arts. and chiefly of a decorative or
ornamental character. “Design patents" are
contrasted with “utility patents,” but equally
involve the exercise of the inventive or origi-
native faculty. Gorham Co. v. White. 14
Wall. 524, 20 L. Ed. 731; Manufacturing Co.
v. Odell (D. C.) 18 Fed. 321; Binns V. Wood-
mil. 3 Fed. Can. 424: Henderson v. Tomp-
kins (C. C.) 60 Fed. 758.

“Design, in the view of the atent law, is
that characteristic of a physflal substance
which, by means of lines, images, configuration,
and the like. taken as a whole. makes an im-
pression, through the eye. upon the mind of the
observer. The essence of a design resides, not
in the elements individually. nor in their meth-
od of arrangement. but in the tout ensemble—iir
that indefinable whole that awakens some sen-
sation in the observer's mind. Impressions thus
imparted may be complex or simple; in one a
mingled impression of gracefulness and strength.
in another the impression of strength alone.
But whatever the impression, there isattached
in the mind of the observer. to the object'ob-
served. a sense of uniqueness and character."
Pelonze Scale Co. v. American Cutlery Co;, 102
Fed. 918, 43 C. C. A. 52. -

Designntto Justinian-iorlun cast I 2.3..
jlu-isdiotio vex-o otdlnu-is I logo. 4 Inst.
74. The appointment of Justices is .by_the
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king, but their ordinary jurisdiction by the
law. -

DESIGNATIO PSONE. The descrip-
tion of a person or a party to a deed or con-
tract. -

Deslgnntio units out exolusip alts:-irrs,
st exprouvun tacit oeuuro tncitum. Co.
Litt. 210. The specifying of one is the ex-
clusion or another. and that which is ex-
pressed makes that which is understood to
cease. .

DESIGNATION. A description ‘or de-
scriptive expression by which a person or
thing is denoted in a will without using the
name.

DESIRE. This term, used in a will in re-
lation to the management and distribution of
property, has been interpreted by the courts
with diflerentj shades of meaning, varying
from the mere expression of a preference to
a positive command.' See liiciiiurry v. Stan-
ley, 69 Tex. 227, 8 S. W. 412; Stewart v.
Stewart. .61 N. J. Eq. 25, 47 At]. 633; In re
Marti’s Estate; 132 Cal. 666, 61 Pac. 964;
Weber v. Bryant, 161 Mass. 400, 37 N. E. 203;
Appeal of City of Philadelphia, 112 Pa. 470,
4 Atl.. 4; Meehan v. Brennan, 16 App. Div.
395. 45 N. Y. Supp. 57; Brasher v. Marsh, 15
Ohio St. 111; Major v. Herndon, 78 Ky. 123.

DESIJNDE. A term used in the Span-
ish law, denoting the act by which the bound-
aries of an estate or portion of a country are
determined.

DESMEMOBIADOS. In Spanish law.
Persons deprived of memory. White, New
Recop. b. 1. tit. 2, c. 1, 5 4.

nnsracnnuns. _In maritime law.
Persons appointed to settle cases of average.

DESPATOEES. Oflicial communications
or oihcial persons on the affairs of govern-
ment.

DESPERATE. Hopeless; worthless.
This term is used in inventories and sched-
ules of assets, particularly by executors, etc.,
to describe debts or claims which are "con-'
sidered impossible or hopeless of collection.
See Schultz v. Pulver, 11. Wend. (N. Y.) 365.

—Despea-ate debt. A hopeless debt; an ir-
recoverable obligation.

D E S P I T E. Contempt. Despite, con-
tempts. Kelham.

_ DEIPITIIS. Contempt.’ See DESPITE.
A contemptible person. Fleta, lib. 4, c. 5. '

DESPOJAR. A possessory action of the
Mexican law. It isbrought to recover pos-
session of immovable property, of which one
has been despoiled (despojado) byanother.
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DESPOIL. This word involves. in its“,
signification, violence or clandestine" means"
by which one is deprived of that which he"
possesses. Its Spanish equivalent, despojar,
is a term used in Mexican law. Sunol v.

Hepburn, 1 Cal. 268.

DEBPONSATION. The act of betroth- _'

ing persons to each other.

DESPOSOBIO. In Spanish law. Es-
pousals; mutual promises of future marriage. :

White, New Recop. b. 1, tit. 6,_c. 1, 5 1.

DESPOT. This word, in its original and
most simple acceptation, signifies master and,
supreme lord; it is synonymous with mom-
arch: but taken in bad part, as it is usually I

employed, it signifies a tyrant. '—In some :

states, despot is the title given to the sover--
eign, as king is given in‘ others. Enc. Loud. '

—Despotism. That abuse of overnment-
where the sovereign power is not ivided, but
united in the hands _of a single man, whatever
may be his oflicial title. It is_.not, roperly, a ,
foriln of 3vernl1)nent. Toulilier, Dr. Fr. tit.
pre . n.‘ . "‘ espotisin ’ s not exact y synon- '

ymoiis with “autocracy," for the former involves
the idea of tyranny or abuse of power, which IR
not necessarily implied by the latter. I Eve?
despotism isflautlocratic; gut an“i;utocr'1acy :_
not necessa y espotic.— sspo e. 0 ac '

as a despot. Webster. - . . . ' '

nnsiu-:1¢Anr.n. L. Fr. Unreasonable.’
Britt. <-. 121. - " ’

DESSAISISSEKENT. In French law.
When a person is declared bankrupt, he is
immediately deprived of the enjoyment and:
administration of all his property; this dep-:
rivation, which extends to all his rights, is

~ called “de.saa£a£a.9ement." Arg. Fr. Mere.-
Law, 556.

DESTINATION. The purpose to which
it is intended an article or a fund shall be
applied. A testator gives a destination to a
legacy when he prescribes the specific use to‘
which it shall be put. 1

The port at which a ship is to end her voy-'
age‘ is called her “port of destination." Par»
dessus. no. 600. - - -

DESTITUTE. A “destitute person” is one
who has no money or other property avail-;
able for his maintenance'or support Nor-
ridgewock v. Solon, 49 Me. 385; Woods v.
Perkins. 43 La. Ann. 347, 9 South. 48. ,:

DESTROY. As used in policies of insura-
ance, leases, and in maritime law, this.term
is often applied to an act which renders the
subject useless for its intended purpose.
though it does not literally deinolish or an-
nihilate it. in re .\IcCnbe. 11 Pa. Super. Ct.
56-i; Solomon v. Kingston, 24 Hun (N. Y.)
564; Insurance Co. v. Feibelinaii, 118 Ala.
398, 23 South. 759; Spalding v. Munford, 37
Mo. App. 281. To “destroy" a vessel means

to untlt it for further service, beyond ,the
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hope of recovery by ordinary means. U. S.
v. Johns, 28 Fed. Cas. 818.

In relation to wills, contracts. and other
documents. the term “destroy” does not im-
port the annihiiation of the instrument or its
resolution into other forms of matter, but
a destruction of its legal etlicscy, which may
be by cancellation, obliterating, tearing into
fragments, etc. Appeal of Evans, 58 Pa.
244; Allen v. State Bank. 21 N. C. 12; In
re Gangwere's Estate. 14 Pa. 417, 53 Am. Dec.
554; Johnson v. Brailsford, 2 Nott & McC.
(8. C.) 272. 10 Am. Dec. 601.

DESTRUCTION. A term used in old
English law, generally in connection with
waste, and having, according to some. the
nine meaning. 1 Reeve. Eng. Law, 385: 3
Bl. Comm. 223. Britton, however, makes a
distinction between waste of woods and de-
struction of houses. Britt. c. 66.

DESUBITO. To weary a person with
continual barkings, and then to bite; spoken
of dogs. Leg Alured. 26, cited in Cunning-
ham's Dict.

HD£8U!:TIIb!:. Disuse; cessation or dis-
continuance of usc. Applied to obsolete stat-
utes. James v. Comm., 12 Serg. & R. (Pa.)
22?.

DETACEIARE. To seize or take into
custody another's goods or person.

DETAIIIEB. The act (or the juridical
fact) of withholding from a person lawfully
entitled the possession of land or goods; or
the restraint of a man's personal liberty
against his will.

The wrongful keeping of a person's goods is
called an “unlawful-detainer" although the orig-
inal taking may have been lawful. As, if one
distrains another's cattle. damage feamnt. and
before they are impounded the owner tenders
suflicient amends; now. though the original tak-

. ing was lawful, the subsequent detention of
them after tender of amends is not lawful, and
the owner has an action of replevln to recover
them. in which he will recover damages for the
detention. and not for the caption. because the
original taking was lawful. 3 Steph. Comm.

In practice. A writ or instrument, is-
sued or made by a competent ofiicer. author-
izing the keeper of a prison to keep in his
custody in person therein named. A detainer
may be lodged against one within the walls
of a prison, on what account soever he is
there. Com. Dig. “Process.” E. (3 B.) This
writ was superseded by 1 & 2 Vict. c. 110. S!
1, 2. -

Poreihle detains:-. See that title.

DETAINMENT. This term is used in
policies of marine insurance. in the clause
relating to “arrests. restraints. and detain-
ments." The last two words are construed
as equivalents. each meaning the eifect of
superior force operating directly on the ves-
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sel. Schmidt v. insurance Co., 1 Johns. (N.
Y.) 282. 3 Am. Dec. 319; Bradlie V. Insur-
ance Co., 12 Pet. 402. 9 L. Ed. 1123; Simpson
v. Insurance Co., Dud. Law (8. C.) 242.

DETENTIO. In the civil law. That con-
dition of fact under which one can exercise
his power over a corporeal thing at his
pleasure. to the exclusion of all others. It
forms the substance of possession in all its
varieties. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 238.

DETENTION. The act of keeping back
or withholding,‘ either accidentally or by de-
sign, a person or thing. See Dsramsa.
—Detention in s. relol-unto:-y, as I punish-
ment or measure of prevention, is where a ju-
venile offender is sentenced to be sent to a re-
formatory school, to be there detained for a
certain period of time. 1 Russ. Crimes, 82

DETERHINABLE. That which may
cease or determine upon the happening of a
certain contingency. 2 Bl. Comm. 121.

As to determinable “F‘ee" and "Freehold."
see those titles.

DETERHINATE. That which is ascer-
tained: what is particularly designated.

DETEEHINATION. The decision of a
court of justice. Shirley v. Birch. 16 Or. 1,
18 Pac. 344; Henavie v. Railroad Co., 154
N. Y. 278, 48 N. E. 525. The ending or ex-
piration of an estate or interest in property.
or of a right, power. or authority.

nnrnnnnnz. To come to an end. To
bring to an end. 2 Bl. Comm. 121: 1 Washb.
Real Prop. 380.

DETESTATIO. Lat. In the civil law.
A summoning made, or notice given, in the
presence oi‘ witnesses, (denuntiatto facts cum
ieatationc.) Dig. 50. 16. 40.

DBTIICET. Lat. He detains. In old
English law. A species of action of debt.
which lay for the specific recovery of goods.
under a contract to deliver them. 1 Reeves.
Eng. Law, 159.

In pleading. An action of debt is said to
be in the dctinct when it is alleged merely
that the defendant witholds or unjustly de-
tains from the plaintiif the thing or amount
demanded.

An action of rcplevin is said to be in the
dctinct when the defendant retains posses-
sion oi‘ the property until after judgment in
the action. Bull. N. P. 52; Chit. Pl. 145.

DETINUE. in practice. A form oi’ ac-
tion which lies for the recovery. in specie.
of personal chattels from one who acquired
possession of them lawfully. but retains it
without right. together with damages for the
detention. 3 Bl. Comm. 152. sinnott v. Fei-
ock. 165 N. 1444. 59 N. E. 265. 53 L. R. A.
565. 80 Am. St. Rep. 736; Penny v. Davis.
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8 B. Mon. (Ky.) 314; Guille v. Fook, 13 Or.
577, 11 Pac. 277.

The action of detimae is defined in ‘the old
books as a remedy founded upon the delivery of
goods by the owner to another to keep. wl_io
afterwards refuses to redeliver them to the ball-
or; and it is said that, to authorize the main-
tenance of the action. it is necessary that the
defendant should have come lawfully into the

session of the chattel, either by delivery to
in or by finding it. In fact, it was once un-

derstood to be~the law that detinua does not he
where the property had been tortiously taken.
But it is. upon principle, very unimportant in
what manner the defendant's possession com-
menced. since the gist of the action is the
wrongful detainer, and not the original taking.
It is only incumbent upon the plainti_E to prove

ro rty in himself. and possession in the de-
rengfint. At present, the action of detmuc is
proper in every case where the owner prefers
recovering the specific property to damages for
its conversion, and no regard is had to the man-
ner in which the defendant acquired the £;isses-
sion. Peirce v. Hill. 9 Port. (Ala.) 15], Am.
Dec. 806.

nrrmun 0!‘ GOODS III FRANK
IARRIAGB. A writ formerly available
to a wife after a divorce. for the recovery of
the goods given with her in marriage. Moz-
ley & Whitley.

nrrrnturr. In pleading. An action of
repievin is said to be in the deunuit when
the plaintiff acquires possession of the prop-
erty claimed by means of the writ. The
right to retain is, of course, subject in such
case to the judgment of the court upon his
title to the property claimed. Bull. N. P.
521. .

DETBAOTARI. To be torn in pieces by
horses. Fieta. l. 1, c. 37.

DETBAOTION. The removal of prop-
erty from one state to another upon a trans-
fer of the title to it by will or inheritance.
I-‘rederickson v. Louisiana, 23 How. 445, 16
L. Ed. 577.

DETRIMBICT. Any loss or harm suffer-
ed in person or property; e. a., the considera-
tion for a contract may consist not only in a
payment or other thing of value given, but
also in loss or “detriment" suffered by the’
party. Civ. Code Mont. 1895. 5 4271: Civ.
Code 8. D. 1903. 5 2287; Rev. St. Okl. 1903,
5 2724.

DETUNIOARI. To discover or lay open
to the world. Matt. Westm. 1240.

DEUNX, pi. DEVICES. Lat. In the
Roman law. A division of the as. contain-
ing eleven unciw or duodecimal parts; the
proportion of eleven-twelfths. 2 Bl. Comm.
462, note. See As.

Dons Iolns boredom faoere potest, non

hone. God alone, and not man, can make
an heir. Co. Litt. 7b; Broom. Max. 516.
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DBUTEROGAIIY. The act, or condi-
tion, of one who marries a wife after the
death of a former wife. '

DBVADIATUS, or DIVADIATUS. An
offender without sureties or pledges. Cowell.

DEVASTATION. Wasteful use of the
property of a deceased person, as for extrav-
agant funeral or other unnecessary expenses.
2 Bl. Comm. 508. ' .

DEVASTAVEBUNT. They have wasted.
A term applied in old English law to waste
by executors and administrators. and to the
process issued against them therefor. Cow-
ell. See DEVABTAVIT.

DEVASTAVIT. Lat. He has wasted.
The act of an executor or administrator in
wasting the goods of the deceased; misman-
agement of the estate by which a loss oc-
curs; a breach of trust or misappropriation
of assets held in a fiduciary character; any
violation or neglect of duty by an executor
or administrator, involving loss to the de-
cedent's estate, which makes him'personaiiy
responsible to heirs. creditors, or iegatees.
Clift v. White, 12 N. Y. 531; Beardsley v.
Marsteller, 120 Ind. 319, 22 N. E. 315; Steel
v. Holliiday, 20 or. 70, 25 -Pac. 69. 10 L. R.
A. 870; Dawes v. Boyiston, 9 Mass. 353. 6
Am. Dec. 72; McGlaughlin V. McGlaughlin.
43 W. Va. 226, 27 S. E. 378.

Also, if plaintiff. in an action against an
executor or administrator, has obtained Judg-
ment, the usual execution runs dc bouts tea-
tatom; but, if the sheritf returns to such a
writ nulls bone teuatoris nec propria, the
plaintii! may, forthwith, upon this return,
sue out an execution against the property or
person of the executor or administrator, in
as full a manner as in an action against him.
sued in his own right. Such a return is
called a “devaaiavit." Brown.

DEVENEBUNT. A writ, now obsolete,
directed to the king's escbeators when any
of the king's tenants in capiie dies, and when
his son and heir dies within age and in the
king’s custody. commanding the escheators.
that by the oaths of twelve good and lawful
men they shall inquire what lands or tene-
ments by the death of the tenant have come
to the king. Dyer, 360; Termes de la Ley.

D!-IVEST. ,To deprive; to take away; to
withdraw. Usually spoken of an authority,
power, property, or title; as the estate is de-
vested.

Devest is opposite to invest. As to invest
signifies to deliver the possession of anything
to another. so to devest signifies to take it
away. Jacob. ‘

It is sometimes written “dtvest" but "do-
vest" has the support of the best authority.
Burrill.
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"DEVI:A’l'ION.- In Insurance. Varying
from risks insured against, as described
in the policy, without necessity or just cause.
after the risk has begun. 1 Phil. Ins. 5 977,
ct" seq.,' 1 Am. Ins. 415, ct seq. Hostetter v.
Park,"137 U. S. 30, 11 Sup. Ct. 1. 34 L. Ed.
568; Wilkins v. Insurance Co., 30 Ohio St.
317, 27 Am. Rep. 455; Bell v. Insurance Co.,
5 Rob. (La.) 445, 39 Am. Dec. W; Audenreid
v. Insurance Co., 60 N. Y. 484, 19 Am. Rep.
204; Crosby V. Fitch, 12 Conn. 420. 31 Am.
Dec. 745; '.['he Iroquois, 118 Fed. 1003, 55
C. 0. A. -497.

Any unnecessary or unexcused departure
from the usual or general mode of carrying
on. the voyage insured. 15 Amer. _Law Rev.
108. -

Deviation is a departure from the course
of the voyage insured, or an unreasonable
delay in pursuing the voyage. or the com-
mencement of an entirely different voyage.
Civil Code CaL 5 2694. '

A deviation is a voluntary departure from or
delay in the usual and regular course of a
voyage insured. without necessity or reasonable
cause. This discharges the insurer. from the
time of the deviation. Coflin v. Newburyport
Marine Ins.-Co., 9 Mass. 436.

In contracts. A change made in the
progress oi’ a work from the original terms
or design or method agreed upon.

1' DEVICE. An invention or contrivance;
any result of -' design; as in the phrase
"gambling device," which means a machine or
contrivance of any kind for the playing of an
unlawful game of chance or hazard. State v.
Blackstone, 115 M0. 424. 22 S. W. 370. Also,
a plan or project; a scheme to trick or de-
ceive; a stratageui or artifice; as in the laws
relating to fraud and cheating.- State v.
Smith. 82 Minn. 342, 85 N. W. 12. Also an
emblem, pictorial representation. or distin-
guishing mark or sign of any kind; as in the
laws prohibiting the marking of ballots used
in public elections with “any device." 'Bax-
ter v. Ellis, 111 N. C. 124, 15 S. E. 938, 17
ll. R. A‘. 382; Owens v. State, 64 Tex. 509:
Steele v. Calhoun." 61 Miss. 556. '

In a statute against gamingdevices. this term
is to be understood as meaning something form-
ed by design, a contrivance. an invention. It
is,to be distinguished from “substitute." which
means something put in the place of another
thing. or used instead of something else. Hen-
derson v. State, 5'.) Ala. 91.

In patent law. A plan or coiitrivance, or
an application, adjustment, shaping, or com-
bination of materials or members, for the
purpose of accomplishing a particular result
orserving a’ particular use, chiefly by ine-
chanical means and usually simple in char-
acter or not highly complex, but involving
the exercise of the inventive faculty.

. ‘I .

DEVIL ON THE NECK. An instrument
of torture, ton-nierly used -to extort confes-
sions. etc. . It was .made oi'_sev_era1 irons,
which were fastened to the neck and legs,
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and -wrenched together so as to lirmk the
back. Cowell. '

DEVISABLE. Capable of being devised.
1 Pow. Dev. 165: 2 Bl. Comm. 373.

D1-IVISAVI1.‘ V31’. NON. In practice.
The name of an issue sent out of a court of
cliancery. or one which exercises chancery
jurisdiction, to a court of law, to try the va-
lidity of a paper asserted and denied to be a
will, to ascertain whether or not the testator
did devise, or whether or not that paper was
his will. 7 Brown. Parl. Cas. -I37; 2 Atk.
424; Asay v. Hoover, 5 Pa. 21, 45 Am. Dec.
713.

DEVISE. A testamentary disposition of
land or realty; a gift of real property by the
last will and testament of the donor. Scholle
v. Scholle, 113 N. Y. 261. 21 N. E. 84; Ferel
bee v. Procter. 19 N. C. 440; Pratt v. Mc-
Ghee, 17 S. C. 428; In re Fetrow's Estate, 58
Pa. 427; Jenkins v. Tobin, 31 Ark. 306; In‘
re Dailey’s Estate. 43 Misc. Rep. 552, 89 N.
Y. Supp. 541.

Synonyms. The term “devise" is properly
restricted to real property. and is not applicable
to testamentary dispositions of personal proper-
ty, which are roperly called “bcqucsts" or " e -

acies.” But t is distinction will not be allow-
ed in law to defeat the purpose of a testator;
and all of these terms ma be construed inter-
changeably or applied indi ercntly to either real
or rsonai property. if the context shows that
suc was the intention of the tr-stator. Ladd
v. Harvey. 21 N. II. 528; Borgner v. Brown,
133 Ind. 391, 33 N. E. 92; Oothout v. Rogers,
59 Hun, 97, 13 N. Y. Supp. 120; Mt-(‘.orkle v;
Sherrill, 41 N. C. 176.

Classification. Devises are contingent or
sealed; that is, after the death of the testator.
Contingent, when the vesting of any estate in
the devisee is made to depend upon some future
event. in which case, if the event never occur.
or until it does occur. no estate vests under the
devise. But, when the future event is referred
to merely to determine the time at which the
devisee shall come into the use of the estate,
this does not hinder the vesting of the estate
at the death of the testator. 1 Jann. Wills. c.
%. Devises are also classed as general or spe-
cific. A general devise is one which passes
lands of the testator without a particular enu-
meration or description of them: as. a devise
of “all my lands" or “all my other lands.” In
a more restricted sense. a general devise is one
which grants a parcel of land without the ad—'

dition of any words to show how great an es-
tate is meant to be given, or without words in-
dicating either a grant in perpetuity or a grant
for a limited term; in this case it is construed
as granting a life estate. Ilitch v. Patten. 8
'Houst. (ll:-L) 334, 16 At]. 558. 2 II. R. A. 724.
Specific devises are devises of lands particu-
larl_v specified in the terms of the devise, as op-

sed to general and rcsiduary devises of land.
in which the local or other particular descrip-
tions are not expressed. For example. “I de-
vise m Hendon Iiall estate" is a specific devise;
but “ devise all my lands," or, “all other my
lands," is a general devise. or a rcaiduory de-
vise. But all devises are (in effect) specific,
even residuar devises being so. L. R. 3 Ch.
420: Id. 13 . A conditional devise is one
which depends upon the occurrence of some un-
certain event. by which it is either to take ef-
fect or be defeated. (‘iv. (‘ode Cal. 5 1_34.'i._..An_
crccutory devise of lands is such a disposition
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of them by will that thereby no estate vests at
the death of the deviaor. but only on some fu-
mre contingency. _it differs from a remainder
in three very material points: (1) That it needs
not any rticuiar_estate to support it: (2)
that by it a fee-simple
may be limited after a fee-simple; (3) that by
this means a remainder may be limited of a
chattel interest, after a rticular estate for
life created in the same. Bl. 172. In
a stricter sense, a limitation by will of a future
contingent interest in lands contrary to the
rules of the common law. «.1 Rent, Comm. :
1 Steph. Comm. 564. A limitation bK_ will of
a future estate or interest in land. w ich can-
not, consistently with the rules of law, take ef-
fect as a remainder. 2 Pow. Dev. ('hy Jarman,)
237. See Poor v. Considine. 6 “all. 474, 18
L. Ed. 869; Bristol v. Atwater. 50 Conn. 4-06:
Mangnni v. Piester. 16 S. C. 325; Civ. Code
Ga. 1895, 3339; Thompson v. Hoo , 6 Ohio
St. 487; nrleigh v. Ciough. 52 N. I- . 273, 13
Am. Rep. 23; In re Brown's Estate. 38 Pa.
294; Glover v. Condell. 163 I11. 566, 45 N.
173, 35 L. R. A. 360. Lapsed devise. A devise
which fails or takes no effect, in consequence
of the death of the devisee before the testator;
the subject-matter of it hem considered as not
disposed of by the will. 1 ‘teph. Comm. 559;
4 Kent. Comm. 541. Murphy v. McKeon, 53 N.
J. Eq. 406, & Atl. 374. Reaiduary devise. A
devise of all the residue of the testator‘s real
propert , that is, all that remains over and
above t e other devises.

112718213. The person to whom lands or
other real property are devised or given by
will. 1 Pow. Dev. c. 7.

-—Resid devises. The person named in
a will. who is to take all the real property re-
maining over and above the other devises.

I DZVISOE. A giver of lands or real es-
tate by will; the maker of a will of lands; a
testator.

~DEV01'n.. ma Duty. It is used in the
statute of 2 Rich. II. c. 3, in the sense of
duties or customs.

DEVOLUTION. The transfer or transi-
tion from one person to another of a right,
liability, title. estate, or office. Francisco v.
Aguirre, 94 Cal. 180, 29 Pac. 495; Owen v.
Insurance Co., 56 Hun, 455, 10 N. Y. Supp.
75.‘

- In ecclesiastical law. The forfeiture of
a right or power (as the right of presentation
to a living) in consequence of its non-user by
the person holding it. or of some other act
or omission on his part, and its resulting
transfer to the person next entitled.
'1 In Scotch law. e transference of the
right of purchase, fro the highest bidder at
an auction sale. to the next highest, when the
former fails to pay his bid or furnish se-
ciirity for its payment within the time ap-
pointed. Also, the reference of a matter in
controversy to a third person (called "overs-
man") by two arbitrators to whom it has
been submitted and who are unable to agree.

' 2-‘ DEVOLUTTVE In the law of
Louisiana, one which does not suspend the
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or other less estate.

' ten-twelfths, or five-sixths.

DIALOGUS DE SCACCARIO

execution of the judgment appealed from.
State v. Allen, 51 La. Ann. 1842. 26 South.‘
434.

’.DEVOLV1-3. To pass or be transferred
from one person to another: to fall on, or
accrue to. one person as the successor of an-
other; as, a title, right, oflice, liability. The
term is said to be peculiarly appropriate to
the passing of an estate from a person dying
to a person living. Pnrr v. Parr. 1 Myine &
K. 648; Bahcock v. Maxwell, 5!) Mont. 31, 74'
Pac. 64. See DEVOLUTION.

DEVY. L. Fr. Dies; deceases. Bend-
loe, 5.

DEXTANS. Lat. In Roman law.. A di-
vision of the as, consisting of ten unciaz;

note m.

DEXTRARIU8.
of another.

One at the right hand

nnxrnas DARE. To shake hands in
token of friendship; or to give up oneself to
the power of another person.

DI COLONNA. In maritime law. The
contract which takes place between the own-
er of a ship, the captain, and the mariners.
who agree that the voyage shall be for the
benefit of all. The term is used in the Ital-
ian law. Emerlg. Mar. Loans. § 5.

DI. ET 1'1. L. Lat. In old writs. An
abbreviation of dilecto et fldeli, (to his be-
loved and faithful.)

VDIACONATE. The otiice of a_deacon.

" nncorms. A deacon.

DIAGNOSIS. A medical term, meaning
the discovery of the source of a patients ill-
ness or the determination of the nature of
his disease from a study of its symptoms.
Said to be little more than a guess enlighten-
ed by experience. Swan v. Railroad 0).. Ti)
Hun, em, 29 N. Y. Supp. 337.

DIALBCTIC8. That branch of logic
which teaches the rules and modes of rea-
soning.

DIALLAGE. A rhetorical figure in which
arguments areplaced in various points of
view, and then turned to one point. Enc.
Lond. '

DLALOGUS DE SCACOABIO. Dia-
logue of or about the excheqner. An ancient
treatise on the court of exchequer, attributed
by some to Gervnse of Tilhury, by others to
Richard Fitz Nigel, bishop of London in the
reign of Richard I. It is quoted, by Lord
Coke under the name of Ockham. Crabb,
Eng. Law, 71.

2 Bl. Comm. -162,
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DIANATIO. A logical reasoning in a pro-
gressive manner, proceeding from one sub-
ject to another. Enc. Lond.

DIAEIUM. Daily food. or as much as
will sutiice for the day. Du_Cange.

'DIA1‘IM. In old records. Daily; every
day; from day to day. Spelman.

DICA. In old English law. A tally for
accounts. by number of cuts, (tuillees,) marks,
or notches.’ Cowell. See TALLIA, TALLY.

DIOAST. An olilcer in ancient Greece an-
swering in some respects to our juryman, but
combining, on trials had before them, the
functions of both judge and jury. The di-
casts sat together in numbers varying, ac-
cording to the importance of the Case, from
one to five hundred.

DICE. Small cubes of bone or ivory.
marked with figures or devices on their sev-
eral sides, used in playing certain games of
chance. See Wetmore v. State, 55 Ala. 198.

DICTATE. To order or instruct what is
to be said or written. To pronounce. word
by word. what is meant to be written by an-
other. Hamilton v. Hamilton, 6 Mart. (N.
S.) (La.) 143.

DICTATION. In Louisiana, this term is
used in a technical sense, and means to pro-
nounce orally what is destined to be written
at the same time by another. It is used in
reference to nuncupative wills. Prendergast
v. Prendergast, 16 La. Ann. 220, 79 Am. Dec.
575. ’

DICTATOB. A magistrate invested with
unlimited power, and created in times of na-
tional distress and peril. Among the R0-
mans, he continued in oiilce for six months
only, and had unlimited power and authority
over both the property and lives of the citi-
sens.

DIGTORES. Arbitrators.

DICTUM. In general. A statement, re-
mark, or observation. Gratis dictum; a gra-
tuitous or voluntary representation; one
which a party is not bound to make. 2 Kent,
Comm. 486. simples dictum; a mere as-
sertion; an assertion without proof. Bract.
fol. 320.

The word is generally used as an abbrevi-
ated form of obltcr dictum, "a remark by the
way;" that is. an observation or remark
made by a judge in pronouncing an opinion
upon a cause, concerning some rule, principle,
or application of law, or the solution of a
question suggested by the case at bar, but not
necessarily involved in the case or essential
to its determination; any statement of the
law enunciated by the court merely by way
of illustration. argument. analogy, or sug-
gestion. See Railroad Co. v. Schutte, 103
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U. 8.118, 14.3.2612 Ed.327; Inrewoodruif
(D. C.) 96 Fed. 317; Hart v. Stribling. 25
Fla. 433, 6 South. 455; Buchner v. Railroad
00., 60 Wis. 264, 19 N. W. 56; Bush v.
French, 1 Aria. 99, 25 Pac. 816; State v.

Clarke, 3 Nev. 672.
Dicta are opinions of a judge which do not

embody the resolution or determination of the
court, and made without argument, or full con-
sideration of the point, are not the rofessed de-
liberate determinations of the ju gc himself.
Obcter dicta are such opinions uttered by the
way, not upon the point or uestion pending, as
if turning aside for the time mm the main topic
of the case to collateral subjects. Rohrbach v.
ggzslurance Co., W N. Y. 47, 58, 20 Am. Rep.

In old English law. Dictum meant an
arbitrament. or the award of arbitrators.

In French law. The report of a judg-
ment made by one of the Judges who has
given it. Poth. Proc. Civil, pt. 1, c. 5, art. 2.

—Dict1un do Kenllworth. 'l"he edict or
declaration of Keniiworth. An edict or
award between King Henry III. and all the-
barons and others who had been in arms against
him; and so called because it was made at
Kenllworth Castle in Warwlckshire, in the fif-
ty-lirst ear of his reign, containing a compo-
sition o five years‘ rent for the lands and es-
tates of those who had forfeited them in that
rebellion. Blount; 2 Reeve, Eng. Law, 62.

D11: WITHOUT ISSUE. See Drmo
Wrrnou-r lsson. -

D11}! DIGTIO. Lat. In Roman law.
This name was given to a notice promulgated
by a magistrate of his intention to present an
impeachment against a citizen before the peo-
ple, specifying the day appointed, the name
of the accused, and the crime charged.

DIEM OLAUII1‘ EXTBEHUH. (Lat.
He has closed his last day,—dled.) A writ
which formerly lay on the death of a tenant.
in capite, to ascertain the lands of which he
died seised, and reclaim them into the king's
hands. It was directed to the king's es-
cheators. Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 251, K; 2 Reeve,
Eng. Law, 3%.

A writ awarded out of the exchequer after
the death of a crown debtor, the sheriff be-
ing commanded by it to inquire by a jury
when and where the crown debtor died, and
-what chattels, debts, and lands he had at the
time of his decease, and to take and seize
them into the crown's hands. 4 Steph.
Comm. 47, 48. '

DIES. Lat. A day; days. Days for ap-
pearance in court. Provisions or mainte-
nance for a day. The king's rents were an-
ciently reserved by so many days’ provisions.
Spelman; Oowell; Blount.
-1)!“ a gun. The day from which.) In the
civil law. The ay from which a transaction
begins; the commencement of it: the conclu-
sion bein the dice ad quem. Maclreld. Rom.
Law, § 1 ").—Dloa amox-is. A day of favor.
The name given to the appearance _day of the
term on the fourth day, or quarto due post. It
was the day given by the favor and indulgence
of the court to the defendant for his appear-
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ance, when all parties ap ared in court, and
had their appearance reco ed by the proper ot-
iicer. Wharton.-ables cedit. The day be-
gins;_ dues wait, the day has come. Two ex-

ressions in Roman law which si ify the vest-
ng or fixing of an interest. and t e interest be-

comin a present one. Sandars' Just. Inst. (5th
Ed. , .—DIu communes in bnnoo.
Regular days for appearance in court; called,
also “common return-days." 2 Reeve, Eng.
Law, 57.—Dioa dntus. A day iven or allow‘-
ed, (to a defendant in an action: amountin to
a continuance. But the name was ttpprop ate
only to a continuance before a declaration fil-
ed; if afterwards allowed. it was called an
“lmparlance."—u'D!os data: In banoo. A da

ven in the bench, git court of common pleas.
ract. fols. 257?: 3 1. A day given in bank.

as distinguished from a day at nisi prism. 00.
Litt. l35.—D!ea dstna partibna. A day giv-
en to the parties to an action; an adjournment
or continuance. Crabb, Eng. Law. 217.-—Dies
dstua prooo partlrun. A da given on the

rayer of the parties. Bract. oi. 358; Gilb.
wmm. Pl. 41- 2 Reeve, Eng. Law. 60.—Dies

domlnious. ifiie Lord's day; Sunday.—Dlea
sxorosoens. In old English law. The added
or increasing day in leap pear. Bract. fols.
359.35%.-—I)ioa futi. In Roman law. Days
on which the courts were open, and justice
could be legally administered; days on which
it was lawful for the pr-vtnr to pronounce Iran;
the three words, “do,” “dico," “adda‘co." Mack-
eld. Rom. Law, § 39, and note; 3 Bl. Comm.
424. note; Calvin. Hence called “triocrbml
days," answering to the dies iun'd:'cu' of the Eng-
lish law.-—Dloo (ex-lnti. In the civil law.
Holidays. Dig. 2, 12. 2, 9.—Diea gratin. In
old English practice. day of grace. cour-
tesy. or favor. Co. Litt. 134?). The quarto die

out was sometimes so called. Id. 135a.—DioI
teroiai. In Roman law. Divided days;

days on which the courts were open for a art
of the day. Calvin.—Dlea jurldious. A aw-
ful day for the transaction of judicial or court
business; a day on which the courts are or
ma be open for the transaction of business.
Di sbury v. Van Tassell, 56 Hun, 423. 10 N.
Y. Supp. 32.—Diea legitimua. In the civil
and old English law. A lawful or law day; a
term day; a day of a pearance.—Disa march-
la. In old English aw. The day of meeting
of English and Scotch, which was annually
held on the marches or borders to adjust their
dlfierences and preserve peace.—Dlea nefutl.
In Roman law. Days on which the courts
were closed, and it was unlawful to administer
justice; answering to the dies non iuridirfi of
the English law. Mackeld. Rom. Law,_ 5 39,
note.—Disa non. An abbreviation of Does non
iun'do°c1u, o.)—€Diea_ non urldioua. In

ractice. day not Juridica ; not a court
ay. A day on which courts are not open

for business. such as Sundays and some holi-
days. Havens v. Stiles. 8 Idaho, 250. 67 Pac.
92}. 56 L. R. A. 736, 101 Am. St. Rep. 195;
State v. Rlcketts. 74 N. C. 193.—-Dies paois.
(Day of peace.) The year was formerly divided
into the days of the peace of the church and
the days of the peace of the king. including in
the two divisions all the days of the year.
Crabb. Eng. Law, 35.-Dies solaria. In old
English law. A solar day, as distinguished
from what was called “dies lunarss," (a lunar
dayz) both com sing an artificial day. Bract.
fol. 264. See aY.—Dles rolls. In the civil
and old English law. Sunday. (literally, the
day of the sun.) see God. 3. 12. 7.—_-Dies uti-
los. Juridical days: useful or available days.
A term of the Roman law, used to designate
those especial days occurring within the limits
of a prescribed period of time upon which it
was lawful, or possible, to do a specific act.

Dion dominion: non est juridical. Sun-
day is not a court day, or day for judicial
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proceedings‘, or legal purposes. 00. Litt.
135a.‘ Noy, Max. 2; Wing. Max. 7, max. 5;
Broom, Max. 21.

Dies Lnosptua pro oonploto hubotur-.
A day begun is held as complete.

Dies inosrtua pro conditions hnbotnr.
An uncertain day is held as a condition.

DIET. A general legislative assembly is
sometimes so called on the continent of Eu-
rope.

ha Scotch practice. The sitting of a
court. An appearance day. A day fixed for
the trial of a criminal cause. A criminal
cause as prepared for trial.

DIIITA. A day's Journey; a day's work;
a day's expenses.

DIETS or COMPEABANOE. In Scotch
law. The days within which parties in civil
and criminal prosecutions are cited to ap-
pear. Bell.

DIBU E1‘ MON D3011‘. Fr. God and
my right. The motto of the royal arms of
England. first assumed by Richard I.

D1110 SON’ ACTS. L. Fr. In old law.
God his act; God's act. An event beyond
human foresight or control. Termes de la
Ley.

DIPPACERE. To destroy; to distlgure
or deface.

DIFFERENCE. In an agreement for sub-
mission to arbitration, “dii!erence" menus
disagreement or dispute. Fravert v. Fesler,
11 Colo. App. 387. 53 Pac. 288; Pioneer Mfg.
Co. v. Phoenix Assur. 00., 106 N. C. 28, 10
S. E. 1057.

Difloilo out 111: Ill!!! homo vloem door-
Iun auatineat. 4 Coke, 118. It is difficult
that one man should sustain the place of two.

DIPFIOULT. For the meaning of the
phrase “difficult and extraordinary case," as
used in New York statutes and practice. see
Standard Trust Co. v. New York, etc., R. Co.,
178 N. Y. 407, 70 N. E. 925; Fox v. Gould. 5
How. Prac. (N. Y.) 278; Horgan v. McKenzie
(Com. P1.) 17 N. Y. Supp. 174; Dyckman v.
McDonald, 5 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 121.

DIPPORCIAJIE. In old English law.
To deny, or keep from one. Difrorciare rec-
tum, to deny justice to any one, after having
been required to do it.

DIGAHA, or DIGAHY. Second mar-
riage; marriage to a second wife after the
death of the first. as "bigamy," in law.,is
having two wives at once. Originally, a
man who married a widow. or married again
after the death of his wife, was said to be
guilty of bigamy. Co. Litt. 401), note.
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”.,prq'r. A collection or compilation,
embodyinlg ‘the chief, matter of nuinei-ous
books in one, disposed under proper heads or
titles, and usually byan alphabetical arrange
ment, for facility in reference.

As a legal term. “digest" is to be distinguish-
ed from "abridgment." The latter is a sum-
mary or egitome of the contents of a single
work, in w ich, as a rule, the original_order_or
sequence of parts is preserved. and in _which
the principal labor of the compiler is _in the
matter of consolidation. A digest is wider in
its scope; is made up of quotations or para-
phrased passages: and has its own system of
classification and arrangement. An “iii<lex"
merely points out the places where particular
matters may be found, without purpoi-t_in to
give such matters in ea.-lenao. A ‘_‘treatise’ or
‘commentary'‘ _is not a compilation, but an

original composition. though it may include quo-
tations and excerpts.

"A reference to the "Digest." or “Dig..” is
always understood to designate the Digest
(or Pandects) of the Justinian collection;
that being the digest par eniiricncc, and the
authoritative compilation of the Roman law.

DIGEBTA. Digests. One of the titles
of the Pandects of Justinian. Inst.‘ pram,
5.4. Bracton uses the singular, “Digestum."
Bract. fol. 19.

‘ DIGESTS. The ordinary name of- the
Pandects of Justinian, which are now usual-
ly cited by the abbreviation "Dig." instead
of “Ff.," as formerly. Sometimes called "Di-
gest,” in the singular.

DIGGING. Has been held as synony-
moiis with “excavating," and not conflned to
the removal of earth. Sherman v. New York,
; N. 1'. 316.

1 DIGNITARY. In canon law.- A person
holding an ecclesiastical benefice or dignity,
which gave him some pre-eminence -above
mere‘ priests and canons. To this class ex-
clusively belonged all bishops, deans, arch-
deacons, etc.; but it now includes all the
prebendaries and canons of the church.
Brande.

v DIGNITY. In English law. An honor;
a title, station, or distinction of honor. Dig-
nities are a species of incorporeal heredita-
ments, in which a person may have a prop-
erty or estate. 2 Bl. Comm. 37; 1 Bl. Comm.
396; 1 Crabb, Real Prop. 468, et seq.

DIJUDIOATIOII’. Judicial decision or
determination.

DILACION. In Spanish law. A space
of time granted to a party to a suit in which
to answer a demand or produce evidence of
a disputed fact.

DILAPIDATIOIC. A species of ecclesi-
astical waste which occurs whenever the in-
cumbent suifers any edifices of his ecclesias-
tical living to go to rain or decay. It is ei-

ninioisiica

tlier voluntary, by pulling down, or permis-
sive, by snrferiiig the church. parsonage’
-houses, and other buildings thereunto be-
longing, to decay. And the remedy for either
lies either in the spiritual court, where the
canon law prevails, or in the courts of com-
mon law. It is also held to be good cause of
deprivation if the bishop, parson, or other
ecclesiastical person dilapidates buildings or
cuts down timber growing on the patrimony
of the church, unless for necessary repairs;
and that ii writ of prohibition will also lie
against him in the common-law courts. 3
Bl. Comm. 91. ' -

The term is also used, in the law of land-
lord and tenant, to signify the neglect of
necessary repairs to a building, or suffering
it to fall into a state of decay, or the pulling
down of the building or any part of it.

Dthtionas in loge aunt odlosm. Delay.’
in law are odious. Branch, Princ. 4 ‘

I

DILATORY. Tending or intended to
cause delay or to gain -time or to put oif a
decision. ~

—Dilntory defense. In cliancery practice.
One the object of which is to dismiu, suspend,
or obstruct the suit, without touching the men'-
its, until the impediment or obstacle insisted on
shall be removed. 3 Bi. Comm. 301, 302.—Dil-
atory pleas. A class of defenses at common
law, founded on some matter of fact not con-
nected with the merits of the case. but such as
might exist without impeaching the right _of
actiunitseif. They were either pleas to the no-
risdiction-, showing that, by reason of some mat?-
ter therein stated, the case was not within the
jurisdiction of the court: or pleas in suspen-
sion. showing some matter of temporary inca-
pacity to proceed with the suit; oiipleas in
abatement, showing some matter for abatement
or qnasliing the declaration. 3 Sterlih. Comm.
576. Parks v. McClellan 44 N. J. law, 5" ;
Mahoncy v. Loan Ass'n (C. C.) 70 Fed. 515. :

DILIGENCE. Prudence; vigilant actlvi}
ty; attentiveness; or care, oi’ which there
are infinite shades, from the sllglltest mo-
mentary thought to the most vigilant anx‘
iety; but the law recognizes only three dq-
grees of diligence: (1) Common or ordinary,
which men, in generalfexert’ in respect of
their own concerns; the standard is neces-
sarily variable with respect to.the facts. al-
though it may be uniform with respect to the
principle. (2) High or great, which is ex-
traordinary diligence. or that ‘which very
prudent persons take of their own concerns.
(3) Low or slight, which is that which per-
sons of less than common prudence, or in-
deed of no prudence at all, take of their own
concerns.

The civil law is in perfect conformity with
the common law. It lays down three degrees
of diligence.—-ordinary, (diligcnti'a;) extra-
ordinary, (ea-actisliima dil£gentia;) slight,
(leriasiiiia diltgcntia.) Story, Bailm. 19.

There may be a high degree of diligence, a
common degree of diligence. and a‘ sl ht de-
gree of diligence, with their correspond ng de-
grces of negligence, and these can be clearl
enough defined for all practical purposes, an
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with a view to the buaineu’ of life, seem to be
all that are really necessar . Commou_ or or-
dinary diiigence is that e ee of diligence
which men in general exercise in respect to
their own concerns; high or great diligence is
of course extraordinary diligence. or that which
very prudent persons take of their own con-
cerns; and low or slight diligence is that which
persons of less than common rudence. or in-
deed of any prudence at all, e of their own
concerns. rdinary negligence is the want or
ordinarv diligence; slight. or less than ordina-_
ry. negligence is the want of great diligence:
and gross or more than ordinary negligence is
the want of slight diligence. Railroad Co. v.
Rollins, 5 Kan. 13).

Other classifications and compound
tea-nas.—DIe diligence. Such a measure of
prudence, activit , or assidui _, as is properly
to be expected rom. and o inarily exercised
by, a reasonable and prudent men under the
particular circumstances; not measured by air:
absolute standard. but dependin on the rela-
tive facts of the special case. erry v. Cedar
Falls, 87 Iowa, 315, 54 N. W. 225: Dillman
v. Nadelhofer. 160 Ill. 121. 43 N. E. 378:
Hendricks v. W. U Tel. Co., 126 N. C. 304
35 s. m. 73 min. St. Rep. 658; Highland
Ditch Co. v. umford. 5 Colo. 336.—Extrnor-
dinnry ence. That extreme measure of
care and caution which persons of unusual pru-
dence and circumspection use for securing and
Egedserving their own prom-ty or rights. (.‘iv.

e Ga. 189-’). 5 2899; i road Co. v. Hug-
gins. 89 Ga. 494. 15 S. E. 8-i8; Railroad Co.
v. \Vhite, 88 Ga. 805, 15 S. E. 802.—G|-eni:

ence. Such a measure of care, prudence,
and assiduity as persons of unusual prudence
and discretion exercise in regard to any and all
of their own afiairs, or such as pcrsons of ordi-
n'ary prudence exercise in regard to ver_v im-

rtant aifairs of their own. Railway (‘o. v.
oliins. 5 Kan. 180; Litchiieid v. \\'hite, 7 L\.

Y. 438. 57 Am. Dec. 534: Rev. Codes N. Dak.
1899, 309.-Hi h diligence. The same as
great diligence.—- w diligence. The same
as alight diligence.—Necessax-y diligence.
That degree of diligence which a person placed
in a particular situation must exercise in order
to entitle him to the protection or the law in
respect to rights or claims growing out of that
situation. or to avoid being left without redress
on account of his own culpable carelessness or
neriigence. Garahy v. Bayley. 25 Tex. Supp.
302; Sanderson v. Brown. 57 Me. 312.—Ordi-
nary diligence is that degree of care which
men of common prudence generally exercise in
lheir afiairs. in the country and the age in
which the live. Erie Bank v. Smith. 3 Brewst.
go.) 9 ieil v. Dunitle. 156 Pa. 353, 27 Ati.

: Railroad Co. V. Scott, 42 Ill. 143: Briggs
v. Taylor. 28 Vt. 184: Railroad Co. v. Fisher,
49 Kan. 460. 30 Pac. 462: Railroad Co. v. Mitch-
ell, 92 Ga. 77. 18 S. E. 290.—I!.casonable dil-
igence. A fair, proper. and due degree of care
and activity, measured with reference to the
particular circumstances; such diligence. care.
or attention as might be expected from a man
of ordinary rudence and activity. Railroa
Co. v. Gist, 1 Tex. Civ. App. 662. 73 S. W.
857; Bacon v. Steamboat Co., 90 Me. 46 37
Au. 328; um v. Clifiord c. C.) 47 Fed. 620;
Rice v. Brook (C. C.) 20 ed. 61-i.—SpecInl

. ce. The measure of diligence and skill
exercised hv a good business man in his partic-
ular specialty. which must be commensurate with
the duty to be performed and the individual cir-
cumstances of the case: not merely the dili-
gence of an ordinary .rson or non-specialist.
Brady v. Jefierson. 5 must. (Del.) 79.

In Scotch law and practice. Process of
law. by which persons, lands. or etrects are
seized in execution or in security for debt.
Ersk. Inst. 2, 11, 1. Brande. ‘Process for
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enforcing the attendance of witnesses, or the
production or writings. Ersk. Inst. 4, 1, .71.

DILIGIATU8. (Fr. De lcge ejeotus, Lat.)
Outiawed.

DILLIGIIOUT. In old English law.
Pottage formerly made for the king's table
on the coronation day. There was a tenure
in serjeantry, by which lands were held of
the king by the service of finding this pottage
at that solemnity.

DIME. A silver coin of the United States,
of the value of ten cents, or one-tenth of the
dollar.

DIXIDIA, DQIDIUH,
Half; a half; the hall‘.

DIHIDIETA8.
thing.

DIHINUTIO. In the civil law. Dimi-
nutiou; a taking away; loss or deprivation.
Dimimmo capitls, loss of status or condition.
See CAPITIB Diumurro.

DIIIIJITUTION. Incompieteness. Aword
signifying that the record sent up from an
inferior to a superior court for review is in-
complete, or not fully certified. In such case
the party may suggest a “diminution of the
record." which may be- rectitied by a cer-
tiorari. 2 Tldd, Pr. 1109.

DIHISI. In old conveyancing. I have
demised. Dimiu. conccasi, ct ad /irmam tra-
didi, have deniised. granted. and to farm let.
The usual words of operation in a lease. 2
B1. Comm. 317, 318.

DIHIDIUS.

The moiety or half of a

DIHIBIT. In old conveyancing. [He]
has demised. See Dnusi.

nnnssonnl: LITTERE. In the civil
law. Letters dimlssory or‘ dismissory, com-
monly called “apostles.” (quiz 17ill{]0 apoxtoli
dicimmr.) Dig. 50, 16, 106. See Arosrou,
Aros-ru:s.

DIMISSORY LETTERS. Where a can-
didate for holy orders has a title of ordina-
tion in one diocese in England’, and is to be
ordained in another. the bishop of the former
diocese gives letters dimlssory to the bishop
of the latter to enable him to ordain the can-
didate. Holthouse.

DINABOEY. A government of two per-
sons.

DINERO. In Spanish lnw. .\ioue_\'.
Dincro contado. money counted. White, New
Recop. b. 2. tit. 13. c. 1,} 1.

In Roman law. A civil division of the
Roman empire. embracing several provinces.
Calvin.

DIOOEBAN. Belonging to a diocese; a
bishop, as he stands related to his own clergy
or flock. - '
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DIOOESAIK COURTS. In English law.
The consistorial courts of each diocese, exer-
cising general jurisdiction of all matters aris-
ing locally within their respective limits,
with the exception of places subject to pc-
culiar Jurisdiction; deciding all matters of
spiritual discipline,-—-suspending or depriving
clergymen,--and administering the other
branches of the ecclesiastical law. 2 Steph.
Comm. 672.

DIOOESE. The territorial extent of a
bishop's jurisdiction. The circuit of every
bishop's jurisdiction. Co. Litt. 94; 1 Bl.
Comm. 111.

DIOIOHIA. The district over which a
bishop exercised his spiritual functions.

DIP. In mining law. The line of declina-
tion of strata; the angle which measures the
deviation of a mineraiized vein or lode from
the vertical plane: the slope or slant of a
vein, away from the perpendicular, as it
goes downward into the earth; distinguished
from the “strike" of the vein, which is its
extension in the horizontal plane, or its
lengthwise trend or course with reference to
the points of the compass. King v. Mining
Co., 9 Mont. 643, 24 Pac. 200; Duggan v. Da-
vey. 4 Dak. 110, 26 W. 887.

DIPLOMA. In the civil law. A royal
charter; letters patent granted by a prince
or sovereign. Calvin.

An instrument given by colleges and socie-
ties on the conferring of any degrees. State
v. Gregory, 83 M0. 130. 53 Am. Rep. 565;
Halliday v. Butt. 40 Ala. 183.

A license granted to a physician. etc., to
practice his art or profession. See Brooks
v. State, 88 Ala. 122, 6 South. 902.

DIPLOMAGY. The science which treats
of the relations and interests of nations with
nations.

Negotiation or intercourse between nations
through their representatives. The rules,
customs, and privileges of representatives at
foreign courts.

DIPLOMATIC AGENT. In internation-
a] law. A general name for all classes of
persons charged with the negotiation, trans-
action, or superintendence of the diplomatic
business of one nation at the court of an-
other. See Rev. St. U. S. 5 1674 (U. S. Comp.
St. 1901, p. 1149).

DIPLOMATIOS. The science of diplo-
mas, or of ancient writings and documents:
the art of judging of ancient charters, public
documents, diplomas. etc., and discriminating
the true from the false. Webster.

DIPIOMANIAO. A person subject to
dipsomanla. One who has an irresistible de-
sire for alcoholic liquors. See Issaxurt.
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DIPTYOEA. Diptychs; tablets of wood.
metal, or other substance, used among the
Romans for the purpose of writing, and fold-
ed like a book of two leaves. The diptychs
of antiquity were especially employed for
public registers. They were used in the
Greek. and afterwards in the Roman, church;
as registers of the names of those for whom
supplication was to be made, and are ranked

- among the earliest monastic records. Burrill.

DIRECT. Immediate; by the shortest
course; without circuity; operating by an
immediate connection or relation, instmd of
operating through a medium; the opposite
of indirect.

In the usual or natural course or line; im-
mediately upwards or downwards; as dis-
tinguished from that which is out of the line,
or on the side of it; the opposite of collateral.

In the usual or regular course or order, as
distinguished from that which diverts, inter-
rupts, or opposes; the opposite of cross or
contrary.
—D£root attack. A direct attack on s judg-
ment or decree is an attempt. for Iuflcient
cause, to have it annulled, reversed. vacated.
corrected, declared void, or enilolned. in a pro-
ceeding instituted for that spec fie purpose, such
as an appeal, writ of error, bill of review, or
injunction to restrain its execution; distin-
guished from a collateral attack. which is an
attempt to impeach the validity or binding
force of the judgment or decree as a side issue
or in a proceeding instituted for some other
figs se. Schneider v. Sellers, 25 Tex. Civ. App.

, 61 S. W. 541; Smith v. Morrill. 12 Colo.
App. 233. 55 Pac. 824' Morrlll v. Nhrrill. Z)
Or. 96, 25 Pac. 362. 11 ms. A. 155, 23 Am.
St. Rep. 95: Crawford v. McDonald. 88 Tex.
826, 33 S. W. 325; Eichhoff v. Eichhofi, 107
Cal. 42. 40 Pac. 24, 48 Am. St. Rep. 110.-Db
reot interest. A direct interest. such as
would render the interested party incompetent
to testify in regard to the matter. is an inter
est which is certain, and not continzent or
doubtful. A matter which is dependent alone
on the successful prosecution of an execution
cannot be considered as uncertain. or otherwise
than direct, in this sense. In re Van Alstine's
Estate, 26 Utah. 193, 72 Pac. 942.—Diroot
line. Property is said to descend or be inherit-
ed in the direct line when it passes in lineal
succcssion: from ancestor to son. grandson,
great-grandson, and so on.—Dlreot payment.
One which is absolute and unconditional as to
the time. amount, and the persons by whom
and to whom it is to be made. People 7. Boy-
lan (C. C.) 25 Fed. 595. See Ancient Order of
Hibernians V. Sparrow, 29 Mont. 132. 74 Pac.
197. 64 L. R. A. 128. 101 Am. St. Rep. 5“-‘St.
Hurd v. McClellan. 14 Colo. 213. % Pac. 792.

As to direct “Consnnguinity." “Contempt."
“Damages," "Evidence." “Examination." “In-
terrogatories," “Loss," "Tax," and “Trust,”
see those titles.

DIRECTION. 1. The act of governing;
management; superintendence. Also the
body of persons (culled "directors") who are
charged with the management and adminis-
tration of a corporation or institution.

2. The charge or instruction given by the
court to a jury upon a point of law arising
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or involved in the case, to be by them ap-
plied to the facts in evidence.

3. The clause of a bill in equity containing
the address of the bill to the court.

DIRECTOR 0!‘ TE! HINT. An of-
iicer having the control, management, and
superintendence of the United States mint
and its branches. He is appointed by the
president. by and with the advice and con-
sent of the senate.

DIRECTORS. Persons appointed or
elected according to law, authorized to man-
age and direct the aifairs of a corporation or
company. The whole or the directors col-
lectively form the board of directors. Brandt
v. ‘Godwin (City Ct.) 3 N. Y. Supp. 809; May-
nard v. Insurance Co., 84 Cal. 48, 91 Am. Dec.
672; Pen. Code N. Y. 1903. I 614; Rev. St.
Tex. 1895, art. 3096a; Ky. St. 1903, I 576.

DIEEOTOBY. A provision in a statute,
rule of procedure, or the like, is said to be
directory when it is to be considered as a
mere direction or instruction of no obliga-
tory force, and involving no invalidating con-
sequence for its disregard,.as opposed to an
imperative or mandatory provision, which
must be followed. The general rule is that
the prescriptions 0!’ a statute relating to the
performance of a public duty are so far
directory that, though neglect of them may
be punishable, yet it does not street the va-
iidity of the acts done under them, as in the
«arse of a statute requiring an oiilcer to pre-
pare and deliver a document to another oili-
cer on or before a certain day. Maxw. In-
terp. St. 330, et seq. And see Pearse v. Mor-
rice, 2 Adol. 8: El. 94: Nelms v. Vaughan, 84
Va. 606, 5 S. E. 704; State v. Conner, 86 Tex.
133, 23 S. W. 1103; Payne v. Fresco. 4 Kulp
(Pa.) 26; Bladen v. Philadelphia, 60 Pa. 466.
—Dis-eatery trust. Where. by the terms of a
trust, the fund is directed to be vested in a par-
ticular manner till the riod arrives at which
it is to be appropriat _ . _this 'is called a “di-
rectory trust.’ It is distinguished from a dis-
cretionary trust. in which the trustee has a dis-
cretion as to the mana ement of the fund.
Deaderick v. Cantrell, 1 Yerg. 272, 31 Am.
Dec. 676.

DIBIBITOBES. In Roman law. Ofllcers
who distributed ballots to the people, to be
used in voting. Tayl. Civil Law, 192.

DIRIHFJIT IMPEDIHENTI. In canon
law. Absolute bars to marriage, which would
make it null ab lnmo.

DISABILITY. The want of legal ability
or capacity to exercise legal rights. either
special-or ordinary, or to do certain acts with
proper legal effect, or to enjoy.certain privi-
leges or powers of free action. Berkin v.
Marsh. 18 Mont. 152, 44 Pac. 528, 56 Am.
St. Rep. 565.

At the (present day. disability is generally
used to in icate an incapacity for the full en-
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Joyment of ordinary legal rights; thus married
women, persons under age, insane persons, and
felons convict are said to be under disability.
Sometimes the term is used in a more limited
sense, as when it signifies an impediment to
marriage, or the‘ restraints placed upon clergy-
men by reason of their spiritual avocations.
Mosley & Whitley.

Classification. Disability is either general
or special; the former when it incapacitates
the person for the performance of all legal acts
of a general class, or lving to them their ordi-
nary legal efiect; the atter when it debars him
from one specific act. Disability is also either
personal or absolute; the former where it at-
taches to the particular person, and arises out
of his status, his previous act. or his natural or
Juridical incapacity; the latter where it ori '-
nates with a particular person. but extends a so
to his descendants or successors. Lord de le
Wan-e’s Case. 6 Coke, la; Avegno v. Schmidt.
113 U. S. 293. 5 Sup. Ct. "487. 28 L. Ed. 976.
Considered with special reference to the capaci-
ty to contract a marriage, disability is either
canonical or civil; a disability of the fomier
class makes the marriage voidable only, while
the latter, in general, avoids it entirely. The
term civil disability is also used as eouivalent
to lcgal disability, both these expressions mean-
ing disabilities or disqualiiications created by
positive law. as distinguished from physical dis-
abilities. Ingalls v. ampbell, 18 Or. 461, 24
Pac. 004: Harland v. Territory. 3 Wash. T.
131, 13 Pac. 453; Meelrs v. Vassault. 16 Fed.
Cas. 1317; Wiesner v. Zauni, 39 Wis. 206:
Bauman v. Gnibbs. 26 Ind. 421; Supreme
Council v. Fairman. 62 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 390
A physical disability is a disability or incapaci-
ty caused by physical defect or infirmity. or
bodily imperfection. or mental weakness or_al-
ienation: as distinguished from civil disability
whch relates to the civil status or condition of
the person, and is imposed by the law.

DISABLE. In its ordinary sense. to dis-
able is to cause a disability, (q. 12.)

' In the old language of pleading. to disable
is to take advantage of one’s own or anotlier's
disability. Thus, it is “an express maxim
of the common law that the party shall not
disable,himself;" but “this disability to dis-
able himself 3 0 0 is personal." 4 Coke,
1230.

DISABLING STATUTES. These are
acts of parliament. restraining and regulat-
ing the exercise of a right or the power of
alienation; the term is specially applied to
1 Elia. c. 19, and similar acts restraining the
power of ecclesiastical corporations to make
leases.

DISADVOCARB. To deny a thing.

nrsarrmn. To repudiate; to revoke
a consent once given; to reaill an afllrmance.
To refuse one’s subsequent sanction to a for-
mer act; to disclaim the liitention of being
bound- by an antecedent transaction.

DIIAPPIRMANCE. The repudlatioii of
a former transaction. The refusal by one
who has the right to refuse. (as in the case
of a voidable contract.) to abide by his for-
mer acts. or accept the legal consequences of
the same. It may either be "express" (in
words) or "implied" from acts expressing
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the intention "oi! the party to disregard the
obligations of the contract.

DISAFFOREST. To restore to their for-
mer condition lands which have been turned
into forests. To remove from the operation
of the forest laws. 2 Bl. Comm. 416.

DISAGILEEMENT. Ditrerence or opinion
or want of uniformity or concurrence of
views; as, a disagreement among the mem-
bers of a jury, among the judges of a court,
or between arbitrators. Darnell v. Lyon, 85
Tex. 466, 22 S. W. 304; Insurance Co. v.
Doying, 55 N. J. Law, 569. 27 Atl. 927; Fow-
hle v. Insurance Co., 106 Mo. App. 527, 81
S. W. 485. '.

In real property law. The refusal by a
grantee, lessee, etc., to accept an estate, lease,
etc., made to him; the annuiling of a thing
that had essence before. No estate can be
vested in a person against his will. Conse-
quently no one can become a grantee, etc.,
without his agreement. The law implies
such an agreement until the contrary is
shown, but his disagreement renders the
grant, etc., inoperative. Wharton.

' msu.-r.

- DISAPPROPRLATION. In ecclesiastic-
al law. This is where the appropriation of
a benetice is severed, either by the patron
presenting a clerk or by the corporation
which has the appropriation being dissolved.
1 Bl. Comm. 385.

To disable a person.

DISAVOW.
ized acts of an agent; to deny the authority
by which he assumed to act.

ZDISBAR. In England, to deprive a bar-
rister permanently of the privileges. of his
position; it is analogous to striking an attor-
ney on’ the rolls. In America, the word de-
scribes the act of a court in withdrawing
from an attorney the right to practise at its
bar.

DISBOCATIO. In old English law. A
conversion or wood grounds into arable or
pasture; an assarting. Cowell. See Assam-.

DISBUBSELIENTS. Money expended
by an executor, guardian, trustee, etc., for
the beneflt of the estate in his hands, or in
connection with its administration.

The term is also used under the codes of
civil procedure, to designate the expenditures
necessarily made by a party in the progress
of an action, aside from the fees of oflicers
and court costs. which are allowed, ea nom-
inc, together with costs. Fertilizer Co. v.

Glenn. 48 S. C. 494, 2|} S. E. 796; De Cham-
brun v. Cox, 60 Fed. 479. 9 C. C. A. 86; Bil-
yeu v. Smith, 18 Or. 335. 22 Pac. 1073.

DISCABOAEI-1. In old English law. To
discharge. to unload; as a vessel. Camera
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To repudiate the uuauthor-_

DISOHARGE

ct ddccarcare; to charge and discharge: to
load and unload. Cowell.

' nrscanaanz.
To discharge or unload, as a wagon.
man.

In old European law.
Spel-

DISGEPTIO GAUSE. In Roman law.
The argument of a cause by the counsel on
both sides. Calvin.

DISCHARGE. The opposite of charge;
hence to release; liberate; annul; unburden;
disincumber.

In the law of contracts. To cancel or
unloose the obligation of a contract; to make
an agreement or contract null and inopera-
tive. As a noun, the word means the act or
instrument by which the binding force of
a contract is terminated, irrespective of
whether the contract is carried out to the
full extent contemplated (in which case the
discharge is the result of performance) or is
broken off before complete execution. Cort
v. Railway Co., 17 Q. B. 145; Com. v. Tal-
bot, 2 Allen (Mass.) 162; Rivers v. Blom,
183 M0. 442, 63 S. W. 812.

Discharge is a generic term; its principal spe-
cies are rescission, release, accord and satisfac-
tion. performance, judgment. compusitiou. bank-
ruptcy, merger, (q. 1;.) Leakc, Cont. 413.

' As applied to demands, claims, rights ot
action, incumbrauces. etc., to discharge the
debt or claim is to extinguish it, to annul its
obligatory force. to satisfy it. And here
also the term is generic; thus a debt. a.
mortgage, a legacy, may be discbarged- by
payment or performance, or by any act short
of that, lawful in itself, which the creditor.
accepts as suilicient. Blackwood v. Brown.-
29 Mich. 484; Rangely v. Spring, 28 Me. 151.
To discharge a person is to liberate him from
the binding force of an obligation, debt, or.
claim.

Discharge by operation of law is where the
discharge takes place. whether it was intended‘
by the arties or not; thus. it a creditor ap-
points h s debtor his executor. the debt is dis-
charged by operation of law. because the execu-
tor cannot have an action against himself. Co.
Litt. 2641), note 1; Williams, Ex'rs, 1216; Chit.
Cont. 714.

In civil practice. To discharge a rule,
an order, an injunction. a certiiicate, process
of execution, or in general any proceeding in
a court, is to cancel or annual it, or to revoke
it. or to refuse to confirm its original pro-
visional torce. Nichols v. Chittenden, 14
Colo. App. 49, 59 Pac. 954. .

To discharge a jury is to relieve them from
any further consideration of a cause. This
is done when the continuance of the trial is,
by any cause, rendered impossible; also
when the Jury, after deliberation. cannot
agree on a verdict. ' -

In equity practice. In the process of
accounting before a master in ciiancery, the
discharge is a statement oi! expenses and
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connter-ciaims brought in and flied, ‘by way
of set-off, by the accounting defendant;
which follows the charge in order.

Ih erhnina! practice. The act by which
a person in confinement, held on an accusa-
tion of some crime or misdemeanor, is set
at liberty. The writing (pntaining the order
for his being so set at liberty is also called
a "discharge." Morgan v. Hughes, 2 Term,
231; State v. Garthwaite, 23 N. J. Law, 143;
Ex parte Paris. 18 Fed. Cas. 1104.

In bankruptcy practice. The discharge
of the bankrupt is the step which regularly
follows the adjudication of ‘bankruptcy and
the administration of his estate. By it he is
released from the obligation of all his debts
which were or might be proved in the pro-
ceedings. so‘that they are no longer a charge
upon him, and so that he may thereafter en-
gage in business and acquire property With-
out its being liable for the satisfaction of
such former debts. Southern L. & T. Co.
v. Benbow ‘(D. C.) 96 Fed. 528; In re Adler.
103 Fed. 444; Colton y. Depew. 59 N. J. Eq.
126. 44 At]. 062.

I_n'rnar1i_:lnIe law. The unlading or un-
livery of a cargo from a vessel. The Bird
of Paradise v. Heyneman, 5 Wall. 557, 18
L. Ed. _'662; Kimball v. Kimball, 14 Fed.
Cas. 486; Certain Logs of Mahogany, 5 Fed.
Can. 374.

In military law. The release or dis-
missal of"a soldier, sailor, or marine, from
further military service, either at the expira-
tlon of his term of enlistment, or previous
thereto on special application therefor, or as
a _~pnhishme_nt. An “honorable" discharge is
one granted at the end of an enlistment and
accompanied by an official certificate of good
conduct during the service. A “disi1onorabie"
discharge is a dismissal from the service for
bad conduct or as a punishment imposed
by sentence of‘a court-martial for offenses
against the military law. There is also in
occasional use a form of “discharge without
honor," "which implies censure. but is not
in itself a punishment. See Rev. St. U. S.
it 1284. 1m, 1426 (U. S. Comp. St. 1901.
pp. 913. 944.4010); Williams v. U. S., 137
U. S. 113, 11 Sup. Ct. 43. 34 L. Ed. 590:
_U. S. v. Sweet, 189 U. S. 471. 23 Sup. Ct.
638, 47, L. Ed, 907.

v DISCLAIMER.‘ The repudiation or re-
nunciation of a right or claim vested in a

person or which he had formerly alleged to
be his. The refusal. waiver, or denial of an
estate or right offered to a person. The dis-
avowal. denial, or renunciation of an in-
terest, right, or property imputed to a per-
son or alleged to be.his. Also the declara-
tion. or the instrument. by which such dis-
claimer..is published. Moores y. Clackamaa
Count)‘. .40 Qr. 536. 67 Pac. 662. .

.-or estates. The act by which a- party
infuses no accept an estate which has been
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conveyed to him. Thus, a trustee is said to
disclaim who releases to his fellow-trustees
his estate, and relieves himself of the trust.
Watson v. Watson, 13 Conn. 85; Kentucky
Union 00. v. Cornett, 112 Ky. 677, 66' S.
W. 728.

A renunciation or a denial by a tenant of
his landlord's title, either by refusing to pay
rent, denying any obligation to pay, or by
setting up a title in himself or a third per-
son, and this is a distinct ground of forfeit-
ure of the lease or other tenancy, whether of
.land or tithe. See 16 Ch. Div. 730.

In pleading. A renunciation by the de-
fendant of all claim to the subject of the de-
mand made by the piaintiirs bill. Coop. Eq.
Pl. 309; Mitf. Eq. Pl. 318.

In patent law. When the title and spe-
cifications of a patent do not agree, or when
part of that which it cbvers is not strictly
patentable, because neither new nor useful.
the patentee is empowered. with leave of
the court, to enter a disclaimer of any part
of either the title or the specification, and
the disclaimer is then deemed to be part of
the letters patent or specification, so as to
render them valid for the fixture. Johns.
Pat. 151.

DISCLALIATION. In Scotch law. Dis-
avowal of tenure; denial that one holds lands
of another. Bell.

DIBGOHHON. To deprive commonable
lands of their commonable quality. by in-
closing and appropriating or improving them.

DISGONTINUANGE. In practice. The
termination of an action, in consequence of
the plaintiffs omitting to continue the pro-‘
cess or proceedings by proper entries on the
record. 3 Bl. Comm. 296; 1 Tidd, Pr. 678:
2 Arch. Pr. K. B. 233. Iladwin v. Railway
Co.. 67 S. C. 463, 45 S. E. 1019: Gillespie
v. Bailey. 12 W’. Va. 70. 29 Am. Rep. 455;
Kennedy v. .\Ic.\'ickle. 7 Phila. (Pa.) 217;
Insurance Co. v. Francis, 52 Miss. 467, 24
Am. Rep. 674.

In practice, a discontinuance is a chasm or
p left by neglecting to enter a continuance.

y our practice, a neglect to enter a continu-
ance. even in a defaulted action, by no means
puts an end to it, and such actions may always
be brou ht forward. Taft v. Northern Transp.
Co., 56 '. H. 416.

The cessation of the proceedings in an
action where the plaintiff voluntarily puts
an end to it, either by giving notice in writ-
ing to the defendant before any step has
been taken in the action subsequent to the
answer, or at any other time by order of
the court or a judge.

In practice, discontinuance and dismissal im-
port the same thing, viz.. that the cause is sent
out of court. Thurman v. James, 48 M0. 235.

In pleading. That technical interruption
of the proceedings in an action which follows
where a defendant does not answer the whole
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of the plaintiffs declaration, and the plain-
titr omits to take Judgment for the part un-
answered. Steph. Pl. 216, 217.

DIBOONTINIJANOE or A1! ESTATE.
The termination or suspension of an estate-
tail, in consequence of the act of the tenant
in tail, in conveying a larger estate in the
land than he was by law entitled to do.
2 Bl. Comm. 275; 3 Bl. Comm. 171. An
alienation made or suitered by tenant in tail,
or by any that is seised in outer droit, where-
by the issue in tail, or the heir or successor.
or those in reversion or remainder. are driv-
en to their action, and cannot enter. Co. Litt.
325a. The cesser of a seisin under an estate,
and the acquisition of a seisin under a new
and necessarily a wrongful title. Prest.
Merg. c. ii.

Disoontinunrs nihil aliud significant
qnun into:-mittere, desnossero, inter-
nunpero. Co. Litt. 325. To discontinue
signifies nothing else than to intermit, to
disuse, to interrupt.

DISOONTIIIUOUS. Occasional; inter-
mittent: characterized by separate repeated
acts; as, discontinuous easements and servi-
tudes. See Essmnsr.

DISGONVENABLE. L. Fr.
unfit. Kelham.

Improper ;

DISCOUNT. In a general sense, an al-
lowance or deduction made from a gross sum
on any account whatever. In a more limited
and technical sense, the taking of interest in
advance.

By the language of the commercial world
and the settled practice of banks, a discount
by a bank means a drawback or deduction
made upon its advances or loans of money,
upon negotiable paper or other evidences of
debt payable at a future day, which are
transferred to the bank. Fleckner v. Bank,
8 Wheat. 338, 5 L. Ed. 631; Bank v. Baker,
15 Ohio St. 87.

Although the discounting of notes or bill, in
its most comprehensive sense, may mean lending
money and taking notes in payment, yet, in its
more ordinary sense. the discounting of notes or
bills means advancing a consideration for a bill
or note. deducting or discounting the interest
which will accrue for the time the note has to
run. I.oan Co. v. '.l‘own'er, 13 Conn. 249.

Discounting by a bank means lending money
upon a note. and deducting the interest or pre-
mium in advance. Bank v. Bruce. 17 N. Y.
507; State v. Sav. Inst., 48 M0. 189.

The ordinary meaning of the term “to dis-
count” is to take interest in advance, and in
banking is a mode of loaning money. It is the
advance of money not due till some future peri-
od. less the interest which would be due there-
on when payable. Weckler v. Bank, 42 Md.
592. 20 Am. Rep. 95.

Discount. as we have seen. is the diiference
between the price and the amount of the debt.
the evidence of which is transferred. ’i'hat dif-
fe"ence represents interest charged. being at the
same rate. according to which the price paid
it invested until the maturity of the debt, will
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{ijlflt produce its amount. Bank v. Johnson, 10$
. S. 276. 26 I4. Ed. 742.

. Discounting a note and buying it are_not iden-
tical in meanin , the latter expression being
used to denote t e transaction when the seller
does not indorse the note, and is not accounta-
ble for it. Bank v. Baldwin, 23 Minn. 208, 23
Am. Rep. 683.

In practice. A set-oi! or detalcation in
an action. Vin. Abr. "Discount." But see
Trabue's Ex'r v. Harris, 1 Metc. my.) 597.

—Disoount broker. A bill broker; one who
discounts bills of exchange and promissory
notes, and advances money on securities.

DISOOVEBT. Not married; not subject
to the disabilities of a coverture. It applies
equally to a maid and a widow.

DISCOVERY. In a general sense, the-
ascertainment of that which was previously
unknown; the disclosure or coming to light
of what was previously hidden; the acquisi-
tion of notice or knowledge of given acts or
facts; as, in regard to the ‘‘discovery'' of
fraud airecting the running of the statute of‘
limitations, or the granting of a new trial
for newly "discovered" evidence. Francis v.
Wallace. 77 Iowa, 373, 42 N. W. 323; Parker
v. Kuhn. 21 Neb. 413. 32 N. W. 74. 59 Am.
Rep. 852; Laird v. Kilbourne. 70 Iowa, 83.
30 N. W. 9; Howton v. Roberts, 49 . W...
340, 20 Ky. Law Rep. 1331; Marbourg v. Mc-
Cormick, 23 Kan.--13.

In international law. As the founda-
tion tor a claim of national ownership or
sovereignty, discovery is the finding of a
country, continent. or island previously un-
known, or previously known only to its un-
civilized inhabitants. Martin v. Waddell, 16
Pet. 409. 10 L. Ed. 997.

In patent lnw. The finding out some sub-
stance, mechanical device. improvement, or
application, not previously known. In re
Kemper, 14 Fed. Cas. 287: Dunbar v. Mey-
ers, 94 U. S. 197. 24 L. Ed. 34.

Discovery. as used in the patent laws, depends
upon invention. Every invention ms , in a cer
tain sense, embrace more or less 0 discovery.
for it must always include somethin that Is
new; but it by no means follows t at every
discovery is an invention. Morton v. Infirmai-y,.
5 Blatchf. 121, Fed. Gas. No. 9.865.

In practice. The disclosure by the de-
fendant of facts, titles. documents, or other-
thlngs which are in his exclusive knowledge
or possession, and which are necessary to the-
party seeking the discovery as a part of a
cause or action pending or to be brought in
another court, or as evidence of his rights or-
title in such proceeding. Tucker v. U. 8...
151 U. S. 164. 14 Sup. Ct. 299. 38 L. Ed. 112;
Kelley v. Boettcher, 85 Fed. 55. 29 C. G. A. 14. .

Also used of the disclosure by a bankrupt
or his property for the beneflt of creditors.

In mining law. As the basis of the right
to locate a mining claim upon the public
domain. discovery means the finding of min-
eralized rock in place. Migeon v. Railroad
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Co., 77 Fed. 249, 23 C. C. A. 156; Book v.
Mining 00. (C. C.) 68 Fed. 106; Muldriclt
v. Brown, 37 Or. 185, 61 Pac. 428; Mining
Co. v. Rutter, 87 Fed. 806. 31 C. C. A. 223.

—Disoovory‘lsi1ll.Iitldi.A
bill for the .discov:ry ofniscltus iegtierig iii‘: the
knowledge of the defendant, or of deeds or writ-
ings, or other things in his custody or wer;
but seeking no relief in consequence of t dis-
covery, though it may pray for a stay of pro-
ceedings at law till the discovery is made.
Sto
Eu.

DISOBEDIT. To destroy or impair the
credibility of a person; to impeach; to lessen
the degree of credit to be accorded to a wit-
nus or document. as by impugning the ve-
racity ot the one or the genuineness of the
other; to disparage or weaken the reliance
upon the testimony of a witness, or upon
documentary evidence, by any means what-
ever.

DISOBEPANOY. A diflerence between
two things which ought to be identical, as
between one writing and another; a vari-
ance. (¢I- 17-)

Disorstio est disoornere per logos: quid
sit Jutnn. 10 Coke, 140. Discretion is
to know through law what is just.

DISCRETION. A liberty or privilege al-
lowed to a judge, within the confines of right
and justice, but independent of narrow and
unbending rules of positive law, to decide
and act in accordance with what is fair,
equitable, and wholesome, as determined up-
on the peculiar circumstances of the case.
and as discerned by his personal wisdom and
experience, guided by the spirit, principles,
and analogies or the law. Osborn v. United
States Bank, 9 Wheat. 866, 6 L. Ed. 204;
Ex parte Chase. 43 Ala. 310; Lent v. Tillson,
140 U. 8. 310, 11 Sup. Ct. 825, 35 L Ed. 419;
State v. Cummings, 36 M0. 278; Murray v.
Bueil. 74 Wis. 14. 41 N. W. 1010; Perry v.
Salt Lake City Council, 7 Utah, 143. 25 Pac.
998, 11 L. R. A. 446.

When applied to public functionaries, discre-
tion means al wer or right conferred upon
them by law 0 acting oflic ally in certain cir-
cumstances, according to the dictates of their
own judgment and conscience, uncontrolled by
the udgment or conscience of others. This dis-
cre on undoubtedly is to some extent regulated
by , or, if- the term is preferred. by fixed
princip es. But by this is to be understood
nothing more than that the same court cannot.
consistently with its own dignity. and with its
character and duty of administering impartial
justice, decide in different wa s two cases in
every res t exactly alike. he question of
fact whet er the two cases are alike in every
color, circumstance, and feature is of necessi
to be submitted to the judgment of some t -

ggnal. Judges v. People, 18 Wend. (N. Y.) 79.

Lord Coke defines judicial discretion to be
“diecernere per legcrn quid sit justum." to see
what would be ust according to the laws in the

remises. It oes not mean a wild selt'-will-
ess, which may prompt to any and every
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act: but this judicial discretion is guided by
the law, (see what the law declares u on a cer-
tain statement of facts, and then d de in ac-
cordance with the law. so as to do substantial
agity and justice. aber v. Bruner, 13 Mo.

True, it is a. matter of discretion: but then
the discretion is not willful or arbitrary, but
legal. And, although its exercise be not purely
a matter of law. yet it “in.vol1/-ea a matter of
law or le al inference." in the language oi! the
Code, an an appeal will lie. Lovinler V.
Pearce, 70 N. C. 1 1.

In criminal law and the law of torts, it
means the capacity to distinguish between
what is right and wrong, lawful or unlawful.
wise or foolish, suiiiciently to render one
amenable and responsible for his acts.
Towle v. State, 3 Fla. 214.

—J’Iul1clal discretion. legal discretion.
These terms are applied to the discretionary
action of a ud e or court, and mean discretion
as above d n , that is, discretion bounded by
the rules and principles of law and not arbi-
trary, capricious, or unrestraln ’

DISORETIOIIABY TRUSTS. Such as
are not marked out on fixed lines, but allow
a certain amount of discretion in their exer-
cise. Those which cannot be duly admin-
istered without the application of a certain ’

degree of prudence and judgment.

DISCUSSION. In the civil law. A
proceeding, at the instance at a surety, by
which the creditor is obliged to exhaust the
property or the principal debtor. towards the
satisfaction or the debt. before having re-
course to the surety; and this right of the
surety is termed the “benefit of discussion."
_Civ. Code La. art. 3045, et sea.

In Scotch law. The ranking oi’ the prop-
er order in which heirs are liable to satisfy
the debts of the deceased. Bell.

DISEASE. In construing a policy oi‘ life
insurance, it is generally true that, before
any temporary ailment can be called a "dis-
ease," it must be such as to indicate a vice
in the constitution. or be so serious as to have
some bearing upon general health and the
continuance of life, or such as. according to
common understanding, would be called a

“disease." Cushmun v. Insurance Co., 70 N.
Y. 77; Insurance Co. v. Yuug. 113 ind. 159.
15 N. E. 220. 3 Am. St. Rep. 630; Insurance
Co. v. Simpson. 88 Tex. 333. 31 S. W. 501,
28 L. R. A. 76.-'», 53 Am. St. Rep. 757; De-
laney v. Modern Acc. Club. 121 Iowa. 523,
97 N. W. 91, 63 L. R. A. 603.

DISENTAHJNG DEED. In English
law. An enrolled assurance barring an en-
tail. pursuant to 3 & 4 Wm. IV. c. 74.

DISPRANCKISE. To deprive or the
rights and privileges of a free citinen; to
deprive of chartered rights and immunities;
to deprive of any franchise, as of the right
of voting in elections. etc. Webster.
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. DISPBANCHISEMENT. The act of dis-
franchising. The act of depriving a member
of a corporation of his right as such, by
expulsion. 1 Bouv. Inst. no. 192. Richards
v. Clarksburg, 30 W. Va. 491, 4 S. E. 774;
White v. Brownell, 4 Abb. Prac. (N; 8.) (N.
Y.) 192.

It differs from amotion, (q. 12.) which is
applicable to the removal of an otlicer from
office, leaving him his rights as a member.
Willcock. Mun. Corp. no. 708; Aug. & A.
Corp. 237.

In a more popular sense, the taking away
of the elective franchise (that is. the right
of voting in public elections) from any citi-
zen or class-of citizens.

DISGAVEL. In English law. To deprive
lands of that principal quality of gaveikind
tenure by which they descend equally among
all the sons of the tenant. 2 Wood. Lect.
70; 2‘ Bi. Comm. 85.

DISGRAOE. Ignominy; shame; dishon-
or. No witness is required to disgrace him-
self. 13 How. State Tr. 17, 334.

msananma. In old English law. The
depriving of an order or dignity.

DISGUISE. A counterfeit habit; a dress
intended to conceal the person who wears it.
Webster.

Anything worn upon the person with the
intention of so altering the wearer's appear-
ance that he shall not be recognized by those
familiar with him, or that he shall be taken
for another person. -

A person lying in ambush. or concealed be-
hind bushes. is not in “disguise," within the
meaning of a statute declaring the county liable
in damages to the next of kin of any one mur-
dered by persons in disguise. Dale County v.
Gunter, 46 Ala. 118, 142. .

DISHEIIISON. Disinheritance; depriv-
ing one of an inheritance. Obsolete. See
Abernethy v. Orton. 42 Or. 437, 71 Pac. 327,
95 Am. St. Rep. 774.

DISEONOR. In mercantile law and
usage. To refuse or decline to accept a bill
of exchange. or to refuse or neglect to pay a
bill or note at maturity. Shelton v. Braith-
waite. 7 lilees. & W. 436; Brewster V. Arnold.
1 Wis. 276.

A negotiable instrument is dishonored
when it is either not paid or not accepted, ac-
cording to its tenor, on presentment for that
purpose. or without presentment. where that
is excused. Civ. Code Cal. 5 3141.
—Notioe of dishonor. When a negotiable
hill or note is dishonored by nonacceptance on
presentment for acceptance. or by non-payment
at its maturity, it is the duty of the holder to
ive immediate notice of such dishonor to the
rawer, if it be a bill, and to the indorser,

whether it be a bill or note. 2 Daniel, Neg.
Inst. 5 970.

DISINGARCERATB. To set at liberty
to tree from prison.
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nxsnunuuson. In the civil law-.: The '

act of depriving a forced heir of the inherit-
ance_ which‘ the law gives him.

DISINEEBITANCE. The act" by which
the owner of an estate deprives a person of
the right to inherit the same. who would
otherwise be his heir. "

DIll'1I'l‘EB.- To exhume, unbury, take
out of the grave. People‘ v. Baumgartner,
135 Cal. 72. 66 Pac. 074.‘ ' _

.~ DIIHITEBBSTED. Not concerned, in re-
spect to possible gain or loss, in the result
of the pending proceedings; impa1°tial,,not_
biased or prejudiced. Chase v. Rutland, -ii’
Vt. 393; In re Big Run. 137 Pa. 59(),,2o»A_tl.
711; McGilvery v. Staples, 81 Me. -101, -1.6

At]. 404; Wolcott v. Ely. 2 Allen (Mass_.) 3405
Hlckerson v.. Insurance Co_.,v 96 Tenn. 193, 33
S. W. 1041, 32 L. 1%. A. 172. .

—Disinterestod witness. One who has no
interest in the cause or matter in issue. and
who is lawful] competent to testify. Jones v.
Larrabee, 47 e. 474; Warren v. Baxter. 48
Me. 195; Appeal of Combs, 105 Pa. 155;. State
v. Ihsterlin, 61 S. C. 71, 39 S. E. 250.

DIBJUICCTIH. Lat. In the civil law.
Separately; severally. The opposite of con-
junclim, (q. 1).) Inst. 2,. 20. 8. _ »

_DISJ'UNC'l‘IVEAI.LEGATI01I’. A
statement in a pleading or indictment which
expresses or charges a thing alternatively.
with the conjunction “or;" for instance, an
averment that defendant “murdered or caus-
ed to be murdered," etc., would be of this
character.

DISJUNCTIVE '1'!-IBM. One which is
placed between two contraries, by the atlirm-
ing of one of which the other is taken away;
it is usually expressed by the word “or.”

DISHES. Tenths; tithes, (q. u.)'.'.l‘he
original form of “dime,” the name of the
American coin. ' .

DISMIIS. To send away; to discharge:
tocaiuse to be removed. To dismiss an ac-
tlon or suit is to- send it out of court without
any further consideration or hearing.’ Bus-.
ley v. Bruuer, 24 Miss. 462-, Taft 7. Northern
Transp. Co., .16 N. H. 417; Goldsmith v.
Smith (C. C.) 21 Fed. 614. ' _ -

DISHISSAL. The dismissal of an action.
suit. motion. etc., is an order or Judgment
finally disposing of it by sending it out of
court. though without a trial of the issues in-
volved. Frederick v. Bank, 106 III. 149;
Dowling v. Polack, 18 Cal. 627 : Brackenrldge
v. State. 27 Tex. App. 513. 11 S. W. (30. 4
L. R. A. 360.
—Disnissnl agreed. A dismissal entered in
accordance with the agreement of the‘ parties.
amounting to an adjudication of the matters in
dispute between them or to a renunciation by
the complainant ofgthe claims asserted in his
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pleadings; ‘Root v. Water Supply Co.. 46—Kan.
83,’ 28.Pac. 398: Lindsay v. Allen, 112 Tenn.-

63I 82 S. '. 171. See Haldeman v. U. S.. 91
.. S. 586, 23 L. ,Ed. 433.—Dlsmlsss.l without

prejudice. Dismissal of a bill in equity witii-
out ‘prejudice to the right of the compiainant'to
sue again on the same cause of ac_tion._ The ef-
fect of the words “without prejudice" is to pre-
vent the decree of dismissal from operating as
1 bar‘ to ‘a subsequent suit. Lang v. Waring,
25,A.}a,- $35. 60 Am. Dec. 533. '

I-V1.),I8l(03'1.‘G'AGE. To redeem from mort-
zase

Turbulent or riotous
havior; immoral or indecent conduct. The
breachiofthe public decorum and morality.

‘DISORDERLY. Contrary to the rules of
good order and’ behavior; violative of the
public peace or‘ good order; turbulent, riot-
ous, or indecent.
-gllisos-derly conduct. A term of loose and
indefinite meaning (except as_ occasionally de-
fined in statutes), but signifying generally any
behavior that is contrary to law, and more par‘-
ticularly such as tends to disturb the ublic
peace or decorum, scandalize the common ty, or
shock the public sense of morality. People v.
Kee r of State Reformatory, 176 N. Y. 465,
88 E E. 884: People v. Davis, 80 App. Div.
4-i:%80 N. Y. Supp. 872; Cit of Mt. Sterling
v. oily,-108 Ky. 621, 57 S. . 491; Pratt v.
Brown, 80 Tex. 608, 16 S. W. 443; Kahn v.
Macon, 95 Ga. 419, 22 S. E. 641; People v.
Miller 38 Hun, 82; Tyrrell v. Jersey City,.25
N. J. linw.-536.—Disoi-derly house.‘ In crim-
inal law. A house the inmates of which behave
so badl as to become a nuisance to the neigh-
borh . It has a wide meaning, and includes
bawdy houses, common gaming houses, and plac-
es of a like character. 1 Bish. Crim. Law, I
1106: State v. Wilson, 93 N. C. 608_; Hickey
v. State: 53 Ala. 614; State v. Garity. ‘l6 IN.
H. 81: State v. Grosofskl, 89 Minn. 343. 94
N. W. 1077; Cheek v. Com.. 79 Ky. 359; State
v. McGahan, 48 W. Va. 438, 37 S. E. 573.-
Disorderly persons. Such as are dangerous
or hurtful to the public peace and welfare by
reason of their misconduct or vicious habits, and
are therefore amendable to police regulation.
The phrase is chiefly used in statutes, and the
scope of the term depends on local regulations.
See 4*]-l8l€.)9Conim. 169. Code Cr. Proc. N. Y.

_DI§P_A!I.AGA1!.E. In old English law.
To bring together those that are unequal,
(dispares confcrre;) to connect in an indec-
orous and unworthy manner; to connect in
marriage those that are unequal in blood and
parentage.

DIIPAEAGATIO. In old English law.
Dtsparagemeiit. Harrcdes maritentur cheque
disparagatione, heirs shall be married with-
out disparngenieut. Magna. Charm, (9 Ben.
III.) e. 6.

nrsranaosrrou. L. Fl’. Disparageg
meat’; the matching an heir, 'etc., in mar-
riageuunder his or her degree or condition,
oragainst the rules of decency. Kelham.

"To connect unequally; to
match unsuitiibly. 5 '*
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I')I81’ARAGHHEN’1‘. In old English law;
An injury by union or comparison with
some person or thing of inferior rank or
excellence. .

i Marriage without disparogeinent was mar-
riage to one of suitable rank and character.
2 Bl. Comm. 70: Co. Litti 82b. Shutt v.

Carloss, 36 N. C. 232.

DISPARAGIUM. In old Scotch law.
Inequality in blood, honor; dignity, or other-
wise. Skeue de Verb. Sign. «

.Dlspu-eta non debent Jungi. Things
unlike ought not to be joined._ Jenk. Cent.
24, marg. .

ZDISPARK. To dissolve a park. Cro.
Car. 59. To convert it into ordinary ground.

V" DISPATCH, or DESPATCE. A mes-
sage, letter, or order sent with speed on af-
fairs of state; a telegraphic message.

In maritime law. Diligence, due activi-
ty, or proper speed in the discharge of a
cargo; the opposite of delay. Terjesen v.
Carter, 9 Daly (N. Y.) 193; Moody v. Laths
(D. C.) 2 Fed. 607; Sleeper v. Puig, 22 Fed.
Gas. 321.

—Custonn.ry dispatch. Such as accords
with the rules, customs, and usages of the port
where the (ilSi‘ilaI‘g(’. is made.—Qulek dispatch.
Speedy discharge of cargo without allowance
for the customs or rules of the port or for dela
from the crowded state of the harbor or whar .

Mott v. Frost (D. C.) 47 Fed. 82; Bjorkqnist
v. Certain Steel Rail Cro Ends (D. C. 3 Fed.
717; Davis v. Wallace, Fed. Gas. 1 .

DISPAUPER. When a person, by rea-
son of his poverty, is admitted to sue in for-
md paupcria, and afterwards, before the
suit be ended, acquires any lands. or person-
al estate, or is giiiity of anything whereby he
is liable to have this privilege taken from
him, then he loses the right to sue in fonna
pauperia. and is said to be dispaupered.
Wharton. .

Dispensotio est mnll prohibit! providn
1-elnxntio, utilitnte seu necessitate pen-
setn; et est de jure domino reg! conces-

sn, ‘pa-opter iznpossibllitatesn prevldendi
do omnibus particular-ibus. A dispensa-
tion is the provident relaxation of a malmn
prohibitum weighed from utility or necessi-
ty; and it is conceded by law to the king
on account of the impossibility of foreknowl-
edge concerning all particulars. 10 Coke. 88.

\

Dispensotio est vulnus, quod vulnerot
Jus commune. A dispensation is a wound,
which wounds common law. Dav. Ir. K. B.
69.

DISPEICSATION. An exemption from
some laws; a permission to do something
forbidden; an allowance to omit something
commanded; the canonistic name for a-

license. Wharton; Baldwin v. Taylor, 166
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Pa. 507, 31 Atl. 250; Viele v. Insurance Co.,
26 Iowa. 56, 96 Am. Dec. 83.

A relaxation of law for the benefit or ad-
vantage of an individual. In the United States.
no power exists, except in the legislature, to
di use with law; and then it is not so much
a d spensation as a change of the law. Bouvier.

DISPERSONABE. To scandalize or dis-
parage. Blount.

DISPLAOE. This term, as used in ship-
ping articles, means “disrate," and does not
import authority of the master to discharge
a second mate, notwithstanding a usage in
the whaling trade never to disrate an officer
to a seaman. Potter v. Smith, 103 Mass. 68.

DIBPONE. In Scotch law. To grant or
convey. A technical word essential to the
conveyance of heritable property, and for
which no equivalent is accepted. however
clear may be the meaning of the party.
Paters. Comp.

DIIPOIIO. Lat. To dispose of, grant,
or convey. Disponet, he grants or aiienates.
Jus disponrndi, the right of disposition, 4. 8..
of transferring the title to property.

DISPOSE. To alienate or direct the own-
ership of property. as disposition by will.
Used also of the determination of suits.
Called a word of large extent. Koerner v.
Wilkinson, 96 Mo. App. 510. 70 S. W. 509:
Love v. Pamplin (C. C.) 21 Fed. 760; U.
S. v. Hacker (D. C.) 73 Fed. 294; Benz v.
Fabian, 54 N. J. l-‘.q. 615, 35 Atl. 760; El-
ston v. Schilling, 42 N. Y. 79: Beard v.
Knox. 5 Cal. 256. 63 Am. Dec. 125.

DISPOIABLE PORTION. That portion
of a man's property which he is free to
dispose of by will to beneficiaries other than
his wife and children. By the ancient com-
mon law, this amounted to one-third of his
estate it he was survived by both wire and
children. 2 Bl. Comm. 492; Hopkins v.
Wright, 17 Tex. 36. In the civil law (by the
Les: Falcidia) it amounted to three-fourths.
Mackeld. Rom. Law, 55 708, 771.

DISPOSING CAPACITY OB. MIND.
Thue are alternative or synonymous phrases
in the law of wills for “sound mind." and
“testamentary capacity," (q. 1:.)

DISPOSITION. In Scotch law. A deed
of alienation -by which a right to property is
conveyed. Bell.

DISPOSITIVE FACTS. Such as pro-
duce or bring about the origination, transfer,
or extinction of rights. They are either in-
vestitlvc. those by means of which a right
comes into existence, divostmve. those
through which it terminates, or transumve,
those through which it passes from one per-
son to another.

DISRATE

DIIPOIIEIS PROCEEDINGS. Bum-
mary process by a landlord to oust the ten-
ant and regain possession or the premises
for non-payment of rent or other breach of
the conditions of the lease. 0! local origin
and colloquial use in New York.

DISPOSSESSION. ouster: a wrong
that carries with it the amotion of posses-
sion. An act whereby the wrong-doer gets
the actual occupation of the land or heredita-
ment. It includes abatement, intrusion, dis-
seisin, discontinuance, deforcement. 8 Bi.
Comm. 167.

DISPROVE. To refute; to prove to be
false or erroneous; not necessarily by mere
denial, but by aiiirmative evidence to the
contrary. Irsch v. Irsch, 12 N. Y. Civ. Proc.
R. 182.

DISPUNISHABLE. In old English law.
Not answerable. Co. Litt. 27b, 53. 1 Steph.
Comm. 245. Not punishable. "This mur-
der is dispunishable." 1 Leon. 270.

DIBPUTATIO POIII. In the civil law.
Discussion or argument before a court.
Mackeld. Rom. Law, 1 38; Dig. 1, 2, 2, 5.

DISPUTE. A contiict or controversy; I
confilct of claims or rights; an assertion of
a right. claim, or demand on one side, met
by contrary claims or allegations on the
other. Slaven v. Wheeler, 68 Tex. 25; Keith
V. Levi (C. C.) 2 Fed. 745; Ft. Pitt Gas Co.
v. Borough of Sewickley. 198 Pa. _201, 47
Atl. 957; Railroad Co. V. Clark. 92 Fed.
968. 35 O. C. A. 120.

—Disputsble presumption. A presumption
of law. which may be rebntted or disproved.
See PaEsUuP'noNs.—Ms.ttes- in dispute.
The subject of litigation; the matter for which
a suit is brought and upon which issue is Joined.
and in relation to which jurors are called and
witnesses examined. Lee v. Watson. 1 Wall.
339 17 L. Ed. 557: Smith v. Adams, 130 U.
s. 167, 9 Sup. Ct. 566, 32 L. Ed. 985.

DISQUALIPY. To divest or deprive of
qualifications; to incapacitate; to render in-
eligible or unfit; as, in speaking of the "dis-
qualification" of a judge by reason or his
interest in the case. of a juror by reason of
his holding a iixed preconceived opinion, or
of a candidate for public otiice by reason or
non-residence, lack of statutory age. pre-
vious commission of crime. etc. In re '1‘yers'
Estate, 41 Misc. Rep. 378. 84 N. Y. Supp.
934; In re hlagnire, 57 Cal. 606, 40 Am.
Rep. 125: Carroll v. Green. 148 Ind. 382,
47 N. E. 223; in re Nevitt, 117 Fed. 448,
54 C. C. A. -622; State v. Blair, 53 Vt. 28.

DISRATB. In maritime law. To do-
prive a seaman or petty oiiicer of his “rat-
ing" or rank; to reduce to a lower rate or
rank.
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DIIEATIONAEE. or DIEATIOKARE.
To justify; to clear one’s self of a fault;
‘to traverse an indictment; to disprove. Enc.
Loud. -

DISIAIINA. In old scotch law. Dis-
-seisin; dispossesslon. Skene.

DISIEOTION. The anatomical examina-
tion of a dead body by cutting into pieces or
exscinding one or more parts or organs.
Wehle v. Accident Ass'n. 11 Misc.‘ Rep. 30.
31 N. Y. Supp. 865; Sudduth v. Insurance
‘Co. (0. C.) 106 Fed. 822; Rhodes. v. Brandt,
‘21 Ban (N. Y.) 3.

13188111811. To dispossess;

DIIIEISEE. One who is wrongfully put
out of possession of his lands; one who is
disseised.

DISIIZISIII’. Dispossesslon: a depriva-
tion of possession; a privation of seisin; a
usurpation of the right oi‘ seisin and posses-
sion, and an exercise of such powers and
privileges of ownership as to keep out or dis-
place him to whom these rightfully belong.
3 Washb. Real Prop. 125; Probst v. Trustees,
129 U. S. 182, 9 Sup. Ct. 283, 32 L. Ed.
642; Bond v. 0'Gara, 177 Mass. 139. 58
N. E. 275, 83 Am. St. Rep. 285; Moody v.
Fleming. 4 Ga. 115, 48 Am. Dec. 210; Clapp
v. Bromagham, 9 Cow. (N. Y.) 553; Wash-
burn v. Cutter, 17 Minn. 368 (Gil. 335).

It is a wrongful putting out of him that is
seised of the freehold, not, as in abutment
or intrusion. a wrongful entry. where the
possession was vacant, but an attack upon
him who is in actual possession, and turning
him out. it is an ouster from a freehold in
deed, as abatement and intrusion are onsters
in law. 3 Steph. Comm. 386.

When one man invades the possession of an-
other. and by force or surprise turns him out
of the occupation of his lands, this is termed a
“disseisin," being a deprivation of that actual
seisin or corporal ssion of the freehold
which the tenant fore enjoyed. In other
words. a disseisin is said to be when one enters
intending to usurp the possession. and to oust
another from the freehold. To constitute an
ent a dlsseisin, there must be an ouster of
the reehold, either by taking the profits or by
claiming the inheritance. Brown.

According to the modern authorities. there
seems to be no legal diflerence between the
words “seisin” and "possession," although there
is a diflerence between the words “disselsin”
and “dis ssion;" the former meaning an
estate ga ned by wrong and injury, whereas the
latter may be by right or b wrong; the former
denoting an ouster of the isseisee. or some act
equivalent to it, whereas by the latter no such
act is implied. Slater v. Rawson, 6 Metc.
(Mass.) 489.

Equitable disseisln is where a person is
wrongfully deprived of the equitable seisin of
land. e. g.. of the rents and profits. 2 Meriv.
171; 2 Jae. as W. 166.

Disseisin by election is where a person al-
leges or admits himself to be dlsseised when
he has not really been so.

to deprive.
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Dissoisinasn satis Iaoit. qui nti non

persnittit possessorern. vol minus sons-
rnodo, iioet oxnnino non sxpellat.‘ Co.
Litt. 831. He makes dlsseisin enough who
does not permit the possessor to enjoy, or
makes his enjoyment less beneficial, although
he does not expel him altogether.

DIISEIIITRIX. A female disseisor; a
disseisoress. 1-‘lets, lib. 4, c. 12, 3 4.

DISSEISOB. One -who puts another out
of the possession of his lands wrongfully.

D1831-313031388. A woman who unlaw-
fully puts another out of his land.

DISSENSUS. Lat. In the civil law.
The mutual agreement of the parties to a
simple contract obligation that it shall be
dissolved or annulled; technically. an un-

doing of the consensus which created the
obligation. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 541.

DIBSENT. Contrariety of opinion: re-
fusal to agree with something already stated
or adjudged or to an act previously per-
formed.

The term is most commonly used in Amer-
ican law to denote the explicit disagreement
of one or more judges of a court with the de-
cision passed by the majority upon a case
before them. In such event, the non—concur-
ring judge is reported as "dissenting."
—Dissontin¢ opinion. The opinion in which
a judge announces his dissent from the conclu-
sions held by the majority of the court, and
expounds his own views.

DISIENTEBS. Protestant seceders from
the established church of England. They are
of many denominations. principally Presby-
terians, Independents. Methodists, and Bap-
tists; but, as to church government, the
Baptists are Independents.

DISBIGNAEE. In old law. To break
open a seal. Whlshaw.

Dissirniliuns dissimilis est ratio. Co.
Litt. 191. Of dissimilars the rule is dissim-
iiar.

Dissixnulations toliitnr injuria. An
injury is extinguished by the forgiveness or
reconcilement of the party injured. Ersk.
Inst. 4. 4, 108.

DISSOLUTION. In oontraots. The
dissolution of a contract is the cancellation
or abrogation of it by the parties themselves.
with the effect of annulling the binding force
of the agreement. and restoring each party
to his original rights. In this sense It is
frequently used in the phrase "dissolution of
a partnership." Williston v. Camp. 9 Mont.
88, 22 Pac. 501.

‘of corporations. The dissolution of a
corporation is the termination of its exist-
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ence as a body politic. This may take place
in several ways; as by act or the legislature,
where that is constitutional; by surrender
or forfeiture of its charter; by expiration of
its charter by lapse of time; by proceedings
for winding it up under the law; by loss of
all its members or their reduction below the
statutory limit. Matthews v. Bank, 60 S.
C. 183, 38 S. E. 437: Lyons-Thomas Hard-
ware Co. v. Perry Stove Mfg. Co., 86 Tex.
143, 24 S. W. 16. 22 L. R. A. 802; Theis
v. Gaslight Co., 34 Wash. 23, 74 Pac. 1004.

In practice. The act or rendering a legal
proceeding null, a-brogating or revoking it:
unioosiiig its constraining force; as when an
injunction is dissolved by the court. Jones
v. Hill, 6 N. C. 131.

DISSOLUTION OP PABLIAHENT.
The crown may dissolve parliament either in
person or by proclamation; the dissolution is
usually by proclamation, after a prorogation.
No parliament may last for a longer period

_than seven years. Septennial Act, 1 Geo. I.
c. 38. Under 6 Anne, c. 37, upon a demise
of the crown, parliament became (poo facto
dissolved six months afterwards, but under
the Reform Act, 1867, its continuance is now
novwlse affected by such demise. May, Parl.
Pr. (6th Ed.) 48. Brown.

DISSOLVE. To terminate; abrogate:
cancel: aiiiiul; disintegrate. To release or
unloose the binding force of anything. As
to “dissolve a corporation,” to “dissolve an
injunction." See DISSOLUTION.

DISSOLVING BOND. A bond given to
obtain the dissolution of a legal writ or
process, particularly an attachment or an
injunction, and conditioned to indemnify
the opposite party or to abide the judgment
to be given. See Sanger v. Hibbard. 2 Ind.
T. 647, 53 S. W. 330.

DISSULDE. In criminal law. To ad-
vise and procure a person not to do an act.

To dissuade a witness from giving evidence
against a person indicted is an indictable oi‘-
fense at common law. Hawk. P. C. -b. 1, c.
21, I 15.

DISTILL. To subject to a process of
distillation. i. 0., vaporizing the more vola-
tile parts of a substance and then condensing
the vapor so formed. In law, the term is
chiefly used in connection with the manufac-
ture of intoxicating liquors.
—Diatilled 11 no: or distilled spirits. A
term which inc udes all potable alcoholic liq-
uors obtained by the process of distillation,
(such as whisky. brandy. rum, and gin) but
excludes fermented and malt ll uors such as
wine and beer. U. S. Rev. St. 48, 3289.

(U. S. Comp. St. 1901. DD. 2107. 2132,
2153): U. S. v. Anthony. 14 Blatchf. 92, Fed.
Can. No. 14,460: State v. Williamson. 21 M0.
496; Boyd v. U. S., 3 Fed. Cas. 1098;
Sarlls v. U. S., 152 L. S. 570, 14 Sup. Ct.
72), 38 L Ed. 556.—Dlat1l.lor. Every per-~

TDISTRAEERE.

son who produces distilled spirits, or who brewa
or makes mash. wort, or wash, fit for distilla-
tion or for the production of spirits, or who.
by any process of evaporization; separates‘ al-
coholic spirit from any fermented substance.
or who. making or keeping mash. wort. or
wash, has also in his possession or use a still,
shall be regarded as a distiller. _ Rev. St. U.
S. 5 3247 (U. 8. Com!‘ St. 1901,'p. 2107).
See Johnson v. State, Ala. 416; U. S. v.
Frerichs, 25 Fed. Cas. 1218; U. S. v.- Wittig,
28 Fed. Can. 745: U. S. v. Ridenoug (D. C.)
119 Fed. 4l1.—Diatillea-y. The strict mean-
ing of “distiilery" is a place or building ‘where
alcoholic ii uors are distilled or manufactured:
not eve niiding where the process‘ of dis-
tillation s used. Atlantic Dock Co. v. Libby,

Y. 499: U. S. v. Blaisdell, 24 ‘Fed. Gas.

DISTINCT! 1i'I‘,A.PEB.'1'.‘E. In old Eng-
lish practice. Distinctly and openly. Form-
al words in writs of error, referring to the
return required to be made to them.’ ’ Reg.
Orig. 17. .

Diatinjuenda aunt tempo:-1.. The time
is to be considered. 1 Coke, 16a,“ B1o‘ss"\".
Tobey, 2 Pick. (Mass) 327: Owens v.’ Mis-
sionary Society, 14 N. 1'. 380, 393, 67 A113.

Dec._ .160. . _ '. " ‘.

Diatinguondn aunt tempos-u; aliud eat
taco:-e, aliud perilcore. Times must be
distinguished; it is one thing to do. another
to perfect. 3 Leon. 243; Branch. Pi-inc’. ‘

Dlatinguonda aunt tempo:-u; diatlnguo
tempera at conoordnbia lagea. Times
are to be distinguished; distinguish times,
and you will harmonize laws. 1 Coke, 24.
A maxim applied to the construction of stat-
utes.

nxsrmemsn. To point out an essen-
tial ditrerence; to prove a case cited as ap-
plicable, inapplicable.

DISTBAOTBD PERSON. A term used
in the statutes of Illinois (Rev. Laws. Ill.
1833, p. 332) and New Hampshire (Dig. N.
H. Laws. 1830, p. 339) to express a state oi.‘

insanity. Snyder v. Snyder, 142 Ill. 60, 3
N. E. 303. —

DISTRAOTIO. Lat. In the civil law.
A separation or division into parts; also an
alienation or sale. Sometimes applied to the
act of a guardian in appropriating the prop-
erty ot his ward.
—Diati-aetlo laonorum. The sale at retail
of the property of an insolvent estate, under the
management of a curator appointed in the in-
terest oi the creditors. and for the purpose of
realizing as much as possible for the satisfac-
tion of their claim. Mackeld. Rom. Law,§524.
-Diatrnotio pignoria. The sale of a thing
pledged or hypothecated. by the creditor or
pied ee, to obtain satisfaction of his claim on
gigs ebtor‘s failure to pay or redeem. Idem_..’§

DIITRAEERE. To sell; to draw apart:
to dissolve a contract; to divorce. _Cl_l.l}‘i1L:
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DISTRAIN. To take as a pledge prop-
erty of another, and keep the same until he
performs his obligation or until the property
is replevied by the sheriff. It was used to
secure an appearance in court, payment of
rent. performance of services. etc. 3 Bl.
Comm. 231; Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 32, B. C, 223.
Boyd v. Howden, 3 Daly (N. Y.) 457; Byers
v. Ferguson, 41 Or. 77, 68 Pac. 5.

Distress is now generally resorted to for
the purpose of enforcing thepayment of rent.
taxes, or other duties.

DISTRAIJIBB, or DISTBAINOB. He
who seizes in distress.

DISTEAIICT. Seizure; the act of dis-
training or making a distress.

DISTRESS. The taking a personal chat-
tel out of the possession of a wrong-doer into
the custody of the party injured, to procure
a satisfaction for a wrong committed; as for
non-payment of rent, or injury done by cat-
tle. 8 Bl. Comm. 6, 7; Co. Litt. 47; Emig
v. Cunningham, 62 Md. 460: Hard v. Near-
ing, 44 Barb. (N. Y.) 488; Owen v. Boyle. 22
Me. 61; Evans v. Lincoln Co., 204 Pa. 448.
54 At]. 321. The taking of beasts or other
personal property by way of pledge, to en-
force the performance of something due
from the party distrained upon. 8 Bl. Comm.
231. The taking of a defendant's goods, in
order to compel an appearance in court. Id.
280; 3 Steph. Comm. 361. 383. The seizure
of personal property to enforce payment of
taxes, to be followed by its public sale if
the taxes are not voluntarily paid. Mar-
shall v. Wadsworth. 64 N. H. 386. 10 Ati.
685. Also the thing taken by dlstraining,
that which is seized to procure satisfaction.
And in old Scotch law, a pledge taken by
the sheriff from those attending fairs or
markets, to secure their good behavior, and
returnable to them at the close of the fair
or market if they had been guilty of no
wrong.
—Distrsss infinite. One that has no bounds
with regard to its quantity, and may be re-
peated from time to time. until the stubborn-
ness of the party is conquered. Such are dis-
tresses for fealty or suit of court, and for com-

lling jurors to attend. 3 Bl. Comm. 231.-
tress warrant. A writ authorizing an of-

ficer to made a distraint; particularly. a writ
authorizing the levy of a distress on the chat-
tels of a tenant for non-payment of rent. Bai-
leyville v. Lowell, 20 Me. 181: Bagwell v. Jami-
son. Cheves (S. C.) 252.—Gs-and distress
writ of. A writ formerly issued in the real
action of quare impedit. when no appearance
had been entered after the attachment: it com-
manded the sheriif to distrain the defendant's
lands and chattels in order to com l appear-
ance. It is no longer used, 23 _& 24 ict. c. 126.
5 26. having abolished the action of quarc im-
pcdct, and substituted for it the procedure in an
ordinary action. \Vharton.—-Second distress.
A sup lementaqt distress for rent in arrear,
allow b law in some cases. where the goods
seized an er the tint distress are not of sum-
_dent value to satisfy the claim.
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DISTRIIBUTEE. An heir; a person en-
titled to share in the distribution of an es-
tate. This term is admissible to denote one
of the persons who are entitled, under the
statute of distributions, to the personal es-
tate of one who is dead intestate. Henry
v. Henry, 31 N. C. 278; Kitchen v. Southern
Ry., 68 S. C. 554, 48 S. E. 4. '

DISTRIBUTION. In practice. The ap-
portionment and division, under authority
of a court. of the remainder of the estate
of an intestate, after payment of the debts
and charges, among those who are legally
entitled to share in the same. Rogers v. Gil-
lett, 56 Iowa, 266. 9 N. W. 204; William Hill
Co. v. Lawler, 116 Cal. 359, 48 Pac. 323;
In re Creighton, 12 Neb. 280, 11 N. W. 313;
Thomson v. Tracy, 60 N. Y. 180. .

—Sts.tute of distributions. A law prescrib-
ing the manner of the distribution of the es-
tate of an intestate among his heirs or role-
tives. Such statutes exist in all the states.

DISTBIBUTIVE. Exercising or accom-
plishing distribution; apportioning, dividing,
and assigning in separate items or shares. '

7-Distributive finding of tin issue. The
Jury are bound to give their verdict for that
party who, upon the evidence. appears to them
to have succeeded in establishing his side of the
issue. But there are cases in which an issue
may be found distributively, 1'. e.. in rt for
plaintiii. and in part for defendant. us, in
an action for goods sold and work done. if the
defendant pleaded that he never was indebted,
on which issue was joined, a verdict might be
found for the plaintifi as to the sgoods, and for
the defendant as to the work. teph. Pl. (7th
Ed.) 77d.—Dists-ibutive iustioe. See Jus-
1'Icii.'.—Distributive share. The share or por-
tion which a given heir receives on the legal
distribution of an intestate estate, Peo le v.
Beckwith, 10 N. Y. St. Rep. 97; Page v. ives,
18 Fed. Cas. 992. Sometimes. by an exten-
sion of meaning. the share or portion assigned
to a given person on the distribution of any
estate or fund. as, under an assignment for
creditors or under insolvency proceedings.

DISTRICT. One of the portions into
which an entire state or country may be di-
vided, for judicial, political, or administra-
tive purposes.

The United Stntes are divided into judicial
districts, in each of which is established a
district court. They are also divided into
election districts. collection districts. etc.

The circuit or territory within which a per-
son may be compelled to appear. Cowell.
Circuit of authority; province. Enc. Loud.
—Distx-iot attorney. The prosecuting oficer
of the United States government in each of the
federal judicial districts. Also, under the state
governments, the prosecuting oficer who repre-
sents the state in each of its j_udicial districts.
In some states. where the territory is divided.
for judicial purposes, into sections called by
some other name than “districts," the same oili-
cer is denominated _“countv attorney" or
“state's attorney." Smith v. ranton, 3 C. P.
Rep. (Pa.) 84: State v. Salge. 2 Nev, 324.-
District cloth. The clerk of a district court
of either a state or the United States.--Dis-
triot courts. Courts of_ the ‘United States.
each having territorial jurisdiction over a dis.-
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trict, which may include a whole state or only
part of it. Each of tiiese courts is presided
over by one judge. who must reside within the
district. These courts have original jurisdic-
tion over all admiralty and maritime causes and
all proceedings in bankruptcy. and over all
pens and criminal matters cognizabie under
the _laws of the United States, exciusive_Juris-
diction over which is not vested either in the
supreme or circuit courts. Also inferior courts
of record in California, Connecticut, Iowa.
Kansas, Louisiana. Minnesota, Nebraska, Neva-
da. Ohio, and Texas are also called “distnct
courts.” Their jurisdiction is for the most
part similar to that of county courts. (41. 1:.)-
Distriot judge. The judge of a United States
district court; also, in some states. the judge
of a district court of the state.—District pur-
ishee. Ecclesiastical divisions of parishes in
England. for all pu oses of worship, and for the
celebration of marriages, christenings, church-
ings, and burials, formed at the instance of the
queen’s commissioners for building new church-
es. See 3 Steph. Comm. 744.—District regis-
try. By the English judicature act. 1873, -E 60,
it is provided that to facilitate proceedings in
coun districts the crown may, from time to
time. y order in council. create district reg-
istries, and appoint district registrars for the
purpose of issui writs of summons, and for
other purposes. ciiments sealed in any such
district registry shall be received in evidence
without further proof, (section 61 ;) and the
district registrars ma administer oaths or do
other things as provi ed by rules or a special
order of the court, (section 62.) Power. how-
ever, is driven to a judge to remove proceedings
from a istrict registry to the oflice of the high
court. Section 65. By order in. council of 12_th
of August, 1875. a number of district registries
have been established in the places mentioned
in that order; and the prothonotaries in Liv-
erpool. Manchester. and Preston. the district
registrar ‘of the court of adruiralty_at Liver-
pool. and the county court registrars in the oth-
er laces named, have been appointed district
reg strars. Wharton.

As to “Fire." “Judicial," “Land," “Levee,"
"Mineral,” “hiining," “R0ad," ‘‘school,'’ and
“'i‘axing" districts, see those titles.

DISTRICT 01‘ COLUMBIA. A terri-
tory situated on the Potomac river, and being
the seat of government of the United States.
It was originally ten miles square, and was
composed of portions of Maryland and Vir-
giiiia ceded by those states to the United
States; but in 1846 the tract coming from
Virginia was retroceded. Legally it is nei-
ther a state nor a territory, but is made sub-
ject, by the constitution, to the exclusive Ju-
risdiction of congress.

DISTRIOTIO. Lat. A distress; a dis-
traint. Coweil.

DISTIIINGAI. In English practice. A
writ directed to the sheriff of the county in
which a defendant resides, or has any goods
or chattels. commanding him to diatrain up-
on the goods and chattels of the defendant
for forty shillings, in order to compel his ap-
pearance. 3 Steph. Comm. 567. This writ
issues in cases where it is found impractica-
ble to get at the defendant personally, so as
to serve a summons upon him. Id.

A distringaa is also used in equity. as the
first process to compel the appearance of a
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corporation aggregate. St. 11 Geo. IV. and
1 Wm. IV. c. 36.

A form of execution in the actions of deti-
nue and assise of nuisance. Brooke, Abr.
pl. 26; Barnet v. Ihrie, 1 Rawle (Pa.) 44.
—Dists-ingas jun-stores. A writ command-
ing the _sheri_E to have the bodies of the jurors,
or to duty-am them by their lands and goods.
that they maysgppear upon the day appointed.
3_Bl. Comm. _ . It issues at the same time
with the centre, though in theory afterwards.
founded on the supposed neglect o the juror to
attend. ' Steph. Comm. 590.—Dist1-ingas
nuper vice eomitern. A writ to distrain
the goods of one who lately filled the oflice of
sheriff, to compel him to do some set which he
ought to have done before leaving the oflice;
as to bring in the body of a defendant. or to
sell goods attached under a ‘ti. f.—Diets-Inga:
vies oomltem. A writ of diatiinpac, directed
to the coroner, may be issued against a sherifl_
if he neglects to execute a writ of oeuditiom
eopomu. Arch. Pr. 584.

DIITRINGEBE. In feudal and old Eng-
lish law. To distrain; to coerce or compel.
Spelman; Calvin.

DIITUBBAICOE. 1. Any act causing
annoyance, disquiet, agitation, or derange-
ment to another, or interrupting his peace,
or interfering with him in the pursuit of a
lawful and appropriate occupation. Richard-
son v. State, 5 Tex. App. 472; State v. Stuth,
11 Wash. 42-}, 39 Pac. 665; George v. George,
47 N. H. 33; Varney v. French, 19 N. H.
233.

2. A wrong done to an incorporeal heredit-
ament by hindering or disquieting the owner
in the enjoyment of it Finch, 187; 3 BL
Comm. 235.

—Distus-bnnoe of common. The doing any
act by which the right of another to his com-
mon is incommoded or diminished; as where
one_who has no right of common puts his cat-
tle into the land, or where one who has a right
of common puts in cattle which are not com-
monable, or surcharges the common; or where
the owner of the land. or other rson, incloses
or otherwise obstructs it. 3 B. Comm. 237-
241‘ 3 Ste h. Comm. 511, 512.-Disturbance
of franc se. The disturbing or incommoding
a man in the lawful exercise of his franchise,
whereby the roiits arisin from it are dimin-
ished. 3 Bl. omm. 236: Steph. Comm. 510:
2 Crabb, Real Prop. p. 1074, § 2472a.-Dis-
tn:-banoe of patronage. The hindrance or
obstruction of a patron from presentin his
clerk to a beneficc. 3 Bl. Comm. 242; 3 teph.
Comm. 51-i.—Distiu-banee of ublio wor-
ship. Any acts or conduct w ich interfere
with the peace and good order of an assembly
of persons lawfully met together for religious
exercises. Lancaster v. State, 53 Ala. 39 25
Am. Rep. 625: Brown v. State, 46 Ala. 83;
McEIroy v. State, 25 Tex. 507.-Disturbance
of tenure. In the law of tenure disturbance
is where a stranger, by menaces. orce, persua-
sion, or otherwise. causes a tenant to leave his
tenancy: this disturbance of tenure is an in-
jurv to the lord for which an action will lie.
3 Steph. Comm. 4l4.—Distrsrbance of the
peace. Interruption of the peace, quiet, and
good order of ii neighborhood or community,
particularly ii; unnecessary and distracting nois-
cs. (‘ity of . t. (‘harles v. Meyer. 58 Mo. 89:
Yokum v. State (Tex. Cr. App.) 21 S. W. 191.
—Distux-bnnoe of we s. This happens where
a person who has I rig t of way over another's
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ground by grant or prescription is obstructed
y inclosures or other obstacles, or by p_low1n_g

across it, by which means he cannot en _oy his
right of way, or at least in so comm l0|lS a
ylnner as he might have done. 3 Bl. Comm.

DISTURBER. If a bishop refuse or neg-
lect to examine or admit a patron's clerk,
without reason assigned or notice given, he
is styled a “distarber" by the law, and shall
not have any title to present by lapse; for
no man shall take advantage or his own
wrong. 2 Bl. Comm. 278.

DITOH. The words “ditch" and "drain"
have no technical or exact meaning. They
both may mean a hollow space in the ground,
natural or artificial, where water is ‘collected
or passes oif. Goidthwait v. East Bridge-
water, 5 Gray (Mass) 04; Wetmore v. Fiske,
15 B. I. 354, 5 Atl. 375.

DITES OUSTBR. L. Fr. Say over. The
form of awarding a rcapomlcas ouster, in the
Year Books, M. 6 Fxiw. III. 49.

DITTAY. In Scotch law. A technical
term in civil law, signifying the matter of
charge or ground of indictment against a
person accused of crime. Taking up ditto-u is
obtaining inrormations and presentments of
crime in order to trial. Skene, de Verb.
Slgn.; Bell.

DIVERS. Various, several, sundry; a
collective term grouping a number of un-
specified persons,,obJects, or acts. Com. v.

Butts, 124 Mass. 452; State v. Hodgson, 66
Vt. 134, 28 Atl. 1089; Munro v. Aiaire, 2
Caines (N. Y.)

DIVEESION. A turning aside or alter-
ing the natural course of a thing. The term
is chiefly applied to the unauthorized chang-
ing the course of a water-course to the prej-
udice of a lower proprietor. Merritt v. Park-
er, 1 N. J. Law, 460; Parker v. Griswold.
17 Conn. 299, 42 Am. Dec. 139. ‘ ‘

IDIVEESITE DES COURTS. A treatise
on courts and their jurisdiction, written in
French in the reign of Edward III. as is
supposed, and by some attributed to Fitzher-
bert. It was ilrst printed in 1525, and again
in 1534. Crabb, Eng. Law, 330, 483.

DIVERSITY. In criminal pleading. A
plea by the prisoner in bar of execution. al-
leging that he is not the same who was at-
tainted, upon which a jury is immediately
impaneled to try the collateral issue thus
raised, viz... the identity or the person, and
not whether he is guilty or innocent. for that
has been already decided. 4 Bl. Comm. 396.

DIVEESO INTUTTU. Lat. With a dif-
ferent view, purpose. or design; in a differ-
t View or point of view; by a different
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course or process.
Comm. 211. note.

1 W. Bl. 89; 4 Kent.

DIVERSOBIUM. In old English law.
A lodging or inn. Townsh. PI. 38.

DIVERT. To turn aside; to turn out of
the way; to alter the course of things. Usa-
ally appiled to water-courses. Aug. Water-
Gourses, 5 97 et seq. sometimes to roads.
8 East, 394.

DIVES. In the practice of the English
chancery division, “dives costs" are costs on
the ordinary scale, as opposed to the costs
formerly allowed to a successful pauper su-
ing or defending in formd paupcris, and
which consisted only of his costs out of
pocket. Daniel], Ch. Pr. 43.

DIVEST. Equivalent to devest, (q. 1:.)

DIVESTITIVE PACT. A fact by means
of which a right is divested, terminated, or
extinguished; as the right of a tenant ter-
minates with the expiration of his lease. and
the right of a creditor is at an end -when
his debt has been paid. Holl. Jur. 1322

Divide et impel-3, cum radix et vertex.
import! In obeddentium oonnensn rats
mnt. 4 Inst. 35. Divide and govern, since
the foundation and crown of empire are es-
tablished in the consent of the obedient.

DIVIDEND. A fund to be divided. The
share allotted to each of several persons en-
titled to share in a division of profits or
property. Thus, dividend may denote a fund
set apart by a corporation out of its profits.
to be apportioned among the shareholders,
or the proportional amount falling to each.
In bankruptcy or insolvency practice, a divi-
dend is a proportional payment to the cred-
itors out of the insolvent estate. State v.
Comptroller of State. 54 N. J. law, 135, 23
Atl. 122; Trustees of University v. North
Carolina R. Co., 76 N. C. 103, 22 Am. Rep.
71; De Koven v. Alsop, 205 Ill. 300. 68 N.

E. 930, 63 L. R. A. 587; Hyatt v. Allen, 56
N. Y. 553. 15 Am. Rep. 449; Cary v. savings
Union, 22 Wall. 38, 22 L. Ed. 779'; In re
Ft. Wayne Electric Corp. (D. C.) 94 Fed.
109; In re Fielding (D. C.) 96 Fed. 800.

In old English law. The term denotes
one part of an indenture, (q. 12.)

—Preferred dividend. One paid on the pre-
ferred stock of a corporation; a dividend paid
to one class of shareholders in priorit' to that
aid to another. Chaifee v. Railroa Co., 55
t. 129; Taft v. Railroad Co.. 8 R. I. 310,

5 Am. Rep. 575.—Sor£p dividend. One paid
in scrip, or in certificates of the ownership of a
corresponding amount of capital stock of the
company thereafter to be issued. Bailey v.
Railroad (.‘o.. 22 Wall. 604, - L. . 840.-
Itook dividend. One paid in stock, that is,
not in monev, but in a pro rtional number of
shares of te capital stoc of the company,
which is ordinarily increased for this par ose
to a corresponding extent. Kaufman v. C ar-
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lottesville Woolen Mills 130., 93 Va. 6T3_, 25 S.
E. 1003: Thomas v. Gregg, 78 Md. 045, 28
Atl. 565. 44 Am. St. Rep. 310.—Ex dividend.
Afiphrase used by stock brokers. meaning that
a sale of corporate stock does not carry with
it the seller's right to receive his proportionate
share of a dividend already declared and short-
ly payable.

DIVIZDENDAA. In old records. An _in-
denture; one counterpart oi.’ an indenture.

DIVINARE. Lat. To divine; to con-
jecture or guess; to foretell. Dicinutio, a
Lonjecturing or guessing.

Divinntio, non into:-pr.-etatio eat, qua
onmino reoedit 3 liters. That is guess-
ing, not interpretation, which altogether de-
parts trom the letter. Bac. Max. 18, (in
reg. 3,) citing Yearb. 3 Hen. VI. 20.

DIVINE LAWS. As distinguished from
those of human origin, divine laws are those
of which the authorship is ascribed to God,
being either positive or revealed laws or the
laws of nature. .\lu_ver v. 1-‘roi:e, 40 W. Va.
246, 22 S. E. 58; Borden v. State, 11 Ark.
527, 44 Am. Dec. 217.

DIVINE SERVICE. Divine service was
the name of a feudal tenure, by which the
tenants were obliged to do some special
divine services in certain; as to sing so miiny
masses, to distribute such a sum in aims,
and the like. (2 Bi. Comm. 102; 1 Steph.
Comm. 227.) it differed from tenure in Iran-
Iculmoigu, in this: thiit, in case of the tenure
by divine service, the lord of whom the
lands were holden might distrain for its non-
perforniauce, whereas, in case of frarikal-
moigu, the lord has no remedy by distraint
for neglect of the service. but merely a right
of complaint to the visitor to correct it.
Mozley & Whitley.

DIVISA. In old English law. A device,
award. or decree; also ii devise; also bounds
or limits oi’ division of a parish or farm,
etc. Cowell. Also a court held on the bound-
ary, in order to settle disputes or the ten-
ants.

Divieibllie eat aemper divhibilis. A
thing divisible may be forever divided.

DIVIIIBLE.
of being divided.
‘—-Divisible contract. One which is in its
nature and purposes susceptible of division and
apportionment, havin two or more parts in re-
spect to matters an things contemplated and
embraced by it, not necessarily dependent on
each other nor intended by the parties so to be.
Horseman v. Horseman, 43 Or. 83, 72 Pac. 698.

That which is susceptible

DIVISIM. In old English law. Sever-
ally; separately. Bract. fol. 47.

One of the
Used in

DIVISION. In English law.
smaller subdivisions oi’ a county.
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Lliicolnshire as synonymous with “riding” in
Yorkshire.

’ DIVISION 01‘ OPINION. In the prac-
tice ot appellate courts, this term denotes
such a disagreement among the judges that
there is not a majority in favor or any one
view, and hence no decision can be rendered
on the case. But it sometimes also denotes
a division into two classes, one of which
may comprise a majority of the judges; as
-when we speak of a decision having ‘proceed-
ed from a “divided court."

DIVISIONAL COURTS. Courts in Eng-
land, consisting of two or (in special cases)
more judges of the high court oi’ justice,
sitting to transact certain kinds of business
which cannot be disposed of by one judge.

. DIVISUM IIIPERIIJH. Lat. Adivided
jurisdiction. Applied, e. y., to the jurisdic-
tion ot courts of common law and equity
over the same subject. 1 Kent. Comm. 366;
4 Steph. Comm. 9. .

DIVORCE." The legal separation of man
and wife, effected. for cause. by the judg-
ment of a court, and either totally dissolving
the marriage relation, or suspending its 'ef-
fects so far as concerns the cohabitation of
the parties. Atherton v. Atherton, 181 U.
S. 155, 21 Sup. Ct. 544, 45 L. Ed. 794; Miller
v. Miller, 33 Cal. 355; Cast v. Cast, 1 Utah.
112.

The dissolution is termed “divorce from the
bond of matrimony," or, in the Latin form of
the expression "a vincula matrima1u'c';" the
suspension, “divorce from bed and board," “a
menu: ct there.” The former divorce puts an
end to the marria e; the latter leaves it in full
force. 2 Bish. i\ at. & Div. 5 225.

The term “divorce" is now applied, in Eng-
land, both to decrees of nullity_and decrees of
dissolution of marriage, while in America it is
used only in cases of divorce a. memo or a win-
culo, a decree of nullity of marriage being
granted for the causes for which a divorce 0
viiiculo was formerly obtainable in England.
-Divorce I menaa et there. A divorce
from table and bed, or from bed and board. A
partial or qualified divorce, b which the par-
ties are separated and forbid en to live or co-
habit together, without affecting the marriage
itself. 1 Bl. Comm. 440: 3 Bl. Comm. 94: 2
Ste h. Comm. 311: 2 Bish. Mar. & Div. 5 22. ;
Mil er v. Clark. 23 Ind. 370; Rudolph v. Ru-
dolgh (Super. Bud.) 12 N. Y. Supp. 81; Zule
v. iule, 1 N. J. Eq. 99.—Divoi-oe 1 vinonlo
matrinionii. A divorce from the bond of
marriage. A total divorce of husband and wife,
dissolving the marriage tie. and releasiu the
parties wholly from their matrimonial o ii -

tions. 1 Bl. Comm. 440: 2 Steph. Comm. 3 0.
311: 2 Bish. Mar. & Div. I 225; De Roche
v. De Roche, 12 N. D. 17, 94 N. W. 7T0.—I‘or-
eign divorce. A divorce obtained out of the
state or country where the marriage was solem-
nized. Kent, Comm. 106, et .—I.i:n:lted
divorce. A divorce from bed and card‘ or a
judicial separation of husband and wife not
dissolving the marriage tie.

Divot-tilun dicitnr I divertendo, quiz
vir divertitu ab uxore. Co. Litt. 235.
Divorce is called from divertendo. becausea
man is diverted from his wife. - .
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DIXIEME

ID. Fr. Tenth; the tenth part.
Ord. Mar. liv. 1, tit. 1, art. 9.

In old French law. An income tax pay-
able to the crown. Steph. Lect. 359.

D0. Lat. I give.
est word of feofrnitiit and of gift.
Comm. 310, 316; Co. Litt. 9.

The ancient and apt-
2 Bl.

no, D100, ADDI00. Lat. I give. I say,
I adjudge. Three words used in the Roman
law, to express the extent of the civil juris-

Do denoted that he
gave or granted actions, exceptions, and Judi-
ces; dioo, that be pronounced Judgment:
addioo. that he adjudged the controverted
property, or the goods of the debtor, etc., to
the plaintiir. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 39.

D0, LEGO. Lat. I give, I bequeath;
or I give and bequeath. The formal words
of making a bequest or legacy, in the Roman
law. Titio et Seio hominem Stichum do,
leao, I gi\'e and bequeath to Titius and Seius
my man Stichus. Inst. 2, 20, 8, 30, 31. The
expression is literally retained in modern
wills.

D0 UT DES. Lat. I give that you may
give; I give [you] that you may give [me.]
A formula in the civil law, constituting a
general division under which those contracts
(termed “innominate") were classed in which
something was given by one party as a con-
sideration for something given by the other.
Dig. 19, 4; Id. 19, 5, 5; 2 Bl. Comm. 444.

Do U!‘ PAOIAS. Lat. I give that you
may do; I give [you] that you may do or
make [for me.] A formula in the civil law,
under which those contracts were classed in
which one party gave or agreed to give
money, in consideration the other party did
or performed certain work. Dig. I9, 5, 5; 2
Bl. Comm. 444.

In this and the foregoing hrase, the con-
junction “ui" is not to be ta en as the tech-
nical means of expressing a consideration. In
the Roman usage. this word imported a media.
that is, a qualification; while a consideration
(cause) was more aptly expressed by the wordCIq“.'¢'l! -

DOOIKAIIA PULMONUH. In medical
jurisprudence. The hydrostatic test used
chiefly in cases of alleged infanticide to de-
termine whether the child was born alive or
dead. which consists in immersion of the
foetal lungs in water. If they have never
been inflated they will sink, but will float
if the child has breathed.

D003. 12. To curtail or diminish, as to
dock an entail.

D003. 9:. The cage or inclosed space in a
criminal court where prisoners stand when
brought in for trial. '

The space. in .a river or harbor. inclosed
between two wharves. City of Boston v. Le-
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craw, 17 How. 434. 15 L. Ed. 118; Bingham
v. Donne, 9 Ohio, 167.

“A dock is an artificial basin in connection
with a harbor, used for the reception of ves-
sels in the taking on or discharging of their
cargoes, and provided with gates for prevent-
ing the rise and fall of the waters occasioned
by the tides, and keeping a uniform level with-
in the docks.” Perry v. Haines, 191 U. S. 17.
24 Sup. Gt. 8, 48 L. Ed. 73. -

—Dooka.go. A charge against vessels for the
privilege of mooring to the wharves or in the
sli s. People v. Roberts, 92 Cal. 659, 28 Pac.

. A pecuniary compensation for the use
of a dock while a vessel is unde oing repairs.
Ives v. The Buckeye State. 13 ed. Cas. 184.
—Doek-master. An oficer invested with
powers within the docks, and a certain dis-
tance therefrom, to direct the mooring and
removing of ships, so as to prevent obstruction
to the dock entrances. Mosley as Whitley.-
Dooh was-rant. In English law. A warrant
given by dock-owners to the owner of mer-
chandise imported and warehoused on the dock.
upon the faith of the bills of ding. as a
recognition of his title to the goods. It is a
negeotgable instrument. Pull. fort of London,
p. .

DOCKET, 1:. To abstract and enter in a
book. 3 Bl. Comm. 391. 398. To make a
brief entry of any proceeding in a court of
justice in the docket.

DOCKET, n. A minute, abstract, or
brief entry: or the book containing such
entries. A small piece of paper or parch-
ment having the effect of a larger. Blount.

In practice. A formal record, entered
in brief, of the proceedings in a court of jus-
tice.

A book containing an entry in brief of all
the important acts done in court in the con-
duct of each case, from its inception to its
conclusion. Pub. St. Mass. 1882, p. 1290.

The name of “docket" or “trial docket" is
sometimes given to the list or calendar of
causes set to be tried at it specified term, pre-
pared by the clerks for the use of the court’
and bar.

Kinds of doekets. An appearance docket
is one in which the appearances in actions are
entered, containing also a brief abstract of the
successive steps in each action. A bar docket
is an unofiicial paper consisting of a transcript
of the docket for a term of court. printed for
distribution to members of the bar. Giiford
v. Cole. 57 Iowa, 272, 10 N. W. 672. An cae-
cution docket is a list of the executions sued
out or pending in the sherifs oflice. A indo-
menl docket is a list or docket of the judg-
ments entered in a given court. inethodicaly

' kept by the clerk or other proper oificer, open
to ublic inspection. and intended to afiord
oflic al notice to interested parties of the ex-
istence or lieu of judgments.
—IDooket too. An attorney‘s fee, of a fixed
sum. chargeable with or as a part of the costs
of the action, for the attorney of the success-
ful party; so called because chargeable on the
docket, not as a fee for making docket en-

Bank v. Neill. 13 Mont. 77. 34 Pac.
180: Goodyear v. Sawyer (C. C.) 17 Fed. 2.-
Docket. striking a. A phrase formerly used
in English bankruptcy practice. It referred
to the entr of certain papers at the bankruptcy
oflice, preliminar' to the prosecution of the
list against a tra er who had become bankrupt.
These papers consisted of the aiiidavit, the bond,

\
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and the petition of the creditor and their ob-
ject was to obtain from the lord chancellor
his fiat, authorizing the petitioner to prosecute
his complaint against the bankrupt in the bank-
ruptcy courts. Brown.

DOCTOR. A learned man; one qualified
to give instruction of the higher order in a
science or art; particularly, one who has re-
ceived the highest academical degree in his
art or faculty, as, a doctor of laws, medicine,
or theology. In colloquial language, how-
ever, the term is practically restricted to
practitioners of medicine. Harrison v. State.
102 Ala. 170, 15 South. 563; State v. Mc-
Knight, 131 N. C. 717, 42 S. E. 580, 59 L. R.
A. 187.

This term means, simply, practitioner of phy-
sic, without respect to system ursued. A cer-
tificate of n homoepathic physician is a “doctor's
certificate." Corsi v. Maretzelr, 4 E. D. Smith
(N. Y.) 1.

DOCTOR AND STUDENT. The title of
a work written by St. Germain in the reign
of Henry VIII. in which many principles of
the common law are discussed in a popular
manner. It is in the form of a dialogue
between a doctor of divinity and a student
in law, and has always been considered a
book of merit and authority. 1 Kent, Comm.
504; Crabb, Eng. Law, 482.

DOCTORS’ COMMONS. An institution
near St. Paul's Churchyard, in London,
where, for a long time previous to 1857. the
ecclesiastical and admiralty courts used to be
held.

DOCTRINE. A rule, principle, theory.
or tenet of the law; as, the doctrine of mer-
ger, the doctrine of relation, etc.

Doctrinal interpretation. See Inma-
PBETATION.

DOCUMENT. An instrument on which
‘is recorded, by means of letters, figures, or

marks, matter which may be evidentially
used. In this sense the term “document” ap-
plies to writings; to words printed, litho-
graphed. or photographed; to seals, plates,
or stones on which inscriptions are cut or en-
graved; to photographs and pictures; to
maps and plans. The inscription may be on
stone or gems, or on wood, as well as on
paper or parchment. 1 Whart. Ev. 5 614;
Johnson steel Street-Rail Co. v. North
Branch Steel Co. (0. C.) 48 Fed. 194; Arnold
v. Water Co., 18 R. I. 189, 26 Ati. 55, 19
L. R. A. 602; Hayden v. Van Cortlandt, 84
Hun, 150, 32 N. Y. Supp. 507.

In the plural, the deeds, agreements, title-
papers, letters, receipts, and other written
instruments used to prove a fact.

In the civil law. Evidence delivered in
the forms established by law, of whatever
nature such evidence may be. The term is,
however, applied principally to the testimony
of witnesses. Sav. Dr. Rom. I 165.

—-Ancient documents. Deeds. wills. and
other writings more than thirty years old are
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so called; they are presumed to be genuine
without express proof. when coming from the
proper custody.—!‘os-eign document. One
which was p red or executed in, or which

oreign state or country.—J’ud1-
clad documents. Proceedings relating to liti-
ation. They are divided into (1) ju gments,

_ecrees, and verdicts; (2) depositions, exam-
inations, and inquisitions taken in the course
of a legal process; (3) writs, warrants, plead-
ings, etc., which are incident to any 'udicial
proceedings. See 1 Starkie, Ev. 252.—fubnc
document. A state paper, or other instru-
ment of ublic importance or interest, issued or

ublish by authority of congress or a state
egisiature. Also an document or record. evi-

dencing or connect with the public businen
or the administration of public aifairs. preserv- ‘

ed in or issued by any department of the v-
emment. See Hammett v. mnerson, 27 e.
335. 46 Am. Dec. -"i98.—Docnmentu-y evi-
dence. Such evidence as is furnished by writ-
ten instruments, inscriptions, documents of all
kinds, and also any inanimate objects admis-
sible for the purpose, as distinguished from
"oral" evidence, or that delivered by human
beings viva voce.

DODRANS. Lat. In Roman law. A
subdivision of the as, containing nine un-
cut; the proportion of nine-twelfths, or
threefourths. 2 Bi. Comm. 462, note.

DOE, JOHN. The name of the fictitious
plaintiif in the action of ejectment. 3 Steph.
Comm. 618.

DO-DANA. In Saxon law. The act-
ual perpetrator of a homicide.

DOEB. In Scotch law. An agent or at-
torney. 1 Kames, Eq. 825.

DOG~DBAW. In old forest law. The
manifest deprehension of an offender against
venison in a forest, when he was found
drawing after a deer by the scent of a hound
led in his hand; or where a person had
wounded a deer or wild beast, by shooting
at him, or otherwise, and was caught with
a dog drawing after him to receive the same.
Manwood, Forest Law, 2, c. 8.

DOG-LATIN. The Isitin of illiterate
persons; Latin words put together on the
English grammatical system.

DOGGER. In maritime law. A light
ship or vessel; dagger-fish, flsh brought in
ships. Cowell.

DOGG-BB.-HEN.
to dogger-ships.

Fishermen that belong

DOGMA. In the civil law. A word oc-
casionally used as descriptive of an ordi-
nance of the senate. See Nov. 2, 1, 1; Dig.
27, 1, 8.

DOING.
ices were reserved and expressed in old con-
veyances; as "rendering" (reddemlo) was
expressive of rent. Perk. c. 10, ii 625, 635.
038.

The formal word by which scro- .
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‘ norrxnr, or non. A base coin of
small value, prohibited by St. 8 Hen. V. c.
1. We still retain the phrase, in the com-
mon saying, when we would undervalue a
man, that he is not worth a doit. Jacob.

DOLB. A part or portion of a meadow
is so called; and the word has the general
signification of share, portion, or the like;
as “to dole out" anything among so many
poor persons, meaning to deal or distribute
in portions to- them. Holthouse.

In Scotch law. Criminal intent;
design. Bell, Dict. voc. “Criine."

evil

DOLEI, or DOOLS. Slips of pasture
left between the furrows of plowed land.

DOLG. Sax. A wound. spelman.

DOLG-BOTE. A recompense for a scar
or wound. Ooweli.

non. Lat. see Dottie.

DOLLAB. The unit employed in the
United States in calculating money values.
It is coined both in gold ‘and silver, and is
of the value of one hundred cents.

D0140. In Spanish law. Bad or mis-
chievous design. White, New Itecop. b. 1;
tit. 1. c. 1, 5 3.

Dolo lacit qni potit quod roddituru
oat. He acts with giiiie who demands that
which he will have to return. Broom, Max.
346.

Dolo nialo pactnan so non aorvatnnun.
Dig. 2, 14, 7, 5 9. An agreement induced by
fraud cannot stand.

Doloaua vcrsatur in gonorallbua. A
person intending to deceive deals in general
terms. Wing. Max. (36; 2 Coke, 34a; 6
Clark & F. 699; Broom, Max. 289.

Doliuli. ox indioiia pox-anionic probarl
oonvonit. Fraud should be proved by clear
tokens. Code, 2, 21, 6: 1 Story, Cont. I
625.

1

nonus. In the civil law. Guile; de-
ceitfulness; malicious fraud. A fraudulent
address or trick used to deceive some one;
a fraud. Dig. 4, 3, 1. Any subtle contriv-
ance by words or acts with a design to cir-
cumvent. 2 Kent, Comm. 560: Code, 2, 21.

Such acts or omissions as operate as a
deception upon the other party. or violate
the just confidence reposed by him, whether
there be a deceitful intent (males animus)
or not. Poth. Tralte de Depot, nn. 23, 27:
Story. Bailni. 5 20a; 2 Kent, Comm. 506,’
note.

Fraud. willfulness. or intentionality. In
that use it is opposed to maps, which is
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negligence merely, in greater or less degree.
The policy of the law may sometimes treat
extreme calm as if it were dolus. upon the
maxim culpa dolo comparatur. A person
is always liable for dolua producing damage.
but not always for culpo producing damage.
even though extreme, e. 9., a depositary is
only liable for dome, and not for negligence.
Brown.
—Dolua bonus, dolua malua. In a wide
sense. the Roman law distinguishes between
“good," or rather “permissible" delta and “bad"
or fraudulent dolua. The former is justifiabie
or allowable deceit: it is that which a man
may employ in self-defense against an unlawful
attack, or for another Eefmlfiflible purpose, as
when one dissemblea t e truth to prevent a
lunatic from injuring himself or others. The
latter exists where one intentional] misieads
another or takes advantage of another‘s error
wron ully, by any form of dece tion. fraud, or
cheating. Mackeld. Rom. Law. 179; Broom,
Max. 349; Kent, Comm. ” , note.—Dolua
dun locum contxactul. Fraud (or deceit)
iving rise to the contract; that is, a fraudu-
ent misrepresentation made b one of the par-
ties to the contract, and relied upon by the
other, and which was actually instrumental
in inducin the latter to enter into the con-
tract.—Do oapax. Capable of malice or
criminal intention; having sullicient discretion
and intelligence to distinguish between right
and w . and so to become amenable to the
criminal aws.—Dol1 lncapax. Incapable of
criminal intention or malice; not of the age
of discretion; not possessed‘ of suilicient dis-
cretion and intelligence to distinguish between
right and wrong to the extent of being crim-
inally responsible for his actions.

Dolua auctorla non nooot auccouori.
The fraud of a predecessor prejudices not
his successor.

Doliu oiroaltn non pin-gatnr. Fraud
is not purged by circuity. Bac. Max. 4:
Broom, Max. 228. .

Dolua oat naoliinatio, can allud dis-
aiuiulat aliad agit. Lane, 47. Deceit is
an artifice, since it pretends one thing and
does another.

Dolua of: {run noiniaii patrocincntnr,
(pat:-ocinari dobont.) Deceit and fraud
shall excuse or benefit no man. Yearb. 14
Hen. VIII. 8; Best, Ev. p. 469, I 428; 1
Story, Eq. Jur. 3 896.

Dolna latot In gone:-alibua. Fraud
lurks in generalities. Tray. Lat. Max. 162.

Dolua voraatur in -gene:-alibua. Fraud
deals in generalities. 2 Coke, 34a; 3 Colts,
81¢.

DOM. P300. An abbreviation of Do-
mua Proccnmi or Domo Procerum; the
house of lords in England. Sometimes ex-
pressed by the letters D. P.

DOHAIII. The complete and absolute
ownership of land; a paramount and in-
divldual right of property in land. People
v. Shearer. 30 Cal. 658. . .Also the real 3-
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tate so owned. The inherent sovereign pow-
er claimed by the legislature of a state, of
controlling private property for public uses,
is termed the “right of eminent domain."
2 Kent, Comm. 339. See Eirinsnr Doium.

A distinction has been made between "prop-
erty" and “domain.” The fonner is said to be
that uality which is conceived to be in the
thing itself, considered as belonging to such or
such person exclusively of all others. By the
latter is un erstood that right which the owner
has of disposing of the thing. Hence "domain"
and “property" are said to be correlative terms.
The one is the active right to dispose of; the
other a passive quality which follows the thing
and places it at the disposition of the owner.
3 Toullier, no. 83.
-I-National domain. A term sometimes ap-
plied to the aggregate of the property owned
directly by a nation. Civ. Code La. 1900. art.
486.—Publio domain. This term embraces all
lands, the title to which. is in the United States,
including as well land occupied for the purposes
of federal buildings, arsenals, dock-yards. etc.,
as land of an agricultural or mineral character
not yet granted to private owners. Barker v.
Harvey. 181 U. S. 481, 21 Sup. Ct. 690. 45 L.
Ed. 963; Day Iand & Cattle Co. v. State, 68
Tex. 528, 4 S. W. 865.

' DOMLBEO, DOHBOO. (Sax. From
dam, Judgment, and bec, boo, a book.)
Dome-book or doom-book. A name given
among the Saxons to a code of laws. Sev-
eral of the Saxon kings published domboca,
but the most important one was that attrib-
uted to Alfred. Crabb, Com. Law, 7. This is
sometimes confounded with the celebrated
Donwadau-Book. See Don-Boox, Doin:s-
sax.

DOME. (Sax.) Doom; sentence; judg-
ment. An oath. The homager's oath in the
black book of Hereford. Blount.

DOME-BOOK. A book or code said to
have been compiled under the direction of
Alfred, for the general use of the whole
kingdom of England; containing, as is sup-
posed, the principal maxlms of the common
law, the penalties for misdemeanors, and
the forms of judicial proceedings. It is said
to have been extant so late as the reign of
Edward IV., but is now lost. 1 Bl. Comm.
64, 65.

- DOLIESDAY, DOMESDAY-BOOK.
(Sax.) An ancient record made in the time
of 'William the Conqueror, and now remain-
ing in the English exchequer, consisting of
two volumes of unequal size, containing mi-
nute and accurate surveys of the lands in
England. 2 Bl. Comm. 49, 50. The work
was begun by five justices in each county in
1081, and ilnished in 1086.

DOMESHEII. (Sax.) An inferior kind
of Judges. Men appointed to doom (Judge)
in matters in controversy. Cowell. Suitors
in a court of a manor in ancient demesne,
who are Judges there. Blount; Whishaw;
Termes de la Ley. -
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DOMESTIC, u. Domestics, or, in full.
domestic servants,;are servants who reside
in the same house with the master they
serve. The term dom not extend to work-
men or laborers employed out of doors. Ex
parte Meason, 5 Bin. (Pa.) 167.

The Louisiana Civil Code enumerates as
domestics those who receive wages and stay
in the house of the person paying and em-
ploying them, for his own service or that of
his family; such as valets, footmen, cooks,
butlers, and others who reside in the house.
Persons employed in public houses are not
included. Cook v. Dodge, 6 In. Ann. 276.

DOMESTIC, ad}. Pertaining, belonging,
or relating to a home, a domicile, or to the
place of birth, origin, creation, or transae
tion. ~

--D9me_stie animals. Such as are habituated
to live in or about the habitations of men, or
such‘ as contribute to the support of a family or
the wealth of the commnnit . This term in-
cludes horses, (State v. Goul , 26 W. Va. 264:
Osborn v. Lenox, 2 illlen [Mass. 207,) but may
or may not include dogs. See ilcox v. State,
101 Ga. 593, 28 S. E. 981, 39 I4. R. A. 709:
State v. Harrimau, 75 Me. 562. 46 Am. Rep.
423; I-Iurlgg v. State, 30 Tex. A p. 333. 17 S.
\V. 4%, Am. .St. Re . 91 .—Domestio
coin-ts. Those existing an having jurisdiction
at_ the place of the part 's residence or domicile.
Dickinson v. Railroad 0., 7 W. Va. 417.

As to domestic "Administrators," “Attach-
ment," “Bill of Exchange," “Comiuerce,"
"Corporations," “Creditors,” “Factors,"
“Fixtures," “Judgment," and “Manufac-
tures,” see those titles.

nonnisa-Ions.‘ In old European law.
A scneschal, steward, or major domo; a
Judge's assistant; an assessor, (q. o.) Spel-
man.

DOHIOELLA. In old English law. A
damsel. Fleta, lib. 1, c. 20, 5 80.

DOHIOELLUI. In old English law. A
better sort of servant in monasteries; also
,an appellation of a king's bastard.

DOMIOILE. That place in which a man
has voluntarily fixed the habitation of him-
self and family, not for a mere special or
temporary purpose, but with the present in-
tention of making a permanent home, until
some unexpected event shall occur to induce
him to adopt some other permanent home.
In re Garneau, 127 Fed. 677, 62 C. C. A. 403.

In its ordinary acceptation, a person:s domi-
cile is the place where he lives or has his home.
In a strict and legal sense, that is giroperly
the domicile of a person where he has is true.
fixed, permanent home and principal establish-
ment, and to which, whenever he is absent. he
has the intention of returning. Anderson v.
Anderson. 42 Vt. 350, 1 Am. Rep. 334.

Domicile is but the established, fixed. perma-
nent, or ordinary dwelling-place or place of resi-
dence of a person. as distinguished from his
temporary and transient. though actual, place
of residence. It is his legal residence. as dis-
tinguished from his temporary place of abode;
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or his home, as distinguished from a pl ce to
which business or pleasure may temporari y call
him. Salem v. Lyme, 29 Conn.

Domicile is the place where a person has fixed
his habitation and has a permanent residence,
without any present intention of removin
txiiersfrom. Crawford v. Wilson, 4 Barb. ( .

0ne's domicile is the lace where one’s family
permanently. resides. aniel v. Sullivan, 43
Ga. 217. .

In international law, “domicile" means a resi-
dence at a.particular place, accompanied with
positive or presumptive proof of intending to
continue there for an unlimited time. State v.
Collector of Bordentown. 32 N. J. Law, 192.

“Domicile" and “resldence" are not syn-
onymous. The domicile is the home, the
fixed place of habitation; while residence
is a transient place of dwelling. Bartlett
v. New York. 5 Sandi’. (N. Y.) 44.

The domicile is the habitation fixed in any
place with an intention of always staying there,
while simple residence is much more tem rary
in its character. New York v. Genet, Hun
(N. Y.) 489.

Classification. Domicile is of three sorts,
—domicile by birth, domicile by choice. and dom-
icile by operation of law. The first i_s_the com-
mon case of the $1806 of birth. danidcilmm ong-
inia; the secon is that which is voluntarily
acquired by a party, propr-io mow; the last is
consequential, as that of the wife arising from
marriage. Story, Confl. Laws. § 46. And see
Railroad Co. v. Kimbrough, 115 Ky. 512. 74
S. W. 229; Price v. Price, 156 Pa. 617. 27 At];
Zll; White v. Brown, 29 Fed. Cas. 992. The
followin terms are also used: Commercial
dosni e. A domicile acquired by the main-
tenance ot a commercial establishment; a domi-
cile which a citizen of a foreign country may
acquire b conducting business in another coun-
try. U. . v. Chin Quong Look (D. C.) 52 Fed.
N4; Lau Ow Bew v. U. S., 144 U. S. 47. 12
Sup. Ct. 517. 36 L. Ed. 3-i0.—De facto domi-
cile. In French law, permanent and fixed res-
idence in France of an alien who has not ac-
guired French citizenship nor taken steps to

o so, ‘but who intends to make his home per-
manently or indefinitely in that country; call-
ed domicile "de facto" because domicile in the
full sense of that term, as used in France, can
oni be acquired by an act equivalent to nat-
ura ization. In re Cruger's Will, 36 Misc. Rep.
477, 73 N. Y. Supp. 812.—Dcmicile of origin.
The home of the parents. Phillim. Dom. 25.
101. That which arises from a man's birth
and connections. 5 Ves. 750. The domicile of
the parents at the time of birth, or what is
termed the "domicile of origin." constitutes the
domicile of an infant. and continues until aban-
doned, or until the acquisition of a new domi-
cile in a difierent place. Prentiss v. Barton, 1
Brock. 389. 393. Fed. Can. No. 11.38=i.—Domi-
oils of succession. This term, as distinguish-
ed from a commercial, political, or forensic
domicile, means the actual residence of a person
within some jurisdiction, of such a character as
shall, according to the well-established princi-
ples of gublic law, give direction to the succes-
sion of ‘s personal estate. Smith v. Crooin, 7
Fla. 81.—Elected domicile. The domicile of
parties fixed in a contract between them for the
pu s of such contract. Woodworth v. Bank
of merica, 19 Johns. N. Y.) '417, 10 Am. Dec.

.—I‘os-eign domi e. A domicile estab-
lished by a citizen or subject of one sovereignty
within the territory of another.—Nationsl
domicile. The domicile of a person, consid-
ered as being within the territory of a particu-
lar nation. and not with reference to a particu-
lar locality or subdivision of a nation.—Nn.tn-
rs! domicile. The same as domicile of origin
or domicile by birth. Johnson v. Twenty-One
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Bales, 13 Fed. Cas. 863.—N'ecess domicile.
That kind of domicile which exists y operation
of law, as distinguished from voluntary domicile
or domicile of choice. Phillim. Dom. 27-97.

DOHIOILED. Established in a given
domicile; belonging to a given state or jur-
isdiction by right of domicile.

DOHIOILIABY. Pertaining to domicile;
relating to one’s domicile. Existing or creat-
ed at, or connected with, the domicile of a
suitor or of a decedent.

DOMIOILIATE. To establish one’s domi-
cile; to take up one’s flxed residence in a
given place. To establish the domicile of
another person whose legal residence fol-
lows one’s own.

DOMIOILIATION. In Spanish law.
The acquisition of domiciliary rights and
status, nearly equivalent to naturalization,
which may be accomplished by being born
in the kingdom, by conversion to the Cath-
olic faith there, by taking up a permanent
residence in some settlement and marrying
a native woman, and by attaching oneself
to the soil, purchasing or acquiring real
property and possessions. Yates v. Iams,
10 Tex. 168.

DOMIOILIITM. Lit. Domicile. (Q. 0:)

DOMIGERIUH. In old English law.
Power over another; also danger. Bract. 1.

4, t. 1, c. 10.

DOHINA, (DAHI-2.) A title given .to
honorable women, who anciently, in their
own right of inheritance, held a- barony.
Cowell.

DOMINANT TENEMENT. A term
used in the civil Ind Scotch law, and thence
in ours, relating to servitudes, meaning the
tenement or subject in favor of which the
service is constituted: as tire tenement over
which the servitude extends is called the
“servient tenement.” Wharton; Walker v.
Clifford, 128 Ala. 67, 29 South. 588, 86 Am
St. Rep. 74; Dillman V. Hoffman, 38 Wis.
572; Stevens v. Dennett, 51 N. H. 339.

DOHINATIO. law.
Lordship.

In old English

DOMINICA l_?AI.MAn.IJn. (Dorninica
in romis palmarum.) L. Lat. Palm Sun-
day. Townsh. Pl. 131; Cowell; Blount.

DOMINIOAL. That which denotes the ‘

Lord's day, or Sunday.

IDOMINIOIDE.
lord or master.

The act of killing one’s

DOMINIOUM. Lat. Domain; demaln;
demesne. A lordship. That of which one
has the lordship or ownership.. That which
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remains under the lord's immediate charge
and control. Spelman.

Property; domain;
to 9. lord. Cowell.

In ecclesiastical law. A church, or any
other building consecrated to God. Du
Gauge.

DOHINIOUH ANTIQUUH.

anything pertaining

In old
English law. Ancient demesne. Bract. fol.
369b.

DOENIO. Sp. In Spanish law. A
term corresponding to and derived from the
Latin dominlum. (q. 1).) Dominic alto, em-
inent domain: dominio directo, immediate
ownership; dominio utile, beneficial owner-
ship. Hart v. Burnett. 15 Cal. 556.

DOHIIIION. Ownership, —or right to
property. 2 Bl. Comm. 1. Title to an ar-
ticle ot property which arises from the pow-
er of disposition and the right of claiming
it. Baker v. Westcott. 73 Tex. 129, 11 S.
W. 157. “The holder has the dominion of
the hill." 8 East, 579.

Sovereignty or lordship; as the dominion
of the seas. Moll. de Jure Mar. 91. 92.

In the civil law with reference to the title
to pro rty which is transferred by a sale of it,
domin on is said to be either “proximate" or
"remote." the tamer being the kind of title vest-
ing in the urchaser when he has acquired both
the owners ip and the ion of the article,
the latter describing t e nature of his title
when he has legitimately acquired the owner-
ship of the property but there has been no de-
livery. Coles v. Perry, 7 Tex. 109.

noxnmns. In the civil and old Eng-
lish law. Ownership: property in the larg-
est sense, including both the right of prop-
erty and the right of possession or use.

The mere right of property, as distinguish-
ed from the possession or utruct. Dig. 41,
2, 17. 1; Calvin. The ht which a lord
had in the fee of his tenant. In this sense
the word is very clearly distinguished by
Bmcton from dominicum.

The estate of a feouee to uses. "The re-
oifees to use shall have the dominlum, and
the cestut que use the disposition.” Latch.
137.

Sovereignty or dominion. Dominium. mar-
ia, the sovereignty of the sea.
—Dom1nium dlrcctnm. In the civil law.
Strict ownership: that which was founded on
strict law, as distinguished from equity. In
later law. Pro rty without use: the right
of a landlord. "ayl. Civil Law, 478. In feud-
al law. Right or proper ownership- the ri ht
of a superior or lord, as distinguished from t at
of his vassal or tenant. The title or property
which the soverei in England is considered as
possessing in al the lands of the kingdom,
they being holden. either immediately or med-
lately of im as lord paramount.—Do Illll
directum ct utile. The complete and abso-
lute dominion in property; the union of the
title and the exclusive use. Fairfax v. Hunter.
7 Cranch. 3 L. Ed._453.—Dominiun cm-
inens. Eminent domain.—Do_ um plen-
Iun. F_‘ull ownership; the union of the domi-
M‘Iun director» with the dosmrmm stile. Tayl.
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Civil w, 478.—Donini-nun utile. In'the
civil w. Equitable or prmtorian ownership:
that which was founded on uity. Mackeld.
Rom. hw, I 827, note. In ater law. Use
without propert ; the right of a tenant. Tayl.
Civil Law, 47 . In feudal law. Useful or
beueficial ownership: the usufruct. or right to
the use and profits of the soil, as distinguished
from the dominium direcium. (q. 1)..) or owner-
ship of the soil itself: the right of a vassal or
tenant. 2 Bl. Comm. 105.

Dominiunn non potent ease in pendenti.
Lordship cannot be in suspense. 4. e., prop-
erty cannot remain in abeyauce. Hall:. Law
Max. 89.

DOMINO VOLEITE. Int. The own-
er being willing; with- the consent or the
owner.

DOHINUI. In feudal and ecclesias-
tical law. A lord, or feudal superior.
Domimu real, the lord the king: the king's
title as lord paramount. 1 Bl. Comm. 367.
Domimu capitalla, a chief lord. Dominica
medias, a m‘esne_ or intermediate lord. Dom-
(mu liaise, liege lord or sovereign. Id.

Lord or sir; a title of distinction. It
usually denoted a knight o_r clergyman:
and. according to Cowell, was sometimes
given to a gentleman of quality. though not
a knight, especially if he were lord of a
manor.

The owner or proprietor of a thing, as
distinguished from him who uses it merely.
Calvin. A master or principal, as distin-
guished from an agent or attorney. Story,
Ag. 3 3.

In the civil law.
ly. Vicst.

Dclninus capitaus loco haredis lube-
tur, quoties per defcctiun vel delietnn
extinguitur sengnis uni ,i:enent!s. Co.
Lltt. 18. The supreme lord takes the place
of the heir, as often as the blood of the ten-
ant is extinct through deficiency or crime.

DOMIITUI LITII. Lot. The master of
the suit; 6. e., the person who was really and
directly interested in the suit as a party, as
distinguished from his attorney or advocate.
But the term is also applied to one who,
though not originally a party, has made him-
self such, by intervention or otherwise. and
has assumed entire control and responsibil-
ity for one side, and is treated by the court
as liable for costs. See In re Stover, 1 Curt.
201, Fed. Can. No. 13,507.

A husband. A fami-

In the civil law.
Dig. 39, 4, 11, 2.

DOIIINUI NAVII.
The owner of a vessel.

Dorninus non snnritsbit pupillun nhl
scsnel. Co. Litt. 9. A lord cannot give a
ward in marriage but once.

Douninus rcx nullnn habere potent
pu-em, nnlto minus superior-em. The
king cannot have an equal. much less a su-
perior. 1 Reeve, Eng. Law, 115.
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DOHITE. Lat. Tame; domesticated;
not wild. Applied to domestic animals, in
which a man may have an absolute proper-
ty. 2 Bl. Comm. 391.

DOIIMAGES INTEBETI.
law. Damages.

D0110 REPABANDA. A writ that In!
for one against his neighbor, by the antici-
pated fall of whose house he feared a dam-
age and injury to his own. Reg. Orig. 153.

DOHUI. Lat. In the civil and old Eng-
lish law. A house or dwelling; a habita-
tion. Inst. 4, 4, 8: Townsh. P1. 183-185.
Bennet v. Blttle, 4 Rawle (Pa.) 342.
—Domns oapitnlss-is. In old records. A
chapter-house; the chapter-house. Dyer. 26b.
—Donsns convex-sonun. An ancient house
built or appointed by King Hen
Jews as were converted to the hristisn faith;
but King Edward 111., who expelled the Jews
from the kingdom. deputed the place for the
custody of the rolls and records of the chan-
asg. Jacob.—IDonsns net. The house on

' a. name applied to many hospitals and
religious houses.—2Donsns A
mansion house. 1 Hale, P. C. 558: State v.
Brooks, 4 Conn. 448; State v. Sutcliife. -1-

Strob. (S. C.) 876.—Donsns proserlun. The
genus of lords, abbreviated into Dom. Proo., or

- a

In French

Donius sns unique est tntissininns ro-
tnginni. To every man his own house is
his safest refuge. 5 Coke, 91b; 11 Coke, 82;
3 Inst. 162. The house of every one is to
him as his castle and fortress, as well for his
defense against injury and violence as for his
repose. 6 Coke, 91b; Say. B7; Broom,
Max. 432. A man’s dwelling-house is his
castle. not for his own personal protection
merely, but also for the protection of his
family and his property therein. Curtis v.
Hubbard, 4 Hill (N. Y.) 437.

Donuts tutisslnsnn unique relngium
atqno reoeptaoulnn sit. A man's house
should be his safest refuge and shelter. A
maxim of the Roman law. Dig. 2, 4, 18.

Don slnndestlnn snnt semper suspi-
aioss. 8 Coke, 81.‘ Clandestine gifts are al-
ways suspicious.

Donnri. videtur, quad nullo jun-e co-

gente conoeditur. Dig. 50, 17. 82. A thing
is said to be given when it is yielded other-
wise than by virtue of right.

IDONATABIUS.
something is given.

A donee; one to whom

DONATIO. Lat. A gift. A transfer of
the title to property to one who receives it
without paying for it. Vlcat. The act by
which the owner of a thing voluntarily trans-
fers the title and possession of the same from
himself to another person, without any con-
sideration.

Its literal translation, “glft" has acquired
real law a more limited meaning, being sp-
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III. for such ‘

' done. (Fisk v. Flores,

DONATIO PERFICITUR

lied to the conveyance of estates tail. 2 Bl.
omm. 316; Litt eton, 5 59; West, Symb. §

254; 4 Cruise, Dig. 51.
Classification. By the civil law (adopted

into the English and American law) donations
are either inter oivos (between living.persons)
or mortu cause (in anticipation of death. As
to these forms, see infra. A donatio or it as
between living persons is called domuio meta
or pure when it is a simple gift without com-
pulsion or consideration, that is, restin solely
on the generosity of the donor, as in e case
of most .charitable gifts. It is.ca.lled doaatio
remimeratoria when given as a reward for past
services._but still not under any legal compul-
sion. as in the case of pensions and land-grants.
It is called donatio sub mode (or modolia) when
given for the attainment of some special object
or on condition that the donee shall do some-
thing not speciall for the benefit of the donor,
as/in the case 0 the endowment of hospitals.
colleges, etc., cou led with the condition that
they shall be estab ished and maintained. Mack-
eld. m. Iaw, § 466; Fisk v. Flores. 43
Tex. 340: Noe v. Card. 14 Cal. 576. The fol-
lowing terms are also used: Donotio condition-
alis, a conditional gift: donotio relate, a gift
made with reference to some service already

43 Tex. 340:) domuio
atricta at coarctaro, a restricted gift, as an es-
tate tail.
—Donatlo lnoflciosn. An inoilicious (undu-
tiful) gift; a gift of so great_a part of the don-
or's prope that the birthright portion of his
heirs is dim nished. Mackeld. Rom. Law, § 469.
—Donatio inter vivos. A gift between the
living. The ordinar kind of gift by one per-
son to another. ent, Comm. 438; 2 Steph.
Comm. 102. A term derived from the civil law. _

Inst. 2, 7. 2. A donation inter igiooa (between
living persons) is an act by which the donee
divests himself at resent and irrevocably of
the thing given in PIVOT of the donee who so-
cepts it. Civ. Code La. art. 1468.—Donat1o
snortis sansa. A gift made by a person in
sickness. who, apprehending bs dissolution
near, ‘delivers, or causes to be delivered, to an-
other the possession of any personal goods. to
keep as his,own in case of the donor's decease.
2 ‘Bl. Comm. 514. The civil law defines it to
be a gift under apprehension of death; as
when anything is given upon condition that, ‘if
the donor dies, the donee shall possess it ab-
solutely. or return it if the donor should sur-
vive or should repent of having made the gift,
or if the donee should die before the donor.
Adams v. Nicholas. I Miles (Pa.) 109-117. A
gift in view of death is one which is made in
contemplation. fear, or peril of death, and
with intent that it shall take effect only in
case of the death of the giver. Civ. Code Cal.
5 1149. A donation mortts cause (in prospect
of death) is an act to take effect when the do-
nor shall no longer exist. b which he disposes
of the whole or a part 0 his Ezoperty, and
which is irrevocable. Civ. Code . art. 1469.
—Donatio ps-opter nuptias. A gift on
account of marriage. In Roman law, the
bridegroom’s gift to the bride in antipicatigs
of marriage and to_ secure her dos was ‘call
“donotio ante nuptc_oa,"' but by an ordinance
of Justinian such gift might be made after as
well as before marriage, and in that case it
was called “donatio propter nupfuu." Mackeld.
Rom. Law, 5 572.

Donstio non prcsnmitnr. A gift is not
presumed. Jenk. Cent. 109. _

Donatio pas-flcitnr possessions noel-
pientis. A gift is perfected [made complete]
by the possession of the receiver. Jenk. Cent.
109, case 9. A gift is incomplete until pos-
session is delivered. 2 Kent, Comm. 438.



DONATIO PRINCIPIS

‘ Donatio principle lntelllgltnr sine
‘pr-uejudiclo to:-til. Dav. Ir. K. B. 75. A
gift of the prince is understood without prej-
udice to a third party.

. DONATION. In ecclesiastical law. A
mode of acquiring a benetice by deed of gift
alone, without presentation, institution, or
induction. 3 Steph. com. 81.

In general. A gift. See DONATIO.

DONATIVE ADVOWSON. In ecclesias-
tical law. A species of advowson, where
the beneflce-is conferred on the clerk by the
patron's deed of donation. without presenta-
tion. institution, or induction. 2 Bl. Comm.
23; Termes de la Ley.

DONATOB. A donor; one who makes a
gut. azonauo.)

Donate: nunqnan: deslnlt pouidere,
anteqnann donate:-ins lnolpiat possidere.
The donor never ceases to possess, until the
donee begins to possess. Bract. fol. 41b.

‘ noun-onms.
-whom a gift is made; a purchaser.
fol. 13, et seq.

A donee; a person to
Bract.

DONATOBY. The person on whom the
king bestows his right to any forfeiture that
has fallen to the crown.

DONE. Distinguished from “made." “A
‘deed made’ may no doubt mean an ‘instru-
ment made ;' but a ‘deed done’ is not an ‘in-
strument done,'—it is an ‘act done ;’ and
therefore these words, ‘made and done,’ apply
to acts, as well as deeds." Lord Brougham,
4 Bell, App. Cas. 38.

DONEE. In old English law. He to
whom lands were given; the party to whom
I dommo was made.

In later law. He to whom lands or tene-
ments are given in tail. Litt. i 57.

In modern and American law.
‘party executing a_ power; otherwise called
the “appointer.” 4 Kent, Comm. 316.

DORIS, STATUTE DE.
nu: Snrurs.

see Dr: Doxus,

DONNEUR D’AVAI.. In French law.
Guarantor of negotiable paper other than by
indorsement.

DONOR. In _old English law. He by
whom lands were given to another; the par-
ty making a donatio.

In later law. He who gives lands or ten-
_ements to another in tail. Litt. 5 57; Termes
de la Ley.

‘In modern and American law. The par-
ty conferring a power. 4 Kent, Comm, 318.
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DONUH. Lat. In the civil law. A gift;
a free gift. Calvin. Distinguished from
munus. Dis. 50, 16, 194.

DOOM. In Scotch law. Judicial sen-
tence, or judgment The decision or sen-
tence of a court orally pronounced by an
oillcer called a “dempster" or “deemster." In
modern usage, criminal sentences still end
with the words “which is pronounced for
doom.”

DOOLISDAY-BOOK. See Dom:snA!-
Boox.

DOOR. The place of usual entrance in a
house, or into a room in the house. State
v. McBeth. 49 Kan. 584, 31 Pac. 145.

DORMANT. Literally, sleeping; hence
inactive; in abeyance; unknown; concealed.
—Do1-Inant claim. One which is in abey-
ance'.—Do1-Inant execution. One which a
creditor delivers to the sherifi with directions
to levy only, and not to sell. until further
orders, or until a junior execution is received.
-—Dorn:.ant judgment. One which has not
been satisfied, nor extinguished by lapse of
time. but which has remained so long unex-
ecuted. that execution cannot now be issued
upon it without first reviving the judgment.
or one which has lost its lien on land from
the failure to issue execution on it or take
other steps to enforce it within the time limit-
ed by statute. 1 Black, Jndgm. (2d Ed.) 5
462; Draper v. Nixon, 93 Ala. 436. 8 South.
489.—Dorn:ant partner. See Panrmcss.

Do:-nslnnt allqnando leges, nnnquaxn
mo:-inntnr. 2 Inst. 161. The laws some-
times sleep, never die.

DOBSUII. Lat. The back. In dorao
recordi, on the back of the record. 5 Coke,
-Mb.

DORTURE. (Contracted from dormiture.)
A dormitory of a convent; a place to sleep in.

nos. In Roman law. no'wry'; a wife's
marriage portion; all that property which
on marriage is transferred. by the wife her-
self or by another to the husband with a
view of diminishing the burden which the
marriage will entail upon him. It is of three
kinds. Profectitia dos is that which is deriv-
ed from the property of the wife's father or
paternal grandfather. That dos is termed
adveuiitia which is not profcctitia in respect
to its source, whether it is given by the wife
from her own estate or by the wife's mother
or a third person. It is termed rcccpmia dos
when accompanied by a stipulation for its
reclamation by the constitutor on the termi-
nation of the marriage. See Mackeld. Rom.
Law, is 561, 5623.

In old English law. The portion given
' to the wife by the husband at the church

door, in consideration of the marriage; dow-
er; the wife’s portion out of her deceased
husband's estate in case he had not endowed
her. '

-Doe rationabills. A reasonable marriage
portion. A reasonable part of her husband’:



DOS DE DOTE PETI NON DEBET

estate. to which every widow is entitled. of
lands of which her husband may have endowed
her on the day of marriagfi. Co. Litt. sdb.
Dower, at common law. 2 1. Comm. 134.

Do: do dote pet! non debet. Dower
ought not to he demanded of dower. Co.
Lltt. 31; 4 Coke, 12212. A widow is not dow-
able of lands assigned to another woman in
dower. 1 Hill. Real Prop. 135.

Don rat.-iouabtlts vol legithaa est ouJII8-
llbet mulls:-is do qaooaaque tenemento
tortia pars omniiun ton-arum et tone-
neutorum, qua vir suns tenant in do-
nlnlo luo at do feodo, eto. Co. Litt. 336.
Reasonable or legitimate dower belongs to
every woman of a third part of all the lands
and tenements of which her husband was
selsed in his demesne, as of fee, etc.

DOT. (A French word, adopted in Louisi-
ana.) The fortune, portion, or Idowry which
a woman brings to her husband by the mar-
riage.

DOTAGE. Dotage is that feebleness of
the mental faculties which proceeds from old
age. It is a diminution or decay of that in-
tellectual power which was once possessed.
It is the slow approach of death: of that
irrevocable cessation, without hurt or dis-
ease, of all the functions which once be-
longed to the living animal. The external
functions gradually cease: the senses waste
away by degrees; and the mind is imper-
ceptibly visited by decay. Owlng's Case, 1
Bland and.) 389. 17 Am. Dec. 311.

DOTAL. Relating to the dos or portion
of a woman; constituting her portion; com-
prised in her portion.
—Dotal property. In the civillaw, in Louisi-
ana. by this term is understood that property
which the wife brings to the husband to assist
him in bearing the expenses of the marriage
establishment. Extradotal property, otherwise
called “paraphernal property." is that which
forms no part of the dowry. Civ. Code La.
art. 2335; Fleitas v. Richardson. 147 U. S.
550. 13 Sup. Ct. 495. 37 L..Ed. 276.

DOTALITIUH. In canon and feudal
law. Dower. Spelman, voc. "Doarium ;”
Calvin. 2 Bl. Comm. 129. Used as early as
A. D. 841. _

DOTATION. The act of giving a dowry
or portion; endowment in general, including
the endowment of a hospital or other char-
itable institution. ' '

DOTS, n. In Spanish law. The marriage
portion of a wife. White, New Recop. b.
1. tit. 6, c. 1. The property which the wife
gives to the husband on account of marriage,
or for the purpose of supporting the matri-
monial expenses. Id. b. 1. tit. 7, c. 1. § 1;
Schm. Civil Law, 75; Cutter v. Wadding-
ham, 22 M0. 254; Hart v. Burnett, 15 Cal.
566.
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DOTS, 1:. "To beset" is to stupefy. to
make dull or senseless, to make to dote; and
“to dote" is to be delirious, silly, or insane.

‘ Gates v. Meredith, 7 Ind. 441.

DOT}: ASSIGNANDA. A writ which
lay for a widow, when it was judicially as-
certained that a tenant to the king was seis-
ed of tenements in fee or fee-tall at the day
of his death, and that he held of the king
in chief. In such case the widow might
come into chancery, and then make oath that
she would not marry without the king's
leave, and then she might have this writ.
These widows were called the “king's wid-
ows.” Jacob; Holthouse.

DOTS UNDE xmn. EADET.
which lies for a widow to whom no dower
has been assigned. 3 Bl. Comm. 182. By
23 & 24 Vict. c. 126, an ordinary action
commenced by writ of summons has taken its.
place; but it remains in force in the United‘
States. Dower unde nihil habet (which title
see.)

Dot! lex favetg pramiumipudoril eat;
ideo paroatur. Co. Litt. 31. The law fa-
vors dower; it is the reward of chastity;
therefore let it be preserved.

DOTII ADHINISTBATIO. Admeasure-i~
ment of dower, where the widow holds more
than her share, etc. -

DOTIBSA. A dowager. ’ ;

DOUDLE. Twofold; acting in ;two ca-.
pacities or having two aspects; multiplied
by two. This term has ordinarily the same
meaning in law as in popular speech. The
principal compound terms into which it en-
ters are noted below.
—Double adultery. Adultery committed by
two persons each of whom is married to an.-
other as distinguished from “single" adultery.
where one of the artici ants is unmarried.
Hunter v. U. S., 1 in. (\ is.) 91. 39 Am. Dec.
277.—Double avail of marriage. In Scotch
law. Double the ordinary or single value of a
marriage. Bell. See Dorm-:x Vanos Muir-
'racii.—Double ‘bond. in Scotch law.— A‘
bond with a penalt , as distinguished from a:
single bond. 2 ames. Eq. 359.—Double
complaint, or double quarrel. In eccle-
siastical law. A grievance made known by a:
clerk or other person, to the archbishop of the
province, against the ordinary, for delaying or
refusing to do justice in some cause ecclesias-
tical, as to give sentence, institute a clerk, etc.
It is termed a “double complaint,” because it is
most commonly made against _both the judge
and him at whose suit justice is denied or de-
layed; the eifect whereof is that the archbish-
op, taking notice of the delay, directs his let-
ters, under his autlientical seal, to all clerks
of his rovince. commanding them to admonish
the ordinary, within a_ certain number of days,
to do the justice required, _or otherwise to ap-
pear before him or his oflicial, and there allege
the cause of his delay ; and to signify to the
ordinary that if he neither perform the thing
enjoined. nor appear nor show cause against
it, he himself. in his court of audience. will
forthwith proceed to do the justice that is due.

A. writ .
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0owell.—Don‘bls costs. See Cos'rs.—Dou-
Isle es. See DAuAGas.—Douhle Ola-
gle. A god coin of-the United States of the
value of twenty dollar-s.—Dduble entry. A
system of mercantile book-keeping, in. which
the entries in the day—book, etc., are posted
twice into the ledger. First. to a personal ac-
count, that is. to the account of the person
with whom the dealin to which any given en-
try refers has taken p ace; secondly. to an im-

rsonal account. as “goods." Moz ey & Whit-
ey.—Double fine. In old English law. A fine

cur done grant et render was called a “double
line,” because it comprehended the fine our cop-
nizonca do draft come ceo. etc., and the fine our
couocsait. 2 Bl. Comm. 353-—Donble insur-
ance is where divers insurances are made up-
on the same interest in the same subject against
the same risks in favor of the same assured. in
progrtions exceeding the value. _1 Phill. Ins.

E 9, A double insurance exists where
t e same person is insured by several insurers
separately in respect to the same subfect and
interest. Clv. Code Cal. § 2641: We] s v. In-
surance Co.. 9 Serg. & R. (Fag 107; Insurance
Co. v. Gwathmey. 82 Va. 9 3. 1 S. E. 2 :
Perkins v. Insurance Co.. 12 Mass. 218: Low-
ell Mfg. Co. v. Safeguard F. Ins. Co.. 88 N. Y.
597.--Double plea, double pleading. See
DUPI.ICI'i‘Y;- -PLEA: PLEAl)ING.—DoIlI)1O
gosslbillty. A possibility upon a ossibility.

"Bl. Comm. 170.— ouhle rent. n English
law. Rent payable y a tenant who continues
in possession after the time for which he has
given notice to quit, until the time of his quit-
ting possession. St. 11 Geo. II. c. 19.—Donble
taxation. The taxing of the same item or
piece of property twice to the same person, or
taxing it as the property of one person and
again as the property of another‘ but this
does not include the imposition of diiferent taiges
concurrently on the same property (e. g.. a city
tax and a school tax), nor the taxation of the
same piece of property to different persons
when they hold difierent interests in it or when
it represents difierent values in their hands, as
when both the mortgagor and mortgagee of prop-
erty are taxed in respect to their interests in it.
or when a tax is laid upon the capital or prop-
erty of a corporation and also u on the value
of its shares of stock in the ban a of the sep-
arate stockholders. Cook v. Burlington. 59
Iowa.x25l, 13 N. W. 113, 44 Am. Rep. 679:
Cheshire Count Tel. Co. v. State, 63 N. H.
167; Detroit ommon Council v. Detroit As-
sessors. 91 Mich. 78. 51 N. W. 787. 16 L. R.
A. 59.—Double use. In patent law. An ap-
lication of a rinciple or process, grevlously
nown and app ied, to some new use. ut which

does not lead to a new result or the production
of a new article. De Lamar v. De Lamar Min.
Co. (C. C.) 110 Fed. 542; In re Blandy. 3
Fed. Oas. 671.—Doub1e value. In English
law. This is a penalty on a tenant holding
over after his landlord’s notice to quit. By
Geo. II. c. 28, I 1. it is enacted that if any ten-
ant for life or years hold over any lands. etc.,
after the determination of his estate, after de-
mand made. and noti__ce in writing given for
delivering the possession thereof, by the land-
lord, or the person having the reversion or re-
mainder therein. or his agent thereunto law-
full authorized, such tenant so holding over
sha I pay to the person so kept out of possession
at the rate of double the yearly value of the
lands, etc., so detained, for so ong a time as
the same are detained. See Woodf. Landl. &
Ten. (12th Ed.) 717. ct seq.—Double vouch-
er. This was when a common recovery was
had. and an estate of freehold was first con-
veyed to any indiiferent person against whom
the pnzcipc was brought. and then he vouched
the tenant in tail, who vouched over the com-
mon vouchee. For. if a recovery were had im-
mediately against a tenant in tail, it barred
only the estate in the premises of which he was
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then actually seised, whereas. if the recovery
were bad against another person. and the ten-
ant in tail were vouehee. it barred every latent
right and interest which he might have in the
lands recovered. 2 Bl. Comm. 359.-Double
weste. When a tenant bound to repair suf-
fers a house to be wasted, and then unlawfully
fells timber to repair it. he is said to commit
double waste. Co. Litt. 53.—Double will. A
will in which two persons join, each leaving his
property and estate to the other, so that the
survivor takes the whole. Evans v. Smith, 28
Ga. 98, 73 Am. Dec. 751.

DOUBLES. Letters-patent. Ooweil.

DOUBT. Uncertainty of mind; the ab-
sence of a settled opinion or conviction; the
attitude of mind towards the acceptance of or
belief in a proposition. theory, or statement.
in which the judgment is not at rest but
inclines alternately to either side. Rowe v.
Baber. 93 Ala. 422. 8 South. 865; Smith v.
Railway Co.. 143 Mo. 33, 44 S. W. 718; West
Jersey Traction Co. v. Camden Horse R. Co..
52 N. J. E41. 452. 29 Au. 333.

Reasonable doubt. This is a term often
used. probably pretty well understood, but not

'easily defined. It does not mean a mere possi-
ble doubt. because everything relating to human
aflairs. and depending on moral evidence, is
open to some possible or imaginary doubt. It
is that state 0 the case which. after the entire
comparison and consideration of all the evi-
dence. leaves the minds of jurors in that condi-
tion that they cannot say they feel an abidin
conviction to a moral certainty of the truth o
the charge. Donnelly v. State, 26 N. J. Law.
601. 615. A reasonable doubt is deemed to ex-
ist, within the rule that the jury should not
convict unless satisfied beyond a reasonable
doubt. when the evidence is not suflicient to sat-
isfy the judgment of the truth of a proposition
with such certainty that a prudent man would
feel safe in acting upon it in his own important
affairs. Arnold v. State, 23 Ind. 170. The
burden of proof is upon the prosecutor. All
the presumptions of law independent of evi-
dence are in favor of innocence; and every
person is presumed to be innocent until he
is proved guilty. If upon such proof there
is reasonable doubt remaining, the accused is
entitled to the benefit of it by an acquittal;
for it is not suiiicient to establish a grobability.
though a strong one. arising from t e doctrine
of chances, that the fact charged is more likely
to be true than the contrary, but the evidence
must establish the truth of the fact to a rea-
sonable and moral certaiuty,—a certainty that
convinces and directs the understanding and
satisfies the reason and judgment of those who
are bound to act conscientiously upon it. This
is proof beyond reasonable doubt; because if
the law. which mostly depends upon considera-
tions of a moral nature, should go further than
this. and require absolute certainty. it would
exclude circumstantial evidence altogether. Per
Shaw. C. J., in Com. v. Webster. 5 Cush.
(Mass) 320. 52 Am._ Dec. 711. And see fur-
ther, Tompkins v. Butteriield (C. C.) 25 Fed.
558; State v. Zdanowicz, 69 N. J. Law. 619.
55 Atl. 743; U. S. v. Youtsgg (C. C.) 91 Fed.
868; State v. May. 172 Mo. 0. 72 S. W. 918;
Com. v. Childs. 2 Pittsb. R.I$P%.& 400' State v.
Ilennessy, 55 Iowa. 300. 7 . . 64f; Harris
v. State. 155 Ind. 285. 58 N. E. 75; Knight v.
State, 74 Miss. 140. 20 South. 860: Carleton v.
State, 43 Neb. 373 61 N. W_. 699; State v.
Reed. 62 Me. 129; State v. Ching Ling. 16 Or.
419. 18 Pac. 844; Stout v. State. 90 Ind. 1;
Bradley v. State. 31 Ind. 505: Allen v. State.
111 Ala. 80. 20 South. 494; State v. Rover, 11



DOUBTFUL TITLE

. 344: Jones v. State, 120 Ala. 303. 25
. 204: Siberry v. State, 133 Ind. 677, 33

N. E. 681: Purkey v. State. 3 Heisk. (Tenn.)
28; U. S. v. Post §D. C3 128 Fed. 957; U. S.
v. Breese (D. C.) 1 1 Fe . 917.

DOUBTPUII’. TITLE. One as to the va-
lidity or which there exists some doubt, ei-
ther as to matter of fact or of law; one
which invites or exposes the party holding
it to litigation. .Distinguished from a “mar-
ketable” title. which is of such a character
that the courts will compel its acceptance by
a purchaser who has agreed to buy the prop-
erty or has bid it in at public sale. Herman
v. Soiners, 158 Pa. 424, 27 Atl. 1050. 38 Am.
St. Rep. 851.

1301111. L. Fr. A gift. Otherwise writ-
ten “don" and “done." The thirty-fourth
chapter of Britton is entitled “De Donna."

DOVE. Doves are animals ferqz naturw,
and not the subject of larceny unless they
are in the owner's custody; as, for example.
in a dove-house, or when in the nest before
they can fly. Com. v. Chace. 9 Pick. (Mass.)
16, 19 Am. Dec. 348; Rucknian v. Outwater
28 N. J. Law, 581. ’

DOWABLE. subject to be charged with
dower; as dowahle lands.

Entitled or entitling to dower. Thus, a
dowable interest in lands is such as entitles
the owner to have such lands charged with
dower.

DOWAGEB. A widow who is endowed,
or who has a jolnture in lieu of dower. In
England, this is a title or addition given to
the widows of princes, dukes, earls, and other
nobleinen, to distinguish them from the wives
of the heirs, who have right to bear the title.
1 Bl. Comm. 224.

—Dows¢er-queen. The widow of the king.
As such she enjoys most of the privileges be-
longing to her as queen consort. It is not
treason to conspire her death or violate her
chastity, because the succession to the crown is
not thereby endangered. No man, however, can
marry her without a special license from the
sovereign, on pain of forfeiting his lands or
goods. 1 Bl. Comm. '

DOW!-In. The provision which the law
makes for a widow out of the lands or tene-
ments of her husband, for her support and
the nurture of her children. Co. Litt. 30a;
2 Bl. Comm. 130; 4 Kent, Comm. 35: 1
Washb. Real Prop. 146; Chapin v. Hill, 1

R. I. 452; Hill v. Mitchell, 5 Ark. 810; Smith
v. Hines. 10 Fla. 258; Hey v. Varner, 100 Va.
600. 42 S. E. 690.

Dower is an estate for the life of the wid-
ow in a certain portion of the following real
estate of her husband, to which she has not
relinquished her right during the marriage:
(1) Of all lands of which the husband was
seised in fee during the marriage; (2) of all
lands to which another was seised in fee to
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his use: (3) of all lands to which, at the
time of his death, he’ had a perfect equity.
having paid all the purchase money therefor.
Code Ala. 1886, § 1892.

The term, hoth technically and in popular
acceptation, has reference to real estate ex-
clusively.

"Dower" in modern use’, is and should dis-
tinguished from “dowry. ’ The former is I
provision for a widow on her husband's death:
the latter is a bride's portion on her marria .

ggindler v. Lambeth, 163 M0. 428, 63 S. .

—J)ower ad ostium eoclesin. Dower at the
church door or porch. An ancient kind of dow-
er in England, where a man, (being tenant in
fee—simple, of full age.) openly at the church
door. where all marriages were formerl cele-
brated, after sfliance made and troth pighted
between them, endowed his wife with the whole
of his lands, or such quantity as he pleased, at
the same time s ifyin and ascertaining the
same. Litt. I 3 ; 2 B . Comm. 133.—Dover
by the common law. The ordinary kind of
dower _in English and American law. consistin
of a life interest in one-third of the lands 0
which the husband was seised in fee at an time
during the coverture. Litt. Q 36; 2 Bl. mm.
132; 2 Steph. Comm. 302; 4 Kent. Comm. 35.
-allover Ivy custom. A kind of dower in
England, regulated by custom, where the quan-
tity allowed the wife diifered from the propor-
tion of the common law; as that the wife
should have half the husband's lands; or in
some places, the whole; and, in some, only a
quarter. 2 Bl. Comm. 132; Litt. i 37.—Dow-
or de la plnis ‘belle. L. Fr. Dower of the
fairest [part.] A species of ancient En lish
dower, incident to the old tenures. where ere
was a guardian in chivalry, and the wife occu-
pied lands of the heir as guardian in socage. It
the wife brought a writ of dower against such
guardian in chivalry. he might show this mat-
ter, and pray that the wife might be endowed
do is plus’: belle of the tenement in socage.
Litt. § 48. This kind of dower was abolished
with the military tenures. 2 Bl. Comm. 132.
—Dower ex assensn pats-ls. Dower by the
father's assent. A species of dower ad ootiuss
ecclesicz, made when the husband's father was
alive, and the son, by his consent expressly giv-
en. endowed his wife with parcel of his father's
lands. Litt. 5 40; 2 Bl. Comm. 133; Grogan
v. Garrison, 27 Ohio St. 6l.—Dower undo
nlhil habet. A writ of right which lay for a
widow to whom no dower had been assigned.

DOWIJ: STONES.
lands, etc. Oowell.

In old English law. En-
Grogan v. Garrison, 21

Stones dividing

' nowumrr.
dowment; dower.
Ohio St. 61.

DOWRESS. A woman entitled to dow-
er; a tenant in dower. 2 P. Wms. 707.

DOWRY. The property which a woman
brings to her husband in marriage; now
more commonly called a “portlon."

By dowry is meant the eifects which the
wife brings to the husband to support the
expenses of marriage. Civil Code La. ‘art.
2337.

This word expresses the proper meaning
of the “dos" of the Roman. the ‘‘dot‘' of the
French, and the “dote" of the Spanish, law,
but is a very diirerent thing from “dower,”
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with which it has sometimes been con-
founded. ‘ ‘

By dowry, in the Louisiana Civil Code, is
meant the effects which the wife brings to the
husband to support the expenses of marriage.
It is given to the husband, to be enjoyed by him
so long as the marriage shall last, and the in-
come of it belon to him. He alone has the
administration 0 it during marriage, and his
wife cannot deprive him of it. The real estate
settled as dowry is inalienable during marriage.
unless the marriage contract contains a stipula-
tion to the contrary. De Young v. De Young,
6 La. Ann. 786.

DOZEIN. L. Fr. Twelve; a person
twelve years of age. St. 18 Edw. 11.; Bar-
ring. Ob. St. 208.

DOZEN PEEBB. Twelve peers assem-
bled at the instance of the barons, in the
reign of Henry III., to be privy counselors,
or rather conservators of the kingdom.

DR. An abbreviation for “doctor;” al-
so, in commercial ‘usage. for “debtor," in-
dicating the items or particulars in a bill
or in an account-book chargeable against
the person to whom the bill is rendered or
in whose name the account stands, as op-
posed to “Cr." (“credit" or “creditor"), which
indicates the items for which he is given
credit. Jaqua v. shewalter. 10 Ind. App.
234. 37 N. E. 1072.

DBAOHLIA. A term employed in old
pleadings and records,_ to denote a great.
Townsh. Pl. 180.

An Athenian silver coin, oi.’ the value of
about tlfteen cents.

DRAOO REGIS. The standard, ensign,
or military colors borne in war by the an-
cient kings of England, having the tlgure of
a dragon painted thereon.

DRAOONIAII LAWS. A code of laws
prepared by Draco, the celebrated lawglver
of Athens. These laws were exceedingly
severe, and the term is now sometimes ap-
plied to any laws or unusual harshness.

DRAFT. The common term for a hill of
exchange: as being drawn by one person on
another. Hinnemann v. Rosenback, 39 N.
Y. 100; Douglass v. Wilkeson, 6 Wend. (N.
Y.) 643.

An order for the payment of money drawn
by one person on another. It is said to be
a nomen generaliuimum. and to include all
such orders. Wildes v. Savage. 1 Story, 30,
29 Fed. Cas. 1228; State v. Warner, 60
Kan. 94. 55 Pac. 342.

Draft also signifies a tentative, provision-
al, or preparatory writing out of any docu-
ment (as a will, contract. lease, etc.) for
purposes of discussion and correction, and
which is afterwards to be copied out in its
final shape.

Also a small arbitrary deduction or al-
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lowance made to a merchant or importer,
in the case of goods sold by weight or tax-
able by weight. to cover possible loss of
weight in handling or from differences in
scales. Marriott v. Brune, 9 How. 633, 13
L. Ed. 282: Seelnerger v. Mfg. Co., 157 U.
S. 183, 15 Sup. Ct. 583. 39 L. Ed. 665; N -

pier v. Barney, 17 Fed. Cas. 1149.

DBAPISHAN. Any one who draws or
frames a legal document, e.-11., a will, con-
veyance, pleading, etc.

DRAG-OMAN. An interpreter employed
in the east, and particularly at the Turkish
court.

DRAIN, v. To make dry; to draw oi!
water; to rid land of its superfluous mois-
ture by adapting or improving natural wa-
tercourses and supplementing them, when
necessary, by artificial ditches. People v.
Parks, 58 Cal. 639.

DRAIN, n. A trench or ditch to convey
water from wet land; a channel through
which water may flow oil‘.

The word has no technical legal meaning.
Any hollow space in the ground. natural or at‘-
tificial, where water is collected and passes ofl.
is a ditch or drain. (loldthwait v. East Bridge-
water, 5 Gray (Mass.) iii.

The word "drain" also sometimes denotes
the easement or servitude (acquired by grant
or prescription) which consists in the right
to drain water through another’s land. See
3 Kent, Comm. 436.

DRAM. In common parlance, this term
means a drink of some substance containing
alcohol, something which can produce in-
toxicatlon. Lacy v. State, 32 Tex. 228.
—D1-an-shop. A drinking saloon. where liq-
uors are sold to be dmnk on the premises.
Wright v. People, 101 Ill. 129: Brockway v.
State, 36 Ark. 636: Com. v. Mai-zynslri. 149
Mass. 68. 21 N. E. %

DRAHATIC COMPOSITION. In copy-
right law. A literary work setting forth a
story, incident, or scene from life, in which.
however. the narrative is not related, but is
represented by a dialogue and action; may
include a descriptive poem set to music, or
a pantomine, but not a composition for mu-
sical instruments alone, nor a mere spectacu-
lar exhibition or stage dance. Duly v. Palm-
er, 6 Fed. Cas. 1132; Carte v. Dutr (C. C.)
25 Fed. 183; Tompkins V. Halleck, 133
Mass. 35. 43 Am. Rep. 480; Russell v. Smith,
12 Adol. & El. 236; Martinetti v. McGuire,
16 Fed. Cas. 9%: Fuller v. Bemis (C. C.)
50 Fed. 926.

DRAW, n. 1. A movable section of I
bridge. which may be raised up or turned
to one side. so as to admit the passage of
vessels. Gildersleeve v. Railroad Co. (D.
C.) 81.‘ Fed. 766; liugbes v. Railroad Co.
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(C. C.) 18 Fed. 114; Railroad Co. v. Daniels,
90 Ga. 603. 17 S. E. 847.

2. A depression in the surface of the
earth, in the nature of a shallow ravine or
gulch, sometimes many miles in length,
forming a channel for the escape of rain
and melting snow draining into it from ei-
ther side. Railroad Co. v. Sutherland, 44
Neb. 526, 62 N. W. 859.

DRAW, 1:. In old criminal practice.
To drag (on a hurdle) to the place of exe-
cution. Ancieutly no hurdle was allowed.
but the criminal was actually dragged along
the road to the place of execution. A part
of the ancient punishment or traitors was
the being thus drawn. 4 Bl. Comm. 92, 377.

In nae:-cnntile law. To draw a bill of
exchange is to write (or cause it to be writ-
ten) and sign it.

In pleading, conveyancing, etc. To
prepare a draft; to compose and write out
in due form, as, a deed, complaint, petition,
memorial. etc. Winnebago County State
Bank v. Hustel, 119 Iowa. 115. 93 N. W. 70;
Hawkins v. State, 28 Flu. 363, 9 South. 652.

In practice. To draw a jury is to select
the persons who are to compose it, either by
taking their names successively, but at haz-
ard. from the jury box, or by summoning
them individually to attend the court.
Smith v. State, 136 Ala. 1, 34 South. 168.

In fllcnl law and administration. To
take out money from a bank, treasury. or
other depository in the exercise of a lawful
right and in a lawful manner. “No money
shall be drawn from the treasury but in
consequence of appropriations made by law."
Const. U. 8. art. 1,_§ 9. But to “draw a war-
rant” is not to draw the money; it is to
make or execute the instrument which an-’
thorizes the drawing of the money. Brown
v. Fleischner, 4 Or. 149.

DRAWZBAOK. In the customs laws, this
term denotes an allowance made by the gov-
ernment upon the duties due on imported
merchandise when the importer, instead oi’
selling it here, re-exports it; or the refund-
ing of such duties it already paid. This ai-
iowance amounts, in some cases, to the
whole of the original duties; in others, to
a part only.

A_ drawback is a device resorted to for en-
abhng a commodity aflected by taxes to be ex-
ported and sold in the foreign market on the
same terms as if it had not been taxed at all.
It diifers in this from a bounty, that the latter
enables a commodity to be sold for less than its
natural cost, whereas a drawback enables it to
be sold exacti at its natural cost. Downs v.
U. S., 113 F . 144, 51 C. C. A. 100. ‘

DRAWER. A person to whom a bill of
exchange is addressed, and who is request-
ed to pay the amount of money therein.
mentioned.
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DRIFT—'BTUFF

DRAWER. The person making a bill of
exchange and addressing it to the drawee.
Stevenson v. Walton. 2 Smedes an M. (Miss.)
265; Winnebago County State Bank v. Hus-,
tel, 119 Iowa, 115, 93 N. W. 70.

DRAWING. In patent law. A repre-
sentation of the appearance oi‘ material ob-
jects ‘by means of lines and marks upon pa-
per, card-board, or other substance. Ampt
17. Cincinnati, 8 Ohio Dec. 628.

DRAWLATOIIES. Thieves; robbers.
Cowell.

DRAYAGE. A charge for the transpor-
tation ot property in wheeled vehicles, such
as drays, wagons, and carts. Soule v. San
Francisco Gaslight Co., 54 Cal. 2%’. '

mmrr-nnnrr. Droit-droit. Double:
right. A union of the right of possession:
and the right of property. 2 Bl. Comm. 199.

DRENO =->-: or DRENGB8. In Saxon-.
law. Tenants in capue. They are said toe
be such as, at the coming of William the‘
Conqueror, being put out of their estates,
were afterwards restored to them. on their.
making it appear that they were the true
owners thereof. and neither in auema or.
consmo against him. Spelman.

DBENGAG-E. The tenure by which the
drenches, or drenges, held their lands.

nn.n'r. In mining law. An under-
ground passage driven horizontally along
the course of a mineralized vein or approxi-
mately so. Distinguished from “shatt,"
which is an opening made at the surface
and extending downward into the earth
vertically. or nearly so, upon the vein or in-
tended to reach it; and from “tunnei,"
which is a lateral or horizontal passage un-
derground intended to reach the vein or min-
erai deposit, where drifting may begin. Jur-
genson v. Diner, 114 Cal. 491. 46 Pac. 610,.
55 Am. St. Rep. 83.

In old English law.
ly'of cattle.
—IDr-iftlnnd, dr-oilnnd, or dryfland. A
Saxon word, signifying a tribute or yearly pay-
ment made by some tenants to the king, or their
landlords, for driving their cattle through a
manor to fairs or markets. Cowell.—Dritta of
the forest. A view or examination of what
cattle are in a forest, chase. etc.. that it may
be known whether it be surcharged or not; and
whose the beasts are, and whether they are com-
monable. These drifts are made at certain

ear by the oiiicers of the forest.
when all catt e are driven into some pound or
place inclosed, for the before-mentioned pur-
poses, and also to discover whether any cattle
of strangers be there, which ought not to com-
mon. Manwood, p. 2, c. 15.--Driftway. A
road or way over which cattle are driven. 1
Taunt. 279. Smith v. Ladd, 41 Me. 314.

A driving. especial-

nnu'r-s'rurr. This term signifies, not
goods which are the subject of salvage, but
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matters floating at random, without any
known or discoverable ownership, which. if
cast ashore, will probably never be reclaim-
ed, but' will, as a matter of course, accrue
to the riparian proprietor. Watson V.
Knowles, 13 R. I. 641.

DBHICLEAN. Sax. A contribution of
tenants, in the time of the Saxons, towards
a potatlon. or ale, provided to entertain the
lord, or his steward. Cowell. See Osa-
VIBABII.

DRINKING-SHOP. A place where in-
toxicating liquors are sold, bartered. or de-
livered to be drunk on the premises. Port-
laud v. Schmidt, 13 Or. 17, 6 Pac. 221.

DRIP. A species of easement or servi-
tude obligating one man to permit the wa-
ter falling from another man's house to fall
upon his own land. 3 Kent, Comm. 436.

DRIVER. One employed in conducting a
coach, carriage. wagon, or other vehicle, with
horses, mules, or other animals, or a bicycle,
tricycle, or motor car, though not a street
railroad car. See Davis v. Petrinovich, 112
Ala. 654. 21 South. 344, 36 L. R. A.‘ 616;
Gen. St; Conn. 1902, I 2038-, Isaacs v. Rail-
road 00., 47 N. -Y. 122, 7 Am. Rep. 418.

DROPDBN, or DROPDENNE. Agrove
or’ woody ‘place where cattle are kept.
Jacob." ' ' '

.DRO!'LAND. Sax. A quit rent, or year-
ly payment, formerly made by some tenants
to the king, or their landlords. for driving
their cattle through a manor to fairs or
markets. Cowell; Blonnt.

DROIT. In French law. Right, jus-
tice. equity, law, the whole body of law; al-
so a right. '

This term exhibits the same ambiguity
which is discoverable in the German equiv-
alent. “rech-1" and the English word Wight."
On the one hand. these terms answer to the
Roman “juc." and thus indicate law in the
ahstract, considered as the foundation of all
rights, or the complex of underlying moral
principles which impart the character of
Justice to all positive law, or give it an
ethical content. Taken in this abstract
sense. the terms may be adjectives, in which
case they are equivalent to “just,” or nouns,
in which case they may be paraphrased by
the expressions “justice," “morality." or
“equit_v." On the other hand, they serve to
point out a right: that is. a power. priv-
liege. faculty. or demand, inherent in one
person. mid incident upon another. In the
latter signification, droit (or recht or right)
is the correlative of “duty" or “ol)llgatioii."
In the former sense. it may be considered as
opposed to wrong, injustice. or the absence
of law. Droit has the further iiinliiguity
that it is sometimes used to denote the exist-
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ing body of law considered. as one whole, or
the sum total of a number of individual laws
taken together. See Jus; RIGHT; moat.
—Dreit dheoonion. That property which
is acquired b making a new species out of
the material 0 another. It is uivalent to the
Roman "0 eoificau'o."—Droit 'aubai.ne. A
rule_ by w ich all the roperty of a deceased
foreigner, whether mova le or immovable, was
confiscated to the use of the state, to the ex-
clusion of his heirs whether claimin ab intu-
tato_or under a will of the decea Finally
abolished in 1819. Opel v. Shoup. 100 Iowa.
407. 69 N. W. 560. 87 L. R. A. 5&3.—Droit
d’exoeution. The right of a stockbroker to
sell the securities bought by him for account.
of a client if the latter does not accept delive
thereof. e same ex ression is also appli
to the sale by a stock roker of securities de-
posited with him by his client, in order to
guaranty the payment of operations for which
the latter has given instructions. Arg. Fr.
Merc. Law, 557.—D:i-oit de In-lo. A right
formerly claimed b the lords of the coasts of
certain parts of nce, to shipwrecks, by
which not only the property, but the persons
of those who were cast away. were confiscated
for the prince who was lord of the coast. Oth-
erwise called “droi! do brie ewr la naufrage."
This right prevailed chiefly in Bretagne, and
was solemn] ab ted by Henry III. as duke
of Norman y, Aquitain and (xuienne, in a
charter granted A. D. 1 26. preserved among
the rolls at Bordeaux.—IDroit do gu-do. In
French feudal law. Right of ward. The
guardianship of the estate and person of a
noble vassa , to which the king, during his mi-
nority. was entitled. Steph. Iaect. 250.—Da-olt
do to. In French feudal law. The duty in-
cum nt on a roturier, holdi lands wthin
the royal domain, of suppl_ ing ard and lodg-
ing to the king and to he suite while on a
royal pro ress. Steph. Lect. 351.—Drolt do
gs-ole. 11 old French law. The right of sell-
ing various oflices connected with o custody
of judicial records or notarial acts. Steph.
Lect. 354. A rivilege of the French kings.
—Da-cit do an triso. In old French law. A
charge payable to the crown by an one who.
after having served his apprentices i in any
commercial guild or brotherhood. song t to be-
come a master workman in it on his own a<.~
count. Steph. Lect. 354.—Dl-oit do prise.
In French feudal law. The dut (incumbent
on a raturicr) of suipplying to the on cred-
it, during a certan period. such articles of
domestic consumption as might be required for
the royal household. Steph. Lect. 351.-—IDr-cit
do Quint. In French feudal law. A relief
payable by a noble vassal to the king as his
seigueur, on every changgoin the ownership of
his fief. Steph. Lect. .—Da-cit do suite.
The right of a creditor to pursue the debtor's
property into the hands of third persons for
the enforcement of his claim.—Dr-oits ciyfls.
This phrase in French law denotes private
rights, the exercise. of which is independent
of the statue (qualnté) of citizen. Foreigners
enjoy them: and the extent of that enjoyment
is determined by the principle of reciprocity.
Conversely. foreigners may be sued on contracts
made by them in France.‘ Brown.—Droit
ecrit. In French law. (The written law.)
The Roman civil law, or Corpus Jun‘: Civilu.
Steph. Lect. 130.—IDa-oil: 1nterno.tionaI._ In-
Eernational law.-—Droit maritime. Maritime
aw. --

In old English law. Law ;' right: a
writ of right. Co. Litt. 158D.

—Antre droit. The right of another.—Da-oit-
close. An ancient writ directed to the lord
of ancient demesne on behalf of those of his
tenants who held their lands and tenements by
charter in fee-simple, in fee-tail. for life, or in
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dowet. Fitsh. Nat. Brev. 23.—IDroit common.
The common law. Litt. 5 213: Co. Utt. 142a.
—Dr-oitpdroit. A double ri ht; that is, the
right-of possession and the ght of property.
These two rights were, by the theory of our
ancient law, distinct; and the above phrase
_was used to indicate the concurrence of both
In one person which concurrence was neces-
sary to const tube a complete title to land.
Mosley & Whitley.—-D1-oits of admiralty.
Rights or perquisites of the admiralty. A term
a plied to goods found derelict at sea. Ap-
E' so to property captured in time of war
y non-commissioned vessels of a‘belligerent

nation. 1 Kent. Comm. 96.

101-011: In done pluis que soil: de-
narmde. The law gives not more than is
demanded. 2 Inst. 286.

Droit no poet pas morier. Right can-
not die. Jenk. Cent. 100, case 95.

DBOITURAL. What belongs of right;
relating to right; as real actions are either
droitural or possessory,——droiturai when the
plaintlfl seeks to recover the property.
Finch, Law, 57.

DBOHONES, DROHOI, DROM‘U'1I-
DA. These were at first high ships of great
burden, but afterwards those which we now
call “men-of-war." Jacob.

DROP. In lmglish practice. When the
members of a court are equally divided on
the argument showing cause against a rule
Mu. no order is made. 6. 6.. the rule is nei-
ther discharged nor made absolute, and the
rule is said to drop. In practice, there be-
ing a right to appeal, it has been usual to
make an order in one way, the junior judge
withdrawing his judgment. Wharton.

DROP-LETTER. A letter addressed for
delivery in the same city or district in which
it is posted.

nnovn. A number of animals collected
and driven together in a body; a flock or
herd of cattle in process of being driven;
indefinite as to number, but including at
least several. Caldwell v. State, 2 Tex. App.
54; Mcconvill v. Jersey City, 39 N. J. Law,
43.

—-D3-ovo-road. In Scotch law. A road for
drivrn cattle. 7 Bell. App. Cal. 43. 53. 57.
A drl t-road. Lord Brougham, Id.—Drovp-
stance. In Scotch law. place adjoining‘a
drove-road, for resting and refreshing sheep
and cattle on their journey. 7 Bell, App. Cas.
53, 57.—D1-over‘: pass. A free pass given by
a railroad company, accepting a drove of cat-
tle for transportation, to the drover who ac-
companies and cares for the cattle on the
train. Railroad Co. v. Tanner, 100 Va. 379,
41 S. E. 721; Railway Co. v. Ivy, 71 Tex.
409. 9'8. W. 346, 1 L. R. A. 500, 10 Am.
St. Rep. 758.

DBOWN. To merge or sink. “In some
cases a right of freehold shall drown in a
chattel." Co. Litt. 266a, 321a. - -
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DRII.
Domesday.

A thicket of wood in a valley.

DRUG. The general name of substances
used in medicine; any substance, vegetable,
animal, or mineral, used in the composition
or preparation of medicines. The term is
also applied to materials used in dyeing and
in chemistry. See Collins v. Banking Co.,
79 N. C. 281, 28 Am. Rep. 322; U. S. v. Merck,
66 Fed. 251, 13 C. C. A. 432; Cowl v. U. S.
(C. C.) 124 Fed. 475; Insurance Co. v. Flem-
ming, 65 Ark. 54, 44 S. W. 464, 39 L. R. A.
789. 67 Am. St. Rep. 900; Gault v. State, 34
Ga 633.

DRUGGIST. A dealer in drugs; one
whose business is to sell drugs and medl-
cines. In strict usage, this term is to be
distinguished from “apothecary." A drug-
gist deals in the uncompounded medicinal
substances; the business of an apothecary
is to mix and compound them. But in Amer-
ica the two words are used interchangeably.
as the same persons usually discharge both
functions. State v. Holmes, 28 .. La. Ann.
767, 26 Am. Rep. 110; Hainline v. Com.. 13
Bush (Ky.) 352; State v. Donaldson, 41
_Minn. 74, 42 N. W. 781. '

DRUMMER. A term applied to" commer-
cial agents who travel for wholesale mer-
chants and supply the retail trade with
goods, or take orders for goods to be ship-
ped to the retail dealer. Robbins v. Shelby
County Taxing Dist., 120 U. S. 489, 7 Sup.
Ct. 592. 30 L. Ed. 694; singleton v. Fritsch,
4 Lea (Tenn.) 96; Thomas v. Hot Springs,
34 Ark. 557, 36 Am. Rep. 24: Strain v. Chi-
cngo Portrait Co. (0. C.) 126 Fed. 835.

DRUNGARIUS. In old European law.
The commander of a drungus, or band of
soldiers. Applied also to a naval command->
er. Spelman.

DBUNGUS. In old European law. A
band of soldiers, (globus m-ilitum.) Spelman.

DRUNK. A person is “drunk" when he
is so far under the influence oi.‘ liquor that
his passions are visibly excited or his judg-
ment impaired. or when his brain is so far
affected by potntions of liquor that his in-
telligence, sense-perceptions, judgment. con-
tinulty of thought or of ideas, speech. and
co-ordination" of volition with muscular ac-
tion (or some of these faculties or process-
es) are impaired or not under normal con-
trol. State v. Pierce. 65 Iowa, 85. 21 N.
W. 195; Elkin v. Buchner (Pa.) 16 All.
104; Supp v. State. 116 Ga. 182, 42 S. E.
411: Ring v. Ring. 112 Ga. 854, 38 S. E.
330; State v. Savage. 89 Ala. 1, 7 South.
183, 7 L. R. A. 426; Lewis v. Jones, 50
Barb. (N. Y.) 667.

DBUNKARD. He is a drunkard whose
habit it is to get drunk; whose ebrlety has
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become habitual. The terms “drunkard"
and “habltual drunkard" mean the same
thing. Com. v. Whitney, 5 Gray (.\iass.) 85;
Gourlay v. Gourlay, 16 R. I. 705, 19 Atl.
142.

A “common” drunkard is defined by statute
in some states as a person who has been con-
victed of drunkenness lor proved to have been
drunk) a certain number of times within a
limited period. State v. Kelly, 12 R. I. 535;
State v. Flynn. 16 R. I. 10. 11 Atl. 170. Else-
where the word “common" in this connection
is understood as being uivalent to “habitua]."
(State v. Savage. 89 a. 1, 7 South. 183. 7

R. A. 426; Com. v. McNamee. 112 Mass.
286; State 1:. Ryan, 70 Wis. 6713. 36 N. W.
823;) or garhaps as sénonymous with "public,"
(Com. v. hitney, 5 ray [Mass.] 86.)

DRUICKENNESS. In medical jurispru-
dence. The condition of a man whose mind
is aifected by the immediate use of intoxi-
cating driaks; the state of one who is
“drunk.” See Dausx.

DRY. In the vernacular, this term
means desiccated or free from moisture:
but. in legal use, it signifies formal or nom-
inal. without imposing any duty or respon-
sibility, or unfruitful, without bringing any
proflt or advantage. ' ,

-1117 exchange. See EkcHANGic.—Dry
mortgage. One which creates a lien on. land
for the payment of money. but does not impose
any personal liability upon the mortgagor. col»
lateral to or over and above the value of the
premises. Frowenfeld v. Hastings, 134 Cal.
.128. 66 Pac. 178.—Dry-multures. In Scotch
law. Corn paid to the owner of a mill, wheth-
er the payers grind or not.—Dx-y rent. Rent-
seck; a rent reserved without_a clause of dis-
tress.—-Dry trust. A passive trust; one
which requires no _action on the part of the
trustee beyond turning over money or property
to the cestui no trust. Bradford v. Robinson.
7 lioust. (De .) 29. 30 Atl. 670: Cyrnwell v.
Wulif. 148 M0. 542, 50 S. W. 439, 40 L. R. A.
53.—Dry weight. In_ tarilf laws, this term
does not mean the weight. of an article after
desiccation in a kiln, but its air-dry weight as
understood in commerce. S. v. Perkins, 66
Fed. 50. 13 C. C. A. 324

DRY-CREPT. Witciici-aft; magic. Anc:
Inst. Eng. '

DUARCIIY. A form of government
where two reign jointly.

Dual uxorea eoden: tempore habere
non llcet. It is not lawful to have two
wives at the same time. Inst. 1, 10, 6; 1
Bl. Comm. 436.

DUBITAN8. Doubtlng. Dobbin, J.,
dubitana. 1 Show. 364.

DUBITANTE. Doubting. Is aiiixed to
the name of a judge, in the reports. to signi-
fy that be doubted the decision rendered.

DUBITATUR. It is doubted. A word
frequently used in the reports to indicate
that a point is considered doubtful.
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DUBITAVIT. Doubted. Vaughan, C. J..
dulimwit. Freem. 150.

DIIOAT. A foreign coin, varying in value
in different countries, but usually worth
about $2.26 of our money.

DUOATUS. In feudal and old English
law. A duchy, the dignity or territory of a
duke.

DUCES TECUK. (Lat. Bring with you.)
The name of certain species of writs, oi'_
which the subpoena ducea tecum is the most
usual, requiring a party who is summoned to

' appear in court to bring with him some doc-
ument, piece of evidence, or other thing to
be used or inspected by the court. .

DUCE8 TEGUM LIGHT LANGUIDUS.
(Bring with you, although sick.) In practice.
An ancient writ, now obsolete, directed to
the sheriff. upon a return that he could not
bring his prisoner without danger of death,
he being adeo languidua, (so sick ;) where-
upon the court granted a habeas corpus in
the nature of a duces tecum llcet languidua.
Cowell; Blount.

DUCHY 0!‘ LANCASTER. Those lands
which formerly belonged to the dukes of
Lancaster, and now belong to the crown in
right of the duchy. The duchy is distinct
from the county palatine of Lancaster. and
includes not only the county, but also much
territory at a distance from it, especially the
Savoy in London and some land near West-
minster. 3 Bl. Comm. 78.

-Duchy court of Lancaster. A tribunal
of special jurisdiction, held before the chan-
cellor of the duchy. or his deputy, concerning
all matters of equity relating to lands holden
of the crown. in right of the duchy of Lancas-
ter; which is a thing very distinct from the
county palatine, (which has also its separate
chancery, for sealing of writs, and the like.)
and comprises much territory which lies at a
vast distance from it: as particularly a very
large district surrounded by the city of West-
minster. The proceedings in this court are the
same as were those on the equity side of the
court of chancery, so that it seems not to be a
court of record; and. indeed. it has been holden
that the court of chancery has a concurrent
jurisdiction with the duchy court, and may
take cognizance of the same causes. The ap-

al from‘ this court lies to the court of appeal.
ud. Act 1873, § 18; 3 Bl. Comm. 78.

DUCKING-STOOL. See Casnoszroar.

‘nuonomn. In French law. Guaran-
ty; equivalent to del crcdere, (which see.)

DUI}. I. Just; proper; regular; lawful;
sufficient; as in the phrases “due care," "due
process of law," “due notice."

2. Owing; payable; justly owed. That
which one contracts to pay or perform to
another; that which law or justice requires
to be paid or done.

3. Owed. or owing, as distinguished from
payable. A debt is often said to be due from
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a person where he is the party owing it, or
primarily bound to pay, whether the time for
payment has or has not arrived.

4. Payable. A bill or note is commonly
said to be due when the time for payment:
or it has arrived.

The word “due" always imports a fixed and
settled obligation or liability, but with. refer-
ence to the time for its payment there is con-
siderable ambiguity in the use of the term. as
will appear from the foregoing definitions, the
precise signification being determined in each
case from the context. It may mean that the
debt or claim in question ,is now ( resently or
immediately) matured and enforces le, or that
it matured at some time in the ast and yet
remains unsatisfied, or that it is red and cer-
tain but the day appointed for its payment
has notyet arrived. But commonly. and in
the absence of any qualifying expressions, the
word “due” is restricted to the first of these
meanings, the second being expressed by the
term “overdue,"_ and the third b the word
‘5‘8ayable.” See Feeser v. Feeser. Md. 716,

At]. 408; Ames v. Ames. 128 Mass. 277 ;
Van Hook v. Walton, 28 Tex. 75; Leggett v.
Bank, 24 N. Y. 286: Scudder v. Scudder. 10
N. . Law, 345: Barnes v. Arnold, 45 App.
Div. 314. 81 N. Y. Supp. 85: Yocum v. Allen,
58 Ohio St. 280, 50 N. E. 909; Gies v. Becht-
ner. 12 Minn. 284 (Gil. 183); Marstiller v.
Ward, 52 W. Va. 74, 43 S. E. 178.
—Dno can. Just, proper, and suficient care,
so far as the circumstances demand it; the
absence of negligence. This term. as usually
understood in cases where the gist of the ac-
tion is the defendant’s negli ence, im lies not
only that a party has not een nefigent or
careless. but that he has been gui ty of no
violation of law in relation to the subject-
matter or transaction which constitutes the
cause of action. Evidence that a party is
guilty of a violation of law supports the issue" of
a want of proper care; nor can it be doubted
that in these and similar actions the aver-
meut in the declaration of the use of due care,
and the denial of it in the answer, properly and
distinctly put in issue the legality of the con-
duct of the part as contributing to the acci-
dent or_ injury w ich forms the groundwork of
the action., No specific averment of the par-
ticular unlawful act which caused or contrib-
uted to produce the result complained of should.
in such cases. be deemed necessary. See Ryan
V. Bristol, 63 Conn. %. 27 Atl. 309° Paden v.
Van Blarcom, 100 Mo. App. 185. 74 s. W. 124;
Joyner v. Railwav Co., 28 S. C. 49. 1 S. E.
52: Nicholas v. Peck, 21 R. I. 404. 43 At].
1038: Railroad Co. v. Yorty. 158 Ill. 32]. 42
N. E. 64; Schmidt v. Sinnott, 103 I1]. 165:
Butterfield v. ‘Western R. Corp., 10 Allen
(Mass.) 532. 87 Am. Dec. 678: Jones v. An-
dover, 10.Allen (l\i'ass.) 20.—DIIo oops-so of
law. This phrase is synonymous with “due
process of law.” or “the law of the land," and
the general definition thereof is "law in its
regular course of administration through courts
of justice ;" and, while not always necessarily
confined to judicial proceedings. yet these words
have such a signification. when used to desig-
nate the kind of an eviction. or ouster, from
real estate by which a. party is dispossessed,
as to preclude thereunder proof of a construc-
tive eviction resulting from the purchase of a
paramount title when hostilely asserted by the.
party holding it. See Adler v. Whitheck, 44
Ohio St. 569. 9 N. E. 672; In re Dorsey. 7
Port. (Ala.) 404: ‘Backus v. Shinherd. 11
Wend. (N. Y.) 635; Dwight v. Williams, 8
Fed. Cas. 18fl.—Dne notice. No fixed rule
can be established as to what shall constitute
“due notice.” “Due" is a relative term. and
must be applied to each case in the exercise
of the discretion of the court in view of the
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particular circumstances. Lawrence v. Bow-
man. 1 McAll. 420, 15 Fed. Cas. 21: Slattery
v. Doyle, 180 Mass. 27. 61 N. E. 264: Wilde
v. Wilde, 2 Nev. 306.—Dno process of law.
Law in its regular course of administration
through courts of justice. 3 Story. Coast. 264.
661. “Due process of law in each particular
case means such an exercise of the powers of
the government as the settled maxims of law
permit and sanction, and under such safe-
guards for the protection of individual rights
as those maxims prescribe for the class of
cases to which the one in uestion belongs.”
Cooleg, Coast. Lim. 441. atever difliculty
may e experienced in 'ving to those terms a
definition which will em race every permissible
exertion of power affecting private rights, and
exclude such as is forbidden. there can be no
doubt of their meaning when applied to judi-
cial proceedings. They then mean a course oi.’
legal proceedings according to those rules and
principles which have been established in our
systems of jurisprudence for the enforcement
and protection of private rights. To give such
proceedings any validity, there must be a tri-

unal competent by its constitution—that is. by
the law_ of its creation—to pass upon the sub-
ject-matter of the suit: and, if that involves
merely a determination of the personal liability
of the defendant. he must be brought within
its jurisdiction by service of process within the
state, or his voluntary appearance. Pennoyer
v. Neil’. 95 U. S. 733 24 L. Ed. 565. Due pro-
cess of law implies the right of the person. af-
fected thereby to be present before the tribunal
which pronounces judgment upon the question
of life, liberty, or property, in its most com-
prehensive sense; to be heard. by testimony or
otherwise, and to have the right of controvert-
ing, by proof. every material fact which bears
on the question of right in the matter involved.
If any question of fact or liability be conclu-
sively presumed against him. this is not due
process of law. Zeigler v. Railroad (3).. 58
Ala. 599. These phrases in the constitution
do not mean the general body of the law. com-
mon and statute, as it was at the time the con-
stitution took eifect; for that would seem to
deny the ri ht of the legislature to amend or
repeal the aw. They refer to certain funda-
mental rights. which that system of jurispru-
dence, of which ours is a derivative. has always
recognized. Brown v. Levee Com‘rs. 50 Miss.
468. “Due process of law.” as used in the con-
stitution. cannot mean less than a prosecution
or suit instituted and conducted according to
the prescribed forms and solemnities for as-
certaining guilt. or determining the title to
property. Emhury v. Conner, 3 N. Y. 511, 517.
53 Am. Dec. 325; Taylor v. Porter. 4 Hill
(N. Y.) 140, 40 Am. Dec. 274: Burch v. New-
bury. 10 N. Y. 374. 397. And see. generally.
Davidson v. New Orleans. 96 U. S. 104. 24
L. Ed. 616; Adler v. \Vhitbeck. 44 Ohio
539; Duncan v. Missouri. 152 U. S. 374.

4 Sup. Ct. 571. 38 L. Ed. 485; (‘nntini
v. Tillman (C. C.) 54 Fed. 975: Grifiin. v.
Mixon, 38 Miss. 458; East Kingston v.
Towle. 48 N. H. 57. 97 Am. Dec. 575. 2
Am. Rep. 174; Hallenbeclr v. Hahn. 2 Neb.
377; Stuart v. Palmer. 74 N. Y. 191. 30
Am. 289: Bailey v. People. 190 Ill.
28. 60 . E. 98, 54 L. R. A. 838. 83 Am. St.
Rep. 116; Eames v. Savage. 77 Me. 221. 52
Am. Rep. 751; Brown v. New Jersey, 175 U.
S. 172, 20 Sup. Ct. 77. 44 L. Ed. 119; Hagar
v. Reclamation Dist.. I11 U. S. 701, 4 Sup.
Ct. 28 L. Ed. 569; Wynehamer v. People.
13 N. Y. 395; State v. Beswick, 13 R. I. 211.

_43 Am. Rep. 26; In re Rosser, 101 Fed. 567.
41 C. C. A. 497.

DUE-BILL. A brief written acknowledg-
ment ot a debt. It is not made payable. to
order, like a promissory note. See Eeeser
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v. Feeser, 93 Md. 716, 50 Atl. 406; Marrigan
v. Page, 4 Huniph. (Tenn.) 247; Currier v.
Lockwood, 40 Conn. 350. 16 Am. Rep. 40;
Lee v. Balcom. 9 Colo. 216, 11 Pac. 74. See
I. O. U.

DUEL. A duel is any combat with deadly
weapons, fought between two or more per-
sons, by previous agreement or upon a pre-
vious quarrel. Pen. Code Cal. 5 225; State
V. Fritz. 183 N. C. 725, 45 S. E. M17; State
v. Herriott, 1 Mchiul. (S. C.) 130; Biissett
v. State, 44 Fla. 2. 33 South. 262; Davis v.
Modern Woodmen. 98 Mo. App. 713, 78 S. W.
923.

DUELLUM. The trial by hattel or judi-
cial combat. See BA1'i'BL. '

DUES. Certain payments; rates or taxes.
See Ward V. Joslin, 105 Fed. 227, 44 C. G.
A. 456: Warwick v. supreme Conclave, 10?
Ga. 115,- 32 S. E. 961; Whitman v. National
Bank. 176 U. S. 559. 20 Sup. Ct. 477, 44 L.
Ed. 587.

DUKE, in English law, is a title of no-
bility, ranking immediately next to. the
Prince or Wales. It is only a title of dignity.
Conferring it does not- give any domain, ter-
ritory. or jurisdiction over the place whence
the title is taken. Duchess. the consort of
a duke. Wharton.

DUKE 01‘ BXETERJS DAUGHTER.
/ The name of a rack in the Tower. so called

after a minister of Henry VI. who sought
to introduce it into England.

DULOCRAOY. A government where
servants and slaves have so much license
and privilege that they domineer. Wharton.

DULY. In due or proper form or man-
ner; according to legal requirements.

Regularly; upon a proper foundation, as
distinguished from mere form. Robertson v.
Perkins, 129 U. S. 233, 9 Sup. Ct. 279, 32
L. Ed. 686; Browneli v. Greenwich, 114 N.
Y. 518, 22 N. E. 24, 4 L. R. A. 685; Leth-
bridge v. New York (Super. N. Y.) 15 N. Y.
Supp. 562; Allen v. Pancoast. 20 N. J. Law,
74; Van Arsdaie v. Van Arsdale. 26 N. J.
Law, 423; Dunning v. Coleman. 27 In. Ann.
48; Young v. Wright, 52 Cal. 410; White v.
Johnson. 27 Or. 282, 40 Pac. 511, 50 Am.
St. Rep. 726.

DUH. Lat. While; as long as; until;
upon condition that; provided that.
—DIua ‘bone so fiessex-it. While he shall
conduct himself wel; during good behavior.
Expressive of a tenure of oflice not depemient
upon the pleasure of the appointing power, nor
for a limited period. but terminable only upon
the death or misconduct of the incumbent.-
Dnm tenet opus. While the work lows: in
the heat of action. 1 Kent. Comm. 1 .—Du:In
fnit in prisons. In English law. A writ
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which lay for a man who had aliened lands un-
der duress by imprisonment. to restore to him
his proper estates. 2 Inst. 482. Abolished
by St. 3 & 4 Wm. IV. c. 27.-Dun hit infra
atatsn. (While he was within age.) In old
English practice. A writ of eiit which for-
merly lay for aninfant after he ha attained his
full age to recover lands which he had aliened
in fee. in tall. or for life, durin his infancy;
and, after his death. his heir had t e same reme-
:16‘. Reg. Ori . 228b,‘ Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 192.

; Litt. 5 436; Co. Litt. 247b.—DIun nogl
fnit com os nentis. The name of a writ
which the eirs of a person who was non com-

os mantis, and who aliened his lands. might
ave sued out to restore him to his rights.

Abolished by 3 & 4 Wm. IV. c. 27.— re-
oens full: malefioium. While the oflense
was fresh. A term employed in the old law of
appeal of rape. Bract. fol. 147.—Dun so1_a.
While sole, or single. Diun solo Iuerit, while
she shall remain sole. Dum solo et com: me-
erit. while she lives single and chaste. Words
of limitation in old conveyances. Co. Litt.
2350 Also applied generally to an unmarried
woman in connection with something that was
or might be done during that condition.

DUMB. One who cannot speak; a person
who i mute.

nuumnmnino. In sales at auction,
when the minimum amount which the owner a

will take for the article is written on a piece
of paper, and placed by the owner under a
candlestick. or other thing. and it is agreed
that no bidding shall avail unless equal to
that, this is called "dumb-bidding." Bab.
Auct. 44.

DUMHODO. Provided; provided that.
A word of limitation in the Latin forms of
conveyances, of frequent use in introducing
a reservation; as in reserving a rent.

DUN. A mountain or high open place.
The names of places ending in dun or do»
were either built on hills or near them in
open places.

DUNA. In old records. A bank of earth
cast up; the side of a ditch. Cowell.

DUNGEON. Such an under-ground pris-
on or cell as was formerly placed in the
strongest part of a fortress; a dark or sub-
terraneous prison.

DUNIO. A double; ‘a kind of base coin
. less than a farthing.

DUNNAGE. Pieces of wood placed
against the sides and bottom of the hold of a
vessel, to preserve the cargo from the eifect
of leakage, according to its nature and qual-
ity. Abb. Shipp. 227.

There is considerable resemblance between
dunnage and ballast. The latter is used for
trimming the ship. and bringing it down to
a draft of water proper and safe for sailing.
Dunnage is placed under the cargo to keep
it from being wetted by water getting into
the hold, or between the different parcels to
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keep them from bruising and injuring each
other. Great Western Ins. Co. v. Thwing,
13 Wall. 674, 20 L. Ed. 607; Richards v. Han-
sen (O. C.) 1 Fed. 56.

DUNSETU. People that dwell on hilly
places or mountains. Jacob.

Duo non possunt in solldo Iusun I-on
pouidere. Two cannot possess one thing
in entirety. Co. Litt. 368.

Due aunt Instruments ad onnos res
-out oonfirnuulns out hnpucnandos, ra-
tio at authoritas. There are two instru-
ments for confirming or impugning all things.
--reason and authority. 8 Coke, 16.

DUODEOEHVIBAIJ: JUDIOIIIH. The
trial by twelve men, or by jury. Applied to
juries do mediefate unguaz. Moi. de Jure
Mar. 448.

DUODEODIA HANDS. Twelve hands.
The oaths of twelve men, including himself,
by whom the defendant was allowed to make
his law. 8 Bl. Comm. 343.

DUODENA.
twelve men.

In old records. A jury of
Cowell.

DUODENA HANU. A dozen hands, 4. 0.,
twelve witnesses to purge a criminal of an
oflense. ‘

Duotun in sollxlum dorninhun vol pos-
sossio ease non potent. Ownership or pos-
sasion in entirety cannot be in'two persons
of the same thing. Dig. 18, 6, 5, 15; Mack-
eld. Rom. Law, § 245. Bract. fol. 28b.

DUPLA. In the civil law. Double the
price of a thing. Dig. 21, 2. 2.

DUPLEX QUEREIA. A double com-
plaint. An ecclesiastical proceeding, which
is in the nature of an appeal from an ordi-
nary’s refusal to institute, to his next im-
mediate superior; as from a bishop to the
archbishop. If the superior adiudges the
cause of refusal to be insuiiicient, he will
grant institution to the appellant. Phillim.
Ecc. Law, 4-i0.

DULPEX VALOR. MARITAGII. In old
English law. Double the value of the mar-
riage. While an infant was in ward, the
guardian had the power of tendering him or
her a suitable match, without dlsparagement,
which if the infants refused, they forfeited
the value of the marriage to their guardian,
that is, so much as a Jury would assess or
any one would give to the guardian for such
an alliance; and, if the infants married
themselves without the guardian's consent,
they forfeited double the value of the mar-
riage. 2 BL Comm. 70; Litt. 1.110; Co.
Utt. 82b. -
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DUPLICATE. When two written docu-
ments are substantially alike, so that each
might be a copy or transcript from the other.
while both stand on the same footing as
original instruments,- they are called “dupli- ‘

cates." Agreements. deeds, and other docu-
ments are frequently executed in duplicate,
in order,that each party may have an orig-
inal in his possession. State v.'Grafl!am. 74
Win. 643, 43 N. W. 727; Grant v. Griiiith,
39 App. Div. 107, 58 N. Y. Supp. 791; Trust
Co. v. Codington County. 9 S. D. 159, 68 N.
W. 314; Nelson v. Blakey, 54 Ind. 36.

A duplicate is sometimes defined to be the
"copy” of a thin ; but. though generally a
copy. a duplicate iflers from a mere Oopy, in
having all the validity of an original. Nor, it
seems, need it be an exact copy. Defined also
to be the “counterpart” of an nstrument; but
in indentures there is a distinction between
counterparts executed by the several parties re-
spectively, each party aflixing his other seal
to only one counterpart, and duplicate originals,
each executed by all the parties. Toms v.
Gaming, 7 Man. & G. 91, note. The old in-
dentures, charters. or chirographs seem to have
had the character of duplicates. Burrlll.

The term is also frequently used to signify
a new original, made to take the place of an
instrument that has been lost or destroyed,
and to have the same force and eirect. Ben-
ton v. Martin. 40 N. Y. 347. ~

In English law. The certificate of dis-
charge given to an insolvent debtor who
takes the benefit or the act for the relief of
insolvent debtors.

The ticket given by a pawnbroker to the
pawner of a chattel.
—€Duplioate taxation. The same as "double"
taxation. See DOUBLE.-—2Dnplicato will. A
term used in England, where a testator executes
two copies of his will, one to keep himself, and
the other to be deposited with another person.
Upon ap lication for robate of_ a duplicate will
both cop es must be eposited in the registry of
the court of probate.

DUPLIOATIO. In the civil law. The
defendant's answer to the plaintiffs replica-
tion; corresponding to the rejoinder of the
common law.

Dupllohtionem posslbilitntls lax non

jpatitur. The law does not allow the doub-
ling of a possibility. 1 Rolle, 321.

DUPLICATUH .108. Double right.
Bract. fol. 2831:. See Daorr-Daorr.

- DUPLIOITY. The technical fault. in
pleading, of uniting two or more causes of

- action in one count in a writ, or two or more
grounds of defense in one plea, or two or
more breaches in a replication, or two or
more offenses in the same count of an in-
dictment. Tucker v. State, 6 Tex. App. 253;
Waters v. People, 104 Ill. 547; Mulliu v.
Blumenthal, 1 Pennewill (Del.) 476, 42 Atl.
175; Devlno v. Railroad Co., 63 Vt. 98, 20
Ati. 953; Tucker v. Ladd, 7 Cow. (N. Y.) 452.
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nurnr, 1:. (From Lat. dupucauo, q. 17.)

in Scotch pleading. The defendant's answer
to the plaintiffs replication.

DUPLY. 12.

join. “It is duplued by the panel."
Trials, 471.

In Scotch pleading. To re-
3 State

DUBANTE. Lat. During. A word of
limitation in old conveyances. Co. Litt. 23411.

—Du.:-ante absentin. During absence. In
some jurisdictions, administration of a dece-
dent's estate is said to be granted durrante ab-
aentia in cases where the absence of the proper
proponents of the will. or of an executor, delays
or imperils the settlement of the estate.—Du-
1-ante Irene plaolto. ' During good pleasure.
The ancient tenure of English judges was du-
rante bene placito. 1 Bl. Comm. 267, 342.-
Duruite minore state. During minority.
2 Bl. Comm. ‘503; 5 Coke, 29, 30. Words ta_lren
from the old form of letters of administration.
5 Coke, ubi su ra.—Dui-ante viduitate.
During widowho . 2 Bl. Comm. 124. Du-
rante caste oiduitate, duri'ng chaste widowhood.
10 East, 520.—DIu-ante virglnitate. Du_rin
virginity, (so long as she remains unmarried.
—Diu-ante vita. During life.

nunnan. Inilndia. A. court, audience,
or levee. Mozley an Whitley.

To subject to duress. A
“If the party

Bac.

DURESS, 1:.

word used by Lord Bacon.
duresaed do make any motion," etc.
Max. 89, reg. 22.

DURE88, n. Unlawful constraint exer-
cised upon a man whereby he is forced to do
some act against his will. It may be either
“duress of imprisonment," where the person
is deprived of his liberty in order to force
him to compliance, or by violence, heating, or
other actual injury, or duress per minus, con-
sisting in threats of imprisonment or great
physical injury or death. Duress may also
include the same injuries, threats, or re-
strnint exercised upon the man's wife, child,
or parent. Noble v. Enos. 19 Ind. 78; Bank
v. Sargent, 65 Neb. 594, 91 N. W. 597, 59 L.
R. A. 296: Pierce v. Brown, 7 Wall. 214, 19
L. Ed. 134; Gnlusha v. Sherman, 105 Wis.
‘.'63. 81 N. W. 495, 47 L. R. A. 417; Radich
v. Hutchins, 95 U. S. 213, 24 L. Ed. 409;
Rollings v. Cate, 1 Heisk. (Tenn.) 97; Joan-
iiin v. Ogllvie, 49 Minn. 564. 52 N. W. 217.
16 L. R. A. 376, 32 Am. St. Rep. 581; Burnes
\'. Burnes (C. C.) 132 Fed. 493.

Duress consists in any illegal imprison-
ment, or legal imprisonment used for an ille-
gal purpose, or threats of bodily or other
harm, or other means amounting to or tend-
ing to coerce the will of another, and actu-
ally inducing him to do an act contrary tq
his free will. Code Ga. 1882, § 2637.

By duress, in its more extended sense, is
meant that degree of severity, either threatened
or impending or actually inflicted. which is
sufiicient to overcome the mind and will of a

erson of ordinary firmness. Duress per mines
is restricted to fear of loss of life. or of may-
hem, or loss of limb, or other remedileae harm
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gggthe person. Fellows v. School Dist., 39 Me.

—Dn_reu of imprisonment. The wrongful
imprisonment of a person or the illegal rev
straint of his liberty, in order to compel him to
do some set. 1 Bl. Comm. 130, 131, 136, I37;
1 Steph; Comm. 137; 2 Kent, Comm. 453.-
Dureu per mines. Duress by threats. The
use of threats and menaces to compel a person,
by the fear of death, or grievous bodily harm.
as mayhem or loss of limb, to do some lawful
act, or to commit a misdemeanor. 1 Bl. Comm.
130; 4 Bl. Comm. 30; 4 Steph. Comm. 88.
See METU8.

nun:-zsson. One who subjects another
to duress; one who compels another to do a
thing, as by menace. Bac. Max. 90, reg. 22.

DURHAM. A county palatine in Eng-
land, the jurisdiction of which was vested
in the Bishop of Durham until the statute 6
& 7 Wm. IV. c. 19. vested it as a separate
franchise and royalty in the crown. The ju-
risdiction of the Durham court of pleas was
transferred to the supreme court of judica-_
ture by the judicature act of 1873. '

nunsnnr. In old English law. Blows
without wounding or bloodshed; dry blows.
Blount. _ ,

DUSTUCK. A term used in Hindostan
for a passport, permit, or order from the
English East Indian Company. It gener.-
ally meant a permit under their seal exempt-
ing goods trom the payment of duties. Enc.
Lond.

DUTCH AUCTION. See AUCTION.

DUTIES. In its most usual signification
this word is the synonym of imposts or cus-
toms; but it is sometimes used in a broader
sense, as including all manner of taxes,
charges, or governmental impositions. Pol-
lock v. Farmers‘ L. as '1‘. Co., 158 U. S. 601,
15 Sup. Ct. 912, 39 L. Ed. 1108; Alexander
v. Railroad Co.. 3 Strob. (S. C.) 595; Pacific
Ins. Co. v. Soule, 7 Wall. 433, 19 L. Ed. 95;
Cooley v. Board of Wardens, 12 How. 299,
13 L. Ed. 996; Blake v. Baker, 115 Mass.
188. ‘

—-Duties of dets-notion. Taxes levied upon
the removal from one state to another of prop-
erty acquired by succession or testamentary
disposition. Frederickson v. Louisiana 23 How
445, 16 L Ed. 577; In re Strobel’s Esme, 6
App. Div. 621, 39 N. Y. Supéi. 169.—Dutiee
on imports. This term signi e not merely a
duty on the act of importation, but a duty on
the thing imported. It is not confined to a
duty levied while the article is entering the
country, but extends to a duty levied after it
has entered the country. Brown v. Maryland.
12 Wheat. 437. 6 L. Ed. 678.

DUTY. In its use in jurisprudence, this
word is the correlative of right. Thus.
wherever there exists a right in any person,
there also rests a corresponding duty upon
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some other person or upon all persons gener-
ally. But it is also used, in a wider sense,
to designate that class of moral obligations
which lie outside the jural sphere; such,
namely, as rest upon an imperative ethical
basis, but have not been recognized by the
law as within its proper province for DUI‘-
poses of enforcement or redress. Thus, grat-
itude towards a benefactor is a any, but
its refusal will not ground an action. In
this meaning “duty” is the equivalent of
“moral obligation." as distinguished from a
"legal obligation." See Kentucky v. Denni-
son, 24 How. 107, 16 L. Ed. 717; Harrison
v. Bush, 5 El. a; B1. 849.

As a technical term of the law. “duty"
signifies a thing due; that which is due from
a person; that which a person owes to an-
other. An obligation to do a thing. A word
of more extensive signification than “debt."
although both are expressed by the same
Latin word "debitum." Beach v. Boynton,
26 Vt. 725, 733.

But in practice it is commonly reserved as
the designation of those obligations of per-
formance, care, or observance which rest up-
on a person in an omcial or fiduciary capac-
ity; as the duty of an executor, trustee, man-
ager. etc.

It also denotes a tax or impost due to the
government upon the importation or expor-
tation of goods.
—I.egnl duty. An obligation arising from
contract of the parties or the operation of the
law. Riddell v. Ventilating Co., 27 Mont. 44,
69 Pac. 241. That which the law requires to
be done or forborue to a determinate person or
the public at large, correlative to a vested and
coextensive ri ht in such person or the public,
and the breac of which constitutes negligence.
Heaven v. Pender, 11 B. Div. 506: Smith v.
Clarke Hardware Co.. 00 Ga. 163, 28 S. E. 73.
39 L. R. A. 607 ; Railroad Co. v. Ballentine,
84 Fed. 935. 28 C. C. A. 572.

DU’UMVIIl.I. (From duo, two, and viri,
men.) A general appellation among the an-
cient Romans, given to any magistrates elect-
ed in pairs to fill any office, or perform any
function. Brande.

Duumviri municipalca were two annual
magistrates in the towns and colonies, hav-
ing Judicial powers. Calvin.

Duunwlri navalea were ofilcers appointed
to man, equip, and refit the navy. id.

DUI. In Boxnnn law. A leader or
military commander. The commander of an
army. Dig. 3, 2. 2. pr.

In feudal nnd old European law. Duke;
a title of honor, or order of nobility. 1 Bl.
Comm. 397 ; Crabb, Eng. Law. 236.

In later law. A military governor of a
province. See Cod. 1, 27. 2. A military
oflicer having charge of the borders or fron-
tiers of the empire. called “due iimitia."
Cod. 1, 49, 1. pr. At this period, tlie word
began to be used as a title of honor or
dignity.
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D. W. I. In genealogical tables, a com-
mon abbreviation for "died without issue.”

DWZELL. To have an abode; to inhabit;
to live in .1 place. Gardener v. Wagner. 9
Fed. Cas. 1,154; Ex parte Blumer. 27 Te::.
736; Putnam v. Johnson, 10 Mass. 502; Ea-
tontown v. Shrewsbury, 49 N. J. Law, 188,
6 Atl. 319.

DWELLING-HOUSE. The house in
which a man lives with his family; a resi-
dence: the apartment or building. or group
of buildings, occupied by a family as a place
of residence. '

In conveynnotng. Includes all buildings
attached to or connected with the house. 2
H11. Real Ifrop. 338, and note.

In the law of burglary. A house in
which the occupier and his family usually
reside, or, in other words, dwell and lie in.
Whart. Crim. Law, 357.

DWELLING-PLACE. This term is not
synonymous with a “place of pauper settle-
ment.” Lisbon v. Lyman, 49 N. H. 553.

Dwelling-place, or home. means some per-
manent abode or residence, with intention to
remain; and is not synonymous with “domi-
cile," as used in international law, but has
a more limited and restricted meaning. Jef-
ferson v. Washington, 19 Me. 293.

DYING DECLARATION.
as-now. '

Sen: Drona-

DYING WITHOUT ISSUE. At com-
mon law this phrase imports an indefinite
failure of issue. and not a dying without is-
sue surviving at the time of the death of the
first taker. But this rule has been changed
in some of the states, by statute or decisions,
and in England by St. 7 Wm. IV., and 1
Vict. c. 26, § 29.

The words “die without issue,” and "die with-
out leaving issue," in a devise of real estate, im-
port an indefinite failure of issue, and not the
failure of issue at the death of the first taker.
And no distinction is to be made between the
words “withont issue” and “without leavin is-
sue." Wilson v. Wilson, 32 Barb. (N. Y.) 28;
McGraw v. Davenport, 6 Port. (Ala.) 319.

In Connecticut. it has been repeatedly held
that the expression “dying without issue." and
like expressions. have reference to the time of
the death of the party. and not to an indefinite
failure of issue. Phelps v. Phelps, 55 Conn.
359. 11 At]. 596.

Dying without children imports not a failure
of issue at any indefinite future period. but a
leaving no children at the death of the legatee.
Condict v. King. 13 N. J. Eq. 375.

DYKE-REED, or nvxnnnnvn. An
ofiicer who has the care and oversight of
the dukes and drains in fenny counties.

DYBNOHY. Bad legislation; the enact-
ment of bad laws.
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DYSPARBUNIA. In medical jurispru-
dence. Incapacity of a woman to sustain
the act of sexual intercourse except with
great dimculty and pain.

DYSPHIIA. A state of the stomach in
which its functions are disturbed, without
the presence of other diseases, or when, it
other diseases are present, they are of minor
importance. Dungl. Med. Diet.
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DYVOUB. In Scotch law. A bankrupt.
--Dyvour's habit. In Scotch law. A habit
which debtors who are set free on a cutie
bonorum are obliged to wear, unless in the sum-
mons and process of oeuio it be libeled, sus-
tained, and proved that the bankruptcy proceeds
from misfortune. And bankrupt: are condemn-
ed to submit to the habit. even where no euspi-«
cion of fraud lies against them, if they have
been dealers in an illicit trade. Ersk. Prin..
4, 3. 13.
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E
B. As an abbreviation, this letter may

stand for “Exchequer," “Eng1ish," “Edward."
“Eqnity," "East," "Eastern," “Easter," or
"Ecclesiastical."

E. A Latin preposition, meaning from,
out of, after, or according. It occurs in
many Latin phrases; but (in this form) only
before a consonant. When the initial of the
following word is a vowel. ea is used.
-1: contra. From the opposite; on the con-
trary.—i eouverso. Conversely. On the oth-
er hand: on the contrary. Equivalent to o
oontra.—i suera gr-atia. Out of mere grace
or favor-.—8 plus-ibus unum. One out of
many. The motto of the United States of
America.

B. 6. An abbreviation of errempli ara-
tio. For the sake of an example.

BA. Sax. The water or river; also the
mouth of a river on the shore between high,
and low water-mark.

Ea eat aooipieuda into:-pretatio, qua
vido earet. That interpretation is to be re-
ceived [or adopted] which is free from fault
[or wrong] The law will not intend a
wrong. Bac. Max. 17, (in reg. 3.)

EA. INTENTIONE. With that intent.
Held not to make a condition, but a confl-
dence and trust. Dyer, 1381;.

Pa qua, oouuueudaudi oauaa, in Venn
dltlouibue dieuntur, si palan appareaut,
veudltox-on uou obligant. Those things
which are said on sales, in the way of com-
mendation, if [the qualities of the thing sold]
appear openly, do not bind the seller. Dig.
18, 1. 43, pr.

Ea qua dari hupossibilia aunt, vel qua
In rerun natura non aunt, pro non ad»-
jeetis habeutur. Those things which are
impossible to be given, or which are not in
the nature of things. are regarded as not
added. [as no part of an agreement] Dig.
50, 17, 135.

la qua in out-ta uostra rite aota aunt
debita execution! deunandax-I debent. Co.
Litt. 289. Those things which are properly
transacted in our court ought to be commit-
ted to a due execution.

Ea qua rare aoeiduut uou texuere in
ageudis negotiia uornputantur. Those
things which rarely happen are not to be
taken into account in the transaction of busi-
ness, without suilicient reason. Dig. 50, 17,
6!.

EACH. A distributive adjective pronoun.
which denotes or refers to every one of the

persons or things mentioned: every one of
two or more persons or things, composing
the whole, separately considered. The effect
of this word. used in the "covenants of a
bond, is to create a several obligation. sei-
ler v. State, 160 Ind. 605, 67 N. E. 448:
Knickerbocker v. People, 102 Ill. 233; Costi-
gan v. Lunt, 104 Mass. 219.

Baden oauaa dlversis rationibua oo-
ran Judleihus eoolesiaatiols et secular!-
bus ventilatur. 2 Inst. 622. The same
cause is argued upon diiferent principles be-
fore ecclesiastical and secular judges.

Baden: est ratio, eadem est lax. The
same reason, the same law. Charles River
Bridge v. Warren Bridge, 7 Pick. (Mass)
498.

Baden suens prasulultur regta qua
oat Jurls et qua ease debet, prasertin
in dublis. Hob. 154. The mind of the
sovereign is presumed to be coincident with
that of the law, and with that which it ought
to be, especially in ambiguous matters.

EAGLE. A gold coin of the United States
of the value of ten dollars.

EALDER, or EALDIXG. In old Saxon
law. An elder or chief.

EAIDERLIAN, or EALDORMAJI‘. The
name of a Saxon magistrate: alderman; an-
alogous to earl among the Danes, and sen-
ator among the Romans. See Annnamm.

ELLDOR-BISOOP. An archbishop.

EALDORBURG. Sax. The metropolis:
the chief city. Obsolete.

EAI.En'IIl. (Fr. eale. 8ax., ale, and has,
house.) An ale-house.

I-IALHORDA. sax.
assising and selling beer.

The privilege of
Obsolete.

EAR GRASS. In English law. Such
grass which is upon the land after the mow-
ing, until the feast of the Annunciation after.
3 Leon. 213.

nan.-xanx. A mark put upon a thing
to distinguish it from another. Originally
and literally, a mark upon the ear; a mode
of marking sheep and other animals.

Property is said to be ear-marked when it
can be identified or distinguished from oth-
er property of the same nature.

Money has no eur-mark, but it is an ordi-
nary term tor a privy mark made by any one
on a coin.
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EAR-ITITNE38. In the law of evidence.
One who attests or can attest anything as .

heard -by himself.

EARL. A title of ‘nobility, formerly the
highest in England, now the third, ranking
between a marquis and a Vl8('0llI.lt, and cor-
responding with the French “comic” and the
German “graf." The title originated with
the Saxons, and is the most ancient of the_

English peerage. William the Conqueror,
iirst made this title hereditary, giving it in
fee to his nobles; and alloting them for the
support of their state the third penny out of
the sheriff’s court, issuing out of all pleas 01
the shire, whence they had their ancient title
“shiremen.” At present the title is accom-
panied by no -territory, private or judicial
rights, but merely confers nobility and an
hereditary seat in the-house of lords. Whar-
ton.
--Earl mas-slsal of England. A great oiiicer
of sti_ite_ who had anciently several courts un-
der his jurisdiction, as the court of chivalry and
the court of honor. Under him is the herald’s
oflice, or college of arms. He was also a judge
of the Maishalsea court, now abolished. This
oiiice is of great antiquity, and has been for
several ages hereditary in the family of the
-I-Iowards. 3 Bl. Comm. 68, 103; 3 Steph.
Comm. 335, note.—Eax-ldom. The dignity or
jurisdiction of an ear]. The dignit only re-
mains now, as the jurisdiction has een given
over to the sherifi. 1 Bl. Comm. 339.

BABIES-PENNY. Money given in part
payment. See EABNEB1‘.

EABNEST. The payment of a part of
the price of goods sold, or the delivery of
part of such goods. for the purpose of binding
the contract. Howe v. Hayward, 108 Mass.
54. 11 Am. Rep. 306. _

A token or pledge passing between the par-
ties, by way of evidence, or ratification of the
sale. 2 Kent, Comm. 495, note.

EARNINGS. This term is used to denote
a larger class of credits than would be in-
cluded in the term “wages." Somers v.
Keliher, 115 Mass. 165; Jenks v. Dyer, 102
Mass. 235.

The gains of the person derived from his
services or labor without the aid of capital.
Brown v. Hebard, X) Wis. 330, 91 Am. Dec.
408; Hoyt v. White, 46 N. H. 48.

—Gx-oss earnings and net earnings. The
gross earnings of a business or company are
the total receipts before deducting expenditures.
Net earnings are the excess of the gross earn-
ings over the expenditures defrayed in pro-
ducing them, and aside from and exclusive of
capital laid out in constructing and equipping
the works or plant. State v. Railroad Co., 3
Minn. 311, 15 N. W. 307; People v. Roberts,
32 A13). Div. 113. 52 N. Y. Supp. 859: Cincin-
nati, ... & C. R. R. Co. v. Indiana. B. & N. Ry.
Co., 44 Ohio St. 287, 7 N. E. 139; Mobile &
0. R. Co. v. Tennessee, 153 U. S. 486. 14 Sup.
Ct. 968. 38 L. Ed. 793: Union Pac. R. Co. v.
U. 8.. 99 U. S. 420, 25 L. Ed. 274; Cotting v.
Railway Co.. 54 Conn. 156. 5 At]. 851.-Sun
plus gs of a company or corporation
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means the amount owned by the company over
and above its capital and actual liabilities.
People v. Com‘rs of Taxes, 76 N. Y. 74.

EARTH. Soil of all kinds, including
gravel, clay, loam, and the like. in distinction
from the flrin rock. Dickinson v. Pough-
keepsie, 75 N. Y. 76.

BASEMENT. A right in the owner of
one parcel of land, by reason of such owner-
ship, to use the land of iinother for a special
purpose not inconsistent with a general prop-
erty in the owner. 2 Washb. Real Prop.

A privilege which the owner of one adja-
cent tenement hath of another, existing in_

respect or their several tenements. by which
that owner against whose tenement the priv-
ilege exists is obliged to suffer or not to do
something on or in regard to his own land
for the advantage ‘of him in whose land the
privilege exists. Ternies de la Ley.

A private easement is a privilege. service.
or convenience which one neighbor has oi’
another. by prescription, grant. or necessary
implication, and without proflt; a a way
over his land, a gateway, water-course, and
the like. Kitch. 105; 3 Cruise. Dig. 484.
And see Harrison v. Boring, 44 Tex. 267:
Albright v. Cortrlght, 64 N. J. Law. 330. 46
Atl. 634, 48 L. R. A. 616. 81 Am. St. Rep.
504; Wynn v. Garland, 19 Ark. 23, 68 Am.
Dec. 190; Wessels v. Colebank, 174 I11. 618,
51 N. E. 639; Terminal Land Co. v. Muir,
136 Cal. 36. 68 Pac." 308; Stevenson V. Wal-
lace, 27 Grat. (Va.) 87.

The land against which the easement or privi-
lege exists is called the “servient" tenement,
and the estate to which it is annexed the “dom-
inant" tenement;
respectively the “servient" and “dominant"
iiwner. These terms are taken from the civil
aw.

Synonyms. At the present day, the distin<.~
tion between an “easement” and a "license" is
well settled and fully recognized, although it
becomes diflicult in some of the cases to dis-
cover a substantial difference between them.
An easement, it has appeared, is a liberty. priv-
ilege, or advantage in land, without profit. and
existing distinct from the ownership of the
soil; and it has appeared. also, that a claim
for an easement must be founded upon a deed
or writing. or ‘upon prescription, which sup-
poses one. It is a permanent_interest in an-
other’s land, with a right to enjoy it fully and
without obstruction. A license. on the other
hand, is a bare authority to do a certain act or
series of acts upon another's land, without pos-
sessing any estate therein; and, it being found-
ed in personal confidence, it is not assignable,
and it is gone if the owner of‘ the land who
gives.the license transfers his title to another,
or if either party die. Cook v. Railroad Co.. 40
Iowa, 456; Nunnelly v. Iron Co.. 94 Tenn. 397.
29 S. W. 361. 28 L. R. A. 421: Baldwin v.
Taylor. 166 Pa. 507, 31 Atl. 250; Clark v.
Glidden. 60 Vt. 702. 15 Atl. 358: Asher v.
Johnson. 118 Ky. 702, 82 S. W. 300.

Classification. Easements are classified as
afiirnmtive or negative; the former being those
where the servient estate must permit some-
thing to be done thereon. (as to pass over it._ or
to discharge water upon it:) the_ latter being
those where the owner of the servient estate is

and their owners are called-
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prohibited from doing something otherwise law-'
ful upon his estate, because it will aifect the
dominant estate. (as interrupting the light and
air from the latter by building on the former.)
2 Washb. Real Prog. 301. Equitable L. Assur.
Soc. v. Brennan ( up.) 24 N. Y. Supp. 788:
Pierce v. Keator, 70 N. Y. 447, 26 Am. Rep.
812. They are also either continuous or die-
continuoua. An easement of the former kind is
one that is self-perpetuating, independent of
human intervention, as, the flow of a stream, or
one which may be enjoyed without any act on
the part of the
a spout which ischarges the water whenever
it rains. a drain by which surface water is car-
ried of, windows which admit light and air,
and the like. Lampman v. Milka, 21 N. Y. 505:
Bonelli v. Blakemore. 86 Miss. 136, 5 South.
228. 14 Am. St. Rep. 550; Providence Tool Co.
v. Engine Co.. 9 R. I. 571. A continuous ease-
ment is sometimes termed an_ “apparent” ease-
ment, and defined as one depending on some
artificial structure upon. or natural conforma-
tion of. the servient tenement, obvious and

rrnanent. which constitutes the easement or
the means of enjoying it. Fetters v. Hum-

hreys, 18 N. J. Eq. 260: Larsen v.'Peterson.
£3 N. J. Eq. 88. 30 Atl. 1094: Whalen v. Land
Co.. 65 N. J. Law. m6, 4? Atl. 443. Discon-
tinuons, non-continuous, or non—apparent ease-
ments are those the enjoyment of which can be
had only by the interference at man. as. a ri ht
of way or a right to draw water. Outerbri ge
v. Phelps, 45 N. Y. Super. Ct. 570: Lampman
v. Millis. 21 N. Y. 515. This distinction is
derived from the French law. Easements are
also classed as private or public, the former
being an easement the enjoyment of which is
restricted to one or a few individuals, while a
public easement is one the right to_ the enjoy-
ment of which is vested in the public generally
or in an entire community: such as an ease-
ment of passage on the public streets and high-
wa s or of navigation on a stream. Kennelly
v. ersgr City. 57 N. J. Law, 293. 30 At]. 531,
26 L. . A. 281: Nicoll 17. Telephone Co. 62
N. J. Law, 733. 42 At]. 583, 72 Am. St. hep.
686. They may also be either of necessity or of
convenience. The fonner is the case where the
easement is indispensable to the enjoyment of
the dominant estate; the latter, where the ease-
ment increases the facility, comfort. or con-
venience of the enjoyment of the dominant es-
tate. or of some right connected with it. Ease-
ments are again either appurtenant or in gross.
An appurtenant easement is one which is at-
tach to and passes with the dominant tene-
ment as an appurtennnce thereof; while an
easement in gross is not appurtenant to any es-
tate in land (or not belonging to any person by
virtue of his ownership of an estate in land)
but a mere personal interest in. or ri ht to use.
the land of another. Cadwalader v. ailey. 17
R. I. 495, 23 Atl. 20. 14 L. R. A. 300; Pinkum
v. Eau Claire. .81 Wis. 301. 51 N. W. 550;
Stovall v. Coggins Granite .Co., 116 Ga. 376.
42 S. E. 723.
A-Equitable easements. The special ease-
ments created by derivation of ownership of ad-
jacent proprietors from a common source, with
specific intentions as to buildings for certain
purposes, or with implied privileges in re aid to
certain uses, are sometimes so called. I . S. v.
Peachy (D. C.) 36 Fed. 162.—Imp!1od ease-
ments. An implied easement is an easement
resting upon the principle that. where the own-
er of two or more adjacent lots sells a part
thereof, he grants by implication to the grantee
all those apparent and visible easements which
are necessary for the reasonable use of the prop-
erty granted. which at the time of the grant
are used b the owner of the entirety for the
benefit of t 9 part granted. Farley v. Howard,
33 Misc. -Rep. 57. 68 N. Y
mutant easement. One which is usable or
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erson entitled thereto, such as.

Supp. 159.-Inter-«
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used only at times, and not continuously. Eat-
on v. Railroad Co., 51 N. H. 504, 12 Am. Rep.
147.—Quasl easement. An “easement." in
the proper sense of the word, can only exist in
respect of two adjoining pieces of land occupied
by difierent persons. and can only impose a
negative duty on the owner of the servient
tenement. Hence an obligation on the owner of
land to re it the fence between his and his
neighbor's and is not a true easement, but is
sometimes called a “quasi easement." Gale.
Easem. 516: Sweet.—8eoondu-y easement.
One which is appurtenant to the primary or
actual easement; every easement includes such
“secondary easements," that is, the right to do
such things as are necessai? for the full enjoy-
ment of the easement itsel . Toothe v. Bryce.
50 N. J. Eq. 589, 25 At]. 182; North Fork
Water Co. v. Eiiwiuds, 121 Cal. 662, 54 Pac. 69.

EAST. In the customs laws of the United
States, the term “countries east of the Cape
of Good Hope" means countries with which.
formerly, the United States ordinarily car-
ried on commercial intercourse by passing
around that cape. Powers v. Comiey, 101
U. S. 790, 25 L. Ed. 805.

EAST GREENWIOH. The name of a
royal manor in the county of Kent, England;
mentioned in royal grants or patents. as de-
scriptive ot the tenure of tree socage.

EAST INDIA COMPANY. The East
India Company was originally established for
prosecuting the trade between England and
India, which they acquired a right to carry
on exclusively. Since the middle of the last
century, however, the company's political at-
tairs had become of more importance than
their commerce. In 1858. by 21 & 22 Vict.
c. 106. the government or the territories or
the company was transferred to the crown.
Wharton.

EASTER. A feast of the Christian church
held in memory of our Saviour's resurrection.
The Greeks and Latins call it “pascha,"
(passover,) to which Jewish feast our Easter
answers. This feast has been annually cele-
brated since the time of the apostles, and is
one of the most important festivals in the
Christian calendar, being that which regu-
lates and determines the times of all the
other movable feasts. Enc. Loud.
—nEastes-closings, or Easter-dues. In
English law. Small sums of money paid to the
parochial clergy by the parishioners at Easter
as a compensation for personal tithes, or the
tithe for personal labor; recoverable under 7
& 8 Wm. Ill. 1!. 6. before justices of the peace.
—Esster term. In English law. One of the
four terms of the courts. It is now a fixed
term. beginnin on the 15th of April and ending
on the 8th of ay in every year, though some-
times roionged so late as the 13th of May,
under rt. 11 Geo. IV. and 1 Wm. IV. c. .70.
From November 2, 1875, the division of the le-
gal year into terms is abolished so far as con-
cerns the administration of justice. 3 Step_h.
Comm. 482-486; Mosley & Whitley.

EASTERLING. A coin struck by Rich-
'ard II. which is supposed to have given rise
to the name of "sterling." as applied to Eng-
lish. money. .
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EAQTBBLY. This word,’ when used
alone, will be construed to mean “due east."
But that is a" rule of necessity growing out
of the indetiniteness of the term, and has
no application where other words are used
for the purpose of qualifying its meaning.
Where such is the case, instead of meaning
"due east,” it means precisely what the quali-
fying word makes it mean. Fratt v. Wood-
ward, 32 Cal. 227, 91 Am. Dec. 573; Scraper
v, Pipes, 59 Ind. 164; Wiltsee v. Mill &
Min. 00., 7 Ariz. 95, 60 Pac. 896.

EABTINUS. "An easterly eoast or coun-
try.

EAT INIDE SINE DIE. In criminal
practice. Words used on the acquittal of a-
defendant, that he may no thence without a
day, 6. e., be dismissed without any further
continuance or adjournment.

EATING-HOUSE. Any place where food
or refreshments of any kind, not including
spirits, wines, ale, beer, or other malt liq-
uors, are provided for casual visitors, and
sold for consumption therein. Act Cong.
July 13, 1866, I 9 (14 St. at Large. 118). And
see Carpenter v. Taylor, 1 Hilt. (N. Y.)- 195;
State v. Hall, 73 N. O. R

HAYES. The edge of a roof, built so as
to project over the walls of a house. in order
that the rain may drop therefrom to the
ground instead of running down the wall.
Center St. Church v. Machlas Hotel 00., 51
Me. 413.

—Esves-drip. The drip or dropping of water
from the eaves of a house on the land of an ad-
jacent owner; the ensement of having the wa-
ter so drip, or the servitude of submitting to
such drip; the same as the stillicidium of the
Roman law. see STILLICIDIUM.

_ EAVESDROPPING. In English crim-
inal law. The offense of listening under
walls or windows, or the eaves of a house, to
hear-ken after discourse, and thereupon to
frame slanderous and mischievous tales. 4
Bl. Comm. 168. It is a misdemeanor at com-
mon law, indictable at sessions, and punish-
able by fine and finding sureties for good be-
havior. Id.; Steph. Grim. Law, 109. See
State v. Pennington, 3 Head (Tenn.) 300, 75
Am. Dec. 771; Com. v. Lovett, 4 Clark (Pa.)
5; Selden v. State, 74 Wis. 271, 42 N. W.
218, 17 Am. St. Rep. 144.

E33 AND PLOW. An expression used
formerly in this country to denote the limits
of admiralty jurisdiction. See United States
v. Aborn, 3 Mason, 127, Fed. Gas. No. 14,418;
Hale v. Washington Ins. Co., 2 Story, 176,
Fed. Can. No. 5,916; De Lovio v. Bolt, 2
Gail. 398, Fed. Cas. ‘No. 3.776; The Hine
v. Trevor. 4 Wall. 562, 18 L. Ed. 451; The
Eagle. 8 Wall. 15, 19 L. Ed. 365.

EBBA. In old English law. Ebb. Ebba
et fiuctua; ebb and flow of tide ;. ebb and-
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flood. Bract. fols. 255, 338. The time oc-
cupied by one ebb and flood was anciently
granted to persons essoined as being beyond
sea, in addition to the period of forty days.
See Fleta, lib. 6, c. 8, 5 2.

EBDOMADABIUS. In ecclesiastical
law. An oiilcer in cathedral churcha who
supervised the regular performance of divine
service, and prescribed the particular duties
of each person in the choir.

EB!-IREHOETE, EBEREHORS, E3-
23}:-HURDER. see Anaasuuanas.

EBBIETY. In criminal law and medical
jurisprudence. Drunkenness; alcoholic in-
toxication. Com. v. Whitney, 11 Cush.
(Mass) 479.

Eooe nodo anlnun, quad faunas fox‘-t
‘breve regls, non noninando vi:-Iun, oun-
jnnotun robore lock. 00. Litt. 1320. Be-
hold, indeed, a wonderi that a woman has
the king’s writ without naming her husband,
who by law is united to her.

ECCENTRICITY. In criminal law and
medical jurisprudence. Personal or individ-
ual peculiarities of mind and disposition
which markedly distinguish the subject from
the'ordinary, normal, or average types of
men, but do not amount to mental unsound-
ness or insanity. Ekin v. Mccracken, 11
Phila. (Pa.) 535.

ECOIIYMOSIS. In medical jurispru-
dence. Blackness. It is an extravasation of
blood by rupture of capillary vessels, and
hence it follows contusion; but it may ex-
ist, as in cases of scurvy and other morbid
conditions, without the latter. Ry. Med. Jur.
172. -

EOOLESIA. Lat. An assembly. AOhris-
tlan assembly; a church. A place of relig-
ious worship. Spelman.

Boolesh. ecolesia ‘deoimas solver-e non

debet. Cro. Eliz. 479. A church ought not
to pay tithes to a church.

Eoolesin est donuts Innnsionslis Ornni-'
potentis Del. 2 Inst. 164. The church is
the mansion-house of the Omnipotent God.

Eoolesie est infra ptsten et in ous-

todh. dentin! regis, qul tenetur jun et
has-editates ejudem nuns tenor-e et de-
fendex-e. 11 Coke, 49. The church is under
age, and in the custody of the king, who is
bound to uphold and defend its rights and
irlheritances.

Eoelosin tungltur vioo Ininorls; nelin
orem oondltionexn sum fsoere potent,
deter-10:-ern neqnnquun. Co. Litt. 341.
The church enjoys the privilege of a. minor;
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it can make its own condition better, but not
worse.

Eoolsaia non rnoritar. 2 Inst. 3. The
church does not die.

Beolsaia magis favsndurn est quaxn
persona. Godol. Ecc. Law, 172. The
church is to he more favored than the par-
son.

300122815 IOULPTUBA. The image
or sculpture of a church in ancient times was
often cut out or cast in plate or other metal,
and preserved as a religious treasure or relic,
and to perpetuate the memory ot'some fa-
mous diurches. Jacob.

EOOLEIIABOE. The ruler of a church.

EOOLEIIAITIO, n. A clergyman; a
priest: a man consecrated to the service of
the church.

BOOLEIIAITIOAL. Something belong-
ing to or set apart for the church, as distin-
guished from “civil" or “secu1ar," with re-
-gard to the world. Wharton.
—Eeo1ssiastioa.l authorities. In England
the dc , under the sovereign, as temporal hes
-of the c urch, set ‘smart from the rest of the

er to superintend the pub-fieople or laity, in 0
"cuworship of God and the other ceremonies of .

gion, and to administer spiritual counsel and
instruction. The several orders of the clergy
are: (1) Archbisliops and bisho s; (2) deans
and chapters‘ (3 archdeacons; rural deans;

persons gun er whom are cluded appro-
prlators) an_ vicars; (6) curates. Church-
wardens or sidesmen, and parish clerks and sex-
tons, inasmuch as their duties are connected
with the church, may be considered to be a

es of ecclesiastical authorities. Wharton.
— al commissioners. In English
‘law. A bod corporate, erected by St. 6 & 7
Wm. IV. c. 7. empowered to suggest measures
conducive to the efliciency of t e established
church, to be. ratified 13 orders in council.
Wharton. See 8 Steph. omm. 156, 157.—Eo-
-olosiastieal oration. See CORPORATION.
—Eoslssiasti council. In New England.
A church court or tribunal, having functions
ssrtly ndicial and partly advisory, appointed to

ete e uestions relatin to church discip-
line, orth oxy, standing 0 ministers, contro-
versies between ministers and their churches,
diflerences and divisions in churches, and the
like. Stearns v. First Parish, 21 Pick. (Mass)
124; Sheldon v. Congregational Parish, 24 Pick.
(Mass. 281.—lIoclssi.astical courts. A sy-
tem o courts in England, held by authority of
the sovereign, and havin jurisdiction over mat-
ters rtsining to the rel ion and ritual of the
eetablshed church, and t e rights, duties, and
discipline of ecclesiastical persons as such.
They are as follows: The archdescon’s court.
consistory court. court of arches, court of pe-
culiars. prerogative court, court of delegates,
court of convocation, court of audience. court
of faculties. and court of commissioners of re-
view. See those several titles; and see 3 Bl.
Comm. 64-68. uitable Life Assur. Soc. v.
Peterson. -11 Ga. 3 , 6 Am. Rep. 535.—Eools-
siastioal division of England. This is a
division into provinces, dioceses. archdeaconries.
rural desneries, and rlshes.—I:oolodastioal
Jurisdiction. Ju iction over ecclesiastical
cases and controversies; such as appertsins to
the ecclesiastical courts. Short v. Stotts. 58
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Ind. 35.—Eos1ssiastioal law. The body_ of
jurisprudence administered by the ecclesiastical
courts of England‘ derived, in large measure.
from the canon an civil law. As now restnct-
ed_. it applies mainly to the aifairs, and the doc-
trine, discipline, and worship. of the establish-
ed church. De Witt v. De Witt, 67 Ohio St.
34Q. 66 N. E. 186.—Eoclssiastical .

This term, as used in the canon law. iuclu es
church buildings, church property, cemeteries,
and property given to the church for the sup-

rt 0! the r or for an other pious use.
mith v. Bon oot. 2 Mich. 1 5.

EODIOUI. The attorney, proctor, or ad-
vocate of a corporation. Epiacoporum emu-
oi; bishops’ proctors; church lawyers. 1
Reeve, Eng. Law, 65.

BOEAIl'.l‘ILI.0N. In French law. One
of the two parts or pieces or a wooden tally.
That in possession of the debtor is properly
called the ‘‘tally," the other “echanm1on."
Poth.0b1.pt.4.c.1,art. 2,58.

BOHJEVIII. In French law. A munic-
ipal oflicer corresponding with alderman or
burgess, and having in some instances a civil
jurisdiction in certain causes of trifling im-
portance.

EOEOLALIA. In medical jurisprudence.
The constant and senseless repetition of par-
ticular words or phrases, recognized as a
sign or symptom of insanity or of aphasia.

EOHOUEHEICT. In French marine law.
Stranding. Emerig. Tr. des Ass. c. 12. s.
18, no. 1. -

EOLAHPIIA P& . In
medical Jurisprudence. Puerperal convul-
sions; a convulsive seizure which sometimes
suddenly attacks a woman in labor or direct-
ly after, generally attended by unconscious-
ness and occasionally by mental aberration.

EOI.E0'I‘I0 PRACTICE. In medicine.
That system followed by physicians who se-
lect their modes of practice and medicines
from various schools. Webster.

“Without professing to understand much of
medical hraseology, we suppose that the terms
‘allopathic ractice and legitimate business‘
mean the o inary method commonly adopted by
the great body of learned and eminent physi-
cians, which is tau ht in their institutions. es-
tablished by their ighest authorities, and so
cepted b the larger and more respectable poi~
tion of t e community. By ‘eclectic Practice,’
without imputing to it, as the counse for the
piaintiif seem inclined to, an odor of illegality.
we presume is intended another and difierent
system, unusual and eccentric. not countenanced3 the classes before referred to, but characteris-

by them as spurious and denounced as dan-
gerous. It is suilicient to say that the two
modes of treating human maladies are essen-
tially distinct, and based upon difierent views of
the nature and causes of diseases. their a pro-
priate remedies. and the modes of app ying
them." Bradbury v. Bardin, 34 Conn. 453. -

ECBIVAIN. In French marine law. The
clerk of a ship.‘ Emerig. Tr. des Ass. c. 11,
s. 3, no. 2. . .



ECUMENICAL

ECUMENICAL. General; universal; as
an ecumenical council. Groesbeeck v. Duns-
comb, 41 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 344.

EDDERBRECHE. In Saxon law. The
offense of hedge-breaking. Obsolete.

EDESTIA. In old records. Buildings.

EDICT. A positive law promulgated ‘by
the sovereign of a country. and having ref-
erence either to the whole land or some of its
divisions, but usually relating to affairs of
state. It diflers from a “public proclama-
tion," in that it enacts a new statute, and
carries with it the authority of law.

EDICTAL CITATION. In Scotch law.
A citation published at the market-cross of
Edinburgh, and pier and shore of Leith.
Used against foreigners not within the king-
dom, but having a landed estate there, and
against natives out of the kingdom. Bell.

EDICTS 0!‘ JUSTINIAN. Thirteen con-
stitutions or laws of this prince, found in
most editions oi.‘ the Corpus Jurie Oivilia,
after the Novels. Being confined to matters
of police in the provinces of the empire, they
are of little use.

EDICTUH. In the Roman law. An
edict; a mandate, or ordinance. An ordi-
nance, or law, enacted by the emperor with-
out the senate; belonging to the class of cow-
smutiones prtncipia. Inst. 1, 2, 6. An
edict was a mere voluntary constitution of
the emperor; differing from a rescript, in
not being returned in the way of answer:
and from a decree, in not being given in
Judgment; and from both, in not being
founded upon solicitation. Tayl. Civil Law.
233.

A general order published by the prietor,
on entering upon his ofllce, containing the
system of rules by which he would administer
justice during the year of his oflice. Dig. 1,
2, 2, 10; Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 35. Tayl.
Civil Law. 214. See Calvin.
—Ed1otIun snnluun. The annual edict or
system of rules promulgated by a Roman prar
tor immediately upon assuming his oflice. set-
ting forth the principles by which he would be
guided in determining causes during his term of
oifice. Mackeld. Rom. Inw. G 36.—Ed.iotIun
porpotuuln. The perpetual edict. A compila-
tion or system of'iaw in fifty books, digested by
Julian, a lawyer of great eminence under the
reign of Adrian, from the praetoi-’s edict and
other parts of the Jus Honorariwm. All the
remains of it which have come down to us
are the extracts of it in the Digests. Butl.
Hnr. Jur. 52.—EdiotIun provinoinle. An
edict or system of rules for the administration
of justice, similar to the edict of the prietor,
put forth by the proconsuls and roprtetors in
the provinces of the Roman Empire. Mackeld.
Rom. law, § 36.—Ed.lotIun Thoodorioi.
This is the first collection of law that was made
after the downfall of the Roman power in Italy.
It was promulgated by Theodoric, king of the
Ostrogoths, at Rome in A. D. 500 It consists
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of 154 chapters in which we reco lse parts
taken from the (:‘ode and Novella: of ‘heodosius,
from the Codices Gregorianus and Hermogenian-
us, and the Sententne of Paulus. The edict
was doubtless drawn up by Roman writers, but
the original sources are more disfigured and
altered than in any other compilation. This
collection of law was intended to apply both to
the Goths and the Romans, so far as its pro-
visions went; but, when it made no alteration
in the Gothic law, that law was still to be in
force. Savigny. Geschichte des R. R.—Ed.io-
tum trnlntitinm. Where a Roman prsetor,
upon assuming oflice, did not publish a wholly
new edict, but retained the whole or a principal
part of the edict of his redecessor (as was
usually the case) only adding to it such rules
as appeared to be necessary to adapt it to chang-
in social conditions or juristic ideas, it was
ca led “edictum trslatitium." Mackeld. Rom-.
Law, 5 36.

EDITU8. In old English law. Put forth
or promulgated, when speaking of the pas-
sage of a statute; and brought forth, or born,
when speaking of the birth of a child.

EDUCATION. Within the meaning of a
statute relative to the powers and duties of
guardians, this term compreheuds not mere.-
ly the instruction received at school or col-_

lege, but the whole course of training, moral,
intellectual, and physical. Education may
be particularly directed to either the mental,
moral, or physical powers and faculties, but
in its broadest and best sense it relates to
them all. Mount Herman Boys’ School v.
Gill, 145 Mass. 139, 13 N. E. 354; Cook v.

"state, 90 Ten. 407. 16 s.. W. 471, 13 L. R.-

A. 183; Ruohs v. Backer, 6 Heisk. (Team)
400, 19 Am. Rep. 598. '

EFFECT. The result which an instru-
ment between parties will produce in their
relative rights, or which a statute will pro-
duce .upon the existing law, as discovered
from the language used, the forms employed,
or other materials for construing it

The phrases “take eifect,” “be in force,” “go
into operation," etc., have been used inter-
changeably ever since the orgvainization of the
state. Maize v. State, 4 Ind. 2.

EFFECTS. Personal estate or property.
This word has been held to be more compre-
hensive than the word “goods,” as includ-
ing fixtures, which “goods" will not include.
Bank v. Byram, 131 Ill. 92, 22 N. . 842.

In wins. The word “ei1'ects" is equiva-
lent to “property." or “worldly substance.”
and, if used simplicitcr, as in a gift of “all
my effects," will carry the whole personal
estate. Ves. Jr. 507; Ward, Leg. 209. The
addition of the words “real and personal"
will extend it so as to embrace the whole of
the testator’s real and personal estate. 110.-

gan v. Jackson, Cowp. 304; The Alpena (D.
G.) 7 Fed. 361. .

This is a word often found in wills, and.
being equivalent to “property," or “worldly
substance." its force depends greatly upon
the association of the adjectives “real" and
“personai." “Real and personal eflects"
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would embrace the whole estate; but the
word “eifects" alone must be confined to per-
sonal estate simply. unless an intention ap-
pears to the contrary. Schouler, Wills, 5

600. See Adams v. Akerlund, 168 Ill. 632,
48 N. E. 454; Ennis v. smith, 14 How. 409,
14 L. Ed. 472.

Efleotus soquitnr oausun. Wing. 226.
The effect follows the cause.

EETENDI. In Turkish language. Mas-
ter; a title of respect.

EFFICIENT CAUSE. The working
cause; that cause which produces effects or
results; an intervening cause, which pro-
duces results which would not have come to
pass except for its interposition, and for
which. therefore. the person who set in mo-
tion the original chain of causes is not re
sponsible. Central Coal & Iron Co. v. Pearce
(-Ky.) 80 S. W. 450; Pullman Palace Car Co.
V. Laack, 143 111. m, 32 N. E. 285, 18 L. R.
A. 215. ‘

EPPIGY.
a person.

To make the efiigy of a person with an in-
tent to make him the object of ridicule is a
libel. 2 Chit. Crim. Law, 866. ‘

The corporeal representation of

EPPLUX. The running of a prescribed
period of time to itsvend; expiration by lapse
of time. Particularly applied to the termi-
nation of a lease by the expiration of the
term for which it was made.

. EPPLUXIOII or I TIRE. When this
phrase is used in leases, conveyances. and
other like deeds, or in agreements expressed
in simple writing, it indicates the -conclusion
or expiration of an agreed term of years
specified in the deed or writing. such conclu-
sion or expiration arising in the natural
course of events, in contradistinction to the
determination of the term by the acts of the
parties or by some unexpected or unusual in-
cident or other sudden event. Brown.

EPFOEOIALITEB.
to military force.

Forcibly ; applied

E!'!'R.AO'.l‘!01|’. A breach made by the
use of force.

£!‘!'B.A0’1‘0B. One who breaks through ;

one who commits a burglary.

'E!‘!‘UIIO IANGUINIB. In. old English
law. The shedding of blood; the mulct,
fine, wite, or penalty imposed for the shed-
ding of blood. which the king granted to
many lords of manors. Coweil; Tomlins.
See Bnoonwrr.

E11238. in Saxon law.
or hedges. Blount.

Ways, walks,
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EGALITY. Owelty, (i1. 1).) C0. Litt. 1690.

EGO. I; myself. This term is used in
forming genealogical tables, to represent the
person who is the object of inquiry.

EGO, TALIB. I, such a one.
in describing the forms of old deeds.
lib. 3. c. 14, 5 5.

Fleta,

EGREDIENS ET EXEUNS. In old
pleading. Going forth and issuing out of
(land.) Townsh. P1. 17.

EGYPTIAN8, commonly called “Gyp-
sies," (in old English statutes.) are counter-
feit rogues, Welsh or English, that disguise
themselves in speech and apparel, and wan-
der up and down the country, pretending to
have skill in telling fortunes, and to de-
ceive the common people.‘ but live chiefly by
filching and stealing. and, therefore, the
statutes of 1 & 2 Mar. c. 4, and 5 Eliz. c. 20,
were made to punish such as felons if they
departed not the realm or continued to a
month. Termes de la Ley.

E! inounbit probntio, qul dioit, no:

1111 negnt; sun per rerun nntux-an ino-
ttun nsxnntis probntlo null: sit. The
proof lies upon him who afiirms, not upon
him who denies; since. by the nature of-
things, he who denies a fact cannot produce
any proof. '

El nihil tnrpe, cu! nihil satin. To min
to whom nothing is enough, nothing is base.
4.iInst. 5'3.

BIA. or EY. An island. Coweli.

1-IIGNE. L. Fr. Eldest; eldest-born. The
term is of common occurrence in the old
books. Thus, bastard eigne means an illegit-
imate son whose parents afterwards marry

_ and have a second son for lawful issue. the
latter being called mull‘-cr puisnc, (after-bom.)
Eigne is probably a corrupt form of the
French “alné." 2 Bl. Comm. 248; Litt. 1

399.

EIK. In Scotch law. An addition: as,
clk to a reversion. eik. to a confirmation.
Bell.

EINEOIA. Eldership. See Esnacr.

EINETIUS. In English law. The old-
est; the first-born. Spelman.

21111:, or EYES. In old English law. A
journey. route, or circuit. Justices in wire
were judges who were sent by commission,
every seven years. into various counties to
hold the asslzes and hear pleas of the crown.
3 Bl. Comm. 58.

ENAJBOKA. A name formerly given
to a Justice of the pmce. In the Digests. the
word is written “irc-narcha."

Words used,
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linden uodls aiiooiutar can;-so qua
nuoitur ex oontraotu, vel quasi, quibus
eontrahitur. An obligation which arises
from contract, or quasi contract, is dissolved
in the same ways in which it is contracted.
Fleta, lib. 2, c. 60, i 19.

EISNI-1. The senior; the oldest son.
Spelled, also, “eiane." “einane." _“oi.me,"
“etgn." Termes de la Ley; Kelham.

I-IISNETIA, EINETIA. The share of
the oldest son. The portion acquired by
primogeniture. Termm de la Ley; Co.Litt.
16%; Cowell.

. Maybeusedinthesenseof
“each." Chidester v. Railway Co.,-59 I11.
87.

This word does not mean “all;" but does
mean one or the other of two "or more specl-_
iied things. Ft. Worth St. R. Co. v. Rose-
dale St. R. Co., 68 Tex. 169, 4 S. W. 534.

BJEOT. To cast. or throw out; to oust,
or dispossess; to put or turn out of poses-
sion. 3 Bl. Comm. 198, 199, 200. See Bo-
hannon v. Southern Ry. Co., 112 Ky. 108,
65 S. W. 169.

EJECTA. In old English law. A wo-
man ravished or deflowered, or cast forth
from the virtuous. Blount.

EJEOTION. A turning out of possession.
3 Bl. Comm. 199. '

EJEOTIONE OUITODIE. In old Eng-
lish law. Ejectment of ward. This phrase,
-which is the Latin equivalent for the French
“ejectment de garde," was the title of a writ
which lay for a guardian when turned out of
any land of his ward during the minority of
the latter. Brown.

EJEOTIONE PIRME. Ejection, or
ejectment of farm. The name of a writ or
action of trespass. which lay at common law
where lands or tenements were let for a
term of years. and afterwards the lessor,
reversioner. remainder-man, or any stranger
ejected or ousted the iasee of his term,
fermc, or farm, (ipsum a [Irma ejecit.) In
this case the latter might have his writ of
ejection, by which he recovered at first dam-
ages for the trespass only, but it was after-
wards made a remedy to recover back the
tem itself, or the remainder of it, with
damages. Reg. Orig. 2270; Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 2%, F, G; 3 Bi. Comm. 199; Litt. I
322; Crabb. Dig. Law, 290, 448. It is the
foundation of the modern action of eject-
ment.

EJECTHENT. At common law. this was
the name of a mixed action (springing from
the earlier personal action of ejcctione
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flrmw) which lay for the recovery of theme-
session of land. and for damages for the un-
lawful detention of its possession. The ac-
tion was highly fictitious, being in theory
only for the recovery of a term for years.
and brought by a purely flctitious person,
as lessee in a supposed lease from the real
party in interest. The iatter’s title, how-
ever,. must be established in order to warrant
a recovery, and the establishment of such ti-
tle, though nominally a mere incident, is in
reality the object of the action. Hence this
convenient form of suit came to be adopted
as the usual method of trying titles to land.
See 8 Bl. Comm. 199. French v. Robb. 67
N. J’. Law, 260, 51 Atl. 509. 57 L. R. A. 956.
91 Am. St. Rep. 433; Crockett v. Lashbrook,
5 T. 8. Mon. (Ky.) 538, 17 Am. Dec. 98:
Wilson v. Wightman, 36 App. Div. 41, 55 N.
Y. Supp. 806; Hoover v. King, 43 Or. 281,
72 Pac. 880. 65 L. R. A. 790. 99 Am. St. Rep.
754; Hawkins v. Reichert, 28 Cal. 536.

It was the only mixed action at common law,
the whole method.of proceedin in which was
anomalous, and depended on ctions invented
and upheld by the court for the convenience of
ustice, in order to escape from the inconven-
ences which were found to attend the ancient

forms of real and mixed actions.

It is also a form of action by which posses-
sory titles to corporeal hereditaments may be
tried and possession obtained.
—E;|eotnent ‘bill. A bill in equity bmught
merely for the recovery of real property, to-
gether with an account of the rents and profits,
without setting out any distinct round of eq-
uity urisdiction; hence demurrab e. Crane v.
Conkin, 1 N. J. Eq. 353, 22 Am. 519.
—Equitable ejeotment. A proceeding in use
in Pennsylvania, brought to en orce specific per-
formance of a contract for the sale of land,
and for some other purposes, which is in form
an action of ejectnient. but is in reality a sub-
stitute for a hill in equity. Riel v. Gannon, 161
Pa. 289, 29 Ati. 55: McKendry v. McKendry,
131 Pa. 24, 18 At}. 1078. 6 L. R. A. 506.-gJns-
tiee ejeotmernt. A statutory proceed1ng_in
Vermont, for the eviction of a tenant hoidm
over after termination of the lease or breach o
its conditions. Foss v. Stanton, 76 Vt. 365. 57
Atl. 942.

EJEOTOB. One who ‘ejects, puts out.
or dispossesses another.
—Ouusl e eotor. The nominal defendant in
an action 0 ejectment; so called because, by e
iiction of law peculiar to that action. he is sup-
posed to come casually or by accident upon the

remises and to eject the lawful possessor. 3
El. Comm. KB.

BJEOTUI. That which is thrown up by
the sea. Also jetsam, wreck, etc.

BJEOTIII. In old English law. A
whoremonger. Blount.

EJEBOITORIA. In Spanish law. The
name of an action lying against a ship‘:
owner, upon the contracts or obligations
made by the master for repairs or supplies.
It eoresponds to the ociio ererciiovia of the
Roman law. Mackeld. Rom. Law, Q 512. »
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EJIDOS

EJIDOI. In Spanish law. Commons:
lands used in common by the inhabitants of
a city. pueblo, or town, for pasture, wood,
threshing-ground, etc. Hart v. Burnett, 15
ml. 554.

EJIJBATION.
one's place.

Renouncing or resigning

Ejns est inter-px-eta:-I o-njns out out-

It is his to interpret whose it is to
enact. Tayl. Civil Law, 96.

l

Ejns est nolle, qn! potent velle. He
who can will, [exercise volitlon,] has a right
to refuse to will, [to withhold consent.] Dig.
50, 7, 8.

Elm est perloulnm oujns est domin-
iuun ant oonunodnzn. He who has the
dominion or advantage has the risk.

Ejns nnlln onlpn est, en! pnrere ne-

eeue sit. No guilt attaches to him who is
compelled to obey. Dig. 50, 17, 169, pr.
Obedience to existing laws is a sufllcient ex-
tenuation oi.‘ guilt before a civil tribunal.
Broom, Max. 12, note.

EJIISDEM GENEBIS.
kind, class, or nature.

In statutory construction, the “ejusdem zen-
erls rule" is that where general words follow
an enumeration-of persons or things, by words
of a particular and specific meaning, such gen-
eral words are not to be construed in their
widest extent, but are to be held as applyinll
only to persons or things of the same general
kind or class as those specifically mentioned.
Black, Interp. Laws, 141; Gutshaw v. Denver,
19 Colo. App. 341, 75 Pac. 22: Ex parte Le-
land. 1 Nott & McC. S. C.) 462; Spaldlng v.
People, 172 Ill. 40, 49 . E. 993.

0! the same

EI.ABO:B.A.l'tE. In old European law.
To gain, acquire, or purchase, as by labor
and industry.

EIABORATUS.
acquisition or labor.

Property which is the
Speiman.

ELDER. BRETKREN. A distinguished
body or men, elected as masters of Trinity
House, an institution incorporated in the
reign of Henry VIII., charged with numer-
ous important duties relating to the marine,
such as the superintendence oi‘ light-houses.
Mosley & Whitley; 2 Steph. Comm. 502.

ELDER. TITLE. A title or earlier date,
but coming simultaneously into operation
with a title or younger origin, is called the
“elder title,» ‘rd prevails.

ELDEIT. He or she who has the'great-
est age. .

The “eldest son" is the flrst-born son. If
there is only one son, he may still be de-
scribed as the “eldest." L R. 7 H. L. 644.
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Elects nna. vie, non dntnr 1-eenrens
ed elteresn. He who has chosen one way
cannot have recourse to another. 10 Toull.
no. 170.

ELECTED. The word “elected.” in its
ordinary signification, carries with it the
idea of a vote, generally popular, sometimes
more restricted, and cannot be held the syn-
onym ot any other mode oi’ filling a position.
Magruder v. Swann, 25 Md. 213; State v.
Harrison. 113 Ind. 434, 16 N. E. 384. 3 Am.
St. Rep. 663; Kimberlin v. State. 130 _Ind.
120, 29 N. E. 773, 14 L. R. A. 858. 30 Am.
St. Rep. 208; Wlckersham v. Brlttan, 93
Cal. 34, 28 Pac. 792, 15 L. R. A. -106; State
v. Irwin, 5 Nev. 111.

Eleotlo est Interns libero et sponta-
nen seperntio nnins re! 3!: nlia, sine
oolnpnlsione, oonsistens in nnhno et
volnntate. Dyer, 281. Election is an in-
ternal, free, and spontaneous separation oi’
one thing from another, without compulsion,
consisting in intention and will.

Eleotio sense! facts,’ at phdtnm tes-
tnttun non patitnr reg:-esuun. Co. Litt.
148. Election once made. and plea wit-
nessed, suffers not a recall.

ELECTION. The act of choosing or se-
lecting one or more from a greater number
of persons, things. courses, or rights. The
choice of an alternative. State v. Tucker,
54 Ala. 210.

The internal, free, and spontaneous sepa-
ration of one thing from another, without
compulsion, consisting in intention and will.
Dyer, 281.

The selection of one man from among sev-
eral candidates to discharge certain duties
in a state, corporation, or society.
v. District Canvassers, 84 Mich. 228, 47 N.
W. 756, 11 L. R. A. 332; Brown v. Phil-
lips, 71 Wis. 239, 36 N. W. 242; Wickersham
v. Brlttan, 93 Cal. 34, 28 Pac. 792. 15 L. R.
A. 106.

The choice which is open to a debtor who
is bound in an alternative obligation to se-
lect either one of the alternatives.

In equity. The obligation imposed upon
a party to choose between two inconsistent
or alternative rights or claims, in cases
where there is clear intention of the person
from whom he derives one, that he should
not enjoy both. 2 Story, Fq. Jur. I 1075:
Bllm v. Geer, 7 Ill. App. 617: Norwood v.
Lassiter, 132 N. C. 52, 43« S. E. 509; Solen-
tine v. Insurance 00.. 79 Wis. 580, 48 N. W.
855, 12 L. R. A. 690.

The doctrine of election presupposes a plural-
ity of gifts or rights, with an intention. express
or imp ied, of the party who has a right to con-
trol one or both. that one should be a substitute
for the other. 1 Swanst. 394, note 15; 3 Wood.
Lect. 491; 2 Rep. Leg. 480-578.

In prnoflco. The liberty of choosing (or
the act of choosing) one out oi! several means

Maynard"
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aflorded by law for the redress of an in-
jury. or one out of several available forms
of action. Almy v. Harris, 5 Johns. (N. Y.)
175.

In criminal law. The choice. by the
prosecution, upon which of several counts in
an indlctnient (charging distinct ofleiises of
the same degree. but not parts of a continu-
ous series of acts) it will proceed. Jackson
v. State, 95 Ala. 17. 10 South. 657.

In the law of wills. A widow's election
is her choice whether she will take under
the will or iiuder the statute: that is. wheth-
er she will accept the provision made for
her in the will, and acquiesce in her hus-
band's disposition of his property, or disre-
gard it and claim what the law allows her.
In re Cunningham's Estate. 137 Pa. 021. 20
Atl. 714, 21 Am. St. Rep. 901; Sill v. Sill, 31
Kan. 248. 1 Pac. 556: Burroughs v. De Couts,
70 Cal. 361, 11 Pac. 734. '

—Elcction auditors. In English law. Of-
iicers annually appointed, to whom was commit-
ted the duty of taking and publishing the ac-
count of all expenses incurred at parliamentary
elections. See 17 & 18 Yict. c. 102. it 18. 26-
28. But these sections have been repealed by
26 Vict. c. 29, which throws the duty of pre-
paring the accounts on the declared agent of
the candidate. and the duty of publishing an
abstract of it on the returning oflicer. Whar-
ton.—Elcction district. A subdivision of ter-
ritory. whether of state, county, or city, the
boundaries of which are fixed by law. for con-
venience in local or general elections. Chase v.
Miller. 41 Pa. 420; Lane v. Otis. 68 N. J.
Law, 656. 54 Atl. 442.—Elcction (lower. A
name sometimes given to the provision which a
law or statute makes "for a widow in case she
“elects" to reject the provision made for her
in the will and take what the statute accords.
Adams v. Adams. 183 M0. 396. 82 S. W. 66.
—Eloction Judges. In English law. Judges
of the high court selected in pursuance of 31 &
32 Vict. c. 125. § 11. and Jud. Act 1873. § 38.
for the trial of election petitions.—Elcction
petitions. Petitions for inquiry into the va-
lidity of elections of members of giarliament,
when it is alleged that the return 0 a member
is invalid for bribery or any other reason.
These petitions are heard by a judge of one of
the common-law divisions of the high court.-
Eqnitnblc olcction. The choice to be made

a person who may, under a will or other in-
strument. have either one of two alternative
rights or benefits. but not both. Peters v. Bain.
133 U. S. 670. 10 Sup. Ct. 354, 33 L. Ed. 696;
Drake v. Wild, 70 Vt. 52, 39 Atl. 2~i8.—Gcn-
crnl election. (1) One at which the oificers
to be elected are such as belong to the general
government.--that is. the general and central
political organization of the whole state: as
distinguished from an election of oilicers for a
particular locailg only. (2) One held for the
selection of an a cer after the expiration of the
full term of the former oilicer; thus distin-
guished from a special election, which is one
held to supply a vacancy in office occurring be-
fore the expiration of the full term for which

"the incumbent was elected. State v. King, 17
Mo. 5514: Downs v. State. 78 Md. 128, 26 Atl.
1005; Maclrin v. State. 62 Md. 247: Keniield
v. lrwin. 52 Cal. 169.—Pi-lino:-y clcction.
An election by the voters of a ward, precinct.
or other small district, belonging to a particular
party. of representatives or delegates to a con-
vention which is to meet and nominate the can-
didates of their party to stand at an approach-
ing municipal or general election. See State V.
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Hirsch. 125 Ind. 207. 24 N. E. 10%. 9 L. R.
A. 170:_People v. Cavanaugh. 112 Cal. 676, 44
Pac. 1007; State v. Woodruif. 68 N. J. Law.
89, 52 Atl. 294.—1I.cgnlu- election. A en-
eral._usual. or stated election. When applie to
elections. the terms “regular” and “general" are
used interchangeably and synonymously. The
word."regular" is used in reference to a general
election occurring throu bout the state. State
v. Conrades 45 Mo. 4 : Ward v. Clark, 35
Kan. 315, 16 Pac. 821' : Peo is v. Babcock. 123
Cal. 307, 5'} Pac. 1017. pscinl election.
An election for a particular emergency; out of
the regular course; as one held to fill a vacancy
arising by death of the incumbent of the oflice.

Elcctionos Innt rite ot libero sine in-
terruptions oliquo. Elections should be
made in due form, and freely, without any
interruption. 2 Inst. 169.

EIJZOTIVEI. Dependent upon choice; be-
stowed or passing by election. Also per-
taining or relating to elections; conferring
the right or power to vote at elections.
—Eloctivc franchise. The right of votiieig
at public elections; the privilege of qualifi
voters to cast their ballots for the candidates
they favor at elections authorized by law.
Parks v. State. 100 Ala. 13 South. 7"‘:
People v. Barber. 48 I-Iun i.\'. Y.) 198; State
v. Staten. 6 Cold. 1Tenn.) 255.—Elcctivc of-
ilcc. One which is to be filled by popular
election. Rev. Laws Mass. 1902. p. 104. c.

ELECTOB. A duly qualified voter; one
who has a vote in the choice of any otiicer:
a constituent. Appeal of Cusick, 136 Pa. 459.
20 Atl. 574, 10 L. R. A. 228; Bergevin v.
Curtz, 127 Cal. 86. 59 Pac. 312; State v.
Tuttle, 53 Wis. 45, 9 N. W. 791. Also the
title of certain German princes who formerly
had a‘ voice in the election of the German
emperors.
—Elcctors of president. Persons chosen
by the people at a so-called “presidential elec-
tion," to elect a president and vice-president
of the United States.

ELECTORAL. Pertaining to electors or
elections; composed or consisting of electors.
—Elcctoral college. The body of princes
formerly entitled to elect the emperor of Ger-
many. Also a name sometimes given. in the
United States. to the body of electors chosen by
the eople to elect the president and vice-
presi ent. Webster.

ELBCTROGUTE. To put to death by
passing through the body a current of elec-
tricity of high power. This term, descriptive
of the method of inflicting the death pen-
alty on convicted crlniinais in some of the
states. is a vulgar neologism of hybrid origin.
which should be discountenanced.

ELEOSYNA 3.2618. and 111.123-
MOSYNA ARATBI. or CABUCARUI.
A penny which King Ethelred ordered to be
paid for every plow in England towards the
support of the poor. Leg. Ethel. c. 1.

ELEEMOSYNE. Possessions belonging
to the church. Blount.
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BILEEHOSYNARIA. The place in a re
ligious house where the common aims were
deposited, and thence by the almoner dis-
tributed to the poor.

In old English law-. The aumcric. aum-
bry, or ambry; words still used in common
speech in the north of England, to denote
a pantry or cupboard. Cowell.

The ofllce of almoner. Cowell.

ELEEIIOSYNAIIIUS. In old English
law. An almoner, or chief oiiicer, who re-
ceived the eleemosynary rents anl gifts, and
in due method distributed them to pious and
charitable uses. Cowell; Wharton.

The name of an officer (lord almoner) of
the English kings, in former times, who dis-
tributed the royal aims or bounty. Fleta,
lib. 2, c. 23.

ELEEIKOIYNABY. Relating to the dis-
tribution of aims, bounty, or charity; chari-
table.
—Eloe1nosyIu1-y corporations. See Coa-
PORATIONB.

. ELBGANTEB. In the civil law. Ac-
curately; with discrimination. Veazie v.
Williams, 3 Story. 611, 636, Fed. Cas. No.
16,907.

ELEGIT. (Lat. He has chosen.) This
is the name, in English practice, of a writ
of execution flrst given by the statute of
Westm. 2 (13 Edw. I. c. 18) either upon a
judgment for a debt or damages or upon the
forfeiture of a recognizance taken in the
king’s court. It is so called because it is in
the choice or election of the plaintifl whether
he will sue out this writ or a )1. fa. By it
the defendant’s goods and chattels are ap-
praised and all of them (except oxen and
beasts of the plow) are delivered to the
plaintlif, at such reasonable appraisement
and price, in part satisfaction of his debt.
It the goods are not suflicient, then the mole-
ty of his freehold lands, which he had at the
time of the Judgment given, are also to be
delivered to the plaintiir, to hold till out of
the rents and profits thereof the debt be lev-
ied, or till the defendant’s interest be expired.
During this period the plaintiff is called
“tenant by elegit," and his estate, an “es-
tate by eleait." This writ. or its analogue,
is in use in some of the United States, as Vir-
ginia and Kentucky. See 3 Bl. Comm. 418;
I-lutcheson v. Grubbs, 80 Va. 254; North
American F. Ins. Co. v. Graham. 5 Sandf.
(N. Y.) 19!.

ELEHEICTS. The forces of nature. The
elements are the means through which God
acts, and “damages by the elements" means
the same thing as “damages by the act of
God." Polack v. Pioche. 35 Cal. 416, 95 Am.
Dec. 115; Van Wormer v. Crane. 51 Mich.
8%, 16 N. W. 686, 47 Am. Rep. 582; Hatch
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v. Stamper, 42 Conn. 30; Pope v. Milling Co..
130 Cal. 139, 62 Pac. 384, 53 L. R. A. 673, 80
Am. St. Rep. 87.

ELIGIBLE. As applied to a candidate
for an elective oflice, this term means capa-
ble of being chosen; the subject of selection
or choice; and also implies competency to
hold the oilice if chosen. Demaree v. Scates.
60 Kan. 275, 32 Pac. 1123. 20 L. R. A. 97. 34
Am. St. Rep. 113; Carroll v. Green, 148 Ind.
362, 47 N. E. 223; Searcy v. Grow, 15 Cal.
121; People v. Purdy, 21 App. Div. 66. 47 N.
Y. supp. 601.

ELIMINATION. In old English law.
The act of banishing or turning out of doors;
rejection.

ELINGUATION.
cutting out the tongue.

The punishment of

ELIBOBS. In practice. Electors or
choosers. Persons appointed by the court to
execute writs of centre, in cases where both
the sheritf and coroner are disqualified from
acting, and whose duty is to choosc—that is,
name and return-—the jury. 3 Bl. Comm.
355; Go. Litt. I58; 3 Steph. Comm. 597.
note.

Persons appointed to'execute any writ, in
default of the sheriff and coroner. are also
called “elisors.” See Bruner v. Superior
Court, 92 Cal. 239, 28 Pac. 341.

ELL. A measure of length, answering to
the modern yard. 1 Bl. Comm. 275.

ELOGIUM.
testament.

In the civil law. A will or

ELOIGNB. In practice. (Fr. éloigncr,
to remove to a distance; to remove afar out.)
A return to a writ of replevin, when the
chattels have been removed out of the way
of the sheriff.

ELOIGNMBNT. The getting a thing or
person out of the way: or removing it to a
distance, so as to be out of reach. Garneau’
v. Mill Co., 8 Wash. 467, 36'Pu.c. 463.

ELONGATA. In practice. Eloigned;
carried away to a distance. The old form
of the return made by a sheriff to a writ of
replevin, stating that the goods or beasts
had been eloigned; that is, carried to a dis-
tance, to places to him unknown. 3 Bl.
Comm. 148; 3 Steph. Comm. 522; Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 73, 74; Archb. N. Pract. 552.

ELONGATUS. Elolgned. A return made
by a sheriir to a writ dc homine replegiando,
stating that the party to be replevied has
been eloigned, or conveyed out or his juris-
diction. 3 Bl. Comm. 129.

ELONGAVIT. In England, where in a
proceeding by foreign attachment the plain-
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till’ has obtained judgment of appraisement,
but by reason of some act of the garnishee
the goods cannot be appraised, (as where he
has removed them from the city, or has sold
them, etc.,) the serjeant-at-mace returns that
the garnishee has eloigned them, i. e.. re-
moved them out of the jurisdiction, and on
this return (called an "elongavit") Judgment
is given for the plalntifl that an inquiry be
made of the goods eloigned. This inquiry is
set down for trial, and the assessment is
made by a jury after the manner of ordinary
issues. Sweet.

ELOPEMENT. The act of a wife who
voluntarily deserts her husband to cohabit
with another man. 2 Bl. Comm. 130. To
constitute an elopement, the wife must not
only leave the husband, but go beyond his
actual control; for it she abandons the hus-
band, and goes and lives in adultery in a
house belonging to him, it is said not to be
an elopement. Cogswell v. Tibbetts, 8 N. H.
42.

ELBEVVEERE. In another place; in
any other place. See 1 Vern. 4, and note.

In shipping articles, this‘ term, following
the designation of the port of destination,
must be construed either as void for uncer-
tainty or as subordinate to the principal voy-
age stated in the preceding words. Brown v.
Jones, 2 Gail. 477, Fed. Cas. No. 2,017.

ELUVIONES. In old pleading. Spring
tides. Townsh. Pl. 197.

EMANCIPATION. 'The act by which one
who was unfree, or under the power and
control of another, is set at liberty and made
his own master. Fremont v. Sandown. 56 N.
H. 803: Porter v. Powell, 79 Iowa, 151. -14

N. W. 295, 7 L. R. A. 176. 18 Am. St. Rep.
353; Varney v. Young, 11 Vt. 258.

In Roman law. The enrranchisement of
a son by his father, which was anciently
done by the formality of~an imaginary sale.
This was abolished by Justinian, who sub-
stituted the simpler proceeding or a manu-
mission before a magistrate. Inst. 1, 12, 6.

In Louisiana. The emancipation of mi- .

nors is especially recognized and regulated by
law.

In England. The term “emancipation"
has been borrowed from the Roman law, and
is constantly used in the law of parochial
settlements. 7 Adol. & E. (N. S.) 574, note.
—Esnnnolpu.tion proclamation. An execu-
tive prociamation, declaring. that all persons
held in slavery in certain designated states and
districts were and should remain free. It was
issued January 1, 1863, by Abraham Lincoln,
as president o the United States and comman-
der in chief.

EMBARGO. A proclamation or order of
state, usually issued in time of war or threat-

- ened hostilities, prohibiting the departure of
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ships or goods from some or all the ports
of such state until further order. The Wil-
liam King, 2 Wheat. 148, 4 L. Ed. 206; De-
lano v. Bedford Ins. Co., 10 Mass. 351, 6 Am.
Dec. 132; King v. Delaware Ins. Co., 14
Fed. Gas. 516.

Embargo is the hindering or detention by any
government of ships of commerce in its ports.
I the embargo is laid upon ships belonging to

citizens of the state imposing it. it is called
a “civil embar‘go;" if, as more commonly hap-
pens, it is lad upon ships belonging to the
enemy, it is called a “hostile embargo." The
efiect of this’ latter embargo is that the ves-
sels detslned are restored to the rightful own-
ers if no war follows, but are forfeited to the
embargoing government it war does follow.
the declaration of war being held to relate back
to the original seizure and detention. Brown.

The temporary or permanent sequestration
of the property of individuals for the pur-
poses of a government, e. y., to obtain vessels
for the transport of troops. the owners being
reimbursed for this forced service. Man. Int.
Law, 143.

EEBASSADOB. See Axnassanos.

EHBASSAGI-I, or EHBASSY. The mes-
sage or commission given by a sovereign or
state to a minister, called an “ambassador,"
empowered to treat or communicate with an-
other sovereign or state; also the establish-
ment of an ambassador.

EMBED DAYS. In ecclesiastical law.
Those days which the ancient fathers called
“quamor tempera jejunil" are of great an-
tiquity in the church. They are observed on
Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday next after
Quadrageslma Sunday. or the first Sunday in
Lent, after Whitsuntlde, Holyrood Day, in
September, and St. Lucy's Day, about the
middle of December. Brit. c. 53. Our alma-
nacs call the weeks in which they fall the
"Ember Weeks," and they are now chiefly
noticed on account of the ordination of priest:
and deacons; because the canon appoints the
Sundays next after the Ember weeks for the
solemn times of ordination. though the bish-
ops, if they please, may ordain on any sun-
day or holiday. Enc. Loud.

EMBEZZLBMENT. The fraudulent ap-
propriation to his own use or benefit oi’ prop-
erty or money intrusted to him by another,
by, a clerk, agent. trustee, public oiiicer, or
other person acting in a fiduciary character.
See 4 Bl. Comm. 230. 231; 3 Kent. Comm.
194; 4 Steph. Comm. 168, 169, 219; Fagnan
v. Knox, 40 N. Y. Super. Ct. 49; State v.
Sullivan, 49 La. Ann. 197, 21 South. 688. 62
Am. St. Rep. 644: State v. Trolson. 21 Nev.
419, 32 Pac. 930; Moore v. U. S., 160 U. S.
268, 16 Sup. Ct. 294, 40 L. Ed. 422: Fulton _v.

Hammond (C. C.) 11 Fed. 293; People v. Gor-
don, 133 Cal. 328, 65 Pac. 746. 85 Am. St. Rep.
174.

Exnbezzlement is the fraudulent appropria-
tion of property by a person to whom it has
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been intrusted. Pen. Code Cal. 5 503; Pen.
Code Dak. § 596.

Embezzlement is a species of larceny, and
the term is applicable to cases of furtive
and fraudulent appropriation by clerks, serv-
ants, or carriers of property coming into
their possession by virtue of their employ-
ment. It is distinguished from “larceny,”
properly so called, as being committed in re-
spect of property which is not at the time in
the actual or legal possession of the owner.
People v. Burr, 41 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 294; 4
Steph. Comm. 168.

Embezziement is not an ofiense at common
law, but was created by statute. "Embezzie"
includes in its meaning agpropriation to one’s
own use, and therefore t e use of the single
word “embeazle.” in the indictment or inform-
ation, contains within itself the charge that
the defendant appropriated the money or prop-
erty to his own use.’ State v. Wolif, 31 IA.
Ann. 1153.

EHBLBHATA TBEONIANI. In the
Roman law. Alterations, modifications, and

-additions to the writings of the older jurists,
selected to make up the body of the Pandects,
introduced by Tribonian and his associates
who constituted the commission appointed
for that purpose, with a view to harmonize
contradictions, exscind obsolete matter, and
make the whole conform to the law as under-
stood in Justinian’s time, were called by this
name. Mackeld. Rom. Law, I 71.

EHJLEHEIITS. The vegetable chattels
called “einblements" are the corn and other
_growth of the earth which are produced an-
nually, not spontaneously, but by labor and
industry, and thence are called “fructus in-
dustriales.” Rein v. Reid’, 64 Pa. 137.

The growing crops of those vegetable ro-
ductions of the soil which are annually p ne-
ed by the labor of the cultivator. They are
deemed personal property, and pass as such
to the executor or administrator of the occupier.
whether he were the owner in fee. or for life,
or for years, if he die before he has actually
cut, reaped, or gathered the same; and this.
although, being affixed to the soil. they might
for some pu oses be considered. while grow-
ing, as part o the realty. Wharton.

The term also denotes the right of a ten-
ant to take and carry away, after his tenancy
has ended, such annual products of the land
as have resulted from his own care and labor.

Emblements are the away-going crop; in
other words, the crop which is upon the ground
and unreaped when the tenant goes away, his
lease having determined: and the right to em-
blements is the right in the tenant to take away
the away-going crop, and for that purpose to
come upon the land, and do all other neces-
sary thin thereon. Brown; W v. No-
ack, 84 \§?is. 398, 54 N. W. 785: Davis v.
Bi-ocklebank. 9 N. H. 73; Cattle v. spitzer,
65 Cal. 456, 4 Pac. 435. 52 Am. Rep. 305;
S arrow v. Pond, 49 Minn. 412. 52 N. W. 36,
1; L. R. A. 103. 32 Am. St. Rep. 571.

mnsnnns DI: GENTZ. L. Fr. A steal-
ing from the people. The phrase occurs in
the old rolls.oi' parliament: “Whereas divers
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murders, emblera do yentz, and robberies are
committed." etc.

EHBOLISH. In medical jurisprudence.
The mechanical obstruction of an artery or

capillary by some body traveling in the blood
current, as. a blood-clot (embolus), a globule
of rat. or an air-bubble.

E_mbolism is to be distinguished from “throm-
bosis," a thrombus being a clot of blood form-
ed in the heart or a blood vessel in consequence
of some_ impediment of the circulation from
pathological causes, as distinguished from me-
chanicai causes, for example, an alteration of
the blood or walls of the blood vessels. When
embolism occurs in the brain Scalled “cerebral
embolism") there is more or ess coagulation
of the blood in the surrounding parts, and there
may be apoplectic shock or paralysis of the
brain, and its functional activity may be so
far disturbed as to cause entire or partial
insanitly. See Cundaii v. Haswell. 23 R. I
608. 5 Ati. 426.

EHBBACEOB. A person guilty of the
offense of embracery, (q. 12.) See Co. Litt.
369. -

EMBEACEBY. In criminal law. This
oirense consists in the attempt to influence a
jury corruptly to one side or the other, by
promises. P°“suasions, entreaties. entertain-
ments, douceurs, and the like. The person
guilty of itis called an “embraceor.” Brown:
State v. Williams, 186 M0. 293, 88 S. W. 75;
Grannis v. Branden, 5 Day (Conn.) 274, 5 Am.
Dec. 143; State v. Brown, 95 N. C. 686;
Brown v. Beauchamp, 5 T. B. Mon. (Ky.) 415,
17 Am. Dec. 81.

EMENDA. Amends; something given in
reparation for a trespass; or, in old Saxon
times, in compensation for an injury or
crime. Spelman.

EKENDALS. An old word still made
use or in the accounts of the society of the
Inner Temple, where so much in emendals
at the foot of an account on the balance
thereof signifies so much money in the bank
or stock of the houses, for reparation of loss-
es, or other emergent occasions. Spelman.

EMENDABE. In Saxon law. To make
amends or satisfaction for any crime or tres-
pass committed; to pay a flne; to be fined.
Spelman. Ememlare se, to redeem, or ran-
som one’s life, by payment of aweregild.

‘EIENDATIO. In old English law.
Amendment, or correction. The power of
amending and correcting abuses. according
to certain rules and measures. Cowcll.
' In Saxon law. A pecuniary satisfaction
for an injury; the same as emenda, (q. 12.)

Spelman. .

—Emendatio anis et oerevisia. In old
English law. he power of supervising and
correcting the weights and measures of bread
and ale, (assising bread and beer.) Cowell.
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EMBRGE. To arise; to come to light.
“Unless a matte: happen to emerge after is-
sue Joined.” Hale, Anal. 5 1.

EIIERGENT YEAR. The epoch or date
whence any people begin to compute their
time.

EMIGRANT. One who quits his coun-
try for any lawful reason, with a design to

. settle elsewhere, and who takes his family
and property, it he has any. with him. Vat-
tel, b. 1, c. 19, 5 224. See Williams v. Fears.
110 Ga. 584, 35 S. E. 699, 50 L. R. A. 685:
The Danube (D. C.) 55 Fed. 995.

EMIGRATION. The act 0!’ changing
one‘s domicile from one country or state to
another.

It is to be distinguished from “expatria-
tion.” The latter means the abandonment
of one's country and renunciation of one‘s
citizenship in it, while emigration denotes
merely the removal or person and property to
a foreign state. The former is usually the
consequence oi.’ the latter. Emigration isalso
used of the removal from one section to an-
other ot the same country.

EMINENCE. An honorary title given to
cardinals. They were called “illustr¢'ssimi"
and “re1;erendisaimi" until the pontiflcute at
Urban VIII.

EMIN}:N‘1' DOMAIN. Eminent domain
is the right or the people or government to
take private property for public use. Code
Clv. Proc. Cal. 5 1237; Cherokee Nation v.

Southern Kan. R. Co. (D. C.) 33 Fed. 905:
Comm. v. Alger, 7 Cush. (Mass) 85; Ameri-
can Print Works v. Lawrence, 21 N. J. Law.‘
257: Twelfth St. Market Co. v. Philadelphia
& R. T. R. 00., 142 Pa. 580, 21 Atl. 989; Todd
v. Austin, 34 Conn. 88: Kohl v. U. S., 91
U. S. 371. 23 L. Ed. 449.

The right of eminent domain is the right
of the state, through its regular organization,
to reassert, either temporarily or permanent-
ly, its dominion over any portion of the soil
of the state on account of public exigency
and for the public good. Thus, in time or
war or insurrection, the proper authorities
may possess and hold any part or the terri-
tory of the state for the common safety; and
in time oi‘ peace the legislature may author-
ize the appropriation of the same to public
purposes, such as the opening of roads, con-
struction of defenses, or providing channels
for trade or travel. Code Ga. 1882, I 2222.

The right of society, or of the sovereign, to
dispose, in case of necessity, and for the pub-
lic safety, of all the wealth contained in the
state, is called “eminent domain." Jon s v.
Walker. 2 Paine. 688, Fed. Cas. No. 7," 7.

Eminent domain is the highest and most exact
idea of property remaining in the government.
or in the aggregate body of the ople in their
sovereign capacity. It gives a right to resume
the possession of the property in the manner
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directed by the constitutiorr and the laws of
the state, whenever the public interest requires
it. 13¢-ekman v. Saratoga & S. R. Co., 3 Paige
(NA 1.) 45. 73._ 2 Am. Dec. 679.

The emotion of money from individuals
under the right of taxation. and the appro-
priation of pnvnte property for public use-by
virtue of the power of eminent domain. must
not be confns_ed._ In paying taxes the citizen
contributes his Just and ascertained share to
the _expenses of the government under which
he lives. But when his property is taken un-
der the power of eminent domain, he is com-
pelled to surrender _to the public_ something
above and beyond his due proportion for the
public benefit. The matter is special. It is
in the nature of a compulsory sale to the state."
Black, Tax-Titles, 5 3.

The term “eminent domain" is sometimes
(but inaccurately) applied to the land, build-
ings, etc., owned directly by the government,
and which have not yet passed into any pri-
vate ownership. This species of property is
much better designated as the “public do-
main," or “national domain."

EHISSARY. A person sent upon a mis-
sion as the agent of another; also a secret-
agent sent to ascertain the sentiments and
designs of others, and to propagate opinions
favorable to his employer.

EMISSION. In medical jurisprudence.
The ejection or throwing out of any secretion
or other matter from the body; the expulsion
of urine, semen, etc.

EXIT. In American law. To put forth
or send out; to issue. “No state shall emit
bills of credit." Const. U. 8. art. 1, 5 10.

To issue; to give forth with authority; to
put into circulation. See BILL or Cssnrr.

The word “emit" is never employed in de-
scribing those contracts by which a state binds
itself to pay money at a future day for serv-
ices actually received. or for money borrowed
for present use. Nor are instruments executed
for such purposes, in common language. de-
nominated "biils of credit.” “To emit bills
of credit" conveys to the mind the idea of issu-
ing paper intended to circulate through the com-
munity, for its ordinary purposes, as money.
which paper is redeemable at a future day.
Briscoe v. Bank of Kentucky, 11 Pet. 316. 9
L. Ed. 709: Craig v. Missouri, 4 Pet. 418. 7 I.
Ed. 903; Ramsev v. Cox. 28 Ark. 369; lions-
ton & T. C. R. Co. v. Texas. 177 U. S. 66, 20
Sup. Ct. 5-15, 44 L. Ed. 673.

In Scotch practice. To speak out: to
state in words. A prisoner is said to emit a
declaration. 2 Alis. Crim. Pr. 560.

EMMENAGOGUES. In medical juris-
prudence. The name ot a class of medicines
supposed to have the property of promoting
the menstrual discharge, and sometimes used
for the purpose of procuring abortion.

EHOLUMENT. The profit arising from
oflice or employment; that which is received
as a compensation for services. or which is
annexed to the possession of otiice as salary.
tees, and perquisites: advantage; gain, pub-
lic or private. Webster. Any perqulsitc.
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advantage, profit, or gain arising from the
possession of an oiiice. Apple v. Crawford
County. 105 Pa. 303, 51 Am. Rep. 205; Hoyt
v. U. S., 10 How. 135, 13 L. Ed. 348; Vansant
v. State, 96 Md. 110, 53 Atl. 711. *

EMOTIONAL INSANITY. The species
of mental aberration produced by a violent
excitement of the emotions or passions,
though the reasoning faculties may remain
unimpaired. See Inszmrrr.

EMPALEHENT. In ancient law. A
mode of infiicting punishment, by thrusting
a sharp pole up the fundament. Enc. Lond.

EHPANNEL. See IJIPAIIIL.

EMPABLANGE. See Innanancn.

EMPABNOUBS. L. Fr. Undertakers
of suits. Kelham.

EHPEEOE. The title of the sovereign
ruler of an empire. This designation was
adopted by the rulers of the Roman world
after the decay of the republic, and was as-
sumed by those who claimed to be their suc-
cessors in the “Holy Roman Empire," as
also by Napoleon. It is now used as the
title of the monarch of some single countrles,_
as lately in Brazil, and some composite states,
as Germany and Austria-Hungary, and by
the king of England as “Emperor of India."

The title “emperor” seems to denote a
power and dignity superior to that of a
"king." It appears to be the appropriate
style of the executive head of a federal gov-
ernment,.oonstructed on the monarchial prin-
ciple, and comprising in its organization sev-'
eral‘ distinct kingdoms or other quasi sover-
eign states; as is the case with the German
empire at the present day.

EYTEUSI8. In the Roman and
civil law. A contract by which a landed es-
tate was leased to a tenant, either in perpe-
tuity or for a long term of years, upon the
reservation of an annual rent or canon, and
upon the condition that the lessee should im-

. prove the property, by building, cultivating,
or otherwise, and with a right in the lessee
to alien the estate at pleasure or pass it to
his heirs by descent, and free from any revo-
cation, re~entry, or claim of forfeiture on
the part of the grantor, except for non-pay-
ment of the rent. Inst. 3. 25, 3; 3 Bl. Comm.
232; Maine, Anc. Law, 289.

The right granted by such a contract, ([143
emphuteuucum, or emphyteutioarium.) The
real right by which a person is entitled to
enjoy anotber's estate as if it were his own,
and to dispose of its substance, as far as can
be done without deteriorating it. Mackeld.
Rom. Law, i 326.

EMPHYTEIITA. In the civil law. The
person to whom an emphytcusis is granted;
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the lessee or tenant under a contract of em-
phyieusia.

EMPHYTEUTICUS. In the civil law.
Founded on, growing out of, or having the
character of, an emphyteusie; held under an
emphuteucis. 3 Bl. Comm. 232. ’

EMPIRE. The dominion or jurisdiction
of an emperor; the region over which the do-
minion of an emperor extends; imperial
power; supreme dominion; sovereign com-
mand.

ELIPIRIO. A practitioner in medicine or
surgery, who proceeds on experience’ only,
without science or legal qualification; a

quack. Nelson v. State Board of Health, 108
Ky. 769, 67 S. W. 601, 50 L. R. A. 3&3; -Parks
v. State, 159 Ind. 211, 64 N. E. 862, 59 L. R.
A. 190.

EMPLAZAMIENTO. In Spanish law.
A summons or citation, issued by authority
of a judge, requiring the person to whom it
is addressed to appear before the tribunal at
a designated day and hour. ,

EMPLEAB. To indict; toprefera charge
against; to accuse. -

EMTLOI. In Erench law. Equitable
conversion. When property covered by the
regime data! is sold, the proceeds of the sale
must be reinvested for the benefit of the wife.
It is the duty of the purchaser to see that the
price is so reinvested. Arg. Fr. Mere. Law,
557.

EMPLOY. To engage in one’s service;
‘to use as an agent or substitute in transact-
ing business; to commission and intrust with
the management of one's aifalrs; and, when
used in respect to a servant or hired laborer,
the term is equivalent to hiring, which .im-
plies a request and a contract for a compen-
sation, and has -but this one meaning when
used in the ordinary affairs and business of
life. McCluskey. v. Cromwell, 11 N. Y. 605;
Murray v. Walker, 83 Iowa, 202. 48 N. W."
1075; Malloy v. Board of Education, 102 Cal.
642, 36 Pac. 948; Gurney 1'. Railroad Co., 58
N. Y. 371.

EMPLOYED. This signifies both the act
of doing a thing and the being under con-
tract or orders to do it. U. S. v. Morris, 14
Pet. 475, 10 L. Ed. 5-i3; U. S. v. The Cath-
arine, 2 Paine, 721, Fed. Gas. No. 14,755.

EMPLOYEE. This word "is from the
French, but has become somewhat naturai--
ized in our language. Strictly and etymolog-
ically. it means ‘a person employed.’ but,
in practice in the French language, it ordi-
nariiy is used to signify a person in some of-
ficial employment, and as generally used with
us, though perhaps not confined to any oili-
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eiai employment, it is understood to mean
some permanent employment or position."
The word is more extensive than “clerk"
or “ofllcer." It signifies any one in place.
or having charge or using a function. as well
as one in office. See Ritter v. State, 111 Ind.
324, 12 N. E‘. 501; Palmer v. Van Santvoord,
153 N. Y. 612, 47 N. E. 915. 38 L. R. A. 402;
Frick Co. v. Norfolk & 0. V. R. Co., 86 Fed.
738. 82 C. O. A. 31; People v. Board of P0-
lice, 75 N. Y. 38; Finance Co v. Charleston,
0. J: C. R. Co. (0. C.) 52 Fed. 527; State v.
Sarlls, 135 Ind. 195, 34 N. E. 1129; Hopkins
v. Cromwell, 89 App. Div. 481, 85 N. 1'. Supp.
839. ‘

EMPLOYER. One who employs the serv-
ices of others; one for whom employees work
and who pay! their wages or salaries.
—-Employers’ liability nets. Statutes de-
Ilnin or limiting the occasions and the extent
to w ich employers shall be liable in damages
for injuries to their employees occurring in the
course of the employment. and particularly (in
recent times) abolishing the common-law rule
that the employer is not liable if the injurly is
causedtby the fault or negligence of a te ow
servan

EMPLOYMENT. This word does not
necessarily import an engagement or render-
ing services for another. A person may as
well be “employed" about his own business
as in the transaction of the same for a prin-
cipal. state v.‘ Canton. 43 Mo. 51.

EMPOBIUK. A place for wholesale
trade in commodities carried by sea. The
name is sometimes applied to a seaport town,
but it properly signifies only a particular
place in such a town. Smith, Dlct. Antiq.

EHPEBSAEIOS. In Mexican law. Un-
dertakers or promoters of extensive enter-
prises, aided by concessions or monopolistic
grants from government; particularly, per-
sons receiving extensive land grants in con-
sideration of their bringing emigrants into
the country and settling them on the lands,
with a view of increasing the population and
developing the resources of the country. U.
S. v. Maxwell Laud~Grant Co., 121 U. S. 325,
7 Sup. Ct. 1015, 30 L. Ed. N9.

EHPBEBTITO. In Spanish law. Aloan.
Something lent to the borrower at his re-
quest. Las Partidas, pt. 3, tit. 18, l. 70.

ELIPIIO. In the Roman and civil law.
The act of buying; a purchase.
—Esnptio bolorusn. A species of forced as-
signment for the benefit of creditors; being a
public sale of an insolvent debtor's estate
whereby the purchaser succeeded to all his pro -

erty. rights. and claims. and became respousib e
for his debts and liabilities to the extent of a
quota fixed before the transfer. See Mackeid.
Rom. Law. 5 521.—Esnptio et venditio.
Purchase and sale: sometimes translated “emp-
tion and vendition." The name of the contract
of sale in the Roman law. Inst. 3. 23: Bract.
fol. cu. Sometimes made a compound word.
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cmptio-oenda‘to‘o.—Enptio rel speratm. A’
purchase in the hope of an uncertain future
profit; the purchase of a thing not yet in ex-
istence or not yet in the possession of the sell-
er, as. the cast of a net or a crop to be grown.
and the price of which is to depend on the ac-
tual gain. On the other hand. if the price
is fixed and not subject to fluctuation, but is
to paid whether the.gain be greater or less.
lit4i0s0 called emptio apei. Mackeld. Rom. Law.

EMPT03. Lat. A buyer or purchaser.
Used in the maxim “caveat emptor," let the
buyer beware: 6. e.. the buyer of an article
must be on his guard and take the risks of
his purchase.

Esnptor omit gun ninhno potest.
venditor wendit quun naxzlsno potest.
The buyer purchases for the lowest price he
can; the seller sells for the highest price he
can. 2 Kent, Comm. 486.

EMTIO. In the civil law. Purchase.
This form of the word is used in the Digests
and Code. Dig. 18, 1; God. 4. 49. See
Exrno.

EHTOE. In the civil law. A buyer or.
purchaser; the buyer. Dig. 18, 1; Cod. 4. 49.

EMTRIX. In the civil law. A female
purchaser; the purchaser. Cod. 4, 54, 1.

mt annnrz. L. Fr. In time past. 2
Inst. 506.

EN AUTRE DROIT.
other. See Anna Daorr.

In the right of an-

EII’ BANKS. L. Fr. In the beach. 1«

Anders. 51. -

E11’ BBEVET. In French -law. An acts.
is said to be en breve: when a copy of it has
not been recorded by the notary who drew it.

BIG DECLARATION DE SIMULA-
TION. A form of action used in Louisiana.
Its object is to have a contract declared
judicially a simulation and a nullity, to re-
move a cloud from the title, and to bring
back, for any legal purpose, the thing sold
to the estate of the true owner. Edwards v.
Ballard, 20 La. Ann. 169.

EN DEHEURB. In default. Used in
Louisiana of a debtor who fails to pay on de-
mand according to the terms of his obliga-
tion. See Bryan v. Cox, 3 Mart. (La. N. S.)
574.

Sn eschange il oovient que les estates
soient egnles. Co. Litt. 50. In an ex-
change it is desirable that the estates be
equal.

EN PAIT. Fr.
ally.

an G308. Fr.
wholesale.

In fact; in deed; actu--

In gross. Total; by‘
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EN JUIOIO. Span. Judicialiy; in a
court of law; in a suit at law. White, New
Re-cop. b. 2, tit. 8, c. 1.

EN LIABBE.
at wholesale.

Fr. In a mass; ina lump;

EN HOB!‘ MEYNE. L. Fr. In a dead
hand; in mortmain. Britt. c. 43.

EN OWEL MAIN. L. Fr. In equal
hand. The word “o1acl" occurs also in the
phrase “oweitu of partition.”

EN BECO . Fr. In French
law. An expression employed to denote that
an indorsement made in favor of a person
does not transfer to him the property in
the bill of exchange, but merely constitutes
an authority to such person to recover the
amount of the ‘bill. Arg.' Fr. Mere. Law.
558.

EN ROUTE. Fr. On the way; in the
course of a voyage or journey; in course of
transportation. McLean v. U. 8., 17 Ct. Cl.
90. -

EN VENTBE SA MERE. L. Fr. In
its mother's womb. A term descriptive of
an unborn child. For some purposes the law
regards an infant on oentre as in being. It
may take a legacy; have a guardian; an es-
tate may be limited to its use, etc. 1 Bi.
Comm. 130.

EN VIE. L. Fr. In life; alive. Britt.
c. 50.‘

ENABLING POWER. When the donor
of a power, who is_ the owner of the estate,

'r:onfers upon persons not seised of the fee
the right of Creating interests to take effect
out of it. which could not be done by the
donee of the power unless by such author-
ity, this is called an “enabling power." 2
Bonv. Inst. no. 1928.

ENABLING STATUTE. The act of 32
Henry VIII. c. 28, by which tenants in tail,
husbands seised in right of their Wives, and
others, were empowered to make leases for
their lives or for twenty-one years, which
they could not do before. 2 Bl. Comm. 319;

-Co. Litt. 4441. The phrase is also applied to
any statute enabling persons or corpora-
tions to do what before they could not.

ENAOH. In Saxon law. The satisfac-
tion for a crime: the recompense for a fault.
Skene.

ENAOT. To establish by law: to per-
form or effect; to decree. The usual intro-
ductory formula in making laws is, “Be it
enacted." In re Senate File, 25 Neb. 864, 41
N. W. 981.
—‘Ermethg clause. That part of a statute
which declares its enactment and serves to
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identif it as an act of legislation proceeding
from t e proper ie islative authority. Various
formulas are used or this clause. such as “Be
it enacted by the people of the state of Illinois
represented in general assembly." “Be it en-
acted by the senate and house of representa-
tives of the United States of America in con-
gress assembled," “The general assembly do
enact,” etc. State v. Patterson, 98 N. C. .

4 S. E. 350; Pearce v. Vittum, 193 Ill. 192, 61
N. E. 1116; Territory v. Burns. 6 Mont. 72,
9 Pac. 432.

ENAJENAOION. In Spanish and Mex-
ican law. Alienation; transfer of property.
The act by which the property in a thing,
by lucrative title, is transferred, as a dona-
tion; or by onerous title, as by sale or bar-
ter. In a more extended sense, the term
comprises also the contracts of emphyteu-
sis, pledge, and mortgage, and even the crea-
tion of a servitude upon an estate. Escriche;
Muitord v. Le Franc, 26 Cal. 88.

ENEREVER. L. Fr. To write down
in short; to abbreviate, or, in old language.
imbreuiata; to put into a schedule. Britt.
1'. 1.

ENOAUITUH. In the civil law. A kind
of ink or writing fluid appropriate to the
use of the emperor. God. 1. 23, 6.

ENCE1N'rE. Pregnant. See Panoruncr.

ENOHESON. The occasion, cause, or
reason for which anything is done. Termes
de la Ley.

ENCLOSE. In the Scotch law. To shut
up a jury after the case has been submitted
to them. 2 Alis. Grim. Pr. 634. See IN-
onoss.

ENCLOSURE. See Iscnosuaz.

ENOOMIENDA. In Spanish law. A
grant from the crown to a private person of
a certain portion of territory in the Spanish
colonies, together with the concession of a
certain number of the native inhabitants, on
the feudal principle of commendation. 2
Wools. Poi. Science, 161, 162. Also a royal
grant of privileges to the military orders of
Spain.

ENCOURAGE. In criminal law. To in-
stigate; to incite to action; to give cour-
age to: to inspirit; to emboiden; to raise
confidence; to make confident. Comita v.
Parkerson (G. C.) 50 Fed. 170; True v. Com.,
90 Ky. 651, 14 S. W. 684; Johnson v. State,
4 Sneed (Team) 821.

ENOROACH. To gain unlawfully upon
the lands, property, or authority of anoth-
er; as if one man prwses upon the grounds
of another too far, or if a tenant owe two
shillings rent-service, and the lord exact
three. So, too. the Spencere were said-.to

I
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encroach the king's authority. Blount;
_Plowd. 9411.

In the law of easements. Where the.
‘owner of an easement alters the dominant
tenement, so as to impose an additional re-
striction or burden on the servient tenement.
he is said to commit an encroachment.
Sweet.

ENOROAOHMENT. An encroachment
upon a street or highway is a iixture, such
as a wall or fence, which intrudes into or
invades the highway or incloses a portion
or it, diminishing its width or area, but
without closing it to public travel. State v.
Kean, 69 N. H. 122, 45 Atl. 256, 48 L. R. A.
102; State v. Pomeroy, 73 Wis. 664, 41 N.
W. 726; Barton v. Campbell, 64 Ohio St.
147, 42 N. E. 698; Grand Rapids v. Hughes,
15 Mich. 57; State v. Leaver, 62 Wis. 387.
22 N. W. 576.

ENOUMBEB. See INOUMBEB.

riitolnmnaxon. see Iiicmnanmcs.

END. Object; intent. Things are con-
strued according to the end. Finch, Law,
b. 1, c. 3, no. 10.

END LINES. In mining law, the end
lines of a claim, as platted or laid down on
"the ground, are those which mark its bound-
.aries on the shorter dimension, where it
crosses the vein, while the "side lines" are
those which mark its longer dimension.
where it follows the course of the vein. But
with reference to extra-lateral rights, if
the claim as a whole crosses the vein, in-
stead of following its course. the end lines
will become side lines and vice versa. Con-
solidated Wyoming Gold Min. Co. v. Chain-
pion Min. Co. (0. C.) 63 Fed. 549; Del Monte
Min. 8: Mill. Co. v. Last Chance Min. 00.,
171 U. S. 55, 18 Sup. Ct. 895, 43 L. Ed. 72.

ENDEIIZIE, or ENDENIZEN.
free; to entranchlse.

To make

ENDOCARDITIS. In medical jurispru-
dence. An inflammation of the muscular
tissue of the heart. .

ENDORSE. See Innonss.

ENDOWED SCHOOLS. In England,
certain schools having endowments are dis-
tinctively known as “endowed schoois;” and
a series of acts of parliament regulating
them are known as the “endowed schools
acts." Mozley & Whitley.

ENDOWMENT. 1. The assignment or
«lower; the setting oil? a woman's dower. 2
Bl. Comm. 135.

2. In appropriations of churches, (in Eng-
-lish law.) the setting off a sutllclent main-
tenance tor the vicar in perpetuity. 1 Bl.
Comm. 387.
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3. The act of settling a fund, or perma-
nent pecuniary provision, for the mainte-
nnnce of a public institution, charity, col-
lege, etc.

' 4. A fund settled upon a public institu-
tion. etc., for its maintenance or use.

The words ‘_‘endowment" and "fund.” in a
statute exempting from taxation the real estate,
the furniture and personal property, and the
“endowment or fund” of reli ions and educa-
tional corporations, are aim em generic, and
intended to comprehend a class of property
different from the other two, not real estate
or chattels. The difierence between the words
is that “fund” is a general term, including
the endowment, while "endowment" means
that particular fund, or part of the fund, of
the institution, bestowed for its more perma-
nent uses, and usually kept sacred for the “F
poses intended. The word “endowment" does
not, in such an enactment, include real estate.
See First Reformed Dutch Church v. Lyon, 32
N. J. Law. 360; Appeal of Wagner Institute.
116 Pa. 555, 11 Atl. 402: Floyd v. Rankin, 86
Cal. 159. 24 Pac. 936; Liggett v. Ladd, 17 Or.
89, 21 Pac. 133.
—Endowment policy. In life insurance. A
policy which is payable when the insured reach-
es a given age. or upon his decease. if that oc-
curs earlier. Carr v. Hamilton, 129 U. S. 252,
9 Sup. Ct. 295. 32 L. Ed. 669; State v. Orear.
144 M0. 157. 45 S. W. 1081.

ENEMY, in public law, signifies either
the nation which is at war with another, or
a citizen or subject of such nation.
—AlIen enemy. An. alien, that is, a citizen
or subject of a foreign state or power. resldi
within a given country. is called an “alien ami
it the country where he lives is at peace with
the country of which he is a citizen or sub-

f a state of war exists between the
two countries, he is called an “alien enemy,"
and in that character is denied access to the
courts or aid from any of the departments of
government.—Enemy’s_ pro erty. In inter
national law, and particular y in the usage of
prize courts. this term designates any property.
which is engaged or used in illegal intercourse
with the public enemy, whether belonging to
an ally or a citizen, as the illegal traiiic stamps
it with the hostile character and attaches to
it all the ‘penal consequences. The Benito FA-
tenger. 17 U. S. 568, 20 Sup. Ct. 489. 44 L.
Ed. 592; The Salhy, 8 Crunch. 382 3 L. Ed.
597; Prize Cases, Black. 674, 17 12. Ed. 499.
—Publle enemy. A nation at war with the
United States; also e\'ery_ citizen or subject
of such nation. Not including robbers, thieves,
private de redators. or riotous mobs. State
v. Moore, 4 M0. 417. 41 Am. Rep. 322: Lew-
is v. Ludwick. 6 Gold. (Tenn) 368, 98 Am.
Dec. 454: R.ussell_v. Fagan, 7 Houst. (Del.)
389. 8 At]. 258: Missoun Pac. Ry. Co. v. Nev-
ill, 60 Ark. 375. 30 S. W. 425, 28 L. R. A.
80, 46 Am. St. Rep. 208.

ENPEOPP. To invest with an wtate by
feotfment. To make a gift of any corporeal
hereditaments to another. See Fsorijnimr.

ENFBOPFHENT. The act of investing
with any dignity or possession; also the
instrument or deed by which a person is in-
vested with possessloris. -.

ENPITEUSIS. In Spanish law. Emphy-
teusis. (q. 12.) See Mulford v. Le Franc, 26
Cal. 103.



ENFORCE .

ENPOEOE. To put into execution; to
cause to take effect; to make eflective; as,
to enforce a writ, a Judgment, or the collec-
tion of a debt or fine. Breitenbach v.
Bush, 44 Pa. 320, 84 Am. Dec. 442; Emery
v. Emery, 9 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 132; People
V. Christerson, 59 I11. 158.

ENPRANOIIISE. To make free; to in-
corporate a man in a society or body politic.

ENFRAROHISEMENT. The act of mak-
ing free; giving a franchise or freedom to:
investiture with privileges or capacities of,
freedom, or; municipal or political liberty.
Admission to the freedom of a city; admis-
sion to political rights, and particularly the
right of suffrage. Anciently, the acquisition
of freedom by a villein from his lord.

The word is now used principally either of
the mannmission of slaves, (q. 1)..) of giving
to a borough or other constituency a right to
return a member or members to parliament.
or of the conversion of copyhoid into free-
hold. Mozley & Whitley.
—Enf1-anehiscnncnt of copyholds. In Eng-
lish law. The conversion of copyhoid into
freehold tenure. by a conveyance of the fee-
simple of the property from the lord of the
manor to the copyholder, or by a release from
the lord of all scigniorial rights. etc.. which
destroys the customary descent, and also all
rights and privileges annexed to the cop§hold-
er's estate. 1 Watk. Copyh. 362; 2 teph.
Comm. 51.

ENGAGEMENT. In French law. A
contract The obligation arising from a
quasi contract. »

The terms “obligation” and “engagement"
are said to be synonymous, (17 Toullier, no.
1;) but the Code seems specially to apply. the .

term “engagement” to those obligations
which the law imposes on a man without the
intervention of any contract, either on the
part of the obligor or the obligee, (article
1370.) An engagement to do or omit to do
something amounts to a promise. Rue V.
Rue, 21 N. J. Law, 369.

In English practice. The term has been
appropriated to denote a contract entered in-
to by a married woman with the intention of
binding or charging her separate estate. or,
with stricter accuracy, a promise which in
the case of a person out juris would be a con-
tract, but in the case of a married woman is
not a contract. because she cannot bind her-
self personally, even in equity. Her engage-
ments, therefore, merely operate as disposi-
tions or appointments pro fame of her sep-
arate estate. Sweet.

ENGINE. This is said to be a word of
very general signification; and. when used
in an act. its meaning must be sought out
from the act itself, and the language which
surrounds it. and also from other acts in
part matcr-la, in which it occurs. Abbott.
J.. 6 Maule J: S. 192. In a large sense, it ap-
plies to all utensils and tools which afford
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the means of carrying on a trade. But in a
more limited sense it means a thing of con-
siderable dimensions, of a. fixed or permanent
nature, analogous to an erection or building.
Id. 182. And see Leiler v. Forsberg, 1 App.
D. C. 41; Brown v. Benson, 101 Ga. 753, 29
S. E. 215. .

ENGLESIIIBE. A law was made by
Canute, for the preservation of his Danes,
that, when a man was killed, the hundred or"
town should be liable to be amerced, unless
it could be proved that the person killed was
an Englishman. This proof was called “En-'
gleaho're." 1 Hale, P. C. 447; 4 Bl. Comm.
195; Spelman.

ENGLETERRE. L. Fr. England.

ENGLISH INTORHATION. In Eng-
lish law. A proceeding in the court of ex-'
chequer in matters of revenue._

ENGLISH MARRIAGE.
may refer to the place where the marriage
is solemnized, or it may refer to the nation-
ality and domicile of the parties between
whom it is solemnized, the place where the‘
union so created is so be enjoyed. 6 Prob.
Div. 51.

ENGRAVING.
art of producing on hard material incised
or raised patterns, lines, and the like, from
which an impression or print is taken. The"

_ term may apply to a text or script. but is
generally restricted to pictorial illustrations
or works connected with the fine arts, not
including the reproductiou- of pictures by
means of photography.

L. Ed. 470; In re American Bank Note Co.,
27 Misc. Rep. 572, 58 N. Y. Supp. 276.

ENGROSS. To copy the rude draft of
an instrumentin a fair, large hand. To
write out, in a large, fair hand, on parch-
ment.

In old criminal law.
of a commodity on the market as to obtain
a monopoly and sell again at a forced price..

ENGBOSSER. One who engrosses or
writes on parchment in a large, fair hand.

One who purchases large quantities of any
commodity in order to acquire a monopoly.
and to sell them again at high prices.

ENGROSSING. In English law. The
getting into one's possession. or buying up.
large quantities of corn, or other dead vict-
uals, with intent to sell them again. The
total engrossing of any other commodity,
with intent to sell it at an unreasonable price.
4 Bl. Comm. 158, 159. This was a misde-
meanor, punishable by fine and imprison-
ment. Steph. Criin. Law, 95. Now repeal-
ed by T & 8 Vict. c. 21.‘ 4 Steph. Con1m._29l,
note. - -

This phrase

In copyright law. The

Wood v. Abbott, 5,
Blatchf. 326.. Fed. Gas. No. 17,938: Higgins,
v. Keuirel, 140 U. S. 428, 11 Sup. Ct. 731, 35_

To buy up so much I



ENHANCED

ENEANO. This word. taken in an
unqualified sense, is synonymous with “in-
creas " and comprehends any increase of
value, however caused or arising. Thom-
bum v. Doscher (C. C.) 32 Fed. 812.

ENHEBJTANOE. L. Fr.‘ Inheritance.

‘nxnu ruins. The share or the eldest.
I A term or the English law descriptive oi.‘ the
lot or share chosen by the eldest of copar-
ceners when they make a voluntary par-
tition. The flrst choice (primer election) be-
longs to the eldest. Co. Litt. 166.

Haiti: pas-s semper prefer-ends est
pa-opter pr-lvileghun atstis. Co. Litt. 166.
The part of the elder sister is always to be
preferred on account of the privilege of age.

ENJOIN. To require; command; posi-
tively direct. To require a person, by writ
oi‘ injunction from a court of equity, to per-
form, or to abstain or desist from, some act.
Glifiord v. Stewart, 95 Me. 38, 49 Atl. 52;
Lawrence v. Cooke, 32 Hun, 126.

ENJOYm:N'1‘. The exercise or a right;
the possession and fruition oi‘ a right, priv-
liege, or incorporeal hereditament.
—Advos-so enjoyment. The possession or
exercise of an easement, under a claim of right
against the owner of the land out of which
such easement is derived. 2 Washb. Real Prop.
42' Cox v. Forrest, 60 Md. 79.—Enjoy:nent,
quiet, covenant fer. See COVENANT.

ENLARGE. To make larger; to in-
crease; to extend a time limit; to grant fur-
ther time. Aiso to set at liberty one who has
been imprisoned or in custody.

ENLARGEB I.'E8'1‘ATE. A species of
release which inures by way of enlarging an
estate, and consists of a conveyance of the
ulterior interest to the particular tenant; as
if there be tenant for life or years, remainder
to another in fee, and he in remainder re-
leases all his right to the particular tenant
and his heirs, this gives him the estate in fee.
1 Steph. Comm. 518.

ENLARGING. Extending, or making
more comprehensive; as an enlarging statute,
which is a remedial statute enlarging or ex-
tending the common law. 1 Bl. Comm. 86,
87.

ENLISTMENT. The act of one who vol-
untarily enters the military or naval service
of the government, contracting to serve in a
subordinate capacity. Morrissey V. Perry,
137 U. S. 157, 11 Sup. Ct. 57, 34 L. Ed. 644;
Babbitt V. U. 8.,-16 Ct. Cl. 213; Erichson V.
Beach, 40 Conn. 286.

The words “eulist" and “enlistment," in law.
as in common usage. may si nify either the
coiuplete fact of entering into t e military serv-
ice, or the first step taken by the recruit to-
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wands that end. When used in the former
sense, as in statutes conferring a right to com-
pel. the military service of enlisted men. the
enlistment is not deemed completed until the
man has been mustered into the service. Tyler
V. Poineroy, 8 Allen (Mass.) 480.

Enlistment does not include the entry of a
pe.i-son into the military service under a com‘-
mission as an oilicer. Hilliard V. Stewarts-
town _48 N. H. 280.

Enlisted applies to a drafted man as well as
a volunteer, whose name is duly entered on the
military rolls. Sheflield v. Otis. 107 Mass. 282.

ENOEHIA. In old practice and pleading.
Unlawful or wrongful acts; wrongs. Et cilia
enormia, and other wrongs. This phrase con-
stantly occurs in the old writs and declara-
tions ot trespass.

ENORIIIOUB. Aggravated. “So enor-
mous a trespass." Vaughan, 116. Written
"enormious," in some of the old books. Enor-
mious is where a thing is made without a
rule or against law. Brown]. pt. 2. p. 19.

ENPLEET. Anciently used for impleiid.
Oowell.

nnqufi-rn, or nxounsr. In canon
law. An examination of witnesses, taken
down in writing, by or before an authorized
judge, for the purpose of gathering testimony
to be used on a trial.

ENREGISTREHENT. In French law.
Registration. A formality which consists in
inscribing on a register, specially kept for the
purpose by the government, a summary anal-
ysis of certain deeds and documents. At
the same time that such analysis is inscribed
upon the register, the clerk places upon the
deed a memorandum indicating the date up-
on which it was registered, and at the side
oi‘ such memorandum an impression is made
with a stamp. Arg. Fr. Merc. Law, 558.

ENROLL. To register; to make a rec-
ord; to enter on the rolls of a court; to tran-
scribe. Ream v. Com., 3 Serg. & R. (Pa.)
209.
—Ens-olled bill. In legislative practice, a bill
which has been duly introduced. finally passed
by both houses, signed by the proper oflicers
0 each. approved by the governor (or resi-
dent) and iiled by the secretary of slate. edg-
wick County Com‘rs v. Bailey. 13 Kan. 608.

ENROLLMENT. In English law. The
registering or entering an the rolls of chan-
cery, king’s -bench, common pleas, or exclieq-
ueri or by the clerk of the peace in the rec-

ords of the quarter sessions, or any lawful
act; as a recognizance, a deed of bargain and
sale, and the like. Jacob.

ENROLLMENT 0!‘ VEIBELI. In the
laws of the United States on the subject of
merchant shipping. the recording and certi-
fication of vessels employed in coast-wise or
inland navigation; as distinguished from the
“registrntioii" of vessels employed in for-
eign commerce. U. S. V. Leetzel. 3 Wall. 566.
18 ‘L. Ed. 67.



ENS LEGI8

EN! LEGII. L. Let. A creature of the
law; an artiflcial being. as contrasted with
s. natural person. Applied to corporations,
considered as deriving their existence entire-
ly from the law.

EIISOULE. To insert in a list, ac-
count. or writing.

EIISEAL. To seal. Emmling is still used
as a formal word in conveyancing.

ENSERVEE. L. Fr. To make subject
to a service or servitude. Britt. c. 54.

nrrran, 1:. To settle or limit the succee-
sion to real property; to create an estate tail.

E1I".l‘A11'., u. A fee abridged or limited to
the issue, or certain classes of issue, instead
or descending to all the heirs. 1 Washb.
Real Prop. 66; Coweli: 2 BL Comm. 112.
note.

Entail, in legal treatises, is used to signify
an estate tail. especially with reference to the
restraint which such an estate imposes upon
its owner, or, in other words. the points where-
in such an estate diifers from an estate In
fee-simple. And this is often its opular sense‘
but sometimes it is. in. popular anguage. used
diflerentiy. so as to signif a succession of life-
es_tates, as when it is sai that “an entail ends
with A.,” meaning that A. is the iirst person
who is entitled to bar or cut ofl the entail.
being _in law the first tenant in tail. Mosley
J: Whitley.
-3:-eak or bar an entail. To tree an es-
tate from the limitations imposed by an en-
tail and permit its free disposition, ancientiy
by means of a fine or common recovery. but
i_io_w_ by deed in which the tenant and next heir
Join.—Qnnsi entail. An estate par autre via
my be granted. not only to a man and his
heirs. but to a man and the heirs of his body.
which is termed a “cacti entaii;" the interest
so granted not bein properly an estate-tail.
(for the statute De om‘: applies only where
the subject of the entail is an estate of inherit-
ance.) but yet so far in the nature of an estate-
tail that it will go to the heir of the body as
_special_ occupant during the life of the cc-mu‘
an we, in the same manner as an estate of

beritance would descend. it limited to the
grantee and the heirs of his body. Wharton.

I-:N'.l‘AII.£D. Settled or limited to speci-
fled heirs, or in tail.
—Enta1led none?

9vested in real to
c.74,§§70,7.72.

Money directed to be in-
eutailed. 3 J: 4 “'m. IV,

ENTENOION. In old miglish law. The
plaintiff's count or declaration.

BRTEIIDIIENT. The old form of intend-
ment. (0. 12.) derived directly trom the French,
and used to denote the true meaning or ig-
nlflcation oi’ a word or sentence; that is,
the understanding or construction of law.
Coweii. ’

ENTER. In the law of red property.
To go upon land for the purpose of taking
possession of it. In strict usage. the enter-
ing is preliminary to the taking possession
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but in common parlance the entry is now
merged in the taking possession. See Esrar.

In practice. To place anything before a
court, or upon or among the records, in a
formal and regular manner, and usually in
writing; as to “enter an appearance.” to
"enter a Judgment." In this sense the word
is nearly equivalent to setting down formally
in writing, in either a full or abridged form.
—Enter Judgments. The formal entry
of _the ju gment on the rolls of the court
which is necessary before bringing an tip
or an action on the4$udgmeat. Biatchto v.-
Newberry. 100 Ill. 1' Winstead v. Evans
(Tex.‘Civ. App.) 33 s. W. 580; Coe v. am. 59
Ohio St. 259. 52 N. E. 640. 69 Am. St. Rep.
764.-Entering short. When bills not due
are paid into a bank by a customer, it is the
custom of some bankers not to carry the
amount of the bills direct! to his credit. but
to “enter them short.” as t is called. 6. e.. to
note down the receipt of the bills, their
amounts, and the times when they become due
in a previous column of the page. and the
amounts when received are carried forward in-
to the usual cash column. Sometimes. instead
of entering such bills short. bankers credit the
customer irectly with the amount of the bills
as cash. charging interest on any advances
they may make on their account. and allow
him at once to draw upon them to that amount.
If the banker becomes. bankrupt. the property
in bills entered short does not pass to his as-
signees, but the customer is entitled to them
if they remain in his_ hands. or to their pro-
ceeds, if received. subJect to any lien the bank-
er may have upon them. Wharton.

ENTEEOEUR. L. Fr. A party challeng-
ing (claiming) goods; he who has placed
them in the hands of a third person. Kel-
ham. ’ ‘ ’

mrnm'ranun:1v'r. This word is
synonymous with “board." and includes the
ordinary necessaries of life. See scatter-
good 1. Waterman, 2 Milu (Pa.) 323; Lasar
v. Johnson, 125 Cal. 549, 58 Pac. 161; In re
Bresiin, 45 Hun, 213.

11111102. To ‘solicit, persuade, or pro‘-
cure. Nash v. Douglas, 12 Abb. Prac. N.
S. (N. Y.) 190; People v. Carrier, 46 Mich;
442, 9 N. W. 487; Gould V. State, 71 Neb.
651, 90 N. W. 543.

EKTIBE. Whole: without division, sep-
aration, ordiminution.
—Entire eontrnet. See CoN'ra..ac‘r.—Entire
day. This phrase signifies an undivided day.
not parts of two days. An entire day must
have a legal. fi_xed. precise time to begin. and a
fixed, precise time to end. A day. in contem-
Elation of law. com rises all the twenty-tour

ours. beginning an ending at twelve o'clock
at night. Robertson v. State. 43 Ala. 325.
In a statute requiring _the cloaingfof all liquor
saloons during “the entire day of any election,"
etc., this phrase means the natural da of
twenty-four hours, commencing and term nat-
ing at midnight. I-Iaines v. State, 7 Tex. App.
30.—En interest. The whole interest or
right without diminution. Where a person
in se ling his tract of land sells also his entire
interest in all improvements upon public'iand
adjacent thereto. this vests in the purchaser
only a quitclaim of his interest in the improve-
ments. Mcbeioyw. Duckworth. 13 La. Ann.
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410.-nflntire tenancy. A sole possess‘ )1) by
one person. called “severalty," which is con-
trary to several tenancy. where a joint or com-
mon ssession is in one or .more.—Entire
use, encflt. etc. These words in the lichen-
dam of a trust-deed for the benefit of a mar-
ried woman are uivalent to the words “sole
use," or "sole an separate use," and conse-
auently her husband takes nothing under such

eed. Heathman V. Hall, 38 N. C. 414.

ENTIRETY. The whole, in contradis-
tinction to a moiety or part only. When
land is conveyed to husband and wife, they
do not take by moieties, but both are seised
of the entirety. 2 Kent, Comm. 132; 4 Kent,
Comm. 362. Parceners, on the other band,
have not an entinety of interest, but each
is properly entitled to the whole of a dis-
tinct moiety. 2 Bl. Comm. 188.

» The word is also used to designate that
which the law considers as one whole, and
not capable of being divided into parts.
Thus. a Judgment, it is held, is an entirety,
and. if Void as to one of the two defend-
ants, cannot be Valid as to the other. So,
it a contract is an entirety, no part of the
consideration is due until the whole has
been performed. ‘

ENTITL1-1. In its usual sense. to entitle
is to give a right or title. Therefore a per-
son is said to be entitled to property when
he has a right to it. Com. V. Moorhead, 7
Pa. Co. Ct. R. 516; Thompson V. Thomp-
son, 107 Ala. 163, 18 South. 247. '

In ecclesiastical law. To entitle is to
give a title or ordination as a minister.

ENTRBBAT. L. Fr.
interloper. Britt. c. 114.

An intruder or

ENTREGA. Span. Delivery. Las Par-
tidas, pt. 6, tit. 14, 1. 1. '

ENTBEPOT. A warehouse or magazine
In France, a build-

ing or place where goods from abroad may
be deposited, and from whence they may be
withdrawn for exportation to another coun-
try, without paying a duty. Brande; Web-
ster.

ENTRY. 1. In real property law. En-
try is the act of going peaceably upon a
piece of land which is claimed as one’s own,
but which is held by another person, with
the intention and for the purpose of taking
possession of the same.

Eiigiy is a remedy which the law afiords to an
inju party ousted of his lands by another
person who as taken possession thereof with-
out ri ht. This remedy (which must in all
cases e pursued peaceably) takes lace in
three only out of the five species 0 ouster.
viz., abatement, intrusion, and disseisin; for,
as in these three cases the original entry of the
wrong—doer is unlawful, so the wrong may be
remedied by the mere entry of the former pos-
sessor. But it is otherwise upon a discon-
tinuance or deforcement. for in these latter two
cases the former possessor cannot remedy the
wrong by enttyu but must do so by action, in-
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asmuch as the original entry hein in these
cases lawful, and therefore conferring an ap-
parent right of possession. the law will not
sufler such apparent right to be overthrown
by the mere act or entry of the claimant.
Brown. See Innerarit V. Mime, 1 Ala. 674;
Moore V. Hodgdon, 1 N. H. 149; Riley V.
People. 29 Ill. Afip. 139; Johnson V. Cobb. 2:-
S. C; 372. 7 S. . 601.
—I‘o1-cible entry. See that title.—Rc-en-
try. The resumption of the possession of
leased premises by the landlord on the ten-
ant’s failure to pay the stipulated rent or oth-
erwise to keep the conditions of the lease.-
Open entry. An entry upon real estate, for
the purpose of taking possession, which is not
clandestine nor efl’ec-ted by secret artifice or
stratagem. and (in some states'h_v statute) one
which is accomplished in the presence of two
iiggnesses. Thompson V. Kenyon, 100 Mass.

2. In criminal law. Entry is the un-
lawful making one’s way into a. dwelling or
other house, for the purpose of committing
a crime therein.
’ In cases of burglary, the least entry with the
whole or any part of the body, hand, or foot.
or with any instrument or weapon, introduced
for the purpose of committing a felony, is sum-
cient to complete the offense. 3 Inst. 64 And
see Walker V. State, 63 Ala. 49, 35 Am. Rep.
1: Coin. V. Glover, 111 Mass. 402: Franco
V. State, 42 Tex. %0: State v. McCall, 4
Ala. 644. 39 Am. Dec. 314; Pen. Code N. Y.
1903. § 501: Pen. Code Tex. 1895, art. 840.

3. In practice. Entry denotes the form-
al inscription upon the rolls or records of
a court of a note or minute of any of the
proceedings in an action; and it is frequent-
ly applied to the filing of a proceeding in
writing. such as a notice of appearance by
a defendant, and, Very generally, to the
filing of the judgment roll as a record in tin-
omce of the court. Thoinason V. Riiggies.
69 Cal. 465. 11 Pac. 20: State V. Lamm, 9
S. D. 418, 69 N. W. 592.
—Entry of cause for trial. In English
practice. The proceeding by a plaintifi in an
action who had given notice of trial. depositing
with the proper officer of the court the ma
priua record. with the panel of jurors annexed.
and thus bringing the issue before the court
for triai.—Entry on the roll. In former
times, the parties to an action, {personally or
by their counsel. used to appear in open court
and make their mutual statements civd oocc.
instead of as at the present day deliverlnz
their mutual pleadings. until they arrived at
the issue or precise point in dispute between
them. During the progress of this oral state-
ment, a minute of the various proceedings was
made on parchment by an oflicer of the court
appointed for that purpose. The parchment
then became the record: in other words. the
oflicial history of the suit. Long after the prac-
tice of oral pleading had fallen into disuse.
it continued necessary to enter the proceedings
in like manner upon the parchment roll, and
this was called “entry on the roll." or makin
up the "issue roll." But by a rule of H. T.
Wm. IV. the ractice of making up the issue
roll was abolis icd: and it was only necessary
to make up the issue in the form prescribed
for the purpose by a rule of II. T. 1853. and
to deliver the same to the court and to the op-
posite party. The issue which was delivered
to the court was called the “rim prius rccord ."‘
and that was regarded as the oflicial history
of the suit. in like manner as the issue roll
formerly was. Under the present practice. the
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issue roll or nice‘ prim record consists of the
papers delivered to the court, to facilitate the
trial of the action, these papers consisting of
the pleadings simply, with the notice of trial.
Brown. '

4. In commercial law. Entry denotes
the act of a merchant, trader, or other busi-
ness man in recording in his account-books
the facts and circumstances of a sale, loan,
or other transaction. Also the note or rec-
ord so made. Bissell v. Beckwith, 32 Conn.
517; U. S. v. Crecelius (D. C.) 34 Fed. 30.
The books in which such memomnda are
first (or originally) inscribed are called
“books of original entry,” and are prime
facic evidence for certain purposes.

. 5. In revenue law. The entry of im-
ported goods at the custom house consists in
submitting them to the inspection oi’ the rev-
enue oflicers, together with a. statement or
description of such goods, and the original
invoices or the same, for the purpose of esti-
mating the duties to ‘be paid thereon. U. S.
v. Long. 105 Fed. 930, 45 C. C. A. 134; U.
S. v. Baker, 24 Fed. Cas. 953; U. S. v. Sei-
denherg (C. C.) 17 Fed. 230.

6. In parliamentary law. The “entry"
oi.’ a proposed constitutional amendment or
oi.’ any other document or transaction in the
Journal of a house of the legislature con-
sists iu recording it in writing in such jour-
nal, and (according to most of the authori-
ties) at length. See Koehler v. Hill, 60
Iowa, 643, 15 N. W. 609; Thomason v. Rug-
gles, 69 Cal. 465, 11 Pac. 20; Oakland Pav.
Co. v. Hilton, 69 Cal. 479, 11 Pac. 3.

7. In copyright law. Depositing with
the register of copyrights the printed title
of a book, pamphlet, etc., for the pnrpoe
of securing copyright on the same. The old
formula for giving notice of copyright was,
“Entered according to act of congress," etc.

8. In public land lnwl. Under the pro-
visions of the land laws of the United
States, the term “entry” denotes the tiling
at the land-omce, or inscription upon its
records, of the documents required to found
a claim for a homestead or pre-emption
right. and as preliminary to the issuliig of
a patent for the land. Chotard v. Pope, 12
Wheat. 588, 6 L. Ed. 737: Sturr v. Beck, 133
U. S. 541, 10 Sup. Ct. 350, 33 L. Ed. 761;
Goddard v. Storch, 57 Kan. 714, 48 Pac.
15; Goodnow v. Wells, 67 Iowa, 654, 25 N.
W. 864.

—Entryrnnn. One who makes an entry of
land under the public land laws of the United
8tates.—IIo:neatend entry. An entry under
the United States land laws for the purpose
of acquiring title to a portion of the public
domain under the homestead laws. consisting
of an afidavit of the claimant’s right to enter.
a formal application for the land. and payment
of the money uii-ed. Hastings J: D, R, co,
v. Whitne . 132 . S. 357. 10 Sup. Ct. 112, 33
L Ed. : Deali v. U. S., 152 II. S. 539. 14
Sup. Ct. 680. 38 . Ed. 545; .\Ic(‘une v. Essig
IC. C.) 118 Fed. 277.—M:lnern.l land entry.
Filing a claim to hold or purchase lands be-
longing to the public domain and valuable for
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the minerals they contain, implying a prior
discovery of ore and the opening of a mine.
U. S. v. Four Bottles Sour Mash Whisky (D.
C.) 90 Fed. 720.—Pre-emptlon ent . An
entry of_ public lands for purchase an er the
pre-emption laws, giving the eutr man a pre-
ferred right to acquire the land y virtue of
his occu ation and improvement of it. Hart-
man v. arren, 76 Fed. 161, 22 C. C. A. 30:
McFadden v. Mountain View Min. Co. (C. C.)
87 Fed. 154.—'1‘:l:nber culture entry. An

_ entry of public lands under the various acts of
congress opening ‘portions of the public domain
to settlement an to the acquisition of title
by the settlers on condition of the plantin
cultivation of timber trees. Hartman v.
ren. 76 Fed. 160. 22 C. C. A. 30.

- 9. In Scotch law. The term refers to
the acknowledgment of the title or the heir,
etc., to be admitted by the superior.

and
Var-

BNTRY, W31’! 01‘. In old English
practice. This was a writ made use or in a
form oi.’ real action brought to recover the
possession of lands from one who wrongful-
ly withheld the same from the demandant.

Its object was to regain the accession of
lands of which the demandant, or is ancestors,
had been unjustly deprived by the tenant of the
freehold, or those under whom he claimed, and
hence lt_belonged to _the poucsaory division of
real actions. It decided nothing with respect
to the right of ropertu, but only restored the
deinandant to at situation in which he was
(or by law ought to have been before .the dis-
possession committed. 8 Bl. omm. 180

It was usual to a city in such writs _the de-
gree or de rees within which the writ was
roii ht, an it was said to be “in the per" or

“in t e per and cm'," according as there had been
one or two descents or alienations from the
original wrongdoer. If more than two such
transfers had intervened. the writ was said to
be “in the post.” See 3 Bl. Comm. 181.
—Entry ad conunnneni legem. Entry at
common law. The name of a writ of entry
which lay for a reversioner after. the aliena-
tion aiid death of the particular tenant for
life. against him who was in possession of the
land. Brown.—Entry ad tonninsun qn!
proton-l1t._ The writ of entry ad iermirmm
qui term lies where a man leases land to
anot er £or_a term of years. and the tenant
holds over his term. And it lands be leased to
a man for the term of another‘s life, and he for
whose life the lands are leased dies. and the
lessee holds over. then the lessor shall have this
writ. Termes de la Ley.-—Entry for mar,
tinge in speech. A writ of entry causa ma-
tn'mom'4' prczloquuti lies where -lands_ or tene-
ments are given to a man upon condition that
he shall take the donor to be his wife within
a certain time, and he does not espouse her
within the said term, or espouses another wo-
man, or makes himself priest. Termea de in
Ley.—Entry in cna_n_ conshnili. A writ of
entry in casu conaimili lies where a tenant foi-
life or by the curtes aliens in fee. Termes
de la Ley.—I2ni_:I-y the care provided.
A writ of entry In caau proviso lies if a tenant
in dower alien in fee. or for life, or for anoth-
er’s life, living the tenant in dower. Termes
de la Ley.—EntI_-y without _nuent of the
clan tor. A writ of entry sine auenau capi-
tub ies where an abbot, prior. or such as hath
covcnt or common seal,_ aliens lands or tene-
ments of the right of his church, without the
assent of the covent or chapter, and dies.
Termes de la Ley.

ENUMERATED. This term is often
used -in law as equivalent to .“inentioned
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specifically," “designated," or “expressly
named or granted ;" as in speaking of “enu-
merated" governmental powers, items of
property, or articles in a tarifl schedule.
See Bloomer v. Todd, 3 Wash. T. 599, 19
Pac. 135, 1 L. R. A. 111; Wolf! v. U. S., 71
Fed. 291, 18 C. C. A. 41; San Francisco v.
Pennie, 93 Cal. 465, 29 Pac. 66; Cutting V.
Cutting, 20 Hun, 365.

Enumeratio inns-mat I-egulun in oasi-
hus non cnumeratts. Enumeration disaf-
flrms the rule in cases not enumerated. Bac.
Aph. 17.

Enumeratio unius est exolusio alto-
rius. The specification of one thing is the
exclusion of a diflerent thing. A maxim
more generally expressed in the form “ee-
prcssio unlua est cocluaio alter-ius,” (q. 12.)

' ENUMERATORS. Persons appointed to
collect census papers or schedules. 33 & 34
Vict. c. 108. 5 4.

IJNURE. To operate or take effect. To
serve to the use, benefit, or advantage of a
person. A release to the tenant for lire
enures to him in reversion; that is, it has
the same effect for him as for the tenant
for life. Often written “inure."

ENVOY. In international law. A pub-
lic minister of the second class, ranking next
after an ambassador.

' Envoys are either ordinary or extraordi-
nary; by custom the latter is held in greater
consideration.

E0 DIE. Lat. On ‘that day; on the
same day.

110 I'.N»S'l‘A1€'.l‘E. Lat. At that instant;
at the very or same instant; immediately. 1
Bl. Coiiiiii. 196, 249; 2 Bl. Comm. 168; C0.
Iiitt. 298:1. ,' 1 Coke. 138.

no I1l"l"UI'I'U. Lat. With or in that
view; with that intent or object. Hale,
Anal. 5 2. -

B0 LOCI. Lat. In the civil law. In
that state or condition; in that place, (eo
loco.) Calvin.

E0 NOMINE. Lat. Under that name;
by that appellation. Perimie ac at eo nomi-
iw tibi tradlta fuisset, just as if it had been
delivered to you by that name. Inst. 2, 1,
43. A common phrase in the books.

Eodem liguuiue quo ligatum est dis-
solvitur. A bond is released by the same
formalities with which it is contracted. Co.
Litt. 2121:; Broom, Max. 891.

Sodom nodo quo quid eonstituitua-,
dissolvitur. In the manner in which [by
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the same means by which] a thing is consti-
tuted, is it dissolved. 6 Coke, 53b.

EOBLI-2. In Saxon law. An earL

BOTH. In Saxon law. An oath.

EPIDEMIO. This term, in its ordinary
and popular meaning, applies to any disease
which is widely spread or generally prevail-
ing at a given place and time. Pohalski v.
Mutual L. Ins. Co., 36 N. Y. Super. Ct. 234.

EPILEPSY. In medical jurisprudence.
A disease of the brain, which occurs in par
oxysms with uncertain intervals between
them.

The disease is generally organic. though it-
n_1ay be functional and sym tomatic of irrita-
tion in other arts of the y. The attack
is characteriz by loss of consciousness, sud-
den fallin
face, grin ing or gnashing of the teeth, ster-
torous respiration, and more or less severe
muscular spasms or convulsions. Epilepsy,
though a disease of the brain, is not to be re-
garded as a form of insanity, in the sense that
a person thus amicted can be said to be per-
manently insane. for there may be little or no
mental aberration in the intervals between the
attacks. But the paroxysm is frequently fol-
lowed by a temporary insanity. varying in
particular instances from slight alienation to
the most violent mania. In the latter form
the afiection is known as "epileptic fury.” But
this generally passes of within a few days.
But the course of the principal disease is gen-
erally one of deterioration, the brain being
gradually more and more deranged in its func-
tions in' the intervals of attack, and the mem-
ory and intellectual powers in general becoming
enfeeblcd. leading to a greatly impaired state
of mental efliciency, or to dementia, or a con-
dition bordering on imbecility. See Aurentz v.
Anderson, 3 Pittsb. R. (Pa. 310; Lawton v.
Sun Mutual Ins. Co., 2 Cash. (Mass) 517.
—Hyster-o-epilepsy. A conditionjnitiated by
an apparently mild attack of convulsive hysteria.
followed b an epile tiform convulsion. and
succeeded y s peri of “clownism" (0sler)
in which the patient assumes a remarkable
series of droll contortions or cataleptlc poses.
sometimes simulating attitudes expressive of
various passions, as, fear. joy, erotism. etc.
The final stage is one of delirium with unusual
hallucinations. The attack difiers from true
epilepsy in that the convulsions may continue
without serious result for several successive
days, while true epilepsy,‘ if persistent, is al-
ways serious, associated with fever, and fre-
quently fatal

EPIMENIA. Expenses or gifts. Blount.

EPIPEANY. A Christian festival. oth-
erwise called the “Manifestation of Christ to
the Gentiles," observed on the 6th of Janu-
ary, in honor of the appearance of the star to
the three magi, or wise men, who came to
adore the Messiah, and bring him presents.
It is commonly called “Twelfth Day.” Enc.
Iiond.

EPIQUEYA. In Spanish law. A term
synonymous with “equity" in one of its
senses, and defined as “the benignaiit and
prudent interpretation of the law according
to the circumstances of the time, place, and
person."

down, distortion of the eyes and‘
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EPISOOPAOY. The oflice of overlook-
‘ing or overseeing; the ofllce of a bishop, who
is to overlook and oversee the concerns or
the church. A form of church government
by diocesan bishops. Trustees of Diocese of
Central New York v. Coigrove. 4 Hun (N. Y.)
368.

EPISOOPALIA. In ecclesiastical law.
Bynodals, pentecostals. and other customary
payments from the clergy to their diocesan
bishop. formerly mllected by the rural deans.
Oowell.

EPISOOPALIAN. Of or pertaining to
eplscopacy, or to the Episcopal Church.

EPISOOPATE. A blshopric. The dig-
nity or otiice of a bishop.

EPISOOPUS. In the civil law. An
overseer; an inspector. A municipal oilicer
who had the charge and oversight of the
bread and other provisions which served the
citizens for their daily food. Vicat.

In nsedlevnl history. A bishop: a bishop
of the Christian church.
—Episeopns pnerornsn. It was an old cus-
tom that upon certain feasts some lay person
should _plsit his hair, and put on the garments
of a bishop, and in them pretend to exercise
episcopal jurisdiction. and do several ludicrous
actions for which reason he was called “bishop
of the hoys"' and this custom obtained in mg-
land long after several constitutions were made
to abolish it. Biount.

Episeopns nltes-ins snnndeto qnnns re-

ds non tenetnr obtempes-as-e. Co. Litt.
134. A bishop needs not obey any mandate
save the king's.

Episeopns teneat plneituni. in enria
elsristinnitntis, do us qnn mere snnt
spin-itunlin. 12 Coke, 44. A bishop may
hold plea in a Court Christian or things
merely spiritual.

EPISTOLA. A letter; a charter; an in-
strument in writing for conveyance of lands
or assurance of contracts. Calvin; Spel-
man.

EPISTOLE. In the civil law. Rescripts;
opinions given by the emperors in cases sub-
mitted to them for decision.

Answers of the emperors to petitions.
The answers of counsellors, (juris-conaul-

it.) as Ulpian and others, to questions of law
proposed to them, were also called “epiatola:."

Opinions written out. The term originally
signified the same as meat. Vicat.

EPOOH. The time at which a new com-
putation is begun: the time whence dates
are numbered. Enc. Loud.

EQUAL. Alike: uniform: on the same
plane or level with respect to efliciency.
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worth, value, amount. or rights. People v.
Hotrman. 116 Ill. 587, 5 N. E. 600, 56 Am.
Rep. 793.
—Eqnnl and uniform tnnntion. Taxes
are said to be “ ual and uniform” when no
person or class 0 persons in the taxing dis
trict. whether it be a state. county, or city. is
taxed at s diflerent rate than are other per-
sons in the same district u n the same value
or the same thing, and w ere the objects of
taxation are the same, b whomsoever owned
or whatsoever they may Norris v. Waco.
57 Tex. 641: People v. Whyier, 41 Cal. 355;
The Railroad Tax Cases (C. C.) 13 Fed. 733;
Ottawa County v. Nelson. 19 Kan. 239.—Eqnn1
degree. Persons are said to be related to s
decedent “in equal degree" when they are all
removed by an equal number of ste s or de-
rees from the common ancestor. idler v.
igglns. 21 N. J. Eq. 162; Helmes 17. Elliott.

89 Tenn. 448, 14 S. W. 930, 10 L R. A. 535.
—E In] protection of the laws. The
equa protection of the laws of a state is ex-
tended to persons within its jurisdiction. with-
in the meaning of the constitutional require-
ment, when its courts are open to them on
the same conditions as to others. with like
mles of evidence and modes of procedure. for
the security of their persons and property. the
revention and redress of wrongs. and the en-
orcement of contracts; when they are subject-

ed to no restrictions in the acquisition of prop-
erty. the en'oyment of personal liberty, and
the‘ pursuit o happiness. which do not generally
affect others; when they are liable to no other
or greater burdens and charges than such as
are laid upon others; and when no different
or greater punishment is enforced against them
for a violation of the laws. State v. Mont-
§>mer_v. 94 Me. 192, 47 At]. 185. 80 Am. St.

ep. 386. And see Duncan v. Missouri. 152
U. S. 377. 14 Su . Ct. 570. 38 1’. Ed. 485:
Northern Pac. R. o. v. Garland. 5 Mont. 14-6.
3 Pac. 134: Missouri v. Lewis. 101 U. S. %.
25 L. Ed. 989; Cotting v. Goriani. 183 U. S.
79, 22 Sup. Ct. 30. 46 L. Ed. 92: State Board
of Assessors v. Central R. Co.. 48 N. J. Law,
146. 4 Atl. 573: Minneapolis & St. L. R. Co.
v. Be-cl-(with, 129 U. S. 26, 9 Sup. Ct. 207. 32
L. Ed. 585.

EQUALITY. The condition of possessing
the same rights, privileges. and immunities,
and being liable to the same duties.

Equality is equity. Fran. Max. 9, max.
3. Thus, where an heir buys in an incum-
brance for less than is due upon it. (except it
be to protect an incumbrance to which he
himself is entitled.) he shall be allowed no
more than what he really paid for it. as
against other incumbrancers upon the estate.
2 Vent. 353; 1 Vern. 49; 1 Salk. 155.

EQUALIZATION. The act or process of
making equal or bringing about conformity
to a common standard. The process of equal-
izing assessments or taxes, as performed by
“boards or equalization" in various states.
consists in comparing the assessments made
by the local oflicers of the various counties
or other taxingdistrlcts within the Jurisdic-
tion of the board and reducing them to a
common and uniform basis,, increasing or
diminishing by such percentage as may be
necessary, so as to bring about. within the
entire territory nifecied. a uniform and equal
ratio between the assessed value and the
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actual cash value of property. The term is
also applied to a similar process of leveling
or adjusting the assessments of individual
taxpayers, so that the property of one shall
not be assessed at a higher (or lower) per-
centage of its market value than the prop-
erty of another. See Harney v. Mitchell
County, 44 Iowa, 203; Wallace v. Bulien, G

Oki. 757, 54 Pac. 974; Poe v. Howell (N. M.)
67 Pac. 62; Chamberlain v. Walter, 60 Fed.
792; State v. Karr, 64 Neb. 614, 90 N. W.
298.

BQUERRY. An oiiicer of state under
the master of the horse.

BQUES. Lat. In Roman and old En-
glish law. A knight.

EQUEOCUS. An equal. It is mention-
ed in Simeon Dunelm. A. D. 882. Jacob.

EQUINOXBB. The two periods or the
year (vernal equinox about March 21st, and
autumnal equinox about September 22d)
when the time from the rising of the sun to
its setting is equal to the time from its set-
ting to its rising. See Dig. 43, 13, 1, 8.

EQUITABLE. Just; conformable to the
principles or natural justice and right

Just, fair, and right, in consideration of
the facts and circumstances of the individual
case.

Existing in equity; available or sustaina-
ble only in equity, or only upon the rules and
principles oi.’ equity.
—Equ1table action. One founded on an eq-
uity or cognizable in a court of equity; or,
more s cificaily, an action arising. not im-
mediate y from the contract in suit. but from
an equity in favor of a third person, not a par-
ty to it. but for whose benefit certain stipu-
lations or promises were made. Cragin v. Lov-
ell. 109 U. S. 194. 3 Sup. Ct. 132. 27 L. Ed.
903; Thomas v. Musical Mut. Protective Un-
ion. 121 N. Y. 45. 24: N. E. 24. 8 L. R. A.
175; VVallis v. Shelly (C. C.) 30 Fed. 748.-
Equitnble assignment. An assignment
which, though invalid at law, will be recog-
nized and enforced in equity; 0. 9.. an assum-
ment of a chose in action. or of future acquisi-
tions of the assignor. Holmes v. Evans. 129
N. Y. 140. 29 N. E. 2&3; Story v. Hull. 143
III. 506. 32 N. E. 2'25: First Nat. Bank v.
Coates (C. G.) 8 Fed. 542.

As to equitable "Assets," “Construction,”
“Conversion," “Dei'eiise," “Easeinent." “Eject-
ment." “Elec-tion," “Estate." “Estoppel,"
“Execution," “Garnishment,” “Levy,” “Lien,"
“Mortgage," "Title," and “Waste,” see those
titles.

EQUITATDEA. In old English law.
Traveling furniture, or riding equipments,
including horses, horse harness, etc. Reg.
Orig. 1000; St. Westm. 2, c. 39.

EQUITY. 1. In its broadest and most
general signification. this term denotes the
spirit and the habit of fairness. justness. and
right dealing which would regulate the inter-
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course of men with men,—the rule of doing to
all others as we desire them to do to us; or,
as it is expressed by Justinian, "to live hon-
estly, to harm nobody, to render to every
man his due.” Inst. 1. 1, 3. It is therefore
the synonym of natural right or Justice. But
in this sense its obligation is ethical rather
than jural, and its discussion belongs to the
sphere of morals. It is grounded in the pre-
cepts of the conscience, not in any sanction
of positive law.

2. In a more restricted sense, the word de-
notes equal and impartial justice as between
two persons whose rights or claims are in
conflict; Justice, that is, as ascertained by
natiirai reason or ethical insight, but inde-
pendent of the formulated body of law. This
is not a technical meaning of the term. ex-
cept in so far as courts which administer
equity seek to discover it by the agencies
above mentioned, or apply it beyond the strict
lines of positive law. See Miller v. Keunistr
on, 86 Me. 550, 30 At]. 114.

3. In one of its technical meanings, equity
is a body of jurisprudence, or field or juris-
diction, diflering in its origin, theory. and
methods from the common law.
It is_ a body of rules existing by the side of

the original civil law. founded on distinct prin-
ciples, _and claiming incidentally to supersede
the civil law in virtue_of a su erior sanctity in-
ligrent in those principles.
I-

aine, Anc. haw,

“As old rules become too narrow, or are felt
to be out of harmony with advancing civiliza-
tion, a machinery is needed for their gradual
enlargement and adaptation to new views of
society. One mode of accomplishin this ob-
ject on a large scale, without ap aring to dis-
regard existing law, is the intro uction. by the
prerogative of some high functionary, of a more
perfect body of rules. discoverable in his ju-
dicial conscience, which is to stand side by
side with the law of the land, overriding it in
case of conflict, as on some title of inherent
superiority, but not pu orting to repeal it.
Such a bodv of rules has en called ‘Equity.’ "
Holl. J_ur. 59. -

"Equity," in its technical sense, contradis-
tinguished from natural and universal equity
or justice. may well be described as a “portion
of justice" or natural equity, not embodied in
legislative enactments, or in the mles of com-
mon law yet modified by a due regard thereto
and to tlie complex relations and conveniences
of an artificial state of society, and administer-
ed in regard to cases where the particular
rights, in respect of which relief is sought
come within some general class of rights en-
fon-cd at law, or may be enforced without detri-
ment or inconvenience to the community: but
where, as to such particular rights. the ordinary
courts of law cannot. or originally did not,
clearly aiford relief. Rob. Eq.

4. In a still more restricted sense, it is a
system of Jurisprudence, or branch of re-
medial justice, administered by certain tri-
bunals, distinct from the common-law courts,
and empowered to decree “equlty" in the
sense last above given. Here it becomes a
couipiex of well-settled and well-understood
rules, principles. and precedents. See Hamil-
ton v. Avery, 20 Tex. 633: Dalton v. Vander-
veer, 8 Misc. Rep. 484, 29 N. Y. Supp. 342;
Parmeter v. Bourne, 8 Wash. 45, 35 Pac. 586;
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Ellis v. Davis, 109 U. S. 485, 3 Sup. Ct. 327,
27 L. Ed. 1008.

"The meaning of the word ‘_ uit_y,'_as used in
its technical sense in _gli_s urisprudence,
comes back to this: that it is simply a term
descriptive of a certain field of junsdiotion ex-
ercised, in the English system, by certain courts,
and of which the extent and boundaries are not
marked by lines founded upon principle so much
as by the features of the original constitution
of the English scheme of remedial law and the
accidents or its development.” Bisp. 11.

A system of jurisprudence collateral to, and
in some respects independent of, “law," prop-
erly so called: the object of which is to render
the administration of justice more complete, by
affording relief where the courts of law are in-
competent to give it. or to give it with effect,
or by exercising certain branches of jui_-isdi_c-
tion independently of them. This is equity in
its proper modern sense; an elaborate system
of rules and process administered in man cases
by distinct tribuna s. (termed “courts 0 chan-
cery.") and with exclusive jurisdiction over cer-
tain subjects. It is “still distinguished by_ its
original and animating principle that no right
should be without an adequate remedy," and
its doctrines are founded upon the same basis of
natural justice; but its action has become sys-
tematized, deprived of any loose and arbitrary
character which might once have belonged to it
and as carefully regulated by fixed rules and
precedents as the law itself. Burriil.

Equity, in its technical and scientific legal
use, mean_s neither natural justice nor even all
that portion of natural Justice which is sus-
ceptible of being judicially enforced. it has a
precise, limited, and definite signification, and
s used to denote ii system of justice which was

administered in a particular‘court.—the English
high court of chancery.—which system can only
be understood and explained by studying the
history of that court, and how it came to exer-
cise_ what is known as its extraordinary juris-
diction. Bisp. Eq. 5 1.

That part of the law which, having power to
enforce discovery, (1) administers trusts, mort-
gages, and other fiduciary obligations; (2) ad-
ministers and adjusts common-law rights where
the courts of common law have no machinery:
(3) supplies a specific and preventive remedy
for common-law wrongs where courts of com-an law only give subsequent damages. Chute.

—£quity, courts of. Courts which adminis-
ter Justice according to the system of equity,
and according to a peculiar course of procedure
or practice. Frequently termed "courts of chau-
oery." ‘See 1 B. Comm. 92.—-Equity Juris-
diction. This term includes not only the ordi-
nary meaning of the word “jurisdiction." the
power _residing in a court to hear and determine
an action, but also a consideration of the cases
and occasions when that power is to be exer-
cised, in _other words. the question whether the
action will lie in ?uity. Anderson v. Carr. M
Hun. 179, 19 N. . Supp. 992: People v. Mc-
Kane, 78 Hun, 154, 28 N. Y. Supp. 981.—Eq-

_ _ Jurisprudence. That portion of reme-
dial Justice which is exclusively administered by
courts of equit , as distinguished from courts of
common law. fiackson v. Nimmo, 3 Lea (Tenn.)
609.—Equity of a statute. By this phrase is
intended the rule of statutory construction
which admits within the operation of a statute
a class of cases which are neither expressl
named nor excluded, but which, from their ana -

ogy to the cases that are named, are clearly and
justl within the spirit and general meaning of
the aw; such cases are said to be “within the
equity of the statute."—Equ1ey term. in
equity term of court is one devoted exclusively
to equity business, that is. in which no criminal
cases _are tried nor any cases requiring the im.
paneling of a jury. Hesselgrave v. State, 63

BL.LAW Dicr-.(2n En.)—28
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Neb. 807, 89 N. W. 295.—Natural equity. A
term sometimes employed in works on juris-
Erigdeigg, possessing uto tvery grecis‘: megiing,

u u as uiva on 0 us ice, ones or
morality in beuginess l'€lfltlOlJ1§, or man's iniiate
sense of right dealing and fair slay. Inasmuch
as equity, as now ad_ininistere , s a complex
system of rules, doctrines, and precedents, and

"‘.’.-°.?§.“"“f... ‘i’.‘..‘i“'im‘1"° ’“"° 1°‘.-“-‘I °§‘i.“ 51?’e more easiciy an e
aw, t e term “natural equit " may be under-

stood to denote. in a genera way, that which
strikes the ordinary conscience and sense of
Justice as being fair, right. and equitable, in ad-
vance of the uestion whether the technical ju-
rispdrudence oil the chancery courts would so re-
gar it.

5. Equity also signifies an equitable right,
I. 6., a right enforceable in a court or equity;
hence, a bill of complaint which did not show
that the plaintii! had a right entitling him to
relief was said to be demurrabie for want of
equity; and certain rights now recognized in
all the courts are still known as “equities,"
from having been originally recognized only
in the court of chancery. Sweet.
—Bettor equity. The right which, in a court
of equity, a second incumbrancer has who has
taken securities against subsequent dealings to
his prejudice, which a prior incumbrancer neg-
lected to take although he had an opportunity.
1 Ch. Prec. 470, note; Bouv. IAW Dict. See
3 Bouv. Inst. note 2462.—Countea-walling
equity. A contrary and balancing equity; an
equity or right opposed to that which is sought
to be enforced or recognized. and which ought
not to be sacrificed or subordinated to the lat-
ter. because it is of equal strength and justice,
and equally deserving of consideration.—Lntent
or secret equity. An equitable claim" or
right. the knowledge of which has been confined
to the Bnrties for and against whom it exists.
or whic has been concealed from one or several
persons interested in the subject-matter.—Per-
foot equity. An equitable title or right which
lacks-nothing to its completeness as a legal title
or right except the formal conveyance or other
lnvestiture which would make it cognizable at
law: particularly, the equity or interest of a
purchaser of real estate who has paid the pur-
chase price in full and fulfilled all conditions
resting on him. but has not_ yet received a deed
or patent. See Shaw v. Lindse , 60 Ala. 344:
Smith v. Cockrell, 66 Ala. 7.).-Equ1ty_ of
partners. A term used to designate the right
of each of them to have the firm's property ap-
plied to the payment of the firm's debts. Col-
well v. Bank, 16 R. I. 288, 17 At]. 913.-—Equ1-
ty of redemption. The right of the mort-
gagor of an estate to redeem the same after it

as been forfeited, at law. by a breach of the
condition of the mortgage, upon paying the
amount of debt. interest and costs. Navassii
Guano Co. v. Richardson, 26 S. C. 401. 2 S. E.
307: Sellwood v. Gray. 11 Or. 534, 5 Pac. 196;
Pace v. Bartles. 47 N. J. Eq. 170. 20 Atl. 352:
Simons v. Bryce 10 S. C. 373.—Equity to I
settlement. The equitable right of a wife.
when her husband sues in equity for the re-
duction of her equitable estate to his own pos-
session, to have the whole or a ortion of such
estate settled upon herself an her children.
Also a similarright now recognized by the equi-
ty courts as directly to be asserted against the
husband. Also called the “wife's equity."
Poindexter v. Jcffrics. 15 Grat. (Va.) 363:
ggrke v. McCreary, 12 Smedes an M. (Miss)

Equity delight: to do Justice, and that
not by halves. Tallman v. Varick. 5 Barb.
(N. Y.) 277, 280; Story, Eq. P1. 5 72. -
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Equity lollows the law. Talb. 52. Eq-
uity adopts and follows the rules of law in
all cases to which those rules may, in terms,
be applicable. Equity, in dealing with cases
of an equitable nature. adopts and follows
the analogies furnished by the rules of law.
A leading maxim on‘. equity jurisprudence,
which; however, is not of universal applica-
tion, but ,liabie to many exceptions. Story.
Eq. Jur. 5 64.

Equity looks upon that as done which
ought to have been done. 1 Story, Eq.
Jnr. 9 6411. Equity will treat the subject-
matter, as to collateral consequences and in-
cidents, in the same maxmer as if the flnal
acts contemplated by the parties had been ex-
ecuted exactly as they ought to have been;
not as the parties might have executed them.
Id.

Equity suilers not I right without I
remedy. 4 Bouv. Inst. no. 3726.

EQUIVALENT. In patent law. Any act
or substance which is known in the arts as
a proper substitute for some other act or
substance employed as an element in the in-
vention, whose substitution for that other act
or substance does not in any manner vary
the idea of means. It possesses three char-
acteristics: It must be capable of performing
the same oflice in the invention as the act
or substance whose place it supplies; it
must relate to the form or embodiment alone
and not aifect in any degree the idea of
means; and it must have been known to the
arts at the date of the patent as endowed
with this capability. Duff Mfg. Co. v. Forgie.
59 Fed. 772, 8 C. C. A. 261; Norton v. Jensen,
49 Fed. 868, 1 C. C. A. 452; Imhaeuser v.
Bnerk, 101 U. S. 635. 25 L. Ed. 945; Carter
Mach. Co. v. Hanes (C. C.) 70 Fed. 859;
Schillinger v. Cranford, 4 Mackey (D. C.) 466

EQIJIVOOAI... Having a double or sev-
eral meanings or senses. See Aimrourrr.

EQUULEUS. A kind of rack for extort-
ing confessions.

EQUU8 OOOPERTUS. A horse equip-
ped with saddle and furniture.

ERABILIS. A maple tree. Not to be
confounded with arahilis, (arable land.)

EBASTIANS. The followers of Erastus.
The sect obtained much influence in England,
particularly among common lawyers in the
time of Selden. They held that oifenses
against religion and morality should be pun-
ished by the civil power. and not by the cen-
snres oi‘ the church or by excommunlcation.
Wharton.

ERASURE. The obliteration of words or
marks from a written instrument by rubbing.
scraping. or scratching them out. Also the
place in a document where a word or words
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have been so removed. The term is some-
times used for the removal of parts of a
writing by any means whatever, as by can-
cellation; but this is not an accurate use.
Cloud v. Hewitt, 5 Fed. Cas. L085; Vallier
v. Brakke, 7 S. D. 343, 64 N. W. 180.

EROISCUNDUS. In the Civil law. To
be divided. Judicium familiw ercisctmdw, a
suit for the partition of an inheritance. Inst.
4, 17. 4. An ancient phrase derived from
the Twelve Tables. Calvin.

EREOT. One of the formal words of in-
corporation in royal charters.
corporate, erect, ordain, name, constitute, and
establish." ‘

ERECTION. Raising up; building; a
completed building. In a statute on the
“erection" of wooden buildings. this term
does not include repairing, alteration, enlarg-_
ing, or removal. See Shaw v. Hitchcock, 119
Mass. 256; Martine v. Nelson, 51 Ill. 422:
Douglas v. Com.. 2 Rawle (Pa.) 264; Brown
V. Ilunn, 27 Conn. 334, 71 Am. Dec. 71; Mc-
Gary v. People, 45 N. Y. 160. -

ERGO. Lat. Therefore; hence; because.

EBGOLABI. In the civil law. Under-
takers of work; contractors. Cod. 4. 59.

_ERIAOfi. A term of the Irish Brehon
law, denoting a pecuniary mulct or recom-
pense which a murderer was judicially con-
demned to pay to the family or relatives of
his victim. It corresponded to the Saxon
‘“weregild.". See 4 Bl. Comm. 313.

ERIGIHUS. We erect. One of the
words by which a corporation may be cre-
ated in England by the king's charter. 1 Bl.
Comm. 478.

ERMINE. By metonymy. this term is
used to describe the office or functions of a
judge, whose state robe, lined with ermine,
is emblematlcal of purity and honor without
stain. Webster. ~

ERNE8. In old English law. The loose
scattered ears of corn that are left on- the
ground after the binding.

EROSION. The gradual eating away of
the soil by the operation of currents or tides.
Distinguished from aubmeracncc, which is the
disappearance of the soil under the water and
the formation of a navigable body over it.
Mulry v. Norton, 100 N. Y. 433, 3 N. E. 584.
53 Am. Rep. 206.

ERRANT. Wandering; itinerant; ap-
plied to justices on circuit. and bailiffs at
large, etc.

ERRATIGUM. In old law. A Wall‘ or
stray; a wandering beast. Cowell.

“We do. in- _
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BREATHE. Lat. Error. Used in the
Latin formula for assigning errors, and in
the reply thereto, “in nullo est erratum,” i. e..
there was no error, no error was committed.

ERBONEOUS. Involving error; deviat-
ing from the law. This term is never used
by courts or law-writers as designating a cor-
rupt or evil act. Thompson v. Doty. 72 Ind.
338.

ERBONIOE. Lat. Erroneously; through
error or mistake. -

ERROR. A mistaken judgment or incor-
rect bellef as to the existence or effect of mat-
ters of fact, or a false or mistaken concep-
tion or application of the law.

Such a mistaken or false conception or ap-
plication of the law to the facts of a cause as
will furnish ground for a review of the pro-
ceedings upon a writ of error; a mistake of
law. or false or irregular application of it,
such as vitiates the proceedings and warrants
the reversal of the Judgment

Error is also used as an elliptical expres-
sion for “writ of error ;" as in saying that
error lies: that a judgment may be reversed
on error.

-._-Assignment of errors. .In practice. The
statement of the laintifs case on a writ of
error, setting fort the errors complained of ;
corresponding with the declaration in an ordi-
nary action. 2 Tidd. Pr. 1168: 3 Ste h. Comm.
644. Wells v. Martin, 1 Ohio St. 338; Lamy
v.‘ Lamy. 4 N. M. (Johns.) 43, 12 Pac. 650. A
specification of the errors upon which the ap-
Rlellant will rely. with such fullness as to give

d to the court in the examination of the tran-
script. Squires v. Foorman. 10 Cal. 298.-
Clerieal error. See CLEa!oaL.—Oosnxnon
error. (Lat. cammunis error, a. 12.) An error
for which there are many precedents. “Com-
mon errcr goeth for a law." Finch, Law, b. 1,
c. 3, no. 64.—Error eoriun nobls. Error com-
mitted in the proceedings “before us ;" i. e.. er-
ror assigned as a ground for reviewing, modify-
ing, or vacating a judgment in the same court
in which it was rendered.—Era-or eornn vo-
is. Error in the proceedings “before you ;"

words used in a writ of error directed by a court
of review to the court which tried the cause.-

r in foot. In judicial proceedings, error
in fact occurs when, by reason of some fact
which is unknown to the court and not appar-
ent on the record (e. ., the coverture, infancy,
or death of _one.of t e parties), it renders a
gilid ent which is void or voidable. Cruger v.

racken. 87 Tex. 584. 30 S. W. 537; Kihl-
holz v. Wold‘, 8 I ll. Ap . 371: Kasson v. Mills,
8 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 3 9; Tanner v Marsh, 53
Barb. (N. Y.) 440.—_Error In law. An error
of_ the court in up lying the law to the case on
trial, e. g.. in ru ing on the admission of evi-
dence, or in cha 'ng the Jury. McKenzie v.
Bismarck Water 0., 6 N. D. 861. 71 N. W.
M8; Scherrer v. Hale, 9 Mont. 63. 22 Pac.
151; Campbell v. Patterson, 7 Vt. 89.—Era-or
no . Error of name. A mistake of detail
in the name of a person; used in contradis-
tinction to error do persona. a mistake as to
identity.—Error of law. He is under an er-
ror of law who is truly informed of the exist-
ence of facts, but who.di-aws from them erro-
neous conclusions of law. Civ. Code La. art.
1&2. Mowatt V. Wright, I Wend. (N. Y.) 360,
19 Am. Dec. 508.—Error of foot. That is
called “error of fact" which proceeds either from
ignorance of that which really exists or from
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a mistaken belief in the existence of that which
has none. Civ. Code IA. a . See Nor-
ton v. Marden. 15 Me. 45, 32 Am. Dec. 132'
Mowstt v. Wright, 1 Wend. (N. Y.) 360, 1:3
Am. Dec. 508.—!’undainenta1 error. In ap-
Iu-llate practice. Error which goes to the mer-
ts of the plaintifs cause of action. and which

will be considered on review, whether assigned
as error or not, where the justice of the case
seems to require it. Hollywood v. Wellhauscn,
8 Tex. Civ. App. 541. 68 S. W. 3 .—Harm-
less error. In appellate practice. An error
committed in the progress of the trial below. but
which was not prejudicial to. the rights of the
party assigning it, and for which, therefore.
the court will not reverse the judgment, as.
where the error was neutralized or corrected by
subsequent roceedings in the case, or where,
notwithstan in the error, the particular issue
was found in t at party's favor, or where, even
if the error had not been committed, he could
not have been legally entitled to prevail.—I_n-
vited error. In appellate practice. The prin-
ciple of “invited error" is that if, during the
progress of a cause, a party requests or moves
the court to make a ruling which is actually er-
roneous, and the court does so. that party can-
not take advantage of the error on appeal or
review. Gresham v. Harcourt. 93 Tex. 149. 53
S. W. l019.—Reversi'ble error. In appel-
late practice. Such an error as warrants the
appellate court in reversin the judgment be-
fore it. New Mexican R. o. v. Hendricks, 6
N. M. 611. 30 Pa_c. 90l..—'I'eohnioa.l error.
In appellate practice. A_ merely abstract or
theoretical error, which is practically not in-
jurious to the party assigning it. Epps v. State,_
102 Ind. 539, 1'N. E. 491.—Errors exoe ted.
A phrase appended to an account stated. n or-
der to excuse slight mistakes or overslghts.—-
Error, writ. of. See W311‘ or E3303.

Error fueatns undo verltato In militia
est probnbiflor; st snponunero rationi-
bus vinelt verltaton error. Error art-
fully disguised [or colored] is, in many in-
stances, more probable than naked truth; and
frequently error overwhelms truth by [its
show of] reasons. 2 Coke, 73.

Error Jar-is noeet. Error of law injures.
A mistake of the law has an injurious effect:
that is, the party committing it must suifer
the consequences. Mackeld. Rom. Law, Q

178; 1 Story. F4. Jur. 5 139, note.

Error nosninis nluiquarn nooet, si do
identitate rel oonstat. A mistake in the
name of a thing is never prejudicial, if it be
clear as to the identity of the thing itself,
[where the thing intended is certainly
known.] 1 Duer, Ins. 171. This maxim is
applicable only where the means of correct-
ing the mistake are apparent on the face of
the instrument to be construed. Id.

Error qua! non reslstitur npprobatur.
An error which is not resisted or opposed is
approved. Doct. a Stud. c. 40.

Err-ores Ml sun prlnelph reforre, est
refellere. To refer errors to their sources
is to refute them. 3 Inst. 15. To bring er-
rors to their beginning is to see their last.

Errores seribentfs nooere non debent.
The mistakes of the writer ought not to
harm. Jenk. Cent. 324.
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EBTEMIOTUM. In old English law. A
meeting of the neighborhood to compromise
differences among themselves; a court held
on the boundary of two lands.

Eruboselt lex fllios oastigare parentes.
8 Coke, 116. The law blushes when children
correct their parents.

ESBRANOATURA. In old law. A cut-
ting oi! the branches or boughs of trees.
Cowell; Spelman.

EBCALDARE. To scald. It is said that
to scald hogs was meet the ancient tenures
in serjeanty. Wharton.

ESOAMBIO. In old English law. A
writ of exchange. A license in the shape of
a writ, formerly granted to an English mer-
chant to draw a bill of exchange on another
in foreign parts. Reg. Orig. 194.

ESO‘AHBI‘Il'M. An old English law term,
signifying exchange.

ESCAPE. The departure or deliverance
out of custody of a person who was lawfully
imprisoned, before he is entitled to his lib-
erty by the process of law.

The voluntarily or negligently allowing
any person lawfully in confinement to leave
the place. 2 Bish. Crim. Law, § 917.

Escapes are either voluntary or negligent.
The former is the case when the keeper voi-
untarily concedes to the prisoner any liberty
not authorized by law. The latter is the case
-when the prisoner contrives to leave his pris-
on by forcing his way out, or any other
means, without the knowledge or against the
will of the keeper. but through the latter's
carelessness or the insecurity of the building.
Cortis v. Dailey, 21 App. Div. 1, 47 N. Y.
Supp. 454; Lansing v. Fleet, 2 Johns. Cas.
(N. Y.) 3, 1 Am. Dec. 142; Atkinson v. Jame-
son, 5 Term, 25: Butler v. Washburn, 25 N.
II. 258; Martin v. State, 32 Ark. 124; Adams
v. Turrentine, 30 N. C. 147.

—-Escape warrant. In English practice.
This was a warrant granted to retake a pris-
oner committed to the custody of the king’:
prison who had escaped therefrom. It was ob-
tained on aifidavit from the judge of the court
in which the action had been brought. and was
diret-ted to all the sheriffs throughout England.
commanding them to retake the prisoner and
commit him to gaol when and where taken. there
ti) remain until the debt was satisfied. Jacob;

rown.

ESCAPIO QUIETUS. In old English
law. Delivered from that punishment which
by the laws of the forest lay upon those
whose beasts were found upon forbidden
laud. Jacob.

ESCAPIITM. That which comes by
chance or accident. Cowell.

ESCEPPA. A measure of corn. Cowell.
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Eschnta derivntur 3 verbo Gallioo
esohoir, quod est nocidere, quin nooidlt
domino ex events: at ex inspernto. Co.
Litt. 93. Escheat is derived from the French
word “eachos'r," which signifies to happen,
because it falls to the lord from an event and
from an unforeseen circumstance.

Esohntn vulzo dlenntu qua dooin
dontiblu ill qua do regs tenant, clun non
existit rations snnguinis hares, ad flacun
rohbuntur. Co. Litt. 13. Those things are
commonly called “escheats" which revert to
the exchequer from a failure of issue in those
who hold of the king, when there does not
exist any heir by consanguinity.

ESOEEAT. In lends] kw. lmcheat is
an obstruction of the course of descent, and
consequent determination of the tenure, by
some unforeseen contingency, in which case
the land naturally results back, by a kind of
reversion, to the original grantor, or lord of
the fee. 2 Bl. Comm. 15; Wallace v. Harm-
stad, 44 Pa. 501; Marshall v. Lovelas, 1 N.
O. 445.

It is the casual descent, in the nature of
forfeiture, of lands and tenements within his
manor, to a lord, either on failure of issue of
the tenant dying seised or on account of the
felony of such tenant. Jacob.

Also the land or fee itself, which thus fell
back to the lord. Such lands were called
“c.z.-cadentttz," or “term: ea.-cadentialea."
Fleta, lib. 6. c. 1; Co. Litt. 13a.

In American law. Escheat signifies I.
reversion of property to the state in conse-
quence of a want of any individual competent
to inherit. The state is deemed to occupy the
place and hold the rights of the feudal lord.
See 4 Kent, Comm. 423, 424. Hughes v.
State, 41 Tex. 17; Crane v. Reeder. 21 Mich.
70, 4 Am. Rep. 430: Civ. Code Ga. 1895, 5

3575.
“Escheat at feudal law was the right of the

lord of a fee to re-enter upon the same when it
became vacant bv the extinction of_the blood
of the tenant. This _ei_rtinction might either be
per defectum srmgutma or else per dc-Iictum

. tenentia, where the course of descent was broken
by the corruption of the blood of the tenant.
As a fee might be holden either of the crown
or from some inferior lord, the escheat was not
always to the crown. The word ‘escheat.‘ in
this country. at the present time, merely indi-
cates the preferable nght of the state to an es-
tate left vacant, and without there being any
one in existence able to make claim thereto.
29 Am. Dec. 232, note.
—Escheat writ of. A writ which anciently
lay for a iord, to recover possessxon_of lands
that had escheated to him. Reg. Orig. ltiib;
Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 143.—Sin le escheat.
When-all a person's movables in to the crown.
as a casualty. because of his being declared
rebel. Wharton.

ESCHEATOR. In English law. The
name of an oillcer who was appointed in every
county to look after the escheats which fell
due to the king in that particular county,
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and to certify the same into the exchequer.
An escheator could continue in oflice for one
year only, and was not reeligible until three
years. There does not appear to exist any
such otiicer at the present day. Brown. See
10 Vin. Abr. 158; C0. Litt. 13b.

ESOHEOOUM. In old English law. A
‘jury or inquisition.

ESOKIPARE. To build or equip. Du
Cange.

28001‘. A tax formerly paid in boroughs
and corporations towards the support of the
community, which is called “scot and lot."

ESOIBIBANO. In Spanish law. An oili-
cer, resembling a notary in French law, who
has authority_ to set down in writing, and
verify by his attestation, tranactions and
contracts between private persons, and also
Judicial acts and proceedings.

ESOBITIIBA. In Spanish law. A writ-
_ten instrument. Every deed that is made
by the hand of a public escribano, or notary
of a corporation or council (conccjo,) or sealed
with the seal of the king or other authorized
persons. White, New Recop. b. 3, tit. 7, c. 6.

38030002312. Fr. Fraud, swind-
ling, cheating.

ESCROW. A scroll; a writing; a deed.
Particularly a deed delivered by the grantor
into the hands of a third person, to be held
by the latter until the happening of a con-
tingency or performance or a condition, and
then by him delivered to the grantee. Thom-
_as v. sowards, 25 Wis. 631; Patrick v. Mc-
Cormick, 10 Neb. 1, 4 N. W. 312; Cagger v.
Lansing, 57 Barb. (N. Y.) 427; Davis V.
‘Clark,’ 58 Kan. 100, 48 Pac. rm; Easton v.
Driscoli,_.18 R. I. 318. 27 Atl. 445. '

A grant may be deposited by the grantor
with a third person, to be delivered on the
performance of a condition, and on delivery
by -the depositary it will take effect. While
in the possession of the third person. and
subject to condition, it is called an ‘‘escrow.'’
Civil-Code Cal. 3 1057; Civil Code Dak. I
609.

The state or condition of a deed which is
conditionally held by a third person, or the
possession and retention of a deed by a third
person pending a condition; as when an in-
strument is said to he delivered “in escrow."
This use of the term, however, is a perver-
sion of its meaning.

ESOBOWL. In old English law. An es-
crow; a scroll. “And deliver the deed to a
stranger. as an escrowl." Perk. c. 1. I 9; Id.
-c. 2. ii 137, 138.

ESOUAGE. Service of the shield. One
of the varieties of tenure in knight's service,
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the duty imposed being that of accompanying
the king to the wars for forty days, at the
tenant's own charge, or sending a substitute.
In later times, this service was commuted for
a certain payment in money, which was then
called "escuage certain." See 2 Bl. Comm.
74, 75.

ESCURARE. To scour or cleanse. Cow-
ell.

ESGLIBE, or EGLISE. A church. Ja-
cob.

ESKETORES. Robbers, or destroyers of
other men's lands and_i'ortunes. Cowell.

ESKIPPAHENTUM. Tackle or furni-
ture; outfit. Certain towns in England were
bound to furnish certain ships at their own
expense and with double skippage or tackle.
Cowell.

EBKIPPEII. ESKIPPARE. To ship.

ESKIPPESON.
sea.

Shlppnge. or passage by
Spelled, also, “ak:'ppeson." Cowell.

ESLISOBS. See Emsoas.

ESNE. In old law. A hireling of set-
vile condition.

BSNEOY. Seniority; the condition or
right of the eldest; the privilege of the eld-
est-born. Particularly used of the privilege
oi’ the eldest among coparceners to make a
iirst choice or purparts upon a voluntary
partition.

ESPERA. A period of time fixed by law
or by a court within which certain acts are
to be performed, e. 9., the production of pa-
.pers, payment of debts, etc.

ESPEBONB. L. Fr. Spurs.

ESPEDIENT. In Spanish law. A junc-
tion of all the separate papers made in the
course of any one proceeding and which re-
mains in the oflice at the close of it. Cas-
tillero v. U. 8., 2 Black (U. S.) 109, 17 L.
Ed. 360.

I-ISPLEES. An old term for the products
which the ground or land yields; as the hay
oi.’ the meadows, the herbage of the pasture,
corn of arable fields, rent and services, etc.
The word has been anciently applied to the
land itself. Jacob; Fosgate v. Hydraulic
Co., 9 Barb. (N. Y.) 293.

ESPOUSALS. A mutual promise be-
tween a man and a woman to marry each
other at some other time. It ditfers from at

marriage, because then the contract is com-
pleted. Wood, Inst. 57.

ESPURIO. Spun. in Spanish law. A
spurious child; one begotten on a woman
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who has promiscuous intercourse with many
men. White, New Recop. b. 1, tit. 5, c. 2,
§ 1.

ESQUIRE. In English law. A title of
dignity next above gentleman, and below
knight. Also a title of oiiice given to sher-
iifs, serjeants, and barristers at law, Justices
of the peace, and others. 1 Bi. Comm. 406;
3 Steph. Comm. 15, note; Tomlins. On the
use of this term in American law, particu-
larly as applied to justices of the peace and
other interior judicial ofilcers, see Call v.
Foresman, 5 Watts (Pa.) 331; Christian v.
Ashley County, 24 Ark. 151; Com. v. Vance,
15 Serg. a R. (Pa.) 37.

ESSARTER. L. Fr. To cut down woods
to clear land of trees and underwood; prop-
erly to thin woods, by cutting trees, etc..
at intervals. Spelman.

ESSARTUM. Woodlands turned into
tillage by uprooting the trees and removing
‘the underwood.

ESSENCE. That which is indispensable
to that of which it is the essence.

—Essence of the contract. Any condition
or stipulation in a contract which is mutually
understood and agreed by the parties to be of
such vital importance that a suiiicient perform-
ance of the contract cannot be had without
exact compliance with it is said to be “of the
essence of the contract."

ESSENDI QUIETUH DI: TOLONIO.
A writ to be quit of toll; it lies for citizens
and burgesses of any city or town who, by
charter or prescription, ought to be exempt-
ed from toll, where the same is exacted of
them. Reg. Orig. 258.

3880111’, 1). In old English practice. To
present or oirer an excuse for not appearing
in court on an appointed day in obedience
to a summons; to cast an essoin. Spelman.
This was anciently done by a person whom
the party sent for that purpose, called an
“esso1ner."

12880111, 0:. In old English law. An ex-
cuse i'or not appearing in court at the return
of the process. Presentation of such excuse.
Spelman; 1 Se]. Pr. 4; Com. Dig. “Exoine,"
B 1. Essoin is not now allowed at all in
personal actions. 2 Term, 16; 16 East, '70;
3 Bi. Comm. 2'8, note.
—Essoin day. Formerly the first general re-
turn-da_y of the term, on which the courts sat
to receive essoin_s, 9'. e.. excuses for parties who
did not appear in court. according to the sum-
mons of writs. 3 Bl. Comm. 278: Boote, Suit
at Law, 180; Gilb. Coin. Pl. 13; 1 Tidd, Pr.
107. But, by St. 11 Geo. IV. and 1 Wm. IV.
c. 70. § 6. these days were done away with, as
a part of the term.—Esso1n do malo villa is
when the defendant is in court the that day;
but gone without pleading, and being after-
wards surprised by sickness. etc.. cannot attend,
but sends two essoiners. who openly rotest in
court that he is detained by sickness n such I
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village, that he cannot come pro luorari and
_ o perdere; and this will be admitted. for it
ie_th _on the plaintiff to prove whether the es-

soin is true or not. Jacob.—Esso1n roll. A
roll upon which essoins were formerly entered,
together with the day to which they were ad-
Journed. Boote, Suit at Law, 130; Rose. Real
Act. 162, 163; Gilb. Com. Pl. 13.

ESSOINIATOB. A person who made an
essoin. '

Est nliqnld quad non opo:-tot stlam st
hoot; qnloqnid vero non Hoot certs non

opox,-tot. Hob. 159. There is that which is
not proper, even though permitted; but
whatever is not permitted is certainly not
proper.

nsr ASCAVOIR. It is to be understood
or known; “it is to-wit.” Litt. 55 9. 45, 46’,
57, 59. A very common expression in Little-
ton, especially at the coiiinieiicement of a
section; and, according to Lord Coke, “it
ever teaeheth us some rule of law. or gen-
eral or sure leading point." Co. Litt. 16.

Est outesn Jus pnblioum et privstiun,
quad ex nntus-dibns preeeptis ant gen-
tium. nut clvillbus est colleetsuny at
quod in Jute sorlpto jus appellatnr, ill
In logo Anglia rectum also dioitur. Pub-
lic and private law is that which is collect-
ed trom natural precepts, on the one hand
of nations, on the other of citizens; and that
which in the civil law is called “jus,” that.
in the law of England, is said to be right.
Go. Litt. 558.

Est auteur rls Iogom simulanl.
lence may also put on the mask of law.

Est lpso:-uni legislntoriun. tanquun.
viva vox. The voice of the legislators them-
selves is like the living voice; that is, the
language of a statute is to- be understood
and interpreted like ordinary spoken lan-
guage. 10 Coke, 101b.

Est quiddiun perfeotius in robin lio-
itis. Hob. 159. There is something more
perfect in things allowed.

ESTABLISH. This word occurs fre-
quently in the constitution of the United
States, and it is there used in dltferent
meanings: (1) To settle firmly, to fix unal-
terably; as to establish justice, which is the
‘avowed object of the constitution. (2) To
make or form; as to establish a uniform
rule of naturalization, and uniform laws on
the subject of bankruptcies, which evidently
does not mean that these laws shall be unal-
terably established as justice. (3) To found.
to create, to regulate; as: “Congress shall
have power to establish post-roads and post-
ofl‘ices." (4) To found, recognize, confirm, or
admit; as: “Congress shall make no law re-
‘specting an establishment of religion." (5)
To create, to ratify; or confirm; as: “We.

Vio- ~
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the people," etc., "do ordain and establish
this constitution." 1 Story, Const. 5 454.
And see Dickey v. Turnpike Co., 7 Dana
(Ky.) 125; Ware v. U. 8., 4 Wall. 632, 18 L.-

Ed. 3%; U. S. v. Smith, 4 N. J. Law, 33.
Establish ordinarily means to settle certain-

ly. or fix permanently, what was before uncer-
tain, doubtful, or disputed. Smith v. Forrest,
49 N. H. 230.

ESTABLIBIIHENT. An ordinance or
statute. Especially used of those ordinances
or statutes passed in the reign of Edw. I.
2 Inst. 156: Britt. c. 21.

ESTABLISBIIENT or DOWER. The
amurance of dower made by the husband.
or his friends, before or at the time of the
marriage. Britt. cc. 102, 108. ‘

ESTAOHE. A bridge or stank of stone
or timber. Cowell.

BSTADAL. In Spanish law. In Spanish
America this was a measure or land of six-
teen square varas, or yards. 2 White. Re-
cop. 139.

ESTADIA. In Spanish law. Delay in a
voyage, or in the delivery of cargo, caused
by the charterer or consignee, for which de-
murrage is payable.

ESTANDARD. L. Fr. A standard, (of
weights and measures.) So called because it
stands constant and immovable, and bath all
other measures coming towards it for their
conformity. Terines de la Ley.

BSTANQUES.
era.

Wears or kiddies in riv-

ESTATE. 1. The interest which any
one has in lands, or in any other subject of
property. 1 Prest. Est. 20. And see Van
Rensselaer v. Poacher, 5 Denio (N. Y.) 40;
Beall v. Holmes, 6 flat. & J. (Md.) 208; Mul-
tord v. In Franc, 26 Cal. 103: Robertson
v. Vancleave, 129 Ind. 217, 22 N. E. 899, 29
N. E. 781. 15 L. R. A. 68: Ball v. Chadwick,
46 Ill. 31; Cutts v. Com., 2 Mass. 289; Jack-
son v. Parker, 9 Cow. (N. Y.) 81. An estate
in lands, tenements, and hereditaments sig-
nifies such interest as the tenant has there
in. 2 Bl. Comm. 103. The condition or
circnnntance in which the owner stands with
regard to his property. 2 Crabb, Real Prop.
p. 2, 9 942. in this sense, “estate" is con-
stantly used in conveyances in connection
with the words “right," “title,” and “inter- .

est." and is, in a great degree, synonymous
with all or them. See Co. Lltt. 345.

Classification. Estates, in this sense, may
be either absolute or conditional. An absolute
estate is a full and complete estate (Cooper v.
Cooper, 56 N. J. Eq. 48. 38 Atl. 198) or an es-
tate in lands not subject to be defeated upon
any condition. In this phrase _the word “abso-
lute" is_not used legally to distinguish_a fee
from a life-estate, but a qualified or conditional
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tee from a fee simple. Greenawalt V. Green-
awalt, 71 Pa. 483. A conditional estate is one,
the existence of which depends upon the hap-
pening or not happening of some uncertain
event, whereby the estate ma be either original-
lg created, or enlarged, or naily defeated.

1. Comm. 151. Estates are also classed as as-
eciited or ececut The former is an estate
whereby a present nterest passes to and resides
in the tenant, not dependent upon an subse-
quent circumstance or contingency. hey are
more commonly called “estates in possession."
2 Bl. Comm. 162. An estate where there is
vested in the grantee a present and immediate
right of present or future enjoyment. An execu-
tory estate is an estate or interest in lands,
the vesting or enjoyment of which depends upon
some future contingency. Such estate may be
an eaecutory devise, or an ea-actuary remain-
der, which is the same as a contingent remain-
dcr, because no present interest passes. Fur-
ther, estates may be legal or equitable. The
former is that kind of estate which is properly
cogniaable in the courts of common law. though
noticed. also, in the courts of uity. 1 Steph.
Comm. 217. And see Sa re v. Iohney, 30 Or.
238. 47 Pac. 197; In re ualifications oi Elect-
ors, 19 R. 1. 387, 35 At. 213. An uitable
estate is an estate an interest in which can
onlgbe enforced in a court of chancery. Avery
V. ufrees, 9 Ohio, 145. That is roperly an

uitable estate or interest for which a court
0 equity affords the only remedy; and of this
nature, especially, is the benefit of every trust,
e ress or implied, which is not converted into
a egai estate by the statute of uses._ The rest
are nities of redemption, constructive trusts,
and al equitable charges. Burt. Comp. c. 8.
Brown v. Freed, 43 Ind. 253: In re Qualifica-
tions of Electors. 19 R. I. 387, 35 Atl. 213.

Other descriptive and compound terms.
A‘ contingent estate is one which depends for
its effect upon an event which ma or may not
happen, as, where an estate is limited to a per-
son not yet born. Conventional estates are those
frecholds not of inheritance or estates for life,
which are created_ h the express acts of the
parties, in contradistinction to those which are
egal and arise from the operation of law. A
dominant estate, in the law of easements, is
the estate for the benefit of which the easement
exists, or the tenement whose owner. as such,
enjoys an easement over an adjoining estate.
An ea-pectant estate is _one which is not yet in
possession, but the enjoyment of which is to
begin at a future time: a present or vested con-
tingent right of future enjoyment. Examples
are remainders and reversions. A future estate
is an estate which is not now vested in the
grantee, but is to commence in possession at
some future time. It includes remainders, re-
versions, and estates limited to commence in
future without a particular estate to support
them, which last are not good at common law.
exce t in the case of chattel interests. See 2
Bl. omm. 165. An estate limited to commence
in possession at a future day, either without the
intervention of a precedent estate, or on the
determination by lapse of time. or otherwise. of
a precedent estate created at the same time.
11 Rev. St. N. Y.{M Ed.) § 10. See Grifiin v.
Shepard, 124 N. . 70, 26 N. E. 339; Suble-
dmvsky v. A1-buckle, 50 Minn. 475, 52 N. W.
920: Ford v. Ford. 70 Wis. 19. 33 N. W. 188.
5 Am. St. Rep. _117._ A particular estate is a
limited estate which is taken out of the fee, ‘and
which precedes a remainder: as an_ estate for
years to A.. iemainder to B. for life: or an
estate for life to A., remainder to B. in tail.
This precedent estate is called the “particular-
estate," and the tenant of such estate is called
the “particular tenant." 2 Bl. Comm. 165:
Bunting v. Speck. 41 Kan. 424. 21 Pac. 288. 3
L. R. A. 690. A aerment estate. in the law of
easements. is the estate upon which the ease-
ment is imposed or against which it is enjoyed;
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an estate subjected to a burden or servitude
foi-the benefit of another estate. Walker v.
Clifford, 128 Ala. 67, 29 South. 588, 86 Am.
St. Rep. 74; Stevens v. Dennett, 51 N. H. 330;
Diilman v. Hofiman. 38 Wis. 572. A settled
estate, in English law, is one created or _limited
under a settlement; that is, one in which the
powers of alienation, devising and transmission
according to the ordinary rules of descent are
restrained by the limitations of the settlement.
Micklethwnit v. Micklethwait, 4 C. B. (N. S.)
858. A vested estate is one in which there is
an immediate right of present enjoyment or a
present fixed right of future enjoyment; an es-
tate as to which there is a person in being who
would have an immediate rigpt to the posses-
sion npon the ceasing of some intermediate or
precedent estate. Tayloe v. Gould. 10 Barb. (N.
'.) 388: Flanner v. Fellows, 206 Ill. 136, 68

N. E. 1057.
-01-iglnal and derivative estates. _An
original is the first of several estates. bearing
to each other the relation of a particular estate
and a reversion. An original estate is contrast-
ed with a derivative estate; and a derivative
estate is a particular interest carved out of an-
other estate of larger extent. Prest. Est. 125.

For the names and definitions of the vari-
ous kinds of estates in land, see the fol-
lowing titles.

2. In another sense, the term denotes the
property (real or personal) in which one has
a right or interest; the subject-matter of
ownership; the corpus of property. Thus,
we speak of a “valuable estate,” “all my es-
tate," "separate estate,” “trust estate." etc.
This, also, is its-meaning in the classifica-
tion ot property into “real estate" and “per-
sonal estate." ’

The word “estate" is a word of the greatest
extension, and comprehends every species of
property, real and personal. It describes both
the corpus and the extent of interest. Deering
v. Tucker. 55 Me. %.

“Estate" comprehends everything a man owns.
real and personal, and ought not to be limited
in its‘ construction, unless connected with some
other word which must necessarily have that ef-
fect. Pulliam v. Pulliam (C. C.) 10 Fed. 40.

It means, ordinarily, the whole of the proper‘-
ty owned by any one, the realty as well as the
personnlty. Hunter v. Husted, 45 N. C. 141.

Compound and descriptive terms.-I'ast
estate. Real property. A term sometimes
used in wills. Lewis v. Smith, 9 N. Y. 502, 61
Am. Dec. 706.—Beal estate. Landed proper-
ty, including all estates and interests in lands
which are held for life or for some greater es-
tate, and whether such lands be of freehold or
copyhold tenure. Wharton.-—Homestead es-
tate. See I-Ioiir:s1i:AD.—l[ovable estate.
See MovAnI.i=:.—Itesiduas-y estate. See RE-
SIDUABY.—8epIrltc estate. See Ssrsnan.
—Trnst estate. See TRUST.

3. In a wider sense, the term “estate" de-
notes a man's whole financial status or con-
dition,—the aggregate of his interests and
concerns, so far as regards his situation with
reference to wealth or its objects, including
debts and obligations, as well as possessions
‘and rights.

Here not only property, but indebtedness. is
part of the idea. The estate does not consist of
the assets only. If it did, such expressions as
"insolvent estiite" would be misnomers. Debts
and assets. taken together, constitute the estate.
It is only by regarding the demands against the
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oritiinal proprietor as constituting, together
wi his resources available to defray them,
one entirety, that the phriiseology of the law
governing what is called “settlement of estates”
can be Justified. Abbott.

4. The word is also used to denote the ag-
gregate ot a man's, flnaiiclal concerns (as
above) personified. Tiius, we speak of “debts
due the estate," or say that “A.'s estate is
a stockholder in the bank.” In this sense
it is a iictitious or juridical person, the idea
being that a man's business status continues
his existence, for its special purposes, until
its dual settlement and dissolution.

5. In its broadest sense, “estate" signifies
the social, civic, or political condition or
standing of a person; or a class of persons
considered as grouped for social, civic. or po-
liticai purposes; as in the phrases, “the third
estate,” “the estates of the realm." See 1
Bl. Comm. 153.

"Estate'_' and “degree," when used in the sense
of an individual’s personal status, are synony-
mous, and _indicate the individual’s rank in life.
State v. Bishop, 15 Me. 122.

ESTATE AD EEMANENTIAM. An
estate in tee-simple. Glen. 1. 7, c. 1.

ESTATE AT SUPFERANCE. The in-
terest of a tenant who has come rightfully
into possession of lands by permission of the
owner, and continues to occupy the same
after the period for which he is entitled to
hold by such permission. 1 Washb. Real
Prop. 392; 2 Bi. Comm. 150; C0. Litt. 57b.

ESTATE AT WILL. A species of es-
tate less than freehold, where lands and ten-
enients are let by one man to another, to have
and to hold at the will of the lessor; and the
tenant by force of this lease obtains pos-
session. 2 Bl. Comm. 145; 4 Kent. Comm.
110; Litt. I 68. Or it is where lands are let
without limiting any certain and determinate
estate. 2 Crabb, Real Prop. p. 403, 5 154.3.

ESTATE BY ELEGIT.

ESTATE BY STATUTE MERCHANT.
An estate whereby the creditor, under the
custom of London. retained the possession
of all his debtor's lands until his debts were
paid. 1 Greenl. Cruise. Dig. 515. See Sur-
UTE MERCHANT.

See Euzorr.

ESTATE BY THE CURTESY. Tenant
by the curtesy of England is where a man
survives a wife who was selsed in fee-simple
or fee-tiiil of lands or tenements, and has had
issue male or female by her born alive and
capable of inheriting the wife's estate as heir
to her; in which case he will, on the decease
of his wife, hold the estate during his lite as
tenant by the curtesy of England. 2 Crabb,
Real Prop. 5 1074.

ESTATE FOR LIFE. A freehold es-
tate, not of inheritance, but which is held by
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the tenant for his own life or the life or lives
of one or more other persons, or for an in-
definite period, which may endure for the
life or lives of persons in being. and not be-
yond the period of a life. 1 Washb. Real
Prop. 88.

ESTATE EON. YEARS. A species of es-
tate less than freehold, where a man has
an interest in lands and tenements, and a
possession thereof. by virtue of such interest,
for some fixed and determinate period of
time: as in the case where lands are let for
the term of a certain number of years, agreed
upon between the lessor and the lessee. and
the lessee enters thereon. 1 Steph. Comm.
263, 264.. Blackstone calls this estate a “con-
tract" for the possession of lands or tene-
ments for some determinate period. 2 Bl.
Comm. 140. See Hutcheson v. Hodnett. 115
Ga. 990. 42 S. E -122; Despard v. Churchill.
$ N. Y. 192; Brown v. Brass. 22 Ind. 125.

ESTATE IN COMMON. An estate in
lands held by two or more persons, /with in-
terests accruing under different titles; or _ac-
cruing under the same title, but at different
periods; or conferred by words of limitation
importing that the grantees are to take in
distinct shares. 1 Steph. Comm. 323. See
Tnuncr m Cointoiv.

ESTATE IN OOPAECENARY. An es-
tate which several persons hold as one heir,
whether male or female. This estate has the
three unitics of time, title, and possession;
but the interests of the coparceners may be
unequal. 1 Washb. Real Prop. 414', 2 Bl.
Comm. 188. See Comuzcnnaar.

ESTATE IN DOWER. A species of life-
estate which a woman is, by law, entitled to
claim on the death of her husband, in the
lands and tenements of which he was seised
in fee during the marriage, and which. her
issue. if any, might by possibility have in-
herited. J Steph. Comm. 249; 2 Bl. Comm.
129; Cruise, Dig. tit. 6; 2 Crabb, Real Prop.
p. 124, i 1117; 4 Kent, Comm. 85. See
Downs.

ESTATE nc EXPECTANCY. One
which is not yet in possession, but the enjoy-
ment of which is to begin at a future time; a
present or vested contingent right of future
enjoyment. These are remainders and re-
versions. Fenton v. Miller, 108 Mich. 246, 65
N. W. 966; In re Mericlo, 63 How. Prac. (N.
Y.) 86; Greyston v. Clark, 41 Hun (N. Y.)
130; Ayers v. Trust Co., 187 Ill. 42, 58 N. E.
318.

ESTATE IN FEE-SIKPLE. The estate
which a man has wherevlands are given to
him and to his heirs absolutely without any
end or limit -put to his estate. 2 Bl. Comm.
106; Plowd. 557; 1 Prest. Est. 425; Litt.
I 1. The ‘word “fee," used alone, is a ‘sum-
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cient designation of this species of estate,
and hence “simple" is not a necessary part
of the title, but it is added as a means of
clearly distinguishing this estate from a fee-
tail or from any variety of conditional es-
tates.

ESTATE IN FEE-TAIL, generally term-
ed an "estate tail.” An estate of inherit-
ance which a man has, to hold to him and the
heirs of his body. or to him and particular
heirs of his body. 1 Steph. Comm. 228. An
estate of inheritance by force of the statute
De Dania, limited and restrained to some
particular heirs of the donee, in exclusion of
others. 2 Crabb, Real Prop. pp. 22, 23. 5 971;
Cruise, Dig. tit. 2, c. 1, i 12. See TAIL:
FEE-TAIL.

ESTATE IN JOINT TENANOY. An es-
tate in lands or tenements granted to two
or more persons, to hold in fee-simple, fee-
tail. for life, for years, or at will. 2 Bl.
Comm. 180; 2 Crabb, Real Prop. 937. An
estate acquired by two or more persons in
the same land. by the same title, (not being
a title by descent.) and at the same period;
and without any limitation by words import-
ing that they are to take in distinct shares.
1 Steph. Comm. 312. The most remarkable
incident or consequence of this kind of estate
is that it is subject to survivorship.

ESTATE IN POSSESSION. An estate
whereby a present interest passes to and
resides in the tenant, not depending on any
subsequent circumstance or contingency. 2
Bl. Comm. 163. An estate where the ten-
ant is in actual pernancy, or receipt of the
rents and other advantages arising therefrom.
2 Crabb, Real Prop. p. 958, 5 2122. Eherts V.
Fisher, 44 Mich. 551. 7 N. W. 211; Sage v.
Wheeler, 3 App. Div. 38. 37 N. Y. Supp. 1107.

ESTATE IN REHAINDER. An estate
limited to take effect in possession, or in
enJoyment, or in both. subject only to any
term of years or contingent interest that may
intervene, immediately after the regular ex-
piration of a particular estate of freehold
previously created together with it. by the
same instrument. out of the same subject of
property. 2 Fearne, Rem. 5 159; 2 BL
Comm. 183; 1 Greenl. Cruise, Dig. 701.

ESTATE IN EEVERSION. A species
of estate in expectancy, created by opera:
tion of law, being the residue of an estate left
in the grantor, to commence in possession
after the determination of some particular
estate granted out by him. 2 ‘Bl. Comm.
175: 2 Crabb, Real Prop. p. 978, 5 2345. The
residue of an estate left in the grantor or his
heirs, or in the heirs of a testator. commenc-
ing in possession on the determination of a
particular estate granted or devised. 1 Rev.
St. N. Y. p. 718, (723.) 5 12. An estate In
reversion is where any estate is derived, by
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grant or otherwise, out of a larger one, leav-
ing in the original owner an ulterior estate
immediately expectant on that which is so
derived; the latter interest being called the
“particular estate." (as being only a small
part or porticula of the original one.) and
the ulterior interest, the “reversion." 1
Steph. Comm. 290. See R.-zvnasxon.

ESTATE IN SEVERALTY. An estate
held by a person in his own right only, with-
out any other person being joined or con-
nected with him in point oi! interest. during
his estate. This is the most common and
usual way of holding an estate. 2 Bl. Comm.
179; Cruise. Dig. tit. 18. c. 1, 5 1.

ESTATE IN VADIO. An estate in gage
or pledge. 2 Bl. Comm. 157; 1 Steph. Comm.
282.

ESTATE or EREEEOLD. An estate in
land or other real property, of uncertain
duration; that is, either or inheritance or
which may possibly last for the life of the
tenant at the least. (as distinguished trom a
leasehold ;) and held by a free tenure, (as dis-
tinguished from copyhold or villeinage.)

ESTATE or INIIEEITANOE. A spe-
cies of freehold estate in lands, otherwise
called a “t'ee," where the tenant is not only
entitled to enjoy the land for his own life,
but where. after his death, it is cast by the
law upon the persons who successively repre-
sent him in perpetuum, in right of blood, ac-
cording to a certain established order of de-
scent. 1 Steph. Comm. 218; Litt. 5 1: Nellis
v. Munson, 108 N. Y. 453, 15 N. E. 739:
Roulston v. Hall, 66 Ark. 305, 50 S; W. 690,
74 Am. St. Rep. 97; Ipswich v. Topsfleld, 5
Metc. (Mass.) 351 ;~ Brown 7. Freed, ¢3 Ind.

V 256.

ESTATE PUD. AUTIIE VIE. Estate for
another's life. An estate in lands which a
man holds for the life of another.person. 2
Bl. Comm. 120; Litt. I 56.

ESTATE TAIL.
TAIL.

See Esnr: IN Fra-

ESTATE TAIL, QUASI. When a ten-
ant for life grants his estate to a man and his
heirs, as these words. though apt and proper
to create an estate tail, cannot do so, because
the grautor. being only tenant for life, cannot
grant in pcrpctuum, therefore they are said
to create an estate tail quasi, or improper.
Brown.

ESTATE ‘U1'0N CONDITION. An es-
tate in lands. the existence of which de-
pends upon the happening or not happening
oi‘ some uncertain event. whereby the estate
may be either originally created, or enlarged,
or finally defeated. 2 Bl. Comm. 151; 1

Steph. Comm. 278; C0. Litt..201a. An es-
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tate having a qualification annexed to it, by‘
which it may. upon the happening of a par-
ticular event, be created, or enlarged, or-de-N
stroyed. 4 Kent, Comm. 121.
—Estnte n :1 condition expressed. An
estate grant , either in tee-simple or otherwise,
with an express qualification annexed. whereby-
the estate granted shall either commence. be
enlarged, or be defeated upon performance or
breach of such qualification or condition. 2 Bl-
Comm. 154. An estate which is so expressly
defined and limited by the words of its creation
that it cannot endure for any longer time than
till the contingency ha pens upon which the
estate is to fail. 1 Step‘. Comm. 278.—Estate
upon condition imp ed. An estate having
a condition annexed to it inseparsbly from its
essence and constitution, although no condition
be expressed in words.
Kent, Comm. 121.

ESTATES 0!‘ THE REAIM. The lords"
spiritual, the lords temporal, and the com-
mons of Gteat Britain. 1 Bl. Comm. 153.
Sometimes called the “three estates."

ESTENDAED, ESTENDART, or

STANDARD. An ensign for horsemen in
war.

ESTER IN JUDGMENT. L. Fr. A To ap-
pear before a tribunal either as plalntifl or
defendant. Kelham.

ESTIMATE. This word is used to ex-
press the mind or judgment of the speaker
or writer on the particular subject under con-
sideration. It implies a calculation or com-
putation, as to estimate the gain or loss of an
enterprise. People v. Clark, 37 I-inn (N. Y.)
203.

ESTCP. To stop, bar, or impede; to pre-
vent; to preclude. Co. Litt. 352a. See Es-
rorrnn.

ESTOPPEL. A bar or impediment rais-
ed by the law, which precludes a man from
alleging or from denying a certain fact or
state of facts. in consequence of his previous
allegation or denial or conduct or admission,
or lniconsequence of a iinal adjudication of
the matter in a court of law. Demarest v.
Hopper, 22 J. Law, 619; Martin v. Rail-
road C0., 83 Me. 100, 21 At]. 740; Veeder V.
Mudgett, 95 N. Y. 295; South v. Deaton, 113
Ky. 312, 68 S. W. 137; Wilkins V. Suttles.
114 N. C. 550, 19 S. E. 606. .

A preclusion. in law, which prevents a
man from alleging or denying a fact, in con-
sequence of his own previous act, allegation.
or denial of a contrary tenor. Steph. Pl. 239.

An admission oi.’ so conclusive a nature
that the party whom it affects is not permit-
ted to aver against it or offer evidence to
controvert it. 2 Smith, Lead. Cas. 778.

Estoppel is that which concludes and “shuts
-a man :4 month from speaking the truth."
When a fact has been agreed on. or decided in
a court of record. neither of the parties shall be
allowed to call it in question, and have it tried
over again at any time thereafter. so lore as the
Judgment or decree stands unreversed: and

2 Bl. Comm. 152; 4
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when parties, by deed or solemn act in air,
agree on a state of facts, and act on it, ne ther
shall ever afterwards he allowed to gainsay a
fact so. agreed on, or be heard to dispute it; in
other words, his mouth is shut, and he shall not
say that is not true which he had before in a
solemn manner asserted to be true. Arnifield v.
Moore. 44 N. C. 157.

—0ol.late1-al estoppel. The collateral deter-
mination of a question by a court having gen-
eral jurisdiction of the subject. See Smai v.
Hashins, 26 Vt. 209.—Equitable estoppel (or
estoppel by conduc or in pots) is the species of
estoppel which equ ty puts upon a person who
has made a false representation or a conceal-
ment of material facts, with knowledge of the
facts, to a party ignorant of the truth of the
matter, with the intention that the other party
should act upon it, and with the result that
such party is actually induced to act upon it,
to his damage. Bigelow, Eatop. 484. And see
Louisville Banking Co. v. Asher, 65 S. W. 831
23 Law Rep. 1681: Bank v. Marston, 85
Me. 88, 27 Atl. 529; Richman v. Baldwin, 21
N. J. w. Railroad Co. v. Perdue. 40
w. Va. 442, 21 s. E. 755.-—n.eop cl by deed
is where a party has executed a eed, that is.
a writing under seal (as a bond) reciting a cer-
tain fact, and is thereby precluded from after
wards denying, in any action brought upon that
instrument, the fact so recited. Steph. Pl. 197.
A man shall always be esfapped by his own
deed. or not permitted to aver or prove anything
in contradiction to what he has once so solemn-
ily and deliberately avowed. 2.Bi. Comm. 295;

lowd. 434; Hudson v. Winslow Tp., 35 N. J.
Law, 441: Taggart v. Risley. 4 Or. 242; Ap-
peal of Waters, 35 Pa. ‘£526, 78 Am. Dec. 354.
—Estoppel by election. An estoppel predi-
cated on a voluntary and intelligent action or
choice of one of several things which is incon-
sistent with another. the effect of the esto pel
being to prevent the part so choosing rom
afterwards reversing h s eection or disputing
the state of affairs or rights of others resultiii
from his original choice. Yates v. Hurd.
Colo. 343. 8 Pac. 675.—Es'toppe1 by judg-
ment. The estoppel raised by the rendition of
a valid judgment by a court having jurisdiction.
which prevents the parties to the action, and
all who are in privity with them, from after-
wards disputing or drawing into controversy the
particular facts or issues on which the Judg-
ment was based or which were or might have
been litigated in the action. 2 Bl. Judmnw}
504; State v. Toriniis, 28 Minn. 175, 9 N. .

725.—Estoppol by matter in pals. An es- ‘

toppel by the conduct or admissions of the par-
ty; an estop I not arising from deed or mat-
ter of reco . Thus, where one man has ac
cepted rent of another, he will be estopped from
afterwards denying. in any action with that
person, that he was, at the time of such ac-
ce tance, his tenant. Steph. Pl. 197. The doc-
tr ne of estoppels in pain is one which, so far
at least as that term is concerned, has grown
up chiefl within the last few years. ut it
is, and a ways was, a familiar principle in the
law of contracts. It lies at the foundation of
morals. and _ia a cardinal point in the exposi-
tion ofgiromises, that one shall be bound by the
state o facts which he has induced another to
act upon. Redfield, C. J., Sti-on
26 Vt. 366, 373. And see West instead Sav.
Bank v. Ford 27 Conn. 290, 71 Am. Dec. 66;
Davis 7. Davis, 26 Cal. 38, 85 Am. Dec. 157;
Bank v. Dean, 60 N. Y. Super. Ct. 299. 17 N.
Y. Supp. 375; Coogler v. Rogers. 25 Fla. 853.
‘I South. 391: Merchants‘ Nat. Bank v. State
Nat. Bank. 10 Wall. 645. 19 L. Ed. 1008: Han-
l v. Watterson, 39 W. Va. 214. 19 S. E. 536;

rnard v. Seminary, 49 Mich. 444, 13 N. W.
1l.—mtoppol by matter of record. An

Qltlippei founded upon matter of record; as a
con euion or admission made in pleading in a

v. Elsworth,
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court of record, which recludes the party from
afterwards contestin t e same fact in the same
suit. Steph. Pl. 1 .—Esto pel by verdict.
This term is sometimes appl ed to the estoppel
arising ‘from a former adjudication of,the same
fact or issue between the same parties or their
privics. Chicago Theological Seminary v. -Peo-
$1: 189 Ill. 39, 59 N. E. 977; Swank v.

ilwa_y Co., 61 Minn. 423, 63 N. W. 1088.
But this use is not correct, as it is not the ver-
dict which creates an estop el, but tiie judg-
ment, and it is immaterial w ether a jury Dal.‘-
ticipated in the trial or not.

In pleading. A plea, replication, or oth-
er pleading, which, without confessing or
denying the matter of fact adversely alleged,
relies merely on some matter of estoppel as a
ground for excluding the opposite party from
the allegation of the fact. Steph. Pl. 219: 3
Bl. Comm. 308.

A plea which neither admits nor denies the
facts alleged by the plaintiff, but denies his
right to allege them. Gould, Pl. c. 2, 5 39.

A special plea in bar, which happens where
a man has done some act or executed some
deed which precludes him from averting any-
thing to the contrary. 3 Bi. Comm. 308.

Estaverfa suit ardosadi, nruadi, con-
Ita-uendl at claudendi. 13 Coke, 68. Es-
tovers are of fire-bote, plow-bote. housebote,
and hedgebote.

ESTOVERIIS EABENIDIS. A writ for
a wife judicially separated to recover her all-
mony or estovers. Obsolete.

ESTOVERS. An allowance made to a
person out of an estate or other thing for his
or her support, as for food and minient.

An allowance (more commonly called “all-
mony”) granted to a woman divorced a
mouse at them, for her support out of her
husband's estate. 1 Bl. Comm. 441.

The right or privilege which a tenant has
to furnish himself with so much wood from
the deinised premises as may be sufficient or
necessary for his fuel, ;ences, and other agri-
cultural operations. 2 Bl. Comm. 35; Woodf.
Imndl. & Ten. 232: Zimmerman v. Shreeve,
59 Md. 363; Lawrence v. Hunter. 9 Watts
(Pa.) 78; Livingston v. Reynolds, 2 Hill (N.
Y.) 159. .

—Oonunon of eatovers. A liberty of taking
necessary wood for the use or furniture of a
house or farm from off another's estiite, in com-
mon with the owner or with others. 2 Bl.
Comm. 35

BSTRAY. Cattle whose owner is ur-
known. 2 Kent, Comm. 359; Spelnmn; 29
Iowa, 437. ‘Any beast, not wild; found with-
in any lordshlp, and not owned by any man.

Cowell; 1 Bi. Comm. 297.
Estra must be understood as denoting a wan-

dering east wliose owner is unknown to the
person who takes it up. An estray is an animal
that has escaped from its owner, and wanders
or strays about; usually defined. at common
law. as a wanderin animal whose owner is
unknown. An anima cannot_be an cstray when
on the range where it was raised, and permitted
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by its owner to run. and especially when the
owner is known to the party who takes it up.
The fact of its being breuchy or vicious does
not make it an estray. Walters v. Glatz. 29
Iowa, 439; Roberts v. Barnes. 27 Wis. 425;
hinney v. Roe. 70 Iowa. 50!). 30 N. W. 776;
Shepherd v. Hawley, 4 Or. 208.

ESTREAT, v. To take out a forfeited re-
cognizance from the records of a court, and
return it to the court of excliequer. to be
prosecuted. See ESTBEA1‘, n.

ESTBEAT, it. (From Lat. crtractum.)
In English law. A copy or extract from the
book of estreats, that is, the rolls of any
court. in which the amercements or fines,
recognizances, etc., imposed or taken by that
court upon or from the accused, are set down,
and which are to be levied by the bailiff or
other officer of the court. Cowell; Brown.

A forfeited recognizance taken out from
among the other records for the purpose of
being sent up to the exchequer, that the par-
ties might be sued thereon, was said to be
estreated. 4 Bl. Comm. 253. And see Louisi-
ana Society v. Cage, 45 La. Ann. 1394, 14
South. 422. ~

ESTRECIATUS. straightened, as applied
to roads. Cowell.

ESTREPE. To strip: to despoil; to lay
waste; to commit waste upon an estate, as
by cutting down trees, removing buildings,
etc. To injure the value of a reversionary
interest by stripping or spoiling the estate.

1-isrnm-r:ur:N-.r. A species of aggra-
vated waste, by stripping or devastating the
land, to the injury of the reversioner, and
especially pending a suit for possession.
—Estr-epomont, writ of. This was a com-
mon-law writ of waste, which lay in particular
for the reversioner against the tenant for life,
in respect of damage or injury to the land com-
mitted by the latter. As itvwas only auxiliary
to a real action for recovery of the land, and as -

equity aflorded the same relief by injunction,
the writ fell into disuse.

ET. And. The introductory word of sev-
eral Latin and law French phrases former-
ly in common use.

ET ADJOUBNATUR. And it is ad-
journed. A phrase used in the old reports,
where the argument of a cause was adjourn-
ed to another day, or where a second argu-
meut was had. 1 Keb. 692, 754, 773.

ET AL. An abbreviation for et at“, "and
others."

rrr ALI! 1: counts And others on
the other side. A phrase constantly used in
the Year Books. in describing a joinder in
issue. P. 1 Edw. II. Prat; at am e con-
tra. ct sic ad palriam: ready: and others,
0 contra, and so to the country. T. 3 Edw.
ill. 4.
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ET ALIUS. And another. The abbre-
viation et al. (sometimes in the plural writ-
ten et ala.) is aiiixed to the name of the per-
son flrst mentioned, where there are several
plaintifls, grantors, persons addressed, etc.

ET ALLOOATUR. And it is allowed.

ET OETEBA. And others; and other
things; and so on. In its abbreviated form
(etc.) this phrase is frequently affixed to one
of a series of articles or names to show that
others are intended to follow or understood
to be included. So, after reciting the initia-
tory words of a set formula, or a clause al-
ready given in full, etc. is added. as an ab-
breviation, for the sake of convenience. See
Lathers Y. Keogh, 39 Hun (N. Y.) 579; Com.
v. Ross, 6 Serg. & R. (Pa.) 428; In re
Schouler, 134 Mass. 428; High Court V.
Schweitzer, 70 Ill. App. 143.

ET DE CEO SE HETTENT EN LE
PAYS. L. Fr. And of this they put them-
selves upon the country.

ET DE E00 PONIT SE SUPER PAT-
RIAH. And of this he puts himself upon
the country. The formal conclusion of a
common-law plea in bar by way of traverse.
The literal translation is retained in the mod-
ern form.

ET EI LEGITUR. In! IE0 VERBA. L.
Lat. And it is read to him in these words.
Words formerly used in entering the prayer
of oyer on record.

ET HABEAS rm TUNO E00 BREVE.
And have you then there this writ. The
formal words directing the return of a writ.
The literal translation is retained in the
modern form of a considerable number of
writs.

ET HABUIT. And he had it. A common
phrase in the Year Books. expressive of the
allowance of an application or demand by a
party. Parn. demands to view. E! habuu,
etc. M. 6 Edw. III. 49.

ET 1100 PABATUS EST VERIFI-
CARE. And this he is prepared to verify.
The Latin form of concluding a plea in con-
fession and avoidance.

These words were used. when the pleadings
were in Intin, at the conclusion of any pleading
which contained new sflirmative matter. They
expressed the willingness or readiness of the
party so pleading to establish by proof the mat-
ter alleged in his pleading. A pleadin which
concluded in that manner was technica y said
to “conclude with a verification.” in contradir
tinctinn. to a pleading which simply denied mat-
ter alleged by the opposite party, and which
for that reason was said to “conclude to the
country," because the party merely put himself
gpon the country. or left the matter to the jury.

rown.
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ET H00 PETIT QIIOD INQUIBATUB.
PER PATBIAM. And this he prays may
be inquired of by the country. The conclu-
sion of a plaintiff's pleading. tendering an
issue to the country. 1 Salk. 6. Literally
translated in the modern forms.

ET IICDE PETIT JUDIOIUM. And
thereupon [or thereof] he prays judgment.
A clause at the end of pleadings, praying the
judgment of the court in favor of the party
pleading. It occurs as early as the time of
Bracton. and is literally translated in the
modern forms. Bract. fol. 57b ; Crabb, Eng.
Law, 217. '

ET IIDE PRODUOIT SEOTAM. And
thereupon he brings suit. The Latin conclu-
sion of a declaration, except against attor-
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neys and other oflicers of the court. 3 Bl.
Comm.29&

ET mono AD EURO DIEM. Lat. And
now at this day. This phrase was the formal
beginning of an entry of appearance or of a
continuance. The equivalent English word
are still used in this connection. ‘

ET NON. Lat. ~ And not. A technical
phrase in pleading, which introduces the neg-
ative averments of a special traverse. It
has the same force and effect as the words
“absque hoc," and is occasionally used instead
of the latter.

3'!‘ SEQ. An abbreviation for et sequen-
tia, “and the following.” Thus a reference
to “p. 1, et seq." means "page flrst and the
following pages." - _

12'!‘ 810. And so. In the Latin forms
of pleading these were the introductory words
of a special conclusion to a plea in bar, the
object being to render it positive and not ar-
gumentative; as at do all debet.

rrr sro an nnnomu. And so to
Judgment Yearb. '1'. 1 Edw. II. 10.

ET SIC AD PATRIAM. And so to the
country. A phrase used in the Year Books,
to record an issue to the country.

ET 310 P2011‘. And he did so. Yearb.
P. 9 Ben. VI. 17.

Hr SIC PENDET. And so it hangs. A
term used in the old reports to signify that
a point was left undetermined. T. Raym.
168.

HT SIC ULTERIU8. And so on; and
so further; and so forth. Fleta, lib. 2, c. 50,
I 27.

ET ‘OX.
“and wife."

An abbreviation for et uamr,—
Where a grantor’s wife joins

EVENINGS

him in the conveyance, it is sometimes ex-
pressed (in abstracts, etc.) to be by “A. B.
et us."

ETIQUETTE 0!‘ THE: PROFESSION.
The code of honor agreed on by mutual un-
derstanding and tacitly accepted by members
of the legal profession, especially by the bar.
Wharton.

Bum qul nooentem infamat, non est
cquum at bonum ob sun rem condem-
nns-1; denote enlm nooentium not: one

oportet at oxpedlt. It is not just and
proper that he who speaks ill of a bad man
should be condemned on that account; for it
is fitting and expedient that the crimes of
bad men should be known. Dig. 47, 10, 17;
1 Bl. Comm. 125.

EUNDO ET BEDEUNDO.
ing and returning. Applied to vessels.
Rob. Adm. 141.

Lat. In go-
3 C.

mmno, nonaxno, 1-:'r nnnzmmo. ’

Lat. Going, remaining, and returning. A
person who is privileged from arrest (as a
witness, legislator, etc.) is generally so privi-
leged eundo, morando, at redeundo; that
is, on his way to the place where his duties
are to be performed, while he remains there,
and on his return journey.

EUNOHY. Equal laws and a well-ad-
jnsted constitution of government.

EUNUOH. A male of the human species
who has been castrated. See Domut, liv.
prél. tit. 2, 5 1, n. 10. Eckert v. Van Pelt,
69 Kan. 357, 76 Pac. 909, 66 L. R. A. 266.

EVASIO. Lat. In old practice. An es-
cape from prison or custody. Reg. Orig.
312.

EVASION. A subtle endeavoring to set
aside truth or to escape the punishment of
the law. This will not be allowed. If one
person says to another that he will not strike
him, but will give him a pot of ale to strike
iirst, and, accordingly, the latter strikes, the

_ returning the blow is punishable: and, if the
person first striking is killed. it is murder,
for no man shall evade the justice of the law
by such a pretense. 1 Hawk. P. C. 81. So
no one may plead ignorance of the law to
evade it. Jacob.

nvasrvz. Tending or seeking to evade;
elusive; shifting; as an evasive argument or
plea.

EVENINGS. In old English law. The
delivery at even or night of a certain por-
tion of grass, or corn, etc., to a customary
tenant. who performs the service of cutting,
mowing, or reaping for his lord. given him
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as a gratuity or encouragement. Kennett,
Gloss.

EVENT. In reference to judicial and
quasi judicial proceedings, the "event" means
the conclusion, end, or iina. outcome or re-
sult of a litigation; as, in the phrase “abide
the event,” speaking of costs or of an agree-
ment that one suit shall be governed by the
determination in another. Reeves v. Mc-
Gregor, 9 Adol. at El. 576; Benjamin v. Ver
Nooy, 168 N. Y. 578, 61 N. E. 971; Com-
inercial Union Assur. Co. v. Scammon, 35 Ill.
App. 660.

Eventns est qul ex canal sequltur;
et dloitnr eventus qula ex enusis evenlt.
9 Coke. 81. An event is that which follows
from the cause, and is called an "event"
because it eventnates from causes.

Eventus vs:-los res nova semper hen '

bet. Co. Litt. 379. A new matter always
produces various events.

EVERY. Each one of all; the term in-
cludes all the separate individuals who con-
stitute the whole, regarded one by one.
Geary v. Parker, 65 Ark. 521, 47 S. W. 238;
Purdy v. People, 4 Hill (N. Y.) 413.

Every man must be taken to contem-
plate the probelile eonsequenees of the
not he ‘does. Lord Ellenhorough. 9 East,
277. A fundamental maxim in the law of
evidence. Best, Pres. § 16; 1 Phil. Ev. 444.

EVE-DROPPERS. See EAVE8'DBOP-
PIZRS.

EVIOI‘. In the civil law. To recover
anything from a person by virtue of the
judgment of a court or judicial sentence.

At common law. To dispossess, or turn
out of the possession oi‘ lands by process of
law. Also to recover land by judgment at
law. “It the land is evicted, no rent shall
be paid." 10 Coke, 128a.

EVIOTION. Dispossession by process
of law; the act of depriving a person of the
possession of lands which he has held, in
pursuance of the judgment of a court. Rea-
soner v. Edmundson, 5 Ind. 395; Cowdrey v.
Colt, 44 N. Y. 392. 4 Am. Rep. 890; Home
Life Ins. Co. v. Sherman. 46 N. Y. 372.

Technically. the dispossession must be by
judgment of law; it otherwise, it is an ous-
ter.

Eviction -implies an entry under paramount
title, so as to interfere with the rights of the
grantee. The object of the _party making ‘the
entry is immaterial whether it be to take all or
a part of the land itself or merely an incor-
poreal right. Phrases equivalent in meaning
are “ouster by paramount title," "entr and dis-
turbance," “possession under an el er title,"
and the like. Mitchell v. Warner. 5 Conn. 497.

Eviction is an actual expulsion of the lessee
out of all or some part of the demised premises.
Peudleton v. Dyett, 4 Cow. (N. Y.) 581, 585.
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In a more popular sense. the term denotes
turning a tenant of land out of possession,
either by reentry or by legal proceedings,
such as an action of ejectment. Sweet.

By a loose extension, the term is some-
times applied to the ousting of a person
from the possession of chattels; but, prop-
erly, it applies only to_ realty.

In the civil law. The abandonment
which one is obliged to make of a thing, in
pursuance of a sentence by which he is con-
demned to do so. Poth. Gontr. Sale, pt. 2,
c. 1. 5 2, art. 1, no. 83. The abandonment
which a buyer is compelled to make of a
thing purchased, in pursuance of a judicial
sentence.

Eviction is the lom sutrered by the buyer
of the totality of the thing said, or of a part
thereof, occasioned by the right or claims
of a third person. Civil Code La. art. 2500.
—Actnal eviction is an actual expulsion of
the tenant out of all or some part of the demis-
ed premises: a hysical ouster or dispossessiou
from the very th ng granted or some substantial
Bart thereof. Knotts v. McGregor, 47 W. Va:

. 35 S. E. 899: Tslbott v. English, 156 Ind.
299, 59 N. E. 857: Seigel v. Neary, 38 Misc.
Rep. 297, 77 N. Y. Supp. 854.-Constructive
evietlon as the term is used with reference to
breach of the covenants of warranty and of
qliiiiet enjoyment, means the inability of the pun
c aser to obtain possession by reason of a para-
mount outstanding title. Fritz v. Pusey, 31
Minn. 368. 18 N. W. 94. With reference to
the relation of landlord and tenant, there is a
“constructive eviction” when the former. with-
out intent_to oust the latter, does some act
which deprives the tenant of the beneficial en-
joyment of the demised premises or materially
impairs such en 'oyment. Realty Co. v. Fuller,
33 Misc. Re . 1 9, 67 N. Y. Supp. 146: Talbott
v. English, 56 Ind. 299, 59 N. E. 857.

EVIDENCE, Any species of proof, or
probative matter, legally presented at the
trial of an issue, by the act of the parties
and through the medium of witnesses, rec- '

ords, documents, concrete objects, etc., for
the purpose of inducing belief in the minds
of the court or jury as to their contention.
Ilotchkiss v. Newton, 10 Ga. 567; State v.
Thomas, 50 La. Ann. 148, 23 South. 250:
Cook v. New Durham. 64 N. H. 419, 13 At].
650; Kring v. Missouri, 107 U. S. 221, 2
Sup. Ct. 443, 27 L. Ed. 506: O’Bi-ien v. State,
69 Neb. 691, 96 N. W. 650: Hubbell v. U.
S., 15 Ct. Cl. 606; Mcwiilianis v. Rodgers.
56 Ala. 93.

The word “evldence." in legal acceptation. in-
cludes all the means by which any a leged mat-
ter of fact, the truth of which is submitted to
investigation, is established or disproved. 1
Greenl. Ev. c. 1. i 1.

That which is legally submitted to a jury. to
enable them to decide upon the questions in dis-
pute or issue, as pointed out by the pleadings,
and distinguished from all comment _and argu-
ment. is termed “evidence.” 1 Starkie, Ev. pt.

I

8 nyu distinguished The term "evi-
denc":'° is to.be carefully distihguished from its
synonyms “proof” and “testimony." "Proof" is
the logically suiiicient reason for asseuting to
the truth of a proposition advanced. In its
juridical sense it is a term of wide import. and
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comprehends everything that may be adduced at
a trial. within the legal rules, or the purpose
of producin conviction in the mind of judge or
jury, aside rom mere argument; that is, every-
thing that has a probative force intrinsically,
and not merel as a deduction from, or com-
bination of, original probative facts. But “evi-
dence” is a narrower term. and includes only
such kinds of roof as may be legally resented
at a trial, by t e act of the parties, an through
the aid of such concrete facts as witnesses, rec-
ords, or other documents. Thus, to urge a pre-
sumption of law in support of one’s case is ad-
ducing proof, but it s not ofiering evidence.
"Testimony," again. is a still more restricted
term. It (properly means only such evidence as
is delivere by a witness on the trial of a cause,
either orally or in the form of aflidavits or depo-
sitions. Thus, an ancient deed, when offered
under proper circumstances, is evidence. but it
could not strictly be called "testimony.” “Be-
lief" is a subjective condition resulting from
proof. It is a conviction of the truth of a
proposition. existing in the mind, and induced
y gersuasion, proof, or argument addressed

to t e judgment.
The bill of exceptions states that all the

"testimony" is in the record; but this is not
equivalent to a statement that all the “evi-
dence" is in the record. Testimony is one
species of evidence. But the word “evidence"
is a generic term which includes every species
of it. And. in a bill of exceptions, the general
term covering all species should be used in the
statement as to its embracing the evidence. not
the term “testimony," which is satisfied if the
bill only contains all of that species o£,evidence.
The statement that all the testimony is in the
record may, with reference to judic al records,
properly. be termed an “aflirmative pregnant."
Gazette Printing Co. v. Morse, 60 Ind. 157.

The word “proof” seems properly to mean
anything which serves, either immediately or
mediatel . to convince the mind of the truth or
falsehoo of a fact or proposition. It is also
applied to the conviction enerated in the mind
y proof properly so cal ed. The word “evi-

dence" signifies, in its original sense, the state
of being evident. i. e., plain, apparent, or no-
torious. But by an almost peculiar inflection
of our language, it is applied to that which tends
to render evident or to generate proof. Best.
LV. 5! 10. 11

Classification. There are many species of
evidence. and it is susceptible of being classified
on several diflerent principles. The more usual
divisions are here subjoined.

Evidence "is either judicial or eotraiadicial.
Judicial evidence is the means. sanctioned by
law, of ascertaining in s. judicial proceeding
the truth respecting a question of fact. ‘Code
Civ. Proc. Ca . 5 1 :) while extra'udicia evi-
dence is that which is used to sa sfy private
persons as to facts requiring proof.

Evidence is either primary or secondary.
Primary evidence is that kind of evidence which,
under every possible circumstance. afiords the
greatest certainty of the fact in question.
Thus. a written instrument is itself the best
gssible evidence of its existence and contents.

ondary evidence is that which is inferior to
primary. Thus, a copy of an instrument, or
oral evidence of its contents, is secondary evi-
dence of the instrument and contents. Code
Civ. Proc. Cal. 55 1829, 1830

In other words, primary evidence means orig-
inal or first-hand evidence; the best evidence
that the nature of the case admits of; the evi-
dence which is required in the first instance, and
which must fail before secondary evidence can
be admitted. Thus, an original document is
primary evidence; a copy_o it would be sec-
ondary. That evidence which the nature of the
case or question suggests as the proper means
of ascertaining the truth. See Cross v. Basliett,
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17 Or. 84. 21 Pac. 47; Civ. Code Ga. 1895.
6134. Secondary evidence is that species o
evidence which becomes admissible, as being the
next best. when the primary or best evidence of
the fact in question is lost or inaccessible; as
when a witness details orally the contents of an
instrument which is lost or destroyed. Wil-
liams v. Davis. 56 Tex. ; Baucum v.
Geo e, 65 Ala. 2559; Roberts v. Dixon, 50 Kan.
436, 1 Pac. 1083.

Evidence is either dircct or indirect. Direct
evidence is evidence directly provin an mat-
ter, as opposed to circumstantia evidence,
which is often called “indirect.” It is usually
conclusive. but, like other evidence, it is falli-
ble, and that on various accounts. It is not to
be confounded with primary evidence. as o
posed to secondary, although in point of fact t
usually is rimary. Brown; Com. v. Webster,
5 Cash. ( ass.) 310. 52 Am. Dec. 711; Peiise v.
Smith. 61 N. Y. 477' State v. Calder. 23 Mont.
504, 59 Pac. 903: 15eople v. Palmer, 11 N. Y.
St. Rep. 820: Lake County v. Neilon. 44 Or.
14. 74 Pac. 212. Indirect evidence is evidence
which does not tend directl to prove the con-
troverted fact. but to establish a state of facts,
or the existence of other facts, from which it
will follow as a logical inference. Inferential
evidence as to the truth of a disputed fact, not
by testimony of any witness to the fact, but
by collateral circumstances ascertained by com-

tent means. 1 Starkie Ev. 15. See Code
iv. Proc. Cal. 1903, 5 1832; Civ. Code Ga.

1895. 5 5143.
Evidence is either intrinsic or extrinsic. In-

trinsic evidence is that which is derived from a
document wthout anything to explain it. Ex-
trinsic evidence is external evidence. or that
which is not contained in the body of an agree-
ment. contract. and the like.

Compound. and descriptive toi-ins.—Ad-
nihilonlar evidence. Auxiliary or supple-
mentary evidence. such as is presented for the
purpose of explaining and completing other evi-
dence. (Chiefly used in ecclesiastical law.)-
Circumstantial evidence. This is proof of
various facts or circumstances which usually
attend the main fact in dispute, and therefore
tend to prove its existence. or to sustain. by
their consistency. the hypothesis claimed. Or
as otherwise defined, it consists in reasoning
from facts which are known or proved to estab-
lish such as are conjectured to exist. See. more
fully, Ciacnirsrannan Evin:ivcs.—0onpe-
tune evidence. That which _the very nature
of the thing to be proven requires. as. the pro-
duction of a writing where its contents are the
subject of inquiry. 1 Greenl. Ev. 5 2: Chap-
man v. McAdams. 1 Lea (Tenn.) 604: Hor-
bach v. State, 43 Tex. 249. Also._general_ly. ad-
missible or relevant, as the opposite of “incom-
petent." (see infra.) State v. Johnson, 12 Minn.
476 (Gil. 378). 93 Am. Dec. 241.—0onclIuive
evidence is that which is incontrovertible, ei-
ther because the law does not permit it to be
contradicted, or because it is so strong and con-
vincing as to overhear all_pro_of to the contrary
and establish the proposition in question beyond
any reasonable doubt. Wood v. Chapin. 13 N.
Y. . Am. Dec. 62: Fiaupt v. Pohlmann.
24 N. Y. Super. Ct. 121; Moore v. Hopkins. 83
Cal. 270. 23 Pac. 318. 17 Am. St. Rep. 248;
West v. West, 90 Iowa. 41, 57 N. W. 639:
Freese v. Loan Soc.. 139 Cal. 392. 73 Pac. 172;
People v. Stephenson, 11 Misc. Rep. 141. 32 N.
Y. Su p. 1112.—-Con-oborativo evidence.
Strengthening or confirming evidence; addition-
al evidence of a difierent character adduced in
support of the same fact or proposition. Code
Civ. Proc. Cal. 1839.-Cumulative evi-
dence. Additions or corroborative evidence to
the same int. That which goes to prove what
has alrea y been established by other evidence.
Glidden v. Dunla , 28 Me. 383; Parker v.
Hardy, 24 Pick. ( use.) 248; Waller v. Graves,
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20 Conn. 310; Roe v. Kalb, 37 Ga. 459. All
evidence material to the issue, after any such
evidence has been given, is in a certain sense
cumulative; that is, is added to what has been

iven before. It tends to sustain the issue.
in cumulative evidence, in legal phrase, means

evidence from the same or a new witness, sim-
ply repeating. in substance and effect, or adding
to, what has been before testified to. Parshail
v. Klinck, 43 Barb. (N. Y.) 212. Evidence is
not cumulative merely because it tends to es-
tablish the same ultimate or principally contro-
l:crt¢:d fact. Cumulative evidence is additional
evidence of the same kind to the same point.
Able v. Frazier. 43 Iowa, 177.—Docnnientc.ry
evidence. Evidence supplied by writings and
documents of every kind in the widest sense of
the term; evidence derived from conventional
symbols (such as letters) by which ideas are
represented on material substances.-Evidence
nlinnde. Evidence from outside. from another
source. In certain cases a written instrument
may be explained b evidence aliimde, that is.
by evidence drawn rom sources exterior to the
instrument itself, e. a., the testimony of a wit-
ness to conversations, admissions, or prelimi-
nary negotiations.—Expert evidence. Testi-
monv given in relation to some scientific, tech-
nical, or professional matter by experts, i. 2.,
persons unlified to s ak authoritatively by
reason 0 their specia training, skill, or fa-
miliarity with the snbject.—Extx-nneons evi-
dence. With reference to a contract. deed.
will. or any writing. extraneous evidence is
such as is not furnished by the document itself.
but is derived from outside sources; the same
as evidence aliunde. (See aup¢a.)—Eeiu-say
evidence. Evidence not proceeding from the
personal knowledge of the witness. but from the
mere repetition of what he has heard others
say. See, more fully, HEAB8AY.—Inco!npe-
tent evidence. Evidence which is not admis-
sible under the established rules of evidence;
evidence which the'law does not permit to be
presented at all, or in relation to the particular
matter, on account of lack of originality or of
some defect in the witness, the document, or
the nature of the evidence itself. Texas Brew-
ing Co. v. Dickey (Tex. Civ. App.) 43 S. W.
578; Bell v. Bumstead, 60 Hun, 580. 14 N. Y.
Supp. 697: Atkins v. Elwell. 45 N. Y. 757;
People v. Mnllings, 813 Cal. 138. 23 Pac. 229.
17 Am. St. Rep. %.—IncuJpn.tory evidence.
Criminative evidence; that which tends. or is
intended, to establish the guilt of the accused.
-Indispensable evidence. That without
which a particular fact can_not be roved. Code
Civ. Proc. Cal. 1903. 1836; Ba linger‘s Ann.
Codes & St. Or. 1901, 689.—Legnl evidence.
A broad general term meaning all admissible
evidence. including both oral and documentary,
but with a further implication that it must be
of such a character as tends reasonably and sub-
stantially to prove the point. not to raise a
mere suspicion or conjecture. Lewis v. Clyde
8. S. Co., 132 N. C. 90-1, 44 S. E. 666; Curtis
v. Bradley. 65 Conn. 99. 31 All. 591. 28 L. R.
A. 143, 48 Am. St. Rep. 177: West v. Hayes,
51 (‘ohm :'i33.—l!nteria.1 evidence. Such as
is relevant and goes to the substantial matters
in dispute. or has a legitimate and effective in-
flncnce or hearing on the decision of the case.
Porter v. Valentine. 18 Misc. Re . 213. 41 N.
Y. Supp. 507.—-hiathenntic evidence.
Demonstrative evidence; such as establishes
its conclusions with absolute necessity and
certainty. It is used in contradistinction to
moral evidc-nce.—Mornl evidence. As oppos-
ed to "mathematical" or “(lemonstrntive" evi-
dence. this term denotes that kind of evidence
which, without developing an absolute and nec-
essary certainty. generates a high de ree of
probability or persuasive force. It is ounded
upon analogy or induction, experience of the
ordinary course of nature or the sequence of
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events, and the testimony _of men.—Ncwly-dip
covered evidence. Evidence of a new and
material fact, or new evidence in relation to a
fact in issue, discovered by a party to a cause
after_the rendition of a verdict or judgment
therein. In re McManus. 35 Misc. Rep. 678.
72 N. Y. Supp. 409; Wynne v. Newman, 75
Va. 816; People v. Priori. 164 N. Y. 459, 58
N. E. 668.—0pinion evidence. Evidence of
what the witness thinks, believes, or infers in
regard to facts in dispute as distinguished from
his personal knowledge of the facts themselves;
not admissible except (under certain limitations)
in the case of experts. See Lipscomb v. State.
75 ‘Miss. 559. 23 South. 210.—Ox-al evidence.
Evidence given by word of mouth; the oral tes-
timony o a witness.—0x-iginnl evidence.
An original document, writing, or other ma-
terial oliject introduced in evidence (Ballinger's
Ann. Codes 8: St. Or. 1901. 5 682) as distin-
guished from a copy of it or from extraneous
evidence of its contents or purport.-Parol.
cvidence. Oral or verbal evidence; that which
is given by word of mouth; the ordinary kind
of evidence. given by witnesses in court. 8 Bl.
Comm. 369. In a particular sense, and with
reference to contracts, deeds. wills, and other
writings. parol evidence is the same as ex-
traneous evidence or evidence aliunde. (Sec
aupra.)—Pu-tin! evidence is that which goes
to establish a detached fact. in a series tending
to the fact in dispute. It may be received. sub-
ject to be rejected as incompetent, unless con-
nected with the fact in dispute by roof of other
facts; for example. on an issue 0 title to real
property, evidence of the continued possession
of a remote occupant is partial. for it is of I
detached fact, which may or may not be after-
wards connected with the fact in dispute. Code
Civ. Proc. Cal. § 1834.--Positive evidence.
Direct proof of the fact or point in issue; evi-
dence whicb. if believed. establishes the truth
or falsehood of a fact in issue, and does not
arise from any presumption. It is distinguish-
ed from circumstantial evidence. 3 Bouv. Inst.
no. 3057; Cooper v. Holmes, 71 Md. 20. 17 Atl.
711: Davis v. Curry, 2 Bibb (l{y.) $0; Coin.
v. Webster, 5 Cush. (.\iass.) 310. 52 Am. D .

711.—Px-esnniptive evidence. This term has
several meanings in law. (1) Any evidence
which is not direct and positive; the proof of
minor or other facts incidental to or usually
connected with the fact sought to be proved_
which, when taken together, inferentially estab-
iish or prove the fact in question to a reason-
able degree of certainty; evidence drawn by
human experience from _the connection of cause
and efiect and observation of human conduct:
the proof of facts from which, with more or
less certainty, according to the experience of
mankind of their more or less universal connec-
tion. the existence of other facts can be deduced.
In this sense the term is nearly e uivalent to
“circumstantial" evidence. See 1 . tarlrie. Ev.
558: 2 Saund. Pl. & Ev. 673; Civ. _Code Ga.
1895, 5 5143: Davis v. Curry, 2 Bibb (Ky.)
239: Horbach v. Miller. 4 Neb. 44; State v.
Miller, 9 Iloust. (Del.) 564. 32 Atl. 137. (2
Evidence which must be received and treat
as true and suflcient until rebutted by other
testimony: as. where a statute provides that
certain facts shall be presumptive evidence of
guilt, of title, etc. State v. Mitchell. 119 N. C.
784. 25 S. E. 783; State v. Intoxicating Liq-
uors, 80 Me. 57, 12 Atl. 794. (3) Evidence
which admits of explanation or contradiction by
other evidence, as distinguished from conclusive
evidence. Burrill, Circ. Bx 89.—P:-ixnn fncic
evidence. Evidence good and sutiicicnt on its
face; such evidence as. in the judgment of the
law, is sufficient to establish a given fact. or the
group or chain of facts constituting the party's
claim or defense. and which if not rebutted or
contradicted. will remain suflicient. Crane v.
Morris. 6 Pet. 611, 8 L. Ed. 514; State V. Bur-
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lingame. 146 Mo.'2(7'I 48 S. W. 72: State v.
Roten, so N. C. 701; i3_iou_gii v. Party. 144 ind.
463, 4 N. E. 560. Evidence which suflices for
the proof of a particular fact until contradict_ed
and overcome b other evidence. Code Civ.
Proc. Cal. 1903, 1833. Evidence which, stand-
ing alone and unexplained, would maintain the
proposition and warrant the conclusion to su
port which it is introduced. Emmons v. Ban
9! Mass. 230. An inference or resumption of
law, aflirmative or negative of a act, in the ab-
sence of proof, or until root can be obtained or

roduced to overcome t e inference. People v.
hacher, 1 Thomp. & C. (N. Y.) 167.—P_ro‘b-

able evidence. -Presumptive evidence is so
called, from its foundation in probability.-
Real evidence. Evidence furnished by things
themselves, on view or inspection. as distin-
guished from a description of ' them by the
mouth of a witness: a. 11., the physical ap ear-
ance of a person when exhibited to the ury,
marks. scars, wounds, finger-prints, ctc., also
the weapons or implements used in the COI1}mlD-
sion of a crime, and other inanimate obJects,
and evidence of the physical appearance of a
place (the scene of an accident or of the com-
mission of a crime or of property to be taken
under condemnation proceedings) as obtained
by a jury when they are taken to view it.—Re-
butting evidence. Evidence given to explain,
repel, counteract, or disprove facts given in evi-
dence by the adverse party. Davis v. Hamblin,
51 Md. 539; Railway Co. v. Wales, 5 0. C. D.
170; People v. Page, 1 Idaho, 195; State v.
Fourchy, 51 La. Ann. 228, 25 South. 109. Also
evidence given in opposition to a presumption of
fact or a prima faoie case; in this sense, it
may be not only counteracting evidence, but
evidence suflicient to counteract, that is. con-
clusive. Fain v. Cornett, 25 Ga. 186.—B.ele-
vnnt evidence. Such evidence as relates to,
or bears directly upon, the point or fact in is-
sue, and proves or has a tendency to prove the
proposition alleged; evidence which couduces to
grove a pertinent thee? in a case. Platner v.

iatner, 78 N. Y. 95: eller v. Jenkins. 97 Ind.
Lev v. Campbell (Tex.) 20 S. W. 196‘

State v 5'Neil, 13 Or. 183, 9 Pac. 296; i
Whart. Ev. I 20.—8atiafnetory evidence.
Such evidence as is sufiicient to produce a be-
lief that the thing is true: credible evidence:
that amount of proof which ordinarily produces
a moral certainty or conviction in an unpreju-
diced mind; such evidence as, in respect to its
amount or weight, is adequate or suflicient to
justify the court or jury in adopting the con-
clusion in support of which it is adduced.
Thayer v. Boyle, 30 Me. 481; Walker v. Col-
llns, 59 Fed. 74, 8 C. C. A. 1; U. S. v. Lee
Huen (D. C.) 118 Fed. 457; People v. Stewart,
8) Cal. 129. 22 Pac. 124: ,Pittmnn v. Pitt-
man, 72 Ill. App. 503.—Second-hand evi-
dence. Evidence which has passed through one
or more media before reachinz the witness:
hearsay evidence.—Si:nte's evidence. A- pop-
ular term for testimony given by an accomplice
or joint participant in the commission of a
crime tending to criminate or convict the others,
and given under an. actual or implied promise '

of immunity for himself.—-Substantive evi-
dence is that adduced for the purpose of prov-
ing a fact in issue. as opposed to evidence given
for the purpose of discrediting a witness, (5. e..
showing that he is unworthy of belief.) or of
corroborating his testimony. Best, Ev. 246,
773‘ 803.—Snbetitntienu-y evidence. Such
as
be the original or primary instrument of evi-
dence; as where a witness is permitted to tea-
tify to the contents of a lost document.—8nfl-
eient evidence. Adequate evidence; such evi-
dence, in character, weight,vor amount, as will
legally Justify the judicial or official action de-
manded; according to circumstances. it may be
“prlma facie" or “satisfuctory" evidence. ac-
cording to the definitions of those termsgiven
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s admitted as a substitute for what would '

EX

above. Moore v. Stone (Tex. Clv. App.) 36 S.
W. 910; People v. Stern, 33 Misc. Rep. 455,
68 N. Y. Supp. 732: Mallery v. Young. 94 Ga.
804, 22 S. E. 142; Parker v. Overman, 18 How.
141, 15 L. Ed. 318: State v. Newton, 33 Ark.
2_84.—-'1‘rii.ditionary evidence. Evidence de-
rived from tradition or reputation or the state-
ments formerly made by persons since deceased,
in regard to questions of pedigree, ancient
boundaries, and the like, where no living wit-
nesses can be produced having knowledge of
the facts. Lay v. Neville, 25 Cal. 554.

EVIDENCE 0!‘ DEBT. A term ap-
plied to written instruments or securities
for the payment of money, importing on
their face the existence of a debt. 1 Rev.
St. N. Y. p. 599, 5 55.

nvrnnnor: or -r'rrr.r:. A deed or oth-
er document establishing the title to prop-
erty. especially real estate.

EVIDENTIABY. Having the quality of
evidence: constituting evidence; evidencing.
A term introduced by Bentham, and, from
its convenience, adopted by other writers.

EVOOATION. In French law. The
withdrawal of a cause from the cognizance
of an inferior court, and bringing it before
another court or judge. In some respects
this process resembles the proceedings upon
certtorari.

EWAG2. (L. Fr. Ewe, water.) In old
English law. Toll paid for water passage,
The same as aq-uage. Tomlins.

, nwnmcz. ‘Adultery; spouse breuchi
marriage breach. Cowell; Tomlins.

EWEY. An office in the royal house-
hold where the table linen, etc., is taken
care of. Wharton.

xx. 1. A Latin preposition meaning
from, out of, by. on, on account oi‘, or ac-
cording to.

2. A prefix, denoting removal or cessa-
tion. Preflxed to the name of an office, rela-
tion, status, etc., it denotes that the person
spoken of once occupied that ofiice or rela-
tion, but does so no longer, or that he is
now out of it. Thus, ez-mayor, or-partner.
ca:-judge.

3. A prefix which is equivalent to “with-
ont," "reserving," or “exceptlng." In this
use, probably an abbreviation of “except."
Thus. er-interest, ea:-coupons.

“A sale of bonds ‘ex. July coupons‘ means a
sale reservinz the coupons; that is, a sale in
which the seller receives, in addition to the pur-
chase price, the benefit of the coupons. which
benefit he_ nia realize either by detaching them
or receivin mm the buyer an equivalent con.-
sideration.’ Porter v. Wormser, 94 N. Y. 445.

4. Also used as an abbreviation for “ex-
hlbit." See Dugan v. Trlsler, 69 Ind. 555-.



EX ABUNDANTI

ax ABUNDANTI. Out of abundance;
abundantly: superiiuousiy; more than suffi-
cient. Calvin.

ax ABUNDANTI OAUTBLA. Lat.
Out of abundant caution. "The practice
has arisen abuudaznti cautcla." 8 East, 326;
Lord Ellenborough, 4 Maule & S. 544.

ax ADVERSO. On the other side. 2
Show. 461. Applied to counsel.

Ex EQUITATE. According. to equi-
ty; in equity. Fleta, lib. 3, c. 10, 5 3.

Ex E0110 3'!‘ BONO. A phrase de-
rived from the civil law, meaning, in jus-
tice and fairness; according to what is just
and good; according to equity and con-
science. 3 Bl. Comm. 163. ~ 1

Ex ALTBRA PARTE. Of the other
part.

B: anteeedentibul at oonloquentilnu
it optima interpretatio. The best inter-
pretation [of a part of an instrument] is
made from the antecedents and the conse-
quents, [from the preceding and following
parts] 2 inst. 317. The law will judge of
a deed or other instrument, consisting of
divers parts or clauses, by looking at the
whole; and will give to each part its proper
office, so as to ascertain and carry out the
intention of the parties. Broom, Max. '577.
The whole instrument is to be viewed and
compared in all its parts, so that every part
of it may be made consistent and eflectual.
2 Kent, Comm. 555.

Ex AEBITRIO JUDICIS.
upon the discretion of the judge.
Comm. 394. A term of the civil law.
4. 8. 31. '

At, in, or
4 Bl.

Inst.

nx ASS!-INSU OURIE. By or with the
consent of the court.

1:: ASSENSU PATRIS. By or with the
consent of the father. A species of dower
ad ostium eccleaiw, during the life of the
father of the husband; the son. by the fa-
ther's consent expressly given, endowlng his
wife with parcel of his father's lands. Abol-
ished by 3 & 4 Wm. IV. c. 105, 3 13.

‘xx ABSENBU me. with his assent.
Formal words in judgments for damages by
default. Comb. 220. i

EX BORIS. Of the goods or property.
A term of the civil law; distinguished from
in bonds, as being descriptive of or applica-
hie to property not in actual possession.
Calvin. ‘

ax GATBEDRA. From ‘the chair.
Originally applied to the decisions of the
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popes from their oathedra, or chair. Hence,
authoritative; having the weight of author-
ity.

nx OAUSA. L. Lat. By title.

11:: CEBTA BOEENTIA. Of certain or
sure knowledge. These words were ancient-
ly used inpatents, and imported full knowl-
edge of the subject-matter on the part of
the king. See 1 Coke, 40b.

< E! COLORS. By color: under color of:
under pretense, show. or protection of.
Thus, ea: colors omcu, under color of oiiice:

. nx OOHITATE. Out of comity or.
courtesy. ‘

nx COMMODATO. From or out of.
loan. A term applied in the old law of Eng:
land to a. right of action arising out of a
loan, (oommodatum) Glanv. lib. 10. c. 13:"
1 Reeve, Eng. Law, 166.

Ex OOHPARAITONE SORIPTORUI.
By a comparison of writings or haudwrit-'
ings. A term in the law of evidence. Best.
Pres. 218. '

EX OONGESSIS. From the premises
granted. According to what has been al-
ready allowed. ‘

ax OONSULTO. With consultation or
deliberation. ' -

xx OONTINENTI. Immediately; with-
out any interval or delay; incontinently. A
term of the civil law. Calvin.

ax CONTRACTU. From or out of a
contract. In both the civil and the common.
law, rights and causes of action are divided
into two cIasses,—those arising ea: contracts,
(from a contract.) and those arising ex delic-
to. (from a delict or tort.) See 3 Bl. Comm.
117; Mackeld. Rom. Law. i 384. See Scharf
v. People, 134 Ill. 240, 24 N. E. 761. ‘

Ex OIIEIA. Out of court; away from
the court.

ax DEBITO JIJSTITIE. From or as
a debt of justice; in accordance with the re-_

quirement of justice; of right; as a matter
of right. The opposite of ex gratia. (q. 0.) 8
Bl. Comm. 48, 67.

IX DEPEOTU SLNGUINIS. From fall-.
. ure of blood; for want of issue.

ax DELICTO. From a delict, tort.
fault, crime, or malfeasance. In both the
civil and the common law. obligations and
causes of action are divided into two great
classes.—those arising cc contractu. (out of
a contract.) and those at dciicto. The lat-
ter are such as grow out of or are founded
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upon a wrong or tort. e. '11., trespass. trover.
repievin. These terms were known in Eng-
lish law at a very early period. See Inst. 4,
1, pr.; Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 384; 3 Bl.
Comm. 117; Bract. fol. 101b.

1}: denote non ex supplicio omen-git
lnlunin. Infamy arisa from the crime, not
from the punishment

nx DEHISSIONE. (commonly abbrevi-
A phrase

forming part of the title of the old action of
ejectmcnt.

nx DIREOT0.
Story, Bills, 5 199.

Directly ; immediately.

Ex diutnrnltete tempo:-is, onnh pro-
nununtur solenniter eue nets. From
length of time [after lapse of time] all things
are presumed to have been done in due form.
00. Litt. 6b; Best, Ev. Introd. I 43; 1 Greenl.
Ev. I 20.

xx DOLO HALO. Out of fraud; out
of deceitful or tortious conduct. A phrase
applied to obligations and causes of action
vltiated by fraud or deceit.

Ex dole male non oritnr netio. Out of
fraud no action arises; fraud never gives a
right of action. No court will lend its aid
to a man who fonnds his cause of action up-
on an immoral or illegal act. Cowp. 343;
Broom, Max. 729.

E: donntionlbu eaten feeds mili-
ta:-in vel magnum serjennthun non eon-

tinentllnn oritnr nobis quoddun nomen
gene:-ale, quod est Iocnglum. O0. Litt. 86.
From grants not containing military fees or
grand serjeanty, a kind of general name is
used by us, which is “socage."

ax EHPTO. Out of purchase; founded
on purchase. A term of the civil law, adopt-
ed by Bracton. Inst. 4. 6, 28; Bract. fol.
102. See Ac'rxo xx Eurro.

ax PACIE. From the face; apparently;
evidently. A term applied to what appears
on the face of a writing.

nx FAOT0. From or in consequence of
a fact or action; actually. Usually applied
to an unlawful or tortious act as the founda-
tion of a title, etc. Sometimes used as equiv-
alent to “de' facto." Bract. fol. 172.

The law arises out
of the fact. Broom. Max. 102. A rule of
law continues in abstraction and theory. un-
til an act is done on which it can attach and
assume as it were a body and shape. Best,
Ev. Introd. 5 1.

HI FIOTIONE JURIS. By It fiction of
13W. ' -
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in frequent! delieto augetnr peas.
'2 Inst. 479. Punishment increases with in-
creasing crime.

xx GRATIA. Out of grace; as a matter
of grace, favor, or indulgence; gratuitous.
A term applied to anything accorded as. a
favor; as. distinguished from that which may
he demanded an: debito, as a 'matter_ of right.

21: GBAVI QUERELA. (From or on
the grievous complaint.) In old English prac-_
tice. The name of a writ (so called from its
initial words) which lay for a person to
whom any lands or tenements in fee were de-
vised by will, (within any city, town, or bor-
ough wherein lands were devlsabie by cus-
tom,) and the heir of the devisor entered and
detained them from him. Fltzh. Nat. Brev.
198, ,L, et seq.; 3 Reeve, Eng. Law, 49. Abol-
ished by St. 3 5. 4 Wm. IV. c. 27, I 36.

xx nnrornnsr. By the hypothesis;
upon the supposition; upon the theory or
facts assumed.

ax DIDUSTRIA. With contrivance or
deliberation; designedly; on purpose. See 1
Kent, Comm. 318; Martin v. Hunter, 1
Wheat. 334, 4 L. Ed. 97. ‘

I-IX INTEGEO. Anew; afresh.

nx JUSTA OAUSA. From a Just or
lawful cause; by a just or legal title.

nx LEGE. By the law; by force of law;
as a matter of law.

ax LBGIBUS. According to the laws.
‘A phrase of the civil law, which means ac-
cording to the intent or spirit of the law, -as
‘well as according to the words or letter.
‘Dig. 50, 16, 6. See Calvin.

EX LIOENTIA BEGIS. By the king's
license. 1 Bl. Comm. 168. note.

, Ex LOCATO. From or out of lease or
letting. A term of the civil law. applied to
actions or rights of action arising out of the
contract of locatum, (q. 1:.) Inst. 4, 6, 28.
Adopted at an early period in the law of Eng-
land. Bract. fol. 102; 1 Reeve, Eng. Law,
168.

In: MALEFIOI0. Growing out of, or
founded upon, misdolug or tort. This term
is frequently used in the civil law as the
synonym of “ex dclicto," (q. 12:.) and’ is thus
‘contrated with “ex contracts." In this sense
_it is of more rare occurrence in the common
law. though found in Bracton, (fols. 99. 10],
102.)

1-2: nnlefioio non orltur oontrnetns. A
contract cannot arise "out of an act radically
‘vicious and illegal. 1 Term, 734; 3 Term,
422; Broom, Max. 734. - -- « ' . -1



the thing or case.
308.

aetio.

EX MA LIS MORIBUS

. Ex nulls mo:-ibns IDOIID Ieges antes
aunt. 2 Inst. 181.
evil morals, I. e., are necessitated by the evil
behavior of men.

xx MALITIA. From malice: malicious-
ly. In the law of libel and slander, this
term imports a publication that is false and
without legal excuse. Dixon v. Allen, 69 CaL
527, 11 Pac. 179.

E! 11230 HOTU. 01' his own mere
motion; of his own accord: voluntarily and
without prompting or request. Royal let-
ters patent which are granted at the crown’!
own instance, and without request made, are
said to be granted em mero mom. When a
court interferes, of its own motion, to object
to an irregularity, or to do something which
the parties are not strictly entitled to, but
which will prevent injustice, it is said to act
on mero mom, or em proprio mom, or sun
aponte, all these terms being here equivalent.

in MORA. From or in consequence of
delay. Interest is allowed cw mora; that is,
where there has been delay in returning a
sum borrowed. A term at the civil law.
Story, Bailm. 5 84.

six KORE. According to custom. Cal-
Vin.

Ex multitudine sighorurn, oollizitur
idantitu ven. From a great number of
signs or marks, true identity is gathered or
made up. Bac. Max. 103, in regula 25. A
thing described by a great number of marks
is easily identified, though, as to some, the
description may not -be strictly correct. Id.

nx HUTUO. From or out of loan. In
the old law oi‘ England, a debt was said to
arise as mutuo "when one lent another any-
_thing which consisted in number, weight, or
measure. 1 Reeve, Eng. Law, 159; Bract.
£01. 99.

BK ITECESBITATE. Of necessity. 3
Rep. Ch. 123.
—Ex necessitate legis. From or by neces-
sity of law. 4 Bl. Comm. 394.-Ex necessi-
tate rei. From the necessity or urfiency of

2 Pow. Dev. (by arman,)

- Ex nlhilo nihil It. From nothing noth-
ing comes. Jackson v. Waldron, 13 Wend.
(N. Y.) 178, 221; Root v. Stuyvesant, 18
Wend. (N. Y.) 257. 301.

3: undo psoto non oritnr [naseitnr]
Out of a nude or naked pact [that

is, a bare parol agreement without considera-
tion] no action arises. Bract. fol. 99; Fleta,
lib. 2, c. 56, 5 3; Plowd. 305. Out of a prom-
-ise neither attended with particular solem-
_nity (such as belongs to 11 specialty) nor with
any consideration no legal liability can arise.
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2 Steph. Comm. 113. A parol agreement.
without a valid consideration, cannot be
made the foundation of an action. A leading
maxim iiotli'of the civil and common law.
Cod. 2, 3, 10; Id. 5, 14, 1; 2 Bi. Comm. 445;
Smith, Cont. 85. 86.

Ex OPPICIO. From otlice; by virtue of
the otiice; without any other warrant or
appointment than that resulting from the
holding of a particular oflice. Powers may
be exercised by an oificer which are not spe-
citlcaliy conferred upon him, but are neces-
sarily implied in his office; these are ezr
oiflcio. Thus, a Judge has eai omcio the pow-
ers of a conservator oi’ the peace. Courts
are bound to notice public statutes judicially
and ear omcio. "

-3: o_fleio information. In English law.
A criminal information filed by the attorney
general ca‘ nflicio on behalf of the crown, in the
court of king's bench, for oifenses more im-
mediately afiecting the government, and to be
distinguished from informations in which the
crown is the nominal prosecutor. Mozley &
Whitley; 4 Ste h. Comm. 372-378.—£x ofiicio
oath. An oat taken by ofiendlng priests;
abolished by 13 Car. II. St. 1, c. 12

Ex pnoto illioito non oritnr netio.
From an illegal contract an action does not
arise. Broom, Max. 742. See 7 Clark & F.
729. -

nx PABTE. On one side only: by or for
one party; done for, in behalf of. or on the
application oi’, one party only, A ;|udioiii_l
proceeding, order, injunction, etc., is said to
be ea: parte when it is taken or granted at
the instance and for the benefit of one party
only, and without notice to, or coutestation
by, any person adversely interested.

"Ea: parie," in the heading of a reported
case, signifies that the name following is that
of the party upon whose application the case
is heard.

In its primary sense, ea rte, as applied to
an application in a judicia p ing, means
that it is made by a person who is not a party
to the proceeding. but who has an interest in
the matter which entitles him to make the ap-
plication. Thus, in a bankruptcy ing or
an administration action, an application by A.
B., a creditor. or the like, would be described as
fang: "ea: parte A. B.,” 9'. e., on the part of

In its more usual sense, an partc means that
an application is made by one party to a pro-
ceeding iu the absence of the other. Thus, an
en; paric injunction is one granted without the
opposite party having bad notice of the applica-
tion. It would not be called “ea parte" if he
had proper notice of it, and chose not to appear
to oppose it. Sweet.

ax PART}: HATERNA. On the moth-
er‘s side; of the maternal line.

Ex PART}: PATERNA. On the fa-
ther's slde; of the paternal line.

The phrases "ez parfe maierna" and “ex parte
paterna" denote the line or blood of the mother
or father, and have no such restricted or limit-
ed sense as from .the mother or father exclu-
sively. Banta v. Dcmarest, 24 N. J. Law, 431.
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nx PART}: TALI. A writ that lay for
a bailiir or receiver, who, having auditors
appointed to take his accounts, cannot obtain
of them reasonable allowance, but is cast into
prison. Fitzh. Nut. Brev. 129.

E: panels diotis intends:-o pin:-inns.
pouis. Litt. 5 384. You can imply many
things from few expressions.

Ex panda plurima oonoipit ingoninm.
Lltt. 5 550. From a few words or hints the
understanding conceives many things.

EX POST PACTO. After the fact; by
an act or fact occurring after some previous -

act or fact, and relating thereto; by subse-
quent matter; the opposite of ab initto.
Thus. a deed may be good ab initio. or, if
invalid at its inception, may be confirmed by
matter or post facto.

Ex POST PAGTO LAW. A law passed
after the occurrence of a fact or commission
of an act, which retrospectively changes the
legal consequences or relations of such fact
or deed. By Const. U. 8. art. 1, 3 10, the
states are forbidden to pass "any ea: post
facto law.” In this connection the phrase
has a much narrower meaning than/its lit-
ernl translation would justify, as will appear
from the extracts given below.

The phrase “ex post facto,” in the constitu-
tion. extends to criminal and not to civil cases.
And under this head is included: (1) Every law
that makes an action. done before the passing
of the law. and which was innocent when done,
criminal. and punishes such action. (2) Every
law that aggravates a crime, or makes it great-
er than it was when committed. (3) Every
law that changes the unishment. and inflicts
a greater punishment t an the law annexed to
the crime when committed. 4) Every law that
alters the legal rules of evi ence, and receives
less or diifenent testimony than the law required
at the time of the commission of the offense, in
order to convict the offender. All these. and
similar laws. are prohibited by the constitution.
But a law may be so post focto. and still not
amenable to this oonstitutioual inhibition: that
is. provided it moilifies. instead of aggravating,
the rigor of the criminal law. Boston v. Cum-
mins. 16 Ga. 102. 60 Am. Dec. 717; Cummin
v. Missouri, 4 Wall. 277 18 L. Ed. 356: U.
v. Hall, 2 Wash. 0. ('2. 366. Fed. Cas. No.
15.285: Woart v. Winnick, 3 N. H. 473. 14
Am. Dec. 334: Calder v. Bull. 3 Dali. 390, 1
L. Ed. 648; 3 Story. Coast. 212.

An ea oat for-to law is one which readers an
act unis able. in a manner in which it was not
un shahle when committed. Such a law may
nflict penalties on the person. or pecuniary pen-

alties which swell the public treasury. The
legislature is therefore prohibited from passin
a law by which a man's estate, or any part 0
it. shall be seized for a crime. which was not
declared, by some previous law, to render him
liable to such minisbnient. Fletcher v. Peck, 6
Cranch, 87. 138. 3 L. Ed. 162.

_'1‘h_e plain and obvious meaning of this pro-
hibition is that the legislature shall not ass
any law, after a fact done by any citizen. w ich
shall have relation to that fact. so as to pun-
ish that which was innocent when done: or
to add to the punishmentof that which was
criminal: or to increase the miilignity of a
crime: or to retrench the rules of evidence. so
as to make conviction more easy. This defini-
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tion of an ea: post [ac-to law is sanctioned bl
l1o)n_g usage. Strong v. State, 1 Biackf. (ind.

D

The term “ca: poet fucto law," in the United
States constitution. cannot be ‘construed to in-
clude and to prohibit the enacting any law aft-
er a fact. nor even to prohibit t e depriving a
citizen of a vested right to property. Calder v.
Bull 3 Dall. 386. 1 Ed. 648. _

“Eh: at facto" and “retrospective" are not
convert ble terms. The latter is a term of wid-
_er signification than the former and_includes
it. All ea post faato laws are necessarily retro-
spective, but not a corwerso. A curative or
confirmatory statute is retrospective. but not as
post facto. Constitutions of nearly all the
states contain prohibitions against as post facto
laws, but only a few forbid retrospective legis-
lation in s ciflc terms. Black, Const. Probib.
£5 170, 17 222. ' _

' Retrospective laws divesting vested rights are
impolitic and unjust: but they are not “ea
post facto laws." within thameaning of the
constitution of the United States, nor repugnant
to any other of its provisions: and, if not re-
pugnant to the state constitution, a court can-
not pronounce them to be- void, merely because
in their judgment they are contrar to the.prin-
ciples of natural justice. ‘Albee v. ay, 2Paine,
74. Fed. Cas. No. 134.

Every retrospective act is not necessarily an
ac Eon far.-to law. That hrase embraces only
we laws as impose or a ect penalties or for-
feitures. Locke v. New Orleans. 4 Wall. 172,
18 L. Ed. 334.

Retrospective laws which do not impair the
obligation of contracts. or aflect vested _ri hts,
or partake of the character of on post qcto
laws, are not prohibited gy the constitution.
Bay v. Gage, 36 Barb. (N. .) 447.

Ex pa-acedontibus at oonsoqusntibus
optima fit inter-protatio. 1 Roll. 374. The
best interpretation is made from the context.

EX PREOOGITATA HALIOIA.‘ Of
malice aforethoiight. Reg. Orig. 102.

1:3: PROPEIQ MOTU. Of his own ae
cord. ‘ ' ,

nx rnormo ‘moons. By"th'elr or
its own force. 2 Kent. 0omm..457.

nx rnovrsromi nonims. By the
provision oi‘ man. By the limitation of the
party, as distinguished from the disposition
of the law. 11 Coke, 80b. , , p .

ax rnovrsron}: gm-on_i the
provision of the husband. '

xx QUASI OOIITRAOTU. From qaau
contract. Fleta. lib. 2, ,c. 00.

‘xx RELATIONE. Upon relation .or in-
formation. Legal proceedings which are in-
stituted by the attorney general (or other
proper person) in the name and behalf of the
state, but on the information and at the in-
stigation of an individual who has a private
interest in the matter, are said to be taken
“on the relation" (so relatione) ot.such per-
son, who is called the .‘.'relator." Such a
cause is usually entitled thus: “State es rel.
Doev.Roe.".- » -~ < ‘_

In the books of reports, when a case is said
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to be reported ea: reluttrme, it is meant that
the reporter derives his account of it, not
Irom personal knowledge, but from the rela-
tion or narrative of some person who was
present at the argument.

~ 1:: RIGORIE JUBIS. According to the
rigor ,or.strictness of law; in strictness of
law. Fleta, ll-b. 3, c. 10, 5 3.

Ex SCBIPTIS 01:11! V1818. From
writings formerly seen. A term used as de-
scriptive of that kind of proof of handwriting
where the knowledge has been acquired by
the witness having seen letters or other doc-
uments professing to be the handwriting of -

the party, and having afterwards communi-
cated personally with the party upon the con-
tents of those letters or documents, or hav-
ing otherwise acted upon them by written
answers, producing further correspondence
or acquiescence by the party in some matter
to which they relate, or by the witness trans-
acting with the party some business to which
-they relate, or by any other mode of commu-
nication between the party and the witness
which, in the ordinnrycourse of the trans-
actions of life, induces a reasonable presump-
tion that the letters or documents were the
handwriting of the party. 5 Adol. & E. 730.

2 Ex STATUTO. According to the statute.
Fleta. lib. 6, c. 11, 5 1.

_ nx,s'nrm.A'ru 5.0110. In the civil
law. An action of stipulation. An action
given to recover marriage portions. Inst. 4.
ii. 29. '

Ex 1'1-IMPORE. From or in consequence
of time; by lapse of time. Bract. fols. 51,
52. Ear diutumo tempera, from length of
time. Id. fol. 51b.

. ,Wlthout .preparation or premeditation.

xx TESTAMEIITO. From, by, or un-

der 0. will. The opposite of ab intestate,
iq. 1:.)

2: tot: unto:-in emergnt resolutio.
The explanation should arise out of the whole
subject-matter ;

should be made from all its parts together.
Wing. Max. 238.

'2: turn! cause no: oritnr aotio. Out of
a base [illegal, or immoral] consideration,
an action does [can] not arise. 1 Selw. N.
P. 63; Broom, Max. 730, 732; Story, Ag.
§ 195.

Ex tux-pi oontrnotu notio non oritur.
From an immoral or iniquitous contract an
action does not arise. A contract founded
upon an illegal or immoral consideration can-
not be enforced by action. 2 Kent, Comm.
406: Die. 2. 14. 27. 4-

nx UNA PAETB. Of one part or side;
on one side.
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the exposition of a statute-

EXALTARE

E: into dlloel onnes.
you can discern all.

From one thing

EX UTRAQUE PABTE. On both sides.
Dyer, 1260.

EX UTRISQUE PARENTIBUB GON-
JUNGTI. Related on the side of both par-
ents; of the whole blood. Hale, Com. Law,
c. 11. '

Ex VI TERMINI. From or by the force
of the term. From the very meaning of the
expression used. 2 Bl. Comm. 109, 115.

nx VIBOERIBUS. From the bowels.
From the vital part, the very essence of the
thing. 10 Coke, 24b; Homer v. Shelton, 2
Metc. (Mass) 213. Eur visccribua verborum,
from the mere words and nothing else. 1
Story, Eq. Jnr. 5 980; Fisher v. Fields, 10
Johns. (N. Y.) 495.

Ex VIBITATIONE DB1. By the dis-
pensation of God; by reason of physical in-
capacity. Anciently, when a prisoner. being
arraigned, stood silent instead of pleading, a
Jury was impaneled to inquire whether he
obsunately stood mute or was dumb my visa‘-
tatione Dei. 4 Steph. Comm. 394.

Also by natural, as distinguished from vio-
lent, causes. When a coroner’s inquest finds
that the death was due to disease or other
natural cause, it is frequently phrased “ea
ciaitauone Del."

Ex V1811 SORIPTIONIS. From sight
of the writing; from having seen a person
write. A term employed to describe one of
the modes of proof of handwriting. Best.
Pres. 218.

Ex VOLUNTATE. Voluntarily; from
free-will or choice.

EXAOTION. The wrongful act of an of-
ilcer or other person in compelling payment
of a fee or reward for his services, under
color of his oiiicial authority, where no pay-
ment is due.

Between “extortion" and “exaction" there is
this diiference: that in the former case the om-
cer extorts more than his due. when something
is due to him; in the latter, he exacts what in
not his due, when there is nothing due to him.
00. Litt. 368.

nxaoron. In the civil law. A gath-
erer or receiver of money; a collector of
taxes. God. 10, 19.

In old English law. A collector of the
public moneys; a tax gntherer. Thus. ea-
actor regia was the name of the king's tax
collector, who took "up the taxes and other
debts due the treasury.

BXALTARE. In old English law. To
raise; to elevate. Frequently spoken of wa-
ter. 4. e., to raise the surface of a pond or
D001.
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EILEEN. L. Lat. A trial. Eaamen
oomputi, the balance of an account. Townsh.
Pl. £3.

BXAHINATION. An
search ; interrogating.

In trial practice. The examination of a
witness consists of the series of questions put
to him by a puny to the action, or his coun-
sel, for the purpose of bringing before the
court and jury in legal form the knowledge
which the witness has of the facts and mat-
ters in dispute, or of probing and sitting his
evidence previously given. -

In criminal practice. An investigation
by a magistrate of a person who has been
charged with crime and arrested, or of the
facts and circumstances which are alleged to
have attended the crime and to fasten sus-
picion upon the party so charged, in order to
ascertain whether there is sutticient ground
to hold him to bail for his trial by the proper
court. U. S. v. Stanton, 70 Fed. 890, 17 C. G.
A. 475; State 1'. Conrad, 95 N. C. 669.
--Otou-examination. In practice. The ex-
amination of a witness upon a trial or hearing,
or giion taking a deposition, by the party op-
pos to the one who produced him, upon his
evidence iven in chief, to test its truth, to fur-
ther deve o it. or for other purposes.-Direct
exiuninnt on. in practice. The first inter-
rogation or examination of a witness, on the
merits, by the party on whose behalf he is call-

. This is to be distinguished from an ex-
amination in aia, or on the voir dire. which is
merely prelim nary, and is bad when the compe-

investlgation ;

.tency of the witness is challenged; from the ‘

cross-examination, which is conducted by the
adverse party; and from the redirect examina-
tion which follows the cross-examinatiou. and is
bad by the party who first examined the wit-
ness.—Exnniinn.tion de bone ease. A provi-
sional examinaticn of a witness; an examina-
tion of a witness whose testimony is important
and mi lit otherwise be lost, held out of court
and be ore the trial, with the proviso that the
deposition so taken may be used on the trial
in case the witness is unable to attend in per-
son at that time or cannot be produced.—Ex-
unination of is long account. This phrase
does not mean the examination of the account
to ascertain the result or efl‘ect of it, but the
proof by testimony of the correctness of the
tems composing it. Magown v. Sinclair, 5

Daly (N. Y.) 63.—Examination of bankrupt.
This is the interrogation of a bankrupt, in the
course of proceedings in bankruptcy. touching
the state 0 his property. This is authorized in
the United States by Rev. St. 5 5086; and sec-
tion 5087 authorizes the examination of ii bank-
i'upt‘s wife.—Exa:inina.tion of invention.
An inguir made at the patent-oiiice, upon a -

lication or a patent, into the novelty and util-
ty of the alleged invention. and as to its in-

terfering with any other patented invention.
Rev. St. U. S. § 4893 (U. Comp. St. 1901.
p. 3384).—Exnmination of title. An inves-
tigation made by or for a person who intends
to purchase real estate. in the oiiices where the
public records are kept, to ascertain the his-
tory and present condition of the title to such
land. and its status with reference to liens. in-
cumbrances, clouds. etc.—Exn.niina.tion of
wife. See PRIVATE EXAMINATION, i'ufra.—Ex-
unination pro interene Inn. When a per-
son claims to be entitled to an estate or other

roperty sequestered, whether by mortgage.
dgment, lease, or otherwise. or has ll title

paramount-to the sequestration, he shouldvnpply
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to the court to direct an inquiry whether the
applicant has any, and what, interest in the
property: and this inquiry is called an “ex-
amination ro interesse suo." Krippendorf v.
iHyde, 110 . S. 276, 4 Sup. Ct. 27 28 L. Ed.
14.»; um v. Jenks, 185 U. s. 155, 22 sup.
Ct. 598, 46 L. Ed. 851.—Ptel.im:ln.nry ex-
amination. The examination of a person
charged with crime, before a magistrate, as
above explained. See In re Dolph, 17 Colo. 35,"
28 Pac. 470: Van Buren v. State, 65 Neb. 223.
91 N, W. 201.—Privato examination. An
examination or interrogation, by a magistrate,
of a married woman who is grantor in a deed
or other conveyance, held out of the presence_ of
her husband, for the purpose of ascertaining
whether her will in the matter is free and un-
constrained. Muir v. Galloway, 61‘ Cal. 506:
Iiadley v. Geiger, 9 N. J. law, 233.—Re-ex-
uninntion. An examination ofa witnem aft-
er a cross-examination, upon_ matters arising
out of such cross-examination.—Sepa.rate ex-
amination. The interrogation‘ of a married
woman, who appears before an -oflicer -for the
purpose of acknowledging a deed or other in-
strument. conducted by such oflicer in private
or out of the hearing of her husband, in order
to ascertain if she acts of her own will and
without compulsion or constraint of the ‘bus-
band. Also the examination of a witness _in pri-,
vate or apart from, and out of the hearing of,
the other witnesses in the same cause.

EXAHINED COPY. A copy of a record,
public book, or register, and which has been
compared with the original. 1 Campb. 469.

EXAMINER. In English law." 'A-per-
son appointed by a court to take’ the exami-
nation of witnesses in an action, 1. e.. to take
dow_n the result of their interrogation by the
parties or their counsel. either by -written_ln-
terrogatorles or viva voce. An exiiminer is
generally appointed where a witness is in a
foreign country, or is too ill or infirm to ‘at-
tend before the court, and is either an oiiicer
of the court, or a person specially appointed
for the purpose. Sweet. "

In New Jersey. An examiner is an oificer
appointed by the court oi‘ chancery to take
testimony in causes depending in that court.
His powers are similar to those of the Eng-
lish examiner in chancery.

In the patent-oiiice. An oflicer in the
patent-oflice charged with the duty of exam-
ining the patentabillty of inventions for
which patents are asked. ' - < -

—Exnn1iner in chancery. An officer of the
court of chancery, before whom witnesses are
examined. and their testimony reduced to writ-
ing, for the purpose of bein read on the hear-
ing of the cause. Cowell.— xnminers. ‘Per-
sons appointed to question students of law- in
order to ascertain their qualifications before
they are admitted to practice.—Special ex-
aminer. In English law.
one of the examiners of the court of chancery,
appointed to take evidence in a particular suit.
This may be done when the state of business
in the examiner’s oflice is such that it is im-
possible to obtain an appointment at a con-
venient] early day, or when the witnesses may
be run‘al§e to come to London. Hunt. Eq. pt. .

c. .1, . _

EXANNUAI. ROLL. In old English
practice. A roll into which (in the old- way

Some person. not -
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of exhibiting sherii!s' accounts) the illevla-
ble fines and desperate dehts were transcrib-
ed, and which‘ was annmilly read to the sher-
ifl upon his accounting, to see -what might be
gotten. Cowe1L '

EXOAMB. In Scotch law. To exchange.
6 Bell. App. Gas. 19, 22.

EXOAMBIATOR. An exchanger of
lands; a broker.‘ Obsolete. ‘

nxounuoit. In Scotch. law. Ex-
change. 1 Forb. Inst. pt. 2, p. 173.

EXOAHBIIJH. An exchange; a place
where merchants meet to transact their busi-
ness; also an equivalent in recompense; a
recompense in lieu of dower ad ostium eccle-
uw.

EXOELLEIIOY. In English law. The
title of a Viceroy, governor general, ambas-
sador, or commander in chief.

In America. The title is sometimes given
to the chief executive of a state or of the
nation.

EXOEPTANT. One who excepts; one
who makes or flies exceptions; one who ob-
jects to a ruling, instruction, or anything
proposed or ordered.

EXOEPTIO. In Roman law. An ex-
ception. In a general sense, a Judicial alie-
gatlon opposed by a defendant to the plain-
tilf's action. Calvin.'

A stop" or stay to an a_ction opposed by the
defendant. Cowell.

Answering to the “defense" or ‘‘plea’' of
the common law. An allegation and defense
of a defendant by which the plaiiitiifs claim
or complaint is defeated, either according to
strict law or upon grounds of equity.

In a stricter sense, the exclusion of an ac-
tion that ~iay in strict law, on grounds of
equity, (aotionia furs amcto oompetentis ob
czquuatem ezcluaio.) Heinecc. A kind of
limitation of an action, by which it was
shown that the action, though otherwise just,
did not lie in the particular case. Calvin.
A species of defense allowed in cases where,
though the action as brought by the plaintiff
was in itself just, yet it was unjust as. against
the particular party sued. Inst. 4, 13. pr.

In modern civil law. A plea by which
the defendant admits the cause of action, but

_ alleges new facts which. provided they be
true, totally or partially answer the allega-
tions put forward on the other side; thus dis-
tinguished from a mere traverse of the plain-
tiff's averments. Tomkins & J. Mod. Rom.
Law, 00. _In_ this use, the term corresponds
to the common-law plea in confession and
avoidance.
—-Exec do dilatonin. A dilatory exception;
called a so"'tsm1_ioralia,” (temporary ;) one which
defeated the action for a time. (due ad tempua
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nocet,)_ and created ‘delay, (ct 'tempon's_ _di'lsto'ow-
em tnbm't;) such as an agreement not to sue
within a certain time, as five years. inst. 4.
13, 10. See Dig. 44, 1, 3.—Exoeptio doll
xnnli. An exception or plea of fraud. Inst.
4, 13, 1, 9; I_3ract. fol. 100b.—Ex_oeptio donn-
xninii. A claim of ownership set‘ up in an ac-
tion for the recovery of roperty not in the
'>ossession of the plaintiff. aclreld. Rom. Law,

%)9.—Exoeptio dotis onntss non numera-
ita. A defense to an action f r the restitution
of a_dowry that it was n er id, though
promised, available upon the disso ntion of the
marriage within a limited time. Mackeid. Rom.

w_, 458.—Exoeptlo in faotnxn. An ex-
ception on the fact. An exception or lea found-
ed on the peculiar circumstances 0 the case.
Inst. 4, 13, 1.—Exoeptio in pea-sonun.
plea or defense of a personal nature. which
may be alleged only by the person himself to
whom it is anted by the law. Mackeld. Rom.
Law, § 21 .—Exoept.lo in run. A plea or
defense not of a personal nature, but connected
with the legal circumstances on which the suit
is founded. and which may therefore be alleged
by any party in interest, including the heirs
and sureties of the proper or original debtor.
Mackeld. Rom. Law, § 217.—Exoeptio Juris-
Jnrnndl. An exception of oath; an excep-
tion or plea that the matter had been sworn to.
Inst. 4, 13, 4. This kind of exception was al-
lowed where a debtor, at the instance of his
creditor, (creditors dofercntt-,) had sworn that
nothing was due the latter, and had notwith-
standing been sued by him.—Exceptio xnetns.
An exce tion or lea of fear or compulsion.
Inst. 4, 3, 1, 9; ract. fol. 100b. Answering
to the modern plea of duress.—Exceptio non
ndimpleti oontraotns. An exception in an
action founded on ii contract involving mutual
duties or obligations, to the efiect that the
plaintifi is not entitled to sue because he has
not performed his own part of the agreement.
Mackeld. Rom. Law, I 394.—Exceptio non
solute peonnlae. A plea that the debt in
suit was not discharged by payment (as alleged
by the adverse party) notwithstanding an at}
quittance or receipt given by the person to
whom the Egyment is stated to have been made.
Maclreld. in. Law, 5 534.—Ezeeptio pact!
oonventi. An exception of compact: an ex-
ception or plea that the phuntiif had agreed
not to sue. Inst. 4, 13, 3.—Exoeptio pecnnim
non nnxnerata. An exception o_r plea of
money not paid; a defense which might set
up by a party who was sued on a promise to
repay money which he had never received. Inst.
4, 13, 2.—Exoept!o ersmptoria. A reinp-
tory exception; cal ed also “pcrpctua,‘ (per-
petual;) one which forever destroyed the sub-
ject-matter or ground of the_ action, ( ua acm-
per rem de qua agitur per-umt;) suc as the
ecceptio doli malt’, the exoeptio mctus, etc. Inst.
4, 13, 9. See Dig. 44_. 1, 3.-—Exoe tlo re!
Jndionta. An exception or pics 0 matter
adjudged; a plea that the subJ_ect-matter of
the action had been determined in a previous
action. Inst. 4, 13, 5. This term is adopted
by Bracton. and is constantly used in modern
law to denote a defense founded upon a pre-
vious adjudication of the same matter. Bract.
fols. 1001). 177; 2 Kent, Comm. 120. A plea
of a former recovery or judgment.—Exooptio
rel vendita at traditm. An exception or
plea of the sale and delivery of the thing. This
exception presumes that there was a valid sale
and a proper tradition; but though, in conse-
quence of the rule that no one can transfer to
another a greater right than he himself has.
no property was transferred, yet because of
some particular circumstance the real owner is
estop from contesting it. Mackeld. Rom.
Law, Zl9.—Exoe tio senatnseonsnlti Moo-
edo A de ense to an action for the re-
covery of money loaned. on the ground that the
loan was made to a minor or person under the
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ternal -power of another; so named from the
ecree of the senate which forbade the recovery

of such-loans. Mackeld. Rom. Law. I 432.-
Exoeptlo senntnsoonsnlti Vellehni. A de-
fense to an action on a contract of suretyship.
on the ground that the surety_was a woman and
therefore incapable of becoming bound for an-
other: so named from the decree of the_ senate
forbidding it. Mackeld. Rom. I_4aw. 5 45o.—Ex-
oeptlo tomporls. An exception _or_ple_s ana_l-
ogous to that of the statute of limitations in
ourlaw; viz.. that e time prescribed by law
for bringing such ac ons has expired. Mackeld.
Rom. Law, | 213.

Exoeptio ojns rel onjns potitnr disso-
lntlo nnlln est. A plea of that matter the
dissolution of which is sought [by the ac-
tion] is null. [or of no eirect.] Jenk. Cent.
37. case 71.

Exooptlo fslsl osnnlnns nltisnn. A plea
denying a fact is the last of all.

' Exoeptlo nulls est versus notionosn qua
exoeptlonons perhnlt. There is [can be]
no plea against nn action which destroys [the
matter of] the plea. Jenk. Cent. 106, case 2.

Exoeptio probat roguianx. The excep-
tion proves the rule. 11 Coke, 41; 3 Term,
722. Sometimes quoted with the addition
“do rcbua non. cxceptis," (“so far as con-
cerns the matters not excepted") ‘

Exeeptio qua £1-Inst logesn, exponit
logom. An exception which confirms the
law explains the law. 2 Bulst. 189.

Exeeptlo sesnper ultimo ponendn est.
An exception should always be put last. 9
Cake, 53.

EXCEPTION. In practice. A formal
objection to the action of the court. during
the trial of a cause, in refusing a request or
overruling an objection; implying that the
party excepting does not acquiesce in _the de-
cision of the court, but will seek to procure
its reversal, and that he means to save the
benefit of his request or objection in some
future proceeding. Snelling v. Yetter, 25
App. Div. 590, 49 N. Y. Supp. 917: People v.
Torres, 38 Cal. 142; Norton v. Livingston.'14
S. C. 178; Kline v. Wynne, 10 0hio’St. 228.

It is also somewhat used to signify other
objections in the course of a suit; for ex-
ample, exception to ball is a formal objection
that special bail offered by defendant are in-
sufficient. 1 Tidd, Pr. 255.

An exception is an objection upon a matter
of law to a decision made. either before or
after judgment. by a court. tribunal. judge,
or other judicial oiiicer. in an action or pro-
teeding. The exception must be taken at the
time the decision is made. Code Civ. Proc.
Cal. 1 646.

In admiralty and equity practice. An
exception is a formal allegation tendered by
a party that some previous pleading or pro-
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ceedlng taken by the adverse party is insuf-
flcient. Peck v. Osteen. 37 Fla. 427, 20 South.»
549; Arnold v. Slaughter. 36 W. Va. 589, 15
S. E. 250.

In statutory law.
statute is a clause designed to reserve or ex-
empt some individuals from the general class
of persons or things to which the language of
the act in general attaches.

An exception diifers from an explanation,
which, by the use of a oidclicet, proviso, etc., is
allowed only to explain doubtful clauses prece-
dent. or to separate and distribute generals into
ggrticulsrs. Cutler v. Tufts, 3 Pick. (Mass.)

In oonh-sets. A clause in a_ deed or other
conveyance by which the grantor excepts
something out of that which be granted be-
fore by the deed. Morrison v. Bank, 88 Me.
165, 33 Atl. 782; Gould v. Glass, 19 Barb.
(N. Y.) 192; Coal Creek Min. Co. v. Beck, 83
Ten. 497; Winston v. ‘Johnson, 42 Minn.
398. 45 N. W. 958: Bryan v. Bradley. 16
Conn. 482; Rich v. Zeilsdorif, fl Wis. 547. 99
Am. Dec. 81. .

The distincfion between an exception and a
reservation is that an deception is always of
part of the thing granted. and of a thing in
case; a reseroaiwn is always of a thing not‘
in case. but newly created or reserved out of the.
land or tenement deinised. Co. Litt. 47a; 4

ent. Comm. It has been also-said that
there is a diversity between .an exception and a
saving, for an exception exempts clearly. but a
saving goes to the matters touched. and does
not exempt. Plowd. 361.

In the civil law. An cmoepuo or plea.
Used in this sense in Louisiana.

Declinatory eccepiions are such. dilatory
exceptions as merely decline the jurisdiction
of the judge before whom the action is_

brought. Code Proc. La. 334.
Dilatory ezcepuons are such as do not

tend to defeat the action, but onlyto retard
its progress. - .

Peremptory earceptiona are those which
tend to the dismissal of the action. .

—Exoept!on to bail. An objection to the
special bail put in by the defendant to an ac-
tion at law made by the plaintiif on grounds
of the insufliciency of the bail. 1 Tidd. Pr. 255.

EXOEPTIS EXOIPIEIIDIS. Lat. With
all necessary exceptions.

EXOEPTOB. In old" English law. A
party who entered an exception or plea.

EXOERPTA, or EXOERPTS. Extracts.

EXCESS. When a defendant pleaded to
an action of assault that the piaintifl tree-
passed on his land, and he would ‘not depart
when ordered. whereupon he. mollitcr manus
impoeuu, gently laid hands on him. the rep-
lication of excess was to the eifect that the
defendant used more force than necessary.
Wharton.

EXOESSIVE. Tending to or marked by
excess. which is the quality or state of ex-

An exception in a‘-
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ceeding the proper or reasonable limit or
measure. Railway Co. v. Johnston. 108 Ga.
130, 32 S. E. .78.

--Excessive ball. Bail in a sum more than
will be reasonabl suflicient to prevent evasion
of the law by flig t or concealment; bail which
is per se unreasonably great and clearly dis-
progortionate to the oifense involved, or shown
to e so by the special circumstances of the
articular case. In re Losasso, 15 Colo. 163,
4 Pac. 1080. 10 L. R. A. 847 : Ex parte Ryan,

44 Cal. 558; Ex parte Duncan. 53 Cal. 410:
Blydenburgh v. Miles, 39 Conn. 490.-Exccu
sive damages. See Dnuoiis.

Exccssivnxn in Jnrc reprobatnr. Ex-
cessns in re qnalibct Jure reps-obatnr
connnunl. Co. Litt. 44. Excess in law is
reprehended. Excess in anything is repre-
hended at common law.

EXCHANGE. In conveyancing. A
mutual grant of equal interests. (in lands or
tenements,) the one in consideration of the
other. 2 Bl. Comm. 823; Windsor v. Collin-
son, 32 Or. 297, 52 Pac. 26; Gamble v. Mc-
Clure, 69 Pa. 282; Hartwell v. De Vault, 159
Ill. 325, 42 N. E. 780; Long v. Fuller, 21 Wis.
121. In the United States, it appears, ex-
change does not differ from bargain and sale.
See 2 Bouv. inst. 2055.

In commercial law. A negotiation by
which one person transfers to another funds
which he has in a certain place, either at a
price agreed upon or which is fixed by com-
mercial usage. Nicely v. Bank, 15 Ind. App.
583, 44 N. E. 572. 57 Am. St. Rep. 245; Smith
v. Kendall, 9 Mich. 241, 80 Am. Dec. 83.
‘ ‘The profit which arises from a maritime
loan, when such profit is a percentage on the
money lent, considering it in the light or
money lent in one place to be returned in
another, with a diiference in amount in the
sum borrowed and that paid, arising from the
diiference of time and place. The term is
commonly used in this sense by French writ-
ers. Hall, Emerig. Mar. Loans. 56».

A public place where merchants, brokers,
factors, etc., meet to transact their business.

In law of personal property. Exchange
of goods is a commutation, transmutation, or
transfer of goods for other goods, as dis-
tinguished from sale, which is a transfer of
goods for money. 2 Bl. Comm. 446; 2 Steph.
Comm. 120: Elwell v. Chamherlin, 31 N. Y.
624; Cooper v. State, 37 Ark. 418: Preston
v. Keene, 14 Pet. 137, 10 L. Ed. 387.

Exchange is a contract by which the par-
ties mutually give, or agree to give, one thing
for another, neither thing, or both things,
being money only. Civ. Code Cal. 5 1804;
Civ. Code Dali. i 1029; Civ. Code La. art.
2860.

The distinction between a sale and exchange
of property is rather one of shadow than of
substance. In both cases the title to property
is absolutely transferred; and the same niles
-of law are applicable to the transaction. wheth-
er the consideration of the contract is mun_c_v
or by way of barter. It can make no essential
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d_iii’erence in the rights and obligations of par-
ties that goods and merchandise are transferred
and paid for by other oods and merchandise
instead of by money, w ich is but the repre-
sentative of value or property. Com. v. Clark.
14‘Gray (Mass.) 367.
—Ax-bitration of exchange. The business
of buying and selling exchange (bills of ex-
change) between two or more countries or mar-
kets, and particularly where the profits of such
business are to be derived from ii calculation
of the relative value of exchan in the two
countries or markets, and b ta ing advantage
of the fact that the rate 0 exchange may be
higher in the one place than in the other at the
same time.—Dry exchange. In English law.
A term formerly in use. said to have been in-
vented for the purpose of disguising and cover-
ing usury; something being pretended to pass
on both sides. whereas. in truth, nothing passed
but on one side, in which respect it was called
"dry.” Cowell: Blount.—Exclsange, bill of.
See BILL OF mcnANoE.—Excban¢c broker.
One who negotiates bills of exchange drawn on
foreign countries or on other places in the
same country; one who makes and concludes
bargains for others in matters of money or mer-
chandise. Little Rock v. Barton, 33 Ark. 444:
Portland v. O'Neill. 1 Or. 219.—Encbanfc of
ii . In ecclesiastical law. This s ef-
fected by rcsigning them into the bisho 's hands,
and each party being inducted into t e other‘:
benefice. If either die before both are induct-
ed. the exchange is void.—I‘lrst of axcbnnfc,
Second of exchan e. See Fins'l‘.—Owe ty
of exchange. See WELTY.

EEOHEQUER. That department of the
English government which has charge of the
collection of the national revenue; the treas-
ury department.

It is said to have been so named from the
chequered cloth, resembling a chess-board, which
anciently covered the table there, and on which,
when certain of the king's accounts were made
up. the sums were marked and scored with
counters. 3 Bl. Comm. 44.
-—Exch ner bills. Bills of credit issued in
England y authority of parliament. Brande.
instruments issued at the exchequer, under the
authority. for the most part, of acts of parlia-
ment passed for the purpose, and containing an
engagement on the part of the government for
repayment ot the principal sums advanced with

See Briscoeinterest. Steph. Comm. 586
v. Bank of Kentucky. 11 Pet. 32's, 9 L Ed. 709..
—Conrt of exchequerr, Court of exclieqner
chamber. See those titles.—Exclicqner di-
vision. A division of the English high court
of justice, to which the special business of the
court of exchequer was specially assigned by
section 84 of the jiidicature act of 1873. Merged
in the queen's bench division from and after
1881. by order in council under section 31 of
that act. Wharton.

EXCISE. An inland imposition, paid
sometimes upon the consumption of the com-
modity, and frequently upon the retail sale.
1 Bl. Comm. 318: Story, Coast. 5 950; Scholey
v. Raw, 23 Wall. 346, 23 L. Ed. 99; Patton
v. Brady, 184 U. S. 608, fl Sup. Ct. 493, 46
L. Ed. 713; Portland Bank v. Apthorp, 12
Mass. 256; Union Bank v. Hill. 3 Cold.
(Tenn.) 328.

The words "tax" and “excise." although often
used as s,vnon_vmous, are to be considered as
having entirely distinct and se arate significa-
tions. under L"-onst. Mass. c. 1, 1. art. 4. The
former is a charge apportioned either among
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the whole people of the state or those residing
within certain districts, municipalities, or sec-
tions. It is required to be imposed, so that, if
levied for the public charges of government, it
shall be shared according to the estate. real and
personal. which each person may possess: or.
if raised to defray the cost of some local im-
provement of a public nature, it shall be borne
by those who will receive some special and
peculiar benefit or advantage which an' expendi-
ture of money for a public object may cause. to
those on whom the tax is assessed. An excise,
on the other hand, is of a dltferent character.
It is based on no rule of apportionment or equal-
ity whatever. It is a fixed, absolute, and di-
rect charge laid on merchandise, products. or
commodities. without any regard to the amount
of Property belonging to those on whom it may
fai , or to any sup osed relation between money
expended for a pa lic object and a special ben-
efit occasioned to those b whom the charge is
to be id. Oliver v. ashington Mills, 11
Alien ( ass.) 268.

The term is also extended to the imposi-
tion of public charges, in the nature of -taxes,
upon other subjects than the manufacture
and sale of commodities, such as licenses to
pursue particular callings, the franchises of
corporations and particularly the franchise
of corporate existence, and the inheritance or
succession of estates. Pollock v. Farmers’ L.
as T. 00., 158 U. S. 601, 15 Sup. Ct. 912, 39
L. Ed. 1108; Scholey v. Rew, 23 Wall. 346,
23 L. Ed. 99; Hancock v. Singer Mfg. Co.,
82N.J.Law,289,41Atl.846,42L.R.A.
852.

In English law. ‘The name given to the
duties or taxes laid on certain articles pro-
duced and consumed at home, among which
spirits have always been the most important;
but, exclusive of these, the duties on the
licenses of auctioneers, brewers, etc., and on
the licenses to keep dogs, kill game, etc., are‘
included in the excise duties. Wharton.
—2xoise law. A law imposing excise duties
on specified commodities. and providing for the
collection of revenue therefrom. In a more
restricted and more popular sense, a law regu-
lating, restricting. or taxing the manufacture
or sale of intoxicating liquors.

EXOLUSA. In old English law. A sluice
to carry oif water; the payment to the lord
for the benefit of such a sluice. Corwell.

EXCLUSIVE. Shutting out; debarring
from interference or participation; vested in
one person alone. An exclusive right is one
which only the grantee thereof can exercise.
and from which all others are prohibited or
shut out. A statute does not grant an “ex-
elusive" privilege or franchise, unless it shuts
out or excludes others from enjoying a simi-
lar privilege or franchise. In re Union Fer-
ry Co., 98 N. Y. 151.

EXOOINGEMENT.
tion, (q. 17.) Co. Litt. 134a.

E.\'commuuica-

EXOOIIMUNIOATIOII’. A sentence of
censure pronounced by one of the spiritual
courts for oifenses falling under ecclesias-
tical cognizance. It is described in the books
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as twofold: (1) The lesser excouimunication,
which is an ecclesiastical censure, excluding-
the party from the sacraments; (2) the great-,
er, which excludes him from the company of
all Christians. Formerly, too, an excommu-
nicated man was under various civil disabil-
ities. He could not serve upon juries, or be‘
a witness in any court; neither could he bring
an action to recover lands or money due to
him. These penalties are abolished by St. 53_

Geo. III. e. 127. 3 Steph. Comm. 721.

EXOOMHUNIOATO OAPIENDO. In,’
ecclesiastical law. A writ issuing out of'
chancery, founded on a bishop's certificate
that the defendant had been excoinmunicatcd..
and requiring the sheriff to arrest and Lin;
prison him, returnable to the king's bench.
4 Bl. Comm. 415; Bac. Abr.
cation," E.

EXOOKMUNIOATO ' DELEERANDO.
A writ to the sheriff for delivery of an ex—'

communicated person out of prison, upon
certificate from the ordinary of his conform-
ity to the ecclesiastical Jurisdiction. Fitzh.
Nat. Brev. 63.

Exoommunloato interdioitnr onnis ao-

tus logitinans, its quod ages-e non potent,
and aliquem convonire, llcet ipse ab Alli!
possit oonvcnlrl. Co. Lltt. 133. Every
legal act is forbidden an excommunicated
person, so that he cannot act, nor sue any
person, but he may be sued by others.

DXOOHHUNIOATO REOAPIEIIDO‘.
A writ commanding that persons excommu-
nicated, who for their obstinacy had been
committed to prison, but were unlawfully
set free before they had given caution to obey
the authority of the church. should be sought
after, retaken, and imprisoned again. Reg..
Orig. 67. - 1

EXOULPATION. LETTERS 0!‘. In:
Scotch law. Aiwarrant granted at the suit
ofla prisoner for citing witnesses in his own
defense. ' .

EXOUSABLS. Admitting of excuse or
palliation. As used in the law, this word im-
plies that the act or omission spoken of is on
its face unlawful, wrong, or liable to entail
loss or disadvantage on the person eharge—'
able, but that the circumstances attending it.
were such as to constitute a legal “excuse"
for it, that is, a legal reason for withholding
or foregoing the punishment, liability. or dis-.
advantage which otherwise would follow.
—Ezcnsn.ble assault. One committed b ac-
cident or misfortune in doing any lawf act
by lawful means, with ordinary caution and
without any unlawful intent. People v. O'Con-
nor, 82 App. Div. 55, 81 N. Y. Supp. 555.-
Excusable homicide. See Houicros.-—Ex-
erasable neglect. In practice. and particular-
ly with reference to the setting aside of a judg-
ment taken against a party through his “excus-
able neglect," this means a failure to take-the

“Excommuni-
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r steps at the- roper time. not in conse-
quence of the artys own carelessness, inat-
tention, or will ul disregard of the process of
the court, but in consequence of some unex-
pected or unavoidable hindrance or accident, or
reliance on the care and vigilance of his coun-
sel or on promises made by the adverse party.
See 1 Bl. Judgni. 5 340.

Excnsat nut cxtonnnt delictnsn in cap-
iignlibus quod non ope:-atnr idem in ci-
vililnu. Bac. Max. r. 15. That may excuse
or palliatea wrongful act in capital cases
which would not have the same effect in civil
injuries. See Broom, Max. 324.

EXCUSATIO. In the civil law. An ex-
cuse or reason which exempts from some duty
or obligation. -' - -

nxousaron. 15 i:...u.:. law. An
excuser.

In old German law. A defendant; he
who utterly denies the plaintiff's claim. Du
Cange.

Excuzsntur qnifqnod claniolun non op-
posnu-it, nt si toto temporc litlgii fnit
nltra mu-e qnacnnque oconsiono. Co.
Litt. 260. He is excused who does not bring
his claim, if. during the whole period in
which it ought to have been brought, he has
been beyond sea for any reason.

EXCUSE. A reason alleged for doing or
not doing a thing. Worcester.

A matter alleged as a reason for relief or
exemption from some duty or obligation.

EXCUSE. To seize and detain by law.

EXOUSSIO. In the civil law. A dil-
igent prosecution of a remedy against a debt-
or; the exhausting of a remedy against a
principal debtor, before resorting to his sure-
ties. Translated "discussion," (q. 1:.)

In old English law. Rescue or rescous.
Spelman. '

EXEAT. A permission which a bishop
grants to a priest to go out of his diocese;
also leave to go out generally.
—lI’c exont. "A writ which forbids the person
to whom it is addressed to leave the country,
the state, or the jurisdiction of the court; a_vai_ -

able in some cases to keep a defendant within
the reach of the court's process, where the ends
of justice would be frustrated if he should
escape from the jurisdiction. .

nxzzczrm. To finish, accomplish, make
complete, fulfill. To perform: obey the in-
junctions of‘.

To make; as to execute a deed, which in-
cludes signing, sealing, and delivery.

To perform; carry out according to its
terms; as to execute a contract.

To fulfill the purpose of ; to obey; to per-
form the ‘commands of ; as to execute a writ.

A statute is said to ca-ccute a use where it
transnintes the equitable interest of the car-
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‘ tut we use into 9. legal estate of the same
nature, and makes him tenant of the land ac-
cordingly, in lieu of the feoffee to uses or
trustee, whose estate, on the other hand, is at
the same moment annihilated. 1 Steph.
Comm. 339.

ExECll".'I.'ED. Completed; carried into
full effect; already done or performed; tak-
ing eflect immediately; now in existence or
in possession; conveying an immediate right
or possession. The opposite of ea.-ecuton/.

—Exocntod considorntlon. A consideration
which is wholly past. 1 Pars. Cont. 391. An
act done or value given before the making of
the agreemeut.—Executed contract. See
CoN'rsAc'r.—Execntcd ostntc. See ES'l'A'l'E.-
Executed fine. The fine nu‘ cognizance do
droit, come ceo qua ii ad de son done; or a fine
upon acknowledgment of the right of the cog-
nizee, as that which he has of the gift of the
cognizor. Abolished by 3 & 4 Wm. IV. c. 74.
—Executod rexnnindor. See Ruramni-:a.—.
Executed snlc. One completed by delivery of
the property; one where nothing remains to be
done by either party to efiect a complete trans-
for of the subject-matter of the sale. Fogel v.
Brubaker. 122 Pa. 7. 15 Atl. 692; Smith v.
Barron County, 44 Wis. 69]: Foley v. Felrath,
98 Ala. 176. 13 'South. 485, 39 Am. St. Rep. 39.
—Executod trust.
use. See UsE.—Executcd writ. In practice.
A writ carried into efiect by the oiiicer to whom
it is directed. The term “executed," applied.
to a writ, has been held to mean “used.”
Amb. 61.

EXEOUTIO. Lat. The doing or follow-
ing up of a thing; the doing a thing com-
pletely or thoroughly; management or ad-
ministration.

In old practice.
process in an action.
—Executio honor-Inn. In old English law.'
Management or administration of goods. Ad
eoolesiam at ad amicos ertinebit esccutio hono-
rum, the execution of t e goods shall belong to
the church and to the friends of the deceased.
Bract. fol. 60b.

Execution : the final

Hxocntio est cxecutio juris secnndnxn
3 Inst. 212. Execution is the

execution of the law according to the judg-
merit.

Bxocntio est flnis ct lructus legit. Co.
Litt. 289. Execution is the end and fruit of
the law.

Execntio Jiu-is non lnfihet lnjnrinn. 2
Roll. 301. The execution of law does no
injury.

EXECUTION. The completion, fulfill-
ment, or perfecting of anything. or carrying
it into operation and effect. The signing,
sealing, and delivery of a deed. The signing
and publication of a will. The performance
of ii contract according to its terms.

In practice. The last stage of a suit.
whereby possession is obtained of anything
recovered. it is styled “final process," and

See TnUs'r.—Executed‘
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consists in putting the sentence of the law
in force. 3 Bl. Comm. 412. The carrying
into effect of the sentence or judgment of a
court. U. s. v. Nourse, 9 Pet. 28, 9 L. Ed. 31;
Griflith v. Fowler, 18 Vt. 394; Pierson v.
Hammond. 22 Tex. 587; Brown v. U. S., 6 Ct.
Cl. 178: I-Iurlbutt V. Currier, 68 N. H. 94, 38
Atl. 502: Darby v. Carson. 9 Oiiio, 149.

I Also the name of a writ issued to a sheritt,
constable, or marshal, authorizing and re-
quiring him to execute the judgment of the
court.
‘At common law, executions are said to be

either final or quomque; the former, where
complete satisfaction of the debt is intended
babe procured by this process; the latter,‘
where the execution is only a means to an
end, as where the defendant is arrested on
as. ea.

In criminal law. The carrying into ef-
fect the sentence of the law by the infliction
of capital punishment. 4 Bl. Comm. 403:
4 Steph. Comm. 470.

It is a vulgar error to speak of the “execu-
tion" of a convicted criminal. It is the sen-
tence of the court which is “executed ;" the
criminal is put to death.

In French law. A method of obtaining
satisfaction of a debt or claim by sale of the
debtor's property privately, 1'. e., without ju-
dicial process, authorized by the deed or
agreement of the parties or by custom; as, in
the case of a stockbroker, who may sell se-
curities of his customer, bought under his in-
structions or deposited by him, to indemnify
himself or make good a debt. Arg. Fr. Mere.
Law, 557.
—Execution puree. In French law. A right
founded on an act passed before a notary. by
which the creditor may immediately, without
citation or summons, seize and cause to be sold-
the pro rty of his debtor, out of the proceeds
of whic to receive his payment. It imports a
confession of judgment, and is not unlike a
warrant of attoréioeg. Code Proc. La. art. 732;
6 Toullier no. : 7 Touliier, no. 99.—At-
tncluneut execution. See A'l'i'AC}iMEN'l'.—
Dormant execution. See DoimAN'r.—Eq-
uitnble execution. This term is sometimes
applied. to the appointment of a receiver with

wer of sale. Hatch v. Van Dervoort, 54 N.
. . 511, 34 At]. 938.—Exeention creditor.

Sce ai=:nrroa.—Bxecntion of decree. Some-
times from the neglect of parties, or some other
cause, it me impossible to carry a. decree
into execution without the further decree of the
court upon a bill filed for that purpose. This
happened generally in cases where. dparties hav-
ing neglected to proceed upon the ecree, their
rights under it became so emban-assed by a va-
riety of sub uent events that it was neces-
sar to have e decree of the court to settle
an ascertain them. Such a bill might also be.
brought to_ carry into execution the judgment
of an inferior court of equity, if the jurisdiction
of that court was not equal to the purpose: as
in the case of a decree in Wales, which the
defendant avoided by fleeing into England. This

a of bill was eneraiiy partly an original
b ii. and partly a bill in the nature of an orig-
inal bill, though not strictly original. Story.

. Pl. 342; Daniel], Oh. Pr. 1429.—Execn-
tion of deeds. The signing. sealing, and de-
livery of them b the parties, as their own acts
and deeds, in t e presence of witnesses.—Ex-
eontion sale. A sale by a sheriff or other
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ministerial oficer under the authority of a writ
of execution which he has levied on property of
the debtor. Noland v. Barrett, 122 Mo. 181. 28
S. W. 43 Am. St. Rep. 572; Norton v.
Reai-don, 67 Kan. 302, 72 Pac. 861, 100 Am.
St. Rep. 459.—'1‘estatnxn execution. See
Ti’-:s'i'A'rUn.--General execution. A writ com-
manding an oflicer to satisfy a Judgment out of
any “personal property of the defendant. If.au-
thorizing him to levy only on certain specified
property, the writ is sometimes called a ‘$-
cial ' execution. Pracht v. Pister, 30 Kan. _ ,

1 Pac. —Jnnior execution. One which
was issued after the issuance of another execu-
tion, on a diflerent judgment, against the same
defendant.

nxzounon: PAOIENDA. A wi-it
commanding execution of a judgment. Ob-
solete. Cowell.

Exnounoxz rAomNnA IN WITH-‘
ERNAHIULI. A writ that lay for taking
cattle of one who has conveyed the cattle or
another out of the county. so that the sheriff
cannot replevy them. Reg. Orig. 82.

~ EXEOUTIONE JUDIOII. A writ direct-
ed to the Judge of an inferior court to do-
execution upon a Judgment therein, or to re-
turn some reasonable cause wherefore be de-
lays the execution. Fltzh. Nat. Brev. 20.

EXECUTIONER. The name given to him
who puts criminals to death, according to
their sentence: a hangman. . v

EXECUTIVE. As distinguished from the’
legislative and Judicial departments of gov-'
ernment, the executive department ls that.
which is charged with the detail of carrying.
the laws into effect and securing their due
observance. The word “executive" is also.’
used as an impersonal designation of the’
chief executive oflicer of a state or nation.
Comm. .v. Hall, 9 Gray (Mass) 267. 69 Ann:
Dec. 285; In re Railroad Gom’rs, 15 Net). 6'39.
50 N. W. 276; In re Davies. 168 N. Y. 89,»

61 N. E 118, 56 L. R. A. 855; State v. Deuny,_
118 Ind. 382, 21 N. E. 252, 4 L. R. A. 79.
—}}xecutive ndniinistrntlon, or nniniati-K;
A Eoliticiil term in England, applicable to _t
big er and responsible class of public oiiicials
by whom the chief iepartments of the govern-
ment of the kingdom are administered. The
number of these amounts to fifty or sixty per-
sons. Their tenure of office depends on the con-
fidence of a majority of the house of commons.
and they are supposed to be agreed on all mat-
ters of general policy except such as are specif-
ically ieft open questions. Cab. Lawy.—Ex-'
ecutive oificer. An oflicer of the executive
department of government: one in whom re-
sides the power to execute the laws; one whose
duties are to cause the laws to be executed and
obeyed. Thome v. San Francisco. 4 Cal. 146:
People v. Salsbury, 134 Mich. 537, 96 N. W.
%):9:;l0g’etterson v. State (Tex. Cr. App.) 58 S.

EXEOUTOR. A person appointed by a
testator to carry out the directions and re-
quests in his will, and to dispose of the prop-
erty according to his testamentary provisions
after his decease. Scott v. Guernsey, 60
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Barb. (N. Y.) 175; In re Lamb's Estate, 122
Mich. 239, 80 N. W. 1081; Compton v. Mc-
Mahaii, 19 Mo. App. 505.

One to whom another man commits by his last
will the execution of that will and testament.
2 Bl. Comm. 503.

A person to whom a testator by his will com-
mits the ezeoution, or utting in force. of that
instrument and its codicils. Fonbl. 307.

Executors are classified according to the
following several methods:

, They are either general or special. The
former term denotes an executor who is to
have charge of the whole estate, wherever
found, and administer it to a final settlement;
while a special executor is only empowered
by the win to take charge of a limited por-
tion of the estate, or such part as may lie in
one place. or to carry on the administration
only to a prescribed point.

They are either instituted or substituted.
An instituted executor is one who is appoint-
ed by the testator without any condition;
while a substituted executor is one named to
all the oifice in case the person first nominat-
ed should refuse to act.

In the phraseology of ecclesiastical law,
they are of the following kinds:

Ezecutor d ieac eonstitutus, an executor.
appointed by law; the ordinary of the dio-
oese. .

Ea.-eeutor ab episcopo constttutus, or es-
eeutor datt-vus, an executor appointed by the
bishop; an administrator to an intestate.

- Eznccutor d tcstatore constitutes, an ex-
ecutor appointed hy a testator. Otherwise
termed “ea.-ecutor tcstamcntariua,-" a testa-
mentary executor.

An e.recutor'to the tenor is one who. though
not directly constituted executor by the will,
is therein charged with duties in relation to
the estate which can only be performed by
the executor.
-Executor creditor. In Scotch law. A
creditor of _a decedent who obtains a grant of
administration on the estate, at least to the
extent of so much of it as will be suflicicnt to
discharge his debt, when the executor named in
the will has declined to serve. as also those oth-
er persons who would be preferentiall entitled
to administer-.—Executor dxttlve. ii Scotch
law. One appointed by the court; equivalent
to the En lish “administrator with the will an-
nexed."— ecutor de son tort. Executor of
his own wrong. A person who assumes to act
as executor of an estate without any lawful
warrant or authority, but.who, by his inter-
meddling, makes himself liable as an executor
to a certain extent. if a stranger takes upon
him to act as executor without any just au-
thority, (as by intermeddling with the goods
of the deceased, and many other transactions.)
he is called in law an “executor of his own
wrong.” do so» tort. 2 Bl. Comm. 507. Allen
v. Hurst. 120 Ga. 763. 48 S. E. 341: Noon v.
Finnegan. 29 Minn. 418. 13 N. W. 197: Brown
v. Leavitt. 26 N. H. 495; Hinds v. Jones. 48
Me. 3-i9.—Executor_ lucratus. An executor
who has assets of his testator who in his life-
time mnde himself liable by a wrongful inter-
ference with the property of another. 6 Jur.
(N. S.) 543.—Genes-cl executor. One whose
power is not limited either territorially or as
to the duration or subject of his trust.—J'o1nt
executors. Co-executors; two or more who
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are joined in the execution of a wilI.—L1nitod.

éxumpnisicmrion

executor. An executor whose appointment is
qualified by limitations as to the time or place
wherein, or the suhjec -matter whereon, the of-
fice is to be exercise ; as distinguished from
one whose appointment is il.b80il1t9._l. _c.. certain
and immediate, without any restriction in re-
gard to the testator‘s effects or limitation in
point of time. 1 Williams, Ex‘rs, 249, et seq.
—8pech.l executor. One whose power and
oflice are limited, eithei-‘in respect to the time
or place of their exerci or restricted to s.
particular portion of the ecedent's estate.

In the civil law. A miniterlal omen‘
who executed or carried into etrect the Jndgh
ment or sentence in a cause.

EXEOUTOBY. That which is yet to be
executed or performed; that which remains
to be carried into operation or effect; incom-
plete; depending upon a future performance
or event. The opposite of executed.
—Exccuto consideration. A consideration
which is to performed after the contract for
which it is a consideration is made.—E_xecu-tor: fines. These are the tines our cogmzanoe
do roit tantiun; our oonoesut; and cur done.
want at render. Abolished by 3 & 4 Wm. IV.
c. 74.-Executory interests. A general term,
comprising all future estates and interests in
land or personalty, other than reveisions s_nd
remainder-s.—Bxecntory limitation. A hin-
itation of a future interest b deed or will‘; if
by will, it is also called an ‘ executory devise.
—!:xecutoa-y process. A process which can
be resorted to in the followin cases._ namely:
(1) When the right of the itor arises from
an act importing confession of Judgment, and
which'contains a rivilege or mortgage in his
favor; (22 when t e creditor demands the ex-
ecution o a udginent which has been rendered
by a tribun difierent from that within whose
‘urisdiction the execution is sought. Code I‘rac.
iiia. art. 732: Marin v. Lalley, 17 Wall. 14. 21
L. Ed. 596.

As to executory “Bequests," “Contracts,"
“vDevises," “Estates," “Remainders," “Trusts.”
and “Uses," see those titles.

EXEOUTBBSB. A female executor.
I_1ardr. 165, 473. See Exncu-rsix.

EXEOUTRIX. A woman who has been
appointed by will to execute such will or tes-
tament.

EXEOUTRY. In Scotch law. The mov-
able estate of a person dying, which goa
to his nearest of kin. So called as falling
under the distribution of an executor. Bell.

Example. illusti-ant non rests-lnguxt
legcn. Co. Litt. 240. Examples illustrate.
but do not restrain. the law.

EXEHPLARY DAMAGES. See DAK-
AGES.

EXBMPLI GBATIA. For the purpose
of example. or for instance. Often. abbre-
viated “es. gr." or “e. g."

EXEMPLIPIOATIOII’. An otficial tran-
script of a document from public records.



'bility ‘to military service;

EXEMPIJFICATIONE

made in form to be used as evidence. and
authenticated as a true copy.

EXELIPLIPIOATIONE. A writ grant-
ed for the exempliiication or transcript of an
original record. Reg. Orig. 290.

EXEHPLUM. In the civil law. Copy;
a written authorized copy. This word is also
‘used in the modern sense of “example,"—ad
ea-emplum oonstituti singulares non tram,
exceptional things must not be taken for ex-
amples. Calvin.

EXEMPT, v. To relieve, excuse, or set
free from a duty or service imposed upon the
general class to which the individual exempt-
ed belongs; as to exempt from militia serv-
ice. See 1 St. at Large, 272.

To relieve certain classes of property from
liability to sale on execution.

One who is free from lla-
as distinguished

from a detail, who is one belonging to the
army, but detached or set apart for the time
to some particular duty or service, and liable,
at any time, to be recalled to his place in the
ranks. In.re Strawbridge, 39 Ala. 379.

EXEMPT, n.

EXEMPTION. Freedom from a general
duty or service; immunity from a general
burden, tax, or charge. Green v. State, 59
Md. 128, 43 Am. Rep._542; Koenig v. Rail-
road Co., 3 Neb. 380; Long v. Converse, 91
U. S. 113, 23 L. Ed. 233.

A privilege allowed by law to a judgment
debtor, by which he may hold property to a
certain amount, or certain classes of property,
free from all liability to levy and sale on ex-
ecution or‘ attachment. Turrili v. Mccarthy,
114 Iowa, 681, 87 N. W. 661; Williams v.
Smith, 117 Wis. 142, 93 N. W. 464.
—Exompt:|on laws. Laws which provide that
a certain amount or proportion of a debtor's
property shall be exempt from execntion.—Ex-
enption. words of. It is u maxim of law
that words of exemption are not to be construed
to import any liability; the maxim crprcacio
uniua ezcluaio alterius, or its converse, 01-clusio
«nine inclurio alterius, not applying to such a
case. For example, an exemption of the crown
from the bankruptcy act 1869, in one specified
particular, would not infereutially subject the
crown to that act in any other particular.
Brown.

EXEMPTS. Persons who are not bound
by law, but excused ‘from the performance of
-duties imposed upon others.

EXENIIIUH. In old English law. A
gift; a new year’s gift. Cowell.

EXEQUATUR. Int. Let it be exe
cuted. In French practice. this term is sub-
scribed by judicial authority upon a tran-
script of a judgment from a foreign country,

_or from another part of France, and author-
-izes the execution of the judgment within
the Jurisdiction where‘ it is so lndorsed.
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solutely indefinite as to number.

. the kingdom,

EXHEBEDATIO

In international law. A certificate is-
sued by the foreign department of a state to
a consul or commercial agent of another
state, recognizing his oiiicial character, and
authorizing him to fulfill his duties.

EXERCISE. To make use of. Thus, to
exercise a right or power is to do something
which it enables the holder to do. U. S.
v. Souders, 27 Fed. Cas. 1267; Cleaver v.
Comm., 34 Pa. 284; Branch v. Glass Works,
95 Ga. 573, 23 S. E. 128.‘

EXEROITALIS. A soldier; a vassal.
Spelman. -

EXEBGITOR NAVIS. Int. The tem-
porary owner or charterer of a ship. Mack-
eld. Rom. Law, I 512; The Phebe, 19 Fed.
Gas. 418.

EXERGITOEIA AOTIO. In the civil
‘law. An action which lay against the em-
ployer of a vessel (ea-ercitor navia) for the
contracts made by the master. Inst. 4, 7, 2;
3 Kent, Comm. 161. Mackeld. Rom. Inw,
.5 512.

EXEROITORILL POWER.
given to a ship-master.

The trust

EXERCITUAL. In old English law.
A heriot paid only in arms, horses, or mili-
-tary accouterments.

EXEROITUS. In old European law. An
army; an armed force. The term was ab-

It was
applied, on various occasions, to a gathering
of forty—two armed men, of thirty-five, or
even of four. Spelman. '

EXETER DOLIESDAY. The name given
to a record preserved among the muniment
and charters belonging to the dean and
chapter of Exeter Cathedral, which con-
tains a description of the western parts 01'

comprising the counties of
Wilts, Dorset, Somerset, Devon, and Corn-
wall. The Exeter Domesday was published
with several other surveys nearly contem-
porary, by order ot the commissioners of
the public records, under the direction of

_Sir Henry Ellis, in‘ a volume supplementary
to the-Great Domesday, folio, London. 1816.
Wharton.

nxr1~:s'rncAnr:. ‘To abdicate or re-
sign; to resign or surrender an estate, office.
'or dignity, by the symbolicai delivery of a
_tafl or rod to the aiicnee.

EX].-‘EEDIARE. To break the peace; to
‘commit open violence. Jacob.

EXHEREDATIO. In the civil law. Dis-
inheriting; disherison. The formal method
of excluding an indefensible (or forced) heir
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from the entire inheritance, by the testator's
express declaration in the will that such per-
son shall be ea.-ha-res. Mackeld. Rom. Law,
§ 711.

EXHERES. In the civil law. One dis-
inherited. Vicat; Du Cange.

REBATE. In Scotch law. To
disinherit; to exclude from an inheritance.

BXEIBEBE. To present a thing cor-
poreally, so that it may be handled. Vicat.
To appear personally to conduct the defense
of an action at law.

" EXHIBIT, 1:. To show or display; to
offer or present for inspection. To produce
anything in public, so that it may be taken
into possession. Dig. 10, 4, 2
‘ To present; to offer publicly or otilcially;
to file of record. Thus we speak of exhibit-
ing a charge of treason, cmliibiting a bill
‘against an oiilcer of the king's bench by way
‘of proceeding against him in that court. In
‘rewiltse, 5 Misc. Rep. 105, 25 N. Y. Supp.
737 ; Newell v. State. 2 Conn. 40: Comm. v.
‘Alsop, 1 Brewst. (Pa.) 345.

-' ' To administer; to cause to be taken; as
medicines. »

" nxnmrr, n. A paper or document pro-
Yluced and exhibited to a court during a trial
or hearing, or to a commissioner taking
depositions, or to auditors, -arbitrators, etc.,
as a voucher, or in proof or facts, or as oth-
,erwi'se connected with the subject-matter,
and which, on being accepted, is marked for
lidentiticatlon and annexed to the deposition.
report, or other principal document. or died
of record, or otherwise made a part of the
case. '

_ A paper referred to in and flied with the
bill. answer, or petition in a suit in equity,
or with a deposition. Brown v. Redwyne, 16
Ga. 68.

EXHIBITAIIT. A complainant in arti-
cles of the peace. 12 Adol. & E. 599.

EXHIBITIO BILLE. Lat. Exhibition
of a bill. In old English practice, actions
were instituted by presenting or exhibiting
a bill to the court, in cases where the pro-
ceedings were by bill; hence this phrase is
equivalent to “commencement of the suit."

EXHIBITION. In Scotch law. An ac-
tion for compelling the production of writ-
lugs.

In ecclesiastical law. An allowance for
meat and drink. usually made by religious
appropriators of churches to the vicar. Al-
so the henefaction settled for the maintain-
ing of scholars in the universities. not de-
pending on the foundation. Paroch. Antiq.
304.
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EXEUMATION. Disinterment; the re-
moval from the earth of anything previous-
ly hurled therein, particularly a human
corpse.

EXIGENCE. or EXIGEIIOY. Demand,
want. need, imperatireness. '

—£xigenoy of 5 bond. That which the bond
demands or exacts 4‘. e., the act, performance.
‘or event upon which it is conditioned.—Exigern-
oy of A writ. The command or imperative-
ness of a writ; the directing part of a writ;
the act or performance which it commands.

EXIGENDABY. In English law. An
oiiicer who makes out exlgents.

EXIGENT. or BXIGI TAOIAS. L. Lat.
In English practice. A judicial writ made
use of in the process of outlawry, command-
ing the sheriif to demand the defendant,
(or cause him to be demanded, 0.-rig! fa-
cial.) from county court to county court. un-
til he be outlawed; or, if he appear, then to
take and have him before the court on a day
certain in term, to answer to the plaintiffs
action. 1 Tidd. P1‘. 132; 3 Bl. Comm. 283.
284; Archb. N. Pr. 485. Now regulated by
St. 2 Wm. IV. c. 39.

EXIGENTER. An oiiicer of the Eng-
lish court of common pleas. whose duty it
was to make out the eziacnts and proclama-
tions in the process of outlawry. Cowell.
Abolished by St. 7 Wm. IV. and 1 Vict. c.
30. Hoitliouse.

EXIGI PAOIAS. That you cause to he
demanded. The emphatic words of the Lat-
in form of the writ of exigent. They are
sometimes used as the name of that writ. _

nxzarnnz. Demaudable; reqnirable.

nxnz. Banishment; the person had-
ished.

EXILIUM. Lat. In old English law.
(1) Exile: banishment from one's country.
(2) Driving away; despoiling. The name of
a species of waste, which consisted in driv-
ing away tenants or vassals from the estate;
as by demolishing buildings, and so compell-
ing the tenants to leave, or by enfranchising
the bond-servants. and unlawfully turning
them out of their tenements. Fleta, l. 1, c. 9.

Eziliurn est pntria privntio, natalis
soli mntatio, locum nstivanun amissio.
7 Coke, 20. Exile is a privation of country.
a change of natal soll, a loss of native laws.

EXIST. To live: to have life or anima-
tion; to be in present force. activity. or ef-
fect at a given time: as in speaking of "ex-
isting" contracts. creditors. debts. laws. rights.
or liens. liierritt v. Grover, 57 Iowa, 493.
10 N. W. 879: Whitaker v. Rice. 9 Minn. 13
(Gil. 1), 86 Am. Dec. 78; Wing v. Slater. 19
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R. I. 597. 35 Atl. 302. 33 L. R. A. 563; Law-
rie V. State, 5 ind. 526; Godwin v. Banks.
87.Md. 425, 40 Atl. 268. A child conceived,
but not born, is to be deemed an “existing
person" so far as may be necessary for its
interests in the event of its subsequent birth.
Rev. Codes N. D. 1899, 5 2700: 1 Bl. Comm.
130.

EXIITIXATIO. In the civil law. The
civil reputation which belonged to the Roman ‘

citizen, as such. Mackeld. Rom. Law, § 135.
Called a state or condition of unimpeacbed
dignity or character, (dignitam inlaasw eta-
tua;) the highest standing of a Roman citi-
zen. Dig. 50, 13, 5. 1.

Also the decision or award of an arbiter.

EXIT. Lat. It goes forth. This word
is used in docket entries as a brief mention
of the issue of process. Thus, "exit )1. la."
denotes that a writ of fleri facias has been
issued in the particular case. The “exit of
a writ" is the fact of its issuance.

EXIT WOUND. A term used in medi-
cal jurisprudence to denote the wound made
by a weapon on the side where it emerges,
after it has passed completely through the
body. or through any part of it.

EXITIIS. Children: otfspring. The rents,
issues. and profits of lands and tenements.
An export duty. The conclusion of the
pleadings.

EXLEGALITAS.
Outlawry. spelman.

In old English law.

EXLEGALITUS. He who is prosecuted
as an outlaw. Jacob.

EXLEGABB. In old English law. To
outlaw; to deprive one of the benefit and
protection of the law, (eamere aliquem benefi-
cio lcgis.) Spelman. '

£81.88. In old English law. An out-
law; qui est ea,-Ira leuem, one who is out of
the law’: protection. Bract. fol. 125. out
benerlcio lcgia priratur. Spelmnn.

EXOINE. In French law. An act or
instrument in writing which contains the
reasons why a party in a civil suit, or a per-
son accused, who has been summoned, agree-
ably to the requisitions of a decree, does not
appear. Poth. Proc. Crlm. 5 3, art. 3. The
same as “Essoin,” (q. 1:.)

EXONERATION. The removal of 21 bur-
den, charge, or duty. Particularly, the act
of relieving a person or estate from a charge
or liability by casting the same upon another
person or estate. Louisville & N. R. Co. v.
Comm., 114 Ky. 787, 71 S. W. 916; Bannon
V. Burnes (C. C.) 39 Fed. 898.

A right or equity which exists between
BL.LAw DiC'l'.(2D En.)—30
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those who are successively liable for the
same debt. “A surety who discharges an
obligation is entitled to look- to the principal
for reimbursement, and to invoke the aid
of a court of equity for this purpose, and a
subsequent surety who, by the terms of the
contract. is responsible only in case of the
default of the principal and a prior surety,
may claim cwoneratioii at the hands of ei-
ther." Bisp. Eq. 5 331.

In Scotch law. A discharge; or the act
of being legally disburdened of, or liberated
from, the performance of a duty or obliga-
tion. Bell.

BXONEBATIONE SBOTE. A writ that
lay for the crown's ward, to be free from
all suit to the county court, hundred court,
leet, etc., during wardship. Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 158. A

£2011’!-:II.A'I'IONIi SEOTE AD CURI-
AH BARON. A writ of the same nature
as that last above described, issued -by the
guardian oi‘ the crown's ward, and addressed
to the sheriffs or stewards of the court, for-
bidding them to distrain him, etc., for not
doing suit of court, etc. New Nat. Brev.
352.

EXONIJRETUR‘. Lat. Let him be re-
iieved or discharged. An entry made on ii
bail-piece, whereby the surety is relieved. or
discharged fmm further obligation, when
the condition is fulfilled by the surrender of
the principal or otherwise.

EXORDIUH. The beginning or intro-
ductory part of a speech.

ExPA'I'II.IA'I'I01l'.- The voluntary act of
abandoning one's country, and becoming the
citizen or subject of another. Ludiam v.
Ludlam, 31 Barb. (N. Y.) 489. See Eman-
"HON.

EXPECT. To await; to look forward to
something intended. promised. or likely to
happen. Atchison, etc., R. Co. v. Hamlin,
67 Kan. 476, 73 Pac. 58.

—I-Expectancy. The condition of being defer-
-red to a future time. or of dependence upon an
expected event: contingency as to possession
or_enjoyment. With respect to the_time of their
engoyment, estates may either be in possession
or in expectancy; and of expectancies there are
two sorts,—-one created by the act of the par-
ties, called a “remainder;" the other by act of
law. called a “reversion.” Bl. Comm. 163.
—Expeotant. _Having relation to. or depend-
ent upon. it contingenvy.—Expeotn.nt estates.
See ESTATE IN Ext-scrAncr.—I»:xpeotnnt
heir. A person who has the exgectation of in-
heriting property or an estate, ut small pres-
ent means. The term is chiefly used in equity,
where relief is afiorded to such persons against
the enforcement of “catching bargains," ( . v.)
Jetfers v. Lampson, 10 Ohio St. 106; W elen
v. Phillips. 151 Pa. 312, 25 Atl. 44; In re
Robbins’ Estate, 199 Pa. 509, 49 At]. 233.-
Expeotnnt right. A contingent right. not
vested; one which depends on the continued
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existence of the present condition of things un-
til the happening of some future event. Pear-
saii v. Great Northern R. Co. 161 U. S. 646,
16 Sup. Ct. 706, 40 L. Ed. s3é.—1:xp.m.uon
of life, in the doctrine of life annuities. is
the share or number of years of life which a
person of a given age may, upon an equality of
chance, expect to enjoy. Wharton.

EXPEDIENTE. In Mexican law. a term
including all the papers or documents con-

stituting a grant or title to land from govern-
ment. Vanderslice v. Hanks, 3 Cal. 27, 38.

EXPEDIHENT. The whole of a person's
goods and chattels, bag and baggage. whar-
ton.

Expodit reipuhlioo no Inc to quit male
ntntn:-. It is for the interest of the state
that a man should not enjoy his own prop-
erty iinproperly. (to the injury of others.)
Inst. 1, 8, 2.

Expedlt 1-eipnbliors at sit flnis litinrn.
-It is for the advantage of the state that there
be an end of suits; it is for the public good
that actions be brought to a close. Co. Lltt.
3030.

EXFSDITATE ARBORES. ’.l‘rees'root-
ed up or cut down to the roots. Fleta, l.
'2, c. 41.

EXPEDITATION. . In old forest law. A
cutting oif the claws or ball of the forefeet
of niastiifs or other dogs, to prevent their
running after deer. Spelman; Cowell.

EXPEDITIO. An expedition; an irreg-
ular kiud of army. Spelman.

EXPEDITIO BR]-JVIS. In old practice.
The service oi.‘ a writ. Townsh. Pl. 43.

EXPEL. In regard to trespass and other
torts, this term means to eject, to put out, to
drive out, and generally with an implication
of the use of force. Perry v. Fitzhowe, 8
Q. B. 779; Smith v. Leo. 92 Hun, 242. 36 N.
Y. Supp. 949.

EXPENDITORS. Paymasters. Those
who expend or disburse certain taxes. Es-
pecially the sworn oiiicer who supervised the
repairs of the banks of the canals in Romney
Marsh. Cowell.

EXPENSE LITIS. Costs or expenses of
the suit, which are generally allowed to the
successful party.

EXPENSIS MILITUM NON LEVAN-
DIS. An ancient writ to prohibit the sher-
it! from levying any allowance for knights
of the shire upon those who held lands in
ancient demesue. Reg. Orig. 261.

Experientin per varies nctus Iegen
tacit. Hagistrn rel-Inn experienth. C0.
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Litt. 60. Experience by various acts makes
law. kperience is the mistress of things.

EXPERIHENT. In patent law, either a
trial or an uncompieted mechanical structure
to ascertain what changes or additions may
be necessary to make it accomplish the de-
sign of the projector, or a trial of a complet-
ed machine to test or illustrate its practical
etiiciency. In the former case, the inventors
eiroi-ts,_ being incomplete, if they are then
abandoned, will have no effect upon the right
of a subsequent inventor; but it the experi-
ment proves the capacity of the machine to
effect what its inventor proposed, the law as-
signs to him the merit of having produced a
complete invention. Northwestern Fire Ex-
tinguisher Co. v. Philadelphia Fire Extin-
guisher Co., 10 Phila. 227, 18 Fed. Gas. 394.

EXPERTS. Persons examined as wit-
nesses in a cause, who testify in regard to
some professional or technical matter arising
in the case, and who are permitted to give
their opinions as to such matter on account
of their special training, skill, or familiarity
with it.

An expert is a rson who gossesses peculiar
eskill and knowl e upon t subject-matter

that he Ii‘):-ah reqniisrev tgsléive an opinion upon.
State v. air, t. .

An expert is a skillful or experienced person;
a person having skill or experience. or peculiar
knowledge on certain subjects, or in certain
professions; a scientific witness. See Con ress
& E. S rirlif Co. v. Edgar. 99 U. S. 657, L.
Ed. 48'}; eald v. Thing, 45 Me. 394' Nelson
v. Sun Mut. Ins. Co., 71 N. Y. 460: occis v.

tate, b . . w, . t. ; oev.S 5‘NJLa -i427Al800I)l
Johnson 50 N. H. 433; Eilingwood v. Bragg.
52 N. H’. 439.

EXPILABII. In the civil law. To spoil;
to rob or plunder. Applied to inheritances.
Dig. 47, 19: God. 9, 32.

EXPILATIO. In the civil law. The
offense of unlawfully appropriating goods
belonging to a succession. It is not technic-
ally theft (fur-tum) because such property
no longer belongs to the decedent. nor to the
heir, since the latter has not yet taken pos-
session.

EXPILATOR. In the civil law. A rob-
bet; a spoiler or plunderer. Ezpilutorav
aunt atrociores fures. Dig. 47, 18, 1, 1.

EXPIRATION. Cessation; termination
from mere lapse of time; as the expiration
of a lease, or statute, and the like. Mar-
shall v. Rugg, 6 Wyo. 270. 45 Pac. 486, 33
L. R. A. 679; Bowman v. Foot. 29 Conn.
3238; Stuart v. Hamilton. 66 I11. 255: Furn-
lllli v. Piatt. 8 Pick. (.\Iass.) 341. 19 Am.
Dec. 330.

EXPIRY 0!‘ THE LEGAL. in Scotch
law and practice. Expiration of the period
within \\’lii(‘li an atijudicaiion may be re-
deemed. by paying the debt in the decree oi
adjudication. Bell.
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. EXPLEES. See Esruiss.

EXPLETA, EXPLETIA, or ExPI.E-
OIA. In old records. The rents and profits
of an estate

EXPLIOATIO. In the civil law. The
fourth pleading; equivalent to the surre-
joiuder of the common law. Calvin.

EXPLORATION. In mining law. The
examination and invmtlgation of land sup-
posed to contain valuable minerals, by drill-
ing, boring, sinking shafts, driving tunnels,
and other means, for the purpose oi.‘ discov-
ering the presence of ore and its extent.
Colvin v. Weimer, 64 Minn. 37, 65 N. W.
1079.

EXPLORATOR. A scout. huntsman. or
chaser.

EXPLOSION. A sudden and rapid com-
bustion. causing violent expansion of the
air, and accompanied by a report.

_The word “explosion" is variously used in or-
dinary speech, and is not one that admits of
exact definition. Every combustion of an ex-
plosive substance, whereby other giéoperty is ig-
nited and consumed. would not an ‘explo-
sion," within the ordinary meaning of the term.
It is not used as a synonym of ‘combustion.”
An explosion ma be described generally as a
sudden and rapi combustion, causing violent
expansion of the air. and accompanied by a re-
port. But the rapidityot the combustion, the
violence of the expansion. and the vehemence of
the report vary_ in intensity as often as the oc-
currences multiply. Hence an explosion is an
idea of degrees; and the true meaning of the
word, in each particular case. must be settled.
not by any fixed standard or accurate measure-
ment, but by the common. experience and no-
tions of men in matters of that sort. Insurance
Co. v. Foote, 22 Ohio St. 348. 10 Am. Re . 735.
And see Insurance Co. v. Dorse . 56 d. 81,
40 Am. Rep. 403: Mitchell v. nsurance Co.,
18 App. D. 270; Louisville Underwriters V.
Rugiggd, 123 Ind. 544, 24 N. E. 221. 7 L. R.

EXPORT, v. To send, take, or carry an
article of trade or commerce out of the coun-
try. ~ To transport merchandise from one
country to another in the course of trade.
To carry out or convey goods by sea. State
v. Turner, 5 Ear. (Del.) 501.

EXPORT, vi. A thing or commodity ex-
ported. More commonly used in the plural.
In American law, this term is only used of
goods carried to foreign countries, not of
goods transported from one state to another.
Brown v. Houston, 114 U. S. 622, 5 Sup. Ct.
1091, 29 L. Ed. 257; Pntapsco Guano Co.
v. Board of Agriculture, 171 U. S. 345, 18
Sup. Ct. $2, 43 L. Ed. 191: Swan V. U. S.,'
190 U. S. 143. 23 Sup. Ct. 702, 47 L. Ed.
S34; Rotherniel v. Meyerle, 136 Pa. 2%. 20
At]. 583, 9 L. R. A. 366.

EXPOETATION. The act of sending
or carrying goods and merchandise from one
country to another.
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EXPOSE, v. To show publicly; to dis-
play; to offer to the public view; as, to
“expose" goods to sale, to “expose" a tariff
or schedule of rates, to “expose" the person.
Boynton v. Page, 13 Wend. (N. Y.) 432;
Comm. v. Byrnes, 158 Mass. 172. 33 N. E.
343; Adams Exp. Co. v_. Schlessinger, 75
Pa. 246; Centre Turnpike Co. v. Smith, 12
Vt. 216.

To place in a position where the object
spoken of is open to danger, or where it is
near or accessible to anything which may
affect it detrimentally; as. to “expose" a
child, or to expose oneself or another to a
contagious disease or to danger or hazard
of any kind. In re Smith, 146 N. Y. 68. 40
N. E. 497, 28 L. R. A. 820, 48 Am. St. Rep.
769; Davis v. Insurance Co.. 81 Iowa. 496.
46 N. W. 1073. 10 L.‘ R. A. 359, 25 Am. St.
Rep. 509; Miller v. Insurance Co., 39 Minn.
5-18, 40 N. W. 839.

EXPOSE, n. Fr. A statement: ac-
count; recital: explanation. The term is
used in diplomatic language as descriptive
of a written explanation of the reasons for
a certain act or course of conduct.

EXPOSITIO, Lat. Explanation: expo-
sition; interpretation. .

Expositio qua ex visoerlhu cause
nuoitnr, est aptlssirna at for-tissimo in
legs. That kind of interpretation which
is born [or drawn] from the bowels of a
cause is the artest and most forcible in the
law. 10 Coke, 24b.

nxrosrrlox. Explanation; interpre-
tation.

EXPOSITIOII’ DE PART. In French
law. The abandonment of a child, unable
to take care of itself, either in a public or
private place.

EXPOSITOEY STATUTE. One the ot-
flce of which is to declare what shall be tak-
en to be the true meaning and intent or a
statute previously enacted. Black, Const.
Law, (3d ed.) 89. And see Lindsay v. United
States Sav. a; Loan Co., 120 Ala. 156. 24
South. 171, 42 L. R. A. 783.

EXPOSURE. The act or state of expos-
ing or being exposed. See Exross.
—Exposure of child. Placing it (with the
intention of wholly abandoning it) in such a
place or position as to leave it unprotected
against danger and j_eopard its health or life or
subject it to the peril of severe sufiering or se-
rious bodily harm. Shannon v. People. 5 Mich.
90.-Exposure of person. In criminal law.
Such an intentional exposure, in a public place.
of the naked body or the private parts as is
calculated to shock the feelings of chastity or
to corrupt the morals of the community. Gil-
more v. State, 118 Ga. 45 S. E. 2‘2(i.-In-
decent exposure. The same as exposure of
the person. in the sense above defined. State V.
Baugucss, 106 Iowa, 107‘, 76 N. W. 508.



‘ 35, 1, 52; Id. 50, 17. 195.

EXPRESS

nxrnnss. Made known distinctly and
explicitly, and not left to inference or im-
plication. Declared in terms; set forth in
words. Manifested by direct and appropri-
ate language, as distinguished from that
which is inferred from conduct. The word
is usually contrasted with “implied." State
v. Denny, 118 Ind. 449, 21 N. E. 274, 4 L.
R. A. 65.

—Express abrogation. Abrogation by ex-
ress provision or enactment: t e repeal of a
aw or provision by a subsequent one, referring

directly to it.—Exps-ess assumpsit. An un-
dertakxng to do some act, or to pay a sum of
money to another, manifested by express terms.
—Express oolor. An evasive form of special
pleading in -e case where the defendant ought
to plead the general issue. Aboiished by the
common-law procedure act. 1852, (15 & 16 Vict.
c. 76, 5 6-£)—Express own any. firm or
corporation engaged in. the usiness of trans-
porting parcels or other movable property. in
the capacity of common carriers, and especially
undertaking the safe carriage and speedy de-
livery of small but valuable packages of goods
and money. Ms? v. Southern Exp. Co., 104
N. C. 278. 10 S. . 297. 6 L. R. A. 271: His-
ter v. Central Pac. By. 00.. 70 Cal. 169. 11
Pac. 686, 59 Am. Rep. 404-.—Exptess consid-
eration. A consideration which is distinct-
ly and specifically named in the written con-
tract or in the oral agreement of the parties.

As to express “Conditions," “Contracts."
"Covenants," “Dedicatlon." “Malice,” “No-
tice," “Trust,” and “Warranty," see those
titles‘.

_Exps-essa nooent, non express: non

nooent. Things expressed are [may be]
prejudicial: things not expressed are not.
Express words are sometimes prejudicial,
which. if omitted, had done no harm. Dig.

See Calvin.

Ex-pr-essa non pr-osnnt qua non ex-

press: pr-ode:-ant. 4 Coke, 73. The ex-
pression oi.‘ things of which. if unexpressed,
one would have the benefit, is useless.

Exp:-essio eonun qua taelte insnnt
nihil operntur. The expression or express
mention of those things which are tacitly
implied avails nothing. 2 Inst. 365. A
man's own words are void, when the law
speaketh as much. Finch. Law, b. 1, c. 3.
no. 26. Words used to express what the
law will imply without them are mere words
of abundance. 5 Cake, 11.

Exp:-essio nnlns est exolnsie nlterius.
The expression of one thing is the exclusion
oi‘ another. Co. Litt. 210a. The express
mention of one thing [person or place] im-
plies the exclusion of another.

Expressio nnlns persona est exolnsio
alter-ins. Co. Litt. 210. The mention of
one person is the exclusion 01 another. See
Broom, Max. 651.

Expressvun fault eessare teoituns.
That which is expressed makes that which
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is implied to cease, [that is, supersedes it.
or controls its effect] Thus, an implied
covenant in a deed is in all cases controlled
by an express covenant. 4 Coke, 80; Broom.
Max. 651.

Expressnns servitinm regat vel de-
olax-et taeitusn. Let service expressed rule
or declare what is silent.

EXPROHISSIO. In the civil law. The
species of novation by which a creditor ac-
cepts a new debtor, who becomes bound in-
stead of the old, the latter being released.
1 Bouv. Inst. no. 802

nxrnomsson. In the civil law. A
person who assumes the debt of another,
and becomes solely liable for it, by a stlpu- '

latlon with the creditor. He diirers from a
surety, inasmuch as this contract is one of
novation, while a surety is jointly liable
with his principaL Mackeld. Rom. Law, I
538.

nxpnosnrrznz. In the civil law.
To undertake for another, with the view of
becoming liable in his place. Calvin.

EXPROPRIATION.
ly denotes a voluntary surrender of rights
or claims:
that which was previously claimed as one’:
own, or renonncing it. In this sense it is
the opposite of “appropriation." But a mean-
ing has been attached to the term. imported
from its use in foreign jurisprudence, which
makes it synonymous with the exercise 01!

the power oi‘ eminent domain, I. e.. the com-
pulsory tnking from a person, on compensa-
tion made, oi‘ his private property for the
use of a railroad. canal, or other public
work.

In IX-eneh law.
compulsory realization of a debt by the cred-
itor out of the lands of his debtor, or the
usufruct thereof.

partition should first he made. It is confin-
ed, in the iirst place. to the lands (if any)‘
that are in hypothéqmu but afterwards ex-
tends to the lands not in Impothequc. .\lore-
over. the debt must- be of a liquidated
amount. Brown.

EXPULSION. A putting or driving out.
The act of depriving u. member of a corpora-
tion. legislative body. assembly, society, com-
mercial organization. etc.. of his member-
ship in the same, by a legal vote of the body
itself. for breach of duty, improper conduct,
or other sufficient cause. New York Protec-
tive Ass'n v. McGrath (Super. Gt.) 5 N. Y.
Supp. 10; Palmetto Lodge v. Hubbeil. 2
Strob. (S; C.) 462. 49 Am. Dec. 604. Also. in
the law of torts and of landlord and tenant,
an eviction or forcible putting out. See Ex-
Pl‘-L. .

This word proper-"

the act of divesting oneself of"

Expropriation is the.

When the debtor is com
tenant with others. it is necessary that a‘



_ EXPUNGE

EXPUNGE. To blot out: to eflace de-
signedly: to obliterate; to strike out whol-
ly. Webster. See Cancer.

EXPURGATION. The act of purging or
cleansing, as where a book is published with-
out its obscene passages.

EXPURGATOR. One who corrects by
expurging. ’

EXQUESTOB. In Roman law. One
who had filled the oiilce of quarator. A title
given to Tribonian. Inst. pr-oocm. 5 3,. Used
only in the ablative case, (e:cqua:store.)

EXBOGABE. (From em, from, and m-
gare. to pass a law.) In Roman law. To
take something from an old law by a new
law. Tayl. Civil Law, 155..

EXTEND. To expand, enlarge, prolong,
widen, carry out, further than the original
iimit;‘ as. to extend the time for filing an
answer, to extend a leae,-term of otlice,
charter, railroad track, etc. Flagler v.
Hearst. 62 App. Div. 18. 70 N. Y. Supp. 956:
1-lonlding v. Hammond. 54 Fed. 612. 4 C. C.
A. -533:’ State v. Scott. 113 ‘M0. 559, 20 S.‘
W. 1076: James v. Mt-Mlllan. 55 Mich. 136,
20 N.’ W. 826: Wilson v. Roumeau, 4 How.
897. 11 L. Ed. 1141; Orton v. Noonan. 27'
Wis. 272: Moers v. Readtng, 21 Pa. 201;
People v. New York & H. R. Co.. 45 Barb.‘
(N Y.) 73. To extend a street means to pro-
long and continue it in the direction in
which ‘it already points, but does not include
detiecting it from the course of the existing
portion. Monroe v. Ouachita Parish. 47 La.
Ann. 1061, '17 South. 498; In re Charlotte
St.. 23 Pa.‘ 288; Seattle 8: M. Ry. Co. v.
State, 7 Wash. 150, 34 Pac. 551. 22 L. R.
A. 217,588 Am. St. Rep. 866. ‘ ' '

In English practice. To value the lands
or tenements of a person bound by a stat-
ute or recognizance which has become for-
feited, to their full ca-rcndml value. 3 Bl.
Comm. 420; ,Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 131. To ex-
ecute the writ of (‘.rtcn¢ or extend! faciaa.
(q. 1:.) 2 Tidd, Pr. 1043. 1044. ’

.In taxation. Extending a tax consistsin
adding to the assessment roll the precise
amount due from each person whose name"

“The subjects for taxation‘appears thereon.
having been properly listed, and a basis for
apportionment established. nothing will re-
main to iix a definite liability but to 03-’
land upon the list or roll the several pro-
portionate amounts, as a charge against the
several taxables." Cooley, Tax’n, (2d Ed.)
423.

EXTENDI PAOIA8. Lat. You cause
to be extended. In English practice. The
name of a writ of execution, (derived from
its two emphatic words:) more commonly
called an “extent." 2 'l‘idd, Pr. 1043; 4
Steph, Comm. 43.
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EXTENSION. In mercantile law. An
allowance of additional time for the pay-
ment ot debts. An agreement between a
debtor and his creditors, by which they al-
low him further time for the payment of
his liabilities.

In patent luv. An extension or the life
of a patent for an additional period of seven
years, formerly allowed by law in the Unit-
ed States, upon proot being made that the
inventor had not succeeded in obtaining a‘~

reasonable remuneration from his patent-
right. This is no longer allowed. except as
to designs. See Rev. St. U. S. 5 4924 (U;
8. Comp. St. 1901, p. 3396).

EXTENSORES. In old English law.
Extenders or appraisers. The name of cer-
tain otlicers appointed to appraise and divide
or apportion lands. It was their duty to
make a survey. schedule, or inventory of the
lands, to lay them out under certain heads,
and then to ascertain the value of each, as
preparatory to the division or partition.
Bract. tols. 72b. 75; Britt. c. 71.

EXTENT. In English practice. X
writ of execution issuing from the exchequer
upon a debt due the crown. or upon a debt
due a private person, it upon recognizance‘
or tatute merchant or staple. by which the
sheriff is directed to appraise the debtor's
lands, and, instead of selling them. to set
them oi! to the creditor for a term during
which the rental will satisfy the judgment.
Hackett v. Amsden, 56 Vt. 201; Nason v.
Fowler. 70 N. H. 291, 47 Ati. 263.

In Scotch practice. The value or valua-
tion of lands. Bell.

The rents, protits, and issues of lands.
Skene.

—Extent in aid. That kind of extent which
issues at the instance and for the benefit of a
debtor to the crown, for the recovery of a debt
due to himself. 2 Tldd, Pr. 1045; Steph.
Comm. 47.—Extent in chief. The principal
kind of extent, issuing at the suit of the crown,
for the recovery of the crown's debt. 4 Steph.
Comm. 47. An adverse proceeding by the king,
§c()’rg3;he recovery of his own debt. 2 Tidd, Pr.

).

EXTENTA HANERH. (The extent or
survey of a manor.) The title of a statute
passed 4 Edw. I. St. 1; being a sort of di-
rection for making a survey or terrier of n

manor, and all its appendages. 2 Reeve.
Eng. Law, 140.

EXTENIIATE. To lessen; to pailiate;
to mitigate. Connell v. State, 46 Tex. Cr.
R. 259, 81 S. W. 748.

EXTENUATING OIRCUHSTANOES.
Such as render a delict or crime less aggra-
vated, heinous. or reprehensible than it
would otherwise be. or tend to pnlllate or
lessen its guilt. Such circumstances may or-
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dinarily be shown in order to reduce the
punishment or damages.

EXTEBBITOBIALITY. The privilege
of those persons (such as foreign ministers)
who, though temporarily resident within a
state, are not subject to the operation of its
laws.

EXT]-IBUS. Lat. A foreigner or alien;
one born abroad. The opposite of civic.

Iixtes-us non hsbet ten-as. An alien
holds no lands. Tray. Lat. Max. 203.

EXTINCT. Extlnguished. A rent issaid
to be extinguished when it is destroyed and
put -out. Go. Litt. 147b, See Exrmeursrb
nsnr.

Extinoto snbjooto, tollitnr adjunc-
tiun. When the subject is extinguished, the
incident ceases. Thus, when the business
for which a partnership has been formed is
completed, or brought to an end, the part-
nership itself ceases. Inst. 3, 26, 6; 3 Kent,
Comm. 52, note. -

EXTINGUISHHENT. The destruction
or cancellation of a right, power, contract.
or estate. The annihilation of a collateral
thing or subject in the subject itself out of
which it is derived. Prest. Merg. 9. For
the distinction between an extinguishment
and passing a right, see 2 Shars. Bl. Comm.
325, note. '

_"Extingiiishment" is sometimes confounded
with "mt-rger,” though there is a clear distinc-
tion between them. “Merger" is only a mode
of extinguishment. and applies to estates only
under particular circumstances: but “extin-
guishment” is a term of general application to
rights. as well as estates. 2 Crabb, Real Prop.
p_. 367, S 1487.
—Bxtinguislunont of common. Loss of the
right to have common. This may happen from
various causes.—Extingulshment of copy-
hold. In English law. A copyhold is said to
be extinguished when the freehold and copyhold
interests unite in the same person and in the
same right. which may be either by the copy-
hold interest coming to the freehold or by the
freehold interest coming to the copyhold. 1
Crabb, Real Prop. _670, 5 864.—Ext1ngnish-
ment of debts. _his takes place by pa ment;
by accord and satisfaction: by novat on, or
the substitution of a new debtor: by merger,
when the creditor recovers a judgment or ac-
cents a security of a higher nature than the
original obligation; by ii release: by the mai-
riage of a fcmc sole creditor with the debtor,
or of an obligee with one of two joint obligors;
and where one of the parties, debtor or credit-
or, makes the other his executor.— gills):-
merit of rent._ If a person have a yearly
rent of lands, and afterwards purchase those
lands, so that he has as good an estate in the
land as in the rent, the rent is extinguished.
Termes de la Ley; _Cowell; Co. Li_tt. 14?.
Rent may also be extinguislied by C0l]JlllIlCtl0l1
of estates, by confirmation. by grant, by release,
and by surrender. 1 Crabb. Real Prop. pp.
210-213, 5 Z)9.—Extin lament of ways.
This is usually elfccted y unity of possession.
As if a man have a way over the close of an-
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other, and he purchase that close, the way is’
ggtiinguished. 1 Crabb, Real Prop. 1). 341, i

1-IXTIRPATION. In English law. A
species of destruction or waste, analogous to
estrepement. See Esranricnimr.

nxrmrarroxn. A judicial writ, ei-
ther before or after judgment, that lay
against a person who, when a verdict was
found against him for land, etc., maliciously
overthrew any house or extirpated any trees
upon it. Reg. Jud. 13, 56.

EXTOOAIBE. in old records. To grub
woodland, and reduce it to arable or mead-
ow; “to stock up.” Cowell.

EXTOBSIVELY. A technical word used
in indictments for extortion.

It is a sufficient avernient of a corrupt in-
tent, in an indictment for extortion. to al-
lege that the defendant “extorsively” took
the unlawful fee.
438, 37 Am. Rep. 44.

EXTOET. The natural meaning of the-
word “extort" is to obtain money or other
valuable thing either by compulsion, by act-
ual force. or by the force of motives applied‘
to the will. and often more "overpowering
and lrrmistible than physical force. Com.
v. O'Brien, 12 Cash. (Mass.) 90. See Ex-
TOBTION.

Extos-tio est os-[men qusndo qnis oolore
oflcii extorqnet qnod non est debdhul,
vel supra debitusn, vel ante tempus qnod
est debnitum. 10 Coke, 102. Extortion is
a crime when, by color of oiiice, any per-
son extorts that which is not due. or more
than is due, or before the time when it is.
due.

EXTORTION. Any oppression by color
or pretense of right, and particularly the ex-
action by an oiiicer of money. by color of his
otllce, either when none at all is due. or not
so much is due, or when it is not yet due..
Preston v. Bacon, 4 Conn. 480.

Extortion consists in any public otllcer un-
lawfully taking, by color of his oflice, from
any person any money or thing of value that
is not due to him. or more than his due.
Code Ga. 1882. 5 4507.

Extortion is the obtaining of property
from another, with his consent, induced by
wrongful use of force or fear, or under color‘
of official right. Pen. Code Cal. 5 518; Pen.
Code Dak. 5 608. And see Cohen v‘. State,
37 Tex. Cr. R. 118. 38 S. W. 1005: U. S. v.
Denver (D. C.) 14 Fed. 59" : People v. Hoff-
man, 126 Cal. 366, 58 Pac. 856; State v.
Logan, 104 La. 760, 29 South. 336; People
v. Barondess, 6] Hun. 571, 16 N. Y. Supp.
436.

Extortion is an abuse of piihlic justice which
consists in any ofiicer unlawfuly taking, by

Leeman v. State. 35 Ark. -
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color of his oiiice, from an man any money or
thing of value that is not ue to him, or before
it is due. 4 Bl. Comm. 141.

Extortion is any oppression under color of
right. In a stricter sense, the taking of money
by any oiiicer, by color of his oflice, when none,
or not so much. is due, or it is not yet due. 1
Hawk. P. C. (Curw. Ed.) 418.

It is the corrupt demandi or receiving by a
person in oihce of a fee or services which
should be performed ratuitously;
compensation is perm ssibie, of a lar er fee
than the law justifies, or a fee not ue. ‘

Bish. Crim. Law, .

The distinction between "bribery" and “ex-
tortzlon" seems to be this: the former offense
consists in the ofierlng a present, or receiving
one, if oflered; the latter, in demanding a fee
or present. by color of oiiice. Jacob.

For the distinction between “extortion"
and “exaction," see EXACTION.

EXTRA. A Latin preposition, occurring
in many legal phrases; it means beyond, ex-
cept, without, out of, outside.
-1-Jxtxo allowance. In New York practice.
A sum in addition to costs, which may. in the
discretion of the court. be allowed to the suc-
cessful pa in cases of unusual diiiiculty. See
Hascall 7. ing, 54 App. Div. 441, 66 N. Y.
Supp. 1112.—Extra costs. In English prac-
tice. Those charges which do not appear upon
the face of the proceedings, such as witnesses’
expenses, fees to counsel, attendances, court
fees. etc.. an amdavit of which must he made,
to warrant the master in allowing them upon
taxation of costs. Wharton.—Extra fsodum.
Out of his fee: out of the seigniory._ or not
holden of him that claims it. . Litt. lb;
Re . Orig. 97b.-Extra jndicinm. Extrajudi-
cia : out of the proper cause: out of court:
bevond the jurisdiction. See Ex'rnA.1UnmIAL.
-Extra jun. Beyond the law; more than
the law requires. In jure, eel extra in. Bract.
fol. 169b.—Bxtra legem. Out of the law;
out of the protection of the law.—Extra prac-
sontiun mu-iti. Out of her husband's pres-
ence.— qtntuor maria. Beyond the
four seas; out of the kingdom of England. 1
Bl. Comm. 457.—Extra fiegnum. Out of the
realm. 7 Coke. 16a,‘ 2 ent. Comm. -42, note.
—'Ext1-a services, when used with reference to
oiiicers. means services incident to the oiiice in
question. but for which compensation has not

n provided by law. Miami County v. Blake,
1 Ind. .'1l2.—Extra territorinm. Beyond or

without the territory. 6 Bin. 353: 2 Kent,
Comm. 407.—Extra viun. Outside the way.
Where the defendant in trespass pleaded a
right of way in justification, and the re licatlon
alleged that the trespass was committ outside
the limits of the way claimed, these were the
technical words to be used.—Extra via-es. Be-
yond powers. see Umsa Visas.

Extra logosn positus oat oivilitor mor-

tnus. Co. Litt. 130. He who is placed out
of the law is civilly dead.

Extra territorirun jus dioenti irnpuno
non paretnr. One who exercises jurisdic-
tion out of his territory is not obeyed with
impunity. Dig. 2, 1, 20; Branch, Princ.; 10
Coke, 77. He who exercises judicial author-
ity beyond his proper limits cannot be obey-
ed with safety.

EXTRACT. A portion or fragment of a
writing. In Scotch law. the certified copy,
by a clerk of a court, of the proceedings in
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out an owner: an estray.

EXTRAJUDICIAL

an action carried on before the court, and of
the judgment pronounced: containing also
an order for execution or proceedings there-
upon. Jacob: Whishaw.

sxrnaora 003.15}. In old English
law. The issues or profits of holding a
court. arising from the customary fees, etc.

~ EXTBADITION. The surrender of a
criminal by a foreign state to which he has
lied for refuge from prosecution to the state
within whose jurisdiction the crime was
committed, upon the demand of the latter
state, in order that be may be dealt with ac-
cording to its laws. Extradition may be ac-
corded as a mere matter of comity, or may
take place under treaty stipulations between
the two nations. It also obtains as between
the diiferent states of the American Union.
Terlinden v. Ames, 184 U. S. 270, 22 Sup.
Ct. 484, 48 L. Ed. 534; Fong Yue Ting V. U.
S.. 149 U. S. 698. 13 Sup. Ct. 1016, 37 L. Ed.
905.
‘ Extradition between the states must be con-

sidered and defined to be a political duty of im-
perfect obligation. founded upon compact. and
requiring each state to surrender one who, hav-
ing violated the criminal laws of another state,
has fled from its ustice, and is found in the
state from which e is demanded, on demand
of the executive authority of the state from
which he fled. Abbott.-

EXTRA-DOTAI. PROPERTY. In Lou-
isiana this term is used to designate that
property-which forms no part of the dowry
of a woman, and which is also called “para-
phernal property." Clv. Code La. art. 2315.
Fleitas v. Richardson. 147 U. S. 550, 13 Sup.
Ct. 495. 37 L. Ed. 276.

EXTRAEAZARDOUS. In the law or
insurance. Characterized or attended by cir-
cumstances or conditions of special and un-

usual danger. Reynolds v. Insurance Co..
47 N. Y. 597: Russell v. Insurance Co.. 71
Iowa, 69. 32 N. W. 95.

EXTRAHUBA. In old English law. An
animal wandering or straying about, with-

Spelman.

EXTRAJUDICIAL. That which is done.
given. or effected outside the course of reg-
ular judicial proceedings; not founded up-
on, or unconnected with. the action of a
court of law; as extrajudicial evidence, an
extrajudicial oath.

That which. though done in the course of
regular judicial proceedings. is unnecessary
to such proceedings. or interpolated. or be-
yond their scope; as an extrajudicial opin-
ion. (dic!u4n.)

That which does not belong to the judge
or his jurisdiction. notwithstanding which he
takes cognizance of it.
-Ext:-a,jud.ioial confession. One made by the

- party out of court. or to any person, oiiicial or
otherwise, when made not in the course of a
judicial examination or investigation. State
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v. Alexander 109 La. 557. 33 South. 600: U. S.
1;. Williams, 28 Fed. Gas. 643.—Exi:rs udie _

oath. One taken not in the course 0 judicial
proceedings, or taken without any authority of
law, though taken formally before a roper per-
son. State v. Scatena, 84 Min. 1, 87 N.
\V. 764.

I-:x'rn.AI.A'1‘E1!.A1’. EIGHT. In mining
law. The right of the owner of a. mining
claim duly located on the public domain to
follow, and mine, any vein or lode the apex
of which lies within the boundaries of his
location on the surface, notwithstanding the
course of the vein on its dip or downward
direction may so far depart from the per-
pendicular as to extend beyond the planes
which would be formed by the vertical ex-
tension downwards of the side lines of his
location. See Rev. Stat. U. S. 5 2322 (U.
8. Comp. St. 1901, p. 1425).

EXTBANEU8. In old English law.
-One foreign born; a foreigner. 7 «Coke, 16.

An heir not born in the
Those of a foreign

Vicat; Du

In Roman law.
family of the testator.
state. The same as alienus.
Ca.nge.

4 Ext:-sneus est subditns qul extra. ter-
ram, 1. e., poteststem regis natus est. 7
Coke. 16. A foreigner is a subject who is
born out of the territory, I. e., government of
the king.

EXTRAORDINARY. Out of the ordi-
nary; exceeding the usual, average, or nor-
mal measure or degree. -

—Extreord:lnary average. A contribution
by all the parties concerned in a mercantile
voyage, either as to the vessel or cargo, toward
a loss sustained by some of the parties in inter-
est for the benefit of all. Wilson v. Cross, 33
Cal. 69.—Ext1-aordinary care is synonymous
with greatest care, utmost care. highest degree
of care. Railroad Co. v. Baddeley, 54 Ill. 24
5.Am. Rep. 71; Railway Co. v. Causler, 9”}
Ala. 235. 12 South. 439. See CARE: DILI-
orzncn; NEGLIGENCE.-uflxtraordinnry reme-
dies. The writs of mandamus, qua warrawto,
habeas corpus, and some others are sometimes
called “extraordinary remedies,” in contradis-
tlnction to the ordinary remedy by action.

EXTIIAPAROOHIAL. Out of a par
ish; not within the bounds or limits of any
parish. 1 Bi. Comm. 113, 284.

"'EX'TRA-TERRITORIALITY. The ex-
tra-territorial operation of laws: that is,
their operation upon persons, rights, or jural
relations, existing beyond the limits of the
enacting state, but still amenable to its laws.

EXTRAVAGANTBS. In canon law.
Those decretal epistles which were publish-
ed after the Ciementines. They were so call-
ed because at first they were not digested or
arranged with the other papal constitutions,
but seemed to be. as it were. detached from
the canon law. They continued to be called
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by the same name when they ,w_ere_»atter-
wards inserted in the body o£.the canon ‘law.
The first extravagantes are those of Pope
John XXIL, successor of.Clement‘V. The
last collection was brought down to the year
1483, and was called the “Common Extrav-
agantes," notwithstanding that they’ were
likewise incorporated with the rest of the
canon law. llhc. Iond.

' EXTREME OEUELTY. In the law of
divorce. The iniliction of grievous bodily
harm or grievous mental suirering. Civ.
Code Cal. 1903. 5 94. Either personal vio-
lence or the reasonable apprehension there-
of, or a systematic course of ill treatment
affecting ‘health and endangering life. ’Mor-
rls v. Morris. 14 Cal. 79, 73 Am. Dec. 615:
Harratt v. Harratt, 7 N. H. 198, 26 Am. Dec.
730; Carpenter v.'Carpenter, 30 Kan. 712.
2 Pac. 122, 46 Am. Rep. 108. Any conduct
constituting aggravated or inhuman ill-treat-
ment, having regard to the physical and
temperamental constitution of the parties
and all the surrounding circumstances.
Donald v. Donald. 21 Fla. 573; Blain v.
Biaiu, 45 Vt. 544; Poor v. Poor, 8 N. H.
815. 29 Am. Dec. 664.

EXTREME HAZARD. To constitute
extreme hazard, the situation of a vessel
must be such that there is imminent danger
‘of her being lost, notwithstanding all the
means that can be applied to get her off.
King v. Hartford Ins. Co., 1 Conn. 421.

EXTREMIS. When a person is sick be-
yond the hope of recovery, and near death,
he is said to be in euremls.

Ilxtremis probstis, prasumnntur
media. Extremes being proved, intermedi-
ate things are presumed. Tray. Lat. Max.
207.

EXTEINSIO. Foreign; from outside
sources; dehora. As to extrinsic evidence,
see Evmnscs.

EXTUIIE. In old records. Relics.
Cowell.

' nxunm»: PATRIAM. To throwv oil.‘ or.
renounce one's country or native allegiance;
to expatriate one's self. Phillirn. l)oi‘n. '1S._

EXULARE. In old English law. To
exile or banish. Nullua liber homo, ea-ulctur,
Mai, etc., no freeman shall be exiled, unless,
etc. Magna Charts. c. 29; 2 Inst. 47.

EXUPEBARB. To overcome: to appre-
hend or take. Leg. Edm. c. 2.

BY. A watery place; water. Co. Litt. 6.

1-IYDE. Aid; assistance’; relief. A sub-
sidy.



A EYE-wxTNEss

EYE-WITNESS. One who saw the act.
tact, or transaction to which he testifies. ;

Distinguished from an ear-witness, (auritu.9.)

A small island arising in a riv-H
er. Fieta, 1.3. c. 2, 3 b; Bract. 1. 2, c. 2.

1 BYRE. Justices in eyre were judges com-
misioned in Anglo-Norman times in Eng-
land to travel systematically through the
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kingdom, once in seven years, holding courts
‘in specified places for the trial of certain
"descriptions of causes.

'13. Fr." To travel or journey;
to so about or itinerate. Britt. c. 2. '

EZARZDAR. In Hindu law. A farmer
or renter of land in the districts of Hlndoo-
sum. 1 "
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F
1‘. In old English criminal law, this let-

ter was branded upon felons upon their be-
ing admitted to clergy; as also upon those
convicted of tights or frays, or falsity.
Jacob; Cowell; 2 Reeve. Eng. Law, 392; 4
Reeve, Eng. Law, 485.

I‘. 0. 3. In mercantile contracts, this
abbreviation means "free on board," and im-
ports that the seller or consignor of goods
will deliver them on the car, vessel, or oth-
er conveyance by which ‘they are to be trans-
ported without expense to the buyer or con-
signee, that is, without charge for packing,
crating, drayage, etc., until delivered to the
carrier. Vogt v. Shieniieck, 122 Wis. 491,
100 N. W. 820, 67 L. R. A. 756. 106 Am. St.
Rep. 989: Silberman v. Clark, 96 N. Y. 523;
Sheffield Furnace Co. v. Hull Coal & Coke
Co., 101 Ala. 446, 14 South. 672.

FABRIC LANDS. In English law.
Lands given towards the maintenance. re-
building, or repairing of cathedral and other
churches. Coweli; Blonnt. -

FABRIOA. in old English law. The
making or coining of money.

FABRIOARE. Lat. To make. Used
in old English law of a lawful coining, and
also of an unlawful making or counterfeiting
of coin. See 1 Salk. 342.

FABRIOATE. To fabricate evidence is
to arrange or manufacture circumstances or
tmliola, after the fact committed, with the
purpose of using them as evidence, and of
dcceitfully making them appear as if acci-
dental or undesigned; to devise falsely or
contrive by artifice with the intention to de-
ceive. Such evidence may be wholly forged
and artificial, or it may consist in so warping
and distorting real facts as to create an erro-
neous impression in the minds of those who
observe them and then presenting such im-
pression as true and genuine.
—I‘a.brioated evidence. Evidence manufse
tured or arranged after the fact, and either
wholly false or else warped and discolored by
artifice and contrivance with a deceitful intent.
‘See supra.—Pabx-icated fact. _In the law of
ividence. A fact existing only in statement.
without an foundation in truth. An actual
or genuine act to which a false appearance has
been designediy given; a physical object placed
in a false connection with another, or with a
person on whom it is designed to cast suspicion.

PABULA. In old European law. A con-
tract or formal agreement; but particularly
used in the Lombardic and Visigothic laws to
ienote a marriage contract or a will.

PAC SIMILE. An exact copy, preserv-
ing all the marks of the originaL

PAC snnn: PROBATE. In England.
where the construction of a will may be af-
fected by the appearance of the original pa-’
per, the court will order the probate to past-
in fee aimue, as it may possibly help to show
the meaning of the testator. 1 Williams,
Ex‘rs, (7th Ed.) 331. 386, 566.

PACE. The face of an instrument is that
which is shown by the mere language em-
ployed, without any explanation, modifica-
tion, or addition from extrinsic facts or evi-
dence. Thus, if the express terms of the
paper disclose a fatal legal defect, it is said
to be “void on its face."

Regarded as an evidence of debt, the face
of an instrument is the principal sum which
it expresses to be due or payable, without
any additions in the way of interest or costs.
Thus. the expression “the face of a judg-
ment" means the sum for which the judg-
ment was rendered, excluding the interest
accrued thereon. Osgood v. Bringolf, 3
Iowa. 265. .

raonnn. Lat. To do; to make. Thus.
facere defaltam, to make default; facere
duellum, to make the duel. or make or do
battle; facere Imam, to make or pay a fine:
jacere leaem, to make one's law; macro to-
oramentum, to make oath.

PACIAB. That you cause. Occurring in
the phrases “wire jacias,” (that you cause
to know.) “ficri faciaa," (that you cause to
be made,) etc.

PAOIENDO.
some activity.

In doing or paying; in

PAOIEB. Lat. The face or countenance:
the exterior appearance or view; hence, con-
templation or study of a thing on its external
or apparent side. Thus, prime facle means
at the ilrst inspection, on a preliminary or
exterior scrutiny. When we speak of a
"prima facie case," we mean one which, on
its own showing, on a first examination, or
without investigating any alleged defenses.
is apparently good and maiutainable.

PACILE. In Scotch law. Easily per-
suaded; easily imposed upon. Bell.

FAOILITIES. This name was formerly
given to certain notes of some of the banks
in the state of Connecticut, which were made
payable in two years after the close of the
war of 1812 Springfield Bank v. Merrick,
14 Mass. 322.

FACILITY. In Scotch law. Piiancy of
disposition. Bell.

Faoinns quos inguinal: squat. Guilt
makes equal those whom it stains.
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PAOI0 U1‘ DES. (Lat. I do that you
may give.) A species of contract in the civil
law (being one of the hmominatc contracts)
which occurs when a man agrees to perform
anything for a price either specifically men-
tioned or left to the determination of the
law to set a value on it; as when a servant
hires himself to his master for certain wages
or an agreed sum of money. 2 Bl. Comm.

PAOIO In‘ PAOIAI. (Lat. I do that
you may do.) A species of contract in the
civil law (being one of the innomduate con-
tracts) whichoccurs when I agree with a.

man to do his work for him if he will do
mine for me; or if two persons agree to
marry together, or to do any other positive
acts on both sides; or it may he to forbear
on one side in consideration of something
done on the other. 2 Bl. Comm. 444.

PACT. A thing done; an action per-
formed or an incident transpiring; an event

. or circumstance; an actual occurrence.
In the earlier days of the law “fact" was

used almost exclusively in the sense of "ac-
-tion" or “deed ;" but, although this usage
survives, in some_ such phrases as “necessary
before the fact," it has now acquired the
broader meaning given above.

A fact is either a state of things, that is, an
existence. or a motion, that is, an event.
Benth. Jud. Ev. 48.

In the law of evidence. A circumstance,
event or occurrence as it actually takes or
took place; a physical object or appearance,
as it actually exists or existed. An actual
and absolute reality, as distinguished from
mere supposition or opinion; a truth, as dis-
tinguished from fiction or error. Burrill,
Circ. Ev. 218.

“Fact" is very frequently used in opposi-
tion or contrast to "law." Thus, questions
of fact are for the Jury; questions of law for
the court. so an attorney at law is an of-
flcer of the courts of Justice; an attorney in
fact is appointed by the written authoriza-
tion of a principal to manage business affairs
usually not professional. Fraud in not con-
sists in an actual intention to defraud. car-
ried into eflect; while fraud imputed by law
arises from the man's conduct in its neces-
sary relations and consequences.

The word is much used in phrases which con-
trast it with law. Law is a principle: fact
is an event. Law is conceived; fact is actual.
Law is a rule of duty’ fact is that which has
been according to or in contravention of the
rule. The distinction is well illustrated in the
rule that the existence of foreign laws is matter
of fact. Within the territory of its jurisdiction,
law operates as an obligatory rule which judges
must recognize and enforce; but. in a tribunal
outside that jurisdiction. it loses its obligatory
force and its claim to judicial notice. The fact
that it exists. if important to the rights of par
ties, must be alleged and proved the same as
t‘h:b°actua.l existence of any other institution.

ft.
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The terms “1'act" and “truth” are often
used in common parlance as synonymous,
but. as employed in reference to pleading,
they are widely different. A fact in plead-
ing is a circumstance, act, event, or incident:
a truth is the legal principle which declares
or governs the facts and their operative ef-
fect. Admitting the facts stated in a com-

' plalnt, the truth may be that the plaintiff is
not entitled, upon the face of his complaint,
to what he claims. The mode in which a
defendant sets up that truth for his protec~
tion is a demurrer. Drake v. Cockroft, 4 E.
D. Smith (N. Y.) 37.

—Collate1-cl facts. Such as are outside the
controversy or are not directly connected with
the principal matter or issue in dispute. Sum-
merour v. Felker. 102 Ga. 254 29 . . 448:
Garner v. State. 76 Miss. 515, §5 South. 3(B.—.-
Dispositive facts. See that title.—Eriden-
ties-y facts. Those which have a legitimate
bearing on the matter or uestion in issue and
which are directly (not in erentially) establish»
ed by the evidence in the case. Woodfill v.
Patton, 76 Ind. 579, 40 Am. Rep. 269.—Pacts
in issue. Those matters of fact on which the
plaintilf procecds by his action and which the
defendant controverts in his pleadings. Glenn
v. Savage, 14 Or. 567. 13-Pac. 442: King v.
Chase, 15 N. H. 9, 41 Am. Dec. 675; Caper-
ton v. Schmidt, 26 Cal. 494, 95 Am. Dec. 87.
—In£es-ential facts. Such as are established
not directly by testimony or other evidence, but
by inferences or conclusions drawn from the
evidence. Railway Co. v. Miller. 141 Ind. E33,
37 N. E. 343.—J'Iu-isdictional facts. Those
matters of fact which mu_st exist before the
court can properly take jurisdiction of the par-
ticular case, as, that the defendant has been
roperly served with process, that the amount

n controversy exceeds a certain sum, that the
arties are citizens of different states, etc. No-

wle v. Railroad Co., 147 U. S. 165, 13 Sup. Ct.
271, 37 L. Ed. 123.-—Ma.tes-ial fact. (in _con-
tracts.) One which constitutes substantially
the consideration of the contract, or without
which it would not have been made. Lyons v.
Stephens. 45 Ga. 143. (In pleading and prac-
tice.) One which is essential to the case, de-
fense, appllcation, etc., and without which it
could not be supported. Adams v. V\'ay, 32
Conn. 168; Sandheger v. Hosey, 26 W. Va. 2233;
Davidson v. Hackett, 49 Wis. 186 5 N. W.
459. (In insurance.) A fact which increases
the risk, or which, if disclosed, would have_been
a fair reason for demanding a higher premium:
any fact the knowledge or ignorance of which
would naturally influence the insurer in mak-
ing or refusing the contract. or in estimating
the degree and character of the risk, or in fixing
the rate. Boggs v. Insurance Co., 30 Mo. 68;
Clark v. Insurance Co., 40 N. H. 338, 77_ Am.
Dec. 721: Murphy v. Insurance Co., 20;) Pa.
444. 55 Atl. 19; Penn Mut. L. Ins. Co. v.
Mechanics‘ Sav. Bank. 72 Fed. 413, 19 C..C.
A. 86, 38 L. R. A. 33.—Ps-inoipal fact. In
the law of evidence. A fact sought and
proposed to be proved by evidence of other
acts (termed "evidentiagy facts") from which
it is to be deduced by m_erence. A fact which
is the principal and ultimate object of an in-
auiry, and respecting the existence of which a

efinite belief is uired to be formed. 3
Benth. Jud. Ev. 3; urrill, Circ. Ev. 3. 119.
—Ultlma.te fact. The final or resulting fact
reached b processes of logical reasoning from
the detac ed or successive facts in evidence
and which is fundamental and determinative of
the whole case. Levins v. Rovegno. 71 Cal.
273, 12 Pac. 161; Kahn v. Central Smelling
Co., 2 Utah. 371: Caywood v. Farrell, 175 Ill.
480. 51 N. E. 775.
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PAOTA. In old English law. Deeds.
Facta armorum, deeds or feats of arms; that
is. Jousts or tournaments. Cowell.

Facts. Facta et cams, facts and cases.
Bract. fol. Ib.

Pacts aunt potentiora verbh. Deeds
are more powerful than words.

Facts tenant multa. qua fie:-I prob!»-
hontiu-. 12 Coke, 124. Deeds contain many
things which are prohibited to be done.

PAOTIO T1-ISTAMENTI. In the civil
law. The right, power, or capacity of mak-
ing a will; called “fat-tio acm.-a." Inst. 2,
10, 6.

The right or capacity of taking by will;
called “facuo passive." Inst. 2, 10, 6.

PAOTO. In fact: by an act; by the act
or fact. lpao lac-to, by the act itself; by the
mere eflect of a fact, without anything su-
peradded, or any proceeding upon it to give
it effect. 3 Kent, Comm. 55, 58.

FACTOR. 1. A commercial agent, em-
ployed by a principal to sell merchandise
consigned to him for that purpose, i'or and
in behalf of the principal, but usually in his
own name, being intrnsted with the poses-
sion and control of the goods, and being re-
munerated by a commission, commonly called
“factorage.” Howland v. Woodrufr, 60 N. Y.
80; In re Rabenau (D. C.) 118 Fed. 474:
Lawrence v. Stonington Bank, 6 Conn. 527;
Graham v. Duckwall, 8 Bush (Ky.) 17.

A factor is an agent who, in the pursuit
of an independent calling, is employed by an-
other to sell property for him, and is vested
by the latter with the possession or control
of the property, or authorized to receive pay-
ment therefor from the purchaser. Civ. Code
Cal. 5 2026; Civ. Code Dak. 5 1168.
_0laas1floa.tion. Factors are called “domes-

tic” or “foreign” according as they reside and
do business in the same state or country with
the principal or in a different state or country.
A domestic factor is sometimes called a “home"
factor. Ruffner v. Hewitt, 7 W. Va. 585

8 on I. A factor diifeis from a “bro-
lier’ in t at he is inirusted with the possession,
man ement, and control of the goods, which
gives im a special property in them.) w ile a
broker acts as a mere intermediary without con-
trol or possession of the property; and further.
a factor is authorized to buy and sell in his
own name, as well as in that of the principal,
which a broker is not. Edwards v. Iloeifinghoif
(C. C.) 38 Fed. 641' Deiafield v. Smith, 101
Wis. 664, 78 N. W. 170, 70 Am. St. Rep. 933;
Graham v. Duckwali, 8 Bush (K .) 12; Slack
v. Tucker. 23 Vvall. 330, 23 L. 143. Fan-
tors arc also frequently called “commission mer-
chauts;" and it is said that there is no difierence
in the meaning of these terms, the latter being

rhaps more commonly used in America.
hompson v. Woodruif 7 Cold. 410' Duguid v.

Edwards, 50 Barb. (N. Y.) 288; fiyon v. Al-
vord, 18 Conn. 80. Where an owner of goods
to be shipped by sea consigns them to the caie
of an agent. who sails on the same vessel. has
charge of the cargo on board, sells it abroad,
and buys a return cargo out of the proceeds,
such agent is strictly and properly a’ ‘factor,’
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though in maritime law and usage he is- com-
monly called a “superca o.”. Beaw. Lex
Mere. 44, 47; Liverm. Ag. , 70.‘ '

-Factor-age. The allowance or commission
grid to a factor by his principal. Winne v.

ammond. 37 Ill. 103; State v. Thompson, 120
Mo. 12 25 S. W. 346.—!‘aoto1-I’ note. The
name given to several English statutes (6 Geo.
IV. c. 94; 5 8.-. 6 Vict. c. 39; 40 8: 41 Vict.
c. 39) by which a factor is enabled to make a
valid pledge of the goods, or of any part there-
of, to one who believes him to be the bone fids
owner of the goods.

2. The term is used in some of the states
to denote the person who is elsewhere calleu
“garnisbee” or “trustee.” See Facrosiz-'
mo l'iioci-zss.

3. In Scotch law, a person appointed to
transact business or manage affairs for an-
other, but more particularly an estate-agent
or one intrusted with the management of it
landed estate. who flnds tenants, makes leas-
es, collects the rents, etc.
—Judioial factor. In Scotch law. A factor
appointed by the courts in certain cases where
it becomes necessary to intrust the iniinagenient
of property to another than the owner, as,
where the latter is insane or imbecile or the -

infant heir of a decedent.

!‘AOTOBIzI.'.itG PROCESS. In American
law. A process by which the eifects of a
debtor are attached in the hands of a third
person. A term peculiar to the practice in
Vermont and Connecticut. Otherwise termed
“trustee process" and “garnishment.” Cross
17. Brown, 19 R. I. 220, 33 Atl. 147. ‘

FACTORY. In English law. The term
includes all buildings and premises wherein,
or within the close or curtllage or which,
steam, water. or any mechanical power is
used to move or work any machinery em.-
ployed in preparing, manufacturing. or finish-
ing cotton, wool, hair, silk, flax, hemp, jute.
or tow. So defined by the statute 7 Vict. c.
15, 5 73. By later acts this definition has
been extended to various other nianni'actiir-
ing places. Mozley dc Whitley. _

Also a place where a considerable number
of factors reside, in order to negotiate for
their masters or employers. Enc. Brit.

In American law. The word “factory”
does not necessarily mean a single building
or ediflce, but may apply to several. where
they are used in connection with each other,
for a common purpose, and stand together in
the same inclosure. Liebensteiii v. Insurance
Co., 45 I11. 303. And see Insurance Co. v.
Brock, 57 Pa. 82; Hernischel v. Texas Drug
Co., 26 Tex. Civ. App. 1, 61 S. W. 419; Schott
7. Harvey, 105 Pa. 227, 51 Am. Rep. 201.

In Scotch law. This name is given to a
species of contract or employment which falls
under the general designation of “agency,"
but which piirtakcs both of the nature of a
mandate and of a baiimeiit of the kind called
“locimo ad operandum." 1 Bell, Comm. 259.
-Factory prices: The prices at-.'w1iich.go_odl
may be bought at the factories. as distinguish-



«non speotat non ratnm est.

FACTS CANNOT LIE

ed from the prices of goods bought in tho mar-
ket after they have sed into the hands of
third persons or shop- ee rs. Whipple v. Lev-
ett, 2 Mason, 90. Fed. as. No. 17,518. g

Facts cannot lie. 18 How. State Tr.
1187; 17 How. State Tr. 1430.

PACTUM. Lat. In old English law.
A deed; a person's act and deed; anything
stated or made certain; a sealed instrument;
a deed of‘ conveyance.

A fact; a circumstance; particularly a fact
in evidence Bract. fol. 1b.

In testamentary law. The execution or
due execution of a will. The Iactum or an
instrument means not barely the signing of
it, and the formal publication or delivery,
but proof that the party well knew and un-
derstood the contents thereof, and did give,
will, dispose, and do. in all things, as in the
said will is contained. Weatherbead v. Bask-
ervilie, 11 How. 354, 13 L. Ed. 717.

In the civil law. Fact: a fact: a mat-
ter or fact, as distinguished from a matter of
law. Dig. 41, 2, 1, 3.

In French law. A memoir which con-
tains concisely set down the fact on which
a contest has happened. the means on which
a party founds his pretensions, with the refu-
tation of the means or the adverse party.
Vicat.

In old European law.
lotment of land. Spelman.
—l‘aotnns ins-idiolun. A juridical fact.
notes one o the factors or elements constitut-
ing an obli tiou.—I‘aotnrn ro run.
Lat. In the aw of evidence. e fact to be
proved; a fact which is in issue, and to which
evidence is to be directed. 1 Greeul. Ev. 5 13.
—l‘aotnrn probans. A probative or evidenti-
ary tact: s subsidiar or connected fact tendin
to prove the rincipa fact in issue; a piece
circumstantia evidence.

A portion or al-

De-

Pootnsn a Jndioe qnod ad ejns ofloilun
An action

of I. judge which relates not to his ofllce is
of no force. Dig. 60, 17, 170: 10 Coke, 76.

Factnn eniqne smun non adversario,
Iossse dehst. Dig. 50, 17. 155. A party's
own act should prejudice himself, not his ad-
vorssry.

foetus infootnnn Ieri noqnit. A thing
done cannot be undone. 1 Kames, Eq. 96.

Pnotnsn negantis nnlla probatio sit.
Cod. 4. 19, 23. There is no proof incumbent
upon him who denies a fact.

“Pactnns” non dioitnr qnod non per-
severat. 5 Coke, 96. That is not called
a “deed" which does not continue operative.

Paotnsn nnins alter-i nooeri non debet.
Co. Litt. 152. The deed of one should not
llnrtsnother.
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Paonltas probationnm non est angul-
tanda. The power of proofs [right of offer-
ing or giving testimony] is not to be nar-
rowed. 4 last. 279.

- FACULTIES. In the law 0! divorce.
The capability oi! the husband to render a
support to the wife in the form of alimony.
whether temporary or permanent, including
not only his tangible property, but also his
income and his ability to earn money. 2
Bish. Mar. 6: Div. § 446 ; Lovett v. Lovett, 11
Ala. 763; Wright v. Wright, 3 Tex. 168.

FACULTIES, COURT 0!‘. In English
ecclesiastical law. A Jurisdiction or tribunal
belonging to the archbishop. It does not
hold pleas in any suits, but creates rights to
pews, monuments. and particular places, and
modes of burial. It has also various powers
under 25 Hen. VIII. c. 21, in granting li-
censes ot diiferent descriptions, as a license
to marry, a faculty to erect an organ in a
parish church, to level a church-yard. to re-
move bodies previously buried. 4 Inst. 337.

FACULTY. In eoolesiastioal law. A
license or authority; a privilege granted by
the ordinary to a man by favor and indul-
gence to do that which by law he may not
do; e. 9., to marry without banns. to erect a
monument in a church, etc. Termes de la
Ley.

In Scotch law. A power founded on
consent, as distinguished from it power
founded on property. 2 Kames, Eq. 265.

FACULTY 0!‘ A COLLEGE. The corps
of professors, instructors, tutors. and lec-
turers. To be distinguished from the board
of trustees, who constitute the corporation.

FACULTY OF ADVOOATES. The col-
lege or society of advocates in Scotland.

FADERPIUK. In old English law. A
marriage gift coming from the father or
brother of the bride.

PEDER-P203. In old English law.
The portion brought by a wife to her hus-
band, and which reverted to a widow. in case
the heir of her deceased husband refused his
consent to her second marriage; 4. e., it re-
verted to her family in case she returned to
them. Wharton.

PESTING-MEN. Approved men who
were strong-armed; habcntes homincs or rich
men, men of substance; pledges or bonds-
men, who. by Saxon custom, were bound to
answer for each other's good behavior. Cow-
ell; Du Cange.

PAGGOT. A badge worn in popish times
by persons who had recanted and abjured
what was then adjudged to be heresy. as an

emblem of what they had merited. Cowell.



-the vote.

‘Millard

FAGGOT VOTES

‘ PAGGOT VOTES. A faggot vote is
where a man is formally possessed of a right
to vote for members of parliament, without
possessing the substance which the vote
should represent; as if he is enabled to buy
a property. and at the same moment mort-
gage it to its full value for the mere sake of

Such a vote is called a "faggot
vote." See 7 8: 8 Wm. III. c. 25, 5 7. Whar-
ton.

PAIIDA. In Saxon law. Malice; open
and deadly hostility ; deadly feud. The word
designated the enmity between the family of
a murdered man and that of his murderer,
which was recognized, among the Teutonic
peoples, as Justification for vengeance taken
by any one of the former upon any one of -the
latter.

PAIL. 1. The diiference between ‘‘fail’'
and “refuse" is that the latter involves an
act of the will, while the former may be an
act of inevitable necessity. Taylor v. Mason.
9 Wheat. 344. 6 L. Ed. 101. See Stallings v.
Thomas. 55 Ark. 326, 18 S. W. 184; Tele-

~graph Co. v. Irvin, 27 Ind. App. 62, 59 N.
E. 327; Persons v. Eight, 4 Ga. 497.

2. A person is said to “fail" when he be-
comes insolvent and unable to meet his obli-
gations as they mature. Davis v. Campbell,
3 Stew. (Ala.) 321; Mayer v. Hermann, 16
Fed. Can. 1,242.

-—I‘a.i1ing circumstances. A person (or a
corporation or institution) is said to be in fall-
ing circumstances when he is about to tail, that
is, when he is actually insolvent and is acting
in contemplation of giving up his business be-
cause he is unable to carry it on. A ipeal of

62 Conn. 184. 25 Atl. 658; Ltley v.
Smith, E4 Conn. 310, 03 Am. Dec. 163; Dodge
v. Mastin (C. C.) 17 Fed. 663.—!‘s.iling of
record. When an action is brought against a
person who alleges in his plea matter of rec-
ord in bar of the action, and avers to prove it
by the record, but the plaintiff saith mil tiel
record, .viz., denies there is any such record, up
on which the defendant has a da given him by
the court to bring it in. if he fai to do it, then
he is said to fail of his record and the plaintifi
is entitled to sign judgment. Termes de la Ley.

!‘A1I.I.I’l'E. In French law. Bankrupt-
cy; failure; the situation of a debtor who
finds himself unable to fulfill his engage-
ments. Code de Com. arts. 442, 580; Civil
Code La. art. 3522.

FAILURE. In a general sense, deficiency,
want, or lack; ineifectuainess; inefiiclency as
measured by some legal standard; an un-
successful attempt. White v. Pettijohn, 23
N. C. 55; State v. Butler, 81 Minn. 103, 83
N. W. 4&3; Andrews v. Keep, 38 Ala. 317.

In commercial law. the suspension or
abandonment of business by a merchant,
manufacturer, bank. etc.. in consequence of
insolvency. American Credit Indemnity Co.
v. Carrolton Furniture Mfg. Co.. 95 Fed. 115,
38 C. C. A. 671; Terry v. Calman, 13 S. 0.
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220; State v. Lewis, 42 In. Ann. 847. 8
South. 602.

—Pai1u.rc of consideration As applied to
notes, contracts, conveyances. etc., this term
does not mean a want of consideration, but im-
plies that a consideration, originally existing
and good, has since become worthies or has
ceased to exist or been extinguished. partial
or entirely. Shirk v. Neible. 156 Ind. 66. 5
N. . 281. 83 Am. St. Rep. 150: Crouch
v. Davis. 23 Grat. (Va.) 75: Williamson v.
Cline, 40 W. Va. 194, 20 S. E. 920.—Pai1us-e
of evidence. Judicially speaking. a total
“failure of evidence" means not only the utter
absence of all evidence, but it also means a
failure to offer proof, either positive or inferen-
.tial, to establish one or more of the many facts.
the establishment of all of which is indispensa-
ble to the finding of the issue for the plaintifl.
Cole v. Hebb, 7 Gill &. J. (Md.) 28.—!‘ai.lIu-e of
June. The failure at s fixed time. or the total
extinction, of issue to take an estate limited
over by an executory devise. A definite failure
of issue is when a precise time is fixed by the
will for the failure of issue, as in the case
where there is a devise_to one,_but if he dies
without issue or lawful issue livin at the time
of his death, etc. An indefinite failure of imue
is the period when the issue or descendants of
the first taker shall become extinct. and when
there is no longer any issue of the issue of the
grantee, without reference to any particular
time or any particular event. I-Iuiiford v. Mil-
ligan, 50 Ind. W; Vaughan v. Dickes, 20 Pa.
514; Parkhurst v. Harrower 142 Pa. 432. 21
Atl. 826. 24 -Am. St. Rep. : Hackney v.
Tracy. 137 Pa. 53, 20 Atl. 560: Woodlief V.
Duckwall, 19 Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 564_i.-—!‘ail_us'c
of justice. The defeat of a articular _right,
or the failure of reparation or a rticiilar
wron , from the lack of a lega remedy
for t e enforcement of the one or the redress
of the other.—I‘ai1Iu-e of record. Failure of
the defendant to produce a record which he has
alleged and relied on in his plea.-—Failure
of title. The inability or failure of a vendor
to make good title to the whole or a part of
the property which he has contracted-to sell.
—Pailure of trust. The lapsing or non-efli-
ciency of a proposed tnist, b reason_ of the de-
feet or insniiiciency of the eed or instrument
creating it. or on account of_ illegality, indefi-
niteness, or other legal impediment.

PAINT (or PEIGNED) ACTION. In
old English practice. An action was so
called where the party bringing it had no
title to recover, although the words of the
writ were true; a false action was properly
where the words of the writ were false. Litt.
5 689; C0. Litt. 361. ‘

PAINT PLEADER. A fraudulent, false,
or collusive manner of pleading to the de-
ception of a third person.

FAIR, n. In English law. A greater
species of market; a privileged market. It
is an incorporeal hereditament, granted by
royal patent, or established by prescription
presupposlng a grant from the crown.

In the earlier English law, the franchise to
hold a fair conferred certain important privi-
leges; and fairs, as legally recognized institu-
tlons, essed distinctive legal characteris-
tics. L 0st of these privileges and characteris-
tics. however, are now obsolete. In America.
fairs, in the ancient technical sense. are un-
known, and, in the modern and popular sense
they are entirely voluntary and non-legal, and
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transactions arising in or in connection with
them are subject to the ordinary rules govern-
ing sales, etc.

PAIR, adj. Just; equitable; even-hand-
ed: equal. as between contiicting interests. I

—I'Air nluddgrnent. In copyright law. An
abridgment consisting not merely in the ar-
rangement of excerpts, but one involving real
and substantial condensation of the materials
by the exercise of intellectual labor and judg-
ment. Folaom v. Marsh, 9 Fed. Cas. 345.-
Falr consideration. In bankruptcy -law.
One which is honest or free from suspicion, or
one actually valuable but not necessarily ade-
qgzte or a full equ valent. Myers v. Fultz,

Iowa, 437. 100 N W. 351.—l‘n.ir-play
men. A local irregular tribunal which existed
in Pennsylvania about the ear 1769, as to
which see Serg. Land Laws a. 77 ' 2 mith,
Laws Pa. 1i)5.—‘.E‘nir pleador.
PI.nAnEn.—!‘Mr preponderance.
of evidence. Such a auperiorit of the evi-
dence on one side that the fact 0 its outweigh-
ing the evidence on the other side can be perceiv-
ed if the whole evidence is fairly considered.
B n v. Railroad Co.. 63 Iowa, 464. 19 .\. W.

; State v. Greer. 29 Minn. 225, 13 N. W.
140.-Pair sale. In foreclosure and other ju-
dicial proceedings. this means a sale conducted
with fairness and impartiality as respects the
rights and interests of the parties affected. La-
lor v. McCarthy, 24 Minn. 419.—I‘nir trial.
One conducted according to due course of law;
a trial before a competent and impartial jua.
Railroad Co. v. Cook. 37 Neb. 435, 55 N. .

943: Railroad Co. v. Gardner, 19 Minn. 136
(_Gil. 99). 18 Am. Rep. 334.

In the law

PAIRLY. ' Justly; rightly;
With substantial correctness.

“Fairly" is not synonymous with “truly," and
“trnly" should not be substituted for it in a
commissioner’s oath to take testimony faiigiy.
Language may be truly, yet unfairly, report ;
that is. an answer may be truly written down,
yet in a manner conveying a difierent meaning
rom that intended and conveyed. And lan-

guage may be fairly reported, yet not -in accord-
ance with strict truth. Lawrence v. Finch, 17
N. J. Eq. 234.

equitably.

'1‘AI'l'. L. Fr. Anything done. A deed;
act; fact.

A deed lawfully executed. Com. Dig.
Fame de fun. A wire do Iaoto.

PAP!‘ ENEOLLB. A deed enrolled, as
a bargain and sale of freeholds; 1 Keb. 568.

PAIT JUBIDIQUE. in French law. A
juridical fact. One of the factors or ele-
ments constitutive of an obligation.

FAITH. 1. Confidence; credit; reliance.
Thus, an act may be said to be done “on the
faith" of certain representations.

2. Belief; credence; trust. Thus. the con-
stitution provides that “full faith and credit"
shall be given to the judgments of each state
in the courts of the others.

3. Purpose; intent; sincerity: state of
knowledge or design. This is the meaning
of the word in the phrases “good faith" and
"bad faith.”

In Scotch law.
odth.

A solemn pledge; an
“To make faith" is to swear, with the
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right hand uplifted. that one will declare the
truth. 1 Forb. Inst. pt. 4, p. 235.

PAITHPULLY. As used in bonds of pub-
lic and private oiticers, this term imports not
only honesty, but also a punctillous discharge
of all the duties of the otiice, requiring com-v
petence. diligence, and attention. without any
malfeasance or nonfeasance, aside from mere
mistakes. State v. Chadwick, 10 Or. 468:
Iloboken v. Evans, 31 N. J. Law, 343; Har-
ris v. Hanson. 11 Me. 245; American Bank‘
V. Adams, 12 Pick. (Mass) 306; Union Bank
v. Clossey, 10 Johns. (N. Y.) 273; Perry V.
Thompson, 16 N. J. Law, 73.

4 JPAKIIB. A street peddler who disposes
of worthless wares. or of any goods above‘
their value, by means of any false reprmentas
tion, trick, device. lottery, or game of chance.
Mills’ Ann. St. Colo. § 1400.

rnrroun. Idle persons; idle livers;
vagahonds. Cowell; Blount.

FALLING. In old English law. A Jack-
-et or close coat. Blount. ~

ranoann. In old English law. To niow.
Falcare pram, to mow or cut grass in mead-
ows lald in for hay. A customary service‘
to the lord by his inferior tenants.

Jus Ialcandi, the right of cutting wood.
Bract. fol. 231.

Falcata, gras fresh mown, and laid in
swaths.

Falcauo. a mowing. Bract. fols. 35b, Z30.
Falcaior, a mower; n serviie tenant who

performed the labor of mowing.
Falcatura, a day's mowing.

PALOIDIA. In Spanish law. The Fal-
cidlan portion; the portion of an inheritance
which could not be legally bequeathed away
from the heir, viz.. one-fourth.

PALCIDIAII LAW. In Roman law. A
law on the subject of testamentary disposi-
tion, enacted by the people in the year of
Rome 714, on the proposition of the tribune
Falcldius. By this law, the testat.or’s right
to burden his estate with legacies was sub-
jected to an important restriction. It pre
scribed that no one could bequeath more than
threefourths of his property in legacies, and
that the heir should have at least one-fourth
of the estate, and that. should the testator
violate this prescrlpt, the heir may have the
right to make a proportional deduction from
each legatee, so far as necessary. Mackeld.
Rom. Law, 5 771; Inst. 2, 22.

FALOIDIAII PORTION. That portion
of a testator's estate which. by the Falcidlan
law, was required to be left to the heir,.
amounting to at least one-fourth.

raw, or ranna. A sheep-fold. Cow- A

ell-
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'1’ALDA. Span. In Spanish law. The
slope or skirt of a hill. Fossat v. United
States, 2 Wall. 673, 17 L. Ed. 739.

PALDE CUBSUS. In old English law.
A fold-course; the course (going or taking
about) of a fold. Spelman.

A sheep walk, or feed for sheep. 2 Vent.
139.

PALDAGE. The privilege which ancient-
ly several lords reserved to themselves of set-
ting up folds for sheep in any fields within
their manors, the better to manure them. and
this not only with their own but their ten-
ants’ sheep. Called, variously, “secta fal-
dare," “fold-course," “free-fold," “faldagii.”
Cowen; Spelinan.

FALDATA. In old English law. A flock
or fold of sheep. Coweli.

PALDFEY. Sax. A fee or rent paid by
a tenant to his lord for leave to fold his sheep
on his own ground. Blount. .

FALDISDOBY. In ecclesiastical law.
The bishop's seat or throne within the chan-
eel.

rannsoca. Sax. The liberty or privi-
lege of foldage.

PALDSTOOL. A place at the south side
of the altar at which the sovereign kneels at
his coronation. Wharton.

'rAr.nwo1u'n. In Saxon law. A person
of age that he may be reckoned of some
decennary. Du Fresne.

PAIERE. In old English law. The
tackle and furniture of a cart or wain.
Blount.

FAISSIA. In old English law. A hill
or down by the sen-side. Co. Litt. 5b ,-

Domesday.

PALK-LAITD. See FOLC-LAND.

' FALL. In Scotch law. To lose. To fall
from a right is to lose or forfeit it. 1
Kames, Eq. 228. '

FALL 0!‘ LAND. In English law. ‘A
quantity of land six ells square superficial
measure.

PALLO. In Spanish law. The iinal de-
crce or judgment given in a controversy at
law.

PALLOW-LAND. Land plowed, but not
sown. and left uncultivated for a time after
successive crops.

‘ PALLUM. In old English law. An un-
explained term for some particular kind of
land. Coweli.

‘PALSA DI-IMONBTRATIO.
law. False designation;

In the civil
erroneous descrip-
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tion of a person or. thing in a written iustru-'
ment. Inst. 2, 20, 30. ' . "

Falaa dcmonatratio non nooct, can do
corpora (persona) constat. False descrip-
tion does not injure or vitiate, provided the
thing or person intended has once been suf-
flciently described. Mere false description
does not make an instrument inoperative.
Broom, Max. 629: 6 Term, 676; 11 Mees.
J: W. 189; Cleaveland v. Smith, 2 Story. 291,
Fed. Cas. No. 2,874.

Palsa demonstrations legatum non

perini. A bequest is not rendered void by
an erroneous description. Inst. 2, 20, 30:
Broom, Max. 645.

false. graaunatica non vitiat concessi-
onem. False or bad grammar does not
vitiate a grant. Shep. Touch. 55: 9 Coke,
48a. Neither false Latin nor false English
will make a deed void when the intent of the
parties doth plainly appear. Shep. Touch.
87.

PALSA IKONETA. In the civil law.
False or counterfeit money. God. 9, 24.

Palaa orthographic. non vitiat char-
tain, conceuioucn. False spelling does
not vitiate a deed. Shep. Touch. 55, 87; 9
Coke. 48a; Wing. Max. 19.

PALSARE. In old English law. To
counterfeit. Quia falaavit sigillum, because
he counterfeited the seal. Bract. fol. 27Gb.

PALSABIUS. A couiiterfelter.
Pl. 260.

FALSE. Uutrue; erroneous: deceitful;
contrived or calculated to deceive and in-
jure. Unlawful. Iii law, this word means
something more than untrue: it means
something designedly untrue and deceitful,
and implies an intention to perpetrate some
treachery or fraud. Iliitcher v. Dunn, 102
Iowa, 411, 71 N. W. 343. 36 L. R. A. 689;
Mason v. Association, 18 U. C. C. P. 19:
Itatternian v. Ingalis, 48 Ohio St. 468, 28
N. E. 168.
—I‘alsc action. See Fsiossn AC'I‘ION.—
False answer. In pleading. A sham answer:
one which is false in the sense of being a mere
pretense set up in bad faith and without color
of fact. Howe v. Elwell. 5? App. Div. 357. 67
N. Y. Supp. 1108: Farnsworth v. Halstead
§-_S‘up.) 10 N. Y. Supp. ’l'63.—Palac character.-

ersonating the master or mistress of a servant.
or any representative of such master or mis-
tress. and giving a false character to the servant
is an offense punishable in England with a fine,
of £20. St. 32 Geo. III. e. 56.—}‘alce claims
in the forest law, was where a man clai -

more than his due, and was amerced and pun-
ished for the same. Manw. c. 2.1; Tomlins.—
False entry. In banking law. An entry in
the books of a bank which is intentionally made
to represent what is not true or does not ex-.
ist. with intent either to deceive its oficers or,
a bank examiner or to defraud the bank. A
new v. U. S., 165 U. S. 36. 17 Sup. Ct. .

41 L. Ed. 624; U. S. v. Peters (C. C.) 87 Fed. 984.
—I‘aIae fact.

Townsh.

In the law of evidence. A‘



‘ FALSE.

feigned. simulated, or fabricated fact: it fact
not founded in truth, but existing only in as-
sertion’ the deceitful semblance of a fact.-—

alse prisonsnent. 'See lMi-aisoNm:N'r.—'-
False instrument. A counterfeit: one made
in the similitude of a genuine instrument and
urporting on its face to be such. U. S. V.
owell. 11 Wall. 435. 20 L 195: U.

... v. Owens (0. C.) 37 Fed. 115: State v.
Willson, 28 Min. 52, 9 N. W. 28.-eralsle
in ent. In old English law. A writ
whic lay when a false judgment had been
pronounced in a court not of record, as a coun-
ty court, court-baron. etc. Fitzh. Nat. Brev.
17. 18. In old French law. The defeated party
in a suit had the privilege of accusing the )udg-
es of pronouncing a false or corrupt judgment,
whereupon the issue was determined by his
challenging them to the combat or ducllum.
This was called the “appeal of false judgment."
Montesq. Esprit des Lois, iiv. 28. c. 2’i'.—I‘nlse
Latin. When law proceedings were written in
Intin, if a word were significant though not

Latin, yet an indictment. declaration. or
line should not be made void by it; but if the
word were not Latin, nor allowed by. the law.
and it were in ii material point.‘ it made the
whole vicious. (5 Coke. 121: 2 Nels. 830.)
,V\'harton.—-False lights and signals. Lights
and signals falsel and maliciously displayed
for the urpose 0 briuizin-it a’ vessel into dan-
ger.—I‘ so news. Spreading false news,
whereb discord may grow between the queen
of Eng and and her people, or the great men
of the realm, or which may roduce other mis-
‘chiefs, still seems to be a insdemeanor, under
St. 3 Edw. I. c. 34. Stiepb. Cr. Dig. 5 95.-
False oath. See PERJU3Y.—!‘a1se persona-
tion. The criminal ofliense of falsely represent-
ing some other person and acting in the charac-
ter thus unlawfully assumed. in order. to de-
ceive others, and thereby gain some_ profit or
advantage. or enjoy some right or privilege be-
longing to the one so personated. or subject him
to some expense. charge, or liabilitv. See 4
Steph. Comm. 181, 290.-False p on. See
SHAH PLaa.—!‘also retenses. In. criminal
law. Falsere resentations and statements. made
with a fraudu ent design to obtain money. goods.
wares, or merchandise. with intent to cheat. 2
Bony. last. no. 2308. A representation of
some fact or circumstance, calculated to mis-
lead. which is not true. Coin. v. Drew. 19
Pick. (1\Iass.)<‘l84; State v.'Graut. 86 Iowa,
216. 53 N. W. 120. False statements or repre-
sentations made with‘intent to defraud. for
the purpose of obtaining money or propert .

A pretense is the holding out or ofiering to ot -

era sornetli-ing false and feigned. This may be
done either by words or actions, w ‘ch amount
to false representations. In fact. nlse repre-
sentations are inseparable from the idea of a

retense. Without a representation which is
nine there can be no pretense. State v. Joa-
uin, 43 Iowa, 132.—!‘also representation.
ee Fiuvn; Daci:rr.—!‘elss return. See

R!:‘rUsN.—!‘nlse swearing. The misdemean-
or committed in English law by a person who
swears falsely before any person authorized to
administer an oath upon a matter of public
concern. under such circumstances that the
false swearing would have amounted to per-
jury if committed in a judicial prm-e(*(iing: as
,where it person makes a false afiiulm-it under
the bills of sale acts. Steph. (‘in "Dig. p. 84.
And see O’Bryan v. State. 27 Tex. App. 339,
-11 S. W. 443.—I‘n1se token. In criminal law.
A false document or.sigu of the €.\’i:ltl‘Il('€ of a
fact. used with intent to defraud. fur the pur-
pose of obtaining money or property. State
,v. Renicl(._33 Or. 584, 56 Pac. 27?». 44 L. R.
A. 266. 72 Am. St. Rep. 758: People \'. Stone,
9 Wend. (N. Y.) 188.—!‘alse verdict. See
'V:amc'r.-—!‘a.1.se weights. False weights and
-measures are such as do not comply with the
rstandard prescribed by the state or govern-
ment, or with the custom prevailing in the
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4 lace and ‘business in which theyare used.
em Code Cal. 1903, I 552: Pen. Code Idaho.
901.‘; 5003. '

FALSBDAD. In Spanish law. I-‘alsity;
'an alteration of the truth. Las Partidns.
pt. 3, tit. 26, l. 1. . '

Deception: fraud. Id. pt. 3. tit. 32, 1. 21.

PALBEHOOD. A statement or assertion
known to he untrue, and intended to deceive.
_'A willful act or declaration contrary to the
truth. Putnam V. Osgood, 51 N. H. 207.

In Scotch lass. ' A fraudulent iniilntlon
or suppression of truth, to the prejudice of
another. Bell. “Something used and pub-
lished falsely.” An old Scottish nomen
jam. “Falsehood is undoubtedly 9. nom-
inate crime, so much so that Sir George Mac-
kenzie and our older lawyers used no other
term for the falsification of writs, and the
name ‘forgery’ has been of modern intro-
duction." “If there is any distinction to be
made between ‘forgery’ and ‘falsehood.’ I
would consider the latter to be more coin-
prehensire than the former." 2 Broun, 77,
78. ' '

PALS! OBIMEN. Fraudulent suborna-
_tlon or concealment, with design to darken
or hide the truth, and make thing appear
otherwise than they are. it is committed
(1) by words, as when a witness swears
falsely; (2) by writing. as when a person
antedates a contract; (3) by deed. as sell-
ing by false weights and measures. Whar-
ton. See Qiimnrz FALSI.

PALSIPICATION. In equity practice.
The showing an item in the debit of an ac-
count to be either wholly false or in some
part er,-roneous. 1 Story, Eq.Jur.§52-5. And
see Phillips v. Belden, 2 Edw. Ch. 23; Pit
v. Cholmondeley, 2 Ves. Sr. ."»65; Kennedy
‘V. Adickes, 37 S. O. 174, 15 S. E. 922; Tate
v. Galrdner, 119 Ga. 133, 46 S. E. 73.

FALSIPY. To disprove; to prove to be
false or erroneous; to avoid or defeat; spok-
en of verdicts, appeals, etc.

To counterfeit or forge; to make some-

thing false; to give a false appairunce to
anything.

In equity practice. To show, in account-
ing before a master in chuncei-y, that a

charge has been inserted which is wrong;
that is. either wholly false or in some part
erroneous. Pull. Accts. 162: 1 Story, Eq.
Jnr. § 525. See FALSIFICATION.

PALSIPYING A 330031). A high of-
fense against public justice, punishable in
England by 24 & 2'3 Vict. c. 98. §§ 27. 28.
and in thelUnited States, generally, by stat-
ute. . ‘ ;
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PALIIIIG. In Scotch law. False mak-
ing; forgery. “Falsing of evldentia." 1
Pltc. Crim. Tr. pt. 1, p. 85.

Making or proving false.
-1‘ of doolns. In Scotch law. The
proving t e injustice. falsity, or error of the
doom or sentence of a court. Tomlins; Jacob.
The reversal of a sentence or judgment. Skene.
An appeal.

FALSO RETORIIO BBEVIUM. A
writ which formerly lay against the sheriff
who had execution of procem for false re-
turning of writs. Reg. Jud. 4%.

FALSONARIUI.
feiter. Hov. 424.

A forget; a counter-

PAIJUH. Lat. In the civil law. A
false or forged thing; a fraudulent simula-
tion; a fraudulent counterfeit or imitation,
such as a forged signature or instrument.
Also falsification, which may be either by
falsehood. concealment of the truth. or
fraudulent alteration, as by cutting out or
erasing part of a writing.

PALSUS. Lat. False; fraudulent: er-
roneous. Deceitful; mistaken.

Palsus in uno, (sluts in omnibus.
False in one thing. false in everything.
Where a party is clearly shown to have em-
hezzled one article of property, it isaground
of presumption that he may have "embezzled
others also. The Boston, 1 Sumn. 328, 856.
Fed. Cus. No. 1,673; The Santissima Trini-
dad, 7 Wheat. 39, 6 L. Ed. 454. This maxim
is particularly applied to the testimony ofa
witness, who, if he is shown to have sworn
falsely in one detail. may be considered un-
worthy of belief as to all the rest of his evi-
dence. Grimes v. State. 63 Ala. 168; Wilson
v. Coulter, 29 App. Div. 85, 51 N. Y. Supp.
804; White v. Disher, 67 Cal. 402,”! Pac.
826. .

FAIIIA. Lat. Fame; character; reputa-
tion; report of common opinion.

runs, idea at ooulus non patiuntu
ludun. 3 Buist. 226. Fame, faith. and
eyesight do not suffer a cheat.

Pals: qua snspiolonem induolt, orlrl
debet spud bosses at graves, non quidem
Inalevolos et maledioos, sod providss at
Ida dignu personal. non semel sod sa-

plus, quia. clamor minuit at rlefamatio
znanifestat. 2 Inst. 52. Report, which in-
duces suspicion. ought to arise from good
and grave men; not, indeed, from malevo-

-lent and malicious men, but from cautious
and credible persons; not only once. but
frequently; for clamor diminishes. and def-
amation manifests.

PAIIAOIZDE.
slanderer.

A killer of reputation; a
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PAHILIA. In Roman law. A house
hold; a family. On the composition of the
Roman family, see Aaiurx; Goezurr; and
see Mackeld. Rom. Law, I 144.

Family right; the right or name of being
the head of a family, or of exercising the
panic pofeafsa over others. This could be-
long only to a Roman citizen who was a
“man in his own right," (homo out juria.)
Mackeld. Rom. Law, 55 133. 144.

In old English law. A household; the
body of household servants; a quantity of
land. otherwise called “mansa." suiiicient to
maintain one family.

In Spanish law. A family, which might
consist of domestics or servants. It seems
that a single person owning negroes was the
“head of a family." within the meaning of
the colonization laws of (‘oahmla and Tex-
as. State v. Sullivan, 9 Tex. 156.

FAMILIE EIKPTOII. In Roman law.
An intermediate person who purchased the
aggregate inheritance when sold per an at
ubram, in the process of making a will un-
der the Twelve Tables. This purchaser was
merely a man of straw, transmitting the in-
heritance to the Marco proper. Brown.

PAHILIE BRCISOUNDE. In Roman
law. An action for the partition of the ag-
gregate succession of a famine, where that
devolved upon co-hwredes.
pllcable to enforce a contribution towards
the necessary expenses incurred on the
familio. See Mackeld. Rom. Iaw, I 499.

P R.EGI8.. Persons of the
king's household. The ancient title of the
“six clerks" of chnncery in England. Crabb.
Com. Law, 184; 2 Reeve. Eng. Law, M9,
251.

PAIKILY. A collective body of ,persons
who live in one house and under one head
or niamuzcniont. Jarhoe v. Jarboe, 106 Mo.
App. 459, 79 S. W. 1162; Dodge v. Boston 5:
P. R. Corp.. 154 Mass. 299. 28 N. E. 243. 13
L. R. A. 318; Tyson v. Reynolds, 52 Iowa.
431. 3 N. W. 469.

A family comprises a father, mother, and
children. In a wider sense, it may include
domestic servants; all who live in one house
under one head. In a still broader sense. a
group of blood-relatives; all the relations
who descend from a common ancestor. or
who spring from a common root. See Civil
Code La. art. 3522, no. 16; 9 Ves. 323.

A husband and wife living together may
constitute a “family." within the meaning
of that word as used in a homestead law.
Miller v. Finegan, 26 Fla. 29. 7 South. 140.
6 L. R. A. 813.

“Family." in its origin, meant “servants:"
but. in its more modern and comprehensive
meaning. it signifies a collective bod of non:
living together in one house. or wt :1 e car»

It was also ap- .
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tilsge. in le phrase. Wilson v. Cochran. 31
Tex. 377. 9 Am. Dec. 553.

“INmily" may mean children, wife and chil-
dren. blood-relatives. or the members of the
domestic circle, according to the connection in
which the word is used. Spencer v. Spencer.
11 Paige (N. Y.) 159.

“Family." in popular acceptation. includes
rents, children, and servants,—-all whose dom-

dle or home is ordinarily in the same house
and under the same management and head.
In a statute providing that to gain a settle-
ment in a town one must ave “supported hun-
self and his famil therein’ for six years, it in-
cludes the indivi uals whom it was the right
of the head to control, and his duty to sup-
port. The wife is a member of the family,
within such an enactment. Cheshire v. Bur-
lington, 31 Conn. 326.
—Punily arrangement. A term denoting
an agreement between a father and his chil-
dren, or between the heirs of a deceased fa-
ther, to diswse of property, or to partition it
in a different manner than that which would
result if the law alone directed it. or to divide
up property without administration. In these
cases, frequently. the mere relation of the par-
ties will give eifect to bargains otherwise with-
out adequate consideration. 1 Chit. Pr. 67;
1 Turn. & R. Tl3.—!‘nna1ly Bible. A
containing a record of the births. marriages,
and deaths of the members of a family.—I‘ani-
fly rneetinz. An institution of the laws of
Inuisiana, being a council of the relatives (or,
if there are no relatives, of the friends) of a
minor, for the purpose of advising as to his
aifairs and the administration of his property.
The family meeting is called b order of a
judge, and presided over by a ‘us ice or notary,
and must consist of at least ve persons. who
are put under oath. In re Bothick. 44 IA.
Ann. 1037. 11 South. 712: Civ. Code La. art.
305. It corresponds to the "conseil de famille"
of French law, q. o.—I‘nini1y settlenient.
A term of practically the same signification as
“tainglg arrangement," 11. 1:. supra. 7%ee Willey

8 - Iv. H e. 104 Wis. 81, 80 N. W 76 Am.
St. Rep. 852.

PAMOBUB. In the civil and old English
law.: Relating to or affecting character or
reputation; defamatory; slanderous.
—!‘unosns libellns. A libelous writing. A
term of the civil law denoting that species of
iujuaio which corresponds nearly to libel or
sian er. '

PAIIAL. Fr. In French marine law.
A large lantern, fixed upon the highest part
of a vessel's stern.

PANATIOI. Persons pretending to be
inspired, and being a general name for Qua-
kers, Anabaptists. and all other sectarles,
and factions dissenters from the Church of
England. (St. 13 Car. II. c. 6.) Jacob.

PAIIEGA. In Spanish law. A measure
of land varying in dlflerent provinces, but
in the Spanish settlements in America con-
sisting of 6,400 square varas or yards.

raqur-inn, or PAKIR. A Hindu term
for a poor man, mendicant; a religious beg-
‘gar.

PARAIIDHAI. In Scotch law.
eler or merchant stranger. Sliene.

A trav-
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PARDEI. 0!‘ LAND. In old nigllsh
law. The fourth part of a yard-land. Noy
says an eighth only, because, according to
him, two fnrdels make a nook, and four
nooks a yard-land. Wharton.

PARDELLA. In old English law. A
bundle or pack; a fardel. Fleta, lib. 1, c.
22, 5 10.

IARDING-DEAL. The fourth part of
an acre of land. Spelman.

_ FARE. A voyage or passage by water:
also the money paid for a passage either by
land or by water. Cowell.

' The price of passage, or the sum paid or
to he paid for carrying a passenger. Chase
v. New York Cent. R. Co., 26 N. Y. 526.

PARINAGIUII. A mill; a toll of meal
or flour. Jacob; Spelman.

PARLEU. Money paid by tenants in lieu
of a herlot. It was often applied to the best
chattel, as distinguished from hcriot, the best
beast. Cowell.

FABLINGABH.
adulterers.

PARK, 93. A certain amount of provision
reserved as the rent of a messuage. Spel-
man.

Rent generally which is reserved on a lease:
when it was to be paid in money, it was
called “blanche firmc.” Spelnian; 2 Bl.
Comm. 42. .

A term. a lease of lands; a leasehold in-
terest. 2 Bl. Comm. 17; 1 Reeve. Eng. Law,
301. note. The land itself, let to farm or
rent. 2 Bl. Comm. 368.

A portion of land used for agricultural
purposes, either wholly or in part.

The original meaning of the word was
"rent," and by a natural transition it came
to mean the land out of which the rent is-
sued.

In old English law. A lease of other
things than land, as of lmposts. There were
several of these, such as “the sugar farm,"
"the silk farm," and farms of wines and cur-
rents, called “petty farms." See 2 How.
state Tr. 1197-1206.

In American law. “Farm" denotes a
tract of land devoted in part, at least, to cul-
tivation, for agricultural purposes. without
reference to its extent, or to the tenure by
which it is held. In re Drake‘ (D. C.)‘114
Fed. 231; People ex rel. Rogers v. Caldwell,
142 Ill. 434. 32 N. E. 691; Kendall v. Miller.
47 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 448; Com. v. Carmalt,
2 Bin. (Pa.) 238.

Whoremongers and

PARK, 9. To lease or let: to demise or
grant for a limited term and at a stated
rental.
—Pnrrn let. Operative words in a lease.
which strictly mean to let upon payment of e
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certain rent in’ farm: .l. e., in agricultural
roduee.—Puu-na out. To let for a term at a

stated rental. Among the Romans the collec-
tion of revenue was farmed out, and in Eng-
land taxes and tolls sometimes are. '

V PARKER. 1. The lessee of a farm. It
is said that every lessee for life or years, al-
though it be but of a small house and land.
is called “farmer." This word implies no
mystery, except it be that of husbandma
Cunningham; Cowell. '

2. A husbandman or agricuiturist; one‘
who cultivates a farm, whether the land be
his own or nnother’s.

. 3. One who assumes the collection of the
public revenues, taxes, excise, etc., for a.

certain commission or percentage; an a farm-
or of the revenues.

PARO. An unlawful game of cards, in
which all the other players play against the
banker or dealer, staking their money upon
the order in which the cards will lie and be
dealt from the pack. Webster; Ward v.
State, 22 Ala. 19; U. S. v. Smith, 27 Fed.-
Cas. 1149; Patterson v. State, 12 Tex. App.
224. ' '

. PARJBAGO LIBELLI. Lat. _ An ill-com-
posed book containing a collection of miscel-
laneous subjects not properly associated nor
scientiiimliy arranged. Wharton.

surname. The fourth part of an Eng-
lish penny.
—aPu-t 0! gold. An ancient English
coin, containing in value the fourth part of a
noble.

PABYNDON I101’. The ancient appel-
lation of serjeants' Inn. Chancery lane.

the divinePAS. Lat. Right; justice;
law. 3 B1. Comm. 2; Calvin.

PASIIIS. In old English law. A faggot
of wood. ' .

PAST.‘ In Georgia, a “fast" hill of excep-
tions is one which may be taken in injunc-
tion suits and similar cases, at such time and
in such manner. as to bring the case up for
review with great expedition. It must be
certified within twenty days from the render-
ing of the decision. Sewell v. Edmonston,
66 Ga. 353. '

PAST-DAY. A day of fasting and pen-
itence, or of mortiflcation by religious absti-
nence. See 1 Chit. Archb. Pr. (12th Ed.) 160,
et seq.

PAST ESTATE. See Esran.

PASTERHANS, or PASTING-MEN.
Men in repute and substance; pledges. sure-
ties, or bondsmen. who, according to the
Saxon polity. were last bound to answer for
each other's peaceable behavior.. Enc. Loud.
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' PASTI. In Roman law. Lawful. Dies
fasfi, lawful days; days on which justice
could lawfully be administered by the printer.
See Du-:s Fas-r1.

Patetur fnoinus qni judloilun limit.
8 Inst. 14. He who flees judgment confesses
his guilt.

PATIIEB. The male parent. He by
whom a child is begotten. As used in law,
this term may (according to the context and
the nature of the instrument) include a pn-
tative as well as a legal father, also a step-
father,‘ an adoptive father, or a grandfather.
but is not as wide as the word ‘‘parent,'' and
cannot be so construed as to include a female.
Lind v. Burke, 56 Neb. 785. 77 N. W. 444;
Crook V. Webb, 125 Ala. 457, 28 South. 384;
Cotheal v. Cotheal, 40 N. Y. 410: Lantznes-
ter v. State. 19 Tex. App. 321; Thornburg v.
American strawbdard Co., 141 Ind. 443, 40
N. 13.1062, so Am. st.‘ Rep. 334.
-—Pother-in-luv. The father of one's wife
or husband.—Putntivo father. The alleged
or reputed father of an illegitimate child.
gate V. Nestaval, 72 Minn. 415. 75 N. W.

o. .

PATEOH. A nautical measure of six‘
feet in length. Occasionally used as a super-
ficial measure of land and in mining, and
in that case it means a square fathom or
thirty-six square feet. Nahaolelua v. Kaua-
hu, 9 Hawaii, 601.

PATUA MULIEE. A whore. Du Fresne.

’ ra-rurras. In old English law. Fa-
tuity; idiocy. Reg. Orig. 266.

PATUH. Lat. Fate; a superhuman pow-
er; an event or cause of loss, beyond human
foresight or means of prevention.

PATUOUS PERSON. One entirely des-
-titute of reason: is qui omnino desipit.
Ersk. Inst. 1. 7, 48. -

PATUU8. An idlot_or fool. Brnct. fol.
4120b. ' .

Foolish: absurd; indiscreet: or ill consid-
ered. Fatuum judicium. a foolish judgment
or» verdict. Applied to the verdict of a jury
which, though false, was not criminally so,
or did not amount to perjury. Bract. fol.
289.

Patuns, spud" Jiiriseonsultos nostros,
Icoipitlu-_ pro pnon oornpos mantis; et
fatuus dleitur. ('11:! oIn_n‘ino desipit. 4
Coke, 128. Famous. among our juriscon-'
suits. is understood for a man not of right
mind; and he is called "fatu'ua" who is al-
together foolish. ‘

Patuns pr-uslunitur qt.) in proprlo
nomino on-at. A man is presumed to be
simple who makes a mistake in his own
name. Code. 6. 24. 14;’ Van Aist v. Hunter.
5 Johns. Uh. (N. 33-.) 1-18, 1631.
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PAITBOURG. and‘ in
Louisiana.
joining the principal city; a suburb. See
City Council of Lafayette v. Holland, 18
La. 286.

PAUOES TERRE. (Jaws of the land.)
Narrow headlands and prouiontories, inclos-
ing a portion or arm of the sen within them.
1 Kent, Comm. 367, and note; Hale, De Jure
Mar. 10; The ‘Harriet, 1 story, 251, 259,
Fed. Cas. No. 6,099.

FAULT. In the civil law. Negligence;
want of care. An improper act or omission,
injurious to another, and transpiring through
negligence, rashuess, or ignorance.

There are in law three degrees of faults,-
the gross, the slight, and the very slight
fault. The gross fault is that which proceeds
from inexcusable negligence or ignorance; it
is considered as nearly equal to fraud. The
slight fault is that want of care which a pru-
dent man usually takes of his business. The
very slight fault is that which is excusable,
and for which no responsibility is incurred.
Civil Code La. art. 8556, par. 13.

_ In American law. Negligence: an error
or defect of judgment or of conduct: any
deviation from prudence, duty, or rectitude;
any shortcoming or neglect of care or per-
formance resulting from inattention, incapac-
ity, or perversity: a wrong tendency, course,
or act. Railroad Co. v. Berry. 2 Ind. App.
427, 28 N. E. 714; Railway Co. v. Austin,
104 Ga. 614, 30 S. E 770; School Dist. v.
Boston, H. & E. R. Co.. 102 Mass. 553, 3
Am. Rep. 502: Dorr v. Harkness, 49 N. J.
Inw, 571, 10 At]. 400, 60 Am. Rep. 656.

In commercial law. Defect; imperfec-
tion; blemish. See Wrm ALI. FAULTS.

In mining law. A dislocation of strata:
particularly, a severance of the continuity
of a\vein or lode by the dislocation of a por-
tion of it.

In French law,

PAUTOB. In old English law. A
favorer or supporter of others; an abettor.
Coweil: Jacob. A partisan. One who en-
couraged resistance to the execution of pro-
cess.

In Spanish law.
son who aids or assists another in the com-
mission of a crime.

PAUX. In old English law. False:
counterfeit. Fan: action, a false action.
Lltt. I 688. Fans money, counterfeit money.
St. Westm. 1,c.15. Faua pep/3, false weights.
Britt. c. 20. Fund: acrcmcnt, a false oa-th.
St. Westm. 1, c. 38.

In French law. A falsification or fraud-
ulent alteration or suppression of a thing by
words, by writings, or by acts without either.
Blret. _

' “Faun: may be understood in three ways. In
its most extended sense it is the alteration of
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A district or part of a town ad-_

Accomplice; the per- -

FEAR’

truth, with or’ without intention; ‘it is near!
synonymous with ‘lying.’ In a less ,extend
sense, it is the alteration of truth. accompanied
with fraud, mutatio -veritatis cum dole facts.
And lastly, in a narrow. or rather the legal,
sense of the word, when it is a question to
know if the fun: he a crime, it is the fraudu-
lent alteration of the truth in those cases as-
certained and punished by the law.”
it. 9, n. 188.

In the civil law.
ation of the truth. The same with the Latin
Ialsum or crimcn_fa_lai.

Touillier,

FAVOR. Bias; partiality; ienity; prej-
udice. See Cnanumon.

Psvorabilln in logo snnt fisons, dos,
vita, libs:-tss. Jenk. ‘Cent. 94. Things
favorably considered in law are the treasury,
dower, life, liberty."

Fsvorsbinoros 1-oi, potins qnam so-

toros, hnbontnr. The condition of the de-
fendant must be favored, rather than that
of the plaintiff. In-other words, melior eat
oondmo defendant“. Dig. 50, 17.. 125;
Broom, Max. 715.

Pavorabiliorss snnt sxoontionos sliis
pr-ooossibus qnibnsonnqns. Co. Litt. 289.
Executions are preferred to all other pro-
cesses whatever.

’ Fsvores aunplisndl snnt; odis. astrin-
gonds. Jenli. Cent. 186. Favors are to be
enlarged: things hateful restrained.

FJEAL. Faithful. Tenants by knight serv-
ice swore to their lords to be feat and ieai;
i. e., faithful and loyal. .

PEAI. AND DIVOT. A right in Scot-
land, similar to the right of turbary in Eng-
land, for fuel, etc.

PEALTY. In feudal law. Fidelity; al-
legiance to the feudal lord of the manor; the
feudal obligation resting upon the tenant or
vassal by which he was bound to be faithful
and true to his lord, and render him obedi-
ence and service. See De Peyster v. Mi-
chael, 6 N. Y. 497, 57 Am. Dec. 470.

Fealty signifies fidelity. the ph se “feel and
leal" meaning simply “faithful an loyal.” Ten-
ants by knights’ service and also tenants in
socage were required to take an oath of fesity
to the king or others their immediate lords;
and fealtg was one of the conditions of their
tenure. t e breach of which operated a for-
feiture of their estates. Brown.

Although foreign jurists consider feaity and
homage as convertible terms. hecanse in some
continental countries they are blended so as to
form one engagement, yet they are not to be
confounded in our country. for they do not im-
ply the same thing, hobnagc being the acknowl-
edgment of tenure. and felty, the vassal oath
of fidelity, being the essential feudal bond. and
the animating .principle of a feud, without
which it could noirsubsist. ~Wharton.

FEAR. Apprehension o'_f harm. '

Apprehension of harm or punishment, as
exhibited by outward and visible marks of

The fraudulent alter-'
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-emotion. An evidence of guilt in certain
-cases. See Burrill, Circ. Ev. 476.

PEAIAIIOE. A doing: the doing of an
act. See Manmasascs; Misssasascs; Non-
FIASANCI.

A making; the making oi’ an imleiiture,
release, or obligation. Litt. 5 371; Dyer,
(Fr. Ed.) 56b. The making of a statute
Keilw. lb.

PEASANT. Doing, or making, as. in the
‘harm "damage feasant." (doing damage or
inJul’Y.) spoken of cattle straying upon an-
other's land.

Pl-IASOB. Door; maker. Feaaors del
estimate, makers of the statute. Dyer. 3b.
Also used in the compound term. "tort-feas-
or," one who commits or is guilty of a tort.

FEAITI. Certain established festivals or
holidays in the ecclesiastical calendar. These
days were anciently used as the dates of
legal instruments, and in England the quar-
ter-days, for paying rent, are four feast-days.
The terms of the courts. in England. before
1875. were fixed to begin on certain days
determined with reference to the occurrence
of four of the chief feasts.

PEOIAI’. LAW. The nearest approach to
a system of international law known to the
ancient world. It was a branch of Roman
jurisprudence, concerned with embassies. dec-
iaratious of war. and treaties of peace. It
received this name from the feciales, (q. 1)..)

who were charged with its administration.

PEOIALES. Among the ancient ltoinans.
that order of priests who discharged the du-
ties of’ ambassadors. Subsequently their du-
ties appear to have related more particular-
ly to the declaring war and peace. Oalvin.;
1 Kent, Comm. 8.

‘ FEDERAL. In constitutional law. A
term commonly used to express a league or
compact between two or more states.

In American law. Belonging to the gen-
eral government or union of the states.
Founded on or organized under the constitu-
tion or laws of the United States.

The United States has beeagenerail styled,
in American political and judicial writings. a
“federal verninent." The term has not been
imposed y any specific constitutional author-
ity. but only expresses the general sense and

- opinion upon the nature of the form of govern-
ment. In recent years. there is observable a
disposition to employ the term “national" in
speaking of the government of the Union. Nel-‘
t er word settles anything as to the nature or
powers of the government. "Federal" is souie-
what more appropriate if the government is
considered a union of the states: “national"
is preferable if the view is adopted that the
state governments and the Union are two dis-
tinct systems, each established by the people
directly. one for local and the other for nation-
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al purposes. See United States v. Cruikshank,
92U. S.542.23L.Ii‘d.588; Abbott.
—!‘ederal courts. The courts of the United
States. See Cousrs or run: UNITED S-urns.
—!‘ede:-sl government. The a stem of gov-
ernment administered in a state fiirmed by the
union. or confederation of several independent
0: guano’ lifidepeegdenf states: also the lcompciislte
sae so orm . ii strict usa e, tere s a
distinction between a confcdcratixon and a fed-
eral government. The former term denotes a
league or permanent alliance between several
states. each of which is fully sovereign and in-
dependent, and each of which retains its full
dignity, organization, and sovereignty, though
yielding to the central authority a controlling
power for a ‘few limited purposes. such as ex-
ternal and diplomatic relations. in this case.
the component states are the units, with re-
spect to the confederation, and the central _gov-
ernment acts upon them, not upon. the individ-
ual citisens. In a edeml government, on the
other hand. the allied states form a union.-
not, indeed, to such. an extent as to destroy
their_ separate organization or deprive them of

‘.’.‘2Z'.i2...‘°.¥:°".’i'."'-‘i" “'.'éi‘ ’i°“"i°‘..-.§°.§$.i.“i.'“i“‘.$ei pu y oca n . u
that the central power is erected into a true
state or nation, possessin sovereignltj both ex-
ternal and lntemal,—whie the ad nlstratlon
of national affairs is directed. and its eifects
felt, not by the separate states dellberati as
units, but by the people of all in their co lec-
tive ca city, as citizens of the nation. The
glltllict on is expressed, by the qerman. wgiteiés,
y t e use of the two words Staaten n

and “Bundeuiaat,'" the former denoting a
league or confederation of states. and the latter
a federal government, or state formed b means
of a les e or confederation.—1'eder_ gues-
tion. ases arising under the constitution of
the United States. acts of congress. or treaties.
and involving their_ interpretation or applica-
tion. and of which Jurisdiction is given to the
federal courts, are commonly de_sc bed by the
legal profession as_cases involving a “federal
uestion.” In re Sievei-s (D. C.) 91 Fed. 872:

. S. v. Douglas, 113 N. C. 190. 18 S. E. N2:
Egislliams v. Bruify, 102 U. S. 248, 28 L. Bl.

FEE. 1. A freehold estate in lands, held
of a superior lord, as a reward for services.
and on condition of rendering some service in
return for it. The true meaning of the word
"fee" is the same as that of "feud" or "net."
and in its original sense it is taken in con-
tradistinctioii to “allodium," which latter is
defined as 11 man's own land, which he pos-
sesses merely in his own right, without ow-
ing any rent or service to any superior. 2
Bl. Comm. 105. See Wendell v. Crandall, 1

N. Y. 491.
In modern English tenures, " ee" slgnifles

an estate of inheritance, being the highest
and most extensive interest which a man can
have in a feud: and when the term is used
simply. without any adjunct, or in the form
“i'ee-siniple." it imports an absolute iiiher-
itance clear of any condition, limitation. or
restriction to particular heirs, but descend-
ible to the heirs general, male or female. lin-
eal or collateral. 2 Bl. Comm. 106.

—-Base fee. A determinable or qualified fee;
an estate having the nature of a fee. but not
a fee simple absolute.—Oond!t!onal fee. An
estate restrained to some particular heirs. ex-
clusive of others. as to _the heirs of a man's
body. by which only his lineal descendants were
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admitted, in‘ exclusion of collateral: or to the
heirs male of his body, in exclusion of heirs
female. whether lineal or collateral. It was
called a “conditional tee " by reason of the con-
dition expressed or implied in the donation of
it that. if the donee died without such particu-
lar heirs, the land should revert to the donor.
2 Bl. Comm. 110: Kirk v. Furgersoa, 6 Cold.
iTenn.) 483: Simmons v. Augustin. 3 Port.
Mia.) 69; Paterson v. Ellis, 11 Wend. (N. Y.)
277: Moody v. Walker, 8 Ark. 190; Halbert
v. Halbert. 21 Mo. 281.—Detenn!na‘ble fee.
(Also called a “qualified” or “base" fee.) One
which has a qualification subjoined to it. and
which must be determined whenever the qual-
ification annexed to it is at an end. ' Bl.
Comm. 109. An estate in fee which is liable
to be determined by some act or event express-
ed on its limitation to circumscribe its continu-
ance, or inferred by law as bounding its ex-
tent. 1 Washh. Rea Prop. 62; M'cLane v. Bo-
vee. 35 Wis. 36.-Pee damages. See Dail-
aGss.—l‘ee expectant. An estate where
lands are given to a man and his wife, and
the heirs of their bodies.—!‘ee simple. See
that title.—!‘ee tall. See that title.—Gs-ant
fee. In feudal law. this was the designation of
a fee held directly from the crown.-Knight's
fee. The determinate quantity of land, (held
by an estate of inh_eritance,) or of annual in-
come thereirom, which was suilicieni: to main-
tain a knight. Every man holding such a fee
was obliged to be knighted, and attend the king
in his wars for the s cc of forty do in the
year, or Say a fine called “escuage"§‘for his
non-comp ance. The estate was estimated at
£20 a year, or. according to Coke. 680 acres.
See 1 Bl.-Comm. 404. 410; 2 Bl. Comm. 62: Co.
Litt. 69a.—IA:nited fee. An estate of inheri-
tance in lands. which is clogged. or confined
with some sort of condition or qualification.
Such estates are base or ualified fees. condi-
tional iees. and fees-tail. he term is opposed
to “fee-simple." 2 Bl. Comm. 100: Lott r.
Wyclioif. 1 Barb. (N. Y.) 575: Paterson v.
Ellis 11 Wend. (N. Y.) 250.—P1owsnan's fee.
in old English law. this was a species of ten-
ure peculiar to peasants or small farmers. some-
what like gave kind. by which the lands de-
scended in equal shares to all the sons of the
tenant.—Qiialifled fee. In English law. A
fee having a qualification subjolned thereto. and
which must be determined whenever the quali-
fication annexed to it is at an end; otherwise
termed a “base fee." 2 Bl. Comm. 109;
Steph. Comm. 225. An interest which may
continue forever. but is liable to be deter-
mined. without the aid of a conveyance. by
some act or event, circumscriblng its continu-
ance or extent. 4 Kent. Comm. 9: Moody v.
Walker. 3 Ark. 190: U. S. v. Reese, 27 Fed.
Can. 744: Bryan v. Spires, 3 Brewst. il’a.)
583.—QIInsi fee. An estate gained by wrong;
(or wrong is unlimited and uncontsined within
rules. Wharton.

2. The word "fee" is also frequently used
to denote the land which is held in fee.

3. The compass or circuit oi.’ a manor or
iordship. Cowell.

4. In American law. A fee is an estate
oi‘ iulierltance without condition. belonging
to the owner. and alleniible by him, or trans-
missible to his heirs absolutely and simply.
It is an absolute estate in perpetuity, and the
largest possible estate a man can have, being.
in fact. aiiodialin its nature. Earnest v.
Little River Land. etc.. Co., 109 Tenn. 427.
75 8. W. 1122; Phwnix v. Emigration Com'rs,
12 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 10: United States
Pipe-Line Co. v. Delaware, L. & W. R. Co.,
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62N.3.l’Aw,254,41Ai’J.'i'59,QIa.R.A.
572.

5. A reward, compensation, or wage given
to one for the performance of otlicial duties
(clerk or court, sheriii, etc.) or for profes-
sional services, as in the case or an attorney
at law or a physician. _

—Oontingent fee. A fee stipulated to be
paid to an attorney for his services in conduct-
ing a suit or other forensic proceeding only in
case he wins it: it may be a percentage of
the amount recovered.—Doeket fee. ee-
Dociurr.—-ree-lii.l1. A schedule of the fees to-
be charged by clerks of courts. sherifis. or oth-
er oiiicers. for each particular service in the-
line of their duties. ‘

FEE-FARM. This is a species of tenure,
where land is held of another in perpetuity
at a yearly rent, without realty, homage, or
other services than such as are specially com-
prised ln the feoifment. It corresponds very
nearly to the “empM/teusis" of the Roman
law.

Fee-farm is where an estate in fee is granted
subject to a rent in fee of at least one-fourth
of the value of the lands at the time of its
reservation. Such rent appears to be called
“fee-farm” because a grant of lands reserving
so considerable a rent is indeed only letting
lands to farm in fee-simple. instead of the usu-
al method of life or years. 2 Bl. Comm. 43;
1 Stenh. Comm. 676.

Fee-farms are lands held in fee to reader for
them annually the true value, or more or less:
so called because a farm rent is reserved upon
a grant in fee. Such estates are estates of in-
heritance. They are classed among estates in
fee-simple. No reversionary interest remains
in the lessor. and they are therefore subject
to the operation of the legal rinciples which
forbid restraints u n alienat on in all cases
where no feudal reation exists between gran-
tor and rantee. De Peyster v. Michael. 6
N. Y. 49 . 57 Am. Dec. 470.‘
—I‘ee-farm rent. The rent reserved on
granting a fee-farm. It might be one-fourth
the value of the land, according to Cowell'
one-third. according to other authors. Spe-
man: Termes de a Ley: 2 Bl. Comm. 43.
Fee-farm rent is a rent-charge issuing out of
an estate in fee: a perpetual rent reserved on
a conveyance in fee-simple. De Peyster v.
Michael. 6 N. Y. 467. 495. 57 Am. Dec. 470.

FEE-SIHPLB. In English law. A
freehold estate of inheritance, absolute and
unqualified. It stands at the head of estates
as the highest in dignity and the most ample-
in extent; since every other kind of estate is
derivable thereout. and mergoable therein-
It may be enjoyed not only in land, but also
in advowsons. commons. estovers. and other
hereditainents, as well as in personalty, as an
annuity or dignity, and also in an upper
chamber, though the lower buildings and soil
belong to another. Wharton.

In American law. An absolute or fee-
simpie estate is one in which the owner is
entitled to the entire property, with uncondi-
tional power of disposition during his life.
and descending to his heirs and legal repre
sentatives upon his death intestate. Code
Ga. 1882, 5 2246. And see Friedman v. Stein-
er, 107 Ill. 131; Woodberry v. Matherson, 19
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Fla. 785; Lyle v. Richards, 9 Serg. & R. (Pa.)
374; Loventhal v. Home Ins. Co.. 112 Ala.
108, 20 South. 419. 33 L. R. A. 258. 57 Am.
St. Rep_._17; Dumont v. Dufore, 27 Ind. 267.

Fee-simple signifies a pure fee; an absolute es-
tate of inheritance; that which a person holds
inheritable to him and his heirs general forever.
It is called “tee-simple." that is, “pure." be-
cause clear of any condition or restriction to
particular heirs. being descendible to the heirs
general, whether male or female, lineal or col-
latei_-al. It is the largest estate and most ex-
tensive interest that can be enjoyed in land,
being the entire property therein. and it con-
fers an unlimited power of alienation. Haynes
v. Bourn, 42 Vt. ' 6. '

A fee-simple is the largest estate known to
the _law. and where no words of qualification
or limitation are added, it means an estate in
possession. and owned in severalty. It is un-
doubtedly true that a person may own a re-
mainder or reversion in fee. But such an es-
tate is not a fee-simple; it is a fee qualified
or limited. So, when a person owns in com-
mon with-auotber, he does not own the entire
fee,—a. fee-simple: it is a fee divided or shared
with another. Brackett v. Ridlon, 54 Me. 426.

Absolute and conditional. A fee simple
absolute is an estate which is limited absolute-
ly to a man and_ his heirs and assigns forever.
without any limitation or condition. Frisby v.
Ballance, 7 Ill. 144. At the common law, an
estate in fee simple conditional was a fee limit-
ed orprestrained to some particular heirs. ex-
clusive of others. But the statute “De Denis"
converted all such estates into estates tail. 2
Bl. Comm. 110.

JE'EE,-TAIL. An estate tail; an estate of
inheritance given to a man and the heirs of
his body, or limited to certain classes oi‘ par-
ticular heirs. It corresponds to the feudum
talliatuni. of the feudal law. and the idea is
believed to have been borrowed from the R0-
man law, where, by way of tides‘ conmiissa,
lands might be entailed upon children and
freedinen and their descendants, with restric-
tions us to alienation. 1 Washb. Real Prop.
'66. For the varieties and special character-
istics of this kind of estate, see TAIL.

FEED. To lend additional support; to
strengthen ea: post facto. “The interest
when it accrues feed» the estoppei." Christ-
mas v. Oliver, 5 Mood. & R. 202.

PEGANGI. In old English law. A thief
caught while escaping with the stolen goods
in his possession. spelman. .

PEEMGERIGHTE. The name given to
certain secret tribunals which flourished in
Germany from the end of the twelfth cen-
tury to the middle of the sixteenth, usurping
many of the functions of the governments
which were too weak to maintain law and
order, and inspiring dread in all who came
within their jurisdiction. Enc. Brit. Such
a court existed in Westphalia (tliougli with
greatly diminished powers) until finally sup-
pressed in 1811.

PEIGNED. Fictitious; pretended: sup-
positltious: simulated.
—!‘eigned accomplice. ‘One who pretends
to consult and act with others in the planning
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or commission of a crime, but only‘ for the pur-
pose of discovering their plans and confeder-
ates and securing evidence against them.
People v. Bolanger, 71 Cal. 17. 11 Pac. 800.-
Peigned action. In ractice. An action
brouight on a pretended right.‘ when the plain-
tiff ias no true cause of action, for some ille-
gal purpose. in a feigned action the words of
the writ are true. It difiers from false action.
in which case the words of the writ are false.
Co. Litt. 361.—I‘eigned diseases. Simulated
maladies. Diseases are generally feigned from
one of three causes.—fear, shame. or the hope of
gain.—.-feigned issue. An issue made up by
the direction of a court of equity, (or by con-
sent of parties.) and sent to a common-law
court. for the piii-pose of obtaining the ver-
dict of a jury on some disputed matter of fact
which the court has not jurisdiction. or is‘ un-
willing. to decide. It rests upon a suppositious
wafer between the parties. See 3 Bi. Comm.

PELAGUS. In Saxon law. One bound
for another by oath; a sworn brother. A
friend bound in the iiecennary for the good
behavior oi! another. One who took the place
of the deceased. Thus. if a person was mur-
dered, the recompense due from the murderer
went to the fclagus of the slain, in default
of parents or lord. Cunningham.

PELD. wild.
Blount.

A field; in composition,

PELE, mu. L. Fr. Faithful. See
Fan. v _

FELLATION. See Soooinr.

FELLOW. A-companion; one with whom
we consort; one joined with another in some

legal status or relation; a member of ii. col-
lege or corporate body.

FELLOW-EEIR. A co-heir; partner of
the same inheritance.

FELLOW-SERVANTS. "The decided
weight of authority is to the effect that iill
who serve the same master, work under the
same control, derive authority and compen-
sation froiu the same common source, and are
engaged in the same general busliiess, though
it may be in dii'i'(-rent grades or departnieiits
of it, are fellow-servaiits, who take the risk
of each other’s negligence.” 2 Thoiiip. Neg.
p. 1026. 5 31. And see Mcandrews v. Burns,
39 N. J. Law, 119; Justice v. Pennsylvania
Co.. 130 Ind. 321, 30 N. E. 303; Wright v.
New York Cent. R. Co., 25 N. Y. 5633: Glover
v. Kansas City Bolt C0,. 153 .\io. 327, 55 S.
W. 88; Brunei] v. Southern Pac. Co., 34 Or.
256. 58 Pac. 129; Doughty v. Penobscot Log
Driving Co.. 76 Me. 146; Mclliaster v. Ili-
inois Cent. R. Co., 65 Miss. 264, 4 South.
59. 7 Am: St. Rep. 653: Daniels v. Union Pac.
Ry. (.'o.. 6 Utah. 357, 23 Pac. 762; Weeks
v. Scharer, 12) Fed. 335, 6-1 G. C. A. 11.

PELO DE SE. A felon of himself; a
suicide or iniirderer of himself. One who
deliberately and intentionally puts an end to
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his own life, or who commits some unlawful
or malicious act which results in his own
death. Hale, P. C. 411: 4 Bl. Comm. 189;
Life Ass’n v. Waller, 57 Ga. 536.

PELON. One who has committed felony:
one convicted of felony.

rnnorua. Felony. The act or oifense
by which a vassal forfeited his fee. Spel-
man: Calvin. Per feloniam, with a criminal
intention. Co. Litt. 391.

,l‘olon:ln, ex VI termini Iignlfloat quodn
lllnot capitals orhnon folloo udmo pen-
petntun. Co. Litt. 891. Felony, by force
of the term, signifies any capital crime per-
petrated with a malignant mind.

Polonin hnpliontur in qualibot pro-
ditiono. 3 Inst. 15. Felony is implied in
every treason. ‘

PILONICE. Feloniously. Anciently an
indispensable word in indictments for felony,
and classed by Lord Coke among those vooea
arm (words of art) which cannot be ex-
pressed by any periphrnsis or circumlocution.
4 Coke, 39; Co. Idtt. 391a; 4 Bl. Comm. 307.

PELONIOUS. Malignant; malicious;
done with intent to commit a crime; having
the grade or quality of a felony. People v.
Moore. 37 Hun (N. Y.) 93; Aikman v. Com.,
18 S. W. 938. 13 Ky. Law Rep. 894; State
v. Bush, 47 Kan. 201, 27 Pac. 834. 13 L. R.
A. 607; Com. v. Barlow, 4 Mass. 440.

—l'e1onioIu Assault. Such an assault upon
the person as. if consummated, would subJect
the party making it, upon conviction, to the
punishment of a felony, that is, to imprison-
ment in the penitentiary. Iiinkle v. State. 94
Ga. 595. 21 S. E. 595.—!‘e1oniou: homicide.
In criminal law. The offense of illing a hu-
man creature, of any age or sex, without justifi-
cation or excuse. There are two degrees of
this ofiense. manslaughter and murder. 4 Bl.
Comm. 188. 190; 4 Steph. Comm. 108. 111;
State v. Symmes. 40 S. C. 383. 19 S. E. 16:
Connor v. Com.. 76 Kay. 718: State v. Miller,
9 Houst. (Del.) 564, .. Atl. 137.

PELONIOUSLY. With a felonious in-
tent; with the intention of committing a
crime. An indispensable word in modern
indictments for felony, as fclonicc was in
the Intin forms. 4 Bl. Comm. 307; State v.
Jesse. 19 N. C. 300; State v. Smith, 31 Wash.
245. 71 Pac. 76? ; State v. Halpin, 16 S. D.
170, 01 N. W. 606; People v. Willett. 102
N. Y. 251, 6 N. E. 301; State v. Watson, 41
La. Ann. 598, 7 South. 125; State v. Bryan,
112 N. C. 848. 16 S. E. 909.

PELONY. In English law. This term
meant originally the state of having forfeited
lands and goods to the crown upon convic-
tion for certain offenses, and then, by transi-
tion, any oflense upon conviction for which
such forfeiture followed, in addition to any
other punishment prescribed by law; as dis-
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tinguished from a “misdemeanor,”. upon con-
viction for which no forfeiture ‘followed. All
indictable offenses are either felonies or mis-
demeanors, hut a material part of the dis-
tinction is tnken away by St. 33 J; 34 Vict.
«-. 23. which abolishes forfeiture for felony.
Wharton

In American law. The term has no very
definite or precise meaning. except in some
cases where it is defined by statute. For the
most part, the state laws, in describing any
particular offense, declare whether or not it
shall be considered a felony.
this, the word seems merely to imply a crime
of a graver or more atrocious nature than
those designated as “misdemennors." U. S.
v. Coppersmith (C. C.) 4 Fed. 205; Bannon
V. U. Sex, 156 U. S. 464, 15 Sup. Ct. 467, 39.
L. Ed. 494; Mitchell V. State. 42 Ohio Si.,
386; State v. Lincoln, 49 N. -H. 469.

The statutes or codes of several of the.
states deflne feiony_as any public offense on_
conviction of which the oflonder is liable to
be sentenced to death or to imprisomnent in
a penitentiary or state prison. Pub. St.
Mass. 1882, p. 1290; Code Ala. 1886, 5 3701;
Code Ga. 1882, 5 3404; 34 ‘Ohio St. 301;-
1 VVIS. 188: 2 Rev. St. N. Y. p. 587, S 30:
People v. Van Steenburgh,- 1 Parker, Gr. R.
(N. Y.) 39. -

In feudal law. An act or offense on the
part of the vnssal, which cost him his fee,
or in consequence of which his fee fell into
the hands of his lord; that is. became for-
feited. (See Estonia.) Perfldy, ingratitude,‘
or disloyality to a lord.
—Pe1ony not. The statute 33 & 34 Vict. c.
23, abolishing forfeiture: for felony, and sane-
tioning the appointment of intcrian curators and
administrators of the prop: rté of felons. Moz-
ley & Whitley; 4 Step . omm. 10, 459.-
Felony, compounding of. See CouroUNn-
mo F!-:LONr.—Hisprision of felony. See
MIBPBIBION. ~

PEMAIJI. The sex which conceives and
gives birth to young. Also a member of
such sex. The term is generic. but may have
the specific meaning of “woman," if so in-
dicated by the context. State v. Hemm, 82
Iowa, 609, 48 N. W. 971.

FREE. L. Fr. A woman. In the phrase
"baron et femc" (q. 1:.) the word has the
sense of "wife."
—!‘emo covert. A married woman. Gener-
ally used in reference to the'lega1 disabilities
of a married woman. as compared with the
condition of a feme sole. Hoker v. Boggs, 63
Ill. 161.—Pomo sole. A single woman. in-
cluding those who have been married, but whose
marriage has been dissolved by death or di-
vorce, and. for most purpose, those women
who are judicially separated from their husbands
Mozley & Whitley; 2 Staph. Comm. 250. Kirk-
ley v. Lacey. 7 Houst. iI)el.) 213. 30 Atl. 994.
—!‘emo sole trader. In English law. A
married woman, who, by the custom of London.
trades on her own: account,_ independently of
her husband: so called because, with respect
to her trading. she is the same as a femg role.
Jacob; Cro. Car. 68. The term is applied al-

Apart from ,
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so to women deserted by their husbands, who
do business as femes pole. Rhea v. Rhenner, 1
Pet. 105. 7 L. Ed. 72.’ .

PEHIOIDE. The killing of a woman.
Wharton.

PENATIO. In forest law. The fawn-
ing of deer; the fawning season. Spelman.

FENCE, o. In old Scotch law. To do-
fend or protect by formalities. To "fence a
court" was to open it in due form, and inter-
dict all manner of persons from disturbing
their proceedings. This was called "fenc-
ing," q. d., defending or protecting the court.

FENCE, n. A hedge. structure, or par-
tition, erected for the purpose of inclosing a
piece of land, or to divide a piece of land
into distinct portions, or to separate two
contiguous estates. See Kimball v. Carter,
95 Va. 77. 27 S. E. 823, 38 L. R. A. 570;
Estes v. Railroad ’Co., 63 Me. 309; Allen v.
Tobias, 77 Ill. 171.

‘FENCE-MORTH, or DEFENSE-
HONTB. In old English law. A period
of time, occurring in the middle of summer,
during which it was unlawful to hunt deer
in the forest. that being their fawning season.
Probably so called because the deer were
then defended from pursuit or hunting.
Manwood; Cowell.

PENERATION. Usury; the gain of in-
terest; the practice of increasing money by
leading.

PENGELD. In Saxon law. A tax or
imposition, exacted for the repelling of en-
emies.

FEIIIAII‘. A champion, hero, giant. This
word, in the plural, is generally used to
signify invaders or foreign spoilers. The
modern meaning of “i'enian" is a member of
an organization of persons of Irish birth.
resident in the United States, Canada, and
elsewhere, having for its aim the overthrow
of English rule in Ireland. Webster, (Supp.)

P301). The same as feud or flef.

PEODAL. Belonging to a fee or feud;
feudal. More commonly used by the old
writers than feudal.

PEODAI. SYSTEM.
TEX.

See Fszumu. Sva-

PEODALITY.
ell. See FEALTY.

Fidelity or fealty. Cow-

PEODARUM CONSUETUDINES. The
customs of feuds. The name of a compilation
of feudal laws and customs made at Milan in
the twelfth century. It is the most ancient
work on the subject. and was always regard-
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ed. on the continent of Europe, as possess-
lllx the highest authority.

PEODABY. An oiiicer of the court of
wards, appointed by the master of that court,
under 32 Hen. VIII. c. 26. whose business if
was to be present with the escheator in every
county at the finding of oiilces of lands, and
to give evidence for the king, as well con-
cerning the value as the tenure; and his
oilice was also to survey the land of the
ward, after the office found. and to rate it.
He also assigned the king's widows their
dower; and received all the rents, etc. Abol-
ished by 12 Car. 11. c. 24. Wharton.

PEODATOBY. In feudal law. The
grantee of a feod. feud, or fee; the vassal or
tenant who held his estate by feudal service.
Termes de la Ley. Blackstone uses “feuda-
tory." 2 Bl. Comm. 46.

F201)! PIRMA.
Fee-farm, (q. 1:.)

In old English law.

PROD! PIRHARIUS.
fee-farm.

The lessee of a

PEODUM. This word (meaning a feud
or fee) is the one most commonly used by the
older English law-writers, though its equiva-
lent, “fcmIum," is used generally by the
more modern writers and by the feudal law-
writers. Litt. 5 1; Spelman. There were
various classes of feeds, among which may
be enumerated the following: Feodum lai-
cum, a lay fee. Fcodum mllitare, a knight‘:
fee. Feodum improprium, an improper or
derivative fee. Fcodum proprium, a proper
and original fee, regulated by the strict rules
of feudal succession and tenure. Feodum
simples, a simple or pure fee; fee-simple.
Fcodum talliatum, a fee-tail. See 2 Bl.
Comm. 58, 62; Litt. ii 1, 13; Bract. fol. 175;
Gian. 13, 23.

In old English law. A seigniory or ju-
risdiction. Fleta, lib. 2, c. 63, 5 4.

A fee; a perquisite or compensation for a
service. Fleta, lib. 2, c. 7.

—!‘eodIun Anti nun. A feud which devolv-
ed upon a vassa from his intestate ancestor.
—I‘eodIun mobile. A fief for which the tenant
did guard and owed homage. r§§>elman.—I‘eo-
gpmlgsovum. A feud acqui by a vassal

Imse .

Peodlun est qnod quls tenet ex qua-
ennque cause she sit tenesnentuun sive
ndauug, Co. Lltt. 1.- A fee is that which
any one holds from whatever cause, whether
tenement or rent.

I-‘eodum simplex quin feoduun idem est
quod has-ed1ts.s. et simplex idem est quod
legitinuun vel pus-sun; et sic feodlun sins-
plex idem est quad has-edites legitime vel
hnredltss pure. Litt. 5 1. A fee-simple,
so called because fee is the same as inherit-
ance, and simple is the same as lawful or
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pure: and thus fee-simple is the same as a
lawful inheritance. or pure inheritance.

Psodun talllatnn, 1. s.. has-ed.!tas in
qunndan: osrtitudlnsm limitatn. Litt. I
13. Fee-tail, 4. e.. an inheritance limited in
a definite descent.

FEOPPAMBNTUH. A feofrment. 2 Bi.
Comm. 310.

PEOPPARE. To eufeoff; to bestow a fee.
The bestower was called "fcofrator," and the
grantee or feoffee, “feofratua."

PBOPPATOB. In old English law. A
feofler; one who gives or bestows a fee; one
who makes a feofrment. Bract. fols. 12b, 81.

PBOPPATUS. In old English law. A
feoflee; one to whom a fee is given, or a
feoflment made. Bract. fols. 17b, 44b.

FEOITEE. He to whom a fee is conveyed.
Litt. I 1; 2 Bl. Comm. 20.
—!‘oo£ss to uses. A rson to whom land
was ‘conveyed for the us? of a third party.
The latter was called “oestui qua cue."

PEOITMEIIT. The gift of any corpo-
real heredltament to another, (2 Bl. Comm.
310), operating by transmutation of posses-
sion, and requiring, as essential to its com-
pletion, that the seisen be passed, (Watk.
Conv. 183). which might be accomplished
either by investiture or by livery of seisin.
1 Washb. Real Prop. 33. See Thatcher v.
Omans, 3 Pick. (Mass) 532; French v.
French. 3 N. H. 260; Perry v. Price, 1 M0.
554; Omdofl v. Turman. 2 Leigh (Va.) 233,
21 Am. Dec. 608.

Also the deel or conveyance by which such
corporeal hereditament is passed.

A feoifment originally meant the grant of I
feud or fee; that is, a barony or |u1ight's fee,
for which certain services were due from the
feofiec to the feofior. This was the proper
sense of the word: but by custom it came aft-
erwards to signif also a grant (with livery of
seisiu) of s free nheritance to a man and his
heirs. “eferrlng rather to the perpetuity of the
estate than to the feudal tenure. 1 Reeve, Eng.
Law. 90, 91. It was for ages the only method
(in ordinary use) for conveying the freehold of
land in possession. but has now fallen in great
measure into disuse, even in England. havin
been almost entirely supplanted by some 0
that class of conveyances founded on. the statute
law of the realm. 1 Steph. Comm. 467, 4
--Paofment to uses. A feoflment of lands
to one person to the use of another.

PEOITOE. The person making a mo!!-
ment, or enfeoillng another in fee. 2 B1.
Comm. 310; Litt. II 1, 57.

P203. This Saxon word meant originally
cattle. and thence property or money. and,
by a second transition, wages. reward, or .

fee. It was probably the original form from
which_ the words ffeod," "feudum," “flef,"
"fen." and “fee" (all meaning a feudal grant
of land) have been derived.
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!'!:0I¢A'.l'!0. In forest law. The fawn-
ing season of deer.

PEOBME. A certain portion of the prod-
uce of the land due by the grantee to the
lord according to the terms of the charter.
Spel. Feuds, c. 7.

PEER BESTIE. Wild beasts.

FIBRE NATURE. Lat. Of a wild na-
ture or disposition. Animals which are by
nature wild are so designated. by way of
distinction from- such as are naturally tame.
the latter being called “domms naturac."
Fleet v. Hegeman, 14 Wend. (N. Y.) 43; State
v. Taylor. 27 N. J. Law, 119, 72 Am. Dec.
347: Gillet v. Mason, 7 Johns. (N. Y.) 17.

PEBOOBTA. Ital. A kind of small ves-
sel or boat. Mentioned in old Scotch law.
and called “ferooat." Skene.

PERDELIA TEBRE. A fardel-land,’
ten acres; or perhaps a yard-land. Cowell..

FEBDFARE. Sax. A summons to serve
in the army. An acquittance from going into-
the army. Fieta, lib. 1. c. 47. 5 23.

IPEBDUCGUS. A term denoting, appar-
ently. a freeman of the lowest class, being
named after the comm.

PERDWITE. In Saxon law. An acquit-
tance of manslaughter committed in the
army; also a line imposed on persons for not
going forth on a military expedition. Cow-
ell.

FERIA. In old English law. A wee|'r- _

day; a holiday; a day on which process could
not be served; a fair; a ferry. Cowell; Du
Cange; Spelman.

FERIE. In Roman law. Holidays: gen-
erally speaking, days or seasons during
which free-born Romans suspended their po-
litical transactions and their lawsuits, and
during which slaves endoyed a cessation from.
labor. all jerks were thus dies nefasti. All
feriw were divided into two classes,—“fe1-iz
publicaz” and “feria: private." The latter
were only observed by single familles or in-
dividuals. in commemoration of some partic-
ular event which had been of importance to-
them or their ancestors. Smith, Dict. Antiq..

PERIAI. DAYS. Holidays; also week-
days. as distinguished from Sunday. Cowell.

PEBITA. In old European law. _A
wound; a stroke. Spelman.

FEBLIICG. In old records. The fourth
part of a penny; also the quarter of a ward.
in a borough. -

PERLUIGATA. A fourth part of a yard‘-
land.

PEKIJIGUI. A furlong. Co. Lltt. 5b..
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PERM, or PEARM. A house or land,
or both, let by lease. Cowell.

PEBLHE. A farm: a -rent; a lease; a
house or land, or both. taken by indeiiture or
lease. Plowd. 195;-Vicat. See Faun.

PEBIIENTE LIQUOBS. Beverages
produced by. or which have undergone, a
process oi! alcoholic fermentation, to which
they owe their intoxicating properties, in-
cluding beer, wine, hard cider, and the like,
but not spirituous or distilled, liquors. State
v. Lamp, 16 Mo. 391; State v. Biddle, 54 N.
H. 383; Peoplev. Foster, 64 Mich. 715, 31
N.‘\\'. 596; State v. Gill. 89 Minn. 502, 95
N.‘ W. 449; State v. Adams, 51 N. H. 568.

PEBHEB, PEBHOB. A lessee; a farm-
er. One who holds a term, whether of lands
or an incorporeal right, such as customs or
revenue.

PEBMIER. In French law. One who
farms any public revenue.

FEBMISONA. In old English law. The
winter season for killing deer. -

PEBHOEY. In old records. A place in
monasteries, where they received the poor,
(hospicio cu-ipi'eba1it,) and giive them pro-
visions, (form, flrma.) Spelman. Hence the
modern infirmary, used in the sense or ii hos-
pital.

“rs-inxroo. In old Engiisii law. A waste
ground, or place where fern grows. -Cowell.

~PEBB.I. In the civil law.
that is on or about the per.-
tinguished from porturi, (to . .

signified to be carried on an animal.
50, 16, 235.

To be borne;
This was dis-

mirried.) which
Dis-

rnnnrsan. The toll or fare paid for
the transportation of persons and property
across a ferry. . '

Literally spealtinghit. is the price or {are fix-
ed by law for the transportation of the trav-
eling public, with such goods and chattels as
they may have with them. across a river, bay,
or lake. Peo)&l;e v_. San Francisco & A. R.
Co.. 35 Cal. c __

rnnnrronma. In old pleading. An
iron mine. Townsh, Pl. 273.

iron." ‘Iii old Eiigiish law.
A_horse-shoe. -Ferrura, shoeing of horses.

PERRY. A liberty to have a boat upon
a river flor the transportation of men, horses.
and carriages with their contents, for ii rea-
sonable toll. The term is also used to desig-
nate the ‘place where such liberty is exer-
cised. 'See New York v. Stnriu, 8 N. Y. St.
Rep. (i'.'r:'i; Broadnax v. Baker, M N. C. 681.
56 Am. Rep. 633; Einstmnu v. Black. 1-! ill.
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App. 381: Chnpelie v. Wells, 4 Mart. (La.
N. S.) 426.

“Ferry" _proper|y means a place of transit
across a river or arm of the sea: but in law
it is treated as ii franchise. and defined as the
exclusive right to carry passe-iigeis across a
river, or arm of the sea. from one vill to an-
otlie_r, or to connect a continuous line of road
leading from one township or viii to another.-
It is not a servitude or easement. It is wholly
unconnected with the ownership or occupation
of land, so much so that the owner of the
fPl‘l'_\' need not have any {iro ierty in the soil
iIIidjfl(‘9lJl’ on either side. ( 2 B., N. S.. 32.)

rown.

—Pnblie and private. A public ferry is one
to which all the public have the right to resort.
for which a regular fare is established, and the
ierryman is a common carrier. bound to take
over all who apply, and bound to keep his ferry
in operation and good repair. liudspeth v.
Hall, 111 Ga. 510. 36 S. E. 770; Broadnax v.
Baker, 94 N. C. 681, 55 Am. Rep. 633. A pri-
vatc fer is one mainly for the use of the own-
er, and t ongh he may take pay for ferriage. he
does not follow it as a business. His ferry is
not open to the public at its demand, and he
ma or may not keep it in o ration. Huds-
pet v. Hall, snpra.—!‘en-y ranohise. The
public grant of a right to maintain a ferry at
s par-ticular'place; a right conferred to and
at a particular gioint and secure toll for the
transportation 0 persons and property from
that point across the stream. .\Iills v. St. Clair
Count__v, 7 Iii. Z)8.—!'erryssmn. One employed
in taking persons across a river or other stream,
in boats or other contrivances, at a ferry. State
'i:Ib1Clnrke, 2 McCord (S. C.) 48, 13 Am. Dec.

PESTA IN CAPPIS. I_n old English law.
Grand holidays, on which choirs wore caps.
Jacob.

Festinatio Justitiss est nova:-ca. info:-L
tnnii. Hob. 97. Hasty justice is the step-
mother of misfortune.

1‘BS'l'ING-MAIN’. In old English law. A
frank-pledge, or one who was surety for
the good behavior of another. Monasteries
enjoyed the privilege of being “free from
festing~men," which means that they were
“not bound for any man's forthcoming who
should transgress the law." Cowell. See
FRANK-PLEDGE. '

PESTING-PENNY. Earnest given to
servants when hired or retained. The same
as arles-penny. Cowell.

PESTIIUH REMEDIUH. Let. A
speedy remedy. The writ of assise was thus"
characterized (in comparison with the less
expeditious remedies previously available)
by the statute of Westminster 2, (13 Edw.
I. c. 24.)

PESTUH. A feast or festival. Fesmm
stultorum. the feast of tools.

PETTEB8. Chains or shackles for the
feet; irons used to secure the legs of con-
victs, unruly prisoners, etc. Similar chains
securing the wrists are called “handcui!fs."

1721!. in Scotch law. A holding or tenure
where the vussiil, in place of military serv-
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ice, nfakes his return in grain or money.
Distinguished from “wardholding." which is
the military tenure of the country. Bell.
—!‘en nnnnnls. The reddemlo. or annual re-
turn from the vassal to a superior in a feu hold-
ing.—Pen holding. A holdin by tenure of
rendering grain or money in p ace of military
service. Bell.—!‘ennr. The tenant of a fen;
a fen-vassal. Bell.

1'30 3'!‘ LIEU. Fr. In old French and
Canadian law. Hearth and home. A term
importing actual settlement iipoii land by a
tenant.

FEED. In leudnl lnw. An estate in
land held of a superior on condition of ren-
dering him services. 2 Bl. Comm. 105.

An inheritable right to the use and occu-
pation of lands. held on condition of render-
ing services to the lord or proprietor, who
himself retains the property in the lands.
See Spel. Fends, c. 1.

In this sense the word is the same as
“feod." “feodum," “feudum," "lief," or “fee."

In Saxon and old Gennnn law. An en-
mity. or species of private war, existing be-
tween the family of a murdered man and
the family of his slayer;
the former to take vengeance upon the latter.
See DEADLY Faun; FAIDA.
-—Mll! feuds. The genuine or original
feuds whic were in the hands of military men,
who performed military duty for their tenures.

PEUDA. Feuds or fees.

PEUDAL. Pertaining to feuds or fees:
relating to or growing out of the feudal sys-
tem or feudal law; haying the quality of a
feud. as distinguished from "allodial."
—Ifendnl notions. An ancient name for real
actions. or such as concern real property only.
3 Bl. Comm. 117.—!‘endnl lnw. The body of
jurisprudence relating to feuds; the real-prop-
erty law of the feudal system; the law ancient-
ly regulating the property relations of lord and
vessel, and the creation, incidents, and trans-
mission of feudal estates. The body of laws and
usages constituting the “feudal law" was orig-
inally customary and unwritten, but a compila-
tion was made in the twelfth century, called
“Feodarum Consuetudines," which has formed
the basis of later digests. The feudal law pre-
vailed over Europe from the twelfth to the four-
teenth century, and was introduced into Eng-
land at the Norman Conquest, where it formed
the entire basis of the law of real property un-
til comparatively modern times. Sui-vivals of
the feudal law, to the present day, so affect and
color that branch of ’urispi-udence as to re-
quire a certain knowl ge of the feudal law in
order to the perfect comprehension of modern
tenures and rules of real-property law.—!‘endnl
possession. The equivalent of “seisin" under
the feudal s stem.—l‘endnl system. The sys-
tem of ten ‘s. A political and social system
which revailed throughout Europe during the
elevent , twelfth, and thirteenth centuries, and
is supposed to _have grown out of the peculiar
usages and policy of the Teutonic nations who
overran the continent after the fall of the West-
ern Roman Empire, as developed by the ex-
igencies of their military domination. and possi-
bly_ furthered by notions taken from the Roman
jurisprudence. It was introduced into.England,
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in its completeness. by William I., A. D. 108.’.
though it may have existed in a rudimentary
form among the Saxons before the Conquest. _

It formed the entire basis of the real-property
law of England in medieval times; and surviv-
ills of the system. in modern days, so modify
and color that branch of jurisprudence. both in
England and America, that many of its princi-
pies rauire for their complete understanding a
know] ge of the feudal systeni. The feudal
system originated in the relations of a military
chieftain and his followers, or king and nobles,
or lord and vassals, and especially their rela-
tions as determined by the bond established by
a grant of land from the former to the latter.
From this it grew into a complete and intricate
complex of rules for the tenure and t1ansmi.s-
sion of real estate. and of correlated duties and
services; while. by tying men to the land and
to those holding above and below them, it creat-
ed a close-knit hierarchy of persons. and de-
veloped an aggregate of social and political in-
stitutions. For an account of the feudal sys-
tem in its juristic relations. see 2 Bl. Comm.
44; 1 Stegh. Comm. 160; 3 Kent, Comm. 487 :
Rpel. Feu : Litt. '1‘en.: Sull. Lect.: Spence.
Iq. Jur.; 1 Washb. Real Prop. 15; Dalr. Fen.

Prop. For its political and social relations. see
Hall. Middle Ages; Maine, Anc. Law; Rob.
Car. V.: Montesq. Esprit des Lois, bk. 30:
Gnizot, Hist. Civilization.—I‘endal tenures.
The tenures of real estate_under the feudal sys-
tem, such as knight-service, socage, villenage.
etc.

PEUDALISM. The feudal system; the
aggregate of feudal principles and usages.

PIUDALIZB.
ure: to conform to feudalism.

To reduce to a feudal ten-
Webster.

PEUDARY. A tenant who holds by feu-
dal tenure, (also spelled "feodatory" and
“feudatory.”) Held by feudal service. Re-
lating to feuds or feudal tenures.

PEUDBOTE. A recompense for eiigaglng
in a feud, and the damages consequent, it
having been the custom in ancient times for
all the kindred to engage in their klnsmnn's
quarrel. Jacob.

FEUDE. An occasional early form of
"feud" in the sense of private -war or ven-
geance. Termes de la Ley. See Fi.-inn.

PEUDIST. A writer on feuds, as Guja-
cius, Spelman, etc.

PEUDO. In Spanish law. Feud or fee.
White, New Recop. b. 2, tit. 2, c. 2.

PEIIDUH. L. Lat. A feud, flef, or fee.
A right of using and eiijoyiiig forever the
lands of another, which the lord grants mi
condition that the tenant shall render feaity,
military duty, and other services. Spelman.
--Fendnm anti nnm. An ancient feud or
fief ; a fief descen ed to the mass] from his an-
cestors. 2 Bl. Comm. 212, ?21. A fief which
ancestors had possessed for more than four gen-
erations. Spelman; Priest v. Cummings. 20
Wend. (N. Y.) 34!).-1‘eud-um ape:-tum. An
open feud or fief; a tie! resulting back to the
lord. where the blood of the person last seised
was utterly extinct and gone. 2 Bl. (‘omm. 245.
—FeudIun frnncuxn. A free feud. One
which was noble and free from tallia.ge.uJd_oth-
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er subsidies to which the picbeia feuds (vulgar
feuds were subject. Spelman.—!‘endIun hau-
bo cum. A fee held on the military service
of appearing fully armed at the ban and an-iers
ban. Spelman.—!‘oudIun imp:-ops-irun. An
improper or derivative feud or lief. 2 Bl.
Comm. 58.—!‘endIusa indivldnsun. An indi-
visible or impartible feud or fie!‘ descendibls
to the eldest son alone. 2 Bl. Comm. 215-
Peudum sun. A liege feud or lief; a iief
held immediately of the sovereign; one for
which the nasal owed fealty to his lord against
all persons. 1 Bl. Comm. 367; Speiman.—
Pendum maternum. A maternal lief; a tie!
descended to the feudatory from his mother. 2
Bl. Comm. 212.—!‘eudIun nohils. A fee for
which the tenant did guard and owed fcalty and
homage. 4Spelman.—!‘sndum nonun. A new
feud or lief; a lief which began in the person
of the feudatory, and did not come to him by
succession. Speiman; 2 Bl. Comm. 212: Priest
r. Cummings, 20 Wend. (N. Y.) 349.—!‘sudun
novum at antiqunm. A new fee held with
the uaiities and Incidents of an ancient one.
Bl. omm. 212.‘—I‘sudnm patsrnlun. A fee
which the paternal ancestors had held for four
generations. Calvin. One descendible to heirs
on the paternal side only. 2 Bi. Comm. 223.
One which might be held by males only. Du
Cange.—I‘ond\un proprisun. A pro r, genu-
ine, and original feud or iief ; bein o a purely
military character. and held by military service.
2 Bi. Lomm. 57. 58.—l‘sndIun talliatlun. A
restricted fee. One limited to descend to cer-
tain classes of heirs. 2 Bi. Comm. 112, note:
i Washb. Real Prop. 66.

FEW. An indeiinite expression for a
small or limited number. In cases where
exact description is required, the use of this
word will not answer. Butts v. Stowe. 53
Vt. 603; Allen v. Klrwan, 159 Pa. 612, 28
Atl. 495; Wheelock v. Noonan, 108 N. Y.
179, 15 N. E. 67, 2 Am. St. Rep. 405.

P1‘. A Latin abbreviation for "Frag-
ments," designuting the Digest or Pandects
in the Corpus Juria Oivilia of Justinian: so
called becaue that work is made up of frag-
ments or extracts from the’writiugs of nu-
merous jurists. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 74.

PI. PA.
(which see.)

An abbreviation for fleri faciaa,

PIANO!-3R. L. Fr. ‘To pledge one's faith.
Keihaxn.

PIANZA. Sp. In Spanish law, trust, cou-
iidence. and correlativeiy a legal duty or ob-
ligation arising therefrom. The term is sum-
cientiy broad in meaning to include both a
general obligation and a restricted liability
under a single instrument. Martinez v. Run-
kle. 57 N. J. Law, 111, 30 Ati, 593. But in
a special sense, it designates a surety or
guarantor, or the contract or engagement of
suretyship.

PIAB. In Scotch law. He that has the
fee or ft-u. The proprietor is termed “iiar,"
in contrad_istinction to the life-renter. 1
Kames. Eq. Pref. One whose property is
charged with a life-rent.

FILES PRICES. The value of grain in
the different counties of Scotland, iixed year-
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ly by the respective sheriifs. in the mohth of
February, with the assistance of juries.
These regulate the prices of grain stipulated
to be sold at the liar prices, or when no price
has been stipulated. Ersk. 1, 4, 6.

FIAT. (Lat. “Let it be done.") In Eng-
lish practice. A short order or warrant of a
judge or magistrate directing some act to
be done; an authority issuing from some
competent source for the doing of some legal
act.

One of the proceedings in the English
bankrupt practice. being a power, signed by
the lord chancellor. addressed to the court of
bankruptcy. authorizing the petitioning cred-
itor to prosecute his complaint before it. 2,
Steph. Comm. 199. By the statute 12 & 13
Vict. c. 116, data were abolished.
—!‘Iat justitia. Let justice be done. On a
petition to the king for his warrant to bring a
writ of error in parliament. he writes on the
top of the petition, “Fiat justitia" and then
the writ of error is made out. etc. acob.—1'Ia.t
at potitlu-. Let it be done as it is asked. A
form of ranting a petition.—J'oint lat. In
English aw. A list. in bankruptq, issued
against two or more trading partners.

rue jnsuua, nae oalum. Let right he
done, though the heavens should fall.

flat pa-out nor! oonausvlt, (nil tenors
novandum.) ‘Let it be done as it hath used
to be done, (nothing must be rashiy innovat-
ed.) Jenk. Cent. 116, case 39; Branch, Princ.

FIOTIO. In Roman law. A flction; an
assumption or supposition of the law.

“Fc'ctio" in the old Roman law was properly
a term of pleading. and signiiled a false aver-
ment on the part of the plaintifl which the de-
fendant was not allowed to traverse; as that
the piaintiif was a Roman citizen. when in
truth be was a foreigner. The object of the
iiction was to give the court jurisdiction.
Maine, Anc. Law, 25.

Pictio oedit veritati. Fiotio juria non

est uhi vex-itaa. Fiction yields to truth.
Where there is truth, flction of law exists
not.

Pictio sat contra. veritatesn, sod pro
vsritate habetu-. Fiction is against the
truth. but it is to be esteemed truth.

Piotio Jnris non est uh! vs:-ital. Where
truth is, iiction of law does not exist.

Fictio legis inlqus oporatnr alien! dun-
nun vol injuriun. A legal fiction does not
properly work loss or injury. 3 Coke, 36:
Broom, Max. 129.

Piotio legia neuainern lndlt. A iiction
of law injures no one. 2 Rolle, 502; 3 Bi.
Comm. 43; Low V. Little, 17 Johns. (N. Y.)
348.

FICTION. An assumption or supposition
of law that something which is or may be
false is true, or that a state of facts exists
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which has never really taken place. New
Hampshire Straiford Bank v. Cornell, 2 N.
H. 324; Hibberd v. Smith, 67 Cal. 547, 4 Pac.
473, 56 Am. Rep. 726.

A fiction is a rule of law which assumes
as true, and will not allow to be disproved,
something which is false, but not impossible.
Best, Ev. 419. _

These assumptions are of an innocent or even
beneficial character, and are made for the ad-
vancement ot the ends of justice. They secure
this end chiefly by the extension of procedure
from cases to which it is ap licable to other
cases to which it is not stric y applicable, the
ground of inappiicability being some diiference
of an immaterial character. Brown.

Fictions are to be distinguished from pre-
sumptions of law. By the former, something
known to be false or unreal is assumed as
true; by the latter, an inference is set up,
which may be and probably is true, but
which, at any rate, the law will not permit
to be controverted.

Mr. Best distinguishes legal fictions from pre-
giingtions jun‘: ei de jure, and divides them in-

ree kinds,—aiiirmative or positive fictions,
negative fictions, and fictions by relation. Best,
Pres. p. 2?, 524 I

PIOTITIOUB. Founded on a fiction; hav-
ing the character of a fiction; false, feigned.
or pretended.
—I‘let1tiona action. An action brought for
the sole purpose of obtaining the opinion of the

. court on a point of law, not for the settlement
of any actual controversy between the parties.
Smith v. Junction Ry. Co., 29 Ind. 65].-!‘ioti-

as name. A counterfeit. feigned. or pre-
tended name taken b a person, difiering in
some essential rticu at from his true name,
(consisting of ristian name and patronymic,)
with the implication that it is meant to deceive
or mislead. But a fictitious name may be l.lS"(i
so long or under such circumstances as to be-
come an “assumed" name. in which case it may

- become a proper designation of the individual
for ordinary business and legal purposes. See
Pollard v. Fidelity F. Ins. Co., 1 S. D. 570.

. . 1060' Cariock v. Cagnacci, 88 Cal.
600. 26 Pac. 5£>7.—riout1ou- plaintlfl. A
person appearin in the writ or record as the
plaintiil n a su , but who in reality does not
exist, or who is ignorant of the suit and of the
use of his name in it. It is a contempt of court
to sue in the name of a fictitious party. See 4
Bl. Comm. 134.

1'11!!!-OOMHISSABY. A term derived
from the Latin “fidci-commisnar£us," ‘and oc-
casionally used by writers on equity juris-
prudence as a substitute for the law French
term "ceatui quc trust," as being more ele-
gant and euphonious. See Brown v. Brown.
83 Hun, 160, 31 N. Y. Supp. 650.

PIDEI-COMXISBLBIUS. In the civil
law this term corresponds nearly to our “ces-
tui we trust." It designates a person who
has the real or beneficial interest in an estate
or fund. the title or administration of which
is temporarily confided to another. See
Story, Eq. Jur. Q 966.

PIDEI-OOIIMIBSUM. lnithe civil law.
A species of trust; being a gift of property
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(usually by will) to a person, accompanied by
a request or direction of the donor that the
recipient will transfer the property to an-
other, the latter being a person not capable
oi‘ taking directly under the will or gift.
See succession of Meunier, 52 La. Ann. 79.
26 South. 776, 48 L. R. A. 77; Gortario v.
Cantu, 7 Tex. 44.

!':II)E-JIJBERE. In the civil law. To
order a thing upon one’s "faith; to pledge
one’s self; to become surety for another.
Fide-jubesf Fide-jubeo: Do you pledge your-
self? I do pledge myself. Inst. 3, 16, 1.
One of the forms of stipulation.

TIDE-JUSSOR. In Roman law. A guar-
antor; one who becomes responsible for the
payment of another's debt, by a stipulation
which binds him to discharge it if the prin-
cipal debtor fails to do so. Mackeld. Rom.
Law, 5 452; 3 Bl. Comm. 108.

The sureties taken on the arrest of a de-
fendant, in the court of admiralty, were for-
merly denominated “flde juseora." 3 Bl.
Comm. 108.

PIDE-PBOLIISSOB. See -Fins-Jussoa.

PIDELITAS. Lat. Fealty, (q. 0.)

Pidelitae. De nnllo tenemento, qnod
tenetur ad tea-miniun, It homagii; fit
tamer: hide fldelitatia Iaeramentnm. Co.
Litt. 676. Fealty. For no tenement which
is held for a term is there the oath of hom-
age, but there is the oath of fealty.

FIDELITY INSURANCE. ‘See INSUR-
ANCE.

PIDEM MENTIRI. Lat. To betray faith
or fealty. A term used in feudal and old
English law of a feudatory or feudal tenant
who does not keep that realty which he has
sworn to the lord. Leg. Hen. l. c. 53.

FEES. Lat. Faith; honesty; confl-
dence; trust; veracity; honor. Occurring in
the phrases “bone /ides," (good faith.) “mala
/ides," (bad faith.) and “uberrima rides," (the
utmost or most abundant good faith.)

rides eat obligatio ooneoienties alien-
jna ad lntentionem alter-ins. Bacon. A
trust is an obligation of conscience of one to
the will of another.

rides eei-Vanda eat. Faith must be ob-
served. An agent must not violate the coiifl-
dence reposed in him. Story, Ag. § 19;’.

Pidea sex-Vanda eat; aimplieltaa juria
gentiiun prevalent. Faith must. be kept;
the simplicity of the law of nations must pre
vail. A rule applied to bills of exchange as
a sort of sacred instruments. 3 Burrows.
1672; Story, Bills, 8 15.
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. PIDUGIA. .In Roman law. ._ An early
form of mortgage‘ or pledge, in wlilch both
the title and possession of the property were
passed to the creditor by a formal act of sale,
(properly with the solemnities of the trans-
action known as mancipaiio.) there being at
the same time an express or implied agree-
ment on the part of the creditor to reconvey
the property by a similar act of sale provided
the debt was duly paid; but on default -of
payment, the property became absolutely
vested in the creditor without foreclosure
and without any right of redemption. In
course of time, this form of security gave
place to that known as hypotheca, while the
contemporary contract of pignus or pawn un-
derwent a corresponding development. See
Mackeld. Rom. Law, I 334; Tomk. & J.
Mod. Rom. Law. 182;_ Hadley, Rom. Law,
201-203; Pothier. Pand. tit. “Fi'ducia." '

PIDUOIAL. An adjective having the
same meaning as “fiduciary ;" as, in the
phrase "pubiic or fiducial oflice.” Ky. St.
5 3752: Moss v. Rowlett, 112 Ky. 121, 65 S.
W. 153.

FHDUGIARIUS TUTOR. In Roman law.
The elder brother of an emancipated pupil-
Ius. whose father had died lmving him still
under fourteen years of age.

FIDUCIARY. The term is derived from
the Roman law, and means (as a noun) a
person holding the character of a trustee, or
a character analogous to that of a trustee, in
respect to the trust and confidence involved
in it and the scrupulous good faith and can-
dor whicli it requires. Thus, a person is a
fiduciary who is invested with rights. and
powers to be exercised for the benefit of an-
other person. Svanoe v. Jurgens, 144 Ill. 50?,
33 N. E. 955; Stoil v. King, 8 How. Prac.
(N. Y.) 299.

As an adjective it means of the nature or-
a trust; having the characteristics of a trust:
analogous to a trust; relating to or founded
upon a trust or confidence.
—!'idue_lary capacity. One is said to act in
a “fiduciary capacity" or to receive money or
contract a debt in a "fiduciary capacity." when
the business which he transacts or the money
or property which he handles, s not his own
or for his own benefit. but for the benefit of an-
other person, as to whom he stands in a rela-
tion implying and necessitating great confidence
and trust on the one part and a high degree
of good faith on the other part. The term is
not restricted to technical or express trusts. but
includes also such ofices or relations as those of
an attorney at law. a guardian, executor, or
broker. a director of a corporation. and a pub~
lic oflicer. See Schudder v. Shiells, 17 How.
Prac. (N. Y.) 420; Roberts v. Presser, 53 N.
Y. 260: Heifren v. Jayne. 39 Ind. 465, 13 Am.
Rep. 281; Flanagan v. Pearson, 42 Tex. 1. 19
Am. Rep. 40; Clark v. Pinckney, 50 Barb. (N.
Y.) 226; Chapman v. Forsyth, 2 How. 202. 11
L. Ed. 236; Forker v. Brown. 10 Misc. Rep.
161, 30 N. Y. Supp. 827; Madison Tp. v. Dun-
kle. ll4 Ind. 262. 16 N. E. 593.—!‘lduolLa-y
oonts-not. An agreement by which a person
delivers a thing to another on the condition
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that he will restore it to him.—1‘Idncinry
A relation subsisting between two

sons in regard to a business. contract, or iece
of property, or in regard to the general bu ess
or estate of one of them, of such a character
that each must repose_ trust_and confidence in
the other and must exercise a corresponding de-
gree of fairness and good faith. Out of such -a‘

relation, the law raises the rule that neither
party maz exert influence or pressure upon
other, ta e selfish advantage of his tnist, or
dealwith the siibject-matter of the trust in such
a way as to benefit himself or prejudice the
other except in the exercise of the utmost good
faith and with the full knowledge and consent
of that other, business shrewdness, hard bar-
gaining, snd astuteness to take advantage of
the forgetfulness or negligence of another being
totally prohibited as between persons standing
in such a relation to each other. Examples of
fiduciary relations are tliose'“existing between
attorney and client. guardian‘ and ward, pi-in?
cipai and agent. executor and 'heir, trustee and
oesiui quc trust, landlord and tenant. .etc.. S_ce
Robins v. Hope. 57 (‘al. 497: Thomas v. Wint-
ney. 186 III. 225. 57 N. E. 808; Central Nat.
Bank v. Connecticut .\Iu.t. L. Ins. 0).. 10-1 U.’
S. 68. 26 L. Ed. (:93; Meyer v. Reimer. 65 Kan;
822, 70 Pac. Slit); Studybaker v. Cofield, 159
M0. 596, 61 S. W. W. W

F1121‘. A fee, feed, or feud.

PIE!‘ D'H.A1J'BEB.T. Fr. In Norman
feudal law. A net or fee held by the tenure
of knight-service; a knight's fee. 2 Bi.-‘

Comm. 62. . w

‘PIEP-TENANT. In old English law.‘
The holder of a net or fee; a feehoider on
ireeholder. ‘

PIEL. In Spanish law. A sequestrator;
a person in whose hands a thing in dispute
is judicially deposited; a receiver. his Pa-ra
tidns, pt. 3, tit. 9, l. 1. -‘

rn»:r.n. This term might well be con-j
sidered as definite and certain a description .

as “close," and might be used in law; but it
is not a usual description in legal proceed-
ings. 1 Chit. Gen. Pr. 160. i:

FIELD-ALE. An ancient custom in Eng-
land, by which otilcers of the forest and
bailiffs of hundreds had the right to compel
the hundred to furnish them with ale. Tom-
lins.

FIELD BEEVB. An omcer elected, iii
England, by the owners of a regulated pas-_

ture to keep in order the fences, ditches. eti-..
on the land, to regulate the times during
which animals are to be admitted to the
pasture. and generally to maintain and man-
age the pasture subject to the instructions of
the owners. (General Inclosure Act, 1846.
5118.) Sweet. ;

PIBLDAD. In Spanish law. Sequestra-V
tion. This is allowed in six cases by the
Spanish law where the title to property is
in dispute. Las Piirtidas, pt. 3, tit. 3, l. 1.

PIERDING COURTS. Ancient Gothic
courts of an inferior Jurisdiction, so called
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because four were instituted within every
ifii’erior district or hundred. 3 Bl. Comm. 34.

PIERI. Lat. To made; to be done.
See IN F1:-nu.

PIER! FACIAS. (That you cause.to be
made.) in practice. A writ of execution
commanding the sheriir to levy and make
the amount of a Judgment from the goods
and chattels or the judgment debtor.
—!'iori tacks do bonis ecoleslutiois.
When a sherifi to a common fi. fa. returns nulla
bone, and that the defendant is a_ beneficed
clerk, not having any lay fee, a_pia1nti££ may
issue a ii. is. de born’: eccleuashcu, addressed
to the bishop of the diocese or to the archbishop,
(during the vacancy of the bishop's see.) com-
manding him tormake of the ecclesiastical goods
and chattels belonging to the defendant within
his diocese the sum therein mentioned. 2 Chit.
Archh. Pr. (l2th Ed. 1062.—I‘isri faoiu do
horns tostntoris. he writ issued on an or-
dinary judgment against an executor when sued
for a debt due by his testator. If the sherifl
returns to this writ nulla bona, and a devas-
tavit, o.,) the plaintiff may sue out a /ion’
facias bani: prapviis, under which the goods
01 the executor himself are seized. Sweet.

F123,! 1120!. (I have caused to be
made.) In practice. The name given to the
return made by a sheriff or other ofllcer to a
writ of fieri facias, where he has collected
the whole, or a part, of the sum directed to
be levied. 2 Tidd, Pr. 1018. The return,
us actually made, is expressed by the word
“Satisfied” indorsed on the writ.

Pie:-1 non debut, (debuit,) sod faotun
valet. It ought not. to be done. but [if]
done. it is valid. Shep. Touch. 6; 5 Coke.
39: T. Raym. 58; 1 Strange. 520. A maxim
frequently applied in practice. Nichols v.
Ketcham, 19 Johns. (N. Y.) 84, 92.

PIITEENTHB. In English law. This
was originally a tax or tribute, levied at in-
tervals by act of parliament. consisting oi!
one-fifteenth of all the movable property of
the subject or personalty in every city, town-
ship, and borough. l'mler Edward III., the
taxable property was assessed, and the value
of its fifteenth part (then about £29,000) was
recorded in the exchequer, whence the tax,
levied on that valuation, continued to be
called a “fifteenth,” although, as the wealth
of the kingdom increased. the name ceased
to be an accurate designation of the propor-
tion of the tax to the value taxed. See 1 Bl.
Comm. 309.

FIGHT. An encounter, with blows or
other personal violence, between two persons.
See State v. Gladden, 73 N. C. 155: Carpen-
ter v. People, 31 C010. 28-}, 72 Pac. 1072:
Coles v. New York Casualty Co., 87 App.
Div. 41, 83 N._ Y. Supp. 1063.

PIGHTWITE. Sax. A mulct or fine for
making a quarrel to the disturbance of the
Peace. Called also by Cowell “forisfactura
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puamz." The amount was onehundred and
twenty shillings. ‘C-owell. ;

ITLACEB. An oiiicer oi.’ the superior
courts at Westminster, whose duty it was to
file the writs on which he made process.
There were fourteen filacers, and it was their
duty to make out all original process. Cow-
ell; Blount. The otiice was abolished in
1837. _

!'II.AB.E. In old English practice. To
file. Townsh. Pl. 67.

FILE, 7;. A thread. string, or. wire upon
which writs and other exhibits in courts
and oflices are fastened or filed for the more
safe-keeping and ready turning to the same.
Spelman; Cowell; Tomlins. Papers put to-
gether and tied in bundles. A paper is said
also to be filed when it is delivered to the
proper oflicer, and by him received to be kept
on file. 13 Vin. Abr. 211: 1 Litt. 113; 1
Hawk. P. C. 7, 207; Phillips v. Beene_. 38 Ala.
251; Holman v. Chevaillier, 14 Tex. 338;
Beebe v. Morrell, 76 Mich. 114, 42 N. W.
1119, 15 Am. St. Rep. 288. But. in general,
“file," or “the flies," is used loosely to denote
the otiicial custody of the court or the place in
the oiiices of a court where the records and
papers are kept.

FILE, 1:. In practice. To put upon the
files, or deposit in the custody or among the
records of a court.

"Filing a bill" in equity is an equivalent
expression to “commencing a suit."

“To file" a paper, on the part of a party.
is to place it'in the otilcial custody of the
clerk. “To flle," on the part of the clerk.
is to indorse upon the paper the date of its
reception, and retain it in his oflice, subject
to inspection by whomsoever it may concern.
Holman v. Chevaillier. 14 Tex. 339.

The expressions "filing" and “entering of rec-
ord” are not synonymous. They are nowhere
so used, but always conve distinct ideas. "Fil-
ing" originally signiiied pacing papers in order
on a thread or wire for safekeeping. In this
country and at this day it means, agreeably to
our practice. depositing them in due order in
the proper ofiice. Entering of record uniform-
ly implies writing. Naylor v. Moody, 2 Blackf.
(Ind.) 247.

PILEINJAID. Brit. A name given to
villeins in the laws of Hoel Dda. Barring.
Obs. St. 302.

PILIATE. To fix a bastard child on some
one, as its father. To declare whose child
it is. 2 W. B1. 1017.

Pilintio non potest pr-obari.
126. Filiation cannot be proved.

PILIATION.
its parent; correlative to “pateruit_\'."
- The judicial assignment of an illegitimate
child to a designated man as its father.

In the civil law. The descent of son or
daughter. with regard to his or her father.
mother, and their ancestors.

Co. Litt.

The relation of a child to '
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FILICETUM

PILIOETUM. -In old English law. A
ferny or bracky ground: a place where fern
grows. Co. Litt. -lb: Shep. Touch. 95.

PIIJOLUS. In old records. A gotlson.
Spelnian.

rruus. Let. A son; a child.
A distinction was sometimes made, in the

civil law, between “fiIi'i" and “l:'bcri‘;" the lat-
ter word including rnndchildren, (napalm) the
former not. Inst. , 14, 5. But, according to
Pauius and Julianus, they were of egually ex-
;-fisive import. Dig. 50, 16, 84; I . 50, 16,

—l‘iliiu families. In the civil law. The son
of a family; an unemancipated son. Inst. 2,
12, r.; Id. 4, 5, 2; Story. Confl. Laws, 5 61.
— us mulieratua. In old English law.
The eldest legitimate son of a woman, who re-
viously had an illegitimate son b his fat er.
Glanv. lib. 7, c. 1. Otherwise cal ed “mu.1i'er."
2 Bi. Comm. 248.--Plliua nullins. The son
of nobody; I. e.. a bastard.—!‘1liua populi.
A son of the people; a natural child.

riliua eat none: naturu, led has-es
nomen jun-is. 1 Sid. 193. Son is a name
of nature, but heir is a name of law.

Pillua in utero mat:-is est para visce-
rum mats-is. 7 Coke, 8. A son in -the
mother's womb is part of the mother's Vitals.

PILL. To make full; to complete; to sat-
isfy or fulfill; to possess and perform the
duties of.

The election of a person to an oflice consti-
tutes the essence of his appointment; but the
oflice cannot be considered as actually filled un-
til his acceptance, either express or impged.

in. ec.

\Vhere one subscribes for shares in a corpo-
ration, agreeing to "take and fill" a certain
number of shares, auumpsit will lie against him
to recover an assessment on his shares; the
word “fill,” in this connection, amounting to a
promise to pay assessments. Bangor Bridge
V. McMahon, 10 Me. 478.

To fill a prescription is to furnish, repare,
and combine the requisite materials in ue pro-
gggtion as prescribed. Ray V. Burbank, 61 Ga.

, 34 Am. Rep. 103.

PILLY. A young mare; a female colt.
An indictment charging the theft of a “tllly”
is not sustained by proof 0! the larceny of a
"mare." Lunsford v. State. 1 Tax. App. 448,
28 Am. Rep. 414.

PILUM. Lat. In old practice. A file; I.
e., a thread or wire on which papers were
strung, that being the ancient method ‘of
filing.

An imaginary thread or line passing
through the middle of a stream or road, as in
the following phrases:
-Pilum aqua. A thread of water; a line
of water: the middle line of a stream of water,
supposed to divide it into two equal parts, and
constituting in many cases the boundary be-
tween the riparian proprietors on each side.
Ingraham' V. Wilkinson, 4 Pick. (Mass.) 273. 16
Am. Dec. 342.—I‘il1uri forests. The border
of the forest. 2 Bl. Comm. 419: 4 Inst. 303.
-—I‘i.lun via. The thread or middle line of 0.
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road. An lmaginaiz line drawn through the
middle of a roa , an constituting the boundary
between the owners f the land on each side.
2 Smith, Lead. Gas. Am. Ed.) 98, note.

PIN. Fr. An end, or limit; a limitation,
or period of limitation.

PIN DE NON ILEOEVOIB. In-French
law. An exception or plea founded on law,
which, without entering into the merits of
the action, shows that the plaintii! has no
right to bring it, either because the time dur-
ing which it ought to have been brought has
elapsed, which is called “prescription,” or
that there has been a compromise, accord and
satisfaction, or any other cause which has
destroyed the right oi‘ action which once sub-
slsted. Poth. Proc. Civile. pt. 1. c. 2, 5 2.
art. 2.

FINAL. Definitive: terminating: com-
pleted; last. In its use in jurisprudence, this
word is generally contrasted with “interlocu-
tory.” Johnson V. New York, 48 Hun, 620, 1
N. Y. Supp. 254; Garrison V. Dougherty, 18
S._ C. 488; Rondeau V. Beaumette. '4 Minn.
224 (Gil. 163): Blanding V. Sayles, 23 R. I.
228, 49 Ati. 992.
—!‘ina1 decision. One from which no a pea]
or writ_ of error can be taken. Railway 0. V.
Gillespie, 158 Ind. 454. 63 N. E. 84.1; Bland-
ing V. Sayles, 23 R. I. 226, 49 Ati. 992.—l‘in_al
dis oaition. When it is said to be essential
to t e validity of an award that it should make
a "final disposition” of the matters embraced
in the submission, this term means such a dis-
position that nothing further remains to fix the
rights and obligations of the parties, and no
further controversy or litigation is required or
can arise on the matter. It is such an award
that the party against whom it is made can
perform or pay it without an further ascer-
tainment of rights or duties. olcord v. Fletch-
er, 50 Me. 401.—_1‘.lna1 hearing. This term
designates the trial of an equity case upon the
merits, as distinguished from the hearing of
any reliminary questions arising in the cause,
whic are termed “interlocutory.” Smith V. W.
U. Tel. 00. (C. C.) 81 Fed. 243: Akerl_y V.
Vilas, 24 Wis. 171, 1 Am. Rep. 166: Galpin V.
Critchlow, 112 Mass. 343. 17 Am. Rep. 176.-
Pinal passage. In parliamentary _law. The
final passage of a bill is the Vote on its passage
in either house of _the legislature. after_ it has
received the prescribed_number of readings on
as many diiferent days in that house. State v.
Buckley, 54 Ala. 613.

As to ilnal “Costs," “Decree.” “Judgment."
“Injunction,” ‘‘Order,’' “Process,” “Recov-
ery," “Sentence," and “Settlement,” see those
titles.

rnuims oonconnn. A final or con-
clusive agreement. In the process of “levying
a line." this was a llnai agreement entered by
the litigating parties upon the record. by
permission of court. settling the title to the
land, and which was binding upon theui like
any judgment of the court. 1 Washb. Real
Prop. ‘70.

FINANCES. The public wealth ofa state
or government, considered either statically
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(as the property or money which a state now
owns) or dynamically. (as its income, revenue.
or public resources.) Also the revenue or
wealth of an individual. "

PINANCEB. A person employed in the
economical management and application of
public money; one skilled in the manage-
ment of financial aifairs.

FIND. To discover; to determine; to as-
certain and declare. To announce a conclu-
sion, as the result of judicial investigation.
upon a disputed fact or state of facts; as a
jury are said to “find a will." To determine
ii controversy in favor of one of the parties;
as a jury “ilnd for the plaintifif." State v.
liulkeley, 61 Conn. 287. 23 Atl. 186, 14 L. B.
A. 657; Weeks v. Trask, 81 Me. 121, 16 Atl.
413, 2 L. R. A. 682: Southern Bell '.l‘e1., etc.,
Co. v. Watts, 66 Fed. 460, 13 O. C. A. 679.

‘ PDUDER. one who discovers and takes
possession of another's personal property,
which was then lost. Kincaid v. Eaton, 98
Mass. 139, 93 Am. Dec. 142.

A searcher employed to discover goods im-
ported or exported without paying custom.
Jacob.

I'I'iI'DING. A decision upon a question of
fact reached as the result of a judicial ex-
amination or investigation by a court. jury.
referee, coroner. etc. Williams v. Giblln. 86
Wis. 848. 57 N. W. 1111: Rhodes v. United
States Bank, 66 Fed. 514, 13 C. C. A. 612, 34
L. R. A. 742.

—!‘indin¢ of foot. A determination of a fact
by the court. such fact being averred by one
party and denied by the other, and the deter-
mination being based on the evidence in the
case; also the answer of the jury to a specif-
ic interrogatory propounded to them as to the
existence or non-existence of a fact in issue.
Miles v. Mccailan, 1 Ariz. 491. 3 Pac. 610;
Muggiy 7. Bennett, 68 Cal. 528, 9 Pac. 738;
Mo y v. Raiiwa Co., 116 Iowa, 84, 80 N.
W. 105.-Geno spo findings.
Where issues of fact in a case are submitted to-
the court by consent of parties to be tried with-
out a jury, the “finding’ is the decision of the
court as to the disputed facts, and it may be
either general or special, the former being a
general statement that the facts are in favor of
such a party or entitle him to judgment, the
latter being a specific setting forth of the ulti-
mate facts established by the evidence and
which are determinative of the judgment which
must be given. See Rhodes v. United States
Nat. Bank. 66 Fed. 514. 13 C. C. A. 612. 34
L. R. A. 742; Searcy County v. Thompson. 66
Fed. 94. 13 C. C. A. 349: Flumphreys v. Third
Nat. Bank. 75 Fed. $6. 21 C. C. A. 538.

11112, 1:. ‘To impose a pecuniary punish-
ment or mulct. To sentence a person con-p
victed oi'_ an oflense to pay a penalty in
money. Goodman v. Durant B. & L. Ass’n.
71 Miss. 310, 14 South. 146; State v. Belle. 92
Iowa, 258, 60 N. W. 625.

FINE, n. In oonvoyaneing. An amica-
-ble composition or agreement of a suit. either
actual or fictitious. by leave of the court. by
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which the lands in question become, or are
acknowledged to -be, the right of one oi" the
parties. 2 Bl. Comm. 349; Christy v. Burch.
25 Fla. 942, 2 South. 258; First Nat. Bank v.
Roberts, 9 Mont. 323, 23 Pac. 718; Hits v.
Jenks, 123 U. S. 297, 8 Sup. Ct. 143, 31 L.
Ed. 156; McGregor V. Comstock. 17 N. Y.
166. Fines were abolished in lmgiand by
St. 3 & 4 Wm. IV. c. 74, substituting a disen-
tailing deed, (q. 12.)

The party who parted with the land, by
acknowledging the right of the other, was
said to levy the fine, and was called the "cog-
nizor" or "conusor," while the party who re-
covered or received the estate was termed
the “cognizee" or “conusee." and the fine was
said to be levied to him.

In the law of tenure. A fine is a mon-
ey payment made by a feudal tenant to his
lord. The most usual fine is that payable on
the admittance of a new tenant, but there are
also due in some manors fines upon aliena-
tion, on a license to demise the lands. or on
the death of the lord, or other events. El-
ton, Copyh. 159; De -Peyster v. Michael, 6
N. Y. 495, 57 Am. Dec. 470.

—Exoonted line, see Exil'.cU'i'l:n.—I‘1no and.
rooovory not. The English statutes 3 & 4
Wm. IV. c. 74, for abolishing fines and recov-
eries. 1 Steph. Comm. 514, et seq.—I‘ino for
nlienntion. A line aneiently payable upon
the alienation of a feudal estate and substitu-
tion of a new tenant. It was payable to the
lord by all tenants holding by knight’s service
or tenants in capite by socage tenure. Abolish-
ed by 12 Car. II. c. ‘’ See 2 Bl. Comm. 71.
89.—I‘ino for endowment. A line ancientiy
payable to the lord by the widow of a tenant.
without which she could_ not be endowed of her
husband's lands. Abolished under I-lenrv 1.,
and by Hanna Charla. 2 Bl. Comm. 135; Mos-
ley & Whitley.—!'ino our cog-nisnnoo do
drolt oonao ooo file 11 ad do son done. A
fine upon acknow edgment of the right of the
cognizee as that which he hath of the gift of
the cognisor. By this the deforcisnt acknowl-.
edged in court a former foeflnient or gift in
possession to have been made by him to the
plaintiif. 2 Bi. Comm. 352.—-Pine our eon-
nisnnoe do droit tnntnin. A fine upon ac-
knowledgment of the right merely, and not with
the circumstance of a preceding gift from tho
cognizor. This was commonly used to pass a
revorcionarv interest which was in the cognisor,
of which there could be no foeifment supposed.
2 Bl. Comm. 353: 1 Steph. Comm. _519.—!'1no
our oonoesoit. A fine upon conceuit, (he hath
granted.) A species of fine. where the cognizor,
in order to make an end of disputes. though he
acknowledged no precedent right, yet wanted-'
to the cognizee an estate dc nova, usually for
life or years, by waly of sup iosed composition.
2 Bl. Comm. 303' Steph. omm. 519.—1‘lno
snr done out ot render. A double fine.
comprehending the fine sur cognizance do droit
come eeo and the fine mr conceuit. It might
be used to convey particular limitations of es-
tates, whereas the fine aur cogmzamre do drou
cons ooo, etc., conveyed nothing but an abso-
lute estate,-either of inheritance, or at least free-
hold. In this last species of fines. the cognizee.
after the right was acknowledged to be in him,
granted back again or rendered to the cognizor,
or per-ha is to a stranger. some other estate in-
the pre sea. 2 Bl. Comm.

In orinainnl law. Pecuniary punishment
imposed by a lawful tribunal upon a person
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convicted of crime or misdemeanor. Lan-
caster v. Richardson. 4 Lans. (N. Y.) 140:
State v. Belle, 92 Iowa, 258, 60 N. W. 525;
State v. Ostwalt, 118 N. C. 1208, 24 8. E.
660, 32 L. R. A. 396.

It means. among other things. “a sum of mon-
ey paid at the end, to make an end of a trans-
action, suit, or prosecution: inulct: unity."
in ordinary legal language, however, it meaiis
a sum of money imposed by a court according
to law, as a punishment for the breach of some
iiignal statute. Railroad Co. v. State. 22 has.

0
It is not confined to a pecuniary punishment

of an offense, inflicted by a court in the exercise
of criminal jurisdiction. It has other meanings,
and ma include a forfeiture, or a penalty re-
coverab e by civil action. Hanscomb v. Russell.
11 Gray (Mass.) 373.
—-Joint fine. In old English law. “If a
whole viii is to be fined a joint fine may be
laid, and it will be good for the necessity of
it; but, in other cases, fines for offenses are
to be severally im sed on each rticular of-
feigder. and not jointly upon all 0 them.” Ja-
co .

FINE ANULLANDO LBVATO D1:
TENEMENTO 01301) 1111'!‘ DI: ANTIQ-
‘U0 nonimuco. An abolished writ for dis-
annulling a fine levied of lands in ancient
demesne to the prejudice or the lord. Reg.
Orig. 15. '

PINE OAPIENDO PRO TERRIS. An
obsolete writ which lay for a person who.
upon conviction by jury, had his lands and
goods taken, and his body imprisoned, to be
remitted his imprisonment, and have his
lands and goods redelivered to him, on ob-
taining favor of a sum of money, etc. Reg.
Orig. 142.

FIN}: NOR OAPIENDO PRO 2111.-
CERE PLACITANDO. An obsolete writ
to inhibit ofiicers of courts to take fines for.
fair pleading.

PINE PRO, REDISSEISINA CAPE!-
D0. An old writ that lay for the release
of one imprisoned for a redisseisiu, on pay-
ment of a reasonable fine. Reg. Orig. 222.

PINE-FORCE. An absolute necessity or
inevitable constraint. Plowd. 94; 6 Coke,
11; Cowell.

rnuzu PAOERE. To make "or pay a
fine. Bract. 106.

PINES LE BOY‘. In old English law.
The king's fines. Fines formerly payable to
the king for any contempt or offense, as
where one committed any trespass, or false-
ly denied his own deed, or did anything in
contempt oi.’ law. Termes de la Ley.

PINIRE.
or pay a fine.
matter.

runs.
or terminus;
fine (q. 12.)

In old English law. To fine,
Cowell. To end or finish a

Lat. An end: a fine; a boundary
a limit Also in L. Lat., 11
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Finis est unionbilh eompositio et
findla eonoordh. ex concerns: at ooneon

di‘ 5°31!“ '0!!! Vol jutieiarnn. Gian.
lib. S, c. 1. A fine is an amicable settlement
and decisive agreement by consent and agree-
ment ot our lord, the king, or his jiistices.

Finis flnen litibus hnponit. A fine
Puts an end to litigation. 3 Inst.~ 78.

Finis rel nttendendus est. 3 Inst. 51.
The end of a thing is to be attended to.

Finis nnius die! est prinolplum alteri-
‘Ill. 2 Bulst. 305. The end of one day is
the beginning of another

PINITIO.
of life.

An ending: death, as the end
Blount; Cowell.

PINIUH BEGIINDORUM A0110. is
the civil law. Action for regulating bound-

.aries. The name oi.’ an action which lay be-
tween those who had lands bordering on
each other. to settle disputed boundaries.
Mackeld. Rom. Law,‘§ 499.-

IPINORS. Those that purify gold and
silver, and part them by fire and water troin
coa_rser metals; and therefore. in the statute
oi’ 4 Hen. VII. c. 2, they are also called
“parters.” Termes de la Ley.

PIRDFABE. Sax. In old English law.
A summoning forth to a military expedition,
(indlctio ad prolectionem mimarem.) Spel-
mau. ' -

nnnmmaa. sax. A preparation to
go into the army. Leg. Ken. I.

PIRDSOORE. Sax. In old English law.
Exemption from military service. Spelnian

PIRDWITE. In old English law. A fine
for refusing military service, (mulcta dalma-
tantis militlam.) Spelman.

A fine imposed for murder committed in
the army; an acquittaiice of such fine. Fle-
ta, lib. 1, c. 47.

P132. The eflect of combustion. The
juridical meaning of the word does not difler
from the vernacular. 1 Pars. Mar. Law, 231,
et seq.
—!‘ire and sword. letters of. In old Scotch
law. Letters issued from the privy council in
Scotland, addressed to the nliei-iff of the coun-
ty, authorizing him to call for the assistance
of the county to dispossess a tenant retaining
possession, contrary to the order of a judge or
the sentence of a court. Wharton.—I‘iro-
arms. This word comprises all sorts of guns,
fowling-pieces, blunderhiisses. pistols, etc. Har-
ris v. Cameron. 81 Wis. 28!). 51 N. W. 437. 29
Am. St. Rep. 891; Atwood v. State. 53 Ala.
509; Whitney Arms Co. v. Barlow, 38 N. Y.
Super. Ct. 563.—!‘ix-ebare. A beacon or high
tower b the seaside. ,wlierein are continual
lights, either to direct sailors in the night. or
to give warning of the approach of an enemy.
CowelI.—I‘i.re-bots‘. An allowance of wood or_
entovcra to maintain competent firing for the
tenant. A suflicient allowance of wood to bum
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in a house. 1 Washb. Bea] Prop. 99.—_l‘iro
at. One of the districts into which a

city may be (and commonly is) divided for the
purpose of more eflicient service by the tire de-
partment in the extinction of fires. Des Moines
v. Gilchrist, 67 Iowa. 210. % N. W. 136.—!‘1ro

nice. See INsnaANci:.—!‘i:-s ordeal.
See 0sns:AL.—:E'li-s policy. A policy of fire
insurance. See_INsUBAN<_:E.—!‘iro-proof. To
say of any article that it is “iine~proof" con-
veys no other idea than that the material out
of which it is formed is incombustible. To say
of a bnildin that it is fire-proof excludes the
idea that it is of wood, and necessarily implies
that it is of some substance fitted for the crec-
tion of tire-proof buildings. To say of a cer-
tain portion of a building that it is fire-proof
suggests a comparison between that portion and

‘ other parts of the building not so characterized.
and warrants the conclusion that it is of a dif-
ferent material. Hickey v. Morrell, 102 N. Y.
459, 7 N. E. 321. 55 Am. Rep. 824.—I‘iro-
wood. Wood suitable for fuel, not including
standing‘ or felled timber which is suitable and
valuable for other pur s. Hogan v. Hogan.
102 Mich. 641, 61 N. \ . 73.

!‘IR.I.0'l‘. A Scotch measure of capacity,
containing t-wo gallons and a pint. Spelinan.

FIRM. A partnership; the group of per-
sons constituting a partnership. The name
or title under which the members of a part-
nership transact business.—l’eople v. Strauss.
97 Ill. App. 55; Boyd v. Thompson, 153 Pa.
82, 25 Atl. 769. 34 Am. St. Rep. 685; Me-
Cosker v. Banks, 84 Md. 292, 35 Atl. 935.

FIRMA. In old English law. The con-
tract of lease or letting; also the rent (or
farm) reserved upon it lease of lands, which
was frequently payable in provisions, but
sometimes in money, in which latter case it
was called “alba flrma," white rent. A mes-
snage. with the house and garden belonging
thereto. Also provis_ion for the table; a ban-
quet; a tribute towards the entertainment
of the king for one night.
—!‘h-sin 190111. In old Eiigllsli law.
or lease of a fee; a fee-farm.

A farm

PIRXAII. A Turkish word denoting a
decree or grant of privileges, or passport to
a traveler.

PIBHARATIO. The right of a temuit
to his lands and tenements. Coweii.

!‘IB.HAB.IIJ’M.. In old records. A place
in monasteries. and elsewhere, where the
poor were received and supplied with food.
Spelman. Hence the word “intlrinary."

!'IR.HA3.IUS. L. Lat. A fermor. A
lessee of a term. Firynarii comprehend all
such as hold by lease for life or lives or for
year. by deed or without deed. 2 Inst. 144.
145; 1 Washb. Real Prop. 107.

PIBXATIO. The doe season.
supplying with food. Coweii.

A_lsoa

£13.33. In old records. A farm.
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Pirnior at potsntiox est operatio lo-
gis quasi: dlspositio honihiis. The opera-
tion ot the law is iirmer and more powei-i'ul
[or eflicacious] than the disposition of iiinn.
Co. Lltt. 102a.

PHIMITAS. In old Eiigllsh law. An as-
surance of some privilege, by deed or char-
ter.

rnunx. A statement that an utliant
“iirmly believes" the contents or the simia-
vit imports a strong or high degree of be-
lief, and is equivalent to snyingtiiat he
“verily” believes it. Bradley v. Eccles, 1
Browne (Pa.) 258; Thompson v. White, 4
Serg. & R. (Pa.) 137. The operative words
in a bond or recogiilzance, that the obilgor
is held and “flrinly bound,” are equivalent
to an acknowledgment of indebtedness and
promise to pay. Shattuck v. People, 5 Ill.
477.

FIRHURA. In old English law. Liber-
ty to scour and repair a mill-dam, and carry
away the soil. etc. Blount. ‘

FIRST. Initial: leading; chief; preced-
ing all others of the same kind or class in
sequence, (numerical or chronological ;) en-
titled to priority or preference above others.
Redinan v. Railroad Co., 33 N. J. Eq. 165;
Thompson v. Grand Gulf R. & B. Co., 3 How.
(Miss.) 247, 34 Am. Dec. 81; Hapgood v.
Brown, 102 Mass. 452.
—!‘ix-st devises. The person to whom the es-
tate is first given by the will. the term “next
devisee” referring to the person to whom the
remainder is given. Young v. Robinson, 5 N.

. Law. 689: Wilcox v. }i_eywood. 12 R. I. 198.
—1‘irst fruits. In English ecclesiastical law.
The fii-st ,vear's whole_pi-ofits of ever}: benefice
or spiritual living, anciently paid by t e incum-
bent to the pope. but afterwards transferred to
the fund called "Queen Anne's Bounty," for in-
creasing the revenue from fipoor livin s. in
feudal law, One year's ro ts of ian which
belonged to the king on t e death of a tenant
in capite; otherwise called "primer seisin.”
()ne of the incidents to the old feudal tenures.
2 Bl. Comm. 66, 67.—I‘h-st heir. The person
who will be first entitled to succeed to the title
to an estate after the termination of a life es-
tnte or estate for years. Winter v. Perratt, 5
Barn. & C. 48.—!‘lrst ‘imp:-es_sion. A case is
said to be “of the first impression” when it pre-
senls an entirely novel question of law for the
decision of the court. and cannot be governed
by any existing precedent.—Pis-st pus-chaser.
In the law of descent. this term signifies the an-
cestor who first acquired (in any other manner
than by inlie 'tanee) the estate which still re-
mains in his amily or descendants. Blair v.
Adams (C. C.) 59 Fed. 24:7.—I‘i!'If of ex-
o . Where a set 0f_bl!lB of exchange is
drawn in du licate or triplicate, for greater
safety in ther transmission, all being of the
same tenor, and the intention being that the ac-
ceptance and payment of any oneof them (the
tirst to arrive safely) shall cancel the others of
the set, they are called individuall the “first
of exchange," "second of exchange,‘ etc. See
Bank of Pittsburgh v. Neal, 22 How. 96. 110,
18 L. Ed. 323. -

As to iirst “(7ousiii." "Distress." ‘_‘Lleii,"
and “hiortgage." see those titles.
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FIRST-OLASS. Of the most superior or
excellent grade or kind; belonging to the
head or chief or numerically precedent of
several classes into which the general sub-
ject is divided.
—Fh-st-elass snail-matter. In the postal
laws. All mailable matter containing writing
and all else that is sealed against ins ection.
—F.ls-st.-class misdesneanant. In nglish
law. Under the prisons act (28 & 29 Vict. c.
126, § 67) prisoners in the county, city, and
borough prisons convicted of misdemeanor, and
not sentenced to hard labor, are divided into
two classes. one of which is called the “first
division;” and it is in the _discretion of the
court to order that such a prisoner be treated
as a misdemeanant of the first division, usuall
called “first-class misdemeanant,” and as we
not to be deemed ii criminal risoner, i‘. e., a
prisoner convicted of a crime. ouvier.—Fix-se-
class title. A marketable title. shown by a
clean record. or at least not dependin on pre-
sumptions that must be overcome or acts that
are uncertain. Von ht v. Williams, 120 . Y.
253. 24 N. E. 195, L. R. A. 591. 17 Am. St.
Rep. ‘

FISO. An Anglicized form of the Latin
“tiacus,” (which see.)

FISCAL. Belonging to the rise, or pub-
lic treasury. Relating to accounts or the
management of revenue.

—Flsesl agent. This term does not necessari-
ly mean_ depositary of _the public funds. so as.
by the sim e use of it in a statute. without any
directions n this respect, to make it the duty
of the state treasurer to deposit with him an
moneys in the treasury. State v. Dubuclet.
La. Ann. 29.—Flsesl ofloers. Those charged
with the collection and distribution of public
money, as, the money of a state, county. or
municipal corporation. Rev. St. 0. .

5333 (Ann. St. 1906,“? 2776).—Fl.sesl Judge.
A public otiicer nam in the laws of the Rip-
uarians and some other Germanic peoples, ap-
parently the same as the “ N7," "reeve."
“comcs." or “coimt," and so caled because
charged with the collection of public revenues,
either directly or by the imposition of fines.
See Spelinan, voc. “Grafio.’—Fisosl year.
in the administration of a state or govern-
ment or of a corporation, the fiscal year is a
period of twelve months (not necessarily concur-
rent with the calendar year) with reference to
which its appropriations are made and expen-
ditures authorized, and at the end of which its
accounts are made up and the books balanced.
Sec Moose v. State, 49 Ark. -199, 5 S. W. 885

FISCUI. In Roman law. The treas-
ury oi’ the prince or emperor. as distinguished
from “wrarium," which was the treasury of
the state. Spelman.

The treasury or property of the state. as
distinguished from the private property of
the sovereign.

In English law. The king's treasury. as
the repository or forfeited property.

The treasury of a noble. or of any private
person. Spelman.

FISH. An animal which inhabits the wa-
ter, breathes by means of gills. swims by
the aid of fins, and is oviparous.
—Flsh commissioner. A public oiiicer of the
l.'nited States, created by act of congress of
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February 9, 1871, whose duties princi lly con-
cern the preservation and increase t roughont
the country of fish suitable for food. Rev. St.
I 4395 (U. S. Comp. St. 1901, p. 3001).—\Fis1s
royal. These were the whale and the sturgeon,
which, when thrown ashore or caught near the
coast of England, became the property of the
king by virtue of his prerogative and in recom-
pense for his rotecting the shore from irates
and robbers.- town; 1 Bl. Comm. . Ar-
gglid v. Mundy. 6 N. J. Law, 86, 10 Am. Dec.

FISEEBY. A place prepared for catch-
ing fish with nets or books. V This is com-
monly applied to the place of drawing a seine
or net. Hurt v. Hill, 1 Whart. (Pa.) 131. 132.

A right or liberty of taking fish; a species
of incorporeal hereditainent, auclently term-
ed ‘1)iscnry," of which there are several -

kinds. 2 B1. Comm. 3-}, 39; 3 Kent. Comm.
409-418; Arnold v. Mandy. 6 N. J. Law, 22,
10 Am. Dec. 356; Gould v. Jam, 6 Cow.
(N. Y.) 376; Hart v. Hill, 1 Whart. (Pa.) 12-1.

—Gommon fishery. A fishing round where
all rsons have a right to take sh. Bennett
v. ostar. 8 Taunt. 183; Albright v. Park
Com’n, 68 N. J. Law, 523. 53 Atl. 612. Not
to be confounded with “common of fishery," as
to which see Coiniox, n.—Fishe laws.
A series of statutes passed in Englan for the
regulation of fishing. especially to prevent the
destruction of fish during the breeding season,
and of small fish. spawn, etc., and the employ-
ment of improper modes of taking fish.
Steph. Comm. 165.—Px-ee fishery. A fran-
chise in the hands of a subject, existing by
grant or prescription, distinct from an owner-
ship in the soil. It is an exclusive right. and
armies to a public navigable river. without an

ght in the soil. 3 Kent, Comm. 410. Arnol
v. Mnndy. 6 N. J. Law, 87. 10 Am. Dec. 356.
See Albright v. Sussex County Lake & Park
Com'n, 68 N. J. Law. 523. 53 At]. 612; Brook-
haven v. Strong, 60 N. Y. 64.— III’. of fish-
ery. The general and common rig t of the cit-
izens to take fish from public waters. sud: as
the sea. great lakes, etc. Shivel v. Bowlby.
152 U. S. 1. 14 Sup. Ct. 548, 38 _. Ed. 331.-
Several fishery. A fishery of which the own-
er is also the owner of the soil, or derives his
right from the owner of the soil. 2 BI.
39. 40; 1 Steph. Comm. 671. note. And see
Freary v. Cooke, 14 Mass. 489: Brookhaven
v. Strong. 60 N. Y. (H; Holtord v. Bailey, 8
Q. B. 1018.

FISEGARTE. A dam or wear in a river
for taking fish. Cowell.

FISHING BII.-L. A term descriptive of
a bill in equity which seeks a discovery up-
on general. loose. and vague allegations.
Story, Eq. Pl. 1 325: in re Pacific Ry. Com'n
(C. C.) 32 Fed. 263; Hurricane Tel. Co. v.
Mohler, 51 W. Va. 1, 41 S. E. 421: Carroll
v. Carroll, 11 Barb. (N. Y.) 298.

FISK. In Scotch law. The flscua or fisc.
The revenue of the crown. Generally used
of the personal estate of a rebel which has
been forfeited to the crown. Bell.

FISSUBE YEN. In mining law. A
vein or lode of mineralized matter filling a
preexisting fissure or crack in the earth's
crust extending across the strata and gen-
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erally extending indefinitely. downward. See
Crocker v. Manley, 164 I11. 282, 45 N. E. 577,
56 Am. St. Rep. 196.

PISTUOA, or PBITUOA. In old Eng-
lish law. The rod or wand, by the delivery
of which the property in land was formerly
transferred in making a feotfment. Called,
also, “baculum," “vir9a," and “]uu¢a." Spel-
man.

1‘Il'1'III.A. In the civil law. A pipe for
conveying water. Dig. 8, 2, 18.

rrr. In medical jurisprudence. An at-
tack or spasm of muscular convulsions, gen-
erally attended with loss of self-control and
of consciousness; particularly, such attacks

in epilepsy. In a more general
sense, the period of an acute attack of any
disease, physical or mental, as, a tit of in-
sanity. See Gunter v. State, 88 Ala. 96. 8
South. 000.

!'I'1‘Z. A Norma-n word, meaning “son.”
It is used in law and genealogy: as Fi'tzher-
bert. the son of Herbert; Fusjamoa, the son
of James; Fitzroy, the son of the king. It
was originally applied to illegitimate chil-
dren.

FIVE-MILE A01‘. An act of parlia-
ment, passed in 1665, against non-conform-
ists. whereby ministers of that body were
prohibited from coming within five miles of
any corporate town. or place where they had
preached or lectured. Brown.

PIX. To liquidate or render certain. To
‘fasten a liability upon one. To transform
a possible or contingent liability into a pra-
ent and definite liability. Zimmerman v.
Canfleld. 42 Ohio St. 468: Polk v. Minne-
halia County, 5 Dak. 129. 37 N. W. 93: Lo-
gansport & W. V. Gas. Co. v. Peru (0. C.)
89 Fed. 187.

—i‘!xod belief or opinion. As ground for
rejecting a 'uror, this phrase means a settled
belief or on nion which would so strongly in‘-
iluence the mind of the juror and his decision
in the case that he could not exclude it from
his mind and render a verdict solely in accord-
ance with the law and the evidence. Bales v.
State, 63 Ala. 30: Curley v. Com.. 84 Pa. 156;
Staup v. Com.. 74 Pa. -i61.—Pixed salary.
One which is definitely ascertained and prescrib-
ed as t_o amount and time of payment, and does
not depend upon the receipt 0 fees or other con-
tin ent emoluments; not necessarily a salary
which cannot be changed by competent authori-
E. Sharpe v. Robertson. 5 Grat. (Va.) 518:

edrick v. U. 8., 16 Ct. Cl. 101.—».‘E‘ixing _ba.ll.
In practice. Rendering absolute the liability of
special bail.

FIXTURE. 1. A fixture is a personal
chattel substantially affixed to the land. but
which may afterwards he lawfully removed
therefrom by the party afflxing it. or his
representative, without the consent of the
owner of the freehold. (‘.ook'v. Whiting, 16
Ill. 480; Tent! v. Hewitt, 1 Ohio St. 511, 59
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Am. Dec. 834; Baker v. Davis, 19 N. H. 333;
Capen v. Peckham, 35 Conn. 88; Woiford
v. Baxter, 83 Minn. 12, 21 N. W. 744, 53
Am. Rep. 1; Merritt v. Judd, 14 Cal. 84;
Adams v. Lee, 31 Mich. 440; Prescott v.
Wells, Fargo & 00., 3 Nev. 82.

Personal chattels which have been annexed to
land, and which may be afterwards severed and
removed by the party who has annexed them, or
his personal representative. against the will of
the owner of the freehold. Ferard, Fixt. 2;
Bouvier.

The word "fixtures" has acquired the peculiar
meanin of chattels which have been annexed
to the reehoid. but which are_removsble at the
will of the rson who annexed them. Hallen
v. Runder, Ci'omp., M. & R. 206.

“Fixtures" does not necessarily import things
aflixed to the freehold. The word is a modern
one, and is generally understood to comprehend
any article which a tenant has the power to
remove. Sheen v. Rickie. 5 Mees. at W. 174:
Roger-694v. Gilinger, 30 Pa. 185, 189, 72 Am.

2. Chattels which, by being physically an-
nexed or affixed to real estate, become a
part of and accessory to the freehold, and
the property of the owner of the land. Hill.

Tlii fixed or aflixed to other things. The
rule 0 law regarding them is _that which is
exaiiressed in the maxim, "a¢_:¢-cum cedit prim»-
p a," “the accessory goes with, and as part of,
the principal subject-matter." Brown.

A thing is deemed to be aflixed to land when
it is attached to it by roots. as in the case of
trees, vines, or shrubs; or imbedded in it, as
in the case of walls; or permanently resting
upon it, as in the case of buildings: or perma-
nently attached to what is thus permanent, as
by means of cement, plaster, nails, bolts, or
screws. Civ. Code Cal. 5 660.

8. That which is fixed or attached to some-
thing permanently as an appendage, and not
removable. Webster.

That which is fixed; a piece of furniture fix-
ed to a house, as distinguished from movable;
something fixed or immovable. Worcester.

The general result seems to be that three
views have been taken. One is that “fixture”
means somethin which has been aflixed to the
realty. so as to ome a part of it; it is fixed.
irremovable. An opposite view is that “fixture"
means something which appears to be a part of
the realty, but is not fully so; it_is only a chat-
tel fixed to it. but removable. An intermediate
view is that “fixture" means a chattel annexed,
aiiixed, to the realty, but imports nothing as to
whether it is removable; that is to be deter-
mined by considering its circumstances and the
relation of the parties. Abbott.
—Domestic fixtures. All such articles as a
tenant attaches to_a dwelling house in order to
render his occu ation more comfortable or con-
venient, and w ich may be separated from it
without doing substantial inljury, such as fur-
naces, stoves, cupboards, she ves, bells, gas fix-
tures, or things merel ornamental, as painted
wainscots, pier and c imney glasses, a though
attached to the walls with screws. marble chim-
ney pieces. grates, beds nailed to the walls, win-
dow blinds and curtains. Wri ht v. Du Big-
non, 114 Ga. 765. 40 S. E. _74 , 57 L. R. A.
669.—'.l‘1-ado fixtures. Articles placed in or
attached to rented buildings by the tenant. to
prosecute the trade or business for which he
occupies the remises, or to be used in connec-
tion with sucg business. or promote convenience
and efliciency in conducting it. Herkimer Coun-
ty L. 8: P. Co. v. Johnson, 37 App. Div. 257.
55 N. Y. Supp. 924; Brown v. Reno Electric
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I4 & P. Co.-(C. C.) 55 Fed. 231; Qecurity L.
& T. Co. v. Willamette, etc., Mfg. éo., 99 Cal.
636, 34 Pac. 321.

PLAOO.
wa ter.

FLAG. A national standard on which
are certain emblems; an ensign; a banner.
It is carried by soldiers, ships, etc.. and com-
monly displayed at forts and many other
suitable places.
—!‘lA¢, duty of the. This was an ancient
ceremony in acknowledgment of British sover-
eignt over the British seas. by which a foreign
vesse struck her flag and lowered her top-sail
on meeting the British flag.—I‘la¢ of the
United States. By the act entitled “An act
to establish the flag of the United States."
(Rev. St. 55 1791, 1792 [U. S. Comp. St. 1901,
p. 1225],) it is provided “that, from and after
the fourth day of July next, the flag of the
United States be-thirteen horizontal stripes, al-
ternate red and white; that the union be twen-
ty stars, white in a blue field; that. on _the
admission of every new state into the Union,
one star be added to the union of the flag;
and that such addition shall take efiect on the
fourth day of July then next succeeding such
admission.”—Iasw of the flag. See Law.

A place covered with standing

PLAGELLAT.
entry on old Scotch records.
Tr. pt. 1, p. 7.

Whipped; scourged. An
1 Pitc. Grim.‘

PLAGRAIIS. Lat. Burning; raging;
in actual perpetration.
-11:31-uu belliun. A war actually going on.
—l‘lag1-ans orlmen. In Roman law. A fresh
or recent crime. This term designated a crime
in the very act of its commission, or while it
was of recent occurrence.—Pla.gx-ante hello.
During an .actual state of war.—!'l unto
delloto. In the very act of committing the
crime. 4 Bl. Comm. 307

FLAGRANT DELIT. In French law.
A crime which is in actual process of per-
petration or which has Just been committed.
Code d’Instr. Grim. art. 41.

PLAGRAJI1‘ NEOESSITY. A case of
urgency rendering lawful an otherwise ille-
gal act. as an assault to remove a man from
impending danger.

FLASH CHECK. A check drawn upon a
banker by a person who has no funds at the
banker's and knows that such is the case.

PLAT. A place covered with water too
shallow for navigation with vessels ordina-
rily used for commercial purposes. The
space ‘between high and low water mark
along the edge of an arm of the sea. bay,
tidal river, etc. Thomas v. Batch, 23 Fed.
(‘as. 946; (‘hurt-ii v. Meeker, 34 Conn. 424;
Jones v. Jaimey, 8 Watts & 8. (Pa.) 443, 42
Am. Dec. 309.

PIAVIANUH .1118. In Roman law.
'l‘he title of a book containing the forms of
actions. published by (‘iieius Fiavius. A.
U. C. 449. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 3 39. Cal-
vln.
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PLECTA.
Coweli.

A’ feathered or - fleet aarrow.

rr.r:nwrrr:. A discharge or freedom
from amercements where one, having been
an outlawed fugitive, cometh to the place
of our lord of his own accord. Termes de la
Ley. .

The liberty to hold court and take up the
amercements for beating and striking. Cow-
ell.

The fine set on a fugitive as the price of
obtaining the king's freedom. Speiman.

PLEE PROH JUSTICE. To leave one’s
home. residence, or known place of abode, or
to conceal one’s self therein, with intent, in
either case, to avoid detection or punish-
ment for some public offense. Streep v. U;
8., 160 U. S. 128, 16 Sup. Ct. 244, 40 L. Ed.
365; Lay v. State, 42 Ark. 110; U. S. v.
0'Brian, 8 Dill. 381. Fed. Cas. No. 15,908;
United States v. Smith, 4 Day (Conn.) 12.1,
Fed. Gas. No. 16,332; State v. Washburn,
48 Mo. 241.

!'LEE 'ro THE WALL. A’ metaphorical
expression, used in connection with homi-
cide done in self-defense, signifying the ex-
haustion of every possible means of escape,
or of averting the assault, before killing the '

assailant.

FLEET. A place where the tide flows: a
creek, or inlet of water; a company of
ships or navy-: a prison in London, (so call-
ed from a river or ditch formerly in its
vicinlty,) now abolished by_5 & 6 Vict. c. 22.

PLEM.
A fugitive bondman or viilein. Speiman.

The privilege of having the goods and
lines of fugitives.

IPLEIIIENE !‘RI'1', FLEHENE!
rnmmmnvunna PBYNTHE. The
reception or relief of a fugitive or outlaw._
Jacob.

PLEMEBWITE. The possession of the
goods of fugitives. Fleta, lib. 1, c. 147.

PLET.
home.

In Saxon law. Land; a house:

FLETA. The name given to an ancient
treatise on the laws of England, founded
mainly upon the writings of Bracton and
Glanville, and supposed to have been written
in the time of Edw. l. The author is un-
known, ‘but it is surmised that he was a
judge or learned lawyer who was at that
time confined in the Fleet prison, whence the
name of the book.

PLICHWITE. in Saxon law. A fine
on account of ‘brawls and quarrels. Spel-
man.

In Saxon and old English law.‘
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' FLIGHT. In criminal law. The act of
one under accusation, who evades the law
by voluntarily withdrawing himself. It is
presumptive evidence of guilt.‘ U. S. V.
Candler‘ (D. C.) 65 Fed. 312.

FLOAT. In American land law, espe-
cially in the_western states. A certificate
authorizing the entry, by the holder, of a
certain quantity of land not yet specifically
selected or located. U. S. v. Central Pac.
R. Co. (C. C.) 26 Fed. 480; Hays v. steiger,
76 Cal. 555, 18 Pac. 670; Wisconsin Cent. R.
Co. v. Price County. 133 U. S. 496, 10 Sup.
Ct. 341, '33 L. Ed. 687.

PLOATABLE. Used for floating. A
floatahie stream is a stream used for fioating
logs, rafts, etc. Gerrish v. Brown, 51 Me.
260, 81 Am. Dec. 569; Gaston v. Mace, 33 W.
Va. 14, 10 S. E. 60, 5 L. R. A. 392. 25 Am.
St. Rep. 848: Parker 7. Hastings, 123 N. O.
671, 31 S. E. 833.

PLOATIRG CAPITAL, (or circulating
capital.) The capital which is consumed at
each operation of production and reappears
transformed into new products. At each
sale of these products the capital is rep-
resented in cash, and it is from its transfor-
mations that profit is derived. Floating cap-
ital includes raw materials destined for fab-
rication, such as wool and flax, products in
the warehouses of manufacturers or mer-
chants, such as cloth and linen. and money
for wages, and stores. De Laveleye, Pol. Ec.

Capital retained for the purpose of meet-
ing current expenditure.

FLOATING DEBT. By this term is
meant that mass of lawful and valid claims
against the corporation for the payment of
which there is no money in the corporate
treasury specifically designed, nor any taxa-
tion nor other means of providing money to
pay particularly provided. People v. Wood.
71 N. Y. 374: City of Huron v. Second Ward
Sav. Bank. 86 Fed. 276. 80 C. C. A. 38, 49
L. R. A. 534.

Debt not in the form of bonds or stocks
bearing regular interest. Pub. St. Mass.
1882. p. 1210. State v. Faran. 24 Ohio St.
541; People v. Carpenter, 31 App. Div. 603.
52 N. Y. Supp. 781.

PLODI-‘.-MARK. Flood-mark. hi.~:h-wa-
ter mark. The mark which the sea, at flow-
ing water _and highest tide, makes on the
shore. Blount.

FLOOR. A section of a building between
horizontal planes. Lowell v. Strahan, 145
Mass. 1, 12 N. E. 401. 1 Am. St. Rep. 422.

A term used metaphorically. in parlia-
mentary practice, to denote the exclusive
right to address the body in session. A
member who has been recognized by the
chairman. and'who is in order. is said to
“have the floor," until his remarks are con-
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cluded. Similarly, the "floor of‘the house"
means the main part of the hall where the
members sit, as distinguished from the gui-
leries. or from the corridors or lobbies.

In England, the floor of a court is that
part between the judge's bench and the front
row of counsel. Litigants appearing in per-
son, in the high court or court of appeal, art-
supposed to address the court from the tioor.

FLORENTINE PANDEGTI. A copy oi.’
the Pandects discovered,accidentall_v about
the year 1137, at Amalphi, a town in Italy,
near Salerno. From Amaiphi, the copy
found its way to Pisa, and, Pisa having sub-
mitted to the Florentines in 1496, the copy
was removed in great triumph to Florence.
By direction of the magistrates of the town,
it was immediately bound in a superb man-
ner, and deposited in a costly chest. For-
merly, these Pandects were shown only by
torch-light, in the presence of two magis-
trates, and two Cistercian monks, with their
heads uncovered. They have been succes-
sively collated by Polltian, Bolognini, and
Antonius Augustinns. An exact copy of
them was published in*1553 by Franciscus
Taurellus. For its accuracy and beauty,
this edition ranks high among the ornaments
of the press. Brenchman. who collated the
manuscript about 1710, refers it to the sixth
century. Butl. Hor. Jur. 90. 91.

PLORIN. A coin originally made at
Florence, now of the value oi’ about two
English shillings.

PLOTAGEI. 1. Such things as by acci-
dent swim ou the top of great rivers or the
sea. Cowell.

2. A commission paid to water bailiffs.
Cnn. Diet.

FLOTIAH. FLOTSAN. A name for the
goods which float upon the sea when cast
overboard for the safety of the ship. or when
a ship is sunk. Distinguished from “jet-
sam" and “ligan." Bract. lib. 2, c. 5: 5
Coke. 106: 1 Bl. Comm. 292.

PLOUD-LIARKE. In old English law.
High-water mark; flood-mark. 1 And. 88. 89.

FLOWING LANDS. This term has ac-
quired a definite and specific meaning in
law. It commonly imports raising and set-
ting back water on another's land, by a dam
placed across a stream or watercourse
which is the natural drain and outlet for
surplus water on such land. Call v. Middle-
sex County Com’:-s, 2 Gray (Mass) 255.

PLUOTUS. Flood; flood-tide. Bract. fol.
255.

PLUMEN. In Roman law. A servi-
tude which consists in the right to conduct
the rain-water. collected from the roof and
carried oi! by the gutters, onto the house or
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ground of one‘s neighbor. Mackeid. Rom.
Law, 5 317; Ersk. Inst. 2, 9. 9. Also a riv-
er or stream. .

In old English law. Flood; flood-tide.

Flunha ei: portus- publlea. suit,
ideoque Jul piaoandi omnibus oonumuse

est. Rivers and ports are public. There-
fore the right of flshing there is common to
all. Day. It. K. B. 55; Branch, Princ.

FLUIIRE VQLUORES. Wild fowl:
water-fowl. 11 East, 571, note.

FLUVIUS. Lat. A river: a public riv-
er; flood; flood-tide.

FLUXUS. In old English law. Flow.
Per fluamm et rerluzum maria. by the flow
and reflow of the sea. Dal. pl. 10.

FLY F03. 1'1‘. On a criminal trial in
former times. it was usual after a verdict of
not guilty to inquire also. “Did he fly for
it?" This practice was abolished by the 7
& 8 Geo. IV., c. 28, I 5. Wharton.

FLYING SWITCH. In railroading, a
flying switch is made by uncoupling the cars
from the engine while in motion, and throw-
ing the cars onto the side track, by turning
the switch, after the engine has passed it
upon the main track. Greenleaf v. Illinois
Cent. R. Co., 29 Iowa, 39, 4 Am. Rep. 181:
Baker v. Railroad Co., 122 M0. 533, 26 S.
W. 20.

In old English law. A run-
away; fugitive; one escaped from justice.
or who has no “hlaford." ’

FLYHAJI-FBYHTE. In old English
law. The offense of harboring a fugitive,
the penalty attached to which win one of
the rights of the crown.

FOOAGE. Cowell.

FOOALE. In old English law. - Fire-
wood. The rlght of taking wood for the flre.
Fire-bote. Cunningham.

House-hote ; flre-bote.

FODDER. Food for horses or cattle. in
feudal law, the term also denoted a preroga-
tive of the prince to be provided with corn.
etc., for his horses by his subjects in his
wars.

FODERTOBIUH. Provisions to be paid
by custom to the royal purveyors. Cowell.

FODERUM. See Fonnna.

PODINA. A mine. Co. Litt. 6a.

FGIDIIS. In international law. A tree-
ty; a league: a compact.

FGMINA V130 O0-OPEBTA. Amar-
ried woman: a fcme covert.
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Forums at omnibus ofloils dvillllls
vol publids resnotm aunt. Women are
excluded from all civil and public charges or
oflices. Dig. 50. 17, 2; 1 Exch. 646; 6 Mees.
& W. 216.

_ Fenian non nut capaees de publish
omens. Jenk. Cent. 237. Women are not
admissible to public oflices.

FGNEBATION. Lending money at in-
terest; the act of putting-out money to us-
ury.

FQNUS. Lat. In the civil law. Interest
on money; the lending of money on interest.
_—-Fauna nautiolun. Nautical or maritime
Interest. An extraordinary rate of interest
agreed to be paid for the loan of mone on the
hazard of a voyage‘ sometimes call “cuuro
marimna." nlgg. zé. 2; Code. 4. 33; 2 Bl.
Comm. 458. e extraordinary rate of inter-
est. proportioned to the risk, demanded b a
person ending money on a ship. or on “ t-
tomry," as it is termed. The agreement for
such a rate of interest is also called “ emu

-nautieum." (2 Bl. Comm. %; 2 Steph. omm.
93.) Motley & Whitley.—F¢nnus an un.
Interest of one-twelfth. that is. interest amount-
ing annually to one-twelfth of the principal.
hence at,the rate of eight and one-third per
cent. _r annum. This was the highest legal
rate 0 interest in the early times of the Roman
republic. See Mackeld. Rom. Inw. i 382.

FGSA. In old records. Grass; herbage.
2 Mon. Angl. 906D; Cowell.

FQZTIOIDE. In medical jurisprudence.
Destruction of the fwtus; the act by which
criminal abortion is produced. 1 Beck, Med.
Jur. 288; Guy, Med. Jur. 133.

FGTURA. In the civil law. The pro-
duce or animals. and the fruit of other prop-
erty, which are acquired to the owner of such
animals and property by virtue of his right.
Bdwyer, Mod. Civil Law. a. 14, p. 81.

FETUS. In medical jurisprudence. An
unborn child. An infant in ventre no mere.

FOG. In maritime law. Any atmospheric
condition (including not only fog properly so
called, but also mist or falling snow) which
thickens the air. obstructs the view, and so
increases the perils of navigation. Flint &
P. M. R. Co, v. Marine Ins. Co. (0. C.) 71
Fed. 210; Dolner v. The Monticello. 7 Fem
Cas. 859.

FOGAGIUI. In old English law. Fog-
gage or fog; a kind of rank grass of late
growth. and not eaten in summer. spelman:
Cowell.

F01. In French feudal law. Faith:
feaity. Guyot. Inst. Feod. c. 2.

FOINESUII‘.
fawning of deer.

In old English law. The
Spelman.

FOIRFAULT. In old Scotch law.
forfeit. 1 How. State Tr. 927.

To
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POETHOOKT. In old Scotch law.
Forethought; premeditated. 1 Pitc. Grim.
Tr. pt. 1, p. 90.

POITEEEB8. Vagsbonds. Blount.

FOLO-GEMOTE. In saxon law. A gen-
eral assembly of the people in a town or
shire. It appears to have had judicial func-
tions of a limited nature, and also to have
discharged political otllces, such as deliberat-
ing upon the aflairs of the commonwealth or
complaining of misgovernment, and probably
possesed considerable powers of local self-
government. The name was also given to
any sort of a popular assembly. See Spel-
man; Manwood; Cunningham. '

POLO-LAND. In Saxon law.. Land of
the folk or people. Land belonging to the
people or the public.

Folc-land was the roperty of the community.
It might be occupied) in common, or pass
in severalty; and, in the latter case, it was
probably parceled out to individuals in the
olc-gemote or court of the district. and the

grant sanctioned by the freemen who were there
resent. But, while it continued to be folc-
nd, it could not be alienated in. pe etuity:

and therefore, on the expiration o t e term
for which it had been granted. it reverted to
the communitiv, and was again distributed by
the same aut ority. It was subject to many
burdens and cxactlons from which boc-land
was exempt. Wharton.

POLO-ll!0'1'I-1. A general assembly of the
people, under the Saxons. see Fono-Gators.

‘ POLO-RIGHT. The common right ofall
the people. 1 B1. Comm. G5, 67.

The Inc commune, or common law, men-
tioned in the laws of King Edward the El-
der, declaring the same equal right, law, or
justice to be due to persons of all degrees.
Wharton.

FOLD-COURSE. In English law. Land
to which the sole right of folding the cattle
of others is appurtenant. Sometimes it means
merely such right of folding. The right of
folding on another's land, which is called
“common foldage.” ‘Co. Litt. Ga, note 1.

POLDAGE. A privilege possessed in-some
places by the lord of a manor, which con-
sists in the right of having his tenant's sheep
to feed on his fields, so as to manure the
land. The name of foldage is also given in
parts of Norfolk to the customary fee paid to
the lord for exemption at certain times from
this duty. Elton, Com. 45, 46.

POLGABJI. Menial servants; followers.
Bract.

FOLGBBE. In old English law. A free-
man, who has no house or dwelling of hi
own, but. is the follower or retainer of an-
other, (heorthjcat) for whom he performs
ertain predial services.
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FOLIO. 1. A leaf. In the ancient law-
books it was the custom to number the leaves, -

instead of the pages; hence a folio would in-
clude both sides of the leaf. or two pages.
The references to these books are made by the
number of the folio, the letters “a" and "0"
being added to show which of the two pages
is intended; thus “Bracton, fol. 10041."

2. A large size of book, the page being ob-
tained by folding the sheet of paper once only
in the binding. Many of the ancient law-
books are folios.

3. In computing the length of written legal‘
documents, the term_“folio" denotes a certain
number of words, fixed by statute in some
states at one hundred.

The term “folio," when used as a measure
for computing fees or compensation, or in any
legal proceedings. means one hundred words,
counting every figure necessarily used as a
word; and any portion of a folio, when in
the whole draft or figure there is not a com-
plete folio. and when there is an; excess over
the last folio, shall be comput as a folio.
Gen. St. Minn. 1878. c. 4, S 1, par. 4. '

I‘ O L K - L A N D; POLK-HOTE.
B‘or.o-L.uvn;- Fono-Gsnon.

FOLLOW. To conform to, comply with,
or be fixed or determined by; as in the ex-
pressions “costs follow the event of the suit,"
“the suits of personal property follows that
of the owner," "the offspring follows the
mother." (partua requiiur ventrcm).

FONDS ET BIBNS. Fr. In French law.
Goods and eflects. Adams v. Akerlund, 168
Ill. 632, 48 N. E. 454.

POND! PERDU8. In French law. A
capital is said to be invested a fonds pcrdus
when it is stipulated that in consideration‘ of
the payment of an amount as interest. higher
than the normal rate, the lender shall be re-
paid his capital in this manner. The borrow-
er, after having paid the interest during the
period determined, is free as regards the cap-
ital itself. Arg. Fr. Mere. Law, 560.

See

PONSADERA. In Spanish law. Any
tribute or loan granted to the king for the
purpose of enabling him to defray the ex-
penses of a war. .

I‘ 0 N '1‘ AN A. A fountain or spring.
Bract. fol. 233.

P001‘. 1. A measure of length contain-
ing twelve inches or one-third of a yard.

2. The base, bottom, or foundation of any-
thing; and, -by metonomy, the end or termi-
nation; as the foot of a tine.

FOOT 01‘ THE PINE!-1. The fifth part
of the conclusion of a fine. It includes the
whole matter, reciting the names of the par-
ties, day, year, and place, and before whom
it was acknowledged or levied. 2 Bi. Comm.
351.
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-!‘0O'rG}‘.I.D. In the forest law. An
. amercemeiit for not cutting out the ball or
cutting oi! the claws of a dog‘s~i'eet, (exped-
itating him.) To be quit of footgcld is to
have the privilege of keeping dogs in the for-
est uulawed without punishment or control.
Manwood.

FOOT-PRINTS. In the law of evidence.
Impressions made upon earth, snow, or other
surface by the feet of persons, or by the shoes,
boots, or other covering of the feet. Burriil,
Circ. lw. 264.

P03. Fr. In French law. A tribunal.
Lo for i'ntcri'eur, the interior forum; the
tribunal of conscience. Poth. Obi. pt. 1, c. 1,
I 1, art. 3, 5 4.

P03. Instead of; on behalf of; in place‘
of; as, where one signs a note. or legal in-
strument “for” another, this formula im-
porting agency or authority. Emerson v. Hat
Mfg. Co., 12 Mass. 240. 7 Am. Dec. 66; Dono-
van v. Welch, 11 N. D. 113. 90 N. W. 262:
Wilks v. Black, 2 East, 142.

During; throughout; for the period of:
as, where a notice is required to be published
“for” a certain number of weeks or months.
Wilson v.‘ Northwestern Mut. L. Ins. Co., 65
Fed. 39, 12 C. C. A. 505; Northrop v. Cooper,
23 Kim. 432."

In consideration for; as an equivalent for:
in exchange for; as where property is agreed
to be given “for" other property or “for"
services. Norton v. Woodi-nit, 2 N. Y. 153;
Duncan v. Franklin '1‘p., 43 N. J. Eq. 143, 10
Atl. 546.

Belonging to, exercising authority or func-
tions within’; as, where one describes himself
as “a notary public in and for the said
county." . ‘

—I‘or account of.‘ This fonnula, used in an
indorsement of a note or draft, introduces the
name of the person entitled to receive the pro-
cecds. Freiberg v. Stoddard, 161 Pa. 259. 29
Atl. 1111: White v. .\iiners' Nat. Bank, 102
U. S. (338, 26 L. Ed. 250.—Pox- cause. With
reference to the power of removal from oflice.
this term means some cause other than the
will or pleasure of the removing authority,
that is, some cause relating to the conduct,
ability. fitness. or competence of the oflicer.
llagerstown Street Com‘rs v. Williams, 96 Md.
232, 53 Atl. 923; In re Nichols, 57 How Prac.
(N. Y.) 404.—l‘ox collection. A form of in-
donzement on a note or check where it is not
intended to transfer title to it or to give it
credit or currency, but merely to authorize the
transferree to collect the amount of it. Central

. Co. v. Bank, 73 Ga. 38?; Sweeny v. Eus-
ter. 1 \Vall. 166. 17 L. Ed. 681; Freiberz v.
Stoddard. 161 I’a. 259, 28 Atl. 1111.—'.!‘or
that. In pleading. Words used to introduce
the allegations of a declaration. “For that" is
a positive allegation; “For that whereas” is
a recital. liam. N. P. 9.—I‘or that where-
as. In pleading. Formal words introducin
the statement of the plaintifl"s case, by way 0
recital. in his declaration. in all actions ex-
cept trespass. 1 Instr. Cler. 170; 1 Burrlll,
Pr. 127. In trespass, where there was no re-
cital, the expression used was. “For that.”
Id.: 1 Instr. (.'ler. .—1‘or use. (121,!-‘or
the benefit or advantage of another. bus.
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where an assignee is obliged to sue in the name
of his assignor. the suit is entitled “A. for we
of B. v. C." (2) For enjoyment or employ-
inent without destruction. A loan “for use"
is one in which the hailee has the right to use
and enjoy the article, but without consuming
or destroying it, in which res t it difiers
from a loan “for consumption.'—I‘or value.
See lloLDi'~:a.—!‘or value received. See
Vanna Ri-:cicivi:o.—Por whom it may con-
cern. In a policy of marine or fire insurance.
this phrase indicates that the insurance is
taken for the benefit of all persons (besides those
named) who may have an insurable interest in
the subject.

PORAGE. Bay and straw for horses,
particularly in the army. Jacob.

PORAGIUH. Straw when the corn is
threshed out. Cowell.

ronaitritis. One from without; a for-
eigner; a stranger. Calvin.

FORATKE. In forest law. One who
could make oath, i. e., bear witness for an-
other. Cowell: Spelman.

PORBALOA. In old records. A fore-
balk; -a balk (that is, an unplowed piece of
land) lying forward or next the highway.
'coweii. _

FOBBANNITUS. A pirate; an outlaw;
one banished. ‘

IORBARRER. L. Fr.
preclude; hence, to estop.

To bar out; to

PORBATUDUI. -In old English law.
The aggressor slain in combat. Jacob.

POBBEARANOE. The act of abstaining
from proceeding against a delinquent debtor:
delay in exacting the enforcement of a right;
indulgence granted to a debtor. Reynolds v.
Ward, 5 Wend. (N. Y.) 504; Diercks v. Ken-
nedy, 16 N. J. Eq. 211: Dry Dock Bank v.
American Life Ins., etc., Co., 8 N. Y. 354.

Refraining from action. The term is used
in this sense in general jurisprudence, in
contradlstiiiction to -"act."

FORCE. Power dynamically considered,
that is, in motion or in action; constraining
power, compulsion; strength directed to an
end. Usually the word occurs in such con-
nections as to show that unlawful or wrong-
ful action is meant. Watson v. Railway Coal
7 Misc. Rep. 562, 28 N. Y. Supp. 84: Plank
Road Co. v. Robbins, 22 Barb. (N. Y.)'667.

Unlawful violence. It is either simple, as
eiiterlng upon another’s possession, without
doing any other unlawful act; compound,
when some other violence is committed,
which of itself alone is criminal: or implied,
as in every trespass, rescous, or disseisin.

Power statically considered"; that is at rest.
or latent. but capable of being called into
activity upon occasion for its exercise. am-
cacy; legal validity. This is the meaning
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when we say that a statute or a contract is
“in force."

In old English law. A technical term
applied to a species of accessary before the
fact.

In Scotch law. Coercion; duress. Bell.
—I‘oroe and nuns. A phrase used in deo-
larations of trespass and in indictments. but
now unnecessary n declarations, to denote that
the act com lained of was done with violence.
2 Chit. Pl. 8. 850.—l‘ox-oe and fear, called
also “vi mctuque,” means that any contract _or
act extorted under the pressure of force (me)
or under the influence of fear (metus) is void-
able on that ground, provided, of course. that
the force or the fear was such as influenced
the party. 'Brown.—Poroes. The military and
naval power of the country.

FORGE HAJEURE. Fr. In the law of
insurance. Superior or irresistible force.
Emerig. Tr. des Ass. c. 12.

FORGED HEIRS. In Louisiana. Those
persons whom the testator or donor cannot
deprive of the portion of his estate reserved
for them by law. except in cases where he
has a Just cause to dlsinherit them. Civil
Code La. art. 1495. And see Crain v. Crain.
17 Tex. 90; Hagerty v. Hagerty, 12 Tex. 456;
Miner v. Miller, 106 La. 257, 29 South. 802.

P0302!) SALE. In practice. A sale
made at the time and in the manner pre-
scribed by law, in virtue of execution issued
on a Judgment already rendered by a court of
competent jurisdiction: a sale made under
the process oi‘ the court, and in the mode pre-
scribed by law. Sampson v. Williamson, 6
Tex. 110, 55 Am. Dec. 762.

A forced sale is a sale against the consent of
the owner. The term should not be deemed to
embrace a sale under a power in a mortgage.
Patterson v. Taylor, 15 Fla. 336.

FOBCHEAPUH. Pre-emption; forestall-
ing the market. Jacob.

PORCIBLE DETAINER. The offense of
violently keeping possession of lands and
tenements, with menaces, force, and arms,
and without the authority of law. 4 Bl.
Comm. 148: 4 Steph. Comm. 280.

Forcible detainer may ensue upon a peace-
able entry, as well as upon a forcible entry;
but it is most commonly spoken of in the
phrase “forcible entry and detainer." See
infra.

POROIBLE ENTRY. An oifense against
the public peace. or private wrong. com-
mitted by violently taking possession of lands
and tenements with menaces, force. and
arms, against the will of those entitled to the
possession, and without the authority of law.
4 Bl. Comm. 148; 4 Steph. Comm. fl: Code
Ga. 1882, 5 4524.

Every person is guilty of forcible entry
who either (1) by breaking open doors, win-
dows, or other parts of a house. or by any
kind of violence or circumstance of terror,
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enters upon or into any real property; ‘or (2)
who, after entering peaceably upon real prop-
erty, turns out by force, threats, or menacing
conduct the party in possession. Code Civil
Proc. Cal. I 1159.

.At common law, a forcible ent was neces-
sarily one efiected by means o force, vio-
lence, menaces, display of weapons, or other-
wise with the stron hand; but this rule has
been relaxed. either y statute or the course of
judicial decisions, in many of the states. so that
an entry eifected without the consent of the
rightful owner, or against his remonstrance, or
under circumstances which amount to no more
than a mere trespass, is now technically consid-
ered “forcible," while a detainer of the prop-
erty consisting merely in the refusal to surren-
der possession after a lawful demand, is treated
as a “r‘orcible" detainer; the reason in both
cases being that the action of “forcible entry
and detainer" (see next title has been found
an extremely convenient met 0d of proceeding
to regain possession of property as lg8.ln3t_l
trmpasser or against a tenant refusing to quit,
the “force” required at common law being now
supplied by a mere fiction. See Rev. St. Tex.
1895, art. 2521: Goldsberry v. Bishop, 2 Duv.
(Ky.) 144: Wells v. Darby, 13 Mont. 504, 34
Pac. 1092: Willard v. Warren. 17 Wend. (N.
E.) £61: Franklin V. Geho. 30 W. Va. 27, 3

168; Phelps v. Randolph. 147 Ill. 335,
35 N. E. 243; Brawley v. Bisdon Iron Works,
38 Cal. 673: Cuyler v. Eetis. 64 S. W. 673,
23 Ky. Law Rep. 1063; Herkimer v. Keeler,
109 Iowa. 680. 81 N. W. 178; Young v. Young,
109 Ky. 123. 58 S. W. 592.

FOEGIBLB ENTRY AND DETAINEII.
The action of forcible entry and detainer is
a summary proceeding to recover possession
of premises forcibly or unlawfully detained.
The inquiry in such cases does not involve
title, but is confined to the actual and peace-
able possession of the plaintiff and the un-
lawful or forcible ouster or detention by de-
fendant; the object of the law being to pre-
vent the dlsturbance of the public peace by
the forcible assertion of a private right.
Gore v. Altice, 33 Wash. 335,’ 74 Pac. 556:
Eveleth v. Gill, 97 Me. 315, 54'Atl. 757.

POBOIBLE TRESPASS. In North
Carolina, this is an invasion of the rights of
another with respect to his personal prop-
erty, of the same character, or under the
same circumstances, which would constitute
a “forcible entry and detainer" of real prop-
erty at common law. It consists in taking
or seizing the personal property of another
by force, violence, or intimidation. State v.
Lawson, 123 N. C. 740, 31 S. E. 667. 68 Am.
St. Rep. 844; State v. Barefoot, 89 N. C.
567; State v. Ray. 32 N. C. 40; State v.
Sowls, 61 N. C. 151; State v. Laney, 87 N.
O. 535. ‘

FORDA. In old records. A ford or shal-
low, made by damming or penning up the
water. Cowell.

FOEDAL. A butt or headland, jutting
out upon other land. Cowell.

FORDANNO.
who ilrst assaulted another.

In old European law. He
Spelman.
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PORDIEA. ,In old records. Grass _or
herbage growing on the edge or bank of
dykes or ditches. Cowell.

FORE. Sax. Before. Fr. Out. Kel-
ham.

PORBOLOSE. To shut out; to bar.
Used of the process of destroying an equity
of redemption existing in a mortgagor.

FORECLOSURE. A process in chancery
by which all further right existing in a mort-
gagor to redeem the estate is defeated and
lost to him, and the estate becomes the abso-
lute property of the mortgagee; being appli-
cable when the mortgagor has forfeited his
estate by non-payment of the money due on
the mortgage at the time appointed, but still
retains the equity of redemption. 2 Washb.
Real Prop. 237. Goodman 1'. White. 26 Conn.
322; Arrington v. Liscom, 34 Cal. 376, 94
Am. Dec. 722; Appeal of Ansonla Nat. Bank,
58 Conn. 257. 18 At]. 1030; Williams V. Wil-
son, 42 Or. 299. 70 Pac. 1081, 05 Am. St. Rep
745.

The term is also loosely applied to any of
the various methods, statutory or otherwise.
knownin different jurisdictions, of enforcing
payment of the debt secured by a mortgage,
by taking and selling the mortgaged estate.

Foreclosure is also applied to proceedings
founded upon some other liens; thus there
are proceedings to foreclose a mechanic's
lien.
—Poreclos1_1re decree. Properly speaking, a
decree ordering the strict foreclosure (see infra)
of a mortgage; but the term is also loosely
and conventionally applied to a decree ordering
the sale of the mortgaged premises and the sat-
isfaction of the mortgage out of the roceeds.
Hanover F. Ins. Co. v. Brown. 77 MI. 64. 25
Ail. 989. 39 Am. St. Rep. 386.—!‘oreclosnre
sale. A sale of mortgaged property to obtain
satisfaction of the mortga e out of the pro-
reeds. whether authorized y a decree of the
court or by a power of sale contained in the
mortgage. See Johnson v. Cook, 96 Mo. App.
442, 70 S. W. 526.—Sts.tutory foreclosure.
The term is sometimes a plied to foreclosure by
execution of a power of) sale contained in the
mortgage, without recourse to the courts, as it
must conform to the provisions of the statute
regulatin such sales. See Mowry v. Sanborn,
11 Hun Y.) 548.—Strict foreclosure. A
decree of strict foreclosure of a mortgage finds
the amount due under the mortg e, orders its
pa meat within a certain limited time, and pro-
vi cs that, in default of such payment, the
debtor's right and uity of redemption shall
be forever barred an foreclosed; its efiect is
to vest the title of the property absolutel in
the mortgagee, on default in payment, wit out
any sale of the property. Champion v. I-Iinkle,
45 N. J. En. 162. 16 At]. 701: Lightcap v.
Bradle . 186 Ill. 5510, 58 N. E. 221; Warner
Bros. ‘ . v. Freud, 138 CaL 651, 72 Pac. 345.

POREPAULT.
felt ; to lose.

In Scotch law. To for»

FOBEGIIT. A premium for a lease.

POREGOEEI.
Edw. III. c. 5.

Royal purveyors. 26
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POREAIID REIT. In English law.
Rent payable in advance; or, more properly.
a species of premium or bonus paid by the
tenant on the making of the lease, and par-
ticularly on the renewal of leases by ecclesi-
astical corporations.

POREIGN. Belonging to another nation
or country; belonging or attached to another
Jurisdiction; made, done. or rendered in an-
other state or jurisdiction; subject to anoth-
er jurisdiction; operating or solvable in an-
other territory; extrinsic; outside; extraor-
dinary. -

—!‘orei¢n answer. In old English practice.
An answer which was not triable in the count
where it was made. (St. 15 Hen. VI. c. 5.
Blount.—'.I‘orei.gn spposer. An oflicer in the
exchequer who examines the sheriE's eetreate.
comparing them w-ith the records. and spposeth
(interrogates) the sheriff what he says to each
particular sum therein. 4 Inst. 107 ; Blount:
Cowell.—I‘orei¢n ‘bought and sold. A cin-
tom in London which bein found prejudicial
to sellers of cattle in Smith eld was abolished.
Wharton.—l‘oreign- coins. Coins issued as
money under the authority of s forei overn-
ment. As to their valuation in t e nited
States. see Rev. St. U. S. §§ 3564. 3565 (U.
8. Comp. St. 1901, pp. 2375. 2376).—Porei¢n
courts. The courts of a foreign state or na-
tion. In the United States, this term is fre-
quently applied to the courts of one of the
states when their judgments or records are in-
troduced in the courts of another.-Foreign
Dominion. In Fxigllsh law. this means a
country which at one time formed part of the
dominions of a foreign state or otentate. but
which by conquest or cession_has me a rt
of the dominions of the British crown., 5 set
&. S. Z)0.—!‘ore enlistment set. The
statute 59 Geo. II . c. 69. rohibiting the en-
listment, as a soldier or sai or, in any foreign
service. 4 Stepb. Comm. 226. A later and
more stringent act is that of 33 & 34 Vict. c.
90.—l'creign exchange. Drafts drawn on a
foreign state or country.—I‘o1-sign-going
sh! . By the English merchant shipping act,
1853, (17 & 18 Vict. ¢-. 104.) 5 i, any ship em-
ployed in trading. B0lli§ between some place or
places in the United ingdorn and some ‘place
or places situate beyond the following limits.
that is to sa : The coasts of the United Kin -

dom, the is ands of Guernsey. J_ersey. Sa .

Alderney. and Man. and the continent of Eu-
rope. between the river Elbe and Brest, inclu-
sive. Home-trade ship includes every ship em-
plo{ed in trading and going between places
wit in the last-mentioned limits.-Foreign
matter. In old practice. Matter triable or
done in another county. Cowell.—I‘o
omce. The department of state through wh ch
the English sovereign communicates with for-
eign powers. A secretary of state is at its head.
Till the middle of the last century. the func-
tions of a secretary of state as to foreign and
home questions were not disunited.—l‘oreign
service, in feudal law. was that whereby a
mesne lord held of another, without the com-
pass of his own fee, or that which the tenant
performed either to his own lord or to the lord
paramount out of the fee. (Kitch. 299.) For
eign service seems also to be med for lmight’s
sei|;vice, or escuage uncertain. (Perk. 650.) Ja-
co .

As to foreign “Administrator." "Assign-
ment." “Attachment," “Bill of Exchange."
"Charity." "Commerce." "Corporation."
“Oounty.” “Creditor," “Divorce." “Docu-
ment." “Domicile." “B‘sctor," “Judgment.”
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“Jurisdicdon," “Jury," “Minister," “Piea,"
"Port," "State," "Vessel,” and "Voyage," see
those titles.

POREIGNER. In old English law, this
term, when used with reference to a particu-

‘ lar city. designated any person who was not
an inhabitant of that city. According to lat-
er usage, it denotes a person who is not a
citizen or subject of the state or country of
which mention is made. or any one owing
allegiance to a foreign state or sovereign.

For the distinctions, in Spanish law, be-
tween “domiciliated" and "transient" for-
eigners, see Yates v. Iams, 10 Tex. 168.

P038110. An old form of foreign, (q. 12.)

Blount.

POBEJUDGE. In old English law and
practice. To expel from court for some of-
fense or misconduct. When an otlicer or at-
torney of a court was -expelled for any oifense.
or for not appearing to an action by bill flied
against him, he was said to be forejudoed
the court. Cowell. ‘

To deprive or put out of a thing by the
Judgment of a court. To condemn to lose a
thing.

To expel or banish.
—I‘oroJu 1-. In English practice. A judg-
ment by wh ch :1 man is deprived or put out of
a thting; a judgment of expulsion or banish-
men . . .

FOEEHAN. The presiding member of a
grand or petit Jury. who speaks or answers
for the jury. ,

FORENSIC.
tice.

Belonging to courts of Jus-

FOBENIIO nnmrcnm, or medical ju-
risprudence. as it is also called, is “that
science which teaches the application of every
branch of medical knowledge to the purposes
of the law; hence its limits are, on the one
band, the requirements of the law, and, on
the other, the whole range of medicine.
Anatomy, physiology, medicine, surgery.
cheniistry, physics, and botany lend their aid
as necessity arises; and in some cases all
these branches of science are required to ena-
ble a court of law to arrive at a proper con-
clusion on a contested question affecting life
or property." Tayl. Med. Jur. 1.

POBENSII. In the civil law. Belong-
ing to or connected with a court; forensic.
Foremls homo, an advocate; a pleader of
causes; one who practices in court. Calvin.

1: old leotoh law. A strange man or
stranger; an out.-dwelling man; an “unfree-
man.” who dwells not within burgh.

FOBEIAID is used in Scotch law as
aforesaid is in English. and sometimes, in a
plural form, foresalds. 2 How. State Tr. 715.
Forsoidta occurs in old Scotch records. “The
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Loirdis assesourls forsai ” 1 Pitc. Crim.
Tr. pt. 1, p. 107.

IORESCHOKE. Foresaken; dlsavowed.
10 Edw. II. c. 1.

P03283033. That part of the land ad-
Jacent to the sea which is alternately covered
and left dry by the ordinary now of the tides;

‘ 4. 9., by the medium line between the greatest
and least range of tide, (spring tides and
neap tides.) Sweet.

FOREST. In old English law. A certain
territory of wooded ground and fruitful pas-
tures, privileged for wild beasts and fowls
of forest. chase, and warren, to rest and abide
in the safe protection of the prince for his ‘

princely delight and pleasure. having a pecul-
iar court and oiiicers. Manw. For. Laws. c.
1, no. 1; Termes de la Ley; 1 Bl. Comm. 289.

A royal hunting-ground which lost its pe-
culiar character with the extinction of its
courts, or when the franchise passed into the
hands of a subject. Spelman; Cowell.

The word is also used to signify a franchise
or right, being the right of keeping, for the
purpose of hunting, the wild beasts and fowls
of forest, chase, park, and warren, in a ter-
ritory or precinct of woody ground or pasture
set apart for the purpose. 1 Steph. Comm.
665.
—-For-est courts. In English law. Courts in-
stituted for the government of the king's forest
in different parts of the kin dam, and for the

unishment_of all injuries one to the king's
eer or venison, to the cert or greensward. and

to the covert in which such deer were lodged.
They ‘consisted of the courts of attachments, of
regard, of sweinmote, and of justice-seat; but
in later times these courts are no longer held.
3 Bl. Comm. 71.—I‘orost law. The system or
body of old law relating to the royal forests.
—-Forostage. A duty‘ or tribute payable to
the king's toresters. Cowell.—1‘os-ester. A
sworn oflicer of the forest, appointed by the
lrlng’s letters patent to walk the forest, watch-
ing both the vert and the venison, attaching and
presenting all trespassers against them within
their own bailiwick or walk. These letters pat-
ent were generally granted during good be-
havior; but sometimes they held the oifice in
fee. Blount.

POBESTAGIUM. A duty or tribute pay-
able to the king's foresters. Cowell.

PORESTALL. To intercept or obstruct a
passenger on the king's highway. Cowell.
To beset the way of a tenant so as to prevent
his coming on the premises. 3 Bl. Comm.
170. To intercept a deer on his way to the
forest before he can regain it. Cowell.
—I‘o:-ostallor. In old English law. Obstruc-
tion: hindrance; the oifense of stopping the
highway; the hindering a tenant from coming
to his and; intercepting a deer before it can
regain the forest. Also one who forestalls: one
who commits the offense of forestalling. 3 Bl.
Comm. 170; Cowell.—1‘ox-es_tall.ing. Obstruct-
ing the highway. Intercepting a person on the
highway. -

PORESTALLING um xanxrrr. The
act of the buying or contracting for any mer-
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chandise or provision on its way no the mar-
ket, with the intention of selling it again
at a higher price; or the dissuuding per-
sons from bringing their goods or provisions
there; or persuading them to enhance the
price when there. 4 Bl. Comm. 158. Bar-
ton v. Morris, 10 Phiia. (Pa.) 361. This was
formerly an indictable om-‘use in England,
but is now abolished by St. 7 8; 8 Vict. c. 24.
4 Steph. Comm. 291, note. '

Forestalling diifers from “engrossing," in that
the latter consists in buying up large quantities
of merchandise already on the market, with a
view to effecting a monopoly or acquiring so
large a quantity as to be able to dictate pi-ices.
Both forestalling and engrossing may enter into
the manipulation of what is now called a “cor-
ner."

POBESTABIUS. In English law. A
forester. An oiiicer who takes care of the
woods and forests. Dc forcatai-to appurten-
do. a writ which lay to appoint a forester to
prevent further commission of waste when a
tenant in dower had committed waste. Bract.
316; Du Cange.

In Scotch law. A forester or keeper of
woods, to whom, by reason of his office, per"-
tains the bark and the liewn branches. And,
when he rides through the forest. he may
take a tree as high as his own head. Skene
de Verb. Sign.

FORETEOUGIIT PELONY. In Scotch
law. Murder committed in consequence of
a previous design. Ersk. Inst. 4, 4, 50; Bell.

POBPANG. In old English law._ The
taking of provisions from any person in fairs
or markets before the royal purveyors were
served with necessaries for the sovereign.
Cuwell. Also the seizing and rescuing of
stolen or strayed cattle from the hands of a
thief, or of those having illegal possession of
them; also the reward fixed for such rescue.

FORPEIT. To lose an estate, a franchise,
or other property lieloiiging to one, by the
act of the law, and as a consequence of some
inisfeasance, negligence, or omission. Cassell
v. Crothers. 193 Pa. 351), 44 At]. 446; State
v. De Gross. 72 Tex. '_’fl, 11 S. W. 1I)‘_"J;
State v. Wailliridge, 111) Mo. 3821, 24 S. W.
-i."i'i'. -ii Am. St. Rep. 6033; State v. Baltiuiore
& 0. It. C049 12 Gill & J. (Md.) -i.'i'.’, 38 Am.
Dec. 319. The further ideas connoted by this
term are that it is a deprivation. '(that is.
against the will of the losing party.) and that
the property is either transferred to another
or resumed by the original gruntor.

To incur a penalty; to become liable to the
payment of a sum of money, as the conse-
quence of a certain act.

PORPEITABLE. Liable to be forfeited;
subject to forfeiture for non-user, neglect,
crime. etc.

PORPEITURE. 1. A punishment an-
nexed by law to some illegal act or negligence
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in the owner of iands.“tenemeni:s, or her.edita'-
ments, whereby he loses all his interest there-
in, and they go to the party injured as a recr
ompense for the wrong which he alone, or
the public together with himself, hath sus-
tained. 2 Bl. Comm. 267.. Wiseman v. Mo
nulty. 25 Cal. 237.

2. The loss of land by a tenant to his lord,
as the consequence of some breach of fidelity.
1 Steph. Comm. 166.

3. The loss of lands and goods to the state.
as the consequence of crime. 4 Bl. Comm.
381, 387; 4 Steph. Comm. 447, 452; 2 Kent,
Comm. 385; 4 Kent, Comm. 426. ‘Avery v,
Everett, 110 N. Y. 317, 18 N. E 148, 1 L. R.
A. 26'}. 6 Am. St. Rep. 368.

4. The loss of goods or chattels, as a pun’-
ishment for some crluie or misdemeanor in
the party forfeiting, and as a compensation
for the offense and injury committed against
him to whom they are forfeited. 2 Bl. Comm.
420. ’ -

_ It should be noted _that "£orfeiture” is not an
identical or convertible term with “confisca-
tion." The latter is the consequence of the
former. Forfeiture is the result which the law
attaclies as an immediate and necessary conse-
quence ‘to the illegal acts of the individual; but
confiscation implies the action of the state; and
property, although it may be forfeited. cannot
be said to be confiscated until the government
has formally claimed or taken possession of it.

5. The loss of oiiice by abuser, non-user, or
refusal to exercise it.

6. The loss of a corporate franchise or
charter in consequence of souie illegal act, or
of malfeasance or non-feasance.

7. The loss of the right to life, as the con-
sequence ot the commission of some crime to
which the law has atiixed a capital penalty. '

8. The incurring a. liability to pay a deli-
nite sum of money as the consequence of vio-
lating the provisions of some statute. or re-
fusal to comply with some requirement of
law. State v. Marion County Com'rs, 85 Ind.
493. _

9. A thing or sum of money forfeited.
Sonietiiing imposed as a punishment for an
offense or delinquency. The word in’ this
sense is frequently associated with the word
“penalty." Van Buren v. Digges, 11 How.
477, 13 L. Ed. 771.

10. In mining law, the loss of a mining
claim held by location on the public domain
(unpatented) in consequence of the failure of
the holder to make the required amnial ex-
penditure upon it within the time allowed.
McKay v. Mcbougull, 2.’; limit. 258. 64 Pac‘.
669. 87 Am. St. Rep. 395: St. John V. Kidd.
26 Cal. 271.
—!‘or£eltnro o! I bond. A failure to pen
form the condition on which the obliizor was to
be excused from the penalty in the bond.—l‘oIh
feltu-e of mu-rings. A penalty incurred by
a ward in chivalry who married without the
consent or against the will of the guardian‘.
See Iiururx VADOR M.uin.mii.—!‘ortelturo
of silk, supposed to lie in the docks. used. in
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times when its imgortation was prohibited, to
be proclaimed eac term in the exchequei-.-
Forfeiture: abolition act. Another name
for the felony act of 1870, abolishing forfeitures
for felony in England.

PORGABULUM, or FOBGAVEL. A
quit-rent; a small reserved rent in money.
Jacob.

FORGE. To fabricate, construct. or pre-
pare one thing in imitation of another thing.
with the intention of substituting the false
for the genuine, or otherwise deceiving and
defrauding by the use of the spurious article.
To counterfeit or make falsely. Especially,
to make a spurious written instrument with
the intention of fraudulently substituting it
for another, or of passing it 06 as genuine:
or to fraudulently alter a genuine instrument
to another's prejudice; or to sign another
person’s name to a document. with a deceit-
ful and fraudulent intent. See In re Cross
(D. C.) 43 Fed. 520; U. S. V. Watkins, 28
Fed. Cas. 445; Johnson V. State, 9 Tex. App.
25]; Longweil V. Day, 1 Mich. N. P. 290;
People V. Compton, 123 Cal. 403, F6 Pac. 44.;
Eeople V. Graham, 1 Sheld. (N. Y.) 155; Rohr'
V. State. 60 N. J. law, 576, 38 Atl. 673;
Haynes V. State, 15 Ohio St. 455; Garner V.
State, 5 Lea, 213; State v. Greenwood, 76
Minn. 211, 78 N. W. 1042. 77 Am. St. Rep.
632: State v. Young, 46 N. H. 266, 88 Am.
Dec. 212.
‘To forge (a metaphorical expression, borrow-

ed from the occupation of the smith) means.
properly speaking. no more than to make or
form, but in our law it is always taken in an
evil sense. 2 East, P. C. p. 852, c. 19, 5 1.
‘To forge is to make in the likeness of some-

thing else: to counterfeit is to make in imita-
tion of somethin else. with a View to defraud
by passing the fa se copy for genuine or original.
Both words, “fo ed” and “counterfeited." con-
vey the idea of s militude. State v. McKenzie.
42 Me. 392.

In common usage. however. forgery is almost
always predicated of some rivate instrument
or writing, as a deed, note. will, or a signature:
and counterfeiting denotes the fraudulent imi-
tation of coined or paper money or some sub-
stitute therefor.

POBGERY. In criminal law. The
falsely making or materially altering. with
intent to defraud, any writing which, if
genuine, might apparently be of legal efficacy
or the foundation of a legal liability. 2
Bish. (‘rim. Law, 5 523. See I-‘once.

The thing itself, so falsely made. imitated
or forged; especially a forged writing. A
forged signature is frequently said to be "a
forgery."

In the law of evidence. The fabrication
or counterfeiting of evidence. The artful
and fraudulent manipulation of physical ob-
jects. or the deceitful arrangement of genu-
ine facts or things. in such a manner as to
create an erroneous impression or a false in-
ference in the minds of those who may ob-
serve them. See Burrill, Clrc. EV. 131. 420.
-4-!‘ act. 1870. The statute 33 & 34
"lot. c. "' was passed for the punishment of
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fo ers of stock certificates, and for extending
to otland certain provisions of the forgery act
of 1861. Mozley & Whitley.

POREEBDA. In old records. A herd-
land, headland. or foreland. Cowell.

FOB! DISPUTATIONES. In the civil
law. Discussions or arguments before a
court. 1 Kent. Comm. 530.

FORINSEOUS. Lat. Foreign; exte-
rlor; outside; extraordinary. Servitiuni fo-
rinsecum. the payment of aid, scutuge, and
other extraordinary military services. Fo-
rinaecum mancrium, the manor, or that part
of it which lies outside the bars or town, and
is not included within the liberties of it.
Cowell; Blount; Jacob: 1 Reeve, Eng. Law,
273.

FOBINSIO. In old English law. Ex-
terior: foreign; extraordinary. In feudal
law, the term “forinsic services" compre-
hended the payment of extraordinary aids
or the rendition of extraordinary military
services, and in this sense was opposed to
“intrinsic services." 1 Reeve, Eng. Law,
273.

P0318. Lat. Abroad: out of doors; on
the outside of a place; without; extrinsic.

PORIIBAIIITUI.
Banished.

In old English law.

PORISPACERE. Lat. To forfeit; to
lose an estate or other property on account
of some criminal or illegal act. To confis-
cate.

To act beyond the law. i. e.. to transgress
or infringe the law; to commit an oifense or
wrong: to do any act against or beyond the.
law. See Co. Litt. 59a; Du Cange; Spel-
man.

Porisfaoere. 1. 0., extra legem sen con-

anetudinoln faoere. C0. Litt. 59. Forts-
faccrc. i. e.. to do something beyond law or
custom.

ronrsracrun. Forfeited. izona fo-
riafacta. forfeited goods. 1 Bl. _Comm. 299.
A crime. Du Cange; Spelman.

FORISPAOTUEA. A crime or offense
through which property is forfeited.

A fine or punishment in money.
Forfeiture. The loss of property or life

in consequence of crime.
—I‘or1a£astnra plsna. A forfeiture of all a
man's property. Things which were forfeited.
Du Cange. Spelman.

FOBISFAOTUI. A criminal. One who
has forfeited his life by commission of a
capital offense. Spelman.
—Pos-Isfaotns sea-nu. A slave who has been
a free man, but has forfeited his freedom by
crime. Du Cange.



FORISFAMILIARE

!‘OBIII'AHII.IARE. In old English
and Scotch law. Literally, to put out of a
family, (forte famtliam ponere.) To portion
oi! a son, so that he could have no further
claim upon his father. Glanv. lib. 7, c. 3.

To emancipate, or free from paternal au-
thorlty.

FORISPAHILIATED. In old English
law. Portioned ofl. A son was said to be
forisfamiiiated (lorisfamiliari) if his father
assigned him part of his land, and gave him
seisin thereof, and did this at the request
or with the free consent of the son himself,
who expressed himself satisfied with such
portion. 1 Reeve, Eng. Law, 42, 110.

1‘0BISPAL!ILIA'1'US. In old‘ English
law. Put out of a family: portioned oil’;
emancipated; forisfamiiiated. Bract. fol. 64.

PORISJUDICATIO. In old English
law. Forejudger. A forejudgment. A Judg-
ment of court whereby a man is put out of
possession of a thing. Co. Litt. 100b.

FOBIIJUDIOATUS. Forejudged; sent
from court; banished. Deprived of a thing
by judgment of court. Brace. fol. 250b,-Co.
Litt. 100b; Du Cange.

FOBISJUBARE. To forswear; to ab-
jure: to abandon.
—l‘ox-isjnru-e pas-entllam. To remove one-
self from parental authority. The person who
did this lost his rights as heir. Du Gauge.-

ciam for-isju:-are. To forswear the
country. Spelman.

FORJUDGE. ‘See Foumunos.

PORJURER. L. Fr.
_to forswear; to abjure:
—l‘o:-jurer 1-oyalme. To abjure the realm.
Britt. cc. 1, 16.

In old English law.

POBLEB.-LAND. Land in the diocese
of Hereford. which had a peculiar custom
attached to it, but which has been long since
disused, although the name is retained. But.
Surv. 56.

FORK. 1. A model or skeleton of an in-
strument to ‘be used in a judicial proceeding,
containing the principal necessary matters,
the proper technical terms or phrases, and
whatever else is necessary to make it for-
mally correct, arranged in proper and meth-
odicnl order, and capable of being adapted
to the circumstances of the specific case.

2. As distinguished from "substance."
"form" means the legal or technical manner
or order to be observed in legal instruments
or juridical proceedings. or in the construc-
tion of legal documents or processes.

The distinction between “form" and “sub-
stance" is often important in reference to the
validity or amendment of pleadings. If the
matter of the pin is bad or insuiiicient. irre-
spective of the manner of setting it forth, the
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defect is one of substance. If the matter of the
plea is good and suilicient, but is inartiiicially
or defectiveiy pleaded, the defect is one of form.
Pierson v. insurance Co., 7 Honst. (Del.) 307.
31 Ati. 966. '

—Oonunon form, Solemn for-In. See Pao-
nars.-—I‘os-m of the statute. The words.
is age. or frame of a statute, and hence the
inh bition or command which it may contain:
used in the phrase (in criminal pleading)
“against the form of the statute in that case
made and provided.”—‘.l.-‘on-Ins of action. The
general designation of the various species or
innds of personal actions known to the common
law, such as trover, trespass debt. assumpsnt.
etc. ‘These diifer in their pleadings and evi-
dence, as well as in the circumstances to which
they are respectively applicable. Truax v. Par-
vis, 7 Houst. (Del.) 330. 32 Atl. 227.-—Mattor
of form. In pleadings, indictments. convey-
ances, etc.. matter of form (as distin ished from
matter of substance) is all that reates to the
mode. form, or style of expressing the facts
involved. the choice or arrangement of words,
and other such articuiars, without affecting
the substantial va idity or suficiency of the in-
strument, or without going to the merits. Rail-
way Co. v. Kurtz. I0 ind. App. 60. 37 N. E.
303: Meath v. Mississippi Levee Com'rs, 109
U. S. 268, 3 Sn . Ct. 284, 27 L. Ed. 930; State
v. Amidon, 58 t. 524, 2 Ati. 154.

POBHA. Lat. Form; the ‘ prescribed
form of judicial proceedings.
-1‘ t flgu dlcil. Th f d
shap'en:f.}r1dgment,‘<>r";udicial acti?on.om1l’; allill.
Comm. 2‘! .—Pos-ma pauperls. See IN Fos-
ua Paurssxs.

Form gives being.
Lord

for-ma dist ouo.

Called “the old physical maxim."
Henley, Ch., 2 Eden, 99.

Porn; legalis forms essentinlis. Legal
form is essential form. 10 Coke, 100.

Form: non obse:-vats. infertnr ulna]-
lstio sotu. Where form is not observed,
a nullity of the act is inferred. I2 Coke, 7.
Where the law prescribes a form, the non-
observanceof it is fatal to the proceeding,
and the whole becomes a nullity. Best. Ev.
Introd. I 59. ‘

PORIIAL. Relating to matters of form;
as. “formal defects ;" inserted, added, or
joined pro forum. See Pasrxss.

FOBHALITIEI. In England, robes
worn by the magistrates of a city or corpo-
ration, etc., on solemn occasions. Enc. bond.

POBMALITY. The conditions, in‘ re-
gard to method, order, arrangement, use of
technical expressions. performance of ape
cific acts, etc., which are required by the law
in the makingpot contracts or conveyances.
or in the taking of legal proceedings, to in-
sure their validity and regularity. Succes-
sion of Seymour, 48 La. Ann. 993, 20 South.
217.

FOBHATA. In canon law. Canonical
letters. Spelman.



FORMATA BREVIA

PORHATA BREVIA. Formed writs;
writs of form. See BBEVIA Foaman.

FORMED ACTION. An action for
which a set form of words is prescribed,.
which must be strictly adhered to. 10 Mod.
140, 141.

PORHED DESIGN. In criminal law.
and particularly with reference to homicide,
this term means a deliberate and fixed in-
tention to kill, whether directed against a
particular person or not. Mitchell v. State,
60 Ala. 33; Wilson v. State, 128 Ala. 17,
29 South. 569; Ake v. State, 30 Tex. 473.

FOBHEDON. An ancient writ in Eng-
lish law which was available for one who
had a right to lands or tenements by virtue
of a gift in tail. It was in the nature of a
writ of right, and was the highest action
that a tenant in tail could have; for he
could not have an absolute writ of right,
that being confined to such as claimed in
fee-simple, and for that reason this writ of
formedon was granted to him by the statute
do donia, (Westm. 2, 13 Edw. I. c. 1,) and was
emphatically called “his" writ of right. The
writ was distinguished into three species,
vlz.: Formedon in the descender. in the re-
mainder, and in the reverter. It was abol-
ished in England by St. 3 & 4 Wm. IV. c.
27. See 3 Bl. Comm. 191; C0. Lltt. 316;
Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 255. '

—-For-nsdon in the descender. A writ of
formedon which lay where a gift was made in
tail, and the tenant in tail aliened the lands
or was disseised of them and died, for the
heir in tail to recover them. a ainst the actual
tenant of the freehold. 3 Bl. Comm. 192.-
Pormedon in the remainder. A writ of
formedon which lay where a man gave lands to
another for life or in tail, with remainder to a
third person in tail or in fee, and he who had
the particular estate died without issue in-
heritable. and a stranger intruded upon him in
remainder. and kept him out of possession. In
this case he in remainder, or his heir, was en-
titled to this writ. 3 Bl. Comm. 1i)2.—!‘orme-
don irrthe rover-tor. A writ of formedon
which la where there was a gift in tail. and
nfterwar s. by the death of the donee or his
heirs without issue of his body, the reversion
fell in upon the donor, his heirs or assigns. In
such case. the reveraioner had this writ to re-
cover the lands. 3 Bl. Comm. 192.

PORHBLLA. A certain weight of above
70 lbs.. mentioned in 51 I-Ien. III. Coweil.

FORMER ADJUDICATION, or FOR-
HER RECOVERY. An adjudication or
recovery in a former action. See Rt-:s JUDI-
can.

PORHIDO PERIOULI. Lat.
danger. 1 Kent, Comm. 23.

FORMULA. In common—iaw practice. a
set form of words used in judicial proceed-
ings. In the civil law._an action. Calvin.

'!‘ORH‘ULE. In Roman law. When the
legit actions: were proved to be inconven-

Fear of
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lent. a mode of procedure called "per for-
mulas," (4. 0., by means of formulae.) was
gradually introduced, and eventually the le-
gia actioncs were abolished by the Low {Elm-
tia, B. C. 164, excepting in a very few excep-
tional matters. The formulw were four in
number, namely: (1) The Demonstrafio,
wherein the phiintiff stated, :1. 0., showed, the
facts out of which his claim arose; (2) the
Intentio, where he made his claim against
the defendant; (3) the Adjudicatio, wherein
the judex was directed to assign or adjudi-
cate the property or any portion or portions
thereof according to the rights of the par-
ties; and (4) the Gondemmmo, in which the
judex was authorized and directed to con-
demn or to acquit according as the facts
were or were not proved. These formulw
were obtained from the magistrate. (in jam.)
and were thereafter proceeded with before
the judex, (in judicdo.) Brown. See Mack-
eld. Rom. Law, 5 204.

PORHULABIEI. Collections of for-
mulae, or forms of forensic proceedings and
instruments used among the Franks, and
other early continental nations of Europe.
Among these the formulary of Marcuiphus
may be mentioned as of considerable inter-
est. Butl. Co. Litt. note 77, lib. 3.

FORNAGIUM. The fee taken by a lord
of his tenant, who was bound to bake in the
lord's common oven, (in fumo domini,) or
for a commission to use his own.

FORNICATION. Unlawful sexual in-
tercourse between two unmarried persons.
Further, if one of the persons be married
and the other not. it is fornication on the
part of the latter, though adultery for the
former. In some jurisdictions, however, by
statute, it is adultery on the part of both
persons if the woman is married, whether the
man is married or not. Banks v. State. 96
Ala. 78. 11 South. 404; Hood v. State. 56
Ind. 263, 26 Am. Rep. 21; Com. v. Laiferty.
6 Grat. (\'a.) 673; People v. Rouse. 2 Mich.
N. P. 209; State v. Shear. 51 Wis. 460. 8
N. W. 287; Buchanan v. State, 55 Ala. 154.

PORNIX. Lat. A brothel; fornication.

PORNO. In Spanish law. An oven. Las
Partidas. pt. 3. tit. 32, i. 18.

PORO. In Spanish law. The place where
tribunals hear and determine causes,—ezer-
cendarum imam locus. '

ronos. In Spanish law. Emphyteutic
rents. Schm. Civil Law, 309.

PORPEISE. An exception; reservation;
excepted; reserved. Anciently, a term of
frequent use in leases and conveyances.
Cowell: Blount.

In another sense. the word is taken for any
exaction. - . ' .



FORSCHEL

!‘0RSCH.‘E‘.I.. A strip of land lying next
to the highway.

FORSES. Waterfalls. Camden, Brit.

PORSPEAKER. An attorney or advo-
cate in a cause. Blount; Whishaw.

ronsrnca. In old English law. Pro-
locutor; paranymphus.

PORSTAL. See Foassnnn.

1'01-stellu.-ins out psuperuun depressor
at totlus oommunltatis at pats-in pub-
nou minions. 3 Inst. 196. A forestaller
is an oppressor of the poor. and a public en-
emy of the whole community and country.

FOBSWEAR. In criminal law. To make
oath to that which the deponent knows to
be untrue.

This term is wider in its scope than “per-
jury," for the latter. as a technical term. in-
cludes the idea of the oath being taken before
a competent court or otiicer, and relating to
a material issue, which is not implied by the
word “forswear.” Fowle v. Bobbins- 12
Mass. 501; Tomllnson v. Brittlebank, 4 Barn.
& A. 632; Railway Co. v. Mccurdy, 114 Pa.
554, 8 Atl. 230, 60 Am. Rep. 363.

FORT. This term means “something
more than a mere military camp. post, or
station. The term implies a fortification, or

a place protected from attack by some such
means as a moat, wall, or parapet." U. S. v.
Tichenor (C. C.) 12 Fed. 424.

PORTALIOE. A fortress or place of
strength, which anciently did not pass with-
out a special grant. 11 Hen. VII. c. 18.

PORTALITIUM. In old Scotch law. A
fortalice; a castle. Properly a house or
tower which has a battlement or a ditch or
moat about it.

FORTHCOMING. In Scotch law. The
action by which an arrestment (garnish-
ment) is made eflectual. It is a decree or
process by which the creditor is given the
right to demand that the sum arrested be
applied for payment of his claim. 2 Kames,
Eq. 288, 289; .Bell.

FORTHCOMING BOND. A bond given
to a sherin! who has levied on property. con-
ditioned that the property shall be forthcom-
inn, i. (3., produced, when required. On the -

giving of such bond. the goods are allowed
to remain in the possession of the debtor.
Hill v. Mauser, 11 Grat. (Va.) 522; Nichols
v. Chittenden, 14 Colo. App. 49. 59 Pac. 954.

The sheriff or other oiiicer levying a writ of
fieri faciaa. or distress warrant. may take from
the debtor a bond. with suflicient surety. pay-
able to the creditor, reciting the service of such
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writ or warrant, and the amount due thereon,
(including his fee for taking the bond, commis-
sions. and other lawful charges. if any.) with
condition that the property shall be forthcom-
ing at the day and place of sale: whereupon
such property ma be permitted to remain in
the possession an at the risk of the debtor.
Code Va. 1887. 5 3617.

PORTHWITH. As soon as, by reason-
able exertion, contlned to the object, a thing
may be done. Thus. when a defendant is
ordered to plead forthwith, he must plead
within twenty-four hours. When a statute
enacts that an act is to be done "forthwith."
it means that the act is to be done within a
reasonable time. 1 Chit. Archb. Pr. (12th
Ed.) 164; Dickerman v. Northern Trust Co.,
176 U. S. 181, K) Sup. Ct. 311. 44 L. Ed. 423.:
Faivre v. Manderscheid. 117 Iowa, 724, 90
N. W. 76; Martin v. Pifer, 96 Ind. 248.

PORTIA. Force. In old English law.
Force used by an accessnry, to enable the
principal to commit a crime, as by binding
or holding a person while another killed him,
or by aiding or counseling in any way, or
commanding the act to be done. Bract. fols.
138, 1380. According to Lord Coke, form!
was a word of art, and properly signified the
furnishing of a weapon of force to do the
fact. and by f0I'('e whereof the fact was com-
mitted. and he that furnished it was not pres-
ent when the fact was done. 2 Inst. 182. '

—!‘ox-tin fr-hon. Fresh force. (at V.)

PORTILITY. In old English law. A
fortified place; a castle; a bulwark. Cowell-;
11 Hen. VII. c. 18. '

PORTIOR. Lat. Stronger. A term ap-
plied. in the law of evidence, to that species
of presumption, arising from facts shown in
evidence, which is strong enough to shift the
burden of proof to the opposite party. Bur-
rill, Circ. Ev. 64, 66.

Portior est clutodh. legis qmun hom-
inis. 2 Rolle, 325. The custody of the law
is stronger than that of man.

For-tier at potentlor est dlspositio
legia quun homlnh. The disposition of
the law is of greater force and effect than
that of man. Co. Litt. 23-ia; Shep. Touch.
302; 15 Fast, 178. The law in some cases
overrides the will of the individual, and ren-
ders ineifective or futile his expressed inten-
tion or contract. Broom. Max. 697.

FORTIORI.

PORTIS. Lat. Strong. Fortis et none.
strong and sound; staunch and strong; as a
vessel. Townsh. Pl. 227.

PORTLETT. A place or port of some
strength; a little fort. Old Nat. Brev. 4.1 .

FORTUIT. In French law. Accidentaiiz
fortuitous. Gas fortuu. a fortuitous event.
lv‘umu'tmcnt, accidentally; by chance.

See A Foartoar. ,



FORTUITOUS

PORTUITOUS. Accidental ; undesigned;
adventitious. Resulting from unavoidable
physical causes.

—l‘ox-tnltona collision. In maritime law.
The accidental running foul of vessels. Peters
v. Warren Ins. Co.. 14 Pet. 112. 11) L. Ed. 371.
—!‘ortnItons event. In the civil law. That
which happens by a cause which cannot be re-
sisted. An unforeseen occurrence, not caused
by either of the Iparties, nor such as they
could prevent. in reach it is called “can for-
tiut." Civ. Code 141. art. 3556, no. 15. 'I1ie_re
is a dilference between a fortuitous event. or in-
evitable accident, and irresistible force. By
the former. commonly called the “act of God."
is meant any accident produced by physical
causes which are irresistible: such as a loss
by lightning or storms. by the perils of the
aeas. by inundations and earthquakes. or by
sudden death or illness. By the latter is meant
such an interposition of human agency as is,
from its nature and power. absolutely uncon-
trollable. Of this nature are losses occasioned
by the inroads of a hostile army, or by pub-
lic enemies. Story, Bailm. 5 25.

rowruxa. Lat. Fortune; also treas-
ure-trove. Jacob.

Portnnani faoinnt: Judioeni. They make
fortune the judge. Co. Litt. 167. Spoken
of the process of making partition among
coparceners by drawing lots for the several
purparts.

FORTUNE-TELLERS. In English law.
Persons pretending or professing to tell for-
tunes, and punishable as rogues and vaga-
bonds or disorderly persons. 4 Bl. Coinin. 62.

PORTUKIUH. In old English law. A
tournament or lighting with spears, and an
appeal to fortune therein.

PORTY. In land laws and conveyainciiig.
in those regions where grants, transfers. and
deeds are made with reference to the subdi-
visions of the government survey, this term
means forty acres of land in the form of a
square. being the tract obtained by quarter-
ing a section of land (6-i0 acres) and again
quartering one of the quarters. Lente v.
Clarke, 22 Fla. 515, 1 South. 149.

PORT?-DAYS COURT. In old English
forest law. The court of attacliment in for-
ests. or wood-mote court.

FORUM. Lat. A court of justice, or
Judicial tribunal: ii place of jurisdiction ; ii

place where a remedy is sought; a place of
litigation. 3 Story. 347.

In Roman law. The market place. or
public paved court. in the city of Rome.
where such public business was transacted
as the assemblies of the people and the ju-
dicial trial of causes. and where also elec-
tions. markets, and the public exchange were
held.
—!‘oa-nnn aotna. The forum of the act. 'I‘he
forum of the place where the act was done
which is now called in question.—!‘oru:n con-
soien . The forum or tribunal of con-
science.—!‘orn:n oontentiosnni. A contenti-
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‘court of one's nativity. The place of a
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ous_ forum or court; a place of litigation: the
ordinary court of justice, as distinguished from
the tribunal of conscience. 3 Bl. Comm. 211.
—I‘onun cont:-actns. The forum _of the con-
tract; the court of the place where a contract
is made; the place where a contract is made,
considered as a place of jurisdiction. 2 Kent.
Comm. 463.—l‘o:-uni donieaticiun. A domes-
tic fonim or tribunal. The visitatorial power
is called a “forum dameaiiz-um,” calculated to
determine. sine urepitu, all dis utes that arise
within themselves. 1 W. B 82.—Por.'Iun
doniloilii. The forum or court of the domi-
cile; the domicile of a defendant. considered as
a place of jurisdiction. 2 Kent. Comm. 463.-
Fonun eocleaiaatioiun. An ecclesiastical
court. The spiritual jurisdiction, as distin-
guished from the secular.—Porn:n ligeantin
re .

court or jurisdiction of the country to which
he owes allegiance.—Ponun ox-iginla. The

rson's
birth, considered as a place of jurisdiction.—
Pox-Inn roghun. The is ng's court. St. Westmi
2. c. 43.—!‘oa-uni rel. This term may mean
either (1) the forum of_t_he defendant. that is.
of his ‘residence or domicile; or (2) the forum
of the rec or thing in controveisy. that is. of
the place where the property is sitnated._ The
ambiguity rings from the fact that rm may
be the genit ve of either reua or res.-Pornni
re! tests. The forum or court of a re» geaita,
(thing done :) the place where an. act is done.
considered as a place of jurisdiction and rem-
edy. 2 Kent. Comm. 463.—l‘or.-Iun rel alto.
The court where the thing in controversy is
situated. The place where the subject-matter
in controversy is situated, considered as a place
of jurisdiction. 2 Kent, Comm. 463.—I‘oru1n
aeculare. A secular. as distinguished from an
ecclesiastical or spiritual, court.

PORUBTH. In old records. A long slip
of ground. Cowell.

PORWARDING MERCHANT, or POR-
WARDER. One who receives and forwards
goods, taking upon himself the expenses of
transportation. for which he receives ll coin-
peiisation from the owners. having no concern
in the vessels or wagons by which they are
transported, and no interest in the freight,
and not being deemed a common carrier, but
a mere warehousenian and agent. Story,
Bnilm. 55 502. mi. Schloss v. Wood, 11 Colo.
287. 17 Pac. 910; Ackley v. Kellogg, 8 Cow.
(N. Y.) 224: Place v. Union Exp. Co.. 2 Ililt.
(N. Y.) 19; Bush'v. Miller, 13 Barb. (N. Y.)
488.

POSSA. In the civil law. A ditch; it
receptacle of water, made by hand. Dig. 43,
14, 1. 5.

In old English law. A ditch. A pit full
of water, in which women committing felony
were drowned. A grave or sepulcher. Spel-
man.

POSSAGIUH. In old English law. The
duty levied on the inhabitants for repairing
the moat or ditch round a fortified town.

FOSSATOBUH OPERATIO. In old
English law. Fosse-work; or the service of
laboring. done by inhabitants and adjoining
tenants. for the repair and maintenance of

The forum of defendant's allegiance. The '
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the ditches round a city or town. for which
some paid a contribution, called “fossagium.”
Oowell.

POBSATUH. A dyke, ditch, or trench:
a place inclosed by a ditch; a moat; a canal.

P0883-WAY, or 10883. one of the
four ancient Roman ways through England.
Spelman.

POSSELLUH. A small ditch. Cowell.

POBTERING. An ancient custom in Ire-
'land, in which persons put away their chil-
dren to fosterers. Fostering was held to'be
a stronger alliance than blood, and the foster
children participated in the fortunes of
their foster fathers. Mosley & Whitley.

. POSTERLAIID. Land given. assigned,
or allotted to the ilnding of« food or victuals
for any person or persons; as in monasteries
for the monks, etc. Cowell; Blount.

POSTBBLEAII. The remuneration tixed
for the rearing of a foster child; also the
Jointure of a wife. Jacob.

FOUJDAB. In Hindu law. Under the
Mogul government a magistrate of the police
over a large district, who took cognizance of
all criminal matters within his Jurisdiction,
and sometimes -was employed as receiver gen-
eral of the revenues. Wharton.
—P court. In Hindu law. A tri-
bunal or administering criminal law.

FOUNDATION. The founding or build-
ing of a college or hospital. The incorpora-
tion or endowment of a college or hospital is
the foundation; and he who endows it with
land or other property is the founder. Dart-
mouth College v. Woodward, 4 Wheat. 667,
4 L. Ed. 629; Seagrave's Appeal, 125 Pa.
362, 17 Atl. 412; Union Baptist Ass'n v.
Hunn, 7 Tex. Civ. App. 249, 28 S. W. 755.

FOUNDED. Based upon; arising from,
growing out of, or resting upon; as in the
expressions “founded in fraud," “founded on

a_ consideration," “founded on contract," and
the like. See In re Grant Shoe Co.. 130 Fed.
881, 06 C. C. A. 78; State v. Morgan, 40
Conn. 46; Palmer v. Preston, 45 Vt. 158, 12
Km. Rep. 191: Steele v. Hoe, 14 Adol. & El.
431; In re Morales (D. C.) 105 Fed. 761.

!‘0'l:i'NDl»'Jll. The person who endows an
' eleemosynary corporation or institution. or

supplies the funds for its establishment. See
Fousnanon.

POUNDEBOSA. Founderous; out of re-
pair, as a road. Cro. Car. 366.

POUNDLING. A deserted or exposed in-
fant; a child found without a parent or
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guardian, its relatives‘ being unknown. It
has a settlement in the district where found.
—!‘o dling la tnls. Charitable institu-
tionsuwhich eXl8?.i'?1‘ most countries for taking
care of infants forsaken by their arents, suc
being generally the oifspring of ile l connec-
tions. The foundllng hospital act in England
is the 13 Geo. II. c. 29.

POUR. Fr. In old French law. An oven
or bake-house. Four banal, an oven, owned
by the selgnior of the estate, to which the
tenants were obliged to bring their bread for
baking. Also the proprietary right to main-
tain such an oven.

POUR commas. The face of a writ-
ten instrument. That which is contained on
the face of a deed (without any aid from the
knowledge of the circumstances under which
it is made) is said to be within its "four cor-
ners, because every deed is still supposed to
be written on one entire skin, and so to have
but four corners. ‘

,To look at the four corners of an instru-
ment is to examine the whole of it, so as to
construe it as a whole, without reference to
any one part more than another. 2 Smith.
Lead. Gas. 295.

POUR Sims. The seas surrounding Eng-
land. These were divided into the Western.
including the Scotch and Irish; the North.-
em, or North sea; the Eastern, being the
German ocean; the Southern, being the
British channel.

POUBOHER. Fr. To fork. This was a
method of delaying an action ancientiy re-
sorted to by defendants when two of them
were joined in the suit. Instead or appear-
ing together. each would appear in turn and
cast an essoin for the other, thus postponing
the trial.

POUBIERIBII. A form of socialism.
See 1 Mill, Pol. Ec. 260. '

POWLB 01‘ WARREN. Such fowls as
are preserved under the game laws in war-
rens. According to Manwood, these are
pnrtridges and pheasants.
Coke, they are pnrtridges. rails, quails, wood-
cocks. pheasants, mallards, and herons. Co.
Litt. 233. -

rox's LIBEI. ACT. In English law.
This was the statute 52 Geo. III. c. 60, which
secured to juries, upon the trial of indict-
ments for libel, the right of pronouncing a
general verdict of guilty or not guilty upon
the whole matter- in issue, and no longer
bound them to find a verdict of guilty on
proof of the publication of the paper charged
to be a libel, and of the sense ascribed‘ to it
in the indictment. Wharton.

POY. L. Fr. Faith; allegiance: ildellty.

11!. A Latin abbreviation for "fragmen-
tum," a fragment, used in citations to the

According to‘
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Digest or Pandects in the-Corpus Juria Oi-
viiia of Justinian, the several extracts from
juristic writings of which it is composed be-
ing so called.

PRAOTIO. Lat. A breaking; division;
traction; a portion of a thing less than the
whole.

FRACTION. A breaking, or breaking
up; a fragment or broken part; a portion of
a thing, less than the whole. Jory v. Pal-
ace Dry Goods Co., 30 Or. 196, 46 Pac. 786.

-1‘:-notion of 5 day. A portion of a day.
The dividing a day. Generally, the law does not
allow the fraction of a day. 2 Bl. Comm. 141.

FBAGTIONAL. As applied to tracts of
land, particularly townships. sections, quar-
ter sections, and other divisions according to
the government survey, and also mining
claims, this term means that the exterior
boundary lines are laid down to include the
whole of such a division or such a claim, but
that_ the tract in question does not measure
up to the full extent or include the whole
acreage. because a portion of it is cut oi! by
an overlapping survey, a river or lake, or
some other external interference. See Tolles-
ton Club v. State, 141 Ind. 197, 38 N. E. 214;
Parke v. Meyer, 28 Ark. 287; Goltermann 1.
Schiermeyer, 111 H0. 404, 19 S._ W. 487.

I‘:-sotlonem 11101 no: recipit lex. Loift,
572. The law does not take notice of a por-
tion of a day.

PBAOTITIUH. Arableland. Mon. Aug].

PBAOTURA NAVIUH. Lat. The
breaking or wreck of ships; the same as
iuwfrogium, (q. o.)

PRAGIIENTA. Lat. Fragments. A
name sometimes applied (especially in cita-
tions) to the Digest or Paudects in the Car-
puo Juris Uivius oi’ Justinian, as being made
up of numerous extracts or ‘‘fragments'' from
the writings of various jurists. Mackeld.
Rom. Law, 5 74.

FRAIS. Fr. Expense: charges; costs.
Fraia d’un procés. costs of a suit.
—-Prcis dc nation. In French and Canadian
law. Costs ncurred incidentally to the action.
-1‘:-sis Juan’: bond. Fr. In French com-
mercial law. Expenses to the board; expenses
incurred on a shipment of goods, in packing,
cartage. commissions. etc., up to the point where
they-are actually ut on board the vessel. Bar-
tels v. Redfield ( . C.) 16 Fed. 336.

FRANO. A French coin of the value of
a little over eighteen cents.

PIANO AIJ-III. In French feudal law.
An allod; a free inheritance; or an estate
held free of any services except such-as‘ were
due to the sovereign. .
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!‘B.ANOEII.ANUS. A freeman. Chart.
Hen. IV. A free tenant. Spelman.

rnaxcmsn. A special privilege con-
ferred by government upon an individual or
corporation, and which does not belong to the
citizens of the country generally, of common
right. It is essential to the character‘ of a
franchise that it should be a grant from the
sovereign authority, ‘and in this country no
franchise can be held which is not derived_
from a law of the state In England, a fran-
chise is defined to be a royal privilege in the
hands of a subject. In this country, it is a
privilege of a public nature, which cannot -be
exercised without a legislative grant. See
Bank of Augusta v. Earle, 13 Pet. 595, 10 L.

-Ed. 274; Dike v. State, 38 Minn. 366, 38
N. W. 95; Chicago Board of Trade v. People.
91 Ill. 82: Lasher v. People, 183 Ill. £6, 55
N. E. 663, 47 L. R. A. 802, 75 Am. St. Rep.
103; Southampton v. Jessup, 162 N. Y. 122.
56 N. E. 538; Thompson v. People, 23 Wend.
(N. Y.) 578: Black River Inip. Co. v. Hol-
way, 87 Wis. 584, 59 N. W. 126; Central Pac.
R. Co. v. California, 162 U. S. 91, 16 Sup.
Ct. 766, 40 L. Ed. 903; Chicago & W. I. R.
Co. v. Dunbar, 95 Ill. 575; State v. Weather-
by, 45 Mo. 20; Morgan v. Louisiana. 93 U.
S. 223, 28 L. Ed. 860.

A franchise is a privilege or -immunity of a
public nature which cannot be legally exercised
without legis ative grant. To be a corporation
is a franchise. The various powers conferred
on corporations are franchises. The execution
of a policy of insurance by an insurance com-
pany, and the issuing a bank-note b an incor-

rated bank are franchises. Peop e v. Utica
us. Co., 15 Jlohns. (N. Y.) 387, 8 Am. Dec. 243.
The word "franchise” has various significa-

tions, both in a legal and popular sense. A
corporation is itsel a franchise belonging to
the members of the corporation. and the cor-
poration, itself a franchise, may hold other fran-
chises. So. also, the difierent wers of a
corporation, such as the right to old and dis-

In a popu-Pose of property, are its f_i-anchises.
ar sense. the political rights of subjects and

citizens are franchises, such as the right of
suifrage, etc. Pierce v. Emery, 32 N. H_. 484.

The term “franchise" has several significa-
tions, and there is some confusion in its use.
When used with reference to corporations,_ the
better opinion. deduced from the authorities,
seems to be that_ it consists of the entire privi-
leges embraced in and constituting the_ grant.
It does not embrace the property acquired by
the exercise of the franchise. Bridgeport v.
New York & N. H. R. Co., 36 Conn. 255, 4
Am. Rep. 63. - '

—Genss-sl and I old. The cl_iarter of a
corporation is its general" franchise, while a
"special" franchise consists in any rights grant-
ed by the public to use property for a_public use
but with private profit. Lord v. Equitable Life
Assur. Soc.. 194 N. Y. 212, 87 N. E. 443, 22
L. R. A. (N. S.) 420.—Eleotive frargohin.
The right of suifrage; the right or privilege of
voting in public elections.—IE‘r-nnohiso tax. A
tax on the franchise of a corporation, that is.
on the right and privilege of carrying on busi-
ness in the character of a corporation. for_tlie
purposes for which it was created. and in the
conditions which surround it. Though the value
of the franchise. for purposes of taxation. may
be measured by the amount of _business done, or
the amount of earnings or dividends, or by the
total value of the capital or stock of the ear-
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poration in excess of its tangible assets, a fran-
chise tax is not a tax on either property, capi-
tal, stock, earnings, or dividends. See Home
Ins. Co. v. New York, 134 U. S. 594. 10 S. Ct.
593. 33 L. Ed. 1025: Worth v. Petersbur R.
Co., 89 N. C. 305; Tremont & Suffolk Mil s v.
Lowell. 178 Mass. 469, 59 N. E. 1007: Chica o
& E. I. R. Co. v. State, 153 Ind. 134, 51 .

E. 924; Marsden Co. v. State Board of As-
sessors. 61 N. J. Law, 461, 39 At]. 638; People
v. Knight, 174 N. Y. 475, 67 N. E. 65, 63 _L.
R. A. 87.—Pu-sonal fra:nohiso._ A franchise
of corporate existence. or one which authorizes
the formation and existence of a corporation. is
sometimes called a "personal" franchise, as dis-
tinguished from a “property" franchise, which
authorizes a corporation so formed to apply its
property to some particular enterprise or exer-
cise some special privilege in its employment, as,
for example. to construct and operate a rail-
road. See Sandham v. Nye, 9 Misc. Rep. 541,
30 N. Y. Supp. 552.-—Seoondary £1-a_nohises.
The franchise of corporate existence being some-
times called the “primary” franchise of a cor-
poration. its "secondary" franchises are the spe-
cial and peculiar rights privileges. or grants
which it may receive under its charter or from
a municipal corporation, such as the right to
use the public streets, exact tolls, collect fares.
etc. See State v. Topeka Water Co.. 61 Kan.
547, 60 Pac. 337; Virginia Canon Toll Road
fio.Av.7I1‘eople, 22 Colo. 429, 45 Pac. 398. 37 L.

PRANGIA. France. Bract. fol. 4270.

PEANGIGEIIA. A man born in France.
A designation formerly given to aliens in
England.

FRANCUS. L. Lat. Free; a freeman;
‘in Frank. Spelman.
-1‘:-anon: bnnous. Free bench, (q. o.)—
Prunous homo. In old European law. A
free man. I)omesday.—!‘x-anon: plegins. ‘In
old English law. A frank pledge, or free pledge.
See FRANK-PI.EDGE.—PrlnoIIl tenens. A
freeholder. See FRANK-TENEMENT.

FRANK, 9. To send matter through the
public mails free of postage, by a personal or
oflicial privilege.

FRANK, adj. In old English law. Free.
Occurring in several compounds.
—P1-ant-nhnoigne. In English law. Free
aims. A spiritual tenure whereby religious
corporations, aggregate or sole, held lands of
the donor to them and their successors forever.
They were discharged of all other except reli-
gious services; and the trinoda neceasitas. It
differs from tenure by divine service, in that
the latter required the performance of certain
divine services, whereas the former. as its name
imports. is free. This tenure ‘is expressly ex-
cepted in the 12 Car. II. c. 24, 5 7, and there-
fore still subsists in some few instances. 2
Broom & H. Comm. 20.‘¥.—!‘x-ank bank. In
old English law. Free bench. Litt. I 166; C0.
Litt. 1101;. See Fans-Bi:Ncn.—Prank-chug.
A liberty of free chase enjoyed by any one,
whereby all other persons having ground within
that compass are orbidden to cut down wood.
etc.. even in their own demesnes, to the p ‘u-
dice of the owner of the liberty. Cowell. “gee
CriAsir.—l':-ankploe. Freehold lands exempt-
ed from all services, but not from homage;
lands held otherwise than in ancient demesne.
That which a man holds to himself and his
heirs. and not by such service as is required in
ancient demesne. according to the custom of the
manor. Oowell.—!'s-ant form. In English
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law. A species of estate held in socage. said by
Britton to be "lands and tenements whereof the
nature of the fee is changed by feoffment out
of chivalry for certain yearly services, and in
respect whereof neither homage, ward. mar-
riage, nor relief can he demanded." Britt. c.

; _2 Bl. Comm. 80.—1‘1-rink-fold. In old
En lish law. Free-fold; a privilege for the
lo to have all the sheep of his tenants and the
inhabitants within his seigniory, in his fold, in
his demesnes, to manure his land. Keilw. 198.
-1‘:-Auk-_law. An obsolete expression signify-
ing the rights and_privilcges of a citizen. or
the liberties and civic rights of a free-man.-
Frank-mnrr! . A species of entailed es-
tates. in English aw. now grown out of use, but
still capable of subsisting. When tenements are
given by one to another, together with a wife.
who is a daughter or cousin of the donor, to
hold in frank-marriage, the donees shall have
the tenements to them and the heirs of their
two bodies begotten, 5'. e.. in special tail. For
the word “frank-ma'rria£e,” ea: in‘ termini, both
creates and limits an in eritance, not only sup-
plying words of descent, but also terms of

rocreation. The donees are liable to no serv-
ice except fealty. and a reserved rent would
be void, until the fourth degree of consanguinity
be passed between the issues of the donor and
donee. when they were capable by the law of the
chumh of intermarrying. Litt. § 19; 2 Bl.
Comm. 115.—P1-ank-ple e. In old English
law. A pledge or surety or freemen; that is.
the pledge, or corporate responsibility, of all
the inhabitants of a tithing for the general good
behavior of each free-born citizen above the
age of.fourteen. and for his being forthcoming
to answer any infraction of the law. Termes de
la Ley; Cowell.—!‘s-Auk-tenant. A freehold-
er. Litt. § 91.—l‘rs.nk-tenement. In Engi-
lish law. A free tenement, freeholding, or free-
hold. 2 Bl. Comm. 61. 62, 104; 1 Steph. Comm.
217; Bi-act. fol. 207. Used to denote both the
tenure and the estate.

PRANKING PRIVHEGE. The privi-
lege of sending certain matter through the
public mails without payment of postage, in
pursuance of a personal or oiilcial privilege.

rnairxuznc, (spelled, also, “Francling'l
and ‘‘Franklin.’’) A freeman; a freeholder;
a gentleman. Biount; Cowell.

PRASSETUM. In old English law. A
wood or wood-ground where ash-trees grow.
Co. Litt. 4‘b.

PRATBB. In the civil law. A brother.
Fraler conxangulncua, ii brother having the
same father, but born of a different mother.
Frater utcrimia. a -brother born of the same
mother, ‘but by a different father. Frater
nutriciuc, a bastard brother.

Prater £1-atrl uterine non snooedet in
lire:-oditate pate:-no. A brother shall not
succeed a uterine brother in the putemal in-
heritance. 2 Bl. Comm. 223; Fortes. de
Laud. c. 5. A maxim of the common law of
England, now superseded by the statute 3 &
4 Wm. IV. c. 106, 5 9. See Broom. Max. 530.

PRATEBIA. In old records. A frater-
nity, brotherhood, or society of religious per-
sons, ‘who were mutuiilly bound to pray for
the good health and life, etc.. of their living
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brethren, -and the souls of those that were
dead. Cowell.

PRATERNAL. Brotherly; relating or
belonging to a fraternity or an association of
persons formed for mutual aid and benefit,
but not for profit.
-1‘:-stsrnsl benefit association. A society
or voluntary association organized and carried
on for the mutual aid and benefit of. its mem-
bers. not for profit: which ordinarily has a
lodge system, a ritualistic form of work. and a
representative government, makes provision for
the payment of death benefits. and (sometimes)
for benefits in case of accident. sickness. or old
age. the funds therefor being derived from dues
paid or assessments levied on the members.
National Union ‘v. Marlow, 74 Fed. 778, 21 C.
C. A. 89; Walker v. Giddings, 103 Mich. 344,
61 N. W. 512.—!‘1-ates-nsl insurance. _The
form of,life (or accident) insurance furnished
by a fraternal beneficial association._ consisting
in the ayment to a member, or his heirs in
case of eath, of a stipulated sum of money. oiil:
of funds raised for that purpose by the payment
of dues or assessments by all the members of
the -association.

PRATERNIA.
hood.

A fraternity or brother-

PBATERNITY. In old English law. “A
corporation is an investing of the people of
a place with the local govermiient thereof,
and therefore their laws shall bind strangers;
but a fraternity is some people of a place
united together in respect to a mystery or
business into a company, and their laws and
ordinances cannot bind strangers." Cuddoii
v. Eastwick. 1 Salk. 192.

FRATRES CONJURATI. Sworn brotii-
ers or companions for the defense of their
sovereign, or for other purposes. Hoved.
445.

PBATBES PYES. In old English law.
Certain friars who wore white and black
garments. Walsingham. 124.

PRATRIAGE.
heritance.

A younger brother's in-

PBATEIOIDE. One who has killed a
brother or sister; also the killing of a broth-
er or sister.

FRAUD. Fraud consists of some deceit-
ful practice or willful device, resorted to with
intent to deprive another of his right, or in
some manner to do him an injury. As dis-
tinguished from negligence, it is always posi-
tive, intentional. Maher v. Hibernia Ins. Co.,
67 N. Y. 292; Alexander v. Church, 53 Conn. .

561. 4 At]. 103; Studer v. Bleistein. 115 N.
Y. 316. 22 N. E. 243. 7 L. R. A. 702': Moore v.
Crawford. 130 U. S. 122. 3 Sup. Ct. 447, 32
L. Ed. 878: Fechheiiner v. Baum (C. C.) 37
Fed. 167: U. S. _v. Beach (I). C.) 71 Fed. 160;
Gardner v. Heartt, 3 Deuiu (N. Y.) 232: Mon-
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roe Mercantile Co. v. Arnold, 108 Ga. 449, 34
S. E. 176.

Fraud, as applied to contracts, is the cause
of an error bearing on a material part of the
contract, created or continued by artifice,
with design to obtain some unjust advantage
to the one party, or to cause an inconven-
ience or loss to the other. Civil Code La.
art. 1847.

Fraud, in the sense of a court of equity,"
properly includes all acts, omissions, and con-
cealnients which involve a breach of legal or
equitable duty. trust, or confidence justly re-
posed, and are injurious to another, or by
which an undue and unconscientious ad-
vantage is -taken of another. 1 Story, En.
Jur. § 187. '

I onyms. The term “frnud" is sometimes
u as synonymous with “covin," “collusion,”
or “deceit.” But distinctions are properly taken
in the meanings of these words. for which ref-
erence may be had to the titles COVIN; COLLO-
sron; DECEIT.

Classification. Fraud is either actual or
constructive. Actual fraud consists in deceit,
artifice, trick, design. some direct and active
operation of the mind; it includes cases of the
intentional and successful employment of any
cunning, deception. or artifice used to circiim-
vent or cheat another; it is something said.
done. or omitted by a person with the design
of perpetrating what he knows to be a cheat or
deception. Constructive fraud consists in any
act of commission or omission contrary to legal‘
or equitable duty, trust. or confidence jiistly
reposed, which is contrary to good conscience.
and operates to the injury of another. Or, as
otherwise defined. it is an act, statement or
omission which operates as a virtual fraud on
an individual. or which. if generally rmitted.
would. be prejudicial to the public we fare, and
yet may have been unconnected with any selfish
or evil design. Or, according to Story, con-
structive frauds are such acts or contracts as.
though not originating in any actual evil design
or contrivance to perpetrate a positive fraud
or injury upon other persons, are yet, by their
tendency to deceive or mislead other persons.
or to violate private or public confidence. or to
impair or inyure the public interests, deemed
equally reprehensible with actual fraud. 1
Story, Eq. Jur. G 258. And see, generally, Code
Ga. 1882. 3173: People v. Kelly 35 Barb.
(N. Y.) 45 ; Jackson v. Jackson, 47 Ga. 99;
Hatch v. Barrett, 34 Kan. 223, 8 Pac. 129;
Forker v. Brown. 10 Misc. Rep. 161, 30 N. Y.
Supp. 827: .‘[il88il('lllU‘l€ttE Ben. L. Ass’n v.
Robinson, 10-! Ga. 256. 30 S. E. 918. 42 L. R.
A. 261; Haas v. Sternbach, 156 Ill. , 41
N. E. 51: Newell v. Wazness, 1 N. D. 62, 44
N. W. 1014; Carty v. Connolly, 91 Cal. 15.
27 Pac. 599. '

Fraud is also classified as fraud in fact and
fraud in law. The former is actual, positive,
intentional fraud. Fraud disclosed by matters
of fact, as distinguished from constructive fraud
or fraud in law. McKibhin v. Martin, 64 Pa.
356. 3 Am. Re . 588; (look v. Burnham, 3
Kan. App. 27, 4 P_ac. 447. Fraud in law is
fraud in contemplation of law; fraud implied
or inferred by law; fraud made out by con,-
struction of aw. as distinguished from fraud
found by a jury from matter of fact; con-
structive fraud (q. 1:.) See 2 Kent, Comm.
512-532: Delaney v. Valentine, 154 N. Y. 6‘.)‘.’,
49 N. E. 65; Burr v. Clement, 9 Colo. -1, 9
Pac. 633.

Fraud is also said to be legal or positive.
The former is fraud made out by legal constnic-
tion or inference, or the same tliiug as contruc-
tive fraud. i\'ewell v. Wagness, 1 N. D. 62, 44
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is. w. 1014. Positive fraud is the same thigg
as actual fraud. See Douthitt v. Applegate.
Kan. 395, 6 Pac. 575, 52 Am. Rep. 533.
-Actionable fraud. See AC'i'IONABLE.—
Pa-ands, statute of. This is the common
designation of a very celebrated En lish statute.
(29 Car. II. c. 3.) passed in 167 , and which
has been adopted. in a more or less modified
‘form, in nearly all of the United States. Its
chief characteristic is the provision that no
suit or action shall be maintained on certain
classes of contracts or engagements unless there
shall be a note or memorandum thereof in writ-
ing signed by the party to be charged or by his
authorized agent. Its object was to close the
door to the numerous frauds which were be-
lieved to be perpetrated, ‘and the perjuries which
were believed to be committed, when such ob-
ligations could be enforced upon no other evi-
dence than the mere recollection of witnesses.
It is more fully named as the "statute of frauds
and perJuries.'—Ploua fraud. A subterfuge
or evasion considered morally justifiable on ac-
count of the ends sought to be promoted; “par-
ticularly applied to an evasion or disrega f
the laws in the interests of religion or religious
institutions. such as circumventing the statutes
of mortmain. ,

PBAUDABE. Lat. In the civil law. To
deceive, cheat, or impose upon; to defraud.

'!'RAIIDlILEN’1‘. Based on fraud; pro-
ceeding from or characterized by fraud;
tainted by fraud; done. made. or eflected
with a -purpose or design to carry out a fraud.
—-Fraudulent alienation. in a general
sense, the transfer of roperty with an intent
to defraud creditors, lienors, or others. In a
particular sense, the act of an administrator
who wastes the assets of the estate bv giving
them away or selling at a gross un ervalue.
Rhame v. Lewis, 13 Rich. Eq. (8. C.) 269.-
Prandulent allenee. One who knowingly
receives from an administrator assets of the
estate under circumstances which make it a
fraudulent alienation on the part of the ad-
ministrator. ld.—!‘x-audnlent concealment.
The hiding or suppression of a material fact or
circumstance which the party is legally or
moral] bound to disclose. Magee v. Insurance
(.70., U. S. 93 23 L. Ed. 699; Page v. Park-
er. 43 N. H. 367 30 Am. Dec. 172; Jordan v.
Pickett, 78 Ala. :§39; Small v. Graves, 7 Barb.
(N. Y.) 578.—I‘randn1ent conveyance. A
conveyance or transfer of property, the object
of which is to defraud a creditor, or hinder or
dela him, or to put such property beyond his
reac Seymour v. Wilson, 14 N. Y. 569; Lock-
er v. De Hart, 6 N. J. Law, 458; Land v.
eifries, 5 Rand. (Va.) 601; Blodgett v. Web-

ster, 24 N. H. 103. Every transfer of property
or charge thereon made. every obligation in-
curred, and every judicial proceedin taken with
intent to delay or defraud any creditor or other

man of his demands, is void against all cred-
tors of the debtor, and their successors in in-

terest. and against any person upon whom the
state of the debtor devolves in trust for the
benefit of others than the debtor. (‘iv. Code

-Cal. 53439.-Fraudulent conveyances, stat-
utes of, or afialnat. The name given to two
celebrated Eng sh statutes.—the statute 13 Eliz.
c. 5, made perpetual by 29 Eliz. c. 5; and the
statute 27 Eliz. c. 4. made perpetual by 29 Eliz.
c. 18.—I‘1-andulent preferences. In English
law. Every conveyance or transfer of property
or charge thereon made. every judgment made.
every obligation incurred, and every judicial
proceeding taken or sufiered by any person un-
able to pay his debts as they become due from
his own moneys. in favor of any creditor. with
a view of giving such creditor a preference over
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other creditors, shall be deemed fraudulent and
\'old if the debtor become bankrupt within three
months. 32 & 33 Vict. c. 71, § 92.—l‘raudu-
lent re resentation. A false statement,
made wit knowledge of its falsity, with the in-
tention to persuade another or influence his ac-
tion, snd on which that other relies and by
which he is deceived to his prejudice. See
Wakefield Rattan Co. v. Tappan, 70 Hun, 406,
24 N. Y. Supp. 430; Montgomery St. Ry. Co.
v. Matthews. 77 Ala. 364, 54 Am. Rep. 60;
Righter v. Roller. 31 Ark. 174; Page v. Parker,
43 N. H. 363, 80 Am. Dec. 172.

PRAUNO, rnauxcns, rnauxxn.
see FRANK.

PRAUNOEISE. L. Fr. A franchise.

PBAUS. Lat. Fraud. More commonly
called, in the civil law, “dams,” and “dams
malus,” (q. 12.) A distinction, however, was
sometimes made between “fraus" and “dot-
ua,-" the former being held to be of the
most extensive import. Calvin.
—!‘rans dans locum eontractnl. A misre
resentation or concealment of some fact that is
material to the contract, and had the truth re-
garding which been known the contract would
not have been made as made, is called a “fraud
dune locum contract1u‘;" 4'. e., a fraud occasion-
ing the contract, or giving place or occasion for
the contract.—!‘1-nus legis. Lat. In the civil
law. Fraud of law; fraud upon law. See In
FBAUDEM Lrors.

Pa-ans eat celare £1-andem. It is a. fraud
to conceal a fraud. 1 Vern. 210; 1 Story,
Eq. Jur. 5} 389, 390.

P1-ans est odlosa et non prnsiunenda.
Fraud is odious, and not to be presumed.
Cro. Car. 550.

Frans et dolna neznlnl patroclnarl de-
bent. Fraud and deceit should defend or
excuse no man. 3 Coke, 78; Fleta. lib. 1, c.
13. £15; Id. lib. 6, c. 6, § 5.

Praise et in nnnqnara cohahdtaat.
Wing. 680. .Fraud and justice never dwell
together. '

Pa-ans latet in genes-allbua. Fraud lies
hid in general expressions.

I‘:-ans meretur fraudem. ' Plowd. 100.
Fraud merits fraud. ~

PRAXINETUM. In old English law. A
a place where ashes grow.

00. 'Litt. -ib; Shep. Touch. 95.

PRAY. see Arrnsr.

PBEGTUX. In old English law. Freight.
Ouoad frcctum um-iuni s-uarum, as to the
freight of his vessels. Blount.

PBEDNITE. In old English law. A lib-
erty to hold courts and take up the fines for
beating and wounding. To be free from lines.
Cowell.
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PBEDITOLE. Sanctuaries; seats of
peace.

PBEDUM. A iine paid for obtaining par-
don when the peace had been broken. Spel-
nian; Blount. A sum paid the magistrate
for protection against the right of revenge.

FREE. 1. Unconstriiiiied; having power
to follow the dictates of his own will. Not
subject 'to the dominion of another. Not
compelled to involuntary servitude. Used in
this sense as opposed to “s1ave."

2. Not bound to service for a fixed term of
years; in distinction to being bound as an
apprentice.

8. Enjoying full civic rights.
4. Available to all citizens alike without

charge; as a free school.

5. Available for public use without charge
or toll; as a free bridge.

6. Not despotic; assuring liberty; defend-
ing individual rights against encroachment
by any person or class; instituted by a free
people; said of governments, intitutions, etc.
Webster.

I 7. Certain, and also consistent with an
honorable degree in life; as free services, in
the feudal law.

8. Contlned to the person possessing. in-
stead of being shared with others; as a free
fishery.

9. Not engaged in a war as belligerent or
ally; neutral; as in the maxim, “Free ships
make free goods."
—!‘ree aims. The name of a. species of ten-
ure. See Fiianx-Annoioni-:.—!‘a-so and clear.
The title to property is said to be “free and
clear" when it is not incumbered by any liens;
but it is said that an agreement to convey land
“free and clear” is satisfied by a conveyance
ggssing a good title. Me er v. Madreperla,

N. J. Law. %8. 53 At. 477. 96 Am. St.
Rep. 536.—Prea-bench. A widow's dower out
of copyholds to which she is entitled by the
custom of some manors. It is regarded as an
excrescence growi out of the husband's'ln-
terest, and is inde a continuance of his estate.
Wharton.-Free-bard. In old records. An
allowance of land over and above a certain
limit or boundary, as so much beyond or with-
out a fence. Coweil; Blount. The right of
claiming that quantity. Terines de la Ley.—

e borough men. Such great men as did
not engage, like the frank-pledge men, for their
decennier. Jacob.—I‘ree chapel. In English
ecclesiastical law. A place of worship. so
called because not liable to the visitation of
the ordinary. It is always of royal foundation.
or founded at least by private persons to whom
the crown has granted the privilege. 1 Burn.
Ecc. Law. Z18.-Pres course. In admiralty
law. A vessel having the wind from a favor
able uarter is said to sail on a “free course.”
or said to be “going free" when she has a fair
(following wind and her yards braced in. The
Queen Elsabeth (D. C.) 100 Fed. 8’i'(l.—!‘ree
entry. s as. and regress. An expression
used to enote that a person has the right
to go on land again and again as often as may
be reasonably necessary. bus. in. the case
of a tenant entitled to emblements.—Pree
ashes’-r. See Fisiii.-:ar.—!‘ree law. A term
forme y used in England to designate the free-
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dom of civil rights enjoyed by freemen. It was
liable to forfeiture on conviction of treason or
an infamous crime. Mccafierty v. Guyer, 59
Pa. _l16.—!‘ree services. In feudal and old
English _law. Such feudal services as were not
unbecoming the character of a soldier or a free-
man to perform; as to serve under his lord in
the wars. to pay a sum of mono , and the
like. 2 Bl. Comm. 60. 01.—l‘ree s arelIold-
era. The.free shareholders of a building and
loan association are subscribers to its capital
stock who are not borrowers from the associa-
tion. Steinberger v. Independent B. & S.
Ass'n. 84 Md. 625. 36 All. 439.—l‘rse ships.
In international law. Ships of a neutral na-
tion. The phrase “free ships shall make free
goods" is often inserted in treaties. meaning.
that goods, even though belonging to an enemy.
shall not be seized or confiscated. if found in
neutral ships. Wheat. Int. Law. 507. et seq.-
Pree sooags. See SocAoI:.—l‘a-so tenure.
Tenure by free services: freehold tenure.-

e warren. See Vl’Aniu:N.

FREE ON BOARD. A sale of goods
“free on board” imports that they are. to be.
delivered on board the cars, vessels, etc.,
without expense to the buyer for packing,
cartage, or other such charges.

In acontract for sale and delivery of goods
"free on board" vessel, the seller is under no
obligation to act until the buyer names the
ship to -which the delivery is to be made.
Dwight v. Ecliert, 117 Pa. 508, 12 Atl. 32.

FBEEDMAJI. In Roman aw. One who
was set free from a state 0 bondage; an
emancipated slave. The word is used in the
same sense in the United States, respecting
negroes who were formerly slaves. Falrtield
v. Lawson, 50 Conn. 513, 47 Am. Rep. 669;
Davenport v. Caldwell, 10 S. C. 333.

FREEDOM. The state of being free:
liberty; self-determination; absence of re-
straiiit; the opposite of slavery.

The power of acting, in the character of a
moral personality, according to the dictates
of the will, without other check, hindrance,
or prohibition than such as may be imposed
by just and necessary laws and the duties of
social life.

_ The prevalence, in the government and con-
stitution of a country. of such a system of
laws and institutions as secure civil liberty
to the individual citizen.
—PreedoIn of speech and of the press.
See Linisarir.

FREEHOLD. An estate in hind or other
real property, of uncertain duration; that is.
either of inheritance or which may possibly
last for the life of the tenant at the least. (as
distinguished from a leasehold :) and held by
a free tenure, (as distinguished from copy-
hold or villelnage.) Nevltt v. Woodbnrn. 175
I11. 376, 51 N. E. 593; Railroad Co. v. Hemp-
hili. 35 Miss. 22: Nellis v. Mnnson. 108 N.
Y. 453. 15 N. E. 739; Jones v. Jones. 20 Ga.
700.

Such an interest in lands of frank-tenement
as may endure not only durln the owner's
life, but which is cast after his death upon
the rsons who successively represent him. ac-
cord ng to certain rules elsewhere explained.
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Such persons are called “heirs.” and he whom
they thus represent. the "ancestor." When
the interest extends beyond the ant-estor’s life.
it is called a “freehold of inheritance." and.
when it only endures for the ancestor's life, it
is a freehold not of inheritance.

An estate to be a freehold must possess these
two qualities: (1) Immobility, that is. the
property must be either land or some interest
_ssuing out of or annexed to land: and (2)
indeterminate duration. for, if the utmost peri-
od of time to which an estate can endure be
fixed and determined, it cannot be a freehold.
Wharton. _

—Detes-minsble freeholds. Estates for life.
which may determine upon future contingen-

,cies before the life for which they are created
expires. As if an estate be granted to a wo-
man during her widowhood, or to a man until
he be promoted to a benefice; in these and
similar cases, whenever the contingency hap-
pens,-when the widow marries. or when the
grantee obtains ‘the neiice,—the respective
estates are absolutely determined and gone.
Yet. while they subsist, they are reckoned es-
tates for life; because they may by possibility
last for life, if the contingencies upon which
they are to determine do not sooner happen.
2 Bl. Comm. 121.—-Freehold in law. A free-
hold which has descended to a man. upon
which he may enter at pleasure. but which he
has not entered on. Termes de la Ley.—l‘ree-
hold land societies. Societies in England
designed for the purpose of enabling mechan-
ics. artisans. and other working-men to pur-
chase st the least possible price a piece of
freehold land of a sutficient yearly value to
entitle the owner to the elective franchise for
the county in vdiich the land is situated. Whar-
ton.—F:-eeholder. A person who possesses
a freehold estate. Shivel v. Lankford. 174 M0.
535. 74 S. W. 835; Whe don v. Cornett. 4 Neb.
(Unof.) 421. 94 N. W. 626; People v Scott. 8
Hun (N. Y.) 567.

PREEHAN. This word has had various
meanings at different stages of history. In
the Roman law, it denoted one who was
either born free or emancipated. and was
the opposite of "slave." In feudal law, it
designated an allodlal proprietor, as distin-
guished from a vassal or feudal tenant. (And
so in Pennsylvania colonial law. Fry's Elec-
tion Case, 71 Pa. 308, 10 Am. Rep. 698.) In
old Engllh law. the word described a free-
holder or tenant by free services; one who
was not a viliein. In modern legal phrase-
ology, it is the appellation of a member of a
city or borough having the right of suffrage,
or a member of any municipal corporation
invested with full civic rights.

A person in the possession and enjoyment
of all the civil and political rights accorded
to the people under a free government.
-1‘:-eenuu:'s roll. A list of persons admitted
as burgesses or freemen for the purposes of
the right reserved by _the municip_al_corpora-
tion act, (5 & 6 Win. V. c. 76.) Distinguished
from the Burgess Roll. 3 Steph. Comm. 197.
The term was list-d, in early colonial history,
in some of the American colonies.

FREIGHT. Freight is properly the price
or compensation paid for the transportation
of goods by a carrier. at sea, from port to
port. But the term is also used to denote
the hire paid for the carriage of goods on
land from place to place, (usually by a rail-
road company, not an express company.) or
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on inland streams or lakes.
also applied to the goods or inerchandlse
transported by any of the above means. Brit.-
tiin v. Barnaby. 21 How. 533, 16 L. Ed. 177 ;
I-iuth v. Insurance Co., 8 Bosw. (N. Y.) 552;
Christie v. Davis Coal Co. (I). C.) 95 Fed. 838:
Iiagur v. Doiialdsoii. 154 Pa. 242, 25 At].
82}; Paradise v. Sun hint. Ins. Co., 6 La.
Ann. 596. -

Property carried is’ called “freight ;” the
reward, if any, to be paid for its ‘carriage
is called “freightage;" the person who de-
livers the freight to the carrier is called the
“consignor;” and the person to whom it is
to be delivered is called the “consignee.”
Civil Code Cal. 9 2110; Civil Code Dak. I
1220.

The term "freight" has several difierent mean-
ings, as the price to be paid for the carriage
of goods. or for the hire of a vessel under a
charter-party or otherwise; and sometime it
designates goods carried, as “a. freight of
lime," or the like. But, as a subject of in-
surance, it is used in one of the two former
senses. Lord v. Neptune Ins. Co., 10 Gray
(Mass.) 109.

The sum agreed on for the hire of a ship. en-
tirely or in part, for the carriage of goods from
one port to another. 13 East. 300. All re-
wards or compensation aid for the use of
ships. Giles v. Cynthia, Pet. Adm. 206. Fed;
Cas. No. 5424.

Freight is a compensation received for the
transportation of oods and merchandise from
port to rt; an is never claimahle by the
owner 0 the vessel until the voyage has been
performed and_terminated. Patapsco Ins. Co.
§.mBiscoe, 7 Gill & J. (Md.) 300. 28 Am. Dec.

"Dead freight" is money payable by a per-
son wlio has chartered a ship and only partly
loaded her. in respect of the loss of freight
caused to the ship-owner by the deficiency of
cargo. L. R. 2 H. L. Sc. 1128.

Freight is the mother of wages. 2
Show. 283; 3 Kent, Comm. 196. Where a
voyage is broken up by our major, and no
freight earned, no wages, eo aomlne, are due.

FBBIGHTEB. In maritime law. The
party by whom a vessel is engaged or charter-
ed; otherwise called the “charterer.” 2
Steph. Comm. 148. In French law, the owner
of a vessel is called the "freighter,” (freteur,-)
the merchant who hires it is called the “at-
freighter." (aflretcun) Emerlg. Tr. des Ass.
ch. 11. 5 3.

PRENOHHAN. In early times, in Eng-
lish law, this term was applied to every
stranger or “outlandish" man. Bruct. lib. 3.
tr. 2, c. 15.

PRENDLESMAN. Sax. An outlaw. So
called because on his outlawry he was denied
all help of friends after certain days. Cow-
ell; Blount.

r1u:1mwrrr:.' In old English law. A
mulct or line exacted from him who harbor-
ed nu outlawed friend. Cowell; Tomlin;

The name is‘
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.!'n.!:Nl:TIO‘lIl. In old English law. A
madman, or person in a frenzy. Fieta, lib. 1,
c. 36.

PEEOBOBGH. A free-surety, or free-
pledge. Spelman. See FRANK-PLEDGE.

PRBQUENT, 1'. To visit often; to re-

sort to often or habitually. Green v. State.
109 Ind. 175, 9 N. E. 781; State v. Ah Sam,
1-1 or. 347, 13 Pac. 303. '

P1-equentin aotln multlun ope:-atnr.
The frequency of an act eirects much. 4
Coke. 78: Wing. Max. p. 719, max. 192. A
continual usage is of great effect to establish
a right.

P3233. Fr. A brother. Frcre eune,
elder brother. F1-ere puisne, younger broth-
er. Britt. c. 75.

PRESOA. In old records. Fresh water,
or rain and land flood.

FRESH. Immediate; recent; following
-without any material interval.
—I‘resh diuoisin. B the ancient common
law. where a man had en disseised. he was
allowed to right himself by force, by ejecting
the ilissnisor from the premises. without resort
to law, provided this was done forthwith. while
the disseisin. was fresh, ( agrante diueiaina.)
Bmct. fol. 16212. No part cular time was lim-
ited for doing this, but Bracton sag ested it
should be fifteen days. Id. fol. 163. lee Britt.
cc. 32, 43. 44. 65.—Presh fine. In old English
law. A fine that had been levied within a year
past. St. Westm. 2, c. 45 Cowell.—!‘1-ash
force. Force done within fort davs. Fitzh.
Nat. Brev. 7; Old Nat. Bi-ev. he heir or
reversioner in a case of disseisin by fresh force
was allowed a remedy in chancery by bill before
the mayor. Cowell.—l‘1-esh pursuit. A pur-
suit instituted immediately, and with intent
to reclaim or recapture, after an animal es-
caped. a thief flying with stolen goods. etc.
People v. Pool, 27 Cal. 578: White v. State.
70 Miss. 253, 11 South. 6.'32.—Presl| suit.
In old English law. Immediate and unremit-
ting pursuit of an escaping thief. “Such a
present and earnest following of a robber as
never ceases from the time of the robbery until
apprehension. _ The party pursuing then had
back again his goods, which otherwise were
forfeited to the crown."
cc. 10, 12: 1 Bl. Comm. 297.

.PRESEE'l‘. A flood, or overflowing of a
river, by means of rains or melted snow: an
inundation. _Stover v. Insurance Co.. 3 Phila.
(I‘a.) 42; Harris v. Social Mfg. Co.. 9 R. I.
99. 11 Am. Rep. 224.

FRET.
Freight.

Fr. In French marine law.
Ord. Mar. liv. 3. tit. 3.

PRETBR. Fr. In French marine law.
To freight a ship; to let it. Emerig. Tr. (lee
Ass. c. 11, 5 3.

PBETEUR. Fr. In French uiarine law.
Freighter. The owner of a ship, who lets it
to the merchant. Emerig. Tr. des Ass. c. 11,
I 3. .
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PRETTUH, PBBCTUM. In old English
law. The freight of a ship; freight money.
Coweli.

PRETUH. Lat. A strait.
-1‘:-stun Brltnnnioum. The strait be-
tween Dover and Calais.

FRIARS.
of whom there were four principal branches,
viz: (1) Minors, Grey Friars, or Francis-
cans; (2) Augustines; (8) -Dominicans, or
Black Friars; (4) White Friars, or Carmel-
ites. from whom the rest descend. Wharton.

PBIBUSOULULI. In the civu law. A
temporary separation between husband and
wife, caused by a quarrel or estrangement,
but not amounting to a divorce, because not
accompanied with an intention to dissolve
the marriage.

PEIDBORG, FBITEBORG. Frank-
piedge. CoweiL Security for the peace.
Spelman.

FRIDEBURGUS. in old English law.
A kind of frank-pledge, by which the lords _or
principal men were made responsible for their
dependents or servants. Bract. fol. 12-ib.

FRIEND OF THE COURT.
Guam.

See Amcus

PRIENDLESS MAN. In old English
law. An outlaw; so called because he was
denied all help of friends. Bract. lib. 3, tr.
2, c. 12.

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES. In English
law. >Associati.ons supported by subscrip-
tion, for_the relief and maintenance of the
members, or their wives, children. relatives,
and nominees, in sickness, infancy, advanced
age, widowhood, etc. The statutes regulat-
ing these societies were consolidated and
amended by St. 38 & 39 Vict. c. 60. Whar-
ton.

FRIENDLY SUIT. A suit brought by a
creditor in chancery against an executor or
administrator, being really a suit by the ex-
ecutor or administrator. in the name of a
creditor. against himself, in order to compel
the creditors to take an equal distribution of
the assets. 2 Williams, Ex‘rs, 1915.

Also any suit instituted by agreement be
tween the parties to obtain the opinion of the
court upon some doubtful question in which
they are interested.

PRIGIDITY.

FRILINGI. Persons of free descent, or
freemeii born; the middle class of persons
among the Saxons. Rpeliuan.

P1118038. Fresh uncultivated ground.
.\ioii. Angl. t. 2, p. 50. Fresh; not salt.
Reg. Orig. 97. Recent or new. See Fassii,
and sub-titles thereunder.

Impotence. Johnson.

An order of religious persons, .
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PEITE. Sax. Peace, security, or protec-
tion. This word occurs in many compound
terms used in Anglo-Saxon law.
—!‘tithbo1-3. Frank-pledge. Cowell.—!‘rlth-
boto. A satisfaction or fine for a breach of
the peace.—-Prithbre'a.oh. The breaking of
the pesce.—!‘x-lthgar. The year of jubilee, or
of meetin for eace and friendshlp.—-1‘rlt_h-

dis. uildhal; a company or fratei-nit
or the maintenance of peace and security; a -

so a fine for breach of the peace. Jacob.-
Prithman. A member of a com any or fra-
ternity.—!'r-ithsoone. Surety of efense. Ju-
risdiction of the peace. The franchise of pre-
serving the peace. Also spelled “fn'thaoken."
-1‘:-lthsplot. A spot or plot of land. encircl-
ing some stone, tree, or well, considered sa-
cred. and therefore afiording sanctuary to crim-
inais.—I‘ritlntool. The stool of peace. A
stool or chair placed in a church or cathedral.
and which was the symbol and place of sanc-
tuary to those who tied to it and reached it.

PRIVOLOUS. An answer or plea is
called “frivolous" when it is clearly insufli-
cient on its face, and does not controvert
the material points of the opposite pleading,
and is presumably interposed for mere pur-
poses of delay or to embarrass the plaintiff.
Erwin V. Lowery, 64 N. C. 321; Strong v.
Spi-oul. 53 N. Y. 499; Gray v. Gidierey-1
Strob. (S. C.) 442; Peacock v. Williams (C.
C.) 110 Fed. 916.

A frivolous demurrer has been defined to
be one which is so clearly untenable, or its
insufiiciency so manifest upon a bare in-
spection of the pleadings. that its character
may be determined without argument or re-
search. Cottrill v. Cramer, 40 Wis. 558.

Synonyms. The terms “frivolous" and
“sham,” as applied to pleadings, do not mean
the same thing. A sham plea is good on its
face, but false in fact: it may. to all appear-
ances, constitute a perfect defense, but is a
pretence because false and because not plead-
ed in good faith. A frivolous plea may be_per-
fectly true in its allegations, but yet is liable
to be stricken out because totally insuilicient
in substance. Andrea; v. Bandler (Sup.) 66
N, Y. Supo,. fi»,;. Brown v. Jenison, 1 Code
B. N. S. (N. Y. _157. _

PRODMORTEL, or PREOMORTEL.
An immunity for committing manslaughter.
Mon. Aug}. t. 1, p. 173.

l‘RONTAGE—I‘R0!l".l‘AGER. In Eng-
lish law a frontager is a person owning or
occupying land which abuts on a highway.
river, sea-shore. or the like. The term is
generally used with reference to the liability
of froiitagers on streets to contribute to-
wards the expense of paving, draining, or
other works on the highway carried out by
a local authority, in proportion to the front-
age of their respective tenements. Sweet.

The term is also in a similar sense in
American law. the expense of local improve-
ments madc by municipal corporations (such
as paving, curbing. and sewerlng) being gen-
erally assessed on abutting property owners
in proportion to the “frontage" of their lots
on the street or highway. and an assess-
ment so ievied being called I. “frontage as-
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semment.” Neenan v. Smith, 50 Mo. 53!;
Lyon v. Tonawanda (C. C.)' 98 Fed. 368.

FRONTIER. In international law. That
portion of the territory of any country
which lies close along the border line of an-
other country, and so “fronts” or faces it.
The term means something more than the
boundary line itself, and includes a tract or
strip of country, of indefinite extent, con-
tiguous to the line. Stoughton 17. Matt, 115

Vt. 169.

PRUOTUABIUS. Lat. In the civil
law. One who had the usufruct of a thing;
i. e., the use of the fruits, profits, or in-
crease. as of land or animals. Inst. 2, 1, 36.
38. Bracton applies it to a lessee, fermor,
or farmer of land, or one who held lands ad
flrmam, for a farm or term. Bract. fol. 261-

PRUGTIIS. Lat. In the civil law. Fruit,
fruits: produce; profit or -increase; the or-
ganic productions of a thing.

The right to the fruits of a thing belong-
ing to another.

The compensation which a man receives
from another for the use or enjoyment of
a thing. such as interest or rent. See
Mackeld. Rom. Law, I 167; Inst. 2, 1, 35.
37; Dig. 7, 1, 83; Id. 6, 3, 29; Id. 22, 1, 34.
—!‘ruotus oivilos. All revenues and recom-

uses which, though not fruits, properly speak-
ing, are recognized as such by the law. The
term includes such things as the rents and in-
come of real property. interest on monev loan-
ed. and annuities. Civ. Code La. 1900. art.
545.—!‘s-uotns fundi. The fruits (produce or-
yield) of .land.—-PI-uotns induct:-tales. In-
dustrial fruits. or fniits of industry. Those
fruits of a thing, as of land, which are pro-
duced by the labor and industry of the occu-
pant, as crops of grain; as distinguished from
such as are produced solely by the powers of
nature. Emblements are so called in the com-
mon law. 2 Steph. Comm. 258: 1 Chit. Gen.
Pr. 92. S arrow v. Pond. 49 Minn. 412, 52 N.
W. 36. 16 R. A. 103. 32 Am. St. Rep. 571;
Puruer v. Piercy. 40 Md. 223. 17 Am. Rep.
591; Smock v. Smock, 37 Mo. App. 64.-
Pructns natus-ales. Those products whidi
are produced by the powers of nature alone;
as wool, metals, milk, the young of animals.
Sparrow v. Pond, 49 Minn. 412, 52 N. W
'36. 16 L. R. A. 103. 32 Am. St. Rep. 571.-'
P1-uotns peoudiun. The produce or increase
of flocks or herds.—l:‘x'uctus pendentu.
Hanging fruits; those not severed. The fruits
united with the thing which produces them.
These form a part of the principal thing.-
Prnotns rel Aliens. The fruits of another's
property; fruits taken from another‘s estate.
—Pructus sepu-ati. Separate fruits; the
fruits of a thin when they are eparated from
it. Dig. 7, 4. 3.—!'x-uotiu stances. Stand-
ing fruits: those not yet severed from the stalk
or stem.

Pruotus uigent has-oditatom. The
yeiirly increase goes to enchance the inherit-
ance. Dig. 5, 3, 20, 3.

Pruotus pendants: pus fund! widen-
tur. Hanging fruits make part of the land-
Dig. 6. 1, 44; 2 Bouv. Inst. no. 1578.
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Pruotnl peroeptos villa 'noi ease con-

sent. Gathered fruits do not make a part
of the farm. Dig. 19, 1, 17, 1; 2 Bouv. Inst.
no. 1578.

PRUGE8. In the civil law. Anything
produced from vines, underwood, chalk-pits.
stonequarrles. Dig. 50, 16, 77.

Grains and legumlnous vegetables. In a
more restricted sense, any esculent growing
in pods. Vlcat, Voc. Jur.; Calvin.

FRUIT. The produce of a tree or plant
which contains the seed or is used for food.

This term, in legal acceptation. is not
confined to the produce of those trees which
in popular language are called "fruit trees,"
but applies also to the produce of oak, elm.
and walnut trees. Bullen v. Denning. 5
Barn. & C. 847. \

—-Civil fruits, in the civil law (fructus cit-flea)
are such things as the rents and income of real
property. the interest on money loaned. and
annuities. Civ. Code La. 1900. art. 545.-1‘:-nit
(Allen. The produce of any possession de-
tached therefrom. and capable of being en-
joyed by itself. Thus. a next presentation.
when a vacancy has occurred. is a fruit fallen
from the advowson. Wharton.—I‘1-nits of
crime. In the law of evidence. Material ob-
jects acquired by means and in consequence
of the commission of crime. and sometimes con-
stituting the subject-matter of the crime. Bur-
rill, Clrc. Ev. 445: 3 Benth. Jud. Ev. 31.-
Naturnl (nuts. The produce of the soil. or
of fruit-trees. bushes. vines, etc.. which are
edible or otherwise useful or serve for the re-

roduction of their species. The term is used
11 contradistlnction to "artificial fruits," c‘. e..

such as by metaphor or analogy are likened
‘to the fru ts of the earth. Of the latter, lil-
terest on mone is an example. See Civ. Code
IA. 1900. art. 5.

Pruzmentn qua sat; sunt solo oedere
intellig-untur. Grain which is sown is un-
derstood to form a part of the soil. inst. 2,
1, 32.

PBUKENTUH.
That which grows in an ear. Dig. 50. 16. 77.

FRUHGYID. sax. The flrst payment
made to the kindred of a slain person in rec-
ompense for his murder. Blount.

PRUHSTOLL. Sax. In Saxon law. A
chief seat. or mansion house. Cowell.

FEUIOA TERRA. In old records. Un-
cultivated and desert ground. 2 Mon. Aug].
321; Cowell.

PRUSSURA.
Cowell.

A breaking ; plowing.

I‘:-ustra agit qui judlcium proseqni
nequit cum sflectn. He sues to no purpose
who cannot prosecute his judgment with ef-
fect, [who cannot have the fruits of his judg-
nient.] Fleta, lib. 6. c. 37. § 9.

-: Frustrs [vane] est potsntin qua nun-
qnun vomit in notun. That power is to
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In the civil law. Grain. ~

FUER

no purpose which never comes into actjor
which is never exercised. 2 Coke. 51.

Pratt: sxpeetstnr eventris oujus ef-
feotus nullus sequitur. An event is vain-
ly expected from which no eflect follow.

Prnstrn fenuntnr leges nisi subditis at
obedientibus. Laws are made to no pur-
pose, except for those that are subject and
obedient. Branch, Princ.

P1-ustra fit per plnra, qnod fleri potest
per pauciom. That is done to no purpose
by many things which can be done by fewer.
Jenk. Cent. p. 68, case 28. The employment
of more means or instruments for effecting
a thing than are necessary is to no purpose.

Frnstrc legh auxilinm lnvocat [qua-
rit] «gut in legem oommittit. He vainly
invokes the aid of the law who transgresses
the law. Fleta..lib. 4. c. 2, § 3; 2 Hale. P.
C. 386: Broom, Max. 279. 297.

P1-ultra petis quad arm: as restltunu.
In vain you ask that which you will have
immediately to restore. 2 Kames, Eq. 104;
5 Man. 6; G. 757.

P1-Instr: petls quad stating alto:-I red-
dere cogs:-ls. Jenk. Cent. 236. You ask
in vain that which you might immediately
be compelled to restore to another.

PI-nstx-5 probatnr qnod probatum non

relevat. That is proved to no purpose
which. when proved. does not help. Haik _

Lat. Max. 50.

PRUSTRUE TERRE. A piece or par-
cel of land lying by--itself. Co. Litt. 5b.

FRUTECTUM. In old records. A place
overgrown with shrubs and". bushes. Spel-
man; Blount. -'

PRUTOS. In Spanish law.’ Fruits:
products; produce; grains: profits. White.
New Recop. b. 1, tit. 7, c. 5. 5 2.

PRYHITK. In old English - law. The
aflordlng harbor and entertaimn_eut.to any
one.

PRYTHE. Sax. In old English law.
A plain between woods. Co. Lltt. 51).

An arm of the sea, or a strait between
two lands. Cowell.

PUAGE, POOAGE. Hearth money. A
tax laid upon each fire-place or hearth. An
imposition of a shilling for every hearth.
levied by Edward III. in the dukedom of
Aquitaine. Spelnian; 1 Bl. Comm. 324.

PUER. In old English law. Fliglit. It
is of two kinds: (1) Fucr in fan. or in
facto. where a person does apparently and
corporaliy flee; (2)'fuer in icy. or in lcbv,
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‘when. being called in the county court. he
does not appear, which legal interpretation
makes flight. Wharton.

PUERO.
code.

A general usage or custom of a province,
having the force of law. Strother v. Lucas,
12 Pet. 446, 9 L. Ed. 1137. Ir contra fucra,
to violate a received custom.

A grant of privileges and inimunitia.
Gonceder fueros, to grant exemptions.

A charter granted to a city or town.
designated as “cartas put-bias."

An act of donation made to an illdi\'idii:ll,
a church. or convent, on certain conditions.

A declaration of ii magistrate. in relation
to taxation, flnes, etc.

A charter granted by the sovereign. or

those having authority from him. establish-
ing the franchises of towns, cities, etc.

A place where justice is administered.
A peculiar forum, before which a party is

amenable.
The Jurisdiction of a tribunal. which is

entitled to take cognizance of a cause; as
more ccclcsiastico. fuero militar. See Schm.
Civil Law. Introd. 64. .

—Puoro do Gastilla. The body of laws and
customs which formerly governed the Castilians.
—!‘noro do eon-eos y oiunlnos. A special
tribunal taking cognizance of all matters relat-
ing to the post-oiiice and roads.—-Puoro do
guerra. A special tribunal taking cognizance
of all matters in relation to persons serving in
the army.—!'uoro do In A special tri-
bunal taking cognizance of all matters relat-
ing to the navy and to the rsons employed
therein.—Pnero Jnsxo. The or-um Judicium;
a code of laws established in the seventh cen-
tury for the Visigothic kingdom in Spain.
Some of its principles and rules are found sur-_
viving in the modern jurisprudence of that
country. Schm. Civil Law. Introd. 28.—Puero
municipal. The body of laws granted to it
city or town for its government _and the ad-
ministration of justice.—!‘uoro Real. The title
of a code of Spanish law promulgated by Al-

honso the Learned. (cl Sabin.) A. D. 1.5.’).
t was the precursor of the Partidas. Schm.

Civil Law. Introd. .67.—!‘uero Vlojo. The
title of a compilation of Spanish law. publislied
about A. D. 992. Schm. Civil Law. Introd.

In Spanish law. A law; 9.

Also

FUGA OATALLORUH. In old English
law. A drove of cattle. Blount.

PUGAOIA. A chase. Blount.

FIJGAM PECIT. Lat. He has made
flight; he fled. A clause inserted in an in-
quisltion. in old English law. meaning that
a person indicted for treason or felony hiid
fled. The effect of this is to make the
party forfeit his goods iibsoiiiteiy. and the
profits of his innds until he has been par-
doned or acquitted.

FUGATOR.
liege to hunt. Blount.

A driver. Fugatorcs currucarum, drivers
of wagons. Fieta, lib. 2, c. 78.

In old English law. A priv-

8 FULL

PUGITATE. In Scotch practice. To
outlaw, by the sentence of a court; to out-
law for non-appearaiice in a criminal case.
2 Alis. Grim. Pr. 350.
-1‘ tatlon. When a criminal does not obey
the citation to answer. the court pronounces
sentence of fugitation against him. which in-
duces a forfeiture of goods and chattels to the
crown. '

FUGITIVE. One who flees; always used
in law with the implication of a flight, eva-
sion. or escape from some duty or penalty or
from the consequences of a mlsdeed.
—!‘ngltivo _from justice. A person who,
having committed a_crime. flies from the state
or country where it transpired, in order to
evade arrest and escape justice.
Reilly, 116 U. S. S0. 6 Sup. Ct. 291. 29 L. Ed.
541; State v. Hall. 115 N. C. 811. 20 S. E.
729. 28 I. R. A. 289, 44 Am. St. Re . 501;
In re Vonrhees. 32 N. J. Law. 150; . tate V.
(liough. 71 N. H. 5:)-i. 53 Atl. 1086. 67 L. R. A.
46; People v. Hyatt. 172 N. Y. 176. 64 N. E.

. 60 L. R. A. 774. 92 Am. St. Rep. 706.
—Ifiig!tivo oflondex-s. In English law.
Where a rson accused of any offense punish-
able by imprisonmeut. with hard labor_for
twelve months or more. has left that part of
his majesty‘s dominiona where the oflense is
alie ed to have been committed. he is liable.
if ound in any other part of his majesty's
dominious. to be apprehended and returned in
manner provided by the fugitive oflender-s’ act.
1881. to the part from which he is a. fugitive.
Wharton.—!‘ugit!vo slave. One who. held in
bondage, flees from his master's power.—Pug1-
the slave law. An act of congress passed
in 1793 (and also one enacted in 1850) provid-
ing for the surrender and deportation of slaves
who escaped from their masters and fled into
the territory of another state, generally a
"free" state. ‘

PUGITIVUS. In the civil law. A fugi-
tive: a runaway slave. Dig. 11. 4; Cod. 6,
1. See the various deflnitions of this .word
in Dig. 21, 1, 17. ' -

P U G U’ E 8. Fr.
deuce. Ambulatory automutlsni.
TOMATISII.

In medical jurispru-
See AU-

PULL. Ample; complete; perfect: imi-
ture: not wanting in any essential quality.
Mobile School Com‘rs v. Putnam. 4-! Ala.
537 : Reed v. Hazleton. 37 Kan. 321, 15 Pac.
177; Quinn v. Donovan. 85 I11. 195.

—l‘nll ago. The age of legal majority, twen-
ty-one years at common law. twenty-five in the
civil law. 1 Bl. Comm. 463: Inst. 1. 2%. pr.
—Pu.ll answer. In pleading. A complete
and meritorious answer; one not wanting i.‘_
any essential requisite. Bentley v. Cleavt-laud.
22 Ala. 817: Durham v. Moore. 48 Kan. I35.
29 Pac. 4T2.—Pull blood. A term of relation.
denoting descent from the same couple. Broth-
ers and sisters of full blood are those who are
born of the same father and mother, or, as Jus-
tinian calls them. “ea: utro uc parcute conjuno
ti." Nov. 118. cc. 2. 3; iackeld. Rom. Law.
I 145. The more usual term in modern iaw_is
"whole blood." (q. v.)—Pnll co 7. In equity
practice. A complete and unab reviated tran-
script of a bill or other pleading. with all in-
dorsemcnts. and including a cap of all exhibits.
Finley v. ilunter. 2 Strob. Eq. S. C.) 210. note.
—l‘nll court. In practice. A court in base.
A court duly organized with all the judges pres-

Roberts v. '
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eat.-'-Pull covenants. See Covsiuiv'r.—1E‘nl1
defense. In pleading. The formula of de-
fense in a plea. stated at length and without
abbreviation, thus: "And the said C. D., bfv E.
F.. his attorney. comes and defends the orce
(or wrong) and injury when and where it shall
behoove him. and the damages, and whatsoever
else he ought to defend. and says.” etc. Steph.
Pi. p. 4S1.—I‘nll faith and ox-e¢_1lt., In the
constitutional provision that full faith and cred-
it shall be given in each state_ to the public acts,
records. and 'udicial proceedings of every other

-state. this p rase means that a judgment or
record shall have the same faith, credit, con-
clusive eflect. and obligatory force in other
states as it has by law or usage in the state
from whence taken. Christmas v. Russell. 5
V\'a|l. 302. 18 L. Ed. 475: McElinoyle v. C_ol_ien.
13 Pet. 326. 10 L. Ed. 177: Gibbons v. Living-
ston. 6 N. J. Law. 275: Brengle v. McClellan,
7 Gill & J. (Md.) 438.—Pull lndorsement.
See IivnoiismiaN'r.—I‘ull jurisdiction. Com-
plete jurisdiction over a given subject-matter or
class of actions (as. in equity) without any ex-
ceptions or reservations. Bank of Mississippi
v. Duncan. 52 Miss. 740.-Pull Inc. Life in
fact and in law. See 1:: FULL Lii-*E.—I‘nll
proof. In the civil law. Proof by two wit-
nesses. or a public instrument. Hallifax. Civil
Law, b. 3. c. 9. nn. 25. 30; 3 Bl. Comm.
370. Evidence which satisfies the minds of the
jury of the truth of the fact in dispute, to the
entire exclusion of every reasonable doubt.
Kane v. Hibernia Mut. F. ins. Co.. 38 N. J.
Law. 450, 20 Am. Rep. -i(i9.—Pull right.
The union of a good title with actual possession.

PULLUH AQUE.
of water. Blouut.

A fieam. or stream

FULLY ADHINISTERBD. The English
equivalent of the Latin phrase “plane admin-
istravit,-" being a plea by an executor or ad-
ministrator that he has completely and legal-
ly disposed of all the assets of the estate.
and has nothing left out of which a new
claim could be satisfied. See Ryans v. Boogh-
er. 169 M0. 673, 69 S. W. 1048.

PUHAGE. In old English law.
same as judge, or‘ smoke farthings.
Comm. 324. See Fuses.

The
1 Bl.

FUNCTION. Oiiice: duty; fulfillment
of a definite end or set of ends by the correct
adjustment of means. The occupation of an
office. By the performance of its duties. the
ofiicer is said to fi.ll his function. Dig. 32,
65, 1. See State v. Hyde, 121 Ind. 20, 22 N.
E. 644.

FUNCTIONAL DISEASE. In medical
Jurisprudence. One which prevents. oh-
structs. or interferes with the due perform-
ance of its special functions by any organ of
the body. without anatomical defect or ab-
normality in the organ itself. see Higbee v.
Guardian Mut. L. Ins. Co.. 66 Barb. (N. Y.)
472. Distinguished from “organic" disease.
which is due to some injury to, or lesion or
malformation in, the organ in question.

PUNCTIONARY. A public ofilcer or em-
pioyé. An oificer of a private corporation
is also sometimes so called.

BLLAW DlC‘l‘.(2D En.)-34
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PUNOTUS OFPICIO. Lat. Having ful-
filled the function, discharged the ofllce, or
accomplished the purpose. and therefore of no
further force or authority. Applied to an
officer whose term has expired, and who has
consequently no further oiiicial authority;
and also to an instrument, power, agency,
etc.. which has fulfilled the purpose of its
creation. and is therefore of no further vir-
tue or eflect.

FUND, 12. To capitalize with a view to
the production of interest. Stephen v. Mil-
nor, 21 N. J. Eq. 376. Also. to put into the
form of bonds. stocks, or other securities.
bearing regular interest, and to provide or
appropriate a fund or permanent revenue for
the payment thereof. Merrill v. Monticello
(C. C.) 22 Fed. 598.

—Pu.nded debt. To fund a debt is to pledge
a specific fund to keep down the interest and
redu_ce the principal. '.llie term “fund" was
originally applied to a portion of the national
revenue. set apart or pedged to the payment
of a particular debt. Hence, as applied to the
pecuniary obli ations of states or municipal cor-
porations, a unded debt is one for the pay-
ment of which (interest and principal) some
fund is appropriated. either specifically. or by
provision made for uture taxation and the
¥(uaai' pledgin%in advance of the public revenue.

etchum v. ufialo. 14 N. Y. 356; People v.
Carpenter, 31 App. Div. 603. 52 N. Y. Supp.
781. As applied to the financial management of
corporations (and sometimes of estates in course
of administration or properties under receiver-
ship) funding means the borrowing of a sulfi-
cient sum of money to discharge a variety of
floating or unsecured debts, or debts evidenced
by notes or secured by bonds but maturing with-
in a short time. and creating a new debt in lieu
thereof, secured by a general mortgage. a series
of bonds. or an issue of stock. generally ma-
turing at a more remote period. and often at
a lower rate of interest. The new debt thus
substituted for the pre-existing debts is called
the “funded debt." See Ketchum v. Buffalo,
14 N. Y. 356; People v. Cariiegiter, 3] App.
Div. 603. '52 N. Y. Supp. 781: wrey v. Ster-
ling, 41 Or. 518. 69 Pac. 460. This term is
very seldom applied to the debts of a private
individual: but when so used it must be under-
stood as referring to a debt embodied in se-
curities of a permanent character and to the
payment of which certain property has been ap-

lied or pledged. \\'ells v. \Vells (Super. N. Y.)
54 N. Y. Supp. 874.—Pn:ndln¢ system. The
practice of borrowing money to defray the ex-
penses of government. and creating a “sinking
fund." designed to keep down interest, and to
effect the gradual reduction of the rincipal
debt. Merrill v. Monticello (C. C.) 22 ed. 590.

FUND, 11. A sum of money set apart for
a specific purpose. or available for the pay-
ment of debts or claims.

in its narrower and more usual sense, “fund"
signifies “capital.” as opposed to “interest"_or
“income ;” as where we speak of a corporation
funding the arrears of interest due on its bonds.
or the like, meaning that the interest is capital-
ized and made to bear interest in its turn until
it is repaid. Sweet.

In the plural, this word has a variety of
slightly different meanings, as follows:

1. Money in hand: cash; money available
for the payment of a debt. legacy. etc. Ga-
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iena Ins. Co. v. Kupfer, 28 Ill. 335. 81 Am.
Dec. 284.

2. The proceeds of sales of real and per-
sonal estate, or the proceeds of any other as-
sets converted into money. Doane v. Insur-
ance Co., 43 N. J. Eq. 533, 11 Ati. 739.

3. Corporate stocks or government securi-
ties; in this sense usually spoken of as the
“tunds."

4. Assets, securities, bonds. or revenue of
a state or government appropriated for the
discharge of its debts.
—No funds. This term denotes a lack of as-
sets or money for a specific use. It is the
return made by a bank to a check drawn upon
it by a person who has no deposit to his credit
there: also by an executor, trustee, etc.. who
has no assets for the specific purpose.-—Publio
funds. An untechnical name_ for (1) the rev-
enue or money of a government, state. or mu-
nicipal corporation: (2) the bonds, stocks, or
other securities of a national or state govern-
ment.—Sink:lng fund. The aggregate of sums
of money (as those arising from particular taxes
or sources of revenue) set apart and invested,
usually at fixed intervals, for the extinguish-
ment of the debt of a government or corpora-
tion, by the accumulation of interest. Elser v.
Ft. Worth gex. Civ. App. 27 S. W. 740;
Union Pac. . Co. v. Buifa 0 County Com'rs,
9 Neb. 440. 4 N. W. 53; Brooke v. Philadel-
phia. 162 Pa. 123. 29 Atl. 387. 21 L. R. A. 781.
—Gsnsral (and. This phrase. in New York.
is a collective designation of all the assets of
the state which furnish the means for the sup-
port of government and for defraying the dis-
cretionary appropriatjons of the legislature.
People v. Orange County Sup’rs, 27 Barb. (N.
Y.) 575, 588.

FUNDAMENTAL ERROR. See Enaoa.

PUNDAHENTAL LAW. The law which
determines the constitution of government
in a state. and prescribes. and regulates the
manner of its exercise; the organic law of
5 state; the constitution.

PUNDAHUS. We found. ’ One of the
words by which a corporation may be created
in England. 1 Bl. Comm. 473; 3 Steph.
Comm. 173.

!“UNDA'.l.'!0. Lat. A founding or foun-
dation. Particularly applied to the creation
and endowment of corporations. As applied
to eleemosynary corporations such as colleges
and hospitals, it is said that “fundatio in-
cipiens" is the incorporation or grant of cor-
porate powers. while "tundatio perflciens" is
the endowment or grant or gift of funds or
revenues. Dartmouth College v. Woodward,
4 wheat. 667, 4 L. Ed. 629.

FUNDATOR. A founder, (q. 1:.)

FUND! PATRIHONIALEI.
inheritance.

Lands of

PUNDITORES. Pioneers. Jncol).

FUNDUS. In the civil and old English
law. Land; land or ground generally; land,
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without considering its specific use ;' land. in-
cluding buildings generally; a farm.

FUNERAL EXPENSES. Money expend-
ed in procuring the interment of a corpse.

FUNGIBLE THINGS. Movable goocb
which may be estimated and replaced accord-
ing to weight, measure, and number. Things
belonging to a class, which do not have to be
dealt with in specie.

Those things one specimen of which is as good
as another, as is the case with half-crowns. or
pounds of rice of the same quality. Horses.
slaves, and so forth. are non-fungible things.
because they diifer individually in value, and
cannot be exchanged indifierently one for an-
other. Holl. Jur. 88.

Where a thing which is the subject of an ob-
ligation (which one man is bound to deliver to
another) must be delivered in specie, the thing
is not fungihle; that very individual thing. and
not another thing of the same or another class.
in lieu of it, must be delivered Where the
subject of the obligation is a thing of a given
class. the thing is said to be fungible: s. e.,
the delivery of any object which answers to the
generic description will satisfy the terms of the
obligation. Aust. Jur. 483, 484.

FUNGIBILES RES. Lat. In the civil
law. Fungible things. See that title.

PUB. Int. A thief. One who stole se-
cretly or without force or weapons, as op-
posed to robber.
—I‘Iu- manifestus. In" the civil law. A man-
ifest thief. A thief who is taken in the very
act of stealing.

Lat.PURANDI ANIHUS. An inten-
tion ot stealing.

PURCA. In old English law. A fork.
A gallows or gibbet. Bract. fol. 56.
—I‘1u-ca at flagellum. Gallows and whi .

Tenure ad Iurcam et flagellum tenure by ga -

lows and whip. The meanest o. s<-rvile tenures.
where the bondmau was at the disposal of his
lord for life and limb. Cowell.-Fax-on at fos-
sa. Gallows and pit, or pit and gallows. A
term used in ancient charters to signify a juris-
diction of punishing thieves, viz., men by hang-
ing. women by drowning. Spelmau: Cowell.

PURIGELDUM.
for theft.

Pu:-loll nulls voluntss est.

A line or muict paid

A madman
has no will. Dig. 50, 17, 40; Broom, Max.
314.

PURIOSITY. In Scotch law. Madness.
as distinguished from fatuity or idiocy.

FUBIOUS. Lat.
madman; a lunatic.

Au insane man; a

Purlosus absontis loco est. A madman
is the same with an absent person. [that is.
his presence is of no ei'tect.] Dig. 50, 17,
24. 1.

Furious: nullum negotilun oontrlslsoro
potent. A 'mndman can contract nothing.
[can make no contract.) Dig. 50, 17. 5.
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Puflosus solo furore punitur. A mad-
man is punished by his madness alone; that
is. he is not answerable or punishable for his
actions. Co. Lltt. 2-17b; 4 Bl. Comm. 24,
396; Broom, Max. 15.

Pu:-iosus stipulate non petesi: use an-
uuid uegotiun users, and non intelligit
quid agfl. 4 Coke, 126. A madman who
knows not what he does cannot make a bar-
gain, nor transact any business.

FUBLINGUS. A furlong. or a furrow
one-eighth part of a mile long. Co. Lltt. 5b.

' FUBLONG. A measure of length, be-
ing forty poles, or one-eighth of a mile.

FUBLOUGH. Leave of absence; espe-
cially, leave given to a military or naval of-
flcer, or soldier or seaman. to be absent from
service for a certain time. Also the docu-
ment granting leave of absence.

FUBNAGE.

FUBJIISE. To supply; provide; pro-
vide for use. Delp v. Brewing Co.. 123 Pa.
42, 15 Atl. 871; Wyatt v. Iarimer & W. Irr.
Co.. 1 Colo. App. 480. 29 Pac. 906. As used
in the liquor laws, “furnish" means to pro-
vide in any way. and includes giving as well
as selling. State v. Freeman. 27 Vt. 520;
State v. Tague, 76 Vt. 118. 56 Atl. 535.

FURNITURE. This term includes that
which furnishes, or with which anything is
furnished or supplied; whatever must be
supplied to a house, a room, or the like, to
make it habitable. convenient, or agreeable;
goods. vessels. utensils. and other append-
ages necessary or convenient for housekeep-
ing; whatever is added to the interior of a
house or apartment. for use or convenience.
Bell v. Golding. 27 Ind. 173.

The term “furniture" embraces everything
about the house that has been usually enjoyed
therewith. including plate. linen. china. and pic-
tures. Endicott v. Endicott, 41 N. .1’. Eq. 96.
3 Atl. 157.

The word “furniture" made use of in the dis-
position of the law, or in the conventions or
acts of persons, comprehends only such fumi-
tnre as is intended for use and ornament of
apartments. but not libraries which happen to
be there. nor plate. Civ. Code La. art. 477.
--!‘u.rulture of a ship. This term includes
everything with which a ship requires to be fur-
nished or equipped to make her seaworthy: it
comprehends _all articles furnished by ship-
chandlers. which are almost innumerable. Wea-
ver v. The S. G. Owens, 1 Wall. Jr. 369. Fed.
Cas. No. 17.310.—Household furniture.
This term. in a will. includes all personal chat-
tels that may contribute to the use or conven-
ience of the householder. hr the ornament of
the house; as plate. linen. china. both useful
and ornamental. and pictures. But goods in
trade, books. and wines will not pass by a be-
quest of household furniture. 1 Rap. .Leg. KB.

PURHIVAL’ III. Formerly an inn
of chancery. See Iims or Cn.mcnar._

Furor cont:-ah! uiatrimouium non.

shit, guts. eonsensu opus est. Insanity

See FOBNAOIUII: Fons.
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prevents marriage from being contracted. be-
cause consent is needed. Dig. Z3. 2, 16. 2;
1 Ves. &. B. 140; 1 Bl. Comm. 439; Wight-
man v. Wiglitman. 4 Johns. Ch. (N. Y.) 343.
345. . -

PUB’! AND FONDUNG. In old Eng-
lish law. Time to advise or take counsel.
Jacob.

FURTHER. In most of its uses in law.
this term means additional, though occas-
sionuily it may mean any. future, or otlie".
See London & S. F. Bank v. Parrott. 12:’;
Cal. 472, 58 Pac. 164. 73 Am. St. Rep. 64;
Httchings v. Van Brunt. 38 N. Y. 338; Fifty
Associates v. llowland. 5 Cush. (Mass.) 218:
O'Fallon v. Nicholson. 56 M0. 238; Pennsyl-
vania Co. v. Louglilin, 139 Pa. 012, 21 Atl.
163.
—!‘u1-ther advance. A second or subsequent
loan of money to a mortgagor by a mortgagee.
either upon the same security as the original
loan was advanced u n. or an additional se-
curity. Equity consi era the arrears of inter-
est on a mortgage security converted into prin-
cipal, by agreement between the parties. as a
further advance. Wharton.—!‘urtlier assur-
ance covenant for. See CoviI:NaN'r.—!‘urther
eonsiderution. In English practice, upon a
motion for judgment or application for a new
trial, the court may. if it shall be of opinion
that it has not sutiicient materials before it to
enable it to give judgment, direct the motion
to stand over for further consideration, and di-
rect such issues or questions to be tried or de-
termined. and such accounts and inquiries to be
taken and made, as it may think fit. Rules
Sup. Ct. xi. l0.-Further directions. When
a master ordinary in chance? made a report in
pursuance of a decree or ecretal order. the
cause was again set down before the judse who
made the decree or order, to be proceeded with.
Where a master made a separate report. or one
not in ursuance of a decree or decretal order.
a petition for consequential directions had to
be presented. since the cause could not be set
down for further directions under such circnin-
stances. See 2 Daniell, Ch. Pr. (5th Ed.) 12%,
note.--Further hearing. In practice. Hear-
ing at another time.—Pu:-ther maintenance
of notion, plea to. A plea grounded upon
some fact or facts which have arisen since the
commencement of the suit, and which the de-
fendant puts forward for the purpose of showing
that the plaintiif should not further maintain
his action. Brown.

PUBTHERANCE. In criminal law, fur-
thering, helping forward, promotion, or ad-
vancement of a criminal project or conspir-
acy. Powers v. Comm.. 114 Ky. 237, 70 S.
W. 652.

PURTIVE. In old English law. Stealth-
ily; by stealth. Fleta. lib. 1, c. 38. 5 3.

PURTUM. Lat. Theft. The fraudulent
appropriation to one's self of the property of
another, with an intention to commit theft
without the consent of the owner. Fleta. l.
1, c. 36; Bract. fol. 150: 3 Inst. 107.

The thing which has been stolen. Bract.
fol. 151.
—l‘urtum eouee turn. in Roman law. 'l'he
theft which was isclosed where. upon search-
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ing any one in the presence of witnesses in due
form, the thing stolen was discovered in his
possession.—-Furtvun grave. In Scotch law.
An aggravated degree of theft. anciently punish-
ed with death. It still remains an 0 en point
what amount of value raises the the to this
serious denomination. 1 Broun. 352. note. see
1 Swint. 467.—P|u-tum manifostun. Open
theft. Theft where a thief is caught with the
property in his possession. Bract. fol. 150b.
—FuI-tun oblntrun. In the _civil law. OEc.r-
ed theft. Oblatum furtum dicvtur cum rec fur-
tiva ab aliqua tibi oblata cit caquc apud ie
conocpta cit. Theft is called oblatum” when
a thing stolen is oifered to you by any one. and‘
found upon you. Inst. 4, 1, 4

Furtnm out cont!-ootstio 1-oi aliens
frandulonta, cum nnimo flu-nndi, invite
1110 domino ouju re: 1115 fuel-at. 3 Inst.
107. Theft is the fraudulent handling of an-
other's property, with an intention or steal-
ing, against the will of the proprietor, whose
property it was.

Pin-tum non. out ubi initium. inhei: do-
tentionis per doninhun roi. 3 Inst. 107.
There is no theft where the foundation of
the detention is based upon ownership of the
thing.

PUITIGATIO. In old English law. A
beating with sticks or clubs; one of the an-
cient kinds of punishment of muiefactors.
Bract. fol. 10-ib, lib. 3, tr. 1, c. 6.

FUSTII. In old lmgllah law. A staff,
used in making livery of selsin. Bract. 1'01.

40.
A baton, club, or cudgel.

FUTURE DEBT. In Scotch law. A
debt which is created, but which will not he-
come due till a future day. 1 Bell, Comm.
315.

FUTURE ESTATE. See ESTATE.

FUTURES. This term has grown out of
those purely speculative transactions, in
which there is a nominal contract of sale for
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future delivery. but where in fact none is
ever intended or executed. The nominal
seller does not have or expect to have the
stock or merchandise he purports to sell, nor
does the nominal buyer expect to receive it
or to pay the price. Instead of that, a per-
centage or margin is paid, which is increas-
ed or diminished as the market rates go up
or down. and accounted for to the buyer.
King v. Quldnick Co., 14 R. I. 138; Lennon-
ius v. Mayer. 71 Miss. 514. 14 South. 33;
Plank v. Jackson, 128 Ind. 424, 26 N. E. 568.

PUTUBI. Lat. Those who are to be.
Part of the commencement of old deeds.
“Srian-t prwaenies et fuiuri, quod ego ialia,
dcdi ct concessi," etc., (Let all men now liv-
ing and to come know that I, A. B., have.
etc.) Bract. fol. 34b.

P112, or PUIT.
a wood or forest.

A Celtic word, meaning

PYETWITE. One of the fines incurred
for homicide.

PYKE. A bow-net for catching fish.
Pub. St. Mass. 1882, p. 1291.

PYLE. In old Scotch law. To defile: to
declare foul or detiled. Hence, to iind a
prisoner guilty.

PYLIT. In old Scotch practice.
found guilty. See Fur.

filed:

FYRD. Sax. In Anglo-Saxon law. The
military array or land force of the whole
country. Contribution to the fyrd was one«
of the imposta forming the trinoda ncceaai-‘
tas. (Also spelled “ferd" and “flrd.")
—1‘ya-dfu.-e. A summoning forth to join a‘
military expedition; a summons to join the
fy/rii or army.—Pn-dsocno, (or fyrdaoken.)
Exemption from military duty: exemption from
service in the fyrri.—Py1-dwlte. A line impos-
ed for neglecting to join the fwd when arm-
moned. Also.a fine imposed for murder com-
mitted in the army: also an acquittance of
such fine. .



G. In the Law French orthography, this
letter is often substituted for the English W,
particularly as an initial. Thus, “gage” for
“wage," “garranty” for “warranty,” “gast"
for “waste."

G-ABEL. An excise; a tax on movabies;
a rent, custom, or service. Co. Lltt. 213.
—I.nnd gabel. See LAND.

GABELLA. The Law
“gnbel," (q. 1:.)

Latin form of

G A31. A1‘ 0 R E 8. Persons who paid
aabel, rent, or tribute. Domesday; Cowell.

GABLUH. A rent; a tax. Domesday:
Du Cange. The gable-end of a house. Cow-
ell.

GABULUS DENARIORUH. Rent paid
in money. Seid. Tit. Hon. 321. '

.GA1‘l‘0IzDGILI). The payment of cus-
tom or tribute. Scott.

GAITOLDLAND. Property subject to
the gaifoldgild, or liable to be taxed. Scott.

GAPOL.
"gavel."

The same word as “gabel” or
Rent; tax; interest of money.

GAGE,'v. In old English law. To pawn
or pledge; to give as security for a payment
or performance; to wage or wager.

GAGE, n. In old English law. A
pawn or pledge; something deposited as se-
curity for the performance of some act or the
payment of money. and to he forfeited on
failure or non-performance. Glanv. lib. 10,
c. 6; Britt. c. 27.

A mortgage is a dc-ad—gage or pledge; for,
whatsoever rofit it yields. it redeems not it-
self, unless t e whole amount secured is paid at
the -appointed time. Coweil.

In French law. The contract of pledge
or pawn; also the article pawned.
—Gage, estates in. Those held in vadio, or
pledge. They are of two kinds: (1) Vimnn
vadium. or living ledge or vifgage; (2) mar-
hwm vadium, or end pledge, better known as
“mortgage."

GAG]-23 DE DELIVERANCIB. In old
English law. When he who has distrained.
being sued. has not delivered the cattle dis-
trulned. then he shall not only avow the dis-
tress, but gager deliverance. L e.. put in sure-
ty or pledge that he will deliver them.
Fitzh. Nat. Brev.

Ghana. nm. mar.
01- 17.)

Wager of law,

GAIN. Profits: winnings: increment of
value, Gray v. Darlington, 15 Wall. 65, 21

~GAMBLE

L. Ed. 45; Thorn v. De Breteull, 86 App.
Div. 405, 83 N. Y. Supp. 849.

G-AINAGE. The gain or profit of tilled
or planted land, raised by cultivating it; and
the draught, plow, and furniture for carry-
ing on the work of tillage by the baser kind
of eokemen or 1‘-illeins. Bract. l. i. c. 9.

GAINEBY. Tillage, or the profit arising
from it, or from the beasts employed therein.

GAINOR. In old English law. A sake-
man; one who occupied or cultivated arable
land. Old Nat. Brev. 101. 12.

GAJUH. A thick wood. Spelman.

GALE. The payment of a rent, tax, duty,
or annuity.

A gale is the right to open and work a mine
within the Hundred of St. Briavel’s, or a
stone quarry within the open lands of the
Forest of Dean. The right is a license or
interest in the nature of real estate, condi-
tional on the due payment of rent and ob-
servance of the obligations imposed on the’
galee. It follows the ordinary rules as to the
devolution and conveyance of real estate.
The galee pays the crown a rent known as a
“galeage rent," “royalty,” or some similar
name, proportionate to the quantity of min-
erals got from the mine or quarry. Sweet.

GALEA. In old records. A piratlcai ves-
sel; a galley.

GALENES. In old Scotch law. Amends
or compensation for slaughter. Bell.

GALLI-HALPPENGE. A kind of coin
which, with suskins and doitkins. was for-
bidden -by St. 3 Hen. V. c. 1.

'GA:I'.I.IVoI.A'l.‘I‘Ult. A cock-shoot. or
cock-glade.

GALLON. A liquid measure. containing
231 cubic inches, or four quarts. The im-
perial gallon contains about 277, and the ale
gallon 282, cubic inches. Hollender v. Ma-
gone (0. C.) 38 Fed. 914; Nichols v. Beard
(0. C.) 15 Fed. 437.

'GALI.0W8. A scaflold; a beam laid
over either one or two posts. from which
malefnctors are hanged.

GAMACTA. In old European law. A
stroke or blow. Spelman.

GAMALI8. A child born in lawful wed-
lock; also one born to betrothed but unmar-

ried parents. Spelman.

GAMBLE. To game or play at a game
for money. Buckley v. 0'Niel. 113 Mass. 193.
18 Am. Rep. 466. The word “gmnbie" is per-
haps the most upt and substantial to convey
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the idea of unlawful play that our language
aifords. It is inclusive of hazarding and bet-
ting as well as playing. Bennett V. State, 2
Yerg. (Tenn.) 474.
—Gs.inb1er. One who follows or practices
games of chance or skill. with the expectation
and purpose of thereby winning money or other
property. Buckley v. 0'Niel. 113 Mass. 193.
18 Am. Rep. 4-66.—Gunbling. See Guano.
—G-enabling device. A machine or contriv-
ance of an kind for the pinyin of an unlaw-
ful game o chance or hazard. ii re_ Lee Tong
(D. C. 18 Fed. 257: State V. Hardin, 1 Kan.
477. cabling policy. In life insurance.
One issued to a person, as beneficiary, who has
no pecuniary interest in the life insured. Oth-
erwise" called a “wager policy." Gainbs Y.
Covenant Mut. L. Ins. Co., 50 Mo. 47..

GAH!-:. 1. Birds and beasts of a wild
nature, obtained by fowling and hunting.
Bacon, Abr. See Coolidge V. Choate, 11 Metc.
(Mass.) 79. The term is said to include (in
England) hares. pheasants, partridges, grouse.
heath or moor game, black game. and bus-
tards. Brown. See 1 & 2 Wm. IV. c. 32.

—Guno-keeper. One who has the care of
keeping and preserving the game on an estate,
being appointed thereto by a lord of a manor.
—Gams~laws. Laws passed for the preserva-
tion of game. They-usually forbid the killing
of specified game during certain seasons or by
certain described means. As to English game-
lavéa, see 2 Steph. Comm. 82; 1 & 2 Wm. IV.
c. .

2. A sport or pastime, played with cards,
dice. or other appliances or contrivances.
See GAJIING.
—Gisms of clinics. One in which the result,
as to success or failure. depends less upon
the skill and experience of the player than upon
purely fortuitous or accidental circumstances.
incidental to the game or the manner of play-
ing it or the device or apparatus with which it
is played but not under the control of the
player. A game of skill, on the other hand. al-
though the element of chance necessarily cannot
be entirely eliminated. is one in which success
depends principally upon the superior knowl-
edge, attention, experience, and skill of the play-
er. whereby the elements of luck or chance in
the game are overcome, improved or turned to
his advantage. Peo ie V. Lavin, 79 N. Y. 164,
71 N. E. 753, 66 ISL A. 601: Stearnes V.
State. 21 Tex. 692, arless v. . Morris
(Iowa) 172; Wortham v. State, 59 Miss. 182;
State V. Gnpton, 80 N. C. 271.

GAMING. The act or practice of play-
ing games for stakes or wagers; gambling;
the playing at any game oi.’ hazard. An
agreement between two or more persons to
play together at a game of chance for a stake
or wager which is to become the property of
the winner, and to which all contribute. In
re Stewart (D. C.) 21 Fed. 398; People v.
Todd, 51 Hun, 446. 4 N. Y. Supp. 25; State V.
Show, 39 Minn. 153, 39 N. W. 305; State V.
.\iorg-an, 133 N. C. 743, 45 S. E 1033.

Gaming is an agreement between two or
more to risk money on a contest or chance of
any kind. where one must he loser and the
other gainer. Bell v. State. 5 Sneed ('I‘enn.)
507.

in general. the words. “gaming" and “gam-
bling,' in statutes, are similar in meaning, and
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either one comprehends the idea that, by a bet.
by chance, by some exercise of skill, or b the
transpiring of some event unknown until it oc-
curs, something of value is, as the conclusion of
premises agreed. to be transferred from a loser
to a winner, without which latter element there
is no gaming or gambling. Bish. St. Crimes, I

“Gai_ning" im lies, when used_as describing a
condition, an eement of illegality; and, when
people are said to be “gaming," this generally
supposes that the “games" have been games in
which money comes to the Victor or his backers.
When the terms “game" or “gaming" are used
in statutes, it is almost always in connection
with words giving them the latter sense. and in
such case it is only by averring and proving the
dilferentia that the prosecution can be sustain-

. But when “gaming” is spoken of in a stat-
ute as indictable, it is to be regarded as con-
vertible with "gambling." 2 Whart. Cri_m. Inw.
5 1465b.

"Gaming" is pro riy the act or engagement
of the players. I by-standers or other third
persons put up a stake or wa er among them-
selves, to go to one or the ot er according to
the result of the game, this is more correctly
termed “betting."

contracts. See WAosa.—Gsu-
houses. In criminal law. Houses in

which gambling is carried on as the business of
the occu ants, and which are frequented by

ersons or that purpose. They _are nvisances.
ii the eyes of the law. being detrimental to the

public, as they promote cheating and other cor-
rupt igactices. 1 Russ. Crimes. 299; Rose.
Crim. v. 663: People v. Jackson, 3 Denio (N.
Y.) 101, 45 Am. I)ec. 449: Anderson v. State
ffex. App.) 12 S. W. 869' People v. Weithofl,
ail Mich. 203. 16 N. w. 442. 47 Am. Rep. ~..... ;
lziégrgan V. State, 42 Tex. Cr. R. 422. W 8. W.

GANANCIAI. rnomzirnr. In Spanish
law. A species of community in property en-
joyed by husband and wife, the property be-
ing divisible between them equally on a dis-
solution ot the marriage. 1 Bnrge. Conn.
Law, 418. See Cartwright V. Cartwright, 18-
Tex. 634; Cutter V. Waddingham, 22 M0.
254.

GANANOIAS. In Spanish law. Gains
or profits resulting from the employment oi.’

property held by husband and wife in com-
mon. White, New Recop. b. 1, tit. 7, c. 5.

GANG-WEEK. The time when the
bounds of the parish are iustrated or gone-
over by the parish oflicers.——rogntion week.
Eric. Lond.

GANGIATORI. Oflicers in ancient times .

whose business it was to examine weights
and measures. Skene.

GANTELOPE, (pronounced “gniintlett.")
A military punishment, in which the crim-
inal ruhning between the ranks receives a
lash from each man. Enc. Lond. This was '

called “running the gauntlett."

G-AOL. A prison for temporary confine-
ment; a jail; a place for the confinement of
offenders against the law.

There is said to be a distinction between
"gaol“ and "prison :" the former being a ‘place
for temporary or provisional confinement, or for ~
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the punishment of the lighter oflenses and mis-
demeanors, while the latter is a place for per-
manent or long-continued confinement, or for
the punishment of graver crimes. In modern
usage, this distinction is commonly taken be-
tween the words “gaoi" and "penitentiary," or
state's prison,) but the name "prison" is ind s-
criminately applied to either.
-610] liberties 3101 units. A district
around a gaol, defined by limits, within which
prisoners are allowed to go at large on giving
security to return. It is considered a part of
the gaol.—Gaoler. The master or keeper of a
prison; one who has the custody of a place
where prisoners are confined.

G-AOL DELIVERY. In criminal law.
The delivery or clearing of a gaol of the pris-
oners coniined therein, by trying them.

In popular speech, the clearing of a gaol
by the escape of the prisoners.
-General gnol delivery. In English law.
At the assizes (q. 12.) the judges sit b virtue
of five several authorities. one of whic is the
commission of “general gaol delivery." This em-
powers them to try and deliverance make of
every prisoner who shall be in the gaol when the
fudges arrive at the circuit town, whether_ an
ndictment has been preferred at any_previous

assize or not. 4 Bl. Comm. 270. This is also
a part of the title of some American criminal
courts, as, in Pennsylvania. the “court of oyer
and terminer and general jail delivery."

GARAIIDIA, or GARANTIA. A war-
ranty. Speiman.

GADAJITIE. In French law. This word
corresponds to warranty or covenants for
title in English law, In the case of a sale
this yarantie extends to two things: (1)
Peaceful possession of the thing sold; and
(2) absence of undiscloscd defects, (délauts
cachéa.) Brown.

GARATEX. In old Lombardic law.
A gift; a free or absolute gift; a gift of the
whole of a thing. Spelman.

GAEAUNTOR. L. Fr. In old English
law. A warrantor of land: a vouchee: one
bound by a warranty to defend the title and
seisin of his alienee. or. on default thereof.
and on eviction of the tenant, to give him
other lands of equal value. Britt. c. 75.

GARDA. In old English law. A -bundle
or sheaf. Blade in aarbis. corn or grain in
sheaves. Beg. Orig. 96; Bract. fol. 209.

—Gu-In. sagittu-run. A sheaf of arrows,
containing twenty-four. Otherwise called “8chaf-
fa eam'ttanim." Skene.

GARDAZILES DECIXE.
Tlthes of corn, (grain) Bell.

In scotch law.

GARDLE. In English statutes. To sort
or call out the good from the bad in spices,
drugs. htc. Coweli.
—Gu-bier of spices. An ancient officer in
the city of London. who might enter into any
sho . warehouse. etc.. to view and search drugs
an spices, and garble and make clean the same.
or see that it be done. Mosley & Whitley.
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G-A3010 STOLE. Groom of the stole.

GAROIOICES.
camp. Wals. 242.

Servants who follow a

GARD, or G-AIDE. L. Fr. Wardship;
care; custody; also the ward of a city.

GARDEIII. A keeper; a guardian.

GARDEN. A small piece of land, appro-
priated to the cultivation of herbs. fruits.
flowers, or vegetables. People v. Greeuburgh.
57 N. Y. 550; Ferry v. Livingston. 115 U. S.
542, 6 Sup. Ct. 175. 29 L. Ed. 489.

GARDIA. L. Fr. Custody; wardship.

GARDIANUS. In old English law. A
guardian, defender, or protector. In feudal
law, gardio. Spelman.

A warden. Gardianua eccleuw, a church-
warden. Gardianus quinque portuum, ward-
en of the Cinque Ports. Spelman.

GARDINUH. In old English law. A
garden. Reg. Orig. lb, 2.

G-ABEIIE. L. Fr. A warren:
ieged place for keeping animals.

a privi-

GABICESTURA. In old English law.
Victuals, arms, and other implements of war,
necessary for the defense of a town or castle.
Mat. Par. 1250.

GABNISH. n. In English law. Money
paid by a prisoner to his fellow-prisoners on
his entrance into prison.

GARNISH, 1:. To warn or summon.
To issue process of garnishment against a

person.

GARNISEEI-1. One garnished; a per-
son against whom process of garnishment is
issued; one who has money or property in
his possession belonging to ii defendant, or
who owes the defendant a debt, which aimi-
ey, property, or debt is attached in his hands,
with notice to him not to deliver or pay. it
over until the result of the suit be ascertain-
ed. Welsh v. Blackwell. 14 N. J. Law, 3-18;
Smith v. Mlin, 22 Fed. Cas. 606.

GARNISKIIENT. In the process of at-
tachnient. A warning to a person in whose
hands the effects of aiiotliernre attaciied not
to pay the money or deliver the property of
the defendant in his hands to him, but to ap-
pear and answer the plaintiffs suit. Drake.
Attachin. i 451: National Bank of Wilming-
ton v. Furtick. 2 Marv. (Del.) 35, 42 Atl. 479.
44 L. R. A. 115. 69 Am. St. Rep. 99; Georgia
6: A. Ry. Co. v. stollenwerck. 122 Ala. 539, 25
South. 258: Jeary v. American Exch. Bank,
2 Nel). (I.'iiof.) 657, 89 N. W. 772.

A “gurnishment.“ as ‘the word is employed
in this Code, is process to reach and subject
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money or effects of a defendant in attach-
ment, or in a judgment or decree, or in a
pending suit commenced in the ordinary
form, in the possession or under the control
of a third person, or debts owing such de-
fendant, or liabilities to him on contracts for
the delivery of personal property, or on con-
tracts for the payment of money which may
be discharged by the delivery of personal
property, or on a contract payable in persoii-
al property; and such third person is called
the "garnishee." Code Ala. 1886, 5 2994.

Garnishment is a proceeding to apply the debt
due by a third person to a judgment defendant,
to the extinguishment of that judgment. or to
appropriate efiects belonging to a defendant, in
the hands of a third person. to its payment.
Strickland v. Maddox, 4 Ga. 393.

Also a warning to any one for his appeiir-
ance, in a cause in which he is not a party,
for the information of the court and explain-
ing a cause. Cowell.
—Equita.ble slunent. This term is
sometimes applied to the statutory proceedings
authorized in some states, upon the return of an
execution unsatisfied. whereby an action some-
thing like a bill of discovery may be maintain-
ed against the judgment debtor and any third
person, to compel the disclosure of an money or
property or chose in action belonging to the
debtor or held in trust for him by such third
person, and to procure satisfaction of the judg-
ment out of such property. Geist v. St. Louis,
156 M0. 643. 57 S. W. 766, 79 Am. St. Re .

545. See St. Louis v. O'Neil Lumber Co., 1 4
Mo. 74, 21 S. W. 484.

/
GABNISTURA. In old English law.

Garnltnre; whatever is necessary for the for-
tification of a city or camp, or for the orna-

ment oi? a thing. 8 Rymer, 328; Du Gauge;
Oowell; Blount. '

GARROTING. A method of inflictiiig the
death penalty on convicted criminals prac-
tised in Spain, Portugal. and some Spanish-
American countries, consisting in strangula-
tion by means of an iron collar which is
mechanically tightened about the neck of the
sufferer. sometimes with the variation that
a sharpened screw is made to advance from
the hack of the apparatus and _pierce the
base of the hralii. Also. popularly, any form
of straiiglliig resorted to to overcome resist-
ance or induce unconsciousness, especially as
a concomitant to highway robbery.

GARSUHME.
anierciament or fine.

In old English law. An
Cowell.

GABTER. A string or ribbon by which
the stocking is iield upon the leg. The mark
of the highest order of English knighthood,
ranking next after the nobility. This milita-
ry order of knighthood is said to have been
iirst instituted by Richard 1., at the siege oi‘
Acre, where be caused twenty-six knights
who iirmly stood by him to wear thongs of
blue leather about their less. It is also said
to have heeii perfected by Edward Ill. and to
have received some alterations, which were
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afterwards laid aside, from_ Edward VI. The
badge of the order is the image or st. George.
called the “George," and the motto is “Hon!
suit qui mill 1/ pcusc." Wharton.

GARTH. In English law. A yard; a lit-
tle close or homestead in the north of Eng-
land. Oowell; Blonut.

A dam or wear in a river, for the catching
of fish.

GARYTOUR. In old Scotch law. Ward-
er. 1 Pitc. Crlm. Tr. pt. 1, p. 8.

GAITALDUS. A temporary governor of
the country. Blount. A bailiff or steward.
Speliiian. '

GASTEL. L. Fr. Wastel: wastel bread;
the tinest sort of wheat bread. Britt. c. 30:
Kelham.

GASTINE. L. Fr. Waste or uncultivat-
ed ground. Britt. c. 57.

GAUDIES. A term used in the English
universities to denote double commons.

GAUGE. The measure of width of a. rail-
way, fixed, with some exceptions, at 4 feet
8% inches in Great Britain and America, and
5 feet 3 inches in Ireliiiid.

GAUGEATOB. A gauger. Lowell.

GAUGBR. A surveying oflicer under the
customs, excise, and internal revenue laws,
appointed to exaiuiiie all tuiis, pipes, bogs-
heads, barrels and tierces of wine, oil, and
other liquids, and to give them a mark of
allowance, as containing lawful measure.
There are also private gaugers in large sea-
port towns, who are licensed by government
to perform the same duties. Rapal. & L.

GAUGETUM. A gauge or gauging; a
measure of the contents of any vessel.

GAVEL. In English law. Custom; trib-
ute; toll; yearly rent; payment of revenue;
of which there were anciently several sorts;
as gavel-com, gavel-malt, oat-uarcl. gavel-
foddcr, etc. Termes de la Ley; Cowell; Co.
Litt. 142a.
—GnveIba-od. Rent reserved in bread, corn.
or provision; rent payable in kind. Cowell.
—GnvoIoestor. A certain measure of rent-
ale. Coweli.—Gnvelgeld. That which yields
annual profit or toll. The tribute or toll itself.
Cowell; Du Cange.—Gave1horto. A service
of plowing perfonned by a customary tenant.
Coweli ;_ Du Cauge.—G|veflng_ men. Tenants
who paid ii reserved rent, besides some custo-
mary duties to be done by them. (‘owell.—
Gavel-mun. A tenant liable to the payment
of gavel or tribute. Somn. Gavelkind, 23.-
Gnvelmed. A customary service of mowin
meadow-laud or cutting grass. concuciudo fa -

candi.) Blount.—Gavelr-op. edreap or bid-
reap: the duty of reaping at the _bid or com-
mand of the lord Soinn. Gavelkind, 19. 21:
Ooweil.-Gnvelwerk. A customary service,
either manuopcra. by the person of the_ ten-
ant. or carropcra, by his carts or carriages.
Blount; Somn. Gaveikind, 24; Du Cange.
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GAVELET. An ancient and special kind
of cesaaril, used in Kent and London for the
recovery of rent. Obsolete. The statute of
gavelet is 10 Edw. II. 2 Reeve, Eng. Law,
c. 12, p. 298. See Emig v. Cunningham, 62
Md. 460.

GAVELKIND. A species of socage ten-
ure common in Kent, in England, where the
lands descend to all the sons, or heirs of the
nearest degree, together; may be disposed of
by will; do not escheat for felony; may be
allened by the heir at the age of fifteen; and
dower and cnrtesy is given of half the land.
Stim. Law gloss.

GAVELLEB.
crown having the general management of the
mlnes,'pits, and quarries in the Forest of
Dean and Hundred of St. Briavel‘s, subject.
in some respects, to the control of the com-
missioners of woods and forests. Ile grants
gales to free miners in their proper order,
accepts surrenders of gales, and keeps the
registers required by the acts. There is a
deputy-gaveller, who appears to exercise most
of the gavelier’s functions. Sweet.

GAZETTE. The ofllcial publication of the
English government, also called the “Lon-
don Gazette." It is evidence of acts of
state, and of everything done by the king
in his political capacity. Orders of adjudica-
tion ln bankruptcy are required to be pub-
lished therein; and the production of a copy
of the “Gazette,” containing a copy of the
order of adjudication, is evidence of the fact.
Mozley J: Whitley.

GEBOOOED. An Anglo-Saxon
meaning “conveyed.”

term,

GEBOCIAN. In Saxon law. To convey;
to transfer boc land, (book-"land or land held
by charter.) The grantor was said to aetio-
cian the alienee. See 1 Reeve. l-lng. Law, 10.

GEBURSCRIPT. In old English law.
Neighborhood or adjoining district. Cowell.

G-EBURUS. In old English law. A coun-
try neighbor; an inhabitant of the same gel)-
srscript. or village. Cowell.

GELD. In Saxon law. Money or tribute.
A mulct, compensation, value, price. Angeld
was the single value of a thing; twigcld,
double value, etc. So, wercgcld was the val-
ue of a man slain; orfgcld, that of a beast.
Brown. -

GELDABHJS.
able ; geldable.

In old Englishlaw. Tas-

GELDABLE. Liable to my geld; liable
to be taxed. Kelham.

GELDING. A horse that has been 0118?

trated. and which is thus distinguished from
the horse in his natural and unaltered con-
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dition. A “rldgling" (a half-castrated horse)
is not a gelding, but a horse, within the de-
nomination of animals in the statutes. Bris-
co v. State, 4 Tex. App. 219, 30 Am. Rep.
162.

GEHMA. Lat.
gem; a precious stone. Gems were distin-
guished by their transparency; such as em-
eralds, chrysolites, amethysts. Dig. 34, 2, 19,
17.

GEHOT. In Saxon law. A meeting or
moot; a convention; a public assemblage.
These were of several sorts, such. as the
witena-uemot, or meeting of the wise men;
the folc-gemot, or general assembly of the
people; the shire-gcmot, or county court; the
burg-gemot, or borough court; the hundred-
gcmot, or hundred court; the huh’-gemot, or
court-baron; the hat-mote. a convention of
citizens in their public hall;
or holy court; the awein-(remote, or forest
court; the ward-mote, or ward court. Whar-
ton; Cunningham.

GENEARCH. The head of a family.

GEIIEATH. In Saxon law. A villein, or
agricultural tenant, (villamls rimcus,-) a bind
or farmer, (flrmarius rusticus.) Spelxnan.

GENER. Lat.
in-law; a daughter's husband.
Dig. 38. 10, 4, 6.

In the civil law. A son-
(Filiae vir.)

GENERAL. Pertaining to, or designat-
ing, the genus or class. as distinguished from
that which characterizes the species or indi-
vidual. Universal, not particularized; as op-
posed to special. Principal or central; as
opposed to local. Open or available to all,
as opposed to select. Obtaining commonly,
or recognized universally; as opposed to par-
ticuiar. Universal or unbounded; as oppos-
ed to limited. Comprehending the whole, or
directed to the whole; as distinguished from
anything applying to or designed for a por-
tion only.

As a noun, the word is the title of a prin-
clpal ofllcer in the army, usually one who
commands a whole army, division, corps, or
brigade. In the United States army. the
rank of “general" is the highest possible,
next to the commander in chief, and is only
occasionally created. The oiiicers next in
rank are lieutenant general, major general,
and brigadier general.
—Gene:-sl assembly. A name given in some
of the United States to the senate and -house
of representatives, which compose the legis-
lative body. See State v. Gear, 5 Ohio Dec.
569.—General council. (1) A council con-
sisting of members of the Roman Catholic
Church from most parts of the world. but not
from every part. as an ecumenical council. (2)
One of the names of the English parliament.-
Generd court. The name given to the leg-
islature of Massar-h_usetts and of New Hamp-
shire. in colonial times. and subsequently by
their constitutions: so called because the

In the civil law. A

the holy-motc, -
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colonial legislatnre of Massachusetts grew out
of the general court or meeting of the Massa-
chusetts Company. Cent. Dict. See Citizens’
Sav. & Loan Ass'n v. Topeka, 20 Wall. 686,
22 L. Ed. 455.—Gonoral credit. The char-
acter of a witness as one generally worthy _of
credit. According to Bouvier, there is a dis-
tinction between this and “particular credit,”
which may be aifected by proof of particular
facts relating to the particular action. See
Bemis v. Kyle, 5 Abb. Prac. (N. S.) (N. Y.)
2£_’y3.—Gsneral field. Several distinct lots or
pieces of land inclosed and fenced in as one
common field. Mansfield v. Hawkes. 14 Mass.
440.—Gone:-al inclosuro act. The statute
41 Geo. III. e. 109, which consolidates a num-
ber of regulations as to the inclosure of com-
mon fields and waste lands.—Geno:-al inter-
est. In speaking of matters of public and gen-
eral interest. the terms “public” and “general”
are sometimes used as synon ms. But in re-
gard to the admissibility of earsay evidence,
a distinction has been taken between them. the
term “public” being strictly applied to that
which concerns every member of the state. and
the term “feneral" being confined to a lesser,
though stil a considerable, ortion of the
community. Tag. Ev. 5 609. eneral land-
ofloo. In the nited States. one of the hur-
eaus of the interior department, which has
charge of the survey, sale, granting of patents.
and other matters relating to the public lands.

As to general “Acceptance," “Administra-
t.ion," “Agent,” "Appearance," "Assignment,"
“Average,” "Benefit," “Challenge," “Charac-
ter," “Chat-ge." “Covenant." “Creditor," "Cus-
tom,” “Damages,” “Demurrer/' “Denial,"
“Deposit," “Devlse,” “Election," “Execution,”
“Executor," “I<‘inding," “Fund/' "Gaol Deliv-
ery.” “Guardian," “Impariance,” “Insurance,”
“Intent," “Issue," "Jurisdiction," “Law,"
“Legacy." “Letter of Credit," “Lien," “Mal-
lce," "Meeting," “Monition," “Mortgage,"
“0ccupant," “0rders," “Owner." “Partner-
sbip.” "Power.” “Property,” "Replication,"
"Restraint oi’ Trade," “Retainer," "Return
Day," “Rules," “Sessions," “Ship," "Stutute.”
“'.[‘ail," "Tenancy." “Term.” "Traverse," “Us-
age." “Verdlct," “Warrant," and “Warranty,"
see those titles.

GENEBALE. The usual commons in a
religious house. distinguished trom picturi-
tta, which on extraordinary occasions were
allowed beyond the commons. Coweli.

Gene:-alo dioturn genes-allter oat inter-
px-etandun. A general expression is to be
interpreted generally. 8 Coke, 116a.

Genes-ale nihll co:-turn irnplioat. A gen-
eral expression implies nothing certain. 2
Coke. 340. A general recital in a deed has
not the effect of an estoppei. Best. Ev. p.
408, 5 370.

Gone:-ale tanturn valet in gone:-alibua,
quantum singularo in singulis. What is
general is oi’ as much force among general
things as ‘what is particular is among things
particular. 11 Coke, 59b.

Gene:-alia prooedunt, spooialia soquun-
tus-. Things general precede, things special
follow. Reg. Brev.; Branch, Princ.
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Geno:-alia spooialilnu non do:-ogant.
Jenk. Cent. 120, cited L. R. 4 Exch. 2%.
General words do not derogate from special.

Gene:-alla aunt prcponcnda aingularh
bus. Branch, Princ. General things are to
precede particular things.

Generalla vex-ha aunt gone:-allter Intel-
ngonda. General words are to be under-
stood generally, or in a general sense. 3 Inst.
76; Broom, Max. 647.

Geno:-allbus speoialia dos-ogant. Spe-
cial things take from generals. Halk. Lat.
Max. 51.

Gcnoralls clausula non porrigitur ad
on cue antoa Ipeclalltor aunt ooaupro-'
henna. A general clause does not extend
to those things which are previously provid-
ed for specially. 8 Coke, 15-lb. Therefore,
where a deed at the first contains special
words, and afterwards concludes in general
words, both words. as well general as special,
shall stand.

Genes-ans regula gone:-auto: out into!-
ngsnda. A general rule is to be understood
generally. 6 Coke, 65.

GENERAL: 0!‘ ORDERS. Chiefs of
the several orders of monks, friars, and other
religious societies.

GENERK110. The issue or oflspring of
a mother-monastery. Coweli.

GENERATION. May mean either a de
gree of removal in computing descents. or a
single succession of living beings in natural
descent. McMillan v. School Committee, 10‘!
N. C. 609. 12 S. E. 330, 10 L. R. A. 823.

GENEROSUS.
tieman. Spelman.
—Gcner-osa. Gentle-woman. Coweil; 2 Inst.
668.—GenoI-out fllius._ The son of a gentle-
man. Generally abbreviated "gen. fil."

Lat. Gentleman; a gen-

GENICULUM.
ity. Spelman.

A degree of consanguin-

GENE. Lat. In Roman law. A tribe or
clan; a group of families, connected by com-
mon descent and bearing the same name, be-
ing all treeborn and of free ancestors. and in
possession of full civic rights.

GEIITES. pat. People. Contra omnes
gentea, against all people. Bract. Iol. 37b.
Words used in the clause of warranty in old
deeds.

G-E1I'l.‘II.El. In Roman law. The mem-
bers ot a gem or common tribe.

GENTLEHAN. In English law. A per-
son ot superior birth.

Under the denomination of “gentlemen" are
comprised all above yeoman; whereby noble-
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men are truly called “gentlemen.” Smith de
Rep. Ang. lib, 1, cc. 20. 21.

A “gentleman' is defined to be one who,
without any title, bears a coat of arms, or
whose ancestors have been freemen; and, by
the coat that a gentleman giveth. he is known
to be, or not to be, descended from those of
his name that lived many hundred years since.
ggsob. See Cresson v. Cresson. 8 Fed Can.

GHNTIEHAN USHER. One who holds
a post at court to usher others to the pres-
ence, etc.

GENTLEWOHAN. A woman of birth
above the common, or equal to that of a gen-
tleman; an addition of a woman's state or
degree.

GENT00 LAW. See HINDU Law.

GEIIUIIEE. As applied to notes, bonds,
and other .written instruments, this term
means that they are truly what they pur-
port to be, and that they are not false, forged,
flctitious, simulated, spurious, or counterfeit.
Baldwin v. Van Deusen, 37 N. Y. 492; Smelt-
zer v. White, .92 U. S. 392, 23 L. Ed. 508;
Dow v. Spenny, 29 Mo. 390; Cox v. North-
western Stage Co., 1 Idaho, 379.

GENES. In the civil law. A general
class or division, comprising several species.
In toto jars aeneri per speciem deroaatur, et
Iliad pomaimum habetur quad ad spcciem
directum en, throughout the law, the species
takes from the genus, and that is most par-
ticularly regarded which refers to the species.
Dig. 50, 11, 80.

A man's lineage, or direct descendants.
In logic, it is the first of the universal

ideas, and is when the idea is so common
that it extends to other ideas which are also
universal; e. g., incorporeal hereditament is
genus with respect to a rent. which is species.
Woolley, Introd. Dog. 45; 1 Mill, Log. 133.

GEORGE-NOBLE. An likigllsh gold coin.
value 8s. 8d.

GBREOBTIBODE. In old New York’
law. A court messenger or constable. 0‘Cal-
laghan, New Neth. 322.

GER]-IPA. In Saxon law. Greve. reve,
or reeve; a ministerial ofllcer of high antiq-
uity in England; answering to the grave or

-graf (orafio) oi! the early continental nations.
The term was applied to various grades of
oiiicers, from the scyre-gerefa, shire-grefe, or
shire-reve, who had charge of the county,
(and whose title and oflice have been perpet-
uated in the modern "sherifr.") down to the
tun-aerefa, or town-reeve. and lower. Bnrrill.

GEBBIIQ. Bearing. Gerena datum, hear-
ing date._ 1 Ld. Raym. 336; Bob. 19.

drnuux. Whole, full, or own, in re-
spect to relationship or descent. Brothers-
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german, as opposed to half-brothers, are
those who have both the same father and
mother. Cousins-german are “flrst" cous-
ins; that is, children of brothers or sisters.

GB3MA.'N‘US. Lat. Descended of the
same stock, or from the same couple of an-

cestors: of the whole or full blood. Mackeld.
Rom. Law, I 145.

GEBHEN TEIIRE. Lat. A sprout of
the earth. A young tree, so called.

GEROIITOCOMI. In the civil law. om-
cers appointed to manage hospitals for the
aged poor.

GERONTOCOHIUH. In the civil law.
An institution or hospital for taking care of
the old. Cod. 1, 3, 46, 1; Calvin.

GBRBYMANDEB. A name given to the
process of dividing a state or other territory
into the authorized civil or political divi-
sions, but with such a geographical arrange-
ment as to accomplish a sinister or unlawful
purpose, as, for instance, to secure a majority
for a given political party in districts where
the result would be otherwise it they were
divided according to obvious natural lines, or
to arrange school districts so that children
of certain religions or nationalities shall be
brought within one district and those of a
different religion or nationality in another
district. State v. Whitford, 54 Wis. 150, 11
N. W. 424.

GEBSIJMARIUS. In old English law.
Finable; liable to be amerced at the discre-
tion of the lord of a manor. Coweli.

GERIUMII. In old English law. Ex-
pense; reward; compensation; wealth. It
is also used for a line or compensation for an
oirense. 2 Mon. Angl. 973.

GRIT. In Saxon law. A guest. A name
given to a stranger on the second night of
his entertainment in another’s house. Twa-
night peat.

GESTATION, UTERO-GEITATION.
In medical jurisprudence. The time during
which a female, who has conceived, carries
the embryo or fmtua in her uterus.

GESTIO.
conduct.

Management or transaction. Negotiorum
gemo, the doing of another’s business: an
interference in the aiifairs of another in his
absence, from -benevolence or friendship, and
without authority. Dig. 3, 5, 45; Id. 46, 3,
12, 4; 2 Kent, Comm. 616, note.
—Gest!o pro has-ode. Behavior as heir.
This expression was used in the Roman aw.
and adopted in the civil law and Scotch aw,
to denote conduct on the part of a person ap-
pointed heir to a deceased person, or otherwise
entitled to succeed an heir, which indicates an

In the civil law. Behavior or
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intention to enter upon the inheritance, and to
hold himself out as heir to creditors of the
deceased; as by receiving the rents due to.tlie
deceased. or by taking possession of his title-
deeds, etc. Such acts will render the heir lla-
ble to the debts of his ancestor. .\Iozley &
Whitley.

GETOR. In the civil law. One who
acts for another, or transacts another's busi-
ness. Calvin.

GEITU ET PAMA. An ancient and ob-
solete writ resorted to when a person's good
behavior was impeached. Lamb. Eir. l. 4.
c. 14.

GESTUH. Lat. In Roman law. A deed
or act; a thing done. some writers affected
to make a distinction between “gcstum" and
“factum.” But the best authorities pro-
nounced this subtiie and indefensible. Dig.
50, 16, 58.

. GBVILLOURI8. In old Scotch law.
Gaolers. 1 Pitc. Crlm. Tr. pt. 2, p. 234.

GEWINEDA. In Saxon law. The an-
cient convention of the people to decide a
cause.

GEWITIIESSA. In Saxon and old Eng-
lish law. The giving of evidence.

GEWBITE. In Saxon law. Deeds or
charters; writings. 1 Reeve, Eng. Law. 10.

GIBBET. A gallows; the post on which
malefactors are hanged. or on which their
bodies are exposed. It differs from a com-
mon gallows, in that it consists of one per-
pendicular post, from the top of which pro-
ceeds one arm. except it be a double gibbet,
which is formed ‘in the shape of the Roman
capital T. Enc. Loud.

GIBBET LAW. Lynch law; in particu-
lar a custom anciently prevailing in the par-
ish oi’ Halifax. England, by which the free
burghers held a summary trial of any one ac-
cused of petit larceny. and. if they found him
guilty, ordered him to be decapitated.

GIFT. A voluntary conveyance of land.
or transfer of goods. from one person to an-
other. iuade gratuitously. and not upon any
consideration of blood or money. 2 Bl. (‘onim.
440; 2 Steph. Comm. 102; 2 Kent. Comm.
437. And see Ingram v. Colgaii, 106 Cal. 113,
38 Pac. 315, 28 L. R. A. 187, 46 Am. St. Rep.
‘.221; Gray v. Barton, 55 N. Y. 72. 14 Am.
Rep. 181; Willlanison v. Johnson, 62 Vt. 378,
20 At]. 279, 9 L. R. A. 277. 22 Am. St. Rep.
117: Flanders v. Blandy. 45 Ohio St. 113. 12

E. 321.
A gift is a transfer of personal property.

made voluntarily and without consideration.
Civil Code Cal. 5 1146.

In popular language, a voluntary convey-
ance or assignment is called a "deed of gift."
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“Gift" and “advaucement" are sometimes’
used interchangeably as expressive of the
same operation. But, while an advancement
is always a gift, a gift is very frequently not
an advancement. In re Deivees‘ Estate, 3
Brewst. (Pa.) 314. .

In English law. A conveyance of lands
in tail; a conveyance of an estate tail in
which the operative words are “I give." or
“I have given." 2 Bl. Comm. 318; 1 Steph.
Comm. 473.

—Absolnte gift. as distinguished from one
made in contemplation of death. is one by which
the donee becomes in the lifetime of the donor
the absolute owner of the thing given. whereas
a doiiatio mortis cauaa leaves the whole title in
the donor. unless the event occurs (the death of
the donor) which is to divest him. Buecker v.
Carr. 60 N. J. Eq. 300, 47 Atl. 34. As dis-
tinguished from a gift in trust, it is one where
not only the legal .title but the beneficial own-
ership as well is vested in the donee. Watkins
v. Bigelow. 93 Minn. 210, 100 N. W. 1104.-
Gift enterprise. A scheme for the division
or distribution of certain articles of property.
to be determined by chance. among those who
have taken shares in the scheme. The phrase
has attained such a notoriety as to justify_s.
court in taking judicial notice of what is
meant and understood by it. Lohman v. State,
81 Ind. 17 ; Lansburgh v. District of Columbia.
11 App. D. C. 524: State v. Shuirart. 138 Ala.
86. 30 South. 28. 100 Am. St. Rep. 17: Win-
ston v. Beeson. 135 N. C. 271, 47 S. E. 457.
65 L. R. A. 167. ‘

iGI1".l'A Aqua. The stream of water
to a mill. Mon. Angl. tom. 3.

GIPTOHAN. In Swedish law. The right
to dispose of a woman in marriage; or the
person possessing such right.——her father. if
living, or, if he be dead, the mother.

and). In Saxon law. A tax or tribute.
Speiman.

A line. mulct, or amerciament; a satisfac-
tion or compensation for an injury.

A fraternity, society, or company of per-
sons combined together, under certain regu-
lations, and with the king's license, and so
called because its expenses were defrayed by
the contributions (geld, aim) of its members.
Spelman. In other words, a corporation;
called, in Latin. “soc-fetus." “coll‘cgium,"
“/ratria," "fratemitas." “sodaIitium," “adu-
natio,-" and, in foreign law, “gildrmta."
Spcinian. There were various kinds of these
gilds, as merchant or commercial gilds, re-
ligious giids. and others. 3 Turn. Anglo
Sax. 98; 3 Stepii. Comm. 173, note 0. See
GILDA Mi-:ir.cA'roaiA.

A friborg. or decennary;’ called. by the
Saxons. “guldscipce." and its members, “gil-
donca" and “congi'ldoncs." Spelmaii.

—Gi1d-hall. See GUiLnii.u.L.—Gi1d-rent.
Certain payments to the crown from any gild
or fraternity.

GILDA nnncuroma. A gild mer-
chant, or merchant gild: a giid, corporation,
or company of merchants. 10 Coke. 30.
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G-n.DABL‘!:. In old English law. Tax-
able, tributary, or contributory; liable to pay
mx or tribute. Cowell: Blount.

GILDO. In Saxon law. Members of a
geld or decennary. Ottener spelled “con-
gildo." Du Cange; Spelman.

GILOUB. L. Fr. A cheat or deceiver.
Applied in Britton to those who sold false or
spurious things for good, as pewter for sil-
ver or laten for gold. Britt. c. 15.

GIBANTE. An Italian word, which sig-
nifies the drawer of a bill. It is derived
from “giro:-e," to draw.

GIBTH. In Saxon and old English law.
A measure of length, equal to one yard, de-
rived from the girth or circumference of a
man's body.

GIRTH AND SANCTUARY. In old
Scotch law. An asylum given to murderers,
where the murder was committed without
any previous design, and in chaude menu, or
heat of passion. Bell.

GISN1‘. L. Fr. Agistment; cattle
taken in to graze at a certain price; also the
money received for grazing cattle.

exam. I'.. Fr. To lie. am en la
Douche, it lies in the mouth. Le action bien
gist, the action well lies. Gieant, lying.

GISETAKEE. An agister; a person who
takes cattle to graze.

GIBLE. In Saxon law. A pledge. Fred-
alsle, a pledge of peace. Glalebert, an illus-
trious pledge. '

GIST. In pleading. The essential ground
or object of the action in point of law, with-
out which there would be no cause of action.
Gould, Pl. c. 4, I 12: Hathaway v. Rice, 19
Vt. 102. ‘

The gist of an action is the cause for
which an action will lie; the ground or foun-
dation of a suit, without which it would not
be maintainable; the essenial ground or ob-
ject of a suit. and without which there isnot
a cause of action. First Nat. Bank v. Bur-
kett. 101 Ill. 39], 40 Am. Rep. 209; Hoffman
v. Knight. 127 Ala. 149, 28 South. 593; Tar-
bell v. Tarbell, 60 Vt. 486. 15 Ati. 104.

G178. 1. To transfer or yield to, or be-
stow npon. another. One of the operative
words in deeds of conveyance of real prop-
erty, importing at common law, a warranty
or covenant for quiet enjoyment during the
lifetime of the grantor. Mack v. Patchin, 29
How. Prac. (N. Y.) 23; Young v. Ha:-grave, 7
Ohio, 69, pt. 2: Dow v. Lewis, 4 Gray (Mass.)
473.

2. To bestow upon another gratuitously or
without consideration.

In their ordinary and familiar signification,
the words “sell" and "give” have not the same
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meaning, but are commonly used -to express
difierent modes of transferring the right to
property from one person to another. “To
sel_l ’ means to transfer for a valuable consider-
ation. while “to give” signifies to transfer gra-
tuitously, without any equivalent. Parkinson
v. State. 14 M41. 184. I4 Am. Dec. 522.
—GIve and bequeath. These words, in a
will, import a benefit in point of right. to take
effect a n the decease ot the testator and
proof 0 the will, unless it is made in terms
to de nd upon some‘ coutin enc or condition
prec ent. Eldridge v. ldri ge, 9 Cash.
gMass.) 519.—Givs ball. To furnish or at
in bail or security for one's appearance. ve
color-._ To admit an apparent or colorable
right in the opposite part . See COLOB.—
G we judgment. To ren er. pronounce, or
declare the judgment of the court in an action
at law: not spoken of a judgment obtained
by confession. Schuster v. Rader, 13 Colo.
329, 22 Pac. 505.—Give notice. To communi-
cate to another. in any proper or permissible
legal manner, information or warning of an
existing fact or state of facts or (more usually)
of some intended future action. See O'Neil v.
Dickson. 11 Ind. 254; In re Devlin. 7 Fed.
Cas. 5645 City Nat. Bank v. Williams. 122
Mass. 53o.—Givo time. The act of a creditor
in extending the time for the payment or satis-
faction of a claim beyond the time stipulated
in the original contract. If done without the
consent of the surety. indorser. or guarantor. it
discharges him. Howell v. Jones, 1 Cromp. M.
& R. 107: Shlpman v. Kelley. 9 Ap . Div. 316,
41 N. Y. Supp. .—Give wn . n the rules
of navigation. one vessel is sai to “give way"
to another when she deviates from her course
in such a manner and to such an extent as to
allow the other to pass without altering her
course. See Lockwood v. Lashell, 19 Pa. 350.

(311733. A donor; he who makes a gift. '

GIVING IN PAYMENT. In Louisiana
law. A phrase (translating the Fr. “datlon
en pa:/ement”) which signifies the delivery
and acceptance of real or personal property '

in satisfaction of a debt, instead of a pay-
ment in money. See Civil Code La. art. 2655.

GIVING RINGS. A ceremony anciently
performed in England by serjeants at law at
the time of their appointment. The rings
were inscribed with a motto, generally in
Latin.

GLADIOLUS. A little sword or dagger:
a kind of sedge. Mat. Paris.

GLADIUS. Lat. A sword. An ancient
emblem of defense. Hence the ancient earls
or comites (the king's attendants, advisers.
and associates in his government) were made
by being girt with swords, (gladio succlncti.)

The emblem of the executory power of the
law in punishing crimes. 4 Bl. Comm. 177.

In old Latin authors, and in the Norman
laws, this word was used to signify supreme
jurisdiction, (jun gladii.)

GLAIVE. A sword, lance, or horseman’s
stair. one of the weapons allowed in a trial
by combat.

GLANI. in the civil law. Acorns or nuts
of the oak or other trees. In a larger sense.
all fruits of trees.
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GLASS-HEN. A term used in St. 1 Jac.
I. c. 7, for wandering rogues or vagrants.

GLAVEA. A hand dart. Cowell.

GLEANING. The gathering of grain att-
er reapers, or of grain left ungathered by
reapers. Held not to be a right at common
law. 1 H. B1. 51.

GLEBA. A turf, sod. or clod of earth.
The soil or ground; cultivated land in gen-
eral. Church land, (solum et dos ecclesiaz.)
Spelman. See Guns.

GLEBE AICEEPTITII. Villein-socmen.
who could not be removed from the land
while they did the service due. Bract. c. 7;
1 Reeve, Eng. Law, 2159.

GLEBABIE. Turfs dug out of the
ground. Cowell.

GLIDE. In ecclesiastical kw. The
land possessed as part of the endowment or
revenue of a church or ecclesiastical beneflce.

In Roman law. A clod; turf; soil.
Hence, the soil of an inheritance; an agra-
rian estate. Scrvi addicu alcbcs were serfs
attached to and passing with the estate.
Cod. 11, 47, 7. 21; Nov. 54, 1.

GLISOYWA. In Saxon law. A frater-
nity.

GLOMEBELLS. Commissioners appoint-
ed to determine diiferences between scholars
in a ‘school or university and the townsmen
of the place. Jacob.

GLOS. Lat. In the civil law. A hus-
band's sister. Dig. 38. 10. 4. 6.

GLOSS. An interpretation, consisting of
one or more words, lnterlinear or marginal;
an annotation, explanation. or comment on
any passage in the text of a work. for pur-
poses of elucidation or amplification. Par-
ticularly applied to the comments on the Gor-
pus Jurla.

GLOSA. Int. A gloss. explanation, or
interpretation. The ylmuue of the Roman
law are brief illustrative comments or anno-
tations on the text of Justinian's collections.
made by the professors who taught or lec-
tured on them about the twelfth century.
(especially at the law school of Bologna.) and
were hence called “aloxaa:ors." These gloss-
es were at first inserted in the text with the
words to which they referred. and were call-
ed “glossc interuncarcu" but afterwards
they were placed in the margin. partly at the
side, and partly under the text. and allied
"glossc marginales." A selection of them
was made by Accursins. between A. D. 1220
and 1260. under the title of "Gianna Ordin-
aria.” which is of the greatest authority.
Mackeid. Rom. Law, 5 90.
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. sucli person. vest in and belong to him.

GOAT

Gloss: vine:-Ina est qua oorrodlt visco-
rs. toxtus. 11 Coke, 34. It is a poisonous
gloss which corrupts the essence of the text.

GLOSSATOB. In the civil law. A com-
mentator or annotator. A term applied to
the professors and teachers of the Roman
law in the twelfth century, at the head of
whom was Irnerius. Mackel_d. Rom. mw.
Q 90.

GLOUCESTER. STATUTE or. The
statute is the 6 Edw. I. c. 1, A. D. 1278. It
takes its name from the place of its enact-
ment, and was the that statute giving costs
in actions.

GLOVE Snivlll. Extraordinary re-
wards tormerly given to otlicers of courts;
etc.; money formerly given by the sherifl of
a county in which no oirenders are left for
execution to the clerk oi‘ assize and judges’
oiflcers. Jacob.

GLOVES. It was an ancient custom on
a maiden assize, when there was no offender
to be tried, for the sherii! to present the
Judge with a pair of white gloves. It is an
immemorial custom to remove the glove from
the right hand on taking oath. Wharton.

' GLYI. A hollow between two mountains;
a valley or glen. Co. Litt. 512.

G0. To be dismissed from a court. To
issue from a court. "The court said a man'-
damus must no." 1 W. B1. 50. “Let a super-
sedcas no." 5 Mod. 421. “The writ may go."
18 C. B. 35.

-00 ball. To assume the responsibility of
a surety on a bail-bond.—Go hence. To de-
part from the court: with the further impli-
cation that a suitor who is directed to “go
hence" is dismissed from further attendance up-
on the court in respect to the suit or proceed-
ing which_brought him there, and that he is
finally denied the relief which he sought. or. as
the case may be. absolved from the liability
nmiziit to be imposed upon him. See Hiatt v.
Kinltaid, 40 Nob. 178. 58 N. W. 700.—Go to.
In a statute, will. or other instrument. a direc-
tion that property shall “go to” a designated
p(‘l‘.l0n means that it shall pass or proceed to

n is
llitchins' Fntate, 43 Misc. Rep. 48.). $ N. Y.
Supp. 472: Plass v. Plass. ‘I21 (‘al. 131. 53
Pac. 448.—Go to protest. Commercial paper
is said to "go to protest" when it is dishonor-
ed by non-payment or non-acceptance and is
handed to a notary for protest.—Go without
day. Words used to denote that a party is
disniisscd the court. He is said to go without
day. because there is no day appointed for him
to appear again. -

GOAT. GOTE. In old English law. A
contrlvance or structure for draining waters
out of the land into the sea. Callis describes
goats as “usual engines erected and built
with portcullises and doors of timber and
stone or brick. invented first in Lower Ger-
many." Callis, Sewers. (91,) 112. 113.. Cow-
eil defines "gate," a ditch, sewer, or gutter.
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60]) AND HY COUNTRY. The an-
swer made by a prisoner, when arraigned,
in answer to the question, “How will you be
tried?" In the ancient practice he had the
choice (as appears by the question) whether
to submit to the trial by ordeal (by God) or
to be tried by a Jury. (by the country ;) and
it is probable that the original form or the
answer was, “By God or my country," where-
by the prisoner averred his innocence by de-
clining neither of the modes of trial.

GOD-30131:. An ecclesiastical or church
fine paid for crimes and oflenses committed
against God‘. Cowell.

GOD-GILD. That which is oifered to
God or his service. Jacob.

GOD'S PENNY. In old English law.
Earnest-money; money given as evidence or
the completion or a bargain. This name is
probably derived from the fact that such
money was given to the church or distributed
in aims.

GOGIIIG-ITOLE. An old form oi! the
word “cucking-stool," (q. 1:.) Cowell.

GOING. In various compound phrases
(as those which follow) this term implies
either motion, progress, active operation, or
present and continuous validity and etiicacy.
—Go1ng before the wind. In the language
of mariners.and in the rules of navigation. a.
vessel is said to be going “before the wind"
when the wind is free as respects her course,
that is. comes from behind the vessel or over
the stern. so that her yards may be braced

uare across. She is said to “going off large"
w en she has the wind free on e ther tack. that
is, when it blows froinsome point shaft the
beam or from the quarter. Hall v. The. Buf-
falo. 11 Fed. Cas. 216; Ward v. The Fashion,
29 Fed. Cas. 188.—Goin|: concern. A firm or
corporation which, though embarrassed or even
insolvent, continues to transact its ordinary
business. White. etc.. Mfg. Co. v. Pettes Im-

rting Co. (C. C.) 30 Fed. 865; Corey v.
adsworth. 99 Ala. (13. 11 South. 350, 23 L.

R. A. 618. 42 Am. St. Rep. 55.—Going of
large. See “Gomo mzrosn THE WIND.” ru-
pro.—Go!ng price. The prevalent price: the
current market value of the article in question
at the time and place of sale. Kelsea v. Haines.
4] N. H. 254—Going thronrh the bar.
The act of the chief of an, English common-
law court in demanding of every-member of
the bar, in order of seniority. if he has any-
thing to move. This was done at the sitting
of the court each day in term, except special
paper days. crown paper days in the queen's
bench, and revenue aper days in the excheq-
uer. On the last ay of term this order is
reversed, the fli-st and second time round.
In the exchequer the postman and tubman
are first called on. Wharton.—Go!ng to the
oonntry. When a party. under the common-
law system of pleading. finished his pleading
by the words “and of this he puts himself up-
on the country," this was called “going to the
country.” It was the essential termination to
a pleading which took issue upon a material
fact in the preceding pleading. Wharton.-
Going value. As applied to the property or
plant of a manufacturing or imiustrlsl cor-
poration. a public-service corporation, etc., this
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means the value which arises from’ having an
established business which is in active opera-
tion. It is an element of value over and above
the replacement cost of the plant. and may
represent the increment arising from. previous
labor. efiort. or expenditure in working up busi-
ness. acquiring good will. and successfully
adapting property and plant to the intended
use. See Cedar Rapids Water Co. v. Cedar
Rapids. 118 Iowa. 23-1. 91 N. W. 1081.—Going
witness. .One who is about to take his depar-
ture from the jurisdiction of the court. althoush
only into a state or country under the general
sovereignty: as from one to another of the
-United States, or from England to Scotland.

GOLDA. A mine. Blount. A sink or
passage for water. Cowell.

GOLDSMITH!’ NOTES. Bankers’ cash
notes (4. e., promissory notes given by a
banker to his customers as acknowledgments
of the receipt or money) were originally call-
ed in London “goldsmlths‘ notes," from the
circumstance that all the banking business
in England was originally transacted by
goldsmiths. Wharton.

GOLDWIT. A muict or line in gold.

GOLIAIBDUS. L. Lat. A jester, bur-
toon, or Juggler. Spelman, voc. “Goliat-
densis."

GOLIASHTAE. In Hindu law. An
agent; a steward; a confidential factor; a
representative.

G-ONORRHG-IA. In medical jurisprud-
ence. A venereal disease, characterized by a
purulent inflammation oi‘ the urethra.

GOOD. 1. Valid; suiilicient in law; ef-
fectual; unobjectlonable.

2. Responsible; solvent; able to pay an
amount specified.

3. Of a value corresponding with its
terms; collectible. A note is said to be
"good" when the payment oi.’ it at maturity
may be relied on. Curtis v. Smallman, 14
Wend. (N. Y.) 232; Cooke v. Nathan. 16
Barb. (N. Y.) 344.

Writing the word “Good",across the face of
a check is the customary mode in which bank-
ers at the present day certify that the drawer
has funds to meet it. and that it will be paid
on presentation for that purpose. Merchants’
Nat. Bank v. State Nat. ‘Bank, 10 Wall. 645.
19 L. Ed. 1008: Irving Bank v. Wetherald.
36 N. Y. 335.
—Good shearing. See Ansanncr:.—Good
and lawful men. Those who are not dis-
qualified for service on juries by non-age. alien-
age. infamy, or lunacy and who reside in the
county of the venue. l3onds v. State. Mart. &
Y. (Tenn.) 146. 17 Am. Dec. 795; State v.
Price. 11 N. J_. law. 209.—Good and valid.
Reliable, sufficient. and unimpeachable in law;
adequate: res ionsible.—Good behavior. Or-
derly and law ul conduct; behavior such as is

roper for a peaceable and law-abiding citizen
gurety of good behavior may be exacted from
any one who manifests an intention to commit
crime or is otherwise reasonabl suspected of
a criminal design. Huyser V. m., 76 S. W.
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175. 25 Ky.‘Law Rep. 008: In re Spenser.
Fed. (‘as. 921.—Good consideration. As dis-
tinguished from valuable consideration. a con-
sideration founded on motives of generosity.

rudence, and natural duty; such as natural
ove and afiection. Potter v. Gracie. 58 Ala.

307. 29 Am. Rep. 748: Groves v. Groves. 65
Ohio St. 442. 62 N. E. 1044: Jackson v. Alex-
ander, 3 Johns. (N. Y.) 484. 3 Am. Dec. 517.
—Good country. In Scotch law. Good men
of the country. A name given to a jury.-
Good faith. Good faith consists in an honest
intention to abstain from taking any uncon-
scientious advantage of another. even through
the forms or technicalities of law, together with -

an absence of all information or belief of facts
which would render the transaction unconsc1en-
' (‘rouch v. First Nat. Bank, 156 Ill.

342. 40 N. E. 974: Docter v. Furch. 91 Wis.
464. 65 N. W. 161: Gress v. Evans. 1 Dak.
387. 4-6 N. W. 1132: \Vairaven v. Bank._96
Tex. 331. 74 S. W. 530: Searl v. School Dist.,
133 U. S. 553, 10 Sup. Ct. 374. 33 L. Ed. 740.

jury. A jury of which the members
are selected from the list of special .jurors.
See L. R. 5 C. P. 155.—Good title. This
means such a title as a court of chancer would
adopt as a suflicient ground for compell ng spe-
cific performance, and such a title as would be
a good answer to an action of ejectment by any
claimant. Reynolds v. Borel. 86 Cal. 538. 25

ac. 67: Irving v. Campbell. 121 N. Y. 358.
24 N. E. 821. 8 L R A 620; Gillespie v.
Broas. 23 Barb. .(N. Y.) 3S1.—Good will.
The custom or patronage of any established
trade or business; the benefit or advantage of
having established a business and secured its
gatronage by the public. The advantage or

enefit which is acquired by an establishment.
beyond the mere value of the capital, stocks.
funds. or property employed therein. in con-
sequence of the general public patronage and
encouragement which it receives from constant
or habitual customers. on account of its local
position. or common celebrity. or reputation for
skill or afliuence or punctuality. or from other
accidental circumstances or necesities. or even
from ancient pnrtialities or prejudices. Story,
Partn. § 99: Haverly v. Elliott. 39 Neb. 201.
57 N. W. 1010; Munsey v. Butterfield. 133
Mass. 494: Bell v. Ellis. 33 Cal. (325: People
v. Roberts. 159 N. Y. 70. 53 N. E. 685. 45 L.
R. A. 126: (‘hurton v. Douglas, 5 Jur. N. S.
890: Menendez v. Holt. 128 U. S. 514. 9 Sup.
Ct._143. 32 L. Ed. 526. The good-will of a
business is the expectation of continued public
patronage. but it does not include a right to
use the name of any person from whom it was
acquired. Civ. Code Cal. 5 992: Civ. Code
Dak. § 577. The term “good-will” does not
mean simply the advantage of occupying par-
ticular premises which have been occupied by a
manufacturer. etc. It means every advantage,
every positive advantage. that has been acquir-
ed by a proprietor in carrying on his business.
whether connected with the premises in which
the business is conducted. or with the name
under which it is managed. or with any other
matter carrying with it the benefit of the busi-
ness. Glen J: Hall Mfg. Co. v. Hull. 61 N. Y.
226. 19 Am. Rep. 278.

GOODRIGHT, GOODTITLE. The tlcti-
tious plaintiff in the old action of ejectment.
most frequently called “John Doe.” was some-
times called “Good:-ight" or “Goodtitle."

G 0 0D 8. In contracts. The term
“goods" is not so wide as “chattels.” for it
applies to inanimate objects, and does not in-
clude animals or chattels real, as a lease for
years of house or land, which “chattels" does
include. Co. Litt. 118; St. Joseph Hydraulic
Co. v. Wilson, 133 Ind. 465. 33 N. E. 113;
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Van Patten v. Leonard. 55 Iowa, 520, 8 N. W.
334; Putnam v. Westcott, 19 Johns. (N. Y.) 76.‘

In wills. In wills “goods" is nomen gen-
eralissimum, and. it‘ there is nothing to limit
it, will comprehend all the personal estate of
the testutor, as stocks. bonds. notes. money.
plate, furniture, etc. Kendall v. Kendall. 4
Russ. 370; Chamberlain v. Western Transp.
Co., 44 N. Y. 310. 4 Am. Rep. 681 ; Foxall v.
McKenney. 9 Fed. Cas. 645; Bailey v. Dun-
can, 2 T. B. Mou. (Ky.) 22; Keyser v. School
Dist., 35 N. H. 483.

—Goods and chattels. This phrase is a gen-
eral denomination of personal property. as dis-
tinguished from real property; the term “chat-
tels" having the effect of extendin its scope to
any objects of that nature whic would not
proper] be included by the term “goods" alone,
e. 9.. iving animals. emblements. and fruits
and terms under leases for years. The general
phrase also embraces choses in action, as well
as personalty in possession. In wills. The
term “goods and chattels" will, unless restrain-
ed by the context. pass all the personal estate.
including leases for years, cattle, corn, debts,
and the like. Ward. Leg. 208, 211.—Goods
sold and delivered. A phrase fr uently~
used in the action of auumpait, when t e sale
and delivery of goods furnish the cause.—Goods
wares. and merchandise. A general and
comprehensive designation of such chattels as
are ordinarily the subject of traflic and sale.
The phrase is used in the statute of frauds, and
is frequently found in pleadings and other in-
struments. As to its scope, see State v. Brooks,
4 Conn. 449; French v. Schoonmaker, 69 N. J.
Law 6, 54 Atl. 225; Sewall v. Allen. 6 Wend.
(N. 3:.) 355; Smith v. Wilcox 24 N. Y. 358.
82 Am. Dec. 302; Dyott v. Letcher. 6 J. J.
Marsh. (Ky.) 543; Boston Investment Co. v.
Boston, 158 Mass. 461. 33 N. E. 580: Com. v._
Nat. 13 Grat. (Va.) 790: Ellison v. Brigham.
38 Vt. 66: Banta v. Chicago, 172 I11. 204. 50
N. E. 233. 40 L. R. A. 611.

GOOLE. In old English law. A breach
in a bank or sea wall. or a passage worn hy
the flux and reflux of the sea. St. 16 & 17
Car. 11. c. 11.

GORCI-I, or 6033.
pit of water.

6031:. In old English law. a small. nar-
row sllp of ground. Cmvell. In modern land
law. a small triangular piece of land. such as
may be left between surveys which do not
close. In some of the New England states
(as, Maine and Vermont) the term is applied
to a subdivision of a county, having a scanty
population and for that reason not organized
as a town.

A wear. pool. or
Termes de la Ley.

GOSSIPRED. In canon law. Compa-
teruity; spiritual aflinity.

GOUT. In medical jurisprudence. An
inflammation of the fibrous and ligamentous
parts of the joints. characterized or caused
by an excess of uric acid in the blood; usual-
ly, but not invariably, occurring in the joints
of the feet. and then specifically called “pods.-
gra."

aovrmxnsmcr. 1. The regulation. re-
straint, supervlsion, or control which is ex-
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ercised upon the individual members of an
organized jurai society by those invested
with the supreme political authority, for the
good and welfare of the body politic; or the
act of exercising supreme political power or
control.

2. The system of polity in a state; that
form of fundamental rules and principles by
which a nation or state is governed, or by
which individual members of a body politic
are to regulate their social actions; a con-
stitution, either written or unwritten, by
which the rights and duties of citizens and
public oiilca-s are prescribed and defined. as
a monarciiical government. a republican gov-
ernment, etc. Webster.

3. An empire, kingdom, state or inde-
pendent political communlty; as in the
phrase, “Compacts between independent gov-
ernments."

4. The sovereign or supreme power in a
state or nation.

5. The machinery by which the sovereign
power in a state expresses its will and exer-
cises its functions; or the framework of po-
litical institutions, departments, and oflices,
by means of which the executive, judicial,
legislative, and administrative business of
the state is carried on.

6. The whole class or body of oiiiceholders
or functionaries considered in the aggregate.
upon whom devolves the executive, judicial,
legislative, and administrative business of
the state.

7. In a colloquial sense, the United States
or its representatives, considered as the pros-
ecutor in a criminal action; as in the phrase,
“the government objects to the witness."
—I‘edes-s.l venunent. The government of
the United tates of America, as distinguished
from the governments of the several states.

. _ rnnsent annuities societies. These
societies are formed in England under 3 & 4
Wm. IV. c. 14, to enable the industrious classes
to make provisions for themselves by piirchas-
lug. on advantageous terms. a government an-
nuity for life or term of years. By 16 & 17
Vict. c. 45, this act. as well as 7-& 8 Vict.
c. 83. amending it, were repealed, and the whole
law in relation to the purchase of government
annuities, through the medium of savings banks,
was consolidated. And by 27 & 28 Vict. c. 43.
additional facilities were afforded for the pur-
chase of such annuities, and for assuring pay-
ments of money on death. Wharton.—Govern-
snent de fneto. A government of fact. A
government actually exercising power and con-
trol in the state, as opposed to the true and
lawful government; a government not estab-
lished according to the constitution of the state.
or not lawfully entitled to recognition or su-
premacy. but which has nevertheless supplant-
ed or displaced the overnment do jurc. A gov-
ernment deemed un awful. or deemed wrongful
or unjust, which. nevertheless, receives resent-
ly habitual obedience from the bulk of t e com-
munity. Aust. Jur. 324. There are several de-

rees of what is called “dc gusto government."
uch a government, in its ighest degree, as-

sumes a character very closely resembling that
of a_lawful government. This is when the
usurping government expels the regular author-
ities from their customary seats and functions,
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and establishes itself in their place, and ’so
mes the actual government of a country.

The distinguishing characteristic of such a gov-
ernment is that adherents to it in war against
the government de jure do not incur the pen-
alties of treason; and, under certain limita-
tions, obligations assumed by it in behalf of the
country or otherwise will, in general. be respect-
ed by the government de jurc when restored.

But there is another description of govern-
ment, called also by publicists a “government
«is acto,” but which might, perha , be more
apt y denominated a “government o paramount
force.” Its distinguishing characteristics are (1)
that its existence is maintained by active mili-
tary ower, within the territories. and against
the rightful authority, of an established and
lawful government; and (2) that, while_ it ex-
ists. it must necessarily be obeyed in civil mat-
ters by private citizens who. by acts of obedi-
ence, rendered in submission to such force, do
not become responsible, as wrong-doers, for
those acts, though not warranted by the laws
of the rightful government. Actual governments
of this sort are established over districts differ-
ing reatl in extent and conditions. They are
usua ly a ministered directly by military author-
ity, but they may be administered, also, by civil
authority, supported more or less by military
force. Thorington v. Smith. 8 Wall. 8. 9. 19
L. Ed. 361. The term "de facto." as descrip-
tive of a government. has no well-fixed and def-
inite sense. It is, perhaps, most correctly used
as signifying a government completely, though
only tem rarily, established in the place of
the lawfu or regular government, occupying its
capitol, and exercising its power, and which is
ultimately overthrown, and the authority of the
overnment de jure re-established. Thomas v.
aylor, 42 Miss. 651, 703, 2 Am. Rep. 625.

A government de facto is a government that un-
lawfull gets the poession and control of the
rightfu legal government, and maintains ‘itself
there, by force and arms, against the will of
such legal government. and claims to exercise
the powers thereof. Chisholm v. Coleman. 43
Ala. 204. 94 Am. Dec. 677. And see further
Smith v. Stewart, 21 La. Ann. 67. 99 Am. Dec.
709- Williams v. Brufiy. 96 U. S. 176. 24 L.
Ed. :16: Keppel v. Railroad Co., 14 Fed. Cas.
357.—Goves-unseat de glare. A government of
right; the true and lawful government; a gov- .

ernment established according to the constitu-
tion of the state. and lawfully entitled to recog-
nition and supremacy and the administration
of the state, but which is actually cut ofi from
power or control. A government deemed law-
ful, or deemed rightful or just. which, neverthe-
less, has been supplanted or displaced: that is
to say, which receives not presently (although it
received formerly) habitual obedience from the
bulk of the community. Aust. Jur. 324.—Ifoeal

veninsent. The government or administra-
ton of a particular locality; especially. the
governmental authority of a municipal corpora-
tion, as a cit or county, over its local and in-
dividual aifairs. exercised in virtue of power
delegated to it for that purpose by the general
government of the state or nation.—M.ixed

nunent. A form of overnment combin-
ing some of the features 0 two or all of the
three primary forms, viz.. monarchy, aristocracy.
and democracy.—R.epiibliean government.
One in which the powers of sovereignty are
vested in the people and are exercised by the
people, either directly, or through representa-
tives chosen by the people. to whom those pow-
era are specially delegated. Black, Const. Law
3d Ed.) 309; In re Duncan. 139 U. S. 449. 11
up. Ct. 573, 35 L. Ed. 219; Minor v.‘ Hap-

persett, 21 Wall. 175, 22 L. Ed. 627.

GOVERNOR. The title of the chief ex-
ecutive in each of the states and territories
of the United States; and also of the chief
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magistrate of some colonies, provinces, and
dependencies of other nations.

GRACE. This word is commonly used in
contradistinction to “right." Thus, in St. 22
Edw. III., the lord chancellor was instructed
to take cognizance of matters of grace, being
such subjects or equity jurisdiction as were
exclusively matters or equity. Brown.

A taculty, license, or dispensation; also
general and free pardon by act of parliament.
See Acr or Gaacs.

' GRACE, DAYS 0!‘. Time of indulgence
granted to an acceptor or maker for the pay-
ment of his bill or exchange or note. It was
originally a gratuitous favor, (hence the
name,) but custom has rendered it a legal
right. ‘

GEADATIH. In old English law. By
degrees or steps; step by step; from one de-
gree to another. Bract. fol. 64.

GEADUS. In the civil and old English
law. A measure of space. A degree of rela-
tionship. ,

A step or degree generally; 9. 0.. gradus
honorum, degrees of honor. Vlcat. A pul-
pit; a year; a generation. Du Cange.

A port: any place where a vessel can be
brought to land. Du Cange.

GBADU8 PARENTELE. A pedigree:
a table of relationship.

anarranms. In old English law. A
graiter, notary, or scrivener. st. 5 Ben. VIII.
c. 1.

GRAIPEB. A notary or scrivener. See
St. 6 Hen. VIII. c. 1. The word is a corrup-
tion ot the French “arcmer." (q. 12.)

GRAFPIUH. A writing-book, register, or
cartulary of deeds and evidences. Cowell.

GRAPIO. A baron, interior to a count.
A fiscal judge. An advocate. Spelman; Cow-
ell.

GRAPT. A term used in equity to denote
the confirmation, by relation back, of the
right of a mortgagee in premises to which,
at the making of the mortgage, the mortgag-
or had only an imperfect title, but to which
the latter has since acquired a good title.

GRAIN. In Troy weight, the twenty-
fourth part or a pennyweight. Any kind of
corn sown in the ground.
—Gra.in rent. A payment for the use of land
in grain or other crops; the return to the land-
lor paid by croppers or (persons working the
land on shares. Railroad o. v. Bates. 40 Neb.
381, 58 N. W. 963.

GRAIIKAGE. An ancient duty in London
under which the twentieth part of salt im-
ported by aliens was taken.
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GRAIHAD. 8011001.. In England, this
term designates a school in which such in-
struction is given as will prepare the stu-
dent to enter a college or university, and in
this sense the phrase -was used in the Massa-
chusetts colonial act or 16-17, requiring every
town containing a hundred householders to
set up a “grammar school." See Jenkins v.

_Andover, 1C8 Mass. 97. But in modern Amer-
ican usage the term denotes a school, inter-
mediate between the primary school and the
high school, in which English grammar and
other studies of that grade are taught.

Grunmatios taln non vitiat olnrtan.
9 Coke, 48. False grammar does not vitiate
a deed.

GRAMHATOPHYLAOIUM. (Grem-
Lat.) In the civil law. A place for keeping
writings or records. Dig. 48, 19, 9. 6.

GBAIIMD. The unit of weight in the
metric system. The gramme is the weight
of a cubic centimeter of distilled water at the
temperature or 4' C. It is equal to 15.4341
grains troy, or 5.6481 drachms avoirdapois.

GBAJCATARIUS. In old English law.
An otflcer having charge of a granary. Fleta,
lib. 2, c. 82.51; Id. c. 84.

GRAIID. As to grand "Assize," "Bill or
sale’?! uCape'n uD‘stI.ess’vr uJury'n llLarceny'll
and “serjeanty," see those titles.

GRAND OOUTULIIEB. A collection of
customs, laws. and forms of procedure in
use in early times in France. See Coura-
mn. '

GRAND DAYS. In English practice.
Certain days in the terms, which are solemn-
ly kept in the inns of court and chancery.
viz., Candlemas day in Hilary term, Ascen-
sion day in Easter, St. John the Baptist‘s
day in Trinity, and All Saints in Michael-
mas; which are dice non juridicl. Termes de
la Ley: Cowell; Blonnt. They are days set
apart for ‘peculiar festivity; the members of
the respective inns being on such occasions
regaled at their dinner in the hall, with more
than usual sumptuousness. l-iolthouse.

GRAICDOEILD. The child of one's child.

GRAIIDPATEI-IR. The father of either
of one's parents.

a'mumno-rrn:n. The mother or ei-
ther of one's parents.

GRANGE. A farm furnished with barns.
granaries, stables, and all conveniences for
husbandry. Co. Litt. 5a. ‘

GRANGEAJBIUS. A keeper of a grunge
or farm.

GRANGIA. A grunge. O0. Litt. 56.
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GRAIIT. A generic term applicable to all
transfers of real property. 3 Washb. Real
Prop. 181, 353. -

A transfer by deed of that which cannot be
'passed by livery. Williams, Real Prop. 147,
149; Jordan v. Indianapolis Water 00., 159
Ind. 337, 64 N. E. 680.

An act evidenced by letters patent under
the great seal, granting something from the
king to a subject. Cruise, Dig. tit. 33, 34;
Downs v. United States, 113 Fed. 147, 51 0.
C. A. 100.

A technical term made use of in deeds of
conveyance or lands to import a transfer. 3
Washb. Real Prop. 378-380.

Though the word “grant” was originally
made use of, in treating of conveyances of
Interests in lands, to denote a transfer by
deed of that which could not be passed by
livery, and, of course. was applied only to in-
corporeal hereditaments, it has now become
a generic term, applicable to the transfer of
all classes of real property. 8 Washb. Real
Prop. 181. A

As distinguished from a mere license, a grant
passes some estate or interest, corporeal or in-
corporesi, in the lands which it embraces; can
only be made by an instrument in writing,
un er seal; and is irrevocable, when made. un-
less an express power of revocation is reserved.
A license is a mere authority; passes no estate
or interest whatever; ma be made by arol;
is revocable at will; an , when revok , the
protection which it gave ceases to exist. Ja-
mieson v. Miilemann, 3 Duer (N. Y.) 255, 258.

The term “grant," in Scotland, is used in
reference (1) to original dispositions of land,
as when a lord makes grants of land among
tenants; (2) to gratuitous deeds. Paterson.
In such case, the superior or donor is said to
grant the deed; an expression totally un-
known in English law. Mozley & \\'hltie_v.

By the word “graut," in a treaty, is meant
not only a formal grant, but any concession,
warrant, order, or permission to survey, pos-
sess, or settle, whether written or parol, ex-
press, or presumed from possession. Sue-h.a
grant may be made by law. as well as by a
patent pursuant to a law. Strother v. Lucas,
12 Pet. 436, 9 L Ed. 1137. And see Bryan
v. Kennett, 113 U. S. 179, 5 Sup. Ct. 413, 28
L. Ed. 908; Hastings v. Turnpike C0,, 9
Pick. (Mass.) 80; Dudley v. Sumner, 5 Mass.
470.

—Grs.ist, ‘bargain, and sell.
in conve ances of real estate.

rative words
._ee Muller v.

Bogg. Cal. 187 ' Hawk v. l\ic(.'ullough, 21
m. .21; Ake v. M’ason, 101 Pa. 2o.—a:-sac
and to freight let. Operative words in a
charter party, implying the placing of the ves-
sel at t e dispos tiou of the charterer for the
purposes of the intended voyage, and generally
transferring the ssession. See Christie v.
Lewis, 2 Brod. & . 441.—Gs-ant of personal
property. A method of transferring personal
property, distinguished from a gift by being al-
ways founded on some consideration or equiva-
lent. 2 Bi. Comm. 440, 441. its proper legal
designation is an “sssignmeut." or “bargain
and sale." 2 Steph. Comm. l02.—Gru:t to
uses. The common grant with uses superadd-
ed. which has become the favorite mode of trans-
ferring realty in England. Wharton.—Pr-ivate
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land grant. A grant by a public authority
vesting title to public land in a private (nat-
ural) person. United Land Ass‘n v. Knight, 85
Cal. 448, 24 Pac. 818.—Pnblic grant.
grant from the public; a grant of a power, li-
cense, privllege. or property, from the state or
government to one or more individuals, contain-
ed in or shown by a record, conveyance, patent,
charter, etc.

GRANTEE. The person to whom a grant
is made. -

GRANTOR. The person by whom a grant
is made.

GRANTZ. In old miglish law. Noble-
men or grandees. Jacob.

GRASS EEARTR. In old records. The
grazing or turning up the earth with a plow.
The name of a customary service for inferior
tenants to bring their plows, and do one day's
work for their lords. Cowell.

GRASS WEEK. Rogation week, so call-
ed anciently in the inns of court and chan-
cery.

GRASS WIDOW. A slang term for a
woman separated from her husband by aban-
donment or prolonged absence; a woman
living apart from her, husband. Webster.

GRASSON, or GRASSUM. A line paid
upon the transfer of a copyhoid estate.

GRATIPIOATION. A gratuity; a rec-
ompense or reward for services or benefits,
given voluntarily, without solicitation or
promise.

GRATIS. Freely; gratuitously; without
reward or consideration.

GRATIS DIOTUH. A voluntary asser-
tlon; a statement which a party is not legal-
13- bound to make, or in which he is not held
to precise accuracy. 2 Kent, Comm. 486,
Medbury v. Watson, 6 Metc. (Mass) 260, 39
Am. Dec. 726. ~

GRATUITOUS. Without valuable or le-
gal consideration. A term applied to deeds
of conveyance and to bailments and other
contracts.

In old English law. Voluntary; with-
out force, fear, or favor. Bract. fols. 11, 17.

As to gratuitous “Bailment." “Contract,"
and “Deposit," see these titles. V

GRAVA.
a small wood; a coppice or thicket.
411.

A thick wood of high trees. Blount.

In old English law. A grove;
Co. Lltt.

GRAVAHEN. The burden or gist of a
charge; the grievance or injury specially
complained of.

In English ecclesiastical law. A griev-
ance complained of by the clergy before the
bishops in convocation.
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GRAVATIO. In old English law. An s¢.~

cusation or impeachment. Leg. Ethel. c. 19.

GRAVE. A sepulcher.
dead body is interred.

GRAVEYABD. A cemetery: a place for
the interment of dead bodies; sometimes de-
fined in statutes as a place where a minimum
number of persons (as “six or more") are
buried. See Stockton v. Weber, 98 CaL 433,
83 Pac. 832.
—Gs-sveyu-d insursnee. A term applied to
insurances fraudulently obtained (as, by false
$1-sonntion or other means) on the lives of in-

nts. very aged persons. or those in the last
stages of disease. Also occasionally applied to
an insurance company which writes wager pol-
icies, takes extra-hazardous risks, or otherwise
exceeds the limits of prudent and legitimate
Rusingeg. See McCarty s Appeal, 110 P. 879, 4

t .

A place where a

GRAVI8. Grievous; great. Ad grave
danmum, to the grievous damage. 11 Coke,
40.

GRAVIUS. A grail; a chief magistrate
or officer. A term derived from the more
ancient “gra)io," and used in combination
with various other words. as an oilicial title
in Germany; as Margraviue, Rheingraviue.
Lamlgravius, etc. Spelnian.

G1-svius est dlvinun quun tempora-
lesn. lcdere majestntem. It is more seri-
ous to hurt divine than temporal majesty.
11 Coke. 29.

G-RAY’8 INN. An inn of court. See
Inns or Couar.

GREAT. As used in various compound le-
gal terms. this word generally means ex-
traordinary. that is. exceeding the common or
ordinary measure or standard, in respect to
physical size. or importance, dignity, etc. See
Gulf, etc., R. Co. v. Smith, 87 Tex. 348, 28
S. W. 520.
—Gs-eat cattle. ‘Ail manner oi! beasts except
sheep and yeariin s. 2 Itolle, 173.—Gs-est
charter. Mayne ‘harta. (q. 12.)

As to great “Care," "Ponds."
“Tithes." see those titles.

GREAT LAW. THE, or “The Body of
Laws of the Province of Peunisylvnnia and
Territories thereunto belonging, Past at an
Assembly held at Chester. alias Upland, the
7th day of the tenth month. called ‘Decem-
ber.’ 1682." This was the ilrst code of laws
established in Pennsylvania. and is justly
celebrated for the provision in its first chap-
ter for liberty of conscience. Bouvier.

GREE. Satisfaction for an oflense com-
mitted or injury done. Cowell.

GREEK KALENDS. A colloquial ex-
pression to signify a time indefinitely remote.
there being no ‘such division of time known
to the Greeks.

casein,»
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GREEN CLOTH. In English law. A
board or court of justice held in the counting-
house oi.’ the king's (or queen's) household.
and composed of the lord steward and inte-
rior oflicers. It takes its name from the
green cloth spread over the board at which it
is held. Wharton; Cowell.

GREEN 811.1733. A feudal custom in
the manor or Writtel, in Essex, where every
tenant whose front door opens to Greenbury
shall pay a half-penny yearly to the lord, by
the name or “green silver" or “rent." Cow-
ell. _

GREEN WAX. In English law. The
name of the estrcats in the exchequer, deliv-
ered ho the sheriff under the seal of that
court which was impressed upon green wax.

GBEBNBAOK. The popular and almost
exclusive name applied to all United States
treasury issues. It is not applied to any oth-
er species of paper currency; and, when em-
ployed in testimony by way of description. is
as certain as the phrase “treasury notes."
Hickey v. State, 23 Ind. 23. And see U. S.
v. Howell (D. C.) 64 Fed. 114; Spencer v.
Prlndie, 28 Cal. 1276; Levy V. State. 79 Ala.
261.

GREENHEW. In forest law. The same
as vert, (q. 1:.) Termes de la Ley.

GREPPIERS. .In French law. Regis-
trars, or clerks of the courts. They are oiii-
cials attached to the courts to assist the judg-
es in their duties. They keep the minutes.
write out the judgments. orders. and other
decisions given by the tribunals, and deliver
copies thereof to applicants.

GBEGORIAII’ Conn. The code or col-
lection of constitutions made by the Roman
jurist Gregorius. See Cobnx Gaaoonusus.

GBEGORIAN EPOCH. The time from
which the Gregorian calendar or computation
dates; 4. e., from the year 1582.

GREMIO. In Spanish law. A guild; an
association of workmen, artiflcers. or mer-
chants following the same trade or business;
designed to protect and further the interests
of their craft.

GREHIUH. Lat. The bosom or breast;
hence, derivatively, safeguard or protection.
In English law, an estate which is in GU63"
ance is said to be in grcmio it-gis; that is. in
the protection or keeping of the law.

GRENVILLE ACT. The statute 10 Geo.
III. c. 16, by which the jurisdiction over par-
liamentary election petitions was transferred
from the whole house of commons to select
committees Repealed by 9 Geo. IV. c. 2:.
5 1.

G1u»:ssunn»:. In English law. A cus-
tomary iine due from a copyhold tenant on
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the death of’ the lord. 1 Strange, 654'; 1
Crabb, Real Prop. p. 615. § 778. Called also
“grassum." and “grossome."

GRETIIA GREEN MARRIAGE. A
marriage celebrated at Gretna, in Dumtries,
(bordering on the county of Cumb'eriand,) in
Scotland. By the law of Scotland a valid
marriage may be contracted by consent alone,
without any other formality. When the mar-
riage act (26 Geo. II. c. 33) rendered the pub-
lication of banns, or a license, necessary in
England, it became usual for persons who
wished to marry clandestlnely to go to Gretna
Green, the nearest part of Scotland. and
marry according to the Scotch law; so a sort
of chapel was built at Gretna Green, in which
the English marriage service was performed
by the village blacksmith. Wharton.

GBEVA. In old records. The sea shore.
sand, or beach. 2 Mon. Angl. 625; Cowell.

GRIEVED. Aggrieved. 3 East, %.

GBITH. In Saxon law. Peace; protec-
tion.
—Grithbreoh. Breach of the king's peace, as
opposed to frithbrech, a breach of the nation's
peace with other nations.—G1-ithstole. A seat,
chair, or place of peace; a sanctuary; a stone
within a church-gate, to which an ofiender
might flee.

GEOAT. An English silver coin (value
four pence) issued from the fourteenth to
the seventeenth century. See Reg. v. Con-
nell, 1 Car. in K. 191.

GROCEII. In old English law. A mer-

chant or trader who engrossed all vendible
merchandise; an engrosser. St. 37 Edw.
III. c. 5. See Exonossnn.

GROG-SHOP. A liquor saloon, bar-
room, or dram-shop; a place where intoxi-
cating liquor is sold to be drunk on the
premises. See Leesburg v. Putnam, 103 Ga.
110, 29 S. E. 602.

GROIINA. In old records.
low or pit; a hog or miry place.

A deep hol-
Cowell.

G-ROOM OF THE STOLE. In England.
An otilcer of the royal household, who has
charge of the king's wardrobe.

GEOOH PORTER.‘ Formerly an otlicer
belonging to the royal household. Jacob.

GROSS. Great; culpable. General. Ab-
solute or entire. A thing in gross exists in
its own right. and not as an appendage to
another thing. '

As to gross “Adventure," “Average,"
"Earnings," “Fault," “Negligeuce," and
"Weight," see those titles.

GROSS}: AVANTURE. Fr. In French
marine law. The contract of bottomry.
0rd. Mar. iiv. 3, tit. 5.
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030833 3018. Timber. Coweli.

GBOSSELIEBNT. L. Fr. Largely, great-
ly. Grossemcnt cnaeint, big with child.
Plowd. 76.

GBOSSOMZB. In old English law. A
line, or sum of money paid for a lease.
Plowd. 270, 271. Supposed to be a corrup-
tion of gerauma. (q. 1:.) See Gansstntn.

GROUND. 1. Soil; earth: a portion of
the earth's surface appropriated to private
use and under cultivation or susceptible of
cultivation.

Though this term is sometimes used in con-
yeyances and in statutes as equivalent to “land,"
it is properly of a more limited signification,
because it a plies strictly only to the surface,‘
while “land‘ includes everything beneath the
surface, and because “ground" always means
dry land whereas “iand" may and often does
include the beds of lakes and streams and oth-
er surfaces under water. See Wood v. Carter,
70 Ill. App. 218; State v. Jersey City, 25 N.
g.91IfiW, 529; Com. v. Roxbury, 9 Gray (Mass)

-6:-onnd annual. In Scotch law. An an-
nual rent of two kinds: First. the feu duties
payable to the lords of erection and their sum
cessors; second, the rents reserved for buildin
lots in a city. where sub-feus are prohibited?
This rent is in the nature of a perpetual an-
nuit . Bell: Ersk. Inst. 11, 3, 52.--Ground

lord. The grantor of an estate on which
a ground-rent is reserved.—Gronnd-rent. A
perpetual rent reserved to himself and his heirs,
by the grantor of land in fee-simple. out of the
land conveyed. It is in the nature of an
emphyteutic rent. Also, in English law. rent
paid on a building lease. See Hart v. Ander-
son, 198 Pa. 558. 48 Atl. 6'30; Sturgeon v.
Ely. 6 Pa. 408; Franciscns v. Reigart, 4 Watts.
(Pa.) 116.

2. A foundation or basis.
-6:-onnd of action. The basis of a suit;
the foundation or fundamental state of facts on
which an action rests: the real object of the
plaintiif in bringing his suit. See Nash v.
Adams, 24 Conn. 39; Appeal of Huntington, 73
Conn: 582, 48 Atl. 766.—G1-ound writ. B
the English common-law procedure act, 185;
c. 121. “it shall not be necessary to issue any
writ directed to the sheriif of the county in
which the venue is laid. but writs of execu-
tion may issue at once into any county. and be
directed to and executed by the sherifi of any‘
county. whether a county palatiae or not, with-
out reference to the county in which the venue
is laid, and without any suggestion of the is-
suing of a prior writ into such county.” Be-
fore this enactment, a co. an. or fl. a. could
not be issued into a county diiferent rom that
in which the venue in the action was laid, with-
out first issuing a writ, called a “ground writ."
into the latter county. and then another writ.
which was called a “tesfotum writ." into the
former. The above enactment abolished this
useless process. Wharton.

GROUNDAGE. A custom or tribute
paid for the standing of shipping in port.
Jacob.

GROWING 0301’. A crop must be con-
sidered and treated as a growing crop from
the time the seed is deposited In the ground.
as at- that time the seed loses the qualities
of a chattel, and becomes a part of the free-
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hold, and pames with a sale of it. Wilkin-
lon v. Ketler, 89 Ala. 435.

Growing crops of grain, and other annua1_
productions raised "by cultivation of the
earth and industry of man, are personal
chattels. Growing trees, fruit, or grass,
and other natural products of the earth, are
parcel of the land. Green v. Armstrong, 1
Denio (N. Y.) 550.

GROWTH HALF-PENNY. A rate paid
in some places for the tithe of every fat

Ciayt.

anuann. ‘The principal oflicers of a
forest.

GRUB STAKE. In mining law. A con-
tract between two parties by which one un-
dertakes to furnish the necessary provisions,
tools, and other supplies, and the other to
prospect for and locate mineral lands and
stake out mining claims thereon, the interest
in the property thus acquired inuring to the
benefit of both parties, either equally or in
such proportions as their agreement may
flx. Such contracts create a qualified or
special partnershlp._ See Berry v. Wood-
buru, 101 Cal. 512, 40 Pac. 804; Hartney v.
Gosling, 10 Wyo. 346, 98 Pac. 1118, 98 Am.
St. Rep. 1006; Meylette v. Brennan. 20 Colo.
242. 88 Pac. 75.

GIIADIA. In old European law. A
pled8B- Spelman: Calvin. A custom. Spel-
man. Spelled also “wadia.”

GUARANTEE. He to whom a guaran-
ty is made. This word is also used, as a
noun, to denote the contract of guaranty or
the obligation of a guarantor, and, as a
verb, to denote the action of assuming the
responsibilities of a guarantor. But on the
general principle of legal orthography,—that
the title of the person to whom the action
passes over should end in “ee,” as “donee,”
Jlmntegil upayee'n nbauee'n udrawee,u etc"
—it seems better to use this word only as
the_correlatlve of “guarantor," and to spell
the verb, and also the name of the contract,
“guaranty."

GUARENTIGIO. In Spanish law. A
written authorization to a court to enforce
the performance of an agreement in the
same manner as if it had been decreed upon -

regular legal proceedings.

GUARANTOR.
anty.

He who makes a guar-

GUARANTY, 1:. To undertake collater-
ally to answer for the payment of another's
debt or the performance of another‘s duty,
liability. or obligation; to assume the re-
sponsibility of a guarantor; to warrant.
See GUAEANTY, n.
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GUARANTY, n. A promise to answer
for the payment of some debt, or the per-
formance of some duty, in case of the failure
of another person, who. in the first instance,
is liable to such payment or performance.
Gallagher v. Nichols, 60 N. Y. 444; Andrews
v. Pope, 128 ‘N. G. 472, 35 S. E. 817; Deming
v. Bull, 10 Conn. 409; Reigart v. White, 52
Pa. 438.

A guaranty is an undertaking by one per-
son to be answerable for the payment of
some debt, or the due performance of some
contract or duty, by another person, who
himself remains liable to pay or perform the
same. story, Prom. Notes, 9 457.

A guaranty is a promise to answer for the
debt, default, or miscarriage of another per-
son. Civil Code-Cal. 5 2787.

A gnarant is a contract that some particular
thing shall done exactly as it is agreed to
be done, whether it is to be done by one person
or another, and whether there be a pr or or

' gincipal contractor or not. Rediield v. Elaight.
Conn

The definition of a “ aranty," by text-wrlt-
era, is an undertaking y one person that an-
other shall perform his contract or fulfill his_
obligation, or that, if he does not, the guarantor
will do it for him. A guarantor of a bill or
note is said to be one who engages that the
note shall be paid, but is not an indorser or
surety. Gridley v. Capen, 72 Ill. 13.

gynonyms. The terms guaranty and surety-
slup are sometimes used interchan ably; but
they should not be confounded. e contract
of a surety corresponds with that of a ar-
antor in man respects: yet important d fier-
ences exist. he surety is bound with his prin-
cipal as an original promisor. He is a debtor
from the beginning, and must see that the
debt is aid, and s held ordinarily to know
every de ault of his principal, and cannot pro-
tect himself by the mere indulgence of the cred-
itor, nor by want of notice of the default of the
principal, however such indulgence or want
of notice may in fact injure him. On the other
hand, the contract of a guarantor is his own
separate contract. It is in the nature of a war-
ranty by him that the thing guarantied to be
done by the principal shall be done. not merely
an engagement jointly with the principal to do
the thing. The original contract of the princi-
pal is not his contract, and he is not bound to
take notice of its non-performance. Therefore
the creditor should give him notice; and it is
universally held that. if the guarantor can prove
that he has suffered damage by the failure to
give such notice, he will be discharged to the
extent of the damage thus sustained. It is
not so with a surety. Durham v. Manrow, 2
N. Y. 548; Nading v. McGregor, 121 Ind. 465,
23N.E.283,6L.R.A.686.

Guaranty and warrant are derived from the
same root and are in act etymologically the
same word the “E” of the Norman French be-
ing interchanges le with the English "w."
They are often used coll mall and in com-
mercial transactions as hav ng t e same signif-
ication, as where a iece of machinery or the
produce of an estate s “ arantied" for a term
of years, “warranted" be n the more appropri-
ate term in such a case. ee Accumulator Co.
v. Dubuque St. R. Co., 64 Fed. 70. 12 C. C. A.
37; Martinez v. Earnshaw. 36 Wkly. Notes
Can. (Pa.) 502. A distinction is also sometimes
made in commercial usa e, by which the term
"guaranty" is understoo as a collateral war-
ranty (often a conditional one) against some de-
fault or event in the future, while the term
“warranty" is taken as meaning an absolute un-
dertaking in pnucnti, against the defect, or for
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the quantiw or quality contemplated by the
rties in the subject-matter of the contract.

turges v. Bank of Circleville, 1]_. Ohio St. 169.
78 Am. Dec. 296. But in strict le al usa e
the two terms are widely distinguish in th ,

that a warranty is an absolute undertaking or
liability on the part of the warrantor, and the‘
contract is void unless it is strictly and _literal-
ly performed, while a guaranty is a promise, en-
tirely collateral to the oiiigighalt contract. and
not m in any primary is i y on e guar-
antor. biiat binding him to be answerable for the
failure or default of another. Masons’ Union
L. Ins. Ass'n v. Brockman. 20 Ind. App. 206,
50 N. E. 493.
-—AIno1uts guaranty. An unconditional
promise of payment or performance on the de-
fault of the principal. Mast v. Lehman. 100
Ky. 466, 38 S. W. 1%; Beardsley y. Hawes.
71 Conn. 39. 40 At]. 1043: Farmers Bank v.
Tatnall. 7 Houst. (Del.) 287. 31 At]. 879: E8-
berg-Bachman Tobacco Co. v. Held (D. C.) 62
Fed. 962.—-Collateral guaranty. A contract
by which the guarantor undertakes. in case the
principal fails to do what he has promised or
undertaken to do, to pay damages for such fail-
ure: distinguished from an engagement of sure-
tyship in this respect. that a surety undertakes
to do the V213 thing which the principal has

romised to o. in case the latter defaults.
ooze}; v. Haworth 24 Ind. 634, 57 N.

E. ; Nadinav. iuceregor, 1 Ind. 470. 23
N. E %3. 6 L. A. 686.—Oonditional guar-
uity. One which depends upon some extrane-
ous event. beyond the mere default of the prin-
cipal. and generally u n_notice of the guaran-
ty. notice of the pl"llJ(‘lplli s default, and reason-
able diligence ln exhausting pr('Eer remedies
:§iiiiE.t2tlge6ps1'in€é,pal. Yagfrbv. tée Co.,H11_§

y. . . . ; oacco o. v. ei
(D. C.) 62 Fed. 962; Beardsley v. Hawes. 71
Conn. 39. 40 At_l. 1043.—°0lIt1Ill_Ii.If_ -

tyi. ‘Ollie relgting to fl._flltltll‘e ilaiili ity ofhthfi
p nc pa, un er successive ransac ons. w c
either continue his liability or from time to
timefienelw afterCit llitas bee]n4:atésiiedé_MSe}7v6
ng ac. .v. oune. a. .

Pac. 296; Buck v. Burk 8 N. Y. 340: Bank
v. Drake (Iowa) 79 N. w’.121.—-spasm gunn-
an . A aranty which is available only to
the particufiir person to whom it is offered or
addressed; as distinguished from a general
guaranty which will 0 ernte in favor of any
green who may accept t. Everson v. Gere. 40

un (N. Y.) 200: Tidioute Sav. Bank v. Lib-
bey, 101 Wis. 193, 77 N. W. 182, 70 Am. St.
Rep. 90?; Evansville Nat. Bank v. Kaufimann.
93 N. Y. 273. 45 Am. Rep. 204.—GIuu'u:tiad
stock. See S'rocK.—Guax-Inty company. A
corporation authorized to transact the business
of entering into contracts of guaranty and sure-
tyship; as. one which. for fixed premiums, be-
comes surety on judicial bonds, fidelity bonds,
and the like. See Etna L. Ins. Co. v. Coulter,
74% W. 1050, 25 grew Rep. 193.—Guar-
an insurance. e NSUBANCE.

GUABDAGE. A state of wardship.

GUARDIAN. A guardian is a person
lawfully invested with the power, and char-
ged with the duty, of taking care of the
person and managing the property and
rights of another person, who, for some pe-
culiarity of status. or defect of age. under-
standing. or self-control. is considered in-
capable of administering his own affairs.
Bass v. Cook. 4 Port. (Ala.) 392; Sparhawk
v. Allen, 21 N. H. 27: Burger v. I-‘rakes, 67
Iowa, 460. 2-} N. W, 746.
_A guardian is a person appointed to take
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care of the person or property of another.
Civ. Code Cal. I 236.

One who legally has the care and manage-
ment of the person. or the estate, or both. or
a child during its minority. Reeve. Dom.
Rel. 31].

This term might be appropriately used to
designate the person charged with the care
and control of idiots, lunatics, habitual
drunkards. spendthrifts, and the like; but
such person is, under many of the statutory
systems authorizing the appointment. styled
"commlttee,” and in common usage the name
"guardian" is applied only to one having the
care and management of a minor.

The name "curator" is given in some of
the states to a person having the control of
a minor's estate, without that of his person:
and this is also the usage of the civil law.

Classification. A testamentary uardian
is one appointed by the deed or last wi l of the
chiid’s father; while a guardian by election is
one chosen by the infant himself in a case where
he would otherwise be without one. A
guardian is one who has the general care and
control of the person and estate of his ward‘
while a special guardian is one who has special
or limited powers and duties with respect to
his ward, s. g., a guardian who has the custody
of the estate ut not of the person, or vice versa.
or a guardian ad limn. A domestic guardian
is one appointed at the place where the ward
is legally domiciled; while a foreign guardian
derives his authority from appointment b the
courts of another state. and generally has c arge
only of such property as may be located within
the jurisdiction of the power appointing him.
A puardian ad mom is a guardian appointed by
a court of justice to prosecute or defend for an
infant in any suit to which he may be a pa .

2 Steph. Comm. 342. Most commonly appoin -

ed for infant defendants; infant plalntifis gen-
erally suing by neat friend. This kind of guard-
ian has no right to interfere with the infant's

.rson or property. 2 Steph. Comm. 343:
ichter v. Leiby. 107 Wis. 404, 83 N. W. 694.

A guardian by appointment of oourt is the most
important species of guardian in modern law,
having custody of the infant until the attain-
ment of full age. It has _in England in a man
ner superseded the guardian in socage. and in-
the United States the guardian by nature also.
The appointment is made by a court of chan-
cery. or probate or orphans‘ court. 2 Stenh.
Comm. 341; 2 Kent. Comm. 226. A guardian
by nature is the father. and. on his death. the
mother, of a child. 1 Bl. Comm. 461; 2 Kent,
Comm. 219. This guardianship extends only
to the custody of the person of the child to the
age of twenty-one years. Sometimes called
"natural guardian." but this is rather a popu-
lar than a technical mode of expression. 2
Steph. Comm. 337; Kline v. Beebe. 6 Conn.
500; Mauro v. Ritchie, 16 Fed. Cas. 1171. A
yuardian by statute is a guardian appointed for
a child hi the deed or last will of the father.
and who as the custody both‘ of his person and
estate until the attainment of full age. This
kind of guardianship is founded on the statute
of 12 Car. II. c. 24. and has_ beenlpretty exten-
sively adopted in this country. Bl. Comm.
462; 2 Steph. Comm. 339. 340; 2 Kent Comm.
224-226; Huson _v. Green. 88 Ga. 722. 16 s.
E. 255. A guardian for nurture is the father.
or, at his decease. the mother, of a child. This
kind of guardianship extends only to the r-
son. and determines when the infant arriivees
at the age of fourteen. 2 Kent. Comm. 21:
1 Bl. Comm. 461 - 2 Ste h. Comm. 338; Maiim
v. Ritchie, 16 mi. Can. 111: 1\_l'[i.'lll.!"li'aK_[l[)(-‘.8i,
1 Grant Cos. (Pa.) 56. G-uarduui on chivalry.
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In the tenure by lrniglit‘s service, in the feudal
law, if the heir of the feud was under the age
of twenty-one, being a male, or fourteen, being
a female, the lord was entitled to the wardship
(and marriage) of the heir and was _called the
‘:3-uardian in chivalry." This wardship consist-

in having the custody of the body and lands
ot such heir, without any account of the prof-
its. 2 Bl. Comm. 67. G-uardsanun socage. _At
the common law, this was a species of guardian
who had the custody of lands coining to the
infant b descent, as also of the infant's per-
son, unti the latter reached the age of fourteen.
Such guardian was always “the next of kin to
whom the inheritance cannot possibly descend."
1 Bl. Comm. 461: 2 Steph. Comm. 338; Byrne
v. Van Hoesen 5 Johns. (N. Y.) 67: Van Doren
v. Everitt, 5 N. .1. Law, 462. 8 Am. Dec. 815;
Combs v. Jackson. 2 Wend. (N. Y.) 157, 19 Am.
Dec. 568. Natural yuardian. The father of a
child, or the mother if the father be dead.

—Gnardh.n do Pegliso. A church-warden.-
Gnas-dian do Pestsmary. The warden of th
stsnnaries or mines in Cornwall, etc.—Guu-dl-
an of the once. A warden or conservator of
the peaoe.—£>unrd.I.nn of the poor. In Eng-
lish law. A rson elected by the ratepayers
of a parish to ave the charge and management
of the parish work-house or union. See 3 Steph.
Comm. 203 2 . of the_sp1ritu-
ulltlss. The person to whom the spiritual ju-
risdiction of any diocese is committed during the
vsoanc of the see.—-Guardian of the tem-
po: ties. The person to whose custody a va-
cant see o'r abbey was committed by the crown.
-G or warden, of the Ginqne
Ports. A magistrate who has the jurisdiction
of the ports or havens which are called the
"Cinque Ports,” ( . 1;.) This oflice was first
created in Englan , in imitation of the Roman
policy, to strengthen the sea-coasts against ene
inies, etc.

GUABDIAKSHIP. The oiilce, duty, or
authority of a guardian. Also the relation
subsisting between guardian and ward.

GUARDIANUI.
or keeper. Spelman.

A guardian, warden.

GUABNIMENTUH. In old European
law. A provision of necessary things. Spel-
man. A furnishing or garnishment.

CUASTALD. One who had the custody
of the royal mansions.

GUBEBNATOB. Lat. In Roman law.
The pilot or steersman ot a ship.

GUERPI. GUERPY. L. Fr.
ed; left: deserted. Britt. c. 33.

Abandon-

eunana, ounnnn. War. Spelman.

GU!:RII.I.A PAnTY. In military law.
An independent body or marauders or armed
men, not regularly or organically connected
with the armies'ot either belligerent, who
carry on a species oi‘ irregular war, chiefly
by depredation and massacre.

GUEST. A traveler who lodges at an
in or tavern with the consent of the keeper.
Bac. Abr. “Inns," C, 5: 8 Coke, 32; Mc-
Dauiels v. Robinson, 26 Vt. 316. 62 Am.
Dec. 574; Johnson v. Reynolds, 3 Kan. 261;
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Shoecratt v. Bailey, 25 Iowa, 555; Beale
v. Posey, 72 Ala. 331; Walling v. Potter, 35
Conn. 185.

A guest, as distinguished from a boarder,
is bound for no stipulated time. He stops
at the inn for as short or as long time as he
pleases, paying, while he remains. the cus-
tomary charge. Stewart v. Mccready, 24
How. Prac. (N. Y.) 62.

GUEST-TAKER. An agister; one who
took cattle in to feed in‘ the royal forests.
Cowell.

GUI-2'1‘. In old French
Ord. Mar. liv. 4, tit. 6.

law. Watch.

GUIA. In Spanish law. A right or way
for narrow carts. White, New Recop. l. 2.
c. 6, 5 1. 1

GUIDAGE. In old migllsh law. That
which was given for safe conduct through a
strange territory, or another's territory.
Oowell.
' The oflice of guiding oi‘ travelers through
dangerous and unknown ways. 2 Inst. 526»

GUIDE-PLATE. An iron or steel plate
to be attached to a rail for the purpose of
guiding to their place on the rail wheels
thrown off the track. - Pub. St. Mass. 1882.
p. 1291. - .

GUIDON DE LA M33. The name of
a treatise on maritime law, by an unknown
author, supposed to have been written about
1671 at Rouen, and considered, in continental
Europe, as a work of high authority.

GUILD. A voluntary association of per-
sons pursuing the same trade, art, profession.
or business, such as printers, goldsmiths,
wool merchants. etc., united under a distinct
organization of their own. analogous to that
of a corporation, regulating the aifairs of
their trade or business by their own laws
and rules, and aiming, by co-operation and
organization, to protect and promote the in-
terests of their common vocation. In ine-
dleval history these fraternities or guilds
played an important part in the government
of some states: as at Florence, in the thir-
teenth and following centuries, where they
chose the council of government of the city.
But with the growth of cities and the ad-
vance in the organization of municipal gov-
ernment, their importance and prestige has
declined. The place of meeting or a guild.
or association of guilds, was called the
“Guildhali." The word is said to be derived
from the Anglo-Saxon “gild" or “gcld," a tax
or tribute. because each member of the soci-
ety was required to pay a tax towards its
support.
—Gufld rents. Rents payable to the crown
by any guild. or such as formerly belonged to
religious guilds. and came to the crown at the
{general dissolution of the monasteries. Tom-
ins.
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GUHDEALLL The hall or place of meet-
ing of a guild. or gild.

The place of meeting of a municipal cor-
poration. 3 Steph. Comm. 173, note. The
mercantile or commercial gllds of the Saxons
are supposed to have given rise to the pres-
ent municipal corporations of England. whose
place of meeting is still called the “Guild-
hall.” ‘

—Gni1dln.i1 sittings. The sittings held in
the Guildhall of the city of London or city of
London causes. '

GUII.I.0Tn¢I:. An instrument for decap-
itation, used in France for the inflictlon of
the death penalty an convicted criminals,
consisting, essentially, of a heavy and weight-
ed knife-blade moving perpendicularly be-
tween grooved posts, which is made to fall
from a considerable height upon the neck
of the sufferer, immovably fixed in position
to receive the impact.

GUILT. In criminal law. That quality
which imparts criminality to a motive or act.
and renders the person amenable to punish,-
ment by the law.

That disposition to violate the law which
has manifested itself by some act already
done. The opposite of innocence. See Ruth.
Inst. h. 1, c. 18, 5 10.

GUETY. Having committed a crime or
tort; the word used by a prisoner in plead-
ing to an indictment when he confesses the
crime of which he is charged. and by the jury
in convicting. Com. v. Walter, 83 Pa. 108,
24 Am. Rep. 154; Jessie v. State, 28 Miss.
108: State v. White, 25 Wis. 359.

GUINEA. A coin formerly issued by
the English mint, but all these coins were
called in in the time of Wm. IV. The word
now means only the sum of £1. 1s., in which
denomination the fees of counsel are always
given.

GITLE or AUGUST. The that of Au-
gust, being the day of St. Peter ad Vincula.

GULBI. The heraldic name of the color
usually called “red." The word is derived
from the Arabic word "gate," a rose. and
was probably introduced by the Crusaders.
Gules is denoted in engravings by numerous
perpendicular lines. Heralds who blazoned
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by planets and jewels called it “Mars.” and
“ruby.” Wharton.

GUBGES. Lat. Properly a whirlpool,
but in old English law and conveyancing. a
deep pit fllled with water, distinguished from
“stagnum,” which was a shallow pool or pond.
Co. Litt. 5; Johnson v. Rayner. 6 Gray
(Mass) 107.

GURGITES. Wears. Jacob.

GUTI. Jutes; one of the three nations
who migrated from Germany to Britain at
an early period. According to Spelman, they
established themselves chiefly in Kent and
the Isle of Wight. '

GU'r'1‘1l-:3. The diminutive of a sewer.
Callis, Sew. (80,) 100. In modern law, an
open ditch or conduit designed to allow the
passage of water from one point to another
in a certain direction, whether for purposes
of drainage, irrigation, or otherwise. War-
ren v. Henly, 31 Iowa, 31; Willis v. State,
27 Neb. 98, 42 N. W. 920.

GWABB. MEEOIIED. Maid's fee. A
British word signifying a customary flne
payable to lords of some manors on marriage

_of the tenant's daughters, or otherwise on
their committing incontinence. Cowell.

‘ GWALITOW. A place of execution.
Jacob. .

GWAYP. Walt, or waived; that which
has been stolen and afterwards dropped in
the highway for fear of a discovery. Cowell.

GYLPUT. The name of a court which
was held every three weeks in the liberty or
hundred of Pathbew in Warwick. Jacob.

GYLTWITE. sax. Compensation for
fraud or trespass. Cowell.

GYNARCHY, or GYHEOOORAOI. Gov-
ernment by a woman; a state in which
women are legally capable of the supreme
command; 9. g., in Great Britain and Spain.

GYBOVAGI. Wandering monks.

GYVE3. Fetters or shackles for the legs:
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H
K. This letter, as an abbreviation, stands

for Henry (a king of that name) in the cita-
tion of English statutes. In the Year Books,
it is" used as an abbreviation for Hilary term.
In tax assessments and other such ofllcial
records, “h" may -be used as an abbreviation
for “house,” and the courts will so under-
stand it. Alden v. Newark, 36 N. J. Law,
288; Parker v. Elizabeth, 39 N. J. Law, 693.

E. A. An abbreviation for ltoo armo, this
year, in this year.

3. B. An abbreviation for house hill,
1. 0.. a bill in the house of representatives,
as distinguished from a senate bill.

I. 0. An abbreviation for house of com-
mons, or for habeaa corpus.

H. L.

H. B.

An abbreviation for house of lords.

An abbreviation for house of rep-
resentatives.

H. '1‘. An abbreviation for hoo mule,
this title, under this title; used in references
to books. ‘

H. 7. An abbreviation for hoc verbo or
has uoce. this word, under this word; used
in references to dictionaries and other works
alphabetically arranged.

HARE, or HAVE. Lat. A form of the
salutatory expression “Ave," (hail,) in the
titles of the constitutions or the Theodosian
and Justlnianean Codes. Calvin; Spelman.

RLBEAS OOBPORA JURATOBUM.
A writ commanding the sheriff to bring up
the persons of jurors. and, if need were, to
distrain them of their lands and goods, in
order to insure or compel their attendance in
court on the day of trial of a cause. It is-
sued from the Common Pleas, and served the
same purpose as a distringas juratorca in the
King's Bench. It was abolished by the 0.
L. 1?. Act, 1852. 5 104. Brown.

EABEAS CORPUS. Lat. (You have
the body.) The name given to a variety of
writs, (of which these were anciently the em-
phatic words.) having for their object to
bring a party before a court or Judge. In
common usage, and whenever these words
are used alone, they are understood to mean
the habcaa corpus ad aubiictendum, (see
infra.)
—Habeas corpus act. The _English statute
of 31 (‘ar. II. c. 2, is the original and promi-
nent habeaa corpus not. It was amended and
supplemented by St. 56 Geo. III. e. 100. And
similar statutes have been enacted in all the
United States. This act is justly regarded as
the great constitutional guaranty of personal lib-
erty.—Kabcas corpus ad dclibsrandum ct
rccipiendum. A writ which is issued to re-
move, for trial, a person confined in one county

to _the county or place where the oifense of
which he is accused was committed. Bac. Abr.
“Habeae Cor us," A; 1 Chit. Crim. Law, 132.
Ex parte Bo lman, -1 Cranch, 97. 2 L. Ed. 554.
Thus. it has been granted to remove a person
in custody for contempt to take his trial for

rjury in another county. 1 Tyrw. 185.—Ha-
as corpus ad facleudusu ct recipien-

dun. A writ issuing in civil cases to remove
the cause, as also the body of the defendant,
from an inferior court to a superior court
having jurisdiction. there to be disposed of. It
is also called “habean corpus cum cause." Ex

rte Bellman. 4 Cranch. 97. 2 L. Ed. 554.-
abcas corpus ad prosequcndum. A writ

which issues when it is necessary to remove a
prisoner in order to ooecutc in the proper
'urisdiction wherein ‘t e tact was committed.

Comm. 130.—Eabsas corpus ad re-
s ondcudum. A writ which is usually em-
poyed in civil cases to remove a person out
of the custody of one court into that of another,
in order that he may be sued and answer the
action in. the latter. 2 Sell. Pr. 259; 2 Mod.
198; 3 Bl. Comm. 129; 1 Tidd, Pr. 300.—Ha-
boas corpus ad satlsfacicndusu. In Eng-
lish practice. A writ which issues when a
prisoner has had {udgment against him in an
action, and the paintifl is desirous to bring
him up to some superior court to charge him
with rocess of execution. 3 hi. Comm. 129.
130: Steph. Comm. 693: ‘l Tidd, Pr. 350.
—Haheas corpus ad subjiciendum. A writ
directed to the person detaining another. and
commanding him to produce the body ‘of the
prisoner, (or person detained.) with the day
and cause of his caption and detention. ad
Iacicndum. soibjicéendum et recipicndum, to do.
submit to, and receive whatsoever the judge or
court awarding the writ shall consider in that
behalf. 3 l Comm. 131; 3 Steph. Comm.
695. This is the well-known remedy for deliv-
erance from illegal confinement. called by Sir
\Villiam Blackstone the most celebrated writ
in the Eu lih law, and the great and eflicacious
writ in ai manner of illegal confinement. 3
Bl. Comm. 129.—Habcas corpus ad test!!!-
candusu. A writ to bring a witness into
court. when he is in custody at the time of
a trial. commanding the sherifi to have his
bodv before the court. to testify in the cause.
3 Bl. Comm. 130: 2 Tidd. Pr. 809. Ex parte
Marmaduke. 91 M0. 250. 4 S. W. 91. 60 Am.
Rep. 250.—Habeas corp_us cum causa. (You
have the body, with the cause.) Another name
for the writ of habeas corpus ad fooiendum ct
recipiendum, (q. 1:.) 1 Tidd-. Pr. 348. 849.

Kabesuus optimum tcstcm, coafltenton
rcusn. 1 Phil. Ev. 397. We have the best
witness,—-a confessing defendant. “What is
taken pro confeaso is taken as indiibitahle
truth. The plea of guilty by the party ac-
cused shuts out all further inquiry. Habe-
mus conrltentcm rcum is demonstration, un-
less indirect motives can be assigned to it."
2 Hagg. Eccl. 315.

EABEITDUM. Lat. In conveyancing.
The clause usually following the granting
part of the premises of a deed. which defines
the extent of the ownership in the thing
granted to he held and enjoyed by the gran-
tee. 3 Wasiib. Real Prop. 437; New York
Indians v. U. S.. 170 U. S. 1. 18 Sup. Ct. 531,
42 L. Ed. 927: Clapp v. Byrnes, 3 App. Div.
284, 38 N. Y. Supp. 1063; Miller v. Graham-
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41 S. O. 288, 25 S. E. 165; Hart v. Gardner,
74 Miss. 158, 20 South. 877.

—Kabendiun at tenendnm. In old convey-
ancing. To have and to hold. Formal \vords
in deeds of land from a very early period.
Bract. fol. 17b. _

nunxrns nonanu-:3. In old Eng-
lish law. Rich men; literally, having men.
The same with fa.-sh'ng-men, (q. 1:.) Coweii.

HABENTIA.
100.

EABEBE. Lat. In the civil law. To
have. Sometimes distinguished from tenere,
(to hold,) and poasiders, (to possess;) habers
referring to the right, _tencre to the fact, and
pouideré to both. Calvin.

Riches. Mon.vAngl. t. 1.

ELDER}: FAOIAS POSSESSION!-:11.
Lat. That you cause to have possession.
The name of the process commonly resorted
to by the successful party in an action of
ejectment, for the purpose of being placed by
the sheriff in the actual possession of the
land recovered. It is commonly termed sim-
ply “habero factor," or “nab. fa."

EAIBERB PAOIA8 SBISIZNAH. L. Lat.
That you- cause to have seisin. The writ of
execution in real actions, directing the sher-
ii! to cause the demandant to have seisin of
the lands recovered. It was the proper pro-
cess for giving seisin of a freehold, as dis-
tinguished from a chattel interest in lands.

HABERE PAOIAI VISUM. Lat. That
you cause to have a view. A writ to cause
the sheriff to take a view of lands or tene-
ments.

EABERE LIOERE. Lat. In Roman
law. To allow [one] to have [possession]
This phrase denoted the duty of the seller of
property to allow the purchaser to have the
possession and enjoyment. For a breach of‘
this duty, an actio ea: empto might be main-
tained.

HABEBJEOTS. A cloth of a mixed color.
Magna Charta, c. 26.

RAB!-ITO TIBI RES TUAS. Lat. Have
or take your effects to yourself. one of the
old Roman forms of divorcing a wife. Cal-
vin.

IIABIIJS. Lat. Fit: suitable; active;
useful, (of a servant.) Proved; authentic,
(of Book of Saints.) Fixed; stable, (of au-
thority of the king.) Du Cange.

HABIT. A disposition or condition of
the body or mind acquired by custom or a
usual repetition of the same act or function.
Knickerbocker L. Ins. Co. v. Foley, 105 U. S.
354. 26 L. Ed. 1055; Conner v. Citizens‘ St. R.
Co., 143 Ind. 430. 15 N. E. 862; State v. Skil-
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licorn, 104 Iowa, 97, 73 N. W. 503; State v.
Robinson, 111 Ala. 482, 20 South. 80.
—Habit and repute. By the law‘ of Scot-
land, marriage may be established by "habit
and repute” where the parties cohabit and are
at the same time held and reputed as man and
wife. See Bell. The same rule obtains in
some of the United States.

EABITABLE REPAIR. A covenant by
a lessee to "put the premises into habitable
repair" -binds him to put them into such a
state that they may be occupied, not only
with safety, but with reasonable comfort,
for the purposes for which they are taken.
Miller v. Mccardell, 19 R. I. 304, 33 Ati. 445,
80 L. R. A. 682.

EABITANOY. Settled dwelling in a giv-
en place; fixed and permanent residence
there. This term is more comprehensive
than “domicile,” for one may be domiciled in
a given place though he does not spend the
greater portion of his time there, or though
he may be absent for long periods. It is also
more comprehensive than “residence,” for
one may reside in a given place only tem-
porarily or for short periods on the occasion-
of repeated visits. But in neither case could
he properly be called an “inhabitant” of that
place or be said to have his “habitancy"
there. See Atkinson v. Washington 6: Jet-
ferson Coilege, 54 W. Va. 32, 46 8. iii. 258;
Hairston v. Hairston, 27 Miss. 711, 61 Am.
Dec. 530; Abington v. North Bridgewater. 23
Pick. (Mass) 170. And see Doiucxnn: Rust-
nnncn. . -

It is diflicult to give an exact definition of
“habitancy.” In general terms, one may be des-
ignated as an “inhabitant” of that ‘piace_which
constitutes the principal seat of his residence,
of his business. pursuits, connections, attach-
ments, and of his political and municipal rela-
tions. The term, therefore. embraces the fact
of residence at a place together with the intent
to regard it and ma e it a home. The act
and intent must concur. Lyman v. Fiske, 17
Pick. (Mass.) 231, 28 Am. Dec. 293.

IIABITAJIT. Fr. In French and Ca-
nadian law. A resident tenant: a settler; a
tenant who kept hearth and home on the
seigniory.

HABITATIO. Lat. In the civil law.
The right of dwelling; the right of free resi-
dence in another’s house. Inst. 2, 5; Dig;
7, 8.

EABITATION. In the civil law. The
right of a person to live in the house of an-
other without prejudice to the property. It '

differed from a usufruct, in this: that the
usufructuary might apply the house to any
purpose. as of a store or manufactory; where-
as the party having the right of habitation
could only use it for the residence of himself
and family. 1 Browne, Civil Law, 184.

In estates. A dwelling-house; a home-
stall. 2 Bl. Comm. 4; 4 Bi. Comm. 3220;.
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~ Holmes v. Oregon & C; R. Co. (D. C.) 5 Fed.
527 ; Nowlin v. Scott, 10 Grat. (Va.) 65; Har-
vard College v. Gore, 5 Pick. (Mass) 372.

EABITUAL CRIMINAL. By statute in
several states, one who is convicted of a
felony, having been previously convicted of
any crime (or twice so convicted), or who is
convicted of a misdemeanor and has previous-
ly (in New York) -been five times Oonvicted of
a misdemeanor. Crim. Code N. Y. 1903, 5 510;
Rev. St. Utah, 1898, 5 4067. In a more gen-
eral sense, one made subject to police sur-
veillance and arrest on suspicion, on account
oi‘ his previous criminal record and absence
of honest employment.
—Habitnal criminals not. The statute 82
at 83 Vict. c. 99. By this act power was given
to apprehend on suspicion convicted persons
holding license under the penal servitude acts
1853. 1857, and 1864. The act was repeal
and replaced by the prevention of crimes act.
1871, (34 '& 35 Wet. c. 112.)

EABITUAL DRUNKARD. A person
given to ebriety or the excessive use of in-
toxicating drink, who has lost the power or
the will, by frequent indulgence, to control
his appetite for it. Ludwick v. Co1n., 18
Pa. 174; Gourlay v. Gourlay; 16 R. I. 705, 19
Ati. 142; Miskey's Appeal, 107 Pa. 626;
Richards v. Richards, 19 IIL App. 467; Mc-

' Bee V. McBee, 22 01'. 329, 29 :Pac. 887, 29
Am. St. Rep. 613.

One who has the habit of indulgin in intoxi-
cating liquors so firmly fixed that e becomes
intox eated as often as the temptation is pre-
sented by his being in the vicinity where liquors
are sold is an “habitual drunkard," within the
meaning of the divorce law. Magahay v.
Magahay, 35 Mich. 210.

In England, it is defined b the habitual
drhnlrards' act. 1879. (42 & Vict. c. 19.)
which authorizes confinement in a retreat, upon
the party's own application. as “a person who.
not being amenabe to any jurisdiction in In-
nacy, is, notwithsiandinz._by reason of habitual
intemperabe drinking of intoxicating liquor, at
times dangerous to himself. or herself. or oth-
ers. or incapable of managing himself or her-
self, or his or her aifairs."

IIABLE. L. Fr.
A port or harbor; a station for ships.
Hen. VI. c. 3.

St. 27

HACIENDA. In Spanish law. The pub-
lic domain; the royal estate; the aggregate
wealth of the state. The science or admin-
istering the national wealth: public economy.
Also an estate or farm belonging to a private
‘person. -

HACKNEY OARRIAGES. Carriages
plying for hire in the street. The driver is
liable for negligently losing baggage. Mas-
terson v. Short, 33 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 486.

KADBOTE. In Saxon law. A recom-
pense or satisfaction for the violation of holy
orders, or violence offered to persons in holy
orders. Coweli; Biouut.
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In old English law.
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HADD. In Hindu law. A boundary or
limit. A statutory punishment defined by
law, and not arbitrary. Mozley & Whitley.

EADERUNGA. In old English law.
prejudice, or partiality.

Spelman; Coweil.

KADGONEL. In old English law. A tax
or mulct. Jacob.

EEO E31‘ OONVENTIO. Lat. This is
an agreement. Words with which agree-
ments ancientiy commenced. Yearb. H. 6
Edw. II. 191.

EEO E81‘ PINALIS OOIIOORDIA. L.
Lat. This is the final agreement. ' The
words with which the foot of a fine com-

" menced. 2 Bl. Comm. 351.

EEREDA. In Gothic law. A tribunal
answering to the English court-leet.

EEREDE ABDUOT0. An ancient writ
that lay for the lord, who, having by right
the wardship of his tenant under age. could
not obtain his person, the same being carried
away by another person. Old Nat. Brev. 93.

EEREDE DELIBERANDO ALTER!
GUI BABE’! ousronrlnr TEBRE. An
ancient writ, directed to the sheriir, to re-
quire one that had the body or an heir. be-
ing In ward, to deliver him to the person
whose ward he was by reason oi‘ his land.
Reg. Orig. 161.

EEREDE RAPTO. An ancient writ
that lay for the -ravishment of the lord's
ward. Reg. Orig. 163.

Random. Dons tacit, non homo. God
makes the heir, not man. 00. Litt. 7b.

EEBEDES. Lat. In the civil law.
Heirs. The plural oi.‘ hares, (q. 1;.)

IIEEEDIPETA. Lat. In old English
law. A seeker of an inheritance; hence, the
next heir to lands.

Karedipota suo propinquo vol extra»-
nso periouloso sane oustodi nnllus oom-

mittahu-. To the next heir, whether a re-
lation or a stranger, certainly a dangerous
guardian, let no one be committed. Co. Litt.
88b.

EEREDITAS. In Roman law. The
hazrcditae was a universal succession by law
to any deceased person. whether such person
had died testate or intestate, and whether in
trust (ea: fldeioommisso) for another or not.
The like succession according to Praetorian
law was bonorum possesxio. The Iuercditaa
was called “jaccna," until the hwrcs took it
up, 1'. e., made his aditio hwreditatls; and
such ha-rcs, if a suus hwrea. had the right to
abstain, (poteatas abxtincnrfi.) and. it an or-
truncua hwres. had the right to consider
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whether he would accept or decline, (poteaiaa
deuberandt) the reason for this precaution
being that (prior to Justinian's enactment to
the contrary) a hcrea after his admo was
liable to the full extent of the debts of the
deceased person. and could have no relief
therefrom. except in the case of a dannmm
cmergena or damnoaa Iuzreditas, i. e.. an
hazredltus which disclosed (after the admo)
some enormous unuspected liability. Brown.

,In old English law. An estate transmis-
sible by descent: an inheritance. Co. Litt. 9.
—Haroditns dnninosu. A burdensome in-
heritance: one which would be a burden in-
stead of a benefit. that is. the debts to be paid
by the heir would exceed the assets.-linerodb

glucons. A vacant inheritance. So long
as no one had_acquired the inheritance. it was
termed “luzredstao jacena,-" and this. by a legal
fiction, 1-e resented the person of the decedent.
Mackeld. ui. Iaw, I 737. The estate of a
person deceased. where the owner left no heirs
or legatee to take it. called also “caduca;" an
escheated estate. Cod. 10. 10. 1; 4 Kent.
Comm. 425. The term has also been used
in_English law to signify an estate in she)’-
ance; that" is. after the ancestors death. and
before assumption of heir. Co. Litt. 3421:. An
inheritance without legal owner. and therefore
open to the ant occupant. Comm. 259.
—Hn:-editus legltima. A s_uccession or in-
heritance devolving by operation of law_ (in-
testate succession) rather than by the will of
the decedent. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 654.
—He:-editus luotuosu. A sad or mournful
inheritance or succession; as that of a parent
to the estate of a child. which was regarded
as disturbing the natural order of mortalit .

iturbato ordme mortahtaih.) Cod. 6. 25. :
4 Kent. Comm. 397.—_Earoditas testamen-
tax-in. Testamentary inheritance. that is, suc-
ccssion to an estate under and according to
the last will and testament of the decedent.
Mackeid. Rom. Law. 5 654. ‘

Euroditas, ans oos-porous, Alia incor-
pornlis; oorporulis est. qua tsngi potsst
ot vidori; inoorporulis qua tun‘! non po-
test nos videx-i. Co. l.itt. 9. An inheritance
is either corporeal or incorporeal. Corporeal
is that which can be touched and seen; in-
corporeal. that which can neither be touched
nor seen.

Hnroditus est suooossio in univox-sun:
Ius quod dofunotus lsnbuorit. Co. Litt.
237. Inheritance is the succession to every
right which the deceased had.

Has-odltas nihil ullud est, quun suc-

oossio in univorsusu Jus, quod dolunctus
halmorit. The right of inheritance is noth-
ing else than the faculty of succeeding to all
the rights of the deceased. Dig. 50. 17. 62.

Hus-oditus nunquani ussendit. An in-
heritance never ascends. Glanv. lib. 1’, c. 1;
2 Bl. Comm. 211. A maxim of feudal origin,
and which invariably prevailed in the law of
England down to the passage of the statute
3 6: 4 Wm. IV. c. 106. 5 6. by which it was
abrogated. 1 Steph. Comm. 378. See Brooin.
Max. 527. 528.

Has-oduna sppollntlono voniunt hare-
dss harodun in infinituni. By the title
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of heirs, come the heirs of heirs to infinity.
Co. Litt. 9. '

KEBES. In Bonus law.
universal successor in the event of death.
The heir is he who actively or passively suc-
ceeds to the entire property of the estate-
leaver. He is not only the successor to the
rights and claims, but also to the estate-leaw
er's debts, and in relation to his estate is to
be regarded as the identical person of the
estate-leaver. inasmuch as he represents him
in all his active and passive relations to his
estate. Mackeld. Rom. Law. 5 651.

It should be remarked that the oflice. pow-
ers. and duties of the lusror. in Roman law.
were much more closely assimilated to those of
a modern ecscutor than to those of an heir at
law. Hence “heir” is not at all an accurate
translation of “he:-ea." unless it be understood
in a special. technical sense.

In common law. An heir: he to whom
lands, tenements. or hereditaments by the
act of God and right of blood do descend, of
some estate of inheritance. Go. Litt. 7b.
—Eseros astru-ius. In old English law.
An heir in actual ssession.—Hiu-es do fac-
to. In old Englsli law. Heir from fact;
that is, from the deed or act of his ancestor.
without or against right. An heir in fact. as
distinguished from an heir do ‘are. or by law.
—Hnrss on cue. In the civl law. An heir
to the whole estate: a-sole heir. Inst. 2. 23.
9.—Ec:-es ext:-snous. In the civil law. A
strange or foreign heir; one who was not sub-
ject to the power of the testa_tor. or person. who
made him heir. Om’ testatoru jam subjects non
aunt entrance’ lutredes uppellantur. Inst. 2.
19, é.—Kes-os fuotus. In the civil law. An
heir made by will ; a testamentary heir: the per-
son created universal successor by will. Story,
Confl. Laws. I 507 : 3 Bl. Comm. 224. Other-
wise called “hitrcl es Icatamcnta.” and "haeres
o'namutus." Inst. 2. 9, 7: Id. 2. 14.—Eus-es
ildoioonunissas-ius. In the civil law. The
person for whose benefit an estate was giv-
en to another (termed "hm-cs duc1'an'us." (q.
1:.) by will. Inst. 2, 23. 6. . 9. Answer-
ing nearly to the cosine‘ igc trust of the Eng-
lish law.—Ha1-os flduo us. fiduciary
heir, or heir in trust; a person constituted
heir by will, in trust for the benefit of an-
other. called the "fitlcicommssaarms."—-Hns-
as institutus. A testamentary heir; one ap-

ointed by the will of the decedent.—Kaex-cs
egithnus. A lawful heir: one pointed out

as such by the marriage of his parents.—Hnr-
os nutus. In the civil law. An heir born;
one born heir. as distinguished from one made
heir. (ha-rcs Ioctus, q. 12;) an heir at law. or
by intestacy. (ab intcstaio.-) the next of kin by
blood. in cases of intestacy. Story. Conii. Laws.
i 507; 3 _Bl. Comm. 2‘.’4.—Hcs-os nsoessu-ius.
In the civil law. A necessary or compulsory
heir. This name was given to the heir when.
being a slave. he was named “heir” in the testa-
ment. because on the, death of the testator.
whether he would or not. he at once became
free. and was compelled to assume the heirship.
Inst. 2. 19. 1.—Baredos pa-ozhni. Nearest or
next heirs. The children or descendants of the
deceased.—Hniros rootus. In old ‘mglis
law. A right heir. Fleta. lib. 6, c. .1. i 11.-
Hurodos x-omotiores. More remote heirs.
The kinsmen. other than children or descend-
ants.—Has-es suus. In the civil law. A
man's mrn heir: a decedent's proper or natural
heir. This name was given to the lineal de-
scendants of the deceased. Inst. 3. 1. 4—5._—
Rail-odes sul at noco_ssuri_i. In Roman law.
Own and necessary heirs; 1. e.. the lineal‘ de-

The heir, or ‘
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scendants of the estate-leaver. They were call-
ed “necessary" heirs. because it was‘t.he law
that made them heirs, and not the choice of ei-
ther the decedent or themselves. But since
this was also true of slaves (when named
“heirs" in the will) the former class were des-
ignated “am” et neceuarii." by way of distinc-
tion, the _word "out" denoting that the necessity
arose from their relationship to the decedent.
.\iackeld. Rom. Inw, 5 738.

Hares est alter ipse, et llins est pars
patrls. An heir is another self, and a son
is part of the father. 3 Coke, 12b.

Hares est out Jars prop:-ietotis out
Jars rep:-esontationls. An heir is either
by right of property, or right of representa-
tion. 3 Coke, 40!).

Euros est eodem persona cum Ante-
oessore. An heir is the same person with
his ancestor. Go. Litt. 22; Branch. Prlnc.
See Nov. 48. c. 1, 5 1.

Hares est nomen eolleotirlun. “Heir"
is a collective name or noun. 1 Vent. 215.

Hares est nomen Jlu-Is; llius est no-

mon natures. “Heir” is a name or term of
law; “son" is a name or nature. Bac. Max. ‘

52, in reg. 11.

Hares est pars usteoossorls. An heir
is a part of the ancestor. So said because
the ancestor, during his life, bears in his
body (in judgment of law) all his heirs.

Hus-es has-edls met est melu hares.
The heir of my heir is my heir.

Hares legitlmus. est quen nnptin de-
nonstrant. He is a lawful heir whom mar-
riage points out as such; who is born in wed-
lock. Co. Litt. 7b; Bract. tel. 88; Fieta,
lib. 6. c. 1: Broom..Max. 515.

Euros minor uno et viz-inti usnis non

1-espondebit, nisl in costs dotis. Moore,
348. An heir under twenty-one years of
age is not answerable, except in the matter
of dower.

Hares non tenetu: in Anglia ad debits
anteeessoris reddenda, nlsi per sateen-
sorens od lsoo fuerlt obligatus, pruter-
quam debits regis tustrun. Co. Litt. 386.
In England. the heir is not bound to pay his
ancestors debts, unless he be bound to it by
the ancestor, except debts due to the king.
But now, by 3 & 4 Wm. IV. c. 104. he is lia-
ble.

EERETARE. In old English law. To
give a right of inheritance, or make the do-
nation hereditary to the grantee and his
heirs. Cowell.

EERETIOO COHBUBENDO. The stat-
ute 2 Hen. IV. c. 15, de harctimreomburcndo,
was the tirst penal law enacted against
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heresy, and imposed the penalty of death by
burning against. all heretics who relapsed
or who refused to abjure their opinions. It
was repealed by the statute 29 Car. II. c. 9.
Brown. This was also the name of a writ
tor the purpose indlmted.

EAPNE. A haven or port. Cowell.
—Ha.tne eourts. Haven courts; courts an-
ciently held in certain ports in Ihtgiand. Spel-
man.

EAGA.
Scott

A house in a city or borough.

EAGIA. A hedge.
273.

Mon. Angl. tom. 2. p.

EAGKE. A little hand-gun. St. 33 Ben.
VIII. c. 6.

EAGNEBUT. A hand-gun of a larger de-
scription than the hagne. St. 2 &‘ 8 Edw.
VI.c.14;4&5P.&M.c.2.

HAIA. In old English law. A park in-
closed. Cowell.

EAIEBOTE. In old Engush law. A per-
mission or liberty to take thorns, etc., to
make or repair hedges. Biount.

EAILL.
whole.
in conveyances. 1 Bell, App. Cas. 499.

nanwonxronx, (i. 0., holyworkrolk.)
Those who formerly held lands by the serv-
ice of defending or repairing a church or
monument. '

In Scotch law. Whole; the

EAIHIIALDARE. In old Scotch law.
To seek restitution of one's own goods and
gear, and bring the same home again. Skeno
de Verb. Sign.

EAIIIISUOKBN. In Scotch law. The
crime of assaulting a person in his own
house. Bell.

BALI‘. A moiety; one of two equal parts
or anything susceptible of division. Prentiss
v. Brewer, 17 Wis. 644, 86 Am. Dec. 730;
Hartford Iron Min. 00. v. Cambridge Min. 00.,
80 Mich. 491, 45 N. W. 351; Cogan v. Cook,
22 Minn. 142; Dart v. Barbour, 32 Mich. 272.
Used in law in various compound terms, in
substantially the same sense, as follows:
-351! blood. See BLoon.—Kalf-brother.
hall-sister. Persons who have the salne ta-
ther, but different mothers; or the same moth-
er, but diflerent fathers. Wood v. Mitchsm.
92 N. Y. 379; In re Weiss’ Estate. 1 Montg.
Co. Law Rep'r (Pa.) 210.—Hall-cent. A cop-
per coin of the United States, of the value of
live mills. and of the weight of ninety-tour
grains. The coinage of these was discontinued
.in ]857.—Hal£ defense. See Du=1:nss.--
Half-dime. A silver (now nickel) coin of the
Vnitcd States. of the value of five cents.-
Holf-dollu-. A silver coin of the United
States. of the value of fifty cents, or one-half
the value of a dollar-.—Kal£-eagle. A gold
coin of the United States, of the value of live

“A11 and haul" are common words-
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dollars.—Hal1-endeal. A moiety, or half of
a_thing.--Hal!-kinog. In Saxon law. Half-
hng. (semi-rec.) A title ven to the aldermen
of all En land. Crabb. . Law. 28: Spel-
man.— -snark. A nob e, or six shillings
and eight ace in English mone .—Hal£ p -

lo . Bteim ensation for se ces which a
ilot has put imself in readiness to perform,
y labor, 118k,‘ and cost, and has offered to per

form, at half the rate he would have receiv-
ed if the services had actually been performed.
Gloucester Fe Co. V. Pennsylvania, 114 U.
S. 196, 5 Sup.‘-rét. $6. 29 L. Ed. 158.—Eal£-
proof. In the civil law. Proof by one wit-
ness, or a private instrument. Hallifax, Civil
Law, b. 3, c. 9, no. 25; 3 Bl. Comm. 370.
Or prima facie proof, which yet was not sulfi-
clent to found a sentence or decree.—Knl£-seal.
That which was formerly used in the English
chancery for sealing of commissions to delegates.
upon any appeal to the court of delegates. ei-
ther in ecclesiastical or marine causes.—Hnlf
section. In American land law. The half of
a section of land according to the divisions of
the government survey. laid oi! either by a
north-and-south or by an east-and-west line,
and containing 320 acres. See Brown v. Har-
din. 21 Ark. 3?A.—Hdf-timer. A child who,
by the operation of the English factory and edu-
cation acts. is employed for less than the full
time in a factory or workshop, in order that he
may attend some "recognized eflicient school."
See factory and workshop act. 1878. 5 23: ele-
mentary eduaition act. 1876, I 11.— -

tongue. A gut half of one tongue or nation-
ality and hsl 0 another. See DE MEDIETATI
LiNorm.—-Half-year. In legal computation.
The period of one hundred and eighty-two days;
the odd hours being rejected. Co. Litt. 135b,-
Cro. Jae. 168: Yel. 100: 1 Steph. Comm. 265;
Pol. Code Cal. 1903, 5 3257. '

HALIFAX LAW. A synonym for lynch
law, or the summary (and unauthorized) trial
of a person accused of crime and the inflic-
tion of death upon him; from the name of
the parish of Halifax, in England, where an-
ciently this form of private justice was prac-
tised by the free burghers in tlie case of per-
sons accused of stealing; also called “gibbet
law.”

EALIGEH01‘. In Saxon law. The
meeting of a hall, (oonventua aul2,)-that is.
a lord's court; a court of a manor, or court-
baron. Spelman. So called from the hall,
where the tenants or freenien met, and jus-
tice was administered. Crabb, Eng. Law, 26.

HALIMAS. In English law. The feast
of All Saints, on the 1st of November; one
of the cross-quarters of the year, was com-
puted from Halimas to Gindlemas. Whar-
ton.

HALL. A building or room of consider-
able sise, used as a place for the meeting of
public assemblies, conventions, courts, etc.

In English law. A name given to many
manor-houses because the magistrates court
was held in the hall of his mansion; a chief
mansion-house. Cowell.

HALLAGE. In old English law. A fee
‘ or toll due for goods or merchandise veuded

in a hall. Jacob.
A toll due to the lord of‘ a fair or market,

HALYMOTE

for such commodities as were vended’ in the
common hall of the place. Cowell; Blount.

nsrmazoo. In Spanish law. ’1‘he'tlud-
ing and taking possession of something which
previously had no owner, and which thus
becomes the property of the first occupant.
Las Partldas, 3, 5, 28; 5, 48, 49; 5, 20, 50.

HALLBGEMOTE. In Saxon law. Hali-
aemof, (q. 1:.)

EALLUOIZNATION. In medical ‘juris-
prudence. A trick or deceit of the senses; a
morbid error either of the sense of sight or
that of hearing, or possibly of the other
senses; a psychological state, such as would
be produced naturally by an act of sense-per-
ception, attributed confidently, but mistaken-
ly, to something which has no objective exist-
ence; as, when the patient imagines that he
sees an object when there is none, or hears
a voice or other sound when nothing strikes
his ear. See staples v. Wellington, 58 Me.
459; Foster v. Dickerson, 64 Vt. 233, 24
Atl. 257; McNett v. Cooper (0. C.) 13 Fed.
590; People v. Krist. 168 N. Y. 19, 60 N.
E. 1057.

Hallucination does not by itself constitute in-
sanity, though it may be evidence of it or a
sign of its approach. It is to be distinguished
from “delusion” in this, that the latter is a
fixed and irrational belief in the existence of a
fact or state of facts, not cognizable through
the senses, but to be determined by the facul-
ties of reason, memory, judgment, and the like;
while hallucination is a belief in the existence
of an external object, perceptible by the senses.
but having no real existence; or, in so far as
a delusion may relate to an external object, it
is an irrational belief as to the character. na-
ture. or appearance of something which really
exists and afiects the senses. For example. if
a man should believe that he saw his right
hand in its pro r place. after it had been am-

utated, it won d be an hallucination: but if he
elieved that his right hand was made of glass,

it would be a delusion. In other words. in the
case of hallucination, the senses betray the
mind, while in the case of delusion, the senses
act normally, but their evidence is rejected by
the mind on account of the existence of an ir-
rational belief formed independently of them.
Tliey are further distinguished by the fact that
hallucinations may be observed and studied by
the subject himself and traced to their causes.
or may be corrected by reasoning or argument.
while a delusion is an unconscious error, but
so fixed and unchangeable that the patient can-
not be reasoned out of it. Hallucination is al-
so to be distinguished from “illusion." the lat-
ter term being appropriate to describe a per-
verted or distorted or wholly mistaken impres-
sion in the mind. derived from a true act of
sense-perception. stimulated by a_ real external
ob'ect, but modified by the imagination of the
su ject; while, in the case of hallucination, as
above stated,_ there is no objective reality to
correspond with the imagined perception.

HALHOTE. See HALIGEMOT.

HALYHOTE. A holy or ecclesiastical
court.

A court held in London before the lord
miiyor iiud sheriffs, for regulating the bakers.

It was auciently held on Sunday next be-
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fore St. Thomas‘ day,'and therefore called
the “hot:/mote," or holy court. Cowell.

IIALYWERCFOLK. Sax. In old Ens-
lish law. Tenants who held land by the
service of repairing or defending a church or
monument, whereby they were exempted from
feudal and military services.

RAMA. In old English law. A hook; an
engine with which a house on fire is pulled
down. Yel. 60.

A piece or land.

EALIBLING. In forest law. The box-
ing or hock-sinewing of dogs; an old mode
01' laming or disabling dogs. Termes de la.
Ley.

EAIESEGKI-.‘.N. In Scotch law. The
violent entering into a man's house without
license or against the peace, and the seeking
and assaulting him there. Skene de Verb.
Sign.; 2 Forb. Inst. 139.

The crime of housebreaking or burglary.
4 Bl. Comm. 223.

HAMPARE. (Sax. From ham. a house.)
In Saxon law. An assault made in a house;
a breach of the peace in a private house.

HAMIJ-1'1‘. A small village; a part or
member of a viii. It is the diminutive of
"ham,” a village. Cowell. See Rex. v. Mor-
ris. 4 Term, 552.

HAMHA. A close joining to a house; a
croft: a little meadow. Cowell.

HAMMER. Metaphorically. a forced
sale or sale at public auction. “To bring to
the hammer," to put up for sale at auction.
“Sold under the hammer," sold by an otlicer
oi’ the law or by an auctioneer.

HAHSOCNE. In Saxon law. The right
of security and privacy in a man's house.
Du Cange. The breach of this privilege by
a forcible entry of a house is breach or the
peace. Du Cange.

HANAPER. A hamper or basket in
which were kept the writs oi’ the court of
chaucery relating to the business of a sub-
ject. and their returns. 3 B1. Comm. 49.
According to others, the fees accruing on
writs, etc., were there kept. Spelman; Du
Cange.
—Hannper-ofloe. An oflice belonging to the
common-law 'urisdiciion of the éourt of chan-
cery. so called because all writs relating to the
business of a subject. and their returns, were
formerly kept in a hamper, in hanapcrio. 5 &
6 §(.£103. See Yates v. People. 6 Johns.

HAND. A measure of length equal to
four inches, used in measuring the height or
horses. A person's signature.

In old English law. An oath.
For the meaning of the terms “strong

hand" and “clean hands," see those titles.
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HAND DOWN. An appellate court is
said to “hand down” its decision in a.case,
when the opinion is prepared and flied for
transmission to the court below.

HAND-PASTING. In old English law.
Betrothment.

HAND-GRITII. In old English law.
Peace or protection given by the king with
his own hand.

BAND MONEY. Money paid in hand
to bind a bargain; earnest money.

EANDBIIJ... A written or printed no-
tice displayed to inform those concerned of
something to be done. People v. McLaugh-
lin, 33 Misc. Rep. 691. 68 N. Y. Supp. 1108.

HANDBOIIOW. In Saxon law. A hand
pledge; a name given to the nine pledges
in a decennary or friborg; the tenth or
chief, being called “I«eadborow," (q. 1:.) So
called as being an inferior pledge to the
chiet. Spelman.

HANDHABEND. In Saxon law. One
having a thing in his hand; that is, a thief
found having the tolen goods in his posses-
sion. Jurisdiction to try such thiel‘.

HANDSALE. Anciently, among all- the
northern nations, shaking of bands was held
necessary to bind a bargain,--a custom still
retained in verbal contracts. A sale thus
made was called “handsale," ,(1:end.mo per
mutuam manum compleziorwm.) In pro-
cess of time the same word was used to sig-
nify the price or earnest which was given
immediately after the shaking of hands, or
instead thereof. 2 Bl. Comm. 448.

EANDSEL. Handsale, or earnest money.

HANDWB_.I'.l‘ING. 'The chirography of
a person; the cast or form at writing pecul-
iar to a person, including the size, shape,
and style of letters, tricks of penmanship,
and whatever gives individuality to his writ-
ing, distinguishing it from that of other per-
sons. In re Hyland’s Will (Surr. Ct.) 27 N.
Y. Supp. 963.

Anything written by hand: an instrument
written by the hand of a person. or a speci-
men of his writing.

Handwriting, considered under the law of
evidence, includes not only the ordinary
writing of one able to write. but also writ-
ing done in a disguised hand, or in cipher.
and a mark made by one able or unable to
write. 9 Amer. & Eng. Enc. Law,'m4. See
Com. v. Webster. 5 Cush. (Mass.) 301, 52
Am. Dec. 711.

KAKG.
determined.
is time it were made an end of."
J.. 1 Show. 77.

Thus. the present participle means pend-

In old practice. To remain un-
“It has hung long enough: it

Holt, 0.
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ing: during the pendency. .“If the tenant
alien, hanging the precise." Co. Litt. 2660.

HANGING. In criminal law. Suspen-
sion by the neck; the mode of capital pun-
ishment used in England from time imme-
morial, and generally adopted in the United
States. 4 Bl. Comm. 403.

—Hangl:ng in chains. In atrocious cases it
was at one time usual, in England, for the
court to direct a murderer, after execution, to
be han ed upon a ibbet in chains near the
place wfizerc the mu er was committed, a prac-
tice finite contrary to the Mosaic law. (Dent.
xxi. ‘ 3.) Abolished by 4 8: 5 Wm. IV. c. 26.
Wharton.

KANGMIAN. An executioner. One who
executes condemned criminals by hanging.

RANGWITE. In Saxon law. A fine for
illegal hanging ofa thief, or for allowing him
to escape. Immunity from such fine. Du
Cange

HANSE. An alliance or confederation
among merchants or cities, for the good or-
dering‘ and protection of the commerce of its
members. An imposition upon merchandise.
Du Cange.

—Buuo towns. The collective name of cer-
tain German cities, including Lubeclr. Ham-
burg. and Bremen. which formed an alliance
for the mutual protection and furtherance of
their commercial interests. in the twelfth cen-
tury. The powerful confedcracy thus formed
was called the “Hanseatic League." The league
framed and promulgated a code of maritime
law, which was known as the “Laws of the
Hanse Towns.” or Jim Hanneaiicum Mariti-
mum.—Ha.nso towns, laws of the. The
maritime ordinances of the Hanseatic towns.
first published in German at Lubeck, in 1597.
and in Ma , 1614. revised and enlarged.—Kan-
aoatio. ertaining to a hanse or commercial
alliance: but, generally. the union of the Hanse
towns is the one referred to, as in the expres-
sion the “Hanseatic League.”

HANSGRAVE. The chief of a company;
the head man of a corporation.

EANTELOD.
arrest, or attachment. Spelmun.

HAP. To catch. Thus. “hap the rent,"
“hap the deed-poll," were formerly used.

HAPPINESS. The constitutional right
of men to pursue their “happiness” means
the right to pursue any lawful business or
vocation, in any manner not inconsistent
with the equal rights of others, which may
increase their prosperity, or develop their
faculties. so as to give to them their highest
enjoyment. Butchers’ Union Co. v. Crescent
City Co., 111 U. S. 757, 4 Sup. Ct. 652, 28
L. Ed. 585; 1 Bl. Comm. 41. And see Eng-
lish V. English, 32 N. J. Eq. 750.

HAGUE. in old statutes. A hand-gun,
about threeouarters of a yard long.

Br..LAw D1c'r.(2n En.)—36
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In old European law. An -

HARNESS

EABACIUK. In old English law. A
race of horses and mares kept for breed; a
stud. Spelman.

EABBINGER. In England, an omcer
of the royal household.

HARBOR, 17. To receive clandestineiy
and without lawful authority a person for
the purpose of so concealing him that an-
other having a right to the lawful custody
of such person shall be deprived of the same.
Jones v. Van Zandt, 5 How. 215, 227, 12 L.
Ed. 122. A distinction has been taken, in
some decisions, between “harbor" and “con-
ceal." A person may be convicted of har-
boring a slave, although he may not have
concealed her. McE1haney v. State. 2-1 Ala.
71.

HARBOR, n. A haven, or a space or
deep water so sheltered by the adjacent land
as to afford a safe anchorage for ships.
Rowe v. Smith, 51 Conn. 271, 50 Am. Rep.
16; The Aurania (D. C.) 29 Fed. 103; Peo-
ple v. Kirsch, 67 Mich. 539, 35 N. W. 157.

“Port" is a word of larger import than “har-
bor," since it implies the presence of wharves.
or at any rate the means and opportunity of
receiving and discharging cargo.
—Ha1-bor authority. In England a harbor
authority is a body of persons, corporate or
unincorporate. being {proprietors of. or intrast-
ed with the duty 0 constructing, improving,
managing, or lightin . an harbor. St.’ 24 &
25 Vict. c. 47.—Har or 1 o. A line marking
the boundary of a certain part of a public wa-
ter which is reserved for a harbor. Engs v.
Peckham, 11 R. I. 224.

HARD LABOR. A ‘punishment. addi-
tional to mere imprisonment. sometimes im-
posed upon convicts sentenced to a peniten-
tiary. But the labor is not, as a rule, any
harder than ordinary mechanical labor.
Brown v. State, 74 Ala. 483.

HARD MONEY. Lawful coined money.
Henry v. Bank or Salina. 5 Hill (N. Y.) 523, '

536.

KARDHEIDIS. In old Scotch law.
Lions; coins formerly of the value of three
half-pence. 1 Pitc. Crim. Tr. pt. 1, p. 64,
note.

EABDSHIP. The severity with which a
proposed construction of the law would bear
upon a particular case, founding, sometimes,
an argument against such construction,
which is otherwise termed the “argument
ab inoonvenienti."

HABHLESS £33.03. See Eaaoa.

HARNASGA. In aid European law.
The defensive armor of a man; harness.
Spelmun.

HARNESS. All warlike instruments;
also the tackle or furniture of a ship.
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_ KARO, HARBOR. Fr. In Norman and
early English law. An outcry, or hue and
cry after felons and malefactors. Gowell.

HABRIOTT. The old form of “heriot,"
(q. p.) Williams, Seis. 203.

HART. A stag or male deer of the forest
live years old complete.

HASP AND STAPLE. In old Scotch
law. The form of entering an heir in a sub-
ject situated within a royal borough. It
consisted of the heirs taking hold of the
hasp and staple of the door, (which was the
symbol of possession.) with other formali-
ties. Bell; Burrill.

HA8!-‘A. In old English law. The hasp
of a door: by which livery of seisin might
anciently be made, where there was a house
on the premises.

HASTA. Lat. A spear. In the Roman
law. a spear was the sign of a public sale
of goods or sale by auction. Hence the
phrase “hasten subjicere" (to put under the
spear) meant to put up at auction. Calvin.

In feudal luv. A spear. The symbol
used in making investitnre of a lief. Feud.
lib. 2, tit. 2.

HAT HONEY. In maritime law. Pri-
mage; a small duty paid to the captain and
mariners of a ship.

HAUBEB. 0. Fr. A high lord; I great
baron. Spelman.

HAUGH, or HOWGII.
a valley.

A green plot in

HAUL. The use of this word, instead of
the statutory word “carry," in an indict-
ment charging that the defendant “did felo-
niously steal, take, and haul away” certain
personalty. will not render‘ the indictment
bad, the words being in one sense equiva-
lent. Splttorif v. State, 108 Ind. 171, 8 N.
E. 911.

HAUR. In old English law. Hatred.
Leg. Wm. I. c. 16; Blount.

HAUSTUI. Lat. In the civil law. A
species of servitude, consisting in the right
to draw water from anotl1er's well or spring,
in which the itcr, (right of way to the well
or spring.) so far as it is necessary, is tacit-
ly included. Dig. 8, 3, 1; Mackeld. Rom.
Law, 9 318.

HAITI‘ CHEMIN.
Yearb. M. 4 I-Ien. VI. 4.

L. Fr. Highway.

HAUT ESTIII-2'1‘. L. Fr. High street;
highway. Yearb. P. 11 Hen. VI. 2.

KAUTHONER. In old English law. A
man armed with a coat of mail. Jacob.
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HAVE. Lat. A form of the salntatory
expression “Ave," used in the titles of some
of the constitutions of the Theodosian and
Justinianean codes. see God. 7, 62, 9; Id.
9, 2, 11.

HAVE. To possess corporally. “No one.
at common law, was said to have or to be
in possession of land, unless it were con-
veyed to him by the livery of seisin, which
gave him the corporal investiture and hod-
ily occupation thereof." Bl. Law Tracts,
113.
—Enve and hold. A common phrase in con-
veyancing, derived from the habemium ct fen-
ondum of the old common law. See Hanan-
nuu arr Tnnsnnuu.

EAVEII. A place of a large receipt and
safe riding of ships, so situate and secured
by the land circumjacent that the vessels
thereby ride and anchor safely, and are pro-
tected by the adjacent land from dangerous
or violent winds: as Milford Haven, Plym-
outh Haven, and the like. Hale de Jure
Mar. par. 2, c. 2. And see Lowndes v. Board
of Trustees. 153 U. S. 1, 14 Sup. Ct. 758, 38
L. Ed. 615; De Longuemere v. New York
Ins. Co., 10 Johns. (N. Y.) 125(a); De Lovio
1. Bolt, 7 Fed. Cas. 429.

HAW. A small parcel of land so called
in Kent; houses. Co. Litt. 5.

HAWBERK. A coat or shirt of mail:
hence, derlvatively (in feudal law) one who
held a flef on the duty or service of provid-
ing himself with such armor and standing
ready. thus equipped. for military service
when called on. Wharton.

EAWGH, HOWGE. In old English law.
A valley. Co. Litt. 6b.

EAWKBB. A trader who goes from
place to place, or along the streets of a
town, selling the goods which he carries
with him.

It is perhaps not essential to the idea. but is
generally understood from the word. that a
hawker is to be one who not only carries goods
for sale, but seeks for purchasers, either by
outcry, which some lexicograohers conceive as
intimated by the derivation of the word. or by
attracting notice and attention to them. as
goods for sale. b an actual exhibition or ex-
posure of them. y placards or labels. or by a
conventional signal, like the sound of a born
for the sale of fish. Com. v. Ober. 12 Cush.

less. ‘495. And see Graffty v. Rushviile 107
nd. . 8 N. E. 609. 67 Am. Re . 128; lem-

ents v. Casper. 4 Wyo. 494 Pac. 472:
Hall v. State, 39 Fla. 637, 23 south. 119.

HAY-BOTH. Another name for "hedge-
bote." being one of the estover allowed to
a tenant for life or years. namely, material
for repairing the necessary hedges or fences
of his grounds. 2 Bl. Comm. 35; 1 Washb.
Real Prop. 129.

HAYWARD. In old English law. An
officer appointed in the lord's court to keep
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a common herd of cattle of a town: so call-
ed because he was to see that they did not
break or injure the hedges of inclosed
grounds. His duty was also to impound
trespassing cattle, and to guard against
pound-breaches. Kitch. 46: Coweli. Adams
v. Nichols, 1 Aikens (Vt) 319.

1. In old ringusn law. An
lawful game at dice, those who play at
being called “hazardors." Jacob.

2. In modern law. Any game of chance
or wagering. Cheek v. Com., 100 Ky. 1, 37 S.
W. 152; Graves v. Ford, 3 B. Mon. (Ky.)
113; Somers v. State, 5 sneed (Tenn.) 438.

3. In insurance law. The risk, danger,
or probability that the event insured against
may happen, varying with the circumstancu
of the particular case. See State Ins. Co.
v. Taylor, 14 Colo. 499,'24 Pac. 833, 20 Am.
St. Rep. 281.
—Mornl hazard. In fire insurance. The risk
or danger of the destruction of the insured
property by fire, as measured by the charae
ter and interest of the insured owner. his hab-
its as a prudent and careful man or the re-
verse, his known integrity or his bad reputa-
tion, and the amount of loss he would suifer by
the destruction of the property or the gain he
would make by suflerinz it to burn and col-
lecting the insurance. See Syndicate Ins. Co.
E BAoh3i465 Fed. 170. 12 G. O. A. 531. 27 L.

HAZARDOUS. Exposed to or involving
danger; perilous: risky.

The terms "hazardous," "extra-hazard-
ous," “specially hazardous,” and "not haz-
ardous” are well-understood technical terms
in the business of insurance, having distinct
and separate meanings. Although what
goods are included in each designation may
not be so known as to dispense with actual
proof, the terms themselves are distinct and
known to be so. Russell v. Insurance Co.,
50 Minn. 409. 52 N. W. 906; Pindar v. In-
surance Co., 38 N. Y. 865.
—Eunrdons contract. See Conriutc-r.—
Enxnrdona insurance. Insurance eifected
on property which is in unusual or peculiar
danger of destruction by fire. or on the life of a
man whose occupation exposes him to special
or unusual perils.—-Hanna-doiu negligence.
See Nsaniosncn.

E2. The use of this pronoun in a writ-
ten instrument, in referring to a person
whose Christian name is designated therein
by a mere initial, is not conclusive that the
person referred to is a male; it may be
shown by parol that the person intended
is a female. Berniaud V. Beecher, 71 Cal.
38, 11 Pac. 802.

He who has committed iniquity shnll
not have equity. Francis, Max.

He who seeks equity must do equity.
it is in pursuance of this maxim that equity
enforces the right of the wife's equity to a
settlement. Snell, Eq. (5th Ed.) 374.

- —Kend money.

HEADLAND

nznan. Chief; leading; principal; the
upper part or principal source of a stream.

A sum of money reckoned at
a fixed amount for each head rson) in a des-
ignated class. Particularl (1 a ca itatiou or
poll tax. (23 A bounty o ered by t e laws of
the United tates for each person on board an
enemy's ship or vessel, at the commencement
of a naval engagement, which shall be sunk or
destroyed by a ship or vessel of the United
States of equal or interior force. the same to
be -divided among the oficers and crew in the
same manner as prize money. In re Farragut,
7 D. O. 97. A similar reward is oifered by the
British statutes. (8) The tax or duty imposed
by act of congress of Aug. 3. 1882. on owners
0 steamships and sailing vessels for eve im-
migrant brought into the United States. ead
Money Cases. 112 U. S. 580, 5 Sup. Ct. 247.
28 L. Ed. 798. (4) A bounty orreward paid
to one who pursues and kills a bandit or out-
law and produces his head as evidence; the
ofler of such a reward being pularly called
;putting a price on his head.”— ead of creek.

his term means the source of the longest
branch, unless general reputation has given the
apgellation to another. Davis v. Bryant, 2
Bi b (Ky.) 110.—Hend oi department. In
the constitution and laws of the United States.
the heads of departments are the oflicers at
the head of the great executive de artments of
government (commonly called “t a cabinet")
such as the secretary of state. secretary of the
interior, attorney general. postmaster general.
and so on. not including heads of bureaus. U.
S. v. Mouatt. 124 U. S. 303. 8 Sup. Ct. 505,
31 L. Ed. 4&3: U. S. v. Germaine, 99 U. S.
511. 26 L. Ed. 482.—Eend of a funny. A
term used in homestead and exemption laws to
designate a person who maintains a family:
a householder. Not necessarily a husband or
father, but any person who has charge of, su-
fiervises. and manages the aflairs of the house-

old or the collective body of persons residing
together and constituting the family. See Dun-
can v. Frank, 8 Mo. App. : Jarboe v. Jar-
boe, 106 Mo. App. 459, 79 S. W. 1163: Wha-
len v. Cadman. 11 Iowa. 227: B;-okaw v. Ogle.
170 I11. 115, 48 N. E. 394: Bennett v. Georgia
Trust Co., 106 Ga. 578. 82 S. E. 625.—Head or
stream. The highest point on the stream
which furnishes a continuous stream of water
not necessarily the longest fork or prong. Uhl
v. Reynolds, 64 S. W. 498. 23 Ky. [Aw Rep.
759: State v. Coleman, 13 N. J. Law. 105.-
Eead of water. In hydraulic engineering.
mining, etc., the eifective force of a body or
volume of water. expressed in terms of the
vertical distance from the level of the water in
the d, reservoir. dam, or other source of
supp y, to the point where it is to be mechan-
ically applied. or expressed in terms of the

ressure of the water per square inch at the
Bitter point. See Shearer v. Middleton. 88
Mich. 621. 50 N. W. 737: Cargill v. Thomp-
son, 57 Minn. 534. 59 N. W. 638.

EEADBOBOUG-1!. In Saxon law. The
head or chief oilicer of a borough; chief of
the frankpiedge tithing or decennary. This
oiilce was afterwards. when the petty con-
stahleship was created, united with that of-
fice. '

HEAD-COURTS. Certain tribunals in
Scotland, abolished by 20 Geo. II. c. 50.
Ersk. 1, 4, 6.

HEADLAND. In old English law. A
narrow piece of unplowed land left at the
end of a plowed held for the turning of the
plow. Called, also, “butt."
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HEAD-NOTE. A syllabus to a reported
case; a summary or the points decided in
the case, which is placed at the head or be- ~

ginning of the report.

HEAD-PENC1-I. An exaction of 40d. or
more, collected by the sheriff of Northam-
berland from the people or that county twice
in every seven years. without account to
the king. Abolished in 1444. Cowell.

HEAJJHIGHT CERTIFICATE. In the
laws of the republic of Texas, a_ certificate
issued under authority of an act of 1&9,
which provided that every person immigrat-
ing to the republic between October 1, 1837.
and January 1, 1840. who was the head of
a family and actually resided within the
government with his or her family should
be entitled to a grant of 640 acres of land,
to be held under such a certificate for three
years. and then conveyed by absolute deed
to the settler. if in the mean time he had
resided permanently within the republic and
performed all the duties required of citi-
zens. Cannon v. Vaughan, 12 Tex. 401:
Turner v. Hart, 10 Tex. 441.

HIAFODWEARD. In old English law.
One of the services to be rendered by a
thane, but in what it consisted seems un-
certain.

HEALGHMOTE.
court-baron ;

In Saxon law. A
an ecclesiastical court.

HEALSFANG. In Saxon law. A sort
of pillory, by which the head of the culprit
was caught between two boards, as feet are
caught in a pair of stocks. Cowell.

H1-IALEII. One who heals or cures; spe-
citlcally, one who professes to cure bodily
diseases without medicine or any material
means, according to the tenets and prac-
tices ot so-called “Christian Science,” whose
beliefs and practices, being founded on their
religious convictions, are not per se proof
of insanity. In re Brush’s Will, 35 Misc.
Rep. 689, 72 N. Y. Supp. 425.

HEALING ACT. Another name for a
curative act or statute. See Lockhart v.
Troy, 48 Ala. 584.

HEALTH. Freedom from sickness or
suiferlng. The right to the enjoyment of
health is a subdivision of the right of per-
sonal security, one of the absolute rights or
persons. 1 Bi. Comm. 129, 134. As to in-
juries afrecting health, see 3 Bl. Comm. 122.

-3!!! of health. See BiLL.—Bon.1-cl of
health. See BoAnD.—-Health laws. Laws
prescribing sanitary ineasures. and designed to
promote or preserve the health of the commu-
nlty.—Health ofleer. The oflicer charged
with the execution and enforcement of health
laws. The powers and duties of health oificers
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are regulated by local iaws.—Puhl.ie health.
As one of the objects of the police power of
the state, the “public health" means the pre-
vailingly healthful or sanitary condition of the
general body of people or the community in
mass. and the absence of any general or wide-
spread disease or cause of mortality.

HEALTHY. Free from disease or bodily
ailment, or any state of the system pecu-
liarly susceptible or liable to disease or -

ily ailment. Bell v. Jeirreys, 35 N. C. 356.

EARING. In equity practice. The
hearing of the arguments of the counsel for
the parties upon the pleadings, or pleadings
and proofs; corresponding to the trial of
an action at law.

The word “hearing" has an established mean-
ing as applicable to equity cases. It means the
same thing in those cases that the word "trial"
does in cases at law. And the words “final
hearing" have long been used to designate the
trial of an equity case upon the merits. as dis-
tinguished from the hearing of any preliminary
questions arising in the cause, and which are
termed “interlocutory." Alrerly v. Vilas, 24
Wis. 171, 1 Am. Rep. 166.

In criminal law. The examination of a
prisoner charged with a crime or misde-
meanor, and of the witnesses for the ac-
cused.
—Find hearing. See FINAL.

IIEARAY. A term applied to that spe-
cies of testlmorw given by a witness who
relates, not what he knows personally. but
what others have told him, or what he has
heard said by others. Ilopt v. Utah, 110
U. S. 574, 4 Sup. Ct. 202. 28 L. Ed. 262;
Moreli v. Morell, 157 Ind. 179, 60 N. E. 1092;
Stockton v. Williams, 1 Doug. (Mich.) 570;
People v. Kraft, 91 Hun, 474, 36 N. Y. Supp.
1034.

Hearsay evidence is that which does not
derive its value solely from the credit of
the witness, but rests mainly on the veracity
and competency of other persons. The very
nature of the evidence shows its weakness.
and it is admitted only in specified cases
from necessity. Code Ga. 1882. 5 3770; 1

Phil. Ev. 185.
Hearsay evidence is second-hand evidence.

as distinguished from original evidence; it
is the repetition at second~hand of what
would be original evidence it given by the
person who originally made the statement.

HEAHTH MONEY. A tax levied in
England by St. 14 Car. II. c. 10. consisting
of two shillings on every hearth or stove in
the kingdom. It was extremely unpopular.
and was abolished by 1 W. & M. St. 1. c.
10. This tax was otherwise called “chim-
ney money."

HEAHTH SILVER. In English law. .\
species of modus or composition for tithes.
Anstr. 323. 326.

HEAT 0!‘ PASSION. In criminal law.
A state of violent and uncontrollable rage
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engendered by a blow or certain other provo-
cation given, which will reduce a homicide"
from the grade of murder to that of man-
slaughter. A state of mind contradistin-
gnished from a cool state or the blood. State
v. Wleners, 66 Mo. 25; State v. Andrew. 76
M0. 101; State v. Seaton, 106 M0. 198. 17 S.
W. 171; State v. Bulling, 105 M0. 204, 15
S. W; 367.

HEAVE T0. In maritime parlance and
admiralty law. To stop a sailing vessel's
headway by ‘bringing her head “into the
wind," that is‘ in the direction from which
the wind blows. A steamer is said to be
“hove to" when held in such a position that
she takes the heaviest seas upon her quar-
ter. The Hugo (D. C.) 57 Fed. 411.

HEBBEEMAN. An unlawful fisher in
the Thames below London bridge; so called
because they generally fished at ebbing tide
or water. 4 Hen. VII. c. 15; Jacob.

HEBBERTIIEP. In Saxon law. The
privilege of having the goods of a thief. and
the trial of him. within a certain liberty.
Gowell.

BIIG-WBARS. Adevice tor catch-
ing fish in ebbing water. St. 23 Hen. VIII.
c. 5.

HEBDOMADIUB. A week's man; the
canon or prebendary in a cathedral church,
who had the peculiar care of the choir and
the offices of it for his own week. Cowell.

In-moadnns. In feudal law. Rent
paid to a lord of the fee for a liberty to use
the engines called “hecks."

BECK. An engine to take fish in the
river Ouse. 23 Hen. VIII. c. 18.

IIEDA. A small haven, wharf, or land-
ing place.

KI-IDAGIUM. Toll or customary dues
at the hithe or wharf, for landing goods.
etc., from which exemption was granted by
the crown to some particular persons and
societies. Wharton.

HEDGE-BOTH. An allowance of wood
for repairing hedges or fences, which a ten-
ant or lessee has a right to take on! the land
let or demised to him. 2 Bl. Comm. 35.

HEDGE-PRIEST. A Vagabond priest in
olden time.

EEGEMONY. The leadership of one
among several independent confederate
states.

KEGIRA. The epoch or account of time
used by the Arabians and the Turks, who
begin their computation from the day that
siahomet was compelled to escape from

HEIB

Mecca, which happened on Friday, July 16,
A. D. 622, under the reign of the Emperor
Heraclius. Wharton.

HEGUHENOS. The leader of the monks
in the Greek Church.

BEIPBB. A young cow which has not
had a call‘. 2 East, P. C. 616. And see
State v. Mcliiinn, 34 Ark. 162; Mundell v.
Hammond, 40 Vt. 645.

E313. At common law. A person who
succeeds, by the rules of law, to an estate
in lands. tenements, or hereditaments, upon
the death or his ancestor, by descent and
right of relationship. Hoover v. Smith, 96
Md. 393. 54 Atl. 102; Fletcher v. Holmes,
32 Ind. 510: Sewall v. Roberts, 115 Mass.
268: Dodge's Appeal, 106 Pa. 216, 51 Am.
Rep. 519; Howell v. Giflord, 64 N. J. Eq.
180. 53 Atl. 1074.

The term “heir" has a very different significa-
tion at common law from what it has in those
states and countries which have ado ted ihe
civil law. In the latter, the term s indis-
criminately applicd to all rsons who are call-
ed to the succession. whe er by the act of the
party or by operation of law. The person
who is created universal successor by a will is
.called the “testamentary heir;” and the next
of kin. by bloood is. in cases of intestacy, call-
ed the “heir at law," or “heir by intestacy."
The executor of the common law in many re-
spects corresponds to the testamentary heir
of the civil law. Again. the administrator in
many respects corresponds with the heir by in-
testacy. By the common law. executors and
administrators have no right except to the Eer-
sonal estate of the_deceased: whereas the eir
by the civil law is authorized to administer
both the personal and real estate. Story, Confl.
Laws, §§ 57, 608.

In tho olvil law. A universal successor
in the event of death. He who actively or
passively succeeds to the entire property or
estate. rights and obligation, or a decedent,
and occupies his place.

The term "heir" has several si ifications.
Sometimes it refers to one who has ormally ac-
cepted a succession and taken possession there-
of; sometimes to one who is called to succeed,
but still retains the_ faculty of accepting or re-
nouncing, and it is frequently used as ap-
lied to one who has formally renounced.
umford v. Bowman. 26 La. Ann. 417.

In Scotch law. The person who suc-
ceeds to the heritage or heritable rights of
one deceased. 1' Forb. Inst. pt. 3. p. 75. The
word has a more extended signification than_
in English law, comprehending not only
those who succeed to lands. but successors
to personal property also. Wharton.
—Hoir apparent. An heir whose right of in-
heritance is indefensible. provided he outlive
the ancestor: as in England the eldest son, or
his issue. who must, by the course of the com-
mon law. be heir to the father whenever he
happens to die. 2 Bi. Comm. 208: 1 Steph.
Comm. 358: Jones v. Fleming. 37 Hun (N.
Y.) 230.—He1r at law. He who. after his an-
cestor's death intestate, has a right to inherit
all lands, tenements. and hereditaments which
belonged to him or of which he was seised.
The same as “heir general." Forrest v. Porch.
100 Tenn. 391. 45 S. W. 673: In re Aspdcifs
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Estate, 2 Fed. Can. 42; McKinney 7. Stew-
art. 5 Kan. 39-i.—Hoir beneficiary. In the
civil law. One who has accepted the succession
under the benefit of an inventory regularly
made. Heirs are divided into two classes, ac-
cording to the manner in which they accept the
successions left to them. to-wit. unconditional
and beneficiary heirs. Unconditional heirs are
those who inherit without any reservation, or
without making an inventory. whether their
acceptance be ex ress or tacit. Beneficiary
heirs are those w 0 have accepted the succes-
sion under the benefit of an inventory regularly
made. Civ. Code La. art. 881.—Heir by adop-
tion. An adopted child “who is in a limited
sense made an heir, not by the law, but by the
contract evidenced by the eed of adoption." In
re Sessions’ Estate. 70 Mich. 297. 38 N. W.
249, 14 Am. St. Rep. 500.—iEoir by custom.
In & lish law. One whose right of inheritance
depen s upon a Jiarticular and local custom,
such as gavelkin . or borough English.
Litt. 140.—Hoir by d_ovlse. One to whom
lands are devised b will; a devisee of lands.
Answering to the men foetus (q. 9.) of the
civil law.—Heir collateral. One who is not
lincally related to the decedent, but is of col-
lateral kin: e. g.. his uncle, cousin, brother
nephew.—IIoh- conventional. In the civil
law. One who takes a succession b virtue of
a contract or settlement entitling him thereto.
—He1r forced. One who cannot be disinher-
ited. S.» Foncsp HEIRS.-—Ho1s-general. An
heir at law. The ordinaii; heir y blood. suc-
ceeding to all the lands. orrest v. Porch, 100
Tenn. 39], 45 S. W. 676.-'-Heir institute.
In Scotch law. One to whom the _right of suc-
cession is ascertained by disposition or ex-

ress deed of the deceased. 1 Eorb. Inst. pt.
, p. 75.—Be!r, irregular. In Louisiana. r-

regular heirs are those who are neither testa-
mentary nor legal. and who have been etablish-
ed by law to take the succession. See Civ.
Code La. art. 874. When there are no direct
or collateral relatives surviving the decedent,
and the succession consequently devolves upon
the surviving husband or wife, or illegitimate
children, or the state. it is called an “irre -

ular succession."—Hoir, legal. In the ci I
law. A legal heir is one who takes the suc-
cession by relationship to the decedent and by
force of law. This is different from a tes-
tamentary or conventional heir. who takes the
succession in virtue of the disposition of man.
See Civ. Code In. arts. 873, 875. The term is
also used in Anglo-American law in substan-
tially the same sense, that is, the person to
whom the law would give the decedent's prop-
erty, real and personal. if he should die in-
testate. Kaiser v. Kaiser, 3 How. Prac. N.
S. (N. Y.) 105: Waller v. Martin. 106 Tenn.
341. 61 S. W. 73. 82 Am. St. Rep. 882.—Be1r,
naale. In Scotch law. An heir nstitute, who,
though not next in blood to the deceased. is
his nearest male relation that can succeed to
him. 1 Forb. Inst. pt. 3, p. 76. In English
law, the nearest male blood-relation of the de-
cedent, unless f_urther limited by the words “of
his body," which restrict the inheritance to
pone, grandsons, and other male descendants in
the right line. See Jordan v. Adams. 8 C.
B. (N. S.) 764: Goodtitle v. Herring. 1 East.
275: Ewan v. Cox. 9 N. J’ Law. 14.—Ke1r of
conquest. In Scotch law. One who 8ll(‘(.‘PPdfi
to the deceased in conquest. i‘. e.. lands or other
heritable rights to which the deceased neither
did not could succeed as heir to his redeces-
sor.—Hoir of line. In Scotch law. us who
succeeds lineully by right of blood: one who
succeeds to the deceased in his heritage; E. o.,
lands and other heritable rights derived to him
ifiy succession as heir to his predecessor. 1

orb. Inst. pt. 3, p. 77.—Holr of provision.
In Scotc law. One who succeeds as heir by
virtue o a articular provision in a deed or
instrument.— on of tallaio. In Scotch law.
Be on. whom an estate is settled that would not

4 see HEIR

have fallen to him b legal succession. 1 Forb.
Inst. pt. 3. p. 75.— air of the blood. An in-
heritor who succeds to the estate by virtue of
consanguinity with the decedent, either in the
ascending or descendin line. includin illegiti-
mate children, but exc uding husban a. wives.
and adogtzed children. Ha den v. Barrett, 172
Mass. 4 . 52 N. E. 53 70 Am. St. Re .

295; Baltimore & O. R. Co. v. Patterson. &
Md. 896. 13 Atl. 369.—lIo!r of the body.
An heir begotten or home by the person re-
ferred to, or a child of such heir: any lineal
descendant of the decedent. excludin a surviv-
in husband or wife, adopted chldren, and
co ateral relations. Black v. Cartmell. 10 B.
Mon. (Ky.) 198: Smith v. Pendell. 19 Conn.
112, 48 Am. Dec. 146; Balch v. Johnson. 106
Tenn. 249. 61 S. W. 289: Clarkson v. Hatton
143 Mo. 47, 44 s. W. 761, 39 L. R. A. 748. 65
Am. St. Rep. 635:
Allen (Mass) 72: Roberts v. Ogbourue, 37 Ala.
178.—Heir presumptive. The person who. if
the ancestor should die immediately. would, in
the present circumstances of things, be his
heir. but whose right of inheritance may be
defeated by the contingency of some nearer heir-
being born; as a brother or nephew. whose
presumptive succession may be destroved by
the birth of a child. 2 l. Comm. 208:
Steph. Comm. 358; Jones v. Fleming. 37 Run
(N. Y.) 230.—Holr special. In. English law.
The issue in tail, who claims per for-mam dam,‘
by the form of the gift.—Holr substitute. in
a bond. In Scotch law. He to whom a bond
is payable expressly in case of the creditoi-'s~
decease. or after his death. 1 Forb. Inst. pt.
3. p. 76.-—Helr testamentary. In the civil
law. One who is named and appointed heir in
the testament of the decedent. This name dis-
tinguishes him from a legal heir, (one upon
whom the law casts the succession.) and from
a conventional heir. (one who takes it b virtue
of a previous contract or settlement. elr
uncondltional. In the civil_law. One who
inherits without any 1'e8t‘l'\'ilt|0n. or without
making an inventory, whether his acceptance be-

Distinguished from heir bour-express or tacit.
M-mry.—Joint heirs. Co-heirs. The term is
also applied to those who are'or will be heirs.
to bot of two designated persons at the death
of the survivor of them, the word "joint" being
here ap lied to the ancestors rather than the
heirs. e Gardiner v. Fay, 182 Mass. 492.
65 N. E. 825.—I.awtul bolts. In a general
sense, those whom the law recognizes as the
heirs of a decedent, but in a special and tech-
nical sense. lineal descendants only.
v. Essex Co.. 18
Rollins v. Keel. 115 N. C. 68. 20 S. E. 209;
Conger v. Lowe, 1% Ind. 368. 24 N. E. 889:
9 L. R. A. 165; Moody v. SneiL 81 Pa. 362.-
Le tlmato heirs. Children born in lawful
we lock and their descendants. not including
collateral helm or issue in indefinite succession.
Lytle v. Beveridlga. 58 N. Y.
v. Beveridge. 7 us. (N. Y.) 231.—1latural
heirs. Heirs by consanguinity as distin-
guished from heirs by adoption. and also as-
gisitin iished from collateral heirs. Ludlum v.

t 3.
Conn. 112,48 Am. Dec. 148; Miller v. Church-
ill. 78 N. C. 372: Markovcr v. Krauss. 132
Ind. 294. 31 N. E.
Right hair. This term was formerly used,
in the case of estates tail, to distinguish the
preferred heir, to whom the estate was limited.
from the heirs in general. to whom, on the fail-
ure of the preferred heir and his line, the re-
mainder o_ver was usually finally limited. With
the_ abolition of estates tall. the term has fallen
into desuetude, but when still used, in modern
law, it has no other meaning than “heir at
law." Brown v. Wadsworth, 168 N. Y.
61 N. E. 250: Ballentine v. Wood, 42 N. J,
E4}. 552, 9 At]. 582; hIcCrea's Estate. 5 Pa-
D at. R. 449.

Houghton v. Kendall. 7'

Abbott.
How. 215. 15 L. Ed. 852:‘

605 : Prindle>

5 Hun (N. Y.) 414: Smith v. Pendell. 19-

1047. 17 L. R. A. 306.—~.
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I312;-LOOKS. Such goods and chat-
tels as. contrary to the nature'of chattels.
shall go by special custom to the heir along
with the inheritance, and not to the ex-
ecutor. The termination “loom" (Sax.) sig-
niiies a limb or member; so that an heir-
loom is nothing else but a limb or member
of the inheritance. They are generally such
things as cannot be taken away without
damaging or dismembering the freehold;
such as deer in a park, doves in a core.
deeds and charters, etc. 2 Bl. Comm. 427.

EIIRDOH. Succession by inheritance.

. 112131758. A female heir to a person
having an estate of inheritance. When there
are more than one. they are called "co-heir-
esses," or "co-heirs."

. A word used in deeds of convey-
ance. (either solely, or in connection with
others.) where it is intended to pass a fee.

SHIP. The quality or condition of
being heir, or the relation between the heir
and his ancestor.

SE11’ HOVABLES. In Scotch
law. The movabies which go to the heir,
and not to the executor, that the land may
not go to the heir completely dismantled.
such as the best of furniture, horses, cows,
etc.. but not fungibles. Bell.

HELL. The name formerly given to a
place under the exchequer chamber. where
the king's debtors were confined. Rich. Dict.

EHJI. Thatch or straw; a covering for
the head in war; a coat of arms bearing a
crest; the tiller or handle of the rudder of
It ship.

ELOWB-WALL. The end-wail cover-
ing and defending the rest of the building.
Paroeh. Antiq. 673.

nnnsnta. A Saxon brass coin, of the
value of a half-penny.

BIHIPLEGIA. In medical jurispru-
dence. Unilateral paralysis; paralysis of one
side of the body, commonly due to a lesion
in the brain, but sometimes originating from
the spinal cord. as in “Brown-Sequard's paral-
ysis," unilateral paralysis with crossed an-
esthesia. In the cerebral form, the hem!-
pleaia is sometimes “alternate" or crossed,
that is, occurring on the opposite side of
the body from the initial lesion.

It the disease comes on rapidly or suddenly,
it is called “quick" hemiplepio; it slowly or
gradually, “chron.ic." The former variety is
more apt to aflect the mental faculties than the
latter; but, where hemipleyia is complete, the
operations of the mind are generally much im-

ired. See Baughman. v. Baughman, 82 Kan.
ER 4 Pee. 1008.

EEHOLDBORK, or KELITELBORCK.
A title to ‘possession. The admission of this
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old Norse term into the laws of the Con-
queror is diflicult to be accounted for; it ,

is not found in any Anglo-Saxon law extant.
Wharton.

NOEPORTB. A word of futurity,
which, as employed in legal documents. stat-
utes, and the like, always imports a con-
tinuity of action or condition from the pres-
ent time forward, but excludes all the past.
Thomson v. American Surety 00., 170 N. Y.
109, 62 N. E. 1073; Opinion of Chief Justice.
7 Pick. (Mass.) 128, note.

OEHAN. A page; an attendant: a
herald. See Barnes v. State, 88 Md. 347.
41 Atl. 781.

PENNY. A customary payment
of money instead of hens at Christmas; a
composition for eggs. Cowell.

HIIIPABE. A fine for flight on account
of murder. Domesday Book.

BENGEEN. In Saxon law.
gaol, or house of correction.

A prison. a

EEKGWYTE. Sax. In old English law.
An aequittance from a fine for hanging a
thief. Fieta. lib. 1. c. 47. I 17.

IEHRIOUI VETUS. Henry the Old,
or ‘Elder. King Henry I. is so called in an-
cient English chronicles and charters, to dis-
tinguish him from the subsequent kings of
that name. Spelman.

HEORDPETE, or HUDEPEST. In
Saxon law. A master of a family, keeping
house, distinguished from a lower class of
freemen, viz., folgerae, (folgarit) who had
no habitations of their own. but were house-
retainers of their lords.

EEORDPEIINY. Peter-pence, (q. 11.)

KEORDWEBGE. In Saxon law. The
service oi.‘ herdsmen, done at the will of their
lord.

HEPTAIBOEY. A government exercised
by seven persons, or a nation divided into
seven governments. In the year 560. seven
different monarchies had been formed in
England by the German tribes, namely, that
of Kent by the Jutes; those of Sussex, Wes-
sex. and Essex by the Saxons; and those of

- East Anglia. Bernicia, and Deira by the An-
gles. To these were added. about the year
586, an eighth, called the “Kingdom of Mer-
cia," also founded by the Angles, and com-
prehending nearly the whole of the heart of
the kingdom. These states formed what has
been designated the "Anglo-Saxon 0ctarchy."-
or more commonly, though not so correctly,
the “Anglo-Saxon Heptarchy.” from the cus-
tom of speaking of Deira and Bernicia under
the single appellation of the “Kingdom of
Northumberland." Wharton.
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HERALD

HERALD. In ancient law. a herald was
a diploma tic messenger who carried messages
between kings or states, and especially proc-
lamations of war, peace, or truce. In Eng-
lish law, a herald is an otlicer whose duty
is to keep genealogical lists and tables, ad-
just armorial bearings, and regulate the cer-
emonies at royal coronations and funerals.
—He1-aids‘ College. In England. An ancient
royal corporation. first instituted by Richard
III. in 1483. It comprises three kings of arms,
six heralds, and four marshals or pursuivants
of arms, together with the earl marshal and a
secretary. The heralds’ books. com iled when
progresses were solemnly and regu arly made
into every rt of the kingdom, to inquire into
the state o families, and to register such mar-
riages and descents as were verified to tiiem up-
on oath, are allowed to be good evidence of
pedigrees. The heralds’ oflice is still allowed
to make grants of arms and to ermit change
of names. 3 Starltie, Ev. 843; harton.

EERALDRY. The art, oince, or science
of heralds. Also an old and obsolete abuse
of buying and selling precedence in the pa-
per ot causes for hearing.

HBRBAGI-1. In English law. An ease-
ment or liberty. which consists in the right
to pasture cattle on another‘s ground.

Feed for cattle in tlelds and pastures.
Bract. fol. 222; C0. Litt. 46: Shep. Touch.
97. A right to herbage does not include a
right to cut grass. or dig potatoes, or pick
apples. Simpson v. Coe, 4 N. H. 803. '

E1-IRBAGIUH ANTERIUS. The first
crop oi! grass or hay, in opposition to after-
math or second cutting. Paroch. Antiq. 459.

HERBENGER, or KARBINGEB. An
otiieer in the royal house, who goes before
and allots the noblemeii and those of the
household their lodgings; also an innkeeper.

EEBBERGAGIUH. Lodgings to receive
guests in the way of hospitality. Cowell.

IIEBBEBGARE. To harbor; to enter-
tain.

EERBERGATU8. Harbored
tained in an inn. Cowell.

01' enter-

HIRBERY, or EEBBURY.
Cowell.

HBRGIA. A harrow. Fleta, lib. 2, c. 77.

An inn.

EERCIAEE. To hurrow.

HERCIATURA. In old English law.
llai-rowing; work with a harrow. Fleta, lib.
2, c. 82, 5 2.

EERCIICUNZDA. In the civil law. To
I-‘ainilia Iiwclnciinda. an inherit-

ance to be divided. Ar-Ho families herein-
:-undrr. an action for dividing an inheritance.
Ercim-iinda is more commonly used in the
civil law. Dig. 10, 2; Inst. 3, 28, 4; Id.
4, 6, 20.
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HEREDITAGIUM

HERD, 9;. An indefinite number. more
than a few, of cattle, sheep, horses, or other
animals of the larger sorts. assembled and
kept together as one drove and under one
care and management. Brim ‘v. Jones. 18
Utah. 440. 45 Pac. 352/ '

HERD, v. To tend. take care of, manage,
and control a herd of cattle or other animals.
implying something more than merely driv-
ing them from place to place. Phipps v.
Grover, 9 Idaho. 415, 75 Pac. 65; Fry v.
Hubner, 35 Or. 184, 57 Pac. 420.

EEBDER. One who herds or has charge
of a herd of cattle, in the seusesabove de-
fined. See Hooker v. McAilister, 12 Wash.
46, 40 Pac. 817: Underwood v. Birdsell, 8
Mont. 142, 9 Pac. 922; Rev. Codes N. D.
1899, 5 154-1a.

EEBDEWIOH. A grange or place for
cattle or husbandry. Mon. Angl. pt. 8.

HEBDWEBOH, HEORDWERCK.
Herdsmen’s work, or customary labor, done
by shepherds and inferior tenants, at the
will of the lord. Cowe1L

HER!-IAPTER. A word of fnturity, al-
ways used in statutes and legal documents
as indicative of future time, excluding both
the present and the past. Chapman v.
Holmes, 10 N. J. Law. 26; Tremont & S.
Mills v. Lowell, 165 Mass. 265. 42 N. E.
1134; Dobbins v. Cragin. 50 N. J. Eq. 640, 23
Atl. 172; Thomas v. Mueller. 108 Ill. 43.

KEREBANNUH. In old English law. A
proclamation summoning the army into the
field.

A mulct or fine for not joining the army
when summoned. spelman.

A tax or tribute for the support of the
army. Du Cange.

IIEBEBOTE. The royal edict summon-
ing the people to the field. Cowell.

HIEREDAD. In Spanish law. A piece
of land under cultivation; a cultivated farm,
real estate; an inheritance or heirship.
—Hex-edad yaoente. From Lat. "hcreditao
iacens,” (q. 0.) In Spanish law. An inher-
itance not yet entered upon or apéiropriated.
White, New Recop. b. 2. tit. 19. c. . § 8. ‘

EEREDERO. In Spanish law. Heir: he
who, by legal or testamentary disposition,
succeeds to the property of a deceased per-
son. “Han-es cenaeatur cum defimoio ans
eademque persona." Las Partidas, 7, 9, 13:
See Emeric v. Alvarado, 64 Cal. 529, 2 Pac.
-133.

KEREDITAGIIIH. In Sicilian and Ne-
apolitan law. That which is held by heredi-
tary right; the same with Iicrc-cmanientiul
(hcrcditamcni) in English law. Spelman.
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HEREDITAHEKTI. Things capable of
being inherited, be it corporeal or incorpo-
renl. real, personal. or mixed, and including
not only lands and everything thereon. but
also heir-looms. and certain furniture which,
by custom, may descend to the heir together
with the land. Co. Litt. 5b; 2 Bl. Comm.
17; Nellis V. Munson. 108 N. Y. 453. 15 N.
E. 739; Owens v. Lewis, 46 Ind. 508, 15
Am. Rep. 295; Whitiock v. Greacen, 48 N.
J. Eq. 359, 21 Atl. 944: Mitchell v. Warner,
5 Conn. 497: New York v. Mable, 13 N. Y.
159, 64 Am. Dec. 538.

The term includes a few rights unconnected
with land. but it is generally used as the wid-
est expression for real roperty of all kinds.
and is therefore employ in conveyances after
the words “lands” and “tenements, ’ to include
everything of the nature of realty which they
do not cover. Sweet.
-—Cor-pox-es.l hereditaanents. Substantial

rmnnent objects which may be inherited.
he term “land" will include all such. 2 Bl.

Comm. 17: Whitlock v. Greacen. 48 N. J. Eq.
359. 21 At]. 944: Cary v. Daniels. 5 Metc.
(.\Iass.) 236: Gibbs v. Drew. 16 Fla. 147, 26
Am. Rep. 700.—Ineos-pores! hereditssnents.
Anything. the subject of property, which is in-
heritable and not tangible or visible. 2 Woodd.
Lect. 4. A right issuing out of a thing corpo-
rate (whether real or personal) or concerning
or annexed to or exercisable within the same.
2 Bl. Comm. 20; 1 Wnshb. Real Prop. 10;
Hogan v. Pendennis Club (K .) 64 S. W. 465;
Whitlock v. Greacen, 48 N. . Eq. 359. 21 Atl.
944; Stone v. Stone. 1 R. I. 428.

IIEREDITABY.
Ject of inheritance.
—Kes-editor-y disease.

That which is the sub-

One transmitted or
transmissible from parent to child in conse-
quence of the infection of the fonncr or the
presence of the disease in his system, and with-
out exposure of the latter to any fro:-Ih source
of infection or contagion.—He1-edit right
to the crown. The crown of I-Inglan . by the

itive constitution of the kingdom, has ever
u descendible, and so continues. in a course

peculiar to itself, yet subject to limitation by
parliament; but. notwithstanding such limita-
tion. the crown retains its descendible quality.
and becomes hereditary in the rince to whom
it is limited. 1 Bl. Comm. 19 .-Hereditary
succession. Inheritance by law; title b ' de-
scent; the title whereby a person, on the Quill
of his ancestor, acquires his estate as his heir
at law. Barclay v. Cameron. 2:’: Tex. 241; In
re Donahut-‘s Estate, 36 Cal. il.‘l2.

HEREFARE. Sax. A going into or with
an army; a going out to war, (profecilo
miiiiariu) an expedition. Spelman.

rnznnanar. A heriot. (q. u.)

HEREGELD. Sax. In old English law.
A tribute or tax levied for the maintenance
of an army. Spelman.

HEBEIITORIUM.
ment for hermits.

A place of retire-
Mon. Angl. tom. 3. p. 18.

IIEREKONEI. Followers of an army.

IERENACK. An archdeacon. Cowell.
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HERBS. Heir; an heir. A form of
hwrea. very common in the civil law. See
Hlaans.

EEBEIGEEP. In old Scotch'law. Theft
or robbery. 1 Pitc. Grim. Tr. pt. 2, pp.
28, 89.

EEREILITA, EEBESSA, nrmnssrz.
A hired soldier who departs without license.
4 Inst. 128.

HEREBY. In English law. An offense
against religion, consisting not in a total de-
nial of Christianity, but of some of its essen-
tial doctrines, publicly and obstinately avow-
ed. 4 Bl. Comm. 44, 45. An opinion on
divine subjects devised by human reason,
openly taught, and obstinately maintained.
1 Hale, P. C. 384. This offense is now sub-
ject only to ecclesiastical correction, and is
no longer punishable by the secular law. 4
Steph. Comm. 233.

EERETOOH. A general, leader, or com-
mander; also a baron or the realm. Du
Fresno.

HERETOPORE. This word simply do-
notes time past, in distinction from time
present or time future, and has no definite
and precise signification beyond this. An-
drews v. Thayer, 40 Conn. 157.

KERETUM. In old records. A court or
yard for drawing up guards or military
retinue. Cowell.

IIEREZELD. In Scotch law. A gift or
present made or left by a tenant to his lord
as a token of reverence. Skene.

HERGE. In Saxon law. Offenders who
Joined in a body of more than thirty-tire to
commit- depredntions.

KBRIGALDB.
sort of garment.

In old English law. A
Cowell.

1133101‘. In Engiishlaw. A customary
tribute of goods and chattels, payable to the
lord of the fee on the decease of the owner
of the land.

Ileriots are divided into heriot service and
heriot custom. The former expression denotes
such as are due upon a special reservation in a
rent or lease of lands, and therefore amount to
ittle more than a mere rent; the latter arise

upon no special reservation whatever, but de-
nd solely upon immemorial usage and custom.
Bl. Comm. 422: See Adams v. Morse, 51

Me. 501.

lnmrscnnm. In old English law. A
species of military service, or Knight's fee.
Cowell.

HIBISCEIILDA. In old Scotch law. A
line or penalty for not obeying the proclama-
tion made for warfare. Skene.
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BEBIBOINDIUH. A division of house
hold goods. Blount.

EERISLIT. Drying down of arms.
Blonnt. Desertion from the army. Spelman.

HERIITAL. The station or an army; the
place where a camp is pitched. Spelmau.

EERITABLE. Capable of being taken
by descent. A.term chiefly used in Scotch
law, where it enters into several phrases.
—Ees-itable bond. A bond for a sum of
money to which is added, for further security
of the creditor. a conveyance or land or herit-
age to be held by the creditor as fiedée. 1
Ross, Conv. 76: 2 Ross, Conv. 32 .— eru-
able jurisdictions. Grants of criminal ju-
risdiction formerly bestowed on great familie
in Scotland. to facilitate the administration of
ggstice. VVhishaw. Abolished in efiect by St.

Geo. II. c. 50. Tomlins.—Hes-itable obli-
gation. In Louisiana.
able when the heirs and assigns of one arty
may enforce the performance against the eirs
of the other. Civ. Code La. art. 1997.—Kerit-
able rights. In Scotch law. Rights of the
heir; all rights to land or whatever is connect-
ed with land, "as mills, fishings, tithes, etc.

An obligation is herit-

EZRITAGE. In the civil law. Every
species of immorable which can be the sub-
ject of property; such as lands, houses. or-
chards, woods, marshes, ponds, etc., in what-
ever mode they may have been acquired,
either by descent or purchase. 8 Toulller,
no. 472.

In Scotch law. Land, and all property
connected with land; real estate, as distin-
guished from movablee, or personal estate.
Bell.

EERITOR. In Scotch law. A propri-
etor of land. 1 Kames, Eq. Pref.

EEIIMANDAD. In Spanish law. A fra-
ternity formed among different towns and
villages to prevent the commission of crimes.
and to prevent the abuses and vexations
to which they were subjected -by men in
power. Bouvier.

EERHAPHRODITE. In medical juris-
prudence. A person of doubtful or double
sex; one possessing. really or apparently,
and in more or less developed form, some
or all of the genital organs of both sexes.

Hernaphroditns tun snnsonlo gum
(amino oosnpnrntur, seoundlun pa-ovnln
entlun sexns inonlesoontis. An her-
maphrodite is to be considered male or female
according to the predominance of the excit-
ing sex. Co. Lltt. 8; Bract. fol. 5.

HIEHENEUTIOS. The science or art
or construction and interpretation. By the
phrase “legal hermeneutics” is understood
the systematic body or rules which are recog-
nized as applicable to the construction and
interpretation or legal writings.
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_ EEBMEB. A great lord. Jacob.

HERMOGENIAII CODE. See Conn
Hnanooaxunus. '

El-EENESCUS. A heron. CowelL

BERNEIIUH, or HBENASIUH.
Household goods; implements of trade or
husbandry; the rigging or tackle or a ship.
Cowell.

KEROUD, HERAUD. L. Fr. A herald.

nzmri-:x. A harrow. speunan.

ERPIOATIO. In old English law. A
day's work with a barrow. Spelman.

EEBRING SILVER. This was a com-
position in money for the custom or supply-
ing herrings for the provision of a religious
house. Wharton.

HERUI. Let. A master. serous food!
at Items dot. the servant does [the work] in
order that the master may give [him the
wages agreed on.] Herus dot at serous facit.
the master gives [or agrees to give, the
wages,] in consideration of, or with a view
to, the servant’s doing [the work.] 2 Bl.
Comm. 445.

HESIA. An easement. Du Cange.

HES!‘ CORN. In old records. Corn or
grain given or ‘devoted to religious persons
or purposes. 2 Mon. Angl. 36712; Cowell.

HESTA, or HEITHA. A little loaf of
bread.

HETERABGEA. The head of a relig-
ious house; the head oi‘ a college; the ward-
en ot a corporation.

HETERIA. In Roman law.
society, or college.

A company,

HEUVELBORH. Sax. In old English
law. A surety, (-warrantus.)

KEYLODE. In old records. A custom-
ary burden upon interior tenants, for mend-
ing or repairing hays or hedges.

EEYHEOTUS. A hay-net: a net for
catching conies. Cowell.

EIIBERNAGIUH. The season for sow-
ing winter corn. Cowell.

HIDAGE. An extraordinary tax former-
ly payable to the crown for every hide of
land. This taxation was levied, not in mon-
ey, but provision of armor, etc. Cowell.

HIDALGO. In Spanish law. A noble;
a person entitled to the rights of nobility.
By Mdaluos are understood men chosen from
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good situations in life, (do buenos lugures,)
and possessed of property, (olgo.) White,
New Becop. b. 1, tit. 5. c. 1.

EIDALGUIA.
by descent or lineage.
b. 1, tit. 5, c. 8, 5 4.

HIDE. In old English law. A measure

In Spanish law. Nobility
White, New Recop.

~ of land, being as much as could be worked
with one plow. It is variously estimated at
from 80 to 100 acres, but was probably de-
termined by local usage. Another meaning
was as much land as would support one
family or the dwellers in a mansion-house.
Also a house; a dwelling-house.
-Bide and gain. In English law. A term
anciently ap lied to arable land. Co. Litt. 85b.
——Hide Ian . In Saxon law. lands belong-
ing to s hide: that is, a house or mansion.
Spelmsn.

mnnn. In old English iiiw. A place of
protection; a sanctuary. St. 1 Ben. VII.
cc. 6, 6; Cowell. -

EIDGILD. A sum of money paid by a
villein or servant to save himself from s
whipping. Fleta, 1. 1. c. 47. 1 20.

EIBBABCEY. Originally, government
by a body of priests. Now, the body of oili-
cers in any church or ecclesiastical institu-
tion, considered as forming an ascending
series of ranks or degrem or power and au-
thority, with the correlative subjection, each
to the one next above. Derivatively, any
body of men, taken in their public capacity,
and considered as forming a chain of powers,
as above described.

E63. This term, as used in various
compound legal phrases, is sometimes merely
an addition of dignity, not importing a com-
parison: but more generally it means exalt-
ed, either in rank or location, or occupying
a position or superiority, and in a few in-
stances it implies superiority in respect to
importance, size, or frequency or publicity
of use, 9. 9.. “high seas," “highway."

As to high “Bailifr," "Constable," “Crimes,"
“Justice,” “Justiciar." “School," “Sea," “Sher-
ifr," "Treason," and "Water-Mark," see those
titles.
-1113): oouuuission court. See Cotmr or
Flinn Coinussioiv.—Eigls eourt of admi-
ralty. See 00113’: or Anirinsi.'rr.—Eigh
court of delegates. See CoUa'r or DELE-
GA‘rl£.—Eigh eon:-t of errors and appeals.
See Covar or Esaoss AND Arrs:ALs.—High
oourt of Justice. see Sursnin Couar or
JUDlcA'i'Ull.—-Eigls court ol parliament.
See PABLIAIIIIIT.

HIGHER AND LOWER SCALE. In
the practice of the English supreme court of
judicature there are two scales regulating
the fees of the court and the fees which
solicitors are entitled to charge. The lower
scale applies (unless the court otherwise or-
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ders) to the following cases: All causes and
matters assigned by the Judicature acts to
the king’s bench, or the probate, divorce,
and admiralty divisions; all actions of debt,
contract. or tort; and in almost all causes
and matters assigned by the acts to the
chancery division in which the amount in
litigation is under £1,000. The higher scale
applies in all other causes and matters, and
also in actions falling under one of the above
classes, but in which the principal relief
sought to be obtained is an injunction. _

Sweet.

K163111288. A title of honor given to
princes. The kings of England, before the
time of James I., were not usually saluted
with the title of “M:ijesty," but with that of
"Highness." The children of crowned heads
generally receive the style of "Highness."
Wharton.

HIGHWAY. A free and public road,
way, or street; one whldi every person has
the right to use. Abbott v. Duluth (C. C.)
104 Fed. 83?; Shelby County Com’rs v. Cas-
tetter, 7 Ind. App. 309, 33 N. E. 986: State
v. Cowan, 29 N. 0. 248; In re City of New
York, 135 N. Y. 253, 31 N. E. 1043, 81 Am.
St. Rep. 825; Parsons v. San Francisco, 23
Cal. 464.

“In all counties of this state, public high-
‘ways are roads, streets, alleys, lanes, courts,
places, trails, and bridges, laid out or erected
as such by the public, or, if laid out and
erected by others. dedicated or abandoned to
the public, or made such in actions for the
partition of real property." Pol. Code Cal.
3 2618.
_There is a difierence in the shade of meaning

conveyed by two uses of the word. Sometimes
it signifies right of free passage, in the ab-
stract, not importing anything about the char-
acter or construction of the way. Thus. a river
is called a “highway;" and it has been not
unusual for congress, in ranting a privilege of
building a bridge, to (ice are that it shall be a
public highway. Again, it has reference to
some sistem of law authorisin the taking a
strip 0 land, and preparing an devoting it to
the use of travelers. In this use it im iorts a
road-way u n the soil, constructed an er the
authority o these laws. Abbott.
—CoannaIsslones-s of lsiglswa . Public of-
ficers ap iuted in .the severe. counties and
municipa iiies, in many states, to take charge
of the opening, altering, repair, and vacating
of highways within their respective jurisdic-
tions.—Conunon highwa . By this term
is meant a road to be us by the community
at large for nag; pur e of transit or traflic.
Ham. N. P. 9; ailway Co. v. State, 23
Fla. 546. 3 South. 158, 11 Am. St. Rep. 395.
—Eighway acts, or laws. The body or sys-
tem of laws verninfi-‘the laying out repair,
and use of big ways.— ghway crossing. A

lace where the track of a railroad crosses the
ins of a highway. hwa -rate. In Eng-
lish law. A tax for the ma ntenance and re-
pair of highways, chargeable upon the same
property that is liable to the poor-rate.—Kigh-
way robber’. See Ronnl:BY.—Klghsvay
tax. A tax or and applicable to the making
and re air of highways. Stone v. Bean, 15
Gray ( ass.) 44.
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BIGKWAYHAN. A bandit; one who
robs travelers upon the highway.

K10-LE3. In English law. A hawker
or peddler. A person who carries from door
to door, and sells by retail, small articles of
provisions, and the like.

IIIGUIELA. In Spanish law. A receipt
given by an heir of a decedent. setting forth
what property he has received from the
estate.

HIXBNILD STREET. One of the four
great Roman roads of Britain. More com-
monly called “lkenild Street."

EIZILARY BULBS. A collection of orders
and forms extensively modifying the plead-
ing and practice in the English superior
courts of common law, established in Hilary
term, 1834. Stimson.

HILARY TERM. In English law. A
term of court, begining on the 11th and
ending on the 31st of January in each year.
Superseded (1875) by Hilary sittings, which
begin January 11th. and end on the Wednes-
day before Easter.

EINDENI HOHINES. A society of men.
The Saxons ranked men into three classes,
and valued them, as to satisfaction for in-
juries, etc., according to their class. The
highest class were valued at 1200s.. and
were called “twelf hindmcn;" the middle
class at 600s., and called “ac:-himimen,-" the
lowest at 2003., called "!u'yhIndmcn." Their
wives were termed “hindas." Brompt. Leg.
Alfred. c. 12.

HINDI!!! AND DELAY. To hinder and
delay is to do something which is an attempt
to defraud. rather than a successful fraud;
to put some obstacle in the path, or interpose
some time, unjustiflably, before the creditor
can realize what is owed out of his debtor's
property. See Walker v. Sayers, 5 Bush
(l\'y.) 582; Burdick v. Post. 12 Barb. (N. Y.)
186; Crow v. Beardsley. 68 Mo. 439; Burn-
ham v. Brennan, 42 N. Y. Super. Ct. 63.

HINDU LAW. The system of native law
prevailing among the Geutoos. and adminis-
tered by the government of British India

KIND, or KIND.
husbandry servant.

ln old English law. A

HINEPADE. In old English law. The
loss or departure of a servant from his
master. Domesday.

HIPOTEGA. In Spanish law. A mort-
gage of real property,

EIRGIBCUNDA. See iincxscusm.

2 HIS EXCELLENCY

HIRE. v. To purchase the temporary use
of a thing. or to stipulate for the labor or
services of another. See Ilnuso.

To engage in service for a stipulated re-
ward. as to hire a servant for a year, or
laborers by the day or month; to engage a
man to temporary service for wages. To
“employ” is a word of more enlarged signifi-
cation. A man hired to labor is employed.
but a man may be employed in a work who
is not hired. McCluskey v. Cromwell, 11
N. Y. 605.

For definitions _of the various species of
this class of contracts. under their Latin
names. see Locarro and following titles.

B132, 9;. Compensation for the use of
a thing, or for labor or services. Carr v.
State, 50 Ind. 180: Learned-Letcher Lumber
Co. v. Fowler, 109 Ala. 169, 19 South. 396.

EIBEIAR. A subject. Du Cange.

311123. One who hires a thing, or the
labor or services of another person. Turner
v. Cross, 83 Tex. 218, 18 S. W. 578, 15 L.
R. A. 262.

HIRING. Hiring is a contract by which
one person grants to another either the en-
joyment of a thing or the use of the labor
and industry, either of himself or his serv-
ant, during a certain time, for a stipulated
compensation, or where one contracts. for
the labor or services_ of another about a
thing bailed to him for a specified purpose.
Code Ga. 1882, 5 2085.

Hiring is a contract by which one gives to
another the temporary possession and use of
property, other than money, for reward, and
the latter agrees to return the same to the
former at a future time. Civ. Code Cal.
5 1925; Civ. Code Dak. I 1103.

Synonyms. “Hiring” and "borrowing" are
both contracts by which a qualified property
ma be transferred to the h fer or borrower,
an they diifer only in this, that hiring is al-
ways for a price, stipend. or recompense, while

Yborrowing is merel ratuitous. 2 Bl. Comm.
433: Neel v. State, Tex. Cr. R. 408, 26 8.
\V. 726.

31381‘. E11381‘.
A wood. Co. Litt. 4b.

In old English law.

Ills. The use of this pronoun in a writ-
ten instrument, in referring to a person whose
Christian name is designated therein by a
mere initial, is not conclusive that the per-
son referred to is a male; it may be shown
by parol that the person intended is a female.
Berniaud v. Beecher, 71 Cal. 38, 11 Pac. 802.

E13 EXCELLENCY. In 1-Inglis]: law.
The title of a viceroy, governor general. am-
bassador, or commander in chief.

In American law.
the governor of Massachusetts by the consti-
tution of that state; and it is commonly. giv-

This title is given to v
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en, as a title of honor and courtesy, to the
governors of the other states and to the pres-
ident of the United States. It is also cus-
tomarily used by foreign ministers in ad-
dressing the secretary of state in written
communications.

HIS HONOR. A title given by the con-
stitution of Massachusetts to the lieutenant-
governor of that commonwealth. Const.
Mass. pt. 2, c. 2, 5 2, art. 1.

ms TESTIBUI. Lat. These being wit-
nesses. The attestation clause in old deeds
and charters.

EITKEBTO. In legal use, this term
always restricts the matter in connection
with which it is employed to a period of
time already passed. Mason v. Jones, 18
Barb. (N. Y.) 479.

HIWISO. In old English law. A hide
of land.

ILA!‘ ETA. Sax. A servant fed at his
master's cost.

HLAPORD.
Ch. 86.

nnaronnsocxs.
tection. Du Cange.

Sax. A lord. 1 Spence,

Sax. A lord's pro

nI.A:E‘01!.DsWIC!:. Sax. In Saxon law.
The crime of betraying one's lord, (prodmo
donuni,-) treason. Crabb. Eng. Law. 59, 301.

ELASOGNA. Sax. The beneiit of the
law. Du Cange.

JILOTHZBOTE. In Saxon law. A flue
for being present at an unlawful assembly.
Spelman.

ELOTKE. In Saxon law. An unlawful
assembly from eight to thirty-five, inclusive.
Cowell.

HOASTMEN. In English law. An an-
cient gild or fraternity at Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, who dealt in sea coal. St. 21 Jae.
I. c. 3.

HOBBIT. A measure of weight in use in
Wales, equal to 168 pounds, being made up
of four Welsh pecks of 42 pounds each.
Hughes v. Hnmphreys, 26 Eng. L. & Eq. 132.

HOBBLEBS. In old Englih law. Light
horsemen or bowmen; also certain tenants.
bound by their tenure to maintain a little
light horse for giving notice of any invasion,
or such like peril, towards the seaside. Cam-
den, Brit.

E00. Lat. This. Hoc intuitu, with this
expectation. Hoe loco, in this place. 1100
nomine, in this name. Hoc mulo. under this
title. Hot: vooe. under this word.
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E00 QUIJDEM PERQUAH DURUH
EST, SE1) ITA Ll-Ix SCRJZPTA EST. Lat.
(This indeed is exceedingly hard, but so the
law is written; such is the written or posi-
-tive law.) An observation quoted -by Black-
stone as used by Ulplau in the civil law:
and applied to cases where courts of equity
have no power to abate the rigor of the law.
Dig. 40, 9, 12, 1; 3 B1. Comm. 430.

1100' PARATUS EST VERIIIOARE.
Lat. This he is ready to verify. '

Boo Iervnbitur quad initio oonvenlt.
This shall be preserved which is useful in
the beginning. Dig. 50, 17. 23: Bract. 73b.

IIOOCUS SALTIS. A hoke, hole, or less-
er pit of salt. Cowell. '

HOOK-TUESDAY MONEY. This was a
duty given to the landlord that his tenants
and bondmen might solemnize the day on
which the English conquered the Danes. be-
ing the second Tuesday after Easter week.
Cowell.

nocxn-Mon, or noceurrrnnn. A
knight of the post; a decayed man; a basket
carrier. Cowell.

IIODGE-PODG-E LOT. A name applied
to a statute which comprises a medley of
incongruous subjects.

HOG-A. In old English law. A hill or
mountain. In old English, a how. Grene
hoga. Grenehow. Domesday; Spelman.

HOGASTER. In old English law. A
sheep of the second year. Fleta, lib. 2, c.
79. 55 4, 12. A young hog. Cowell.

HOGGUS, or IIOGIETUS. A hog or
swine. Cowell.

HOGHJBNHYNE. In Saxon law. A
house—servant. Any stranger who lodged
three nights or more at a man's house in a
decennary was called "hoghenhune," and his
host became responsible for his acts as for
those of his servant.

HOGSHEAD. A measure of a capacity
containing the fourth part 01' a ton, or sixty-
three gallons. Cowell. A large cask, of
indefinite contents, but usually containing
from one hundred to one hundred and forty
gallons. Webster.

HOLD, 1:. 1. To possess in virtue of a
lawful title; as in the expression, common
in grants, “to have and to hold,” or in that
applied to notes. “the owner and bolder."
Thompson v. Sandford, 13 Ga. 241; Bank of
Michigan v. Niles, 1 Doug. (Mich) 407. 41
Am. Dec. 575; Stansbury v. Hubner. 73 Md.
228, 20 Atl. 904, 11 L. R. A. 204. 25 Am.
st. Rep. 584.
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2. To be the grantee or tenant of another;
to take or have an estate from another.
Properly. to have an estate on condition of
paying rent, or performing service.

3. To adjudge or decide, spoken of a court,
particularly to declare the conclusion of law
reached by the court as to the legal effect of
the facts disclosed.’

4. To maintain or sustain; to be under
the necessity or duty of sustaining or prov-
ing; as when it is said that a party “holds
the atiirmative" or negative of an issue in
a cause. '

5. To bind or obligate; to restrain or con-
strain: to keep in custody or under an ob-
ligation; as in the phrases “hold to bail."
“hold for court,” “held and firmly bound,"
etc.

6. To administer; to conduct or preside
at; to convoke, open, and direct the opera-
tions of; as to hold a court, hold pleas, etc.
Smith v. People, 47 N. Y. 334.

‘I. To prosecute; to direct and bring about
otiicially; to conduct according to law; as
to hold an election.

8. To possess; to occupy; to be in posses-
sion and administration of; as to hold oflice.
—Hold over. To hold possession after the ex-
piration of a term or lease. To retain posses-
sion'of roperty leased, after ‘the end of the
term. 0 continue in possession of an oflice
and continue to exercise its functions, after
the end of the oflicer’s lawful term. State v.
Simon, 20 Or. 365, 26 Pac. 174: Frost v.
Akron Iron Co.. 1 App. Div. 449, 37 N. Y.
Supp. 374.—Hold pleas. To hear or try caus-
es. 3 Bl. Comm. 35, 298.

HOLD, 7:. In old law. Tenure. A word
constantly occurring in conjunction with
others, as freehold, leasehold, oopuhold, etc.,
but rarely met with in the separate form.

HOLDER. The holder of a bill of ex-
change, promissory note, or chedt is the per-
son who has legally acquired the possession
of the same, from a person capable of trans-
ferring it, by indorsement or delivery, and
who is entitled to receive payment of the in-
strument from the party or parties liable to
meet it. Bowling v. Harrison, 6 How. 258, 12
L. Ed. 425: Crocker-Woolworth Nat. Bank
v. Nevada Bank, 139 Cal. 564, 73 Pac. 456,
63 L. R. A. 245. 96 Am. St. Rep. 169; Rice
v. Hogan, 8 Dana (K,v.) 135; Rev. Laws
Mass. 1902. p. 653. 5 207.
—Hol.der in due course, in English law. is
“a holder who has taken a bill of exchange
(check or note) com late and regular on the
face of it, under the ollowing conditions, name-
ly: (a) That he became the holder of it before
it was overdue. and without notice that it had
been previously dishonored. if such was the
fact. (b) That he took the bill (check or note)
in good faith and for value. and that at the
time it was negotiated to him he had no notice
of any defect in the title of the person who
negotiated it.” Bills of Exchange Act 1882.
(45 &. 46 Vict. c. 61, 5 29.» And see Sutherland
v. Mead. 80 App. Div. 103, 80 N. Y. Supp. 504-
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HOLDBI. Sax. In Saxon law. A mil-
itary commander. Spelman.

HOLDING. In English luv. A piece
of land held under a lease or similar tenancy
for agricultural, pastoral, or similar pur-
poses.

In lootoh law. The tenure or nature of
the right given by the superior to the vassal.
Bell.
—Eoldin¢ over. See Honn, v.—Eolding
up ‘the hand. In criminal practice. A for-
mality observed in the arraignment of prisonem.
Heliid to be not absolutely necesary.

HOLIDAY. A religious festival: a day
set apart for commemorating some important
event in history; a day of exemption from
labor. Webster. A day upon which the
usual operations of business are suspended
and the courts closed, and, generally, no legal
process is served.
—I.egd hoiidn . A day designated b law
as exempt from udicial proceedings, se es of
process, demand and protest of commercial pa-
per, etc.—Pub1io ho day. A legal holiday.

HOLE. An island in a river or the sea.
Spelman.

Plain grassy ground upon water sides or
in the water. Blount. Low ground inter-
sected with streams. Spelman.

HOLOGRAPO. In Spanish law. A holo-
graph. An instrument (particularly a will)
wholly in the handwriting of the person
executing it; or which, to be valid, must
be so written by his own hand.

IIOLOG-RAPE. A win or deed written
entirely by the testator or grantor with his
own hand. Estate of Billings, 61 Cal. 427,
1 Pac. 701: Harrison v. Weatherby, 180 Ill.
418, 54 N. E. 237.

BOLT. sex. In old English law. A
wood or grove. spelman; Cowell: Co. Litt.
4b.

HOLY ORDERS. In ecclesiastical law.
The orders of bishops, (including archbish-
ops,) priests, and deacons in the Church of
England. The Roman canonists had the or-
ders of bishop, (in which the pope and arch-
bishops were included.) Driest, deacon, sub-
deacon, psalmist, acolyte, exorcist, reader.
ostiarius. 3 Steph. Comm. 55, and note a.

EOHAGE. In feudal law. A service
(or the ceremony of rendering it) which a
tenant was bound to perform to his lord on
receiving investiture of a fee, or succeeding
to it as heir. in acknowledgment of the ten-
ure. It is described by Llttleton as the most
honorable service of reverence that a free
tenant might do to his lord. The ceremony
was as follows: The tenant, being ungirt
and with bare head, knelt before the lord.
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the latter sitting. and held his hands extend-
ed and Joined between the hands of the
lord, and said: “I become your man [homo]
from this day forward. of life and limb and
earthly honor, and to you will be faithful and

' loyal, and hear you faith, for the tenements
that I claim to hold of you, saving the faith
that I owe unto our sovereign lord the king,
so help me God." The tenant then received a
kiss from the lord. Homage could be done
only to the lord himself. Lltt. I 85: Glanv.
lib. 9. c. 1; Bract. fols. 770. 78-80; Wharton.

"Homage" is to be distinguished from
"fea1ty," another incident of feudalism. and
which consisted in the solemn oath of fidelity
made by the vessel to the lord. whereas hom-
age was merely an acknowledgment of ten-
ure. If the homage was intended to include
fealty, it was called "liege homageg" but
otherwise it was called “simple homage."
Brown.
—Homsge ancestral. In feudal law. Hom-
age was called by this name where a man and
his ancestors had immemorially held of another
and his ancestors b the service of homage
which bound the lo to warrant the title. an
also to hold the tenant clear of all services to
superior lords. If the tenant alieued in fee,
his alienee was a tenant by homage. but not
by homage ancestral. Litt. I 143; 2 Bl. Comm.
300.—HoIu¢e jury. A jury in a court-baron.
consisting of tenants that do homage. who are
to inquire and make presentments of the death
of tenants. surrenders, admittances. and the
like.—1!ona¢e liege. That kind of homage
which was due to the sovereign alone as su-
preme lord, and which was done without any
saving or exception of the rights of other lords.
Spelman.

EOHAGEB. one who does or is bound
to do homage. Cowell.

IIOHAGIO RESPEOTUANDO. A writ
to the escheator commanding him to de-
liver seisin of lands to the heir of the king's
tenant, notwithstanding his homage not done.
Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 269.

HOXAGIUH. L. Lat. Homage, (q. 0.)
—Hoann!lrun lizilun. Liege homage: that
kind of homage which was due to the sovereign
alone as supreme lord. and which was done
without any saving or exception of the rights
of other lords. Spelman. So called from line»-
do, fhindint.) because it could not he renounc-
ed like other kinds of homage.—Home¢iIun
plenum. In feudal law. Plain homage: a
species of homage which hound ‘him who did it
to nothing more than fidelity, without any ob-
ligation either of military service or attendance
in the. courts of his superior. 1 Robertson's
Car. V.. Appendix, note 8.—Homaginin red-
dere. To renounce homage. This was when
a vassal made a solemn declaration of disown-
ing and defying his lord; for which there was
a set form and method prescribed by the feudal
laws. Bract. l. 2, c. 35. 5 35.—!!oma.ginn
simplex. In feudal law. Simple homage;
that kind of homage which was merely an ac-
knowledgment of tenure with a saving of the

of other lords. Iiarg. Co. Lltt. note 18,

Konnghun, non. per proeu-stores nee

per Iiterae flea-1 petuit. sed in proprh
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persons can dondnl quun tenentis esp!
debet et son. Co. Litt. 68. Homage can-
not be done by proxy, nor by letters, but
must be paid and received in the proper per-
son, as well of the lord as the tenant.

HOMBRE BUENO. In Spanish law.
The judge of a district. Also an arbitrator
chosen by the parties to a suit. Also a man
in good standing; one who is competent to
testify in a suit.

HOME. When a person voluntarily takes
-up his abode in a given place, with intention
to remain permanently, or for an indefinite
period of time, or without any present inten-
tion to remove therefrom, such place of abode
becomes his residence or home. This word
has not the same technical meaning as “dom-
icile." See Langhammer v. Munter. 80 Md.
518, 81 Atl. 300, 27 L. R. A. 330: King v.
King, 155 M0. 406, 56 S. W. 534; Dean v.
Canon, 87 W. Va. 123, 16 S. E. 444; Jet-
ferson v. Washington, 19 Me. 293: Welch v.
Whelpley, 62 Mich. 15, 28 N. W. 744. 4 Am.
St. Rep. 810; Warren v. Thomaston, 43
Me. 418, 89 Am. Dec. 69.
—Home oflee. The department of state
through which the English soverei adminis-
ters most of the internal afiairs of t e kingdom,
especially the police, and communicates with
the judicial functionaries. As applied to a cor-
poration, its principal oilice within the state or
count? Ir ere it was incorporated or formed.
Rev. t.".l.ex. 1895. art. 3096a.—Eosne port.
In maritime law, the home port of a vessel is
either the Eort where she is registered or en-
rolled, or t e port at or nearest to which her
owner usually resides, or. if there be more
than one owner. the port at or nearest to
which the husband or acting and managing
owner raides. White's Bank v. Smith, 7 Wall.
651. 19 L. Ed. 211; The Ellen Iiolgate (D. C.)
30 Fed. 125; The Albany. 1 Fed. Can. 288:
Com. v. Ayer & Lord Tie Co.. 77 S. W. 688.
25 Ky. Law Rep. 1068. But for some purposes
any port where the owner happens at the time
to be with his vessel is its home port. Case
v. Woolley, 6 Dana (Ky.) 27, 32 Am. Dec. 54.
—Home rule. In constitutional and statutor
law. local self-government, or the right thereo .

Attornvevv General 1:. Lowrey. 131 Mich. 639.
92 N. . 289. In British politics, a programme
or plan for a more or less definitely formulated
demand) for the right of local self-government
for Ireland under the lead of an Irish national
parliament.

EDIE, or ROIHE. L. Fr. Man; a
man.

Home ne sern puny pill’ sues‘ des briefs:
on court le roy, soit il a. droit on a tort.
A man shall not be punished for suing out
writs in the king's court. whether he be
right or wrong. 2 Inst. 228.

HOUESOKEN, HOHSOKEN.
Hairssoxas.

See

HOHESTALL. A mansion-house. Dick-
inson v. Mayer. 11 Heisk. ('I‘enn.) 521.

HOMESTEAD. The home place; the
place where the home is. It is the home. the
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house and the adjoining land, where the
head of the family dwells; the home farm.
The tixed residence of the head of a family,
with the land and buildings surrounding the
main house. See Oliver v. Snoivden, 18 Fla.
825, 43 Am. Rep. 338; In re Allen (Cal.) 16
Pac. 319; .\IcKeoiigh v. .\icKeough. 69 Vt. 34,
37'Atl. 275; Hoitt v. Webb. 31; N. H. 158;
Frazer V. Weld. 177 .\IilliS. 013. 59 N. E. 118:
Lyon v. Hardin, 129 Ala. 643, 2!) South. 777:
Norris V. Kidd, 28 Ark. 493.

Technically, however, iind.under the mod-
ern homestead laws, a homestead is an ar-
tificial estate in land, devised to protect
the possession and enjoyment of the owner
against the claims of his creditors, by with-
drawing the property from execution and
forced sale, so long as the land is occupied
as a home. Buckingluim V. Buckingham, 81
Mich. 89, 45 N. W. 504: Campbell v. Moran,
71 Neb. 615. 99 N. W. 499; Iken v. Olenick,
42 Tex. 198; Jones v. Britton, 102 N. C.
166, 9 S. E. 554, 4 L. R. A. 178; Thomas v.
Fulford. 117 N. C. 667. 23 S. E. 635; Ellinger
v. Thomas, 64 Kan. 180, 67 Pac. 529; Gal-
ligher V. smiley, 28 Neb. 189, 44 N. W. 187,
28 Am. St. Rep. 319.
—Bnsiness homestead. In Texas, a place
or property (distinct from the home of afamily)
used and occupied by the_head of a_family as a
place to exercise his calling or business, winch
is exempt b% law. Alexander v. Lovitt ('.l‘ex.
Civ. App.) .6 S. \V. ii.‘a'6: Ford v._I<osgard
('l‘ex. Civ. App.) 25 S. W. 448. _A curious mis-
noiner. the word “h<_>nieste_a¢_i" in this phrase
having lost entirely its original meaning, and
being retained apparently only for the sake of
its remote and derivative association with the
idea of an exemption.—Hor_nestead corpora-
tions. Corporations organized for the purpose
of acquiring lands in large tracts, paying.olT_in-
cumbrances thereon. improving and subdividing
them into homestead lots or reels. and dis-
tributing them among the s areholders, and
for the acciiiiiiilntion of a fund for such purpos-
es. Civ. Code Cal. § 5:i7.—Homesteed entry.
See EN1'sY.—Eomestend exemption inws.
Laws passed in most of the states allowing a
householder or head of a family to designate a
house and land as his homestead, and exempt-
ing the same homestead from execution for his
general debts.—Ps-obete homestead. A home-
stead set apart by the _court for the use of_a
surviving husband or wife and the minor chil-
dren out of the common property, or out of the
real estate belonging to the deceased. In re
Nciilfs Estate. 73 Cal. 590. 15 Pac. 290. 2
Am. St. Rep. 834.—Us'bsn honsesteul. The
residence or dwelling place of a family in_ a
city. claimed or set apart as a homestead, in-
cluding the principal house and lot. and such
lots as are used in connection therewith, con-
tributing to its en'oymcnt. comfort, and con-
vi-ninnce. Ford v. ‘osgnrd (Tex. (‘iv. App.) 25
S. W. 44?: Harris v. Matthews, 36 Tex. 424,
81 S. W. 1204.

BOHICIDAL. Pertaining to homicide;
relating to homicide; impelling to homicide:
as a homicidal mania. (See Iussmrx.)

HOHICIDE. The killing of any human
creature. 4 Bl. Comm. 177. The killing of
one human being by the act. procurement. or
omission of another. Pen. Code N. Y. I 179.
The act of a human being in taking away the
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life of another human being. Sanders V.
State, 113 Ga. 267, 38 S. E. 842: People V.
Hill, 49 Hun, 432, 3 N. Y.‘ Supp. 564: Maher
v. People. 10 Mich. 212. 81 Am. Dec. 781:
State v. Lodge. 9 Houst. (Dei.) 542, 33 Atl.
312; Com. v. Webster, 5 Cush. (Mass.) 303, 62
Am. Dec. 711.

Homicide is not necessarily a crime. It is a
necessary ingredient of the crimes of murder
and manslaughter. but there are other cases in
which homicide may be committed without
criminal intent and without criminal consequen-
ces, as, where it is done in the lawful execution
of a judicial sentence, in self-defense, or as the
only possible means of arresting an escaping
felon. The term “homicide" is neutral; while
it describes the act, it pronounces no udginent
on its moral or legal quality.. See eople V.
ginnom, 13 Misc. Rep. 582. 35 N. Y Supp.

0.

‘Classification. Homicide is ordinarily clas-
sified as “justifiable," “excusable,” and ‘feloni-
ous." For the definition of these terms. and of
some other compound terms, see infra.
—-culpable homicide. Described as a crime
varying from the very lowest culpability. up to
the very verge of murder. Lord Moucriefl rh-
leiy, .72.-—.r:xcuni.i. homicide. The inning
o a human being. either by misadventure or in
self-defense. U. S. V. King (0. C.) 34 Fed.
306: State V. Miller, 9 Houst. (Del.) 564, 32
Atl. 137 ; State v. Reynolds. 42 Ken. 320, 22
Pac. 410. 16 Am. St. Rep. ,483: I-Iopltinson V.
Peo le. 18 Ill. 2653: Bassett v. State, 44 Fla.
2. 3 South. 264. The name itself imports some
fault, error, or omission, so trivial, however,
that the law excuses it from ill: of felony.
though in strictness it judges t deserving of
some little degree of punishment. 4 Bl. Comm.
182. It is of two sorts,—-either per inforfenie
um. by misadventure, or so defend . upon a
sudden afiray. Homicide per info:-funium is
where a. man. doing a lawful act. without any
intention of hurt, unfortunately kills another;
but, if death ensue from any unlawful act,
the ofiense is manslaughter, and not misadven-
ture. liomicide so dc/cndcndo is where a man
kills another upon a sudden afiray, mere] in
his own defense, or in defense of his wife. c lid,
parent, or servant, and not from any vindictive
feeling. 4 Bl. Comm. 182.—Pe1onious homa-
cide. The wrongful killing of a human being,
of any age or either sex. witliont justification
or excuse in law: of which ofiense there are
two degrees, manslaughter and murder. 4 Bl.
Comm. 190; 4 Steph. Comm. 111.—Hosnicide
by misadventure. The accidental killing of
another, where the slayer is doin a lawful act.
unaccompanied by any criminaly careless or
reckless conduct. ‘State v. Miller. 9 Houst.
(Del.) 564, 32 Atl. 137: U. S. V. Meagher (C.
C.) 37 F_‘ed. 879. The same as “homicide per
mfortumum."—Homielde per into:-tunilun.
Homicide by misfortune. or accidental homi-
cide; as where a man doing a lawful act. with-
out any intention of hurt. unfortunately kills
another; a species of excusable liomicide. 4
Bl. Comm. 182; 4 Steph. Comm. 101.—Homin
aide se defendendo. llomicide in self-de-
fense; the killing of a person in self-defense
upon a sudden afiray, where the slayer had no
other possible (or. at least, probable) means of
escaping from his assailant. 4 Bl. Comm. 183-
186; 4 Steph. Comm. 103-105. A species of
excusable homicide. Id.: 1 Russ. Crimes. 660.
—Jnstiflnble homicide. Such as is commit-
ted intentionally, bnt without any evil design.
and under such circumstances of necessity or
duty as render the act pro er. and relieve the
party from any shadow of lame; as where a
slierifi lawfully executes a sentence of death
upon a malefactor, or where the killing takes
place in the endeavor to prevent the commission
of felony which could not be otherwise avoided.
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Moran v. Peo le, 163 Ill. 382, 45 N. E. 230;
Kilpatrick v. om.. 3 Phila. (Pa.) 238; State v.
Miller, 9 _l-Ioust. (Del.) 564, 32 At]. 137; Rich-
ardson v. State. 7 Tex. App. 493.—Ne¢}18°lIt
homicide. In Texas, the act of causing the
death of another by negligence and carelessness
in the performance of a lawful act. Anderson
v. State, 27 Tex. Apg. 177. 11 S. W. 33, 3 L.
R. A. 644. 11 Am. t. Rep. 189; Pen. Code
Tex. art. 579. _

ROHIOIDIUH. Lat. Homicide, (q. 1;.)
Homicidlum ea: jusmia, homicide in the

administration of justice, or in the execution
of the sentence or the law.

Homlcldlum ca: necessitate, homicide from
inevitable necessity, as for the protection of
one's person or property.

Homlcldium ea: coau, homicide by accident.
Homicidlum ea: ooluntute, voluntary or

willful homicide. Bract. tols. 120b, 121.

EOMINATIO. The mustering of men;
the doing of homage.

HOHINE OAPTO IN WI'.l'IIERNAM-
.1'lIH. A writ to take him that had taken
any bond man or woman. and led him or her
out or the country, so that he or she could
not -be replevied according to law. Reg.
Orig. 79.

"noun: ELIGEIIDO. In old English
law. A writ directed to a corporation. re-
quiring the members to make choice of a man
to keep one part of the seal appointed for
statutes merchant, when a former is dead,
according to the statute of Acton Burnell.
Reg. Orig. 178; Wharton.

IIOHINE REPLEGIANDO. In English
law. A writ which lay to replevy a man
out of prison. or out of the custody of any
private person, in the same manner that chat-
tels taken in distress may be replevied.
Brown.

HOHINES. Lat. In feudal law. Men;
teudatory tenants who claimed a privilege
of having their causes, etc., tried only in
their lord's court. Paroch. Antiq. 15.

—Honines ltgil. Liege men: feudal tenants
or vassals. especially those who held immedi-
ately of the sovereign. 1 Bl. Comm. 367.

Hominrun sauna. jun oonstltntnm oat.
Imw is established for the benefit of man.

HOHIPLAGIUH. In old English law.
The mairning or a man. Blount.

HOHHB. Fr. Man; a man. This term
is defined by the Civil Code of Louisiana to
include a woman. Article 3522, notes 1, 2.

HOHHEB DE P131‘. Fr. In feudal law.
Men 01' the flef: feudal tenants: the peers
in the lords’ courts. Montesq., Esprit des
Lois, liv. 28, c. 27. '

HOHHES PEODAUX. Fr. In feudal
law. Feudal tenants; the same with home
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mas de flcf, (q. o.) Montesq., Esprit des
Lois, liv. 28, c. 36.

HOMO. Lat. A man; a human being,
male or female: a vassal, or feudal tenant;
a retainer, dependent, or servant.
—-Homo ohartulaa-Ins.‘ A slave manumitted
by chartcr.—lIomo oommendntlu. In feud-
a law. One who surrendered himself into the
power of another for the sake of rotection or
support. See C0l{MENDA’l'ION.— omo ecolo-
sinstions. A church vassal; one who was bound
to serve a church. especially to do service of an
agricultural chamcter. Spelman.—Homo exor-
dtalis. A man of the army, (wcrcihu ;) a sol-
dier.—Eoano foodalls. A vassal or tenant ' one
who held a fee, (feodum,) or part of a fee. Spel-
man.—Homo flu , or filo us. A servant
or vassal belonging to the treasn or finesse.-
Homo fa-anous. In old English aw. A £ree-
man. A Frenchman.—Homo ingonluu. A
free man. A tree and lawful man. A yeoman.
—Homo lilwr. A freeman.—Komo 1131113.
A lie e man; a subject; a king's vassal. The
vassa of a subject.—Eomo novua. In feudal
law. A new tenant or vassal; one who was
invested with a new fee. 8 lman. Also one
who, after conviction of a c me. had been ar-
cloned, thus "makin a new man of him."— o-
no peninens. fin feudal law. A feudal
bondman or vassal: one who belonged to the
soil, ( ui glebas adacribo'tur.)—l!omo regius.
A king s vassal.—Homo Eomanus. A Roman.
An appellation iven to the old inhabitants of
Gaul and other oman provinces, and retained
in the laws of the barbarous nations. Spelmnn.
—HoIno trinm lltternrnm. A man of the
three letters: that is, the three letters. _"f,"
"u," “r;" the Intln word fur meaning “tlnet."

Homo potent eue habilis ct inhabllis
dive:-sis temporibus. 5 Coke, 98. A man
may be capable and incapable at dlirerent
times.

Homo vooalmllun out natux-as; persona
in-is chins. Man (homo) is a term of na-
ture: person (persona) of civil law. Calvin.

HOMOLOGACION. In Spanish law.
The tacit consent and approval inferred by
law from the omission of the parties, for the
space of ten days, to complain of the sen-
tences of arbitrators, appointment of syndics.
or assignees of insolvents, settlements of
successions, etc. Also the approval given
by the judge or certain acts and agreements
for the purpose or rendering them more bind-
ing and executory. Escriche.

HOMOLOGARE. In the civil law. To
confirm or approve; to consent or assent: to
confess. Calvin.

BOMOLOGATB. In modern civil law.
To approve; to conflrm; as a court homolo-
gates a proceeding. See Homonoonton.
Literally, to use the some words with an-
other; to say the like. Vlales v. Gardenier,
9 Mart. O. S. (La.) 324. To assent to what
another says or writes.

HOMOLOGATION. In the civil law.
Approbation; confirmation by a court of jus-
tice; a Judgment which orders the execu-
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tion of some act. Merl. Répert. The term
is also used in Louisiana. Hecker v. Brown.
104 La. 524, 29 South. 232.

In English law. An estoppel in pais.
L. R. 3 App. Cas. 1026.

In Scotch law. An act by which a per-
son approves of a deed. the eflect of which
is to reader that deed, though in itself de-
fective, binding upon the person by‘ whom it
is homologated. Bell. Confirmation of a
voidable deed.

HOMONYHIE. A term applied in the
civil law to cases where a law was repeated,
or laid down in the same terms or to the
same etrect, more than once. Cases of iter-
ation and repetition. 2 Kent, Comm. 489,
note.

IIONDEABEND. Sax. Having in hand.
See HANDIIABEND.

EONESTE VIVERE. Lat. To live hon-
orably, creditably, or virtuously. One of the
three general precepts to which Justinian
reduced the whole doctrine of the law, (Inst.
1, 1, 3; Bract. fols. 3, 3b,) the others being
alterum non lwdere, (not to injure others.)
and suum. cuique tribuere, (to render to every
man his due.)

EONESTUB. Lat. 01‘ good character or
standing. Coram duobus vcl pluribus viris
lagalibus ct honestis, before two or more
lawful and good men. Bract. £01. 01.

IIONOB, -v. To accept a bill of ex-
change, or to pay a note, check, or accepted
bill, at maturity and according to its tenor.
Peterson v. Hubbard, 28 Mich. 199; Clarke
v. Cock. 4 East, 72; Lucas v. Groning, 7
Taunt. 168.

—Aot of honor. When a bill has been pro-
tested, and a third person wishes to take it up.
or accept it, for the “honor" (credit) of one or
more of the parties, the notary drawn up an
instrument, evidencing the transaction, which
is called by this name. '

HONOR, n. In English law. A seizu-
iory of several manors held under one baron
or lord paramount. Also those dignities
or privileges, degrees of nobility, knight-
hood, and other titles, which flow from the
crown as the fountain of honor. Wharton.

In American law. The customary title
of courtesy given to Judges of the higher
courts, and occasionally to some other om-
cers; as “hls honor," “your honor."
—Konox- courts. Tribunals held within hon-
rms or seigniories.—Ofllce of honor. As used
in constitutional and statutory provisions. this
term denotes a public oifice of considerable dig-
nity and importance, to which important public
trusts or interests are confided, but which is
not compensated by any salary or fees, being
thus contrasted with an “otlice of profit." See
Dickson v. People, 17 Ill. 193.

HONORABLE. A title of courtesy giv-
en in lmgland to the younger children of
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earls, and the children of viscounts and bar-
ons; and, collectively, to the house of com-
mons. In America, the word is used as a
title of courtesy for various classes of oili-
cials. but without any clear lines of distinc-
tion.

EONOBARIUH. In the civil law. An
honorary or free gift; a gratuitous payment.
as distinguished from hire or compensation
for service; a lawyer's or counse1lor's tee.
Dig. 50, 13, 1, 10-12. ’

An honorarium. is a voluntary donation, in
consideration of services which admit of no
compensation in money; in particular, to ad-
vocates at law, deemed to practice for honor or
influence, and not for fees. McDonald v. Na-
pier, 14 Ga. 89.

noxonanruu ms. Lat. In Roman
law. The law of the prtetors and the edicts
of the aediles.

HONORARY. As applied to public othces
and other positions of responsibility or trust,
this term means either that the ofllce or title
is bestowed upon the incumbent as a mark
of honor or compliment. without intending to
charge him with the active discharge of the
duties of the place, or else that he is to re-
ceive no salary or other compensation in man-
ey, the honor conferred by the incumheficy
of the ofilce being his only reward. See Has-
well v. New York, 81 N. Y. 258. In other
connections. it means attached to or grow-
ing out of some honor or dignity or honorable
office. or else it imports an obligation or duty
growing out oi‘ honor or trust only, as dis-
tinguished from legal accountability.
—Eonox-as-y onnons. Those without emolu-
ment. 3 & 4 Vict. c. 113, J 23.—Kono1-as-y
fonds. Titles of nobili v. escendible to the
eldest son. in exclusion o all the rest. .

Comm. lS6.—Eono:-ary services. In feudal
law. Special services to be rendered to the
king in person. characteristic of the tenure by
grand serjeanty; such as to carry his banner,
his sword, or the like, or to be his butler, cham-

ion. or other oflicer. at his coronation. Litt.
£153: 2 Bl. Comm. 73.—Hono1-as-y trustees.

rustees to preserve contingent remainders, so
called because they are bound, in honor only
to decide on the most proper and prudential

Lewin, Trusts, 408. ‘course.

EONORIB REBPEOTUM. By reason of
honor or privilege. See Cuannsnos.

HONTPONGENETKEF. In Saxon law.
a thief taken with hondhabend; 4. e., hav-
ing the thing stolen in his hand. CowelL

HONY. L. Fr. Shame; evil; disgrace.
Honu aoit qui ma! 1: pence, evil be. to him
who evil thinks.

300. In old English law. A bill. Co.
Litt. 5b.

EOOKLAIID. Land plowed and sown
every year.



' —Hors aurora.

HOPCON

IIOPOOII.
Coweli.

In old English law. A valley.

. ROPE, n. In old English law. A Valley.
00. Litt. 4b. .

HOPE, 1:. As used in a will, this term
is a precatory word, rather than mandatory
or dispositive, but it is sutiicient. in proper
cases, to create a trust in or in respect to
the property spoken of. See Cockrill V. Arm-
strong, 31 Ark. 589; Curd v. Field, 103 Ky.
293. 45 8. W. 92.

HOPPO. A Chinese term for a collector;
an overseer of commerce.

E034. Lat. Anhour; the hour.
In old English law. The

morning bell. as igm'tegium or coverfeu (curfew)
was the evening beli.—I-Iota fin:-idles, or
udiolu. Hours during which the judges sat
n court to attend to judicial business.

Hon non out nultum do Inlntnntin no-
gotfl, llcot in nppello do on Alilqunndo
ant anontio. The hour is not of much con-
sequence as to the substance of business. al-
though iu appeal it is sometimes mentioned.
1 Bulst. 82.

IIORCA. In Spanish law. A gallows:
the punishment of hanging. White, New Ro-
cop. b. 2, tit. 19. c. 4, 51.

HORIDA. In old records. A cow in‘calf.

HOBDEBA. In old English law. A
treasurer. Du Cnnge.

HORDERIUM. In old English law. A
hoard; a treasure, or repository. Cowell.

HORDEUM. In old records. Barley.
Hordcum palmale, beer barley, as distin-
guished from common barley, which was
called “hordcum quadrayesimalc." Blount.

norm. In old Scotch practice. A kind
of trumpet used in denouncing contumncious
persons rebels and outlaws, which was done
with three blasts of the born by the king's
sergeant. This was called “putting to the
horn ;" and the party so denounced was said
to be "at the horn." Bell. See Hoaumo.

HORN-BOOK. A primer; a book ex-
plaining the rudiments of any science or
branch of knowledge. The phrase “horn-
book law" is a colloquial designation of the
rudiments or most familiar principles or law.

HORN TENURE. In old English law.
Tenure by cornage; that is. by the service of
winding a horn when the Scots or other ene-.
mies entered the land. in order to warn the
king's subjects. This was a species of grand
serjennty. Litt. ! 156: 2 Bl. Comm. 74.

HORN WITH HORN, or BORN UR.
D88 I033. The promiscuous feeding of

r
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bulls and cows or all horned beast: that are
allowed to rim together upon the same com-
mon. Spelman.

nonnesnn. Sax. In old English law.
A tax within a forest, paid for horned beasts.
Coweil; Blount.

BORNING. In Scotch law. “Letters of
homing" is the name given to a Judicial pro-
cess issuing on the decree of a court. by
which the debtor is summoned to perform
his obligation in terms of the decree, the con-
sequence of his failure to do so being lia-
bility to arrest and imprisonment._ It was an-
ciently the custom to proclaim a debtor who
had failed to obey such process a rebel or
outlaw. which was done by three blasts of
the horn by the king's sergeant in a public
place. This was called “putting to the horn."
whence the name.

EOBBBUH. Lat. A place for keeping
grain; a granary. A place for keeping fruits,
wines, and goods generally; a store-house.
Calvin; Bract. fol. 48.

E038. I4. Fr. Out; out of; without.
—-Hora do son too. Out of his fee. In old
pleading. this was the name of a lea in an ac-
tion for rent or services, by whic the defend-
ant alleged that the land in uestion was out of
the compass of the plaintifis fee. Mather V.
Wood. 12 Pa. Co. Ct. R. 4.—Hox-I pr-is. Ex-
fsflt. ’Liters.lly translated by the Scotch “out

en.‘

EORS WEALE. In old English law.
The wenlh. or Briton who had care of the
king's horses.

none WEARD. In old English law.
A service or oorvée. consisting in watching
the horses of the lord. Anc. Inst. Eng.

HORSE. An animal of the genus equua
and species caballus. in a narrow and strict
sense, the term is applied only to the male,
and only to males of four years old or there-
abouts, younger horses being called “colts."
But even in this sense the term includes both
stallions and geldings. In a wider sense.
and as generally used in statutes, the word
is taken as namcn goneralissimum, and in-
cludes not only horses strictly so called, but
also colts, mares and fillies. and mules and
asses. See Owens v. State, 38 Tex. 557;
Ashworth v. Mounsey, L. R. 9 Exch. 187 :.Pul-
len v. State. 11 Tex. App. 91; Allison v.
Brookshire. 38 Tex. 201; State v. Ingram,
16 Kan. 19; State v. Dunnavant. 3 Brev.
(S. C.) 10. 6 Am. Dec. 530; State v. Gooch,
60 Ark. 218, 2;) S. W. 640; Davis v. Collier,
13 Ga. 491. _ Compare Richardson v. Chicago
a A. R. Co., 149 M0. 311, 50 S. W. 782.

HORSE GUARDS. The directing power
of the military forces of the kingdom of
Great Britain. The commander in chief. or
general commanding the forces, is at the
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head of this department. It is subordinate
to the war oiiice, but the relations between
them are complicated. Wharton.

IIOETUS. Lat. In the civil law. A gar-
den. Dig. 32, 91, 5.

EOSPES. Let. A guest. 8 Coke, 32.

EOSPES GENERALI8.
berlaln.

A great cham-

HOSPITAL. An institution for the re-
ception and care of sick, wounded, infirm, or
aged persons; generally incorporated, and
then of the class of corporations called “elec-
mosynary" or "charitable." See In re Curtiss
(Sur.) 7 N. Y. Supp.

BOSPITALLERS. The knights of a re-
ligious order, so called because they built a
hospital at Jerusalem, wherein pilgrims were
received. All their lands and goods in Eng-
land were given to the sovereign by 32 Ben.
VIIL c. 24.

HOSPITATOR. A host or entertainer.
Hospiiator commu:u's. An innkeeper. 8

Coke, 32.
Hoapitator maynus. The marshal of a

camp. '

KOSPITIA. Inns. Hospma communlo,
common inns. Reg. Orig. 105. Hospma. cu-
ms, Inns of court. Hospitia cancellarflz,
inns oi‘ chancery. Cl'i1i)b, Eng. Law, 428.
429; 4 Reeve, Eng. Law, 120.

EOSPITICIDE.
or host.

One that kins his guest

EOSPITIUTMI. An inn; a household. See
Cromwell v. Stephens, 2 Daly (N. Y.) 17.

EOSPODAR. A Turkish governor in M01-
davia or Wallachia.

HOST. L. Fr. An army. Britt. c. 22.
A military expedition; war. Kelham.

HOSTAGE. A person who is given into
the possession of the enemy, in a public win‘,
his freedom (or life) to stand as security for
the performance of some contract or promise
made by the belligerent power giving the
hostage with the other.

EOSTELAGIUH. In old records. A
right to receive lodging and entertainment,
ancientiy reserved by lords in the houses or
their tenants. Cowell.

HOSTEL!-:1‘-t. See Hosru-:3.

EOSTBS. Lat. Enemies. Haste: human!
at-nerts, enemies of the human race; 4. 9., pi-
rates.
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Hostes stunt qui nobis vol qulbus nos

belllun deoermlmns; osetori proditores vol
prudonos stunt. 7 Coke, 24. Enemies are
those with whom we declare war, or who
declare it against us; all others are traitors
or pirates. -

HOSTIA. In old records. The host-
bread, or consecrated water, in the encha-
rist. Cowell.

EOSTIOIDE. One who kills an enemy.

HOSTILARIA, EOSPITALAIBIA. A
place or room in religious houses used for
the reception of guests and strangers.

HOSTILE. Having the character or an
enemy; standing in the relation of an ene
my. See 1 Kent, Comm. c. 4.
—Hostilo embargo. One laid ‘upon the ves-
sels of an actual or prospective enemy.—Hos-
tile possession. This term as applied to an
occupant of real estate holding adversely, is
not construed as implying actual enmity or ill
will, but merely means at he claims to hold
the possession in the character of an owner,
and therefore denies all validity to claims set§ by any and all other ersons. Ballard v.

ansen, 33 Neb. 861. 51 W. 29.’); Griflin
v. Muliey, 167 Pa. 339, 31 Atl. 664.-Hostile
witnessu A witness who manifests so much
hostility or prejudice under examination in
chief that the party who has called him. or his
representative, is allowed to cross-examine hirer:
s. e., to treat him as though he had been call
by the opposite party. Wharton.

EOSTILITY. In the law of nations. A
state or open war. “At the breaking out of
hostility.” 1 Kent, Comm. 60.

An act of open war. "When hoslimica
have commenced.” Id. 56.

A hostile character. “Hostility may at-
tach only to the person." Id.

HOSTLEB. In Norman and old English
law, this was the title of the ofllcer in a
monastery charged with the entertainment
of guests. It was also applied (until about
the time of Queen Elizabeth) to an innkeeper,
and afterwards, when the keeping of horses
at livery became_a distinct occupation, to the
keeper at a livery stable, and then (under
the modern form “ostler”) to the groom in
charge of the stables of an inn. Cromwell
v. Stephens, 2 Daly (N. Y.) 20. In the lan-
guage oi‘ railroading, an “ostler" or “hostler"
at a roundhouse is one whose duty it is to
receive locomotives as they come in from
the road, care for them in the roundhouse,
and have them cleaned and ready for de-
parture when wanted. Railroad Co. v. Mas-
sig, 60 Ill. App. 666: Railroad Co. v. Ash-
ling, 34 Ill. App. 105: Grannls v. Railroad
00., 81 Iowa, 4-14, 46 N. W’. 1067.

BOT-WATER ORDEAL. In old Eug-
lish law. This was a test. in cases of ac-
cusation. by hot water; the party accused
and suspected being appointed by the judge
to put his arms up to the elbows in seeth-
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ing hot water, which, after sundry prayers
and invocations, he did, and was, by the ef-
tect which followed, judged guilty or inno-
cent. Wharton.

HOTOHPOT. The blending and mixing
property belonging to different persons. in
order to divide it equally. 2 Bl. Comm. 190.

Anciently applied to the mixing and blend-
ing of lands given to one daughter in frank
marriage, with those descending to her and
her sisters in tee-simple, for the purpose of
dividing the whole equally among them;
without which the daughter who held in
frank marriage could have no share in the
lands in fee-simple. Litt. §§ 267, 268: C0.
Lltt. 177a; 2 Bl. Comm. 190.

Hotchpot, or the putting In hotchpot, is ap-
plied in modern law to the throwing the
amount of an advancement made to a par-
ticular child, in real or personal estate, into
the common stock, for the purpose of a more.
equal division. or of equalizing the shares
of all the children. 2 Kent. Comm. 421. 422.
This answers to or resembles the oollatio
bononun, or collation of the civil law. See
Iaw v. Smith, 2 R. I. 249; Ray v. Loper, 65
M0. 472: Jackson v. Jackson, 28 Miss. 680.
64 Am. Dec. 114:. Thompson v. Carmichael,
8 Sand!. ch. (N. Y.) 120.

HOTEL. An inn; a public house or tav-
em; a house for entei-taining strangers or
travelers. St. ‘Louis v. siegrist, 46 Me. 594;
People v. Jones. 54 Barb. (N. Y.) 316; Crom-
well v. Stephens, 2 Daily (N. Y.) 19.
Synonyms. In law. there is no difierence

whatever between the terms “hotel." "inn." and
"t:i\'erii." except that in some states a statu-
tor definition has been given to the word "ho-
tel.‘ especially with reference to the grant of
licenses to sell liquor, as, that it shall contain
a certain number of separate rooms for the en-
tertainment of guests, or the like. But none
of the three terms mentioned will include a
boarding house (because that is a place kept for
the entertainment of permanent boarders, while
I hotel or inn is for travelers and transient
guests). nor a lodging house (because the keep
er thereof does not furnish food for guests.
which is one of the requisites of a hotel or
inn). nor a restaurant or eating-house, which
furnishes food only and not lod 'nIg‘.1 See Mar-
tin v. State Ins. Co, 44 N. . w, 485, 43
Am. Rep. 397: In re Linuor Lit-enses.4Montg.
Co. Law Rcp'r E(Pa.) 79- Kelly v. Excise
Com'rs. 54 How. i-ac. (N. Y.) 331: Carpenter
v. Taylor. 1 Hilt. (N. Y.) 193: (‘romwell v.
Stephens. 2 Daly (N. Y.) 23.

30113. The twenty-fourth part of a nat-
ural day: sixty minutes of time.

HOUR. 01' CAUSE. In Scotch practice.
The hour when "a court is met. 8 How.
State Tr. 603.

4 HOUSE. 1. A dwelling; a building de-
signed for the habitation and residence of
men. - .

“I-louse" means, presumptively, a dwelling-
house ;. a building divided into floors and apart-
ments. with four walls, a roof. and doors and
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chimneys; but it" does not necessarll mean
precisely this. Daniel v. Coulsting, 7 an. &
G. 125; Surnian v. Darley. 14 Mees. & W.

“House" is not synonymous with "dwelling-
house." While the former is used in a broader
and more comprehensive sense than the latter,
it has a narrower and more restricted meanigg
%lEllHl'.l1elWOl’d “building.” State v. Garity,

6
In the devise of a house, the word “house" is

synonymous with "messuage," and conveys all
that comes within the curtilage. Rogers v.
Smith, 4 Pa. 93

2. A legislative assembly, or (where the bi-
cameral system obtains) one of the two
branches of the legislature; as the "house of
lords.” “house or representatives." Also a
quorum of a legislative body. See South-
worth v. Palmyra G: J. R. 00., 2 Mich. 287.

3. The name “house" is also given to some
collections oi‘ men other than legislative
bodies, to some public institutions, and (col-
loquially) to mercantile firms or joint-stock
companies.
—Anclen1: house. One which has stood long
enough to acquire an easement of so port lEl:.ll|Bt-

ent. mm.-the adgiining land or building; 3
T0437.— and house. A thei: a house

maintained or‘ purposes of rost1'tution.—Bees-
house. See Br:i:a.-—Bou- house. » See.
that title.—Dwell£ng house. See that title.
—Eouso-bots. A ecies of estovers, belong-
ing to a tenantfor lie or years, consisting in
the right to take from the woods of the lessor
or owner such timber as -may be necessary for
makin repairs upon the house. See Co. Iitt.
41b.-— ouse-burning. See AnsoN.—lIouso-
dut . A tax on inhabited houses imposed by
14 15 Vict. c. 36, in lieu of window-duty,
which was abolished.—EoIue or! commons.
0ne_of the constituent houses of the British
parliament, composed of representatives of the
counties, cities, and boi-oughs.—House of cor-
rection. A reformntory. A place for the im-
grisonment of juvenile oifenders, or those who

ave committed crimes of lesser magnitude. Ex
arte Moon Fook, 72 Cal. 10 12 Pac. 804.-
onse of delegates. The oilicial title of the

lower branch of the legislative assembly of sev-
eral of the American states, a. g.,‘Maryland

A bawdy-
house; a brothel; a dwelling allowed by its
chief occupant to be used as a resort of rsons
desiring unlawful sexual intercourse. IcAlis-
ter v. Clark, 33 Conn. 91: State v. Smith. 29
Minn. 193, 12 N. W. 524; Posnett v. Marble
62 Vt. 481. 20 Atl. 813, 11 L. R. A. 162, 22
Am. St. 126.—Honse of keys. The
name of the ower branch of the legislative as-
sembly or parliament of the Isle of Man, con-
sisting of twenty-four representatives chosen by
popular election.—Houso of lords. The up-
per chamber of the British parliament. t
comprises the archbisholps and bishops, (called
“Lords Spiritual.”) the mgiish peers sitting by
virtue of hereditary right. sixteen Scotch peers
elected to represent the Scotch peerage under
the act of union, and twenty-eight Irish peers
elected under similar. rovisions._ The house of
lords, as a judicial . has ultimate appellate
jurisdiction, and may sit as a court for the
trial of impeachments.—lIouse of refuge. A
prison for juvenile delinquents. A house of
correction or reformatory.—lIo\ue of repre-
sentatives. The name of the body forming
the more popular and numerous branch of the
congress‘ of the United Stiites'."‘also of_the sim-
ilar branch in inanv of the state legislatures.
—House of worship. A building or place set
apart for and devoted .to the holding of _relig-
ious services or exercises or public worship; 9.

church or chapel or place -similarly used. Old
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South. Soc. V. Boston. 127 Mass. 379: Lefevre
V. Detroit, 2 Mich. 589: Washington Heights
M._ E. Church v. New York, 20 Hun (N. Y.)
2_9a.—Ismer house, outer house. See those
lltles.—Ma.nsion house. See Mansion.-
Public house. An inn or tavern; a house
for the entertainment of the public, or for the
entertainment of all who come lawfully and
Fay regularly. 8 Brewst. 844. A place of ub-
ic resort, particularly for purposes of drin ing

or gaming. In a more general sense. any house
ma e public by the occupation carried_on in it
and the implied invitation to the public to en-
ter, such as inns, taverns. drinking saloons,
gambling houses, and perha also shops and
stores. See Cole v. State, 8. Tex. A p. 536,
13 . W. 859, 19 Am. St. Rep. 856; tnte v.
Barns, 25 Tex. 655; Arnold v. State, 29 Ala.
50; Lafierty v. State. 41 Tex. Cr. R. 606. 56
8. W. 6%: Bentley v. State. 32 Ala. 599;
Brown v. State, 27 Ala. 50.—'.l.‘ipp1ing house.
A place where intoxicating ii uors are sold in
drams or small quantities to drunk on the
premises, and where men resort for drinking
purposes.

HOUSEAGI-:. A fee paid for housing
goods by a carrier, or at a wharf, etc.

HOUSEBREAKIIIG. In criminal law.
Breaking and entering a dwelling-house with
intent to commit any felony therein. If done
by night. it comes under the definition of
“burglary.”

HOUSEHOLD. A family living together.
May v. Smith, 48 Ala. 488; Woodward v.
Murray. 18 Johns. (N. Y.) 402; Arthur v.
Morgan, 112 U. S. -195. 5 Sup. Ct. 241, 28
L. Ed. 825. Those who dwell under the same
roof and compose a family. Webster. A
man's family living together constitutes his
household, though he may have gone to an-
other state.

Belonging to the house and family; domes-
tic. Webster.
—Housahold furniture. See FUBNi'l'URE.—
Household goods. These words, in a will, in-
clude everything of a permanent nature (6. s.,
articles of household which are not consumed
in their enjoyment) that are used in or pub
chased or otherwise acquired b a testator for
his house. 1 Rep. Leg. 191; arquam v. Seag-
felder, 24 Or. 2. 76; Smith v. Findley,
34 Kan. 316. 8 Pac. 871: In re Hoo s’ Es-
into. 1 Brewst. (Pa.) 465.—Househo stufl.
This phrase. in a will. includes everything
which may be used for the convenience of the
house, as tables, chairs, bedding, and the like.
But apparel, books, weapons. tools for artific-
ers, cattle, victuals, and choses in action will
not pass by those words, unless the context of
the will clearly show a contrary intention. 1
R0 . Leg. 206. See Appeal of Hoopes. 60 Pa.
22'}: 100 Am. Dec. 562.

HOUSEKOLDEB. The occupier of a
house. Brande. More correctly, one who
keeps house with his family; the head or
master of a family. Webster; 18 Johns.
302. One who has a household; the head of
a household. See Greenwood v. Maddox, Z
Ark. (355: Sullivan v. Cunan, Wils. (ind.) 534;
shlvely v. Lankford, 174 M0. 535. 74 S. W.
$35.

EOUSBKEEPEB. One who is in actual
possession of and who occupies a house. as
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distinguished from a “boarder,” “lodger,” or
“guest.” See Bell v. Keach. 80 Ky. 45; Veils
v. Koch. 27 I11. 131.

HOVEL. A place used by husbandmen
to set their plows, carts. and other farming -

utensils out of the rain and sun. A shed; a
cottage: a mean house.

HOWE. In old English law. A hill.
Co. Lltt. 5b.

BOY. A small coasting vessel, usually
sloop-rigged. used in conveying passengers
and goods from place to place, or as a tender
to larger vessels in port. Webster.

HOYIAIII The master or captain of a
hay.

EIIORITEB. A petty dealer and retailer
of small articles of provisions, particularly
farm and garden produce. Mays v. Cincin-
anti, 1 Ohio St. 272;I.ebanon County v.
Kline. 2 Pa. 00. ct. B. 822.

EUOUIQUE. In old pleading. Hither-
to. 2 Mod. 24.

IIUDE-GELD. In old English law. An
acquittnnce for an assault upon a trespassing
servant. Supposed to be a mistake or mis-
print in Fleta for “Mneneld." Fleta, lib. 1,
c. 47, I 20. Also the price of one's skin, or
the money paid by a servant to save himself
from a whipping. Du Oange.

HUI: AND 03?. In old English law. A
loud outcry with which felons (such as rob-
bers, burglars, and murderers) were anciently
pursued, and which all who heard it were
bound to take up. and join in the pursuit.
until the malefactor was taken. Bract. fols.
115b, 124; 4 Bl. Comm. 293.

A written proclamation issued on the a-
cape of a felon from prison. requiring all
otiicers and people to assist in retaking him.
8 How. State Tr. 388.

EU!-IDEAS. In Spanish law. A'meas-
ure of land equal to as much as a yoke of
oxen can plow in one day. 2 White. Recop.
(38,) 49; Strother v. Lucas. 12 Pet. 443, 9 L.
Ed. 1137.

R018. L. Fr. A door. “Al huts del ec-
yllae." at the door of the church. Bendloe,
133.

EUISSEBIUIK. A ship used to trans-
port horses. Also termed “un‘er."

IIUISSIERS. in French law. Marshals;
ushers; process-servers; sheriffs’ oiiieers.
Ministerial oiiicers attached to the courts, to
effect legal service of process required by
law in actions, to issue executions, etc.. and
to maintain order during the sitting of the
courts. ‘
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EULKA. In old records. A bull: or IITIIDBEDORS. In.Euglish law. The
small vessel. Cowell. inhabitants or freeholders of a hundred. an-

HULLIIS. In old records. A hill. 2
Mon. Angl. 292; Cowell.

HUHAGIULI.
Angl.

A moist place. Mon.

HUNDRED. Under the Saxon organiza-
tion of England, each county or shire com-
prised an indefinite number of hundreds. each
hundred containing ten timings, or groups
of ten families of freeholders or frank-
pledges. The hundred was governed by a
high constable, and had its own court; but
its most remarkable feature was the cor-
porate responsibility of the whole for the
crimes or defaults of the individual mem-
bers. The introduction of this plan of or-
ganization into England is commonly ascrib-
ed to Alfred, but the idea. as well of the
collective liability as of the division. was prob-
ably known to the ancient German peoples.
as we find the same thing established in
the Frankish kingdom under Olothaire. and
in Denmark. See 1 Bl. Comm. 115: 4 BL
Comm. 411. ,

—Hlusdrod court. In English law. A larg-
er court-baron. being held for all the inhabitants
of a particular humlrcd. instead of a manor.
The free suitors are the judges, and the steward
the registrar, as in the case of s court-baron.
It is not a court of record. and resembles a
court-baron in all respects except that in faint
of territory it is of greater jurisdiction. hese
courts have long since fallen into desuetude. 3
Bl. Comm. 34, 35: 3 Steph. Comm. 394. 395.
—HIuadrod gamete. Among the Saxons. a
meeting or court of the freeholders of a bun-
dred. which assembled, originally, twelve times
a year, and possessed civil and criminal juris-
diction snd ecclesiastical powers. 1 Reeve. Eng.
Law. 7.—Hundred lagh. The law of the hun-
dred. or hundred court; liability to attend the
hundred court. Spelman.—Hundx-ed penn .

In old English law. A tax collected from t e
hundred, by the sherifl or lord of the hundred.
—Hnndr_ed sects. The performance of suit
and service at the hundred court.-Hundred
setenn. In Saxon law. The dwellers or in-
habitants of a hundred. Cowell; Blount. Spel-
man suggests the reading of sceatena from Sax.
"sceai." a tax.

HUNDRED-WEIGHT. A denomination
of weight containing, according to the Eng-
lish system, 112 pounds; but in this country,
generally, it consists of 100 pounds avoirdu-
pols.

EUNDBEDARIUS. In old English law.
A hundredary or hundredor. A name given
to the chief ofilcer of a hundred, as well as
to the freeholders who composed it. Spel.
voc. “Huudredus."

HUNDREDARY.
oillcer of a hundred.

The chief or presiding

EUNDREDE8 EABLDOR. or E0].
BRIDE! HAN. '.l'he presiding ofllcer in
the hundred court. Anc. Inst. Eng.

clently the suitors or Judges of the hundred
court. Persons iinpaneled or fit to be im-
paneled upon juries, dwelling within the
hundred where the cause of action arose.
Oromp. Jur. 217. It was formerly necessary
to have some of thus upon every panel of
Jurors. 3 Bl. Oomm.‘359. 360; 4 Steph.
Comm. 870.

The term "hundredor" was also used to
signify the otlicer who had the jurisdiction of
a hundred, and held the hundred court. and
sometimes the bailiff of a hundred. Termea
de la Iiey; Cowell.

HUNG JURY. A jury so lrreooncilably
divided in opinion that they cannot agree
upon any verdict.

EURDEREPERST.
a family.

A domestic; one of

nunnuz. In English criminal law. A
kind of sledge, on which convicted felons
were drawn to the place of execution.

HURRICANE. A storm of great vio-
lence or intensity, of which the particular
characteristic is the high velocity of the
wind. There is naturally no exact measure
to distinguish between an ordinary storm and
a hurricane, but the wind should reach a
velocity of at least 50 or 60 miles an hour to
be called by the latter name, or, as expressed
in some of the cases. it should be sufficient
to “throw down buildings.'.' A hurricane is
properly a circular storm in the nature of a
cyclone. See Pelican Ins. co. v. Troy Go-op.
Ass’n, 77 Tex. 225, 13 S. W. 9&); Queen Ins.
Co. v. Hudnut 00.. 8 Ind. App. 22, &5 N. ill.
397; Tyson v. Union lliut. Fire & Storm 00.,
2 Montg. (:0. Law Rep’r (Pa.) 1?.

E0381‘, E1381‘, EEBST, 92 3.1381‘.
A wood or grove of trees. Co. Litt. 4b.

KURT. In such phrases as “to the hurt
or annoyance or another." or "hurt, molest-
ed, or restrained in his person or estate,"
this word is not restricted to physical lu-
juries, but includes also mental pain. as
well as discomfort or annoyance. See Row-
land v. Miller (Super. N. Y.) 15 N. Y. supp.
702: Pronk v. Brooklyn Heights R. 00., 68
App. Div. 390. 74 N. Y. Supp. 375: Thurston
v. Whitney. 2 Oush. (Mass) 110.

HURTARDU8, or H'UR'.'l.'US., A rain or
wether.

HURTO. In Spanish law. Theft.
White. New Recop. b. 2, tit. 20.

HUSBAND. A married man; one who
has a lawful wife living. The correlative of
"wife."

Etymologicslly, the word signified the “house
bond ;” the man who. to Saxon ideas
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and institutions, heid'around him the family,
for whom he was in law responsible.
—Eusband and wife. .One of the great do-
mestic reia 'onshi ; being that of a man and
woman law nliy Joined in marriage, b which,
at common law, the‘legal existence 0 a wife
is incorporated ~with that of her husband.-
ljnaband land. -In old Scotch law. _A quan-
tity of land containing commonly six acres.
Skene.—Hu.sb_uul oi I ship. See Siiii>‘s
Husnann. - -

EIISBAJIDMAN. A farmer; a cultivator
or‘tiller or the ground. The word “farmer”
is colloquially used as synonymous with “has-
bandman," but originally meant a tenant
who cultivates leased ground.

HUSBANDBIA. - In old English law.
Husbandry. ' Dyei‘, (Fl.'.- Ed.)

HUSBAIDBY. Agriculture; cultivation
of the soil i’or'i'ood;- farming, in the sense
of operating land to raise provisions. Slnions
iv. Lovell, 7 Heisk. (Team) 516; McCue V.
Tunstead, 65 Cal. 506, 4 Pac. 510.

HUSBREO. ln~ -Saxon law. The crime
of housebreaklng or burglary. Crabb, Eng.
Law, 59, 308.

HUSOABLE. In old English law. A
house servant or domestic; .a man or the
household. spelinan.

A king’s vassal, thane, or baron; an earl’:
man or vessel. A term or frequent occur-
rence in Domesday Book.

HUSFASTNE. He who holds house and
land. Bract. L 3, t. 2, c. 10.

KIISGABLUHZ. In old records. House
rent: or a tax or tribute laid upon a house.
Oowell; Blount.

RUSK-HONEY. A colloquial expression
to designate a bribe to hinder information;
pay to secure silence.

HUBTIIIGS. Council; court; tribunal.
Apparently so called from being held within
a building. at a time -when other courts were
held in the open air. It was a local court.
The county court in the city or London
bore this name. There were husthigs at
York, Winchester, Lincoiii, and in other pla-
ces similar to the London iinstings. Also the
raised place .i'rom which candidates for seats
in parliament address the constituency, on
the occasion of their nomination. Wharton.

In Virginia, some of the local courts are
called “hustings,” as in the city of Rich-
mond. Smith v. Com., 6 Grat. (Va.) 696.

EUTESIUH E1‘ OLAHOR.
cry. see He: AND Car.

Hue and

ElI'rII.A1l. Taxes. Mon. Angl.- i. 586.

EWATA, EWATUNG.
law. Augury; divination. ..

In old English
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EYBEBNAOIUM. In old English law.
The season for sowing winter grain, between
Michaelmas and Christmas. The land on

which such grain was sown. The grain it-
self; winter grain or winter corn. Coweil.

HYBRID. A mongrel; an animal torm-
ed ot the union or different species, or dif-
ferent genera; also (metaphorically) a hu-
man being born of the union or persons at
dilferent races.

EYD. In old English law. Hide; slrin.
A measure or land, containing, according to
some, a hundred acres, which quantity is also
assigned to it in the Dialogue de Scaccario.
It seems, however, that the hide varied in
diflerent parts of the kingdom.

HYDAGE. See HIDAGI.

ZKYDBOHETI-:3. An instrument for
measuring the density of fluids. Being im-
mersed in fluids, as in water, brine‘, beer,
brandy. etc., it determines the proportion of
their density. or their specific gravity, and
thence their quality. See Rev. St. U. S. 5

2918 (U. 8. Comp. St. 1901, p. 1927.)

EYEMS, nnnts. Lat. In the civil law.
Winter. Dig. 43, 20, -1, 3-1. Written, in some
or the old books, "1/ems." Fleta, lib. 2. c.
73, §§ 16, 18. J

IIYPNOTIBH. In medical Jurisprudence.
A psychic or mental state rendering the pa-
tient susceptible to suggestion at the will of
another. .

The hypnotic state is_an abnormal condition
of the mind and senses, in the nature o£.tranc
artificial catalepsy, or somnambnlism. in_duc
in one person by another, by concentration of
the attention, a _stron eifort of _volition, and
perhaps the exercise 0 a telepathic power not
as yet fully understood, or by mental sugges-
tion, in which condition the mental_ processes
of the subject and to a great extent his will are
Iubjugated and directed by those of the opera-
tor.

IIYPOBOIJILI. In the civil law. The
name of the bequest or legacy given by the
husband to his wife, at his death, above her
dowry

EYPOCHONDRIA. See lssamrr.

EYPOBTASIS. In medical Jurisprudence.
(1) The morbid deposition or a sediment of
any kind in the body. (2) A 000898?-1011 01'
flushing of the blood vessels, as in varicose
veins. Post-moriem lwpoatdau. a peculiar
lividity of the cadaver.

HYPOTEEO. In Scotland. the term
"hypouiec" is used to signify the landlord's
right which, independently of any stipula-
tion, he has over the crop and stocking of his
tenant. 'It gives a security to the landlord
over the crop or each year for the rent 0!
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that year, and over the cattle and shocking
on the farm for the current year's rent,
which last continues for three months after
the last conventional term for the payment
of the rent. Bell.

HYPOTHEGA. “i~iypotheca" was a term
of the Roman law, and denoted a pledge or
mortgage. As distinguished from the term
“pignua," in the same law, it denoted a mort-
gage. whether of lands or of goods, in which
the subject in pledge remained in the pos-
session of the mortgagor or debtor; whereas
in the pignus the mortgagee or creditor was
in the possession. Such an hypotheca might
be either express or implied; express, where
the parties upon the occasion of a loan en-
tered into express agreement to that etrect;
or implied, as, e. 9., in the case of the stock
and utensils of a farmer, which were subject
to the landlord's right as a creditor for rent;
whence the Scotch law of hypothec.

The word has suggested the term “hypoth-
ecate," as used in the mercantile and marl-
time law of England. Thus, under the fac-
tors act, goods are frequently said to be
“hypothecated;" and a captain is said to
have a right to hypothecate his vessel for
necessary repairs. Brown. See Mackeld.
Rom. Law, §§ 3344359.

, HYPOTEECABIA ACTIO. Lat. In the
civil law. An hypothecary action; an action
for the enforcement of an In/potheca, or right
of mortgage; or to obtain the surrender of
the thing mortgaged. Inst. 4, 6, 7; Mackeld.
Rom. Law. 5 356. Adopted in the Civil
Code of Louisiana, under the name of “Pac-
tion hupothecarie." (translated, “action of
mortgage") Article 3361.

HYPOTEEOARH OREDITORES. Lat.
in the civil law. Hypothecary creditors;
those who loaned money on the security of
an hupotheca, (q. _12.) Calvin.

EYPOTEEOABY ACTION. The name
of an action allowed under the civil law
for the enforcement of the claims of a credit-
or by the contract of hypotheca. Lovell v.
Cragin, 136 U. S. 130, 10 sup. Ct. 1024. 34
L. Ed. 372.

' EYPOTHECATE. To pledge a thing
without delivering the possession of it to the
pledge. “The master, when abroad, and in
the absence of the owner, may lizipotliccate
the ship, freight, and cargo. to raise money
requisite for the completion of the voyage."
3 Kent. Comm. 171. See Spect v. Spect, 88
Cal. 437, 26 Pac. 203, 13 L. R. A. 137, 22 Am.
St. Rep. 314; Ogden v. Latbrop, 31 N. Y.
Super. Ct. 851.

HYPOTEEOATION. A term borrowed
froui the civil law. In so far as it is nat-
uralized in English and American law. it
means a contract of mortgage or pledge in
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which the subject-matter -. is not delivered
into the possession of the pledgee or pawnee;
or, conversely, a~eonventlona~l right. existing
in one person over speciflcmroperty of an-
other. which consists in-the: power to cause
a sale of the same, though it be~not .in his
possession, in order that a specific claim of
the creditor may -be satisfied out.of the pro-
ceeds.

The term is frequently used in our text-
books and reports, particularly upon the law
of bottomry and maritime liens; thusa ves-
sel is said to be hypothecated for the. demand
of one who has advanced money 1 for sup-
plies. '

In the common law, there‘ are but few, if any,
cases of hypothecation,. in the strict sense of the -

civil law‘ that is. a pledge without possession
by the piedgee. The nearest approaches, per-
haps, are cases of bottomry bonds and claims
of materialmen, and of_ seamen‘ for wages: but
these are liens and privileges, rather than hy-
pothecatious. Story, Bailm. '| 288.

“Hypothecation” is a term of the civil law.
and is that kind ofeéiledge in-‘which the poses-
sion of the thing pl ged remains with the debt-
or, (the obligation resting in mere contract with- -

out delivery ;) and in- this respect distinguished
from "pignus," in which possession is delivered
to the creditor or pawnee. ‘ Whitney v. Peay, %
Ark. 27. See 2 Bell, Comm.‘ 2}.

'mrro'rn1:ca'r1oi§ aoim. A bond giv-
en in the_ contract of bottomry or respon-
denfla.

nu-o'rni1:eur:.‘ In “French: ism’; Hy- -

pothecation; a mortgage on real property;
the right vested in a creditor by the assign-
ment to him of real estate as security for the
payment of his debt, whether or not it be
accompanied by possession. see Civ. Code
La. art. 3360.

It corresponds to the mortgage of real prop-
erty in English law, and is a real charge, fol-
lowing the property into whosesoever hands it
comes. It may be Iégale, as in the case of the
charge which the state has over the lands of
its accountants, or which a married woman has
over those of her husband; iudiciaire, when it
is the result of a judgment of a court of jus-
tice; and conoentiouelle, when it is the result
of an agreement of the parties. Brown.

HYPOTEESIS. A supposition, assump-
tion, or theory; a theory set up by the pros-
ecution, on a criminal trial, or by the de-
fense, as an explanation of the facts in evi-
dence, and a ground for inferring guilt or in-
nocence, as the case may be, or as indicating
a probable or possible motive for the crime.

KYPOTEETIGAL QUESTION. A com-
bination of assumed or proved facts and cir-
cumstances, stated in such form as to consti-
tute a coherent and specific situation or state
of facts, upon which the opinion of an expert
is asked, by way of evidence on a trial.
Howard v. People, 185 111. 552, 57 N. E. 441;
People v. Durrant, 116 Cal. 216, 48 Pac. 85;
(‘owley v. People, 83 N. Y. 464. 38 Am. Rep.
401; Stearns v. Field. 90 N. Y. 041.
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HYPOTEETIOAL YEARLY '.l'ENAN-
GY. The basis, in England, of rating lands
and hereditainents to the poor-rate. and to
other rates and taxes that are expressed to
be leviable or assessable in like manner as
the poor-rate.

HYBNE8.
ish.

In old English law. A pan

HYSTEBIA. A paroxysmal disease or
disorder of the nervous system, more common
in females than males, not originating in any
anatomical lesion, due-to psychic rather than
physical causes, and attended. in the acute or
convulsive form, by extraordinary manifesta-
tions ot secondary eflects of extreme nervous-
ness.

Hysteria is a state in _which ideas control the
body and produce morbid changes in its func-
tions. Mtsbius. A special psychic state, char-
acterized by symptoms which can also be ro-
duced or reproduced b suggestion, and w ich
can be treated by ps c otherapy or persuasion,
liysteric and hypnotc states being practically
equivalent to each other. Babinski. A purely
psychic or mental disorder due to hereditary

redisposition. Charcot. state resulting
mm a psychic lesion or nervous shock. leading

to repression or aberration of the sexual in-
stinct. Freud. Hysteria is much more com-
mon in women than in men. and was formerly
thought to be due to some disorder of the uterus
or sexual stem; but i_t is now known that it
may occur 11 men, in children, and in very aged
persons of either sex.

In the convulsive form of h steria common-
ly called “hysterics" or “a t of hysterics,"
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there is nervestorm characterized by loss or
abandonment of self-control in the ex reunion
of tiie emotions, particularly grief, y par-
oxysms of tears or laughter or both together,
sensations of constriction as of a ball rising
in the throat (globuc hyatoriciu). convulsive
movements in the chest, via. and abdomen,
sometimes leadln to a f with apparent un-
consciousness, fol owed by a relapse into semi-
unconsciousaess or cataleps . In the non-oon-
vulsive forms, all kinds 0 organic paralyses
may be simulated, as well as muscular contrac-
tions and spasms, tremor, loss of sensation (anv-
ciithesia) or exaggerated sensation (liy athe-
aia), disturbances of respiration, diso ered ap-
petite accelerated pulse. hemorrhages in the
skin otiglmata), pain, swelling, or even disloca-
tioni of t e joints, and great amenability to sug-
ges on.

—Hystero-epilepsy.

EYSTBROPOTMOI. Those who, hav-
ing been thought dead, had, after a long ab-
sence in foreign countries, returned safely
home; or those who, having been thought
dead in battle. had afterwards unexpectedly
escaped from their enemies and returned
home. These, among the Romans, were not
permitted to enter their own houses at the
door. but were received at a passage opened
in the roof. Enc. Load.

HYSTEROTOHY. The Caasareaa opera-
tion. See Oiasasnn Sscrroiv.

See Erruirsr.

IYTHE. In English law. A port. wharf,
or small haven to embark or land merchan-
dise at. Oowell; Blount. '
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I. The initial letter of the word “Insti-
tuta," used by some civilians in citing the
Institutes of Justinian. Tayl. Civil Law, 24.

I—C'I'U8. An abbreviation for “jur£scon-
eultus.'-' one learned in the law; a Jurlscon-
sult. '

I. E. An abbreviation for “id est." that
is: that is to say.

I 0 U. A memorandum of debt, consist-
ing of these letters, (“I owe you,") a sum of
money, and the debtor's signature, is termed
an "I O U." Kinney v. Flynn, 2 R. I. 329.

IBERNAGIUM. In old English law. The
season for sowing winter corn. Also spelled
"hibernagium" and “hybernaglum."

III! senper debet fleri ts-lstio ubi Jus-
tores nselios-en possunt lube:-e notitinn.
7 Coke. lb. A trial should always be had
where the jurors can be the best informed.

IBIDEII. _I.at. In the same place; in
the same book; on the same page. etc. Ab-
breviated to "dud." or “db.”

ICENI. The ancient name for the people
of Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridgeshire, and
Huntingdonshire, in England.

IOONA. An image, tlgure, or representa-
tion of a thing. Du Cange.

101308. In old English law. A stroke
or blow from a club or stone: a bruise, con-
tusion, or swelling produced by a blow from

. a club or stone, as distinguished from
“plaga," (a wound.) Fleta, lib. 1. c. 41. 5 3.

—I_etns ox-‘b_is. In medical jurls rudence. A
mum, a bruise. or swelling; any urt without
cutting the skin. When the skin is cut, the in-
Jurg is24called a “wound." Bi-act. lib. 2. tr. 2.
cc. , .

Id eel-tum est quod eertuns reddi po-
test. That is certain which can be made
certain. 2 Bl. Comm. 143; 1 Bl. Comm. 78;
4 Kent, Comm. 462; Broom, Max. 624..

Id eel-turn est qnod eertnm reddi po-
test, sed id magis eex-tum est quod de
semetipso est oertum. That is certain
which can be made certain, but that is more
certain which is certain of itself. 9 Coke,
47a.

in EST. Lat. That is. Commonly ab-
breviated “I. e."

Id perrfeetum est quod ex omnibus snis
pa:-tilms oonstat. That is perfect which
consists of all its parts. 9 Coke, 9.

I

IDEM EST NON PROBABI

Id possunuu quod de Ju-e posslunns.
Lane, 116. We may do only that which by
law we are allowed to do.

Id qnod est snsgis 1-emotnm, non trahit
ad se qnod est nusgis Junetsun, sed s eon-

trsrio in onni onsu. That which is more
remote does not draw to itself that which is
nearer, but the contrary in every case. Co.
Litt. 164.

Id quod nostrlun est sine laeto lsostro
ad Aliun ts-snsferrl non potent. That
which is ours cannot be transferred to an-
other without our act. Dig. 60, 17. 11. H ,

Id solun nest:-Inn quod debius deduetis
nests-tun est. That only is ours which re-
mains to us after deduction of debts. Tray.
Lat. Max. 227.

min. Let. The same. According to
Lord Coke, “idem" has two signiflcations,
sc., idem syllable sen verbia. (the same in
syllables or words.) and idem re et renew. (the
same in substance and in sense.) 10 Coke,
12-is.

In old prsotioe. The said, or aforesaid:
said. aforesaid. Distinguished from "pra-
dictua" in old entries, though having the
same general signification. Townsh. P1. 15,
16.

Idem sgens et potions esse non potest.
Jenk. Cent. 40. The same person cannot be
both agent and patient; 4. s.. the deer and
person to whom the thing is done.

Idem est foeere, et non prohibere emu
possis; et qui non prohibit, eun pro-
hibere possit, in eulpl est, (nut Jubet.)
3 Inst. 158. To commit, and not to prohibit
when in your power, is the same thing; and
he who does not prohibit when he can pro-
hibit is in fault. or does the same as order-
ing it to be done.

Idem es-t nihil dieere, et inslfleienter
dicere. It is the same thing to say noth-
ing. and to say a thing insuiilciently. 2
Inst. 178. To say a thing in an lnsnflicient
manner is the same as not to say it at all.
Applied to the plea of I prisoner. Id.

Idem est non esse, et non apps:-ere.
It is the same thing not to be as not to ap-
pear. Jenk. Cent. 207. Not to appear is
the same thing as not to be. Broom, Max.
165. -

Idem est non probu-i et non esse; non
deficit jns, sed ps-obstio. What is not
proved and what doe not exist are the’
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game: it is not a defect of the law. but of
proof.

Idem est sch-e nut scire debere nut
potuiue. To be bouml to know or to be
able to know is the same as to know.

IDEH PER IDEM. The same for the
same. An illustration of a kind that really
adds no additional element to the considera-
tion of the question.

Idem aemper antecedent! proximo
refertus-. Co. Lltt. 685. “The same" is
always referred to its next antecedent.

IDEM SONANS. Sounding the same or
alike; having the same‘ sound. A term ap-
plied to names which are ‘substantially the
same. though slightly varied in the spelling,
as "Lawrence" and "Lawrance," and the
like. 1 Cromp. d: M. 806; 3 Chit. Gen. Pr.
171. - ' '

Two names are said to be "idem aonantca" if
the attentive ear finds difliculty in distinguish-
ing them when prono.unced.'*or if common and
long-continued usage has by corruption or ab-
breviation made them identical in pronuncia-
tion. State v. Griffie. 118 M0. 188, 23 S. W.
878. The rule of “idem sonanc" is that abso-
lute accuracy in spelling names is not required
in a legal document or proceedings either civil
or criminal; that if the name. as spelled in
the document, though different from the correct
spelling thereof. conveys to the ear, when pro-
nounced according to the commonly accepted
methods, a sound prscticallyidentical with the
correct name as commonly pronounced, the
name thus given is a suficient identification of
the individual referred to, and no advanta e can
be taken of the clerical error. Hubner v. eick-
hoif, 103 Iowa. 368. 72 N. W. 540. 64 Am. St.
Rep. 191. But the doctrine of “idem comma"
has been much enlarged by modern decisions, to
conform to the growing rule that a variance, to
be material.‘ must be such as has misled the op-
posite élarty to his prejudice. State v. White,
34 S. ‘. 59, 12 S. E. 661, 27 Am. St. Rep. 783.

IDENTIFICATION. Proof of identity;
the proving that a -person, subject, or ar-
ticle before the court is the very same that
he or it is alleged, charged. or reputed to he;
as where a witness recognizes the prisoner
at the bar as the same person whom he saw
committing the crime; or where handwrit-
ing. stolen goods, counterfeit coin. etc.. are
recognized as the same“ which once passed
under the observation of the person identi-
fying them. '

Identitis Vern. colligltnr ex multitu-
dine signs:-um. True identity is collected
from a multitude of signs. Bac. Max.

EENTITATE NOMINIS. In Pmglish
law. Anancient writ (now obsolete) which
lay for one taken and arrested in any per-
sonal action. and committed to prison. by
mistake for another man of the same name.
Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 267.
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IDENTITY. In the law of evidence.
Sameness; the fact that a subject, person,
or thing before a court is the same as it is
represented, claimed, or charged to be. See
Burriii. Clrc. Ev. 382, 453. 631, 644.

In patent law. Such sameness between
two designs, inventions, combinations, etc..
as will constitute the one an infringement
of the patent granted for the other.

To constitute “identity of invention,” and
therefore infringement, not only must the re-
sult obtained be the same, but, in case the
means used for its attainment is a combination
of known elements, the elements combined in
both cases must be the lame, and combined in
the same way, so that each element shall per-
form the same function; provided that the dif-
ferences alleged are not merely colorable ac-
cording to the rule forbidding the use of known

uivalents. Electric Railroad Signal Co. v.
all Railroad Signal Co., 114 U. S. 87, 5 Sup.

Ct. 1069, 2) L. Ed. 96: Latta v. Shawk. 14
Fed. Cas. 1188. “Identity of design" means
sameness of appearance. or, in other words
sameness of effect upon the eye.—not the eye of
an expert, but of an ordinary intelligent ob-
server. Smith v. Whitman Saddle Co., 148 U.
S. 67-}, 13 Sup. Ct. 763. 37 L. Ed. 606.

IDEO. Lat. Therefore. Calvin.

IDEO CONSIDERATUII £81‘. Lat.
Therefore it is considered. These were the
words used at the beginning of the entry of
judgment in an action, when the forms were
in Latin. They are also used as a name for
that portion of the record.

ID]-:8. A division of time among the
Romans. In March, May, July, and Octo-
her. the Ides were on the 15th of the month:
in the remaining months. on the 13th. This
method of reckoning is still retained in the
chancery of Rome, and in the calendar of
the breviary. Wharton.

IIDIOCIIHIA. Grreco-Lat.
law.
distinguished from such as were executed
before a public otiicer. Cod. 8, 18, 11; Cal-
vin.

In the civil

IDIOOY. See Issnvrrr.

IDIOT. A person who has been without
understanding from his nativity. and whom
the law. therefore, presumes never likely to
attain any. shelf. Lun. 2. See issaxrrr.

n>I(_)'1'A. In‘ the civil law.
learned, illiterate. or simple person.
vin. A private man; one not in ofiice.

In common law. An idiot or fool.

IDIOTA INQUIRENDO. WRIT DE.
This is the name of an old writ which di-
rects the sheriif to inquire whether a man
be an idiot or not. The inquisitlon is to be
made by a Jury of twelve men. 1-‘ltzh. Nat.
Brev. Z32» .,iLnd. if the man were found an

idiot. the profits of his lands and the cus-
tody of his person might be granted by the

An un-
Cal-

An instrument privately executed. as‘
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king to any subject who had interest enough
to obtain them. 1 Bl. Comm. 303.

IDOIIEUM SE EAOEBB; IDONEARE
sn. To purge one‘s self by oath of a crime
of which one is accused.

IIDONEUS. Lat. In the civil and com-
mon law. Sufficient; competent; fit or
proper; responsible; unimpeachable. Ido-
ncus homo, a responsible or solvent person;
a good and lawful man. Sulilcient; ade-
quate; satisfactory. Idonea cautio, suin-
cient security.

IDONIETAS. In old English law. Abil-
ity or fitness, (of a parson.) Artie. Cleri. c.
13.

II‘. In deeds and wills, this word, as a
- rule, implies a condition precedent, unless it

be controlled by other words. 2 Crabb, Real
Prop. p. 809, § 2152; Sutton V. West, 77 N.
C. 431.

IPUNGIA. In old English law. The tin-
est white bread, formerly called “cocked
bread.” Blount.

IGIJSE. L. Fr. A church. Kelham.
Another form of “egliae.” '

IGNIS JUDICIUM. Lat. The old ju-
dicial trial by fire. Blount.

IGNITEGIUH. In old English law.
The curfew, or evening hell. Cowell. See
Cunrsw.

IGNOMINY. Public disgrace: infamy;
reproach; dishonor. Ignominy is the op-
posite of esteem. Woliif, 5 145. See Brown
v. Kingsley, 38 Iowa, 220.

IGNORAMUS. Lat. “We are igno-
rant ;" “We ignore it." Formerly the grand
jury used to write this word on bills of in-
dictment when, after having heard the evi-
dence. they thought the accusation against
the prisoner was groundless,intimating that.
though the facts might possibly be true, the
truth did not appear to them; but now they
usually write in English the words "Not a
true hill." or “Not found," if that is their
verdict: but they are still said to ignore the
bill. Brown. -

IGNORANCE.
knowledge.

Ignorance of law is want of knowledge or
acquaintance with the laws of the land in
so far as they apply to the act. relation.
duty. or matter under consideration. Igno-
rance of fact is want of knowledge of some
fact or facts constituting or relating to the
subject-matter in hand. Marshall v. Cole-
man. 187 Ill. 556. 58 N. E. 628; Haven v.
Foster. 9 Pick. (l\iass.) 130. 19 Am. Dec. 353.

Ignorance_ is not a state of the mind in the
sense in which sanity and insanity are. When

The want or absence of

IGNORANTIA FACTI EXCUSAT

the mind is ignorant of a fact, its condition
still remains sound; the power of thinking, of
judging, of willing. is just as complete before
communication of the fact as after; the essence
or texture. so to speak, of the mind, is not. as
in the case of insanity, affected or impaired.
Ignorance of a particular fact consists in this:
that the mind, although sound and capable of
healthy _action, has never acted upon the fact
in question, because the subject has never been
brought to the notice of the perceptive faculties.
Meeker v. Boylan, 28 N. J. Law, 274.

Synonyms. “Ignorance" and “error” or
"mistake" are not convertible terms. The
former is a lack of information or absence
or knowledge; the latter, a misapprehension
or confusion of information, or a mistaken
supposition of the possession of knowledge.
Error as to a fact may imply ignorance oi‘
the truth; but ignorance does not necessari-
ly imply error. Hutton v. Edgerton, 6 Rich.
(S. C.) 489; Culbreath V. Culbreath, 7 Ga.
70, 50 Am. Dec. 375.

Essential ignorance is ignorance in re-
lation to some essential circumstance so inti-
mately connected with the matter in question,
and which so influences the parties. that it in-
duces them to act in the business. Poth. Vente.
nn. 3, 4: 2 Kent. Comm. 367. Non-essential
or Accidental ignorance is that which has
not of itself any necessary connection with the
business in question. and which is not the true
consideration for entering into the contract. In-
voluntary ignorance is that which does not
proceed from choice. and which cannot be over-
come by the use of any means of knowledge
known to a person and within his power: as
the ignorance of a law which has not yet been
promulgated. v'0lIIlICI.I'z ignorance exists
when a party might, by ta ing reasonable pains.
have acquired the necessary knowledge. For ex-
ample. every man might acquire a knowledge
of the laws which have been promulgated. Doct.
& Stud. 1, 46; Plowd. 343.

IGNOBANTIA. Lat. Ignorance: want
of knowledge. Distinguished from mistake,
(error.) or wrong conception. Mackeld. Rom.
Law, 5 178; Dig. 22. 6. Divided by Lord
Coke into ignorantia facti (ignorance of fact)
and (guorantia juris, (ignorance of law.)
And the former, he adds, is twofold.—lec-
tionis et linguaz, (ignorance of reading and
ignorance of language.) 2 Coke, 3b.

Igno:-anti: eorum qua qnis sch-e ten-
etnr non excusat. Ignorance of those
things which one is bound to know excuses
not. Hale. P. C. 42; Broom, Max. 267.

Ignox-anti: laoti exousat. Ignorance of
fact excuses or is a ground of relief. 2Coke.
3b. Acts done and contracts made under
mistake or ignorance of a material fact are
voidable and relievable in law and equity.
2 Kent, Comm. 491, and notes.

Ignonntin fact! excusat, ignor-anti:
Jun-is non exensat. Ignorance or the fact
excuses; ignorance of the law excuses not.
Every man must be taken to be cognizant of
the law: otherwise there is no saying to
what extent the excuse of ignorance may
not be carried. 1 Coke. 177; Broom. Max.
253.
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Ignorantia Jiu-is quod quisque tenetur
seire, neminem excusat. Ignorance of the
[or a] law, which every one is bound to
know, excuses no man. A mistake in point
of law is, in criminal cases, no sort of de-
fense. 4 Bl. Comm. 27 ; 4 Steph. Comm. 81;
Broom, Max. 253; 7 Car. & P. 456. And.
in civil cases, ignorance of the law, with a
full knowledge of the facts, furnishes no
ground, either in law or equity, to rescind
agreements, or reclaim money paid, or set
aside solemn acts of the parties. 2 Kent,
Comm. 491, and note.

Ignaz-anti; Jun-ls an! non praijudlcat
Jurl. Ignorance of one‘s right does not prej-
udice the right. Loflt, 552.

Ignorentia legis neminens exousat. Ig-
norance or law excuses no one. 4 Bouv.
Inst. no. 3828; 1 Story, Eq. Jur. § 111; 7
Watts, 374.

IGNORATIO BLENOEI. Lat. A term
of logic, sometimes applied to pleadings and
to arguments on appeal, which signifies a
mistake of the question, that is, the mistake
of one who, falling to discern the real ques-
tion which he is to meet and answer, ad-
dresses his allegations or arguments to a
collateral matter or something beside the
point. See Case upon the Statute for Dis-
tribution, Wythe (Va.) 809.

Ignoratis termini: ertis, ignoratnr et
us. Where the terms of an art are un-
known, the artitself is unknown also. Co.
Litt. 2a.

IGNORE.’ 1. To be ignorant oi’, or un-
acquainted with.

2. To disregard willfully; to refuse to
recognize; to decline to take notice of. See
Cleburne County v. Morton, 69 Ark. 48, 60
S. W. 307.

3. To reject as groundless, false or un-
supported by evidence: as when a grand
jury ignores a bill of indictment.

Ignosoitur el qul sangninem suiun

qualiter redemptum volult. The law
holds him excused from obligation who chose
to redeem his blood (or life) upon any terms.
Whatever a man may do under the fear of
losing his life or limbs will not be held bind-
ing upon him ln law. 1 Bi. Comm. 131.

rxnninn smnnr. One of the four
great Roman roads in Britain; supposed to
be so called from the Iceni.

ILL. In old pleading. Bad; defective in
law: null; naught; the opposite of good or
valid.

ILL FAKE. Evil repute; notorious had
character. Houses of prostitution. gaming
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houses, and other such disorderly places are
called “houses of ill fame,” and a person
who frequents them is a person of ill fame.
See Boles v. State, 46 Ala. 206.

ILLATA E1‘ IIIVI-IOTA. Lat. Things
brought into the house for use by the ten-
ant were so called, and were liable to the
{us hupotheco of Roman law, Just as they
are to the landlord's right of distress at
common law.

ILLEGAL. Not authorized by law: il-
licit; unlawful; contrary to law.

Sometimes this term means merely that which
lacks authority of or support from law; but
more frequently it imports a violation. Etymo-
logically, the word seems to convey the nega-
tive meaning only. But in ordinary use it has
a severer, stronger si ification: the idea of
censure or condemnat on for breaking law is.
usually presented. But the law implied in il-
lezal is not necessarily an express statute.
Things are called "illegal" for a violation of
common-law principles. And the term does not
imply that the act spoken of is immoral or
wicked: it iingies only a breach of the law.
See State v. ayuorth. 8 Sneed (Tenn.) 65;
Tiedt v. Carstensen, 01 Iowa. 334. 16 N. W
214: Chadbourne v. Newcastle. 48 N. H. 199
People v. Kelly, 1 Abb Prac. N. s., (N. 1.5
437: Ex parte Bcwsrts, 2 Tex. App. 80
—Ille conditions. All those that are im-
possib e, or contrary to law, immoral, or re-
pugnant to the nature of the transaction.—Il-
e all contract. An agreement to do any act

fofiiidden by the law, or to omit to do any act
enjoined by the law. Billingsle v. Clelland,
41 W. Va. 243. 23 S. E. 810. excl inter-
est. Usury: interest at a bi her rate than
the law allows. Parsons v. Ba k 40 Neb.
119. as N. w. 72s.—ni.g.n trade. such traf-
flc or commerce as is carried on in violation
of the municipal law. or contrary to the law
of nations. see 11.1.1011‘.

ILLEGITIHAOY. The condition before
the law, or the social status. of a bastard;
the state or condition of one whose parents

—were not intermarrled at the time of his
birth. Miller v. Miller, 18 Hun (N. Y.) 509;
Brown v. Belmarde, 8 Ken. 52.

nnnarrmarn. That which is con-
trary to law: it is usually applied to has-
tards, or children born out of lawful wed-
lock.

The Louisiana Code divided illegitimate chil-
dren into two classes: (1) Those born from
two persons who. at the moment wliui such
children were conceived, could have lawfully
intermarried; and (2) those who are born
from persons to whose marriage there existed
at the time some legal impediment. Both
classes. however, could be acknowledged and
tliize) hévs devise. Compton v. Prescott, 12 Rob.
( . u .

ILLEVIABILE. Not leviable: that can-
not or ought not to be levied. Cowell.

ILLIOENOIATDS. In old English law.
Without license. Fleta, lib. 3, c. 6, 5 12.

ILLICIT. Not permitted or allowed; pro-
hibited; unlawful; as an (moi: trade; it-
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um‘! intercourse. State v. Miller, 60 Vt. 90.
12 At]. 526.
_—I11icit connection. Unlawful sexual inter-
course. State v. King. 9 S. 1). I123. 7_0_N. W.
1046.—!.'llioit cohabitation. The living to-
gether as man and wife of two ersons who are
not lawfully married, with the implication that
dick habitually ractice fornication. See Rex
v. alailoa 4 awaii. 41.—»I11ieit distillery.
One carried on without a compliance with. the
provisions of the laws of the United States
relating to the taxation of irituous liquors.
U. S. v. Johnson (0. C.) 26 ed. 684.—I11ioit
trade. Policies of marine insurance usually
contain a covenant of warranty against “illicit
trade," meaning thereby trade which is for-
bidden. or declared unlawful. by the laws of
the country where the cargo is to be delivered.
"It is not the same with ‘contraband trade.’
although the words are sometimes used as
synonymous. Illicit or prohibited trade is one
which cannot be carried on without a distinct
violation of some p_ositive- law of the country
where the transaction is to take place." 1
Pars. Mar. Ins. 614.

n.r.rcrrr:. Lat. Unlawrully. This word
has ii technical meaning, and is requisite in
an indictment where the act charged is un-
lawful: as in the case or a riot. 2 Hawk.
P. C. c. 25, l 96.

1'I.IaICI'l.'UH OOLLEGIUH. Lat. An 11-

legal corporation.

HLITERATB. Unlettered: ignorant:
unlearned. Generally used of one who can-
not read and write. See In re Succession of
Carroll. 28 La. Ann. 388.

ILLOOABLE. Incapable or being placed
out or hired. -

lI.I.UD. Lat. That.

nlnd. qnod alias licitnsn non est. ne-
oossitas fault licitnni; at necessitas in-
dncit priviloginns qmoad jnra private.
Buc. Max. That which is otherwise not per-
mitted. necessity permits; and necessity
makes a privilege as to private rights.

Bind, qnod altos-i nnitnr, extingnitnr,
naquo ansplins per se vacate licet.
Godol. Ecc. Law, 169. That which is unit-
ed to another is extinguished, nor can it be
any more independent.

ILLUSION. In medical jurisprudence.
An image or impression in the mind, excited
by some external object addressing itself to
one or more or the senses, but which, in-
stead of corresponding with the reality, is
perverted. distorted. or wholly mistaken, the
error being attributable to the imagination
of the observer, not to any defect in the or-
guns of sense. See HALLUCINATION, and see
"Delusion," under INSANITY.

ILLUSORY. Deceiving by false appear-
ances; nomiual.'as distinguished from sub-
stantial.
—I_l1nsory appointnnent. Formerly the ap-
pointment of a merely nominal share of the
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property to one of the ob ects of a Power. in
order to escape the rule at an exc usive ap-
pointment could not be made unless it was an-
thorized by the instrument ‘creatin the power.
was considered illusory and vol _ in equity.
But this rule has been abolished in England.
giewm. IV. c. 46: 37 8: 38 Vict. c. 87.) Sweet.

e Ingraham v. Meade. 3 Wall. Jr. 32. 13 Fed.
Cas. 50.—IlIuso appointrnent act. The
statute 1 Wm. I . c. 46. This statute enacts
that no afgointment made after its passing,
(July 16. '50.) in exercise of a power to ap-
poivit property. real or ersonai. among several
objects. shall be invalid). or impeached in e. -

uity. on the ground that an unsubstantiai. l-
lusory, or nominal share only was thereby ap-
pointed, or left unappolnted. to devolve upon
any one or more of the objects of such power:
but that the appointment shall be valid_in
equity, as at law. See. too. 37 8: 38 Vict.
c. 37. Wharton.

HLUSTRIOUI. The prefix to the title
of a prince of the blood in England.

DIAGINE. In English law. In cases or
treason the law makes it a crime to imag-
ine the death oi' the king. But, in order to
complete the crime, this act of the mind
must ‘be demonstrated by some overt act.
The terms "imagining" and "compassing"
are in this connection synonymous. 4 B1.
Comm. 78.

IMAN. IHAH, or ILIAULI. A Moham-
medan prince having supreme spiritual as
well as temporal power; a regular priest of
the mosque.

DIBAIIGO. An old form of "embargo,"
(q. 1:.) St. 18 Car. 11. c. 6.

IJIIBASING or HONEY. The act of
mixing the specie with an alloy below the
standard of sterling. 1 Hale, P. O. 102.

IEBBOILITY. See Isssnrrr.

nbanzznn. An occasional or obsolete
form of “emhezzle," (q. o.)

IMBLADARE. In old English law. To
plant or sow grain. Bract. fol. 176b.

IMBBAOEBY. See Eusascaar.

ILIBBOOUS.
passage. Oowell.

A brook, gutter, or water-

IMITATION. The making of one thing
in the similitude or likeness of another: as,
counterfeit coin is said to be made "in imita-
tion" or the genuine. An imitation of a
trademark is that which so far resembles
the genuine trade-mark as to be likely to in-
mice the belief that it is genuine, whether
by the use of words or letters similar in ap-
pearance or in sound. or by any sign, device.‘
or other means. Pen. Code N. Y. 1903, I
368: Wagner v. Duly, 67 Hun. 477, 22 N.
Y. Supp. 493; State 7. Harris, 27 N. C. 294.
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. 'IMHA.TEBIAI.. Not material, essential,
or necessary; not important or pertinent:
not decisive.
—Inunaterin'l avennent. An averment al-
leging with needless particularity or- unneces-
sary circumstances what is material and neces-
sary, and which might ‘properly have been stat-
ed more generally, an without such circum-
stances and particulars; or, in other words,

articulars in con-
nection with and as descri tive of what is ma-
terial. Gould Pl. c. 3. § 88: Pharr v. Bach-
elor, 3 Ala. Q45; Green v. Palmer. 15 Cal.
416. 76 Am. Dec. 492; Dunlap v. Kelly. 105
Mo. App. 1, 78 S. W. 664.—Im1nateria.l is-
sue. _ n pleading. An issue taken on an im-
material point; that is. a noint not proper to
t}i?eci%e21the action. Steph. Pl. 99, 130; 2 Tidd,

r. .

IlmBDIA'.l'E. 1. Present: at once;
without delay; not deferred by any interval
of time. In this sense. the word, without
any very precise signification. denotes that
action is or must be taken either instantly
or without any considerable loss of time.

Immediately does not, in legal proceedings,
necessarily im ort the exclusion of any inter-
val of time. t is a word of no very definite
signification. and is _much in subjection to its
grammatical connections. Howell v. Gaddis.
31 N. J. Law. 313.

2. Not separated in respect to place; not
separated by the intervention of any inter-
mediate object, cause, relation, or right.
Thus we speak of an action as prosecuted for
the “iininediate benefit" of A., of a devise
as made to the “immediate issue" of B.. etc.
—Ix:xmediate cause. The last of a series
or chain of causes tending to a given result. and
which. of itself, and without the intervention
of any further cause, directly produces the
result or event. A cause may be immediate in
this sense. and yet not “proximate:" and con-
versely, the proximate cause (that which di-
rectly and efiiciently brings about the result)
may not .be. immediate. The familiar illus-
tration is that of a drunken man fnllinz into
the water and drowning. His intoxication is
the proximate cause of his death. if it can be
said that he would not have fallen into the
water when sober: but the immediate cause
of death is suffocation. by drowning. See Davis
v. Standish. 26 Hun (N. Y.), 615: Deisenrieter
v. Kraus-Nferkel Malting Co.. 97 Wis. 279. 72
N- \V. 735. (‘ompare Iongabaugh v. Railroad
Co.. 9 Nov. 271. See. also. PROXIMATI-:.—In1—
mediate descent. See DESCENT. -

IMMl_>2I)IATEI.Y. “It is impossible _to
lay down any hard and fast rule as to what
is themeaning of the word ‘iinnieillately’ in
all cases. The words ‘forthwith’ and ‘im-
niediately' have the same meaning. They
are strniiger than the expression ‘within a
reasonable time.’ and imply prompt, vigor-
ous action. without any delay. and whether
there has been such action is a question of
fact. having regard to the circumstances of
the particular case." Cockliurn. C. J., in
Reg. v. Justices of Berkshire, 4 Q. B. Div.
471.

I IHMEMORIAL. Beyond human mem-
ory: time out of mind.
—Imniemoa-in‘! possession. In Louisiana.
Possession of which no man living has seen
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the beginning and the existence of which he
has learned from his elders. Clv. ode La.
art. 7(‘i2.—Immemorial usage. A practice
which has existed time out of mind; custom;
Qrsiscilggtlon. Miller v. Gai-lock. 8 Barb. (Ifl.

IMMEUBLES. Fr. These are, in
French law, the immovables of English law.
Thiiigs are inimeubles from any one of three

(1) From their own nature, 9. 9.,
lands and houses; (2) from their destina-
tion, e. 9., animals and instruments of agri-
culture when supplied by the landlord; or
(3) by the object to which they are annexed.
e. (1., easements. Brown. '

IMMIGRATION. The coming into 1!.

country of foreigners for purposes of per-
manent residence. The correlative -term
"enii;:i-tition” denotes the act of such per-
sons in leaving their former country.

IIIMINENT DANGER. In relation to
homicide in self-defense. this term means
immediate danger. such as must be instant-
ly met. such as cannot be guarded against
by calling for the assistance of others or
the protection of the law. U. S. v. Outer-
bridge. 27 Fed. Gas. 390; State v. West. 45
I41. Ann. 14, 12 South. 1': State v. Smith,
43 Or. 109, 71 Pac. 973. Or, as otherwise
defined, such an appearance of threatened
and inipendlng injury as would put a rea-
sonable and prudent man to his instant de-
fense. State v. Fontenot, 50 La. Ann. 537,
23 South. 634. 69 Am. St.» Rep. 455; Shorter
v. People, 2 N. Y. 201, 61 Am. Dec. 286.

IHHISCERE. Int. In the civil law.
To mix or mingle with; to meddle with; to
Join with. Calvin.

IHMITTERE. Lat. In the civil law.
To put or let into, as a beam into a wall.
Calvin; Dig. 50, 17, 242, 1.

In old English law.
common. Fleta. lib. 4. c. 20, 5 7.

Inunobilin situui. seqanntiu-. Immora-
ble things follow their site or position; are
governed by the law of the place where they
are fixed. 2 Kent, Comm. 67.

IMMOIBILIS. Lat. Immovable. Immo-
bilia or res immobiles, immovable things.
such as lands and buildings. Mackeld. Rom.
mw, 5 160.

IMMORAL. Contrary to good morals:
inconsistent with the rules and principles of
morality which regard men as living in a
community, and which are necessary for the
public welfare, order, and decency.
—Im:nox-nl consideration. One contrary to
good morals, and therefore invalid. Contracts
based upon an immoral consideration are gen-
erally void.—Innnox-al contracts. Contracts
founded: upon considerations contra bones more:
are voi . ' -

To put cattle on a
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. nnaonam-rxr. That which is -contra
booms mores. See IIIMOBAL.

IHHOVABLES. In the civil law. Prop-
erty which, from its nature, destination, or
the object to which it is applied. cannot move
itself, or be removed. ’

Immovable things are, in general, such as
cannot either move themselves or be removed
from one place to another. But this defini-
tion, strictly speaking, is applicable only to
such things as are immovable by their own
nature, and not to such as are so only by the
disposition of the law. Civ. Code La. art.
462; Mt. Carmel Fruit Co. v. Webster, 140
Cal. 183. 73 Pac. 826; Sullivan v. Richard-
son, 33 Fla. 1, 14 South. 692.

IMMUNITY. An exemption from serv-
ing in‘ an ofiice, or performing duties which
the law generally requires other citizens to
perform. Long v. Converse, 91 U. S. 113, 23
L. Ed. 233; Ex parte Levy, 43 Ark. 54, 51
Am. Rep. 550; Lonas v. State, 3 Helsk.
('1‘enn.) 306; Douglass v. Stephens, 1 Del. Ch.
476.

IMPAIB. To weaken, diminish, or relax,
or otherwise affect in an injurious manner.
Davey v. }Etna L. Ins. Co. (0. C.) 20 Fed.
482; State v. Carew, 13 Rich. Law (S. C.)
541, 91 Am. Dec. 245; Swinburne v. Mills,
17 Wash. 611, 50 Pac. 489. 61 Am. St. Rep.
932.

_ IMPAIRING TEE OBLIGATION 01‘
CONTRACTS. For the meaning of this
phrase in the constitution of the United
States, see 2 Story. Const. 55 1374-1399; 1

Kent, Comm. 413-422; Pom. Const. Law;
Black, Const. Law (3d Ed.) p. 720 et seq.

IHPANEL. In English practice. To
impanel a jury signifies the entering by the
sheriff upon_ a piece of parchment, termed a
.“panel,” the names of the jurors who have
been summoned to appear in court on a
certain day to form a jury of the country
to hear such matters as may be brought

-before them. Brown.
In American practice. Besides the

meaning above given, “impanel" signifies the
act of the clerk of the court in making up
a list of the Jurors who have been selected
for the trial of a particular cause.

Impaneling has nothing to do with drawing.
selec_t1ng, or swearing jurors, but means simply
making the list of those who have been select-
22.1 Porter v. People, 7 How. Prac. (N. Y.)

IHPAROARE. In old English law. To
impound. Reg. Orig. 921;.

To shut up, or confine in prison. Inducti
aunt in carcerem et imparcau, they were
carried to prison and shut up. Bract. fol.
124.
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IMPA-nGAM.'!‘.NTUM» The right of im-
pounding cattle.

IJIPARL. To have license to settle a
litigation amicably; to obtain delay for ad-
Justment.

IZHPARLANCE. In early practice. im-
parlance meant time given to either of the
parties to an action to answer the pleading
of the other. It thus amounted to a con-
tinuance of the action to a further day.
Literally the term signified leave given to
the parties to talk together; i. e., with a
view to settling their differences amicably.
But in modern practice it denotes a time
given to the defendant to plead.

A general imparlance is the entry of a general
prayer and allowance of time to plead till the
next term, without reserving to the defendant
the benefit of any exce tion; so that after such
an impariance the de endant cannot object to
the jurisdiction of the court, or plead any mat-,
ter in abatement. This kind of imparlance is
always from one term to another. Colby v.
Knupii. 13 N. H. 175: Mack v. Lewis, 67 Vt.
383. 31 Au. ,

A general special lmparlanoe contains a saving
of all exceptions whatsoever, so that the de-
fendant after this may plead not only in abate-
ment, but he may also plead a plea which at-
fects the jurisdiction ot the court, as privilege.
He cannot, however. plead a tender. and that
he was always ready to pay. because by craving
time he admits that he is not ready. and so
faisifies his plea.

A special imparlance reserves to the defend-
ant ai exceptions to the writ. bill, or count‘
and therefore after it the defendant may plead
in abatement, though not to the jurisdiction
of the court. 1 Tidd. Pr. 462. 463.

IMPARSONEE. L. Fr. In ecclesias-
tical law. One who is inducted and in pos-
session of a benefice. Parson imparsonee,
(persona impersonata.) Cowell; Dyer, 40.

IJIIPATEONIZATION. In ecclesiastical
law. The act of putting into full possession
of a benefice. ‘

IHPEACII. To accuse; to charge a lia-
bility upon; to sue.

To dispute, disparage, deny, or contradict;
as, to impeach a judgment or decree; or as
used in the rule that a jury cannot “impeach
their verdict." See Wolfgram v. Schoepke,
123 Wis. 19, 100 N. W. 1056. ‘

To proceed against a public otiicer for
crime or misfeasance, before a proper court,
by the presentation of a written accusation
called “articles of impeachment."

In the law of evidence. To call in ques-
tion the veracity of a witness, by means of
evidence adduced for that purpose.

IMPEACHMZI-INT. A criminal proceed-
ing agalnst a public officer, before a quasi
political court, instituted by a written accu-
sation called “articles of impeachment ;" for
example, a written accusation by the house
of representatives of the United States to
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the senate of the -United States against an
ofllcer.

In England, a prosecution by the house of
commons before the house of lords of a com-
moner for treason, or other high crimes and
misdemeanors, or of a peer for any crime.

In evidence. An allegation, supported
by proof, that a witness who has. been ex-
amined is unworthy of credit.
—Articles of impeachment. The formal
written allegation of the causes for an im-

eachment, answering the same purpose as an
dictment in an ordinary criminal proceeding.

—Collatex-al impeachment. The collateral
impeachment of a judgment or decree is an
attempt made to destroy or evade its eifect as
an estoppei. h reopening the merits of the
cause or showm reasons why the judgment

een. given or should not have
a conclusive efiect, in any collateral proceed-
ing. that is, in any action or proceeding other
than that in which the judgment whs given. or
other than an appeal. certiorari. or other di-
rect proceeding to review it.-Impeachment
of annuity. A term sometimes used in. Eng-
lish law to denote anything that operates as a.
hindrance. impediment or obstruction of the
making of the profits out of which the annuity
is to arise. Pitt v. Williams. 4 Adol. & El.
885.—Impeachment of waste. Liability for
waste committed: or a demand or suit for com-
pensation for waste committed upon lands or
tenements by a tenant thereof who. having only
a leasehold or particular estate. had no right
to commit waste. See 2 Bl. Comm. 283: San-
derson v. Jones. 6 Flu. 480. 63 Am. Dec. 217.
—Inspeachrnent of witness. Proof that a
witness who has testified in a cause is unworth
of credit. White v. Railroad Co.. 142 In .

M8. 42 N. E. 456; Com. v. Welch. 111 Ky.
530. 63 S. W. 984: Smith v. State. 109 Ga.
479. 35 S. E. 59.

IMZPEOEIARE. To impeach. to accuse.
or prosecute for felony or treason.

narnnnms‘. In old practice. One who
hinders; an impedlent. The defendant or
deforciant in a line was sometimes so called.
Cowell: Blount.

IHPEDIMERTO. In Spanish law. A
prohibition to contract marriage, established
by law between certain persons.

mrnnnmnw. Disabilities. or thin-
drances to the making of contracts, such as
coverture, infancy, want of reason, etc.

In the civil law. Bars to marriage.
Absolute impediments are those which

prevent the person subject to them from
marrying at all, without either the nullity
of marriage or its being punishable. Dirt-
mant impediments are those which render 9.

marriage void; as where one of the contract-
ing parties is unable to marry by reason of
a prior undissolved marriage. Prohtbttive
impediments are those which do not render
the marriage null, but subject the parties
to a punishment. Relative impediments are
those which regard only certain persons with
respect to each other; as between two par-
ticular persons who are related within the
prohibited degrees. Bowyer, Mod. Civil Law,
44, 45.
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IHPEDITOR. In old English law. A
dlsturber in the action of quare tmpedtt.
St. Marlb. c. 12.

IHPENSI!-2. Lat. In the civil law. Ex-
penses; outlays. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 168;
Calvin Divided into necessary, (necessa-
rt¢v,) useful, (uttles,) and tasteful or orna-
mental, (voluptua:~i¢e.) D13. 50, 16, 79. See
Id. 25. 1. .

IMPEBATIVE. See Dmacroar.

IHPERATOR. Emperor. The title of
the Roman emperors, and also of the Kings
of England before the Norman conquest.
God. 1, 14, 12; 1 Bl. Comm. 242. See Eu-
raaoa. _

IMPEBPEOT. As used in various legal
compound terms, this word means defective
or incomplete: wanting in some legal or
formal requisite; wanting in legal sanction
or effectiveness; as in speaking of imperfect
"obligations," "ownership," “rights,” “title."
"usufruc " or "war.” See those nouns.

Imperil majostaa est tntelsa salus. Co.
Litt. 64. The majesty of the empire is the
safety of its protection.

IMPERITIA. Lat. Unskillfulness; want
of skill.

Insperitia cnlpm adnnmeratur. Want of
skill is reckoned as culpa; that is. as blam-
able conduct or neglect. Dig. 50, 17, 132

Imperitla est maxima mechanioornm
poena. Unskillfulness is the greatest pun-
ishment of mechanics; [that is, from its
eflect in making them liable to those by
whom they are employed.] 11 Coke, 54a.
The word “pnena" in some translations is
erroneously rendered "fault."

IMIERIUH. The right to command.
which includes the right to employ the force
of the state to enforce the laws. This is one
of the principal attributes of the power or
the executive. 1 Toullier, no. 58.

IHPERSONALITAS. Lat. Imperson-
ality. A mode of expression where no refer-
ence is made to any person, such as the
expression “at dicitur,” (as is said) Co.
Litt. 3521).

Impersonalitaa non aonolndlt nec ligat.
Co. Litt. 352b. Impersonality neither con-
cludes nor binds.

IHPEETINENCE. Irrelevancy; the
fault of not properly pertaining to the issue
or proceeding. The introduction of any mat-
ters into a bill, answer, or other pleading
or proceeding in a suit, which are not prop-
erly before the court for decision, at any
particular stage of the suit. Story. Eq. Pl.
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I 266; Harrison v. Perea, 188 U. S. '81].
18 Sup.Ct.129.QL.Ed.478.

In practice. A question propounded to
a witness, or evidence oflered or sought to
be elicited, is called “impertinent” when-it
has no logical bearing upon the issue, is not
necessarily connected with it, or does not
belong to the matter in hand. On the dis- '

tinction between pertinency and relevancy,
we may quote the following remark of Dr.
Wharton: “Relevancy is that which con-
dnces to the proof of a pertinent hypothesis; _

n pertinent hypothesis being one which, if
sustained, would logically influence the is-
sue." 1 Whart. Ev. 5 20.

IMPERTIIIENT. In equity pleading.
That which does not belong to a pleading.
interrogatory. or other proceeding; out of
place; superfluous; irrelevant.

At last. A term applied to matter not
necessary to constitute the cause of action or
ground of defense. Cowp. 683; 6 East, 275;
Tucker v. Randall, 2 Mass. 283. It consti-
tutes surplusage, (which see.)

IEESOARI-2. In old records. To im-
peach or accuse. Impeacatua. impeached.
Biount.

DDETITIO VASTI.
waste, (q. u.)

Impeachment of

DIPETRAIIE. In old English practice.
To obtain by request, as a writ or privilege.
Bract. fols. 57. 1720. This application of the
word seems to be derived from the civil law.
Calvin.

IIPETBATION. In old English law.
The obtaining anything by petition or en-
treaty. Particularly. the obtaining of a
beneiice from Rome by solicitation, which
beneflce belonged to the disposal of the king
or other lay patron. Webster; Orwell.

IIIIPIBB. Umpire, (q. o.)

EIBRMENT. impairing or prejudic-
ing. Jacob. '

IIIPIGNORATA. Pledged ; given in
pledge, (pignori data,') mortgaged. A term
applied in Bracton to land. Bract. fol. 20.

IKPIGNORATION.
ing or putting to pledge.

The act of pawn-

Isnplus et erndelis judiosndus est qui
libertsti non fsvet. He is to be judged
impious and cruel who does not favor liberty.
Co. Litt. 124.

ELAOITABE. Lat. To implead; to
sue.
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IMILEAD. In practice. To sue or pros-
ecute by due course of law. People v. Clarke,
9 N. Y. 368.

11i?I.!:ADED. Sued or prosecuted; used
particularly in the titles of causes where
there are several defendants; as “A. 8.. im-
pleaded with C. D." '

 S. Such things as are used
or employed for a trade, or furniture of a
house. Coolidge v. Cheats. 11 Metc. (Mass)
82

Whatever may supply wants; particularly
applied to tools, utensils, vessels. instrument:
of labor; as. the implements of trade or of
husbandry. Goddard v. Chaifee. 2 Allen
(Mass.) 895, 79 Am. Dec. 796: Sallee v.
Waters. 17 Ala. 486; Rayner v. Whicher. 6
Allen (Mass) 294; In re Slade's Estate. 122
cal. 434, 55 Pac. 158._

IHPLICATA. A term used in mercan-
tile law, derived from.the Italian. In order
to avoid the risk of making fruitless voyages.
merchants have been in the habit of receiv-
ing small adventures, on freight, at so much
per cent. to which they are entitled at all
events, even if the adventure be lost; and
this is called “implicate.” Wharton.

IEPLICATION. Intendment or infer-
ence. as distinguished from the actual ex-
pression of a thing in words. In a will. an
estate may pass by mere implication, with-
out any express words to direct its course.
2 Bl. comm. 381. ‘

An inference of something not directly de-
clared. but arising from what is admitted or
expressed. _

n constrain a will conjecture must not be
taken for imp ication: but necessary implica-
tion means. not natural necessity. but so strong
a probability of intention that an intention con-
trary to that which is imputed to the testator
cannot be supposed. 1 Ves. «I: B. 466.

“Implication” is also used in the sense of
“inference ;" C. 9., where the existence of an
intention is inferred from acts not done for
the sole purpose of communicating it, but
for some other purpose. Sweet.
-Necessary implication. in constming a
will, necessary implication means not natural
necessity but so strong a probability of in-
tention that an intention contrary to that which
is imputed to the testator cannot be supposed.
Wilkinson v. Adam. 1 Ves. a B. 466: Gilbert
v. Craddock, 67 Kan. 346. 72 Pac. 869: Whit-
field v. Garris. 134 N. C. 24. 45 8. E. 904.

IMPLIED. This word is used in law as
contrasted with "express :" C. e.. where the
intention in regard to the subject-matter is
not manifested by explicit and direct words.
but is gathered by implication or necessary
deduction from the circumstances, the gen-
eral language, or the conduct of the parties.

As to implied “Abrogation," “Agree1nent."
“Assumpsit." “Condition,” “Confession,”
“Consent.” “Consideration,” “Contract,"
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“Covenant," “Dedication," "Easement," "In-
vitation," “Malice," “Notice," “Powers,"
"Trust," “Use," "Waiver," and “Warranty,”
see those titles.

EHPORTATION. .The act of bringing
goods and merchandise into a country from
a foreign country.

IMPORTS. Importations; goods or other
property imported or brought into the coun-
try from a foreign country.

IHPOBTUNITY. Pressing solicitation;
urgent request; application for a claim or
favor which is urged with troublesome fre-
quency or pertinacity. Webster.

IMPOSITION. An impost; tax; contri-
bution. Paterson v. Society, 24 N. J. Law.
400; Singer Mfg. Co. v. Heppenheimer, 58
N. J. Law, 633, 34 Atl. 1061, 32 L. R. A. 643.

DIPOSSIBILITY. That which, in the
constitution and course of nature or the law,
no man can do or perform. See Kisuber v.
San Diego Street-Car. Co.. 95 Cal. 353, 30
Pac. 555; Reid v. Alaska Packing Co.. 43 Or.
429. 73 Pac. 337.

Impossibility is of the following several
sorts:

An act is physically impossible when it is
contrary to the course of nature. Such an
impossibility may be either absolute, 6. 9.,
impossible in any case. (a. 9.. for A. to reach
the moon,) or relative, (sometimes called
"impossibility in fact,") 5. e., arising from
the circumstances of the case, (e. 9., for A.
to make a payment to B., he being a de-
ceased person.) To the latter class belongs
what is sometimes called “practical impossi-
bility,” which exists when the act can be
done, but only at an excessive or unreason-
able cost. An act is legally or Juridlcaily
impossible when a rule of law makes it
impossible to do it; e. 9., for A. to make a
valid will before his majority. This class
of acts must not be confounded with those
which are possible. although forbidden by
law, as to commit a theft. An act is logic-
ally impossible when it is contrary to the
nature of the transaction, as where A. gives
property to B. expressly for his own benefit,
on condition that he transfers it to 0. Sweet.

Impossibillum nulls obligntio est.
There is no obligation to do impossible things.
Dig. 50, 17, 185; Broom, Max. 249.

IMPOSSIBLE CONTRACT. An im-
possible contract is one which the law will
not hold binding upon the parties, because of
the natural or legal impossibility of the per-
formance by one party of that which is the
consideration for the promise of the other.
7 Wait, Act. .9. Def. 124.

Impossible contracts, which will be deemed
void in the eye of the law, or of which the
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performance will be excused. are such con-
tracts as cannot be performed, either be-
cause of the nature of the obligation under-
taken, or because of some supervenlng event
which renders the performance of the obliga-
tion either physically or legally impossible.
10 Amer. & Eng. Enc. Law, 176.

IHPOSTS. Taxes, duties, or impositions.
A duty on imported goods or merchandise.
Story, Const. 5 949. And see Norris v. Bos-
ton, 4 Metc. (Mass) 296; Pacific Ins. Co.
v. Soule, 7 Wall. 435, 19 L. Ed. 95; Woodruif
v. Parham, 8 Wall. 131. 19 L. Ed. 382;
Dooley v. U. S.. 183 U. S. 151, 22 Sup. Ct.
62, 43 L. Ed. 128; Passenger Cases, 7 How.
407, 12 L. Ed. 702.

Impost is a tax received by the prince for
such mcrchandises as are brought into any
haven within his dominious from foreign na-
tions. It may in some sort be distinguished
from customs, because customs are rather that
profit the prince maketh of wares shigoped out:
yet they are frequently confounded. well.

IHPOTENCE. In medical jurispru-
dence. The incapacity for copulation or
propagating the species. Properly used of
the male; but it has also been used synon-
ymously with “sterility." Griffeth v. Griff-
eth, 162 Ill. 368, 44 N. E. 820; Payne 1.
Payne, 46 Minn. 467, 49 N. W. 230, 24 Am.
St. Rep. 240; Kempf v. Kempf, 34 M0. 213.

Impotentia excusat legen. Co. Litt.
29. The impossibility of doing what is re-
quired by the law excuses from the perform-
ance.

IMPOTENTIAM, PROPERTY
PROPTER. A qualified property. which
may subsist in animal fem: natura on ac-
count oi‘ their inability, as where hawks,
herons, or other birds build in a person's
trees, or conies, etc., make their nests or
burrows in a person's land, and have young
there, such person has a qualified property
in them till they can fly or run away, and
then such property expires. 2 Steph. Comm.
(7th Ed.) 8.

IMPOUND. To shut up stray animals
or distrained goods in a pound. Thomas V.
Harries, 1 Man. & G. 703; Goodseli v. Dunn-
ing, 34 Conn. 257; Howard v. Bartlett, 70
Vt. 314. 40 Atl. 825.

To take into the custody of the law or of a
court. Thus, a court will sometimes im-
pound a suspicious document produced at a
trial.

IHPRESCRIPTIBILITY. The state or
quality of being incapable of prescription;
not of such a character that a right to it can
be gained by prescription.

IMPBEBGBIPTIBLB RIGHTS. Such
rights as a person may use or not. at pleas-
ure, since they cannot be lost to him by
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the claims of another founded on prescrip-
tion.

IKPRESSION. A “case of the first im-
pression" is one without a precedent; one
presenting a wholly new state of facts; one
involving a question never before determined.

IIIPBESMENT. A power possessed by
the English crown of taking persons or prop-
erty to aid in the defense of the country,
with or without the consent of the persons
concerned. It is usually exercised to obtain
hands for the royal ships in time of war,
by taking seamen engaged in merchant ves-
sels, (1 Bl. Comm. 420; Maud 8: P. Shipp.
123:) but in former times impressment of
merchant ships was also practiced. The ad-
mirnlty issues protections against impress-
ment in certain cases, either under statutes
passed in favor of-certain callings (e. 17.,

persons employed in the Greenland fisheries)
or voluntarily. Sweet.

IHPREST MONEY. Money paid an en-
listing or impressing soldiers or sailors.

IHPRETIABILIB. Lat.
invaluable.

Beyond price:

IMPRIHATUR. Lat. Let it be printed.
A license or allowance, granted by the con-
stituted authorities, giving permission to
print and publish a book. This allowance
was formerly necessary, in England, before
any book could lawfully be printed, and in
some other countries is still required.

IXPRIHERE. To press upon; to im-
press or press; to imprint or print.

IJIPRIHEEY. In some of the ancient
English statutes this word is used to signify
a printing-oflice, the art of printing, a print
or impression.

IIIIPBIHI. Int. In the first place;
iirst of all.

QPBISON. To put in a prison; to put
in a place of confinement

To confine a person, or restrain his liberty,
in any way.

IHPBIONHENT. The act of putting
or confining a man in prison; the restraint
of a man's personal liberty; coercion exer-
cised upon a person to prevent the free exer-
cise of his powers of locomotion. State v.
Shaw, 73 Vt. 149. 50 Atl. 863; In re Langs-
low. 167 N. Y. 314. 60 N. E. 590; In re
Langan (C. C.) 123 Fed. 134; Steere v. Field,
22 Fed. Cas. 1221.

It is not a necessary part of the definition
that the confinement should be in a place
usually appropriated to that purpose; it may
be in a locality used only for the specific
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occasion; or it may take place without the
actual application of any physical agencies
of restraint, (such as locks or bars.) but by
verbal compulsion and the display of avail-
able force. See Pike v. Hanson, 9 N. H.
491.

Any forcible detention of a man's person, or
control over his movements, is un risonment.
Lawson v. Buzines, 3 Ear. (Del.) 16.
—!‘s1ss imprisonment. The unlawful ar-
rest or detention of a person without warrant,
or by an illegal warrant, or a warrant illegally
executed. and either in a. prison or a place
used temporarily for that purpose. or by force
and constraint without confinement. Brewster
v. People, 183 III. 143, 55 N. E. 640; _Miller
v. Fano. 134 Cal. 103. 66 Pac. 183: Filer v.
Smith. 96 Mich. 347. 55 N. W. 999, 35 Am. St.
Rep. 603: Eberling v. State, 136 Ind. 117, 35
N. E. 1023. False imprisonment consists in
the unlawful detention of the person of an-
other, for any length of time. whereby he is
deprived of is personal liberty. Code Ga-.
1882. 5 2990: Pen. Code Cal. 5 236. The term
is also used as the name of the action which
lligg for this species of injury. 3 B1. Comm.

IMPRISTI. Adherents: followers. Those
who side with or take the part of another.
either in his defense or otherwise.

IMPROBATION. In Scotch law. An
action brought for the purpose .of having
some instrument declared false and forged.
1 Forb. Inst. pt. 4, p. 161. The verb “im-
prove” (a. u.) was used in the same sense.

IMPROPEB. Not suitable; unfit; not
suited to the character. time, and place.
Palmer v. Concord. 48 N. H. 211, 97 Am.
Dec. 605. Wrongful. 53 Law J. P. D. 65.

—Imp1-oper feuds. These were derivative
feuds; as, for instance, those that were orig-
lnally bartered and sold to the fcudatory for a
price. or were held upon base or less hon-
orable services, or upon a rent in lieu of mili-
trary service, or were themselves alienable,
without mutual license, or descended indiffer-
ently to males or females. \‘Vhartou.—Im-
rope: infiuence. Undue influence, (Z; 1:.)

. ud see Millican v. Millican, 24 Tex. 6.-
11:’: roper navigation. Anything improper-
iv one with the ship or part of the ship in
the course of the voyage. R. 6 C. P. 5%.
See, also. 53 Law J. P. D. 65.

IHPROPRIATB REOTOB. In ecclesias-
tical law. Commonly signifies a lay rector as
opposed to a spiritual rector: just as im-
propriate tithes are tithes in the hands of
a lay owner. as opposed to appropriate tithes.
which are tithes in the hands of a spiritual
owner. Brown.

IMPROPRIATION. In ecclesiastical
law. The annexing an ecclesiastical bene-
flee to the use of a lay person, whether indi-
vidual or corporate, in the same way as up-
propriation ig the annexing of any such bene-
flce to the proper and perpetual use~of some
spiritual corporation. whether sole or aggre-
gate. to enjoy forever. Brown.
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IEBOVE. In Scotch law. To dis-
prove: to invalidate or impeach; to prove
false or forged. 1 Forb. Inst. pt. 4. p. 162.

To improve a lease means to grant a lease
of unusual duration to encourage a tenant,
when the soil is exhausted. etc. Bell; stair,
Inst. p. 676, I 23.

IMPROVED. Improved land is such as
has been reclaimed, is used for the purpose
of husbandry, and is cultivated as such.
whether the appropriation is for tillage.
meadow, or pasture. “Improve" is synony-
mous with “cultivate." Clark v. Phelps, 4
Cow. (N. Y.) 190.

IJIPROVEHI-INT. A valuable addition
made to property (usually real estate) or an
amelioration in its condition, amounting to
more than mere repairs or replacement of
waste, costing labor or capital, and intended
to enhance its value and utility or to adapt
it for new or further purposes. Spencer v.
Tobey, 22 Barb. (N. Y.) 269; Allen v. Mc-
Kay, 120 Cal. 332. 52 Pac. 828; Simpson
v. Robinson, 37 Ark. 132.

In American land law. An act by which
a locator or settler expresses his intention to"
cultivate or clear certain land; an act ex-
pressive of the actual possession of land: as
by erecting a cabin. planting a corn-field.
deadening trees in a forest; or by merely
marking trees, or even by piling up a brush-
heap. Burrill. And see In re Leet Tp. Road.
159 Pa. 72, 28 Atl. 238; Bixler v. Baker. 4
Bin. (Pa.) 217.

An "improvement," under our land system,
does not mean a general enhancement of the
value of the tract from the occupant’s opera-
tions. It has a more limited meaning, which
has in view the population of our forests, and
the increase of agricultural products. All works
which are directed to the creation of homes for
families or are substantial steps towards bring-
ing lands into cultivation, have in their results
the special character of “improvements," and
under the land laws of the United States and
of the several states, are encouraged. Some-
times their minimum extent is defined as ul-
site to convey rights. In other cases not. ut
the test which runs through all the cases is
always this: Are they real, and made bans two.
in accordance with the policy of the law, or
are the only colorable, and made for the pur-_
pose 0 fraud and speculation? Simpson 1.
Robinson, 37 Ark. 137.

In the law of patents. _An addition to,
or modification of, a previous invention or
discovery. intended or claimed to increase its
utility or value. See 2 Kent, Comm. 366-372.
And see Geiser Mfg. Co. v. Frick Co. (0. C.)
92 Fed. 191; Jollet Mfg. Co. v. Dice, 105 I11.

650; Schwarzwaelder v. Detroit (0. C.) 77
Fed. 891; Reese's Appeal. 122 Pa. 392, 15
Atl. 807; Rheem v. Holliday, 18 Pa. 352:
Allison Bros. Co. v. Allison, 144 N. Y. 21.
38 N. E. 956.
—J.ooal lsnprovement. By common usage.
especially as evidenced by the practice of courts
and text-writers. the term “local improvements"
is employed as signifying improvements made in
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a articular locality. by which the real properw
adgoining or near such locality is specially ben-
efited, such as the improvement of highways,
grading}, paving, curbing, laying sewers. etc. i-
inois ent. R. Co. v. Decatur, 154 Ill. 173, 38

N. E. 626: Rogers v. St. Paul. 22 Minn. 507:
Crane v. Siloam Springs, 67 Ark. 30. 55 S. W.gig 81;lgw York L. Ins. Co. v. Prest (G. 0.) 71

IMPROVEMENTS. A term used in leas-
es, of doubtful meaning. It would seem
to apply principally to buildings, though
generally it extends to the amelioration of
every description of property, whether real
or personal; but, when contained in any doe
ument, its meaning is generally explained
by other words. 1 Chit. Gen. Pr. 17-1.

IEBOVIDENOE, as used in a statute
excluding one found incompetent to execute-
the duties of an administrator by reason of
improvidence, means that want of care and
foresight in ‘the management of property
which would ‘be likely to render the estate
and effects of the intestate unsafe. and liable
to be lost or diminished in value, in case the
administration should be committed to the
improvident person. Coope v. Lowerre, 1
Barb. Ch. (N. Y.) 45.

IHPBOVEBNTLY. A Judzment, de-
cree. rule, injunction, etc., when given or ren-
dered without adequate consideration by the
court, or without proper information as to all
the circumstances affecting it, or based upon
a mistaken assumption or misleading infor-
mation or advice. is sometimes said to have
been “improvidently" given or issued.

IIIPRUIARE. In old records. To im-
prove land. Impruiamcntum, the improve-
ment so made of it. Cowell.

1113123. Lat. In the civil law. A
minor under the age of puberty: a male un-
der fourteen years of age; a female under
twelve. Calvin; Mackeld. Rom. Law, I 138.

IHPULE. As to “irresistible" or “un-
controllable" impulse, see Insazvrrr.

Impunitas continuum trllulit
delinquendi. 4 Coke. 45. impunity eon-
flrms the disposition to commit crime.

Impunities semper ad deteriorn. invi-
tat. 5 Coke, 109. impunity always invites
to greater crimes.

IIIPUIIITY. Exemption or protection
from penalty or punishment. Dillon 7. 30¢-
ers, 36 Tex. 153.

KUTATIO.
Legal liability.

IHPUTATION or PATIENT. In the
civil law. The application of a payment
made by a debtor to his creditor.

Lat. In the civil law.
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' EPUTED. As used in legal phrases, this
word means attributed vicariously: that is.
an act, fact, or quality is said to be “imput-
ed" to a person when it is ascribed or charged
to him, not because he is personally cognizant
of it or responsible for it, but because an-
other person is, over whom he‘ has control
or for whose acts or knowledge he is re-
sponsible.
-Isnpnted know] e. This phrase is some-
times used as equiva ent to "implied notice,"

_i. e., knowledge attributed or charged to a per-
son (often contrary ‘to the fact) because the
facts in question were open to his discovery and
it was h s duty to inform himself as to them.
ee Roche v. Llewellyn Iron Works Co., 140
Cal. 663. 74 Pac. l47.—In|pnted notice. In-
formation as to a given fact or circumstance
charged or attributed to a person, and aifecting
his rights or conduct, on the ground that ac-
tual notice was given to some person whose
duty was to report it to the person to be af-
fected. as. his agent or his attorney of record.
—Isn£n¢ed negligence. Negligence which is
not rectly attributable to the person himself,
but which is the negligence of a person who is
in privity with him. and with whose fault he
is chargeable. Smith v. Railroad Co., 4 App.
Div. 493. 38 N. Y. Supp. 666.

III’. In the law of real estate, this prepo-
sition has always been used to denote the
fact or seisin, title. or possession, and ap-
parently serves as an elliptical expression for
some such phrase as “in possession." or as
an abbreviation for “intitled" or "invested
with title." Thus, in the old books, a tenant
is said to be "in by lease of his lessor.” Litt.
5 82.

III’ AOTIOII’. Attainable or recoverable
by action; not in possession. A term ap-
plied to property of which a party has not
the possession, but only a right to recover it
by action. Things in action are rights or
personal things, which nevertheless are not
in possession. See cnoss IN Acnon.

IN ADVBBSUM. Against an adverse,
unwilling, or resisting party. “A decree not
by consent, but in advercum." 3 story. 318.

In udiflefls laph nanle positns non est
rexnovendns. 11 Coke, 69. A stone badly
placed in buildings is not to be removed.

III EQUA HANII. In equal hand. Fle-
ta, lib. 3. c. 14. I 2.

III EQUAL! JIIRE. In equal right; on
an equality in point of right.

In nqnali Jnre snelior est oonditio pos-
sidentis. In [a case oi’) equal right the
condition oi.’ the party in possession is the
better. Plowd. 290; Broom, Max. 713.

III EQUAL! HAITI)‘. In equal hand:
held equally or indiflerently between two
parties. Where an instrument was deposit-
ed by the parties to it in the hands of a third
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person, to keep on certain conditions, it was
said to be held in «squall manu. Reg. Orig.
28.

I1! Annnto SOLO.
2 Steph. Comm. 20.

In another’s land.

I1! ALIO LOCO. In another place.

In nltn proditione nnllns potent ease
nneeuoa-ins sed prineipnlls solnnunodo.
3 Inst. 138. In high treason no one can be
an accessary but only principal.

In nltornativis electlo est debitoris.
In alternatives the debtor has the election.

In nnsbigna voee legls ea potins acci-
piendn est signifiontio qua vitio caret,
prnlertina enns etlnan volnntns legls ex

hoe eolligi possit. In an ambiguous ex-
pression of law, that signification is to be
preferred which is consonant with equity,
especially when the spirit oi‘-the law can be
collected from that. Dig. 1. 3, 19: Broom.
Max. 576.

In nnamgnls easfbns Iemper ps-asnsn1-
tnr pro s-ege. In doubtful cases the pre-
sumption is always in favor of the king.

In nnbdgnh orntionibns snsxinse sen-
tentia speotnnde. est ejns qni ens protnl-
isset. In ambiguous expressions, the inten-
tion of the person using them is chiefly to be
regarded. Dig. 60, 17. 96; Broom, Max. 667.

In Anglin non est inter:-egnlun. In
England there is no interregnum. Jenk.
Cent. 205; Broom, Max. 50.

IN APERTA L002. In open daylight:
in the day-time. 9 Coke. 85b. *

IN APIOIBUI 313318. Among the sub-
tleties or extreme doctrines of the law.
1 Kames, E11. 190. See Ar-sx Jmus.

III ARBITRIUH JUDICIS.
pleasure of the judge.

At the

IN AJBOTA ET SALVA CUSTODIA. In
close and safe custody. 3 Bl. Comm. 415.

IN ARTIOULO. In a moment:
diately. God. 1, 3-1. 2.

imme-

Ill’ An'.l'IO‘ULO M03118. In the arti-
cle or death; at the point of death. Jack-
son V. Vredenbergh, 1 Johns. (N. Y.) 159.

In ntroeiorlbns dellotis pnnitnr slee-
tns fleet non seqnatnr eleetns. 2 Roile
R. 82. In more atrocious crimes the intent is
punished, though an effect does not follow.

nl’ AUTBI: D3011‘. L. Fr.
er's right. As representing another.

In anoth-
An ex-



IN BANCO

ecutor, administrator, or trustee sues in wire
drolt.

IN BANCO. In bank; in the bench. A
term applied to proceedings in the court in
bank, as distinguished from proceedings at
nisi prius. Also, in the English court of com-

mon bench.

In BEING. In existence or life at a giv-
en moment of time. as. in the phrase "life
or lives in being” in the rule against per-
petuities. An unborn child may. in some
circumstances be considered as “in being."
Phillips v. Herron, 55 Ohio St. 478. 45 N, E.
720; Hone v. Van Schaick, 3 Barb. Ch. (N.
Y.) 509.

IN BLANK. A tci-1.. applied to the in-
dorsement. of a bill or note where it consists
merely of the indorser's name, without re-
strlction to any particular lndorsee. 2 Steph.
Comm. .164.

IN BONIS. Among the goods or prop-
erty; in actual possession. Inst. 4, 2. 2. In
bonis dcfunctl, among the goods of the de-
ceased.

IN BULK. As a whole: as an entirety,
without division into items or physical sep-
arution in packages or parcels. Standard
Oil Co. v. Com., 119 Ky. 75, 82 S. W. 1022:
Fitz Henry v. Munter, 83 Wash. 629. 74 Pac.
1003; state 1. Smith. 114 M0. 180, 21 8.
W. 493.

III’ CAHERA. In chambers: in private.
A cause is said to be heard in camera either
when the hearing is had before the judge in
his private room or when all spectators are
excluded from the court-room.

IN CAPITA. To the heads: by heads or
polls. Persons succeed to an inheritance 6»
capila when they individually take equal
shares. So challenges to individual jurors
are challenges in capita, as distinguished
from challenges to the array.

IN CAPITE. In chief. 2 Bl. Comm. 60.
'l‘ennre in capite was a holding directly from
the king.

In ensn extrema neeeuitntis ornnin
snnt eonunnnin. Hale, I’. C. 54. In cases
of extreme necessity, everything is in com-
mon.

IN CASU PROVISO. In a (or the) case
provided. In -tau caau cditum ct proriaum.
in such case made and provided. Townsh.
l‘l. mi. 165.

IN CAUSA. In the cause. as distinguish-
ed from in initialibua, (q. 1).) A term in
Scotch practice. 1 Brown, Ch. 252.
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IN CHIEF. Principal; primary; directly
obtained. A term applied to the evidence
obtained from a witness upon his examina-
tion in court by the party producing him.

Tenure in chief. or in capite, is a holding
directly or the king or chief lord.

In oivilibns ministerinna excnsst, in
eriminnlibns non item. In civil matters
agency (or service) excuses. but not so in
criminal matters. Loflt. 228; Tray. Lat.
Max. 243. '

In elnrls non est loens eonjeetnril. In
things obvious there is no room for conjec-
ture.

in OOMMENDAM.
as a commended living.
See Commnna.

A term applied in Louisiana to a limited
partnership, answering to the French "en
oommandite." Civil Code La. art. 2810.

In commendation:
1 Bl. Comm. 393.

In eonunodnto hue pantie, no dolns
prcstetnr, rntn non est. In the contract
of loan. a stipulation not to be liable for
fraud is not valid. Dig. 13, 7, 17, pr.

IN COMMON. Shared in respect to title.
use. or enjoyment, without apportionment or

division into individual parts; held by sever-
al for the equal advantage, use. or enjoy-
ment of all. See Hewit v. Jewell. 59 Iowa,
87. 12 N. W. 738; Chambers v. Harrington,
111 U. S. 350, 4 Sup. Ct. 428, 28 L. Ed. 452;
Walker v. Dunshee, 88 Pa. 439.

IN OOMMUNI. In common.
3, c. 4, 5 2.

Fish), lib.

In eonjnnotivis, oportet ntrunqne pun-
tern one verun. In conjunctives it is nec-
essary that each part be true. Wing, Max.
13. max. 9. In a condition consisting of
divers parts in the copulative. both part:
must be performed.

IN CONSIDERATIONE INDE. In con-
sideration thereof. 3 Salk. 64. pl. 5.

11¢ CONSIDERATIONS LEGI8. In con-
sideration or contemplation of law; in abey-
ance. Dyer. 1020.

IN COHSIDERATIONB rnmmssom
UK. In consideration of the premises. 1
Strange, 535.

In eonsinili eun, eonailnlle debet eue
remedium. Hardr. 65. In similar cases
the remedy should be similar.

IN CONSPEOTU EJUS. In his sight or
view. 12 Mod. 95.

In eonsnetndinlbns. non dintnrnltnl
tempo:-is led soliditu rntionis est consid-
eranda. In customs, not length or time,



IN CONTINENTI

but solidity of reason. is to be considered.
Co. Litt. ]41a. The antiquity of a custom
is to be less regarded than its reasonableness.

III’ CONTINENTI. Immediately; with-
out any interval or intermission. Calvin.
Sometimes written as one word “inconti-
nenti.”

In cont:-sctibns, benign; in testamen-
tis. benlxnlorg in restitntionlbus, ‘bo-
nlgnissirnn interpretstio fneiends est.
Co. Litt. 112 In contracts. the interpreta-
tion is to be liberal; in wills, more liberal;
in restitutions, most liberal.

In eontrnctihns, rel verltns potins
qnnns seripttu-s. perspioi debet. In con-
tracts, the truth of the matter ought to be
regarded rather than the writing. Cod. 4.
22. 1.

In contrsotfbns. tncite insnnt [veni-
nnt] qnn snnt moris et oonsnetndlnis.
In contracts, matters of custom and usage
are tacitly implied. A contract is understood
to contain the customary clauses, although
they are not expressed. Story, Bills. 5 143; 3
Kent. Comm. 280, note: Broom. Max. 842.

In oontrnhendn venditione, unbignnna
ynetnns oontrs. venditorens intorpretanp
dun est. In the contract of sale, an am-
biguous agreement is to be interpreted
against the seller. Dig. 50, 17, 1,72. See
Id. 18. 1, 21.

In oonventionilnu, oontrnhenthun vo-

lnntss potins qnssn verbs speetu-I plu-
enit. In agreements, the intention of the
contracting parties, rather than the words
used, should be regarded. Broom, Max. 551;
Jackson v. Wilkinson, 17 Johns. (N. Y.) 150.

IN O03P_OIi.E. In body or substance:
in a material thing or object.

I'll OBASTINO. On the morrow. In
oraatino Animarum, on the morrow of All
Souls. 1 Bl. Comm. 342.

In es-llninslibus, probntiones debent
one lane olisrioros. In criminal cases, the
proofs ought to be clearer than light. 8
Inst. 210.

In orixninnlibns, snfloit genernlls nan-

litin lntentionis, stun {auto parts grud-
ns. In criminal matters or cases, a general
malice of intention is sufficient, [if united]
with an act of equal or corresponding de
gree. Bac. Max. p. 85, reg. 15; Broom,
Max. 323.

In erlxnlnnlibns. volnntss repntsbitus
pro into. In criminal acts. the will will
be taken for the deed. 3 Inst. 106.
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IN 011.10’: 31:: TESTIMONIUM. In
testimony whereof. -The initial words of
the concluding clause of ancient deeds in
Latin. literally translated in the English
forms.

IN CUSTODIA LEGIS. In the custody
or keeping of the law. 2 Steph. Comm. 74.

IN DELIOT0.
Dsr.rc'ro. etc.

In fault. See In Paar

m nnnl. For a day; for the space of
a day. Calvin.

In ddsjnnotivis snflcit nlterun pnrtens
esse vernna. In disjunctives it is sumcient
that either part be true. Where a condi-
tion is in the disjunctive, it is sufflcient if
either part be performed. Wing. Max. 13.
max. 9: Broom, Max. 592; 1 East,'272.

III noxnuco. In demesne. In do-
minion we at do /eodo, in his demesne as of
fee.

IN D0380. On the back. 2 Bl. Comm.
468; 2 Steph. Comm. 164. In dorao reoordi.
on the back of the record. 5 Coke. 45.
Hence the English indone, imioraement, etc.

In dubiis, benigniox-n prefer-end: snnt.
In doubtful cases. the more favorable views
are to be preferred: the more liberal inter-
pretation is to be followed. Dig. 50, 17, 56;
2 Kent, Comm. 557.

In dnbiis, nsngis dlzlllun est noeiph
enduns. Branch, Princ. In doubtful cases.
the more worthy is to be accepted.

In dnbiis, non prnsnmitur pro tests-
mento. In cases of doubt, the presumption
is not in favor of a will. Branch, Princ.
But see Cro. Car. 51.

III’ DUBIO. In doubt; in a state of un-
certainty, or in a doubtful case.

In dulnio, hue legls eonstrnotio qnnns
verbs ostendunt. In a case of doubt. that
is the construction of the law which the
words indicate. Branch, Princ.

In dnMo, pus snitior est seqnendn.
In doubt. the milder course is to be followed.

In dnbio, seqendnsn qnod tntius est.
In doubt, the safer course is to be adopted.

11! DIIPLO. In double. Danma in da-
plo, double damages. Fieta, lib. 4, c. 10, Q 1.

1!!’ BABE! CAUSA. In the same state
or condition. Galvin.

III’ EIIULATIONEH VICIIII. In envy
or hatred of a neighbor. Where an act is



IN E0 QUOD PLUS SIT

done, or action brought. solely to hurt or
distress another, it is said to be in emulatio-
nem vicini. 1 Kames, Eq. 56.

In 00 qnod plus sit. sernper inns-t at
minus. In the greater is always included
the less also. Dig. 50, 17, 110.

nl 1-:QU1'.l‘Y. In a court of equity, as
distinguished from a court of law; in the
purview, consideration, or contemplation of
equity; according to the doctrines of equity.

IN £883. In being. Actually existing.
Distinguished from in posse, which means
“that which is not, but may be.” A child
before birth is in posse; after birth, in ease.

III EVIDENCE. Included in the evidence
already adduced The “facts in evidence"
are such as have already been proved in
the cause.

III’ EXCAHBIO. In exchange. Formal
words in old deeds of exchange.

IN EXITU. In issue. Do malaria in
ewitu, of the matter in issue. 12 Mod. 372.

In expositions instrnmentornm, null:
granunatiea, qnod flex-1 potent, vitnnda.
eat. In the construction of instruments,
bad grammar is to be avoided as much as
possible. 6 Coke, 39; 2 Pars. Cont. 26.

IN EXTENSO.
length ;

nothing.

In extension; at full
from beginning to end, leaving out

I'll’ EXTREEIS. In extremity; in the
last‘ extremity; in the lust illness. 2 Bl.
Comm. 375, 500; Prince v. Hazleton, 20
Johns. (N. Y.) 502. 11 Am. Dec. 307. Agcms
in emtremia. being in extremity. Bract. fol.
373b. Declarations in extrema. dying decla-
rations. 1 Greenl. Ev. 5 156; Wilson v.
Boerem, 15 Johns. (N. Y.) 286.

III FACIE CURIE.
court. Dyer, 28.

In the face of the

III‘ FAOII-1 ECCLESIE. In the face of
the church. A term applied in the law of
England to marriages, which are required to
be solemnized in a parish church or public
chapel, unless by dispensation or license. 1
Bl. Comm. 439; 2 Steph. Comm. 288, 289.
Applied in Bracton to the old mode of con-
ferring dower. B1-act. fol. 92; 2 Bl. Comm.
133.

IN’ FACIENDO. In doing; in feasance;
in the performance of an act. 2 Story, Eq.
Jur. 5 1308.

III’ PACT. Actual, real: as distinguish-
ed from implied or inferred. Resulting from
the acts of parties. instead of from the act
or intendment of law.
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IN FAOTO.
die“. in fact says.

In fact; in deed. ls footo
1 Salk. 22, pl. 1.

In facto gland is hnbet Id bonnna et
mnhun, music do bono «man do rnnlo
lex intendit. In an act or deed which ad-
mits of being considered as both good and
bad, the law intends more from the good
than from the bad; the law makes the more
favorable construction. Co. Litt. 781).

In favor.-abilibns magic nttenditur qnod
pr-odest quun quod nocet. In things fa-
vored, what profits is more regarded than
what prejudices. Bac. Max. p. 57. in reg. 12.

III FAVOBEH LIBEBTATIS. In fa-
vor of liberty.

IN PAVOREH VITIE. In favor of life.

In favor-em vita, llbex-tatis, et innocen-
tiu, ornnia. prmsnxnuntnr. In favor of
life, liberty, and innocence, every presump-
tion is made. Loift. 125.

IN PEODO. In fee. Bract. fol. 207;
Fleta. lib. 2. c. 64, 5 15. Scisitus in Ieodo,
seised in fee. Fleta, lib. 3. c. 7. I 1.

In flctione jun-is semper eqnltns exis-
tit. In the iictlon of law there is always
equity; a legal iiction is always consistent
with equity. 11 Coke, 51¢; Broom, Max.
121, 130.

IN PERI. In being made; in process
of formation or development; hence, incom-
plete or inchoate. Legal proceedings are de-
scribed as in fieri until judgment is entered.

IN PINE. Lat. At the end. Used. in
references. to indicate that the passage cited
is at the end of a book, chapter, section, etc.

IN PORMA PAIIPERIS. In the char-
acter or manner of a pauper. Describes per-
mission given to a poor person to sue with-
out llability for costs.

IN FORD.
tribunal.
-11: 101-0 oonsoiontiw. In the tribunal of
conscience‘ conscientiously; considered from a
moral, rather than a legal, oint of view.—In
for-o contentioso. In the orum of contention
or litigation.—2I'.n foro ecoleslaatioo. In an
ecclesiastical forum; in the ecclesiastical court.
Fleta, lib. 2, c. 57, I 13.—In foro saoule:-1.
In a secular forum or court. Fleta, lib. 2, c.
57, I 14; 1 Bi. Comm. 20. -

In a (or the) forum. court, or

III PRAUDEM OBITOBUH. In
fraud of creditors; with intent to defraud
creditors. Inst. 1, 6, pr. 3.

11¢ rnsunnn LEGIS. In fraud of the
law. 3 Bl. Comm. 94. With the intent or
view of evading the law. Jackson v. Jack-
son. 1 Johns. (N. Y.) 5%, 432.



IN FULL

IN runn. Relating to the whole or full
amount; as a receipt in full. Complete;
giving all details. Bard v. Wood, 8 Metc.
Glass.) 75.

III PULL LIFE. Continuing in both
physical and civil existence; that is. neither
actually dead nor civiliter mortuus.

11¢ PUTUBO. In future; at a future
time; the opposite or in prcsenii. 2 Bl.
Comm. 166, 175.

nt GENERAL! PASBAGIO. In the gen-
eral passage; that is, on the Journey to
Palatine with the general company or body
or Crusaders. This term was or frequent oc-
currence in the old law oi’ essoins, as a means
of accounting for the absence of the party,
and was distinguished from simple: peasant-
um, which meant that he was performing I
pilgrimage to the Holy Land alone.

In gunernlibus versatur error. Error
dwells in general expressions. Pitman v.
Hooper. 8 sumn. 290. Fed. Gas. No. 11,180;
Underwood v. Carney, 1 Cash. (Mass.) 292.

III’ GENEBE. In kind; in the same
venue or class; the same in quantity and
quality, but not individually the same. In
the Roman law, things which may be given
or restored in genera are distinguished from
such as must be given or restored in specie;
that is, identically. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5
161.

III’ GBEHIO 1.11618. In the bosom of
the law; in the protection of the law; in
abeyance. 1 Coke. 1314:; '1‘. Raym. 819.

IN 6308!. In a large quantity or sum:
without division or particulars ;' by whole-
sale. Green v. Taylor, 10 Fed. Gas. No. 1.126.

At large; not annexed to or dependent up-
on another thing. Common in gross is such
as is neither appendant nor appurtenant to
land, but is annexed to a man's person. 2
Bl. Comm. 84.

IN HAO PARTS. In this behalf ; on
this side.

In IE0 VEBBA.
the same words.

In these words; in

In horedes non solent ts-snsiro notion.
es qua ponnles ex snnlefioie sunt. 2 Inst.
442. Penal actions arising from anything or
a criminal nature do not pass to heirs.

In his enixn qua aunt fave:-shill: an!-
no, qusznvls suut dunnoso. s-ebus. flat
nliqunndo extentio stntuti. In things that
are favorable to the spirit, though injurious
to property, an extension of the statute
should sometimes be made. 10 Coke, 101.
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In his qua do Juro eonununi omnibus
eenoeduntur, oonsuetudo alloujus pats-in
vol Ioei non est nllegendn. 11 Coke, 85.
In those things which by common right are
conceded to all, the custom or a particular
district or place is not to be alleged.

III 300. In this: in respect to this.

III’ IISDEIII TERMINIS.
terms. 9 East, 487.

In the same

nu nmrvmuo. 1.‘. the distinct. iden-
tical, or individual form; in specie. Story,
Baum. I 97.

IN  . Infinitely; indefinite-
ly. Imports indefinite succession or contin-
uance.

IN INITIALIBUI. In the prelimina-
ries. A term in Scotch practice, applied to
the preliminary examination or a witness as
to the following points: Whether he knows
the parties. or bears ill will to either or them.
or has received any reward or promise or re-
ward for what he may say. or can lose or
gain by the muse, or has been told by any
person what to say. It the witness answer
these questions satisfactorily. he is then ex-
amined in cause, in the cause. Bell. Dict.
“Evidence."

IN INITIO. In or at the beginning. In
iwitio use, at the beginning. or in the iirst
stage of the suit. Bract. tel. 400.

III INTEGRUM. To the original or for-
mer state. Calvin.

I16 ntvmun. To excite a prejudice.

III‘ INVITIJM. Against an unwilling
party; against one not assenting. A term
applied to proceedings against an adverse
party, to which he does not consent.

IN DSIS PAUCIBUS. In the very
throat or entrance. In ma /aucibue or a
port, actually entering a port 1 0. Rob.
Adm. 233, 234.

IN ITINERE. In eyre: on a journey or
circuit. In old English law. the justices in
minors (or in eyre) were those who made a
circuit through the kingdom once In seven
years for the purposes or trying causes. 3
Bi. Comm. 68.

In course of transportation; on the way;
not delivered to the vendee. In this sense‘
the phrase is equivalent to "in trauma."

III’ JUDGMENT. In a court of justice;
in a seat of judgment Lord l’-laie is called
“one of the greatest and best men who ever
sat in Judgment" 1 East. 306.



IN JUDICIIS

In Judlciis, minor! stat! snoonrritnr.
In courts or judicial proceedings, infancy is
aided or favored. Jenk. Cent. 46, case 89.

IN JUDICIO. In Roman law. In the
course of an actual trial; before a judge,
(judca:.) A cause, during its preparatory
stages, conducted before the praztor. was
said to be in jure; in its second stage, after
it had been sent to a judew for trial, it was
said to be in judicio.

In Jndicio non oreditur nisi Jurntis.
Cro. Car. 64. In a trial, credence is given
only to those who are sworn.

IN IURE. In law; according to law.
In the Roman practice, the procedure in an
action was divided into two stages. The
flrst was said to be in lure; it took place be-
fore the przetor, and included the formal and
introductory part and the settlement of ques-
tions of law. The second stage was com-
mitted to the judca, and comprised the in-
vestigntion and trial of the facts; this was
said to be in judicio.

no nnu: anrnnins.
right. Hale, Anal. § 26.

In another's

In jnre, non remotn oansn sod proxi-
ma. lpectntnr. Bac. Max. reg. 1. In law.
the proximate, and not the remote, cause is
regarded.

I IN Jun}: PROPICIO.
right. Hale, Anal. 5 26.

In one's own

IN JUS VOCARE. To call. cite, or sum-
mon to court. Inst. 4, 16, 3; Calvin. In
jus vocando, summoning to court. 3 Bl.
Comm. 279.

_ IN KIND. In the same kind, class, or
genus. A loan is returned “in kind“ when
not the identical article. but one correspond-
ing and equivalent to it, is given to the
lender. See IN Gasser.

IN LAW. In the intendment, contem-
plation, or inference of the law; implied or
inferred by law; existing in law or by force
of law. See In FACT.

IN LECTO HORTALI.
bed. Fleta, ill). 5. c. 28. §‘ 12.

On the death-

IN I.I.'MIN}.‘. On or at the threshold; at
the very beginning; preliminarily.

IN LITEH. For a suit; to the suit.
Grceni. Ev. § 348.

IN L000. In place; in lieu: instead;
in the place or stead. Townsh. P1. 38.

11! L000 PARENTIS. In the place of
a parent; instead of a parent: charged, facti-
tiousiy, with a parent's rights, duties, and
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responsibilities. Wetherby v. Dixon, 19 Ves.
412; Brinkerhotf v. Merseli, 24 N. J. Law.
683; Capek v. Kroplk, 129 I11. 509, 21 N. E.
836.

In majors snnunn oontinetnr minor.
5 Coke, 115. In the greater sum is contained
the less.

IN HAJOREH OAUTELAM. For
greater security. 1 Strange. 105.‘ arg.

IN HALAH PARTEII. In a bad sense.
so as to wear an evil appearance.

In mnlefloils volnntu speotatnr, non
exitus. In evil deeds regard must be had to
the intention, and not to the result. Dis.
48, 8, 14; Broom, Max. 324.

In maleilcio, s-ntihnhitio mnndnto oom-
paratur. In a case of malfeasance, ratifica-
tion is equivalent to command. Dig. 50. 17.
152, 2.

In maxim: potentin minim: lioeutin.
In the greatest power there is the least free-
dom. Hob. 159.

IN MEI-JDIAB RES. Into the heart of the
subject, without preface or introduction.

IN 10. Intermediate. A term ap-
plied, ln Scotch practice, to a fund held be-
tween parties litigant.

In moroibns illioitis non sit oommero
elum. There should be no commerce in il-
licit or prohibited goods. 8 Kent. Comm. 282.
note.

IN MERCY. To be in mercy is to be at
the discretion of the king, lord. or judge in
respect to the imposition of a line or other
punishment.

IN IIISERICORDIA. The entry on the
record where a party was in mercy was,
“Idea in misericordia." etc. Sometimes "mu-
ertoordia" means the being quit of all amerce-
ments.

IN HITIORI SENSU. In the milder
sense; in the less aggravated acceptation.
In actions of slander, it was formerly the
rule that. if the words alleged would admit
of two constructions, they should be taken in
the less injurious and defamatory sense. or
in mmort serum.

IN xontrx ASSISE. In the manner
or form of an assise. Bract. fol. 1831). In
modum juratc, in manner of a Jury. Id. fol.
181b.

IN HORA. In default; literally, in de
lay. In the civil law. a borrower who omits



IN MOBA

or refuses to return the thing loaned at the
proper time is said to be in mom. Story,
Builm. is 254, 259.

In scotch law. A creditor who has be-
gun without completing diligence necessary
for attaching the property of his debtor is
said to be in mom. Bell.

IN IIOBTUA HANU. Property owned
by religious societies was said to be held in
mortua menu, or in mortmain. since reli-
gious men were clvmter mortui. 1 Bl. Comm.
-179; Tayl. Glos.

III NOMINE DEI, AMEN. In the name
of God, Amen. A solemn introduction. an-
ciently used in wills and many other instru-
ments. The translation is often used in wills
at the present day.

III’ Ions. In the notes.

In novo oasu, novum I-elnediusn appo-
nendum est. 2 Inst. 3. A new remedy is
to be applied to a new case.

111 NUBIBUS. In the clouds: in abey-
ance; in custody of law. In nubibus, in
mare, in term. vel in custodia legia, in the
air, sea, or earth, or in the custody of the
law. Tayl. Gloss. In case of abeyance, the
inheritance is figuratively said to rest in nu»
bibus, or in gremio lcyis.

nc 1nn.I.ms noius. Among the goods I

or property of no person; belonging to no
person, as treasure-trove and wreck were
anciently considered.

111' IIULLO EST ERRATUM. In noth-
ing is there error. The name of the common
plea or joinder in error, denying the exist-
ence ot error in the record or proceedings:
which is in the nature of a demurrer, and at
once refers the matter of law arising thereon
to the judgment of the court. 2 Tidd. Pr.
1173; Booth v. Com.. 7 Metc. (Mass) 285,
287.

In obscure. voluntnte munumittentis,
luvendum est Iibes-tau. Where the ex-
pression of the will of one who seeks to man-
umit a slave is ambiguous, liberty is to be
favored. Dig. 50, 17, 179.

In obsouris, inspioi solere quod veri-
silnilius est. ant quod plerumque fies-i
solet. In obscure cases, we usually look at
what is most probable. or what most com-
monly happens. Dig. 50, I7, 114.

In obsouris, quod minimum est sequi-
mur. In obscure or doubtful cases, we fol-
low that which is the least Dig. 50, 17, 9; 2
Kent. Comm. 557.

III ODIUH SPOLIATOEIS. In hatred
of a despoller. robber. or wrong-doer. The
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Saratoga, 1 Gall. 174, Fed. Cas. No. 12,355;
Arthur v. The Cassius, 2 Story, 99, Fed. Gas.
No. 564. 1 Greeul. Ev. 5 348.

In odium spoliutos-is osnniu prnsumun-
tus-. To the prejudice (in condemnation) of
a despoiler all things are presumed; every
presumption is made against a wrongdoer.
I Vern. 452.

In omni notions ubi dun concurs-uni:
distrlotiones, videlioet, in rem et in per-
sonnm, ills dist:-iotio tenendn est qua
msgis timetur at msgis Iigat. In every
action where two distresses concur. that is,
in rem and in personam. that is to be chosen
which is most dreaded, and which binds most
firmly. Bract. fol. 372; Fleta, l. 6, c. 14,
3 28. '

In osnni so nnsoitur res qua ipsnm
I-em exterminat. In everything there arises
a thing which destroys the thing itself.
Everything contains the element of its own
destruction. 2 Inst. 15.

III’ 0HNIBll’8. In all things; on all
points. “A case parallel in omnibus.” 10
Mod. 104.

In omnibus eontruotibus, sire nomi-
nntis sive innominntis, persnutatio con-

tinetux-. In all contracts. whether nominate
or innominate, an exchange [of value. i. e.,
a consideration]'is implied. Gravin. lib. 2,
5 12; 2 Bl. Comm. 444. note.

In omnibus obligationibus in quibus
dies non ponitur, ps-asenti die debetur.
In all obligations in which a date is not put.
the debt is due on the present day; the lia-
bility accrues immediately. Dig. 50, I7, 14.

In omnibus [fore] puznulibns Judioiis,
at ustati at imprudentiua suoourritur. In
nearly all penal judgments, immaturity of
age and imbecility of mind are favored. Dig.
50, 17, 108; Broom, Max. 314.

In omnibus quidem, maxisno tnmen in
June, nquitas speotnndn sit. In all things,
but especially in law, equity is to be regarded.
Dig. 50. 17, 90: Story. Bailm. 5 257.

IN PACATO SOLO.
is at peace.

In a country which

IN PACE DEI ET REGIS. In the peace
of God and the king. Fleta. lib. I, c. 31, S 6-

Formal words in old appeals of murder.

IN PAIS. This phrase, as applied to a
legal transaction, primarily means that it
has taken place without legal proceedings.
Thus a widow was said to make a request in
pain for her dower when she simply applied
to the heir without issuing a writ. (Co.
Lltt. 32b.) So conveyances are divided into
those by matter of record and those by mat-
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ter in pals. In some cases, however, “mat-
ters in pots” are opposed not only to “mat-
ters of record,” but also to “matters in writ-
ing,” 6. 6., deeds, as where estoppel by deed
is distinguished from estoppel by matter in
pals. (Id. 352a.) Sweet.

IN PAPER. A term formerly applied
to the proceedings in a cause before the rec-
ord was made up. 3 Bl. Comm. 406: 2 Bur-
rows, 1098. Probably from the circumstance
of the record being always on parchment
The opposite of “on record." 1 Burrows.
322.

IN PARIS OAUSA. In an equal cause
In a cause where the parties on each side
have equal rights.

In par! oansa possessor potlor labor!
debet. In an equal cause he who has the
possession should be preferred. Dig. 60, 17.
128. 1.

IN PAR! nnucro. In equal fault:
equally culpable or criminal; in a case of
equal fault or guilt. see Rozell v. Vansyckl
11 Wash. 79, 39 Pac. 270. .

In part delioto poflor est oondltio pos-
sldentla, [defendentim] In a case of
equal or mutual fault [between two parties]
the condition of the party in possession [or
defending] is the better one.‘ 2 Burrows, 926.
Where each party is equally in fault. the
law favors him who is actually in possession.
Broom, Max. 290, 729. Where the fault is
mutual, the law will leave the case as it finds
it. Story, Ag. 5 195.

IN PAR! MATERIA. Upon the same
matter or subject. Statutes in part materia
are to construed together. United Society
v. Eagle Bank, 7 Conn. 457; State v. Ger-
hardt, 145 Ind. 439, 44 N. E. 469, 33 L. R. A.
313; People v. New York Cent. Ry. Co., 25
Barb. (N. Y.) 201; Sales v. Barber Asphalt
Pav. 00., 166 M0. 671, 66 S. W. 979.

IN PATIENDO.
or allowing.

In suffering, permitting,

IN PECTORE JUDICIS. In the breast
-of the judge. Latch, 180. A phrase applied
to a judgment. ,

IN PEJOREH PARTEM. In the worst
part; on the worst side. Latch, 159, 160.

IN PERPETUAH nnr MEIIIORIAM.
In perpetual memory of a matter; for pre-
serving a record of a matter. Applied to
depositions taken in order to preserve the
testimony of the deponent.

IN PERPETUUH RBI TESTIMONI-
UH. In perpetual testimony of a matter;
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for the purpose of declaring and settling a
thing forever. 1 Bl. Comm. 86.

IN PERSON. A party, plaintifl or de-
fendant, who sues out a writ or other pro-
cess, or appears to conduct his case in court
himself. instead of through a solicitor or
counsel, is said to act and appear in person.

IN PERSONAK, IN REM. In the R0-
man law, from which they are taken, the ex-
pressions “iu rem" and “in pcrsonam" were
always opposed to one another, an act or
proceeding in parsomun being one done or
directed against or with reference to a spe-
ciilc person, while an act or proceeding in
rem was one done or directed with refer-
ence to no specific person. and consequentLv
against or with reference to all whom it
might concern, or “all the world." The
phrases were especially applied to actions:
an acuo in personam being the remedy where
a claim against a specific person arose out
of an obligation, whether on ooniractu or so
maleflcio. while an actia in rem was one
brought for the assertion of a right of prop-
erty, easement, status. etc., against one
who denied or infringed it. See Inst. 4, 6, 1;
Gains, 4, 1, 1-10; 5 Sav. Syst. 13, et seq.;
Dig. 2, 4, 7, 8; Id. 4, 2, 9, 1.

From this use of the terms, they have
come to be applied to signify the antithesis
of "available against a particular person.”
and “available against the world at large."
Thus, jura in personam are rights primarily
available against specific persons; jam in.
rem, rights only available against the world
at large. .

So a judgment or decree is said to be in
ram when it binds third persons. Such is
the sentence of a court of admiralty on a
question of prize, or a decree of nullity or
dissolution of marriage, or a decree of a
court in a foreign country as to the status
of a person domiciled there.

Lastly, the terms are sometimes used to
signify that a judicial proceeding operatu
on a thing or a person. Thus, it is said of
the court of chancery that it acts in perso-
mzm, and not in ram, meaning that its de-
crees operate by compelling defendants to
do what they are ordered to do, and not by
producing the effect directly. Sweet. See
Cross v. Armstrong, 44 Ohio St. 613, 10 N.
E. 160; Cunningham v. Shauklin, 60 Cal.
125; Hill V. Henry, 66 N. J. Eq. 150, 67 Ati.
555.

In personun aotlo oat, qua can so
agirnns qni obligatns eat noble ad laci-
endnrn nllqnid vel dnndnsn. The action
in personam is that by which we sue him
who is under obligation to us to do sonne-
thing or give something. Dig. -14, 7, 25;
Bract. 1010.

IN P108 118118. For pious uses; for re-
ligious purposes. 2 Bl. Comm. 505.
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III’ PLACE. In mining law, rock or min-
eralised matter is “in place" when remain-
ing as nature placed it, that is, unsevered
from the circumjacent rock, or which is
fixed solid and immovable in the form -of a
vein or lode. See Williams v. Gibson. 8! Ala.
%, 4 South. 350. 5 Am. St. Rep. 868; Ste
vens v. Williams, 23 Fed. Cas. 44; Tabor v.
Dexler. 23 Fed. Gas. 815; Leadvilie Co. v.
Fitzgerald, 15 Fed. Cas. 99: Jones v. Pros-
pect Mountain Tunnel 00., 21 Nev. 339. 31
Pac. 645.

II’ PLENA VITA. In full life. Yearb.
P. 18 Ben. VI. 2.

II PLEIIO OOHITATII. In full coun-
ty court. 3 Bl. Comm. 36.

III’ PLENO LUHINIJ. In public; in
common knowledge; in the light of day.

In pannlibns ennsis benignlns inter-
pretandnn est. In penal causes or cases.
the more favorable interpretation should be
adopted. Dig. 60, 17. (197). 155, 2; Plowd.
860. 124; 2 Hale, P. O. 365.

III’ P0881}. In possibility; not in actual
existence. see In Essa.

nt so-ms-rA'rn'rAn.mrr1s. In the
power of a parent. Inst. 1. 8, pr.: Id. 1. 9:
2 Bi. Comm. 498.

E’ PBEHISSORUH PIIDEH. In con-
firmation or attestation of the premises. A
notariai phrase.

In prnperntoriis ed jndieinnr tnvstnr
uteri. 2 Inst. 57. In things preceding
judgment the plaintiff is favored.

IN,PEESEIl'.l.’I. At the present time.
2 Bl. Comm. 166. Used in opposition to in
future. See Van Wyck v. Knevais, 106 U. S.
860, 1 Sup. Ct. 336, 21 L. Ed. 201.

In prasentin nnnjoris peteststis, nai-
nor potsstas eessnt. In the presence of
the superior power, the inferior power ceas-
es. Jenlr. Cent. 214, c. 53. The less author-
ity is merged in the greater. Broom, Max.
111.

II’ PRBIIDEB. L. Fr. In taking. A
term applied to such incomoreai heredita-
ments as a party entitled to them was to
take for himself ; such as common. 2 Steph.
Comm. 23; 8 Bl. Comm. 15.

In pretio ennptionis et venditionis, na-

tnrnliter lieet eontrnhentibns so eiru
ennvenirs. In the price of buying and sell-
ing, it is naturally allowed to the contract-
ing parties to overreach each other. 1
Story, Cont. 006. -

007 IN RE PAR! POTIOREM CAUSAK

nl P311118. In the nrst place. A phrase
used in argument.

IN PBIIIOIPIO. At the beginning.

IN PBOMPTU. In readiness; at hand.

In props-in ennsn nesno jndex. No one
can be judge in his own cause. 12 Coke, 13.

IN PBOPRIA PEBSONA. In one’s own
proper person.

In qno qnis dellnqnit, in so do jnre est
punisndns. In whatever thing one oireuds.
in that is he rightfully to be punished. Co.
Litt. 23311; Wing. Max. 204, max. 58. The
punishment shall have relation to the nature
of the offense.

III RE. In the affair: in the matter of.
This is the usual method of entitling a judi-
cial proceeding in which there are not adver-
sary parties. but merely some res concerning
which judicial action is to be taken, such as
a bankrupt's estate. an estate in the probate
court, a proposed public highway, etc. It is
also sometimes used as a designation of a
proceeding where one party makes an appli-
cation on his own behalf, but such proceed-
ings are more usually entitled “Es parts

I!

In re eonunnni nssninsrn donninoruns
jnre fnesre qnieqnanr, invite nltero,
posse. One co-proprietor can exercise no
authority over the common property against
the will of the other. Dig. 10, 3, 28.

In re colnnannl potior est eonditio pro-
hibentis. In a partnership the condition
of one who forbids is the more favorable.

In re dnbin, benigniorezn interpreta-
tlonens sequi, non minus Jnstins est
qnsxn tntius. In a doubtful matter, to
follow the more liberal interpretation is
not less the juster than the safer course.
Dig. 50. 17, 192, 1.

In is dnbin. snsgis maeiauo qnun nt-
flrlnntio intelligendn. In a doubtful mat-
ter, the denial or negative is to be under-
stood, [or regarded.) rather than the ammu-
ative. Godb. 37.

In re lnpnnnri. testes lnpnnnres Ida-
lnittentnr. In a matter concerning, a
brothel, prostitutes are admitted as wit-
nesses. Van Eppa V. Van Epps, 6 Barb. (N.
Y.) 320, 324.

In re pnri peflorern ennsnna ease pro-
hibontis constst. In a thing equally shared
[by several] it is clear that the party refus-
ing [to permit the use of it] has the better
cause. Dig. 10, 3, 28. A maxim applied
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to partnerships, where one partner has a
right to withhold his assent to the acts oi.’

his copartiier. 3 Kent, Comm. 45.

In re propria inlquuln admodum eat
alioul lieentiuu tribuere aentantiu. It
is extremely unjust that any one should be
Judge in his own cause.

In rebua nanifestia, en-at qui author-
itates legum allegati quia perapieue ve-
ra non aunt probuula. In clear cases, he
mistakes who cites legal authorities; for ob-
vious truths are not to be proved. 5 Coke.
67a. Applied to cases too plain to require
the support of authority; “because." says
the report. “he who endeavors to prove them
obscures them.”

In rebua qua aunt £a.vorabilia_ anhna,
quanuvis aunt dnunnosa. rebus, flat ali-
quaudo extensio atatuti. 10 Coke, 101.
In things that are favorable to the spirit,
though injurious to things, an extension of
a statute should sometimes be made.

III’ 3123. A technical term used to des-
ignate proceedings or actions instituted
against the thing, in contradistliictioii to per-
sonal actions, which are said to be in perso-
nam. See IN PERSONAM.

It is true that. in a strict sense. a proceeding
in ram is one taken directly against property,
and has for its object the disposition of rop-
erty. without reference to the title of individual
claimants; but, in a larger and more general
sense. the terms are applied_ to actions between
garties, where the direct obJect is to reach and

ispose of property owned by them, or of some
interest therein. Such are cases commenced by
attachment against the property of debtors, or
instituted to partition real estate, foreclose a.
mortgage. or enforce a lien. So far as they
alfect property in _this state, they are substan-
tially proceedings on rem in the broader sense
which we have mentioned. Pennoyer v. Ncif,
96 U. S. 734, 24 L. Ed. 565.
—Quaai in ten. A term applied to proceed-
ings which are not strictly and purely in rem,
but are brought against the defendant personal-
ly. though the real object is to deal with par-
ticular property or subject Property to the dis-
charge of claims asserted; or example, foreign
attachment, or proceedings to foreclose a mort-
gage, remove a cloud from title, or eifect a par-
tition. See Freeman v. Alderson. 119 U. S.
187.”! Sup. Ct. 165. _30 L Ed. 372; Hill v.
Henry, 66 N. J. Eq. 100. 57 Atl. 555.

In rem aetio eat per quun rem nos-
trun qua ab aliovpossidetur petixuua, et
aemper adversua eum est qui rem possi-
det. The action in rem is that by which we
seek our property which is possemed by an-
other. and is always against him who pos-
sesses the property. Dig. 44, 7, 25; Bract.
fol. 102.

111' 3210123.. A thing is said to lie in
render when it must be rendered or given
by the tenant; as rent. It is said to lie in
premier when it consists in the right in the
lord or other person to take something.

cos IN SOLIDUM

In republloa maxine oonservanda
suut Jura helli. In a state the laws of
war are to be especially upheld. 2 Inst. 5&

IN BERUM '1lA'rUnA. ‘In the nature
of things; in the realm of actuality; in exist-
ence. In a dilatory plea, an allegation that
the plaintiff is not in rev-um nature is equiv-
alent to averring that the person named is
flctitious. 3 Bl. Comm. 301. In the civil
law the phrase is applied to things. last.
2, 20, 7.

Iu I-eatitutioaem, non in ponaau hares
sueeedlt. The heir succeeds to the restitu-
tion, not to the penalty. An heir may be
compelled to make restitution of a sum un-
lawfully appropriated by the ancestor. but
is not answerable criminally, as for A pen-
alty. 2 Inst. 198.

In reatltutionibus beniguisaina inteh
pretatio laeienda est. Co. Litt. 112. The
most benignant interpretation is to be made
in restltutions.

In satislaetioulbua non pernlttitar
unpllus flex-1 quun some! (actual: est. In
payments, more must not be received than
has been received once for all. 9 Coke, 53.

n scnnuo JUDIOIS. In the writing-
case of the judge; among the Judge's pa-
pers. “That ls a thing that rests in acrinio
judlcis, and does not appear in the body of
the decree." Hardr. 51.

nt SEPARALI. In several; in several-
ty. Fleta, lib. 2, c. 54. § 20.

IN 8111.! HATERIA. Dealing with
the same or a kindred subject-matter.

11¢ snsrmcr PBREGBINATIONB.
In simple pilgrimage. Bract. fol. 338. A
phrase in the old law of essoins. See lit.
Ganaaau PABBAGIO.

IN SOLIDO. In the civil law. For the
whole; as a whole. An obligation in eolido
is one where each of the several obllgors is
liable for the whole; that is. it is joint and
several. Henderson v. Wadsworth, 115 U.
S. 264. 6 Sup. Ct. 140, 29 L. Ed. 377. Pos-
session in solidum is exclusive possession.

When several persons obligate themselves
to the obligee by the terms “in solido." or
use any other expressions which clearly
show that they intend that each one shall
be separately bound to perform the whole
of the obligation. it is called an “obligation
in aolldo" on the part of the obligors. Civ.
Code La. art. 2082.

In soumm. For the whole. si
plurcs slut fldejunorea, quotquot cruel MI-
mero. sings“ in solidum tmcntur, it there



IN SOLO

be several sureties, however numerous they
may be, they are individually bound for the
whole debt. Inst. 3, 21, 4. In parte give
in aolidum, for a part or for the whole. Id.
4. 1, 16. See Id. 4, 6. 20; Id. 4, 7, 2.

11: 80130. In the soil or ground. In
uolo alieno, in another’s ground. In solo
pmprio, in one's own ground. 2 Steph.
Comm. 20.

IN SPEOIE. Specific; specifically. Thus.
to decree performance in specie is to decree
specific performance.

In kind; in the same or like form. A
thing is said to exist in ypecie when it re-
tains its existence as a distinct individual of
a particular class.

IN STATU 000. In the condition in
which it was. See Status Quo.

In stipnlnflonilrns onn qnuritnr quid
nehun sit verbs contra stipnlntorszn in.-
terpretsnds snnt. In the construction of
agreements words are interpreted against
the person using them. Thus. the construc-
tion ot the otipulatlo is against the stipu-
lator, and the construction of the prolnixsio
against the promissor. Dig. 45, 1, 38, 18:
Broom, Max. 599.

In stipnlationilrns, id tenapus specta-
tnr qno oontrnhimus. In stipulations, the
time when we contract is regarded. Dig._
50, 17, 144, 1.

IN STIBPEB. In the law of intestate
succession. According to the roots or stocks;
by representation: as distinguished from
succession per capita. See Pm S1-mess:
Pn C.u>rrA.

In SUBSIDIUIII. In aid.

In no qnisqns negotio hebetior est
qnsxn in alieno. Every one is more dull
in his own business than in another’s.

nt TAIITUM. In so much; so much; so
far; 90 greatly. Reg. Orig. 97, 106.

IN TERIIWIS TEBHINANTIBUS. In
terms of determination;- exactly in point.
11 Coke. 40b. In express or determinate
terms. 1 Leon. 93.

III TERROREM. In terror or warn-
ing; by way of threat. Applied to legacies
given upon condition that the recipient shall
not dimute the validity or the dispositions
of the will; such a condition being usually
regarded as a mere ‘threat.

11! 123303311 POPUIJ. Lat. To
the terror of the people. A technical phrase
necessary in indictments for riots. 4 Car.
& P. 373.
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In tsstunentis plenins tsstntorls in-
tentionem sorutunnr. In wills we more
especially seek out the intention of the tee-
tator. 3 Bulst. 103; Broom, Max. 555.

In tostnnentis plsnlns volnntstes tes-
tnntiiun into:-prstnntur. Dig. 50, 17, 12.
In wills the intention of testators is more
especially regarded. “That is to say," says
Mr. Broom, (Max., 568.) “a will will receive
a more liberal construction than its strict
meaning, it alone considered, would permit."

In testunsntis ratio tacit: nonldebst
oonsidoru-I. sod verbs sollun spectsri
dsbent; ndoo per divinntionern snentis a

torus reoedero dunun est. In wills an
unexpressed meaning ought not to be con-
sidered. but the words alone ought to be
looked to; so hard is it to recede from the
words by guessing at the intention.

IN 'n:s'nxoxrIns.. Lat. In witness;
in evidence whereof.

IN TOTIDEH VEBBIS. In so many
words; in precisely the same words: word
for word. -

11¢ '1‘0'l.‘0. In the whole; wholly; com-
pletely; as the award is void in toto.

In toto st pus continetnr. In the
whole the part also is contained. Dig. 50,
17, 113.

In trnditionibns seriptos-Inn, non qnod
dictum est, sod qnod gestlun est, inspi-
oitur. In the delivery of writings, not what
is said." but what is done, is looked to. 9
Coke, 1370. V

IN TRAJECTU. In the passage over;
on the voyage over. See Sir William Scott.
3 C. Rob. Adm. 141.

nc TRANSITU. In transit; on the way
or passage; while passing from one person
or place to another. 2 Kent. Comm. 540-
552; More v. Lott. 13 Nev. 383; Amory Mfg.
Co. v. Gulf, ctc.. R. 00.. S9 Tex. 419. 37 S.
W. 856. 69 Am. St. Rep. 65. On the voyage-.
1 0. Rob. Adm. 338.

IN VACUO. Without object;
concomltants or coherence.

without

IN VADIO. In gage or pledge. 2 Bl.
Comm. 157.

IN VEIITRE BA MERE. L. Fr. In
his mother's womb; spoken of an unborn
child.

In vernnn qnsntitatsna fldejnssor tens-
ntur, nlsi pro certs qnsntitnte nooessit.
Let the surety be holden for the true quan-
tity, unless he agree for a certain quantity,
Bean v. Parker, 17_ Mass. 597.
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In vex-bis, non verbs, led res et ratio,
qua:-ends est. Jenk. Cent. 132. In the
construction. or words. not the mere words,
but the thing and the meaning, are to be in-
quired after. -

IN vnccunrs. In . chains; - in actual
custody. Gilb. Forum Rom. 97.

Applied also, figuratively, to the condition
of a person who is compelled to submit to
terms which oppression and his necessities
impose on him. 1 Story, Eq. Jur. I 302.

IN vmmr onsnnvairrxa. Present
to the minds of men, and in full force and
operation.

IN WITNESS WHEREOP. The initial
words of the concluding clause in deeds:
“In witnes whereof the said parties.have
hereunto set their hands,” etc. A transla-
tion of the Latin phrase “in cujus red wett-
monium."

INADEQUATB. Insufficient; dispropor-
tionate; lacking in effectiveness or in con-
formity to a prescribed standard or meas-
ure. .

—Inadequate damages. See I_)AKAGEs.—In-
adequate fpriee. A term applied to indicate
the want 0 a sufliclent consideration for a thing
sold, or such a price as would ordinarily be en-
tirely incommensurate with its intrinsic value.
State v. Purcell. 131 M0. 312, 33 S. W. 13:
Stephens v. Ozbourne. 107 Tenn. 572. 64 S. W.
903, 89 Am. St. Re . 957.—Inadequ.ate ren-
edy at law. Wit in the meaning of the rule
that equity will not entertain a suit if there is
an adequate remedy at law, this does not mean
that there must be a failure to collect money
or damages at law, but the remedy is considered
inadequate if it is in its nature and character,
unfitted or not adapted to the end in view, as.
for instance. when the relief sought is preven-
tive rather than compensatory. Cruickshank v.
Bidwell. 176 U. S. 73, 20 Sup. Ct. 280, 44 L.
Ed. 877; Safe Deposit & Trust Co. v. Annie-
tou (C. C.) 96 Fed. 663; Crawford County v.
Laub, 110 Iowa, 355, 81 N. W. 590. , .

INADMISSIBLE. That which, under
the established rules or law, cannot be ad-
niiited or received; e. 11., parol evidence to
contradict a.written contract.

INADVERTENCE. Heedlessness; lack
of attention; failure of a person to pay care-
ful and prudent attention to the progress of
a negotiation or a proceeding in court by
which his rights may be afiected. Used
chiefly in statutory enumeratlons of the
grounds on which a judgment or decree may
be vacated or set aside; as, “mistake. inad-
vertence. surprise, or excusable neglect."
See Skinner v. Terry, 10'? N. C. 103, 12 S. E
118; Davis v. Steuben School Tp., 19 Ind.
App. 694, 50 N. E. 1; Taylor v. Pope, 106
N. C. 267, 11 S. E. 257, 19 Am. St. Rep. 530;
Thompson v. Council, 31 Or. 231, 48 Pac. 46?,
65 Am. St. Rep. 818. -

INEDIPICATIO. Lat. In tiie civil
law. Building on anothei"s land with ones
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own materials, -or on one’s own land with
another's materials.

DIALIENABLE. Not subject to aliena-
tion; the characteristic ot those things which
cannot be bought or sold or transferred from
one person to another, such as rivers and
public highways, and certain personal rights;
c. 9., liberty.

INAUGURATION. The act of install-
ing‘ or inducting into oillce with formal cere-
monies. as the coronation of a sovereign, the
inauguration of a president or governor, or
the consecration ot’ a prelate.

INBLAURA. In old records. Profit or
product of ground. Cowell. .

- INBOABD. In maritime law, and par-
ticularly with reference to the stowage of
cargo, this term is contrasted with “out-
board." It does not necessarily mean an-
der deck. but is applied to a cargo so piled
or stowed that .it does not project over the
“board” (side or rail)- oi.’ the vessel. See Al-.
len v. St. Louis Ins. Co., 46 N. Y. Super. Ct.
181. -

INBOBE. In Saxon law. A security,
pledge, or M/potheca, consisting of the chat‘-
tels of a person unable to obtain a personal
"berg," or surety. '

IIIBOUIID 001111017. An uninclosed
common, marked out, however, by bounda-
ries.

INOAPAOITY. Want of capacity;want
of power or ability to take or dispose; want
of legal ability to act. Ellicott v. Ellicott,
90 Md. 321, 45 Atl. 183, 48 L. R. A. 58:
Drews’ Appeal, 58 N. H. 320; Appeal of
Cleveland, 72 Conn. 340, 44 Ati. 476; In re
Blinn, 99 Cal. 216, 33 Pac. 841.
—Legal incapacity. This expression implies
that the rson in view has the right vested in
him, but is prevented by some impediment from
exercising it; as in the case of minors, Icmee
covert, lunatics. etc. An administrator has no
right until letters are issued to him. Therefore
he cannot benefit (as respects the time before
obtaining letters) by a saving ‘clause in a stat-
ute of limitations in favor of persons under a
legal incapacity to sue. Gates v. Brattle, 1 Root
(Conn.) 187. .

INCARCERATION. Imprisonment; con-
finement in a jail or penitentiary. This term‘
is seldom used in law. though found occa-
sionally in statutes, (Rev. St. Old. 1908. 5
2068.) When so used, it appears always to
mean confinement by competent public au-
thority or under due legal process, whereas
“iinprisonment" may be eflected by a pri-
vate person without warrant of law. and
if unjustifiable is called “false imprison-
ment." No occurrence of such a phrase as
“false incarceration” has been noted. See
IMPRISONHENT. '

A
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' INOASTELLARE. To make a building
serve as a castle. Jacob.

INCAUSTUH, or ENCAUSTUH. Ink.
Fleta, L 2, c. 27, I 5.

Ineaute laotrun pro non laoto Izabe-
tur. A thing done unwarily (or unadvised-
iy) will be taken as not done. Dig. 28, 4, 1.

IJICENDIARY. _A house-burner; one
guilty of arson; one -who maliciously and
willfully sets another person's building on
fire. ' . .

Ineendium are alieno non exnit deb-
itoren. Cod. 4, 2, 1]. A fire does not
release a debtor from his debt.

. mcmrrlom. Commencement; opening;
initiation. The beginning of, the operation
of a contract or will, or of a note, mortgage,
lien, etc.; the beginning of a muse or suit
in court. Oriental Hotel Co..v. Grifiiths, 88
Tex. 574, 33 S. W. 652. 30 L. R. A. 766, 63
-Am. St. Rep. 790; Sullivan V. Coal 00., 94
Tex. 541, Ki 8. W. 307; Marvin v. McCul-
lum, 20 Johns. (N. Y.) 288; state v. Bollero,
112 La. 850, 36 South. 754.

Iloea-ta. pro nuinumabentu. Uncer-
tain things are held for nothing. Dav. Ir.
K. B. 33. -

Iaee:-ta qnaatitaa vitiat aotun. 1 Rolls
R. 465. An uncertain quantity vitiates the
act.

. ' INCEST. The crime '01‘ sexual intercourse
or cohabitation between a man and woman
who are related to each other within the
‘degrees wherein marriage is prohibited by
‘law. People v. Stratton, 141 Cal. 604, 75
Pac.'166; State v. Herges, 55 Minn. 464, 57
N. W. .205; Dinkey v. Com., 17 Pa. 129, 55
_Am. Dec. 542; Taylor v. State, 110 Ga. 150,
35 S. E. 101. _ .

—Inceatuoua adultery. The elements of this
ofiense are that defendant, being married to one

rson, has had sexual intercourse with another
‘ lated to the defendant within the prohibited
degrees. Cook v. State, 11 Ga. 53, 56 Am. Dec".
410.—Inoeatnona baetardy. incestuous bas-
tards are those who are produced by the illegal
_connection of two persons who are relations
within the degrees prohibited by law. Civ. Code
La. art. 183.

INCH. A measure of length. containing
"one-twelfth part of a foot: originally sup-
posed equal to three barleycorns.
'—!n‘eh of candle. A modeof sale at one
Hme in use among merchants. A notice is first

' given upon the exchange, or other public place
as to the time of sale. The goods to be sold
are divided into lots, printed papers of which,
and the conditions of sale, are published. When
the sale takes place, a small piece of candle,
about an inch ong. is kept burning. and the
last bidder, when the candle goes out. is en-
titled to the. lot or parcel for. which he bids.

arton.—In_o of water. The unit for the
measurement of-a volume of water or of by-
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draulic power, being the quantity of water
which, under a given constant head or ressure,
will escape throu h an orifice one inc uare
(or a circular ori ce having a diameter 0 one
inch) in a vertical plane. Jackson Milling Co.
v. Chandos, 82 Wis. 437, 52 N. W. 759.—HIn-
er’: Inch. , The quantity of water which .will
escape from a ditch or reservoir through an
orifice in its side one inch square, the center of
the orifice being six inches below the constant
level of the water, equivalent to about 1.6 cubic
feet of water per minute. Defined by statute in
_Colorado as “an inch-square orifice under a five-
inch pressure, a five-inch pressure being from
‘the top of the‘ orifice of the box put into the
banks of
Mills’ Ann. St. Colo. 5 4643. See Lonflnire v.
gdléith, 26 Wash. 439. 67 Pac. 246, 58 R. A.

IIICHARTARE. To give, or grant, and
assure anything by a written instrument.

INOEOATE. Imperfect; unfinished; be-
gun, but not completed; as a contract not
executed by all the parties.
--Inohoate instrument. Instruments which
the law requires to be registered or recorded are
said to be "inchoate" prior to registration. in
.that they_are then good only between the parties
and rmes and as to get-sons having notice.
’Wilk ns v. McCorkle, ll Tenn. 683, 80 S. W
834.-—Inehoate interest. An interest in real
estate which is not a present interest, but which
may ripen into a vested estate, if not barred
extinguished,” or divested. Rope v. Hadley, 115;
Ind. 416, 16 N. E. 391; Bever v. North, 107
-Ind. 547, 8 N. E. 576; Warford v. Noble (0.
C.) 2 Fed. 20-1.—Inohoate dower. A wl£e’e
interest in the lands of her husband during his
life,-which may become a right of dower upon
his death. ‘Guerin v. Moore, 25 Minn. 465;
Din n. v. Dingman. 39 Ohio St. 178; Smith
v. S aw, 150 Mass. 297, 22 N. E. 924.

INCIDENT. This word, used as a noun,
denotes anything which inseparably belongs
to, or is connected with, or inherent in, an-
other thing, called the "principal." In this
sense, a court-baron is incident to a manor.
Also, less strictly, it denotes anything which
is usually connected with another. or con-
nected for some "purposes, though not insep-
arably. Thus, the right of alienation is inci-
dent to an estate in fee-simple, though sepa-
rnble in equity. See Cromwell v. Phipps
(Sur.) 1 N. Y. supp. 278; Mount Carmel Fruit
Co. v. Webster, 140 Cal. 183, 73 Pac. 826.

INGXZDERE. Lat. In the civil and old
English law. To fall into. Calvin.

To fall out; to happen; to come to pass.
Calvin.

To fall upon or under; to become’ subject
or liable to. Incidcre in leaem, to incur‘ the
penalty of a law. Brissonlus.

‘ ntcnn. Lat. In the civil law. A
trench. A place sunk by the side of a stream.
so called because it iscut (fncidatur) into or
through the stone or earth. Dig. 43, 21, 1,
5. The term seems to have included ditches
(foam) and wells, (putet)

rxcmnnanox. Burning to ashes; de-'
struction of a substance by fire, as, the corpse
of. a‘ murdered person.

the ditch to the surface of water)’.



INCIPITUR

INCIPHUR. Lat. It is begun; it be-
gins. In old practice, when the pleadings
in an action at law, instead of being recited
at large on the issue-roll. were et out merely
by their commencements, this was described
as entering the incipitur; 4. 6.. the begin-
ning.

INCISED WOUND. In medical Jurispru-
dence. A cut or incision on a human body;
a wound made by a cutting instrument, such
as a razor. Burrill, Clrc. Ev. 693; whart.

,& 8. Med. Jur. § 808.

INOITE. To arouse; stir up; instigate;
set in motion; as, to “incite” a riot. Also,
generally. in criminal law to instigate, per-
suade. or move another to commit a crime;
in this sense nearly synonymous with “abet.”
See Long v. State, 23 Neb. 33, 36 N. W. 310.

INCIVILE. Lat. Irregular; improper;
out or the due. course or law.

Inoivile est, nlsi tote loge perspeotn.
Inn nllqnn purtieula ejus proposita, Ju-
dloare, '01 responder.-e. It is improper,
without looking at the whole of a law, to
give Judgment or advice, upon a view of any
one clause or it. Dig. 1, 3. 24.

Inoivile eat, nlsi tots sententis in-
spects, de nliqua pas-to jndloare. It is
irregular, or legally improper, to pass an
opinion upon any part of a sentence, with-
out examining the whole. Hob. 171a.

INOIVISII. Unrriendliness to the state
or government of which one is a citizen.

INOLAUSA. In old records. A home
close or inclosure near the house. Paroch.
Antiq. 31; Cowell.

INOLOSE. To shut up. “To inclose a
Jury," in Scotch practice, is to shut them up
in a room by themselves. Bell. See Union
Pac. Ry. Co. v. Harris, 28 Kan. 210; Camp-
bell v. Gilbert, 57 Ala. 569.

INCLOSED LANDS. Lands which are
actually inclosed and surrounded with fences.
Tapseil v. Crosskey. 7 iilees. & W. 446; Kim-
ball v. Carter, 95 Va. 77. 27 S. E. 823, 38
I.. R. A. 570: Daniels v. State, 91 Ga. 1, 16
S. E. 97. See Haynie v. State (Tex. Or. App.)
75 S. W. 25.

INCLOSUBE. In English law. Inclos-
ure is the act oi‘ freeing land from rights of
common, commonable rights, and generally
all rights which obstruct cultivation and the
productive employment of labor on the soil.

Also, an artificial fence around one‘s es-
tate. Porter v. Aldrich, 39 Vt. 330; Taylor V.
,\Velbey, 36 Wis. 44. See CLOSE.

Inelusio unins est exelusio alterlns.
The inclusion of one is the exclusion of an-
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other. The certain designation of one person
is an absolute exclusion of all others. 11
Coke, 58b.

INCLUSIVE. Embraced; comprehend-
ed; comprehending the stated limits or ex-
tremes. Opposed to “exclusive."
—Inclusive survey. In land law, one which
includes within its boundaries prior claims ex-
cepted from the computation of the area within
such boundaries and excepted in the grant.
ggickton v. Morris, 89 W. Va. 432, 19 S. E.

INOOLA. Lat. In the civil law. An in-
habitant: a dweller or resident. Properly,
one who has transferred his domicile to any
country. ,

Ineolns domicillnxn tacit. ‘ Residence
creates domicile. Arnold v. United Ins. Co.,
1 Johns. Cas. (N. Y.) 363, 366.

11100113. The return in money from
one‘s business, labor, or capital invested;
gains, proiit, or private revenue. Braun‘s
Appeal. 105 Pa. 416; People v. -Davenport, 30
Hun (N. Y.) 177: In re Slocum. 169 N. Y.
153, 62 N. E. 130; Waring v. Savannah, 60
Ga. 99.

“Income" means that which comes in or is re-
ceived from any business or investment of capi-
ital, without reference to the outgoing expendi-
tures; while “proiits" generally means the gain
which is made upon any business or investment
when both receipts and payments are taken into
account. “Income,” when applied to the aiiairs
of individuals expresses the same idea that “rev-
enue" does when applied to the afiairs of a state
or nation. People v. Niagara County, 4 Hill
N. Y7.‘)$2Z): Bates 7. Porter, 74 Cal. 224, 15
ac. .

—Ineo1ne tax. A tax on the yearly profit:
arising from property, professions, trades and
oflices. 2 Steph. Comm. 573. Levi v. ionis-
vilie. 97 Ky. 394. 30 S. W. 973. 28 L R. A.
480; Parker v. Insurance Co., 42 IA. Ann. 428,
7 South. 599.

Inoonunodurn non selvit argtunentiun.
An inconvenience does not destroy an argu-
ment.

INCOMHUNICATION. In Spanish law.
The condition of a prisoner who is not per-
mitted to see or to speak with any person
visiting him during his confinement. A per-
son accused cannot be subjected to this treat-
ment unless it he expressly ordered by the
judge, for some grave offense, and it cannot
be continued for a longer period than is ab-
solutely necessary. »This precaution is re-
sorted to for the purpose of preventing the
accused from knowing beforehand the testi-
mony ot the witnesses, or from attempting
to corrupt them and concert such measures
as will erfnce the traces oi.‘ his guilt. As
soon, therefore, as the danger of his doing so
has ceased, the interdiction ceases likewise.
Escriche.

INOOHHUTABLE. Not capable of or
entitled to be commuted. See Connunriox,



INCOMPATIBLE

INOOMPATIBLE. Two or more rela-
tions, ofiices, functions, or rights which can-
not naturally, or may not legally, exist in or
be exercised by the same person at the same
time, are said to be incompatible. Thus, the
relations of lessor and lessee of the same
land, in one person at the same time, are in-
compatible. So of trustee and beneficiary of
the same property. See People v. Green, 48
How. Prac. (N. Y.) 170; Com. v. She:-lit. 4
Serg. 8; R. (Pa.) 276; Regents of University
of Maryland V. Williams, 9 Gill & J. (Md.)
422. 31 Am. Dec. 72.

INOOMPIITENOY. Lack of ability. le-
gal qualification, or fitness to discharge the
required duty. In re Leonard's Estate, 95
Mich. 295, 54 N. W. 1082; In re Conn, 78
N. 1'. 252; Stephenson V. Stephenson, 49 N.
C. 473; Nehrllng v. State, 112 Wis. 637, 88
N. W. 610. .

In New York, the word “incompetency" is
used in a special sense to designate the con-
dition or legal status of a person who is an-
able or uniitted to manage his own affairs by
reason of insanity, imbecility, or teeblemind-
edness. and for whom, therefore, a committee
may be appointed; and such a person is des-
ignated an “incompetent." See Code Civ.
Proc. N. Y. 9 2320 et seq.; In re Curtiss, 134
App. Div. 547, 119 N. Y. Supp. 556; In re
Fox, 138 App. Div. 43, 122 N. Y. Supp. 889.

As applied to evidence. the word “incom-
petent" means not proper to be received; in-
admissible, as distinguished from that which
the court should admit for the consideration_
of the jury, though they may not find it wor-
thy of credence. ' '

In French law. Inability or insutficiency
of a judge to try a cause brought before him,
proceeding from lack of Jurisdiction.

INCONCLUSIVE. That which may be
disproved or rebutted; not shutting out fur-
ther proof or consideration. Applied to evi-
dence and presumptions.

INCONSISTENT. Mutuaily repugnant or
contradictory; contrary. the one to the oth-
er. so that both cannot stand, but -the accept-
ance or establishment of the one implies the
abrogation or abandonment of the other; as,
in speaking of “inconsistent defenses," or the
repeal by a statute of “all laws inconsistent
herewith." See In re llickory Tree Road,
43 Pa. 142; Irwin V. Hoibrook, 32 Wash. 349,
73 Pac. 361; Swan v. U.’ S.. 3 Wyo. 151, 9
Pac. 931.

INCONSULTO. Lat. In the civil law.
Unadvisediy; unintentionally. Dig. 28. 4, L

INCONTINENCE. Want of chastity; in-
dulgencein unlawful carnal connection. Ln-
cas v. Nichols, 52 N. C. 35; State v. Hewiin,
128 N. C. 571, 37 S. E. 952.

Izicoxvnnxnxcn. In the rule that
statutes should he so- construed as to avoid
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“inconvenience." this means, as applied to
the public, the sacrifice or jeoparding of im-
portant public interests or hampering the
legitimate activities of government or the
transaction of public business. and, as ap-
plied to individuals, serious hardship or in-
justice. See Black, Interp. Laws, 102.; Betts
v. U. 8., 132 Fed. 237, 65 C. C. A. 452.

INCOPOLITUS. A proctor or vicar.

Ineorpoa-one hello non edqniruntnr.
Incorporeal things are not acquired by war.
6 Mauie & S. 104.

INOOBPORAHUS. We incorporate.
One of the words by which a corporation may
be created in England. 1 Bl. Comm. 473;
3 Staph. Comm. .173.

INCORPORATE. 1. To create a corpo-
ration: to confer a corporate franchise upo
determinate persons. ‘

2. To declare that another document shall
be taken as part of the document in which the
declaration is made as much as if it were set
out at length therein. Railroad Co. v. Cupp.
8 Ind. App. 388, 85 N. E. 703.

INCORPORATION. 1. The act or pro-
cess of forming or creating a corporation;
the formation of a legal or political body.
with the quality of perpetual existence and
succession, unless limited by the act of incor-
poration.

2. The method of making one document of
any kind become a part of another separate

_ document by referring to the former in the
latter, and declaring that the former shall be
taken and considered as a part of the latter
the same as it it were fully set out therein.
This is more fully described as "incorpora-
tion by reference." If the one document is
copied at length in the other, it is called
“actual incorporation."

3. In the civil law.
domain to another.

The union of one

INCORPOREAL. Without body; not of
material nature; the opposite of “corporeal.”
(q. u.) -

—Incorpo:-eel chattels. A class of incor-
poreal rights growing out of or incident to
things personal; such as patent-ri hts and copy-
rights. 2 Steph. Comm. 72. ee Boreel v.
New York, 2 Saudi. (N. Y. 559.—Ineo:-porenl
horeditunents. See nssnrrAm:nrs.--In-
corporeal property. In the civil law. That
which consists in legal right merely. The same
as chases in action at common law.—Incor-
pol-eel things. In the civil law. Things
which can neither be seen nor touched, such as
consist in rights only. such as the mind alone
can perceive. Inst. 2, 2;_ Civ. Code La. 1900,
art. 460; Sullivan v. Richardson. 3 Fla. 1.
14 South. 692.

IIIOORRIGIBLE IOGUE. A species of
rogue or oflender, described in the statute
5 Geo. IV. c. 83. and 1 & 2 Vict. c. 38. 4
Steph. Comm. 309. - — .



INCREASE

HINCIIJIASII. (1) The produce of land;
(2) the offspring of animals.
—-Increase, afldavit ct. Aflidavit of pay-
ment of increased costs, produced on taxation.
—Inc1-easc, costs of. In English law. It
was formerly a practice with the jury to aw_ard
to“the successful party in an action the nominal
sum of 40s. only for his costs; and the court
assessed by their own oiiicer the actual amount
of the successful party's costs; and the amount
so assessed. over and above the nominal sum
awarded by the jury, was thence called “costs
of increase." Lush. Com. Law Pr. 775. The
practice has now wholly ceased. Iiapal. & Law.

INCREHENTUM. Lat." increase or im-
provement. opposed to deorememum or abate-
ment.

' incnrnmaré. To charge with crime;
to expose to an accusation or charge of
crime; to involve oneself or another in a
criminal prosecution or the danger thereof:
as, in the rule that a witness is not bound to
give testimony which would tend to incrim-
inate him.
-incriminating circumstance. A fact or
circumstance. collateral to the fact of the com-
mission of a crime, which tends to show either
that such a crime has been committed or that
some particular person committed it. Davis v.
State, 61~Neb. 801. '10-N.’ W. 984.

INOROAOEIINT. An unlawful gain-
ing upon the right or possession or another.
See Encaoacimsnr.

‘- IIIOULPATE. To impute blame or guilt;
toaccuse; to involve in guilt or crime.

IIIOULPATOBY. In the law of evidence.
Going or tending to establish guilt; intend-
ed to establish guilt; crlinlnative. Burrill,
_circ. Ev. 251, 252.

' INCUEBENT. A person who is in pres-
ent possession of an oillce: one who is i¢.~

gaily authorized to discharge the duties or
an oillce. State v. Mccollister. 11 Ohio, 50:
State v. Blakemore, 104 M0. 340. 15 S. W.
960.

In ccclcsiastlcal law. the term signifies a
clergyman who is in possession or a bene-
lice.

: INOUMBEB. To incumber land is to
make it subject to a charge or liability: e.
1., by mortgnging it. Incumbrances include
not only mortgages and other voluntary
charges, but also liens, lites pendentea, reg-
istered Judgments, and writs of execution,
etc. Sweet. See Newhau 7. Insurance Co.,
52 Me. 181.

INCUMBBANCII. Any right to. or in-
terest in. land which may subsist in third per-
sons. to the diminution of the value of the es-
tate of the tenant, but consistently with the
passing of the fee. Fitch v. Seymour. 9 Metc.
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(Mass) 407; Huyck v. Andrews, 118 N. Y.
31. :0 N. E. 581, 3 L. R. A. 789, 10 Am. St.
Rep. 432; Ailing v. Burlock, 46 Conn. 510;
Deinars v. Koehler, 62 N. J. Law. W3, 41
Atl. 720, 72 Am. St. Rep. 642; Lafferty v.
Miliigaii, 165. Pa. 534, 30 Atl. 1030;‘ Stum-
baugh v. Smith. 23 Ohio St. 591.

A claim, lien, charge. or liability attach-
ed to and binding real property; as, a mort-
gage. judgment-lien. attachment, right or
dower. right of way or other easement, un-
paid water rent, lease, unpaid taxes or spe-
cial assessment. Memmert v. McKeen, 112
Pa. 315, 4 Atl. 542: Gordon v. McCulloh, 66
Md. 245, 7 Atl. 457; Harrison v. Railroad
Co., 91 Iowa, 114, 58 N. W. 1081; Kelsey
v. Remer, 43 ‘Conn. 129. 21 Am. Rep. 638;
Runnels v. Webber. 69 Me. 490; Crocker v.
Cotting, 173 Mass. 68. 53 N. E. 158; In re
Gerry (D. C.) 112 Fed. 959; Bowman v.
Franklin Ins. Co.. 40 Md. 631; Clark v. Fish-
er, 54 Kan. 403. 38 Pac. 493: Redmon v. In-
surance Co., 61 Wis. 293, 8 N. W. 228, 37 Am.
Rep. 830: Fun]: v. Voneida. 11 Sex-g. & R.
(Pa.) 112. 14 Am. Dec. 617; Farrington v.
Tourtelott (G. C.) 39 Fed. 740; Maddocks v.
Stevens, 89 Me. 836; 36 Au. 898.
—1ncuahranccs, covenant against.
Covsuaur.

See

INCUHBRANOEB. The holder of an in-
cumbrance, 8. 9., a mortgage, on the estate of
another. De Voe v. Bundle, 33 Wash. 004, 74
Pac. 836; Shaefier v. Weed. 8 Ill. 514;
Newhali v. Insurance Co., 52 Me. 181.

INOUR. Men contract debts; they incur
liabilities. In the one case. they act aiiirma-
tlveiy; in the other. the liability is incurred
or cast upon them by act or operation of law.
"Incur" means something -beyond contracts.
—something not embraced in the word
“debts." Crandali v. Bryan, 5 Abh. Prac. (N.
Y.) 169; Beekman v. Van Dolsen. 70 Hun,
288, 24 N. Y. Supp. 414; Ashe v. Young, 68
Tex. 123, 8 S. W. 454.

INOUBRAKENTUII. L. Lat. The lia-
bility to a due, penalty, or amercement.
Cowell.

INDB.
of : thereupon ;

Lat. Thence; thenceforth; there-
for that cause.

Inde data lcgcs no fcrtior oauala poa-
sct. Laws are made to prevent the stronger
from having the power to do everything.
Dav. Ir. K. B. 36.

' INDEBHATUS. Lat. Indebted. Num-
quam iruiebuaiua, never indebted. The title
of the plea substituted in England for all
debef.

—Indcbitutns assnsnpslt. Lat. Being in-
debted. he promised or undertook. ‘This is the
name of that form of the action of auumpoif
in which the declaration alleges a debt or ob» ‘
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ligation to be due from the defendant, and then
avers that, in consideration thereof, he promised
to pay or discharge the same.

INDEBITI SOLUTIO. Lat. In the civ-
il and Scotch law. A payment of what is
not due. When made through ignorance or
by mistake, the amount paid might be re-
covered back by an action termed “oonditio
indebfli.” (Dig. 12, 6.) Bell.

mnnnrruu. In the civil law. Not due
or owing, (Dig. 12, 6.) Calvin.

_ INDEBTEDNES8. The state of being
in debt, without regard to the ability or ina-
bility of the party to pay the same. See 1

Story, Eq. Jur. 343; 2 Hill, Abr. 421.
The word implies an absolute or complete lis-

bility. A contin ent liability such as that of
a surety before t e principal has made default,
does not constitute indebtedness. On-the other
hand, the money need not be immediately pay-
able. Obligations yet to -become due constitute
indebtedness. as well as those alread due. St.
figis Perpetual Ins. Co. v. Goodfel ow, 9 Mo.

IZNDEGENOY. An act against good be-
havior and a just delicacy. Timmons v. 0.
S., 85 Fed. 205. 30 C. C. A. 74; liIcJunkins v.
State, 10 Ind. 144; Ardery v. State, 56 Ind.
328.

This is scarcely a technical term of the
law. and is not susceptible of exact definition
or description in its juridical uses. The ques-
tion whether or not a given act, publication,
etc., is indecent is for the court and jury in
the particular case. ‘ '

—Indecent exposure. Exposure to sight of
the private parts of the body in a lewd or in-
decent manner in a public Place. It is an in-
dictable ofiense at common aw, and by statute
in many of the states. State v. Bauguess. 106
Iowa. 107, 76 N. W. 508.—Indccent liberties.
In the,statutory offense of “taking indecent
liberties with the person of a female child,"
this phrase means such liberties as the common
sense of society would regard as indecent and
im roper. According to some authorities, it in-
vo ves an assault or attempt at sexual inter-
course, (State v. Kunz. 90 Minn. 526. 97 N. W.
131.) but according to others, it is not necessary
that the liberties or familiarities should have
related to the private garts of the child. (People
v. Hicks, 98 Mich. 8 , 56 N. W. 110'.’.)—-Iu-
decerst publications. Such as are offensive
to modesty and delicacy: obscene: lewd; tend-
ing to the corruption of morals. Duniop v. U.
S.. 165 U. S. 486. 17 Sup. Ct. 375. 41 L. Ed.
790: U. S. v. Brittnn (Com. C.) 17 Fed. 733;
People V.-Muller, 96 N. Y. 408, 48 Am. Rep. 6735.
—Publlc indecency. This phrase has no fix-
ed legal meaning. is vague and indefinite. and
cannot, in itself, imply a definite offense. The
courts, by a kind of judicial legislation. in Eng-
land and the. United States, have usually lim-
ited the operation of the term to public displays
of the naked person. the publication. sale, or
ahibition of obscene books and prints, or the
exhibition of a monste-r,—acts which have a di-
rect bearing on public morals, and afiect the
body of society. The Indiana statute punish-
ing public indecency, without definin it, can
be construed only as that term is us at com-
mon law. where it is limited to indecencies in
conduct. and does not extend to indecent words.
Mclunkins v. State, 10 Ind. 140.
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; mnncmannn. "In old English" hw-
-That which is not titheable, or liable to pay
tithe. 2 Inst. 490. -

. IIIDEIEASIBLE. That which cannot be
defeated, revoked, or made void. This term
.is usually applied to an estate or right which
.cannot be defeated. -

INDEPENSUS. Lat. In old English
practice. Undefended; undenied by plead-
_ing. , A defendant who makes no defense or
plea. Blount. I

, INDEPINITE FAILURE 01‘ ISSUE.
A failure or issue not merely at the death of
the party whose issue are rei’erred.to. but at
any subsequent period. however remote. I
Steph. Comm. 562. A failure of issue what-
ever it shall happen, sooner or later, with-
out any flxed, certain, or definite period
within which it must happen. 4 Kent, Comm.
274. Anderson v. Jackson, 16 Johns. (N. Y.)
399, 8 Am. Dec. 330; Downing v. Wherrin, 19
N. H. 84. 49 Am. Dec. 139; Huxford v. Milli-
gan, 50 Ind. 546. - -

INDEPINITE PAYMENT. In ‘scotch
law. Payment without specification. In-
definite payment is where a debtor, owing
.several debts to one creditor, makes a pay-
ment to the creditor, without specifying to
which of the debts he means the payment to
be applied. See Bell.

Indeflnltusu mqulpollet unlversall. The
undefined is equivalent to the whole. 1 Vent.
368.

Iudefinitum supplet locum universa-
lls. The undefined or general supplies the
place of the whole. Branch, Princ. '

INDEHNIPIOATUI.
ee Inpsumrr.

Lat. Indemnified.

INDEMNITY.
secure against loss or damage; .to give se-
curity for the reimbursement of a person in
case of an anticipated loss falling upon him.

Also to make good; to compensate; ‘to
make. reimbursement to one of a loss already
incurred by him. Cousins v. Paxton & Gul-
lagher Co., 122 Iowa, 465, 98 N. W. 277:
Weller v. Eames. 15 Minn. 467 (Gil. 370), 2
Am. Rep. 150; Frye v. Bath Gas Co., 97,)le.
241, 54 Atl. 395, 59 L. R. A. 444, 94 Am. St.
Rep. 500. _ . ‘.

INDEMNIS. Lat. Without hurt, harm",
or damage; harmless. ‘

INDEMNITE-E. The person who. in a
contract of indemnity, is to be indemnified or
protected by the other.

I.NDEltNI'.I‘0R. The person who is
bound. by an indemnity contract, to indem-
nify or protect the other. - ’- -

To save harmless; to
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DCDEIIIIITY. An indemnity is a col-
lateral contract or assurance, by which one
person engages to secure another against an
anticipated loss or to prevent him from be-
ing damnifled by the legal consequences of an
act or forbearance on the part of one of the
paridm or or some third person. See Civ.
Code Cal. 5 2772, Davis v. Phoenix Ins. Co..
111 Cal. 409, 43 Pac. 1115; Vandiver v.
Pollak. 107 Ala. 547, 19-South. 180, 54 Am.
St. Rep. 118; Henderson-Achert Lithograph-
ic Co. v. John shillito Co., 64 Ohio St. 238,
00 N. E. 295, 83 Am. St. Rep. 745. Thus. in-
surance is a contract of indemnity. so an
indemnitying bond is given to a sheriir who
fears to proceed under an execution where
the property is claimed by a stranger.

The term is also used to denote a compen-
sation given to make the person whole from
a loss already sustained; as where the gov-
ernment gives indemnity for private proper-
ty taken by it for public use.

A legislative act. assuring a general dis-
pensation from punishment or exemption
from prosecution to persons involved in 01'-
fenses, omissions of ofilcial duty, or acts in
excess of authority. is .called an indemnity:
strictly it is an act or indemnity.
—Indo:nnity bend. A bond for the gayment
of a penal sum conditioned to be voi it the
obligor shall indemnify and save harmless the
obligee against some anticipated loss or liabil-
ity.—Indenn1ty contract. A contract be-
tween two parties whereby the one undertakes
and agrees to_ indemnify the other against loss
or damage arising from some contemplated act
on the art of the indemnitor, or from some re-
sfionsihllity assumed by the indemnitee, or from
t e claim or demand of a third rson, that is,
to make good to him such pecuniary damage as
be may suifer. See Wicker v. l-Ioppoclt, 6 WalL
99, 18 L. Ed. 752.—Indomn!ty lands. Lands

ranted to railroads, in aid of their construc-
on, being portions of the public domain to be

selected in ieu of other parcels embraced with-
in the original grant, but which were lost to the
railroad by previous disposition or by reserva-
tion for other purposes. See Wisconsin Cent.

Co. v. Price County. 133 U. S. 496. 10 Sup.
Ct. 341. 33 L. Ed. 687; Barno v. Winona &
St. P. 1!. Co., 117 U. S. 228. 6 u . Ct. 654, 29
I4. Ed. 858: Altschul v. Clark, 3 Or. 315, 65
Pac. 991.

nmmnuus. The old form oi’ writing
indemnie. Townsh. Pl. 19. So, indemnifi-
ficatue tor lmiemnificatue.

EIDENIZATIOR. The act of making a
denizen. or of naturalizing.

INDENT, n. In American law. A cer-
tificate or indented certificate issued by the
government of the United States at the close
of the Revolution, for the principal or inter-
est ot the public debt. Webster. See U. S.
v. Irwin, 26 Fed. Gas. 546.

INDENT, 1:. To cut in a serrated or
waving line. In old conveyancing. ii’ a deed
was made by more parties than one. it was

usual to make as many copies of it as there
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were parties, and each was cut or indented
(either in acute angles, like the teeth of a
saw, or in a waving line) at the top or side,
to tally or correspond with the others, and
the deed so made was called an “indenture."
Anciently, both parts were written on the
same piece or parchment, with some word or
letters written between them through which
the parchment was cut, but afterwards, the
word or letters being omitted, indenting came
into use, the idea of which was that the gen-
uineness of.’ each part might be proved by its
fitting into the angles cut in the other. But
at length even this was discontinued, and at
present the term serve-‘only to give name to
the species of deed executed by two or more
parties, as opposed to a deed-poii,,(q. 12.) 2
Bl. Comm. 295.

To bind by indentures; to apprentice: as
to indent a young man to a shoe-maker.
Webster.

DIDENTUBE. A deed to which two or
more persons are parties, and in which these
enter into reciprocal and corresponding
grants or obligations towards each other;
whereas a deed-poll is properly one in which
only the party making it executes it, or binds
himself by it as a deed. though the grantors
or grantees therein may be several in num-
ber. 3 Washb. Real Prop. 311; Scott v. Mills,
10 N. Y. St. Rep. 358; Bowen v. Beck, 94 N.
Y. 89, 46 Am. Rep. 124; Hopewell Tp. v. Am-
weil Tp., 6 N. J. Law, 175. See Isnssr, v.

—Indentu.I-o of up rentioeship. A contract
in two parts, by w ich a person, generally a
minor, is bound to serve another in his trade,
art, or occupation {or a stated time. on condi-
tion of being instructed in the same.

INDEPENDENCE. The state or condi-
tion of being free from dependence. subjec-
tion, or control. Political independence is
the attribute or a nation or state which is
entirely autonomous. and not subject to the
government, control, or dictation of any ex-
terior power.

INDEPENDENZI‘. Not dependent; not
subject to control, restriction, modification,
or limitation from a given outside source.

—Inderpend.ent contract. See CoNrsAcr.—
Independent contractor. In the law of a n-
cy and of master and servant. an indepen ent
contractor is one who, exercising an independent
employment, contracts to do a piece_ of work
according to his own methods and without be-
in; subject to the control of his employer ex-
cept as to the result of the work; one who
contracts to perform the work at his own risk
and cost. the workmen being his servants. and
he and not the person with whom he contracts,
being liable for their fault or misconduct. Peo-
le v. Orange County Road Const. Co., 175 N.

g. 84, 67 N. E. 129, 65 L. R. A. 33: Waters
v. Pioneer Fuel Co., 52 Minn. 474. 55 N. W.
52. 38 Am. St. Rep. 564; Smith v. Simmons,
103 Pa. 36. 49 Am. Rep. 113; Holmes v. Ten-
nessee Coal, et('., Co.. 49 La. Ann. MN), 22
South. 403; Bibb v. Norfolk & W. R. Co.. 87
Va. 711. 14 S. 1'}. 165: Loutban v. Hewes, 138
Cal. 116. 70 Pac. 10653.-Independent cove‘-
nant. See Covsnsnr.
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Independenter so hsbot ssseourstio :-
yugg. uyu, The voyage insured is an

independent or distinct thing from the voyage
of the ship. 3 Kent, Comm. 318. 110170-

DIDETEBHINATB. That which is un-
certain, or not particularly designated; as if
I sell you one hundred bushels of wheat.
without stating what wheat 1 Bouv. Inst.
no. No.

INDEX. A book containing references.
alphabetically arranged. to the contents of a
series or collection of volumes; or an addi-
tion to a single volume or set of volumes con-
taining such references to its contents.

Index ualmi senno. Language is the
exponent of the intention. The language of
a statute or instrument is the best guide to
the intention. Broom, Max. 622.

INDIANS. The aboriginal inhabitants
of North America. Frazee v. Spokane Coun-
U. 29 Wash. 278, 89 Pac. 782.
—Indhn country. This term does not _neces-
sariiy import territory owned and occupied by
Indians, but it means all those _portions _of the
United States'designated by this name in the
legislation of congress. Waters v. Cain hell,
4 Sa . 121, Fed. Gas. No. 17,264; In re ack-
son ( . C.) 40 Fed.'373.—India.n tribe.
separate and distinct community or body of the
aboriginal Indian race of men found in the
United States. Monto a v. U. S.. 180 U. S.
261, 21 Su . Ct. 358, 4 L. Ed. 521; Cherokee
Nation v. eorgia, 5 Pet. 17. 8 L. Ed. 25.

ntnxcann. Lat. in the civil law. To
show or discover. To iix or tell the price of
a thing. Calvin. To inform against; to ac-
case.

nrnxcarrr. An‘ abolished writ, by
which a prosecution was in some cases re-

. moved from a court-christian to the queen's
bench. Enc. Load.

IIIDIOATION. In the law of evidence.
A sign or token; a fact pointing to some in-
ference or conclusion. Burrill, Clrc. Ev. 251,
252, 263. 275.

IIIDICATIVE EVIDENCE. This is not
evidence properly so called, but the mere sug-
gestion of evidence proper, which may pos-
sibly be procured if the suggestion is follow-
ed up. Brown.

IIIDICAVIT. In English practice. A
writ of prohibition that lies for a patron of a
church. whose clerk is sued in the spiritual
court by the clerk of another patron, for
tithes amounting to a fourth part of the
value of the living. 3 Bl. Comm. 91; 3
Steph. Comm. 711. So teruied from the em-
phatic word of the Latin form. Reg. Orig.
35b, 36.

DIDIIOIA. Signs; indications. Circum-
stances which point to the existence of a
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given fact as probable, but not certain. For
example, “indtcia of partnership" are any
circumstances which would induce the belief
that a given person was in reality, though not
ostensibly, a member oi.‘ a given iirm.

INDICIUII. In the civil law. A sign
or mark. A species of proof. answering very
nearly to the circumstantial evidence of the
common law. Best, Pres. p. 18, 5 11, note;
Wills, Circ. Ev. 34.

INDIOT. See Iiwicrxsivr.

INDIOTABLE. Proper or necessary to
be prosecuted by process of indictment.

INDIOTED. Charged in "an indictment
with a criminal offense. See INDICDIINI‘.

INDICTEE. A person indicted.

INDICTIO. In old public law. A dec-
laration; a proclamation. Indtcuo bout. a
declaration or indiction of war. An indict-
meiit.

INDIOTIOII’, CYCLE 01'. A mode of
computing time by the space of fifteen years,
instituted by Constantine the Great; origi-
nally the period for the payment of certain
taxes. some of the charters of King Edgar
and Henry III. are dated by indictions.
Wharton.

INDICTHENT. An indictment is an ac-
cusation in writing found and presented by
a grand jury, legally convoked and sworn,
to the court in which it is impaneled. charg-
ing that a person therein named has done
some act, or been guilty of some omission.
which, by law, is a public offense, punishable
on indictment. Code Iowa 1880, I 4295; Pen.
Code Cal. 5 917 ; Code Ala. 1886, i 4364. And
see Grin v. Shine, 187 U. S. 181. 23 Sup. Ct.
98, 47 L. Ed. 130; State v. Walker. 32 N. O.
236; Ex parte Hart, 63 Fed. 259. 11 C. C. A.
165, 28 L. R. A. 801; Ex parte Baln, 121 U.
S. 1. 7 Sup. Ct. 781, 30 L. Ed. 849: Ex parte
Slater, 72 M0. 102; Finley v. State, 61 Ala.
201.

A presentment difiers from an indictment in
that it is an accusation made by a rand jury
of their own motion. either upon the r own ob-
servation and knowledge. or upon evidence be-
fore them; while an indictment is preferred at
the suit of the government, and is usually fram-

in the fii-st instance by the fiirosecuting of-
iicer of the government. and by im laid before
the grand jury. to be found or ignored. An in-
formation resembles in its form and substance
an indictment, but is filed at the mere discre-
tion of the proper law oflicer of the government.
without the intervention or approval of a grand
jury. 2 Story, Const. §§ 1784, 1786.

In Scotch lav. An indictment is the form
of process by which a criminal is brought
to trial at the instance of the lord advocate.
\\'here ii private party is a prhicipal prosecu-
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wr‘,?he brings his charge in what is termed
the “form ‘or criminal letters."
-'-Joint" indictment. When several offenders
are joined in the same indictment, such an in-
dictment is called a “joint indictment :" as when
principals in the first and second degree. and
accessaries before and after the fact. are all
joined in the same indictment. 2 Hale, P. C.
173;. Brown. -

. Indictment de felony est contra paeexn
doniini regie, eoronanr et dignitatern
man, in genes-e et non inindividuoz qnia
in Anglia non -est inter:-egnnm. Jenk.
Cent. 205. Indictment for felony is against
the peace of our lord the king. his crown and
dignity in general. and not against his indi-
vidual person; because in England there is
no interregnuma

nh‘nrc'ron. He who causes another to
be indicted. The latter is sometimes called
the "indictee.” ' ' ‘

, mnrrrnnairr. Impartial; unbiased;
disinterested. People v. Vermiiyea, 7 Cow.
(N. Y.) 122; Fox v'.'Hills. 1 Conn. 307.

, INDIGENA. in old English law. A sub-
jectborn; one born within the realm. oi-
naturalized by act of parliament. Co. Litt.
80. The opposite of “allcm‘ae_na," (_q. 1:.) I

"I1ID_IGI:N’I'. In a general sense an “in-
digent" person is one 'whovis'neeily and poor,
or one who has not sufiicient property to fur-
nish him a living nor any one able to support
him and to whom he is entitled to look for
support. See Storrs Agricultural School v.
Whimsy. 54 Conn. 342. 8 At]. 141; Juneau
County v. Wood County. 109 Wis. 330, 85 N.
W. 387; City of Lynchburg v. Slaughter, 75
Va. 62. The laws of some of the states dis-
tinguish between “paupers" and "indigent
persons," the latter being persons who have
no property or source of income suiiicient for
their support aside from their own ‘labor.
thougli self-supporting when able to work
and in euiploynient. See In re Hybart, 119 N.
C. 359, 25 S. E. 963: People v. Sclioharie
County. 121 N. Y. 345, 2-1 N. E. 830; Rev.
St. Mo. 1899, 5 4894 (Am. SL 1906, p. 2616).

IIIDIGNITY. In the law of divorce, a
species of cruelty addressed to the mind. sen-
sibilities. self-respect, or personal honor of
the subject, rather than to the body. and de-
fined as “unnieriteci contemptuous conduct
towards another; any action towards'au-
other which iuaiiifests contempt for him;
contumely. incivillty. or injury accompanied
with insult." (Tobie v. Collie. 55 N. C. 395;
Erwin v. I-Irwin, 317 N. C. 84; Iiooper v.
Hooper. 19 M0. 357: Goodman v. Goo_dm_an,
80 Mo. App. 281; 1 Bish. Mar. & Div. 5 826.
But the phrase “indignities to the person."
as used in statutes. has reference to bodily
indignities. as distinguished from such as"
may be offered to the mind. sensibilities, or
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reputation. Cheatham v. Oheathain. 10 I10.
298; Butler v. Butler, 1 Pars. Bq. Css. (PL)
329; Kui-tz v. Knrtz, 38 Ark. 128. But~com-
pare Miller v. Miller. 78 N. 6. 105. '

.INDIR.I~:C’i.'. A term almost always used
in law in opposition to “direct," though not
the only antithesis of the latter word. as the
terms "collateral" and “cross" are sometimes
used in contrast with “direct.”

As to indirect “Coni‘ession." “Contempt,"
“Evidence." and "Tax." see those titles.

DIDISPENIABLB. That which cannot
be spared. omitted, or dispensed with.
—Indiepensable evidence. See Evms:Ncl:.—
Indispenaahle arties. In a suit in equity.
those who not on y have an interest in the sub-
ject-matter of the controversy, but an interest
of such a nature that a final decree cannot be
made without either aifecting their interests or
leaving the controversy in such a condition that
its final determination may be wholly incon-
sistent with uity and ood conscience. Shields
v. Barrow, 12"? How. 13 , 15 L. Ed. 158: Ken-
dlg v. Dean 97 U. S. 425. 24 L. Ed. 1081: Mai-
low v. 1-linde. 12 Wheat. 193. 6 L. Ed. 599.

' INDISTANTEB.
deiay.

IITDITEE. L. Fr. In old English law.
A person indicted. Mirr. c. 1, 5 3; 9 Coke.
pref.

Forthwith ; without

INDIVIDUAL. As a noun. this term do
notes a single person as distinguished from
a group or class, and ‘also. very commonly. a
private or natural person as distinguished
from a partnership, corporation, or associa-
tion; but it is said that this restrictive signi-
fication is not necessarily inherent in the
word, and that it may. in proper cases. in-'
clude artificial persons. See Bank of U. 8.
v. State, 12 Smedes & M. (Miss.) 460: State
v. Bell Telephone Co., 36 Ohio St. 310. 38 Am.
Rep. 583; Pennsylvania R. Co. v. Canal
Com’rs, 21 Pa. 20. As an adjective, “individ-
ual" means pertaining or belonging to. or
characteristic of. one single person. either in
opposition to a firm, association. or corpora-
tion, or considered in his relation thereto.-
—IndIvidnal assets. In the law of partner
ship. proper belonging to a member of a part-
nership as is separate and private fortune.
apart mm the assets or property belonging to
the firm as such or the partner's interest there-
in.--Indivldnal debts. Such as are d_ue from
a member of a partnership in his rivste or
personal capacity, as distinguished mm those
due from the firm or partnershig Goddard v.
Ilnpgood 25 Vt. 360. 60 Am. cc. 272.-Ish
dividn system of location. A term {or-
merly used in Pennsylvania to designate the
location of ublic lands by surveys. in which
the land cal ed for by each warrant was se ii-
rately surveyed. Ferguson v. Bloom, 144 ’s.
649, 23 Atl. 40.

INDIVIDUUK. Lat. In the civil law.
That caiiuot be divided. Calvin.

IICDIVISIBLE. Not susceptible of di-
vision or apportionment; inseparable; en-
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tire. Thus, a contract, covenant, considera-
tion, etc.. may be divisible or indivisible;
i. e., separable or entire.

INDIVISUH. Lat. That which two or
more persons hold in common without par-
tition: undivided. -

IITDOESAT. In old Scotch law. In-
dorsed. 2 Pitc. Crim. Tr. 41.

Iil'D01l.8!:. To write a name on the back
of a paper or document. Bins of exchange
and promissory notes are indorsed by a par-
ty's writing his name on the back. Hart-
well v. Hemmenivay, 7 Pick. (l\inss.) 117.

“Indorse" is a technical term. having suiii-
clent legal certainty without words of more 1'-
ticnlar description. Brooks v. Edson, 7 Vt. 1.

INDOBSEE. The person to whom a bill
of exchange. promissory note, bill of lad-
ing, etc.. is assigned by indorsement, giving
him a right to sue thereon.
—Indoraee in due course. An lndorsee in
due course is one who, in good faith, in the or-
dinary course of business. and for value before
its apparent matnrit or resumptlve dishonor,
and without lrnowi e 0 its actual dishonor.
accgiirea a negotiable instrument duly indorsed
to im, or indorsed Sinerally. or payable to the

lbearer. Civ. Code i. 3123: v. Code 8.
D. 1903. 2109', Civ. C e Idaho 1901.9g32883;
More v. inger. 128 Cal. 313. 60 Pac. .

INDOBSEMENT. The act of a payee.
drawee. accommodation indorser. or holder
of a bill, note, check. or other negotiable in-
strument, in writing his name upon the back
of the same, with or without further or qual-
ifying words, whereby the property in the
same is assigned and transferred to another.

That which is so written upon the back ot
a negotiable instrument.

One who writes his name upon a negotia-
ble instrument. othcrwiscr than as a maker
or acceptor, and delivers it. with his name
thereon, to another person, is called an “in-
dorser," and his act is called "indorsement."
Civ. Code Cal. 5 3108; Civ. Code Dak. 5 1836.

—Aeeonunodntion index-seanent. One made
by a third person who puts his indorsement on
a note without any consideration. but merely
for the benefit of the holder thereof or to enable
the maker to obtain money or credit on it.
Unless otherwise explained. it is understood to
be a loan of the iudoi-scr‘s credit without re-
striction. Citizens‘ Bank v. Platt. 135 Mich.
267. 07 N. W. 694; Peale v. Addiclis. 174 Pa.
543, 34 Atl. 201; (‘ozens v. Middleton. 118 Pa.
622. 12 Atl. 566.—Bln:nk lndorsement. One
made by the mere writing of the indorser's name
on the back of the note or bill. without men-
tion of the name.of an ' person in whose favor
the indorseinent is ma 9. but with the implied
understanding that any lawful holder may
fill in his own name above the indorsement it
he so chooses. See Thornton v. Moody. 11 Me.
%' Scollans v. Rollins. 179 Mass. 346. 60
N. 9%. 88 Am. St. Re). 386: Malone v.
Garver. 3 Neb. Unof.) 71 , 92 N. W. 728.-
Oonditlonsl in oraenent. One by which the
indorser annexes some condition Iother than
the failure of ‘prior parties to_pay) to his liabil-
ity. The con ltion may be either precedent or
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subsequent. 1 Daniel. Neg. Inst. 9 697.—l‘ul1
indoraement. One by which the lndorser
orders the money to .be paid to some rticular
person by name; it ditfers from a limit in-
dorsoment, which consists merely in the name
of the indorser written on the back of the
instrument. Kilpatrick v. Heaton, 3 Brev. (S.

.) 92: Lee v. Chillicothe Branch of State
Bank, 15 Fed. Cas. 153.—In-egnlnr indorse-
nient. One made by a third person before de-
livery of the note to the payee; an indorse-
ment in blank by a third erson above the name
of the payee, or when t e payee does not--ln-
dorse at all. Carter v. Long. 125 Ala. 280. 28
South. 74; Bank of Bellows Falls v. Dorset
Marble Co., 61 Vt. 106. 17 Atl. 43; Metropoil-‘
tan Bank v. Muller. 50 La. Ann. 1278. 2!:
South. 295. 69 Am. St. Rep. 475.—QnAl1£od
indoa-seanent. One which restrains or limits,
or qualifies or enlarges. the liability of the_in-
dorser. in any manner diiferent from what the
law nerally imports as his true liability. de-
ucibe from the nature of the instrument.
hitty. Bills, 261. A transfer of a bill of ex-

change or mmissory note to an indorsee. with-
out any labllity to the indorser. The words
usually employed for this pu se are “cane
recours.” without recourse. 1 onv. inst. No.
1138.—B.e lndorsement. An indorse-
ment in bank by a third person under the
name of the payee or after delivery of the note
to him. Bank of Bellows Falls v. Dorset Mar
ble Co., 61 Vt. 100, 17 Atl. 42.-—Restx-ietive
index-sement. One which stops the negotia-
bility of the instrument, or which contains such
a definite direction as to the payment as.to
preclude the lndorsee from making any further
transfer of the instrument.’ Drew v. Jucock;

N. . 138; Lee v. Chillicothe Branch Bank.
15 Fed. Cas. 153: People's Bank v. Jeiferson
County Sav. Bank, 106 Ala. 524. 17 South. 7218.
54 Am. St. Rep. 59. Defined by statute in
some states as an indorsement wh_ h either
prohibits the further negotiation of t e instru-
ment, or constitutes the lndorsee the agent of
the indorser, or vests the title in the lndorsee
in trust for or to the use of some,other person.
Negotiable Instruments Law N. D. 5 136: ‘Bates’
Ann. St. Ohio 1904. §'3172h.—8peciel in-'
do:-sement. Au indorsement in fall which
s iiically names the indorsee. Mn one 1.

arver. 3 Neb. (Unof.) 710. 92 N. W. 728;
Carolina Sav. Bank v. Florence Tobacco. Co.,
45 S. C. 373. 23 S. E. 139.—8peelal indos-so-3
ment of writ. In English practice. The
writ of summons in an action may. under Ob
der iii. 6. be indorsed with the particulars of
the amount sought to be recovered in the
action, after giving credit for any payment
or set-off; an this special indorsement (as it
is called) of the writ is applicable in all ac;
tions where the laintit seeks merely to re-
cover a debt or lquidated demand in money
payable by the defendant. with or without i'nr
terest, arising upon a contract._ express or im-
plied. as, for instance on a bill of exchange.
promissory note, chech. or other simple con-
tract debt. or on a. bond or contract under seal
for payment of a liquidated amount of money,
or on a statute where the sum sought to be
recovered is a fixed sum of money or in the
nature of a debt. or on a guaranty, whether
under seal or not. Brown. . ..

nmonsnn. He who indorses; 4. e., be-
ing the payee or holder, writes his name on
the back ot a bill of exchange, etc.

INDUBITABLE P3001‘. mridence
which is not only found credible. but is or
such weight and directness as to make out
the facts alleged beyond a doubt. Hart 17.

Carroll, 85 Pa. 511: Jermyn v. McClure, 1%
Pa. 245, 45 Atl. 938.
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INDUOEMENT. In contracts. The
benefit or advantage which the promlsor is
to receive from a contract is the inducement
for making it.

In erlmlnal evidence. Motive; that
which leads or‘ tempts to the commission of
crime. Burrill, Circ. Ev. 283.

In pleading. That portion of a declara-
tion or of any subsequent pleading in an ac-
tion which is brought forward by way of ex-

planatory introduction to the main allega-
tions. Brown. Huston v. Tyler, 140 M0.
252, 38 . W. 654; Consolidated Coal Co. v.
Peers. 97 Ill. App. 194; Tnverner v. Little.
5 Bing. N. C. 678: Grand v. Dreyfus, 122
Cal. 58, 64 Pac. 389.

INDUOIE. In international law. A
truce; a suspension of hostilities; an agree-
ment during war to abstain for a time trom
warlike acts.

In old maritime law. A period oi.’ twen-
ty days after the safe arrival of a vessel un-
der bottomry, to dispose of the cargo, and
raise the money to pay the creditor, with in-
termt.

In old English practice. Delay 01' in-'
dulgence allowed a party to an action; fur-
ther time toappear in a cause. Bract. tol.
3520; Fieta, lib. 4, c. 5, § 8.

In Scotch practice. Time allowed for
the performance of an act. Time to appear
to a citation. Time to collect evidenceor
prepare a defense.

-—Indncia legales. In Scotch law. The
days between the citation of the defendant and
the day of appearance; the days between the
test day and day of return of the writ.

INDUOTIO. Lat. In the civil law. Ob-
literation. by drawing the pen or stylus over
the writing. Dig. 28, 4; Calvin.

INDUCTION. In ecclesiastical law. In-
duction is the ceremony by which an incum-
bent who has been instituted to a bencilce
is vested with full possession of all the prof-
its belonging to the church, so that he be-
comes selsed of the temporalities or the
church, and is then complete incumbent. It
is performed by virtue-of a mandate of in-
duction directed hy the bishop to the arch-
deacon, who either performs it in person, or
directs his precept to one or more other
clergyman to do it. Phillim. Ecc. Law, 477.

INDULGENGE. In the Roman Catholic
Church. A remission of the punishment due
to sins, granted by the pope or church, and
supposed to save the sinner from purgatory.
Its abuse led to the Reformation in Ger-
many. Wharton. Forbearance. (q. 12.)

INDULTO. In ecclesiastical law. A
dispensation granted by the pope to do or
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obtain something contrary to the common
law.

In Spanish law. The condouation or
remission of the punishment imposed on a
criminal for his oifense. This power is ex-
clusively vested in the king.

INDUHENT. Endowment, (q. 12.)‘

INDUSTRIAL AND PROVIDENT S0.
CI]-ITIES. Societies formed in England for
carrying on any labor, trade, or handicraft,
whether wholesale or retail, including the
buying and selling of land and also (but sub-
ject to certain restrictions) the business of
banking.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS. Schools (es-
tablished by voluntary contribution) in
which industrial training is provided, and in
which children are lodged, clothed, and fed.
as well as taught. -

INDUSTRIAM, PER. Lat. A qualified
property in animals fcrcz nature: may be ac-
quired per industriam, 6. e., by a man's re
claiming and making them tame by art, in-
dustry, and education; .or by so confining
them within his own immediate power that
they cannot escape and'use their natural
liberty. 2 Steph. Comm. 5.

INERIATE. A person addicted to the
use of intoxicating liquors; an habitual
drunkard.

Any person who habitually, whether continu-
ously. or_ periodically, indulges in the use of
intoxicating liquors to such an extent as to
stupefy his mind, and to render him incompe-
tent to transact ordinary business with safe-
ty to his estate, shall be deemed an inebriate,
within the meaning of this chapter: provided
the habit of so indulging in such use shall
have been at- the timeof inquisition of at least
one year's standing. Code N. C 1883. 871.
And see In re Anderson, 132 N. C. 243 4&3

sir a.mg49; State v. Ryan. 70 Wis. 676. all N.

1:N}:I.IGIBn.I'1‘Y. Disqualification or
legal incapacity to be elected to an oflice.
Thus, an alien or naturalized citizen is in-
eligible to be elected president of the Unit-
ed States. Carroll v. Green, 148 Ind. 362,
47 N. E. 223; State v. Murray, 28 Wis. 99,
9 Am. Rep. 489.

INELIGIBLE. Disqualified to be elect-
ed to an oillce; also disqualified to hold an
oiilce if elected or appointed to it. State v.
Murray. 28 Wis. 99, 9 Am. Rep. 489.

Inesse potest dcnatloni, media, con-
ditio sive cansa; at nnodns est; si con-
Intio; quia oaasa. In a gift there may be
manner, condition, and cause; as [at] in-
troduces a manner; it, [ai,] a condition; be-
cause, [qu:'u,) a cause. Dyer. 138.

INEST DE JURE. Lat.
right; it is implied by law.

it is implied of



INEVITABLE

- INBVITABLE. Incnpable of being avoid-
ed; fortuitous; transcending the power of hu-
man care, foresight, or exertion to avoid or
prevent, and therefore suspending legal rela-
tions so far as to excuse from the perform-
ance of contract obligations, or from lia-
bility for consequent loss.
—CICnevitn.‘bls Accident. An inevitable sc-
cident is one produced by an irresistible physi-
cal cause; an accident Wi1iCii.(‘1li‘.illOt be pre-
vented by human skill or foresight, but ‘results
from natural causes, such as _lightning or
storms, perils of the sea, in_undations or earth-
quakes, or sudden death or illness. By irresist-
ible force is meant an interposition of human
agency. from its nature and power absolutely
uncontrollable. Brousseau v. The I-li_idson, 1_1

La. Ann. 428: State v. Lewis. 1_07 .\. C. 964.
12 S. E. 457. 11 L. R. A. 100: Ifiissell V.
Fagan, 7 Houst. (Del.) 389. 8 Atl. 2.18: Hall
v. Cheney, 36 N. H. 30: Newport News 8: M.
V. Co. v. U. S.. Fed. 488. 9 C. C. A. 579:
The R. L. Mabey. 14 Wall. 215, 20 L._Ed. 881:
The Locklibo. 3 W. Rob._318. I_nevitabie ac-
cident is where a vessel is pursuing a lawful
invocation in a lawful manner. using the proper
precautions against danger. and an_ accident oc-
curs. The highest de ee of caution that can
be used is not requir . It is enough that it is
reasonable under the circumstances: such as
is usual in similar cases, and has been found
by long experience to be sufficient to answer
the end in vlew,—the safety of life and prop-
erty. The Grace Girdler. 7 Wall. 196. 19 L.
Ed. 1.13. Inevitable accident is only when the
disaster happens from natural causes. without
negligence or fault on either side, and when
both parties have endeavored, by every means
in their power, with due care and caution. and
with a proper display of nautical skill to pre-
vent the occurrence of the accident. §ainpson
v. U. 8., 12 Ct. Cl. 491.

INEWARDUS. A guard; at watchman.
Domesday. '

INPALISTATUS. In old English law.
Exposed upon the sands, or sea-shore. A
species of punishment mentioned in Heng-
ham. Cowell.

INPAHIA.
disgrace.

By infamia iuris is meant infamy established
y _law as the consequence of crime; in-

famia facii is where the party is supposed to‘
be guilty of such crime. but it has not been ju-

Lat. Infamy; ignomiiiy or

dicially proved. Comm. v. Green, 17 Mass.
515, 541.

' HITAMIS. Lat. In Roman law. A per-
son whose right of reputation was diminisli-
ed (involving the loss of some of the rights
of citizenship) either on account of his in-
famous avocation or because of conviction
for crime. Mackeld. Rom. Law, § 135.

INPAHOU8 CRIME. See CRIME.

INPAMY. A qualification of a man's
legal status produced by his conviction of
an infamous crime and the consequent loss
of honor and credit, which, at common law.
rendered him incompetent as a witness, and
by statute in some jurisdictions entails oth-
er disabilities. i\IcCaffei't_v v. Guyer. 59 Pa.
116; Ex parte Wilson, 11-} U. S. 417. 5 Sup.
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Ct. 035, 29 L. Ed. 89; State v. Clark, 60
Kim. 450, 56 Pac. 767. -

INPANCY. Minority; the state of a per-
on who is under the age of legal majority,
—at common law, twenty-one years. Ac-
cording to the sense in which this term is
used, it may denote the condition of the per-
son merely with reference to his years, or
the contractual disabilities which iion-age
entails, or his status with regard to other
powers or relations. Keating v. Railroad
Co.. 94 Mich. 219, 53 N. W. 1053; Anony-
mous, 1 Salk. 44; Code Miss. 1892, § 1505.
—Nntnrnl infancy. A period of non-respon-
sible life, which ends with the seventh year.
Wharton.

IN!‘ANGEN'.l.‘IIEI‘. In old English law.
A privilege of lords of certain. manors to
judge any thief taken within their fee.

INPANS. Lat. In the civil law. A child
under the age of seven years; so called
“quasi impos fandi," (as not having the fac-
ulty of speech.) Cod. Theodos, 8, 18, 8.

Infnns non nnnltnm I in:-lose dlstat.
An infant does not dii1'er much from a" luna-
tic.~‘ Bract. l. 3, c. 2, 9 8; Dig. 50, 17, 5. 40;
1 Story, Eq. Jur. §§ 223, 224, 242.

INFANT. A person within age, not of
age, or not of full age; a person under the
ageofrtwenty-one years; a minor. Co. Litt.
1710; 1 Bl. Comm. 463-466; 2 Kent, Comm.

INPANTIA. Lat. In the civil law. The
period of_ infancy between birth -and; the
age of seven years. Calvin. _ _.

INFANTICIDE. The murder or killing
of an infant soon after its birth. The fact
of the birth distinguishes this act from
“f<eticide" or “procuring abortion," which
terms denote the destruction of the foetus
in the womb. '

INFANTS‘ MARRIAGE A01‘. The
statute 18 8: 19 Vict. c. 43. By virtue of
this act every infant, (if a male. of twenty,
or, if a female, of seventeen, years,—sectlon
4,) upon or in contemplation of marriage.
may, with the sanction of the chancery divi-
sion of the high court, make a valid settle-
ment or contract for a, settlement of prop-
erty. Wharton.

INFANZON. In Spanish law. A per-
son of noble birth, who exercises within -his
domains and inheritance no other rights and
privileges than those conceded to him. Es-
criche. ‘

INFECTION. In medical jurisprudence.
The transmission of disease or disease germs
from one person to another. either directly
lny contact with morbidly affected surfaces,
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or- more remotely through inhalation, ab-
sorption of food or liquid tainted .with ex-
cremental matter, contact with contaminated
clothing or bedding. or other agencies.

A_distinction i sometimes made between "in-
fection" and “contagion,” by restricting the lat-
ter tcrm to the communication of disease
direct contact. See Grayson v. Lynch, 163 .

S. 468, 16 Sup. Ct. 1064. 41 L Ed. 230; Wirth
v. State, 63 Wis. 51. 22 N. W. 860; Stryker
v._ Crane. 33 Neb. 690, 50 N. W. 1133. But
“infection” is the wider term and in proper_
use includes “contagion," and is frequently
extended so as to include the local inaugura-
tion of disease from other than human sources.
as, from missmas, poisonous plants, etc. In‘
another. and perhaps more accurate sense, con-
tagion is the entrance or iodgment of patho-
genic germs in the system as a result of direct‘
contact; infection is their fixation in the sys-
tem or the inauguration of disease as a conse-
quence. In this meaning. infection does not
always result from contagion, and on the other
hand it may result" from the introduction of
disease germs into the system otherwise than
by contagion.
—Auto-intention. The co munication of
disease from one part of the to another
by mechanical transmission of v rus from a
diseased to a healthy, art.—Infeotious dis-
ease. One capable bein transmitted or
communicated by means of in ection.

mrnzrr. In Scotch law. To give seislii
or possession of lands; to _inves_t or enfeofr,
1 Kames, Eq. 215.

INFEI".l‘MEN'I‘.. In old Scotch law.
Investiture or lnfeudation, including both
charter and selsin. .1 Forb. Inst. pt. 2, p.
110.

In later 1.... Saisine, or the instrument
of possession. Bell. _

INPENSARE OURIAH. Int. An ex-
pression applied to a court when it suggest-
ed to an advocate something which he had
omitted through mistake or ignorance. Spel- '

man. - '

INFEOPFMENT. -The act -or instru-'
ment of fcoffment. In Scotland it is synony-
mous with “aais¢'ne,” meaning th8'iDStl‘1l'
ment of possession.- Formerly it was synon-
ymous with “investiture." Bell.

INPERENOE. In the law of evidence.
A truth or proposition drawn from another
which is supposed or admitted to be true.‘
A process of reasoning by which a fact or
proposition sought to be established is de
duced as a logical consequence from other"
facts. or a state of facts, already proved or
admitted. Gates v. Hughes, 44 Wis. 336;
Whitehouse v. Bolster, 95 Me. 458, 50 Ati.
240: Joske v. Irvine, 91 Tex. 574, 44' W.‘
1059. _

An inference is a deduction which the rea-'
son of the jury makes from the facts proved.‘
without an express direction of law to that
effect. (‘ode (‘ivil Proc. Cal. 5 ‘l!).'iS. ' ‘

IIIPERENTIAL. In the law of evi-
dence. Operating in the way of inference;
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argumentative. Presumptive "evidence is.
sometimes termed "inferential." .Ooln. V.‘
Harman, 4 Pa. 272.
—In£srent!a.l facts. See Fatrr.

INFERIOR. One who, in relation to an-
other, has less power and is below him ;.one-
who is bound to obey another. He who-
makes the law is the superior; he who is‘
bound to obey it, the inferior. 1 Bouv. Inst..
no. 8.

INFERIOR COURT. This term may do-
note any court subordinate to the chief an-.
pellate tribunal in the particular Judicial sys-
tem; but it is commonly used as the designa-
tion of a court of special, limited, or statuto-
ry jurisdiction. whose record must show the
existencevand attaching of jurisdiction in any
given case. in order to give presumptive va-
lidity to its judgmmit. See Ex parte Guddy,
131 U. S. 280, 9 Sup. Ct. 703. 33 L. Ed. 154:-
Kempe v. Kennedy. 5 Cranch, 185. 3 L. Ed.
70; Grignon v. Astor. 2 How. 8-L1, 11 L. Ed.
283; Swift v. Wayne Circuit Judges, 64 Mich.
479. 31 N. W. 434; Kirkwood v. Washington
County, 32 Or. 568. 52 Pac. 568.

The English courts of Judicature are class-
ed generally under two heads.—the superior
courts and the inferior courts; the former‘
division comprising the courts at Westmin-
ster. _ the latter comprising all the other-
oourts in general, many of which, however,’
are far from being of inferior importance in__

the common acceptation of the word. Brown’.

rnrnunarrox. [The placing in posses-
sion ot a freehold estate; also the granting
of tithes to laymen. '

IICPIOIARI. Lat. ,In.the civil law. To.
deny; to deny one's iiabllityl. to refuse to‘
pay a debt or restore a pledge; to deny the
allegation of a plaintiff ; to deny the charge
of an accuser. Calvin.

INFICIATIO. Let. In the civil law.
Denial; the denial of a debt or liability; the
denial of the clain_i.or allegation of a party,
plaintiif. Calvin.

INPIZDEL. One-who does not believe in
the existence of a God who will reward or.
punish in this world or that which is to come,
Hale v. Everett. 5;! N. .H. 54. 16 Am. Rep.
82; Jackson v. Gridley, 18 Johns. (N. Y.) 103;
Heirn v. Bridault, 37 Miss. 226. One who-
professes no religion that can bind his con-
science to speak the truth. 1 Green]. Ev. 5

368.

IN_I‘I2D!:I.IS. In old English law.
infidel or heathen.

In feudal law. One who violated realty.

An

IIIPIDELITAS. In feudal law. Infidel-
ity: fiiithiessness to one's feudal oath. Spel-
man. -
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- mrnwoiann. In old European law.
To‘ pledge property. Spelman.

INFIHI‘. Sax. An assault made on a
person inhabiting the same dwelling.

Inflnitmn in. Jnro ropro‘butIu'.- That
which is endless is reprobated in law. 12
Coke, 24. Applied to litigation.

mrmx. Weak. feeble. The testimony
of an “inflrm" witness may be taken do
bene use in some circumstances. See 1- P;
Wms. 117.

INPIBKATIVE. In the law. of evidence.
Having the quality of diminishing force;
having a tendency to weaken or reader in-
arm. 3 Benth. Jud. Ev. 14; Best, Pres. 5217.
—-Inflrnntive consideration. In the law
of evidence. A consideration, supposition. or
hypothesis of which the criminative facts of a
case admit. and which tends to weaken the in-
ference or preemption of guilt deducible from
them. Burriil. Circ. Ev. 153-155.—I.n£rmnn
the fact. In the law of evidence. A fact
set up. proved. or. even supposed. in opposition
to the criminative facts of a case. the ten-
dency of which is to weaken the force of the
inference of guilt deducible from them. 3
Benth. Jud. Ev. 14; Best, Pres. 5 217, et seq.

_ 1-native -hypothesis. A term some-
times used in criminal evidence to denote an
hypothesis or tbeor of the case which as-
sumes the defendants innocence. and explain:
the criminative evidence in a manner consistent
with that assumption. ' '

INFLUENCE. See UNDUI liumnzvcl.

_. I1fi‘0B.KA.I.. ‘Deficient in legal form;
inartiflcially drawn up.

_ DIFOBMAIJTY. Want of legal forni.-
see state v’. Galiimon. 2-1N. C. 377; Franklin
1. Mackey. 16 Serg. & R. (Pa.) 118; Hunt v.
Curry. 37 Ark. 108.

;‘I1ll‘O3._l1A'l.‘ION. In practice. An ac-
cusation exhibited against a person‘ for some
criminal oflense. without an indictment. -1

Bi. 308. .- .

An accusation in ‘the nature of an indict-
ment, from which it differs only in being pre-
sented by a competent public oiiicer on his
oath of oiiice. instead of a grand jury on their
oath. 1 Bish. Crim. Proc. 5 141; People v.
Sponsler,’1 Dak. 289,_46 N. W. 459; Goddard
v. State. 12 Conn. 452; State v. Ashley, 1
Ark. 279; Clepper v. state, 4 Tex. 246.

The word is also frequently used in the law
in its sense of communicated knowledge. and
aiildavits are frequently made, and pleadings
and other documents verified, on “informa-
tion and belief.”

' In I‘:-onoii law. ’.l‘he‘act or instrument
which contains the depositions of witnesses
against the accused. Poth. Proc. Civil. 3.2,
art._5., " ‘ . _ . - .

—CHmin|l (information. A formal accu-
sation of crime, difiering from an indictment
only in thdt it is preferred by a prosecuting
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oiiicer instead of [F a grand jury.‘ U. S. V.
Boi-get -(C. 7 ed. 193; State v. Barrell.
75 Vt. 202. 7 At]. 183, 98 Am. St. Rep. 813.
—Information in th_e nature of I cum
wan-anto._ A proceedin against the usurper
of a franchise or oflice. ee QUO WABRANTO.
-Information of intrusion. A proceeding
instituted by the state prosecuting oiiioer
i(i;|;alnssttinLt‘i'lider8 ulpfln tiée) publlcAdolmain.I'I See

en. . ass. c. ; m. v. n re’s eirs,
8 Pick. (Mass.) 224; Com. V. Bite. .6 Leigh
(Va.) 588. 29 Am. Dec. 226. _ -

__ntron.nu'rus non sun. In prac-
tice. I am not informed. A formalaaswer
made by the defendant's attorney in court to
the eifect that he has not been advised of any
defense to be made to the action. Thereupou
Judgment by default passes. '

‘ INFORMER. A person who informs or
prefers an accusation against another, whom
he suspects of the violation of souie penal
statute. _

—Conunon informer. A common prosecutor.
A person who habitually ferrets out crimes and
oifenses and lays information thereof before the
ministers of justice, in order to set a prosecu-
tion on foot, not because of_his ofice or any
special duty in the matter, but for the sake of
the share of the fine or penalty which the law
allots to the informer in certain cases. Also
used in a less invidious sense. as designating
persons who were authorized and empowered
to bring actions for penalties. U. S. v. Stock-
gaibg (D. C.) 87 Fed. 861; In re Barker. 56 Vt.

INFORTIATUM. The name given by the
glossators to the second of the three parts 01'

volumes into which the Pandec-ts were di-
vlded. The glossators at Bologna had at first
only two parts. the flrst called “bigcsiuni
Fetus," (the old Digest.) and the last call-
ed “Digestum Novum," (the New Digest.)
When they afterwards received the middle
or second part, they separated from the Di-
gestum Nov-um the beginning it had then,
and added it to the second part, from which
enlargement the latter received .the name “In-
foriiatum.” Mackeld. Roni. Law, § 110.

' IICPOBTUIIIULI, EOMIOIDE P1-:3.
Where a man doing a lawful act. without in-
tention of hurt, unfortunately kills another.

INPBA. Lat. Below; underneath; with-
in. This word occurring by itself in a book
refers the reader to a subsequent part of, the
book, like “post." It is the opposite of “¢mte"
and “supra,” (q. 1:.)

_ INFBA ETATEM. Under age; not of
age. Applied to minors.

INPBA ANNOS NUBILES. Under mar-
rlageable years; not yet of'marriagealile
age.

" much amnm.‘ Under or within a
year.’ 'Bract.‘ fol. ‘7.

mnui Amnria Luorfis. (Within the .

year of“ mourning.) The phrase is used in
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reference to the marriage of a widow with-
in a year after her husband's death, which
was prohibited by the civil law.

INFRA BRAOIIIA. \Vithin her arms.
Used or a husband de jure, as well as de
/acto. 2 Inst. 317. Also inter brat-Ma.
Bract. fol. 1480. It was in this sense that a
woman could only have an appeal for mur-
der of her husband inter bracliia sua.

IIPBA OIVITATEM. Within the state.
1 Camp. 2%. 21.

INPBA CORPUS OOMITATUS. With-
in the body (territorial limits) of a county.
In English law, waters which are infra cor-
pus oomitatus are exempt from the Jurisdic-
tion of the admiralty.

IIITIIA DIGNITATEM OURIE. Be-
-ieath the dignity of the court; unworthy of
the consideration of the court. Where a bill
in equity is brought upon a matter too tri-
liing to deserve the attention of the court, it
is demurrabie. as being infra dianitatem
puriw.

. INTBA FUROREM. During madness:
while in a state of insanity. Bract. fol. 19b.

INPRA HOSPITIUH. Within the inn.
When a traveler's baggage comes infra hoa-
pmum, L e., in the care and under the cus-
tody of the innkeeper, the latter's liability
attaches.

INTEL JURISDIOTIONEM.
the jurisdiction. 2 Strange, 827.

Vifithin

INPBA LIGEAICTIAH RI-IGIS.
in the king's ligeance. Comb. 212.

With-

INFRA nnrras. Within the bounds or
limits. Infra. meta: forestw. within the
bounds of the forest. Fleta, lib. 2, c. 41. 5
12. infra meta: hocpilii, within the limits
of the household; within the verge. id. lib.
2, c. 2, 5 2.

INPRA PRESIDIA. Within the protec-
tion; within the defenses. In international
law, when a prize, or other captured -prop-
erty, is brought into a port of the captors,
or within their lines. or otherwise under
their complete custody. so that the chance of
rescue is lost, it is said to be infra prwsidia.

INPRA QUATUOR MARIA. Within the
four seas; within the kingdom of England;
within the jurisdiction.

INFRA QUATUOB. PARIETES. With-
in four walls. 2 Crabb, Real Prop. p. 106,
5 1089.

INFRA BEG-NUM. Within the realm.
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INPRA SEX ANNOS. Within six years.
Used in the Latin form of the plea of the
statute of limitations. '

mrna _'I‘RI2DU‘lIM. Within three days.
Formal words in old appeals. Fleta, lib. 1, c.
31,§6; Id. c.35,§3.

INFRAOTION. A breach, violation. or
infringement; as of a law, a contract, a right
or duty.

In French law. this term is used as a gen-
eral designation of all punishable actions.

INFRINGEMENT. A breaking into:
a trespass or encroachment upon; a viola-
tion of a law, regulation, contract, or right.
Used especially of invasions of the rights se-
cured by patents, copyrights, ~ and trade-
marks. Goodyear Shoe Machinery Co. v.
Jackson, 112 Fed. 146. 50 C. C. A. 159, 55 II.
R. A. 692; Thomson-Houston Electric Co. v.
Ohio Brass Co., 80 Fed. 721, 26 C. C. A. 107.
—Cont1-ibntory infringement. The inten-
tional aiding of one person by another in the
nnlayu-i'ul making or selling of a patented in-
vention; usually done b making or selling
one part of the patented nvention, or one ele-
ment ot‘ the combination. with the intent and
purpose of so aiding. Thomson-Houston Elec-
tric Co. v. Specialty Co. (C. C. 72 Fed. 1016'
Shoe Mach. Co, v. Jackson. 1 Fed. 146. 56
C. C. A. 159. 55 L R. A. 092: Thomson-Hour
ton Electric Co. v. Ohio Brass Co.. 80 Fed.
712, 26 C. C. A. 107: Stud Co. v. O'Brien (0.
C.) 93 Fed. 203.

INPUGARI-:. Lat. To put to flight.

IN1'UI.A. A coif, or a eassock. Jacob.

INFUSION. In medical jurisprudence.
The process of steeping in liquor; an opera-
tion by which the medicinal quaiities of a
substance may be extracted by a liquor with-
out boiling. Also the product of this opera-
tion. "infusion" and “decoction," though
not identical, are ejusdem generic in law. 3
Camp. 74. See Dscocrron. '

INGE. Meadow, or pasture. Jacob.

INGENIUM. (1) Artifice, trick, fraud;
(2) an engine, machine, or device. spelman.

INGENUITAS. Lat. Freedom: liberty:
the state or condition of one who is free.
Also liberty given to a servant by manumls-
sion.
—Ingenn1tns regal. In old English law.
The freemen, yeomanry. or commonalty of the
kingdom. Cowell. Applied sometimes also to
the barons.

INGENUUS. In Roman law. A person
who, immediately that he was born. was a
free person. He was opposed to iibcrunus,
or libcrtus, who. having been born a slave.
was afterwards manumltted .or made free.
It is not the same as the English law term
“ac-ncrasua," which denoted A person not
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merely free, but of good tamily. There
were no distinctions among dngenui; but
among iibertini there were (prior to Justin-
ian’s abolition of the distinctions) three vari-
eties, namely: Those of the highest rank,
called “Gives Romani;" those of the second
rank, called “Latin! .luniani;” and those
of the lowest rank, called "Dedmcii.”
Brown. '

INGRATITUDE. In Roman law, in-
gratitude was accounted a sufficient cause
for revoking a gift or recalling the liberty
of a freedman. Such is also the law of
France, with respect to the iii-st case. But
the English law has left the matter entirely
to the moral sense.

INGRES8, EGBES8, AND REGRESS.
These words express the right of a lessee to
enter, go upon, and return from the lands
in question.

INGREBSU. In English law. An an-
cient writ oi! entry, by which the plaintiif or
complainant sought an entry into his lands.
Abolished in 1833.

INGBEBSUS. In old English law. In-
gres; entry. The relief paid by an_heir to
the lord was sometimes so called. Cowell.

INGROSSATOR. An engrosser. In-
groasator magni rotult, engrosser of the
great roll; afterwards called “clerk of the
pipe." Speiman: Cowell.

INGROSSING. The act of making a
fair and perfect copy of any document from
a rough draft of it, in order that it may be
executed or put to its final purpose.

EIRABITANT. One who resides actu-
ally and permanently in ii. given place, and
has his domicile there. Ex parte Shaw, 1_45

U. S. -144. 12 Sup. Ct. 935, 36 L. Ed. 768;
The Pizarro, 2 Wheat. 245, 4 L. Ed. 226.

“The words ‘inhabitant.’ ‘citizen,’ and ‘resi-
dent,’ as employed in diiferent constitutions to
define the ualifications of electors. mean sub-
stantially t e same thing; and one is an in-
habitant. resident. or citizen at the place where
he has his domicile or home.” Cooley. Const.
Lim. ‘600. But the terms “resident" and “in-
habitant" have also been held not synonymous,
the latter im lying a more fixed and permanent
abode than e former, and importing privileges
and duties to which a mere resident would not
be subject. Tazeweil County v. Davenport,
40 I11. 197,

ntnanrrnn HOUSE DUTY. A tax
assessed in England on inhabited dwelling-
houses, according to their annual value,
(St. 14 & 15 Vict. c. 36; 32 & 33 Vict. c. 14,
5 11,) which is payable by the occupier, the
landlord being deemed the occupier where
the house is let to several persons, (St. 48
Geo. ill. c. 55. Schedule B.) Houses occu-
pied solely for business purposes are exempt

Bi..LAw DlC‘l'.(2D En.)-10
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from duty, although a caretaker may dwell
therein, and houses partially occupied for
business purposes are to that extent exempt.
Sweet.

INHERENT POWER. An authority
possessed without its being derived from an-
other. A right, ability, or faculty of doing
a thing, without receiving that right, ability.
or faculty from another.

INEERETRIX. The old term for “heir-
ess.” Co. Litt. 13a.

INHEBIT. To take by inheritance; to
take as heir on the death of the ancestor.
Warren v. Prescott, 84 Me. 483. 24 At]. 948.
17 L. R. A. 435, 30 Am. St. Rep. 370; Mc-
Arthur v. Scott, 113 U. S. 340, 5 Sup. Ct.
652, 28 L. Ed. 1015. “To inherit to" a per-
son is a common expression in the books.
2 Bl. Comm. 254, 255; 8 Coke, 41._

INEBRITABLE BLOOD. Blood which
has the purity (freedom from attainder) and
legitimacy necessary to give its possessor the
character of a lawful heir; that which is
capable of being the medium for the trans-
mission of an inheritance.

HIE!-IBITANOE. An estate in things
real, descending to the heir. 2 Bl. Comm.
201: In re Donahue’s Estate.‘ 36 Cal. 332;
Dodge's Appeal. 106 Pa. 220. 51 Am. Rep.
519; Rountree v. Pursell, 11 Ind. App. 522,
39 N. iii. 747; Adams v. Akeriund, 168 Ill.
632, 48 N. E. 454.

Such an estate in lands or tenements or
other things as may be inherited by the
heir. Termes de la Ley.

An estate or property which a man has by
descent. as heir to another. or which he may
transmit to another, as his heir. Litt. § 9.

A perpetuity in lands or tenements to a
man and his heirs. Coweil; Blount.

“Inheritance” is also used in the old books
where “hereditament" is now commonly em-
pioyed. Thus, Col-re divides inheritaiices iii-
to corporeal and incorporeal, into real, per-
sonal, and mixed, and into entire and sev-
era].

In the civil law. The succession of the
heir to all the rights and property of the es-
Late-ieaver. It is either testamentary, where
the heir is created by will. or ab intestate,
where it arises merely by operation of law.
Heinec. 5 484.

—Est|te of inheritance.
he:-itance not. The English statute of 3 &
4 Win. IV. c. 106, by which the law of inherit-
ance or descent has been considerably modified.
1 Steph. Comm. 359. 500.—In_her1tance tax.
A tax on the transfer or passing of estates or
property by legacy. devise. or intestate succes-
sion; not a tax on the property itself. but on
the right to acquire it by descent or testamen-
tary gift. In re Gihon's Estate. 189 N. Y.
443, 62 N. E. 561: Magoun v. Bank. 170 U. S.
E3. 18 Sup. Ct. 594. 42 L Ed. 1037.

See Es'rA'i'i-:.—In-
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' nusmrnon. , In ecclesiastical law.
A writ issuing from a superior ecclesiastical
court, forbidding an inferior judge to pro-
ceed further in a cause pending before him.
In this sense it is closely analogous to the
writ of prohibition at common law.

Also the command of a bishop or ecclesias-
tical judge that a clergyman shall cease from
taking any duty. .

In Scotch. law. - A species of diligence
or process by which a debtor is prohibited
from contracting any debt which may be-
come a burden on his heritable property, in
competition with the creditor at whose in-
stance the inhibition is taken out: and from
granting any deed of alienation, etc., to the
prejudice of the creditor. Brande;

In the civil law. A prohibition which
the law makes or a judge ordains to an indi-
vidual. Haiiifax, Civil Law, p. 126.

—Inhibit1on against 3 wife. In Scotch
law. A writ in the s‘overei1zn's name. passing
the signet, which prohibits all and sundry from
having transactions with a wife or giving her
credit. Bell; Ersk. Inst. 1, 6, 26 »

INKOO. In old records. A nook or cor-
ner of a common or [allow fleid, inciosed and
cultivated. Kennett, Par. Antiq. 297, 298;
Coweii.

INHONBSTUS. In old English law.
Unseemly; not in due order. Fieta. lib; 1,
c. 31, 5 8. '

INEUMAII‘ TREATMENT. In the ‘law
of divorce. Such barbarous cruelty or se-
verity as endangers the life or health of the
party to whom it is addressed, or creates a
well-founded apprehension of such danger.
Whnley v. Whaley, 68 Iowa, 647, 27 N. W.
809; Wells v. Wells, 116 Iowa, 59. 89 N. W.
98: Cole v. Cole, 23 Iowa, _-133; Evans v.
Evans, 82 Iowa, 482. 48 N. W. 809. The
phrase commonly employed in statutes is
“cruel and inhuman treatment." from which
it may be inferred that “inhumanity" is
an extreme or aggravated “cruelty."

Iniquisshnn pa: est antepossondn.~jns-
tississso hello. The mat un'just peace is
to be preferred to the justest war. Root 7.
Stuyvesant, 18 Wend. (N. Y.) 257, 305.

INIQUITY. In Scotch practice. A tech-
nical expression applied to the decision of an
inferior judge who has decided contrary to
law; he is said to have committed iniquity.
Bell.

Iniquussi est silos permittere, alios in-
hibere me:-oatiu-am.‘ it is inequitable to
permit some to trade and to prohibit others.
3 last. 181.

Isdqnusn est sliqnesn rel sis! one in-
dioem. It is wrong for a man to be a judge
In his own cause. Branch, Princ.; 12 Coke,
113, .. . . _ . . , 4
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Iniquun est Ingessuis hosninilnss Ion
esse ‘liberun res-sun susrun Alienation-
sun. It is unjust that freemen should not
have the free disposal of their own property.
Co. Litt. 223a; 4 Kent, Comm. 131; Hob. 87.

INITIAL. That which begins or stands
at the beginning. The tirst letter of a man's
name. See Elberson v. Richards, 42 N. J.
Law, 70.
-'-Initial carrier. In the law of bsilments.
The carrier who first receives the goods and
begins the rocess of their transportation, att-
erwards de ivering them to another carrier for
the further prosecution or completion of thei_r
journey. See Beard v. Railway Co.. 79 Iowa,
527. 44 N. W. 803. ' ‘

INITIALIA TESTIMONII. In Scotch
law. Preliminaries of testimony. The pre-
liminary examination of a witness, before
examining him in chief, answering to the
‘coir dire of the English law. though taking
a somewhat wider range. Wharton.

I It I T I A T E. Commenced ; inchoate.
Ourtesy initiate is the interest which a bus-
band has in the wife's lands after a child is
born who may inherit, but before the wife
dies. '

INITIATIVE. In French law. The
name given to the important prerogative con-
ferred by the charte- conatitutionuella, article
16. on the late king to propose through his
ministers projects of laws. 1 Toullier, no.
39.

INJUNOTION. A prohibitive writ is-
sued by a court of equity, at_tlie suit of a
party complainant, directed to a party de-
fendant in the action. or to a party made a
defendant for that purpose. forbidding the
latter to do some act, or to permit his serv-
ants or agents to do some act, which he is
threatening or attempting to commit. or re-
straining him in the continuance thereof,
such act being unjust and inequitable, in-
jurious to the plaintiff, and not such as can
he adequately redressed by an action at law.
U. S. v. Haggerty (C. C.) 116 Fed. 515; Du-
pro v. Anderson, 45 La. Ann. 1134, 13 South.
743; City of Alma v. Loehr. 42 Kan. 368.
22 . file. 424.

An injunction is a writ or order requiring
a person to refrain from a particular act.
It may be granted by the court in which the
action is brought, or by a judge thereof. and
when made by a judge it may be enforced as
an order of the court. Code Civ. Proc. Cal.
5 525. -

—l‘inn.l injunction. A final injunction is
one granted when the rights of the parties -are
determined; it may be made mandatory. (com-
manding acts to be done,) and is distinguished
from a preliminary in'unction. which is con-
iined to the purpose an oflice of simple preven-
tion or restraining. Southern Pac. R. Co. v.
Oakland (C. (‘.i 58 Fed. 54.—Mandstory in-
junetion. One which (1) commands the_ de-
fendant to do some positive set or particular
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thing; (2) prohibits him from refusing (or
persisting in a refusal) to do or permit some
act to which the plaintiff has a legal right;
or (3) restrains the defendant from permitting
his previous wrongful act to continue operative,
thus virtually compelling him to uudo.it. as
by removing obstructions or erections, and re-
storing the plaintiif or the place or the sub-
jgecct-mat_ter to the former condition. Bailey v.
L hnitzius, 45 N. J. Eq. 178, 16 Atl. 680:
Parsons v. Marye (C. C.) 23 Fed. 121; Peo is
v. McKane, 78 Hun, 154. 28 N. Y. Supp. 1:
Procter v. Stuart. 4 Old. 679. 46 Pac. 501.
—Pernunsent injiinotlon. One intended to
remain in force until the final termination of
the particular suit. Riggins -v. Thompson. 96
Tex. 154. 71 S. W. 14.—Pe1-petlnl injurio-
tlon. Opposed to an injunction ad interim;
an injunction which finally disposes of the
suit. and is indefinite in point of time. Ri -

gins v. Thompson. 96 Tex. 154, 71 S. W. 1 ;
)e_ Florez v. Reynolds, (0. C.) 8 438_.—

Preliminary injunction. An injunction
granted at the institution of ii suit. to _re-
strain the defendant from doing or continuing
some act, the right to which is in dispute. and
which may either be discharg or made per-
petual, according to the result of the contro-
versy. as soon as the rights of the parties are
determined. Darli ton Oil Co. v. Pee Dee
Oil Co.. 62 S. C. . 40 S. E. 169; Appeal
of Mammoth Vein Consol. Coal Co. I’
188; Allison v. Corson. 33 Fed. 584, '32 c. 52'
A. 12- Jesse French Piano Co. v. Forbes. 134
Ala. 302. 32 South. 678. 92 Am. St. Rep. 31.
-1’:-ovonflvo injunction. One which pro-
hibits the defendant from doing a particular ac
or commands him to refrain from it.—Provi-
dons] injunction. Another name for a pre-
liminary or temporary injunction or an in-
junction pendente iite.—8pooh.l injunction.
An injunction obtained only on motion and
petition. usuallilwith notice to the other party.
Aldrich v. Kir and. 0 Rich. _Law (S. C. 340.
An injunction by which parties are restrained
from committing waste, damage. or injury to
property. 4 Steph.-Comm. 12. note s.—'l‘on-
porn-y injunction. A preliminary or pro-
visional injunction. or one granted pendente
lite; as opposed to a final or perpetual in-
junction.
134 Ala. 3(fl. 32 South. 678. 92 Am. St. Rep.

INJURES GRAVES. Fr. In French
law. Grievous insults or injuries, including
personal insults and reproachful language,
constituting a just cause of divorce. Butler
v. Butler, 1 Pars. Eq. Cas. (Pa.) 344.

INJUBIA. Lat. Injury; wrong; the pri-
vation or violation of right. 3 Bl. Comm. 2.

—Injur1a sbsquo dnnuio. Injury or wrong
without damage. A wrong done. but from
which no loss or damage results, and which.
therefore. will not sustain ‘an. action.

Imjuria. fit oi out oonvicivun dictum est,
vol do so faotiun on-men fiunosum. An
injury is done to him oi‘._whom a reproach-
fnl thing is said, or concerning whom an in-
famous song is made. 9 Coke, 60.

Injnria. flint: judiol, sou locum ten-
onti I-ogis, vidotur ipsi rogi illntn max-

ine I1 flat in oxorjoentsm ofloliun. 3 Inst.
1. An injury oifered to a judge, or person’
representing the king. is considered as 01'-
tered to the king himself. especially if it
be done in the exercise of his oilice.
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‘ Iain:-in ‘non exousat inju-hm. Ono
wrong does not justify another. Broom.
Max.»3%. See 6 El. & B1. 47.

. Injiu-la. non prasnniltur. Injury lsnot
prmumed. Co. Litt. 232. Cruel, oppressive,
or tortuous conduct will not be presumed.
Best. Ev. p. 336, 5 298. ‘

Ilklllrll propria non cadet in bonefl-‘
alum faoientis. 0ne's own wrong shall
not fall to the advantage of him that does it.
A man will not be allowed to derive benefit
from his own ‘wrongful act.’ ‘Branch. Princ.

Injlu-in servi doniinum pertingit. The
master is liable for injury done by his serv-
ant. Loflt, 229. .

INJUBIOUS WORDS. In Louisiana.
Slander. or libelous words. ' Civil Code La.
art. 3501. '

IN-"33Y- AD! wrong or damage done
to another, either in his person, rights. repu-
tation. 01' Dl'0lJ€l'f}’- ‘Parker v. Griswold. 17
Conn. 298. 42 Am. Dec. 739; Woodrut! v.
Mining Co., 18 Fed. 781; Hitch v. Edge-'
combo County, 132 N‘. c. 573. 44 s. E. 30;
M3051“?! V. Tierney, 19 R. I." 255, 33 AtL'1.
37 L. R. A. 455, 61 Am. sf. Rep. 770.

In the civil law. A dellct committed in
contempt or outrage of any one, whereby
his body, his dignity. or his reputation is
maliciously injured. Voet, Com. ad Pand.
47. t. 10, no. 1. '

—Civl1 injury. Injuries to. rson or proper-
ty. resulting from a breach 0 contract. delic
gr criminal, oifensolz. which ma_ be redi-
y means 0 a civi action. Cu linan v. Burk-

hard. 41 Misc. Rep. 321, 84 N. Y. Supp. 825.‘
-1!'I'0nu-able injury. This phrase does not.
mean such an injury as is beyond the possibil-
ity 09 repair. or beyond possible compensation
in damages, or necessarily great damage. but
includes an injury, whether great or small.’
which onfht not to be submitted to. on the
one han . or inflicted on the other; and
which. because it is so arge or so small. or is‘
of such constant and frequent occurrence. can-
not receive reasonable redress in a court of
law. Sanderiin v. Baxter. 76 Va. 306. 44 Am,
Rep. 165: Farley v. Gate City Gaslight Co.,
105 Ga. 323. 31 S. E. 193: Wahle v. Reln~
hach. 76 III. 322: Camp v. Dixon. 112 Ga." 872.
38 E, 71. 52 L. R_. A. 755. Wrongs of a
repeated and continuing character. or which
occasion damages that are estimated onlv by
conjecture. and not by any accurate standard.
are included. Johnson v. Kier. 3 Pittsb, R_
(Pa.) 204.—Porsona.l injury. A hurt or dam.
age_done to a man_'s person. such as a cut or
bn_nse. a broken limb, or the like. as distin-
guished from an injury to his nroperty or his
reputation. The phrase is chieti used in con-
nection with actinns of tort or negligence.
Norris v. Grove. 100 Mich. 256. 58 N. W. 1006:
State v. Clayborne. 14 Wash. 622. 45 Pac. 303:
Terre Hsute El. Rv. Co. v. Lauer. 21 Ind.
App. 466, 52 N. E. 703. But the term is also
used (chiefly in_ statutes) in a much wider sense,
and as including any injury which is an in.
vasion of personal rights. and in this significq.
tion it may include such injuries as libel or
slander, criminal conversation with a wife. se-
duction of a daughter. and mental suifering.
See Delsmater v. Russell. 4 How, Prac. (N.
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Y.) 234; Garrison v. Burden. 40 Ala. 516:
McDonald v. Brown, 23 R. I. 5-iii, 51_Atl. 213.
58 L. R. A. 708. 91 Am. St. Rep. 6:39; Mor-
ton 7. Western Union Tel. Co._. 130 i.\. C. 299,
41 S. E. 484; Williams v. Williams, 20 Colo.
51. 37 Pac. 614; Hood V. Sudderth. 111 N. C.
215. 16 S. E. 397.

INJUSTIOE. The withholding or denial
of justice. In law, almost invariably applied
to the act, fault, or omission of a court, as
distinguished from that of an individual.
See Holton v. Olcott. 58 N. H. 598; In re
Mouiton, 50 N. E. 532. ’

“Fraud" is deception practised by the party;'
“injnstice" is the fault or error of the court.
They are not equivalent words in substance. or_
in a statute authorizing a new trial on ii.
showing of fraud or injustice. Fraud is_ al-
ways the result of contrivance and deception;
ini"u'stice may he done by tiie negligence. mis-
ta e. or omission of the court itself. Siivey v.
U. S., 7 Ct. Cl. 324.

Inhutnm est, nlsi tots loge inspects,
die nnn nllqnn ejns pa:-ticnln propositn
Jndionre rel reapondere. 8 Coke, 1170.
It is unjust to decide or respond as to any
particular part of a law without examining
the whole of the law.

INLAGABE.
restore to protection of law. To restore a
man from the condition of outiawry. Op-
posed to utlaaare. Bract. lib. 3. tr. 2, c. 14,
i 1; Du Cange.

INLAGATION.
tection oi’ law.
tion oi.‘ outlawry.

Restoration to the pro-
Restoration from a condi-

INLAGE. A person within the law's pro-
tection; contrary to utlaah, an outlaw. Cow-
ell.

INLAND. Within a country, state, or ter-
ritory; within the same country.

In old English law. inland was used for
the demesne (q. 1:.) of a manor; that part
which lay next or most convenient for the
lord's mansion-house, as within the view
thereof. and which, therefore, he kept in his
own hands for support 01' his family and for
hospitality; in distinction from ontiand or
utland. which was the portion let out to ten-
ants. Cowell; Kennett; Spelmiin.
—Inlnnd bill of exchange. A bill of which
both the drawer and drawee reside within the
same state or country. ‘Otherwise called a
“domestic bill.” and distinguished from a "for-
eign‘ bill." Buckner v. Finley. 2 Pet. 589. 7
L Ed. 528: l_';onsdale v. _Brown. 15 Fed. Gas.
857; Straivbridge v. Robinson. 10 III. 472. 50
Am. Dec. 420.—Inle.nd no tion. With-
in the meaning of _the legislation of congress
upon the subject, this phrase means navigation
upon the rivers of the country. but not upon
the great lakes. Moore v. American Transp.
Co. Ed. 674: The War
Eagle. 6 ’ . . . . . No. 17.173:
The Garden City (D. C.) 26_ Fed. 7'i'3.—In.land
trade. Trade wholly carried on at home; as
distingiiii-ilied from commerce. (which see.)-
Inlnnd waters. Such waters as canals, lakes.
rivers. water-courses, inlets and buys. exclu-
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sire of the open see. though the water in nes-
tion may open or envity into the ocean. nit-~
ed States v. Steam essels of War. 106 U. S.
607. 1 Sup. Ct. 539. 27 L. Ed. 286; The Cot-
ton Plant. 10 \\'all. 58l._19 L. Ed. 983; Cogs-
gtglliv. Chubb, 1 App. Div. 93, 36 N. Y. Supp.

I

INI.ANTAIa, INLANTALE. Demesne or
inland. opposed to deianlal. or land tenanted.
Cowell.

mucous. Sax. iii old English law.
Under the law, (sub loge.) in a frank-pledge,
or decennary. Bract. 10L 1250.

INLAW. To place under the protection
of the law. “Swearhig obedience to the king
in a leet, which doth inlaw the subject."
Bacon.

INLEASED. In old English law. En-
tangled, or ensnared. 2 Inst. 247; Coweil:
Blount.

INLIGABI7. In old European law. To
confederate; to Join in a league, (in linam
coire.) Spelman.

IIIMATE. A person who lodges or dwells
in the same house with another, occupying
different rooms, but using the same door for
passing in and out of the house. Webster:
Jacob.

INN. An inn is a house where a traveler
is furnished with everything which he has
occasion for while on his way. Thompson v.
Lacy, 3 Barn. & Aid. 287; Wintermute v.
Clark. 5 Sandf. (N. Y.) 242; Walling v. Pot-
ter. 35 Conn. 185. And see HOTEL.

Under the term "inn" the law includes all
taverns, hotels, and houses of public general
entertainment for guests. Code Ga. 1882, 5

2114.
The words “inn,” “tavern," and "hotel" are

used synonymously to designate what is ordi-
nariiy and popularly known as an “inn” or
“tavern.” or place for the entertainment of
travelers, and where all their wants can be
supplied. A restaurant where meals only are
furnished is not an inn or tavern. People v.
Jones, 54 "Barb. (N. Y.) 311; Carpenter V.
Taylor. 1 Hilt. (N. Y.) 193.

An inn is distinguished from a private board-
ing-house mainly _in this: that~the keeper of
the latter is at liberty to choose his ests.
while the ll.'llll{9€l')el' is obliged to entertain and
furnish all trave ers of good conduct and means
of payment with what they may have occasion
for, as such travelers while on their way.
Pinkerton v. Woodwar , 33 Cal. 557, 91 Am.
Dec. 657.

The distinction between a boarding—house and
an inn is that in. the former the guest is under
an express contract for a certain _time at a
certain rate; in the latter the guest is enter-
tained from day to day upon an implied con-
tract. Willard v. Reinhardt. 2 E. D. Smith
(N. Y.) 148.
—Conunon inn. A house for the entertain-
ment of travelers and passengers. in which
lodging and necessaries are provided for them
and for their homes and attendants. Cromwell
v. Stcpliens, 2 Daly (N. 1.) 15. The word
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‘‘common,’' in this. connection, does not ap-
pear to add anything tp the commo_n-law defini-
tion of an inn, except in so far as it lays stress

‘on the fact that the house is for the entertain-
ment of, the general public or for all suitable
persons who apply for accommodations.

INNAKIUK.
pledge.

In old English law. A

INNAVIGABILITY. In insurance law.
The condition of being 1'nnai'ly/able, (q. 1:.)
The foreign writers distinguish “innaviga-
bility” from “shipwreck." 3 Kent. Comm.
323. and note. The term is also applied to
the condition of streams which are not large
enough or deep enough, or are otherwise un-
suited, for navigation.

INNAVIGABLE. As applied to streams,
not capable of or suitable for navigation; im-
passable by ships or vessels.

As applied to vessels in the law of marine
insurance, it means unfit for navigation; so
damaged by misadventures at sea as to be no
longer capable of making a voyage. See 3
Kent, Comm. 323, note.

INNER. BARRISTER. A serjeant or
king's counsel, in England, who is admitted
to plead within the bar. ’

INNER HOUSE. The name given to the
chambers in which the iirst and second di-
visions of the court of session in Scotland
hold their sittings. See Otrrsa Honss.

INNINGS. In old records. Lands recov-
ered from the sea by draining and banking.
Cowell.

INNKEEPBR. On who keeps an {an or
house for the lodging and entertainment of
travelers. The keeper of a common in for
the lodging and entertainment of travelers
and passengers. their horses and attendants,
tor a reasonable compensation. Story, Ballm.
9 475. One ‘who keeps a tavern or collee-
house in which lodging is provided. 2 Bteph.
Comm. 133. see Inn.

One who receives as guests all who choose
to visit his house. without any previous agree-
ment as_t_o the time of their stay. or the tennis.
iiis llabilit as innkeeper ceases when his guest
pays his hi I, _and leaves the house with the de-
clared intention of not returning, notwith-
standin the guest leaves his bagga e behin
gig. intermute v. Clark, 5 Sand. (N. Y.)

INNOOENT. Free from guilt; acting in
good faith and without knowledge of incrim-
inatory circumstances. or of defects or oh-
jections.
—IInsoqent Agent. in criminal law. One
who, being i urant of any unlawful intent on
the part of is_ rincipal, ‘is merely the instru-
ment of the gui ty party in committing an of-
fense: one who does an unlawful act at the
solicitation or request of another. but who. from
defect of understanding or ignorance of the
inculpatory facts. incurs no legal guilt. Smith
v. State. 21 Tex. App. 107, 17 S. W. .'».''»2;
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State v. Carr, 28 Or. 389. 42 Pac. 215.—Iu-
noeent conveyances. A technical term of
the English law of conveyancing, used to desig-
nate such conveyances as may be made ‘by a
leasehold tenant without working a forfeiture.
These are said to be lease and re-lease. bar-
gain and sale, and, in case of_ a life-tenant. a
covenant to stand seised. See 1 Chit. Pr. 243
--Innocent purchaser. One who, by an hon-
est contract or agreement. purchases property or
acquires an interest therein, without knowl-
edge. or means of knowledge sufiicient to charge
him in law with knowledge, of any infirmity in
the title of the seller. I-ianchett v. Kimbark,
till.) 2 N. H. 517; Gerson v. Pool. 31 Ark. 90:
gfigphens v. Olson, 62 Minn. 295. 64 N. W.

INNOIIINATIB. In the civu law. Not
named or classed; belonging to no specific
class; ranking under a general head. A
term applied to those contracts for which no

- certain or precise remedy was appointed. but
a general action on the case only. Dig. 2. 1,
4, 7, 2; Id. 19, 4, 5.
—Innomina.te contracts, literally, are the
“unclsssified" contracts of Roman law.‘ They
are contracts which are neither re. verbu, hier-
is, nor consonou simply, but some mixture of
or variation upon two or more of such con-
tracts. They are principally the contracts of
permutatio, do cnunato, precarism, and tran-
saclio. Brown.

INNONIA. In old English law. A close
or inclosnre, (clausum. inclauaura.) Spelman.

INNOTEBOIMUS. Lat. We make
known. A term formerly applied to letters
patent, derived from the emphatic word at
the conclusion of the Latin forms. It was
a species of exempliflcation of charters of
teoirment or other instruments not of record.
5 Coke, 54a.

INNOVATION.
change of one obligation for another, so as
to make the second obligation come in the
place of the flrst, and be the only subsisting
obligation against the debtor. ‘Bell. The
same with “novatlon," (q. 0.)

INNOXIARE. In old English law. To
purge one of a fault and make him innocent.

INNS 0!‘ OEANOEBY. So called be-
cause anciently inhabited by such clerks as
chiefly studied the framing of writs, which

-regularly belonged to the cursitors, who
were oflicers of the court of chancery. There
are nine of them,—Clement's, Ciit!ord's, and
L_von‘s Inn; Furnival‘s, '1‘havies,' and Sy-
inoml's Inn; New Inn; and Bernard's and
Staples’ Inn. These were formerly prepara- -

tory colleges for students, and many entered
them before they were admitted into the inns
of mart. 'i‘liey consist chiefly of solicitors.
and possess corporate property, hall. clima-
hers, etc., but perform no public functions
like the inns of court. Wharton.

INNS 01‘ COURT. These are certain pri-
vate‘unincorpornteil associations. in the na-

ture of collegiate houses, located in London.

in Scotch law. The ex-'
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and invested with the exclusive privuege
of calling men to the bar; that is, confer-
ring the rank or degree of_ a barrister. They
were founded probably about the beginning
of the fourteenth century. The principal
inns of court are the Inner Temple, Mid-
dle Temple, Lincoln's Inn, and Gray's Inn.
(The two former originally belonged to the
Knights Templar; the two latter to the
earls of Lincoln and Gray respectively.)
These bodies now have a “common council of
legal education,” for giving lectures and hold-
ing examinations. The inns of chancery,
distinguishable from the foregoing, but gen-
erally classed with them under the general
name, are the buildings known as “CiitIord’s
Inn," “Clement's Inn,” “New Inn,'' "Sta-
ples' Inn," and “Barnard’s Inn." They were
formerly a sort of collegiate houses in which .

law students learned the elements of law be-
fore being admitted into the inns of court,
but they have long ceased to occupy that po-
sition.

INNUENDO. This Latin word (common-
ly translated "meaning") was the technical
beginning of that clause in a declaration or
indictment for slander or libel in which the
meaning of the alleged libelous words was
explained, or the application of the language
charged to the plaintiff was pointed out.
Hence it gave its name to the whole clause:
and this usage is still retained, although an
equivalent English word is now substituted.
Thus, it may be charged that the defendant
said “he (meaning the said plaintiff) is a per-
Jurer." '

The word is also used, (though more rare-
ly.) in other species of pleadings, to introduce
an explanation of a preceding word. charge.
or averment.

It is said to mean no more than the words
"id cat," “sciiicet,” or “meanlng," or “afore-
said," as explanatory of a subject-matter suf-
ficiently expressed before; as "such a one,
meaning the defendant," or “such a subject,
meaning the subject in question." Cowp. (583.

It is only explanatory of some matter al-
ready expressed. It serves to point out
where there is precedent matter, but never
for a new charge. It may apply what is
already expressed, but cannot add to or en-
large or change the sense of the previous
words. 1 Chit. Pl. 422. See Grand v. Drey-
fus, 122 Cal. 58, 54 Pac. 389; Naulty v. Bui-
letin Co., 206 Pa. 1%, 55 Ati. 862; Cheet-
llaln v. Tiilotson, 5 Johns. (N. Y.) 438; Quinn
v. l.'l'udential Ins. Co.. 116 Iowa, 522, 90 N.
W. 349; Dickson v. State. 34 Tex. Cr. R. 1,
30 W. 807, 53 Am. St. ltep. 69-i.

INOPFIOIOSUM. In the civil law. In-
otficious; contrary to natural duty or affec-
tion. Used of a will of a parent which dis-
inherited a child without just cause, or that
of a child which disinherited a parent, and
which could be contested by qm-rela {namel-
mvl tcatanwntj. Dig. 2, 5. 3, 13; Paulus,
lib. 4, tit. 5. 5 1.
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111017101008 TEITAHENT. A will
not in accordance with the testator's natural
affection and moral duties.
(7th Ed.) 38; Stein v. Wilzinski, 4 Redf.
Sur. (N. Y.) 450: In re Wiliford’s Will (N.
J.) 51 Atl. 502. But particularly, in the civil
law, a will which deprives the heirs of that
portion of the estate to which the law en-
titles them. and of which they cannot legal-
iy be dlslnherited. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5.

714; Clv. Code La. 1900, art. 3556, subd. 16.

ntorroroomani In Spanish law.
Everything done contrary to a duty or obli-
gation assumed, as well as in opposition to
the piety and affection dictated by nature.
Escriche.

INOPS 003811.11. Lat. Destitute of
counsel; without legal counsel. A term ap-
plied to the acts or condition of one acting
without legal advice, as a testator drafting
his own will.

INORDIIIATIIS. An intestate.

INPENY and OUTPENY. In old Eng-
lish law. A customary payment of a penny
on entering into and going out of a tenancy,
(pro czitu de tenura, at pro inareasu.) Spel-
man.

INQUIST. 1. A body of men appointed’
by law to inquire into certain matters. The
grand Jury is sometimes called the “grand-
inquest."

2. The Judicial inquiry made by a jury
summoned for the purpose is called an “in-
quest." The finding of such men, upon an
investigation, is also called an “inquest."
People v. Coombs, 38 App. Div. 284, 55 N. Y.
Supp. 276; Davis v. Blbb County, 116 Ga.
23. 42 S. E. 403.

3. The inquiry by a coroner. termed I.
“coroner's inquest,” into the manner of the
death of any one who has been slain, or has
died suddenly or in prison.

4. This name is also given to a species of
proceeding under the New York practice, al-
lowable where the defendant in a civil action
has not died an aliidavit of merits nor veriiied
his answer. In such case the issue may be
taken up, out of its regular order, on plain-
tiff's motion, and tried without the admission
of any aflirmative defense.

An inquest is a trial of an issue of fact when
the plaintiif alone introduces testimony. The
defendant is entitled to appear at the taking of‘
the inquest, and to cross-examine the plaintifs
witnesses: and. if he do appear, the inquest
must be taken before a jury. unless 8311 be’
expressly waived by him. Haines v. av 6
How. Prac. (N. Y.) 118.
—Coroner’s inquest. See CORONl:B.—~Il-
quest of lunacy. See I_.UNAc1'.-—In nest of
oflee. In English ractlce. An inqu made
made by the king's or qneen_’s) oiiicer. _l_i s sher-
iif, coroner, or escheator. vortuie omen. or by
writ sent to them for that purpose. or by com-_
missioners specially appointed. concerning any

Williams, Ex’rs, -
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matter that entitles the king to the possession of
lands or tenements, goods or chattels; as to
inquire whether the king's tenant for life died
seised, whereby the reversion accrues to the
king; whether A., who held immediately of the
crown, died without heir, in which case the
lands belong to the king by escheat; whether
B. be_ attainted of treason, whereby his estate ll
iorfeited to the crown; whether Cg, who has
purchased land, he an alien, which is another
causeof forfeiture, etc. 3 Bl. Comm. _

These 5 seats of omce were more frequent in
practice uringthe continuance of the military
tenures than at present: and were devised by
law as an authentic means to give the lrin his
right by solemn matter of record. Id. 208, ;
4 Ste ii. ' Comm. 40, 41. Sometimes simgly
term “o/fice," as in the phrase “oilice foun '

9. -2.) See Atlantic &.P. R. Co. .v. Mingus, 1&5
. S. 413 17 Sup. Ct. 348, 41 L. Ed. 770;

Baker v. §hy, 9 Heisk. (Tenn.) 89

- IIIQUIIJIHJS. In Roman law. A ten-
ant; one who hires and occupies another's'
house; but particularly. a tenant of a hired
house in a city, as distinguished from colo-
nus, the hirer of a house or estate in the
country. Calvin.

INQUIBENDO. An authority given to
some oiiicial person to institute an inquiry.
concerning the crown's interests.

INQUIRY. The writ of inquiry is a Ju-
dicial process addressed to the sheritr oi the
county in which the venue is laid, stating
the former proceedings in the action, and,
"because it is unknown what damages the
plaintii! has sustained," commanding the
sheriff that, by the oath of twelve men of his
county, he diligently inquire into the same,
and return the inquisltion into court. This
writ is necessary after an interlocutory judg-
ment, the defendant having let judgment go
by default, to ascertain the qucmtum oi’ dam-
ages. Wharton.

-INQIIISITIO. In old English law. An
inquisition or inquest. lnquisitlo post mor-
tem, an lnquisition after death. An inquest
or oiiice held, during the continuance of the
military tenures, upon the death or every one
of the king's tenants, to inquire of what lands
he died sensed, who was his heir, and of what
age, in order to entitle~the king to his mar-
riage, wnrdship, relief, primer selsln, or other
advantaga, as the circumstances of the case
might turn out. 3 Bl. Comm. 258. Inqui-
suio patriw, the inquisitlon of the country;
the ordinary Jury, as distinguished from the
grand assise. Bract. fol. 15b.

‘.I!¢QUIII'I'ION. In practice. An inquiry
or inquest; particularly, an infiestigation of
certain facts made by a sheriir, together with
a jury impaneled by him for the purpose.

— nisation after death. See INQUII-)i'l'I0.
Inq tion or lunacy. See Lunacy. -

I nmursrron. A designation of sherlits.
coroners super zvisum corporia, and the like,
who have power to inquire into certain mat-
t9l'I. . , - :
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rnnonn. A form of “enroll,” used in
the old books. 3 Rep. Ch. 63. 73 ; 3 East, 410.

nrn.ou.an:1¢'r. See Eaaoninuzm-.

INSANE. Unsound in mind; of unsound
mind; deranged, disordered, or diseased in
mind. Violently deranged; mad.

INSANITY. Unsoundness of mind; mad-
ness; mental alienation or derangement; a
morbid psychic condition resulting tr-om dis-
order ot the brain, whether arising from mal-
formation or defective organization or mor-
bid processes affecting the brain primarily or
diseased states of the general system impli-
cating it secondarily, which involves the in-
tellect, the emotions, the will, and the moral
sense, or some of these faculties, and which
is characterized especially by their non-devel-
opment, derangement, or perversion. and is
manifested, in most forms, by delusions. in-
capacity to reason or to Judge, or by uncon-

in law, such a want of
reason, memory, and intelligence as prevents
a man from comprehending the nature and
consequences of his acts or from distinguish-
ing between right and wrong conduct. From
both the pathoiogic and the legal definitions
are-to be excluded temporary mental aber-
rations caused by or accompanying alcoholic
or other intoxication and the delirium of
fever. See Crosswell v. People, '13 Mich. 427,
87 Am. Dec. 774; Johnson v. Insurance Co.,
83 Me. 182, 22 At]. 107: McNeil v. Relief
Ass'n, 40 App. Div. 581, 58 N. Y. Supp. 122:
Haiie v. Railroad Co., 60 Fed. 560, 9 C. C. A.
134, 23 L. R. A. 774; Meyers v. Com.. 83 Pa.
136; Somers v. Pumphrey, 24 Ind. 245;
Frazer v. Frazer, 2 Del. Ch. 263.

Other definitions. Insanity is a manifesta-
tion of disease of the brain, characterized by a
general or partial derangement of one or more
faculties of the mind, and in which, while con-
sciousness is not abolished, mental freedom is
perverted. weakened, or destroyed. Hammond,
Nervous System, 332. The prolonged departure,
without any adequate cause, from the states of
feeling and modes of thinking usual to the‘in-
dividual in health. Bouvier. By insanity is not
meant (in law) a total deprivation of reason,
but only an. inability, from defect of perception.
memory, and judgment,‘ to do the act in nes-
tion, [with an intelligent apprehension 0 its
nature and consequences] So, by a lucid in-
terval is not meant a perfect restoration to rea-
son. but a restoration so far as to be able. be-
yond doubt, to comprehend and to do the act
with such reason, memory, and judgment as to
i(J:llt1ike263lt a legal act. Frazer v. Frazer, 2 Del.

Synonynss.—I.nnaoy. Lunacy, at the
common law, was a term used to describe
the state or one who, by sickness, grief. or
other accident, has wholly lost his memory
and understanding. 'Co. Litt. 246b, 247a;
Com. v. Haskell. 2 Brewst. (Pa.) 496. It is
distinguished from idiocy. an idiot being one
who from his birth has had no memory or
understanding. while lunacy implies the pos-
session and subsequent loss :01‘ mental powers.
Bickneil V. Spear, 88 Misc- Rep. 389, 77 N.
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Y. Supp. 020. On the other hand. lunacy is
a total deprivation or suspension of the or-
dinary powers of the mind, and is to be dis-
tinguished from imbecility, where there is
a more or less advanced decay and feebleness
of the intellectual faculties. In re Vanauken,
10 N. J. Eq. 186, 195; Odell v. Buck, 21
Wend. (N. Y.) 142. As to all other forms of
insanity, lunacy was originally distinguished
by the occurrence of lucid intervals, and
hence might be described as a periodical or
recurrent insanity. In re Anderson, 132 N.
C. 243, 43 S. E. 649; Hiett v. Shull, 36 W.
Va. 563, 15 S. E. 146. But while these dis-
tinctions are still observed in some jurisdic-
tions, they are more generally disregarded;
so that, at present. in inquisitions of lunacy
and other such proceedings, the term “lun-
acy" has almost everywhere come to he syn-
onymous with “insanity," and is used as a
general description of all forms of derange-
ment or mental unsoundness. this rule being
established by statute in many states and by
judicial decisions in others. In re Clark, 175
N. Y. 139, 67 N. E. 212; smith (. Hickenbot-
tom. 57 Iowa. 733. 11 N. W. 664: Cason v.
Owens, 100 Ga. 142. 28 S. E. 75; In re Hill,
31 l\'. J. liq. 203. Cases of arrested mental
development would come within the definition‘
of lunacy, that is, where the patient was
born with a normal brain. but the cessation
of mental growth occurred in infancy or so
near it that he never acquired any greater
intelligence or discretion than belongs to a
normally healthy child. Such a subject
might be scientifically denominated an “idi-
ot,” but not legally, for in law the latter
term is applicable only to congenital amen-
tia. The term “lucid interval" means not an
apparent tranquility or seeming repose, or
cessutiou of the violent symptoms or the
disorder, or a simple diminution or remission

.of the disease, but a temporary cure—an

intermission so clearly marked that it per-
fectly resembles a return of health; and it
must be such a restoration of the faculties
as enables the patient beyond doubt to com-
prehend the nature of his acts and transact
his afinirs as usual; and it must be continued
for a length of time sntiicient to give cer-
tainty to the temporary restoration of rea-
son. Godden v. Burke. 35 La. Ann. 160. 173;
Iiicketts v. Joiiff. 62 Miss. 4-I0: Ekin v. Mc-
Cracken. 11 Phila. (Pa.) 534: Frazer v. Fraz-
er, 2 Del. Ch. 260.

Idiooy is congenital amentla, that is. a
want of reason and intelligence existing from
birth and due to structural defect or mal-
formation of the brain. It is a congenital
obliteration of the chief mental powers. and
is defined in law as that condition in which
the patient has never had, from his birth,
even the least glimmering of reason; for a
man is not legally an “idiot" if he can tell
his parents. his age, or other like common
matters, This is not the condition of a
deranged mind. but that of a total absence
of mind, so that, while idiocy is generally
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classed under the general designation of “in-
sanity," it is rather to beregarded as a nat-
ural defect than as a disease or as the re-
sult of a disease. It differs from "lunacy,”
because there are no lucid intervals or
periods of ordinary intelligence. See In re
Beaumont, 1 Whart. (Pa.) 53, 29 Am. Dec.
33; Clark v. Robinson, 88 I11. 502; Crosswell
v. People, 13 Mich. -127, 87 Am. Dec. 774;
Hiett v. Shull, 36 W. Va. 563, 15 S. E. 146;
Thompson v. Thompson, 21 Barb. (N. Y.) 128;
In re Owings, 1 Bland (Md) 386, 17 Am.
Dec. 311; Francke v. His Wife, 29.La. Ann.
304; Hall v. Unger, 11 Fed. Cas. 261; Bick-
neil v. Spear. 38 Misc. Rep. 889, 77 N. Y.
Supp. 920.

nnbecuity. A more or less advanced
decay and feebleness oi’ the intellectual facul-
ties; that weakness of mind which. without
depriving the person entirely of the use of
his reason, leaves only'the faculty of con-
ceiving the most common and ordinary ideas
and such as relate almost always to physical
wants and habits. It varies in shades and
degrees from merely excessive folly and ec-
centricity to an almost total vacuity of mind
or amentia, and the test of legal capacity,
in this condition, is the stage to which the
weakness of mind has advanced, as measur-
ed by the degree of reason, judgment, and
memory remaining. It may proceed from
pnresis or general paralysis, from senile de
cay, or from the advanced stages of any
of the ordinary forms of insanity; and the
term is rather descriptive of the consequen-
ces of insanity than of any particular type of
the disease. See Calderon v. Martin. 50 La.
Ann. 1153, 23 South. 909; Delaiieid v. Par-
ish, 1 Redf. (N. Y.) 115; Campbell v. Camp-
bell, 130 Ill. 466, 22 N. E 620, 6 L. R. A. 167:
Messenger v. Bliss, 35 Ohio St. 592.

Non compo: month. Lat. Not of sound
mind. A generic term applicable to all in-
sane persons, of whatsoever specific type the
insanity may be and from whatever cause
arising, provided there be an entire loss 01'

reason, as distinguished from mere weakness
of mind. Somers v. Pumphrey. 24 Ind. 244:
In re Beaumont, 1 Whart. (Pa.) 53; Burn-
ham v. Mitchell. 34 Wis. 136; Dennett v.
Dennett, 44 N. H. 537, 84 Am. Dec. 97; Potts
v. House, 6 Ga. 350. 50. Am. Dec. 329: Jack-
son v. King, 4 Cow. (N. Y.) 207, 15. Am. Dec.
354; Stanton v. Wetherwax, 16 Barb. (N. Y.)-
282.

Derangement. This term includes all
forms of mental unsoundness. except of the
natural born idiot. Hiett v. Shull. 36 W. VI.
563. 15 S. E. 147.

Delusion is sometimes loosely used as syn-
onymous with insanity. But this is incor-
rect. Delusion is not the substance but the
evidence of insanity. The presence of an in-
sane delnsion is a recognized test of insanity
in all cases except amentia and imbecility,
and where there is no frenzy or raving mad-

‘
.
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ness: and in this sense an insane delusion is
a fixed belief in the mind of the patient of
the existence of a fact which has no objec-
tive existence biit is purely the figment of his
imagination, and which is so extravagant
that no sane person would believe it under
the circumstances or the case, the belief,
nevertheless, being so unchangeable that the
patient is incapable of being permanently dis-
abused by argument or proof. The charac-
teristic which distinguishes an "insane" de-
lusion from other mistaken beliefs is that it
is not a product of the reason but of the
imagination, that is,-not a mistake of fact in-
duced by deception, fraud, insuiiicient evi-
dence, or erroneous reasoning, but the spon-
taneous conception ot a perverted imagina-
tion, having no basis whatever in reason or
evidence. Riggs v. Missionary Soc., 35 Hun
(N. Y.) 668; Buchanan v. Pierie, 206 Pa. 123,
54 Atl. 583, 97 Am. St. Rep. 725; Gas v.
Gass, 3 Humph. .('1‘enn.) 283; Dew v. Clarke,
3 Add. 79; In re Bennett's Estate, 201 Pa.
485, 51 Atl. 336; In re Scott's Estate, 128
Cal. 57. 60 Pac. 527; smith v. Smith, 48 N.
J. Eq. 566, 25 Atl. 11; Gulteau’s Case (D. C.)
10 Fed. 170; State v. Lewis, 20 Nev. 333, 22
Pac. 241; In re White, 121 N. Y. 406, 24 N.
E. 935; Potter v. Jones, 20 Or. 239, 25 Pac.
769. 12 L. R. A. 161. As to the distinctions
between "Deluslon” and "Illusion" and “Hal-
lueination." see those titles.

Forms and varieties o! insanity. With-
out attampting a scientific classification of the
numerous types and forms of insanity, (as to
which it may be said that there is as yet no final
agreement among psychologists and alienists
either as to analysis or nomenclature.) defini-
tions and explanations w_iii_here be appended of
the compound and descriptive terms most com-
monly met with in medical jurisprudence. And,
first. as to the origins or causes of the disease:
'1‘!-aasnatio _is_isanity is such as results from
a wound or injury, particularly to the head or
brain, such as fracture of the skull or concus-
sion of the hrain.—Idiopathio insanity is
such as results from a disease of the brain it-
self, lesions of the cortex, cerebral anemia, etc.
—Co enital insanity is that which exists
from t e birth of the patient, and is (in law)

roperiy called “idiocy.' See supra.—Cretin-
an is a form of imperfect or arrested mental

devciopnient. which may amount to idiocy, with
hyiucal degeneracy'or deformity or lack of
evelopment; endemic in Switzerland and some

other parts of Europe. but the term is applied
to similar states occurring elsewhere.—Pella-
xI'_ons ty. Insanity caused by or de-
prived from peilagra. which is an endemic dis-
ease of southern Europe._(though not confined
to that region.) characterized by erythema. di-
gestive derangement, and nervous aifections.
(Cent. Di_ct_.)-—Polynenritic insanity is in-
sanity arising from an inflammation of the
nerva, of the kind called “polyneuritis" or “mul-
tiple neuritis" because it involves several nerves
at the aanie time. This is often preceded by
tuberculosis and almost always by alcoholism.
and_is characterized specially by delusions and
falsification of the niei_nory. t is otherwise
called ‘ Korssakoifs _disease." (Krsepelin.)—
Choteio insanity is insanity arising from
chores. the latter being_a nervous disease, more
comiiionlyattaclnng children than adults. char-
acterized by irregular and involuntary twitch-
ings of the muscles of the limbs and face, popu-
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larly called “St. Vitus’ da.uce."—Pnerperal in-
sanity is mental deran ement occurring in
women at the time of chll -birth or immediately
after; it is also called “eclampsia part_im'en-
twm.’—l‘olie briglitiqae. A French term
sometimes used to designate an access of in-
sanity resulting from nephritis or “Bri ht‘s dis-
ease. ‘ See In re McKean’a Will. 31 ll isc. Rep.
703,_ 66 N. Y. Supp. 44.—Dslis-inns tresnens.
A disease of the nervous system, induced by the
excessive and protracted use of intoxicating liq-
uors and affecting the brain so as to produce
inco erence and lack of continuity in the intel-
iectual processes, _a suspension or perversion of
the power of volition, and delusions. particular-_
ly of a terrif ing nature. but not generally
prompting to v oleuce except in the effort to es-'
cape from imaginary dangers. It is recognized
in law as a form of insanity. and may be of
such a nature or intensi as to render the pa-
tient iegally incapable o .committin a crime.
United States v. McGiue, 1 Curt. 1.
1093; Insurance Co. v. Deming. 123 Ind. 384,
24 N. E. 86; Msconnehely v. State. 5 Ohio St._
77; Erwin v. State. 10 ex. App. 700' Carter
v. State, 12 Tex. 500. 62 Am. Dec. free. In
some states the insanity of alcoholic intoxica-
tion ls classed as “temporary," where induced
by the voluntary recent use of ardent spirits
and carried to such a degree that the person
becomes incapable of judging the consequences
or the moral as t of his acts, and “settled,"
where the condition is that of delirium tremens.
Settled insanity, in this sense, excuses from
civil or criminal responsibility; temporary in-
sanity does not. The ground of the distinction
is that the former is a remote elfect oi‘ imhlbin
alcoholic liquors and is not voluntarily incurre ,

while the latter is a direct result voluntaril
sou§ht for. Evers v. State, 31 Tex. Cr. R. 31
20 . W. 744. 18 L. R. A. 421. 37 Am. St.
Re . 811: Maconnehey v. State, 5 Ohio St. 77.
—uJyphilitic insanity is paiesis or progres-
sive imbecility resulting from the infection of
syphilis. It is sometimes called gas being a se-
quence or result of that disease) 'nietanyphs'1i's"
or “parasyphi'li's.”—-Tabstie dementia.
form of mental derangement or insanity com-
plicated with "tubes dorsalis" or locomoior
ataxia, which generally precedes, or sometimes
follows, the mental attack. As to insanity re-
sulting from cerebral embolism, see Eimousu:
from epilepsy, see Erin!-:i>sr. As to chronic
alcoholism as a form of insanity. see AI.conoI.-
isii.

General descriptive and clinical terms.
—A£eetive insanity. A modern comprehen-
sive term descriptive of all those forms of in-
sanity which aifect or relate to the feelings and
emotions and hence to the ethical and social
relations of the lndividual.—Involntional in-
sanity. That which sometimes accompanies
the “involutlon" of the physical structure and
physiology of the individual. the reverse of their
‘evolution,'’ hence practically uivalent to the

imbeciiity of old age or senile ementia.—Ma-
niaoal ops-essive insanit . A form of in-
sanity characterized by alternating periods of
high maniacal excitement and of depressed and
stuprous conditions in the nature of or resem-
hling melancliolla. often occurring as a series or
cycle of isolated attacks. with more or less com-
plete restoration to health in the intervals.
(Kraepelin.) This is otherwise called “circular
insanity" or "circular stupor.”—Clrcnlas' in-'
sanity. Another name for maniacal—depressive
insanity, which see.—Pas-tial insanity. as a
legal term. may mean either monomauia (see
infra) or an intermediate stage in the develop-
ment of mental derangement. In the former
sense. it does not relieve the patient from re-
sponsibility for his acts. except where instigat-
ed directly by his particular delusion or obses-
sion. Coin. v. Mosler, 4 Pa. 264: Com. v. Bar-
ner, 199 Pa. 335. 49 Atl. 60; Trich v. Trich.
165 Pa. 586, 30 At]. 1053. In the latter sense,

Fed. Can. .
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it denotes a cloudln or weakening of the mind.
not inconsistent witi some measure of memory.
reason, and judgment. But the term. in this
sense, does not convey any .very definite mean-
ing, since it may range from mere feeble-mind-
edness to almost the last stages of imbecility.
State v. Jones. 50 N. H. 383, 9 Am. Rep. 242;
Appeal of Dunham. 27 Conn. 205.—R.eeiu-rent
insanity. Insanity which returns from time to
time. hence equivalent to “lunacy" (see supra)
in its common-law sense, as a mental disorder
broken by lucid intervals. There is no presump-
tion that fitful and exceptional attacks of in-
sanity ara continuous. Leache v. State, 22 Tex.
A p. 279. 3 S. W. 538, 58 Am; Rep. 638.-

or.-al insanity. A morbid perversion of the
feeli s, affections. or propensities. but without
any il_usions or derangement of the intellectual
faculties; irresistible impulse or an inch acity
to resist the prompting of the passions. t ough
accompanied by the power of discerning the
_ . _ Moral
insanity is not _admitted as a bar to civil or
criminal responsibility. for the patient’: acts. un-
less there is also shown to be intellectual dis-
turbance. as manifested by insane delusions or
the other recognized criteria of legal insanity.
Leache v. State, 22 Tex. App. 279. 3 S. W. 539.
58 Am. Rep. 638; In re Forman's Will 54
Barb. N. Y.) 291; State v. Leehman, 2 s’. 1).
171, 4 N. W. 3. The term "emotional in-
sanity” or mania transitoria applies to the
case of one in the possession of his ordinary
reasoning faculties who allows his passion: to
convert im into a temgora maniac. Mutual
L. Ins. Co. v. Terry, 1 W l
Ed. 236.—Payehoneu1-osis. Mental disease
without recognizable anatomical lesion. and
without evidence and history of preceding chron-
ic mental degeneration. Under this head come
melancholic, mania, primary acute dementia.
and mania hallucinataria. Cent. Dict. “Neuro-
sis," in its broadest sense. may include an dis-
ease or disorder of the mind. and hence al the
forms of insanity proper. But the term “ps -

choneurosis” is now employed by Freud and ot
er European specialists to describe that class of
exaggerated individual peculiarities or idiosyn-
crasies of thought towards special objects or
topics which are absent from the perfectl nor-
mal mind. and which yet have so little in uence
upon the patient's conduct or his general modes
of thought that they cannot properly be describ-
ed as "insanity" or as any form of “mania."
especially because ordinarily unaccompanied by
any kind of delusions. At most, they lie on the
debatable border-land between sanity and in-
sanity. These idiosyncrasies or obsessions may
arise from superstition, from a real incident in
the ntient's past history upon which he has
br ed until ‘it has assumed an unreal impor-
tance or significance, or from general neuros-
thenic conditions. Such, for example. are a ter-
rified shrinkin from certain kinds of animals,
unreasonable read of being shut up in some
enclosed place or of being alone in a crowd,
excessive fear of being poisoned, groundless con-
viction of irredecmable sinfulness, and countless
other prepossessions. which may range from
mere weak-minded superstition to actual mono-
mania.—Katat.onio. A form of insanity dis-
tinguished by periods of acute mania and melan-
cliolia and especially by catiileptic states or con-
ditions; the “insanity of rigidity." (Kahl-
b_auin.) A type of insanity characterized par-
ticularly by "stereotypism,' an instinctive in-
clination to purposeless repetition of the same
expressions of the will. and "negativism." a
senseless resistance against every outward in-_
fluence. (Kraepelin.)—!‘olle clronlnlre. The
French name for circular insanity or maniacal-
depressive insanity.—General paralysis. De-
mentia paralytica or paresis.

Arnentio, dementia. and mania. The
classification of insanity into these three types
or forms, though once common, has of late given
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way to a more scientific nomenclature, based
chiefly on the origin or cause of the disease in
the particular patient and its clinical history.
These terms, however are still occasionally en-
countered in medica jurisprudence, and the
names of some of their subdivisions are in con-
stant use.

Amends. A total lack of intelligence, rea-
son, or mental capacity. Sometimes so used as
to cover imbecility or dotage. or-even as ap-
plicable to all forms of insanity; but propery
restricted t "a lack of mental capacit due to
original de ective organization of e brain
gidiocy) or arrested cerebral development. as
istin uished from the degeneration of intellec-

tual aculties which once were normal.
Dementia. .A "form of insanit resulting

from degeneration or disorder of the rain (ideo-
pathic or traumatic. but not congenital) and
characterized by general mental weakness and
decrepitude. forgetfulness, loss of coherence. and
total inability to reason. but not accompanied
by delusions or uncontrollable imyiulses. Pyott
v. Pyott. 90 Ill. A531). 221; Hal
Abb. "U. S. 510, F ; Cas. No. 5.949; Dennett
v. Dennett, 44 N. H. 531, 84 Am. Dec. 97:
People v. Lake, 2 Parker, Cr. R. (N. Y.) 218.
By some writers dementia is classed as a ter-

innl stage of various forms of insanity, and
ence may follow mania. for example. as its

final condition. Among the sub-divisions of de-
mentia should be noticed the following: Acute
primary dementia is a form of temporary de-
mentia, though often extreme in its intensity,
and occiirrin -in young people or adolescents,
accompanied y general physical dehility or ex-
haustion and induced by conditions likely to

roduce that state. as malnutrition, overwork,
issipation, or too rapid growth. Dementia par-

ralytim is a progressive form of insanity, be-
ginning with slight degeneration of the physical,
ntellectual. and moral owers, and leading to

complete loss of mental ty. or imbecility. with
general paralysis. Also called aresis paretic

ementia, or cirrhosis of the bra n, or (popular-
ly) "softening of the brain." Dementia przcoo.
A term applicable either to the early stages of
dementia or to the dementia of adolescence. but
more commonly applied to the latter. It is
often (but not invariably) attributable to onan-
lsm or self-abuse, and is characterized by men-
tal and moral stupidity. absence of any strong
feeling of the impressions of life or interest in
its events. blunting or obscuration of the moral
sense. weakness of ‘iidgment. tlirhtiness of
thought. senseless laug ter without mirth. auto-
matic obedionco. and apathetic despondency.
(Kraepe|in.) senile dementia. Dementia occur-
ring in persons of advanced age. and character-
ized by slowness and weakness of the mental
processes and general physical degeneration.
verging on or passing into imbecility, indicat-
ing the breaking down of the mental powers in
advance of bodily decay. Hiett V. Shull. 36 W.
Va. 563. 15 S. E. 146: Pyott v. Pyott. 191
Ill. 280. 61 N. E. 88: McDaniel v. Mcfloy. 68
Mich. 332. 36 N. W. 84: Hamon_ v. Eamon,
180 M0. 685, 79 S. W. 4222. Toxic -dementia.
Weakness of mind_ or feeble cerebral activity,
approaching im_becilit,v. resulting from contin-
ued administration or use of slow poisons or of
the more active poisons in repeated small doses,
as in ciises of lead poisoning and in some cases
of addiction to such drugs as opium or alcohol.

Mania. That form of insanity in which the
patient is subject to hallucinations ard illusions‘,
accompanied by a high state of general menta
excitemcnt. sometimes amounting to fury. See
‘Hall v. Unger, 2 Abb. U. S. 610, 11 Fed. Can.
261; Peo le v. Lake. 2 Parker Cr. R. (N. Y.)
218; Sin th v. Smith. 47 Miss. 211' In re
Gannon’s Will, 2 Misc. Rep. 329. 21 N. Y.
Supp. 960. In the case first above cited. the
following description is given by Justice Field:
“Mania is that form of insanity where the insa-

V’. Uivger. 2 -
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tal derangement is accompanied with more or
less of excitement. Sometimes the excitement
amounts to a fury. The individual in such cas-
es is subject to hallucinations and illusions. He
is impressed with the reali of events which
have never occurred, and of ings which do not
exist. and acts more or less in conformity with
his belief in these articulars. The mania may
be general and a ect all or most of the op-
erations of the mind; or it may be partial, and
he confined to particular subjects. In the_ lat-
ter case it is generally termed ‘monomania."'
In a more popular but less scientific sense,
"mania" denotes a morbid or unnatural or ex-
cessive craving. issuing in impulses of such fix-
ity and intensity that they cannot be resisted
by the patient in the enfeebied state of the will
and blurred moral concepts which accompan
the disease. ‘It is used in this sense in suc
compounds as "homicidal mania," “dlpsomsriia."
and the lilte.—Kypomanis. A mild or slight-
ly developed form or type of mania.-Maxim
mania. A perversion or derangement of the
reason or understanding with reference to a
single subject or small class of subjects. with
considerabe mental excitement and delusions,‘
while as to all matters outs'de the range of the
peculiar infirmity, the intellectual faculties re-
main unimpaired and function normally. Hopps
v. People. 31 Ill. 390, 83 Am. Dec. 1: In re
Black's Estate, Myr. Prob. (Cal.) 27 ; 0wing's
Case, 1 Bland (Md) 388. 17 Am. Dec. 311;
Merritt v. State, 39 Tex. Cr. R. 70, 45 S. W.
21; In re Gannon's Will. 2 Misc. Rep. 329,
21 N. Y. Supp. 9(iO.—Pu-anols. Monomania
in general. or the obsession of a delusion or sys-
tem of delusions which dominate without de-
stroying the mental capacity. leaving the patient
sane as to all matters outside their articular
range. though subject to perverted i eas. false
beliefs, and uncontrollable impulses within that
range; and particularly. the form of monomania
where the delusion is as to wrongs injuries, or
persecution inflicted upon the patent and his
consequently justifiable resentment or r-venue.
Winters v. State, 61 N. J. Law, 613, 41 Atl.
220: People v. Braun, 158 N. Y. 558. 53 N. E.
529; Flanagan v. State, 103 Ga. 619, 30 S. E.
650. Paranoia is called by Kraepelin “progres-
sive systeinatized insanity," because the elu-
aions of bein wronged or of persecution and of
excessive sel -esteem develop quite slowly. with-
out independent disturbances of emotional life
or of the will becoming prominent. and because
there occurs regularly a mental working up of
the delusion to form a delusionary view of the
world.—in fact. a sys_tem,—!eading to a derange-
ment of the stand-point which the patient takes
up towards the events of life.—Hons.iciual
mania. A form of mania in which the morbid
state of the mind manifests itself in an irresist-
able inclination or impulse to commit homicide.
prompted usually by an insane delusion either as
to the necessity of self-defense or the avenginz of
injuries, or as to the patient being the appoint-
ed instrument of a superhuman justice. Com.
V. Sayre, 5 Wkly. Notes Cas. (Pa.) "425; Com.
v. Mosler, 4 _Pa. 266.—Mctlioma.nin. An irre-
sistible craving for alcoholic or other intoxica-
ting hquors. manifested by the periodical re-
currence of drunken debauches. state v. Savage,
89 Ala. 1. 7 South. 183. 7 L. R. A. 426.—D1pso-
mush. Practically the same thing as metho-
inania, except that the irresistible impulse to
intoxication is extended by some writers to in-
clude the use of such drugs as opium or cocaine
as well as alcohol. See State v. eidell, 9
Eoust. (Del. 470. 14 Atl. 550: allard v.
State, 19 Ne . 609. % N. W. 271.—Mui.ia a
noun. Delirium tremens, or a species of inm-
porary insanity resulting as a seconda effect
produced by the excessive and protracte indul-

ence in intoxicating liquors. See State v. Hur-
ey, Houst. Cr. Css. (Del.) 28. 35.—-'l'oxico-

slnsais. An excessive addiction to the use of
toxic or poisonous drugs or other substances: I
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form of mania or afiective insanity characteris-
ed_ by an irresistible impulse to indulgence in
opium, cocaine. chloral, alcohol, etc.—Mui1a
fuiaticn. A form of insanity characterized by
a morbid state of religious feeling. Ekin v.
McCracken, 11 Phila. (Pa.) 540.—Sobnstons.nn

. Religious insanity‘ demonomnnia.—Mo-
gslomanin. The so-cal ed “delirium of gran-
deur".or "folie de grandeur ;" a form of mania
in which the besetting delusion of the patient is
that he is some person of great celebrity or ex-
alted ranlr, historical or contemporary.—Kle
tcmanih. A species (or symptom) of mania.
consisting in an irresistible pro ensity to steal.
Looney v. State. 10 Tex. A p. 5 5. 38 Am. Re .

646; State v. Reidell, 9 oust. (Del.) 470, 4
Atl. 550._-—P omanin. lncendiarism; a form
of afiectivc nsanity in which the mania takes
the form of an irresistible impulse to burn or set
fire to thinFS.—0ik0i_ mania. a form of in-
sanity inani esting itself in a morbid state of the
domestic affections. as an unreasonable dislike
of wife or child without cause or rovocation.
Ekin v. Mccracken. 11 Phila. (Pa.) 40.—Nyxn-
phonemic. A form of mania characterized by
a morbid. excessive, and uncontrollable cravin
for sexual intercourse. This term is appl_i
only to_women. The term for a corresponding
mania in men is “satyn'am's."—Es-otonia.nla.
A form of mania similar to nym homania. ex-
cept that the present term is appl ed to patient!
of both sexes. and that (according to some au-
thorities) it is applicable to all cases of exces-
sive sexnal craving irrespective of origin; while
nymphomania is restricted to cases where the
disease is caused by a local disorder of the sex-
ual organs reacting on the brain. And it is
to be observed that the term “erotomam'a" is
now often used, especially by French writers.
to describe a morbid propensity for “falling in
love” or an exaggerated and excited condition
of amativeness or love-sickness, 'which may at-
fect the general physical health, but is not
necessarily correlated with any sexual craving,
and which. though it may. unnaturally color the
imagination and distort the subject's view of
life and affairs. does not at all amount to in-
sanity, and should not be so considered when it
leads to crimes of violence, as in the too com-
mon case of ii rejected lover who kills his mis-
tress.—1¢ccropli.lllsin. A form of uifective in-
sanity manifesting itself in an unnatural and re-
volting fondness for corpses. the patient desir-
ing to be in their presence. to caress them. to
exhume them, or sometimes to mutilate them.
and even (in a form of sexual perversion) to
violate them.

Mchncholla. Melancholia is a form of in-
sanity the characteristics of which are extreme
mental depression, associated with delusions and
hallucinations, the latter _relating especially to
the financial or social position of the patient or
to impending or threatened dangers to his per-
son, property, or re ut_ation, or issuing in dis-
torted conceptions 0 his relations to society or
his family or of his ri his and duties in general. .

Connecticut Mut. L. us. Co. v. Groom. 86 Pa.
92. 27 Am. Rep. 689; State v. Reidell. 9 Houst.
(Del? 470, 14 Atl. 551' People v. Krist, 168
N. . 19. no N. E. 1657. Hypochoudrja 9:
hypochondriaeia. A form of melancholia in
which the patient has exaggerated or causeless
fears concerning his health or suifers from imag-
inary disease. To.-rs’phobo'a._ Morbid dread.of
being poisoned: a form of insanit manifesting
itself by an excessive and unfoun ed apprehen-
sion of death by poison.

Specific definitions and applications in
law. There are numerous legal proceedings
where insanity may be shown. and the rule
for establishing mental capacity or the want
of it varies according to the object or purpose
of the proceeding. Among these may be enu-
meruted the following: A criminal prosecu-
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tion where insanity is alleged as a defense;
a proceeding to defeat a will on the ground
of the insanity of the testator; a suit to
avoid a contract (including that of marriage)
for similar reasons; a proceeding to secure
the commitment of a person alleged to be in-
sane to an asylum; a proceeding to appoint
a guardian or conservator for an alleged
lunatic; a plea or proceeding to avoid the ef-
fect of the statute of limitations on -account
of insanity. What might be regarded as in-
sanity in one of such cases would not neces-
sarily be so regarded in another.’ No definite
rule can be laid down which would apply to
all cases alike. Snyder v. Snyder, 142 Ill.
60, 31 N. E. 303: Clarke v. Irwin, 63 Neb.
539, 88 N. W. 783. But the following rules
or tests for specific cases have been generally
accepted and approved:

In criminal law and as a defense to an
accusation of crime, insanity means such a
perverted and deranged condition of the men-
tal and moral faculties as to render the per-
son incapable of distinguishing between right
and wrong, or to render him at’ the time un-
conscious of the nature of the act he is com-
mitting, or such that, though he may be con-
sci_ous of it and also of its normal quality, so
as to know that the‘ act in question is wrong,"
yet his will or volition has been (otherwise
than voluntarily) so completely destroyed
that his actions are not subject to it but are
beyond his control. Or, as otherwise stated,
insanity is such a state of mental derange-
ment that the subject is incompetent‘ of hav-
ing a criminal intent, or incapable of so con-
trolling his will as to avoid doing the act
in question. Davis v. U. S., 165 U. S. 373,
17 Sup. Ct.'360, 41 L. Ed. 750; Doherty v.
State, 73 Vt. 380, 50 Atl. 1113; Butler v.
State, 102 Wis. 364, 78 N. .W. 590; Rather v.
State, 25 Tex. App. 623, 9 S. W. 69; Lowe v.
State, 118 Wis. 641, 96 N. W. 424; Genz v.

State. 59 N. J. Law, 488, 37 Atl. 69, 59 Am.
St. Rep. 619; In re Guiteau (D. C.) 10 Fed.
164; People v. -Finley, 38 Mich. 482; People
v. Hoin, 62 Cal. 120, 45 Am. Rep. 651; Carr
v. state, 96 Ga. 284, 22 S. E. 570; Wilcox v.
State, 94 Tenn. 106. 28 S. W. 312; State v.

Holloway, 156 M0. 222, 56 S. W. 734; Hotema
v. U. S., 186 U. S. 413, 22 Sup. Ct. 895, 46
L. Ed. 1225.

Testamentary capacity includes an intelli-
gent understanding of the testator’s proper-
ty, its extent and items, and of the nature of
the act he is about to perform. together with
a clear understanding and purpose as to the
manner of its distribution and the persons
who are to receive it. Lacking these, he is
not mentally competent. The presence of in-
sane delusions is not inconsistent with testa-
mentary capacity, if they are of such a
nature that they cannot reasonably be sup-
posed to have affected the dispositions made
by the will; and the same is true of the
various forms of monomania and of all kinds
of eccentricity and personal idiosyncrasy.
But imbeciiity, senile dementia, and all
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forms of systematized mania which ai'i'ect_
the understanding and judgment generally
disable the patient from making a valid will.
See Harrison v. Rowan, 3 Wash. 0. C. %.
Fed. Cas. No. 6,141; Smee v. Smee, 5 Prob.
Div. 84; Banks v. Goodfellow, 39 Law J. R.,
Q. B., 248; Wilson v. Mitchell, 101 Pa. 495;
Whitney v. Twombly. 136 Mass. 147; Lowder
v. Lowder, 58 Ind. 540; In re Halbert"s Will,
15 Misc. Rep._308, 37 N. Y. Supp. 757 : Den
V. Vancleve, 5 N. J. Law, 660.

As a ground for avoiding or annulling a
contract or conveyance, insanity does not
mean a total deprivation of reason, but an
inability, from defect of perception. memory,
and judgment, to do the act in question or to
understand its nature and consequences.
Frazer v. Frazer, 2 Del. Ch. 260. The in-
sanity .must have entered into and induced
the particular contract or conveyance; it
.must appear that it was not the act of the
tree and untrammeled mind, and that on ac-
count of the diseased condition of the mind
the person entered into a contract or made a
conveyance which he would not have made
if he had been in the possession of his rea-
son. Dewey v. Allgire, 37 Neb. 6, 55 N. W.
276, 40 Am. St. Rep. 468; Dennett v. Dennett,
44 N. H. 537, 84 Am. Dec. 97. Insanity sum-
cient to justify the annulment of a marriage
means such a want of understanding at the
time of the marriage as to render the party
incapable of assenting to the contract of mar-
riage." The morbid propensity to steal, called
“kleptomania." does not answer this descrip-
tion. Iewis v. Lewis, 44 Minn. 124, 46 N. W,
323, 9 L. R. A. 505. 20 Am. St. Rep. 559.

As a ground for restraining the personal
liberty of the patient, it may be said in gen-
eral that the form of insanity from which he
suffers should be such as to make his going
at large a source of danger to himself or
to others, though this matter is largely regu-
lated by statute, and in many places the law
permits the commitment to insane asylum:
and hospitals of persons whose insanity does
not manifest itself in homicidal or other de
structive forms of mania, but who are in-
capable of caring for themselves and their
property or who are simply fit subjects for
treatment in hospitals and other institutions
specially designed for the care of such pa-
tients. See, for example, Gen. St. Kan. 1901,
5 6570.

To constitute insanity such as will author-
ize the appointment of a guardian or con-
servator for the patient, there must be such
a deprivation of reason and judgment as
to render him incapable of understanding
and acting with discretion in the ordinary
affairs 0: life; a want of sntiicient mental
capacity to transact ordinary business and
to take care of and manage his property and
affairs. See Snyder v. Snyder. 142 Ill. 60,
31 N. E. 303; In re Wetmore's Guardianship,
6 Wash. 271, 33 Pac. 615. _

Insanity as a plea or proceeding to avoid
the etrect of the statute of limitations mean!
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practically the same thing as in relafion to
the appointment of a guardian. On the one
hand. it does not require a total deprivation
of reason or absence of understanding. On
the other hand, it does not include mere
weakness of mind short of imbecility. It
means such a degree of derangement as ren-
ders the subject incapable of understanding
the nature of the particular affair and his
rights and remedies in regard to it and in-
capable of taking discreet and intelligent ac-
tion. See Burnham v. Mitchell, 34 Wis. 134.

There are a few other legal rights or rela-
tions into which the question of insanity en-
ters, such as the capacity of a witness or of
a voter; but they are governed by the same
general principles. The test is capacity to
understand and appreciate the nature of the
particular act and to exercise intelligence in
its performance. A witness must understand
the nature and purpose of an oath and have
enough intelligence and memory to relate
correctly the facts within his knowledge.
80 a voter must understand the nature of the
act to be performed and be able to make an
intelligent choice of candidates. In either
case, eccentricity, “crankiness," feeble-mind-
edness not amounting to imbecility. or in-
sane delusions which do not aifect the matter
in hand. do not disqualify. See District of
Columbia 7. Armes, 107 U. S. 521, 2 Sup. Ct.
840, 27 L. Ed. 618; Clark v. Robinson, 88
Ill. 502.

Inssnus est 1111!, abject: ratlone, ornnin
cum impetu et furore tacit. He is insane
who, reason being thrown away, does every-
thing with violence and rage. 4 Coke, 128.

INSCBIBEBE. Lat. In the civil law.
To subscribe an accusation. To bind one's
self, in case of failure to prove an accusation,
to suffer the same punishment which the ac-
cused would have suffered had he been
proved guilty. Calvin.

INBCRIPTIO. Lat. In the civil law. A
written accusation in which the accuser un-
dertakes to snifer the punishment appropri-
ate to the oflense charged, if the accused is
able to clear himself of the accusation. Cal-
vin; Cod. 9. 1, 10; Id. 9, 2, 16. 17.

INSCRIPTION. In evidence. Anything
written or engraved upon a metallic or other
solid substance, intended for great durabili-
ty; as upon a tombstone, pillar, tablet,
medal, ring, etc.

In modern civil law. The entry of 8.

mortgage, lien. or other document at large
in a book of public records; corresponding
to "recording" or “registration."

IIIIORIPTIONES. The name given by
the old English law to any written instru-
ment by which anything was granted
Blount.
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INSENSIBLE. In pleading. Unintei-
ligible; without sense or meaning, from the
omission of material words, etc. Steph. Pl.
377. See Union Sewer Pipe Co. V. Olson, 82
Minn. 187, 84 N. W. 756.

INSETEIII. In old records. An inditch;
an interior ditch; one made within another,
for’ greater security. Spelman.

INSIDIATOREB VIARUM. Lat. High-
waymen; persons who lie in wait in order to
commit some felony or other misdemeanor.

INSIGNIA. Ensigns or arms; distinctive
marks; badges; indicts; characteristics.

INSILIARIUS. An evil counsellor. Cow-
ell.

INSILIUH. Evil advice or counsel.
Cowell.

.msnmr.. Lat. Together; jointly.
Townsh. P1. 44.

—Insixnnl eompntnssent. They accounted
together. The name of the count in aasumpait
upon an account stated; it being averred that
the parties had settled their accounts together.
and defendant engaged to pa plaintifl the bal-
ance. Fraley v. ispham, 1_ Pa. 325, 51 Am.
Dec. 486: Loventhal v. Morris, 103 Ala. 332. 15
South. 672.—Insimul tennit. One species of
the writ of formedon brought against a stranger
by a coparcener on the possession of the ances-
tor, etc. Jacob.

INSINUACION. In Spanish law. The
presentation of a public document to a com-
petent Judge, in order to obtain his approba-
tion and sanction of the same, and thereby
give it judicial authenticity. Escriche.

INSIITIJARE. Lat. In the civil law.
To put into; to deposit a writing in court.
answering nearly to the modern expression
“to tile." 8% non mandatum actie main-
uatum,est. if the power or authority be not
deposited among the records of the court.
Inst. 4, 11, 3.

To declare or acknowledge before a judi-
cial ofllcer; to give an act an oflicial form.

INSINUATIO. Lat. In old English law.
Information or suggestion. Ea meinuauoue,
on the information. Reg. Jud. 25, 60.

INSINUATION. In the civil law. The
transcription of an act on the public regis-
ters like our recording of deeds. It was not
necessary in any other alienation but that
appropriated to the purpose of donation.
Inst. 2, 7, 2.

—Insinuntion of I will. In the civil law.
The first production of s will or the leaving it
with the registrar, in order to its probate. Cow-
ell; Blount.

IIISOLATION. In medical jurispru-
dence. Sunstroke or heat-stroke; heat pros-
tration.
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INIOLVZNOY. The condition of a per-
son who is insolvent; inability to pay one's
debts; lack of means to pay one's debts.
Such a relative condition of a man's assets
and liabilities that the toruier, if all made
immediately available, would not be sum-
cient to discharge the latter. Or the condi-
tion of a person who is unable to pay his
debts as they fall due, or in the usual course-
oi' trade and business. See Dewey v. St.
Albans Trust Co., 56 Vt. 475, 48 Am. Rep.
803; Toot v. Martin, 13 Wall. 47, 20 L. Ed.
481; Miller v. Southern Land & Lumber Co.~,

53 S. C. 364, 31 S. E. 281; Leitcli v. Hollis-
ter, 4 N. Y. 215; Silver Valley Mining Co.
v. North Carolina Smeltlng‘Co., 119'N. C.
417, 25 S. E. 954; French v. Andrews, 81
Hun, 272, 30 N. Y. Supp. 796; Appeal of
Bowersox, 100 Pa. 438, 45 Am. Rep. 387;
Van Riper v. Poppenhausen, 43 N. Y. 75;
Phipp v. Harding, 70 Fed. 470, 17 C. C. A.
203, 30 L. R. A. 513: shone v. Lucas. 3
Dowl. & 11. 218; Herrick v. Borst, 4 Hill
(N. Y.) 652; Atwater v. American Exch..
Nat. Bank, 152 I1]. 605. 38 NJE. 1017; Bug-
gles v. Cannedy, 127 Cal. 290. 53 Pac. 916.
46 L. R. A. 371.

As to the distinction between bankruptcy
and insolvency, see Basxsumcr. '

—Insolvernoy fund. In English law. A fund,
consisting of moneys and securities, which, at
the time of the passing of the bankrugitcy act,
1861, stood in the Bank of Englan , to the
credit of the commissioners of the insolvent
debtors’ court, and was, by the twenty-sixth
section oi‘ that act, directed to be carried by the
bank to the account of the accountant in bank-
ruptcy. Provision has now been made for its
transfer to the commissioners for the reduction
of the national debt. Robs. Bankr. 20, 56.-
Open insolvency. The condition of one who
has no property, within the reach of the law,
applicable to the pagment of any debt. liar-
desty v. Kinworthy. Blackf. (Ind.-) 305: Som-
erby v. Brown, 73 Ind. 356.

INSOINENT. One who cannot or does
not D113’; one who is unable to pay his
debts; one who is not solvent: one who has
not means or property sutiicient to-pay his
debts. See INSOLVENCY.

—Insolvent law. A term applied to a law.
usually of one of the states, regulating the set-
tlement of insolvent estates, and according a
certain measure of relief to insolvent debtors.
Cook v. Rogers. 31 Mich. 396; Adams v. Storey,
1 Fed. Cu. 141' Vsnuxem v. Hszeihursts, 4
N. J. Law, 195, '1 Am. Dec. 532.

INSPEOTATOR. prosecutor or adver-
sary.

INSPECTION. The examination or test-
ing oi‘ food, fluids, or other articles made
subject by law to such examination, to as-
certain their fitness for‘ use or commerce.‘
People v. Compagnie Geuerale Transatlan-
tique (C. C.) 10 Fed. 361; Id.. 107 U. S. 59,
2 Sup. Ct. 87, 27 L. Ed. 383; Turner v.
Maryland. 107 U. S. 38, 2' Sup. Ct. 44, 27
L. Ed. 370. ' -

Also the examination by a private person
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of public records and documents; or of the
books and papers of his opponent in an ac-
tion, for the purpose or better preparing his
own case for trial.
-—_Inspeetion lssvs. Laws authorising and
directing the inspection and examination of
various kinds of merchandise intended for sale.
especially food, with a view to ascertaining
its fitness for use. and excluding unwhoiesome
or unmarketable goods from sale, and directing
the appointment of oiiiciai inspectors for that

urpose. See Const. U. S. art. '11 § , .

tory Const. 5 1017, et se . Gihbons v. Og-
den, i) Wheat. 202. 6 L. 23; Olintsnian
v. Northrop. 8 Cow. (N. Y.) 45: Pats seo
Guano Co. v. Board of Agriculture. 171 . S.
345 18 Sup. Ct. 862, 41 L. Ed. 191; Turner
v. tate, 55 Md. 263.—Inspeetion of docu-
ments. This phrase refers to the right of a
party. in a civil action.- to inspect and make
copies of documents which are essential or
material to the maintenance of his cause, and
which are either in the custody of an oflioer of
the law or in the possession of the adverse
party.—Ins ection, trial lay. A mode of
trial former y in use in England. by which the
judges of a court decided a point in dispute.
upon the testimony of their own senses. with-
out the intervention of a jury. This took place
in cases where the_ fact upon which issue was
taken must. from its nature. be evident to the
court from ocular demonstration. or other is-
refragable proof; and was adogted for the
goiater expedition of a cause. Bl. Comm.

INSPECTORS; Oflicers whose duty it
is to examine the quality or certain articla
of merchandise, food, weights and mess
etc. -

INS?!-ICTORSKIP, DEED OP. In Eng-
lish law. An‘ instrument entered_into be-
tween an insolvent debtor and his creditors,
appointing one or more persons to inspect
and oversee the winding up of such insolv-
ent's affairs on behalf of the creditors.

INSPEXIMUS. Lat. In old English law.
We have inspected. An exempliflcation or
letters patent, so called from the emphatic
word of the old forms. 5 Coke, 53!).

INSTALLATION. The ceremony oi.‘ in-
ducting or investing with any charge, oflice.
or rank, as the placing a bishop into his see,
a dean or prebendary into his stall or seat.
or a knight into his order. Wharton.

INSTALLHENTS. Different portions of
the same debt‘ payable at diirerent succes-
sive periods as agreed. Brown.

INSTANCE. In plendlng And proo-
tics. Solicitation. properly or an earnest an
urgent kind. An act is often said to be
done at a party's “special instance and re-.
quest."

In the civil s.nd French law. A gen-
eral term, designating all orts of actions
and judicialdeiiiaiids. D13. 44, 7. 58.

In eooleslutionl law. Causes of in~
stance are those proceeded in at the soliciti-
tion or some party. as opposed to causes of
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oliice. which run.ln the name or the judge.
Hallitax, civil Law, p. 156.

In Scotch law. That which may be in-'
sisted on at one diet or course of probation.
Wharton.
—I:utanoe court. In English law. ’I'li_at
division or department of the court of admir-
any which exercises all the ordinary admiralty
jurisdiction, with the single exception of prize
cases. the latter belonging to the branch called
the “Prize Court.” The term is sometimes used
in American law for -purposes of explanation.
but has no proper application to admiralty
courts in the 'nited States, where the powers
of both instance and prize courts are conferred
without any distinction. 3 Kent. Comm.'355,

; The Betsey. 3 Dal. 6. 1 L Ed. 485:
-The Einulous. 1 Gail. 563. Fed. Cas. No. 4.479.

INSTANGIA. In Spanish law. The in-
stitution and prosecution or a suit from its
commencement until deiinitive judgment.
The iirst instance, “primers inaiancim’? is
the prosecution of the suit before the judge
competent to take cognizance of it at its in-
ception; the second instance, “aecimdo in-
'stanL-ia," is the exercise of the same action
before the court of appellate jurisdiction:
and the third instance. “icrcero inctancia,"
is the prosecution of the same suit, either
by an application of revision before the ap-
pellate tribunal that has already decided the
cause. or before some higher tribunal, hav-
ing jurisdiction of the same. Escriche.

INSTANTAIGEOUS. An "instantane-
'ous" crime is onewhich is fully consummat-
ed or completed in and by a single act (such
as arson or murder) as distinguished from
one which involves a series or repetition of
acts. See U. S. v. Owen (D. C.) 32 Fed. 537.

INSTANTER. Immediately: intantly:
forthwith; without delay. Trial insirmter
was had where a prisoner between attainder
and execution pleaded that he was not the
same who was attaiuted.

When a party is ordered to plead instan-
tcr. he must plead the same day. The term
is usually understood to mean within twen-
ty-tour hours. Rex v. Johnson. 6 East, 583;
smith v. Little, 53 Ill. App. 160; State v.

Clevenger, 20 Mo. App. 627; Feutress v.
State. 16 Tex. App. 83; Champlin v. Champ-
lin. 2 Edw. Ch. (N. Y.) 329.

EITAR. Int. Likeness; the likeness.
nine. or equivalent oi’ a thing. Inatar den-
tium. like teeth. 2 Bl. Comm. 295. lnsiar
omnium, equivalent or tantamount to all.
Id. 146; 8 Bi. Comm. 231.

IXITAURIIM. In old English deeds. A
stock or store of cattle, and other things;
the whole stock upon a farm, including cat-
tle, wagons, plows, and all other implements
of husbandry. 1 Mon. Aug]. 5481): Fleta.
lib. 2, c. 72. 5 7. Terra iuatourota, land
ready stocked.
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INSTIGATION. Incitation; urging; so
licitation. The act by which one incites an-
other to do something. as to commit some
crime or to commence ii suit. State v. Frak-,
er, 148 M0. 143. 49 S. W. 1017.

. INSTIRPARE. To plant or establish.

msnron. Lat. In the civil law. A
clerk in a store; an agent.

- INSTITORIA A0'I'I0.' Lat. In the
civil law. The name oi‘ an action given to
those who had contracted with an insmor
(q. 1:.) to compel the principal to perform-
ance. Inst. 4, 7, 2; Dig. 14. 3, 1; Story. A5
5426. . . .

INSTITORIAI. POW!-:3“ The charge
given to a_ clerk to manage a shop or store.
1 Bell, Comm. 506, 507.

INSTITUTE. v. To inaugurate or com-
mence; as to institute an action. Com. v.
Duane. 1 Binn. (Pa.) 608, 2 Am. Dec. 497;
Franks v. Chapman, 61 Tex. 580; Post'v;
U. S., 161 U. S. 583, 10 Sup. Ct. 611, 40 L.
Ed. 816. '

To nominate, constitute, or appoint; as to
institute an heir by testament Dig. 28. 5.
65. .

' INSTITUTE. n. In the civil law. A
person named in the will as heir. but with a
direction that he shall pass over the estate
to another designated person. called the
“suhstitute." '

In Scotch law. The person to whom an
estate is flrst given by destination or limits.-
tion; the others, or the heirs of tailzie, are
called “substitutes.”

INSTITUTES. A name sometimes given
to text-books’ containing the elementary prin-
ciples of jurisprudence, arranged in an or-
derly and systematic manner. For example.
the Institutes of Justinian. of Gaius, of
Lord Coke.
—Institutes of Gains. An elementary work
of the Roman jurist Gains: important as hav-
ing formed the foundation of the Institutes
of Justinian. ( . 0.) These Institutes were dis-
covered by .\'ie uhr in 1816. in a coder rcnrn‘p-
we of the library of the cathedral chapter at
Verona. and were first published at Berlin in
1820. Two editions have since appeared.
Mackeld. Rom. Law. § 6-1.—InItitutos of
Justinian. One of the four component parts
or principal divisions of the Corpus Jurin Civ-

'c'h‘s, being an elementary treatise on the Roman
law. in four books. This work was compiled
from earlier sources. (resting principally on the
Institutes of Gains.) by a commission compos-
ed ot Tribonian. and two others. by command
and under direction of the emperor Justinian,
and was fiist published November 21. A D.
53.‘3.—Institutes of Lord Coke. The name
of four volumes by Lord Coke, published A. D.
1628. The first is an extensive comment upon
a treatise on tenures. compiled by Littleton. a
fudge of the common pleas. temp. Flilwiirvl

V’. This comment is a rich mine of valuable
common-laav learning. collected and heaped ton

 '_
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gether from the ancient reports and Year
Books, but greatly defective in method. It is
usually cited by the name of "Co. Litt.," or as
“1 Inst.” The second volume is a comment up-
on old acts of arliament, without systematic
order' the thinfa more methodical treatise on
the pleas of the crown; and the fourth an ac-
count of the several species of courts. These
are cited as 2, 3 or 4 “Inst.," without any an-
thor's name. Wharton.

INSTITUTIO EEREDIS. Lat. In Re-
man law. The appointment of the Ii-wrec in
the will. It corresponds very nearly to the
nomination of an executor in English law.
Without such an appointment the will was
void at law, but the prtrtor (l. e., equity)
would, under certain circumstances, carry
‘out the intentions of the testator. Brown.

INSTITUTION. The commencement or
inauguration of anything. The flrst estab-
lishment of a law, rule, rite, etc. Any cus-
tom, system, organization, etc., firmly estab-
lished. An elementary rule or principle.

In practice. The commencement of an
action or prosecution; as. A. B. has institut-
ed a suit against C. D. to recover damages
for trespass.

In political law. A law, rite, or cere-
mony enjoined by authority as a permanent
rule of conduct or or government. Webster.

- A system oi‘ body of usages, laws, or regu-
lations, of extensive and recurring opera-
tion, containing within itself an organism by
which it effects its own independent action,
continuance, and generally its own further
development. its object is to generate. ef-
fect, regulate, or sanction a succession of
acts, transactions, or productions of a pecu-
liar kind or class. We are likewise in the
habit of calling single laws or usages “in-
stitutious," if their operation is of vital im-
portnnce and vast scope, and if their con-
tinuance is in a high degree independent of
any interfering power. Lleb. Civil Lib. 300.

In corporation law. An organization or
foundation. for the exercise of some public
purpose or function; as an asylum or a uni-
versity. By the term “institution” in this
sense is to be understood an establishment
or organization which is permanent in its
nature, as distinguished from an enterprise
or undertaking which is transient and tem-
porary. Humphries v. Little Sisters of the
Poor, 29 Ohio St. 206; Indianapolis v. Stur-
devant, 24 Ind. 391.

In ecclesiastical law.
titnre of the spiritual part of the benefice. as
induction is of the temporal; for by institu-
tion the cure of the souls of the parish is
committed to the charge of the clerk. Brown.

In the civil law. The designation by a
testntor of a person to be his heir.

In jurisprudence. The plural form of
this word (“institutions") is sometimes used
as the equivalent of “institutes," to denote
an elementary text-book of the law.
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A kind of inves-'

INSTRUMENT

INl’l‘I'1"IJ".l‘Io1l‘!ll. Lat. Works contain-'
ing the elements of any science; institutions
or institutes. One of Justinian’s principal
law collections, and a similar work of the
Roman jurist Gains, are so entitled. See IN-
srrru-ms.

INBTRUG1‘. To convey information as
a client to an attorney, or as an attorney to
a counsel: to authorize one to appear as ad-
vocate; to give a case in charge to the Jury.

INSTRUCTION. In French criminal
law. The flrst process of a criminal prosecu-
tion. It includes the examination of the ac-
cused, the preliminary interrogation ot wit-
nesses, collateral investigations, the gather-
ing of evidence, the reduction of the whole
to order, and the preparation of a document
containing a detailed statement of the case,
to serve as a brief for the prosecuting oili-
cers, and to furnish material for the indict-
ment.
—J_'ugcs d’insts-notion. In French_ law.
Oihcers subject to the procureur impénal or
general, who receive in cases of criminal of-
fenses the complaints of the parties injured,
and who summon and examine witnesses upon
oath, and. after communication with the pro-
curcur imperial, draw up the forms of accusa-
tion. They have also the right, subject to the
approval of the same su rior oflicer, to admit
the accused to bail. T ey _are appointed for
three years but are re-eligible for a further
period of 0 ca. They are usually chosen from
among the regular judges. Brown.

In common law. Order given by a prin-
cipal to his agent in relation to the business
of his agency.

In practice. A detailed statement at the
facts and circumstances constituting a cause
of action made by a client to his attorney for
the purpose of enabling the latter to draw a
proper declaration or procure it to be done
by a pleader.

In trlnl practice. A direction given by
the judge to the jury concerning the law of
the case; a statement made by the judge to
the Jury informing them of the law ap-
pilcable to the case in general or some aspect
of it; an exposition of the rules or principles
of law applicable to the case or some branch
or phase of it, which the Jury are bound to
accept and apply. Lehman v. Hawks. 121
Ind. 541, 23 N. E. 670; Boggs v. U. 8., 10
Okl. -124. (33 Pac. 969; Lawler v. McPheeters.
73 Ind. 579.
—Poresnptox'y instruction. An instruction
given by a court to a jury which the latter
must obey implicitly; as an instruction to re-
turn a verdict for the defendant, or for the
plaintiif. as the case may be.

INSTRUMENT. A written document: a
formal or legal document in writing, sad:
as a contract, deed. will. bond, or lease.
State v. Phillips, 157 ind. 481, 62 N. E. 12;
Cardenas v. Miller, 108 Cal. 250, 39 Pac.
788. 49 Am. St. Rep. 84: Benson v. .\lt-Mahon.
127 U. S. 457, 8 Sup. Ct. 1240, 32 L. laid. 2343
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Abbott V. Campbell. 69 Neb. 371. 95 N. W.
592.

In the law of evidence. Anything which
may be presented as evidence to the senses
of the adjudicating tribunal. The term "in-
struments ot evidence" includes not merely
documents, but witnesses and living things
which may be presented for inspection. 1
Wliart. Ev. 5 615.

—Instnunent of appeal. The document by
which an appeal is brought in an English mat-
rimonial cause from the president of the pro-
bate, divorce, and admiralty division to_ the
full court. It is analogous to a etition.
Browne. Div. 322.—Inst:-Iunent of e dence.
Instruments of evidence are the media through
which the evidence of facts, either disputed or
required to be proved, is conveyed to the mind
of a judicial tribunal; and they comprise
persons, as well as writings. Best. Ev. § 123.

trnrnent of saisine. An instrument
in Scotland by which the delivery of “saisine"
(i. e., seisin, or the feudal possession of land)
is attested. It is subscribed by a notary. in
the presence of witnesses, and is executed in
pursuance of a “precept of saisine,” whereby
the “grantor of the deed" desires “any notary
public to whom these presents may be present-
ed” to give saisine to the intended grantee or
grantees. It must be entered and recorded in
the registers of saisines. Mozley & Whitley.

INITRUMENTA. Lat. That kind or
evidence which consists or writings not under
seal; as court-rolls, accounts, and the like.
3 Co. Litt. 487.

IISUOKEN HULTUBES. A quantity of
corn paid by those who are thirled to a mm.
See TELBLLGI.

INIUPPICIENCY. In equity pleading.
The legal inadequacy of an answer in equity
which does not fully and specifically reply
to some one or more of the material allega-
tions, charges, or interrogatories set forth
in the bill. White v. Joy, 13 N. Y. 89;
Houghton v. Townsend, 8 How. Prac. (N. Y.)
446; Hill v. Fair Haven & W. R. Co., 75
Conn. 177, 52 Atl. 725.

INIULA. Lat. An island; a house not
connected with other houses, but separated
by a surrounding space of ground. Calvin.

IINSUPEB. Lat. Moreover;
above.

An old exchequer term, applied to a charge
made upon a person in his account. Blount.

over and

INSURAIBLE INTEREST. Such a real
and substantial interest in speciiic property
as will sustain a contract to indemnify the
person interested against its loss. Mutual
F. Ins. Co. v. Wagner (Pa.) 7 Atl. 104; In-
surance Co. v. Brooks, 131 Ala. 614, 30 South.
876; Berry v. Insurance Co., 132 N. Y. 49,
30 N. E. 254, 28 Am. St. Rep. 548; Strong
v. Insurance 00.. 10 Pick. (Mass.) 43, 20 Am.
Dec. 507; Insurance Co. v. Wiiisniore. 124
Pa. 61, 16 Atl. 516. If the assured had no
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real interest, the contract would be a"mere
wager policy. '

Every interest in property, or any relation
thereto, or liability in respect thereof, or
such a nature that a contemplated peril
might directly damnify the insured, is an in-
surable interest. Civil Code, CaL 5 2546.

In the case oi‘ life insurance, a reasonable
expectation of pecuniary beneiit from the
continued life of another; a reasonable
ground, founded upon the relation of the
parties to each other, either pecuniary or or
blood or atlinity, to expect some benefit or
advantage from the continuance of the life
of the assured. Insurance Co. v. Schaeter,
94 U. S. 460, 24 L. Ed. 251; Warnock v.
Davis, 104 U. S. 779, 26 L. Ed. 924; Rombach
v. Insurance Co., 35 La. Ann. 234, 48 Am.
Rep. 239.

INSURANCE. A contract whereby, for
a stipulated consideration, one party under-
takes to compensate the other for loss on a
specified subject by specified perils. The par-
ty agreeing to make the compensation is
usually called the “insurer" or “underwrit-
er ;" the other, the “insured” or “assured ;”
the agreed consideration, the “premium ;"
the written contract, a “policy;" the events
insured against. “risks” or “perils ;" and the
subject, right, or interest to be protected,
the “insurable interest." 1 Phil. Ins. §§ 1-5.

Insurance is a contract whereby one un-
dertakes to indemnify another against loss,
damage, or liability arising from an unknown
or contingent event. Civil Code, Cal. § 2527;
Civil aide Dak. 5 1474. See People v. Rose.
174 Ill. 310, 51 N. E. 246, 44 L. R. A. 124;
Barnes v. People 168 I11. 425. 48 N. E. 91;
Com. v. Wetherbee, 105 Mass. 160; State v.
Vigilant Ins. Co., 30 Kan. 585, 2 Pac. 840;
Com. v. Provident Bicycle Ass'n, 178 Pa.
636, 36 Atl. 197. 36 L‘. R. A. 589; Com. v.
Equitable Ben. Ass’n, 137 Pa. 412, 18 Atl.
1112; Tyler v. New Amsterdam F. Ins. Co.,
4 Rob. (N. Y.) 155. -

Class11lcstion.—Acoldent insurance is
that form of insurance which undertakes to in-
demnify the assured against expense, loss of
time. and_ suifering resulting from accidents
causing him physical ingnry, usually by pay-
ment at a fixed rate per week while the conse-
quent disabilit lasts. and sometimes including
the payment 0 a fixed sum to his hens in case
of his death b'y accident within the term of the
policy. See Employers’ Liability Assur. Corp.
v. Merrill, 155 Mass. 404. 29 N. E. 529.-—
Burglary insurance. Insurance against loss
of propert by the depredations of burglars and
thieves. ssualty insurance. This term is
generally used as equivalent to “accident" in-
surance. See State v. Federal Inv. Co., 48
Minn. 110, 50 N. W. 1028. But in some states
it means insurance against accidental injuries
to property, as distinguished from accidents
ran ting in bodily injury or death. See Em-
genre’ Liability Assur. Corp. v. Merrill. 155

ass. 404, 29 N. E. 529.—0onunes-cial in-
uu-s.nee is 9. term a _

ments, in the form 0 insurance bonds or poli-
cies, whereby parties to commercial contracts
are to a designated extent guarantied against
loss by reason of a breach of contractual obli-

lied to indemnity agree-
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gations on the Part of the other contracting
par ; to this c ass belong olicies of contract
credit and title insurance. owles v. Guaranty
Co., 32 Wash. 120. 72 Pac. 1032, 98 Am. St.
Rep. 8_38.—Employer's liability insurance.
In this form of insurance the risk insured
against is the liability of the assured to make
compensation or pay damages for an accident.
injury, or death occurring to a servant or oth-
er employe in the course of his emplo ent,
either at common law or under statutes mpos-
ing such liability on employers.—IE‘ide1ii:y in-
surance is that form of insurance in which
the insurer undertakes to guaranty the fidem
of an olficer. agent, or em loyé of the assu
or rather to indemnify t e latter for losses
caused by dishonesty or a want of fidelity on
the part of such a person. See People 17. Rose.
174.111. 310. 51 N. E. 246, 44 L. R. A.’ 124,-
Pire insurance. A contract of insurance
by which the underwriter, in consideration of
the remium, undertakes to iudemnif the in-
su against all losses in his houses, uildinis,
furniture ships in port, or merchandise, y
means of accidental fire hagpening within a
pres-;r'bed period. 3 Kent, omm. 370' Mu-
tual L. Ins. Co. v. Allen. 138 Mass._27. 2
Am. Rep. 245' Durham v. Fire & Marine Ins.
Co. (C. c.) 2% Fed. 47Q.—Prai:es'nal ur-
ance. The form of life or accident insur-
ance furnished b a fraternal beneficial associa-
tion, consisting n the undertaking to pay to a
member. or his belts in case of death, a stipu-
lated sum of money, out of funds raised for
that purpose by the payment of dues or assess-
ments by all t e members of the association.-
Guaranty insurance is a contract whereby
one. for a consideration. agrees to indemnify an-
other against loss arisin from the want of in-
tegrity o.i-_fidelity of emp oyés and persons hold-
ing positions of trust, or embezzlements by
them, or against the insolvency of debtors.
losses in trade. loss by non-payment of notes,
or against breaches of contract. See People
v. Rose. 174 ill. 310. 51 N. E. 246. 44 L. R.
A. 124; Cowles v. United States Fidelity &
Guaranty Co.. 32 Wash. 120 72 Pac. 1032.
—Life insurance. That kind of insurance in
which the risk contemplated is the death of
a particular person; upon which event (if it
occurs within a prescribed term, or, according
to the contract, whenever it occurs) the insurer
engages to_pay a stipulated sum to the legal
representatives of such person. or to a third
person having an insurable interest in the life
of such person.—Live-stock insurance. In-
surance upon the lives. health. and good condi-
tion of domestic animals of the useful kinds.
such as horses and cows.—H.arine insurance.
A contract whereby. for a consideration stipu-
lated to be paid by one interested in a ship,
freight._or cargo, subject to the risks of marine
navigation, another undertakes to indemnify
him against some or all of those risks during
a certain period or voyage. 1 Phil. Ins. 1. A
contract whereby one party for a stipulated
premium. undertakes to indemnify the other
against certain perils or sea-risks to which his
ship, freight. and cargo; or some of them, may
be _e°xJiosed_during a certain voyage. or a fixed
peri of time. 3 Kent. Comm. 253. Marine
insurance is an insurance against risks con-
nected with navigation. to which a ship. car-
go, _frelghta , profits, or other insurable inter-
est in move le propert may be exposed during
a certain voyag_e_ or a red period of time. Civ.
Code _Cal. 5 2600. _A contract of marine insur-
ance is one by which a ‘person or corporation,
for_ a stipulated premium, insures another
against losses occurring by the casualties of
the sea. Code Ga. 1882. 5 2‘S‘.Z4.—Plato-glass

_urance. Insurance against loss from the
accidental breaking of late-glass in windows,
doors. show-cases, etc. _ team boiler insur-
ance. Insurance against the destruction of
steam boilers by their explosion, sometimes in-
cluding indemnity against injuries to other
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pliaperty resulting from such losion.—'1‘itle
urance. Insurance against oss or damage

resulting from defects or failure of title to at
particular parcel of realty, or from the enforce-
ment ot liens existin against it at the time of
the insurance. This cm of insurance is taken
out by a purchaser of the property or one loan-
ing money on mortgage, and is furnished by
companies s cially organized for the purpose,
and which complete sets of abstracts or
duplicates of t e records, employ expert title-
examiners, and prepare conveyances and trans-
fers of all sorts. A “certificate of title” fur-
nished by such a company is merely the for-
mally expressed professional opinion of the
company’s examiner that the title is complete
and perfect (or otherwise, as stated), and the
company is liable only for a want of care. skill,
or diligence on the part of its examiner: where-
as an “insurance of title" warrants the _vaiid-
ity of the title in any and all events. It is not
always easy to distinguish between such insur-
ance and a “guaranty of title" given by such
a company, except that in the former case the
maximum _limit of liability is fixed by the poli-
cy. while in the latter cast the undertaking is
to make good any and all loss resulti from
defect or failure of the _title.—’i‘ornndo ur-
anoe. Insurance against injuries to crops,
timber, houses, farm buildings. and other prop-
ert from the effects of tornadoes, hurricanes,
an cyclones.

Other compound and descriptive terns.
oncurrent insurance. That which to

any extent insures the same interest against
the same casualty, at the same time. as the
primary insurance, on such terms that the in-
surers would hear proportionatel the loss hap-

ening within the provisions 0 both policies.
iibber Co. v. Assur. Co., 64 N. J. Law. 58)

46 Atl. 777; Corkery v. Insurance Co., 9§
Iowa, 382. 68 N. W. 792: Coflee Co. v. Insur-
ance Co., 110 Iowa. 423, 81 N. W. 707, 80
Am. St. Rep. 31l.—.'Double insurance. See
DoUBI.ic.—G-eneral and special insurance.
In marine insurance a general insurance is
elfected when the perils insured against are
such as the law would imply from the nature
of the contract considered n itself and su
posing none to be specified In the policy: n
the case of special insurance, further perils
(in addition to implied perils) are expressed in
the olicy. Vandenheuvel v. United Ins. Co.,
2 Jo ns. Cas. Y.) 127.—Insurance agent.
An agent emp oyed by an insurance company
to solicit risks and eifect insurances. Agents
of insurance com anies are called “ neral
agents" when clot ed with the genera over-
sight of the companies’ business in a state or
large section of_country, and “local agents"
when their functions are limited and confined
to some particular locality. See McKinnev V.
Alton, 4 Ill. App. 512; State v. Accident
Ass'n, 67 Wis. 624, 31 N. W. 229: Civ. Code
Ga. 1895. 5 205-1.—Isuuranoe_ broker. A
broker throu h whose agency insurances are
eifectod. 3 ent. Comm. See Baoxsa.
—Insurance commissioner. A public of-
ficer in several of the states whose duty is to
supervise the business of nsurance as con-
ducted in the state by foreign and domestic
companies, for the protection and botiefit of
policy-holders, and especially to issue licenses.
make periodical examinations into the condi-
tion of such companies, or receive, tile, and
publish periodical statements of their busi-
ness as furnished by them.—In.surance com-
pany. A corporation or association whose
business is to make contracts of insurance.
They are either mutual companies or stock
companies. A “mutuai" insurance company is
one whose fund for the yment of losses con-
sists not of capital su scribed or furnished
by outside arties, but ‘of premiums mutually
contributed y the parties nsurcd. or in oth-
er words, one in which all persons insured
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become members 0! the association and con-
tribute either cash or assessable premium notes,
or both to II common fund, out of which each
is entited to indemnity in case of loss. My-
gatt v. insurance Co., 21 N. I. 65; Insurance

- Co. v. Hoge. 21 How. 35. 16 L Ed. 61 ' GivenI

v. Rettew,_162 Pa. 638. 29 At]. 703. A “stock"
company is one organized according to the
usual form of business corporations. having a
capital stock divided into shares. which. with
current income and accumulated surplus con-
stitutes the fund for the payment of iosses.
policy-holders paving fixed nremiurns and not
being members of the association unless they
also happen to be stocirnoioers.—r.nsIu-ance
policy. See Pouor.-—0ven-insus-ance. In-
surance eifected upon property, either in one
or several companies. to an amount which,
separately or in the aggregate. exceeds the ac-
tual value of the pi-operty.—ll.einsuranoe.
Insurance of an insurer; a contract by which
an insurer procures a third person (usually 'an-
other insurance company) to insure hii_n_agaii_ist
loss or liability by reason of the original in-
surance. Civ. Code Cal. _2646; Insurance
Co. v. Insurance Co., 38 0 10 St. 15. 43 Am.
Rep. 413. 4

INIUBE. To engage to indemnify a per-
son against pecuniary loss from specified per-
ils. To act as an insurer.

INSURED. The person who obtains in-
surance on his property, or upon whose life
an insurance is effected.

IIIIUEER. The underwriter or insurance
company with whom a contract of insurance
is made.

The person who undertakes to indemnify
another by a contract of insurance is called
the “insurer,”.and the person indemnified is
called the "insured." Civil Code Cal. 5 2538.

HISUBGENT. One who participates in
an insurrection; one who opposes the execu-
tion ot law by force or arms, or who rises
in revolt against the constituted authorities.

A distinction is often taken between “insur-
gent" and "rebel," in this: that the former
term is_not necessarily to be taken in a bad
sense. inasmuch as an insurrection, though
extralegal, may be just and timely in itself;
as where it is undertaken for the overthrow
of tyranny or the reform of gross abuses. Ac-
cording to Webster. an insurrection is an in-
cipient or early stage of a rebellion.

INIURBEOTION. A rebellion, or ris-
ing of citizens or subjects in resistance to
their government. See INSURGENI.

Insurrection shall consist in any combined
resistance to the lawful authority of the
state, with intent to the denial thereof, when
the same is manifested. or lnteiided to be
manifested, by acts of violence. Code Ga.
1882, 5 4315. And see Allegheny County v.
Gibson, 90 Pa. 417, 35 Am. Rep. 670; Boon
v. Etna Ins. Co., 40 Conn. 584; In re
Charge to Grand Jury (D. C.) 82 Fed. 830.

IIITAXEBS. In old English law. A
kind of thieves inhabiting Redesdale. on the
extreme northern border of England; so
called because they took in or received such
booties of cattle and other things as their
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accomplices, who were called “outparters."
brought in to them from the borders or Scot-
land. Spelman; Cowell.

INTAKES. Temporary lnclosures made
by customary tenants oi! a manor under ii.

special custom authorizing them to inclose
part or the waste until one or more crops
have been raised on it. Elton. Common, 277.

INTANGIBLE PROPERTY. Used chief-
ly in the law of taxation. this term means
such property as has no intrinsic and mur-
ketable value, but is merely the representa-
tive or evidence of value, such as certificates
of stock. bonds, promissory notes, and tran-
chises. see western Union Tel. Co. v. Nor-
man (C. C.) 77 Fed. 26.

INTEGER. Lat. Whole; untouched.
Res mieara means a question which is new
and undecided. 2 Kent, Comm. 177.

INTEGRITY. As occasionally used in
statutes prescribing the qualifications or pub-
lic oflicers, trustees, etc., this term means
soundness oi‘ moral principle and character.
as shown,hy one person dealing with others ~

in the making and performance of contracts.
and fidelity and honesty in the discharge of
trusts; it is synonymous with "problty."
“honesty," and “uprightness." In re Bau-
quier’s Estate. 88 Cal. 302, 26 Pac. 178; In
re Gordon's Estate, 142 Cal. 125, 75 Pac. 672.

INTELLIGIEILITY. In pleading. The
statement of matters oi’ fact directly (ex-
cluding the necessity oi inference or argu-
ment to arrive at the meaning) and in such
appropriate terms, so arranged, as to be com-
prehensible by a person of common or ordi-
nary understanding. See Merrill v. Everett.
38 Conn. 48; Davis v. Trump, 43 W. Va.
191, 27 S. E. 397. 64 Am. St. Rep. 849: Jen-
nings v. State, 7 Tex. App. 358; Ash v. Pur-
nell (Com. Pl.) 11 N. Y. Supp. 54.

INTEMPEEANCE. Habitual lntemper-
ance is that degree of intemperance from
the use of intoxicating drinks which dis-
qualifies the person a great portion of the
time from properly attending to business, or
which would reasonably inflict a course of
great mental anguish upon an innocent party.
Civ. Code CaL I 106. And see Mowry v.
Home L. Ins. Co., 9 R. I. 355; Zeigler V.
Com. (Pa.) 14 Ati. 238; Tatum v. State, 63
Ala. 149; Elkins v. Buschner (Pa.) 16 At].
104.

INTEN1). To design, resolve, purpose.
To apply a rule of law in the nature or pre-
sumption; to discern and follow the proba-
blllties of like cases. «

INTENDANT. One who has the charge,
management, or direction of some otllce, de-
partment. or public business.

Used in the constitutional and statutory
law of some European governments to desig-
nate a principal oiiicer or state correspond-
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tag to the cabinet ministers or secretaries
of the various departments of the United
States government, as, “intendant of ma-
rine,” “intendant of finance."
' The term was also used in Alabama to des-
ignate the chief executive oilicer of a city or
town, having practically the same duties
and functions as a mayor. See Const. Ala.
1901, 5 176; lntendant and Council of
Greensboro v. Mullins, 13 Ala. 341.

INTENDED To BE RECORDED. This
phrase is frequently used in conveyances,
when reciting some other conveyance which
has not yet been recorded. but which forms
a. link in the chain of title. In Pemisylvania,
it has been construed to he a covenant. on
the part of the grantor, to procure the deed
to be recorded in a reasonable time. Penn
v. Efreston. 2 Rawle (Pa.) 14.

INTENDENTE. In Spanish law. The
immediate agent of the minister of finance,
or the chief and principal director of the dif-
ferent branches of the revenue, appointed in
the various departments in each of the prov-
inces into which the Spanish monarchy is di-
vided. lmcriche.

INTENDMENT 01‘ LAW. The true
meaning. the correct understanding or inten-
tion of the law: a presumption or inference
made by the courts. Co. Litt. 78.

'-Oonunon intendment. The natural and
usual sense‘ the common meaning or under-
standing: the plain meaning of any writing
as apparent on its face without straining or
distorting the construction.

INTENT. 1. In criminal law and the law
of evidence. Purpose; formulated design; a
resolve to do or for-bear a particular act;
aim; determination. In its literal sense,
the stretching of the mind or will towards a
particular object.

“Intent" expresses mental action at its most
advanced point, or as it actually accompanies
an outward. corporal act which has been de-
termined on. Intent shows the presence of
will in the act which consummates a crime. It
is the exercise of intelligent will, the mind be
ing fully aware of the nature and consequences
of the act which is about to be done. and with
such knowledge._and with _full liberty of action,
willing and electing to do it. Burrill, Circ. Ev.
284, and notes.
-General intent. An intention. purpose, or
design, either without specific plan or particu-
lar object. or without reference to such plan
or object.

2. Meaning; purpose: signification; in-
tendiiient; applied to words or language.
See CERTAXNTY.

—Common intent. The natural sense given
to words.

_ INTENTIO. Lat. In the civil law.
The formal coinpliilnt or claim of a plaintifl
before the pru-tor.
. In old English law. A count or declara-
tion in a real action, (mirratim) Bract. lib.
4;, tr. 2, c. 2; Fleta, lib. 4, c. 7; Du Caiige.
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Intentio ones nah. A blind or obscure
meaning is bad or ineifectual. 2 Bulst. 17!).
said or a testator's intention.

Intentio inservlre debet legihns, non-
leges intentioni. The intention [of a par-
ty] ought to be subservient to [or in accord-
ance with] the laws, not the laws to the in-
tention. Co. Litt. 314a, 31-lb.

Intentio men insponit nornen. operi
aneo. Hob. 123. My intent gives a name to
my ICC.

INTENTION. Meaning: will; purpose;
design. “The intention of the testator, to
be collected from the whole will, is to gov-
ern, provided it be not unlawful or inconsist-
ent with the rules of law." 4 Kent, Comm.
534.

“Intention." when used with reference to the
construction of wills and other documents
means the sense and meaning of it, as gathered
from the words used therein. Parol evidence
is not ordinarily admissible to explain this.
When used with reference to civil and criminal
responsibility. a person who contemplates any
result, as not unlikely to follow from a de
liberate act of his own, may be said to intend
that result. whether he desire it or not. Thus.
if a man should. for a wager. discharge a gun
anion a multitude of people. and any should
be ki led. he would be deemed guilty of in-
tending the death of such person; for every
man is presumed to intend‘ the natural conse-
quence of his own actions. Intention is often
confounded with motive. as when we speak of a
man's “good intentions." Mosley & Whitley.

nrrnrrrroxn. A writ thlzt lay against
him who entered into lands after the death
of a tenant in dower. or for life, etc., and
held out to him in reversion or remainder.
Fitah. Nat. Brev. 203.

INTER. Lat. Among; between.

INTER ALIA. Among other things. A
term anciently used in pleading, especially
in reciting statutes, where the whole statute
was not set forth at length. Inter am
enactatnm fuit, among other things it was
enacted. See Plowd. 65.

Inter alias causes neqnisitionis, nuc-
nn, eelebris, at lunoss est osnsn donn-
tionis. Among other methods of acquiring
property. a great, much—used, and celebrated
method is that or gift. Bract. 1'01. 11.

INTER. ALIOI. Between other persons;
between those who are strangers to a matter
in question.

INTER APICES .'l'U'B.IS. Among the
subtleties of. the law. see Arsx Joins.

INTER BRAOEIA. Between her arms.
Fleta, lib. 1, c. 35, 55 1, 2.

INTER. CETEROS. Among others; in
a general clause; not by name, (nomiuatina)
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A term applied in the civil law to clauses
of disinheritance in a will. Inst. 2, 13, 1;
Id. 2, 13. 3.

INTER CANE}! E1‘ LUPUM. (Int. Be-
tween the dog and the wolf.) The twilight;
because then the dog seeks his rest. and
the wolf his prey. 3 Inst. 63.

INTER OONJUGES.
and wife.

Between husband

INTER. CONJUNOTAS PERBONAS.
Between conjunct persons. By the act 1621.
c. 18. all conveyances or alienations between
conjunct persons, unless griuited for oner-
ous causes, are declared, as in a question
with creditors, to be null and of no avail.
Conjunct persons are those standing in a.

certain degree of relationship to each other;
such. for example. as brothers, sisters, sons,
uncles, etc. These were formerly excluded
as witnesses, on account of their relation-
ship; but this, as a ground of exclusion, has
been abolished. Tray. Lat. Max.

INTER FAUOES TERRE. (Between
the jaws of the land.) A term used to de-
scribe a roadstead or arm of the sea en-
closed between promontories or projecting
headlands.

INTER PARES. Between peers; be-
tween th_ose who stand on a level or equality,
as respects diligence, opportunity, respon-
sibility, etc.

INTER. PARTE8. Between parties. In-
struments in which two persons unite, each
making conveyance to. or engagement with,
the other, are called “Papers inter partes."
Smith v. Emery, 12 N. J. Law, 60.

INTER QUATUOR PARIBTES. Be
tween four walls. Fleta, lib. 6, c. 55, § 4.

INTER REGALIA. In English law.
Among the things belonging to the sovereign.
Among these are rights of salmon fishing,
mines of gold and silver, forests, forfeitures,
casualties of superiority, etc.. which are
called “regaiia minora." and may be con-
veyed to a subject. The regatta majora in-
clude the several branches of the royal pre-
rogative, which are inseparable from the
person of the sovereign. Tray. Lat. Max.

INTER BUSTICOS.
crate or unlearned.

Among the illit-

IINTER SE, nrrnn BEBE.
selves. Story, Partn. 5 405.

Among them-

IICTEB 713.111! 171‘ ‘UXOREII.
tween husband and wife.

Be

11111111. VIVOB. Between the living:
from one living person to another. Where
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property passes by conveyance, the transac-
tion is said to be inter visas, to distinguish
it from a case of succession or devise. So
an ordinary gift from one person to another
is called a “gift inter vie-ca." to distinguish
it from a donation’ made in contemplation
of death, (moms causa.)

INTEROALABE. Lat. In the civil law.
To introduce or insert among or between
others; to introduce a day or month into
the calendar: to intercalate. Dig. 50, 16,
98, pr.

INTEBOEDEBE. Lat. In the civil law.
To become bound for another's debt.

INTERGIIAIIGEABLY. By way of ex-
change or interchange. This term prop-
erly denotes the method of signing deeds,
leases, contracts, etc.. executed in duplicate,
where each party signs the copy which he
delivers to the other. Roosevelt v. Smith,
17 Misc. Rep. 323, 40 N. Y. Supp. 381.

INTBRCOMMON. To enjoy a common
mutually or promiscuously with the inhab-
itants or tenants of a contiguous township,
viii, or manor. 2 Bl. Comm. 33; 1 Crabb,
Real Prop. 11. 271, § 290. .;

INTERGOMHUNING. Letters of inter-
communing were letters from the Scotch
privy council passing (on their act) in the
king's name, charging the lieges not to reset,
supply, or intercommune with the persons
thereby denounced; or to furnish them with
meat, drink, house, harbor. or any other thing
useful or comfortable; or to have any inter-
course with them whatever.—under pain ‘of
being reputed art and part in their crimes,
and dealt with accordingly; and desiring all
sheriffs, hnilies, etc., to apprehend and com-
mit such rebels to prison. Bell.

INTERCOURSE. Communication; lit-
erally, a running or passing between persons
or places; commerce. As applied to two
persons, the word standing alone, and with-
out a descriptive or qualifying word, does
not import sexual connection. People v.
Howard, 143 Cal. 316, 76 Pac. 1110.

INTERDIOT. In Roman law. A de-
cree of the praator by means of which, in cer-
tain eases determined by the edict, be him4
self directly commanded what should be done
or omitted, particularly in causes involving
the right of possession or a quasi possession.
In the modern civil law, interdicts are re-"
garded precisely the same as actions, though
they, give rise to a summary proceeding.’
Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 258. '

Interdicts are either prohibitory, restora-
tive. or exhibitory; the first being a prohibi-,
tion, the second a decree for restoring pos-_
session lost by force, the third a decree for-
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the exhibiting of accounts. etc. Heinec. I
1206.

An interdict was distinguished from an "ac-
tion." (acto'o.) properly so called. by the cir-
cumstance that the printer himself decided in
the first instance, (pri‘nc1'pamer,) on the appli-
cation of the plaintifi. without previously ap-
pointing a index, by issuing a decree command-
ing what should be done. or left undone. Gains.
4. 139 It might be adopted as a remedy in
various cases where a regular action could not
be maintained. and hence interdicts were at one
time more extensively used by the raator than
the aciiones themselves. Afterwar s, however.
they fell into disuse. and in the time of Justin-
ian were generally dispensed with. Mackeld.
Rom. Law. 1258; Inst. 4. 15. 8.

In ecclesiastical law. An ecclesiastical
censure, by which divine services are pro-
hibited to be administered either to particu-
lar persons or in particular places.

In Scotch law. An order of the court
of session or of an inferior court. pro-
nounced on cause shown..i'or stopping any
act or proceedings complained of as illegal
or wrongful. It may be resorted to as a
remedy against any encroachment either on
property or possession, and is a protection
against any unlawful proceeding. Bell.

IITERDIOTIOII’. In French lnw.
Every person who, on account of insanity.
has become incapable of controlling his own
interests, can be put under the control of a
guardian, who shall administer his affairs
with the same effect as he might himself.
Such a person is said to be “dnterdu," and
his status is described as “interdiction."
Arg. Fr. Mei-c. law, 562.

In the civil law. A Judicial decree. by
which a person is deprived of the exercise of
his civil rights.

In international law. An "interdiction
of commercial intercourse" between two
countries is a governmental prohibition of
commercial intercourse, intended to bring
about an entire cessation for the time being
of all trade whatever. See The Edward. 1
Wheat. 272, 4 L. Ed. 86. .

—lnterd.iction of fire And water. Banish-
inent by an order that no man should supply
the person banished with [ire or water. the
two necessaries of life.

IIITERDIOTUH SALVIANIJII. Lat.
In Roman law. The salvian interdlct. A
process which lay for the owner of a farm to
obtain possession of the goods of his tenant
who had pledged them to him for the rent
of the land. Inst. 4. 15. 8.

Inter-dun: ovenit nt oxooptio 11113
print: facie jnstn vidotnr. tunen iniqne
noceat. It sometimes happens that a plea
which seems prima /acic just. nevertheless is
injurious and unequal. Inst. 4. 14, 1. 2.

INTEBESIE. Lat. Interest. The in-
terest of money; also an interest in lands.
—Intea-ease termini. An interest in a term.
That species of interest or property which a
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lesse_e for ears acquires in the lands demised
to him, be ore he has actually become
of those lands: as distinguished from that
property or interest vested in him by the de-
mise. and also reduced into possession by an
actual entry u n the lands and the assump-
tion of owners ip therein. and which is then
termed an “estate for years." Brown.—Ps-o
interesse sno. For his own interest; ac-
cording to, or to the extent of. his individual
interest. Used (in practice to describe the
intervention of a party w 0 comes into a
suit for the urpose of protecting interests of
his own whic may be involved in the dispute
between the principal parties or which may
as attested by the settlement of their conten-

on.

INTEREST. In property. The most
general term that can be employed to denote
a property in lands or chattels. In its appli-
cation to lands or things real, it is frequently
used in connection with the terms "estate."
“right." and “title." and. according to Lord
Coke, it properly includes them all. Go. Litt.
345b. See Ragsdale v. Mays. 65 Tex. 257;
Hurst v. Hurst, 1 W. Vii. 297; New York
v. stone, 20 Wend. (N. Y.) 142: State v. Mc-
Kellop. 40 M0. 185; Inventhal V. Home Ins.
Co., 112 Ala. 116, 20 South. 419. 33 L B.
A. 258, 57 Am. st. Rep. 17.

More particularly it means a right to have
the advantage accruing from anything; any
right in the nature of property. but less than
title; a partial or undivided right; a title to
a share.

The terms “lnterest" and “title” are not syn-
onymous. A mortgagor in possession. and a
purchaser holding under a deed defective!
executed, have. both of them. absolute as we!
as insurable interests in the propertg though
neither of them has the le al title. ough v.
City F. Ins. Co.. 2) Conn. 0. 76 Am. Dec. 581.
—Absolnto or conditional. That is an ab-
solute interest in propert which is so com-
pletely vested in the individual that he can by
no contingency be deprived of it without his
own consent. 80. too. he is the owner of such
absolute interest who must necessarily sne-
tain the loss if the property is destroyed. The
terms “interest" and ‘title" are not synony-
mous. A mortgagor in possession. and a pur-
chaser holdin under a deed defectively exe-
cuted. have. th of them. absolute. as well
as insurable. interests in the property. though
neither of them has the legal title. “Absolute"
is here synonymous with “vested." and is used
in contradistinction to contingent or conditional.
Hough v. City F. Ins. Co.. 29 Conn. 10. 76
Am. Dec. 581; Garver v. Hawkeye Ins. Co..
69 Iowa, 202 28 N. W. 555: Washington F.
Ins. co. v. keiiy, 32 Md. 421, 431. 3 Am.
lieu. 149: Elliott v. Asbland Mut. F. Ins. 00..
117 Pa. 548, 12 Atl. 676. 2 Am. St. Rep. 703'
Williams v. Buifalo German Ins. Co. (C. C5
17 Fed. 83.—Intes-est or no interest. These
words, inserted in an insurance policy, mean
that the question whether the insured has or
has not an insurable interest in the subject-
matter is waived. and the policy is to be good
irrespective of such interest. The efect of
such a clause is to make it a wager policy.-
Intorest policy. In_iusurance. One which
actually. or prime facoe, covers a substantial
and insurable interest: as op osed to a wager
policy.—Inter-est suit. In English law. An
action in the probate branch of the high
court of justice. in which'the question in dis-
pute is as to whic.h.party is ent tied to a grant
of letters of administration of the estate of a
deceased person. Wharton.
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In the law or evidenee. "Interest." in
a statute that no witness shall be excluded
by interest in the event of the suit. means
uconcern,n uadvantage.n llzood'!l u‘hare'sl
“portion." "part," or "participation." Fitch
v. Bates. 11 Barb. (N. Y.) 471; Morgan v.
Johnson. 87 Ga. 382. 13 S. E. 710.

A relation to the matter in controversy. or
to the issue of the suit. in the nature oi’ a
prospective gain or loss. which actually does.
or presumably might, create a bias or preju-
dice in the mind, inclining the person to
favor one side or the other.

For money. Interest is the compensation
allowed by law or fixed by the parties for
the use or forbearance or detention of money.
Civ. Code Cal. 5 1915; Williams v. Scott. 83
Ind. 408; Kelsey v. Murphy, 30 Pa. 841;
Williams v. American Bank. 4 Metc. (Mass.)
317; Beach V. Peabody. 188 Ill. 75; 58 N. E.
680.

Classification.-Conventionnl interest
is interest at the rate agreed upon and fixed
by the parties themselves. as distinguished
from that which the law would prescribe in
the absence of an explicit a I-cement. Fowler
v. Smith. 2 Cal. 568: Rev.
3099.—Lei_znl interest. That rate of inter-
est prescribed by the laws of the particular
state or country as the highest which may be
lawfully contracted for or exacted. and which
must be paid in all cases where the law al-
lows interest without the assent of the debtor.
Towsiee v. Durkee. 12 Wis. 485: American,
etc.. Ass'n v. Harn (Tex. Civ. Apéig) 62 S. W.
75: Beals v. Amador County. . Cal. 833.
—Si:nple interest is that which is_ paid for
the principal or sum lent. at a certain rate or
allowance. made by law or agreement of par-
ties.—Ooni onnd -interest is interest upon
interest. w ere accrued interest is added to the
principal sum. and the whole treated as a
new principal. for the calculation of the inter-
est for the next period.
-—Ex4ntei-est. In the language ot_ stock ex-
changes. a bond or other interest-beanng securi-
ty is said to be sold “ex-interest” when the
vendor reserves to himself the interest already
accrued and payable (if_ any) or the interest ac-
cruing up to the next interest day.-—Inte:-est,
snnritinse. See Maaxriun IN'raaasr.—Inter~
est npen interest. Compound interest.

Interest reipuhlion ne nnaleiloia re-

nanennt ixnpnnita. it concerns the state
that crimes remain not unpunished. Jenk.
Cent. pp. 30, 31. case 59; Wing. Max. 501.

Interest reipnblien ne sun qnis male
ntatnr. It concerns the state that persons
do not misuse their property. 6 Coke. 3641.

Interest reipnblien qnod hornines eon-

serventnr. It concerns the state that [the
lives of] men be preserved. 12 Coke. 62.

Interest reipnhlion res Jndientns non
rescindi. It concerns the state that things
adjudicated be not rescinded. 2 Inst. 360.
It is matter or public concern that solemn
adjudications of the courts should not be dis-
turbed. See Best. Ev. p. £1, 5 44.
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Interest reipnblien snprernn honiinnn
testunentn rate Isabel-1. It concerns the
state that men's last wills be held valid. [or
allowed to stand.] 00. Litt. 236b.

Interest reipnblion nt oareeres slnt in
tnto. It concerns thegstate that prisons be
safe places or confinement. 2 Inst. 589. ‘

Interest (isnprhnis) reipnblion nt pen
in regno eonservetnr, et qnnennqne pnei
adversentnr provide deolinentnr. It es-
pecially concerns the state that peace be pre-
served in the kingdom, and that whatever
things are against peace be prudently avoid-
ed. 2 Inst. 158.

Interest reipnblion nt qnllihet re sun
hone ntatu. It is the concern or the state
that every one uses his property properly.

Interest reipnblion nt sit finis litinin.
It concerns the state that there be an end
of lawsuits. Co. Litt. 303. It is for the gen-
eral welfare that a period he put to litiga-
tion. Broom. Max. 331, 343.

INTERFERENCE. In patent law. this
term designates a collision between rights
claimed or granted; that is, where a person
claims a patent for the whole or any integral
part of the ground already covered by an ex-
isting patent or by a pending application.
Milton v..Kingsley. 7 App. D. C. 540; De-
derick v. For (C. C.) 56 Fed. 717; Nathan
Mfg. Co. v. Craig (0. C.) 49 Fed. .370.

Strictly speaking an “interference" is de-
clared to exist by the patent oflice whenever it
is decided by the roperly constituted authori-
ty in that bureau at two pending applications
(or_a patent and a pending application). in their
claims or essence. cover the same discovery or
invention, so as to render necessary an investi-
gieition into the question of priorit of invention

tween the two applications or t e a plication
and the atent. as the case may be. wrey v.
Fqoglgsm lectric Smelting, etc.. Co. (C. C.) 68

e . .

‘ INTERIM. Lat. In the mean time;
meanwhile. An assignee ad interim is one
appointed between the time of bankruptcy
and appointment of the regular assignee.
2 Bell, Comm. 355.
-I.IItO'.I.‘hI| oornniittitnr. “In the mean time,
let him be committed.” An order of court (or
the docket-entry noting it) by which a prisoner
is committed to prison and directed to be kept
there until some further action can be taken.
or until the time arrives for the execution of
his sentence.—Intex-in: onrntor. In English
law. A person appointed by justices of the
peace to take care of the property of a felon
convict. until the appointment by the crown of
an administrator or administrators for the same

urpose. Moziey & Whit_ley.—Intex-ins factor.
n Scotch law. A judicial oificer elected or ap-

pointed under the bankruptcy law to take charge
of and preserve the estate until a tit person
shall be elected trustee. 2 Bell, Comm. 357.-
Interim ofloer. One appointed to fill the of-
fice during a temporary vacancy, or during an
interval caused by the absence or incapacitynf
the regular lncumbent.—Intei-in order. - One
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made in the mean time, and until something is
do'ne.—Ini:erl.m to-aeipt. A receipt for money
paid by way of remium for a contract of in-
surance for whic application is made. If the
risk is rejected, the money is refunded, less the
pro rota premium.

INTEBLAQUEARIE. In old practice.
To link together, or interchangeably. Writs
were called “{nterlaqueata" where several
were issued against several parties residing
in different counties, each party being sum-
moned by a separate writ to warrant the ten-
ant, together with the other warrantors.
Fleta. lib. 5, c. 4, 5 2.

 fl0N. The act of writ-
ing between the lines of an instrument: also
what is written between lines. Morris v.
Vauderen, 1 Dali. 67, 1 L. Ed. 38;, Russell
v. Eubanks, 84 Mo. 88.

DITERLOCUTOR. In Scotch practice.
An order or decree of court; an order made
in open court. 2 swint. 362; Arkley, 32.
—Intes-locutor of relevancy. In Scotch
practice. A decree as to the relevancy of a libel
gr iI:l3t;l3(.‘.tl1I¢lIt in a criminal case. 2 Abs. Cum.

r.

INTERLOOUTORY. Provisional; tem-
notary; not final. Something intervening
between the commencement and the end of a
suit which decides souie point or matter, but
is not a final decision of the whole contro-
versy. Mora v. Sun Mut. Ins. Co., 13 Abb.
Prac. (N. Y.) 310.

As to interlocutory “Costs," "Decree,"
“Judgment," “0rder." and “Sentence,” see
those titles.

HITEBLOPERS. Persons who run into
business to which they have no right, or who
interfere wrongfully; persons who enter a
country or place to trade without license.
Webster.

INTERLIARRIAGE. In the popular
sense, this term denotes the contracting of
a marriage relation between two persons
considered asmembers of ditferent nations,
tribes. families, etc., as, between the sov-
ereigns of two tliflerent countries, between
an American and an alien, between Indians
of diiferent tribes, between the scions of
diiferent clans or families. But, in law, it
is sometimes used (and with propriety) to
emphasize the mutuality of the marriage
contract and as importing a reciprocal en-
gagement by which each of the parties “mar-
rles" the other. Thus, in a pleading, instead
of averring that “the plaintiti! was married
to the defendant," it would be proper to al-
lege that “the parties iiitermarried" at such
a time and place.

INTERHEDDLE. To interfere with
property or the conduct of business an'airs
oiiiclously or without right or title. Me-
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Queen v. Babcock, 41 Barb. (N. Y.) 3%:
In re Shinn’s Estate, 166 Pa. 121, 30 Atl.
1026, 45 Am. St. Rep. 656. Not a technical
legal term, but sometimes used with refer-
ence to the acts of an executor de son tort
or a neyotiorum aestor in the civil law.

INTBBKEDIARY. In modern civil law.
A broker; one who is employed to negotiate
a matter between two parties, and who for
that reason is considered as the mandatary
(zagznt) of both. Civ. Code La. 1900, art.
3 1 .

INTBRHEDIATE. Intervenlng; inter-
posed during the progress of a suit, pro-
ceeding, business, etc., or between its be-
ginning and end.
—Intes-mediate Iooount. In probate law.
An account of an executor, administrator, or
guardian filed subsequent to his first or initial
account and before his final account. Specifical-
ly in New York, an account filed with the sur-
rogate for the purpose of disclosing the acts of
the person accounting and the state or condi-
tion of the fund in his hands, and not made the
subject of a judicial settlement. Code Civ.
Proc. N Y 1899, 5 2514. subd. 9.—Intes-nie-
diste order. In code practice. An order made
between the commencement of an action and the
entry of a final judgment, or, in criminal law,
between the finding of the indictment and the
completion of the judgment roll. People v. Pri-
ori, 163 N. Y. 99, 57 N. E. 85; Boyce v. Wa-
bash Ry. Co. 63 Iowa, 70, 18 N. W. 673. 50
Am. Rep. 736; State v. O'Brien. 18 Meat. 1.
43 Pac. 1091; Hymes v. Van Cleef, 61 Hun.
618 15 N. Y. Supp. 341.—-Inter-nie_di.nte toll.
Toll for travel on a toll road, paid or to be
collected from ersons who pass thereon at
points between t e toll gates, such persons not

assing by, through, or around the toll gates.
ollingworth v. State. 29 Ohio St. 552.

INTEBKITTENT EASEMENT. See
iiiasausnr.

INTERMIXTURE 0!‘ GOODS. Con-
fusion of goods; the confusing or mingling
together of goods belonging to dinerent own-
ers in such a way that the property of
neither owner can be separately identified
or extracted from the mass. See Smith v.
Sanborn, 6 Gray (Mass.) 134. And see Con-
rusros or Goons.

INTERN. To restrict or shut up a per-
son, as a political prisoner, within a limited
territory.

INTERNAL. Relating to the interior;
comprised within boundary lines; of interior
concern or interest; domestic, as opposed to
foreign.
—Internsl commerce.
ternnl improvements. With reference to gov-
ernmental policy and constitutional provi-
sions restrictin taxation or the contracting of
public debts. th a term means works of general

ublic utility or advantage, designed to promote
acility of intercommunication, trade, and com-

merce, the transportation of persons and prop-
erty. or the development of the natural resources
of the state, such as railroads, public highways.
turnpiites, and canals, bridges, the improvement

See Coinn:acs.—In-
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ofrivers and harbors, systems of artificial ir-
rigation. and theimprovement of water powers;
but it does not include the building and main-
tenauce of state institutions. See Guernsey v.
Burlington, 11 Fed. Gas. 99; Rippe v. Becllger.
56 Minn. 100, 57 N. W. 331, 22 L. R. A. 8.37:
State V. Froehlich, 115 Wis. 32. 91 N. \V. 115,
58 L. R. A. 757, 95 Am. St. Rep. 894: U. S.
v. Dodge County, 110 U. S. 156, 3 Sup. Qt. 590.
28 L. Ed. 103; In re Senate Resolution. 12
Colo. 285, 21 Pac. 483; Savannah v. Kelly.
108 U. S. 184. 2 Sup. Ct. 468 27 L. Ed. 696;
Blair v. Cuming County, 111 S. 363. 4 Sup.
Ct. 449. % L. Ed. 4_57.—Intos-nn._l police. A
term sometimes applied to the police wer, or
power to enact laws in the interest o_ the_ pub-
lic safety, health. and morality. which is in-
herent in the legislative authority of each state,
is to be exercised with reference only to its
domestic aifairs and its own citizens, and is not
surrendered to the federal government. See
Cheboygan Lumber Co. v. Delta Transp. Co.,
100 Mich. 16, 58 N. W. 630.—InternaJ. revo-
nne. In the legislation and fiscal administra-
tion of the United States. revenue raised by the
imposition of taxes and excises on domestic
products or manufactures. and on domestic busi-
ness and occupations, inheritance _taxes, and
stamp taxes; as _broadly _distinguished from
“customs duties," 0. 9., duties or taxes on for-
eign commerce or on goods imgorted. See Iiev.
St. U. S. tit. 35 (U. S. Comp. t._1901, 20.38).
—Intox-nal waters. Such as he who ly with-
in the body oi the particular state or country.
The Garden City (D. C.) 26 Fed. 773.

_ IIITEB-NATIONAL COMMERCE. See
Comisscs.

INTERNATIONAL LAW. The law
which regulates the intercourse of nations;
the law of nations. 1 Kent, Comm. 1. 4.
The customary law which determines the
rights and regulates the intercourse of inde-
pendent states in peace and war. 1 Wildm.
Int. Law, J.

The system of rules and principles, founded
on treaty, custom, precedent, and the con-
sensus of opinion as to justice and moral
obligation, which civilized nations recognize
as binding upon them in their mutual deal-
ings and relations. Ileirn v. Bridault, 37
Miss. 230: U. S. v. White (C. C.) 27 Fed. 201.

Public international law is the body of
rules which control the conduct of independ-
ent states in their relations with each other.

Private international law is that branch
of municipal law which determines before
the courts of what nation a particular action
or suit should be brought, and by the law or
what nation it should be determined: in
other words, it regulates private rights as
dependent on a diversity oi! municipal laws
and Jurisdictions applicable to the persons,
facts, or things in dispute, and the subject
of it is hence sometimes calledvthe “contiict
of laws." Thus, questions whether a given
person owes allegiance to a particular state
where he is domiciled, whether his status,
property, rights. and duties are governed by
the (es aims, the lea: loci, the tea: ford. or the
tea: domioilii, are questions with which pri-
vate international _law has to deal. Sweet;
Roche v. Washington, 19- Ind. 55, 81 Am.
Dec. 370.
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DITBRNUNOIO. A minister or a second
order, charged with the affairs of the papal
court in‘ countries where that court has no
nuncio. ’ .

INTERNUNOIUS. A messenger between
two parties; a go-between. Applied _to a
broker. as the agent of both parties. 4 (3.
Rob. Adm. 204. .

IICTERPELLATION. In the civil law.
. The act by which, in consequence of- an agree-

ment, the party bound declares that he will
not be bound beyond a certain time. Wolit,
Inst. Nat. 3 752. 1 - -

l 1

INTERPLEA. 1. A plea by which_a-psi:-,
son sued in respect to property disclaims
any interest in it and demands that rival
claimants shall litigate their titles between!
themselves and relieve him ‘from responsiv-
billty. Bennett v. Wolverton, 24 Kan..[2_.8i_l,_

See Inrirarnuon. . ' '

2. In Missouri, a statutory proceeding.
serving as a substitute for the action oi! re-
plevin,,by which a third person intervenes
in an action oi! attachment, sets up his ,own_.
title to the specific property attached, and_
seeks to recover the possession of ‘it. , See
Rice v. Sally, 176 M0. 107, 75 S. W.~ 308;,
Spooner v. Ross, 24 Mo. App. 603; State v.

Barker, 26 Mo. App. 491; Brownwell, etc...
Car. Co. v. Barnard, 139 Mo. 142, 40 S. .W.,
762. . -

I

Inrnnrnnansn. When two or more’.
persons claim the same thing (or fund) of ii
third, and he, laying no claim to it i’llI__i'l8e1f,J

is ignorant which of them has a right to it,
and fears he may be prejudiced‘ by their pro-
ceeding against him to recover it, he may tile
a bill in equity against them, the object of.
which is to make them litigate their title
between themselves, instead of litigating it
with him, and such a bill is called a “bill
of interpleader." Brown. . _ .

By the statute 1 & 2 Wm. IV. c. 68, sum-
mary proceedlngs at law were provided for
the same purpose, in actions of assumpsitg
deht. detinue, and trover. And the same_
remedy is known, in one form or the othei‘-',_
in most or all of the United States. '

Under the Pennsylvania practice. when goods‘
levied u on by the sherlif are claimed by a third"
party, tge sheriif takes a rule of interpleader on
the parties, upon which, when made absolute, a-
feigned issue is framed. and the title to the
goods is tested. The goods, pendin the J: -.

ings. remain in the custody of the efen ant up-"
on the execution of a forthcoming bond. ‘Bou-
v er.

mrnnponarn. To insert saw. in a
complete document. '

INTERPOLATION. The act of inter-"
polating; the words interpolated.

INTERPRET. To construe; to seek out_
the meaning or language; to translate orally
from one tongue to another. . .
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-- Into:-pa-etu-o at oonoox-dare logos log-
ibu, est opflnns into:-pr-stand! znodus.

- To interpret. and [in such a way as] to har-
monize laws with laws, is the best mode of
interpretation. 8 Coke. 169a.

Into:-pretatio charts:-um. bcnigne lact-
onda eat, at res magi: talent quun po-
tent. The interpretation of deeds is to be
liberal, that the thing may rather have ef-
fect than tall. Broom, Max. 543.

Interpretatio fiends. out at no magi!
vnleat qua: parent. Jenk. Cent. 198.
Such an interpretation is to be adopted that
the thing may rather stand than fall.

Interpretatio tall: in unblgutis sen-
por fiends est ut ovltetur Inconvenient
at abnrdun. In cases of ambiguity, such
an interpretation should always be made that
what is inconvenient and absurd may be
avoided. 4 Inst. 328:

INTERPRETATION. The art or process
of discovering and expounding the intended
signification of the language used in a stat-
ute, will, contract, or any other written doc-'
ument, that is, the meaning which the author
designed it to convey to others. People v.
Com’rs of Taxes. 95 N. Y. 559; Rome v.
Knox, 14 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 272; Ming v.
Pratt, 22 Mont. 262, 56 Pac. 279: Taiiman
v. Tailman, 3 Misc. Rep. 465, 23 N. Y. Supp.
734. -

The discovery and representation of the
true meaning of any signs used to convey
ideas. Lieb. Herm.

“Construction” is a term_ of wider scope than
"interpretation ;" for, while the latter is con-
cerned oni with ascertaining the sense and
meaning 0 the subject-matter, the former may
also be directed to explaining the legal eifects
and consequences of the instrument in question.
Hence interpre tion precedes construction, but
stops at the written text.

Close interpretation (tntcrpretaiio restric-
ta) is adopted it just reasons, connected with
the formation and character of the text, in-
duce us to take the words in their narrowest
meaning. This species of interpretation has
generally been called “literal,” but the term
is inadmissible. Lieb. Ilerm. 54.

Eztcnatve interpretation (tnterpretatio cz-

tcnstva, called, also, “liberal interpretation”)
adopts a more comprehensive signification of
the word. Id. 58.

Extravagant interpretation (tnterpretatio
ezcccdcns) is that which substitutes a mean-
ing evidently beyond the true one. it is
therefore not genuine interpretation. Id. 59.

Free or unrestricted interpretation (inter-
prctatio aoiuta) proceeds simply on the gen-
eral principles of interpretation ‘in good faith,
not bound by any specific or superior princi-
pie. id. 59.

Limited or restricted interpretation (in-
terprctatio limitata) is when we are influ-
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enced by other principles than the strictly
hermeneutic ones. Id. 60.

Predastined interpretation (tnterpretatio
predestinata) takes place if the interpreter.
laboring under a strong bias of mind, makes
the text subservient to his preconceived views
or desires. This includes artful interpreta-
tion, (interpretatio cafer,) by which the in-
terpreter seeks to give a meaning to the text
other than the one he knows to have been in-
tended. Id. 60.

It is said to be either “legal," which rests
on the same authority as the law itself, or
"doctrinal," which rests upon its intrinsic
reasonableness. Legal interpretation may
be either “authentic," when it is expressly
provided by the legislator, or “usual,” when
it is derived from unwritten practice. Doc-
trinai interpretation may turn on the mean-
ing of words and sentences, when it is called
“grammatical,” or on the intention of the
legislator, when it is described as “iogical."
When logical interpretation stretches the
words of a statute to cover its obvious mean-
ing, it is called “extensive ;" when, on the
other hand. it avoids giving full meaning to
the words, in order not to go beyond the in-
tention oi.‘ the legislator, it is called "restrict-
ive." Holl. Jur. 344.

As to strict and liberal interpretation, see
Cossraucrios.

In the civil law, authentic interpretation
of laws is that given by the legislator him-
self, which is obligatory on the courts. Cus-
tomary interpretation (also called “usual") is
that which arises from successive or con-
current decisions of the court on the same
subject-matter, having regard to the spirit
of the law, Jurisprudence, usages, and equity;
as distinguished from “authentic” interpreta-
tion, which is that given by the legislator
himself. Houston v. Robertson, 2 Tex. 28.
—Inte:-pa-station clause. A section of a stat-
ute which defines the meaning of certain words
occurring frequently in the other sections.

INTERPRETEB. A person sworn at a
trial to interpret the evidence of a foreigner
or a deaf and dumb person to the court.
Amory v. Fellowes, 5 Mass. 226: People v.
Lem Dec, 132 Cal. 199, 64 Pac. 266.

INTERREGNUH. An interval between
reigns. The period which elapses between
the death of a sovereign and the election of
another. The vacancy which occurs when
there is no government.

INTERROGATOIRE. In French law.
An act which contains the interrogatories
made by the judge to the person accused, on
the facts which are the object of the accusa-
tion, and the answers of the accused. Poth.
Proc. Crim. c. 4, art. 2, 5 1.

INTERROGATORIEI. A set or series
of written questions drawn up for the pur-
pose of being propouuded to a party in
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equity. a garnishee. or a witness whose testi-
mony is taken on deposition; a series of
formal written questions used in the judicial
examination of a party or a witness. In tak-
ing evidence on depositions, the interroga-
tories are usually prepared and settled by
counsel, and reduced to writing in advance
of the examination.

Interrogatories are either direct or cross.
the former being those which are put on be-
half or the party caning a witness; the latter
are those which are interposed by the ad-
verse party.

BITERBUPTIO. Lat. Interruption. A
term used both in the civil and common law
of prescription. Calvin.

Interrupt!» multiplex nonytolllt pru-
serlptioncsn scsnsl obtcntnns. 2 Inst. 654.
Frequent interruption does not take away a
prescription once secured.

nrrnnnurrros. The occurrence of
some act or fact, during the period of pre-
scription, which is suflicient to arrest the
running of the statute of limitations. It is
said to be either “natural" or "civil," the
former being caused by the act of the party;
the latter by the legal ettect or operation
of some fact or circumstance. Innerarity v.
Mims, 1 Ala. 674; Carr v. Foster. 3 Q. B.
588; Flight v. Thomas. 2 Adol. an El. 701.

Interruption of the possession is where the
right is not enjoyed or exercised continuously:
interruption of the right is where the person
havi or claiming the right ceases the exercise
of it n such a manner as to show that he does
not claim to be entitled to exercise it.

In Icctcl: law. The true proprietor's
claiming his right during the course or pre-
scription. Bell.

IIITERIBOTION. The point oi’ inter-
section oi' two roads is the point where their
middle lines intersect. In re Springfield
Road, 78 Pa. 127.

INTERSTATE. Between two or more
states; between places or persons in dltrer-
ent states; concerning or aflecting two or
more states politically or territorially.
-—Intcs-stats cosnrnercc. Traflic. intercourse
commercial trading, or the transportation of
persons or property between or among the sev-
eral states of the Union, or from or between
points in one state and points in another state;
commerce between two states, or between laces
lying in difierent states. Gibbons v. Og en, 9
Wheat. 194. 6 L. Ed. 23: Wabash, etc. R. Co.
v. Illinois, 118_ U. S. 557. 7 Sup. Ct. 4. 30 L.
Ed. 244; Louisville J: N. R. Co. v. Railroad
Com'rs (C. C.) 19 Fed. ’i'01.—Intcrstnte corn-
snes-cc act. The act of congress of February
4, 1887 (U. S. Comp. St. 1901. p. 3154). design-
ed to regulate commerce between the states. and
particularly the transportation of persons and
property. by carriers. between interstate points,
prescribing that charges for such transportation
shall be reasonable and ‘net. prohibitin unjust
discrimination, rebates, raw-backs. pre erences,
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pooling of freights, etc., r airing schedules of
rates to be published, establ shi a commission
to carry out the measures enact , and prescrib-
ing the powers and duties of such commission
and the procedure before it.—!ntes-state coni-
nreroc co sion. A commission created by
the interstate commerce act (q. 9.) to carry out
the measures therein enacted. composed o five
persons, ap{)o'nted bi}; the President, empowered
to in uire nto the usiness of the ‘carriers af-
fect , to enforce the law, to receive. investi-
gate, and determine complaints made to them of
an violation of the act, make annual reports,
he d stated sessions. etc.—Intcrstntc extradi-
tion. The reclamation and surrender. accord-
ing to due legal proceedings, of a person who.
having committed a crime in one of the statu
of the Union, has fled into another state to
evade 'ustice or escape prosecution.—Inter-V
stats aw. That branch of private Interna-
tional law which aifords rules and principles for
the determination of controversies between citi-
sens of different states in respect to mutual
rights or obligations, in so far as the same are
affected by the diversity of their_ citizenship or
by diversity in the laws or institutions of the
several states.

IICTIIBVEIIEB. An intervener is a per-
son who voluntarily interposes in an action
or other proceeding with the leave of the
court.

INTEBVBNIICG DAXAGEI.
AGE.

See Dan-

INTEBVENTION. In inter.-nntionnl
law. Intervention is such an interference
between two or more states as may (accord-
ing to the event) result in a resort to force;
while mediation always is, and is intended to
be and to continue. peaceful only. Interven-
tion between a sovereign and his own sub-
jects is not justlfled by anything in inter-
national law; but a remonstrance may_ be
addressed to the sovereign in a proper case.
Brown.
< In English ecclesiastical law. The pro-
ceeding of a third person, who, not being
originally a party "to the suit or proceeding.
but claiming an interest in the subject-matr
ter in dispute, in order the better to protect
such interest. interposes his claim. 2 Chit.
Pr. 492; 3 Chit. Commer. Law. 633; 2 Hagg.
Const. 137; 3 Phillim. Eco. Law, 586.

In the civil law. The act by which I
third party demands to be received as a .

party in a suit pending between other per-
sons.

The intervention is made either for the
purpose oi‘ being joined to the plaintiff, and
to claim the same thing he does, or some
other thing connected with it; or to join the
defendant. and with him to oppose the claim
of the plaintifl, which it is his interest to
defeat. Poth. Proc. Civile, pt. 1. c. 2, 5 ‘I,
no. 3.

In practice. A proceeding in a suit or ac-
tion by which a third person is permitted
by the court to make himself a party. either
joining the plaintifl in claiming what is
sought by the complaint, or uniting with the
detendant in resisting the claims of the plain-
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tid, or demanding something adversely to
both of them. Logan v. Greenlaw (C. C.)
12 Fed. 16; Fischer v. Hanna, 8 Colo. App.
471, 47 Pac. 303; Gale v. Frazier, 4 Dak.
196. 30 N. W. 138; Reny v. Butler (Cai.) 7
Pac. 671.

IIITESTABIIJS. Int. A witness in-
competent to testify. Calvin.

INTESTABIJ-2. One who has not testa-
mentary capacity: a. y.. an infant, lunatic,
or person civilly dead.

" INTBITAOY. The state or condition of
dying without having made a valid will.
Brown v. Mugway, 15 N. J. Law, 331.

INTBSTATE. Without making a will.
A person is said to die intestate when he dies
without making a will, or dies without leav-
ing anything to testify what his wishes were
with rapect to the disposal of his property
after his death. The word is also often
used to signify the person himself. Thus, in
speaking of the property oi‘ a person who
died intestate, it is common to say “the in-
testate's property ;" i. 9., the property of the
person dying in an intestate condition.
Brown. See In re Cameron's Estate. 4? App.
Div. 120, 62 N. Y. Supp. 187; Messmann v.
'Egenberger, 46 App. Div. 46, 61 N. Y. Supp.
'6; Code Civ. Proc. N. Y. 1889, I 2514,
ubd. 1. _

I _Besides the strict meaning of the word as
shove given, there is also a sense in which
intestacy may be partial; that is, where a
‘man leaves a will which does not dispose or
his whole estate, he is said to “die intestate"
as to the property so omitted.
A--Intestate succession. A succession is call-
ed "intestate" when the deceased has left no
«will, or when his will has been revoked or an:
nulled .as irregular. Therefore the heirs to
whom a succession has fallen by the effects of
law only are called “heirs ab intestate." Civ.
Code In. art. 1096.

1 INTESTATO. Lat. In the civil law. In-
tsstate; without a will. Calvin.

INTBSTATUI. Lat. In the civil and old
English law. An intestate; one who dies
without a will. Dig. 50, 17. 7.

Intcstatus deoedlt, 1111 Int omnino
testunentnsn nor: too“; nut non jute
tacit: nut Id qnod fcccrst 1-upturn irri-
hunvo {lotus est; ant nesno ex co hbres
cxstitit. A person dies intestate who either
‘has made no testament at all or has made
one not legally valid; or it the testament he
has made be revoked, or made useless; or
ii’ no one becomes heir under it. Inst. 3,
1, pr.

-. IN'.l'1.A'.l'ION. In the civil law. A
notification to a party that some step in a
legal proceeding is asked or will be taken.
Particularly. E notice given by the party
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taking an appeal, to the other party. that
the court above will hear the appeal.

In Scotch law. A formal written notice.
drawn by a notary, to be served on a party
against whom a stranger has acquired a
right or claim; e. g.. the assignee of a debt
must serve such a notice on the debtor,
otherwise a payment to the original creditor
will be good.

HITIIIIDATION. In English law. Ev-
ery person commits a misdemeanor, punish-
able with a line or imprisonment, who wrong-
fully uses violence to or intimidaies any other
person. or his wife or children, with a view
to compel him to abstain from doing, or to
do, any act which he has a legal right to
do. or abstain from doing. (St. 38 & 39 Vict.

This enactment is chiefly di-
rected against outrages by trades-unions.
Sweet. There are similar statutes in many
or the United States. see Payne v. Rail-
road Co., 13 Lea (Tenn.) 514. 49 Am. Rep.
666: Embry v. 0om., 79 Ky. 441.

—Intimidation of voters. This, by statute
in several of the states. is made a criminal of-
fense. Under an early Pennsylvania act. it
was held that, to constitute the oifense of in-
timidation of voters, there must be a reconceiv-
ed intention for the purpose of intimidatin the
oflZ<_.-ers or interrupting the election. Respu lica
v. Gibbs, 3 Yeates (Pa.) 429. .

INTITLE. An old form or "entitle.'_'
6 Mod. 304.

nrror. AND urron. In old records.
Toll or custom paid for things imported and
exported, or bought in and sold out. Cowell.

r INTOXIOATION. The state oi! being
poisoned: the condition produced by the ad-'
ministration or introduction into the human
system of a poison. But in its popular use
this term is restricted to alcoholic intoxica-
tion, that is, drunkenness or inebriety, or the
mental and physical condition induced by
drinking excessive quantities of alcoholic liq-
uors, and this‘is its meaning as used in stat-
utes, indictments, etc. See Sapp v. State,
116 Ga. 182. 42 S. E. 410; State v. Pierce.
65 Iowa, 85, 21 N. W. 195; Wadsworth v-.

Dunnam, 98 Ala. 610, 13 south. 599; Ring
v. Ring. 112 Ga. 854, 38 S. E. 330; State v.
Kelley, 47 Vt. 296: Com. v. Whitney, 1.1

Cush. (.\iass.) 477.

INTOXIOATING LIQUOR. Any liquor
used as a beverage, and which. when so used
in suflicient quantities, ordinarily or com-
monly produces entire or partial intoxica-
tion; any liquor intended for use as a her‘-
erage or capable of -being so used. which
contains alcohol, either obtained by fermen-
tation or by the additional process of dis-
tillation, in such proportion that it will pro".-

duve intoxication when imbibed in such quan-
tities as may practically be drunk. Intox-
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icating Liquor Cases, 25 Kan. 767, 37 Am.
Rep. 284; Com'rs v. Taylor, 21 N. Y. 173;
People v. Hawley, 3 Mich. 339: State v.
Oliver, 26 W. Va. 431, 53 Am. Rep. 79;
Sebastian v. State, 44 Tex. Cr. R. 508, 72
S. W. 850; Worley v. spurge-on, 38 Iowa, 465.

IIITBA. Lat. In; near; within. “In-
fra" or “inter" has taken the place of “in-
tra" in many of the more modern Latin
phrases.

INTRA ANN! SPATIUH. Within the
space of a year. God. 5, 9, 2. Intro. an-
uale tcmput. Id. 6, 30, 19.

INTRA FEDEX. Within belief; credi-
ble. Calvin.

INTRA LUCTUS TEMPUS. Within the
time of mourning. Cod. 9. 1, auth.

INTRA HGNIA. Within the‘ walls (01!

a house.) A term applied to domestic or
mcnial servants. 1 Bl. Comm. 425.

INTBA PABIETES.
among friends; out of court;
tion.' Calvin. ‘

Between walls;
without litiga-

IN'.I.‘BA PRESIDIA, Within the de-
fenses. See IN).-‘BA Paarsrnra.

mm; euaruon mama. Within‘
the four seas. Shep. Touch. 37 .

INTRA VIBES". ‘An act is said to be
s'_utra vires ("within the power") oi! a person
or corporation when it is within the scope of
his or its powers or authority. It is the op-
posite of ultra 1;ircs, (q. 12.) Pittsburgh, etc.,
3. Co. v. Dodd, 115 Ky. 176, 72 S. W. 827.

‘ INTBALIMIRAL. In mining law, the
term "intraliminal rights" denotes the right
to mine, take, and possess all such bodies
or deposits of are as lie within the tour
planes formed by the vertical extension
downward of the boundary lines of the claim;
as distinguished from “extraliminnl,” or more
commonly "extralateral." rights. See Jef-
ferson Min. Co. v._ Anchoria-Leland Mill. &
Min. Co., 32 Colo. 176, 75 Pac. 1073, 64 L.
R. A. 925.

’IN’I'nA3E LIARISCUI. L. Lat. To
drain a marsh or low ground, and convert
it into herbage or pasture.

I1I".l'R.A.l'.l‘A’.l'E COMMERCE.
IIBCI. -

nrrnnrsnouu-‘ snnvrrmx. Lat.
Common and ordinary duties with the lord's
court.

See Cox-

.n('.l'BINSIC VALUE. The intrinsic val-
ue of a thing. is its.true,,inherent, and es-,
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sential value. not depending upon accident.‘
place, or person, but the same everywhere
aim to every one. Bank of North Carolina
v. Ford, 27 N. C. 698. »

INTRODUCTION. The part of a writ-
ing which sets forth preliminary matter, or
facts tending to explain the subject.

INTROHISSION. In soomh law. The
assumption of authority over another’s prop-
erty, either legally or illegally. The irregu-.
lar intermeddling with the eflects or a de_
ceased person, which subjects the party to
the whole debts of the deceased, is called
“unions s‘n¢ro1m'ss:'on.” Kalnes, Eq. -b. 3, c.
8. 5 2.

—N lntrominion. That kind of in-
ti-omission or interference where a husband or
wife continues in possession of the other‘s goods
after their decease, for preservation. Wharton.

In English law. Dealings in stock, goods;
or cash of a principal coming into thehands
or his agent, to be accounted for by the
agent to his principal. Stewart v. Mr-Kea_n,,b

29 Eng. Law & Eq. 391. '

‘I
HITBONISATION. In French ecclesias-

tical law. Enthronement, The installation
of a bishop in his episcopal see.

. INTRUDER. One who enters upon land
without either right of possession or color,o1
title. Miller v. McCullough, 104 Pa. 639;
Russel v. Chambers, 43 Ga. 479. In a more.
restricted sense, a stranger who, on the death
of the ancestor, enters on the land, unlawful-
ly, before the heir can enter. - ;

INTIBUSION. A species of injury by
ouster or amotion of possession from the
freehold, being an entry of a stranger. after
a particular estate of freehold is determined,‘
before him in remainder or reversion. I-Iu-'
lick v. Scovil, 9 III. 170; Boylan v. Delnzer,
45 N. J. Eq. 485, 18 Atl. 121. '

The name of a writ brought by the owner
oi‘ a fee-simple, etc., against an intruder.
New Nat. Brev. 453. Abolished by 3 & 4
Wm. IV. c. 67. ~ '-

INTOLERABLE ORUBLTY. In the law
of divorce, this term denotes extreme cruelty,_
cruel and inhuman treatment, barbarous, sav-
age, and inhuman conduct, and is equivalent
to any of those phrases. Shaw v. Shaw, 17
Conn. 193; .\lorehom=e v. Morehouse, 70 Conn.
420, 39 At]. 516; main v. Binin, 45 Vt. 54-i.

INTUITUS. Lat. A view; regard; con-
templation. Diverse intuitu, (q. o.,) with a
different view.

INURE. To take eflect; to result. Cedar
Rapids Water Co. v. Cedar liapids, 118 Iowa,
234, 91 N. W. 1081; Hinson r. Booth, 39 Fla.-
333, 22 South. 687; Holmes v. Tullada, 125
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Pa. 133, 17 Atl. 238, 3 L. R. A. 219. 11 Am.
St. Rep. 880.

INUBEMENT. Use: user: service to
the use or beneiit of a person. Dickerson v.
Colgrove, 100 U. 8. 583, 25 L. Ed. 618.

Inutilis labor et sine fr-uetu non est
efleotns legis. Useless and fruitless labor
is not the effect or law. Co. Litt. 1271;. The
law forbids such recoveries whose ends are
vain, chargeable, and unprofitable. Id;
Wing. Max. p. 110, max. 38.

IIIVADIABE. To pledge or mortgage
lauds.

INVADIATIO. A pledge or mortgage.

INVADIATUS. One who is under pledge;
one who has had sureties or pledges given
for him. Spelman.

INVALID. Vain; inadequate to its pur-
pose; not of binding force or legal efllcacy;
lacking in authority or obligation. Hood v.
Perry, 75 Ga. 312; State v. Casteel, 110 Ind.
174, 11 N. E. 219; Mutual Ben. L. Ins. Co.
v. Winne, 20 Mont. 20, 49 Pac. 446.

INVASION. An encroachment upon the
rights of another; the incursion of an army
:07: conquest or plunder. Webster. See Et-
na Ins. Co. v. Boon, 95 U. S. 129, 24 L. Ed.
395.

IIIVAIIOIIES. The inquisition of set-
jeanties and knights‘ fees. Cowell.

INVEOTA .21‘ ILLATA. Lat. In the
civil law. Things carried in and brought in.
Articles brought into a hired tenement by the
hirer or tenant. and which became or were
pledged to the lessor as security for the rent.
Dig. 2. 14, 4, pr. The phrase is adopted in
Scotch law. See Bell.

Inveniens libelllun funoslun et non

oornunpens punitnr. He who finds a libel
and does not destroy it is punished. Moore,
813.

INTENT. To find out something new:
to devise, contrive, and produce something
not previously known or existing, by the ex-
ercise of independent investigation and ex-
periment; particularly applied to machines,
mechanical appliances, compositions, and pat-
entable inventions of every sort.

INVENTIO. In the civil law. Find-
ing; one oi.’ the modes of acquiring title to
property by occupancy. Heiuecc. lib. 2, tit.
1. I 350-

1:: old English law. A thing found; as
goods or treasure-trove. Coweli. The pin-
ral, “£m'cnh'ones," is also used.
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nnrmrrrozt. In patent law. The act
or operation of finding out something new;
the process of contriung and producing some-
thing not previously known or existing, by
the exercise of independent investigation
and experiment. Also the article or contriv-
ance or composition so invented. See Lei-
dersdorf v. Flint, 15 Fed. Cas. 260; Smith
v. Nichols, 21 Wall. 118, 22 L. Ed. 566; Hoi-
lister v. Manufacturing Co., 113 U. S. 72, 6
Sup. Ct. 717, 28 L. Ed. 901; Murphy M18-
Co. v. Excelsior Car Boot 00. (C. C.) 70 Fed.
495.

An "invention” diflers from a "discovery."
The former term is (properly applicable to the
contrivance and pro uction of something that
did not before exist; while discovery denotes
the hrin 'ng into knowledge and use of some-
thing w ch. although it existed, was before un-
known. Thus, we speak of the “discove " of
the properties of ii ht, electricity, etc.. whi e the
telescope and the e ectric motor are the results
of the process of “inventlon."

INV1-HITOB. One who finds out or con-
trives some new thing; one who devises some
new art, manufacture, mechanical appliance.
or process; one who invents a patenta-ble con-
trivance. See sparkman v. Higgins. 22 Fed.
Cas. 879; Henderson v. Tompkins (C. C.)
60 Fed. 764.

INVENTORY. A detailed list of articles
of property; a list or schedule oi’ property.
containing a designation or description oi’
each specific article; an itemized list or the
various articles constituting a collection, es-
tate, stock in trade. etc.. with their estimated
or actual values. In law, the term is par-
ticularly applied to such a list made by an
executor. administrator, or assignee in bank-
ruptcy. See Silver Bow Min. Co. v. Lowry.
5 Mont. 618. 6 Pac. 62; Lloyd v. Wyckott, 11
N. J. Law, 224; Roberts, etc., Co. v. Sun
Mut. L. Ins. 00.. 19 Tex. Civ. App. 338. 48
8. W. 559; Southern F. Ins. Co. v. Knight,
111 Ga. 622, 36 S. E. 821, 52 L. R. A. 70, 78
Am. St. Rep. 216.

INVENTUS. Lat. Found. Thesaunu
inventue, treasure-trove. Non est iswentlu.
[he] is not found.

nnrnnrrsns. To make proof oi’ a
thing. Jacob.

INVEST. To loan money upon securities
oi’ a more or less permanent nature, or to
place it in business ventures or real estate,
or otherwise lay it out, so that it may pro-
duce a revenue or income. Drake v. Crane,
127 Mo. 85, 29 8.. W. 990, 27 L. R. A. 653:
Stramann v. Scheeren, 7 Colo. App. 1, 42
Pac. 191; Una v. Dodd, 39 N. J. Eq. 188.

To clothe one with the possession of a
fiei‘ or benefice. see Invrs-rrrnsz.

IZIVESTITIVE PACT. The fact by
means or which a right comes into existence:
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e. 9., a grant'oi' a monopoly, the death of one's
ancestor. Holl. Jur. 132.

HIVESTITUBE. A ceremony which ac-
companied the grant of lands in the feudal
ages, and consisted in the open and notorious
delivery of possession in the presence of the
other vassals, which perpetuated among them ’

the arm of their new acquisition at the time
when the art of writing was very little
known; and thus the evidence of the prop-
erty was reposed in the memory of the neigh-
borhood, who, in case of disputed title, were
afterwards called upon to decide upon it.
Brown.

In ecclesiastical law. Iuvestiture is one
of the formalities by which the election of a
bishop is confirmed by the archbishop. See
Phlllim. Ecc. Law, 42, et seq.

INVIOLABILITY. The attribute of be-
ing secured against violation. The persons
of ambassadors are inviolable.

DIVITATION. In the law of negligence,
and with reference to trespasses on realty,
invitation is the act of one who solicits or
incites others to enter upon, remain in, or
make use of, his property or structures there-
on, or who so arranges the property or the
means of access to it or of transit over it
as to induce the reasonable belief that he
expect and intends that others shall come
upon it or pass over it. See Sweeney v. Old
Colony & N. R. 0)., 10 Allen (Mass) 373.
87 Am. Dec. 644; Wilson v. New York, N.
H. at H. R. Co., 18 R. I. 491, 29 Atl. 258;
Wright v. Boston a. A. R. Co., 142 Mass.
300, 7 N. E. 866.

Thus the proprietor of a store. theatre. or
amusement park “invites" the public to come
upon his premises for such purposes as are con-
nected with its intended use. Again. the fact
that safety gates at a railroad crossing, which
should be closed in case of danger, are left
standing open, is an "invitation" to the trav-
eler on the highwa to cross. Roberts v. Dela-
ware & H. Canal 0.. 177 Pa. 183, 35 Atl. 723.
So, bringing a passenger train on a railroad to
a full stop at a regular station is an “invita-
tion to alight."

License distinguished. A license is a pas-
sive permission on the part of the owner of
premises, with reference to other persons enter-
ing upon or using them, while an invitation im-
plies a request, solicitation or desire that they
should do so. An invitation may be inferred
where there is a common interest or mutual ad-
vanta ; while a license will be inferred where
the o ject is the mere pleasure or benefit of
the énrson usin§it. Bennett v.Loiiisville & N.
R. 0., 102 U. . 580, 26 L. Ed. 225; Weldon
v. Philadelphia, W. & B. R. Co., 2 Pennewill
(Del.) 1, 43 Atl. 159. An owner owes to a
licensee no duty as to the condition of the prem-
ises unless imposed by statute) save that he
shoul not knowingly let him run upon a hid-
den msril or wilfully cause him harm; while to
one vited he is under the obligation to main-
tain the premises in a reasonably safe and se-
cure condition. Beehler v. Daniels, 18 R. I.
663, 29 Atl. 6, 27 L. R. A. 512, -19 Am. St.
Rep. 790.
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Express and implied. An invitation may
be express, when the owner or occupier of the
land by words invites another to come upon
it or make use of it or of something thereon;
or it may be implied when such owner or oc-
cupier by acts or conduct leads another to be-
lieve that the land or something thereon was
intended to be used as he uses them, and that
such use is not only acquiesced in by the owner
or occupier. but is in accordance with the in-
tention or design for which the way or place or
thing was adapted and prepared and allowed
to be used. Turess v. New York. S. & W. R.
Co., 61 N. J. Law. 314, 40 Atl. 614; Fiirey v.
New York Cent. R. Co., 67 N. J. Law, 270, 51
Atl. 505: Lepnick v. Gaddis, 72 Miss. 200. 16
South. 213, 28 L. R. A. 686. 48 Am. St. Rep.
547; Pl- miner v. Dill. 156 Mass. 428. 31 N. E.
128. 32 in. St. Rep. 463: Sealer v. Rolfe Coal
8: Coke Co., 61 W. Va. 818. 41 S. E. 216.

INVITED £33.08. See Eaaos.

I1l'VI'l.‘0. Lat. Being unwilling. Against
or without the assent or consent.
—Ab invite. By or from an unwilling party.
A transfer ab invite is a compulsory transfer.
—Invito debitore. Against the will of the
dehtor.—Invito domino. The owner being un-
willing; against the will of the owner; with-
out the owner's consent. In order to constitute
larceny, the property must be taken invite do-
mine.

Invite ‘benefioinns non datur. A benefit
is not conferred on one who is unwilling
to receive it; that it to say, no one can be
compelled to accept a benefit. Dig._ 50, 17.
69; Broom, Max. 699, note.

INVOICE. In commercial law. An ac-
count ot goods or merchandise sent by iner-
chants to their correspondents at home or
abroad, in which the marks of each package,
with other particulars, are set forth. Marsh.
Ins. 408: Dane, Abr. Index. See Merchants’
Exch. Co. V. Weisinan, 132 Mich. 353, 93 N.
W. 870; Southern Exp. Co. v. Hess, 53 Ala.
22; Cramer v. Oppensteln, 16 Colo. 495, 27
Pac. 713.

A list or account of goods or merchandise
sent or shipped by a merchant to his corre-
spondent, factor, or consignee, containing the
particular marks of each description of goods,
the value, charges. and other particulars.
Jac. Sea Laws. 302.

A writing made on behalf of an importer.
specifying the merchandise imported, and its
true cost or value. And. Rev. Law, 5 294.
—Invoioe book. A book in which invoices are
copied.—Invoioe rice of goods means the

rime cost. Le oy v. United Ins. Co., 7
gohns. (N. Y.) 343.

INVOLUNTARY. An involuntary act is
that which is performed with constraint
(q. 12.) or with repugiiance, or without the
will to do it. An action is involuntary, then,
which is performed under duress. Wolff
Inst. Nat. § 5.

—Involnntury deposit. In the law of bail-
inents. one made by the accidental leaving'oi'
placing of personal property in the possession
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geanother, without negligence on the part of
owner, or, in cases of tire, shipwreck. inun-

dation. riot. insurrection, or the like extraordi-
nary emergencies. by the owner of personal
property committing it out of necessity to the
care of any person. Rev. St. Okl. 1993. 2816;
Rev. Codes N. D. 1899. 5 40%: Civ. ode S.
D. 1903 § 1354.—Invo1nntax_'y discontinu-
ance. in practice. A discontinuance is invol-
nntary where. in consequence of technical _omis-
sion, mispleading, or the like. the suit l8 _re-
garded as out of court, as where the arties
undertake to refer a suit that is not re erable,
or omit to enter pro r continuances. Hunt v.
Grifin 49 Miss. 48.—1nvo1n.nt mam-
slnngiiter. The unintentional killing of a

rson by one engaged in an unlawful, but not
elonious act. 4 Steph. Comm. 52.—Involnn-

tnry payment. One obtained b fraud. op-
pression, or extortion, or to avoi the use of
force to coerce it, or to obtain the release of the

rson or property from detention. Parcher v.
{arathon County. 52 Wis. 388. 9 N. W. 2%. 33

Am. Rep. 745; Wolfe v. Marshal. 52 Mo. 168;
Corlrle v. Maxwell. 6 Fed. Cas. _555.—1nvolun-
tn:-y servitude. The condition of one who
is compelled by force. coercion, or imprison-
ment, and against his will, to labor for an-
other. whether he is raid or not. See State
,v. West. 42 Minn. 1 7. 43 N. W. 5: E5

arte Wilson. 114 U. S. 417. 5 Sup. Ct. 93.).
L. Ed. 89: Thom son v. Benton. 117 Mo.

83, 22 S. W. 863, 20 R. A. 462, 38 Am. St.
‘Rep. 639; In re Slaughterhouse Cases. 16
Wall. 69. 21 L. Ed. 394: Robertson v. Bald-
win. 165 U. S. 275, 17 Sup. Ct. 326. 41 L.’
F11. 715.

, As to involuntary “Bankruptcy,” “Non-
sult,” and "Trust," see those titles.

IOTA.
Iota is the smallest Greek letter.
“jot" is derived therefrom. -

The minutest quantity possible.
The word

I Ipsa lexes enpinnt nt jnre regnntnr.
Co. Litt. 174. The laws themselves require
that they should be governed by right.

IP82. Lat. He himself: the same; the
very person.

IP81: nzxrr. He himself said it; a bare
assertion resting on the authority oi’ an in-
divldual.

11’81881H1s VEIBB18. In the identical
words; opposed to “substantialiy." Town-
send v. Jemlson, 7 How. 719, 12 L. Ed. 880;
Summons v. State, 5 Ohio St. 340.

IP80 PAOT0. By the fact itself; by the
mere fact. By the mere eirect of an act or a
fact.

In English ecclesiastical law. A cen-
sure oi’ excommunication in the ecclesiastical
court, immediately incurred for divers onen-
ses. after lawful trial. ‘

1P80 JURE. By the law itself; by the
mere operation of law. Calvin.

Ira tin-or ‘bx-evis est. Anger is a short in-
sanity. Beardsley v. Maynard, -1 Wend. (N.
Y.) 336, 355.
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IRA :I[0'.l‘lJ'8. Lat. Moved or excited by
81188!‘ 0!‘ mission. A term sometimes former-
ly used in the plea of son assault demeano.
1 Tidd, Pr. 645. .

138 AD LAEGIJII. Lat. To go at
large; to escape; to he set at liberty.

IBENARCKA. In Roman law. An oili-
cer whose duties are described in Dig. 5. 4.
13. 7. See Id. 48. 8. 6; God. 10. 75. Lit-
erally. a peace-oflicer or magistrate.

‘ 1:B.R£GUI.AB.. Not according to rule:
improper or insufficient, by reason of depart-
ure from the prescribed course.

As to irregular “Deposit.” "Indorsement."
“Process." and “succession." see those titles.

IRREGULABITY. Violation or nonolr
servance of established rules and practices.
The want of adherence to some prescribed
rule or mode or proceeding; consisting either
in omitting to do something that is necessary
for the due and orderly conducting of a
suit, or doing it in an unseasonable time
or improper manner. 1 Tidd, Pr. 512. And
see McCain v. Des Moines, 114 U. S. 168, 19
sup. Ct. 644, 43 L. Ed. 936: Emeric v. Al-
varado, 64 Cal. 529, 2 Pac. 413; Hall v. Mun-
ger. 5 Lane. (N. Y.) 113; Corn Exch. Bank
V. Blye, 119 N. Y. 414. 23 N. E. 805; Salter
v. Nilgen, 40 Wis. 365; Turrul v. Walker.
4 Mich. 183. “Irregularity" is the technical
term for every detect in practical proceed-
ings, or the mode of conducting an action
or defense, as distinguishable from defects
in pleadings. 3 Chit. Gen. Pr. 509.

The doing or not doing that. in the conduct
of a suit at law, which, conformably. with
the practice of the court, ought or ought not
to be done.
2 Ind. 252.

In onnon law. Any impediment which
prevents a man from taking holy orders.
—-Legal irregularity. An irregularity oc-
curring in the course of some legal proceeding.
A defect or informality which, in the technical
view of the law. is to be accounted an ir-
regularity. :

Doe ex dem. Cooper v. I-Iarter.

mnznnvanov. The absence of the
quality or relevancy in evidence or pleadings.

Irrelevancy, in an answer. consists in state-
ments which are not material to the decision
of the case; such as do not for-m‘or tender an
material issue. People v. McCumber. 18 N. .

321, 72 Am. Dec. 515: Walker v. Hewitt. 11
How. Prac. (N. Y.) 398; Carpenter v. Bell.
1 Rob. (N. Y.) 715; Smith v. Smith. 50 S.
C. 54 27 S. E. 545.1

IBRELEVANT. In the law of evidence.
Not relevant; not relating'or applicable to
the matter in issue; not supporting the issue.

IRREMOVA.BI1.!'1'Y. The status of a
pauper in England, who cannot be legally
removed from the parish or union in which
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he is receiving relief, notwithstanding that
he has not acquired a settlement there. 8
Steph. Comm. 60.

IRREPABABLE INJURY. See INJURY.

I‘.BB.}:PI.!iVIA:BI.B. That cannot be re-
plevied or delivered on sureties. Spelled,
also, “irreplevisable." Co. Litt. 145.

EBESISTIBLE FORCE. A term ap-
plied to such an interposition of human
agency as is, from its nature and power, ab-
solutely uncontrollable; as the inroads of a
hostile army. Story, Bailm. 5 25.

.11uu:s1s'rnar.r: IMPULSE. Used chief-
ly in criminal law, this term means an im-
pulse to commit an unlawful or criminal act
which cannot be resisted or overcome by the
patient because insanity or mental disease
has destroyed the freedom of his will and
his power of self-control and of choice as to
his actions. See McCarty v. Coni., 114 Ky.
620, 71 S. W. 658; State v. Knight, 95 Me.
467, 50 Atl. 276, 55 L. R. A. 373; Leache v.
State, 22 Tex. App. 279, 3 S. W. 539, 58 Am.
Rep. 638; State v. Peel, 23 Mont. 358, 59
Pac. 169, 75 Am. St. Rep. 529. And see IN-
SANITY.

IB.R.EVO0A.BI.E. Which cannot be re-
voked or recalled.

mnreanox. The operation of water-
ing lands for agricultural purposes by arti-
flcial means.
—In-ignition company. A private corpora-
tion, authorized and reg_iilated_ by statute in sev-
eral states. having for its object to acquire ex-
clusive fights to the water of certain streams
or other sources of supply. and to convey_ it
by means of ditches or canals throu h a region
where it can be beneficially _ii_se_d or agncul-
turai purposes. and either dividing the water
among stockholders: or making contracts with
consumers, or furnishing a supply to all who
ap 13' at fixed ra_tes.—Ix-rlgistion district. A
ii iic and quasi-municipal corporation author-

rzed by law in sevevai states, comprising a de-
fined region or area of land which is suscep-
tible of one mode of irrigation from a common
source and by the same system of ‘works.
These districts are created by proceeding_s_in
the nature of an election under the supervision
of a court, and are authorized to purchase or
condemn the lands and waters necessary for
the system of irrigation proposed and to con-
struct necessary canals and other works, and
the water is a pnrtioned ratably among the
land-owners of tie district.

IBRITAICOY. In Scotch law. The hap-
pening of a condition or event by which it
charter, contract, or other deed, to which a
clause irritant is annexed, becomes void.

IBRITANT.
making void ;

laarrlmcr. .

In Scotch law. Avoiding or
as an irritant clause. See

IRBITANT CLAUSE. In Scotch law.
A provision by which certain prohibited acts
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specified in a deed are, it committed, declared
to be null and void. A re.soiim‘ive clause dis-
solves and puts an end to the right of a pro-
prietor on his committing the acts so declar-
ed void. -

mnoaann. Lat. In the civil law. To
impose or set upon, as a flue. Calvin. To
inflict, as a punishment. ‘ To make or ordalii,
as a law.

IBROTULATIO.
a record.

L. Lat. An enrolling:

IS GUI COGNOSCIT. Lat.
nizor in a flue.
nizee.

The cog-
Is cui coynoscitur, the cog-

ISE. In Scotch law. The period oi’ the
termination of a tack or lease. 1 Bligh, 522.

ISLAND. A piece of land surrounded by
water. Webber v. Pere Marquette Boom Co.'.
62 Mich. 626, 30 N. W. 469: Got! v. Cougie,
118 Mich. 307. 76 N. W. 489. 42 L. R. A. 161.

ISSIN1‘. A law French term, meaning
“thus," "so," giving its name to part ,0! a
plea in debt.

ISSUABLE. In practice. Leading to or
producing an issue; relating to an issue or
issues. See Golquitt v. Mercer, 44 Ga. 433.

—Isauable plea. A plea to the merits; a
traversable plea. A plea such that the adverse
party can join issue upon it and go to trial.
It is true a plea in abatement is a plea, and,
if it be roperly pleaded, issues may be found
on it. n the ordinary meaning of the word
"plea," and of the word "issuable," such pleas
may be called “issuable pleas," but, when these
two words are used together, “issuable plea,”
or “issuable defense," they have a technical
meaning, to-wit. pleas to the merits. Colquitt
v. Mercer, 44 Ga. 434.—-Issuable terms. In
the former practice of the English courts. Hil-
ary term and Trinity term were called “issuable
terms," because the issues to be tried at the as-
sizcs were made up at those terms. 3 Bl.
Comm. 353. But the distinction is supersed-
ed by the rovisions of the judicature acts of
1873 and 1 75.

ISSUE, 1:. To send forth; to emit; to
promulgate; as, an otilcer issues orders, pro-
cess issues from a court. To put into circu-
lation; as, the treasury issues notes.

ISSUE, 1:. The act of issuing. sending
forth, emitting or promulgating: the giving
a thing its first inception; as the issue oi’ an
order or a writ.

In pleading. The disputed point or ques
tion to which the parties in an action have
narrowed their several allegations, and upon
which they are desirous of obtaining the de-
cision of the proper tribunal. When the
plulntiii! and defendant have arrived at some
specific point or matter affirmed on the one
side. and denied on the other, they are said
to he at issue. The question so set apart is
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called the "issue," and is designated, accord-
ing to its nature, as an "issue in fact" or an
“issue in law." Brown.

Issues arie upon the pleadings, when a
fact or conclusion -of law is maintained by
the one party and controverted by the other.
They are of two kinds: (1) Of law; and (2)
oi‘ tact. Code N. Y_. 5 248; Rev. Code Iowa
1880, Q 2737; Code Civ. Proc. Cal. 5 588.

Issues are classified and distinguished as
follows:

General and special. The former is a
plea which traverses and denies. briefly and
in general and summary terms, the whole
declaration, indictment, or complaint, with-
out tendering new or special matter. See
Steph. Pl. 155. McAllister v. State, 94 Md.
290, 50 Atl. 1046; Standard Loan & Acc. Ins.
Co. v. Thornton, 97 Tenn. 1. 40 S. W. 136.
Examples of the general issue are "not
guilty," "non assumpsit," "Ml debet,” “non
est factum." The latter is formed when the
defendant chooses one single material point.
which he traverses, and rests his whole case
upon its determination.

Material and immaterial. They are so
described according as they do or do not
bring up some material point or question '

which, when determined by the verdict. will
dispose of the whole merits of the case, and
leave no uncertainty as to the judgment.

Formal and informal. The former spe-
cies of issue is one framed in strict accord-
ance with the technical rules oi’ pleading.
The latter arises when the material allega-
tions of the declaration are traversed, but in
an inartiticial or untechnicai mode.

A collateral issue is an issue taken upon
matter aside from the intrinsic merits of the
action. as upon a plea in abatement; or
aside from the direct and regular order of
the pleadings, as on a demurrer. 2 Archb.
Pr. K. B. 1, 6, bk. 2, pts. 1, 2; Strickland
v. Maddox, 4 Ga. 394. The term “collaterai"
is also applied in England to an issue raised
upon a plea of diversity of person, pleaded
by a criminal who has been tried and con-
victed, in bar of execution, viz., that he
is not the same person who was attalnted,
and the like. 4 Bl. Comm. 396.

Real or feigned. A real issue is one form-
ed in a regular ui'anner in a regular suit for
the purpose of determining an actual con-
troversy. A reigned issue is one made up
-by direction of the court, upon a supposed
case, for the purpose of obtaining the verdict
of a jury upon some question of fact collat-
erally involved in the cause.

Common issue is the name given to the is-.
sue raised by the plea of non est Jacmm to
an action for breach oi‘ covenant.

In real law. Descendants. All persons
who have descended from a common ancestor.
3 Ves. 257; 17 Ves. 481; 19 Yes. 547: 1 Rop.
Leg. 90. '

In this sense. the word ll1('i|ldP.‘l not only a
child or children, but all other descendants in
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whatever degree; and it is so construed gener-
ally in deeds. ‘But. when used in wills. it is. of
course, subject to the rule of construction that
the intention of the testator, as ascertained
from the will. is to have eifect, rather than the
technical meaning of the lan uage used by him:
and hence issue may, in sue a connect on. be
restricted to children, or to descendants living
at the death of the testator, where such an in-
tention clearly a-ppears. Abbott.

In business law. A class or series of
bonds, debentures. etc., comprising all that
are emitted at one and the same time.
—Iuue in {not}. In pleading. An issue taken
upon or consisting of matter of act, the fact
only. and not the law, being isputed. and
which is to be tried by a gury. 3 Bl. Comm.
314, 315; C0. Litt. 126a ,' Steph. Comm. 572.
See Code Civ. Proc. Cal. § 590.—Iune in law.
In pleading. An issue upon matter of law, or
consisting of matter of law. bein produced by
s. demurrer on the one side. an a joinder in
demurrer on the other. Bi. Comm. 314; :
Stcph. Comm. 572, 580. See Code Civ. Proc.
Cal. 5 580.—Iuue roll. In English practice.
A roll upon which the issue in actions at law
was formerly required to be. entered. the roll
being entitled of the term in which the issue
was joined. 2 Tidd. Pr. 733. It was not. how-
ever. the practice to enter the issue at full
length. it triabie by the country. until after the
trial. but only to make an incipitur on the roll.
Id. 734. -

ISSUES. In lmglish law. The goods and
proflts of the lands of a defendant against
whom a writ of distringas or distress infinite
has been issued. taken by virtue of such
writ. are called "issues." 3 Bl. Comm. 280;
1 Chit. Grim. Law, 35L

ITA EST. Lat. so it is; so it stands.
In modern civil law, this phrase is a form of
attestation added to exempliflcations from a
notary‘: register when the same are made by
the successor in oflice of the notary who made
the original entries.

ITA LES SCRIPTA EST. Lat. 80 the
law is written. Dig. 40, 9. 12. The law
must be obeyed notwithstanding the apparent
rigor oi‘ its application. 3 Bl. Comm. 430.
We must be content with the law as it stands.
without inquiring into its reasons. 1 Bi.
Comm. 32.

ITA QUOD. Lat. In old prnofloe. So
that. Formal words in writs. Ita quod
habcas corpus, so that you have the body.
2 Mod. 180.

The name of the stipulation in a submis-
sion to arbitration which begins with the
words “so as [no quad]. the award be made
of and upon the premises."

In old conveyancing. So t'_,hai‘.. An ex-
pression which, when used in la deed. for-
merly made an estate upon con itlon. Litt.
5 329. Sheppard enumerates i among the
three words that are most prope to make an
estate conditional. Shep. Touc . 121, 122.

Its semper flat relstio nt valeat dis-
poaitio. 6 Coke, 76. Let the i" terpretation
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be always such that the disposition may pre-
vail.

ITA TE DEVI ADJUVET. Lat. So
help you God. The old form or administer-
ing an oath in England. generally in connec-
tion with other words, thus: Ila te ‘Deua
odiuvei, ei aacrosancta Dei Evangsua, So
help you God. and God's holy Evangeiists._
no to Dean adjawet at amuse aancti, So help
you God and all the saints. Willes, 338.

Its utere tuo at Isllenlun non Indus.
Use your own property and your own rights
in such a way that you will not hurt your
neighbor, or prevent him from enjoying his.
Frequently written. "Sic were 3140." etc..
(q. 9.) -

1113!. Also; likewise; again. This word
was formerly used to mark the beginning of
a new paragraph or division after the iirst,
whence is derived the common application of
it to denote a separate or distinct particular
of an account or bill. see Horwitz v. Nor-
ris, 60 Pa. 282; Baldwin v. Morgan, 73 Miss.
276. 18 South. 919.

The word is sometimes used as a verb.
"The whole [costs] in this case that was thus
ue-med to counsel." Bunb. p. 164. ease 2&3.

ITEB. Lat. In the civil law. A way:
a right of way belonging as a servitude to an
estate in the country, (prwdium rusucum.)
The right or way was of three kinds: (1)
«er. a right to walk, or ride on horseback.
or in a litter; (2) acme, a right to drive a
beast or vehicle; (3) via. a full right of way,
comprising right to walk or ride. or drive
beast or carriage. Heinec. 5 408. Or, as
some think, they were distinguished by the
width or the objects which could be rightfully
carried over the way: a. 11., via, 8 feet; ado
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W. 4 feet. etc. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 3 290;
Bract fol. 232: 4 Bell, H. L. so. 390.

In old English law. A Journey. espe
cialiy a circuit made by a justice in eyre, or
itinerant justice. to try causes according to
his own mission. Du Cange; Bract. lib. 3,
cc. 11. 12, 13. '

In maritime law. A way or route. The
route or direction of a voyage; the route or
way that is taken to make the voyage assur-
ed. Distinguished from the voyage itself.

not est 1113 enndl, unbulnnd! hominlsg
non eflasn jiunontusn ngendi vol vehicu-
luun. A way is the right of going or walk-
1118. and does not include the right of driving
a beast of burden or a carriage. Co. Litt.

Inst. 2. 8, pr.: Mackeld. Rom. Law.

ITEBATIO. Lat. Repetition. In the
Roman law, a bonitary owner might liberate
a slave. and the quiritary owner's repetition
(iterauo) of the process eirected a complete.
manumission. Brown.

ITINEBA. Eyres, or circuiiz. 1 Reeve,
Eng. Law, 52.

ITIIIEBART. Wandering; traveling; spa
plied to justices who make circuits. Also
applied in various statutory and municipal
laws (in the sense of traveling from place
to place) to certain classes of merchants,
traders, and salesmen. see Shit! v. State,
84 Ala. 454, 4 South. 419: Twining v. Elgin.
38 Ill. App. 357; Rev. Laws Mass. 1902, -p.
595. c. 65. 5 1: West v. Mt. Sterling (Ky.)
65 8. W. 122. ,

IUIE. In old English law. Christmas.
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J. The initial letter of the words “judge"
and "Justice," for which it frequently stands
as an abbreviation. Thus, “J. A.,” judge
advocate: "J. J.," junior judge; “L. J.,"
law judge; "P. J.,” president judge: "F. J.,"
flrst judge; “A. J.," associate judge; “C.
J.," chief justice or judge; “J. P..” justice
of the peace; “JJ.." judges or justices; “J.
C. P..” justice of the common pleas; “J. K.
B.," justice of the king's bench; “J. Q. B.."
justice of the queen’s bench; “J. U. B.."
justice of the upper bench.

This letter is sometimes used for "I,"
as the initial letter of “Institutiones," in
references to the Institutes of Justinian.

JAO. An abbreviation for "Jaoobus," the
Latin form of the name James; used princi-
pally in citing statutes enacted in the reigns
of the English kings of that name; e. 9.,
“St. 1 Jac. II." Used also in citing the sec-
ond part of Croke's reports; thus, “Cro. Jac."
denotes "Croke's reports of cases in the time
of James I."

JAOENS. Lat. Lying in abeyance, as
in the phrase “htereduaa jacens," which is
an inheritance or estate lying vacant or in
abeyance prior to the ascertainment of the
heir or his assumption of the succession.

JADE’! IN ORE. Let. in bid English
law. It lies in the mouth. Fieta, lib. 5, c.
5. I 49.

D

JACK. A kind of defensive coat-armor
worn by horsemen in war; not made of solid
iron, but of many plates fastened together.
Some tenants were bound by their tenure to
find it upon invasion. Cowell.

JACOBUS. A gold coin worth 248., so
called from James I.,_who was king when it
was struck. Enc. Loud.

JACTITATIOII’. A false boasting; a
false claim; assertions repeated to the preju-
dice of another‘s right. The species of defa-
mation or disparagement of another's title to
real estate known at common law as “slan-
der of title" comes under the head of jactita-
tion, and in some jurisdictions (as in Louisi-
ana) a remedy for this injury is provided un-
der the name of an “action of jactltation.”
-{Institution of 3 hi: to 3 church sit-
tin appears to be the ousting by a man that
he as a right or title to a w or sittin in
ii church to which he has egally no tit e.-7-
Jnotitntion of marriage. In English ecclesi-
astical law. The boasting orfifiving out b a
party that he or she is marri to some ot er,
whereby a common reputation of their matri-
niony may ensue. To dei'eat that result. the
person may be put to a proof of the actual
marriage. failing which proof. he or she is
put to silence about it. 3 Bl. L‘oi_nin. 9.'i.—Jno-
titotion of tithes is the boasting by a man
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that he is entitled to certain tithes to which be
has legally no title.

In ‘medical jurisprudence. Involuntary
convulsive muscular movement; restless
agitation or tossing of the body to and fro.
Leman v. Insurance Co.. 46 La. Ann. 1189,
15 South. 888, 24 L B. A. 589, 49 Am. St.
Rep. 348.

JAOTIVUI. tossed
away. Cowell.

Lost by default;

JAOTURA. In the civil law. A throw-
ing of goods overboard in a storm; jettison.
Loss from such a cause. Calvin.

JAOTUS. A throwing goods overboard
to lighten or save the vessel, in which case
the goods so sacrificed are a proper subject
for general average. Dig. 14, 2, “dc legs
Rhodia do Jactu.” And see Barnard V.
Adams, 10 How. 303, 13 L. Ed. 417.
-Justus lnpilli. The throwing down of I.
stone. One _of the modes. under the civil law.
of interrupting prescription. Where one fer-
son was building on another’: ground, an in
this way acquiring a right by usucamo, the true
owner challenged the intrusion and interrupted
the prescriptive right by tiirowing down meet
the stones of the building before witnesses cali-
ed for the purpose. Tray. Lat. Max.

JAIL. A gaol; a prison; a building des-
ignated by law, or regularly used. for the
confinement of persons held in lawful cus-
tody. State v. Bryan, 89 N. C. 534. See‘
G.ioL. ’

JAIL DELIVERY. See GAOL.

JAIL LIBERTIEI. See GAOL.

JAILER. A keeper or warden of a prin-
on or jail.

JAHBEAUX. In old English and feudal
law. Leg-armor. Blount.

JAMMA, JUIKMA. In Hindu law. To
tal amount; collection; assembly. The to-
tal of a territorial assignment.

JAMHABUIIDY, JUHMABUIIDY. In
Hindu law. A written schedule of the
whole of an assessment.

JAHPNUM. Furze, or grass, or ground
where furze grows; as distinguished from
“arable," “pasture," or the like. Co. Litt. 5a.

JAMUNLIICGI, JAHUNDIIIKGI.
Freenien who delivered themselves and prop-
erty to the protection of a more powerful
person. in order to avoid military service
and other burdens. Spelman. Also a spe
cies of serfs among the Germans. Du

The same as cunmicnduii.



, gaoler.

JANITOR

:-Jaxrron. In old English -law. A
door-keeper. Fleta, lib. 2, c. 24.

In modern luv. A janitor is understood
to be a person employed to take charge of
rooms or buildings, to see that they are kept
clean and in order, to lock and unlock them,
and generally to care for them. Fagan v.
New York, 84 N. Y. 352. .

JAQUE8. In old English law.
money.

JAVELIII-HEN. Yeomen retained by
the sherifl to escort the judge of assize.

JAVELOUB. In Scotch law. Jailer or
1 Pitc. Crim. Tr. pt. 1, p. 33.

JEDBUBGK JUSTICE. Summary jus-
tice inflicted upon a marauder or felon with-
out a regular trial, equivalent to “lynch
law." so called from a Scotch town, near
the English border. where raiders and cat-
tle lifters were often summarily hung. Also
written "Jeddart" or “Jedwood" justice.

JEHAI.
ell ; Blount.

JEOPAILE. L. Fr. I have failed; I
am in error. An error or oversight in plead-
ing.

Certain statutes are called “statutes of
amendments and jeofailes" because, where
a pleader perceives any slip in the form of
his proceedings, and acknowledges the error,
Ueofalle.) he is at liberty, by those statutes,
to amend it. The amendment, however, is
seldom made; but the benefit is attained by
the court's overlooking the exception. 3 Bl.
Comm. 407; 1 Saund. p. 2%, no. 1.

Jeofalle is when the parties to any suit in
pieadin have proceeded so far that they have
Joined issue which shall be tried or is tried by
a jury or inquest, and this leading or issue is
so badly pleaded or joined that it will be error
if they proceed Then some of the said parties
may, by their counsel. show it to the court,
as well after verdict given and before judgment
as before the ju ‘ is charged. And the coun-
sel shall say: “ is inquest ye ought not to
take.” And if it be after verdict, then he may
say: “To judgment you ought not to go." And.
because such niceties occasioned many delays
in suits. divers statutes are made to redress
them. Termes de la Ley.

Small

In old records. Yeoman. Cow-

JEOPABJDY. Danger; hazard; peril.
Jeopardy is the danger of conviction and

’ punishment which the defendant in a crim-
inal action incurs when a valid indictment
has been found, and a petit jury has been
impaneled and sworn to try the case and
give a verdict. State v. Nelson, 26 Ind.
368; State v. Emery, 59 Vt. 84, 7 At]. 129;
People v. Terrill, 132 Cal. 497, 64 Pac. 894;
Mitchell v. State. 42 Ohio St. 383; Grogan
v. State. 44 Ala. 9; Ex parte Glenn (C. C.)
111 Fed. 258; Alexander v. Com., 105 Pa. 9.

JERGUEB. In English law. An olilcer
of the custom-house who oversees the wait-
ers. Techn. Dict.
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JESSE. A large brass candlestick, usu-
ally hung in the middle of a church or choir.
Cowell.

JET. Fr. In French law. Jettlson.
Ord. Mar. liv. 3, tit. 8; Emerig. Tralte des
Assnr. c. 12, 5 40.

JETSAM. A term descriptive of goods
which, by the act of the owner, have been
voluntarily cast overboard from a vessel, in
a‘ storm or other emergency, to lighten the
ship. 1 C. B. 113.

Jetsam is where goods are cast into the
sea, and there sink and remain under wa-
ter. 1 Bl. Comm. 292.

Jetsam difiers from "flotsam," in this: that in
the latter the goods float, while in the former
they sink, and remain under water. It dilfers
also from “ligan."

JETTISON. The act of ‘throwing over-
board from a vessel part of the cargo, in
case of extreme danger, to lighten the ship.
The same name is also given to the thing
or things so cast out. Gray v. Wain, 2 Serg.
& R. (Pa.) 254, 7 Am. Dec. 842; Butler v.
Wildman, 3 Barn. & Ald. 326; Barnard v.
Adams, 10 How. 803, 13 L. Ed. 417.

A carrier by water may, when in case of
extreme peril it is necessary for the safety
of the ship or cargo, throw overboard, or
otherwise sacrifice, any or all of the cargo
or appurtenances of the ship. Throwing
property overboard for such purpose is call-
ed “jettison," and the loss incurred thereby
is called a “general average loss." Civil
Code Cal. 5 2148: Civil Code Dak. § 1245.

JEUX DE BOUBSE. Fr. In French law.
Speculation in the public funds or in stocks:
gambling speculations on the stock ex-
change; dealings in "options" and “fu-
tures.”

JEWEL. By “Jewels" are meant orna-
ments of the person, such as ear-rings,
pearls. diamonds, etc., which are prepared
to be worn. See Com. v. Stephens, 14 Pick.
(Mass) 373: Robbins v. Robertson (0. C.)
33 Fed. 710; Cavendish v. Cavendish, 1
Brown Ch. 409; Ramaley v. Leland, 43 N.
Y. 541, 3 Am. Rep. 728; Gile v. Libby, 36
Barb. (N. Y.) 77.

JOB. '.l‘l_ne whole of a thing which is to
be done. “To build by plot, or to work by
the job. is to undertake a building for a
certain stipulated price." Clv. Code La. art.
2727.

JOBBER. One who buys and sells goods
fonothers; one who buys or sells on the
stock exchange; a dealer in stocks, shares.
or securities.

JOOALIA. In old English law. Jewels.
This term was formerly more properly ap-
plied to those ornaments which women, al-
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though married, call their own. When thae
jocalia are not suitable to her degree, they
are assets for the payment oi.’ debts. 1
Rolle. Abr. 911.

JOOELET. A little manor or farm. Gow-
ell.

-JOOUI. In old English law. A game
of hazard. Reg. Orig. 290.

I000’! PARTITUS. In old English
practice. A divided game. risk, or hazard.
An arrangement which the parties to a suit
were anciently sometimes allowed to make
by mutual agreement upon a certain hazard.
as that one should lose if the case turned
out in a certain way, and, if it did not, that
the other should gain. Bract. fois. 2110,
37911. 432, 434. 2000.

JOHN DOE. The name which was us- '

ually given to the fictitious lessee of the
plaintifl in the mixed action of ejectment.
He was sometimes called “Goodtitle." so
the Romans had their flctitious personages
in law proceedings, as Tmue, Beius.

JOINDER.
uniting two or more constituents or ele-
ments in one; uniting with another per-
son in some legal step or proceeding. '

gioinder In demurrer. When a defendant
in an action tenders an issue of law. (called a
'd_emui_'rer,") the plaintifl. if he means to main-
tain his action, must accept it, and this ac-
ceptance of the defendants tender. signified b
the‘ p_laiutlfl in a set form of words. is call
a joinder in demurrer." Brown.—Joinder in
issue. In pleading. A formula by which one
of the_parties to a suit joins in or accepts an
issue in fact_ tendered by the opposite party.
Stepl_i._ Pl. 5:, 236. More commonly termed a
“smulcter." (q. v.)—Joindes- in pleading.
Accepting the issue. and mode of trial tendered.
either by.demurrer. error. or issue. in fact. b
the opposite party.-Joinder of actions. Thin’:
expression signifies the uniting of two or more
demands or rights of action in one action: the
statement of more than one cause of action in
a. declarartion.—-Joinder of error. In proceed-
ings on a writ of error in criminal cases, the
joinder of error is a written denial of the errors
alleged in the_assignment of errors. It an-
swers to a joinder of issue in an action.-
Joinder of oilenses. The uniting of several
distinct charges of crime in the same indict-
ment or prnsecution.—Joinder of parties.
The uniting of two or more persons as co- lain-
tiifs or as co-defendants in one suit.— oin-
der. The improper jolnin together parties
to a suit, as plaintifls or efendants. or of dif-
ferent causes of action. Burstall v. Beyfus. 53
Law J. Ch. 567; Phenix Iron Found v.
Lockwood. 21 It. I. $6, 4-5 At]. 546,- on-
joinder. The omission to join some person
as ar y to a suit. whether as plaintifi or de-
fen an , who ought to have been so joined. ac-
cording to the rules of pleading and practice.

J'0IIl".l‘. United: combined; undivided;
done by or against two or more unitedly:
shared by or between two or more.

A "joint" bond, note. or other obligation is
«mo in which the ohligors or makers (being two
or more in number) bind themselves ointly
but not severally. and which must there ore be
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prosecuted in a joint action against them all.
A “joint and several" bond or note is one in
which the obligors or makers bind themselves
both jointly and individually to the obligee or

ayee, and which may be enforced either by a
oint action against them all or by se arate

actions against any one or more at the e ection
of the creditor.
—-Joint action. An action in whidi there
are two or more Klaintiifs. or two or more de-
fendants.—.'l'oht ebtor sets. Statutes enact-
ed in many-of the states. which provide that
judgment may be given. for or against one or
more of several plaintifs, and for or against
one or more of several defendants. and that. “in
an action against several defendants. the court
may. in its discretion, render judgment against
one or more of them. leaving the action to pro-_
ceed against the others whenever a several
judgment is pro er.” The name is also given
to statutes prov ding that where an action is
instituted against two or more defendants upon,
an alleged joint liability. and soi_ne_ of them
are served with process. but jurisdiction is not
obtained over the others, the plaintifi may still
proceed to trial against those who are before the
court. and. if he recovers. may have Judgment
against all of the defendants whom he shows to
be gointly liable. 1 Black. Judgtn. §§ 208. 235..
An see Hall v. Leaning. 91 U. S. 168._23
L. Ed. 271.—J’oi.:nt debtors. Persons umted'
in a joint liability or indebtedness.—J’oint
lives. This expression is used to deal te the
duration of an estate or right which s grant-
ed to two or more persons to be enjoyed -so
long as they both (or all) shall live. As soon _

as one dies. the interest determines. Be High-
ley v. Alien. 8 Mo. App. 524.

As to joint “Adventure." “Ballot," “Com-
mittee." "Contract,” "Covenant." "Creditor."
“Execut°!,s'u uF1at’n IlFine'II Jcfielmli uIn_

dlctment," “Session," “’1‘enancy." "Tenants,"
“Trespasers," and “Trustees." see those ti-
tles. As to joint-stock banks, see Baxcx:
joint-stock company, see COMPANY; joint-
stock corporation. see Coseomyrioiw.

JOINTLY. Acting together or in con-
cert or cooperation: holding in common or
interdependently, not separately. Reclama-
tion Dist. v. Parvin. 67 Cal. 501. 8 Pac. 43:
Gold & Stock Tel. Co. v. Commercial Tel.
Co. (0. C.) 23 Fed. 342; Case v. Owen. 139
Ind. 22, 38 N. E. 395, 47 Am. St. Rep. 253.
Persons are “jointly bound" in a bond or
note when both or all must be sued in one
action for its enforcement, not either one
at the election of the creditor.
—J’oi:ntly and severally. Persons who bind
themselves “jointly and severally” in a bond or
note may all be sued together for its enforcement.
or the creditor may select any_one-or more as
the object of his suit. See Mitchell v. Darri-
cott, 3 Brev. (S. C.) 145: Rice v. Govs, 22
Pick. (Mass.) 168. 33 Am. Dec. 724-

'Jonrrn.r:ss. JOINTUBIISI. Awoman
who has an-estate settled on her by her hus-
band, to hold during her life. it she survive
him. Co. Litt. 46.

JOINTUBE. A freehold estate In lands
or tenements secured to the wife. and to
take effect on the decease of the husband.
and to continue during her life at the least.
unless she be herself the cause of its de-
termination. Vance v. Vance, 21 Me. 869.
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A competent livelihood of freehold for the
wife of lands and tenements to take eirect
presently in possession or proilt. after the
decease of the husband, for the life of the
wife at least. Co. Litt. 36b; 2 Bl. Comm.
137. See Fellers v. Fellers, 54 Neb. G94, 74
N. W. 1077; Saunders v. Saunders, 144 M0.
482, 46 S. W. 428; Graham v. Graham, 6‘!
Hun, 3%, 2 N. Y. Supp. 299.

A joiuture strictly siguiiies a Joint estate
limited to both husband and wife, and such
was its original form: but, in its more us-
ual form, it is a sole estate limited to the
wife only, expectant upon a life-estate in
the husband. 2 Bi. Comm. 137: 1 Steph.
Comm. 255.

SONOARIA, or JUNCABIA. in old
English law. Land where rushes grow. Co.
Litt. 56.

JOBNALE. In old English law. As
much land as could he plowed in one day.
Spelman.

.1003. A French word. signifying “day."
It is used in our old law-books; as "tout
Joan," forever.
—Jmu- on ‘bane. A day in bone. Distinguish-
ed from "iour en gave,” (a day in the count .)
otherwise called ";our en m'u' prise."-Jour
oonrt. In old practice. Day in court‘ day
to appear in court‘ apgearance day. “ ver

rocess gives the defen ant a day in court.’
ale, Anal. | 8.

JOURNAL. A daily book; a book in
which entries are made or events recorded
from day to day. In maritime law, the Jour-
nal (otherwise called “log” or "log-book") is
a book kept on every vessel, which contains '

a brief record of the events and occurrences
of each day of a voyage. with the nautical
otnervations. course of the ship, account of
the weather, etc. In the system of double-
entry book-keeping, the journal is an ac-
count-book into which are transcribed, daily
or at other intervals, the items entered up-
on the day-book, for more convenient post-
ing into the ledger. In the usage of legisla-
tive bodies, the journal is a daily record of
the proceedings of either house. It is kept
by the clerk. and in it are entered the ap-
pointments and actions of committees, in-
troduction of bills. motions, votes, resolu-
tions, etc., in the order of their occurrence.
See Oakland Pav. Co. v. Hilton, 69 Cal. 479,
11 Pac. 3: Montgomery Beer Bottling Works
v. Gaston. 126 Ala. 425, 28 South 497, 51
L R. A. 396. 85 Am. St. Rep. 42; ‘Ia:-tin v.
Com.. 107 Pa. 190. '

JOURNEY. The original signification of
this word was a day's travel. It is now ap-
plied to a travel by land from place to place,
without restriction of time. But. when thus
applied, it is employed to designate a travel
which is without the ordinary habits. busi-
ness, or duties of the person, to a distance
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from his home. and beyond the circle of his
friends or acquaintances. Ghoison v. State.
63 Ala. 521, 25 Am. Rep. 652.

J0‘U31l'£Y.HOPP!:Rs. In English law.
Regrators of yarn. 8 lien. VI. c. 5.

JOUBNEYHAN. A workman hired by
the day, or other given time. Hart v. Ald-
ridge, 1 Cowp. 56; Butler v. Clark, 46 Ga.
468.

JOURNEY! ACCOUNTS. In English
practice. The name of a writ (now obsolete)
which might be sued out where a former
writ had abated without the plaintiffs fault.
The length of time allowed for taking it out
depended on the length of the journey the
party must make to reach the court: whence
the name.

JUBEBE. Lat. In the civil law. To
order, direct, or command. Calvin. The
word lubeo. (I order.) in a will, was called
a “word of direction,” as distinguished from
“precatory words." Cod. 6. 43. 2.

To assure or promise.
To decree or pass a law.

JUBILAOION. In Spanish law. The
privilege of a public oiiicer to be retired, on
account of infirmity or disability, retaining
the rank and pay of his oflice (or part of the
same) after twenty years of public service.
and on reaching the age of fifty.

JUDEUI, JUDEUI. Int. A Jew.

JUDAISHUS. The religion and rites of
the Jews. Du Cange. A quarter set apart
for residence of Jews. A usurious rate of
interest. 1 Mon. Aug]. 839: 2 Mon. Augl.
10.6335. Sea: marcua sterlingorum ad ac-
quietondam terram prtzdictum de Judaismo.
in qua fuit impignorata. Du Cunge. An
income anciently accruing to the king from
the Jews. Blount.

JIIDEX. Lat. In Roman law. A pri-
vate person appointed by the printer, with
the consent of the parties, to try and decide
a cause or action commenced before him.
He received from the praetor a written for-
mula instructing him as to.the legal prin-
ciples alcording to which the action was to
be judged. Calvin. Hence the proceedings
before him were said to be in ludicio, as
those before the punter were said to be in
jure.

In later and modern civil law. A judge
in the modern sense of the term.

In old English law. A juror. A judge.
in modern sense, especially——as opposed to
justic-ian‘ua, 4. 6.. a common-law judge—to
denote an ecclesiastical judge. Bract. fols.
401. 402.

—J’ndex a 111.10. In modern ‘civil law. The
judge from whom, as }ild€.l ad quem is the
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fiidge to whom, an ap eal is made or taken.
alifax, Civil Law. b. g, c. 11. no. 34.-Index

adouem. A 'udge to whom an a peal is
taken.—Judex cistus. In Roman aw. A
judge given, that is, assigned or apgointed, by
the netor to try a cause.—-Index elegstus.
A elegated ju ge: a special judge.—Jnde._x
flsca.lis.- A fiscal judge; one having cogni-
zance of matters relating to the fiscua, (q. o.)—
Judex on-dine:-ins. In the civil law. An or-
dinaryjudge; one who had the right of ear-
ing and determinin causes as a matter o_ his
own proper jurisdiction. (ea: ropria jurisdic-
tione,) and not by virtue of a elegatcd author-
ity. Calvin.—-Index pedaneus. In Roman
law. The judge who was commissioned by the

rzetor to hear a cause was so called, from the
ow seat which he anciently occupied at the

foot of the praator’s tribunal.

Jude: oquitateni semper speetsre deh-
et. A judge ought always toregard equity.
Jenk. Cent. p. 45, case 85. '

Index ante o_onlos sequitatern semper
habere debet. A judge‘ ought always to
have equity before his eyes. ~

Jude: bonus nihll ex erbitrio no fan-
cist, nee proposlto domestics voluntetis,
sed juxts leges et jars pronunoiet. A
good judge should do nothing of his own ar-
bitrary will, nor on the dictate of his per-
sonal inclination, but should decide accord-
ing to law and justice. 7 Coke, 27a.

Jude: damnatnr cum noeens nbsolvi-'
tux-. The judge is condemned when a guilty
person escapes punishment.

Jude: debet judieere seoundum. alle-
gsts et probate. The judge ought to de-
cide according to the allegations and the
proofs.

Jude: est lex loqnens. A judge is the
law speaking, [the mouth of the law.] 7
Coke, 4a. '

Jude: habere debet duos ssles,—selem
sapientin, ne sit huipidns; et salem
oonseientiu, ne sit disbolus. A judge
should have two salts,—the salt of wisdom,
lest he be insipid; and the salt of con-
science, lest he be devilish.

Jude: non potent esse testis in. pro-
pria esuss. A judge cannot be a witness
in his own cause. 4 Inst. 279.

Index non potest injnriem sibi dstun
punire. A judge cannot punish a wrong
done to himself. See 12 Coke, 114.

Index ‘non reddit plus quun quod
petens ipse requis-it. A judge does not
give more than what the complaining party
himself demands. 2 Inst. 286.

JUDGE. A public officer. appointed to
preside and to administer the law in a court
of justice; the chief member of a court, and
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charged with the control of proceedings and
the decision or questions of law or. discre
tion. Todd v. U. 8., 158 U. S. 278, 15 Sup.
Ct. 889, 39 L. Ed. W; Foot v. Stiles, 57 N.
Y. 405; In re lawyers’ Tax Cases. 8 Helsk.
(Tenn.) 650. “Judge" and “Justice"_(q. v.) are
often used in substantially the same sense.

—-Judge advocate. An oflicer of a conrt-inar-
tial, whose duty is to swear in the other mem-
bers of the court. to advise the court, and to
act as the public prosecutor;
so far the counsel for the prisoner a to be
bound to protect him from the necessity of an-
swering criminating questions, and to object to
leading questions when propounded to other
witnesses.-Judge sdvoeste general. The
adviser of the government in reference to courts-
martial and other matters of military law. In
England, he is generally a member of the house
of commons an of the government for the time
being.—Judge de fseto. One who holds and
exercises the oiiice of a judge under color of
lawful authority and b a title valid on its face.
though he has not ful right to the oflice. as
where he was appointed under an unconstitu-
tional statute, or by an nsurper of the appoint-
ing power or has not taken the oath of oifice.
State v. inner, 111 M0. 542, 20 s. w. 243:
Walcott v. Wells, 21 Nev. 47. 24 Pac. 367, 9
L. R. A. 59 37 Am. St. Rei‘i.V-178' Dredla v.
Baache. 60 Nab. 655, 33 N. . 916- Caldwell
v. Barrett. 71 Ark. 310, 74 s. w. 74§.—Judgo-.
made less. A phrase used to indicate judicial
decisions which construe away the meaning of
statutes, or find meanings in them the legisla-
ture never intended. It is sometimes used as
meaning, simply, the law established by judi-
cial precedent. Cooley. Const. Lim. 70, note.-—

e o 9.17. By St. 20 & 21 Vict. c. 85.
§ 9, the judge of the court of probate was made
judge of the court for divorce and matrimonial
causes created by that act, under the name of
the “judge ordinary.” In Scotland, the title
“judge ordinary” is applied to all those 'udges,
whether supreme or inferior, who. by t e na-
ture of their oflice. have a fixed and determinate
jurisdiction in all actions of the same eneral
nature, as contradistinguished from t e old
Scotch privy council. or from those judges to
whom some special matter is committed; such
as commissioners for taking proofs, and mes-
sen ers at arms. Bell.—-Judge's certificate.
In nglish practice. A certificate. signed by the
judge who presided at the trial of a cause. that
the party applying is entitled to costs. In some
cases, this is a necessary preliminary to the
taxing of costs for such party. A statement of
the opinion of the court. signed by the judges,
upon a question of law submitted to them by the
chancellor for their decision. See 3 Bl. Comm.
453.—Jndge’s minutes, or notes. Memoran-
da usually taken by a judge, while a trial is
proceeding, of the testimony of witnesses. of
documents offered or admitted in evidence, of
oifers of evidence, and whether it has been re-
ceived or rejected, and the like matters.-
J’udge’s order. An order made by a judge at
chambers, or out of court.

J7J'3DGER. A Cheshire juryman. Jacob.-

JUDGMBN1‘. The ofllcial and authentic
decision of a court of justice upon the re-
spective rights and claims of the parties to
an action or suit therein litigated and sub-
mitted to its determination. People v. He-
bel. 19 C010. App. 523, 76 Pac. 550; Bullock
v. Bullock, 52 N. J. Eq. 561. 30 Atl. 676, 27
L. R. A. 213, 46 Am. St. Rep. 528; Eppright
v. Kauifman. 90 Mo. 25, 1 S. W. 736; State

but he is also’
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1.‘ Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., 18 R. I. 16,
25 At]. 246, 17 L. R. A. 856. ‘

The final determination of the rights'of
the parties in an action or proceeding. Pear-
son v. Lovejoy. 53 Barb. (N. Y.) 407; Har-
bin v. State. 78 Iowa, 263, 43 N. W. 210;
Bird v. Young, 56 Ohio St. 210, 46 N. E.
819; In re Smith's Estate, 198 Cal. 636, 33
Pac. 744: In re Beck, ti} Kan. 57, 64 Pac.
971; Bell v. Otis, 101 Ala. 186, 13 South.
43. 46 Am. St. Rep. 117.

The sentence of the law pronounced by
the court upon the matter appearing from
the previous proceedings in the suit. It is
the conclusion that naturally follows from
the premises of law and fact. Branch v.
Branch, 5 Fla. 4550; In re Sedgeley Ave., 88
Pa. 513.

The determination or sentence of the law,
pronounced by a competent judge or court,
as the result of an action or proceeding in-
stitnted in such court. aflirming that,*upon
the matters submitted for its decision, a
legal duty or liability does or does not ex-
ist. 1 Black, Judgm. § 1: Gunter v. Earnest,
68 Ark. 180, 56 S. W. 876. .

The term “judgment" is also used to de-
note the reason which the court gives for its
decision: but this is more properly denomi-
nated an "opinion."

Classification. Judgments are either .4»
rcm or in peraomnn; as to which see June-
m~:N'r in Run, Junousnr IN Psnsonzm.

Judgments are either final or interlocu-
tory. A final judgment is one which puts.
an end to an action at Jaw by declaring
that the plaintiff either has or has not en-'
titled himself to recover the remedy he sues
for. 3 Bl. Comm. 398. So distinguished
from interlocutory judgments, which merely
establish the right of the plaintiff to recov-
er. in general terms. Id. 397. A judgment
which determines a particular cause. Bost-
wick v. Brinkerhotf, 106 U. S. 3, 1_ Sup. Ct.
15. 27 L. Ed. 73; Klever v. Seawall, 65 Fed.
377, 12 C. C. A. 653; Pfeifler v. Crane, 89
Ind. 487; Nelson V. Brown. 59 Vt. 601, 10
At]. 721. A judgment which cannot be ap-
pealed from. which is perfectly conclusive
upon the matter adjudicated. Snell v. Cot-
ton Gin Mfg. Co., 24 Pick. (Mass.) 300. A
judgment which terminates all litigation on
the same right. The term “final judgment,"
in the judiciary act of 1789, 5 25, includes
both species of judgments as just defined.
1 Kent. Comm. 316; Weston v. Charleston,
2 Pet. 494. 7 L. Ed. 481; Forgay v. Conrad,-
6 How. 201. 209, 12 L. Ed._40-i. A judgment
which is not final is called “iuterlocutory;”
that is, an interlocutory judgment is one
which determines some preliminary or sub-
ordinate point or plea, or settles some step,
question, or default arising in the progress
of the cause, but does not adjudicate the
ultimate rights of the parties, or finally put
the case out of court. Thus. a judgment or
order passed upon any provisional or ac-‘
cessory claim or contention is, in general,
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merely interlocutory, although it may final-
ly dispose of that particular matter. 1
Black, Judgm. 5 21.

Judgments are either domestic or foreign.
A judgment or decree is domestic in the
courts of the same state or country where it
was originally rendered; in other states or
countries it is called foreign. A foreign
judgment is one rendered by the courts of a
state or country politically and judicially
distinct from that where the judgment or
its efiect is brought in question. One pro-
nuunced by a tribunal of a foreign country.
or of a sister state. Karns v. Kunkle, 2
Minn. 313 (Gil. 268); Gulick v. Loder, 13 N.
J. Law, 68, 23 Am. Dec. 711.

A judgment may be upon the merits, or it
may not. Ajndgment on the merits is one
which is rendered after the substance and
matter of the case have been judicially in-
vestigated, and the court has decided which
party is in the right: as distinguished from
a judgment which turns upon some prelimi-
nary matter or technical point, or which. in
consequence of the act or default of one of
the parties, is given without a contest or
trial.
. Oi‘ judgments rendered without a regular
trial, or without a complete trial, the sev-
eral species are enumerated below. And
first:

_ Judgment by default is a judgment ob-
tained by one party when the other party
neglects to take a certain necessary step in
the action (as, to enter an appearance. or to
plead) within the proper time. In Louisi-
ana. the term “contradictory judgment” is
used to distinguish a judgment given after
the parties have been heard, either in sup-
port ot their claims or in their defense.
from a judgment by default. Cox's Exec-
utors v. Thomas, 11 La. 366.

Judgment by confession is where a de-
fendant gives the plaintiff a cognouit or
written confession of the action (or “confes-
sion of judgment," as it is frequently call-
ed) by virtue of which the plaintiff enters
judgment.

Judgment m’l dicit is a judgment rendered
for the plaintiff when the defendant “says
nothing ;” that is. when he neglects to plead

-to the plaintiffs declaration within_ the prop-
er time.

Judgment by non sum informatics is one
which is rendered when, instead of entering
a plea, the defendant's attorney says he is
not informed of any answer to be given to
the action. Steph. Pl. 130.

Judgment of nonsuit is of two kinds,-—
voluntary and involuntary. When plaintii!
abandons his case, and consents that judg-
ment go against him for costs, it is volun-
tary. But when he, being called, neglects to
appear. or when he has given no evidence on
which a jury could find a verdict. it is in-
voluntary. Freem. Judgm. 5 6.

Judgment of retras-it. A judgment ren-
dered where, after appearance and before
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verdict, the plaintiif voluntarily goes into
court and enters on the record that he
“withdraws his suit." It differs from a non-
suit. In the latter case the plaintiff may
sue again, upon payment of costs; but a
retraa.-it is an open, voluntary renunciation
of his claim in court, ‘and by it he forever
loses his action.

Judgment of none proscqui. This judg-
ment is entered when plaintit! declares that
he will not further prosecute his suit, or en-
try of a slot processua, by which plaintiff
agrees that all further proceedings shall he
stayed.

Judgment of non pros. (non prosequitur)
is one given against the plaintiff for a neg-
lect to take any of those steps which it is
incumbent on him to take in due time.

Judgment of cossetur breve or halo (that
the writ or bill be quashed) is a judgment
rendered in favor of a party pleading in
abatement to a writ or action. Steph. Pl.
130, 131. _

Judgment of nil capiat per breve or per
Mllam is a judgment in favor of the defend-
ant upon an issue raised upon a declaration
or peremptory‘ plea.

Judgment quod partes replacitent. This
is a judgment of repleader, and is given if
an issue is formed on so immaterial a point
that the court cannot know for whom to
give judgment. The parties must then re-
construct their pleadings.

Judgment of rcspondeat ouatcr is a judg-
ment given against the defendant, requir-
ing him to “answer over," after he has tail-
ed to establish a dilatory plea upon which
an issue in law has been raised. _

Judgment quod recuperct is a judgment
in favor of the plaintitf, (that he do recov-
er,) rendered when he has prevailed upon
an issue in fact or an issue in law other
than one arising on a dilatory plea. Steph.
Pl. 126. '

Judgment non obstante veredicta is a
judgment entered for the plaintli! “notwith-

'standing the verdict” which has been given
for defendant; which may be done where,
after verdict and before judgment, it ap-
pears by the record that the matters plead-
ed or replied to, although verifled by the.
verdict, are insufficient to constitute a de-
fense or bar to the action.

Special, technical names are given to the
judgments rendered in certain actions.
These are explained as follows:

Judgment quad oomputct is a judgment in
an action of account-render that the defend-
ant do account.

Judgment quod partmo flat is the inter-
locutory judgment in a writ of partition,
that partition be made.

Judgment quando accidcrint. If on the
plea of plane adminiatrarit in an action
against an executor or administrator, or on

the plea of ricna pcr dcuccni in an action
against an heir, the plaintiff. instead of
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taking issue on the plea, take judgment of
assets quando accidcrint, in this case, if
assets afterwards come to the hands of the
executor or heir, the plaintiff must first sue
out a scire jactas. before he can have ex-
ecutiou. If, upon this cc-ire facias, assets
be found for part, the plaintiff may have
judgment to recover so much immediately,
and the residue of the assets in future. 1
Sid. 448.

Judgment de melioribus damnis. Where.
in an action against several persons for a
joint tort, the jury by mistake sever the
damages by giving heavier damages against
one defendant than against the others, the
plaintiff may cure the defect by taking judg-
ment for the greater damages (do memori-
bus damnls) against that defendant, and
entering in none pmsequi (q. 12.) against the
others. Sweet.

Judgment in error is a judgment rendered
by a court of error on a record sent up from
an inferior court.

Other compound and descriptive
terms. A conditional judgment is one
whose force depends upon the performance
of certain acts to be done in the future by
one of the parties; as, one which may be-
come of no effect if the defendant appears
and pleads according to its terms, or one
which orders the sale of mortgaged property
in a foreclosure proceeding unless the mort-
gagor shall pay the amount decreed within

Mahoney v. Loan Ass'n

N. C. 472, 24 S. E. 114. Oonaent judgment.
One entered upon the consent of the par-
ties, and in pursuance of their agreement
as to what the terms of the judgment shall
be. Henry v. Hilliard, 120 N. C. 479, 27 S.
E. 130. A dormant judgment is one which
has not been satisfied nor extinguished by
lapse of time. but which has remained so
long unexec'uted that execution cannot now
be issued upon it without flrst reviving the
judgment. Draper v. Nixon, 93 Ala. 436, 8
South. 489. Or one which has lost its lien
on land from the failure to issue execution
on it or take other steps to enforce it with-
in the time limited by statute. 1 Black.
Judgm. (241 ed.) 5 462. Judgment Mad. At
common law, this was a judgment entered
on the return of the nut prim record,
which, according to the terms of the panes,
was to become absolute unless otherwise or-
dered by the court within the first four days
of the next succeeding term. See U. S. V.
Winstead (D. C.) 12 Fed. 51: Young v. Mc-
Pherson, 3 N. J. Law. 897. Judgment of his
peers. A trial by a jury of twelve men ac-
cording to the course of the common law.
Fetter v. Wilt, 46 Pa. 460; State V. Simons,
61 Kan. 752. 60 Pac. 1052; Newland V.
Marsh, 19 Ill. 382. _

u ent»-book. A book uired to begt dhgvmthe clerk. among the ‘flora. of the
court, for the eat of ‘udgments. Coda N. Y.
5 279. In re We r, N. D. 119, 69 N. W.
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5%, 28 L. R. A. 621.—J’udgnont creditor.
One who is entitled to enforce a judgment by
execution, ( . o.) The owner of an unsatisfied
judgment udgrnant debtor. A rson

‘i#.'i.".:.';:.*"2“'"m::'*.2s2.°°° ..:.';Ew c n unsa s . on
or snsiunons. Under the Engl h bankruptcy
act, 1861. I5 76-85, these summonses might be

against both traders and non-traders, aéiedd,

n e an t o ayment o , or security or agr
composition for:-, the debt. the debtors might be
hdjudicated bankrupt. This act was repealed
by 32 & 33 Vict. c. &. 5 20. The 32 & 33 Vict.

4:. 71 however, krup_tcy act, 1869.) provides

i:::.‘.‘9P.3.’ 5:": °..**;':°:.':*=..:£..:.:.:’°:::a".:‘:i'.‘;, e ns 1: .

event of failure to pay or compound, a petition
for adjudication may be presented, unless in
theseats provided‘ for; by t fitbsectioit u\lVhart-
on. isdglnent e s. e ts, w e er on
simple contract or b specialty, for the recovery
of which judgment as been entered up, either
upon a ooanomt or upon a warrant of attorney
or as the result of a successful action. Brown.
—Jnd¢raent dook_et. _A list or docket of_ the
udgments entered in a given court, methodical-
y kept by the clerk or other proper oflicer, open

to public _inspection, and intended to afford of-
ficial notli_ce tofinteirestedmpiaties of thte gist-
ence or ien o u gmen . an us.
A lien binding t e real estate o s judgment
debtor. in favor of the holder of the judgment,
and givin the ‘latter s right to levy on the
land for e satisfaction of his judgment to the
exclusion of other adverse interests subsequent
to the ‘judgment. Ashton v. Slater. 19 Minn.
$1§Gi . 300): Shirk v. Thomas. 121 Ind. 147,
22 4 E. 976, 16 Am. St. Rep. 381.—Jndg-
angst ‘lotto. tA promistsory note, embogyiiig atn
an or za ion o an a orney, or to a es gna -

ed attorney. or to t e holder, or the clerk of the
court, to enter an appearance for the maker and
confess a judgment against him for a sum there-
in named. upon default of ayment of the note.

sheelt of .‘|tei?‘cr<).i.ifainiI: flnglE:l(1.'|';1;:‘:‘ti((:ief. ti:
pleadings ii: an action at law. upon which final
udgment is signed by the master. 2 Tidd, Pr.

. .—J’ out record. In English practice.
A parchment roll, on which are transcribed the
whole p ings in the cause, deposited and
filed of record in the treasury of the court. after
signing of judgment. 3 Steph. Comm. 632. In
American practice. the record is signed, filed.
and docketed by the clerk.—Jndginent roll.
In English practice. A roll of archmeiit con-
taining the entries of the pr. inga in an ac
tion at law to the entry of Judgment inclusive.

E“: “.2”? ".é“°% ‘a.;"%si°“i'*'.e.‘.*“s °°é‘3’i'rc.r... ,....; i.r. .

See RoLI..—Jnnlor judgment. One which
was rendered or entered after the rendition or
entry of another judgment. on a diflerent claim,
against the same defendant.—Honey judg-
ment. One which ndjiidzes the payment of a
sum of money as distinguished from one direct-
ing an act to be done or property to be restored
or transferred. Full_er v. Aylesworth, 75 Fed.
694. 21 C. C. A. 5Q:i; Pendleton v. Cline. 85
Cal. 142. 24 Pac. 6o9.—Porsonal judgment.
One imposing on the defendant a personal lia-
hili to pay t, and which may therefore he sat-
isfl out of an of his property which is with-
in the reach 0 process. as distinguished from
one which may be satisfied only out of a par-
ticular fund or the proceeds of ‘particular prop-
erty. Thus, in a mortgage oreclosu_i-e suit,
there may be a personal judgment against the
mortgagor for any deficiency that may remain
after the sale of the mortgaged premises. See
Bardweli v. Collins, 44 Minn. 97, 46 N. W. 315,
9 L. R. A. 152, 20 Am. St. Rep. 54’[.—Pooket
iudgnont. A statute-merchant which was en-
oiceable at any tiuie after non-payment on the

day assigned, without further proceedings.
rton. -
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JUDGIBIIT IN PEBIONAH. A judg-
ment against a particular person. as distin-
guished from a judgment against a thing or
a right or status. The former class of Judg-
ments are conclusive only upon parties and
privies: the latter upon all the world. See
next title. -

JUDGHENT IN REM. A judgment in
rem is an adjudication, pronounced upon
the status of some particular subject-matter,
by a tribunal having competent authority
for that purpose. It differs from a Judg-
ment in personam, in this: that the latter
judgment is in form, as well as substance.
between the parties claiming the right; and
that it is so inter partes appears by the rec-
ord itself. It is binding only upon the par-
ties appearing to be such by the record, and
those claiming by them. A judgment in
rem is founded on a proceeding instituted,
not against the person, as such, but against
or upon the thing or subject-matter itself,
whose state or condition is to be determin-
ed. It is a proceeding to determine the
state or condition of the thing itself; and
the judgment is a solemn declaration upon
the status of the thing, and it ipso /acto
renders it what it declares it to be. Wood-
ruir v. Taylor, 20 Vt. 73. And see Martin
v. King. 72 Ala. 360; Lord v. Chadbourne.
42 Me. 429, 66 Am. Dec. 290; Hliie v. Hus-
sey, 45 Ala. 496; Cross v. Armstrong. 44
Ohio St. 613, 10 N. E. 160.

Various definitions have been given of a judg-
ment in rem. but all are criticised as either in-
complete or comprehending too much. It is
generally said to be a judgment declaratory of
the status of some subject-matter, whether this
be a rson or a thing. Thus. the probate of a
will xes the status of the document as a will.
The personal rights and interests which follow
are mere incidental results of the status or
character of the paper, and do not appear on
the face of the judgment. So. a decree estab-
lishing or dissolving a marriage is a judgment
in rent, because it fixes the status of the per-
son. A judgment of forfeiture, by the proper
tribunal. against specific articles or goods. for
a violation of the revenue laws. is a judgment
in rem. But it is objected that the customary
definition does not fit such a case. because there
is no fixing of the status of anything, the whole
efiect being a seisure, whatever the thing may

In the foregoing instances, and many oth-
ers, the judgment is conclusive against all the
world. without reference to actual presence or
participation in the proceedings. If the ex-
pression “strictly in rcm" may be applied to any
class of cases, it should be confined to such as ‘

these. “A very able writer says: ‘The distin-
guishing characteristic of judgments in ram is
that, wherever their obligation is recognized and
enforced as against any person, it is equally rec-
ognized and enforced as against.all persons.’ It
seems to us that the true definition of a ‘judg-
ment in rem’ is ‘an adjudication’ against some
person or thing, or upon the status of some sub-
ect-matter; which. wherever and _whenever
inding upon any person, is equally binding up-

on all persons." Bartero v. Real Estate Savings
Bank, 10 Mo. App. 78.

Jrsdloandnn est leglbus, non exemp-
lls. Judgment is to be given according to
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the laws, not according to examples or prece-
dents. 4 Coke, 330; 4 Bl. Comm. 405.

JUDIOABE. Lat. In the civil and old
English law. To judge: to decide or de-
termine judicially; to give judgment or
sentence.

JUDIOATIO. Lat. In the civil law.
judging; the pronouncing of sentence, after
hearing a cause. Hailifax, Civil Law, b. 3,
c. 8, no. 7.

JUDIOATORES TERRARUH. Lat.
Persons in the county palatine of "Chester.
who, on a writ of error, were to consider oi.’

the judgment given there. and reform it;
otherwise they forfeited £100 to the crown
by custom. Jenk. Cent. 71.

JUDIOATURE. 1. The state or profes-
sion of those otlicers who are employed in
administering justice; the judiciary.

2. A judicatory, tribunal, or court of jus-
tice.

3. Jurisdiction; the right of judicial ac-
tion; the scope or extent of jurisdiction.
—J’ud.1cature acts. The_ statutes of 36 & 37
Vict. c. 66. and 38 ii: 39 Vict. c. 77, which went
into force November 1, 1875, with amendmenm
in 1877, c. 9; 1879, c. 78; and 1881, c. 68,-
made most important changes in the organiza-
tion of, and methods of procedure in, the supe-
rior courts of England, consolidating them to-

ther so as to constitute one supreme court 0!
Judicature. consisting of two divisions,—her ma-
jesty's high court of justice. having chiefly orig-
inal jurisdiction; and her ma'est ’s court of
appeal, whose jurisdiction is c ie y appellate.

Judloes non tenentnr exp:-{mere oars-
sum sententim sum. Jenk. Cent. 75.
Judges are not bound to explain the reason
or their sentence.

JtJ'DIc}:8 OBDINARII. Lat. In the
civil law. Ordinary judiceo; the common
judtces appointed to try causes, and who,
according to Blackstone, determined only
questions of fact. 3 Bi. Comm. 315.

JUDICEI PANEL Lat. In the civil
law. The ordinary fudices appointed by the
prtetor to try muses.

JUDIOE8 IELBOTI. Lat. In the civil
law. Select or selected judices or judges;
those who were used in criminal causes, and
between whom and modern jurors many
points of resemblance have been noticed. 3
Bl. Comm. 366.

Judie! oflcium suum excedenti non

pa:-etur. A judge exceeding his ofllce is not
to be obeyed. Jenk. Cent. p. 139. case 84.
Said of void judgments.

Judie! satis puns est, qnod Deum hab-
et ultorem. It is punishment enough for
a judge that he has God as his avenger. 1
Leon. 295.
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JUDIOIA. Lat. In Roman law. Judi-
cial proceedings; trials. Judlcia publica,
criminal trials. Dig. 48. 1.

Jodie“ in cos-la rests non sdmlhlleno
tur, sed stent in robore suo quousque per
err-ox-em out attlnctum odnullentnr.
Judgments in the king's courts are not to be
annihilated. but to remain in force until an-
nulled by error or attaint. 2 Inst. 539. '

Judloda in deliberatlonibus orebro ma-

turesonnt, In accelerate pr-ocessu nun-
qum. Judgments frequently become ma-
tured by deliberations. never by hurried pro-
cess or precipitation. 3 Inst. 210.

Indian posterior: slant in loge forti-
crs. 8 Coke, 97. The later decisions are the
stronger in law.

Jurllcds slant tanqusm Jru-is dicta, ct
pro veritats accipiuntur. Judgments are.
as it were. the sayings of the law, and are
received as truth. 2 Inst. 537.

JUDICIAL. Belonging to the oflice of a
judge; as judicial authority.

Relating to or connected with the adminis-
tration of justice; as a judicial otlicer.

Having the character of judgment or for-
mal legal procedure; a a judicial act.

Proceeding "from a court of justice; as a
judicial writ, a judicial determination.
—Jndioid action. Action of a court upon a
cause. b hearing it, and determining what shall
be adju god or decreed between the parties, and
with which is the right of the case. Rhode Is-
land v. Massachusetts, 12 Pet. 718, 9 L. Ed.
1 ; Kerosene Lamp Heater Co. v. Monitor
Oil Stove Co., 41 Ohio St. 293.—J’udlcia1 acts.
Acts requiring the exercise of some judicial dis-
cretion, as distinguished from ministerial acts.
which r uire none. Ex rte Kellogg, 6 Vt.
510: Mil s v. Brooklyn N. Y. 497; Recla-
mation Dist. v. Hamilton, 112 Cal. 603, 44
Pac. 1074: Perry v. Tynen, 22 Barb. (N. Y.)
140.—J’ud.lcial admissions. Admissions made
voluntarily by a party which appear of record
in the proceedings of the court.—Jud.ici.a.l au-
thority. The power and authority appertain-
ing to the oiiice of a judge; jurisdiction; the
oiiicial right to hear and determine uestions in
controversy.—J’udicIal business. uch as in-
volves the exercise of judicial Bower, or the ap-
plication of the mind and aut ority of a court
to some contested matter, or the conduct of ju-
dicial proceedings, as distinguished from such
ministerial and other acts, incident to the prog-
ress of a cause. as may be performed by the par-
ties. counsel, or oflicers of the court without ap-
plication to the court or judge. See Heisen V.
Smith. 138 Cal. 216, 71 Pac. 180. 94 Am. St.
Rep. 39: Merchants Nat. Bank v. Jalfra , 36
Neb. 218, 54 N. W. 258, 19 L. R. A. 316; tate
v. California Min. Co., 13 Nev. 214.—J’ud!ci.s.l
committee of the privy council. In Eng-
lish law. A tribunal composed of members of
the privy council, being judges or retired judg~
es. which acts as the king's adviser in “matters
of law referred to it. and exercises a certain
appellate jurisdiction. chiefly in ecclesiastical
causes. though its power in tin t was
curtailed by the judlcature act of 1 73.—J’Is-
dlcial oonlession. in the law of evidence.
A confession of guilt. made by a prisoner be-
fore a magistrate or in court. in the due course
of legal proceedings. 1 Green]. Ev. 5 2m;
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White v. State, 49 Ala. 348; U. S. v. Williams.
28 Fed. Gas. 643; State v. Lamb. 28 Mo. 218;
Speer v. State. 4 Tex. App. 479.—Jndioisl
conventions. A reemeuts entered into in con-
sequence of an 0 er of court: as, for example,
entering into a bond on taking out a writ of se-
questration. Peuniman v. Barrymore, 6 Mart.
N. S. (La.) 494.—J'ndloisl decisions. The
opinions or determinations of the judges in cans-
es before them, particularly in appellate courts.
Le Blane V. Illinois Cent. R. Co., 73 Miss. 483,
19 South. 211.—Juil.ioisl dicta. Dicta made
by a court or_ judge in the course of a jl1dlcli_l_l
decision or opinion. Com. v. Paine, W7 Pa. 4;).
56 At]. 317. See D1crim.—Judioisl district.
One of the circuits or ‘precincts into which a
state is commonly divided for judicial purposes.
a court of general original jurisdiction being
usually provided in each of such districts, and
the boundaries of the district marking the ter-
ritorial limits of its authority; or the district
may include two or more counties, having sep-
arate and independent county courts, but in that
case they are presided over b the same Judge.
See Ex parte Gardner. 22 ev. 280. 39 Pac.
570; Lindsley v. Coshoma County Sup‘rs, 69
Miss. 815 11 South. 336: Com. v. Hoar, 121
Mass. 37'/.—Jud1o1s1 oath. One taken before
an oficer in open court. as distinguished from
a .“non-judicial’ oath, which is taken before an
oficer ex parts or out of court. State v. Drei-
fus. 38 La. Ann. 877.—J’udloia.l ofloer. A
person in whom is vested authority to decide
"causes or exercise powers appropriate to a
court. Settle v. Van Evrea, 49 N. Y. 2 :
People v. Wells. 2 Cal. 203; Reid v. Hood. 2
Nott & McC. (S. O.) 170. 10 Am. Dec. 582.
-—J'nd£ol.s.l power. The authorit vested in
-courts and judges. as distiuguislied mm the ex-
ecutive aud legislative power. Gilbert v. Priest,
65 Barb. (N. Y.) 448: In re Walker, 68 App.
Div. 196. 74 N. Y. S 94; State v. Denny,
118 Ind. 382. 21 N. E. 252. 4 L. R. A. 79: U.
S. V. Kendall, 26 Fed. Cas. 753.—J'udicisl
proceedings. A general term for proceedings
relating to, practiced in. or proceeding from, a
court of justice; or the course prescribed to
be taken in various cases for the determination
of A controversy or for legal redress or relief.
See Hereford v. Peo le, 197 Ill. 22. 64 N. E.
310: Martin v. Simp ins, 20 Colo. 438, 38 Pac.
1092; Mullen v. Reed, 64 Conn. 240. 29 Atl.
478, 24 L. R. A. 664, 42 Am. St. Rep. 174;
Aldrich v. Kinney. 4 Conn. 386, 10 Am. Dec.
151.—J’nd!_oisl nestion. One proper for the
determination o a court of justice. as distin-
guished from such questions as belong to the
decision of the legislative or executive depart-
ments of government and with which the courts
will not interfere, called “political" or “legis-
lative" questions. See Patton v. Chattanooga,
108 Tenn. 19?, 65 S. W. 414.—Jud.1olal rem-
edies. Such as are administered by the courts
of justice. or by judicial oflicers empowered for
that purpose by the constitution and laws of
the state. Code Civ. Proc. Cal. 1903. § 20:
Code Civ. Proc. Mont. 1895. 5 3469.-Judicial
sepsrstion. A separation of man and wife by
decree of court. less complete than an absolute
divorce:
-Judicial statistics. In English law. Sta-
tistics. Published by authority. of the civil and
crimina business of the United Kingdom. and
matters appertaining thereto. Annual reports
are ublished separately for England and Wales.
for relaad. and for Scotiand.—Quasi Judicial.
A term applied to the action, discretion, etc.,
‘of public administrative oiiicers, who are requir-
ed to investigate facts. or ascertain the exis-
tence of facts, and draw conclusions from them,
as a basis for their oficial action. and to exer-
cise discretion of a judicial nature. See Bair
v. Struck. 29 Mont. 45. 74 Pac. 69. 63 L. R. &
181: Mitchell v. Clay County. 69 Neb. 779.
§l1.7W. 678; De Weese v. Smith (C. C.) 97 Fed.
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"Mortgage,"

otherwise called a "limited divorce."‘
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As to judicial “Day," “Deposlt," “Discre-
tion," “Documents." “Evldence." “I<‘actoi-,”

“Notlce," “Process," “Sales,"
;‘lSequestration." and "Writs.” see those ti-

es.

JUDIOIABY, ad]. Pertaining or relat-
ing to the courts of justice, to the Judicial
department of government, or to the admin-
istration ot Justice.

JUDICIARY, 9:. That branch of govern-
ment invested with the Judicial power; the
system of courts in a country; the body
of Judges; the bench.

JUDIOIABY ACT. The name commonly
given to the act of congress of September
24, 1789, (1 St. at_Large, 73,) by which the
system of federal courts was organized, and
their powers and Jurisdiction detined.

Judloiis posterior-ibus fldes est adm-
bends. Faith or credit is to be given to the
later judgments. 13 Coke, 14.

JUDIOI0 IISTI. Lat. A caution, or se-

curity, given in Scotch courts for the defend-
ant to abide judgment witiiin the jurisdic-
tion. Stim. Law Gloss.

Judlois est in pronuntiusdo seqni reg-
nhm, exceptions non prohsts. The judge
in his decision ought to follow the rule.
when the exception is not proved.

Judiols est Jndicare seoundun sllegnts
et probsts. Dyer, 12. It is the duty 01' a
Judge to decide according to facts alleged and
proved.

Jndicis est Jns dioere, non date. It is
the province of a Judge to declare the law,
not to give it. Loirt, Append. 42.

Judiols oflcium est opus die! in die suo

perileere. It is the duty of a judge to finish
the work or each day within that day. Dy-
er, 12. -

Jndleis ofleilun est in res, its tempos-s
re:-um, quasi-ere. It is the duty of a judge
to inquire into the times of things, as well as
into things themselves. Co. Litt. 171.

JUDIOIUII. Lat. Judicial authority or

jurisdiction; a court or tribunal; a judicial
hearing or other proceeding; a verdict or
Judgment: a proceeding before a Jude: or
Judge. State v. Whltford. 54 Wis. 150, 11
N. W. 424.
—-Jndloium ospitsle.
Judgment of death;

In old English law.
capital judgment. Fletu,

lib. 1. c. 39. § 2. Called: also. "iudi'(-ium vita:
o1m'sm'om'a," judgment of loss of life. Id. lib. 2.
c. 1, I 5.—J’udioiIun Del. In old English and
European law. The judgment of God; other-
wise called “di'm'mLm iudicium," the "divine
judgment." A term particularly applied to the
ordeals by fire or hot iron and water. and also
to the trials by the cross, the eucharist, and the
eorsned. and the duellum or trial by battle, (q.
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o.,) it being supposed that the interposition of
heaven was directly manifest, in these cases in
behalf of the innocent. Speiman; Bnmll.—
Judioiiun u-ium. In old English law.
Judgment o the peers; jud ment of ono's
peers; trial by jury. Magna harts, c. Z).

Jildlollun I nor: suo Judloo datum null-
lius ost momenta. 10 Coke, 70. A judg-
ment given by one who is not the proper
judge is of no force.

Judiohun est quasi jru-is diotlun. Judg-
ment is. as it were, a declaration or law.

Jndioiun non dobot osso inusoriiun;
sulun oflootlun hsboro dobot. A judgment
ought not to be illusory; it ought to have
its proper emect. 2 Inst. 341.

Jndlolnn rodddtur invitiun. ®.
Litt. 2481:. Judgment is given against one,
whether he will or not.

Judlolum (sonpor) pro vorltnto noda-
pitnx. A judgment is always taken for
truth, [that is. as long as it stands in force
it cannot be contradicted] 2 Inst. 380; C0.
Litt. 39¢, 168a.

.1116. In old English law. A watery‘
place. Domesday; Cowell.

JUGS. In French law. A Judge.
—Jugo do pain. An inferior judicial func-
tionary, appointed to decide summarily contro-
versies of minor importance, especially such as
turn mainly ,on questions of fact. He has also
the functions of a lice magistrate. Fen-iere.
—'lngo d’insti-no on. See INBTBUGIION.

manntiu. An acre. 00. Lltt. 5b. As
much as a yoke (jugum) or oxen could plow
in one day.

JUGULATOB. In old records. A cut-
throat or murderer. Cowell.

JUGUH. Lat. In the civil law. A yoke;
a measure of land; as much land as a yoke
of oxen could plow in a day. Nov. 17, c. 8.

—J’ugIun ton-a. In old English law. A yoke
of land; halt a piow~land. Domesday; Co.
Litt. 5a; Cowell.

101010. In Spanish law. A trial or
suit. White. New Recop. b. 3. tit. 4, c. 1.
—Jnlcio do apoo. The decree of a competent
tribunal directing the determining and marking
the boundaries of lands or estates.—J’u.ioio do
oonourso do no:-oodoros. The jud ent
granted for a debtor who has various cr itors,
or for such creditors, to the effect that their
claims be satisfied according to their respective
form and rank. when the debtor's estate is not
suiiiilizient to discharge them all in full. Es-
cr c e.

JUIEICT. In old Scotch law. An ox
used for tillage. 1 Pltc. Crlm. Tr. pt. 2,
p. 89.

JUHENTA. In the civil law. Beasts
of burden; animals used for carrying bur-
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dens. This word did not include “oxen."
1315- 82» 65. 5. '

JUMP BAIL. To abscond. withdraw. or
secrete one's self, in violation of the obliga-
tion ot a bail-bond. The expression is coi-
loquial, and is‘ applied only to the act of the
principal.

JUNOARIA. In" old English law. The
soil where rushes grow. Co. Litt. 5a; Cow-
ell.

Junoto Juvant. United they aid. A por-
tion ot the maxim. "Own non valeant un-
aula [uncle jiwant.” (q. 1)..) frequently cited.
8 Man. J: G. 99.

JUNGERE DUELLUH. In old English
law. To Join the duellum; to engage in the
combat. Fleta. lib. 1. c. 21, 5 10.

JUNIOR. Younger. This has been held
to be no part .of a man's name. but an addi-
tion by use, and a convenient distinction be-
tween a father and son or the same name.
Cobb v. Lucas, 15 Pick. (Mass) 9; People
v. Collins, 7 Johns. (N. Y.) 552; Padgett v.
Lawrence, 10 Paige (N. Y.) 177, 40 Am. Dec.
232; Prentiss v. Blake, 34 Vt. 460.
—J’II.nior right. A custom prevalent in some
parts of England (also at some placa on the
continent) by which an estate descended to the
youngest son in preference to his older brothers;
the same as "Borough-English.”

As to‘ junior “Barrister,” “Counsel." "Cred-
itor," “Execution." "Judgment.” and “Wt-it."
see those titles.

JUNIPERUS SABINA. In medical Ju-
risprudence. This plant is commonly called
“saving!

JUNK-SHOP. A shop where old cord-
age and ships‘ tackle, old iron, rags, bottles.
paper, etc., are kept and sold. A place where
odds and ends are purchased and sold.
Charleston City Council v. Goldsmith. 12
Rich. Law (8. G.) 470.

JUNTA, or JUNTO. A select council
for taking cognizance of stairs of great
consequence requiring secrecy; a cabal or
faction. This was a popular nickname ap-
plied to the Whig ministry in England. be-
tween 1693—1696. They clung to each other
for mutual protection against the attacks or
the so-called “Reactionlst Stuart Party."

JUBA. Lat. Plural of "jus." Rights;
laws. 1 Bl. Comm. 123. See Jos.
—Jn:rs. fisonlia. In Iihglish law. Final
rights; rights of the exch uer. 3 Bl. Comm.
45.—u‘l‘nrn in to. In the civil law. Rights in
a thing; rights which, being separated from the
dominimn. or right of property, exist independ-
ently of it. and are enjoyed by some other per
son than him who has the dominium. Mackeld.
Rom. law. § 237.—Jurn rnajostatis. Rights
of sovereignty or mayesgv; a term used in the
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civil law to designate certain rights which be-
long to each and every sovereignty and which
are deemed essential to its existence. Giimer v.
Lime Point, 18 Cal. 250.—J"ura. snixti do-

_ In old English law. Rights of mixed
domimcn. The king's right or power of uris-
diction was so termed. hale, Anal. 5 6. urn
pea-sonnrusn. Rights of persons; the rights
0! persons. Rights which concern and are an-
nexed to the persons oi! men. 1 Bl. Comm. 122.
-3335 raedlcnuu. In the civil law. The
rights 0 estates. Dig. 50, 16 86.—J’ura rs-

In English law. Royal rights or privi-
e es. 1 Bl. Comm. 117 119; 3 Bi. Comm. 44.

urn regia. In Eng ‘sh law. Royal rights;
the prerogatives of the crown. Crabb, Com.
Law, 174.—Jua-a re:-um. Rights of things;
the rights of things; rights which a man may
acquire over external objects or things uncon-
nected with his person. 1 Bl. Comm. 122; 2
Bi. Comm. 1.-—J'urn sunuml imperii. Rights
of supreme dominion; rights of sovereignty. 1
Bl. Comm. 49; 1 Kent, Comm. 211. '

Jun ecclssissttca lhuitats. sunt inlrs
unites separates. Ecclesiastical laws are
limited within separate bounds. 3 Bulst. 53.

Jura eodem modo destituuatur quo cou-

stituuntur. Laws are abrogated by the
same means [authority] by which they are
made. Broom, Max. 878.

Jun nntura aunt ixurnutabilln. The
laws of nature are unchangeable. Branch.
Princ.

Jun public: antefez-ends. privstis.
Public rights are to be preferred to private.
Co. Litt. 130a. Applied to protections.

Jun-is public: ex privnto [privntls]
pa-ouulscue decddl non debsnt. Public
rights ought not to be decided-promiscuousiy
with private. Co. Litt. 130a. 18111.

Jun reg-is specinlln non coneeduntur
per gene:-alis. verbs. The special rights of
the king are not granted by general words.
Jenk. Cent. p. 103.

Jura. sanguinis nullo Jute civil! dis-hni
possunt. The right of blood and kindred
cannot be destroyed by any civil law. Dig.
50, 17, 9; Bac. Max. reg. 11; Broom, Max.
633; Jackson V. Phillips, 14 Allen (Mass.)
562.

JURAL. 1. Pertaining to natural or pos-
itive right, or to the doctrines of rights and
obligations; as “jurai relations.”

2. Of or pertaining to jurisprudence; ju-
ristic; juridical.

3. Recognized or sanctioned by positive
law; embraced within, or covered by, the
rules and enactments or posiuve law. Thus.
the “jurai sphere" is to be distinguished
from the "moral sphere ;” _ the latter de
noting the whole scope or range of ethics or
the science of conduct. the former embracing
only such portions of the same as have been
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made the subject of legal sanction or recog-
nition.

4. Founded in law; organized upon the
basis of a fundamental law, and existing for
the recognition and protection of rights.
Thus, the term “jural society" is used as the
synonym of “state" or "organized political
community."

JURAHENTUM. Lat. In the civil law.
An oath.
—u‘l'ux-umcntnm cnlumnise. In the civil and
canon law. The oath of calumny. An oath im-
posed upon both parties to a suit, as a prelimi-
nary to its trial, to the eifect that they are not
influenced by malice or any sinister motives in
prosecuting or defending the same, but by a be-
iet in the justice of their cause. It was also
required of the attorneys and proctors.—JIu-s.-
mentlun cos-pcralls. A corporal oath. See
OATH.-Jurumentum in litem. In the civil
law. An_assessment oath: an oath, taken by
the plaintifi in an action that the extent of the
damages he has sufie , estimated in money,
amounts to a certain sum, which oath, in cer-
tain cases, is accepted in lieu of other proof.
Mackeld. Rom. Law. 5 376.-—Juramentum
Judicinle. In the civil law. An oath which
the judge, of his own accord, defers to either
of the parties. It is of two kinds: First, that
which the judge defers for the decision of the
cause. and which is understood by the general
name “ ‘ammonium judiccale." and is sometimes
called ‘suppletori oath," juramentum supple!-
orium; second, t at which the judge defers in
order to fix and determine the amount of the
condemnation which he ought to pronounce, and
which is called “'w-ameutum in litem." Poth.
Obi. p. 4. c. 3 5 art. 3.—-Juramcntum neo-
ess um. n oman law. A compulsory
oath. A disclosure under oath,_ which the print-
or compelled one of the times to a suit to
make, when the other, app ying tor_ such an ap-
peal. agreed to abide bycvwhat his adversar
should swear. 1 Whart. . 5 458; Dig. 12, ,

6, 2.4‘uriunentum voluntarium. in R0-
man law. A voluntary oath. A s ecies of ap-
peal to conscience, b which one o the parties
to a suit instead o_ proving his case. offered
to abide hy what his adversary should answer
undar oath. 1 Whart. Ev. 5 458; Dig. 12, 2.

Jlu-uueutum est lndhdsibileg et non
est ndrnittenduru in parts vex-um st in
parts lulsum. An oath is indivlsible; it is
not to be held partly true and partly false.
4 Inst. 274.

JURABE. Lat. To swear:
oath.

Jurure est Donn in testem vocnre, st
est nctus divini cultus. 3 Inst. 165. To
swear is to call God to witness, and is an act
of religion.

JURAT. The clause written at the foot
of an atlidavlt, stating when, where. and be-
fore whom such aflidavlt was sworn. See
U. S. v. McDermott, 140 U. S. 151, 11 Sup.
Ct. 746. 35 L. Ed. 391: U. S. v. Julian, 162
U. S. 324, 16 Sup. Ct. 801, 40 L. Ed. 984;
Lntz v. Kinney, 23 Nev. 279, 46 Pac. 257.

to take an"

JURATA. In old English law. A jury
of twelve men sworn. Especially, a jury oi‘
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the common law, as distinguished from the
asaisa.

The jury clause in a raise‘ priua record, so
called from the emphatic words of the old
forms: “Jurata ponuur in rcspecium," the
jury is put in respite. Townsh. PL 487.

Also a Jurat, (which see.)

JURATION. The act of swearing; the
administration of an oath. -

Jnrato credltnr in Jndicio. He who
makes oath is to be believed in judgment. 3
Inst. 79.

JURATOR.
(q. 1:.)

Jnrntores debent esse vicini, sumo!-
entes, ct minus snspecti. Jurors ought to
be neighbors. of suiiicient estate, and free
from suspicion. Jenk. Cent. 141.

A juror; a compui-gator,

Jiu-stores snnt Judioes tscti. Jenk.
Cent. 61. Juries are the judges of fact.

JURATORY CAUTION. In Scotch law.
A description of caution (security) some-
times otfered in a suspension or advocation
where the coniplainer is not in circumstan-'
ces to oflfer any better. Bell.

JUBATS. In English law. Oiiicers in
the nature of aldermen, sworn for the gov-
ernment of many corporations. The twelve
assistants ‘of the bailii! in Jersey are called
"Jurats."

JUICE. Lat. By right; in right; by the
law.
—Jnx-c belli. By the right or law of war. 1
Kent. Comm. 126; 1 C. liob. Adm. 289.—J'nre
eivlli. By the civil law. last. 1, 3, 4; 1 Bl.
Comm. 423.—J’nre corona.
crown.—J'u.re divine. By divine rigiit. 1 Bl.
Comm. 191.—-Jute ecolesin. 1n right of the
church. 1 Bi. Comm. 401.—Jnre ernphytcuth
co. By the right or law of emphyteuoia. 3 Bl.
Comm. 232. See EuPin'1'EUsis.—Jnre gen-
tlnns. By the law of nations. Inst. 1, 3, 4:
1 Bl. Comm. 423.—J'u1-e propinqnitatis. By
right of propin uity or nearness. 2 Crabh. Real
Prop. p. 1019, 2.'i98.4’nre representation-
is. By right of representation; in the right of
another person. 2 Bl. Comm. 22-1. 517; 2
Crabb, Real Prop. p. 1019, 5 2398.—-Jns-e un-
oris. In right of a_ wife. 3 Bl. Comm. 210.

Jnre nntnr: cqniun est ncnsinesn cnsn

nlteriiu detrisncnto ct i.n.lns-in fies-i loon-
pletiorem. By the law oi’ nature it is not
just that any one should be enriched by the
detriment or injury of another. Dig. 50, 17.
206.

Ind non est consonant qnod nliqnis
tccessox-ins in cnx-in regis convincatnr
nnteqnun aliqnis dc lncto (nos-it ai:tinc-
tus. It is not consonant to Justice that any
accessory should be convicted in the king's
court before any one has_ been attainted of
the fact. 2 Inst. 183.
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JUBIDIOAL. Relating to administration‘
of justice. or omce of a judge.

Regular; done in conformity to the laws
of the country and the practice which is
there observed.
—Jnx-idlcal da.y_s. Days in court on which the
laws are admlnistered.—J’n1-idicnl evidence.
Such as is proper to be adduced before, and con-
sidered by’; the courts of justice. See Mead v.
Ilusted, 5.. Conn. 53, 52 Am. Rep. 554.

JURIDICUS. Lat. Relating to the courts
or to the administration of justice; juridi-
cal; lawful. Dies juridicus, a lawful day
for the transaction of business in court; a
day on which the courts are open.

mints. Lat. Of right; of law.
—Jin-is et de J_nre. O_f law and of right: A
presumption )_imc ct dc_ yurc. or an irrehuttable

resumption. is one which the law will not suf-
er to be rebutted by any counter-evidence. but

establishes as conclusive; while a presumption
yams iantuiii is one which holds good in the ab-
ence of evidence to the contrary. but may be
reb_utted.—J_Iu-is ct seisina conjnnctio. The
union of seisin or possession and the right of

ossession, formi_n§ a complete title. 2 Bl.
omm. 199, 311._ us-is posit! Of positive

law; a regulation or requirement of positive
law, as distinguished from natural or divine
law. 1 Bl. Comm. 439: 2 Steph. Comm. 286.
—-In:-is privati. Of private right- subjects
of private property. Hale, Anal. 5 é3.—-Jnrls
pn lioi. 0! common right; of common or
public use; such things as, at least in their
own use, are common to all the lring’s subjects:
as common highways, common bridges. common
rivers, and common ports. Hale, Anal. {'23.
—J’iu-is ntrnni. In English law. An abolish~
ed writ which lay for the parson of a. church
whose predecessor had alienated the lands and
tenements thereof. Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 48.

Jnrls aflcctns in execntione conslstit.
The effect of the law consists in the execu-
tion. Co. Litt. 2890.

Jns-is ignornntla. est cunt Jns nostrlun
ignox-anus. it is ignorance of the law when
we do not know our own rights. Haven v.
Foster, 9 Pick. (.\Iuss.) 130, 19 Am. Dec. 353.

Jnris precept: snnt hoot Honeste vi-
verc; alterani non Indore; suun cnique
in-ibuere. These are the precepts of the
law: To live honorably; to hurt nobody; to
render to every one his due. Inst. 1. 1, 3; 1
Bl. Comm. 40.

JURIBCONSULT. A jurist; a person
skilled in the science of law, particularly 0!
international or public law.

JURISCONSULTUS. Lat. In Roman
law. An expert in juridical science; a per-
son thorouglily versed in the laws, who was
habitually resorted to. for information and
advice, both by private persons as his cli-
ents. and also by the magistrates, advocates.
and others employed in administering jus-
tice.

Jna-isdictlo est potestcs do pnblico in-.
troducta, clun necessitate Jnrls d.icendl.-
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Jurisdiction is a power introduced for the
public good. on account of the necessity of
dispensing justice. 10 Coke, 73a.

JURISDICTION. The power and au-
thority constitutionally conferred upon (or
constitutionally recognized as existing ln).a
court or judge to pronounce the sentence of
the law, or to award the remedies provided
by law, upon a state of facts, proved or ad-
mitted. referred to the tribunal for decision.
and authorized by law to be the subject of
investigation or action by that tribunal, and
in favor of or against persons (or a rcx) who
present themselves, or who are brought, be-
fore the court in some manner sanctioned by
law as proper and sufilcient. 1 Black. J udgin.
5 215. And see Nenno v. Railroad Co., 105
Mo. App. 540, 80 S. W. 24; Ingram v. Fuson.
118 Ky. 882. 82 S. W. 60.6; Tod v. Crisman.
123 Iowa, 693, 99 N. W. 686: Harrigan v.
Gilchrist, 121 Wis. 12?, 99 N. W. 909; Wight-
man v. Karsner, 20 Ala. 45]; Reynolds v.
Stockton. 140 U. S. %4, 11 Sup. Ct. 773. 35
L. Ed. 464; Templeton v. Ferguson, 89 Tex.
47. 33 S. W. 329; Succession of Weigel, 17
La. Ann. 70.

Jurisdiction is a power constitutionally
conferred upon a judge or magistrate to take
cognizance of and determine causes accord-
ing to law, and to carry his sentence into
execution. U. S. v. Arredondo. ii Pet. 691,
8 L. Ed. 547; Yates v. Lansing. 9 Johns.
(N. Y.) 413. 6 Am. Dec. 290; Johnson V.
Jones.‘2 Neb. 135. '

The authority of a court as distinguished from
the other departments; judicial power consid-
ered with reference to its scope and extent as
respects the uestions and persons subject to it:
power given y law to hear and decide contro-
versies. Abbott.

Jurisdiction is the power to hear and deter-
mine the subject-matter in controversy between
parties to the suit; to adjudicate or exercise
any judicial power over them. Rhode Island
:vl'.23giassachusetts, 12 Pet. 657, 717, 9 L. Ed.

Jurisdiction is the power to bear and deter-
mine a cause: the authority b which judicial
oflicers take co nizance of am decide causes.
Brownsville v. asse, 43 Tex. 440
—Appplls.te In-isdiction. The power and
authority to ta e cognizance of a cause and pro-
ceed to its determination. not in its initial stag-
es, but only after it has been finally decided by
an inferior court, 0'. c., the power o review and
determination on ap eal, writ of error. cer-
tiorari or other simi ar process.—0onoIn-rent
¥u1-Isdiction. The jurisdiction of several dif-
erent tribunals. both authorized to deal with

the same subject-mutter at the choice of the
suitor. State v. Sinnott, 89 Me. 41. 35 Atl.
1007: Rogers v. Bonnett. 2 Okl. :'»5.'<l. 37 Pac.
1078: Hercules Iron Works v. Railroad Co..
141 Ill. 49!, 30 N. E. 1050.—0ontsntious ju-

dlction. In English ecclesiastical law.
That branch of the jurisdiction of the ecclesias-
tical courts which is exercised upon adversary
or contentious (opposed. litigated) proceedings.

sdlnate jurisdiction. That which is
by courts of equal rank. degree. or

authority, equally competent to deal with the
matter in uestion, whether belonging to the
same or di erent systems; concurrent jurisdic-
tion. Jurisdiction. That which
exists for the trial and punishment of criminal
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olfensesz the authority by which ndicial of-
ficers take cognizance of and deci e criminal
cases. Ellison v. State, 125 ind. -192. 24 N. E.
739: In re (‘ity of Bufialo. 139 N. Y. 422. 34
N. E. ]_103.— uity jurisdiction. In a gen-
eral sense. the urisdiction belonging to a court
of equity. but more particularl the aggregate of
those cases. controveriiies. an occasions which
form pro r subjects for the exercise of the
powers o a chancery court. See Anderson v.
Carr. 65 Hun. 179. 19 N. Y. Supp. 992: People
v. Mcliane, 78 Hun. 154, 28 N. Y. Supp. 981.
—_!‘oreign Jurisdiction. Any jurisdiction for-
eign to that of the forum. Also the exercise by
a state or nation of jurisdiction beyond its own
territory, the right being acquired by treaty or
otherwise.—Gene1-al jus-lsdiotlon. Such as
extends to all controversies that may be brought
before a court within the legal bounds of rights
and remedies; as opposed to special or limited
jurisdiction, which covers only a particular class
of cases, or cases where the amount in contro-
versy is below a prescribed sum. or which is
subject to specific exceptions. The terms “gen-
eral" and “special,” applied to jurisdiction. in-
dicate the difference between a legal authority
extending to the whole of a particular subject
and one limited to a part: and, when applied
to the terms of court. the occasion upon which
these powers can be respectively exercised.
Gracie v. Freeland, 1 N. 1'. 232.—I.hnitod Ju-
risdiction. This term is ambiguous, and the
books sometimes use it without due precision.
It is sometimes carelessly employed instead of
“special." The true distinction between courts
is between such as possess a general and such
as have only a special jurisdiction for a partic-
ular purpose, or are clothed with special powers
for the performance. Obert v. Fiammel. 18 N.
J. Law, 73.—O:-lglnal Jurisdiction. Juris-
diction in the first instance: jurisdiction to
take cognizance of a cause at its inception. try
it, and passrjudgment u on the law and facts.
Distinguished from appcl ate jurisdiction.—Pro-

ate otion. Such jurisdiction as or-
dinarily pertuins to probate. orphans‘. or sur-
rogates' courts. including the establishment of
wills. the administration of estates. the super-
vising of the guardianship of infants. the allot-
ment of dower. etc. See Richardson v. Green.
61 Fed. 423, 9 C. C. A. 565; Chadwick v. (Thad-
wick. 6 Mont. 566. 13 Pac. 1_’;85.—SpooiaI _in_-
risdiction. A court authorized to take cogni-
zance of only some few kinds of causes or pro-
ceedings expressly designated by statute is call-
ed a "court of special jui-isdiction."—Summary
jurisdiction. The jurisdiction of a court to
give a judgment or make an order itself fortli-
with: e. 9.. to commit to prison for contempt;
to punish malpractice in a solicitor: or. in the
case of justices of the peace. a jurisdiction to
convict an offender themselves instead of com-
mitting him for trial by a jury. Wharton."-
Ton-itorlsl jurisdiction. Jurisdiction con-
sidered as limited to cases arising or persons
residing within a defined territory, as. a coun-
ty, a judicial district. etc. The authority of
any court is limited by the boundaries thus fix-
ed. See Phillips v. Thralls. 26 Kan. ‘i'81.—Vol-
nntu-y Jurisdiction. In English law. A ju-
risdiction exercised by certain ecclesiastical
courts. in matters where there is no opposition.
3 Bl. Comm. 66. The opposite of contentious
jurisdiction, ((1. 1:.) In Scotch law. One exer-
cised in matters admitting of no opposition or
question, and therefore cognizable by any judge.
and in any place. and on any lawful day. Bell.
%'urlsdlctlou clause. In equity practice.
That part of a bill which is intended to give ju-
risdiction of the suit to the court. by a general
averment that the acts complained of are con-
trary to equity. and tend to the injury of the
complainant. and that he has no remedy. or not
a complete rcinedy. without the assistance oi‘ a
court of equitv. is called the "jurisdiction
clause." Mitf. Eq. P1. 43. '
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JURISDICTIONAL

JURISDICTIONAL. Pertaining or re-
lating to jurisdiction; conferring jurisdie
tion; showing or disclosing jurisdiction; de-
iining or limiting Jurisdiction; essential to
jurisdiction. '

—.Ii-irisdietional (mots. See Fscr.

JUBISINOEPTOR. Lat. A student of
the civil law. ._

JURIBPERITUS.
ed in the law.

Lat. Skilled or learn-

JURIBPBUDENOE. The philosophy of
law, or the science which treats of the prin-
ciples of positive law and legal relations.

“The term is wrongly applied to actual sys-
tems of law or to current views of law, or to
suggestions for its amendment, but is the name
of a science. This science is a formal, or ana-
lytical, rather than a material, one. It is the
science of actual or sitive law. It is wrongly
divided into ‘genera’ and ‘particular.’ or into
‘philosophical’ and ‘historical.’ It may there-
fore be defined as the formal science of positive
law." I-loll. Jur. 12.

In the roper sense of the word, “jurispru-
dencc" is t e science of law, namely, that science
which has for its function to ascertain the prin-
ciples on which legal rules are based, so as not,
onl tg classlify tliosie rules inhthfiir‘ rope: orider,
an sowtereatoninwic eysan to
mile another, bait ‘also! to settlfi H113 ligaginer
w ic new or on tu cases s on roug
under the apprapriate rules. ‘Jll§'i8pi'ude?C(i‘ is
more a orma an a materia scence. t as
no direct concern with questions of moral or po-
iitical policy, for they fall under the province of
ethics and legislation; but, when a new or
doubtful case arises to which two diiferent rules
seem, when taken literally, to be equally appli-
cable, it may be, and often is, the function of
juirisgmdengebgo c.t:insidéer_fthe hultirlnate effect

c wou r uce 1 eac m e were up-
gligad to han indlegnitel nnrfibelr ofhsimilar calssg,
an toc ooset atruew ic ,w ensoappi ,

will produce the greatest advantage to the com-
munity. Sweet.
—Oompax-atlve flurls I-ndence. The study
of the principles 0 legs science by the compar-

urin-
prndenoe. That portion of remedial gustice
which is exclusively administered by courts of
equity as distinguished from courts of common
law. Jackson v. Nimmo, 3 Lea (Tenn.) 609.
More generally speaking. the science which
treats of the rules, principles, and maxims
which govern the decisions of a court of equi-
ty. the cases and controversies which are con-
sidered proper subjects for its cognizance. and
the nature and form of the remedies which it
grants.—Medloa1 Jurisprudence. The science
which applies the princi )i(‘S and practice of the
difierent branches of me icine to the elucidation
of doubtful questions in a court of justice. Oth-
erwise called "forensic medicine," (q. 1;.) A
sort of mixed science. which may be considered
as common ground to the racutinners both of
law and physic. 1 Steph. ‘omm. 8.

JURISPRUDENTIA. Lat. In the civil
and common law. Jurisprudence, or legal
science.

Jnrisprudentia est dlvinnrum atque
hrunumrlun rerun notitia, Just! atque
injnsti seientia. Jurisprudence is the
knowledge of things divine and human. the
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science of what is right and what is wrong
Dig. 1. 1, 10, 2; Inst. 1, 1, 1. This deflni
tion is adopted by Bracton, word for word
Bract. fol. 3.

Jnrlsprudonth logh oonsnnnls Anglia
est soienth soeihlh at ooploso. The ju-
risprudence ot the common law of England
is a science social and comprehensive. 1
Coke, 28a.

JURIST. One who is versed or skilled
in law; answering to the Latin “juniper-
itus," (q. 12.)

One who is.skllled in the civil law, or law
of nations. The term is now usually applied
to those who have distinguished themselves
by their writings on legal subjects.

JURISTIO. Pertaining or belonging to.
or characteristic of, jurisprudence, or :1 Ju-
rist. or the legal profession.
—Jlu'Istie not. One designed to have a legal
effect, and capable thereof.

JIIBNEDULI. In old English law. A
journey; a day's traveling. Oowell.

11130. In Spanish law. A certain per-
petual pension, granted by the king on the
public revenues, and more especially on the
salt-works, by favor, either in consideration
of meritorious services. or in return for mon-
ey loaned the government, or obtained by it
through forced loans. Escriche.

JUROR. One member of a Jury. some
times, one who takes an oath; as in the term
“non-Juror," a person who refuses certain
oaths.

JUDGE‘! BOOK. A list of persons qual-
lfled to serve on juries.

JURY. In practice. A certain number
of men, selected according to law, and sworn
(jurau) to inquire of certain matters of fact.
and declare the truth upon evidence to be
laid before them. This definition embraces
the various subdivisions of Juries; as grand
jury, petit jury, common jury, special jury.
coroner's jury, sheriff’: jury, ((1. v,:.)

A jury is a body of men temporarily select-
ed from the citizens of a particular district,
and invested with power to present or indict
a person for a public offense, or to try a
question of fact. Code Civil Proc. Cal. 5

190.

The terms “jury" and "trial by jury." as used
in the constitution, mean twelve com tent men.
disinterested and impartial, not 0 kin. nor
personal dependents of either of the rties,
having their homes within the 'urisdictiona.|
limits of the court, drawn and seected by of-
iicers free from all bias in favor of or against
either party, duly impaneled and sworn to ren-
der a tme verdict according to the law and the
evidence. State v. Mc(‘lear. 11 Nev. 39.

Clnsslfles.tion.—Conunon Jurr In“grew:
tice. The ordinary kind of jury y wh io-
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:32? of fact are general] trieiras. distinguish-
mm a ma jflffl, q. u. os-elgn vary.

it jury obtaciifed from a count - other than that
n which issue was joined. and Jury. A

jury of-inquiry who are summoned and return-
ed by the sheriif to each session of the crim-
inal courts. and whose duty is to receive com-
plaints and accusations in criminal cases, hear
the evidence adduced on the part of the state.
and find bills of indictment in cases where they
are satisfied a trial ought to be bad: They
are iirst sworn, and instructed by the court.
This is called a “grand jury" because it com-
prises a greater number of jurors than the
ordinary trial jury or “petit Jury." At com-
mon law, a grand jury consisted of not less than
twelve nor more than twenty-three men. and
this is still the rule in many of the states.
though in some the number is otherwise fixed
by statute; thus in Oregon and Utah, the grand
jury is composed of seven men; in South Da-
kota, not less than six nor more than eight;
in Texas. twelve: in Idaho. sixteen; in Wash-'
ington, twelve to seventeen: in North Dakota,
sixteen to twenty-three: in California. nine-
teen; in New Mexico. twenty-one. See Ex parte
Baln, 121 U. S. 1. 7 Sup. Ct. 781. 30 L. Ed.
849‘ In re Gardiner. 31 Misc. Rep. 384. 61
N. Y. Supp. 760; -Finley v. State. 61 Ala.
204: People v. Dnfl. 65 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 365;
Enzlislédv.‘ State, g1b_I1;_la. 12 Soutjh.
—HIx vary. 1 ingua ury; a u o
the half-tongue. See Da MEDIETATE gm-
GUAI. Also a jury composed partly of negroes
and partly of white men.—Petlt jury. The
ordinary jury of twelve men for the trial -of
a civil or criminal action. So called to dis-
tinguish it from the grand jn . A petit jury
is a body of twelve men impane ed and sworn in
a district cdurt. to try and determine, by a true
and unanimous verd ct, any question or issue
of fact, in any civil or criminal action or pro-

ing. according to law and the evidence as
given them in the court. Gen. St. Minn. 1878.
c. 71. Q 1.—P!x hug. See Pix.—8peela1 Ju-
ry. A jury ordere by the court, on the mo-
tion of either party, in cases of unusual im-
portance or intricacy. Called, from the man-
ner in which it is constituted, a “struck jury."
3 Bl. Comm. 357. A gory composed of per-
sons above the rank 0 ordinary freeholders;
usually summoned to try questions of greater
importance than those usually submitted to
common juries. Brown. truck Jury. In
practice. A special jury. So called because
constituted by atrilring out a certain number
of names from a prepared list. See Wallace
v. Railroad Co.. 8 Houst. (Di-.l.) 18 Atl.
818: Cook v. State. 24 N. J. Law. 843.—'.l‘ri-
Isl jury. bodv of men retumed from the
citizens of a particular district before a court
or oflicer of competent jurisdiction, and sworn
to try and determine. by verdict. ll question of
fact. Code Civ. Proc. Cal. 5 193. .

, Other eompound ten-ms.—J'ur-y-box. The
place in court (strictly an inclosed place) where
the jury sit during the trial of a cause. 1
Archb. Pr. K. B. 208; Burrill, Pr. 455.-
Jury eosnsnissioner. An oificer charged
with the duty of selectin the names to be put
into the jury wheel, or 0 drawing the panel of
urors for a particular term. of court. uny-

t. A paper containing the names of ‘jurors
impaneled to try a cause, or it contains the
names of all the jurors summoned to attend
court.-Jlsry of matrons. In common-law
practice. A jury of twelve matrons or discreet
women, impaneled upon a writ dc centre in '-
ciendo. or where a female prisoner. being u er
sentence of death. pleaded her pregnancy as a
ground for staying execution. In the latter
case. such jury inquired into the truth of the
plea.—J1u-y process. The process by which a
Jill? is summoned in a. cause. and by which
the r attendance is enfoi-ced.4‘Iu-y wheel. A
machine containing the names of persons qual-
liied to serve as grand and petit jurors, from
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yvhich, in an order determined by the hazard of
its revolutions, are drawn a suiiicient number
of such names to make up the panels for a giv-
en term of court.

IURYMAN. A juror;
paneled on a jury.

one who is im-

JURYWOHAN.
of matrons, (q. 1:.)

One member of a jury

ms. Lat. In Roman law. Right; jus-
tice; law; the whole body of law; also a
right. The term is used in two meanings:

1. “Jua” means “law," considered in the
abstract; that is, as distinguished from any
specific enactment, the science or department
or learning, or quasi personified factor in
human history or conduct or social develop-
ment, which we call, in a general sense, “the
iaw.” Or it means the law taken as a sys-
tem, an aggregate. a -whole; “the sum total
of a number of individual laws taken to-
gether.” Or it may designate some one par-
ticular system or body of particular laws;
as in the phrases “jus cim'le," “jus gentium,"
“jun prirtorium."

_2. In a second sense, “jus" signifies “a
rlght;" that is, a power, privilege, faculty,
or demand inherent in one person and in-
cident upon another; or a capacity residing
in one person of controlling. with the assent
and assistance of the state. the actions of
another. This is its meaning in the expres-
sions "jus in rem," “jua aocreacendi,” “jus
possessionia."

It is thus seen to possess the same am-
bigulty as the words “droit," “recM," and
“right,” (which see.)

Within the meaning of the maxim that “ig-
norantia jun’: won earoiuat" (ignorance of the
law is no excuse), the word “iua" is used to
denote the general law or ordinary law of the
land. and not a private right. Churchill v.
Bradlev, 58 Vt. 403. 5 Atl. 189. 56 Am. Rep.
563: Cooper v. Fibbs. L. R. 2 H. n 149;
Freichnecht v. Meyer, 39 N. J. Eq. 561.

The continental jurists seek to avoid this
ambiguity in the use of the word “1'us," by
calling its former signification “objective.”
and the latter meaning “subjective.” Thus
Mackeldey (Ro_ni. Law, 5 2) says: “The laws
of the first kind [compulsory or positive laws]
form law [jus] in its objective sense, Hus
est norma agcndi, law is a rule of conduct.]
The possibility resulting from law in this
sense to do or require another to do is law in
its subjective sense, [jus est facultas agendi,
law is a license to act.] The voluntary ac-
tion of man in conformity with the precepts
of law is called ‘justice.’ [justm'a.]"

Some further nieanlngs of the word are:
An action. Bract. fol. 3. Or, rather. those

proceedings in the Roman action which were
conducted before the praetor.

Power or authority. Sui jam. in one’s
own power; independent. Inst. 1, 8, pr.:
Bract. fol. 3. Allenl juris, under another's
power. Inst. 1, 8, pr.
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The profession (are) or practice of the law.
.7113 ponitur pro ipsa uric. Bract. fol. 2b.

A court or judicial tribunal, (locus in qua
redditur ius.) Id. fol. 3.

For various compound and descriptive
terms, see the following titles:

JUS ABSTINENDI. The right of renun-
ciation; the right of an heir. under the
Roman law, to renounce or decline the in-
heritance, as, for example, where his accept-
ance, in consequence of the necessity of pay-
ing the debts. would make it a burden to
him. See Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 733.

IUS ABUTENDI. The right to abuse.
By this phrase is understood the right to
do exactly as one likes with property, or
having full dominion over property. 3 Toni-
iier, no. 86.

ms AOOBESOENDI. The right of sur-
vivorship. The right of the survivor or
survivors of two or more joint tenants’ to
the tenancy or estate. upon the death of one
or more of the joint tenants.

‘Jug sooresocndi inter not-onto:-es, pro
benofloio oonmeroil, locum non lnbot. '

The right of survivorship has no place be-
tween merchants, for the beneiit of com-
merce. Co. Litt. 182a; 2 story, Eq. Jur. 5

1207; Broom, Max. 455. There is no sur-
vivorship in cases of partnership, as there
is in Joint-tenancy. Story, Partu. 5 90.

Jul soc:-ascend! pl-also-tnr onerllms.
The right of survivorship is preferred to in-
cumbrances. Co. Litt. 185a. Hence no dow-
er or curtesy can be claimed out of a joint
estate. 1 Steph. Comm. 316.

Jun nooreloendl prnfertnr ultimo vol-
untsti. The right of survivorship is pre-
ferred to the last will. Co. Litt. 185b. A
devise of one’s share of a joint estate, by will,
is no severance of the jointure; for no tes-
tament takes eflect till after the death of
the testator, and by such death the right
of the survivor (which accrued at the origi-
nal creation of the estate, and_ has therefore
a priority_ to the other) is already vested.
2 Bl. Comm. 186; 3 steph. Comm. 316.

1118 AD REM. A term of the civil law,
meaning "a right to a thing ;" that is. a right
exercisable by one person over a particular
article of property in virtue of a contract or
obligation incurred by another person in re-
spect to it, and which is enforceable only
against or through such other person. It is
thus distinguished from has in rc. which is
a complete and absolute dominion over a
thing available against all persons.

The disposition of modem writers is to use
the term “inn ad rcm" as descriptive of a right
without possession. and "imp in rr" as descrip-
tive of a right accompanied hr possession. Or.
in a somewhat wider sense. the former denotes
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an inchoate.or incomplete right to a thing:
the latter. a com lete and perfect right to a
thing. See The rios F. Roses. 177 U. S.
655, 20 Sup. Ct. 803, 44 L. Ed. 929; The Young
Mechanic. 30 Fed. Cu. 873.

In canon law. A right to a thing. An
inchoate and imperfect right, such as is
gained by nomination and institution; as
distinguished from jun in re, or complete
and full right, such as is acquired by cor-
poral possession. 2 Bl. Comm. 312.

TU! EIJANUH. A body of laws drawn
up by Sextus Elias, and consisting of three
parts, wherein were explained, respectively:
(1) The laws of the Twelve Tables; (2) the
interpretation of and decisions upon such
laws; and (3) the forms of procedure. In
date, it was subsequent to the juc Fluvi-
anum. (q. 1:.) Brown.

.1118 ESNEOIE. The right of primo-
genitnre, (q. v.)

-7118 ALBINATUI. The tire“ d'aubaine.
(q. 12.) See Annmxrus Jus.

JU8 ANGLORUH. The laws and cus-
toms of the West Saxons, in the time of the
Heptarchy, by which the people were for a
long time governed, and which were preter-
red betore all others. Wharton.

-TUB AQUEDIIOTUS. In the civil law.
The name or a servitude which gives to the
owner of land the right to bring down water
through or from the land of another.

-TUB BANCI. In old English law. The
right of bench. The right or privilege of
having an elevated and separate scat of judg-
ment, ancientiy allowed only to the king's
judges, who hence were said to administer
high justice, (aummam administrant justi-
Ham.) Blount.

-TUB BELLI. The law of war. The law
of nations as applied to a state of war, defla-
ing in particular the rights and duties of the
belligerent powers themselves, and of neu-
tral nations.

The right of war; that which may be done
without injustice with regard to an enemy.
Gro. tie Jure B. lib. 1. c. 1, 5 3.

—Ju bellrun dloendl. The right of pro-
claiming war.

J11! OANONICITM. The canon law.

JUS OIVILE. Civil law. The system of
law peculiar to one state or people. last.
1, 2. 1. Particularly. in Roman law, the civil
law of the Roman people, as distinguished
from the fun ucniium. The term is also
applied to the body of law called. emphatic»
ally. the “civil law.”

The jun cirile and the in genfium are distin-
guished in this way. All people ruled b_ stat-
utes and customs use a law part! pecu iar to
themselves, partly common to men. The
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law each people has settled for itself is _pg-cu;
liar to the state itself. and is called "me cu-air.
as bein peculiar to that very state. The law,
again. tiat natural reason has settled among all
meu,—the law that is guarded among all peoples
quite alilte,—is called the “jun m'ntImn.” and
all nations use it as if law. __The Roman peo-
ple. therefore. use a law that is partly peculiar
to itself, partly common to all men. Hunter,
Rom. Law. 38.

But this is not the only. or even the general.
use of the ‘words. What the Roman jurists _ha5l
chiefly .in view, when thee; spoke of “1u_e canlc. ’

was not local as oppo _ to cosmopolitan law.
but the old law of the city as contrasted with
the newer law introduced_ by the pmtor. (nu
prctorium, jug honorarmm.) Lar ely. _no
doubt. the jun gentium corresponds wit the nu
p-rvrton'um: but the correspondence is not per-
fect. Id. 39

Jun eivile est quod dbl popnlus con-
stituit. The civil law is what a people es-
tablishes for itself. Inst. 1. 2. 1; Jackson
v. Jackson. 1 Johns. (N. Y.) 424, 426.

ms OIVITATUS. The right of citizen-
ship; the freedom of the city of Rome. It
differs from jus quirmum. which compre-
hended all the privileges of a free native of
Rome. The diiference is much the same as
between “denization" and “naturalization”
with us. Wharton.

«TUB OLOAOE. In the civil law. The
right of sewerage or drainage. An easement
consisting in the right of having a sewer, or
of conducting surface water, through the
house or over the ground of one's neighbor.
Mnckeld. Rom. Law, § 317.

JUB COMHUNE. In the civil law.
Common right; the common and natural
rule of right. as opposed to fun singular-e,
(q. 17.) Mackeld. Rom. Law. 5 196.

In English law. The common law, an-
swering to the Saxon “folcright." 1 BL
Comm. 67.

Jul oonltitui opox-tot in his cuts in
plurhnlun nooidunt non qua 0: ho-
pinato. Laws ought to be made with a view
to those cases which happen most frequently,
and not to those which are of rare or ac-
cidental occurrence. Dig. 1, 3, 3; Broom,
Max. 43. .

-TUB OORONE. In English law. The
right of the crown, or to the crown: the
right of succession to the throne. 1 Bl.
Comm. 191: 2 Steph. Comm. 434.

1'08 OUDENDE MONETE. In old
English law. The right of coining money.
2 How. State Tr. 118.

J’!!! CURIALITATIS. In English law.
The right of curtesy. Speimnn.

JU8 DARE. To give or to make the law;
the function and prerogative of the legisla-
tive department.
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.(or can) not rise out of a wrong.
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JU8 DELIBERANDI. In the civil law.
The right of deliberating. A term granted
by the proper otilcer at the request of him
who is called to the inheritance, (the heir,)
within, which he has the right to investigate
its condition and to consider whether he will
accept or reject it. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5

742: Civ. Code La. art. 102_8.

Jun desoendit, at-non tetra. A right
descends, not the land. Co. Litt. 345.

-TU’! DEVOLUTUH. The right of the
church of presenting a minister to a vacant
parish, in case the patron shall neglect to
exercise his right within the time limited
by law. « ~

JU8 DIOERE. To declare the law; to
say what the law is. The province of a
court or judge. 2 Eden, 29; 3 P. Wms. 485.

JU8 DISPONENDI. The right of dis-
posing. An expression used either general-
ly to signify the right of alienation, as when
we speak of depriving a married woman of
the [us disponendi over her separate estate,
or specially in the law relating to sales of
goods. where‘ it is often a question whether
the vendor of goods has the intention of re-
serving to_ himself the jus disponendn‘ i. e..
of preventing the ownership from passing
to the purchaser, notwithstanding that he
(the vendor) has parted with the possession
of the goods. Sweet.

TUB DIVIDIENDI. The right of dispos-
ing of realty by will. Du Cange.

JUS DUPLIOATUM. A double right;
the right of possession united with the right
of property; otherwise called "drtoit-droit."
2 Bl. Comm. 199. ‘

Jun eat an Iron! at nqui. Law is the
science of what is good and just. Dig. 1, 1,
1, 1; Bract. fol. 2b. '

Jun est norms. reoti; at quioqpid out
oontrn nu-mun root! out injux-in. Law is
a rule of right; and whatever is contrary
to the rule of right is an injury. 3 Bulst.
313. .. . .

Inn at (run nnnquun oolnbitnnt.
Right and fraud never dwell together. 10
Coke, 45a. Applied to the title of a statute.
Id.; Best, Ev. p. 250, § 205. ‘

Jun ex injlu-is non oritur. A right does
Broom,

Max. 738. note; 4 Bing.‘ 639.

1118 PALCANDI. in old English law.
The right of mowing or cutting. Fleta, lib.
4. c. 27. 5 1. .- -

JUS I'E'CIALl-1. in Roman law. The
law of arms. or of heralds. A rudimentary
species of international law founded. on the
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rites and religious ceremonies of the dif-
ferent peoples.

.rus.'rmucnn.Iux. In the civil law.
A right,.in trust; as distinguished from fut
leoitimum, a legal right. 2 Bi. Comm. 328.

I08 PLAVIANUH. In old Roman law.
A body of laws drawn up by Cneius Flavius,
a clerk of Appius Claudius, from the ina-
terials to which he had access. It was a
popularization of the laws. Mackeld. Rom.
Law, 5 39. '

ms rmnamms. In the civil law. The
right to the use of rivers. Locc. de Jure
Mar. lib. 1, c. 6.

J17! PODIENDI. In the civil and old
English law. A right of digging on another's
land. Inst. 2. 3, 2; Bract. fol. 222.

JD’! PUTURUH. In the civil law. A
future right; an inchoate, incipient, or ex-
pectant right, not yet fully vested. It may
be either ‘fjua delatum." when the subse
quent acquisition or- vesting of it depends
merely on the will or the person in whom
it is to vest, or “jua nondum delatnm," when
it depends on the future occurrence of other
circumstances or conditions. Mackeid. Rom.
Law, 5 191.

J11’! GBNTIUM. The law of nations.
That law which natural reason has estab-
lished among all men is equally observed
among all nations, and is called the “law of
nations," as being the law which all nations
use. Inst 1, 2, 1; Dig. 1, 1. 9; 1 Bl. Comm.
43; 1 Kent. Comm. 7; Mackeld. Rom. Law,
5 125.

Although this Rhrase had a meaning in the
Roman law whlc may be rendered by our ex-
pression "law of nations," it must not be un-
derstood as uivalent to what we now call
“international aw" its scope being much wid-
er. It was originally a s stem of law, or more

roperiy equity, gathe by the early Roman
wyers and magistrates from the common in-

gredients in the customs of the old Italian
tribes.—tiIose being the nations, ycntec, whom
they had opportunities of observjng,—to be used
in cases where the ins cwile did not a ply; that
is. in cases between foreigners or between a
Roman citizen and a foreigner. The principle
u n which they proceeded was that any rule
0 law which was common to all the nations
they knew of must be intrinsically consonant
to right reason, and therefore fundamentally
valid and just. From this it was an easy tran-
sition to the converse principle, viz.. that any
rule which instinctivel commended itself to
their sense of justice an reason must be a part
of the ins gcniium. And so the latter term
came eventually to be about synonymous with
“equity." (as the Romans understood it.) or
the system _of_pra.-torian law.

odem_ jurists frequently employ the term
“in: genhum prwatum" to denote private inter-
national lnw, or that_subject which is other-
wise_ styled the “conflict of iaws:" and “just
germum publwum" for public international law.
or the system of rules governing the intercourse
of nations with each other as persons.
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JU8 GLADII. The right or the sword;
the executory power or the law; the right,
power, or prerogative of punishing for crime.
4 Bl. Comm. 177.

.1178 HABENDI. The right to have a
thing. The right to be put in actual posses-
sion ot property. Lewin, Trusts, 585.

-111: habendi st retlnendi. A right to
have and to retain the profits, tithes. and of-
ferings, etc., of a rectory or parsonage. '

ms EEBEDITATIS.
heritance.

The right of in-

ms EAURIENDI. In the civil and old
English law. The right of drawing water.
Fleta, lib.'4. c. 27, 5 1.

ms BONORABIUM. The body of Re
man law, which was made up of edicts of
the supreme magistrates, particularly the
praetors.

J11! IHAGIIIIB. In Roman law. The
right to use or display pictures or statutes of
ancestors; somewhat analogous to-the right.
in English law, to bear a coat of arms.

«I118 IHHUKITATI8. In the civil law.
The law of immunity or exemption from the
burden of public oiilce. Dig. 50, 6.

-1118 IN PERSOIIAH. A right against
a person: a right which gives its possessor a
power to oblige another person to give or
procure, to do or not to do, something.

ms in an. In the civil law. A right
in a thing. A right existing in a person
with respect to an article or subject of prop-
erty, inherent in his relation to it, implying

'coniplete ownership with possession. and
available against all the world. See Jus an
REM.

—JIu in to proprin. The right of enjoy-
ment which is incident to full ownership or
property. and is often_used to denote the full
ownership or property Itself. It is distinguish-
ed from 1143 in re ahead, which is a mere esse-
ment or right in or over the property of anoth-
er.

Jun in to inherit ossilnu unstructu-
srti. A right in the thing cleaves to the
person of the usnfructuary.

JUI INOOGNITUH. An unknown law.
This term is applied by the civilians to ob-
solete laws. Bowyer. Mod. Civil Law. 33.

J11! INDIVIDUUH. An individual or
indivisible right; a right incapable of divi-
sion. 86 Eng. Law & Eq. 25.

{His ITALICUH. A term of the Roman
law descriptive of the aggregate of rights.
privileges. and franchises possessed by the
cities and inhabitants of Italy, outside of
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the city of Rome, and afterwards extended
to some of the colonies .and provinces of the
empire. consisting principally in the right
to have a free constitution, to be exempt
from the land tax, and to have the title to
the land regarded as Quiritarian property.
See Gibbon. Rom. Emp. c. xvii; Mackeld.
Rom. Law. I 43.

Jun Jnrandi fauna vex-his diflsrt. ra
convenltg hnnc enhn Iansun habero
debut: in Don: invooetur. Grot. do Jur.
B.. l. 2. c. 13. 5 10. The form of taking an
oath differs in language. agrees in meaning;
for it ought to have this sense: that the
Deity is invoked.

1'08 LATE. In Roman law. The right
of Latium or of the Latins. The principal
privilege of the Latins seems to have been
the use of their own laws. and their not be-
ing subject to the edicts of the prsetor, and
that they had ocmsional access to the free-
dom of Rome, and a participation in her
sacred rites. Butl. Hor. Jur. 41.

Jill LATWH. In Roman law. A rule
of law applicable to magistrates in Latium.
It was either majua Lauum or minus Lati-
um,—the majuc Latium raising to the dignity
of Roman citizen not only the magistrate
himself. but‘also his wife and children; the
minus Latium raising to that dignity only
the magistrate himself. Brown.

.1118 LEGITIMUH. A legal right. In
the civil law. A right which was enforcea-
ble in the ordinary course of law. 2 Bl.
Comm. 328.

-TBS HABITI. The right of a husband:
especially the right which a husband ac-
quires to his wife's movable estate by virtue
of the marriage. 1 Forb. Inst. pt. 1. p. 63.

1118 HERVE. In old English law. Mere
or here right; the mere right of property
in lands. without either possession or even
the right of possession. 2 Bl. Comm. 197:
Bract. fol. 23.

FIJI NATURE. The law of nature. See
Jus Narunau.

JU8 NATURALE. The natural law. or
law of nature; law. or legal principles. sup-
posed to he discoverable by the light of na-
ture or abstract reasoning, or to be taught by
nature to all nations and menaiike; or law
supposed to govern men and peoples in a
state of nature. 6. e.. in advance of organized
governments or enacted laws. This conceit
originated with the philosophical jurists of
Rome. and was gradually extended until the
phrase came to denote a apposed basis or
substratum common to all systems of posi-
tive law. and hence’ to be found. in greater
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or less purity, in the laws of all nations.
And. conversely, they held that if any rule
or principle of law was observed in common
by all peoples with whose systems they were
acquainted, it must be a part of the jaw natu- ‘

role, or derived from it. Thus the phrases
“jut naturals” and "jut gentium" came to
be used interchangeably. ‘

Ju naturals out quad apnd honinos
oandun habat potentiam. Natural right
is that which has the same force among all
mankind. 7 Coke. 12.

, i

JUS NAVIGANDI. The right of nav-
igating or navigation; the right of commerce
by ships or by sea. Locc. de Jure Mar. lib.
1, c. 3.

3'08 H3018. In Roman law. The right
of death. or of putting to death. A right
which a father anciently had over his chil-
dren.

Jul non habonti tutu non paratur.
One who has no right cannot be safely obey-
ed. Hob. 146.

Jun non patitur sat idem his solvatnr.
Law does not suffer that the same thing be
twice paid.

JUI N01! BORIPTUK. The unwritten
law. 1 Bl. Comm. 64. , ’

JIIS OPPERENDI. In Roman law, the
right of subrogation, that is, the right of’
succeeding to the lien and priority of an
elder creditor on tendering or paying into
court the amount due to him. See Mackeld.
Rom. Law, I 355.

3118 PAPIBIANUH. The civil law of
Papirius. The title of the earliest collec-
tion of Roman legea curiatw, said to have
been made in the time of Tarquin, the last
of the kings, by a nontifcz ma:1:{-mus of the
name of Sextus or Pubiius Papirius. Very
few fragments of this collection now re-
main. and the authenticity of these has been
doubted. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 21.

J08 PASCBNDI. In the civil and old
English law. The right of pasturing cattle.
Inst. 2, 3, 2; Bract. fols. 530, 222.

.1118 PATIIONATUS. In English eccle
siasticai law. The right of patronage; the
right of presenting a clerk to a beneiice.
Blount.

A commission from the bishop, where two
presentations are oirered upon the same
avoidance. directed usually to his chancellor
and others of competent learning, who are
to summon a Jury of six clergymen and six
laymen to inquire into and examine who is
the rightful patron. 3 Bl. Comm. 246; ‘ 3
Steph. Comm. 511.

1



JUS‘ PERSONARUM

--ms PERSONABIIII. Rights at per-
sons.~ Those rights which, in the civil law,
belong to persons as such, or in their differ-
ent:-. characters‘ and relations; as parents

' and children, masters and servants, etc.

JUS PCENITENDI. In Roman law, the
right of rescission or revocation of an ex-.
ecutory contract on failure of the other par-
ty to tulilil his part of the agreement. See
Mackeida Itom. Law, 5 444. -

ms ronrus. In maritime law. The
right of port or harbor.

« ans rossnssrozus. The right of pos-
session. . _ <

.1118 POSTLIMINH. In the civil luv;
The right of postiiminy; the right or claim
of a person who had been restored to the
possession ot_a thing, or to a former condi-
tion, to be considered as though he had
never been deprived of it. Dig. 49, 15, 5; 3
Bi. Comm. 107, 210.

-. In -international law. The right by
which property taken by an enemy, and re-
captured or rescued from him by the fellow-
subjects or allies of the original owner, is
tutored to the latter upon certain terms.
1 Kent, Comm. 108.

-- ms rnzsl-:1¢s. In the civil law. A
present or vested right; a right already
completely acquired. Mackeld. Rom. Law,
5.191. . . -

-=J'US.PBE1‘0RI‘UH. In the civil law.
The discretion of the praator, as distinct
from the lanes, or standing laws. 3 Bl.
Comm. 49. That kind of law _which the
pnetors introduced for the purpose of aid-
ing. supplying, or correcting the civil law
for the publiebeneflt. Dig. 1. 1, 7. Called,
also. “jus honorarium,” (q. v.)

.1118 1’l!ECA:B,IUM. In the civil law.
A right to a thing held for another, for
which there was no remedy by legal actlon,_
but only by entreaty or request. 2 Bl.
Comm. 328.

; JU8 PRESENTATIONIB. The right of
presentation.

JUS PRIVATUM. Private law; the
law regulating the rights. conduct. and at’-
tairs of individuals, as distinguished from
“public" law, which relates to the constitu-
tion and functions of government and the
administration of criminal justice. See
Muckeld. Rom. Law. I 124. Also private
ownership,- or the right. title. or dominion
of. a private owner. as distinguished from
“jmr publicum," which denotes public own-
ersbip. or the ownership of property by the
govemment. either as a matter of territorial
sovereignty or in trust for the benefit and
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advantage of -the general public. In this
sense, a state may have a double right; in
given property, c. 9., lands covered by navi-
gable waters within its boundaries, includ-
ing both “jus publicu-m," a sovereign or po-
litical title, and “jug priratum," a proprie-
tary ownership. See Oakland r. Oakland
Water Front Co., 118 Cal. 160, 50 Pnc. 277.

_ IUD PBOJIOIENDI. In the civil law.
The name of a servitude which consists in
the right to build a projection, such as a
balcony or gallery, from one's house in the
open space belonging to one's neighbor, but
without resting on his house. Dig. 50. 16,
242; Id. 8, 2, 2; Mnckeld. Rom. Law, § 317.

JUS PBOPRIBTATIB. The right of
property, as distinguished from the jaw poa-
seasioniu, or right of possession. Brnct. i'ol.
3. Called by Brat-ton “jus mcrum," the
mere right. Id.; 2 Bl. Comm. 197; 3 Bl.
Comm. 19, 176.. . ,

JUB PEOTEGENDI. In the civil law",
The name or a servitude. It is a right by
which a part of the roof or tiling of one
house is made to extend over the adjoining
house. Dig. 50, 16, 242, 1; - Id. 8, 2, 25; Id.
3, 5. 8. 5.

.1118 PUBLIOUM. Public law. or the
law relating to the constitution and func-
‘tions of government and its ofllcers and the
administration of criminal justice. Also
public ownership. or the paramount or sov-
ereign territorial right or title of the state
or government. See Jns Parvaruu.

Jul pnblioiun at privntun «used at
naturalibus pruoeptis nut continua ant
olvilibus est oollsotun; at tuned in Jun
so:-ipto Jun sppollntnr, id in logo An-
glia 1-outrun sue dioitur. Co. Litt. 185.
Public and private law is that which is col-
lected from natural principles. either of us-
tions or in states; and that which in the
civil law is called “jus," in the law of Eng-
land is said to be ‘‘right.''

In publiolun private:-nun pnotls ann-
tari non potent. A public law or right
cannot be altered by the agreements oi‘ pri-
vate persons.

JUS QUESITUH. A right to ask or re-
cover: for example. in an obligation there
is a binding of the obligor. and a jaw: queen'-
mm in the obligee. 1 Bell, Comm. 321. '

JU8 QUI‘B.I'.l'IUH. The old law of
Rome, that was applicable originally to pin-
tricians only, and, under the Twelve Tables.
to the entire Roman people, was so called.
in contradlstinction to the jaw prmtorium,
(q. v..) or equity. Brown.

In qno univorsitntes utuntur out
idem quad lnbont privnti. The in?!



JU8 RECUPERANDI

_which governs corporations is the same
which governs individuals. Foster v. Essex
Bank, 16 Mass. 265, 8 Am. Dec. 135.

".111 nzournnannr. The right of re-
covering [lands]

".1113 BELIOTE. In Scotch law. -The
right of a relict; the right or claim oi‘ a
relict or widow to her share or her has
band's estate, particularly the movables. 2
Kames, Eq. 340: 1 Forb. Inst. pt. 1, p. 67.

.1118 BEPRESENTATIONIB. The right
of representing or standing in the place of
another. or-of being represented by another."

JUS RERUM. The law oi.‘ things. The
law regulating the rights and powers of per-
sons over things; how property is acquired,
enjoyed, and transferred.

‘Jun rospicit ueqaitatem. Law regards
equity. Co. Litt. 24b; Broom, Max. 151.

JU8 IORIPTUH. In Roman law.‘
Writtenviaw. Inst. 1, 2, 3. All law_ that
was actually committed to writing, whether
it had originated by enactment or by custom,
in contradistinction to such parts or the law
of custom as were not_ committed to writ-_
lug._ .\iackeid. Rom. Law, § 126.

In English law. -Written law, or stat-
ute law. otherwise called “lczr scripta," as
distinguished i'rom the common law, “lea:
non. acripta." 1 Bl. Comm. 62.

_.'l'Us SEGULARE. In the civil law. A
peculiar or individual rule, differing from
the jus commune, or common rule of right.
and established for some special reason.
Mackeld. Rom. Law, I 196. -

JU8 STAPULE. In old European law.
The law oi’ staple; the right of staple. A
right or privilege oi’ certain towns of stop-
ping imported merchandise, and compelling
it to he offered for sale in their own mar-
kets. Locc. de Jure Mar. lib. 1. c. 10.

JUISTRIOTUH. Strict law; law in-
terpreted without any modification, and in
its utmost rigor.

' Jul super-veniens auctori necrosoit mo-

oeuori. A right growing to a possessor ac-
crues to the successor. Hulk. Lat. Max. 76.

J08 TEETH. The right of a third par-
ty. A tenant. bailee. etc., who pleads that
the title is in some person other than his
landlord, .bailor, etc., is said to set up a jua
firriii.

Jul testunentornn pen-tlnet ordinario.
Y. B. -1 Hen. \'II.. 13b. The right of testa-
ments. helouxs to _ the ordinary.
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TUB TRIPERTITUH. .In Roman law.
A name applied to the Roman law oi‘ wills,=
in the time of Justinian, on account oflts:
threefold derivation, viz., from the Ilrwf-.2
torian edict, from the civil law, and fronr
the imperial constitutions. Maine, Anc.
Law, 207. . '

Jun triplex est,—propr1etntis, posses-I
'Right is three-'sionls, at pou‘lbi.litntis._

fold.——-or property, or possession, and of pos-
sibility. ' -

JUS TRIO]! LIB]-JBORUH. In Roman.
law. A right or privilege allowed to the
parent or three or more children.
Comm. %; 2 Bl. Comm. 247.

a treble proportion of corn.
Ant. (Am. Ed.) 227.. '

JUS ‘lJ'.l'E1lDI.. The right to use proper-
ty without destroying its substance. It is
employed in contradistinction to the jut
abutcmdl. 3 Touiiier, no. 86.

I08 VENANDI E1‘ PISOANDI.
right of hunting and fishing.

Jul vendit quodnssun npprohnvit. El-
iesm. Postn. 85. The law dispenses what use
has approved.

Lat. An oath.

'.Jnsjura.nd|un inter nlios faotlun nee.
nocero nee prodeue debet.' An oath made
between others ought neither’ to- hurt nor
profit. 4 Inst. 279. ' ' -

JUT. Right; in accordance with law
and justice.
-"The_words ‘just’ and ‘justly’ do not always

mean ‘Just’ and ‘justly’ in a moral euse, but
they not unfreqnently. in their connection with
other words in a sentence. bear a very different
signification. It is evident, however. that the
word "ust’ in the statute [requiring an aili-
davit or an attachment to state that plain-
tiii"s claim is just] means ‘just’ in a moral
sense; and from its isolation, being -made a»

separate subdivision of the section, it is intend-_.
ed to mean ‘morally just’ in the most emphatic
terms. The claim must be morally just. as well
as loyalty just, in order to entitle a party ‘to
E80attachment.” Robinson v. Burton. 5 Kan.‘

—‘|'ust cause. Legitimate cause; legal or law-
ful ground for action; such reasons as will
suffice in law to justify the action taken. State
v. Baker. 112 IA. &)1. 36 South. 703: Clai-
borne '5'. Railroad Co., 46 W. Va. 371, 33 S. E.
‘..’.65.—-Just compensation. As used in the
constitutional provision that private property
shall not be taken for public use without “just
compensation," this phrase means a full and
fair equivalent for the loss sustained by the
takin for public use. It may be more or it
may he less than the mere money value of the
property actually taken. The exercise of the
power being necessary for the public good. and
all property being held subject to its exercise
when and as the public good requires it, it

2 Kent,‘_'
These privi-'

leges were an exemption from the trouble oi‘.
guardianship, priority in bearing oiiices, and:

Adams, Rom.E_

The‘
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JUST.

would be unjust to the public that it should
req to pay the owner more than a fair

indemnity for the loss he sustains by the ap-
gropriation of his ‘property for the general good.

it the other han . it would be equally unjust
to the owner if he should receive less than a
fair indemnity for such loss. To arrive at this
fair indemnity, the interests of the public and
of the owner, and'all the circumstances of the
particular appro riation, should be taken into
consideration. will Em. Dom. I 462. And
see Butler Hard Rubber Co. v. Newark. 61 N.

. Iaw. 32 40 . 224‘ Trinity College v.
Hartford. sé Conn. 452; iaauman v. Ross. 167
U. S. 548, 17 Sup. Ct. 966. 42 L. Ed. 270;
Putnam v. Don las County. 6 Or. 332. 25 Am.
Re . 527: La in v. Railroad Co. (C. C.) 33
Fed. 417: Newman v. Metropolitan El. R.
Co., 118 N. Y. 623, 23 N. E. 901, 7 L. R. A.
$9: Monongahela Nav. Co. v. U. S. 148 U.
s. 312. 13 Sup. Ct. (22. 37 L. ad. 463'
Rallwa Co. v. Stickney, 150 III. 302. 37 N
E. 109 . 26 L. R. A. 773: Chase v. Portland.
88 Me. 307, % Atl. 1104: S(pring Valle Wa-
terworks v. Drinkhouse, 92 ‘al. 53!}. Pac.
683.—-Just debts. As used in a Will or a_ stat-
ute. this term means legal. valid, and incon-
testableboblifiations. not ncludlng such as are

I

I

.

barred e statute of limitations or void-
abie at the election of the party._ See Burke
V. Jones, 2 Ves. & B. 275; Martin v. Gage. 9
N ' Peck v. Botaford, 7 Conn. 176
18 Am. Dec. 92; Collamore v. Wilder, id
Kan. 82: Smith v. Mayo. 9 Mass. 63. 6 Am.
Dec. 28; People v. Tax Com'rs, 99 N. Y. 154.
1 N. E. 401.—Inst title. _

title." in cases of prescription. we do not un-
derstand that which the possessor may have de-
rived from the true owner, for then no true
prescription would be necessary, but a title
which the possessor may have _received from
any person whom_ he honest_l believed to be the
real owner, provided _the tit e were such as to
transfer the owncrsiii of_ the roperty. Civ.
Code La. art. 3484: via v. aines, 104 U.
, . 400. 28 L. Ed. 757: Sunol v. I-Iepburu. 1
Cal. 254 :. Kennedy v. Townslev. 16 Ala, 248.-
Just value. In taxation, the fair. honest.
and reasonable value of property. without ex-
aggeration or de reciation: its actual market
value. State V. mith. 158 Ind. 543. 63 N. E.
214, 83 L. R. A. 118; Vlfinnipiseogee Lake, etc.,
Co. v. Gilfoid. 67 N. H. 514, 35 Atl. 945.

JUSTA. In old English law. A certain
measure of liquor, being as much as was
suflicient to drink at once. Mon. Angl. t. 1.
c. 149.

JUl'.l.‘A OAUSA. In the civil law. A
just cause; a lawful ground; a legal trans-
action of some kind. Mackeld Rom. Law,
I 283.

JUSTICE. 0. In old English practice.
To do justice; to see justice done: to sum-
mon one to do justice.

-TUBTIOB, n. In jurisprudence. The
constant and perpetual disposition to ren-
der every man his due. inst. 1, 1, pr.: 2
Inst. 56. See Borden v. State, 11 Ark. 528.

Duncan v. Magette. 25
Tex. 253: The John E. Mulford (D. C.) 18
Fed. 455. The conformity of our actions
and our will to the law. Toull. Drolt Civil
Fr. tit. prél. no. 5.

In the most extensive sense of the word it dif-
fers little from “virtue;" for it includes with-
in ltself the whole circle of virtues. Yet the
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common distinction between them is that that
which. considered positively and in itself, is
called “virtue." when considered relatively and
with respect to others has the name of “jus-
tic_e." Bu_t “Justice." being in itself a part of
"virtue," is confined to things simply good or
evil, and consists in a man's taking such a pro-
portion of them as he ought. Bouvier.

Commutative justice is that which should
govern contracts. It consists in rendering
to every man the exact measure of his dues.
without regard to his personal worth or mer-
its, I. e., placing all men on an equality.
Distributive justice is that which should
govern the distribution of rewards and pun-
ishments. It assigns to each the rewards
which his personal merit or services de-
serve. or the proper punishment for his
crimes. It does not consider all men as
equally deserving or equally blameworthy,
but discriminates between them. observing
a just proportion and comparison. This
distinction originated with Aristotle. (Eth.
Nic. V.) See Fonbl. Eq. 3; Toni]. Drolt
Civil Fr. tit. prel. no. 7.

In Norman French.
tlce. Kelham.

In feudal lav. Jurisdiction;
cognizance of causes or oirenses.

Rig’! justice was the jurisdiction or right of
trying crimes of. every kind. even the highest.
This was a privilege claimed and exercised by
the great lords or barons of the middle a es.
1 Robertson's Car. V.. appendix. note 23. ow
justice was jurisdiction of petty oflenses.

In common law. The title given in Eng-
land to the judges of the king's bench and
the common pleas, and in America to the
judges of the supreme court of the United
States and of the appellate courts of many
of the states. It is said that this word in
its Latin form (jmmtia) was properly ap-
plicable only to the judges of comnion-law
courts. while the term “]udc.r" designated
the judges of ecclesiastical and other courts.
See Leg. Ben. I. 95 24, 63; Co. Litt. 71b.

The same title is also applied to some of
the judicial oiiicers of the lowest rank and
jurisdiction. such as police justices and jus-
tices of the peace.

—_Jns_tioe an-ea. (or ah-es.) In Scotch law.
Circuits made by the judges of the justiclary
courts through the country. for the distribution
of justice. Bell.-Justice in one. From the
old French word “eire." o’. e.. a journey. Those
justices who in ancient times were sent by com-
mission into various counties. to hear more es-
pecially such causes as were termed “pleas of
the crown." were called “Justices in eyre. ' They
diifered from justices in oyer and terminer. in-
asmuch as the latter were sent to one place.
and for the purpose of trying only a limited
number of special causes: whereas the jus-
tices in eyre were sent through the various
counties. with a more indefinite and general
commission. In some respects they resembled
our present giistices of assize, although their
authority an manner of roceedlng diifered
much from them. Brown. notice seat. In
En lish law. The principal court of the forest.
hel before the chie_f Justice in eyre. or chief
itinerant Judge. or his deputy: to hear and de-
termine all trespasses withu the forest. and
all claims of franchises. liberties, and privileges.

Amenable to jus-

Judicial
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and all pleas and causes whatsoever therein
arising. 3 Bi. Comm. 72: 4 Inst. 291' 8
Steph..C0mln. 440.—Justlees of appeal. The
title given to the ordinary judges of the Eng-
l_ish court of appeal. The iirst of such ordinary
Jud es are the two former lord justices of ap-
gea in chancery, and one other judge appointed

y the crown by letters patent. Jud. Act 1875.
5 4.—Justlces of nuns. These justices, or, as
they are sometimes called. “justices of nice
in-ma," are judges of the superior English
courts. who go on circuit into the various
counties of England and Wales for the pur-
pose of disposing of such causes as are ready
for trial at the assizes. See Assiz!-:.—Justlces
of guol delivery. Those justices who are
sent with a commission to hear and determine

‘ all causes appertaining to _persons. who. for
any oifense, have been cast into gaol. Part of
their authority was to punish those who let
to mainprise those prisoners who were not
hailable by law, and they seem formerly to have
been sent into the country upon this exclusive
occasion, but afterwards had the same author-
ity given them as the justices of assize.
Brown.--Justices of laborers. In old Eng-
lish law. Justices appointed to redress the fro-
wardness of laboring men. who would either be
idle or have unreasonable wages. Blount.-
Justlees of ash! In-ius. In English law. This
title is now usually coupled with that of yin-
uccs of Maize; the judges of the superior
courts acting on their circuits in both these ca-
pacities._ 3 Bl. Comm. 58. 59.—-Justices of
oyer uud teriuiner.
painted by the king's commission. among whom
were usually two judges of the courts at West-
minster. and who went twice in every year to
every county of the kingdom. (except London
and Middlesex,) and. at what was usually call-

the “assizes." heard and determined all
treasons. felonies. and misdemeanors. Brown.
—-Justices of the bench. The justitys of the
court of common bench or common pleas.—J’us-
tioes of the forest. In old English law.
Oficers who had jurisdiction over all oficnses
committed within the forest against vert or
venison. The court wherein these justices sat
and determined such causes was called the “jus-
tice seat of the forest." They were also some-
times called the “justices in evre of the forest."
Brown.4ustiees of the hundred. Hun-
dredors: lords of the hundreds: they who had
the jurisdiction of hundreds and.held the hun-
dred courts.-qiustiees of the Jews. Justices
appointed by Richard I. to carry into effect the
laws and orders which he had made for regulat-
ing the money contracts of the Jews. Brown.
—Justiees of the pavilion. In old English
law. Judges of a oyepowder court. of a most
transcendant jurisdiction. anciently authorized
by the bishop of Winchester. at a fair held on
St. Giles’ hills near that city. Cowell: Blount.
—1ustices of the quorum. See Quoaim.
Qustioes o! trull-hustoni In old English
law. A kind of justices appointed by King
Edward I. upon occasion of great disorders in
the realm, during his absence in the Scotch
and French wars. They were a kind of justices
in eyre, with great owers adapted to the emeb
gency, and which t ey exercised in a summary
manner. Cowell: Blount.

JUSTICE 01‘ THE PEACE. In Amer-
ican law. A judicial otiicer of inferior rank
holding a court not of record, and having
(usually) civil jurisdiction of a limited na-
ture, tor the trial of minor cases, to an ex-
tent prescribed by statute. and for the con-
servatiouof the peace and the preliminary
hearing of criminal complaints and the com-
mitmeut of offenders. See Wenzler v. Peo-
ple, 58 N. Y. 530; Com. 3'. Frank. 21 Pa. Co.
Ct. R. 120; Weikei v. Cate, 58 Md. 110;
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Smith v. Abbott, 17 N. J. Law, 866; People
v. Mann, 97 N. Y. $0. 49 Am. Rep. 556.

111 3118111}: law. Judges ‘of record ap-
pointed by the crown to be Justices within a

99113111 district. (8. 9-. 8. county or borough.)
for the conservation of the peace, and for
the execution of divers thing, comprehend-
ed within theircommission and within di.
vers statutes, committed to their charge.
300118. J. Pr. .2.

JUSTICE!’ COURTS. Inferior tribu-
nals, not of record, with limited jurisdiction,
both civil and criminal, held by justices of
the peace. There are courts so.called in
many of the states. See Sear! v. shanks,
9 N- D. 204. 82 N. W. 734; Bi-ownaeid v.
Thompson. 96 Mo. App. 340, 70 s. w. 378.

JUSTTCEHENTS. All Old general term
3°!‘ 9-11 0111188 appertaining to justice. ‘

JUSTICER. The old form of justice.
Blount.

JUSTICESHIP. Bank or otiice ofa jus-
tice.

Jusnozanuz. ' Proper to be examined
in. courts of justice.

JUSTICIAR. In old English law: A
111588 01' Justice. One or several persons
learned in the law, who sat in the auto rents,
and formed a kind of court of appeal in cases
of difliculty.
-313]: Juatloier. In. old French and Cana-
dianla.Afdlldh '

23% caiied “hizlel“j:Bljcg.l;' '(;il;O:,xeIl1.1cS|ts.edFe§.'ll:ie.

JUBTICIARH . In Eng-
lih law. ‘Justices in eyre. Who formerly
went from county to county to administer
Justice. They were so called to distinguish
them from justices residing at Westminister,
who were called “justicu reside-ntes." Co.
Litt. 293.

JUSTICIARH BESIDENTE8. In Eng-'
lish law. Justices or judges who usually
resided in Westminister. They were so call-
ed to distinguish them from justices in eyre.
Co. Litt. 293.

JUSTICIARY. An old name for a judge
or justice. The word is formed on the aiiai-
ogy of the Latin “iusti(:iar£u.9" and French
“jusuoicr."

JUSTICIABY COURT. The chief crim-
inal court of Scotland, consisting of iive lords
of session, added to the justice general and
justice clerk; of whom the justice general,
and, in his absence, the justice clerk, is presi-
dent. This court has a Jurisdiction over all
crimes, and over the whole of Scotland. Bell.



' 'JUS'I‘IClATUS ‘

.-msnourns. Judicature: prerogative.

JUSTIOIES. In English law. A writ
directed to the sheriii’, empowering him, for
the sake of dispatch, to try an action in his
county court for a larger amount than he has
the ordinary power to do. It is so called be-
cause it is a commission to the sherii! to do
the party justice, the word itself meaning,
“You may do Justice‘ to .” 3 Bl. Connn.
36: 4 Inst. 266.

JUSTIPIABLE. Rightful; warranted or
sanctioned by law; that which can be shown
to be sustained by law; as justiiiable homi-
cide. See Homcms.

JUSTIIIOATION. A maintaining or
showing a suflicient reason in court why the
defendant did what he is called upon to an-
swer, particularly in an action of libel. A
defense of justitlcation is a defense showing
the libel to be true, or in an action of assault
showing the violence to have been necessary.
See Steph. Pl. 184.

In practice. The proceeding by which
bail establish their a-bility to perform the un-
dertaking of the bond or recognizance.

JUSTIPIOATORI. A kind of compurga-
tors, (q. 1)..) or those who by oath justified
the innocence or oaths of others; as in the
case of wager of law.

JUBTIFYING BAIL consists in proving
the sufficiency of hall or sureties in point
of property, etc.

The production of ball in court, who there
justify themselves against the exception of
the plaintitf. ‘

JUSTIICIANIST. A civilian; one who
studies the civil law. '

‘ J"OB'l'l'l'IA. Lat. Justice. A jurisdic-
tion. or the oflice of a judge.
&ustitiz pIepoudrous.' Speedy justice.
Bract. 333b. -

Justitlz debet esse Iiberz, quiz uihil
hlquius venzli Justiflz; pleuz, quiz
Justitis non debet elzudlezs-e; et eeles-is,
quiz dllztle est quodzsn nezutio. Justice
ought to be free, because nothing is more
iniquitous than venal justice; fall, because
Justice ought not to bait; and speedy, be-
cause delay is a kind of denial. 2 Inst. 56.

Justitiz est oonstzns et perpetuz vo-

luntzs jus suum oulque tribueudi. Jus-
tice is a steady and unceasing disposition to
render to every man his due. Inst. 1. 1. pr.;
Dig. 1. 1, 10.
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Justitlz est duplex, vis., sever. pu-
nie'ns et Vere prave-nlens. 3 Inst. Epil.
Justice is double; punishing severely, and
truly preventing.

Justitlz est virtus exeelleus et Altlssi-
no oouiplzoeus. -i Inst. 58. Justice is ex-
cellent virtue and pleasing to the Most High.

Justitiz flrnztur soliusu. 3 inst. 140.
By Justice the throne is established.

. Justitlz nemlnl uegzudz est. Jenk.
Cent. 178. Justice is to be denied to none.

Justitiz non est uegzudz non diler
endz. Jenk. Cent. ‘J3. Justice is neither
to -be denied nor delayed.

Justltiz non novit pzts-em nee suztren;
solzm ves-itztesu speetzt Justitiz. Justice
knows not father nor mother; justice looks
at truth alone. 1 Bulst. 199.

J‘US'l'!TIUD!. Lat. In the civil law. A
suspension or intermission of the adminis-

tration of justice in courts; vacation time.
' Calvin.

JUSTIZA. In Spanish law. The name
anciently given to a high judicial magistrate.
or supreme judge, who was the ultimate in-
terpreter of the laws, and possessed other
high powers.

JUSTS, or JOUSTS. Exercises between
martial men and persons of honor, with
spears, on horseback; diiferent from tourna-
ments, which were military exercises between
many men in troops. 24 Hen. VIII. c.’ 13.

Justusu non est zllquesu sntenztuus
suortuusu fzcere bzstzrdum, qul pro tots
vitz suz pro legitino hzbetur. It ‘is not
Just to make a bastard after his death one
elder born who all his life has been account-
ed legitimate. 8 Coke, 101.

JUXTA.
ing to.
«Tuxtz eonventlonesu. According to the
covenant. Fleta. lib. 4. c. 16. I 6.4’uztz
fonuzru stztuti. According to the form of
the statute.—Juxtz rztzn. At or after the
rate. l)_\-or. S2.4uxtz teuorern sequen-
tesu. According to the tenor following. 2
Salk. 417. A phrase used in the old books when
the very words themselves referred to were set

Lat. Near; following; accord-

forth. Id.; 1 Ld. Raym. 415.

JUZGADO. In Spanish law. The judi-
ciary; the body of Judges; the judges who
concur in a decree.



K. 3.. An abbreviation for
Bench,” (q. 1:.)

“King's

K. 0. An abbreviation» for "Kings Coun-
gel-n

KABANI. A person who, in oriental
states, supplies the place of our notary public.
All obligations, to be valid, are drawn by
him; and he is also the public weigh-master,
and everything of consequence ought to be
weighed before him. Enc. Lona.

KABOOLEAT. In Hindu law. A writ-
ten agreement, especially one signifying as-
sent, as the counterpart of a revenue lease,
or the document in which a payer of revenue,
whether to the government, the zamindar, or
the farmer, expresses his consent to pay the
amount assessed upon his land. Wiis. Ind.
Gloss.

KAIA. A key, key. or quay. Spelman.

KAIAGE, or KAIAGIUH. A wharfage-
due.

KAIII. In Scotch law. Poultry render-
able by a vassal to his superior, reserved in
the lease as the whole or a part of the rent.
Bell.

KALALGONNA. A duty paid by shop-
keepers in Hindostan, who retail spirituous
liquors; also the place where spirituous liq-
uors are sold. Wharton.

KALENDE. In English ecclesiastical
law. Rural chapters. or conventions of the
rural deans and parochial clergy, which were
formerly held on the calends of every month;
hence the name. \I‘aroch. Antiq. 604.

KALENDAB. An account of time, ex-
hibiting the days of the week and month, the
seasons, etc. More commonly spelled “cal-
endnr.”

KALENDARIUM. In the civil law. A
calendar; a book of accounts. memorandum-
book. or debt-hook; a hook in which accounts
were kept of moneys loaned out on interest.
Dig. 32, 64. so called because the Romans
used to let out their money and receive the
interest on the calends of each month. Cal-
vin. '

KALEND. See CALENDS.

KARL. In Saxon and old English law
A man; a serving man. Buakarl. a seaman.
Huskarl. a house servant. Spelman.

KARBATA. In old records. A'cart—load.
Cowell; Biount.
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KEEP

KA81‘. In Swedish law. Jettison; a lit-
eral translation of the Latin “}actu:a."
—K1ut-geld. Conbribution for a jettison;
average.

KATATONIA. See INSANITY.

KAY. A quay. or key.

KAZY. A Mohammedan judge or magis-
trate in the East indies, appointed originally
by the court at Delhi, to administer justice
according to their writtenvlaw. Under the
British authorities their judicial functions
ceased, and their duties were confined to the
preparation and attestation of deeds, and the
superiutendence and legalization of marriage
and other ceremonies among the Mohamme-
dans. Wharton.

KEELAGE. The right to demand money
for the privilege of. anchoring a vessel in a
harbor; also the money so paid._

KEELEALE, KEELBAUL. To drag a
person under the keel of a ship by means of
ropes from the yard-arms. a punishment for-
merly practiced in the British navy. Enc.
Loud.

31-31-3138. This word is applied, in Eng-
land, to vessels employed in the carriage of
coals. Jacob.

KEEP. n. A strong tower or hold in the
middle of any castle or fortification, wherein
the besieged make their last efforts of de-
fense, was formerly, in England, called a
“keep ;" and the inner pile within the castle
of Dover, erected by King Henry II. about
the year 1153. was termed the "King's Keep?‘
so at Windsor. etc. It seems to be some-
thing of the same nature with what is called
abroad 11 “cltadel." Jacob.

KEEP, v. 1. To retain in one's power_or
possession; not to l_ose or part with; to pre-
serve or retain. Benson v. New York. 10
Barb. (N. Y.) 23.’:
227, 43 S. E. 643.

2. To maintain, carry on, conduct. or man-
age; ns. to “keep" a liquor saloon. bawdy
house. gaming table, nuisance, inn, or hoteL
State v. Irvin, 117 Iowa, 469, 91 N. W. 760;
People ‘v. Rice, 103 Mich. 350, 61 N. W. 540;
State v. Miller, 68 Conn. 373. 36 Atl. .795;
State v. Cox. 52 Vt. 474.

3. To maintain, tend. harbor. feed, and
shelter; as. to “keep” a dangerous animal.
to "keep" a horse at livery. Allen v. Ham.
63 Me. 536; Skinner v. Canghey. 64 Minn.
375, 67 N. W. 203.

4. To maintain continuously and method-
it-ally for the purposes of a record: as, to

Deans v. Gay. 132 N. C. .



' all oflicers belonging to the same.

.In English law.

KEEP

"keep" books. see Backus v. Richardson.
5 Johns. (N. Y.) 483.

5. To maintain continuously and without
stoppage or variation; as. when a vessel is
said to “keep her course," that is, continue
in motion in the same general direction in
which she was previously sailing. See The
Britannia. 153 U. S. 130. 14 Sup. Ct. 795,
38 L. Ed. 660.
-—Koep down interest. 'I‘iie expression
“keeping down interest" is familiar in legal in-
struinents. and means the payment of interest
periodically as it becomes due: but it does
not include the payment of all arrears of in-
terest which may have become due on Ilelg se-
curity from the time when it was execut . 4
El. & ‘Bi. 211.—Keep house. The English
bankrupt laws use the hrase “keeping house"
to denote an act of ban ruptcy. It is commit-
ted when a trader absents himself from his
place of business and retires to his private resi-
dence to evade the im rtunity of creditors.
The usual evidence of keeping house” is re-
fusal to see a creditor who has called on the
debtor at his house for monev. Robs. Bank_r.
119.—Keop in repdr. hen a lessee is
bound to keep the premises in repair. he must
have them in repair at all times during the
term; and, if they are at any time out of re-
pair," he is guilty of a breach of the covenant.
1 Barn. & Aid. 585.-Keep open. To allow
general access to one's shop. for purposes of
traflic. is a violation of a statute forbidding
him to "keep open" his shop on the Lord’s day,
although the outer entrances are closed. Com.
v. Harrison. 11 Gray (Mass.) 308.

To "keep 0 cu." in the sense of such a law.
implies a rea iness to carry on the usual busi-
ness in the store, shop. saloon. etc. Lynch v.
People. 16 Mich. 472.—Keoplng term. In
Eng ish law. A duty performed by students of
law, consisting in eating a suflicient number
of dinners in hall to make the term count for
the purpose of being called to the bar. Mozley
& Whitley.‘—Keep1ng the peace. Avoiding a
breach of the peace: dissuading or prevent-
ing others from breaking the peace.

KEEPER. A custodian, manager, or an-
perintendent; one who has the care. cus-
tody, or management of any thing or place.
Schultz v. State, 32 Ohio St. 281; State v.
Rozum, 8 N. D. 548. 80 N. W. 481; Fishell
v. Morris. 57 Conn. 547, 18 Atl. 717, 6 L. R.
A. 82: McCoy v. Zane. 55 Mo. 15; Stevens
v. People, 67 Ill. 590.
—kee or of the Forest. In old En liah law.
An 0 cer (called also chief warden o the for-
est) who had the principal government of all
things relating to the forest. and the control of

' Cowell ;
Blount.—Xeeper of the Front seal. In Eng-
lish law. A high oificer 0 state. through whose
hands pass all charters. grants. and commis-
sions o the king under the great seal. lie is
styled “lord keeper of the great seal," and this
office and that of lord chancellor are united
under one person; for the authority of the
lord keeper and that of the lord chancellor were.
by St. 3'» Eiiz. c. 18, declared to be exactly the
same: and. like the lord chancellor. the lord
keeper at the present day is created by the mere
delivery of the king's great seal into his cus-
tody. Brown.—Ke_oper of the king's, eon-
soienoo. A name sometimes applied to the
chancellor of England. as being formerly an
ecclesiastic and presiding over the royal chapel.
3 Bl. (‘omm. ~i8.—Keepe of the privy son].

An officer through whose
hands pass all charters signed by the king be-
fore they come to the great seal. I~li- is a privy
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councillor, and was anciently called “clerk of
the“privy seal." but is now generally called the
"lo priv se’al." Brown.—Koepor of the
touch, he master of the assay in the Eng-
lish mint. 12 Hen. VI. c. 14.

RENEWOBTE EDIOT. An edict or
award between Henry III. and those who had
been in arms against him; so called be-
cause made at Kenllworth Castle, in War-
wickshire, amio 51 Hen. III., A. D. 1266. It
contained a composition of those who had
forfeited their estates in that rebellion, which
composition was five years’ rent of the es-
tates forfeited. Wharton.

KEIGNIIIG To A TERCE. in Scotch
law. »The act of the sheriff in ascertaining
the just proportion of the husband's lands
which belong to the widow in right of her
terce or dower. Bell. .

KENTLAGE. In maritime law. A per-
manent ballast, consisting usually of pigs of
iron, cast in a particular form. or other
weighty material. which. on account of its
superior cleanliness. and the si.uall space oc-
cupied by lt, is frequently preferred to or»

. dinary ballast. Alib. Shipp. 5.

IENTREP. The division of a county; a
hundred in Wales. See Casrasn. '

KENTUCKY RESOLUTIONS. A series
of resolutions drawn up by Jeflerson, and
adopted by the legislature of Kentucky in
1799, protesting against the “alien and sedi-
tlon laws," declaring their illegality, announc-
ing the strict constructionist theory of the
federal government, and declaring “nullifi-
cation" to be "the rightful remedy."

KEEP. The jagged end of a- stick of
wood made by the cutting. Pub. St. Mass.
1882. p. 1292.

XERHERE. A customary cart-way; also
a commutation for a customary carriage-
duty. Coweil.

KEBNELLATUS.
Co. Litt. 50.

Fortified or embattled

KERNES.
bonds.

In English law. Idlers; vaga-

KEY.
ing of merchandise from vessels.
mouly spelled “quay."

An instrument for fastening and opening
a lock. -

This appears as an English word as early as
the time _of Bracton. in the phrase "cone at
keys." being applied to women at a certain
age, to denote the capacity of having charge
of household afiairs. Bract. fol. 86b. See CONE
AND Ki-:\'.

A wharf for the lading and unlad-
More com-

KEYAGE. A toll paid for loading and
unloading merchandise at a key or wharf.
iowan v. Portland, 8 B. Mon. (Ky.) %



‘ KEYS»

KEYS, in the Isle of Man, are the twenty-
rour chief commoners. who form the local
legislature. 1 Steph. Comm. 99.

In old English law. A guardian, ward-
en. or keeper.

KEYS or COURT. in old Scotch law.
Certain oiiicers oi’ courts. See Cnavns CU-
ua-:. ‘

KEYUI. A guardian, warden, or keeper.
Mon. AngL tom. 2, p. 71.

KEALIA. In Hindu law. All oflice of
government in which the business of the
revenue department was -transacted under
the Mohammedan government. and during
the early period of British rule. Khaisa
lands are lands, the revenue or which is paid
into the exchequer. Wharton.

BIDDER. In English law. An engrosser
of corn to enhance its price. Also a huckster.

RIDDLE. In old English law. A dam
or open wear in a river. with a loop or nar-
row cut in it, accommodated for the laying
of engines to catch iish. 2 inst. 38; Blount.

KIDNAPPING. The forcible abduction
or stealing away oi‘ a man, woman, or child
from their own country, and sending them
into another. It is an offense punishable at
the common law by flne and imprisonment.
4 Bl. Comm. 219.

In American law, this word is seldom, if
at all, applied to the abduction of other per-
sons than children, and the intent to send
them out of the country does not seem to con-
stitute a necessary part or the offense. The
term is said to include talse imprisonment.
2 Bish. Crlm. Law, 5 671. See State v. Rol-
lins, 8 N. H. 567; State v. Sutton. 116 Ind.
627. 19 N. E. 602; Dehn v. Mandevilie. 68
Hun, 335, 22 N. Y. Supp. 984; People v. De
Leon, 109 N. Y. 226, 16 N. E. 46, 4 Am. St.
Rep. 444; People v. Fick, 89 Cal. 144, 26
Pac. 759. .

KHLDERKIN. A measure of eighteen
gallons.

KILKETH. An ancient servile payment
made by tenants in husbandry. Coweli.

KILL, 1:. To deprive of life; to destroy
the life of an animal. The word "homicide"
expresses the killing of a human being. See
The Ocean Spray. 18 Fed. Cas. 559; Carroll
v. White, 33 Barb. (N. Y.) 620; Porter v.
Hughey, 2 Bibh (l{y.) 232: Com. v. Clarke,
162 Mass. 495. 39 N. E. 280.

KILL, n. A Dutch word. signifying a
channel or bed of the river. and hence the
river or stream itself. It is found used in
this sense. in descriptions oi‘ land in old con-
‘veyances. French v. Carhart, 1 N.’ Y. 96.

‘or the half blood.”

-KING'S BENCH

KILLYTH-ITALLION. A custom by
which lords of manors were bound to provide
a stallion tor the use of their tenants’ mares.
Spelman.

KIN. Relation or relationship by blood or
consanguinity. "The nearness of kin is com-
puted according to the civil law." 2 Kent,
Comm. 413. See Kenlston v. Mayhew, 169
Mass. 166, 47 N. E. 612; Hibbard v. Odell.
16 Wis. 635; Lusby v. Cobb,_ 80 Miss. 715,
32 South. 6. As to "next at kin," see N1-zxr.

—K1nsbote. In Saxon law. A composition or
satisfaction paid for killing a. kinsman. Spel-
man.—K.hu elk. Relations; those who are of
the same famiiy.—K1nsman. A man of the
same race or family. Wood v. Mitcham, 92 N.
Y. 379.—Klnswoma.n. A female relation.

KIND. Genus; generic class; descrip-
tion. See IN KIND. — V

KINDRI-ID. Relatives by blood. "Kin-
dred ot the whole blood. preferred to kindred

4 Kent, Comm. 404,
notes. See Butler v. Eiyton Land Co., 154 Ala.
38-}, 4 South. 675; Farr v. Flood, 11 Cush.
(Mass.) 25; Brookfleld v. Allen, 6 Alien
(Mass.) 586; Wetter v. Walker, 62 Ga. 144.

KING. The sovereign, ruler, or chief ex-

ecutive magistrate of a state or nation whose
constitution is oi’ the kind called “monarchi-
cal" is thus named it a man; if it be a
woman. she is called “queen." The word ex-
presses the idea of one who rules singly over
a whole people or has the highest execu-
tive power; but the otiice may be either
hereditary or elective, and the sovereignty of
the king may or may not be absolute, accord-
ing to the constitution of the country.
—Kin¢-on-Alt. The art of governing.--Kinp
gold. A royal aid; an escuage, (q. 9.)-
Kill ‘I silver. In old English practice. A
line ue the king pro iwentia wncordandi, (for
leave to agree.) in the process of levying a fine.
5 Coke. 39, 43; 2 Inst. 511° 2 Bl. Comm. 350
-King’: widow. in feuda law. A widow of
the king's tenant in chief. who was obliged to
take oath in Chancery that she would not marry
without the king's leave.

KING'S ADVOCATE. An English advo-
cate who holds, in the courts in which the
rules of the canon and civil law prevail,
a similar position to that which the attorney
general holds in the ordinary courts. i. c.. he
acts as counsel for the crown in ecclesias-
tical, admiralty, and probate cases, and ad-
vises the crown on questions oi’ international
law. In order of precedence it seems that
he ranks after the attorney general. 3 Staph.
Comm. 2759:.

KING‘! BENCH. The supreme court of
common law in England. being so called be-
cause the king used formerly to sit there
in person. the style oi‘ the court being “corum
ipno rcge." It was called the “queen's bench"
in the reign of a queen. and during the pro-
tectorate or Cromwell it was styled the “up-



.both in criminal and civil causes;

KING'S CHAMBERS

per benc ." It consisted of a chief justice
and threepuisne justices, who were by their
otilce the sovereign conservators of the peace
and supreme coroners of the land. It was
a remnant of the auto regis, and was not
originally iixed to any certain place, but
might follow the king's person, though for
some centuries past it usually sat at West-
minster. It had a very extended jurisdiction

the for-
mer in what was called the "crown side" or
"crown oflice,"' the latter in the "plea side,"
of the court. its civil Jurisdiction was grad-
ually eniarged until it embraced all species of
personal actions. Since the Judicature acts.
this court constitutes the “king's bench di-
vision" of the “high court of Justice." See
3 Bl. Comm. 41-4-3.

KING'S CHAMBERS. Those portions
of the seas, adjacent to the coasts of Great’
Britain, which are inciosed within headlands
so as to be cut ofl from the open sea by im-
aginary straight lines drawn from one prom- -

ontory to another.

KING'S GORONER A111) ATTORNEY.
An oiiicer of the court of king's bench, usu-
ally called "the master of the crown otilce,"
whose duty it is to tile inforniatlons at the
suit of a private subject by direction of the
court. 4 Bi. Comm. 308, 309; 4 Steph. Comm.
374. 378.

KING'S COUNSEL. Barristers or ser-
jeunts who have been called within the bar
and selected to be the king's counsel. They
answer in some measure to the ad irocati flsca.
or advocates of the revenue, among the R0-
mans. They must not be employed against
the crown without special leave, which is.
however, always granted, at ‘a cost of about
nine pounds. 3 Bl. Comm. 27.

KING'S EVIDENCE. When several per-
sons are charged with a crime, and one of
them gives evidence against his accomplices»
on the promise of being granted a pardon.
he is said to be admitted king's or (in Ameri-
ca) state‘s evidence. 4 Steph. Connn. 395;
Sweet.

' KING'S PROOTOR. A proctor or solici-
tor representiug the crown in the former
practice of the courts of probate and divorce.
in petitions for dissolution of marriage. or
for declarations of nullity of marriage. the
king's proctor i1lil_\', under the direction of
the attorney general. and by leave of the
court. intervene in the suit for the purpose
of proving collusion between the parties.
Mozley & Whitley.

KING'S nznlzxnrunczn. An oili-
cer of the central oiiice of the Fmglish su-
preme court. Formerly he was an oiiicer of
the exchequer, and had important duties to
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"pounds in weight.

KLEPTOMANIA

perform in protecting the rights of the
crown; e. y., by instituting proceedings for
the recovery of land by writs of intrusion,
(q. v.,) and for the recovery of legacy and
succession duties; but of late years adminis-
trative changes haveiessened the duties of
the otiice. Sweet.

KINGDOM. A country where -an oflicer
called a '‘king’’ exercises the powers of gov-
ernment, whether the same be_ absolute or
limited. Wolff, Inst. Nat. I 994. in some
kingdoms, the executive otiicer may be I.
woman, who is called a "queen."

KINGS-A1.‘-‘ABM. The principal her-
ald of England was of old designated "king
of the heralds," a title which seems to have
been exchanged for “king-at-arms" about the
reign of Henry IV. The kings-at-arms at
present existing in England are three,—Gar-
ter. Clarenceux, and Norroy, besides Lath,
who is not a member of the college. scot-
land is placed under an oiiicer called "Lyon
King-at-Arms," and Ireland is the province
of one named “Ulster.” Wharton.

or xncrnn. A hundred
See Qum-ra1..

KINTAL,

KINTLIDGE. A ship's ballast. See
Kanrucs.

KIPPEB-TIHE. In old English law.
The space of time het-ween the 3d of May and
the Epiphany, in which tishing for salmon in
the Thames, between Gravesend and Henley-
on-Thames. was forbidden. Rot. Parl. 50
-Eldw. III.-

xmnsrs QUEST. In English law. An
ancient record remaining with the remem-
brancer of the exchequer. being an inquisi-
tion or survey of all the lands in England.
taken in the reign of Edward I. by John do
Kirby, his treasurer. Blount; Coweil.

xnur. In Scotchiaw. [A church: the
church; the established church of Scotland.
—K.irk-mote. A meeting of parishioners on
church afiairs.—K1rk-oflcer. The bendle of
a church in Scotland.—Kix-k-session. A pa-
rochial church court in Scotland, consisting of
the ministers and elders of each parish.

KISSING THE BOOK. The ceremony
of touching the lips to a copy of the Bible,
used in administering oaths. It is the exter-
nal symbol of the witness‘ acknowledgment
of the obligation of the oath.

KIST. in Hindu law. A stated payment;
installment of rent.

KLEPTOMAIIIA. in medical Jurispru-
dence. A form (or symptom) of mania. con-
sisting in an irresistible propensity to steal.
see insanrrr.



KNAVE

_‘_ KNAVE.' A rascal; a false, tricky. or de-
celtful'person. The word originally meant
a boy, attendant, or servant, but long-con-
tinued usage has given it its present signifi-
cation.‘

KNAVESBIP. A portion of grain given
to a mill-servant from tenants who were
bound to grind their grain at such mill.

KNIGHT. In English law. The next
personal dignity after the nobility. Of
knights there are several orders and degrees.
The iirst in rank are knights of the Garter,
institutedby Richard I. and improved by
Edward III. in 1344; next follows a knight
banneret; then come knights of the Bath,
instituted by Henry IV., and revived by
George 1.: and they were so called from a
ceremony of bathing’the night before their
creation. The last order are knights bachel-
ors. who, though the lowest, are yet the most
ancient, order of knighthood; for we tlnd
that King Alfred conferred this -order upon
his son Atheistan. 1 Bl. Comm. 403.
—K.nighthood. The rank, order, character.
or dignity of a kni ht.—Kn1g'ht’e fee. See
Fl-:E.—Knight| Inc elora. In English law.
The most ancient. though lowest. order of
knighthood. 1 Bl. Comm. 40-i-.—Kn1ghts bun-
neret. In English law. Those created by the
sovereign in person on the field of battle. They
rank. generally. after knights of the Garter. 1
Bl. Comm. 403.— hte of St. Michael
and St. George. An nglish order of knight-
hood, instituted in 1818.—Kn:lghts cf St.
Patrick. Institnted in Ireland by George III..
A. D. 1763. They have no rank in England.
-Knights of the Bath. An order institut-
ed by Henry IV.. and revived by George I.
They are so called from the ceremony formerly
observed of bathing the night before -their cre-
at.ion.— hts of the chamber. Those
created in the sovereign's chamber in time of
peace. not in_ the field. 2 Inst. 666.—Knighte
of the Gutter. Otherwise called "Knights
of the Order of St. George.” This order was
founded by Richard 1.. and improved b_v Ed-
ward III.. A. D. 1344. They form the highest
order of knigl1ts.—K.nlghte of the post. A
term for hireling witnesses.—Knlghte of the
shire. In English law. Members of parlia-
ment representin counties or shires, in contra-
distinction to citizens or burgesses. who repre-
sent boroughs or corporations. A knight of
the shire is so called. because. as the terms of
the writ for election still require. it was former-
ly necessary that he should be a knight. This
restriction was coeval with the tenure of knight-
service. when every man who received a knight’s
fee immediately of the crown was constrained
to be a knight: but at present any person may
be chosen to fill the office who is not an alien.
The mom; qualification is abolished by 21
Vict. c. 6. Wharton.— ht: of the
Thistle. A Scottish order of knighthood.
This_order is said to have been instituted by
Acha1u_s. king of Scotland. A. D. 819. The bet-
ter opinion. however. is that it was instituted
I‘); James V. in 1534. was revived by James

II. (James II. of England) in 1687. and re-
established b Queen Anne in 1703. They have
no rank in ngland. Wharton.

KNIGHT-MARSHAL. In English law.
An oflicer in the royal household who has
Jurisdiction and cognizance of offenses com-
mitted within the household and verge, and
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of all contracts made therein. a member or
the household being one of the parties.
Wharton. ,

KNIGHT-SERVICE. A species of feu-
dal tenure, which diifered very slightly from
a pure and perfect feud, being entirely of a
military nature; and it was the first, most
universal, and most honorable of the feudal
tenures. To make a tenure by knight-service,
a determinate quantity of land was neces-
sary, which was called a “knight‘s fee," (fea-
dum militare,) the measure of which was
estimated at 680 acres. Co. Litt. 69¢;
Brown.

KNIGHTENCOUBT. A court which used
to be held twice a year by the bishop of
Hereford, in England.

KNIGHTENGUILD. An ancient guild or
society formed -by King Edgar.

KNOCK DOWN. To assign to a bidder
at an auction by a knock or blow of the
hammer. Property is‘ said to be “knocked
down" when the auctioneer, by the fall of
his hammer, or by any other audible or visi-
ble announcement, signifies to the bidder that
he is entitled to the property on ‘paying the
amount of his bid, according to the terms of
the sale. “Knocked down" and "struck oil"
are synonymous terms. Sherwood v. Reade,
7 Hill (N. Y.) 439.

RN01‘. In seamen’s language, a “knot"
is a division of the log-line serving to meas-
ure the rate of the vessel's motion. The
number of knots which run oil’ from the reel
in half a minute shows the number of miles
the vessel sails in an hour. Hence when a
ship goes eight miles an hour she is said to
go "eight knots." Webster.

KNOW ALL MEN. In conveyancing. A
form of public address, of great antiquity,

' and with which many written instruments,
such as bonds, letters of attorney, etc., still
commence.

KNOWINGLY. With knowledge; con-
sciously; intelligently. The use of this word
in an indictment is equivalent to an aver-
meut that the defendant knew what he was
about to do, and, with such knowledge. pro-
ceeded to do the act charged. ‘U. S. v. Clay-
pool (D. C.) 14 Fed. 128. '

KNOWLEDGE. The difference between
"knowledge" and “beliei"’ is nothing more
than in the degree of certainty. With re-
gard to things which make not a very deer.
impression on the memory, it may be called
“belief.” “Knowledge” is nothing more than
a man's firm belief. The diiference is ordi-
narily merely in the degree. to be judged
of by the court. when addressed (0 the
court; by the Jury, when addressed to the
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Jury. Hatch v. Carpenter, 9 Gray (Mass)
271. See Utley v.-Hill, 155 M0. 232, 55 S.
W. 1091, 49 L. R. A. 323. 78 Am. St. Rep.
569; Ohio Valley Coflln Co. v. Goble. 28 Ind.
App. 362, 62 N. E. 1025: Clarke v. Ingram.
107 Ga. 565, 33 S. E. 802.

Knowledge may be classified in a legal sense,
as positive and imputed.—imputed. when the
means of knowledge exists. known and acces-
sible to the party, and capable of communicat-
ing positive information. When there is knowl-
edge notice. as legally and technically under-
sto . becomes immaterial. It is only material
when, in the absence of knowledge. it produces
the same results. However closely actual notice
may, in many instances, approximate knowl-
edge, and constructive notice may be its equiva-
lent in effect. there may be actual notice with-
out knowledge; and. when constructive notice
is made the test to determine priorities of right,
it may fall far short of know edge, and he sat-
iicient. Cleveland Woolen Mills v. Sibert. 81
Ala. 140, 1 South. 773.
—Ca.rnal knowledge. Goitiu; copulation;
sexual intercourse.—Pcs-Iona] knowledge.
Knowledge of the truth_ in regard to a particular
fact or allegation. which is original, and does
not depend on information or hearsay. Per-
sonal knowledge of an allegation in an answer
is J)el'30l1li knowledge of its truth or falsity;
an if the allegation is a negative one, this nec-
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essarlly includes a knowl e of the truth or
falsit of the alle tion den ed. West v. Home
Ins. . (0. C.) 1 Fed‘. 622.

KNOWN-HEN. A title formerly given to
the Loliards. Cowell.

KOBAN. The Mohammedan book of
faith. It contains both ecclesiastical and
secular laws.

KUT-KUBALA. In Hindu law. Amort-
gage-deed or deed of conditional sale. being
one of the customary deeds or instruments
of security in India as declared by regula-
tion ot 1806, which regulates the legal pro-
ceedings to be taken to enforce such a se-
curity. It is also called ,“Byebil-Wufla."
Wharton.

KYMOBTEA. A. Welsh term for a wast-
er, rhymer, minstrel, or other Vagabond
who makes assemblies and collections. Barr-
ing. Ob. St. 360.

KYTE. Sax. Kin or kindred.
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L
L. This letter, as a Roman numeral.

stands for the number “i'ii'ty." It is also
used as an abbreviation for “law." “uber."
(a book.) “lord," and some other words of
which it is the initial.

L. 5. An abbreviation of "Long Quinta,"
one of the parts of the Year Books.

L. 0. An abbreviation which may stand
either for “Lord Chancellor," “Lower Cana-
da.” or “Leading Cases."

L. .1. An abbreviation for "Law Judge ;"
also for "Law Journal."

1.. 1.. (also L. Lat.) and 1.. 1-. (also L.
Fr.) are used as abbreviations of the terms
“law Latin" and “Law French."

L. B. An abbreviation for “Law Re-
ports.”

L. I. An abbreviation for “Locus u'pilu,"
the place or the seal. 6. e., the place where
a seal is to be afiixed, or a scroll which
stands instead of a seal. See Smith v. But-
ler, 25 N. H. 524: Barnes v. Walker. 115
Ga. 108, 41 S. E. 243; McLaughlin v. Brad-
dy,63S.O.433,-i1S.li‘..5Z3,90Am.St.
Rep. 681.

LL. The reduplicated form of the’ abbre-
viation “L." for “law," used as a plural. It
b generally used in citing old collections or
statute law; as "LL. Ben. I.''

LL.B., LL.M., and LL.D. Abbreviations
used to denote. respectively, the three aca-
demic degrees in law,—-bachelor, master, and
doctor of laws.

LA. Fr. The. The definite article in the
feminine gender. Occurs in some legal terms
and phrases; as “Termes de la Lou," terms
of the law.

LA. Fr. There. An adverb of time and
place; whereas.-

LA GHAHBRE DES’ EBTEILLES. The
star-clianiber.

Ls conscience est la plus changeante
den rt-glee. Conscience is the most change-
able ot rules. Bouv. Dict.

L: by favour la vie d’nn home. The
law favors the life of a man. Yearb. M. 10
Ben. VI. 51.

L: ley fuvoux Penheritance d'nn home.
The law favors the inheritance of a man.
Yearb. M. 10 Hen. VI. 51.

LABOR A JURY

La ley voct plus tout sufler un Inh-
cheife que un. inconvenience. The law
will sooner suirer a mischief than an incon-
venience. Litt. 5 231. It is holden for an
inconvenience that any of the maxlms of
the law should be broken, though a private
man suffer loss. Co. Litt. 1520.

LAAS. In old records. A net, gin, or
snare. ’

LABEL. Anything appended to a larger
writing, as a codicil; a narrow slip of paper
or parchment affixed to a deed or writ, in
order to hold the appending seal.

In the vernacular, the word denotes a
printed or written slip or paper aillxed to a
manufactured article, giving information as
to its nature or quality, or the contents of a
package, name of the maker, etc. See Per-
kins v. Fieert, 5 App. Div. 335. 39 N. Y.
Supp. £3; Higgins v. Keutfel, 140 U. S. 428,
11 Sup. Ct. 731. 35 L. Ed. 470; Burke v.
Oassin, 45 Cal. 481, 13 Am. Rep. 204.

A copy of a writ in the exchequer. 1 Tidd.
Pr. 156. -

LABINA. In old records. Watery land.

LABOR. 1. Work; toil; service. Con-
tinued exertion, of the more onerous and in-
ferior kind, usually and chiefly consisting
in the protracted expenditure of muscular
torce, adapted to the accomplishment of
specific useful ends. It is used in this sense
in several legal phrases, such as “a count
for work and labor," "wages of labor," etc.

“Labor," "business," and ‘‘work’' are not syn-
onyms. Labor may be business, but it is not
necessarily so: and business is not always la-
bor. Labor implies toil; exertion roducing
weariness: manual exertion of a toi some na-
ture. Making an agreement for the sale of a
chattel is not within a prohibition of common
labor upon Sunday. though it is (if b a mer-
chant in his calling) within a prohibit on upon
business. Bloom v. Iiicbards, 2 Ohio St. 387.
—Common labor, within the meaning of Sun-
day laws. is not to be restricted to manual or
physical labor. but includes the transaction_of
ordinary business. trading, and the execution
of notes and other instruments. Bryan v. Wat-
son. 121 Ind. 42, 26 N. E. 666. 11 L. R. A. 63;
Link v. Clemmens, 7 Biackf. (ind) 480: Cincin-
nati v. R168. 15 Ohio, 225' Eitel v. State. 33
Ind. 201. But compare Bloom v. Richards. 2
Ohio St. 387 : Horacek v. Keebler. 5 Neb. 355.
It does not include the transaction of judicial
business or the acts of nublic officers.’ State v.
Thomas. 61 Ohio St. 444. 56 N. E. 276. 48 L .

l5l8.5A. 459: Hastings v. Columbus, 42 Ohio St.

2. A Spanish land measure, in use in
Mexico and formerly in Texas. equivalent to
1771/; acres.

LABOR A JURY. In old practice. To
tamper with a jury: to endeavor to influence
them in their verdict, or their verdict gen-
erally.
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LABORARIIS. An ancient writ against
persons who refused to serve and do labor,
and who had no means of living; or against
such as, having served in the winter, refus-
ed to serve in the summer. Reg. Orig. 189.

LABOBBB. One who, as a means of
livelihood, performs work and labor for
those who employ him. Oliver v. Macon
Hardware Co., 98 Ga.'2-19. 25 S. E. 403, 58
Am. st. Rep. 300; Blanchard v. Railway
Co., 87 Me. 241, 32 Atl. 890; In re Ho King
(D. C.) 14 Fed. 725; Coiiin v. Reynolds, 37
N. Y. 646; Weymouth v. Sanhorn, 43 N. H.
171, 80 Am. Dec. 144; Epps v. Epps, 17 Ill.
App. 201. In English statutes, this term is
generally understood to designate a servant
employed in husbandry or manufactures,
and not dwelling in the home of his em-
ployer. Wharton; Mozley & Whitley.

A laborer. as the word is used in the Penn-
sylvania act of 1872, givin a certain preference
of lien, is one who arms, with his own
hands. the contract w ich he makes with his
employer. Appeal of Wentroth, 82 Pa. 4%.
—LaboI-on, statutes of. In English law.
These are the statutes 23 Edw. 111., 12 Rich.
II., 5 Eliz. c. 4, and 26 & 27 \'ict. c. 125, mak-
ing various regulations as to laborers, servants,
apprentices, etc. =

LAC, LAB. In Indian computation.
100,000. The value of a lac of rupees is
about £10,000 sterling. Wharton.

LACE. A measure of land equal to one
pole. This term is widely used in Cornwall.

LACERTA. In old Lfiiglish law. A
fathom. Co. Litt. 4b.

LAOHE8. Negligence, consisting in the
omission of something which a party might
do, and might reasonably be expected to do,
towards the vindication or enforcement of
his rights. The word is generally the syno-
nym 'of “remissness," “dilatoriness," “un-
reasonable or unexcused delay," the oppo-
site of “vigllance," and means a want of
activity and diligence in making a claim or
moving for the enforcement of a right (par-
ticularly in equity) which will aflord ground
for presuming against it, or for refusing re-
lief, where that is discretionary with the
court. See Ring v. Lawless, 190 Ill. 5120,

60 N. E. 881: Wlssler v. Craig, 80 Va. 30;
Morse v. Scibold, 147 ill. 318. :35 N. E. 369;
Babb v. Sullivan, 43 S. C. 436. 21 S. E. 277;
Graft v. Portland. etc., Co., 12 Colo. App.
106. 54 Pac. 854; Coosaw Min. (‘o. v. Caro-

‘ iina Min. 00. (C. C.) 75 Fed. 868: Parker v.

Bethel Hotel Co.. 96 Tenn. 252, 34 S. W.
209. 31 L. R. A. 706: (‘base v. Chase, 20 R.
I. 202. 37 Atl. 804; iiellams v. Prior. 64
S. C. 296. 42 S. E. 106: First Nat. Bank v.
Nelson, 106 Ala. ;'33."». 18 South. 154: Cole
v. Ballard. 78 Va. 147; Selhag v. Abitboi, 4
Maule & S. 462.

LACTA. L. Lat. In old English law.
Defect in the weight of money; lack of

9 LJESIO ULTRA ornmiumd

weight. This word and the verb “lat.-tarc"
are used in an assise or statute of the sixth
year of King John. Spelman.

LAOUNA. In old records. A ditch or
dyke; a furrow for a drain; a gap or blank
in writing.

mans. In the civil lnw. A lake; a
receptacle of water which is never dry. Dig.
43, 14, 1, 3.

In old English law. Ailay or alloy of
silver with base metal. Fleta, lib. 1, c. 22,
5 6. '

LADA. In Saxon law. A pnrgation, or
mode of trial by which one purged himself
of an accusation; as by oath or ordeal. Spel-
man.

A water-course; a trench or canal for
draining marshy grounds. In old English.
a lade or load. Spelman. '

In old English law.
a lade or lath. Coweil.

A court of justice;

LADE, or LODE. The mouth of a river.

LADBN IN BULK. A term of maritime
law, applied to a vessel which is freight-
ed with a cargo which is neither in casks,
boxes, bales, nor cases, but lies loose in the
hold. being defended from wet or'molsturo
by a number of mats and a quantity of dun‘-
nage. Cargoes of corn, salt, etc., are usul-
ally so shipped. '

LADING, BILL 0!‘. See BILL.

LADY. In English law. The title
longing to the wife of a peer, and (by con!-
tesy) the wife of a baronet or knight, and al-
so to any woman, married or sole, whose
father was a nobleman of a rank not lower
than that of earl. *

—Lndr-court. In English law. The court
of a ady of the manor.—Lndy day. The
25th of March, the feast of the Annunciation
of the Blessed Virgin Mary. In parts of Ira-
land, however, the_ so designate the 15th of
August, the festive of the Assam tion of the
Virgin.—L ‘s friend. The stye of an 05-
ficer of the giish house of commons, whose
duty was to secure a suitable rovision for the
wife. when her husband sougit a divorce h
siecial act of parliament. The act of'185
a lished parliamentary divorces, and this of-
iice with them. .

LESA MAJEITAS. Lat. Leze-majes-
ty, or injured majesty; high treason. It is
a phrase taken from the civil law, and an-
clently meant any offense against the king's
person or dignity.

LESIO ‘ULTRA DIHLDIUM VEL E1!-
OBHIS. In Roman law. The injury sus-
tained by one of the parties to an onerous
contract when he had been overreached by
the other to the extent of more than one-
half of the value of the subject-matter; 0.
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11., when a vendor had not received half the
value of property sold. or the purchaser had
paid more than double value. Coiq. Rom.
Civil Law, 5 m. ‘

LESIONI: PIDEL, SUITS P30. suits
in the ecclesiastical courts for spiritual of-
fenses against conscience, for non-payment
of debts, or breaches of civil contracts. This
attempt to turn the ecclesiastical courts into
courts of equity_ was checked by the consti-
tutions of Clarendon. A. D. 1164. 3 Bl.
Comm. 52.

LEIIWEBP. A thing surrendered into
the hands or power of another; a thing giv-
en or delivered. Speiman.

LE1‘. In old English law. One of a
class between servile and free. Palgrave. i.
354. .

LETARE JERUSALEM. Easter of-
ferings, so called from these words in the
hymn of the day. They are also denominat-
ed “quadraae.91'-malia." Wharton.

LETEB, or LATHE. A division or
district peculiar to the county of Kent. Spel-
man. ‘ _

LAPORDSWIG. In Saxon law. A be-
traying of one's lord or master.

LAGA. L. Lat., from the Saxon “iag.’,'
Law; a law. .

LAGAN. See LIGAN.

LAGE DAY. In old English law. A
law day; a time of open court; the day of
the county court; a juridical day.

LAG-3-HAN. A lawful man; a good and
lawful man. A juror. Cowell.

mama. L. Lat. In old English law.
A measure of ale. Fleta, lib. 2, c. 11. Said
to consist of six sextaries. Cowell. -

LAGU. In old English law. Law; also
used to express the territory or district in
which a particular law was in force, as Dena
layu, Mercna luau, etc.

LAELSLIT. A breach of law. Cowell.
A mulct for an otrense, viz., twelve “ores.”

LAKHAN, or LAGEMLANNUS. An old
word for a lawyer. Domesday, I. 189.

LAIA. A roadway in a wood. Mon. Angl.
t. 1, p. 483.

LAIOUI. Lat. A layman. One who is
not in holy orders, or not engaged in the
ministry of religion.

LAIBWITI-1, or LAIBESITE. A line for
adultery or fornication. nncientiy paid to
the lords of some nninors. 4 inst. 206.
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LAI
jury.

GENTS. L. Fr. Lay people; a

LAITY. In English law. Those persons
who do not make a part of the clergy. They
are divided into three states: (1) Civil, in-
cluding all the nation, except the clergy, the
army, and navy, and subdivided into the no-

bility and the oommonally; (2) military; (3)
maritime, consisting of the navy. Wharton.

LAKE. A large body of water, contained
in a depression of the earth's surface, and
supplied from the drainage of a more or less
extended area. Webster. See Jones v. Lee.
77 Mich. 35, 43 N. W. 855; Ne-peenauk Club
v. Wilson, 96 Wis. 290, 71 N. W. 061.

The fact that there is a current from a
higher to a lower level does not make thht a
river which would otherwise be a lake; and
the fact that a river swells out into broad,
pond-like sheets, with a current, does not
make that a lake which would otherwise be
a river. State v. Gilmanton, 14 N. H. 477. -

LAMAIIEUR. Fr. In French marine
law. A pilot. Ord. Mar. liv. 4. tit. 3.

LAMB. A sheep, ram, or ewe under the
age of one year. 4 Car. a P. 216.

LAHBARIPS ARCEAIONOMIA. A
work printed in 1568, containing the Anglo-
Snxon laws, those of William the Conqueror,
and of Henry I.

LAMBARJYB EIRENABOHA. A work
upon the ofilce of a justice of the peace,
which, having gone through two editions,
one in 1579, the other in 1581, was reprinted
in English in 1599.

LAHBETH DEGREE. In English law.
A degree conferred by the Archbishop of
Canterbury, in prejudice of the universities.
3 Steph. com. 65; 1 Bl. Comm. 381. ‘

LAME DUCK. A cant term on the stock
exchange for a person unable to -meet his
engagements.

LALDIAS DAY. The 1st of August. It
is one of the Scotch quarter days, and is
what is called a “conventional term."

LAMHAS LANDS. Lands over which
there is a right of pasturage by persons other
than the owner from about Lammas, or reap-
ing time, until’ sowing time. Wharton.

LARA. Lat. In the civil law. Wool.
See Dig. 32, 60, 70, 88.

LAIIOASTER. A county of England.
erected into a county puiatine in the reign
of Edward 111., but now vested in the crown.
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LAICOETI. In feudal law. Vassals who
were obliged to work for their lord one day
in the week, from Michaelmas to autumn,
either with fork, spade. ‘or flail, at the lords
option. Speiman.

LAND, in the most general sense, compre-
hends any ground. soil. or earth whatsoever;
as meadows. pastures. woods, moors. waters.
marshes, furzes. and heath. Co. Litt. 4a.

The word “land" includes not only the
soil, but everything attached to it. whether
attached by the course of nature. as trees.
herbage, and water, or by the hand of man.
as buildings and fences. Mott v. Palmer, 1
N. Y. 572: Nessler v. Neher, 18 Nab. 649,
26 N. W. 471: Higgins Fuel Co. v. Snow. 113
Fed. 433. 51 C. C. A. 267; Lightfoot v. Grove,
5 Heisk. ('1‘enn.) 477; Johnson v. Richardson.
33 Miss. 46!; Mitchell v. Warner, 5 Conn.
517 ; Myers v. League, 62 Fed. 659, 10 C. G.
A. 571. 2 Bl. Comm. 16. 17.

Land is the solid material of the earth. what-
ever may be the ingredients of which it is
composed. _whether soil. rock, or other sub-
stance. Civ. Code Cal. 5 659.

Philosophlcally. it seems more correct to say
that the word “land" means. in law. as in the
vernacular. the soil. or portion of the earth's
crust; and to explain or justify such expres-
sions as that “whoever owns the land owns the
buildings above and the minerals below.” upon
the view. not that these are within the extension
of the term "land." but that they are so con-
nected with it that by rules of law they pass
by a conveyance of the land. This view makes
' and,” as a term, narrower in signification
than “realty:" though it would allow an in-
strument speaking of land to operate co-exten-
xively with one granting realt or real property
by either of those terms. ut man of the
authorities use the expression “land' as in-
cluding these incidents to the soil. Abbott.
—Acoonsnodatlon lands. .In English law.
Lands bought by a builder or speculator. who
erects houses thereon. and then leases portions
of them upon an improved gi'ound-rent.—Boun-
ty lands. Portions of the public domain given
or donated to private persons as a bounty for
services rendered. chiefly for military service.
—-Certificate lands. In Pennsylvania. in the
period succeeding the revolution. lands set
apart in the western portion of the state. which
might be bought with the _certificates which the
soldiers of that state in the revolutionary
army had-received in lieu of pay. Cent. Dlct.
—Orown ds. In England and Canada,
lands belonging to the sovereign personally or
to the government or nation. as distinguished
from such as have passed into private owner-
ship.—-Deznesno lands. See DEMESNl.—-Do-
nation ls.nds. Lands granted from the pub-
lic domain to an individual as a bounty. gift.
or donation: particularly. in early Pennsyl-
vania history. lands thus granted to soldiers
of the revolutionary war.—!‘a.bs-lo lands. In
English law. lands given towards the main-
tenance. rebiiilding, or repairing of cathedral
and other .churches.—_-General land omoe.
An oflice of the United States government,
being a division of the department of the in-
terior. having charge of all executive action
relating to the public lands._ including their
survey. sale or other disposition. and patent-
ing; constituted b act of congress in 1812
(Rev. St. 5 446 5 . S. Comp. St. 1901. p.
255]) and preside over by an oflicer styled
“commissioner of the general land office.“-
Land certificate. Upon the registration of
freehold land under the English laud transfer
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act, 1875. a certificate is given to the registered
proprietor. and similarl upon every transfer
of registered land. T is registration super-
sedes the necessity of an further registration
in the register counties. ‘weet.—La.nd oonrt-
In American law. A court formerly existin
in St._ Iiouis, Mo., having a limited territoria
Jurisdiction over actions concernin real prop-
erty. and suits for dower. part tion. etc.-
I-and dun es. See D.uiaoss.—Land do-
psrtment. at odice of the United States
government which has 'urisdiction and charge
of the public lands. inc uding the secretary of
the interior and the commissioner of the gen-
eral land o_ifice and their subordinate oflicers.

being in etfect the department of the in-
terior considered with reference to its powers
and duties concerning the public lands. See

. S. v. Winona & St. P. R. Co.. 67 Fed. 956,
15 C. C. A. 96; Northern Pac. It. Co. v. Bar»
deu_ (C. C.) 46 Fed. 617.—I.a.nd district. A
division of a state or territor . created by fed-
eral authority. in which is ocated a United
States land oflice. with a “register of the land
ofl‘ice"_ and a “receiver of public money," for
the disposition of the public lands within the
district. See U. S. v. Smith (C. C.) 11 Fed.
491.—I.a.nd-gsbol. A tax or rent issuing out
of land. Spelman says it was originally 3
Benny for every house. This land-gabcl. or

nd-gavel, in the register of Domesday was a
quit—rent for the site of a house, or the land
whereon it stood; the same with what we now
call “ground-rent." Wharton.-Iosssd gs-ant.

g A donation of public lands to a subordinate
government. a corporation. or an individual;
as. from the United States to a state. or to a
railroad company to aid in the construction of
its road.—Land oflcos. Governmental ofices.
subordinate to the general land oflice. establish-
ed in various parts of the United States. for
the transaction of local business relating to
the survey. location. settlement. pre-emptio
and sale of the public lands. See "Gener-
land ofice,” supr¢.—I.a.nd-poor. ‘BK this term
is generally understood that a man as a great
deal of unproductive land. and perhaps is oblig-
ed to borrow money to pay taxes; ut a man
"land-poor" may be largel responsible. Mat-
teson v. Blackmer, 46 ich. 397. 9 N. W.
445.— d-reeve. A person whose busineu
it is to overlook certain parts of a farm or es-
tate; to attend not only to the woods and
hedge-timber. but also to the state of the fen-
ces. gates. buildings. private roads. di-ift~ways,
and water-courses; and likewise to the stockin
of commons, and encroachments of every kin .

as well as to prevent or detect waste and spoil
in ‘general, whether by the tenants or others’
an to report the same to the manager or land
steward. Enc. Lond.—Land steward. A per-
son who overlooks or has the management of a
farm or estate.—Lsnd tax. A tax laid upon
the legal or beneficial owner of real property.
and apportioned upon the assessed value of his
land.—I.s.nd tenant. The person actually in
possession of land; otherwise styled the "terre-
tenant."—Land titles and transfer sot. An
English statute (38 & 30 Vict. c. 87) providing
for the establishment of _a registry for titles
to real property. and making sundry provisions
for the transfer of lands and the recording of
the evidences thereof. It presents some anal-
ogies to the recording laws of the American
states.—Land waiter. In English law. An
oiiicer of the custom-house. whose du_ty is. up-
on landing any merchandise. to examine. taste.
weigh. or measure it. and to take an account
thereof. In some ports they also execute the
ofice of a coast waiter. They are likewise 00
casionall styled "searv:hers” and are to at-
tend an join with the patent searcher _in the
execution of all cockets for ‘the shipping of
goods to be exported to foreign parts: and.
in cases where drawbacks on bounties are to be
paid to the merchant on the exportation of any
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goods. they. as well as the patent searchers. are
to certif the shipping thereof on the deben-
tures. nc. Lond.—Land-warrant. The evi-
dence which the state. on good consideration
gives that the person therein named is entitled
to the quantity of land therein specified. the
bounds and description of which the owner
of the warrant may fix by entry and survey,
in the section of country set apart for its lo-
cation and satisfaction. Neal v. President. etc..
of East Tennessee College. 6 Ye . (Tenn.) 205.
—MZlnoral lands. In the lan laws of the
United States. Lands containing deposits of
valuable. useful, or precious minerals in such
uantities as to ustify expenditures in the ef-
ort to extract t em. and which are more val-

uable for the minerals they contain than for
a cultural or other uses. Northern Pac. R.

. v. Soderberg. 188 U. S. 526. 23 Slulp. Ct.
365. 47 L. Ed. 575: Deifeback v. awke.
115 U. S. 392. 8 Sug. Ct.
Davis v. Wiebbold. 1 9 U. S. 501. 11 Sup. Ct.
628, 35 L. Ed. 238: Smith v. Hill. 89 Cal.
122. 26 Pac. 644: Merrill v. Dixon. 15 Nev.
406.-—Plaoo lands. Lands granted in aid of
a railroad company which are within certain
limits on each side of the road, and which be-
come instantly fixed by the adoption of the
line of the road. There is a well-defined differ-
ence between place iands and “indemnity lands."
See Innsnntrr. See Jackson v. La Moure
County. 1 N. D. 238. 46 N. W. 449.—Puhlio
lands. The general public domain; unappro-

riated lands: lands belonging to the United
tates and which are subject to sale or other

disposal under general law_8. and not reserved
or held back for any special governmental or
public purpose. Newhall v. Sanger, 92 U. S.

63. 23 L. Ed. 769: U. S. v. Garretson (C. C.)
42 Fed. 24; Northern Pac. R. Co. v. Hmcbman
(C. C.) 53 Fed. 526: State v. Telegraph Co.
52 u. Ann. 1411, 27 South. 79 .—lolIool
lands. Public lands of a state set apart by
the state (or by congress in a territory) to
create. b the proceeds of their sale. a fund for
the esta lisbment and maintenance of public
schoois.—Seatsd land. Land that is occu-
pied, cultivated, improved. reclaimed. farmed,
or used as a place of residence. Residence
without cultivation. or cultivation without resi-
dence. or both together, impart to land the char-
acter of being seated. The term is used. as
opposed to “unseated land." in Pennsylvania
tax laws. See Barley v. Euwer. 102 Pa. 340;
Stoetzel v. Jackson. 105 Pa. 567: Kennedy v.
Daily. 6 Watts (Pa.) 272: Coal Co. v. Fnies.
55 Pa. 98.—Swasn and ovarlowod lands.
Lands unfit for cu tivatlon by reason of their
swampy character and requiring drainage or
reclamation to render them available for bene-
ficial nse. Such lands. when constituting a
£391-tion of the public domain‘. have generally

n granted by congress to the several states
within whose limits thev lie. See Miller v.
Tobin (C. C.) 18 Fed. '61-1: Keeran v. Allen.
33 Cal. 546: Hogaboom V. Ehrhardt. 58 Cal.
213: Thompson v. Thornton. 50 Cal. 144.-
Tldo lands. Lands between high and low wa-
ter mark on the sea or any tidal water: that
portion of the shore or beach covered and un-
covered by the ebb and flow of the tide. Ron-
deli v. Fay. 32 Cal. 854: Oakland v. Oakland
Water-Front Co., 118 Cal. 160. 50 Pac. 277:
Andrus v. Knott. 12 Or. 501. 8 Pac. 763;
Walker v. State Harbor Com'rs. 17 Wall. m.
21 L. Ed. ‘744.—Unseated land. A phrase
used in the Pennsylvania tax laws to describe
land which. though owned by a private person.
has not been reclaimed. cultivated. improved.
occupied, or made a place of residence. See
Ssxrrn LAND. saga. And see Stoetzel v.
Jackson, 105 Pa. 7: McLeod v. Lloyd. 43
Or. 260. 71 Pac. 799.

LANDA. An open field without wood;
Blount.
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LANDAGENDE, uxnnuonn, or
LANDBIOA. In Saxon law. A proprietor
of land; lord of the soil. Anc. Inst. Eng.

LANDJBOO. In Saxon law. A charter
or deed by which lands or tenements were
given or held. Spelman; Coweil; 1 Reeve,
Eng. Law, 10.

LANDOEEAP. In old English law. An
ancient customary flue, paid either in money
or cattle, at every alienation of land lying
within some manor, or within the liberty of
some borough. Coweu; Blount.

LANDEA. In old English law. A ditch
or trench for conveying water from marshy
grounds. Spehnan.

LAND. Oonsisting in real estate or
land; having an estate in land.
—Landed estate. See Es'rA'rl:.—Landed os-
tatos court. The court which deals with the
transfer of land and the creation of title
thereto in Ireland.—Landod property. Real
estate in general. or sometimes. by local usage.
suburban or rural land, as distinguished from
real estate situated in a city. See Electric Co.
v. Baltimore. 93 Md. 630, 49 Ati. 655, 52 L
R. A. 772; Sindail v. Baltimore. 93 Md. 526,
49 Atl. 645.—Landed proprietor. Ani per-
son having an estate in lands, whether ighly
improved or not. Police Jury of Parish of St.
Mary v. Harris. 10 La. Ann. 677.

LANDEPBIOUS.
the soil.

A landlord; a lord of

LAND!-IGANDMAN. Sax. In old Eng-
lish law. A kind of customary tenant or
interior tenant of a manor. Spelman.

LANDGBAVE. A name formerly given.
to those who executed justice on behalf of
the German emperors, with regard to the
internal policy of the country. It was ap-
plied, by way of eminence. to those sovereign
princes of the empire who possessed by inher-
itance certain estates called “land-gravatea,"
of which they received investiture from the
emperor. Enc. Lond.

LANDIHEB. In old Scotch law. A
measurer of land. Skene.

LANDING. A place on a river or other
navigable water for ladlng and unladlng
goods. or for the reception and delivery of
passengers; the terminus of a road on a
river or other navigable water, for the use of
travelers, and the loading and unloading of
goods. State v. Randall, 1 .Strob. (S. C.) 111,
47 Am. Dec. 548.

A place for loading or unloading boats.
but not a harbor for them. Hays v. Briggs.
74 Pa. 373.

LANDIREOTA. In Saxon law. Serv-
ices and duties laid upon all that held land.
including the three obligations culled “Irina-
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do neccssuas,” (q. 0.,-) quasi land rights.
Coweil. -

LANDLOCKED. An expression some-
times applied to a piece of land belonging to
one person and surrounded by land belonging
to other persons, so that it cannot be ap-
proached except over their land. L. R. 13
Ch. Div. 798; Sweet.

1’.ANl1I.0R.D. He of‘ whom lands or ten-
ements are holden. He who, being the own-
er of an estate in land. has leased the same
for a term of years, on a rent reserved. to an-
other person, called the "tenant." Jackson
v. Hansen. 7 Cow. (N. Y.) 326, 1] Am. Dec.
517; Becker. v. Becker, 13 App. Div. 342,-
43 N. Y. Supp. 17. '

When the absolute property in or fee-sim-
ple of the land belongs to a landlord. he is
then sometimes denominated the "ground
landlord," in contradistlnctlon to such a one
a.s'is possessed only of a limited or particular
interest in land, and who himself holds under
a superior landlord. Brown.
—Lnndlord and tenant. A phrase used to
denote the familiar legal relation existing be-
tween lessor and lessee of real estate. The
relation iscontractnal, and is constituted by a
lease (or agreement therefor) of lands for a term
of years. from year to year, for life, or at
wiil.—1‘.nndlord’s wan-ant. A distress war-
rant; a warrant from a landlord to levy upon
the tenant’s goods and chattels. and sell the
same at public sale. to. compel payment of the
rent or the observance of some other stipulation
in the lease. -

LANDHABK. —A monument or erection
set up on the boundary line of two adjoining-
estates. to fix such boundary. The removing
of a landmark is a wrong for which an action
lies.

LANDS. This term, the plural of “land,”
is said, at common law, to be a word of less
extensive signification than either “tene-
ments" or “hereditaments." But in some of.
the states it has been provided by statute
that it shall include both those terms. ‘

—I.u|ds clauses consolidation Acts. The
name given to certain English statutes, (8 Vict.
c. 8. amended by 23 8: 24 Hot. c. 106. and 32 &
33 Vict. c. 18.) the object of which was to
provide legislative clauses in a convenient form-
for incorporation by reference in future special
acts of parliament. for taking lands. with or
without the consent of their’_owners, for the
promotion of railways. and other public under-'
takings. Mozley & W'hltley.—I.usds. tone-
nents. uld heroditnmonts. The technical
and most comprehensive descri tion of real
property. as “goods and chattels’ is of person-'
alty. Williams, Real Prop. 5.

LANDSLAGH. In Swedish law. A body
of common law, compiled about the thir-
teenth century. out of the particular customs
of every province; being analogous to the
common law of England. 1 Bl. Comm. 66.

nucnwsnn. in Scotch law. Rural. 7
Bell. App. Gas. 2.
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LANGEHAII. A lord of _a manor. 1
Inst. 5. V ‘

LANGEOLUM. An undergarment made
of wool, formerly worn by the monks, which
reached to their knees. Mon. Angl. 419.

LANGUAGE. Any means of conveying or
communicating ideas; speciiically, human
speech, or the expression of ideas by written
characters. The letter. or grammatical im-
port, or a document or instrument, as distin-
guished from its spirit; as “the language of
the statute." See Behling v. State, 110 Ga.
751, 36 S. E. 85; Stevenson v. State. 90 Ga.
1.56, 16 S. E. 95; Cavan v. Brooklyn (City
Ct. Brook.) 5 N. Y. Supp. 759.

LANGUIDUS. (Lat. Sick.) In practice.
The name of a return made by the sherli!
when a defendant, whom he has taken by vir-
tue of process, is so dangerously sick that
to remove him would endanger his life or.
health. 3 Ohlt. Pl‘. 249, 358.

LANI8 DE CREBCENTIA WALLIE
TRADUOENDIS ABSQUE OUSTUKA,
etc. An ancient writ that lay to the cus-
tomer of a port to permit one to pass wool
without paying custom, be having paid it be
fore in Wales. Beg. Orig. 279.

LAND NIGER. A sort of base coin, for
l_nerly current in England. Cowell.

. LANZAS. In Spanish law. A commuta-
tion in money. paid by the nobles and high
oliicers, in lieu of the quota of soldiers they
might be required to furnish in war. Tre-
vino v. Fernandez, 13 Tex. 660.

' LAPIDATION. The act of stoning 3
person to death.

nsrmrcnm. Lat. in the civil law. A
stone-quarry.‘ Dig. 7, 1. 9. 2.

menu. Lat. In the civil law. Pre-
cious stones. Dig. 34, 2, 19, 17. Distinguish-
ed from "gems,” Lgomma.) Id.

- LAPIS HARHORIUS. A marble stone
about twelve feet long and three feet broad.
placed at the upper end of Westminster Hall.
where was likewise a marble chair erected
on the middle thereof, in which the English
sovereigns am.-lently sat at their coronation
dinner, and at otller times the lord chan-
cellor. Wharton.

LAPSE, v. To glide; to pass slowly, si-
lently. .or by degrees. To slip; to deviate
from the proper path. Webster. To fail or
fall. ‘

—I.apso patent. A patent for land issued
in sulnatitution for an earlier patent to the
same land. which was issued to another party.
but has lapsed in consequence of his neglect
to avail himself of it. Wilcox v. Callow . 1
\\'ash. (\'a.l 39.—La.psod devise.
v1sr:.—Lapsod legacy. See Lnoact.

Sees-
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'LAP8E, n. In ecclesiastical law. The
transfer, by forfeiture, of a right to present
or collate to a vacant benefice from a person
vested with such right to another, in conse-
quence of some act of negligence by the for-
mer. Ayi. -Par. 331.

In the law of wills. The failure of a tes-
tamentary gift in consequence of the death of
the_ devisee or legatee during the life of the
testator. ' ~ ’

In criminal proceedings, “lapse" is used,
in England, in the same sense as “abate" in
ordinary procedure; s’. e., to signify that the
proceedings came to an end by the death of
one of the parties or some other event.‘

Lanoiinous. Having the character or
larceny; as a "iarcenous taking.” Contem-
plating or intending larceny; as a “larceuous
purpose.”. I .

.-_-Iaarcenons intent. A .iarcenous intent
exists where a man knowingly takes and car-
ries away the goods of another without any
claim or pretense of right, with intent wholly
to de rivethe owner of them or convert them
to hs own use. Wilson v. State,- 18 Tex.
App. 274, 51 Am. Rep. 309..

'- LA-BUENY. In criminal law. The
wrongful and fraudulent taking and carry-
ing away by one person of the mere personal
goods of another from any place, with a fe-
lonious intent to convert them to his (the
taker's) use, and make them his property,
without the consent of the owner. State" v.
South, 28 N- J. Law, 31, 75 Am. Dec. .250’;
‘State v. Chambers, 22 W. Va. 786, 46 Am.
Rep. 550; State v. Parry, 48 La. Ann‘. 1483,
21 South. 30; Haywood v. State, 41 Ark. 479;
Philamaiee v. State. 58 Neb.'320. 78 N. W.
825; People v. Bosworth, 64 Hun, 72, 19.N.
Y. Supp. 114; State v. Hawkins, 8 Port.
Min.) 483, 33 Am. Dec.‘ 294.

The felonious taking and carrying away ‘of
the personal goods of another. 4 Bl. Comm.
229. The unlawful taking and airrying away
of things ‘personal. with intent to deprive the
right owner of the same. 4 Staph. Comm.
152.‘ The felonious taking the property of
another. without his consent and againsthis
will, with intent to convert ‘it to the use of
the taker. Hnmmon' Case, 2 Leach, 1089.
. The taking and removing. by trespass, of
personal property which the trespasser knows
to belong either generally or specially to an-
other. with the intent to deprive such owner
of his ownership therein; and, perhaps it
should be added. for the sake of some advan-
tage to_ the trei-ipasser.—a proposition on
which the decisions are not harmonious. 2
Bish. Crlm. Law, §§ 757, 758. _

Larceny is the taking of personal property,
iiccompiislied by fraud or stealth. and with in-
tent to deprive another thereof. Pen. Code
Dak. 5 580. -

Iairceny is the felonious stealing. taking. car-
rying. ,l_eading., or driving away the personal
propertyof another. Pen. (‘ode Cal. 5 484 g _

—Oenstrnctive larceny. One where the
felonious intent to appropriate the goods to his
.9iviI;u9e..Jt_.the _time of the unortntion. is
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made out by constmctjqn from the defendant's
conduct. although, originally, the taking was
not apparently felonious. 2 East, P. (.}.-685; 1
Leach, 212.—(_2om ound larceny. Larceny or
theft accomplishe by taking the thing stolen
either from one’s person or from his house; oth-
erwise called “mixed" larceny, and distinguish-
ed from “simple” or “plain" larceny, in which
the theft is not aggravated by such an intrusion
either upon the person or the dwelling. An-
derson v. Winfree, 85 Ky. 597 4 S. W. 351;
State v. Chambers, 22 W. Va. 736. 46 Am. Rep.
5:>0.—-Grand lax-cen . In criminal law.
~l_n_ England, simple arceny. was originally
divided into two sorts,—-grand larceny, where
the value of the goods stolen was above twelve
pence, and petit larceny. where their value was

mil to or below that sum. 4 Bl. Comm. 22;).
'1 e distinction was abolished in England by St.
7 & 8 Geo. IV. e. Z). and is not generally re
ognized in the United States. athough in ii
few states there is a statutory offense of grand
larceny, one essential element of which is tho‘.
value of the goods stolen. which value varies
from $7 in Vermont to $50 in California. See
State v. Bean, 74 Vt. 111. 52 Atl. 269; Fallon
v. People, 2 Keyes (N. Y.) 147: -People v.
Murray. 8 Cal. 520; State v. Kennedy. 88
Mo. 343.--Larceny by bailee. In Pennsyl-
vania law. The crime of larceny committed
where "an person. being a bailee of any prop-
erty, -shsl fraudulently take or convert the
same to his own use, or to the use of any other
person except the owner thereof, although he
shall not break bulk or otherwise determine the
bailment." Brightly's Purd. Dig. p. 436, Q 177.
And see Welsh v. People. 17 II]. 339; State
V. Skinner. 29 Or. 599. 46 Pac. 368.—Iuu-ceny
from the person. Inrceny committed _where
the property stolen is on the person or in the
-immediate charge or custody of the person from
whom the theft is made. _but without such cir-
‘cumstances of force or violence as would con-
stitute robber§.V lnclndingupocket-picking and
such crimes. llliams v. . S.. 3 App. D. ('.
345; State v. Eno, 8 Minn._ 220 (Gil. 1190).-

ed larceny. Otherwise called "co_m-
ound” or “complicated iarcenyz” that which

is attended with circumstances of aggravation
or "violence to the person. or taking from a
house.-Petit larceny. The larceny of things
whose value was below a certain arbitrary
standard. at common.law twelve pence. See
Ex parte Bell. 19 Fla. 612: Burnliart v. State.
154 Ind. 177, 56 N. E. 212: People v. Ri-
ghetti, 66 Cal. 184. 4 Pac. 1185.—Simple lar-
ceny. Larceny which is not complicated or
aggravated with acts of violence. _ Larceny
from the person, or with force and violence. is
called “compound” larceny. See State v.
-Chambers. 22 W. Va. 786. 46 Am. Rep. 550:
Anderson v. Winfree. 8:‘; Ky. 597. 4 S. W.
351: Pitcher v. People. 16 Mich. 142.

The king’s lard-
Cowell.

LARDARIUS BEGIS.
erer, or clerk of the kitchen.

LARDING MONEY. In the manor of
Bradford, in Wlits,_the tenants pay to their
lord a small yearly rent by this name, which
is said to be for liberty to feed their hogs
with the masts of the lord's wood, the fat of
a hog being called “lard ;" or it may be a
commutation for some customary service of
carrying salt or meat to the lord's larder.
Mon. Angl. t. 1. p. 321.

LARGE. L. Fr. Broad; the opposite of
‘>‘esh-cute," strait or strict. Puree et (urges.
Britt. c. 34.

2,, utnoxs. In old iaigiisii law. Thieves.
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LA! PARTIDA8. In Spanish law. The
name of a code of laws, more fully describ-
ed as “Las Sictc Parti'daa." (“the seven
parts." from the number of its divisions.)
which was compiled under the direction of
Alphonso X., about the year 1250. Its sour-
ces were the customary law of all the prov-
inces. the canon law as there administered.
and (chiefly) the Roman law. This work
has always been regarded as of the highest
authority in Spain and in those countries
and states which ‘have derived their jurispru-
dence from Spain.

LAICAB. A native Indian sailor; the
term is also applied to tent pitchers, inferior
artillery-men, and others.

LASOIVIOUS. Tending to excite lust:
lewd; indecent; obscene; relating to sexual
impurity; tending to deprave the morals in
respect to sexual relations. See Swearingen
v. U. S., 161 U. S. 446, 16 Sup. Ct. 562, 40 L.
Ed. 765; U. S. v. Brltton (Com. 0.) 17 Fed.
733; Dunlop v. U. S., 165 U. S. 486. 17 Sup.
Ct. 375, 41 L. Ed. 799; U. S. v. Durant (D.
C.) 46 Fed. 753.
—Luciv!ons cu-rlage. In Connecticut. A
term including those wanton acts between per-
sons of different sexes that flow from the ex-
ercise of lustful egassions, and which are not
otherwise punish as crimes against chastity
and ubllc decenc . 2 Swift Dig. 343. It
incln es, also, in ecent acts by one against
the will of another. Fowler v. State, 5 Day
((.‘.onn.) 81.--Lascivious cohabitation. The
offense committed by two persons (not married
to each other) who live together in one habita-
tion as man and wife and practice sexual inter-
course.

LASEITE, or LASHLITE. A kind of
forfeiture during the government of the
Danes in England. Eric. Loud.

LAST, ii. In old English law. signlfles a
burden; also a measure of weight used for
certain commodities of the bulkier sort.

LAST, adj. ultimate; final;
111081’. recent.
—Luat clear chance. In the law of negli-
gence, this term denotes the doctrine or rule
that. notwithstanding the negligence of a plain-
tiff. if, at the time the injury was done, it
might have been-avoided by the exercise of
reasonable care on the art of the defendant,
the defendant will be lable for the failure
to exercise such care. Stlyles v. Railroad Co.,
118 N. C. 1084. 24 S. .. 740: MlcLamb v.
Railroad Co., 122 N. C. 862. 29 S. E. 894.-—
Lut court. A court held by the twenty-four
urats in the marshes of Kent, and summoned
y the bailiifs, whereby orders were made to

lay and levy taxes. impose penalties, etc., for
the preservation of the said marshes. Enc.
Lond.—Liut heir. In English law. He to
whom lands come by escheat for want of law-
ful heirs; that is. in some cases. the lord of
whom the lands were held: in others. the sov-
e-reign. Cowell.—Leet illness. The immedi-
ate illness reulting in the person's death. In
re Duckett's Estate. 1 Kuln (I’a.) 227.—.Lnet
resort. A court from which there is no ap-
peal ls called the “court of last resort."—Last
sickness. That illness of which a person

Latest ;
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dies is so called. Huse v. Brown. 8 Me. 169;
- Harrington v. Stees, 82 Ill. 54, 25 Ants

' 1')
290; .\Ic_Voy v. Percival, Dud. Law
337; Prince v. Hazelton. 20 Johns. ( .

513, 11 Am. Dec. 307.—Lut This term.
according to Lord Coke, is most commonly
used where lands and tenements are devised,
and ‘_‘testament” where it concerns chattels.
Co. Litt. Illa. Both terms. however, are now
generally emplo ed in drawing a will either of
ends or chatte 9.. See Rea an v. Stanley. 11
Lea ('1‘enn.) 322; Hill v. ill. 7 Wash. 409.
35 Pac. 360.

LASTAGE. A custom exacted in some
fairs and markets to carry things bought
whither one will. But it is more accurately
taken for the ballast or lading of a ship.
Also custom paid for wares sold by the last.
as herrings, pitch, etc. Wharton.

LATA OULPA. Lat. In the law of bail-
ment. Gross fault or neglect: extreme negli-
gence or carelessness, (nimia negligentia.)
Dig. 50, 16, 213, 2.

Lats cnlpn dole nqnlparstnrl Gross
negligence is equivalent to fraud.

LATOEING. An under-ground survey.

LATE. Defunct; existing recently. but
now dead. Pleasant v. State. 17 Ala. 190.
Formerly; recently: lately.

LATELY. This word has been held to
have “a very large retrospect, as we say
‘lately deceased’ of one dead ten or twmity
years." Per. Car. 2 Show. 291.

LATENS. Lat. Latent; hidden: not ap
parent. Seeannmnrras.

LATENT. Hidden; concealed: that dog
not appear upon the face of ii thing; as, a
latent ambiguity. See Annionirr.
—Latent_deed. A dced kept for twenty years
or _more in a man's scrutoire or strong-box.
Wright v. Wright. 7 N. J. Law. 177. 11 Am.
Dec. 546.—Letent defect. A defect in an
article sold, which is known to the seller. but
not to the purchaser, and is not discoverable
by mere observation. See Hoe v. Sanborn. 21
IN. Y. 552. 78 Am. Dec. 163. So. a latent
defect in the title of a vendor of land is one
not discoverable by inspection made with or-
dinary care. Newell v. Turner. 9 Port. (Ala.)
422.—Latent equity. See Equrrr.

LATEBA. In old records.
companions; assistants. Coweil.

Sidesmen ;

LATERAL RAJILBOAD. A lateral road
is one which proceeds from some point on
the main trunk between its termini; it is but
another name for a branch road. both be-
ing a part of the main road. Newhali v.
Railroad Co., 14 Ill. 273.

LATERAL SUPPORT. The right of
lateral and subjacent support is that right
which the owner of land has to have his land
supported by the adjoining land or the soil
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beneath. Stevenson v. Wallace, 27 Grat.
(Va.) 77; Farrand v. Marshall, 19 Barb. (N.
Y.) 380; Foley v. Wyeth. 2 Allen (Mass.)
131, 79 Am. Dec. 771; 12 Amer. & Eng. Enc:
Law, 933.

LATEBABE. To lie sideways, in opposi-
tion to lying endways; used in descriptions
of lands.

LATE, LATHE. The name of an an-
cient civil division in England. intermediate
between the county or shire and the hundred.
Said to he the same as what, in other parts‘
of the kingdom, was termed a “rape." 1 Bl.
Comm. 118; Cowell; Spelman.
—Lathreve. An oificer under the Saxon gov-
ernment who had authority over a lathe. Cow-
ell: 1 hi. Comm. 116.

LATIPUNDIUH. Lat. In the civil law.
Great or large possessions: a great or large
field; a common. A great estate made up of
smaller ones, (fundia,) which began to be
common in the latter times of the empire.

narnuxnus. A possessor of a large
estate made up of smaller ones. Du Cange.

LATIEEE. A word used by Lord Coke
in the sense of an interpreter. 2 Inst 515.
Supposed to be a corruption of the French
"launier.” or “launer." Cowell; Blount.

LATIN. The language of the ancient-
Romans. There are three sorts of law Latin:
(1) Good Latin, allowed by the grammarians
and lawyers; (2) false or incongruous Latin,
which in times past would abate original
writs, though it would not make void any
Judicial writ, declaration, or plea, etc.; (3)
words oi‘ art, known only to the sages of the
law, and not to grammarians, called “Law-
yers’ Latin." Wharton.

LATINARIUS. An interpreter of Latin.

LATIN! JUNIANI. Lat. In Roman
law. A class of freetlmen (libt-Him’) interme
diate between the two other classes of freed-
men called, respectively, “Gives Romani" and
"Dedmcfl." Slaves under thirty years of
age at the date of their manumission, or
manumitted otherwise than by vindicta, cen-
sus. or testamcntum, or not the quiritary
property of their manumissors at the time of
manumission, were called “L¢m'ni." By rea-
son of one or other of these three detects.
they remained slaves by strict law even after
their manumission, but were protected in
their liberties first by equity, and eventually
by the Les: Jzmla Norbana, A. D. 19, from
which law they took the name of “.lunianl"
in addition to that of “Lat£ni." Brown.

LATITAT. In old English practice. A
writ which issued in personal actions, on the
return of non eat mvenma to a bill of Mid-
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dlesex; so called from the emphatic word in
its recital. in which it was “testifled that the
defendant lurks [latitat] and wanders about"
in the county. 3 Bl. Comm. 286. Abolished
by St. 2 Wm. IV. c. 39.

LATITATIO. Lat. In the civil law and
old English practice. A lying hid: lurking,
or concealment of the person. Dig. 42, 4. 7,
5; Bract. 1'01. 126.

LATOB. Lat. In the civil law. A bear-
er; a messenger. Also a maker or giver of
laws. -

LATBO. Lat. In the civil and. old Eng-
lish law. A robber. Dig. 50, 16, 118; Fleta,
lib. 1, c. 38. 5 1. A thief.

LATROOINATION.
I. depredatlon.

The act of robbing;

LATROOINIUH. The prerogative of ad-
judging and executing thieves; also larceny;
theft; a thing stolen.

LATROOINY. Larceny.

LATTEB-HATE. A second mowing; the
aftermath.

LAUDARB. Lat. In the civil law. To
name; to cite or quote; to show one's title
or authority. Calvin.

In feudal law. To determine or pass up-
on judicially. Laudamentunmthe finding or
award of a jury. 2 Bi. Comm. 285.

LAUDATIOJ Lat. In Roman law. Tes-
timony delivered in court concerning an ac-
cused person's good behavior and integrity of
life. It resembled the practice which pre-
vails in our trials of calling persons to speak
to a prisoner’s character. The least number
of the laudatores among the Romans was
ten. Wharton.

1.Au'nA'ron. Lat. An arbitrator; a
witness to character. -

LAIIZDEHEO. In Spanish law. The tax
paid by the possessor of land held by quit-
rent or emphytcusis to the owner of the es-
tate, when the teuant alienates his right in
the property. Escriche.

LAUDEHIUM. Lat. In the civil law.
a sum paid by a new cmphytcuta (q. 12.) who
acquires the empllugeusis, not as heir, but as
a singular successor, whether by gift, devise,
exchange, or sale. It was a sum equal to
the fiftieth part or the purchase money, paid
to the domfnun or proprietor for his accept-
ance ‘of the new emphyicuta. Mackeld. Rom.
Law, 5 328. Called, in old English law.
“acknowledgment money.” Cowell.
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LAUDUH. Lat. An arbitrnnient or
award.

4 In old Scotch law.
meat; dome or doom.
2, p. 8.

Sentence or judg-
1 Pltc. Crini. Tr. pt.

LAUGEE. Frank-pledge. 2 Reeve, Eng.
Law, 17.

LAUNCEGAY. A kind oi! oifensive weap-
on, now disused, and prohibited by 7 Rich.
II. c. 13.

LAUNCH. 1. The act of launching a
vessel; the movement of a vessel from the
land intothe water, especially the sliding on
ways from the stocks on which it is built.
Homer v. The Lady of the Ocean, 70 Me. 352.

2. A boat of the largest size belonging to
aship of war; an open boat of large size
used in any service; a lighter.

LAUBEATE. In English law. An ot-
iicer or the household of the sovereign, whose
business formerly consisted only in compos-
ing an ode annually, on the sovereign's birth-
day, and on the new year; sometimes also,
though rarely. on occasion of any remark-
able victory.

LAUBELS. Pieces of gold, coined in
1619, with the king's head laureated; hence
the name. - ‘

LAUS DBO. Lat. Praise be to God. An
old heading to.biils ofexchange. .

LAVATOBIUM. A laundry or place to
wash in; a place in the porch or entrance of
cathedral churches. where the priest and
other officiating ministers were obliged to
wash their hands before they proceeded to
divine service.

LAVOB NUEVA. In Spanish law. A
new work. Las Partidas, pt. 3. tit. 32, l. 1.

LAW. 1. That which is laid down, or-
dalned. or established. A rule or method
according to which phenomena or actions co-
exist or follow each other.

2. A system of principles and rules of hu-
man conduct. being the aggregate of those
commandments and principles which are
either prescribed or recognized by the gov-
erning power in an organized jurai society as
its will in relation to the conduct of the mem-
bers of such society, and which it undertakes
to maintain and sanction and to use as the
criteria of the actions of such members.

“Law” is a solemn expression of legislative
will. It orders and permits and forbids. It
announces rewards and punishments. Its pro-
visions gencrally relate not to solitary or sing-
ular cases, but to what passes in the ordinary
course of afijairs. Civ. Code La. arts. 1. 2.

“Law,” without an artic_le,_propcrly implies
a science or system of principles or rules of
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human conduct, answering to the Latin “iiu:"
as when it is spoken of as a sub'ect of study
o_r_practice. In this sense. it inc udes the de-
cisions_of courts of justice. as well as acts of
the legislature. The judgment of a competent
court, until reversed or otherwise superseded.
is low, as much as any statute. Indeed. it
may happen that a statute may be passed in
violation of law. that is, of the fundamental
law or constitution of a state; that it is the
prerogative of courts in such cases to declare
it void. or, in other words, to declare it not
to be low. Burrill.

3. A rule of civil conduct prescribed by the
supreme power in a state. 1 Steph. Comm.
25; Civ. Code Dak. i 2; Pol. Code Cal.
5 -1466.

A “iaw," in the proper sense of_the term.
is a general rule of human action. taking
cognizance only of external acts, enforced by
a determinate authority, which authority is
human, and among human authorities is that
which is paramount in a political society.
I-‘ioll. Jur. 36.

A “law," properly so called. is a command
which obliges a person or persons; and, as
distinguished from a particular or occasional
command, obliges generally to acts or for-
bearances oi.’ a class. Aust. Jar. '

A rule or enactment promulgated by the
legislative authority of a state; a long-estab-
lished local‘cnstom which has the force of
such an enactment. Dubois v. Hepburn, 10
Pet. 18, 9 L. Ed. 325.

4. In another sense the word signifies an
enactment; a distinct and complete act of
positive law; a statute, as opposed to rules
of civil conduct deduced from the customs
of the people or judicial precedents.

When the term “law" is used to denote en-
actments of the legislative power._ it is fre-
quently confined. especially by English writers.
to permanent niles of civil conduct as distin-
guished from other acts, such as a divorce act.
an _ap ro riation bill. an estates act. Rep.
Eng. t. . Com. Mar. 1856.

For other definitions and descriptions, see
State v. Mccann, 4 Lea (Tenn.) 9; State v.
I-Iockett, 70 Iowa, 454, 30 N. W. 744: Dan-
can v. Magette, 25 Tex. 253; Baldwin v.
Philadelphia, 99 Pa. 170; State v. Fry, 4
M0. 189; Forepaugh v. Railroad Co., 128
Pa. 217, 18 Atl. 503, 5 L. R. A. 508, 15 Am.

State v. Swan, 1 N. D. 5. 44
N. W. 492; smith v. U. 8., 22 Fed. Cas. 606;
Swift v. Tyson, 16 Pet. 1, 10 L. Ed. 865:
Miller v. Dana, 72 Cal. 462, 14 Pac. 27, i
Am. St. Rep. 67: Bier v. McGehee. 148 U.
S. 137. 13 Sup. Ct. 580, 37 L. Ed. 397.

Historically considered. With reference
to its origin, "law" is derived either from
judicial precedents, from legislation, or from
custom. That part or the law which is de-
rived from judicial precedents is called
“common law," “equity." or “admiralty,"
“probste." or “ecclesiastical law." according
to the nature of the courts by which it was
originally enforced. (See the respective ti-
tles.) That part of the law which is derived
from legislation iscalled the "statute law."_
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Many statutes are classed under one of the
divisions above mentioned because they have
merely modified or extended portions of it,
while others have created altogether new
rules. That part of the law which is derived
from custom is sometimes called the “cus-
tomary law," as to which, see CUSTOM.
Sweet.

The earliest notion of law was not an enumer-
ation of a princi le, but a judgment in a par-
ticular case. hen pronounced in the early
ages. by a king. it was assumed to be the
result of direct divine inspiration. Afterwards
came the notion of a custom which a judgment
dflirms, or punishes its breach. In the outset.
however, the only authoritative statement of
right and wrong is a judicial sentence render-
ed after the fact has occurred. It does not pre-
suppose a law to have been violated, but is en-
acted for the first time by a higher form into
the judge's mind at the moment of ad udica-
tion.5 Maine, Anc. Law, (Dwight’s E .)‘ pp.
xv, .

Jynonyrns and distinctions. According
to the usage in the United States, the name
“constitution" is commonly given to the
organic or fundamental law of a state, and
the term “law" is used in contradistinction
to the former, to denote a statute or en-
actment of the legislative body.
' “Law,” as distinguished from “equity,"
denotes the doctrine and procedure of the
common law of England and America. from
which equity is a departure.

The term is also used in opposition to
‘.‘fact." Thus questions of law are to be de-
clded by the court, while it is the province of
the jury to solve questions of fact.

Classification. With reference to its
subject-matter, law is either public or pri-
vate. Public law is that part of the law
which deals with the state, either by itself
or in its relations with individuals, and is
divided into (1) constitutional law; (2) ad-
ministrative law; (3) criminal law; (4) crim-
inal procedure; (5) the law of the state con-
sidered in its quasi private personality; (6)
the procedure relating to the state as so con-
sidered. Holl. Jur. 300. ~

Law is also divided into substantive and
adjective. Substantive law is that part of
the law which creates rights and obligations,
while adjective law provides a method of en-
forcing and protecting them. In other words,
adjective law is the law of procedure. Holl.
Jur. 61, 238.

The ordinary, but not very useful, division
of law into written and unwritten rests on
the same principle. The written law is the
statute law; the unwritten law is the com-
mon law, (q. 12.) 1 Steph. Comm. 40, fol-
lowing Blackstone.

. Kinds of statutes. Statutes are called
"general" or “public" when they affect the
community at large; and local or special
when their operation is confined to a limited
region, or particular class or interest.

Statutes are also either prospective or re-
trospective; the former, when they are in-
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tended to operate upon future cases only;
the latter, when they may also embracc
transactions occurring before their passage.

Statutes are called “euabling" when they
confer new powers; “remedial" when their
effect is to provide relief or reform abuses:
“penal" when they impose punishment. pe-
cuniary or corporal. for a violation of their
provisions.

5. In old English jurisprudence, “law” is
used to signify an oath, or the privilege or
being sworn; as in the phrases “to wage
one‘s law,” “to lose one's law."
--Absolute law. The true and proper law
of nature, immutable ‘in the abstract or in

riuciple, in theory, but not in application;
or very often the object. the reason, situa-

tion, and other circumstances, may vary its
exercise and obligation. l Steph. Comm. 21
cf scq.—I‘ox'eig'n laws. The laws of a foreign
country, or of a sisterstate. People v. Martin.
38 i\iisc. Rep. 67. 76 N. Y. Supp. 953: Bank of
Qhillicothe v. Dodge. 8 Barb. (N. Y.) 233. For-
eign laws are often the suggesting occasions of
chan es in, or additions to. our own laws, and
in t at respect are called “jun receptiun."
Browu.—Gones-all law. A general law as con-
tradistinguished from one that is special or lo-
cal. is a law that embraces a class of subjects or
places. and does not omit any subject or place
naturally belonging to such class. Van Riper
v. Parsons. 40 i . J. Law. 1: Mathis v. Jones.
84 Ga. 804. 11 S. E. 1018: Brooks v. Hyde. 37
Cal. 376; Arms v. Ayer. 192 Ill. 601. 61 N. E.
851, 58 L. R. A. 277. 85 Am. St. Rep. 357:
State v. Davis, 55 Ohio St. 15. 44 N. E. 511. A
law. framed in general terms. restricted to no
locality, and operating equally upon all of a
group of objects, which, having regard to the
gurposes of the legislation. are distinguished
y characteristics sufficiently marked and im-

portant to make them a class by themselves, is
not a special or local law. but a general law.
Van Riper v. Parsons, 40 N. J. Law. 123. '.-‘.9

Am. Rep. 210. A special law is one relating
to particular persons or things; one made for
individual cases or for particular places or dis-
tricts: one operating upon a selected class.
rather than upon the public generally. Ewing
v. Hoblitselle. 85 Mo. 78: State v. Irwin, 5
Nev. 120: Sargent v. Union School Dist.. 63
N. H. 528, 2 Atl. 641; Earle v. Board of Edn-
cation, 55 Cal. 489: Dundee Mortgage. etc..
(‘o. v. School Dist. (C. C.) 21 Fed. 1.'1.‘<l.—I.nw
agents. Solicitors practicing in the Scotch
courts.—Law arbitrary. Opposed to immut-
able. a law not founded in the nature of things.
but imposed by the mere will of the legislature.

aw burrows. In Scotch law. Security
for the peaceable behavior of a party: security
to keep the peace. Properly, a process for ob-
taining such security. i. l<‘orb. lnstfpt. 2, p.
]98.—Lnw charges. This phrase is used. un-
der the Louisiana Civil Code. to signify costs
incurred_ in court in the prosecution of a suit.
to be paid by the party cast. Rousseau v. His
Creditors. 17 La. 206: Barkley-v. His (‘.redit-
ors. 11 Rob. (La.) 3.-—I.aw court of ap-

enls. In American law. An appellate tri-
uual. formerlfi existing in the state of South

Carolina, for enring appeals from the courts
of law.—Lnw day. See DAY.—IaIW French.
The Norman French language. introduced into
England by VVilliam the Conqueror. and which.
for several centuries. was. in an emphatic
sense, the language of the English law. being
that in which the proceedings of the courts
and of parliament were carried on. and in
which many of the ancient statutes. reports,
abridgments, and treatises were written and

rinted. It is called by Blackstone a “bar-
arous dialect." and the later specimens of it
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fully warrant the appellation. but at the time
of its introduction it was. as has been observ-
ed, the best form of the language spoken in
Normandy. Burrill.—Law Latin. The cor-
rupt form of the Latin language employed in
the old English law-books and legal proceed-
ings. It contained many barbarous words and
combinations.-Law list. An annual English
publication of a quasi ofliciiil character. com-
prising various statistics of interest in connec-
tion with the legal profession. It includes
(among other information) the following mat-
ters: A list of jud es, queen's counsel. and
serjeants at law: t e judges of the county
courts; benchers of the inns of court; bah
riste in alphabetical order; the names of
counse practicing in the several circuits of
England and Wales; London attorneys‘ coun-
try attorneys; oil-icers of.the courts of chan-
cery and common law; the magistrates and
law otiicers of the citv of London; the metro-
politan magistrates an police; recorders: coun'
ty court oflicers and circuits; lord lieutenants
and sheriifs; colonial judges and oflicers; pub-
lic notaries. Mozley & Whitley.--Law lords.
Peers in the British parliament who have held
high judicial omce. or have been distin ished
in the legal profession. Mosley & Whitley.-
Law II See MAa'r1AL I.Aw.—I.aw
merchant. See MEBCANTILE LAw.—I.aw of
nations. See INTERNATIONAL LAw.—I.aw
of nature. See NA'rUaAL LAw.—Law of
arms. That law which gives precepts and
rules concerning war; how to make and ob-
serve leagues and truce. to punish oflenders
in the camp. and such like. Cows-ll; Blount.
Now more commonly called the “law of war."
—Law of citations. In Roman law. An
act of Valentinian, assed A. D. 426, providing
that the writin 0 only five jurists, vis.._ Pa-
pinian. Paul, aius. Ulpian, and Modestinul.
should be quoted as authorities. The major-
ity was binding on the jud e. If they were
equally divided the opinion 0 Pa inian was to
prevail; and in such a case. it apinian was
silent upon the matter. then the judge was free
to follow his own view of the matter. ‘Brown.
—Law of evidence. The aggregate of rules
and principles regulating the admissibility.
relevancy, and weight and sutiiciency of evi-
dence in legal proceedings. See Ballinger’s
Ann. Codes & St. Or. 1901, 5 678.—Law of
marque. A sort of law of reprisal, which en-
titles him who has received any wrong from
another and cannot get ordinary justice to
take the shipping or goods of the wrong-doer,
where he can find them within his own bounds
or precincts, in satisfaction of the wrong. Cow-
ell; Brown.—Laws oi oleron. See Onsaon,
LAws oF.—I.s.w of the case. A ruling or
decision once made in a particular case by an
appellate court, while it may be overruled in
other cases. is binding _and conclusive both up-
on the inferior court in any further steps or
proceedin s in the same litigation and upon
the appel ate court itself in any subsequent ap-
peal or other proceeding for review. A ruling
or decision so made is_said to be “the law of
the case.” See Hastings v. Foxworthy. 45
Neh. 676. 63 N. W. 955, 34 L. R. A. 321; Stan-
dard Sewing Mach. Co. v. Leslie, 118 Fed. 559.
55 C. C. A. 323: i\icl\’inney v. State. 117
Ind. 26, 19 N. E. 613: Wilson v. Binford. 81
Ind. ."i9].—I.av of the lag. In maritime
law. The law of that nation or country whose
flag is flown b a particular vessel. A ship-
owner who senis his vessel into a foreign rt
gives notice by his flag to all who enter nto
contracts with the master that he intends the
law of that flag to regulate such contracts, and.
that they must either submit to its operation
or not contract with him. Rulistrat v. People,
185 ill. 133, 57 N. E. 41. 49 L. R. A. 181. 76
Am. St. Rep. 30.—I.aw of the land. Due

rocess of law. ta. 1).) By the law of the land
is most clearly intended the general law which
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hears before it condemns, which proceeds upon
inquiry, and renders judgment only after trial.
The meaning is that every citizen shall hold his
life. liberty. property. and immunities under
the_ protection 0 general rules which overn
society. Everything which may pass un er the
form of an enactment is not the law of the
land. Sedg. St. & Coast. Law. (2d El.) 475.
When first used in Mugna Charm, the phrase
“the law of the land” probably meant the
established law of the kingdom. in opposition
to the civil or Roman.law, which was about
being introduced. It is now generally regard-
ed as meaning general public laws binding
on all members of the community. in contra-
distinction from artial or private laws. Janes
v. Reynolds, 2 ex. $1; State v. Burnett. 6
Heisk. (Tenn.) 186. It means due process of
law warranted by the constitution, by the com-
mon law adopted by the constitution. or by
statutes passed in pursuance of the constitu-
tion. Mayo v. Wilson. 1 N. H. 5$.—I.aw of
the road. A general custom in America
(made obligatory by statute in some stata)
for pedestrians and vehicles, when meeting in
a street or road, to turn to the right in order
to avoid danger of collision. See Riepe v. Elt-
iug. 89 Iowa. 82. N. W. 285. 28 L. R. A.

69. 48 Am. St. Rep. 356: Wright v. Fleisch-
man, 41 Misc. Rep. 533. 85 N. Y._Sunp. 62:
Decatur v. Stoo s. 21 ind. AE1: 39¢. 52 N. E.
6Z3.—Ias.w of e staple. w administered
in the court of the mayor of the staple: t:he
law-merchant. 4 Inst. 235. See S'rAm’.s.—
Laws of war. This term denotes a branch ormile international law, and comprises the

y of rules and principles observed by civilis-
ed nations for the regulation of matters in-
herent in, or incidental to. the conduct of a
public war: such, for example, as the relations
of neutrals and belligerents, blockades. cap-
tures. prizes. traces and armistlces. capitals-
tions, prisoners, and declarations of war and
peace.—Laws of Wisby. See WISBY, Laws
or.-Law reports. Published volumes con-
taining the reports of cases argued and adjudg-
ed in the courts of law.—I.aw spiritual The
ecclesiastical law or law Christian. Co. Litt.
344.-Law worthy. Being entitled to. or hav-
ing the benefit and protection of. the law.-
Looal law. A law which. instead of relating
to_ and binding all rsons. corporations, or in-
stitutions to which t may be a plicable. within
the whole territorial jurisdict on of the law-
making power, is limited in its operation to
certain districts of such territory or to certain
individual persons or corporations. See Gaun-
AL LAw.—l-‘ex-sonal law as opposed to terri-
torial law, is the law app icable to persons not
subject to the law of the territory in which
they reside. It is only by permission of the
territorial law that personal law can exist at
the present day; a. t, it applies to British
subjects resident in t e Levant and in other
Mohammedan and barbarous countries. Un-
der the Roman Empire. it had a very wide ap-
plication. Brown.

As to the different kinds of law. or law
regarded in its different aspects, see An.ir:c-
rivn LAW; AmnNisraAr1vi.I: LAW: BAsx-
BUPTCY Law; CANON LAW; CAsr: LAW: CIV-
IL LAW; Coxitsacur. LAW; Cosmos LAW:
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW; Caiitiiun LAW:
Foiussr LAw; INr:imA'i-IONAL LAW; MAI!-
rnni: LAw; MAar1Ai. Law; Mnacasrrrns
Law: MILITARY Law; Moan. LAW; Mu-
tucirn. LAW: NATUIAL LAW; OiioAiuo Law:
PAiiLiAnr:s'rAs! LAW; FINAL LAW; Posri-ivs
LAW: ParvA'n'. LAW; PUBLIC LAw: Brno-
BPECTIVI: LAw; ilrvaivus LAW: Roius LAw:
Sunsrasrxvs: LAW; Wsrrras Law.



LAW ALWAYS CONBTRUETH

Law always constrneth things to the
best. Wing. Max. p. 720, max. 193.

Law construeth every act to be law-
ful, when it standeth indiflerent wheth-
er it should be lawful or not. Wing. Max.
p. 722, max. 194; Finch, Law. b. 1, c. 3, n. 76.

Law constructh things according to
common possibility or intendment.
Wing. Max. p. 705, max. 189.

Law [the law] ‘ eonstructh things with
equity and moderation. Wing. Max. p.
685, max. 183; Finch, Law, b. 1. c. 3, n. 74.

Law disfavoreth impossihilities.
Max. p. 606, max. 155.

Wing.

Law dislavorcth improhabilities.
Wing. Max. p. 620, max. 161.

Law [the law] faves-eth charity.
Wing. Max. p. 497, max. 135.

Law favoreth common right. Wing.
Max. p. 647, max. 144.

Law favcreth diligence, and therefore
hatoth folly and negligence. Wing. Max.
p. 665, max. 172; Finch, Law, b. 1, c. 3, no.
70.

Law favoreth honor and order. Wing.
Max. p. 739, max. 199.

Law faves-cth Justice and right. Wing.
Max. p. 602, max. 141.

Law lavoreth life, liberty, and dower. '

4 Bacon's Works, 345.

1 Law favoreth mutual recompense.
Wing. Max. p. 411, max. 108; Finch, Law,
b. 1, c. 3, no. 42.

Law [the _law] favor-eth possession,
where the right is equal. Wing. Max. p.
375, max. 98; Finch, Law, b. 1, c. 3, no. 38.

Law lavoreth public commerce.
Max. p. 738, max. 198.

Wing.

Law favorcthlpublic quiet. Wing. Max.
p. 742, max. 200; Finch, Law, b. 1, c. 3,
no. 64. '

Isaw favcreth speeding oi’ men's causes.

Wing. Max. p. 673. max. 175.

Law [the law] favoreth things for the
commonwealth, [common weal.) Wing.
Max. p. 729, max. 197; Finch. Law, b. 1, c.
8, no. 53.

Law tavoreth truth, faith, and cer-
tainty. Wing. Max. p. 604, max. 154.

Law hateth delays. Wing. Max. p. 674,
max. 176; Finch, Law, b. 1, c. 3, no. 71.
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Law hatcth new inventions and inne-
vations. Wing. Max. p. 756, max. 204.

Law hatcth wrong. Wing. Max. p. 563,
max. 146; Finch, Law. b. 1. c. 3, no. 62.

Law of itself prejudioeth no man.

Wing. Max. p. 575, max. 148; Finch, Law,
b. 1, c. 3, no. 63.

Law respecteth matter of substance
more than matter of circumstance.
Wing. Max. p. 382, max. 101; Finch, Law,
b. 1, c. 3, no. 39.

Law respectcth possibility of things.
Wing. Max. p. 403, max. 104: Finch, Law,
b. 1, c. 3, no. 40.

Law [the law] respectcth the bonds
of nature. Wing. Max. p. 268, max. 78;
Finch, Law, b. 1, c. 3, no. 29.

LAWPUL. Legal; warranted or author-
ized by the law; having the qualifications
prescribed by law; not contrary to nor for-
bidden by the law. -

The principal distinction between the terms
"lawful' and “legal" is that the former con-
templates the substance of law, the latter the
form of law. To say of an act that it is "law-
ful" implies that it is authorized, sanctioned.
or at any rate not forbidden. by law. To say
that it is “legal" implies that it is done or per-
formed in accordance with the forms and us-
ages of law. or in a technical manner. In this
sense "illegal” approaches the meaning of “in-
valid." For example. a contract or will, exe-
cuted without the required formalities. might
be said to be invalid or illegal, but could not
be described as unlawful. Further. the word
“lawful" more clearly implies an ethical con-
tent than does “legal. ’ The latter goes no fur-
ther than to denote compliance. with positive.
technical, or formal rules; while the former
usually imports in moral substance or ethical
permissibility. A further distinction is that
the word “legal" is used as the synonym of
“constructive,” which “lawful" is not. Thus
“legal fraud‘ is fraud implied or inferred by
law, or made out by construction. "Lawful
fraud" would be a contradiction of terms.
Again. “legal" is used as the antithesis of “ -

nitable." Thus. we speak of "legal assets '

“legal estate," etc.. but not of “lawful assets.
or "lawful estate." But there are some connec-
tions in which the two words are used as exact
equivalents. Thus, a "lawful" writ, warrant,
or process is the same as a “legal" writ, war-

.rant, or process.
—I.awful age. Full age; majority: gener-
ally the age of twenty-one years, though some-
times eighteen as to a female. See McKim v.
Handy. 4 Md. Ch. 237.—I.aw£ul authorities.
The expression “lawful authorities," used in
our treaty with Spain. refers to persons who
exercised the power of making grants by au-
thority of the crown. Mitchel v. U. S., 9 Pet.
71]. 9 L. Ed. 283.—I.awful discharge. Such
a discharge in insolvency as exonemtes the
debtor from his debts. Mason v. Haile. 12
Wheat. 370. 8 L. Ed. 660.—,Lawful entry.
An entry on real estate. by one out of posses-
sion. under claim or color of right and without
force or fraud. See Stoufier v. Harlan. 68 Kan.
135. 74 Pac. 613. M is. R. A. 320. 104 Am.
St. Rep. 396.—I.awful goods. Whatever is
not prohibited to be exported by the positive
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law of the‘ country, even though it be contra-
band of war; for a neutral has a right to car-
ry sucli goods at his own risk. Seton v. Low.
1 Johns. Cas. (N. Y.) 1: Skidmore v. D_esdrnt_v,
2 Johns. Cas. (N. Y.) 77; Jtihel v. Rliineliind-
er. 2 Johns. Ciis. (N. Y.) 120.—Lawtul hols-o.
See Ili-:ia.—Lnwful mun. A freeman, unat-
tainted. and ca able of bearing oath: it legalis
homo.—Lnwf money. .\ioney which is a
legal tender in Jmyment of debts; e. 9., gold
and silver coine at the mint.

LAWIICG 01' DOGS. The cutting sev-
eral claws of the forefeet of dogs in the for-
est, to prevent their ruuniiig at deer.

LAWLES8. Not subject to law; not con-
trolled by‘law; not authorized by law; not
observing the rules and forms of law.
Arkansas v. Kansas & T. Coal Co. (C. C.) 96
Fed. 362.
-HLIWIOII court. An ancient local English
court, said to have been held in E_ssex once a
year.'at cock—crowing, without _a light or pen
and ink, and conducted in a whisper. Jacob.-
Lawlcu mun. An outlaw.

LAWNDE, LOWNDE. In old English
law. A plain between woods. Co. Litt. 5b.

LAWSUIT. A vernacular term for a
suit. action, or cause instituted or depend-
ing between two private persons in the courts
of law.

LAWYER. A person learned in the law;
as an attorney, counsel, or solicitor.

Any person who, forvfee or reward. prose-
cutes or defends causes in courts of record
or other judicial tribunals of the United States.
or of any of the. states. or whose business it is
to give legal advice in relation to any cause .

or matter whatever. Act of July 13. 1866. § 9,
(14 St. at Large. 121.)

LAY, n. A share of the proilts of a fish-
ing or whaling voyage, allotted to the otilcers
and seamen, in the nature of wages. Coflin
v. Jenkins, 5 Fed. Cas. 1190; Thomas v. Os-
born, 19 How. 33, 15 L. Ed. 5.'<l~i.

LAY, v. To state or allege in pleading.
—Luy damages. To state at the conclusion
of the declaration the amount of damages
which the plaintiif claims.-—Lny out. Thi
term has come to be used technically in higli-
way laws as embracing all the series of acts
necessary to the complete establishment of a_
highway. Cone v. Hartford. 28 Conn. 375.-
Laying the venue. Stating in the margin of
a declaration the county in which the plaintifi
plroposes that the trial of the action shall take
in ace.

LAY, ml]. Relating to persons or things
not clerical or ecclesiastical: a person not in
ecclesiastical orders. Also non-professional.
—Lny corporation. See C0liPORA‘l'l0N.-
Lay days. in the law of shipping. Days al-
lowed in cliartcr-parties for loading and iinload-
ing the cargo. 3 Kent, Comm. 202. 203__.
Lay Ice. A fee held by ordinary feudal ten-
ure. as distinguished from the ecclesiastical
tenure of fraiikalmoign. by which an ecclesias-
tical corporation held of the donor. The tenure
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of frank-alriioign is_ reserved by St. 12 Car. IL.
which abolished military tenures. 2 Bl. Comm.
1_0l.-_-Ln improprlntor. In English eccle-
siastical aw. A lay person holdin a spiritual
appropriation. 3 Steph. (__‘.oinm. 7 .—Luy in-
vostituro. _In ecclesiastical law. The cere-
mony of putting a bishop in ssion of the
teniporalities of his diocese.— a judge. A
judge who is not learned in the aw, i‘. e., =not
a lawyer; formerly employed in some of the
states _as assessors or assistants to the pre-
siding Judges in the nisi prius courts or courts of
fiflt instance.—Lny people. Jurymen.—Ln{-
man. One of the geople. and not one of t e
clergy; one who is ot of the le al profession:
one who is not of a particufar profession.

LAYE. L. Fr. Law. ' ,

LAYSTALL. A place for dung or soil.

LAZABET, or LAZARETTO. A pest’-
house, or public hospital for persons affected
with the more dangerous forms of contagious
diseases; a quarantine station for vessels
coming from countries where such diseasu
are prevalent. ~

LAZZI. A Saxon term for persons of a
servlle condition.

1.1: ooxonzs. A species of proof on

charges of impotency in France, comic co-
ram teatibus. Abolislied A. D. 1677.

Lo cont:-at (alt la lot. The contract
makes the law.

LE GUIDON DE LA HER. The title
of a French work on marine insurance, by
an unknown author, dating back, probably. to
the sixteenth century, and said to have been
prepared for the inercliants oi‘ Rouen. It is
noteworthy as being the earliest treatise on
that subject now extant.

Lo lay do Dicu ct lcy do ton-o aont
tout uni ct Fun at Puutro proton-c ct
favour lo common at publiquc Mon dol
ton-re. The law of God and the law of the
land are all one; and both preserve and fa-
vor the coinmon and public good of the land.
Kellw. 19].

Lo lay out lo plus hnut euhoi-itunco
quc lo toy ad, our per lo Icy il mcsmo

et touts sol sujota cont rules; ct, at In
Icy no fuit. uul roy no aul onhorltnnoo
son-a. 1 J. II. 6. 63. The law is the high-
est inheritance that the klng possesses, for
by the law both he and all his subjects are
ruled: and. if there were no law, there would
be neither king nor inheritance. ' -

LE 30!, or BOY. The old law-French
words for “the king."
—Lc roi vcut on dellboror. The king will
deliberate on it. This is the formula which
the king of the French used when he intended
to veto an act of the legislative assembly.
Toullier. no. 42.—Lc toy (or 1:. I-cine) lo
vout. The king (or the queen) wills ‘it. The
fonn of the royal assent to public bills in par
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liament.—Le I.-oy (or In reins) reneroie
ses loyal sujets, noes to Ian: benevolence,
ct sins! le vent. e king (or'the queen)
thanks his (or her) loyal subjects, accepts their
benevolence, and therefore wills it to be so.
The form of the royal assent to a bill of sup-
ply.—Le my (or 1:. reins) shvisorn. The
king (or queen) will advise upon it. The
form of words used to express the refusal of the
royal assent to ublic bills in arliament. 1
Bl. Comm. 18!. his is sup
to the judicial
v.) 1 Chit. Bl.

to correspond
hrase "curse odviaan wit,’ to
omm. 184. note.

Lo saint du people est la supreme loi.
Montesq. Esprit des Lois, l. xxvii, c. 23. The
safety of the people is the highest law.

LEA, or LEY. A pasture. Co. Lltt. 4?).

LEAD. The counsel on either side of a
litigated action who is charged with the prin-
cipal management and direction of the par-
ty's case. as distinguished from his Juniors or
subordinates, is said to “lead in the cause,"
and is termed the “leading counsel" on that
side. .

LEADING A USE. Where a deed was
executed before the levy of a fine of land. for
the purpose of specifying to whose use the
line should inure,’ it was said to “lead" the
use. If executed after the line, it was said
to "declare" the use. 2 Bl. Comm. 363.

LEADING CASE. Among the various
cases that are argued and determined in the
courts, some, from their important character,
have demanded more than usual attention
from the judge, and from this circumstance
are frequently looked upon as having settled
or determined the law upon all points in-
volved in such cases, and as guides for sub-
sequent decisions, and from the importance
they thus acquire are familiarly termed “lead-

. ing cases." Brown.

LEADIIG COUNSEL. That one of two
or more counsel employed on the same side
in a cause who has the principal manage-
ment of the cause.

LEADING QUESTION. A question put
or framed in such a form as to suggest the
answer sought to be obtained by the person
interrogating. Coogler v. Rhodes_ 1&8 Fla.
240, 21 South. 11], 66 Am. St. Rep. 170:
Gunter v. Watson, 49 N. C. 456; Railway Co.
v. Hammon, 92 Tex. 509, 50 S. W. 123;
Franks v. Gress Lumber Co., .111 Ga. 87, 36
S. E. 314.

Questions are leading which !ll'..'!.'t'St to the
witness the answer desired. or which embody
a material fact. and may be answered by a mere
negative or aifirmatlve. or which involve an an-
swer bearing immediately upon the merits of
the 083186. Ind indicating to the witness a repre-
sentation which will best accord with the in-
terests of the gmrty ropounding them. Tur-
ney v. State. Sm es & M. (Miss) 104. 47
Am. Dec. 74. »

A question is leading which puts into a wit-
ness’ month the words that are to be echoed
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back, or plainly suggests the answer which the
party wishes to get from him. People v. Ma-
tllégr. 4 '\\'end. (N. Y.) 229, 247, 21 Am. Dec.

LEAGUE. 1. A treaty of alliance be-
tween different states or parties. It may be
offensive or defensive, or both. It is offensive
when the contracting parties agree to unite
in attacking a common enemy; defensive
when the parties agree to act in concert in
defending each other against an enemy.
Wharton.

2. A measure of distance, varying in differ-
ent countries. The marine league, marking
the limit of national Jurisdiction on the high
seas, is equal to three geographical (or ma-
rine) miles of 6,075 feet each.

In Spanish and Mexican law, the league.
as a legal measure of length. consisted of
5,000 varas, and a vara was equivalent to
33% English inches, making the league equal
to a little more than 2.63 miles. and the
square league equal to 4,428 acres. This is
its meaning as used in Texas land grants.
United States v. Perot. 98 U. S. 428, 25 L.
Ed. 251; Hunter v. Morse, 49 Tex. 219.
“League and labor," an area of land equiva-
lent to 4.605 acres. Ammons v. Dwyer. 78
Tex. 639, 15 S. W. 1049. See Lanos.

LEAKAGE. The waste or diminution"
of a liquid caused by its leaking from the
cask, barrel, or other vessel in which it was
placed.

Also an allowance made to an importer of
liquids, at the custom-house. in the collection
of duties, for his loss sustained by the leak-
ing of the liquid from its cask or vessel.

mu. L. Fl’. Loyal;' that which be-
longs to the law. '

:

LEALTE. L. Fr. Legality; the condi-
tion of n legalis homo, or lawful man.

LEAN. To incline in opinion or prefer-
ence. A court is sometimes said to “lean
against" a doctrine, construction, or view
contended for, whereby it is meant that the
court regards it with disfavor or repugnance.
because of its inexpedience, injustice, or in-
consistency.

LEAP-YEA3. See Brsssxrruz.

LEARNED. Possessing learning: eru-
dite: versed in the law. In statutes pre-
scribing the qualifications of jll(i','.9B, "learned
in the iaw" designates one who has received
a regular legal education, the almost invari-
able evidence of which is the fact of his ad-
mission to the bar. See Jamieson v. Wiggin.
12 S. D. 16, 80 N. W. 137. 48 L. R. A. 317, 76
Am. St. Rep. 585: O'.\'eal v. Mcliinnn, 116
Ala. 620. 22 South. 905.

LEARRING. Legal doctrine. 1 Leon. 77.
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LEASE. A conveyance of lands or tene-
ments to a person for lite, for a term of years,
or at will, in consideration of a return of rent
or some other recompense. The person who
so conveys such lands or tenements is tenued
the “lessor." and the person to whom they
are conveyed, the "lessee;" and when the
lessor so conveys lands or tenements to a
lessee, he is said to lease, demise, or let them.
-l Cruise. Dig. 58.

A conveyance of any lands or tenements,
(usually in consideration of rent or other an-
nual recompense.) made for life, for years, or
at will, but always for a less time than the
lessor has in the premises; for, if it be for
the whole interest, it is more properly an as-
signment than a lease. 2 Bl. Comm. 317;
Shep. Touch. 266; Watk. Conv. 220. And see
Sawyer v. Hansen, 24 Me. 5-15: Thomas v.
West Jersey R. 0.. 101 U. S. 78, 25 L. Ed.
950: Jackson v. Harsen, 7 Cow. (N. Y.) 326,
17 Am. Dec. 517; Lacey v. Newcomb. 95
Iowa, 287, 63 N. W. 704; Mayberry v. John-
son, 15 N. J. Law, 121; Milliken‘ v. Faulk,
111 Ala. 658, 20 South. 594; Craig v. Sum-
mers, 47 Minn. 189. 49 N. W. 742. 15 L R. A.
236; Harley v. O'Donnell, 9 Pa. Co. Ct. R. 56.

A contract in writing. under seal, whereby a
person having a legal estate in hereditaments.

‘ corporeal or incorporeal. conveys a portion of
his interest to another, in consideration of a
certain annual rent or render, or other recom-
pense. Archb. Landl. at Ten. 2.

“Lease” or “hire" is a synallagmatic con-
tract. to which consent alone is sutllcient, and
by which one party gives to the other the en-
Joyment of a thing. or his labor, at a fixed
price. Civil Code La. art. 2669.

When the contract is bipartite. the one
part is called the 'flease." the other the “coun-
terpart." In the United States, it is usual
that both papers should be executed by both
parties: but in England the lease is executed
by the lessor alone, and given to the lessee.
while the counterpart is executed by the les-
see alone, and given to the lessor.

—Conous-‘rent lease. One granted for a term
which is to commence before the expiration or
other detennination of a previous lease 0! the
same premises made to another person; or, in
other words, an assignment of a rt of the
reversion, entitling the lessee to al the rents
accruing on the previous lease after the date
of his lease and to appropriate remedies against
the holding tenant. Carxill v. Thompson, 57
Minn. 534. 59 N. W. 63S.—Loaas and re-
leue. A species of conveyance much used in
England, said to have been invented by Serjeant
Moore. soon after the enactment of the statute
of uses. It is thus contrived: A -lease. or
rather bargain and sale upon some pecuniary
consideration for one year, is made by the
tenant of the freehold to the lessee or bargain-
ee. This, without any enrolment, makes the
bargainor stand seised to the use of the bar-
gainee. and vests in the hargainee the use of
the term for one year. and then_the statute
immediately annexes the possession. Being
thus in possession. he is capable of receiving
a release of the freehold and reversion. which
must be made to the tenant in possession. and
accordingléhthe next day a release is granted
to him. e lease and release, when used as
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a conveyance of the tee, have the joint opera-
tion ot a single conveyance. 2 Bl. C '

4 Kent. Comm. 482; C0. Litt. 207: Cru
Dig. tit. 32. c. 11.—Mlning lease.
Mmmo.-Parol leans.
tats not evidenced by writing. but resting in
an oral agreement.—Psa-pstnal loans, A lease
of lands which may last without limitation as
to time: a grant of lands in fee with the res
arvatlon of a rent in fee; a tea- rm. Edwards
v. Noel, 88 Mo. App. 434.-Sublease, or In-
derlsaaa. One executed by the lessee of an
estate to a third person, conveving the same
estate for a shorter term than that for which
the lessee holds it.

LEASEKOLD. An estate in realty held
under a lease; an estate for a fixed term of
years. See Stubbings v. Evanston, 138 Ill.
37, 26 N. E. 577, 11 L. R. A. 839, 29 Am. St.
Rep. 300; Washington F. Ins. Co. v. Kelly.
32 Md. 421, 3 Am. Rep. 149; Harley v.
O’Donnell, 9 Pa. Co. Ct. B. 56.

Gieaning.

LEASING-MAKING. In old scotch
criminal law. An oirense consisting in slan-
derous and untrue speeches, to the disdain.
reproach, and contempt of the king. his coun-
ci.l and proceedings. etc. Bell.

LEASING, or LESING.

LEAUT2. L. Fr. Legality;
in law. Britt. c. 109.

sufilciency

LEAVE. To give or dispose of by wilL
“The word ‘leave,’ as applied to the subject-
matter. prima facie means a disposition by
will." Thorley v. Thorley. 10 East, 438:
Carr v. Etllnger, 78 Va. 203.

LEAVE AND LICENSE. A defense to
an action in trespass setting up the consent
of the plaintiff to the trespass complained of.

LEAVE 01‘ COURT. Permission obtain-
ed from a court to take some action which.
without such permission. would not be allow-
able; as, to sue a receiver, to file an amend-
ed pleading, to plead several pleas. See Oop-
perthwait v. Dummer. 18 N. J. Law, 258.

LEOOATOR.
Cowell.

A debauched person.

LEOEBRWITE, LAIRWITE, or LEG-
ERWITE. A line for adultery or fornica-
tion, anciently paid to the lords of certain
manors. 4 Inst. 206.

LEOTOB DE LETRA ANTIGUA. In
Spanish law. A person appointed by com-
petent authority to read and decipher ancient
writings. to the end that they may be pre-
sented on the trial of causes as document!
entitled to legal credit. Escriche.

r.r:c-rnntun. A pulpit. Mon. Angl.
tom. iii. p. 243.
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LBOTUREE. An instructor; a reader of
lectures; also a clergyman who assists rect-
ors, etc., in preaching, etc.

LEDGE. In mining law. This term, as
used in the mining laws of the United States
(Rev. St. I 2322 [U. 8. Comp. St. 1901, p.
1425]) and in both legal and popular usage in
the western American states, is synonymous
with “lode," which see. .

LEDGER. A book of accounts in which
a trader enters the names of all persons with
whom he has dealings; there being two par-
allel columns in each account, one for the en-
tries to the debit of the person charged, the
other for his credits. Into this book are
posted the items from the day-book or
journal.
-—Lodgex-book. In ecclesiastical law. The
name of a book kept in.the prerogative courts
in Fsigland. It is considered as a roll _of the
court. but. it seems, it cannot be read in evi-
dence. Bac. Abr. _

LBDGREVIUS. In old English law. A
lathe-reeve, or chief otlicer of a lathe. Spel-
man.

umo.
the sea.

The rising water or increase of

1.1131‘. In English law. The name of a
court of criminal jurisdiction, formerly of
much importance. but latterly fallen into dis-
use. See Couar-Lnrr.

Ll-IETS. Meetings which were appointed
for the nomination or election of ecclesiastic-
al oilicers in Scotland. Cowell.

LEGA, or LACTA. The alloy of money.
Spelman.

LEGABILIS. In old English law.
which may be bequeathed. Gowell.

That

LEGACY. A bequest or gift of personal
property by last will and testament. Browne
V. Cogswel], 5 Allen (Mass) 557; Evans v.
Price. 118 Ill. 598, 8 N. E. W; Probate Court
v. Matthews, 6 Vt. 27-1; In re Karr, 2 How.
Prac. N. S. (N. Y.) 400; Nye v. Grand Lodge.
9 Ind. App. 131, 36 N. E. 4%: Ky. St. 1903,
5 467.

Synonyms. “Le acy" and_ “bequest" are
equivalent terms. at in strict common-law
termlnolo “lega " and “devise” do not mean
the same t_ ing an are not interchangeable, the
former being restricted to testamentary gifts
of personal roperty, while the latter is prop-
erly used on y in relation to real estate. But
by construction the word “legacy" may be so
extended as to include realty or interests there-
in. when this is necessary to make a statute
cover its intended subject-matter or to eEectu-
ate the pugiose of a testator as expressed in
his will. es in re Ross’s Estate. 140 Cal.
282. 73 Pac. 976: In re Kerr. 2 How. Prac.
N. S. (N. Y.) 409: Bacon v. Bacon. 55 Vt. 247:
Roth’s Anrwal. 94 Va. 191: \Vi|liiims v. Mc-
Comb, 38 N. C. 455; Lasher v. Lasher. 13
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Barb. . Y.) 110: In re Stuart's Will. 115
Wis. 91 N. W. 688; Homes v. Mitchell.
6 N. C. ' . . Dec. 527.
_CIasslilcation.—Absolute lcgac . One

given _without condition and intend to vest
immediately.—Add.it1onal legacy. One giv-
_en to the same legatee in addition to (and not
in lieu _of) another lgzacy given before by the
same will or in a c icil tliereto.—Altex-nate
legacy. One by which the testator gives one
of_two or more things without designating
which.—Cond1tlonaI legacy. One which is
liable to take eifect or to be defeated according
to the _occurrence or non-occurrence of some
uncertain event. Barker v. Smith, 41 Ohio St.
238. 52 Am. Rep. 80: Markham v. Hufiord. 123
Mich. 505, 82 N. W. 222. 48 L. R. A. 680.
81 Am. St. Rep. 222.—Contlngent legacy.
A_lcgi_icy given to a person at a future uncer-
tqin time. that may or may not arrive; as “at
his age of twenty-one," or “if” or “when he
attains twenty-one." 2 ‘Bl. Comm. 513; 2
Steph. Comm. 259. A legacy made dependent
upon some uncertain event. 1 Rep. Leg. 506.
A legacy which has not vested. In re Eagles‘
Estate 166 a. 31 Atl. 76; Andrews v.
Russell. 127 Ala. 1915. 28 South. 703; Ruben-
cane v. McKee. 6 Del. Ch. 40, 6 Atl. (B9.-
Guranlatlve legacies. These are legacies
so called to distinguish them from legacies
which are merely repeated. In the construc-
tion of testamentary instruments, the question
often arises whether, where a testator has
twice bequeathed a legacy to the same peison.
the legatee is entitled to both. or only to one
of them: in other words, whether the second
legacy must be considered as a.inere re _tition
of the first, or as cumulative, I. c. ad itional.
In determining this question, the intention of
the tcstator, if it appears on the face of the
instniment. prevails. Wharton.—Dcnionstra-
the legacy. A bequest of a certain sum of
money. with a direction that it shall be paid
out of a particular fund. It differs from a
specific legacy in this res ct: that. if the fund
out of which it is payab e falls for any cause,
it is nevertheless entitled to come on the estate
as a eneral legacy. And it differs from a gen-
eral egacy in this: that it does not abate_ in
that class. but in the class of specific legacies.
Appeal of Armstrong. 63 Pa. 316: Keumlay v.
Sinnott, 179 U. S. 606. 21 Sup. Ct.-233. 43$

. Ed. 339; Gllmer v. Gilmer. 42 Ala. 9:
Glass v. Dunn. 17 Ohio St. 424: Crawford
v. McCarth.v. 159 N. Y. 514, 54 N. E. 277:
Roquet v. Eldridge. 118 Ind. 147. 20 N- E-
733. A legacy of quantity is ordinarily a gen-
eral legacy: but there are legacies of quantity
in the nature of specific legacies. as of so much
money, with reference to a particular fund for
payment. This kind of legacy is called by the
civilians a “demonstrative legacy," and it is so
far general and difiera so much in effect from
one properly specific that. if the fund be called
in or fail, the legatee will not be deprived of
his legacy, but be pennitted to receive it out of
the general assets: yet the legacy is so far
specific that _it will not be liable to abate with
general legacies upon a deficiency of assets.
Williams, Ex'rs. 107S.—Genex-al legacy. A
pecuniary legacy. payable out of the general
assets of ii testator. 2 Bl. Comm. 512; Ward.
Leg. 1. 16, One so given as not to amount '

to a bequest of a particular thing or artic-
ular money of the testator. distinguish, from
others of the same lilnd: one of quantity
merely. not specific. Tifit v. Porter, 8 N.
Y. Evans v. Hunter, 86 Iowa, 413.
53 N. 'W. 277 R._A. 308. 41 Am. St.
Rep. 503: ellv v. Richardson, 100 Ala.
584. 13 South. 785.—Indeiln!te legacy. One
which passes property by a general or col-
lective term. without enumeration of number
or quantity- as, a bequest of “all" the tea-
tator's “ s." or his “bank stock." Down.
Leg. R4.—Lapsed legacy. Where the legs-
tee dies before the testator, or before the
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legacy is payable, the bequest is said to lapse,
as it then falls into the residuury fund of the
estate.—Modal legacy. A bequest accom-
anied by directions as to the mode or manner

in which‘ it shall be applied for the legatee‘s
benefit. e. g., a legacy to A. to buy .him a house
or a commission in the army. See Lawn. Leg.
151.—-Pecuniary legacy. A bequest of a
sum of money. or of an annuity. It may or
may not specify the fund from which it is to
be drawn. It is not the less a. pecuniary lega-
cy if it comprises the specific pieces of money in
a designated receptacle, as a purse or chest.
See Humphrey v. Robinson. 5... Huh, 200. 5
N. Supp, 164: Lang v. Ropke, 1.0 N. Y.
Leg. Obs. 75: Mathis v. Mathis, 18 N. J. Law.
66.—Besldnary legacy. A bequest of all
the testator's personal estate not otherwise
effectually disposed of by his will; a b uest
of "all the rest, residue, and remainder" o the
personal property after payment of debts and
satisfaction of the particular legacies. See In
re Williams’ Estate. 112 Cal. 521. 44 Pac.
808. 53 Am. St. Rep. 22-1: Civ. Code Cal. 1903,
I 1367. subd. 4.—Speolal legacy. A “spe-
cific legacy” (q. 1:.) is sometimes so called._—_-
8 eclflc cgacy. A legacy or gift by will
0 a particular specified thing, as of a horse,
a piece of furniture. a term of years. and the
like. Morriss v. Garland. 78 Va. 222. In in

strict sense. a legacy of a particular chattel,
which is specified and distinguished from_ all
other chattels of the testator of the same kind;
as of a horse of a certain color. A legacy of a.
quantity of chattels described collectively: as a
gift of all the tetator’s pictures. Ward. Leg.
16-18. A legacy is general. where its amount
or value is a charge upon the general assets
in the hands of the executors, and where. if
these are suiiicient to meet all the_provisions_ in
the will, it must be, satisfied: it is specific,
when it is limited to a particular thing. sub-
ject. or chose in action, so identified as to ren-
der the bequest inapplicable to any other; as
the bequest of a horse. a picture. or jewel. or a
debt due from a person named. and. in special
cases. even of a sum of money. Langdon v.
Astor. 3 Duer (N. Y.) 477. 543.—'.l‘1-not legacy.
A uest of personal property to trustees to
be hed upon trust; as. to pay the annual in-
come to a beneficiary for ife._—‘lJnlvci.-sal
legacy. In the civil law. A testamentary dis-
position by which the testator gives to one or
several persons the whole of the property which
he leaves at his decease. Civ. Code La. 1900.
art. 1608.—Legacy duty. A duty imposed in
England upon ersonal property (other than
leaseholds) devo ring under any will or intes-
tacy. Brown.

LEGAL. 1. Conforming to the law; ac-
cording to law; required or permitted by
law; not forbidden or dlscountenanced by
law: good and eifectual in law.

2. Proper or sufficient to be recognized by
the law; coguizable in the courts: competent
or adequate to fulfill the requirements of the
law.

3. Cognizabie in courts of law. as distin-
guished from courts of equity; construed or
governed by the rules and principles of law,
in contradistinctlon to rules of equity.

4. Posited by the courts as the inference or
imputation of the law, as a matter of con-
structlon. rather than established by actual
proof; e. 9., legal malice. See LAWFUL.

As to legal “Age." “Assets." “Considera-
tlon," “Cruelty,” “Dainuges.“ “I)ay," “Debts.”
"Demand." “Defense." "Disability." “Discre-
tion." “Duty," "Estate." “Evidence." “Fraud,"
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"Heirs," “I'{olidny." “Iiicapncit_v," "Interest."
-“irregularity,” "Malice," "Memory," "Mort-
gage," "Negligence," “Notice." “Proceedings,"
“Process," “Relevancy," “ltemedy." "Repre-
sentative." “Reversiou," “Subrogation," and
“Tender," see those titles.

LEGALIS HOMO. "Lat. A lawful man;
a person who stands rectus in curia; a per-
son not outlawed, excommunicated, or in-
famous. It occurs in the phrase, “probi et
leaalea hominea," (good and lawful men, com-
petent jurors.) and “legality" designates the
condition of such a man. Jacob.

LEGALIS MONETA ANGLIE. Lawful
money of England. 1 Inst. 207.

LBGALITY, or LEGALNESS. Lawful-
ness. .

LEGALIZATIOII’. The act of legalizing
or making legal or lawful. See LEGALIZI-2.

LEGALIZE. To make legal or lawful:
to confirm or validate what was before void
or unlawful; to add the sanction and author-
ity of law to that which before was without
or against law. '

—Legallaed nuisance. A structure, erection.
or other thing which would" constitute a nuis-
ance at common law. but which cannot be ob-
jected to by private persons because construct-

or maintained under direct and suiiicient
legislative authority. Such, for example. are
hospitals and pestbouses maintained by cities.
See Baltimore v. Fairfield Imp. Co.. 87 Md.
302. 39 Atl. 1081. 40 L. R. A. 49-l. 67 Am. St.
Rep. 344.

LEGALLY. Lawfully; according to law.

Ll-IGANTINE COICSTITUTIONS. The
name of a code of ecclesiastical laws, en-

acted in national synods, held under legutes
from Pope Gregory IX. and Clement IV.. in
the reign of Henry III., about the years 1220
and 1268. 1 BL Comm. 83.

LBGARE. Lat. In the civil and old
English law. To bequeath; to leave or give
by will; to give in anticipation of death. In
Scotch phrase, to leuate. .

LEGATARIU3. Lat. In the civil law.
One to whom a thing is bequeathed; a leg-
atee or iegatary. Inst. 2, 20. 2. 4. 5. 10:
Bract. fol. 40.

In old European law.
ger. or envoy. Spelman.

LEGATEB. The person to whom a leg-
acy is given. See Lsoacr.
—Besldniu-y lcgatcc. The person to whom a
testator bequeaths the residue of his personal
estate, after the payment of such other lega-
cies as are specifically mentioned in the will.
Probate Court v. Matthews. 6 Vt. 274; Laing
v. Barbour. 119 Mass. 525: Laifert v. Peo-
ple's Sav. llank, 76 Mich. 35. 43 N. V . 34.

A legate. messen-

LEGATES. Nuncios. deputies, or extraor-
dinary ambassadors sent by the pope to_be
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his representatives and to exercise his ju-
risdiction in countries where the iioinan
Catholic Church is established by law.

LEGATION. An embassy; a diplomatic
minister and his suite; the persons commis-
sioned by one government to exercise diplo-
matic functions at the court of another, in-
cluding the minister, secretaries, attaches,
interpreters, etc., are collectively styled the
"legation" of their government. The word
also denotes the oiiiciai residence of a foreign
minister. .

LEGATOB.
leaves legacies.

One who makes a will, and

LEGATORY. The third part of a tree-
man's personal estate, which by the custom
of London, in case he had a wife and chil-
dren, the freeman might always have dispos-
ed _of by will. Bac. Abr. “Customs of Lon-
don," D. 4.

Iicgatcs viola:-c contra Jus gcntinni cat.
4 Coke, pref. .It is contrary to the law. of
nations to injure ambassadors.

LEGATUH. Lat. In the civil law. A
legacy ;_ a gift left by a deceased person, to be
executed by the heir. Inst. 2, 20. 1.

In old English law. A legacy given to
the church, or an accustomed mortuary.
Coweli.

Lcgatun: mos-tc tcstatoris tantun com

In-nsatur, sicut donatio inter vivos tra-
ditions sola. Dyer, 143. A legacy is con-
tirmed by the death of a testator, in the same
manner as a gift from a living person is by
delivery alone.

LEGATUM OPTIONIS. In Roman law.
A legacy to A. B. of any article or articles
that A. B. liked to choose or select out of
the testator's estate. If A. B. died after
the testator, but before making the choice
or selection, his representative (hwrcs) could
not, prior to Justinian, make the selection
for him, but the legacy failed altogether.
Justinian, however, made the legacy good,
and enabled the representative to choose.
Brown.

Lcgatus regs vice lungitur a «pic des-
tinatur ct lionorandus est sicnt illc cujus
viccni get-it. 12 Coke. 17. An ambassador
iills the place of the king by whom he is
sent. and is to be honored as he is whose
place he iills.

LEGEM. Lat. .Accusative of lea, law.
Occurring in various legal phrases, as fol-
lows:
_—LcgenI anittcrc. To lose one's law; that
is, to lose one’s privile of being admitted to
take an oath.—I.cgcxn accrc. In old English
law. To- make law or oath.—Lcgem Icrrc.
In Roman law. To propose a law to the people
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for their adoption. Heinecc. Ant. Rom. lib. 1,
tit. 2.—_Lcgcin haberc. To be capable of giv-
ing evidence upon oath. Witnesses who had
been convicted of_ crime were incapable of giv-
ing evidence, until 6 & 7 Vict. c. 85.—Lcgcin
Jubcrc. In Roman law. To give consent and
authority to a proposed law: . to make or pass
it. Tayl. Civil Law, 9.—I.cgcin pcnc. To

ropound or lay down the law. By an extreme-
y obscure derivation or analogy, this term was

formerly used as a slang equivalent for pay-
ment in cash or in ready money.—Lcgc:n scis-
eerc. To give consent and authority to a pro-
posed law; applied to the consent of the 0-
ple.—Lcgcni vadiarc». In old English-. w.
To wage law; to ofier or to give pledge to
make defense, by oath, with compurgatois.

Logan ts:-to aniittcntcs, pcrpctuain
inlainin ,notan_i indc inc:-ito incurrunt.
Those who lose the law of the land, then
justly incur the ineiraceable brand of in-
famy. 3 last. W1. ‘

LEGE3. Lat. Laws. At Rome. the leacs
(the decrees of the people in a strict sense)
were laws which were proposed by a magis-
trate presiding in the senate, and adopted by
the Roman people in the comma oenturiata.
Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 31.
—Legcs Anglia. The Laws of England, as
distinguished from the civil law and other for-
eign systems.—Legcs non scripts. in Eng-
ilsh law. Unwritten or customary laws, in-
cluding those ancient acts of parliament which
were made before time of memory. Hale, Com.
Law, 5. See 1 Bl. Comm. _63, 64.—Iacgcs
scriptn. In English law. Written laws; stat-
uic laws, or acts of parliament which are orig-
inally reduced into writing before they are en-
acted. or receive any binding power. Hale,
Com. Law, 1, '2.—Lcgcs sub gs-aviorl legs.
Laws under a weightier law. Ilale, Cum. Law,
46, 4»-i.—I.eges tabcllax-in. Roman laws reg-
ulating the mode of. voting by ballot, (tabcilm)
1 Kent, Comm. 232, note.

Lcgcs Anglia sunt ts-ipai-titc,—jus
commune, consuetudincs, ac dccrcta
coinitior-um. The laws of England are
three_told,-—common law, customs, and de-
crecs of parliament.

Logos flgcndi ct ‘rcflgcndi consuctudc
est periculcsissina. The practice of flxlng
and reiixing [making and remaking] the
laws is a most dangerous one. 4 Coke, pref.

Lcgcs humane nascuutur, vivunt, ct
morinntur. Human laws are born, live,
and die. 7 Coke, 25-, 2 Atk. 674; 11 C. B.

_7o7; 1 Bl. Comm. 89.

Logan natnrn pcrfcctissiinn snnt ct
inunutabiles: liuxnani vcro jut-is condi-
tic sempcr in inilnituin dccun-it, ct nihil
est in co quod pcrpctuo stare possit.
Logos humane nascuntnr, vivunt, nio-

riuntur. The laws of nature are most per-
fect and immutable; [but the condition of
human law is an unending succession, and
there is nothing in it which can continue
perpetually. Human laws are born, live, and
die. 7 Coke. 22. » . . .
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, Logos non vex-bis, sed rebus, aunt in-
-posita. Laws are imposed, not on words,
but things. 10 Coke, 101; Branch, Princ.

Leges posteriores priores cont:-Arias
abs-ogant. Later laws abrogate prior laws
that are contrary to them. Broom. Max. :37,

29. _

Logos sauna -Iigent latorem. Laws
should bind their own maker. Fleta, lib. 1,
c. 17. I 11.

Logos vigilnntibns, non dormiontibus,
snhveniunt. The laws aid the vigilant, not
the negligent. Smith v. Carll, 5 Johns. Ch.
(N. Y.) 122, 145; Tools v. Cook, 16 How.
Prac. (N. Y.) 142, 144.

LEGIBUI BOLIITUS. Lat. Released
from the laws; not bound by the laws. An
expression applied in the Roman civil law to
the emperor. Calvin. '

Legilru snnptis desinentibns, loge na-

tnro nteudun est. When laws imposed by
the state fail, we must act by the law of
nature. 2 Rolls, 298.

L1-IGIOIUI. In old records. Litigious,
and so subjected to a course of law. Cowell.

Legis sonata-notio non laeit injnrian.
Co. Litt. 183. The construction of law does
no injury. -

Lexis into:-pretatio legis vim obtinet.
Ellesm. Postn. 55. The interpretation of law
obtains, the force of law.

Lexis minister non touch: in execu-

tions ofloii sni, fugere nut retrooodore.
The minister of the law is bound, in the exe-
cution of his oifice, not to fly nor to retreat.
Branch, Prlnc.

LEGIILATIOII. The act of giving or
enacting laws. State v. Hyde, 121 Ind. 20, 22
N. E. 644.

LEGISLATIVE. Making or giving laws:
pertaining to the function of law-making or
to the process of enactment of laws. see
Evansville v. State. 118 Ind. 426, 21 N. Ill.
267, 4 D. R. A. 93.
—I_.eg*islative degsrtznont. That department.
of’ government w oae appro riate function is
the making or enactment o laws. as distin-
guished from the judicial department, which in-
terprets and applies the laws. and the executive
department, which carries them into execution
and eifect. See In re Davies, 108 N. Y. 8!), 61
N. E. 118, 56 L. B. A. 855.—Loflslntive ol-
fioer. A member of the legislative body or de-

rtment of a state or municipal corporation.
5:9 Prosecuting Attorney v. Judge of Record-
er's Court. 59 Mich. 629, 28 N. W. 894.—l'.e¢is-
lative power. The Iawmalring power; the
department of government whoac unction is the
framing and enactment of laws. Evansville v.
State, 118 Ind. 420. 21 N. E. 267. 4 L. It. A.
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98: Sanders v. Cabaniss, 43 Ala. 180; Brown
v. Galveston, 97 Tex. 1, 75 S. W. 495; O'Neil
v. American F. Ins. Co., 166 Pa. 72. 30 AtL
943, 26 L. R. A. 715, 45 Am. St. Rep. W.

LIGISLATOB. One who makes laws; a
member of a legislative body.

Legislator-run est viva vox, rebns et
non vex-bis Iegom hnponere. The voice of
legislators is a living voice, to impose laws
on things, and not on words. 10 Coke, 101.

LEGISLATURE. The department, as-
sembly, or body of men that makes laws for
a state or nation; a legislative body.

LEGIIPEBITUI. Lat. A person skill-
ed or learned in the law; a lawyer or advo-
cate. Feud. lib. 2. tit. 1.

man V21. non: In old English prac-
tice. this was the formal question propounded
to the ordinary when a prisoner claimed the
beneilt of clergy.—-does he read or not? If
the ordinary found thatthe prisoner was en-
titled to clergy. his formal answer was,
"Legit at clerious," he reads like a clerk. '

LEGITIX. In scotch law. The chil-
dren's shan in the father's movables.

LEGITIHAOY. Lawful birth; the con-
ditlon of being born in wedlock; the opposite
of illegitimacy or bastardy. Davenport v.
Caldwell, 10 S. O. 837; Pratt v. Pratt, 5 Mo.
App. 541.

LEGITIHATE, 0. To make lawful: to
confer legitimacy; to place a child born be-
fore marriage on the footing of those born in
lawful wedlock. McKamie v. Baskerville, 88
Tenn. 459. 7 S. W. 194; Blythe v. Ayres. 96
Cal. 532, 31 Pac. 915. 19 L. R. A. 40.

Lnarrnaarn, adj. That which is law-
ful, legal, recognized by law. or according to
law; as legitimate children, legitimate au-
thority, or lawful power. Wilson v. Babb.
18 S. C. 69; Gates v. Seibert. 151 M0. 254, 57
S. W. 1065, 80 Am. St. Rep. 625.

LEGITIIIATION. The making legiti-
mate or lawful that which was not originally
so; especially the act of legalizing the status
of a bastard.

tination per snbsoquens matrimo-
ninm. The legitimation of a bastard b the
subsequent marriage of his parents. Bel.

LEGITIHE. Lat. In the civil law.
That portion of a parent's estate of which he
cannot disinherit his children without a legal
cause. Miller v. Miller. 105 La. 257, 29
South. 802: Cox v. Von Ahlefeldt, 50 La.
Ann. 1266, 23 South. 959.

Leg-ltirne Imps:-anti pal-ere nooosse est.
Jenk. Cent. 120. ' One lawfully commanding
must be obeyed.
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LEGITIII 3831:1338. Lat. In Ro-
man law. Legitimate heirs; the agnate re-
lations of the estate-ieaver; so called because
.the inheritance was given to them by a law
of the Twelve Tables.

LEGITIHUS. Lawful; legitimate.
Legmmua Iurrea at [tune on quem nupuw
demonammt, a lawful son and heir is he
whom the marriage points out to be lawful.
Bract. fol. 68.

LEGO. Lat. In Roman law. I bequeath.
A common term in wills. Dig. 30, 36, 81, et
seq.

LEGBUITA. In old records. A fine for
criminal conversation with a woman.

LEGULEIU8. A person skilled in law,
(in laoibua vcreatuu) one versed in the forms
of law. Calvin.

LEIDGBAVE. An oflicer under the Sax-
on government, who had jurisdiction over
a lath. Enc. Lond. See Lara.

LEIPA.
or runaway.

In old Diglish law. A fugitive

Lilli). To part with a thing of value to
another for a time fixed or indefinite. yet to
have some time in ending, to be used or en-
joyed by that other, the thing itself or the
equivalent of it to be given back at the time
fixed, or when lawfully asked for, with or
without compensation for the use as may he
agreed upon. Kent v. Quicksilver Min. 00.,
78 N. Y. 177.

LENDER. He from whom a thing is bor-
rowed. The bailor of an article loaned.

1.2171‘. In ecclesiastical law. The quad-
ragesimal fast; a time of abstinence; the
time from Ash-Wednesday to Easter.

L201).
Spelman.

People; a people: a nation.

LEODEB. In old European law. A vas-
sal, or liege man; service; a were or were-
gfld. -Spelman.

LEOET-GESOEOT. A tax for supplying
the church with lights. Anc. Inst. Eng.

LEONIIIA SOOETAS. Lat. An at-
tempted partnership, in which one party was
to bear all the losses, and have no share in
the proilts. This was a void partnership in
Roman law; and, apparently. it would also
be void as a partnership in English law. as
being inherently inconsistent with the notion
of partnership. (Dig. 17, 2, 29, 2.) Brown.

nu» Ann Laos. A custom in the man-
or of Wrlttle, in Essex, that every cart which
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goes over Greenbnry within that manor (ex-
cept it be the cart of a nobleman) shall pay
4d. to the lord. Blount.

LEPOEABIUI. A greyhound. Gowell.

LEPORIUH. A place where hares are
kept. Mon. Angl. t. 2, p. 1035.

LEPROIUI. L. Lat. A leper.
—II’.eproso unovendo. An ancient writ that
lay to remove a leper or laser, who thrust him-
lelf_ into the company of his neighbors in any
parish. either in the church or at other public
meetings, to their annoyance. Reg. Orig. 237.

LESOEEWES. Trees fallen by chance or
wind-falls. Brooke, Abr. 341.

1.1181-: HAJESTY. The old English and
Scotch translation of “urea majeataa," or
high treason. 2 Reeve, Eng. Law, 6.

LESION. Fr. Damage: injury; detri-
ment. Kelham. A term of the Scotch law.

In the civil law. The injury suffered
by one who does not receive a full equivalent
for what he gives in a commutative contract.
Civil Code In. art. 1860. Inequality in con-

tracts. Poth. 0hl., no. 83.

In medical Jurisprudence. Any change
in the structure of an rgan due to injury or
disease, whether ap rent or diagnosed as
the cause of a functional irregularity or
disturbance.

LESPEGEND. An inferior oflicer in for-
ests to take care of the vert and venison
therein, etc. Wharton.

LESBEE. He to whom a lease is made.
He who holds an estate by virtue of a lease.
Viterbo v. Friedlander, 120 U. 8. 707, 7 Sup.
Ct. 962, 30 L. Ed. 776.

1.888011. He who grants a lease. inter-
bo v. Friedlander. 120 U. 8. 707, 7 Sup. Ct.
962. 30 L. Ed. 776. .

-Lessor of the plaintifl. In the action of
ejectment. this was the party who really and
in effect prosecuted the action and was inter-
ested iu its result. The reason of his havin
been so called arose from the circumstance o
the action having been carried on in the name
of a nominal plaintiif, (John Doe.) to whom
the real plaintifi had granted a fictitious lease.
and thus had become his lessor.

LEST. Fr. In French maritime law.
Ballast. Ord. Mar. liv. 4, tit. -1. art. 1.

r.r:s'rAar:. LASTAGE. A custom for
carrying things in fairs and markets. Flciu.
l. 1, c. 47; Termes de la Ley. _,

I.E8'.l‘AGE!'n.Y. Lestage free. or ex-
empt from the duty of paying ballast money.
Cowell. '-
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LI-ZBTAGIUM. Lastage or lestage; a du-
ty laid on the cargo of a ship. Cowell.

LESWES. Pastures. Domesday; Co.
Litt. 411. A term often inserted in old deeds
and conveyances. Coweli.

L121‘, 1). In conteyancing. To demise or
lease. ‘To let and set” is an old expression.

In practice.‘ To deliver. “To let to ball"
is to deliver to bail on arrest.

In contracts. To award to one of sev-
eral persons, who have submitted proposals
theretor, the contract for erecting public
works or doing some part of the work con-
nected therewith, or rendering some other
service to government for a stipulated com.-
pensation.

Letting the contract is the choosing one from
among the number of bidders. and the formal
making_of the contract with him. The letting,
or putting out, is a diiferent thing from the in-
vitation to make proposals; the letting is subse-
quent to the invitation. It is the act of award-
ing the contract to the proposer, after the pro-
posals have been received and considered. See
Eppes v. Railroad Co., 35 Ala. 33, 55.

In the language of judicial orders and
decrees. the word ‘‘let'’ (in the imperative)
imports a positive direction or command.
Thus the phrase “let the writ issue as pray-~
ed" is equivalent to “it is hereby ordered
that the writ issue," etc. See Ingram v.
Larousslni,'50 La. Ann. 69, 23 South. 498.

LET, n. In old conveyancing. Hindrance;
obstruction; interruption. Still occasionally
used in the phrase “without any let, suit,
trouble." etc. » _

LET IN. In practice. To admit a party
as a matter of favor; as to open a Judgment
and "let the defendant in" to a defense.

LETIIAI. WEAPON. In Scotch law. A
deadly weapon. See State v. Godfrey, 17 Or.
300, 20 Pac.,625, 11 Am. _St. Rep. 830.

LETBADO.‘ In Spanish law. An advo-
cate. White, New Recop. b. 1, tit. 1, c. 1,
5 3, note. ' '

I.E'I"rEB.. 1. One or the arbitrary
marks or characters constituting the alpha-
bet, and used in written language as the
representatives of sounds or articulations ot
the human organs of speech. Several of
the letters oi‘ the English alphabet have a
special significance in jurisprudence, as ab-
breviations and otherwise, or are employed
as numerals.

2. A dispatch or eplstle; a written or
printed message; a communication in writ-
ing from one person to another at a dis-
tance. U. S. v. Iluggett (C. C.) 40 Fed. 640;
U. S. v. Denicke (C. C.) 35Fed. 409.

8. In the imperial law of Rome, “letter"
or “epistle" was the name of the answer re-
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' bishop.

LETTER -

turned by the emperor to a question of law
submitted to him by the magistrates.

4. A commission, patent, or written in-
strument containing or attesting the grant
ot some power, authority, or right. The
word appears in this generic sense in many
compound phrases known to commercial
law and jurisprudence; e. 17., letter or at-
torney, letter missive, letter or credit, let-
ters patent. The plural is frequently used.

5. Metaphoricaily, the verbal expression;
the strict literal meaning. The letter of a
statute, as distinguished from its spirit,
means the strict and exact force of the lan-
guage employed, as distinguished from the
general purpose and policy of the law.

6. He who, being the owner or a thing,
leis it out to another for hire or compensa-
tion. Story, Bailm. 5 369.
—I.ettcr-book. A book in which a merchant
or trader keeps copies of letters seut~by him to
his corresfiondents.—I.etter-can-icr. An em-
ployé of i e post-oflice, whose dut ' it is to car-
ry letters from the post-oiiice to t e persons to
whom they are addressed.—Lctter xnhdve. in
English law. A letter from the king or queen to
a dean and chapter, containing the name of
the person whom he would have them elect as

1 Steph. Comm. A request ad-
dressed t_o a peer. peeress, or lord of parlia-
ment against whom a bill has been filed desirin
the defendant to appear and answer to the iii]
In civil-law practice. The hrase “letters mis-
sive." or “letters dimissory, is sometimes used
to denote the papers sent up on an appeal by
the judge or court below to the superior tribu-
nal, otherwise called the “apostles," (q. u.)- '

Letter of ndvocation. In Scotch law. The
process or warrant by which, on appeal to the
supreme court or court of session, that tribu-
nai assumes to itself jurisdiction of the cause,
and discharges the lower court from all further
proceedings in the action. Ersk. Inst. 732.
—I.e¢ter of credence. In international law.
The document which accredits an ambassador,
minister, or envoy to the court or government
to which he is sent; 6. 9., certifies to his appoint-
ment and qualification, and beapeaks credit for
his otiicial actions and representations.-Letter
of cxchnn e. A bill of exchange, (q. V.)-!
Letter of cones. A letter or written instru-
ment given by creditors to their debtor, who
has failed in trade, etc. allowing him longer
time for the payment of his debts. and protect-
ing him from arrest in the mean time. Tom-
lins; Holthoiise.—I.e1_:ter ol_rnar-qua. A com-
mission given to a private ship by a government
to make reprisals on the ships of another state:
hence. also, the ship thus commissioned. U. ..
v. The Ambrose Light (D. C.) 25 Fed. 40 ;
Gibbons v. Livingston, 6 N. J. Law. 255.—I.et«-
ter of recall. A document addressed by the
executive of one nation to that of another, in-
forming the latter that a "minister sent by the
former has been recalled.-Latter of recre-
dentinls. A document embodying the formal
action of a government upon It letter of recall
of a foreign minister. It, in efiect accredits
him back to lils own government. It is address-
ed to the latter government, and is delivered to
the minister by the diplomatic secretary of the
state from which he is recalled.—I.cttcx-I
close. In English law. Close letters are grants
of the king. and. being of private concern, they
are thus distiiignii-shod from letters patent.—I4et-
ten of absolntion. Absolvatory letters, used
In former times. when an abbotreleased any
of his brethren ab omnia esbiectsoae et obedien-
tia, etc., and made them capable of entering
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into some other order of religion. Jacob.-Let-
ters of correspondence. In Scotch law.
Letters are admissible in evidence against_the
panel, 5'. 6., the prisoner at the bar, in criminal
trials. A letter written by the anel is evi-
dence against him; not so one rom a third
part found in his ion. Bell.—I.etters
of e and sure . See Fina AND Sworn.
—Iaetters of request. A formal instrument
by which an inferior judge of ecclesiastical Ju-
risdiction requests the judge of a superior court
to take and determine any matter which has
come before him. thereb waiving or remitti_ng
his own jurisdiction. '1‘ is is a mode of be in-
ning a suit originally in the court of arc es,
instead of the consistory court.—Iaetters of
safe conduct. No subject of a nation at war
with England can. by the law of nations, come
into the realm, nor can travel himself u n the
high seas, or send his goods and merc andlse
from one place to another, without danger of
being seized, unless he has letters of safe con-
duct, which, by divers old statutes, must be
granted under the great seal, and enrolled_in
chancery, or else are of no eifect; the sovereign
being the best judge of such emergencies as
may deserve exemption from the general law
of arms. But passports or licenses from the
ambassadors abroad are now more usually _ob—

tained, and are allowed to be of equal validity.
Wharton.—I.etters of slnins, or slanes.
Letters subscribed by the relatiyes of a per-
son who had been slain. declaring that they
had received an assythment. and concurring in
an application to the crown for a pardon to
the oifender. These or other evidences of their
concurrence were necessaryto found the appli-
cation. Beil.—LetteI_-s_ rogatory. A formal
communication in writing, sent by a court in
which an action is pending to a court or Jlld'_'e
of a foreign country, requestin that the testi-
mon of a witness resident wthin the Juris-
diction of the latter court may be there_for-
mally taken under its direction and transmitted
to the first court for use in the pending action.

-This process was also in use. at an earl peri-
od. between the several states of the _niou.
The request rests entirely u on the_coniity of
courts towards each other. .ee Union Square
Bank v. Reichmann. 9 App. Div. 596. 41 .\. Y.
Supp. 602.—I.etters testamentary. ’I_‘he for-
mal instrument of authority and appointment
given to an executor by the proper_court. em-

wering him to enter upon the discharge of
is ofiice as executor. It corresponds_to letters

of administration granted to an administrator.

As to letters of “Admiulstratlon," “Ad-
vice.” “.»\ttorney." “Credit." "Horning,"
“Recommeiidation,” see those titles. As to
“Letters Patent," see Pxrsar.

LETTING OUT. The act of awarding a
contract: 49. 9., a construction contract. or
contract for carrying the mails.

LETTRE. Fr. In French law. A letter.
It is used. like our English "letter," for a
formal instrument giving authority.
—Iaetts-es de cachet. Letters issued and sign-
ed by the kings of France. and counter-signed
by a secretary of state. authorizing the impris-
onment of a rson. It is said that they were
devised by P re Jose h, under the administra-
tion of Richelieu. hey were at first made
use of occasionally as a means of delaying the
course of justice; but during the reign of Louis
XIV. they were obtained by any person of anili-
cient influence with the king or his ministers.
Under them, persons were imprisoned for life
or -for a long period on the most frivolous pre-
texts. for the gratification of private pique or
revenge, and without any reason being assigned
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for such punishment. They were also granted
‘by the king for the purpose of shielding his
favorites or their friends from the cons uences
of their crimes; and thus were as pernicious in
their operation as the protection aiforded by the
church to criminals in a former age. Abolished
during the Revolution of 1789. Wharton.

LBUCA. In old French law. A
league, consisting of fifteen hundred paces.
Spelman.

In old English law. A league or mile or
a thousand paces. Domesday; Spelman.

A privileged space around a monastery of
a. league or mile in circuit. Spelman.

LEVANDE 1lAVIl.‘OAI_IsA. Lat. For
the sake of lightening the ship; denotes a
purpose of throwing overboard goods, which
renders them subjects of general average.

LEVANT ET COUOBAIIT. L. Fr. Ris-
ing up and lying down. A term applied to
trespassing cattle which have remained long
enough upon land to have lain down to rest
and risen up to feed; generally the space
of a night and a day, or, at least, one night.

LEVANTEB ET CUBANTES.
and lying down.
8 Bl. Comm. 9. The Latin equivalent of
“lawn: et couchant.” ' '

Rising up

LEVARI FACIAS. Int. A writ of ex-
ecution directing the sheriif to cause to be
made of the lands and chattels of the judg-
ment debtor the sum recovered by the judg-
ment. Pentland v. Kelly, 6 Watts & -8. (Pa.)
484.

Also a writ to the bishop of the diocese,
commanding him to enter into the beneflce of
a jmlginent debtor, and take and sequester
the same into his possession. and hold’ the
same until he shall have levied the amount
of the judgment out of the rents, tithes, and
pi-otits thereof. -

—I.evu-I facial dnnuta. do disseisitorlhus.
A writ formerly directed to the sherii! for the
levying of damages, which a disseisor had been
condemned to pay to the dimeisee. Cowell.-
Levari faolns uundo vioeoonnes returna-
vit quod non abult ensptores. An old
writ commandin the sherifi to sell the goods of
a debtor which e had already taken, and had
returned that he could not sell them; and as
much more of the debtor's goods as would satis-
fy the whole debt. Cowell.—Levax-I Indus
residuum debitl. An old writ directed to
the sherifl‘ for levying the remnant of a partly-
satisfied debt u n the lands and tenements or
chattels of the ebtor. Cowell.

LEVATO VELO. Lat. An expression
used in the Roman law, and applied to the
trial of wreck and salvage. Commentators
disagree about the origin or the expression;
but all agree that its general meaning is
that these causes shall be heard summarily.
The most probable solution is that it refers
to the place where causes were heard. A
mill was spread before the door and oiiicers
employed to keep strangers from the tribu-

A term applied to cattle. '
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nai. When these causes were heard, this
sail was raised, and suitors came directly to
the court, and their causes were heard im-
mediately. As applied to maritime courts.
its meaning is that causes should be heard
without delay. These causes require dis-
patch. and a delay amounts practically to a
denial of justice. (See Cod. 11, 4, 5.) Bon-
vler.‘ ' '

LEVEE. An embankment or artificial
mound of earth constructed along the mar-
gin of a river, to confine the stream to its
natural channel or prevent inundation or
overflow. State v. New Orleans an N. E. R.
Co., 42 La. Ann. 138, 7 South. 226; Royse
v. Evansville & T. H. R. Co., 160 Ind. 592,
87 N. E. 446. Also (probably by an exten-
sion of the foregoing meaning) a landing
place on a river or lake; a place on a river
or other navigable water for lading and un-
lading goods and for the reception and dis-
charge of passengers to and from vessels
lying in the contiguous waters, which may
be either a wharf or pier'or the natural
bank. See Coflin v. Portland (0. C.) 27 Fed.
415; St. Paul v. Railroad Co., (B Min. 330.
68 N. W. 458. 34 L. R. A. 184; Naps v. How-
land, 87 Cal. 84. 25 Pac. 247.
—Levee district. A municipal subdivision of
a state _(which Hit?! or may not be a public
corporation) orga zed for the purpose, and
charged _with the duty, of constructing and
maintaining such levees within its territorial
limits as are to be built and ke t up at public
expense and for the general uh ic benefit. See
People v. Levee Dist. No. 131 Cal. 30, 63
Pac. i576. _

LEVIABLE. That which may be levied.
That which is a proper or permissible sub-
ject for a levy; as, a “ieviable interest" in
land. See Bray v. Ragsdale, 53 M0. 172.

LEVIB, In Roman law. A husband's
brother; a wii.'e’s brother-in-law. Calvin.

LEVIS. Lat. Light; slight; trifling.
Legals culpa, slight fault or neglect. Levia-
sima calm. the slightest neglect. Levis no-
ta. a slight mark or brand. See Brand v.
Schenectady .9. T. It. 00., 8 Barb. (N. Y.) 378.

LEVITIOAL DEGREES. Degrees of
kindred within which persons are prohibited
to marry. They are set forth in the eight-
eenth chapter of Leviticus.

LEVY. 1:. To raise; execute; exact; col-
lect; gather; take up: seize. Thus, to levy
(raise or collect) a tax; to levy (raise or set
up) a nuisance; to levy (acknowledge) a flue;
to, levy (inaugurate) war; to levy an execu-
tion, o'. e., to levy or collect a sum of money
on an execution.

In reference to_ taxation. the word “ievy"
is used in two difierent senses. In the iirst
place. and more roperly. it means to lay or
ini se a tax. his is a legislative function.
an includes a determination that a tax shall

I
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be imposed, and also the ascertainment of the
amount necessary or desirable to be raised. the
amount or rate to be imposed, and the subjects
or persons to contribute to the tax. The ob-
ligation resulting from a “levy” in this sense
fa is upon the collective body of taxpayers or
the community, not (as yet) upon individuals.
But in another sense. it means the imposition
of the tax directly upon the person or roperty
involved (probably by analo y to the “evy" of
an execution or other writ , and includes the
assessment of persons or roperty, the entering
of their severa dues on t e tax books. and the
entire process of collecting the taxes. See State
v. Lakeside Land Co., 71 Minn. 283. 73 N. W.
970; Morton v. Comptroller General, 4 Rich.
8. C.) 480: Emeric v. Alvarado. 64 Cal. 529.

Pac. 418; Moore v. Foote. 32 Miss. 479:
Valle v. Fargo, 1 Mo. App. 347 ; Perry County
v. Railroad 0., 58 Ala. 509; Rhoads v. Given.
5 Houst. (Del.) 188; U. S. V. Port of Mobile
(O. C.) 12 Fed. 770.

LEVY, n. In practice. A seizure; -the
raising of the money for which an execution
has been issued.
-— uitbll .'I‘heiii ‘tested
h Efiie filing. 0f°:,Cl'edlt0l'8'eliJ)“intf)q‘8lili{)'eC‘;e real
property of the debtor. and of a lis pendens. is
sometimes so called. Miller v. Sherry, 2 Wall.
249, 17 L. Ed. 827; Mandeville V. Campbell, 45
App. Div. 512. 61 N. Y. Slelélp. 443; George v.
Ra iroad Co. (0. C.) 44 F . 120.

LEVY OOIJBT. A court formerly ex-
isting in the District of Columbia. It was a
body charged with the administration of the
ministerial and financial duties of Washing-
ton county. It was charged with the duty
of laying out and repairing roads, building
bridges, providing poor-houses, laying and
collecting the taxes necessary to enable it to
discharge these and other duties. and to pay
the other expenses of the county. It had
capacity to make contracts in reference to
any of these matters, and to raise money to
meet such contracts. It had perpetual suc-
cession, and its functions were those which,
in the several states, are performed by
“county commissioners." “overseers of the
poor." “county supervisors," and similar bod-
ies with other designations. Levy Court v.
Coroner, 2 Wall. 507, 17 L. Ed. 851.

In Delaware, the “levy court" is an ad-
ministrative board elected and organized in
each county. composed of from five to thir-
teen “commissioners," who, in respect to
taxation, perform the functions of a board
of equalization and review and also of a
board to supervise the assessors and col-
lectors and audit and adjust their accounts.
and who also have certain powers and spe-
cial duties in respect to the administration
of the poor laws, the system of public roads
and the oiilcers in charge of them, the care
or inane paupers and convicts, the govern-
ment and administration of jails, school dis-
tricts, and various other matters of local
concern. See Rev. St. Del. 1893, c. 8; Medley
v. Buckingham, 6 Del. Ch. 356. 22 Atl. 357.

LEVYING WAR. In criminal law. The
asseiiilillng of a body of men for the purpose
of effecting by. force a trensonabls object:
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and all who perform any part, however mi-
nute, or however remote from the scene of
action. and who are leagued in the general
conspiracy, are considered as engaged in levy-
ing war, within the meaning of the constitu-
tion. Const. art. 3, 5 3; Ex parte Bollmaii, 4
Cranch, 75, 2 L. Ed. 654.

L B W D N B 8 B. Licentlousness; an of-
fense against the public economy, when of an
an open and notorious character; as by fre-
quenting houses of ill fame, which is an iii-
dictable oirense. or by some grossly scandal-
ous and public indecency, for which the pun-
ishment at common law is fine and imprison-
ment. Wharton. See Brooks v. State, 2 Yerg.
(Tenn) 483; U. 8. v. Males (D. C.) 51 Fed.
42; Comm. V. Wardell, 128 Mass. 54, 35 Am.
Rep. 357; State v. Bauguess, 106 Iowa, 107.
76 N. W. 508.
—-Open lewdness. Lewd or iascivions behav-
ior practised without disguise. secrec , or con-
cealment. The adjective relates to t e quality
of the act, not to the place nor to the number
of safectators. State v. Juneau, 88 Wis. 180. 59
N. . 580, 24 L. R. A. 857. 43 Am. St. Rep.
877 ; State V. Millard, 18 Vt. 574. 46 Am. Dee.
1R7e0: C¢_;mm. V. Wardell, 128 Mass. 52, 35 Am.

p. .

1.2!. Lat. In the Roman law. Law:
a law: the law. This term was often used
as the synonym of 1143, in the sense of a rule
of civil conduct authoritatively prescribed for
the government of the actions of the mem-
bers of an organized jural society.

In a more limited and particular sense, it
was a resolution adopted by the whole Ro-
man "populua" (patricians and plebians) in
the comma. on the motion of a magistrate of
senatorial rank, as a consul, a pastor, or a
dictator. such a statute frequently took the
name of the proposer; as the lea: Falctdia.
lea Oornclla, etc.
-1»: Ebutin. A statute which introduced
and authorised new and more simple methods of
instituting actions at law.—Lex Elia South.
The Ellen Sentian law, respecting wills, pro-
posed bx the consuls H<}iiu_s and Sentius, and
passed . U. C. 756, restraining a master from
inanumittin his slaves in certain cases. Calvin.
-Lox E . A law which reduced the of-
ficial term of the censors at Rome from five
years to a year and a half, and provided for the
discharge of their peculiar functions b’ the con-
suls in the interim until the time or a new
census. Maclield. Rom. Law. 5 29.—Lex agro-
rla. The agrarian law. A law proposed by
Tiberius Gracchus, A. U. C. 620, that no one
should possess more than five hundred acres of
land; and that three commissioners should be
appointed to divide among the poorer people
what any one had above that exteiit.—Lex An-
astasluia. A law which rovided that a third
person who purchased. a c aim or debt for less
than its true or nominal value should not be
permitted to recover from the debtor more than
the price paid with lawful interest. Mackeld.
Rom. Law. 5 369.—Lex Apuleja. A law giv-
ing to one of several joint suretics or guaran-
tors, who had paid more than his proportion of
the debt secured. a right of action for reim-
bursement against his co-surcties as if a part-
nershii existed between them. See Mm-keld.
Rom. W. i 454. note 2.—Lox Aqullin. The
Aquilian law; a celebrated law passed on the
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proposition of the tribune C. Aquilius Gallus, A.
V. C. 672. regulating the coin nsation to be

made for that kind of damage ca led “injurious,"
in the cases of killing or wounding the slave
or beast of another. nst. 4, 8; Ca1vin.—Lex
Atilh. The Atilian law: a law of Rome pro-
posed by the tribune L. Atilius Regulus, A. U.
C. 443, regulating the appointment of guardians.
-Le: Atinla. The Atinian law; a law de-
claring that the property in things stolen should
not be acquired b prescription, (usuoapiona)
Inst. 2. 6, 2; A ams, Rom. Ant. ZY7.—Lex
Clllbnrailn. A law relating to the form and
prosecution of actions for the recovery of spe-
cific chattels other than money. See Mackeld.
Rom. Law, I Z)3.—2I'.ex Oinoia. A law pro-g
hibiting gifts or donations of propert beyond a
certain measure, except in the case 0 near kins-
men..—Lex Olaudla. A ‘law which abolished
the ancient guardianship of adult women by
their male agnate relations. See Mackeld. Rom.
Law, 5 6l5.—I.ex Cornelia. The Qornelian
law; a law seed by the dictator L. Cornelius
Sylla, provi in remedies for certain in'uries,

of another‘s ouse,
etc. Calvin.-Lox Oorno do false. The
Cornelian law respectin forge or counterfeit-.
ing. Passed by the dictator ylla. Dig. 48.
10; Calvin.— 1-noun do alou-us at
venonols. The Cornelian law respecting as-
sassins and poisoners. Passed by the dictator
Sylla. Dig. 48, 8: Caivin.—Lex Paloidls;
The Faicidian law - a law passed on the mntioir
of the tribune P. ifalcidins, A. U. c. 713, for-.
biddin a testator to give more in legacies than
three- ourths of all his estate. or. in other words,
requiring him to leave at least one-fourth to
the heir. Inst. 2, 22: Heinecc. Elem. lib. 2.
tit. 22.—Lsx Purl: Osninis. The Furian
Caninian law: a law passed in the conaulship
of P. Furius Gamillus and C. Caninius Gallus,
A. I_]. C. 752. prohibiting masters from manu-
mittiug by will more than a certain number or
proportion of their slaves. This law was abro-
gated by Justinian. Inst. 1, 7; Heinecc. Elem.
lib. 1, tit. 7.—Lex Golsush. A law which en-
tire! forbade the charging or taking of inter-
est or the use of money among Roman citizens,
but which was usually and easily evaded, as it
did not declare an agreement for interest to be
a nullity. See Mackeld. Rom. Law, I 3821:.-
Lex Hos-atli. An important constitutional
statute. taking its name from the consul who
secured its enactment. to the eifect that all do-
crees passed in the meetings of the lebians
should be laws for the whole people; omierly
they were binding only on the plebiana. Mack-
eld. Rom. Law, § 32.—Lox hostilh de (un-
tts. A Roman law, which provided that a pros-
ecution for theft might be carried on without
the owner's intervention. 4 Staph. Comm. (7th
Ed.) 118.—Lex Julia. Several statutes bore
this name, being distin ished by the addition
of words descriptive 0 their subject matter.
The “lea Julia de odultsriis" related to mar"-1
riage, dower. and kindred subjects. The “Ice
Julia do ceuions bononun" related to bankrupt-
cies.—1’.sx Julia. nnjestntls. The Julian law
of majesty: a law promulgated by Julius
Caesar, and again published with additions by
Augustus, comprehending all the laws before en-
acted to Banish trausgressors against the state.’
Calvin. Paph Poppaa. The Papian
Poppean law; a law proposed by the consuls
Papius and Pop us at the desire of Augustus.
A. U. C. 762, en arging the Les Prattaria, (q. 9.)
Inst. 3, 8, 2.—I..ex Plntorln. _A law designed
for the protection of minors against frauds and
allowing them in certain cases to apply for the
appointment of a guardian.

In a somewhat wider and more generic
sense, a law (whatever its origin) or the ag-
gregate of laws, relating to a particular sub-
ject-matter, thus corresponding to the mean-_
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lng of the word “law" in some moderii
phrases, such as the “law of evidence," “law
oi.’ wills,” etc.

—I.ex eonuniaso:-la. A law by which a debt-
or and creditor might agree (where a thing had
been pledged to the latter to secure the debt)
that, if the debtor did not pay at the day, the
pledge should heconie the absolute property of
the creditor. 2 Kent. Comm. 583. This was
abolished by a law of Constantine. A law ac-
cording to which a seller might stipulate that,
if the price of the thing sold were not paid wit.li-
in a certain time, the sale should be void. Dig.
18, 3.—Lex resin. The royal or imperial law.
A law enacted (or supposed or claimed to have
been enacted) by the Roman people, constitut-
ing the_empei-or a source of law. conferring the
legislative ower upon him, and according the
force and o ligation of law to the expression of
his mere will or pleasure. See Inst. 1, 2 6;
Gains, 1, 5; Mackeld. Rom. Law,6§(46; I-lein-
ecc. Rom. Ant. l. 1. tit. 2. fill 62- ; 1 Kent,
Comm. note.—Lex Pretoria. The prie-
torian law. A law by which every freedman
who made a will was commanded to leave a
moiety to his patron. Inst. 3, 8, 1. The term
has been applied to the rules that govern in a
court of equity. Gilb. Ch. pt. 2.

Other specific meanings of the word in Ro-
man ‘jurisprudence were as follows: Positive
law, as opposed to natural. That system of
law which descended from the Twelve Ta-
tiles, and formed the basis of all the Roman
law. The terms of a private covenant; the
condition of an obligation. A l'0i‘ll1 of words
prescribed to be used upon particular occa-
slons.

In medieval Jurisprudence. A body or
collection of various laws peculiar to a given
nation or people; not a code in the modern
sense, but an aggregation or collection of
laws not codifled or systematized. See Mack-’
eld. Rom. Iaw. I 98. Also a similar collec-
tion of laws relating to a general subject, and
not peculiar to any one people.

—Lcx Alunanno:-inn.’ The law of the Ale-
manni: first reduced to writing from the cus-
toms of the country, by Theodoric, king of the
Franks, A. D. 512. Amended and re-enacted by
Clotaire II. Spelman.—Lex Baiuvnrloriun,
gniorios-Inn, or Boiornna.) The law of the

avarians. a barbarous nation of Europe. first
collected (together with the law of the Franks
and Alemanni) by Theodoric I.. and finally com-
pleted and promulgated by Dagoliert. Spelman.
—I.ex Barbara. The barbarian "law. The
laws of those nations that were not subject to
the Roman em ire were so called. Spelman.
—I.ex Bx-elion . The llrehoa or Irish law,
overthrown by King John. Sec BBEHON LAW.
—Lex Ba-etoiae. The law of the ancient Bri-
tons. or Marches of Wales. Uowell.—Lex Bur-
gluldionun. The law of the Burgundians. a
barbarous nation of Europe, first compiled and
published by Gundebald. one of the last of their
kings, about A. D. 500. Spelman.—Lex Dan-
orun. The law of the Danes: Dane-law or
Dane-lage. Spelmiin.—Lex Pruieornni. The
law of the Franks; proinulgated by Theodoric
1., son of Clovis 1.. at the same time with the
law of the Alemanai and Bavarians. Spelman.
This was a different collection from the Salic
law.—I.ex I‘:-isioniun. The law of the Frisi-
ans. promulgated about the middle of the eighth
century. Spelnian.—Lex Gotlilea. The Goth-
ic law. or law of the Goths. First promulgated
in writing. A. D. 466. Sp:-lman.—Lex Lo
obardoriun. The law of the Lombards. H3
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name of an ancient code of laws among that
pcople, framed. probably, between the fifth and
eighth centuries. It continued in force after
the incorporation of Lombardy into the empire
of_ Charlemagne, and traces of its laws and in-
stitutions are said to be still discoverable in
some parts of I taly."ex meroatog-in. The
law-merchant. That system of laws which is
adopted by all commercial nations, and consti-
tutes a part of the law of the land.—Lex
Rlaodla. 'l_‘he Rhodian law, particularly the
fragment of it on the subject of jettison. (de joc-
tu.) preserved in the Pandects. Dig. 14, 2, 1;
3 Kent. Comm. 232, 233.—Lex Salian. The
Sal_ic law, or law of the Salian Frank a Teu-
tonic race who settled in Gaul in the hfth cen-
tury. This ancient code. said to have been com-
piled about the year 420, embraced the laws
and customs of that people. and is of great his-
torical value, in connection with the origins oi’
feudalism and similar subjects. Its most cele-
brated rovision was one which excluded women
from t e inheritance of landed estates, by an
extension of which law females were always ex-
cluded from succession to the crown of France.
Hence this provision, by itself, is often referred
to as the "Salic Law."-Lox talionis. The
law of retaliation; which requires the infliction
upon a wrongdoer of the same injury which he
has caused to another. Expressed in the Mosaic
law by the formula “an eye for an eye; a tooth
for a tooth,” etc. a modern international law,
the term describes the rule by which one state
may iniiict upon the citizcns of another state
death, jm risonmcnt, or other hardship, in re-
taliation or similar injuries imposed upon its
own citizt-ns.—Lex Wallensiea. The Welsh
law; the law of Wales. Bloiint.—Lex Whig!»-
thorrun. The law of the Visigoths, or Western
Goths who settled in Spain; tirst reduced to
writing A. D. 466. A revision of these laws
was made by Egigas. Spelman.

In old English law. A body or collection
of laws, and particularly the Roman or civil
law. Also a form or mode-of trial or process
of law, as the ordeal or battel, or the oath
of a party with compurgators, as in the
phrases legem faccre, lcgcm vadiare, etc.
Also used in the sense of legal rights or civil
rights or the protection of the law, as in the
phrase lcgem ammerc.
-—Lex Anglia. The law of England. The
common law. Or. the curtesy of Eiigland.—Levz
amiua.
outlawed person. Bract. lib. 4, c. 19.—l'.ex
Apostate. A thing contrary to law. Jacob.
—Lex apparens. In old English and Norman
law. Apparent or manifest law. A term used
to denote the trial by battei or duel, and the
trial b’ ordeal, “I:-Jr" having the sense of pro-
cess 0 law. Called “apparent" because the
plaintiff was obliged to make his right clear by
the testimony of witiiesses, before he could ob-
tain an order from the court to summon the de-
fendant. Spelman.—l'.ex eomitatus. The law
of the county, or that administered in the coun-
ty court before the earl or his deputy. Spelman.
—-Le: eonunnnis. The common law. See .IL's
(‘o.\i.\ii1Ni-:.—Lex deralsnia. The roof of a
thing which one denies to he done by im, where
another aflirins it; defeating the assertion of
his adversary, and showing it be against reason
or probability. This was used among the old
Romans, as well as the Normans. Cowell.—Lex
et eonsuetudo arliamenti. The law and
custom (or usage of parliament. The houses
uf parliament constitute a court not only of leg-
islation. but also of justice. and have their own
niles. by which the court itself and the suitors
therein are governed. May. Perl. Pr. (6th Ed.)
38—61.—Lex et conanetndo . The law
and custom of the realm. One 0 the names of

One who is an infamous, perjured. or"
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the common law. Hale. Com. Law. 62'.—I.sx
Imps:-ntorin. The Imperial or Itoman law.
Quoted under this name, by Fleta. lib. 1. c. 38.
I 15; Id. lib. 3, c. 10. § 3.—Lex_Jndieia!ls.
An ordeal.—I.ox manifests. Manifest or open
law; the trial by duel or ord_eal. The same
with lea apparent, (q. 7.) In King Johns char-
ter (chapter 38) and the art.I_cles of that ch_nrter
(chapter 28) the word “mam/catam' is omitted.
—Lex non sad to.
mon law, which ncludes general and particular
customs. and particular local laws.-In: sno-
runontnlis. Purgation by o_ath.—I.ex scrip-
ts. Written law; law deriving_its _force, not
from usage, but fromex ress legislative enact-
ment: statute law. 1 B. Comm. 62. 85.—Lsx
tons. The law of the land. The common
law, or the due course of the common law: the
general law of the land. Bract. fol. 1Tb. Equiv- '

alent to “due process of law." _In the strictest
sense, trial by oath: the privilege of making
oath. Bracton uses the phrase to_denote a free-
man’s privilege of being sworn in_ court as a
furor or witness. which jurors convicted of per-
fulryzggiifeited, (legem terns amsmznt.) Brnct.
o . .

In modern Llnerionn and angina an‘-~
riapradonoa. A system or body of laws.
written or unwritten. or so much thereof as
may be applicable to a particular case or
question, considered as being local or pe-
culiar to a given state, country. or jurisdie '

tion, or as being different from the laws or
rules relating to the same subject-matter
which prevail in some other place.

—I.ex donsioilii. The law of the domicile. 2
Kent. Comm. 112. 433.—Lox tori.
the forum. or court: that is. the positive law-
of the state. country, or jurisdiction of whose
udicial system the court where the suit is
rought or remedy sought is an integral part.

"Remedies upon contracts and their incidents
are regulated and pursued according to the lsw
of the place where the action is instituted. and
the let loci has no application." 2 Kent.
Comm. 462. “The remedies are to be governed
by the laws of the country where the suit is
brought; or. as it is comnendiously expressed,
by the le: fori." Bank of United States v. Don-
nally, 8 Pet. 361. 372. 8 L. Ed. 974. "So far as
the law nifects the remedy. the lea /on’. the law
of the place where that remedy is sought. must
govern. But, so far as the law of the construc-
tion. the legal operation and efiect. of the con-
tract. is concerned. it is governed by the law of '

the place where the contract is made." Warren
v. Copelin. 4 Metc. (Mass.) 594. 597. See Llzx
Loci CONTBAC'l'U8.—LQx lost. The law of the
place. This may be of the following several
descriptions: Leo loci contractile. the law of the
place where the contract was made or to be per-
formed: lea loci actuc, the law of the place
where the act was done; lea loci res‘ sites, the
law of the place where the subject-matter is
situated; lea: loci domidlii. the law of the place
of domicile.—Lex loci contrsctus. The law
of the place of the contract. The local law
which governs as to the nature. construction,
and validit of a contract. See Pritr-hard v.
Norton. 1 U. S. 124. 1 Sup. Ct. 102. 27 L.
Ed. 104: Gibson v. Connecticut F. Ins. Co. (C.
C.) 77 Fed. 565.—Lex loci dolistus. The law
of the place where the crime took place.—Lex
loo! rel site. The law of the place where a
thing is situated. “It is equally settled in the
law of all civilized countries that real proper-
ty. as to its tenure, mode of enjoyment. trans-
fer, and descent. is to be regulated by the In
loci rci sitar.” 2 Kent. Comm. 429.—Lex loci
solutionis. The law of the place of solution;
the law of the place where payment or perform-
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ance of a contract is to be made.—Lsz ordi-
nsndi. The same as Ice fort’. (q_. v.)-Lox 1-oi
sitm. The law of the place of situation of the
thing.-Le: situs. Modern law Latin for “the
law of the place where property is situated."
The general rule is that lands and other im-
movahles are governed by the lee siius; 9'. _e.,

by, the law of the country in which they are sit-
uated. Westl. Priv. Int. Law, 62. _

Le: aqnitate gaudot. Law delights in
equity. Jenk. Cent. p. 36, case 69.

Lox aliqunndo soqnitnr aqnitateni.
Law sometimes follows equity. 3 W113. 119.

Lox Anglia est lax nalsorioordie. 2
Inst. 315. The law of England is a law of
mercy.

Lox Anglia non patitur absiu-dun. 9'
Coke, 22a. The law of England does not

' suffer an absurdity. ,

Lox Anglia nunquam mntrls sod soni-
per pstris oonditionem imitari pas-tuna’
jndlont. Co. Litt. 123. The law of England.-
rules that the oifspring shall always follow
the condition of the father, never that of the
mother. . .

Lox Anglia nunquam sins pnrlianonto
snutari potest. 2 Inst. 218. The law of
England cannot be changed~but>4-by parlia-
ment. ' . ' 2-9'1» ,1-. ‘V-

. _ ..._ ,_... ,,'

Lox bonefloialis rsioonhiznill
prmstst. 2 last. 689. A beneficial law at-
fords a remedy for a similar case: = - -.---.3

Lox oitiu tolls:-are vnlt pa-ivatnns
nuns qunna pnhliosun malnna. The law will-
more readily tolerate a private loss than a
public evil. Co. Litt. 152.

La: contra. id qnod prapsiunit. proba-
tionom non rooipit. The law admits no
proof against that which it presumes. Loirt,
673.

Lox do future, Index do prmterito. The
law provides for the future, the judge for:
the past. '

Lox doflosro non potent in Jnstitia ox-

iiibonda. Co. Litt. 197. The law cannot be
defective in dispensing justice.

Ls: dilutions: aompor oxhon-at. 2
Inst. 240. The law always abhors delays.

Lox est ab atarno. Law is from ever-
lasting. A strong expression to denote the
remote antiquity oi’ the law. Jenk. Cent. p.
34, case 86. .

Lox est diotunen rationis. Law is the
dictate of reason. Jenk. Cent. p. 117. case
33. The common law will judge according
to the law of nature and the public good.
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Lox est norsuu reeti. ‘Law is a rule or
right. Branch, Princ.

Le: est ratio sununa, qua jubot qua
aunt utilis at uaoessa:-is, et oontrsrh
pa-ohlbet. Law is the perfection oi‘ reason,
which commands what is useful and neces-
sary, and forbids the contrary. Co. Litt.
3190; Id. 97b.

Lex est sauetio sancts, jubens houesta,
et prohibens cont:-s.x-is. Law is a sacred
sanction, commanding what is right. and pro- .

hlbiting the contrary. 2 Inst 587.

Lox est tutlssinn eassls; sub elypeo
legls nemo decipituu-. Law is the safest
helmet; under the shield of the law no one is
deceived. 2 Inst. 56.

Lox lavet doti. Jenk. Cent. 50. The
law favors dower.

Lox dnglt ubi subsistit nquitas. 11
Coke, 90. The law makes use or a ilction
where equity subsists.

Lox tnteudlt vlotuuxn Violas! facts soiro.
The law intends [or presumes] that one
neighbor knows what another neighbor does.
00. Litt. 7811-.

Le: Judioat do. rebus ueoessas-io {soi-
endis quasi re ipu. teeth. The law judges
of things which must necessarily be done as
11. actually done. Branch, Princ.

Lox neoessitstis est lex tempo:-is; 1. e.,
instantis. The law oi‘ necessity is the law
of the time; that is, of theinstant, or pres-
ent moment. Hob. 159.

Le: nerninem oogit ad vans sou inn
nun. peragends. The law compels no one
to.do vain or useless things. Co. Litt 1971);
Broom, Max. 252; 5 Cake, 21a.

Lox nerninem oorlt ostondore quod
nescire prusumitur. Loflt, 569. The law
compels no one to show that which he is pre-
sumed not to know. _ .

Lox nesnini (Lott injurlun. The law
does injury to no one. Branch, Princ.

Le: neminl opentur lniquum. The
law works injustice to no one. Jenk. Cent.
p. 18, case 33.

Lox nil faoit lrustru. The law does
nothing in vain. Jenk. Cent. p. 12. case 19;
Broom. Max. 252; 1 Ventr. 417.

Le: nil trusts-s Jubevt. The law com-
mands nothing vainly. 3 Bulst. 280.

I402 non s 1-ego est vlolanda. Jenk.
Cent. 7. The law is not to be violated by the
king.
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Le: non ooglt ad hupossibllh. The law
does not compel the doing of imposslbilities.
Broom, Max. 242; Bob. 96.

Lox non ous-at do mininis. Bob. 88
The law cares not about trifles..

Lox Ion deficit in Justitin exhlbeuda.
The law does not fail in showing justice.
Jenk. Cent. p. 81, case 61.

Lox nou exaote delult, sed orbits-lo
boni vi:-i permitut. The law does not de-
tine exactly. but trusts in the judgment of a
good man. Bissell v. Briggs, 9 Mass. 475. 6
Am. Dec. 88.

Le: non favet delioatorun votis. The
law favors not the wishes of the dainty.
Broom, Max. 879; 9 Coke, 58.

Lox non lnteudlt Allquid lsuposdhllo.
The law does not intend anything impossi-
ble. 12 Coke, 89¢. For otherwise the law
should not be of any eifect.

Lox non pstitur traedones at divisi-
ones statunm. The law does not suirer
fractions and divisions of estates. Branch.
Princ.; 1 Coke, 87¢.

Lox noajanaoipu: lnutilh, gun inu-
tills labor stultus. Co. Litt. 197. The law
commands not useless things, because use-
less labor is foolish.

Lex non requls-it vex-ideas-1 quad ap-
ps:-et cuts. The law does not require that
to be verified [or proved] which is apparent
to the court. 9 Coke, 5-ib. -

Lox plus laudutur quando ratioue pro-
bstur. ‘The law is the more praised when
it is approved by reason. Broom, Max. 159.

Lox posterior derogat prlorl. A later
statute takes away the eirect of a prior one.
But the later statute must either expressly
repeal. or be manifestly repugnant to, the
earlier one. Broom, Max. 29; Mackeld.
Rom. Layv, l 7.

Le: prospioit, non respioit. Jenk. Cent.
284. The law looks forward. not backward.

Lax punit meudaoium. The law punish-
es ralsehood. Jenk. Cent. p. 15, case 26.

Le: rejioit superdun, puglsuatia, Il-
oonn-ua. Jenk. Cent. 133. The law reject:
superfluous, contradictory, and incongruous
things. '

Le: reps-obat mos-an. Jeak. Cent. 33.
The law dislikes delay.

Lox respieit aqultatem. Co. Litt. 240.
The law pays regard to equity.
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Lox scripts I! count, it! oustodiri
oportet qnod moribns ct oonsnetndine
induetnm est; et, Ii qua in re hoe de-
feeerit, tune id qnod proxhniun et eon-

seqnons oi eat; at. Ii id non apps:-eat,
tune Jul quo nrbs Romans. utitnr sol-tori.
oportet. 7 Coke, 19. If the written law
be silent. that which is drawn from man-
ners and custom ought to be observed; and,
if that is in any manner defective, then that
which is next and analogous to it; and, if
that does not appear, then the law which
Rome uses should be followed. This maxim
of Lord Coke is so far followed at the present
day that, in cases where there is no precedent
of the English courts, the civil law is always
heard with respect, and often, though not
necessarily, followed. Wharton.

Lox temper dahdt rentediuml. The-law
will always give a remedy. Branch, Princ.;
Broom, Max. 192.

Lox semper intendit qnod eonvenit ra-

tioni. Co. Litt. 78b. The law always in-
tends what is agreeable to reason.

Lox speotnt nature ox-dinem. The law
regards the order of nature. Co. Litt. 1970.

Ice: tnoonn-it igneranti. Jenk. Cent.
15. The law assists the ignorant.

Lox suoeun-it minoribns. The law aids
minors. Jenk. Cent. p. 51, case 97.

Lox uno ore omnes alloquitnr. The law
addresses all with one [the same] mouth or
voice. 2 Inst. 184.

Ian vigilnntibns, non dormientibns,
subvonit. Iaw assists the wakeful, not the
sleeping. 1 Story, Cont. 5 529.

LEY. L. Fr. Law; the law.
—Ley oivile. In old English law. The civil
or Roman law. Yearb. ._ 8 Edw. III. 42.
Otherwise termed “Icy cscriptc," the written
law. Yearb. 10 Edw. III. 24.-Loy gage:-.
Law wager‘ wager of law: the giving of gage
or security by a defendant that he would make
or perfect his law at 23 certain day. Litt. 5
514; C0. Litt. 2941), 29nd.

LEI. Sp. In Spanish law. A law; the
law; law in the abstract.
-1.91” do I-Zstilo. In Spanish law. A col-
lection of laws usually published as an appen-
dix to the Fuero Iteal; treating of the mode
of conducting suits, prosecuting them to Edg-
ment, and entering appeals. Schm. Civil w.
lntrod. 74. ‘

IJZZB-MAJESTY. An offense against
sovereign power; treason; rebellion.

LIABILITY. The state of being bound
or obliged in law or justice to do. pay, or
make good something: legal responsibility.
Wood v. Currey, 57 Cal. 209; llicEifi-esh v.
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Kirkendall. 36 Iowa, 225; Bangs v. Bowling,
106 Ky. 575, 51 S. W. 151; Josiin v. New
Jersey Car-Spring Co., 36 N. J. Law, 145.

LIABLE. 1. Bound or obliged in law or
equity; responsible; chargeable; answerable;
compeliabie to make satisfaction, compensa-
tion, or restitution.
. 2. Exposed or subject to a given contin-

gency, risk, or casualty, which is more or less
probable. '

—I.in:ited lisbilit . The liability of the mem-
bers of a joint-stoc company may be either
unlimited or limited; and, if the latter, then
the limitaijon of liability is either the amount,
if any unpaid on the shares, (in which case the
limit is said to be "by shares,") or such an
amount as the members guaranty in the event
of the company being wound up, (in which
case the limit is said to be “bi guaranty.")
Brown.—Pex-sonal liability. '.1‘ e liability of
the stockholders in corporations, under certain
statutes. by which they may be held individu-
ally responsible for the debts of the corporation,
either to the extent of the par value of their
respective holdings of stock, or to twice that
amount. or without limit, or otherwise, as the
particular statute directs.

LIARD. An old French coin. of silver or
copper, formerly current to a limited extent
in England, and there computed as equiva-
lent to a farthing.

LIBEL, 1:. In admiralty practice. To pro-
ceed against, by filing a libel; to seize finder
admiralty process, at the commencement; of a
suit. Also to defame oruinjure a person's
reputation by a published ‘writing. ' 3' - " '

LIBEL, n. In practice. The initlato'i'y'
pleading on the part of the plaintiff or coin-'
plainant in an admiralty or ecclesiastical
cause, corresponding to the declaration, bill,
or complaint.

In the Scotch law it is the form of the
complaint or ground of the charge on which
either a civil action or criminal prosecution
takes place. Bell.

In torts. That which is written or print-
ed, and published, calculated to injure the
character of another by bringing him into
ridicule, hatred, or contempt. Palmer v. (‘on-
cord. 48 N. H. 211, 97 Am. Dec. 605; Neglcy
v. Farrow, 60 Md. 175, 45 Am. Rep. 7153;
Weston v. Weston, 83 App. Div. 520, 82 N. Y.
Supp. 351; Collins v. Dispatch Pub. Co., 152
Pa. 187, 25 Atl. 546. 34 Am. St. Rep. 636;
Hartford v. State, 96 Ind. 463, 49 Am. Rep.
185.

Libel is a false and unprivileged publica-
tlon by writing, printing, picture, eilig)’. or
other flxed representation to the eye which
exposes any person to hatred, contempt, ridi-
cule, or obloquy, or which causes him to be
shunned or avoided. or which has a tendency
to injure him in his occupation. Civ. Code
Cal. 5 45.

A libel is a false and malicious defamation
of another, expressed in print or writing or
pictures or signs, tending to injure the repu-
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tatlon of an individual, and exposing him to
public hatred, contempt, or ridicule. The
publication of the libelous matter is essential
to recovery. Code Ga. 1882, 5 297-1.
' A libel is a malicious defaination, expressed
either by writing, printing, or by signs or
pictures, or the like, tending to blacken the
memory of one who is (lead, or to impeach
the honesty, integrity, virtue, or reputation,
or publish the natural or alleged defects, of
one who is alive, and thereby to expose him
to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule. Pen.
Code Cal. 5 248: Rev.'Code Iowa 1880. I
4091; Bac. Abr. tit. “Libel ;” 1 Hawk. P. C.
1, 73, I 1; Com. v. Clap. 4 Mass. 168, 3 Am.
Dec. 212; Clark v. Binney, 2 Pick. (Mass)
115; Ryckman v. Delavan, 25 Wend. (N. Y.)
198; Root v. King, 7 Cow. (N. Y.) 620.

A libel is a censorious or ridiculing writing,
picture. or sign made with a mischievous in-
tent. State v. Farley, 4 McCord (S. i‘.), 317;
People v. Croswell. 3 Johns. Cas. IN. 1'.) 354;
Steele v. SOlltl‘.\\'l(‘k, 9 Johns. (N. Y.) 215;
l\ic(.‘orkle v. Binns, 5 Bin. (l;’a.) 348; 6 Am.
Dec. 420.

Any publication the tendency of which is to
degrade or injure another person, or to bring
him into contempt, ridicule, or hatred, or which
accuses him of a crime punishable by law, or
of an act odious and disgraceful in society, is a
libel. Dexter v. Spear, 4 Mason, 115. Fed.
Gas. No. 3.867: White v. Nicholls, 3 How.
291. 11 L. Ed. 591.

A libel is a publication, without justification
war: lawful-excuse, of words calculated to in-
jure the reputation of another, and ex ose him
to hatred or contempt. Whitney v. anesville
Gazette, 5 Biss. 330, Fed. Gas. No. 17.5390.

Everything, written or printed, which re-
flects on the character of another, and is pub-
lished without lawful justification or excuse,
is a libel, whatever the intention may have
been. O'Brien v. Clement, 15 Mees. & W. 435.
-01-lmlnal libel. A libel which is punish-
able criminally; one which tends to excite a
breach of the peace. Moody v. State, 94 Ala.
42, 10 South. 670; State v. Shaifner, 2 Pen-
newill (Del.) 171. 44 Atl. 620' People V.
Stokes. 30 Abh. N. C. 200, 24 . . Y. Supp.
727.—-Libel of accusation. In Scotch law.
The instrument which contains_the charge
against a erson accused of a crime. Libeis
are of two inds. namely. indictments and crim-
inal letters.—Sedltioua libel. In Enclish law.
A written or printed document containing sedi-
tious matter or published with a seditious in-
tention, the latter term being defined as "an in-
tention to bring into hatred or contempt, or
to excite disaffection i_igai_ust. the king or the
government and constitution as by law estab-
lished. or either house of parliament, or the
admini:-tration of justice, or to excite British
subjects to attempt otherwise than by lawful
means the alteration of any matter in church
or state by law established. or to promote feel-
ings of ill will and hostility between difierent
classes." Dicey. Const. (4th Ed.) 231. 232. See
Black. Const. Law (3d Ed.) p. 654.

LIBELANT. The complaliiant or party
who flies a libel in an ecclesiastical or admi-
ralty case. corresponding to the plaintitf in
actions at law.

LIBELEE. A party against whom a libel
has been flied in an ecclesiastical court or in
admiralty.
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LIBELLU8. Lat. In the civil lay. A
little book. Libcllus nappies, a petition, es-
pecially to the emperor, all petitions to whom
must be in writing. Llbclium reaofibcre, to
mark on such petition the answer to iii. In‘-
blllllnn u1Ic‘I‘c. to assist or counsel the emper-
or in regard to such petitions. Libcllua ao-
cueatorius, an information and accusation of
a crime. Libcllua divortii, a writing of di-
vorcement. Libcllua rerum, an inventory.
Calvin. Libcllus or oratio ounsultoria, a mes-
sage by which emperors laid matters before
the senate. ld.

A writing in which are contained the
names of the plaintiff (actor) and defendant,
("€fl8.) the thing sought, the right relied upon.
and name of the tribunal before which the
action is brought. Calvin.

In tandal law. An instrument of alien-
ation or conveyance, as of a lief, or a part
of it.
—Libellua oonvontionia. In the civil law.
The statement of a plaintiff's claim in a peti-
tion presented to the magistrate, who directed
an oiiicer to deliver it to the defendant.—Li-
bellua fanaoagna. In the civil law. A defam-
atory. publication; a publication injurioualy
aifecting character; a libel. Inst. 4, 4. 1; Dig.
47. 10; Cod. 9, 36.

' LIJBELOUS. Defamatory; of the nature
of a libel; constituting or involving libel.
-.-Libeloua pot as. A defamatory publica-
tion is libelous per so when the words are of
such a character that an action may be brought
upon them without the necessity of showing any
sgecial damage, the imputation being such that
t e law will presume that any one so slandered
must have sufiered dama e. Ma rant 7.
Richardson‘. 1 Nott & Mob. (S. C. 34 . 9 Am.
Dec. 707: Woolworth v. Star ., 9? App.
Div. 525, 90 N, Y. Supp. 147: Morse v. Times-
{$[)\§lél_;c8.D Printing 00., 124 Iowa, 707, 100 N.

LIBEB, n. Lat. A book, of whatever
material composed; a main division of a lit-
erary work.
--Libot aulaarum. The Book of Assizes. A
collection of cases that arose on as-sizes and
other trials in the country. lt'was the fourth
volume of the reports of the reign of Edward
111. 3 Reeve, Enz. Law, 148.—Liber (endor-
Iun. The book of feuds. This was a conipila-
tiou of ferdal law, prepared by order of the
emperor Frederick 1.. and published at Milan
in 1170. It comprised five books. of which
only the first two are now extant with fragmen-
tary portions of the others.-Llbor jndleialla
of Alfred. Alfred's dome-book. See Donna-
DAY.—Llbor judlolaruun. The book of judg-
ment, or doom-book. The Saxon Domboc.
Conjectnred to he a book of statutes of an-
cient Saxon kings.—Lil:er nlger. Black book.
A name given to several ancient reconls.—Ll-
her nigor domfia rogia, (the black book of
the king’s household.) The title of a book in
which ‘there is an account of the household eo-
tablishment of King Edward I\'., and of the
several musicians retained in his service. as
well for his private amusement as for the serv-
ice in his chapel. Enc. l.ond.—Ll'bor nlgor
aoaocaril. The black book of the exch uer,
attributed to Gcrvase of Tllbnry. 1 Reeve, -

Law. 220, note.-Liber tuber aoaooarfl. The
red book of the exchequer. 1 Reeve. Eng. Law,
220, note.
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1.1323. adj. Lat. Free; open and ac-
cessible, as applied to courts. places, etc.:
of the state or condition of a freeman. as
applied to persons.
—Llbor bnnons. In old English law. Free
bench. Bract. fol. 97b.-Libs! st lognlls
homo. In old English‘ law. A free and law-
ful man. A term applied to a juror. from the
earliest period.—Cl’.l‘ber homo. A free-_man:
a freeman lawfnli competent to act as uror.
Ld. Raym. 417; ebl. 563. An sllodia pro-

. prietor. as distinguished from a vassal or feuda-
tory. This was the sense of the term in the
laws of the barbarous nations of Europe.

LIBEBA. A livery or delivery of so much
corn or grass to a customary tenant, who
cut down or prepared the said grass or corn,
and received some part or small portion of
it as a reward or gratuity. Coweli.

LIBEEA. Lat. (Feminine of libcr, adj.)
Free; at liberty; exempt; not subject to
toll or charge.
—I.lbors bstella. In old records. A free
boat;. the right of having a boat to fish in a
certain water; a species of free fishery.—I.l-
hero. elansos husbands. A judicial writ grant-
ed to a person for a free chase belonging to his
manor after proof made by inquiry of a ‘ury
that the same of Iright belongs to him. W ar-
ton.—LllIors sloornosyns. In old English
law. Free aims; franlraimoigne. Bract. fol.
27b.—Idbora folds. In old English law.
Frank fold; free fold; free foidage. 1 Leon.
11.—Llboa-5 lax. In old English law. Free
law; frank law‘ the law of the land. The
law enjo ‘ed by free and lawful men. as distin-
guished rom such men as have lost the benefit
and protection of the law in consequence of
crime. Hence this term denoted the status of
a man who stood guiltiess before the law, and
was free, in the sense of bem entitled to its
full protection and benefit. mitten liberam
imam (to lose one’s free law) was to fall from
that status by crime or infamy. See Co. Litt.
94b.-Libero plus:-lo. in old English law.
A free iishery. Co. Hit. 122o.—I.iboro. wor-
rona. In old English law. Free warren. (q. o.)

LIBERAM LEGS! AMITTI-IRE. To
lose one's free law, (called the, villainous
Judgment.) to become discredited or disabled
as juror and witness, to forfeit goods and
chattels and lands for life, to have those
lands wasted, houses razed, trees rooted up.
and one's body committed to prison. it was
ancientiy pronounced against conspirators,
but is now disused. the punishment substitut-
ed being due and imprisonment. Hawk. P.
C. 61, c. ixxii., s. 9; 3 Inst. 221.

Lmnnann. Lat. In the civil 1...
To free or set free: to liberate; to give one
his liberty. Calvin.

In old English law. To deliver, trans-
fer, or hand over. Applied to writs. panels
of jurors, etc. Bract. fols. 118, 1761).

Llbenta poonnln non llbornt ole!-
entsm. Co. Litt. 207. Money being restor-
ed does not set free the party offering.

LIBEBATE. in old English practice.
An original writ issuing out of chancery to
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the treasurer, chamberlains. and barons of
the exchequer. for the payment of any annual
pension, or other sum. Reg. Orig. 193; Cow-
ell.

A writ issued to a sherifl, for the delivery
of any lands or goods taken upon forfeits of
recognizance. 4 Coke, 640.

A writ issued to a gaoler, for the delivery
of a prisoner that, had put in bail for his ap-'
pearance. Coweli.

LIBERATIO. In old English law.
Livery; money paid for the delivery or use of
a thing.

In old scotch law. Livery; a fee given
to a servant or oiiicer. Skeue.

Money, meat, drink, clothes, etc., yearly
given and delivered by the lord to his do-
mestic servants. Blount.

LIBERATION. In the civil law. The
extiuguisiinieut of a contract, by which he
who was bound becomes tree or liberated.
Wolff, Inst. Nat. § 749. synonymous with
“payment." Dig. 50, 16, 47.

LIBEBI. In Saxon law. Freemen; the
posseasors of allodial lands. 1 Reeve, Eng.
Law. 5.

In the civil law. Children. The term
included “grandchildren."

LIBEETAS. Lat. Liberty; freedom; a
privilege; a franchise.
—Libertos eoolesiustloo. Church liberty, or
ecclesiastical immunity.

Libertine est natnralls fnonltns ejus
quod onlqno lasers libet, nlsi qnod do
Jars nut vi ptohibstnr. U0. Lltt. 116.
Liberty is that natural faculty which permits
every one to do anything he pleases except
that which is restrained by law or force.

Llbortss lnestlansbllls res est. Liberty
is an inestimnble thing; a thing above price.
Dig. 50. 17. 106.

Libel-tas non roolplt astimatlonorn.
Freedom does not admit of valuation. Bract.
foL 14.

Liberties omnibus I-ebus fsvorsblllor
est. Liberty is more favored than all things,
[anything.] Dig. 50, 17. 122.

Llbertstos rognles ad oorouun spoo-
tantss ox concessions regnn: A coronl
oxisrnnt. 2 Inst. 498. Royal franchises
relating to the crown have emanated from
the crown by grant of kings.

LIBEBTATIBUB ALLOCANDIS. A
writ lying for a citizen or burgess, implead-
ed contrary to his liberty. to have his privi-
lege allowed. Reg. Orig. 26?.
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LIBERTATIBUS EXIGENDIS

LIBEBTATIBUS EXIGENDIB 11! 1'1‘!-
Nana. An ancient writ whereby the king
commanded the Justices in eyre to admit of
an attorney for the defense of another's
liberty. Reg. Orig. 19.

LIBEBTI, LIBEETINI. Lat. in Rom-
an law. Freedman. There seems to have
been some diirerence in the use of these two
words; the former denoting the manumiteed
slaves considered in their relations with their
former master, who was now called their
“patron ;" the latter term describing the
statue of the same persons in the general
social economy of Rome.

LIBERTIOIDE. A destroyer oi.’ liberty.

LIBERTEB.
from the sherifs jurisdiction;
liberties” or "jail liberties."

Privileged districts exempt
as, “gaol

See Gaon.

Iiibertisuun inzraturn logos civiles in
pr-istinam servitntem redignntg set! Is-
[OI Anglia semel mununissnm scraper
libernm Judicant. Co. Litt. 137. The civil
laws reduce an ungrateful freedman to his
original slavery; but the laws of England

- regard a man once manumitted as ever after
free.

LIBERTY. 1. Freedom; exemption from
extraneous control. The power of the will,
in its moral freedom, to follow the dictates
of its unrestricted choice. and to direct the
external acts of the individual without re-
straint, coercion. or control from other per-
sons. See Booth v. Illinois, 184 U. S. 425,
22 Sup. Ct. 425. 46 L. Ed. 623; Munn v. Il-
linois. 94 U. S. 142, 24 L. Ed. 77: People v.
Warden of City Prison, 157 N. Y. 116, 51 N.
E. 1006, 43 L. R. A. 264. 68 Am. St. Rep.
763; Bessette v. People, 193 I11. 334, 62 N.
E. 215, 56 L. R. A. 558; State v. Continental
Tobacco Co., 177 Mo. 1, 75 S. W. 737; Kuhn
v. Detroit City Council. 70 Mich. 534. 88 N.
W. 470; People v. Judson, 11 Daly (N. Y.) 1.

“Liberty." as used in the provision of the
fourteenth amendment to the federal constitu-
tion. forbidding the states to deprive any per-
son of life. liberty. or property without due
process of law, includes. it seems. not merely
the right of a person to be free from physical
restraint. but to be free in the enjoyment of all
his faculties in all lawful ways; to live and
work where he_will; to earn his livelihood by
any lawful callm ; to pursue any livelihood or

or that purpose to enter into
all contracts which may_ be proper, necessary.
and essential to carrying out the urposes
above mentioned. Allgcycr v. State 0 Louisi-
%i(1Ia,8§; Sup. Ct. 427. 165 U. S. 578. 41 L.

2. The word also means a franchise or
personal privilege, being some part of the
sovereign power, vested in an individual.
either by grant or prescription.

8. In a derivative sense. the term denotes
the place, district. or boundaries within
which a special franchise is enjoyed. an im-
inunlty claimed, or a jurisdiction exercised.
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In this sense. the term is commonly used in
the plural: as the "liberties of the city,"
“the northern liberties oi‘ Philadelphia."
—G_ivil liberty. The liberty of a member of
society, being a man’s natural liberty. so. far
restrained by human laws (and no further) as
is necessary and expedient for the general so
vantage of the pub ic. 1 Bl. Comm. 125; 2
Steph. The power of doing whatever the
laws ‘permit. 1 Bl. Comm. 8: Inst. 1. 3 1. See
Peop_e v. Berberrich. 20 Barb. N. Y.) 21<l1; in re
Ferrier, 103 Ill. 372. 43 Am. p. 10; Dennis

Moses, 18 Wash. 537, 52 Pac. 33%. 40 L. R."\.
A. 302; State v. Kreutsberg. 114 Wis. 530. 90
N. W. 1098, 58 L. R. A. 748. 91. Am. St. Rep.
934; Ha es v. Mitchell, 69 Ala. 454; Bell v.
Gaynor. 4 Misc. Rep. 334. 36 N. Y. Supp. 122.
The greatest amount of absolute liberty which
can, in the nature of things. be equally possess-
ed by every citizen in a state. Bou'vier.. Guar-
antied protection against interference with the
interests and rights held dear and im rtant by
large classes of civilized men. or E: all the
members of a state, together with an efiectuai
share in the making and administration of the
laws, as the best apparatus to secure that pro-
tection. Lieber. ClV. Lib.- 24.-Liberty of a
port. In marine insurance. A license or ‘per-
mission incorporated in a marine policy ai ow-
ing the vessel to touch and trade at a designated
port other than the rincipal port of destina-
tion. See Aliegre v. aryland Ins. Co.. 8 Gill
& J. (Md.) 200 29 Am. Dec. 536.—Libex-ty of
conscience. heligious liberty. as defined be-
low.—Libe1-ty of speech. Freedom accord-
ed by the constitution or laws of a state to
express opinions and facts by word of month.
uncontrolled by an censorship or restrictions
of overnment.—I.i es-ty of the globe. in
ma ne insurance. A license or per-mi_ssion in-
corporated in a marine policy authorizing the
vessel to go to any part of the world. instead
of being confined to a particular port of des-
tination. See Eyre v. Marine us. Co., 6
Whart. (Pa.) 254.—Libe1-tr of the press.
The right to print and publish the truth. from
good motives and for iistifinble cnds. People
v. Croswell, 3 Johns. as. 394. The right free-
ly to publish whatever the citizen may please.
and to be protected against any responsibility
for so doing except so far as such publications.
from their blasphemy. obscenity, or scandalous
cliaracter..ma be a iiblic offense. or as by
their falsehoo and ma ice they may injuriousiy
affect the standing, reputation. or pecuniary in-
terests of individuals. Cooley, Const. Lim.
422. It is said to consist in this: “That he-
ther courts of justice. nor any judges whatever.
are authorized to take notice of writings in-
tended for the press. but are confined to those
which are actually printed" De Lolme. Eng.
Const. 254.—Iaibe1-ty of the rules. A priv-
ilege to go out of the Fleet and Marsbaisea
prisons within certain limits. and there reside.
Abolished by 5 & 6 Vict. c. 22.-Liberty to
hold pleas. The liberty of having a court of
one's own. Thus certain lords had the privi-
lege of holding pleas within their own manora
—Natu-al liberty. The power of acting as
one thinks fit, without any restraint or con-
trol. uniess by the law of nature. 1 Bl. Comm.
125. The right which nature gives to all man-
kind of disposing of their persons and property
after the manner they judge most consistent
with their happiness. on condition of their
acting within the limits of the law of nature.
and so as not to interfere with an equal ex-
ercise of the same__ rights by other men. Bur-
iamaqiii. c. 3. I 1:»: 1. Bl. Comm. 12'-'i.—Per-
aonal liberty. The right or power of locomo-
tion: of changing situation. or movin one‘:
person to whatsoever place one’s own fnclinr
tion may direct. without imprisonment or re-
straint. iinlcss bv due course of law. 1 Bl.
comm. 1:14. (‘ivll Rights Cases. 109 U. s. 3.
3 Sup. Ct. 42. 27 L. Ed. 835; Pinkerton -:.
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Verberg. 78 Mich. 573. 44 N. W. 579. 7 L. R.
A. 507, 18 Am. St. Rep 473.—Politio_al lib-
erty. Liberty of the citizen to Sartre: ate in
the operations of government, an part cularly
in the making and administration of the laws.
—Beli;‘ions liberty. Freedom from dicta-
tion, constraint, or control in matters aifecting
the conscience. religious beliefs. and the rec
tice of religion; freedom to entertain an _ ex-
press any or no system of religious o mions
and to engage in or refrain from any_ orm 0
religious observance or public or rivate re-
ligious worship, not inconsistent wit the peace
and good order of society and the general wel-.

Mich. 396.
State v. White.

fare. See Frazee's Case 63
N. W. 72, 3 Am. St. Rep. 310;
84 N. H. 48. 5 Atl. 828.

Lilies-ans eos-pna nnllasn reeipit esti-
natbnen. Dig. 9. 3, 7. The body of a
freeman does not admit of valuation.

Liberian est enlqne apnd so exploa-are _

an expediat sibi eonsilium. Every one is
free to ascertain for himself whether a tee-
ommendation is advantageous to his inter-
ests. Upton v. Vail. 6 Johns. (N. Y.) 181. 184.
6 Am. Dec. 210.

LIBEBUH HARITAGIUX. In old
English law. Frank-marriage. Bract. fol.
21.

amazon annvrnux. Free service.
Service of a warlike sort by a 'feu(latory
tenant; sometimes called "aervmum iiberum
onnorum." Jacob.

Service not unbecoming the character of a
freeman and a soldier to perform; as to serve
under the lord in his wars, to pay a sum of
money, and the like. 2 Bl. Comm. 60.

LIBERUM SOOAGIUH. In old English
law. Free socage. Bract. fol. 207; 2 Bi.
Comm. 61, 82.

LIBERIIII mnnnnxwux. In real
law. Freehold. Frank-tenement.

In pleading. A plea of freehold. A pics
by the defendant in an action of trespass to
real property that the locus in qua is his‘
freehold. or that of a third person, under
whom he acted. 1 Tidd, Pr. 645.

LIBLAO. In Saxon law. Witchcraft.
particularly that kind which consisted in the
compounding and administering of drugs and
phiiters. Sometimes occurring in the Latin-
ised form iiblacum.

units. In old English raw. A pound;
also a sum of money equal to a pound ster-
ling.
—I.ibrn as-an. A pound burned; that is. melt-
ed. or assayed by melting. to test its purity.
Librtr arse et penaattz, pounds burned. and
weighed. A frequent expression in Domesday.
to denote the purer coin in which routs were
paid. Spelman; Cowell.—Libs-a nnxnes-ata.
A pound of money counted instead of being
weighed. Spelman.q'I.’.ibra pensa. A pound
of money b weight. It was usual in former
days not on y to selI_the money. but to weigh
it: because many cities. lords, and bishops.
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havin their mints. coined money. and often
Very d money, too. for which reason. though
the pound consisted of 20 shillings. they weig -

ed it. Enc. Load. _

In Roman law. A writ-
a copyist. Dig. 50. 17,

LIBIIAJBIUB.
er or amannensis ;

92.

LIBEATA T2333. Aportion of ground
containing four oxgangs, and every oxgang
fourteen acres. Cowell. This is the same
with what in Scotland was called "pound-
land" of old extent. Wharton.

LIBBIPENI. In Roman law. A weigh-
er or balance-holder. The person who held
a brazen balance in the ceremony of emanci-
pation per we at libram. Inst. 2. 10. 1.

Idbs-os-Iun appellatione eontinentnr
osnnia volnmina, sive in eha:-ta, she in
nselnbrana sint. she in qnavis Lila sna-
teria. Under the name of books are contain-
ed all volumes, whether upon paper, or
parchment. or any other material. Dig. 32.
52, pr.

LIOENOIADO. In Spanish law. An at-
torney or advocate; particularly, a person
admitted to the degree of “Licentiatein Ju-
risprudence” by nny of the literary universi-
ties of Spain. and who is thereby authorized
to practice in all the courts. Escriche.

LICENSE. In the law of contracts.
A permission. accorded by a competent au-
thority, conferring the right to do some act
which without such authorization would be
illegal. or would be a trespass or a tort.
State v. Him). 38 Ohio St. 226; Youngbiood
v. Sexton, 32 Mich. 406. 20 Am. Rep. 654;
Hubman v. State. 61 Ark. 482. 33 S. WI 843;
Chicago v. Collins, 175 I11. 445. 51 N. E. 907.
49L.R.A.408.67LR.A.224. Aisothe
written evidence of such permission.

In real property law. An authority to
do a particular act or series of actsupon an-
other’s land without possessing any estate
therein. Clifford v. O'Neill, 12 App. Div. 17.
42 N. Y. supp. 607; Davis v. Townsend. 10
Barb.‘ (N. Y.) 343; Morrill v. Macitman. 24
Mich. 282. 9 Am. Rep. 124; Wynn v. Gar-
land. 19 Ark. 23, 68 Am. Dec. 190; Cheever
v. Pearson, 16 Pick. (Mass.) 266. Also the
written evidence of authority so accorded.

It is distinguished from an “easement." which
im lies an interest in the land to be afiected.
an a “lease." or right to take the profits of
land. It may be, however. and often, is. coupled
with a grant of some interest in the land itself.
or right to take the profits. 1 Washb. Real
Prop. ‘398.

In pleading. A plea of justification to
an action of trespass that the defendant was
authorized by the owner of the freehold to
commit the trespass complained of.

In the law of patents. A written au-
thority granted by the owner of a patent to
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another person empowering the latter to.
make or use the patented article for a limited
period or in a limited territory.

In international law. Permission grant-
ed by a belligerent state to its own subjects.
or to the subjects of the enemy, to carry
on a trade iiiterdicted by war. Wheat. Int.
Law. 447.

—High license. A system for the regulation
and restriction of the tratlic in intoxicating
liquors. of which the distinguishing feature is
the grant of licenses only to carefully selected
persons and the charging of a license fee so
great in amount as automatically to limit the
number of retailers.—-Letter of license. In
English law, a written instrument in the na-
ture of an agreement. sigiicd by all the credi-
tors of a failing or embarrassed debtor in trade.
granting him an extension of time for the
payment of the debts. allowing him in the mean
time to carry on the business in the hope of re-
cuperntion. and protecting him from arrest.
suit, or other interference pending the agree-
ment. This form is not usual in America; but
something similar to it is found in the “com-
position" or “extension agreement." b which
all the creditors agree to fund their caims in
the fonn of promissory notes. concurrent as to
date and maturity, sometimes payable serially
and sometimes-extending over a term of years.
Provision is often made for the supervision or
Rartial control of the business. in the mean time,
y a trustee or a committee of the creditors.

in which case the agreement is sometimes called
a “deed of inspectorship," though this term is
more commonly used in England than in the
United States.-—I.icense cases. The name
given to the group of cases including Peirce v.
New Hampshire, 5 How. 504. 12 L. Ed. 256.
decided by the United States supreme court in
1847. to the efiect that state laws requiring a
license or the ayment of a tax for the privi-
lege of selling intoxicating liquors were not_in
conflict with the constitutional provision giving
to congress the power to regulate interstate
commerce, even as applied to liq-vur- linmu-iwi
from another state and remaining in the original
and unbroken packages. This decision was
overruled in Leis v. Hardin. 135 U. S. 100,
10 Sup. Ct. 681. L Ed. 128. which in turn
was counteracted by the act of congress of
August 8. 1&0, commonly called the "Wilson
iaw."—License fee or tax. The price paid
to governmental or municipal authority for a
license to engage in and pursue a particular
calling or occupation. See Home Ins. Co. v.
Augusta. 50 Ga. 537: Levi v. Louisville. 97 Ky.
394, 30 S. W. 973, 28 L. R. A. 4SU.—I.ieense
in amortisation. A license authorizing a
conveyance of roperty which. without it, would
be invalid un er the statutes of mortmain.—
Han-isge license. A _written license or per-
mission granted by public authority to persons
who intend to intermarry. usually addressed to
the minister or magistrate who is to perfom the
ceremony. or, in general terms. to any one an-
thorized to solemnize marriages.—lIegistru"s
license. In English law. a license issued by
an oflicer of that name authorizing the solemnl-
zation of a marriage without the use of the
religious ercnion ordained by the Church of
England.—- od sense. In Canadian law a
license, granted on payment of a tax or ice.

rmitting the licensee to angle for fish (particu-
arly salmon) which are otherwise protected or
reserved.—Speeisl license. In Englisli law.
ne granted by the ill'Clll)lNll0D of Canterbury to

authorize a marriage at anr time or place what-
ever. 2 Steph. Comm. 247. 2.15.

LICENSED VICTUALLBR. A term ap-
plied, in England, to all persons selling any
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kind of intoxicating liquor under a license
from the justices of the peace. Wharton.

LICENSEE. A person to whom a license
has been granted.

In patent law. One who has had trans-
ferred to him, either in writing or orally, I
less or different interest than either the in-
terest in the whole patent. or an undivided
part of such whole interest, or an exclusive
sectional interest. Potter v. Holland. 4
Blatchf. 211, Fed. Gas. No. 11,329.

. LICENSING ACTS. This expression is
applied by Hallam (Const. Hist. c. 13) to
acts of parliament for the restraint of print-
ing. except by license. It. may also be air
plied to any act of parliament passed for the
purpose of requiring a license for doing any
act whatever. But, generally, when’we speak
of the licensing acts. we mean the acts regu-
lating the sale or intoxicating liquors. Mos-
ley & Whitley.

LICENSOB. The person who gives or
grants a license.

LICENTIA. Lat. License; leave; per-
mission.
—I.ioenti.o eonoerdnndi. In old practice and
conveyancing. _License or leave to agree: one
of the rocecdings on levying a fine of lands.
2 Bl. qmm. 3.i0.—Lieentia loqnendi. In
0ld_pl:&CtlCe. Leave to speak. (s. c.. with the
plaintiflg) an imgarlance: or rather leave to
lmparl. 3 ‘Bl ,oinm. 299.—-Licentil nub
gendl. In old English practice. License to
arise; permission given by the court to a tea-
ani: in a real action, who had cast an essoin
do malo tech, to arise out of his bed. which he
could not do without such permission, and after
being viewed by four lrnig_hts appointed for the

urpose. Bract. fol. 3.'>.).—I.ieentis trans-
retsndi. A writ or warrant directed to the

keeper of the port of Dover, or other seaport.
commanding him to let such persons pass over
sea as have obtained the royal license there-
unto. Reg. Orig. 193.

IJCIINTIATE. One who has license m
practice any art or taculty.

LIGENTIOUINESS. The indulgence of
the arbitrary will of the individual, with-
out regard to ethics or law, or respect for the
rights of others. In this it diirers from
“liberty ;" for the latter term may properly
be used only of the exercise of the will in its
moral freedoni, wltii justice to all men and
obedience to the laws. \\'elcli v. Durand, 36
Conn. 184, 4 Am. Rep. 55; State v. Briginan.
94 N. C. 889.

In a narrower and more technical sense.
the word is equivalent to leiviiiiess or Lascivi-
ousness. llolton v. State, 28 Fla. 303, 9
South. 716.

LIGERE. Lat. To be lawful; to be al-
lowed or perinltted by law. Calvin.

LICERE, 1.101131. Lat. in Roman law.
To otrer ii price for ii thing; to bid for it.
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1.1031‘. Lat. From the verb "licere."
(q. 1:.) Although; notwithstanding. Import-
ing, in this sense, a direct affirmation.

Also, it is allowed, it is permissible.
—I.Ioot sapilu re nisitns. (Although often
requested.) In plea ing. A hrase used_ in the
old Latin forms of declarat ons, and literally
translated in the modern precedents. _':
2 Chit. Pi. 90; 1 Chit. Pl. 331. The clause in
a declaration which contains the general aver-
ment of a re: uest by tbe_plmnt_ii! of the defend-
ant to pay t e sums claimed is still called the
“lice; wpuu requisites.”

Lioet dispodtlo do into‘:-one future
sit inutilis, tunes: potent fie:-1 doolu-otio
precedents qua lortintur oflootuln, in-
tervonlento novo ootu. Although the grant
of a future interest be inoperative, yet a
declaration precedent may be made, which
may take effect provided a new not inter-
vene. Bac. Max. pp. 00, 61, reg. 14; Broom.
Max. 498.

Links bone mlsoentur, formula nisl
jurls obstet. Lawful acts [done by several
authorities] are well mingled, [i. e., become
united or consolidated into one good act,]
unless some form of law forbid. Bac. Max.
p. 94, reg. 24.

norraoron. In Spanish law. The of-
fering for sale at public auction of an estate
or property held by co-heirs or joint proprie-'
tors, which cannot be divided up without det-
riment to the whole.

LIOITABE. Lat. In Roman law. To
offer a price at a sale; to bid; to bid often:
to make several - bids, one above ‘another.
Calvin.

LIOITATION. In the civil law.
ofleriug for sale to the highest bidder, or to
him who will give most for a thing. An act
by which co-heirs or other co-proprietors of a
thing in common and undivided between
them put it to bid between them. to be ad-
judged and to belong to the highest and last
bidder. upon condition that he pay to each of
his co-proprietors a part in the price equal to
the undivided part which each of the said co-
proprietors had in the estate licited, before
the adjudication. Poth. Cont. Sale, nn. 516,
638.

LIOITATOR.
at a sale.

In Roman law. A bidder

LIOKING or THUMBS. An ancient
formality by which bargains were completed.

LIDPOBD LAW. A sort of lynch law.
whereby a person was- first punished and
then tried. Wharton.

LIE. To subsist; to exist; to be sus-
tainabie: to be proper or available. Thus
the phrase "an action will not lie" means
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that an action cannot be sustained, ‘or that
there is no ground upon which to found the
action.
-1.10 in franchise. Property is said to “lie
in franchise" when it is of such a nature that
the persons entitled thereto may seize it without
the aid of a court; e. 9.. wrecks, waifs, estrays.
—I.ie in ant. Incorporeal heredxtaments are
said to “ ie in grautz" that is, they pass by
force of the grant (deed or charter) without
1ivery.—I.le in livery. A term applied to cor-
poreal hereditaments, freeholds. etc., signifying‘
that they pass by livery, not by the mere force
of the grant.—I.!e in wait.
Wan‘.

LIE 1'0.
have had four acres of land laid to it. See
2 Show. 279.

LIEPTENANT. An old form of “lien-
tenant," and stillretained as the vulgar pro-
nunciation of the word.

1.1363. In feudal law.
feudal tenure; bound in allegiance to the
lord paramount, who owned no superior.

In old records. Full; absolute; perfect;
pure.
hood. Cowell.
-1.!
form by one sovereign prince to another, in-
clnded fealty and services, as op sed to sim-
ple homage, which was a mere ac nowledgment
of tenure. (1 Bl. Comm. 367 ; 2 Steph. Comm.
400_.) Mozley & Whitley.—I.iege lord. A sov-
ereign;

a" person full power to dispose of, mortis causd
or otherwise, his heritable property. Bell. A
deed executed at the,time of such a state of
health, as opposed to a death-bed conveyance.
The term seems to be derived from the Latin
"le9t'tima poteaiaa." ,

LIEGEHAN. He that oweth allegiance.
Cowell.

LIE-GEIE, or LEGER. A resident am-
bassador.

LIBGES, or LIEGI-I PEOPLE. Subjects.

LIEN. A qualified right of property which
a creditor has in or over specific property of
his debtor, as security for the debt or charge
or for performance of some act.

In every case in which property, either
real or personal, is charged with the payment
of a debt or duty, every such charge may be
denominated a lien on the property. Whitak.
Liens, p. 1.

A lien is a charge imposed upon specific
property, by which it is made security for the _

performance of an act. Code Civil Proc. Cal. ;

5 1180.

In a narrow and technical sense, the term
“lien" signifies the right by which a person in
possession of personal property holds and de-
tains it s inst the owner in satisfaction of a
demand; ut it has a more extensive meaning.
and in common acceptation is understood and
used to denote a legal claim or charge on prop
erty, either real or personal, for the payment of

See Lrmo 1N_

To adjoin. A cottage must‘

Bound by s"

Liege widowhood was pure widow-.

homage. Homage which, when per?

a superior lord.—Lioge poustie. In’
Scotch law. That state_of health which gives.
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any debt or duty: every such claim or charge
remaining a lien on the property, although not
in the possession of the person to whom the
debt or duty is due. Downer v. Brackett, 21
Vt. 602, Fed. Caa. No. 4,043. And see Trust
v..Pirsson, 1fHilt.7é§. Y.) 296; In re Byrne
D. C.) 97 ed. Storm v. Waddell, 2
andf. Ch. N. Y. 507; Stansbury v. Patent

Cloth Mfg. o., 5 . J. Law, 441; The Meno-
minie (D. C.) 36 Fed. 199; Mobile B. & L.
Ass'n v. Robertson, 65 Ala. 382; The J. E.
giiim3b4eEll, 148 U. S. 1, 13 Sup. Ct. 498, 37 L.

In the Scotch law, the doctrine of lien is
known by the name of “retention,” and that
of set-off by the name of “compensation."
The Roman or civil law embraces under the
head of “mortgage and privilege" the peculiar
securities which, in the common and mari-
time law and equity, are termed "liens.”

Classification. Liens are either particu-
lar or general. The former is a right_to retain
a thing for some charge or claim growing out
of, or connected with. the identica thing. A
general lien is a right to detain a chattel, etc.,
until payment be made, not only of any debt
due in respect of the articular chattel, but of
any balance that may due on general account
in the same line of business. A general lien.
being against the ordinary rule of law. depends
entirely u n contract, express or implied, from
the specia usage of dealing between the arties.
Wharton. Crommelin v. Railroad Co., 1 Bosw.
£13. Y.) 80; McKenzie v. Nevins, 22 Me. 150,

Am. Dec. 291; Brooks v._Bryce. 21 Wend.
(N. Y.) 16. A special lien is in the nature of a
particular lien, being a lien upon particular
property; a lien which the holder can enforce
only as security for the performance of a par-
ticular act or obligation and of obligations in-
cidental thereto. Green v. Coast Line R. Co.,
97 Ga. 15. 24 S. E. 814. 33 L. R. A. 806. 54
Am. St. Rep. 379; Civ. Code Cal. 1903. l 2875.

Liens are also either conventional or by opera-
tion of law. The former is the case where the
lien is raised by the express agreement and stip-
ulation of the parties. in circumstances where
the law alone would not create a lien from the
mere relation of the parties or the details of
their transaction. The latter is the case where
the law itself, without the stipulation of the
parties, raises a lien, as an imp ication or legal
con uence from the relation of the parties or
the circumstances of their dealings. Liens of
this species may arise either under the rules of
common law or of equity or under a statute.
In the first case they are called “common-law
liens :" in the second, “equitable liens;" in
the third, “statutory liens.”

Liens are either poeeeuory or char ‘rig; the
former, where the creditor has the rig t to hold
possession of the specific property until satisfac-
tion of the debt; the latter. where the debt is
a charge upon the specific property although it
remains in the debtor's possession.

Other oomponnd and descriptive terms.
—Attos-no ‘a lion. The right of an attorney
at law to old or retain in his possession the
money or property of a client until his roper
charges have been adjusted and paid. t re-
quires no equitable proceeding for its estab-
lshment. Sweeley v. Si_eman, 123 Iowa, 183,
98 N. W. 571. Also a lien on_funds in court
payable to the client, or on a Judgment or de-
cree or award in his favor, recovered through
the exertions of the attorney, and for the en-
forcement of which he must invoke the uitable
aid of the court. Fowler v. Lewis. 36 . Va.
112, 14 S. F). 447: Jennings v. Bacon, 84 Iowa.
403, 51 N. W. 15: Ackerman v. Ackerman, ‘I4
Abb. Prac. (N._Y.) 22): Mosley v. Norman. 74
Ala. 422; Wright v. Wright. 70 N. Y. 98.-
Cononrrent liens. Maritime liens are concur-
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rent when they are of the same rank, and for
supplies or materials or services in preparation
for the same voya e, or if they arise on difler-
ent bottomry hon s to diiferent holders for ad-
vances st the same time for the same repairs.
The J. W. '1\icker (D. C.) 20 Fed. 13 ul-
tl'|_)le'l£ens are such as exist in equity. an of
which courts of equity alone take cognizance.
A lien is neither a in in re nor a ‘as ad rem.
It. is not propert in the thin , nor oes it con-.
stitute a right 0 action for t e thing. It more

roperly constitutes a cha e upon the thing.
uitable liens most conimoifiy grow out of con-

structive trusts. Story, Eq. Jur. I 1215. An
equitable lien is a right. not recognized at law,
to have a fund or specific pro rty, or the pro-
ceeds of its sale, applied in ull or in part to
the payment of a particular debt or class of

. debts. Burdon Cent. Sugar Refinin Co. v.
78 lised. 421:Ferris Sugar Mfg. Co. C. C.)

The M_enoniinie (D. C.) Fed. 199: Fallon v.
Worthington. 13 Colo. 559. 22 Pac. 960. 6 L.
R. A. 708. 16 Am. St. Rep. 231; In re Lesser
(D. C.) 10Q Fed. 436.—I‘1rst Item. One which
takes priority or precedence over all other charg-
es or incumbrances upon the same Jaiece of prop-
erty, and which must be satisfie before such
other char _ are entitled to participate in the
proceeds 0 its sale.—Seoond lien. One which
takes rank immediately after a first lien on the
same property and is next entitled to satisfac-
tion out of the proceeds.—I.ien creditor. One
whose debt or claim is secured b a lien on
particular property, as distinguis ed from a
‘‘general'’ creditor. who has no such security.
.—I.ien of a covenant. The commencement of
a covenant stating the names of the covenantors
and covenantees, and the character of the cove-
nant, whether joint or several. Wharton.—Bo-

lien. The lien which an attorney has
upon al _his client's papers, deeds, vouchers. etc..
which remain in his possesion, entitling him to
retain them until satisfaction of his claims for
Brofessional services. In re Wilson (D. C.) 12

ed. 239' In re Lexington Ave.. 30 App. Div.
602. 52 . Y. Supp. 203.-Iesret lien. A lien
reserved by the vendor of chattels. who has de-
livered them to the vendee, to secure the pay-
ment of the price, which is concealed from all
third persons.

As to the particular kinds of liens de-
scribed as “Bailee’s," “Judgment,” “Mari-
time,” “Mechanics'." “Municipal," and “Van-
dors' " liens, see those titles.

Lmnon. The person having or owning-
a lien; one who has a right of lien upon prop-
erty of another.

LIEU. Fr. Place; room. It is only used
with “in ;" in lieu, instead of. Eric. Lond.

LIEU 001103. L. Fr. In old pleading.
A known place; a place well known and
generally taken notice of by those who
dwell about it. as a castle, in manor, etc.
Whishaw: 1 Ld. Rayin. 259.

LIEUTENANCY, COMMISSION 01‘-
See Coinnssiou or Assn’.

LIEUTENANT. 1. A deputy: substi-
tute; an oflicer who supplies the place oi
another; one acting by vicarious authority.
Etymologically, one who holds the post or
otilce of another, in the place and stead oi
the latter. -

2. The word is used in composition as
part of the title of several civil and military
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oiilcers, who are subordinate to others, and
especially where the duties and powers of
the higher otiicer may, in certain contingen-
cies. devolve upon the lower; as lieutenant
governor, lieutenant colonel, etc. See infra.

8. In the army, a lieutenant is a com-
missioned oiilcer, ranking next below a cap-
tain. In the United States navy, he is an
otllcer whose rank is intermediate between
that of an ensign and that of .a lieutenant
commander. In the British navy, his rank
is next below that of a commander.
—Lieutenuit eolonel. An oflicer of the army
whose rank is above that of a major and below
that of a colonel.—L1eutenant eonunandes-.
A commissioned oflicer of the United States
navy, whose rank is above that of lieutenant
and below that of commander.—I.ieuteniuit

nerel. An ofiicer in the army. whose rank
above that of major general and below that

of “general of the army." In the United States,
this rank is not permanent. bein usually creat-
ed for special persons or in times of war.-
Lieutenant governor. In English law. A
deputy-govemor, acting as the chief civil ofllcer
of one of several colonies under a governor gen-
eral. Webster. In American law. An oflicer
of a state, sometimes charged with sgeclal du-
ties, but chiefly important as the epiity or
substitute of the governor, acting in the lace
of the governor upon the latter’s death, gna-
tion, or disability.

1111. That state of animals and plants,
or of an organized being, in which its natu-
ral functions and motions are performed, or
in which its organs are capable of perform-
ing their functions. Webster.

The sum of the forces by which death is
resisted. Bichat.
-Life-annuity. An engagement to pay an in-
come yearly during the life of some person:
also the sum thus promised.—Li£e-estate. An
estate whose duration is limited to the life of
the party holding it, or of some other rson;
a freehold estate. not of inheritance. illiams
V. Ratclifl. 42 Miss. 154; Civ. Code Ga. 1895,
i 3087.—Life in being. A phrase used in the
common-law and statutory rules against per-
retuities, meaning the remaining duration of the
ife of a person who is in existence at the time

when the deed or will takes eifect. See Me-
Arthur v. Scott. 113 U. S. 340. 5 Sup. Ct. 652,
28 L. Ed. 1015.-Life insurance. See INSUR-
Alvct.--Life-interest. claim or interest,
not amounting to ownership, and limited by a.
term of life, either that of the person in whom
the right is vested or that of another.—L1fe-
land, or Life-hold. Land held on a lease for
lives.—Life of a writ. The period during
which a writ (execution, etc.) remains effective
and can lawfully be served or levied, terminat-
ing with the day on which, by law or by its
own terms, it is to be returned into court.-
Life peerage. Letters patent, conferring the
dignity of baron for life only. do not enable the
grantee to sit and vote in the house of lords,
not even with the usual writ of summons to the
house. Wharton.—Life policy. A policy of
life insurance: a policy of insurance upon the
life of an indivldual.—I.i£e-_rent. In Scotch
law. An estate for life; ii right to the use and
enjoyment of an estate or thing for one's life,
but without destruction of its substance. They
are either legal. such as terce and curtesy. q.
v.,) or conventional. i‘. .e.. created by act of t e
parties. Conventional life-rents are either sim-

le. where the owner of an estate grants ii life-
interest to another. or by n-.9cr1~ati'on. where
the owner, in conveying away the fee, reserves
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s life-estate to himself.—I.l1e-renter. In
Scotch law. A tenant for life without waste.
Bell.—L1£e tenant. One who holds an estate
in lands for the period of his own life or that
of another certain person.—Natural lite. The
period of a rson's existence considered as con-
tinuing un terminated by physical dissolution
or death occurrin in the course of nature;
used in contradistinction to that jurlstic and
artificial conception of life as an aggregate
of legal rights or the possession of a legal per-
sonalit , which could be terminated by “civil
death,‘ that is. that extinction of personality
which resulted from entering a monastery or be-
ing attainted of treason or felony. See People
V. Wright, 89 Mich. 70. 50 N. W. 792.

1.111‘. To‘ raise; to take up. To "lift"
a promissory note is to discharge its obliga-
tion by paying its amount or substituting
another evidence of debt. To “lift the bar"
of the statute of limitations, or of an es-
toppel, is to remove the obstruction which it
interposes, by some sufficient act or acknowl-
edgment.

LIGA. In old Europam law.
or confederation. Spelman.

A league

LIGAJI, LAGAI. Goods cast into the
sea tied to a buoy, so that they may be
found again by the owners, are so denomi-
nated. When goods are cast into the sea
in storms or shipwrecks. and remain there,
without coming to land, they are distinguish-
ed by the barbarous names of “jetsam,"
"flotsam," and "llg:in.” 5‘ Coke, 108; Hnrg.
State Tr. 48; 1 Bl. Comm. N2.

LIGABE.
8691:.

To enter into a league or treaty.
man.

To tie or bind. Bract. fol.

Spel-

IJGEA. In old English law. A liege-
woman; a female subject. Reg. Orig. 31212.

LIGEANCE. Allegiance; the faithful
obedience of a subject to his sovereign. of a
citizen to his government. Also. derivative-
ly, the territory of a state or sovereignty.

LIGEANTIA. Lat. alle-
glance.

Ligeance :

Ligeantia est quasi legis esseuth; est
vineulum fidei. Co. Lltt. 129. Allegiance.
is. as it were, the essence of law; it is the
chain of faith.

Ligeantia status-ulis nullis olaustris
eoeroetnr, nnllis metis rel:-nnatsu-. nul-
lis flnfbns pr-esnitur. 7 Cqke, 10. Natural
allegiance is restrained by no barriers, rein-
ed by no bounds, compressed by no limits.

LIGEA8. In old records. A liege.

LIGHT. A window, or opening in the
wall for the admission of light. Also a
privilege or easement to have light admitted
into one's building by the openings made for
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that purpose, without obstruction or obscu-
ration by the walls or adjacent or neigh-
boring structures.

uonsunousn. A structure, usually in
the form or a tower, containing signal-lights
for the guidance oi.’ vessels at night, at dan-
gerous points of a coast, shoals, etc. They
are usually erected by government, and sub-
ject to governmental regulation.
—Light-house board. A commission antho-
rized by congress. consisting of two officers of
the navy, two oificers of the corps of engineers
of the army, and two civilians, together with an
oflicer of the navy and an oiiicer of engineers
of the army as secretaries, attached to the of-
iice of the secretary of the treasury, at_ Wash-
ington, and charged with superintending the
construction and management of ii ht-houses,
light-ships, and other maritime signa s for pro-
tection of commerce. Abbott.

LIGHT-SHIP, LIGHT-VESSEL. A
vessel serving the purpose of a light-house,
usually at a place where the latter could not
well be built.

' I
LIGHTER. A small vessel used in load-

ing and unloading ships and steamers. The
Mamie (D. C.) 5 Fed. 818; Reed v. Ingham,
26 Eng. Law dz Eq. 167.

IJGKTEBAGE. The business of trans-
ferring merchandise to and from vessels by
means of lighters; also the compensation
or price demanded for such service. West-
ern Transp. Co. v. Hawley, 1 Daly (N. Y.)
327.

LIGETERMAN. The_master or owner
of a lighter. He is liable as a common car-
rier.

LIGHTS. 1. Windows; openings in the
wall of a house for the admission of light.

2. Signal-lamps on board a vessel or at
particular points on the coast, required by
the navigation laws to be displayed at night.

LIGIUS. A person bound to another by
a solemn tie or engagement. Now used to
express the relation of a subject to his sov-
ereign.

Llgna ct lspldes sub “s.rmos-um" sp-
pellntione non oosltinontur. Sticks and
stones are not contained under the name of’
“arms." Bract. fol. 14-lb.

LIGNAGIUM. A right of cutting fuel
in woods; also a- tribute or payment due for
the same. Jacob.

LIGNAHINA. Timber ill: for building.
Du Fresne.

LIGULA. In old English law. A copy.
exempliflcation. or transcript of a court roll
or deed. Coweii.
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LINED. A member of the human body.
In the phrase “lite and limb,” the latter
term appears to denote bodily integrity in
general; but in the definition of “mayhem"
it refers only to those members or parts of
the body which may be useful to a man in
lighting. 1 Bl. Comm. 130.

LIHEIIAROHA. In Roman law. An of-
flcer who had charge or a harbor or port.
Dig. 50, 4, 18, 10; Cod. 7. 16, 38.

LIMIT, 1:. To mark out; to define; to
fix the extent of. Thus, to limit an estate
means to mark out or to define the period of
its duration, and the words employed in
deeds for this purpose are thence termed
“words of limitation," and the act itself is
termed “limiting the estate." Brown.

Lnsrr, n. A bound; it restraint: a cir-
cumscription; a boundary. Casler v. Con-
necticut Mut. L. Ins. Co., W N. Y. 429.

LIMITATION. Restriction or circum-
spection; settling an estate or property:_ a
certain time allowed by a statute for liti-

_ gation.
In estates. A limitation, whether made

by the express words of the party or.existing
in intendment of law, circumscribes the con-
tinuance ot time for which the property is
to be enjoyed. and by positive and certain
terms, or by reference to some event which
possibly may happen, marks the period at
which the time of enjoyment shall end.
Prest. Estates, 25. And see Brattle Square
Church v. Grant, 3 Gray (Mass.) 147, 03 Am.
Dec. 7%; Smith v. Smith, 23 Wis. 181, 99
Am. Dec. 153; Hoselton v. Hoselton, 166 Mo.
182. 65 S. W. 1005; Stearns v. Godfrey. 16
Me. 160.
—Gonditional limitation. A condition fol-
lowed by a limitation over to I. third person in
case the condition be not fulfilled or there be
breach of it. Stearns v. Godfrey. 16 Me. 158;
Church v. Grant, 3 Gray (Mass) 15]. 63 Am.
Dec. 725; Smith v. Smith. 23 Wis. 176, 99 Am.
Dec. 153. A conditional limitation is where an
estate is so expressly defined and limited by the
words of its creation that it cannot endure for
any longer time than till the contingency ha

ns upon which the estate is to fail. 1 Step
omm. 309. Between conditional limitations

and estates depending on conditions subsequent
there is this difierence: that in the former the
estate determines as soon as the contingency
happens; but in the latter it endures until the
grantor or his heirs take advantage of the
breach. Id. 310.—Collates-Al limitation.
One which gives an interest in an estate for a
specified eriod, but makes the right of enjoyment
to depen on some collateral event. as an estate
to .~\. till ‘B. shall 0 to Rome. Tom leman
v. Gibbs. 86 Tex. 3" . 24 S. W. 792; Kent.
Comm. 128.—Contingent limitation. When
a remainder in fee is limited upon any estate
which would by the common law be adjudged s
fee tail. such a remainder is valid as s contin-
gent limitation upon a fee. and vests in posses-
sion on the death of the first taker without issue
living at the time of his death. Rev. Codes N.
D. 1899. 3328.—I.isnltatlon in law. A limi-
tation in aw, or an estate limited, is an estate to
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beholden only during the continuance of the con-‘
dition under which it was granted, upon the de-
termination of which the estate vests immediate-
l in him in. expectancy. 2 Bl. Comm. .155.-

tation of ons. The restriction. by
statute of the right of action to certain periods
of time, after the accruing of the cause of action,
beyond which, except in certain specified cases,-
lt will not be allowed; Also the.period of time
so limited by law for the brin ing of actions.
See Keyser v. Lowell, 117 Fed. 04. 54 C. C. A.
574: Battle v. Shivers 39 Ga. 409; Baker v.
Kelley, 11 .\linn.-193 (till. 358); Riddelsbar l.‘
v. Hartford F. Ins. Co.. 7 Wall. 390. 19 L. .

25'i'.—Limitation of ass-lac. In old practice.
A certain time prescribed by statute, within
which a man was required to allege himself or
his ancestor to have_been seised of lands sued
for by a writ of assize. Cowell._—I.imitatlon.
of estate. The restriction or circumscriptiop
of an estate, in the conveyance by which it is
granted, in respect to the interest of the grantee
or its duration; the specific curtailment or
confinement of an estate, by the terms of the
grant, so that it cannot endure beyond a cer-
tain period or a designated contingency.—Limi-
tation over. This term includes any estate
in the same property created or contemplated
by the conveyance, to be emoyed after the first
estate ranted expires or is exhausted. Thus.
in a gi t to A. for life, with remainder _to the
heirs of his body, the remainder is a "limitation
over" to such heirs. Ewing v. Shropshire, 80
Ga. 374. 7 S. E. 554.—8peeial limitation. A
qualification serving to mark out the bounds of
an estate, so as to determine itipso facto in ii
given event, without action, entry, or claim, be-
fore it would. or might, otherwise expire by
torce of. or according to. the general limitation.
Henderson v. Hunter, 59 Pa. 340.—St_atnte of
limitations. A statute prescribing limitations
to the right of action on certain described caus-
es of action_; that is. declaring that no suit
shall ‘be maintained on such causes of action
unless .brought within a specified period after
the right accrued.—’.l‘itlo_by limitation.
prescriptive title; one which is i_ndefeasible_be-
cause of the e ii_'at_ion of the time prescnbed
by the statute o limitations for the bringing of
actions to test or defeat it. See Diiltoii v. Ren-
taria 2 Ariz. 275, 15 Pac. 37.—Words of lim-
itat on. In a conveyance or will, words which
have the effect of marking the duration of an
estate are termed “words of limitation.” Thus,
in ii grant to A. and his heirs. the words “and
his heirs" are words of limitation, because they
show that A. is to take an estate in fee-simple
and do not give his -heirs anything; Feiirne.
Rem. 78. And see Ball v. Pa ne, 6 and.§Va.)

Summit v. Yount. 109 nd. 506, 9 . E.

I.1I’l'ED. Restricted; bounded; pre-
scribed. Confined within positive bounds;
restricted in duration. extent, or scope;
—I.i.mited administration. An administra-
tlon_ot a temporary character granted for a
particular period, or for a spec al or particular
pu Holthouse.—Limited owner. Aten-
ant for life. in tail, or by the curtesy, or other

rson_finot having ii fee-simple in his absolute
slsposi on.

As to limited “Company,." "Divorce,” “Ex-
ecutor.” “Fee.” “Jurisdiction," “Liabliity,"
and “Partnership," see those titles.

LWOGIA. Enamel. Du Cange.

LINARIUM. In old English law. A
that plat. where flax is grown. Du Cange.

IJ.'1lO0LN'8 INN. An inn of court. See
laws or Conn‘.
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LINE. In ‘dosoents. The order or‘ se-
ries ot persons who have descended one‘ from
the other or all from a common ancestor,
considered as placed in a line of succession
in the order of their birth, the line showing
the connection of all the blood-relatives.

Measures. A line is a lineal measure,
containing the one-twelfth part oi.‘ an inch.

In estates. The boundary or line of di-
vision between two estates. ‘

—Buildin line. A line established by mu-
nicipal au_t ority, to secure uniformit of ap-
pearance in the streets of the city, rawn at
is certain uniform distance from the curb or
from the edge of the sidewalk, and parallel
thereto, upon which the fronts of all buildings
on that street must be placed, or beyond which
they are not allowed to groject. See Tear v.
Freebody, 4 C. B. (N. .) 263.-Collateral

a. A line of descent connecting persons who
are not directly related to each other as as-
cendants or descendants, but whose relation-
ship consists in common descent from the same
ancestor.—Direet line. A line of descent trac-
ed tlirough those persons only who are related
to each other directly as ascendants or descend-.
aats.—Line of credit. A margin or fixed
limit of credit, granted b a bank or merchant
to a customer, to the fufi extent of which the
latter may avail himself in his dealings with
the former. but which he must not exceed; usu-
ally intended to cover a series of transactions. in
which case, when the customer's line of credit is
nearly or quite exhausted, he‘is expected to
reduce his indebtedness by payments before
drawing upon it further. See Isiidor Bush
Wine Co. v. Wollf, 48 La. Ann. 918 19 South.
765; Schneider~Da\'is Co. v. Hart, 23 Tex. Civ.
App. 529, 57 S. W. 903.—Lino of duty. In
military law and usage, an act is said to be
done, or an injury sustained, “in the line of
duty," when done or sufiered in the perform-
ance or dischar e of ii duty incumbent upon the
individual in h s character as ii member of the
military or naval forces. See Rhodes v. U. S.,
79 Fed. 743, 25 C. A. 186.—Lin_os and cor-
ners. In surveying and conveyancing. Bound-
ary lines and t eir terminatin points, where
an angle is formed by the next undary line.-
Maternal line. A line of descent or rela-
tionship between two persons which is traced
through the mother of the younger.—Patea-nal
line. A similar line of descent traced through
the father.

LINEA. Let. A line; line of descent.
See LINE.

—I.inoa obli us. In the civil law. The
oblique line. are commonly termed “Iinca
transvcriiali'a."—Linea rents, The direct line;
the vertical line. In computing degrees of kin-
dred and the succession to estates, this term
denotes the direct line of ascendants and de-
scendants. _Where a person springs from an-
other immediately. or mediately through a third
person, they are said to be in the direct line‘
(linea recto.) and are called “ascendants" and
“descendants." Mackeld. Rom. Law, I 129.
—I.inea transvorsalis. A collateral, trans-
verse, or oblique line. Where two persons are
descended from a third, they are called “collat-
erals," and are said to be related in the col-
lateral line. (linea trimweroa or oblique.)

Linea reota e-(index sun! at obnqnig
lex est linoa rooti. Co. Litt. 158. A riglit
line is a test of itself. and of an oblique;
law is a line of right.



LINEA RECTA SEMPER

Idnes. rests sesnper prafertnr truss-
versali. The right line is always preferred
to the collateral. Co. Litt. 10; Broom. Max.
529.

LINEAGI-3. Race; progeny; family, as-
cending or descending. Lockett v. Lockett.
94 Ky. 289. 22 S. W. 224.

LINEAL. That which comes in a line:
especially a direct line, as from rather to
son. Collateral relationship is not called
“lineal." though the’ expression “collateral
line." is not unusual.
—Iainenl consanguinity. That kind of con-
sanguinity which subsists between persons of
whom one is descended in. a direct line from the
other; as between a particular rson and his
father, grandfather, great-grand ather, and so
upward, in the direct ascending line; or between
the same person and his son, grandson, great-
grandson. and so downwards in the direct de-
scending line. 2 Bl. Comm. 203' 'Willis Coal &
Min. Co. v. Grizzell, 198 Ill. 31%.. 65 N. E. 74.
—I.ineel descent. see DESCi'.'N'I‘.—Ia1llell
warranty. A warranty by an ancestor from
whom the title did or might have come to the
heir. 2 Bl. Comm. 301; Rawle, Cov. 30

LINK. A unit in a connected series;
anything which serves to connect or bind to-
gether the things which precede and follow
it. Thus, we speak of a "link in the chain
of title."

1.100338. Lat. In the civil law. To
be clear, evident, or satisfactory. When a
judeo was in doubt how to decide a case, he
represented to the prtetor, under oath, sibt
non ltquero, (that it was not clear to him.)
and was thereupon discharged. Calvin.

LIQUET. It is‘clear or apparent; it ap-
pears. Sam liquct, it suliiciently appears.
1 strange, 412.

LIQUIDATE. To adjust or settle on in-
debtedness; to determine an amount to he
paid; to clear up an account and ascertain
the balance; to fix the amount required to
satisfy a Judgment Midgett v. Watson, 29
N. C. 145; Martin v. Kirk, 2 Iiumph. (’1‘eiin.)
531.

To clear away; to lessen; to pay. “To
liquidate a balance means to pay it." Fleck-
iier v. Bank of U. 8.. 8 Wheat. 338, 362, 6
L. Ed. $1.

LIQUIDATED. Ascertained; determin-
ed; iixed; settled: made clear or manifest.
Cleared away; paid; discharged.
—I.iqnide.ted aeeogust. An account whereof '

the amount is certain and fixed, either by the
act and agreement of the parties or by opera-
tion of law: a sum which cannot be changed
by the proof; it is so much or nothing; but
the term does not necessarily refer to a writ-
ing. Nisbet v. Lawson. 1 Ga. 287.—I.i ni-
dnted damages. _See Dnulom.—Liqn1 t-
ed debt. A debt is liquidated when it is cer-
tain what is due and how much is due. Rob-
erts v. Prior, 20 Ga. 562.—Liqnidnted de-
ntusd. A demand is I liquidated one if the
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amount of it has been sscertained—settled—-by
the agreement of the parties to i or other-
wise. Mitchell v. Addison, W Ga. .

LIQUIDATIIIG PARTNER. The part-
ner who upon the dissolution or insolvency
or the arm, is appointed to settle its so
counts, collect assets, adjust claims. and pay
debts. Garretson v. Brown. 185 Pa. 447, 40
At]. 300.

IJQUIDATION. The act or process of
settling or making clear. fixed, and determi-
nate that which betore was uncertain or un-
ascertained. v

As applied to a company, (or sometimes to
the aflairs or an individual.) liquidation is
used in a broad sense as equivalent to
"winding up ;" that is. the comprehensive
process of settling accounts. ascertaining
and adjusting debts. collecting assets. and
paying oi! claims.

LIQUIDATOB. A person appointed to
carry out the winding up of a company,
—0flc1sl llquldntor. In English law. A
person appointed by the judge in chanoery, in
whose court a jomt-‘stock company is being
wound up, to bring and defend suits and ac-
tions in the name of the company, and gen-
erally to do all things necessary for winding
up e afiairs of the company. and distributing
its assets. 8 Staph. Comm. 24.-

LIQUOR. This term, when used in stat-
utes forbidding the sale of liquors. refers
only to spirituous or intoxicating liquors.
Brass v. State, 45 Fla. 1, 34 South. 307:
State v. Brittain, 89 N. G. 576; People v.
Criliey, 20 Barb. (N. Y.) 248. See INTOXICA-
nso Lrquoa; SPIRITUOUS Liquos.
—1’.iquoz- dealer. One who carries on the
business of selling intoxicating liquors, either at
wholesale or retail and irrespective of wheth-
er the liquor sold a roduced or manufactured
by himself or_ by ot era; but there must be
more than a single sale. See Timm v. Harri-
son, 109 Ill. 6:) : U. S. v. Allen (D. C. 38
Fed. 738: Fincannon v. State. 93 Ga. 41 21
S. E. 53; State v. Dow. 21 Vt. 484; Mansfield
v. State. 17 Tex. App. 472.—I.iquos-shop. A
house where spirituous liquors are kept and
sold. Wooster v. State, 6 But. (Tenn.) 534.
—Liqnor tax certificate. Under the excise
laws of New York, a certificate of payment of
the tax im sed upon the business of liquor-
selling, entitling the holder to carry on that
business, and diflering from the ordinary form
of license in that it does not confer a mere per-
sonal riviiege but creates a s ies of prop-
erty w ich is transferable by t e owner. See
In re Lyman 160 N. Y. 96, 54 N. E. 577; In
;e6_iCullinan. Q2 App. Div. 445. 81 N. Y. Supp.

LIRA. The name of an Italian coin. at
the value of about eighteen cents.

1.1!. Let. A controversy or dispute; s
suit or action at law. .

—-Ids Alibi rendens. A suit pending else-
where. The act that proceedings are pending
between a piaintiif and defendant in one court
in ‘respect to a given matter is frequently s
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g d to ti h l i til! we takroan rprsven ngtepan in -

ng proceedings in another court against the
same defendant for the same object and ans-
in out of the same cause of action. Sweet.
- mots. A controversy moved or begun.
By this term is meant a dispute which has aria-
en upon a point or question which afterwards
forms the issue upon which legal proceedin
are instituted. Westfelt v. Adams, 131 N. .

379, 42 S. E. 82%. After such controversy
has arisen, (post (item motam,) it is held. deo-
larations as to pedigree, made by members of
the family since deceased, are not admissible.
See 4 Camp. 417; 6 Car. & -P. 560.—Lis pen-
dons. A suit pending; that legal process, in
a suit regarding land, which amounts to legal
notice to all the world that there is a dispute
as to the title. In equity the till of the bill
and serving a subpena creates a in endena,
except when statutes require some reco . Stim.
Law Gloss. See Boyd v. Emmons, 103 Ky. 393,
45 S. W. 364; Tinsley v. Rice, 105 Ga. 285,
31 S. E. 174: Bowen v. Kirkland, 17 Tex.
Civ. Asp. 346. 44 S. W. 189; Hines v. Dun-
can Ala. 117, 58 Am. Rep. 580. In the
civil law. A suit pending. A suit was not
said to be pending before that sta e of it called
"um conteatatio, (q. o.) Mackel . Rom. Law,
5 ‘ 19; Calvin.-Jlotioo of 11s positions. A
no ce tiled for the purpose of warning-a-ll per-
sons that the title to certain property is in
liti tion, and that, if they purchase the de-
ten ant's claim to the same, they are in dan-

t bei bo d b d d t.
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Colo. 3&, 3 Pee. 153.

LIS'.l'. A docket or calendar of causes
ready for trial or argument, or of motions
ready for. hearing.

LISTED. Included in a list; put on a
list, particularly on a list of taxable persons
or property.

usrns. This word is used in some of
the states to designate the persons appointed
to make lists of taxables. See Rev. St. Vt.
588. '

LITE PENDEN'1'E. Lat. Pending the
suit. Fleta, lib. 2, c. 54, 3 23.

LITE! DENUNCIAIIE. Lat. In the
civil law. To cast the burden of a suit up-
on another; particularly used with refer-
ence to a purchaser of property who, being
sued in respect to it by a third person, gives
notice to his vendor and demands his aid
in its defense. See Mackeld. Rom. Law, I
403.

LITE}! SUAH PACERE. Lat. To
make a suit his own. Where a judes, from
partiality or enmity, evidently favored ei-
ther of the parties. he was said lite-m suam
faoere. Calvin.

LITERA. Lat. A letter. The letter of
a law, as distinguished from its spirit. See
Lrrrrsn.
-Liters Pisun. The Pisan letter. A term
applied to the old character in which the co y
o the Pandects formerly kept at Piss, in Itafy,
was written. Spelman.
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LITERE. Letters. A term applied in
old English law to various instruments in
writing, public and private.
—LiteI-m dixnissorim. Dimissory letters, (q.
o.)—Lites-or luunanioa-es. A term including
Greek, Latin, general philology, logic, moral
philosophy, metaphysics; the name 0 the prin-
cipal course of study in the Universit of 0x-
ford. Wharton.—Litera anon-tun. ad let-
ters; fulfilling words of a statute. Lord Bacon
observes that “there are in every statute cer-
tain words which are as veins, where the life
and blood of the statute cometh, and where all
doubts do arise, and the rest are mere mor-
tms, fulfilling words." Bac. St. Uses, (Works,
iv. 189.)—Litoa-a patenteo. Letters patent;
literally, open letters.—Litex'a pr-onus-atoria.
In old English law. Letters procnratory; let-
ters of procuration; letters of attorney. Bract.
fols. 40, 43.—Lite1-m reeognitionis. In mari-
time law. A bill of ladin . Jac. Sea Laws,
172.—L1tes-3 s to. in old English law.
Sealed letters. he return of a sherlfl was so
called. Fleta, lib. 2. c. 64. § 19.

Litore pstontos regzis non or-lust VI-
cua. 1 Bulst. 6. The king’s letters patent
shall not be void.

Liters seriptss mutant. Written words
last.

LITERAL. According to language; fol-
lowing expression in words. A literal con-
struction of a document adheres closely to
its words, without making diiferences for ex-
trinsic circumstances; a literal performance
of a condition is one which complies exactly
with its terms.
—Lites-sl contract. In Roman law. A spe-
cies ot written contract, in which the formal
act by which an obligation was superinduced
on the convention was an entry of the sum due,
where it should be specificnll ascertained, on
the debit side of a ledger. aine, Anc. Law
320. A contract, the whole of the evidence of
which is reduced to writing, and binds the party
who subscribed it, although he has received no
consideration. Lec. El. Dr. Rom. 8*<l7.—Lit-
oral proof. In the civil law. ritten evi-
denoe.

LITERARY. Pertaining to polite learn-
ing; connected with the study or use of
books and writings.

The word "literary," having no legal sig-
nification, is to be taken in its ordinary and
usual meaning. We speak of literary persons
as learned. erudite: of literary property, as
the productions of ripe scholars. or, at least, of
professional writers; of literary institutions,
as those where the positive sciences are taught,
or persons eminent for learning associate, for
purposes connected with their professions. This
we think the popular meaning of the word; and
that it would not be properly _uscd as descriptive
of a school for the instruction of youth. In-
dianapolis v. McLean, 8 Ind. 332.
—Lites-sry composition. In copyright law.
An original result of mental production, devel-
oped in a series of written or printed words,
arranged for an intelligent purpose, in an or-
derly succesion of expressive combinations.
Keene v. Wheatley, 14 Fed. Css. 192: Wool-
sey v. Judd, 4 Duer (N. Y.) 396.—Litez-
pro rty ma be described as the right whic
entit es an ant or and his assigns to all the use
and profit of his composition, to which no in-
dependent right is, through any act or omission _
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on his or their part, vested in another person.
9 Amer. Law Reg. 44. And see Keene v.
Wheatley. 14 Fed. Cas. 192; Palmer v. D_e
Witt, 32 N. Y. Super. Ct. 552. A distinction IS
to be taken between “literary property” (which
is the natural, common-law right which a per-
son has in the form of written expression to
which he has, by labor and skill, reduced his
thoughts) and ‘‘copyright,'’ (which is a statu-
tory monopoiy, above and beyond natural prop-
erty, conferred u on an author to encourage
and reward a d ication of his literary prop-
erty to the public.) Abbott.

LITEBATE. In English ecclesiastical
law. One who qualifies himself for holy or-
ders by presenting himself as a person ac-
complished in classical learning, etc.. not as
a graduate of Oxford. Cambridge, etc.

LITEBATURA. “Ad iiteraturam po-
nere" means to put children to school. This
liberty was ancientiy denied to those parents
who were servile tenants, without the lord’s
consent. The prohibition against the educa-
tion of sons arose from the fear that the son,
being bred to letters, might enter into holy
orders, and so stop or divert the services
which he might otherwise do as heir to his
father. Paroch. Antlq. 401.

, LITERJS OBLIGATIO. In Roman law.
The contract of nomcn, which was constitut-
ed by writing, (stripturtt) It was of two
kinds, rm: (1) A re in pqrsonam», when a
transaction was transferred from the day-
book (adversaria) into the ledger (codc.1e) in
the form of a debt under the name or heading
of the purchaser or debtor, (n0men,') and (2)
a persona in persona-m, where a debt already
standing under one nomcn or heading was
transferred in the usual course of novatio
from that name» to another and substituted
nomcn. By reason of this transferring, these
obligations were called “nomina transcripti-
tia.” No money was, in fact, paid to con-
stitute the contract. If ever money was-paid,
then the nomcn was arcarium, (i. e., 'a real
contract, re contr¢wtus,) and not a nomen
proprium. Brown.

LITIGANT. A party to a lawsuit; one
engaged in litigation; usually spoken of ac-
tive parties, not of nominal ones.

LITIGARE. Lat. To litigate; to carry
' on a suit. (litcm ag¢.'rc,) either as plaintiff or

defendant; to claim or dispute by action; to
test or try the validity of a claim by action.

LITIGATE. To dispute or contend in
form of law; to carry on a suit.

' LITIGATION. A judicial controversy.
A contest in a court of justice, for the pur-
pose of enforcing a right.

LITIGIOSITY. In Scotch law. The
pendency of a suit; it is a tacit legal prohi-
bition of alienation, to the disappointment of
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civil. and canon law.

LITISPENDENCE

an action, or of diligence, the direct object of
which is to obtain possession, or to acquire
the property of a particular subject. The ef-
fect of it is analogous to that of inhibition.
Bell.

LITIGIOSO. Span. Litigious; the sub-
Ject of litigation; a term applied to property
which is the subject of dispute in a pending
suit. White v. Gay, 1 Tex. 388.

Lrrrcroos. That which is the subject
of a suit or action; that which is contested
in a court of justice. In another sense, “li-
tlgious" signifies fond oi.’ litigation; prone to
engage in suits.
--Litigiolu church. In ecclesiastical law. 1
church is said to be litigious where two presen-
tations are ofiered to the bishop upon the same
avoidance. Jenk. Cent. l1.—LltigloIu right.
In the civil law. A right which cannot be ex-
ercised without undergoing a lawsuit. Civil
Code Ln. arts. 918, 3556.

LITIS ESTIMATIO. Lat. The meas-
ure of damages. -

LITI8 CONTESTATIO. Lat. In the
Contestation of suit;

the process of contesting a suit by the op-
posing statements of the respective parties;
the process of coming to an issue; the attain-
ment of an issue; the issue itself.

In the practice of the ocolesinationl
courts. The general answer made -by the
defendant, in which he denies ‘the matter
charged against him in the libel. Haiilfax,
Civil Law, b. 3, c. 11, no. 9.

In admiralty practice. The general is-
sue. 2 Browne, Civil & Adm. Law,.358, and
note.

IJTI8 DENUIICIATIO. Lat. In the
civil law. The process by which a purchaser
of property, who is sued for its possession or
recovery by a third person, falls back upon
his vendor's covenant of warranty, by giving
the latter notice of the action and demanding
his aid in defending it. See Mackeld. Rom.
Law, 3 403.

LITIS DOHINIUH. Lat. In the civil
law. Ownership, control, or direction of a‘
suit. A fiction of law by which the employ-
ment of an attorney or proctor (procurator)
in a suit was authorized or Justifled, he be-
ing supposed to become, by the appointment
of his principal (dominus) or client, the dam-
inus ims. Heinecc. Elem. lib. 4, tit. 10, if
1240, 12-17. ‘

Idtis nolnen omncxn nctiouem sign!!-
icut, live in rem. live in personals: nit.
Co. Litt. 292. A lawsuit signifies every ac
tion, whether it be in rem or in personam.

Lnrsrrrxpnxcn. An obsolete term for
the time during which a lawsuit is going on.



‘ot seas and great lakes. Webster.

LITISPEN DENCIA

-. LITISPENDENOLA. In Spanish law.
Litispendency. The condition of a suit pend-
ing in a court of justice.

LITRE. Fr. ,A measure oi’ capacity in
the metric system, being a cubic decimetre.
equal to 61.022 cubic inches, or 2.113 Amer-
ican pints, or 1.76 English pints. Webster.

LITTORAL. Belonging to the shore, as
Corre-

sponding to riparian proprietors on a stream
or small pond are littoral proprietors on a
sea or lake. But "riparian" is also used co-
extenslvely with “littoral." Commonwealth
v. Alger, 7 Cush. (Mass.) 94. See Boston v.
Lecraw, 17 How. 426, 15 L. Ed. 118.

LITURA. Lat. In the civil law. An ob-
literation or blot in a will or other instru-
ment. Dig. 28, 4, 1, 1.

IJTUS. In old European law. A kind
of servant; one who surrendered himself in-
to another's power. Spelman.

In the civil law. The bank of a stream
-or shore of the sea; the coast.
:—I.ltns inaris. The sea-shore.
‘that that which the sea overflows, either at
high spring tides or at extraordinary tides.

“It is certain

comes no as to this purpose, under the denom-
ination o ‘Iitua mans,’ and consequently the
king's title is not of that large extent, but.only
to land that is usually overiiowed at ordinary
tides. That, therefore, I call the ‘share’ that
is between the common high-water and low-
wa‘t1er mark, and no more.” Hale de Jure Mar.
c. .

Idtus est quoasque rnaxisrms fluotus a

and poi-venit. The shore is where the
highest wave from the sea has reached. Dig.
50, 16, 96. Ang. Tide-Waters, 67.

LIV}:-BT00! INSURANCE. See I!!-
SUBANCE.

LIVELODE. Maintenance: support.

LIVERY. 1. In English law. Delivery
of possession of their lands to the king's ten-
ants in capue or tenants by knights service.

2. A writ which may be sued out by a
ward in chivalry, on reaching his majority,
to obtain delivery of the possession of his
lands out of the hands of the guardian. 2 Bl.
Comm. 68.

3. A particular dress or garb appropriate
or peculiar to certain persons, as the mem-
bers oi’ a guild, or. more .pai-ticularly, the
servants of a nobleman or gentleman.

4. The privilege of a particular guild or
company of persons, the members thereof
being called "livery-men.”

6. A contract of hiring of work-beasts,
particularly horses, to the use of the hirer.
It is seldom used alone in this sense, but ap-
pears in the compound, “livery-stable."
-1.170:-y in ohivals-y. In feudal law. The
delivery of the lands of s. _ward in chivalry out
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-mittee of the clenring—liouse.
.foz- consumption. The loan for consumption

LOAN

of the guardiau's hands, upon the heir's attain-
ing the requisite age.—twenty-one for males, six-
been for females. 2 Bl. Comm. 68.—Llvery-
man. A member of some company in the city
of London; also called a “freeman."—I.lvei~y
of soisin. The appropriate ceremony. at com-
mon law, for transferring the corporal posses-
sion of lands or tenements by a grantor to his
grantee. It was livery in deed where the par-
ties went together upon the land, and there a
twig, clod, key, or other symbol was delivered
in the name of the whole. Livery in law was
where the same ceremony was performed. not
upon the land itself, but in sight of it. 2 Bl.
Comm. 315, 316: Micheau v. Crawford, 8 N. J.
Law. 108: Northern Pac. R. Co. v. Cannon
C. C.) fled. 232.—Lives'y-ofloo. An of-
ce appointed for the delivery of lands.—L1v-

cry stable hoe er. One whose business it is
to keep horses or hire or to let, or to keep.
feed, or board horses for others. ,Kittnnning
Borough v. Montgomery, 5 Pa. Super. Ct. 198.

LIVRE TOURNOIS. A coin used in
France before the Revolution. It is to be
computed in the ad 1,-alorcm duty on goods.
etc., at eighteen and a half cents. Act Cong.
March. 2, 1798, § 61: 1 Story, Laws; 629.

.'I’.I.0YD'§. An association in the city of
London, for the transaction of marine insur-
ance, the members of which underwrite each
other's policies. See Durbrow v. Eppens. 65
N. J. Law, 10, 46 Atl. 585.

—Lloyd’s bonds. The name of a class of
evidences of debt. used in England; being ac-
knowledgments, by a borrowing company made
under its seal, of a debt incurred and actually
due by the company to a contractor or other
person for work done, goods supplied, or other-
wise, as the case may be, with a covenant for
payment of the principal and interest at a fu-
ture time. Brown.

LOADMANAGE. The pay to loadsmen;
that is, persons who sail or row before ships,
in barks or small vessels, with instruments
for towing the ship and directing her course,
in order that she may escape the dangers in

.her way. Poth. Des Avaries, no. 137.

LOAN. A bailmeut without reward; con-
sisting of the delivery of an article by the
owner to another person, to be used by the
latter gratuitously, and returned either in
specie or in kind. A sum of money eoniided

‘to another. Ramsey v. Whltbeck, 81 Ill. App. \

210; Nichols v. Fearsoii, 7 Pet. 109, 8 L. Ed.
623; Rodman v. Muuson, 13 Barb. (N. Y.) 75;
Booth v. Terrell, 16 Ga. 25: Payne v. Gardi-
ner, 29 N. Y. 167.

A loan of money is a contract by which
one delivers a sum of money to another, and
the latter agrees to return at a future time a
sum equivalent to that which he borrowed.
Civ. Code Cal. 5 1912.

—Loan association. See BUILDING AND
Loan AssociA'rioN.—Loaa certificates. Cer-
tiiicates issued by a clearing-house to the as-
sociated banks to the amount of seventy-five

.r cent. of the value of the collaternls depos-
ited by the borrowing banks with the loan coin-

Anderson.—I.oan
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is an a reement by which one person delivers
to anot er a certain quantity of things which
are consumed by the use, under the obligation
by the borrower, to return to him as much 0
the same kind and qualitv. Civ. Code La. art.
2910. Loans are of two kinds.—for consumption
or for use. A loan for consumption is yvhere the
article is not to be returned 6» meme, but in
kind. This is a sale, and not a beilment. Code

.Ga. 1882, 5 2125.—_Lonn for exchange. A
loan for exchange is a contract by which one
delivers persona property to another. and the
latter agrees to return to the lender a similar
thing at a future time, without reward for its
use. Civ. Code Cal. 5 1902.—I.oan for use.
The loan for use is an agreement by which a
person delivers a thing to another, to use it
accordin to its natural destination. or accord-
ing to t e a eement, under the obligation on
the art of t e borrower to return it after he
shal have done using it. Civ. Code La. art.
2893. A loan for use is a contract by which
one gives to another the temporary possession
and ue of personal property. and the latter
agrees to return the same thing to him at a
future time. without reward for its use. Civ.
Code Cal. I 1884. A loan for use is the gra-
tuitous grant of an article to, another for use, to
be returned in specie, and may be either for I.
certain time or indefinitely and at the. will of
the grantor. Code Ga. iész, 5 2126. Loan
for use called “commodatum" in the civil law
diflers ruin a loan for consumption. (call
“mu¢uum" in the civil law.) in this: that the
commadatum must be specifically returned; the
mutmmi is to be returned in kind. In the case
of a cammodatmn, the property in the thing re-
mains in the lender; in a mutuum, the property
passes to the borrower. Bouvlei-.—I.onn, filo-
tnltons, (or consnsodate.) A class of l-
ment which is called “cammodatum" in the Ro-
man law and is denominated by Sir William
Jones a loan for use," at-d-ueage,) to dis-
tinguish it from ‘Wnutuum,’ a loan for consum
tiou. It is the gratuitous lending of an artice
to the borrower for his own use. Wharton.—
Loan moieties. In English law. A kind of
club formed for the purpose of advancing money
on loan to the industrial classes.

LOBBYING. “Lobbying” is defined to be
any personal solicitation of a member of a
legislative body during a session thereof, by
private interview, or letter or message, or
other means and appliances not addressed
solely to the Judgment, to favor or oppose, or
to vote for or against, any bill, resolution,
report, or claim pending, or to be introduced
by either branch thereof, by any person who
misrepresents the nature of his interest in-
the matter to such member, or who is em-
ployed for a consideration by a person or car-
poration interested in the passage or defeat
of such bill, resolution, report, or claim, for
the purpose of procuring the passage or de-
feat thereof. But this does not include such
services as drafting petitions, bills, or reso-
lutions, attending to the taking of testimony,
collecting facts, preparing arguments and me-
morials, and submitting them orally or in
writing to a committee or member of the leg-
islature. and other services of like character,
intended to reach the reason of legislators.
Code Ga. 1882, § 4486. And see Coiusa Coun-
ty v. Welch, 122 Cal. 428, 55 Pac. 248; Trist
v. Child. 21 Wall. 448. 22 L. Ed. 623; Dun-
ham v. Hastings Pavement Co.. 56 App. Div.
244, 67 N. Y. Supp. 632; liouiton v. Nichol.
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93 Wis. 393, 87 N. W. 715, 33 L. R. A. 106. 57
Am. St. Rep. 928.

L’obIi¢ation sans cause, on In nno

fansse cause, on In cause illicite, no
pent avoir ancnn eilet. An obligation
without consideration, or upon a false con-
sideration, (which fails,) or upon unlawful
consideration, cannot have any eirect. Code
Civil, 3, 8, 4; Chit. Cont. (11th Am. mi.) 25.
note.

LOCAL. Relating to place, expressive
of place; belonging or confined to a particu-
lar place. Distinguished from "general."
“personal,” and “transitory."
—Local act of parliament. An act which
has for its object the interest of some particu-
lar locality. as the formation of a road. the
alteration of the course of a river, the forma-
tion of a public market in a particular district,
etc. Brown.—LocnI assessment. A charge
in the nature of tax levied to pay the whole or
part of the cost of local improvements, and
assessed u on the various parcels of pro rt?
speciall neiited thereby. Gould v. _ it -

more, 5 Md. 380.—Local chattel. A thin i
local that is fixed to the freehold. Kibc in.
180.—I.oeal courts. Courts whose jurisdic-
tion ls limited to a particular territory or dis-
trict. The expression often si ifies the courts
of the state, in op osition to t e United States
courts. People v. orter, 90 N. Y. 75; Geraty
V. Reid. 78 N. Y. 67.—Local freight. Freight
shipped from either_ terminus of a railroad to
a way station, or vice acres, or from one way
station to another; that is, over a rt of the
road only. Mobile & M. R. Co. v. teiner. 81
Ala. 579.--Local influence. As a statutory
ground for the removal of a cause from a state
court to a federal court. this means influence
enjoyed and wielded by the plaintifl as a real-
dent of the place where the suit is brought.
in consequence of his wealth, prominence, po iti-
cal importance. business or social relations, or
otherwise, such as might alfect the minds of-
the court or jury and prevent the defendant
from winning the case, even though the merits
should be with him. See Neale v. Foster (C. C.)
31 Fed. 53.—I-ocal option. A privilege ac-
corded by the legislature of a state to the sev-
eral counties or other districts of the state to
determine, each for itself, b popular vote.
whether or not licenses should issued for the
sale of intoxicating liquors within such dis-
tricts. See Wilson v. State. 35 Ark. 416;
State v. Brown. 19 Fla. 598.—Loca1 ‘pro 11-
dice. The “prejudice or local influence which
will -warrant the removal of a cause from a
state court to a federal_court may be either
prejudice and influence existing against the par-
ty seeking such rcmoval or existing in favor
gedhisraadversary. Neale v. Foster (0. 0.) 31

. o .

As to local “Action,” “Agent,” “Allegiance,”
"Custom." “Government," “impi-ovement."
"Law," “Statute,” “'.l.‘axes," and “Venue." see
those titles.

LOCALITY. In Scotch law. This name
is given to a life-rent created in marriage
contracts in favor of the wife, instead of
leaving her to her legal life-rent of tlerce.
1 Bell, Comm. 55.

LOOARE. To let for hire; to deliver or
ball a thing for a certain reward or compen-
sation. Bract. fol. 62.
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LOOARIUI. In old European law. The
price or letting: money paid for the hire of a
thing; rent. Spelman.

LOGA'l‘A.I.nl:. In French law. A lee-
see. tenant, or renter.

LOOATABIUS. Lat. A depositee.

LOCATE. To ascertain and ii: the posi-
tion of something, the place of which was be-
fore uncertaln or not manifest; as to locate
the calls in a deed.

To decide upon the place or direction to be
occupied by something not yet in being; as
to locate a road.

LOCATIO. Lat. In the civil law. Let
ting for hire. The term is also used by text-
writers upon the law of baliment at‘ common
law. In Scotch law it is translated “loca-
tion.” Bell.
—Locaflo-eonduetio. In the civil law. A
compound word used to denote the contract of
ballment for hire, expressing the action of both
parties, viz., a letting by the one and a hiring by
the other. 2 Kent. Comm. 586, note; Story,
Baiim. i 368: Coggs v. Bernard. 2 Ld. Raym;
913.—-Looatio custodic. A letting to keep;
a bailment or defgsit of goods for hire. Story.
Bsilm. 442.— entlo ope:-is. In the civil
law. T e contract of hiring work. 9'. e.. labor
and services. It is a contract by which one
of the arties gives a certain wor to be per-
formed y the other. who binds himself to do it
for the price agreed between them. which he
who gives the work to be done promises to pay
to the other for doing it. Poth. Lo .

392 ; Zell v. Dunkie, 156 Pa. 353. 27 Atl. 38.
-Loeatio ope:-is taoiendi. A letting out of
work to be done; a baiiment of a thing for
the purpose of having some work and labor or
care and pains bestowed on it for a pecuniary
recompense. 2 Kent, Com. 586. 588: Story,
Bailm. 95 370. 421. %.—Looe.tlo ope:-is mer-
eium veheudar-um. A letting of work to be
done in the carrying of goods: 9. contract of
haiiment by which goods are delivered to aage -

son to carry for hire. 2 Kent, Comm. 7;
Story, Bailm._§§ 370. 457.—Looatio rei. A
letting of a thing to hire. 2 Kent. Comm. 586.
The ballment or letting of a thing to be used
by the bailee for a compensation to be paid
by him. Story, Bsilm. 5 370.

LOCATION. In American land law.
The designation of the boundaries of a par-
ticular piece of land. either-upon record or on
the land itself. Mosby v. Carland, 1 Bibb.
(Ky.) 84.

The finding and marking out the bounds of
a particular tract of land, upon the land it-
selt, in conformity to a certain description
contained in an entry, grant, map, etc.; such
description consisting in what are termed
“locatlve calls." Cunningham v. Browning, 1
Bland and.) 329.

In mining law. The act of appropriating
a “mining claim” (parcel of land containing
precious metal in its soil or rock) according
to certain established rules. It usually con-
slsts in placing on the ground, in a con-
spicuous position, a notice setting forth the
name of the loeator, the fact that it is thus
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taken or located, with the requisite descrip-
tion of the extent and boundaries of the
parcel. St. Louis smelting, etc., Co. v. Kemp,
104 U. S. 649, 26 L. Ed. 875.

In a secondary sense, the mining claim
covered by a single act of appropriation or
location. Id.

In Scotch law. A contract by which the
temporary use of a subject, or the work or
service of a person, is given for an ascertain-
ed hire. 1 Bell, Comm. 255.

LOCATIVI: CALLS. In a deed. patent,
or other instrument containing a description
of land, locatlve calls are specific calls, de-
scriptions, or marks or location, referring to
landmarks, physical objects, or other points
by which the land can be exactly located and
identified.

LOCATOB. In the civil and Scotch
law. A letter; one who lets; he who, being
the owner of a thing, lets it out to another
for hire or compensation. Coggs v. Bernard,
2 Ld. Raym. 913.

In American lusd lav. One who locates
land, or intends or is entitled to locate. See
Locanox. '

LOCK-‘UP HOUSE.
porarily as a prison.

A‘ place used tem-

LOGKHAN. An otiicer in the Isle of
Man, to execute the orders of the governor,
much like our under-sherlir. Wharton.

LOCHAN. Fr. In French marine law.
A local pilot whose business was to assist
the pilot of the vessel in guiding her course
into a harbor. or through a river or channel.
Martin v. Farnsworth, 33 N. 1. Super. Ct.
260.

Loco PABENTI8. See In Loco Pa-
am-rxs.

LOOOOESSION. The act of giving place.

LOOULUS. In old records. A coflin; .a
purse.

LOOUH TENEN8. Lat. Holding the
place. A deputy, substitute, lieutenant, or
representative.

LOOUPLES. Lat. In the civil law.
Able to respond in an action; good for the
amount which the plaintitlf might recover.
Dig. 50, 16, 234. 1. ~

Locus. Lat. A place: the place where
a thing is done.
—Loens eontraotus. The place of a contract:
the place where a contract is_made.—Locus
orlmlnh. The locality of a crime; the place
where a crime was comrnitted.—Loeus dolle-
ti. The place of the ofiensez the place where
an ofiense was committed. 2 Kent. Comm.
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109.—I.oo\u in no. The place in which.
The lace in whic the cause of action arose,
or w ere anything is alleged, in pleadings, to
have been done. I‘he phrase is most frequent-
I used in actions of trespass uare clausum
regit.—-Locus pas-titns. In oi English law.

A place divided. A division made between two
towns or counties to make out in which the
land or place in uestion lies. Fleta. lib. 4, c.
15, § 1: Cowei.—Loou.s pasnitentin. A

lace for re ntance; an opportunity for chang-
ing one's mind; a diance to withdraw from a
contemplated bargain or contract before it re-
sults in a definite contractual liability. Also
used of a chance aiforded to a person, by the
circumstances, of relinquishing the'intention
which he has formed to commit a crime, before
the perpetration thereof.--Locus pnblious. In
the civil law. A public place. Dig. 43. 8, 1;
Id. 43. 8, 2, 3.—Looua regit aotnm. In pri-
vate international law. The rule that, when a
legal transaction complies with the formalities
required by the law of the country where it is
done. it is also valid in the country where it
is to be given eifect, although by the law of
that country other formalities are required. 8
Sav. Syst. §381; Westi. Priv. Int. Law. 159.
—LooIu to! site. The place where a thing
is situated. In proceedings in rem, or the real
actions of the civil law. the roper forum is
the locus rec‘ aim. The Jerusa em. 2 Gail. 191.
197, Fed. Can. No. 7,293.—Loous slgilli. The
place of the seal: the place occupied by the
seal of written instruments. Usually abbrevi-
ated to “L S."7-Locus standi. _A place of
standing; standing in court. A right of ap-
iearance in a court of justice, or before a leg-

islative body. on a given question.

Locus pro solutions reditus ant peon-
nlu seonndnm oonditionem diminiouis
ant obligationls est It:-lcte observnndus.
4 Coke. 73. The place for the payment: of
rent or money, according to the condition of
a lease or bond, is to be strictly observed.

LODE. This term, as used in the legis-
lation of congress, is applicable to any zone
or belt of mineralized rod: lying within
boundaries clearly separating it from the
neighboring rock. It includes all deposits
of mineral matter found through a mineral-
lzed zone or belt conilng from the same
source, impressed with the same forms, and
appearing to have been created by the same
processes. Eureka Consol. Mlii. Co. v. Rich-
mond Min. Co., 4 Sawy. 312, 8 Fed. Gas. 823.
And see Duggan v. Davey, 4 Dak. 110, 26
N. W. 7; Stevens v. Williams, 23 Fed. Cas.
42; Montana Cent. Ry. Co. v. Migeon (C.
C.) 68 Fed. 813; Meydenbnuer v. Stevens (D.
C.) 78 Fed. 790; Iron Silver Min. Co. v.
Cheeseiuan. 116 U. S. 529, 6 Sup. Ct. 48], 29
L. Ed. 712; U. S. v. Iron Silver Min. C0,,
128 U. S. 673, 9 Sup. Ct. 195, 32 L. Ed. 571.

LODEMAN, or LOADSMAN. The pilot
conducts the ship up the river- or into port:
but the loadsman is he that undertakes to
bring a ship through the haven, after being
brought thither by the pilot, to the «may or
place oi‘ discharge. Jacob. .

LODEHANAGE. The hire of a pilot
for conducting a vessel from one place to an--
other. Cowell.
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LODGBR. One who occupies hired apart-
ments in another's house; a tenant‘ of part
of another‘s house.

A tenant, with the right of exclusive pos-
session of a part of a house, the landlord. by
himself or an agent, retaining general domin-
ion over the house itself. Wansey v. Per-
kins, ‘! Man. & G. 155; Pullman Palace Car
Co. v. Lowe, 28 Neb. 239, 44 N. W. 226. 6
L. R. A. 809, 26 Am. St. Rep. 325; Metzger
v. Schnabel, 23 Misc. Rep. 698, 52 N. Y. Supp.‘
105; Pollock v. Laadls, 36 Iowa, 652.

LOIDGINGS. Habitation in another’:
house; apartments in another's house, fur-
nished or unfurnished, occupied for habita-
tion; the occupler being termed a “lodger."

LODS 1:1‘ VBNTIJS. In old French and
Canadian law. ‘A flue payable by a roturier
on every change of ownership of his land;
a mutation or alienation line. Steph. Lect.
351.

LOG-BOOK. A ship's Journal. It con-
tains a minute account of the'ship's course.
with a short history of every occurrence dub‘
ing the voyage. 1 Marsh. Ins. 312.

. The part of the log-book relating to trans-
actions in the harbor is termed the "harbor
log ;" that relating to what happens at sea,‘
the “sea log.” Young. Naut. Diet.
—0floia.l log-book. A log-book in a certain
form, and containing certain specified entries re
quired by 17 & 18 Vict. c. 10%. §§ 280-282, to
be kept by all British merchant ships, except
those exclusively engaged in the coasting tmde.

LOG-ROLLING. A mischievous legisla-
tive practice, of embracing in one bill several
distinct matters, none of which, perhaps,
could singly obtain the assent of the legis-
lature, and then procuring its passage by a
combination of the minorities in favor of
each of the measures into a majority that
will adopt them all. Walker v. Griliith. 60
Ala. 369; Com. v. Barnet, 199 Pa. 161. 48
Ati. 976, 55 L. R. A. 882; 0'Leary v. Cook
County, 28 Ill. 534; St. Louis v. Tlefel, 42
M0. 590. '

LOGATING. An unlawful game mention-
ed in St. 33 Hen. VIII. c. 9.

LOGIA. A small house, lodge. or cota-
tage. Mon. Angl. tom. 1, p. 400. -

LOGIC. The science of reasoning, or of
the operations of the understanding which
are subservient to the estimation of evidence.
The term includes both the process itself of
proceeding from known truths to unknown.
and all other intellectual operations, in so far
as auxiliary to this.

LOGIUM. In old records.
el, or outhouse.

A 101183. hov-

LOGOGBAPHUS.
public clerk, register. or book-keeper: one

In Roman law.- A-"
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who wrote or kept books of.’ accounts. Dig.
50, 4, 18, 10; Cod, 10, 69.

L068. Stems or trunks of trees cut into
convenient lengths for the purpose of being
afterwards manufactured into lumber of va-
rious kinds; not including manufactured
lumber of any sort, nor timber which is
squared or otherwise shaped for use without
further change in form. Kolloch \'. Parcher.
52 Wis. 393, 9 N. W. 67. And see Haynes
v. Hayward, 40 Me. 148; State v. Acidington,
121 N. C. 538, 27 S. E. 988; Code W. Va.
1899. p. 1071, 5 27 (Code 1906, 5 2524).

LOLLARDS. A body of primitive Wes-
ieyans, who assumed importance about the
time of John Wyclifle, (1360,) and were very
successful in disseminating evangelical truth ;

but, being implicated (apparently against
their will) in the insurrection of,the villeins
in 1381, the statute De Hcrrctico Comburew
do (2 Hen. IV. c. 15) was passed against
them, for their suppression. However, they
were not suppressed, and their representa-
tives survive to the present day under vari-
ous names and disguises. Brown.

LOMEBARDS. A name given to the mer-
chants of Italy, numbers of whom, during
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, were
established as merchants and bankers in the
principal cities or Europe.

Loxnnns. 1. Fr. London. Yearb. P.
1 Edw. II. p. 4.

LONG. In various compound legal terms
(see infra) this word carries a meaning not
essentially dii1'erent from its signification in
the vernacular.

In the language of the stock exchange, a
broker or speculator is said to be “loiig"
on stock, or as to a particular security, when
he has in his possession or control an abun-
dant supply of it, or a supply exceeding the
amount which be has contracted to deliver,
or. more particularly, when he has bought a
supply of such stock or other security for
future delivery, speculating on a consider-
able future advance in the market price.
See Kent v. Miltenberger, 13 Mo. App. 506..
—Long account. An account involving num-
erous separate items or charges, on one side or
both, or the statement of various complex trans-
actions. such as a_ court of equity will refer to
a master or commissioner or a court of law to a
referee under the codes of procedure. See Dick-
inson v. Mitchell, 19 Abb. Prac. (N. Y.) 286;
Druse v. Hotter. 57 Wis. 644. 16 N. W. 14;
Doyle v. Metro litsn-El. R. Co., 1 Misc. Rep.
376. 20 N. Y. I upp. 865.—Long arllament.
The name usually given to the par ihment which
met in November. 1640.-under Charles 1.. and
was dissolved by Cromwell on the 10th of April,
‘lN>3. The name “Long Parliament" is. how-
ever. also given to the parliament which met

-in 1661, after the restoration of the monarchy.
and was dissolved on the 30th of December.
1678. This latter parliament is sometimes call-
ed, by way of distinction. the “long Phrliameut
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of Charles II." Mozley & Whitley.—l’.ong
quinto. the. An expression used to denote
part second of the yearbook which gives reports
of cases in 5 Edw. lV.—I.ong robe. A_mets-
phorical expression designating the practice or
profession of the law ' as. in the phrase “gentle
men of the ion robe. '—Long ton. A measure
of weight equivalent to 20 hundred-weight of
112 pounds each, or 2,240 pounds, as distin-

ished from the “short” ton of 2,000 pounds.
ee Rev. St. U. S. 5 2951 (U. S. Comp. St. 1001,

p. 1911). But see Jones v. Giles, 10 Exch. 119.
as to an English custom of reckoning ii ton of
iron "long weight" as 2,400 pounds.—Long va-
cation. The recess of the English courts from
August 10th to October 24th.

Longs poueuio out pooh jun. Long
possession is the law of peace. Branch,
Princ.: Co. Litt. 6.

Longs posooulo in porn. Long pos-
session begets rigbt. Fieta. lib. 3, c. 15, § 6.

Longs. poueuio [melt in pouldondi,
ct tolllt cotionorn voro domino. Long
possession produces the right of possession,
and takes away from the true owner his ac-
tion. Co. Litt. 1100.

Longnm. tcnplu ct longus nous qul
oxoedlt Inunorin hominrun sufloit pro
jun. Co. Litt. 115a. Long time and long
use, exceeding the memory of men, suffices
for right.

LOOKOUT. A proper lookout on a ves-
sel is some one in a favorable position to
see, stationed near enough to the helmsman
to communicate with him, and to receive
communications from him, and exclusively
employed in watching the movements of ves-
sels which they are meeting or about to
pass. The Geuesee Chief v. Fltzhugh, 12
How. 462, 13 L. Ed. 1058.

LOPWOOD. A right in the inhabitants
of a parish within a manor, in I<.‘nglaud, to
lop for fuel, at certain periods of the year,
the branches of trees growing upon the
waste lands oi! the manor. Sweet.

LOQUELA. Lat. -A colloquy; talk. In
old English law. this term denoted the oral
altercations of the parties to a salt, which
led to the issue. now called the “pieadiugs."
It also designated an “imparlance,” (q. 12.)

both names evidently referring to the talk-
ing together of the parties. Loqucla sine
die, a postponement to an indefinite time.

Loquendum ut vulgus; senticndunn ut
dooti. We must speak as the common peo-
ple; we must think as the learned. 7 Coke,
110. This maxim expresses the rule that,
when words are used in a technical sense.
they must be understood technically; other-
wise, when they may be supposed to be
used in their ordinary acceptation.

LORD. In English law. A title 0.
honor or nobility belonging properly to the
degree of baron, but applied also to the
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wliole peerage, as in the expression “the
house of lords." 1 Bl. Comm. 396-400.

A title of oflice, as lord mayor, lord com-
mlssioner, etc.

In feudal law. A feudal superior or pro-
prletor; one of‘ whom a fee or estate is
held.
‘—I.aw lords. See LAw.—I.ord advocate.
The chief public prosecutor of Scotland. 2 Alis.
Crim. Pr. 84.—I.ord and visual. In the feu-
dal system, the grantor, who retained the do-
minion or ultimate property. was called the
“lord," and the grantee, who had only the use
or possession, was called the “vassal' or “fen-
datory."—Lord chief baron. The chief judge
of the English court of exche uer. prior to the
judicature acts.—Lord Olllflg justice. See
Jus'rrca.—l’.crd ii chancellor. See
Cn.uvcr:LLos.—Lord li steward. In Eng-
land, when a person is in ached, or when a
eer is tried on indictment or treason or felony
fore the house of lords. one of the lords is ap-

pointed lord hi h steward. and acts as speaker
pro tempore. weet.—I.ord high treasurer.
An oficer formerly existin in England, who
had the charge of the ray revenues and cus-
toms duties. and of leasing the crown lands.
His functions are now vested in the lords com-
missioners of the treasury. Mozley & Whitley.

rd in gross. In feudal law. He who s
lord, not by reason of any manor, but as the
king-in respect of his crown, etc. “Very lord"
is he who is immediate lord to his tenant: and
"very tenant." he who holds immediately of that
lord. So that. where there is lord paramount,
lord mesne, and tenant. the lord paramount is
not very lord to the tenant. Wharton.—Lord
gstlce clerk. The second judicial ofiicer in

otland.—Lord keeper or keeper of the great
seal, was originally another name for the lord
chancellor. After Henry Ii.'s reign they were
sometimes divided. but now there'cannot be a
lord chancellor and lord keeper at the same time.
for by St. 5 Eliz. c. 18, they are declared to be
the same office. Com. Dig. "Chancery." B. 1.
—l’.ord lieutenant. In English law. The
viceroy of the crown in Ireland. The principal
military ofiicer of a county, origina ly appointed
for the purpose of mustering the in abitants for
the defense of the country.-Lord mayor. The
chief officer of the cor ration of the city of
London is so called. T e origin of the appella-
tion of “lord," which the mayor of London en-
joys, is attributed to the fourth charter of Ed-
ward III., which conferred on that oficer the
honor of having maces, the same as royal. car-
ried before him by the serjeants. Pull. Laws &
Cust. I.ond.—I.ord mayor's court. In Eng-
lish law. This is a court of record. of law and
equity, and is the chief court of justice within
the corporation of London. Theoretically the
lord mayor and aldermen are supposed to re-
side, but the recorder is in fact the acting ju ge.
It has jurisdiction of all personal and mixed
actions arising within the city and liberties
without regard to the amount in controversy.
See 3 Steph. Comm. 449, note l.—Lord of a
nianor. The grantee or owner of a manor.-
Lord ordinary is the judge of the court of
session in Scotland, who ofliciates for the time
help as the judge of first instance. Dari. Pr.
Ct. . ess.—I.ord paramount. A term applied
to the King of England as the chief feudal pro-
prietor. the theory of the feudal system being
that all lands in the realm were he d mediately
or immediately from him. See De Peyster v.
Michael. 6 N. Y. 495. 57 Am. Dec. 470; Opin-
ion of Justices, 66 N. II. 629, 33 Atl. 1076.-
Lord privy seal, before the 30 Hen. VIlI..
was genera ly an ecclesiastic. The oflice has
since been usually conferred on temporal peers
above the degree of barons. He is appointed by
letters patent. The lord privy seal, receiving a
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warrant .from the slgnet oilice, issues the pri
seal. which is an authority to the lord chance -

lor to pass the great seal where the nature of
the grant requires it. But the rivy seals for
money begin in the treasury, w ence the first
warrant issues, countersigned by the lord tress-
urer. The lord privy seal is a member of the
cabinet council. Enc. Lond.—I.ord warden of
Olnque Ports. See Cmour: Posrs.-Lords
appellants. Five peers who for a time super-
seded Richard II. in his government, and whom.
after a brief control of the government, he in
turn superseded in 1397, and ut the survivors
of them to death. Richard I .'s eighteen com-
missioners (twelve peers and six commoners
took their place, as an embryo privy coun
acting with full powers. during the parliament-
ary recess. Brown.—I.ords commissioners.
In English law. When a high public ofice in
the state. formerly executed by an individual.
is put into commission, the persons charged with
the commission are called “lords commission-
ers," or sometimes “lords" or "commissioners"
simply. Thus. we have, in lieu of the lord treas-
urer and lord high admiral of former times, the
lords commissioners of the treasury and the
lords commissioners of the admlra ty; and.
whenever the great seal is put into commission,
the persons cha ed with it are called "com-
missioners" or “ ords commissioners" of the
great seal. Morley & Whitley.—Lord's day.
A name sometimes given to Sunday. Co. Litt.
l35.—Lords justices of appeal. In English
law. The title of the ordina 'udges of the
court of a pen], by Jud. Act 1rg7‘I. I 4 Prior
to the ju icature acts, there were two “lords
justices of appeal in chancery," to whom an ap-
peal lay from a vice~chancellor. by 14 & 15 Vict.
c. 83.—I.orIls marchers. Those noblemen who
lived on the marches of Wales or Scotland, who
in times past had their laws and power of life
and death. like pet kings. Abolished b 27
Hen. VIII. c. 26, an 6 Edw. VI. c. 10. har-
ton.—I.ords of appeal. Those members of the
house of lords of whom at least three must be
present for the hearing and determination of
appeals. They are the lord chancellor, the lords
o appeal in ordinary. and such peers of parlia-
ment as hold. or have held. high judicial oilices,
such as ex-chancellors and judges of the superior
courts in Great Britain and Ireland. App. Jur.
Act 1876, 55 5. 25.—Lords of apncal in on
dina . These are appointed, with a salary
of £6. a year, to aid the house of lords in
the hearing of appeals. They rank as barons
for life. but sit and vote in the house of lords
(hiring the tenure of their oflice only. App. Jur.
Act 1876. 5 6.—I.ords of erection. On the
Reformation in Scotland. the king. as proprietor
of benefices formerly held by ahbots and priors.
gave them out in temporal lordships to favor
ites. who were termed “lords of erection."
Wharton.-—-Lords of parliament. Those who
have seats in the house of lords. During bank-
ruptcy. peers are disqualified from sitting or
voting in the house of lords. 34 & 35 Vict. c.
50.—Lords of regaIity._ _In Scotch law. Per-
sons to whom rights of civil and criminal juris-
diction were given by the crown.—Lords osh
dainers. Lords appointed in 1312. in the reign
of Edward II., for the control of the sovereign
and the court party. and for the general reform
and better government of the country. Brown.
—Lords I iritual. The archbishops and blea-
ops who ave seats in the house of lords.-
Lords tern oral. Those lay peers who have
seats in the ouse of lords.

LOBDSIIIP. In English law. Domin-
ion. manor. selgnlory, domain; also a title
of honor used to a nobleman not being a_
duke. it is also the customary tltulary ap-
pellation of the Judges and some other per-
sous i.n authority and office. -
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1.008. In insurance. The injury or
damage sustained by the insured in conse-
quence of the happening of one or more of
the accidents or misfortunes against which
the insurer, in consideration of the premium,
has undertaken to indemnify the insured. 1

Bouv. Inst. no. 1215.

—Actual loss. One resulting from the real
and substantial destruction of the property
insured.—Oonst:-native loss. One resulting
from such injuries to the property, without its
destruction, as render it valueless to the as-
sured or prevent its restoration to the original
condition except at a cost exceeding its value.
—D1reot loss by fire is one resulting imme-
diately and proximately from the fire, and not
remotely from some of the consequences or ef-
fecta of the tire. Insurance Co. v. Leader, 121
Ga. 260. 48 S. E. 974' Ermentrout v. Insur-
ance Co.. 63 Minn. 305', 65 N. w. 635, 30 L.
R. A. 346, 56 Am. St. Reg. 481; California
Ins. Co. v. Union Compress 0., 133 . S. 3 ,

10 Sup. Ct. 365, 33 L. Ed. 730.—Loss of son-
soi-tinm. see CoNsoiz'rrmr.—Partia1 loss.
A loss of a part of a thing or of its value, or
sny damage not amounting (actually or con-
structively) to its entire destruction; as con-
trasted with total loss. Partial loss is one in
which the damage done to the thing insured
is not so completeas to amount "to a total
loss. either actual or constructive. In every
such case the underwriter is liable to pay such
proportion of the sum which would be payable
on total loss as the damage sustained by the
subject of insurance bears to the whole value
at the time~of insurance. 2 Ste h. Comm. 132.
133;. Crump. Ins. I 331: Moz ey & Whitley.
Partial loss implies a damage sustained by the
ship or cargo, which falls upon the respective
owners of the property so damaged; and. when
happening from any peril insured against by
the licy, the owners are to be indemnified
by t e underwriters, unless in cases excepted
by the express terms of the policy. Padelford
v. Boardrr-an, 4 Mass. 548: Globe Ins. Co, v.
Sherlock, 25 Ohio St. 65; Willard v. Insurance
Co.. 30 Mo. 35.—8a.1vago loss. In the lan-
guage of marine underwriters, this term means
the diiference between the amount of salvage,
after deducting the charges and the original
value of the property insur. . Devitt v. Insur-
ance Co., 61 A p. Div. 390, 70 N. Y. Supp.
662' Koous v. Fonciere Compagnie (D. C.)
_71 Fed. .9s1.—'roui1 loss. See that title.

1.081.‘. An article is "lost." when the own-
er has lost the possession or custody of it. in-
voluntarily and by any means, but more par-
ticularly by accident or his own negligence
or forgettuluess, and when he is ignorant of
its whereabouts or cannot recover it by an
ordinarily diligent search. See State Say.
Bank v. Buhl, 129 Mich. 193, 88 N. W. 471,
56 L. R. A. 944; Belote v. State, 36 Miss.
120, 72 Am. Dec. 163; Hoagiand v. Amuse-
ment Co., 170 M0. 335, 70 S. W. 878, 94 Am.
St. Rep. 740.

As applied to ships and vessels, the term
means "lost at sea," and a vessel lost is
one that -has totally gone from the owners
against their will, so that they know noth-
ing of it, whether it still exists. or not, or

one which they know is no longer within
their use and control, either in consequence
of capture by enemies or pirates. or an ini-
known founderlng, or sinking by a known
storm, or collision, or destruction by ship-
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wreck. Bennett v. Garlock. 10 Hun (N. Y.)
338: Collard v. Eddy, 17 Mo. 3135; Insurance
Co. v. Gossler, 7 Fed. Cas. 406.

—Los-t_or not_ lost. A phrase sometimes in-
serted in policies of marine insurance to sig-
nify that the contract is meant to relate back
to the beginning of a voyage now in progress,
or to some other antecedent time, and to be val-
Id and effectual even if. at the moment of ex-
ecuting the policy, the vessel should have al-
ready perished by some of the perils insured
against. provided that neither party has knowl-
edge of that fact or any advantage over the
other in the wfiy of supegor means of infor-
mation. See ooper v. obinsou 98 U. .

537. 25 L. Ed. 219: Insurance v. Fol-
som, 18 Wall. 251, 21 L Ed. 827.—I.ost 1&-
pors. Papers which have been so mislaid t at
they cannot be found after diligent search.-
Lost_ property. Property which the owner
has involuntarily parted with and does not
know where to find or recover it, not including
property which he has intentionally concealed
or deposited in a secret place for safe-keepigg.
See Sovern v. Yoran, 16 Or. 269, 20 Pac. 1
8 Am. St. Ron. 293; Pritchett v. State,‘
Sneed (Team) 288. 62 Am. Dec. 468: State v.
Cummings, 33 Conn. 260. 89 Am. Dec. 208:
Loucks v. Galiogly 1 Misc. Rep. 22. 23 N. Y.
Supp. 126; Danielson V. Roberts, 44 Or. 108,
g;7Pac. 913, 65 L. R. A. 526, 102 Am. St. Rep

. 1.01‘. The arbitrament of chance; has-
ard. That which fortuitously determines
what course shall be taken or what disposi-
tion be made of property or rights.

A share; one of several parcels into which
property is divided. Used particularly of
land.

The thirteenth dish of lead in the mines
of Derbyshlre, which belong to the crown.

1.0!‘ AND 8001'. In English law. Cer-
tain duties which must be -paid by those
who claim to exercise the elective franchise
within certain cities and boroughs, before
they are entitled to vote. It is said that the
practice became uniform to refer to -the poor-
rate as a register of "soot and lot" voters; so
that the term, when employed to define a
right of election, meant only the payment by
s parishloner of the sum to which he was as-
sessed on the poor-rate. Brown.

1.01‘ or LAND. A small tract or par-
cel of land in a village, town, or city. suitable
rorbuildlng. or for a garden, or other similar
uses. See Piiz v. Killingsworth. 20 Or. 432.
26 Pac. 305: Wilson v. Proctor. 28 Minn. 13.
8 N. W. 830; Webster v. Little Rock, 44
Ark. 551; Diamond Mach. Co. v. Ontonagon,
.72 Mich. 261. 40 N. W. 448: Fitzgerald v.
Thomas, 61 M0. 500; Phlllipsburgh v. _Bruch,
37 N. J. Eq. 486.

LOTEERWITE. or LEYEEWIT. In
old English law. A liberty or privilege to
take amends for lying with a bondwoman
without license.

LOTTERY. A lottery is any scheme for
the disposal or distribution of property by
chance among persons who have paid, or
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promised or agreed to pay, any valuable con-
sideration for the chance of obtaining such
property, or a portion of it, or for any share
of or interest in such property, upon any
agreement, understanding, or expectation
that it is to be distributed or disposed of by
lot or chance, whether called a "lottery,” a
"rafiie," or a “gift enterprise.” or by what-
ever name the same may be known. Pen.
Code Cal. § 319; Pen. Code Dak. 5 373.
See, also, Dunn v. People, 40 I11. 467; Cha-
vannah v. State, 49 Ala’. 397; Stearnes v.
State, 21 Tex. 692; State v. Lovell, 39 N.
J. Law, 461; State v. Mumford, 73 M0. 650.
39 Am. Rep. 532; U. S. v. Politzer (D. C.) 59
Fed. 274; Fleming v. Bills, 3 Or. 289; Com.
v. Manderfleld, 8 Pliila. (Pa.) 459.

Lou lo lay done chose, 1: oeo done
remedies u vener a. coo. 2 Rolle, 17. Where
the law gives a right, it gives a remedy to
recover.

LOUAGE. Fr. This is the contract of
hiring and letting in French. law, and may be
either of things or of labor. The varieties
of each are the following:
_ 1. Letting of things.—lm1‘l 0 layer "being
the letting of houses; bail d. fcrme being the
letting of lands.

2. Letting of labor,—lo1/cr being the let-
ting of personal service; bail a cheptel being
the letting of animals. BsowN.

LOURGURDUS. A ram or bell-wether.
Cowell.

LOVE-DAY. In old English law. The
day on which any dispute was amicably set-
tled between neighbors; or a day on which
one neighbor helps another without hire.
Wharton.

LOW JUSTICE. In old European law,
Jurisdiction of petty offenses, as distinguish-
ed from “high justice," (q. 12.)

LOW WATER. The furthest receding
point of ebb-tide. Howard v. Ingersoll, 13
How. 417, 14 L. Ed. 189.

—I.ow-water mark. See WATER-l\iAsK.

'I.0WBOTB. A recompense for the death
of a man killed in a tumult. Cowell.

LOWEBS. Fr. In French maritime law.
Wages. Ord. Mar. liv. 1. tit. 14, art. 16.

LOYAL. Legal; authorized by or con-
forming to law. Also faithful in one's polit-
ical relations; giving faithful support to
one's prince or sovereign or to the existing
government.

LOYALTY. Adherence to law. Faith-
fulness to one's prince or sovereign or to the
existing government. - -
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Lubricnm ling-no non facile trnhenp
dun est in poenun. Cro. Car. 117. A
slip of the tongue ought not lightly to be sub-
jected to punishment.

LUCISD INTERVALS. In medical ju-
risprudence. Intervals occurring in the men-
tal life of an insane person during which
he is completely restored to the use of his
reason, or so far restored that he has suffi-
cient intelligence, judgment, and will to enter
into ‘contractual relations, or perform other
legal acts, without disqualification by reason
of his disease. See Ixssmrr.

LUCRA. NUPTIALIA. Lat. In Roman
law. A term including everything which a
husband or wife, as such, acquires from the
estate of the other, either before the mar-
riage, or on agreeing to it, or during its
continuance, or after its dissolution, and
whether the acquisition is by pure gift, or
by virtue of the marriage contract, or
against the will of the other party by law
or statute. See Mackeld. Rom. Law, § 580.

LUCBATIVA CAUSA. Lat. In Roman
law. A consideration which is voluntary;
that is to say. a gratuitous gift. or such like.
It was opposed to onerosa cause, which de-
noted a valuable consideration. It was a
principle of the Roman law that two lucra-
tive causes could not concur in the same per-
son as regarded the same thing; that is to
say. that, when the same thing was bequeath-
ed to a person by two different testators, he
could not have the thing (or its value) twice
over. Brown.

LUCBATIVA USUOAJPIO. Lat. This
species of usu-ca-plo was permitted in Roman
law only in the case of persons taking pos-
session of property upon the decease of its
late owner, and in exclusion or deforcement
of the heir, whence it was called “usucapio
pro ha:rede." The adjective “lucratiua" de-
noted that property was acquired by this
usucaplo without any consideration or pay-
ment for it by way of purchase; and, as the
possessor who so acquired the property was‘ a
mold flde possessor, his acquisition, or usu-
capio, was called also “¢'mpmba," (l. c., dis-
honest ;) but this dishonesty was tolerated
(until abolished by Hadrian) as an incentive
to force the mere: to take possession, in or-
der that the debts might be paid and the
sacrifices performed; and, as a further in-
centive to the hwrcs. this usucapio was com-
plete in one year. Brown.

LUOBATIVE. Yielding gain or profit:
profitable; hearing or yielding a revenue or
salary. .

—Lnc1-atlve Inllment. See BAIL)fltN'r.—Im-
cs-ntive ofloo. One which yields a revenue
(in the form of fees or otherwise) or a fixed
salary to the incumbent; according to some su-
thorities, one which yields a compensation sup-
posed to be adequate to the services rendered

\
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and in excess of the expenses incidental to the
office. See State v. Kirk, 44 Ind. 405, 15 Am.
Rep. 239; Dailey v. State, 8 Blackf. (Ind.) 330;
Crawford v. Dunbar, 52 Cal. 39; State v. De
Gress, 53 Tex. 400.—I.uora.tivs succession.
in Scotch law. A kind of passive title by
which a person accepting from another, without
any onerous cause, (or without paying value.)
a disposition of any part of his heritage. to
which the receiver would have succeeded as
heir, is liable to all the grantor's debts con-
tracted before the said disposition. 1 Forb.
Inst. pt. 3, p. 102.

_ LUCRATUS. In Scotch law. A gainer.

LUCRE. Gain in money or goods; proflt;
usually in an ill sense. or with the sense of
something base or unworthy. Webster.

LUORI CAUSA. Lat. In criminal law.
A term descriptive of the intent with which
property is taken in cases of larceny, the
phrase meaning “for the sake of lucre" or
gain. State v. Ryan, 12 Nev. 403, 28 Am.
Rep. 802; State v. siingerlaud, 19 Nev.,135,
7 Pac. 280. '

Luonun cnssaxs. Lat. In Scotch
law. A ceasing gain, as distinguished from
damnum datum, an actual loss.

. Luorum lasers ox pnpilli tntola. tutor
Ion dsbet. A guardian ought not to make
money out of the guardianship of his ward.
Manning v. Manning's Ex’rs, 1 Johns. Ch. (N.
Y.) 527, 535.

_ LUCTUOSA HER!-:DI'1‘AS. A mourn-
ful inheritance. See H.ssan1r.\s Lucruosa.

LUCTUS. In Roman law.
See Amws LUCTUB.

Mourning.

LUGGAGE. Luggage may consist of any
articles intended for the use of a passenger
while traveling, or for his personal equip-
ment. Civ. Code Cal. 5 2181.

This term is synonymous with “baggage,"
but is more commonly used in England than
in America. See Great Northern Ry. Co. v.
Shepherd, 8 E_xch. 37: Duffy v. Thompson, 4
E. D. Smith (N. Y.) 180; Choctaw, etc., R.
Co. v. Zwirtz, 13 Okl. 411, 73 Pac. 941.

LUHI-IN. Int. In the civil law. Light;
the light of the sun or sky; the privilege of
receiving light into a house.

A light or window.

LUHINA. Lat. In the civil law. Lights;
windows; openings to obtain light for one's
building.

LUHINABE. A lamp or candle set bum-
ing on the altar of any church or chapel, for
the maintenance whereof lands and rent-
charges were frequently given to parish
churches, etc. Kennett. Gloss.

LUHPING SALE. As applied to judicial
sales, this term means a sale in mass, as
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where several distinct parcels of real estate,
or several articles of -personal property, are
sold together for a ‘.‘-lump” or single gross
sum. Anniston Pipeworks v. Williams, 106
Ala. 324, 18 South. 111, 54 Am. St. Rep. 51.

LUNACY. Lunacy is that condition or
habit in which the mind is directed by the
will, but is wholly or partially misguided or
erroneously governed by it; or it is the im-
pairment of any one or more of the faculties
of the mind, accompanied with or inducing a
defect in the comparing faculty. 0wings'
Case, 1 Bland add.) 386, 17 Am. Dec. 311:
See Insaxurr.
—Inqu1sition (or inquest) of lunacy. _A
quasi-judicial examination into the sanity or in-
sanity of a Fiven person. ordered by a court
having jurlsd ction, on a proper application and
snilicientfiprellmina ‘showing of facts, held by
the sberi (or ma al, or a ma istrate, or the
court itself, according to the loca practice) with
the assistance of a special jury, usually of six
men, who are to hear evidence and render a ver-
dict in accordance with the facts. This is the
usual foundation for an order appointing a
guardian or conservator for a person adju ged
tobe insane, or for committing him to an insane
asylum. See Hughes v. Jones. 116 N. Y. 67. 22
N. E. 446, . . A. 637, 15 Am. St. Rep.
386; Hadaway v. Smith, 71 Md. 819, 18 Atl.
589; Mills’ Ann. St. Colo. § 2935.-Lunacy,
commission of. A commission issuing from a
court of competent jurisdiction. authorizing an
inquiry to be made into the mental condition of
a person who is alleged to be a lunatic.

LUNAB. Belonging to or measured by
the revolutions of the moon. '

—1’.u:nu- month. See MONTH.

‘Lunatic. A person of deranged or un-
sound mind; a person whose mental faculties
are in the condition called "lunacy," (q. 1:.)

Lunaticus, uni gaudot in lucidis in-
to:-valns. He is a lunatic who enjoys lucid
intervals. 1 Story, Cont. 5 73.

IJINDRESS. In old English law. A sil-
ver penny, so called because it was to be coin-
ed only at London, (a Londre.s,) and not at
the country mints. Lown. Essay Coins. 17;
Cowell.

LUPANATBIX. A bawd or strumpet.
3 last. 206.

LUPINUM CAPUT GERBER. Lat. To
be outlawed, and have one’s head exposed.

' like a wolf's, with a reward to him who
should take it. ' Cowell.

LURGULARY. Casting any corrupt or
poisonous thing into the water. Wharton.

LUSEBOBOW. In old English law. A
base sort of money, coined beyond sea in the
likeness of English coin, and introduced into
England in the reign of Edward III. Pro-
hlblted by St. 25 Edw. 111. c. 4. Spelman;
Cowell.
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LUXURY. Excess and extravagance
which was formerly an oirense against the
public economy, but is not now punishable.
Wharton.

LICK-GATE. The gate into a. church-
yard, with a roof or awning hung on posts
over it to cover the body brought for burial.
when it rests underneath. Wharton.

LYE1‘-GBLD. Sax. In old records. Lief
silver or money; a small fine paid by the
customary tenant to the lord for leave to
plow or sow. etc. Bomn. Gavelkind, 27.

LYING BY. A person who, by his pres-
ence and silence at a transaction which at-
tects his interests, may be fairly supposed to '

acquiesce in it. it he afterwards propose to
disturb the arrangement, is said to be pre-
vented from doing so by reason that he has
been lying bu.

LYING E FRANCHISE. A term de-
scriptive ot waits, wrecks, estrays, and the
like, which may be seized without suit or ac-
tion.

LYIJIG IN GRANT. A phrase applied to
incorporeal rights, incapable of manual tra-
dition, and which must pass by mere deliv-
ery of a deed.

LYING nc WAIT. Lying in ambush;
lying hid or concealed for the purpose of
making a sudden and unexpected attack upon
a person when he shall arrive at the scene.
In some jurisdictions, where there are sev-
eral degrees of murder, lying in wait is made
evidence or that deliberation and premeditat-
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ed intent which is necessary to characterise
murder in the iirst degree.
' This term is not synonymous with “con-
cealed." If a person conceals himself tor the
purpose of shooting another unawares. he is
lying in wait; but a person may, while con-
cealed, shoot another without committing the
crime of murder. People v. Miles, 55 Cal.
207.

LYNCH LAW. A term descriptive of
the action of unoiflcial persons, organized
hands, or mobs, who seize persons charged
with or suspected of crimes. or take them out
of the custody of the law, and inflict sum-
mary punishment upon them, without legal
trial, and without the warrant or authority
of law. See State v. Aler. 39_ W. Va. 549, 20
S. E. 585: Bates’ Ann. St. Ohio, 1904, 5 4423.

' LYNDBURSTB (LORD) ACT.
statute (5 as 6 Wm. IV. c. 54) readers mar
riages within the prohibited degrees abso-
lutely null and void. Theretotore such mar-
riages were voidable merely.

LYON KING 0!‘ ARMS. In Scotch law.
The ancient duty of this oflicer was to car»
ry public ‘messages to foreign states, and it
is still the practice of the heralds to make
all royal proclamations at the Cross of Edin-
burgh. The oiilcers serving under him are
heralds, pursuivants, and messengers. Bell.

LITE. In old Roman law. A name
given to students of the civil law in the
fourth year oi.’ their course, from their being
supposed capable of solving any difliculty in
law. '1‘ayl._ Civil Law, 39.

This
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M
I. This letter, used as a Roman numeral.

stands for one thousand.
it was also, in old English law, a brand or

stigma impressed upon the brawn of the
thumb of a person convicted of manslaughter
and admitted to the benefit of clerg.

This letter was sometimes put on the
face of treasury note of the United states,
and signifies that the treasury note bears in-
terest at the rate of one mill per centum, and
not one per centum interest. U. S. v. Hardy-
man. 13 Pet. 176, 10 L. Ed. 113.

M. also stands as an abbreviation for sev-
eral words of which it is the initial letter:
as "Mary." (the English queen of that name.)
"Michaelmas," “master," ‘‘middle.'’

I. D. An abbreviation for “Middle Dis-
trict," in reference to the division of the
United States into judicial districts. Alsoan
abbreviation for "Doctor of Medicine."

I. B. An abbreviation for “Master of
the Rolls."

H. '1‘. An abbreviation for "Michaelmas
Term."

MACE. A large stair, made of the pre-
cious metals, and highly ornamented. It is
used as an emblem of authority, and carried
before certain public functionaries by a mace-
bearer. In many legislative bodies, the mace
is employed as a visible symbol of the dig-
nity and collective authority or the house.
In the house of lords and house of commons
of the British parliament, it is laid upon the
table when the house is in session. In the
United States house of representatives, it is
borne upright by the sex-geant—at-arms on
extraordinary occasions, as when it is neces-
sary to quell a disturbance or bring retrac-
tory members to order.
—Haoe-bearer. In English law., One who
carries the mace before certain functionaries.
In Scotland, an oflicer attending the court of
session, and usually called a "macer."—Ms.ee-
proof. Secure a ainst arrest.—Msoer. A
mace-bearer; an o cer attending the court of
session in Scotland.

MACE-ORBIT. In old English law. One
who buys stolen goods, particularly food,
knowing it to have been stolen.

IAGIIDOIIIAN DEGREE. In Roman
law. This was the Senatua-oonaultum Mace-
donianum, a decree of the Roman senate,
nrst given under Claudius, and renewed un-
der Vespaslan. by which it was declared that
no action should be maintained to recover a
loan of money made to a child who was un-
der the patriot potestas. It was intended to
"strike at the practice at usurers in making

HACULABB

loans, on unconscionable terms, to family
heirs who would mortgage their future ex-
pectations from the paternal estate. The law
is said to have derived its name from that of
a notorious usurer. See Mackeld. Rom. Law,
5 432; Inst. 4, 7, 1; Dig. 14, 6.

HACEEGOLLARE. To make a warlike
device over a gate or other passage like to a
grate, through which scalding water or pou-
derous or oflfensive things may be cast upon
the assailants. Co. Litt. 6a.

IAGHIICATIOII’. Contriving a plot or
conspiracy. The act of planning .or contriv-
ing a scheme for executing some purpose.
particularly an evil purpose: an artful design
formed with deliberation.

MACHINE. In patent law. -Any con-
trivauce used to regulate or augment force
or motion: more properly, a complex 8tl'ti(§
ture, consisting of a combination, or peculiar
modification, of the mechanical powers.

The term “machlne," in patent law. includes
every mechanical device, _or combination of me-
chanical powers and devices, to erform some
function and produce a certain e ect or result.
But where the result or eflect is produced by
chemical action, by the operation or application
of some element or power of nature, or of one
substance to another, such modes, methods. or
operations are called “processes." A new pro-
cess is usually the result of discovery; in ma-
chine, of invention. Corning v. Burden. 15
How. 25 267. 14 L. Ed. 683. And see Pitts-
burgh Reduction Co. v. Cowles Electric Co. (0.
C.) 55 Fed. 316; Westinghouse v._Boyden Poweé
Brake 00.. 170 U. S. 537. 18 Sup. Ct. 707, 4
L. Ed. 1136: Burr v. Duryec, 1 Wall. 570, 17
L. Ed. 650: Stearns v. Russell, 85 Fed. 225, 29
C. C. A. 121; Wintermute v. Bedlngton. 30
Fed. Cas. 370.
—Pe1-feet machine. In patent law. A per-
fected invention; not a perfectly constructed
machine, but a machine so constructed as to em-
body all the essential elements of the invention.
in a form that would make them practical and
operative so as to accomplish the result. But
it is not necessary that "it should accomplish
that result in the most perfect manner. and be
in a condition where it was not susceptible of a
higher degree of perfection in its mere mechan-
ical constniction. American Hide, etc. Co. v.
American Tool, etc., Co., 4 Fish. Pat. des. 299.
1 Fed. Cas. 647.

xscnnumr. A more comprehensive
term than “machine;" including the appur-
tenances necessary to the working of a ma-.
chine. seavey v. Central Mat. 1!‘. Ins. 00., 111
Mass. 540.

MACEOLUH. In old English law. A
barn or granary open at the top; a rick or
stack of corn. Spelman.

anon-A-ron. L. Let. in old European:
law. A murderer.

xaounann.
wound. Spelman.

To.In old European law.
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HAD POINT. A term used to designate
the idea or subject to which is confliied the
derangement of the mental faculties of one

suifering from monomaiiia. Owing‘s Case, 1
Bland (Md.) 388, 17 Am. Dec. 311. See IN-
SANITY.

MADE KNOWN. Where a writ of scire
factor has been actually served upon a de-
rendant, the proper return is that its con-
tents have been “made known" to him.

HADMAN. An insane person, particu-
larly one suffering from mania in any of its
forms. Said to be inapplicable to idiots
(Com. v. Haskell, 2 Brewst. [Pa.] 497); but
it‘ is not a technical term either of medicine
or the law, and is incapable of being applied
with scientific precision. See INBANITY.

MADNESS. ’ See Issaiurr.

annnns nzouxnnons. Certain
regulations prescribed for the government of
the Madras presidency. Mozley & Whitley.

EEO-BUBG-E. In Saxon law. Kin-
dred: family.

ms:ano'r1:.' In Saxon law. A recom-
pense or satisfaction for the slaying or mur-
der of a kinsnian. Spelinan.

HERE. Famous; great; noted ;. as (El-
mere, all famous. Gibs. Caind.

 . Timber: wood suitable
for building purposes.

snare. in English statutes. Witch-
craft and sorcery. -

HAGIS. Lat. More; more fully; more
in number; rather.

Hugh do lrono quuu do mulo Is: in-
tendlt. O0. Litt. 78b. The law favors a
good rather than a bad construction. Where
the words used in an agreement are suscep-
tible of two meanings, the one agreeable to,
the other against, thelaw, the former is
adopted. Thus. a bond conditioned “to as-
sign all ofiices" will be construed to apply to
such ofilces only as are assignable. ' Chit.
Cont. -78. V

Hugh truhit M! as minus 111;-
- nun. The more worthy draws to itself the

less worthy. Iearb. 20 Hen. VI. 2, arg.

HAGISTI-:3. Lat. In English law. A
master or ruler: a person who has attained
to some eminent degree ‘in science. Cowell.

In the civil law. A title of several oi’-
fices under the Roman Empire.
—lIug|ster ud tacultates. In English ec-
cluiastical law. The title of an uilicer who

MAGISTRALIA BREVIA

Krants dispens_at_ions; as to marry. to eat flesh
on days prohibited. and the like. Bac. Abr.
Ecclesiastical Courts." A, 5.—Mugister bo-

noruau veudendorum. In Roman law, a
person appointed by judicial authority to in-
ventory. collect, and sell ‘the roperty of an
absent or absconding debtor or the benefit
of his creditors :_ he was generally one of the
creditors, and his functions corresponded gen-
erally to those of a receiver or an assignee for
t_he_benefit of creditors under modern practice.
bee Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 521.—Hudstsr
oauoellariu. In old English law. Master
of the chancery; master in chancery. These
oflicers were said to be called “maguin'." be-
cause they were priests. Latch. 133.-Hurlster
e uituzu. Master of the horse. A title of
o ce under the Roman Empire.—l!uglster
libsllorum. Master of requests. A title of
oiiice under the Roman Empire.-Xugistor
litis. Master of the suit; the person who con-
trols the suit or its prosecution, or has the
right so to do.—HA¥i.ster nuvis. In the civil
law. The master o a ship or vessel. He to
whom the care of the whole vessel is committed.
Dig. 14. 1. 1. 1. 5.—Ma¢ister pnlutil. Master
of the palace or of the oflices. An oficer un-
der the Roman Empire hearing some resem-
bl_ance to the modern lord chamberlain. Tayl.
C_ivil Law, 37.—Magistsr sooiotutis. In the
civil law. The master or manager of a pr;-t
nerahip; a managing gartner or general agent:
a manager specially c osen by a firm to admin-
ister the aifalrs of the partnership. Story.
_I’artn. § 95.

Hugister rerun usus. Use is the master
of things. Co. Litt. 229D. Usage is a prin-
cipal guide in practice.

Huglster rerun usus; magistra rerun

expsrlentia. Use is the master of things;
experience is the mistress of things. Co.
Litt. 69, 229: Wing. Max. 752.

HAGISTERIAL. Relating or pertaining
to the character, ofilce. powers, or duties or a
magistrate or of the magistracy.
—Mugisteriul precinct. In some American
states, a local subdivision of a county, defining
the territorial jurisdiction of justices of the

ace and constables. Breckinndge Co. v. Me
geracken. 61 Fed.‘19-1. 9 C. C. A. 442.

HAGISTRACY. This term may have a
more or less extensive signification according
to the use and connection in which it occurs.
In its widest sense it includes the whole body
of public functionaries, whether their ofllces
be legislative, judicial, executive. or admin-
istrative. In a more restricted (and more
usual) meaning, it denotes the class of om-
cers who are charged with the application
and execution of the laws. in a still more
confined use, it designates the body of indi-
cial otlicers of the lowest-rank, and more es-
pecially tlios_e who have jurisdiction for the
trial and punishment of petty misdemeanors
or the preliminary steps of a crinilnal prose-
cution. such as police judges and Justices of
the peace. The term also denotes the ofliceot
a magistrate.

MAGISTEALIA BREVIA. In old Enz-
llsli practice. Magisterial writs; writs adapt-
ed to special cases. and so called from being
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framed by the masters or principal clerks of
the chancery. Bract. fol. 4130; Crabb, Com.
Law, 547. 548.

KAGISTBATE. A public oflicer belong-
ing to the civil organization of the state, and
invested with powers and functions which
may be either judicial, legislative, or execu-
tive.

But the term is commonly used in a nar-
rower sense, designating, in England, a per-
son intrusted with the commission of the
peace, and, in America, one of the class of
inferior judicial oflicers, such as justices of
the peace and police justices. Martin v.
State. 32 Ark. 124; Scaulaii v. Wright, 13
Pick. (Mass) 528, 25 Am. Dec. 344; Ex parte
White, 15 Nev. 146, 37 Am. Rep. 466; Kurtz
v. State, 22 Fla. 44, 1 Am. St. Rep. 173.

A magistrate is an otilcer having. power to
issue a warrant -for the arrest of a person
charged with a public oflense. Pen. Code
Cal. 5 807.

The word "magistrate"' does not necessarily
implvan oflicer exercising any 'udicial func-
tions. and might very well be he d to embrace
notaries and commissioners bf deeds. Schultz
v. Merchants’ Ins. Co., 57 M0. 336.
—Chief magistrate. The highest or princi-
pal executive oflicer of a state (the governor) or
of the United States (the president.)—Comm1t-
ting magistrate. An inferior judicial oflicer
who is invested with authority to conduct the
preliminary hearing of persons charged with
crime. and either to discharge them for lack of
suflicient prima facie evidence or to commit
them to jail to await trial or (in some juris-
dictions) to accept bail and release them there-
on.—PoIice magistrate. An inferior judicial
oiiicer having jurisdiction of minor criminal
oflenses. breaches of police regulations, and the
like: so called to distinguish them from mag-
istrates who have jurisdiction in civil cases al-
so, as justices of the peace. People v. Curley.
5 Colo. 416; .\IcDermont v. Dinnie. 6 N. D.
278. 69 N. W. 295.—Stipendia_ry magis-
trates. ‘in Great Britain, the magistrates or
police judges sitting in the cities and large
towns, and appointed by the home secretary,
are so called. as distinguished from the jus-
tices of the peace in the counties who have the
authority of magistrates.

lIAGIs'1‘BA'.l‘E’s COURT. In Ameri-
can law. Courts in the state of South Caro-
Iina, having exclusive jurisdiction in mat-
ters of contract of and under twenty dollars.

A local court in the city of Philadelphia,
possessing the criminal jurisdiction of ii po-
lice court and civil jurisdiction in actions in-
volving'not more than one hundred dollars.
It is not a court of record. See Const. Pa.
art. 4, 5 12.

HAGISTBATUS. Lat. In the civil law.
A magistrate. Calvin. A judicial om:-er
who had the power of hearing and determin-
ing causes, but whose otiice properly was to
inquire into matters of law, as distinguished
from fact. Hallifax. Civil Law, b. 3, c. 8.

HAGNA ASSISA. In old English law.
The grand assize. Glanv. lib. 2, cc. 11,'12.
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HAGNA ASSISA ELIGENDA. An an-
cient writ to summon four lawful knights
before the justices of assize. there to choose
twelve others, with themselves to constitute
the grand assizc or great jury, to try the
matter of right. The trial by grand assize
was instituted by Henry IL in parliament, as
an alternative to the duel in a writ of right.
Abollshed by 3 & 4 Wm. IV. c. 27. Wharton.

XAGNA AVERIA. In_ old pleading.
Great beasts, as horses, oien, etc. Cro. Jae
580.

HAGNA CEKTUH. The great hundred.
or six score. Wharton.

HAGNA CEARTA. The great charter.
The name of a charter (or constitutional en-
actment) granted by King John of England
to the barons, at Runnymede, on June 15,
1215. and afterwards, with some alterations.
confirmed in parliament by Henry III. and
Edward I. This charter is justly -regarded as
the foundation of English constitutional lib-
erty. Among its thirty-eight. chapters are
found provisions for regulating the adminis-
tration of justice, deiiuing the temporal and:
ecclesiastical jurisdictions, securing the per-
sonal liberty of the subject and his rights of
property, and the limits of taxation, and for
preserving the liberties and privileges of the
church. Magna Charla. is.so called, partly to
distinguish it from the Gharta de Forests.
which was granted about the same time, and
partly by reason of its own transcendent im-
portance.

Magma Oliarta et Charts do For-esta
sent appeles les “den: gs-asides chan-
ters.” 2 Inst. 570. Maana Ghana and the
Charter of the Forest are called the “two
great charters."

HAGNA OOMPONERII PAIBVIS. To
compare great things with small things.

MAGNA OULPA. Great fault; gross
negligence.

' HAGNA NI-:GI.'IGI>:N'1iIA. In the civil
law. Great or gross negligence.

Magma negligentiauculpa est; magna
oulpa dolns est. Gross negligence is fault;
gross fault is fraud. Dig. 50, 16, 226.

HAGNA '1=n.}:cAn.1A.» In old English
law. A great or general reap-day. Cowell;
Blount.

HAGNA SIJRJEANTIA. .'In old English
law. Grand serjeanty. Fieta, lib. 2, »c. 4.
5 1.

MAGNUM CAPE.
Great or grand cape.
418. See Guano CAPE.

In old practice.
1 Reeve, Eng. Law,
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HAGNUH CONCILIUM. In old Eng-
lish law. The great council; the general
council of the realm: afterwards called
“parliament” 1 Bl. Comm. 148; 1 Reeve,
Eng. Law, 62; Spelman.

, The king’s great council of barons and
prelates. Spelman; Crabb. Oom. Law. 228.

MAGNUS BOTULUS STATUTOBUH.
The great statute roll. The first of the Eng-
lish statute rolls, beginning with Mayne
Charm, and ending with Edward III. Hale.
Com. Law, 16, 17.

HAEA-GEN. In Hindu law. Abanker
or any great shop-keeper.

HAEAL. In Hindu law. Any land or
public fund producing a revenue to the gov-
anment ot. Hindostan. "Hahalaat” is the
plural. ‘ '

In maritime law. The
German name for the contract for the build-
ing of a vessel. This contract contains a
specification of the kind of vessel intended,
her dimensions, the time within which she
is to be completed, the price and times of‘
payment, etc. Jac. Sea Laws, 2-8.

MAIDEN’. In Scotch law. An instru-
ment formerly used in beheading criminals.
It resembled the French guillotine, of which
it is said to have been the prototype. Whar-
ton.

KAIDEN ASSIZE. In English law.
Originally an assize at which no person was
condemned to-die. Now it is a session of a
criminal court at‘ which there are no prison-
ers to be tried.

KAJSDEII’ BENTS. A line paid by the
tenants of some minors to the lord for a li-
cense to marry a daughter. Coweli. Or,
perhaps, for the lord's omitting the custom
of marchcta, (q. 12.)

MAIGNAGIUM.
perhaps. a house.

A brasler’s shop, or,
Coweli.

HAIEEI. See Mavmm; Mam.

stamens-rus. Maimed or wounded.

narnmnuu.
Mayhem. (q. 1;.)

In old English law.

Xslheminm est homioidirnn inches-
tnn. 3 inst. 118. Mayhem is incipient
homicide.

Msihemium est inter admins majors.
minimum, at inter minors maximum.
Co. Litt. 127. Mayhem is the least 01' great
crimes, and the greatest of small.
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-Xaihenlnn est menbrl Inntilstlo. of
die! pots:-it. ubi sliqnis in sinus pas-to
su:l oorpoz-is efleotns sit inutilis ad pun-
nandnm. Co. Litt. 126. Mayhem is the
mutilation of a member, and can be said to
take place when a man is injured in any
part of his body so as to be useless in light.

IIAIL. As applied to the post-oiflce, this
term means the carriage of letters, whether
applied to the bag into which they are put,
the coach or vehicle by means of which they
are transported, or any other means em-
ployed for their carriage and delivery by
public authority. Wynen v. Schappert, 6
Daly (N. Y.) 560. It may also denote the
letters or other matter so carried.

The term “mail," as used in Rev. St. U.
S. 5 5469 (U. 8. Comp. St. 1901, p. 8692) rel-
ative to robbing the mails, may mean ei-
ther the whole body of matter transported
by the postal agents, or any letter or pack-
age forming a component part of it. U. S.
v. Inabnet (D. C.) 41 Fed. 130.

Mail also denotes armor, as in the phrase
a “coat of mail."

In Scotch law. Rent: a rent or tribute.
A tenant who pays a rent is called a "mail-
payer," “maller," or “mail-man." Skene.
—Mail matter. This term includes letters,

ackets. etc.. received for transmission. and to
e transmitted by post to the person to whom

such matter is directed. U. S. v. Huggett (C.
C.) 40 Fed. 641: U. S. v. Rani) (C. C.) 30
Fed. 820.

MAILAIBLE. Suitable or admissible for
transmission by the mall; belonging to the
classes or articles which, by the laws and
postal regulations, may be sent by post.

IKAILE. In old English law. A kind
of ancient money, or silver halt-pence; a
small rent. '

LIAl:l.'.. This word, as applied to a
letter, means that the letter was properly
prepared for transmission by. the servants
of the postal department. and that it was
put in the custody of the .oilicer charged
with the duty of forwarding the mail. Pier
v. Helnrichshoifen, 67 Mo. 163. 29 Am. Rep.
501.

MAILLS AND DUTIES. In Scotch law.
The rents of an estate. Bell.

LIAIH. To deprive a person of a mem-
ber or part of the body. the loss of which
renders him less capable of fighting: to
commit mayhem, (q. 12.). State v. Johnson.
58 Ohio St. 417, 51 N. E 40, 65 Am. St. Rep.
769.

In this re t. "to wound" is distinguishable
from “to ma m;” for the latter implies a per-
manent injury, whereas a wound is any mutila-
tion or laceration which breaks the continuity
of the outer skin. Regina v. Bullock, 11 Cox.
Crim. Cas. 125. _

But both in common speech and as the word
is now used in statutes and in the criminal law
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nerally. it is not restricted to this common-'
aw meaning. but signifies to cripple or mu-
tilate in any way. to indict any permanent in-
jury n ii the body. to inflict upon a person
any inyiiry which de rivcs him of the use of
any limb or member 0 the body, or renders hlm
lame or defective in bodily vigor. See Regina
v. Jeans. 1 Car. & K. 540: Hi h v. State, 26
Tex. Alpp. 545. 10 S. W. 238. Am. St. Rep.
488; aker v. State 4 Ark. 58; Turman v.
State. 4 Tex. App._ 588: Com. v. Newell. 7
Mass. 219.

MAIN. L. Fr. A hand. More common-
ly written “me:/n."

-ac-main. Immediately. Kelham.

IAIN. Principal, chief, most important
in size, extent, or utility.
-311: channel. The main channel of I
river is that bed over which the principal vol-
ume of water flows. See St. Louis, etc.. Pack-
et Co. v. Keokuk & H. Brid e Co. (C. C. 31
Fed. 757' Cessill v. State Ark. 504; un-
lieth & 1.’). Bridge Co. v. bubu ue County. 65
Iowa. 558. 8 N. W. 443.— -rent. Vu-
salage.—Hain sea. See SEA.

HAINAD. In old English law. A false
oath; perjury. Cowell. Probably from
Sax. “manath" or “mainath" a false or de-
celtful oath.

MAINE-PORT. A small tribute. com-
monly of loaves of bread, which in some
places the parishioners paid to the rector in
lieu of small tithes. Cowell.

MAINOUR. In criminal law. An arti-
cle stolen, when found in the bands of the
thief. A thief caught with the stolen goods
in his possession is said to be taken "with
the mainour." that is, with the property in
menu. in his hands. 4 Bl. Comm. 307.

The word seems to have corresponded with
the Saxon “handhabend." (q. n.) In modern
law it has sometimes been written as an Eng-
lish word “manner." and the expression "taken
in the manner" occurs in the books. Crabb.
Eng. Law. 154.

KAINOVRB, or HAINCEUVRE. A
trespass committed by hand. See 7 Rich. II.
c. 4.

HAINPBRNABLE. Capable of being
bailed; bailable; admissible to bail on giv-
ing siirety by mainpernors.

IIAINPERNOR. In old practice. A
surety for the appearance of a person under
arrest. who is delivered out of custody into
the hands of his bail. “l\Iainpernors" dif-
fer from “bail" in that a man's bail may
imprison or surrender him up before the
stipulated day of appearance; mainpernors
can do neither. but are barely sureties for
his appearance at the day. Bail are only
sureties that the party be answerable for
the special matter for which they stipulate;
mainpernors are bound to produce him to
answer all charge: whatsoever. 3 Bl. Comm.
128. Other distinctions are made in the
old books. See Cowell.
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. IIAIIIPRIIE. The delivery of a person
into the custody of mainpernorc, (q. 9.) Also
the name of a writ (now obsolete) command-
ing the sherii! to take the security of main-
pernors and set the party at liberty.

MAINSWORN. Forsworn, by making
false oath with hand (main) on book. Used
in the north of England. Brownl. 4; Hob."
125.

HAINTAIII‘. To maintain an action or
suit is to commence or institute it; the term
imports the‘ existence of a cause of action.
Boutiller v. The Milwaukee, 8 Minn. 105,
(Gil. 80. 81.)

lIA1‘.N'l.‘AIN£D. In pleading. A tech-.
nical word indispensable in an indictment
for maintenance. 1 Wiis. 325. _

HAINTAINOB. In criminal law. One
that maintains or seconds a cause depending
in suit between others, either by disbursing
money or making friends for either party to-_

wards his help. Blouut. One who is guilty
of maintenance (q. 1:.)

MAINTENANCE. sustenance: support:
assistance. The furnishing by one person to
another, for his support, of the means of
living, or food, clothing, shelter, etc.. par-
ticularly where the legal relation of the par-
ties is such that one is bound to support the
other, as between father‘ and child, or has
band and wife. Wall 7. Williams, 93 N. G.
330, 53 Am. Rep. 458; Winthrop Co. v. Clin-
ton, 198 Pa. 472; 46 At]. 435, 79 Am. St. Rep.
729; Regina v. Gravaend, 6 El. at Bi. 466;
State v. Beatty, 81 Iowa, 807. 16 N. W. 149:
In re Warren Insane Hospital, 3 Pa. Dist.
R. 223. . - ’ '

In criminal law. An unauthorized and‘
otilcious interference in a suit in which the
oifender has no interest, to assist one of the‘
parties to it, against the other, with money.
or advice to prosecute or defend the action.’
1 Russ. Crimes, 254; '

Maintenance, in general. signifies an unlawful
taking in hand or upholding of quarrels and
sides, to the’ hindrance of common right.‘ Go.
Litt. 36812: Hawk. P. C. 393. ,

Maintenance is the assisting another person in
a lawsuit. without having any concern in the
%ject. Wickham v. Conklln. 8 Johns. (N. Y.)

Maintenance is where one oficiously inter--v
meddles in a suit which in "no way be onizs to
him. The term does not include all kinds of aid
in the prosecution or defense of another's
cause. It does not extend to persons having an
interest in the thing in controversy. nor to‘
persons of kin or afiinity to either party. nor
to counsel or attorne , for their acts are not
oflicious, nor un.law iii. The distinction be-
tween “champerty” and "maintenance" is that
maintenance is the promotin , or undertaking
to promote. a suit b one w o has no lawful
cause to do so, and c ampe is an agreement
for a division of the thing in controversy. in
the event of success. as a reward for the nnv
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I:-)v:lft)ll éadsgistance. Bayard.-‘v. McLane. 3 liar.‘
"Maintenance," at common law. signifies an

unlawful taking in hand or upholding of quar-
rels or sides. to the disturbance or hindrance
of common right. The maintaining of one side,
in consideration of some bargain to have pa
of the thing in dispute. is called “champert_v."
Champerty, _therefore. is a s ecies of mainte-
nance. Richardson v. Rowlan . 40 (‘onn. 570.

And see also. Gilman V. Jones. 87 ‘Ala. 691,
5'Sonth. 785. 4 L. R. A. 113: Brown v. Beau-
champ. 5 '1‘. B. Mon. (K_v.) 413. 17 Am. Dec.
81: Gowen v. Nowell. 1 Me. 292; Vaughan
v. Marable. 64 Ala. 60; Thurston v. Percival.
1 Pick. '(Ma_ss.) 415; Hovey v. Hobson. 51.
Me. 62; Qmgley v. Thompson, 53 Ind. 320.

HAIOB.

HAIBE. In old Sootoh law. An oflicer
to whom process was directed. Otherwise
called “mair of fie." ‘(fee,) and classed with
the '“serjand." Skene.

In French law. A mayor.

IIAIBIIE. In French law. The govern-
ment building or each commune. It con-
tains the record oflice of all civil acts and
the list of voters; and it is there that politi-
cal and municipal elections take place. Arg.
Fr. Merc. Law, 566. -

An old form of “mayor."

KAISONIJE DIIETU. Fr. A hospital;
an aimshouse; a monastery. St. 39 Eliz. c.
5. Literally, “house of God."

HAISTER. An old form. of "master."

HAISURA. "A house, mansion, or farm.
Ooweii. ~

HAITBE. Fr. in‘French maritime law.
Master:' the master or captain of a vessel.
Ord. Mar. llv. 2, tit. 1, art. 1.

KAJESTAS. Lat. In Roman law. The‘
majesty, sovereign authority. or supreme
prerogative of the state. or prince. Also a.
shorter form of the expression “crimcn ma-
lemma." or “crimen lama majestatls," an
offense against sovereignty, or against the
safety or organic life of the Roman people;
4. 6., high treason.

uA:nsrir. aoyai dignity. A term used
ot kings_ and emperors as a title of honor.

HAJOR. A person of full age ;. one who
is no longer a minor; one who has attained
the management of his own concerns and the
enjoyment of his civic rights.

In military law. 'i‘he otilcer next in
rank above a captain.

MAJOR. Alllflls. The greater year; the
bisuextile year, consisting of days. Bract.
to’. 3590.

MAJOR GENERAL. ln- military law.
An oiiicer next in rank above a brigndier
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general, and next below a lieutenant general,
and who usually commands a division or an
army corps. ’ '

Major has-oditu venlt nnlcuiqno noo-
tx-Iun I jnro ot logihuo qnnn n parenti-
bus.
comes to every one of us from right and
the laws than from parents.

Major nnmoru in so oontinot an!-
norom. Bract. fol. 16. The greater number
contains in itself the less.

MAJORA REGALIA. The king's dig-
nity, power, and royal prerogative. as op-
posed to his revenue, which is comprised in
the minora regaiia. 2 Steph. Comm. 475; 1
Bl. Comm. 210.

Majors pens nlootnn qnun logibu
ltntntn est, non out infnnll. One affect-
ed with a greater punishment than is pro-
vided by _law is not infamous. 4 Inst. 66.

HAJOBES. In Bonnnn int and [on-
oologlonl tables. The male asceudants be-
yond the sixth degree.

In old English law. Greater persons;
persons oi.‘ higher condition or estate.

'Hajo1-1 snnunn minor inost. In the
greater sum the less is included. 2 Kent.
Comm. 618; Story, Ag. 5 172.

MAJORITY. Full age; the age at which.
by law, a person is entitled to the manage
ment of his own affairs and to the enjoyment
of civic rights. The opposite of minority.
Also the status of a person who is a major
in age.

In the law of elections, majority signi-
fies the greater number of votes. When
there are only two candidates, he who re-
ceives the greater number of the votes cast
is said to have a majority; when there are
more than two competitors for the some
oiilce, the person who receives the greatest
number of votes has a plurality, but he has
not a majority unless he receives a greater
number of votes than those cast for all his-
competitors combined.

In military Alain. majority denotes the
rank and commission of a major.

Mains dignun trnhit ad so minus
dlgnnn. The more worthy draws to itself
the less worthy. Co. Litt. 43. 35512; Bruct.
foi. 175; Noy, Max. p.. 6. max. 18.

HAJUS .1118. In old practice. Greater
right or more right. A plea in the old real
actions. 1 Reeve, Eng. Law. 476. Jlojus
jus mcrum, more mere right. Bruct. (01. 31.

MAKE. 1. To cause to exist; to form.
fashion, or produce; to do, perform, or exe

2 Inst. 56. A greater inheritance"
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cute; as to make an issue. to make oath. to
make a presentment.

2. To do in form‘ of law; to perform with
due formalities; to execute in legal form:
as to make answer, to make a return.

3. To execute as one's not or obligation;
to prepare and sign; to sign, execute, and
deliver; as to make a conveyance, to make
a note.

4. To conclude. determine upon. agree to.’
or execute; as to make a contract.

5. To cause to happen by one’s neglect
or omission; as to make default.

8. To make acquisition of; to procure;
to collect; as to make the money on an exe-
cution.

‘I. To have authority or influence; to sup-
port or sustain; as in the phrase. “This
precedent makes for the plaintiff."
—hIa.ke on us! out. To transfer one’s
property to an assignee for the benefit of one_'s
creditors.—Ma.ke an award. To form and

ublish a judgment on the facts. Hoff v. Tay-
or. 5 N. J. Law. 833.—MAke a contract. To

agree upon, and conclude or adopt, a. contract,
in case of a written contract. to reduce it to
writing. execute it in due form. and deliver
it as binding.—Muke default. To fail or be
wanting in some legal duty; particularly. to
omit the entering of an appearance when duly
summoned in an action at law or other judi-
cial proceeding. to neglect to obey the com-
mand of a subpoena, etc.—Mahe one’: faith.
A Scotch phrase. equivalent to the old English
phrase. “to make one’s law.’.

MAKER. One who makes, frames. or
ordalns; as a "law-maker.”
or- executes; as the maker of a promissory
note. see And v. Magruder. 10 Cal. 290;
Sawyers v. Campbell, 107 Iowa, 39". 78 N.
W. 56.

MAKING LAW. In old practice. The
formality of denying a plaintiifs charge_
under oath, in open court, with compurga-
tors. One of the ancient methods of trial.
frequently, though inaccurately, termed
“waging law," or “wager of law.” 3 Bi.
Comm. 341.

MAL. A prefix meaning bad, wrong,
fraudulent; as maladministratlon, malprac-
tice. malversation, etc.

HAL GREE. L. Fr. Against the will;
without the consent.. Hence the single word
“malgre," and more modern “maugre," (q. 12.)

IIAL-TOLTE. Fr. In old French law.
A term said to have arisen from the usurious
gains of the Jews and Lombards in their
management of the public revenue. Steph.
Lect. 372. ’

I

MALL. Lat. Bad; evil; wrongful.
—Hl.lu ides. Bad faith. The opposite of
bone fides. (q. u.) Mala fidc. in bad faith.
Male Ma poueusr, a possessor in bad faith.
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MALEFICIA NON DEBENT

Mackeld. Rom.
Wrongs in themselves; acts morall
offenses against conscience. 1 Bi.
s’ ; 4 B. Comm. 8; Com. v. Adams, 114
Mass. 323. 19 Am. Rep. 362; Turner v. Mer-
chants’ Bank. 126 Ala. 39?, 28 South. 469.-
Mula pi-axis. Malpractice; unskiiiful man-
agement or treatment. Particularly applied

Law, § %)7.—Mah. in so.
wron ;

mm. 5 .

to the neglect or unskiilfui management of a '

physician. surgeon. or apothecary. 3 Bi. Comm.
2...—Maln. prohibits. Prohibited wrongs or

ofienses; acts which are made offenses by pos-
itive laws, and prohibited as such. 1 Bl.
Comm. 57, 58: 4 Bl. Comm. 8.

Hal: grnnunstion non vitht ohm.-tun.
Sod in expositions instrusnentox-um male
gruuanatiol. quoud ileri possit evituuin
est. Bad grammar does not vitiate a deed.
But in the exposition oi.’ instruments, bad
grammar, as far as it can be done, is to be
avoided. 6 Coke. 39; Broom. Max. 686.

HALADHINISTRATIOII. This term is
used. in the law-books, interchangeably with
mia-administration. and both words mean
"wrong administration." Minkler V. State.
14 Neb. 183, 15 N. W. 331.

MALANDRINUS. In old English law.
-A thief or pirate. Wals. 338.

MALARY. In Hindu law. Judicial; be-
longing to a judge or magistrate.

MALBEIBGE. A hill where the people
assembled at a court, like the English assiz-
es: which by the Scotch and Irish were
called "pariey hills.” Du Cange.

MALOONNA. In Hindu law. A treasury
or store-house.

MALE. Of the masculine sex; of the sex
that begets young.

MALE CBEDITUS. In old English law.
Unravorabiy thought of; in bad repute or
credit. Bract. tols. 110, 154.

Maledictn est expositio qua conun-

pit textusu. That is a cursed interpreta-
tion which corrupts the text. 4 Coke. 35a;
Broom. Max. 622. '

MALEDICTION. A curse, which was
anciently annexed to donations of lands made
to churches or religious houses, against those
who should violate their rights. Cowell.

MALEFACTION. A crime; an oflense.

HALEFACTOR. He who is guilty, or
has been convicted, of some crime or oifense.

Malefioia. non debent remuuere isn-
punitagl et impunitu continuum of-
tectum tribuit delinquenti. 4 Coke, 45.
Evil deeds ought not to remain unpunished:
and impunity affords continual incitement
to the delinquent.



_damage; tort; injury.

MALEFICIA _ PROPOSITIS

Italeflcia propositis distingnnntur.
Jenk. Cent. N0. Evil deeds are distingulslr '

ed from evil purposes, or by their purposes.

HALEPICIUH. In the civil law. Waste:
Dig. 5. 18, 1.

HALESON, or IIALIION. A curse.

HALESWORII, or HALSWOEN. For-
sworn. Cowell.

IIALPEASANGE. The wrongful or un-
just doing of some act which the doer has no
right to -perform. or which he has stilllilated
by contract not to do. It differs from “mis-
feasance" and “non-i'eiisance." (which titles
see.) See 1 Chit. Pr. 9; 1 Chit. Pl. 134;
Dudley v. Flemingsburg, 115 Ky. 5. 72 8. W.
327. 60 L. R. A. 575, 103 Am. St. Rep. 253;
Coite v. Lynes. 33 Conn. 115; Bell v. Josue-
lyn. 3 Gray (Mass.) 311. 63 Am. Dec. 741'.

HALPETRIA. In Spanish law. Of-
fense. White, New -Recop. b. 2 tit. 19, c.
1. 5 1.

MALICE. In criminal law. In its
legal sense. this word does not simply mean
ill will against a person, but signifies a
wrongful act done intentionally, without
just cause or excuse. Bromage v. Prosser,
4 Barn. & C. 255.

A conscious violation of the law (or the
prompting of the mliid to commit it) which
operates to the prejudice of another person. .

About as clear. comprehensive, and correct
a definition as the authorities an'ord is that
“malice is ii condition of the mind which
shows a heart regardless of social duty and
fatally bent on mischief, the existence of
which is inferred from acts committed or
words spoken." Harris v. State. 8 Tex. App.
109.

“Ma_lice." in its common acceptation. means
ill will towards some person. in its legal
sense lt_B‘3{)ll_eB to a wrongful act done inten-
tionally,’ (bout legal justiiication or excuse.
Dunn V. 'Hall."1 ln . 344.

A man-may do an act willfully. and yet be
free of malice. But he cannot do an act mali-
ciously without at the same time doing it
willfully. The malicious doing of an act in-
cludesithe :willful' doing of it. Malice. includes

,For 9 er definitions see Shannon v. Jones.
76 Tex. ' 41. 13 S. W. 477; \Villiams v. Wil-
liams‘. 20'Colo. 51. 37 Pac. 614; Smith v.
Railroad Co.. 87 .\id. 48. 38 At]. 1072; In re
Freche (D. C.) 109_Fed. 621: Craft v. State.
3 Kan. 486: Lewis v. Chapman. 16 N. Y.
369: State v. Avery. 113 M0. 475. 21 S. W.
193: State v. Witt. 34 Kan. 488. 8 Pac. 769;
State v. Walker. 9 Houst. (Del.) 464. 33 Atl.
227: Cotton v. State. 32 Tex. 614: ('nm. V.
Chance. 174 Mass. 245. 54 N. E. 551, 75 Am.
St. Rep. 306.

In the law of libel and slander. An
evil intent or motive arising from spite or
ill will; personal hatred or ill will: culpable
recklessness or a willful and wanton disre-
gard of the rights and interests of the per-

.intent..a:_i§i_-wili. State v. Robbins. 66 Me. 3%.
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son detained. McDonald v. Brown. % R. Y.
546. 51 Atl. 213. 58 L. R. A. 768. 91 Am.
St. Rep. 659; Beanie v. De Young, 132 Cal.
357, 64 Pac. 576; Cherry v. Des Moines
Leader, 114 Iowa. 298. 86 N. W. 323. 54
L. R. A. 855. 89 Am. St. Rep. 365 ;_ Minter v.
Bradstreet Co.. 174 Mo. .4-44. 73 S. W. 66&
—Aotua.l malice. Express malice, or malice
in fact. Gee v. Culver. 13 01'. 598. 11 Pac.
302.—Const:-native malice. Implied malice:
malice inferred from acts; malice imputed by.
law: malice which is not shown by direct
proof of an intention to do injury. (express
malice.) but which is inferentially established
by the necessarily injurious results of the acts
shown to have been committed. State v. Hars
rigan. 9 Houst. (Del.)' 369. 31 Atl. 1052:
Hogan v. State. 36 Wis. 238:
Raymond, 2 Abb. Prac. (N. Y.) 196.—Expreu
malice. Actual malice; malice in fact; a
deliberate intention to commit an injury. evi-
denced by external circumstances. Sparf v.
(,7. S.. 156 U. S. 51. 15 Sup. Ct. 273. 39 L. Ed.
343: Farrer v. State. 42 Tex. 271; Singleton
v. State. 1 Tex. App. 507; Jones v. State, 29
Ga. 594: W nne v. Parsons. 57 Conn. 73. 17
Atl. 362: oward v. Sexton. 4 N. Y. 161;
Iierbener v. Crosaan, 4 Pennewill (Del) 38.
55 Atl. 224.—.G-eneral malice. General mal-
ice is wickedness. a disposition to do wrong.
a "black and diabolical heart. regardles of
social duty- and fatally bent on mischief.”
Neal v. Nelson. 117 N. C. 393. 23 S. E. 428.
53 Am. St. Rep.‘ 590: Brooks v. Jones. 33 N.
C. 260.—Implied malice. Malice inferred by
legal reasoning and necessary deduction from
the res genus or the conduct of the party.
Malice inferred from any deliberate cruel act
committed by one person against another. how-
ever sudden. Whart. om. 38. What
called “general malice" is often thus inferred.
Sparf v. U. S.. 156 U. S. 51. 15 Sup. Ct. 273.
39 L. Ed. 343; Hotema v. U. S.. 186 U. S.
413. 22 Sup. Ct. 895. 46 L. Ed. 1225: Darry
v. Pecgile. 10 N. Y. 120: State v. Mason. 54
S. C. 40, 32 S. E. 357; State v. Neal. 37 Me.
469; State v. Harrlgan. 9 Houst. .(Del.) 369.
31 Atl. 1052.—I.egal malice. An expression
used as the equivalent of “constructive malice."
or “malice in law." Humphries v. Parker. 52
Me. 502.—Mialiee sfoa-etlionzht. In the
definition of “murder," malice aforethought ex-
ists where the person doing the act which caus-

‘es death has an intention to cause death or
grievous bodily harm to any person. (whether
the person is actually killed or not.) or to com-
mit any felony whatever. or has the knowledge
that the act will probably cause the death of
or grievous bodily harm to some person, al-
though he does not desire it. or even_ wishes
that it may not be caused. Stepb. Cnm. Dig.
144: 1 Russ. Crimes. 641. The words "malice
aforethought" long ago acquired in law a set-
tled meaning, somewhat dlfierent from the

pular one. In their legal sense they do not
import an actual intention to kill the deceased.
The idea is not spite or malevolence to the
deceased in particular, but evil design in gen-
eral. the dictate of a wicked. depraved. and
malignant heart; not premeditated personal
hatred or revenge towards the person killed.
but that kind of unlawful pu oae which. if
persevered in. must produce mischief. State
v. Pike, 49 N. H. 39!}. 6 Am. Rep. 533. And
see Thiede v. Utah. 109 U. S. 510. 16 Sup. Ct.
62. 40 L. Ed. 237: State v. Flake. 63 Conn.
388. 28 Ail. 572: Nye v. People. 35 Mich. 19:
People v. Borgeito. 99 Mich. 336. 58li\'. W.
328: Darry v. People. 10 N. Y. 120: Allen 1.
I’. S.. 164 U. S. 492. 17 Sup. Ct. 154. 41 L.
Ed. 528: Kota v. People, 136 Ill. 655. 27 N. E.
53; Ilogan v. State. 36 Wis. 2-i2.—H_nliee In
fact. Px resa or actual malice. Railway Co.
v. Behee. 2, Tex. Civ. App. 104. 21 8. W. 384:
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Hotcbkiss v. Porter. 30 Conn. 414.—Haliee In
law. lin lied. inferred. or legal mslice. See
Smith v. odeeap. 5 Ind. Ap . 78. 31-N. E.
479: Bacon v. Railroad Co.. J8 Mich. 168. 33
N. W. 181.—Ha1ice prepense. Malice afore-
thougbt: deliberate. redetei-mined malice. 2
liolie 46l.—Particufu- malice. Malice di-
rected agairst a particular individual; ill will:
a grudge: a desire to be revenged on a par-
ticular person. Brooks v. Jones. 33 N. C. 261;
State v. Long, 117 N. C. 791. 23 S. E. 431.-
Preconceived malice. Malice prepense or
aforethou ht. See State v. Reidell. 9 Houst.
:Del.) 47 . 14 Atl. 550.—Premeditated mal-
ce. An intention to kill unlawfully. deliber-

‘stely formed in the mind as the resu t of it de-
termination meditated upon and fixed before
the act. State v. Gin Pen, 16 Wash. 425. 47
Pac. 961: Milton v. State, 6 N'eb. 143: State
v. Rutten, 13 Wash. 211. 43 Pac. 30.—Speeial
malice. Particular or personal malice: that
is. hatred, ill will. or a vindictive dis osition
against a .particular individual.—U vex-sal

ee. By this term is not meant a malicious
urpoee to take the life of all persons. but_ it

s that depravity of the human heart which
determines to take life upon slight or insufli-
cient provocation. without knowing or cariiég
Xflo giéiy be the victim. Mitchell v. State.

a. .

HALIGIOUB. Evincing malice: done
with malice and an evil design; willful.
—MalicioIis abandonment. In criminal
law. The desertion of a wife or husband with-

‘ out just cause.—Halicious abuse of process.
The malicious misuse or misapplication of ro-
cess to accomplish a purpose not warrant or
commanded by the writ: the malicious perver-
sion of a regularly issued process, whereby a re-
sult not lawfully or properly obtained on a writ
is secured; not including cases where the pro-
cess was procured maliciously but not abused
or misused after its issuance. Bartlett v.
Clirlsthilf. 69 Md. 219, 14 Atl. 521; Mayer v.
Walter, 64 Pa. 283; Hiimphreys v. Sutcliffe.
192 Pa. 336. 43 Atl. 954. 73 Am. St. Rep. 819;
Kline v. Hibbard. 80 Hun, 50. 2) N. Y. Supp.
&)7.—Halieious set. A wrongful act inten-
tionally done without legal justification or ex-
cuse; an unlawful act done wilfully or purpose-
I to in are another. Bowers v. State. 24 Tex.

pp. , 7 S. W. 2-17, 5 Am. St. Rep. 901:
Pa ne v. Western & A. R. Co.. 13 Lea ('1'enn.)
5 . 49 Am. Rep. 666: Brandt v. Morning
Journal Ass’n. 81 App. Div. 183, 80 N. Y. Supu.
1002.-Malicious an-est. An arrest made
willfully and without probable cause. but in
the course of a regular proceeding.—Malicions

Isry. An injury committed against a pei~
son at the prompting of malice or hatred to-
wards him, or done spitefully or wantonly.
State v. Huegin. 110 Wis. 189. 85 N. W. 1048.
62 L. R. A. 700: Win: v. Wing, 66 Me. 62.
22 Am. Rep. 5-i8.—Hnlicions mischief. A
term applied to the willful destruction of per-
sonal property. from actual ill will or resent-
ment towards its owner or possessor. People v.
Petheram. 64 Mich. 252. 3 N. W. 188: First
Nat. Bank v. Burkett. 101 ill. 394, 40 Am. Rep.
209: State v. Robinson. Z) N. C. 130. 32 Am.
Dec. 661; Thomas v. State. 30 Ark. 435. Ma-
licious mischief or damage is a iuecies of in-
jury to private property, which t e law con-
siders as a public crime. This is such as is
done. not animo furandi. or with an intent of
gaining by iinother's loss. but either out of a
spirit of wanton cruelty or wicked revenge. In
this latter light it bears a near relation to the
crime of arson. for. as that aflects the hablta-'
‘tlon, so does this the property, of individuals:
and therefore any damage arising from this
mischievous disposition, though only a trespass
at the common law, is now, by several stat-
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ates. made severely penal. Jacob.-—Hslieiori.s
prosecution. A judicial proceeding instituted
against a rson out of the prosecutor's malice
and ill wil. with the intention of injuring him.
without probable cause to sustain it, the pro-
cess and_proceedings being regular and formal,
but not Justified by the facts. For this injury -

an action on the case lies, called the "action
of malicious rosecution." Hicks v. Brantley.
10? Ga. 264. S. E. 459' Eggftt v. Allen. 119
Wis. 825. 96 N. W. 803' Harp am v. Whitney.
77 Ill. 38: Lauzon v. (Shun-aux, 18 R. I. 467,
28 Atl. 975; Frisble v. Morris, 75 Conn. 637.
55 Atl. 9.—M_alieious trespass. The act of
one who maliciously or mischievously injures or
causes to_ be injured any propertv of another or
any public propertg. State v. McKee. 109 Ind.
494, 10 N. E. 40 ; Hannel v. State, 4 Ind.
App. 485. 30 N. E. 1118.

\.

HALIGNAIBE. To malign or slander;
also to maim.

HALINGER. To feign sickness or any
physical disablemeiit or mental lapse or de-
rangement. especially for the purpose of
escaping the performance of a task, duty.
or work.

MALITIA. Lat. Actual evil design; ex-
press malice.
—Kalitin prmcogitata.

Melitta est acida; est null Animi af-
foetus. Malice is sour; it is the quality of
a bad mind. 2 Bulst. 49.

Malice aforethought.

lfalitia snpplet etatern. Malice sup-
plies [the wsnt of] age. Dyer. 1041) ; Broom.
Max. 316.

llialitiis liominnni est olrviuidsun. The
wicked or malicious designs or men must
be thwarted. 4 Coke. 15b.

MALEUH. - In old European law. A
court of the higher kind in which the more
important business of the county was dis-
patched by the count or earl. Spelman. A
public national assembly.

HALO LNIMO. Lat. With an evil
mind; with a bad purpose or wrongful in-
tention; with malice. -. _ K.

HALO GBATO. Lat. In spi.te.z..unwi.l.\-
ingiy.

nano smtsu. Lat. In; pf'f_‘é§i_ls'€qge
or meaning; with an evil sign ticlation¥.' N‘

MALPRACTIGE. As applied to physi-
cians and surgeons. this term means, general-
ly. professional misconduct towards a pa-
tient which is considered reprehensible either
because immoral in itself or because con-
trary to law‘ or expressly forbidden by law.
In 11 more specific sense, it means bad, wrong.
or injudicious treatment of a patient. pro-
fessionaliy and in respect to the particular
disease or iiijury. resulting in injury. un-
necessary. suffering. or death to the patient.
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and‘proce'eding from ignorance. carelessness,
want of proper professional skill. disregard
oi’ established rules or principles. neglect, or
a malicious or criminal intent. See Rodgers
v. Kline, 56 Miss. 816. 31 Am. Rep. 389;
Tucker v. Gillette. 22 Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 669;
Abbott v. Mayfleld, 8 Kan. App. 387, 56 Pac.
827; Hibbard v. Thompson. 109 Mass. fl.
The term is occasionally applied to lawyers,
and then means generally any evil practice
in a professional capacity. but rather with
reference to the court and its practice and
process than to the client. See In re Baum,
55 Hun, 611, 8 N. Y. Supp. 771; In re
Silkman, 88 App. Div. 102. 8-1 N. 1'. Supp.
1025; Cowley v. 0’Conneli, 174 Mass.-253,
54_ N. E. 558.

MALT. A substance produced from bar-
-ley or other grain by a process of steeping
in water until germination begins and then
drying in a kiln, thus converting the starch
into saccharine matter. see llollender v.
Magone (G. C.) 38 Fed. 915; U. S. v. Cohn,
2 Ind. T. 474, 52 S. W. 38.
—Ma.lt liquor. A general term including all
alcoholic beverages prepared essentially by the
fermentation of an infusion of malt (as distin-
guished from such liquors as are produced by the
process of distillation), and particularly such
beverages as are made from malt and hops, like
beer, ale. and porter. Sec Alli-ed v. State. W
Ala. 112, South. 56; State v. Gill, 89 Minn.
502, 95 N. W. 449; U. S. v. Ducournau (C. C.)
54 Fed. 138: State V. Stapp, 29 Iowa. 552;
Sarlls v. U. S.. 152 U. S. 570, 14 Sup. Ct. 720,
38 L. Ed. 556.—Malt nmlna. A quern or
malt-mill.—Malt-shot. or malt-soot. A cer-
tain payment for making malt. Sumner.-
Malt-tnx. An excise duty upon malt in Enz-
land. 1 Bl. Comm. 313; 2 Steph. Comm. 581.

HALTBEATMENT. In reference to the
treatment of his patient by a surgeon, this
term signifies improper or unsklllful treat-
ment; it may result either from ignorance,
neglect. or willfulness; but the word does
not necessarily imply that the conduct of the
surgeon, in his treatment of the patient, is
either willfully or grossly careless. Com.
v. Hackett, 2 Allen (Mass.) 142.

MIAJLIIH, n. Lat. In Roman law. A
must; the mast of a ship. Dig. 50, 17, 242.
pr. Held to be part of the ship. Id.

HALUH, adj.
ed reprehensible.
—HalIun in so. A wrong in itself; an act or
case involving illegality from the very nature
of the transaction, upon principles of natural,
moral. and public law. Story. Ag. § 346. An
act is said to be malum in so when it is inher-
ently and essentially evil, that is, immoral in
its nature and injurious in its consequences,
without any regard to the fact of its being no-
ticed or punished by the law of the state. Such
are most or all of the oifenses cognizable at
common law, (without the denonncement of a
statute:) as murder. larceny. etc.—Ma.lum
prohlbitiun. A wrong prohibited‘ a thing
which is wrong because prohibited: an act
which is not inherently immoral. but becomes
so because its commission is expressly forbid-

Lat. Wrong; evil; wick-
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den by positive law; an act involving an ille-
gality resulting from positive law. Contrasted
with malum in ac. Story, Ag. 5 346.

Malian non lubot eflleiontom, sod do
flcisnten, onnsun. 3 last. Proem. Evil
has not an etiicient, but a deficient, cause.

Lfalnm non presnmitiui. Wickedness
is not presumed. Branch, Princ.; 4 Coke,
72¢.

Halum quo oommnnins so pains. The
more common an evil is, the worse it is.
Branch, Princ.

Mains Inns isbolendns est. A bad or
invalid custom is [ought] to be abolished.
Litt. § 212; C0. Litt. 141; 1 Bl. -Comm. 76;
Broom, Max. 921.

HAI.V'EII.I.ES. In old English law. 111

will; crimes and misdemeanors; malicious
practices. Coweli.

HALVEIS PBOCURORS. L. Fr. Such
as used to pack juries, by the nomination of
either party in a cause. or other practice.
Cowell.

HALVEISA. A warlike engine to batter
and beat down walls.

HALVERSATION. In French law.
This word is applied to all grave and pun-
ishable faults committed in the exercise of
a charge or commission, (oflice.) such as
corruption, exaction, concussion, larceny.
Merl. Repert.

MAN. A human being. A person of the
male sex. A male of the human species
above the age of puberty.

In feudal law. A vassal; a tenant or
Ieudatory. The Anglo-Saxon relation 01‘ lord
and man was originally purely personal. and
founded on mutual contract. 1 Spence, Ch.
37.
—Man of straw. See Man or STBAW.

Chains for the hands;MANACLE8.
shackles.

MANAGE. To conduct: to carry on; to
direct the concerns of a business or establish-
ment. Generally appiied to affairs that are
somewhat complicated and that involve skill
and judgment. Com. v. Johnson. 144 Pa. 377.
22 At]. 703; Roberts v. State. % Fla. 360. 7
South. 861; Ure v. Ure, 185 Ill. 216. 56 N. E.
108’! ; Youngworth v. Jewell, 15 Nev. 48;
Watson v. Cleveland. 21 Conn. 5-11; The
Silvia, 171 U. S. 462,19 Sup. Ct. 7, 43 L. Ed.
241.
—Hans.ger. A person chosen or ii pointed to'
mtililnage, |dsir1e!c|;r0I(;fnl:m‘2)lllte:'nttil:;1lorllgnfilf an-

30:11.: J(())lJl180D, 144 PT 377, 22 At].
Ono Min. & Mill. Co. 1. Kaiser. 4 Colo. App.
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219, 35 Pac. 677; Saunders v. United States
Marble Co., 25 Wash. 475, 65 Pac. 782.—Ha.n-
agers of a. conference. Members of the
houses of parliament appointed to represent
each house at a conference between the two
houses. It is an ancient rule that the _number
of commons named for a conference should be
double those of the lords. May, Pari. Pr. c. 16.
— an agent. See AGENT.-
ing owner of ship. The managing owner of
a ship is one of several co-owners, to whom the
others, or those of them who join in the adven-
ture, have delegated the management of the
shi . He has authority to do all things usual
an necessary in the management of the ship
and the delivery of the cargo, to enable her to
prosecute her voyage and earn freight, with the
right to appoint an agent for the purpose.
Q. B. Div. 93; Sweet.

MANAGIUH. A mansion-house or dwell-
ing-place. Cowell.

HANAS IE. Men of a mean con-
ditlon, or of the lowest degree.

MANBOTE. In Saxon law. A compensa-
tion or recompense for homicide. particularly
due to the lord for killing his man or vassul,
the amount of which was regulated by that
of the were.

MANOA, MARCUS,-or KANOUSA. A
square piece of gold coin, commonly valued
at thirty pence. Cowell.

MANCEP8. Lat. In Roman law. ‘A pur-
chaser; one who took the article sold in his
hand; a formality observed in certain sales.
Calvin. A farmer of the public taxes.

MANCEE-PRESENT. A bribe; a pres-
ent from the donor's own hand.

LIANOIPARE. Lat. In Roman law. To
sell, alienate, or make over to another; to
sell with certain formalities; to sell a per-
son; one of the forms observed in the pro-
cess of emancipation.

HANCIPATE. To enslave; to bind; to
tie.

HANCIPATIO. Lat. In Roman law. A
certain ceremony or formal process anciently
required to he performed, to perfect the sale
or conveyance of res mancipi, (land, houses.
slaves, horses, or cattle.) The parties were
present, (vendor and vendee,) with live wit-
nesses and a person called “libripena.” who
held a balance or scales. A set form of
words was repeated on either side, indicative
of transfer of ownership, and certain pre-
scribed gestures performed, and the vendee
then struck the scales with a piece of copper,
thereby symbolizing the payment, or weigh-
ing out. of the stipulated price.

The ceremony of mancipafio was used, in
later times. in one of the forms of making a
will. The testator acted as vendor, and the
heir (or fammw cmpfor) as purchaser. the
latter symbolically buying the whole estate.
or succession, of the former. The ceremony
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was also used by a father in making a acti-
tious sale of his son, which sale, when three
times repeated, effcctuated the emancipation
of the son. .

HANOIPI RES. Lat. In Roman itl'W.
Certain classes of things which could not be
aliened or transferred except by means of a
certain formal ceremony of conveyance called
“manc1'patio," (q. 1).) These included land.
houses, slaves, horses, and cattle. All other
things were called “res nec mancipi." The
distinction was abolished by Justinian. The
distinction corresponded as nearly as may be
to the early distinction of English law into
real and personal property; res mancipi be-
ing objects of a military or agricultural char-
acter, and res mac mancipi being all other
subjects of property. Like personal estate.
res ncc mam,-lpi were not originally either
valuable in se or valued. Brown.

HANCIPIUII. Lat. In Roman law. The
momentary condition in which a flllus, etc..
might be when in course of emancipation
from the potestas, and before that emancipa-
tion was absoluteiy complete. The condition
was not like the aomim‘ca potesias over
slaves. but slaves are frequently called “man-
c1‘p£a"
Brown.

MANGIPLE. A clerk of the kitchen, or
caterer, especially in colleges. Cowell.

MANOOMUNAL. In Spanish law. An
obligation is said to be mane-omunal. when
one person assumes the contract or debt of
another, and makes himself liable to pay or
fulflll it. Schm. Civil Law, 120.

MANDAMIENTO. In Spanish law.
Commission; authority or power of attorney.
A contract of good faith, by which one per-
son commits to the gratuitous charge of an-
other his aifairs. avd the latter accepts the
charge. White, New Recop. b. 2, tit. 12, c. 1.

MANDAHUS, Lat. We command. This
is the name of a writ (formerly a high pre-
rogative writ) which issues from a court of
superior jurisdiction, and is directed to a
private or municipal corporation, or any of
its ofilcers, or to an executive, adminitrative.
or judicial oflicer. or to an inferior cotirt,
commanding the performance of a particular
act therein specified, and belonging to his or
their public, official, or ministerial duty. or
directing the restoration of the complainant
to rights or privileges of which he has been
illegally deprived. See Lahii! v. St. Joseph.
etc.. Soc, 76 Conn. 648. 57 Ati. 692. 65 L. R.
A. 92, 100 Am. St. Rep. 1012: Milster v.
Spartanburg. 68 S. C. 243, 47 S. E. 141;
State v. Carpenter. 51 Ohio St. 83, 37 N. E.
261, 46 Am. St. Rep. 556: Chicago & N. W. R.
Co. v. Crane, 113 U. S. 424, 5 Sup. Ct. 578. 28
L. Ed. 1064: Arnold v. Kennebec County, 93
Me. 117, 44 Atl. 364; Placard v. State. 148 Ind.

in the non-legal Roman authors.
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305, 47 N. E. 623; Atlanta v. Wright, 119
Ga. 207, 45 S. E. 994; State v. Lewis, 78 M0.
870; Ex parte Crane, 5 Pet. 190, 8 L. Ed.
92; Marbury v. Madison. 1 Cranch, 158, 2 L.
Ed. 60; U. S. v. Butterworth, 169 U. S. 600,
18 Sup. Ct. 441. 42 L. Ed. 873.

The action of mandamus is one, brought in a
court of competent jurisdiction, to obtain an
order of such court commanding an inferior
tribunal, board, cor ration, or person to do or
not to do an act e performance or omission
of which the law enjoins as a duty resulting
from an ofice, trust, or station. Where discre-
tion is left to the inferior tribunal or person,
the mandamus can only compel it to act, but
cannot control such discretion. Rev. Code
Iowa, 1880, 5 3373.

Classification. The writ of mandamus is
either peremptory or alternative, according
as itrequires the defendant absolutely to
obey its behest, or gives him an opportunity to
show cause to the contrary. It is the usual
practice to issue the alternative writ first.
This commands the defendant to do the par-
ticular act, or else to appear and show cause
against it at a day named. If he neglects to
obey the writ, and either makes default in
his appearance or fails to show good cause
against the application, the peremptory man-
damus issues, which commands him absolute-
ly and without qualification to do the act.

HANDANS. Lat. In the civil law. The
employing party in a contract of mandate.
One who gives a thing in charge to another;'
one who requires, requests. or employs an-
other to do some act for him. Inst. 3, 27, 1,
et seq.

MANDAIIT. In French and Scotch law.
The employing party in the contract of man-
datum, or mandate. Story, Builm. 5 138.

Hundata. llcita. reclpinnt at!-ietam in-
to:-protatlonern, sod illicit: latun at ex-

tensam. Lawful commands receive a strict
interpretation, but unlawful commands a
broad and extended one. Bac. Max. reg. 16.

MANDATAIRE. Fr. In French law. A
person employed by another to do some act
for him; a mandatary.

Mandate:-ins tea-minos dbl posited
ta-lnsgredi non potent. A mandatary can-
not exceed the llmits assigned him. Jenk.
Cent. 53.

HANDATARY. He to whom a mandate,
charge, or commandment is given; ‘also, he
that obtains a beneiice by mandamus. Briggs
v. Spauldlng. 141 U. S. 132, 11 Sup. Ct. 924,
36 L. Ed. 662.

MANDATE. In practice. A judicial
command or precept proceeding from a court
or judicial otlicer. directing the proper officer
to enforce a judgment. sentence. or decree.
Seaman -v. Clarke, 60 App. Div. 4.16, 69 N.
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Y. Supp. 1002; Horton v. State, 63 Nob. 34,
88 N. W. 146.

In the practice of the supreme court of the
United States, the mandate is a precept or
order issued upon the decision of an appeal
or writ of error, directing the action to be
‘taken, or disposition to be made of the case.
by the inferior court. '

In some of the state jurisdictions. the
name “mandate” has been substituted for
“mandamus" as the formal title of that writ.

In contracts. A ballment of property in
regard to which the bailee engages to do
some act without reward. Story. Baiim. 5

137.
A_ mandate is a contract by which a lawful

business is committed to the management of
another, and by him undertaken to be perform-
ed gratuitouslly. The mandatary is bound to the
exercise of sight diligence, and is responsible
for_gross neglect. The fact that the mandator
derives no benefit from the acts of the manda-
tary is not of itself evidence of gross negli ence.
Richardson v. Futrell. 42 Miss. 525: Wi liams
v. Cong r, 125 U. S. 397, 8 Sup. Ct. 933, 31 L.
Ed. 77 . A mandate, procuration, or letter of
attorney is an act by which one person gives
power to another to transact for him and in his
name one or several affairs. The mandate may
take place in five difierent manners,-for the
interest of the person granting it only; for the
Joint interest o both parties; for the interest
of a third person; for the interest of a third
gerson and that of the party granting it; and.

naliy, for the interest of the mandatary and a
third person. Civ. Code La. arts. 2985, 2986.

Mandates and deposits closely resemble each
other; the distinction being that in mandata
the care and service are the principal, and the
custody the accessory while in deposits the
custody is the principal thing, and the care and
gtiibvice are merely accessory. Story, Bailm. I

The word may also denote a request or di-
rection. Thus, a check is a mandate by the
drawer to his banker to pay the amount to
the transferee or holder of the check. 1 Q.
B. Div. 33.

In the civil law. The instructions which
the emperor addressed to a public function-
ary, and which were rules for his conduct.
These mandates resembled those of the pro
consuls, the mandala jurisdicuo, and were
ordinarily binding on the legates or lieuten-
ants of the emperor in the imperial provinces
and there they had the authority of th-
princlpal edicts. Sav. Dr. Rom. c. 3. f 24
no. 4.

MANDATO.
tract of mandate. 'Escriche.

HANDATO, PARIS DE. Loaves of
bread given to the poor upon Maundy Thurs
day.

MANDATOB. The person employing an-
other to perform a mandate.

MANDATORY. Containing a command:
preceptive; imperative: peremptory. A pro-
vision in a statute is mandatory when dis-
obedience to it will make the act done under

In Spanish law. The con-
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the statute absolutely void; if the provision
is such that disregard of it will constitute’ an
irregularity. but one not necessarily fatal, it
is said to be directory. So, the mandatory
part of a writ is that which commands the
person to do the act specified.
—Ma.nda.tox-y injunction. See INJUNCIION.

MANDATUM. Let. in the civil law.
The contract of mandate, (q. 0.)

MANDAVI BALLIVO. (I have com-
manded or made my mandate to the bailiff.)
In English practice. The return made by a
sheriff, where the bailltf of a liberty has the
execution of a writ, that he has commanded
the bailiff to execute it. 1 Tidd, Pr. 309; 2
Tidd. Pr. 1025.

M A I E II '1‘ E S. Tenants. Obsolete.
Cowell.

MAIERA. In Spanish law. Manner or
mode. Ins Partidas, pt. 4, tit. 4, 1. 2.

MAIERIUM.
manor. -

In old English law. A

Munerinm dicitur 3 Innuendo, lacun-
duun exeellentiam, sedea magma, 112:, st
stabcllls. Co. Litt. 58. A manor is so
called from manendo, according to its excel-
lence, a seat. great, fixed, and firm.

xa1mo1unn.' In old English law. To
buy in a market.‘

naxeonznnus. A warlike instrument
for casting stones against the walls of a
castle. Cowell.

MANHOOD. In feudal law. A term de-
noting the ceremony or doing homage by the
vassal to his lord. The formula used was.
"Devenio veater homo," I become your man.
2 Bl. Comm. 54. -

To arrive at manhood means to arrive at
twenty-one years of age. Felton v. Billups,
21 N. C. 585.

MARIA. See Inssnrrr.

MANIFEST. In maritime law. A sea-
letter; a written document’ required to "be
carried by merchant vessels, containing an
account of the cargo, with other particulars,
for the facility of the customs oiilcers. See
New York & Cuba S. S. Co. v. U. S. (D. C.)
125 Fed. 320.

In evidence. That which is clear and re-
quires no proof; that which is notorious..

Manifest: probatiorne non indigent. 7
Coke, 40. Things manifest do not require
proof. ' ‘

naxxrnsro. A formal written decla-
ration, promulgated by a prince, or by the
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executive authority or a state or nation, pro-
claiming its reasons and motives for declar-
ing a war, or for any other important inter-
national action. '

MAJIPULUS. In canon law. A hand-
kerchief, which the priest always had in his
left hand. Blonnt.

MARRIED. The race or species of hu-
man beings. In law, females, as well as
males, may be included under this term.
Fortesc. 91.

MARKER. This is a word of large sig-
nification, but cannot exceed the subject to
which it belongs. The incident cannot be
extended beyond its principal. Wells v: Bain,
75 Pa. 39, 54, 15 Am. Rep. 568.

Manner does not necessarily -include time.
Thus, a statutory requirement that a mining tax
shall be “enforced in the same manner” as cer-
tain annual taxes need not imply an annual
collection. State v. Eureka Consoi. Min. 00.,
8 Nev. 15, 29.

Also a thing stolen, in the hand of the
thief; a corruption of “p:airwur,” (q. 0.)

MARKER. AND FORM; mono E’!
PORMA. Formal words -introduced at the
conclusion of a traverse. Their object is to
put the party whose pleading is traversed not
only to the proof that the matter of fact de-
nied is, in its general effect, true as alleged,
but also that the -manner and _form in which
the fact or facts are set forth are also ca-
pable or proof. Brown

MANNING. A day's work of a man.
Cowell. A summoning to court. Spelman.

MANNIBE. To cite any person to ap-
pear in court and stand in Judgment there.
It is different from bavmire; for, though
both of them are cltations,_ this is by the
adverse party, and that is by the Judge.
Du Cange. - -

MANNOPUS. In old English law. Goods
taken in the hands of an apprehended thief.
The same as “ma£nour," (q. 1).)

MANNUS. A horse. Coweil.

MANOR. A house, dwelling, seat. or
residence. '

In English law, the manor was origi-
nally a tract of land granted out by the
king to a lord or other great person, in fee.
It was otherwise called a “barony" or "lord-
ship," and appendant to it was the right to
hold a court, called the “court-baron." The
lands comprised in the manor were divided
into tcrrw tencmcntaies (tenemehtal lands or
bocland) and term: do1m’m'cales, or demesne
lands. The former were given by the lord
of the manor to his followers or retainers
in freehold. The latter were such as-he re-
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served for his own use; but of these part
were held by tenants in copyhold, i. c..
those holding by a copy of the record in the
lord’s court; and part. under the name of
the “lord’s waste." served for public roads
and commons of pasture for the lord and
tenants. The tenants, considered in their
relation to the court-baron and to each oth-
er, were called “pares curltr." The word al-
so slgnified the franchise of having a manor.
with jurisdiction for a court-baron and the
right to the rents and services of copyhold-
ers.

In American law. A manor is a tract
held of a proprietor by a fee-farm rent in
money or in kind, and descending to the old-
est son of the proprietor, who in New York
is called a “patroon.” People v. Van Rensse
laer, 9 N‘. Y. 291.
—Reputed manor. Whenever the demesne
lands and the services become absolutely sep-
arated, the manor ceases to be a manor in
reality. although it may (and usually does) con-
tinue to be a manor in‘ reputation. and is then
called a “reputed manor,” and it is also some-
times called a “seigniory in gross." Brown.

HANQUELLEB. In Saxon law. A mur-
derer.

MANBEN1 In Scotch law. The serv-
ice of a man or vassnl. A'bond of mnnrent
was an instrument by which a person. in or-
der to secure the protection of some power-
ful lord. bound himself to such lord for the
performance of certain services.

MANSE. In old English law. A habi-
tation or dwelling, generally with land at!-
tached. Spelman. .

A residence or dwelling-house for the par-
ish priest; a parsonage or Vicarage house.
Cowell. Still used in Scotch law in this
sense.

MANSEB. A bastard. Cowell.

MANSION. A dwelling-house or place of
residence, including its appurtenant out-
buildings. Thompson v. People, 3 Parker,
Cr. R. (N. Y.) 214: Comm. v. Pennock, 3
Serg. & R. (Pa.) 199; Armour v. State, 3
Humph. (Tenn.) 385; Devoe v. Comm., 3
Metc. (Mass) 325.

The mansion includes not only the dwelling-
house, but also the outhouses, such as barns,
stables. cowhouses. dairy houses. and the like.
ifl they are parcel of the messuage (that is,
within the cartilage or protection of the dwell-
ing-house) though not under the same roof nor
contiguous to it. lhst. P. C. 492: State v.
Brooks. 4 Conn. 448; Bryant v. State, 60 Ga.
358; Fletcher v. State. 10 Les (Team) 339.

In old English law. Residence: dwell-
ing.
—Hnns'1on-house. In the law of burglary.
etc., any species of dwelling-house. 3 Inst. 64.

nasusnanan-um. ‘In criminal law.
The unlawful killing of another without
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malice, either express or implied; which may
be either voluntarily. upon a sudden heat. or
involuntarily. but in the commission of some
unlawful act. 1 Hale. P. C. 466; 4 Bl.
Comm. 191.

Manslaughter is the unlawful killing of s
hmuan creature without malice. either ex-
press or implied, and without any mixture
of deliberation whatever; which may be vol-
untary. upon a sudden heat of passion, or
involuntary, in the commission of an unlaw-
ful act. or a lawful act without due caution
and circumspectlon. Code Ga. 1882. 5 4324;
Pen. Code Cal. 5 192. And see Wallace v. U.
S.. 162 U. S. 466, 16 Sup. Ct. 859, 40 L. Ed.
1039; Stokes v. State. 18 Ga. 35; Clarke v.
State, 117 Ala. 1, .23 South. 671, 67 Am. St.
Rep. 157; U. S. v. King (C. C.) 34 Fed. 309:
People v. Maine, 51 App. Div. 1-12, 64 N. Y.
Supp. 579: High v. State, 26 Tex. App. 545.
10 S. W. 238. 8 Am. St. Rep. 488; State V.
Workman, 39 S. C. 151. 17 S. E. 694; State
v. Brown. 2 Marv. (Del.) 380. 36 Atl. 458:
U. S. v. Lewis (C. C.) 111 Fed. 632; State v.
Zellers, 7 N. J. Law. 243.

The distinction between “manslaughter" and
"murder" consists in the following: In the for
mer, though the act which occasions the death
be unlawful ‘or likely to be attended with bodily
mischief. yet the malice, either ex less or im-
plied. which is the very essence o murder, is
wesumed to be wanting in manslaughter. 1
last. P. C. 218: Comm. v. Webster 5 Cash.

(Man) 304, 52 Am. Dec. 711. It also diam
rom "murder" in this: that there can be no

accessories before the fact, there having been no
time for premeditation. 1 Hale, -P. C. 437: 1
Russ. Crimes, 485; 1 Bish. Crlm. Law, 678.
—VoInnI:ns'y manslaughter. In criminal
law. Manslaughter committed voluntarily up-
on a sudden heat of the passions; as if. upon
a sudden quarrel, two persons fight. and one of
them kills the other. 4 Bl. Comm. 190. 191.

MANSO, or MANSUM. In old English
law. A mansion or house. Spelman.
—Hnns1un enpitnle. The manor-house or
lord's court. Paroch. Antiq. 150.

HANSTEALING.
used synonymously
(q. 12.)

.A word sometimu
with “kidnapping.”

MANSUETUS. Lat. Tame; as though
accustomed to come to the hand. 2 Bl.
Comm. 391.

HANTEA. In old records. A long nobe
or mantle.

HANTEEOPP. In Saxon law. A horse-
stealer.

HANTICULATE. To pick pockets.

HAN-TBAPS. Engines to catch tres-
passers. now unlawful unless set in a dwell-
ing-house for defense between sunset and
sunrise. 24 & 2:’; Vict. c. 100, I 31.

MAIN!’ BREW. Lat. With a short
hand. A term used in the cl\'ll law, signify-
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lag shortly; directly; by the shortest
‘ course; without circuity.

XANU PORTI. Lat. With strong band.
A term used in old writs of trespass. Munu
forts’ et cum multltudine gcntium, with
strong band and multitude of people. Reg.
Orig. 183.

XANU LONGA. Lat. With a long hand.
A term used in the civil law. signifying in-
directly or clrcuitonsly. Calvin‘.

MANU OPERA. Lat. Cattle or imple-
ments ot husbandry; also stolen goods tak-
en from athief caught in the fact. Coweii.

MANUAL. Performed by the hand; used
or employed by the hand; held in the hand.
Thus. a distress cannot be made of tools in
the "manual occupation” of the debtor.
—Hanna.l delivery. Delivery of rsonal
property sold, donated. mortgaged, etc.. y pass-
ing it into the “hand" of the purchaser or
transferree; that is, by an actual and corporeal
change of possession.—Hanuel gift. The
manual gift. that is, the “giving of co oreal
movable etfects, accompani by a real de ivery,
is not subject to any formality. Civil Code La.
art. l539.—Hannel labor. Labor performed
by hand or by the exercise of physical force,
with or without the aid of tools and of horses
or other beasts of burden. but de ending for its
eifectiveness chiefly upon persona muscular ex-
ertion rather than upon skiii, intelligence, or
adroitness. See Lew Jim v. U. S.. 66 Fed. 954,
14 C. C. A. 281; Martin v. Wakefield. 42 Minn.
176. 43 N. W 966. 6 L. R. A. 362; Breauit v.
Archambauit, 64 Minn. 420, 67 N. W. 348, 58
Am. St. Rep. 545.

MANUALIA RBNEPICIA. The daily
distributions of meat and drink to the can-
ons and other members of cathedral church-
es for theirpresent subsistence. Cowell.

‘- HAICUAIJS OBEDIENTIA. Sworn
obedience or submission upon oath. Cowell.

XANUCAPTIO. In old English prac-
tice. A writ which lay for a man taken on
suspicion of felony. and the like. who could
not be admitted to ball by the sheriff, or
others having power to let to mainprise.
Fltzh. Nat. Brev. 249.

HAITUCAPTORS.
pemors, (q. 1:.)

HANUPAOTORY. A building, the main
or principal design or use of which is to be
a place for producing articles as products
of labor: not merely a place where some-
thing may be made by hand or machinery.
but what in common understanding is known
as a “factory." Halpln v. insurance Co.,
120 N. Y. 73. 23 N. E. 989. 8 L. it. A. 79:
Schott v. Harvey, 105 Pa. 227, 51 Am. Rep.
.. 1: Franklin F. Ins. Co. v. Brock. 57 Pa.
82.

The same as main-

HANUPAOTURE, 1'. The primary
meaning of this word is “making with the
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hand," but this definition is too narrow for
its present use. Its meaning has expanded
as workmanship and art have advanced. so
that now nearly all artificial products of hu-
man industry, nearly all such materials as
have acquired changed conditions or new
and specific combinations, whether from the
direct action of the human hand. from chem-
ical processes devised-and directed by hu-
man skill, or by the employment of machin-
ery, are now commonly designated as "man-
ufactured." Carlin v. Western Assur. Co.,
57 Md. 526, 40 Am. Rep. 440; Evening Jour-
nal Ass'n v. State Board of Assessors, 47
N. J. Law, 30, 54 Am. Rep. 114: Attorney
General v. Lorman, 59 Mich. 157, 26 N. W.
311, 60 Am. Rep. 287; Kidd v. Pearson, 1%
U. S. 1, 9 Sup. Gt. 6. 32 L. Ed. 346.

MANUFACTURE, n. In patent law.
Any useful product made directly by human
labor, or by the aid of machinery directed
and controlled by human power, and either
from raw materials, or from materials work-
ed up into a new form. Also the process by
which such products are made or fashioned.
—Domest!o manufactures. This term in a
tate statute is used, generally, of manufactures »

within its jurisdiction. Com. v. Giltinan, 64
Pa. 100.

MANUFACTURER. One who is engag-
ed in the business of working raw materi-
als into wares suitable for use. People v.
New York Floating Dry Dock Co., 63 How.
Prac. (N. Y.) 453. See MANIIFACTURE.

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION.
A corporation engaged in the production of
some article, thing, or object, by skill or
labor, out of raw material. or from matter
which has already been subjected to arti-
ficial forces, or to. which something has been
added to change its natural condition. Peo-
ple v. Knickerbocker Ice Co., 99 N. Y. 18],
1 N. E. 669. The term does not include a
mining corporation. Byers v. Franklin Coal
Co., 106 Mass. 135.

JIIANUMIBSION. The act of llberutiniz
a slave from bondage and giving him free-
dom. In a wider sense. releasing or deliv-
ering one person from the power or control
of another. See Fenwick v. Chapman. 9
Pet. 472. 9 L. Ed. 193; State v. Prnil. 1 N.
J. Iaw, 4.

Kannmittere idea elt quod extra
namun vel potestatern ponere. Co. Litt.
137. To manumit is the same as to place
beyond hand and power.

HANUNG, or HONUNG. In old Eng-
lish law. The district within the Jurisdic-
tion of a reeve. apparently so called from
his power to exercise therein one of his
chief functions, viz.. to exact (amanian) all
fines.
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HAITITPES. In old English law. A foot
of full and legal measure.

IIANUPRETIULI. Lat. In Roman law.
The hire or wages of labor; compensation
for labor or services performed. See Mack-
eld. Rom. Law, 5 413.

HANUBABLE. In old English law.
Capable of being had or held in hand; capa-
ble of manual occupation; capable of being
cultivated; capable oi’ being touched; tan-
gible; corporeal. Hale, Anal. 5 24.

MAITUBI-2. In old English law. To oc-
cupy; to use or cultivate; to have in man-
ual occupation; to bestow manual labor
upon. Cowell.

HANDS. Lat, A hand.
In the civil law, this word signified pow-

er, control, authority. the right of physical
coercion, and was often used as synonymous
with’ “potcstas."

In old English law, it signified an oath
or the person taking an oath; a compar-
gator.
—Kanns mo:-tns. A dead hand; mortmain.
Spelman.

HANUSCRIPT. A writing; a ‘paper
written with the hand; a writing that has
not been printed. Parton v. Prang, 18 Fed.
Cas. 1275: Leon Loan at Abstract Co. v.
Equalization Board, 86 Iowa, 127, 53 N. W.
94, 17 L. R. A. 199, 41 Am. St. Rep. 486.

MANUTENENTIA. The old writ of
maintenance. Reg. Orig. 182.

HANWOBTII. In old English law. The
price or value of a man's life or head. Co-
well.

HANY. This term denotes a multitude,
not merely a number greater than that de
noted by the word “iew.". Louisville & N.
R. Co. v. Hall, 87 Ala. 708, 6 South. 277, 4
L. R. A. 710, 13 Am. St. Rep. 84. But com-
pare Hilton Bridge Const. Co. v. Foster, 26
Misc. Rep. 338, 57 N. Y. Supp. 140, 'holding
that three persons may be “mauy."

HANZIE. In old Scotch law. Mayhem;
mutilation oi’ the body of a person. Skene.

HAP. A representation of the earth's
surface, or of some portion of it, showing
the relative position of the parts represent-
ed, usually on u tiat surface. Webster. "A
map is but a transcript of the region which
it portrays, narrowed in compass so as to
faciiitatean understanding of the original."
Banker v. Caldwell, 3 Minn. 103 (Gil. 55).

EARL. In old records. A mere or
moor; a lake, pool. or pond; a hog or

v
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marsh that cannot be drained. Oowell:
Blount; Spelman.

HARAUDIIE. "A marauder is deiined
in the law to be ‘one who, while employed
in the army as a soldier. commits larceny or‘
robbery in the neighborhood of the camp. or
while wandering away from the army.’ But
in the modern and metaphorical sense of the
word, as now sometimes used in common
speech, it seems to be applied to a class of
persons who are not a part of any regular
army, and are not answerable to any military
discipline, but who are mere lawless banditti,
engaged in plundering, robbery. murder, and
all conceivable crimes." Curry v. Collins.
87 M0. 328.

KARO-BANOO. The name of a piece
of money formerly coined at Hamburg. Its
value was thirty-live cents.

HARCA. A mark; a coin or the value of
13s. 4d. Spelman.

IIAROATUS. The rent of a mark by the
year anciently reserved in leases, etc.

MARCH. In Scotch law. A boundary
line or border. Bell. The word is also used
in composition; as march-dike, march-stone.

xsnonaxunsns avslumzs. In
French mercantile law. Damaged goods.

HAEOHEBI. In old English law. No-
blemen who lived on the marshes of Wales
or Scotland, and who, according to Camden,
had their private laws. as ii‘ they had been
petty kings; which were abolished by the
statute 27 Ken. VIII. c. 28. Called also
“lords marchers.” Cowell. -

HARDKES. An old English term for
boundaries or frontiers, particularly the
boundaries and limits between England and
Wales, or between England and Scotland, or
the borders of the dominions of the crown, or
the boundaries of properties in Scotland.
Mozley 8: Whitley.
—-Heroines, court of. An abolished tribunal
in 'Wales. where pleas of debt or damages. not
above the value of ‘.50. were tried and deter-
mined. Cro. Car. 384.

HABCHETA. In old Scotch law. A
custom for the lord of a fee to lie the iirst
night with the bride of his tenant. Abol-
ished by Malcolm III. Spelman: 2 Bl.
Comm. 83.

A line paid by the tenant for the remission
of such right, originally a mark or half I
mark of silver. Spelman.

In old English law. A tine paid for
leave to marry. or to bestow s dauchtc in
marriage. Cowell.
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HADOHIONESS. A dignity in a woman
answerable to that of marquis in a man, con-
ferred either by creation or by marriage with
a marquis. Wharton.

MARE. Lat. The sea.

—Hare olauaun. The sea closed‘ that is,
not .open or free. The title of Seiden's great
work, intended as an answer to the More Lib-
'enm of Grotius: in which he undertakes to
prove the sea to be ca bie of private dominion.
1 Kenti‘ Comm. 27.— liberun. The sea
free. he title of a work written by Grotius
against the Portuguese claim to an exclusive
trade to the Indies, through the South Atlantic
and Indian oceans; showing that the sea was
not capable of private dominion. 1 Kent,
Comm. 27.

HARBSGALLUS. In old English law.
A marshal; a master oi’ the stables; an oili-
-cer of the exchequer; a military ofllcer of
high rank, having powers and duties similar
to those of a constable. Du Cange. See
Msasnan.

MARESOHAL. L. Fr. Marshal: a high
oillcer ot the royal household. Britt. fol. lb.

HARETTUM. Marshy ground overflow-
ed by the sea or great rivers. Co. Litt. 5.

HARGIN. 1. The edge or border; the
edge or a body of water where it meets the
land. As applied to a boundary line or land,
the ‘'margin’’ of a river, creek, or other
water-course means the center or the stream.
Ex parte Jennings. 6 Cow. (N. Y.) 527, 16
Am. Dec. 447; Varick v. Smith. 9 Paige (N.
Y.) 551. But in the case of a lake, bay, or
natural pond. the "margin" means the line
where land and water meet. Fowler v. Vree-
land, 44 N. J. Eq. 268, 14 Atl. 116; Lem-
beck v. Andrews, 47 Ohio St. 336. 24 N. E.
688. 8 L. R. A. 578.

2. A sum of money, or its equivalent,
placed in the hands of a stockbroker by the
principal or person on whose account the
purchase is to be made. as a security. to
the former against losses to which he may be
exposed by a subsequent depression in the
market- value of the stock. Markham v. Jau-
don. 49 Barb. (N. Y.) 468; Sheehy v. Shinn,
103 Cal. 325, 37 Pac. 393: Memphis Broker-
age Ass’n v. Cullen, 11 Len (Tenn.) 77 : For-
tenbury v. State. 47 Ark. 188. 1 S. W. 58.

HARGINAI. NOTE. In Scotch law. A
note inserted on the margin _of a deed, em-
bodying either some clause which was omit-
ted in transcribing or some change in the
agreement of the parties. Bell.

An abstract of a reported case, a summary
of the facts, or brief statement of the prin-
ciple decided. which is prefixed to the report
of the case,‘ sometimes in the margin, is also
spoken of by this name.

xanntanms. An ancient ‘word which
signified .a mariner or seaman. v In England,
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marinartus capuaneua was the admiral or
warden of the ports.

IIABINE. Naval: relating or pertaining
to the sea; transacted at ea‘, doing duty or
service on the sea. |

This is also a general name for the navy
of a kingdom or state; as also the whole
economy of naval aflairs, or whatever re-
spects the building.‘ rigging, arming. equip-
ping, navigating. and fighting ships. It com-
prehends also the government of naval arma-
ments, and the state of all the persons em-
ployed therein. whether civil or military.
Also one of the marines. Wharton. See
Doughten v. Vandever, 5 Del. Ch. 73.

—Harine belt. That portion of the main or
open sea, adjacent to the shores of a given
country, over which the jurisdiction of its mu-
nici ai laws and local authorities extends; de-
fine bf international law as extending out three
miles rom the shore. See The Alexander (D.
C.) 60 Fed. 918.—Hu-ine carrier. Bf’ stat-
utes of several states this term is a pied to
carriers plying upon the ocean, arms 0 the sea.
the Great Lakes, and other navigable waters
within the jurisdiction of the United States.
Civ. Code Cal. 1903. 5 2087: Rev. J: Ann. St.
01:]. 1903, 5 652; Rev. Codes N. D. 1899, I
4176.—Hu-ine contract. One relating to
maritime aifairs, shipping, navigation, marine
insurance. aifreightment, maritime loans. or
other business to be done upon the sea or in
connection with navigation.—Hari.ne eo I.
A body of soldiers enlisted and equi ped or
service on board vessels of war; also t e naval
forces of the nation. U. S. v. Dunn 120 U. S.
249, 7 Sup. Ct. 507, 30 L. Ed. cc7’.—nm..
court in the city of New York. A local
court of New York having original jurisdiction

‘of civil causes. where the action is for personal
injuries or defamation, and of other civil actions
where the damages claimed do not exceed $2.000.
It is a court of record. It was originally created
as a tribunal for the settlement of causes be-
tween seamen.—Ms.s-ine Insurance. See IN-
svaANcs.—Ha:-lno interest. Interest, al-
lowed to be stipulated for at an extraordinary
‘rate, for the use and risk of mone loaned on
reapondentia and bottomry bon s.—Hax-ine
league. A measure of distance commonly em-
ployed at sea, being equal to one-twentieth part
of a degree of latitude. or three geographical
or nautical miles. See Rockland. etc., 8. 00.,
v. Fessenden. 79 Me. 140, 8 Atl. 552.—Ha1-ine
risk. The perils of the sea: the perils neces-
sarily incident to navigntion.—Marire Socie-
ty. In English law. A charitable institution
for the purpose of apprenticing boys to the

. na\aa’l service. etc., incorporated by 12 Geo. III.
C.

MARINEB. A seaman or sailor: one
engaged in navigating vessels upon the sea.

MARINES. A body oi‘ infantry soldiers.
trained to serve on board of vessels of war
when in commission and to light in naval en-
gagements.

‘ llarla et lamina eonjunetio est de
Jun-e nature. 7 Coke, 13. The connection
of male and female is by the law of nature.

MABISCEAL. An officer in Scotland.
who. with the lord high constable, possessed
a supreme itinerant jurisdiction in all crimes
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committed within a certain space of the
court, wherever it might happen to be.
Wharton.

MARIBCUS. A marshy or fenny ground.
Co. Litt. 5a.

HARITAGIO AMISSO PER. DE!'AL'l.‘-
AM. An obsolete writ for the tenant in
frank-marriage to recover lands. etc., of
which he was deforced.

HARITAGIUH. The portion which is
given with a daughter in marriage. Also
the power which the lord or guardian in
chivalry had of disposing of his infant ward
in matrimony.
—-Haritsgilun habere. To have the free dis-
posal of an heiress in marriage. .

Mu-itaghun est out libs:-um ant ser-

vitio obligaturn; flbernm mu-itaginm di-
eitnr ubl donator vult quod ten-a do
data quietn. lit et libera ab onm! secu-

hr! sex-vitio. Co. Litt. 21. A marriage
portion is either free or -hound to service; it
is called “frank-marriage" when the giver
wills that land thus given be exempt from
all secular service.

MARITAL. Relating to, or connected
with, the status of marriage; pertaining to a
husband; incident to a husband.
—Hu-ital coercion. Coercion of the wife by
the hnsband.—Hs.r-ital portion. In Louisi-
ana. The name given to that part of a deceas-
ed husband’s estate to which the widow is en-
titled. Civ. Code La. art. 55; Abercrombie v.
Catfray, 3 Mart. N. S. (La.) 1.-—Ma.i-ital
rights. The rights of a husband. The ex-
gression is chiefly used to denote the right of a

usband to property which his wife was en-
titled to during the continuance of the marriage.
See Kilbum v. Kilburn. 89 Cal. 46, 26 Pac.
6% 23 Am. St. Re . -147; cCown v. Owens,
15 ’rex. Civ. App. 46, 40 s. . 336.

LIAJBJTIMA ANGLIE. In old English
law. The emolument or revenue coming
to the king from the sea, which the sher-
iffs anciently collected. but which was after-
wards granted to the admiral. Spelman.

MARITIMA INCREMENTA.
English law. Marine increases.
ed from the sea.
1, c. 4.

In old
Lands gain-

Hale, de Jure Mar. pt.

MARITIHE. Pertaining to the sea or
ocean or the navigation thereof; or to com-
merce conducted by navigation of the sea or
(in America) of the great lakes and rivers.

It is nearly equivalent to “marine" in
many connections and uses; in others, the
two words are used as quite distinct.
—Hnritime cause. A cause of_action orig-
inating on the high seas. or growin out of a
maritime contract. 1 Kent, Comm. 67, et seq.
—Hnritime contract. A contract whose sub-
ject-matter has relation to the navigation of
the seas or to trade or commerce to be con-
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ducted by navigation or to be done upon the
sea or in ports. Over such contracts the ad-
miralty has concurrent jurisdiction with the
common-law courts. Edwards v. Elliott. 21
Wall. 553, 22 L. Ed. 487; Doolittle v. Kimbe-
loch D. C. 39 Fed. 40: Holt V’. Cummings.
102 a. 21 , 48 Am. Rep. 199: De Lovio v.
Boit, 7 Fed. Cas. 43:’): Freizhts of The Kate
(D. C.) 63 Fed. 72O.—hIIu-{time court.
court exercising jurisdiction in maritime causes;
one which possesses the powers and jurisdiction
of a court of admiralt .—Hiu-itime interest.
An expression equiva eat to marine interest.
(q. 11.)—H;iLI-iltlnne jurisdiction. Jurisdiction
in maritime causes; such jurisdiction as be-
longs to a court of adu.imlty on the instance
side.—Hu-ltime law. That system of law
which particularly relates to commerce and
navigation, to business transacted at sea or re-
lating to navigation, to ships and shipping, to
seamen, to the transportation of persons and

roperty by sea, and to marine afiairs generally.
he law relating to harbors. ships. and seamen.

An important branch of the commercial law of
maritime nations; divided into a variety of
departments, such as those about harbors, prop-
erty of ships, duties and rights of masters and
seamen, contracts of aifreightment, average.
salvage. etc. Wharton; The Lottawanna. 21
Wall. 572. 22 L. Ed. 654; The Unadilla (D. C.
73 Fed. 351; Jervey v. The Carolina (D. C.
66 Fed. 10l3.—Harit:i:me lien. A lien aris-
ing out of damage done by a ship in the course
of navigation, as by collision. which attaches
to the vessel and freight, and is to be enforced
by an action in rem in the admiralty courts.
The Unadilla (D. C.) 73 Fed. 351; Paxson v.
Cunningham, 63 Fed. 134, 11 C. C. A. 111;
The Underwriter (D. C.) 119 Fed. 715: Ste-
phenson v. The Francis (D. C.) 21 Fed. 719.
Maritime liens do not include or require pos-
session. The word “lien" is used in maritime
law not in the strict legal sense in which we
understand it in courts of common law. in which
case there could be no lien where there was no
possession. actual or constructive, but to ex-
press, as if by analogy, the nature of claims
which neitl‘er presuppose nor originate in pos-
session. 22 Eng. [Aw & Eq. 62.—Mar1time
loan. A contract or agreement by which one,
who is the lender. lends to another, who is the
borrower. a certain sum of money, upon condi-
tion that lf the thing upon which the loan has
been made should be lost by any peril of the
sea, or via major, the lender shall not be repaid
unless what remains shall be equal to the sum
borrowed: and if the thing arrive in safety, or
in case it shall not have been iniured but by
its own defects or the fault of the master or
mariners. the borrower shall be bound to return
the sum borrowed. together with a certain sum
agreed upon as the price of the hazard incurred.
Emerig. Mar. Loans, c. 1, s. 2. And see The
Draco, 7 Fed. Cas. 1.042.—Mnfltimo ‘nu-ofit.
A 'term used by French writers to signify any
profit derived from a maritime loan.—Ha.rl-
time service. In admiralty law. A service
rendered upon the high seas or a navigable
river. and which has some relation to commerce
or navigation,—some connection with a vessel
"employed in trade, with her equipment, her
preservation. or the preservation of her cargo
or ‘crew. Thaclrarey v. The Farmer. 23 Fed.
Gas. 877: The Atlantic (D. C.) 53 Fed. 609:
Cone v. Vallette Dry-Dock Co. (C. C.) 16 Fed.
925.—Ha1-itlme state, in English law. con-
sists of the officers and mariners of the British
navy, who are overned by express and perma-
nent laws. or t e articles of the navy, estab-
lished by set of arliament.—Max-{time tort.
A tort committ upon the high seas, or upon
a navigable river or other navigable water, and
hence falling within the jurisdiction of a court
of admiralty. The term is never applied to I.
tort committed upon land, though relatin to
maritime matters. See The -Plymouth, 3 ‘all.
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33, 18 L. Ed. 125: Holmes v. Oregon 6: C. By.
Co. (D. C.) 5 Fed. 77' In re Long Island, etc.,
Transp. Co. (1). C.) 5 Fed. 606; U. s. v. Bur-
lington, etc., Ferry Co. (D. C.) 21 Fed. 336.

HARITUS. Lat.
rled man. Calvin.

A husband; :1 mar-

LIABK. 1. A character, usually in the
form of a cross, made as a substitute for his
signature by a person who cannot write, in
executing a conveyance or other legal docu-
ment. It is commonly made as follows: A
third person writes the name of the marks-
man, leaving a blank space between the
Christian name and surname; in this space
the latter traces the mark, or crossed lines,
and above the mark is written “hls," (or
‘‘her,'') and below it, “mark."

2. The sign, writing, or ticket put upon
manufactured goods to distinguish them from
others, appearing thus in the compound.
“trade-mark.”

3. A token, evidence, or proof; as in the
phrase “a mark of frnud."

4. A weight used in several parts of Eu-
rope, and for several commodities, especially
gold and silver. When gold and silver are
sold by the mark, it is divided into twenty-
four carats.

5. ‘A money of accounts in England, and
in some other countries a coin. The English
mark is two-thirds of a pound sterling, or
13s. 4d.: and the Scotch mark is of equal
value in Scotch money of account. Enc.
Amer.

6. In only Teutonic and English law.
A species of village community, being the
lowest unit in the political system; one of
the forms of the gene or clan, variously
known as the "mark,” "gemcinde," "com-
mune," or "parlxh.” Also the land held in
common by such a community. The union of
several such village communities and their
marks, or common lands, forms the next
higher political union, the hundred. Freem.
Compar. Politics, 116, 117.

7. The word is sometimes used as another
form of "marque,” a license of reprisals.
—Donii-mark. Half a mark: a sum of mon-
ey which was anciently required to be tendered
in a writ of right. the effect of such tender be-
ing to put the demandant, in the first instance,
upon roof of the seisin as stated in his count;
that is, to prove that the seisin was in the
kings reign there stated. Rose. Real Act. 216.

:1: and low water-mark. See \VA'l‘EB-
MAiik.—Hu-k banoo. See Mano BANCO.

HARKEPENNY. A penny anciently paid
at the town of Maldon by those who had
gutters laid or made out of their houses into
the streets. Wharton.

HAEKET. A public time and appointed
place of buying and selling; also. purchase
and sale. Caldwell v. Alton, 33 I11. 419, 75
Am. Dec.-282; .'l.‘aggart v. Detroit, 71 Mich.
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92, 38 N. W. 714; Strickland v. Pennsyl-
vania R. Co., 154 Pa. 348, 26 Atl. 431, 21
L. R. A. 224. It differs from the forum, or
market of antiquity, which was a public
market-place on one side only, or during one
part of the’ day only, the other sides being
occupied by temples, theaters, courts of jus-
tice, and other public buildings. Wharton.

The liberty, privilege, or franchise by
which a town holds a market, which can only
be by royal grant or lmmeniorlal uage.

By the term “inarket" is also understood
the demand there is for any particular arti-
cle; as, “the cotton market in Europe is
dull."
-0101-k of the market.
Market gold. The toll of a n‘iarket.-—Har-
hot overt. In English law. An open and
public market. The market-place or spot of
ground set apart by custom for-the sale of par-
ticular goods is, in the country, the only market
overt; but in London every shop in which

s are exposed publicly to sale is market
overt, for such things only as the owner pro-
fesses to trade in. 2 Bl. Comm. 449: Godb.
131; 5 Coke, 83. See Fawcett v. Osborn. 32
Ill. 426, 83 Am. Dec. 278.—Mn1-ket price.
The actual price at which the given commodity
is currently sold, or has recently been sold, in
the open market, that is, not at a forced sale,
but in the usual and ordinary course of trade
and competition. between sellers and buyers
equally free to bargain, as established by no
ords of late sales. See Lovejoy v. Miehels. 88
Mich. 15, 49 N. W. 901, 13 L. R. A. ;
Sanford v. Peck, 63 Conn. 86, 27 Atl. 1057 ;
Douglas v. Merceles, 25 N. J. Eq. 147; Par-
inenter v. Fitzpatrick, 135 N. Y. 190. 31 N. E.
1032. The term also means, when Erice at the
place of exportation is in view, t e price at
which articles are sold and nrchased, clear of
every charge but such as is aid upon it at the
time of sale. Goodwin v. United States, 2
Wash. C. C. 493, Fed. Cas. No. 5,554.—Miu-
kst towns. Those towns which are entitled
to hold markets. 1 Steph. Comm. (7th Ed.)
130.—Miu-ket value. The market value of an
article or piece of property is the price which

See CLERK. -

- it might be expected to bring if om-red for sale
in a fair market: not the price which might be
obtained on a sale at public auction or a sale
forced by the necessities of the owner, but such
9. ‘price as would be fixed by negotiation and
mutual agreement, after ample time to find a
purchaser, as between a vendor who is willing
(but not compelled) to sell and a purchaser who
desires to buy but is not compelled to take the
particular article or piece of property. See
Winnipiseogee -Lake. etc.. Co. v. Gilford. 07 N.
H. 514. 35 Atl. 945; Muser v. Magone, 155
U. S. 240. 15 Sup. Ct. 77, 39 L. Ed. 135: Each
v. Railroad Co., 72 Wis. 229, 39 N. W. 129:
Sharpe v. U. 8.. 112 Fed. 898. 50 C. C. A. 597.
57 L. R. A. 932: Little Rock Junction Ry. v.
Woodrnff, 49 Ark. 381, 5 S. W. 792. 4 Am. St.
Rep. 51: Lowe v. Omaha, 33 Neh. 587. 50 N.
W. 763: San Diego Land Co. v. Neale, 78 Cal.
63, 20 Pac. 372, 3 L. R. A. 83.—Hu-ket sold.
(properly market gold.) In old records. The
toll of a market. Cowell.—Pnblio market.
A market which is not only open to the resort
of the general public as purchasers, but also
available to all who wish to ofier their wares
for sale, stalls, stands, or places being allotted
to those who apply, to the limits of the capacity
of the market, on payment of fixed rents or
fees. See American Live Stock Commission Co.
v. Chicago Live Stock Exchan e. 143 ill. 210,
32 N. E. 274, 18 L. R. A. 190, . 6 Am. St. Rep.
385; State v. Fernandez, 39 La. Ann. 538, 2
South. 233; Cincinnati V. Buckingham, 10
Ohio, 257.
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HARKETABLE. Such things as may be
sold in the market; those for which a buyer
may be found. _

—Hnrketnb1e title. A “marketable title” to
land is such a title as a court of equity. when
asked to decree specific performance of the con-
tract of sale, wil compel.the vendee to accept
as suilicient. It is said to be not merely a
defensible title, but a title which is free from

lausibie or reasonable objections. Austin v.
nrnum, 52 Minn. 136, 53 N. W. 1132; Vought

v. Williams, 46 Hun (N. Y.) 642; Brokaw v.
Dufiy, 165 N. Y. 391. 59 N. E. 196; Todd v.
gnrsoong Dime Sav. Inst., 128 N. Y. 636, 28 N.

HARKSMAN. In practice and convey-
ancing. One who makes his mark; a person
who cannot write, and only makes his mark
in executing instruments. Arch. N. Pr. 13;
2 Chit. 92.

MAELIBRJDGE, STATUTE 0!‘. An.
English statute enacted in 1267 (52 Hen.
ill.) at Marlbridge, (now called “Marlbor-
ough,”) where parliament was then sitting.
It related to land tenures. and to procedure,
and to unlawful and excessive distresses.

HABQUE AND REPBISAL, LE1‘-
TERS 0!‘. These words, “marque" and
"reprisal," are frequently used as synony-
mous, but, taken in their strict etymological
sense, the latter signiiies a “taking in re-
turn ;” the former, the passing the frontiers
(marches) in order to such taking. Letters
of mm-qne and reprlsal are grantahie. by the
law of nations, whenever the subjects of one
state are oppressed and injured by those of
another, and justice is denied by that state
to which the oppressor belongs; and the par-
ty to whom these letters are granted may
then seize the bodies or the goods of the sub-
jects of the state to which the offender be-
longs, until satisfaction be made, wherever
they happen to be found. Reprisals are to
be granted only in case of a clear and open
denial of justice. At the present day. in
consequence partly of treaties and partly of
the practice of nations, the making of re-
prisals is confined to the seizure of commer-
cial property on the high seas by public
cruisers, or by private cruisers specially au-
thorized thereto. Brown.

MARQUIS, or MARQUBSB. In English
law. One of the second order of nobility;
next in order to a duke.

HABQUISATE. The seigniory of a mar-
quis.

MARRIAGE. Marriage. as distinguished
from the agreement to marry and from the
act of becoming married. is the civil status
of one man and one woman united in law
for life. for the discharge to each other and
the community of the duties legally incum-
bent on those whose association is founded
on the distinction of sex. 1 Bish. Mar. &
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Div. 5 3 And see state v. Fry. 4 Me. 126;
Mott v. Mott, 82 Cal. 413, 22 Pac. 1140;
Reynolds v. U. 8.. 98 U. S. 165, 25 L. Ed.
244; Maynard v. Hill, 125 U. S. 190, 8 Sup.
Ct. 723. 31 L. Ed. 654; Wade v. Kalbtleisch,
58 N. Y. 284. 17 Am. Rep. 250; State v.
Bittick, 103 M0. 183. 15 S. W. 325. 11 L.
R. A. 587; 23 Am. St. Rep. 869; Allen v.
Allen, 73 Conn. 54, 46 Atl. 242. 49 L. R.
A. 142, 84 Am. St. Rep. 135.

A contract, according to the form pre-
scribed by law, by which a man and woman,
capable of entering into such contract, mutu-
ally engage with each other to live their
whole lives together in the state of union
which ought to exist between a husband and
wife. Shelf. Mar. & Div. 1.

Marriage is a personal relation arisln out of
a civil contract to which the consent 0 arties
capable of making it is necessary. nsent
alone will not constitute marriage; it must be
followed by a solemnization, or by a mutual as-
sumption of marital rights, duties, or obliga-
tions. Civil Code Cal. 5 55.

Marriage is the union of one man and one
woman. “so long as they both shall live," to the
exclusion of all others, by an obligation which,
during that time, the parties cannot of their
own volition and act dissolve, but which can be
dissolved only by authority of the state. Roche
v. Washington, 19 Ind. 53, 81 Am. Dec. 376.

The word also signifies the act, ceremony,
or formal proceeding by which persons take
each other for husband and wife.

In old English law, marriage is used in
the sense of "maritagium." (q. t:..) or the
feudal right enjoyed by the lord or guardian
in chivalry of disposing of his ward in mar-
riage. '

—Ava1l of marriage.
mon-law marriage. See Co.\moN LAW.—
Jnotitation of marriage. see JAC‘I'I'i‘A‘l'l0N.
—Ha.r1-Inge articles. Articles of agreement
between parties contemplating marriage, intend-
ed as preliminary to a formal marriage set-
tlement. to be drawn after marriage. Ath.
Mar. Sett. 92.—Mnr:-loge brokngo. The act
by which a third person. for a consideration.
negotiates a marriage between a man and wo-
man. The money paid for such services is al-
so known by this name. Hellen v. Anderson.
83 Ill. App. 509; White v. Equitable Nuptisl
Ben. Union, 76 Ala. 251. 52 Am. Rep._ 325.
—Ma e ceremony. The form, religious
or civil. for the solemnization of a marriage.-

nge consideration. The consideration
furnished by an intended marriage of two per-
sons. It is the highest consideration known to
the law.—hIarr!nge license. A license or
permision granted by public authority to per-
sons who.intend to intennarry. By statute in
some urisdictions, it is made an essential pre-
requisite to the lawful solemnization of the mar-
riage.—Hnrriage-notioe ‘book. A book kept.
in England. by the registrar, in which applica-
tions for and issue of registrar‘s licenses to mor-
ry are rec-.orded.—Ho.:-ringe portion. Dowry;
a sum of money or other property which is
given to or settled on a woman on her marriage.

n re Croft. 162 Mass. 22, 37 N. E. 784.-

See that title.—Gorn-

Marriage promise. Betrothal: engagement
to intermarry with another. Pe v. Orr, 35 ,

N. J. Law. 296.—Mo.r-ringe so oznent. A
written agreement in the nature of a conve -

ance, called a- “settlement." which is made n
contemplation of a pro ed marriage and in
consideration thereof, ei er by the parties about
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to intermsrry, or one of them, or by a parent
-or relation on their behalf. by which the title
to certain property is settled. i. e.. fixed or lim-
ited to a prescribed course of succession; the
object being, usually, to provide for the wife
and children. Thus. the estate might be limited
to the husband and issue, or to the wife and
issue, or to husband and wife for their joint
lives,.remainder to the survivor for life, re-
lneinder over to the issue, or otherwise. Such
settlements may also be made after marrla e,
in which case they are called “post-nuptial.‘-
lflxed . A marriage between per-
sons of diflerent nationalities; or, more par-
ticularly. between persons of difierent racial
origin; as between a white person and a negro
or an lndian.—‘Hoa-Eanatio marri . The
lawful and insepara le conjunction o a man.
of noble or illustrious birth. with a woman of
inferior station, upon condition that neither
the wife nor her children shall partake of the
titles. arms, or dignity of the husband. or_suc-
ceed to his inheritance, but be contented with a
certain allowed rank assigned to them by the
morganatic contract. But since these restric-
tions relate only to the rank of the arties and
succession to property, without a ecting the
nature of a matrimonial engagement. it must be
considered as a just marriage. The marriage
ceremony was regularly performed; the union
was indissoluble; the children legitimate.
Wharton.—Pl1u-nl marriage. In general, any
higamous or polygamous union. but particularly,
a second or subsequent marriage of a man who
alread has one wife living. under the system
of poygamy as practised by Mormons. See
Freil v. Wood, 1 Utah, 165.—Beotoh snar-
rlags. A marriage contracted without any
formal solemnization or religious ceremony, by
the mere mutual agreement of the parties per
oerba dédprlzaenti in the presence of witnesses,
recogni as valid by the Scottish law.

MARRIED WOMAN. A woman who
has a husband living and not divorced; a
Iema covert.

. HARSHAL. In old English law. The
title borne by several oiiicers of state and of
the law, of whom the most important were
the following: (1) The earl-marshal. who
presided in the court of chivalry; (2) the
marshal of the king's house. or knight-man
'shal, whose special authority was in the
king's palace, to hear causes between mem-
bers of the household, and punish faults
committed within the verge; (3) the mar-
shal oi’ the king's bench prison, who had
the custody of that jail; (4) the marshal
of the exchequer, who had the custody of
the king's debtors; (5) the marshal of the
Judge of asslse, whose duty was to swear
-in the grand Jury.

In American law. An officer pertaining
to the organization of the federal judicial
system. whose duties are similar to those
of a sheriff. He is to "execute the process
of the United States courts within the dis-
trict for which he is appointed, etc.

Also, in some of the states, this is the
name of_ an oiilcer of police, in a city or
borough, having powers and duties corres-
ponding generally to those of a constable
or sheriff. ~

of the queen's bench.—HAs-shal All of-
flcer .who had
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prison. The St. 5 &.6 Vict. c. 22, abolished
this oflice, and substituted an oflicer called
"keeper of the queen's prison."

HABBHALIIIG. Arranging, ranking. or
disposing in order; particularly, in the case
of a group or series of conflicting claims or
interests, arranging them in such an order
of sequence, or so directing the manner oi‘
their satisfaction. as shall secure justice to
all persons concerned and the largest possi-
ble measure of satisfaction to each. See
sub-titles infra. _

—l!s.rsh assets. In equity. The ar-
ranging or ran ing of assets in the due order of
administration. Such an arrangement. of the
different funds under administration as shall
enable all the parties having equities therein
to receive their due proportions, notwithstand-
ing any intervening interests. liens. or other
claims of particular persons to prior satisfaction
out of a portion of these funds. The arran e-
ment or ranking of assets in a certain or er

.‘r‘I.‘¥“E"§‘ss§;"°4"‘i=".“.‘.‘.’”‘c.§’.‘....§’°‘3.3'i 3.l~l.s‘°”'...E‘.t. ; x , . . e arr g
ment of assets or claims so as to secure the
plroiper applicatifin ofhthe llilssets to the valrions
ca ms; especia y w en t ere are two classes
of assets. and some creditors can enforce their
claims against both, and others against only one,
and the creditors of the former class are com-
pelled to exhaust the assets against which they
alone have a claim before having recourse to
other assets, ‘thus providing)! for Ithfi s§ttle‘lanent
o as man calms as possl e. u . t. A ass.
p. 12$_>2.— arshaling liens. The ranking or
ordering of several estates or parcels of land.
for the satisfaction of a judgment or mortgage
]to which tgey are %ll llfilblg. tthoughT:Luccesslvf~

conveye away y t e e tor. e rue s
that. where lands subject to the lien of a judg-
ment or mortgage have been sold or incumbered
hi the owner at different times- to diiferent pur-
c asers, the various tracts are liable to the
satisfaction of the lien in the inverse order of
their alienation or incumbrance_ the land last
sold being first chargeable. 1 Black, Judgm. 5
440.EMarslll|_a%ing sieouritiss. A: equitable
prac ce, w lc cons sts in so ran lng or ar-
ranging classes of creditors, with respect to the
assets of the common debtor, as to provide for
slahtisfaetion of hill? grgatlest numbelr of claims.

e process is is: ere one case o cre -

itors have liens or securities on two funds. while
another class of creditors can resort to only one
of those funds. equity will compel the doubly-
segulfied flrelditorshto first exhaust ‘that fund
w ic wi eave t e singe security 0 t e of er
creditors intact. See 1 Story, Eq. Jur. § 633.

xansnanssa. In English law. A
prison belonging to the king's bench. It
has now been consolidated with others. un-
der the nume of the “King's Prison."
—Has-shalssa. court of. The court of the
Marshalsea had jurisdiction in actions of debt
or torts. the cause of which arose within the
verge of the royal court. It was abolished btv
_St. 13 & 13 Vict. c. 101. 4 Steph. Comm. 31 .

note . -

sunvr. A place or public trafilc or sale.

MART}: SUO DEOURRBBE. Lat. To
run by its own force. A term applied in
the civil law to a suit when it ran its course
to the end without any impediment. Calvin.

IIARTIAL LAW. A system of law, ob-
taining only in time of actual war and grow-
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ing out of the exigencies thereof, arbitrary
in its character, and depending only on the
will of the comiuander of an army, which is
established and administered in a place or
district of hostile territory held in belligerent
possession, or, sometimes, in places occupied
or pervaded by insurgents or mobs, and
which suspends all existing civil laws. as
well as the civil authority and the ordinary
administration of justice. See In re Ezeta
(D. C.) 62 Fed. 972; Diekelnian v. U. S., 11
Ct. Cl. 439; Coin. v. Shortall. 206 Pa. 165,
55 Atl. 952, 65 L. R. A. 193, 98 Am. St.
Rep. 75!); Griilin v.-Wilcox, 21 Ind. 377.
See, also, Minrraar LAW.

“Martial law, which is built upon_ no settle_d
principles, but is entirely arbitrary in its deci-
sions, is in truth and reality no law, but some-
thing indulged rather than allowed _as a law.
The necessity of order and discipline in an army
is the only i ing which can give it countenance,
and therefore it ought not to be permitted in
time of peace, when the king's courts are open
for all persons to receive justice according to
the laws of the land." 1 Bl. Comm. 413.

Martial law is neither more nor less than the
will of the general who commands.the army. It
overrides and suppresses all existing Cl\'ll laws,
civil oflicers, and civil authorities. b the arbi-
trary exercise of military power; an every citi-
zen or subject—in other words, the entire popu-
lation of the country, within the confines of its
power—is subjected to the mere will or c_aprice
of the commander. Ile holds the lives,_ liberty,
and property of all in the palm of his hand.
Martial law is regulated by no known or estab-
lished system or code of laws. as it is over and
above all of them. The commander is the legis-
lator, judge. and executioner. In re Egan, 5
Blatchf. 321. Fed. Cas. No. 4.303.

Martial law is not the some thing as
military law. The latter applies only to
persons connected with the military forces
of the country or to iiifairs connected with
the army or with war, but is permanent in
its nature, specific in its rules, and a recog-
nized part of the law of the land. The
former applies, when in existence, to all per-
sons alike who are within the territory cov-
ered, but is transient in its nature, existing
only in time of war or insurrection, is not
specific or always the same. as it depends
on the will and discretion of the military
conimiincier, and is no part of the law of
the land.

HABTINHA8. The feast of St. Martin
of Tours, on the 11th of November; some-
times corrupted into “Martilmas” or "Mar-
tlemas.” It is the third of the four cross
quarter-days oi‘ the year. Wharton.

HABUS.
an oificer or executor of summons.
wise called “prwco rcyis." Skene.

In old Scotch law. A maire:
Other-

MASAGIUM. L. Lat. A messuage.

HASSA. In the civil law. A mass; an
nnwrought substance, such as gold or silver,
before it is wrought into cups or other ar-
ticles. Dig. 47, 2, 52, 14; Fieta, lib. 2, c. 60,
ii 17. 22.
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MAST. To fatten with mast, (acorns.
etc.) 1 Leon. 186.

EAST-SELLING. In old English law.
The practice of selling the goods of dead
seamen at the mast. Held void. 7 Mod. 141.

KASTEB. One having authority; one
who rules, directs, instructs, or superin-
tends; a head or chief; an instructor; an
employer. Applied to several Judicial oili-
cers. See,i'nfra.
—Mn.st.er and servant. The relation of mu-
ter and servant exists where one person, for
pay or other valuable consideration, enters into
the service of another and devotes to him his
personal labor for an agreed riod. Sweet.
—Mu1:or at common law. he title of of-
ficers of the English su erior courts of common
law appointed to reco the proceedings of the
court to which they belong‘, to superintend the
issue of writs and the formal proceedings in an
action: to receive and account for the fees
charged on legal proceedings. and moneys {aid
into court. There are five to each court. hey
are appointed under St. 7 Wm. IV. and 1 Vict.
c. 30. passed in 1837. Mozley & Whitley.-
Hnster in ohnnoery. An officer of in court
of chancery who acts as an assistant to the
judge or chancellor. His oflice is to inquire
into such matters as may be referred to him by
the court, examine causes, take testimony, taho
accounts, compute damages, etc., reporting lJlI
findings to the court in such shape that ii. decree
ma be made; also to take oaths and aflidavitl
a_n acknowledgments of deeds. in modern pra(.~
tice, many of the functions of a master are per-
formed by clerks. commissioners. auditors, and
referees, and in some jurisdictions the oiiioe has
been superseded. See Kimbe 129
U. S. 512, 9 Sup. Ct. 355. 32 L. Ed. 764:
Schuchardt v. People, 99 Ill. 501. 39 Am. Rep.
34.—Mutor- in lunacy. in English law.
The masters in -luna are judicial otlicers ap-
pointed by the lord c ancellor for the purpose
of conducting inquiries into _the state of mind of
persons alleged to be lunatics. Such in uiries
usually take lace before a jury. 2 teph.
Comm. 511-51 .—Hinter of n ship. In mari-
time law. The commander of a merchant ves-
sel, who has the chief charge of her overninent
and navigation and the command 0 the crew,
as well as the general care and control of the
vessel and cargo. as the representative and con-
fidential agent of the owner. He is commonly
called the “captain." See Martin v. Furna-
worth. 33 N. Y. Super. Ct. 260: Hubbell v.
Denison, 20 Wend. Y.) l8l.—Mn.ster of
the crown oflioe. e king's coroner and at-
torney in the criminal department of the court
of king's bench, who prosecutes at the relation
of some private person or common informer, tho
crown being the nominal proecutor. St. 6 & 7
Vict. c. 20; Whartou.—Hiuter- of the focal-
ties. In English law. An oflicer under the
archbishop. who grants licenses and dispensa-
tions, etc.—MaIter of the horse. in English
law. The third great oilicer of the royal house-
hold. being next to the lord steward and lord
chamberlain. He has the pr1vilege of making
use of any horses, footmen. or pages belonging to
the royal stables.—Huter o the mint. In
Znglish law. An oificer who receives bullion

for coinage, and pays for it, _and superintends
everything belonging to the mint. He is usual-
ly called the “warden of the mint.” It ‘is pro-
vided by St. 33 Vict. c. 10. 5 14._that the chan-
cellor of the exchequer for the time being shall
be the master of the mint.-—Mnltor of tho
ordnance. In English law. A great oilicer.
to whose care all the royal ordnance and artil-
lery were committed.—Mnntor of the rolls.
-In English law. Ari-assistant -judge of she
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court of chancery, who holds a separate court
ranking next to that of the lord chancellor,
and has the keeping of the rolls and grants
which pass the great seal, and the records of
the chancery. e was originally appointed
only for the superintendence of the writs and
records agpertaining to the _common-law depart-
ment of t e court, and is still properly the chief
of the masters in chancery. Stepb. Comm.
417. Under the act constituting the su reme
court of jndicature, the_ master of the rol s be-
comes a judge of the high court of Justice and
or oflicio a member of the court of appeai._ The
same act, however. provides for the abolition of
this oflice. under certain conditions. _when the
next vacancy occurs. See 36 & 37 Vict. c. 66.
£5 5. 81, 32.—Mssters of the s_npr.-one
In English law. Oflicials deriving their title
from Jud. SOilicers') Act 1879. and being. or
filling the p aces of. the sixteen masters of the
common-law courts. the ueen's coroner and
attorney. the master of t e crown ofiice. the
two record and writ clerks. and the three asso-
ciates. Wharton.—_Msster _of the Tern Is.
The chief ecclesiastical functionary of the em-
ple Church.--Master-'s report. The formal
report or statement made by a master in chan-
cery of his decision on any question referred
to him. or of any facts or action he has been
directed to ascertain or take._—-Special master.
A master in chancery appointed to act as the
representative of the court in some particular
act or transaction. as, to make a sale of prop-
erty under a decree. Guaranty Ti-‘ust, etc" Co.
v. Delta & Pine Land Co.. 104 Bed. 0. 43 C.
C. A. 396; Pewahic Min. Co. v. Mason. 145
U. S. 349, 12 Sup. Ct. 887. 36 L. Ed. 7.32.
—’l'nxi.ng masters. Oiijcers of the English
supreme court. who examine and allow or dis-
allow items in bills of costs.

HASIIBA. In old records. A decayed
house: a wall; the ruins of a building; a
certain quantity of land. about four oxgangs.

HATE‘. The oillcer second in command
on a merchant vessel. Ely v. Peck, 7 Conn.
242; Millaudon v. Martin, 6 Rob. (La.) 539.

HAT!-ILOTAGE.
hire of a ship or boat.

In French law. The

narnn-raxnras. Lat. In the civil
law. The mother or mistress of a family.
A chaste woman, married or single. Calvin.

HATEBIA. Lat. In the civil law.
Materials; as distinguished from species, or
the form given by labor and skill. Dig. 41,
1, 7. 7-12‘; Fleta. lib. 3, c. 2, § 14.

Materials (wood) for building, as distin-
guished from “ugnum." Dig. 32. 55, pr.

In English law. Matter; substance;
subject-matter. 3 Bl. Comm. 322.

MATERIAL. Important; more or less
necessary; having influence or effect; going
to the merits; having to do with matter, as

' distinguished from form. An allegation is
said to be material when it forms a substan-
tive part of the case presented by the plead-
ing. Evidence oifered in a cause. or a qiies-
tion propounded. is material when it is rele-
vant and goes to the substantial matters in
dispute. or has a legitimate and effective
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influence or hearing on the decision of the
case.

—Mstes-id allegation. A material allega-
tion in a pleading is one essential to the claim
or defense. and which could not be stricken from
the pleading without leaving it insuiiicient.
Lusk v. Perkins, 48 Ark. 247, 2 S. W. 847:
Gillson v. Price, 18 Nev. 109, 1 Pac. 459. A
material alteration in any written instrument is
one which changes its tenor, or its legal mean-
ing and effect; one which causes it to speak a
language difierent in effect from that which
it originally spoke. White v. Harris. 69 S. C.
65, 4 S. E. 41, 104 Am. St. Rep. 791: For-
worthy V. Colby 64 Neb. 216, 89 N. W. 800,
62 L. R. A. 393; Organ v. Allison, 9 But.
('1‘enn.) 462.—Hater1u fact. See ls‘Ac'r.—
Material-nut. A person who has furnished
materials used in the construction or repair of a
building, structure. or vessel. See Curlett v.
Aaron, 6 Houst. (Del.) 478.

HATERIAIJTY. The property or char-
acter of being material. See MATERIAL.

MATERIALS. The substance or matter
of which anything is made; matter furnished

-for the erection of a house, ship. or other
structure; matter used or intended to be
ued in the construction of any mechanical
product. See Moyer v. Pennsylvania Slate
Co., 71 Pa. 293. '

HATERNA MAT]-IBNIB. Lat. A max-
im of the French law. signifying that prop-
erty of a decedent acquired by him through
his mother descends to the relations on
the mother's side.

MATERNAL. That which belongs to.
or comes from. the mother; as maternal au-
thority. maternal relation, maternal estate.
maternal line.
--llaternal property. That which comes
from the mother of the party. and other ascend-
ants of the maternal stock. Dom. Liv. Prél.
t. 3, s. 2, no. 12.

HATERNITY. The character, relation,
state, or condition of a mother.

MATEBTERA. Lat. In the civil law;
A maternal aunt; a mother's sister. Inst.
3, 6, 1,; Bract. fol. 68b.
—Hs.tu-tern magns. A great aunt’ a grand-
mother's sister, (aviaa aoror.) Dig. 3Q, 10, 10.
15.—Matertern major. A greater aunt: a

_great-grandmother's sister, (proavim soror;) a
father's or mother’s great-aunt, ( atria vel ma-
tria matertera magmz.) Dig. , 10, 10, 16.
-Hate:-tors. marina. A greatest aunt: a
great-great-grandmother's sister, (abavite ooror,')
a father's or mother's greater aunt, ( atria rel
mat:-is matertera major.) Dig. 38. 1 . I0, 17.

HATEEHATIOAI. EVIDENCE.
Ev:DINCE.

See

HATRICIDE. The murder of a mother;
or one who has slain his mother.

MATRICULA. In the civil and old Eng-
lish law. A register of the admission of of-
ilceis and persons entered into any body or
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society, whereof a list was made. Hence
those who are admitted to a college or uni-
versity are said to be “matriculated." Also
a kind of almshouse. which had revenues
appropriated to it, and was usually built
near the church, whence the name was giv-
en to the church itself. Wharton.

MATBIOUIATE. To enter as a stu-
-dent in a. university.

llatrimcuia debeut esse libera. Min‘-
riiiges ought to be free. A maxim of the
civil law. 2 Kent, Comm. 102.

HATRIHONIAL. Of or pertaining to
matrimony or the wtate of marriage.
—Mat1-huouial causes. In English ecclesias-
tical law. Causes of action or injuries respect-
ing the rights of marriage. One of the three
divisions ot'.causes or injuries cognizable by the
ecclesiastical courts, comprising suits for Jacu-
tation of marriage, and for restitution of con-
jugal rights, divorces, and suits for alimony.
3 Bl. Comm. 92-9-1: 3 Steph. Comm. 712-714.
—Mnt.s-lxuouial cohabitation. The living
-together of a man and woman ostensibly as
husband and wife. Cox v. State, 117 Ala. 103,
23 South.'806, 41 L. R. A. 760. 67 Am. St.
Rep. 166; Wilcox v. Wilcox, 46 Hun (N. Y.)
37. Also the living together of those who are
legally husband and wife, the term carryin
with it, in this sense, an implication of mutu
rights and duties as to sharinlg the same habita-
tion. Forster v. Forster, 1 I agg. Consist. 144:
U. S. v. Cannon. 4 Utah, 122, 7 Pac. 369.

MATRIMORIUM. Lat. In Roman law.
A legal marriage, contracted in strict ac-
cordance with the forms of the older Roman
law, 1‘. e., either with the farreum, the co-
cmptio, or by usus. This was allowed only
to Roman citizens and to those neighboring
peoples to whom the right of connubium had
been conceded. The effect of such a mar-
riage was to bring the wife into the manus,
or marital power, of the husband, and to
create the pair-ia potestaa over the children.

Hatrisuouiuu: subsequeus tollit pec-
catum pi-seeedens. Subsequent marriage
cures preceding criminality.

HATRIMONY. Marriage, (q. 1)..) in the
sense of the relation or status, not of the
ceremony.

iiuvrmx. 1.‘. the civil law. The proto-'
col or first draft of a legal instrument, from
which all copies must be taken. See Down-
ing v. Diaz, 80 Tex. 436, 16 S. W. 53.

MAT!!! EGGLESIA. Lat. A mother
church. This term was anciently applied to
a cathedral. in relation to the other church-
es in the same see. or to a parochial church,
in relation to the chapels or minor churches
attached to it or depending on it. Blount

KATBON. A married woman; an eld-
erly woman. The female superintendent of
an establishment or institution, such as s
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-note becomes due.
-bert v. Sprague, 88 Ill. App. 508; Wheeia
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hospital, an orphan asylum, etc., is often so
called.

JIATBONS, JURY 0!‘. Such a Jury is
impaneled to try ii‘ a woman condemned to
death he with child.

MATTER. Facts; substance as distin-
guished from form; the merits of a case.

—Matter in controversy, or in dispute.
The _subject of litigation; the matter for which
a suit is brought and upon which issue is join-

. Ice v. Watson, 1 Wall. 337, 17 L. Ed. 537.
—Matter in deed. Such matter as may be

roved or established by a deed or specialty.
stter of fact, in contradistinction to matter of

law. Co. Litt. 320; Steph. Pl. 197.—Mattes
ue. That upon which the plaintiff. ro-

ceeds in his action, and which the defen ant
controverts by his pleadings, not including facts
offered in evidence to establish the matters in
issue. King v. Chase, 15 N. H. 9. 41 Am. Dec.
675. -That ultimate fact or state of facts in
dispute upon which the verdict or finding is
gggdicated. Smith v. Ontario C. C.) 4 Fed.

_ . See 2 Black, Judgm. 5 14, and cases
cited.—llatte_r in ais. Matter of fact that
is not in writing; t as distinguished from mat-
ter in deed and matter of record; matter that
must be proved by parol evidence.—Hatter of
course. Anytbiu done or taken in the course
of routine or usua procedure. which is permis-
sible and valid without being specially ap lied
for and allowed.—Hatter of fact. hat
which is to be ascertained by the senses, or by
the testimony of witnesses describing what they
have erceived. Distinguished from matter of
law.—' tter of form. See I*‘osu.—Hattes'
of law. Whatever is to be ascertained or de-
cided by the application of statutor rules or
the principles and determinations o the law,
as distinguished from the investigation of an
ticular facts, is called “matter of law."— ah
ter of record. Any judicial matter or pro-
ceeding entered on the records of a court, and
to be proved by the production of such record.
It dlfiers from matter in deed. which consists
of facts which may be proved by specialty.-
Hattes-_ of substance. That which oes to
the merits. The op site of matter 0 form.
‘—Mattex-s of subs stories for man. This
phrase comprehends all articles or things. wheth-
er animal or vegetable, living or dead. which
are used for food, and whether they are consum-
ed in the form in which they are bought from
the producer or are only consumed after under-
going a process of preparation, which is greater
or less, according to the character of the article.
Sledd v. Com., 19 Grat. (Va.) 813.

Matter in ley ue sen-a suiae in boutebe
del Jurors. Jenk. Cent. 180. Matter of
law shall not be put into the mouth of the
Jurors. -

Maturiora suut vota nulierusu qua:
6 Coke, 71. The desires of wo-

men are more mature than those of men; 6.

e., women arrive at maturity earlier than
men.

MATURITY. In mercantile law. The
time when ll bill of exchange or promissory

Story, Bills. I 329. Oil-

v. Williams, 62 Miss. 371. 52 Am. Rep. 190.

HAUGBE.
the will of.

II. Fr. in spite of; against
Lltt. I 872
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IIAUNDY THURSDAY. The day pre-
ceding Good Friday, on which princes gave
aims.

MAXIM. An established principle or
proposition. A principle of law universally
admitted, as being a correct statement of
the law, or as agreeable to natural reason.

Coke defines a maxim to be “conclusion of
reason," and says that it is so called “quid
mac-ima ejus dimiifac et cerusaima auctorb
tas, ct quad mas.-ime omnibus probetur."
Co. Litt. no. He says in another place:
“A maxlme is a proposition to be of all men
confessed and granted without proofe, ar-
gument, or discourse.” Id. 870.

The maxims of the law, in Latin, French,
and English, will be found distributed
through this book in their proper alphabet-
ical order.

Maximo pee! aunt oontrarla via st in-
Ju-is. The greatest enemies to peace are
force and wrong. Co. Litt. 16111. '

Maximo: on-or-is populus nag-later.
Bacon. The people is the greatest master of
error.

uuAY’n
statutes, is to be construed ‘‘must'' in all
cases where the legislature mean to impose
a positive and absolute duty, and not mere-
ly to give a discretionary power. Minor v.
Mechanics’ Bank, 1 Pet. 46. 64. 7 L. Ed. 47;
New York v. Furze, 3 Hill (N. Y.) 612. 615.

MAYHEM. In criminal law. The act
of unlawfully and violently depriving an-
other of the use of such of his members as
may render him less able, in fighting, either
to defend himself or annoy his adversary.
4 Bl. Comm. 205. Foster v. People, 50 N.
Y. 604; Terrell v. State, 86 Tenn. 523. 8
S. W. 212; Adams v. Barrett. 5 Ga. 412;
Foster v. People, 1 Colo. 294.

Every person who unlawfully and inali-
ciously deprives a human being of a member
of his body. or disables, disflgures. or ren-
ders it useless, or cuts or disables the tongue,
or puts out an eye, or slits the nose, ear, or
lip, is guilty of mayhem. Pen. Code Cal.
5 203.

IIAYEEHAVIT. Maimed.
term of art which cannot be supplied in
pleading by any other word, as muiilavit,
trimcavit, etc. 3 Thom. Co. Litt. 548; Com.
7. Newell, 7 Mass. 247.

2 aunt. L. Fr. A hand; handwriting.
Britt. c. 23.

KAYIOVER. L. -Fr. A work of the
hand; a thing produced by manual labor.
Yearb. M. 4 Edw. III. 38.

" IAYOR. The executive head of a mu-
nicipal corporation; the governor or chief
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magistrate ofxa city. Waldo v. Wallace, 12
Ind. 577; People v. New York, 25 Wend. (N.
Y.) 36; Crovatt v. Mason, 101 Ga. 246, 28
S. E. 891.

—';Hayor’s court. A court established in some
- cities, in which the mayor sits with the powers

of a police judge or committing magistrate in
respect to oifeuse committed within the city.
and sometimes with civil jurisdiction in small
causes, or other special statutory powers.—Hay-
or’: court of London. An inferior court hav-
ing jurisdiction in civil cases where the whole
cause of action arises within the city of Lon-
don.—H.sfioralty. The oifice or dignity of a
mayor.— ayorsu. The wife of a mayor.

MAYOBAZGO. In Spanish law. The
right to the enjoyment of certain aggregate
property. left with the condition thereon
imposed that they are to pass in their in-
tegrity. perpetually, successively to the eldest
son. Schm. Civil Law, 62.

HEAD. Ground somewhat watery, not
plowed, but covered with grass and flowers.
Enc. Loud.

MEADOW. A tract of low or level land
producing grass which is mown for hay.
Webster. ' '

A tract which lies above the shore, and is
overflowed by spring and extraordinary ‘tides
only. and yields grasses which are good for
hay. Church v. Meeker, 34 Conn. 429. See
State v. Crook, 132 N. C. 1053. 44 S. E. 32;
Scott v. Wilison, 3 N. H. 322; Barrows v.
McDermott, 73 Me. 441.

nnannzmr. A rent formerly paid in
meal.

, MEAN, or MESNE. A middle between
two extremes, whether applied to persons,
things, or time.

MEANDI-IR.‘ To meander means to fol-
low a winding or iiexuous course; and when
it is said, in a description of land, “thence
with the meander of the river." it must mean
a meandered 1lne,—-a line which follows
the sinuosities of the river,—or, in other
words, that the river is the boundary be
tween the points indicated. Turner v. Park-
er, 14 Or. 341, 12 Pac. 495; Schurmeier v.
St. Paul & P. R. Co., 10 Min. 100 (Gil. 75),
88 Am. Dec. 59.

This term is used in some Jurisdictions
with the meaning of surveying and mapping
a stream according to its meanderings, or
windings and turnings. See Jones v. Petti-
bone, 2 Wis. 317.
—Heander lines. Lines run in surve ing
particular portions of the public lands w ich
border on navigable rivers, not as boundaries of
the tract, but for the pu se of defining the
sinuosities of the banks 0 the stream, and as
the means of ascertaining the quantit of land
in the traction subject to sale, and w ich is to
be paid for by the purchaser. In preparing
the oiiicial plat from the held notes, the mean-
der line is represented as the border line of the
stream, and shows that the watebcoune, such
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not the meander line as naturally run on the
ground, is the boundary. St. Paul & P. R. Co.
v. ‘Schurmeier. 7 Wall. $.19 L. Ed. 74;
Niles v. Cedar Point'Club. 175 U. S. 300, 20
Sup. Ct. 124, 44 L. Ed. 171.

MEANS. 1. The instrument or agency
through which an end or purpose is accom-
piished.

2. Resources; available property; money
or property, as an available instrumentality
for effecting a purpose, furnishing a liveli-
hood. paying a debt, or the like.
—Henns of support. This term embraces all
those resources from which the necessaries and
comforts of life are or may be supplied, such
as lands. goods, salaries, wages. or other sourc-
es of income. Meidel v. Anthis, 71 III. 241.

M.EA§E, or MESH. Norman-French to
a house. Litt. I5 74, 251. ~

MEASON-DUE. (Corruption of maiaon
de Dicu.) A house of God; a monastery;
religious house or hospital. See 39 Eliz. c. 5.

MEASURE. That by which extent or
dimension is ascertained, either length,
breadth, thickness, capacity, or amount.
Webster. The rule by which anything is
adjusted or proportioned.

I
—Hensnre of damages. The rule. or rather
the system of rules, governing the adjustment
or apportionment of damages as a compensa-
tion for injuries in actions at law'.—Meaenre
of value. In the ordinary sense of the word.
"measure" would mean something by comparii
son with which we may ascertain what is the
value of anything. V‘l'heu we consider. further.
that value itself is relative. and that two things
are necessary to constitute it. independently
of the third thing, which is to measure it. we
may define a “measure of value" to be some-
thing by comparing with which any two other
things we may infer their value in relation to
one another. 2 Mill. Pol. Econ. 101.

MEASURED, or METER. An otiicer in
the city of London, who measured woolen
clothes. coals, etc.

MEASURING MONEY. In old English
law. A duty which some persons exacted.
by letters patent, for every piece of cloth
made, besides alnage. Now abolished.

MECHANIC. A workman employed in
shaping and uniting materials, such as wood,
metal. etc.. into some kind of structure. ma-
chine, or other object. requiring the use of
tools. Story v. Walker. 11 Lea (Tenn.) 517,
47 Am. Rep. 305; In re Osborn (D. C.) 104
Fed. 781; Savannah & C. R. Co. v. Callahan.
-19 Ga. 511; Berks County v. Bertolet, 13
Pa. 524.

MEGHANICRS LIEN. A species of lien
created by statute in most of the states.
which exists in favor of persons who have
performed work or furnished material in
and for the erection oi.’ a building. Their
lien attaches to the land as well as the
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building. andis intended to secure for them
a priority of payment.

The lieu of a mechanic is created by law.
and is intended to be a security for the price
and value of work performed and materials
furnished, and as such it attaches to and
exists on the land and the building erected
thereon, from the commencement of the time
that the labor is being performed and the
materials furnished; and the mechanic has
an actual and positive interest in the build-
ing anterior to the time of its recognition
by the court, or the reducing of the amount
due to a judgment. ‘First Nat. Bank v.
Campbell, 24 Tex. Civ. App. 160. 58 S. W.
630; Carter v. Humboldt F. Ins. Co., 12
Iowa, 292; Barrows v. Baughman. 9 Mich.
217.

MECHANICAL. Having relation to. or
produced or accomplished by. the use of
mechanism or machinery. Used chiefly in
patent law. See compound terms infra.
—Meehui.!onl equivalent. A device which
may be substituted or adopted. instead of an-
other. by any person skilled in the particular
art from his knowledge of the art, and which
is competent to perform the same functions
or produce the same result. without introducing
an original idea or changing the general idea

Johnson v. Root, 13 Fed. Gas. 823:
Smith v. Marshall. 22 Fed. Cas. 595: Alaska
Packers‘ Ass‘n v. Letson (C. C.) 119 Fed. 611;
Jensen Can-Filling Mach. Co. v. Norton. Q7
Fed. 239. 1 C. C. A. 383: Adams Electric
R. Co. v. Lindeil R. Co.. 77 Fed. 440. 23 C.
C. A. 223.—Meehan1enl movement. Amech-
anism transmitting power or motion from I
driving part to a part to be driven; a com-
bination and arrangement of mechanical parts
intended for the translation or transformation
of motion. Cain bell Printin Press Co. v.
Miehle Printing ess Co.. 1 Fed. 159. 42
C. C. A. 235.—Meehnnlenl prooeeg.
Psocsss.—Meehnnleal skill. As distinguish-
cd from invention or inventI_ve capacity. t_hi8
term means such skill, intelligence. ingenuity
or constructive ability in the adaptation 0
means to ends as would he possessed and ex-
hibited by an ordinarily clever mechanic in the

ractice of his particular art or trade. See
lollister v. Benedict & B. Mfg. (‘o.. 113 U.

S. 50. 5 Sup. Ct. 717. 28 L. FA. 901: John-
son Co. v. Pennsylvania Steel Co.. 87 Fed.
942: Perfection Window Cleaner Co. v. Bos-
lev. 2 Fed. 577: Stimpson v. Woodman. 10
Wall. 117, 19 L Ed. 866.

MEDERIA. In old records. A house or
place where metheglln, or mead. was‘ made.

MIDPEE. In old English law. A bribe
or reward; a compensation given in ex-
change, where the things exchanged were
not of equal value. Cowell.

MEDIA ANNATA. In Spanish law.
Half-yearly protits of land. Mclllullen v.
Hodge, 5 Tex. 34. 79.

MEDIA N02. In old English law. Mid-
night. Ad medium noctcm. at midnight.
Fleta, lib. 5, c. 5. 5 31.

MEDLE E1‘ nu-mnm MAN!!! non.
IRES. Men or a middle and base condition.
Blount.



MEDIANUS HOMO

MEDIAN‘!!! noxo.
fortune.

A man of middle

HIDIATE DESGENT. See DESCEN1‘.

HEDIATE POWERS. Those incident to
primary powers given by a principal to his
agent. For example, the general authority
given to collect, receive, and pay debts due
by or to the principal is a primary power.
In order to accomplish this, it is frequently
required to settle accounts, adjust disputed
claims. resist those which are unjust, and
answer and defend suits. These subordi-
nate powers are sometimes called “mediate
powers." Story, Ag. 5 58.

IIEDIATE TESTIMONY. Secondary
evidence. (0. 1!.)

MEDIATION. Intervention; interposi-
tion; the act of a third person who inter-
feres between two contending parties with
aview to reconcile them or persuade them
to adjust or settle their dispute. In inter-
national law and diplomacy, the word de-
notes the friendly interference of a state in
‘the’ controversies of others, for the purpose,
by its influence and by adjusting their diffi-
culties, of keeping the peace in the family
of nations.

‘-MEDIATOR. One who interposes be-
tween parties at variance for the purpose of
reconciling them.
—’Hedla.tors of questions. In English law.
Six ersons authorized by statute. I27 Edw.III. ..‘t. 2, c. 24.) who, upon any question aris-
in among merchants relating to unmerchant-
abe wool, or undue lgacking, etc., might, be-
tore the mayor and o cers of the staple upon
their oath certify and settle the sine; to
whose determination -therein the parties con-
cerned were to submit. Cowell. '

MEDICAL. Pertaining, relating, or be-
longing to the study and practice of medicine,
or the science and art of the investigation,
prevention, cure, and alleviation of disease.
—Hpdies.l evidence. Evidence furnished by
medical men, testifying in their professional
capacity as experts, or b standard treatises
on m 'cine or surgery.— edienl jurispru-
denoe. See JUBISPBUDENCE.

MEDICINE. “The practice of medicine
is a pursuit very generally known and under-
stood, and so also is that of surgery. The
former includes the application and use of
medicines and drugs for the purpose of cur-
ing. mitigating. or alleviating bodily diseases.
while the functions of the latter are limited
to manual operations usually performed by
surgical instruments or appliances." Smith
v. Lane, 21 Hun (N. Y.) 633.
—Po1-ensie medicine. Another name for
medical juris rudence. See JUatsi>sUus:Ncn:.

ehools o medicine. See 0S'l‘EOPA'i‘llY;
Psrcnorrnssapr.

smnrcntr:-on1:s'r. A box containing
an assortment of medicines. required by stat-
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ute to be carried by all vessels above a cer-
tain tonnage.

MJEDIOO-LEGAL. Relating to the law
concerning medical questions.

MEDIETAS LINGUE. In old practice.
Moiety of tongue; half-tongue. Applied to
a Jury impaneled in a cause consisting the
one half of natives, and the other half of
foreigners. see Dr: MEDIETATE Lmonsz.

MEDIO AOQUIETANDO. A Judicial
writ to distrain 9. lord for the acquitting of a
mesne lord from a rent, which he had ac-
knowledged in court not to belong to him.
Reg. Jur. 129.

EDITATIO PUGE. In Scotch law.
Contemplation of flight; intention to ab-
scond. 2 Kames, Eq. 14. 15.

MEDIUM TBHPUS. In old English law.
Meantime; mesne proiits. Oowell.

MEDLETUH. In old English law. A
mixing together; a medley or mélée; an af-
fray or sudden encounter. An offense sud-
denly committed in an aifray. The English
word “medley" is preserved in the term
“chance-medley." An intermeddllng, without
violence, in any matter of business. Spel-
man.

MIBDLEY. An aifray; a sudden or cas-
ual fighting; a hand to hand battle; a mélée.
See CIIANCE-MEDLEY; CHAUD-MEDLEY.

HIDSCEAT. In old English law. A
bribe; hush money.

HIEDBYPP. A harvest supper or enter-
tainment given to laborers at harvest-home.
Cowell.

MEETING. A coming together of per-
sons; an assembly. Particularly, in law, an
assembling of a number of persons for the
purpose of discussing and acting upon some
matter or matters in which they have a coin-
mon interest.
—On.lled meeting. In the law of corpora-
tions, 3. meeting not held at s. time specially
appointed {or it by the charter or by-laws, but
assembled in pursuance of a “call" or summons
proceeding from some oflicer, committee or
group of stockholders, or other persons having
authority in that behalf.—!‘unily meeting.
See l«‘AMiLr.—Genera.l meeting. _A meeting
of all the stockholders of a corporation. all the
creditors of a bankrupt, etc. In re Bonnafie,
23 N. Y. 177: Mutual F. Ins. Co. v. Farqu-
har. 88 Md. 668. 39 Atl. 52‘l’.—Regulnr meet-
ing. In the law of Public and private corpora-
tions, a meeting (0 directors, trustees, stock-
holders, etc.) held at the time and place ap-
pointed for it by statute, by-law. charter or
other positive direction. See State v. Wilkes-
ville 'I‘p.. 20 Ohio St. 293.—-Special meeting.
In the law of corporations. A meeting called
for special purposes: one limited to particular
business: a meeting for those purposes of
which the parties have had special notice. Mu-
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tusi F. Ins. Co. v. Farquhar, 86 Md. 668, 39
Ad. 527 ; Warren v. Mower. 1 Vt. 385.-Stab
ed meeting. A meeting hei at a stated or
duly appointed time and lace: a re uiar meet-
ing, (a. 1:.)-'.l‘own meet . See ' own.

HEGBOTB. In Saxon law. A recom-
pense for the murder of a relation.

HEIGNB, or EAISNADEB. In old Eng-
lish law. A family.

MEINDRE AGE. L. Fr.
lesser age. Kelham.

Minority ;

MIIINY, MEINE, or MEINIE. In old
English law. A household; stair or suite of
attendants; a retlnue; particularly, the roy-
al household.

HEJOBADO. In Spanish law. Preter-
red; advanced. White, New Iteoop. I. 3.
tit. 10. c. 1, 5 4.

MELANCKOLIA. In medical jurispru-
dence. A kind of mental unsoundness char-
acterized by extreme depression of spirits, ill-
grounded fears, delusions, and brooding over
one particular subject or train of ideas
Webster. See Ixssnrrr.

HELDPEOK. In Saxon law. The rec-
ompense due and given to him who made dis-
covery or any breach of penal laws commit-
ted by another person, called the “promot-
er’s [i. c., informers] fee." Wharton.

MELIOR. Lat. Better:
Melior res, the better (best) thing or chattel.
Bract. fol. 60.

Heller est condltio defendentls. The
condition of the party in possession is the
better one, 4. e.. where the right of the parties
is equal. Broom, Max. 715, 719.

Honor est oonditio possidentis, et rel
qnam notorls. The condition of the pos-
sessor is the better, and the condition of the
defendant is better than that of the plaintiff.
4 Inst. 180; Broom, Max. 714. 719.

Hello: est oondltio possidentls nbi
neuter Jlu hnbet. Jenk. Cent. 118. The
condition of the possessor is the better where
neither of the two has a right.

Manor est Justitin were pr-cvenlens
qnan severe passions. That justice which
absolutely prevents [a crime] is better than
that which severely punishes it. 3 Inst.
Epll.

HELIOBATIONS. In Scotch law. Im-
provements of an estate. other than more re
pairs; betterments. 1 Bell. Comm. 73. 0c-
casionally used in English and American law
in the sense of valuable and lasting improve-
ments or betterments. See Green v. Biddle,
8 Wheat. 84, 5 L Ed. 547.
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Hellorens oondltlonens eoolesin no
(score potest prnlntns, detox-lorens ne-

qnnqunni. Co. Litt. 101. A bishop can
make the condition of his own church better.
but by no means worse.

Helios-ens oonditionesn sum (score po-
test minor, deteflorens negnnqnun. Q).
Litt. 337. A minor can make his own con-
dition better. but by no means worse.

Menus est in tenspore ooens-res-e, qnnn
post ennsnns vnlnerntlun rensedlnn
qnnrore. 2 Inst. 299. It is better to meet
a thing in time than after an injury indict-
ed to seek a remedy.

Menus est ins defleiens qnun June in-
eertnns. Law that is deficient is better than
law that is uncertain. Lottt, 395.

Hellns est onsnin anal: pat! qnun nnlo
eonsentire. 8 Inst. 23. It is better to suf-
fer every ill than to consent to ill.

Menus est peters fontes qnun seetnri
s-ivnlos. It is better to go to the fountain
head than to follow little streamlets.

Menus est recurs-ere quun male enr-
rere. It is better to run back than to run
badly; it is better to retrace one‘s steps than
to proceed improperly. 4 inst. 176.

HELIUS INQUIBENDUM.
ter inquired into.

In old English law. The name of a
writ commanding a further inquiry respect-
ing a matter; as, after an imperfect inquisi-
tion in proceedings in out.ii!W,1'Y» to have a
new inquest as to the value of lands.

To be bet-

HEMBER. One of the persons constitut-
ing a partnership, association, corporation.
guild, etc.

One of the persons constituting a court, a
legislative assembly, etc.

One of the limbs or portions of the body
capable of being used in lighting in eeif-de-
fense.
—He:nber of congress. A member of the
senate or house of representatives of the Unit-
ed Stntcs. In popular usage, particularly the
latter.—Hemher of parliament. One hav-
ing the right to sit in either house of the
British parliament.

MEMBERS. In English law. Places
where a custom-house has been kept of old
time, with otilcers or deputies in attendance:
and they are lawful places of exportation or
importation. 1 Chit. Coin. Iaw, 726.

HEHBRANA. Lat.
Parchment. Dig. 32, 52.

In old English law. A skin oi.’ parch-
ment. The ancient rolls usually consist of
several of these skins, and the word “men

In the civil lnw.
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Mano" is used. in citations to them, in the
same way as “page" or “folio,” to distin-
guish the particular skin referred to.

MEMBRUM. A slip or small piece of
land.

méuoms. In French law. A docu-
ment in the form of a petition, by which ap-
peals to the court of cassatlon are initiated.

MEMORANDUM. Lat. To be remem-
bered; be it remembered. A formal word with
which the body of a record in the court of
king's bench anciently commenced. Townsh.
Pl. 486; 2 Tidd, Pr. 719. The whole clause is
now, in practice, termed, from this initial
word, the "memorandum," and its use is sup-
posed to have originated from the circum-
stance that proceedings "by bill" (in which
alone it has been employed) were formerly
considered as the by-business of the court.
Giib. Com. Pl.‘ 47. 48.

Also an informal note or instrument em-
bodying something that the parties desire to
fix in memory by the aid of written evidence,
or that is to serve as the basis of a future
formal contract or deed.

This word is used in the statute of frauds
as the designation of the written agreement,
or note or evidence thereof, which must ex-
ist in order to bind the parties in the cases
provided. The memorandum must be such
as to disclose the parties, the nature and sub-
stance of the contract. the consideration and
promise, and be signed by the party to be
bound or his authorized agent. See 2 Kent,
Comm. 510.

—lI_emorsndrun articles. In the law of
marine insurance. this phrase designates the
articles of merchandise which are usually men-
tioned in the memorandum clause, (q. o.,) and
for which the underwriter's liability is there-
by limited. See Wain v. Thompson, 9 Serg.
& R. (Pa.) 120, 11 Am. Dec. 675.—Memorsn-
dun cheek. See CuEcK.—Memorsndum
elsuse. In a olicy of marine insurance the
memorandum cause is a clause inserted to

revent the underwriters from being liable
or injury to oods of a peculiarly rishable

nature, and or minor damages. t begins
as follows: “N. B. Corn. fish,‘ salt, fruit, flour,
and seed are warranted free from average, un-
less gleneral, or the ship be stranded,”—mean-
ing t at the underwriters are not to be liable
for damage to these articles caused by sea-
water or the like. Maude & 1’. Ship . 371;
Sweet.—Memox-sndum in error. A) docu-
ment alleging error in fact, accompanied by an
aflidavit of such matter of fact.—Memorsn-
dun of alteration. Formerly, in England.
where a patent was granted for two inven-
tions. one of which was not new or not useful,
the whole patent was bad, and the same rule
applied when a material part of a patent for
a single invention had either of those defects.
To remedy this the statute 5 & 6 Wm. IV. c.
83, empowers a patentee (with the fiat of the
attorney general) to enter a disclaimer (q. 1:.)
or a memorandum of an alteration in the title
or specification of the patent, not being of such
a nature as to extend the exclusive right grant-
ed by the patent, and thereupon the memoran-
dum is deemed to be part of the letters patent
or the specification. Sweet.—MIemox-sndum
of association. A document to be subscrib-
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ed by seven or more persons associated for a
lawful purpose by subscribing which, and
otherwise complying with the requisitions of
the companies’ acts in respect of registration
they may form themselves into an incorporated
compan , with or without limited liability.
3 Step . Comm. 20.—Memo1-andum sale.
See Sans.

MEMORIAL. A document presented to
a legislative body, or to the executive, by one
or more individuals. containing a petition or

' a representation of facts.
In English law. That which contains the

particulars of a deed, etc., and is the instru-
ment registered, as in the case of an annuity
which must be registered. Wharton.

In practice. A short note, abstract, mem-
orandum, or rough draft of the orders of
the court, from which the records thereof
may at any time be fully made up. State v.
Shaw, 73 Vt. 149, 50 Atl. 863.

MEMORITZBB. Lat. From memory; by
or from recollection. Thus, memoriter proof
of a written instrument is such as is fur-
nished by the recollection of a witness who
had seen and known it.

MEMORIZATION. Committing anything
to memory. Used to describe the act of
one who listens to a public representation
of.a play or drama, and then, from his recol-
lection of its scenes, incidents, or language,
reproduces it, substantially or in part, in der-
ogation of the rights of the author. See 5
Term R. 245; 14 Amer. Law Reg. (N. S.)
207.

MEMORY. Mental capacity; the mental
power to review and recognize the sin-cessive
states of consciousness in their consecutive
order. This word. as used in jurisprudence
to denote one of the psychological elements
necessary in-the making of a valid will or
contract or the commission of a crime. im-
plies the mental power to conduct a consecu-
tive train of thought, or an orderly planning
of aflairs, by recalling correctly the past
states of the mind and past events, and ar-
ranging them in their due order of sequence
and in their logical relations with the events
and mental states of the present.

The phrase “sound and disposing mind and
memory” means not merely distinct recollection
of the items of one's property and the persons
among whom it may be given, but entire pow-
ggtgf mind to dispose of property by will. Ab-

Also the reputation and name, good or bad.
which a man leaves at his death.
—Legsl memory. An ancient usage. custom,
supposed grant (as a foundation for prescrip-
tion) and the like. are said to be immemorial
when they are really or flctitiously of such an
ancient date that “the memory of man runneth
not to the contrary" or. in other words. "be-
yond legal memo . And legal memory or
"time out of min ." according to the rule of
the common law. commenced from the reign
of Richard 1.. A. D. 1189. But under the
statute of limitation of '2 Ben. VIII. this
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was reduced to 60 years, and again by that of
2 & 3 Win. IV. c. 71. to 20 years. In the
American states, by statute. the time of legal
memory is generally fixed at a period corre-
sponding to that prescribed for actions for the
recovery of real property, usually about 20
years. See 2 ‘Bl. Comm. 31; Miller v. Gar-
lock. 8 Barb. (N.'Y.) 1.53.

MEN OF STRAW. Men who used in
former days to ply about courts of law, so
called from their manner of making known
their occupation, (i. e., by a straw in one
of their shoes,) recognized by the name of
“straw-shoes.” An advocate or lawyer who
wanted a convenient witness knew by these
signs where to meet with one, and the col-
loquy between the parties was brief. “Don't
you remember?" said the advocate; to which
the ready answer was, “To be sure I do."
“Then come into court and swear it." And
straw-shoes went into court and swore. Ath-
ens abounded in straw-shoes. Quart. Rev.
vol. 33, p. 344.

HENAOE. A threat; the declaration or
show or a disposition or determination to in-
fllct an evil or injury upon another. Cum-
ming v. State, 99 Ga. 662, 27 S. E. 177; Mor-
rill V. Nightingale, 93 Cal. 452, 28 Pac. 1068,
27 Am. St. Rep. 207.

MEN!-ITUM. In old scotch law. A stock-
horn; a‘ horn made of wood, “with circles
and girds of the same.” Skene.

Ml-INIAL. A servant of the lowest or-
der; more strictly, a domestic servant liv-
ing under his master’s roof. Boniface V.

_ Scott, 3 Serg. J: R. (Pa.) 354.

KENS. Lat. Mind; intention; meaning;
understanding; will.
—Mens legis. The mind of the law; that
is, the purpose. spirit, or intention of a law
or the law generaily.—Mens le late:-is.
The intention of the_ law-maker.— ens res.
A guilty mind; a guilty or wrongful purpose‘.
a criminal intent.

Hens testatorls in testamentis spec-
tnndn est. Jenk. Cent. 277. The intention
of the testator is to be regiirded in wills.

HENSA. Lat. Patrimony or goods and
necessary things for livelihood. Jacob. A
table; the table of a moiiey-changer. Dig.
2, 14, 47.
—-Mensa et there.
See Divoaon.

From bed and board.

MENSALIA. Parsonages or spiritual liv-
ings united to the tables of religious houses,
and called “mensal beneilces" amongst the
canonists. Cowell.

MENSIS. Lat. In the civil and old Eng-
lish law. A month. iilcnsia vctitus, the pro-
hibited month; fence-month, (q. 1:.)

MENSOR. In the civil law. A measurer
of land; a surveyor. Dis. 11, 6; id. 50, 6,
6; Cod. 12. 28.
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HENSUIABJUS. In the civil law. A
money—c-hanger or dealer in money. Dig. 2,
14, 47, 1.

HJINSURA. In old English law. A
measure.

—Mensnra dominl resin. “The measure of
our lord the king," being the weights and mess-
ures_ mtablished under King Richard I. in his
garliament at Westminster, 1197. 1 Bl. Comm.
75; Mozley & Whitley.

MENTAL. Relating to or existing in the
mind; intellectual, emotional, or psychic, as
distinguished from bodily or‘ physical.
—Menta.l alienation. A phrase sometimes
used to describe insanity. (q. v.)—Mentn1 an-

h. When connected with a physical in-
Jury, this term includes both the resultant men-
tal sensation of pain and also the accompanying
feelings of distress. fright. and anxiety. See
Railway Co. v. Corley Tex.) 26 S. W. 904;
Railwa Co. v. Miller, 2 Tex. Civ. App.

. 978' Keyes v. Railway Co., 36 Minn.
30 N. 888. In other connections, and

as a ground for damages or an element of dam-
ages, it includes the mental sufiering resultin
from the excitation of the more poignant an
painful emotions, such as grief, severe disap-
pointment. indignation, w_ounded pride.'shaine.
public humiliation, despair, etc.—Mentn1 on-
paoity or competence. Such a measure of
intelli ence_ understanding. memory, and_ Judg-
ment relative to the particular transaction) as
will enable the person to‘ understand the nature
and eifects of his act. Eaton v. Eaton, 37 N,
J. Law. 113. 18 Am. Rep. 716; Davren V.
White. 42 N. J. . 569. 7 Atl. 682; Conleg
v. Nailor. 118 U. . 127. 6 Sup. Ct. 1091. 3
L. Ed. 112.—_-Mental deteet._ As applied to
the qualification of a juror. this term must _be
understood to embrace either such gross ig-
norance or imbecility as practically disquali-
fies any person from performing the duties of
a juror. Caldwell v. State. .41 Tex._ 94.—-
Miental reservation. A_silent exception to
the general words of a promise or agreement not
expressed. on account of a general understand-
ing on the subject. But the word has been
applied to an exception existing in the mind of
the one party only, and has been degraded to
signify a dishonest excuse for evading or in-
fringing a promise. Wharton.

MENTIRI. Lat. To lie; to assert a
falsehood. Calvin.: 3 Bulst. 260.

HENTITION.
hood.

The act of lying; a raise-

HENU, LAWS OF. A collection or in-
stitute ot the earliest laws of ancient India.
The work is of very remote antiquity.

HER, or HERE. A fenny place. Cowell.

HERA NOGTIS. Midnight. Cowell.

MERANNUM.
wood for -building.

In old records. Timbers:

LIERGABLE. Merchantable; to be sold
or bought.

MERDANTANT. A foreign trader.

IKERCAIITILE. Pertaining to merchants
or their business; having to do with trade
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and commerce or the buying and selling of
commodities. See In re San Gabriel Sana-
torium (D. C.) 95 Fed. 273; In re -Pacific
Coast Warehouse Co. (C. C.) 123 Fed. 750;
Graham v. Hendricks, 22 La. Ann. 524.
—l!ex-cantllc agencies; ‘Establishments
which make a business of collecting infori_na_t_ion
relating to the credit. character, responsibility,
and reputation of merchants, for the purpose
of furnishing the information to subscribers.
Brookfield v. Kitchen, 163 M0. 546, 63 S. W.
825: State v. Mo an. 2 S. D. 32. 48 N. W.
314: Eaton, etc., o. v. Avery, 83 N. Y. _34.
38 Am. Rep. 389: Genesee Sav. Bank v. Mich-
igan Barge Co., 52 Mich. 164. 17_N. W. 790.
-Mercantile law. An expression substan-
tially uivalent to the law-merchant or com-
mercial aw. It designates the system of rules.
customs, and usages generally recognized and
adopted by merchants and traders. and which,
either in its simplicity or as modified by com-
mon law or statutes, constitutes the law for
the regulation of their transactions and the
solution of their controversies.-Mercantile
lav amendment acts. The statutes 19 &
20 Vict. cc. 60. 97. passed mainly for the ur-
rose of assimilating the mercantile law of ag-
and. Scotland, and Ireland.—MIcrcant1le
paper. Commercial paper: such negotiable
paper (bills, notes, checks, etc.) as is made or
transferred by and between merchants or trad-
ers, and is governed by the usages of the busi-
ness world and the law-mercliant.—Mcrcantile
partnerahiga. One which habitually buys and
sells: one w ich buys for the purpose of after-
wards selling. Com. v. Natural Gas Co., 82
Pittab. Leg. 1. (O. S.) 310. -

HEBOAT. A market. An old form or
the latter word common in Scotch law. form-
ed from the Latin “mercatum.”

MERCATIVE. Belonging to trade.

MERCATUX. Lat.
tract or sale.
meaius.)

A market. A con-
Supplies for an army, (com-

MEROATURE. The practice of buying
and selling.

HEROEDARY. A hirer; one that hires.

GEN-LAGE. The law of the Mer-
cians. One of the three principal systems of
laws which prevailed in England about the
beginning of the eleventh century. It was
observed in many of the niidland counties.
and those bordering on the principality of
Wales. 1 Bl. Comm. 65.

EERCENARIUS.‘ A hireling or servant.
Jacob.

HEROES. Lat. In the civil law. Re-
ward of labor in money or other things. As
distinguished from “pensia," it means the
rent'of farms. (prtedia rustici.) Calvin.

MERCHANDISE. All commodities which
merchants usually buy and sell, whether at
wholesale or retail: wares and commodities
such as are ordinarily the objects of trade
and commerce. But.the term is never un-
derstood as including. real estate. and is
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rarely applied to provisions such as are pur-
chased day by day, or to such other articles
as are required for immediate consumption.
See Passaic Mfg. Co. v. Iloirman, 3 Daly (N.
Y.) 512: Help v. O'Connor (Tex. App.) 15 S.
W. 414; Elliott v. Swartwout, 10 Pet. 137,
9 L. Ed. 373; Pickett v. State, 60 Ala. 78;
The Marine City (D. G.) 6 Fed. 415.
—Mei.-ehandisc marks act, 1862. The stat-
ute 25 & 26 Vict. c. 88. designed to prevent the
fraudulent marking of merchandise and the
fraudulent sale of merchandise falsely marked.

MERCHANT. A man who trafiics or car-
ries on trade with foreign countries, or who
exports and imports goods and sells them by
wholesale. Webster. Merchants of this de-
scription are commonly known by the name
of “shipping merchants."

A trader; one who, as a business, buys and
sells wares and merchandise. See White v.
Com.. 78 Va. 485; Bosenbaum v. Newbern,
118 N. C. 83, 24 S. E. 1, 32 L. R. A. 123; Gal-
veston County v. Goi-ham, 49 Tex. 285; In
re Cameron, etc., Ins. Co. (D. C.) 96 Fed. 757;
State V. Smith, 5 Humph.-(Tenn.) 395; U. S.
v. Wong Ah Gah (D. C.) 94 Fed. 832.

—Oonun1u1on merchant. See Coimissioiv.
—I.aw merchant. See Msacaiv'rir.r:.—Her-
chant appraisers. See Ar-paAisii:a.—Mcr-
chant seaman. A sailor employed in' a })
vate vessel, as distinguished from one em or
ed in the navy or public ships. U. S. v. til i-
van (C. C.) 43 Fed. 604: The Ben Flint, 3
Fed. _Cas. 184.—Mcrchant sh! ping acts.
Certain English statutes. be inn ng with the
St. 16 & 17 Vict. c. 131. w ereby a general
superintendence of merchant shipping is vested
in the board of trade.—Merchn.nts' accounts.
Accounts between merchant and merchant
which must be current, mutual, and unsettled
consisting of debts and credits for merchan-
dise. Fox v. Fisk. 6 How. (Miss.) 328.—Mcr-
chants, statute of. The English statute 13
Edw. I. St. 3. repealed by 26 & 27 Vict. c. 125.
—8tatutc merchant. See Srarum.

HBBCHANTABLE. Fit for sale; vend-
ible in market; of a quality such as will
bring the ordinary market price. Riggs v.
Armstrong, 23 W. Va. 773; Pacific Ooast
Elevator Co. v. Bravinder, 14 Wash. 315, 44
Pac. 544.

LIERGHANTHAII. A ship or vessel em-
ployed in foreign or domestic commerce or in
the merchant service.

MEROEET. In feudal law. A line or
composition paid by inferior tenants to the
lord for liberty to dispose of their daughters
in marriage. Coweil. The same as mar-
cheta (q. v.)

IIEEGIAHENT.
alty, or fine, (q. 1'.)

MEBOILIONIA. In old writs. Wares.
Mercimonia et mcrchandizas, -wares and mer-
chandises. Reg. Brev. Append. 10.

HEROIHONIATUS AIIGLIE. In old
records. The impost of England upon mer-
chandise. Coweil. . . _

An amerciainent. pen-
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lies-ch appellistio ad res mobiles tan-
tlun pertinet. The term “merchandise" .be-
longs to movable things only. Dig. 50, 16, 68.

Heroin Appellations homines non eon-

tineri. Men are not included under the de
nomination of “merchandise." Dig. 50. 16,
207.

HJIROY. In practice. The arbitrament
of the king or judge in punishing oifenses
not directly censured by law. Jacob. So,
“to be in mercy" signifies to be amerced or
fined for bringing or defending an unjust
suit, or to be liable to punishment in the
discretion of the court.

In criminal law. The discretion of a
judge, within the limits prescribed by. posi-
tive law, to remit altogether the punishment
to which a convicted person is liable, or to
mitigate the severity of his sentence; as
when a jury recommends the prisoner to the
mercy of the court.

HERE. Sax. A marsh. Spelman.

H1233. L. Fr. Mother. dale, me-re,
flue, grandmother, mother, daughter. Britt.
c. 89. - En ventre no mere, in its mother's
womb.

HERB MOTION. The free and volun-
tary act of a party himself, done without the
suggestion or influence of another person. is
said to he done of his mere motion. ea: mero
mom, (q. 1:.) Brown.

The phrase is used of an interference of
the courts of law, who will, under some cir-
cumstances, of their own motion, object to
an irregularity in the proceedings, though no
objection has been taken to the informality
by the plaintiff or defendant in the suit. 8
Chit. Gen. Pr. 430. ‘

MERE RIGHT. The mere right of prop-
erty in land; the ins proprietatis. without
either possession or even the right of pos-
session. 2 Bl. Comm. 197. The abstract
right of property.

MERE-STONE. In old English law. A
stone for bounding or dividing lands. Yearb.
P. 18 Hen. VI. 5. .

MEBENNIUH. In old records. Timber.
Cowell.

MEBETRICIOUS. Of the nature of un-
lawful sexual connection. The term is de-
scriptive of the relation sustained by per-
sons who contract a marriage that is void by
reason of legal incapacity. 1 Bl. Comm. 436.

MERGER. The fusion or absorption of
one thing or right into another: generally
spoken of a case where one of the subjects
is of less dignity -or importance than the
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other. Here the less important ceases to
have an independent existence.

In real-property law. It is a general
principle of law that where a greater estate
and a less coincide and meet in one and the
same person, without any intermediate es-
tate, the less is immediately annihilated, or,
in the law phrase, is said to be merged, that
is, sunk or drowned, in the greater. Thus, if
there be tenant for years, and the reversion
in fee-simple descends to or is purchased by
him. the term of years is merged in the in-
heritance, and shall never exist any more. 2
Bl. Comm. 177; 1 Steph. Comm. 293; 4
Kent. Comm. 99. James v. Morey, 2 Cow.
(N. Y.) 300, 14 Am. Dec. 475; Duncan v.
Smith, 31 N. J. Law, 327.

0! rights. This term. as applied to
rights, is equivalent to “confusio" in the R0-
man law, and indicates that where the quail-
ties of debtor and creditor become united in
the same individual, there arises a confusion
of rights which extinguishes both qualities;
whence, also, merger is often called “extin-
gulshment." Brown.

Rights of action. In the law relating to
rights of action, when a person takes or ae-
quires a remedy or security of a higher na-
ture, in legal estimation, than the one which
he already possesses for the same right. then
his remedies in respect of the minor right or
security merge in those attaching to the
higher one. Leake, Cont. 506; 10 C. B. 561.
As where a claim is merged in the Judgment
recovered upon it.

In criminal law. When a man commits
a great crime which includes a lesser, or com-
mits a felony which includes a tort against a
private person, the latter is merged in the
former. 1 East, P. C. 411.

Of corporations. A merger of corpora-
tions conslst in the uniting of two or more
corporations by the transfer of property of
all to one of them, which continues in ex-
istence, the others being swallowed up or
merged therein. In regard to the survivor-
ship of one of the constituent corporations.
it differs from a “consolidation," wherein all
the consolidating companies surrender their
separate existence and become parts of a
new corporation. Adams v. Yaioo & M. V.
R. Co., 77 Miss. 194. 24 South. 200, 60 L. R.
A. 33; Vicksburg & Y. C. Tel. Co. v. Citizens’
Tel. Co., 79 Miss. 341, 30 South. 725, 89 Am.
St. Rep. 656.

MERIDIEI. In old English law. Noon.
Fleta. lib. 5, c. 5, 5 31.

MEBITORIOUS. Possessing or chanc-
terlzed by “merlt" in the legal sense of the
word. See Mt-:aI'rs.
—Merito:-ions cause of motion. This de-
scription is sometimes applied to a person with
whom the ground of action. or the consideration.
originated or from whom it moved. For exam-
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pie. where a cause of action accrues to a wo-
man while sole and is sued for. after her mar-
riage. b her husband and herself jointly, she
is called the “meritorious cause of action."-
Meritorioua eonaideration. One founded
upon some moral obligation; a valuable con-
sideration in the second degree.—Merltorlous
defense. See Dsrrzsss.

MEBITS. In practice. Matter of sub-
stance in law, as distinguished from matter
of mere form; a substantial ground of de-
fense in law. A defendant is said “to swear
to merits" or “to make aflidavlt of merits"
when he makes aiildavit that he has a good
and suiiicient or substantial defense to the
action on the merits. 3 Chit. Gen. Pr. 543,
544. “Merits," in this application of it, has
the technical sense of merits in law. and is
not confined to a strictly moral and conscien-
tious defense. Id. 545; 1 Burrill, Pr. 214;
Rahn v. Gnnnison, 12 Wis. 529; Bolton v. Don-
avan, 9 N. D. 575, 84 N. W. 357; Ordway v.
Boston & M. R. Co., 69 N. H. 429, 45 Ad. 243;
Blakely v. Frazier. 11 S. C. 134; Rogers v.
Rogers, 37 W. Va. 407, 16 S. E. 633; Oatman
v. Bond, 15 Wis. 26.

As used in the New York Code of Procedure, 1
349. it has been held to mean “the strict legs.
rights of the parties. as contradistinguished
from those mere questions of practice which
every court regulates for itself. and from all
matters which ‘depend upon the déacreiion or
war of the court." St. Johns v. West. 4
ow. Prac. (N. Y.) 332.

A "defense upon the merits” is one which
depends upon the inherent justice of the de-
fendant's contention, as shown by the sub-
stantial facts of the case, as distinguished
from one which rests upon technical objec-
tions or some collateral matter. Thus there
may be a good defense growing out of an
error in the plaintiffs pleadings, but there is
not a defense upon the merits unless the real
nature of the transaction in controversy-
shows the defendant to be in the right.

HERO MOTU. See Bk Mano Morn:
Mn]: Manon.

HERSOUH. A lake; also a marsh or
fen-land.

HERTLAGE. A church calendar or ru-
bric. Cowell.

HEBTON, STATUTE 01‘. An old Eng-
lish statute, relating to dower, legitimacy,
wardships,'procednre. inclosure of common,
and usury. It was passed in 1235, (20 lien.
III.,) and was named from Merton, in Sur-
rey. where parliament sat that year. See
Barring. St. 41, 46.

HERVE. in old English law. Mere;
naked or abstract.
Bract. fol. 31.

nnnx. Int. Merchandise: movable ar
ticles that are bought and sold; articles of
trade.

Mcrum jua, mere right.
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Hes-x est qnlequid vendi potent. MOE
chandise is whatever can be sold. Com.
355; 3 Wood. Lect. 263.

HESOBBAUNTE8. L. Fr.
unbelievers.

Apostate! 3

nnsonoiramr. A term used in the
ancient books to designate an infidel or un-
believer.

MBSE. A house and its appurtenance. '

Cowell.

HESNE. Intermediate; intervening;
the middle between two extremes, especially
of rank or time. v -

An intermediate lord: a lord who, stood
between a tenant and the chief lord; 3. lord
who was also a tenant. "Lord, means. and
tenant; the tenant holdeth by four pence,
nnd the mesne by twelve pence." Co. Isitt.
23¢. - _ . »

—H udrin t. It A. t l I
land°t‘:§., an B. :3: his intgggt t.o ‘infd
C. in his turn assign his interest therein to D.
in this case the assignments so made by B. and
0. would be termed "mesne assignments :” that
is. they would be assignments intervening be-
tween A.'s original grant and the vesting of
D.’s interest in the land under the last assign-
ment. Brown.—Mesne inerunlu-nnee. An
intermediate charge. burden. or liability; an
incnmbrance which has been created or has
attached to property between two given periods.
—Mesne lord. In old English law. A mid-
dle or intermediate lord: a lord who held ‘of
a superior lord. 2 Bl. Comm. 59. More com-
monly termed a "mesne." (q. o.)—Mesne. writ
of. An ancient and abolished writ..which layp
when the lord paramount distrained on the
tenant paravail. The latter had a writ of mesne
against the mesne lord.

As to mesne “Conveyance." "Process." and
“Proiits." see those titles.

HESNALTY, or MJESNALITY. A man-
or held under a superior lord. The estate
of a mesne. =

MESS nnxnr. In Danish sea law. One
of a ship's papers; a certificate of admeas-
urement granted at the home port of a ves-
sel by the government or by some other com-
petent authority. Jae. Sea Laws, 51.

MESSAGE FROM THE CROWN. In
English law. The method of communicat-
ing between the sovereign and the house of
parliament. A written message under the
royal sign-manual is brought by a member
of the house, being a minister of the crown
or one of the royal household. Verbal mes-
sages are also sometimes delivered. May.
Parl. Pr. c. 17.

MESSAGE, PRESIDENT'S. An annual
communication from the president of the
United States to congress, made at or near
the beginning of each session, embodying
his views on the state and exigencies of na-
tional airairs, suggestionsand recommenda-
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tions for legislation. and other matters.
Const. U. S. arL 2, 5 3.

HEBIARIU8. In old English law. A
chief servant in husbandry; a bailiff.

M11888 TEANE.
a priest. Oowel1.~

One who said mass;

HESSENGEE. One who bears messages
or errands; a ministerial oiflcer employed
by ‘executive otiicers, legislative bodies, and
courts of justice, whose service consists prin-
cipally in carrying verbal or written com-
munications or executing other orders. In
Scotland there are ofllcers attached to the
courts, called "messengers at arms.”

An oiilcer attached to'a bankruptcy court.
whose duty consists, among other things, in
seizing and taking possession of the bank-
rupt's estate during the proceedings in bank-
ruptcy. '

The messenger of the English court of
chancery has the duty of attending on the
great seal, either in person or by deputy,
and must be ready to execute all such or-
ders as he shall receive from the lord chan-
cellor, lord keeper, or lords commissioners.
Brown. -

Hessls sementem seqnitjnr. The crop
belongs to [follows] the sewer. A maxim in
Scotch law. Where a person is in posses-
sion of land which he has reason to believe
is his own, and sows that land. he will have
a right to the crops, although before‘ it is
cut down.it should be discovered that an-
other bas a preferable title to the land.
Bell.

MZESSUAGE. This term isnow synon-
ymous with “dwelllng-house." but had once
a more extended signification. It is fre-
quently used in deeds, in describing the
premises. Marmet Co. v. Archibald. 37 W.
Va. 778, 17 S. E. 300; Grimes v. Wilson, 4
Blackf. (Ind.) 333; Derby v. Jones, 27 Me.
860; Davis v. Lowden, 56 N. J. Eq. 126. 38
At]. 648.

Although the word “messuage” may, there is
no necessit that it must. import more than the

l'°"3..1§‘2."°'§.':‘3':.°‘:.’°"I..:¥§.§l'. .'.'.l’.l°‘.‘...:‘.'.°'..““
mrgtllsly. y2pBing. N.p 617. y y

In Scotland. The principal dwelling-
house within a barony. Bell.

MESTIZO. A mongrel or person of mix-
ed blood; sometimes used as equivalent to
“octoroon," that is, the child of a white per-
son and a quadroon, sometimes as denoting
a person one of whose parents was a
Spaniard and the other an American In-
dian.

HISTA. Let. A goal. bound. or turn-
ing-point. In old English law, the term was
used to denote a bound or boundary line of
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land; a landmark; a material object, as a
tree or a pillar, marking the position or be‘
ginning of a boundary line.

METACI-IRONIIM. An error in com-
putation of time.

MZETALLUX. Lat. In Roman law. Met-
al; a mine. _Labor in mines, as a punish-
ment for crime. Dig. 40, 5, 24, 5; Calvin.

METATUS. In old European law. A
dwelling; a seat; a station; quarters; the
place where one lives or stays. Speiman.

METAYER SYSTEII. A system of
agricultural holdings, under which the land
is divided, in small farms, among single
families, the landlord generally supplying
the stock which the agricultural system of
the country is considered to require, and
receiving. in lieu of rent and profit, a fixed
proportion of the produce. This proportion.
which is generally paid in kind, is usually
one-half. 1 Mill, Pol. Econ. 296, 363: and
2 Smith, Wealth Nat. 3, c. ii. The system
prevails in some parts of France and Italy.

HETEOOBN. A measure or portion of
corn, given by a lord to customary tenants
as a reward and encouragement for labor.
Cowell.

HETEGAVEL. A tribute or rent paid
in victuals. Cowell.-

METEB. An instrument of measurement:
as a coal-meter, a gas~meter, a land-meter.

MIETES AND BOUNDI. In conveyane
ing. The boundary lines of lands, with ‘their
terminating points or angles. People v.
Guthrie, 46 Ill. App. 128: Rollins v. Mooers.
25 Me. 196.

MBTEWAND, or METEYARD. A staff
of a certain length wherewith measures are
taken.

HETEEL. Sax. Speech; discourse.
Maihlian, to speak; to harangue. Anc. inst.
Eng.

METHOD. In patent law. "Engine" and
“method" mean the same thing, and may be
the subject of a patent. .\iethod, properly
speaking, is only placing several things. or
performing several operations, in the most
convenient order, but it may signify a con-
trivance or device. Fessen. Pat. 127; Born-
blower v. Boulton, 8 Term R. 106.

HETBOKANIA. See INSANITY.

METRE. The unit of measure in the
"metric system" of weights and measures
It is a measure of length. being the ten-mii-
liouth part of the distance from the equator
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to the north pole, and equivalent to 39.37
inches. From this unit all the other denom-
inations of measure, as well as of weight,
are derived. The metric system was flrst
adopted in France in 1795.

METRIC SYSTEM. A system of.’ meas-
ures for length. surface, weight, and capaci-
ty. founded on the metre as a unit. It orig-
inated in France, has been established by
law there and in some other countries, and
is recommended for general use by other
governments.

MBTBOPOLIS. A mother city; one from
which a colony was sent out. The capital
of a province. Calvin.

IETEOPOLITAN. In English law.
One of the titles or an archbishop. Derived
from the circumstance that archbishops were
consecrated at ilrst in the metropolis of a
province. 4 Inst. 94.

In England, the word is frequently used
to designate a statute, institution, govern-
mental agency. etc., relating exclusively or
especially to the city of London;
metropolitan board of works. metropolitan
buildings act. etc.
—Metropol.lta.n ‘bonrd of works. A board
constituted in 1855 by St. 18 & 10 Vict. c. 120,
for the better sewering, draining, paving,
cleansing. ii hting, and improving the metropolis
(London) he board is e ected by vestries and
district boards. who in their turn are elected
by the rate-payers. Wharton.—Metx-opolitan

use district. A region composed of New
ork city and some adjacent territory, which

was, for police dpurposes, organized as one dis-
trict. and rovi ed with a police force common
to the who e.

METTESHEP, or IIETTBNSCEEP. In
old records. An acknowledgment paid in a
certain measure of corn; or a fine or pen-
alty imposed on tenants for default in not do-
ing their customary service in cutting the
lord's corn.

HZETUS. Lat. Fear; terror. In a tech-
nical sense, a reasonable and well-grounded
apprehension of some great evil, such as
death or mayhem, and not arising out of
mere timidity, but such as might fall upon a
man of courage. Fear must be of this de-
scription in order to amount to duress avoid-
ing a contract. See Bract. lib. 2, c. 5: 1 Bl.
Comm. 131; Calvin.

HEUBLES. In French law. The mov-
ables of English law. Things are mcublcs
from either of two causes: (1) From their
own nature, e. 9.. tables. chairs; or (2) from
the determination of the law, e. 17., obliga-
tions.
—Meubles meubluu. In French law. The
utensils and articles of ornament usual in a
dwelling-house. Brown.

Mann est pronittero, non dhnittere.
It is mine to promise. not to discharge. 2
Rolie, 39.
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MIDSUMMER-DAY '

IIIOEAELHAS. The feast of the Arch-
angel Michuel, celebrated in England on
the 29th of September, and one of the usual
quarter days. ,

—H!ohAelmu head court. A meeting of the
heritors of Scotland, at which the roll of free-
hoiders used to be revised. See Beil.—Hi-
ohao tern. One of the four terms of
the English courts of common law, beginnin on
the 2d (in of November and ending on the 2oth.
3 Steph. omm. 562.

NIGER, or HIGH.
tice crimes requiring concealment or secrecy;
to pilfer articles secretly. Micher, one who
practices secret crime. Webster.

IIICKEI.-GEHOT. One of the names
of the general council immemoriaily held in
England. The Wiienagemote.

One of the great councils of king and
noblemen in Saxon times. Jacob.

HICKEL-SYIIOTIK. Great council. One
of the names of the general council of the
kingdom in the times of the Saxons. 1 Bl.
Comm. 147.

MIGEERY.
chea ting.

In old English law. Theft;

MIDDLE TERM. A phrase used in log-
ic to denote the term which occurs in both‘
of the premises in the syiiogism, being the
mean of bringing together the two terms in‘
the conclusion.

MIDDLE: THREAD. The middle thread
of a stream is an imaginary line drawn
lengthwise through the middle of its current.

MIIDDLEMAN. An agent between two‘_
parties, an intermediary who performs the
otilce of a broker or factor between seller and
buyer, producer and consumer, land-owner
and tenant, etc. Southack_ v. Lane, 32 Misc.
Rep. 141, 65 N. Y. Supp. 62); synnott v.
Shaughnessy, 2 Idaho, 122, 7 Pac. 89.

A middleman, in Ireland, is a person who
takes land in large tracts from the proprie-
tors, and then rents it out to the peasantry
in small portions at a greatly enhanced price.
Wharton.

MIEDLEIEX, BILL 0!‘. See BILL.

MIDSKIPHAII. In ships of war, a kind
or naval cadet, whose business is to second
or transmit the orders of the superior oiilcers
and assist in the necessary business of the
vessel. but understood to be in training for a
commission. A passed midshipman is ‘one
who has passed an examination and is a

candidate for promotion to the rank of lien-
tenant. See U. S. v. Cook, 1% U. S. 254. 9
Sup. Ct. 108. 32 L. Ed. 464.

MEIUHHIB-DAY. The summer soi-
stice. which is on the 24th day of June, and

0. Eng. ' To prac--
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the feast of st. John the Baptist, a festival
flnét mentioned by lliaximus Taiiricensis, A.
D. 400. It is generally a quarter-day for the
payment of rents, etc. Wharton.

In medical jurisprudence.
A woman who practices midwifery; an ac-
couchcuge.

1113835. In Spanish law. Crops of
grain. White, New Recop. b. 1, tit. 7. c. 5,
I 2-

Higrous jun-a unittat so privilegia. at
inununitates domicilil prior-is. One who
emigrates will lose the rights, privileges, and
immunities of his former domicile. Voet,
Com. ad. Pand. tom. 1. 347; 1 Kent, Comm.
76.

1111.11. A measure oi! length or distance,
containing 8 furlongs, or 1,760 yards, or
6,280 feet. This is the measure of an ordi-
nary; or statute mile; but the nautical or
geographical mile contains 6,080 feet.

MILEAGE. A payment or charge, at a
fixed rate per mile, allowed as a compensa-
tion tor traveling expenses to members of leg-
islative bodies, witnesses, sheriffs, and ball-
ifls. Richardson v. State, 66 Ohio St. 108, 63
N. E. 693; Howes v. Abbott, "8 Cal. 270, 20
Pac. 572.

MILES.
diet.

In old English law. A knight, because
military service was part of the feudal ten-
ure. Also a tenant by military service, not a
knight. 1 Bl. Comm. 404: Sold. Tit. Hon.
334. .

Lat In the civil law. A sol-

ELITARE. To be knighted.

HILITARY. Pertaining to war or to
the army; concerned with war. Also the
whole body of soldiers; an army.
-—Mil1tary bounty land. See BOUN'i'Y.—
Military causes. In English law. Causes of
action or injuries cognizable in the court mili-
tary. or court of chivalry. 3 Bl. Comm. 103.

tnry commissions. Courts whose pro-
cedure and composition are modeled upon
courts-martial, being the tribunals by which al-
leged violations of martial law are tried and de-
termined. The membershi of such commissions
is commonly made up 0 civilians and army
oflicers. They are probably not known outside
of the United States, and were first used bv
General Scott during the Mexican war. 15
Amer. Eng. Enc. Law, 473.—Mllltns-y
courts. In England the court of chivalry and
courts-martial, in America courts-martial and
courts of inquiry, are called by this general
name.—MIilitsry feuds. See Fi-:UD.—M1ll-
tax-y government. The dominion exercised
by a general over a conquered state or province.
It is a mere application or extension of the
force by which the cuiiqiwst was efiectcd. to the
end of keeping the vanquished in subjection;
and being derived from war, is incom atible with
a state of peace. Com. v. Shortal. 206 l_’a.
165, 56 At]. 952, 65 L. R. A. 193. 98 Am. St.
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Rep. 759.—Hi1it jurisdiction. “'.l'here
are, under the constitution, three kinds of mili-
tary Jurisdictlon,——one to be exercised both in
peace and war; another to be exercised in time
of forei war without the boundaries of the
United tates. or in time of rebellion and civil
war within states or districts occu led by rebels
treated as belllgerents; and a th rd to be ex-
ercised in time of invasion or insurrection with-
in the limits of the United States, or during
rebellion within the limits of states maintaining
adhesion to the national government, when the
public danger requires its exercise. The first
of these may be called ‘jurisdiction under mili-
tary _law,' and is found in acts of congress pre-
scribing rules and articles of war, or otherwise

roviding for the overnment of the national
orces; the secon may be distinguished as

‘military government’ superseding, as tar as
may be deemed exped ent, the local law, and ex-
erc sed by the military commander under the
direction of the president, with the res: or
implied sanction of congress; while e third
may be denominated ‘martial law proper,’ and
is called into action by congress, or temporarily,
when the action of congress cannot be invited.
and in the case of justityin or excusing peril,
by the president, in times 0 insurrection or in-
vaslon. or of civil or foreign war, within dis-
tricts or localities where ordinary law no longer
adequately secures ublic safety and rivate
rights." Per Chase, J., in Ex parte Milligan,
4 -Wall. 141, 18 L. Ed. 281.—M.ilitary law.
A system of re lations for the government of
an army. 1 ent, Comm. 341. note. That
branch of the laws which respects military dis-
cipline and the government of rsons employ-
ed in the militar service. De art. Mil. IAW,
16. State v. nkin. 4 Cold. (Tenn.) 156;
Johnson v. Jones. 44 Ill. 153. 92 Am. Dec. 159;
in re Bogart. 3 Fed. Cas. 801: Neall v. U. 8..
118 Fed. 704. 56 C. C. A. 31.—H|lit of-
fenses. Those otfenses which are cogn sable
by the courts military, as insubordinatlon. sleep-
ing on guard, desertion. etc state.
The soldiery of the kingdom of Great Britain.
—Muitary tenures. The various tenures by
knight-service. grand-serjeanty. carnage. etc., are
frequentlv called “military tenures." from the
nature 0 the services which they involved. 1
Steph. Comm. 204.—Mflitary tostosnent. See
’i‘i'~:s1'.nn-:N'r.

MILITES. Lat.
law, treeholders.

Knights; and, in Scotch

MIIJTIA. The body of soldiers in a state
enrolled for discipline, but not engaged in
actual service except in emergencies. as dis-
tinguished from regular troops or a standing
army. See Ex parte Mccants, 39 Ala. 112;
Worth v. Craven County, 118 N. C. 112. 24
S. E. 778; Brown v. Newark, 29 N. J. Law.
238.

HILL. 1. A machine or engine for grind-
ing. sawing, manufacturing, etc.; also the
building containing such machinery. State
v. Livermore, 44 N. H. 387 ; Lamhorn v.
Bell, 18 Colo. 3&6. 32 Pac. 989. 20 L. R. A.
241: Home Mut. Ins. Co. v. Roe, 71 Wis. 33.
36 N. W. 594; Iialpin v. insurance Co., 120
N. Y. 73, 23 N. E. 989; Southwest Missouri
Light Co. v. Scheurich, 174 M0. 235, 73 S. W.
496.

—Mill-liolms. Low meadows and other fields
in the vicinity of mills, or watery places about
mill-dams. Enc. Load. vilogo. The
right of a riparian proprietor to erect a mill on
his land and to use the power furnished by the
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stream for the purpose of operating the mill,
with due regard to the ri hts of other owners
above and below him on e stream. Gould v.
Boston Duck Co.. 13 Gray (.\Iass.) 452; Hu_tch-
inson v. Chase,‘ 39 Me. 511. 63 Am. Dec. (>15;
Moore v. Fletcher, 16 Me. 65. 33_ Am. Dec. 633;
Whitney v. Wheeler Cotton Mills, 151 Mass.
396, 24 N. E. 774, 7 L. R. A. 613.-M_ilI site.
In general, a parcel of land on or contiguous to
a water-course, suitable for the erection and
a ration of a mill operated by the power fur-
n shed by the stream. See Occum Co. v.
Spi-ague Mt . Co., 35 Conn. 512; I-Iasbrouct v.
Vermilyea, Cow. (N. Y. 681; Mandeville v.
Comstock. 9 Mich. 537. pecifically, in Amer-
ican mining law. a parcel of land constitutin
I portion of the public domain, located an
claimed by the owner of a mining claim under
the laws of the United States (or purchased by
him from the government and patented.) not
exceeding five acres in extent. not including any
mineral land, not contiguous. to the ven or
lode. and occupied and used for the purpose of
a mill or for other uses directly connected with
the operation of the mine: or a similar parcel
of land located and actually used for the pur~
pose of a mill or reduction plant, but not by
the owner of an existing mine nor in connec-
tion with any particular mining claim. See U.
§;3§1)av. St. 5 2337 (U. 8. Comp. St. 1901, p.

2. An American money of account, of the
value or the tenth part of a cent.

HILLBAKK PRISON. Formerly called
the “Penitentiary at Millbunk." A prison
at Westminster, for convicts under sentence
of transportation, until the sentence or order
shall be executed, or the convict be entitled
to freedom. or be removed to some other
place of confinement. This prison is placed
under the inspectors of prisons appointed
by the secretary of state, who are a body
corporate, “The Inspectors of the Millbnnk
Prison." The inspectors make regulations
for the government thereof, subject to the
approbation oi’ the secretary of state, and
yearLv reports to him. to he laid before par-
liament. The secretary also appoints a gov-
ernor, chaplain, medical ofllcer, matron, etc.
Wharton.

IIILLEATE, or HILL-LEAT.
to convey water to or from a mill.
1. c. 19.

A trench
St. 7 Jac.

KILLED MONEY. This term means
merely coined niouey; and it is not necessary
that it should be marked or rolled on the
edges. Leach, 708.

LIII.-REIS. The name of a piece of
money in the coinage of Portugal, and the
Azores and Madeira islands. its value at
the custom-house, according as it is coined
in the flrst. second. or third of the places
named. is $1.12, or 831,5. cents. or $1.

MINA. In old English law. A measure
of corn or grain. Cowell; Speiiiiaii.

XINAGE. A toll or duty paid for sell-
ing corn by the mina. Cowell. '
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HINARE. In old records. To mine or
dig mines. Minator, a miner. Cowell.

MINA'I‘0£ OARUOE.
Cowell.

A plowman.

Minster lnnooentihus qni pas-cit no-
oentibus. 4 Coke, 45. He threatens the in-
nocent who spares the guilty.

MINI). In its legal sense, “mind" means
only the ability to will, to direct, to permit,
or to assent. In this sense, a corporation
has a mind, and exerts its mind each time
that it assents to the terms oi! a contract.
McDermott v. Evening Journal Ass’n, 43 N.
J. Law, 402, 39 Am. Rep. 606.
—‘Mind and memory. A phrase applied to
testators. denoting the P°§8eB8i0n of mental ca-
pacity to make a will. In order to make a valid
will, the testator must have a sound and dis-
posing mind and memory. In other words, he
ought to be capable of making his will, with an
understanding of the nature of the business in
which he is engaged. a recollection of the prop-
erty he means to dis se of. of the persons who
are the objects of h s bounty, and the manner
in which it is to be distributed between them.
Harrison v. Rowan, 8 Wash. C. C. 585, Fed.
Cas. No. 6,141.

MINE. A pit or excavation in the earth,
from which metallic area or other mineral
substances are taken by digging. Webster:
Marvel v. Merritt, 116 U. S. 11, 6 Sup. _Ct.
207, 29 L.Ed. 550; Murray v. Allred, 100
Tenn. 100, 43 S. W. 355. 39 L. It. A. 249, 66
Am. St. Rep. 740.

MINER. One who mines; a digger for
metals and other minerals. While men of
scientific attainments, or of experience in
the use of machinery, are to be found in
this class, yet the word by which the class
is designatedimports neither leamlng nor
skill. Watson v. Lederer, 11 Colo. 577, 19
Pac. 604, 1 L. R. A. 854, 7 Am. St. Rep. 263.
—H1nor’s ‘Inch. See INCH.

MINERAL, a. Any valuable inert or
lifeless substance formed or deposited in its
present position through natural agencies
alone, and which is found either in or upon
the soil of the earth or in the rocks beneath
the soil. Barringer J: Adams, Mines, p.
Ixxvi.

Any natural constituent of the crust of the
earth, inorganic or fossil. homogeneous in struc-‘
ture, having a definite chemical composition and
lgnown crystallization. See Webster; Cent.
.ict. ‘

The term includes all fossil bodies or matters
dug out of mines or uarrie whence anlything
my be dug, such as s 0 stone whic may
be quarrie . Earl of Rosse v. Wainman. 14
Mees. & W. 872. \

In its common acceptation. the term may be
said to include those parts oi’ the earth which
are capable of being mined or extracted from
beneath the surface, and which have a commer-
cial value. Williams v. South Penn Oil Co..
52 W. Va. 181. 43 S. E. 214, 80 L R. A. 796.
But, in its widest sense, “mine-.rais" may be
described as comprising all the substances which
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now form or which once formed a part of the
solid body of the earth. both external and in-
ternal and which are now destitute of or in-
capabe of supporting animal or vegetable life.
In this sense, the-word includes not only the
various ores of the precious metals, but also
coal, clay marble, stone of various sorts. slate,
salt, san . natural gas, troleum, and water.
See Northern Pac. R. . v. Soderberg, 104
Fed. 425, 43 C. C. A. 620: Murray v. Allred.
100 Tenn. 100, 43 S. W. 355, 39 L. R. A. 249,
68 Am. St. Rep. 740; Gibson v. Tyson. 5 Watts
(Pa.) 38; Henry v. Lowe, 73 Mo. 99: West-
moreland, etc. Gas Co. v. De Witt. 130 Pa.
235. 18 Atl. 724. 5 1. R. A. 731; Marvel v.
Merrlt 116 U. 8. 11, 6 Sup. Ct. 20!. 29 L.
Ed. ' Caldwell v. Fulton, 31 Pa._475. 72
Am. Dec. 760; Dunham v. Kirkpatrick, 101
Pa. 43. 47 Am. Rep. 096: State v. Parker. (31
Tex. 268' Ridgway Light, etc. 00. v. Elk
County. 1151 Pa. 435, 43-Atl. 323.

' annianan. adj. Relating to minerals 01'

the process and businms of» mining; hearing
or producing valuable minerals.
--«Mina:-nl district. A term occasionally used
in acts of congress, designating in in general way
those portionaor regions of the country where
valuable minerals are mostly found. or where
the business of mining is chiefly carried on, but
carrying no very recise meaning and not a
known term of the aw. See U. S. v. Smith (C.
0. 11 Fed. 490.—Minernl lands. See LAND.
— eral land entry. See ENTRY.

' xmnnaron. In old records. A miner.

Hiniana pans oorporalis est major
qnnlibet peonninria. The smallmt corpo-
ral punishment is greater than any pecuni-
ary oiie. 2 Inst. 220.

Hinhne nintanda aunt qua certain
halrnernnt interpretationenn. Things
which have had a_ certain interpretation
[whose interpretation has been settled, as
by common opinion] are not to be altered.
Co. Litt. 365; Wing. Max. p. 748, max. 202.

'M1'.l'n!El€'1'. An old form of munimcnt,
(q. 0.) Bionnt.

Iinininn est nlhilo pronininni. ‘ The
smallest is next to nothing.

IINIIIG. The process or business or ex-
tracting from the earth the precious or valu-
able metals. either in their native state or
in their ores. in re Rollins Gold Min. Co.
(D. C.) 102 Fed. 985. As ordinarily used. the
term does not include the extraction from
the earth of rock, marble. or slate, which
is commonly described as “qiiarrying." al-
though coal and salt are “miued;" nor does
it include sinking wells or shafts for petro-
ieum or natural gas. unless expressly so de-
clared by statute. as is the case in liidiana.
See State v. Indiana. etc., Min. Co., 120 Ind.
675. 22 N. E. 778. 6 L. R. A. 579; Williams
v. Citizens‘ Enterprise Co., 153 Ind. 490, 55
N. . 425.

olaina. A parcel of land, containing
precious metal in its soil or rock, and appro-
priated by an individual. according to establish-
ed rules, by the process oi “location." St.
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Louis Smeltlng dc Refi_ning\Co. v. Kemp, 104 U.
S. 649, 26 L. Ed. 87'»; 'orthern Pac. R. Co.
v. Sander_s._49 Fed. 135, 1 C. C. A. 192: Glee-
sun v. Mining Co., 13 Nev. 470; Lockhard v.
Asher Lumber Co. (C. C.) 123 Fed. 493.—H.|l-
in; min nnies. This designation was former-
ly applie in England to the associations form-
ed in London in 1825 for working mines in
Mexico and South America; but at present it
comprises. both in Ljn land and America, all
mining proyects carri on by joint—stock as-
sociations or corporations. Rapalie & Lawrence.
—Hini.r_ag district. A section of country usu-
ally de8lgmlted_ by name and described or un-
derstood as being confined within certain nat-
ural boundaries, in which the precious metals
(or their ores) are found in paying quantiti
and which is worked therefor. under rules an
regulations prescribed or agreed upon by the
miners therein. U. S. v. Smith (C. C.) 11 Fed.
4Q0._—Hining lease. A lease of a mine or
mining claim or a portion thereof, to be work-
ed by the lessee, usually under conditions as to
the amount and character of work to be done.
and reserving compensation to the lessor either
in the fonn of a fixed rent or a royalty on the
tonnage of ore mined. and which (as distinguish-
ed from a license) conveys to the lessee an in-
terest or estate in the land. and (as distinguish-
ed from an ordinary lease) conveys not merel
the temporary use and occupation of the lan .

but a portion of the land itself, that is. the ore
in place and unsevered and to be extracted by
the lessee. See Austin v. lluntsvilie Min. Co.,
72 M0. 541, 37 Am. Re . 446; Bnchannan 7.
Cole, 57 Mo. App. 11; 'night v. Indiana Coal
Co. 47 Ind. 113. 17 Am. Rep. 892; Sanderson
v. Scranton, 105 Pa. ;i73.—lIinin¢ location.
The act of appropriating and claiming. accord-
ing to certain established rules and local cus-
toms. a parcel of land of defined area, upon or
in which one or more of the precious metals or
their ores have been discovered. and which con-
stitutes a rtlon of the public domain. with
the _decla intention to occupy and work it for
minin purposes under the implied license of the
Unit States. Also the parcel of land so oc-
('.l.l[1)led and appropriated. See Poire v. Wells. 6
Co 0. 412; St. Louis Smelting 6: Refining Co. V.
Kemp, 104 U. S. 649, 26 L. Ed. 875: Golden
Fleece, etc.. Min. Co. V. Cable. etc., Min. Co.,
12 Nev. 328; Gleeson v. Martin White Min.
(‘.o., 13 Nev. 4336; \Vairath v. Champion Min.
Co. (C. C.) 63 Fed. 556.-— as-tnerh
shlp. An association of several owners of a
mine for co-operation in working the mine. A
mining partnership is governed by many) of the
rules relating to ordinary partnerships, ut also
by some rules peculiar to itself, one of which
is that one person may convey his interest in the
mine and business without dissolving the part-
nership. Kahn V. Central Smelting Co., 102
U. S. 645. 26 L. Ed. .266; Higgins_v. Arm-
strong. 9 Colo. 38, 10 Pac. 232; Skiiiinan v.
Inchman, 23 Cal. 203, 83 Am. Dec. 96: Kim-
berly v. Arms, 129 U. S. 512, 9 Sup. Ct. 356,
32 L. Ed. 764. '

MINISTER. In public law. One of
the highest functionaries In the organization
of civil government. standing next to the
sovereign or executive head. acting as his
imiiiedinte auxiliary. and being generally
charged with the administration of one of
the great bureaus or departments of the
executive branch oi’ government. Otherwise
called a “cabinet minister," “secretary of
state," or “secretary of a department."

In international law. An omcer ap-
pointed by the government of one nation as
a mediator or arbitrator between two other
nations who are engaged in a controversy.
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with their consent, with a view to eifecting
an amicable adjustment or the dispute.

A general name given to the diplomatic
representatives sent by one state to another.
including ambassadors, envoys, and rai-
dents.

In eooleshuticpl law. A person ordain-
ed according to the usages of some church or
associated body of Christians for the preach-
ing of the gospel and fllling the pastoral
oiiice.

In practice. An ofllcer of Justice, charg-
ed with the execution of the law, and hence
termed a “ministerial oflicer ;" such as a
sheriif, bailiff, coroner, sheriirs oiiicer. Britt.
c. 21.

An agent; one who acts not by any inher-
ent authority, but under another.
—I‘oa-eigu minister. An ambassador, minis-
ter. or envoy from a foreign government. Cher-
okee Nation v. Georgia. 5 Pet. 56. 8 L. Ed. 25.
—Publio minister. In international law. A
general term comprehending all the higher class-
es of diplomatic representatives,—as ambassa-
dors, envo's, residents.—-but not including the
commercia representatives, such as consuls.

' HINISTERIAL. That which is done un-
der the authority of a superior: opposed to
judicial; that which involves obedience to
instructions. but demands no special discre-
tion, judgment, or skin.
—M:iuiste1-ial set. A ministerial act may be
deiined.to.be-one which a person performs in
a"given state of facts, in a prescribed manner,
in_ obedience to the mandate of legal authority,
without regard to or the exercise of his own
Judgment. u n the propriety of the act being
done._ Acts one out of court in bringing parties
into court are. as a general proposition minis-
terial. acts. Pennington V. Streight. 54 Ind.
376* Bair v. Struck. 29 Mont. 45, 74 Pac. 69,
63 L R. A. 481; State v. Nash, 66 Ohio St.
612, 64 N. E. 558: Grider v. Tally, 77 Ala. 424,
54 Am. Rep. 65.—Ministe1-Isl du . A minis-
terial duty. the performance of w ich may in
roper cases be_ required of a public oificer by

flldlqlfll proceedings, is one in respect to whic
nothing )8 left to discretion; it is a simple.
definite duty ansing under circumstances ad-
mitted or proved to exist and im sed bv law.
State -v. McGrath. 92 M0. 355. S. \V. 2):
Mississippi v. Johnson, -1 Wall. 498. 18 L. Ed.
437: People v. Jerome, 36 Misc. Rep. 256 73
N. Y. Supp. 306; Duvall v. Swann, 94 Md.
% 51 Atl. 617 ; Gledhiil v. Governor, 25 N.
J. Law. 351. A ministerial du arises when
an individual has such a ie I nterest in its
performance that neglect 0 performance be-
comes a wrong to such individual. Morton v.
Comptroller General. 4 S. C. -173.-M!n1ste-
riu.l_ofleer. O_ne whose duties are purely min-
isterial, as distinguished from executive, legis-
lative, or judicial functions, requiring obedience
to the mandates of superiors and not involvin
the exercise of judgment or discretion. See

v. Bell (0. G.) 127 Fed. 1002; Waldoe v.
Wallace. 12 Ind. 572: State v. Loechuer. 65
Neb. 814, 91 N. W. 874, 59 L. R. A. 915; Reid
v. Hood. 2 Nott & McC. (S. C.) 169, 10 Am.
Dec. 582.—MZ1nisterlul over. See POWER.
—Hlnlsterlul trust. ee TRUST.

HINIITEANT. The party cross-exam-
ining a witness was so called, under the old
system of the ecclesiastical courts.
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HINISTRI REGIS. Lat. In old Eng-
lish law. Ministers of the king, applied to
the judges of the realm, and to all those who
hold ministerial oiiices in the government.
2 last. 208.

mnismt. omce; service. These
members of the government who are in the
cabinet.

MINOR. An infant or person who is un-
der the age of legal competence. A term de-
rived from the civil law, which described a
person under a certain age as less than so
many years. Minor viginti quinque annis,
one less than twenty-iive years of age. Inst.
1, 14. 2.

Also, less: or less consideration: lower; a
person of interior condition. Fleta, 2, 47.
13, 15; Calvin.
—Minor ntus. Lat. Minority or infancy.
Cro. Car. 516. Literal] , lesser age.—Minor
fact. In the law of evi ence. A relative, col-
lateral, or subordinate fact; a circumstance.
Wills, Circ. Ev. 27: Burrill, Circ. Ev. p. 121,
note, 582.

Minor ante tempus agere non potest
in cans props-ietstis nee etiaxu convo-
nire; difleretur usque ntstesu; sed non

eadit breve. 2 Inst. 291. A minor before
majority cannot act in a case of property,
nor even agree; it should be deferred until
majority; but the writ does not fail.

Elinor jurare non potest. A minor can-
not make oath. Co. Litt. 172b, An intant
cannot be sworn on a Jury. Litt. 289.

Minor miuoreru custodire non. debet,
ulios enhu prnsunitur mule regere qui
seipsum regere neseit. A minor ought
not to be guardian to a minor, for he who
knows not how to govern himself is presum-
ed to be unfit to govern others. Fleta. lib.
1, c. 10: Co. Litt. 88b.

Minor non teuetur responder-e durunte
minor! utate, ads! in eausa dotis, prop-
ter fuvorexu. 3 Bulst. 143. A minor is not
bound to reply during his minority, except
as a matter of favor in a cause of dower.

Minor qul infra ntaten 12 uunorusu
fuea-it ultagurl non potest. sseo extra le-
geru ponl, quiz Ante tulexu ntutesu, non
est sub lege uliqua, nee in deeenns. Co.
Litt. 128. A minor who is under twelve
years of age cannot be outlawed, nor placed
without the law, because before such age he
is not under any law, nor in a deceunary.

Minor septemdeehu unnis non admit-
titur fore exeeutorem. A person under
seventeen years is not admitted to be an ex-
ecutor. 6 (‘oke, 67. A rule of ecclesiastical
law.
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MINORA REGALIA. in English law.
The lesser prerogatives of the crown, includ-
ing the rights of the revenue. 1 Bl. Comm.
241.

MINORITY. The state or condition of
a minor; infancy. '

The smaller number of votes of a delib-
erative assembly; opposed to majority.
(which see.)

M.'I'.N'1‘. The place designated by law
where bullion is coined into money under
authority of the government.

Also a place of privilege in Southwark.
near the king's prison, where persons for-
merly sheltered themselves from justice un-
der the pretext that it was an ancient palace
of the crown. The privilege is now abolish-
ed. Wharton.
—Lflnt-mnrk. The masters and workers of
the English mint. in the indentures made with
them. agree “to make a privy mark in the money
they make. of gold and silver. so that they may
know which moneys were of their own making."
After every trial of the pix, having proved their
moneys to be lawful. they are entitled to their
quietua under the great seal. and to be dis-
charged from all suits or actions. Wharton.
—LIint-master. One who manages the coin-
age.

MINTAGE. The charge or commission
taken by the mint as a consideration for
colning into money the bullion which is
brought to it for that purpose; the same as
“seiguiorage.”

Also that which is coined or stamped as
money; the product of the mint.

MINUS. Lat. In the civil law. Less;
less than. The word had also, in some con-
nections, the sense of “not at all." For ex-
ample. a debt remaining wholly unpaid was
described as "minus aolutum."

Minus solvit, qui tnrdius solvit. He
does not pay who pays too late. Dig. 50, 16;
12, 1. '

IINUTE. In measures of time or cir-
cumference. a minute is the sixtieth part or
an hour or degree.

In practice. A memorandum of what
takes place in court. made by authority of
the court. Moore v. State, 3 Heisk. (Tenn.)
509.

--Minute-book. A book kept by the clerk or
prothonotary of a court for entering memomnda
of its proceedings.

MINUTES. In Scotch prnctice. A
pleading put into writing before the lord or-

dinary. as the ground of his judgment. Bell.
In business law. Memoranda or notes

of a transaction or proceeding. Thus. the
record of the proceedings at a meeting of di-
rectors or shareholders of a company is call-
ed the “minutcs."
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MIIITUTIO. Lat. In the civil law. A
lessening; diminution or reduction. Dig. 4.
5. 1.

MIRROR. The Mirror of Justice, or oi.’

the Justices, commonly spoken of "as the
“Mlrror," is an ancient treatise on the laws
of England, written during the reign of Ed-
ward II., and attributed to one Andrew
Horne.

HIS. An inseparable particle used in
composition, to mark an ill sense or deprave-
tion of the meaning; as "miscomputation" or
“misaccomptlng," i. 0.. false reckoning. Sev-
eral of the words following are illustrations
of the force of this monosyllable.

HISA. In old English law. The mbe
or issue in a writ of right. Spelman.

In old records. A compact or agreement;
a form of compromise. Cowell.

HISADVENTURE. A mischance or ac-
cident; a casualty caused by the act of one
person and iniiicting injury upon another.
Homicide “by misadventure" is where a
man, doing a lawful act. without any in-
tention of hurt, unfortunately kills another.
4 Bl. Comm. 182; Williamson v. State, 2
Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 292; Johnson v. State. 94
Ala. 35, 10 South. 667.

HISALLEGE. To cite falsely as a proof
or argument.

MISAPPLIOATION. Improper, illegal.
wrongful, or corrupt use or application of
funds, property, etc. Jewett v. U. 8.. 100
Fed. 840, 41 G. C. A. 88; U. S. v. Youtsey
(C. C.) 91 Fed. 867; U. S. v. Taintor, 28 Fed.
Cas. 9.

IISAPPROPRIATION. This is not a
technical term of law, but it is sometimes
applied to the misdemeanor which is com-
mitted by a banker. factor, agent. trustee.
etc, who fraudulently deals with money,
goods, securities, etc., intrusted to him, or
by a director or public oiilcer of a corpora-
tion or company who fraudulently misap-
plies any of its property. Stepb. Crim. Dig.
257. at ocq.; Sweet. And see Winchester v.
Howard, 130 Cal. 432, 64 Pac. 692, 89 Am. St.
Rep. 153; Frey v. Torrey, 70 App. Div. 186.
75 N. Y. Supp. 40.

MISBEIIAVIOB. Ill conduct; improper
or unlawful behavior. Verdicaz are some-
times set aside on the ground of misbehavior
of jurors. Smith v. Cutler, 10 Wend. (N. Y.)
590, 25 Am. Dec. 580; Turnbull v. Martin. 2
Daly (N. Y.) 430; State v. Arnold, 100 Tenn.
307, 47 S. W. 221.

MISOARRIAGE. In medical juris-
prndenee. The expulsion of the ovum or
embyro from the uterus within the first six
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weeks after conception. Between that time.
and before the expiration of the sixth
month. when the child may possibly live, it
is termed “abortion.” When the delivery
takes place soon after the sixth month, it
is denominated “premature labor." But the
criminal act of destroying the [arms at any
time before birth is termed. in law, “pro-
curing miscarriage." Chit. Med. Jur. 410.
See Smith v. state, 33 Me. 59, 54 Am. Dec.
601'; State v. Howard, 32 Vt. 402; Mills v..
Com., 13 Pa. 632; State v. Crook, 16 Utah.
212, 51 Pac. 1091.

In practice. As used in the statute of
frauds, (“debt, default, or miscarriage of an-
other,") this term means any species of un-
lawful conduct or wrongful act for which
the deer could be held liable in a civil ac-
tion. Gansey v. Orr, 173 Mo. 532, 73 S. W.
477. _

HISGBGBNATION. Mixture of races:
marriage between persons of diiferent races:
as between a white person and a negro.

EBCEAEGE. An ‘erroneous charge; a
charge, given by a court to a jury, which in-
volves errors for which the judgment may
be reversed.

HISCHIEI‘. In legislative parlance, the
word is often used to signify the evil or
danger which a statute is intended to cure
or avoid.

In the phrase “malicious mischief," (which
see,) it imports a wanton or reckless injury
to persons or property.

HIIGOGNISANT. Ignorant; uninform-
ed. The word is obsolete.

MISCONDUO1‘. Any unlawful conduct
on the part or a person concerned in the ad-
ministration of Justice which is prejudicial
to the rights of parties or to the right deter-
mination of the cause: as “misconduct of
jurors." "misconduct of an arbitrator.” The
term is also used to expres a dereliction
from duty. injurious to another. on the part.
of one employed in a professional capacity.
as an attorney at law, (Stage v. Stevens, 1
Demo [N. Y.] 267,) or a public otlicer, (State
v. Leach, 60 Me. 58, 11 Am. Rep. 172.)

HISCONTIRUANOE. In practice. An
improper continuance; want of proper form
in a continuance; the same with “discontin-
uance." Cowell.

HIBOREANT. In old English law. An
apostate: an unbeiiever; one who totally re-
nounced Christianlty. 4 Bl. Comm. 44.

HISDATE. A false or erroneous date
aiiixed to a paper or document.

ESDELIVERY. The delivery of prop-
erty by a carrier or warehomemnn to a per-
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son not authorized by the. owner or person
to whom the carrier or warehouseman is
bound by his contract to deliver it. Cleve-
land, etc., R. Co. v. Potts, 33 Ind. App.‘ 564.
71 N. E. 689; Forbes v. Boston & L. R. Co..
133 Mass. 156.

MIBDEHEANANT. A person guilty oi‘
a misdemeanor; one sentenced to punish-
ment upon conviction or a misdemeanor.
see Fmsr-cuss Mrsosmrsxunr.

HISDEHELNOR. In criminal law. A
general name for criminal offenses of every
sort, punishable by indictment or special
proceedings, which do not in law amount to
the grade of felony.

A misdemeanor is an act committed or omit-
ted in violation of a ublic law either forbidding
or commanding it. his general definition, how-
ever, comprehends both “crimes” and “misde-
meanors." which, properly speaking, are mere
synonymous terms; t ough. in common usage,
the word “crimes" is made to denote such of-
fenses as are of a deeper and more atrocious
dye; while smaller faults and omissions of less
consequence are comprised under the milder
term of “misdemeanors" only. In the English
law. “misdemcanor" is generally used in contra-
dlstinctlon to "felony ;" and misdemeanors com-
prehend all indictable ofienses which do not
amount to felony, as libels, conspiracies, at-
tempts, and solicitations to commit felonies, etc.
Brown. And see People v. Upson, 79 Hun. 87.
29 N. Y. Supp. 615: In re Bergin, 31 \Vis.
386: Kelly v. People, 132 Ill. 363, 24 N. E.
56; State v. Hunter, 67 Ala. 83; Walsh v.
People, 65 Ill. 65, 16 Am. Rep. 569.

MISDESCBIPTION. An error or falsity
in the description of the subject-matter of
a contract which deceives one of the parties
to his injury, or is misleading in a material
or substantial point.

MISDIRECTION. In practice. An er-
ror made by a Judge in instructing the jury
upon the trial of a cause. -

311182. The issue in a writ of right.
When the tenant in a writ of right pleads
that his title is better than the demandant’s,
he is said to join the misc on the mere right.

Also expenses; costs; disbursements in an
action.
—Mise-money. _Money paid by way of con-
tract or composition to purchase any liberty.
etc. Blount.

Miser-A est sorvitu. uh! Jun est vagnm
ant incea-tum. It is a wretched state of
slavery which subsists where the law is vague
or uncertain. 4 Inst. 245; Broom, Max. 150.

MIIEBABILE DEPOSITUH. Lat. In
the civil law. The name of an involuntary
deposit, made under pressing necessity; as.
for instance. shipwreck. lire, or other inevi-
table caiamity. Poth. Proc. Civile, pt. 5. c. 1,
5 1: Code La. 2935.

HISERERE. The name and first word
of one of the penitential psalms, being that
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which was commonly used to -be given by the
ordinary to such condemned malefactors as
were allowed the benefit of clergy; whence it
is also called the “psalm of mercy." Whar-
ton.

MISERICORDIA. Lat. Mercy; a fine
or amerciament; an arbitrary or discretion-
ary amercement.
—Kiae1-icon-din comnnnis. In old English
law. A fine set on a whole county or hundred.

MISFEASAIICE. A misdeed or trespass.
The doing what a party ought to do improp-
erly. 1 Tidd. Pr. 4. The improper perform-
ance of some act which a man may lawfully
do. 3 Steph. Comm. 460. And see Bell v.
Josselyn, 3 Gray (Mass) 309, 63 Am. Dec.
741; Illinois Cent. R. Co. v. Foulks. 191 Ill.
57, 60 N. E. 890; Dudley v. Flemingsburg.
115 Ky. 5, 72 S. W. 327, 60 L. R. A. 575, 103
Am. st. Rep. 253.

Misfeasance, strictly, is not doing a lawful act
in a proper manner. omitting to do it as it
should be done; while malfeasance is the doing
an act wholly wrongful; and non-feasance is an
omission to perform a duty or a total neglect
of duty. But “misfeasance' is often carelessly
used in the sense of “malfeasance." Coite v.
Lynes. 33 Conn. 109.

. HISPEAZANOE. See Mxsrsasancs.

MISITOBTUIUE. An adverse event, ca-
lamity, or evil fortune, arising by accident,
(or without the will or concurrence of him
who suffers from it,) and not to be foreseen
or guarded against by care or prudence. See
20 Q. B. Div. 816. In its application to the
law of homicide, this term always involves
the further idea that the person causing the
death is not at the time engaged in any un-
lawful act. 4'31. Comm. 132.

MISJOINDBR. See Jorxnna.

MIBKENNING. In» Saxon and old Eng-
lish law. An unjust or irregular summoning
to court; to speak unsteadily in court; to
vary in one's plea. Cow_ell; Blount; Spel-
man.

HISLAY. To deposit in a place not aft-
erwards recollected; to lose anything by for-
getfulness of the place where it was laid.
Shehane v. State, 13 Tex. App. 535.

MISLEADING. Delusive; calculated to
lead astray or to lead into error. Instruc-
tions which are of such a nature as to be
misunderstood by the jury, or to give them
a wrong impression, are said to be "mislead-
mgxv -

MISNOMER. Mistake in name; the giv-
ing an incorrect name to a person in a plead-
ing, deed. or other instrument.

HISPLEADIIUG. Pleading incorrectly,
or omitting anything in pleading which is es-
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'sential to the support or defense of an action.
is so called: as in the case of a plaintifl not
merely stating his title in a defective manner.
but setting forth a title which is essentially
defective in itself ; or if, to an action of debt,
the defendant pleads “not guilty" instead of
all dcbct. Brown. See Lovett v. Peil, fl
Wend. (N. Y.) 376: Chicago as A. R. Co. 7.
Murphy, 198 Ill. 462, 6-1 N. E. 1011.

HIIPRISION. In criminal law. A
term used to signify every considerable mis-
demeanor which has not a certain name giv-
en to it by law. 3 Inst. 36. But more par-
ticularly and properly the term denotes ei-
ther (1) a contempt against the sovereign, the
government, or the courts of Justice. includ-
ing not only contempts of court, properly so
called, but also all forms of seditious or dis-
loyal conduct and leze-majesty; (2) malad-
ministration of high public otlice, including
peculaiion of the public funds; (3) neglect or
light account made of a crime, that is, failure
in the duty of a citizen to endeavor to pre-
vent the commission of a crime, or, having
knowledge of its commission, to reveal it to
the proper authorities. See 4 Bi. Comm. 119-
126.

-—ll:isp:-lsion of felony. The offense of con-
cealing a felony committed by another, but with-
out such previous concert with or subsequent
assistance to the felon as would make the party
concealing an accessory before or after the fact.
4 Steph. Comm. 260: 4 Bl. Comm. 121; Car-

enter v. State, 62 Ark. 286. 36 S. W. 900.-
prision of treason. The bare knowledge

and concealment of an act of treason or treason-
able plot, that is, without any assent or par-
ticipation therein, for if the latter elements be
iéresent the party becomes a principal. 4 Bl.

omm. 120; Pen. Code Cal. I 38.—Negntivo
mil rision: The concealment of something
whic ought to be revealed: that is, mis-
prision in the third of the specific meanings
given above.-Positive mispriliorn. The com-
mission of something which ought not to be
done; that is, misprision in the first and second
of the specific meanings given above.

In practice. A clerical error or mistake
made by a clerk or other judicial or minis-
terial otficer in writing or keeping records.
See Merrill v. Miller, 28 Mont. 134, 72 Pac.
427.

H1831-IADING. Reading a deed or other
instrument to an illiterate or blind man (who
is a party to it) in a false or deceitful man-
ner, so that he conceives a wrong idea of its
tenor or contents. See 5 Coke. 19; 6 East.
309; Hallenbeck v. Dewitt. 2 Johns. (N. Y.)
404.

HISBEOITAL. The erroneous or incor-
rect recital of a matter of fact, either in an
agreement, deed. or pleading.

HIIREPBESENTATION. An inten-
tlonal false statement respecting a matter of
fact, made by one of the parties to a con-
tract, which is material to the contract and
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influential in producing it. Wise v. Fuller.
29 N. J. Eq. 262.

False or fraudulent misrepresention is a
representation contrary to the fact, made by
I]. person with a knowledge of its falsehood.
and being the cause of the other party’s en-
tering into the contract. 6‘Clark an F. 232.

Negligent misrepresentation is a false rep-
resentation made by a person who has no
reasonable grounds for believing it to be true,
though he does not know that it is untrue,
or even believes it to be true. L. R. 4 H. L.
79.

Innocent misrepresentation is where the
person making the representation had rea-
sonable grounds for believing it to be true.
L. R. 2 Q. B. 580.

LIISSA. Lat. The mass.

HISSE :_PBI:sBY'l'£B. A priest in or-

ders. Blount.

HISSAL. The mass-book.

_ MISSILIA. In Roman law. Gifts or lib-
eralities, which the printers and consuls were
in the habit of throwing among the people.
Inst. 2, 1, 45.

MISSING SHIP. In maritime law. A
vessel is so called when, computed from her
known day of sailing, the time that has
elapsed exceeds the average duration of simi-
lar voyages at the same season of the year.
2 Dner, Ins. 469.

1118810. Lat. In the civil law. A send-
ing or putting. Miasio in bone, a putting
the creditor in possession of the debtor's prop-
erty. Mackeld. Rom. Law, § 521. Missio
judicum in consiliurn, a sending out of the
iudices (or jury) to make up their sentence.
Haliifax, Civil Law, b. 3, c. 13, no. 31.

HISSIVES. In Scotch law. Writings
passed between parties as evidence of a
transaction. Bell.

HISSTAICUS. In old records. A mes-
senger.

H I S T A K E. Some uiiintentionai act,
omission. or error arising from ignorance. sur-
prise, imposition, or misplaced confidence.
Code Ga. 5 3117; 1 Story, Eq. Jur. 5 110.

That result of ignorance of law or fact
which has misled a person to commit that
which, if he had not been in error. he would
not have done. Jeremy, Eq. Jur. 358.

A mistake exists when a person, under
some erroneous conviction of law or fact,
does, or omits to do, some act ‘which, but for
the erroneous conviction, he would not have
done or omitted. It may arise either from
unconsciousness, ignorance, forgettuiness.
imposition, or misplaced confidence. Bisph.
Eu. 5 186. And see Allen v. Elder, 76 Ga. 677,
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2 Am. St. Rep. 63: Russell v. Coiyer, 4
Eeisk. (Tenn.) 164: Peasley v. McFadden, 68
Cal. 611, 10 Pac. 179; Cummins v. Bulgin.
37 N. J. Ed. 476; Chicago, etc., R. Co. v. Hay,
119 ill. 493, 10 N. E. 29; McLoney v. Edgar,
7 Pa. Co. Ct. R. 29.

Mistake of fact is a mistake not caused by
the neglect of a legal duty on the part of the
person making the mistake, and consisting in (1)
an unconscious ignorance or forgetfulness of a
fact, past or present, material to the contract;
or (2) belief in the present existence of a thing
material to the contract which does not exist,
or in the ast existence of such a thing which
has not existed. Civ. Code Cal. 5 1577.

A mistake of law happens when a party, hav-
ing full knowledge of the facts, comes to an er-
roneous conclusion as to their legal eifect. It
is a mistaken opinion or inference, arising from
an imperfect or incorrect exercise of the judg-
ment, upon facts as they really are; and, like
a correct opinion, which is law, necessarily pre-
supposes that the person forming it is in full
possession of them. The facts precede the law.
and the true and false opinion alike imply an
acquaintance with them. Neither can exist
without it. The one is the result of a correct
application to them of legal principles. which
every man is presumed to know, and is called
“law ;" the other, the result of a faulty applica-
tion, and is called a “mistake of law." Hurd
v. Hall, 12 Wis. 12-i.

Mutual mistake is where the parties have 9.
common intention, but it is induced by a com-
mon or mutual mistake.

IIISTEBY. A trade or calling. Coweli.

MISTRESS. The proper style of the wife
of an esquire or a gentleman in England.

LIISTRIAL. An erroneous, invalid, or
nugatory trial; a trial of an action which
cannot stand in law because of want of juris-
diction, or a wrong drawing of jurors, or dis-
regard of some other fundamental requisite.

HISUSER. Abuse of an oiiice or fran-
chise. 2 Bl. Comm. 153.

MITIGATION. Alleviation; abatement
or diminution of a penalty or punishment im-
posed by law. “Mitigating circumstances"
are such as do not constitute a justification
or excuse of the otrense in question, but
which, in fairness and mercy, may be con-
sidered as extenuatlng or reducing the degree
of moral culpability. See Heaton 1'. Wright,
10 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 82; Wandell v. Ed-
wards, 25 Hun (N. Y.) 500; Hess v. New
York Press Co., 26 App. Div. 73, 49 N. Y.
Supp. 894.

-Hitigntlon of damages. A reduction of
the amount of damages. not by roof of facts
which are a bar to a part of the p aintifs cause
of action, or a justification, nor yet of facts
which constitute a cause of action in favor of
the defendant, but rather facts which show that
the plaintiffs conceded cause of action does not
entitle him to so large an amount as the show-
ing on his side would otherwise justify the jury
in allowing him. 1 Suth. Dam. E6.

MITIOR BENIUI.
vorable acceptation.

Lat. The more fa-
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Hitiu Inperunti menu pas-otvu-. The
more mildly one commands, the better is he
obeyed. 3 Inst. 24.

LIITOYENNETE In French law. The
joint ownership of two neighbors in a wall,
ditch, or hedge which separates their estates.

MITTENDO MANUSORIPTUM PEDI8
FINIS. An abolished judicial writ address-
ed to the treasurer and chamberlain ot the

.exchequer to search for and transmit the foot
of a line acknowledged before Justices in eyre
into the common pleas. Reg. Orig. 14.

MITTEB. L. Fr. To put, to send, or to
pass: as, miner l'c-state, to pass the estate;
mmer le droit, to pass a right. These words
are used to distinguish different kinds of re-
leases.

HITTER. AVANT. L. Fr. In old prac-
tice. To put before; to present before a
court; to produce in court.

IITTIIIIUB. In English law. A writ
used in sending a record or its tenor from one
court to another. Thus, where a nut tie! rec-
ord is pleaded in one court to the record of
another court of equal or superior jurisdic-
tion, the tenor of the record is brought into
chancery by a oertlorari, (q. 1.2..) and thence
sent by mimmua into the court where the
action is. Tidd, Pr. 745.

In criminal practice. The name of B.

precept in writing, issuing from a court or
magistrate, directed to the she:-in or other
oiilcer, commanding him to convey to the
prison the person named therein, and to the
jailer, commanding him to receive and safely
keep such person until he shall be delivered
by due course of law. Pub. St. Mass. 1882,
p. 1293. Connolly v. Anderson, 112 Mass. 62;
Saunders v. U. S. (D. C.) 73 Fed. 786; Scott
v. Spiegel, 67 Conn. 349, 35 At]. 262.

111821). Formed by admixture or com-
mingling; partaking or the nature. character,
or legal attributes of two or more distinct
kinds or classes.
—l£l.xed luvs. A name sometimes given to
those which concern both persons and property.
—lflxed questions. This phrase may mean
either those which arise from the conflict of
foreign and domestic laws. or questions arising
on a trial involving both law and fact. See
Bennett v. Eddy, 120 Mich. 300, 79 N. W. 481.
—lnxed subjects of ropes-ty. Such as fall
within the definition 0 things real, but which
are attended. nevertheless. with some of the
legal qualities of things personal, as embiements,
fixtures. and shares in ublic undertakings, con-
nected with land. Besides these, there are oth-
cm which, though thing:-I personal in point of
definition, are. in respect of some of their legal
qualities. of the nature of things real: such are
animals [ere nature. charters and deeds, court
rolls. and other evidences of the land. together
with the chests in which they are contained,
ancient family pictures. ornaments. tombstones.
coats of annor. with pi-'l1D0llS and other ensigns,
and especially heir-looms. Wharton.
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As to mixed "Action," “Blood,” "Contract,"
“Government," “Jury," “Larceny." “Mar-
riage." “Nuisance," “Policy," “Presumption."
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titles.

nux'r-Iox. The mixture or confusion
or goods or chattels belonging severally to
different owners, in such a way that they
can no longer be separated or distinguished;
as where two measures of wine belonging to
different persons are poured together into the
same cask.

HIXTUH IMPBBIUI. Lat. In old
English law. Mixed authority; a kind or
civil power. A term applied by Lord Hale
to the "power" of certain subordinate civil
magistrates as distinct from "Jurisdiction."
Hale, Anal. i 11.

M08. An assemblage of many people,
acting in a violent and disorderly manner,
defying the law, and committing, or threat-
ening to commit, depredations upon property
or violence to persons. Alexander v. State,
40 Tex. Cr. R. 395, 50 S. W. 716; Marshall v.
Buffalo. 50 App. Div. 149. 64 N. Y. Supp. 411;
Champaign County v. Church, 62 Ohio St.
318, 57 N. E. 50, 48 L. R. A. 738. 78 Am. St.
Rep. 718.

The word, in legal use, is practically syn-
onymous with “riot," but the latter is the
more correct term.

IIOBBING AND RIOTING. In Scotch
law. A general term including all those
convocations of the lieges for violent and un-
lawful purposes, which are attended with in-
jury to the persons or property of the lleges.
or terror and alarm to the neighborhood in
which it takes place. The two phrases are
usually placed together; but, nevertheless.
they have distinct meanings, and are some
times used separately in legal language, the
word "mobbing" being peculiarly applicable
to the unlawful assemblage and violence of
a number of persons. and that of “rioting"
to the outrageous behavior of a single indi-
vidual. Alis. Crim. Law, e. 23, p. 509.

HOBILIA. Lat. Movnbles; movable
things; otherwise called “res mobiles."

Hohilia non hnhent sitlun. Movables
have no aim: or local habitation. Holmes v.

Remsen, 4 Johns. (N. Y.) Ch. 472, 8 Am. Dec.
581.

Mobilla sequnntur per-Ionnn. Movable!
follow the [law of the] person. Story, Conn.
Law, 5 378; Broom, Max. 522.

nooxAno:':s. A kind of cloth made in
England, mentioned in St. 23 Eliz. c. 9.

MODEL. A pattern or representation of
something to be made. A fee smile at some-
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thing invented, made on a reduced scale. in
compliance with the patent laws. See State
v. Fox, 25 N. J. Law, 566; Montana Ore Pur-
chasing Co. v. Boston, etc., Min Co., 27- Mont.
288, 70 Pac. 1126.

MODERAEEN INOULPATE TU-
TELE. Lat. In Roman law. The regula-
tion of Justlflable defense A term used to
express that degree oi‘ force in defense of the
person or property which a person might
safely use, although it should occasion the
death of the aggressor. Calvin; Bell.

MODERATA MISERIOORDIA. Awrit
founded on Magna Oharta, which lies for
him who is amerced in a court, not of rec-
ord, for any transgression beyond the quality
or quantity or the offense. It is addressed
to the lord oi‘ the court, or his baillir, oom-
manding him to take a moderate amerciament
of the’ parties. New Nat. Brev. 167 : Fitzh.
Nat. Brev. 76.

MODERATE CASTIGAVIT. Lat. In
pleading. He moderately chastised. The
name of a plea in trespass which justifies an
alleged battery on the ground that it con-
sisted in a moderate chnstisement of the
plaintiff by the defendant, which, from their
relations, the latter had a legal right to in-
flict.

MODERATE SPEED. In admiralty law.
as applied to a steam-vessel, “such speed
only is moderate as will permit the steamer
reasonably and effectually to avoid a collision
by slackening speed. or by stopping and re-
versing, within the distance at-which an ap-
proaching vessel can be seen." The City of
New York (C. C.) 35 Fed. 609; The Alllanca
(D. C.) 39 Fed. 480: The State of Alabama
(D. C.) 17 Fed. 952. .

MODERATOR. A chairman or president
of an assembly. A person appointed to pre-
side at a popular meeting. The presiding
oflicer oi’ town-meetings in New England is so
called. See Wheeler v. Carter, 180 Mass. 382,
62 N. E. 471.

MODIATIO. In old English law. A cer-
tain duty paid for every tierce oi‘ wine.

Hodicn cl:-cnsnstnntin tact! jns snntnt.
A small circumstance attending an act may
change the law.

MODIFICATION. A change; an altera-
tion which introduces new elements into the
details, or cancels some of them, but leaves
the general purpose and eirect of the subject-
matter intact. Wiley v. Corporation of Blair-
ton, 111 Ind. 152, 12 N. E. 165: State v. Tuck-
er, 36 Or. 291, 61 Pac. 894. 51 L. R. A. 246;
Astor v. L’Amoreux, 4 Sandi‘. (N. Y.) 538.

“Modification" is not exactly synonymous with
“amendment," for the former term denotes some
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minor change in the substance of the thing,
without reference to its improvement or de-
terioration thereby, while the latter word im--
ports on amelioration of the thing (as by chang-
ing the phraseology of an instrument, so as to
make it more distinct or specific) without in-
volving the idea of any change in substance or
essence.

In Scotch law. The term usually ap-
plied to the decree of the teind court, award-
ing a suitable stipend to the minister or a
parish. Bell.

MODIFY. To alter; to change in incl-
dental or subordinate features. See Moniri-
CATION. (

MODI‘U8.. Lat. A measure. Specifical-
ly, a Roman dry measure having a capacity
of about 550 cubic inches; but in medieval
English law used as an approximate transla-
tion of the‘word “buahei."
—HodJus tetra vol . In old English

containing in length
and breadth 100 feet.

MODO ET FORMA. _Lat. In manner
and form. Words used in the old Latin
forms of pleadings by way or traverse. and
literally translated in the modern precedents,
importing that the party traversing denies
the allegation of the other party, not only in
its general eflect. but in the exact manner
and form ,in which it is made. Steph. Pl.
189, 190.

MODUS.
ner ;

Lat.
means ; way.

In the civil law. Mair.

In old conveyancing. Mode: manner:
the arrangement or ‘expression of the terms
of a contract or conveyance.

Also a consideration; the consideration of
a conveyance, technically expressed by the
word “ut.”

A qualification, involving the idea of va-
riance or departure from some general rule
or form, either by way of restriction or en-
largement, according to the circumstances or
a particular case, the will of a donor, the
particular agreement of parties, and the like.
Burrill

In crisninnl pleading. The moduli of an
indictment is that part of it which contains
the narrative of the commission of the crime;
the statement of the mode or manner in
which the offense was committed. Tray. Lat.
Max.

In oeclesinsticnl lnw. A peculiar man-
ner of tithing. growing out of custom.
—Modus de non declmnndo. In ecclesias-
tical law. A custom or prescription of entire
exemption from the payment of tithes; this is
not valid. unless in the case of abbey-lands.-
Hodsss dec1lnnnd:l.- In ecclesiastical law. A
manner of tithing; a partial exemption from
tithes, or a cuniary composition prmcrlbed
by immemoriai usage. and of reasonable
amount; for it will be invalid as a_1-anlc media!
if greater than the value of the tithes in the
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time of Richard I. Stim. Law Gloss.-Hodus
hnbllh. A valid manner.—Hodnl lovuldl
fines. The manner of levying lines. The title
of a short statute in French ‘passed in the eight-
eenth year of Edward I. .. last. 510: 2 Bl.
Comm. 349.—Hodus tenendl. The manner of
holding; 1'. e.. the diiferent species of tenures
by which estates are heid.—HodIu transfer-
rondi. The manner of transt'erring.—Hodu|
vnoandl. The manner of vacating. How and
why an estate has been relin uished or sur-
rendered by a vassal to his lo might well be
referred to by this phrase. See Tray. Lat. Max.
3. v.— modal. One that is too large.
Rankness is a mere rule of evidence, drawn
from the improbability of the fact. rather than
a rule of law. 2 Steph. Comm. 729.

Module do non deoimando non valet.
A modus (prescription) not to pay tithes is
void. Lofft, 427; Cro. Eliz. 511; 2 Share. Bl.
Comm. 31.

Hodns at oonventio vincnnt legem.
Custom and agreement overrule law. This
maxim forms one of the tlrst principles rel-
ative to the law of contracts. The excep-
tions to the rule here laid down are in cases
against public policy, morality, etc. 2 Coke.
73; Broom, Max. 689, 691-695.

Hodus legem «ht donstionl. Custom
gives law to the gift. Co. Litt. 19; Broom,
Max. 459

Movable.
Britt. c. 11

HOEBLE. L. Fr. Bienl
moeblcs, movable goods.

HOERDA. The secret killing of another;
murder. 4 Bl. Comm. 194.

HOPUSIIL. In Hindu law. Separated;
particularlzed; the subordinate divisions of a
district in contradlstinction to sadder or
sadder, which implies the chief seat of gov-
ernment. Wharton

HOEAHMEDAN LAW. A system of
native law prevailing among the Moham-
medans in India, and administered there by
the British government.

HOHATRA. In French law. A transac-
tion covering a fraudulent device to evade
the laws against usury.

It takes place where an individual buys
merchandise from another on a credit at a
high price, to sell it immediately to the first
seller, or to a third person who acts as his
agent, at a much less price for cash. 16
Touliier, no. 44.

HOIDORE. A gold coin of Portugal,
valued at twenty-seven English shillings.

HOIETY. The half of anything. Joint
tenants are said to hold by moieties. Litt.
125; 3 C. B. 274, 283. '

—Hoisty sets. A name sometimes applied to
nal and criminal statutes which provide that

all’ the penalty or fine shall inure to the bene-
lit of the informer.
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HOLENDINUH. In old records. A mill.

MOLENDUIII. A grist; a certain quan-
tity of corn sent to a mill to be ground.

HOLESTATION. In Scotch law. A pos-
sessory action calculated for continuing pro-
prietors of landed estates in the lawful pos-
session of them till the point of right be
determined against all who shall attempt to
disturb their possession. It is chiefly used
in questions of commonty or of controverted
marches. Ersk. Inst. 4. 1, 48.

HOLITUBA. The toll or multurepaid
for grinding corn at a mill. Jacob.
—Hol1tIu-3 libe:-3. Free grinding; a libe
to have a mill without paying tolls to the 10
Jacob.

HOLLITEE HANDS IMPOSUIT. Lat.
He gently laid hands upon. Formal words
in the old Latin pleas in actions of trespass
and assault where a defendant Justiiled lay-
ing hands upon the piaintiif, as where it was
done to keep the peace, etc. The phrase is
literally translated in the modern precedents,
and the original is retained as the name of
the plea in such cases. 3 Bl. Comm. 21; 1
Chit. Pl. 501, 502; Id. 1071.

MOLHUTIAN LAWS. The laws of
Dunvallo Moimutuis, a legendary or myth-
ical klng of the Britons, who is supposed to
have began his reign about 400 B. C. These
laws were famous in the land till the Con-
quest. Tomlins; Mozley & Whitley.

HOMENTIIH.
stunt; an indivisible portion of time.
vln. .

A portion of time that might be measured:
a division or subdivision of an hour; an-
swering in some degree to the modern min-
ute, but of longer duration. Calvin.

In the civil law. An in-
Cal-

HONAGHISH. The state of monks.

HONAROHY. A government in which
the supreme power is vested in a single per
son. Where a monarch is invested with ab-
solute power, the monarchy is termed “des-
potlc;” where the supreme power is virtual-
ly in the laws, though the majesty of gov-
ernment and the administration are vested
in a single person. it is a "limited" or
“constitutional'5 monarchy. It is hereditary
where the regal power descends immediately
from the possessor to the next heir by blood.
as in England; or elective, as was formerly
the case in Poland. Wharton.

MOIIASTERIUM.
church. Spelman.

A monastery ; I

HONASTIOON. A book giving an ac-
count of monasteries, convents, and religious
houses.

HONETA. Lat. Money. (q. 9.)
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MONETA EST JUSTUM MEDIUM

Honotn est jnstnsn rnodlnni ct nonsu-

rn. rerun oommntsbfliiun, nun per ms-

diiun xnoncta it osnnlnxn rerun con-

rcnlons ct Junta. ssstimstio. Dav. Ir. K.
B. 18. Money is the just medium and meas-
ure of cominutable things, for by the medium
of money a convenient and just estimation
of all things is made.

xonnrsarux. Mintage, or the right
of coining money. Cowell. Hence, ancient-
ly. a tribute payable to a lord who had the
prerogative of coining money, by his ten-'
ants, in consideration of his refraining from
changing the coinage.

Honotnndl jns comps-ohecndltnr in re-

gnllbiu qnn nnnqnnln n regio scoptro
sbdicnntur. The right of coining money is
comprehended among those royal prerogatives
which are never relinquished by the royal
scepter. Dav. Ir. K.-B. 18.

HONEY. A general, indefinite term for
the measure and representative of value;
currency; the circulating medium; cash.

“Money” is a generic term, and embraces
every description of coin or bank-notes rec-
ognized by common consent as a representa-
tive of value in effecting exchanges of prop-
erty or payment of debts. Hopson v. Foun-
tain, 5 Humph. (Tenn.) 140.

Money is used in a specific and also in a gen-
eral and more comprehensive sense. In its spe-
ciiic sense, it means what is coined or stamped
by public authority, and has its determinate
value fixed by governments. In its more com-
prehensive and general sense, it means wealth,-
the representative of commodities of all kinds,
of lands.’ and of everything that can be trans-
ferred in commerce. Paul v. Ball, 31 Tex. 10.

In its strict technical sense, “money" means
coined, metal, usually gold or silver, upon which
the government stamp has been impressed to in-
dicate its value. In its more po ular sense,
“money" means any currency, to ens, bank-
notes, or.other circulating medium in general
use as the representative of value. Kennedy v.
Briere, 45 Tex. 305.

The.term “moneys" is not of more extensive
signification than "money," and means only
cash. and not things in action. Mann v. Mann,
14 Johns. (N. Y.) 1, 7 Am. Dec. 416.
—Honcy-bill. In parliamentary language, an
act by which revenue is directed to be raised,
for any purpose or in any shape whatsoever,
either for governmental purposes, and collected
from the whole people zenerallv. or for the bene-
fit of_ a particular district, an collected in that
district,_ or for making appropriations. Opinion
of Justices, 126 Mass. 547; Northern Counties
lnv. Trust v. Sears. 30 Or. 388. 41 Pac. 931,

]88.—Money claims. In Eng-
lish practice. Under the judicature act of 1875,
claims for the price of goods sold, for money
lent, for arrears of rent, etc., and other claims
where money is directly payable on a contract
express or implied, as opposed to the cases
where_ money is claimed by way of damages for
some independent wrong, whether by breach of
contract or otherwise. These “money claims"
correspond very nearly to the “money counts"
hitherto in use. Mozley dz Whitley.—Honey
demand. A claim for a fixed and liquidated
amount of money, or for a sum which can be
ascertained ‘by mere calculation: in this sense,
distinguished from a claim which must be pass-
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ed u n and liquidated by a gury, called “dam-
ages.’ Roberts v. Nodwift, Ind. 341; Mills
v. Long, 58 Ala. 460.—Honey had and re-
coivcd. In pleading. The technical designa-
tion of a form of declaration in acsumpsit,
wherein the plaintifi declares that the defendant
had and received certain money, etc.—Monoy
land. A phrase descriptive of money which is
held upon a trust to convert it into land.—Hon'-
ey lent. In pleading. The technical name of
ii declaration in an action of auumpait for that
the defendant promised to pay the plaintiiffor
money lent.—-Money made. The return made
by a sheriif to a writ of execution, signifying
that he has collected the sum of money required
by the writa—l!oncy of ndlen. In French
law. Earnest money; so called because given

Arrhes
is the usual French word for earnest money;
"money of adieu" is a provincialism found in
the province of Orleans. Poth. Cont. 507.-
Honoy order. Under the postal regulations
of the United States, a money order is a species
of ‘draft drawn b one post-oifice upon another
for an amount 0 money deposited at the first
office by the person purc asing the money order,
and payable at the second oflice to a pa ee nam-
ed in the order. See U. S. v. Long ( . C.) 30
Fed. 679.—Honcy-order omce. One of the
post-oflices authorized to draw or pay money or-
ders.—Honoy paid. In pleading. The tech-
nical name of a declaration in auumpait, in
which the laintifi declares for money paid for
the use of t e defendant.—Pub1ic mono . This
term. as used in the laws of the Unitei States.
includes all the funds of the general government
derived from the public revenues, or intru:-ted
to the fiscal oflicers. See Branch v. United
States, 12 Ct. Cl. 281.—Honoyed cnpltnl.
This term has a more limited meaning than the
term “personal property," and applies to such
capital as is readily solvable in money. Mer-
cantile Nat. Bank v. New York, 121 U. S. 138,
7 Sup. Ct. 826, 30 L. Ed. 895.—Honcyed cor-
poration. See Coapoanion.

As to money “Broker,” “Count," “Judg-
meat," and “Scrlvener," see those titles.

MONGER. A dealer or seller. It is sel-
dom or never used alone, or otherwise than
after the name of any commodity, to express
a seller of such commodity.

HONIERI, or HONEYEI-:38. Minis-
ters of the mint; also bankers. Cowell.

xoxnnzzrr. A memorial, superscrip-
tion. or record.

HONITION. In practice. A monition
is a formal order of the court commanding
something to be done by the person to whom
it is directed, and who is called the “person
monished.” Thus, when money is decreed
to be paid, a monition may be obtained com-
manding its payment. In ecclesiastical pro-
cedure, a monition is an order monlshing or
warning the party complained against to do
or not to do a certain act "under pain of
the law and contempt thereof.” A monition
may also be appended to a sentence inflicting
a punishment for a past oifense; in that case
the monition forbids the repetition of the
offense. Sweet.

In admiralty practice. The summons to
appear and answer, issued on tiling the libel;
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which is either a simple monition in per-
sonam or an attachment and monition in
rcm. Ben. Adm. 228, 239. It is sometimes
termed "monition viis et media,” and has‘
been supposed to be derived from the old
Roman practice of sum_moning a defendant.
Mauro v. Almeida, 10 Wheat. 490, 6 L. Ed.
369.
. The monition, in American admiralty practice,
is, in efiect, a summons, citation, or notice,
though in form_ a command to the marshal to
cite and admonish the defendant to appear and
answer, and not a summons addressed to the
party. 2 Conk. Adm. (2d Ed.) 147.
—General monition. In civil law and ad-
miralty practice.
all parties in interest to appear and show cause
against the decree prayed tor.

MONITORY LETTERS. Communica-
tions of warning and admonition sent from
an ecclesiastical judge. upon information of
scandal and abuses within the cognizance of
his court.

HONOCRACY. A government by one
person.

MONOGRAT. A monarch who governs
alone; an absolute governor.

MONOGAMY. The marriage of one wife
only, or the state of such as are restrained
to a single wife. Webster.

A marriage contracted between one man
and one woman, in exclusion of all the rest
of mankind. The term is used in opposition
to “bigamy" and “polygamy." Wolff, Dr.
de la Nat. 5 857.

MONOGRAM. A character or cipher
composed of one or more letters interwoven,
being an abbreviation of a name.

MONOGRAPII. A special treatise upon
a particular subject of limited range; a trea-
tise or commentary upon a particular branch
or division of a general subject.

HONOMAOHY. A duel; a single com-
bat.

It was nnciently allowed by law for the
trial or proof of crimes. It was even per-
mitted in pecuniary causes, but it is now for-
bidden both by the civil law and canon laws.

MONOMANIA.’ In medical jurispru-
dence. Derangement of a single faculty of
the mind, or with regard to a particular sub-
ject, the other faculties being in regular ex-
ercise. See Insanrrr.

Honopolin. dlcitur, cum unul solul All-
quod genus meroature nniveruun emit.
pretlum ad snum libitum ntatuens. 11
Coke. 86. It is said to he a monopoly when
one person alone buys up the whole of one
kind of commodity. fixing a price at his own
pleasure.
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A monition or summons to‘

MONSTRANB DE FAITS

uoxoronrtfn. The sole power, right.
or privilege of sale; monopoly; a monopoly.
Calvin.

HONOPOLY. In commercial law. A
privilege or peculiar advantage vested in one
or more persons or companies. consisting in
the exclusive right (or power) to carry on a
particular business or trade, manufacture a.
particulararticle, or control the sale of the
whole supply of a particular commodity.

, Defined in English law to be "a license or
privilege allowed by the king_for the sole
buying and selling, making, working. or us-
ing, of anything whatsoever; whereby the
subject in general is restrained from that lib-
erty of manufacturing or trading which he
had before.” 4 Bi. Comm. 159: 4 Steph.
Comm. 291. And see State v. Duluth Board
of Trade, 107 Minn. 506. 121 N. W. 395. 23
L. R. A. (N. S.) 1260.

A monopoly consists‘ in the ownership or
control of so large a part of the market-sup-
ply or output of a given commodity as to
stifle competition, restrict the freedom of
commerce, and give the monopolist control
over prices. See State v. Eastern Coal Co..
29_R. I. 254, 70 At]. 1. 132 Am. st. Rep. 817:
Over v. Byram Foundry Co.. 37 Ind. App.
-152, 77 N. E. 302, 117 Am. St Rep. 327:
State v. Haworth, 122 Ind. -162, 23 N. E. 946.
7 L. R. A. 240; Davenport v. Kleinschmldt,
0 Mont. 502, 13 Pac. 249; Ex parte Levy. 43
Ark. 42, 51 Am. Rep. 550; Case of Monopo-
lies, 11 Coke, 84; Laredo v. International
Bridge, etc.. Co., 66 Fed. 246, 14 C. C. A. 1;
International Tooth Crown Co. v. Hanks
Dental Ass'n (C. C.) 111 Fed. 916; Queen
Ins. Co. v. state, 86 Tex. 250. 24 S. W. 397,
22 L. R. A. 483; Herriman v. Menzies, 115
Cal. 16, 46 Pac. 730, 35 L. R. A. 318, 56 Am.
St. Rep. 81.

MONSTER. A prodigious birth; a hu-
man birth or offspring not having the shape
of mankind, which cannot be heir to any
land, albeit it be brought forth in marriage
Bract. fol. 6; Co. Litt. 7. 8; 2 Bl. Comm.
246.

MONSTRANS D1: DROIT. L. Fr. In
English law. A showing or manifestation of
right; one of the common law methods of
obtaining possession or restitution from the
crown, of either real or personal property.
It is the proper proceeding when the right
of the party, as well as the right of the
crown, appears upon record, and consists in
putting in a claim of right grounded on facts"
already acknowledged and established, and
praying the judgment of the court whether
upon these facts the king or the subject has
the right. 3 Bl. Comm. 256; 4 Coke, 5-ib.

HONSTRANS DE FAIT8. -L. Fr. In
old English practice. A showing of deeds;
a species of profert. Cowell.



HONSTRAVERUNT. WRIT OF

HONSTRAVERUIIT, W31’! 0!‘. In
English law. A writ which lies for the
tenants of ancient demesne who hold by free
charter, and not for those tenants who hold
by copy of court roll, or by the rod, accord-
ing to the custom of the manor. Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 14.

HONSTRUM. A box in which relics are
kept; also a muster of soldiers. CowelL

HONTEI. In Spanish law. Forests or
woods. White, New Recop. b. 2, tit. 1. c. 6.
5 1.

MONTE! PIETATIB. Public pawnbrok-
ing establishments; institutions established
by government, in some European countries.
for lending small sums of money on pledges
of personal property. In France they are
called “moms dc pieté."

MONTH. One of the divisions of a year.
The space of time denoted by this term varies
according as one or another of the following
varieties of months is intended:

Astronomical, containing one-twelfth of the
time occupied by the sun in passing through
the entire zodiac.

Calender, civil, or solar, which is one of
the months in the Gregorian calendar,—Jan-
uary, February, March, etc.,—whic_h are of
unequal length.
. Lunar, being the period of one revolution
of the moon. or twenty—eight days.

MON'I.TfiN”I'. 1. Anything by which the
memory of a person or an event is preserved
or perpetuated. A tomb where a dead body
has been deposited. Mead v. Case, 33 Barb.
(N. Y.) 202; In re Ogden, 25 R. I. 373, 55 Atl.
983. '

2. In real-property law and surveying,
monuments are visible marks or indications
left on natural or other objects indicating the
lines and boundaries of a survey. In this
sense the term includes not only posts, pil-
lars. stone markers. calms, and the like, but
also fixed natural objects, blazed trees, and
even a watercourse. See Grier v. Pennsyl-
vania Coal Co., 1% Pa. 79, 18 At]. 480; Cox
v. Freediey, 33 Pa. 124, 75 Am. Dec. 584.

Monuments qua nos records voousuus
aunt veritntis st vetustutis vestigin. Co.
Litt. 118. Monuments, which we call “rec-
ords." are the vestiges of truth and antlq.
uity.

HONYA. In Norman law. Moneyage.
A tax or tribute of one shilling on every
hearth. payable to the duke every three years,
in consideration that he should not alter the
coin. Hale, Com. Law, 148, and note.

HOOXTAE.
or attorney.

In Hindu law. An agent
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IIIIOOKTARJIAIA. In Hindu law. A
written authority constituting an agent; I
power of attorney.

* H003. An officer in the Isle of Man,
who summons the courts for the several
sheadings. The oiiice is similar to the Eng-
lish baillfl of a hundred.

HOOBAGE. A sum due by law or usage
for mooring or fastening of ships to trees or
posts at the shore, or to a wharf. Wharf
Case, 3 Bland (Md.) 373.

MOORING. In maritime law. Anchor-
ing or making fast to the shore or dock; the
securing or confining a vessel in a particular
station, as by cables and anchors or by a line ‘

or chain run to the wharf. A vessel is
“moored in safety," within the meaning of
a policy of marine insurance, when she is
thus moored to a wharf or dock, free from
any immediate danger from any of the perils
insured against. See 1 Phil. Ins. 968; Walsh
v. New York Floating Dry Dock Co.. 8 Duly
(N. Y.) 387; Flandreau v. 1-Zlsworth, 9 Misc.
Rep. 340. 29 N. Y. Supp. 694; Bramhall v.
Sun Mut. Ins. Co., 104 Mass. 516, 6 Am. Rep.
261.

M001‘, 1:. In English law. Moots are
exercises in pleading, and in arguing doubt-
ful cases and questions, by the students of
an inn of court before the benchers of the
inn. Sweet.

In Saxon law. A meeting or assemblage
of people, particularly for governmental or
judicial purposes. The more usual forms of
the word were “mote" and “gemot." See
those titles.
-Moot hill. Hill of meeting, (gemot,) on
which the_ Britons used_to hold their courts. the
judge sitting on the eminence; the parties, etc.,
on an elevated platform below. Enc. Lond.

11001‘, mi]. A subject for argument; un-
settled; undecided. A moot point is one not
settled by judicial decisions. A moot case
is one which seeks to determine an abstract
question which does not arise upon existing
facts or rights. Adams v. Union R. Co.. 21

R. I. 134. 42 At]. 515, 44 L. R. A. 273.
-—Hoot court. A court held for the arguing
of moot cases or questions.—Moot hall. The
place where moot cases were argued. Also a
council-chamber, hall oftiludgment, or town-hall.
—Hoot man. One of _ose who used to argue
the reader's cases in the Inns of court.

MOOTA OANUH. In old English law.
A pack of dogs. Cowell.

HOOTIZNG. The exercise of arguing
questions of law or equity, raised for the
purpose. See Moor.

MORA. Lat. In the civil law. Delay;
default; neglect; culpable delay or default.
Calvin.
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, NORA. ‘Sax. A moor: barren or an-
profitable ground; marsh; a heath; a wa-
tery bog or moor. Co. Litt. 5: Fleta, l. 2. c.
71.
—Mora. mussa. A watery or boggy moor; a
morass. -

Mora rep:-obatnr in legs. Delay is rep-
robated in law. Jenk. Cent. p. 51, case 97.

MORAL. 1. Pertaining or relating to the
conscience or moral sense or to the general
principles of right conduct.

2. Cognizable or enforceable only by the
conscience or by the principles of right con-
duct, as distinguished from positive law.

3. Depending upon or resulting from prob-
ability; raising a belief or conviction in the
mind independent of strict or logical proof.

4. Involving or affecting the moral sense:
as in the phrase “moral insanity."
—Hora1 actions. Those only in which men
have knowledge to guide them. and a will to
choose for themselves. Ruth. Inst. lib. 1. c. i.
—Horal certainty. In the law of criminal
evidence. That degree of assurance which in-
duces a man of sound mind to act, without
doubt, upon the conclusions to which it leads.
Wills. Circ. Ev. 7. A certainty that convinces
and directs the understanding and satisfies the
reason and judgment of those who are bound
to act conscientiously upon it. State v. Orr,
64 Mo. 339; Bradley v. State 31 Ind. 492;
Ross v. Montana Union R . o. ( . C. 45
Fed. 425; Pharr v. State, 0 Tex. App. 485;
Territory v. McA_ndrews, 3 Mont. 158. A hi h
degree of impression of the truth of a fact, fa 1-
ing short of absolute certainty, but suflicient to
justify a verdict of guilty even in a capital
case. See Burrill. ire. Iiiv 198- . The

hrase “moral certainty” has been introduced
into our jurisprudence from the publicists and
metaphysicians, and signifies only a very high
degree of probability. It was observed by Pat-
fendorf that, "when we declare such a thin to
be morallg certain, because it has been con rm-
ed by cre ible witnesses, this moral certitude is
nothing else but a strong (presumption grounded
on probable reasons, an which very seldom
fails and deceives us.” "Probable evidence,"
says Bishop Butler, in the ogening sentence of
his Analogy, “is essentially istinguished from
demonstrative by this: that it admits of de-
grees, and of all variety of them, from the high-
est moral certainty to ver lowest presump-
tion." Com. v. Costley, 118 ass. 23.--Moral
evidence. See Evinsncir.-Moral fraud.
This phrase is one of the less usual designa-
tions of “actual" or “positive" fraud or “fraud
in fact," as distinguished from “constructive"
fraud or “fraud in law." It means fraud which
involves actual guilt, a wrongful purpose or-
moral obliquity.—MoI-al haaard. See Az-
.um.—llo:-al insanity. See Inseam.-
Horal law. The law of conscience: the ag-
gregate of those rules and principles of ethics
which relate to right and wrong conduct and
prescribe the standards to which the actions of
men should conform in their dealin with each
other. See Moore v. Strickling. 40 . Va. 515.
33 S. E. 274. 50 L. R. A. 279.-—Hora.1 obliga-
tion. See OBLIGATION.

HORANDE sostrnoms OAUIA.
Lat. For the purpose of delaying or post-
poning payment or performance.

MORATUR IN LEGE. Lat. He delays
in law. The phrase describes the action of
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one who demurs, because the party does..not
proceed in pleading. but rests or abides upon
the judgment of the court on a certain point.
as to the legal sufliciency of his opponent's
pleading. The court deliberate and deter-
mine thereupon.

HORAVIANI. Otherwise called “Herm-
hutters" or “United Brethren.” A sect of
Christians whose social polity is particular
and conspicuous. It sprung up in Moravia
and Bohemia, on the opening of that reforma-
tion which stripped the chalr of St. Peter of
so many votaries. and gave birth to so many
denominations of Christians. They give evi-
dence on their solemn aflirmation. 2 Steph.
Comm. 338».

HORBUI IONTIOUB. Lat. In the civ-
il law. A sickness which rendered a man
incapable of attending to business.

KORE OOLONIOO. Lat. In old plead-
ing. In husband-like manner. Townsh. Pl.
198.

KOBE OR 1.1188. This phrase, inserted
in a conveyance of land immediately after
the statement of the quantity of land con-
veyed, means that such statement is not to
be taken as a warranty of the quantity, but
only an approximate estimate, and that the
tract or parcel described is to pass, without
regard to an excess or deficiency in the quan-
tity it actually contains. See Brawley v. U.
8., 98 U. S. 168, 24 L. Ed. 622; Crislip v.
Cain, 19 W. Va. 438; Tyler v. Anderson, 106
Ind. 185. 8 N. E. 600: Jenkins v. Bolgiano,
53 Md. 420; Solinger v. Jewett. 25 Ind. 479.
87 Am. Dec. 872; Young v. Craig, 2 Bibb
(Ky.) 270.

HORGANATIO HARRIAGE. See MAI-
BIAGE. '

HOBGANGINA, or HORGANGIVA.
A gift on the morning after the wedding;
dowry; the husband's gift to his wife on the
day after the wedding. Du Cange; Cowell.

HORGEN. Anglo-Dutch. In old New
York law. A measure of land, equal to
about two acres

HORGUE. A place where the bodies of
persons found dead are kept for a limited
time and exposed to view, to the end that
their friends may identify them

HOBMONIBH. A social and religious
system prevailing in the territory of Utah, a
distinctive feature of which is the practice of
polygamy. These plural marriages are not
recognised by law, but are indictable offenses
under the statutes of the United States and
of Utah.

31038. Lat. Death.

Hon dlcitnr ultinuun luppliolln.
Death is called the “last punishment." the
“extremity of punishment." 8 Inst. 212
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Hon cumin. aolvit. Death dissolves all
things. Jenk. Cent. p. 160, case 2. Applied
to the case of the death of a party to an ac-
tion. -

HOBSELLUH, or HORSELLUS, TER-
RE. In old English law. A small parcel
or hit at land.

H031‘ CIVILE. In French law. Civil
death, as upon conviction for felony. It was
nominally abolished by a law of the 31st of
May, 1854, but something very similar to it,
in effect at least, still remains. Thus, the
property of the condemned, possessed by him
at the date of his conviction, goes and be-
longs to his successors, (hérmers,) as in case
of an intestacy; and his future acquired
property goes to the state by right of its pre-
rogative, (par dron de déahérence,) but the
state may. as a matter of grace, make it over
in whole or in part to the widow and chil-
dren. Brown.

xonr D’ANOEs'l'0R. An ancient and
now almost obsolete remedy in the English
law. An assize of mart d'ancestor was a writ
which lay for a person whose ancestor died
seised of lands in fee-simple, and after his
death a stranger abated; and this writ di-
rected the sheriff to summon a jury or as-
size, who should view the land in question
and recognize whether such ancestor were
seised thereof on the day of his death, and
whether the demandant were the next heir.

MORTALITY. This word, in its ordi-
nary sense, never means violent death, but
death arising from natural causes. _Law-
rence v. Aberdein, 5 Barn. 8: Ald. 110.

MORTGAGE. An estate created by a
conveyance absolute in its form, but intended
to secure the performance or some act, "such
as the payment of money, and the like, by the
grantor or some other person, and to become
void if the act is performed agreeably to the
terms prescribed at the time of making such
conveyance. 1 Washb. Real Prop. ‘-175.

A conditional ‘conveyance of land, designed
as a security for-the payment of money, the
fulfillment of some contract, or the perform-
ance of some act, and to be void upon such
payment, fulfillment, or performance. Mit-
chell v. Burnhain, 44 Me. 299.

A debt by specialty. secured by a pledge of
lands, of which the legal ownership is vested
in the creditor, but of which, in equity, the
debtor and those claiming under him remain
the actual owners, until debarreil by judicial
sentence or their own laches. Coote, Mortg. 1.

The foregoing definitions are applicable to
the common-law conception of a mortgage.
But in many states in modern times, it is
reprded as a mere lien, and not as creating
a title or estate. It is a pledge or security
of particular property for the payment of a
debt or the performance of some other obli-
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gation, whatever form the transaction may
take, but is not now regarded as a convey-
ance in effect, though it may be cast in the
form of a conveyance. See Muth v. Goddard,
28 Mont. 237, 72 Pac. 621, 98 Am. St. Rep.
553; Johnson v. Robinson, 68 Tex. 399, 4 S.
W. 625; In re McConneil's Estate, 74 Cal.
217, 15 Pac. 746; Killebrew v. Hines, 104 N-.

C. 182, 10 S. E. 159, 17 Am. St. Rep. 672. To
the same purport are also the following stat-
utory definitions:

Mortgage is a right granted to the creditor
over the property of the debtor for the secu-
rity of his debt, and gives him the power of
having the property seized and sold in de-
fault of payment. Civ. Code La. art. 3278.

Mortgage is a contract by which specific
property is hypothecated for the performance
of an act, without the necessity of a change
of possession. Civ. Code Cal. §_2920.

—Ohattol mo:-tg o. A mortgage of goods,
chattels, or persona roperty. See CHA'l'l'icL
M0s'rGAGE.—Convent onal mortgage. The
conventional mortgage is a contract by which a
person binds the whole of his property, or a
portion of it onl , in favor of another, to secure
the execution 0 some engagement, but without
divestin himself of possession. Civ. Code La.
art. 329 ; Succession of Benjamin, 39 La. Ann.
612, 2 South. 187. It is distinguished from the
“legal" mortgage, which is a privilege which the
law alone in certain cases gives to a creditor
over the property of his debtor. without stipu-
lation of the parties. This last is very much
like a general lien at common law, created by
the law rather than h the act of the parties.
such as a jud ment ien.—Equitab1e mort-
gage. A speci c lien upon real property to se-
cure the payment of money or the performance
of some other obligation, which a court of eq-
ui_ty will reco nize and enforce, in accordance
with the clear y ascertained intent of the par-
ties to that effect, but which lacks the essential
features of a legal mortgage, either because it
grows out of the transactions of the parties
without any deed or express contract to give a
lien, or because the instrument used for that

urpose is wanting in some of the character-
istics of a common-law mortgage, or, being ab-
solute in form, is accompanied by a collateral
reservation of a right to redeem, or because an
explicit agreement to give a mortgage has not
been carried into effect. See 4 Kent, Comm.
150; 2 Story, Eq. Jur. I 1018: Ketchum v. St.
Louis, 101 U. S. 306. 25 L. Ed. 999: Payne v.
Wilson, 74 N. Y. 348; Gessner v. Palmateer,
89 Cal. 89. 26 Pac. 789, 13 L. R. A. 187: Cum-
mings v. Jackson, 55 N. J. Eq. S05. 38 Atl. 763;
Hall v. Railroad Co., 58 Ala. 23: Bradley v.
Merrill, 88 Me. 319, 34 Atl. 160: Carter v.
Holman, 60 M0. 504. In English law, the fol-
lowing mortgages are uitable: (1) Where the
subject of a mortgage is trust property. which
security is efiected either ‘by a formal deed or a
written memorandum, notice being given to the
trustees in order to_ preserve the priority. (2)
Where it is an equity of redemption, which is
merely a right to bring an action in the chan-
cery division to redeem the estate. (3) Where
there is a written agreement only to make a
mortgage, which creates an uitable lien on
the land. (4) Where a debtor eposits the title-
deeds of his estate with his creditor or some
person on his behalf, without even a verbal com-
mnnication. The deposit itself is deemed evi-
dence of an executed agreement or contract for
a mortgage for uch estate. Wharton.—!‘h-at
mortgage. The first (in time or right) of a
series of two or more mortgages covering the
same property and successively attaching as
liens upon it; also, in a more particular sense.
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s mori age which is a first lien on the property,
not_ony as against other mort ges, but as
against any other charges or incumbrances.
Green's Appeal, 97 Pa. 347.—!‘irst mortgage
bonds. Bonds the payment of which is secur-
ed by a first mortgage on property. Bank of
Atchison County v. yers, 139 M0. 627. 41 S.
\V. 325' Minnesota 8: I’. R. Co. v. Sibley. 2
Minn. is (Gil. 1); Com. v. Willianistown, 156
Mass. 70, 30 N. E. 472.-Second mortgage.
One which takes rank immediately after a'first
mortgage on the same Ptoperty, without any
intervening liens, and is next entitled to satis-
faction out of the proceeds of the property.
Green's Appeal, 97 Pa. 347. Properly speak-
ing. however. the term designates the second
of a series of mortgages, not necessarily the
second lien. For instance, the lien of a judg-
ment might intervene between the first and sec-
ond mortgages; in which case, the second mort-
gage wou d be the third lien.—Gessera1 mort-
gage. Mortgages are sometimes classified as
general and special, a mortgage of the former
class being one which binds all property, pres-
ent and future, of the debtor (sometimes called
a “blanket" mortgage); while a special mort-
gage is limited to certain particular and speci-
ii property. Barnard v. Erwin, 2 Rob. (La.)
415.—-Judicial mortgage. In the law of Lou-
lsiana. The lien resulting from judgments,
whether rendered on contested cases or by de-
fault, whether final or provisional in favor of
the person obtaining them. Civ. ode La. art.
3321.—Le in mortgage. A term used in Lou-
isiana. '1‘ e law alone in certain cases gives to
the creditor a mortgage on the progerty of his
debtor, without it being requisite t at the par-
ties should stipulate it. This is called “legal
mortgage." Civ. Code La. art. 3311.—Hort-
gage of goods. A conveyance of goods in
gage or mortgage by which tile whole legal title
passes conditionally to the mortgagee: and, if
the goods are not redeemed at the time stipu-
lated. the title becomes absolute in law, al-
though equity will interfere to compel a redemp-
tion. It is distinguished from a "pledge" by
the circumstance that possession by the mort-
gagee is not or may not be essential to create or
to support the title. Story, Bailm. I 287
See CllA'I'l‘EL Mos'roAoi:.—1Pus-chase-money
mortgage. A mortgage given, concurrently
with a conveyance of land. by the vendee to the
vendor, on the same land, to secure the unpaid
balance of the purchase price. See Baker v.
Clepper, 26 Tex. 629. 84 Am. Dec. 591.—'.l.'aoit
mor age. In Louisiana. The same as a
“legal mortgage. See supra.-—-‘Welsh mort-
gage. In English law. A species of security
which partakes of the nature of a mortizage, as
there is a debt due, and an estate is given as
security for -the repayment. but diflers from it
in the circumstances that the rents and profits
are to be received without account till the prin-
cipal money is paid oE._and there is no remedy
to enforce payment, while the mortgagor has a
perpetual power of redemption. It is now rare-

used. 1 Pow. Mortg. 373a. See O'Neill V.
ray. 39 Hun (N. Y.) 566; Bentley v. Phelps.

3 Fed. Cas. 2530.

MORTGAGES. He that takes or re-
ceives a mortgage.
—Hox-tgagee in possession. A mortgagee of
real property who is in possession of it with
the agreement or assent of the mortgagor, ex-
press or implied. and in recognition of his mort-
gage and because of it, and under such circum-
stances as to make the satisfaction of his lien
an equitable prerequisite to his being dispossess-
ed. See Rogers v. Benton. 39 Minn. 39. 38 N.
W. 765, 12 Am. St. Rep. 613; Kelso v. Norton,
65 Kan. 778. 70 Pac. 896. 93 Am. St. Re . 308'
Stouifer v. llarlan, 68 Kim. 135. 74 Pac. 10.
In R. A. 320. 104 Am. St. Rep. 396‘ Freeman
v. Campbell, 109 Cal. 360. 42 Pac. .
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MORTGAGOR.
gage.

He that gives a inert»

NORTH. sax. Murder, answering ex-
actly to the French “a:sasainat" or “mucrtre
de guet-apemi.”

Oowell.ll0R'.l.‘KI.AGA. A murderer.

noarnuon. Murder. Cowell.

MORTIPICATION. In Scotch law. A
term nearly synonymous with “niortmain.”
Bell. Lands are said to be mortified for a
charitable purpose.

MORTIB OAUSA. Lat. By reason of
death; in contemplation of death. Thus used
in the phrase “Domitio morm cauaa," (q. 0.)

Hos-tis momentum est ultimssm vita
momentum. The last moment of life is the
moment or death. -Terrill v. Public Adm’r. 4
Bradt. Sur. (N. Y.) 245. 250.

MORTHAIN. A term applied to denote
the alienation of lands or tenements to any
corporation, sole or aggregate, ecclesiastical
or’ temporal. These purchases having been
chiefly made by religious houses. in conse-
quence oi‘ which lands became perpetually
inherent in one dead hand, this has occa-
sioned the general appellation or “mortmain"
to be applied to such alienations. 2 Bl.
Comm. 208; C0. Litt. 2b; Perin v. Carey, 24
How. 495, 16 L. Ed. 701.

—H.ortmn.in acts. These acts had for their
object to prevent lands tting into the pos-
session or control of religious corporations, or,
as the name indicates, in mortua mama. After
numerous prior acts dating from the reign of
Edward 1.. it was enacted by the statute 9 Geo.
II. c. 36, (called the “Mortmain Act" par cz-
ccllence,) that no lands should be given to chari-
ties unless certain requisites should be observ-

Brown. Yates v. Yates, 9 Barb. (N. Y.)

HORTUARY. In ecclesiastical law. A
burial-place. A kind of ecclesiastical heriot.
being a customary gift of the second best
living animal belonging to the deceased.
claimed by and due to the minister in many
parishes, on the death of his parishioners.
whether buried in the church-yard or not.
2 Bl. Comm. 425. Ayrton v. Abbott. 14 Q. B.
19.

It has been sometimes used in a civil as
well as in an ecclesiastical sense. and ap-
plied to a payment to the lord of the fee.
Paroch. Antiq. 470.

HORTUARY TABLES. Tables for se-
timating the probable duration of the life
of a party at a given age. Gallagher v. Mar-
ket St. Ry. Co., 67 Cal. 16, 6 Pac. 871. 51 Am.
Rep. 680.

HORTUUM VADIUII. A dead pledge:
a mortgage, (q. v.;) a pledge where the proiitl
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or rents of the thing pledged are not applied
to the payment of the debt.

HOETUUI. Lat. Dead. So in sheriffs
return, mortuuc est, he is dead.
—Morh|us sine prole. Dead without issue.
In genealogical tables often abbreviated to “at.
I. p."

Mia!-turn exzltns non est exltiu. A
dead issue is no issue. Co. Litt. 29. A child
born dead is not considered as issue.

‘Hos retinendus est fldeliuimm vehua
tatis. 4 Coke, 78. A custom of the truest
.antiquity is to be retained.

MOSTBENCOB. In Spanish law. Stray-
ed goods; estrays. White, New Recap. b.
2, tit. 2, c. 6.

NOTE. Sax. A meeting; an assembly.
Used in composition, as burgmote, folkmote,
etc.
—Hote-hell. The bell which was used by the
Saxons to summon people to the court. Cowell.

LIOTEEB. A customary service or pay-
ment at the mote or court of the lord, from
which some were exempted by" charter or
Privilege. Cowell.

HOTER. A woman who has borne a
child; a female parent; correlative to “son"
or “daughter.” The term may also include’
a woman who is pregnant. See Howard v.
People, 185 I11. 552, 57 N. E. 441; Latshaw v.
State. 156 Ind. 194, 59 N. E. 471.

-hlother-in-law. The mother of one'a wife
or of one's husband.

MOTION. In practice. An occasional
application to a court by the parties or their
counsel, in order to obtain some rule or
order, which becomes necessary either in the
progress of a cause, or summarily and whol-
ly unconnected with plenary proceedings.
Citizens’ St. R. Co. v. Reed. 28 Ind. App. 629,
63 N. E. 770; Low v. Cheney, 3 How. Prac.
(N. Y.) 287; People v. Ah Sam, 41 Cal. 645;
In re Jetter, 78 N. Y. 601.

A motion is a written application for an
order addressed to the court or to a judge in
vacation by any party to a suit or proceeding,
or by any one interested therein. Rev. Code -

Iowa 1880, § 2911; Code N. Y. 5 401.

In parliamentary law. The formal
mode in which a member submits a proposed
measure or resolve for the consideration and
action of the meeting.
—LIotion for decree.
practice, the most usual mode of bringing on a
suit for hearing when the defendant has answer-
ed ‘is by motion for decree. To do this the
iaintlfl serves on the defendant a notice of his
ntention to move for a decree. Hunter, Suit

59; Daniell. Ch. Pr. 722.—Motion for
Ludgment. In English practice. A proceed-

g whereby a. party to an action moves for the
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judgment of the court in his favor. See Sup.
Ct. Rules 1883. ord. 40.—Mot1on in error.
A motion in error stands on the same footing
as a writ of error; the only difference .is that,
on a motion in error, no service is required to
he made on the o posite party, because, being
before the court w en the motion is flied. he is
bound to take notice of it at his peril. Tread-
way v. Coe, 21 Conn. 283.—Motion to set
aside Judgment. This is a step taken by a
party in an action who is dissatisfied with the
judgment directed to be entered at the trial of
the action.—S eoinl motion. A motion ad-
dressed to the iscretion of the court, and which
must be heard and determined; as distinguish-
ed from one which may be granted of course.
Merchants‘ Bank v. Crysler, 67 Fed. 390, 14
C. C. A. 444.

MOTIVII. The inducement, cause, or
reason why a thing is done. An act legal in
itself, and which violates no right, is not
actionable on account of the motive which
actuated it. Chatfleld v. Wilson, 5 Am. Law
Reg. (0. S.) 528.

"Motive" and “intent" are not identical. and
an intent may exist when a motive is wanting.
Motive is the moving power which impels to ac-
tion for a definite result; intent is the pur-
pose to use a. particular means to eifect such
result. In the popular mind intent and motive
are often regarded as the same thing; but in
law there is a clear distinction between them.
When a crime is clearly proved to have been
committed by a person charged therewith, the
question of motive may be of little or no im-
portance, but criminal intent is always essen-
tial to the commission of a crime. People v.
Molineux, 168 N. Y. 264, 61 N. E. 286, 62 L.

. 193' Warren v. Tenth Nat. Bank, 29
Fed. Cas. 1287. But motive is often an important
subject of inquiry in criminal prosecutions, par-
ticularly where the case depends mainly or en-
tirely on circumstantial evidence, the combina-
tion of motive and opportnnit (for the commis-
sion of the particular crime y the person ac-
cused) being enerally considered essential links
in a chain 0? such evidence. while the absence
of all motive on the part of the prisoner is an
admissible and important item of evidence in
his favor.

HOTU PROPRIO. Lat. Of his own
motion. The commencing words of a certain
kind of papal rescript.

HOURNING. The dress or apparel worn
by mourners at a funeral and'for a time aft-
erwards. Also the expenses paid for such
apparel. ,

MOUTH. By statute in some states, the
mouth of a river or creek, which empties in-
to another river or creek. is defined as the
point where the middle of the channel of
each intersects the other. Pol. Code Cal.
1903. I 3908; Rev. St. Arlz. 1901. par. 931.

MOVABLE. That which can be changed
in place, as movable property; or in time, as
movable feasts or terms of court. Sée Wood
v. George, 6 Dana (Ky.) 343; Strong v. White,
19 Conn. 245; Goddard v. Winchell. 86 Iowa.
71, 52 N. W. 1124, 17 L. B. A. 788, 41 Am. St.
Rep. 481.

—Hovs'ble estate.
“personal estate" or “personal property."

A term equivalent to
Dan
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v. Sayre, 3 N. J. Law. 187.—Hov;a.ble free-
hold. A term applied by Lord Coke to real
property‘ which is capable of being increased or
diminished by natural causes; as where the
owner of seashore acquires or loses land as the
waters recede or approach. See Holman v.
Hodges, 112 Iowa, 714, 84 N. W’. 950, 58 L.
R. A. (573, 84 Am. St. Rep. 367.

MOVABLES. Things movable; movable
or personal chattels, which may be annexed
to or attendant on the person oi.‘ the owner.
and carried about with him from one part
of the world to another. 2 Bl. Comm. 387.
Illovablcs consist—First, of inanimate things,
as goods. plate, money, jewels, implements
of war, garments, and the like, or vegetable
productions, as the fruit or other parts of
a plant when severed from the body of it, or
the whole plant itself when severed from
the ground; secondly, of animals, which
have in themselves a principle and power of
motion. 2 Steph. Comm. 67.

In the civil law. Movables (mobilim)
properly denoted inanimate things; animals
being distinguished as movcntia, things mov-
ing. Calvin.

In scotch law. “Movables" are opposed
to “heritage.” so that every species of prop-
erty, and every right a man can hold, is by
that law either heritable or movable. Bell.

HOV!-2. 1. To make an application to a
court for a rule or order.

2. To propose a resolution, or recommend
action, in a deliberative body.

3. To pass over; to be transferred; as
when the consideration of a contract is said
to “move" from one party to the other.

4. To occasion: to contribute to; to tend
or lead to. The forewheel of a wagon was
said "to move to the death of a man." Sayer,
249.

HOVENT. One who moves; one who
makes a motion before a court; the applicant
for a rule or order.

MOVING FOR AN ARGUMENT.
Making a motion on a day which is not mo-
tion day, in virtue of having argued a special

_ case; used in the exchequer after it became
obsolete in the queen's bench. Wharton.

MUOIANA GAUTIO. See Cauno.

MUEBLES. In Spanish law. Movables;
all sorts of personal property. White, New
Recop. b. 1, tit. 3, c. 1, 5 2.

lfUIlR.BUlI1I'. In Scotch law. The of-
fense of setting fire to a muir or moor. 1
Brown, Ch. 78, 116.

MULATTO. A mulatto is defined to be
“a person that is the offspring of a negress
by a white man, or of a white woman by a
negro." Thurman v. State, 18 Ala. 276.

MULTA NON VETAT LEX

MULOT. A penalty or punishment im-
posed on a person guilty of some offense. tort,
or misdemeanor, usually a pecuniary line or
condemnation in damages. See Cook v. Mar-
shall County, 119 Iowa, 384, 93 N. W. 372,
10-1 Am. St. Rep. 283.

Mullet: dunnnnn tuna non in-ognt.
Cod. 1. 54. A fine does not involve loss of
character.

MULIER. Lat. (1) A woman; (2) a
virgin; (3) a wire: (4) a legitimate child.
1 Inst. 243.

uunmn rursnt. L. Fr. When a
man has a bastard son, and afterwards mar-
ries the mother, and by her has also a legiti-
mate son, the elder son is bastard cigné, and
the younger son is mutter puisné.

HULIERATUS. A legitimate son.
Gianvil.

MULIERTY. In old English law. The
state or condition of a mulicr, or lawful is-
sue. Co. Litt. 3520. The opposite or has-
tardy. Blount.

Halt: oonoeduntur per obliqunm qua
non oonoeduntur do directo. Many things
are allowed indirectly which are not allowed
directly. 6 Coke, 47.

HULTA, or MULTUBA EPIIOOPI.
A fine or final satisfaction, anciently given
to the king by the bishops, that they might
have power to make their wills, and that
they might have the probate of other men's
wills, and the granting of administration. 2
Inst. 291.

Malta fldem promises levunt. Many
promises lessen confidence. Brown v. Castles.
11 Cush. (Mass.) 350.

Malta. ignorunnl qua nobh non Into-
rent I! veto:-um leotio nobil {nit {unfli-
aris. 10 Coke, 73. We are ignorant of
many things which would not be hidden
from us if the reading of old authors was fa-
miliar to us

Mules in Jute conmnni contra ratio-
nem dlsputandi, pro commnnl ntilltnto
int:-oductu aunt. Many things have been
introduced into the common law, with a view
to the public good, which are inconsistent
with sound reason. 00. Litt. 70b; Broom.
Max. 158

Hultn Innlto axe:-citations fooillu
qnun reg-I111: pereipieu. 4 Inst. 50. You
will perceive many things much more easily
by practice than by rules.

Malta non votnt lax, qua tune: taeito
dunnavit. The law forbids not many
things which yet it has silently condemned.
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Halts. truueunt etun universitate qlue
non per so transennt. Many things pass
with the whole which do not pass separately.
Co. Litt. 12a.

Halt! malts, nemo omnln novit. 4
Inst. 348. Many men have known many
things; no one has known everything.

HULTIPARIOUSNESS. In equity
pleading. The fault of improperly joining
in one bill distinct and independent matters,
and thereby confounding them; as, for ex-
ample, the uniting in one bill of several mat-
ters perfectly distinct and unconnected
against one defendant. or the demand of sev-
eral matters of a distinct and independent
nature against several defendants, in the
same bill. Story, Eq. Pl. 5 271. And see
Harrison v. Peres, 168 U. S. 311, 18 Sup. Ct.
129. 42 L. Ed. 478; Wales v. Newbould, 9
Mich. 56; Bovaird v. Seyfang, 200 Pa. 261,
49 Atl. 958; Bolles v. Bolles, 44 N. J. Eq.
385, 14 Atl. 593; Perkins v. Baer, 95 Mo.
App. 70, 68 S. W. 939; Thomas v. Mason, 8
Gill (Md.) 1; Barcus v. Gates, 89 Fed. 783.
32 C. C. A. 337; McGlothlin v. Hemery, 44
M0. 350.

l['UI.'.l'IPAIl-.!'.l'I'.l'E. Divided into many
or several parts.

HULTIPLE POIIITDING. In Scotch law.
Double distress; a name given to an action.
corresponding to proceedings by way of in-
terpleader, which may be brought by a per-
son in possession of goods claimed by dif-
ferent persons pretending a right thereto,
calling the claimants and all others to settle
their claims, so that the party who sues may
be liable only "in once and single payment.”
Bell.

Mulflplex et indistinotun pnrit con-
fusionemg at qnastiones, quo simpli-
oiores, so lueidiores. Hob. 335. Multi-
plicity and indistinctness produce confusion;
and questions, the more simple they are, the
more lucid.

llulflplioats transgressions eresont
pans infliertio. As transgression is multi-
plied, the infliction of punishment should in-
crease. 2 Inst. 479.

HULTIPLICITY. A state of being
many. That quality of a pleading which
involves a variety of matters or particulars;
undue variety. 2 Saund. 410. A multiply-
ing or increasing. Story. Eq. P1. § 287.

—I!u_1t:lpl1odty of actions. A phrase de-
scriptive of the state of aifairs where several
different suits or actions are brought upon the
‘same issue. It is obviated in equity by a bill of
peace; in courts of law. by a rule of court for
the consolidation of difierent actions. Williams
v. Millington, 1 H. BI. 81; Murphy v. Wilming-
ton, 6 Houst. (Del.) 138, 22 Am. St. Rep. 346.
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MULTITUDE. An assemblage of many
people. According to Coke it is not a word
of very precise meaning; for some authori-
ties hold that there must be at least ten
persons to make a multitude, while others
maintain that no definite number is fixed
by law. C0. Litt. 257.

Mnltitudlnem deeem fseinnt. Co. Litt.
257. Tea make a multitude.

Multitude errontium non psrit error!
patrooinum. The multitude of those who
err furnishes no countenance or excuse for
error. 11 Coke, 75¢. It is no excuse for er-
ror that it is entertained by numbers.

Multitude iznperitorum pordit ouritun.
The great number of unskiiiful practitioners
ruins a court. 2 Inst. 219.

MULTO. In old ‘records. A wether
sheep.

Hulto ntilius est panes idones ethno-
dere qiuun multis inutilibns hoxnlnes
grave:-I. 4 Coke, 20. It is more useful to
pour forth a few useful things than to op-
press men with many useless things.

MULTURE. In Scotch law. The quan-
tity of grain or meal payable to the proprie-
tor of a mill, or to the multurer, his tacks-
man, for manufacturing the come. Ersk.
Inst. 2, 9. 19.

MULEIIPIGATION. In medical juris-
prudence. A term applied to the complete
drying up of the body. It is the result u

burial in a dry, hot soil, or the exposure of
the body to a continuously cold and dry at-
mosphere. 15 Amer. J: Eng. Enc. Law, 261.

M01176. Antic diversions in the
Christmas holidays, suppressed in Queen
Anne's time.

MUND. In old English law. Peace;
whence mumibrvc. a breach of the peace.

MUNDBYRD, MUNDEBURDE.
ceiving into favor and protection.

A re-
Cowell.

MUNDIUTIIC. _ In old French law. A trib-
ute paid by a church or monastery to their
seignorial avouén and vidames, as the price
of protecting them. Steph. Lect. 236.

MUNEBA. In the early ages of the feud-
al law, this was the name given to the
grants of land made by a king or chieftain
to his followers, which were held by no
certain tenure. but merely at the will of
the lord. Afterwards they became life-es-
tates, and then hereditary. and were called
first “beneiices.” and then “feuds." See
Wright, Ten. 19.
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HUNIOEPS. Lat. In Roman law. A
provincial person; a countryman. This was
the designation of one born in the provinces
or in a city politically connected with Rome,
and who. having become a Roman citizen,
was entitled to hold any ofllces at Rome ex-
cept some of the highest. in the provinces
the term seems to have been applied to the
rreemen of any city who were eligible to the
municipal oflices. Calvin.

MUNICIPAL.’ “Municipal” signifies that
which belongs to a corporation or a city.
The term includes the rules or laws by which

-a particular district, community. or nation
is governed. It may also mean local. par-
ticular. independent. Horton V. Mobile
School Com‘rs. 43 Ala. 698.

“Municipal," in one of its meanings. is used in
opposition to “iuternational," and denotes that
which pertains or belongs properly to an in-
dividua state or separate community, as distin-
guished from that which is common to, or ob-
served between, all nations. Thus. piracy is an
“international olfense,” and is denounced by
"international law,” but smuggling is a “munic-
ipal olfense." and cognizable by “municipal law."
—Mun1o1pd old. A contribution or assist-
ance granted by a municipal corporation to-
wards the execution or progress of some enter-
prise, undertaken by rivate parties. but likely
to be of benefit to t e municipality: e. y., a
ra|lroad.—HIu|lcipal bonds. Negotiable bonds
issued by a municipal corporation. to secure its
indebtedness. Austin v. Nalle, 85 Tex. 5%. 22
S. W. 669; Howard v. Kiowa Conn (C. C.)
73 Fed. 406.—Hun!cipsl claims. n Penn-
sylvania law. Claims filed by a city a inst
property owners therein, for taxes, rates, evies,
or assessments for local improvements, such as
the cost of grading, paving. or curbing the
streets. or removing nulsances.—Hnn:lcipal
oo oration. See that title s'nfra.—Hnn1o-
£93 courts. In the judicial organization of
several states, courts are established under this
name. whose territorial authority is confined to
the city or community in which they are erect-
ed. Such courts usually have a criminal juris-
diction corresponding to that of a police court.
and, in some cases. possess civil jurisdiction in
small causes.—Hnnh-Axial law, in contradis-
tinctiou to internatlona law, is the law of an
individual state or nation. It is the rule or
law by which a pnrticular district. community.
or nation is governed. 1 Bl. Comm. 44. That
which pertains solely to the citizens and in-
habitants of a state. and is thus distinguished
from political law. C0mlIl('l‘i'iill law. and the law
of nations. Wharton. And see Winspear v.
Holman District Tp.. 37 Iowa. 544; Root v.
Erdelmyer. Wils. (Ind.) 99; Cook v. Portland.
20 Or. 580. 27 Pac. 263. 13 L. R. A. 533.-
Hunioipal lien. A lien or claim existing in
favor of a municipal corporation against a pro -

erty owner for his proportionate share of a pu
lic improvement. made by the municipality.
whereby his pro crty is specially and individual-
ly benefited.— unlcipal oflcer. An oflicer
belonging to a niiinicipality; that is. a city.
town, or borough.—Hun1oipn.1 ordinance. A
law. nile. or ordinance enacted or adopted by a
municipal corporation. Rutherford v. Swink,
96 Tenn. 564. 35 S. W. 554.--Municipal lo-
onrltios. The evidences of indebtedness is-
sued by cities. towns. counties, townships.
school-districts, nnri other such territorial divi-
sions of a state. They are of two general class-
es: (l) Municipal _warrnnts. orders. or certif-
icates; (2) municipal negotiable bonds. 15
Amer. & Eng. Flue. Law. 1206.—Hnn1o1pal
wax-I-ants. A municipal warrant or order is
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an instrument, generally in the form of a bill
of exchan e. drawn by an oflicer of a municipal-
ity upon ts treasurer, directing him to pay an
amount of money specified therein to the person
named or his order or to bearer. 15 Amer.
& Eng. Enc. Law. 1:506.

HUNIOIPAI. CORPORATION. A pub-
lic corporation, created by government for
political purposes. and having subordinate
and local powers of legislation; c. 9., a coun-
ty, town, city. etc. 2 Kent, Comm. Z5.

An incorporation or persons. inhabitants
of a particular place. or connected with a
particular district, enabling them to con-
duct its local civil government. Glov. Mun.
Corp. 1.

In English law. A body of persons in a
town having the powers of acting as one
person, of holding and transmitting property.
and of regulating the government of the
town. Such corporations existed in the chief
towns of England (as of other countries)
from very early thues. deriving their author-
it: from “incorporating” charters granted by
the crown. Wharton.
—HIm1oipnl oorporntiona not. In English
law. A general statute (5 & 6 Wm. IV. c. 76.)

assed in 1835, prescribing general regulations
or the incorporation and government of bob

oughs.—Quasl municipal corporations.
Public corporations organized for governmental
purposes and having for most purposes the
status and powers of municipal co rations
(such as counties, townships. and ac ool dis-
tricts), but not municipal corporations proper.
such as cities and incorporated towns. See
Snider v. St. Paul, 61 Minn. 468, 53 N. W. 763,
18 L. R. A. 151.

MUNICIPALITY. A municipal corpo-
ration: a city. town, borough, or incorporat-
ed village. Also the body of oflicers. tukeu
collectively. belonging to a city.

MUNIOIPTUII. In Roman law. A for-
eign town to which the freedom of the city
oi‘ Rome was granted. and whose inhabitants
had the privilege of enjoying oflices and
honors there; a free town. Adams. Rom.
Ant. 47, 77.

LIUNIMENTS. The instruments of
writing and written evidences which the
owner of lands, possessions. or inhcritances
has. by which he is enabled to defend the
title of his estate. Termes de la Ley: 8
Inst. 170.

MUNBCENT-HOUSE, or 1IflJ'ND(EN'.l‘-
ROOH. A house or room of strength. in
cathedrals, collegiate churches. castles, col-
leges. public buildings. etc.. purposely made
for keeping deeds. charters. writings, etc.
3 inst. 170.

HUNITIONS or WAR. in intenia-
tlonal law and United States statutes, this
term includes not only ordnance. ammuni-
tlon. and other material directly useful in
the conduct of a war. but also whatever may
contribute to its successful maintenance,
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such as military stores or all kinds and
articles of food. See U. S. v. Sheldon, 2
Wheat. 119, 4_L Ed. 199.

HUNUI. Lat. A gift; an office; a hen-
eflce or feud. A giadiatorial show or spec-
tacle. Calvin.; Du Cange.

IURAGE. A toll formerly levied in
England for repairing or building public
walls.

31131023. The crime committed where
a person of sound mind and discretion (that
is. of sufllcient age to form and execute a
criminal design and not legally "insane")
kills any human creature in being (exclud-
ing quick but unborn children) and in the
peace of the state or nation (including all
persons except the military forces of the
public enemy in time of war or bottle) with-
out any warrant. Justiflcaiion, or excuse in
law, with malice arorethought. express or
implied. that is, with a deliberate purpose
or a design or determination distinctly form-
ed in the mind before the commission of
the act. provided that death results from
the injury inflicted within one year and a
day after its intiiction. See Kilpatrick v.
Com., 31 Pa. 198; Holema v. U. S., 186 U.
8. 413, 22 Sup. Ct. 895. 46 L. Ed. 1225;
Guiteau‘s Case (D. C.) 10 Fed. 161; Clarke
v. State. 117 Ala. 1, 23 South. 671, 67 Am.
St. Rep. 157: People v. Enoch, 13 Wend.
(N. Y.) 167, 27 Am. Dec. 197; Kent v. People,
8 Colo. 563, 9 Pac. 852; Com. v. Webster,
5 Cush. (Mass.) 295. 52 Am. Dec. 711; Arm-
strong V. State. 30 Fla. 170. 11 South. 818. 17
L. R. A. 484; U. S. v. Lewis (0. O.) 111 Fed.
632: Nye v. People, 35 Mich. 16. For the
distinction between murder and manslaugh-
ter and other forms of hoiuicide, see Horn-
cron; Mansuucursa.

Common-law definitions. The willful kill-
ing of any subject whatever, with malice afore-
thought, whether the person slain shall be an
Ehiglishmau or a foreigner. Hawk. P. C. b. 1,
c. 13. I 3. The killing of any person under the
king's peace. with malice prepense or afore-
thought. father express, or implied by law. 1
Russ. Crimes. 421; Com. v. Webster, 5 Cush.
(Mass.) 304. 52 Am. Dec. 711. When a rson
of sound mind and discretion unlawfully illeth
any reasonable creature in being, and under the
king's peace, with malice afoi-ethonght, either
express or implied. 3 Inst. 47.

Statutory definitions. Murder is the un-
lawful killing of a human being with malice
aforethought. Pen. Code Cal. 5 187. Whoever
kills any human being with malice aforethought.
either express or implied, is guilt of murder.
Rev. Code Iowa 1880. § 3848. ii nrder is the
unlawful killing of a human being, in the peace
of the state, by a person of sound memory and
discretion. with malice aforethought, either ex-
hress or implied. Code Ga. 1882, 5 43%. The

lling of a human being. without the author-
ity of law. by any means. or in any manner.
shall be murder in the following cases: When
done with deliberate design to eflect the death
of the person killed, or of any human being;
when done in the commission of an act eminent-
ly dangerous to others, and evincing a depraved
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heart, regardless of human life. althou h with-
out any premeditated design to eifect t e death
of any particular individual; when done with-
out any design to eifect death, by any person en-
gaged in the commission of the crime of rape,
burglary, arson, or robbery. or in any attempt
to commit such felonies. Rev. Code Miss. 1880.

. . perpetrated by poison,
ylng in wait. or any other kind of willful, da-

liberate, malicious, and premeditated killing: or
committed in the perpetration of. or the attempt
to perpetrate. any arson, rape, robbe , or bur-
glary: or perpetrated from a remeditated de-
sign unlawfully and maiiciousy to eifect the
death of any human being other than him who is
killed; or gerpetrated by any act greatly dan-
erous to t e lives of others. and evidencing a
epraved mind, regardless of human life. al-

though without any preconceived purpose to de-
prive any particular person of life,—-is murder in
the iirst degree; and every other homicide com-
mitted under such circumstances as would have
constituted murder at common law is murder in
the second degree. Code Ala. 1886, I 8725.

Degrees of murder. These were unknown
at common law, but have been introduced in
many states by statutes, the terms of which are
too variant to be here discussed in detail. In
general. however, it may be said that most
states only divide the crime into “murder in the
first degree" and "murder in the second degree."
though in a few there are as many as five de-
green; and that the general purport of these
statutes is to confine murder in the flrst degree
to homicide committed by poison. lying in wait.
and other killings committed in pursuance of a
deliberate and premeditated design, and to those
which accompany the commission of some of the
more atrocious feloni such as burglary. arson.
and rape; while mu er in the second degree
occurs where there is no such deliberately form-
ed design to take life or to perpetrate one of
the enumerated felonies as is required for the
first degree. but where, nevertheless, there was
a purpose to kill (or at least a purpose to inflict
the particular inju without caring whether it
caused death or not formed instantaneousl in
the mind. and where the killing was without
justification or excuse, and without any such
provocation as would reduce the crime to the
rade of manslaughter. In a few states, there
s a crime of “murder in the third degree."

which is defined as the killing of a human being
without any design to effect death by a erson
who is engaged in the commission of a elony.
The fourth and fifth degrees (in New Mexico)
correspond to certain classifications of man-
slaughter elsewhere. -

HUBDRUX. In old English law.‘ The
killing of a man in a secret manner.

HURORUH OPERATIO. hat. The
service of work and labor done by inhabit-
ants and adjoining tenants in building or
repairing the walls of a city or castle; their
personal service was commuted into muragc,
(q. 1:.) Coweli.

in old Scotch law. Mur-
Skene.

MURTHBUH.
ther or murder.

MUS!-JUH. A building or institution for
the cultivation of _science or the exhibition
of curiosities or works of art.

The term “museum” embraca not only
collections of curiosities for the entertain-
ment of the sight. but also such as would
interest. amuse, and instruct the mind. Bos-
tick v. Purdy, 6 Stew. & P. (Ala.) 109.
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MUSSA. In old English law. A moss
or marsh ground. or a place where sedges
grow: a place overrun with moss. Cowell.

MUSTER. To assemble together troops
and their arms, whether for inspection, drill,
or service in the field. To take recruits
into the service in the army and inscribe
their names on the muster-roll or official
record. See Tyler v. Pomeroy, 8 Allen
(Mass.) 498.

—Muntox-master. One who snperintended
the muster to prevent frauds. St. 3:") Eliz. c. 4.
—MIuter-book. A book in which the forces
are registered. Termes de la Ley.—Muster-
roll. In maritime law. A list or account of a
ship’s company, required to be kept by the mas-
ter or other person having care of the ship,
containing the name, age, national character,
and quality of ever person employed in the
ship. Abb. Shipp. 91, 192; Jac. Sea Laws,

A name given to the issue
Miller v. Dawson,

MUSTIZO.
of an Indian and a negro.
Dud. (S. C.) 174.

MUTA-OANUM. A kennel of hounds;
one of the mortuaries to which the crown
was entitled at a bishop's or abbot’s de-
cease. 2 Bl. Comm. 426.

MUTATIO NOMINI8. Lat. In the
civil law. Change of name. Cod. 9, 25.

MUTATION. In French law. This term
is synonymous with "change," and is es-
pecially applied to designate the change
which takes place in the property of athing
in its transmission from one person to an-
other. Mutation, therefore, happens when
the owner of the thing sells, exchanges, or
gives it. Merl. Répert.

MUTATION OP LIDEL. In practice.
An amendment allowed to a libel, by which
there is an alteration of the substance of the
libel, as by propounding a new cause of ac-
tion. _or asking one thing instead of another.
Dunl. Adm. I’r. 213.

MUTATIS MUTANDI8. Lat. With
the necessary changes in points of detail.

MUTE. Speechless; dumb; that cannot
or will not speak. In lshiglish criminal law,
a prisoner is said to stand mute when, being
arraigned for treason or felony, be either
makes no answer at all, or answers foreign
to the purpose or with such matter as is not
allowable, and will not answer otherwise, or,
upon having pleaded not guilty, refuses to
put himself upon the country. 4 Bl. Comm.
324.

MUTILATION. As applied to written
documents. such as wills, court records. and
the like, this term means rendering the doc-
ument imperfect by the subtraction from it
of some essential part, as, by cutting, tear-
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ing, burning, or erasure, but without totally
destroying it. See Woodflll v. Patton, T6
Ind. 583, 40 Am. Rep. 269.

In crimlnsl law. The depriving a man
of the use of any of those limbs which may
be useful to him in fight. the loss of which
amounts to ma;/hem. 1 Bl. Comm. 130.

MUTINOUB. Insubordinate; disposed to
mutiny; tending to incite or encourage mu-
tiny.

MUTINY. In criminal law. An insur-
rection of soldiers or seamen against the au-
thority of their commanders; a sedition or
revolt in the army or navy. See The Sta-
cey Clarke (D. C.) 54 Fed. 533; McCargo v.
New Orleans Ins. Co., 10 Rob. (LIL) 313, 43
Am. Dec. 180.

—Mutiny not. In English law. An act of
parliament annuall assed to punish mutiny
and desertion. 1 Bl: gomm. 415.

MUTUAL. Interchangeable; reciprocal:
each acting in return or correspondence to
the other; given and received: spoken of an
engagement or relation in which like duties
and obligations are exchanged.

“Mutual" is not synonymous with "common."
The latter word, in one of its meanings, denotes
that which is shared, in the same or diflerent
degrees. by two or more persons; but the for-
mer implies reciprocal action or interdependent
connection.

As to mutual “Accounts." “Assent," “Com-
bat,” “Conditions,” “Contract,s," “Cove-
nants.” “Credits," "Debts." “Insurance,”
“Insu rance Company," “Mistake," “Prom-
ise," and “’.l.‘estaments," see those titles.

MUTUALITY. Reciprocation; inter-
change. An acting by each of two parties;
an acting in return.

In every agreement the parties must, as re-
gards the principal or essential part of the
transaction, intend the same thing; i. e.. each"
must know what the other is to do. This is
called "mutuality of assent." Chit. Coat. 13.

In a simple contract arising from agreement.
it is sometimes the essence of the‘ transaction
that each party should be bound_ to do some-
thing under it. This requirement is called “mu-
tuahty." Sweet.

Mntuality of a contract means an obligation
on each to do. or permit to be done. something
in consideration of the act or promise of the
other. Spear v. Orendorf, 26 Md. 37.

MUTUANT. The person who leads chat-
tels in the contract of mulumn. (q. 1;.)

MUTUAJRI. ‘To borrow; mutuatus. abor-
rowing. 2 Arch. Pr. 2.5.

MUTUARY. A person who borrows per-
sonal chattels to be consumed by him and
returned to the lender in kind and quan-
tity; the borrower in a contract of mutuum.

MUTUS ET SUBIDUS. Lat. In civil
and old English law. Dumb and dear.
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HUTUUM. Lat. In the law of bail-
ments. A loan for consumption; a loan of
chattels, upon an agreement that the bor-
rower may consume them, returning to the
lender an equivalent in kind and quantity.
Story, Bailm. 5 228; Payne v. Gardiner, 29
N. Y. 167; Downes v. Phaznix Bank, 6 Hill
(N. Y.) 299; Rahilly v. Wilson, 20 Fed. Cas.
181.

ZIIYNSTER-HAM. Monastic habitation;
perhaps the part or a monastery set apart
for purposes of hospitality, or as a sane-
tuary for criminals. Anc. Inst. Eng.
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HYSTERY. A trade, art, or occupation.
2 Inst. 668. Masters frequently bind them-
selves in the indentures with their appren-
tices to teach them their art. trade, and
mystery. State v. Bishop, 15 Me. 122; Bar-
get v. Caldwell, 2 Dana_(Ky.) 131.

MYSTIC TESTAMENT. In the law; of
Louisiana, a closed or sealed will, required
by statute to be executed in a particular
manner and to be signed (on the outside of
the paper or or the envelope containing it)
by a notary and seven witnesses as well as
the testator. See Civ. Code La. art. 1584.
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' NARRATIVE

N
I. An abbreviation of “Novell4s," the

Novels of Justinian, used in citing them.
Tayl. Civil Law, 24. .

In English, s. common and familiar abbre-
viation tor the word “north," as used in
maps, charts, conveyances, etc. See Burr v.
Broadway Ins. Co., 16 N. Y. 271.

N. A. An abbreviation for “non alloca-
iur,” it is not allowed.

I. B. An abbreviation for “note bone,”
mark well, observe; also “nulls bona," no
goods.

1:. n. An abbreviation for “Northern Dis-
trict."

N. E. I. An abbreviation for “non eat in-
ventus," he is not found.

1!. L. An abbreviation oi.‘ “non iiquet.”
(which see.)

11'. P. An abbreviation for “notary pub-
lic," (Rowley v. Berrian, 12 I11. 200;) also
for “Mei priua," (q. 1:.)

II. 3.. An abbreviation for “New Re-
ports ;" also for “not reported," and for
“nonresident.” '

N. 8. An abbreviation for “New Series;"
also for "New Style."

NAAM. Sax. The attaching or taking or
movable goods and chattels, called “vif" or
"mort" according as the chattels were living
or dead. Termes de la Ley.

NABOB. . Originally the governor of a
province under the Mogul government of Hin-
dostan, whence it became a mere title of any
man of high rank, upon whom it was con-
ferred without any otiice being attached to it.
Wlls. Indian Gloss.

NAIF. L. Fr. A villeiu; a born slave; a
bondwoman.

NAIL. A lineal measure of two inches
and a .quarter.

NAKED. As a term of jurisprudence, this
word is equivalent to bare, wanting in nec-
essary conditions, incomplete, as a naked con-
tract. (nmlum par-fum,) 1'. 0., a contract de-
void ot consideration, and therefore invalid;
or simple, unilateral, comprising but a single
element. as an naked authority, I‘. c., one which
is not coupled with any interest in the agent.
but subsists for the beueiit of the principal
alone.

As to naked “Confession." “l_)eposit," “Pos-
session." “l’osaibi|ity." “Power,” ‘‘Promise,''
and ‘‘Trust,'' see those titles.

NAM. In old English law. A distress or
seizure of chattels.

As s Latin conjunction, for; because.
Often used by the old writers in introducing
the quotation of a Latin maxim.

IIAJIIABE. L. Lat. In old records. To
take, seize, or distrain.

ruin-rro. ' L. Lat. In old English and
Scotch law. A distraining or taking or s
distress; an impounding. Spelman.

NARI. The designation of an individual
person, or of a firm or corporation. In law
a man cannot have more than one Christian
name. Rex v. Newman, 1 Ld. Raym. 662.
As to the history of Christian names and
surnames and their use and relative impor-
tance in law, see In re Snook, 2 Hllt. (N. Y.)
566.
-—Nune And suns clause. The popular name
in English law for the clause, sometimes in-.
serted in a will or settlement by which prop-
erty is given to a person, for the purpose of im-
posing on him the condition that he shall as-
sume the surname and arms of the testator or
settlor, with a direction that, if he neglects to
assume or discontinues the use of them, the es-
tate shall devolve on the next person in re-

reserving contin-mainder, and a provision for
Conv. 277;at remainders. 3 Dav. rec.

weet. .

NAHIUM. L. Lat. In old English law.
A taking; a distress. Spelman. Things,
goods, or animals taken by way of distress.
simples nam-tum, a simple taking or pledge.
Bract. fol. 205D.
—Ns.ns.iu.m vetitnm. An unjust taking of the
cattle of another and driving them to an unlaw-
ful glgice, pretending damage done by them. 3
Bl. mm. 149.

NANTES, I01‘ 01‘. A celebrated law
for the security of Protestants, made by
Henry IV. or France, and revoked by Louis
XIV.. October 2, 1685.

' IIANTISSEHENT, in French law, is the
contract or pledge; if of a movable, it is call-
ed “yaae;" and if of an immovable, it is
called “ant¢chrése." Brown.

HARE. A common abbreviation of “nar-
ratio,” (q. 12.) A declaration in an action.
Jacob.

NARRATIO. Lat. One of the common
law names for a plaintiff's count or declara-
tion, as being a narrative of the facts on
which he relies.

NARRATIVE. In Scotch conveyancing.
That part of a deed which describes the gran-
tor, and person in whose favor the deed is
granted, and states the cause (consideration)
of granting. Bell.
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KAIBATOR. A counter; a pleader who
draws narra. Servicns narrator, a sergeant
at law. Fieta, l. 2, c. 37.

NARROW SEAS. Those seas which run
between two coasts not far apart. The term
is sometimes applied to the English channel.
Wharton.

NASOITUEUS. Lat. That shall here-
after be born. A term used in marriage set-
tlements to designate the future issue of the
marriage, as distinguished from “natus,” a
child already born.

NATALE. The state and coiiditlon of a
man acquired by birth.

NATI Pl‘ NABGITUBI. Born and to
be born. All heirs, near and remote.

NATIO. In old records. A native place.
Cowell.

NATION. A people, or aggregation of
men, existing in the form of an organized
jural society, inhabiting a distinct portion of
the earth, speaking the same language, using
the same'customs, possessing historic contin-
uity, and distinguished from other like groups
by their racial orlgin' and characteristics, and
generally, but not necessarily, living under
the same government and sovereignty. See
Montoya V. U. 8., 180 U. S. 261, 21 Sup. Ct.
358. 45 L. Ed. 521; Worcester v. Georgia, 6
Pet. 539, 8 L. Ed. 483; Republic of Honduras
v. Soto, 112 N. Y. 310, 19 N. E. 8-15. 2 L. R.
A. 6-42, 8 Am. St. Rep. 744.

Besides the element of autonomy or se1f-gov-
ernment, that is. the independence of the com-
munity as a whole from the interference of any
foreign power in its affairs or any subjection to
such wer, it is further necessary to the con-
stitut on of a nation that it should be an or-
ganized jural society, that is, both governing its
own members by regular laws, and defining and
protecting their rights, and respecting the rights
and duties which attach to it as a constituent
member of the family of nations. Such a so-
ciety, says Vattel, has her aifaiis and her inter-
ests; she deliberates and takes resolutions in
common; thus becoming a moral ‘person, who

sesses an understanding and wil peculiar to
erself, and is susceptible of obligations and

rl hts. Vattei, §§ 1. 2.
e words “nation” and “people” are fre-

fluently used as synonyms, but there is a great
ilference between them. A nation is an aggre-
ation of men speaking the same language, hav-

ing the same customs, and endowed with certain
moral qualities which distinguish them from oth-
er groups of a like nature. It would follow
from this definition that a nation is destined to
form only one state. and that it constitutes one
indivisible whole. Nevertheless, the history of
every age presents us with nations divided into
several states. Thus, Ital was for centuries
divided among several _di erent governments.
The ople is the collection of all citizens with-
out lstiuction of rank or order. All men liv-
ing under the same over-amen! compose the
people of the state. a relation to the state,
the citizens constitute the people; in relation to
the human race, they constitute the nation. A
free nation is one not subject to a foreign gov-
ernment, whatever be the constitution of the
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participate in a certain measure in the direc-
tiou and in the examination of public affairs.
The people is the political body brought into ex-
istence by community of laws, and the people
may rish with these laws. The nation is the
more body, independent of political revolutions,
because it is constituted y inborn qualities
which render it indissoluble. The state is the
people organized into a political body. Ialor,
’ol. Eric. 1. 9.

In American constitutional law the word
“state” is applied to the several members of
the American Union, while the word “na-
tion" is applied to the whole body of the peo-
ple embraced within the jurisdiction of the
federal government. Cooley, Const. Llm. 1.
See Texas v. White, 7 Wall. 720, 19 L. Ed.
227.

NATIONAL. Pertaining or relating to a
nation as a whole; commonly applied in
American law to institutions, laws, or at-
fairs of the United States or its government,
as opposed to those of the several states.
—Nationa.I bank. A bank incorporated and
doing business under the laws of the United
States, as distinguished from a state ban
which derives its powers from the authori o
a particular state.—dI'ationa.I currency. otes
issued by national banks, and b the United
States government.—NationLI do t. The mon-
13 owing by government to some of the public,

e interest of which is aid out of the taxes
raised by the whole of t e public.—Na-tional
domain. See DOKAXN. National domicile.
See DoincILi!:.—Nationa.l government. The
government of a whole nation, as distinguished
roin that of a local or territorial division of the

nation, and also as distinguished from that of
a league or confederation. “A national govern-
ment is a government of the people of a single
state or nation, united as a community by what
is termed the ‘social compact,’ and possessing
complete and erfect supremacy over ersons
and things, so at as they can be made t e law-
fui objects of civil government. A federal gov-
ernment is distinguished from a national govern-
ment, by its being the government _of a com-
muni of independent and sovereign states,
unit by compact." Piqus Branch Bank v.
Knoup, 6 Ohio St. 393.

NATIONALITY. That quality or charac-
ter which arises from the fact or a person's
belonging to a nation or state. Nationality
determines the political status oi.‘ the indi-
vidual, especially with reference to alle-
giance; while domicile determines his civil
status. Nationality arises either by birth or
by naturalization. According to Savigny,
“natioiiality" is also used as opposed to “ter-
ritorlality," for the purpose of distinguish-
ing the case of a nation having no national
territory; e. 9., the Jews. 8 Sav. Syst. I 346:
Westl. Prlv. Int. Law, 5.

NATIONALIZAOION. In Spanish and
Mexlcanv law. Nationalization. “The na-
tlonallzation oi’ property is an act which de-
notes that it has become that of the nation by
some process of law, whereby private indi-
viduals or corporations have been for speci-
fled reasons deprived thereof." Hall, Mex.
Law, 5 749.



NATIONS, LAW OF

NATIONS, LAW or- see INTERNATION-
“AL Law.

NATIVE. A natural-born subject or citi-
zen; a denizen by birth; one who owes his
domicile or citizenship to the fact of his
birth within the country referred to. The
term may also include one born abroad, if
his parents were then citizens of the country,
and not permanently residing in foreign
parts. See U. S. v. Wong Kim Ark, 169 U.
S. 649, 18 Sup. Ct. 456, 42 L. Ed. 890; New
Hartford v. Canaan, 54 Conn. 39, 5 Atl. 360.

NATIVU8. Lat. In old English law. a
native; specifically, one born into a condi-
tion of servitude; a born serf or vlllein.
—Nstivs.. A niefe or female villein. So_call-
ed because for the most part bond by nativity.
Co. Litt. 122b.—Nstiv.l conventions:-1|. ii-
leins or bondmen by contract or agreement.-
Nstivl do stipito.
birth or stock. Cowe1l.—N’ntiv:ltss. Villen-
age' that state in which men were born slaves.
2 Mon. Angl. 64:3.—Nstlvo hubondo. A writ
which lay for a lord when his villein had run
away from him. It was directed to the sherifl,
and commanded him to apprehend the villein,
and to restore him together with his goods to
the lord. Brown. .

Nature sppotlt pas-foetuing its ot lax.
Nature covets perfection; so does law also.

. Hob. 144.

NATUBA BRIJVIUII. The name of an
ancient collection of original writs, accom-
panied with brief comments and explanations,
compiled in the time of Edward III. This is
conunonly called “Old Natura Brevium," (or
"0. N. B.,”) to distinguish it from Il‘itzher-
bert's Nature Brevium, a later work, cited
as “F. N. B.," or “Fitzh. Nat. Brev."

Nsturs. ildo jussionis sit striotissimi
jurls ot non durut vol extandatur do ra

ad rem, do persona Id pol-sonuu, do
tempos-o ad tonpus. The nature of the
contract of suretyship is strictissimi jam,
and camiot endure nor be extended from
thing to thing, from person to person, or
from time to time. Burge, Sur. 40.

Nuturs. uon tacit sultumg its noo lax.
Nature makes no leap, [no sudden or irregu-
lar niovemeiit;] so neither does law. Co.
Lltt. 238. Applied in old practice to the reg-
ular observance of the degrees in writs of
entry, which could not be passed over per
saltum.

Nature. non tacit vacuum, noo lox su-

porvaouum. Nature makes no vacuum, the
law nothing purposeless. Co. Lltt. 79.

mm-'. vis marina; nature bis max-
lus. The force of nature is greatest; na-
ture is doubly great. 2 Inst. 564.

NATURAL. The jurlstic meaning of this
term‘ does not dllrer from the vernacular.
except in the cases where it is used in op-
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position to the term “legail;” and then it
means proceeding from or determined - by
physical causes or conditions, as distinguish-
ed from positive enactments of law, or at-
tributable to the nature of man rather than
to the commands of law, or based upon moral
rather than legal considerations or sanctions.
—Ns.tus-ul sfloation. Such as naturally sub-
sls_ts between _near relatives, as a father and
child,_brother and sister, husband and wife.
'.l:‘his is regarded in law as a good considera-
tion.—Natus-s.l-born subject. In English
law. One born within the dominion: or rather
within the allegiance. of the king of England.-
Nsturul tool. A person born without under-
standing; a born fool or idiot. Sometimes call-
ed, in the old books, a “natural." In re An-
derson, 132 N. C. 243, 43 S. E. 649.—Nstus-ul
lilo. The period between birth and natural
death, as distinguished from civil death, (q. 11.)

As to natural “Aileglance," "Boundary,"
“Channel,” "Child," “Day," “Death,” "Domi-
clle'l! ¢IEqu1ty’!I llFruns’Vl llGuardJan'll “Heir.”
"Infancy," “Liberty," “0bligation," “Person.”
"Possession," “Pi-esumption," “Rights," “Suc-
cession,” “Water-course," and “Year," see
those titles.

NATURAL LAW. A rule of conduct
arising out 01‘ the natural relations of human
beings, established by the Creator. and exist-
ing prior to any positive precept. Webster.
The foundation of this law is placed by the
best writers in the will of God, discovered
by right reason, and aided by divine revela-
tion; and its principles, when applicable, ap-
ply with equal obligation to individuals and
to nations. 1 Kent, Comm. 2, note;. Id. 4.
note. See Jus Nxrusans.

The rule and dictate of right reason, show-
ing the moral deformity or moral necessity
there is in any act, according to its suitable-
ness or unsuitableness to a reasonable na-
ture. Tayl. Civil Law. 99.

This expression, “natural law," or ins nu-
urale, was largely used in the philosophical
speculations of the _Roman jurists of the -Anto-
nine age, and was intended to denote a system
of ‘rules and principles for the guidance of hu-
man conduct which, independently of enacted
law or of the systemgegeculiar to any one peo-
ple, might be discove by the rational intelli-
gence of man, and would bejound to grow out
of and_conform to his nature, meaning by that
word his whole mental, moral, and hysical con-
stitution. The point of departure or this con-
ception was the Stoic doctrine of a life ordered
“according to nature," which in its turn rested
upon the purely supposititious existence. in
rimitive times, of a “state of nature :" that

is, a condition of societ in which men uni--
versally were overned so ely by a rational and
consistent o ience to the needs, impulses, and
geromptings of their true nature, such nature

ing as yet undefaced by dishonesty, falsehood,
or indulgence of the baser passions.— See Maine,
Anc. Law, 50, et seq.

We understand all laws to be either human or
divine, according as they have man or God for
their author; and divine laws are of two kinds,
that is to say: (1) Natural laws; (23) giositive
or revealed laws. A natural law is e ned by
Burlamaqui to be “a rule which so necessarily
agrees with the nature and state of man that,.
without observin its maxims, the peace and
hap iness of society can never be reserved."_
Ami) he says that. these are call “natural
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laws" because a knowledge of them may be at-
tained merely by the light of reason, from the
fact of their essential agreeableness with the
constitution of human nature; while, on the
contrary, positive or revealed laws are not
founded -upon the general constitution of hu-
man nature, but only upon the will of God:
though in other respects such law is established
upon very ood reason, and procures the ad-
vanta e of t ose to whom it is sent. The cere-
monia or political laws of the Jews are of this
latter class. Borden v. State, 11 Ark. 527, 4-4
Am. Dec. 217.

Naturals est quidlibet dissolvi eo mode
quo ligatus-. ii" is natural for a thing to be
unbound in the same way in which it was
bound. Jenk. Cent. 66; Broom, Max. 877.

NATURALEZA. In Spanish law. The
state, of a natural-born subject. White, New
Recop. b. 1, tit. 5, c. 2.

NATUEALIZATION. The act or adopt-
ing an alien into a nation. and clothing him
with all» the rights possessed by a natural-
born citizen. Boyd v. Nebraska, 143 U. S.
135, 12 Sup. Ct. 375. 36 L. Ed. 103.

Collective nsturhllsstion takes_ place
where a government, by treaty or cession, ac-

. ulres the whole or part of the territory of a
oreign nation and takes to itself the inhabit-

ants thereof, clothing them with the rights of
citizenship either by the terms of the treaty
or by subsequent legislation. State v. Boyd, 31
Neb. 682, 48 N. \\’. 739; People v. Board of
Inspectors, 32 Misc. Rep. 584, 67 N. Y. Supp.
Ziil: Opinion of Jnstices, 68 Me. 589.

'NA'rumu.1zn. To confer citizenship
upon an alien; to make a foreigner the same.
in respect to rlglits and privileges, as if he
were a. native citizen or subject.

NATUBALIZBD CITIZEN. One who,
being an alien by birth, has received citizen-
ship under the laws of the state or nation.

NATURALLY. Damages which “nat-
uraliy" arise from a breach of. contract are
such as arise in the usual course of things,
from the breach itself, or such as may rea-
sonably be supposed to have been contem-
plated by the parties when making the con-
tract as the probable result of the breach.
Mitchell v. Clarke, 71 Cal. 164, 11 Pac. 882,
60 Am. Rep. 529.

NATU8. Lat. Born, as distinguished
from nasciturus, about to be born. Auto
name, one born before a particular person or
event. e. 9.. before the death of his father.
before a political revolution, etc. Post name.
one born after a particular person or event.

NAUOLERUS. Lat. In the civil law.
The master or owner of a merchant vessel.
Calvin.

IIAUPBAGE. In French maritime law.
Shipwreck. “The violent agitation of the
waves, the impetuous force of the winds,
storm, or lightning, may swallow up the ves-
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sel, or shatter it, in such a manner that
nothing remains of it but the wreck; this is
called ‘making shipwreck,’ (jaire naufrage.)_
The vessel may also strike or run aground
upon a bank, where it remains grounded,
which is called ‘échoucment;' it may be
dashed against the coast or a rock, which is
called ‘bm's," an accident of any kind may
sink it in the sea, where it is swallowed up,
which is called ‘sombrer."" 3 Pard. Drolt
Commer. 5 643. ‘

NAUPBAGIUH. Lat. Shipwreck.

NAUGHT. In old practice. Bad; defec-
tive. “The bar is naught." 1 Leon. 77.
“The avowry is naught." 5 Mod. 73. “The
plea is undoubtedly naught.” 10 Mod. 3%.-
See 11 Mod. 179.

IIAULAGE. The freight of passengers
in‘ a ship. Johnson; Webster.

IAULUM. In the civil law. The freight
or fare paid for the transportation of cargo
or passengers over the sea in a vessel. This
is a Latlnized form of a Greek word.

nan-rs. Lat. In the civil and maritime
law. A sailor; one who works a ship. Cal-
vin.

Any one who is on board a ship for the
purpose of navigating her. V

The employer of a ship. Dig. 4, 9, 1, 2

NAUTICAL. Pertaining to ships or to
the art of navigation or the business of car-
riage by sea.

—1|'sutionl assessors. Experienced ship s-
ters, or other persons having special lmowl _ge
of navigation and nautical afiairs, who are call-
ed to the assistance of_a court of admiralty,
in difficult cases involving questions of negli-
gence, and who sit with the judge during the
argument, and give their advice upon questions
of seamanshi or the weight of testimony. The
Empire ‘D. .) 19 Fed. 559; The Clement, .2
Curt. 3b9, Fed. Cas. No. 2,879.—Nautieal
smile. See MILE. .

NAUTIOUM P0111118. Lat. In the civil
law. Nautical or maritime interest; an ex-
traordinary rate of interest agreed to be paid
for the loan of money on the hazard of a voy-
age: corresponding to interest on contracts of
bottomry or respondentln in English and
American maritime law. See liiackeld. Rom.
Law. 5 433: 2 Bi. Comm. 458.

NAVAGIUM. In old nigllsh law. A
duty on certain tenants to carry their lord's
goods in a ship.

NAVAL. Appertalning to the navy, (q. o.)

-11:13! courts. Courts held abroad in cer-
tain cases to inquire into complaints by the
master or seamen of a British ship. or as to
the wreck or abandonment of a British ship.
A. naval court consists of three, four, or flve
members, being oflicers in her maSesty's navy,
consular omcers, masters of British merchant
ships, or British merchants. it has power to
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supenede the master of the ship with reference
to which the inquiry_is held, _to discharge any
of the seamen, to decide questions as to wages,
send home oifenders for trial, or try certain of-
fenses in a summar manner. Sweet.—Nnva1
courts-martial. ribuuals for the trial of
offenses arisin in the management of public
war vessels.— and law. The system of regu-
lations and rinciples for the government of
the navy.— avail omoer. An oiiicer in the
navy. Also an important tunctionary in the
United States custom-houses, who estimates du-
ties, signs permits and clearances, certifies the
collectors’ returns. etc.

NAVADOHUS.
master or commander of a ship; the captain
of a man-of-war.

IIAVIOULARIUS. In the civil law.
master or captain of a ship, Calvin.
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IIAVIGABLB. Capable of being navi-
gated; that may be navigated or passed over
in ships or vessels. But the term is gen-
erally understood in a more restricted sense.
viz., subject to the ebb and flow ot the tide.

“The doctrine of the common law as to the
navigabilitfiof waters has no application in this
country. ere the ebb and flow ot the tide do
not constitute the usual test. as in England, or
any test at all, of the naviia-bility of waters.
There no waters are naviga la in fact, or at
least to any considerable extent, which are not
subject to the tide, and from this circumstance
tide-water and navigable water there signify
substantially the same thing. But in this coun-
try the case is widely diiferent. Some of our
rivers are as navigable for many hundreds of
miles above as they are below the limits of
tide-water, and some of them are navigable for
great distances by large vessels, which are not
even afiected by the tide at any point during
their entire length. A diiferent test must there-
fore be applied to determine the navigability of
our rivers, and that is found in their navigable
capacity. Those rivers must be regarded a
public navigable rivers. in law, which are navi-
gable in fact. And they are navigable in fact
when they are used, or are susceptible of being
used, in their ordinary condition, as highways
for commerce, over which trade and travel are
or ma be conducted in the customary modes
of tra e and travel on water. And they consti-
tute navigable waters of the United States,
within the meaning of the acts of congress, in
contradistinction from the navigable waters of
the states, when they form, in their ordinary
condition. by themselves. or by uniting with
other waters, a continued highway over which
commerce is or may be carried on with other
states or foreign countries in the customary
modes in which such commerce is conducted by
water." The Daniel Ball, 10 Wall. 563. 10 L.
Ed. And see Packer v. Bird. 137 U. S.
661, 11 Sup. Ct. 210, 34 L. Ed. 819; The
Gencsee Chief, 12 How. 455. 13 L. Ed. 1058;
Illinois Cent. R. Co. v. State. 146 U. S. 387,
13 Sup. Ct. 110. 36 L. Ed. 1018.

It is true that the flow and ebb of the tide is
not regarded. in this country. as the usual. or
any real. test of navigability: and it only op-
erates to impress. P""ina fade. the character of
being public and navigable. and to place the
onus of proof on the party ailirming the con-
trary. Rut the navigability of tide-waters does
not materially depend upon past or present
actual public use. Such use may establish navi-
gability. but it is not essential to give the char-
acter. Otherwise, streams in new and unsettled
sections of the country, or where the increase,
growth. and development have not been sutii~
cient to call them into public use, would be ex-
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eluded, though navigable in fact, thus making
the character oi.‘ being a navigable stream de-
pendent on the occurrence of the necessity of
public use. Capability of bein used for useful
purposes of navigation, of trs e and travel, in
the usual and ordinary modes, and not the ex-
tent and manner of the use. is the test of navi-
gizbility. Sullivan v. Spotswood, 82 Ala. 166, 2

uth. 716.
—Navigable river or stream. At common
law, a river or stream in which the tide ebbs
and_ flows or as far as the tide ebbs and flows.
3 seat, éomm. 412, 414, 417, 418; 2 Hil. Real
Prop. 90, 91. But as to the definition in Ameri-
can law, see supra.-—Na.viga'hle waters.
Those waters which afiord a channel for useful
commerce. The Montello, 20 Wall. 430, 22 L.
Ed. 391.

NAVIGATE. To conduct vessels through
navigable waters; to use the waters as a
means or communication. Ryan v. Hook. 34
Run (N. Y.) 185.

IIAVIGATIOII. The act or the science
or the business of traversing the sea or other
waters in ships or vessels. Pollock v. Cleve-
land Ship Building 00., 56 Ohio St. 655, 47
N. E. 682; The Silvia, 171 U. S. 462. 19 Sup.
Gt. 7. 43 L. Ed. 241; Laurie v. Douglass, 15
Mees. at W. 746.
—Na.viga.tion acts, in English law, were va-
rious enactments passed for the protection of
British shipping and commerce as against for-
eign countries. For a sketch of their history
and operation, see 3 Steph. Comm. ey are
now re aled. See 16 & 17 Vict. c. 107, and
17 at 1 Vict. cc. 5, 120. Wharton.-Naviga-
tion, rules of. Rules and regulations adopt-
ed by comrnerciai nations to govern the steeri
and management of vessels approaching eac
other at sea so as to avoid the danger of colli-
slon or fouling.—Regular navigation. In
this phrase, the word 'regular" may be used in
contradistinction to "occasional." rather than to
“unlawful," and refer to vessels that, alone or
with others, constitute lines. and not merely to
such as are regular in the sense of being prop-
erly documented under the laws of the country
to which they belong. The Steamer Smidt. 16
Op. Attys. Gen. 276.

IIAVIBE. Fr. In French law. A ship.
Emerlg. Tralté des Assur. c. 6. 3 1.

NAVIS. Lat. Aship; avessel.
—Na.vis born. A good ship: one that was
staunch and strong. well cauikcd. and stitched
to -bear the sea, obedient to her helm, swift. and
not unduly aifected by the wind. Calvin.

NAVY. A fleet of ships; the aggregate
of vessels of war belonging to an independ-
ent nation. In a broader sense, and as equiv-
alent to "naval forces," the entire corps of
ofllcers and men enlisted in the naval serv-
ice and who man the public ships of war, in-
cludlng in this sense, in the United states.
the ofllcers and men of the Marine Corps.
See Wilkes v. Dlnsman, 7 How. 124, 12 L.
Ed. 618; U. S. v. Dunn, 120 U. S. 249. 7
Sup. Ct. 507. 30 L. Ed. 667.
—Navy bills. Bills drawn -by omcers of the
English navy for their pay. etc.—1lavy do-
partnent. One of the executive departments
of the United States, presided over by the secre-
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tary of the navy, and having in charge the de-
fense of the country by sea, by cans of ships
of war and other naval app iances.—Navy
pension. A pecuniary allowance made in con-
sideration ot past services of some one in the
navy.

NAZERANNA. A sum ‘paid to govern-
ment as an acknowledgment for a grant of
lands, or any public oiiice. Enc. Loud.

NAZIH. In Hindu law. Composer. ar-
ranger, adjuster. The flrst oiilcer of a prov-
ince, and minister of the department of
criminal justice.

NE ADIJTTAS. Lat. Inecclesiastical
law. The name of a prohibitory writ, di-
rected to the bishop, at the request of the
plaintiii! or defendant, where a were impedlt
is pending, when either party fears that the
bishop will admit the other's clerk pend-
ing the suit between them. Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 37.

NE BAILA PAS. L. Fr. He did not
deliver. A plea in detinue, denying the de-
livery to the defendant of the thing sued for.

NE DIITUEBA PAS. L. Fr. (Does or '

did not disturb.) In English practice. The
general issue or general plea in quare im-
pedit. 3 Steph. Comm. 663.

NE DONA PAS. or NON DEBIT. The
general issue in a formedon, now abolished.
It denied the gift in tail to have been made
in manner and form as alleged; and was
therefore the proper plea, if the tenant meant
to dispute the fact of the gift, but did not
apply to any other case. 6 East, 289.

NE EXEAT REGNO. Lat. In English
practice. A writ which issues to restrain a
person from leaving the kingdom. It was
formerly used for political purposes, but is
now only resorted to in equity when the de-
fendant is about to leave the kingdom: it is
only in cases where the intention of the par-
ty to leave can be shown that the writ is
granted.

NE EXEAT REPUBLIOA. Lat. In
American practice. A writ similar to that
of no erect rcgno, (q._v..) available to the
plaintiff in a civil suit, under some circum-
stances, when the defendant is about to leave
the state. See Dean v. Smith, 23 Wis. 483,
99 Am. Dec. 198; Adams v. Whitcomb, 46
Vt. 712; Cable v. Alvord, 27 Ohio St. 664.

NE GIST PAS EN BOUOKE. L. Fr.
It does not lie in the mouth. A common
phrase in the old books. Yearb. M. 3 Edw.
ll. 50.

NE INJUITE VEXEI. Lat. In old
English practice. A prohibitory writ, com-

NE VA RIETUR

manding a lord not'to demand from the ten-
ant more services than were justly due by
the tenure under which his ancestors held.

NE LUMINIBUS OPPIOIATUR. Lat.
In the civil law. The name or a servitude
which restrains the owner of a house from
making" such erections as obstruct the light
of the adjoining house. Dig. 8, 4, 15, 17.

NE QUID IN L000 PUELIOO VEI.
ITINEBE FIAT. Lat. That nothing shall
be done (put or erected) in a public place or
way. The title of an interdlct in the Roman
law. Dig. 43, 8.

NE REOIPIATUB. Lat. That it be not
received. A carves: or warning given to a
law oflicer. by a party in a cause, not to re-
ceive the next proceedings of his opponent.
1 Sell. Pr. 8.

NE neuron PROBTERNET An.-
BORES. L. Lat. The statute 35 Edw. I.
5 2, prohibiting rectors, 4. e., parsons, from
cutting down the trees in church-yards. In
Rutland v. Green, 1 Keb. 557, it was extended
to prohibit them from opening new mines and
working the minerals therein. Brown.

. NE RELESIA PAS. L. Fr. Did not re-
lease. Where the defendant had pleaded a
release, this was the proper replication by
way of traverse.

NE UNQUES AOOOUPLE. L. Fr. Nev-
er married. More fully, ne unquea aecouple
en loiall matrimonte, never joined in lawful
marriage. The name of a plea in the action
of dower undo nihil habet, by which the ten-
ant denied that the dowress was ever law-
fully married to the decedent.

NE IINOUES EXEOUTOB. L. Fr.
Never executor. The name of a plea by
which the defendant denies that he is an ex-
ecutor, as he is alleged to be: or that the
plaintiif is an executor, as he claims to be.

NE ‘IINQITES SEISE QUE DOWER. L.
Fr. (Never seised of a dowable estate.) In
pleading. The general issue in the action of
dower undo nil hahet, by which the tenant
denies that the demamlnnrs husband was
over wired or an estate of which dower might
be had. Rose. Real Act. 219. 220.

NE UNQUES SON RECEIVER. L. Fr.
In pleading. The name of a plea in an ac-
tion of account-render, by which the defend-
ant denies that he ever was receiver of the
plaintiff. 12 Vin. Abr. 183. ‘

NE VARIETUB. Lat. It must not’be'
altered. A phrase sometimes written by a
notary upon a bill or note, for the purpose of

establishing its identity, which, however,
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does not aifect its negotlabillty. Fieckner v.
Bank.ot United States, 8 Wheat. 338, 5 L.
Ed. 681.

HELP TIDE8. Those tides which hap-
pen between the full and change or the moon,
twice in every twenty-four hours. Teache-
macher v. Thompson, 18 Cal. 21. 79 Am. Dec.
151.

NEAR. Thi word, as applied to space,
can have no positive or precise meaning. It
is a relative term, depending for its signifi-
cation on the subject-matter in relation to
which it is used and the circumstances under
which it becomes necessary to apply it to sur-
rounding objects. Barrett v. Schuyler .County
Court, 44 M0. 197; People v. Collins, 19
Weud. (N. Y.) 60; Boston & P. R. Corp. v.
Midland R. Co.. 1 Gray (Mass) 367; In-
dianapolis a», V. R. Co. v. Newsom, 54 Ind.
125; Holcomb v. Danby, 51 Vt. 428.

NEAT, NET. The clear weight or quan-
tity of an article, without the bag, box, keg,
or other thing in which it may be enveloped.

NEAT CATTLE. Oxen or heifers-
“Beeves" may include neat stock. but all
neat stock are not beeves. Castello v. State,
38 Tex. 324: Hubotter v. State, 32 Tex. 479.

NEAT-LAND.
lnanry. Coweil.

Land let out to the yeo-

NEATNESS. In pleading. The state-
ment in apt and appropriate words of all the
necessary facts, and no more. Lawes, P1. 62.

Nee curls defines-et in Justitis exhi-
henda. Nor should the court be deficient in
showing justice 4 Inst. 83.

Nee tempus nee locus oeonrrit regi.
Jenk. Cent. 190. Neither time nor place at-
fects the king.

Nee veniun efluso sanguine onus hu-
bet. Where blood is spilled, the case is un-
pardonable. 3 Inst. 57.

Nee veninm, laso numine, onsns ha-
bet. Where the Divinity is insulted the case
is unpardonable. Jenk. Cent. 167.

NEOATION. The act of killing.

NECESSARIE8. Things indispensable,
or things proper and useful, for the suste-
nance of human life. This is a relative term,
and its meaning will contract or expand ac-
cording to the situation and social condition
oi’ the person referred to. Megraw v. Woods,
93' Mo. App. 647, 67 S. W. 709; Warner v.
Holden, 28 Wis. 517, 9 Am. Rep. 515; Artz v.
Robertson, 50 Ill. App. 27; Conant v. Burn-
haln, 133 Mass. 505. 43 Am. Rep. 532.

in reference to the contracts of infants,
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this term is not used in -its strictest sense.
nor limited to. that which is required to sus-
tain life. Those things which are proper and
suitable to each individual, according to his
circumstances and condition in life, are nec-
essaries, if not supplied from some other
source. See Hamilton v. Lane, 138 Mass.
360; Jordan v. Codield, 70 N. C. 113; Middle-
bury College v. Chandler. 16 Vt. 685. 42 Am.
Dec. 637; Breed v. Judd. 1 Gray (.\iass.) 458.

In the case of ships the term “necessaries”
means such things as are fit and proper for
the service in which the ship is engaged, and
such as the owner, being a prudent man,
would have ordered if present; e. 9., an-
chors, rigging, repairs, victuals. Maude at P.
Shlpp. 71, 113. The master may hypothecate
the ship for necessaries supplied abroad so
as to bind the owner. Sweet. See The Ply-
mouth Rock, 19 Fed. Gas. 898; Ilubbard v.
Roach (C. C.) 2 Fed. 394; The Gustavia, 11
Fed. Gas. 126.

Neoessnrilun est quod non potest nliter
se hsbere. That is necessary which cannot
be otherwise.

NEOESSARIUS.
avoidable; indispensable;

Let. Necessary; Im-
not admitting of

‘ choice or the action of the will; needful.

NECESSARY. As used in jurisprudence,
the word “necessary” does not always import
an absolute physical necessity. so strong that
one thing, to which another may be termed
“necessary," cannot exist without that other.
It frequently imports no more than that one
thing is convenient or useful or essential to
another. To employ the means necessary to
an end is generally understood as employing
any means calculated to produce the end, and
not as being conilned to those single means
without which the end would be entirely un-
attainable. Mcculloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat.
316, 413, 4 L. Ed. 579.

As to necessary “Damages,” “Deposit.”
“Domicile," “Implication." “Intromission,"
"Parties," "Repairs,” and “Way," see those
titles.

NEOESSITAS. Lat. Necessity; a force,
power, or influence which compels one to act
against his will. Calvin.
-—N'eoossitss oulpsbilis. Culpablehecessity;
unfortunate necessity; necessity which, while
it excuses the act done under its compulsion.
does not leave the doer entirely free from blame.
The necessity which compels a man to kill an-
other in self-(lcfenne is thus distinguished from
that which requires the killing of a felon.
4. Bl. Comm. 187.—T1-{nods neoesdtss. In
Saxon law. The threefold necessity or burden:
a term used to denote the three things from con-
tributing to the performance of which no lands
were exempted. viz.. the repair of bridges, the

an enemy. 1 Bl. Comm. 263,
-building of castles. and militargsgenice against

Necessitns est lex tesnporis et loel.
Necessity is the law of time and of place. 1
Hale, P. C. 54.
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Neoessitas exensat ant extenuat de-
liotnaa in oapitalihns, quod non operatin-
idem in oivilihus. Necessity excuses or ex-
tenuates a delinquency in capital cases, which
has not the same operation in civil cases.
Bac. Max.

Neoessitas tacit licitlun quod alias non

est lioitnxn. 10 Coke, 61. Necessity makes
that lawful which otherwise is not lawful.

leoessitas induoit privilegiurn quoad
jars prints. Bac. Max. 25. Necessity
gives a privilege with reference to private
rights. The necessity involved in this maxim
is of three kinds, vlz.: (1) Necessity of self-
preservation; (2) of obedience; and (3) no-
cessity resulting from the act of God, or of a
stranger. Noy, Max. 32.‘

Ileeessitas non habet legern. Necessity
has no law. Plowd. 18a. “Necessity shall
be a. good excuse in our law, and in every
other law." Id.

Neeessitas publioa major est quara pri-
vata. Public necessity is greater than pri-
vate. “Death," it has been observed. “is the
last and furthest point of particular neces-
sity, and the law imposes it upon every sub-
ject that he prefer the urgent service of his
king and country before the safety of his
life." Noy, Max. 34; Broom, Max. 18.

Neoessitas quod cogit, defendit. Ne-
cessity defends or justifies what it compels.
1 Sale, P. C. 54. Applied to the acts of a
sheriif, or ministerial‘ ofllcer, in the execu-
tion of his otllce. Broom. Max. 14.

Neeessitas sub lege non ooatinetlu-,
qnia qnod alias non est lioitam neces-

sitas tacit lieitusn. 2 Inst. 326. Necessity
is not restrained by law; since what other-
wise is not lawful necessity makes lawful.

Neoessitas vineit legem. Necessity
overrules the law. Hob. 144; Cooley, Const.
Lim. (4th Ed.) 747.

Neoessitas vineit legem; legnua vinp
snla irrldet. Hob. 144. Necessity over-
comes law; it derides the fetters of laws.

10:01-:ssn1mo. Lat. In the civil law.
An obligation; in close connection; relation-
ship by blood. Calvin.

NECESIITY. Controlling force; irre-
sistihle compulsion; a power or impulse so

great that it admits no choice of conduct.
When it is said that an act is (lone “under
necemlty,” it may he. in law. either of three
kinds of necessity: (1) The necessity of pre-
serving one's own life. which will excuse a
homicide; (2) the necessity of obedience. as
to the laws, or the obedience of one not sui
lands to his superior; (3) the necessity caus-
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ed by the act of God or a stranger. see
Jacob; Mozley an Whitley.

A constraint u n the will whereby. a person
is urged to do t at which his judgment disap-
proves, and which, it is to be presumed, his will
if left to itsel would reject. A man there-
ore, is excus for those actions which are

done through unavoidable force and compulsion.
Wharton.
—_Neoessity, homicide by. A species of jus-
tifiable homicide, because it arises from some
unavoidable necessity, without any will, inven-
tion, or desire, and without any inadvertence
or negligence in the par killing, and therefore
without any shadow o blame. As, for in-
stance, by virtue of such an oflice as obliges one,
in the execution of public justice, to ut_‘.a
mslefactor to death who has forfeited his life
to the laws of his country. But the law must
require it. otherwise it is not justiiiable. 4 Bl.
Comm. 17 .

NECK-VERSE. The Latin sentence.
“Lliserere met, Deus," was so called, because
the reading of it was made a test for those
who claimed benefit of clergy. .- »

NECBOPHIIJSM. See Issanrrv.

NEOBOPSY.
fem examination of a human body.

NBEDLESS. In a statute against “need-
less" killing or mutilation of any animal.-
this term denotes an act done without any
useful motive, in a spirit of wanton cruelty.
or for the mere pleasure of destruction.
Grise v. State, 37 Ark. 460. .

NEPAS. Lat. That which is against,
right or the divine law. A wicked or lmpi-I
ous thing or act. Calvin.

NEPASTUS. Lat. Inauspicious. Ap-
plied, in the Roman law. to a day on which
it was unlawful to open the courts or admin-
ister jnstice; '

Negatio oonelnsionis est error in loge.’
Wing. 268. The denial of a conclusion is,
error in law.

Negatio destrait negationels, et an-'

be faoiaat aflnnationem. A negative
destroys a‘ negative, and both make an af-
firmative. Co. Litt. 14621. Lord‘Coke cites’
this as a rule‘ of grammaticalconstruction.
not always applying in law. ’

Negatio duplex est anrnatio. A
double negative is an affirmative.

NEGATIVE. A denial; a proposition by
which something is denied; a statement in
the form of denial. Two negatives do*not
make a good issue. Steph. Pl. 386, 387.
—Negative .avernea_t. As opposed to the
traverse or simple denial of an sflirmative al-
legation, a negative averment is an allegation
of some substantive fact, e. 9.. that premises
are not in repair, which, although negative in‘
form, is really aiiirmative in substance. and the
party alleging the fact of non-repair must prove

An autopsy, or post-mar-_
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it. Brown.-Ne ntive condition. One by
which it is sti u ated that a given thing shall
not happen.— egntive pre ant. In plead-
ing. A negative implying aso an aflirinative.
Cowel_l. Such a form of negative expression as
may imply or car within it an aflirmative.
Ste h. Pl. 318: Fie ds v. State, 134. Ind. 46. 32
N. ‘ 80; Stone v. Quaal, 36 Minn. 40, 29 N.
W. 326. As if a man be said to have aliened
land in fee. and he says he has not oiiened in
fee, this is a negative pregnant; for, though it
be true that he has not aliened in fee. yet it
gay lil)6 that he has made an estate in tail.

owe .

As to negative “Covenant." “Easeinent."
“Servltude," “Statute," and “Testimony,"see
those titles.

NEGLEOT. Omission: failure to do
something that one is bound. to do; care-
lessness.

The term is used in the law of bailment
But the

latter word is the closer translation of the
Latin "negligc.-ntia.”

As used in respect to the payment of men-
ey. refusal is the failure to pay money when
demanded; neglect is the failure to pay
money which the party is ‘bound to pay with-
out demand. Kimball v. Rowland, 6 Gray
(Mass) 224.

The term means to omit. as to neglect busi-
ness or payment or duty or work, and is gen-
erally used in this sense. It does not generally
imply carelessness or imprudence. but simply
an emission to do or perform some work. duty.
or act. Rosenplaenter V. Roessle. 54 N. Y. 262.
—0nlpahle neglect. In this phrase. the word
“culpnble" means not criminal but censiii-able;
and. when the term is applied to the omission
h a person to preserve the means of enforcing
his own rights. censurable is more nearly an
equivalent. As he has merely lost a right of
action which he mi ht voluntarily relinquish,
and has wronged no ody hut himself. culpable
neglect conveys the idea of neglect which exists
where the loss can fairly be ascribed to the
party's own carelessness. improvidence. or folly.
Tlanky. Wright. 8 Allen (Mass) 121; Ben-
nett v. Bennett. 93 Me. 241. 44 Ati. 894.-
Willfnl neglect. Willful neglect is the neg-
lect of the husband to provide for his wife the
common necessaries of life, he having the abil-
ity to do so: or it is the failure to do so by
reason of idleness. proiiigacy, or dissipation.
Civil Code.Cal. i 105.

IIEGIJZGENOE. The omission to do
something which a reasonable man. guided
by those considerations which ordinarily reg-

.ulate the conduct of human affairs. would
do. or doing something which a prudent and
reasonable man would not do. It- must be
determined in all cases by reference to the
situation and knowledge of the parties and
all the attendant circumstances. Nitro-
Glycerin Case. 15 Wall. 536. 21 L. Ed. 206;
Blythe v. Birmingham Waterworks Co.. 11
Exch. 784.

Negligeiice. in its civil relation. is such an
inadvertent imperfection. by a responsible
huiiiiiu agent. in the discharge of ii legal du-
ty. us iiniiiediiitely produces, in an ordinary
and natural sequence, a damage to another.
Whart. Neg. I 3.
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it is conceded by all the authorities that
the standard by which to determine wheth-
er a person has been guilty of negligence is
the conduct of the prudent o'r careful or
diligent man. Bigelow, Torts, 261.

The failure to observe, for the protection of
the interests of another person, that de ree of
care. precaution, and vi ilance, which t e cir-
cumstances justly deinan . whereby such other
person sulfers injury. Cooley, Torts. 630.

The failure to do what a reasonable and pru-
dent person would ordinarily have done under
the circumstances of the situation. or the doing
what such a (person under the existing circum-
stances woui not have done. Baltimore &
P. R. Co. v. Jones. 95 U. S. 441. 24 L. Ed.
P

The opposite of care and prudence; the omis-
sion to use the means reasonably necessary to
avoid injury to others. Great Western R. Co.
v. Haworth. 39 Ill. 353.

Negligence or carelessness signifies want of
care, caution, attention. diligence. or discre-
tion in one having no positive intention to in-
ure the person complaining thereof. The words
‘reckless,” “indifl’erent.” ‘careless." and “wan-
ton” are never understood to signify itive
will or intention. unless when joined w th oth-
er words which show that they are to receive
an artificial or unusual. if not an unnatural.
interpretation Lexington v. Lewis. 10 Bush

(hIt¥')li677' l lpabl o o f poe-eggencesanycu emissinoa
itive duty. It diflers from heedlessness. in
that heed essness is the doing of an act in vio-
lation of a. negative duty. without adverting to
its possible consequences. In both cases there
is iuadvertence. and there is breach of duty.
Aust. Jur. I 630.
—Aotionn‘hlc ne ligence.
—Col1ntc1-Al neg genes. In the law relat-
ing to the responsibility of an employer or
principal for the negligent acts or omissions
of his employe. the term "collateral" negli-
gence is sometimes used to describe negligence
attributable to a contractor employed by the
princi l and for which the latter is not re-
sponsl le. though he would be responsible for
the same thing if done by his servant. Weber
v. Railway Co.. 20 App. Div. 292. 47 N. Y.
Supp. 11.—0oxnnu-ntive negligence. See
Coni>i\iz.u'rvii:.-Oontrilintox-y negligence.
Contributory negligence. when. set up as a de-
fense to an action for injuries alleged to have
been caused by the defendant's negligence.
means any want of ordinary care on the part
of the person in ured, (or on the rt of an-
other whose neg igence is imputabe to him.)
which combined and concurred with the de-
fendant’s negligence, and contributed to the
injur as a proximate cause thereof. and as
an eement without which the injury would
not have occurred. Railroad Co. v. Young.
153 Ind. 163, 64 N. E. 791: Dell v. Glass
Co.. 169 Pa. 549. 32 Atl. 601; Barton v.
Railroad Co.. 62 M0. 253. 14 Am. Rep. 418:
Plant Inv. Co. v. Cook, Fed. 503. 20 C.
C. A. 625: m?mll&hiin v. Electric Light 00.,
100 Kv. 173. 37 S. . 851. 34 L. R. A. 812: Ri-
ley v. ailway Q0 .27 ’. Va. 1Cri.—01-lsnlnnl
negligence. Legligence of such a. character.
or occurring under such circumstances. as to
be punishable as a crime by statute: or (at
common law) such a flagrant and reckless dis-
regard of the safety of others. or wilful indif-
ference to the in‘ury liable to follow. as to
convert an act ot erwise lawful into a crime
when it results in personal injury or death.
4 Bl. Comm. 1%. note; Cook v. Railroad Co.
72 Ga. 48: Rankin v. Transportation Co.. 75
Ga. 229. 54 Am. Rep. 87-1: Railroad Co. v.
Chollette.-33 Neb. 143. 49 N. W. 1114.—-Onl-
E31310 negligence. Failure to exercise that

egree of care rendered appropriate by the par-
ticular circumstances. and which a man of or-

See ACTIONABLI.
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dinary prudence in the same situation and with
equal experience would not have omitted. Car-
ter v. Lumber Co.. 129 N. C. 203. 39 .

Railroad Co. v. Newman. 36 Ark. 611;
Woodman v. Nottingham. 49 N. II. 387. 6 Am.
Rep. 526; Kimball v. Palmer, 80 Fed. 240. 25'
C. C A ‘. . 394; Railway Co. v. Brown. 44 Kan.
384. 24 Pac. 497; Railroad Co. v. Plaskett. 47
Kan. 1m, 26 Pac. 401.—G:-oss negligence.
In‘ the law of bailment. The want of slight
diligence. The want of that care which every
man of common sense, how inattentive soever.
takes of his own property. The omission of
that care which even inattentive and thought-
less men never fail to take of their own prop-
erty. Litclifield v. White. 7 N. Y. 442, 57 Am.
Dec. 534; Lycoming Ins. Co. v. Barringer, 73
IlL 230; Seybel v. National Currency Bank
54 N. Y. 299. 13 Am. Rev. 583; Bannon v. Bal-
timore & O. R. Co.. 24 Md. 124: Briggs_v.
Spaulding 141 U. S. 132, -11 Sup. Ct. 925.
35 L. Ed. ; Preston v. Prather. 137 U.
S. 604. 11 Sup. Ct. 162. 34 L. Ed. 788. In
the law of torts (and especially with reference
to personal injury cases). the term means
such ne ligence as evidences a reckless disre-
gard of uman life, or of the safety of persons
exposed to its dangerous eflects. or that entire
want of care which would raise the presump-
tion of a conscious indiiference to the rights
of others which is uivalent to an intentional
violation of them. cDonald v. Railroad Co.
(Tex. Civ. Ap .) 21 S. W. 775; Railroad Co.
v. Robinson, Bush (Ky.) 509: Railroad Co.
v. emer. 1% Ill. 506. 29 N. E. 692, 32
Am. St. Rep. 218; Deninan v. Johnston. 85
Mich. 387. 48 N. W. 565; Railroad Co. v.
Orr, 121 Ala. 489. 26 South. 35: Coit v. West-
ern Union Tel. Co., 130 Cal. 657, 63 Pac. 83.
53 L. R. A. 678. 80 Am. St. Rep. 153.—Has-
ardona negllgenoe. Such careless or reck-
less cfond}ict as exposes one tto velry reatRdan-
ger o in ury or to mminen peri . ee i gs
v. sflndminoii Co. 0. lo.) 130 Fed. 204:]:-
Leg ne enee. egigence per se; e
omission 07 such care as ordinarily prudent
persons exercise and deem adequate to the cir-
cumstances of the case. In cases where the
common experience of mankind and the common
judgment of prudent persons have recognized
that to do or omit certain acts is prolific of
danger, the doing or omission of then: is “le
negligggce." Carrico v. Railway Co.. 35 V.
Va. . 14 S. E. 12; Drake v. Wild, "0 Vt.
52. 39 Au. 248:
Wis. 5%, 6 N. W. 886.—-Negligence per se.
Conduct, whether of action or omission. which
may be declared and treated as negligence with-
out any argument or proof as to the particular
surrounding circumstances. either because it
in violation of a statute or valid municipal or-
dinance. or because it is so palpabl opposed
to the dictates of common prudence t at it can
be said without hesitation or doubt that no
careful person would have been guilty of it.
See Missouri Pac. Ry. Co. v. Lee. 70 Tex. 4_96.
7 S. ‘W. 857‘ Central R. & B. Co. v. Smith.
78 Ga. 694, 3 s. E. 397; Murray v. Missouri
Pac. R. Co., 101 M0. 236. 13 S. W. 817. 20
Am. St. Rep. 601: Maser v. Union Traction
Co.. 205 Pa. 481. 55 Atl. 15.—0x-dlnu-y negh
llgenoe. The omission of that. care which
ii man of common prudence usually takes of
his own concerns. Ouderkirk v. Central Nat.
Bank. 110 N. Y. 283. 23 N. E. 875: Scott
v. De yster. 1 Edw. Ch. (N. Y.) 543: Tyler
v. Ne son. 109 Mich. 3", 66 N. W. 671: Ton-
cray v. Dodge County. 33 Neb. 802, 51 N. W.
235; Bflgs v. Spaulding. 141 U. S. 132, 11
Sup. Ct. 4. 35 L. Ed. 662; Inke Shore. etc..
Ry. Co. v. Mhrphy. 50 Ohio St. 135. 33 N. E.
-i03.—Illglit negligence. Slight negligence
is not slight want of ordinary care contributing
to the injury. which would defeat an action for
negligence. Slight negli ence is defined to be
on y an absence of that egree of care and vigi-
lance which persons of extraordinary prudence
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and foresight are accustomed to use. Bri gs
v. Sflauiding. 141 U. S. 132, 11 Sup. Gt. 4,
35 Ed. 662; French v. Bufialo. etc.. R.
Co., ‘-13 N. Y. 108; Litchiield v. White. 7 N,
1. 57 Am. Dec. 534; Griiiin v. Willow.
-13 \_Vl8._ 512.—Wnnton negligence. Reck-
less indifierence to the consequences of an act
or omission. where the party acting or failing
to act is conscious of his conduct and. without
any actual intent to injure, is aware. from his
knowledge of existing circumstances and con-
ditions that his conduct will inevitably or
p_robaby result in injury to another. Louis-
ville & N. R. Co. v. Webb. 9? Ala. 308. 12
South. 374: Alabama G. S. R. Co. v. Hall.
105 Ala. 599. 17 South. 176.—Willful negli-
genee. Though rejected by some coiirts_-fand
writers as involving a contradiction of' terms.
this phrase is occasionally used to describe'a
higher or more aggravated form of negligence
than “gross.” It then means a willful deter-
mination not to perform a known duty. or ii
reckless disregard of the safety or the rights
of others, as manifested by the conscious and
intentional omission of the care proper under
the -circumstances. See Victor Coal Co. ‘VJ
Muir. 20 Colo. 320, 38 Pac. 378. % L. R. A.
435. 46 Am. St. Rep. 299; Holwei-son v. Rail-
way Co.. 157 M0. 216. 57 S. W. 770. 50 L. R.
A. ; Lockwood v. Railway Co.. 92 Wis.
97, 65 N. W. 866; Kentucky Cent. R. Co. v.
Carr (§y.) 43 S. W. 193, 19 K.v_. law Rep.
1172; loi-ida Southern Ry. v. Hirst. 30 Fla;
1, 11 South. 506. 16 L. R. A. 631. 32 Am. St;
Re . 17: Lexington v. Lewis. 10 Bush (Ky.)
686: Illinois Cent. R. Co. v. Leiner. 202 Ill.
6%, 67 N. E. 398. 95 Am. St. Rep. 266.

NEGLIGENT ESCAPE. An escape from
confinement etfected by the prisoner without
the knowledge or connivance of the keeper
of the prison, but which was made possible
or practicable by the latter's negligence.
or by his omission of such care and vigilance
as he was legally bound to exercise in the
safe-keeping or the prisoner. .

NEGIJG!iN'1'1A. Lat. In the civil law.
Carelessness; lnattention; the omission of
proper care or forethought. The term is not
exactly equivalent to our “negligence." in-
asmuch as it was not any negligentia, but
only a high or gross degree or it. that
amounted to calm, (actionable or punishable
fault.)

Negllgentla seanper lialset lnfortnnlnni
eosnltens. Negligence always has misfor-
tune tor a companion. Co. Litt. 2460; Shep.
Touch. 476.

NEGOOE. Fr. Business; trade; man-
agement ot aflalrs. '

NBGOTIABIIJTY. In mercantile law.
' Transferable quality. That quality of bills

of exchange and promissory notes which
renders them transferable from one person
to another. and from possessing which they
are emphatically termed “negotiable paper.“
8 Kent. Comm. 74, 77, 89, et seq. See Story.
Bills. 5 60.

NEGOTIABLE. An instrument embody-
ing an obligation for the payment of money
is called “negotiable" when the legal title
to the instrument itself and to the whole
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amount of money expressed upon its face,
with the right to sue therefor in his own
name, may be transferred from one person
to another without a formal assignment, but
by mere indorsement and delivery by the
holder or by delivery only. See 1 Daniel,
Nego. inst. 5 1; Walker v. Ocean Bank, 19
Ind. 247; Robinson v. Wilkinson. 38 .\iich.
2%; Odell v. Gray, 15 M0. 337, 55 Am. Dec.
147.
—I'ogotiaItle instruments. A general name
for bills, notes, checks. transferable bonds or
coupons, letters of credit. and other negotiable
written securities. Any written securities
which may be transferred by indorsement and
delivery or by delivery merely, so as to vest
in the indoxsee the legal title, and thus enable
him to sue thereon in his own name. Or, more
technically those instruments which not only
carry the iegai title with them by indorsement
ordalivery, but carry as well, when transfer-

before maturity, the right of the transferee
to demand the full amounts which their faces
call for. Daniel. Neg. Inst. 5 1a. A nego-
tiable instrument ‘is a written promise or re-
quest for the payment of a certain sum of mon-
ey to order or bearer. Civ. Code Cal. 5 3087.
—1legotin.lIlo words. \\'ords and )hI'flR9fl
which impart the character of negotiabllity to
bills. notes. checks, etc., in which they are
inserted; for instance, a direction to pay to
A. "or order" or “bearer."

NEGOTIATE. To discuss or arrange a
sale or bargain; to arrange the preliminaries
of a business transaction. Also to sell or
discount negotiable paper, or assign or trans-
fer it by indorsement and delivery. Palmer
v. Ferry, 6 Gray (Mass) 420; Newport Nat.
Bank v. Board of Education, 114 Ky. 87,
70 S. W. 186; Odell v. Clyde, 23 Misc. Rep.
734. 53 N. Y. Supp. 61; Blakiston v. Dudley,
6 Duer (N. Y.) 377.

NEGOTIATION. _'1‘he deliberation, dis-
cussion, or conference upon the terms of a
proposed agreement; the act of settling or
arranging the terms and conditions of a bar-
gain, sale, or other business transaction.
Also the transfer of, or act of putting into
circulation, a negotiable instrument

HEGOTIOBUI GEITIO. Lat. In the
civil law. Literally, a doing of business or
businesses. A special of spontaneous agen-
cy, or an interference by one in the affairs
of another, in his absence, from benevolence
or friendship, and without authority. 2
Kent. Comm. (H0, note; Inst. 3, 28, 1.

NEGOTIORUH GESTOB. Lat. In the
civil law. A transacter or manager of busi-
uses; a person voluntarily constituting him-
seif agent for another; one who, without
any mandate or authority, assumes to take
charge of an airair or concern for another
person, in the latter's absence. but for his
interest.

One who spontaneously, and without the
knowledge or consent of.the owner. inter-
meddles with his property. as to do work
on it, or to carry it to another place, etc.
Story, Baiim. 5 189.
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NEGRO. The word. “negro" means a
black man, one descended from the African
race, and does not commonly include a mu-
latto. Felix v. State, 18 Ala. 720. But the
laws of the diiferent states are not uniform
in this respect. some including in ‘the de-
scription “negro“ one who has one-eighth
or more of African blood.

NEIP. In old English law. A woman
who was born a viliein, or a bondwoman.

NEIGHBORHOOD. A place near; an
adjoining or surrounding district; a more
immediate vicinity; vlcinage. See Langley
v. Barnstead. 63 N. H. 246; Madison v. Mor-
ristown Gaslight Co.. 65 N. .1. Eq. 356, 54
Atl. 439; Rice v. Sims, 3 Hill (8. C.) 5;
Lindsay Irr. 00. v. Mehrtens, 97 Cal. 676,
32 Pac. 802; State v. Henderson, 29 W. Va.
147, 1 S. E. 225; Peters v. Bourneau, w
ill. App. 177.

NEITHER PARTY. An abbreviated
form of docket entry, meaning that, by agree-
ment, neither of the parties will further
appear in court in that suit. Gendron v.
Hovey, 98 .\ie. 139, 56 Atl. 58$.

NEHBDA. In Swedish and Gothic law.
A jury. 3 Bl. Comm. 349, 359.

NEMINE OONTBADIOENTE. Lat. No
one dissenting; no one voting in the nega-
tive. A phrase used to indicate the unani-
mous consent of a court or legislative body
to a Judgment, resolution, vote, or motion.
Commonly abbreviated “ncm. con."

Nominal: oportot use sapisntios-on
logibu. Co. Litt. 97b. No man ought to
be wiser than the laws.

NEMO. Lat. No one; no man. The ini-
tial word of many Latin phrases and maxims,
among which are the following:

Reno adnittondua oat inlubilitu-0
ssipnun. Jenk. Cent. 40. No man is to be
admitted to incapacitate himself.

Nemo nail: in seipsurn. No man acts
against himself. Jenk. Cent. p. 40, case 76.
A man cannot be a judge and a party in his
own cause. Id.; Broom, Max. 216».

NOlIO\ll1OIl I-oi, sine sntlsdationo, do-
fensor idoneus intelligitur. No man is
considered a competent defender of another'a
property, without security. A rule of the
Roman law. applied in part in admiralty
cases. 1 Curt. 202.

Home aliens nonino loge agoro potost.
No one can sue in the name of another. Dig.
50. 17, 123.

None allogun sum tu-pitudinun oat
audiendus. No one alleging his own base
ness is to be heard. The courts of law have
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properly rejected this as a rule of evidence.
7 Term R. 601.

None his pnnitnr pro eodem. delieto.
No man is punished twice for the same of-
fense. 4 Bl. Comm. 315; 2 Hawk. P. C. 377.

Homo 'co¢it|t1on.ls punnrn pntitur. No
one suifers punishment on account oi.’ his
thoughts. Tray. Lat. Max. 362.

_ Reno oogitur rem suun vende:-e, etiun.
justo pretlo. No man is compelled to sell
his own property, even for a just price. 4
Inst. 275. ‘

Keno-oontrs tsetiun snlun venire po-
test. No man can contravene or contradict
his own deed. 2 Inst. 66. The principle of
estoppel by deed. Best, Ev. p. 408. S 370.

Reno dare potest qnod non. hnbet. No
man can give that which he has not. Fleta,
‘lib.’ 3','c.-15, I 8. '

Nenso dst qua non hsbet. He who hath
not cannot give. Jenk. Cent. 250; Broom.
Max. 49991;‘ 6 O. B. (N. S.) 478. '

Keno do domo III ext:-chi potest.
one can be dragged out of his own house. In
other words, .every man's house is his castle.
Dig. 50,17, 103.

None debot Ms punirl pro uno delioto.
No man ought to be punished twice for one
oifense. 4 Coke, 43¢; 11 Coke, 59b. No
man shall be placed in peril oi’ legai penal-
ties more than once upon the same accusa-
tion. Broom, Max. 348.

Reno dobet ‘Ills vexas-I [si oonstet eu-

riu good sit] pro Ins et esdesn esuss.
No man ought to be twice troubled or har-
assed [if it appear to the court that it is] for
one and the same cause. 5 Coke, 616. No
man can be sued a second time for the same
cause of action, it once Judgment has been
rdered. See Broom, Max. 827, 348. No
man can be held to ball a second time at the
suit or the same plaintiii! for the same cause
of action. 1 Chit. Archb. Pr. 476.

None debet esse Jndex in prop:-is.
esnss. No man ought to be a judge in his
own-cause. 12-Coke, 1144. A maxim deriv-
ed.-from theclvil law. God. 3. 5. Called
a “fundamental rule oi’ reason and of nat-
ural justice." Burrows, Sett. Cas. 194, 197.

.Nemo debet imndscere se re! sd se nihil
pertlnenti. No one should intermeddle
with a thing that in no respect concerns him.
Jenk. Cent. p. 18, -case 32.

Neno debet in oomnnntione invitus
teneri. No one should be retained in a part-
nership against his will. selden .v. Vermiiya.
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2 Sandi. (N. Y.) 568, 593; United Ins. Co.
v. Scott, 1 Johns. (N. Y.) 106, 114.

Nesno debet looupletbs-1 aliens Jaetnrs.
No one ought to be enriched by another’!
loss. Dig. 6, 1. 48, 65; 2 Kent, Comm. 336.;
1 Kames, Eq. 331.

Nemo debet looupletsri ex alter-ins in-
conunodo. No one ought to be made rich
out of another’s loss. Jenk. Cent. 4; Taylor
v. Baldwin, 10 Barb. (N. Y.) 626, 633.

None debet rem suun. sine fnoto out
defeotu suo smitten. No man ought to
lose his property without his own act.or-de-
fault. Co. Litt. 2636.

Reno dnobns utstnr onions. 4 Inst.
100. No one should hold two oiflces. 4. 6.. at
the same time.

Neno ejusdem tenement! slmul potest
esse hares et dominns. No one can at
the same time be the heir and the owner of
the same tenement. See 1 Reeve, Eng. Law.
106.

Reno enlm nliquun pnrten reete inl-
teliigere possit ustequun. totuxn iternm
stque iterun perlegerit. No one is able
tightly to understand one part before he has
again and again read through the whole.
Broom, Max. 593.

None est hares-viveatil. No one is the
heir of a living person. 00. Lltt. 8a, 221:.
No one can be heir during the life or his an-
cestor. Broom, Max. 5:3, 523. No person
can be the actual ‘complete heir of another
till the ancestor is previousiy.dead. 2 Bl.
Comm. 208.

mm." est supra leges. No one is abov.e
the law. Loflt, 142.

Reno ex alto:-ins fncto pragrovu-1 de-
Inet. No man ought to be burdened in con-
sequence ot another’s act. 2 Kent, Comm.
046.

Reno ex oonsilio obligstur. No man
is bound in consequence of his advice. Mere
advice wifi not create the‘ obligation of s
mandate. Story, Bailm. 5 155.

None ex dolo suo proprio relevetur,
out suxiliuxn ospist. Let no one be reliev-
ed or gain an advantage by his own fraud.
A civil law maxim.

Nesno ex rproprlo dolo eonsequitur ne-
tionem. No one maintains an action arising
out of his own wrong. Broom, Max. 297.

.Nemo ex .suo delioto nelios-our sun
conditioner: fneere potest. -' No one: can
make his condition better by his own mis-
deed. Big. 50, 17, 13-1, 1. . . ..- : ..:
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Keno in prop:-in onus: tends ease deb-
et. No one ought to be a witness in his own
cause. 3 Bl. Comm. 371.

Keno inaudltua eondeuunrl debet sl.
non sit oontumax. No man ought to be
condemned without being heard unless he be
contumacious, Jenk. Cent. p. 18, case 12, in
marg.

Nemo jun lib! dloere potent. No one
can declare the law for himself. No one is
entitled to take the law into his own hands.
Tray. Lat. Max. 366.

Keuro znilituu Deo iluplleetur see-

uloribus uegotiis. No man who is warring
for [in the service of] God should be involved
in secular matters. Co. Lltt. 70b. A prin-
ciple of the old law that men of religion were
not bound to go in person with the king to
war.

‘ Keno nnsoitur urtlfex. Co. Litt. 97.
No one is born an artlflcer.

Keno putt-inn in qua nntus est exuere,
nee llgeuutin debltuxu ejux-are posslt.
No man can renounce the country in which
he was born, nor abjure the obligation of his
allegiance. Co. Litt. 129a; Broom, Max. 75:
Fost. Cr. law, 184.

Keno plus eoxnluodl has-ed! suo relin-
qult quuu. ipso-hebult. No one leaves a
greater benefit to his heir than he had him-
self. Dig. 50, 17. 1%).

Keno plus Juris ed Ilium truusferre
potent’ quun‘ ipse hebet. No one can
transfer more right to another than he has
‘himself. Dig. 50, 17, 64; Broom, Max. 467,
4-69.

_ _Keno potent oontra reeorduau verifi-
oare per pat:-inn. No one can verify by
the country against a record. 2 Inst. 380.
The issue upon matter of record cannot be to
the jury. A maxim of old practice.

Keno potent ease domlnus ‘st hares.
No man can be both owner and heir. Hale,
Com. Law, c. 7.

Keno potent ease sirnul actor et Ju-
dex. No one can be at once suitor and
judge. Broom, Max. 117.

Keno potent eue teuens et domiuus.
No man can be both tenant and lord [of the
same tenement.) Gilb. Ten. 142.

Keno potent {more per ulliuu quod
per as non potent. No one can do that by
another which he cannot do of himself.
Jenk. Cent. 1). 237, case 14. A rule said to
hold in original grants. but not in descents;
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as where an oflice descended to a woman,
in which case. though she could not exercise
the oflice in person, she might by deputy. Id.

Keno potent fueere per obllquun quod
non potent £eoere per direotuxn. No man
can do that indirectly which he cannot do
directly. 1 Eden, 512.

Keno potent mute:-e eouslllluu suun
in altering injux-inn. No man can change
his purpose to another-'s injury. Dig. 50. 11.
75; Broom. Max. 3-1.

Keno potent plus Ju:-is ad Allu-
truusferre quuu lpse lubot. Go. Lltt.
309; Wing. Max. 56. No one can transfer a
greater right to another than he himself
has.

Keno potent slid debere.
owe to himself.

N0 0110 can

Keno present ulsi iutelllgut. One is
not present unless he understands.

Keno prnsuunltux nlleuuu [waterlin-
tem nun puatanue. No man is presumed
to have preferred another’s posterity to his
own Wing. Max. p. 285. max. 79.

Keane puasunltur douu-e. No one is
presumed to give. Haren v. Foster, 9 Pick
(Mass.) 128, 19 Am. Dec. 353. f

Keuao prasuudtur one ixuneauor sun
ate:-no eelutie. et xuuxlne in srtlculo
martin. 6 Ooke. 76. No one is presum-
ed to be forgetful of his own eternal wel-
fare. and particularly at the point of death.

Keno prneuultur lullere in extrenls.
No one is presumed to trifle at the point
of death.

Keno prneuxnltur unlus.
presumed to be bad.

No oneis

Keno yrolnlbetur plus-es uegoflntlenee
live urtes exereere. No one is prohibited
from following several kinds of business or
several arts. 11 Coke, 54a. The common
law doth not prohibit any person from using
several arts or mysteries at his pleasure. Id.

Keno pl-ohlbetur plurlbus defendan-
lbus uti. Co. Litt. 304a. No one is pro-
hibited from making use of several defenses.

Kemo prudeus puuit ut prneerieu
revooeutur, sod ut future nrmveuluup
tux-. No wise man punishes in order that
past things may be recalled, but that future
wrongs may be prevented. 2 Buist. 173.

Kenn punltur pro alleuo clelieto.
Wing. Max. 336. No one is punished for
another‘s wrong.
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Keno pnnltur sine inqlnl-in, fneto, sen
defnlts. No one is punished unless for
some wrong. act, or default. 2 Inst. 287.

Keno uni oondernnnre potent, ub-
solvere non potent. No one who may con-
demn is unable to acquit. Dig. 50, 17, 37.

Nenno dbl one Jude: vel unis Jun dioere
debet. No one ought to be his own judge,
or the tribunal in his own affairs. Broom,
Max. 116, 121. See L. R. 1 G. P. 722, 747.

Reno sine eotione experitnr, et hoe
non sine breve sive llbello eonventionuli.
No one goes to law without an action, and
no one can bring an action without a writ
or bill. Bract. fol. 112.

lento tenetnr nd hnponiblle. No one
is bound to an impossibility. Jenk. Cent.
7; Broom, Max. 244.

Home tenetnr nrnnre ndversnrhun
contra se. Wing. Max. 665. No one is bound
to arm his adversary against himself.

Keno tenetnr divinnre. No man is
bound to divine. or to have foreknowledge of.
a future event. 10 Coke. 55¢.

Nelno tenetnr edere instruments can-
trs so. No man is bound to produce writ-
ings against himself. A rule of the Roman
law, adhered to in criminal prosecutions, but
departed from in civil questions. -Bell.

Keno tenetnr info:-nan-e qni nescit, sod
qnisquis setre quad into:-nut. Branch,
Princ. No one is bound to give information
about things he is ignorant of, but every one
is bound to know that which he gives in-
formation about.

Keno tenetur jun-are in suun turnpi-
tudineln. No one is bound to swear to the
fact of his own criminality; no one can be
forced to give his own oath in evidence of
h!s.guilt. Bell; milk. 100.

Reno tenetnr prodere seipnun. No
one is bound to betray himself. In other
word, no one can be compelled to crlminate
himself. Broom. Max. 968.

Reno ternetnr seipnun neousu-e.

Max. 486.
self.

Wing.
No one is bound to accuse him-

Ilexno tenetnr selpsnrn info:-tunlis et
perieuns exponere. No one is bound to
expose himself to misfortunes and dangers.
O0. Litt. 253?). '

Ilene nnqnun Judioet in se. No one
can ever be a Judge in his own cause.

Ilene unquun vi: mngnns halt, sine
nliqno divine nflntn. No one was ever a
great man without .some divine inspiration.
Cicero.
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Keno vldetnr frauds:-e eos qnl soinnt
et oonsentiunt. No one seems [is supposed]
to defraud those who know and assent [to
his acts.] Dig. 50, 17, 145.

NEHY. L. Fr. Not. Litt. I 3.

N1-IPIII-IW. The son of a brother or
sister. But the term, as used in wills and
other documents, may indude the children
of half brothers and sisters and also grand-
nephews, if such be the apparent intention.
but not the nephew of a husband or wire,
and not (presumptively) a nephew who is
illegitimate. See Shephard V. Shephard, 57
Conn. 24. 17 Atl. 173; Lyon v. Lyon, 88
Me. 395, 34 Atl. 180; Brower v. Bowers. 1

Abb. Dec. (N. Y.) 214; Green's Appeal, 42 Pa.
25.

NEPOS. Lat. A grandson.

NEPTIS. Lat. A granddaughter;

NEPQOY. In Scotch Law. A grandson.
Skene.

NET. , Clear of anything extraneous; with
all deductions. such as charges, expenses,
discounts,-commissions, taxes, etc.; free from
expenses. St. John v. Erie R. Co., 22 Wall.
148, 22 L. Ed. 743: Scott _v. Hartley, 126
Ind. 239, 25 N. E. 826; Gibbs v. People's Nat.
Bank, 198 Ill. 30?, 64 N. E. 1060.
—Net balance. The proceeds of sale. after
deducting expenses. Evans v. Wain." 71 “Pa:
69.—1¢et e See EABNINGS.—Net inn
oome. The Jarofit or income accruing from a
business, fun , estate, etc., after deductin all
necessary cha and ex uses of every ind.
Jones & Nim ck Mfg. . v. (‘om., 69 -Pa.
137: In re Young. lo App. -Div. 285. 44 N. Y.
Sung. : Fickett v. (Yohn (Com. Pl.) 1 N.
Y. supp. 436.—Net prenniiun. In the busi-
ness of life insurance, this term is used to
designate that portion of the remium which
is intended to meet the cost 0 the insurance.
both current and future: its amount is cal-
culated upon the bals of the mortality tables
and upon the assumption that the company will
receive a certain rate of interest upon all its
amets: it does not include the entire premium
paid by the assured, but does include a certain
sum for expenses. Fuller v. Metrltzpolitan L.
Ins. Co., 70 Conn. 647, 41 Atl. 4.— et price.
The lowest pnce. after deducting all discounts.
—II'et profits. This term does not mean what
is made over the losses, expenses. and interest
on the amount invested. It includes the gain
that accrues on the investment, after deducting
simply the losses and expenses of the business.
Tutt v. Land. 50 Ga.350.—Net tonnage. The
net tonnage of a vessel is the difference between
the entire cubic contents of the interior of the
vessel numbered in tons and the space occupied
hr the crew and by propelling machinery. The
’l“homas Melville, 62 Fed. 749. 10 C. C. A. 619.
—N’et weight. The weight of an article or
collection of articles, after deducting i‘-rom
the gross weight the weight of the boxes.
coverings. uisks, etc.. containing the‘ same.
The weight of _an animal dressed for sale.
after rejecting hide, oflal, etc.

NETHIIR HOUSE or PARLIAMENT.
A name given to the English house of com-
mons in the time of Henry VIII.
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IIEURASTHENIA. In medical Jurispru-
dence. A condition of weakness or exhaus-
tion of the general nervous system, giving
rise to various forms of mental and bodily
inefliciency. '

NEUTRAL. In intematlonal law. In-
different; impartial; not engaged on either
side; not taking an active part with either
of the contending states. In an interna-
tional war, the principal hostile powers are
called “belligerents;" those actively co-oper-
ating with and assisting them, their “allies ;"
and those taking no part whatever, f‘neu-
trals.”
--Neutral roperty. Property which belongs
to citizens 0 neutral powers, and is used. treat-
ed, and accompanied by proper insignia as such.

NEUTIAIJTY. The state of a nation
which_takes no part between two or more
other nations at war. U. S. v. The Three
Friends; 166 U. S. 1, 17 Sup. Ct. 495, 41
L. Ed. 897.
—NentraI1ty laws. Acts of congress which
forbid the fitting out and equipping of armed
vessels. or the enlisting of troops, for the aid
of either of two belligerent powers with which
the United States is at peace.—NeutI-ality
proclamation. A roclamation by the presi-
dent of the United tates, issued on the out-
break of a war between two powers with both
of which the United States is at peace, an-
nouncing the neutrality of the United States
and warning all citizens to refrain from any
breach of the neutrality laws.

NEVER. INDEBTED, PLEA 0!‘. A
species of traverse which occurs in actions
or debt on simple contract, and is resorted
to when the defendant means to deny in
point of fact the existence of any express
contract to the effect alleged in the declara-
tion. or to deny the matters of fact from
which such contract would by law be im-
plied. Steph. Pl. 153, 156; Wharton.

NEW. As an element in numerous com-
pound terms and phrases of the law, this
word may denote novelty, or the condition
of being previously unknown or of recent
or fresh origin, but ordinarily it is a purely
relative term and is employed in contrast-
ing the date, origin, or character of one
thing with the corresponding attributes or
another thing or the same kind or class.

—'-New and useful. The phrase used in the
patent laws to ‘describe the two qualities of an
invention or discovery. which are essential to
make it tentable. viz., novelty. or the con-
dition of aying been previously unknown. and
practical utility. See In re Gould. 1 MacAr-
thur 31). C.) 410; Adams v. Turner, 73 Conn.
38. 4 Atl. 247; Lowell v. Lewis, 1 Mason,
182. Fed. Cas. No. 8,5li8.—New assets. In the
law governing the administration of estates,
this term denotes assets coming into the hands
of an executor or administrator after the ex-
piration of the time when, by statute, claims
against the estate are barred so far as regards
recourse against the assets with which he was
originally charged. See Llttlefield v. Eaton,
74 Me. 521: Chenery v. Webster. 8 Allen
(Mass) 77; Robinson v. Hodge. 117 Mass.
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222; Veasie v. Marrett. 6 Allen mass.) M2.
—NsIy assignment. Under ‘the common-law
practice, where the declaration in an action is
ambiguous, and the defendant pleads facts which
are literally an answer to it, but not to the
real claim set u by the plaintilf, the plaintiifs
course is to rep by way of new assignment;
i. e., allege that he brought his action not for
the ‘cause supposed by the defendant. but for
some other cause to which the lea has no ap-

lication. 3 Steph. Comm. 50 : Sweet. See
iishop v. Travis, 51 Minn. 183. 53 N. \V. 461.

—I|'ew eause of action. With reference to
the amendment of pleadings, this term may re
fer to a new state of facts out of which liability
is claimed to arise, or it may refer to parties
who are alleged to be entitled under the same
state of facts, or it may embrace both features.
Love v. Southern R. Co., 108 Tenn. 104, 65 S.
W. 475, 55 L. R. A. -171. See Nelson v. First
Nat. Bank, 139 Ala. 578, 36 South. 'i'0’_(. 101
Am. St. Rep. fi2.—New for old. In making an
adjustment of a partial loss under a policy of
marine insurance, the rule is to sp ly the old
materials towards the payment of t e new, by
deducting the value of them from the gross
amount of the expenses for repairs, and to allow
the deduction of one-third new for old upon the
balance. 3 Kent, Comm. 339.—I|’ev Inn. An
inn of cliancery. See lime or CIIAi\‘CERVI.-
New inatter. In pleading. Matter of fact not
previously alleged by either party in the plead-
ngs.—New promise. See Paoinss:.—1€’ev

style. The modern system of computing time
was introduced into Great Britain A. D., 7
the 3d of September of that year being reckon
as the 14tli.—!l’eu_r trial. See TaiAL.—Ne1y
works. In the civil law. _By a new work is
understood every sort of edifice or other work
which is newly commenced on any ground what-
ever. When the ancient form of work is chang-
ed, either by an addition being made to it or
by some part of the ancient work being taken
away, it is styled also a “new work." Civ. Code
La. art. 856.—New Year's Day. The first day
of January. The 25th of March was the civil
and legal New Year's Day, till the alteration of
the style in 1752, when it wasgierinanently fixed
at the 1st of January. In cotland the ear
was, by a proclamation, which bears date th
of November. 1599. ordered thenceforth to coin-
mence in that kingdom on the 1st of January
instead of the 25th of March. Enc. Loud.

NEWGATE. The name of a prison in
London, said to have existed as early as
1207. It was three times destroyed and
rebuilt. For centuries the condition of the
place was horrible. but it has been greatly
improved since 1808. Since 1815. debtors
have not been committed to this prison.

1u:w1.1r.n1soov1~:n}:n ' EVIDEIIOE.
See EVIDENCE. '

NEWSPAPER. According to the usage
of the commercial world, a newspaper is
defined to be a publication in numbers. con-
sisting commonly of single sheets. and pub-
lished at short and stated intervals. 0011??!-
lng intelligence-oi’ passing events. 4 Op.
Attys. Gen. 10. And see Crowell v. Parker,
22 R.’ I. 51. 46 At]. 35, 84 Am. St. Rep. 815:
Hanscom v. Meyer, 60 Neb. 68, 82 N. W. 114.
48 L R. A. 409, 83 Am. St.‘ Rep. 507; Wil-
liams v. Colwell. 18 Misc. Rep. 399, 43 N. Y.
Supp. 720: Kellogg v. Carrico. 47 M0. 15?;
Kerr v. Hitt. 15 Ill. 51.

—0floiaI newspaper: Qne designated by a
state or municipal legislative body, or agents
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empowered by them, in which the public acts,
resolves. advertisements. and notices are requir-
ed to be published. Albany County v. Chaplin,
5 Wyo. 74, 37 Pac. 370.

N211. Lat. In Roman law. Bound;
bound persons. A term applied to such in-
solvent debtors as were delivered up to their
creditors, by whom they might be held in
bondage until their debts were‘ discharged.
Calv‘ln.; Adams,_Rom. Ant. 49.

NEXT. Nearest; closest; immediately
following. See Green v. MoLaren, 7 Ga.
107; State v. Asbell, 57 Kan. 398, 46 Pac.
770; German Security Bank v. McGarry, 106
Ala. %, 17 South. 704.
—Ns:t devises. By the term “iirst devisee" is

rson to whom the estate is
first given by t e will. while the term “next
devisee" refers to the person to whom the re-
mainder is 'ven. Young v. Robinson, 5 N. J.
Law, 689.— ext friend. The legal designa-
tion of the rson by whom an infant or other
gerson disa led from suing in his own name

rings and proseciites an action either at law
or in equiv; usually a relative. Strictly speak-
ing, a next friend (or “prochein amp") is not
appointed by the court to bring or maintain the
suit. but is simply one who volunteers for that
purpose. and is merely admitted or permitted to
sue in behalf of the infant; but the practice of
suing by a next friend has now been almost en-
tirely superscded by the practice of appointing
a guardian ad litem. See McKinney v. Jones,
55 Wis. 39. 11 N. W. «)6; Guild v. Cranston.
8 Cush. (Muss.) 506; Tucker v. Dabbs. 12

Tenn.) 18: Leopold v. Meyer. 10 Abb.
. Y.) 40.—Next of him. In the law of

descent and distribution. This term (properly
denotes the persons nearest of kindre to the
decedent. that is. those who are most nearly re-
lated to him by blood: but it is sometimes con-
strued to mean only those who are entitled to
take under the statute of distributions. and
sometimes to include other persons. 2 Story‘
Eq. Jur. ’ 1065b The words "nextof kin.’
used aim iciter in a deed or will, mean, not
nearest 0 liindred. but those relatives who share
in the estate according to the statute of distri-
bntions, including those claiming per stirpon or

Slosson v. Lynch. 43 Barb.
(N. Y.) 147.—Rext presentation. In the law
of advowsons. The ruzht of next presentation
{)se ting right to present to the first vacancy of a

no ce.

NEIUI. Lat. In Roman law. In an-
cient times the nerum seems to have been a
species of formal contract, involving a loan
of money, and attended with peculiar conse-
quences, soiemnized with the “copper and bal-
ance." Later, lt appears to have been used
as a general term for any contract struck
with those ceremonies, and hence to have
included the special form of conveyance
called "manclpauo." In a general sense it
means the obligation or bond between con-
tracting parties. See .\laine, Anc. Law, 305.
ct oeq.; Had]. Rom. Law. 247.

In Roman law. this word expressed the tie
or obligation involved in the old conveyance by
niancipofio; and came latterly to be used inter-
changeably with (but less frequently than) the
word “obls'ga£io" itself. Brown.

NIOEIIJJ. In -English practice. Debts
due to the exchequer which the sheriir could
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not levy, and as to which he returned Ml.
These sums were transcribed once a year by
the clerk of the nichills. and sent to the
treasurers remembrancer's otllce, whence pro-
cess was issued to recover the “nichill”
debts. Both of these oiilces were abolished
in 1833. Mosley dz Whitley.

NIOKNAHE. A short name; one nicked
or cut oil! for the sake of brevity, without
conveying an idea of opprobrium. and fre-
quently evincing the strongest aifectlon or
the most perfect familiarity. North Caro-
lina Inst. v. Norwood, 45 N. C. 74.

NIDERLING, NIDEBING, or NITR-
ING. A vile. base person, or sluggard;
chicken-hearted. Spelman.

NIEOE. The daughter of one's brother
or sister. Ambl. 514. See Narnaw.

NIIBPE. In old English law. A woman
born in vassalage; a bondwoman.

NIENT. L. Fr. Nothing; not.
—Nient comprise. Not comprised; not in-
cluded. An exception taken to s. tition be-
cause the thing desired is not contained in that

or proceeding whereon the petition is
founded. Tomlins.—Niont oul able. Not
guilty. The name in law French 0 the general
issue in tort or in a criminal action.—Nlent
edire. To say nothing; to deny nothing; to

suifer judgment by de ault.—N1ent is (sit.
In pleading. Not the deed; not his deed. The
same as the plea of non eat facium.—Nlent
sold. In old pleading. Not seised. The gen-
eral piea in the writ of annuity. Crabb, Eng.
Law, 424.

NIGER 1.1323. The black book or reg-
ister in the exchequer; chartuiaries of ab-
beys, cathedrals, etc. -

NIGHT. As to what, by the common
law, is reckoned night and what day, it seems
to be the general opinion that. if there be
daylight, or crepuaculum, enough begun or
left to discern a man's face, that is con-
sidered day; and night is when it is so dark
that the countenance of a man cannot be dis-
cerned. 1 Hale. P. C. 350. However. the
limit of 9 P. M. to 6 A. n. has been fixed by
statute, in England, as the period of night,
in prosecutions for burglary and larceny.
St. 24 & 25 Vict. c. 96, 5 1; Brown. In Amer-
ican law, the common-law definition is still
adhered to in some states, but in others
“night” has been defined by statute as the
period between sunset and sunrise.
—aNlght magistrate. A constable of the
night: the head of a watch-house.—Night
walkers. Described in the statute 5 Edw. 111.
c. 14. as persons who sleep by day and walk by
night. Persons who prowl about at night, and
are of a suspicious appearance and behavior.
Persons whose habit is to be abroad at night
for the purpose of committing some crime or
nuisance or mischief or disturbing the ce;
not now generally subject to, the crimina laws
except in res t to misdemeanors actually
committed, or in the character of va rants or
suspicious persons. See Thomas v. tate, 55
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Ala. 260; State v. Dowers, 45 N. H. 543._ In
a narrower sense, a night walker is a prostitute
who walks the streets at night for the purpose
of soliciting men for lewd Kurposes. _ Stolres.v.
State, 92 Ala. 73, 9 Sent . -100. 2:) Am. St.
Rep. 22; Thomas v. State, 55 Ala. 260.

Rigs-usu uunquuu exeedere debet ru-

brusu. The black should never go beyond
the red, [L e., the text of a statute should
never be read in a sense more comprehen-
sive than the rubric, or title.) Tray. Lat.
Max. 373.

NIKE. Lat. Nothing. Often contracted
to “m'l." The word standing alone is the
name of an abbreviated form of return to
a writ made by a sherifl or constable, the
fuller form of which would be “nihil eat"
or “man habet," according to circumstances.
—!€ihil caplet er breve. In practice.
That he take noth ng by his writ. The form
of judgment against the piaintii! in an action.
either in bar or in abatement. When the_ lain-
tiif has commenced his proceedings by hi! , the
judgment is nihil capiat per billarp. Co. _Lit_t.
363.—Ni!iil dieit. He says nothing. Tins is
the name of the judgment which may be taken
as ‘of course against a defendant who on_iits to
plead or answer the piaintiifs declaration or
complaint within the time limited. _In some
jurisdictions it is otherwise known as Judgment
“for want of a plea." See Glider v. Mclntyre.
29 Tex. 91: Faiken v. Housatonic It. Co., 63
Conn. 258, 27 At]. 1117; Wilbur v. Maynard. 8
C010. 486.—Nihi1 est. There _is notiiing.
form of return made by a sherifl when he has
been unable to serve the writ. “Aithou h mm
at irwentua is the more frequent return n such
a case, yet it is by no means as full an answer
to the command of the writ as is the return of
nihil. That amounts to an averment that the
defendant has nothin in the _baiiiwick, no
dweiiin -house, no family, no residence. and no
persona_ presence to enable the oflicer to make
the service required by the act of assembly. It
is therefore a full answer to the exigency of
the writ." Sherer v. Easton Bank. 83 Pa. 139.
—1|’ihi1 hsbet. He has nothing. The name of
a _return made by a sheriff to n ecire f¢(.'lll8 or
other writ which he has been unable to serve on
the defendant. ,

Niki]. sliud potest rex quusu quad do
ius-e potest. 11 Coke, 74. The king can
do nothing except what he can by law do.

Ilihil eouseusui tun cont:-as-inn est
quusu vis ntque suetus. Nothing is so op-
posed to consent as force and fear. Dig. 50,
17, 116.

Rilill do so secs-esoit ei qui until in re

qusndo jus sees-esees-et bsbet. Co. Litt.
188. Nothing of a matter accrues to him
who, when the right accrues. has nothing
in that matter.

Niiiil dictum quod uou dictum prius.
Nothing is said which was not said before.
Said of a case where former arguments were
repeated. llnrdr. 464.

Ilihil est enisn liberals quod non idem
Justuui. For there is nothing generous
which is not at the same time Just. 2 Kent.
Comm. 441, note a. ‘
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Iflhil est suugis ration! eeuseutumsun
qusn sodesu suede quodque dissolvexe
quo eoulstusu est. Nothing is more con-
sonant to reason than that a thing should be
dissolved or discharged in the same way in
which it was created. Shep. Touch. 323.

Nihil fuoit error uosulsiis eu.-in de eer-

11 Coke, 21. An error as
to a name is nothing when there is certainty
pore soustst.

as to the person.

lihil hsbet forusu ex soeuu. The court
has nothing to do with what is not before it.
Bac. Max.

Niki]. in legs iutolersbilius est [quusu]
eusdesu resu dives-so Jure eeuserl. Noth--
ing is more intolerable in law than that the
same matter, thing, or case should be sub-
ject to diirerent views or law. 4 Coke. 93¢.
Applied to thediiference of opinion enter-
tained by diflerent courts, as to the law of a
particular case. Id.

Nihil infra reg-uusu subdltos suugis
eouservst in trauquilitste et eouoos-din

Noth-
ing preserves in tranquillity and concord
those who are subjected to the same govern-
ment better than a due administration of the

qussu debits legusn sdsuinistrstio.

laws. 2 Inst. 158.

Nihil iniqulus qussu equitstesu nisnis
Nothing is more unjust than toiutendere.

extend equity too far. Halk. 103.

Ilihil snugis justusn est quuu quod
uecessuriusu est. Nothing is more just than
that which is necessary. Dav. ‘Ir. K. B. 12:
Branch, Princ.

Nihil uequsni est ps-csusuesidusu. Noth-
ing wicked is to be presumed. 2 P. Wms. '

583.

Niki! per-feotusn est dusu ullquid restst
sgeudusu. Nothing is perfect -while any-
thing remains to be done. 9 Coke, 91).

Nihil pet! potest nuts id tempus qua
per -'res-uni nsturssu pes-solv! possit.
Nothing can be deinaiided before the time
when, by the nature of things, it can be paid.
Dig. 60, 17, 186.

Niliil possuusus ooutrs veritsteui.

dial. 2. c. 6.

Nihil prose:-ibitur uisi quod posside-
There is no prescription for that whichtus-.

is not possessed. - 5 Barn. & Aid. 277.

Nihil quod est eoutra I-utionesu est liai-
Nothing that is against reason is raw-tum.

ful. Co. Litt. 970.

Nihll quod est ‘isseouvessiesss est Bei-
Nothing that is inconvenient is law-tusu.

We
can do nothing against truth. Doct. & Stud.
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tul. Co. Litt. 66a, 9715. A maxim very fre-
quently quoted by Lord Coke, -but to be taken
in modern law with some qualification.
Broom, Max. 186, 366.

Nihil sinsnl lnventlun est ct perfect-
iun. Co. Litt_ 230. Nothing is invented and
perfected at the same moment.

Nihil tans conveniens est nntu.-all
aqnitatl qnnn nnnnqnodqne dissolvi co
lignanine qno ligehun est. Nothing is so
consonant to natural equity as that It thing
should be dissolved by the same means by
which it was bound. 2 Inst. 359; Broom.
Max. 877.

Niki]. tun eonveniens est nntursli.
nqnitnti qnun vclnntstexn dolninl rem
snsn in nliun trsnsterre s-stun hsbere.
1 Coke, 100. Nothing is so consonant to nat-
ural equity as to regard the intention of the
owner in transferring his own property to
another.

Nihil tan: nntnxnle est, qnun eo go-
nere qnldque dissolvere, qno eclligatxun _

est; ideo vex-‘be:-Iun obligatio verbis tol-
litnr; nndi consensus obligstio eon-

ts-nrio consensn. dslssolvitnr. Nothing is
so natural as to dissolve anything in the
way in which it was bound together; there-
fore the obligation of words is taken away
by words: the obligation of mere consent is
dissolved by the contrary consent. Dig. 50,
17, 35; Broom, Max. 887.

Hill! tun proprilun inaperlo quun
legibns vivere. Nothing is so becoming to
authority as to live in accordance with the
laws. Fleta, lib. 1, c. 17, i 11.

ITIEHLIST. A member of a secret asso-
ciation, (especially in Russia,) which is de-
voted to the destruction of the present polit-
icai, religious, and social institutions. Web-
ster.

Il'.lI.. Lat. ‘Nothing. A contracted form
of “Mhil,” which see.

-1!!! debet. He owes nothing. The form of
the general issue in all actions of debt on simple
eontract.—Ni1 hnbnit in tenementis. He
had nothing [no interest] in the tenements. A
plea in debt on a lease indented, by which the
defendant sets up that the rson claimin to
be landlord had no title or nterest.—Nil 3..
stuns. Nothing hound; that is. no obligation
has been incurred. Tray. Lat. Max.

Nil exit exemplnrn liten: quod’llte re-

sclvit. An example does no good which
settles one question by another. Hatch v.
Mann. 15 Wend. (N. Y.) 44, 49.

N11 eonsensni tun contru-inns est
quun vis ntqlse nietns. Nothing is so op-
posed to consent as force and tear. Dig. 50,
17, 116.
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Ifll fncdt on-or nominis mun do cor-
pora vel persons constst. A mistake in
the name does not matter when the body or
person is manifest. 11 Coke, 21; Broom.
Max. 634.

N11 sine prndenti teeit rations votin-
tss. Antiquity did nothing without a good
reason. 00. Litt. 65.

N11 temere novsndun. Nothing should
be rashly changed. Jenk. Cent. 163.

Nianis. eertitndo certitudineno. ipsun
desttnit. Too great certainty destroys cer-
tainty itself. Iaoift, 244.

Ninia snbtilitss in sun reprobstnr.
Wing. Max. 28. Too much subtlety in law
is discountenanced.

Nuninnt nltercnndo veritns unittitlu.-.
Hob. 344. By too much altercation truth is
lost.

NIHHBB. A thief;

NISI. Lat. Unless. The word is often
ailixed, as a kind of elliptical expression. to
the words “rule,” “order," “decree." "Judg-
ment," or “conflrmation." to indicate that
the adjudication spoken of is one‘ which is to
stand as valid and operative unless the par-
ty atrected by it shall appear and show
cause against it. or take some other appro-
priate step to avoid it or procure its revoca-
tion. Thus a “decree Mat" is one which will
definitely conclude the defendant's rights
unless, within the prescribed time, he shows
cause to set it aside or succesfully appeals.
The word. in this sense. is opposed to “ab-
solute.” And when a rule am is flnaliy con-
firmed, for the defendant's failure to show
cause against it, it is said to be “made abso-
lute.”
—Nisi feces-is. The name of a clause com-
monl occurring in the old mnhorial writs. com-
manifing that, if the lords failed to do ustiee.
the king’s court or oflicer should do it. y vir-
tue of this clause. the king's court usurped the
jurisdiction of the private, mvinorial, or local
courts. Stim. Law Gloss.—-Nisi prlus. The
m'a€ prise courts are such as are held for the
trial of issues of fact before a jury and one pre-
siding judge. In America the phrase is famil-
iarl used to denote the forum (whatever may
be its statutory name) In which the cause was
tried to a jury. as distinguished from the ap-
pellate court. See 3 Bl. Comm. 58.—Nisi
prins clause. In practice. A clause entered
on the record in an action at law, authorizing
the trial of the cause at M291’ price in the par-
ticular county designated. It was first used by
way of continuance.—Nisi 1-ins roll. In
practice. The roll or reco containing the
pleadings, issue. and 'ury process of an action.
made up for use in t e rim‘ prim court.—Nisi
pa-ins writ. The old name of the writ of
centre, which originally, in pursuance of the
statute of Westminster 2. contained the Mai‘
priua clause. Reg. Jud. 28, 75; CawelL

a pilterer.

NIVIOOLLIIII BBITONEI. In old
English law. Welshmen, because they live
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near high mountains covered with snow.
Du-Oange.

N0 AWARD. The name of a plea in an
action on an award. by which the defendant
traverses the allegation that an award was
made.

no BILL. This phrase, when indorsed
by a grand jury on an indictment, is equiva-
lent to “not found." “not a true bill," or "in-
noramus."

no PIINDI. See Faun.

N0 GOODS. This is the English equiva-
lent of the mtln term “nulla bona," being
the form or the return made by a sheriff or
constable, charged with an execution, when
he has found no property of the debtor on
which to levy.

No man out hold the some land in-
medlstely of two several landlords. Co.
Litt. 152.

No man is presumed to do anything
Against nature. 22 Vin. Abr. 154.

No man shall set up his lnluny as I

detense. 2 W. B1. 364.

No one cur (rent or convey what he
doesnot own. Seymour v. Cnuundnigua 8:
N. F. R. Co., 25 Barb. (N. Y.) 284. 301. See
Saltus v. Everett. 20 Wend. (N. Y.) 267, 32 _

Am. Dec. 541; Fassett v. Smith, 23 N. Y.
252; Brewer v. Peabody, 13 N. Y. 121; Beav-
ers v. lane, 8 Duer (N. Y.) 232.

ICOBILE OITIOIUM. In Scotch law.
An equitable power of the court of session,
to give relief when none is possible at law.
Ersk. Inst. 1, 3, 22: Bell.

Nobiles xnsgis pleetuntur peonnlnp
plebes were in oorpore. 3 Inst. 220. The
higher classes are more punished in money;
but the lower in person.

Nobiles aunt. qni urns gentilitin an.

teoessorurn snot-run prose:-re possnnt.
2 Inst. 595. The gentry are those who are
able to produce armorial bearings derived by
descent from their own ancestors.

Nobiliores et benigniores presump-
tiones in dnhlis snnt prulerendn. In
cases of doubt, the more generous and more
benign presumptions are to be preferred. A
civil-law maxim.

Nobilitss est duplex, superior et in-
ferior. 2 Inst. 5&3. There are two sorts of
nobility, the higher and the lower.

NOBILITY. In English law. A divi-
sion oi the people, comprehending dukes,
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marquises. earls, . viscounts, and barons.
These had ancientiy duties annexed to their
respective honors. They are created either
by writ. 1. e., by royal summons to attend
the house of peers. or by letters patent. I.
e., by royal grant of any dignity and degree
of peerage; and they enjoy nmny privileges.
exclusive-of their senatorial capacity. 1 Bi.
Comm. 396.

NOOIIIIIT. From Latin "uooere." Guilty.
‘The Moon: person." 1 Vern. 429.

IIOOTANTER. By night. An abolished
writ which issued out of chancery, and re-
turned to the queen’s bench, for the pros-
tratlon of inciosures, etc.

IIOOTEI and ROUTE)! DI: FIIBHA.
Entertainment or meat and drink tor so
many nights. Domesday.

ICOOUHENTUI. Lat. In old English
law. A nuisance. Nocumenium damnosum.
a. nuisance occasioning loss or damage.
Nocumcntum injurioeum, an injurious nui-

sance. For the latter only a remedy was
given. Bract. fol. 221.

NOLENS VOLENI. Lat. Whether will-
ing or unwilling; consenting or not.

IIOLIS. Fr. In French law. Freight.
The same with “fr-ct." Ord. Mar. liv. 3.
tit. 8.

N01-ISSEMENT. Fr. In French ma-
rine law. Affreightment. 0rd. Mar. liv. 3.
tit. 1.

IIOLLE P30820111. Lat. In practice.
A formal entry upon the record, by the
plaintiff in a civil suit or the prosecuting
oflicer in a criminal action. by which be de-
clares that he "will no further prosecute"
the case, either as to some of the counts. or
some of the defendants. or altogether. State
v. Primm. 61 M0. 171: Com. v. Casey, 12
Allen (Mass.) 214; Davenport v. Newton. 71
Vt. 11, 42 Ati. 1087.

A smile proaequi is in the nature of an ac-
knowledgment or undertaking by the piaintiif in
an action to forbear to proceed any further
either in the action altogether, or as to some
part of it, or as to some of the defendants;
and is difiereut from a non prom, by which the
plaintifl is put out of court with respect to all
the defendants. Brown. _

NOLO OONTEIDERE. Lat. I will not
contest it. The name of a plea in a crim-
inai action, having the same legal effect as
a plea of guilty, so far as regards all pro-
ceedings on the indictment, and on which
the defendant may be sentenced. U. S. v.
Hartwell, 3 Cliff. 221. Fed. Cas. No. 15,318.
Like a demurrer this plea admits. for the
purposes of the case. all the facts which an
well pleaded, but is not to be used as an
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admission elsewhere. Com. v. Tllton, 8 Metc.
(Mass) 232. Not available as an estoppel
in a civil action. Com. v. Horton, 9 Pick.
(Mass.) 206.

IIOHEN. Lat. In the civil law. A
name; the name, style, or designation of a
person. Properly, the name showing to what
gene or tribe he belonged, as distinguished
from his own individual name, (the promo-
men,) from his surname or family name,
(cognomc-n.) and from any name added by
way of a descriptive title, (agnomem)

The name or style of a class or genus of
persons or objects.

A -debt or a debtor. Ainsworth; Calvin.
—!l'onen oolleotivun. A collective name or
term: a term expressive of a class; a term in-
cludlng‘several of the same kind; a term ex-
pressive of the plural, as well as singular, num-
ber.—Ilonen generule. A general name; the
name of a genus. Fleta, lib. 4, c. 19, 1.-
lonen generuliuinun. A name 0 the
most general kind; a name or-term of the most
general meaning. By the name of ‘‘land,'' which
is name» generaliuimum, everything terrestrial
will pass. 2 Bl. Comm. 19; 3 Bl. Comm. 172.
—1lonen Jun-ls. A name of the law; a tech-
nical legal term.—Nonon trnnseriptitiun.
See Nonmu Tssnscanvrxns.

Nonen est qunsi rel notnnon. A name
is, as it _were,_the note of a thing. 11 Coke,
20.

Ilonen non su-Bolt, si res non sit do,
jute out do taeto. A name is not suflicient
if there be not a thing [or subject for it]
do jure or de facto. 4 Coke, 107b.

Nonlnn nutnbilla. aunt, res nuten in-
nohiles. Names are mutable, but things
are immovable, [immutable.] A name may
be true or false, or may change, but the
thing itself always maintains its identity.
6 Coke, 66.

Ilonina at nesois pen-it oognitio rerun;
at noninn oi perdns, oerte distinotio
rerun pet-ditur. Co. Litt. 86. If you
know not the names of things, the knowledge
of things themselves perishes; and, if you
lose the names, the distinction of the things
is certainly lost.

Nonina aunt note rerun. 11 Coke,
.20. Names are the notes of things.

Noninn aunt pynboln rerun. Godb.
Names are the symbols of things.

NOHINA TBANSOBIPTITIA. In R0-
man law. Obligations contracted by mom
(i. e., literis obliyaiionea) were so called be-
cause they arose from a peculiar transfer
(tranacflptto) from the creditor's day-book
(adversaria) into his ledger, (¢.-odes.)

NOHINA VILLARUH. In English law.
An account of the names of all the villages
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and the possessors thereof, in each county,
drawn up by several sheriifs, (9 Edw. II.,)
and returned by them into the exchequer,
where it is still preserved. Wharton.

NOMINAL. Titular; existing in name
only; not real or substantial; connected with
the transaction or proceeding in name only.
not in interest. -

—Non1na.l consideration. See Cossmsaso
1-ron.—No ages. See Dsusess.
—Nonins.l defendant. A person who is join-
_ed as defendant in an action, not because he is
immediately liable in damages or because any
specific rehef is demanded as against him, but
because his connection with the subject-matter
13 such that the plaintiirs action would be de-
fective, under the technical rules of practice, if
he were not Joined.—Non1nnl partner.

,person who appears to be a partner in a firm,
or is so re resented to persons dealing with the
firm, or w 0 allows his name to a pear in the
style of the firm or to be used in ts business,
in the character of a ‘partner, but who has no
actual interest in the rm or business. Story,
Partn. §_ 80.—No_n1nnl plnintifl. One who
has no interest in the subject-matter of the
action, having assigned the same to another,
(the real plaintiff in interest, or “useJslaintifl/')
but who must be joined as plainti , because,
under technical rules of practice. the suit can-
not be brought directly in the name of the as-

‘ signee.

NOHINATE. To propose for an appoint-
ment; to designate for an office. a privilege.
a living, etc.

NOHINATE CONTRACTS. In the civil
law. Contracts having a proper or peculiar
name and form, and which were divided
into four kinds, exrpressive of the ways in
which they were formed, viz.: (1) Real,
which arose on re, from something done; (2)
verbal, ea verbia, from something said; (3)
literal, ea: lltoris, from something written;
and (4) consensual, or oonsensu, from some-
thing agreed to. Calvin.

NOHINATIM. Lat. By name: express-
ed one by one.

ICOHINATING AND REDUCING. A
-mode of obtaining a panel of special jurors
in England, from which to select the jury to
try a particular action. The proceeding
takes place before the under-sheriif or sec-
ondnry, and in the presence of the parties‘
solicitors. Numbers denoting the persons
on the sheriff's list are put into a box and
drawn until forty-eight unchallenged per-
sons have been nominated. Each party
strikes off twelve, and the remaining twenty-
four are returned as the “panel,” (q. 12.)

This practice is now only employed by order
of the court or judge. (Sm. Ac. 130; Juries
Act 1870, 5 17.) Sweet.

IIOHINATIO AUOTORIS. Lat. In Ro-
man law. A form of plea or defense in an
action for the recovery of real estate. by
which the defendant. sued as the person
apparently in possession, alleges that he
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holds only in the name or for the beneiit
of another, whose name he discloses by the
plea, in order that the plaintiff may bring
his action against such other. See Mackeld.
Rom. Law, § 297.

NOKINATION. An appointment or des-
ignation of a person to fill an otllce or dis-
charge a duty. The act of suggesting or
proposing a person by name as a candidate
for an oiiice.
—Nom:lnation to is living. In English ec-
clesiastical law. ’.l‘li_e_rights of nominatin and
of prcsentin to a living are distinct, an may
reside in di erent persons. Presentation is the
oflering a clerk to the bishop. Nomination is
the oifering a clerk to the person who has the
right of presentation. Brown.

NOHINATIVUS PENDEIIS. Lat. A
nominative case grammatically unconnected
with the rest of the sentence in which it
stands. The opening words in the ordinary
form of a deed inter partes, “This inden-
tare." etc., down to “whereas," though an
intelligible and convenient part of the deed,
are of this kind. Wharton.

NOMINE. Lat. By name; by the name
of; under the name or designation of.

NOKINE PGIUE. In the name of a
penalty. In the civil law, a legacy was said
to be left nomine poems where it was left for
the purpose of coercing the heir to do or not
to do something. Inst. 2. 20. 36.

The term has also been applied, in English
law, to some kinds of covenants, such as a
covenant inserted in a lease that the lessee
shall forfeit a certain sum on non-payment
of rent. or on doing certain things, as plow-
ing up ancient meadow. and the like. 1

Crabb. Real Prop, p. 171, 5 155.

IIOMINEE. One who has been nominat-
ed or proposed for an oilice.

ROHOOANON. (1) A collection of can-
ons and imperial laws relative or conform-
able thereto. The-flrst nomocanon was made
by Johannes Scholasticus in 554. Photius,
patriarch of Constantinople. in 883, compiled
another nomocanon. or collation of the civil
laws with the canons; this is the most cele-
brated. Balsamon wrote a commentary up-
on it in 1180. (2) A collection of the ancient
canons of the apostles. councils. and fathers.
without any regard to imperial constitutions.
Such is the nomocanon by M. Coteiier. Enc.
Loud.

ROHOGRAPHEB. One who writes on
the subject of laws.

IIOHOGRAPEY. A treatise or descrip-
tion of laws.

xoxornnra. A lawgiver; such as
Solon and Lycurgus among the Greeks, and
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0013881‘. Pompey. ‘and Sylla among the Bo-
tnans. Calvin.

NON-ACCEPTANCE. The refusal to ac-
cept anything.

NON AGCEPTAVIT. In pleading. The
name of a plea to an action of auimipcdi
brought against the drawee or a bill at ex-
change by which he denies that he accepted
the same.

non-aoonss. In legal parlance, this
term denotes the absence of opportunities
for sexual intercourse between husband and
wife; or the absence of such intercourse.

Non Aeelpi debent verbs in demonstra-
tioneni (shun, qua eompetunt in limita-
tions: rerun. Words ought not to be
taken to import a false demonstration which
may have eifect by way of true limitation.
Bac. Max. 1). 59, reg. 13; Broom. Max. 6-12.

ICON AOOBEVIT INPRA SEX AIOIOB.
It did not accrue within six years. The
name of a plea by which the defendant sets
up the statute of limitations against a cause
of action which is barred after six years.

NON-ACT. A forbearance from action ;.

the contrary to act.

NON-ADMISSION. The refusal of ad-
mission.

NON-AGE. Lack of requisite legal age.
The condition of a person who is under twen-
ty-one years of age,-in some cases, and un-
der tonrteen or twelve in others; minority.

Non Alto node puuintnr nllquh qua
seoundun «used as hnbet oondenuiatlo. 3
Inst. 217. A person may not be punished dit-
ferently than according to what the sentence
enjoinsi ‘

Non tutor I signlfloatione verlsornls
recedl ope:-tot gun can manilestnn est.
Iliad sensiue testatorem. We must never
depart from the signification of words. un-
less it is evident that they are not con-
formable to the will of the testator. Dig. 82,.
69, pr.: Broom, Max. 568.

NON-APPABENT EASEMEIIT. A non-
continuous or discontinuous easement. Fet-
ters v. Humphreys, 18 N. J. Eq. 262 See
EASEMENT.

ION-APPEARANCE. A failure of ap-
pearance; the omission of the defendant to-
appear within the time limited.

NON-ASSESSABLE. This word. placed‘
upon a certificate of stock. does not cancel or
impair the obligation to pay the amount due
upon the shares created by the acceptance
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and holding of such certitlcate. At most its
legal eflect is a stipulation against liability
from further assessment or taxation after
the entire subscription of one hundred per
cent. shall have been paid. Upton v. Tribil-
cock, 91 U. S. 45, 23 L. Ed. 203.

' NON ASSUXPSIT. The general issue in
the action of oasumput; being a plea by
which the defendant avers that “he did not
undertake” or promise as alleged.

K013 Assuxrsrr ntrna snx AN-
ICOS. He did not undertake within six
years. The name of the plea of the statute
of limitations, in the action of aseumpau.

Non oudltur pen-ire volsns. He who is
desirous to perish is not heard. Best, Ev.
423, 5 385. He who confesses himself guilty
of a crime, with the view of meeting death,
will not be heard. A maxim of the foreign
law of evidence. Id.

NON-BAILABLE.
bail; not requiring bail.

Not admitting of

NOR 318 IN IDEM. Not twice for the
same; that is, a man shall not be twice tried
for the same crime. This maxim of the civil
law (Code, 9, 2, 9, 11) expresses the same
principle as the familiar rule of.our law that
a man shall not be twice “put in jeopardy"
for the same offense.

NON OEPIT. He did not take. The gen-
eral \issue in replevin, where the act on is
for the wrongful taking of the property; put-
ting in issue not only the taking, but the
place in which the taking is stated to have
been made. Steph. Pl. 157, 167.

NOR-CLAIM. The omission or neglect
of him who ought to claim his right within
the time limited by law; as within a year
and a day where a continual claim was re-
quired, or within live years after a line had
been levied. Tel-mes de la Ley.
—Oov_cnnnt of non-claim. See COVENANT.

NON-OOHBATANT. A person connect-
ed with an army or navy. but for purposes
other than fighting; such as the surgeons
and chaplains. Also a neutral.

NON-OOHHISSIONED. A non—commis-
sioned ofiicer of the army or militia is a
subordinate oiiicer who holds his rank. not
by commission from the executive authority
of the state or nation, but by appointment by
a superior otiicer.

NON OOHPOS HENTIS. Lat. Not
sound of mind: insane. This is a very gen-
eral term, embracing all varieties of mental
derangement. See Isszmrrr.

Coke has enumerated four diiferent classes of
persons who are deemed in law to be non com-
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potcs mantis: First, an idiot, or fool natural;
second, he who was of good and sound mind and
memory, but by the act of God has lost it;
giurd, a'lunstic, lunaticus qua‘ gaudet lucidis
m_tervallu, who sometimes s of good sound
u:nnd_and memory, and sometimes non compos
mentu; fourth, one who is non compo: nueniic
by his own act, as a drunkard. Co. Litt. 2-17¢;
4 Coke, 124. .

Ion oonoednntur citations: prhuquun.
sxprimatur super man re fled debet sita-
tio. 12 Coke, 47. summonses should not
be granted before it is expressed on what '

matter the summons ought to be made.

1601!’ OONOESSIT. Lat. He did not
grant. The name of a plea denying a grant.
which could be made only by a stranger.

NON-OONPORMIST. In English law.
One who refuses to comply with others; one.
who refuses to Join in the established forms
of worship.

Non-conformists are of two sorts: (1) such
as absent themselves from divine worship in
the Established Church through total irre-
ligion, and attend the service of no other
persuasion; (2) such as attend the religious
service of another persuasion. Wharton.

Non oonssutit qnl strut. Bract. fol. 44.
He who mistakes does not consent.

NON CONSTAT. Lat. It does not ap-
pear; it is not clear or evident. A phrase
used in general to state some conclusion as
not necessarily following although it may ap-
pear on its face to follow.

NON-CONTINUOUS EASEMBNT. A
non-apparent or discontinuous easement.
Fetters v. Humphreys. 18 N. J. Eq. 262. See
msusnr.

ICON OULPABILIS. Lat. In pleading.
Not guilty. It is usually abbreviated “mm
out 19

RON nanxnucarus. Lat. Not in-
jured. This is a plea in an action of debt
on an indemnity bond. or bond conditioned
“to keep the plaintii! harmless and indemni-
fied." etc. It is in the nature of a plea of
performance, being used where the defend-
ant means to allege that the plaintii! has
been kept harmless and indemnified, accord-
ing to the tenor of the condition. Steph.
Pl. (7th Ed.) 300, 301. State Bank v. Chet-
wood. 8 N. J. Law, 25.

Non dot qui non habst. He who has not
does not give. Loin, 258; Broom, Max. 467.

Non debeo meliorh oonditionls sue.
quun nnetor nous I also Jul 1:: no trans-
it. I ought not to be in better condition than
he to whose rights I succeed. Dig. 50, 17,»
175, 1.

L
.
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Non. debet eetori lieere quod reo non
permittitnr. A plaintiff ought not to be
allowed what is not permitted to a defend-
ant. A rule of the civil law. Dig. 50, 17, 41.

Non debet edduei exeeptio ejus rel. eu-

Jus petitur diuolutio. A plea of the same
matter the dissolution of which is sought
[by the action] ought not to be brought for-
ward. Broom, Max. 166.

Non debet elii nooere, quod inter adios
eetun est. A person ought not to he preju-
diced by what has been done between oth-
ers. Dig. 12, 2, 10.

Non debet alteri pe'r alter-um iniqus
oonditio infer:-i. A burdensome condition
ought not to be brought upon one man by
the act of another. Dig. 50, 17, 74.

Non debet oui plus licet, quod minus
est non lieere.
lawful ought not to be cleharred from the less
as unlawful. Dig. 50, 17, 21; Broom, Max.
176.

Non debet dlei tendere in px-ajndieiun
eeolesiastica liberetatis qnod pro rege at
republics neoesserilun videtnr. 2 Inst.
(325. That which seems necessary for the
king and the state ought not to be said to
tend to the prejudice of spiritual liberty.

Non deeet homines dedere cause non

eognits. It is unbecoming to surrender men
when no cause is shown. In re Washburn, 4
Johns. Ch. (N. Y.) 106. 114, 8 Am. Dec. 548;
Id., 3 Wheeler, Cr. Gas. (N. Y.) 473, 482.

NON DEOIHANDO.
cumsno.

See DE NON Dn-

Non deeipitur qni suit se deeipi. 5'
Coke, 60. He is not deceived who knows
himself‘ to be deceived.

NON D11‘.
did not grant.
don.

Lat. In pleading. He
The general issue in torme-

NON-DELIVERY. Neglect. failure, or
refusai to deliver goods, on the part of a’
carrier, vendor, baiiee, etc.

NON DHIINET. Int. He does not de-
tain. The name of the general issue in the
action of detinue. 1 Tidd, Pr. 645; Berlin
Mach. Works v. Alabama City Furniture Co.,
112 Ala. 488, 20 South. 418.

The general issue in the action of replevin,
where the action is for the wrongful deten-
tion only. 2 Burrill, Pr. 14.

Non dilernnt qua concordant re,
tenets! non in vex-his iisden. .Those
things do not differ which agree in substance.
though not in the same words. Jenk. Cent.
1;. ?0, case 32.
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He to whom the greater 1'

NON EST FACTUM

NON DIHIIIT. L. Lat. He did not de-
mise. A plea resorted to where a plaintiil.‘
declared upon a demise without stating the
indenture in an action of debt for rent. Also,
a plea in bar, in replevin, to an avowry for
arrears oi.’ rent, that the avowant did not
demise.

NON-DIRECTION. Omission on the
part of a judge to properly instruct the jury
upon a necessary conclusion or law.

NON DISTIINGENDO. A writ not to
distrain. .

Non dnbitehu-, etsi speoieliter vendi-
tor evietionem non promiserit, s-e etio-
ts, ex empto compete:-e eetionaen. It is
certain that, although the vendor has not
given a special guaranty. an action as cmpio
lies against him. if the purchaser is evicted-
Code, 8, 45, 6; Broom. Max. 768.

Non efloit nileetns nisi sequetnr eb.
feetus. The intention amounts to nothing
unless the effect follow. 1 Rolle, 226.

Non erit die lex Bonn, die. Athmfiis;
slid nune, alia. posthsc; sed et omnes
gentes, et omni tempo:-e. Inn lex, et
sennpiterns, et immortalis eontinebit.
There will not be one law at Rome, another
at Athens; one law now. another hereafter;
but one eternal and immortal law shall bind
together all nations throughout all time. Cic.-
Frag. de Repub. lib. 3; 3 Kent. Comm. 1.

Non est eretius vineuluun inter hom-
ines qnun Jnsjursndun. There is no
closer [or firmer] bond between men than an
oath. Jenk. Cent. p. 126, case 54.

Non est ee:-tandem de I-egulis juris.
There is no disputing about rules of law.

Non est eonsonum retioni, qnod oop-
nitio eeeessox-ii in enris. ehrlstinnitatis
impediatlu-, ubi eognitio eeuso princi-
pnlis ed forum eeolesiestielun noseitnr
pen-there. 12 Coke, 65. It is unreasonable
that the cognizance of an accessory matter
should be impeded in an ecclesiastical court.
when the cognizance of the principal cause
is admitted to appertaln to an ecclesiastical
court.

Non est dilpntenduun contra prineipil
negantezn. Co. Litt. 3-i3. We cannot dis-
pute against a man who denies flrst prin-
ciples.

NON EST FACTUH. Lat. A plea by
way of traverse, which occurs in debt on
bond or other specialty, and also in covenant.
It denies that the deed mentioned in the
declaration is the defendant's deed. Under
this. the defendant may contend at the trial
that the deed. was never executed in point
of fact; but he cannot deny its validity in
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point of law. Wharton; Haggart v. Morgan.
5 N. Y. 422, 55 Am. Dec. 350; Evans v. South-
ern Turnpike Co., 18 Ind. 101.

The plea of non est factum is a denial of
the execution of the instrument sued upon,
and applies to notes or other instruments, as
well as deeds, and applies only when the ex-
ecution of the instrument is alleged to be
the act of the party tiling the plea, or adopt-
ed by him. Code Ga. 1882, I 3472.
—‘-Special non est lsctiun. A form of the
glea of man out factum, in debt on a specialty,
y which thedefendsnt alleges that, although

he executed the deed, yet it is in law “not his
deed," because of certain special circumstances
which he proceeds to set out; as, where he de-
iivered -the deed as an escrow. and it was_ turn-
ed over to the plaintifi prematurely or without
performance of the condition.

NON E81‘ DIVENTUQ. Lat. He is not
found.- The sheriff's return to process re-
quiring hiin to arrest «the body of the de-
fendant, when the latter is not found within
his jurisdiction. It is often abbreviated “n.
e. 4.," or written, in English, “not found."
The Bremena v. Card (D. C.) 38 Fed. 144.

Non est Jnstlun sliquem sntenstnm
post mortem {score bsstsrdiun qui toto
tempo:-o vita sun pro legitimo liche-
‘bstnr. It is not just to make an elder-born
a bastard after his death, who during his
lifetime was accounted legitimate. 12 Coke.
44.

Non est IIOVIIIII nt pr-iox-os logos ad
posterioros trahantur. It is no new thing
that prior statutes should give place to later
ones. Dig. 1. 3, 36; Broom, Max. 28.

Non est regain quin fsllot. There is no
rule but what may fail. Ott. Exec. 212.

Non est singulis eoneedendiun, quod
per magistrstum publioe possit fled, no
oecssio’ sit major-is tiunultns tseiendi.
That is not to be conceded to private persons
which can be publicly done by the magistrate,
lest -it be the occasion of greater tuinults.
Dig. 50, 17, 176.

. ,Non ex opinionibns singular-um, sod ex

oomniuni nsi, nornina exnudiri debent.
The names of things ought to be understood,
not according to the opinions of individuals,
but according to common usage. Dig. 33,
10, 7, 2. ‘

Non {acids mslum, nt hide list boniun.
You are not to do evil, that good may be
or result therefrom. 11 Coke, 74a; 5 Coke,
30b.

NON PEOIT. Lat. He did not make it.
A plea in an action of aszmmpsil on a promis-
sory note. 3 Man. & G. 446.

non rzorr VASTUM CONTRA sno-
n1BI.'l.'Iom:u. He did not commit waste

NON iuraomirraxr CLAUSE

against the prohibition. A plea to an action
founded on a writ of estrepement for waste.

' 3 B1. Comm. 226, 227.

NON EEO IN PIEDERA VENI. I did
not agree to these terms.

Ion inpodit olsusnls den-ogstoris qno
minus ad onions potoststo res dissol-
vsntnr s qua oonstituuntnr. A derogatory
clause does not impede things from being
dissolved by the same power by which they
are created. Broom. Max. 27. '

NON IHPEDIVIT. Lat. He did not
impede. The plea of the general issue in
‘(more impedit. The Latin form of the law
French “ne dluurba pas."

non IMPLAOITANDO ALIQUBM D}:
Lmnno TENEMENTO SIN}: BREW.
A writ to prohibit bailiffs, etc.. from dis-
training or impleading any man touching
his freehold without the king's writ. Reg.
Orig. 171.

Non in iegenao sad in intelligendo
legis oonsistiuit. The laws consist not in
being read, but in being understood. 8 Coke.
1670.

Non INPREGIT OONVENTIONEH.
Lat. He did not break the contract. The
name of a plea sometimes pleaded in the
action of covenant, and‘ intended as a gen-
eral issue, but held to be a bad plea; there
being, properly speaking. no general issue
in that action. 1 Tidd, Pr. 356.

NON-DITEROOURSE. 1. The refusal
of one state or nation to have commercial
dealings with another; similar to an em-
bargo. (G. 12.)

2. The absence of access, communication.
or sexual relations between husband and
wife.

NON DITERPUI. I was not present. A
reporter's note. T. Jones, 10.

NQN-INTERVENTION WILL. A term
sometimes applied to a will which authorizes
the executor to settle and distribute the
estate without the intervention of the court
and without giving bond. In re Macdonald's
Estate, 29 Wash. 422. 39 Pac. 1111. '

NON. Int. Not. The common particle
of negation.

NON-ABILITY. Want of ability to do
an act in law. as to sue. A plea founded up
on such cause. Cowell.

NON mmommur CLAUSE. In
English law. A clause of a charter of a
municipal borough, -whereby the borough is
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exempted from the jurisdiction or the jus-
tices of the peace for the county.

N011’ INTIOHITTENDO,
BREVI-: PBEOIPE IN OAPITD SUB-
DOLE IHIPETBATUB. A writ addressed
to the justices of the bench, or in eyre. com-
manding them not to give one who, under
color of entitling the king to land. etc., as
holding of him in capite, had deceitrully ob-
tained the writ called "proteins in capite,"
any benefit thereof, but to put. him to his
writ of right. Reg. Orig. 4.

NON-ISSIJABLE PLBAS. Those upon
which a decision would not determine the
action upon the merits. as a plea in abate--
ment. 1 Chit. Archb. Pr. (12th Ed.) 249.

Jlol-JODIDBB. See Jomnsn.

N010’ JURIDIOUS. Not judicial; not
legal. Dies non juridicua is a day on which
legal proceedings cannot be had.

non-muons. In English law. Per-
sons who reruse to take the oaths. required
by law, to support the government.

Non jun ex reguln, sod 1-egula ex Jan.
The law does not arise from the rule (or
maxim.) but the rule from the law. Tray.
Lat. Max. 384.

Ron ju, sod seisinn, fnolt stiplten.
Not right, but seisin, makes a stock. Fleta
lib. 6, c. 2. I 2. It is not a mere right to
enter on lands, but actual scam, which
makes a person the root or stock from which
all future inheritance by right of blood must
be derived. 2 Bl. Comm. .209. 312. See
Broom. Max. 525, 527.

Non’-LBVIABL1}. Not subject to be
levied upon. Non-leviable assets are assets
upon which an execution cannot be levied.
Farmers’ F. Ins. Co. v. Conrad, 102 Wis.
38?, 78 N. W. 582.

Non licet qnod dispendio licet. That
which may be [done only] at a loss is not
allowed [to be done.) The law does not per-
mit or require the doing of an act which will
result only in loss. The law forbids such
recoveries whose ends are vain, chargeable,
and unprofitable. Co. Litt. 1271;.

130K IJQUET. Lat. It is not clear. In
the Roman courts, when any or the judges.
after the hearing of a cause. were not satis-
fied that the case was made clear enough
for them to pronounce a verdict, they were
privileged to signify this opinion by casting
a ballot inscribed with the letters “N. L.,”
the abbreviated form of the phrase "non
liquet."

NON-MAEABLE. A term applied to all
letters and parcels which are by law exclud-

QUANDO

NON OMITTA8

ed from transportation in the United States
mails, whether on account of the size of
the package, the nature of its contents, its
obscene character, or for other reasons. See
U. S. v. Nathan (D. C.) 61 Fed. 936.

RON HEEOEANDIZANDA VICTO-
ALIA. An ancient writ addressed to jus-
tices of assize, to inquire whether the magis-
trates ot a town sold victuals in gross or by
retail during the time oi.‘ their being in oiiice.
which was contrary to an obsolete statute;
and to punish them if they did. Reg. Orig.
184.

RON HOLESTANDO. A writ that lay
for a person who was molested contrary to
the king's protection granted to him. Reg.
Orig. 184.

Ron unset, at Iutnn mori, park’ aunt.
Not to be born, and to be dead-born. are
the same.

HON-NEGOTIABLE. Not negotiable;
not capable of passing title or property by
indorsement and delivery.

Hon obllgnt lex nisi proznnlgatn. A
law is not obligatory unless it be promul-
gated.

Hon observata. fox-ma, inxei-tn: Mind-
htlo notu. Where form is not observed,
an annulling of the act is inferred or fol-
lows. 12 Coke. 7.

N01! OBSTANTB. Lat. Notwithstand-
ing. Words anciently used in public and
private instruments, intended to preclude,
in advance, any interpretation contrary to
certain declared objects or purposes. Bur-
rill.

A clause frequent in old English statutes
and letters patent, (so termed from its initial
words,) importing a license from the crown
to do a thing which otherwise a person
would be restrained by act of parliament
from doing. Crabb, Com. Law, 570; Plowd.
501: Cowell.

A power in the crown to dispense with
the laws in any particular case. This was
abolished by the bill or rights at the Revolu-
tion. I Bi. Comm. 342. _

—Non obstulte vex-edicto. Notwithstand-
ing the verdict. A jud cut entered by order
0 court for the piaintnif. although there has
been a verdict for the defendan is so called.
German Ins. Co. v. Frederick, Fed. 144, 7
C. C A. 122: Wentworth v. W'entworth. 2
Minn: 282 (Gil. 238). 72 Am. Dec. 97: Hill v.
Ragland, 114 Ky. 209, 70 S. W. 634.

Ron oflcit oonntus nlsi soqnntur ef-
teetus. An attempt does not harm unless
a consequence follow. 11 Coke, 98.

RON OHITTAS. A clause usually in-
serted in writs oi‘ execution. in England. di-
recting the sherin! “not to omit” to execute
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the writ by reason of any liberty, because
there are many liberties or districts in which
the she:-in has no power to execute process
unless he_ has special authority. 2 Steph.
Comm. 630. .

lea onne dsnnun iudueit injurisan.
It is not every loss that produces an injury.
Bract. fol. 45b.

Non onne quod lioet loneatum est.
It is not everything which is permitted that
is honorable. Dig. 50, 17, 144; Howell v.
Baker. 4 Johns. Ch. (N. Y.) 121.

Ron enniulll qua u major-ibus nostril
-constitute. sunt ratio reddi potent.
There cannot be given a reason for all the
things which have been established by our
ancestors. Branch, Prine; 4 Coke. 78;
Broom. Max. 157.

IIONPAYHENT. The neglect, failure.
or refusal of payment of a debt or evidence
of debt when due.

non-rnnronnaxon. Neglect. fail-
ure. or refusal to do or perform an act stipu-
lated to be done. Failure to keep the terms
of a contract or covenant. in respect to acts
or doings agreed upon.

Non pertinet ed Judioem seculu-em
cog-noseere de iis qua sunt more spi-
ritualia annexe. 2 Inst. 488. It belongs
not to the_ secular judge to take cognizance
of things which are merely spiritual.

IION-PLEVIII’. In old English law. De-
fault in not replevying land in due time,
when the same was taken by the king upon
a default. The consequence thereof (loss of
seisin) was abrogated by St. 9 Edw. III. e. 2.

NON PONENDII IN AS81818 3'1‘
A writ formerly granted for

freeing and discharging persons from serv-
- ing on assizes and juries. Fitzh. Nat. Brev.

165.

Ron possessor! ineuxubit aseoessitas
pa-ebuuii possessiones ad se pea-tine:-e.
A person in possession is not bound to prove
that the possessions belong to him. Broom,
Max. 714.

Ron potest udduei exeeptio ejus rel
eujus petitur dissoiutio. An exception
of the same thing whose avoidance is sought
cannot be made. Broom, Max. 166.

Ron potest pa-oberi quod pa-olbatun
non relevst. 1 Exch. 91, 92. That cannot
be proved which, if proved, is immaterial.

Non potent quis sine brevl users. No
one can sue without a writ. Fietn. lib. 2, c.
13, 5 «L A fundamental rule of old practice.

NON—R.ESIDENCE

Non potest I-ex (ration {sees-e sun

injuris. et dunno aliox-um. The king can-
not confer a favor on one subject which
occasions injury and loss to others. 3 Inst.
236; Broom, Max. 63.

Non potent re: subditum reniteutens
onerare impositionibas. The king cannot
load a subject with imposition against his
consent. 2 last. 61.

Non potent videri desisse habere qui
nunqusm hsbuit. He cannot be considered
as having ceased to have a thing who never
had it. Dig. 50, 17. 208.

Icon PROSEQUITUR. Lat. If, in the
proceedings in an action at law, the plain-
tiff neglects to take any of those steps which
he ought to take within the time prescribed
by the practice of the court for that purpose,
the defendant may enter judgment of mm
pros. against him, whereby it is adjudged
that the plaintiff does not follow up (non
proecquitur) his suit as he ought to do, and
therefore the defendant ought to have Judg-
ment against him. Smith, Act. 96; Com.
v. Casey, 12 Allen (Mass) 218; Davenport

_v. Newton, 71 Vt. 11, 42 Atl. 1087; Buena
Vista Freestone Co. v. Parrish, 34 W. Va.
652, 12 S. E. 817.

nor: em}:-ra uovnnrz. Lat. Not to
disturb what is settled. A rule expressing
the same principle as that of stare deems,
(q. 1:.)

Hon quod dictum est, sed quod factusu
est inspioitur. Not what is said, but what
is done, is regarded. Co. Litt. 360.

loan refert an quis ssseusuu suun

pa-alert vex-bis, nut rebus ipsis st feeds.
10 Coke, 52. It matters not whether a man
gives his assent by his words or by his acts
and deeds.

Non refer-t quid ex aquipollentibus
flat. 5 Coke. 12. It matters not which of
[two] equivalents happen.

Ron retort quid notruu sit Judied, si
uotlun non sit in forms Judieii. It mat-
ters not what is known to a judge, if it be
not known in judicial form. 3 Bulst. 115.
A leading maxim of modern law and prac-
tice. Best, Ev. Introd. 31, 5 38.

Non refer-t vex-his an faetis fit revo-

oatio. Cro. Car. 49. It matters not wheth-
er a revocation is made by words or deeds.

RON-RESIDENCE. Residence beyond
the limits of the particular Jurisdiction.

In eeelesiastioal law. The absence of
spiritual persons from their beneiices.
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NON—RESIDENT

NON-RESIDENT. One who is not a
dweller within some jurisdiction in question;
not an inhabitant of the state of the forum.
Gardner v. Meeker. 169 Ill. 40, 48 N. E. 307;
-Nagel v. Loomis, 33 Neb. 499, 50 N. W. 441;
Morgan v. Nunes, 54 Miss. 310. For the
distinction between “residence” and “domi-
cile,” see Domcrw.

NON-RESIDENTIO PRO OLEBIO0
REGIS. A writ, addressed to a bishop,
charging-him not to molest a clerk employed
in the royal service, by reason of his non-
residence; in which case he is to be dis-
charged Reg. Orig. 58.

_ Non reepondebit minor nisi in enlun
dotis, et hoe pro furore doti. 4 Coke. 71.
A" minor shall not answer unless in a case
of dower, and this in favor of dower.

NON SANE HENTIS. Lat. Of un-
sound mind. Flcta, lib. 6, c. 40, 5 1.

NON-BANE. As “sane," when applied to
the mind, means whole, sound, in a health-
ful state, "non-sane" must mean not whole,
not sound, not in a healthful state; that is,
broken, impaired, shattered, infirm, weak,
diseased, unable, either from nature or acci-
dent, to perform the rational functions com-
mon to man upon the objects presented to
it. Den v. Vancleve, 5 N. J. Law, 589. 661.
-—Non-sane memory. Unsound memory; un-
sound mind. In re Beaumont, 1 Whart. (Pa.)
52, 29 Am. Dec. 33; In re Forman's Will, 54
Barb. (N. Y.) 286.

NON SEQUITUR. Lat. It does not fol-
low.

I on solent qua abundant vitinre
scriptural. Superiiuities [things, which
abound] do not usually vitiate writings Dig.
50. 17, 94.

Non solum quid licet. led. quid est
eonveniens, est eonsidernndun; quiz
nihil quad est inoouveniens est lioitum.
Not only what is lawful, but what is proper
or convenient, is to be considered; because
nothing that is inconvenient is lawful. Co.
Lltt. 66a.

NON SOLVENDO PECUNIAM AD
GUAM OLERICUS MULOTATUR PRO
NON-REIIDENTIA. A writ prohibiting
an ordinary to take a pecuniary muict
imposed on a clerk of the sovereign for non-
residence. Reg. Writ. 59.

NON SUBMISSIT. Lat. He did not
submit. A plea to an action of debt. on a
bond to perform an award, to the eflect that
the defendant did not submit to the arbitra-
tion.

NON SUI JURIS. Lat. Not his own
master. The opposite of mi juria, (q. 12.)

828 NON VALEBIT FELONI3

NON SUM INFORHATUS. Lat. I am
not informed; I have not been instructed.
The name of a species of judgment by de-
fault, which is entered when the defendant's
attorney announces that he is not informed
of any answer to be given by him; usually
in pursuance of a previous arrangement be-
tween the parties.-

NON-SUMHONS, WAGER 0!‘ LAW
0!‘. The mode in which a tenant or de-
fendant in a real action pleaded. when the
summons which followed the original was
not served within the proper time.

Non tense:-e eredere on menu sepi-
entie. 5 Coke, 114. Not to believe rashly
is the nerve of wisdom.

NON TENENT INSIMUL. Lat. In
pleading. A plea to an action in partition,
by which the defendant denies that he and
the plaintifl are joint tenants of the estate
in question.

NON TENUIT. Lat. He did not hold.
This is the name of a plea in bar in re-
plevin. by which the plaintiff alleges that he
did not hold in manner and form as averred.
being given in answer to an avowry for rent
in arrear. See Rose. Real Act. 638.

NON-TENURE. A plea in a real action,
by which the defendant asserts, either as to
the whole or as to some part of the land
mentioned in the plaintiff's declaration, that
he does not hold it. Pub. St. Mass. 1882.
p. 1293.

NON-TERM. The vacation between two
terms of a court.

NON-TEBHINUS. The vacation be-
tween term and term, formerly called the _

time or days of the king's peace.

NON-USER. Neglect to use. Neglect to
use a franchise; neglect to exercise an of-
flce. 2 B1. Comm. 153. Neglect or omis-
sion to use‘ an easement or other right. 3
Kent, Comm. 448. A right acquired by use
may be lost by non-user.

NON USURPAVIT. Lat. He has not
usurped. A form of traverse. in an action
or proceeding against one alleged to have
usurped an omce or franchise, denying the
usurpation charged See Com. v. Cross Cut
R. Co., 53 Pa. 62. "

Non vnlebit felouis genes-ntio, nee ed
hareditnteln pnternnln vol mate:-nun;
Ii nutem Ante teloniun genes-ntionen
feces-it, tnlis gene:-ntio sneoedit in hare-
ditnte pntris vel mntris n quo not In-
erit felonin perpetrate. 3 Coke, 41. The
offspring of a felon cannot succeed either to
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a maternal or paternal inheritance; but, if
he had oiifspring before the felony. such oi!-
sprlng may succeed as to the inheritance of
the father or mother by whom the felony
was not committed.

NON VALENTIA AGERE.
sue. 5 Bell, App. Cas. 172.

Inability to

Hon valet eonfirxnatio, nisi ille, qul
eonilnn'|t, lit in poueuione re! vel ju-
rie undo flea-I. debet conflrmatio; et eo-

dem modo, Idol 1110 on! eonfinnntio fit
sit in poueuione. Co. Litt. 295. Con-
flrmation is not valid unless he who conflrms
is either in possession of the thing itself or
of the right of which confirmation is to be
made, and, in like manner, unless he to
whom confirmation is made is in possession.

Non‘ valet exoeptio ejusdem rel oujus
petltnr diuolntio.‘ A plea of the same
matter the dissolution of which is sought,
is not valid. Called a “maxim of law and
common sense." 2 Eden, 134.

Non valet impedimentnm qnod de Jnre
non eortitur efleetum. 4 Coke, 310. An
impediment which does not derive its eifect
from law is of no force.

Non verble, led Ipsis relnu, leges im-
ponimns. Cod. 6, 43, 2. We impose laws,
not upon words, but upon things themselves.

Non videntur qul errant eoneentire.
They are not considered to consent who
commit a mistake. Dig. 50. 17, 116, 5 2;
Broom, Max. 262.

Ron videtur oensennun retinulue ti
quit ex prnsorlpto mlnantie allquid
ixnmutarlt. He does not appear to have
retained consent, who has changed anything
through menaces. Broom, Max. 278.

Non videtur perfects eujnaque Id eue,
quod ex euu nnferrl potent. That does
not seem to be completely one’s own which
can be taken from him on occasion. Dig. 50,
17, 139, 1. '

Non videtnr quisquun id oapere qnod
e! neeeue est ll“ restitutere. Dig. 50,
17, 51. No one is considered entitled to re-
cover that which he must give up to another.

Non videtur vim face:-e, qul Jul.-e Iuo
ntitur et ordlnu-In uetlone experitur.
He is not deemed to use force who exercises
his own right. and proceeds by ordinary
action. Dig. 50, 17, 155. 1.

N01! VULT OONTENDERE. Lat. lie
(the defendant in a criminal case) will not
contest it. A plea legally equivalent to that
of guilty, being a variation of the form “now

_s29 ' Nonsurr

contendere,” (q. 1:.,) and sometimes abbrevi-'
ated “non cult."

NONE ET DECILIE. Payments made
to the church, by those who were tenants of
church-farms. The flrst was a rent or duty
for things belonging to husbandry; the sec-
ond was claimed ln right of the church.
Wharton.

NOIIAGIUM, or NOICAGE. A ninth
part of movables which was paid to the
clergy on the death of persons in their
parish, and claimed on pretense of being dis-
tributed to pious uses. Blount.

' NONES. In the Roman calendar. The
fifth and, in March, May, July, and October,
the seventh day of the month. So called
because, counting inclusively, they were nine
days from the idea. Adams, Rom. Ant. 355.
357.

NONPEASANOE. The neglect or failure
of a person to do some act which he ought
to do. The term is not generally used to
denote a breach of contract, but rather the
failure to perform a‘ duty towards the public
whereby some individual sustains special
damage, as where a sheriff fails to execute
a writ. Sweet. See Colte v. Lines, 33 Conn.
116; Gregor v. Cady, 82 Me. 131, 19 Atl.
108, 17 Am. St. Rep. 466: Carr v. Kansas
City (C. C.) 87 Fed. 1; Minkler v. State.
14 Neb. 181, 15 N. W. 830; Illinois Cent.
R. Co. v. Foulks. 191 Ill. 57. 60 N. E. 890.

NONNA. In old ecclesiastical law. A
nun. Nonmw, a monk. Spelman.

NONSENSE. Unintelligible matter in a
written agreement or will. .

NOIISUIT. Not following up the cause;
failure on the part of a plaintiif to continue
the prosecution of his suit. Au abandon-
ment or renunciation of his suit, by a plain-
tiif, either by omitting to take the next nec-
essary steps, or voluntarily relinquishing
the action, or pursuant to an order of the
court. An order or judgment, granted upon
the trial of a cause. that the plaintiir has
abandoned, or shall abandon, the further
prosecution of his suit.

A voluntary nonsuit is one incurred by
the plaintiff's own act or omission, and is a
judgment entered against him as a conse-
quence of his abandoning or not following
up his cause, or being absent when his pres-
ence is required. Sandoval v. Rosser, 88
Tex. 682, 26 S. W. 933; Deeley v. Heintz
169 N. Y. 129. 62 N. E. 158; Boyce v. Snow.
88 Ill. App. 405.

An involuntary nonsuit is one which takes
place when the plaintiff fails to appear when
his case is before the court for trial or at
the time when the jury are to deliver their
verdict. or when he has given no evidence
on which a jury may flnd a verdict, or when
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his case is put out of court by some adverse
ruling which precludes a recovery. Boyce v.
Snow, 187 Ill. 181, 58 N. E. 403; Deeley v.
Heintz, 169 N. Y. 129, 62 N. E. 158; Stults
v. Forst, 135 Ind. M, 34 N. E. 11%; Wil-
liams v. Finks, 156 M0. 597, 57 S. W. 732.

A peremptory nonsuit is a compulsory or
involuntary nonsuit, ordered by the court
upon a total failure of the plaintiff to sub-
stantiate his claim by evidence. Jacques v.
Fourthman. 137 Pa. 428, 20 Atl. 802.

NOON or LAND.
Twelve acres and a half.

In English law.

NORMAL. Opposed to exceptional; that
state wherein any body most exactly com-
ports in all its parts with the abstract idea
thereof, and is most exactly fitted to per-
form its proper functions, is entitled “nor-
mal."
—Nos-nu! law. A term employed by modern
writers on jurisprudence to denote the law as it
aifects persons who are in a normal condition;
9'. e., um’ ‘mic and sound in mind.—No
school. ee Scnoon.

NORMAN FRENCH. The tongue in
which several formal proceedings of_ state
in England are still carried on. The lan-
guage, having remained the same since the
date of the Conquest, at which it was in-
troduced into mgland, is very diflerent from
the French of this day, retaining all the pe-
cultarities which at that time distinguished
every province from the rest. A peculiar
mode of pronunciation (considered authentic)
is handed down and preserved by the oilicials
who have, on particular occasions, to speak
the tongue. Norman French was the language
of English legal procedure till the 36 Edw.
III. (A. D.'1362). Wharton.

NOBROY. In English law. The title of
the third of the three kings-at-arms, or pro-
vincial heralds.

NORTHAMPTON TABLE8. Longevity
and annuity tables compiled from bills of
mortality kept in All Saints parish, mig-
land, in 1735-1780.

Noscitur 3 sooiis. It is known from its
associates. 1 Vent. 225. The meaning of a
word is or may be known from the accom-
panying words. 3 Term R. 87; Broom. Max.
588.

Nosoltur ex sooio, qui non cognat-
citnr ex se. Moore, 817. He who cannot
be known from himself may be known from
his associate.

NOIOOOMI. In the civil law. Persons
who have the management and care of hos-
pitals for paupers.

NOT FOUND. These words, indorsed
on a bill of indictment by a grand jury, have
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the same effect as the indorsement “Not a
true bill" or “Ignoramus."

NOT GUILTY. A plea of the general
issue in the actions of trespass and case and
in criminal prosecutions.

The form of the verdict in criminal cases,
where the jury acquit the prisoner. 4 Bi.
Comm. 361.

NOT G‘lJ'1I.TY B!‘ 8TATtIT!:. In Eng-
lish practice. A plea of the general issue
by a defendant in a civil‘action, when he
intends to give special matter in evidence by
virtue of some act or acts of parliament. in
which case he must add the reference to such
act or acts, and state whether such acts are
public or otherwise. But, if a defendant so
plead, he will not be allowed to plead any
other defense, without the leave of the court
or a judge. Mosley & Whitley.

NOT P08828821). A special traverse
used in an action of trover, alleging that de
fendant was not possessed, at the time of ac-
tion brought, of the chattels alleged to have
been converted by him.

NOT PROVEN. A verdict in 9. scotch
criminal trial, to the effect that the guilt of
the accused is not made out, though his in-
nocence is not clear.

NOT 8ATI8!'I3D. A return sometimes
made by sherifls or constables to a writ of
execution: but it is not a technical formula,
and is condemned by the courts as ambigu-
ous and insufllclent. See Martin v. Martin.
50 N. C. 346; Langford v. Few, 146 Mo. 142,
47 S. W. 927, 69 Am. St. Rep. 606; Merrick
v. Carter, 205 Ill. 73, 68 N. E. 750.

N01‘ TRANSPERABLE. These words.
when written acrom the face of a negotia-
ble instrument. operate to destroy its ne-
gotiability. Durr v. State, 59 Ala. 24.

NOTA. Lat. In the civil law. A mark or
brand put upon a person by the law. Mac-
keld. Rom. Law. 5 135.

NOTE. In civil and old European law.
Short-hand characters or marks of contrac-
tion, in which the emperors‘ secretaries took
down what they dictated. Spelman; Calvin.

NOTAEIAL. Taken by a notary; per-
formed by a notary in his oillcial capacity:
belonging to a notary and evidencing his oth-
cial character, as, a notarial seal.

NOTABIUS. Lat. In Ronni. law. A
draughtsman; an amanuensis: a short-hand
writer; one who took notes of the proceed-
ings in the senate or a court, or oi’. what was
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dictated to him by another; one who pre-
pared droughts of wills, conveyances, etc.

1: old English law. A scribe or sci'ive-
ner who madeshort draughts of writings
and other instruments; a notary. Cowell.

NOTARY PUBLIC. A public otlicer
whose function is to attest and certify, by
his hand and official seal, certain classes of

‘ documents, in order to give them credit and
authenticity in foreign jurisdictions; to take
acknowledgments of deeds and other convey-
ances, and certify the same; and to perform
certain oilicial acts, chiefly in commercial
matters, such as the protesting of notes and
bills, the noting of foreign drafts, and marine
protests in cases of loss or damage. See Kirk-
sey v. Bates. 7 Port. (Ala.) 531, 31 Am. Dec.
722; First Nat. Bank v. German Bank, 107
Iowa, 543, 78 N. W. 195, 44 L. R. A. 133,
70 Am. St. Rep. 216; In re Huron, 58 Kan.
152, 48 Pac. 574, 36 L. R. A. 822, 62 .Am.
St. Rep. 614; Bettman v. Warwick, 108 Fed.
46, 47 G. G. A. 185.

NOTATION. In English probate prac-
tice, notation is the act of making a memo-
randum of some special circumstance on a
probate or letters of administration. Thus,
where a grant is made for the whole personal
estate of the deceased within the United
Kingdom, which can only be done.in the case
of a person dying domiciled in England, the
fact of his having been so domiciled is noted
on the grant. Coote, Prob. Pr. 36; Sweet.

NOTE, 9.
ment; to enter a memorandum;
an exception.
—-Note a bill. When a foreign bill has been
dishonored, it is usual for a notary public to
present it again on the same day, and, if it be
not then paid, to make a minute, consisting of
his initials, the day, month, and year, and rea-

To make a brief written state-
as to note

son, if assi ed, of non-payment. The making
of this minute is called "noting the bill.
Wharton.

NOTE, 7». An abstract, a memorandum;
an informal statement in writing. Also a
negotiable promissory note. See liouoirr
Nora; Norms; JUDGMENT Nora; PROMIsS0-
BY Nora; Sow Nora.
—Note of a fine. In old conveyancing. One
of the parts of a fine of lands, being an abstract
of the writ of covenant, and the concord; nam-
ing the parties. the parcels of land, and the
agreement. 2 Bl. Comm. 351.—Note of al-
lowance. In English practice. Thi was a
note delivered by _a master to a party to a
cause, who alleged that there was error in law
in the record and proceedings, allowing him to
bring error.—Note of hand. A popular name
for a promissory note. Perr v. Maxwell, 17
N. C. 496: Hopkins v. Ho t. 9 Wis. 230.-
Noto of protest. A memorandum of the fact
of protest, iudorsed by the notary upon the bill,
at the time, to be afterwards written out at
len th.—Note _or memorandum. The statute
of rauds requires a “note or memorandum" of
the particular transaction to be made in writ-
ing and signed, etc. By this is generally un-
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dei-stood an informal minute or memorandum
made on the spot. See Clason v. Bailey, 14
Johns. (N. Y.) 492.

NOTES. In practice. Memoranda made
by a judge on a trial, as to the evidence ad-
duced, and the points reserved, etc. A copy
of the judge's notes may be obtained from
his clerk.

NOTEUS. Lat.
ural child or a person,of spurious birth.

NOTICE. Knowledge: information: the
result of observation, whether by the senses
or the mind; knowledge- of the existence of
a fact or state of affairs; the means of
knowledge. Used in this sense in _such phras-
es as “A. had notice of the conversion," “a
purchaser without notice of fraud," etc.

Notice is either (1) statutory, 6. e., made
so by legislative enactment; (2) actual, which
brings the knowledge of a fact directly home to
the party; or (3) constructive or implied, which
is no more than evidence of facts which raise
such a strong presumption of notice that equit
will not allow the presumption to be rebutte .

Constructive notice may be subdivided into:
(a) Where there exists actual notice of matter,
to which uity has added constructive notice
of facts, w ich_an inquiry after such matter
would have elicited: and (12) where there has
been a designed abstinence from inquiry for
the very purpose of escaping notice. Wharton.

In another sense, “notice" means infor-
mation of an act to be done or required to be
done; as of a motion to be made, a trial to
be had, a plea or answer to be put in, costs
to be taxed, etc. In this sense, “notice"
means an advice, or written warning, in
more or less formal shape, intended to ap-
prise a person of some proceeding in which
his interests are involved, or informing him
of some fact which it is his right to know
and the duty of the notifying party to com-
municate.

Classification. Notice is actual or construc-
tive. Actual notice is notice expressly and
actually given, and brought home to the party
directly in distinction from notice inferred or
imputed by the law on acount of the existence
of means of knowledge. Jordan v. Pollock. 14
Ga. 145: Johnson v. Dooly, 72 Ga. 297: Mor-
e v. Milliken, 86 Me. 464, 30 Atl. 102: Me-

ray v. Clar, 82 Pa. 457: Brinkman v. Jones.
44 Wis. 498: White v. Fisher, 77 Ind. 65, 40
Am. Rep. 287 ; Clark v. Lambert, 55 W. Va.
512, 47 S. E. 312. Constructive notice is in-
formation or knowledge of a fact imputed by
law to a person, (although he may not actually
have it.) because he could have discovered the
fact by proper diligence, and his situation was
such as to cast upon him the duty of inquiring
into it. Baltimore v. Whittington. 78 Md. 231,
27 Atl. 98-}; Wells v. Sheerer, 78 Ala. 142;
Jordan v. Pollock 14 Ga. 145; Jackson v.
Waldstein (Tex. Civ. App.) 27 S. W. 26: Acer
v. Westcott, 46 N. Y 384, 7 Am. Rep. 355.
Further as to the distinction between actual
and constructive notice, see Baltimore v. Whit-
tington. 78 Md. 231, 27 Atl. 984: Thomas v.
Flint, 123 Mich. 10, 81 N. W. 936. 47 L. R.
A. 499: Vaughn v. Tracy, 22 M0. 420.

Notice is also further classified as express or
implied. Express notice embraces not only
knowledge, but also that which is communicated

In Roman law. A nat- ‘
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by direct information, either written or oral,
from_ those who are cognizant of the fact com-
municated. Baltimore v. Whittington, 78 Md.
23], 2_7 Atl. 984. ‘Implied notice is one of the
varieties of actual notice (not constructive) and
is distinguished from “expi'ess" actual notice.
It is notice inferred or imputed to a party by
reason of his knowledge of facts or circum-
stances collateral to the main fact, of such a
character as to put him upon in uiry, and
which. _if the inqui were followe up with
due diligence, would ead him definitely to the
knowledge of the main fact. lthodes v. Outcalt,
48 M0. 370; Baltimore V. Whittington, 78 Md.
231. 27 At]. 984; \Vells v. Sll(}Pl'Px', 78 Ala. 147.
Or as otherwise defined, implied notice may be
said to exist where the fact in question lies
open to the knowledge of the party, so that
t e exercise of reasonable observation and
watehfulnss would not fail to apprise him of it,
although no one has told him of it in so many
Xolrdsim See Philadelphia v. Smith (Pa.) 16

t . .

Other compound and descriptive terms.
&’ndiclul notice. The act by which a court,
in conducting a trial. or framing its decision,
will, of its own motion, and without the pro-
duction of evidence. recognize the existence and
truth of certain facts, having a hearing on the
controversy at bar. and which, from their na-
ture, are not properly the subject of testimon ,

or which are universally regarded as establis -

ed by common notoriety, c. 9., the laws of the
state, international law, historical events, the
constitution and course of nature, main geo-
graphical features etc. North I-lenipstead v.
Gregory, 53 Apgbbiv. 350. 65 N. Y. Supp. 867;
State v. Main, Conn. 123. 37 Atl. 80, 36 L.
R. A. 623. 61 Am. St. Rep. 30.—Lcgol notice.
Such notice as is adequate in point of law:
such notice as the law requires to be iven for
the specific purpose or in the pnrticu or case.
See Jnnborn v. Piper, 64 N. H. 335. 10 Atl.
69-I); People's Bank v. I-Itting, 17 l'hila. (Pa.)
235.—Notlce, uvernent of. In pleading.
'.l‘lie allegation in a pleading that notice has been

'yen.—Not1ce in lieu of service. In lieu
o personally sen-ing a writ of summons (or
other legal process.) in English practice. the
court occasionally allows the laintilf (or other
party) to give notice in lieu o service such no-
tice being such as will in a probability reach
the party. This notice is peculiarly appropriate
in the case ofa foreigner out of the jurisdiction,
whom it is desired to serve with a writ of sum-
mons. Sweet.—Notlce of action. When it is
intended to sue certain particular individuals,
as in the case of actions against jiistlces of the
peace. it is necessary in some jurisdictions to
give them notice of t e action some time before.
-Notice of up eorunco. See APPEARANCE.
—Notlce of dis onor. See DisiioNoa.—No-
tics of Its pendens. See Lis PENDl:Ns.—
Notice of protest. See Paori-:s1'.--Notice of
judgment. It is required by statute in sev-
eral of the states that the party for whom the
verdict in an action has been given ahall serve
upon the other party or his attorney a written
notice of the time when judgment is entered.
The time allowed for taking an appeal runs
from such notice.—Notlce of nation. A no-
tice in writing. entitled in a cause, stating that.
on a certain day designated, a motion will be
made to the court for the purpose or object
stated. 1-‘ield v. Park. 20 Johns. (N. Y.) 140.
—Not1ce of trial. A notice given by one of
the parties in an action to the other. after an
issue has been reached. that he intends to bring
the cause forward for trial at the next term of
the court.—Notioe to admit. In the practice
of the English high court. either party to an
action may call on the other party by notice
to admit the existence and execution of any
document. in order to save the expense of prov-
ing it at the trial: and the party refusing to
admit must bear the costs of proving it unless
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the jud certifies that the refusal to admit was
reasons le. No costs of proving a document will
in general be allowed, unless such a notice is
given. Rules of Court, xxxii. 2; Sweet.—1lo-
tiee to plead. This is a notice which. in the
practice of some states, is prerequisite to the
takin judgment by default. It proceeds from
the paintifl, and warns the defendant that he
must plead_to the declaration or complaint with-
in a rescribed time.-—Notlce to produce.
p_ra ce. A notice in writing, given in an no
tion at law, requirln the opposite party to pro-
duce a certain descr bed paper or document at
the trial. Chit. Archb. Pr. 230: 3 Chit. Gen.
Pr. 834.—Notice to quit. A written notice
given by a landlord to his tenant. stating that
the former desires to repossess himself of the
demised remises, and that the latter is requir-
ed _to quit and remove from the same at a time
designated, either at the expiration of the term,
if the tenant is in under a lease, or immediately,
if the tenancy is at will or by sulferance. The
term is also sometimes applied to a written no-
tice given by the tenant to the landlord. to the
eliect that he intends to quit the demised prem-
ises and deliver possession of the same on a day
named. Garner v. Hannah, 6 Dner (N. Y.) 270;
Oakes v. Munroe. 8 Cush. (Mass. 287.—Pe:-
sounl notice. Communication 0 notice oral-
iy or in writing according to the circumstan-
ces) directly to t e person aflected or to be
charged, as distinguished from constructive or
implied notice. and also from notice imputed to
him because given to his agent or representa-
tive. See Loeb v. Iluddleston. 105 Ala. ‘.’.57.
16 South. 714: Pearson v. Lovejoy. 53 Barb.
(N. Y.) 407.—Presu:n the notice. Implied
actual notice. The itference between pre
sninptive" and “constructive” notice is that the
former is an inference of fact which is capable
of being explained or contradicted. while the
latter is a conclusion of law which cannot be
contradicted. Brown v. Baldwin. 121 M0. 106.
25 S. W. 858: Drey v. Doyle. 99 Me. 459.‘ 12
S. W. 287; Brush v. Ware. 15 Pet. 98. 10 L.
Ed. 672.—Publlc notice. Notice given to the
public generally, or to the entire community.
or to all whom it may concern. See Pennsyl-
vania Training School v. Independent Mut. F.
Ins. Co.. 127 Pa. 559, 18 Atl. 392.—Reu.son-
able notice. Such notice or information of a
fact as may fairly and properly be expected or
required in the particular circumstances. Ster-
ling Mfg. Co. v. Ilough, 49 Neb. 618. 68 N. W.
1019; Mallory v. Leiby. 1 Kan. 102.

NOTIFY. In legal proceedings. and in
respect to public matters, this word is gen-
erally, if not universally, used as importing
a notice an-cn by some person, whose duty
it was to give it, in some manner prescribed,
and to some person entitled to receive it, or
be notified. Appeal of Potwiiie. 31 Conn.
384.

N0'l.‘n€G. As soon as a notary has made
presentment and demand of a bill of ex-
change. or at some seasonahle hour of the
same day, he makes a mliiute on the bill.
or on a ticket attached thereto. or in his
book of registry, consisting of his initials, the
month, day, and year, the refusal of accept-
ance or payment, the reason, if any, assigned
for such refusal. and his charges of protest.
This is the preliminary step towards the pro
test, and is called “noting." 2 Daniel. Neg.
Inst. I 939.

NOTIO. Lat. In the civil law. The
power of hearing and trying a matter of
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fact; the power or authority of a‘ judea.-;
the power of bearing causes and of pronounc-
ing sentence, without any degree of jurisdic-
tion. Calvin;

KOTITIA. Lat. Knowledge; informa-
tion; intelligence; notice.

Notitia dioitur I losoendo: et notitia
non debet elaudioare. Notice is named
from a knowledge being had; and notice
ought not to halt, [L e., be imperfect] 6
Coke, 29.

NOTOBIAL. The scotch form 0!.’ “nota-
rial,” (q. 12.) Bell.

'xo'ronn:-ry. The state of being noto-
rious or universally well known.
—_Pl'00f by notoriety. In Scotch law, dis-
pensing with positive testimony as to_matters
of common knowledge or general notoriety, the
same as the “judicial notice" of English and
American law. See NOTICE.

NOTORIOUS. In the law of evidence,
matters deemed notorious do not require to
be proved. There does not seem to be any
recognized rule as to what matters are deem-
ed notorious. Cases have occurred in .which
the state of society or public feeling has been
treated as notorious; e. (1., during times of
sedition. Best, Ev. 354; Sweet.
—Noto1-ions insolvency. A condition of in-
solvency which is enerally known throughout
the community or nown to the general class
of persons with whom the insolvent has busi-
ness relations.—Notorlous ossession. In the
rule that a rescriptive tite must be founded
on open an “notorious" adverse possession,
this term means that the possession or character
of the holding must in -its nature possess such
elements of notoriety that the owner ma be

resumed to have notice of it and of its ex ent.
'atrous v. Morrison, 33 Flu. 261, 14 South.

805, 39 Am. St. Rep. 139.

NOTOUE. In Scotch law. Open;
torious. A notour bankrupt is a debtor who,
being under diligence -by horning and caption
of his creditor, retires to sanctuary or ab-
sconds or defends by force, ‘and is afterwards‘
found insolvent by the court of session. Bell.

' Nova oonstitutio faturis for-mun in-
ponere debet non pr-ate:-itis. A new state
of the law ought to affect the future, not
the past. 2 Inst. 292; Broom, .\fax. 84, 37.

NOVA ons-runs. The name of an im-
position or duty. See Annqua Cusrmu.

NOVA ITATIITA. - New statutes. An
appellation sometimes given to the statutes
which have been passed since the beginning
of the reign of Edward III; 1 Steph. Comm.
68.

R0171 NAREATIONES. New counts.
The collection called “ivovaz Narrafloncs"
contains pleadings in actions during the reign
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of Edward Ill. It consists principally of dec-
larations, as the titie imports; but there are
sometimes pleas and subsequent pleadings.
The Arm-all ad Novas Narrationca is usual-
ly subjoined to this little book, and is _a small
treatise on the method of pleading. It first
treats of actions and courts, and then goes
through each particular writ, and the decla-
ration upon it, accompanied with directions.
and illustrated by precedents. 3 Reeve, Eng.
Law, 152; Wharton.

NOVALI-1. Land newly plowed and con-
verted into tillage, and which has not been
tilled before within the memory of man; also
fallow land.

NOVALIS. In the civil law. Land that
rested a year after the flrst plowing. Dig.
50, 16, 30, 2.

Novatio non presumitur. Novatlon is
not presumed. Halk. Lat. Max. 109.

NOVATION. Novation is the substitu-
tion of a new debt or obligation for an exist-
ing one. Civ. Code Cal. § 1530: Civ. Code
Dak. 5 863; Hard v. Burton, 62 ,Vt. 314, -20
At]. 269: McCartney v. Kipp. 171 Pa. 644, 33
Atl. 233; McDonnell v. Alabama Gold L.
Ins. Co., 85 Ala. 401, 5 South. 12); Shater’s_
Appeal, 99. Pa. 246.

Novation is a contract, consisting of two
stipuiatlons,—one to extinguish an existing
obligation; the other to substitute a new one
in its place. Civ. Code La. art. 2185.

The term was originally a technical term
of the civil law, but is now in very general

' use in English and American jurisprudence.
In the civil law, there are three kinds of nova-

tion: (1) Where the debtor and creditor remain
the same. but a new debt takes the place of the
old one: (2) where the debt remains the same.
but a new debtor is substituted; (3) where the
debt and debtor remain. but a new creditor is
substituted. Adams v. Power, 48 Miss. 451.

NOVEL ASSIGNMENT.
SIGNXENT.

See New As-

NOVEI. DISSBISIN. see ASSIBE or
NOVEL Disssism.

NOVELLE, (or NOVELLE CONSTI-
TUTIONES.) New coiistitutlons; generally
translated in English, “Novels." The Latin
name of those constitutions which were is-
sued by Justiniiin after the publication 0:
his Code; most of them being originally
written in Greek. After his death, a col-
lection of 168 Novels was made, 154 or which
had been issued by Justinian, and the rest
by his successors. These were afterwards
included in the Corpus Jun‘: Civiiis, (q. 12.,)

and now constitute one of its four prin-
cipal divisions. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 80:
1 Kent, Comm. 541.

xovnnnm LEONIS. The ordinances or
the Emperor Leo, which were made from
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the year 887 till the year 893, are so called.
These'Novels changed mahy rules or the Jus-'
tinian law. This collection contains 113 Nov-
els, written originally in Greek, and after-
wards, in 1560.»translated into Latin by Agil-
tcus. Mackeld. Rom. Law, I 84.

' IIOVELI. The title given in English to
the New Constitutions (Novella! Gamma-'
uonca) of Justinian and his successors, now
forming a part of the Gorpua Jurla Civil“.
See Novnnna-:.

NOVELTY. An objection to a. patent
or claim for a patent on the ground that the
invention is not new or original is called an
objection “for want of novelty."

IIOVEBOA. Lat. In- the civil law. A
step-mother.

Novnnmr URIYEESI PER. ram-_
SENTEI. Know all men by these presents.
Formal words used at the commencement
of deeds of release in the Latin forms.

N017! OPERIB NUIIOIATIO. Lat. De-
nunciatlon oi’, or protest against, a new
work. This was a species or remedy in the
civil law. available to a person who thought
his rights or his property were threatened
with injury by the act of his neighber in
erecting or demolishing any structure, (which
was called a "new work." In such case, he
might go upon the ground, while the work
was in progress, and publicly protest against
or forbid its completion, in the presence oi’
the workmen or or the owner or his repre-
sentative.

NOVIGIILD. In Saxon law. A pecun-
iary satistaction for an injury, amounting to
nine times the value of the thing for which
it was paid. Spelman.

NOVISSIHA RECOPILACIOII. (Lat-
est Compilation.) The title of a collection of
Spanish law compiled by order of Don Carlos
IV. in 1805. 1 White. Recop. 355.

NOVITAS. Lat.
new thing.

Novelty ; newness : I

Novitu non tun utilitate prodest
quun norvltnte pertnrbat. A novelty does
not benefit so much by its utility as it dis-
turbs by its novelty. Jenk. Cent. p. 167.
case 23.

IIOVITER PEBVENTA, or NOVITEI.
AD NOTITIAJII PBBVENTA. In ecclesi-
astical procedure. Facts "newly come" to
the knowledge of a party to a cause. Leave
to plead facts novitcr pervcnta is generally
given, in a proper case. even after the plead-
ings are closed. Phllllln. Ecc. Law, 1257;
Rog. Eco. Law, 723.

NUCE8 COLLIGERE

NOVODAIIIII. in old Scotch law. (We
give anew.) The name given to a charter.
or clause in a charter. granting a renewal or
a right. Bell. -

Noun Judiaiun am: «hi: iovun Ju.
sod deolu-at uitiqulun; quiz Jladlelun.
est juris dictum 01: per judieiun jun est.
novice: a-evolatun quad din (nit vola-
tun. A new adjudication does not make a
new law. but declares the old; because ad-
judication is the utterance or the law, and
by adjudication the law is newly revealed
which was for a long time hidden. 10 Coke,
42.

ROVUH OPUS. Int. In the civil law.
A new work. See Nov: Oruus Ntmou-no.

NOV!!! HOMO. Lat. A new man. This
term is applied to a man who has been par-
doned of a crime, and so made, as it were.
a “new man."

ICOXA. Lat. In the civil law. This
term denoted any damage or injury done to
persons or property by an unlawful act com-
mitted by a man's slave or animal. An ac-
tion for damages lay against the master or
owner, who, however, might escape further
responsibility by delivering up the oflending
agent to the party injured. “Nora” was ai-
so used as the designation of the olense
committed, and or its punishment, and some-
times or the slave or animal doing the dam-
age. .

Non soqnitnr eaput. The injury (I. 0..
liability to make good an injury caused by a
slave] follows the head or person, [L s.. at-
taches to his master.) Heinecc. Elem. l. 4,
t. 8, 5 1231.

NOXAI. AOTIOII. An action for dam-
age done by slaves or irrational animals.

. Sandars. Just. Inst. (6th Ed.) 167.

Roxana A0110. rat. in the civil
law. An action which lay against the mas-
ter‘ of a slave, for some oifense (as theft or
robbery) committed .or damage or injury
done by the slave, which was called “no.2-a."
Usually translated “noxai action."

NOXIA. Lat. In the civil law. An
oirense committed or damage done by a
slave. Inst. 4. 8, 1.

NOXIOUS. Hurtful; oitensive; offensive
to the smell. Rex v. White, 1 Burrows. 3-37.
The word "noxious" includes the complex
idea both or insalubrity and offensiveness.
Id. . '

NUBILIS. Let. in the civil law. Mar-
riageable; one who is of a proper I159 to be
married.

NUDE! OOIJJGERE. Lat. To collect
nuts. This was formerly one’ of the works
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or services imposed by lords upon their in-
ferior tenants. Paroch. Antlq. 495.

Ind: psctio obligstionorn non path.
A naked agreement [91 e., without consid-
eration] does not beget an obligation. Dig.
2, 14, 7, 4; Broom.-.Max.-' 746. --

xuna rarrisicrn. Lat. Mere, sut-
ferance.

NUDAVPOISEIASIO. Int. Bare or mere
possession.

Nada ratio et sands psotio non ligant
sliquen debitorom. Naked reason and.
naked promise do not bindany debtor. Fle-
ta, 1. 2, c. 60,’! 25.

NUDE. Naked. This word is_app1ied
metaphorically to a variety of subjects to ‘

indicate that they are lacking in some essen-
tial. legal requisite.
—!l’ude contract. One made without any
consideration; upon which no action will lie,
in conformity with the maxim “ea vwdo cto
non oritur actio." 2 Bl. Comm. 445.— ads
nutter. A.bare allegation of a thing done,
unsupported by evidence.

1l’UDUH- PADTUH. Int. A naked
pact; a bare agreement; a. promise or an-
dertaking made without any consideration
for it. Justice v. Lang,. 42 N. Y. 493, 1 Am.
Rep. 676; Wardell v. Williams, 62 Mich. 50,
28 N. W. 800, 4 Am. St. Rep. 814.

Nudnn paotun est ubi nulls subest
oanss pr-uter oonvontlonsn; sod ubi sub-
ost cause, It ohligstio. at posit action-
on. A naked contract is where there Is no
consideration except the agreement; but,’
where there is a consideration. it becomes an

obligation and givesa right of action. Plowd.
309; Broom, Max.'745, 750.

Nudurn psetun ax qua non oritur ao-

tio. Nudum pactnm is that upon which
no action arises. Cod. 2, 3, 10; Id-. 5, 14, 1:
Broom, Max. 676. -

_ NUBVA REOOPILAOION. (New Com-
pilatlon.) The title of a code‘ of Spanish
law, promulgated in the year 1567. Schin.
Civil Law,‘ Introd. 79-31. 4

NUGATORY. Futile; ineffectual; in-
valid; destitute of constraining force or vi-
tality. A legislative act may be “nugatory"
because unconstitutional.

NUIIANOE. "Anything that unlawfully
worketh hurt, inconvenience, or damage. 3
Bl. Comm. 216.

That class of wrongs that arise from the
unreasonable. unwnrrantahle, or unlawful
use by a person of his own property. either
real -or personal, or from his own improper,

NUISANCE

indecent, or unlawful personal conduct, work-
ing an obstruction of or injury to the right
of another or of the public, and producing
such material annoyance, inconvenience, dis-
comfort, or hurt that the law will presume
a consequent damage. Wood, Nuis. 5 1.

Anything which is injurious to health, or is
indecent or oifensive to the senses. or an ob-
struction to the free use of roperty, so as to
interfere with the comfortagie enjoyment of
life or property, or unlawfully obstructs the
free passage or use, in the customary manner, of
any navigable lake or river, bay, stream, canal,
or ‘b_asin, or any public park, square, street,
or highway, is a ninsance. Civ. Code Cal. 5
3479. And see Veazie v. Dwinel, 50 Me. 479;
People v. Metro litan Tel. Co., 11 Abb. N.
C. ( . Y.) 304; ohan v. Port Jervis Gaslight
Co., 122 N. Y. 18, 25 N. E. 246. 9_L. R. A.
711: Baltimore & P. R. Co. v. Fifth Ba
inst Church, 137 U. S. 568 11 Sup, Ct. 185:
34 L. Ed. 784; 1a.. 103 b. s. 317, 2 Sup.
Ct. 719. 27 L. Ed. 739' Cardlngton v. Fre -

ericlr 46 Ohio St. 442, 21 N. E. 766; Giiford
v. rfuien, 62 Vt. 342 19 Atl. 230; Ex parte
Foote, 70 Ark. 12, 65 S. W. 706 91 Am. St.
Re . es; Carthage v. Munsell, boa Ill. 474,
67 . . 831: Northern Pac. R. (‘(7. v. Whalen,
149 U. S. 157. 13 Su . Ct. 822, 37 L. Ed.
g86;26%hiiX7{ v. (%ty_ gficiéootbgu Eta,57417

a. : en 7. mon ., . . ,

88 S. E. 274. ‘

Classification. Nuisances are commonly
classed asegublio and private to which is some-
times add ._ third class called mud. A ub-
lic nuisance is one which aifects an inde nite
number of persons, or all the residents of a
particular locality, or all people coming within‘
the extent of its range or operation, although
the extent of the annoyance or damage indict-
ed upon individuals may be unequal: and hence,
though only a few person may be actually
injured or annoyed at an given time it is
none the less a _public nuisance if of such
s character that it must or will injure or an-
noy all that portion of the, general public which
may be_ compelled to come into contact with it,
or within the range,of_its influence. See Burn-
liam V. Hotchkiss, 14 Conn. 317.: Chesbrough
v. Com’rs, 37 Ohio St. 508; Lansing v. Smith,
4, Wend. (N. Y.) 30, 21 Am. Dec. 89; Nolan
v. New Britain, 69 Conn. 668, 38 Atl. 703;
Kelley v. New York, 6 Misc. Re . 616, 27 N.
Y. Supp. 164; Kiss_el v. Lewis, 56 Ind. 233,
59 N. E. 478; Burlington v. Stockwell. 5 Kan.
App. 569, 47 Pac. 988; Jones v. Chanute, 63
Kan. 243, 65 Pac. 243: Clv. Code Cal. § 3480.
A private nuisance was originally defined as
anything done to the hurt or annoyance of the
lands, tenements, or hareditaments of another.
3 Bl. Comm. 216. But the modern definition
includes any wrongful act which destroys or
deteriorates the pro rty of another or inter-
feres with his lawfu use or enjoyment thereof,
or any act which unlawfully hinders him in the
enjoyment of a common or public right and
causes him a special injury. Therefore, al-
though the ground or distinction between pub-
lie and private nuisances is still the injury to
the community _at large or,_on the other hand,
to a single individual, it is evident that the
same thing or,act may constitute a public nui-
sance and at the same time a private nuisance,
being the latter as to any person who sustains
from it, in his erson or property, a special
injury different rom that of the general pub-
llc. See Heeg v. Licht, 80 N. Y. 582, 36 Am.
Rep. 654; Baltaeger v. Carolina Midland R.
00., 54 S. O. 2, 32 S. E. 358. 71 Am. St.
Rep. 789; Kavanagh v. Barber. 131 N. Y. 211,
30 N. E. 235, 15 L. R. . 689- Haggart V.
Stehlin. 137 Ind. 43, 35 N. E. 997. 22 L. R. A.
577: Dorman v. Ames. 12 Minn. 461 (Gil. 347) ;
Ackerman v. True, 175 N. Y. 353, 67 N. E.
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629: Kissei V. Lewis. 156 Ind. 233, 59 N. E.
478: Vvillcox v. Hines. 100 Tenn. 538, 46 S.
W. 297, 41 L. R. A. 278, 66 Am. St. Rep. 770.
A malted nuisance is of the kind last described;
that is, it is one which is both public and pri-
vate in its etfects— ublic because it injures
many persons or ali t e community, and private
in that it also produces special injuries to
irivate rights. Kelley v. New York, 6 Misc.

ep. 516, 27 N. Y. Supp. 164.
Other compound and descriptive terms.

—Aeticnable nuisance. See AC'l'IONABLE.-
Assise of nuisance. In old practice, this was
a judicial writ directed to the sherifi hf the
county in which a nuisance existed, in which it
was stated that the pang injured complained
of some particular fact one ad nocumcritum
iibcri tcnemcnti‘ em‘, (to the nuisance of his
freehold,) and commanding the sherifl to sum-
mon _an assize (that is, a jury) to view the
premises, and have them at the next commis-
sion of assizes, that justice might be done, etc.
3 Bl. Comm. 221.—Coinmon nuisance. One
which aifects the public in general, and not
merely some particular rson; a public nui-
sauce. 1 Hawk._uP. C. 19 .—Gontinuing uni-
sance. An uninterrupted or periodically re-
curring nuisance; not necessarily a constant
or unceasing inju , but a nuisance which oc-
curs so often and is so necessarily an incident
of the use of property complained of that it
can fairly be said to be continuous. Farley v.
Gaslight Co., 105 Ga. 323, 31 S. E. ]93.—Nui-
sance per se. One which constitutes a uni-
sance at all times and under all circumstances.
irrespective of locality or surroundings,
things prejudicial to public morals or dangerous
to_life or injurious to fiublic ri hts: distin-
guished from things dec ared to nuisances
y statute, and also from things which consti-

tute nuisances only when considered with ref-
erence to their particular location or other in-
dividual circumstances.
123 Ala. 2912, 26 South. 294; Whitmore v.
Paper Co., 91 Me. 297. 39 Atl. 1032, 40 L. R.
A. 377 64 Am. St. Rep. 229: Windfall Mfg.
Co. v. i’atterson, 148 Ind. 414, 47oN. E. 2, 37
L. R. A. 381, 62 Am, St. Rep. 53..

NHL. No; none. ‘ A law French nega-
tive particle, commencing many phrases.
yNul agar-d. No award. The name of a plea
in an action on an arbitration bond, by which
the defendant traverses the making of any
legal award.—Nu1 disseisin. In pleading. No
disseisin. A plea of the genera issue in a
real action, by which the defendant denies that
there was any disseisin.—-Nnl tiel. corpora-
tion. No such corporation [exists.] The form
of a plea denying the existence of an alleged
corporation.—Nu1 tiel record. No such record.
Adplea denying the existence of any such rec-
or a that alleged by the plaintifi. It is the
general plea in an action of debt on a judg-
ment. I-Iofiheimer v. Stiefel, 17 Misc. Rep.
236, 39 N. Y. Supp. 714.-Nn_l tort. In ple_ad-
ing. A plea of t e general issue to a real ac-
tion, by which the defciidant denies that he
committed any wrong.—Nul waste. No waste.
The name 0 a plea_ in an action of waste,
denying the committing of waste, and form-
ing the general issue.

Nnl charter, nul vente, ne nul done
vault perpetnalnsent, si le donor n'est
seise al temps de contracts de deux
ds-cits, sc. del ds-cit de possession ct del
droit dc propcrtie. Co. Litt. 266. No
grant. no sale, no gift. is valid forever, un-
less the donor, at the time of the contract, is
seised of two rights. namely. the right of
possession, and the right of property.

88. ‘
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Ilul ne doit s’ens-iehir aux depensides
anti-es. No one ought to enrich himself at
the expense of others.

Nul pi-ends-a advantage de son tort
deinesne. No one shall take advantage or
his own wrong. 2 Inst. 713; Broom, Max.
290

Nd sans damage avera error on at-
taint. Jenk. Cent. 323. No one shall have
error or attaint unless he has sustained
damage.

NULL. Naught; of no validity or eiiect.
Usually coupled with the word “void;" as
"null and void.” Forrester 7. Boston, etc.,
Min. 00., 29 Mont. 397, 74 Pac. 1088; Hume
v. Eagon, 78 Mo. App. 276

NULLA IONA. Lat. No goods. The
name of the return made "by the sheriff to a
writ of execution. when he has not found
any goods of the defendant within his juris-
diction on which he could levy. Woodward
v. Harbin, 1 Ala. 108; Reed V. Lowe. 16.‘! H0.
519, 63 S. W. 687. 85 Am. St. Rep. 578: Lang-
tord v. Few, 146 Mo. 142, 47 S. W. 927, 69
Am. St. Rep. 606.

Ilulla can-la qua reecrdiua non liabet
potest imponere finena nsqnc aliqueni.
mandate cal-ceri; quia ista spectant tan-
tununodo ad curiae do recos-do. 8 Coke,
60., No court which has not a record can
impose a line or commit any person to pris-
on: because those powers belong only so
courts of record.

Nulla esuptic sine ps-etio esse potest.
There can be no sale without a price. Brown
v. Bellows, 4 Pick. (Mass.) 189

Nulla isnpossibilia ant inhonesta snnt
brflllllllefldlf vex-a autena et hcnesta ct
pcssibilia. No things that are impossible
or dishonorable are to be presumed; but
things that are true and honorable and pos-
sible. Co. Litt. 78b.

Nulla pactione eflei potcst ut dolus
prsastetnr. By no agreement can it be ef-
fected that a fraud shall bepracticed. 1-‘rand
will not be upheld, though it may seem to
be authorized by express agreement. 5
Maule & S. 466; Broom, Max. 696.

Nulla virtue. nulla scientia, locum
suusu et dig-nitateni conservas-e potest
sine snodestia. Co. Litt. 394. “fithout
modesty, no virtue, no knowledge, can pre-
serve its place and dignity.

Nulle ten-e sans seigneur. No land
without a lord. A maxim of feudal law.
Guyot, Inst. Feod. c. 28.

Nulli enins res sna servit Jus-e servi-
tutis. No one can have a servitude over lib
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own property. Dig. 8, 2, 26: 2 Bouv. Inst.
no. 1600; Grant v. Chase, 17 Mass. 443, 9
Am. Dec. 161.

NULLITY. Nothing; no proceeding; an
act or proceeding in a cause which the op-
posite party may treat as though it had not
taken place. or which has absolutely no legal
force or effect. Salter v. Hilgen, '40 Wis.
363; Jenness v. Lapeer County Circuit Judge,
42 Mich. 469, 4 N. W. 220; Johnson v. Hines,
61 Md. 122. '

—Absolute nullity. In Spanish law, nullity
is either absolute or relative. The former_ is
that which arises from the law, whether civil
or criminal, the principal motive for which is
the public interest, while the latter is that
which afiects one certain individual. Sunoi v.
Hepburn, 1 Cal. 281. No such distinctio
however, is recognized in American law, an
the term “absolute nullity" is used more for
emphasis than as indicating a degree of invalid-
ity. As to the ratification or subsequent valida-
tion of “absolute nullities," see Means v. Rob-
inson, ’? Tex. 502, 516.—Nullity of ma e.
The entire invalidity of a supposed, preten ed.
or attempted marriage, -by reason of relation-
ship or incapacity of the parties or other diri-
ment impediments. An action seeking a decree
declaring such an assumed marriage to be null
and void. is called a suit of “nullity of mar-
riage." It dificrs from an action for divorce,
because the latter supposes the existence of a
valid and lawful marriage. Sec 2 Bish. Mar. &
Div. 5! 289-294.

Nunuus riuus. Lat. The son of no-
body; a bastard.

Nulllns hosninis nnetos-ital npud nos
Vales-e debet, at mellora non. sequere-
nur si qiils attnles-it. The authority of
no man ought to prevail with us, so far as
to prevent our following better [opinions] it
any one should present them. Co. Litt. 3831).

NULLIUS IN BORIS.
property of no person.

Lat. Among the

xnznms Jurus. Lat. In old English
law. 01 no legal force. Fieta, lib. 2, c. 60,
I 24.

NULLUM ARBITBIUM. L. Lat. No
award. The name of a plea in an action on
an arbitration bond. tor not fulfilling the
award, by which the defendant traverses
the allegation that there was an award
made.

llulluns es-linen ninjas est i.nobed1en-
tin. No crime is greater than disobedience.
Jenk. Cent. p. 77, case 48. Applied to the
refusal of an ofllcer to return a writ.

Nnllun exesnpliun est idem omnibus.
No example is the same for all purposes.
Co. Litt. 2124. No one precedent is adapted
to all cases. A maxim in conveyancing.

NULLUH PEOERUNT ARBITBIUH.
L Lat. In pleading. The name of a plea
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to an action or debt upon an obligation for
the performance of an award, by which the
defendant denies that he submitted to ar-
bitration, etc. Bac. Abr. "Arbitr." etc., G.

Nullnm iniqiuun est prasusnendlun in
Jute. 7 Coke, 71. No iniquity is to be pre
sumed in law.

llnllum niatrisnonlnm, lb! nulls. dos.
No marriage, no dower. _Wait_ v. Wait, 4
Barb. (N. Y.) 192, 194.

Nulliun simile est idem nlsi quatuos
pedlbus eurrlt. Co. Litt. 3. No like is
identical, unless it run on all fours.

Nnlliun simile qiustnos pedlbns onrrlt.
No simile runs upon four feet, (or all fours,
as it is otherwise expressed.) No simile
holds in everything. Co. Litt. 3a; Ex parte
Foster, 2 Story, 143, Fed. Cas. No. 4960.

NULLUM TEMPUS A01‘. In English
law. A name given to the statute 3 Geo.
III. c. 16, because thatact, in contravention
of the maxim “Nullum tempus occun-it
regi," (no lapse of time bars the king) lim-
ited the crown’s right to sue, etc.. to the pe-
rlod of sixty years.

Nullum tempos out locus occurs-it
regi. No time or place affects the king. 2
Inst. 273: Jenk. Cent. 83; Broom, Max. 65.

Nulliun tesnpus oceurrit 1-elpublleu.
No time runs [time does not run] against
the commonwealth or state. Levasser v.
Washburn, 11 Grat. (Va.) 572.

Nullus nlius quun 1-ex possit episcopo
demuuiare inqmlsitionem faciendnm.
Co. Litt. 134. No other than the king can
command the bishop to make an inqnisition.

Nnllns oonunodiun capes-e potest do
injiirin. sun proprln. No one can obtain
an advantage by his own wrong. 00. Litt.
148; Broom, Max. 279.

llullus debet ages-e do dole, uh! Alia
sotio subest. Where another form of ac-
tion is given, no one ought to sue in the ac-
tion de dolo. 7 Coke, 92. -

Nunns dieitur uioessorius post felo-
nlam, sed Ille qni nevit prinolpalem
felonlasn feelsse. et llltun reeeptavit et
comfortavit. 3 Inst. 138. No one is call-
ed an “accessary" after the fact but he who
knew the principal to have committed a fel-
ony, and received and comforted him.

Nlsllus dieitnr felo prlnelpnlis nlsi
actor, nut and prasens est, nbettans nut
au.x:|.lians ad feloninsn fnoiendsni. No
one is called a “principal felon" except the
party actually committing the felony, or the
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present aiding and abetting in its
commission.

"N11111:: llloneua tooth in re an: intel-
ligitnr. No person is understood to he a
competent witness in his own cause. Dig.
22,-:5, 10.-

Nulllu Jul 'a.liemun forisfscero potent.
No man can forfeit another‘s right. Fleta,
lib.‘ 1, c. 28, 5 11. '

Nullns rooodnt a stud: oanoellu-in
sine remedio. No person should depart
from the court of chancery without a rem-
edy. 4 Hen. VII. 4;‘ Branch, Prlnc.

"Innis slmile out idem, nisi. quntuor
podibna sun-it. No ‘like is exactly iden-
tical ‘unless. it runs on all fours.

lullus vidotur dolo racers and Inc
Jun _ntit_ur. No one is considered to act
with guile who uses his own right... Dig. 50,
17, 55; Broom, Max. 130.

xustnnara rnounu. Lat. In the
civililaw. Money ‘told ‘or counted; money
p'aid"by tale.‘ Inst. 3, 24, 2; Bract. fol. 35.

1|'_U'M1!.A'rA. The price of anything in
money_,.as denariata is the price of a thing
by computation of pence, and librata of
pounds. ' -

. NUQIMATA THREE. An acre of land.
Sveimae-. . . »

HUNG PRO TUNO. Lat. Now for then.
A phrase applied to acts allowed to be done
after the time when they should he done,
_with a retroactive effect, i. e., with the same
effect as if regularly done. Perkins v. Hay-
ward, 132 Ind. 95, 81 N. E. 670; Secou v.
Leroux, 1 N. M. 388.

'.';zm1¢‘cr'A-rio. -nut. In the civil law. A
solemn declaration. usually in prohibition of
a thing; a protest.

-.1nnw1o.. The permanent ofiicial repre-
sentative of.the pope at a foreign court or
seat of government. Webster. They are
called “ordinary" or “extraordinary," accord-
ing as they are sent for general purposes or
on "a special mission.

"1l'UNOI‘U§. In
messenger; a minister; the pope's legate,
commonly called a “nuncio."

NUNOUPARE. Lat. In the civil law.
To name; to pronounce orally or in words
without writing.

NUNOUPATE. To declare publicly and
solemnly. -'-~= - .
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international law. A_

NUPER OBIIT

NUNOUPATWE wn.r.. A will which
depends merely upon oral evidence, having
been declared or dictated by the testator in
his last sickness before a sufilcient number
of witnesses, and afterwards reduced to writ-
ing. Ex parte Thompson, 4 Bradf. Sur. (N.
Y.) 154; Sykes v. Sykes, 2 Stew. (Aia.) 367,
20 Am. Dec. 40; Tally v. Butterworth, 10
Yerg. (Tenn.) 502; Ellington v. Dillard, 42
Ga. 379; Succession of Morales, 16 La. Ann.
268. '

NUNDINE. Lat. In the civil and old
English law. A fair. In nundlnis at mer-
oatis, in fairs and markets. Bract. fol. 56. _

NUNDINATION. Traiiic at fairs and
markets; any buying and selling.

Nunquan oresoit ox posflaoto pru-
toriti dolioti uutinatio. The character of
a past oflense is never aggravated by a sub-
sequent act or matter. Dig. 50, 17. 139. 1:
Bac. Max. p. 88, reg. 8; Broom, Max. 4.2.

Nnnquun deeurritur ad extraordina-
riun sod ubi deficit ordinarhun. We are
never to resort to what is extraordinary, but
[until] what is ordinary falls. 4 Inst. 84.

Iiunquun fiotio sino.le¢e.' There is no
action without law.

IIUNQUALI mnnnrratrus. Lat.
Never indebted. The name of a plea in an
action of indebitotm asaumput, by which
the defendant alleges that he is not indebt-
ed to the piaintiif.

Nunqnam nimis dziodtur quod aunqunn
satin dioitu-. What is never sufliciently
said is never said too much. Co. Litt. 375.

Nunquun prmsoribitur in false. There
is never a prescription in case of falsehood
or forgery. A maxim in Scotch law. Bell.

Ilunqiuun res humans pr-ospero sno-

oodunt uh! nogliguntur diving. Co. Litt.
15. Human things never prosper where di-
vine things are neglected.

NUNTIUS. In old English practice. A
messenger. One who was sent to make an
excuse for a party summoned. or one who
explained as for a friend the reason of a
party's absence. Bract. fol. 345. An oilicer
of a court: a summoner, apparitor, or
beadie. Coweii.

NUPDR. 0311!‘. Let. In practice. The
name of a writ (now abolished) which, in
the English law. lay for a sister co-heiress
dispossessed by her coparcener of lands and
tenements whereof their father, brother, or
any common ancestor died seised of an es-

tate in fee-simple. Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 197.
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1l'l!?'.l'IB IDGUIIDE. Lat. A second
marriage In the canon law, this term in-
cluded any marriage subsequent to the fix-st.

I

IUPTIAL. Pertaining to marriage; "eon-
stituting marriage: used or done in mar-
riage.

Nuptiu non oononbitus sod consensus
lnoit. Co. Litt. 33. Not cohabitation but
consent makes the marriage,
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KIJBTURB. The act of taking care of
children, bringing them up, and educating

» them. Regina V. Clarke, 7 El. & B1. 193.

xunus. Lat. In the civil um. VA sénfs
wife; a daughter-in-law. Calvin. '

. . 0

NYOTHBHBRON. The whole natural
day, or day and night. conslstingot twenty-
tonr hours. Enc. Loud. _ ._.,
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0. 0. An abbreviation, in the civil law,

for "ope consilio.” (q. 1:.) In American law,
th letters are used as an abbreviation for
“Orphans’ Court."

0. K. A conventional symbol, of obscure
origin, much used in commercial practice
and occasionally in indorsements on legal
documents. signifying “correct," “approved,"
“accopted." “satisfactory,” or “asented to."
See Getchell at Martin Lumber Co. v. Peter-
son, 124 Iowa, 599, 100 N. W. 550; Morgan-
ton Mfg. Co. v. Ohio River, etc., By. Co.,
121 N. C. 514, 28 S. E. 474, 61 Am. St. Rep.
679; Citizens’ Bank v. Farwell, 56 Fed.
570. 6 C. C. A. 24; Indianapolis, D. 8: W.
R. Co. v. Sands. 133 Ind. 433, 32 N. E. 722.

An abbreviation for “Old Na-
See NATUBA Bin-ivmn.

0. N. 3.
turn Brevium."

0. Hi. It was the course oi‘ the Englih
‘exchequer. as soon as the sheriff entered
into and made up his account for issues,
amerciaments, etc., to mark upon each head
—“O. N41,” which denoted oneratur, nisi habeat
aumcientem exoncrationem, and presently he
became the king's debtor, and a debet was
set. upon his head; whereupon the parties
pariwailc became debtors to the sheriff, and
were discharged against the king. etc. 4
Inst. 116; Wharton.

0. 8. An abbreviation for “Old Style,"
or “Old Series."

OATH. An external pledge or assevera~
tlon, made in verification oi‘ statements made
or to be made, coupled with an appeal to a
sacred or venerated object, in evidence of
the serious and reverent state of mind of
the party. or with an invocation to a su-
preme being to witness the words of the
party and to visit him with punishment it
they be false. See 0’Reilly v. People, 86 N.
Y. 154, 40 Am. Rep. 525; Atwood v. Welton,
7 Conn. 70; Clinton v. State. 33 Ohio St.
32; Brock v. Mllllgan. 10 Ohio, 123; Block-
er v. Burness. 2 Ala. 354.

A religious asseveration, by which a per-
son renounces the mercy and imprecates the
vengeance of heaven. it he do not speak the
truth. 1 Leach. 430.
-—Auertory oath. One relating to a past
or present fact or state of facts. as distinguished
from a “promissory" oath which relates to fu-
ture conduct; particularly, any oath required
by law other than in judicial proceedings and
upon induction to oflice, such. for example, as
an oath to be made at the custom-house relative
to goods imported.—Oo oral oath. See Cos-
1>oaAL.-Doohory oat . In the civil law.
An oath which one of the parties defers or
refers back to the other for the decision of the
cause.—Extx-a Iuliolal oath. One not taken
in any judicia proceeding or without any au-
thority or requirement 0 law. though taken
forma ly before a proper person.—Jud:|o1al

oath. On_e taken in some judicial proceeding
or _in_ relation to some matter connected with
Judicial proceedings.—0ath against brib-
ery. One which could have been administered
to a voter at an election for members of parlia-
nient. Abohshed in 1854. Whnrton.‘—Oath ox
oflcip. The oath by which a clergyman charg-
ed with a criminal oflense was formerly allow-
ed to swear himself to be innocent; also the
oath by which the compurgators swore that
they believed in his innocence. 3 Bl. Comm.
101, 447; Mozley & Whitley.—0ath in litona.
In the civil law. An oath permitted to be
taken by the plaintiff, for the purpose of prov-
ing the value of the subject-matter in contro-
versy, when there was no other evidence on
that point, or when the defendant fraudulently
sup ressed evidence which ‘might have been
available.-—Oath of allegiance. An oath by
which a person promises and binds himself
to bear true allegiance to a particular sover-
eign.o_r government. is. 11., the United States;
adminitered generally to high public oflicers
and to soldiers and sailors, also to aliens apply-
ing for naturalization, and, occiisionally. to
citizens generally as a prerequisite to their su-
ing in the courts or prosecuting claims before
government bureaus. See Rev. St. U. S. §§
1756, 2165, 3478 (U. S. Comp. St. 1901, pp.
1202, 1329, 2321), and section 50l8.—Oath of
oalurnny. In the civil law. An oath which
a plaintiif was obliged to take that he was not
grompted -by malice or trickery in commencin

is action, but that he had bona fidc ii
cause of action. Poth. Pand. lib. 5. tt. 16. 17,
s. _124.—0ath-rite. The form used at the
taking of an oath.—0floial oath. One taken
by an oiiicer when he assumes cha e of his of-
fi_ce, whereby he declares that he w ll faithfully
discharge the duties of the same, or whatever
else may be required by statute in the particular
case.—Poor debtor's oath. See that title.
—P1-omiuory oaths. Oaths which bind the
party to observe a certain course of conduct. or
to fulfill certain duties, in the future, or to
de_mean himself thereafter in a stated manner
with reference to specified objects or obliga-
tions; such, for example, as the oath taken by
a high executive oflicer, a legislator, a judge,
a rson seeking naturalization, an attorne
at aw. Case v. People, 6 Abb. N. C. (N. Y.
1n1.—PIu-gator-y oath. An oath by which a
person purges or cIears_li_imself from presumrr
ti_ons, charges. or suspicions standing against
him, or from a contempt.—Quallflsd oath.
One the force of which as an uiiirmation or
denial may be qualified or modified by the cii~
cumstances under which it is taken or which
necessarily enter into it and constitiite a rt
of it; especially thus uscd in Scotch law. I-
omn oath. A corporal oath. Jackson v.
State, 1 Ind. 18-i.—Suppletory oath, In the
civil and ecclesiastical law. The testimony of
a single witness to a fact is called “half-proof."
on which no sentence can be founded: in order
to supply the other half of proof, the_party him-
self (plaintifl or defendant) is admitted to be
examined in his own behalf, and the oath ad-
ministered to him for that purpose is called the
“suppletory oath," because it sufiplies the nec-
essary quantum of roof on whic to found the
sentence. 3 Bl. omm. 370. This term, al-
though without application in American law in
its original sense, is sometimes used as a desir
nation of a party's oath required to be taken
in authentication or support of some piece of
documentary evidence which he offers. for exam-
ple, his books of account.-Voluntary_ oath.
Such as a person may take in extrajudicial mat-
ters, and not regularly in a. court of justice,
or before an ofiicer invested with authority to
administer the same. Brown.
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OB. Lat. On account of; for‘. Several
Iatin phrases and maxims,commeucing with
this word, are more commonly introduced by-
"in" (q. 17.)

03 OAUSAH ALIQUAH A REIHARL
rum ORTAH. For some c'ause arising
out of a maritime matter. 1 Pet. Adm. 92.
Said to be Selden's translation of the French.
deiinition of admiralty jurisdiction, “pour Ie
fat: de la mer." Id. '

OB OONTINENTIAH DELIOTI. On
account of contiguity to the oflense, I. e.,
being contaminated by conjunction with
something illegal. For example, the cargo
oi‘ a vessel, though not contraband. or an-
lawrul, may be condemned in admiralty,
along with the vessel, when the vessel has
been engaged in" some service which renders
her liable to seizure and confiscation. The
cargo is then said to be condemned ob con»
tlncnfiam dciicti, because found in company,
with an unlawful service. See 1 Kent.
Comm. 152.

03 OONTINGENTIAM. On account
of connection; - by reason of similarity. In
Scotch law, this phrase expresses a ground
for the consolidation of actions._

on ravonnu ‘nusncaafontnr. In
favor of merchants. Fleta, lib. 2, c. 63, 5

12. I - - '

Ob lnfunlans non Iolet Junta legem
tetra nllqnh per legem appns-eaten so
pus-gu-e, nisi pun. oonviotus fuel-it vol
contours: in cu-la. Gian. lib. 14, c. ii. On
account of evil report. it is not usual, ac-
cording to the law- of the land, for any per-
son to purge himself, unless he have been
previously convicted, or confessed in court.

I 03 TURPEM OAUSAM. For an Im-
moral consideration. Dig. 12, 5. ‘ '

OBERATUB. Lat. In Roman law. A
debtor who was obliged to serve his credit-
or tiii his debt was discharged. Adams.
Rom. Ant. 49. . . ’

OBEDIENCE. Compliance with a com-
mand. prohibition, or known law and rule of
duty prescribed; the performance of what
is required or "enjoined by authority, or the
abstaining“ from what is prohibited, in com-
pliance with the command or prohibition.
Webster. '

OBEDIENTIA. An oliice. or the admin-
istration of it: a kind of rent; submission;
obedience.

Obedientio est 1031: euontin. 11 Coke.
100. Obedience is the essence of law. *

onznmwrnnrus. A monastic ofllcer.
Du Canas-
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OBI’! SINE PROIJ-1. Lat. ‘ [He] died
without issue. Yearb. M. 1 Edw. II. 1.

0311‘. In old English law. A funeral
solemnity. or oiiice for the dead. Coweii.
The anniversary of a person's death; the un-
niversury oiiice. Cro. Jac. 51.

OBITEB. Lat. By the way; in passing;
incidentally; collaterally.
—0bitor dictum. A remark made. or opin-
ion expressed, by a judge, in his decision upon
a cause. “by the way " that is, incidentally or
collaterally, and not directly apontbe question
before him, or upon a point not necessarily in-
volved in the determination of the cause. or
introduced by way of illustration. or analogy or
argument. '

OBJECT, v. In legal proceedings. to ob-
ject (a. a., to the admission of evidence) is to
interpose a declaration to the eflect that the
particular matter or thing under considera-
tlon is not done or admitted with the consent-
of the party objecting, but is by him cousid-‘
ered improper or illegal, and referring the
qnestion of its propriety or legality to the
court. A

OBJECT, a. This term “includes what-
ever is presented to the mind, as well as what
may be presented to the senses; whatever,-
also, is acted upon, or operated upon,-at-'
iirmatlveiy, or intentionally influenced by
anything done. moved, or applied thereto."
Woodruff, J., Wells v. shook, 8 Blatchf. 257,
Fed. Cas. No. 17,406. - ‘ = -

—Object o! an action. The thing sought to
be obtained by the action; the remedy demand-
ed or the relief or recovery sought or prayed for;
not the same thing as the cause of action or the
subject of the action. Scarborough v. Smith. 18
Kan. 406; Lassiter v. Norfolk & C. R.
136 N. C. 89. 48 S. E. 643.—0bJeot of a at:
uto. The “object” of a statute is the aim or
purpose of the enactment, the end or desi _

which it is meant toaccomplish, while the “su
ject". is the matter to which it relates and with
which it deals. Medical Examiners v. Fowler.
60 La. Ann. 1358, 24 South. 809; McNeely v.
South Penn Oil Co.. 52 VV. Va. 616. 44 .8.
E.'508. 62 L. R. A. 562: Da Laud &_Cattie
Co. v. ‘State. (l8.Tex. 542. 4 W. 86p_.—-_0b-
jects of a power. ‘Where property is settled
subject to a power given to any person or per-_
sons to appoint the same among a limited class.
the members of the class are called the 9‘.ob-
jccts" of the power. Thus. if a pvrent has It
power to appoint a fund among his children,
the children are called the “objects" hf the
power. Mozley & Whitley. .' A.-

OBJECTION. The act of a party~.who
objects to some matter or proceeding in the
course of a trial, (see Oancr, v.:) or an argu-
ment or reason urged by him in support of
his contention that the matter or proceeding
objected to is improper or illegal.

OBJUBGATRIOEI. In old English law,-.
Scolds or unquiet women. punished with the
cucking-stool.

OBLATA. Gifts or oiferiugs made to the
king by any of his subjects; old debts.
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brought. as"it were, together from preceding
years, and put on the present sheriffs charge.
Wharton. _

OBLATA TEBRE. Half an acre, or, as
some say, half a perch. of land. Spelman.

OBLATI. In old European law. Volun-
tary slaves of churches or monasteries.

OBLATI AOTIO. In the civil law. An
action given to a party against another who
had ofiered to him a stolen thing, which was
found in his possession. Inst. 3, 1, 4.

‘OBLATIO. Lat. In the civil law. A
tender of money in payment of a debt made
byldebtor to creditor. Whatever is offered
to the church by the pious. Galvin.

Olslnthncs dlenntur qunonnque a pile
Iflonbusqno Ghrtstinnis ofleruntur Doo
at ooolesin, sin res solids sive nobdles.
2 Inst. 389. Those things are called “obla-
tions" which are offered to God and to the
church by pious and faithful Chi-istians,_
whether they are movable or immovable.

.0BI.A’l'IOIlB, or obventlons, are oiferinzs
or customary payments made, in England, to
the-minister of a church, including fees on
marriages. burials, mortuaries, etc., (q. o.)
and Easter offerings. 2 steph. Comm. 740;
Phlllim. Ecc. Law, 1596. They may be com-
muted by agreement

OBLIGATE. To bind or constrain; to
bind to the observance or performance of a
duty}. to place under an obligation. To bind
one’s self by an obligation or promise; to as-
sume a duty; to execute a written promise or
covenant; to make a writing obligatory.
Wachter v. Famachon. 62 Wis. 117, 22 N. W.
169; -Maxwell v. Jacksonville Loan & Imp.
0o.,_45 Fla. 425, 34 South. 255.

OBIJGATIO. Lat. In Roman law. The
legal relation existing between two certain
persons whereby one (the creditor) is aa-
thorized to demand of the other (the debtor)
a certain performance which has a money
value. In this sense obligatio signifies not
only the duty of the debtor, but also the right
of the creditor. The fact establishing such
claim and debt,_as also the instrument evi-
dencing it. is termed “obiigation." Mackeld.
Rom. Law, I 360.

That legal relation subsisting between two
persons by which one is bound to the other
for a certain performance. The passive re-
lation sustained by the debtor to the creditor
is likewise called an “obligation." Some-
times, also, the term “abl1‘gauo" is used for
the cases obugotirmis. and the contract it-
self is designated an “obllgatlon." There
are passages in which even the document
which affords the proof of :1 contract is call-
ed au “oliligation.”' Such applications, how-
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ever. are but a loose extension of the term.
which, according to its true id_w, is only prop-
erly employed when it is used to denote the
debt relationship, in its totality, active_a.nd
passive, subsisting between the creditor and
the debtor. Tomk. & J. Mod. Rom. Law,
301. -

0bligatlons,'in the civil law, are of the
several descriptions enumerated below.

Obligotio cioilis is an obli tion enforceable
by action. whether it derives ts origin from its
smile, as the obligation engendered by formal
contracts or the obligation enforceable by bilat-
erally penal suits, or from such rtion of the
{:3 gsnlgugn as had been complete y nstu '

t e civil law and protected by all its reme-
dies. such as the obligation engendered by form-
less contracts.

Obligatio naturaiis is an obligation not imme-
diately enforceable by action, or an obligation
im sed by that portion of the in genliusas
ghch is only imperfectly recognised y civil

w
Obligatio ca contracts, an obligation arising

from contract, or an antecedent in In perso-
uam. In this there are two s es.—flrst, a pri-
mary or sanctioned penonal rig t antecedent to
groriilg. and, afteriwiirtds, a secondary or sanc-

on g rsona g consequent on a wrong.
Poste's gains’ Inst. 359.

Oblinaiio es deiicto an obligation founded on
wrong or tort, or arising from the invasion of a
Jan in rem. In this there is the second stage.
a secondary or sanction! personal right con-
sequent on a wrong, but t e first stage is not a
personal right, (in is ‘gar-comm.) but a real
right, ‘as an rem.) whe er a primordial right,
right 0 status, or of property. Poste's Gains
Inst. 359.

Obligotionos co dclicto are obligations arising
from the commission of a wrongful injury to
the person or property of another. “Dclo'otsm"
is not exact] synonymous with “tort," for.
while it inclu es most of the wrongs known to
the common law as torts. it is also wide en
to cover some offenses (such as theft and re
bery) primarily i urious to the individual. but
now only pun she as crimes. Such acts gave
rise to an oblgzatia. which consisted in the lia-
bilit{_to pay amages.

O ltgaiiones quasi ea contracts. Often r-
sons who have not contracted with each ot er.
under a certain state of facts, are regarded b
the Roman law as if they had actually conclu -

ed a convention between themselves. The legal
relation which then takes place between these
persons which has always a similarity to a con-
tract_ obligation, is therefore termed “obliyafio

runs on contracts." Such a relation arises
rom the conducting of afiairs without authority

(neyotiorum gestio,-) from the management of
property that is in common when the community
arose from casual , (communis meidens;) from
the pa ment of w at was not due, (column in-
debiti; from tutorship and curatorship' and
from takinigossession of an inheritance. Mack-
eid. Rom. w, 5 49].

Obligations quasi er delicfo. This clan em-
braces all torts not coming under the denomina-
tion of “delqcta " and not having a special form
of action provided for them b law. They dit-
fercd widely in character, an at common law
would in some cases give rise to an action on
the case; in others to an action on an implied
contract. Ort. Inst. 5! 1781-1792.

OBLIGATION. An obligation is a legal
duty, by which a person is bound to do or
not to do a certain thing. Civ. Code (hi.
§142": Civ. Code Dnk. I 798. -

The binding power of a vow, promise, oath,
or contract, or of law‘, civil, political, or mor-
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sl, ‘independent of a promise:‘ that which
constitutes legal or moral duty, and which
renders a person liable to coercion and pun-
ishment for neglecting it. Webster.

"Obligation" is the correlative of "right."
Taking the latter word in its politico-ethical
sense, as a power of free action lodged in a per-
son, “obiigation" is the corresponding duty, con-
straint’, or bindin force which should prevent
all other persons rom denying, abridging._or ob-
structing such right, or interfering with its ex-
ercise. And the same'is its meaning as‘ the cor-
relative of a_ “fin in rain." Taking “ri ht” as
meaning a “yus m personam,” (a power, emand.
claim. "or privilege inherent in one person, and
incident upon another.) the "iobligation" is the
coercive force or control imposed upon the per-
son of incidence by the moral law and the posi-
tive law, (or the moral law as recognized and.
sanctioned b the osltive law.) constraining
him to a e to t e demand, render up the-
thing claimed, pay the money due. or otherwise
perform what is expected of im with respect-to
the subject-matter of the right. .

In a limited and arbitrary sense, it means
a penal bond or “writing obligatory," that
is. a bond containing a penalty, with ‘a con-
dition annexed for the payment of money or
performance of covenants. Co. Litt. 172.

Obligation is (1) legal or moral duty. as op-
to physical compulsion; (2) a duty in-

cumbent upon an individual, or a specific and
limited number of individuals. as opposed to a
duty in: upon the world at large; (3) the
right to enforce such a duty. (ins in ersonam,)
as opposed to menu rlizht as that o property,
‘lye: in ram.) which avails against the world at

e: (4) It bond ‘containing a penalty, with
a condition annexed, for the payment of money,
performance of covenants, or the like. Mosley
& Whitley.

In English expositions of the Roman law,
and works upon general jurisprudence, “ob.-
ligation” is used to translate the Latin “ob-
llgatlo." In this sense its meaning is much
wider than as a technical term of English
law. 8ee.0nuoa-no. '

Classification. The various sorts of obliga-
tions may be classified and defined as follows:
They are either perfect or imperfect. A perfect
obligation is one recognized and sanctioned by
Bgsitive law: one of which the fulfillment can‘

enforced by the aid of the law. Aycock v.
Martin, 37 Ga. 124, 92 Am. Dec. 56. But if
the duty created by the obligation operates only
on the moral sense. without being enforced by
any positive law, it is called an “imperfect ob-
ligation,” and creates no right of action, nor
has it any legal operation. The duty of exer;
cising gratitude, charity, and the other merely
moral duties is an example of this kind of obli-
gation. 'Civ. Code La. art. 1757: Edwards v.
Kearney, 96 U. S. 600. 24 L. Ed. 793.

They are either natural or civil. A natural
obligation is one which cannot be enforced by
action, but which is binding on the party who
makes it in conscience and according to natural
justice. Blair v. Williams, 4 Litt. (Ky.) 41.
A civil obligation is a_ legal tie, which gives the
party with whom it is contracted the right'of
enforcing its performance by law. Civ. Code
La. art. 1757: Poth. Obi. 173. 191.

They are either ecpreu or implied; the for-
mer being those by which the obligor binds him-
self in express terms to perform his obligation:
while the latter are such as are raised by the
implication or inference of the law from the
nature of the transaction.

They are determinate or iudcterininafe; the
former being the case where the thing contract-
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ed to be ‘delivered is-specified as an individual:
the latter, where it may be’ any one of a particu-
lar class or s ies. - . v

They are ivisible or indioisihle, according as
the _obligation may or may not be lawfully brok-
en into several distinct obligations without the
consent of the obiigor. ’ - -

They are joint or several; the former. where
there are two or more obligors binding them-,
selves jointly for the performance of-the obliga‘~'
tion; the_ latter, when the obligors promise,-
each for himself. to fulfill the engagement. -1

They are personal or real‘. the former-ibeinga
the case when the obligor himself is personally:
liable for the performauceof the engagement;
but does not directly "bind his property: the lat-
ter, where real estate. not-the pel.10n«0f' the ob.-
ligor, is primarily liable for performance. '1

They are heri'fablo_or ersonal. The former-
is the case when ‘the he rs and assigns of one
garty ma enforce the. performance a inst-_tlic~

eirs of t e other; the latter, whenrt obiigor.
glad: himself only, not his heirs or representa-

ves. ."‘ A‘: El.
They are either risoipal or accessory. -_ A)

principal obligation s one which is the mo.st'im-i
portant object of the engagement ofithe con-v
tracting parties: while" an accemory obligation
depends upon or is collateral to the principal. I

They may be either con motive or olterndtiosi
The former is one in wh ch the several objiecta
in it are connected b a co uiative, or in any:
other manner which s ows t at-all of them are
severally comprised in the contract. This.con-
.tract creates as many different obligations as
there are diflerent objects: and the debtor;
when he wishes to dlschargehlmself.-may force!
the creditor to receive them separately: \ But
where the things which form the object of the
contract are separated by a disjunctive, their the
obligation is alternative. -- A promise to delivers
certain thing or to pay. a suecitledsum of money.
is an example of this. kind of obligation.” '-Clvi
CodeLa.art.2063~.~.. - -

They are either simple or conditional! Slnipls
obligations are such as are not de ndent for
their execution. on any.-.event prov d ,for _by
the parties, and which are not agreed to become’
void on the happening of an such event.- ‘

ditional obligations sue me as are made to
depend on an Eucertain event. _ If the obilga-.
tion is not to ta e efiect until the event happens,
It is a suspensive condition: if the obii ation
takes effect immediately. but is liable to de-
feated wheiidthe evenélhap ass, ittais then 112633»,
o utory con tion. v. e _ . a s.; '

2021: Moss v. Smoker. 2 La‘. Ann. 989.‘ ' '5
They may be either single or enalv; the latter,‘

when a penal clause is attach to the undertnkif
ing. to be enforced in case the obiigor fails to
psiafeoirm; the former, when,.no such penaltyjis
a . ' '

other compound and descriptive t'ersn¥.'
—Hoa-al obligation. A duty which -is‘ valid‘
and binding in the fomm of the conscience but
is not recognized by the law _ss adequate ,.to
set in motion the machinery of ustice; that is.
one which rests upon ethics considerations!
alone, and’ is not imposed or enforced by st-i
tive law. Taylor v. Hotchkiss. 81 App. fglh
470. 80 N. Y. Supp. 1042; Goulding v. avid-
son. 25 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 488: Baley'v.
Philadelphia. 187 Pa. 5%. 31 Atl. 925‘. 46- Ass.
St. Rep. _691—0b ation of I contract.
As used in Const. I . S. art. 1, I .10, the
term means the binding and coercive force which
constrains every man to «perform the agree-
ments he_has made: a force gnoundeq-lg: the
ethical pi-_inci le of fidelity to o_iie’s promises but
deriving its cgal etlicacy from lts‘i;‘cogn_ilo
b_v;i!)ositive law, and sanctioned ‘b the‘ aw's
vi ng a remedy for ‘the infrac on tilt the. nu
or for theenforceinent of the-corneiativerl a

See Storg. Const. § 1378: Blaélr,_ oust. ’

bib. 5 l3 . See Ogden V. Saunders, 12 Whem
213, 6 L. Ed. 606; Blair v. Williams.’ it Litt.‘
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iKy.) 36: Sturgea v. Crowninshield. 4 Wheat.
197, 4 L. Ed. 529: Wachter v. Famachon,
Wis. 11'! 22 N. W. 160.—0b1igotion soli-
daire. his. in French law. corresponds to
joint and several liabilit in English law, but
is applied also to the joint and several rights
of the creditors parties to the ohligation.—Pri-
nary obligation. An obligation which is the
principal object of the contract. For example,
the primary obligation of the seller is _to deliver
the thing sold. and to transfer the title to it.
It is distinguished from the accessory or see
ondarly obligation to pay dams es for not doing
so. Bouv. last. no. 702. he words "pri-
mary" and “direct." contrasted with “secon-
dary." when spoken with reference to an obli-
gation, refer to the remedy provid by law for
enforcing the obligation. rather an to the
character and limits of the obligation itself.
Kilton v. Providence Tool Co.. 22 R. I. 60.).
48 At]. 1Q"»9.—P:-incipnl obligation. That
obligation which arises from the principal ob-
ject of the engagement which has been contract-
ed_ between the parties. Poth. Oh]. no. 182.
One to which is appended an accessory or sub-
sidiary obligation.—~Pnx-e obligation. One
which is not suspended by any condition. wheth-
er it has been contracted without any condi-
tion. or, when thus contracted. the condition
has been accomplished. Poth._ (_)bl. no. 176._—
Beal obligation In the civil law and in
Louisiana. An obligation attached to immovable
property, that is, real estate. Civ. Code La.
900, art. 2010.—8in:p!e obligation. In. the

civil law. An obligation which does not_ de nd
for its execution ii ii any event provid for
by the parties, or w ich is not agreed to becgiiiie

v.
Code La. art. 2015.—8olidnry obligation. In
the law of Lonisianallone which binds each of the
obligors for the w ole debt. as distinguished
troin a "joint" obligation, which binds the ar-
ties each for his separate proportion of the ebt.
Groves v. Sentell, 153 U. S. 465, 11 Sup. Ct.
898. 38 L. Ed. 785.

OBIJGATOBY. The term "writing ob-
ligatory" is a technical term of the law. and
means a written contract under seal. Wat-
son v. Hose. 7 Yerg. (Tenn) 350.

- OBLIGEE. The person in favor of whom
some obugatioii is contracted, whether such
obligation be to pay money or to do or not
to do something. Code La. art. 3522, no. 11.
The party to whom a bond is given.

OILIGOB. The person who has engaged
to perform some obligation. Code La. art.
3522, no. 12. One who makes a bond.

OBLIQUUB. Lat. In the old law of
deeoents. Oblique; cross; transverse; col-
lateral. The opposite of rooms, right, or up-
right.

In the law of evidence. Indirect; cir-
cunistimtial.

OBLITERATION. Erasure or blotting
out of written words.

Obliteration is not limited to eifuciiig the
letters of a will or scratching them out or
blotting them so completely that they cannot
be read. A line drawn through the writing
is obliteration. though it may leave it as leg-
ible as it was before. See Glass v. Scott. 14
Colo. App. 317. 60 Pac. 186; Evans‘ Appeal,
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58 Pa. 244; Townshend v. Howard. 86 Me.
285. 29 At]. 1077; State v. Knippa, 29 Tex.
298.

OBLOQUY. To expose one to “obloquy"
is to expose him to censure and reproach, as
the latter terms are synonymous with “oblo-
quy." Bettner v. Bolt. 70 Cal. 275, 11 Pac.
716.

OBRA. In Spanish law. Work. Obras.
works or trades; those which men carry on
in houses or covered places. White. New
Recap. b. 1. tit. 5, c. 3. I 6.

OBBEPTIO. Lat. The obtainingathing
by fraud or surprise. Calvin. Called. in
Scotch law, “obrepuon.”

ODBEPTION. Obtaining anything by
fraud or surprise. Acquisition of mcheats.
etc., from the sovereign. by making false rep-
resentations. Bell.

OBROGARB. Lat. In the civil law.
To pass a law contrary to a former law. or
to some clause of it; in change a former law
in some part of it. Calvin.

OBEOGATION. In the civil law. The
alteration of a law by the passage of one in-
consistent with it. Calvin.

OBSOEICI-1. Lewd; nnpure; indecent;
calculated to shock the moral sense of man
by a disregard of chastity or modesty. Tim-
inons v. U. S., 85 Fed. 205, 30_C. C. A. 74;
U. S. v. Harmon (D. C.) 45 Fed. 414; Dunlop
v. U. S.. 165 U. S. 486. 17 Sup. Ct. 375. 41
L. Ed. 799; Com. V. Landls. 8 Phlla. (Pa.)
453.

0BscI»:NI'I'Y. The character or quality
of being obscene; conduct tending to corrupt
the public morals by its indecency or lewd-
ness. State v. Pfenninger. 76 Mo. App. 813;
U. S. v. Loftls (D. C.) 12 Fed. 671.

OBSERVE. In the civil law. To per-
form that which has been prescribed by some
law or usage. Dig. .1, 3. 32. See Marshall
County v. Knoll, 102 Iowa, 573. 69 N. W.
1146.

onsns. Lat. In the law or war. A
hostage. Obsidea, hostages. .

OBSIGNARE. Lat. in the civil law.
To seal up; as money that had been tender-
ed and refused.

onsraxnronr. Ratifying and ‘con-
firming.

OBSOLESCENT. Becoming obsolete:
going out of use; not entirely disused. but
gradually becoming so.

OBIOLETE. Disnsed: neglected; not
observed. The term is applied to statutes
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which have become inoperative by lapse of
time, either because the reason for their en-
actment has passed away, or their subject-
matter no longer exists, or they are not ap-
plicable to changed circumstances, or are
tacitly disregarded by all men, yet without
being expressly abrogated or repealed.

OBSTA PBINOIPIII. Lat. Withstand
beginnings; resist the ilrst approaches or
encroachments. "It is the duty of courts to
be'watchful for the constitutional rights of
the citizen, and against any stealthy en-
croachments thereon. Their motto should
be ‘Obsta priuc:‘pI¢s."' Bradley, J.. Boyd v.
U. 8.. 116 U. S. 635, 8 Sup. Ct. 535, 29 L.
Ed. 746.

OBBTANTE. Withstanding;
See New Onsnurs.

hindering.

OBBTRIOTION. Obligation; bond.

OBSTRUOT. 1. To block up; to inter-
pose obstacles: to render impassable; to
an with barriers or impediments; as to ob-
struct a road or way. U. S. v. Williams, 28
Fed. Gas. 633: Chase v. Oshkosh, 81 Wis.
313, 51 N. W. 560, 15L.R.A. 553,29Am.
St. Rep. 898; Overhouser v. American Ce-
real Co.. 118 Iowa, 417, 92 N. W. 74; Gor-
ham v. Withey, 52 Mich. 50, 17 N. W. 272.

2. To impede or hinder; to interpose ob-
stacles or impediments, to the hindrance or
frustration of some act or service: as to ob-
struct an otllcer in the execution of his duty.
Davis v. state. 76 Ga. 722. -

3. As applied to navigable waters, to “ob-
struct" them is to inter-pose such impedi-
ments in the way of free and open naviga-
tion that vessels are thereby prevented from
going where ordinarily they have a right to
go or where they may find it necessary to go
in their maneuvers. See In re City of Rich-
mond (D. C.) 43 Fed. 88; Terre Haute Draw-
bridge Co. v. Haiiiday, 4 Ind. 36; The Van-
couver, 28 Fed. Cas. 960.

4. As applied to the operation of rail-
roads, an “obstruction" may be either that
which obstructs or hinders the free and safe
passage of a train, or that which may re-'
ceive an injury or damage, such as it would
be unlawful to iniiict. if run over or against
by the train, as in the case of cattle or a
man approaching on the track. Nashville
6: C. R. Co. v. Carroll, 6 Heisk. ('I.‘enn.) 368;
Louisville N. J: G. R. Co. v. Reidmond, 11
Lea ('.l‘enn.) 205; South 8: North Alabam
R. Co. v. Williams. 65 Ala. 77. -

_;.0Bs'l.'l!.U0'1'nlG PROCESS. In crim-
inal law. The act by which one or more
persons attempt to prevent or do prevent the
execution of lawful process. -

OBSTBUOTION. This is the word prop-
erly descriptive of an injury to any one‘:
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incorporeal hereditament, e. 9., his right to
an easement, or prom rt prcndre; an alter-
native word being “disturbance." On the
other hand, “infringement" is the word prop-
erly descriptive of an injury to any one's
patent-rights or to his copyright. But “ob-
struction" is also a very general word in
law, being applicable to every hindrance of
a man in the discharge of his duty. (whether
oiiicial, public, or private.) Brown.

I

OBTAIN. To acquire; to get hold of
by eifort; to get and retain possession of;
as, in the oirense of “obtaining" money or
property by false pretenses. See Com. v.
Schmunk, 207 Pa. 544, 56 Atl. 1088,.90 Am.
St. Rep. 801; People v. General Sesions, 13 »

Hun (N. Y.) 400; State v. Will, 49 La. Ann.
1337, 22 South. 378; Sundmacher v. Block,

‘ 39 Ill. App. 553.

Obtemporuldurn. est oonsuetudlni re-

tienebil! tanquu legl. 4 Coke,‘ 38. A
reasonable custom is to be obeyed as a law.

OBTEICPEBARE. Lat. To

comply with a judgment of a court.

OBTEST. To protest.
I

OBTOBTO COLLO. In Roman law.
Taking by the neck or collar: as a plaintiff
was allowed todrag a reluctant defendant
to court. Adams, Rom. Ant. 242.

on'ruI.rr an.
old practice. The emphatic words of entry
on the record where one party offered lum-
self in court against the other, and the lat-
ter did not appear. 1 Reeve, Eng. Law, 417.

OBVEKTIO. Lat. In the civil law.
Rent; profits; income; the return from an
investment or thing owned; as the earnings
of a vessel.

In old English law. The revenue of a
spiritual living, so called. Also, in the plu-
rai, “oirerings.”

OOABION. In Spanish law. Accident.
Las Purtidas, pt. 3, tit. 32, 1. 21; White,
New Recap. b. 2, tit. 9, c. 2.

OOOASIO. In feudal law. A tribute
which the lord imposed on his vassals or
tenants for his necessity. Hindrance;
trouble: vexation by suit. ‘

~ OCOASIONARI. To be charged or load-
ed with payments or occasional penalties.

ocoasroxzs. 1.‘ old English law. As-
sarts. Spelmnn.

Oecnltntio thesuu-I Invent! fraudu-
lose, 3 inst. 133. The concealment of dis-
covered treasure is fraudulent.

obey."
Hence the Scotch “obtamper." to obey or

(Oifered himself.) In
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OCCUPANCY-. Occupancy is a mode of
acquiring property. by which a -thing which
belongs to nobody becomes the property of
the person who took possession of it, with
the intention of acquiring a right of owner-
ship in it. Civ. Code La. art. 3412; God-
dard v. Winchell, 86 Iowa, 71, 52 N. W.
1124, 17 L. R. A. 788, 41 Am. St. Rep. 481.

The taking possession of things which be-
fore belonged to nobody, with an intention
or appropriating them to‘ one‘s own use.

“Possession" and "occupancy," when applied
to_land.' are nearly synonymous terms, and may
exist through a tenancy. Thus, occupancy of a
homestead. such as will satisfy the statute. may
be by means other than that of actual residence
on the premises by the widow or child. Walters
v. People, 21 Ill. 178.

There is a use of the word ingfnblic-land laws,
homestead laws, “occupying-cl mant" laws,cas-
es of landlord and tenant, and -like connections.
which seems to require the broader sense of
possession. although there is. in most of these
uses. a shade of meaning discarding any prior
title as a, foundation of right. Perha both
uses or views may be harmonized, by saying that
in jurisprudence occupancy or occupation is pos-'
session, presented independent of the idea of a
chain of title, of any earlier owner. 01' ‘.'occu-
nsincy-'* and~ “occupo,nt" might_ b_e_used for sea,
suming iroperty whichhas no owner, and “oc-_
cupation‘ and"‘occupler" for the more general
idea of possession. Judge Bouvier’s definitions
seem partly founded on such a distinction, and
there are indications of it in English usage. It

not a pear generall dra n i American

_» -In -international law. The taking pos-
session or a newly discovered or conquered,
country with the intention of holding and
ruling it.

OCGUPANT. In a general sense. One
who takes possession of a thing, of which
there is no owner: one who has the actual
possession or control or a thing.

In I special sense. One who takes pos-
session ot lands held pur autre vie, after the
death of the tenant, and ‘during the life of
the casino’ que vie. - '

—Genex-al occupant. At common law where
a man was tenant pur autre vie or had an es-‘
tate granted to himself only (without mention‘
lng his heirs) for the life of another man, and
died without alienation during the life of venue‘
que vie. or him by whose life it was holden, he
that could first enter on the land might lawfull
retain the possession, so long as- coma‘ qua
lived, by right of occupancy, and was hence
termed ii .“generai" or common “,oocupant." 1
Steph. Comm. 415.—8peoial occupant. A
person having a special right to enter upon and
occupy‘ lands granted pur auire vie, on the
death of the tenant, and during the. life of
ccatui que sic. Where the grant is to a man
and his heirs during the life of venue’ quo vie,
the heir succeeds as special occnpan having a
special exclusive ri ht by the terms 0 the origi-
‘ifileigrant. 2 Bi. oinm. 259; 1 Steph. Comm.

Oocnpantis must dereliota. Things
abandoned become the property oi.’ the (ilrst)
occupant. Taylor v. The Cato. 1 Pet. Adm.
56’, Fed. Can. No. 18,786.
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- ty, is, ordinarily, equivalent to

OCOIIPYING CLAIMANT ACTS

- OOOUPARE. Lat. In the civil law. To
seize or take possession of; to ‘enter upon
a- vacant possession: to take possession be-
fore another. Calvin.

ocoupsrnn. That which has been"
left by the right owner, and is now possess-‘
ed by another.

I "OCCUPATION. 1. Possession; control;'
tenure; use. I . 2

- In its usual. sense ‘‘occupation’' is where a per-
son exercises physical control over land. Thus,’
the lessee of a house is,in occupation of it so
long as be has the power of entering into and
staying there atpleasure. and ofexcluding all
other persons (or all except one or more speci-
fied persons) from the use of it. Occupation is
tsheretore the'saine thing as actual possession.

weet. ' - - -'

The word “occupatlon," applied to real proper-_
“possession."

In connection with other expressions, it may
mean that the party should be living upon the
premises; but, standing alone, it is satisfied
signal possession. Iawrenoa v. Fulton. 19 .

2. A trade; employment; profession; busi-
nem: means of livelihood. '

—Aotual occupation. An open, visible occu-
pancy as distinguished from the constructive
one which follows the legal title. Cuttl v.
Patterson. 82 Minn. 375. 86 N. W. 172' eo-
pie v. Anibi-‘echt. 11 Abb. Prac. . Y.) 97'; Ben-
nett v. Burton, 44 Iowa; .-—0oou:patlon
tax. A tax imposed upon an occupation or the
prosecution of a business. trade, or profession:
not a tax on i-operty. or even the capital em-

loyed in the usiness, but an excise tax on the
gusiness itself; to be distinguished from a "li-
cernsfi tax.’f' whicgii leis ‘thee Io; iexsctiontftfir til;
pvege on no e sness,no or

rosecutigh. go Adler v. Whit . Ohio
t. w 9 N. E. 672: Ap .al of Banger, 109

Pa. ' Pullman Palace I r Co. v. State. 64
Tex. 2151, 53 Am. Rep. 758. . _

OOCUPATIVE. Possessed; used: emf
ployed.

OGCUPAVIT. Lat. In old English law.
A writ that lay for one who was ejected out
or his land or tenement in time of war.
Cowell.

' OOOUPIER. An occupant: one who is
in the enjoyment of a thing. -

OCOUPY. To hold in possession; to
hold or keep for use. Missionary Soc. of
M. E. Church v. Dalles City, 107 U. S. 343,‘
2 Sup. Ct. 677, 27 L. Ed. 545; Jackson V.-

Gill, 11 Johns. (N. Y.) 214, 6 Am. Dec. 363.

'0GCtl'PYI1lG OLAIIAIIT ACTS. Statr
utes providing for the reimbursement of a
boss tide occupant and claimant of land.
on its recovery by the true’ owner, to the
extent to which lasting improvements made
by him have increased the value of the land.‘
and generally giving him a lien therefor.
Jones v. Great Southern Hotel Co., 86 Fed-
370, 30 C. C. A. 108. ‘



OCEAN

OOEAI. The main or open sea: the
high sea; that portion of the sea which
does not lie within the body of any country
and is not subject to the territorial jurisdic-
tion or control or any country. but is open.
free, and.common.to the. me of all nations.
See U. S. v. Rodgers. 150 U. S. 249. 14 Sup.
Ct. 109. 37 L. Ed. 1071; (J. S. v. New Bed-
ford Bridge. 27 Fed. Cas. 120: De Lovio'v.
Bolt. 7 Fed. Gas. 428: U. 8. v. Morel, 26
Fed. Gas. 1312. . '

oonnnut. In old Scotch law. A name
of dignity; a freeholder. Skene de Verb.
Sign. -

OOELOCRAOY. Government by the
multitude. A form of government wherein
the populace has the whole power and ad-
ministration in in own hands.

OOTAVE. In old English law. .. The
eighth day inclusive after a feast: one of
the return days or writs. 3 Bl. Comm. 278.

OOTO TALES. Eight such; eight such
men: eight such jurors. The name of a
writ, at common law. which issues when up-
on a trial at bar_. eight more jurors are nec-
essary to till the panel, commanding the
sherifl to summon the requisite number.
3 BL Comm. 364. See Dscnr Tans.

OOTROI. Fr. In French law. Original-
ly. a duw. which. by the permission of the
selgneur, any city was accustomed to col-
lect on liquors and some other goods, brought
within its precincts, for the consumption of
the inhabitants. Afterwards appropriated
to the use of the king. Steph. Lect. p. 361.

Oderunt peeeore honi, vlrtutis anon;
ode:-Int peeeu-e-null,-fonnldiner puma.
Good men hate sin through love of virtue;
bad men, through tear of punishment. -

ODIIAL. Complete property, as opposed
to feudal tenure. The transposition of the
syllables of “odhal" makes it “allodh." and
hence, according to Blackstone, arises the
word "allod" or “aIlodio.l," (q. 1:.) “AlIodh"
is thus put in contradistinction to "fccodh.’.'
Mosley an Whitley.

ODIO 1-1'1‘ ATIA. Awrit uuciently call-
ed “breve de bono et male," addressed to the
sheriff to inquire whether a man committed
to prison upon suspicion of murder were
committed on just cause of suspicion, or
only upon malice and ill will; and it, upon
the inqnisition. it were found that he was
not guilty, then there issued another writ to
the sheriff to bail him. Reg. Orig. 133.

Odiosn at Inhonesta an: aunt in loge
prmsunanda. Odlous and dishonest, acts
are not presumed in law. Co. Litt. 78;
.-Jackson..v. htiliaer, 6 Weud. (IS. X.).228, £11.
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‘penalty.
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OFFENSE

21 Am. ‘Dec. 316;_ Nichols v.'Pinner. 18’N.
Y. 295, 300.

Odioaa. non prnsunnntur. Odious
things are not presumed. Burrows, Sett.
Gas. 190. -

‘IEOOICQHIOUS. L. Lat. In old Eng-
lish law. The executor of‘a last will and
testament. Cowell. '

CBOOICOHUS. Lat In _the civil law.
A manager or administrator.'_‘ Calvin.

01‘ 00017821.. A phrase commonly ap=
plied in practice to the counsel employed by
a party in a cause. and particularly to "one
.employed to assist in the preparation’ or
management of a cause, or its presentation
on appeal, but who is not the principal at-
torney of record for the party. ‘

0!‘ COURSE. Any action or step taken
in the course of judicial proceedings which
will he allowed by the court upon mere ap-
plication, without any inquiry or contest. or
which may be eflectualiy taken without even
applying to the court for leave. is said to’ be
“of course." Stoddard v. Treadwell, 29 Cal‘.
281; Merchants’ Bank v. Crysier, 67 Fed.
390. 14 C. C. A. 444. 7 '

or roncn. In force: extant: -'not'6b'-
solete; existing as a binding. or yolrligatory
power. . i ‘I. at.‘

1. -- "1

or cases. A term appliedlt_b’i1ny
mission or license granted to a ptlrty _in"th'e‘
course of a judicial proceeding which is not
clnimnble as a matter of course or or right,
but is allowed by the favor or ‘indulgence
of the court. See Walters v. McElroy. 151
Pa. 549. 25 Ati. 125. ‘ ‘

-» 0!‘ NEW. A Scotch expression, closely
translated from the Latin “de novo," (q. 12.)

0!‘ 330031). Recorded; entered on
the records; existing and remaining in or
upon the appropriate records.

. . OITA EXECRATA. In old English
law. The morsel of execration; the corsa-
ed, (q. 17.) 1 Reeve, Eng. Law, 21.

OFFENSE. A crime or misdemeanor; a
breach of the criminal laws. Moore v. Illi-
nois, 14 How. 13, 14 L. I-‘.d.,306; lilies v.
Knight. 3 Tex. 312; People v. French, 102
N. Y. 583, 7 N. E. 913: State v. West, 42
Minn. 147, 43 N. W. 845. .

It is used as a genus. comprehending every
crime and misdemeanor. or as a species.
signifying a crime not indictable, but pun-
-ishable summarily or by the forfeiture of a

In re Terry (C. C.) 37 Fed. 649.

—0ontl.nu1n¢ oflense. A transaction or a
series of acts set on foot by a single, unpnise,
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and operated by an unintermlttent force, no
matter how ion a time it may occupy. People
v. Sullivan, 9 tah 195, 33 Pac. 70l.—Quaai
oflanso. One which is imputed to the person
who is responsible for its injurious consequen-
ces, not because he himself committed it, but
because the perpetrator of it is presumed to have
acted under his commands.

OFFENSIVE. In the law relating to
nuisances and similar matters, this term
means noxious, causing annoyance, discom-
fort, or painful or disagreeable sensations.
See Rowland v. Miller (Super. N. Y.) 15 N.
Y. Supp. 701:‘ Moiler v. Presbyterian Hos-
pital, 65 App. Div. 134, 72 N. Y. Supp. 483:
Barrow v. Richard, 8 Paige (N. Y.) 360, 35
Am. Dec. 713. As occasionally used in crim-
inal law and statutes, an “ot'l'ensive weapon"
is primarily ouemeant and adapted for at-
tack and the lnfliction of injury, but prac-
tically the term includes anything that
would come within the description of a
"deadly" or “dangerous" weapon. See State
v. Dineen, 10 Minn. 411 (Gil. 325); Re: v.
Grice. 7 Car. & P. 803; Rex v. Noakes, 5
Car. ii: P. 326. In international law, an “of-
tensive and defensive league" is one bind-
ing the contracting powers not only to aid
each other in case of aggression upon ei-
ther of them by a third power, but also to
support and aid each other in active and ag-
gressive measures against a "power with
which either of them may engage in war.

OFFER. 1. To bring to or before: to
present for acceptance or rejection; to hold
out or matter; to make a proposal to; to
exhibit something that may be taken or re-
ceived or not. Morrison v. Springer, 15
Iowa. 346; Vincent v. Woodland Oil Co.,
165 Pa. 402, 30 Atl. 991; People v. Ah Fook,
'62 Cal. 494. .

2. To attempt or endeavor;
effort to eifect some object;
used principally in criminal law.
Harris, 1 Leg. Gaz. R. (Pa.) 457.

3. In trial practice, to “oii'er" evidence
is to state its nature and purport. or to re
cite what is expected to be proved by a giv-
en witness or document, and demami its
admission. Unless under exceptional circuni-
stances. the term is not to be taken as equiv-
alent to ‘‘introduce.’' See Ansley v. liieikle,
81 Ind. 260: Lyon- v. Davis, 111 Ind. 384.
12 N. E. 714; Harris v. Tomiinson, 130
Ind. 426, 30 N. E. 214.

to make an
in this sense

Com. v.

OFFERINGS. In English ecclesiastical
law. Personal tithes. payable by custom to
the ]")l‘ll‘S0ll or vicar of it parish, either occa-
sionally, as at sacraments. marriages,
churching of women. burials. etc., or at con-
stant times, as at Easter, Christmas, etc.

OFFERTOBIUH. In English ecclesias-
tical law. The oiferings of the faithful. or
the place where they are made or kept; the
service at the time of the Communion.
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'tive, municipal, ecclesiastical, etc.

orator:

OFFICE. "0iilce" is defined to be a right
to-exercise a public or private employment,
and to take the fees and emoluments there-
unto belonging, whether public. as those of
magistrates, or private, as of bailiifs, re
celvers, or the like. 2 B1. Comm. 36. Row-
land v. New York, 83 N. Y. 372; Dailey v.
State, 8 Blackf. (Ind.) 330; Blair v. Marye,
80 Va. 495; ‘Worthy v. Barrett, (3 N. C.
202; People v. Duane, 121 N. Y. 367. 24 N.
E. 845; U. S. v. Hartwell, 6 Wall. 393, 18
L. Ed. 830. _

That function by virtue whereof a person
has some employment in the alfairs of an-
other, whether judicial, ministerial, legisla-

Cowell.
' An employment on behalf of the govern-
ment in any station or public trust, not
merely transient, occasional, or incidental.
In re Attorneys’ Oaths. 20 Johns. (N. Y.)
493.

'Z_l.‘he most frequent occasions to use the word
arise with reference to a duty and power cou~
{erred on an individual by the government3
and, when this is the connection, “public oflice
is a usual and more discriminating expression.
But I. power and duty may exist without im-
mediate grant from government. and ma be
properly called an “oiiice:” as the oflice 0 ex-
ecutor, the otiice of steward. Here the individual
acts towards legatees or towards tenants in per-
formance of a duty, and in exercise of a power
not derived from their consent, but devolved on
him by an authority which aimed lloo is supe-
rior. Abbott.

Ofiices may be classed as civil and military;
and civil otlices may be classed as political, ju-
dicial, and ministerial. Political oiiices are such
as_ are not connected immediately with the ad-
ministration of justice, or the execution of the
mandates of a superior oiiicer. Judicial are
those which relate to the administration of jus-
tice. Ministerial are those which give the of-
ticer no power to judge of the matter to be done,
and require him to obey the mandates of a su-
perior. It is a general rule that a judicial of-
fice cannot be exercised by deputy, while a min-
isterial one may. Waldo v. Wallace, 12 Ind.

“Omce” is frequently used in the old books
as an abbreviation for “inquest of oiiice,”
(q. 1:.)

—I.ncr-ativo oflca. See LUcaA-riviI:.—Ofloo-
‘hook. Any book for the record of ofiicial or
other transactions. kept under authority of the
state, in public oflices not connected with the
courts.—0mea-copy. A copy or transcri t of
a deed or record or an filed document ma e by
the otiicer having it in custody or under his
sanction. and by him sealed or cei-tified.—aO£-.
Roe found. In English law. Inquest of ofiice
found; the finding of certain facts by a jury
on an inquest or inquisition of oifice. 3 .

Comm. 238. This phrase has been adopted
in American law. 2 Kent. Comm. 61. See
Phillips v. Moore, 100 U. S. 212. 23 L. Ed. 603;
Baker v. Shy, 9 Heisk. (Tenn.) 89.—OfloO

ant. A designation of a conveyance made
_v some officer of the law to efiect certain pub

poses. where the owner is either unwilling or
nnable to execute the uisite deeds to pass the
title: such. for examp e, as a tax-deed. 3
Washh. Real Prop. ‘537.-Oflco hon:-s. That
portion of the day during which public ofices
are usually open for the transaction of business.
-Omoo of honor. See l~IoNoa.—Ofloo of
judge. A criminal suit in an ecclesiastical
court, not being directed to the reparation ot a
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private injury, is regarded as a proceeding ema-
nating from the oflice of the judge, and may be
instituted by the mere motion of the judge.
But, in practice, these suits are instituted by
rivate individuals, with the permission of the
udge or his surrogate; and the private prosecu-

tor in any such case is, accordingly. said to
“promote the oiiice of the jud e." Mosley &
Whitley.—Politiccl ofloc. ivil oflices are
usually divided into three classes,-—-political, ju-
dicial. and ministerial. Political oflices are such
as are not immediately connected with the ad-
ministration of ustice, or with the execution of
the mandates o a superior, such as the presi-
dent or the head of a department. Waldo v.
Walls 12 Ind. 569: Fitzpatrick v. U, 8., 7
Ct. Cl. —PrI.Iicipc1 oflco. The principal
oflice of a corporation is its head uarters, or
the place where the chief or principal aifairs
and business of the corporation are transacted.
Usually it is the oifice where the company's
books are kept, where its meetings of stoc hold-
ers are held. and where the directors. trustees.
or managers assemble to discuss and transact
the important general business of the company;
but no one of these circumstances is a controll-
ing test. See Josseézv. Georgia & A. Ry.. 1(_)2
Ga. 706. 28 S. E. 3: Milwaukee Steamship
Co. v. Milwaukee. 83 Wis. 590, 53 N. W. 839.
18 L. R. A. 353: Standard Oil Co. v. Com., 110
Ky. _821. 62 S. W. 807; Middletown Ferry 00.
v. Middletown, 40 Conn. 69.

As to various particular oflices, see LAND
Orrica, PE'l'1'Y BAG Oriricir, Pos'r Oirirics, etc.

OPPIOER. The incumbent of an ofilce:
one who is lawfully invested with an oiiice.
One who is charged by a superior power
(and particularly ‘by government) with the
power and duty of exercising certain func-
tions.
—Oivi1 oflecr. Any oflicer of the United
States who holds his appointment under the
national government. whether his duties are ex-
ecutive or judicial. in the highest or the lowest
departments of the government, with the ex-
ceptlon of oificers of the army and navy. -1

tory. Const. §-792: State v. Clarke. 21 Nev.
.33. 31 Pac. 545. 18 L. R. A. 313. 37 Am. St.
Rep. 517: State v. 0'Driscoll, 3 Brev. (S. C.)
I527; Com'rs v. Goldsborough. 90 Md. 193. 44
At]. 1055.—0floer do Icoto. As distinguish-
ed from an oflicer de jure. this is the designa-
tion of one who is in the actual possession and
administration of the oiiice. under some colora-
hie or apparent authority. although his title to
the same. whether by election or appointment,
is in reality invalid or at least formally ques-
tioned. See Norton v. Shelbv County. 118 U.
8. 425. 6 Sup. Ct. im. 30 L. Ed. 78: State
v. Carroll. 38 Conn. 449. 9 Am. Rep. 409: Tren-
ton v. McDaniel. 52 N. C. 107 : Barlow v. Stan-
ford. 82 Ill. 238; Brown v. Lunt. 37 Me. 423;
Gregg Tp. v. Jamison. 55 Pa. 468; Pierce v.
Fxlingtou. 38 Ark. 150; Plymouth v. Painter,
17 Conn. 585. 44 Am. Dec. 574: Prescott v.
Hayes. 42 N. H. 56: Jewell v. Gilbert, 64 N.
H. 12. 5 At]. 80. 10 Am. St. Rep. 357: Grifiin
v. Cunningham. 20 Grant. Na.) 31; Ex parte
Strang. 21 Ohio St. 610.-—0flccrs of justice.
A general name agplicable to all persons con-
nected with the s ministration of the 'udlcial
department of government, but common y used
only of the class of oficers whose duty is to
serve the process of the courts. such as sherifls.
constables, bailiifs, marshals. sequestrators, etc.
—PIbllc oflecr. An omcer of a public cor-
poration; that is, one holding oiiice under the
government of a municipality. state, or nation.

a English law, an oiiicer a pointed by a joint-
stock banking company, un er the statutes reg-
ulating such companies, to prosecute and defend
suit: in its behal .

Br..Law Dicr.(2o En.)—54
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For definitions of the various classes and
kinds of oiiicers, see the titles “Commission-
ed Oiilcers," “Exec_utive," "Fiscal,” “Judi-
cial," “Legislative." “Ministerial,” “Munic-
ipal," “Non-Commissioned,” “Peace," and
flsmte."

Ofloh Judioiaun non ooncodisistur any
tequcan vacant. 11 Coke, 4. Judicial oi‘-
fices should not be granted before they are
vacant.

Ofloic nngzistrctus non dclscnt esse
nuns. Co. Litt. 234. The oflices of mag-
istrates ought not to be sold.

OFFICIAL, 9:. Au ofllcer; a. person in-
vested with the authority of an otlicc.

In the civil 1."... The minister or appar-
itor of a magistrate or judge.

In canon law. A person to whom a bish-
op commits the charge of his spiritual ju-
risdiction.

In common and statute law. The per-
son whom the archdeacon substitutes in the
execution of his jurisdiction. Cowell.

OFFICIAL, ad]. Pertaining to an or-
fice; invested with the character of an of-
flcer; proceeding from, sanctioned by, or
done by, an oilicer.
—Dorii1-oflelsl. Partly ofllclal or authorized.
Having color of oiiici ri ht.—0floic1 not
One done by an oflicer in is oflicial capacity‘
under color and by virtue of his oflice. Turner
v. Sisson. 137 Mass. 192; Lammon v. Feusire.
111 U. S. 17. 4 Sup. Ct. 286. 28 L. Ed. 337.-
Ofloial cssignee. In English practice. An
assignee in bankruptcy appointed by the lord
chancellor to co—operate with the other assiznees
in administering a bankrupt‘s estate.-Ofloicl
niui rs. Persons formerly appointed. under
Englis statutes now repealed, to superiutcnd
the winding up of insolvent companies under
the control of the court of chancery. Wharton:
—0flolal misconduct.‘ Any unlawful be-
havior by a public otficer in relation to the (in-
ties of’ 'h s oflice, willful in its character. includ-
ing any willful or corrupt failure. refusal. ‘or
neglect of an otiicer to perform any duty enjoin-
ed on him by law. Watson v. Suite. 9 Tex,
App. 212: Brackenridge v. State, 27 Tex. Ami.
513, 11 S. W. 630. 4 L. R. A. 360.-Ofloicl
risicipcl. An ecclesiastical oiiicer whose duty

it is to hear causes between party and party as
the delegate of the bishop or archbishofi by
whom he is appointed. He generally also olds
the other of vicar general and (if appointed by
a bishop) that of chancellor. ’1he oficial prin-
cipal of the province of Canterbury is called
the “dean of arches." Phillim. Ecc. Law. 1208.
et seq.,' Sweet.—0flchl solicitor to the
court of chancery. An officer in England
whose functions are to rotect the suitors‘ fund.
and to administer, un er the direction of the
court. so much of it as now comes under the
spending power of the court. He acts for per
sons suing or defending in forms auperia. when
so directed by the judge, and or those who.
through ignorance or forgetfulness, have been
guilty of contempt of court by not obeying pro-
cess. He also acts generally as solicitor In all
cases in which the chancery division requires
such services. The oiiice is transferred to the
high court by the judicature acts, but no altera-
tion in its name appears to have been made.
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8weet.—0floiaI trustee of charity lands.
The secretary of the English charity commis-
sioners. He is a corporation sole for the pur-
pose of taking and holding real property and
easeh'olds upon trust for an endowed charity

in cases where it ap hrs to the court desira-
ble to vest them in hnn. He is a bare trustee,
the possession and management of the land re-
maining in the persons acting. in the administra-
tion of the charity. Sweet.

As to ofllcial “Bonds.” “Liquidator," “Log-
Book," "Newspaper," “Oa'th." and “Usc." see
those titles. '

OFPICIALTY. The court or jurisdic-
tion of which an ofliclal is head.

OFPIOIARH NON PAOIEIIDII V31‘.
AMOVENDI. A writ addressed to the
magistrates of a corporation, requiring them
not to make such a man an omcer, or to
put one out of the oflice he has, until in-
quiry is made of his manners, etc. Reg. Orig.
126.

OITICINA JUSTITIE. The workshop
or otiice of justice. The chancery was for-
merly so called. See 3 Bl. Comm. 273;
Yates V. People, 6 Johns. (N. Y.) 363.

0111010, nx, OATH. An oath where-
by a person may be obliged to make any pre-
sentment of any crime or oflense, or to con-
fess or accuse himself of any criminal matter
or thing whereby he may be liable to any
censure, penalty, or punishment. 3 Bl. Comm.
447.

OPPIOIOUS WILL. A testament by
which a testator leaves his property to his
family. Sandars, Just. Inst. 207. See I]!-
orricious Tmmmsnr.

Ofioit oonatus I! oflootns soquntur.
The attempt becomes of consequence, if the
effect follows. Jenk. Cent. 65.

Oflolum nemini dobot osso dunnosnrn.
Otiice ought not to he an occasion of loss
to any one. A maxim in Scotch law. Bell.

OFFSET. A deduction; a counterclaim;
a contrary claim or demand by which a given
claim may be lessened or canceled. See
Leonard 1*. Charter Oak L. Ins. Co., 65 Conn.
529, 33 At]. 511; Cable Flax Mills v. Early,
72 App. Div. 213, 76 N. Y. Supp. 191. The
more usual form of the word is “set-oir,"
(9: 12.)

OFFSPRDCG. This term is synonymous
with “lssue." See Barber Y. Railroad Co.,
106 U. S. 83, 17 Sup. Ct. 488, 41 L. Ed. 925;
Allen V. Markle, 36 Pa. 117; Powell v.
Brandon, 2 Cushm. (.\iiss.) 343.

0118.. ln.Spanish lnw. '.l‘o hear; to take
cognizance. White, New ltecop. b. 3, tit.
1. c. 7.

850 OLOGBAPHIC TESTAMENT

08133. In Scotch law. Usury; the tak-
ing of interest for money, contrary to law.
Bell.

OLD NA'.l.'I'.l'n.A DREVIUK. The title
of a treatise written in the reign of Edward
III. containing the writs which were then
most in use, annexing to each a short com-
ment concerning their nature and the appli-
cation of them, with their various properties
and eirects. 3 Reeve, Eng. Law, 152.

It is so called by way of distinction from
the New Nntura Brevium of Fitzherbert, and
is generally cited as "0. N. B.," or as “Vet.
Na. B.,” using the abbreviated form of the
Latin title.

on) STYLE. The ancient calendar or
method of reckoning timehwhereby the year
commenced on March 25th. It was super-
seded by the new style (that now in use) in
most countries of Europe in 1582 and in
England in 1752.

OLD TENUZBDI. A treatise, so called to
distinguish it from Littleton's book on the
same subject, which gives an account of the
various tenures by which land was hoiden.
the nature of estates, and some other incl-
dents to landed property in the reign of Ed-
ward III. It is a very scanty tract, but has
the merit of having led the way to Littleton's
famous work. 3 Reeve, ‘Eng. Law, 151.

OLEOMARGARHUE. An artificial imi-
tation of butter, made chiefly from animal
fats. Its sale is prohibited or restricted by
statute in several of the states. See Cook
v. State, 110 Ala. 40, 20 South. 360; Butler
v. Chambers, 36 Minn. 69, 30 N. W. 308, 1

Am. St. Rep. 638; State v. Ransick, 62 Ohio
St. 283, 56 N. E. 1024; Braun v. Ooyne (C.
C.) 125 Fed. 331; U. 8. Comp. St. 1901, p.
2228; State v. Armour Packing Co., 124 Iowa,
323, 100 N. W. 60; People v. Arensburg, 105
N. Y. 123, 11 N. E. 277, 59 Am. Rep. 483:
Powell v. Com.. 11-1 Pa. 265, 7 Atl. 913, 60
Am. Rep. 350; Powell v. Pennsylvania, 121
U. 8. 678. 8 sup. Ct. 992. 32 L. Ed. 253.

01.113011‘, LAWS 0!‘. A code of mar-
itime laws published at the island of Oleron
in the twelfth century by Eleanor of Gui-
enne. They were adopted in England suc-
cessively under Richard 1., Henry III., and
Diward III., and are often cited before the
admiralty courts. De Izovio V. Bolt, 2 Gail.
398, Fed. Cas. No. 3,776.

OLIGARGKY. A form of government
wherein the administration of aifairs is lodg-
ed in the hands of a i'ew persons.

OLOGBAPE. An instrument (e. 11.. a
will) wholly written by the person from
whom it emanates.

OLOGBAPHIG TESTAHBNT. The olo-
graphic testament is that which is written

/
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by the testator himself. In order to be’ valid
it must be entirely written, dated, and signed
by the hand of the testutor. It is subject to
no other form, and may be made anywhere,
even out of-the state. Civil Code La. art.
1588; Civil Code Cal. ! 1277.

OIJIPIAD. AGrecian epoch‘; the space
of four years; ‘ ~' -- ‘

onn: nunxo. In Spanish law. A good
man; :1 substantial person. Luis -Partidas,
pt.5,tit.’13,‘l.38.‘ " " "‘

sio ootum qua tuoito insult ni-
The omission of those things

which are tacitly implied is of no conse-
quence. 2 Bulst. 181. '

OHIISII OHNIBUS AIJIS‘ NEGO-
TII3. Lat. Laying aside all other busi-
nesses. 9 East, 347.

onrr-rnxon. ‘Forbearance; omission.

Omuo uotum Ab lnton.tiouo.sgoutis ost
Judiouudum. ‘Every act is to be Judged -by
the intention of the doer. Branch. Princ. »

Omuo orlmou obrlotus ot lnoondlt ot
dotogit. Drunkenness both-iniiames (or ag-
gravates) and reveals every crime. 00. Litt.
2470; 4 Bl. Comm. 26; Broom, Max. 17.

Omno Jus out oonsonsus fooit, nut nos-
oossitus ooustituit ‘nut firmuvlt conqu-
tudo. Every right is either made by con-
sent, or‘is constituted by necessity, or is es»
tabllshed by custom. Dig’. 1. 3,40.‘ ' '

Omuomngisdiguumtrnhltndsoml.-H
nus diguum, quumvis minus sit
uitiquius. Every worthier. thing draws to
it the less worthy, _th.ough,the less worthy he
the more ancient. Co. Litt. 35512.

Omno magnum oxomplum hubot oli-
guld ox lnlquo, quod publlon utilltnto '

oompensstus. Hob. 279. Every great ex-
ample has some portion of evil, which is
compensated by the public utility.

_ Omuo moJus coutinot in so minus.
Every greater contains in itself the less. 5
Coke. 1156. The greater always contains the
less. Broom, Max. 174.

Omuo mojus diguum oontinot in so ml‘.
nus digmun. Co. Litt. 43. The more wor-
thy contains in itself the less worthy.

Omno mojus minus in so oomplootiturs
Every greater embraces in itself the less.
Jenk. Cent. 208.

Omuo prlssodpnlo trnhit ad so uooossoo

rlum. Every principal thing draws to it-
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self theaccessory. Parsons v. Welles. -17
Mass. 425; Green v. Hart, 1 Johns. (N. Y.)
580.

Omuo ‘quod solo lumdlfiontur solo oodlt.
Everything which is built upon. the soil
belongs to the soil. Dig. -17. 3, 1;. Broom.
Max. . , ( V.‘

Omuo ssornmoutum dobot also do oorts
solontis. Every oath ought to be of certain
knowledge. 4‘Inst. 279. _ ~ . .~

- . .4
Omuo tostnmoutum mos-to oousummsn

tum est. 3 Cake, 29. Every will is com-
pleted by ,death. . . .

Omuos sotiouos in mundo lulu oos-to
tomporn. lssbont llmltntlonom. All ac
tions in theworld are limited within certain
periods. B1-act. fol. 52.

Omuos hominos out lfbori suut out
sorvi. All men are freemen or slaves. Inst.
El.3,pr.; l1‘leta,l.1,c.1.i2.

Omnos lioontium hsboro his gun pro
so Indultn stunt, rouunoinro. [It is ii. rule
of the ancient law that] all persons shall have
liberty to -renounce those privileges’ which
have been conferred for their benefit. God‘.
-1, 3, 51: Id. 2, 3, 29; Broom,.Max. 699. ‘

Omuos prudontos ills odmlttoro solout
quh probnuturils gut in arts sun. bono
vorssti sunt. All prmient men are :accus-
tomed to admit those things which are ap
proved by those who ‘are well versed in the
art. 7 Coke, 19.

Omuos so:-ores suut quasi IIIIII has-es
do uun has-o‘dltsto. Co. Litt. 67. All sis-
ters are, as it-were, one heir to one inherit-
ance. . .. .

ODIN! EXCEPTION}: HAJUS. 4 Inst.
262. Above all exception.

Omuiu dollots. in upon-to lovloru suut.
All crimes that are committed openly are
lighter, [orvhave a less odious appearance
than those committed secretly.] _8 Coke, .127o,

‘ OHIIIA PEBPORHAVIT. He has done
all.; In pleading. A good plea in bar where
all the covenants are in the atilrmative.
Bailey v. Rogers. 1 Me. 189.

Omuio pa-esumuntur contra. spoliutoy
tom. All things are presumed against a
despoiler or wrong-doer.~ A leading maxim
in the law of evidence. «Best. Ev. p. 340, i
303; Broom, Max. 938. .

Omuh prasumuntur logltimo hats. do-
uoo pa-obotur in ooutrurium. Albthings
are presumed to be lawfully done, until proof
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be made to the contrary. Co. Litt. 2320;
Best, Ev. p. 337, I 300.

Ouuua prnsusnuntur rite et solemnl-
ter osse aota douee probetur in contra-
riuxa. All things are presumed to have been
rightly and duly performed until it is proved
to the contrary. Co. Litt. 232: Broom, Max.
944. -

Omuia prosusauntur soleumlter osso
aota. Co. Litt. 6. All things are presumed
to have been done rightly.

Onnia qua jun-e eontrahuntur contra-
xio Jute pereunt. Dis. 50, 17, 100. All
things which are contracted by law perish by
a contrary law.

Onnia qua aunt uxoris sunt ipslus
viri. All things which are the wife's are
the husband's. Bract. roi. 32; Co. Litt. 112a.
See 2 Kent, Comm. 130-143.

Ouunla rite aota prosuxauntus. All
things are presumed to have been rightly
done. Broom, Max. 944.

OHNIBUI AD QUOI rnmsnnrns
I.I'.I3I-13.3 PERVENERINT, SALUTEH.
To all to whom the present letters shall come.
greeting. A form of address with which char-
ters and deeds were anciently commenced.

OLIIIIBUS BILL. 1. In legislative prac-
tice, a bill including in one act various sep-
arate and distinct matters, and particularly
one Joining a number of ditrerent subjects
in one measure in such a way as to compel
the executive authority to accept provisions
which he does not approve or else defeat the
whole enactment. See Com. v. Barnett, 199
Pa. 161. 48 Atl. 977. 55 L. R. A. 882; Yea-
ger v. Weaver, 64 Pa. 425.

2. In equity pleading, a bill embracing the
whole of a complex subject-matter by uniting
all parties in interest having adverse or con-
ilicting claims, thereby avoiding circuity or
multiplicity of action.

Osunis aotio est.1oquela. Every action
is a plaint or complaint. Co. Litt. 292a.

Omnls oouolusio beui et veri Judicii
sequitur ex bouts et Veda pr-aruissls at
diotis Junta:-um. Every conclusion of a
good and true Judgment follows from good
and true premises, and the verdicts of Jurors.
Co. Litt. 22615.

Osanis oonsensus tollit error-em. Every
consent removes error. Consent always re
moves the eifect of error. 2 Inst. 193.

Onnis defiaitlao in jute edvtfl perieu-
losa est. parun est euin ut sum sub-
vert! possit. Dig. 50, 17, 201.’. All defini-
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tion in the civil law is hazardous, for there
is little that cannot be subverted.

Osunis defiaitlo in lexe perieulosa. All
definition in law is hazardous. 2 Wood. Lect.

' 196.

Onnla exaoptio est ipsa quoque reguls.
Every exception is itself also a rule.

Ozanis indent.-aatus pro innoxis legibua
habetus. Every uncondemned person is held
by the law as innocent. Lottt, 121.

Olunis lnnovatio plus novitate pertur-
bat quuu ultilitate prodest. Every inno-
vation occasions more harm by its novelty
than benefit by its utility. 2 Bulst. 338;
Broom, Max. 147.

Olnnis lnterpretatio sl fies-1 potest its
fiends est in inst:-usnentis, ut osunes eon-

ts-arietates amoveaatur. Jenk. Cent. 98.
Every interpretation, it it can be done, is to
be so made in instruments that all contra-
dictions may be removed.

Oranis intorpretatio vel deolarat, vol
extendlt, vel restringit. Every interpreta-
tion either declares, extends, or restrains.

Omnis nova oonstitutlo futuria foa-
saam impones-e debet, non prssteritis.
Every new statute ought to prescribe a form
to future, not to past, acts. Bract. tol. 223;
2 Inst. 95.

Omnis persona est homo, sed non vi-
eissim. Every person is a man, but not ev-
ery man a. person. Calvin.

Osnnis privatio presupposalt halsitun.
Every privation presupposes a former enjoy-
ment. Go. Litt. 339a. A "rule of philoso-
phie" quoted by Lord Coke, and applied to
the discontinuance of an estate.

Omnls querela et omnis aotio injurin-
rum limits. est infra oerta tempera. C0.
Litt. 1140. Every plaint and every action
for injuries is limited within certain times.

Omnis x-atihabitio retrotrahitur et
mandate px-iorl nquiparatur. Every rat-
ification relates back and is equivalent to a
prior authority. Broom, Max. 757, 871; Chit.
Cont. 196.

Orunis regula suas patitur exeeptioaas.
Every rule is liable to its own exceptions.

OMNIIJH. In mercantile law. A term
used to express the aggregate value of the
diiferent stock in which a loan is usually
funded. Tomlins.

Omnlum ooutrfbutione sax-eiatur quoll
pro o-nilsus datusa est. 4 Bing. 121. That
which is given for all is recompensed by
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the contribution of all. A principle of the
law of general average.

Onnniun rerun qunnun nuns eat, no-
test case nbnens, vi:-tnte solo excepts.
There may be an abuse of everything of
which there is a use, virtue only excepted.
Dav. Ir. K. B. 79.

ON ACCOUNT. In part payment; in par-
‘tiai satisfaction of an account. The phrase

. is usually contrasted with "in full."

ON ACCOUNT OF WHO! IT KAY
CONCERN. When a policy of insurance
expresses that the insurance is made “on ac-
count of whom it may concern," it will cover
all persons having an insurable interest in
the subject-matter at the date of the policy
and who were then contemplated by the par-
ty procuring the insurance. 2 Pars. Mar.
I.nw, 30.

ON CALL. There is no legal difference
between an obligation payable “when de-
manded” or “on demand” and one payable
“on call" or “at any time called for." In
each case the debt is payable immediately.
Bowman V’. Mcchesney, 22 Grat. (Va.) 609.

ON CONDITION. These words may be
construed to mean "on the terms," in order
to edectuate the intention or parties. Mea-
nor v. McKowan, 4 Watts & 8. (Pa.) 302.

ON DEFAULT. In case of default; upon
failure of stipulated action or performance;
upon the occurrence of a failure, omission,
or neglect of duty.

ON DEMAND. A promissory note pay-
able “on demand" is a present debt, and is
payable without any demand. Young v.
Weston. 39 Me. 492; Appeal of Andreas, 99
Pa. 421.

ON FILE. Filed; entered or placed upon
the flies; - existing and remaining upon or
among the proper flies. Slosson v. Hall, 17
Minn. 95 (Gil. 71): Snider v. Methvin, 80
Tex. 487.

ON OR. ABOUT. A phrase used in re-
citing the date of an occurrence or convey-
ance, to escape the necessity of being bound
by the statement of an exact date.

ON OR BEFORE. These words, insert-
ed in a stipulation to do an act or pay mon-
ey. entitle the party stipulating to perform
at any time before the day; and upon per-
formance, or tender and refusal, he is im-
mediately vested with all the rights which
would have attached if performance were

-made on the day. Wall v. Simpson, 6 J. J.
Marsh. (Ky.) 156. 22 Am. Dec. 72.

ONEROUB

Once a fraud, always A frond. 13 Vin.
Abr. 539.

ONCE A HORTGAGE, ALWAYS A
MORTGAGE. This rule signifies that an
instrument originally intended as a mort-
gage, and not a deed, cannot be converted
into anything else than a mortgage by any
subsequent clause or agreement.

Once I recompense, always n reconn-
penee. 19 Vin. Abr. 277.

ONCE IN JEOPARDY. A phrase used
to express the condition of a person charged
with crime, who has once already, by legal
proceedings, been put in danger of conviction
and punishment for the same offense. See
Com. v. Fitzpatrick, 121 Pa. 109, 15 At]. 466,
1 L. R. A. 451, 6 Am. st. Rep. 757.

Once quit and cleared, ever quit and
cleared. (Scotch, anis quit and cienged. ay
quit and clenged.) Skene, de Verb. Sign.
voc. “Iter.,” ad tin. ‘

ONCUNNE. L. Fr. Accused. Ducange.

ONE EUNDR TEOUIAND POUNDS
CLAUSE. A precautionary stipulation in-
serted in a deed making a good tenant to the
prczcipe in a common recovery. see 1 Prest.
Conv. 110.

ONE-THIRD
New ma OLD.

NEW 1'03 OLD. See

ONERANDO PRO RATA FORTIONII.
A writ that lay for a Joint tenant or tenant
in common who was distralned for more rent
than his proportion of the land comes to.
Reg. Orig. 182.

ONERARI NON. In pleading. The name
of a plea, in an action of debt, by which
the defendant says that he ought not to be
charged.

ONERATIO. Lat. A lading; a cargo.

ONEBATUR NISI. See 0. N1.

ONEBIS FEBENDI. Lat. In the civil
law. The servitude of support; a servitude
by which the wall of a house is required to
sustain the wall or beams of the adjoining
house.

ONEBOUS. A contract, lease. share, or
other right is said to_ be “onerous" when the
obligations attaching to it counter-balance or
exceed the advantage to be derived from it,
either absolutely or with reference to the
particular possessor. Sweet.

As used in the civil law and in the systems
derived from it, (French. Scotch. Spanish.
Mexican.) the term also means based upon.
supported by. or relating to a good and val-
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nable consideration, d. e., one which imposes
a burden or charge in return for the benefit
conferred.
--Onerons eause. In Scotch law. A good
and legal consideration.—0ne1-olu contract.
See CON'l‘RACT.—0noI.'ols deed. In Scotch
law. A deed given for a valuable consideration.
Bell.-onerous gilt. A gift made subject to
certain charges imposed by the donor on the
donee.—0ner-ous title. A title acquired by the
giving of a valuable consideration, as the pay-
ment of money or rendition of services or the
performance of conditions or assumption or dis-
charge of liens or cha es. Scott v. Ward 13
Cal. 458; Kircher v. nrra (c. _c.) 54 Fed.
617- Noe v. Card, 14 Cal. 5 6; Civ. Code La.
1906, art. 3556.

ONOMASTIO. A term applied to the
signature of an instrument, the body of
which is in a different handwriting from that
of the signature. Best, Ev. 315.

ONROERENDE AND VAST STAAT.
Dutch. Immovabie and fast estate, that is,
-land or real estate. The phrase is used in
Dutch wills. deeds, and antenuptial contracts
of the early colonial period in New York.
See Spraker v. Van Aistyne, 18 Wend. (N.
Y.) 208.

ONUS. Lat. A burden or load; a weight.
The lading, burden. or cargo of a vessel. A
charge; an incumbrance. Gum (mere. ((1. 1)..)
with the incumbraucs.
—0nns episeopsle. Ancient customary gay-
ments from the clergy to their diocesan bis op,
of s nodals, pentecostais, etc.-'-Onus impor-
t.s.ndl. The chaifie of llllfortlélg merchandise,
mentioned in St. Car. 1 . c. .—0nIu pro-
ls Burden of proving; the burden of
proof. _'.l‘he strict meaning of the term “omu
probandi” is that, ‘if no evidence is adduced by
the party on whom the burden is cast, the issue
must be found against him. Davis v. Rogers.
_1-lrloust. (Del.) 44. _

OPE OOIGSILIO. Lat. By aid and coun-
sel. A civil law term applied to accessaries,
similar in import to the "aiding and abetting"

.0! .the common law. Often written “ope et
consilio.” Burrill.

OPEN, 9. To render accessible, visible, or
available; to submit or subject to examina-
tion, inquiry, or review, by the removal of
restrictions or impediments.
—Open a case. In ractice. '1‘o open a case
is to begin it; to ma e an initiatory explana-
tion of its features to the court, jury, referee,
etc., by outlinin the nature of the transaction
on which it ls ounded the questions involved,
and the character an eneral course of the
evidence to be adduced. pen I commission.
To enter upon the duties under a commission,
or commence to act under a commission, is so
termed in English law. Thus, the judges of
assise and min prius derive their authority to
act under or by virtue of commissions directed
to them for that purpose; and, when they com-
mence acting under the powers so committed
to them, they are said to open the commissions;
and the day" on which they so commence their
proceedings is thence termed the “commission
day of the assizes." Brown.-Open I court.
To open a court is to make a formal announce-
ment, usually by the crler or baililf, that its
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‘being shown against the rule.

‘usual for the party at whose

OPEN ,

session has now begun and that the business be-
fore the court will be proceeded with.-Open I
credit. To accept or pay the draft of a cor-
respondent who has not furnished funds. Par
dessus, no. 296.—0pen a
break the seals by which it was secured, and lay
it open to view, or to bring it into court ready
for use.—0 en 3 1!: eat. To lift or relax
-the bar of nality an concliisiveness which it
imposes so as to rmit a re-examination of the
merits of the action in which it was rendered.
This is done at the instance of a party show-
ing good cause why_the execution of the judg-
ment would be inequitable. It so far annuls the‘
judgment as to prevent its enforcement until the
(in determination upon it, but does not in the
mean time release its lien upon real estate.
Insurance Co. v. Beale, 110 Pa. 321, 1 At]. 926.
—open a rule. To restore or recall a rule
which has been made absolute to its conditional
state, as a rule nici, so as to readmit of cause

Thus, when a
rule to show cause has been made absolute un-
der a mistaken impression that no counsel had
been instructed to show cause against it, it is

instance the rule
was obtainedto consent to have the rule opened.
by which all the proceedings subs uent to the
day when cause ought to have en shown
against it are in effect nullified, and the rule is
then argued in the ordinary w . Brown.-
Open a. street or highway. 0 establish it
by law and make it assable and available for
public travel. See eed 1. Toledo, 18 Ohio.
161; 'Wllcoxon v. San Luis Obispo, 101 Cal.
508, -35 Pac. 988: Gaines v. Hudson County
Ave. Com'rs. 37 N. J. Law, 12.—0pen bids.
To o bids received on a foreclosure or other
judi al sale is to reject or cancel them for
fraud, mistake. or other cause. and order a re-
sale of the mert . Andrews v. Scotton. 2
Bland (Md.) the plesdlnfils. To
state briefly at a trial before a jury t e sub-
stance of the ‘pleadings. This is done by the
junior counsel or the plaintifl at the commence-
ment of the triaL

' opus, adj. Patent: visible; apparent:
notorious: not clandestine: not closed, set-
tled. fixed, or termiuated..
—0pen hulk. In the mass; exposed to view;
not tied or sealed up. In re Sanders (C. G. .52
Fed. 802, 18 L. R. A. 549.—0pen court. _

term may mean either a court which has been
formally convened and declared open for the
transaction of its proper judicial business, or a
court which is freel open to the approadi of
all decent and ordery persons in the character
of spectators. Hobart v. Hobart. 45 Iowa. 601;
Conover v. Bird 56 N. J. Law, 228, 28 Atl.
28; Ex aarte liranch, 63 Ala. 383: Hays .v.

Railroad .. 99 Md. 413 58 Atl. 439.
doors. In Scotch law. “f.etters of open doors"
are, process which empowers the messen r, or
oflicer of the law, to break open doors of ouses
or rooms in which the debtor has laced his
fiilods. Bell.—0pen fields, or me ows. In

gllsh law. Fields which are undivided, but
belong to separate owners; the part of each
owner is marked oif by boundaries until the
crop has been carried oil, when the pasture is
shared promiscuously by. the joint herd of all
the owners. Elton, Commons, 31; Sweet.-
gpen law. The making or waging of law.

agna Charts, c. 21 n season. That
portion of the year wherein the laws for the
preservation of game and fish permit the killing
of a particular species of game or the taking
of a particular variety of iish.—0pen theft.
In Saxon law. The same with the Latin "for-
tum maM'fcatum," (q. 1:.)

As to open “Accouiit," "Corporation," “fli-
try.” “Iiisolvency." “Lewdness." "Policy,"
"Possession," and. “V‘erdlct." see those titia.

deposition. To .
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OPIIG. In American practice. The
beginning; the commencement; the flrst ad-
dress of the counsel.

OPEHTIIIDE. The time after corn is car-
ried out of the fields.

OPERA. A composition of a dramatic
kind, set to music and sung, accompanied
with musical instruments, and enriched with
appropriate costumes, scenery, etc. The
house in which operas are represented is
termed an “opera-house." Rowland v. Kleber,
1 Pittsb. B. (Pa.) 71. ‘

OPERARH. Such tenants, under feudal
tenures, as held some little portions of land
by the duty of performing bodily labor and
servile works for their lord.

OPEBATIO. One day's work performed
by a tenant for his lord.

_ ,orr:nA'rrox. In general, the exertion
of power; the process of operating or mode
of action; an elfect brought about in ac-
cordance with a definite plan. See Little
Rock v. Parish, 36 Ark. 166; Fleming Oil Co.
v. South Penn Oil Co., 37 W. Va. %. 17 S.
E. N3. In surgica.l practice, the term is of
indefinite import. but may be approximately
defined as an act or succession of acts-per-
formed upon the body of a patient, for his
relief or restoration to normal conditions,
either by manipulation or the use of surgical
instruments or both, as distinguished from
therapeutic treatment by the administration
of drugs or other remedial agencies. See
Akridge v. Noble, 114 Ga-. 949, 41 S. E. 78.

—Cr1m.inal operation. In medical jurispru-
dence. An operation to genre an abortion.
Miller v. Bayer, 94 Wis. , 68 N. W. 86!).-
Operation of law. This term expresses the
manner in which rights, and sometimes liabili-
ties, devolve upon a rson by the mere appli-
cation to the particu sr transaction of the es-
tablished rules of law. without the act or co-
operation ot the party himself.

OPERATIVE. 'A workman; a laboring
man; an artisan; particularly one employed
in factories. cocking v. Ward (Tenn. Ch.
App.) 48 S. W. 287; In re City Trust Co., 121
Fed. 706, 58 C. C. A. 126; Rhodes V. Mat-
thews. 67 Ind. 131.

OPERATIVE PART. That part of a
conveyance, or of any instrument intended
for the creation of transference of rights, by
which the main object of the instrument is
carried into eifect. It is distinguished from
introductory matter, recitals, formal conclu-
sion, etc.

OPIEATIVI WORDS, in a deed or
lease. are the words- which effect the trans-
action intended to be consummated by the
instrument.
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OPBBII HOV! NUNTIATIO. Lat. In
the civil law. A protest or warning against
[of] a new work. Dig. 39, 1.

' orrrrmn. an‘... ancient time of marriage,
from Epiphany to Ash-Wednesday.

Oplnio est duplex, seinoet, oplnio vul-
gu-is, ox-ta. inter graves et diseretos, at
gun vultnm veritatis hsbet: et oplnio
tnntiun orta inter loves et vnlgares homi-
nes, nbsqne specie voritatis. 4 Coke, 10?.
Opinion is of two kinds, namely, common
opinion, which springs up among grave and
discreet men, and which has the appearance
of truth, and opinion which springs up only
among light and foolish men, without the
semblance of truth.

Oplnio qua tarot testiunento est to-_
nenda. The opinion which favors a will is
to be followed. 1 W. B1. 13, arg.

OPINION. 1. In the law of evidence,
opinion is an inference or conclusion drawn
by a witness from facts some of which are
known to him and others assumed, or drawn
from facts which, though lending probability
to the inference, do not‘ evolve it by a pro-
cess of absolutely necessary reasoning. See
Lipscomb v. State, 75 Miss. 559, 23 South.
210.

An inference necessarily involving certain
facts may be stated without the facts. the in-
ference being an uivalent to a specification
of the facts; but, w en the facts are not neces-
sarily involved in the inference (e. p., when the
inference may be sustained upon either of sev-
eral distinct phases of fact, neither of which it
necessarily involves, then the facts must be
stated. Whart. Ev. 510.

2. A document prepared by an attorney
for his client, embodying his understanding
of the law as applicable to a state of facts
submitted to him for that purpose.

3. The statement by a judge or court of
the decision reached in regard to a cause
tried or argued before them, expoundiug the
law as applied to the case. and detailing the
reasons upon which the judgment is based.
See Craig v. Bennett, 158 Ind. 9, 62 N. E.
273: Cofley v. Gamble. 117 Iowa, 545, 91 N.
W. 813; Houston v. Wlillams,_13 Cal. 24, 73
Am. Dec. 565; State v. Rainsburg, 43 Md
333.
—Gonon.rs-In; opinion. An opinion, separate
from that which embodies the views and decision
of the majority of the court, prepared and filed
by a judge who agrees in the general result of
the decision, _and which elther_reinforces the
majority opinion by _the expression of the par-
ticular judge's own views or reasoning, or (more
commonly) voices his disapproval of the grounds
of the decision or the arguments on which it
was based, thou h approving the final result.-
Dissenting op on.
which a particular judge announces his dissent
from the conclusion hed by a majority of the
court, and exnounds his own views.—Per curi-
iun opinion. One concurred in by the entire
court, but expressed as being "per ciiriam" or
“by the court." without disclosing the name of.
any particular judge as‘ being its author.

A separate opinion in.



OPORTET QUOD CERTA

Oportct quod ocrtu res doducntur in
donstioncm. It is necessary that a certain
thing be brought into the gift, or made the
subject of the conveyance. Bract. fol. 15b.

Oportet quod certs. res deduontur in
Judicium. Jenk. Cent. 84. A thing certain
must be brought to Judgment.

Oportot quod certs sit res qua vendi-
tur. It is necessary that there should be a
certain thing which is sold. To make a valid
sale, there must be certainty as to the thing
which is sold. Bract. fol. 61b.

Oportet quod ccrta persona, tetra, ct
oerti status comprchcndnntur in declara-
ticuc usuum. 9 Coke, 9. It is necessary
that given persons, lands, and estates should
be comprehended in a declaration of uses.

OPPIGNERARE. Lat. In the civil law.
To pledge. Calvin.

OPPOSER. An oilicer formerly belong-
ing to the green-wax in the exchequer.‘

OPPOSITE. An old word for
nent."

uoppo.

OPPOSITION. In bankruptcy prac-
tice. Opposition is the refusal of a creditor"
to assent to the debtor's discharge under the
bankrupt law.

In French law. A motion to open a Judg-
ment by default and let the defendant in to
a defense.

OPPRESSION. The misdemeanor com-
mitted by a public otlicer, who under color
of his oiiice, wrongfully inflicts upon .any
person any bodily harm, imprisonment. or
other injury. 1 Russ. Crimes, 297; Steph.
Dig. C-rim. Law, 71. See U. S. v. Deaver (D.
C.) 14 Fed. 597.

OPPRESSOR. A public oiiicer who un-
lawfully uses his authority by way of oppres-E
sion, (q. 12.)

OPPBOBRIUM. In the civil law.
nominy; infamy; shame.'

Ig-

Optimn est legis iuterprcs oousuctudo.
Custom is the best interpreter of the law.
Dig. 1, 3, 37; Broom, Max. 931; Loirt, 237.

Optima est la: qua minimum reliuquit
nrbitrio judicis; optimus Jude: qui mini-
mum sibi. That law is the best which leaves
least to the discretion of the judge; that
judge is the best who leaves least to his
own. Bac. Aphorlsms, 46; 2 Dwar. St. 782.
That system of law is best which confides
as little as possible to the discretion of the
judge; that judge the best who relies as
little as possible on his own opinion. Broom,
Max. 84; 1 Kent, Comm. 478.
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Optima statuti intcrpretsts-ix cst (om-
nibus psrtioulis cjusdcm iuspcotis) ip-
sum ststutum. The best interpreter of a
statute is (all its parts being considered) the
statute itself. Wing. Max. p. 239. max. 68; 8
Coke, 1171:.

OPTIMACY.
est rank.

Nobility; men of the high-

Optimnm essc legom, qua minimum ro-
linquit u-‘hits-io Judicis; id quod oortin
tudo cjus pruestat. That la-w is the best
which leaves the least discretion" to the
Judge; and this is an advantage which re-
sults from its certainty. Bac. Aphorlsms. 8.

Optimus iutcs-pros serum usus. Use or
usage is the best interpreter of things. 2
Inst. E; Broom. Max. 917, 930, 931.

Optimus interns-etnudi modus est sic
logos interprets:-i ut logos lcgibus con-
eordnnt. 8 Coke. 169. The best mode of
interpretation is so to interpret laws that
they may accord with each other-. ~

Optimus legum interpres consuetudo.
4 Inst. 75. Custom is the best interpreter of
the laws.

OPTION. In English ccclcsinstionl
law. A customary prerogative of an arch.
bishop, when a bishop is consecrated by him.
to name a clerk or chaplain of his own to be
provided for by such suifragan bishop; in
lieu of which it is now usual for the bishop
to make over by deed to the archbishop, his
executors and assigns, the next presentation
of such dignity or beneilce in the bishop's
disposal within that see, as the archbishop
himself shall choose, which is therefore call-
ed his “option." 1 B1. Comm. 381; 3 Steph.
Comm. 63, 64; Cowell.

In contracts. An option is -a privilege
existing in one person, for which he has paid
money, which gives him the right to buy cer-
tain merchandise or certain specified securi-
tie from another person, if he chooses. at
any time within an agreed period. at a fixed
price, or to sell such property to such other
person at an agreed price and time. if the
option gives the choice of buying or not buy-
ing, it is denominated a "call." If it gives
the choice of selling or not, it is called a
“put." If it is a combination of both these,
and gives the privilege of either buying or
selling or not, it is called a “straddie" or a
“spread eagle." These terms are used on
the stock—exchange. see Tenney v. Foote,
95 Ill. 99; Plank v. Jackson, 128 Ind. 424.
26 N. E. 568; Osgood v. Bauder, 75 Iowa,
550,39 N.W.881,1I..R.A.655.

OPTIONAL WRIT. In old England prac-
tice. That species of original writ, other-
wise called a “pra-cipc." which was framed
in the alternative, commanding the defend~-



OPUS

ant todo‘ the thing required, or show the rea-
son wherefore he had not done it. 3 Bl.
Comm. 274.

OPUS. Lat. Work; labor; the product
or work or labor.
-Opus loeatum. The product of work let
for use to another; or the hiring out of work
or labor to be done upon a thing.-Opus mul-
liloun. In old English law. Labor done by
the hands: manual labor; such as makin a
hedge, digging a ditch. Fieta, lib. 2, c. 48, 3.

us noviun. In the civil law. A new
wor . By this term was meant something new-
ly built upon land, or taken from a work al-
ready erected. He was said opus novum yfacere
(to make a new work) who, either by building
or by taking anything away, changed the former
appearance oi.‘ a war . Dig. 39, , 1, 11

OR. A term used in heraldry, and signi-
fying gold; called “sol" by some heralds
when it occurs in the arms or princes, and
" pan" or “carbuncle” when borne by peers.
Engraversrepresent it by an indefinite num-
ber ot small points. Wharton.

ORA. A Saxon coin, valued at sixteen
pence, and sometimes at twenty pence.

OBACULUH. In the civil law. The
name of a kind of response or sentence given
by the Roman emperors.

ORAL. Uttered by the mouth or in
words; spoken, not written.
-0:-sl contract. One which is partly in writ-
ing and partly depends on spoken words, or none
of which is in writing; one which, in so far as
it has been reduced to writing, is incom lete or
expresses only a Bart of what is intende , but is
completed by spo en words; or one which, orig-
inally written, has afterwards been chailrged
orally. See Snow v. Nelson (C. C.) 113 ed.
353; Railway Passenger, etc., Ass’n v. Loomis,
142 I_1l. 560, 32 N. E. 424.7-Oral pleading.
Pleading by word of mouth, in the actual pres-
ence of the court. This was the ancient mode
of pleading in England, and continued to the
reign of Edward III. Steph. Pi. 23-26.—0ra.l
testimony. That which is delivered from the
lips of the witness. Bates‘ Ann. St. Ohio 1904,
5 5262; Rev. St.‘ Wyo. 1899, §3’_IO4.

ORANIDO PRO REG}: ET BEGNO.
An ancient writ which issued, while there
was no tanding collect for a sitting parlia-
ment, to pray for the peace and good govern-
ment or the realm.

OEANGEMII-IN. A party in Ireland who
keep alive the views of William of Orange.
Wharton.

ORATOR.
matter in chancery, when addressing or pe-
titioning the court, used to style himself “or-
ator," and. when a woman, “oratrix.” But
these terms have long gone into disuse, and
the customary phrases now are “plaintiff”
or “petitioner-."

In- Roman law. the term denoted an advo-
cats.-
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The plaintiff in a cause or"

ORDER

ORATRIX. A female petitioner; "a fe-
male plaintiif in a bill in chancery was for-
merly so called.

ORBATION. Deprivation of one's pa-
rents or children, or priva'tion in general.
Little used.

ORCINUS LIBEBTUS. Lat. In Ro-
man law. A treedman who obtained his lib-
erty by the direct operation of the will or
testament of his deceased master was so
called. being the rreedman oi‘ the deceased.
(on.-inns.) not or the hwrea. Brown.

OBDAIN. To institute or establish; to
make an ordinance; to enact a constitution
or law. Kepner v. Comm, 40 Pa. 124; U. S.
v. Smith, -1 N. J. Law, 38.

OBJDEAL. The most ancient species of
trial, in Saxon and old English law, being
peculiarly distinguished by the tlppellation
of “judtcium Del,” or “Judgment of God,” it
being supposed that supernatural interven-
tion would rescue an innocent person from
the danger or physical harm to which he
was exposed in this species of trial. The or-
deal was of two sorts,—either flre ordeal or
water ordeal; the former being confined to
persons of higher rank, the latter to the com-
mon people. 4 Bl. Comm. 342.
—1“l.re ordeal. The ordeal by fire or red-hot
iron. which was performed either by taking up
in the hand a iece of red-hot iron of one, two,
or three poun s weight, or by wal in barefoot
"and blindfolded over nine red-hot powshares,
laid lengthwise at unequal distances 4 Bl."
Conn. 343: Cowell.

onnnrrn, or onnnnrri. A liberty
whereby a man claims the ore found in his
own land; also, the ore lying under land.
Cowe1L

ORDELS. In old English law. The right
of administering oaths and adjudging trials
by ordeal within a precinct or liberty. Cow-
ell.

ORDENAMIENTO. In Spanish law.
An order emanating from the sovereign, and
dlttering from a cedula only in form and in
the mode of its promulgation. Schm. Civil
law, Introd. 93, note.

OBDENAMIENTO DE AI.cAJ:.A. A
collection of Spanish law promulgated by
the Cortes in the year 1348. Schm. Civil
Law, Introd. 75.

ORDER. In a general sense. A man-
date, precept; a command or direction au-
thoritatively given; a rule or regulation.

The distinction between "order" and "requisi-
tion” is that the first is a mandatory act, the
latter a request. Mills v. Martin, 19 Johns.
(N. Y.) 7.

In practice. Every direction of a court
or Judge made or entered in writing. and not



ORDER

included in a judgment. is denominated an
“order.” An application for an order is a
motion. Code Civ. Proc. Cal. 5 1003; Code
N. Y. I 400.

Orders are also issued by subordinate legisla-
tive authorities. Such are the English orders
in council. or orders issued by the p_rivy council
in the name of the king. either in exercise of
the royal prerogative or in pursuance of an act
of parliament. The rules of court under the
judicature act are grouped together in the form
of orders. each order dealing with a particular
snbject—matter. Sweet.

An order is also an informal bill of ex-
change or letter of request whereby the
party to whom it is addressed is directed
to pay or deliver to a person therein named
the whole or part of a fund or other property
of theperson making the order, and which
is in the possession of the drawee. See Carr
v. Summerfleld. 47 W. Va. 155. 34 S. E. 804:
People v. Smith, 112 Mich. 192, 70 N. W. 466,
67 Am. St. Rep. 392; State v. Nevins, 23 Vt.
521.

It is further a designation of the person
to whom a bill of exchange or negotiable
promissory note is to be paid.

It is also used to designate a rank, class,
or division or men; as the order of nobles,
order or knights, order of priests. etc.

In French law. The name order (ordre)
is given to the operation which has for its
object to fix the rank of the preferences
claimed by the creditors in the distribution
or the price [arising from the sale] or an
immovable affected by their liens. Dalioz,
mot “0rdre."
—A¢reed order. See AGnl.'ED.—Ohargi.ng
order. The name bestowed, in English rac~
tice. upon an orderfiiowed by St. 1 & 2 ict.
c. 110, 5.14, and 3 - 4 Vict. c. 82. to be grant-
ed to a Judgment creditor, that the property of
a judgment debtor in government stock. or in
the stock of any public company in England,
co rate or otherwise, shall (whether standing
in is own name or in the name of any person
in trust for him) stand charged with the pay-
ment ot the amount for which judgment shall
have been recovered, with interest. 8 Stepb.
Comm. 587. 588.—Decx-etal order. In chun-
cery practice. An order made by the court of
chancery, in the nature of a decree. upon a mo-
tion or petition. Thompson v. McKim, 6 Her.
& J. Md. 319; Bisseli Carpet Sweeper Co. v.
Goshen Sweeper Co.. 72 Fed. 545. 19 C. C. A.
25. An order in a chancery suit made on mo-
tion or otherwise not at the regular hearing of
a cause. and yet not of an interlocutory nature,
but finally dis sing of the cause, so for as a
decree could t en have disposed of it. Mosley
& \Vhltlcy.—!‘is|ol order. One which either
terminates the action itself. or decides some
matter litigated by the parties. or o erates to
divest some right; or one which comp etely dis-
poses of the subject-matter and the rights of the
parties. lloklw v. Beckwith. 6 Ohio St. ‘.25’:-1:

Entrop v. Williams, 11 Minn. 882 (Gil. 276);
Struli v. Louisville & N. R. Co. (Ky.) 76 S.
W. 183.—General orders. Orders or rules of
court, promulgated for the guidance of practi-
tioners and the regulation of rocedure in gen-
eral, or in some general branc of its juriadie
tinn; as o sed to a rule or an order made
in an indivi ual case; the rules of court.—In-
terloontory order. “An order which decides
not the cause, but only settles some intervening
matter relating to it; as when an order is
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made, on a motiongin chancery. for the plaintifi
to have an injunction to quiet his possession till
the hearin oi the cause. This or any such
order. not ing final, is interlocutory.” ermes
de la Le .—Money order. See MoNl:Y.—0s~
der an disposition of oda and chattels.
When goods’ are in the “or er and disposition"
of a bankrupt, they go to histrustee, and have
gone so since the time of James I. Wharton.
_ er nisi. A. provisional or conditional
order, allowing a certain time within which to
do some required act, on failure of which. the
order will be made absolute.—0rder o! dio-
oharge. In England. An order made under
the bankruptc act of 1869 by a court of bank-
ruptcy. the e ect of which s to discharge a.
bankrupt from all debts. claims or demands

rovable under the bankru tcy.—brder of flln
tion. An order made y a court or judge

having jurisdiction, fixing the paternity of a.
bastard child upon a given man, and requiring
him toprovlde for its sup rt.—0rder of re-
vivor. In English practice. An order as of
course for the continuance of an abated suit.
It superseded the bill ot‘revivor.—Ruestrain-

order. In equitti practice.’ An order
wh ch may issue upon e filing of an applica-
tion tor an injunct on forbidding the defendant
to do the threatened act until a hearing on the
application can be had. Though the term is
sometimes used as'a synonym of "injunction."
a restrainin order is properly distinguishable
trom an in auction, in that e former is in-
tended only as a restraint upon the defendant
until the propriety of granting an injunction.
temporary or perpetual. can be determined. and
it does no more than restrain the pnaeecdiugs
until such determination. Wetzstein v. Boston.
etc.. Min. Co.. 25 Mont. 135. 63 Pac. 1043;
State v. Lichtenberg. 4 Wash. 407. 30 Pac.
716: Rlggins v. Thompson. 96 Tex. 154. 71
"B. W. 14. In English law, the term k special-
ly a plied to angorder restraining the Bank of
Eng and. or any public company. from allowing
any dealing with some stock or shares specified
in the order. It is granted on motion or ti-
tion. Hunt. Eq. p. 216.—8peaking o r.
An order which contains matter which is ex-
planatory or illustrative of the mere direction
which is given by it is sometimes thus called.
Dui! v. Dufl, 101 Cal. 1, 35 Pac. 437.—-Stop or
der. The meaning of a stop order given to a
broker is to wait until the market rice of the
particular security reaches a spec fied re.
and then to “stop" the transaction by ether
selling or buying. as the case may be. as well
as possible. Porter v. Wormser, 94 N. Y. 431.

ORDERS. The directions as to the course
and purpose of a voyage given by the owner
of the vessel to the captain or master. For
other meanings, see Oansa.

ORDERS or THE DAY. Any member
of the English house of commons who wishes
to propose any question, or to “move the
house," as it is termed, must. in order to
give the house due notice of his intention.
state the form or nature of his motion on‘ a
previous day. and have it entered in a book
termed the “order-book:" and the motions

.so entered. the house arranges, shall be con-
sidered ouparticniar days. and such motions
‘or matters, when the day arrives for their
being considered. are then termed the “or-
ders of the day.” Brown. A similar prac-
tice obtains in the legislative bodies of this
country.

ORDINANCE. A rule established by
authority; a permanent rule of actiou;.s
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law or statute In a more limited sense, the
term is used to designate the enactments or
the legislative body of a municipal corpora-
tion. Citizens’ Gas Co. v. Elwood, 114 Ind.
332, 16 N. E. 624; State v. Swindell, 146
Ind. 527, 45 N. E. 700, 58 Am. St. Rep. 375;
Bills v. Goshen, 111 Ind. 221, 20 N. E. 115,
3L.R.A.231;Statev.Lee,29Minn.-145,
13 N. W. 913.

Stri , a bill or law which might stand with
the old aw, and did not alter any statute in
force at the time, and which became complete
by the royal assent on the parliament roll,.with-
out any entry on the statute roll. A bill or law
which might at any time be amended by the

rliament, without any statute. Hale, Com.
w. An ordinance was otherwise distinguish-

ed from a statute by the circumstance that the
latter aired the threefold assent of king,
lords, an commons, while an ordinance might
ggdordained by one or two or these constituent

ies. See 4 Inst. 25.

The name has also been given to certain
enactments. more general in their character
than ordinary statutes, and serving as or-
ganic laws, yet not exactly to be uilied "cou-
stitutions.” Such was the “Ordinance for
the government of the North-West Terri-
tory." enacted by congress in 1.787.

ORDINANCE 0'!‘ THE FOREST. In
English law. A statute madetouching mat-
ters and causes of the forest. 3 as 84
Edw. I. , .

OBDINANDI IBEX. Lat. The law of
procedure, as distinguished _i'rom the sub-
stantial part of the law.

Ordlnorlus its. dieitrir unis lnbet or-
dlnoriun jut-isdiotionern, in June pro-
‘prlo, et non pa-optor depntationeni. Co.
Litt. 98. The ordinary is so called because
he has an ordinary Jurisdiction in his own-
right, and not a deputed one.

ORZDINAEY, it. At common last.
one who has exempt and immediate jurisdic-
tion in causes ecclesiastical. Also a bishop;
and an archbishop is the ordinary of the
whole province, to visit and receive appeals
from inferior jurisdictions. Also a commis-
sary or oiilcial of a bishop or other ecclesi-
astical judge having Judicial power; an
archdeacon; oflicer of the royal household.
Wharton.

In American last. A judicial oflicer, in
several of the states, clothed by statute with
powers in regard to wills, probate, adminis-
tration, guardianship, etc.

In Scotch law. A single judge of the
court of session, who decides with or with-
out a Jury, as the case may be. Brande.

_ In the civil law. A judge who has au-
thority to take cognizance of causes in his
own right, and not by deputation. Murden
v. Beath, 1 Mill, Const. (S. C.) 269.
—0rd1rna-y of Newgate. The cle an
who is attendant upon condemned male actors
in that prison to prepare -themior death; he
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records the behavior of such persons. Former-
ly it was the custom of the ordinary to publish
a small pamphlet upon the execution of any re-
markable criminal. Wharton.—0s-dinos-y of
casino and sessions. In old English law. A
deputy of the bishop of the diocese. anciently
appointed to give malefactors their neck-verses.
and judge whether they read or not; also to
perform divine services for them, and assist in
preparing them for death. Wharton.

ORDHIARY, adj. Regular: usual: com-
mon; not characterized by peculiar or un-
usual circumstances; belonging to, exercised
by, or characteristic of, the normal or aver-
age individual. See Zulich v. Bowman. 42
Pa. 83; Chicago & A. R. Co. v. House, 172 .

III. 601, 50 N. E. 151; Jones v. Angeli, 96
Ind. 376. ‘

-0:-dinu-y oonveyanoes. Those deeds of
transfer which are entered into between two or
more persons, without an assurance in a supe-
rior court oi.’ justice. Wharton.— as-y
course of business. The transaction of busi-
ness according to the usages and customs of
the commercial world generally or of the par-
ticular community or (in some cases) of the
particular individual whose acts are under con-
sideration. See Risen v. Knapp, 20 Fed. Gas.
835; Christianson v. Farmers’ Warehouse
Ass'u. 5 N. D. 438. 67 N. W. 300. 32 L. R.
A. 730; In re Dibbiee, 7 Fed. Cas. 654.—0s-
dinas-y repairs. Such as are necessary to
make good the usual wear and tear or natural
and unavoidable decay and lies the property in
god condition. See Abell v. rady, 79 Md. 94,

Atl. 817; Brenn v. Troy, 60 Barb. (N. Y.)
421; Clark Civil Tp. v. Broolrshire, 114 Ind.
437, 16 N. E. 132.—v01-dings-y sonnaui.
sailor who is capable of performing the ordina-
ry or routine duties of a seamen. but who is
not yet so proficient in the knowledge and prac-
tice of all the various duties of a sailor at sea
as to be rated as an "able" seaman.—Ordina-
ry skill in an art. means that degree of skill
which men engaged in that particular art usu-
ally employ; not that which belongs to a few
men only, of extraordina endowments and ca-
pacities. Baltimore Base ll Club Co. v. Pick-
ett, 78 Md. 375, 28 Ati. 279. 22 L. R. A. 690.
$4 St. Rep. 304; Waugh v. Shunk, 20

a. .

As to ordinary “Care.” "Diligence," “Neg-
llgence," see these titles.

ORDIIIATIOII’ is the ceremony by which
a bishop confers on a person the privileges
and powers necessary for the execution of
sacerdotal functions in the church. Philllm.
Ecc. Law. 110.

OBDINATIONE CONTRA 83317121!-
TES. A writ that lay against a servant for
leaving his master contrary to the ordiiiauce
of St. 23 & 24 Edw. III. Reg. Orig. 189.

OBDINATUH 1:31‘. In old practice.
It is ordered. The initial words of rules of
court when entered in Latin. -

01-dine plaeitandi servato. servatnr at
Jns. When the order of pleading is ob-
served, the iaw also is observed. Co. Litt
303a; Broom, Max. 188.

OBDINES. A general chapter or other-
soiemn convention of the religious or a par-
ticular order. . . . .



ORDINES MAJORES ET MINORES

0RDINI~:s_ MAJOR]-:8 ET MIINORRS.
In ecclesiastical law. The holy orders of
priest. deacon, and subdeacon. any of which
qualified for presentation and admission to
an ecclesiastical dignity or care were called
"mrlines majorcs;" and the inferior orders
of chanters, psalmists, ostiary, reader, ex-
orcist. and acolyte were called "ordincs
minorca." Persons ordained to the ordimzs
minores had their prime, tonnura. diirerent
from the toneura clericalis. Cowell.

ORDINIS RENEPIOIUM. Lat. In the
civil law. The beneflt or privilege of order;
the privilege which a surety for a debtor
had of requiring that his principal should
be discussed. or thoroughly prosecuted, be-
fore the creditor could resort to him. Nov.
4, c. 1; Heinecc. Elem. lib. 3, tit. 21, 5 883.

onnnmu ruarrrvx. In old English
law. Those of the religious who deserted
their houses, and, throwing oi! the habits,
renounced their particular order in con-
tempt of their oath and other obligations.
Paroch. Antiq. 388.

ORDO. Lat. That rule which monks
were obliged to observe. Order; regular
succession. An order of a court.
-O1-do nlbus. The white friars or Angustines.
Du Cange.—O1-do nttnohiunentornn. In
old practice. The order of attachments. Fle-
ta, lib. 2, c. 51, 5 12.-01-do grissus. The
gray friars, or order of Cistercians. Du Cange.
—Ordo jndloiox-um. In the canon law. The
order of judgments; the rule by which the due
course of hearing each cause was prescribed. 4
Reeve, Eng. Law, 17.—0rdo nicer. The black
friars, or Benedictines. The Clunlacs likewise
wore black. Du Cange.

ORDONNANCE. Fr. In French law. an
ordinance; an order of a court; a compila-
tion or systematized body of law relating to
a particular subject-matter, as, “commercial
law or maritime law. Particularly, a com-
pilation of the law relating to prizes and
captures at sea. See Coolidge v. lngiee,
13 Mass. 43.

ORE-LEAVE. A license or right to dig
and take ore from land. Ege v. Kille, 84
Pa. 340.

ORE TENUS. Lat. By word of mouth;
orally. Pleading was anciently carried on
ore tenus, at the bar of the court. 3 Bl.
Comm. 293.

ORPGILD. In Saxon law. The price
or value of a beast. A payment for a beast.
’.I‘he payment or forfeiture of a beast. A
penalty for taking away cattle. Spelman.

ORGANIC ACT. An act of congress con-
ferring powers of government upon a ter-
ritory. In re Lane. 135 U. S. 443, 10 Sup.
Ct. 760. 34 L. Ed. 219.
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ORGANIC LAW. The fundamental law,
or constitution, of a state or nation. written
or unwritten; that law or system of laws
or principles which defines and establishes
the organization of its government. St.
Louis v. Dorr. 145 Mo. 4156, 46 S. W. 976,
42 L. R. A. 686, 68 Am. St. Rep. 575.

ORGANIZE. To establish or furnish
with organs; to systematize; to put into
working order; to arrange in order for the
normal exercise of its appropriate functions.

The word “orgnnize." as used in railroad
and other charters. ordinarily signifies the
choice and qualification of all necessary of-
flcers for the transaction of the business of
the corporation. This is usually done after
all the capital stock has been subscribed for.
New Haven G: D. R. Co. v. Chapman, 38
Conn. 66. ‘

ORGANIZED COUNTY. A county
which has its lawful oificers, legal machin-
ery, and means for carrying out the powers
and performing the duties pertaining to it
as a quasi municipal corporation. In re
Section No. 8, 66 Minn. 32, 68 N. W. 323.

ORGILD. In Saxon law. Without rec-
ompense; as where no satisfaction was to
be made for the death of a man killed. so
that he was Judged lawfully slain. Spelman.

ORIGINAL. Primitive; flrst in order:
bearing its own authority, and not deriving
authority from an outside source; as original
jurisdiction, original writ. etc. As applied
to documents, the original is the iirst copy
or archetype; that from which another in-
strument is transcribed, copied, or imitated.
-0:-iginnl bill. In equity pleading. A bill
which relates to some matter not before litigat-
ed in the court by the same rsons standing in
the same interests. Mitt. . Pl. 33: Long-
worth v. Sturges, 4 Ohio St. 690: Christmas
V. Russell, 14 VVall. 69. 20 L. Ed. 762. In
old practice. The ancient mode of commencing
actions in the English court of king's bench.
See BILL.-Original charter. In Scotch
law. One bv which the _first grant of land is
made. On the other hand, a charter by pror
ress is one renewing the grant in favor of the
heir or singular successor of the first or succeed-
ing vassais. Bel|.—0rigins.l conveyances.
Those conveyances at common law. otherwise
termed “primar.v." by which a benefit or estate
is created or first arises; comprising feo|f-
ments. gifts. grants. leases. exchanges. and par
tiiions. 2 Bl. Comm. 309.—O1-igtnsl sntrg.
The fiist entry of an item of an account ma s
by a trader or other person in his account-books,
as distinguished from entries posted into the
ledger or copied from other books.-Ori
estates. See I<‘.srA'rs.—01-iginsl evidence.
See EvmF.NcE.—0x-iginnl inventor. In patent
law, a pioneer in the art; one who evolves the
original idea and brings it to some successful.
useful and tangible result; as distinlruished
from an im rover. Norton v. Jensen, 90 Fed.
415, 33 C. . A. 141.—01-izlnnl jurisdiction.
See Jnaisotcrios.-Original package. A
package prepared for interstate or foreign
transportation, and remaining in the same con-
dition as when it left the shipper, that is, un-
broken and undivided; A package of such form
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and size as is .used by producers or shippers
for the purpose of securing both convenience in
handling and security in transporation of mer-
chandise between dealers in the ordinary course
of actual commerce. Austin v. Tennessee. 179
U. S. 343. 21 SB. Ct. 132. 45 L Ed. 224;
Haley v. State, Neb. 556. 60 N.‘ W. 962.
47 Am. St. Re . 718:’ State v. Winters, 44
Kan. 723. 25 ac. 235. 10 L. R. A. 616.-
Oridnal roeeaa. . .

writ. See arr. is original. An ong-
_inal instrument which is executed singly, and
not in duplicate.

ORIGINALIA. In English law. Tran-
scripts sent to the remembrancer's oiiice in
the exchequer out of the chancery. distin-
guished from records. which contain the
judgments and pleadings in actions tried be-
fore the barons.

Orklno propria. nemlnem yous vo-

luntste an exhni mnnileatuxn eat. It is
evident that no -one is able of his own pleas-
ure, to do away.with his proper origin. Code
10. 38, 4; Broom, Max. 77.

’ Origo rel hspiol debut. The origin of
a thing ought to be regarded. Co. Lltt. 2481:.

ORNEST. In old English law. The trial
by battle, which does not seem to have been
usual in England before the time of the
Conqueror, though originating in the king-
doms of the north, where it was practiced
under the name of “holmaang," from the
custom of fighting duels on a small island
or holm. Wharton.

ORPHAN. Any person (but particularly
a minor or infant) who has lost both (or
one) of his or her parents. More particular-
ly. a fatherless child. Soohan v. Philadel-
phia, 33 Pa. 24; Poston v. Young, 7 J. J’.
Marsh. (Ky.) 501; Chicago Guaranty Fund
Life Soc. v. Wheeler, 79 Ill. App. 241; Stew-
art v. Morrison, 38 Miss. 419; Downing v.
Shoenberger, 9 Watts (Pa.) 299.

OR-PEAICAGE PART. That 'portion of
an lntestate’s eflects which his children were
entitled to by the custom of London. This

custom appears to have been a remnant of
what. was once a general law all over Eng-
land. namely, that a father should not by
his will bequeath the entirety of his personal
estate away from his family, but should
leave them a third part at least, called the
“children's parts’ corresponding to the
"bairns’ part” or leaitim of Scotch law, and
also (although not in amount) to the legmma
quartet of Roman law. (Inst. 2 18.) This
custom of London was abolished by St. 19 &

' M Vict. c. 94. Brown.

ORPHAIIOTROPHI. In the civil law.
Managers of houses for orphans.

ORPEANS’ COURT. In American law.
Courts of probate Jurisdiction, in Delaware.
Maryland. New Jersey. and Pennsylvania.
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onrnux.
Kitch.

The claws of a dog's foot.

OBTOLAGIUH. A garden plot or hor-
tilage.

ORWIGE, SINE wrra. In old Eng-
lish law. Without war or feud, such security
being provided by the laws, for homicides
under certain circumstances, against the
faehth, or deadly feud, on the part of the
family of the slain. Anc. Inst. Eng.

08'l‘EN'DI'.l' V0318. Lat. In old plead-
ing. Shows to you. Formal words with
which a demandant began his count. Fleta,
lib. 5. c. 38, 5 2. '

OSTENSIZBLE AGENCY. An implied or
presumptive agency, which exists where one.
either intentionally or from want of ordinary
care, induces another to believe that a third
person is his agent. though he never in fact
employed‘ him. Bibb v. Bancroft (Cai.) 22
Pac. 484; First Nat. Bank v. Elevator Co.,
11 N. D. 280. 91 N. W. 437.

OSTIINIIBLE PARTNER. A partner
whose name is made known and appears to
the world as a partner, and who is‘ in reality
such.- Story, Partn. 5 80.

OSTEIISIO. A tax a_ncientiy paid by
merchants, etc., for leave to show or expose
their goods for sale in markets. Du Cange.

081']-:N'.l.'UM. Lat. In the civil law. A
monstrous or prodigious birth. Dig. 50, 16,
38.

OSTEOPATXY. A method or system of
treating various di see of the human body
without the use of drugs, by manipulation
applied to various nerve centers. rubbing.
pulling, and kneading parts of the body,
flexing and manipulating the limbs, and the
mechanical readjustment of any bones, mus-
cles, or ligaments not in the normal position.
with a view to removing the cause of the
disorder and aiding the restorative force
of nature in cases where the trouble origin-
ated in misplacement of parts. irregular
nerve action. or defective circulation.
Whether the practice of osteopathy is “prac-
tice of medicine,” and whether a school of
osteopathy is a “medical college." within
the meaning of statutes. the courts have not
determined. See Little v. state. 60 Sell.
749. 84 N. W. 2A8, 51 L. R. A. 717; Nelson
v. State Board of Health, 108 Ky. 76:). 57
S. W. .101, 50 L. R. A. 383; State v. Lirfriug.
61 Ohio St. 39. 55 N. E. 168, 76 Am. St.
Rep. 358; Parks v. State. 159 Ind. 211.
64 N. E. 862. 59 L. R. A. 190.

OSTIA REG-NI. Lat. Gates of the king-
dom. ’i‘he ports of the kingdom of England
are so called by Sir Matthew Hale. De
Jure .\iar. pt. 2. c. 3.
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OITIUI BOOLESIE. Lat. In old Eng-
lish law. The door or porch of the church,
where dower was anciently conferred.

oswaurs LAW. The law by which
was eflected the ejection of married priests,
and the introduction of monks into churches,
by Oswald, bishop of Worcester, about A. D.
964. Wharton.

OIWAIJTS LAW HUNDRED. An im-
cient hundred in Worcestershire, so called
from Bishop Oswald. who obtained it from
King Edgar, to be given to St. Mary's
Church in Worcester. It was exempt from
the sherims jurisdiction. and comprehends
300 hides of land. Camd. Brit. '

OTEB LA TOUAILLE. In the laws of
Oleron. To deny a seaman his mess. Liter-
ally, to deny the table-cloth or victuals for
three meals.

OTHESWORTEE. In Saxon law.
Oathsworth; oathworthy; worthy or entitled
to make oath. Bract. fois. 185, 2921».

OUGBT. This word, though generally
directory only, will be taken as mandatory if
the context requires it. Life Ass’n v. St.
Louis County Assessors. 49 M0. 518.

ounce. The twelfth part; the twelfth
part of a pound troy or the sixteenth part
of a pound avoirdupois.

OUNOE LANDS. Certain districts or
tracts of lands in the Orkney Islands were
formerly so called, because each paid an
annual tax of one ounce of silver.

OURLOP. The lierwite or line paid ‘to
the lord by the inferio; tenant when his
daughter was debauched. Cowell.

OUIT. To put out; to eject; to remove
or deprive; to deprive of the possession or
enjoyment of an estate or franchise.

OUSTER. In practice. A putting out;
dispossession; amotion of possession. A spe-
cies of injuries to things real, by which
the wrong-doer gains actual occupation of the
land. and compels the rightful owner to seek
his legal remedy in order to gain possession.
2 Crahb, Real Prop. p. 1003, I 245-la. See
Ewing v. Burnet, 11 Pet. 52. 9 L. Ed. 624;
Winterburn V. Chambers, 91 Cal. 170, 27
Pac. 658; Mchiullin v. Wooiey, 2 Lans. (N.
Y.) 396; Mason v. Kellogg. 38 Mich. 143.

—AotIul ouster. By “actual ouster” is not
meant a physical eviction, but a possession
attended with such circumstances as to evince a
claim of exclusive right and title, and a denial
of the right of the other tenants to participate
in the profits. Burns y. Byrne, 45 Iowa. ‘.187.

OUSTER LE MAIN. L. Fr.
out of the hand.

1. A delivery of lands out of the king’s
hands by judgment given In favor of the pe-
titioner in a momrtrana de droit.

Literally,
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» 2. A delivery of the ward’s lands out of
the hands of the guardian, on the former ar-
riving at the proper age. which was twenty-
one in males, andslxteen in females. Abol-
ished by 12 Car. II. c. 24. Mosley at Whit-
ley. ‘

OUSTER. 1.8 HER. L. Fr. Beyond the
sea; a cause of excuse if a person. being

summoned, did not appear in court. Con-ell.

OUT-BOUNDARIES. A term used in
early Mexican land laws tovdesignate certain
boundaries within which grants of a smaller
tract, which designated such out-boundaries.
might be'located by the grantee. U. S. v.
Maxwell Land Grant Co., 121 U. S. 325. 7
Sup. Ct. 1015. 30 L. Ed. 9-ii).

OUT O1‘ COURT. He who has no legal
status in court is said to be “out of court,"
i. e., he is not before the court. Thus.
when the plaintiff in an action, by some act
of omission or commission, shows that he is
unable to maintain his action, he is frequent-
ly said to put himself “out of court." Brown.

The phrase is also used with reference to
agreements and transactions in regard to a
pending suit which are arranged or take
place" between the parties or their counsel
privately and without being referred to the
judge or court for authorization or approval.
Thus, a case which is compromised, settled.
and withdrawn by private agreement of the
parties. after its institution, is said to be
settled “out of court." So attorneys may
make agreements with reference to the con-
duct of a suit or the course of proceedings
therein; .but if these are made "out of court,"
that is, not made in open court or with the
approval of the judge, it is a general rule
that they will not be-noticed by the court
unless reduced to writing. See Welsh v.
Blackwell, 14 N. J. Law, 345.

'’OUT 0!‘ THEN. Ata time when no term
of the court is being held: in the vacation
or interval which eiapses between terms of
the ‘court. See McNeil! v. Hodges. 99 N. C.
248, 6 S. E. 127.

OUT 0!‘ THE ITATE. In reference to
rights, liabilities, or jurisdictions arising out
of the common ‘law, this phrase is equivaiwt
to “beyond sea," which see. In other con-
nections, it means physically beyond the ter-
ritorial limits of the particular state in ques-
tion, or constructively so.’ as in the case of
a foreign corporation. see Faw v. Rober-
deau, 3 Cranch, 177, 2 L. Ed. 402; Foster v.

Givens. 67 Fed. 684, 14 C. C. A. 625; Meyer
v. Roth, 51 Cal. 582: Yoast v. Willis, 9 Ind.
550; Larson v. Auitmun & Taylor Co.. 8! '

\\'is. 281, 56 N. V5’. 915, 39 Am. St. Rep. 8%»

OUT 0!‘ TIHE. A mercantile phrase ap-
plied to a ship or vessel that has been so
long at sea as to justify the belief of her
total loss.

in another sense. a vessel is said to be
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out of time when, computed from her known
day of sailing, the time that has elapsed ex-
ceeds the average duration of similar voyages
at the same season of the year. The phrase
is identical with "missing ship.” 2 Duer,
Ins. 469.

OUTAGE. A tax or charge formerly im-
posed bythe state of Maryland for the in-
spection and marking of hogsheads or tobacco
intended for export. See Turner v. Mary-
land, 107 U. S. 38, 2 Sup. Ct. 44, 27 L. Ed.
370; Turner v. State, 55 Md. 264. .

OUTOROP. In mining law. The edge of
a stratum which appears at the surface of’ the
ground; that portion of a vein or lode which
appears at the surface or immediately under
the soil and surface debris. See Duggan v.
Davey. 4 Dak. 110. 26 N. W. 887; Stevens
v. Williams, 23 Fed. Gas. 40.

OUTER. BAR. In the English courts,
barristers at law have been divided into two
classes, viz., king's counsel, who are admit-
ted within the bar of the courts, in seats
specially reserved for themselves, and Junior
counsel, who sit without the bar; and the
latter are thence frequently termed barristers
of the “outer bar," or “utter bar," in con-
tradistinction to the former class. Brown.

OUTER HOUSE. The name given to
the great .hail of the parliament house in
Edinburgh. in which the lords ordinary of
the court of session sit as single judges to
hear causes. The term is used colloquially
as expressive of the business done there in
contradistinction to the “Inner House.” the
name given to the chambers in which the
first and second divisions of the court of ses-
sion hold their sittings. Bell._

OUTPANGTHEP. A liberty or privilege
in the ancient common law, whereby a lord
was enabled to call‘any man dwelling in his
manor, and taken for felony in another place
out of his fee, to Judgment in his own court.
Du Cange.

OUTFIT. 1. An allowance made by the
United States government to one of its dip-
lomatic representatives going abroad, for the
expense of his equipment.

2. This term, in its original use, as apply-
ing to ships. embraced those objects connect-
ed with a ship which were necessary for the
sailing of her, and without which she would
not in fact be navigable. But in ships en-

gaged in whaling voyages the word has ac-
quired a much more extended signiflcaition.
Macy V. Whaling Ins. Co., 9 Metc. ((Mnss.)
364.

ou'nu:s'r, or otrrnon. A calling mell
out to the army by sound of honi. Jacob. ‘

OUTHOUIE. Any house necessary for
the purposes of life, in which the owner does
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not make his constant or‘ principal residence,
is an outhouse. state v. O'Brien. '2 Root
(Conn) 516. - V . . .

A smaller or subordinate buildin connected
with a dwelllng,_ usually detached rom it and
standing at a little distai_1ce.from it, not in-
tended or persons to live in, but to serve some
purpose of convenience or necessity; as a barn,
a dairy, a toolhouse, and the like.

ou'rI.A1m. The saxon thaues divided
their hereditary lands into inland, such as
lay nearest their dwelling, which they kept‘
to their own use, and outlnnd, which lay ‘be-’
yond the demesnes, and was granted out td
tenants, at the will of the lord, like copy-
hold estates. This outlnnd they subdivided
into two parts. One part they disposed
among those who attended their persons,
called “theodans,” or lesser thanes; the oth-
er part they allotted to their husbandinen, on
churls. Jacob. ,

OUTLAW. In English law. One who
is put out of the protection or aid of the law.

OUTLAWED, when applied to a promis-
sory note, means barred by the statute of lim-
itations. Drew v. Drew, 3? Me. 389.

onrnswnr. In English law. ' A pro-
cess by which a defendant or person in con-
tempt on a civil or criminal process was de-
clared an outlaw. If for treason or felony,
it amounted to conviction. and attainder.
Stlm. Law Gloss. See Respubiica v. Dean.
1 Dali. (Pa.).86, 1 L. Ed. 47; Dale County
v. Gunter, 46 Ala. 138; Drew v. Drew, 37
Me. 391.

OUTLOT. In early American land law,
(particularly in Missouri,) a lot or parcel of
land lying outside the corporate limits of
a town or village but subject to its munici-
pal jurisdiction or control. See Kissell v. St.
Louis Public Schools, 16 Me. 592; St. Louis
v. Toney, 21 Mo. 243; Eberle v. St. Louis
Public Schools, 11 M0. 265; Vasquez v. Ew-
ing, 42 M0. 256.

OUTPARTI-IRS. Stealers of cattle. Cow-
ell.

OUTPUTERS. Such as set watches for
the robbing any manor-house. Coweii.

OUTRAGE. injurious violence, or, in
general. any species of serious wrong offered
to the person, feelings, or rights of another.
See McKinley v. Railroad Co.. 44 Iowa. 314,
2-1 Am. Rep. 748; Aldrich v. Howard, 8 R.
I. 246; Mosnnt v. Snyder, 1035 Iowa, 500. 75
N. W. 356.

OUTRIDERS. In English law. ~Ballifl's-
errant employed by sheriffs or their deputies
to ride ‘to the extremities of their counties
or hundreds to summon men to the county _or
hundred court. Wharton.
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OUTIUOPER. A person to whom the
business of selling by auction was confined
by statute. 2 H. Bl. 557.

OUTSETTER. In Scotch law. Publish-
er. 3 How. State Tr. 603.

OUTSTANDING.
charged; unpaid;
standing debt.

2. Existing as an adverse claim or>preten-
sion; not united with, or merged in, the title
or claim or the party: as an outstanding ti-
tie.
—OutstAnd:lng term. A term in gross at
law, which, in equity, may be made attendant
upon the inheritance, either by express declara-
tion or by implication.

1. Remaining undis-
uncollected; as an out-

OUTSUOKEN HULTUREB. In Scotch
law. Out-town multures; multures, duties,
or tolls paid by persons voluntarily grinding
corn at any mill to which they are not Miri-
ed, or bound by tenure. 1 For-b. inst. pt. 2.
p. 140. -

ouvznrunn DES SUOOESIIONS. In
French law. The right of succession which
arises to one upon the death, whether nat-
ural or civil, of another.

OVE. L. Fr.
avec.

With. Modern French

OVELL. L. Fr. Equal.

OVELTY. In old English law. Equality.

OVER. In conveyancing, the word “over"
is used to denote a contingent limitation in-
tended to take eflect on the failure or a
prior estate. Thus, in what is commonly
called the “name and arms clause” in a will
or settlement there is generally a proviso that
it the devisee rails to comply with the con-
dition the estate is to go to some one else.
This is a limitation or gift over. \Vnts.
Comp. Eq. 1110; Sweet.

OVER SEA. Beyond the sea; outside
the limits of the state or country. See Gus-
tin v. Brattle, Kirby (Conn.) 300. see Ba-
rons SEA.

OVERCYTED, or OVERCYHSED.
Proved guilty or convicted. Biount.

OVERDRAW. To draw upon a person
or a bank, by bills or checks, to an amount
in excess of the funds remaining to the
drawer's credit with the drawee, or to an
amount greater than what is due.

The term “overdraw" has a definite and well-
understood meaning. Money is drawn from the
bank by him who draws the check. not by him
who receives the money: and it is drawn u n
the account of the individual by whose chec it
is drawn, though it he paid to and for the
benefit of another. ‘So one can. draw money
from bank upon his own account, except by
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means of his own check or draft nor can he-
overdraw his account with the bank in any
ggig-r4g1£nner. State v. Stimson, 24 N. J. Iaw,

OVERDUE. A negotiable instrument or
other evidence or debt is overdue when the
day oi.‘ its maturity is past and it remains
unpaid. Camp v. Scott, 14 Vt. 387 ; La Due
v. First Nat. Bank, 31 Minn. 33. 16 N. W.
426. A vessel is said to be overdue when
she has not reached her destination at the
time when she might ordinarily have been
expected to arrive.

OVERHAUL. To inquire into; to re-
view; to disturb. "The merits of a judg-‘
ment can never be overhauled by an‘ original‘
suit." 2 II. Bl. 414. ‘

ovmumnnrssa. In Saxon law.‘ Con-
tumacy or contempt oi‘ court. Leg. Etbd.
c. 25.

OVERISSUE. To issue in excessive quan-
tlty; to issue in excess of ilxed legal limits.
Thus, “over-issued stock" of a private cor-
poration is capital stock issued in excess or
the amount limited und prescribed by the
charter or certificate of incorporation. see
liayden v. Charter Oak Driving Park, 63
Conn. 142, 27 Atl. 232.

OVERLIVE. To survive; to live longer
than another. Finch, Law. b. 1, c. 3. no. 58;
1 Leon. 1. *

OVERPLUS. What is left beyond a cer-
tain amount; the residue; the remainder of
a thing. Lyon v. Tomkles, 1 Mees. as W. 603;
Page v. Leapingweil, 18 Ves. 466.

OVEBREACHING CLAUSE. In a re-
settlement, a clause which saves the powers
of sale and leasing annexed to the estate
for life created by the original settlement,
when it is desired to give the tenant for lite
the same estate and powers under the re-
settlement. ’.l‘he clause is so called because
it provides that the resettlement shall be over-
reached by the exercise of the old powers.
If theresettiement were executed without a
provision to this effect, the estate or the ten-
ant for life and the annexed powers would
be subject to any charges for portions, etc..
created under the original settlement. 3 Dav.
Conv. 489; Sweet.

OVERRULE. To supersede; annul; re-
ject by subsequent action or decision. A ju-
dicial decision is said to be overruled when a
later decision, rendered by the same court or
by a superior. court in the same system. ex-
presses a judgment upon the same question or
law directly opposite to that which was he-
tore given, thereby depriving the earlier
opinion oi’ all authority as a precedent. The
term is not properly applied to conillctlng
decisions on the same point by coordinate or
independent tribunals.
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In another sense. "iiverrule" is spoken of
the action of a court in refusing to sustain.
or recognize as suflicient, an objection made
in the course of ‘a trial, as to the introduc-
tion of particular evidence, etc.

OVEBSAMESSA. In old English law.
A forfeiture for contempt or neglect in not
pursuing a malefactor. 3 Inst. 116.

OVERSEEB. A superintendent or super-
visor; a public oflicer whose duties involve
general superintendence of routine affairs.
—Ove1-sees-s of highways. The name given,
in some of the states, to a board of oilicers of
a_ city, township, or county, whose special func-
tion is the construction and repair of the pub-
lic roads or highways.-Overseers of the
poor. Persons appointed or elected to take
care of the poor with moneys furnished to them
by the public authority.

OVERSHAN. In Scotch law. An um-
pire appointed by a submission to decide
where two arblters have differed in opinion,
or he is named by the arblters themselves,
under powers given them by the submission.
Bell.

OVEBT. Open; manifest; public; issu-
ing in action. as distinguished from that
which rests merely in intention or design.
—H.s1-hot overt. See MAsi{:'r.—0vort set.
In criminal law. An open, manifest act from
which criminality may be implied. An open
act, which must be manifestly proved. 3 Inst.
12. An overt act essential to establish an at-
tempt to commit a crime is an act done to carry
out the intention, and it must be such as
would naturally effect that result unless pre-
vented by some extraneous cause. People v.
Mills. 178 N. Y. 274-. 70 N. E. 780. 67 L R.
A. 131. In reference to the crime of treason,
and the provision of the federal constitution
that a person shall not be convicted thereof
unless on the testimony of two witnesses to the
same “overt act," the term means a step, mo-
tion. or action really taken in the execution of
a treasonable pur ose. as distinguished from
mere words, and a so from a treasonable senti-
ment, design. or purpose not issuing in action.
—0vort word. An open, plain word, not to
be misunderstood. Cowell. ~

OVERTURE. An opening; a proposal.

1 owmzrv. Equality. This word’ is used
in law in several compound phrases, as fol-
lows:

1. Oweuy of partition is a sum of money
paid by one of two coparceners or co-tenants
to the other, when a partition has been et-
fected between them, but, the land not be-
ing susceptible ot division into exactly equal
shares, such payment is required to make
the portions respectively assigned to them or
equal value.

2. In the feudal law,’ when there is lord,
mesne, and tenant, and the tenant holds the
mne by the same service that the means
holds over the lord above him, this was called
“owelty of services." Tonilins.

8. Oweltv of exchange is a sum of mon-
ey glven, when two persons have exchanged
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lands, by the owner of the less valuable es-
tate to the owner or the more valuable, to
equalize the exchange.

OWING. Something unpaid. A debt, for
example. is owing while it is unpaid. and
whether it be due or not. Coquard v. Bank
of Kansas City, 12 Mo. App. 261; Mus-
selman v. Wise, 8-1 Ind. 248; Jones v. Thomp-
son, 1 El., Bl. & El. 64.

OWLERS. In English law. Persons who
carried wool, etc., to the sea-side by night.
in order that it might be shipped oi! con-
trary to law. Jacob.

OWLING. In English law. The oifense
of transporting wool or sheep out of the king-
dom; so called from its being usually carried
on in the night. 4 Bl. Comm. 154.

OWNER. The person in whom is vested
the ownership, dominion. or title of property;
proprietor. Garver v. llawkeye Ins. Co., 69
Iowa, 202, 28 N. W. 555; Turner v. Cross, 83
Tex. 218, 18 S. W. 578. 15 L. R. A. 262;
Coonibs v. People, 198 iii. 586, 64 N. E. 1056;
Atwater v. Spaldiiig. 86 Minn. 101, 90 N.
W. 370. 91 Am. St. Rep. 331.

He who has dominion of a thing, real or per-
sonal, corporeal or incorporeai. which he has
a right to enjoy and do with as he pleases. even
to spoil or destroy it, as far as the law permits,
unless he be prevented by some agreement or
covenant which restrains his right. Bouvier.
—Eqnitoble owner. One who is recognized
in equity as the owner of roperty. because the
real and beneficial use an title belong to him,
although the bare legal title is vested in an-
other, e. 9.. a trustee for his beneiit.—Gones-al
owner. The general owner of a thing is he
who has the primary or residuary title to it:
as distinguished from a special owner, who has
a special interest in the same thing. amounting
to a qualified ownership. such. for example, as a
bailee’s lieu. Farmers’ & Mechanics‘ Nat. Bank
v. Logan. 74 N. Y. 581.—Joint owners. Two
or more persons who jointly own and hold title
to pro erty, e. g., joint tenants.—Lognl own-
er. he who is recognized and held respon-
sible by the law as the owner of property. In
a more particular sense. one in whom the legal
title to real estate is vested, but who holds it
in trust for the benefit of another. the latter
being called the “equitable” owner.—Part own-
ers. Joint owners; co-owners; those who
have shares of ownership in the same thing.
particularly a vessel.--Repnted owner. He
who has the general credit or reputation of be-
ing the owner or proprietor of goods is said to
be the reputed owner. See Santa Cruz Rock
Pnv. Co. v. Lyons (Cal.) 43 Pac. 601. This
phrase is chiefly used in English bankruptcy
practice, where the bankrupt is styled the “re-
puted owner" of goods lawfully in his possession.
though the real owner may be another person.
The word “reputed" has a much weaker sense
than its derivation would appear to warrant:
importing merely a supposition or opinion de-
rived or made up from outward appearances.
and often unsupported by fact. The term "r_e-
puted owner" is frequently employed in this
sense. 2 Steph. Comm. own-
or. See Ru>Aa1AN.—Speoial owner. One
who has a special interest in an article of prop-
erty. amounting to a qualified ownership of _it,
such. for example, as a bailee's lien; as distin-
guished from the general owner. who has _the
primary or reslduary title to the same thing.
Frazier v. State, 18 Tex. App. 441.
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OWNERSHIP. The complete dominion,
title, or proprietary right in a thing or claim.
See Pnorslrrr.

The ownership or a thing is the right or
one or more persons to possess and use it to
the exclusion of others. In this Code, the
thing or which there may be ownership is
called “properi:y." Civ. Code Cal. 5 654.

Ownership is the right by which a thing
belongs to some one in particular. to the ex-
clusion oi.’ all other persons. Civ. Code La.
art. -188.

Ownership is divided into effect and imper-
fect. Ownershi is perfect w en it is perpetual.
and when the ing is unincumbered with any
real right towards any other person _than the
owner. On the contrary, ownership is im r-
feet when it is to terminate at a certain me
or on a. condition, or it the" thing which is the
object of it, being an immovable, is charged with
any real right towards a third person; as a
usufruct, use, or servitude. When an immovable
is subject to a usufruct. the owner of it is said
to possess the naked ownership. Civ. Code La.
art. 490: Maestri v. Board of Assessors, 110
La. 517. 34 South. 658.

oxrrnn. A restitution anciently made
by a hundred or county for any wrong done
by one that was within the same. Lamb.
Arch. 125.

OXGANG. In old English law. As much
land as an ox could till. Co. Litt. 5a. A
measure of land of uncertain quantity. In
Scotland, it consisted of thirteen acres. Spel-
man.

866 OYEZ

OYER. In old practise. Hearing; the
hearing a deed read. which a party sued on a
bond, etc., might pray or demand, and it was
then read to him by the other party; the en-
try on the record being. “et 64 leaitur in June
verba." (and it is read to him in these words.)
Steph. P1. 67, 68; 3 Bl. Comm. 299; 3 Salk.
119.

In modern practice. A copy of a bond
or specialty sued upon, given to the opposite
party, in lieu of the old practice of reading it.

OYEIB. AND TERMINER. A half
French phrase applied in England to the as-
sizes, which are so called from the commis-
sion of over and terminer directed to the
judges, empowering them to "inquire. hear,
and determine” all treasons, felonies, and
misdemeanors. This commission is now is-
sued regularly, but was formerly used only
on particular occasions. as upon suniuen ont-
rage or insurrection in any place. In the
United States. the higher criminal courts are
called “courts of oyer and terminer." Bur-
rilL

0133 DE RECORD. A petition made
in court that the Judges, for better prooi"s
sake, will hear or look upon any record.
Cowell.

OYEZ. Hear ye. A word used in courts
by the public crler to command attention
when a proclamation is about to be made.
Commonly corrupted into "0 yes."
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P
P. An abbreviation for “page ;" also for

"Paschalis," (Easter term.) in the Year
Books, and for numerous other words or
which it is the initial.

P. C. An abbreviation for “Pleas of the
Crown;" sometimes also-tor “Privy Coun-
cil," “Parliamentary Cases,” “Patent Cases,"
“Practice Cases," "Penal Code," or "Political
Code.”

P. E. 17. An abbreviation for “pro had
nice,” for this turn, for this purpose or occa-
slon.

P. .1’. An abbreviation for “president" (or
presiding) “judge,” (or justice.)

P. 1.. An abbreviation for
laws” or “Public Laws.”

“Pamphlet

P. H. An abbreviation for “postmaster ;"
also for “post—mcridian,” afternoon.

P. 0. An abbreviation of "public otiicer ;"
also of “post-ofllce."

P. P. An abbreviation for “propria per-
sona," in his proper person, in his own per-
son.

P. I. An abbreviation for “Public Stat-
utes;" also for “postscript."

PAAGE. In old English law. A toll for
passage through another’s land. The same
as “pedage.”

PACABE. L. Int. To pay.

PAOATIO. Payment. Mat. Par. A. D.
1248. -

PACE. A measure or length containing
two feet and a half, being the ordinary length
or a step.

PACEATUB. Lat. Let him be freed or
discharged.

Pad llllt rnatlmo cont:-as-in do at in-
juria. Co. Litt. 161. Violence and injury
are the things chiefly hostile to peace.

raorrrbanon. The act of making
peace between two hostile or belligerent
states; reestablishment or public tranquility.

PACK. To put together in sorts with a
fraudulent design. To pack a jury is to use
unlawful, improper, or deceitful means to
have the jury made up of persons favorably
disposed to the party so contriving, or who
have been or can be improperly influenced to
give the verdict he seeks. The term imports
the improper and corrupt selection of a Jury
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sworn and impaneled for the trial of a cause.
Mix v. Woodward, 12 Conn. 289.

PACK 01‘ WOOL. A horse load, which
consists of seventeen stone and two pounds.
or two hundred and forty pounds weight.
Fleta, 1. 2, c. 12; Coweil.

PACKAGE. A package means a bundle
put up for transportation or commercial
handling; a thing in form to become, as
such, an article of merchandise or delivery
from hand to hand. A parcel is a small
package;
"package" Each of the words denotes a

' thing in form suitable for transportation
or handling, or sale from hand to hand. 1]’.

S. v. Goldback, 1 Hughes, 529, Fed. Gas. No.
15,222; Haley v. State, 42 Neb. 556, 60 N.
W. 962, 47 Am. St. Rep. 718; State v. Par-
sons. 124 M0. 436, 27 S. W. 1102, 46 Am.
St. Rep. 457.

“Package," in old English law, signifies
one of various duties charged in the port of
London on the goods imported and exported
by aliens, or by denizens the sons of aliens.
Tomlins.
—0rig!nA1 package. See ORIGINAL

PACKED PARCELS. The name for a
consignment of goods, consisting of one large
parcel made up of several small ones, (each
bearing a different address.) collected from
diirerent persons by the immediate consign-
or, (a carrier.) who unites them into one
for his own profit, at the expense of the
railway by which they are sent, since the
railway company would have been paid more
for the carriage of the parcels singly than
together. Wharton.

PACT. A bargain; compact; agreement.
This word is used in writings on Roman law
and on general jurisprudence as the English
form or the Latin "pactum," (which see.)
—Nudo pact. A translation of the Latin
"nudum pactum," a bare or naked pact, that
is. a promise or agreement made without any
consideration on the other side, which is there-
fore not enforceable.—Paet do non alienat-
do. An agreement not to alienate incnmbered
(particularly _mortgaged) roperty. This stipu-
lation. sometimes found 11 mortg es made in
Louisiana, and derived from the _panxsh law,
binds the mortgagor not to sell or incumber the
mortgaged premises to the prejudice of the
mortgagee; it does not avoid a sale made to a
third rson. but enables the mortgagee to pro-
ceed irectly against the mortgaged property in
a proceeding against the mortgagor alone and
without notice to the purchaser. See Dodds v.
Lahaux, 45 I4. Ann. 287, 12 ‘South. 345.

Pasta. convent; qua noqne contra
loses neqne dolo malo inlta aunt omnl
rnodo observunla sunt. Agreements which
are not contrary to the laws nor entered in-

“parcel" being the diminutive of
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to with a fraudulent design are in all re-
spects to be observed. God. 2, 3, 39: Broom,
Max. 698, 732.

Pnctn dnnt lcgcrn contrnotui. Hob. 118.
The stipulations of parties constitute the
law of the contract.

Pacts private. Jun-1 pnblico dc:-cgsrc
non pouunt. 7 Coke, 23. Private com-
pacts cannot derogate from public right.

Pacts qua contra logos constitutio-
ncaqnc, vcl contra. hence more: ilunt,
nullun vim habcrc, lndnbitntl jut-is cat.
That contracts which are made against law
or against good morals have no .torce is a
principle of undoubted law. God. 2, 3, 6.

Pact: qua tnrpcm cnuannn continent
non aunt obscr-Vanda. Agreements found-
ed upon an immoral consideration are not
to be observed. Dig. 2, 14, 27, 4; Broom,

. Max. 732.

PACTIO. Lat. In the civil law. A
bargaining or agreeing of which pactum (the
agreement itself) was the result. Calvin.
It is used, however, as the synonym of.‘

"pactum.”

PAOTIONAL. Relating to or generating
an agreement; by way of bargain or cove-
nant.

PAOTIONS. In international law. Con-
tracts between nations which are to be per-
formed by a single act, and of which execu-
tion is at an end at once. 1 Bouv. Inst. no.
100. --

Pnctia pr-ivutoruna Juri publico non

do:-ogatur. Private contracts do not dero-
gate from public law. Broom, Max. 695.

PAOTITIOUS. Settled. by covenant.

Pncto nllquod liciturn cat, quod lino‘
pucto non ndxnlttitnr. Co. Litt. 166. By
special agreement things are allowed which
are not otherwise permitted.

PACTUM. Lat. In the civil law. A
pact. An agreement or convention without
specific n8.me, and without consideration,
which, however. might, in its nature, pro-
duce a civil obligation. Heinecc. Elem. lib.
3, tit. 14. i 775.

In Roman law. With some exceptions.
those agreements that the law does not di-
rectly enforce, but which it recognizes only
as a valid ground of defense, were called
“pacta." Those agreements that are en-
forced. in other words. are supported by ac-
tions. are called “contractua.” The excep-
tions are few, and belong to a late period.
Hunter, Rom. Law, 546.
—Nndn:n pnctruu. A bare or naked pact or
agreement; a promise or undertaking made
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without any consideration for it. and therefore
not enforceable.—Pa.ctuna conatituto pc-
cuniu. In the civil law. An agreement by
which a person ap inted to his creditor a cer-
tain day or a certain time at which he promised
to pay; or an agreement by which a person
promises to pa a creditor. Wharton.—Pnc-
tuna dc non cnnndo. A pact or agreement
binding the owner of property not to alienate
it, intended to protect the interests of another:
particularly an agreement by the mort or
of real estate that e will not transfer the t tie
to a third person until after satisfaction of the
mortgage. See Mackeld. Rom. Law. I -i61.—g
Pactnm do non pctcndo. In the civil law.
An agreement not to sue. A simple conven-
tion whereby a creditor promises the debtor
that he will not enforce his claim. Mackeld.
Rom. Law, 5 542.—Pnctum do qnctn
In the civil law. An agreement by which a
creditor promised to pay a portion of a debt
diflicult to recover to a person who undertook to
recover it. Wharton.

PADDI-:3. A robber; a foot highway-
man; a foot-pad.

PAJJDOOK. A small inclosure for deer
or other animals. .

PAGA. In Spanish law. ' Payment. Lap
Partidas, pt. 5, tit. 14, l. 1. Pagamcnto, sat-
isfaction.

PAGABCHUS. A petty magistrate of I.
pagua or little district in the country.

PAGODA. A gold or silver coin, of sev-
eral kinds and values. formerly current in
India. It was valued, at the United States
custom-house, at $1.94.

PAGUS. A county. Jacob.

PAINE FORTE ET DUBE. See Pitt!!!
Foa-rs 1-:-r Dunn.

PAIN! AND PENALTIES, BILLS or.
The name given to acts of parliament to at-
taint particular persons of treason or felony,
or to indict pains and penalties beyond or
contrary to the common law, to serve a spe-
cial purpose. They are in fact new laws.
made pro re nata. -

PAINTINGS. It is held that colored
imitations of rugs and carpets and colored
working designs, each of them valuable and
designed by skilled persons and hand paint-
ed, but having no value as works of art, are
not “paintings,” within the meaning of that
term as used in a statute on the. liability of
carriers. 3 Ex. Div. 121.

PAIIIING-OFF. In the practice of leg-
islative bodies, this is the name given to a
species of negative proxies. by which two
members, who belong to opposite parties or
are on opposite sides with regard to a give)
question, mutually agree that they will both
be absent from voting, either for a specified
period or when a division is bad on the par-
ticular question. By this mutual agreement
a vote is neutralized on each side of the
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question, and the relative numbers on the
division are precisely the same as it both
members were present. May, Parl. Pr. 370.

PAII, PAYS. Fr. The country; the
neighborhood. A trial pcr pats signifies a
trial by the country; that is. by Jury. An
assurance by matter in pals is an assurance
transacted between two or more private per-
sons "in the country ;" that is, upon the
very spot to be transferred. Matter in pots
signifies matter of fact, probably because
matters of fact are triable by the country:
L c., by jury; estoppels in pais are estoppeis
by conduct, as distinguished from estoppels
by deed or by record.

PAI3. CONVEYAICOES IN. Ordinary
conveyances between two or more persons in
the country; 6. e., upon the land to be trans-
(erred.

PALACE COURT. A court formerly ex-
isting in England. It was created by Charles
1., and abolished in 18-19. It wa held in the
borough of Southwark, and had jurisdic-
tion ot all personal actions arising within
twelve miles or the royal palace of White
hall, exclusive of London.

PALAGIDII. A duty to lords of manors
for exporting and importing vessels of wine
at any or their ports. Jacob.

PALAM. ‘Lat. In the civil law. Open-
ly; in the presence of many. Dig. 50, 16.
33.

PALATIITE. Posesslng royal privileges.
See Oousrr PALATINE.

PALATINE COURTS formerly were the
court of common pleas at Lancaster, the
chancery court of Lancaster, and the court
of pleas at Durham. the second of which
alone now exists. (See the respective titles.)
Sweet.

I-a1.a'rmu. Lat. A‘ palace. The em-
peror's house in Rome was so called from
the Mom Palatlnus on which it was built.
Adams. Rom. Ant. 613.

ranrnmus. A paifrey; a horse to
travel on.

PALINGMAH. In old English law. A
merchant denizen; one born within the Eng-

'lish pale. Blount.

PALLIO 000223138. In old English
law. An ancient custom, where children
were born out of wedlock, and their parents
afterwards intermarried. The children, to-
gether with the father and mother, stood un-
der a cloth extended while the marriage
was solemnized. It was in the nature of
adoption. The children were legitimate by
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the civil, but not by the common, law.
Jacob. »

PALMER ACT. A name given to the
English statute 19 & 20 Vict. c. 16, enabling
a person accused of a crime committed out
oi! the Jurisdiction of the central criminal
court. to be-tried in that court -

PAMIPKLET. A small book, bound in
paper covers, usually printed in the octavo
form, and stitched. See U. S. v. Chase, 135
U. S. 255, 10 Sup. Ct. 756. 34 L Ed. 117.

PAHPHLET LAWS. The name given
in Pennsylvania to the publication, in pam- .

phlet or book form, containing the acts pass-
ed by the state legislature at each of its
biennial sessions.

PANDEOTS. A compilation of Roman
law, consisting of selected passages from
the writings of the most authoritative or
the older jurists, methodically arranged, pre-
pared by Trihonian withgthe assistance of
sixteen associates, under‘ a commission from
the emperor Justinian. ,This work, which is
otherwise called the “Digest,” comprises tit-
ty books, and is one of the four ‘great works
composing the Corpus Jam ‘Civilis. _It was
first published in A. D. 533. _ " '

PANDOXATOR.
brewer.

in old records. A

pannoxanux. "An ale-wire; a wo-
man that both brewed and sold ale and beer.

PANEL. The roll or slip of parchment
returned by the sherifl in obedience to :1 ve-
uirc facias, containing -the names of the per-
sons whom he has summoned to attend the
court as jurymen. Beasley v. People, 89 Ill.
571: People v. Coyodo, 40 Cal. 592.

The panel is a list of jurors returned by
a sheriff. to serve at a particular court or
for the trial of a particular action. Pen.
Code Cal. 5 1057.

The word is also used to ‘denote the whole
body of persons summoned ‘as jurors for a
particular term of court.

In scotch law. The prisoner at the bar,
or person who takes his trial before the
court of justiciary for any crime. This
name is given to him after his appearance.
Bell.

PANIER, in the parlance of the English
bar societies, is an attendant or domestic
who waits at table and gives bread, (pam's.)
wine, and other necessary things to those
who are dining.- The phrase was in fami-
liar use among the knights templar, and
from them has been handed down to the
learned societim of the inner and middle
temples, who at the present day occupy the
halls and buildings once belonging to that
distinguished order. and who have retained
a few of their customs and ‘phrases. Brown.
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. PAIIII. Lat. In old English law.
Bread; loaf; a loaf. Fieta, lib. 2, c. 9.

PANNAGE. A common of panniige is
the right of feeding swine on mast and
acorns at certain seasons in a commonable
wood or forest. Elton, Commons, 25; Wil-
-liams, Common, 168.

Pannagiun oat pastns porooriun, in
‘nemoribns at in silvie, at pnta, de glan-
dilms. etc. 1 Bnlst. 7. A pannagium is a
pasture of hogs, in woods and forests, upon
acorns, and so forth.

PA1l'N'ELI.A'l'l01l. The act of impanel-
ins 8- Jll|'y- ’

PAIITOHIHE. A dramatic performance
in which gestures take the place of words.
See 3 C. B. 871.

PAPER. A written or printed document
or instrument. A document iiled or intro-
duced in evidence in a suit at law, as, in
the phrase “papers in the case" and in "pa-
pers on appeal." Any writing or printed
document. including letters, memoranda. le-
gal or business documents, and books of
account, as in the constitutional provision
which protects the people from unreason-
able searches and seizures in respect to their
“papers" as well as their houses and per-
sons. A written or printed evidence of debt,
particularly a promissory note or a bill of
exchange, as in the phrases “accommoda-
tion paper" and “commercial paper."

In nngnn‘. practice. The list of causes
or cases ‘intended for argument. called "the
paper of causes." 1 Tidd, Pr. 504.
—Aooouunodatlon paper. See that title.-
Oonunereial paper. See Coimi-:sciAr..—Pa-

er blockade. See BI.0cKADE.—Papor
k. In practice. A printed collection or

abstract, in methodical order. of the pleadings,
evidence. exhibits, and roceedings in a cause.
or whatever else may e necessary to a full
understanding of it. prepared for the use of
the judges upon a hearing or argument on ap-
peal. Copies of the proceedimzs on an issvn in
aw or demurrer, of cases, and of the proceedings

on error, prepared for the use of the judges. and
delivered to them revlous to bringing the cause
to argument. 3 B . Comm. 317; AI‘('hb. New Pr.
853: 5 Man. 8: G. 98. In proceedlnzs on ap-
peal or error in a criminal case. Copies of the
proceedings with a note of the points intended
to be argued, delivered to the judges by the par-
ties before the argument. Arelib. Prim. Pl.
205: Sweet.—Paper credit. Credit given on
the security of any written obligation purport-
ing to represent propert.v.—LPaper days. In
English law. Certain days in term-time appoint-
ed y the courts for hearings or arguments in
the cases set down in the various special papers.
—Papor money. Bills drawn by a govern-
ment a ainst its own credit. engaging to pay
money, ut which do not rofess to be immedi-
ately convertible into spec e. and which are put
into compulsory circulation as a substitute for
coined inoney.—Pa r oflloo. In English law.
An ancient oflice n the palace of Whitehall,
where all the public writings. matters of state
and council. proclamations, letters. intelligen-
ces, negotiations of the queen’: ministers abroad.

PARAGE

and generally all the apers and dispatches
that pass through the o ces of the secretaries
of state, are de osited. Also an oflice or room
in the court 0 queen’s bench where the rec-
ords belonging to that court are deposited;
sometimes called “ aper-mill." Wharton.-Pa-
per title. See ITLE.

PAPIST. One who adheres to the com-
munion of the Church of Rome. The word
seems to be considered by the Roman Catho-
lics themselva as a nickname of reproach,
originating in their maintaining the supreme
ecclesiastical power of the pope. Wharton.

PAR. In commercial law.’ Equal; equal-
ity. An equality subisting between the
nominal or face value of a bill of exchange.
share of stock, etc., and its actual selling
value. When the values are thus equal, the
instrument or share is said to be “at par ;"
if it can be sold for more than its nominal
worth, it is "above par;" if for less, it is
"below par." Ft. Edward v. Fish. 156 N. Y.
863, 50 N. E. 973; Evans v. Tillman, 38 S.
C. 238, 17 S. E. 49.
—Par of exchange. In mercantile law. The
precise equality or equivalency of any given
sum or quantity of money in the coin or one
country, and the like sum or quantity of money
in the coin of any other foreign country into
which it is to be exchanged, supposing the mon-
ey of such conntrg to be of the precise weight
and purity fixed y the mint standard of the
respective countries. Story. Bills, &30. Mur-
by v. Kastner 50 N. J. Eq. 220. Ati. 564:
lne Star S. S. Co. v. Keyser .(D. C.) 81 Fed.

510. The par of the currencies of any two
countries means the equivalence of a certain
amount of the currency of_the one in the cur-
rency of the other, supposing the curre_ncy_of
both to be of the precise weight and purity fix-
ed by their respective mints. The exchange be-
tween the two countries is said to be at_par
when bills are negotiated on this footing: I. e..
when a bill for £100 drawn on London sells in

aris for 2.520 frs., and vice verso. Bowen.
ol. Econ. 284.

PAR. Lat. Equal.
—Par deliotiun. Equal guilt. "This is not a
case of par delirium. It is oppression on one
side and submission on tli_e other. It never can
be predicated as par dclictimi when one holds
the rod and the other bows to it." 6 Maule &
S. 'l65.—Pax- oneri. Fqiial to the burden or
charge; equal to the detriment or damage.

Par in patent lmpex-inn non habot.
Jenk. Cent. 174. An equal has no dominion
over an equal.

PARAOHRONISM. Error in the com-
putation of time.

Panacnm. The tenure between par-'
ceners, vlz., that which the youngest owes to
the eldest without homage or service.
Domesday.

PARAGE, or PABAGIDH. An equal-
ity of blood or dignity, but more especially
of land. in the partition of an inheritance
between co-heirs: more properly, however.
an equality of condition among noble... or
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persons holding by a noble tenure. Thus.
when a net is divided among brothers. the
younger hold their part of the elder by par-
age; 4. 8., without any homage or service.
Also the portion which a woman may obtain
on her marriage. Cowell.

PARAGRAPH. A part or section of a

statute. pleading. afildavit. etc., which con-
tains one article. the sense of which is com-
plete. McClellan v. Hein, 56 Neb. 600, 77
N. W. 120; Hill v. Fairhaven at W. R. Co..
75 Conn. 177, 52 At]. 725; Marine v. Pack-
ham. 52 Fed. 579. 3 C. C. A. 210; Bailey v.
Masher, (ii Fed. 488, 11 C. ‘C. A. 304.

PARALLEL. For two lines of street
railway to be “pat-aliei." within the meaning
of a statute, it may not be necessary that
the two lines should be parallel for the
whole length of each or either route. Ex-
act parallelism is not contemplated. Cron-
in v. Highland St. Ry. Co., 144 Mass. 254,
10 N. E. 833. And see East St. Louis Con-
necting Ry. Co. v. Jarvis, 92 Fed. 785, 34
C. C. A. 639: Louisville & N. R. Co. v. Ken-
tucky. 161 U. S. 677, 16 Sup. Ct. 714, 40 L.
FA. 849. -

PARAMOUNT. Above; upwards. That
which is superior; usually applied to the
highest lord of the fee of lands, tenements.
or hereditaments, as distinguished from the
means (or intermediate) lord. Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 135.

In the law of real property. the term
“paramount title" properly denotes one
which is superior to the title with which it
is compared, in the sense that the former
is the source or origin of the latter. It is,
however. frequently used to denote a title
which is simply better or stronger than an-
other, or will prevail over it. But this
use is scarcely correct. unless the superiority
consists in the seniority of the title spoken
of as "paramount." See Hoopes v. Meyer,
1 Nev. 444.
—Pu-amount equity. An equitable right or
claim which is prior. superior. or preferable to
that with which it is compared.

PARAPIIEBNA. In the civil law.
Goods brought by wife to husband over and
above her dowry.

PABAPIDIENAI. PROPERTY.
PABAPHEBNALIA.

See

PARAPHIIRNALIA. In the civil law.
The separate property oi‘ a married woman,
other than that which is included in her
dowry, or doc.

The separate property of the wife is di-
vided into dotal and extradotal. Dotal prop-
erty is that which the wife brings to the
husband to assist him in bearing the ex-
penses of the marriage establishment. Ex-
tradotal property. otherwise called “para-
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phernal property," is that which forms no
part of the dowry. Civ. Code La. art. 2335.

The wife's paraphernalia shall not be sub-,
ject to the debts or contracts of the hus-
band, and shall consist of the apparel or her-
self and her children, her watch. and orna-
ments suttable to her condition in lite, and
all such articles of personalty as have been
given to her for her own use and comfort.
Code Ga. 1882. 5 1773.

In English law. Those goods which a
woman is allowed to have, after the death
of her husband, besides her dower. consist-
ing ot her apparel and ornaments, suitable
to her rank and degree. 2 Bi. Comm. 436.

PARAPEEBNAUX, BI. Fr. In
French law. All the wife's property which
is not subject to the regime data! is called
by this name; and of these articles the wife
has the entire administration; but she may
allow the husband to enjoy them, and in
that case he is not liable to account. Brown.

PABASOEVE. The sixth day of the last
week in Lent, particularly called “Good
Friday." In English law, it is a dice non lu-
ridicus.

PARASYNEXIS. In the civil law. A
conventicle. or unlawful meeting.

PARATITLA. In the civil law. Notes
or abstracts prefixed to titles of law, giving
a summary of their contents. Cod. 1, 17, 1
12.

PAEATUH HA3!-:0. Lat. I have him
in readiness. The return by the sheriff to a
capias ad reapondcndum, signifying that he
has the defendant in readiness to be brought
into Court.

PAEATUI E81‘ VQIPIOAEE. Int.
He is ready to verify. The Latin form for
concluding a pleading with a verification,
(q. o.)

PARAVAIL. Interior; subordinate.
Tenant paravail signified the lowat tenant
of land, being the tenant of a mesne lord.
He was so called because he was supposed
to make "avail" or profit of the land for an-
other. Coweil; 2 Bl. Comm. 60.

PARCEL. In the law of real property
parcel signifies a part or portion of land. .\.~a

used of chattels, it signifies a small package
or bundle. See State v. Jordan, 36 Fin. 1, 17_

South. 742; Miller v. Burke, 6 Daly (N. Y.)
174: Johnson v. Sirret, 153 N. Y. 61. 46‘N.
E. 1035.
—Paa-eel ushers. Two ofiioers in the ex-
chequer who formerly made the parcels or items
of the escheators' accounts. wherein they charg-
ed them with everything they had levied for the
king during the term of their oiiice. Cowell.-
Paroels. A description of property. formerly
set forth in a conveyance. together with the
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boundaries thereof. in‘order to its easy identi-
fication.-—Pn1-oels. bill of. An account of the
items composin a parcel or package of goods,
transmitted wit them to the purchaser.

PABCELLA TERRE. A parcel of land.

PARCENARY. The state or condition
of holding title to lands Jointly by parceners
or co-parceners, before a division of the joint
estate. , "

PABOENER. A joint heir; one who,
with others, holds an estate in co-parceuary,
(q. 1:.) '

PABGEMIENT. Sheep-skins dressed for
writing. so called from Peraamus, Asia Min-
or, where they were invented. Used for
deeds. and used for writs oi! summons in
England previous to the Judicature act, 1875.
Wharton. - '

PAROO rnéloro. Pound-breach; also
the name of an old English writ against one
chargeable with pound-breach.

PABGU8.
stray cattle.

A park, (41. v.) A pound for
Spelman.

PAB.DON,_ An act of grace, proceeding
from the power intrusted with the execution
of the laws. which exempts the individual
on whom it is bestowed from the punishment
the law indicts tor a crime he has com-
mltted. U. ‘s. v. Wilson. 7 Pet. 160. 3 L.
Ed. 640: Ex parte Garland. 4 Wall. 380. 18
L Ed. 366; Moore v. State, 43 N. J. Law,
241, 39 Am. Rep. 558; Rich v. Chamberlain,
104 Mich. 436. 62 N. W. 584, 27 L. R. A.
678; Edwards v. Co_m., 78 Va. 39, 49 Am.
Rep. 377. '

“Par-don" is to be distinguished from “amnes-
ty." The former applies only to the individual,
releases him from the punishment fixed by law
for his specific offense. but does not afiect the
criminality of the same or similar acts when
performed by other rsons or repeated by the
same person. The stter term denotes an act
of grace. extended by the government to all per-
sons who may come within its terms. and which
ohliterates the criminality of ggst acts done. and
idelflgfes that they shall not treated as pun-
s a e.

—Oonditlonnl pardon. A conditional pardon
is one granted on the condition that it shall
only endure until the voluntary doing of some
act by the person pardoned, or that it shall be
revoked by a subsequent act on his part. as,
that he shall leave the state and never return.
Ex parte Janes. 1 Nev. 319: State v. Wolfer,
53 Minn. 135. 54 N. W. 1065. 19 L. R. A. 7823,
39 Am. St. Rep. 682; State v. Barnes. 32 S.
C. 14, 10 S. F. 611, 6 L. R. A. 743. 17 Am.
St. Rep. 832; People v. Burns, 77 Him. 92. 28
N. Y. Supp. 300.—Gonornl pardon. One
granted to all the persons participating in a
given criminal or treasonable olfense (general-
ly political). or to all offenders of a given class
or against a certain statute or within certain
limits of time. But “smnesty" is the more
appropriate term for this.

PARDOITERI. In old English law. Per-
sons who carried about the pope's indul-
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gences. and sold them to any who would
buy them.

PARENS. Lat. In Roman law. A par-
ent; originally and properly only the father
or mother of the person spoken of; but also.
by an extension of its meaning, any relative.
male or female. in the line of direct ascent.
—Pnrenst£ntr-in. Parent of the country. In
England, e king. In the United States, the
state. as a sovereign, is the parenc patriot.

“Pu-ens” est nomen gene:-ale ad o-Ina
genus oognntionis. Co. Litt. 80. “Parent"
is A name general for every kind of rela-
tlonship.

PARENT. The lawful father or the
mother of a person. Appeal 01' Gibson, 154
Mass. 378, 28 N. E. 296. This word is dis-
tinguished from “ancestors" in including
only the immediate progenitors of the per-
son, while the latter embraces his more re-
mote relatives in the ascending line.

PARENTBLA, or de parcntela re tollere.
in old English law, signified a renunciation
of one's kindred and family. This was, no
cording to ancient cutom, done in open
court, before the Judge, and in the presence
of twelve men, who made oath that they
believed it was done for a Just cause. We
read of it in the laws of Henry 1. After
such abjuration, the person was incapable
of inheriting anything from any of his re-
lations, etc. Enc. Lond.

PARENTEESIS. Part of a sentence
occurring in the middle thereof, and inclosed
between marks like ( ), the omission of
which part would not injure the grammatical
construction of the rest of the sentence.
Wharton; In re Schilling. 53 Fed. 81. 3 G
C. A. 440. -

PARENTICIDE. One who murders 1
parent; also the crime so committed.

Pnrentum est libero: ale:-e etinm no-

thos. It is the duty of parents to support
their children even when illegitimate. Inoilt.
222.

PARERGON. One work executed in the
intervals of another; a subordinate task.
Particularly, the name of a work on the
Canons. in great repute, by Aylifle.

PABES. Int. A person's peers or
equals; as the jury for the trial of causes.
who were originally the vassnls or tenants
of the lord. being the equals or peers of
the parties litigant: and. as the lord's vas-
sals judged each other in the lord's courts.
so the sovereign‘s vassals. or the lords them-
selves, judged each other in the sovereign‘!
courts. 3 Bl. Comm. 349.
—Pu-es onrlss. Peers of the court. Vassals
who were bound to attend the lord's court.-
Pnres regal. Peers of the realm. Spelnisn.
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PARESIS

PABESII. In medical jurisprudence.-
Progresslve general paralysis, involving or
laiding to the form ofiusanlty known as
“dcntentia paralytica." Populnrly, but not
very correctly. called “softening of the
brain.” See Ixsamrr.

PAR! OAUSA. Lat. With equal right;
upon an equal footing; equivalent in rights
or claims. . '

PABI DELICTO.
See in Pas: Dnuc-ro.

Lat. In equal fault.

PAR! MATEBIA. Lat. Of the same
matter; on the same subject; as, laws part
materia must be construed with reference to
each other. Bac. Abr. “Statute," I, 3.

. PABIJPASSU. Lat. By an equal prog-
ress; equ'ably;_ ratably; without preference.
Coote. Mortg. 66. .

.PARI RATIONE. Lat. For the like
reason; by like mode oi‘ reasoning. ; - - _ .

Yul: oopnlantur pu-lbns. Like thing‘!
unite with like. Bac. Max. '

nbsolvitur.Pu-{bus sentcntlls rons

Where the opinions are equal, [where the;
court is equally divided.] the defendant is,
acquitted. 4 Inst. 64.

l’AB.IENT1}S. In Spanish law. Rela-
tions. White, New Recop. b. 1. tit. 7, c. 5.
I 2.

PABIES. Lat.’ In the civil law. A wall.
Paries eat, rive murua. sive maceria est.
mg. 50. 16. 157.

-—Ps.ries oonunnnls. A common wall; . a
party-wall. Dig. 29, 2. . ~

PARIS, DECLARATION 01‘. See’
DECLARATION.

PARISH. In English law. A circuit
of’ ground, committed to the charge of one
parson or vicar, or other minister having
cure‘ of souls therein. 1 Bl. Comm. 111.
Wilson v. State. 34 Ohio St. 199. The pre-_
cinct of a parish church, and the particular
charge of a secular priest. Cowell. An ec-
clesiastical division of a town or district,
subject to the ministry of one pastor.
Brande.

In New England. A corporation estab-
lished for the maintenance or public wor-
ship. which may be coterminous with a‘
town. or include only part of it.

Aapreclnct or parish is a corporation estab-
lish solely for the» purpose of maintaining
public worship. and its powers are limited to
that object. It may raise money for building
and keeping in repair its meeting-house and sup-
porting its minister. but for no other purpose.
A town is a civil and political corporation. es-
tablished for municipal purposes. They may
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- both subsist-to ether in the same.terri_tory,- and

PARK.

be composed o the same persons. - Milford v.
_' Godfrey, 1 Pick. (Mass.) 91.

' In Louisiana. A territorial division of
the state corresponding to what is elsewhere
called a “county." See Sherman v. Parish
of Vermillion, .51 La. Ann- 880, '25 South.
538; Attorney General v. Detroit Common
Council, 112 Mich; 148. 70 N. W. 450, 37
I-..R.A.211. —

-'-Parish apprentice. In English law. The
children of parents unable to maintain them
may. by law, be a prenticed, by the guardians
or overseers of the r parish, to such persons as
may be willing to receive them as apprentice.
Such children are‘call d “ arlsh apprentices)’.
2 Steph. Comm. 230,-‘? sh church. This
expression has various significations. It is_ up-’

i"‘°"- "°"2.°i‘“"°:‘ J°:.?¢ ‘§i°§§s'.?3’i.’£s3’.'. ‘i'.3.‘3°§i.‘§.;'3ormm oca p u I ,

times tgo the building in which the public wor-
Nhip of the inhabitants of a narishqlis celebrat-
ed; but the true legal notion of aparochial‘
church is a consecrated place. having attached
to it the rights of burial and the administration
of the sacraments. Stu y. .~Pawlet v. Clark.
9 Crunch. 326. 3 L. .-?nrish clerk.
In English law. An ollicer. inqforiner times’
often in holy orders. and appointed to ofliciate»
at the altar; now his duty consists chiefly ills
making in church t the minister..
By common aw he has a macho d in his office,‘
but it seems now to be falling into-desuetude.‘
2 Staph. Comm. 700; Mosley & Whitley.—Pnr-
ish oonstlble. A petty constable exercisin .-

his functions within a given parish. Mosley _

Whitley.-Pnrlshcourt. The name of a court.
established in each parish in Louisiana. and cor-
responding to the county courts or common pleas .

courts in the other states. ‘It has a limited civil!
jurisdiction. besides general probate-powers.-.
Parish ofilcors. Church-wardens, oversee .

and constable_s.-Parish pp-lest. In Englis 3

law. .The parson; a minister ;who holds a par-,'
ish as a benefice. If the prediai tithes are up-—
propriated. he is called “rector? if impropriat-.
ed, “vicar." Wharton. — , ;

PARISHIOIIERS. Members of a parish."
In England. for many purposes they form‘
a body politic. ‘

I PARITOR. A beadle; a suminoner to'»

the courts of civil law. .

Pu-inn: ondesn out nu», idem Jns. Of‘
things equal,_'the reason is the same, and the,
same i the law. - '

PARIUH JUDIOIUM. The judgment
of peers; trial by *a jury of one’: peers or
equals. " “ "

' l

PARK. In English law. A tract of
inclosed groundprivileged for keeping wild‘
beasts of the chase, particularly deer; an
inclosed chase extending only over a man's
own grounds. 2 Bl. Comm. 38.

In American lnw. An inclosed pleas-
ure-ground in or near a city, set apart for
the recreation of the public. Riverside v."
MacLain. 210 I11. 308. 71.N. E. 408. 66 LL
R. A. 288. 102 Am. St. Rep. 164; People v;
Green, 52 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 440; Archer V.’
Saunas City. 93 Cal. 43, 28 Pac. 839, 16
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L. R. A. 145: Ehmeu v. Gothenburg, 50
Neb. 715, 70 N. W. 237. -

PARK-BOTH. To be quit of inclosing a
park or any part thereof.

PARKER. A park-keeper.

-PARKDIG. In municipal law and ad-
ministration. A strip of land, lying either
in the middle of the street or in the space
between the building line and the sidewalk,
or between the sidewalk and the driveway,
intended to be kept as a park-like space,
that is, not built upon, but beantifled with
turf. trees. flower-beds. etc. See Downing
v. Des Moines, 124 Iowa, 289. 99 N. ‘W. 1066.

run: "mm. or panama nn.1.. A
hill where courts were anciently held. Cow-
ell.

PARLIAMENT. The supreme legisla-
tive assembly of Great Britain and Ireland,
consisting of the king or queen and the three
states of the realm, viz.. the lords spiritual.
the lords temporal, and the commons. 1 Bl.
Comm. 153.
-313]: eourt of parliament. In English
law. The English parliament, as composed of
the house of peers and house of commons; or
the house of lords sitting in its judicial capacity.

P A3Y. Relating or be-
longing to, connected with, enacted by or
proceeding from, or characteristic of, the
English parliament in particular, or any
legislative body in general. -

—Purl1est|entas-y agents. Persons who act
as solicitors in promoting and carrying private
bills through parliament. They are usually at-
iorneys or so icitors, but they do not usually
confitne tnheir pzcrticel to thistparticular d‘e‘ptart-
men . rown. as lumen ry comm e.
A committee of members of the house of peers
or of the house of commonsf ap ointed b' ei-
ther house for the pa ose 0 ma ing inquiries,

‘€32 '”°.i§‘.‘2‘““ii°i ° l3“'£%i‘°§.°§o.?5“°i'§.‘.i§;o m e w c cou en e
lrnquired into by tlie‘ wholerhhouse. V:'hli;.or§on.—E

as-lluueutu-y w. e genera y o
enacted rules and recognized usages which gov-
erns the procedure of legislative assemblies
and other deliberative bodies.—Pu-llasnentary
taxes. See Tax.

PARLIAHEHTUH. L. Int. A legisla-
tive body in general or the English par-
liament in particular.
—Ps.rl1uueu dlabolleusu. A parlia-
ment held at oventry. 38 Hen. VI.. wherein
Edward, Earl of March, (afterwards King Ed-
ward IV.,) and many of the chief nobility were
attainted, was so called; but the acts then
made were annulled by the succeedin parlia-
ment. Jacob.—Pu-llunenturn in octiun.
Unlearned or lack-learnin parliament. A name
given to a parliament hed at Coventry in the
sixth ear of Henry IV. under an ordinance
requirfiig that no lawyer should be chosen
knight, citisen, or burgess: "by reason _where-
of," says Sir Edward Coke, ‘this parliament
was fruitless, and never a ood law made there-
at." 4 Inst. 48; 1 Bl. omm. 177.—Parlla.-
nentun lnsenun. A parliament assembled

PARRICIDIUM

at Oxford, 41 Hen. III., so styled from the
madness of their proceedings, and because the
lords came with armed men to it, and conten-
tions grew very high between the king. lords.
and commons, whereby many extraordinary
things were done. Jai-oli.—-Pu-liasnontum ro-
llglosos-um. In most convents there has been
a common room into which the brethren with-
drew for conversation‘ conferences there being
termed “parliamentum. Likewise, the societies
of the two temples, or inns of court, call that
assembly of the benchers or governon wherein
they confer upon the common afiairs of their
several houses a “parliament." Jacob.

Paroehle est locus quo deglt populus
alleujus eoelestu. 5 Coke, 67. A parish
is a place in which the population of a cer-
tain church resides.

PABOOHIAL. Relating or belonging to
a parish.
—Pas-oelnlal chapels. In English law. Plac-
es of public worship in which the rites of sac-
rament and sepulture are performed.

PABOL. A word; speech; hence, oral or
verbal; expressed or evidenced by speech
only: not expressed by writing; not ex-
pressed by sealed instrument.

The pleadings in an action are also, in
old law French. denominated the “pawl,”
because they were formerly actual viva ooce
pleadings in court, and not mere written
allegations, as at present. Brown.

As to parol “Agreement," "Arrest," "De-
murrer." “Evidence," “Lease," and “Prom-
ise," see those titles.

PAROLE. In military law. A promise
given by a prisoner of war. when he has
leave to depart from custody, that he will
return at the time appointed, unless dis-
charged. Webster. '

An engagement by a prisoner of war, upon
being set at liberty, that he will not again
take up arms against the government by
whose forces he was captured, either for a
limited period or while hostilities continue.

PAROLI DE LEY. L. Fr. Words of
law; technical words.

Parole font plea. Words make the plea.
5 Mod. 458.

PABQUBT. In French law. 1. The
magistrates who are charged with the con-
duct of proceedings in criminal cases and
misdemeanors.

2. That part of the bourse which is re-
served for stock-brokers.

PARRICIDE. The crime of killing one's
father; also a person guilty of killing his
father.

PAREIOIDIUH. Lat. In the civil law.
Parricide; the murder of a parent. Dig.
48, 9. 9. .
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PARI. Lat. Apart; a party to a deed,
action, or legal proceeding.
-Pu-s enitln. In old English law. The priv-
ilege or portion of the eldest daughter in the
partition of lands by lot.—Pnrs grnvnta. In
old practice. A party aggrieved: the party ag-
grieved. Hardr. 50; 3 Leon. 237.—Pu-s ro
toto- Part for the whole; the name 0 a
part used to represent the whole: as the roof
for the house. ten spears for ten armed men, etc.
—Pas-s ratlonnhdlis. That part of a man's
.goods which the law gave to his widow and chil-
dren. 2 Bi. Comm. 492.—Pars rea. A party
defendant. St. Marlbr. c. 13.-—Para viseea-nan
nuts-is. Part of the bowels of the mother;
4. e., an unborn child.

PARSOII’. The rector of a church; one
that has full possession of all the rights of
a parochial church. The appellation of “par-
son," however it may be depreciated by
familiar, clownish, and indiscriminate use.
is the most legal, most beneficial, and most
honorable title that a parish priest can en-
joy, because such a one, Sir Edward Coke
observes, and he only, is said vicem aeu per-
souam eeelesia; gerere. (to represent and bear
the person of the church.) 1 Bl. Comm. 384.
—Pas-son hnparsonee. In English law. A
clerk or parson in full possession of a beneiice.
Cowell.—Paa-son mortal. A rector instituted
and inducted for his own life. But any collegi-
ate or conventional body, to whom a church
was toreverap ropriated, was termed “persona
inunortalia." harton.

PARSOIIAGB. A certain portion of
lands, tithes, and offerings, established by
law, for the maintenance of the minister who
has the cure of souls. Tomllns.

The word is more generally used for the
house set apart for the residence of the
minister. Mosley a. Whitley. See Wells’
Estate v. Congregational Church, 63 Vt. 116,
21 At]. 270; Everett v. First Presbyterian
Church, 53 N. J. Eq. 500. 32 Atl. 747 ; Reeves
v. Reeves, 5 Les (Tenn) 644.

PART. A portion. share, or purpart.
One of two duplicate originals or a convey-
ance or covenant, the other being called
"counterpart." Also, in composition, partial
or incomplete; as part payment. part per-
formance Cairo v. Brass, 9 Ill. App. 406.
-Part and pertinent. In the Scotch law
of conveyancing. Formal words equivalent to
the English “appurteuances." Bell.

As to part ‘‘owner,'’ “Payment,” and "Per-
formance." see those titles.

PARTAGE. In French law. A division
made between co-proprietors of a particular
estate held by them in common. It is the
operation by means of which the goods of a
succession are divided among the co-heirs:
while licitation (q. 1:.) is an adjudication to
the highest bidder or objects which are not
divisible. Duverger.

PARTE IIIAUDITA. Lat. one side be-
ing unheard. Spoken of any action which
is taken es ports.

\
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PART2 NON OOIIARBNTE. Let.
The party not having appeared. The con-
dition of a cause called “dei.'ault."

Parts qunetunque integs-ante aahlata,‘
tollitnr totun. An integral part being
taken away, the whole is taken away. 8
Coke. 41.

Pas-tom nliqnun recto intelligere no-
mo potent, antequnln totnm, lterlun at-.
qne iterlun. perlegorit. 3 Coke, 52. No
one an rightly understand any part until
he has read the whole again and again.

PARTS! PINI8 NIIIIL HAB‘U'EB.UN'l'.'
In old pleading. The parties to the line had
nothing; that is. had no estate which could
be conveyed by it. A plea to a flue which’
had been levied by a stranger. 2 Bl. Comm.
857 : 1 P. Wms. 620.

PARTIAL. Relating to or constituting a
part; not complete; not entire or universal.-
-Partial account. An account of an exec-
utor adminxstrator, guardian. etc.. not exhibit-
ing his entire dealings with the estate or fund
from his a pointment to iinsi settlement, but
covering on y a portion of the time or of the
estate. See Marshall v. Coleman, 187 Ill. 556,
58 N. E. 628.—Pu-tin! aver e. Another
name for particular average. ee Avssaos.
And see Peters v. Warren Ins. Co., 19 Fed. Can.
370.—Pu-tin! evid See EvxnsNcn.—-enee.
Pu-tin! insanity. Mental unsoundness al-_
ways existing, although only occasionall mani-
fest; monomania. d 79.»—Pu-ti loss.

Loss.—Pna-tlnl verdict. See Vssmcr.

PARTIARIUI. Lat. In Roman law. A
legatee who was entitled, by the directions
of the will, to receive a share or portion of
the inheritance left to the heir. -

PARTIOEPB. Let. A participant; a
aharer; anciently, a part owner, or parcener.
-—?u-deep: orhninis. A participant in a
crime; an accomplice. One who shares or
co-operates in a criminal ofiense, tort, or fraud.
Alberger v. White, 117 M0. 847. 23 S. W. 2;
State v. For. 70 N. J. Law, 353, 57 Atl. 270..

Pa:-tioipes plus-es aunt quasi nnuan

corpus in so qnod nnlun fins habent. at
oportet qnod corpns sit integnun, at
(lined in nulln pnrte sit defeotns. Co.
Litt. 4. Many parceners are as one body.
inasmuch as they have one right, and it is
necessary that the body be perfect, and that
there be a defect in no part.

PARTIOULA. A small piece of land.

PARTICULAR. This term, as used in
law, is almost always opposed to “general,”
and means either individual, local, partial.
special, or belonging to a single person, place,
or thing.
—Partienlnr statement. This term, in use
in Pennsylvania, denotes a statement which a"
iaintiif may be required to tile, exhibiting in

setaii the items of his claim, (or its nature, it
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single.) with the dates and snins. It is a spe-
cies of declaration, but is informal and not

uired to be methodical. Dixon v. Sturgeon,
6 erg. & R. (Pa.) 2S.—Pnrticnla‘r tenant.
The tenant of a particular estate. 2 Bl. Comm.

See ESTATE.

As to particular “Average," "Custom," “Es-
tate,” "Lien," “Malice." and ‘‘Partnership.’'
see those titles.

' PABTIOULARITY, in a pleading, aiiida-
vit, or the like, is the detailed statement of
particulars.

PARTICULARS. The details of a claim,
or the separate items of an account. When
these are stated in an orderly form. for the
information of a defendant, the statement is
called a “bill of particulars," (q. 1:.)

—Ps.1-tionlnrs of breaches and objections.
In_ an action brought. in England, for the in-
fringement of letters patent, the piaintifi is
bound to deliver with his declaration (now with
his statement of claim) particulars (i. 9.. de-
tails) of the breaches which he complains of.
Sweet.—Particnlars of criminal charges.
A prosecutor. when a charge is general. is fre-
quently ordered to give the defendant a state-
ment of the acts cha ed, which is called. in
England, the "particu ars" of the charges.-
Particnlnrs of sale. When property such as
land. houses. shares. reversions, etc., is to
sold by auction. it is usually described in a doc-
ument called the “particulars." copies of which
are distributed among intending bidders. They
should-fairly and accurately describe the rop-
erty. Dart, Vend. 113; 1 Dav. Conv. 11.

PARTIDA.
Las PABTIDAS.

Span.‘ Part; a part. See

PARTIES. The persons who take part
in the performance or any act, or who are
directly interested in any aflatr, contract, or
conveysiice, or who are actively concerned
in the proseeution"~ and defense of any legal
proceeding.’ U. S. V. Henderlong (C. C.) 102
Fed. 2; Robbins v. Chicago, 4 Wall. 672, 18
L." Ed. 427 ;' _Green v. Bogue. 158 U. S. 478,
15 Sup. Ct. 975, 39 L. Ed. 1061; Hughes v.
Jones, 118 N. Y. 67. 22 N. E. 446, 5 L. R.
A. 637. 15 Am. St. Rep. 386. See also Burrt.

In the Roman civil law. the parties were
designated as “ac-tor" and “rciig." In the com-
mon law. they are called “plaintii‘f" and “defend-
ant ;" in real actions, di-iiiundant" and “ten-
ant;" in equity. "complainant" or "plaintiif"
and “defendant:"‘ in Scotch law. “pursuer" and
“defender;" in admiralty ractice. “iibelant"
and “respondent :" in appea s, “appellant" and
“respondent," sometimes “plaintifi in error"
and "defendant in error; ' in criminal proceed-

- lngs. “prosecutor" and “prisoner."
Classification. Formal parties are those

who have no interest in the controversy between
the immediate litigants, but have an interest
in the subject-matter which may be conveniently
settled in the suit, and thereby prevent further
litigation; they may be made parties or not.
at the option of the complainant. Cliadbourne
v. Coe. 01 Fed. 479, 2 C. C. A. 3‘.’.7.—Nccca-
nary parties are those parties who have such_an
interest in the subject-matter of a suit in equity.
or whose rights are so involved in the contro-
versy, that- no complete and efiective decree can
be made. disposing of the matters in issue and
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dispensing complete justice, unless they are be-
fore the court in such a manner as to entitle
them to _be heard in vindication or protection
of their interests. See Chandler v. Ward. 188
Ill. 322. 58 N. E. 919; Phoenix Nat. Bank v.
Cleveland Co.. 58 Hun, 606, 11 N. 1'. Sup .

873; (‘hadbourne v. Coe. 51 Fed. 480, 2
C. A. 327: Burrill v. Garst. 19 R. I. 38. 31
Atl. 436: Castle v. Madison 113 Wis. 34
89_l\'. W. 156; Iowa County Sup'rs v. Miners
Point R. Co.,-24 \Vis. 132. Nominal parties
are those who are joined as plaintiifs or de-
fendants. not because they have any real in-
terest in the subject-matter or because any
relief is demanded as against them. but merely
because the technical rules of pleading require
their presence on the record. It should be noted
that some courts make a further distinction
between “necessary" parties and “indispensable"
parties. Thus, it is said that the supreme court
of the_ United States divides parties in equity
suits into three difierent claes: (1) Formal
Battles, who have no interest in the controversy

tween the immediate litigants, but have such
an interest in the subject-matter as may
conveniently settled in the suit. and thereby
prevent further litigation; (2) necessary par-
ties, who have an interest in the controversy
but whose interests are separable from those of
the parties before the court, and will not be
directly afiected by a decree which does com-
plete and full justice between them; (3) in-
dispensable parties. who not only have an in-
terest in the subject-matter of the controversy.
but an interest of such a nature that a final
dec_ree_cannot be made without either aifecting
their interests or leaving the controversy in
such a condition that its final determination"
may be wholly inconsistent with equity and
good conscience. ilicklin v. .\iarco. 56 Fed.

52, 6 C. C. A. 10. citing Shields v. Barrow. 17
'. . L. Ed. 108; Ribon v. Railroad

Co. .16 Wall. 450 21 L. Ed. 367; Williams
v. hankhead. 19 mn. 571. 22 L. Ed. 184;
Kendig v. Dean, 97 U. S. 425, 24 L. Ed. 1061.
—Pnx-tics and priries. Parties to a deed or
contract are those with whom the deed or con-
tract is actually made or entered into. By the
term “privies," as a plied to contracts, is fre-
quently meant those etween whom the contract
is mutually binding, although not literally par-
ties to such contract. Thus. in the case of a
lease. the lessor and lessee are both parties and
privies. the contract being literally made be-
tween the two, and also being mutually bind-
ing: but, if the lessee assign his interest to
a third part . then a privity arises between the
assignee an the ori inal lessor, although such
assignee is not liters ly a party to the original
lease. Brown.

PABTITIO. Lat. In the civil law. Par-
tition; division. This word did not always
signify dimidium, a dividing into halves.
Dig. 50. 16, 164, 1.
—Pa.:-titlo logatn. A testamentary partition.
This took place where the testator. in his will.
directed the heir to divide the inheritance and
deliver a designated portion thereof to a named
legatee. See Mackeld. Rom. Law, §§ 781, 785.

PARTITION. The dividing of lands held
by joint tenants, coparceners. or tenants"
in common, into distinct portions. so that
tliey may hold them in severalty. And, in
a less technical sense, any division of real or
personal property between co-owners or co-
proprietors. Meachiim v. Meachiim. 91 Tenn.
532, 19 S. W. 75": Hudgiiis v. Sansom, 72
‘Tex. 229. 10 S. W. 10-1; Weiscr v. Welser. 5
Watts (Pa.) 279, 30 Am. Dec. 313; Gay v.
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I'arimrt. 100 U. s. 679, 1 Sup. Ct. 456, 21
L. Ed. 250.

—Gwelty of partition. See OWELTY. Par-
tition. deed of. In conveyancing. A species
of primary or original conveyance between two
or more joint tenants. co arceners. or tenants in
common. by which they ivide the lands so held
among them in severalty, each taking a distinct
part. 2 Bl. Comm. 32'}. 32-i.—Partition of a
sneeession. The partition of a succession is
the division of the eifects of which the succes-
sion is composed. among all the co-heirs, ac-
cording to their respective rights. Partition is
voluntary or judicial. It is voluntary when it
is made among all the co-heirs present and of
age. and by their mutual consent. It is ju-
dicial when it is made b the authority of the
court. and according to t e formalities rcscrib-
ed by law. Every partition is either elinitive
or provisional. Definitive partition is that
which is made in a permanent and irrevocable
manner. Provisional partition is that which is
made provisionally. eitlrer of certain things be-
fore the rest can be divided, or even of every-
thing that is to be divided. when the parties are
not in a situation to make an irrevocable par-
tition. ("iv. Code La. art. 1293. et seq.

PARTNER. A member of a copartner-
ship or firm; one who has united with others
to form a partnership in business. See Paar-
NERSIIIP.

-*D°fl'|ll|¢ partners. Those whose names
are not known or do not a pear as partners,
but who nevertheless are sient partners, and
partake of the profits and thereby become part-
ners, either absolutely to all intents and pur
poses. or at all events in respect to third par-
ties. Dormant partners, in strictness of lan-
guage, mean those who are merely passive in
the _fir;n, whether known or unknown, in con-
tradistinction_to those who are active and con-
duct the business of the firm, as principals.
See Story. Partn. 80' Rowland v. Estes,
190 Pa. 111, 42 At. 525; National Bank of
Salem v. Thomas. 47 N. Y. 15: Metcalf v.
Oflicer C.) 2 Fed. 640; Pooleiv v. Driver,
5 Ch. iv. 458: Jones v. Fege , 4 Phila.
(Pa.) 1.—I.i nidating partner. he partner
who, upon t_e dissolution or insolvency of the
firm, is appointed to settle its accounts. collect
assets. adjust claims, and pay debts.—Nomina1
partner. One whose name appears in con-
nection with the business as s. member of the
firm. but who has no real interest in it.—Os-
tensihle partner. One whose name appears
to the world as such. or who is held out to
all persons having dealings with the firm in
the character of a partner. whether or not he
has any real interest in the firm. Civ. Code
Pa. 5 1S89.—Qna.si partners. Partners of
ands. goods. or chattels who are not actual

partners are sometimes so called. Poth. de So-
ciété, App. no. 184.—Silent partner, sleep-
ing partner. Popular names for dormant
partners or slpeecial partnc-.rs.—Speeial part-
ner._ A mem r of a limited partnership, who
furnishes certain funds to the common stock,
and whose liability extends no further than the
fund furnished. A partner whose responsibility
is restricted to the amount of his investment.
3 Kent. Comm. 3-i.—-Surviving partner. The
partner who, on the dissolution of the firm by
the death of his copartner, occupies the position
of a trustee to settle up its aifairs.

PARTNERSHIP. A voluntary contract
between two or more competent persons to
place their money. effects. labor. and skill.
or some or all of them, in lawful commerce
or business. with the understanding that
there shall be a proportional sharing of the
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profits and losses between them. Story.
Partn. I 2; Ooliy. Partn. I 2; 3 Kent. Comm.
23.

Partnership is the association or two or
more persons for the purpose of carrying on
business together, and dividing its profits
between them. Civ. Code Cal. 5 2395.

Partnership is a synallagiuatic and com-
mutative contract made between two or more
persons for the mutual participation in the
profits which may accrue from property,
credit, skill, or industry, furnished in deter-
mined proportions by the parties. Civ. Code
La. art. 2801.

Partnership is where two or more persons
agree to carry on any business or adventure
together. upon the terms of mutual partici-
pation in its profits and losses. Mozley &
Whitley. And see Macomber v. Parker. 13
Pick. (Mass.) 181; Bucknam v. Barnum. 15
Conn. 71; Farmers’ Ins. Co. v. Ross. 29
Ohio St. 431; In re Gibb‘s Estate. 157 Pa.
59, 27 Atl. 383, 22 L. R. A. 276: Wild v.
Davenport, 48 N. J. Law. 129, 7 Atl. 295, 57
Am. Rep. 552: Mora-e v. Pacific Ry. Co.. 191
111. 356, 81 N. E. 104.

—General partnership. A artnership in
whiclfthe arties carry on all their trade and
business, w utever it may be, for the joint ben-
efit and Erofit of all the parties concerned.
whether t e capital stock be limited or not.

.or the contributions thereto be equal or un-
equal. Story. Pnrtn. § 74; Bigelow v. Elliot,
3 Fed. Gas. 351; Eldridge v. Troost. 3 Abh.
Pmc., N. S. (N. Y.) 23.—I.iniited partner-
ship. A partnership consisting of one or more
general partners. jointly and severally respon-
sible as ordinary partners. and by \\’li0ln the
business is conducted, and one or more special
partners, contributing in cash payments ii spe-
cific sum as capital to the common stock. and
who are not liable for the debts of the part-
nership beyond the fund so contributed. 1 Rev.
St. N. Y. 764. And see Moorhead v. Seymour
(City Ct. N. Y. 77 N. Y. Supp. 1054; Taylor
v. Webster. 39 . . J. Law. 10-i.—Mining part-
nership. See MmiNo.—Particn1sr_ part-
nership. One existing where the parties have
united to share the benefits of a single individ-
ual transaction or enter rise. _Spencer v. Jones
(Tex. Civ. App.) 47 S. . 68a_).—Pa.rtnership
assets. Property of any kind belonging to
the firm as such (not the se arnte property of
the individual partners) an available to the
recourse of the creditors of the firm in the
first instance.~—Pu-tnership at will.‘ One
designed to continue for no fixed period of
time. but only during the.pleasure of the par-
ties, and which ma be dissolved by any part-
ner without previous notice.—Pax-tnership
debt. One due from the partnership or firm
as such and not (primarily) from one of the in-
dividual partners.‘—Partnarship in eonunan-
dasn. Partnership in commendam is formed by
a contract by which one person or partnership
agrees to furnish another person or partnership
a certain amount. either in property or money.
to be employed by the person or partnership
to whom it is furnished. in .his or their own
name or firm, on condition of receiving a share
in the profits. in the proportion determined by
the contract. and of being liable to losses and
expenses to the amount furnished and no more.
Civ. Code La. art. 2R.'l9.—8eeret partnership.
One where the existence of certain persons as
partners is not avowed to the ublic by any
of the partners. Deering v. Finn era. 49 N. H.
2‘25.—Special partnership. At common law.
One formed for the prosecution of a special
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branch of business, as distinguished from the
general business of the parties. or for one ar-
ticular venture or subject. Bigelow v. Eliot
3 Fed. Cas. $31. Under statutes. A limi
partnership, (q. v.)—8nbpaa-tnes-ship. One
ormed where one partner in a firm makes

a stranger a partner with him in his share of
the pro ts of that iirm.—'Un.lversa1 partner-
ship. One in which the partners jointly agree
to contribute to the common fund of the part-
nershi the whole of their property, of what-
ever c aracter, and future, as well as resent.

Sociéte, 29; Civ. Code La. 1 , art.

PARTURITION. The act of giving birth
to a child.

PARTUS. Lat. Child; oflspring; the
child just before it is born, or immediately
after its birth.

Pin-tns ex legitimo there non oer-tins
noseit matron qnazn genltos-em suiun.

Fortes. 42. The offspring of a legitimate bed
knows not his mother more certainly than
his father.

Pas-tns seqnltur ventrena. The offspring
follows the mother; the brood of an animal
belongs to the owner of the dam; the on-
spring of a slave belongs to the owner of
the mother, or follow the condition of the
mother.
has been adopted in the law of England in
regard to animals, though never allowed in
the case of human beings. 2 Bl. Comm. 390,
94: Fortes. 42.

PARTY. A person concerned or having
or taking part in any affair. matter, transac-
tion, or proceeding, considered individually.
See PARTIES.

The term “parties" includes all persons who
are directly interested in the subject-matter in
issue, who have a right to make defense, control
the proceedings, or appeal from the judgment.
Strangers are persons who do not possess these
rights. Hunt v. Haven, 52 N. H. 162.

‘Party’' i a technical word, and has a pre-
cise meaning in legal parlance. By it is under-
stood he or they by or against whom a suit is
brought, whether in law or equity; the arty
plaintiff or defendant, whether composed 0 one
or more individuals, and whether natural or
legal persons. (they are parties in the writ. and

rties on the record ;) and all others who may
e alfected by the suit, indirectly or consequen-

tially. are ersons interested. but not parties.
Merchants’ ank v. Cook, 4 Pick. 405.
—Party and party. This phrase signifies the
contending parties in an action; 1'. c.. the lain-
tifi and defendant, as distinguished from t e at-
torney and his client. It is used in connection
with the subject of costs, which are diiferently
taxed between party and part and between at-
torney and client. Brown. al party. In
statutes requirin suits to be~brought in the
name of the,“re party in interest.‘ this term
means the person who is actually and substan-
tially interested in the subject-matter, as dis-
tinguished from one who has only a nominal,
formal. or technical interest in it or connection
with it. Hoagland v. Van Etten. 22 Neb. 681,
35 N. W. 870; Gruber v. Baker. 20 Nev. 4'53,
23 Pac. 858, 9 L. R. A. 302; (‘hew v. Brumiig-
en. 13 Wall. 504, 20 L. Ed. 663.—'.l.'h:lad par
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A maxim of the civil law, which -

PARVISE

ties. A term used to include all persons who:
are not parties to the contract. agreement, or
instrument of writing by which their interest in
the thing conveyed is sought to be afiectcd.
Morrison v. Trudeau (La.) 1 Mart. (N. S.) 384.

PARTY, adj. Relating or belonging to. or

composed of, two or more parts or portions,
or two or more persons or classes oi.’ persons.
—P_arty_ fury. A jury do noedietate liuguaz;
(which tit e s_ee.)-—Pas-ty structure is a struc-
ture separating buildings, stories, or rooms
which belong to diE_erent owners, or which are
approached by distinct staircases or separate
entrances from without, whether the same be a
partition, arch, floor, or other structure. St.
18 & 19 Vict. c. 122.
—Pas-ty-wall. A wa built partly on the land
of one owner, and partly on the land of another,
for the common benefit of both in supporting
tin_ibe_rs used in the construction of contiguous
buildings. Brown v. Werner, 40 Md. 19. In
the primary and most ordinary meaning of the
term, a party-wall is (1) a wall of which the
two adjoining owners are tenants in common.
But it may also mean (2) a wall divided longi-

- tiidinally into two strips, one belonging to each
of the neighboring owners: (3) a wall which
belongs entirely to one of the adjoinin owners,
but is subject to an easement or rig t in the
other to have it maintained as. a dividing wall
between the two tenements. (the term is so used
in some of the English building acts :) or (4) a
wall divided longitudinally into two moieties,
each moiety being subject to a cross-easement in
favor of the owner of the other moiety. Sweet.

1-Anon. nut. Little; but little.

Pa:-an oavet nature. Nature takes lit-
tle heed. Vandenheuvel v. United Ins. 00..
2 Johns. Cas. (N. Y.) 127, 166.

PARUH OAVIISE VIDETUR. Lat. In
Roman law. He seems to have taken too
little care; he seems to have been incautious,
or not suiiiciently upon his‘ guard. A form
or expression used by the judge or magis-
trate in pronouncing sentence of death upon
a criminal. Festus. 325; Tayl. Civil Law.
81; 4 Bl. Comm. 362, note.

Parnsn d:l£ea-ant qua re concordant.
2 Bulst. 86. Things which agree in sub-
stance diner -but little.

Pas-tun est latarn esse sententiaan nlsl
snalsdetnr executioni. It is little [or to
little purpose] that Judgment be given un-
less it be committed to execution. Co. Litt.
289. '

Pas-nan pa-ofleit selre quid fleri debet,
si non eognosoas qnonsodo sit faehu-Ila.
2 Inst. 503. It profits little to know what
ought to be done, if you do not know how it
is to be done. -

rsnva ss:n..n-:a1crn. Petty serjeanty.
(q. 1:.)

PAEVISE. An afternoon's exercise or
moot for the instruction of young students.
bearing the same name originally with the
Parriskz (little-go) of Oxford. Wharton.

3.) Mosley & Whit ey..
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PARVIJI CAPE. See Psrrr Cars.

' PAS. In French. Precedence; right of
going foremost.

PASOE. The passover; Easter.

PASOEA. In old English law and prac-'
tice. Easter. De termino bascha.-. of the
term of Easter. Bract. fol. 2460.
—Pa.soln ohusrun. The octave of Easter, or
Low-Sunday. which closes that solemnity.—
Paul: 0 dun. The Sunday before Easter,
called “Palm-Sunday."—Pnsoha rents. In
English ecclesiastical law. Yearly tributes paid
by the clergy to the bishop or archdeacon at
their Easter visitations.

PASOIJA. A particular meadow or pas-
ture land set apart to feed cattle.

'PA.SOUA SILVA. In the civil law. A
feeding wood; a wood devoted to the feeding
of cattle. Dig. 50, 16, 30, 5.

PASOUAGE.
of cattle.

The grazing or pasturage

PASS, 1'. 1. In practice. To utter or pro-
nounce; as when the court passes sentence
upon a prisoner. Also to proceed; to be ren-
dered or given; as when judgment is said to
pass for the plaintifl in a suit.

2. In legislative parlance, a bill or resolu-
tion is said to pass when it is agreed to or
enacted by the house, or when the body has
sanctioned its adoption by the requisite ma-
Jority of votes; in the same circumstances.
the body is said to pass the bill or motion.

- 3. When an auditor appointed to examine
into any accounts certifies to their correct-
ness, he is said to pass them; 6. e., they
pass through the examination without being
detained or sent back for inaccuracy or im-
perfection. Brown.

A. The term also means to examine into
anything and then authoritatively determine
the disputed questions which it involves. In
this sense a jury is said to pass upon the
rights or issues in litigation before them.

6. In the language of conveyancing. the
term means to move from one person to an-
other: to be transferred or conveyed from
one owner to another; as in the phrase “the
word ‘heirs’ will pass the fee.”

8. To publish; utter; transfer; circulate;
impose fraudulently. This is the meaning of
the word when the offense of passing coun-
terfeit money or a forged paper is spoken of.

. “Pass." “utter," "publish." and “sell" are in
some respects convertible terms. and. in a 'ven
case. “pass“ may include utter, publish. an sell.
The words "uttering" and "passinx." tiled of
-notes. do not necessarily import that they are
transferred as genuine. The words include any
delive of a note to another for value. with in-
tent t at it shall be put into circulation as
money. . S. v. Nelson, 1 Abb. (U. S.) 135.
Fed. Gas. No. 15,861.

Passing a paper is putting it off in payment
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or exchange. Uttering it is a declarafion that
it is good, with an intention to pass, or an oifer
to pass it.

PASS, n. Permission to pass; a license
to go or come; a certificate, emanating from
authority, wherein it is declared that a des-
ignated person is permitted to go beyond cer-
tain boundaries which. without such author-
ity, he could not lawfully pass. Also a ticket
issued -by a railroad or other transportation
company, authorizing a designated person to
travel free on its lines, between certain
points or for a limited time.

PASS-BOOK. A book in which.a bank
or banker enters the deposits made by a cus-
tomer, and which is retained by the latter.
Also a book in which a merchant enters the
items of sales on credit to a customer, and
which the latter carries or keeps with him.

PASSAGE. A way over water: an ease-
ment giving the right to pass over a piece of
private water.

Travel by sea; a voyage over water: the
carriage of passengers by water; money paid
for such carriage.

Enactment; the act of carrying a bill or
resolution through a legislative or delibera-
tive body in accordance with the prescribed
forms and requisites; the emergence of the
bill in the form of a law, or the motion in
the form of a resolution.

PASSAGE COURT. An ancient court of
record in Liverpool, once called the “may-
or's court of pays sage,” but now usually
called the "court of the passage of the bor-
ough of Liverpool." This court was for-
merly held before the mayor and two bailifls
of the borough, and had jurisdiction in ac-
tions where the amount in question exceeded
forty shillings. Mosley & Whitley.

PASSAGE HONEY. The fare of a pas-
senger by sea; money paid for the transpor-
tation of persons in a ship or vessel; as dis-
tinguished from “freight” or "freight-mom
ey," which is paid for the transportation of
goods and merchandise.

PASSAGIO. An ancient writ addressed
to the keepers of the ports to permit a man
who had the king's leave to pass over sea.
Reg. Orig. 193.

PASSAGIUM IIEGIS. A voyage or ex-

pedition to the Holy Land made by the kings
of England in person. Cowell.

_ PASSATOB. He who has the interest or
command of the passage of a river; or a lord
to whom a duty is paid for passage. Whar-
ton. '

PASSENGER. A person whom a com-
mon carrier has contracted to carry from one
place to another, and has, in the course of
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the performance of that contract, received
under his care either upon the means of con-
veyance, or at the point of departure of that
means of conveyance. Bricker v. Philadel-
phia & R. R. Co., 132 Pa. 1, 18 Atl. 983,
19 Am. St. Rep. 585; Schepers v. Union De
pot R. Co., 126 M0. 665, 29 S. W. 712; Penn-
sylvania R. Co. v. Price, 96 Pa. 256; The
Main v. Williams, 152 U. S. 122. 14 Sup. Ct.
488, 38 L. Ed. 381; Norfolk & W. R. Co. v.
Tanner, 100 Va. 379, 41 S. E. 721.

PASSIAGIARIUS. A ferrynian. Jacob.

PASSING-TICKET. In English law. A
kind of permit, being a note or check which
the toll-clerks on some canals give to the
boatmen, specifying the lading for which they
have paid toll. Wharton. I

PASSIO. Pannnge; a liberty for hogs to
run in forests or woods to feed upon mast.
Mon. Angl. 1, 682.

PASSION. In the definition of man-
slaughter as homicide committed without
premeditation but under the influence of sud-
den "passion,” this term means any intense
and vehement emotional excitement of the
kind prompting to violent and aggressive ac-
tion, as, rage, anger, hatred, furious resent-
inent. or terror. See Stell v. State (Tex. Cr.
App.) 58 S. W. 75: State v. Johnson, 23 N.
C. 362. 35 Am. Dec. 742.

PASSIVE. As used in law, this term
means inactive; permissive; consisting in
endurance or submission, rather than action;
and-in some connections it carries the impli-
cation ot being subjected to a burden or
charge.

As to passive ‘-‘Debt,"
and “Use," see those titles.

“Title,” “Trust,”

PASSPORT. In internntionnl law.
A document issued to a neutral ' merchant
vessel, by her own government, during the
progress of a war, and to be carried on the
,voyage, containing a suflicient description of
the vessel, master, voyage, and cargo to evi-
dence her nationality and protect her against
the cruisers of the belligerent powers. This
paper is otherwise called a “pass," “sea-
pass," “sea-letter,” “sea-brief."

A license or safe-conduct, issued during the
progress or a war, authorizing a person to re-

move himself or his eflects from the territory
of one of the belligerent nations to another
country, or to travel from country to country
without arrest or detention on account of the
war.

In American law. A special instrument
intended for the protection of American ves-
sels against the Barbary powers. usually
called a “Mediterranean pass.” Jac. Sea
Laws, 69.
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- chise, or property;

PATENT

In_ modern European law. A- warrant
of protection and authority to travel, granted
to persons moving from place to place, by the
competent ofllcer. Brande.

PASTO. In Spanish law. Feeding; pas-
ture; a right of pasture. White, New Recop.
b. 2, tit. 1, c. 6, 54. .

PASTOR. Lat. A shepherd. Applied to
a minister of the Christian religion, who has
charge of a congregation, hence called his
“flock.” See First Presbyterian Church v._

Myers, 5 Okl. 809, 50 Pac. 1'0, 38 L. B. A. 687.

Land on which cattle are
Go. Litt. 4b.

PASTURE.
fed; also the right of pasture.

PASTUS. In feudal law. The procurin-
tlon_or provision which tenants were bound
to make for their lords at certain times, or" as
often as they made a progress to their lands".
It was often converted into money.

PATEAT UNIVERSIS PER PRE-
SENTES. Know all men by these presents.
Words with which letters of attorney ancient-
ly commenced. Reg. Orig. 3051), 306.

PATENT, ad}. Open; manifest; evident;
unsealed. Used in this sense in such phrases
as “patent ambiguity,” “patent writ,” “letters
patent.” _

._Lettors patent. .Open letters, as distin-
guished from letters close. An instrument pro-
ceeding from the government, and conveying
a right, authority, or grant to an individual, as
a’ patent for a’ tract of land, or for the exclu-
sive right to make and sell a new invention.
Familiariy termed a “patent.” See Interna-
tional Tooth Crown Co. v. Hanks Dental Ass’n
EC. C.) 111 Fed. 918.—Pntent nlnbigulty.

ee Ann1oUI'rv.—Petent defect. In sales of
personal property, one which is plainly visible
or which can be discovered by such an inspec-
tion as would be made in the exercise of ordi-
nary care and prudence. See Lawson v. Beer,
52 N. C. 46l.—Pntent writ. In old practice.
An open writ; one not closed or sealed up. See
Cnoss Waxrs. . .

PATENT, n. A grant of some privilege,
property, or authority, made by the govern-
ment or sovereign of a country to one or
more individuals. Phil. Pat. 1. '

In English law. _ A grant by the sover-
eign to a subject or subjects, under the great
seal, conferring some authority, title, fran-

termed “letters patent"
from being delivered open, and not closed up
from inspection. . '

In American law. The instrument by
which a state or government grants public
lands to an individual.

A grant made by the government to en in-
ventor, conveying and securing to him the
exclusive right to make and sell his invention
for a term of years. Atlas Glass Co. v. Si-
monds Mfg. Co., 102 Fed. 647. 42 C. C. A.
654; Sociéte Anonyme v. General Electric ‘Co.
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(C. C.) 97 Fed. 605; Minnesota V. Barber.
1361}. 8.313,10Sup.Ct. 862,341.. Ed. 455:
Pegram v. American Alkali Co. (C. C.) 122
Fed. 1000.

—Patent M11 ofloe. The attorney general's
patent bill ofiice is the oflice in which were for-
merly prepared the drafts of all letters patent
issued in England. other than those for inven-
tions. The draft patent was called a “biil ” and
the oflicer who pre red it was called the clerk
of the patents to t e queen's attorney and solic-
itor general." Sweet.—Patent of precedence.
Letters patent granted, in England, to such bar-
risters as the crown thinks lit to honor with
that mark of distinction, whereby they are en-
titled to such rank and preaudience as_are as-
signed in their respective patents, which is some-
times next after the attorney general, but more
usuall next after her majesty‘s counsel then be-
ing. hese rank promiscuousiy with the king's
(or queen's) counsel, but are not the sworn serv-
ants of the crown. 3 Bi. Comm. 28: 3 St_eph.
Comm. 274.—Patent-oflgee. In the ‘adminis-
trative system of the United States, this is one
of the bureaus of the department of the interior.
It has charge of the issuing of patents to inven-
tors and of such business as is connected there-
with.—Patent-rlgiit. A right secured h pa-
tent; usually meaning ._a right to_the exc usive
manufacture and sale of an invention or patent-
ed article. Avery v. Wilson (C. C.) 20 Fed.
856; Crown Cork & Seal Co. v. State, 87 Md.

A. 417: Com. v.
Central, etc., Tel. Co.. 145 Pa. 121. 22 Ati. 841.
27 Am. St. Rep. 677.—Pa.tent- ht dealer.
Any one whose business it is to sei . or offer for
sale, patent-ri hts. 14 St. at Large. 118.—Pat-
ent rolls. he oflicial records of royal char-
ters and grants; covering from the _reign of
Kin John to recent times. They contain grants
of o ces and lands. restitutions of teniporalities
to ecclesiastical persons, confirmations of grants
made to bodies corporate, patents of creation of
geers, and licenses of all kinds. I-lubb. Succ.

17; 32 Phiia. Law Lib. 429.—Pioneer at-
ent. A patent for an invention covering a unc-
tion never before performed. or a wholly novel
device. or one of such noveltv and importance
as to mark a distinct step in t e progress of the
art, as distinguished from a mere improvement
or perfecting of what has gone before. West-
inghouse v. Boyden Power-Brake Co.. 170 U. S.
537, 18 Sup. Ct. 707. 42 L. Ed. 1136.

PATENTABLE. Suitable to be patented;
entitled by law to be protected by the issu-
ance of a patent. Heath Cycle Co. v. Hay
(C. C.) 67 Fed. 246; Maier v. Bloom (C. C.)
95 Fed. 166; Boyd v. Cherry (0. C.) 50 Fed.
282; Providence Rubber Co. v. Goodyear. 9
Wall. 796, 19 L. Ed. 566.

PATENTEE. He to whom a patent has
been granted. The term is usually applied
to one who has obtained letters patent for a
new invention.

PATE3. Lat. A father; the father. in
the civil law, this word sometimes included
owe. (8ran'dfather.) Dig. 50, 16, 201.
—Pater atria. Father of the country.
PAIENB Ararat.

See

Peter is est qnean nuptia deinonati-ant.
The father is he whom the marriage points
out. 1 Bl. Comm. 446; Tate v. Penne. 7
Mart. (N. S. La.) 1548. 553: Dig. 2, 4, 5;
Broom. Max. 516.
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PATE3PAi.n.IAl. The father of
family. -

In Roman law. The head or master of a‘

family.
This word is sometimes employed. in a wide

sense, as uivalent to em’ iuris.
jun’: is cal ed “paterfamilo'aa" even when under
the age of puberty. In the narrower and more
common use, a pate’:-fovnilias is any one invest-
ed with potemu over any person. it is thus as
a piicabie to a grandfather as to a father.

unter, Rom. Law, 49

PATEBIIA PATEBNIS. Lat. . Pater-
nal estates to paternal heirs. A rule of the
French law, signifying that such portion of
a decedent's estate as came to him from his
father must descend to his heirs on the fa-
ther’s side.

PATEBNAL. That which belongs to the
father or comes from him.
—Patern.a.l power. The authority lawfully
exercised by parents over their children. This
phase is also used to translate the Latin “pa-
ma potestaa." (q. v.)—Pate property.
That which descends or comes to one from his
father. grandfather. or other ascendant or col-
lateral on the paternal side of the house.

PATEBNITY. The fact of being a fa-
ther: the relationship of a father. '

The Dltin “pan-rm'Ias" is used in the can-
on law to denote a kind of spiritual relatiou- .

ship contracted by baptism. Heinecc. Eleui.
lib. 1, tit. 10, 5 161, note. '

PATHOLOGY. ‘ In medical jurispru-
dence. The scleiice or doctrine of diseases.
That part of medicine which explains the
nature of diseases, their causes, and their
symptoms. See Bacon v. U. 8. Mat. Acc.
Ass'n, 123 N. Y. 304, 25 N. E. 399, 9 L. R. A:
617. 20 Am. St. Rep. 748. -'

PATIBULARY.
lows.

Belonging to the gai-

PATIBULATED. Hanged on a gibbet.

PATIBULUH.
gallows or gibbet.

In old English law. A
Fleta, lih. 2, c. 3, 5 9.

PATIENS. Lat. One who suffers or pet“-
mits; one to whom an act is done; the pas-
sive Dllftyehl a transaction.

PATBIA. Lat. The country, neighbor-
hood, or vicinage; the men of the neighbor-
hood; a jury of the vlcinage. synonymous,
in this sense, with “pai.9."

Pltfll labor-lbua et expenaia non debet
latigari. A Jury ought not to be harassed
by labors and expenses. Jenk. Cent. 6.

PATEIA POTESTAI. Lat. In Roman
law. Paternal authority; the paternal pow-
er. This term denotes the aggregate of those
peculiar powers and rights which. by the
civil law of Rome, belonged to the head of a

A person anti’
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family in respect to his wife. children, (nat-
ural or adopted.) and any more remote de-
scendants who sprang from him through
males only. Anciently, it was of very ex-
tensive reach, embracing even the power of
life and death, but was gradually curtailed,
until finally it amounted to little more than
a right in the paterfamiuaa to hold as his
own any property or acquisitions of one un-
der his power. Mackeld. Rom. Law. 5 589.

Patrla potestas in pietate dehet, non

in atrocitate, consistere. Paternal power
should consist [or be exercised] in airection,
not in atrocity.

PATEIAECII. The chief bishop over
several countries or provinces, as an arch-
bishop is of several dioceses. Godb. 20.

PATBIOIDE. One who has killed his
father. As to the punishment of that oirense
by the Roman law, see Sandars’ Just. Inst.
(5th Ed.) 498.

PATEIOIUS. In the civil law. A title
of the highest honor, conferred on those who
enjoyed the chief place in the emperor's es-
teem.

PATRIMONIAL. Pertaining to a patri-
mony; inherited from ancestors, but strict-
ly from the direct male ancestors.

PATRIJKONIUII. In the civil law. The
private and exclusive ownership or dominion
of an individual. Things capable of being
possessed by a single person to the exclusion
of all others (or which are actually so pos-
sessed) are said to be in patrimonio; if not
capable of belng.so possessed, (or not act-
ually so possessed,) they are said to be metro
patrimonium. see Gains, bk. 2, 5 1.

PATRIIOIIY. A right or estate inher-
ited from one‘s ancestors. particularly from
direct male ancestors.

PATRINUS. In old ecclesiastical law.
A godfather. Spelman.

PATRITIUS. An honor conferred on
men of the first quality in the time of the
English Saxon kings.

PATBOOIKIUM. In Roman law. Pat-
ronage; protection; defense. The business
or duty of a patron or advocate.

PATROLHAN. A policeman assigned to
duty in patrolling a certain beat or district;
also the designation of a grade or rank in the
organized police force of large cities, a pa-
trolman being generally a private in the
ranks, as distinguished from roundsmen, ser-
geants. lieutenants. etc. See State v. Wal-
bridge, 153 M0. 194, 54 S. W. 447.
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PATRON. In ecclesiastical law. He
who has the right, title, power, or privilege
of presenting to an ecclesiastical beneflce.

In Roman law. The former master of
an emancipated slave.

In French mas-inc law.
master of a vessel.

The captain or

PATBONAGE. In English ecclesiastical
law. The right of presentation to a church
or ecclesiastical beneflce; _the same with ad-
vowson, (q. r.) 2 Bl. Comm. 21.

The right of appointing to ofiice, consid-
ered as a perquisite, or personal right; not in
the aspect of a public trust.

rarnoxarus. Lat. In Roman law.
The condition, relation. right, or duty of a
patron.

In ecclesiastical lav. Patronage, (q. 0.)

Pats-onuun taeinnt dos, ndificatlo,
fundns. Dod. Adv. 7. Endowment, build-
ing; and land‘make a patron. '

PATROZNUB. Lat. In Roman law. A
person who stood in the relation of protector
to another who was called his “client." One
who advised his client in matters of law, and
advocated his causes in court. Gilb. Forum
Rom. 25.

PATBOON. The proprietors of certain
manors created in New York in colonial
times were so called.

rarnunus. Lat. In the civil law. A
cousin-german by the father's side; the son
or daughter of a father's brother. Wharton.

PATBUUS. Lat. An uncle by the fa-
ther's side; a father's brother.
—Pat1-nus magmas- A grandfather's brother;
gr-anduncle.—Pats-Ins major. A great-grand-
father's brother.—PatI-Inns maximise. A
great-grandfather's father's brother.

1-auras. A person so poor that he must
be supported at public expense: also a suitor
who. on account of poverty. is allowed to sue
or defend without being chargeable with
costs. In re HoiIen’s Estate. 70 Wis. 522, 38
N. W. -107: Hutchlngs v. Thompson. 10 Cash.
(Mass.) 238: Charleston v. Groveland. 16
Gray (Mass.) 15; Lee County v. Lackie, 30
Ark. 764.

—Dispauper. To deprive one of the status of
a pauper and of any benefits incidental thereto:
particularly. to take away the right to sue is
{or-ma pauperie because the person so suing. dur-
ng the progress of the suit. has acquired money

or property which would enable him to sustain
the costs of the action.

PAUPERIES. -Lat. In Roman law.
Damage or injury done by an irrational ani-
mal, without active fault on the part of the
owner, but for which _the latter was bound



sometimes used as synonymous with "Ledge,"

PAVAGE

to make compensation.
Rom. Law, 5 510.

Inst. 4, 9: Mackeid.

PAVAGI-1. Money paid towards paving
the streets or highways.

PAVE. To pave is to cover with stones
or brick, or other suitable material, so as to
make a level or convenient surface for horses,
carriages, or toot-passengers, and a sidewalk
is paved when it is laid or flagged with flat
stones, as well as when paved with brick, as
is frequently done. In re Phillips, 80 N. Y.
22; Bueli v. Ball, 20 Iowa, 282; Harrisburg
v. Segelbaum, 151 :Pa. 172, 24 Atl. 1070, 20
I. R. A. 834.

PAWN, 1:. To deliver personal property
to another in pledge, or as security for a debt
or sum borrowed.

PAWN, n. A bailment oi’ goods to a cred-
itor, as security for some debt or engage-
ment; a pledge. Story, Bailm. 5 7: Coggs v.
Bernard, 2 Ld. Raym. 913: Barrett v. Cole,
49 N. C. 40: Surber v. Mcclintlc, 10 W. Va.
242; Commercial Bank v. Flowers, 116 Ga.
219, 42 8. E. 474. ' '

Pawn, or pledge, is a bafiment of goods by‘
a debtor to his creditor, to be kept till the
debt is discharged. Wharton.

Also the specific chattel delivered to the
creditor in this contract.

In the law of Louisiana, pawn is known as
one species of the contract of pledge. the other
being antiollrccic; but the word "pawn" is

thus including both species. Civ. Code art.
3101.

PAWNBROKER. A person whose busi-
ness is to lend money, usually in small sums.
on security of personal property deposited
with him or left in pawn. Little Rock v.

‘ Barton. 33 Ark. 444; Schaul v. Charlotte, 118
N. C. 733, 24 . E. 528; Chicago v. Hulbert,
118 Ill. 632, 8 N. E. 812, 59 Am. Rep. 400.

Whoever loans money on deposit or pledges
of personal property, or who purchases per-
sonal property or choses in action, on condi-
tion of selling the same back again at a stip-
ulated price, is hereby defined and declared
to be a ,pawnbroker. Rev. St. Ohio 1880, I
4387. see, also, 14 U. S. St. at Large, 116.

PAWNEE. The person receiving a pawn,
or to whom a pawn is made; the person to
whom goods are delivered by another in
pledge.

PAWIIOR. The person pawning goods
or delivering goods to another in pledge.

PAS EOOLESIE. Lat. in old English
law. The peace of the church. A particular
privilege attached to a church: sanctuary,
(q. o.) Crabb, Eng. Law, 41; Cowell.
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PA! R1-IGIS. Lat. .The peace of the
king; that is, the peace, good order, and se-
curity for life and property which it is one of
the objects of government to maintain, and
which the king, as the personification of the
power of the state, is supposed to guaranty
to all persons within the protection of the
law.

This name was also given. in ancient times,
to a certain privileged district or sanctuary.
The par regio, or verge of the court, as it was
afterwards called. extended from the palace-
gate to the distance or three miles, three rur-
longs. three acres, nine feet, nine palms, and
nine barleycorns. Crabb, Eng. Law, 41.

PAY. To pay is to deliver to a creditor
the value of a debt, either in money or in
goods, for his acceptance, by which the debt
is discharged. Beale v. Home Ins. Co., 36 N.
Y. 522.

PAYABLE. A sum of money is said to
be payable when a person is under an obliga-
tion to pay it. “Payahle" may therefore sig-

. nity an obligation to pay at a future time.
but, when used without qualification, "pay-
able" means that the debt is payable at once,
as opposed to “owing." Sweet. And see
First Nat. Bank v. Greenville Nat. Bank, 8-1

Tex. 40, 19 S. W. 334; Easton v. Hyde. 13.
Minn. 91 (Gil. 83).

PAYEE. In mercantile law. The per-
son in whose favor a bill of exchange. prom-
issory note. or-check is made or‘drawn; the
person to whom or to whose order a bill,
note. or check is made payable. 3 Kent.
Gomm. 75.

PAYIIB, or PAYOB. One who pays.
or who is to make a payment; particularly-
the person who is to make payment of a bill
or note. correlative to “payee.”

PAYHASTER. An oiilcer of the army
or navy whose duty is to keep the pay-ac-
counts and pay the wages of the ofilcers and
men. Any ofllcial charged with the disburse-
ment of public money.
—Pay1na.ster onernl. In English law. The
oificer who ma es the various payments out of’
the public money required for the difierent de-

rtmenhs of the state by issuing drafts on the
ank of England. Sweet. In American law.

the oflicer at the head of the pay corps of the
army is so called, also the naval oflicer holding
corresponding oflice and rank with reference to»
the pay department of the navy.

PAYIENT. The performance of a duty,
promise, or obligation. or discharge of a debt
or liability, by the delivery of money or oth-
er value. Also the money or other thing so.
delivered. Brady v. Wasson, 6 Heisk. (Tenn.)-
135; Bloodworth v. Jacobs. 2 IA. Ann. 24;
Root v. Kelley, 39 Misc. Rep. 530, 80 N. Y..
Supp. 482; Moulton‘ v. Robison, 27 N. H.
554: Clay v. Lakenan, 101 Mo. App. 563. 74
S. W. 391; Claflin v. Continenuixworks, 85.
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Ga. 27, 11 S. E. 721; Huffmans v. Walker.
26 Grat. (Va.) 316.

By “payment” is meant not only the de-
livery of a sum of money, when such is the
obligation of the contract, but the perform-
ance of that which the parties respectively
undertook, whether it be to give or to do.
Civ. Code La. art. 2131.

Performance‘ of an obligation for the de-
livery of money only is called “payment."
Clv. Code Cal. 5 1478. ‘

In pleading. When the defendant alleges
that he has paid the debt or claim laid in the
declaration, this is called a “plea of pay-
ment.”
—Part payment. The reduction of any debt
or demand by the payment of a sum less than
the whole amount originally due. Young v.
Perkins, 29 Minn. 173. 12 N. W’. 515; Moflitt
v. Carr, 48 Neb. 403. 67 N. VV. 150, ‘.18 Am. St.
Rep. 696.—Paynent into court. In practice.
The act of a defendant in depositing the amount
which he admits to be due, with the proper oi.’-
ficer of the court, for the benefit of the plain-
tiif and in answer to his claim.—Voluntar:y
payment. A payment made by a debtor of his
own will and choice, as distinguished from one
exacted from him by process of execution or
other com ulsion. Redmond v. New York, 125
N. Y. 83 . 26 N. E. 727: Itumford Chemical
Works v. Ray 19 R. I. 456. 34 Atl. 814: Tag-
gart v. Rice. 37 Vt. 47; Maxwell v. Griswold,
10 How. 255, 18 L. Ed. 405.

PAYS. Fr. Country. Trial per pays,
trial by jury, (the country.) See PAIS.

PEACE. As applied to the atrairs of a
state or nation peace may be either external
or internal. In the former case. the term
denotes the prevalence of amicable relations
and mutual good will between the particu-
lar society and all foreign powers. In the
latter case. it means the tranquility, securi-
ty, and freedom from commotion or disturb-
a‘nce which is the sign of. good order and
harmony and obedience to the laws among
all the members of the society. In a some-
what technical sense, peace denotes the quiet,
security, good order, and decorum which is
guarantied by the constitution of civil soci-
ety and by the laws. People v. Rounds, 6‘!
Mich. 482, 35 N. W. 77; Corvallis v. Carllle,
10 Or. 139, 45 Am. Rep. 134.

The concord or final agreement in a tine of
lands. 18 Edw. I. “Modus Levandi Finis."
—Articlea of the eaee. See AB'l'ICI.ES.—
Bill of peace. See ILL.—B1-each of peace.
§ee Bar-:Ac1I.—Conservator of the peace.
. ee Cows!-:avA'roa.—J'ustice of the eaee.
See that title.—Peace of God an the
church. In old En iish law. That rest and
cessation which the ing’s subjects had from
trouble and salt of law between the terms and
on Sundays and holidays. Cowell; Spelman.
—Peace of the state. The protection securi-
ty. and immunity from violence which the state
undertakes to secure and extend to all persons
within its jurisdiction and entitled to the bene-
fit of its laws. This is part of the definition
of murder, it being necessary that the victim
should be “ln the peace of the state.” which
now practically includes all persons except arm-
ed public enemies. See Muansa. And see State
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v. Dunkley, 25 N. C. 121.—Peace ofleers.
This term is variously defined by statute in the
different states; but generally it includes sher-
ifis and their deputies, constables, marshals.
members of the police force of cities. and other
ofliccrs whose duty is to enforce and preserve
the public peace. See People v. Clinton, 28 App.
Div. 478, 51 N. Y. Supp. 115; Jones v. State
(Tex. Cr. App.) 65 S. W. 92.—Pnb11c peace.
The peace or tranquillity of the community in
general; the good order and repose of the peo-
ple composing a state or municipality. See heu-
endorif v. Duryea. 6 Daly (N. 1'.) 280: State Y.
Benedict, 11 Vt. 236, 34 Am. Dec. 688.

PEAOEABLE. Free from the character
of force. violence. or trespass; as. a “peace-
able entry” on lands. ‘Teaceaisle posses-
sion” of real estate is such as is acquiesced
in by all other persons. including rival claim-
ants, and not disturbed by any forcible at-
tempt at ouster nor by adverse suits to re-
cover the possession or the estate. See
Stanley v. Schwalby. 147 U. S. 508, 13 Sup.
Ct. 418, 37 L. Ed. 259; Allalre v. Ketcham,
55 N. J. Eu. 168. 35 Atl. 900: Bowers v.
Cherokee Bob, 45 Cal. 504; Gltten v. Lowry.
15 Ga. 336.

Peccata contra inaturam stunt grads-
sima. 3 Inst. 20. Crimes against nature
are the most heinous.

Peecatum peccato addlt qnl eulpu
qnaxn tacit patrocinia defensionls ad-
Jnngit. 5 Coke, 49. He adds fault to fault
who sets up a defense of a wrong committed
by him.

PBCIA. A piece or small quantity of
ground. Paroch. Antiq. 210.

PEOK.
measure

A measure of two gallons; a dry

PEOORA. In Roman law. Cat-
tle; beasts. The term included all quadru-
peds that fed in flocks. Dig. 32. 65, 4.

PEGULATION. In the civil law. The
unlawful appropriation, by a depositary oi!
public funds, of the property of the govern-
ment intrusted to his care, to his own use,
or that of others. Domat. Supp. au Droit
Public, 1. 3. tit. 5. See Bork v. People, 91
N. Y. 16.

PECULATUS. Lat. In the civil law.
The offense of stealing or embezzling the pub-
lic money. Hence the common English word
“pecuiation," but “emhezzletnent" is the
proper legal term. 4 Bl. Comm. 121, 122.

PEOIILIAR. In ecclesiastical law. A
parish or church in England which has juris-
diction of ecclesiastical matters within itself,
and independent of the ordinary. and is sub-
ject only to the metropolitan.

PECULIAR8, COURT 0!‘. In English
law. A branch of and annexed to the court
of arches. It has a Jurisdiction over all those
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parishes dispersed through -the province of
Canterbury, in the midst of other dioceses,
which are exempt from the ordinary's juris-
diction, and subject to the metropolitan only.

PEOULIUH. Lat.‘ In Roman law. Such
private property as might be held by a slave,‘
wife, or son who was under the patria po-
teams, separate from the property of the
father or master, and in the personal dispos-
al of the owner.

—Peoul!Iun outrenso. In Roman law.
That kind of peoulwm which a son acquired in
war. or from his connection with the camp.
(tantrum) I-Ieinecc. Elem. lib. 2, tit. 9, 5 474.

PECUNIA. Lat. Originally and radi-
cally, property in cattle, or cattle themselves.
So called because the wealth of the ancients
consisted in cattle. Co. Litt. 207b.

In the civil law. Property in general,
real or personal; anything that is actually
the subject of private property. In a nar-
rower sense, personal property; -fungible
things. In the strictest sense, money. This
has become the prevalent, and almost the ex-
clusive, meaning of the word.

In old English law. Goods and chat-
tels. Spelman.
—Pooun1a constitute. In Roman law. Mon-
ey owing (even upon a moral obligation) up-
on a day being fixed (oonstituta) for its pay-
ment. became recoverable upon the implied
promise to pay on that day, in an action called
“dc pecunia constitute," the implied promise not
amounting (of course) to a mpulcma. Brown.
—Peo non nulnerata. In the civil law.
Money not paid. The subject of an exception
or'plea in certain cases. Inst. 4, 13, 2.—Poou-
ah niuncrata. Money numbered or counted
out; 1'. e.. given in payment of a debt.—Poon-
nia sopnlohralis. Money anciently Raid to
the rlest at the opening of a grave for t e good
of t e deceased's soul.—Peonnh trajootitis.
In the civil law. A loan in money, or in wares
which the debtor purchases with the money to
be sent by sea, and whereby the creditor, accord-
ing to the contract, assumes the risk of the loss
from the day of the departure of the vessel till
the day of her arrival at her port of destination.
Interest does not necessarily arise from this
loan. but when is stipulated for it is termed
“uauticum Iuenua," (maritime interest.) and, be-
cause of the risk which the creditor assumes. he
is permitted to receive a higher interest than
usual. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 433

Peonnia. dioitur a poous, onnes enim
veteran divide in usimalibiu consis-
tebant. Co. Litt. 207. Money (pecunla) is
so called from cattle. (P('L‘ll8.) because all the
wealth of our ancestors consisted in cattle.

PEOUITIARY. Monetary;
money; consisting of money.
—Peonn._ia.'ry causes. In English ecclesiasti-
cal practice. Causes arising from the withhold-
ing of ecclesiastical dues. or the doing or neg-
lecting some act relating to the church. whereb
some damage accrues to the plaintifl. 3 B.

relating to

Comm. 88.—Peouniary oonsidorqtion. See
Coivsii)r:iu'r1oN.-—Peouniary damages. See
DAiuoir.s.—Pecuniary legacy. See Lsascr.
—Peon.n!Ary loss. A pecuniary loss is a loss
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of money. or of something by which money. or
somethin of money value ma be a uired.
§}3reen v. udsou River R. ., 3 Barb. . Y.)

PEOUI. Lat. In Roman law. Cattle; a
beast. Under a bequest of pccudes were in-
cluded oxen and other beasts of burden.
Dig. 32, 81, 2. ’

P1-IDAGE. In old English law. A toll
or tax paid by travelers for the privilege of
passing, on foot or mounted. through a forest
or other protected place. Spelman.

ninaomn. L. Lat. Pedage, (q. u.)

PEDAICEUI. Lat. In Roman law. At
the foot; in a lower position; on the ground.
See Junsx PEDANEU8.

PEDDLEBI. itinerant traders; persons
who sell small wares, which they carry with
them in traveling about from place to place.
In re Wilson. 19 D. C. 341, 12 L. R. A. 624;
Com. v. Farnum, 114 Mass. 270; Hall v.
State, 39 Fla. 637, 23 South. 119; Gratfty v.
Rushville. 10f‘! Ind. 502, 8 N. E. 609, 57 Am.
Rep. 128; In re Pringle, 67 Kan. 364, 72
Pac. 864.

Persons, except those peddling newspapers,
Bibles, or religious tracts, who sell, or offer
to sell. at retail. goods, wares, or other com-
moditles, traveling from place to place. in the
street, or through dlflerent parts of the coun-
try. 12 U. S. St. at Large, p. 458, 5 27.

PEDE PULVEROSUS. In old English
and Scotch law. Dusty-foot. A term ap-
plied to itinerant merchants, chapnien, or
peddlers who attended fairs.

PEDERAITY. In criminal law. The un-
natural carnal copulation of male with male,
particularly of a man with a boy; a form of
sodomy, (q. 1;.)

PEDIGREE. Lineage; line of ancestors
from which a person descends; genealogy.
An account or register of a line of ancestors.
Family relationship. Swiuk v. French, 11
Lea (Tenn.) 80, 47 Am. Rep. 277 ; People v.
Mayne. 118 Cal. 516, 50 Pac. 654, 62 Am. St.
Rep. 256.

PEDI8 ABSCISSIO. Lat. In old crim-
inal law. The cutting ofl a foot; a punish-
ment anciently inflicted instead of death.
Fleta, lib. 1, c. 38.

PIS POIITIO. Lat. In the civil and
old English law. A putting or placing of the
foot. A term used to denote the possession
of lands by actual corporal entry upon them.
Waggoner v. Hastings, 5 Pa. 3&1.

PEDII POSIESIIO. Lat. A foothold;
an actual possession. To constitute adverse
possession there must be pcrlin posscssio, or
a substantial lnclosure. 2 Boiiv. last. no.
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2193; Bailey v. Irby, 2 Nott A: McC. (S. C.)
343, 10 Am. Dec. 6(B.

PEDONI-:8. Foot-soldiers.

PEEBAGE. The rank or dignity of a
peer or nobleman. Also the body of nobles
taken collectively.

PEEJBESS. A woman who belongs to the
nobility, which may be either in her own
right or by right of marriage.

PEERS. In feudal law. The vassals of
a lord who sat in his court as Judges of their
co-vassals, and were called “peers," as being
each other’s equals. or of the mine condition.

The nobility of Great Britain, being the
lords temporal having seats in parliament.
and including dukes, murquises, earls, vis-
counts, and barons.

Equals; those who are a man's equals in
rank and station; this being the meaning in
the phrase “trial by a jury of his peers.”

PEER! or P338. Vassals or tenants
of the same lord, who were obliged to serve
and attend him in his courts, being equal in
function. These were termed “peers of fees,"
because holding fees of the lord, or because
their business in court was to sit and judge,
under their lords, of disputes arising upon
fees; but, if there were too many in one lord-
ship. the lord usually chose twelve, who had
the title of peers, by way of distinction:
whence, it is said, we derive our common
juries and other peers. Cowell.

PEEK}: roam 31' 131133. L. Fr. In
old English law. A special form of punish-
ment for those who, being arraigned for fel-
ony, obstinateiy “stood mute :" that is, re-
fused to plead or to put themselves upon
trial. It is described as a combination of
solitary confinement, slow starvation, and
crushing the naked body with a great load
of iron. This atrocious punishment was
vulgarly called “pressing to death." See 4
Bl. Comm. 3244-328; Britt. cc. 4, 22; 2
Reeve, Eng. Law. 134; Cowell.

PELA. A peel, pile. or fort. Cowell.

PELES. Issues arising from or out of a
thing. Jacob.

PELPE, or PELPBE. Booty; also the
personal effects of a felon convict. Cowell.

PELLAGE. The custom or duty paid for
skins of leather.

PELLEX. Lat. in Roman law. A con-
cubine. Dig. 50, 16, 144.

PELLIOIA. A pilch or surplice. Spel-
man.

PELLIPARIUI.
uer. Jacob.

A leather-seller or skin-
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PELLOTA. The ball of 8. foot. 4 Inst.
08.

PEIJJ. 01.32.! 0!‘ THE. An omcer
in the English exchequer, who entered every
seller's bill on the parchment rolls. the roll
of receipts, and the roll of disbursements.

rm.-r-wooai The weoi pulled oi! the
skin or pelt of dead sheep. 8 Hen. VI. c. 22.

PENAI... Punlshable; inflicting a pun-
ishment: containing a penalty, or relating
to a penalty.
—Pcnal action. In practice. An action up-
on a penal statute: an action for the recove
of a penalty given by statute. 3 Stepli. 5£
536. Distiniuished from a popular or qiii tam
action. in w lch the action is brought by the
informer. to whom rt of the penalty goes. A
penal action or in ormation is brought by an
oiiicer, and the gnaity goes to the king. 1
Chit. Gen. Pr. , note; 2 Archb. Pr. 188.
But in American law, the term includes actions
brought by informers or other private persons.
as well as those instituted by governments or

ublic oilicers. In a broad sense. the term has
)een made to include all actions in which there
may be a recovery of exemplary or vindictive
damages, as suits for libel and slander. or in
which special, double, or treble damages are
given by statute, such as actions to recover
money paid as usury or lost in gaming. See
Bailey v. Dean. 5 Barb. (N. Y. 303: Ashley
v. Frame. 4 Kan. App. 265. 45 ac. 92?: Cole
v. Groves. 134 Mass. 472. But in a more par-
ticular sense it means (1) an action on a stat-
ute which gives a certain penalty to be recover-
ed by any rson who will sue for it. (In re
Barker. 56 't. 20.) or (2) an action in which
the judgment against the defendant is in the
nature of a fine or is intended as a punishment,
actions in which the recovery is to be compensa-
tory in its purpose and efiect not being penal
actions but civil suits, though they may ca
special damages by statute. See Moller v. .

S.. 57 Fed. 490, 6 C. C. A. 459: Atlanta. v.
Chattanooga Foundry & Pipe Works. 12'! Fed.
23. 81 C. C. A. 387. 64 L. R. A. 721.-—Pena1
M11. An instrument formerly in use. by which
a party bound himself to pay a certain sum or
sums of mone . or to do certain acts. or, in
default thereo_. to pay a certain specified sum
by way of penalty: thence termed a “penal
sum." These instruments have been superseded
by the use of a bond in a penal sum, with con-
ditions. Brnwn.—Penal band. A bond prom-
iinin to pay a named sum of money (the pen-
aityg with a condition underwritten that, if a
stipulated collateral thing. other than the pay-
ment of money, be done or forborne. as the
case may he. the obligation shall be void. Burn-
side v. Wand, 170 o. 531. 71 S. W. 337.
62 L. R. A. 427.— can] clause. A penal
clause is a secondary obligation. entered into for
the purpose of enforcing the performance of a
primary obligation. Civ. Code La. art. 2117.
Also a clause in a statute declaring a penalty
for a violation of the preceding clauses.—Pena'l
laws. Those which prohibit an act and im
ii penalty for the commission of it. 2 Cro. ac.
415. Strictly and properly speaking, a penal
law is one imposing a penalty or punishment
(and properly a pecuniary line or muict) for
some offense of a public nature or wro com-
mitted a inst the state. Sackeit v. Sac ett. 8
Pick. (B ass.) 32): Kilton v. Providence Tool
Co.. 31. I. 605. 48 Atl. 1039; Drew 1. Rue-
sell. 47 Vt. 2522 Nebraska Nat. Bank v.
Walsh. 68 Ark. 433. 59 8. Vi’. 952, 82 Am. St. ‘

Rep. 301. ‘Strictly speaking, statutes giving I
private action against a wrongdoer are not pe-
nal in their nature, neither the liability imposed
nor the remedy given being penal. if the wrong
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done is to the individual the law ving him
a right of action is remedial, rather t an penal,
though the sum to be recovered may be ca led a .

“penalty” or may consist in double or treble
damages. See Huntington v. Attrlll. 146 U. S.
657, 13 Sup. Ct. 224, 36 L. Ed. 1123; Diver-
sey v. Smith. 103 Ill. 390. 42 Am Re 14:
Pullinan v. Pnrkhard, 41 Misc. Rep. 1, 84
N. Y. Supp. 825: People v. Common Council
of Bay City, 36 Mich. 189.—Pen.al servitude,
in English criminal law, is a punishment which
consists in keeping an ofiender in confinement.
and compelling him to labor. Ste h. Crim. Dig.
2.—PennI statutes. See “pen lauge," supra.
-—Pensl sun. A sum agreed upon In a bond,
to be forfeited if the condition of the bond is
not fulfilled.

PENALTY. 1. The sum of money which
the obligor or a bond undertakes to pay by
way of penalty. in the event of his omitting
to perform or carry out the terms imposed
upon him by the conditions of the bond.
Brown; Tayloe v. Sandiford, 7 Wheat. 13,
6 L. Ed. 38-4; Watt v. Sheppard, 2 Ala. 446.

A penalty is an agreement to pay a greater
sum, to secure the payment of a less sum. It
is conditional, and can be avoided by the pay-
ment of the less sum before the contingency
agreed upon shall happen. By what name it is
called is immaterial. Henry v. Thompson, Mi-
nor (Aia.) 209, 227.

2. A punishment; a punishment imposed
by statute as a consequence of the commis-
sion of a certain specified oifense. Lancas-
ter v. Richardson, 4 Lane. (N. Y.) 136; Peo-
ple v. Nedrow, 122 Ill. 363, 13 N. E. 533;
Iowa v. Chicago, etc.. R. Co. (0. C.) 37 Fed.
497. 3 L. R. A. 554. -

The terms “fine-." “forfeiture." and “penalty"
are often used loosely, and even ccnfnsedly:
but, when a discrimination is made. the word
“penalty" is found to be neric in its charac-
ter, including both fine an forfeiture. A “fine"
h a pecuniary penalty, and is commonly (per-
haps always? to be collected by suit in some
form. A “ orfeiture" is a penalty by which
one loses his rights and interest in his proper-
ty. Gosselink v. Campbell, 4 Iowa, 300.

3. The term also denotes money recover-
able by virtue of a statute imposing a pay-
ment by way of punishment.

PENANOE. In ecclesiastical law. An
ecclesiastical punishment iniilcted by an ec-
clesiastical court for some spiritual otfense.
Ayl. Par. 420.

rnunaxcr. Suspense; the ‘state of
being pendent or undecided; the state of an
action, etc., after it has been begun, and be-

.!ore the final disposition of it.

. PENDENS. Lat.
done, a pending suit.

Pending; as us pen-

PENDENTE LITE. Lat. Pending the
suit; during the actual progress of a suit;
during litigation.

Pendants lite nlhil lnnovetlu-. Co.
Litt. 344. During a litigation nothing new
should be introduced. ~
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PENDENTES. In the civil law. The
fruits of the earth not yet separated from
the ground; the fruits hanging by the roots.
Ersk. Inst. 2, 2. 4.

PENDIOLE.
parcel of ground.

PENDING. Begun, but not yet com-
pleted; unsettled; undetermined; in process
of settlement or adjustment. Thus, an ac-
tion or suit is said to be "pending" from its
inception until the rendition of anal judg-
ment. Wentvvorth v. Farmington, 48 N. H.
210; Mauney v. Pemberton. 75 N. C. 221;
Ex parte Munford, 57 M0. 603.

PENETRATION. A term used in crim-
innl law, and denoting (in cases of alleged
rape) the insertion of the male part into the
female parts to however slight an extent:
and by which insertion the oflfense is com-
plete without proof of emission. Brown.

PENITENTIABY. A prison or place of
punishment; the place of punishment in
which convicts sentenced to confinement and
hard labor are confined by the authority of
the law. Millar v. State. 2 Kan. 175.

PENNON. A standard, banner, or ensign
carried in war.

PENNY. An English coin, being the
twelfth part of a shilling. It was also used
in America during the colonial period.

PENNYWEIGHT. A Troy weight, equal
to twenty-four grains, or one-twentieth part
of an ounce.

in Scotch law. A piece or

PENSAH. The full weight of twenty
ounces.

PENSIO. Lat. In the civil law. A pay-
ment, properly, for the use of a thing. A
rent: a payment for the use and occupation
of another's house.

PENSION. A stated allowance out o.‘
the public treasury granted by government
to an individual, or to his representatives,
for his valuable services to the country. or
in compensation for loss or damage sustain-
ed by him in the public service. Price v.
Society for Savings, 64 Conn. 362. 30 Atl;
139, 42 Am. st. Rep. 198; Manning v. Spry.
121 Iowa, 191. 96 N. W. 873; Frisbie v. U.
S., 157 U. S. 160, 15 Sup. Ct. 586, 39 L. Ed.
657.

In English practice. An annual pay-
ment made by each member of the inns of
court. Cowell; Holthouse.

Also an assembly of the members of the
society of Gray's Inn. to consult of their
aifairs.

In the civil, Scotch, and Spanish law.
A rent; an annual rent. '

—Pension of churches. In English eccl$i-
estlcal law. -Certain sums of money paid to
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clergymen in lieu of tithes. A spiritual person
may sue in the spiritual court for a pension
originally granted and confirmed by the ordina-
ry, but, where it is granted by a temporal per-
son to a clerk, he cannot; as, if one rant an
annuity to a person. he must sue for it in the
temporal courts. Cro. Elia. 675.—Ponsion
writ. A peremptory order against a member
of an inn of court who is in arrear for his

nsions, (that is. for his periodical dues,) or
or other duties. Cowell.

PENSIONER. One who is supported by
an allowance at the will of another; a de-
pendent. It is usually applied (in a pub-
lic sense) to those who receive pensions or
annuities from government, who are chief-
ly such as have retired from places of honor
and emolumeut. Jacob.

Persons making periodical payments are
sometimes so called. Thus, resident under-
graduates of the university of Cambridge,
who are not on the foundation of any col-
lege, are spoken of as “pensioners," Mozley
8: Whitley.

PEN’!-ROAD. A road shut up or closed
at its terminal points. Wolcott V. Whit
comb, 40 Vt 41.

PENTRCOSTALS. In ecclesiastical law.
Pious oblations made at the feast of Pente-
cost by parishioners to their priests, and
sometimes by inferior churches or parishes
to the principal mother churches. They
are also called “Whitsun farthings." Whar-
ton.

PEOII‘. In Iexioo. A debtor held by
his creditor in a qualified servitude to work
out the debt; a serf. Webster.

In India. A footman; -a soldier; an in-_
ferior oiiicer; a servant employed in the bus-
iness of the revenue, police, or judicature.

PEOIIAGE. The state or condition of a
peon as above defined; a condition of en-
forced servitude, by which the servitor is
restrained of his liberty and compelled to
labor in liquidation of some debt or obliga-
tion, real or pretended, against his will.
Peonage Cases (D. C.) 123 Fed. 671; In re
Lewis (G. C.) 114 Fed. 9433; U. S. V. McClel-
Inn (1). C.) 127 Fed. 971; Rev. St. U. S. I
5520 (U. 8. Comp. St. 1901, p. 3715).

PEOIIIA. In Spanish-American law. A
lot of'land ot titty feet front, and one hun-
dred feet deep. Originally the portion grant-
ed to foot—soldiers of spoils taken or lands
conquered in war.

PEOPLE. A state; as the people of the
state of New York. A nation in its collect-
ive and political capacity. Nesbitt V. Lush-
ington. 4 Term R. 783: U. S. v. Quincy, 8
Pet. 467. 8 L. Ed. 458; U. S. V. Trumbull
ll). 0.) 48 Fed. 99. In a more restricted
sense. and as generally used in constitution-_
al law, the entire body ‘of those cltizensor
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a state or nation who are invested with
political power for political purposes, that

-is. the qualified voters or electors. See
Koehler v. Hill, 00 Iowa, 543, 15 N. W. 609;
Dred Scott v. Sandford. 19 How. 404, 15
L. Ed. 691; Boyd V. Nebraska. 143 U. S.
135, 12 Sup. Ct. 375, 36 L. Ed. 103; Rogers
v. Jacob, 88 Ky. 502, 11 S. W. 513; People
V. Counts, 89 Cal. 15, 28 Pac. 612: Blair v.
Ridgely, 41 Mo. 63, 97 Am. Dec. 248; Bev-
erly V. Sabin. 20 I11. 357; In re incurring
of State Debts. 19 R. I. 610, 37 Atl. 14.

_The word “people" may have Various significa-
tions according to the connection in which it is
used. When we speak of the rights of the
pie, or of the government of the people by aw.
or of the people as a non-political aggregate, we
mean all the inhabitants of the state or nation,
without distinction as to sex, age, or otherwise.-
Bnt when reference is made to the pie as
the repository of sovereignty, or as t e source
of governmental power, or to*popular govern-
ment. we are in fact aking of that selected
and limited class of citizens to whom the con-
stitution accords the elective franchise and the
right of articipatiou in the oflices of vern-
ment. B ack, Const. Law (3d Ed.) p.

PEPPERCORN. A dried berry of the
black pepper. In English law, the reserva-
tion of a merely nominal rent. on a lease, is
sometimes expresed by a stipulation for
the payment of a peppercorn.

PER. Lat. By. When a writ of entry
is sued out against the alienee of the orig-
inal intruder or disseisor, or against his heir
to whom the land has descended, it is said
to be brought “in the per," because the writ
then states that the tenant had not,entry
but by (per) the original wrong-doer. 3 BL
Comm. 181.

‘ PER E8 E1‘ LIRRAH. Lat. In Roman
law. The sale per we eat libram (with copper
and scales) was a ceremony used in transfer-
ring res manclpi. in the emancipation of a
son or slave, and in one of the forms of
making a will. The parties having assem-
bled, with a number of witnesses. and one
who held a balance or scales, the purchaser
struck the scales with a copper coin, repeat-
ing a formula by which he claimed the sub-
ject-malter of the transaction as his prop-
erty, and handed the coin to the vendor.

PER AILIIVIONEH. Lat. In the civil
law. By alluvion. or the gradual and im-
perceptible increase arising from deposit
by water.

Per dluvionom id videtur adjioi quot!
its panlatim udjicitur It intolligoro non
posuunus quantum quoqno nononto
ternporls adjiciatnr. That is said to be
added by alluvlon which is so added little
by little that we cannot tell how much is
added at any one moment of time. Dig. 41.
1, 7, 1; Fleta. l. 3, c. 2, 5 6.

ran. up am. When a writ of entry
is brought against a second alienee or;d_e-
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scendant from the disseisor, it is said to be
in the per and end, because the form of the
writ is that the tenant had not entry but by
and under a prior allenee, to whom the in-
truder hlmself demised it. 3 Bl. Comm.
181.

PER AND P081‘. To come in in the per
is to claim by or through the person last en-
titled to an estate; as the heirs or assigns
of the grantee. To come in in the post is to
claim by a paramount and prior title; as
the lord by escheat.

PER ANIUIILUH ET RAOULUH. L.
Lat. In old English law. By ring and stafl,
or crozier. The symbolical mode of confer-
ring an ecclesiastical investure. 1 Bl. Comm.
378, 379.

PER ANRUH. Lat. By the year. A
phrase still in common use. Bamsdell v.
Hulett. 50 Kan. 440. 31 Pac. 1092; State v.
McFetridge, 64 Wis. 130, 24 N. W. 140;
Haney v. Caldwell, 35 Ark. 168.

PER AUTRE VIE. L. Fr. For or
dnring,another’s life; for such period as an-
other person shall live.

PER AVERSIONEH. Lat. In the civil
law. By turning away. A term applied to
that kind of sale where the goods are tak-
en in bulk. and ,not by weight or measure.
and for a single price; or where a piece of
land is sold as containing in gross, by es-
timation, a certain number of acres. Poth.
Cont. Sale. nn. 256, 309. So called because
the buyer acts without particular examina-
tion or discrimination, turning his face, as
it were. away. Calvin.

PER ROUCHE. L. Fr. By the mouth:
orally. 3 How. State Tr. 1024.

PER CAPITA. Lat. By the heads or
polls; according to the number of individ-
uals: share and share alike. This term. de-
rived from the civil law. is much used in
the law of ‘descent and distribution, and de-
notes that method of dividing an intestate
estate by which an equal share is given to
each of a number of persons. all of whom
stand in equal degree to the decedent, with-
out reference to their stocks or the right
of representation. It is the antithesis of
per stirpes, (q. 12.)

PER GENT. An abbreviation of the Lat-
in “per centum." meaning by the hundred,
or so many parts in the hundred, or so
many hundredths. See Blakeslee v. .\ians-
field, 88 Ill. App. 119; Code Va. 1887, 5 5

I (Code 1904, p. 7.)

PER OONSEQUEICI. Lat. By conse-
quence; consequently. Yearb. M. 9 Edw.
III. 8.
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PER oonsmnnanonnn OURIE.
Lat. In old practice. By the consideration
(judgment) of the court. Yearb. M. 1 Edw.
II. 2.

PER OURIAII. Lat. By the court. A
phrase used in the reports to distinguish an
opinion of the whole court from an opinion
written by any one Judge. Sometimes it de-
notes an opinion written by the chief jus-
tice or presiding judge. See Clarke v. West-
ern Assur. Co., 146 Pa. 501, 23 Atl. 248, 15
L. R. A. 127, 28 Am. St Rep. 82].

PER EUNDEH. Lat. By the same.
This phrase is commonly- used to express
“by. or from the mouth of, the same judge."
So “per eundem in eadem" means “by the
same judge in the same case."

PER EXTENIUH. Lat. In old prac
tice. At length.

PER PORHAM D0111. L. bat. in Eng-
lish law. By the form of the gift; by the
designation of the giver. and not by the op-
eration of law. 2 Bl. Comm. 113, 191.

PER PRAUDEH. Lat. By fraud.
Where a plea alleges matter of discharge,
and the replication avers that the discharge
was fraudulently obtained and is therefore
invalid, it is called a “replication per fraud-
em-."

PER INCUBIAIM. Lat. Through inad-
vertence. 35 Eng. Law & Eq. 302. '

PER INDUSTRIAH EOMINIS. Lat.
In old English law. By human industry. A
term applied to the reclaiming or taming
of wild animals by art, industry. and educa-
tion. 2 Bl. Comm. 391.

PER INPORTUNIUM. Lat. By misad-
venture. In criminal law, homicide per in-
fortunium is committed where a man, doing
a lawful act. without any intention of hurt,
unfortunately kills another. 4 Bl. Comm.
182

PER LEGEH ANGLIJE. Lat. By the
law of England; by the curtesy. Fleta, lib.
2; c. 54, 5 18.

PER LEGEM TERRE. Lat. By the
law of the land; by due process of law.
U. S v. Kendall, 26 Fed. Cas. 748; Appeal
of Ervine, 16 Pa. 263, 55 Am. Dec. 499;
Rhinehart v. Schuyler, 7 I11. 519.

PER META! E1.‘ BUNDAS. L. Lat. In
old English law. By mete's and bounds.

PER HINAS. Lat. By threats. See
Dussss.

PER HISADVENTURE. In old English
law. By mischance. 4 Bi. Comm. 182. The
same with per fnfortunium, (41. 1:.)
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PER IIITTEB LE DBOIT. L. Fr. By
passing the right. One of the modes by
which releases at common law were said to
inure was “per mmcr le dmu," as where 8.

person who had been disseised released to
the disselsor or his heir or feofee. In such
case. by the release. the right which was in
the releaaor was added to the possession of
the reieasee, and the two combined perfected
the estate. Miller v. Emma, 19 N. Y. 38?.

PER IIIITTER IRESTATE. L. Fr. By
passing the estate. At common law, where
two or more are selsed, either by deed. devise.
or descent, as joint tenants or coparceners of
the same estate. and one of them releases to
the other, this is said to inure by way of
“per miller restate." Miller v. Emma, 19
N. Y. 388.

P23 KY ET PER. TOUT. L. Fr. By
the half and by the whole. A phrase de-
scriptive of the mode in which Joint tenants
hold the jomt estate, the eifect of which.
technically considered, is that for purposes of
tenure and survivorship each i the holder of
the whole, but for purposes of alienation
each has only his own share, which is pre-
sumed in law to be equal. 1 Washb. Real
Prop. 406.

P33 PAIS, TBIAL. Trial by the coun-
try; 6. e., by Jury.

PER PBOOURATION. By proxy; by
one acting as an agent with special powers;
as under a letter of attorney. These words
"give notice to all persons that the agent is
acting under a special and limited authority.”
10 C. B. 689. The phrase is commonly ab-
breviated to “per proc.,” or “p. p.," and is
more used in the civil law and in England
than in American law.

PER QUE SEBVITIA. Lat. A real ac-
tion by which the grantee of a seigniory could
compel the tenants of the grantor to attorn
to himself. It was abolished by St. 3 & 4
Wm. IV. c. 27, i

PER QUOD. Lat. Whereby. When the
declaration in an action of tort, after stating
the acts complained of, goes on to allege the
consequences of those acts as a ground of
special damage to the plaintltr, the recital of
such consequences is prefaced by these words,
“pcr quod," whereby; and sometimes the
phrase is used as the name of that clause of
the declaration.

PEI. QUOD OONSORTIUH AMISIT.
Lat. In old pleading. Whereby he lost the
company [of his wife.] A phrase used in the
old declarations in actions of trespass by a
husband, for heating or ill using his wife,
descriptive of the special damage be had sus-
tained. 3 Bl. Comm. 140; Cro. Jac. 501,
588; Crocker v. Cracker (0. C.) 98 Fed. 703.
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P1-18 QUOD SEBVITIUI nnsrr.
Lat. In old pleading. Whereby he lost the
service [of his servant.) A phrase used in
the old declarations in actions of trespass by
a master. for heating or ill using his servant.
descriptive of the special damage he had him-
self sustained. 3 Bl. Comm. 142; 9 Coke,
113a; Callaghan v. Lake Hopatcong Ice Co..
69 N. J. Law, 100. 54 Atl. 223.

Per ratlolos pol-vonitur ad leglttnan
rationsn. Litt. 1 386.. By reasoning we
come to true reason-

Per rerun natal-an tasrtnn nomads
nulh pa-ohatlo est. It is in the nature of
things that he who denies a fact is not bound
to give proof.

PER. SALTUH. Lat. By a leap or
bound; by a sudden movement; passing over
certain proceedings. 8 East, 511.

PER 83.. Lat. By himself or itself; in
itself; taken alone; inherently; in isola-
tion; unconnected with other matters.

PER. _ STIEPES. Lat. By roots or
stocks; by representation. This term, de-
rived from the civil law. is much used in the
law of descents and distribution, and de-
notes that method of dividing an intestate es»

tate where a class or ‘group of distributees
take the share which their stock (a deceased
ancestor) would have been entitled to. taking
thus by their right of representing such an-
cestor, and not as so many individuals; while
other heirs, who stand in equal degree with
such ancestor to the decedent. take each a
share equal to his. See Rotmanskey v. Heia.
86 Md. 633. 39 Atl. 415.

PER. TOTAH OURIAH. L. Lat. By
the whole court. A common phrase in the
old reports.

.1-an TOUT ET NON PER KY. L. Fr.
By the whole, and not by the moiety. Where
an estate in fee is given to a man and his
wife, they cannot take the estate by moieties.
but both are selsed of the entirety. pcr tout
ei non per my. 2 Bi. Comm. 182.

P38 UNIVERSITATEI. Lat. In the
civil law. By an aggregate or whole; as an
entirety. The term described the acquisition
of an entire estate by one act or fact. as
distinguished from the acquisition of single
or detached things.

PER. VADIIIH. L. Lat. In old practice.
By gage. Words in the old writs of attach-
ment or pone. 3 Bl. Comm. 280.

Per varies astu logos: expo:-loads
tacit. By various acts experience frames
the law. 4 Inst. 50.
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PER VEBBA DE FUTUBO. Lat. By elsewhere, or according to others. twenty-five.
words of the future [tense.] A phrase ap- Unless defined by statute, it i a very indefi-
plied to contracts of marriage. 1 Bl. Comm. nlte term and must be explained by evidence.
439; 2 Kent, Comm. 87.

ran VEBBA DE PRESENTI. Lat.
By words of the present [tense] A phrase
applied to contracts of marriage. 1 Bl.
Comm. 439.

PER VISUH EOOLESIE. Lat. In old
English law. By view of the church; under
the supervision of the church. The disposi-
tion of intest.a_tes' goods per vlsum ecclesia:
was one of the articles confirmed to the prel-
ata by King John's Manna (maria. 3 Bl.
Comm. 96.

PER VIVAM VOOEH. Lat. In old
English law. By the living voice; the same
with viva oocc. Bract. fol. 95.

PER YEAR, in a contract, is equivalent
to the word “annually." Curtiss v. Howell,
39 N. Y. 211.

PEBAHBULATION. The act of walk-
ing over the boundaries of a district or piece
of land, either for the purpose of determin-
ing them or of preserving evidence of them.
Thus, in many parishes in England, it is the
custom for the parishioners to perambulate
the boundaries of the parish in rogation week
in every year. Such a custom entitles them
to enter any man's land and abate nuisances
in their way. Phillim. Ecc. Iaaw, 1867;
Hunt, sound. 103; Sweet. See Greenvllle v.
Mason. 57 N. H. 385. '

PERAHBULATIONE I‘ A 0 I E N D A,
WRIT DE. In English law. The name of
a writ which is sued by consent oi‘ both par- -

ties when they are in doubt as to the bounds
of their respective estates. It is directed to
the sheriit to make perambulation, and 0
set the bounds and limits between them
certainty. Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 133.

PEROA. A perch of land; sixteen and
one-half feet. See Psacn.

PERCEPTION. Taking into possession.
Thus, perception of crops or or profits is re-
ducing them to possession.

PEBOEPTUBA. In old records. A
wear; a place in a river made up with banks,
dams, etc., for the better convenience of pre-
serving and taking fish. Coweii.

PERDE. A measure of land containing
five yards and a half, or sixteen feet and a
half in length; otherwise called a “rod" or
“poie." Coweii.

' As a unit of solid measure, a perch of
masonry or stone or brick work contains, ac-
cording to some authorities and in some 10-
calities, sixteen and one-half cubic feet, but

See Baldwin Quarry Co. v. Clements, 38
Ohio St. 587; Harris v. Rutledge, 19 Iowa.
388, 87 Am. Dec. 441 ; Sullivan v. Richardson,
33 Fla. 1, 14 South. 692; Wood' v. Vermont
Cent. 8. 00., 24 Vt. 608.

PEEOOLATE, as used in the cases re
lating to the right of land-owners to use wa-
ter on their premises, designates any flow-
age of sub-surface water other than that of
a running stream, open, visible. clearly to
be traced. Mosler v. Caldwell, 7 Nev. 363.
-—Pex-oolatlng waters. See WATER.

PERDONATIO UTLAGABIE. L. Lat.
A pardon for a man who, for contempt in
not yielding obedience to the process of a
court, is outlawed, and afterwards of his own
accord surrenders. Reg. Orig. 28.

PEBDUELIJO. Lat. In Roman law.
Hostility or enmity towards the Roman re-
public; traltorous conduct on the part of a
citizen, subversive of the authority of the
laws or tending to overthrow the government.
Calvin; Vicat.

PEEDURABLE. As applied to an estate.
perdurable signifies lasting long or forever.
Thus, a disseisor or tenant in fee upon con-
dition has as high and great an estate as
the rightful owner or tenant in feesimpie
absolute, but not so perdurable. The term is
chieiiy used with reference to the extinguish-
ment of rights by unity of seisln, which does
not take place unless both the right and the
land out of which it issues are held for equal-
ly high and perdurable estates. Co. Litt.
8130, 313b; Gale, Easem. 582; Sweet, '

PEEEGRINI. Lat. In Roman law.
The class of pcrcgrini embraced at the same
time both those who had no capacity in law,
(capacity for rights or Jnral relations.) name-
ly, the slaves, and the members of those na-
tlons which had not established amicable re-
lations with the Roman people. Sav. Dr.
Rom. 5 66.

PEREMPT. In ecclesiastical procedure
an appeal is said to be perempted when the
a peiiant has by his own act waived or bar-
red his right of appeal; as where he par-
tially complies with or acquiesces in the sen-
tence of the court. Phillim. Ecc. Law, 1275.

PEBEHPTION. A nonsuit; also I
quashing or killing.

PEEEKPTOBIUS. Lat. In the civil
law, That which takes away or destroys for-
ever-, hence, ea.-cepuo peremptoria, a plea
which is a perpetual bar. Oalvin.

PEREHPTOEY. Imperative; absolute;
not admitting of question, delay, or recon-
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sideration. Positive; final; decisive; not PERFORMANCE. The fulfillment or ac-
adinitting or any alternative. Seif-determin- compilshineut of "a promise. contract, or oth-
ed ; arbitrary;
be shown.
—Pe:-einptory day. A day assigned for trial
or hearing in court, absolutely and without
further opportunity for postponement.—Per-
emptory exception. In the civil law. Any
defense which denies entirely the ground of
action.—Peremptory paper. A list of the
causes which were enlarged at the request of
the parties, or which stood over from ress of
business in court.—Pe1-eanptor e. In
practice. An absolute rule; a ru e without any
condition or alternative of showing cause.-
Peremptory undertaking. An undertaking
by a plaintiff to bring on a cause for trial at
the next sittings or assizes. Lush, Pr. 649.

As to peremptory “Chaiienge," “Defense,"
“Instruction/' “Mandamus,” “Nonsuit,"
“1’lea," and “Writ.” see those titles.

not requiring any cause to

PERFECT. Complete; finished; execut-
ed; enforceable. _

—Pex-feet condition. In a statement of the
rule that, when two claims exist in “perfect con-
dition" between two persons. either may insist
on a set-oif, this term means that state of a de-
mand when it is of right demandable by i
terms. Taylor v. New York, 82 N. Y. 17.-
Perfeet instrument. An instrument such
as a deed or mortgage is said to become perfect
when recorded (or registered) or filed for record,
because it then becomesMgood as to all the
world. See Wilkins v. c(_}orkie, 112 Tenn.
688, 80 S. W. 83-1.—Pe1-feet trust.
cuted trust, (q. 12.)

As to perfect “Equlty," “i\iachine." “Obli-
gation," “Ownership,” ‘‘Title,'’ and “Usu-
fruct," see those titles.

PEBFECTING BAIL. Certain qualifica-
tions of a property character being requir-
ed of persons who tender themselves as ball,
when such persons have justliied, i. e., es-
tabiished their sutticleucy by satisfying the
court that they possess the requisite qualifi-
cations, a rule or order of court is made for
their allowance, and the ball is then said to
be perfected. 1'. e., the proc€ss of giving ball
is finished or completed. Brown.

Perfeetnns est en! nihil deest seclus-

dnns Inn perfeetionis vel nature no-

diun. That is perfect to which nothing is
wanting, according to the measure of its per-
fection or nature. Hob. 151.

PERPIIDY. The act of one who has en-
gaged his faith to do a thing, and does not do
it, but does the contrary. Woltr, Inst. 5 390.

PEBFORH. To perform an obligation or
contract is to execute. fulfill, or accomplish
it according to its terms. This may consist
either in action on the part of the person
bound by the contract or in omission to act.
according to the nature of the subject-niat-
ter; but the term is usually applied to any
action in discharge of a contract other than
payment.

Anexe-‘

er obligation according to its terms.
—Part performance. The doin ‘some por-
tion, yet not the whole, of what eit er party to
a contract has agreed to do. Borrow v. Bor-
row, 34 Wash. 684. 76 Pac. 305.-Speeifie
pertormance. Performance of a cont_ract in
the specific form in which it was made, or ac-
cording to the precise terms agreed upon. This
is frequently compelled by a bill in equity filed
for the purpose. 2 Story, Eq. l’l. 5 712, et seq.
The doctrine of specific performance is that.
where damages would be an inadequate compen-
sation for the breach of an agreement, the con-
tractor will be compelled to perform specifical-
ly what he has agreed to do. Sweet.

PEBGAHENUM. In old Practice
Parchment. In peryamcno scribi fee“. 1
And. 54.

PERIOABDITIS. In, medical jurispru
dence. An inflammation of the lining mem-
brane oi’ the heart.

PEnIc'
ilous.

-08118. Lat. Dangerous; per-

Perlenlosnrn est res novas et Inimita-
tas induoere. Co. Litt. 3790. It is peril-
ous to introduce new and untried things.

Perieulosnni existhno qnod bonerrur
vi:-es-nns non eomprobatnr exenaplo. - 9
Coke, 97!). I consider that dangerous which
is not approved by the example of good men.

'PERIOUI.'UL!. Lat. In the civil law.
Peril; danger; hazard; risk.

Perionlnsn rel venditm, nondnns tra-
ditss, est enrptos-is. The risk of a thing
sold, and not yet delivered, is the purchaser's.
2 Kent, Comm. 498. 499. '

PERIL. The risk, hazard, or contingen-
cy insured against by a policy of insurance.
—Peri.ls of the lakes. As applied to naviga-
tion of the Great Lakes. this term has the same
meaning as “perils of the sea." See infra.-
Perils of the sea. In maritime and insur-
ance law. Natural accidents peculiar to the
sea, which do not happen by the intervention of
man, nor are to be prevented by human pru-
dence. 3 Kent, Comm. 216. Perils of the see
are from (1) storms and waves: (2) rocks,
shoals, and rapids; (3) other obstacles, though
of human origin; (4) changes of climate; ( )
the confinement necessary at sea; (6) animals
peculiar to the sea; (7) all other dangers pe-
culiar to the sea. Civ. Code Cal. _§ 2199 All
losses caused by the action of wind and we-

‘ ter acting on the property insured under ex-
traordinary circumstances, either directly or
mediately. without the intervention of other in-
dependent active externai causes, are losses b
“perils of the sea or other perils and dangers. '

within the meaning of the usual clause_ in a
policy of marine insurance. Bail , Perils of
Sea, 6. In an enlarged sense, all sea which
occur from maritime adventure may be said to
arise from the perils of the sea; but underwrit-
ers are not bound to this extent. They insure
against losses from extraordinary occurrences
only; such as stress of weather, winds and
waves, lightning, tempests etc. These are un-
derstood to be meant by the phrase “the penis
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of the sea," in a marine policy, and not those or-
dinary perils which every vsssel must encounter.
Hazard v. New England Mar. Ins. Co., 8 Pet.
557. 8 L. Ed. 1043. '

PERINDE VALERE. A dispensation
granted to a clerk, who, being defective in
capacity for a beuetlce or other ecclesiastical
function, is de facto admitted to it. Cowell.

PERIOD. Any point, space, or division
of time. “The word ‘period’ has its etymo-
logical meaning, but it also has, a distinctive
signiiication. according to the subject with
which it may be used in connection. It may
mean any portion of complete time, from a
thousand years or less to the period of a day:
and when used to designate an act to be done
or to be begun, though its completion may
take an uncertain time, as, for instance, the
act of exportation, it must mean the day on
which the exportation commences, or it would
be an unmeaning and useless word in its
connection in the statute." Sampson v. Peas-
lee, 20 How. 579. 15 L. Ed. 1022.

PERIODICAL. Recurring at fixed inter- .

vals; to be made or done, or to happen, at
successive periods separated by determined
intervals or time; as periodical payments of
interest on a bond.

PERIPHRASIS. Circumlocution; use of
many words to express the sense of one.

PERISR. To come to an end; to cease
to be; to die.

PERISIIARLE ordinarily means subject
to speedy and natural decay. But. where
the time contemplated is necessarily long,
the term may embrace property liable mere-
ly to material depreciation in value from
other causes than such decay. Webster v.
Peck. 31 Conn. 495.
—PoI-ishable goods. Goods which decay and
lose their value it not speedily put to their in-
tended use.

Pox-Juri suit and servntis vex-his Jura-
xnenti deoipinnt auras sormn qui acol-
pinnt. 3 inst. 166. They are perjured,
who, preserving the words of an oath, de-
ceive the ears of those who receive it.

PERJURY. In criminal law. The will-
ful assertion as to a matter of fact, opinion,
belief. or knowledge, made by a witness in a
judicial proceeding as part of his evidence,
either upon oath or in any form allowed -by
law to be substituted for an oath, whether
such evidence is given in open court, or in
an aflldavit, or otherwise, such assertion be-
ing known to such witness to be false, and
being intended by him to mislead the court,
1135'. or person holding the proceeding. 2
Whart. Crim. Law, I 1244; Herring v. State.
119 Ga. 709. 46 S. E. 876; Beecher v. Ander-
IOII. 45 MICIL 543. 8 N. W. 539; Schmidt v.
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Wltherick, 29 Minn. 156, 12 N. W. 448; State
v. Simona, 30 Vt. 620; Miller v. State, 15
Fla. 585; Clark v. Clark, 51 N. J. Eq. 404, 26
Atl. 1012; Hood v. State, 44 Ala. 81.

Perjury shall consist in willfully, knowingly,
absolutely, and falsely swearing. either with or
without laying the hand on the Holy Evangelist
of Almighty God, or aflirming, in a matter mate-
rial to the issue or point in question, in some
Judicial proceeding, by a person to whom a
lawful oath or aflirmation is administered.
Code Ga. 1882, 5 4460.

Every person who. having taken an oath that
he will testify, declare, depose or certifi truly
before any com tent tribuna, oflicer, or per-
son, in any of t e cases in which such an oath
may by law be administered, willfully, and con-
trary to such oath, states as truth any material
matter which he knows to be false, is guilty of
perjury. _ Pen. Code Cal. 5 118.

The willful giving, under oath, in a judicial
proceeding or course of justice, of false testi-
mony material to the issue or point of inquiry.
2 Bish. Crim. Law, 5 1015

Perjury, at common law, is the “taking of a
willful false oath by one who, being lawfully
sworn by a competent court to depose the truth
in any judicial proceeding, swears absolutely
and falsely in a matter material to the point
in issue, whether he believed or not." Comm. v.
Powell. 2 Metc. (Ky.) 10; Cothran v. State, 39
Miss. 541.

It will be observed that, at common law, the
crime of perju can be committed only in the
course of a suit or judicial proceeding. --But
statutes have very generally extended both the
definition and the punishment of this ofiense to
willful false swearing in many different kinds
of affidavits and depositions, such as those re-
quired to be made in tax returns. pension pro-
ceedings, transactions at the custom house. and
various other administrative or non-judicial pro-
ceedings.

PERMANENT. Fixed, enduring, abiding,
not subject to change. Generally opposed in
law to “temporary."
—Pe1-manent abode. A domicile or fixed
home, which the party may leave as his inter-
est or whim may dictate. but which he has no
present intention of abandoning. Dale v. Irwin.
:8 Ill. 170; Mofiett v. Hill, 131 III. 239. 22
N. E. 821; Berry v. Wilcox. 44 Neb. 82, 62
N. W. 249, 48 Am. St. Rep. 706.-Permanent
bnildlng and loan association. One which
issues its stock. not all at once or in series, but
at any time when application is made therefor.
(‘ook v. Equitable B. & L. Ass’n, 104 Ga. 814.
30 S. E. 911.

As to permanent "Alimony,” “Injunction,"
and “Trespass,” see those titles.

PERMISSION. A license to do a thing:
an authority to do an act which. without
such authority, would have been unlawful.

PERMISSIONS. Negations of law, aris-
ing either from the law's silence or its ex-
press declaration. Ruth. Inst. b. 1. c. 1.

PERMISSIVE. Allowed; allowable; that
which may be done.
—Pe:-missive use.

waste. See WAs'rn.
See Uss.—Por-nluivo

PERMIT. A license or instrument grant-
ed by the oiiicers of excise, (or customs,)
certifying that the duties on certain goods
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have been paid, or secured. and permitting
their removal from some specified place to
another. Wharton.

A written license or warrant, issued by a
person in authority, empowering the grantee
to do some act not forbidden by law, but not
allowable without such authority.

PERHUTATIO. Lat. In the civil law.
Exchange; barter. Dig. 19, 4. A

PEBHUTATION. The exchange of one
movable_ subject for another; barter.

PBRKUTATIONE. A writ to an ordi-
nary, commanding him to admit a clerk to a
benefice upon exchange made with another.
Reg. Orig. 307.

PERNANOY. Taking; a taking or re-
ceiving; as of the profits of an estate. Actu-
al pernancy of the profits of an estate is the
taking, perception, or receipt of the rents and
other advantages arising therefrom. 2 Bl.
Comm. 1_63.

PERIOD. 0!‘ PROFITS. He who re-
ceives the profits of lands, etc.; he who has
the actual pernancy of the profits.

P2317008. L. Fr. A taker. Le per-
uour ou le detenour, the taker or the detain-
er. Britt. c. 27.

PEBPARS. L. Lat. A purpart; a part
of the inheritance.

PERPETRATOE. Generally, this term
denotes the person who actually commits a
crime or delict, or by whose immediate agen-
cy it occurs. But, where a servant of a rail-
road company is killed through the negli-
gence of a co-employe, the company itself
may be regarded as the “perpetrator" of the
act, within the meaning of a statute giving
an action against the perpetrator. Philo v.
Illinois Cent. R. Co., 33 Iowa. 47.

Perpetln lex est nnllsm legem humm-
nam no positivism perpetusm esse, et
elnnsnls. qua sln-ogstlonem exclndit ab
initio non valet. It is a perpetual law that
no human and positive law can be perpetual.
and a clause [in a law] which precludes the
power oi’ abrogation is void ab initio. Bac.
Max. p. 77, in reg. 19.

I-mu>}:'rUA1.. hlever ceasing; continu-
ous; enduring; lasting; unlimited in respect
of time; continuing without intermission or
interval. See Scanlan v. Crawshaw, 5 Mo.
App. 337.
—Pex-petual edict. In Roman law. Origi-
nally the term "perpetual" was merely op used
to “oer-aslonai" and was used to distinguis the
general edicts of the pnetors from the special
edicts or orders which tlu-_\' issued in their judi-
cial capacity. But under Hadrian the edict
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was revised by the jurist Julianna, and was re-
fllblllhed as a permanent act of legislation.
t was then styled "perpetual," in the sense of

being calculated to endure in perpetuum, or un-
til abrogated by competent authoriiifil Aust.
Jur. 85z'».—Pe1-petnal succession. at con-
tinuous existence which enables a corporation
to manage its affairs. and hold property with-
out the necessity of perpetual conveyances, for
the purpose of transmitting it. reason of
this quality, this ideal and artificia person re-
mains, in its legal entity and personality, the
same, though frequent changes may be made of
its members. Field. Corn. 5 58: Scanlan v.
Crawshaw, 5 Mo. App. 340.

As to perpetual “Curacy," “Injunction,”
“Lease," and “Statute,” see those titles.

PERPBTUATING 'rs:s'rnso1nr. A
proceeding for taking and preserving the ta-
timony of witnesses, which otherwise might
be lost before the trial in which it is intended
to be used. it is usually allowed where the
witnesses are aged and infirm or are about to
remove from the state. 3 Bl. Comm. 450.

rnnrrrrurrv. A future limitation.
whether executory or by way of remainder,

‘ and of either real or personal property, which
is not to vest until after the expiration of or
will not necessarily vest within the period
fixed and prescribed by law for the creation
of future estates and interests, and which is
not destructible by the persons for the time
being entitled_to the property subject to the
future limitation, except with the concur-
rence of the individual interested under that
limitation. Lewis, Perp. 164; 52 Law Lib.
139.

Any limitation tending to take the subject
of it out of commerce for a longer period
than a life or lives in being, and twenty-one
years beyond, and, in case of a posthumous
child. a few months more, allowing for the
term of gestation. Rand. Perp. 48.

uch a limitation of property as renders it
unalienable beyond the period allowed by law.
Gilb. Uses, (Sugd. Ed.) 260. And see Ould v.
Washington Hospital, 95 U. S. 303, 24 _L. Ed.
450; Duggan v. Slocum, 92 Fed. 806, 34 C. C.
A. 676; Waldo v. Cummings, 45 Ill. 421;
Franklin v. Armfleld. 2 Sneed (Tenn.) 354:
Stevens v. Annex Realty Co., 173 M0. 511, 73
S. W. 505; Griifin v. Graham, 8 N. C. 130, 9
Am. Dec. 619; In re John's Will, 30 Or. 494,
47 Pac. 341, 36 L. R. A. 242.

PERPETUITY 0!‘ nu: Knit}. That
fiction of the English law which for certain
political purposes ascribes to the king in his
political capacity the attribute of immortali-
ty; for, though the reigning monarch may
die, yet by this fiction the king never dig,
a‘. c.. the oiiice is supposed to be reoccupied
for all political purposes immediately on his
death. Brown.

PEBQUISITES. In its most extensive
sense, “perqulsites" signifies anything obtain-
ed by industry or purchased with money, dif-
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ferent from that which descends from a ta-
ther or ancestor. Bract. l. 2, c. 30, n. 3.

Proiits accruing to a lord of a manor by
virtue of his court-baron. over and above the
yearly proiits of his land; also other things
that come casually and not yearly. Mozley
& Whitley. -

In modern nae. Emoluments or incident-
al proflts attaching to an oflice or otiicial po-
sition. beyond the salary or regular fees.
Delaplane v. Crenshaw, 15 Grat. (Va.) 468;
Vansant v. State, 96 Md. 110, 53 Atl. 711;
Wren v. Lnzerne County, 6 Kulp (Pa.) 37.

PERQUISITIO. Purchase. Acquisition
by one'a own act or agreement, and not by
descent.

PERQUISITOB. In old English law. A
purchaser; one who tirst acquired an estate
to his family; one who acquired an estate
by sale, by gift, pr by any other method. ex-
cept only that of descent. 2 Bl. Comm. 220.

PEBSI-:0U'l'I0. Lat. In the civil law.
A following after; a pursuing at law; a suit
or prosecution. Properly that kind of indi-
cial proceeding before the prtetor which was
called “extraordinary." In a general sense.
any judicial proceeding, including not only
"actions," (octioncs,) properly so called, but
other proceedings also. Calvin.

‘P2881-IQUI. Lat. In the civil law. To
follow after; to pursue or claim in form of
law. An action is called a “jun peracquendi."

PERSON. A man considered according. to
the rank he holds in society, with all the
rights to which the place he holds entities
him, and the duties which it imposes. 1
Bouv. Inst. no. 137.

A human being considered as capable of
having rights and of being charged with du-
ties; while a “thing” is the object over which
rights may be exercised.
—Arti£cial persons. Such as are created and
devised by law for the purposes of societ and
government. called "corporations" or “ dies

iitic."-—Natnral persons. Such as are
ormed by nature, as distinguished from ¢i'flfi-

ciai persons, or corporatioua.—Private er-
son. An individual who is not the iucum nt
of an oiiice.

PIERSONA. Lat. In the civil law.
Character, in virtue of which certain rights
belong to a man and certain duties are im-
posed upon him. Thus one man may unite
many characters, (pcrsonun) as, for example,
the characters of father and son, of master
and servant. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 1 129.

In ecclesiastical law. The rector ot‘ a
church instituted and inducted. for his own
life, was called “persona mor¢alis;" and any
collegiate or conventual body. to whom the
church was forever appropriated. was termed
“persona immortalu.“ Jacob.
—-Persona designata. A ‘person pointed out
or described as an individu , as opposed to a
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person ascertained as a member of a class, or
as filling a particular character.-—Persona eo-
clesia. The person or personation of the
church.-—Persona non grata. In internation-
al law and diplomatic usage. a person not accept-
able (for reasons peculiar to himself) to the
court or government to which it is pro osed to
accredit him in the character of an am dor
or miniater.—-Persona standi in Jndioio. Ca-
pacity of standing in court or in judgment;
capacity to be a party to an action; capacity
or ability to sue.

Persona conjnncta nqniparatnr inter-
esse proprio. A personal connection [liter-
ally, a united person, union with a person]
is equivalent to one's own interest; nearness
of blood is as good a consideration as one's
own interest. Bac. Max. 72, reg.

Persona est homo elun statn qnodasn
consideratus. A person is a man consid-
ered with reference to a certain status.
lzieinecc. Elem. 1. 1, tit. 3, I 75.

Persona regis lnergitnr persona duels.
Jenk. Cent. 160. The person of duke merges
in that of king.

PEBSONABLE. Having the rights‘ and
powers of a person: able to hold or maintain
a plea in court; also capacity to take any-
thing granted or given.

Persona vice tnngitnr Innnioipinn et
decnria. Towns and boroughs act as ii‘ per-
sons. Warner v. Beers, 23 Wend. (N. Y.) 103.
144. - .

PERSONAL. Appertalning to the per-
son; belonging to an individual; limited to
the person; having the nature or partaking
of the qualities of human beings. or of mova-
ble property.

As to personal “Action,” “Assets," “Chat-
tels,” "Contract," “Covenant," “Credit," "De-
mand," “Disability," “Franchise," “lnjury."
"Judgment," "Knowledge.” “Law," "Liabili-
ty," “Liberty." “Notice," “Property." “Re-
plevin," “Representatives," “Rights." “Securi-
ty," "Service," “Servitude," “Statute," “Tax,”
"Tithes," "Tort," and “Warranty.” see those
titles.

Personal things cannot be done by an-

other. Finch, Law, b. 1. c. 3. n. 14.

Personal things cannot be granted
over. Finch, Law. b. 1, c. 3, n. 15.

Personal things die with the person.‘
Finch, Law, b. 1, c. 3, n. 16.

Personalia personam seqnnntnr. Per-
sonal thiugs follow the person. Flanders v.
Cross, 10 Cush. (Mass.) 516.

PEEIONALII A0110. Lat.
civil law. A personal action;

In the
an action
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against‘ the person. (in peraonam.) Dig. 50,
16, 178, 2. -

In old English law. A personal action.
In this sense, the term was borrowed from
the civil law by Bracton. The English form

_ is constantly used as the designation of one
of the chief divisions of civil actions.

PERSONALITEB.
Personally; in person.

In old English law.

PERSONALITY. In modern civil law.
The incidence of a law or statute upon per-
sons, or that quality which makes it a per-
sonal law rather than a real law. “By the
personality of laws, foreign jurists generally
mean all laws which concern the condition,
state, and capacity of persons." Story, Confl.
Laws, 5 16.

P E R S O N A L '1' Y. Personal property;
movable property; chattels.

An abstract of personal. In old practice,
an action was said to be in the personalty,
where it was brought against the right per-
son or the person against whom in law it
lay. Old Nat. Brev. 92: Cowell.
—Qmui per-sonalty. Things which are mov-
able in point of law, though fixed to things real,
either actually, as emblements. (fructus indus-
iriales.) fixtures. etc-.: or fictitiously, as chat-
tels-real. leases for years, etc. '

PI-IRSONATE. In criminal law. To as-
sume the person (character) of another, with-
out his consent or knowledge, in order to de-
ceive others, and, in such feigned character,
to fraudulently do some act or gain some
advantage, to "the harm or prejudice of the
person counterreited. See 2 Fast, P. C. 1010.

PERSONERO. In Spanish law. An at-
torney. So called because he represents the
person of another, either in or out of court.
Las Partidas, pt. 3. tit. 5, l. 1.

PERSONNE. Fr. A person. This term
is applicable to men and women, or to either.
Civ. Code Lat. art. 3522, 5 25.

Perlpicna Vera non aunt px-obandn.
Co. Litt. 10. Plain truths need not be proved.

PERSUADI-3, PI-JRSUADING.
suade is to induce to act.
duciug others to act. Crosby v. Hawthorn,
25 Ala. 221; Wilson v. State, 38 Ala. 411;
Nash v. Douglas, 12 Abb. Prac. (N. S.) (N.
Y.) 190.

To per-
Persuading is in-

PERSUASION. The act of persuading;
the act of influencing the mind by arguments
or reasons offered, or by anything that moves
the mind 'or passions, or inclines the will to
a determination. See Marx v. Threet, 131
Ala. 340. 30 South. 831.

PERTAIN. To belong or relate to. wheth-
er by nature, appointment, or custom. See
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People v. Chicago Theological Seminary, 174
I11. 177, 51 N. E. 198.

PERTENENOIA. In Spanish law. The
claim or right which one has to the property
in anything; the territory which belongs to
any one by way of Jurisdiction or property;
that which is accessory or consequent to a
principal thing, and goes with the ownership
or it, as when it is said that such an one buys
such an estate with all its appurtenances.
(pcrtcnenc-ias.) Escriche. See Castiliero v.
United States, 2 Black. 17, 17 L. Ed. 360.

PERTIOATA THREE. The fourth part
or an acre. Cowell.

PERTIOUTAS. A pittance; a small por-
tion or aims or victuals. Also certain poor
scholars of the Isle of Man. Cowell.

PERTINENT. Applicable; relevant.
Evidence is called “pertinent" when it is di-
rected to the issue or matters in dispute. and
legitimately tends to prove the allegations of
the party oirering it; otherwise it is called
“impertinent.” A pertinent hypothesis is one
which, it sustained, would logically influence
the issue. Whitaker v. State, 106 Ala. 30, 17
South. 456.

PERTINENTS. In ‘Scotch law. Appar-
tenances. “Parts and pertinents” are formal
words in old deeds and charters. 1 Forb.
Inst. pt. 2, pp. 112, 118.

PERTURBATION. In the English ec-
clesiastical courts, a “suit for perturbation of
seat" is the technical name for an action
growing out of a disturbance or infringement
of one's right to a pew or seat in a church.
2 Phillim. Eco. Law, 1813.

PERTUBBATRIX.
breaks the peace.

A woman who

P E B V E B. S E VERDICT. A verdict
whereby the jury refuse to follow the direc-
tion oi’ the judge on a point or law.

PERVISE, PABVISI-i. In old English
law. The court or yard of the king's palace
at Westminster. Also an afternoon exer-
cise or moot for the instruction oi‘ students.
Cowell; Blount.

PESA. A weight of two hundred and
titty-six pounds. Cowell.

PESAGE. In England. A toll charged
for weighing avoirdupols goods other than
wool. 2 Chit. Com. Law, 16.

PESQUISIDOB. In Spanish law. Coro-
ner. White, New Recop. h. 1, tit. 1, I 3.

PESBIHI EXEHPLI. Lat. Of the
worst example.
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-PESSONA. Mast of oaks, etc.. ormoney
taken for mast, or feeding hogs. Cowell.

PESSIIRABLE WABES. Merchandise
which takes up a good deal of room in a ship.
Cowell.

1-}:'r1»:1¢s. Lat. In old English law. A.
demandant; the plaintifl in a real action.
Bract. fols. 102, 106b.

PETER.-PEICOE. An ancient levy or tax
of a penny on each ‘house throughout Eng-
land. paid to the pope. It was called “Peter-
pence.” because collected on the day of St.
Peter, ad tincula; by the Saxons it was
called “Rome-feoh," “Rome-scot," and‘ “Rome-
pennying," because collected and sent to
Rome ;- and, lastly, it was called “hearth
money,” because every dwelling-house was
liable to it, and every religious house, the
abbey of St. Albans alone excepted. Whar-
ton.

PETIT. Fr. Small; minor: inconsider-
able. Used in several compounds, and some-
times written “petty.” -

—Petit capo. A judicial writ, issued in the old
actions for the recovery of land, requiring the
sherifi to take possession of the estate. where
the tenant, after having ap ared in answer to
the summons, mad_e efan t in a subsequent
stage of the proceedings.

As to petit “Jury." “Larceny," “Sergeanty."
and “’1‘reason," see those titles. I

PETITE ASSIZE. Used in contradistine
tion from the grand assize, which was a jury_
to decide on questions of property. Petite
assizc, a jury to decide on questions oi‘ pos-
session. Britt. c. 42; Gian. lib. 2, cc. 6, 7.

PETITIO. Lat. In the civil law. The
pl'aintii.'i"s statement of his cause of action
in an action in rem. Calvin.

, In old English law. Petition or demand;
the count in a real action; the form of words
in which a title to land was stated by the de-
mandant. and which commenced with the
word “peto." 1 Reeve. Eng. Law, 176.

PETITIO PRINOIPII. In logic. Beg-
ging the question, which is the taking of a
thing for true or for granted, and drawing
conclusions from it as such, when it is really
dubious. perhaps false, or at least wants to
be proved, before any inferences ought to be
drawn from it.

PETITION. A written address. embody-
ing an application or prayer from the person
or persons preferring it. to the power, body,
or person to whom it is presented, for the
exercise of his or their authority in the re-
dress of some wrong, or the grant of some
favor, privilege, or license.

In practice. An application made to a
court car parts, or where there are no parties
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in opposition, praying for the exercise of the
Judicial powers of the court in relation. to
some matter which is not the subject for a.
suit or action, or for authority to do some
act which requires the sanction of the court;
as for the appointment of a guardian, for
leave to sell trust property, etc.

The word “petition" is generally used in ju-
dicial proceedings to describe an application in
writing. in contradistinction to a motion. which
may be viva ooce. Bergen V. Jones, 4 Metc.
(Mass) 371.

In the practice of some of the states, the
word “petltion" is adopted -as the name of
that tnitlatory pleading in an action which is
elsewhere called a ‘‘declaration'’ or “com-
plaint." See Code Ga. 1882, 5 3332.

In equity practice. An application in
writing for an order of the court, stating the
circumstances upon which it is founded; a
proceeding resorted to whenever the nature
or the application to the court requiresa full-
er statement than can be conveniently made
in a notice of motion. 1 Barb. Ch. Pr. 578.
—Potition do droit. L. Fr. In'I')1glish prac-
tice. A petition of right; a form of proceed-
ing to obtain restitution from the crown of ei-
ther real or personal property, being of use
where the crown is in possession of any bere-
ditaments or _chattels,, and the petitioner sug-
gests such a right as controverts the title of the
crown, grounded, on facts disclosed in the pe-
tition itself. 3 Bl. Comm. 256.—Petitlon in

- bankruptcy. A paper filed in a court of bank-
ruptcy, or with the clerk, by a debtor praying
for the benefits of the bankruptcy act, or by
creditors alleging the commission of an act of
bankruptcy by t eir debtor and praying an ad-
judication of bankruptcy against him.—Petition
of right. In English law. A proceeding in
chancery by which a subject may recover. trop-
erty in the possession of the king. See i"E'rI-
TION on Dao1'r.—Petition of rights. A par-
liamentary declaration of the liberties of the
people, assented to by King Charles I. in 1620.
It is to be distinguis ed from the bill of rights,
(1689,) which has passed into a permanent con-
stitutional statute. Brown.

PETITIONEB. One who presents a pe-
tition to a court. otlicer, or legislative body.
In legal proceedings begun by petition. the
person against whom action or relief is
prayed, or who opposes the prayer of the pe-
tition. is called the “respondent."

PETITIONING CREDITOR. The cred-
itor at whose instance an adjudication of
bankruptcy is made against a bankrupt.

PETITORY LOTION. A droitnral ac-
tion; that ls,. one in which the plaintiff seeks
to establish and enforce. by an appropri-
ate legal proceeding, his right of property. or
his title. to the subject-matter in dispute: as
distinguished from a poanensoru action. where
the right to the possession is the point in
litigation. and not the mere right of property.
The term is chiefly used in admiralty. 1

Kent. Comm. 371; The Tllton, 5 Mason, 465,
Fed. Cas. No. 14,054.

In Scotch law. Actions in which dam-
ages are sought.
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PBTO. Lat. In Roman law. I request.
A common word by which a fideicommia-
sum, or trust, was created in a will. Inst.
2, 24, 3.

PETRA. A stone weight. Cowell.

PETTIPOGGER. A lawyer who is em-
ployed in a small or mean business, or who
mrries on a disreputable business by unprin-
cipled or dishonorable means.

“We think that the term 'pettifog ng shystei’
needed no definition by witnesses be ore the jury.
This combination of epithets, every lawyer and
citizen knows, belongs to none but unscrupulous

ractitioners who disgrace their rofession _by
going mean work, and resort to s rp practice
to do it." Bailey v. Kalamazoo Pub. Co., 40
Mich. 256.

PETTY. Small, minor, of less or incon-
siderable importance. The English form of
“petit," and sometimes used instead of that
word in such compounds as “petty jury,"
“petty larceny," and “petty treason." See
PETIT.
—Pt ‘bag B . I E lihlaw. Anot-
fice °int’the cou:t :f°chaiIi‘cery1,gfcs)r suits against
attorneys and oflicers of the court, and for pro-
cess and proceedings by extent on statutes,'re-
cognizances, ad quad dammc and the like.
Termes de la Ley.—Petty 0 cars. Inferior
oflicers in the naval service, of various ranks
and kinds, corresponding to the non-commis-
sioned officers in the army. See: U. 8. v. Fulle
160 U. S. 593. 16 Sup. Ct. 386, 40 L. Ed. 549.

As to petty “Average," “Constable,” and
“Sessions,” see those titles.

PEW. An inclosed seat in a church.
O'Hear v. De Goesbriand, 33 Vt. 606, 80 Am.
Dec. 653; Trustees of Third Presbyterian
Congregation v. Andruss, 21 N. J. Law, 328;
Gay v. Baker. 17 Mass. 435. 9 Am. Dec. 159,

PEAROS. A watch-tower, light-house,
or sea-mark.

PEI.EBI'l.‘IS. In medical jurisprudence.
An inflammation of the veins, which may
originate in aepticwmia (bacterial blood-
poisoning) or puwmia (poisoning from pus),
and is capable of being transmitted to other
tissues, as, the brain or the muscular tissue
of the heart. In the latter case, an inflam-
mation of the heart is produced which is
called “endocordi'ti's" and which may rmuii
fatally. See Succession of Bidwell, 52 La.
Ann. 744, 27 South. 281.

PHOTOGRAPHER. Any person who
makes for sale photographs, ainbrotypes,
daguerrotypes, or pictures, by the action of
light. Act Cong. July 13, 1866. i 9; 14 St.
at Large, 120.

PHYLASIST. A jailer.

PHYSICAL. Relating or pertaining to
the body. as distinguished from the mind or
soul or the emotions: material. substantive,
having an objective existence, as distinguish-
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ad from imaginary or flctitious; real, having
relation to facts, as distinguished from moral
or constructive.
—Phyaioal disability. See DisA.aiLrrr.—
Physioal fact. In the law of evidence. A
fact having a physical existence, as distinguish-
ed from a mere conce tion of the mind; one
which is visible, audib e, or palpable; such as
the sound of a pistol shot, a man running, im-
gressions of human feet on the ground. Burriii.

irc. Ev. 130. A fact considered to have its
seat in some inanimate being, or, it in an ani-
mate being, by virtue, not of the qualities by
which it s constituted animate, but of those
which it has in common with the class of in-
animate bein a. 1 Benth. Jud. Ev. 45.—Physl-
o_al force. orce applied to the bod : actual
violence. State v. Wells, 31 Conn. 2.—P]Iy-
sioal incapacity. In the law of marriage
and divorce, impotence, inability to accomplish
sexual eoition, arising from incurable physical
imperfection or malformation. Anonymous, &
Ala. 291, 7 South. 100, 7 L. R. A. 425, 18 Am.
St. 116; Franke v. Franke (Cal.) 31 Pac.
3574, 1 IA R. A. 375.—Ph sisal injury. Bod-
ily harm or hurt, exclu ing mental distress.
fright, or emotional disturbance. Deming v.
Ch cago, etc., R. 00., 8) Mo. App. 157.—Physl-
cal necessity. A condition in which a r-
son is absolutely com lied to act in a part cu-
lar way by overwhe ming superior force; as
distinguished from moral necessity, which arises
where there is a duty incumbent upon a ration-
al being to perform. which he ought at the time
lé)a:)e1I'qf0fl;l. The Fortitude, 3 Suinn. 248, Fed.

. o. , .

PHYSICIAN. A practitioner of medi-
' cine; a person duly authorized or licensed to

treat diseases; one lawfully engaged in the
practice of medicine, without reference to
any particular school. State v. Beck, 21 B.
1.288, 48 Atl.’366, 45 L. R. A. 269; Raynor
v. State. 62 Wis. 289, 22 N. W. 430; Nelson
V. State Board of Health, 108 Ky. 769, 5'1
8.W.501.50L.R.A.383.

PIA PBAUS. Let. A pious fraud; a
subterfuge or evasion considered morally
justiflable on account of the ends sought to
be promoted. Particularly applied to an
evasion or disregard of the laws in the
interests of religion or religious institutions.
such as circumventing the statutes or mort-
-main.

PIAOLE. An obsolete term for an enor-
mous crime.

PIOAROON. A robber; a plunderer.

PICK-LOOK. An instrument by which
locks are opened without a key.

PICK 0!‘ LAND.
running into a corner.

A narrow slip of land

PIOKAGE. Money paid at fairs for
breaking ground for booths.

PIOKEBY. In Scotch law. Petty theft;
stealing or trifles, punishable arbitrarily.
Bell.

PIOKETING, by members of a trade
union on strike, consists in posting members
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at all the approaches to the works struck
against, for the purpose of observing and re-
porting the workmen going to or coming
from the works, and of using such influence
as may be in their power to prevent the
workmen from accepting 'work there. See
Beck v. Railway Teamsters’ Protective Un-
ion, 118 Mich. 497, 77 N. W. 13, 42 L. R. A.
407, 74 Am. St. Rep. 421; Cumberland Glass
Mfg. Co. v. Glass Bottle Blowers’ Ass‘u, 59
N. .1’. Eq. 49, 46 At}. 208.

PIOxI._E, PYOLI-2, or PIGHTEL. A
small parcel of land inciosed with a hedge,
which, in some countries, is called a “pingie."
Enc. Loud.

PIOKPOCKBT. A thief who secretly
steals money or other property from the per-
son of another.

PIEPOUDRB. see Couirr or Prsrounu.

P11-23.. A structure extending from the
solid land out into the water of a river, lake.
harbor, etc., to afford convenient passage for
persons and property to and from vessels
along the sides of the pier. Seabright v.
Allgor, 69 N. J. Law, 641, 56 Atl. 287.

PIERAGE. The duty for maintaining
piers and harbors. '

PIGNORATIO. Lat. In the civil law.
The contract of pledge; and also the obliga-
tion of such contract. '

PIGNOBATITIA AOTIO. Lat. In the
civil law. An action of pledge. or founded
on a pledge, which was either dirccta. for the
debtor. after ‘payment of the debt, or con-
«traria, for the creditor. Heinecc. Elem. lib.
3. tit. 13. 5! 824-826.

PIGNORATIVE CONTRACT. In the
civil law. A contract of pledge, hypotheca-
.tion, or mortgage of realty.

PIGIIOBIS OAPIO. Lat. In Roman
law. This was the name of one of the lame
-actionca. It was employed only in certain
particular kinds of pecuniary cases, and con-
sisted in that the creditor, without prelimi-
nary suit and without the co-operation of the
magistrate, by reciting a prescribed formula,
.took an article of property from the debtor
to be treated as a pledge or security., The
proceeding bears a marked analogy to dis-
tress at common law. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5

2%: Gaius, bk. 4, 55 26-29.

PIGNUS. Lat. In the civil law. A
pledge or pawn; a delivery of a thing to a
creditor. as security for a debt. Aio a thing
delivered to a creditor as security for a debt.

PILA. In: old English" law. That side of
coined money which was called “piie," be-
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cause it was the side on which there was an
impression of a church built on piles. Fiein.
lib. 1, c. 39.

PHJJTTUS. In the ancient forest laws.
An arrow which had a round knob a little
above the head, to hinder it from going far
into the mark. Cowell.

PHJEB. To pilfer, in the plain and
popular sense, means to steal. To charge
another with piifering is to charge him with
stealing, and is slander. Becket v. Sterrett.
4 Biackf. (Ind.) 499.

PILFEREB. One who steals petty things.

PILLAGE. Plunder; the forcible taking
of private property by an invading or con-
quering army from the enemy's subjects.
American Ins. Co. v. Bryan, 26 Wend. (N. Y.)
573, 37 Am. Dec. 278.

PHLOBY. A frame erected on a pillar,
and made with holes and movable hoards,
through which the heads and hands of crim-
inals were put.

PILOT. A particular otllcer serving on
board a ship during the course of a voyage.
and having the charge of the helm and the
ship's route; or a person taken on board at
any particular place for the purpose of con-
ducting a ship through a river, road, or
channel, or from or into a port. People v.
Francisco, 10 Abb. Prac. (N. Y.) 32; State
v. Turner, 34 Or. 173, 55 Pac. 92; Chapman
v. Jackson, 9 Rich. Law (8. C.) 212; State
v. Jones, 16 Fla. 306.

—Branoh pilot. One possessing a license,
commission, or certificate of competency issued
by the proper authority and usually after an
examination. U. S. v. Forbes, 23 Fed. Cas.
1141: Petterson v. State (Tex. Cr. R.) 58 S.
W. 100: Dean v. Healy, 66 Ga.-503; State v.
Foliett, 33 La. Ann. 228.

PILOTAGE. The navigation of a ves-
sel by a pilot; the duty of a pilot. The
charge or compensation allowed for piloting
a vessel.

PEOTAGE AUTHORITIES. In Eng-
lish law. Boards of commissioners appoint-
ed and authorized for the regulation and ap-
pointment of pilots, each board having juris-
diction within a prescribed district.

PIMP-TENURE. A very singular and
odious kind of tenure mentioned by the old
writers, “Wilhelmus Eoppeahort tenet di-
midiam vlrgalam tcrrw per acrvitium cus-

todicmli ac-.1: damiscllas. soil. merctricea ad
uaum domini regia." Wharton.

PIN-MONEY. An allowance set apart
by a husband for the personal expenses of
his wife, for her dress and pocket money.
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PIIIOERNA. In old English law. But-
ter; the king's butler. whose oiiice it was to
select out of the cargo of every vessel laden
with wine, one cask at the prow and another
at the stern, for the'king's use. Fleta, lib.
2, c. 22.

PINNAGE. Poundage of cattle.

PINNEB. A pounder of cattle: a pound-
keeper.

PINT. A liquid measure of ball‘ a quart.
or the eighth part of a gallon.

PIONEER PATENT. See PATENT.

PIOUS USES. See Cnasrrasns Uses.

PIPE. A roll in the exchequer; otherwise
called the "great roll." A liquid measure
containing two hogsheads. - - 3

. PQAOY. In criminal law. A robbery
or forcible depredation on the‘ high seas,
without lawful authority, done animo fur-
andi. in the spirit and intention of universal
hostility. United States v. Palmer, 3 Wheat.
610,- 4 L. Ed. 471. This is the definition of
this offense by the law of nations. 1 Kent.‘
Comm. 183. And see Talbot v. Janson, 3
Dall. 152, 1 L. Ed. 540; Dole v. Insurance
Co., 51 Me. 467; U. S. v. Smith, 5 Wheat.
161, 5 L. Ed. 57: U. S. v. The Ambrose Light
(D. C.) 25 Fed. 408; Davison v. Seal-skins, 7
Fed. Cas. 192.

There is a distinction between the oifense of
piracy, as known to the law of nations, which is
Justiciable everywhere, and oifenses created by
statutes of particular nations. cognizabie only
before the municipal tribunals of such nations.
Dole v. Insurance Co., 2 Cliif. 394, 418. Fed.
Cas. No. 3,966.

The term is also applied to the illicit re-
printing or reproduction of a copyrighted book
or print or to unlawful plagiarism from it.

Pl:-at: est hostls human! gone:-is. 3
Inst. 113. A pirate is an enemy of the hu-
man race.

\

PIRATE. A person who lives by piracy:
one guilty of the crime of piracy. A sea-rob-
ber. who, to enrich himself. by subtlety or
open force, setteth upon merchants and oth-
ers trading by sea, despoiling them of.‘ their
loading, and sometimes bereaviug them of
life and sinking their ships. Rldiey, Civil &
Eco. Law, pt. 2, c. 1, 5 3.

A pirate is one who acts solely on his own
aithority, without any commission or authori-
ty from a sovereign state. seizing by force. and
appropriating to himself without discrimination,
every vessel he meets with. Robbery on the
high seas is piracy; but to constitute the of-
fense the taking must be felonious. Consequent-
ly the goo animo may be inquired into. Davi-
gonf Iv. eai-skins, 2 Paine, 324. Fed. ‘Gas. No.

.t' ' .

lgirates are common sea-rovers. without any
fixed place of residence, who acknowledge no

sovereign and no law, and support themselves
by pillage and‘ depredations at sea; but there
are instances wherein the word “pirata" has
been formerly taken for a sea-captain. Spel-
man.

PIRATIGAL. “Where the act uses the
word ‘piratica1,' it does so in a general
sense; importing that the aggression is un-
authorized by the law of nations, hostile in
its character, wanton and criminal in its
commission, and utterly without any sanc-
tion from any public authority or sovereign
power. In short, it means that the act be-
longs to the class of oflenses which pirates
are in the habit of perpetratlng, whether
they do it for purposes of plunder, or for
purposes of hatred, revenge. or wanton abuse
of power.” U. S. v. The Malek Adhel, 2
How. 232, 11 L. Ed. 239

PIRATIOALLY. A technical word
which must always be used in an indictment
for piracy. 3 Inst. 112.

. PISOAEY. The right or privilege oi:
fishing. Thus, common of piscary is the
right of fishing in waters belonging to an-
other person.

PISTAREEII. A small Spanish coin. It
is not made current by the laws of the
United States; United States v. Gardner,
10 Pet. 618, 9 L. Ed. 556.

PIT. In old Scotch law. An excavation
or cavity in the earth in which women who
were under sentence of death were drowned.

PIT AND GALLOWB. In Scotch law.
A privilege or inflicting capital punishment
for theft. given by King Malcolm, by which,
a woman could be drowned in a pit, Uoua.)
or a man hanged on a gallows, Uurca.) Bell.

PITCHING-PENOE. In old English
law. Money, commonly a penny. paid for
pitching or setting down every bag of corn
or pack of goods in a fair or market. Coweil.

PITHATISH. In medical jurisprudence.
A term of recent introduction to medical

'science. signifying curability by means of
persuasion, and used as synonymous with
"hysteria," in eflect limiting the scope of the
latter term to the description of psychic or
nervous disorders which may be cured
uniquely by psychotherapy or persuasion.
Babinski.

PITTANOB. A slight repast or rei'ec~
tion of fish or flesh more than the common
allowance; and the pittancer was the oiiicer
who distributed this at certain appointed
festivals Cowell.

Pix. A mode or testing coin. The as-
certaining whether coin is of the proper
standard is in England called “pixing" it;
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and there are occasions on which resort is
bad for this purpose to an ancient mode of
inquisition called the “trial or the pix," be-
fore a Jury of members of the Goldsmiths’
Company. 2 Steph. Comm. 540, note.
—Pix Jury. A ju consisting of the members
of the corporation 0 the goldsmiths of the city
of London, assembled upon an inquisition of
very ancient date, called the “trial of the pix."

PLAOABD. An edict; a declaration; a
manifesto. Also an advertisement or public
notiiication.

PLACE. An old form of the word
"pleas." Thus the “Court of Common Pleas"

‘ was sometimes called the "Court of Common
Place."

PLACE. This word is a very indefinite
term. It is applied to any locality, limited
by boundaries, however large or however

- small. It may be used to designate a'coun-
try, state, county, town, or a very small por-
tion of a town. The extent of the locality
designated by it must generally be deter-
mined by the connection in which it is used.
Law v. Fairfleld, 46 Vt. 432.
—Place of contract. The place (count
or state) in which a contract is made.’ an
whose law must determine estions aifecting
the execution, validity, an construction of
the contract. Scudder v. Union Nat. Bank,
91 U. S. 412. 23 L. Ed. 245.—Plaee of de-
livery. The place where delivery is to be made
of goods sold. f no place is specified in the
contract. the articles sold must. in general, be
delivered at the place where they are at the
ti e of the sale. Hatch v. Standard Oil Co.,
1 U. S. 134. 25 L. Ed. 554.—Place where.
A phrase used in the older reports. being a
literal translation of locus is quo, (q. o.)

PLACEIIAN. One who exercises a pub-
lic employment, or fills a public station.

PLACER. In mining law. A superficial
deposit of sand, gravel, or disintegrated
rock, carrying one or more of.‘ the precious
metals, along the course or under the bed of
a water-course, ancient or current. or along
the shore of the sea. Under the acts or con-
gress. the term includes all forms of mineral
deposits, except veins of quartz or other
rock in place. Rev. St. U. S. 5 2329 (U. S.
Comp. St. 1901, p. 1432). See Montana Coal
& Coke Co. v. Livingston, 21 Mont. 59, 52
Pac. 780; Gregory v. Pershbaker, 73 Cal. 109,
14 Pac. 401; Freezer v. Sweeney, 8 Mont.
508, 21_ Pac. 20.
—PlAoer claim. A mining claim located on
the public domain for the urpose of lacer
mining, that is, ground within the eiined
boundaries which contains mineral in its earth.
sand, or gravel; round which includes valu-
able deposits not ‘in place," that is. not fixed
in rock. or which are in a loose state. U. S.
v. Iron Silver Min. 00.. 128 U. S. 673, 9 Sup.
Ct. 195, 32 L. Ed. 571; Clipper Min. Co. v.
Eli Min. Co., .194 U. S. 220. 24 Sup. Ct. 632,
48 L. FE. 944: “'heeler v. Smith. 5 W'ash.
704. 32 Pac. 78-i.—Placer location. A placer
«imp located and occupied on the public do-
in . _ ~ - .. ,. ,_ _ . _
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PLACIT, or PLACITUH. Decree; de-
termination.

PLACITA. In old English low. The
public assemblies of all degrees or men
where the sovereign presided, who usually
consulted upon the great affairs of. the king-
dom. Also pleas, pleadings, or debates, and
trials at law; sometimes penalties, tines.

.mulcts. or emendations; also the style or
the court at the beginning of the record at
am prius, but this is now omitted. Cowell.

In the civil law. The decrees or consti-
tutions of the emperor; being the expres-
sions ot his will. and pleasure. Calvin.
—Plecita communia. Common pleas. All
civil actions between sub ect and subject. 3
Bl. Comm. 38, 40.—Plac to corona. Pleas
of the. crown. All trials for crimes and mie-
demeanors, wherein the king is plaintiff. on
behalf of the ople. 3 Bl. Comm. 40.—Pla~
cite jurla. less or rules of law; “ articu-
lar and sitive learnings of laws :" " rounds
and pos tive learninzs _received with the law
and set down ;” as distinguished from me
or the formulated conclusions otlegal reason.
Bac. Max. pret., and reg. 12.

Plaoite dc transgreuione contra. pa-
cem regis, in regno Anglia vi et armis
facts, seonndnsn legen ct oonsuetndh
nem Anglia sine ‘In-evi regis plneitu-I
non debent. 2 Inst. 811. Pleas of tree‘-
pass against the peace of the king in the
kingdom of England, made with force and
arms, ought not, by the law and custom "of
England. to he pleaded without the king's
writ.

negative duo exittun non fool-i
unt. Two negative pleas do not form an is-
sue. Loflt, 416. ‘

PLACITABILE. In old English law.
Pleadable. Spelman.

In old records.
Spelmnn.

PLACI'.l‘A.HElI"l."UH.
The pleading of a cause.

PLACITAIBE. To plead.

PLACITATOR. In old records. A plead-
er. Cowell; Spelman. -

PLACITORY.
pleading.

Relating to pleas or

PLAOPFUH. In old English law. A
public assembly at which the king presided".
and which comprised men of all degrees. met
for consultation about the great affairs of
the kingdom. Cowell.

A court; a judicial tribunal: a lord's
court. Placita was the style or title of the
courts at the beginning or the old Mai puns
record. .

A suit or cause in court; a judicial pro-
ceeding; a trial. Placita were divided into
placita comntu (crown cases or pleas of the
crown, I. e., criminal actions) and plaoue
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cdmmunia. (common cases or common pleas,
5'. e., private civil actions.)

A flue, mulct, or pecuniary punishment.
A pleading or plea. In this sense, the

term was not confined to the defendant's
answer to" the declaration, but included all
the pleadings in the cause, being namen gen-
eraliseimum. 1 Saund. 388, n. 6.

' In the old reports and ahridgments. “placi-
mm" was the name of a paragraph or sub-.
division 01' a title or page where the point
decided in a cause was set out separately.
It is commonly abbreviated “pi."'

In the civil law. An agreement oi‘ par-
ties; that which is their pleasure to arrange
between them. .

‘ An‘ imperial ordinance or constitution;
literally. the prince's pleasure. Inst. 1, 2, 8.

.A judicial decision: the judgment, decree,
orsentence of a court. Calvin.

: Plnoitum alind personals, alind rode,
Ilind xnixtlun. Go. Litt. 284. Pleas [L 0.,
actions] are personal. real, and mixed.

PLAOITULI PBAOTUM. A day past or
lost to the defendant. 1 Hen. I. c. 59.

- PLAOITUM‘ NOMINATUH. The day
appointed for a criminal to appear and plead
and make his defense. Cowell.

PLAQIABISH. The act of appropriat-
ing_the literary composition of another. or
parts or ‘passages of his writings, or the
ideas or language of the same. and passing
them on! as the product of one's own mind.

PLAGIABIST, or PLAGIARY. One
who publishes the thoughts and writings of
another as his own.

Lat. In the civil law.
Dig. 48. 15. 1:

PLAGIAEIUS.
A- man-stealer; a kidnapper.
4 .Bi. Comm. 219.

PLAGIUM. Lat. In the civil law.
Man-stealing; kidnapping. The offense of
enticing away and stealing men. children.
and slaves. Calvin. The persuading a slave
to escape from his master. or the concealing
or harboring him without the knowledge of
his master. Dig. 48, 15. 6.

PLAGUE. Pestilence; a contagious and
malignant fever.

2 rumnun. Fr. An obsolete term for
an attorney who pleaded the cause of his
client; an advocate.

PLAIN STATEHENT is one that may
be readily understood, not merely by law-
yers.‘ but by‘ all who are sufficiently ac-
quainted with the language in which it is
written. Mann v. Morewood, 5 Saudi’. (N.
-'13.) .557, 564.
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PLAINT. In English practice. A pri-
vate memoriai tendered in open court to
the judge, wherein the party injured sets
forth his cause or action. A proceeding in
interior courts by which an action is com
menced without original writ. 3 Bl. Comm.
373. This mode of proceeding is commonly
adopted in cases of replevin. 3 Steph.
Comm. 666.

In the civil law. A complaint: 9. form
of action, particularly one for setting aside
a testament alleged to be invalid. This word
is the English equivalent of the Latin “que-
rela.”

PLAINTIFF. A person who brings an
action; the party who complains or sum in
a personal action and is so named on the
record. Gulf, etc., R. Co. v. Scott (Tex. Civ.
App.) 28 S. W. 458; Canaan v. Greenwood:
Turnpike Co., 1 Conn. 1.
—Plnini:i£ in error. The party
out a writ of error to review a Judgmenror
other roceeding at law.-‘Use plnintil. One
for w ose use (benefit) an action is brought in
the name of another. Thus, where the assign-
ee of a chose in action is not allowed to sue in
his own name, the action would be entitled
“A. B. -(the assignor) for the use of C. D.
the ssslgnee) against E. F." In this case,
. D. is called the “use plaintlif."

PLAN. A "map, chart, or design; being
a delineation or projection on a plane sur-
face of the ground lines of a house. farm,
street. city. etc., reduced in absolute length.
but preserving their relative positions and
proportion. Jenney v. Des Moines, 103 Iowa.
347, 72 N. W. 550; Wetherill v. Pennsyl-
vania R. Co., 195 Pa. 156, 45 At]. 658.

PLANT. The fixture. tools, machinery.
and apparatus which are necessary to carry
on a trade or business. Wharton. South-
ern Bell Tel. Co. v. D’Alemberte. 39 Fla. 25,
21 South. 570; Sloss-Sheflield Steel Co. v.
Mobley, 139 Ala. 425, 36 South. 181; Max-
well v. Wilmington Dental Mfg. Co. (C. C.)
77 Fed. 941.

PLANTATION. In English law. A
colony; an original settlement in a new
country. See 1 Bl. Comm. 107.

In American law. A farm; a large cul-
tivated estate. Used chiefly in the south-
ern states.

In North Carolina, "plantation" signifies the
land a man owns which he is cultivating more
or less in annual crops. Strictly, it designates
the place (planted; but in wills it is generally
used to enote more than the iuelosed and
cultivated fields, and to take in the necessary
woodland. and, indeed, commonly all the land
forming the parcel or parcels under culture as
one farm, or even what is worked by one set
of hands. Stowe v. Davis. 32 N. C. 431.

PLAT, or PLOT. A map, or representa-
tion on paper, of a piece of land subdivided
into lots. with streets. alleys. etc., usually
drawn to 8 scale. McDaniel v. Mace. 47

who sues -
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Iowa, 510; Burke v. Mccowen. 115 Cal. 481,
47 Pac. 361’.

PIAY-DEBT. Debt contracted by gam-
lug.’

PLAZA. A Spanish word. meaning a‘
public square in a city or town. Sachs v.
Towanda. 79 Ill. App. 441.

PLEA. In old English law. _ A suit
or action. Thus. the power to “hold pleas"
is the power to take cognizance of actions or
suits; so "common pleas” are actions or
suits between private persons. And this
meaning of the word still appears in the
modern declarations. where it is stated. a. 9..
that the defendant “has been summoned to
answer the plaintlir in a plea of debt.”

In eolunon-law practice. A pleading:
any one in the series of pleadings. More
particularly, the flrst pleading on the part
of the defendant. In the strictest sense. the
answer which the defendant in an action,at
law makes to the plaintzilrs declaration, and
in which he sets up matter of fact as de-
tense, thus distinguished from a demurrer.
which interposes objections on grounds of

In equity. A special aiuwer showing or
relying upon one or more things as a cause.
why the suit should be either dismissed or
delayed or barred. Mitf. Eq. Pl. 219; Coop.
Eq. Pl. 223.

A short statement. in_ response to a hill in
equitf. of facts which. if inserted in the bill,
would render it demurrable; while an answer
is a complete statement of the defendant's case,
and contains answers to any interrogatories
tho gilillgfl may have administered. Hunt. Ed.
p . c. .

—Afls-native plea. One which sets up a
single fact. not apnearinir in the bill. or sets
up a number of circumstances all tending to
establish a single fact, which fact. if existing.
oifistriiys the complainant's case. Potts v. Potts

Ch.) 42 Atl. 105-'i.—Anomalous plea.-
One which is artly aflinnative and partly neg-
ative. Bsldw n v. Elizabeth. 42 N. J. Eq. 1 .

6 Atl. 275: Potts v. Potts (N. J. Ch.) 42 Atl.
1055.—Bnd plea. One which is unsound or
insuificient in form or substance. or which does
not technically answer or correspond with the
pleading which preceded it in the action.—Gorn-
non pleas. Common causes or suite: civil
actions brought and Srosecuted between sub-
jects or citizens, as
of the crown or criminal cases.—Countar-
plea. A plea to some matter incidental to the
main object of the suit. and out of the direct
line of pleadings. In the more ancient system
of pleadin . counter-o_lca_was applied to what
was, in e ect. a rep ication to aid prayer. (q.
1:. :) that is, where a tenant for life or other
limited interest in land. having an action
brought against him in respect to the title to
such land, prayed in aid of the lord or rever-
sioner for h s better defensenthst which the de-
mandant alleged against either req1u)est was
called a “countei~plea.” Cowell.— ilntory

less. See Du.A'roBY.-Double plea. One
having the- technical fault of duplicity; one
consisting of several distinct and independent
matters alleged to the same point and requiring
dliferent answersa—l‘alse glen. A sham
plea. See infra. And see eople v. McCum-

istinguished from pleas _

ing
‘Steph.

her. 18 N. Y. 321. 72 Am. Dec. 515' Pierson
r. Evans. 1 Wend. (N. Y.) I}0._—l_‘oraIgn plan.
A plea objecting to the jurisdiction of_ a Judge.
on the ground that he had.not cognizance of
the subject-matter of the suit. Cowell.—I|’eg-
ntive plea. One_ which does not undertake
to answer the various allegations of the bill,
but specifically denies some particular fact or
matter the existence of which is essential to
entitle the complainant to any relief. See Potts
v. Potts (N. J. Ch.) 42 Atl. 1056.—Per-emptory
plans. “Pleas in. bar” are so termed in con-
tradistinction to that class of pleas called “dil-
atory pleas." The former. viz.. peremptory
pleas, are usuall pleaded to the merits _of
the action. with e View of raising a material
issue between the parties: while the latter
class, viz.. dilatory pleas. are generally plead-
ed with a view of retarding the plalnti_E'_s pro-
ceedings, and not for the purpose of raising an
issue upon which the parties may go to trial
and settle the point in dispute. eremptory
pleas are also called “pleas in bar." while dil-
atory pleas are said to be in abatement only.
Brown.—PI_ea In abatement. In practice.-
A plea which goes to abuts the plaintiffs ac-
tion; that is, to suspend or ut it ed for the
present. 8 Bl. Comm. 801: ui-st v. Everett
0. C.) 21 Fed. 221: Wilson v. Winchester d:

P. R. ('.o. (C. O.) 82 Fed. 18: Middlebrook v.
Ames. 5 Stew. & P. (Ala.) 166.—Plea in bar.
In practice. A plea which oes to bar the
plaintiff's action: that is. to de eat it absolutely
and entirely. 1 Burrill. Pr. 162; 3 Bl. Comm;
03:_Rawson v. Knight, 71 Me. 102; Norton

v. Winter. 1 Or. 48. 62 Am. Dec. 297: Wilson
v. Knox County, 132 M0. 387. 34 S. W. 5.—
Plan in discharge. One which admits that
the plaintifl had a cause of action. but shows
that it was discharged by some subsequent or
collateral matter. as. payment or accord and
satisfaction. Nichols v. Cecil. 106 Tenn. 455.
61 S. W. 76S.—Plaa. in reoonvention. In
the civil law. A plea which sets up. new mat-
ter. not in defense to the action. but by way.
of cross-complaint. set-oif. or counterclaim.--
Plen _of release. One which admits the cause
of action, but sets forth a release subsequently
executed by the party authorized to release the
claim. Landis v. Morrissey. 69 Cal. 83. 10
Psc. 258.—PIaa side. The plea side of a.
court is that branch or department of the court
which entertains or takes cognizance of civil
actions and suits. as distinguished from its
criminal or crown department. Thus the court
of king's bench. is said to have a plea side and
a crown or criminal side: the one branch or
department of it being devoted to the cognizance
of civil actions, the other to criminal proceed-
ings and matters peculiarly concerning the
crown. So the court of exchequer is said to
have a plea side and a crown side; the one
being appropriated to civil actions. the other
to matters of revenue. Brown.-Pleas or the
es-own. In Enslish law. A phrase now em-
ployed to_signify criminal causes. in which
the king is a party. Formerly it signified
royal causes for oifenses of a sreater magnitude
than mere misdemeanors.—PIeu roll. In
English practice. A record upon which are
entered all the pleadinzs in a cause. in their
regular order. and the issiie.—Pus-e plan. In
equity pleading. One which relies wholly on
some matter outside those referred to in the‘
bill: as a plea of a release on a settled ao-
count.—Slsa.rn plan. A false plea: a plea of
false or fictitious matter. subtly drawn so as
to entrap an opponent, or create delay. 3
Chit. Pr. 729, 730. A vexntious or false de-
fense. resorted to under the old system of plead-

for pggoses -of delay and annoyance.
Pl. . Mr. Chitty defines sham pleas

to be pleas so pal ably and manifestly untrue
that the court wll assume them to be so:

less manifestly absurd. ‘When answers or-
deienses admit of lawyer-like argument. such
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as‘ courts shoiild listen to. they are not “aham,"
imthe sense of the statute. \\'hen. it needs
argliinent to prove that an answer or demurrer
ll frivolous. it is not frivolous, and should not
be‘ stricken off. To warrant this summary
mode’ of disposing of a defense,. the mere read-
ing of the pleadings should be suflicient to dis-'
close, without deliberation and without a doubt.
that the defense is sham or irrelevant. ' Cottrill.
v.‘ Qrame_r, 40 Wis. .559.—Special plea. A
gfiecial kind of plea in bat. distinguished by

is name from the general issue, ‘and consisting
usually of some new aiiirmative matter, though"
it may also be in the form of a traverse or de-
nial. See Steph. PI. 52, 162; Allen v. New
Haven & N. Co., 49 Conn. 245.—Speeial plea
in; l_IlI.‘. One which advances new matter.
it differs from the general. in this: that the
latter. denies some- material‘ alle tion. but nev-
er advances» new matter. Gonl . Pl. c. 2, 5 38.

PLEAD. To make, deliver, or tile any
pleading; to conduct the pleadings in a.

cause. To interpose any pleading in a suit
which contains allegations of fact; in this
sense the word is the antithesis of “demui-."
More particularly, .to deliver in a formal
manner the defendant's answer to the plain-
t:lff‘s declaration. or to the indictment, as
the case may be. _

. To appear as a pleader or advocate in "a
cause: to argue it cause in a court of jus-
tice. But this meaning of the word is not
technical, but colloquial.
-Plead a statute. Pleading a statute is

stating the facts which bring the case_within
it; _and “counting” on it. in the strict language
of pleading. is making ‘express reference to it
by apt terms to show the source of right relied
on. McCullough v. Colfax County. 4 Neb.
Unof.) 543, 95 N. W. 31.—PIoad lssnably.
his means to interpose such a plea as is cal-

culated to raise a material issue, either of law
or of fact.—Plead over. To pa over, or
omit to notice, a materialallegation in the last
pleading of the op ite party’ to pass by a
defect in the pleading _of the other party‘ with-
out'- taking advanta e of it. In another sense,
to plead the genera issue. after one has inter-

ed a demurrer or special lea which has been
ismissed by a judgment 0 respondeat ouster.

-‘-Plead to the merits. This is a phrase of
long standing and accepted usage in the law,
and distin ishes those pleas which answer
the cause 0 action and on which a trial may be
had from all pleas of a different character.
Rahn v. Gunnison, 12 Wis. 529.

PLEADED. Alleged or averred, in form.
in a judicial proceeding.

It more often refers to matter of defense.
but not invariably. To say that matter in a
declaration or replication is not well pleaded
would not be deemed erroneous. Abbott.

PLEADER. A person ‘whose business it
is to draw pleadings. Formerly, when plead-
ing at common law was a highly technical
‘and difllcult art. there was a class of men
known as “special pleaders not at the bar,"
who held a position intermediate between
wunsel and attorneys. The class is now al-
most extinct, and the term “pleaders" is
generally applied. in England. to junior mem-
bem of the common-law bar. Sweet.
Aspociai ploader. In English practice. A
person whose professional occupation is to give
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PLEA DING .

verbal or written opinions upon" statements
made verbally or in writing. and to- draw
pleadings. civil or criminal. and such ractical

roceedinrgs as may be out of the usua course
Chit. r 42.

PLEADING. The peculiar science 01
‘system of rules and principles, established
in the common law, according to which the
pleadings or responsive allegations of liti-
gating parties are framed, with a view to
preserve technical propriety and to produce
a proper issue. '

The process performed by the parties to
a suit or action, in alternately presenting
written statements of their contention, each
responsive to that which precedes, and each
serving to narrow the fleld of controversy,
until there evolves a single point. aflirmed on
one side and denied on'the other, called the
‘,‘issue,” upon which they then go to trial.

The act or step of interposing any one of
the pleadings in a cause, but particularly
one on the part of the defendant; and, in the
strictest sense, one which sets up allegations
of fact in defense to the action. '

The name “a pleadliig" is also given to
any one of -the formal written statements of
accusation or defense presented by the par-
ties alternately in an action at law; t.he-ag-
gregate of such statements died in any one
cause are termed “the pleadings.”
~ The oral "advocacy of a client's cause in
court, by his barrister or counsel, is some-
times called “pleading ;" but this_ls a popu-
lar, rather than technical. use.

In eliaaoery practice. Consists in mak-
ing the formal written allegations or state-
ments of the respective parties on the rec-
ord to maintain the suit, or to defeat ll; of
which, when contested in matters of fact,
they propose to oifer proofs,'and in matters
of law to offer arguments to the court.
Story, Eq. Pl. 5 4, note. . ‘

—Double pleading. This is not allowed 1:!-
'ther in the declaration or subsequent pleadings.
its meaning with respect to the former is that
the declaration must not, in support of a single
demand. allege several distinct matters. by
any one of which that demand is sutiiciently
supported. With respect to the subsequent
pleadings. the meaning is that none of them is
to contain several distinct answers to that
which preceded it: and the reason of the rule
in each case. is that such pleading tends to sev-
eral issues in respect of a single claim. Whar-

When the allega-
tions (or “pleadings." as they are called) of the
contending parties in an action are not of the
general or ordinary form. but are of a more
complex or cial character. the are denomi-
nated “specia pleadings:” and. w en a defend-
ant pleads a plea of this description. (i. e.. a
special plea.)-he is said to plead specially, in
opposition. to pleading the general issue. These
terms have given rise to the popular denomina-
tion of that science which. though properly
called “pleading." is generally known by the
name of “special pleading." Brown. The al-
legation of special or new matter in opposition
or explanation of the last previous averments
on the other side, as distinguished from a direct
denial of matter previously alleged by the op-
posite party. Gould. Pl. c. 1. 5 18. in poncho
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lsn age, the adroit and_pln_usible advocac of
a c ient's case in court. Stimson. Law G oss.

‘ PLEADING8. The pleadings are the
formal allegations by the parties of their
respective claims and defenses, for the judg-
ment of the court. Code Civ. Proc. Cal.
i 420.

The individual allegations of the respec-_
tive parties" to an action at common law,
proceeding from them alternately, in the
order and under the distinctive names
following: The plaintiffs declaration, the
dei'endant’s plea, the plaintiffs replication.
the defendant's reloinder. the plaintitrs aur-
rejoinder, the defendant’s' rebutter, the
plalntiifs aurrebutter; after which they have
no distinctive names. Burrill.

The term “plesdings" has a technical and
well-defined meaning. Pleadings are written
allegations of what is aflirmed on .the one side.
or denied on the other. disclosing to the court
or jury having to try the cause -the real matter
in dispute between the parties. Desnoyer 1-.
Hereux, 1 Minn. -17 (Gil. 1). '

PLEBAIIUI. In old English ecclesiastic-
al law. A rural dean. Cowell.

PLEBEIAN. One who is classed among
the common people, as distinguished from
the nobles. ._ .

PI.EBEI'.l.'Y, o": rnrnarrx. ' The com-
mon or meaner sort of people: the pleheians.

PLEBEYOI. In Spanish 'law. ' Com-
mons: those who exercise any trade, or who
cultivate the soil. White, New Recop. b. 1,
tit. 5, c. 3. § 8, and note.

PI.'.aBI.A1l'A. In old records. A mother
church.

PLEBISCITE. In modern constitutional
law, the name “plebisci!e" has been given
to a vote or the entire people, (that is, the
aggregate of the enfranchised individuals
composing a state or nation.) expressing their
choice for or against a proposed law or en-
actment. submitted to them, and which, it
adopted, will work a radical change in the
constitution. or which is beyond the powers
of the regular legislative body. The pro-
ceeding is extraordinary. and is generally
revolutionary in it character: an example
of which may be seen in the plcbiscitcs sub-
mitted to the French ,people by Louis- Na-
poleon, whereby the Second Empire was es,-

tablished. But the principleof the plebis-
cite has been incorporated in the modern
Swiss constitution, (under the name of “ref-
'erendu«m,") by which a revision of the con-
stitution must be undertaken when demand-
ed by the vote ot fifty thousand Swiss citi-
zens. Maine, Popular Govt. 40, 96.

PLEBIIOITUH. Lat. In Roman law.
A law enacted by the plcba or commonalty,
(that is, the citizens, with the exception of
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the patricians and senators,) at the request
or on the proposition of a plebelan magis-
trate, such as a “tribune.” Inst. 1, 2, '

. PIJIBS. Lat. In Roman-law. The com-
monalty or citizens, exclusive of the patri-
cians and senators. Inst. 1, 2, 4.

PLEDABLE. L. Fr. That may be
brought or conducted; as "an action or;
“plea," as it was formerly -called. Britt.- c.
3:2. . ~. :-

PLEDGE. -In the law of hailment. A
bailment of goods to a creditor as security
for some debt or engagement.- A bailuaeut
or delivery of goods by a debtor to his cred-
itor. to be kept till the debt be discharged
Story. Bailm. I 7; Civ. Code La. art. 3133:
2 Kent, Comm. 577: Steams v. ‘Marshwd
Denio (N. Y.) 229, 47 Am. Dec. 248: Sheridan
v. Presas, 18-Misc. Rep.-"180, 41 N. Y. Supp.
451; Bankof Rochester v. Jones, 4 N.; I3
507, 55 Am. Dec. 290; Eastman v. Avery.-2!
.\ie. 250; Belden V. Perkins, 78 Ill. 452; Wil-
cox v. Juckson, 7-Colo. b2]; 4 Pac. 966; Glou-
cester Banlr ‘v. Worcster, 10'bPlck. *(Mass.)'
531; Lilienthai v. -Ballou, 126 Oal."183. 5?
Pac. 897.

Pledge is a deposit of personalproperiy by
way of security for the performance of anoth3
er act. Civ. Code Cal. 5 2986.

The specific article delivered to the cred-
itor in security is also called a "pledge" or
oopaiwxlnll ‘ _ ~ -

There is a clear distinction between mortga es
and pied es. In a pledge the legal title renia us
in the p edgor; in a mortgage it passes to the
mortgagee. In a mort age the.mortgagee need
not have possession; in a pledge the Pledge;
must have , ssession, thong it be ony con-
structive. n a mortgage, at common law. the
property on non-payment of the debt panes
wholl to the mortgagee; in a pledge the pro
erty s sold, and only so much of the
as will pad his debt passes to the pi gee. A
mortgage a conditional conveyance or prop‘-
erty, which becomes absolute unlem redeemed at
a specified time. A pledge is not strictly a con-
veyance at all nor need any day of, redemptio
be appointed or it. A mortgagee can sell an:
deliver the thing mortgaged, subject only to
the right of redemption. A pledgee cannot sell
and deliver .his pawn until the debtls due and
payment denied. Bouvier. , , . _

There are two varieties of the contract of
pledge known to the law of Louisiana, vlz..
paws and anuchreau; the former relating
to chattel securities,» the latter to landed ss
curities. See Civ. ‘Code La. art. 3101-; and
see those titles. '

—Ple%es of prosecution. In old English
law. 0 person could prosecute a civil action
without having in the first stage o_f it two or
more persons as.-pl_edges_ot prosecution: and if
judgment was. wen against the plaintiii’. or he
deserted his su' t, both he and his pledges were
liable to amercement to the kinghpro false clo-
morc. In the course of time, owever. these
pledges were disnse_d. and the names of acti-
tious penmns substituted for them. two ideal
persons. John Doe and Richard Roe, having
become the common pledges of every suitor;
and now the use of such pledges is aitogethet
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discontinued. Bi-own.—PIedgos to restore.
In England. before the plaintifi in foreign at-
tacl.i_ni_ent can issue execution against the prop-

.ert' in the hands of the garnishee, he must
fin “pledges to restore," consisting of two
householders, who enter into a recognizance tor
the restoration of the pro rty. as a security
for the rotection of the de endant; for, as the
plainti s debt is not proved in any stage of
the proceedings, the court ards the rights of
the absent defendant by ta ing security on his
behalf, so that it _he should afterwards disprove
the plaintiifs claim he may obtain restitution
of the property attached. Brand. For. Attachm.
93; Sweet.

- PLEDGEE. The party to whom goods
are pledged. or delivered in pledge. Story,
Balim. 5 287. .

PLEDGEBY. Suretyship, or an under-
taking or answering for another. Gloucester
Bank v. Worcester, 10 Pick. (Mass) 531.

»PLEDGOB.. The party delivering goods
in pledge; the party pledging. Story, Bailm.
I 287.

PLEGIABILIS. In old English law.
That may be pledged: the subject or pledge
or security. Fietu, lib. 1, c. 20, 5 98.

P132611 DE PROIEQUBNDO. Pledges
' to prosecute with eitect an action or replevin.

rnnan DI-2 BETOBIIO KARI-111130.
Pledges to return the subject or distress.
should the right be determined against the
party bringing the action of replevin. 8
Bteph. Comm (7th Ed.) 422:3.

PLEG-III AOQUIET 1111118. A writ
that anciently lay for a surety against him
for whom he was surety, it he paid not the
money at the day. Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 137.

PLEIIA ETA8. Lat.
law. Full age.

Plans at -eels:-is justltia. fiat pas-tilnis.
4 Inst. 67. Let full and speedy Justice be
done to the parties.

In old English

PLENA POBIIPAOTURA. A forfeiture
of all that one possesses.

ELENA PBOBATIO. In the civil law.
A term used to signify‘ full proof, (that is,
proof by two witnesses.) in contradistlnction
to semi-pleno probatio, which is only a pre-
sumption. Cod. 4, 19, 6.

PLENARTY. In English law. Fullness;
a state of being-full. A term applied to a
beneflce when full, or possessed by an incum-
bent. The opposite state to a vacation, or
vacancy. Cowell.

PLEIIABY.
abridged.

In the ecclesiastical courts, (and in admi-
ralty pi-actice,) causes are divided into plena-

Full; entire; complete; un-
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ry and summary. The former are those in
whose proceedings the order and soiemnity of
the law is required to be exactly observed. so
that if there is the least departure from that
order, or disregard of that soiemnity. the
whole proceedings are annulled. Summary
causes are those in which it is unnecessary to
pursue that order and soiemnity. Brown.
—PIenu'y confession. A full and com lete
confession. An admission or confesssion w eth-
er in civil or criminal law, is said to "ple-
nary" when it is. it believed. conclusive against
the person making it. Best, Ev. 604:
Crim. Ev. 39.

PL!-INS. Lat. Completely ; sum-
ciently.
—P1ene ndmlnistravlt.
by an executor or administrator that he has
fully administered all the assets that have come
to his hands and that no assets remain out of
which the pialntifs claim could be satisfied.-
Plene adsninistrsvit prnter. In practice.
A plea by an executor or administrator that he
has “tuly administered" all the assets that
have come to his hands, “except" assets to a
certain amount, which are not suilicient to satis-
fy thevlilainti . 1 ' d Pr.~644.—Ploae eon-
puta 1:. He has fully accounted. A plea in
an action of account render, alleging that the
defendant has fully accounted.

fully ;

In practice. A pies

PLENIPOTBNTIARY. One who has full
power to do a thing; a person fully commis-
sioned to act for another. A term applied
in international law to ministers and en-
voys of the second rank of public ministers.
Wheat. Hist. Law Nat. 266.

PLENUH DOHINIUII. Lat. In the
civil law. Full ownership; the property in
a thing united with the usufruct. Calvin.

PLEYTO. In Spanish law. The plead-
ings in a cause. White, New Recop. b. 3.
tit. 7. _

PLIGHT. In old English law. An estate.
with the habit and quality oi.’ the land; ex-
tending to a rent charge and to a possibility
of dower. Co. Litt. 221D; Cowell.

PI.0K-P12111011’. A kind of earnest used
in public sales at Amsterdam. Wharton.

PLOTTAGE. A term used in appraising
land values and particularly in eminent do-
main proceedings, to designate the addition-
al value given to city lots by the fact that
they are contiguous. which enable the owner
to utilize them as large blocks of land. See
In re Armory Board. 73 App. Div. 152, 76
N. Y. Supp. 766.

PLOW-ALIS. The ancient payment of
a penny to the church from every plow-land.
1 Mon. Aiigl. 256.

PLOW-BOTH. An allowance of wood
which tenants are entitled to, for repairing
their plows and other implements of has-
bandry.
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PLOW-LAID.
of any certain content. but as much as a
plow can, by course or husbandry, plow in a
year." Co. Litt. 69a.

PLOW-MONDAY.
twelfth-day.

The Monday after

PLOW-IILVEB. Money formerly paid
by some tenants, in lieu of service to plow
the lord's lands.

PLUHBATUBA. Lat.
Soldering. Dig. 6, 1. 23, 5.

In the civil law.

BLUIBUI. Lat. in the civil law.
Lead. Dig. 60, 16, M2. 2.

PLUNDEB. v. The most common mean-
ing ‘of the term “to plunder" is to take prop-
erty from persons or places by open force,
and this may be in course of a lawful war, or
by unlawful hostility, as in the case of pi-
rates or banditti. But in another and very
common meaning,» though in some degree lig-
urative, it is used to express the idea or
taking property from a person or place. with-
out Just right, but not expressing the nature
or quality or the wrong done. Garter v. An-
drews, 16 Pick. (Mass) 9; U. 8. v. Stone (0.
C.) 8 Fed. 246; U. S. v. Pitman, 27 Fed. Gas.
540.

PLUNDEB, 9;. Personal property belong-
ing to an enemy. captured and appropriated
on land; booty. Also the act of seizing such
property. See Boon: Paizs.

1-r.mmr:n'aer:. In maritime law. The
embezzlement of goods on board or a. ship
is so called.

PI.‘lInA1.. Containing more than one;
consisting of or designating two or more.
Webster.
—P1ux-ul marriage. See Maaauos.

Plus-all: numerus out duolsus conten-
tus. 1 Rolle. 476. The plural number is
satisiled by two.

PLUBALIST. One that holds more than
one ecclesiastical beneflce. with cure of souls.

PLUBALITBB. In the plural. '10 East.
158, arg.

PLURALITY. In the law of elections.
The excess of the votes cast for one candi-
date over those cast for any other. Where
there are only two candidates. he who re-
ceives the greater number of the votes cast
is said to have a majority: when there are

-more than two competitors for the same of-
ilce. the person who receives the greatest
number of votes has a plurality. but he has
not a majority unless he receives a greater
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A quantity of land "not-

rnus VALET consusmuno

number of votes than those cast for all his
competitors combined.

In ecclesiastical law, "plurality" means the-‘
holding two, three. or more beneilces by the-~
same incumbent; and he is called a “plural-
ist." Pluraiities are now abolished, except
in certain cases. 2 Steph. Comm.'691.' 692.

Plus-es eoharedea aunt quasi unuj:
corpus pa-opter uuitutem VJn.rl.I' q_uod'_lu«-'
bent. ‘Co. Litt: 163. Several‘ co-h'eir‘s‘ are.‘
as it were, one body, by reason of the unity‘
or right which they possess._ ,. .

Plus-es pnrtieipea aunt quasi uuluu eun-
pua, 1: co quad unun jug habeut.‘ C9,.
Lltt. 161. Several parcenersare as one bqi_i_y..

in that they have one right. _, __ . '

'.» ,,~

., . - ..; , ii.-"l
PLURIBI. Lat. Often; _tl;equen_t,ly,

When an original and alias writ have been
issued and proved ineifectual, a third writ.
called :1 “Marisa writ." _may. i'requeu.tly.be
issued. it is to the same effect as the two.
former. except that it contains the words,
“as we have often commanded you,” (“stout
pluries pr¢sceptmua,") after the usual com-
mencement. "We command. you." 8 Bl.
Comm. 283; Archb. Pr. 585. :.

RLIIRII PETITIO. Lat. In Scotch
practice. A demand of more than is due.-
Bell.

. I

Plus exemplu quuu pscoutu nooentq
Examples hurt more than crimes.

Plus peooat author quuxn actor-'.. The
originator or Instigator of a crime is a worse
oirender than the actual perpetrator of it. 5
Coke, 99¢. Applied" to the crime of suborna-
tion of perjury. Id. '

PLUS PETITIO. In Roman law. A
phrase denoting the oifense of claiming more
than was just in one‘s pleadings. _'1‘hi's more
might be claimed in four diiferent respects:
viz.: (1) Re, 4. e., in amount, (e. y., £50 for
£5;) (2) loco. 4. e.. in place, (9. 11.. delivery
at some place more diiiicult to effect than the
place speciiledzl (3) tempers, 6’. e.. in time:
(c. 0.. claiming payment on the 1st of Au-
gut of what is not due till the 1st or Septem-
ber;) and (4) cauca. 9'. e., in q_uallty,_(e. 9.,
claiming a dozen of champagne, when ‘the con-
tract was only for a dozen of wine generally.)
Prior to Justinian’s time. this offense was in
general fatal to the action; but. _under_ _the_

legislation of the emperors Zeno and Justin-
ian. the oflense (it re. loco, or cause) exposed
the party to the payment of three times the -

damage. it any. sustained by the other side,
and (ii' tempore) obliged him to postpone his
action for double the time. andvto pay the
costs of his ilrst action before commencing
a second. Brown. .

Plus valet oouauetudo quuu ecneenio.
Custom is more powerful than grant.
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Plus valet Iuuu oeuhtu testis qnun
nu-la decem. One eye-witness is of more
weight than ten ear-witnesses, [or those who
speak from hearsay.] 4 Inst. 279.

Plus vident oeull quun oonliu. Sever-
al eyes see more than one. ' 4 Inst. 160.

P0. 1.0. IUO. An old abbreviation for
the words "pant: loco imo," (puts in his place.)
used in warrants of attorney. Townsh. Pl.
431'.

POAOE. To steal game on a man's land.

POAOEIIIG. In English criminal law.
The unlawful entry upon land for the pur-
pose of taking or destroying game; the tak-
ing or destruction of game upon another's
land, usually committed at night. Steph.
Crim. Law 119, et seq.; 2 Steph. Comm. 82.

POBLADOR. In Spanish law. A col-
onizer; he who peoples; the founder of a col-
ony.

POCKET. This word is used as an adjec-
tive in several compound legal phrases, carry-
ing a meaning suggestive 01‘, or analogous to.
its signification as a pouch, bag, or secret
receptacle. For these phrases, see “Bor-
ough."- "Judgment," “Record," “Sherii'r," and
“Veto.”

P0-116A. Lat. Punishment;
Inst. 4, 6, 18, 19.
—Pun.n oorpornlis. Corporal punishment.-
Paxna plllornlls. In old English law. Pun-
ishment of the piiiory. Fleta, lib. 1. c. 38, S 11.

a penalty.

' Pena ed peueos, netns ed onuiee per-
eveniet. If punishment be inflicted on a few,
at dread comes to alL

- Pains ex delioto defunct! hares te-
iierl non debet. The heir ought not to be
bound by a penalty arising out of the wrong-
ful act of the deceased. 2 Inst. 198.

I Penn non potent, ernlpn perennle erlt.
Punishment cannot be, crime will be, per-
petual. 21 Vin. Abr. 271.

Pam: euos tenere debet actor-es et non

elloe. Punishment ought to bind the guilty,
and not others. Bract. fol. 3800.

Palm patina molliendn quun ORBI-
pu-enda suit. 3 Inst. 2%. Punlshments
should rather be softened than aggravated.

. Peeaue shit restrlngemhe. Punishments
should be restrained. Jenk. Cent. 29.

PGIIALIS. Lat. In the civil law. Pen-
al'; ‘imposing a penalty; claiming or en-
forcing a penalty. Actioneo pctnalcs, penal
actions. Inst. 4, 6, 12.

PGNITENTIA. Let. In the civil law.
Repentance; reconsideration ; changing. om-’s
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mind; drawing back from an agreement al-
ready made, or rescinding it.
—Loou ponitentia. Room or place for re-
pentence or reconsideration; an opportunity to
withdraw from a negotiation before finally con-
cluding the contract or agreement. Also, in
criminal law. an opportunity aiforded by the
circumstances to a person who has formed an
intention to kill or to commit another crime,
giving him a chance to reconsider and relinquish
his purpose.

POINDING. The process of the law of
Scotland which answers to the distress of the
English law. Poinding is of three kinds:

Real poinding or poinding of the ground.
This is the action by which a creditor, having
a security on the land of his debtor, is ena-
bled to appropriate the rents of the land, and
the goods of the debtor or his tenants found
thereon, to the satisfaction of the debt.
- Personal poinding. This consists in the
seizure of the goods of the debtor, which are
sold under the direction of a court of justice.
and the net amount of the sales paid over to
the creditor in satisfaction of his debt; or, if
no purchaser appears, the goods themselves
are delivered.
-- Poindiiig of stray cattle, committing dep-
redations on corn, grass, or plantations, un-
til satisfaction is made for the damage. Bell.

POINT. A distinct proposition or ques-
tion of law arising or propounded in a case.

—Po1nt reserved. When, in the progress of
the trial of a cause, an important or diiiicuit
point of law is presented to the court, and the
court is not certain of the deCiH_l0n that should
be given, it may reeervc_ the point, tiiat is, de-
cide it provisionally as it is asked by the par-
ty, but reserve its more mature considera-
tion for the hearing on a motion for a new trial,
when, if it shall appear that the iirs_t ruling
was wrong, the verdict will be set aside. The
point thus treated is technical] called a “pomt
reserved."—Points. The distinct propositions
of law, or chief _heads of argument, presented
by a party in his paper-book, and relied upon
on the argument of the cause. Also the marks
used in punctuation. Duncan v. Kohler, 37
Min. 379, 34 N. _W. 594: Commonwealth Ins.
Co. v. Pierre, 6 Minn. 570 (Gil. 404).

POISON. — In medical jurisprudence. A
suhstniice having an iiiiierent deleterious
property which renders it, when taken into
the system. capable of destroying life. 2
Wliart. & 8. Med. Jur. i 1.

A substance which, on neing applied to the
human body, internally or externally, is ca-
pable of destroying the action of the vital
functions, or of placing the solids and fluids
in such a state as to prevent the continuance
of life. Wharton. See Boswell v. State. 11-}
Ga. 40, 39 S. E. 897: People v. Van Deleer,
63 Cal. 148; Dougherty v. People. 1 C010.
514: State v. Single, 83 N. (1 630; United
States Mut. Acc. Ass'n v. Newman, 84 Va. 52.
3 S. E. 805. - ,

POLE. A measure of length, equal to live
yards and a halt.
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POLICE. Police is the function of that
branch of the administrative machinery of
government which is charged with the pres-
ervation of public order and tranquillity, the
promotion of the public health, safety, and
morals. and the prevention, detection. and
punishment of crimes. See State v. Hine. 59
Conn. 50, 21 Atl. .1024, 10 L. R. A. $3; Monet
v. Jones, 10 Smedes at M. (Miss.) 241'; Peo-
ple v. Squire, 107 N. Y. 593, 14 N. E. 820, 1
Am. St. Rep. 893; Logan v. State. 5 Tex.
App. 314.

The police of a state. in a comprehensive
sense, embraces its whole system of internal
regulation, by which the state seeks not only to

reserve the public order and to prevent of-
enses against the state. but also to establish

for the intercourse of citizen with citizen those
rules of good manners and good neighborhood
which are calculated to prevent a conflict of
rights, and to insure to each the uninterrupted
enjoyment of his own. so.far as is reasonably
consistent with a like enjoyment of rights by
others. Cooley. Const. Lim. ‘572.

It is defined by Jeremy Bentham in his works:
"Police. is in general a system of precaution,
either for the_ prevention of crime or of calam-

_ Its business may be. distributed into eight
distinct branches: (1) Police for the prevention
of offenses; (2) lice for the prevention of ca-
lamities: (3) pa ice for the prevention. of epi-
demic diseases; (4) police of chari ; (5) police
of interior communications; (6) po ice of public
amusements; (7) olice for recent intelligence;
8) lpolice for registration." g;2nal Com'rs v.

ii amette Tnnsp. Co., 6 Or. .

'—Pol1oo court. The name of a kind of in-
'ferior court in several ‘of the states, which has
‘a summary jurisdiction over minor offenses and
‘misdemeanors of small consequence, and the
‘powers of a committing magistrate in respect
to more serious crimes. and. in some states, a

limited jurisdictionfor the trial of civil causes.
In English law. Courts in which stipendiary
magistrates, chosen from barristers of a certain
standing sit for the dispatch of business. Their

eral duties and powers are the same as those
0 the unpaid magistracy, except that one of
them-may usually ‘set in case which would re-

uire to be heard before two other 'ustices.
rton.—Po11oo do ohargonent. r. In

French law. A bill of ladingim Ord. Mar. li_v.-
‘tit. 2.—Pol!oe Jury, in uisiana, is the

-‘designation of the board of oflicers’ in ll-parish
corresponding to the commissioners‘ of‘super-
visors of a county in other states.—Pol oe jus-
tice. A magistrate charged exclusively with

,the duties incident to the common-law office of
..a conservator or justice of the
‘fix “police" serving merely to
from justices having also civil jurisdiction.
’_Wcnzler V. People. 5 .

_ int:-ate.
,One of the staff of men employed in cities and

eace; _the re-
istinguish t_em

8 N. Y 530.—Polioe mug-
See i\fAoIs'rRA1'i:.—Polioe ofloer.

, towns to enforce the municipal police, 1'. e., the

' and’ good
’ called “poIiceman."—Po11oe

laws and ordinances for preserving the peace
order of the community. Otherwise

over. The pow-
er vested in a state to estab ish laws and ordi-
nances for the regulation and enforcement of its
police as above defined. The power vested in

‘the legislature to make, ordain, and establish
, all manner of wholesome and reasonable laws,
_ statutes. and ordinances. either with penalties
_~or',_without, not repugnant to the constitution.
_.as.the
__fare o
. of the same.

shall judge to be for the good and wel-
the commonwealth, and of the subjects

Com. v. Alger. 7 Cush. (Mass.)
.85. The police power of the state is an author-

'_ l_ty conferred by the American constitutional
: sfistein upon the individual states, through which

f ey are enabled to -establish a special depart-
; ment of police; adopt such regulations as tend
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to prevent the comminion of fraud. violence, or
‘other ofienses against the state; aid in the ar-
rest of criminals; and secure generally the com-
fort. health, and roeperity of the state, by gre-
serving the pubic order, preventing a can ‘let
of rights in the common intercourse of the citi-
zens, and insuring to each an uninterrupted en-
'oyment of all the privileges conferred upon him
y the laws of his country. Lalor, Pol. mic.

s. 1:. It is true that the egislation which se-
cures to all protection in their rights, and the
equal use and enjoyment of _their property.
embraces an almost infinite variety of subjects.
Whatever aflects the peace, good order,‘ morals.
and health of the community comes within its
scope; and every one must use and enjoy his
property subject to the restrictions which such
egisiation imposes. What is termed the “police

power" of the state, which, from the language
often used respecting it, one would suppose to
be an undefined and irresponsible element in
government, can onl interfere with the conduct
of individuals in t eir intercourse with each
other, and in the use of their pro rty, so far
as may be required to secure t ese objects.
Mann v_. Illinois, 94 U. 8» 145, 24 L.'Ed. 77.
For other definitions. see Slaughte_rhouse Cases,
16 Wall. 62 21 L. Ed. 394' Stone v. Missis-
sipig. 101 U’. s. 818, 25 L. ind. 1019; Thorpe
v. utland & B. R. Co., 27 Vt. 140, 62 Am.
Dec. 825. People v. Steele. 231 Ill. 340, 83 N.
E. 216. 14 L. . A. (N. S.) 361. 121 Am. St.
Rep. 321' Dreyfus v. Boone, 88 Ark. 353. 114
S. W. 713: Ca nter v. Reliance Realty Co..
103 Mo. App. 4 .77 S. W. 1004; State v. Dal-

‘ton, 22 R. I. 77. 46 Atl. 214, 48 L. R. A. 775.
81 Am. St. Rep. 818; Deems V. Baltimore. 80

‘Md. 164, 80 At]. 648, 26 L. R. A. 541, 45 Am.
.St. R925. 339; In re Clark, 65 Conn. 17, 31
‘Atl. 6 , 28 L. R. A. 242: Mathews v. Board
of Education. 127 Mich. 530, 86 N. W. 1036.
54 L R. A. 736.—Po11oe regulations. Laws
of a state, or ordinances of a municipality,
which have for their object the preservation and

--protection ofpublic peace and good order. and
_of the health, morals, and securi’? of the peo-
glg State v. Greer. 78 Mo. 1 : Ex parte

‘‘ urgeois. N Miss. 683. 45 Am. Rep. 420; So-
.nora v. Curtin.: 137 Cal. 583. 70 Pac. 674:
,§o:IiEnoke Gas Co. v. Roanoke, 88 Va. 810. 14

66a"i.—Pul!oe supervision. In England. -

subjection to police supervision is where s crim-
inal o_ifender is subjected to the obligation of

»notifying the place of his residence and every
.change of his residence to the chief officer of
‘police of the district, and of reporting himself
once a month to the chief oificer or his
substitute. Offenders subject to police supervi-
Sslojl are. Ponularly called -“habitual criminals."

wee . ; ‘. 4 .

.‘ . 1:. e‘ .- .

POLICIES _01‘ ’I1lSUB.A.NOE,- COURT
0!‘. A court'est'ab1ished in pursuance of the
statutes 43~Eliz. cs. 12, and 13 & 14 Car. II.
c. 23. Composedof the judge of the admiral-

. ty. the recorder of London. two doctors of
the civil law, two conimou lawyers. and eight
merchants: any three of whom. one being a
civilian or a barrister. could determine inn
summary way causes concerning policies of
assurance in London, with an appeal to chan-

. cery. No longer in existence. 3 Bl. Comm.
74. - .

POLICY. ' The general principles by
-which a government is guided-in its manage-

‘ ment ‘of public affairs, or the‘ legislature in
its measures..

, » This term. as applied to a_ law. ordinance,
or rule of law. denotes its general purpose
or tendency considered as directed to the

1
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welfare or prosperity of the state or com-
munlty.
—Polioy of I statute. The "policy of a stat-
ute.” or “of the legislature," as applied to a
penal or prohibitive statute. means the inten-
tion of discouraging conduct of a mischievous
tendency. See L. It. 6 P. C. 134; 5 Barn. &
Aid. 3353: Pol. Cont. 235.—Polioy of the
law. By this phrase is understood the dis-
position of the law to discountenance certain
classes of acts, transactions, or agreements, or
to refuse them its sanction, because it_ considers
them immoral, detrimental to the public welfare,
subversive of good order. or otherwise contrary
to the plan and purpose of civil re latio_ns.
—Publio policy. The principles un er which
the freedom of contract or private dealings is
restricted by law for the good of the community.
Wharton. The term “policy." as applied to a
statute, regulation, rule of law. course of ac-
tion. or the like, refers to its robable efiect,
tendency, or object, considered w th reference to
the social 0; political well-being of the state.
Thus. certain classes of acts are said to be
“against public policy," when the law refuses
to enforce or recognize them. on the ground that
they have a mischievous tendency, so as ,to be
injurious to the interests of the state. apart
from illegality or immorality. Sweet. And see
Egerton v. Earl Brownlow. 4 H. L. Cas. 235;
Smith v. Railroad Co., 115 Cal. 584, 47 Pac.
582, 35 L. . A. , 56 Am. St. Rep. 119;
Tarbell v. Railroad Co., 73 Vt. 347 51 Atl. 6.
56 L. R. A. 656. 37 Am. St. Re . 734; Hart-
ford 1". Ins. Co. v. Chicago, etc. . Co., 175 U.
s. 91. 20 Sup. Ct. 33, 44 1. Ed. 84; Enders
v. Enders. 164 Pa. 266. 30 Atl. 129, 27 L. R.
A. 56. 44 Am. St. Re . 598; Smith v. Du
Bose. 78 Ga. 413. 3 S. . 309. 6 Am. St. Re .

goo Isiiliingsley v. Clelland. 41 W. Va. 234,

POLICY 0!‘ INSURANCE. A mercan-
tile instrument in writing. by which one par-
ty,’ in consideration of a premium, engages to
indemnify another against a contingent loss,
by making him a payment in compensation.
whenever the event shall happen by which
the loss is to accrue. 2 Steph. Comm. 172.

The written instrument in which a con-
tract ot insurance is set forth is called a
“policy or insurance." Civ. Code Cal. 5 2586.

—Blankot policy. A policy of fire insurance
which contemplates that the risk is shifting,
fluctuating. or varying, and is applied to a class
of pro_perty rather than to any rticular article
or miig. Insurance Co. v. altimore Ware-
house o., 93 U. S. 541 23 L. Ed. 868.—E:i-
dowmont policy. in life insurance. A pol-
icy the amount of which is Iiayable to the as-
sured himself at the end 0 a fixed term of
years, if he is then living, or to his heirs or a
named beneficiary if he shall die sooner.-
Float policy. A p0lic' of fire insurance
not appl cable to any speci. c described goods,
but to any and all goods _which_ may at the time
of the fire be in a certain building.—lntex-est
policy. One where the assured has a real,
substantial. and assignable interest in the thin
insured; as opposed to a wager policy—Hixe
policy. A policy of marine insurance in which
not only the time is specified for which the risk
is limited, but the voyage also is described by
its local termini; a_s op to policies of in-
surance for a_ particular voyage, without an
limits as to time. and also to purely time po -

icies, in which there is no designation of local
termini at all. Mozley & Whitley. And see
Wilkins v. Tobacco Ins. Co.. 30 Ohio, 340, 27
Am. Rep. -i."v5.—Opon policy. In insurance.
One in which the value of the subject insured
is not fixed or agreed upon in the policy, as
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between the assured and the underwriter. but
is left to be estimated in case of loss. The
term is opposed to “valued policy," in which
the value of the subject insured is fixed for the
purpose of the insurance, and ex ressed on the
ace of the policy. Mozley & hitley. Riggl

v. Fire Protection Ass'n. 61 S. C. 448, 39 .

E. 614; Cox v. Insurance Co., 3 Rich. law.
331, 45 Am. Dec. 771; Insurance Co. v. But-
ler, 38 Ohio St. 128. But this term is also
sometimes used in America to describe a policy
in which an aggregate amount is expressed in
‘the body of the policy and the specific amounts .

and subjects are to indoised from time to
time. London Assur. Corp. v. Paterson. 10!;
Ga. 538, 32 S. E. 650.—Paid-up poXid?. In
life insurance. A policy on which no urther
payments are to be made in the way of anniiai
premiums.—’.I'imo policy. In fire insurance.
one made for a defined and limited time. as,
one ear. In marine insurance. one made for a
particular period of time, irrespective of the
voyage or voyages upon which the vessel may
be engaged during that period. Wilkins v. To
bscco Ins. Co., 30 Ohio St. 339. 27 Am. Rep.
455; Grcenleaf v. St. Louis Ins. Co., 37 Mo.
29.—Valued poll . One in which the value
of the thing insu is settled bv agreement be-
tween the parties and insert in the policy.
Cushman v. Insurance Co., 34 Me. 491: Riggs
v. Insurance Co., 61 S. G. 448. 39 S. E. 614:
Luce v. insurance 00.. 15 Fed. Cas. 1071.-
Voyfio olioy. A policy of marine insurance
eilect or a particular voyage or voyages of
the vessel, and not otherwise limited as to time.
Wilkins v. Tobacco Ins. Co., 30 Ohio St. 339.
27 Am. Rep. 455.—Wa.ger olioy. An insur-
ance upon s subject-matter n which the party
assured has no real, valuable, or insurable in-
terest. A mere wager policy is that in which
the party assured has no interest in the thing
assured. and could sustain no possible loss by
the event insured against. it he had not made
such wager. Sawyer v. Insurance Co.. 87 Wis.
539: Embler v. Insurance Co., 8 App. Div. 186.
40 N. Y. Supp. 450; Amory v. Gilnian. 2 Mass.
1: Gambs v. Insurance Co., 50 Mo. 47.

Politin legibus non logos politlis adap-
tandie. Politics are to be adapted to the
laws, and not the laws to politics. Hob. 154.

POLITICAL Pertaining or relating to
the policy or the administration of govern-
ment, state or national. See People v. Mob
gan, 90 Ill. 558; In re Kemp. 16 Wis. 398.
—Politios.l arithmetic. An expression some-
times used to signif the art of making calcula-
tions on matters re ating to a nation: the rev-
enues. the value of land and efiects: the _produce
of lands and manufactures; the population. and
the general statistics of a country. Wharton.
—Politioal corporation. A public _or munie
ipal corporation: one created for political pub
poses, and having for its object the administra-
tion of governmental powers of a subordinate
or local nature. Winspear v. Holman Dist. 1‘p.,
37 Iowa. 5-H; Auryansen v. Hackensack Imp.
Com'n, 4.’: N. J. Law. 115: Curry 1. District
Tp.. (S2 Iowa. 102. 17 N. W. 191.—Politioal
economy. The science which describes the
methods and laws of the production. distribution.
and consumption of wealth. and treats of eco-
nomic and industrial conditions and laws, and the
rules and principles of rent. wages, capital. is-
bor. exchanges, money, population. etc. The sci-
ence which determines what laws men ought to
adopt in order that they may. with the least pos-
sible exertion, procure the greatest abundance of
things useful for the satisfaction of their wants.
may distribute them justly. and consume them
rational) . De Laveleye, Pol._ Econ. The sci-
ence which treats ‘of the administration of the
revenues of a nation, or the management and
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regulation of its resources, and roductive rop-
erty and, labor. Wharton.— olitloal aw.
That branch of jurisprudence which treats of
the science of politics, or the organization and
administration of government.—Politioa.l lib-
erty. See LlBl:I'nr.—Po1!tioal olenaes. As
a designation of a class of crimes usually ex-
cepted from extradition treaties, this term de-
notes crimes which are incidental to and form
a part of political disturbances: but it might
also be understood to include oifenses consist-
ing in an attack upon the political order of
things established in the country where com-
mitted, and even to include oflenses committed
to obtain any political ob'ect. 2 Ste h. Crim.
Law, 70.—PoIitisa.l o so. See Fl-‘ICE.-
Politioal questions. Questions of which the
courts of ustice will refuse to take cognizance,
or to deci e. on account of their purely political
character, or because their determination would
involve an encroachment upon the executive or
legislative powers;e. 9., what sort of govern-
ment exists in a state. whether peace or war
exists, whether a foreign country has become an
independent state, etc. Luther v. Borden. 7
How. 1, 12 L. Ed. 581: Kenneth v. Chambers,
14 How. 38. 14 L. Ed. 316; U. S. v. 129 Pack-
ages, Fed. Gas. No. 15.9-l1.—Politloal rights.
Those which may be exercised in the formation
or administration of the government. People
v. Morgan, 90 Ill. 563. Rights of citizens es-
tablished or recognised by constitutions which
five them the power to articipate directly or
ndirectly in the establi ment or administra-

tion of government. People v. Barrett. 203 Ill.
99. 67 N. E. 742. 96 Am. St. Rep. 296: People
v. Washington. 36 Cal. 662; Winnett v. Adams,
71 Neb. 817. 99 N. W. 684.

POLITICS. The science of government;
the art or practice of administering public
airairs.

POLITY. The form of government: civ-
ii constitution. ‘

POLL, 9. In practice. To single out. one
by one, of a number of persons. To examine
each juror separately, after a verdict has
been given, as to his concurrence in the ver-
dict. 1 Burrill, Pr. 238. -

POLL, n. A head: an individual person;
a register of persons. In the law of elec-
tions, a list or register of heads or individ-
uals who may vote in an election; the ag-
gregate of those who actually cast their votes
at the election, excluding those who stay
away. De Soto Parish v. Williams, 49 Ila.
Ann. 422, 21 South. 647, 37 L. R. A. 761. See,
also, Poms.

POLL, adj. Cut or shaved smooth or
even; cut in a straight line without indenta-
tion. A term anciently applied to a deed,
and still used. though with little of its for-
mer significance. 2 Bl. Comm. 296.

POLL-HONEY. A tax ordained by act
of parliament, (18 Car. II. c. 1.) by which
every subject in the kingdom was assessed
by the head orlpoll. according to his degree.
Cowell. A similar personal tribute was more
anciently termed “poll-silver.”

POLL-TAX. A capitation tax; a tax of
a speciiic sum levied upon each person with-
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in the jurisdiction of the taxing power and
within a certain class (as, all males of a cer-
tain age, etc.) without reference to his prop-
erty or lack of it. See Southern Ry. Co. v.
St. Clair County. 124 Ala. 491, 27 South. 23:
Short v. State, 80 Md. 392, 31 Atl. 322, 29 L.
R. A. 404; People v. Ames, 24 Colo. 422, 51
Pac. 426.

POLLARDS. A foreign coin of base met-
al. prohibited by St. 27 Edw. I. c. 3, from
being brought into the realm, on pain of for-
feiture of life and goods. 4 Bl. Comm. 98.
It was computed at two pollards for a star-
ling or penny. Dyer, 82b.

POLLENGERS. Trees which have been
lopped; distinguished from timber-trees.
Plowd. 649.

POLLICITATION. In the civil law. An
oii’er not yet accepted by the person to whom
it is made. Langd. cont. 5 1. See McCul-
loch v. Eagle Ins. Co., 1 Pick. (Mass.) 283.

POLLIGAR, POLYGAR. In Hindu law.
The head of a village or district; also a mili-
tary chieftain in the peninsula, answering to
a hill zcmiudor in the northern circars.
Wharton.

POLLING TEE: JURY. To poll a jury
is to require that each Juror shall himself
declare what is his verdict.

POLLS. The place where electors cast in
their votes.

Heads; individuals: persons singly consid-
ered. A challenge to the polls (in capital) is
a challenge to the individual jurors compos-
ing the panel. or an exception to one or more
particular Jurors. 3 Bl. Comm. 358, 361.

POLYANDRY. The civil condition of
having more husbands than one to the same
woman: a -social order permitting plurality
of husbands.

Polygunia. out plarllun shun! vtrox-Inn
uxorlunve oonnnbinn. 3 Inst. 88. P0-
lygamy is the marriage with many husbands
or wives at one time.

POLYGAHY. In criminal law. The of-
fense of having several wives or husbands at
the same time, or more than one wife or bus-
band at the same time. 3 Inst. 88. And see
Reynolds v. U. 8.. 98 U. S. 145. 25 L. Ed. 244.

The offense committed by a layman in
marrying while any previous wife is living
and undivorced; as distinguished from big-
amy in the sense of a breach of ecclesiastical
law involved in any second marriage by a
clerk.

Polygamy, or bigamy, shall consist in
knowingly having a plurality of husbands or
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wives at the same time.
4530.

A bignmist or polygamist. in the sense of the
eighth section of the act of congress of March
22, 1882, is a man who, having contracted a
bigamous or polygamous marriage, and become
the husband at one time, of two or more wives,
maintains that relation and status at the time
when he oflers to be registered as a voter; and
this without reference to the question whether
he was at any time guilty of the oflense of big-
nuiy or polygamy, or whether any prosecution
for such ofl_ense was barred by the lapse of time;
neither is it necessary that he should be guilty
of lygam under the first section of the act
of arch 2, 1882. Murphy v. Ramsey. 114
U. S. 18, 5 Sn . Ct. 747. 29 L. Ed. 47: Cannon
v. U. 8., 116 . S. 55, 6 Sup. Ct. 278, 2.) L.
Ed. 561.

Code Ga. 1882, I

Bigamy literally means a second marriage
distinguished from a third or other; while
polygamy means many marringes,—implies
more thanitwo.

POLYGARCEY. A term sometimes used
to denote a government of many or several;
a government where the sovereignty is shar-
ed by several persons: a collegiate or divided
executive.

ronanxun. In old pleading. An ap-
ple-tree; an orchard.

POND. A body of stagnant water without
an outlet. larger than a puddle and smaller
than a lake; or a like body or water with a
small outlet. Webster. And see Rockland
Water Co. v. Camden & R. Water Co., 80 Me.
544. -15 At]. 785, 1 L. R. A. 388; Concord
Mfg. Co. v.' Robertson, 66 N. H. 1, 25 Atl. 718,
18 L. R. A. 679.

A standing ditch cast by labor of man's
-hand, in his private grounds, for his private
use. to serve his house and household with
necessary waters; but a pool is a low plat of
ground by nature. and is not cast by man‘;
hand. Call. Sew. 103.

-01-oat ponds. In Maine and Massachusetts,
natural ponds havinv a‘ superficial area of more
_than ten acres, and not appropriated by the
proprietors to their private use prior to a cer-
tain date. Barrows v. Mcvermott, 73 Me. 441;
West Roxbury v. Stoddard, 7 Allen (.\lass.)
158.—Puhlio fond. In New Di land, a great
pond; a porn covering a supe cial area of
more than ten acres. Brastow v. Roclrport Ice
Co., 77 Me. 100; West Roxbury v. Stoddard,
7 Allen (Mass.) 170.

Pondornntur testes. non nnmersntur.
Witnesses are iveigiied. not counted. 1

Starkie. Ev. 554: Best. Ev. p. 426, 5 389;
Bakeinan v. Rose, 14 Weud. (N. Y.) 105, 109.

PONDIIS. In old English law. Pound-
age; 1. e., a duty paid to the crown accord-
ing to the weight of merchandise.
—Pondns regis. 'I_‘lie king's weight‘ the
standard weight appointed by the king. Cowell.

PONE. In English practice. An original
writ formerly used for the purpose of remov-
ing suits from the court-baron or county
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court into the superior courts of common
law. It was also the proper writ to remove
all suits which were before the sherifl b writ
oi‘ justices. But this writ is now in suse.
the writ of ceruorari being the ordinary pro-
cess by which at the present day a cause is
removed from a county court into any su-
perior court. Brown. -

PONE PER VADIUH. In English prac-
tice. An obsolete writ to the sheriff to sum-
mon the detendant to appear and answer the
plaintiffs suit, on his putting in sureties to
prosecute. It was so called from the words
of the writ, "pone per vadium ct salvos
plcgioa," “put by gage and safe pledges, A.
B., the defendant." '

PONENDIS IN AS81318. An old writ
directing a sheriff to impanel ii jury for an
assize or real action.

PONENDUH IN BALLTUH. A writ
commanding that a prisoner be bailed in
cases bailable. Reg. Orig. 133.

PONENDUII SIGILLUM AD EXCEP-
TIONEH. A writ by which justices were
required to put their seals to exceptions ex-
hibited by a defendant against a plaintiffs
evidence, verdi_ct,_ or other proceedings, be-
fore them, according to the statute Westm. 2.
(13 Edw. I. St. 1, c. 31.) ‘

. PONERE. Lat. To put, place, lay, or
set. - Often used in the Latin terms and
phrases oi’ the old law. ‘

- PONI1.‘ 81: SUPER. PATBIAH. Lat‘.
"He puts himself upon the country. The de-
i'endant’s plea of not guilty in a criminal so
tion is recorded, in English practice, in these
words, or in the abbreviated form "no. se."

PONTAGE. In old English law. Duty
paid for the reparation of bridges; also a due
to the ‘lord of the fee’ for persons or merchan-
dises that pass over rivers, bridges, eto.
Cowell. ‘ '

PONTIBUS REPAILANDIS. An old
writ directed to the sheriff, commanding him
to charge one or more to repair a bridge.

POOL. 1. A combination of persons or
corporations engaged in the same business,
or for the purpose of engaging in a particular
business or commercial or speculative ven-
ture, where all contribute to a common fund,
or place their holdings of a given stock or
other security in the hands and control of
a managing member or committee. with the
object of eliminating competition as between
the several members of the pool, or or es-
tablishing a monopoly or controlling prices
or rates by the weight and power of their
combined capital, or or raising or depreuing
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prices on the stock market, or simply with a
view to the successful conduct of an enter-
prise too great for the capital of any mem-
ber individuaiiy. and on an agreement for
the division of profits or losses among the
members. either equally or pro rata. Also, a
similar combination not embracing the idea _

of a pooled or contributed capital, but simply
the elimination of destructive competition be-
tween the members by an agreement to share
or divide the profits of a given business or
venture, as, for example, a contract between
two or more competing railroads to abstain
from “rate wars" and (usually) to maintain
fixed rates, and to divide their earnings from
the transportation of freight in fixed propor-
tions. See Green v. Higham, 161 Mo. 333,
81 S. W. 798; Mollyneaux v. Wittenberg. 39
Neb. 547. 58 N. iv. 205; Klibourn v. Thomp-
son, 103 U. S. 195, 26 L. Ed. 377; American
‘Biscuit Co. v. Klotz (C. C.) 44 Fed. 725; U.
S. v. Trans-Missouri Freight Ass‘n. 58 Fed.
85. 7 C. C. A. 15. 24 L. R. A. 73.

2. In various methods of gambling, a
“pool" is a sum of money made up of the
stakes contributed by various persons, the
whole of which is then wagered as a stake
on the event of a race, game, or other con-

test, and the winnings (it any) are divided
among the contributors to the pool pro rats.
.or it is a sum similarly made up by the con-
tributions of several persons, each of whom
then makes his guess or prediction as to the
event of a future contest or hazard, the suc-
cessful better taking the entire pool. See Ex
parte Powell, 43 Tex. Cr. -12. 391. 66 S.
W. 298; Com. v. Ferry, 146 Mass. 203, 15 N.

. E. 484: James v. State. 63 Md. 248: Lacey
v. Palmer, 93 Va. 159, 24 S. E. 930, 31 L. R.
A. 822, 57 Am. st. Rep. 795; People v. Mc-
Cue, 87 App. Div. 72, 83 N. Y. Supp. 1088.

3. A body of standing water. without a
‘current or issue, accumulated in a natural
basin or depression in the earth, and not arti-
ficially formed. -

POOLIIIG CONTRACTS. Agreements
between competing railways for a division
of the trafiic, or for a pro rata distribution
of their earnings united into a “pool" or
common fund. 15 Fed. 667, note. See PooL.

POOR. As used in law, this term denotes
‘those who are so destitute of property or of
the means of support, either from their own
-labor or the care of relatives. as to be a pub-
lic charge, that is, dependent either on the
charity of the general public or on mainte-
nance at the expense of the public. The term
is synonymous with “indigent persons" and
“paupers." See State v. Osawkee Tp.. 14
Kan. 421, 19 Am. Rep. 99; In re IIofi'en's
Estate, 70 Wis. 522. 36 N. W. 407: Heuser v.
Harris, 42 I11. 430; Juneau County v. Wood
County, 109 Wis. 330, 85 N. W. 387; Suyres
v. Springfield, 8 N. J. Law, 169.
—Poor debtor‘: oath. An oath allowed, in
some jurisdictions, to a person who is arrested
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for debt. On swearing that he has not roperty
enough to pa the debt. he is set at Iberty.-
Poor law. ‘hat part‘of the law which relates
to the public or compulsory relief of aupers.
—Po_o:-law board. The English ofiicial body
appointed under St. 10 J: 11 Vict. c. 109, pass-

in 1847, to take the place of the poor-law
commissioners, under whose control the general
management of the poor, and the funds for their
relief throughout the country, had’ been for
some years previously administered. The poor-
law board is now sugerseded by the local gov- V

ernment board. whic was established in 1871
by St. 34 & 35 Vict. c. 70. 3 Steph. Comm. 49.
—Poo:-law as-diuu. See Guasnums or
THE Pooa.— oer rate. In English law. A
tax levied by parochial authorities for the relief
of the poor.

POPE. The bishop of Rome, and supreme
head of the Roman Catholic Church. 4
Steph. Comm. (7th Ed.) 168-185.

POPE NICHOLAS’ 'raxa'r1oN. The
iirst fruits (primmw or amwtcs) were the
flrst year's profits of all the spiritual prefer-
ments in the kingdom, according to a rate
made by Walter, bishop of Norwich, in the
time of Pope Innocent II.. and afterwards
advanced in value in the time of Pope Nich-
olas IV. This last valuation was begun A.
D. 1288, and finished 1292, and is still pre-
served in the exchequer. The taxes were
regulated by it till the survey made in the
twenty-sixth year of Henry VIII. 2 Steph.
Comm. 567. ~

POPEBY.
Catholic Church, comprehending doctrines
and practices.

POPIILACE, or POPULACY.
gar; the multitude. .

The vul-

POPULAR ACTION. An action for a
statutory penalty or forfeiture, given to any
such person or persons as will sue for it; an
action given to the people in general. 3 Bi.
Comm. 160.

POPULAR. SENSE. In reference to the
construction of a statute, this term means
that sense which people conversant with the
subject-matter with which the statute is
dealing would attribute to it. 1 Exch. Div.
2-18.

POPULISCITUM. "Lat. In Roman law.
A law enacted by the people; a law passed
by an assembly of the Roman people, in the
comma centuriala, on the motion of a sena-
tor; differing from a plcbiacitum. in that the
latter was always’ proposed by one of the
tribunes. ,

POPULUS. Lat. In Roman law. The
people: the whole body of Roman citizens,
including as well the patricians as the pie-
beians. '

P0301011. In Spanish law. A part or
portion; a lot or parcel; an allotment of

The religion of the Roman '
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land. See Downing v. Diaz, 80 Tex. 436, 10
8. W. 49.

PORRECTING. -Producing for exam-
ination or taxation, as porrectiiig a. bill of
costs, by a proctor.

PORT. A place for the lading and un-
lading of the cargoes oi.’ vessels, and the col-
lection of duties or customs upon imports
and exports. A place, either on the sea-
coastor on a river, where ships stop for the
purpose or loading and unloading, from
whence they depart, and where they flnish
their voyages. The Wharf Case, 3 Bland
(Md.) 361; Packwood v. Walden, 7 Mart. N.
S. (La.) 88; Devato v. Barrels of Plum-
bago (D. C.) 20 Fed. 515: Petrel Guano Co.
v. Jarnette (C. C.) 45 Fed. 675; De Longue-
mere v. Insurance Co., 10 Johns. (N. Y.) 125.

In French maritime law. Burden, (of
a vessel;) size and capacity.
—l‘os-elgn port. A foreign port is properly
one exclusively within the jurisdiction of a _i'or-
eign nation. hence one without the United
States. King v. Parks, 19 Johns. (N, Y.) 375;
Bigley v. New York & P. R. S. 8. Co. (D. C.)
10 Fed. 74. But the term is also applied to a
port in any state other than the state where the
vessel belongs or her owner resides. The Can-
ada (D. Cid’? Fed. 124; The Lulu. 10 Wall.
200, 19 L. . 906; Negus v. Simpson, 99 Mass.
93.-Home port. The port at which a vessel

is registered or enrolled or where the owner
resides.—Port ehu-gee, dues, or tolls. Pe-
cuniary exactions upon vessels availing them-
selves of the commercial conveniences and priv-
ileges ot' a port.—Po1-I:-grove. The chief ma -

istrate of a sea-port town is sometimes so cal -

ed.--Port of delivery. In maritime law.
The port which is to be the terminus of any
particular voyage, and where the vessel is to
unlade or deliver her cargo, as distinguished
from any port at which she may touch, during
the voyage, for other pa ses. The Two Cath-
arines, 24 Fed. Cas. 4 .—Port of destiny-
tion. In maritime law and marine insurance,
the term includes both ports which constitute
the termini of the voyage. the home-port and the
foreign port to which the vessel is consigned,
as well as an usual stopping &(B,Ce8 for the
receipt or disc arge of ca o. kin v. New
England Mut. Marine Ins. o., 12 Gray (Mass.)
501, 74 Am. Dec. 609.—Pox-t of discharge,
in a policy of marine insurance. means the place
where the substantial part of the cargo is dis-
charged, although there is an intent to com-
plete the discharge at another basin. Brsmhail
v. Sun Mut. Ins. Co., 104 Mass. 510, 6 Am.
Rep. 2ii1.—Port of entry. One of the ports
designated by law. at which a custom-house or
revenue oiiice is establisiicd for the execution of
the laws imposing duties on vessels and lm or-
rations of goods. Cross v. Harrison, 16 ow.
64, 14 L. Ed. 889.—Pos-t-reeve, or port-

wu-den. An officer maintained in some ports
to oversee the administration of the local regu-
lations; a sort of harbor-master.—Pos-t-risk.
In marine insurance. A risk upon a vessel
while lying in port, and before she has taken
her de rture upon another voyage. Nelson v.
Sun ii ut. Ins. Co., 71 N. Y. 459.

PORTATIOA. In English law. The
generic name for port duties charged to
ships. Harg. Law Tract, 64.

POBTEOUS. In old Scotch practice. A
roll or catalogue containing the names of in-
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dicted persons, delivered by the Justicecierk
to the coroner, to be attached and arrested
by him. Otherwise called the “Porteous
Roll." Bell.

PORTER. 1. In old English Law, this
title was given to an otiicer of the courts who

' carried a rod or_ staff ~bei'ore the justices.
2. A person who keeps a gate or door; as

the door-keeper of the houses of parliament.
3. One who carries or conveys parcels, lug-

gage, etc., particularly from one place to an-
other in the same town.

POBTEBAGE. A kind of duty formerly
paid at the English custom-house to those
who attended the water-side. and belonged
to the package-oiiice; but it is now abolished.
Also the charge made for sending parcels.

PORTIO LEGITIIIA. Lat. In the civil
law. The birthright portion; that portion
of an inheritance to which a given heir is
entitled, and or which he cannot be deprived
by the will of the decedent, without special
cause, by virtue merely oi.'_his relationship
to the testator. ‘

PORTION. The share falling to a child
from a parent's estate or the estate or any
one bearing a similar relation. State v.
Crossley, 69 Ind. 209; Lewis's Appeal, 108
Pa. 136; In re Miller's Will, 2 Lea ('1‘enn.) 57.

Portion is especially applied to payments
made to younger children out of the funds
comprised in their parents’ marriage settle-
ment, and in pursuance of the trusts there-
of. Mozley & Whitley.

PORTION DISPONIBLE. Fr. In
French law. That part of a man’s estate
which he may bequeath to other persons than
his natural heirs. A parent leaving one le
gitimate child may dispose of one-halt only
of his property; one leaving two, one-third
only; and one leaving three or more. one-
rourth only; and it matters not whether the
disposition is inter time or by will.

POBTIONEB. In old English law. A
minister who serves a beneflce, together with

_others; so called because he has only a por-
tion ot the tithes or profits of the living; also
an allowance which a vicar commonly has
out of a rectory or impropriatlon. Cowell.

In Scotch law. The proprietor of a small
ten or portion of land. Bell.

PORTIONIBT. One who receives a por-
tion; the allottee of a portion. one of two
or more incumbents or the same ecclesiastical
beneflce.

POBTLIEII’. The burgesses of Ipswich
and of the Clnque _Ports were so called. .

POBTMOTE. In old English law. A
court held in ports or haven towns, and
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sometimes in inland towns also. Cowell;
Blount.

PORTOBIA. In the civil law. Duties
paid in ports on merchandise. Taxes levied
in old times at city gates. Tolls for passing
over bridges. -

PORTSALE. In old English law. An
auction; a public sale' of goods to the highest
bidder; also a sale or ilsh as soon as it is
brought into the haven. Cowell.

POB_1‘IOKA, or PORTSOKBN. The
suburbs of a city, or any place within its ju-
risdiction. Somner; Cowell.

Posts: on locus in into oxportantnr at
hnportantur maroon. 2 Inst. 148. A port
is a'place where goods are exported or im-
ported.

POSITIVE. Laid down, enacted, or pre-
scribed. Express or aflirmative. Direct. ab-
solute, explicit.

As to . positive “Condition," “Evidence,"
"Fraud," “Proof," and “servitude,” see those
titles.

POSITIVE LAW. Law actually and spa-
ciiically enacted or adopted by proper au-

‘ thorlty for the government of an organized
Jural society.

"A ‘law,’ in the sense in which that term
is employed in_Jurisprudence, is enforced by a
sovereign political authority. It is thus dis-
tinguis ed not only from all rules which, like
the principles of morality and the so-called laws
of honor and of fashion are enforced by an in-
determinate authority,_ hut also from ali mics
enforced by a determinate authority which is
either, on the one hand, superhuman, or. on the
other hand. politically subordinate. In order
to emphasize the fact that ‘laws.’ in the strict
sense of the term, are _thus authoritatively im-
greed, they are described as positive laws."

oil. Jnr. 37.

POITIVI J"lTB.IS. Lat. 01' positive law.
"That was a rule poamvi juria; I do not
mean to say an unjust one.” Lord Ellen-
borough, 12 East, 639.

Posito uno opposite:-um, nogatur al-
toriun. One of two opposite positions being
amrmed, the other is denied. 3 Bone, 422.

POSSE. Lat. A possibility. A thing is
said to be in posse when it may possibly be;
in case when it actually is.

P088}: OOHITATUI. Lat. The power
or force of the county. The entire population
of a county above the age of fifteen, which a
sheriff may summon to his assistance in cer-

tain cases; as to aid him in keeping the
peace, in pursuing and arresting felons, etc.
1 Bl. Comm. 343. See Com. v. Martin, 7 Pa.
Dist. It. 224.

POISBIS. To occupy in person; to have
in one's actual and physical control; to have
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_ er has a right to exercise.
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the exclusive detention and control of; also
to own or be entitled to. See Fuller v. Ful-
ler, 84 Me. 475, 24 Ail. 946; Brantly v. Kee,
58 N. C. 337.

POIIESSED. This word is applied to
the .rlgiit and enjoyment of a termor, or a
person having a term, who is said to be pos-
sessed, and not seised. Bac. Tr. 335; Poph.
76; Dyer, 369.

POSSESSIO. Lat. In tho oivil law.
That condition of fact under which one can
exercise his power over a corporeal thing at
his pleasure, to the exclusion of all others.
This condition or fact is called “detention,"
and it forms the substance of possession in
all its varieties. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 238.

“Possession." in the sense of “detention," is
the actual exercise of such a power as the own-

The term_“ponesuo"
occurs in the Roman jurists in various senses.
There is posaesaio sim ly, and pauenio cwslu.
and poascuio nature is. Poaaesuo denoted.
ori lnally. bare detention. But this detention,
un er certain conditions. becomes a legal state,
inasmuch as it leads to ownership. through
uucapio. Accordingl . the word ‘poueuso."
which required no qua ification so long as_ there
was no other notion attached to oaacsazo, re-
quires such qualification when etention be-
comes a legal state. This detention, then. when
it has the conditions_necessary to uaucapio, is
called “posseaai'o ¢‘|l:1lia_ ."’_ and all other panca-
sio as opposed to cimlu is namrolsa. Ssndars,
Just. Inst. 274. Wharton.

In old English law. Possession; seisin.
The detention of a corporeal thing by means
of a physical act and mental intent, aided
by some support of right. Bract. fol. 38b.
—Podis ossouio. A foothold; an_ actual pos-
session 0 real property, implying either actual
occupancy or enclosure and use. See Lawrence
v. Fulton, 19 Cal. 690; Porter v. Kennedy, 1
McMul. (S. C.) 357.—Possossio ‘lions fldo.
Possession in good faith. Pouelmo mala tide,

ssession in bad faith. A possessor boim this
5.0 one who believes that no other person has a
better right to the possession than himself. A

ssessor mala tide is one who _knows that he
is not entitled to the possession. Mackeld.
Rom. Law, 3 243.—Possossio- bonorinn.- in
the civil law. The possession of goods. More
commonly termed “bonorum poueuio," (a. V.)
—Possossio oivilis. In _Roman law. _A legal
possession t. c., a possessing accompanied with
the intention to be or to thereby become owner:
and, as so understood. it was distinguished from
“pouesaio naturalia," otherwise called “mida
detentio," which was a possessing without any
such intention. Poueuto civilia was the basis
of uaucapio or of lanai tempons poucusio, and
was usuall (but not necessarily) adverse pos-
session. rown.—Possossio ts-atria. The
possession or seisin of a brother; that is, such
possession of an estate by a brother as would
entitle his sister of the whole blood to succeed
him as heir, to the exclusion of a half-brother.
Hence, derivatively, that doctrine of the older
English law of descent_ which shut out the half-
blood from the succession to estates; a doctrine
which was abolished by the descent act, 3 J: 4
Win. IV. c. 106 See 1 Steph. Comm. 385;
Broom, Max. 532.—Possossio long! tampons
is. See UsUcAPio.—Possossio naturslis.
See Posssssio CIVILI8. _

Possossio trots-is do foodo simplloi tacit
so:-or-on one has-odon. The brother's pos-
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session of an estate in i'ee-simple makes the
sister to be heir.
532.

3 Coke, 41; Broom, Max.

Possessio paoifion ponr Anne 60 tacit
jns. Peaceable possession for sixty years
gives a right. Jenk. Cent. 26.

POSSESSION. The detention and con-
trol, or the manual or ideal custody, of any-
thing which may be the subject 0! property,
for one's use and enjoyment, either as owner
or as the proprietor of a qualitied right in it,
and either held personally or by another who
exercises it in one's place and name. That
condition or facts under which one can exer-
cise his power over a corporeal thing at his
pleasure to the exclusion oi‘ all other per-
sons. See Statonv. Moms, 92 N. C. 632;
.Sunol v. Hepburn, 1 Cal. 263; Cox v. Devin-
pney, 65 N. J. Law, 389, 47 Atl. 570; Churchill
.v. Onderdonk, 59 N. Y. 136; Rice v. Frayser
(C. C.) 24 Fed. 460; Travers v. McEivain, 181
I11. 382, 55 N. E. 135; Einmerson v. State.
33 Tex. Cr. R. 89, 25 S. W. 289; Slater v.
Rawson, 6 Metc. (Mass.) 444.
—Aetn.sl possession. This term, as used in
the provisions of Rev. St. N. 1'. p. 312, § 1,_au-
thorizing proceedings to compel the determina-
tion of claims to real property, means a posses-
sion in fact eifected by actual entry upon the
premises; an actual occupation. Churchill v.
Uiiderdonk, 59 N. Y. 134. It means an actual
occupation or possession in fact, as contradis-
tinguisbed from that constructive one which the
legal title draws after it. The word “actua ”

is used in the statute in opposition to virtual or
constructive, and calls for an open, visible oc-
cupancy. Cleveland v. Crawford, 7 Hun (N.
Y.) 61ti.—Adverse possession. The actual,
o n, and notorious possession and enjoyment
0 real property, or of any estate lying in grant
continued for a certain length of time, held
adversely and in denial and opposition to the
title of another claimant, or under circumstan-
ces which indicate an assertion or color of right
or title on the part of the person maintaining it,
as against another person who is out of posses-
sion. Costello v. Edson, 4-i Minn. 135, 46 N.
W. 299: Taylor v. Philippi, 35 W. Va. 554, 14
S. E. 130; Pickett v. Pope. 7-! Ala. 122; Mar-
tin v. Maine Cent. R. Co., 83 Me. 100, 21 Atl.
740: Dixon v. Cook. 47 Miss. 220.—Ohose in
possession. A thing (subject of personal prop-
erty) in actual possession, as distinguished from
a "chose in action," which is not presently in
-the owner's possession, but which he has a right
to demand, receive, or recover by suit.—0ivil

ossession. In modern civil law and in the
aw of Louisiana, that possession which exists

when a person ceases to reside in a house or on
the land which be occupied, or to detain the
movable which he possessed, but without intend-
ing to abandon the possession. It is the deten-
tion of a thing by virtue of a just title and
under the conviction of possessing as owner.
Civ. Code La. art. 3391 et seq.—0onstx-netive
possession. Possession not actual but assum-
ed to exist, where one claims to hold by virtue
of some title. without having the actual occu-
pancy, as, where the owner of a tract of land,
regularly laid out, is in possession of a part, he
is constructively in possession of the whole.
Fleming v. Maddox, 30 Iowa, 241.—Derivntive
possession. The kind of possession of one
who is in the lawful occupation or custody of
the property, but not under a claim of title of
his own, but under a right derived from anoth-
er, as, for example, a tenant, bailee, licensee,
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_ boarded.

POSSESSION

etc.—Dispossession. The act of ousting or re-
moving one from the possession of property pre-
viously held by him, which may be tortious and
unlawful, as in the case of a forcible amotion
or_in pursuance of law, as where a landlord
“dispossesses” his tenant at the expiration of
the term or for other cause by the aid of judi-
cial process.—Estnte in possession. An ee-
tate whereby a present interest passes to and
resides in the tenant, not depending on any sub-
sequent circumstance or contingency; an estate
where the tenant is in actual pernancy or re-
ceipt of the rents and profits.—Nnked posses-
sion. The actual occupation of real estate, but
without any apparent or colorable right to hold
and continue such possession; spoken of as
the lowest and most imperfect de tee of title.
2 Bl. Comm. 195; Birdwell v. urleson, 31
Tex. Civ. Apt} 31, 72 S. W. 446.—li'atnrnl
possession. hat by which a man detains a
thing corporeally, as, by occupying a house,
cultivating ground. or retaining a movable in
possession; natural possession is also defined
to be the corporeal detention of a thing which
we possess as belonging to us, without any
title to that ssession or'with a title which is
void. Civ. ode La. 1900, arts. 3428, 3430.
And see Railroad Co. v. Le Rosen, 52 La. Ann.
192, 26 South. 854: Sunol v. llepburn, 1 Cal.

.262.—0pen _possession. Possession of real
property is said to be “open" when held with-
out concealment or attempt at secrecy, or with-
out being covered up in the name of a third

rson, or otherwise attempted to be withdrawn
' rom sight, -but in such a manner that any per-
son interested can ascertain who is actually in
possession‘ by proper observation and inquiry.
See Bass v. Pease, 79 IU. App. 3lS.—Peaee-

.able possession. See PEACEABLI-:.—PolSclp
sion money. In English law. The man whom
the sherifi puts in possession of goods taken
under a writ of fieri faciaa is entitled, while he
continues so in possession, to a certain sum of
money per dicm, which is thence termed “poa-
session money." The amount is 3s. 6d. per day
if he is boarded," or 5s. per day if he is not

Brown.—-Possession, writ of.
\Vhei'e the judgment in an action of ejectment
is for the delivery of the land claimed, or its
possession, this writ is used to put the plaintiff
in possession. It is in the nature of execution.
—Qnaai possession is to a right what passes-
sion is to a thing; it is the exercise or enjoy-
ment of the right, not necessarily the continu-
ous exercise, but such an exercise as shows an
intention to exercise it at any time when de-
sired. Sweet.—Ses-anab ossession. By
this term is meant a strugg e or possession on
the land itself, not such a contest as is waged
in the courts, or possession gained by an act of
trespass, such as buiidin a fence. 8 iers v.
Duane, 54 Cal. 177; L0 ell v. Keene, 8.) Mini.

, N. W. 426; Dyer v. Reitz, 14 Mo. App.
45.—Unit of possession. Joint possession
of two rig ts by several titles, as where a lessee
of land acquires the title in fee-simple, which
extingnishes the lease. The term also describes
one of the essential roperties of a joint estate,
each of the tenants aving the entire possession
as well of ever parcel as of the whole. 2 Bl.
-Comm. 182.— acnnt possession. -An estahe
which has been abandoned, vacated. or forsaken
by the tenant.

In the older books, "possession" is some-
times used as the synonym of “seisin;” but,
strictly speaking, they are entirely dlflereut
terms. “The diflerence between possession
and seisin is : Lessee for years is possessed.
and yet the lessor is still seised; and there-
‘fore the terms of law are that of chattels a
man is possessed, whereas in feoffments, gifts
in tail, and leases for life he is described as
‘seised.' " Noy, Max. 64.
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uestion
Beii.—Possessory lien.

POSSESSION

‘ “Possession" is used in some of the books
in the sense of property. “A possession is an
heredltament or chattel." Finch. Law, h. 2,
c. 3. .

I Possession is a good title where no bob
ter title appears. 20 Via. Abr. 278.

Possession is nine-tenths of the law.
This adage is not to be taken as true to the
full extent, so as to mean that the person in
possession can only be ousted by one whose
title is nine times ‘better than his, but it
places in a strong light the legal truth that
every claimant must succeed by the strength
of his own title, and not by the weakness of
his antagou_ist's. Wharton.

I-‘088}:88I0lI VAUT TITBE. Fr. In
English law, as in most systems or Jurispru-
dence, the fact of possession raises a prime
racie title or a presumption of the right oi‘
property in the thing possessed. In other
words, the possession is as good as the title
.(about.).. Brown.

P08828803. One who possesses; ‘one
—_who has possession.
-—Possessor bona flde.

ssor who possesses as owner by virtue of
an act sufiicient in terms to transfer prope ,

the defects of which he was ignorant of. e
ceases to be a band this possessor from the
moment these defects are made known to him.
or are declared to him by a suit instituted
for the recovery of the thing by the owner. Civ.

-(lode La. ‘art. 503.—Possessor snaln iide.
The possessor in bad faith is he who possesses
as master, but who assumes this quality, when
he.well knows that he has no title to the thing,
‘or that his title is vicious and defective. Civ.
Code La. art. 3452. ' ' .

POISEIIORY. Relating to possession;
‘founded on possession; contemplating ‘or
-claiming possession.
-—Possesso action. See next title.—Pos-
sesso e . The title of a pre-emptor of
public ands who has filed his declaratory state-
ment but has not paid for the land. Enoch v.

Co., 6 Wash. 393. 33
ac. _966;—PossessoI-y Judgment. In Scotch

practice. A judgment which entitles a person
who has uninterruptedly been in possession for
seven years to continue his possession until the

of right he decided in due course of
One which at-

taches to such articles of another's as may be
at the time in the possession of the lienor. as,
__for example. an attorney's lien on the papers
and documents of the client in his ssessmn.
Weed Sewing Mach. Co. v. Boutelle, Vt. 570,
48 Am. Rep. 821. _

POIIEBIOBY ACTION. An action
which has for its immediate object to obtain
or recover the actual possession of the sub-
ject-matter; as distinguished from an action
which merely seeks to vindicate the plain-

itifrs title, or which involves the bare right
only; the latter being called a "petitory"
action.

An actionronnded .on possession. ‘Tres-
-paas..f.9.r.1n.inr.l.es to personal property is call-

'.
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title.

in -rm! or personal estate.

_ bilit

POSSIBILITY

ed a “possessory" action, because it lies only
for a plaintiff who, at the moment of the
injury complained of, was in actual or con-

structive, immediate, and exclusive posses-
sion. 1 Chit. Pl. 168, 169.

In admiralty practice. A possessory
suit is one which is brought to recover the
possession of a vessel, had under a claim of

The Tilton, 5 Mason. 4655. Fed. Gas.
No. 14,054; 1 Kent, Comm. 371.

In old English law. A real action which
had for its object the regaining possession
of the freehold, of which the demandant or
his ancestors had been unjustly deprived
by the present tenant or possessor thereof.

In scotch law. An action for the vindi-
cation and recovery of the possession of her-
itable or movable goods; e. 9.. the action of
molestation. Paters. Comp.

In Louisiana. An action by which one
claims to be maintained in the possession oi‘
an immovable property, or of a right upon or
growing out of it, when he has been dis-
turbed, or to be reinstated to that possession.
when he has been divested or evicted. Code
,Proc. La. 5 6. -‘

He is a‘ bone Me. ‘A; P0l8IZBII.I'I‘A8. Lat. Possibility; a
possibility. _Posaibilitas post dissoluiioneni
cwccutionia mmquam rcriviscatur. a possi-
bility will never be revived after the dissolu-
tion or its execution. 1 Rolie, 321. Post
erocutioncm status, lee non patitur possi-
bimatcm, after the execution at an estate

-the law does not suffer a possibility. 3
‘Bul_st. 108.

An uncertain thing
A contingent interest

Kinzie v. Win-
ston-, 14 Fed. Cas. 851: Bodenhanier ‘v.
Welch, 89 N. C. 78; Needles v. Needles. 7
Ohio St. 442, 70 Am. Dec. 85.

It is either near, (or ordim1ry,) as where
an estate is limited to one after the death of
another, or remote, (or cztraordinarg/.)" as
where it is limited to a man, provided‘ he

POISIBILITY.
which may happen.

marries a certain woman. and that she shall
die and he shall marry another.
—Bare possibility. The same as a "naked"
possibility. See c'nfra.—Naked possibility.
A bare chance or expectation of acquiring a
property or_siicceeding to an estate in the fu-
ture. but without any present right in or.to it
which the law would recognize as an estate or
'_nterest. See Rogers v. Felton, 98 Ky. 148, 32
S. W. 40(i.—Possibility coupled with an
interest. An expectation recognized in law
as an estate or interest. such as occurs in execu-
tory devises and shifting or springing uses; such
a possibility may be sold or assigned.—Possi-

of x-eves-tor. This term denotes no es-
tate. ut only a possibility to have the estate at
a future time. Of such possibilities there are

"several kinds, of which two are usually denoted
bytiie term under consideration. (1) the pos-
ability that a common-law fee may return to
the grantor by breach of a condition subject to
which it was granted. (2) the possibility that s.
common-law fee other than a fee simple may

,revert to the grantor by the natural determina-
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tlon of the fee. Carney v. Rain. 40 W. Va.
758, 23 S. E. 6:')0.—Poss_ibi1ity on 3 possi-
bility. A remote possibility, as if a remain-
der be limited in particular to A.'s son John, or
Edward, it is bad
name, for it is too remote a posslbillt
should not only have a son, but a so
particular name. 2 Coke, 51.

if he have no son of that
that he
of that

POSSIBLE. Capable of existing or hap-
pening; feasible. ‘ In another sense, the
word denotes extreme improbability. without
excluding the idea of feasibility. It is also
sometimes equivalent to “practicable" or
“reasonable." as in some cases where action
is required to be taken “as soon as possible."
See Palmer v. St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins.
Co., 44 Wis. 208.

POST. Lat. After; occurring in a report
or a text-book, is used to send the reader '

to a subsequent part of the book.

POST. A conveyance for letters or dis-
patches. The word is derived from “poam,"
the horses carrying the letters or dispatches
being kept or placed at fixed stations. The
word is also applied to the person who con-
veys the letters to the houses where he takes
up and lays down his charge, and to the
stages or distances between house and house.
Hence the phrases, post-boy, post-horse. post-
house, etc. Wharton.

POST-ACT.
afterwards.

An after-act; an act done

POST CONQUESTUH. After the Con-
qnest. Words inserted in the king's title by
King Edward L, and constantly used in the
time of Edward 111. Tomiins.

POST-DATE. To date an instrument as
of a time later than that at which it is really
made.

POST DIRK. After the day; as, a plea
of payment post dicm. after the day when
the money became due. Com. Dig. “Plead-
er," 2.

In old practice. The return of a writ
after the day assigned. A fee paid in such
case. Coweil.

POST DISSEISIN. In English law.
The name of a writ which lies for him who.
having recovered lands and tenements by
force of a novel disseisin. is again disseised
by a former disselsor. Jacob.

POST ENTRY. When goods are weighed
or measured, and the merchant has got an
account thereof at the custom-house, and
finds his entry already made too small, he
must make a post or additional entry for
the surplusage, in the same manner as the
first was done. As a merchant is always in
time, prior to the clearing of the vessel, to
make his post, he should take care not to
over-enter, to avoid as well the advance as
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the trouble of getting back the overplna
McCul. Dict.

Post exeontionen: status 10: no: pun
titur posslbilitntem. 3 Bulst. 108. After
the execution of the estate the law suffers
not a possibility.

POST PAOTO. After the fact. See Ex
Post Facro.

POST-PACTUH. or

An after-act;
post-act.

POSTPAOTUH.
an act done afterwards: a

POST-PINE. In old conveyancing. A
fine or sum of money. (otherwise called the
“king's silver”) formerly due on granting
the licenua concordandc, or leave to agree.
in levying a fine of lands. It amounted to
three-twentieths of the supposed annual
value of the land. or ten shillings for every
five marks of land. 2 Bl. Comm. 350.

POST HAO.
time : hereafter.

Lat. After this; after this

POST LITE! HOTAH. Lat. After suit
moved or commenced. Depositions in rela-
tion to the subject of a suit. made after liti-
gation has commenced. are sometimes so
termed. 1 Starkie. Ev. 319.

POST-HARE. A stamp or mark put ‘on
letters received at the post-ofiice for trans-
mission through the mails.

POST-IOBTBH. After death. A term
generally applied to an autopsy or examina-
tion of a dead body, to ascertain the cause of
death, or to the inquisition for that purpose
by the coroner. see Wehie v. United State
Mut. Acc. Ass'n, 11 Misc. Rep. 36. 31 N. Y.
Supp. 865; Stephens v. People, 4 Parker Cr.
R. (N. Y.) 475.

POST NATUS. Born afterwards. A
term applied by old writers to a second or
younger son. It is used in private interna-
tional law to designate a person who was
born after some historic event. _(such as the
American Revolution or the act of union be-
tween England and Scotland.) and whose
rights or status will be governed or affected
by the question of his birth before or after
such event.

POST-NOTES. A species of bank-notes
payable at a distant period. and not on de-
mand.

They are a species of obligation resorted to
by banks when the exchanges of the country.
and especially of the banks. have become em-
barrassed by excessive speculations. Much con-
cern is then felt for the country. and through
the newspa rs it is urged that t-notes be
issued by t e banks “for aiding omestlc and
foreign exchan es," as a “mode of relief." or a
“remedy for t e distress." and "to take the
place of the southern and foreign exchanges."
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And so presently this is done. Post-notes are
therefore intended to enter into the circulation
of the country as a part of its medium of ex-
changes; the smaller ones for ordinary busi-
ness, and the larger ones for heavier operations.
They are intended to supply the place of de-
mand notes. which the banks cannot aiford to
issue or reissue, to relieve the necessities of
commerce or of the banks, or to avoid a com ul-
sory suspension. They are under seal, or w th-
out seal, and at long or short dates, at more or
less interest, or without interest, as the necessi-
ties of the bunk may require. Appeal of Hogg,
22 Pa. 488.

POST-NUPTIAL. After marriage. Thus,
an agreement entered into by a father after
the marriage of his daughter, by which he
engages to make a provision for her, would
be termed a “post-nuptial agreement."
Brown.
-Post-nuptial. settlement. A settlement
made after marriage upon a wife or chil-
dren; otherwise called a “voluntary” settle-
ment. 2 Kent, Comm. 173.

POST OBIT BOND. A bond given by an
expectant, to become due on the death of
a person from whom he will have property.
A bond or agreement given by a borrower or
money, by which he undertakes to pay a
larger sum, exceeding the legal rate of .inter-
eat, on or after the death of a person from
whom he has expectations, in case of surviv-
ing him. Crawford v. Russell, 62 Barb. (N.
Y.) 92; Boynton v. Hubbard, 7 Mass. 119.

POST-OPTICS. A bureau or department
of government, or under governmental super-
intendence, whose oiiice is to receive, trans-
mit, and deliver letters, papers, and other
mail-matter sent by post. Also the oiiice
established by government in any city or
town for the local operations of the postal
system, for the receipt and distribution of
mail from other places, the forwarding of
mail there deposited. the sale of postage
stamps, etc.
—Posta-ofloe department. The name of one
of the departments of the executive branch of
the government of the United States, which has
charge of the transmission of the mails and the
general postal business of the country.-—Post-
ofloe order. A letter of credit furnished by
the government. at a small charge, to facilitate
the transmission of money.

POST PROLBH IUBCITATAH. After
issue born, (raised.) Co. Litt. 19b.

POST ROADS. The roads or highways,
by land or sea, designated by law as the ave-
nues over which the mails shall be transport-
ed. Railway Mail Service Cases, 13 Ct. Cl.
204. A “post route.” on the other hand, is
the appointed course or prescribed line of
transportation of the mail.
ersperger, 26 Fed. Cas. 803; Blackham v.
Gresham (C. C.) 16 Fed. 611.

POST-TERMINAL SITTINGI.
-tings after term. See Srrrmos.

Sit-
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POSTERITY

POST TEILIIICUII. After term, or post-
term. The return of a writ not only after
the day assigned for its return, but after the
term also, for which a fee was due. Cowell.

POST, WRIT OP ENTRY IN. In Eng-
lish law. An abolished writ given by statute
of Marlbridge, 52 Hen. III. c. 30, which pro-
'vided that when the number of allenations
or descents exceeded the usual degrees. a
new writ should be allowed, without any
mention of degrees at all.

POSTAGE. The fee charged by law for
carrying letters, packets, and documents by
the public mails.
-—Post stung. A ticket issued by govern-
ment. to attac ed to mall-matter, and repre-
sentin the postage or fee paid for the transmis-
sion 0 such matter through the public mails.

POSTAL. Relating to the mails; pertain-
ing to the post-oflice.
—Postal currency. During a brief period
following soon after the commencement of the
civil war in the United States, when specie
change was scarce. postage stampls were pu-
larly used as a substitute; and t e first ssnes
of paper representatives of parts of a dollar
issued by authority of congress, were called
“postal currency." This issue was soon merged
in others of a more permanent character, for
which the later and more appropriate name is
“fractional currency.” bbott.

POITEA. In the common-law practice, a
formal statement, indorsed on the Ma! prius
record, which gives an account of the pro-
ceedings at the trial of the action. Smith.
Act. 167.

POQTED WATERS. In Vermont. Wa-
ters flowing through or lying upon inclosed
or cultivated lands, which are preserved for
the exclusive use of the owner or occupant
by his posting notices (according to the stat-
ute) prohibiting all persons from shooting,
trapping. or fishing thereon, under a prescrib-
ed penalty. See State v. Therlault, 70 Vt.
817, 41 Atl. 1030. 43 L. R. A. 290. 67 Am. St.
Rep. 695.

POSTERIOBES. Lat. This term was
used by the Romans to denote the descend-
ants in a direct line beyond the sixth degree.

POSTERIORITY. This is a word of
comparison and relation in tenure, the cor-
relative of which is the word “priority."
Thus, a man who held lands or tenements of
two lords was said to hold of. his more an-
cient lord by priority, and of his less ancient
lord by posteriority. Old Nat. Brev. 04. It
has also a general application in law con-
sistent with its etymological meaning, and.
as so used, it is likewise opposed to priority.
Brown.

POSTEBITY. All the descendants of a
person in a direct line to the remotest gen-



POSTHUMOUS CHILD

eration.
(Ky.) 527.

Breckinridge v. Denny, 8 Bush

IOSTHUMOUS CHILD. One born after
the death of its father; or, when the Caesa-
rean operation is performed, after that of
the mother.

Posthiunus pro nnto hnbetnr. A post-
humous child is considered as though born,
[at the parent's death.] Hall v. Hancock, 15
Pick. (Mass) 258, 26 Am. Dec. 598.

POSTLIIIIIIIUH. Lat. In the civil-
law. A doctrine or flction of the law by
which the restoration of a person to any
status or right formerly possessed by him
was considered as relating back to the time
of his original loss or deprivation; particu-
larly ln the case of one who, having been
taken prisoner in war, and having escaped
and returned to Rome, was regarded, by the
aid of this fiction, as having never been
abroad, and was thereby reinstated in all his
rights. inst. 1, 12, 5. .

The term is also applied, in international
law, to the recapture of property taken by an
enemy, and its consequent restoration to its
original owner. '

Postlirniniiun flngit eiun uni eaptnl est
in eivitate seinper fuiue. Postlimiriy
feigns that he who has been captured has
never left the state. Inst. 1, 12 5; Dig.
49, 51.

POSTLIMIIIY. See Posrnriiiiun it.

POSTHAN. A senior barrister in the
court of ext-hequer, who has precedence in
motions: so called from the place where he
sits. 2 Bl. Guinm. 28. A letter-carrier.

POSTHAITEB. An ofiicer of the United
States, appointed to take‘ charge of a local
post-oiiice and transact the business of re-
ceiving and forwarding the mails at that
point, and such other business as is commit-
ted to him under the postal laws.
-—Post:nneter general. The head of the
post-oiiice department. He is one of the presi-
deut‘s cabinet.

POSTNATI.
Pos-r NATU8.

Those born after. See

POSTPONE. To put off; defer; delay;
continue; adjourn; as when a hearing is
postponed. Also to place after; to set be-
low something else: as when an earlier lien
is for some reason postponed to a later lien.

The word “postponement,” in speaking of
legal proceedings, is nearly equivalent to “con-
'tinunn('e:" exce t that the former word is gen-
erally refer when describin an adjourn-
ment o the cause to another ay during the
same term, and the latter when the case goes
over to another term. See State v. Underwood,
76 Mo. 639; State v. Nathaniel, 59 La. Ann.
.558, 26 South.
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_ ros'rnsxo-ar:1u-runr:. Borough-
English, (a. 12.) .

ros'rur.a'rro. Lat. In Roinnn law.
A request or petition. This was the name
of the first step in a criminal prosecution,
corresponding somewhat to "swearing out a
warrant” in modern criminal law. The ac-
cuser appeared before the praator, and stated
his desire to institute criminal proceedings
against a designated person, and prayed the
authority of the magistrate therefor.

In old English eeeleelnltlonl law. A
species of petition for transfer of a bishop.
—Postnlatio notionis. In Roman law. The
demand of an action; the request made to the
prietor .by an actor or plaintiit‘ for an action
or formula of suit;_ corresponding with the
application for a writ in old English practice.
Ur, as otherwise explained, the actor’: asking
of leave to institute his action. on appearance
of the parties before the D1‘I£t0l‘. Hallifax, Civil
Law, b. 3. ‘c. 9. no-. 12.

POT-DE-VIN. In French law. A sum
of money frequently paid. at the moment of
entering into a contract, beyond the price
agreed upon. It differs from arrha, in this:
that it is no part of the price of the thing
sold, and that the person who has received
it cannot, by returning double the amount.
or the other party by losing what he has paid,
rescind the contract. 18 Toulller, no. 52.

P0'l.'!:!¢'.l‘A'.l‘l-3. A person who possesses
great power or sway; a prince, sovereign, or
monarch.

By the naturalization law of the United
States, an alien is required to renounce allal-
legiance to any foreign "prince, potentate, or
sovereign whatever."

' rornxrra. Lat. Possibility; power.
—Potentin pr-opinqnn. Common possibility.
See Possinrnirr. v -

Potentin debet seqni Justitiani, non

nnteoedere. 8 Bulst. 199. Power ought to
follow Justice, not go before it.

Potenttn eat duplex, reinotn et [ironin-
qua; et potentzln reinoduhna et Venn eat
qua nnnqnun venlt in notiun. 11 Coke,
51. Possibility is of two kinds, remote and
near; that which never comes hito action is
a power the -most remote and vain.

Potentia inntilh 2:-nah-n est. Useiea
power is to no purpose. Branch, Prluc.

POTENTIAL. Existing in possibility but
not in act; naturally and probably expected
to come into existence at some future time;
though not now existing; for example. the
future product of grain or trees already
planted, or the successive future instalments
or payments on a contract or engagement al-
ready made. Things having a "potential ex-
istence" may be the subject of mortuge. as-
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' jun-I quad pro Ie lntrodnetnn est.

POTEST QUIS RENUNCIARE ' .

signment, or sale. See Campbell v. Grant
Co., 36 Tex. Civ. App. 641, 82 S. W. 796;
Dickey V. Waldo, 97 Mich. 255, 56 N. W. 608,
23 L. B. A. 449; Cole v. Kerr, 19 Neb. 553,
26 N. W. 598; Long v. Hines, 40 Kan. 220,
19 Pac. 796, 10 Am. St. Rep. 192.

Potent qnle renunohre pro ee 01: unis
Bract.

20. One may relinquish for himself and his
heirs a right which was introduced for his
own beneflt.

POTESTAS. Lat. in the nivil law.
Power; authority; dominatlon;emplre. Im-
pcrium, or the jurisdiction of magistrates.
The power of the father over his children,
patria potcstaa. The authority of masters
over their laves. See Inst. 1, 9, 12; Dig. 2.
1, 13, 1; Id., 14, 1; Id. 14, 4, 1, 4.

. Potestae etrlete inter-pretetur. A pow-
er‘ is strictly interpreted. Jenk. Cent. p. 1:1,
case 29. in marg.

. Potpetu enprema selpuun diuolvero
potent, Iigare non potent. Supreme power
can dissolve [unloose] but cannot bind itself.
Branch, P1-inc.; Bacon.

’ Potlor est eonditlo defendentie. Better
is the condition of the defendant, [than that
of the plaintifr.] Broom, Max. 740; Cowp.

-343; Williams v. Ingeli, 21 Pick. (Mass.) 289;
White v. Franklin Bank, 22 Pick. (Mass.)
186, 187; Cranson v. Gas, 107 Mass. 440, 9
Am. Rep. 45. _

POTWALLOPER. A term formerly ap-
plied to voters in certain boroughs of Eng-
land, where all who boii (icallop) a pot were
entitled to vote. Webster.

' POULTRY couxrnn. The name of a
prison formerly existing in London. See
COUNTER.

POUND. 1. A place, inclosed by public
fillthorlty. for the temporary detention of
stray animals. Harriman y. Fifleld. 36 Vt.
345; Wooley v. Groton, 2 Cash. (Mass.) 308.

A pound-overt is said to _be one that is open.
overhead: is pound-cot-crt I! one that is close,
fggcovered over, such as a stable or other build-

2. A measure of weight. The pound avoir-
dupois contains 7,000 grains; the pound troy
5,760 grains. ‘

In New York, the unit or standard of weight
from which all other weights shall be derived
and ascertained. is declared to be the pound. of
such,_magnitude that the weight of a cubic foot
of _d1stiil_ed water, at its maximum density,
weighed in a _vacuum with brass weights. shall
be equal to sixty-two and a half such pounds.
1 Rev. St. N. Y. p. 617, § 8. .

3. ‘‘Pound'’ is also the name of a denomi-
"nation of English money. containing twenty
"shillings. It ‘was, also used in the United
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States, in computing money, before the intro-
duction of the federal coinage.
—Ponnd breech. The act or oflense of break-
ing a pound, for the purpose of taking out the
cattle or goods impounded. 3 Bi. Comm. 12.-
146; State v. Young. 18 N. H._ 544.—Pound-
keeper. An oficer charged with the care of
a pound and of animals confined there.—Poun_d
of ti. An uncertain quantity of land, said
to be about fifty-two acres.

POUNDAGE. In practice. An allow-
ance to the sherii! of so much in the pound
upon the amount levied under an execution.
Bowe v. Campbell, 2 Civ. Proc. R. (N. Y.)
234.

p The money which an owner of animals im-
pounded must pay to obtain their release.

In old English law. A subsidy to the
value of twelve pence in the pound, granted
to the king, of all manner of merchandise of
every merchant, as well denizen as alien,
either exported or imported. Cowell.

f POUR AGQUIT. Fr. In French law.
The formula which a creditorpreilxes to his
signature when he gives a receipt.

POUR OOHPTE DE GUI II. APPA2B.'.'l‘-
n‘.1I'.l‘. Fr. For account or whom it may
concern.

_ POUR. PAIR}: PBOOLAIMEB. L. Fr.
An ancient writ addressed to the mayor or
bailiil! of a city or town, requiring him to
make proclamation concerning nuisances, etc.
Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 176.

.POUn 5218111 TERRES. L. Fr. An
ancient writ whereby the crown seized the
land which the wife of its deceased tenant,
-who held in capitc, had for her dower, it
she married without leave. It was grounded
on the statute Dc Prwrogativa Itcgis, 7, (17
Edw. 11. St. 1, c. 4.) It is abolished by 12

‘Car. II. c. 24.

POUBPARLEB. Fr. In French law.
The preliminary negotiations or bargainings
which lead to a contract between the parties.
As in English law, these form no part of the
contract when completed. The term is also
used in this sense in international law and
the practice of diplomacy.

POURPABTY. To make pourparty is
to divide and sever the lands that fail to par-
ceners, which, before partition, 'they held
Jointly and pro ¢'ndim':1o. Coweil.

POURPBESTUBE. An inclosure. Any-
thing done to the nuisance or hurt of the
public demesues. or the highways, etc., by
-inclosure or building, endeavoring to make
_that private which ought to be public. The
_dlfi'erence between a pourprcsture and a pub-
lic nuisance is that pourpreature is an in-
vasion of the [us privatum of the crown; but
where the jua pubiicum is violated it is a
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nuisance. Skene makes three sorts of this
oifense; (1) Against the crown; (2) against
the lord of the fee; (3) against a neighbor.
2 Inst. 38; 1 Reeve, Eng. Law, 156.

POURSUIVANT. The king's messenger;
a royal or state messenger. In the heralds‘
college, a functionary of lower rank than a
herald, but discharging similar duties, called
also “poursuivant at arms."

POURVEYANCE. In old English law.
The providliig corn, fuel, victuals, and other
necessaries for the king's house. Cowell.

roonvnron, or runvnron. A
buyer; one who provided for the royal house-
hold.

POUSTIEL In Scotch law. Power. See
LIEGE POUSTIE. A word formed from the
Latin “potestaa."

POVERTY AFFIDAVIT. An atildavit.
made and flied by one of the parties to a
suit. that he is not able to furnish security
for the ilnal costs. The use of the term is
confined to a few states. Cole v. Hoeburg, 36
Kan. 263, 13 Pac. 275.

POWER. In renl property law. A
power is an authority to do some act in re-
latlon to real property. or to the creation
or revocation oi’ an estate therein, or a
charge thereon, which the owner granting
or reserving such power might himself per-
form for any purpose. Civ. Code Dak. I 298;
How. St. Mich. I 5591.

“Po_wer" is sometimes used in the same sense
as "right,”_as when we s eat of the powers of
user and disposition whic the owner of prop-
erty has over it, but. strictly speaking, a pow-
er is that which creates a special or exceptional
right, or enables a person to do something which
he could not otherwise do. Sweet.

Technically, an authority by which one
person enables another to do some act for_
hlin. 2 Lil. Abr. 339.

An authority enabling a person to dispose,
through the medium of the statute of uses.
of an interest, vested either in himself or in
another person. Sugil. Powers. 82. An au-
thority expressly reserved to a grantor, or
expressly given to another. to be exercised
over lands. etc., granted or conveyed at the
tlnie oi‘ the creation of such power. Watk.
Conv. 157. A proviso, in a conveyance un-
der the statute of uses, giving to the grantor
or grantee, or a stranger, authority to re-
voke or alter by a subsequent act the estate
iirst granted. 1 Steph. Comm. 505. See also
Burleigh v. Clough, 52 N. H. 267, 13 Am.
Rep. 23; Gritiith v. Maxiield. 66 Ark. 513,
51 S. W. 832; Bouton v. Doty, 69 Conn.
5'31. 37 At]. 1064: Dana v. Murray, 122 N.
Y. 004, 28 N. E. 21; Carson v. Cochran. 52
Minn. 67. 53 N. W. 1130; Law Guarantee &
Trust Co. v. Jones, 103 Tenn. 245, 58 S. W.
219.

—General and special powers. A wer
is general when it authorizes the aliens on in
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fee. by means of a conveyance. will, or charge.
of the lands embraced in the power to any
alienee whatsoever. It is special (1) when the
persons or class of persons to whom the dis-
position of the lands under the power is to be
made are designated, or (2) when the power
authorizes the alienation, by means of a con-
veyance. will. or charge. of a particular estate
or interest less than a fee. Coster v. Lorillard.
1-1 Wend. (N. Y.) 324: Thompson v. G .

3 Whart. (Pa.) 305, 31 Am. Dec. 502.—Gen-
oral and special powers in trust. A n-
ersl power is in trust when any person or c ass
of persons other than the grantee of such power
is designated as entitled to the proceeds or
any portion of the proceeds or other benefits to
result from the a.lienation._ A special power is
in trust (1) when the disposition or charge
which it authorizes is limited to be made to
any person or class of persons other than the
holder of the power, or (2) when any person
or class of persons other than the holder is
designated as entitled to an benefit from the
disposition or charge author zed by the power.
Cutting v. Cutting. 20 Hun ‘(N. ¥.) 360: Dana
v. Murray. 122 N. Y. 612. 26 IN. E. Zii Wil-
son's Rev. & Ann. St. Olrl. 191B, 5! 4107. 4108-
—Hl.n!steria.l powers. A Dhflle “fled ‘'1
Fhglish conveyancing] to denote power! Si“!!!
for the good. not of t e donee himself_exclusive-
ly, or of the donee himself necessarily at all.
but for the good of several persons. includins 0?
not including the donee also. They are _so
called because the donee of them is as a min-
lster or servant in his exercise of them.
B1-own_.—1{nked over. One which is simply
collateral and w thout interest in the donee.
which arises when. to a mere stranger, author
ity is 'ven of disposing of an interest. in which
he haiiilnoth before, nor has bymthe wil|1‘l‘ttI'.Uole11vCellrC

creat n t e wer. an 8! 9 °

Bergengv. Bengztt, 1 Caines Cas. (N. Y.) 15,
2 Am. Dec. 281; Atwater v. Perkins. 51 Conn.
198; Clark v. Hornthal. 47 Miss. 534; Hunt
v. Ennis, 12 Fed. Cas. 915.—Povers sppenllp
ant and in gross. A power nnpendnnt '5
where a .rson has an estate in land. and the
estate to be created h the power is to. or inayi
take effect in possession during the tenancy o
the estate to which the power is annexed. A
power in gross is where the person to whom
it is given has an estate in the land, but the
estate to be created under or by virtue of the
power is not to take efiect until after thle de-
termination of the estate to which it reates.
Wilson v. Troup. 2 Cow. (N. Y.) 236. 14 Am-
Dec. 458; Garland v. Smith, 164 Mo. 1. 64
S. W. 188.

For other compound terms. such as “Power
of Appointment." "Power of Sale." etc. See
the following titles.

In constitutional law. The right to take
action in respect to a particular subJect-niat-
ter or class of matters, involving more or
less 01' discretion. granted by the constitu-
tions to the several departments or branches
of the government. or ‘reserved to the people.
Powers in this sense are generally classitled
as legislative. executive, and judicial. See
those titles.
—hnpl1ed powers are such as are necessary
to make available and carry into sfiect those

wers which are expressly granted or con-
erred, and which must therefore be presumed

to have been within the intention of the con-
stitutional or legislative grant. Madison v.
Daley (C. C.) 58 Fed. 755: eople v. Pullman's
Palace Car Co., 175 Ill. 125, 51 N. E. 664. 64
L. R. A. 366; First M. E. Church v. Dixon.
178 Ill. 260, 52 N. E. 887.
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POWER

In the law of corporation. The right
or" capacity to act or be acted upon in a par-
ticular manner or in respect to a particular
subject; as, the power to have a corporate
seal. to sue and be sued, to make by-laws, to
carry on a particular business or construct a
given work. See Freligh v. Saugerties, 70
Hun, 589. 24 N. Y. Supp. 1%; In re Lima &
H. F. Ry. Co., 68 Iiun, 252, 22 N. Y. Supp.
967 ; Baltimore v. Marriott, 9 Md. 160.

POWER. COUPLED WITH AN INTER-
EST. By this phrase is. meant a right or
power to do some act, together with an in-
.terest in the subject-matter on which the
power is to be exercised. It is distinguished
from a naked power. which is a mere au-
thority to act, not accompanied by any inter-
at of the donee in the subject-matter of the
power.

Is it _s.n interest in the subject on which the
power 18. to be exercised, or is it an interest in
that which is produced by the exercise of the
power? We hold it to be clear that the inter-
est which can protect a power after the death
of a person who creates t must be an interest
in the thing itself. In other words, the power
must be engrafted on an estate’in the thing.
The words themselves would seem to import
this meaning. “A power coupled with an in-
terest” is a power which accompanies or is
connected wit an interest. The power and
the interest are united in the same person. But,
if we are to understand by the word “inter
eat" an interest in that which is to be produc-

by the exercise of the power, then they are
never united. The power to produce the in-
terest must be exercised, and by its exercise is
extinguished. The power ceases when the in-
terest commences, and therefore cannot. in
accurate law language, be said to be “conpled"
with it. Hunt v. Rousmanier, 8 Wheat. 203
is 1. Ed. 539. And see Missouri v. Walker. 125
U. S. 339. 8 Sup. Ct. 929, 31 L. Ed. 769: Grif-
fit v. Maxfield. 66 Ark. 513, 51 S. W. 832;
Johnson v. Johnson. 27 S. C. 309. 3 S. E. 606,
13 Am. St. Rep. 636: Yeates v. Pryor, 11 Ark.
78; Alworth v. Seymour. 42 Minn. 526.
N. W. 1030: Hunt V. Ennis. 12 Fed. Cas. 915.

POWER 0!‘ APPOINTMENT. A pow-
er or authority conferred by one person by
deed or will upon another (called the “do-
nee") to appoint, that is. to select and nom-
mate. the person or persons who are tore-
ceive and enjoy an estate or an income there-
from or-from a fund, after the testator's
death. or the donee's death, or after the ter-
mination of an existing right or interest.
See Heinemann v. De Wolf, 25 R. I. 243, 55
At]. 707.

Powers are either: Collateral. which are giv-
en to strangers; i'. e., to persons who have nei-
ther a present nor future estate or interest in
the land. These are also called simply “col-
lateral," or powers not coupled with an in-
terest, or powers not being interests. These
terms have been adopted to obviate the confii-
sion arising from the circumstance that powers
in gross have been by many calle_d powers collat-
era . Or the are powers relating to the land.
These are cal ed “appendant” or “appurtenant,"
because they strictly depend upon the estate lim-
ited to the person to whom they are given.
Thus, where an estate for life is limited to a
man, with a power to rant leases in posses-
sion, a lease granted un er the power may op-
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crate wholly out of the life-estate of the party
executing it, and must in eve case have its
operation out of his estate ldyuring his life.
Such an estate must be created, which will at-
tach on an interest actually vested in himself.
Or they are called “in gross,” if given to a
person who had an interest in the estate at the
execuhtion of the deed creatinbg tliie piovez§r,bor
to w om an estate is given y t e e , at
which enabled him to create such estates only
as will not attach on the interest limited to
him. Of necessity. therefore. where a man
seised in fee settles his estate on others, re-
serving to himself only a particular power, the
power is in gross. A power to a tenant for life
to a point the estate after his death among his
chil ren. a power to jointure a wife after his
death. a power to raise a term of years to com-
nfilllge from his death, ftilr secnring_ younger
c ren's portions, are a powers in gross.
An. im ortant distinction is established between
genera and particular pow_ers. By a general
power we understand a right to appoint to
whomsoever the donee pleases. By _I particular
power it is meant that the donee is restricted
to some objects designated iililitrllie deedvvchrearting
the power, as to his own c ren. _ a on.

We have seen that a general power is base-
ficial when no person other_-than the grantee
has, by the terms of its creation, any interest in
its execution. A general power is on trust
when any person or class of persons‘ other
than the rantee of such power, is des gnated
as entitl to the proceeds. or any portion of
the proceeds, or other benefits to result from
the alienation. cutting v. Cutting. 20 Hun
(N. Y.) 364. _

When a power of ap intment amonfi 51 Chi”
requires that each shal have a share. it is call-
ed a "distributive” or “non-exclusive" power;
when it authorizes, but does not dirept. l 891%“
tion of one or more to‘ the excinsion of the
others, it is_called an. exclusive power, and
is also .dlSH'lb\itiVE: when it gives the power
of appointing to a certain number of the class.
but not to all. it is exclusive only. and not dih8°
tributive. Lea|te._ 389. A powerauthorizingt e
donee either to give the whole to one of a class
or to give it equally among 30011 Of them 33
he may select (but not to give ‘one E"l8l'ilel'
shamstiigajn triie othergifiis aélled ta mixed pow-
er. u . owers. -. Wee -

rowan or ATTORNEY. An instru-
ment authorizing a person to act as the
agent or attorney of the person Srillltlllg “-
See Li~.‘l'i‘EB or Arronssr.

POWER. OP DISPOSITION. Every
power of. disposition is deemed absolute, by
means of which the doiiee of such power is
enabled in his life-time to dispose of the en-
tire fee for his own benefit; and. where a
general and beneficial power to devise the iii-
heritance is given to a tenant for life or
years, it is absolute, within the meaning of
the statutes of some of the states. Code Ala.
1886, 5 1853. See Powi-:3 or APPOINTMENT.

POWER 0!‘ SALE. A clause sonietlnies
inserted in mortgages and deeds of trust, giv-
ing the mortgugee (or trustee) the right and
power, on default in the payment of the debt
secured, to advertise and sell the mortgaged
property at public auction (but without rei
sorting to a court for authority). satisfy the
creditor out of the net proceeds, convey by
deed to the purchaser, return the surplus. it
any, to the mortgagor, and thereby divest
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subsequent right of redemption. See Capron
v. Attlehorough Bank, 11 Gray (Mass) 493;
Appeal of Clark, 70 Conn. 195, 39 Atl. 155.

POYNDING. See Pomnmo.

POYNHIGS’ ACT. An act of parlia-
ment, made in Ireland, (10 Hen. VII. c. 22,
A. D. 1495;) so called because Sir Edward
Poynings was lieutenant there when it was
made, whereby all general statutes before
then made in England were declared of force
in Ireland, which, before that time, they were
not. 1 Broom & H. Comm. 112.

PRACTICAL. A practical construction
of a constitution or statute is one deter-
mined. not by judicial decision, but practice
sanctioned by general consent. Farmers’ &
Mechanics’ Bank v. Smith, 3 Serg. & it. (Pa.)
69; Bloxham v. Consumers‘ Electric Light,
e'tc.. Co., 36 Fla. 519, 18 South. 444, 29 L. R.
A. 507, 51 Am. St. Rep. 44.

' PRACTICE. The form or mode of pro-
ceeding in courts of Justice for the enforce-
ment of rights or the redress of wrongs, as
distinguished from the substantive law which
gives the right or denounces the wrong.
'.l‘he form, manner, or order of instituting
and conducting a suit or other Judicial pro-
ceeding, through its successive stages 'to its
end. in accordance with the rules and prin-
ciples laid down by law or by the regulations
and precedent of the courts. The term ap-
plies as well to the conduct of criminal ac-
tions as to civil suits, to proceedings in eq-
uity as well as at law, and to the defense as
well as the prosecution of any proceeding.
See Fleischman v. Walker, 91 Ill. 321; Peo-
ple v. Central Pac. It. 00.. 83 Cal. 393, 23
Pac. 303; Krlng v. Missouri. 107 U. S. 221,
2 Sup. Ct. 443. 27 L. Ed. 506; Opp v. '1‘en
Eyck, 99 Ind. 351; Beardsley v. Llttell, 14
Blatchf. 102. Fed. Cas. No. 1,185; Union Nat.
Bank v. Byram, 131 Ill. 92, 22 N. E. 842.

It may include pleading, but is usually em-
ployed as excluding both pleading and‘ evidence,
and to designate all the incidental acts and
stens in the course of bringing matters pleaded
to trial and proof. and procuring and enforcing
judgment on them.

PRACTICE COURT. In English law. A
court attached to the court of klng‘s bench,
which heard and determined common mat-
ters of business and ordinary motions for
writs of mandamus, prohibition, etc. It was
usually called the “bail court." It was held
by one of the puisne Justices of the kliig's
bench.

PRACTICES. A succession of acts of a
similar kind or in a like employment.

PRACTICES. In Scotch law. The deci-
sions of the court of session. as evidence of
the practice or custom of the country. ’ Bell.
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the latter‘s estate entirely and without any

PREDIA

rnaorrnoxnn. He who is engaged
in the exercise or employment of any art or
profession.

PRECEPTOBES. Lat. Masters. The
chief clerks in chancery were formerly so
called, because they had the direction of mak-
ing out remedial writs. 2 Reeve, Eng. Iaw,
251.

PBECEPTORIES. In feudal law. A
kind of beneflces, so called because they were
possessed by the more eminent templars,
whom the chief master by his authority
created and called “Praaceplorea Templi.”

‘ PRJECIPE. Lat. In practice. An orig-
inal writ. drawn up in the alternative, com-
manding the defendant to do the thing re-
quired, or show the reason why he had not
done it. 3 Bi. Comm. 274.

Also an order, written out and signed, ad-
dressed to the clerk of a court, and request-
ing him to issue a particular writ. -

—Px-ccipe in onplto. When one of the
king's immediate tenants in capite was defore-
ed, his writ of right was called a writ of "priz-
cipc in capitc."-Pa-coipe quod roddnt.
Command that he render: A writ directin the
defendant to restore the possession of and,
employed at the beginning of s common recov-
ery.—Pruolpo qnod tenant oonvontionen.
The writ which commenced the action of cove-
nant ln lines, which are abolished by 3 & 4
Wm. IV. c. 74.—Ps-ncips, tenant to tho.
A person having an estate of freehold in pos-
session. against whom the prczcipc was_ brought
by a tenant in tail. seeking to bar his estate
by a recovery.

PRECIPITIUM. The punishment of
casting headlong from some high place.

PRECIPUT COIVEIITIONIIEL. In
French law. Under the regime cu commun-
auté, when that is of the conventional kind,
if the surviving husband or wire _ls entitled
to take any portion of the common property
by a paramount title and before partition
thereof, this right is called by the somewhat
barbarous title of the conventional “priz-
ciput," from “nrw," before, and "capcfe." 00
take. Brown.

PBECO. Lat. In Roman law. A her-
ald or crier.

PBECOGNITA. Things to be previous-
ly known in order to the understandhig of
something which follows. Wharton.

Pnmnn.
tates ;

UM.

—Pradh bullion. Booty. Property selsed
in war.—Ps-ndin stipendiarh. In the civil
law. Provincial lands belonging to the poo ie.
—Pa-adln ts-ilmtu-in. In the civil law. to-
vinciai lands belonging to the emgeror.—Pro-
din voluith. In the duchy of rsbant. cer-
tain things movable, such as beds. tables, and
other heavy articles of furniture, wen ranked

In the civil law. Iands; es-
tenements; properties. See P|l_.lDI-
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PREDIAL SERVITUDE

“ rczdio
nolavmh," or "volatile estates.” 2 Bl. mm.
428.

PBEDIAI. SERVITUDE. A right which
is granted for the advantage of one piece of
land over another, and which may be exer-
cised by every possessor of the land entitled
against every possessor of the servient land.
_It always presupposes two pieces of land
(prwdia) belonging to different proprietors;
one burdened with the servitude, called "prac-
dium serviena," and one for the advantage
of which the servitude is~confe'rred, called
“prazdium domtnana.” Mackeld Rom. Law,
5 314.

PREDIAL TITEE8. Such as arise
merely and immediately from the ground; as-
grain of all sorts, hops, hay, wood, fruit,
herbs. 2' Bl. Comm. 23; 2 Steph. Comm.-
722.

PREDIOTUS.
Of the three words, “idem,” "predicate," and

“pr¢fatua" "idem" was most usually applied.
to plaintiés or demandants; “prwdicius,” to de-
fendants or tenants, places, towns, or lands;
and “prcfatus.” to rsons named, not be‘
actors or parties. ownah. Pl. 15.

or “aforesaid.”

PREDIUH. Lat. In the civil law.
Land; an estate; a tenement; a piece of
landed property. See Dig. 50, 16, 115.
-P1-udltun dorninuu. In the civil law.
The name given _to an estate to which a servi-
tude ls due; the dominant tenement. Morgan
v. Mason, 20 Ohio, 409 55 Am. Dec. 464.-
Predium nutionm. In Roman law. A rus-
tic or rural estate. Primarily, this term de-
noted an estate lying in. the country, 1'. e.. be-
yond the limits of the city but it was applied
to any landed estate or heritage other than
a dwellin -house, whether in or out of the
town. T as, it included gardens. orchards,
natures. meadows, etc. Maclteid. Rom. Law,
316. A rural or country estate; an estate or

piece of land principally destined or devoted
to agriculture; an empty or vacant space of
round without buildings.—Px-editun serv-
ena. In the civil law. _The name of an es-

tate which suifers a servitude or easement to
another estate: the serrient tenement. Mor-
gan v. Mason, 20 Ohio. 409. 55 Am. Dec. 464.
—PrediIun nrbnnlun. In the civil law. A
building or edifice intended for the habitation
and use of man, whether built in cities or in
the country. Colq. Rom. (fivil Law. is 937.

Pa-ndium servit pr-audio. Land is under
servitude to land. [i. e., servitudes are not
personal rights. but attach to the dominant
tenement] Tray. Lat. Max. 455.

PREDO.
_ber.

Lat. in Roman law. A rob-
See Dig. 50, 17, 126.

PBEPATU8. Lat. Aforesaid. Some-
times abbreviated to “proz'fa!." and “p. fat.”

PREPEOTUBE.
quered towns, governed by an officer called a
“prefect," who was chosen in some instances
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Lat. Aforesald. Hob. 6.

These-
words may all be rendered in Fnglish by “said"

In Roman law. Con-'

PRIEMUNIRE

by the people, in others by the praetors.
Butl. Hot. Jur. 29.

PREPEOTUS URBI. Lat. In Roman
law. The name of an oliicer who, from the
time of Augustus, had the superintendence
of the city and its police, with Jurisdiction
extending one hundred miles from the city.
and power to decide both civil and criminal
cases. As he was considered the direct rep-
resentative of the emperor, much that pre
viously belonged to the prctor urbanua fell-
gradually into his hands. Colq. Rom. Civil
Law, I 2395.

rnmrzorus vronux. Lat. In Ro-
man la-w. The chief otllcer of the night
watch. His Jurisdiction extended to certain
oifenses adecting the public peace, and even.
to larcenies; but he could inflict only slight-
punishments. Colq. Rom. Civil Law, 5 2395..

PEEPEOTU8 VILLE. The mayor of a
town. -

_Pn.E!'INE. The fee paid on suing out,
the writ of covenant. on levying tines. before
the line was passed. 2 Bl. Comm. 350.

PREJUBAHENTUH.
law. A preparatory oath.

In old English

PRELEGATUH. Lat. In Roman law.
A payment in advance of the whole or part-
of the share which a given heir would be
entitled to receive out of an inheritance; cor-
responding generally to “advancement" in
English and American law. See Mackeid.
Rom. Law, 5 762.

PREMIUM. Lat. Reward; compensa-
tion. Premium asaecurationis, compensation
for insurance; premium or insurance. Locc.
do Jur. Mar. lib. 2, c. 5, S 6.

—Px-cmlnm enuncipationis. In Roman
law. A reward or compensation anciently al-
lowed to a father on emancipating his child.
consisting of one-third of the child's separate
and individual propert , not derived from the
father himself. bee . ackeid. Rom. Law, g
605.—PrcIniIun pndioitie. The price 0
chastity; or compensation for loss of chastity.
A term applied to bonds and other engagements
given for the benefit of a seduced female.

ometimes called "premium pudoria.” 2 Wiis.
339. M0.

PBEHUNIBE. In English law. The
name of an oflense against the king and his
government, though not subject to capital
punishment. So called from the words of
the writ which issued preparatory to the
prosecution: “l’ra'munirc far-iaa .-i. B. quad
nit cora-m nobia." etc.; “Cause A. B. to be
forewarned that he appear before us to an-
swer the contempt with which he stands
charged." The statutes establishing this of-
fense. the first of which was made in the
thirty-first year of the reign of Edward 1..
"were framed to encounter the papal usurpa-
tions in England; the original meaning of
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the olrense called “prwmum'rc" being the in-
troduction of a foreign power into the king-
dom, and creating imperium in imporio, by
paying that obedience to papal process which
constitutionally belonged to the king alone.
The penalties of prwm-uviirc were afterwards
applied to other heinous otrenses. 4 Bl.
Comm. 103-117; 4 Steph. Comm. 215-217.

PBENOHZEN. Lat. Forename, or iirst
name. The flrst of the three names by which
the Romans were commonly distinguished.
It marked the individual. and was commonly
written with one letter; as “A.” for “Au-
Ius;" “C." for “Caius,’_’ etc. Adams, Rom.
Ant. 35.

PREPOSITUS. In old English law.
An otllcer next in authority to the alderman
of a hundred, called “prazpoauus reams,-" or
a steward or bailiff of an estate, answering
to the “w(cnere."

Also the person from whom descents are
traced under the old canons. .

-1’:-epositus eooleoie. A church-reeve, or
villa. Awarden. Spelman.—Prapos!tns

constable of a town, or petty constable.

P:-ups-opera oonsilia ru-o sunt prol-
pern. 4 Inst. 57. Hasty counsels are rarely
prosperous.

rnaisorirrno. Lat. In the civil law.
That mode of acquisition whereby one be-
comes proprietor of a thing on the ground
that he has for a long time possessed it as
his own; prescription. Dig. 41, 3. It was
anciently distinguished from “usucapio,” (q.
1)..) but was blended with it by Justinian.

P:-nsorlptio out titulu ex Inn ot tom-
poro substnnthm copious ab nnoI:orl-
tnto logis. Co. Litt. 113. Prescription is a
title by authority of law, deriving its force
from use and time.

Pram:-iptio at oxeoutio non pertinent
-Dd vnlororn oontrsotus. sod ad tonpus
»ot nodnm Aotionis institnendc. Pre-
scription and execution do not affect the va-

lidity of the contract. but the time and man-
ner of bringing an action. Pearsall v.
Dwight. 2 Mass. 84, 3 Am. Dec. 35; Decouche
v. Snvetler, 3 Johns. Ch. (N. Y.) 190, 219,
8 Am. Dec. 478.

PBESCRIPTIOIIES. Lat. In Roman
law. Forms of words (of a qualifying char-
acter) inserted in the formulae in which the
claims in actions were expressed; and, as
they occupied an early place in the fornmlw,
they were called by this name, a‘. e., qualifica-
tions precedlng the claim. For example. in
an action to recover the arrears of an an-
nuity. the claim was preceded by the words
“so far as the annuity is due and unpaid,"
or words to the like etrect. (“c-ujua_reo' dies
fuitl’) Brown.
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P:-msontsro nlhil aliud out qusm pro
sto dare no clue. To present is no more
than to give or offer on the spot. Co. Litt.
120.

Prmsontin oorpo:-is tolllt on-ox-on no-
minisg st voritiu nominls tolnt error-on
domonstrationls. The presence of the body
cures error in the name; the truth of the
name cures an error of description. Broom. _

Max. 637, 639, 640.

PBESES. Lat. In Roman law. A presi-
dent or governor. Called a "nomen gen-
erate," including pro-consuls, legates, and
all who governed provinces.

PRESTARE. Lat. In Roman law.
"Fracture" meant to make good, and. when
used in conjunction with the words “dare,"
“facere," "oportere," denoted obligations of
a personal character, as opposed to real
rights.

P:-uncut onuteln qunrn nodoln. Pre-
vention is better than cure. Co. Litt. 3040.

Proslunatur pro Jnstitia sontontia.
The presumption should be in favor of the
justice of a sentence. Best, Ev. lntrod. 42

Prusunitur pro logitinationo. The
presumption is in favor of legitimacy. 1 Bi.
Comm. 457; 5 Coke, 98b.

Prcsnmltnr pro nogunte. it is pre-
sumed for the negative. The rule of the
house of lords when the numbers are equal
on a motion. Wharton.

rnzsunrrxo. Lat. Presumption; a
presumption. Also intrusion, or the unlaw-
ful taking of anything.
—Pa-asumptlo for-tior. A strong presump-
tion: a resumption of fact entitled to great
weight. ne which determines the tribunal in.
its belief of an alleged fact, without, however,
cxcludlug the belief of ‘the possibility of its be-
ing otherwise; the elfect of which is to shift
the burden of proof to the opposite party, and,
if this proof be not made, the presumption is
held for truth. Hub. Praal. J. C. lib. 2. tit.
3. n. 16; Burrill, Circ. Ev. 66.—Prnstnpth
hominis. The presumption of the man or in-
dividual; that is, natural presumption unfet-
tered by strict rule.—P1-muunptio In-ls. A
legal presumption or resumption of aw: that
is, one in which the aw assumes the existence
of something until it is disproved by evidence:
a conditional. inconclusive or rebuttable pre-
sumption. Best, Ev. § -i3.—‘P_x-nsunptio judo
st do into. A resumption of law and of
right; a resumption which the law will not
suffer to contradicted; a conclusive or ir-
rebuttabie presumption.— sumptio nu-
oiun. In l{o_man law. A presumption of law
that proper} in the hands of a wife came to
her as a git from her husband and was not
acquired from other sources; available only in
doubtful cases and until the contrary is shown.
See Mackeld. Rom. Iaw, § 560.

Pranmptio, on so qnod plot-Iunquo
fit. Presumptions arise from what general-
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ly happens. Post v. Pearsall, 22 Wend. (N.
Y.) 425, 475.

Prouunptlo violent: plea: probatio.
Co. Litt. 60. Strong presumption is full
proof. '

Prustunptio violent: valet 1: legs.
Strong presumption is of weight in law.
Jenk. Cent. p. 56, case 3.

Prosiunptiones aunt cbnjootnru ex

dcno vex-blnfll ad probandun usnmpte.
Presumptions are conjectures from probable
proof, assumed for purposes of evidence. J.
Voet, Com. ad Pand. 1. 22. tit. 3, n. 14.

PBETEBITIO. Lat. A passing over or
omission. Used in the Roman law to de-
scribe the act of a testator in excluding a.

given heir from the inheritance by silently
passing him by, that is. neither instituting
nor formally disinheriting him. See Mack-
eid. Rom. Law. I 711.

Prntextn llcltl non debet ndnlttl Illi-
dtun. Under pretext of legality, what is
illegal ought not to be admitted. Wing.
Max. p. 728. max. 196.

PRETEXTUS. Lat. A pretext: a pre-
tense or color. Prwtczrtu cajus. by pretense.
or under pretext whereof. 1 Ld. Raym. 412.

PRETOB. Lat. In Roman law. A’
municipal oflicer of the city of Rome, being
the chief judicial magistrate, and possessing
an extensive equitable jurisdiction.
-~Prntor ads!-commlun-‘ins. In the civil
law. A special praetor created to pronounce
gudgment in cases of trusts or fidei-commiua.
nst. 2. 23, 1.

PREVARIOATOR. Lat. In the civil
law. One who betrays his trust, or is un-
faithful to his trust. An advocate who aids
the opposite party by betraying his client's
cause. Dig. 47. 15. 1.

PREVEIITO TERHINO. In old Scotch
practice. A form of action known in the
forms of the court of session, by which a
delay to discuss a suspension or advocation
was got the better of. Bell.

PRAGMATIO SANCTIOII. In French
law. An expression used to designate those
ordinances which concern the most impor-
tant objects of the civil or ecclesiastical ad-
ministration. Merl. Répert.

In the civil kw. The answer given by
the emperors on questions of law, when con-
sulted by a corporation or the citizens of a
province or of a municipality. was called a
“pragmatic sanction." Lec. El. Dr. Rom.
I 53.

‘ PBAGHATIOA.
law.

in Spanish colonial
An order emanating from the sov-
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ereign. and differing from a cedula only in
form and pin the mode of promulgation.
Schm. Civil Law, Introd. 93, note.

PRAIRIE. An extensive tract of level
or rolling land, destitute of trees. covered
with coarse grass. and usually characterized
byadeep, fertile soil. Webster. See Buxton
v. Railroad Co.. 58 Mo. 45; Brunell v. Hop-
kins, 42 Iowa, 429.

PBATIQUE. A license for the master
of a ship to tralilc in the ports of a given
country, or with the inhabitants of a given
port, upon the lifting of quarantine or pro-
duction of a clean bill of health.

PRAXIS. Lat. Use; practice.

P1-axis jndionm est interpros logun.
Hob. 96. The practice of the judges is the
interpreter of the laws.

PRAY nu An). In old English practice.
To call upon for assistance. In real actions,
the tenant might pray in aid or call for
assistance of another. to help him to plead.
because of the feebieness or imbecility of his
own estate. 3 Bi. Comm. 300.

PRAYER. The request contained in a
bill in equity that the court will grant the
process, aid, or relief which the complainant
desires. Also, by extension. the tenn is ap-
plied to that part of the bill which contains
this request.

PRAYER. OP PROCESS is a petition
with which a bill in equity used to conclude,
to the effect that a writ of subpmna might
issue against the defendant to compel him to
answer upon oath all the matters charged
against him in the bill.

PREAHBLE. A clause at the beginning
of a constitution or statute explanatory of
the reasons for its enactment and the ob-
jects sought to be accomplished. See Town-
send v. State. 147 Ind. 624. 47 N. E. 19. 37
L. R. A. 294, 62 Am. St. Rep. 477; Feuner v.
Luzeme County, 167 Pa. 632, 31 Ati. 862;
Lloyd v. Urison. 2 N. J. Law. 224: Cover-
daie v. Edwards, 155 Ind. 374, 58 N. E. 496.

PEI-JAPPOINTED EVIDENCE. The
kind and degree of evidence prescribed in
advance (as, by statute) as requisite for the
proof of certain facts or the establishment
of certain instruments. it is opposed to
casual evidence, which is left to grow nat-
urally out of the surrounding circumstances.

PBEAUDIENOE. The right of being
heard before another. A privilege belonging
to the English bar. the members of which
are entitled to be heard in their order. ac-
cording to rank, beginning with the king's
attorney general. and ending with barristers
at large. 3 Steph. Comm. 387, note.

-c-...-r —._-
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P3231111). In English ecclesiastical
law. A stipend granted in cathedral church-
es; also. but improperly. a prehendary. A
simple prebend is merely a revenue; :1 pre-
bend with dignity has some jurisdiction at-
tached to it. The term “prebend" is general-
ly confounded with “canonlcnte;" but there
is a difference between them. The former
is the stipend granted to an ecclesiastic in
consideration of his otiiciating and serving
in the church; whereas the canonicate is
a mere title or spiritual quality which may
exist independently of any stipend. 2 Steph.
Comm. 674, note.

PREBENDABY. An ecclesiastical per-
son serving on the staff of a cathedral. and
receiving a stated allowance or stipend from '

the income or endowment of the cathedral,
in compensation for his services.

PBDOABIE, or PIECES. Day-works
which the tenants of certain manors were
bound to give their lords in harvest time.
Magma precariu was a great or general reap-
ing day. Coweil.

PBEOARIOUS.
or rendered up at the mere demand or re-
quest oi’ another; hence held or retained
only on sufferance or by permission: and by
an extension of meaning, doubtful, uncertain,
dangerous. very liable to break, fail. or ter-
minute.
-1’:-ecarious circumstances. The circum-
stances of an executor are precarious. within
the meaning and intent of a statute. only when
his character and conduct present such evi-
dence of improvidence or recklessnss in the
management of the trust-estate. or of his own.
as in the opinion of prudent and discreet men
endangers its security. Shields v. Shields. 60
Barb. (N. Y.) 5ii.—Pr-ecarious loan. A ball-
ment by way of loan which is not to continue
for any fixed time, but may be recalled at the
mere will and pleasure of the lender.—-Precari-
ous possession. in modern civil law. posses-
sion ls called “precarious" which one enjoys
by the leave of another and during his pleas-
ure. Civ. Code La. 1900. art. 3556.—Px-ccari-
ous right. The right which the owner of a
thing transfers to another, to enjo_v the same
unti it shall please the owner to revoke it.-
Precarlous trade. in international law.
Such trade as may be carried on by a neutral
between two belligerent powers by the mere
sufierancc of the latter.

PREUARIUH. Lat. In the civil law. A
convention whereby one allows another the
use of a thing or the exercise of a right gra-
tuitously till revocation. The bailee acquires
thereby the lawful possession of the thing,
except in certain cases. The ballot can re-
demand the thing at any time. even should
he have allowed it to the bailee for a desig-.
nated period. Mackeld. Rom. Law, I 447.

PREOATOEY. Having the nature of
prayer. request, or entreaty; conveying or

a recommendation or advice or
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the expression of a wish, but not a positive
command or direction. q

—_P:-ecatory trust. A trust created by cer
tam words, which are more like words of en-
treaty and permission than of command or cer-
tainty. Examples of such words. which the
courts have held suflicient to constitute a trust,
are “wish and request," “have fullest confi-
dence,” “heartily beseech." and the like. Ra-
palje & Lawrence. See Hunt v. Hunt. 18
Wash. 14, 50 Pac. 578;‘ Bohon v. Barrett.
79 Ky. 378: Aldrich v. Aldrich. 172 Mass.
101, 51 N. E. 449.—Pr-ecatos-y words. Words
of entreaty. request, desire, wish or recom-
mendation, emgloyed in wills. as distinguished
from direct an imperative terms. 1 Williams,
i<Ix’rs. 88, 89. and note. And see Pratt V.
Miller. 23 Neb. 496. 37 N. W’. 263' Pratt V.
Pratt Hospital. as Md. 610, 42 Atl. 6 .

PEECEDENCE, or PREOEEKOY.
The act or state of going before; adjustment
of place.
—PI-ecedence, patent of. In English law.
A grant from the crown to such barristers as it
thinks pro r to honor with that mark of dis-
tinction, w ereby they are entitled to such rank
and preaudience as are assigned in their respetr
tive patents. 3 Steph. Comm. 274.

PRECEDENT. An adjudged case or de
cision of a court of justice, considered as
furnishing an example or authority for an
identical or similar case afterwards arising
or a similar question of law.

A draught of a conveyance, settlement,
wl_ll. pleading. bill, or other legal instrument,
which is considered worthy to serve as a
pattern for future instruments of the same
nature.

PEEOEDENT CONDITION. Such as
must happen or be performed before an es-
tate can vest or be enlarged. See Coivnrrxou
I’ar:ci.:nEN'r.

PREOEDENTS SUB 81IJ:N'rI0. Si-.
lent uniform course of practice, uninter-
rupted though not supported by legal de-
clsions. See Cslton v. Bragg. 15 East. 226:
Thompson v. Musser. 1 Dali. 464, 1 14. FA.
2%.

P:-eoedeutsithat pass sub silentio
of little or no authority. 16 Vin. Am‘. 499.

rnncnranrxuls. The continuance of
a suit by consent of both parties. Cowell.

EBECEPT. In English and American
law. An order or direction, emanating from
authority. to an oilicer or body of otlicers.
commanding him or them to do some set
within the scope of their powers.

Precept is not to be confined to.civil proceed-
ings. and is not of a more restricted meaning
than “ rocess." It includes warrants and pro-
cesses in criminal as well as civil gsiroceedings.
Adams v. Vose, 1 Gray (Mass.) 51,_

“Precept" means a commandment in writ-
ing. sent out by‘ a Justice of the peace a
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son or record before him. Coweil.
The direction formerly issued by a sheriff

to the proper returning oflicers of _cities and
boroughs within his jurisdiction for the elec-
tion of members to serve in parliament. 1
Bl. Comm. 178.

The direction by the judges or commis-
sioners of asslze to the sheriff for the sum-
moning a suiiicient number of jurors. 3
Steph. -Comm. 516..

The direction issued by the clerk of the
peace to the overseers of parishes for making
out the Jury lists. 3 Steph. Comm. 516,
note. ~

In old English criminal law. Instiga-
tion to commit a crime. Bract. fol. 1381);
Coweil. '

In Scotch low. An order, mandate, or
warrant to do some act. The precept of sei-
sin was the order of a superior to his bailie.
to give infeftment of certain lands to his
vassal. Bell.

In old French law. A kind of letters
' issued by the king in subversion of the

laws, being orders to the judges to do or

tolerate things contrary to law.
—PI-cccpt of clue constst. A deed in the
Scotch law by which a superior acknowledges
the title of the heir of a deceased vassal to suc-
ceed to the lands.

,. PR%ES. Lat. In Roman law. Prayers.
One of the names of an application to the
emperor. Tayl. Civil Law, 230.

PREOES PRIMARIE. In English ec-
clesiastical law. A right of the crown to
name to the first prebend that becomes va-
cant after the accession of the sovereign,
in every church of the empire. This right
was exercised by the crown of England in
the reign of Edward I. 2 Steph. Comm.
670, note.

PIBOINOT. A constable’s or police dis-
trict. The immediate neighborhood of a

palace or court. A poll-district. See Union
Pac. Ry. Co. v. Ryan, 113 U. S. 516, 5 Sup.
Ct. 601, 28 L. Ed. 1098; Railway Co. v.
Oconto, 50 Wis. 189. 6 N. W. 607. 36 Am.
Rep. 840; State v. Anslinger, 171 M0. 600,
71 S. W. 1041.

PBPJIPE. Another form of the name of
the written instructions to the clerk of court;
also spelled “pr¢acipe," (q. o.)

PB£OIPI’l.‘IN TEST. Precipitins are
formations in the blood of an animal in-
duced by repeated injections into its veins
of the blood-serum of an animal of another
species; and their importance in diagnosis
lies in the fact that when the blood-serum
.of an_ animal so treated is mixed with that
of any animal of the second species (or a
closely related species) and the mixture kept

BL.LAW met. (21) Eo.)—60
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at a temperature of about 98 degrem for
several hours, a visible precipitate will re-
sult, but not so if the second ingredient of
the mixture is drawn from an animal of an
entirely different species. In medico-legal
practice. therefore,
clot having been first tested by other meth-
ods and demonstrated to be blood, the ques-
tion whether it is the blood of a human
being or of other origin is resolved by mix-
ing a solution of it with a quantity of blood-
serum taken from a rabbit or some other
small animal which has been previously
prepared by injections of human blood-
serum. After treatment as above described,
the presence of a_ precipitate will furnish .

strong presumptive evidence that the blood
tested was of human origin. The test is
not absolutely conclusive. for the reason that
blood from an anthropoid ape would produce
the same result, in this experiment, as hu-
man blood. But if the alternative hypo-
thesis presented attributed the biood in ques-
tion to some animal of an unrelated species
(as, a dog, sheep, or horse) the preclpltin
test could be fully relied on, as also in the
case where no precipitate resulted.

PBEOIPUT. In French law. A portion
of an estate or inheritance which falls to one
of the co-heirs over and above his equal
share with the rest, and which is to be taken
out before partition is made. -

PEECLUDI NON. Lat. In pleading.
The commencement of a replication to a plea
in bar. by which the plalntlif "says that. by
reason of anything in the said plea alleged.
he ought not to be barred from having and
maintaining "his aforesaid action against
him, the said defendant, because he says."
etc. Steph. Pl. 440. -

PBECOGNITION. In Scotch practice.
Preliminary examination. The investigation
of a criminal case, preliminary to commit-
ting the accused for trial. 2 Alis. Grim. Pr.
134.

PEEOOGNOSCE. In Scotch practice.
To examine beforehand. Arkley, 232.

PRECONIZATION. Proclamation.

PBECONTRAOT. A contract or engage-
ment made by a person. which is of such
a nature as to preclude him from lawfully
entering into another contract of the same
nature. See 1 Bish. Mar. & Div. 55 112, 272.

PEEDECESSOB. One who goes or has
gone before; the correlative of “successor."
Applied to a body politic or corporate, in the
same sense as “ancest0r" is applied to a nat-
ural person. Lorillard Co. v. Peper (C. C.)
65 Fed. 598.

In Scotch law. An ancestor. 1 Kames,
Eq. 37L ,

a suspected ,stain or_
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PREDIAI. SEBVITUDE. A real or
predial servitude is a charge laid on an
estate for the use and utility of another
estate belonging to another owner. Civil
Code La. art. 847. See Piusnnir. Srsvi-runs.

PEEDIOATE. In logic. _ That which is
said concerning the subject in a logical prop-
osition; as, “The law is the perfection of
common sense.” “Perfection of common
sense." being aiiirmed concerning the law,
(the subject,) is the predicate or thing
predicated. Wharton; Bouriand v. Hildreth,
26 Cal. 232.

PREDOMINANT. This term, in its
natural and ordinary signiiication, is under-
stood to be something greater or superior in
power and influence to others, with which it
is connected or compared. So understood, a
“predominant motive," when several mo-
tives may have operated, isone of greater
force and effect, in producing the given re-
sult, than any other motive. Matthews v.
Bliss, 22 Pick. (Mass) 53.

PBE-ELIPTIOII. In international
law. The right of pre-emption is the right
of a nation to detain the merchandise of
strangers passing through her territories or
seas, in order to afford to her subjects the
preference of purchase. 1 Chit. Com. Law.
103.

In English law. The first buying of a
thing. A privilege formerly enjoyed by the
crown. of buying up provisions and other
necessaries, by the intervention of the king's
purveyors, for the use of his royal house-
hold. at an appraised valuation, in prefer-
ence to all others, and even without consent
of the owner. 1 Bi. Comm. 287: Garcia v.
Caliender, 125 N. Y. 307, 26 N. E. 283.

In the United States, the right of pre-
emption is a privilege accorded by the gov-
ernment to the actual settler upon a certain
limited portion of the public domain, to pur-
chase such tract at a fixed price to the ex-
clusion of all other applicants. Nix v. Allen,
112 U. S. 129, 5 Sup. Ct. 70. 28 L. Ed. 675;
Bray v. Ragsdale, 53 M0. 170.

—-Pro-em tion clnimnnt. One who has set-
tled upon and sui_)Ject_to pre—emption, with the
in_tention_to acquire title to it, and has com-

plied. 01' 18 Drogceding to comply. in good faith,
vvith_tiie requirements of the law to perfect
his rlitht to it. Hosmer v. Wallace, 97 U. S.
575. 58}, 24 L. Ed. 1130.—Pre-eiéption en-
t_ry. bee EN'rlu'.—Px-e-emption glut. The
right given to settlers upon the public lands of
the United States to purchase them at a limited
price in preference to others.

PRE-EKPTIONER. One who, by set-
tlement upon the public land, or by cultiva-
tion of a portion of it, has obtained the
right to purchase a portion of the land thus
settled upon or cultivated. to the exclusion
of all other persons. Diiiingham v. Fisher,
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i5 Wis. 480. And see Doe v. Beck, 108 Ala.
71, 19 South. 802.

PREPEOT. In French law. The name
given to the public functionary who is charg-
ed. in chief with the administration of the
laws, in each department of the country.
Merl. Repert. See Ci-espin v. U. s., 168 U.
S. 208, 18 Sup. Ct. 53, 42 L. Ed. 438. The
term is also used, in practically the same
sense, in Mexico. But in New Mexico, ii pre-
feet is a probate Judge.

PBEPER. To bring before; to prose-
cute; to try; to proceed with. Thus, pre-
terring an indictment signifies prosecuting
or trying an indictment.

To give advantage, priority, or privilege;
to select for first payment, as to preier one
creditor over others. ‘

PREFERENCE. The act of an insolvent
debtor who, in distributing his property or
in assigning it for the benefit of his credit-
ors, pays or secures to one or more credit-
ors the full amount of their claims or a
larger amount than they would be entitled
to receive on a pro rata distribution.

Alsothe right held by a creditor, in virtue
of some lien or security. to be preferred
above others (i. e., paid iirst) out of the debt-
or’s assets constituting the fund for credit-
ors. See Pirie v. Chicago Title & Trust 00.,
182 U. S. 438, 21 sup. Ct 906. 45 L Ed.
1171; Ashby v. Steere, 2 Fed. Gas. 15; Chad-
bourne v. Harding, 80 Me. 580, 16 Atl. 248;
Chism v. Citizens‘ Bank, 77 Miss. 599, 27
South. 637; in re Ratiiir (D. 0.) 101 Fed.
80; In re Stevens, 38 Minn. 43:2, 38 N. W.
111. '

PREFERENCE SHARES. A term used
in English law to designate a new issue of
shares of stock in a company, which, to
facilitate the disposal of them, are accorded
a‘ priority or preference over the original
shares.

Such shares entitle their holders to a pref-
erential dividend, so that a holder of them
is entitled to have the whole of his dividend
(or so much thereof as represents the extent
to which his shares are, by the constitution
of the company, to be deemed preference
shares) paid before any dividend is paid to
the ordinary shareholders. Mozley & Whit-
ley.

I
PREFEIIENTIAI. ASSIGREEIIT. An

assignment. of property for the benefit of
creditors, made by an insolvent debtor. in
which it is directed that a preference (right
to be paid iirst in full) shall be given to a
creditor or creditors therein named.

PREFERRED. Possessing or accorded
a priority. advantage. or privilege. Geneb
ally denoting a prior or superior claim or
right of payment as against another thing of
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the same kind or class. See State v. Giieraw
& C. R. Co., 16 S. C. 528.
—Ps-elorred creditor. A creditor whom the
debtor has directed shall be paid before other
creditors.—Pa-efen-ed debt. A demand which
has priority; which is payable in full before
others are paid at all.—Ps-eten-ed dividend.
See Divini-:Nn.—Ps-eten-ed stock. See Srocx.

PREGNANCY. In medical jurispru-
dence. The state of a female who has with-
in her ovary or womb a fecundated germ,
which gradually becomes developed in the
latter receptacle. Dungl. Med. Dict.
—Ps-ognanoy, plea of. A plea which a wo-
man capitaliy convicted may plead in stay of
execution: for this, though it is no stay of
judgment. yet operates as a respite of execu-
tion until she is delivered. Brown.

PREGNANT NEGATIVE.
rivl: PREGNANT.

See Nasa-

PBBJUDIGE. A forejudgment; bias;
preconceived opinion. A leaning towards one
side of a cause for some reason other than
a conviction of its justice. Willis v. State,
12 Ga. 449; Hungerford V. Cashing. 2 Wis.
405; State v. Anderson, 14 Mont. 541, 37
Pac. 1; Hinkle v. State, 94 Ga. 595, 21 S.
E. 596; Keen v. Brown, 46 Fla. 487, 35
South. 401.

The word “prejudice" seemed to imply nearly
the same thing as “opinion," s. prejudgment of
the case, and not necessarily an enmity or ill
will against either party. Coin. v. Webster, 6
Cush. lhiass.) 297, 52 Am. Dec. 711.

“Prejudice" also means injury, loss, or
daniniiication. Thus, where an ofler or ad-
mission is made “without prejudice," or a
motion is denied or a bill in equity dismissed
“without prejudice,” it is meant as a declara-
tion that no rights or privileges of the party
concerned are to be considered as thereby
waived or lost, except in so far as may be
expressly conceded or decided.

PRELATE. A clergyman of a superior
order, as an archbishop or a bishop, having
authority over the lower clergy; a dignltary
of the church. Webster.

PRELEVEMENT. Fr. In French law.
A preliminary deduction; particularly, the
portion or share which one member of ti. flrm
is entitled to take out of the partnership as-

sets before a division of the property is made
between the partners.

PRELIMINARY. Introductory; initia-
tory; preceeding; temporary and provision-
al; as preliminary examination, injunction,
articles of peace, etc.
—Pro act. In English admiralty
practice. A ocument stating the time and
place of a collision between vessels, the names
of the vessels. and other particulars, required to
be tiled by each solicitor in actions for damage
by such collision. unless the court or a judge
shall otherwise order. Wharton.—Ps-eliniinan
ry injunction. See INJUNC'l'ION.—ProI1nI:-
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nary proof. In insurance. The iirst proof
oifered of a loss occurring under the policy,
usu_a_liy sent in to the underwriters with
notiiication of claim.

PBEHEDITATB. To think of an act
beforehand; to contrive and design; to plot
or lay plans for the execution of a purpose.
See'DnLinsaa-rs.

PREHEDITATION. The act of medi-
tating in advance; deliberation upon a con-
templated act; plotting or contriving; a de-
sign formed to do something before it is
done. See State v. Spivey, 132 N. C. 980,
43 S. E. 475; Fahnestock v. State, 23 Ind.
231; Coin. v. Perrier, 3 Phila. (Pa.) 232;
Atkinson v. State, 20 Tex. 531; State v.
Reed, 117 M0. 604. 23 S. W. 886; King v.
State, 91 Ten. 617, 20 S. W. 169; State v.
Carr, 53 Vt. 46; State v. Dowden, 118 N.
C. 1145, 24 S. E. 722; Savage v. State, 18
Fla. 965; Coin. v. Drum, 58 Pa. 16; State
v. Lindgrind, 33 Wash. 440, 74 Pac. 565.

PREMIER.
state; the prime minister.

rnrixxnn srznsnanr, rnn:
QUEEN'S. This oiiicer, so constituted by
letters patent, has preaudience over the, bar
after the attorney and solicitor general and
queen's advocate. 3 Steph. Comm. (7th Ed.)
274, note.

- PREMISES. That which is put before;
that which precedes; the foregoing state-
ments. Thus, in logic, the two introductory
propositions of the syllogism are called the
“premises," and from them the conclusion
is deduced. So, in pleading, .the expression
“in consideration of the premises" frequently
occurs, the meaning being “iii consideration
of the matters hereinbefore stated.” See
Teutonia F. ins. Co. v. Mund, 102 Pa. 93;
Alaska Imp. Co. v. Hirsch, 119 Cal. 249. 47
Pac. 124.

In conveyancing. That part of a‘ deed
which precedes the habcndum, in which are
set forth the names of the parties with their
titles and additions, and in which are recited
such deeds. agreements. or matters of fact as
are necessary to explain the reasons upon
which the present transaction is founded;
and it is here, also, the consideration on
which it is made is set down and the cer-
tainty of the thing granted. 2 Bl. Comm.
298. And see Miller v. Graham, 47 S. C. 288,
25 S. E. 165; Brown v. Manter, 21 N. H. 533,
53 Am. Dec. 223; Rouse v. Steamboat Co.,
59 Hun, S0, 13 N. Y. Supp. 126.

In estates. Lands and tenements; an es-
tate; the subject-matter of a conveyance.

The term ‘‘premises'’ is used in common par-
lance to signify land, with its appurtenances:
but its usual and appropriate meaning in a
conveyance is the thing demised or ranted by
the deed. New Jersey Zinc Co. v. cw Jersey
Franlilinite Co., 13 N. J. Eq. 322: In re Ruhr-

A principal minister of
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bacher's Estate. 188 Pa. 158, 32 Atl. 30' Cum-
mings v. Dearborn, 56 Vt. 441; State v. French.
12) ind. 229, 22 N. E. 108.

The word is also used to denote the sub-
ject-matter insured in a policy. 4 Campb. 89.

In equity pleading. The stating part of
a bill. It contains a narrative of the facts
and circumstances or the plaintii!’s case, and
the wrongs of which he complains, and the
names of the persons by whom done and
against whom he seeks redress. Story, Eq.
Pl. 5 27.

PREHIUH. The sum paid or agreed to
be paid by an assured to the underwriter as
the consideration for the insurance; being
a‘ certain rate per cent. on the amount in-
sured. 1 Phil. Ins. 205; State v. Pittsburg,
etc., By. 00.. 68 Ohio st. 9, 67 N. E. 93. 64
L. R. A. 405, 96 Am St. Rep. 6.‘-I5; Hill v.
Insurance Co., 129 Mich. 141, 38 N. W. 392.

A bounty or bonus; a consideration given
to invite a loan or a bargain; as the consid-
eration paid to the assignor by the assignee
of a lease, or to the transterrer by the trans-
feree of shares of stock, etc. So stock is
said to be “at a premium" when its market
price exceeds its nominal or face value.
Rhoda lslaud‘Hospital Trust Co. v. Arming-
ton, 21 R. I. 33,‘ 41 Atl. 571; White v. Wil-
liams, 90 Md. 719, 45 Ati. 1001; Washington.
etc., Ass'n v. Stanley. 38 Or. 319, 63 Pac.
489, 58 L. R. A. 816, 84 Am. St. Rep. 793;
Building Ass‘n v. Eklund, 190 I11. 257, 60
N. E. 521, 52 L. R. A. 637. See Pas. '

in granting a. lease, part of the rent is
sometimes capitalized and paid in a lump
sum at the time the lease is granted. This
is called a “premium.”
—Prem1Iun note. A promissory note given by
the insured for art or all of the amount of the
premium.—Ps-e Inn pndioitin. The price
of chastity. A compensation for the loss of
chastity paid or promised to, or for the benefit
of. a seduced female.

PREKUNIRE. See Pa.-suuxiaa.

In Spanish law. Pledge.
White, New Recop. b. 2, tit. 7.

PRENDI-:3, PBENDRE. L. Fr. To
take. The power or right of taking a thing
without waiting for it to be offered. See A
Pampas.

PBENDER DE BARON. L. Fr. In old
English law. A taking of husband; mar-
riage. An exception or plea which might
be used to disable a woman from pursuing
an appeal of murder against the killer of
her former husband. Staundef. P. C. lib. 3.
c. 59. '

PREP!-:Ns'l‘.. Forethought; preconceiv-
ed; premeditated. See '.i‘eri-ltory v. Banni-
gnn. 1 Dak. 451. 46 N. W. 597; People 7.
Clark, 7 N. Y. 385.
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PRBPONDERAIICE. This word means
something more than"‘weight;" it denotes
a superiority of weight, or outweighlng. The
words are not synonymous, but substantial-
ly dliferent There is generally a “weight"
or-evidence on each side in case of con-
tested (acts. But Juries cannot properly act
upon the weight of evidence. in favor of the
one having the onus. unless it overhear. in
some degree. the weight upon the other side.
Shinn v. Tucker, 37 Ark. 588. And see Hot!-
man v. Loud. 111 Mich. 158. 69 N. W. 241;
Willcox v. Hines, 100 Tenn. 5244, 45 S. W.
781, 66 Am. St Rep. 761: Mortimer v. Mc-
Mullen, 202 I11. 413, 67 N. E. 2); Bryan v.
Chicago. etc., It. Go., 63 Iowa. 434. 19 N. W.
295.

PEBEOGATIVE. An exclusive or pecu-
liar privilege. The special power, privilege,
immunity, or advantage vested in an oili-
cial person. either generally, or in respect
to the things of his oflice, or in an oilicial
body. as a court or legislature. See Attor-
ney General v. Blossom, 1 Wis. 817; Attor-
ney General v. Eau Claire, 37 Wis. -143.

In English law. That special pre-eml-
nence which the king (or queen) has over
and above all other persons, in right of his
(or her) regal dignity. A term used to de-
note those rights and capacities which the
sovereign enjoys alone. in contradistinctlon
to others. 1 Bl. Comm. 239.
-1’:-erogative court. In Ehiglish ‘law. A
court established for the trial of all testamen-
tary causes, where the deceased left bone nota-
lulua within two diflerent dioceses: in which
case the probate of wills belonged to the arch-
bishop of the rovince. by way of special prerog-
ative. And al causes relating to the wi is, ad-
ministrations. or legacies of such persons were
originally cognizable herein, before a jud e ap-
pointed by the archbishop, called the ‘judge
of the prerogative court,” from whom an ap-
géal lag to the privy council. 3 Bl. Comm.

; 3 teph. Comm. 432. In New Jersey the
prerogative court is the court of appeal from
decrees of the orphans’ courts in the several
counties of the state. The court is held before
the chancellor, under the title of the “ordinary."
See In re Coursen’s Will, 4 _N. J. E4). 413;
Flanigan v. Guggenheim Smelting Co.. 63 N. J.
Law. 647. 44 All. 762; Robinson v. Fair. 128
U. S. 53, 9 Sup. Ct. 30, 32 L. Ed. 415.—Ps-o-
rogntive law. That part of the common law
of England which is more particularly apphe
able to the king. Com. Dig. tlt._ “Ley." A.-
Pres-ogntive writs. in English _iaw,
name is given to certain judicial writs issued
by the courts only upon proper cause shown.
never as a mere matter of right, the theory
being that they involve a _direct interference
by the government with the liberty _and_ property
of the subject, and therefore _are Justified only
as an exercise of the extraordinary power (pre-
rogative) of the crown. In America. a theory
has sometimes been advanced that these writs
should issue only in cases publici juric and those
aifecting the sovereignty of the state, or its
franchises or prerogatives. or the liberties of
the people. But their issuance is now era!-
iy regulated by statute. and the use of t e term
“prerogative," in describing them. amounts only
to a reference to their origin and history. These
writs are the writs of mandamus, procedendo.
prohibition. quo warranto. habeas co us. and
ceriiorari. See 3 Steph. Comm. 8%; erritory
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v. Asiienfelter 4 N. M. 93, 12 Pac. 879; State
v. Archibald, is N. D. 35 , 66 N. w. 234; nu-
luth Elevator Co. v. White, 11 N. D. 534. 90
{\;;.\V401)2; Attorney General v. Eau Claire, 37

is. .

PRES. L. Fr. Near.
as near. see Or Pass.

01: press. so near;

PBESBYTEB. Lat. In civil and ec-
clesiastical law. An elder;a presbyter; a
priest. (_}od.1.3.6.20; Nov.6.

PBEBBYTEBIULI. That part of the
church where divine oiiices are performed;
formerly applied to the choir or chancel, be
cause it was the place appropriated to the
bishop, priest, and other clergy, while the
iaity were confined to the body of the church.
Jacob.

_rm=.'scnmanI.}:. That’ to which a
right may be acquired by prescription.

PBESOBIIBE. To assert a right or title
to the enjoyment of a thing, on the ground,
of having hitherto had the uninterrupted
and immemorial» enjoyment of it. _

To direct; define; mark out. In modern
statutes relating to matters of an admlnistra-'
tive nature, such as procedure, registration,
etc., it is usual to. indicate in general terms‘
the nature of the proceedings to be adopted.
and ‘to leave the details to be prescribed or
reguiated by rules or orders to be made for.
that purpose in pursuance of an authority
contained in the act. Sweet. And see Mans-
fleld v. People. 16-1 Ill. 611, 45 N. E. 976;
Ex parte Lothrop, 118 U. S. 113. 6 Sup. Ct."
984, 30 L. Ed. 108; Field v. Marye, 83 Va.
882. 3 S. E. 707.

PRESCRIPTION, A mode of acquiring
title to incorporeal hereditaments grounded
on the fact of immemorial or long-continued
enjoyment. See Lucas v. Turnpike C0,, 36
W. Va. 427, 15 S. E. 182; Gayetty v. Bethune,
14 Mass. 52, 7 Am. Dec. 188; Louisville an

N. R. Co. v. Hays, 11 Lea (Tenn.) 388, 47
Am. Rep. 291; Clarke v. Clarke, 133 Cal.
667, 66 Pac. 10; Alhambra Addition Water
Co. v. Richardson, 72 Cal. 598. 14 Pac. 379:
Stevens v. Dennett, 51 N. H. 329.

Title by prescription is the right which a
possessor acquires to property by reason of
the continuance of his possession for a period
of time fixed by the laws. Code Ga. 1882,
5 2678.

“Prescription” is the term usually applied
to incorporeal hereditiiments, wliile “adverse
possession" is applied to lands. Iilndley v.
Metropolitan El. R. Co., 42 Misc. Rep. 56,-
85 N. Y. Supp. 561. '

_ In Louislaiia. prescription is defined as a
manner of acquiring the ownership of prop-‘
erty, or discharging debts, by the effect of
time. and under the conditions regulated by
law. Each of these prescriptions has its
special and particular definition. The pre-_
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scription by which the ownership of proper-
ty is acquired, is a right by which a mere pos-.
sessor acquires the ownership of a thing.
which he possesses by the continuance of his
possession during the time fixed by law.
The prescription by which debts are released,
is a peremptory and perpetual bar to every
species of action, real or personal, when the’
creditor has been silent for a certain time
without urging his claim. Civ. Code ‘La.
arts. 3457-8459. In this sense of the term it
is very nearly equivalent to what is else-
where expressed by “limitation of actions."
or rather, the "bar of the statute of limita-=
tions.” - '

“Prescri tion" and “custom” are frequently
confound in common parlance arising perhaps-
from the fact that immemoriai usage was es-
sential to both of them; but, strictly, they ms-
terially differ from one another, in that custom‘
is pro eriy a local impersonal usage, such as
boroug -English, or vostremogeniture. which is
annexed to a given estate, while prescription is
simply personal, as that a certain man and his,
ancestors, or those whose estate he enjoys, have
immemorialiy exercised a right of pasture-con»
mon in a certain parish. Afainéesrescription
has its~oi-igin. in a grant, ev den bly usage,.
and is allowed on account of_its loss, e ther ac-‘,
tnai or supposed, and therefore only those things.
can be prescribed for which could be raised by,
a grant previously to 8 &-9 Vict. c. 108, 3 2;_
but this principle does not necessarily hol in‘
the case of a custom. Wharton. _ ,

The difference between "prescription," "cus-
tom," and “usage” is also thus stated: “Pre-,
scri tion hath respect to a certain person who,,
by ntendment, may have continuance forever,
as, for instance, he and all they whose estate.
he bath in suc_li.a thing,—~this is a prescri tion :.
while custom is local, and always appli to a
certain place. and is common to all; while
usage differs from both, for it may be either to
persons or places." Jacob.
-001-poratlons by prescription. In En -

lish law. Those which have existed beyond e
memory of man, and therefore are loolred_upon,
in law to be well created, such as the city of
London.—-Prescription net. The statute 2 &
3 Wm. IV. c. 71, passed to limit the period of]
prescription in certain cases.—P:-eseription in
I use estate. A claim of prescription based
on the immemorial enjoyment of the right claim-'
ed. by the claimant and those former owners
"whose estate" he has succeeded to and holds.-
See Donnell v. Clark, 19 Me. 132.-Time of
prescription. The length of time necessary
to establish a right claimed by prescription or_
a title by prescription. Before the act of 2 &
3 \Vm. IV. c. 71. the possession required .to
constitute a prescription must have existed
“time out of mind" or "beyond the memory of
man.” that is, before the}-eign of Richard I.;
but the time of prescription, in certain cases,
was much shortened by that act. 2 Steph.'
Comm. 35.

PRESENCE. The existence of a person
in a particular place at a given time, partic-
ularly with reference to some act done there
and then. Besides actual presence, the law
recognizes constructtvc presence, which lat-
ter may be predicated of a person who,
though not on the very spot, was near enough
to be accounted present by the law, or who‘
was actively co—operating with another who,
was actually present. See Mitchell v. Com.,
33 Grat. (Va.) 868. 3 ; ,_
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PRESENT, V. In English eccleslnstical
law. To oifer a clerk to the bishop of the
diocese, to be instituted. 1 Bl. Comm. 389.

In criminal law. To find or represent
judicially; used of the ofiiciai act of a grand
jury when they take notice of a crime or
oflense from their own knowledge or observa-
tion, without any bill of indictment laid be-
fore them.

In the law of negotiable instruments.
Primarily, to present is to tender or offer.
Thus, in present a bill of exchange for ac-
ceptance or payment is to exhibit it to the
drawee or acceptor. (or his authorized agent.)
with an express or implied demand for ac-
ceptance or payment. Byles. Bills, 183. 201.

EEESENT, a. A gift; a gratuity; any-
thing presented or given.

PEEBENT, ad]. Now existing; at hand:
relating to the present time: considered with
reference to the present time.
-«Present enjoyment. The immediate or
present possession and use of an estate or prop-
erty, as distinguished from such as is post-
poned to a future time.—Prescnt estate. Au
estate in immediate possession; one now exist-
ing, or vested at the present time: as distin-
guished from a future estate, the enjoyment of
which is postponed to a future time.—Ps-esent
interest. One which entities the owner to the
immediate possession of the proegrty. Civ.
Code Mont. 1895, I 1110: Rev. ‘ des N. D.
1899. I 3288; Civ. Code 8. D. 1903, 5 204
—Pa-esent use. One which has an immediate
existence, and is at once operated upon by the
statute of usu.

PRESENTATION. In ecclesiastical law,
The act of a patron or proprietor of a living
in oirering or presenting a clerk to the ordi-
nary to be instituted in the beneflce.
—Presentation oflce. The office of the lord
chancellor's oflicial. the secretary of presenta-
tions, who conducts all correspondence having
reference to the twelve cnnonries and six hun-
dred and fifty livings in the gift of the lord
chancellor, and draws and issues the flats of ap-
pointment. Sweet.

PRESENTATIVE ADVOWSON.
Anvowsox.

See

PRESENTEE. In ecclesiastical law. A
clerk who has been presented by his patron
to a bishop in order to be instituted in a
church.

PRESENTEE. One that presents.

PBESENTLY. immediately; now; at
once. A right which may be exercised "pres-
ently" is opposed to one in reversion or re-
mninder.

PEESENTHENT. In criminal prac-
tice. The written notice taken by a grand
jury of any offense, from their own knowl-
edge or observation, without any bill of in-
dictment laid before them at the suit of the
government. 4 Bl. comm. 301.
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A presentment is an informal statement in
writing. by the grand Jury, representing to
the court that a public oifense has been com-
mitted which is triable in the county, and
that there is reasonable ground for believing
that a particular individual named or de-
scribed therein has committed it. Pen. Code
Cal. 5 916. And see In re Grosbois, 109 Cal.
445, 42 Pac. 444; Com. v. Green, 126 Pa.
581, 17 Atl. 878, 12 Am. St. Rep. 894: Mack
v. People, 82 N. Y. 237; Eason v.'State, 11
Ark. 482; State v. Klefer, 90 Md. 165, (4
At]. 1048.

In its limited sense. a presentment is a state-
ment by the grand Jury of an offense from their
own knowledge, without any bill of indictment

before them setting forth the name of the
arty, place of abode, and the offense committed,
nformaily, upon which the oflicer of the court

afterwards frames an indictment. Collins v.
State, 13 Fla. 651, 683.

The dlflerence between a presentment and an
inqmsition is this: that the former is found by
s grand jury authorized to inquire of offenses
enerally, whereas the latter is an accusation
ouud by a jury specially returned to inquire

cconcexéasnnfsthe particular ofiense. 2 Hawk. 1'.
c. . .

The writing which contains the accusation.
so presented by a grand jury is also called
a "presentment."

Presentments are also made in courts-leet
and courts-baron. before the stewards.
Steph. Comm. 644.

In contracts. The production of a bill
of exchange to the drawee for his acceptance,
or to the drawer or acceptor for payment; or
of apromissory note to the party liable, for
payment of the same.

PRESENTS. The present instrument.
The phrase “these presents" is used in any
legal document to designate the instrument
in which the phrase itself occurs.

PRESERVATION. Keeping safe from
harm; avoiding injury, destruction, or decay.
This term always presupposes a real or ex-
isting danger. See Gribble v. Wilson, 101
Tenn. 612. 49 8. W. 730; Neuendorm v. Dur-
yea. 52 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 269.

PRESIIDE. To preside over a court is to
“hold" lt,—to direct, control, and govern it
as the chief oilicer. A judge may “preslde"
whether sitting as a sole Judge or as one of
several Judges. Smith v. People. 47 N. I.
334.

PRESIDENT. One placed in authority
over others; a chief oflicer; a presiding or
managing oflficer; a- governor, ruler, or di-
rector.

The chairman, moderator, or presiding oili-
cer of a legislative or deliberative body, ap-
pointed to keep order, manage the proceed-
ings, and govern the administrative details
of their business.

The chief ofllcer of a corporation, company,
board, committee, etc., generally having the
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main direction and administration of their
concerns. Roe v. Bank of Versailles, 167 M0.
406. 67 8. W. 303.

The chief executive magistrate of a state
or nation. particularly under a democratic
form of govemnient; or of a province, col-
ony. or dependency.

In English law. A title formerly given
to the king’s lieutenant in a province; as the

president of Wales. Cowell.
This word is also an old though corrupted

form of “precedent," (q. 1)..) used both as a
French and English word. Le president eat
rare. Dyer, 136.
-President of the council. In English law.
A great officer of state; a member of the cab-
inet. He attends on the sovereign. proposes_
business at the council-table. and reports to the
sovereign the transactions there. 1 Bl. Comm.
230.—Ps-osident of the ‘United States. The
oflicial title of the chief executive oflicer of the
federal government in the United States.

1'n.ElIDEN'1‘IAI. EIJOTORI. A body
of electors chosen in the different states.
whose sole duty it is to elect a president and
vice-president of the United States. Each
state appoints. in such manner as the legis-
lature thereof may direct. a number of elect-
ors equal to the whole number of senators
and representatives to which the state is
entitled in congress. Oonst. U. 8. art. 2. 5 1.

PRESS. In old practice. A piece or skin
of parchment, several of which used to be
sewed together in making up a roll or rec-
ord of proceedings. See 1 Bl. Comm. 183;
Townsh. Pl. 488.

Metaphoricaily, the aggregate of publica-
tions issuing from the press. or the giving
publicity to one's sentiments and opinions
through the medium of printing; as in the
phrase "liberty of the press."

FREISING IBAHEN.
HINT.

See IMPRESS-

PBEISING 'ro DEATH.
Fos-rs irr Dunn.

See PEISI

P3281‘. In old English law. A duty in
money to be paid by the sheriif upon his ac-
count in the excliequer, or for money left or
remaining in his hands. Cowell.

P3381‘-MONEY. A payment which
binds those who receive it to be ready at all
times appointed. being meant especially of
soldiers. Cowell.

PBEITATION. In old English law. A
payment or performance; the rendering of
a service.

PRESTATION-MONEY. A sum of
money paid by archdeacons yearly to their
bishop; also purveyance. Cowell.

PREITIHONY,
in canon law.

or PREITIHONIA.
A fund or revenue appropri-

PBESUIPTION

ated by the founder for the subsistence of a
priest, without being erected into any title
or beneflce, chapel, prebeud, or priory. It is
not subject to the ordinary; but of it the pa-
tron. and those who have a right from him.
are the collators. Wharton.

PRESUIIPTIO. See Psaisuurrioz Pau-
SUIPTION.

PRESUHPTION. An inference aiiirmn-
tive or disailirmative of the truth or false-
hood of any proposition or fact drawn by a
process of probable reasoning in the absence
of actual certainty of its truth or falsehood.
or until such certainty can be ascertained.
Best, Pres. 3 3.

A rule of law that courts and judges shall
draw a particular inference from a particu-
lar fact, or from particular evidence, unless
and until the truth of such inference is dis-
proved. Steph. Ev. 4. And see Lane v. Mis-
souri Pac. Ry. Co., 132 Mo. 4. 33 S. W. 645;
State v. Tibbetts, 35 Me. 8]; Newton v.
State, 21 Flu. 98; Ulrich v. Ulrich. 136 N.
Y. 120. 32 N. E. 606. 18 L. R. A. 37; U. 8.
v. Sykes (D. C.) 58 Fed. 1000; Snediker
v. Everingham, 27 N. J. Law. 153; Cronan
v. New Orleans, 16 111. Ann. 374; U. S. v.
Searcey (D. C.) 26 Fed. 437 ; Doane v. Glenn.
1 C010. 495.

A presum tion is a deduction which the law
expressly ii rects to be made from particular
facts. Code Civ. Proc. Cal. § 1959.

Presumptions are consequences which the law
or the judge draws from a known fact to a fact
unknown. Civ. Code La. art. 2284.

An inference affirmative or disaflirmative of
the. existence of a disputed fact, drawn by a ju-
dicial tribunal, by a process of probable reason-
ing. from some one or more matters of fact,
either admitted in the cause or otherwise satis-
factorily established. Best, Pres. 5 12.

A presumption is an inference as to the exist-
ence of a fact not known. arising from its con-
nection with the facts that are known, and
founded upon a knowledge of human nature and
the‘ motives which are known to influence hu-
man conduct. Jackson v. Warford, 7 Wend.
(N. Y.) 62.

Classiileation.—Presumptions are either pre-
sumptions of law or presumntions of foot. ‘'A
presumption of law is a juridical postulate that
a particular predicate is universally assignable
to a particular subject. A presumption of fact
is a logical argument from-a fact to a fact: or.
as the distinction is sometimes put, it isan
argument which infers a fact otherwise doubt-
ful from a fact which is proverl." 2 Whart.
Ev. 5 1226. See Cod_e Ga. 5 2752. And see
Home Ins. Co. v. Weide. 1] \ValI. 438. 20 L.
Ed. 197: Podolski v. Stone. 186 ill. 540, 58
N. E. 340: Mclntvre v. Ajax Min. Co., 20
Utah. 323. 60 Pac. 552; U. S. v. Sykes (D. C.)
58 Fed. 1000' Sun Mut. Ins. Co. v. Ocean Ins.
Co.. 107 U. s. 485. 1 Sup. Ct. 532. 27 L. Ed.
337; Lyon v. Guild. 5 Hcisk. (Team) 182:
Com. v. Frew. 3 Pa. Co. Ct. R. 496.

Presumptions of law are rules which. in cer-
tain cases. either forbid or dispense with any ul-
terior inquiry. 1 Greenl. Ev. Q 14 inferences
or positions established, for the most part. by
the common, but occasionally by the statute-
law. which are obligatory alike on judges and
juries. Best, Preafi .

Preeumptiona of fact are inferences as to the
existence of some fact drawn from the existence
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or some other fact; inferences which‘ common
sense ~di.-aws from circumstances usually occur-
ring in.such cases. 1~-Phil. Ev. 436.
_ Presum tions are divided into prizaumpiiones
jllfll at _e jure. otherwise called “irrebuttable
presuinptions," (often, but not necessarily. ficti-
tious.) which the law will not sufier to be re-
.butted b any counter-evidence; as, that an in-
fsnt u_n er seven years is not responsible for
h-is actions; pnuumptéonen jw-is tantum. which
hold good in. the absence of counter-evidence.
but against which counter-evidence may be ad-
mitted; and_ man tiones liaminis, which are
not necessarifiy ‘cone usive, though no roof to
the contrary be adduced. Mozley & W itley.

There are also certain mic.-ed presumptions,
or presumptions of _fact recognized by law. or
presumptions of mixed ‘law and fact. These
are certain presumptive inferences, which. from
their strength. importance, or frequent occur-
rence. attract. as it were, the observation of
the law. The _presumption of a “lost grant"
falls within this class; Best, Ev. 436. See
‘i1)&<l:kson v. Wilkinson, 3 How. 57, 11 L.. Ed.

Presumptlons of law are divided into con-
clusive resum tions' and diaputable presump-
tions. concus'iva'presu1nption isis rule of
law deterinining._the quantity of evidence requi-
site for the support of a rticular avernient
which is not permitted to overcome by any

roof that the fact is otherwise. 1 Greenl. Ev.
15: U. S. v. Clark,‘5 Utah, 226, 14 Pac. 2&8;
randt v. Morning Journal Ass‘n, 81 A p. Div.

183. 80 N. Y. Sugp. 1002. These are a so call-
ed “absolute" an “litre-huttable" presumptions.
A di utable resumption is an inference of
law w ich hol s good until it is invalidated by
proof or‘ a stronger presumption.

A natural presumption is that s ies of re-
sumption, or process of. probahe reason ng,
which is exercised by persons of ordinary in-
telligence. in inferring one fact from another,
without reference to any teciinical rules. Oth-
erwise called “ cssumpiio homi'm’s." Burr-ill,
Circ. Ev. 11, 1 , 22. 24

Le itimate presiimptions have been denomi-
nnt "violent" or “prohable." according to the
amount of weight which attaches to them.
Such presum tions as are drawn from inade-
quate groun s are termed “.iight" or “rash"
presumptions. Brown.
-Prosun tion of sin-vivorshlp. A pre-
sumption o fact, to the efiect that one person
survived_another, applied for the purpose of
determining a question of succession or similar
matter. in a case where the tW0(§)el'fl0Il8 perish-
ed in the same catastrophe. an there are no
circumstances extant to show which of them
actually died iii-st. except_ those on which the
presumption is founded. viz., djiferences of age,
sex, strength, or physical condition.

PREIUIIPTIVE. Resting on presump-
tion; created by or‘arlsing out of presump-
tion; inferred; assumed; supposed; as, “pre-
sumptive" damages, evidence, heir, notice.
or title. See those titles.

P821‘. in French law. Loan. A con-

tract by which one of the parties delivers an
article to the other, to be used by the latter,
on condition of his returning, nfter having
used it. the same article in nature or an
equivalent of the same species and quality.
Duverger.
-Pr-Gt I intérfit. Loan at interest. A con-
tract by which one of the parties delivers to the
other a sum of money-._or commodities, or other
movable or fungible things, to receive for their
use a profit determined in favor of the lender. '

Duvcrger.—PrOt I usage. Loan for use. A
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contract‘ bywhich one of the arties delivers an
srticleto the other, to be use by the latter. the
borrower agreeing to return the specific article
after having used it. , Duverger. A contract
identical with the commodatum (q. s.) of the
civil law.—Pr8t do oonsonnstioa. Loan for
consumption. A contract by which one party
delivers to the other a certain quantity of
things. such as are consumed in the use, on the
undertaking of the borrower to return to him
an equal quantity of the same species and qual-
ity. Duverger. A contract identical with the
mutuum (q. 0.) of the civil law.

PBETEND. To feign or simulate; to hold
that out as real which is false or baseless.
Brown v. Perez (Tex. Civ. App.) 25 S. W.
983; Powell v. Yeazel, 46 Neb. 225, 64 N.
W. 696. As to the rule against the buying
and selling of "any pretended right or title."
see Psrrrssssn Rmnr on ’1‘irLs.

PBETEIUSE. See Faun Piriirrizsss.

PRETENSED RIGHT, or TITLE.
Where one is in possession of land. and an-
other, who is out of possession, claims and
sues for it. Here the pretensed right. or

title is said to he in him who so claims and
sues tor the same. Mod. Cas. 302.
—Pretensed title statute. The English
statute 32 Hen. VIII. c. 9, § 2. It enacts the
no one 'sh_all_ sell or purchase any pretend ,

right or title to land, ‘unless the vendor has
received the profits thereof for one whole year
before such grant, or has-been in actual posses-
sion of the land, or of the reversion or remain-
der, on ain that both purchaser and vendor
shall eac forfeit the value of such land to the
king and the prosecutor. See 4 Broom & H.
Comm. 150. -

PRETENIES. Allegations sometimes
made in a bill in chancery for the purpose of
negativing an anticipated defense. Hunt.
Eq. pt. I. c. 1.

-—l‘alse pretenses. See FALSE.

PBETENSION. In French law. The
claim made to a thing which a party believes
himself entitled to demand. but which is not
admitted or adjudged to be his.

PRETER LEGAL. Not agreeable to
law; exceeding the limits of law; not legal.

PRETEBITION. In the civil law. The
omission by a, testator 01' some one of his
heirs who is legally entitled to a portion oi‘.
the inheritance.

PIBETEXTI. In international law.
Reasons alleged as justiticatory. but which
are so only in appearance. or which are even
absolutely destitute of all foundation. The
name of “pretexts" may likewise be applied
to reasons which are in themselves true and
well-founded. but, not being of siitiicient im-
portance for undertaking a war. [or other
international act.) are made use or only to
cover ambitious views. Vatt. Law Nat. bk.
8, c. 3. I 32. A
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,PBETI'IJ'I(. Lat. Price: cost:
the price of an article sold. .

—Ps-etinn ailectionls. An imaginary value
putupon a thing by the fancy o the owner,
and growing out of his attachment for the
specific article, its associations, his sentiment
for the donor, etc. Bell; The H F. Dimock,
77 Fed. 233, 23 C. C. A. 123.-Pa-etitun po-
riculi. The price of the risk, a. 9., the pre-
mium paid on a policy of insurance; also the
interest paid on money advanced on bottomry
or rcspondentia.-—P1-etitun sepulohrl. A
mortuary, (q. 1:.)

value;

2 PI-etiun suocedit in locum rei. The
price stands in the place of the thing sold.
1 Bouv. Inst. no. 939; 2 Bulst. $12.

PRETOBIITM. In Scotch law. A court-
house, or hall of Justice. 3 How. State Tr.

. PREVAIIJNG PARTY. That one of
the parties to a suit who successfully prose-
cutes the action or successfully defends
against it. prevailing on the main issue.
though not to the extent of his original con-
tention. "See Belding v. Conklin, 2 Code Rep.
(N. Y.) 112; Weston v. Cushlng. <15 Vt. 531;
Hawkins v. Nowlnnd, 53 M0. 329; Pomroy
_v. Cates, 81 Me. 377. 17 Atl. 311.

‘ PREVABICATION. In the civil law.
Deceitful, crafty, or unfaithful conducti
particularly, such as is manifested in con-'
cealing a crime. Dig. 47. 15,6.

7 In English law. A collusion between an
informer and a defendant. in order to a
feigned prosecution. Cowell. Also any se-
cret abuse committed in a public office or
private commission: also the willful conceal-
ment or misrepresentation, of truth. by giv-
ing evasive or equlvocating evidence.

PREVENT. To hinder or preclude. To
stop or intercept the approach, access, or
performance of a thing. Webster; U. S. v.
Souders, 27 Fed..Cas. 1,269; Green v. State,
109 Ga. 536. 35 S. E. W; Burr v. Williams.
20 Ark. 171; into Jones, 78 Ala. -421.

PREVENTION. In the civil law. The
right of a judge to take cognizance of an
action over which he has concurrent Juris-
diction with another judge.

In onnosr law. The right which a su-
perior person or oiilcer has to lay hold of,
claim. or transact an airnir prior to an in-
ferior one, to whom otherwise it more im-
mediately belongs. Wharton. v

PREVENTION or CRIMES ACT. The
statute 34 & 35' Vict. c. 112, passed for the
purpose of ‘ securing a better supervision
over habitual criminals. Thi act provida
that a person who is for a second time con-
victed of crime may. on his second convic-
tion. be subjected to police supervision for
a period of seveuyears after the expiration
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of the punishment awarded him. -Penalties
are imposedon lodging-house keepers. etc.,
for harboring thieves or reputed thieves.
There are also provisions relating to re-
ceivers of stolen property, and dealers in old
metals who purchase the same in small quan-
tities. This act repeais the habitual crim-
inals act of 1809.132 A: 38 Vict.-c. 99.) Brown.

PREVENTIVE J‘|'ISTIcE.‘..The system
of measures taken: by government with ref-
erence to the direct prevention of crime.
It generally consists in obliging those per-'
sons whom there is probable ground to sus-
pect -of ‘future misbehavior .to give full as-
surance to the public that esnch otfenso as is
apprehended shall not happen. by finding
pledges or securities to keep the peace. or
for their good behavior. '=See‘ 4 «Bl. Comm.
251; 4 Steph. Comm. 290. ' - " . ’. -

PREVENTIVE SERVICE. The name
given in England’ to the coast-guard, or
armed police, ilorming a part. of the customs
service, and employed in the -prevention and
detection of smuggling. 2-: »

*. P1-ovliousilntcntlosu ureujutlged by sub-
sequent acts. Dumont-«v. smith, 4 Denio
(N. Y.) .319. 320. " '

PREVIOUS QUESTION. In the pro-
cedure of- parliamentary -bodies, moving the
“previous question" isfiit method offavoidlng
a direct vote outhe main subject of discus-
sionn It'i.s described in May, Parl.~Prac,

rnnvrousnx. An_ad‘v_erb oiume, useti
in comparing an act or state named with
another act. or.-state. subsequent; in order
of time. for the purpose of asserting the
prio‘rity;of the,-flrst. ‘-Lebrecht: .v. Wilcoxon,
40-Iowa.94. - ‘- -. .;. _;

PRICE. The consideration (usually in
money) given for the purchase or.a thing.

It is true that “prios" generally-means the
sum of money which an article is sold for; but
this is simply because property is generally sold
for money. not because the wb has necessarily
such a restricted meaning. Among writers on
political economy, who .use tense» with philo-
sophical accuracy, the word “price” is not al-
ways or. even generally used as denoting the
moneyed equivalent of roperty sold. They en-
erally treat and rega pricsas the eq_uiva cut
or compensation, in whatever form received,-_for

ro ryso . e tiu.wo_ romwwp pet id. Tb La_' rdf h'.h
‘prnce" is derived_ sometimes means “reward,"
“value.” “estimation," “eqhivalent." Hudson
Iron Co. v. Alger, 54 N. Y. 177... . * ~‘

-,—-Price current. A list or enumeration of
various articles of merchahdise, with their

rices; the duties. if any, payable thereon, when
imported or exported,- with the drawbacks oe
casionally allowed upon theirexportation, etc.
Wharton. »‘ -‘ ' 1

PRIOKING P03 IEEIIIPPS. in Eng-
land. when the yearlyvlist of persons nomi-
nated for the oiilce of sherii! is submitted to
the sovereign, he takes spin. and to insure
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impartiality, as it is said, lets the point of
it fell upon one of the three names nomi-
nated tor each county, etc.. and the person
upon whose name it chances to fall is sheriif
for the ensuing year. This is called “prick-
ing for sherifls.” Atk. Sher. 18.

PBIOKING NOTE. Where goods in-
tended to be exported are put direct from
the station of the warehouse into a ship
alongside, the exporter fills up a document
to authorize the receiving the goods on board.
This document is called a "pricking note,"
from a practice of pricking holes in the pa-
per corresponding with the number of pack-
ages counted into the ship. Hamel, Cust.
181.

PRIEST. A minister of a church. A per-
son in the second order of the ministry, as
distinguished from bishops and deacons.

PRIHA PACE. Lat. At flrst sight:
on the iii-st appearance; on the face or it;
so far as can be judged from the ilrst dis-
closure; presumably.

A litigatl party is said to have a. prime
feoie osse lvlvlien the evidence in his favor is
sufliciently strong for his opponent to be called
on to answer it. A prime facse _case. then, is
one which is established by sufficient evidence,
and can be overthrown only by rebutting evi-
dence adduced on the other side. In some cases
the only question to be considered is whether
there is a prime faces case or no. Thus a grand
fliry are bound to find a true bill of indictment,

the evidence before them creates s prima
facie case against the accused; and for this
purpose, therefore, it is not necessary for them
to hear the evidence for the defense. Mozlefid:
Whitie . And see State v. Hardeleln. 169 o.
579, 7 S. W. 130: State v. Lawlor, 28 Minn.
216, 9 N 898. -

-—Pri1nn fneie evidence. See EVIDENOI.

PBIIIA TONBUEA‘. The tirst mowing;
a grant of a right to have the flrst crop of
grass. 1 Chit. Pr. 181.

PRIME IERESSIONII. A case
primcs dmpreaeiowis (ot the first impression)
is a case 01' a new kind, to which no estab-
lished principle of law or precedent directly
applies, and which must be decided entirely
by reason as distinguished from authority.

PRIME PRECES. Lat. In the civil
law. An imperial prerogative by which the
emperor exercised the right of naming to the
iirst prebend that became vacant after his
accession, in every church of the empire. 1
Bl. Comm. 381.

PRIKAGE. In mercantile law. A small
allowance or compensation payable to the
master and mariners of a ship or vessel; to
the former for the use of his cables and
ropes to discharge the goods of the mer-
chant; to the latter for lading and unlading
in any port or haven. Abb. Shipp. 404:
Peters v. Speights. 4 Md. Ch. 381; Blake v.
Morgan, 3 Mart. 0. S. (La.) 381.
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PBIIIARIA £001.!-:SIA. The mother
church. 1 Steph. Comm. (7th Ed.) 118.

PRIMARY. First; principal; chief;
leading.
-Ps_-irnnry nllegntion. The opening plead-
ing in a suit in the ecclesiastical court. It is
also called a "primary plea."-nPrirnnry dis-
posal of the soil. In acts of congress ad-
mitting territories as states, and providing that
no_ laws shall be passed interfering with the
primary disposal of the soil, this means the
disposal of it by the United States government
when it arts with its title to rivate persons or
corpor_at ons acquiring the rig t to a patent or
deed in accordance with law. See Oury v.
Goodwin, 3 Ariz. 255, 26 Pac. 377; Topeka
Commercial Security Co. v. McPherson, 7 Okl.
332, 54 Pac. 489.—Prirns.ry es-s. The
principal authority given by a p ncipai to his

t. It d'if E “ edi to ."Is%:1;y' Ag. §5i8'.8!'S mm m a powers

As to primary “Conveyance,” "Election."
"Evidence," and “Obligation.” see those
titles.

PBIMATE. A chief ecciesiastic; part or
the style and title of an archbishop. Thus,
the archbishop of Canterbury is styled "Pri-
mate of all England ;” the archbishop oi’ York
is “Primate of England." Wharton.

PRINCE. Fr. In French law. The price
of the risk assumed by an insurer; premium
of insurance. Enierig. Traite des Assur. c.
3, 5 1, im. 1, 2.

rnnm, v. To tand ilrst or paramount:
to hike precedence or priority oi‘; to out-
rank; as, in the sentence “taxes prime all
other liens."

PRIME SBBJEAJIT. in English law.
The king's flrst serjeant at law.

PRIMER. A law French word, signify-
ing flrst; primiiry.
—P:-inner election. A term used to signify
first choice; e. 9., the right of the eldest co-
parcener to first choose a pul'pa.rt.—PriInes'
fine. On suing out the writ or prccipe called
a “writ of covenant." there was due to the
crown, by ancient prerogative, a primer fine,
or a noble for every five inn rim of land sued for.
That was one-tenth of the annual value. 1
Steph. Comm. (7th Ed.) 560.—Pr-inner seisin.
See SEIBIN.

PBIMIGEBIUS. In old English law.
The flrst of any degree of men. 1 Mon.
Angl. 838.

PRIIITIE. In English law. First
fruits; the flrst year's whole profits of a
spiritual preferment. 1 Bl. Comm. 284.

P3130 BENBPIOI6. Let. A writ di-
recting a grant of the iirst beneiice in the
sovereign's gift. Cowell.

Prirno exentiendn est verb! vie, no

ses-snonls vitio obstrnntnr orntie, she
lex sine nx-gnsnentis. Co. Lltt. B8. The
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full meaning of a word should be ascertained
at the outset, in order that the sense may
not be lost by defect of expression, and that
the law be not without reasons.

P3110 VEIIIBIITI. Lat. To the'one
iirst coming. An executor anciently paid
debts as they were presented, whether the
assets were suflicient to meet all debts or not.
Stim. Law Gloss.

PRIHOGBNITUBE. 1. The state of
being the iirst-born among several children
of the same parents; seniority by birth in
the same family.

2. The superior or exclusive right pos-
sessed by the eldest son, and particularly, his
right to succeed to the estate of his ancestor.
in right of his seniority by birth, to the ex-
clusion of younger sons.

PEIHOGEIIITUS. Lat. In old English
law. A iirst-born or eldest son. Bract. fol.
83.

P313111! DEOBETUH. Lat. In the
canon law. The first decree; a preliminary
decree granted on the non-appearance or a
defendant, by which the plaintiff was put in
possession of his goods. or or the thing itself
which was demanded. Gilb. Forum Rom.
32, 38.

PRINCE. In a general sense, a sover-
eign; the ruler ot a nation or state. More
particularly, the son or a king or emperor. or
the issue of a royal family; as princes of the
blood. The chief of any body of men. Web-
ster.
—Pri.nee of Wales. The eldest son of the
English sovereign. He is the heir-apparent to
the crown.

PEIIIOEPS. Lat. In the civil law. The
prince; the emperor.

Prineeps et respnbliea ex Justa oansa
possnnt resn sneasn anferre. 12 Coke, 13.
The prince and the republic, for a Just cause,
can take away my property.

Prineeps legibus solntus est. The em-
peror is released from the laws; is not bound
by the laws. Dig. 1, 3, 31.

Prineeps snavult dornesticos rnilltes
qnasn stipendlarios bellieis opponere
easihus. Co. Litt. 69. A prince, in the
chances of war, had better employ domestic
than stipendiary troops.

PBINOE3 01‘ THE ROYAL BLOOD.
In English law. The younger sons and
daughters of the sovereign, and other branch-
es of the royal family who are not in the im-
mediate line of succession.

PRINCESS ROYAL. In English law.
The eldest daughter of the sovereign. 3
Steph. Comm. 450.
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PRIIIOIPAL. Chief; leading; highestin
rank or degree; most important or consider-
able: primary; original; the source of au-
thority or right.

In the law relating to real and personal
property, "principal" is used as the correla-
tire of “accessory," and denotes the more im-
portant or valuable subject, with which oth-
ers are connected in a relation of dependence
or subservieuce, or to which they.are inci-
dent or appurtenant.

In criminal law. A chief actor or per-
petrator, as distinguished from an “acces-
sary." A principal in the iirst degree is he
that is the actor or absolute perpetrator of
the crime; and, in the second degree, he who
is present, aiding and abetting the fact to be
done. 4 Bi. Comm. 34. And see Bean v.
State, 17 Tex. App. 60; Mitchell v. Com.. 33
Grat. (Va.) 868; Cooney v. Burke, 11 Neb.
258. 9 N. W. 57; Red v. State, 39 Tex. Cr.
R. 667, 47 S. W. 1003, 73 Am. St. Rep. 965:
State v. Phillips, 24 Mo. 481; Travis v. Com..
96 Ky. 77. 27 S. W. 863.

All persons concerned in the commission of
crime. whether it be felony or misdemeanor, and
whether they directly commit the act constitut-
ing thteh oifelnse, or aid and abet liin its |comxrnis-
sion. on not resen are ' .

Code Dak.g§ 27. D t’ D “cunt on
A criminal offender is either a principal or

an acccssary. A principal is either the actor
(a. e., the actual perpetrator of the crime) or
else is present, aiding and abetting the fact
to be done; an accessary is he who is not the
chief actor in the oifense, not yet present at
its performance, but is some we concerned
therein, either before or after the act commit-
ted. 1 Hale. P. C. 613. 618.

In the law of guaranty and surety-
ship. The principal is the person primarily
liable, and for whose performance of his ob-
ligation the guarantor or surety has become
bound.

In the law of agency. The employer or
constitutor of an agent; the person who
gives authority to an agent or attorney to do
some act for him. Adams v. Whittlesey, 3
Conn. 567.

One, who, beingmcompetent nu’ jsric to do any
act for his own neiit or on his own sceoun
confides it to another person to do for him.
Domat, b. 1, tit. 15.

The term also denotes the capital sum of a
debt or obligation, as distinguished from in-
terest or other additions to it. Christian v.
Superior Court, 122 Cal. 117, 64 Pac. 518.

An heir-loom, mortuary, or corse-present.
Wharton.
—Viee principal. In the law of master and
servant, this term means one to whom the
employer has confided the entire charge of ‘the
business or of a distinct branch of it, giving
him authority to superlntend. direct. and con-
trol the workmen and make them obey his or-
ders, the master himself exercisin no particular
oversight and ving no garticu ar orders, or
one to whom t e master as delegated a duty
of his own, which is a direct, personal, and ab-
solute obh ation. See Durhin v. Kingston
Coal Co.. 1 1 Pa. 193. 33 Ati. 237, 29 L. R.
A. 808. 50 Am. St. Rep. $1; Moore v. Rail-
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way Co., 85 M0. 588; Railroad ‘Co. v. Bell. 112
Pa. 400, 4 ti. 50; Lewis v. Seifert, 116 Pa.
628, 11 At]. 514, 2 Am. St. Rep. (B1: Minn3e:£-
oias v. Lundin, 58 Fed. 525. 7 C. C. A. ;

._ ll, '82 Minn. 191. s4 N. iv. .

Dusen v. Letellier, 78 Mich. 492. 44 N. W. 572;
llanna v. Granger. 18 R. l. 507. 28 Atl. W.

As to principal “Chullenge." “Contract,"
"Fact,” “0bllgation," and “0fllce," see those
titles.

PEIIICIPALII. Lat. Principal; a prin-
cipal debtor; a principal in a crime.

Prlnoipnlls dobet scraper exouti ante-
quun pervonlatur ad fldeljuuores. The
principal should always be exhausted before
coming upon the sureties. 2 inst. 19.

Principh data soqunntur concomitan-
tia. Given principles are followed by their
cpncomitants. -

Principln probutt, non probantnr.
Principles prove; they are not proved. 3
Coke. 50a. Fundamental principles require
no proof; or, in Lord Coke's words, “they
ought to be approved, because they cannot
be proved." Id.

Prlncipiis oluta. Withstand beginnings;
oppose a thing in its early stages, lf‘you
would do so with success.

Principle:-run non est ratio. There is
no reasoning of principles; no argument is
required to prove fundamental rules. 2
Bulst. 239. '

Prlnoipiun est potiulnm nu.-s «injus-
que 1-91. 10 Coke, 49. The principle of any-
thing is its most powerful part.

PRIICOIPLE. In patent law. the princi-
ple of a machine is the particular means of
producing a given result by a mechanical con-
trivance. Parker v. Stiles, 5 McLean, 44, 63,
Fed. Gas. No. 10,749.

The principle of a machine meansthe mo-

dus operands‘, or that which applies," modifies,
or combines mechanical powers to produce a
certain result; and, so__far, a principle, it new
in its appiicatloii to‘ a ‘useful purpose, may
be patentabie. See Barrett r. Hall, 1 Mason,
470. Fed. Cas; l’_~'_o. 1,0-17.

PRINCIPLES. Fundamental truths'or
doctrines of law; comprehensive rules or
doctrines which furnish a basis or origin for
others; settled rules of action, procedure, or
legal determination.

PRINTING. The art of impressing let-
ters; the art of making books or papers
by impressing legible characters. Arthur v.
Moller. 97 U. S. 365. 24 L. Ed. 1046; Le Roy
v. Jamison. 15 Fed. Gas. 373; Forbes Litho-
graph Mfg. Co. v. Worthington (C. C.) 25
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Fed. 900. The term may include typewriting.
Sunday v. Hagenbucli, 18 Pa. Co. Ct. 511.
Compare State v. Oakland, 69 Kan. 784, 77
Pac. 696.
—Pnb1.lc printing means such as is directly
ordered by the legislature. or performed by
the agents of the government authorized to pro-
cure it to be done. Ellis v. State, 4 Ind. 1.

PRIOR. Lat. The former; earlier; pre-
ceding; preferable or preferred.
-1’:-lor potons. The person iirst applying.

P3103, n. The chief of a convent; next
in dignity to an abbot.

PRIOR, adj. Earlier; elder; preceding;
superior in rank, right, or time; as, a prior
lien, mortgage, or judgment. See» Fidelity,
etc., Safe Deposit Co. v. Roanoke Iron Co.
(C. C.) 81 Fed. 447.

Prior tempo:-e potior jute. He who is
iirst in tlmeis preferred in right. Go. Litt.
14a; Broom, Max. 351, 358.

P3103! PETENTI. To the person flrst
applying. In probate practice, where there
are several persons equally entitled to a grant
of administration, (e. 9., next of kin of the
same degree,) the rule of the court is to make
the grant priori patents’, to the first applicant.
Browne, Prob. Pr. 174; Coote, Prob. Pr. 173.
180.

PRIORITY. A legal preference or pre-
cedence. When two persons have similar
rights in respect oi’ the same subject-matter,
but one is entitled to exercise his right to the
exclusion of the other, he is said to have pri-
ority.

In old English law. An antiquity of
tenure, in comparison with one not, so an-
cient. Cowell.

PRISAGE. An ancient hereditary reve-,
nue of the crown, consisting in the right to
take a certain quantity from cargoes or wine
imported into England. In Edward l.‘s reign
it was converted into a pecuniary duty chil-
ed “butlerage." 2 Steph. Comm. 561.

PRISE. Fr. In French law. Prize; cup
tured property. Ord. Mar. liv. 3, tit. 9. See
Dole v. insurance 00., 6 Allen (Mass) 373.

PRISEL EN AUTEB. LIEU. L. Fr. A
taking in another place. A plea in abate-
ment in the action of replevin. 2 Ld. Raym.
1016. 1017.

PRISON. A public building for the con-
finement or safe custody of persons, whether
as a punishment imposed by the law or other-
wise in the course of the administration of
justice. See Scarborough v. Thornton. 9 Pa.
451; Sturtevant v. Com.. 158 Mass. 598, 33
N. E. 648; Pen. Code N. Y. 19%, I 92.
—Prison bounds. The limits of the te_rrito_ry-
surrounding a prison, within which an unprin-
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oneld debtor, who is out on hon may go at
wil GAoL.—PrlIon-In-o g. The
common-law oflense of one who, being lawfully
in ciiséotya. gees? tron; the placfe. ‘where h;
is can a y e emp oyment o _orce_ an
violence. This otfe is to be distinguished
from “rescue,” (q. 9., which is a deliverance
of a prisoner from lawful custody by a third
person. 2 Bish. Crim. Law. 5 1065.

PBISONAH PRANGENTIBUS, STAT-
UTE DE. The English statute 1 Edw. II.
St. 2, (in Rev. St. 23 Edw. I.,) a still unre-
puled statute, whereby it is felony for I
felon to break prison, but misdemeanor only
for a misdemeanant to do so. 1 Hale, P. C.

PRISONER. One who is deprived of his
liberty; one who is against his will kept in
confinement or custody.

A person restrained of his liberty upon any
action, civil or criminal, or upon command-
ment. Cowell.

A person on trial for crime. - mfhe prisoner
at the bar." The jurors are told to “look
upon the prisoner." The court, after pass-
ing sentence, gives orders to “remove the
prisoner.” See Hairston v Com.. 9'! Va. 754,
32 S. E. 797 : Royce v. alt Lake City, 15
Utah,’ 401, 49 Pac. 290.
—Prlsoner at the bar. An accused person.
while on trial before the court, is so called.-
Prlsoner of war. One who has been captured
in war while fighting in the army of the public
enemy.

P3181‘. L. Fr. Ready. In the old forms
of oral pleading, this term expressed a ten-
der or joinder of issue. '

Pr-ins vitih labor-avhnus, nuns legi-
Inn. at Inst. 76. We labored ilrst with vices,
now with laws.

PRIVATE. Affecting or belonging to pri-
vate individuals, as distinct from the public
generally. Not oflicial.
—Private person. An individual who is not
the incumbent of an office.

As to private "Act,” “Agent,” “Bill,”
“Boundary,” “Bridge," “Carrier.” “Chapel,"
"Corporation," “Easement," “Examination,"
"Ferry," “Nuisance," “Property,” “Prosecu-
tor," "Rights." “Road," "Sale," “School,"
“seal," “Statute," “Stream," "Trust," “War,"
“Way.” and “Wrongs," see those titles.

PRIVATE LAW. As used in contradisn
tinction to public law, the term means all
that part of the law which is administered

- between citizen and citizen, or which is con-
cerned’with the definition, regulation, and
enforcement of rights in cases where both
the person in whom the right iuheres and
the person upon whom the obligation is in-
cident are private individuals. See Punuo
Law.

PBIVATEEE. VA vessel owned. equipped.
and armed by one or more private individ-
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mils, and duly commissioned by a belligerent
power to go on cruises and make war upon
the enemy, usually by preying on his com-
merce. '

Privatio prasupponit habitum. 2
Rolls, 419. A deprivation presupposes a pos-
session.

PRIVATION. A taking away or with-
drawing. Co. Litt. 239.

P1-lvatls paetionibus non dubhun est
non lndi in caste:-on-run. There is no
doubt that the rights or others [third parties]
cannot be prejudiced by'private agreements.
Dig. 2, 15, 8. pr.; Broom, Max. 697.

Privatorrun oonventio jut! publioo non
do:-ogat. The agreement or private individ-
uals does not derogate from the public right.
[law.] Dig. 50, 17. 45, 1: 9 Coke. 141;
Broom, Max. 695. I

PRIVATUH. Lat. Private.
jun, private law. Inst. 1, 1, 4-.

Privatuni

P:-lvntlun conunodiun. pnblico oedlt.
Private good yields to public. Jenk. Cent.
_p. 223, case 80. The interest of an individ-
ual should give place to the public good. Id.

Prlvatnm ineonunodrun publico hello
penuhu-. Private inconvenience is made
up for by public benefit Jenk. Cent. p. 83,
case 65; Broom, Max. 7.

PRIVEMENT ENOEINTE. Fr. Preg-
nant privately. The term is applied to ‘a
woman who is pregnant, but not yet quick
with child. 5 .-

. J

PRIVIE8. Persons connected together, or
having a mutual interest in the same action
or thing, by some relation other than that
of actual contract between them; persons
whose interest in an estate is derived from
the contract or conveyance of others.

Those who are partake.-rs or have an interest
in any action or thing,.or any relation to an-
other. They are of six kinds: .

(1) Privies of blood; such as the heir to his
ancestor.

(2) Privies in representation: as executors
or administrators to their deceased testator or
intestate. .

(3) Privies in estate: as grantor and grantee,
lessor and lessee, asslgnor and assignee. etc.

(4) Privities, in respect of contract, are per-
sonal privities, and extend only to the persons
of the lessor and lessee. ,

(5) Privies in respect of estate and contract;
as where the lessee assigns his interest, but the
contract between lessor and lessee continues,
the lessor not having accepted of the assignee

(6) Privies in law; as the lord by escheat. a
tenant by the curtesy, or in dower. the incum-
bent of a ben.e_fice. _a husband suing or defending
in right of his wife, etc. \Vharton.

PRIVIGNA. Lat. In the civil law. A
step-daughter. ’
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PRIVIGNUS. Lat. In the civil law. A
son of a husband or wife by a former mar-
riage; a step-son. Calvin.

PRIVEEGE. A particular and peculiar
beneilt or advantage enjoyed by a person,
company, or class, beyond the common ad-
vantages of other citizens. An exceptional
or extraordinary power or exemption. A
right, power, franchise, or immunity held by

~ a person or class, against or beyond the
course of the law.

Privilege is an exemption from some bur-
den or attendance, with which certain persons
are indulged, from a supposition of law that
the stations they ml, or the oiiices they are
engaged in. are such as require all their time
and care. and that, therefore, without this in-
dulgence, it would be impracticable to execute
such oflices to that advantage which the pub-
lic good requires. See Lawyers’ Tax Cases,
8 Heisk. (’1‘enn.) 8-19; U. S. v. Patrick (C. C.)
54 Fed. 348; Dike v. State, 38 Minn. 366,
38 N. W. 95; International Trust Co. v.
American L. & T. Co.. 62 Minn. 501, 65 N.
W. 78: Com. v. Henderson, 172 Pa. 135, 33
Atl. 368; Tennessee v. Whltworth (C. C.) 22
Fed. 83; Morgan v. Louisiana, 93 U. S. 217,
23 L. Ed. 860; Coriield v. Ooryell, 6 Fed.
Cas. 551;" state v. Giiman, 33 W. Va. 146,
10 S. E. 283, 6 L. R. A. 847.

In the civil law. A right which the na-
ture of a debt gives to a creditor, and which
entities him to be preferred before other cred-
itors. Civil Code La. art. 3186. ‘

In maritime law. An allowance to the
master of a ship of the same general nature
with prlmage. being compensation, or rather
a gratuity, customary in certain trades. and
which the law assumes to be a fair and equi-
table allowance, because the contract on both
sides is made under the knowledge of such
usage by the parties. 8 Chit. Commer. Law,
431..

In the law of libel and slander. An ex-
emption from liability for the speaking or
publishing of defamatory words concerning
another, based on the fact that the statement
was made in the performance of a duty,
politimi, judicial. social, or personal. Privi-
lege is either absolute or conditional. The
former protects the speaker or publisher with-
out reference to his motives or the truth or
falsity of the statement. This may be claim-
ed in respect, for instance, to statements
made in legislative debates, in reports of
oflicers to their superiors in the line of their
duty. and statements made by judges, wit-
nesses. and jurors in trials in court. Condi-
tional privilege will protect the speaker or
publisher unless actual malice and knowledge
of the falsity of the statement is shown.
This may be claimed where the communica-
tion related to a matter of public interest, or
where it was necessary to protect one‘s pri-
vate interest and was made to a person hav-
ing an interest in the same matter. Ram-
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sey v. Cheek, 109 N. C. 270, 13 8. E. 775:
Nichols v. Eaton, 110 Iowa, 509. 81 N. W.
792, 47 L. B.-A. 483, 80 Am. St. Rep. 319;
Knapp at Co. v. Campbell. 14 Tex. Cir. App.
199, 36 S. W. 765; Hill v. Drainage Co., 79
Him, 335, 29 N. Y. Supp. 427 : Cooley v.
Gaiyon, 109 Tenn. 1, 70 S. W. 607, 60 L. 8.‘
A. 139, 97 Am. St Rep. 823; Rnohs v. Back-
er, 6 Helsk. (Tenn) 405. 19 Am. Rep. 598:
Cranflli v. Hayden, 97 Tex. 544, 80 S. W. 613.

In parliamentary law. The right of a
particular question, motion, or statement to
take precedence over all other business be-
fore the house and to be considered imme-
diately, notwithstanding any consequent in-
terference with or setting aside the rules of
procedure adopted by the house. The.niat-
ter may be one of “personal privilege," where
it concerns one member of the house in his
capacity as a legislator, or of the "privilege
or the house," where it concerns the rights,
immunities, or dignity of the entire body. or
of "constitutional privilege," where it relates
to some action to be taken or some order of
proceeding expressly enjoined by the consti-
tution. .

-—Privilege from an-est. A privilege ex-
tended to certain classes of persons, either by
the rules of international law, the policy of the
law, or the necessities of justice or of the ad-
ministration of government. whereby they are
exempted from arrest on civil process, and. in
some cases on criminal charges, either perms-
nently. as in the case of a forei minister and
his suite, or ten: orarlly, as in the case of
members of the leg slature. parties and witnesses
engaged in a particular suit. etc.—Privilege
tax. A inx on the privilege of carrying on a
business for which a license or franchise is

nired. Adams v. Colonial Mortgage Co.. 82
Mu. 283 34 South. 482, 100 Am. St. Re
033- cull & Ship Island R. Co. v. Hewes. 1
U. 9. 66, 22 Sup. Ct. 26. 46 L. Ed. 86: St.
Louis v. Western Union Tel. Co.. 148 U. S.
92. 13 Sup. Ct. 485. 37 L. Ed. 380.—-Real priv-
iloge. In Faiglish law. A privilege granted
to. or concerning. a particular place or locality.
—Ipeeial privilege. In constitutional law.
A right, power, franchise, immunity. or privi-
ietge granted to, or vested in, a person or class
0 persons, to the exclusion of others, and in
derogation of common right. See Ci of Elk
Point v. Vaughn. 1 Dak. 118, 46 N. V. 577:
,Ex parte Douglass, 1 Utah, 111.—‘Writ of
privile e. A process to enforce or maintain

particularly to secure the re-
lease of a person arrested in a civil suit con-
trary to his privilege.

PRIVILEG. Possessing or enjoying a
privilege; exempt from burdens; entitled to
priority or precedence.
—Privileged conunnnioations. See Coir-
uUNicA'rios.—Pa-ivilsged eopylsolds. See
Coi>riioLn.—P:-ivileped debts. Those which
an executor or administrator may pay in prefer-
ence to others; such as funeral expenses, serv-
ants’ wages. and doctors’ bills durln last sick-
ness. etc.—Pa-ivileged deed. In tch law.
An instrument, for example, a testament, in
the execution of which certain statutory {or-
nmiities usually required are dispensed with.
either from necessity or expediency. Ersk. Inst
3 2, 22: Beil.—iPs-ivileged villenage. in
old lish law. A species of villensge in
which t e tenants held by certain and deter-
minate services; otherwise called “viiieln-soc-



,trary to the common rule.

PRIVILEGIA QUE BE VERA

age." Bract. fol. 209. Now called “privileged
copyiiold,” including the tenure in ancient de-
means. 2 Bl. Comm. 99, 100

Privilegin cure to veto snnt in pro-
Jndiloinni. reipnhlicn, magic tunen ho-'
beni: specious £1-ontispioia, et boni pub-
lici prntextnni, qnun bones et legales
eonceuiones; sod pretextn lioiti non de-
bet ndinitti illlctiun. 11. Coke, 88. Priv-
ileges which are truly in prejudice of public
good have, however, a more specious front
and pretext of public good than good and le-
gal grants: but, under pretext of legality,
that -which is illegal ought not to be admit-
ted. .

PRIVILEGIIIM. In Roman law. A
special constitution by which the Roman em-
peror conferred on some single person some
anomalous or irregular right, or imposed iip-
on some single person some anomalous or
irregular obligation. or lntiicted on some sin-
gle person some anomalous or irregular pun-
ishment. When such privilegia conferred
anomalous rights, they were styled “favor-
able." When they imposed anonialous obli-
gations. or iniiicted anomalous puiiislinients,
they were styled “odious." Aut. Jur. 5 748.

In modern civil law, “pri1vuegium" is
said to denote. in its general sense, every pe-
culiar right or favor granted by the law, con-

Mackeld. Rom.
Law, 5 197. -

A species of lien or claim upon an article
of property, not dependent upon possession,
but continuing until either satisiied or re-
leased. Such is the lien, recognized by mod-
ern maritime law, of seamen upon the ship
for their wages. 2 Pars. Mar. Law, 561.

PRIVILEGIUH OLEBIOALE. The
benefit of clergy, (q. o.)

Privileginsn est benefloinni pet-sonnle,
et extlngultnr onni persons. 3 Bulst. 8
A privilege is a personal benefit, and dies
with the person.

Prlvileginn est quasi privota Ian. 2'
Bulst. 189. Privilege is. as it were, a pri-
vate law.

P1-lvilegiiun non valet contra renumb-
Iieuii. Privilege is of no force against the
commonwealth. Even necessity does not ex-
cuse, where the act to be done is against the
commonwealth. Bac. Max. p. 32. in reg. 6.

PRIVIIJGIUII, PROPERTY PROP.
'.l'I-:3. A qualified property in animals fora:
naturae; 5. e., a privilege of hunting. taking,
and killing them. in exclusion of others. 2
Bl. Comm. 391; 2 Steph. Comm. 9.

PRIVITY. The term “prlvlty” means
mutual or successive relationship to the same
rights of property. The executor is in priv-
ity with the testator, the heir with the ances-
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tor. the assignee with the assignor, the donee
with the donor, and the lessee with the lessor.
Union Nat. Bank v. International Bank, 123
Ill. 510. 14 N. E. 859; Hunt v. Haven, 52
N. H. 169; liiygatt v. Coe, 124 N. Y. 212.
M N. E. 611, 11 L. R. A. 646; Strayer v. John-
son, 110 Pa. 21, 1 Atl. 22; Lltchfield v.
Crane. 123 U. S. 549, 8 Sup. Ct. 210. 31 L. Ed.
199.

Privity of contract is that connection or
relationship which exists between two or
more contracting parties. It is essential to

' the maintenance of an action on any contract
that there should subsist a privity between
the plaintiii! and defendant in respect of the
matter sued on. Brown.

Privity of estate is that which exists be-
tween lessor and lessee, tenant for life and
remainder-man or reversioner, etc., and their
respective assignees, and between joint ten-
ants and coparceners. Privity of estate is
required for a release by_enlargement. Sweet.

Privity of bloodexists between an heir and
his ancestor, (privity in blood inheritabie.)
and between coparceners. This privity was
formerly of importance in the law _of descent
cast. 00. Litt. 271a, 242a; 2 Inst. 616: 8
Coke, 42b.

PRIVY. A person who is in privity with
another. See -Pnivissz PBIVi'l'.'Y_.

As an adjective, the word has practically
the same meaning as "private.”
-—Privy council. In English.-_law. The prin-
cipal council of the sovereign, composed of the
cabinet ministers. and other persons chosen by
the king or queen as priv councillors. 2 Steph.
Comm. 479, 480. The in icial committee of the
rivy council acts as a court of ultimate appeal

in various cases.—Priv7 councillor. A mem-
ber of the privy council.—Ps-ivy purse. In
English law. The income set apart for the sov-
crelgn's personal use.—P:-ivy seal. In English
law. A seal used in making out grants or let-
ters patent, preparatory to their passing under
the great seal. _2 Bl. Comm. 34‘(.—P1-ivy sig-
not. In English law. _ The signet or seal
which is iirst used in making out rants and let-
ters patent, and which is always a the custody
of the principal secretary of state. 2 Bl. Comm.
347.—Ps-ivy token. A false mark or sign.
forged object. counterfeited letter. key. ring.
etc., used to deceive persons. and therebv fraud-
ulently get possession of property. St. 3% Hen.
VIII. c. 1. A false_priv_v token is a false pri-
vate document or sign. not such as is calcu-
lated to deceive men generally. but designed to
defraud one or more individuals. Cheating by
such false token was not indictable at common
law. Pub. St. Mass. 1882. ii. 1294.—Pri_vy
verdict. In. practice. A vcrdict_given-prlvily
to the judge out of court, but which was of no
force unless afterwards ailirmed bga public
verdict given openly in court. 3 I. Comm.
377. Kramer v. hister, 187 Pa. 227. 40 Atl.
1008. 44 L. R. A. 432; Barrett v. State. 1 Wis.
175: Young v. Seymour. 4 l\eb. Com. v.
Heller. % Phila. (Pa.) 123. Now generally s_u-
perseded by the “sealed vc_rdict." i. e... one writ-
ten out. sealed up. and delivered to the judge or
the clerk of the court. - . .

PRIZE. In admiralty law. A vessel or
cargo, belonging to one of two belligerent
powers. apprehended or forcibly captured at
sea by a war-vessel-or privateer of the other
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belligerent, and claimed as enemy's property,
and therefore liable to appropriation and con-
demnation under the laws of war. See 1 C.
Rob. Adm. 228.

Captured property regularly condemned by
the sentence of a competent prize court. 1
Kent, Comm. 102.

In contracts. Anything oflered as a re-
ward of contest; a reward offered to the per-
son who, among several persons or among
the public at large, shall first (or best) per-
form a certain undertaking or accomplish cer- _

tain conditions.
—P1-he eon:-ts. Courts having jurisdiction
to adjudicateupon ca tures made at er.-a in
time of war, and to congemn the captured prop-
erty as prize if lawfully subject to that sen-
tence. In England, the admiralty courts have
jurisdiction as prize courts, distinct from the
JI.ll'lS(ii’.'ti0n on the instance side. In Ameri-
ca, the federal district courts have jurisdiction
in cases of prize. 1 Kent, Comm. 101-103,
353-360. See Penhallow v. Doane. 3 Dali. 91,
1 L.‘ Ed. 507: Maley v. Shattuck. 3 Cranch,
-188. 2 L Ed. 498; Cushin v. Laird. 107 U. S.
69. 2 Sn . Ct. 27 Ed. 391.—P1-he
goods. oods which are taken on the high
seas, jurc belh, out of the hands of the enemy.
The Adeline. 9 Cranch. 244, 284, 8 L. Ed. 719.
-1’:-in .law.. The system of laws and rules
applicable to the capture of prize at sea:.its
condemnation, rights of the ca tors. distribu-
tion of the proceeds, etc. The iiena Ventur_a
(D. C.) 87 Fed. 929.—Priae money. A divi-
dend from the proceeds of a captured vessel,
etc., paid to the captors. U. S. v. Steever. 113
I558. 747. 5 Sup. Ct. 765, 28 L. Ed. 1133.

PRO. For: in respect of ; on account of ;

in behalf of. The introductory word of many
Latin phrases.

P30 AND CON. For and against. A
phrase descriptive of the presentation of ar-
guments or evidence on both sides of a dis-
puted question.

"rho nono rrr mum. For good and
ill; for advantage and detriment.

‘PRO BONO PUBLICO. For the pub-
lic good; for the welfare of the whole.

' PRO GONPESSO. For confessed; as
confessed. A term applied to a bill in equity.

-and the decree founded upon it, where no an-
swer is made to it by the defendant. 1

Barb. Ch. Pr. 96.

PRO GONSILIO. For counsel given.
An annuity pro consilio amounts to a condi-
tion. but in a feoifnient or lease for life. etc.,
it is the consideration, and does not amount
to a condition; for the state of the land by
the feofrment is executed, and the grant of
the annuity is executory. Plowd. 412.

PRO OOBPOBE EEGNI. In behalf of
the body of the realm. Hale, Com. Law,
32.

PRO nnrnoru EHPTORUH. For
want (failure) of purchasers.
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-that.

' PRO FAOTI.

PRO INDIVIBO

PRO DEFEOTU EXITUI. For, or In
case 01', default of issue. 2 Salk. 620.

P110 DEPECTU EEBEDI8.
of an heir.

For want

PRO DEPECTU JUSTITIE. For de-
fect or want of justice. Fleta, lib. 2, c. 62,
5 2- .

P30 DEPENDENTE. For the defend-
ant. Commonly abbreviated “pro def."

P30 DERELIOT0. As derelict or aban-
doned. A species of usucaption in the civil
law. Dig. 41, 7. ‘ ’

P110 DIGNITATI: REGALI. In con-
sideration of the royal dignity. 1 Bl. Comm.

P30 DIVISO. As divided: 4. e., in sev-
eralty.

PRO DOHIIIO. As master or owner;
in the character of master. Calvin.

PRO DONATO. ‘As a gift; as in case
of gift; by title of gift. A species of neu-
caption in the civil law. Dig. 41, 6. See Id.
5, 3, 13, 1.

PRO DOTE. As a dowry; by title of
dowry. A species of usucaption. Dig. 4],
9. See Id. 5. 3, 13, 1.

P30 EHTORE. As a purchaser; by the
title of a purchaser. A species of usucap-
tion. Dig. 41, 4. See Id. 5. 3, 13, 1.

P30 £0 01101). In pleading. For this
This is a phrase of affirmation, and is

suiiiciently direct and positive for introduc-
ing a material averment. 1 Saund. 117. no.
4; 2 Chit. Pl. 369-333.

For the fact; as a fact-;
considered or held as a fact.

P30 PALSO OLAHOBB 8110. A
‘nominal amercement of a plaintiff for his
false claim, which used to be inserted in a
judgment for the defendant. Obsolete.

PRO roams. As a matter of form. 3
East, 232: - Kent, Comm. 245.

PRO HAO VICE. For this turn; for
this one particular occasion.

PRO ILLA VICE. For that turn. B
Wile. 233, arg.

PRO IIUDEFBNSO. As undefended; as
making no defense. A phrase in old prac-
tice. Fleta, lib. 1, c. 41, I 7.

. PRO INDIVIBO. As undivided; in coin-
mon. The Joint occupation or ponessioa of



-lands.

‘jnrhve deaiit pouidero.

.PRO INTERESSE SUO

Thus, lands held by coparceners are
held pro iadiuiso; that is, they are held un-
dividediy, neither party being entitled to
any speciilc portions of the land so held, but
both or all having a Joint interest in the un-
divided whole. Coweli.

PRO INTEBESSE 8110. According to
his interest; to the extent of his interest.
Thus, a third party may be allowed to inter-
vene in a suit pro intereue euo.

rno IAESIONE PIDEI. For breach of
faith. 3 Bl. Comm. 52.

P110 LEGATO. As a legacy; by the title
_of a legacy. A species of usucaption. Dig.
41, 8.

PRO HAJOBI CAUTELA. For great-
er caution; by way of additional security.
Usually applied to some act done, or some
clause inserted in an instrument, which may
not be really necessary. but which will serve
to put the matter beyond any question.

P30 NON SCBIPTO. As not written;
as though it had not been written; as never
written. Amhl. 139.

.1'R_0 OPEBE ET LABOIIE.
and labor. 1 Oomyns, 18.

PRO PABTIBU8 LIIBEBANDIS. 'An
ancient writ for partition of lands between
co-heirs. Reg. Orig. 316. .

For work

PRO P0882 8110. To the extent of his
power or ability. Bract. fol. 109.

no possnssorin.
by title of a possessor.
5. 3, 13.

As a possessor‘:

Pro posaeuore hnbetur uni dolo in-
He is esteemed

a possessor whose possession has been dis-
turbed by fraud or injury. 01!. Exec. 166.

PRO QUEBENTE. For the plalntlfl.

PRO RATA. Proportionately; accord-
ing to a certain rate, percentage. or pro-
portion. Thus. the creditors (of the "same
class) of an insolvent estate are to he paid
pro rafa; that is, each is to receive a divi-
dend hearlng the same ratio to the whole
amount of his claim that the aggregate of
assets bears to the aggregate of debts.

PRO RE NATL. For the affair imme-
diately in hand; adapted to meet the par-
ticular occasion. Thus. a course of judicial
action adopted under pressure of the exigen-
cies'of the aifair in hand. rather than in con-
formity to established precedents, is said to
be taken pro re nata.

PRO SALUTE ANIHE. For the good
of his soul. All prosecutions in the ecclesias-
tical courts are pro salute animiz; henceit

BI..Law D1c'r.(2o En.)-60
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Dig. 41. 5. See Id.’
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will not be a temporal damage founding an
action for slander that the words spoken put
any one in danger of such a suit. 3 Steph.
Comm. (7th. Ed.) 300», 437; 4 Steph. Comm.
207. -

PRO SE. For himself; in his own be-
half; in person.

no 80010. For a partner; the name
of an action in behalf of a partner. A title
of the civil law. Dig. 17, 2; Cod. 4, 37.

PRO SOLIDO. For the whole; as one;
Jointly; without division. Dig. 50, 17, 141, 1.

‘PRO TANTO. For so much; for as much
as may be; as far as it goes.

'1-no rmnonn. For the time being.;
temporarily; provisionally.

PROAMITA. Lat.
great paternal aunt;
grandfather.

In the civil law.
the sister of one‘s

"r1toann'ra muons.‘ Lat. In the civil
law. A great-great-aunt.

'rnoavIa. Lat. In the civil law. "A
great-grandmother. Inst. 3, 6, 3; Dig. 38,
10, 1, 5. '

PROAVUNGULUS. Lat.
law. A great-grandfather's brother.
3, 6, 3; Bi-act. fol. 68b. '

In the civil
Inst.

rnoavus. Lat. In the civil law. "A
great-grandfather. Inst. 3, 6, 1; Bract. fols.
67. 68.

PROBABILITY. Likelihood: appear-
ance of truth; verisimilitude. The likeli-
hood of a proposition or hypothesis being
true, from its conformity to reason or experi-
ence, or from superior evidence or argument‘)!
adduced in its favor. People v. 0‘Brien, 130
Cal. 1, 62 Pac. 297; Shaw v. State, 125 Ala.
80, 28 South. 390; State v. Jones, 64 Iowa,
349, 17 N. W. 911. 20 N. W. 470.

PROBABLE. Having the appearance of
truth; having the character of probability;
appearing to be founded in reason or experi-
ence. Bain v. State, 74 Ala. 39: State v.

Thiele. 119 Iowa. 659, 94 N. W. 256. ‘

-Probable cause. “Probable cause" may be
defined to be an apparent state of facts found
to exist upon reasonable inquiry. (that is. such
inltauiry as the given case renders convenient
a proper.) which would induce a reasonably
intelligent and prudent man to believe. in a
criminal case, t_hat the accused person had
committed the crime charged, or, in a civil case,
that a cause of action existed. Also v. Lid-
den. 130 Ala. 548. 30 South. 401: rand v.
Hinchman, 68 Mich. 590, 36 N. \V. 664. 13
Am. St. Rep. 362: Mitchell v. Wall. 111 Mass.
497: Driggs v. Burton, 4-} Vt. 146: Wanser
v. Wyckoif, 9 Han (N. Y.) 179; Lacy v. Mit-
chell, 23 Ind. 67: Hutchinson v. VVenzel. 155
Ind. 49. 56 N. E._ 845. “Probable cause," in
malicious prosecution. means the existence of
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such facts and circumstances as would~excite
the belief in a reasonable mind. acting on
the facts within the knowledge of the Frase-
cutor, that the rson charged was guit of
the crime for which he was rosecuted. W eel-
or v. Nesbitt, 24 How. 16 L. Ed. 765.-
Probable evidence. See Ev1ni1.'Ncs.—Prcb-
able reasoning. In the law of evidence.
Reasoning founded on the probability of the
fact or proposition sought to be roved or
shown; ressonin in which the min exercises
a discretion in d ucing a conclusion from prem-
ises. Burrili.

Probandi necessltas incnnibit illi qni
agit. The necessity of proving lies with him
who sues. Inst. 2, 20, 4. In other words,
the burden of proof of a proposition is upon
him who advances it affirmatively.

PBOBARE. In Saxon law.
thing as one's own. Jacob.

In modern law language. To make
proof, as in the term “anus probandi,” the
burden or ,duty of making proof.

To clalin a

PROBATE. The act or process of prov-
ing a will. The proof before an ordinary,
surrogate, register, or other duly authorized
person that a document produced before him
for ofilciai recognition and registration, and
alleged to be the last will and testament of
a certain deceased person, is such in reality.

The copy of the will, made out in parch-
ment or due form, under the seal of the or-
dinary or court of probate, and usually de-
livered to the executor or administrator of
the deceased, together with a certificate of
the wili's having been proved, is also com-
monly called the “probate."

In the canon law, “probate" consisted of
probauo. the proof of the will by the execu-
tor, and approbatio, the approbation given by
the ecclesiastical judge to the proof. 4 Reeve,
Dig. Law, 77. And see In re Spiegelhalter's
Will, 1 Pennewiil (Dei.) 5. 39 Atl. 465; Mc-
Cay v. Clayton, 119 Pa. 133, 12 Atl. 860;
Pettlt v. Black, 13 Neb. 142, 12 N. W. 8-11;
Reno v. Mcculiy, 65 Iowa. 629. 22 N. W. 902;
Appeal of Dawley, 16 R.-I. G94, 19 Atl. 248.
—-Cornrnon and solemn form of probate.
In English law, there are two kinds of pro-
bate, namely, probate in common form. and

robate in solemn form. Probate in common
orin is granted in the registry, without any

formal rocedure in court, upon an ex parte
application made_by the executor. Probate in
solemn form is in. the nature of a final de-
cree pronounced in open court, all parties in-
terested having been duly cited. The difference
between the effect of probate in common form
and probate in. solemn form is that probate in

form is revocable, whereas probate in
solemn form is irrevocable, as against all per-
sons who have been cited to see the proceed-
ings, or who can be proved to have been privy
to-those proceedings. except in the case where s.
will of subsequent date is discovered, in which
case probate of an earlier will, though granted
in solemn form. would be revoked. Coote,
Prob. Pr. (5th Ed. 237-239; Mosley & ‘Whit-
ley. And see but er v. Luther, 122 Ill. 558,
13 N. E. 166.

The term is used. particularly in Pennsyl-
vania, but not in a strictly technical sense,
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to designate the proof of his claim made by
a non-resident plaintiff (when the same is
on book-account, promissory note, etc.) who
swears to the correctness and jnstuess of the
same, and that it is due, before a notary or
other officer in his own state; also of the
copy or statement of such claim tiled in court.
with the Jurat of such notary attached.
-—_Px-obate bond. One required by law to be
given to the probate court or judge, as inciden-
tal to proceedings in such courts, such as the
bonds of executors, administrators, and guard-
ians. See Thomas v. White, 12 Mass. 367.-
Probatc code. The body or system of law re-
lating to all matters of which probate courts
have j risdiction. Johnson v. Harrison. 47
Minn. 5 5, 50 N. W. 923, 28 Am. St. Rep. 382.
—Px-obate court. See Couar or Paonxrs.
-—Probate, divorce, and admiralty divi-
sion. That division of the English high court
of justice which exercises jurisdiction in_ mat-
ters formerly within the exclusive cognizance
of the court of probate, the court for divorce
and matrimonial causes, and the high court of
admiralty. (Judicature Act 1873, 5 .3-1.) It
consists of two jud es, one of whom is called
the "President." T e existin judges are the
judge of the old robate an divorce courts,
who is president 0 the division. and the judge
of the ‘old admiralty court. and of a number
of registrars. Sweet.—.Ps-obato duty. A has
laid by government on ever will admitted to
probate. and pa able out o the decedent’a es-
tste. rebate ornestead. See I-Ioiaisrun.
—Ps-obate Judge. The judge of a court of
probate.

PROBATIO. Let. Proof: more particu-
larly direct, as distinguished from indirect
or circumstantial- evidence.
—Pr-obatio nortna. Dead proof; that is
proof by inanimate objects. such as deeds or
other written evidence.—Ps-ohstio plena. In
the civil law. Full proof; proof ‘two wit-

anesses. or a public instrument. H i ax. Civil
Law. b. 3. c. 9, no. 25; 3 Bl. Comm. 870.—Pro-
.bstio scnri-plena. In the civil law. Half-
full proof; half-proof. Proof by one witness.
or a private instrument. Hallifax. Civil Law,
b. 3. c. 9 no. 25; 3 Bl. Comm. 370.—Probatio
viva. Living proof; that is, proof by the
mouth of living witnesses.

PROBATION. The act of proving; evi-
dence; proof. Also trial; test; the time of
novitiate. Used in the latter sense in the
monastic orders.

In modern criminal administration, allow-
ing a person convicted of some minor of-
fense (particularly juveniie ofleiiders) to go
at large, under a suspension of sentence. dur-
lng good behavior, and generally under the '

supervision or guardianship of a “probation
otilcer.”

PBOBATIONEB. One who is upon trial.
A convicted offender who is allowed to go
at large, under suspension of sentence, during
good behavior.

Probationcs debent esse evidences, scil.
perspicna ct faciles intelligi. C0. Litt.
283. Proofs ought to be evident, to-wit, per-
spicuous and easily understood.

Pr-obatis extreniis, prasuninntnr nio-
dia. The extremes being proved, the inter-
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mediate proceedings are presumed. 1 Greeni.
Ev. 5 20.

PROBATIVE. In the law oi evidence.
Having the effect of proof; tending to prove.
or actually proving.
—P1-obative fact. In the law of evidence.
A fact which actually has the efiect of Dli’5:Vl7li3E
a fact sought’ an evidentisry fact.
Ev. 18. '

PBOBATOE. In old English law.
Strictly, an accomplice in felony who to save
himself confessed the fact, and charged or
accused any other as principal or accessory.
against whom he was bound to make good
his charge. It also signified an approver. or
one who undertakes to prove a crime charg-
ed upon another. Jacob. See State v. Gra-
ham, 41 N. J. Law. 16, 32 Am. Rep. 17-1.

'PB.OEATOR.Y TERI. This name is giv-
en, in the practice of the Imglish admiralty
courts, to the space of time allowed for the
taking of testimony in an action, after issue
formed.

PROEATUH EST.
proved.

Lat. It is tried or

P303!!! ET LEGALIS HOMO. Lat.
A good and lawful man. A phrase particu-
larly applied to a juror or. witness who was
free from all exception. 3 Bl. Comm. 102.

'1-noommo. In practice. A writ by
which a cause which has been removed from
an inferior to a superior court by certiorari
or otherwise is sent down again to the same
court, to be proceeded in there, where it ap-
pears to the superior court that it was re-
moved on insuiiicient grounds. Cowell; 1
Tidd, Pr. 408, 410; Yates v. People, 6 Johns.
(N. Y.) 446.

A writ which issued out of'the common-
law jurisdiction of the court of chancery.
when judges of any subordinate court delay-
ed the parties, for that they would not give
judgment either on the one side or on the
other, when they ought so to do. In such a
case, a writ of proccdendo ad judicium was
awarded. commanding the inferior court in
the sovereign's name to proceed to give judg-
ment, but without specifying any particular
judgment. Wharton.

A writ by which the commission of a jus-
tice of the peace is revived, after having
been suspended. 1 Bl. Comm. 353.

—Px-ocedendo on aid prayer. If one pray
in aid of the crown in real action, and aid be
granted. it shall be awarded that he sue to
the sovereign in chancery, and the justices in
the common pleas shall stay until this writ
of procedendo tie loquela come to them. So.
gglz, on a personal action. New Nat. Brev.

PROCEDURE. This word is commonly
opposed to the sum of legal principles consti-
tuting the substance of the law, and denotes
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the body of rules, whether of practice or of
pleading, whereby rights are effectuated
through the successful application of the
proper remedies. It is also generally distin-
guished from the law of evidence. Brown.
See Kring v. Missouri, 107 U. S. 221. 2 Sup.
Ct. 443, 27 L. Ed. 506; Cochran v. Ward, 5
Ind. App. 89, 29 N. E. 795, 31 N. E. 581, 51
Am. St. Rep. 229.

- The law of procedure is what is now com-
monly termed by jurists “adjective law,"
(q. 1:.)

PROCEED. A stipulation not to proceed
against a party is an agreement not to sue.
To sue a man is to proceed against him.
Planters’ Bank v. Houser, 57 Ga. 140; mi!
v. Weymouth, 40 Ohio St. 101.

PROOEEDING. In a general sense. the
form and manner of conducting juridical
business before a court or judicial oiiicer;
regular and orderly progress in form of law:
including all possible steps in an action from
its commencement to the execution of judg-
ment. In a more particular sense, any ap-
plication to a court of justice, however made,
for aid in the enforcement of rights. for re-
lief, for redress of injuries. for damages. or
for any remedial object. Erwin v. U. S. (D.
C.) 37 Fed. 488. 2 L. R. A. 229: People v.
Raymond. 186 Ill. 407, 67 N. E. 1066; More-
wood v. Hollister, 6 N. Y. 309; Uhe v. Rail-
way Co., 3 S. D. 563. 54 N. W. 601; State
v. Gordon, 8 Wash. 488, 36 Pac. 498.
—Co1late1-Al proceeding. One in which the
particular question ma arise or be involved
incidentally, but which not instituted for the
very purpose of deciding such question; as in
the rule that a judgment cannot be attacked. or
a corporation's right to exist be questioned. in
any collateral proceeding. Peyton v. Peyton,
28 Wash. 278, 68 Pac. 757; Peoria at P. U. R.
Co. v. Peoria & F. R. Co.. 105 Ill. 116.--Exee-
Ito:-y proceeding. In the law of Louisiana,
a proceeding which is resorted to in the follow-
ing 'cases: When the creditor's right arises
from an act importing a confession of judg-
ment, snd which contains a privilege or mort-

in his favor; or when the creditor de-
mands the execution of a udgment which has
been rendered by a tribuna diflerent from that
within whose jurisdiction the execution is
sought. Code Prac. IA. art. 'i'32.—I.egal pro-
ceedings. This term includes all proceedings
authorized or sanctioned by law. and brought
or instituted in a court of justice or legal tri-
burial, for the acquiring of a right or the en-
forcement of a remedy. Grigm v. Fidelity J:
Casualty Co., 99 Wis. 530. 75 N. W. 67: In
re Enislie (D. C.) 98 Fed. 720: Id.. 102 Fed.
293. 42 C. C. A. 350; Mack v. Campau, 69
Vt. 558. 38 Atl. 149. (N) Am. St. Rep. 948.
-8 eoinl proceeding. This phrase has been
use in the New _York and other codes of pro-
cedure as a generic term for all civil remedies
which are not ordinary actions. Code Proc.
N. Y. Q 3.—In_nunu-y procee Any pro-
ceeding by which_ a controversy is settled. case
disposed of, or trial conducted in a prompt and
simple manner, without the aid of a_ jury, with-
out presentment or indictment, or in other re-
spects out of the regular course of the _com-
mon law. In procedure, proceedings are said to
be summary when they are short _and simple
in comparis_nn with regular proceedings; 3. e.,
in comparison with the proceedings which
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alone would have been applicable, either in the
same or analogous cases. if summary proceed-
ings had not been available. Sweet. And see
Phillips V. Philligs, 8 N. J. Law, 122: Govan
v. Jackson, 32 rk. 557; Western & A. R.
Co. v. Atlanta, 113 Ga. 537, 38 S. E. 996. 54
‘L. R. A. 802.—-lnppleuaentuw proceeding.
A separate proceeding in an original action,
in which the court where the actioi_i‘is pendlllfi
is called upon to exercise its jurisdiction in ai
of the judgment in the action. Bryant v. Bank
of California (Cal.) 7 Pac_. 130. In a more
particular sense, a proceedin in aid of execu-
tion, authorized by statute in some states in
cases where no leviable property of the Judg-
ment debtor is found. It is a statutory egui_v-
alent in actions at law of the creditor's bill in

uity, and in states where law and equity are
bended, is provided as a substitute therefor.
In this proceeding the judgment debtor is sum-
moned to appear before the court (or a referee
or examiner) and submit to an oral examination
touching all his property and eifects, and if
property subject to execution and in his posses-
sion or control is thus discovered. he is ordered
to deliver it up. or a receiver may be appointed.
See In re Burrows, 33 Kan. 675, 7 Puc. 148;
Eikerbe v. Edwards. 67 Iowa, 619, 25 N.
W. 832, Am. Rep. 360.

PROCEEDINGS. In practice. The steps
or measures taken in the course of an ac-
tion, including all that are taken. The pro-
ceedings of a suit embrace all matters that
occur in its progress judicially. Morewood
v. Hollister, 6 N. Y. 320.

PROCEEDS. Issues; produce; money ob-
tained by the sale of property; the sum,
amount. or value of property sold or convert-
ed into money or into other property. See
Hunt v. Williams, 126 ind. 493, 26 N. E. 177;
Andrews v. Johns, 59 Ohio St. 65, 51 N. E.
880: Belmont v. Ponvert, 35 N. Y. Super. Ct.
212.

PEOCEBES. Nobles; lords. The house
of lords in England is called, in Latin, “Do-
mus Procerum."

rnoots vnnnan. In French law. A
written report, which is signed, settliig forth
a statement of facts. This term is applied
to the report proving the meeting and the
resolutions passed at a meeting of share-
holders. or to the report of a commission to
take testimony. It can also be applied to the
statement drawn up by a huisaicr in relation
to any facts which one of the parties to a suit
can be interested in proving; for instance
the sale of a counterfeited object. State-
ments, drawn up by other competent author-
ities, of misdemeanors or other criminal acts,
are also called by this name. Arg. Fr. Merc.
Law, 570.

A true relation in writing in due form of
law of what has been done and said verbally
in the presence of a public otlicer and of
what he himself does on the occasion. Hall
v. Hull, 11 Tex. 526, 539.

PROCESS. In practice. This word is
generally defined to be the means of compel-
ling the defendant in an action to appear in
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court. -And when actions were commenced,
by original writ, instead of, as at present, by
writ of summons, the method of compelling
the defendant to appear was by what was
termed “original process," being founded on
the original writ, and so called also to distin-
guish it from “mesne" or ‘‘intermediate’'
process, which was some writ or process
which issued during the progress of the suit.
The word “process,” however, as now com-
monly understood, signifies those formal in-
struments called "writs." The word “pro-
cess" is in common-law practice frequently
applied to the writ of sinnmons, which is the
instrument now in use for commencing per-
sonal actions. But in its more comprehensive
signification it includes not only the writ of
summons, but all other writs which may be
issued during the progress of an action.
Those writs which are used to carry the judg-
ments of the courts into effect, and which are
termed “writs of execution" are also common-
ly denominated “final process," because they
usually issue at the end of a suit. See Carey
v. German American Ins. Co., 84 Wis. 80.
54 N. W. 18, 20 L. R. A. 267. 36 Am. St. Rep.
907; Savage v. Oliver, 110 Ga. 636, 36 S. E.
54; Perry v. Loriliard Fire Ins. Co., 6 Laps.
(N. Y.) 204; Davenport v. Bird, 34 Iowa, 527;
Philadelphia V. Campbell, 11 Phila. (l.’ii.) 161;
Phillips v. Spotts, 14 i\'eb. 139, 15 N. W. 332.

In the practice of the English privy council
in ecclesiastical appeals, “process" means an
otiicial copy of the whole proceedings and
proofs of the court below, which is transmit-
ted to the registry of the court of appeal by
the registrar of the court below in obedi-
ence to an order or requisition requiring him
so to do, called a “monition for process," is’-
sued by the court of appeal. Macph. Jud.
Com. 173.
—A‘bnsc of process. See ABUsE.—Compnln
sory process. See Coiirur.soiiv.—Execotory
process. In the law of Louisiana, a summary
process in the nature of an order of seizure and
sale which is available when the right of the
creditor arises from an act or instrument which
includes or imports a confession of judgment
and a privilege or lien in his favor, and also
to enforce the execution of a judgment render
ed in another jurisdiction. See Rev. Code
Prac. 189-i, art. 732.—I'lna.l process. The
last process in a suit; that is. writs of execu-
tion. ’i‘hus distinguished from meuic process,
which includes all writs issued during the prog-
ress of a cause and before final iudgment.
Amie v. Smith, 18 Pet. 313. 10 L Ed. 9'i'3.—Ir-
regulnr process. Sometimes the term “in-
regular process” has been defined to mean pro-
cess absolutely void, and not merely erroneous
and voidable; but usually it has been applied
to all process not issued in strict conformity
with the law, whether the defect appears upon
the face of the process, or by reference to ex-
trinsic facts, and whether such defects render
the process absolutely void or only voidable.
Coo rgvé. lia§t6er.F2dInéifi1253. éndCsee\B an
V. D on. G . . . . . '

' . Ely, N. Chip. (\’t.) 24.-Juuoui
process. in a wide sense, this term may in-
clude all the acts of a court from the be-
ginning to the end of its proceedings in a given
cause: but more specifically it means the writ.
summons. mandate, or other process which is
used to inform the defendant of the. institu-
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tion of proceedings against him and to_ com-
pel'hls appearance, in either civil or criminal
cases. State V. Guilbert. 56 Ohio St. 575,
47 N. E. 551. 38 L. R. A. 519. 60 Am. St.
Re . 756: In re Smith (D. C.) 132 Fed. 303.
— IJ process. This term is sometimes
used as uivalent to “lawful process.” Cooley
v. Davis, Iowa, 130. But properly it means
a writ. warrant, mandate, or other process
issuing from a court of justice. such as an at-
tachment. execution. injunction, etc. See In
re Bininger. 3 Fed. Cas. 416; Loy v. Home
Ins. Co.. 24 Minn. 319, 31 Am. Rep. 346;
Perry v. Lorillard F. Ins. Co.. 6 Lane. (N. I.)
204: Com. v. Brewer, 7 Pa. Dist. R. 255.-
Hesne rocess. As distinguished from final
urocess. t is signifies any writ or process issued
between the commencement of the action and
the suing out of execution. It includes the
writ of summons. (although that is now the usu-
al commencement of actions.) because ancient-
ly thatfwas preceded by tbedorifinal writ. $25
writ 0 ca ‘as :1 rec on en um was ca
“mesne” tomdistinguishpit. on the one hand.
from the original process by which a suit was
formerly commenced: and. on the other. from
the final process of execution. Birmingham Dry
Goods Co. v. Bledsoe. 113 Ala. 418, 21 South.
403: Hirshlser v. Tinsley. 9 Mo. App. 342:
Pennington v. Lowinstein. 19 Fed. (‘as. 168.
-0 ll process. That by which a ju-
dicial proceeding is instituted; process to com-
pei the appearance of" the defendant. I_)istin-

fi“"a“°“ u§Z°“‘....‘.'~';‘*.‘i.“‘i.s §"i.°.I".".“' :I;"."‘§3.‘....‘.°‘.}‘..°:1III’ — .

ordixlillfte orp collateral purpose; and from
“iinal" process, which is rocess of execution.
A>peal of Hotchkiss. 32 onn. 353.—Processcl lnterpleades-. A means of determining the
rivht to propert claimed by each of two or
more persons, wlviich is in the possession of a

See Dun Pnocsss
or LAw.—Px-ocess roll. In practice. A roll
used for the entry of process to save the stat-
i1'te,ofl‘rlimitntions. é '1l‘1idd, iPr;. 12:. 1621.5-

e recess. uc as s ssu acco -

ing“t‘o rue and the prescribed practice. or
which emanates, lawfully and in a proper case.
from a court or magistrate possessing jurisdic-
tion.—-Snnsnsry ‘process. Such as is im-
mediate orinstantaneous, in distinction from
the ordinary course. by emanating and taking
eifect without intermediate applications or
delays. Gaines v. Travis. 8 N. Y. Leg. Obs.
49.—'1'rnstee process. The name given in
some states ( articularly in. New England) to
the process oi) garnishment or foreign attach.-
ment.—Vo:ld process. Such as was issued
without power in the court to award it. -or
which the court had not acquired jurisdiction
to issue in the particular case, or which fails
in some material respect to comply with the
requisite form of legal process. _BI'yan V.
Congdon, 86 Fed. 223, 29 C. C. A. 640.

Isrpstent law. A means or method em-
ployed to produce a certain result or effect,
or a mode of treatment of given materials to
produce a desired result, either by chemical
action, by‘- the operation or application of
some element or power of nature, or of one
substance to another. irrespective of any ma-

chine or mechanical device; in this sense
a “process" is patentable. though, strictly
speaking, it is the art and not the process
which is the subject of patent. See Coch-
rane v. Deener, 94 U. S. 780, 24 L. Ed. 139;
Coming V. Burden. 15 How. 268, 14 L. Ed.
683: Westinghouse v. Boyden Power-Brake
00.. 170 U. S. 587. 18 Sup. Ct. 707. 42 L.
Ed. 1136; New Process Fermentation Co. v.
Hans (C. C.) 20 Fed. 728; Piper v. Brown,
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19 Fed. Gas. 718; In re Weston, 17 App. D.
C. 436; Appleton Mfg. Co. v. Star Mfg. Co..
60Fed.411,9C.C.A. -12.

—MecInn!cs.l process. A process involving
solely the a piication of mechanism or mechan-
ical princip es; an aggregation of functions;
not patentable considered apart from the mech-
anism employed or the finished product of manu-
facture. See Risdon Iron, etc., Works 1'. Med-
art, 158 U. S. 68, 15 Sup. Ct. 745, 39 L. Ed.
899; American Fibre Chamo' Co. V. Buckskin
Fibre Co.. 72 Fed. 514, 180. . A. W; Coch-
rane v. Deener, 94 U. S. 780, 24 L. Ed. 139.

PROOESSIONING. A proceeding to de-
termine boundaries, in use in some of the
United States, similar in all respects to the
English perambulation, (q. 0.)

PBOGESSUM GONTINUANDO. In
English practice. A writ for the continuance
of process after the death of the chief jus-
tice or other Justices in the commission or
over and terminer. Reg. Orig. 128.

Pa-oeessns legls est gs-eds vexsflc; ex-

ecntlo legis coronnt opus. The process of
the law is a grievous vexation; the execu-
tion ot the law crowns the work. Co. Litt.
28%. The proceedings in an action while in
progress are burdensome and vexatious; the
execution, being the end and object of the ac-
tion. crowns the labor, or rewards it with
success.

PBOCHEIN. L. Fr. Next. A term
somewhat used in modern law, and more fre-
quently in the old law; as prochein amt,
prochcin cousin. Co. Litt. 10.
—-Prochein uni. Next friend. As an infant
cannot legally sue in his own name, the action
must be brought by his
some friend not being ‘s guardian) who will
appear as paintiif in his name.— chein
avoidance. Next vacancy. A power to ap-
oint a minister to a church when it shall next
come void. '

pnocnraomsss. An error in chronol-
ogy; dating a thing before it happened.

PROOINGTUS. Lat. In the Roman law.
A girding or preparing for battle. Testa-
mentum in procinctu, a will made by a
soldier, while girding himself. or preparing
to engage in battle. Adams, Rom. Ant. 62:
Calvin.

PROCLAIH. To promulgate; to an-
nounce; to publish, by governmental author-
ity, intelligence oi‘ public acts or transactions
or other matters important to be known by
the people. .

PROCLAMATION. The act of causing
some state matters to be published or made
generally known. A written or printed doc-
ument in which are contained such matters,
issued by proper authority. 3 Inst. 162; 1

Bl. Comm. 170.
The word “proclnmation" is also used to

express the public nomination made of any

oclacin amt’; that is, _
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one to a high oiiice; as, such a prince was
praclainwd emperor.

In practice. The declaration made by
the crier, by authority of the court, that
something is about to be done.

In equity practice. Proclamation made
by a sherlfi upon a writ of attachment, sum-
moning a defendant who has failed to appear
personally to appear and answer the plain-
titr‘s bill. 3 Bl. Comm. 444.
-—Ps-oclasnation by lord of nsanor. A groc-
lamation made by the lord of a manor (t rice
repeated) requiring the heir or devisee of a
deceased copyhoider to present himself, pay the
fine, and be admitted to the estate; failing
which appearance, the lord might seize the lands
quousquc (provisionally.)—Ps-oelaniation of
exigents. In old English law. When an ea-
ment was awarded, a. writ of proclamation is-
sued, at the same time, commanding the she»
iii of the county wherein the defendant dwelt to
make three proclamations thereof in places the
most notorious, and most likely to come to his
knowledge, a month before the outlawry should
take place. 3 Bl. Comm. 284.—Ps-oclamation
o! a fine. The notice or proclamation which
was made after the engrossment of a fine of
lands, and which consisted in. its being openly
read in court sixteen times. viz., four times in
the term in which it was made, and four times
in each of the three succeeding terms. which.
however, was afterwards reduced to one read-
in in each term. Cowell. See 2 Bl. Comm.
35-.—Ps-oclansatlon of rebellion. In old
English law. A proclamation to be made by
the sherifi commanding the attendance of a
person who had neglected to obey a subpoena or
attachment in chancery. if he did not surren-
der himself after this proclamation, a commis-
sion of rebellion issued. . Comm. 4-i4.—
Proclamation of roousants. A proclama-
tion whereby recusaats were formerly convict-
ed, on non-appearance at the asswes. Jacob.

PBOGLAMATOB. An oilicer of the Inig-
" lish court of common pleas.

PRO-OONBUL. Lat. In the Roman law.
Originally a consul whose command was pro-
longed after his oiiice had expired. An of-
flcer with consular authority. but without
the title of "consui.” The governor of a
province. Calvin.

PBOOBEATIOII. The generation of chil-
dren. One oi’ the principal ends of marriage
is the procreation oi‘ children. Inst. tit. 2.
in pr.

PROGTOB. A procurator, proxy. or at-
torney. More particularly, an oflicer of the
admiralty and ecclesiastical courts whose du-
ties and business correspond exactly to those
of an attorney at law or solicitor in chancery.

An ecclesiastical person sent to the lower
house of convocation as the representative of
a cathedral. a collegiate church, or the clergy
of a diocese. Also certain administrative or
magisterial oiiicers in the universities.
—Ps-octors of the clergy. They who are
chosen and appointed to appear for cathedral
or other colieg ate churches; as also for the
common cle y of eve diocese. to sit in the
convocation ouse in e time of parliament. -

Wharton.
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PROOURAOY. The writing or instru-
ment which authorizes a procurator to act.
Coweil; Termes de la Ley.

PROOUBADOB. D1-:1. ooannt. Sp. In
Spanish law, an oiflcer appointed to make in-
quiry, put a petitioner in possession of land
prayed for, and execute the orders or the
executive in that behalf. See Lecompte v.
U. S., 11 How. 115, 126, 13 L. Ed. 627.

PEOOURARB. Lat. To take care of
another's aifairs for him, or in his behalf; to
manage; to take care of or superintend.

PROOURATIO. Lat. Management of
another's aiifairs by his direction and in his
behalf; procuration; agency.

Procnratlo est exhlbltlo In-ptnun
necessariorun laota pralatis, uni dio-
ceses pes-an-ando,_ ecclesias snbjootal
visitant. Dav. Ir. K. B. 1. Procuration it
the providing necessaries for the bishops,
who. in traveling through their dioceses. visit
the churches subject to them.

PROOURATION. Agency: proxy: the
act of constituting another one‘s attorney in
tact: action under a power of attorney or
other constitution of agency. Indorsing a
bill or note “by procuration" (or per proc.)
is doing it as proxy for another or by his au-
thority.
—Ps-ocns-ation lee, (or none .) In English
law. Brokerage or commission a lowed to scrivo
eners and solicitors for obtaining loans of men-
ey. 4 Bl. Comm. 157.

Procnrationen adversas nnlla est
presses-iptio. Dav. Ir. K. B. 6. There is no
prescription against procuration.

PROGURATIONS. In ecclesiasiiail law.
Certain sums of money which parish prints
pay yearly to the bishops or archdeacons
rations viaiiationlc. Dig. 3. 39. 25; Ayl.
Par. -129.

PROOUBAIOR. In the civil law. A
proctor; a person who acts for another by
virtue of a procuration. Dig. 3, 3, 1.

In old English law. An agent or attor-
ney; a bailitr or servant. A proxy of a lord
in parliament.

In ecclesiastical law. One who collect-
ed the fruits or a beneflce for another. An
advocate of a religious house, who was to
solicit the interest and plead the causes of the
society. A proxy or representative of a par-
ish church.
—Procu-ator fiscal. In Scotch law, this is
the title of _the.public grosecutor for each dis-
trict, who institutes t_e prelimina inquiry
into crime within his district. The 0 cc is an-
alogous, in some respect. to that of “prosecut-
ing attorney," “district attorney," or “state's st-
torney" in America.—Ps-ocns-ator in ran an-
asn. Proctor (attorney) in his own aitair. or
with reference to his own property. This tuna
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is used in Scotch law to denote that a person
is acting under a procurntion ( er of attor-
ney) with reference to a thing w ‘ch has become
his own property. Ersk. Inst. 3, 5, 2.-
Proonrator Iitis. In the civil law. One
who by command of another institutes and car-
ries on for him a suit. Vicat, Voc. _Jur.—
Proonrntor nofotior-um. In the civil _law.
An attorney in act; a manager of business
stairs for another person. curator ro-
vinoim. In Roman law. A provincial o cer
who managed the afiairs of the revenue, and had
a judicial power in matters that concerned the
revenue. Adams, Rom. Ant. 178.

PROOUBATORES EOOLESIE PARO-
OEIALIS. The old name for church-ward-
ens. Paroch. Antlq. 562.

PDOOUBATOEIUII. In old English
law. The procuratory or instrument by
which any person or community constituted
or delegated their procurator or proctona to
represent them in any judicial court or cause.
Cowell.

PBOOUBATORY or RESIGNATION.
In Scotch law. A form of proceeding by
which a vassal authorizes the fen to be re-
turned to his superior. Bell. It is anal-
ogous to the surrender of copyholds in Eng-
land.

PBOOURATBIX. In old English law.
A female agent or attorney in fact. Flats.
lib. 3, c. 4. I 4.

PDOOURD. In criminal law, and in
analogous uses elsewhere, to “procure" is
to initiate a proceeding to cause a thing to
be done; to instigate; to contrive, bring
about, effect, or cause. See U. S. v. Wilson,
28 Fed. Cas. 710; Gore v. Lloyd, 12 Mees. &
W. 4§0; Marcus v. Bernstein, 117 N. C. 31,
23 S. E. 38; Rosenbarger v. State, 154 Ind.
425, 66 N. E. 914; Long v. State. 23 Neb. 33.
86 N. W. 310.

PROOURIIE. A pimp; one that procures
the seduction or prostitution of girls. They
are punishable by statute in England and
America.

PBOCURDUB. In French law. An at-
torney-: one who has received a commission
from another to act on his behalf. There
were in France two classes of pmcureurr:
Procureurs ad ncgotia, appointed by an in-
divldual to act for him in the administration
of his aifairs; persons invested with a power
of attorney; corresponding to “attorneys in
fact." Procurcura ad lites were persons ap-
pointed and authorized to act for a party in
a court ofujustice. These corresponded to at-
torneys at law, (now called, in England, “so-
licitors of the supreme court.”) The order
of procm-curs was abolished in 1791, and that
of atouéa established in their place. Mozley
J: Whitley.

PROOUBEUR DU ROI, in French law,
is a public prosecutor, with whom rests the
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initiation oi’ all criminal proceedings. In the
exercise of his oilice (which appears to include
the apprehension of offenders) he is entitled
to call to his assistance the public force.
(posse oomuaiua,-) and the otlicers of police
are auxiliary to him.

rn.ooun1:un' or-:1tr:n1u., or us-
PEBIAL. In French law. An otiicer of the
imperial court, who either personally or by
his deputy prosecutes every one who is ac-
cused of a crime according to the forms of
French law. His functions appear to be con-
fined to preparing the case for trial at the
assizes, assisting in that trial. demanding the
sentence in case of a conviction. and-being
present at the delivery oi’ the sentence. He
has a general superintendence over the of-
ficers of police and of the jugea Winstrucuon,
and he'requires from the procureur du rat a
general report once in every three months.
Brown. '

PEODES EOHINEB. A term said by
Totnlins to be frequently applied in the
ancient books to the barons of the realm,
particularly as constituting a council or ad-
ministration or government. It is probably
a corruption of “probi homines.”

PRODIGUS. Lat. In Roman law. A
prodigal; a spendthrift; a person whose ex- V

travagant habits manifested an inability to
administer hi own airuirs, and for whom a
guardian might therefore be appointed.

PRODITION. Treason; treachery.

PBODITOD. A traitor.

PRODITORIE. Treasonably. This is
a technical word formerly used in indict-
ments for treason, when they were written
in Latin. Tomlins.

PRODUCE. To bring forward; to show
or exhibit; to bring into view or notice; as.
to produce books or writings at a trial in
obedience to a aubpwna duces tecum.

PRODUCE BROKER. A person whose
occupation it is to buy or sell agricultural or
farm products. 14 U. S. St. at Large. 117;
U. S. v. Simons, 1 Abb. (U. S.) 470, Fed. Cas.
No. 16,291.

rnonuomrr. The party calling a wit-
ness under the old system oi‘ the English ec-
clesiastical courts.

PBODUOTIO IEOTE. In old English
law. Production of suit: the production by
a plaintiir of his sccta or witnesses to prove
the allegations of his count. See3 B1. Comm.
295. -

PRODUCTION. in political economy.
The creation of objects which constitute
wealth. The requisites of production are



[PRODUCTION or SUIT

_lahoi;,- capital, and the materials and motive
force afforded by nature. 01 these, labor
and the raw material of the globe are pri-
mary and indispensable. Natural motive pow-
ers. may be called in to the assistance of la-
bor, and are a help, but not an essential, of
production. The remaining requisite, capital,
is itself the product of labor. Its instru-
mentality in production is therefore. in
reality, that of labor in an indirect shape.
Mill, Pol. Econ.; Wharton.

PRODUCTION O1‘ SUIT. In pleading.
The formula, “and therefore he brings his
suit." etc., with which declarations always
conclude. Steph. P1. 428, 429.

PROPANE. That which has not been
consecrated. By a profane place is under-
stood one which is neither sacred non sancti-
fled nor religious. Dig. 11, 7, 2, 4.

PROPANELY. In a profane manner.

A techniail word in indictments for the stat-
utory offense of profanity. See Updegraph
V. Com., 11 Serg. 6: R. (I’a.) 394.

',PROl‘ANITY. Irreverence towards sa-
_cred things; particularly, an irreverent or

blasphemous use of the name of God; pun-
ishable _by statute in some jurisdictions.

._PROPEOTITIU8. Lat. In the civil law.
That which descends to us from our as-
cendants. Dig. 23, 3, 5. ‘ '

PROPER. In old English law. An offer
or proffer; an offer or endeavor to proceed in
an action, by any man concerned to do so.
Cowell.

A- return made by a shei-ii! of his accounts
into the exchequer; a payment made on such
return. Id.

'1-norinavr IN cums. L. Lat. He pro-
duces in court. In old practice, these words
were inserted in a declaration, as an allega-
tion that the plaintifi‘ was ready to produce,
or did actually produce, in court. the deed or
other written instrument on which his suit
was founded, in order that the court might
inspect the same and the defendant hear
it read. The same formula was used where
the defendant pleaded a written instrument.

In modern practice. An allegation form-
ally made in a pleading. where a party al-
leges a deed, that he shows it in court,‘ it
being in fact retained in his own custody‘.
Steph. P]. 67. - ' ’

PROFESSION. A public declaration re-
specting something. Cod. 10. 41, 6.

In ecclesiastical law. The act of enter-
ing into a religious order. See 17 Via. Abr.
545.

Also a calling, vocation, known employ-
ment: divinity. medicine. and law are called
the “learned professions.’-’ - _,
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PROPICUA. L. Lat. In old English law.
Profits: especially the “issues and profits”
of an estate in land. See Co. Litt. 142. _

PROFILE. In civil engineering, a draw-
ing representing the elevation ot the various
points _on the plan of “a, road. or the like.
above some fixed elevation. Pub. St. Mass.
1882,.p. 1294. -

PROFITS. 1. The advance in the price
of goods sold beyond the" cost of purchase.
The gain made by the sale of produce or
manufactures, after deducting-the value of
the labor, materials, rents, and all expenses.
together with the interest of the capital eni-
ployed. Webster. See Providence Rubber
Co. v. Goodyear, 9 Wall. 8%, 19 L Ed. 828;
Mundy v. Van Hoose,-104 Ga. 292, -80 S. E.
783; Hinckley v. Pittsburgh Bessemer steel
00., 121 U. S. 264, 7-Sup. Ct. 875, 30 L. Ed;
967: Prince v. Lamb, 128 Cal. 120, 60 Pac.
689; Maryland Ice Co. v. Arctic Ice Mach.
Mfg. Co., 4i) Md. 103. 29 Atl. 69.

_ 2. The benefit, advantage, or pecuniary
gain accruing to the owner or occupant of
land from its actual use; as in,tlie'famlliai_'
phrase “rents, issues, and profits,“ or’ in" the
expression “mesne profits." '

3. A division-sometimes made of incor-
poreal hereditanients; as ‘distinguished from
“easements," which tend rather to the'7-con-
venience than "the proiit_of the claimant.
2 Steph. Comm. 2.
—Mcsn_c profits. Intermediate profits; that
is, profits which have been accruing between
two given periods._ Thus, after ‘a party has
recovered the land itself in an action of eject-
nient, he fr uently brings another action for
the purpose 0 recovering the profits which have
been-accruing or arising out of the land between
the time when his title hi the possession accrued
or was_raised and the time of his recovery in
the action of ejectment. and "such an action is
thence termed an “action for mesne profits."
Brown.—Mosne profits, action of. An ac-
tion of trespass brought to recover profits de-
rived from land, while the possession of it has
been il;lé)l'()peI'iy withheld: that is, the yearly
value the premises. Worthington v. Hiss,
70 Md. 172, 16 Atl. 534: Woodhull v. Rosen-
ihal. 61 N. Y. 394: Thompson v. Bower. 60
Barb.-_(l\'. Y.).477.-I-Rot profits. Theoretically
all profits are-“net." But as the expression
“cross profits” is sometimes used to describe
the mere excess -of present value over former
value, or'of returns from sales over prime cost.
the -phrase “net profits" is appropriate to de-
scribe the gain which remains after the further
deduction of all expenses. charges. costs. allow-
since for depreciation. etc.—Ps-oflt and loss.
The gain or loss arising from goods bought or
sold. or from carrying on any other business. the
former of which. in book-keeping. is placed on
the creditor's side; the latter on the debtor’:
side.-.—Pi-oflts I prendre. These. which an
also called "rights of common.” are rights ex-
ercised by one man in. the soil of another. so
companied with partici ation in theprofits of
the soil thereof: as rghts of pasture. or of
digging sand. Profits a prendre dimer from
easements, in that the former are rights of
profit. and the latter are mere rights of con‘-
vonience without profit. Gale, Eascin. 1: Hall,
Profits A Prendre, 1. See Payne v. Sheets.
75. Vt. 335. 55 Atl. 656; Black V. .Elkhoi'I



7. rnonir. .

PROGENER

Min'.'.'C6.- (C. C.) 49_‘Fed. 549' Bingham V.
Salene 15 Or. 203, 14 Pac. 523, 33 Am. st. Rep.
152; iucrce v. Keaiaor. 70 N. 1'. 42, 26 Am.
Rep.. 61.2.

PROGENEB.
grandson-in-law.

Int. In the civil law. A
Dig. 38, 10, 4, 6.

PEOGRESSION. That state of a busi-
ness which is neither the commencement nor
the end. some act done after the matter has
commenced. and before it is completed.
Plowd. 343.

, Prohibetur no quh 150131: in M10 quod
nooere pouit alieno. It is forbidden for
any one to do or make on his own [land]
what may injure another's. 9 Coke, 59a.

PROHIBITED DEGREES. Those de-
grees of relationship by consanguinity which
are so close that marriage between persons
related to each other in any of such degrees
is forbidden by law. See State v. Guiton, 51
La. Ann. 155, 24 South. 784.

. nnommno nr: vasro, nmnora
PABTI, A judicial writ which used to be
addressed to a tenant, prohibiting him from
waste, pending suit. Reg. Jud. 21; Moore,
917. ‘

PBOEIBITION. In practice. The name
of a writ issued by a superior court, directed
to the judge and parties of a suit in an in-
ferior court, commanding them to cease from
the prosecution of the same, upon a sugges-
tion that the cause originally, or some col-
lateral matter "arising therein, does not be-
long to that jurisdiction, but to the cogni-
nance of some other court. 3 Bl. Comm. 112.

The writ of prohibition is the counterpart
of the writ of mandate. It arrests the pro-
ceedings of any tribunal. corporation, board,
or person, when such proceedings are with-
out. orin excess of the jurisdiction of such
tribunal. corporation. board. or person. Code
Cir. Proc. Cal. 5 1102. And see Mayo v.
James, 12 Grat. (Va.) 23; People v. Judge of
Superior Court (.\Iich.) 2 N. W. 919: State

.17. Ward," 70 Minn. 58, 72 N. W. 825; Johns-
ton v. Hunter; 50 W. Va. 52. 40 S. E. 448;
Appo v. People. 20 N. Y. 531; Hovey v.
Elliott, 167 U. S. 409, 17 Sup. Ct. 841, 42 L.
Ed. 216: State‘ v. Evans, 88 Wis. 255, 60
N. W. 433. - .

PBOHIBITIVB IHPEDIHENTS.
Those impediments to a marriage which are
only followed by a punishment, but do not
render the marriage null. Bowyer, Mod.
Civil Law, 44.

ERCJEOTIO. Lat. In old English law.
A throwing up of earth by the sea.

.. ,, _

Fr. In international law.
The draft of a proposed treaty or convention.
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P:-elem unto natrhnonhun attain, its
at post leg-itimun, lo: oivilia mcoedere
tacit in hnreditate parentun: sod pro-
len, qua: nntrhnonhun noun nu-it, mo-

oedere non sinit lox Anglomun. Fortesc.
c. 39. The civil law permits the onfspring
born before marriage [provided such oa-
sprlng be afterwards legitimized] to be the
heirs of their parents; but the law of the
English does not suffer the offspring not pro-
duced by the marriage to succeed.

P301388. Lat. Offspring; progeny; the
issue of a lawful marriage.

Pa-ole: aequltnr aortern pate:-nun. The
offspring follows the condition of the father.
Lynch v. Clarke, 1 Sandf. Ch. (N. Y.) 583,
860.

!'ROI.l:'1‘AllIA'l.'B. The class of prole-
tarii; the lowest stratum of the people of a
country, consisting mainly of the waste of
other classes, or of those fractions of the
population who. by their isolation and their
poverty. have no place in the established or-
der of society.

PROLIITARIUB. Int. In Roman law.
A person of poor or mean condition; those
among the common people whose fortunes
were below a certain valuation; those who
were so poor that they could hot serve the
state with money. but only with their chil-
dren, (pirolca) Calviu.; Vicat.

» PROLIODJE. In medical Jurisprudence.
A word used to designate the destruction of
the human oifspring. Jurists divide the sub-
ject into faetlcide. or the destruction of the
fa:fua in utero, and infanticldc, or the de-
struction of the newborn infant. Ry. Med.
Jur. 280.

PROLIXITY. The unnecessary and au-
perfluous statement of facts in pleading or in
evidence. This will be rejected as imperti-
nent. 7 Price, 278. note.

rnonootrron. In ecclesiastical law.
The president or chairman of a convocation.

PEOLONGATION. Time added to the
duration of something; an extension of the
time limited for the performance of an agree-
ment. A prolongation of time accorded to
the principal debtor will discharge the sure-
ty.

PROLYTE. In Roman law. A name
given to students of law in the fifth year of
their course; as being in advance of the
Lytie, or students of the fourth year. Cal-
vin.

PBOHATERTERA. Lat.
law. A great maternal aunt:
one's grandmother.
—-Prornatex-tern magma. Lat. In the civil

In the civil
the sister of

law. A great-great-aunt. . .



PROMISE

PBOHIIE. A declaration, verbal or
written, made by one person to another for
a good or valuable consideration hi the na-
ture of a covenant by which the promisor
binds himself to do or torbear some act, and
gives to the promisee a legal- right to de-
mind and enforce a fulfillment. See Taylor
v. Miller, 113 N. C. 340. 18 S. E. 504; New-
comb v. Clark, 1 Denio (N. Y.) 228; Fonte
v. Bacon, 2 Cusli. (Miss.) 164; U. S. v. Bal-
tic Mills Co., 12-! Fed. 41, 59 C. C. A. 558.

“Promise" is to be distinguished. on the one
hand, from a mere declaration of intention in-
Volving no engagement or assurance as to the
future: and, on the other, from "agreement,"
which is an obligation arisin upon recipr
promises. or upon’ a promise ounded on a con-
sideration. Abbott.

“Fictitious promises,” sometimes called
“implied promises," or “promises implied in
law," occur in the case or those contracts
which were invented to enable persons in
certain cases to take advantage of the old
rules of pleading peculiar to contracts, and
which are not now of practical importance.
Sweet.
—Mui:ual promises. Promises simultaneous-
ly made by and between two parties; each
ing the consideration. for the other.—1laked
promise. One given without any considera-
tion, equivalent, or reciprocal obligation, and
for that reason not enforceable at law. See
Arend v. Smith, 151 N. Y. 502, 45 N. E. 872.
—1I’ew promise. An undertaking or promise,
based upon and having relation to a former

romiso which, for some reason. can no longer
12 enforced. whereby the proraisor recognizes

and revives such former promise and engages to
fulfill it.—Pu-ol promise. A aim le contract:
a verbal promise. 2 Steph. Comm. 09.—Prom-
ise o! marriage. A contract mutually en-
tered into by a man and a woman that they
will marry each other.

PEOHISEB. One to whom a promise has
been made.

PROHISOR.
ise.

One who makes a prom-

PROHISSOR. Lat. In the civil law.
A promiser; properly the party who under-
took to do a thing in answer to the interro-
gation ot the other party, who was called the
"stipulator.”

PEOMISBORY. Containing or consist-
ing of a promise; in the nature of a promise;
stipulating or engaging for a future act or
course oi‘ conduct.
—Ps-onissory note. A promise or engage-
ment. in writing. to pay a specified sum at a
time therein limited, or on demand, or at sight,
to a person therein named. or to his order, or
bearer. Byles. Hills, 1. 4; Hall v. Farmer,
5 Denio (N. Y.) 484. A promissory note is a
written promise made by one or more to pay an-
other. or order. or bearer. at a specified time,
a specific amount of money, or other articles
of value. (‘ode (la. 1882. I 2774. A promis-
sory note is an instrument negotiable in form.
whereby the signer promises to pa a pecified
sum of money. Civ. (‘ode (‘al. «I 3 44. An un-
conditional written romise, signed by the mak-
er, to pay absolutey and at all events a sum
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certain in money. either to the heater or to
a person therein designated or his order. Benj.
Chaim. ‘Bills 4: N. art. 271.

As to promissory “0ath." "Representa-
tion," and “Warranty," see those titles.

PBOMOTEES. In the law relating to
corporations, those persons are called the
“promoters” of a company who first asso-
ciate themselves together for the purpose of
organizing the company, issuing its pro-
spectus. procuring subscriptions to the stock.
securing a charter, etc. See Dickerman v.

Northern Trust Co., 176 U. S. 181, 20 Sup.
Ct. 311, 44 L. Ed. 423; Bosher v. Rich-
mond & H. Land Co., 89 Va. 455, 16 S. E.
360, 37 Am. St. Rep. 879; Yale Gas Stove
Co. v. Wilcox, 64 Conn. 101, 29 Atl. 3%, 25
L. R. A. 90, 42 Am. St. Rep. 159 ;, Densmore
Oil Co. v. Densmore, 6-1 Pa. 49.

In English practice. Those persons who,
in popular and penal actions, prosecute of-
fenders 'in their own namesand that of the
king, and are thereby entitled to part of the
lines and penalties for their pains, are called
"promoters." Brown.

The term is also applied to a party who
puts in motion an ecclesiastical tribunal,
for the purpose of correcting the manners ot
any person who has violated the laws eccle-
siastical; and one who takes such a course
is said to “promote the oiflce of the judge."
See Moziey it Whitley.

PROMOVENT. A plaintii! in a suit of
duplea querela. (0. 1:.) 2 Prob. Div. 192.

PEOHULGARB. Lat. In Roman law.
To make public: to make publicly known;
to promulgate. To publish or make known
a law, after its enactment.

PROHULGATE. To publish; to an-
nounce oiiicialiy; to make public as impor-
tant or obligatory. See Wooden v. Western
New York & P. R. Co. (Super. Ct.) 18 N. Y.
Supp. 769.

PROHULGATION. The order given to
cause a law to be executed, and to make it
public; it dimers from publication. 1 Bl.
Comm. 415. .

PBOHUTUUH. Lat. In the civil law.
A quasi contract, by which he who receives a_

certain sum of money, or a certain quan-
tity of tungible things, which have been paid
to him through mistake, contracts towards
the payer the obligation of returning him
as much. Poth. de l’Ueure, pt. 3. s. 1, a. 1.

PRONEPOB. Lat. In the civil law. A
great-grandson. Inst. 3, 6, 1; Bract. fol. 87.

PBONEPTIS. Lat. In the civil law. A
great-granddaughter. Inst. 3. 6, 1; Bract.
fol. 67.



PRONOTARY

PROIIOTARY. First notary. See Pao-
TKONOTABY.

PRONOUNCE. To utter formally, om-
cially, and solemnly: to declare aloud and in
a formal manner. In this sense a court is
said to “pronounce" judgment or a sentence.
See Ex parte Crawford, 36 Tex. Cr. R. 180,
36 S. W. 92. '

PEONUNOIATION.
or decree. Keihain.

L. Fr. A sentence

PRONUBUS. Lat. In the civil law.
The wife of a grandson or great-grandson.
-Dig. as, 10, 4, 6.

P3001‘.
ticient reason for the truth of a juridical
proposition by which a party seeks either to
maintain his own claim or to defeat the
claim of another. Whart. Ev. i 1.

Proof is the effect of evidence; the estab-
lishment of a fact by evidence. Code Civ.
Proc. Cal. 5 1824. And see Neviing v. Com.,
98 Pa. 828; Tift v. Jones, 77 Ga. 181, 3 S.
E. 399: Powell v. State. 101 Ga. 9, 29 S. E.
309, 65 Am. St. Rep. 277: Jastrzembskl v.
Marxhausen, 120 Mich. 677, 79 N. W. 935.

Ayliife defines “judicial proof" to be a clear’
and evident declaration or demonstration of a
matter which was before doubtful, conveyed in
a judicial manner by tit and proper arguments,
and likewise by all other legal metbods—Firat,
by {it and proper arguments, such as conjec-
tures, presnmptions, mdtciu. and other admin-
icnlar ways and means: secondly, by legal meth-
ods, or methods according to law. such as wit-gnblic instruments, and‘ the like. Ayl.

at

For the distinction between “prooi'," “evi-
dence,” “belief," and '‘testimony,’’ see Ev!-
nsmcn.

-Burden of proof. See that title.—Pnll
proof. See F‘UI.L.—Hri.If proof. See HALF.
— liininary proof. See PRE’LIlli'NABY.--
Positive proof. Direct or aflirmative proof:
that which directly establishes the fact in ques-
tion; as opposed to negative proof, which es-
tablishes the fact by showing that its opposite
is not or cannot be true. Niles v. Rhodes. 7
Mich. 378; Falkner v. Behr, 75 Ga. 674'
Schrack v. McKnight, s4_ Pa. 3o.—ri-cor of
debt. The formal establishment by a creditor
of his debt or claim, in some prescribed man-
ner. (us, by his aiiidavit or otherwise.) as a pre-
liminary to its allowance. along with others,
against an estate or property to be divided,
such as the estate of a bankrupt or insolvent,
a_ deceased rson. or a firm or company in
liquidation roof of will. A term havisgg
the same meaning as "probate,” (q. o.,) and u
interchangeably with it.

PBOPATRUUS. Int. In the civil law.
A great-grandfather's brother. Inst. 3, 6, 3;
Bract. toi. 680.
—Px-opatrnus magmas. In the clyil law. A
gi-eat—great-uncle.

PROPER. That which is fit, suitable.
adapted. and correct. See Knox v. Lee. 12
Wall. 457, Z) L. Ed. 287; Griswold v. Hep-
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Proof, in civil process, is a sub.

PROPERTY

burn, 2 Duv. (Ky.) 20; Westfleld v. Warren,
8 N. J. Law, 251.

Peculiar; naturally or essentially belong-
ing to a person or thing; not common; ap-
propriate; one‘s own.

-1’:-opor fonds. In feudal law, the original
and. genuine feuds held by purely military
service.-_-Pro or parties. A proper party, as
distinguished mm a necessary party, is one who
has an interest in the subject-matter of the
litigation, which may be conveniently settled
therein; one without whom a substantial de-
cree may be made, but not a decree which sliall
completely settle all the questions which may
be involved in the controversy and conclude the
rights of‘ all the persons who have any interest
in the subject 0 the litigation. See Kelley
v. Boettcher, 85 Fed. 55, 29 C. C. A. 14;
Tatum v. Roberts, 59 Minn. 52, 60 N. W. 848.

PROPERTY. Rightful dominion over
external objects; ownership; the unrestrict-
ed and exclusive right to a thing; the right
to dispose of the substance of a thing in
every legal way, to possess it, to use it, and
to exclude every one else from interfering
with it. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 265.

Property is the highest‘ right a man can have
to anything; being used for that right which
one has to lands or tenements, goods or chattels,
which noway, depends on another man’s cour-
tesy. Jackson ex dem. Pearson v. Housel. 17
Johns. 281, 283

A right imparting to the owner a power of
indefinite user, capable of being transmitted to
universal successors by way of descent. and
imparting to the owner the power of disposi-
tion, from himself and his successors pcr um-
versitatem, and from all other persons who have
a spec succcssionis under any existing conces-
sion or disposition. in favor of such person or
series of persons as he may choose, with the like
capacities and wers as he had himself, and
under such con itions as the municipal or par-
ticular law allows to be annexed to the disposi-
tions of private persons. Aust. Jur. (Campbell's
Ed.) 5 1103.

The right of property is that sole and despotic
dominion. which one man claims and exercises
over the external things of the world_, in total
exclusion of the right of an other individual
in the universe. It consists in the free use, en-
joyment, and disposal of all a person's. acquisi-
tions, without any control or diminution save
orig by the laws of the land. 1 Bl. Comm. 138:
2 i. Comm. 2, 15.

The word is also commonly used to denote
any external object over which the right of
property is exercised. In this sense it is a
very wide term, and includes every class of
acquisitions which a man can own or have
an interest in. See Scranton v. Wheeler. 179
U. S. 141, 21 Sup. Ct. 48, 45 L. Ed. 126; Law-
rence V. Ilenncssey, 165 M0. 659, 65 S. W.
717: Boston & L. R. Corp. v. Salem & L. R.
Co., 2 Gray (Mass), 35; National Tel. News
Co. v. Western Union Tel. 00.. 119 Fed. 294,
58 C. C. A. 198, 60 L. R. A. 805; Hamilton v.
Rathhone, 175 U. S. 414. 20 Sup. Ct. 155, 44
L. Ed. 219; Stanton v. Lewis, 26 Conn. 449;
Wilson v. Ward Lumber Co. (0. C.) 67 Fed.
874.
—Absoluto property. In respect to chattels
personal property is said to be “absolute" where
a man has. solei and exclusively. the right and
also the oecupa on of any movable chattels, so
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that they cannot be transferred from him. or
cease to be his, without his own act or default.
2 Bl. (fumm. 389. In the law of wills. a bequest
or devise “to be the absolute property” of the
beneficiary. may pass a title in fee simple. ME-
ers v. Anderson, 1 Strob. Eq. (S. C.) 344. 7
Am. Dec. 537: Fackier v. Berry, 93 Va. 565,
25 S. E. 887. 57 Am. St. Rep. 819. Or it may
mean that the property is to be held free from
any limitation or condition or free from any
coi_itrol or disposition on the part oi! others.
Wilson v. White. 133 Ind. 614. 33 N. E. 361
19 L. R. A. 581; Williams v. Van:-leave, "I
T. B. Mon. (Ky.) 388, 393.—Gommon prop-
erty. A term sometimes applied to lands owned
by a municipal corporation and held in trust
for the common use of the inhabitants. Comp.
Laws N. Mex. 1897, 5 2184. Also property
owned jointly by husband and wife under the
community system. See O0i(MUNI'rY.—Gom-
xnunity property. See 0oMMUNrn'.—Gan-
anoinl property. See that title.—Gene1-51
property. The right and property in a
t lug enjoyed by the general owner. See OWN-
ica.—I.ite:-ary property. See LI'rEi_zaaY.—-liked property. Property which isedgier-
sonal in its essential nature. but is invest by
the law with certain of the characteristics and
features of real property. Heirlooms. tomb-
stones, monuments in a church, and titledeeds
to an. estate are of this nature. 2 Bl. Comm.
.. ; Barn. & Adol. 174; 4 Ring. 106' Mi]-

ler v. Worrall, 62 N. J. Eq. 776, 48 Atl. 586.
90 Am. St. Rep. 480; Minot v. Thompson, 106
Mass. 585.—Personal property. Property of
a personal or movable nature, as oppose to
roperty of a local or immovable character

gsuch as land or houses.) the latter being calle
"real property." This term is also ap lied to
the right or interest less than a freehol which
a man has in realty. Boyd v. Selma. 96 Ala.
144. 11 South. 393, 16 L. R. A. 729: Adams
17. Hackett, 7 Cal. 203; Stief v. Hart, 1 N.
Y. 24; Bellows v. Allen, 22 Vt. 108: In re
Bruckman’e Estate. 195 Pa. 363. 45 Atl. 1078;
Atlanta v. Chattanooga Foundry 8: Pipe 00.,
(C. C.) 101 Fed. 907. That kind of property
which usually consists of things temporary and
movable, but includes all subjects of property
not of a freehold nature, nor descendible to the
heirs at law. 2Kent, Comm. 340. Personal prop-
erty is divisible into (1) corporeal personal prop-
erty, which includes movable and tangible
things. such as animals, ships, furniture. mer-
chandise, etc.; and (2) incorgoreal personal
property, which consists of sac rights as per-
sonal annuities, stocks, shares, patents, and copy-
rights. Sweet.—Pr-irate pro erty, as pro-
tected from being taken for pub ic uses, is suc
propert as belongs absolutely to an individ-
ual, an of which he has the exclusive right of
disposition; property of a specific, fixed and
tangible nature, capable of being had in. pos-
session and transmitted to another. such as
houses, lands. and chattels. Homochitto Riv-
er Com’rs v. Withers. 29 Miss. 21. 64 Am. Dec.
126; Scranton v. Wheeler, 179 U. S. 141. 21
Sup. Ct. 48. 45 L. Ed. 126.—P1-operty tax.
In English law. this is understood to he an in-
come tax payable in respect to landed property.
In America it is a tax imposed on property,
whether real or personal, as (listinguis ed from
poll taxes, and taxes on successions, transfers,
and occupations, and from license taxes. See
Garrett v. St. Louis. 25 .\io. 510, 69 Am. Dec.
475: In re Swift's Estate. 137 N. Y. 77. 32
N. E. 1096. 18 L. R. A. 709: Rohr v. Gray,
80 Md. 274, 30 Ail. 632.—Pnbl1o property.
This term is commonly used ass designation of
those things which are public: jun}, (q. v.,) and
therefore considered as being owned by “the
public," the entire state or community, and not
restricted to the dominion of a private person.
It may also apply to any subject_of property
owned by a state, nation. or municipal corpora-
tion as such.—-Qualified roperty. Property
in chattels which is not n its nature perina-
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so long as he retains possession of them.

PROPIOS. .

neat. but may at some times subsist and not
at other times; such for example, as the prop-
erty a man ma have in wild animals which he
has caught an keeps,’ and which are hisooixiilly

Comm. 389.—Bee.l. property. A general term
for lands, tenements, and hereditarnents;. prop-
erty which,.on the death of the owner intestate.
passes to his heir. Real pro erty is either cor-
goreal or iiicorporeal. See ode N. Y. i 462.-

epnrate an-oporty_. The separate property
of a marri_e woman is that which she owns in
her own right. which is liable only for her own
debts, and which she can incumber and dispose
of at her own wil1.—Spooil.l pro erg. Prop-
erty _of a qualified temporary, or i mit nature‘;
as distinguished from absolute, general, or un-
conditional property. Such is the propert of
a bailee in the article bailed, of a sheri in
goods temporarily in his hands under a levy.
of the finder of lost oods while looking for the
owner, of a gerson. n wild animals which he
has cau ht. tief v. Hart, 1 N. Y. 24; Moul-
ton v. "itherell. 62 Me. 242;
Iyinauer, 64 Ill. 402;

Eisendrath 1.
Phelps v. People, 72 N4

PROPINQUI E1‘ CONSANGIIIIEI.
Lat. The nearest of kin to-a deceased per-
son. _ ‘ - 1. 1 . .

Propinqnlor exoludlt propinqiuung
propinqniu remotum; et remotus reno-

tioreni. ‘Co. Litt. 10. He who'is nearer
excludes him who is near; he who ‘is near,
‘him who is remote; he who isremote, him
who is remoter.

PROPIIIQUITY. Kindred; parentage.

PROPIOB SOBRINO, PROPIOR S0-
BRINA. Lat. In the civil law. The son
or daughter of a great-uncle or great-aunt.
paternal or maternal. Inst. 3, 6, 3.

PROPIOB, PROPRIOS. In Spanish
law. Certain portions of ground laid oi! and
reserved when a town was founded in Span-
ish America as the unalienable property of
the town, for the purpose of erecting public
buildings, markets, etc., or to be used in any
other way, under the direction of the manic-
ipality, for the advancement of therevenues
or the prosperity of the place. 12 Pet. 442.
note.

Thus, there are solarcs, or house lots of a
small size, upon which dwellings, shops,
stores, etc., are to be built. There are men-
tcs. or sowing grounds of a larger size, for
cultivating or planting; as gardens, vine-
yards, orchards, etc. There are ejidoa.
which are quite well described by our word
“comnions," and are lands used in common
by the inhabitants of the place for pasture.
wood. threshing ground, etc.; and particu-
lar names are assigned to each, according to
its particular use. Sometimes additional
ejidos were allowed to be taken outside 01'

the town limits. There are also propioa or
municipal lands. from which revenues are
derived to defray the expenses of the inn-
nlcipal administration. Hart v. Burnett, 15
Cal. 554. _ ‘



PROPONE

PBOPONE. In scotch law. To state.
To propane a defense is to state or move it.
1 Kames. Eq. pref.

In ecclesiastical and probate law. To
bring forward for adjudication; to exhibit
as basis of a claim; to profler tor judicial
action.

PBOPONENT. The propounder of a
thing. Thus, the proponent of a will is the
party who oirers it for probate, (q. 12.)

PROPORTUH. in old records. Pur-
port; intention or meaning. Coweli.

PROPOSAL. An otter: something pror-
tered. An otter, by one person to another,
of terms and conditions with reference to
some work or undertaking, or for the trans-
ter of property, the acceptance whereot will
make a contract between them. Eppes v.
Mississippi, G. & T. R. Co., 35 Ala. 33.

In English practice. A statement in
writing of some special matter submitted to
the consideration of a chief clerk in the
court oi.’ chancery, pursuant to an order made
upon an application ea parts, or a decretal
order of the court. It is either for mainte-
nance of an infant. appointment of a guard-
ian, placing a ward of the court at the uni-
va-sity or in the army, or apprentice to a
trade; for the appointment of a receiver, the-
establishment of a charity, etc. Wharton.

Propositlo lndeflnlta mquipollet uni-
versall. An indefinite proposition is equiv-
alent to a general one.

PBOPOSITIOR. A single logical sen-
tence: also an ofler to do a thing. See Per-
ry v. Dwelling House Ins. Co., 67 N. H. 291.
33 Atl. 731. 68 Am. St. Rep. 668; Hubbard
v. Woodsum, 87 Me. 88, 32 Atl. 802.

PEOPOSITUS. Let. The person pro-
posed: the person from whom a descent is
traced.

PEOPOUND. An executor or other per-
son is said to propound a will or other testa-
mentary paper when he takes proceedings
for obtaining probate in solemn form. The
term is also technically used, in England, to
denote the allegations in the statement of
claim, in an action for probate, by which the
plaintifl alleges that the testator executed
the will with proper formalities, and that he
was or sound mind at the time. Sweet.

PROPRES. In French law. The term
_"prop1-es" or “blcna proprea" (as distin-
guished trom “acqueta") denotes all proper-
ty inherited by a person, whether by devise
or ab intrstalo, from his direct or collateral
relatives. whether in the ascending or de-
scending line: that is. in terms of the com-
mon law, property acquired by “descent” as
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distinguished from that acquired by "pur-
chase."

PBOPBIA PEBSONA. See "in
nu Pnssozu.

PEOPRIEDAD. In Spanish law. Prop-
erty. Whlte, New Becop. b. 1, tit. 7, c; 5,
5 2.

PROPRIETARY, n. A proprietor or
owner; one who has the exclusive title to a
thing; one who possesses or holds the title
to a thing in his own right. The grantees
of Pennsylvania and Maryland and their
heirs were called the proprietarles of those
provinces. Webster. '

PROPRIETARY, ad]. Relating or per-
taining to ownership. belonging or pertain-
ing to a single individual owner.

—Pa-oprietary articles. Goods manufactured
under some exclusive individual right to make
and sell them. The term is chiefly used in the
internal revenue laws of the United States.
Ferguson v. Arthur. 117 U. S. 482, 6 Sug. Ct.
861, 29 L. Ed. 979: In re Gourd (C. .) 49
Fed. 729.—Ps-op:-ietary chapel. See CHAP-
l.'L.—P1-oprletary over-Iunents. This ex-
pression is used by ackstone to denote govern-
ments granted out by the crown to individuals,
in the nature of feudatory principalities, with
inferior regalities and subordinate powers of
legislation such as formerly belonged to the own-
ers of counties alatine. 1 Bl. Comm. 1(B.--
Proprietary ghts. Those rights which an
owner of property has by virtue of his owner-
ship. When. proprietary rights are opposed to
acquired rights, such as easements, franchises,
§tc., tthey are more often called “natural rights."_

wee

_rnornn:'ras. Lat. In the civil and
old English law. Property; that which is
one’s own; ownership.

Proprietae plena, full property, including
not only the title, but the usutruct, or ex-
clusive right to-the use. Calvin.

Proprletas nude, naked or mere property
or ownership; the mere title, separate from
the usutruct. '

Prcprietas totins navls carlnu cansam

seqnitnr. The property of the whole ship.
follows the condition or the keel. Dig. 6, 1,
81. If a man builds a vessel from the very
keel with the materials of another, the vessel
belongs to the owner or the materials. 2
Kent, Comm. 362.

Proprietas verbonun est salus pro-
pietatnn. Jenk. Cent. 16. Propriety of
words is the salvation of property.

rnornn-.'ra'r1—: PROBANDA, DE. A
writ addressed to a sheriff to try by an in-
quest in whom certain property. D1-evious to
distress, subslsted. Finch, Law, 316.

Proprletates vcrbornn servanda sunt.
The proprieties of words [proper meanings
of words] are to be preserved or adhered to.
Jenk. Cent. p. 136. case 78.

Pso-' I



-account of helplessness.

raoratnril
PBOPRIIITE. The French law term

corresponding to our “property," or the right
of enjoying and of disposing of things in the
most absolute manner, subject only to the
laws. Brown.

PROPRIETOR. This term is almost
synonymous with ‘‘owner,'’ ((1. 1)..) as in the
phrase “riparian proprietor." A person en-
titled to a trade-mark or a_ design under the
acts for the registration or patenting or
trademarks and designs (q. 1:.) is called
“proprietor" of the trade-mark or design.
Sweet. See Latham v. Roach. 72 Ill. 181:
Yuengllng v. Schile (C. C.) 12 Fed. 105:
Hunt v. Curry, 37 Ark. 105; Werckmeister v.
glplringer Lithographing Co. (0. G.) 63 Fed.

PROPBIETY. In Massachusetts colo-
nial ordinance of 1741 is nearly. if not pre-
cisely, equivalent to property. Corn. v. Alger.
7 Cush. (Mass.) 53, 70.

In old English law. Property. “Pro-
priety in action; propriety in possession:
mixed propriety." Hale, Anal. I 26.

PBOPEIO ‘VIGORE. Lat. By its own
force; by its intrinsic meaning. ,

PROPRIOS. In Spanish and Mexican
law. Productive lands, the usutruct of
which had been set apart to the several mu-
nicipalities for the purpose of defraying the
charges of their respective governments.
Sheldon v. Milmo, 90 Tex. 1, 36 S. W. 413;
Hart v. Burnett, 15 Cal. 554.

PROPTEB. For; on account of. The
initial word of several Latin phrases.
--P:-opts: aflectum. For or on account of
some affection or prejudice. The name of a.
species of challenge, ((1. v.)—P1-opter delec-
tlun. On account of or for some defect. The
name of a species of challenge. (a. 1:.)—Pro tor
defectnm sanguinis. On account of fa lure
of _blood.—P1-opizer delictum. For or on ac-
count of crime. The name of a species of chal-
lenge. (q. 0.)-—Pa-opter honorls respeotum.
On account of respect of honor or rank. See
CII.u.1.r:NnI:.—Propter lmpotentiam. On

The term describes one
of the grounds of a qualified property in wild
animals, consisting in the fact of their inability
to escape; as is the case with the young of
such animals before they can ii or run.
Bl. Comm. 394.—Ps-opter pr! eghun. On
account of privilege. The term describes one
of the grounds of a qualified pro rty in wild
animals, consisting in the spec-is privilege of
hunting, taking and killing them, in a given
park or pnreserve. to the exclusion of other per-
sons. 2 l. Comm. 39-}.

PBORATB. To divide, share, or dis-
tribute proportionnliy; to assess or appor-
tion pro rata. Formed from the Latin
phrase “pro rate," and said to be a recog-
nized English word. Rosenberg v. Frank, 58
Cal. 405.

PEOROGATED JURISDICTION. in
Scotch law. A power conferred by consent

PROSECUTION

of the parties upon a Judge who would not
otherwise be competent.

PBOEOGATIOII. Prolonging or putting
off to another day. In English law. a pro-
rogation is the continuance oi! the parlia-
ment from one session to another, as an ad-
journment is a continuation of the session
from day to day. Wharton.

In the mu law. The giving time so
do a thing beyond the term previously axed.
Dig. 2, 14, 27, 1.

PBOEOGUE. To direct suspension or
proceedings of parliament; to terminate a
session.

PROSOBIBED. In the civil law.
Among the Romans, a man was said to be
"proscribed" when a reward was otrered for
his head; but the term was more usually ap-
plied to those who were sentenced to some
punishment which carried with it the con-
sequencm of civil death. God. 9, 49.

PEOSEOUTE. To follow up; to carry
on an action or other judicial proceeding; to
proceed against a person criminally.

PROSECUTING ATTORNEY. The
name or the public otiicer (in several states)
who is appointed in each judicial district.
circuit, or county. to conduct criminal pros-
ecutions on behalf of the state or people.
See People v. May, 3 Mich. 605; Holder v.
State, 58 Ark. 473, 25 S. W. 279.

PROSECUTING WITNESS. This name
is given to the private person upon whose
complaint or information a criminal accusa-
tion is founded and whose testimony ismain-
ly relied on to secure a conviction at the
trial; in a more particular sense, the person
who was chiefly injured, in person or prop-
erty, by the act constituting the alleged
crime, (as in cases of robbery, assault, crim-
inal negligence, bastardy, and the like.) and
who instigates the prosecution and gives evi-
dence.

PROSECUTION. In criminal law. A
criminal action; a proceeding instituted and
carried on by due course of law. before a
competent tribunal, for the purpose of de-
termining the guilt or innocence of a per-
son charged wlth crime. See U. S. v. Reis-
inger, 128 U. S. 398, 9 Sup. Ct. 99. 32 L. Ed.
480: Tennessee v. Davis. 100 U. S. 257. 25
L. l:‘.d.'6-i8; Schulte v. Keokuk County. 74
Iowa. 292. 37 N. W. 376; Sigsbee v. State. Q
Fla. 524, 30 South. 818.

By an easy extension of its meaning “prose
ecution" is sometimes used to designate the
state as the party proceeding in a criminal
action, or the prosecutor. or counsel; as
when we speak of “the evidence adduced by
the prosecution."
-Hnnoious prosecution. See Maucxous.



PROSECUTOR

PROIEOUTOR. In practice. He who
prosecutes another for a_crlme in the name
of the government.
—Private prosecutor. One who sets in mo-
tion the machinery of criminal justice against a
person whom he suspects or believes to be guilty
of a crime, b ' laying an accusation before the
proper autho ties. and who is not himself an oth-
cer of justice. See iieacock v. State. 13 Tex.
App. 129; State v. Millain, 3 Nev. 425.—Pros-
center of the leas. This name is given, in
New Jersey, to t a county oflicer who is charged
with the prosecution of criminal actions, cor-
responding to the “district attorney" or "coun-
ty attorney" in other stales.—Public prosecu-
tor. An oficer of government (such as a state's
attorney or district attorney) whose function is
the prosecution of criminal actions, or suits par-

. taking of the nature of criminal actions.

PROSEOUTRIX.
female prosecutor.

In criminal law. A

PROBEOUL, Lat. To follow up or pur»
sue; to sue or prosecute. See Norms: Paosa-
our.

PROSEQUITUR. Lat. He follows up
or pursues; he prosecutes. See Non Paos.

PROSOOER. Lat. In the civil law. A
‘father-in-law's father; grandfather of wife.

PROIOCERUI. Lat. In the civil law.
A wife's grandmother.

PROSPECTIVE. Looking forward; con-
templating the future. A law is said to be
prospective .(as opposed to retrospective)
when it is applicable only to cases which
shall arise after its enactment.
—Prespective damages. See Daxaens.

PROSPECTUS. A document published
by a company or corporation, ‘or by persons
acting as its agents or assignees, setting
forth the nature and objects of an issue of
shares, debentures, or other securities creat-
ed by the company or corporation. and in-
viting the public to subscribe to the issue.
A prospectus is also usually published on
the issue. in England, of bonds or other se-
curities by a foreign state or corporation.
Sweet.

In the civil law. Prospect; the view of
external objects. Dig. 8, 2, 3, 15.

PROBTITUTE. A woman who indis-
criminately consorts with men for hire. Car-
penter v. People. 8 Barb. (N. Y.) 611; State
v. Stoyell, 54 Me. 24, 89 Am. Dec. 716.

PROITITUTION. Common iewdness;
whoredom: the act or practice of a woman
who permits any man who will pay her price
to have sexual intercourse with her. See
Com. v. Cook. 12 Metc. (Mass.) 97.

Proteeflo ts-ahit snblectionesn, ct sub-
Jectio protectioneas. Protection draws
with it subjection. and subjection protection.
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7 Coke, 5a. The protection oi’ an individual
by government is on condition of his submis-
sion to the iaws_ and such submission on the
other hand entitles the individual to the
protection of the government. Broom, Max.
78.

PROTECTION. In English law. A
writ by which the king might, by a special
prerogative, privilege a defendant from all
personal and many real suits for one year at
a time, and no longer. in respect of his be
ing engaged in his service out of the realm.
3 Bl. Comm. 289.

In former times the name "protection"
was also given to a certificate given to a

sailor to show that he was exempt from
impressment into the royal navy.

In mercantile law. The name of a doc-
ument generally given by notaries public to
sailors and other persons going abroad. in
which it is certified that the bearer therein
named is a citizen of the United States.

In public commercial law. A system
by which a government imposes customs
duties upon commodities of foreign origin or
manufacture when imported into the coun-
try, with the purpose and effect of stimulat~
ing and developing the home production of
the same or equivalent articles, by discour-
aging the importation of foreign goods. or by
raising the price of foreign commodities to
a point at which the home producers can
successfully" compete with them.

PROTECTION OP INVENTION! ACT.
The statute 33 & 34 Vict. c. 27. By this act
it is provided that the exhibition of new
inventions shall not prejudice patent rights.
and that the exhibition of designs shall not
prejudice the right to registration of such
designs.

PROTECTION ORDER. In English
practice. An order for the protection of the
wife's property, when the husband has will-
fully deserted her, issuable by the divorce
court under statutes on that subject.

PROTEOTIONIBU8 DE. The English
statute 33 Edw. I. St. 1, allowing a challenge
to be entered against a protection, etc.

PROTECTIVE TARIPP. A law impos-
ing duties on imports, with the purpose and
the effect of discouraging the use of prod-
ucts of foreign origin. and consequently of
stimulating the home production of the same

or equivalent articles. R. E. Thompson, in
Enc. Brit.

PROTECTOR OP SETTLEMENT. in
English law. By the statute 3 dz 4 Wm. IV.
c. 74, 5 32, power is given to any settlor to
appoint any person or persons. not exceed-
ing three, the “protector of the settlement."
The object of such appointment is to prevent
the tenant in tail from barring any subse~



PROTECTORATE

quent mtate, the consent of the protector be-
ing made necessary for that purpose.

PBOTEOTORATE.

land. (2) Also the oiiice of protector. (3)
The relation of the English sovereign, till
the year 1864, to the Ionian Islands. Whar-
ton.

PROTEST.‘ 1. A formal declaration
made by a person interested or concerned in
some act about to be done, or already per-
formed, and in relation thereto, whereby he
expresses his dissent or disapproval, or at-
flrms the act to be done against his will or
convictions, the object being generally to
save some right which would he lost to him
if his implied assent could be made out, or
to exonerate himself from some responsibil-
ity which would attach to him unlass he ex-
pressly negatived his assent to or voluntary
participation in the act.

2. A notarial act, being a formal state-
ment in writing made by a notary under his
seal of office. at the request of the holder of
a bill or note. in which such bill or note is
described. andit is declared that the same
was on a certain day presented for payment,
(or acceptance. as the case may he.) and that
such payment or acceptance was refused,
and stating the reasons, if any, given for
such refusal. whereupon the notary protests
against all parties to such instrument. and
declares that they will he held responsible
for all loss or damage arising from its dis-
honor. See Annville Nat. Bank v. Kettering,
106 Pa. 531. 51 Am. Rep. 536; Ayrault V.
Paciflc Bank, 47 N. Y. .575, 7 Am. Rep. 489.

A formal notariai certificate attesting the dis-
honor of a bill of exchange or romissory note.
'Benj. Chaim. Bills & N. art. 76.

A solemn declaration written by the notary,
under a fair copy of the bill. stating that the
payment or acceptance has been demanded and
refused. the reason, if any, assigned. and that
the bill is therefore rotested. Dennistoun v.
Stewart. 17 How. 4. 15 L. Ed. 228. ’

“Protest," in a technical sense, means only
the formal declaration drawn up and signed by
the notary: yet, as used by commercial men,
the word includes all the steps necessary to
charge an mdorser. Townsend v. Lorain Bank,
2 Ohio St. 345.

3. A formal declaration made by a minor-
ity (or by certain individuals) in a legisla-
tive ll()(l)' that theydissent from some act or
resolution of the body, usually adding the
grounds of their dissent. The term. in this
sense. seems to be particularly appropriate
to such a proceeding in the English house of
lords. See Auditor General v. Board of
Sup'rs, 89 Mich. 552, 51 N. W. -183.

-1. The name “protest" is also given to
the formal statement. usually in writing,
made by a person who is called upon by pub-
lic authority to pay a sum of money. in
which he declares that he does not concede
the legality or justice of the claim or his
duty to pay it, or that he disputes the
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(1) The period dur-
.ing which Oliver Cromwell ruled in Eng-

PROTESTATION

amount demanded; the object being to save
his right to recover or reclaim the amount,
which right would 'be lost by his acquies-
cence. Thus, taxes may be paid under “pro-
test." See Meyer v. Clark, 2 Daiy (N. I.)
509.

6. “Protest" is also the name of a paper.
served on a collector of customs by an im-
porter or merchandise, stating that he be-
lieves the sum charged as duty to be excess-.
ive, and that, although he pays such sum
for the purpose of getting his goods out or
the custom-house, he reserves the right to
bring an action against the collector to re-
cover the excess.

8. In maritime law, a protest is a written
statement by the master of a vowel, attest-
ed hy a proper judicial oflicer or a notary. to
the effect that damage suffered by the ship
on her voyage was caused by storms or other
perils of the sea, without any negligence or
misconduct on his own part. Marsh. Ins.
715. And see Cudworth v. South Carolina
Ins. Co.. 4 Rich. Law (S. C.) 416, 55 Am.
Dec. 692.
—1Iotioe of rotoat. ‘A notice given by the
holder of a bil or note to the drawer or indoraer
that the bill has been protested for refusal of
fiiyment or acceptance. Cook v. Litchfield. 10

. Y. Leg. Obs. 338: First Nat. Bank v.
Hatch. 78 Mo. 23; Roberts v. State Bank.
9 Port. (Ala.) 31Ei.—-Supra roteat. In mer-
cantile law. A term applie to an acceptance
of a bill by a third_person. after protest for
nonacceptance by the drawee. Kent, Comm.
87.—W¢.iver of protest. As applied to a note
or bill, a waiver of protest implies not only dis-
pensing with the formal act known as "pro-
test,” ut also with that which ordinarily malt
precede it, viz.. demand_ and notice of non-par
ment. See Baker v. Scott, 29 Kan. 136. 4
Am. Rep. 628: First Nat. Bank v. Hartman,
110 Pa. 196. 2 Atl. 271; Coddington v. Davis.
1 N. Y. 186.

PBOTESTANDO. L. Lat. Protesting.
The emphatic word formerly used in plead-
ing by way of protestation. 3 Bl. Comm.
311. See PROTI-DSTATION.

PROTESTANTS. Those who adhered to
the doctrine of Luther; so called because, in
1529, they protested against a decree of the
emperor Charles V. and of the diet of Spires.
and declared that they appealed to a general
council. The name is now applied indiscrim-
inately to all the sects. of whatever de-
nomination, who have seceded from the
Church of Rome. Enc. Lond. See Hale v.
Everett. 53 N. H. 9. 16 Am. Rep. w; Appeal
of Tappan, 52 Conn. 413.

PROTESTATIOII’. In pleading. The
indirect aillrmation or denial of the truth of
some matter which cannot with propriety or
safety be positively afllrmed, denied. or en-
tirely passed over. See 3 Bl. Comm. 311.

The exclusion of a conclusion. Co. Litt.
124.

‘In practice. An asseveration made by
taking God to witness. A proteatation is a



PROTHONOTARY

form» of asseveration which approaches very
nearly to an oath. Wolff. Inst. Nat. § 376.-

PBOTHONOTARY. The title given to
an oilicer who otflciates as principal clerk of
some courts. Vin. Abr. See Trebilcox v.
McAipine, 46 Hun (N. Y.) 469; Whitney v.
Hopkins, 135 Pa. 246, 19 Atl. 1075.

PROTOCOL. The flrst draft or rough
minutes of an instrument or transaction;
the original copy of a dispatch, treaty, or
other document. Brande. .

A document serving as the preliminary to,
or opening of, any diplomatic transaction.

I In old Scotch practice. A book, marked
by the clerk-register, and delivered to a no-
tary on his admission, in which he was di-
rected to insert all the instruments he had
occasion to execute; to be preserved as a
record. Bell.

In France, the minutes of notariul acts
were formereiy transcribed on registers,
which were called “protocols." Touliier.
Droit Civil Fr. llv. 3, t. 3. c. 6, s. 1, no. 413.

PROTOCOLO. In Spanish law. The
original draft or writing of an instrument
which remains in the possession of the es-
cribano, or notary. White, New Icecop. lib.
8, tit. 7, c. 5, 5 2.

The term “protocolo," when applied to a
single paper, means the flrst draft of an in-
strument duly executed before a notary.-
the matrix,—became it is the source from
which must be taken copies to be delivered
to interested parties as their evidence of
right; and it also means a bound book in
which the notary places and keeps in their
order instruments executed before him, from
which copies are taken for the use of par-
ties interested. Downing v. Diaz, 80 Tex.
436. 16 S. W. 53.

PBOTUTOR. Lat. In the civil law.
He who, not being the tutor or a minor, has
administered his property or aifairs as if he
had been, whether he thought himself legal-
ly invested with the authority of a tutor or
not. Mackeld. Rom. Law, § 630.

PRO!!!‘ PATET PER RECORDUH. As
appears by the record. In the Latin phrase-
ology of pleading, this was the proper for-
mula for making reference to a record.

PROVABLE. L. Fr.
flahle; manifest. Kelham.

Provable : justi-

PBOVE. To establish a fact or hypoth-
esis as true by satisfactory and sutiicient
evidence.

' To present a claim or demand against a
bankrupt or insolvent estate, and establish
by evidence or atfldavit that the same is cor-

-rect and due, for the purpose of receiving a
dividend on it. Tihhetts v. Trafton, 80 Me.
264, 14 Atl. 71; In re California Pac. R. Co.
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4 Fed. Cas. 1060; In re Bigelow, 3 Fed. Cas.
343.

To establish the genuineness and due ex
ecution of a paper, propounded to the proper
court or oflicer, as the last will and testa-
ment of a deceased person. See Paoaarn.

PBOVEB. In old English law. A per-
son who, on being indicted of treason or fei-
ony, and arraigned for the same, confessed
the fact before plea pleaded, and appealed
or accused others, his accomplices, in the
same crime, in order to obtain his pardon.
4 Bl. Comm. 329, 330.

~ PROVIDED. The word used in introduc-
ing a proviso (which see.) Ordinarily it sig»
nifles or expresses a condition; but this is
not invariable, for, according to the context.
it may import a covenant, or a limitation or
qualification, or a restraint, modification, or
exception to something which precedes. See
Stanley v. Colt, 5 Wall. 166, 18 L. Ed. 502;
Stoel v. Flanders, 68 Wis. 256, 32 N. W. 114:
Robertson v. Caw, 3 Barb. (N. Y.) 418:
Paschall v. Passmore, 15 Pa. 308; Carroll
V. State, 58 Ala. 396; Colt v. Hubbard, 83
Conn. 281: Woodruf! V. Woodruff, 44 N. J.
Eq. 349, 16 Atl. 4, 1 L. R. A. 380.

PROVINCE. Sometimm this signifies the
district into which a country has been divid
ed; as, the province of Canterbury, in Eng-
land; the province of Languedoc. in France.
Sometimes it means a dependency or colony ,

as, the province of New Brunswick. It is
sometimes used figuratively to signify pow-
er or authority; as, it is the province of_the
court to Judge of the law; that or the jury
to decide on the facts. 1 Bl. Comm. 111:
Tomlins.

PROVINCIAL CONSTITUTIONS. The
decrees of provincial synods held under di-
vers archbishops of Canterbury. from Steph-
en Langton, in the reign of Henry III., to
Henry Chichele, in the reign of Henry V..
and adopted also by the province of York in
the reign of Henry VI. Wharton.

PROVINCIAL COURTS. In English
law. The several archi-episcopal courts in
the two ecclesiastical provinces of England.

PBOVINCIALE. A work on ecclesias-
tical law, by William Lyndwode. otiicial prin-
cipal to Archbishop Chichele in the reign of
Edward IV. 4 Reeve, Eng. Law, c. 25, p.
117.

PBOVINCIALII. Lat. In the civil law.
One who has his domicile in a province.
Dig. 50, 16. 190.

PROVINGV 01‘ THE TI-:NOn.. In Scotch
practice. An action for proving the tenor of
a lost deed. Bell.

PROVISION. commercial law.
Funds remitted by the drawer of a bill of
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exchange to the drawee in ordergto meet the
bill, or property remaining in the drawee's
hands or due from him to the drawer, and
flllpropriated to that purpose.

In ecclesiastical law. A provision was
ii nomination by the pope to an English ben-
eflce before it became void, though the term
was afterwards indiscriminately applied to
any right of patronage exerted or usurped
by the pope.

In French law. Provision is an allow-
ance or alimony granted by a judge to one of
the parties in a cause for his or her main-
tenance until a definite judgment is render-
ed. Dalloz.

In English history. A name given to
certain statutes or acts of parliament, par-
ticularly those intended to curb the arbi-
trary or usurped power of the sovereign,
and also to certain other ordinances or dec-
larations having the force of law. See infra.
—Pa-ovisions of Merton. Another name for
the statute of Merton. See Mnaron, Srarorn
oi-‘.—Ps-ovisions of Oxford. Certain provi-
sions made in the Parliament of Oxford, 1W>8,
for the purpose of securing the execution of the
provisions of Manna Chario, against the inva-
sions thereof by Henry III. The government
the country was in eifect committed by these
rovisions to a standing committee of twenty-
our. whose chief merit consisted in their repre-

sentative character, and their real desire to
effect an improvement in the king's government.
Bmwn.—Provisions of Westminster.
name given to certain ordinances or declara-
tions promulgated by the barons in A. D. 1259,
for the reform of various abuses.

PROVISIONAL. Temporary; prelimi-
nary; tentative; taken or done by way of
precaution or ad interim.
—P1-ovisional asslgnees. In the former'prac-
tice in bankruptcy in England. Assignees to
whom the property of a bankrupt was assigned
until the regular or permanent assignees were
ap inted by the creditors.—P1-ovisional eon-
nfaee. A committee appointed for a tempo-
rary occasion.—Provisional government.
One temporarily established in anticipation of
and to exist and continue until another (more
regular or more permanent) shall be organi_zed
and instituted in its stead. Chambers v. Fisk,
22 Tex. 535.—P:-ovisional order. In Eng-
lish law. Under various acts of parliament,
certain public bodies and department!) of the
government are authorized to inquire into mat-
ters which. in the ordinary course. could only
be dealt with by a private act of arliamcnt,
and to make orders for their regulation. These
orders have no eflect unless they are confirmed
by an act of parliament, and are hence called
"provisional orders." Several orders may be
confirmed by one act. The object of this mode
of proceeding is to save the trouble and expense
of promoting a number of private bills. Sweet.
—Provisional remedy. A remedy provided
for present need or for the immediate occasion;
one adapted to meet a particular exigency. Par-
ticularly, a temporary process available to a
plaintifi in a civil action. which secures him
against loss, irreparable injury, dissipation of
the properg. etc.. while the action is pending.
Such are e remedies by injunction. appoint-
ment of a receiver, attachment. or arrest. The
term is chiefly used in the codes of practice.
See McCarthy v. McCarthy. 54 How. Prac. (N.
Y.) 100; Witter v. Lyon, 34 Wis. 57-I»; Snavalf
v. Abbott Buggy Co., 30 Kan. 106, 12 Pac. 5 ‘.
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-1’:-ovisionai seizure. A remedy known un-
der the law of Louisiana, and substantially the
same ill general nature as attachment of proper-
ty in other states. Code Proc. La. 2.84. ct scq.

PROVISIONES. Lat. In English his-
tory. Those acts of parliament which were
passed to curb the arbitrary power of the
crown. See PROVISION.

PROVISIONS. Food; victuais; articles
of food for human consumption. See Bot-
elor v. Washington, 3 Fed. Cas. 962: In re
Lentz (D. 0,) 97 Fed. 487; Nash v. Farring-
ton, 4 Alien (Mass.) 157; State v. Angelo.
71 N. H. 224, 51 Au. 905.

P3017130. A condition or provision
which is inserted in a deed, lease. mortgage.
or contract, and on the performance or non-
performance or which the validity of the
deed. etc., frequently depends; it usually be-
gins wlth the word "provided."

A proviso in deeds or laws is a limitation or
exception to a grant made or authority con-
ferred, the efiect of which is to declare that the
one shall not operate. or the other be exercised,
unless_ in the case provided. Voorhees v. Bank
of United States. 10 Pet. 449. 9 L. Ed. -190.

'l.‘h_e_woi-d “proviso" is generally taken for a
condition, but it differs from it in several re-
spects; for a condition is usually created by

e grantor or lessor, but a proviso by the gran-
tee or lessee. Jacob.

A proviso dlifers from an exception.
& Ad. 99 An exception exempts. absolutely,
from the operation of an en agement or an en-
actment: a proviso defeats t eir operation. can-
ditumally. An exception takes out of an en-
gagement or enactment something which woul
otherwise be part of the subject~matter of it;
a proviso avoids them by way of defeasanoe or
excuse. 8 Am. Jur. 242.

A clause or part of a clause in a statute.
the oiilce 01‘ which is either to except some-
thing from the enacting clause, or to quality
or restrain its generality, or to exclude some
possible ground of misinterpretation of its
extent. Minis v. U. S., 15 Pet. 445, 10 L. Ed
791: In re Matthews (D. C.) .109 Fed. 614:

1 Barn.

Carroll v. State. 58 Ala. 396: Watile v. ‘

Goble, 53 Barb. (N. Y.) 522.

Proviso est prov-ides-e prcsentia at In-
tnra, non ya-ate:-lta. Coke, 72. A pro-
viso is to provide for the present or future.
not the past.

PBOVISO, TRIAL BY. In English
practice. A trial brought on by the defend-
ant, in cases where the plaintiir, after lune
Joined. neglects to proceed to trial; so call-
ed from a clause in the writ to the sherlif.
which directs him, in case.two writs come
to his hands. to execute but one of them.
3 Bl. Comm. 357.

- PEOVIBOII. In old English law. A pro-
vlder. or purveyor. Speluiun. Also a person
nominated to be the next incumbent of a
beneflce (not yet vacant) by the pope.

PBOVOOATION. 'l‘he act of inciting an-
other to do a particular deed. Such conduct
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or actions on the part of one person towards
another as tend to arouse rage, resentment,
or fury in the latter against the former. and
thereby cause him to do some illegal act
against or in relation to the person oifering
the provocation. See State v. Byrd, 52 S.
0. 480, 30 S. E. 482; Ruble v. People, 67 Ill.
App. 438.

PROVOST. The principal magistrate oil
a royal burgh in Scotland; also a governing
ofiicer of a university or college.

' PROVOST-MARSHAL. In English law.
An oflicer of the royal navy who had the
charge of prisoners taken at sea, and some-
times also on land. ‘In military law, the of-
ncer acting as the head of the military police
of any P081: camp, city or other place in
military occupation, or district under the
reign of martial law.

PROXENETA. Lat. In the civil law.
A broker; one who negotiated or arranged‘ the
terms of a contract between two parties, as
between buyer and seller; one who negotiat-
ed a marriage; a match-maker. Calvin.

PROXIIATB. Immediate; nearest; next
in order.
—qProx:lnate emue. The proximate cause is
the eflicient cause. the one that necessarily sets
the other causes in operation. The causes that
are merely incidental or instruments of a su-
perior or controlling agency are not the proxi-
mate eauses and the responsible ones though
they may be nearer in time to the resuit. It is
only when the causes are independent of each
other- that the nearest is, of course. to be charg-
ed with the disaster. See Blythe v. Railway
Co., 15 Colo. 333, 25 Pac. 702, 11 L. R. A. 615,
22 Am. St. Rep. 403; Pielke v. Railroad Co.,
5 Dak. 444, 41 N. W. 669; Railroad Co. v.
Kelly, 91 Tenn. 690, 20 S. W. 312, 17 L. R.‘ A.
691, 30 Am. St. Rep. 902; Gunter v. Granite-
ville Mfg. Co., 15 S. C. 443; Bosqui v. Rail-
road Co., 131 Cal. 390 63 Pac. 682; Etna Ins.
Co. v. Boon, 95 U. s. in’, 24 L. Ed. 395; Wills
v. Railway Co., 108 Wis. 255, 84 N. W. 998;
Davis v. Standish, 26 Ilnn (N. Y.) 615. See.
also, IMMEDIATE (CAusi:.)—Px-ozimate dam-
ages. See DAMAGES.

PBOXIXITY. Kindred between two per-
sons. Dig. 38, 16, 8.

Proxirnus eat out nerno anteoedit, su-

premu est qnern nerno aequitur. lie is
next whom no one precedes; he is last whom
no one follows. Dig. 50, 16, 92.

PROXY. A person who is substituted or
deputed by another to represent him and act
for him. particularly in some meeting or pub-
lic body. Also the instrument containing the
appointment of such person. The word is
said to be contracted from “procuracy." (q. 12.)

One who is appointed or deputed by anoth-
er to vote for him. Members of the house of
lords in iihgiand have the privilege of voting
by proxy. 1 Bi. Comm. 168. -
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In eeolesiutioal law. A person who is
appointed to manage another man's aifairs
in the ecclesiastical courts; a proctor.

Also an annual payment made by the pa-
rochial clergy to the bishop, on visitations.
Tomiius.

PBUDENOE. Carefulness, precaution,
attentiveness, and good Judgment, as applied
to action or conduct. ’1‘hat degree or care
required by the exigencies or circumstances
under which it is to be exercised. (Jrouk v.
Railway Co., 3 S. D. 93, 52 N. W. 420. This
term, in the language of the law, is commonly
associated with “care" and “diligence” and
contrasted with "negligence.-” See those ti-
ties.

P1-udenter exit qui prnoopto lexls ob-
telnperst. 5 Coke, 49. He acts prudently
who obeys the command of the law.

ERYK. A kind of service of tenure.
Blount says it signifies an old-fashioned spur
with one point only, which the tenant, hold-
ing land by this tenure, was to flnd for the
king. Wharton.

PSEUDOOYESIS. In medical Jurispru-
dence. A frequent manifestation of hysteria
in women, in which the abdomen is inflated.
simulating pregnancy; the patient aiding in
the deception.

PSYOH0-DIAGNOSIS. In medical ju-
risprudence. A method of investigating the
origin and cause of any given disease or mor-
bid condition by examination of the mental
condition of the patient. the application of
various psychological tests, and an inquiry
into the past history of the patient, with a
view to its bearing on his present psychic
state. -

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACT. In the law
of evidence. A fact which can only be per-
ceived mentally; such as the motive by which
a person is actuated. Burriil, Circ. Ev. 130.
131.

PSYOEOTHERAPY. A method or sys-
tem of alleviating or curing certain forms of
disease. particularly diseases of the nervous
system or such as are traceable to nervous
disorders, by suggestion, persuasion. encour-
agemeut. the inspiration of hope or confl-
deuce, the discouragement of morbid mem-
ories, associations. or beliefs, and other sim-
ilar means addressed to the mental state of
the patient, without (or sometimes in con-
junction with) the adminlstration of drugs or
other physical remedies.

PTOHAINBS. In medical jurisprudence.
Alkaioidal products of the decomposition or
putrefaction of aibuminous substances, as, in
animal and vegetable tissues. These are
sometimes poisonous, but not invariably. Ex-
amples ot poisonous ptomaines are those oc-
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curring in putrefying iish and the tyrotoxi-
cons of decomposing milk and milk products.

PUBERTY. The age of fourteen in males
and twelve in females, when they are held tit
tor, and capable of contracting, marriage.
Otherwise called the “age or consent to niar-
riage." 1 Bl. Comm. 436; 2 Kent, Comm.
78. See State v. Pierson, 44 Ark. 265.

PUBLIC. Pertaining to a state, nation,
or whole community; proceeding from, re
lating to, or aitecting the whole body of peo-
ple or an entire community. Open to all;
notorious. Common to all or many; gen-
eral; open to common use. Morgan v. Cree,
46 Vt. 786. 14 Am. Rep. 640; Crane v. Wa-
ters (C. C.) 10 Fed. 621; Austin v. Soule, 36
Vt. 650; Appeal of Eliot, 74 Conn. 586, 51
At}. 558; O'Hara v. Miller, 1 Kulp (Pa.) 295.

A distinction has been made between the
terms “pnblic" and "general." They are some-
times used as synonymous. The former term
is applied strictly to that which concerns all
the citizens and every member of the state;
while the latter inclades a lesser, though still
it large, portion of the community. 1 Greenl.
Ev. § 1%.

As a noun, the word “public” denotes the
whole body politic, or the aggregate of the
citizens or a state, district, or municipality.
Knight v. Thomas, 93 ,Me. 49-1, 45 Atl. 499;
State v. Luce, 9 Houst. (Del.) 396, 32 Atl.
1076; Wyatt v. Irrigation Co., 1 Colo. App.
480, 29 Pac. 906.
—Pnbl1o appointments. Public oiiices or
stations which are to be filled by the appoint-
ment of individuals, under authority of law, in-
stead of by election.-—Publ1o bu din . One
of which the possession and use, as wel as the

ropert‘ in it, are in the public. Panconst v.
roth, 4 N. J. IAW, 383.—Publio law. That

branch or department of law which is concerned
with the state in its political or sovereign capac-
ity, inciudin constitutional and administrative
law, and wit the definition, re lation, and en-
forcement of rights in cases w ere the state is
regarded as the subject of the right or object
of the duty,—including criminal law and crim-
inal procedure,—and the law of the state, con-
sidered in its quasi‘ private personality, 6. e., as
capable of holding or exercising rights, or ac-
quiring and dealing with property. in the char-
acter of an individual. See liull. Jur. 106, 300.
That portion of law which is concerned with
political conditions; that is to say, with the
powers, rights, duties, capacities, and incapaci-
ties which are peculiar to political superiors,
supreme and subordinate. Aust. Jur. "Public
law," in one sense, is a designation given to “in-
ternational law," as distinguished from the laws
of a particular nation or state. In another
sense. a law or statute that applies to the peo-
ple generally of the nation or state adopting or
enacting it. is denominated a public law, as con-
tradistinguished from a private law, aifecting
only an individual or a small number of per-
sons. Morgan v. Cree, 46 Vt. 773, 14 Am. Rep.
ii-i0.—Public olense. A public offense is an
act or omission forbidden b’ law, and punisha-
ble as by law provided. C e Ala. 1880, 3699.
Ford v. State. 7 ind. A p. 567. 35 N. 34:
State v. (‘antien_v. 34 It inn. 1. 24 N. W. 458.
—Publio passage. A right, subsisting in the
public. to pass over a body of water. whether
the land under it be public or owned‘ by a pri-
vate pcrson.—PubIio place. A place to which
the general public has a right to resort; not
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necessarily a lace devoted solely to the uses
of the pu lic, ut a place which is in point of
fact public rather than private, a place visited
by many persons and usually accessible to the
public. See State v. \\ elch, 88 Ind. 310; Gom_-

¥§,'.;‘-"‘a¥.'..§ii“.°' 3° ii iii: ‘ii.i’...“.'
Eugene 23 Or. gill 31 Pac. 825: Taylor v.
State, 2 Ala. 15.—buIilio purpose. In the
law of taxation, eminent domain, etc.. this is a
germ gt‘ lcliaasiiiiadtiion to disttligfuish the ‘objects
orwic,acco ntoset nsae,tegov-

' i f hose ' h hernment is to prov e, romvt w ic , by t e
like usage are left to private interest, inclina-'
tion or iiherality. People v. Salem Tp. Board.“
20 luicii. 485 Am. Rep. 400. See Black,
Const. Law ( Ed.) . 454, et seq.—Publ1o
service. A term app led in modern usa e to
the objects and enterprises of certain kin s of
corporations, which specially serve the needs ot
the general public or conduce to the comfort and
convenience of an entire community. such as
railroads, gas, water. and electric light coin-
panies.—Publio, true, and notorious. The
old form by which charges in the allegations in
the ecclesiastical courts were described at the
end of each articular.-Public use. in consti-
tutional provisions restricting the exercise of the
right to tifke private property in virtue of em-
inent domain, means a use concerning the whole
community as distinguished from particular in-f
dividuals. But each and every member of so-
ciety need not be equally interested in such a '

or be rsonally and directly aifected by it: '

the obgect is to satisf a great public want or
exigency,‘that is an cient. Gilmer v. Lime
Point, 18 Cal. 229; Budd v. New York, 143 U.
B. 517, 12 Sup. Ct. 468, 36 L. Ed. 2-i7.—Puhl!o
ways. Highways (q. o.)—Publ!o welfare.
The prosperity, we l-being, or convenience of the
public at large, or of a whole community, as
distinguished from the advantage of an individ-
ual or limited class. See Shaver v. Starrett.
4 Ohio St. 499.

As to public “Accounts," "Act," “Adminis-
trator," “Agent,” “Attorney," “Auction,”
"Blockade," "Boundary," “Bridge." "Carrier."
"Chapel," "Charity," “Conipany," “Corpora-
tion," “Debt," “iJocunient," “Domaln," “Ease-
ment," “Enemy," "Ferry," “Funds," “Grant.”
“Healti:i," “Holiday," “House," “indecency,”
“Lands," “Market," "Minister," "Money,"
"Notice," "Nuisance," “Otiicer." “l'eace."
“Policy," "Pond," “Printing," “Property,”
“Prosecutor," “Record," “Revenue," “River,”
"Road,” “Sale," “School," “Seal," “Stock,”
“Store." “'1‘ax." "Trial," “Verdlct." "Vessel,"
“War.” "Works,” "Worship," and “Wrongs,”
see those titles.

PUBLICAN. In the civil law. A farm-
er of the public revenue; one who held
a lease of some property from the public
treasury. Dig. 39, 4, 1, 1; Id. 39, 4, 12. 3;
Id. 39, 4, 13. ,

In English law. Persons authorised by
license to keep a public house. and retail
therein, for consumption on or oi! the prem-
ises where sold, all intoxicating liquors: also
termed “licensed vlctuallers." Wharton.

PUBLIOANUS. Lat. In Roman law. A
farmer of the customs: a publican. Calvin.

PUBLICATION. 1. The act of publish-
ing iinytiilng or making it public; oaering it
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to public notice, or rendering it accessible to
public scrutiny.

2. As descriptive of the publishing of laws
and ordinances, “publication” means printing
or otherwise reproducing copies of them and
distributing them in such a manner as to
make their contents easily accessible to the
public; it forms no part of the enactment of
the law. “Promulgation,” on the other hand,
seems to denote the proclamation or an-
nouncement of the edict or tatute as a pre
liminary to its acquiring the force and op-
eration of law. But the two terms are often
used interchangeably. Chicago v. McCoy, 136
Ill. 344. 26 N. E. 368, 11 L. R. A. 413; Sholes
v. State, 2 Pin. (Wis.) 499.

3. The formal declaration made by a testa-
tor at the time of signing his will that it is
his last will and testament.
515, and note. In re Simpson, 50 How. Prac.
(N. Y.) 134; Compton v. Mitten, 12 N. J. Law,
70; Lewis v. Lewis, 13 Barb. (N. Y.) 23.

4. In the law of libel, publication denotes
the act of making the defamatory matter
known publicly, of disseminating it, or com-
municating it to one or more persons. Wil-
cox v. Moon, 63 Vt. 481, 22 Ati. 80; Sproul
v. Pillsbury, 72 Me. 20; Gambrill v. Schooley,
93- Md. 48, 48 Atl. 730, 52 L. R. A. 87. 86
Am. St. Rep. 414.

5. In the practice of the states adopting
the reformed procedure, and in some others,
publication of a summons is the process of
giving it currency as an advertisement in a
newspaper, under the conditions prescribed by
law, as a means of giving notice of the suit
to a defendant upon whom personal service
cannot be made.

8. In equity practice. The making pub-
lie the depositions taken in a suit, which have
previously been kept private in the oiiice of
the examiner. Publication is said to pass
when the depositions are so made public, or
openly shown, and copies of them given out,
in order to the hearing of the cause. 3 Bl.
Comm. 450.

7. In copyright law. The act of making
public a book. writing, chart, map, etc.; that
is. oifering or communicating it to the public
by the sale or distribution of copies. Keene
v. Wheatley, 14 Fed. Cas. 180; Jewelers‘ Mer-
cantile Agency v. Jewelers‘ Weekly Pub. Co..
155 N. Y. 241, 49 N. E. 872. 41 L. R. A. 846.
G% Am. St. Rep. tum.

PUBIJOI JURIS. Lat. Of public right.
This term, as applied to a thing or right,
means that it is open to or exercisable by all
persons.

When a thing is common property, so that
any one can make use of it who likes, it is
said to be “public! juri.9;" as in the case of
light, air. and public water. Sweet.

Or it designates things which are owned
by "the public;" that is, the entire state or
community, and not by any private person.
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4 Kent, Comm.-

PUFFER

PUBLIOIAIIA. In the civil law. The
name of an action introduced by the printer
Publicius, the object of which was to recover
a thing which had been lost. its effects were
similar to those of our action of trover.
Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 298. See Inst. 4, 6.
4; Dig. 6, 2 1. 16.

PUBIJOIBT. One versed in, or writing
upon, public law, the science and principles
of government, or international law.

PUBLIOUH 3'08. Lat. In the civil law.
Public law; that law which regards the state
of the commonwealth. Inst. 1, 1, 4.

PUBLISHER. One whose business is the
manufacture, promulgation, and sale of
books, pamphlets, magazines, newspapers, or
other literary productions.

' PUDIOITY.
nence.

PUDZEIJJ. In old English law. Suppos-
ed to be a corruption of the Saxon “wad-
aeld," (woodgeld,) a freedom from payment
of money for taking wood in any forest. Co.
Lltt. 233a.

Chastity; purity ; conti-

PUEBLO. In Spanish law. People; all
the inhabitants of any country or place, with-
out distinction. A town, township. or mu-
nicipality. White, New Recop. b. 2. tit. 1, c.
6, 5 4.
_This term “pseblo" in its original significa-

tion means “people' or “population," but‘ is
used in the sense of the Eu lish word “town."
It has the indefiniteness of t at term, and, like
it, is sometimes applied to a mere collection of
individuals residing at a particular place. a
settlement or villa e, as well as to a regularly
organized municipa ity. Trenouth v. San Fran-
cisco, 100 U. S. 251, 25 L. Ed. 626.

PUER. Lat. In the civil law. A child;
one of the age from seven to fourteen, in-
cluding, in this sense, a girl. But it also
meant a "boy," as distinguished from
“girl ;" or a servant. _ .

Pneri must do sanguine parentnn, sed
pater et mater non aunt do sanguine
puerorum. 3 Coke, 40. Children are of the
blood of their parents, but the father and
mother are not of the blood of the children.

runnrnrrv. In the civil law. A con-
dition intermediate between infancy and pu-
berty, contlnuing in boys from the seventh to
the fourteenth year of their age, and in
girls from seven to twelve.

PUEBITIA. Lat. In the civil law.
Childhood; the age from seven to fourteen.
4 Bl. Comm. 22.

PUITER. A person employed by the own-
er of property which is sold at auction to
attend the sale and run up the price by mak-
ing spurious bids. See Peck v. List, 23 W.
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Va. 376. 48 Am. Rep. 398; McMillan v. Har-
ris, 110 Ga. 72, 35 S. E. 334, 48 L. R. A. 345,
78 Am. St. Rep. 93.

Plus. In
since.
—Puis dau-rein continuance. Since the last
continuance. The name of a plea which a do-
fendant is allowed to put in, after havin al-
ready pleaded, where some new matter 0 de-
fense arises after issue joined; such as pay-
ment, a release by the plaintiff, the discharge of
the defendant under an insolvent or bankrupt
law, and the like. 3 Bl Comm. 316; 2 Tidd,
Pr. 847'; Chattanooga v. Neely, 97 Tenn. 52'],
37 S. Vi . 281; Waterbury v. McMillan, 46 Miss.
640; Woods v. White, in Pa. 227.

law‘ French. Afterwards ;

PUIINE. L. Fr. Younger; subordinate:
associate.

The title by which the justices and barons
of the several common-law courts at West-
minster are distinguished from the chief jns-'
tice and chief baron.

FUISSANOI-‘. PATERNELLE. Fr. Pa-
ternal power. In the French law, the male
parent has the following rights over the per-
son of his child: (1) If child is under six-
teen years of age, he may procure him to
be imprisoned for one month or under. (2)
It child is over sixteen and under twenty-
one he may procure an imprisonment for
six months or under, with power in each
case to procure a second period of imprison-
ment. The female parent, being a widow,
may, with the approval or the two nearest
relations on the father's side, do the like.
The parent enjoys also the following rights
over the property of his child, viz., a right
to take the income until the child attains
the age of eighteen years, subject to main-
talning the child and educating him in a
suitable manner. Brown.

PULSARB. Lat. In the civil law. To
beat; to accuse or charge; to proceed against
at law. Calvin.

PULSATOB. The plaintln’, or actor.

PUNOTUATION. The division of a writ-
ten or printed document into sentences by
means of periods; and of sentences into
smaller divisions by means of commas, semi-
colons, coions, etc.

PUNCTUM TEMPORIS. Let. A point
of time; an indivisible period of time; the
shortest space of time; an instant. Calvin.

PUNOTUBED WOUND. In medical ju-
risprudence. A wound made by the inser-
tion into the body of any instrument having
a sharp point. The term is practically syn-
onymous with “stab.”

PUIIDBEEOII. In old English law.
Pound-breach; the oirense of breaking a
pound. The illegal taking of cattle out of a
pound by any means whatsoever. Coweli.
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PUNDIT. An interpreter of the Hindu
law; a learned Brahmin.

PUNISEABLE. Liable to punishment,
whether absolutely or in the exercise of a ju-
dicial discretion.

PUNISHHENT. In criminal law. Any
pain, penalty, suifering, or confinement in-
fllcted upon a person by the authority of the
law and the judgment and sentence of a
court, for some crime or offense committed
by him, or for his omission of a duty enjoin-
ed by law. See Cummings v. Missouri, 4
Wall. 320, 18 L. Ed. 356; Featherstone v.
People, 194 Ill. 325, 62 N. E. 684: Ex parte
Howe, 26 Or. 181, 37 Pac. 536; State v. Grant,
79 M0. 129, 49 Am. Rep. 218.
—Cruel and unusual" punishment. Such

unishment as would amount to torture or bar-
rity, and any cruel and degrading punishment

not known to the common law, and also any
punishment so disproportionate to the oifenso as
to shock the moral sense of the community. In
re Bayard, 25 Hun N. Y.) 546; State v. Driv-
er, 78 N. C. 423; a re Kemmler 136 U. S.
436, 10 Sup. Ct. 930, 34 L. Ed. 519; Wilker-
son v. Utah, 99 U. S. 130, 25 L. Ed. 345; State
v. Williams, 77 M0. 310; McDonald v. Com.,
178 Mass. 322, 53 N. E. 874, ‘[3 Am. St. Rep.
293; People v. Morris, 80 Mich. 638, 45 N. W.
691. 8 L. R. A. 685.

PUNITIVE. Relating to punishment;
having the character of punishment or pen-
alty; inflicting punishment or a penalty.
—Pun.ltive damages. See DAlLAOES.—Pl|nia-
tive power. The power and authority of a
state, or organized jurai society, to indict pun-
ishments upon those persons who have commit-
ted actions inherently evil and injurious to the
public, or actions declared by the laws of that
state to be sanctioned with punishments.

Pl.TPII.. In the civil law. One who is in
his or her minority. Particularly, one who
is in ward or guardianship.

PUPILLARIB SUBSTITUTIO. Lat."
In the civil law. Pupiliar substitution; the
substitution of an heir to a pupil or infant
under puberty. The substitution by a father
of an heir to his children under his power,
disposing of his own estate and theirs, in
case the child refused to accept the inherit-
ance, or died before the age oi‘ puberty. Hal-
lifax, Civil Law‘, b. 2, c. 8, no. 04.

PUPILLARITY. In Scotch law. That
period of minority from the birth to the age
of fourteen in males, and twelve in females.
Bell. '

PUPILLUB. Lat. In the civil law. A
ward or infant under the age of puberty; a
person under the authority of a tutor, (q. o.)

Pupillns pat! posse non intolligltus-.
A pupil or infant is not supposed to be able
to suirer, I. c., to do an act to his own prej-
udice.. Dig. 50, 17, 110, 2. '
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PU3. L Fr. By or for. Used both as a
separable particle, and in the composition of.‘

such words as “purparty," “purlien."
—Pur autre vie. For (or during) the life of
another. An estate «or outre vie is an estate
which endures only or the life of some partic-
ular rson other than the grantee.—Pur cause
de e. By reason of neighborhood. See
Coim0N.— taut que. Forasmuch as; be-
cause; to the intent that. Kelham.

PURCHASE. The word_ “purcha.se" is
used in law in contradistlnction to “descent,”
and means any other mode of acquiring real
property than by the common course of in-
heritance. But it is also much used in its
more restricted vernacular sense, (that of
buying for a sum of money,) especially in
modern law literature; and this is univer-
sally its application to the case of chattels.
See Stamm v. Bostwick, 122 N. Y. 48, 25
N. E. 233, 9 L. R. A. 597; Hall v. Hull, 81
N. Y. 134; Berger v. United States Steel
Oorp., 68 N. J. Eq. 809, 58 Atl. 68; Falley v.
Gribliag, 128 Ind. 110; 26 N. E. 794; Cham-
bers v. st. Louis, 29 M0. 574. '

—Purchase money. The consideration in
money paid or agreed to be paid by the buyer‘
to the seller of property, particularly of land.
Purchase money means money stipulated to be
paid by a purchaser to his vendor, and does not
nciude money the purchaser may have borrow-

ed to complete his purchase. Purchase money.
as between vendor and vendee only, is contem-
plated; as between purchaser and lender, the
money is “borrowed money." Heuisler v. Nick-
um, 3_8 Md. 270. But see Houlehan v. Rassler,
73 Wis. 557, 41 N. W. 720.—Puroha.se-money
no s See MonmAos.—Quasi pur-
chase. -In the civil law. A purchase of prop-
erty_not founded on the actual agreement of the

rties, but on conduct of the owner which is
neonsistent with any other h othesis than that

he intended a sale.—Wor of purchase.
Words of purchase are words which denote the
person who is to take the estate. Thus, if I
grant land to A. for twenty-one years, and aft-
er the determination of that term to A.'s heirs,
the word “heirs” does not denote the duration
of A._'s estate, but the person who is to take the
remainder on the expiration of the term. and is
therefore called a “word of purchase." Wil-
liams, Real Prop.; Fearne. Rem. 76. et seq.

PURCHASER. One who acquires real
property in any other mode than by descent.
One who acquires either real or personal
property by buying it for a price in money;
a buyer; vendee.

In the construction of registry acts, the term
"purchaser" is usually taken n its technical
legal sense. It means a complete plurchaser. or,
in other words, one clothed with t e le%i‘li title.
Steele v. Spencer, 1 Pet. 552, 559, 7 L. . 259.
—Boua ado purchaser. See BONA I-‘ma.-
First purchaser. In the law of descent, this
term signifies the ancestor who first ac hired (in
any other manner than by inheritance the es-
tate which still remains in his famil or de-
scendants.—Isusoceut purchaser. tee IN-
Nocr:N'r.—Pus-chaser of a. note or bill. The
person who buys a. promissory note or bill of
exchange from the holder without his indorse-
ment.

Purchaser without notice is not oblig-
ed to discover to his own hurt. See 4
Bouv. lust. note 4336.
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PURE. Absolute; complete; simple; un-
mixed; unqualified; free from conditions or
restrictions; as in the phrases pure charity.
pure debt, pure obligation, pure plea, pure
villenage, as to which see the nouns.

PURGATION. The act of cleansing of
exonerating one's self of a crime, accusation.
or suspicion of guilt, by denying the charge
on oath or by ordeal.

Canonical purgation was made by the par-
ty’s taking his own oath that he was inno-
cent of the charge, which was supported by
the oath of twelve compurgators, who swore‘
they believed he spoke the truth. To this
succeeded the mode of purgation by the sin-
gle oath of the party himself, called the "oath
ea omcio," of which the modern defendant's
oath in chanceryis a modification. 3 Bl.
Comm. 447; 4 Bl. Comm. 368. ‘

Vulgar purgation consisted in" ordeals or
trials by hot and cold water, by fire, by hot
irons, by battel, by corsned, etc.

FUDGE. To cleanse; to clear; _to clear
or exonerate from some charge or imputation
of guilt, or from a contempt.
-Pu:-zed of partial counsel. In Scotch
practice. Cleared of having been partially ad-
vised. A term applied to the preliminary exam-
ination of a witness, in which he is sworn and
examined whether he has received an bribe or
promise of reward, or has been toi what to
say, or whether he hears malice or ill will to
any of the parties. Bell.—Pus-gin; a tort is
like the ratification of a wrongful act by a per-
son who has power of himself to lawfully do the ‘

act. But. unlike ratification, the purging of the
tort may take place even after commencement
of the action. 1 Brod. & B. 282.-
coutempt. Atoning for, or clearing one's se
from, contempt of court, (q. 1:.) It is generally
done by apologising and paying fees, and is gen-
erally admitted after a moderate time in pro-
portion to the magnitude of the oflense.

runes: n nnorntauns. Fr.
In French law. An expression used to de-.
scribe the act of freeing an estate from the
mortgages and privileges with which it is
charged, observing the formalities prescribed
by law. Duverger.

PUBLII-:U. In English law. A space of
land near a royal forest, which, being severed
from it, was made purlieu; that is, pure or
free from the forest laws. '

—Pu1-lieu-neu. Those who have ground with-
in the plirlieu to the yearly value of 40s. a year
freehold are licensed to hunt in their own pur-
liens. Manw. c. 20, §

PURLOIN. To steal; to commit larceny
or theft. Mccann v. U. 8., 2 Wyo. 298.

runranr. A share; a part in a di-
vision; that part of an estate, formerly held
in common, which is by partition allotted in
any one of the parties. The word was an-
ciently applied to the shares falling separately
-to coparceners upon a division or partition
of the estate, and was generaliyspelled -“.pur-
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party ;" but it is now used in relation to any
kind of partition proceedings. See Selders v.
Giles, 141 Pa. 93, 21 Atl. 514.

PUIPOET. Meaning; import; substan-
tial meaning; substance. The “purport" of
an instrument means the substance of it as
it appears on the face of the instrument, and
is distinguished from "tenor," which means
an exact copy. see Dana v. State, 2 Ohio
St. 93; State v. Sherwood, 90 Iowa, 550, 58
N. W. 911, 48 Am. St. Rep. 461; State V.
Puliens. 81 M0. 392; Com. v. Wright, 1
Cush. (Mass) 65; State v. Page, 19 M0. 213.

PURPRESTURE. A purpresture may be
defined as an iuclosure by a private party
of a part of that which belongs to and ought
to be open and free to the enjoyment of the
public at large. It is not necessarily a public
nuisance. A public nuisance must be some-
thing which subjects the public to some de-
gree of inconvenience or annoyance; but a
purpresture may exist without putting the
public to any inconvenience whatever. At-
torney General v. Evart Booming Co., 34
Mich. 462. And see Cobb v. Lincoln Park
Gom'rs, 202 Ill. 42?, 67 N. E. 5, 63 L. R. A.
264. 96 Am. St. Rep. 258; Columbus v.
Jaques, 30 Ga. 506; Sullivan v. Moreno, 19
Fla. 228; U. S. v. Debs (C. C.) 64 Fed. 740;
Drake v. Hudson River R. Co., 7 Barb.
(N.'Y.) 548.

PUBPBISE. L. Fr. A close or inclo-
' sure; as also the whole compass of a manor.

PURPURE. or PORPRIII’. A term
used in heraldry; the color commonly called
"purple," expressed in engravings by lines
in bend sinister. In the arms of princes it
was formerly called “mercury," and in those
of peers “amethyst."

PURSE. A purse, prize, or premium is
ordinarily some valuable thing, offered by a
person for the doing oi‘ something by others,
into strife for which he does not enter. He
has not a chance of gaining the thing offered;
and, if he abide by his offer, that he must
lose it and give it over to some of those con-
tending for it is reasonably certain. Harris
v. White, 81 N. Y. 539.

PUBSEB. The person appointed by the
master of a ship or vessel, whose duty it is
to take mre of the ship's books, in which
every thing on board is inserted. as well the
names of mariners as the articles of mer-
chandise shipped. Roccus, Ins. note.

PUBIUE. To follow a matter judicially,
as a complaining party.

To pursue a warrant or authority, in the
old books, is to execute it or carry it out.
Go. Litt. 52¢.

PUBSUEB. The name by which the com-
plainant or plaintiff is known in the eccle-~
slastical courts, and hi the Scotch law.
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PURSUIT 0!‘ HAPPIIIESI. As used in
constitutional law, this right includes per-
sonal freedom, freedom of contract, exemp-
tion from oppression or invidious discrimina-
tion, the right to follow one's individual
preference in the choice of an occupation
and the application of his energies. liberty
of conscience, and the right to enjoy the
domestic relations and the privileges of the
family and the home. Black, Const. Law
(3d Ed.) p. 544.» See Ruhstrat v. People, 185
Ill. 133. 57 N. E. 41. 49 L. R. A. 181, 76
Am. St. Rep. 30; Hooper v. California. 155
U. S. 648, 15 S. Ct. 207, 39 L. Ed. 297;
Butchers‘ Union, etc., Co. v. Crescent City
Live Stock, etc., Co., 111 U. S. 746, 4 Sup.
Ct. 652, 28 L. Ed. 585.

PURUS IDIOTA.
idiot.

PURVEYANOE. In- old English law.
A providing of necessaries for the king's
house. Cowell. .

PUBVEYOR. In old English law. An
otllcer who procured or purchased articles
needed for the klng’s use at an arbitrary
price. In the statute 36 Edw. III. e. 2. this
is called a "heignous name," (heinous or
hateful name.) and changed to that of “echo-
tor." Barring. Ob. St. 289.

PUBVIEEW. That part of a statute com-
mencing with the words “Be it enacted."
and continuing as far as the repealing
clause; and hence, the design, contempla-
tion, purpose, or scope of the act. See Smith
v. Hickman, Cooke (Tenn.) 337: Payne v.

Conner, 3 Bibb (Ky.) 181: Birth v. Indian-
apolls, 18 Ind. App. 673, 48 N. E. 876.

PUT. In pleading. To confide to; to re-
ly upon: to submit to. As in the phrase,
“the said defendant puts himself upon the
country ;" that is, he trusts his case to the
arbitrament of a jury.

PUT IN. In practice. To place in due
form before a ‘court; to place among the
records of a court.

PUT OUT. To open. To put out lights;
to open or cut windows. 11 East, 372.

Lat. A congenital

Putaghun haroditatem non ulinit. 1
Reeve, Eng. Law, c. 3. p. 117. Incontinence
does not take away an inheritance.

PUTATIVE. Reputed; supposed: com-
monly esteemed. Applied in Scotch law to
creditors and proprietors. 2 Kames, E41.

105, 107. 109.

—Putative lather. The_alleged or reputed
father of an illegitimate (-luld. State v. Nest-
aval, 72 Minn. 415. 75 N. \\'. 725.—Putative
marriage. A marriage contracted in ood
faith and in ignorance (on one or both sides)
that impediments exist which render it unlaw-
ful. See Mnckcld. Rom. Law 5 556. See In
re Hall. in App. lliv. 2m. 70 51. Y. supp. 410;
Smith v. Smith, 1 Tex. 628. 46 Am. Dec. 121.
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PUTS AND CALLS. A “put" in the
language of the grain or stock market is a
privilege of delivering or not delivering the
subject-matter or the sale; and a ‘‘call’' is
a privilege of calling or not calling for it.
Pixley v. Boynton. 79 I11. 351.

PUTS AND BEPUSALB. In English
law. Time-bargains, or contracts for the
sale of supposed stock on a future day.

PUTTING 1!! FEAR. These words are
used in the definition of a robbery from the
person. The oflense must have been com-
mitted by putting in fear the person robbed.
3 Inst. 68; 4 Bl. Comm. 243.

run-fhto IN sun‘, as applied to a
bond, or any other legal instrument. signi-
iies bringing an action upon it, or making
it the subject of an action.

FUTURE. In old English law. A cus-
tom claimed by keepers in forests, and some-
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times by bailiirs of hundreds, to take man's
meat, horse's meat. and dog's meat of the
tenants and inhabitants within the perem-
bnlation of the forest, hundred, etc. The
land subject to this custom was called “term
putura." Others, who call it “puma-e." ex-
plain it as a demand in general; and de-
rive it from the monks. who, before they
were admitted. pulaabant. knocked at the
gates for several days together. 4 Inst. 307 ;
Oowell. -

PYKE, PAIR. In Hindu law. A root-
passenger; a person employed as a night-
watch in a village, and as a runner or mes-
senger on the business of the revenue.
Wharton.

PYKEBIE. In old Scotch law.
theft. 2 Pitc. Grim. Tr. 43.

Petty

PYROMAIIIA. See Insanrrr.
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‘'0. B. An abbreviation of "Queen's
Bench."

. Q. B. D. An abbreviation of “Queen’s
Bench Division."

0, 0. An abbreviation of "Queen's Coun-
sei.

Q. 0. I‘. An abbreviation of “quare clau-
uom freait," (q. 9.)

Q. E. II. An abbreviation of “were exe-
cuiionem non," wherefore execution [should]
not [be issued.] .

Q. 8. An abbreviation for “Quarter Ses-
sions." '

Q. T. An abbreviation of “mu tam,"
(q- 9-)

O. V. An abbreviation of "quad vide,"
used to refer a reader to the word, chapter,
etc.. the name of which it immediately fol-
lows. '

QUA. Lat. Considered as; in the char-
acter or capacity of. For example, “the
trustee qua trustee [that is. in his character
as trustee]_is not liable," etc.

QUAOI. A pretender to medical skill
which he does not possess; one who practices
as a physician or surgeon without adequate
preparation or due qualification. See El-
mergreen v. Horn, 115 Wis. 385, 91 N. W.
W3.

QUAOUICQUB VIA DATA.
Whichever way you take it.

QIIADRAGSSIMA. Lat. The fortieth.
The flrst Sunday in Lent is so called because
it is about the fortieth day before Easter.
Ooweli. '

QUADBAGESIHALS. Offerings former-
ly made, on Mid-Lent Sunday. to the mother
church.

QUADBAGEBHS. The third volume of
the year books of the reign of Edward III.
so called because beginning with the fortieth
year of that sovereign’s reign. Crabb, Eng.
Law, 321.

QUADRANS. Lat. In Roman law.
The fourth part; the quarter of any num-
ber, measure. or quantity. Hence an heir
to the fourth part of the inheritance was
called "hczrca ea; quadrante." Also a Roman
coin. being the fourth part of an as‘. equal
in value to an English half-penny.

In old English law. A farthing; a
fourth part or quarter of a penny.

QUAJDBAIIT. An angular measure of
ninety degrees.

Lat.
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QUADRANTATA T2313. In old
English law. A measure of land, variously
described as a quarter of an acre or the
fourth part of a yard-land.

QUADBARIUH. In old records. A
stone-pit or quarry. Cowell.

QUADRIENNIUH. Lat. In the civil
law. The four-years course of study re-
quired to be pursued by law-students before
they were qualified to study the Code or
collection of imperial constitution. See
Inst. proem.

QUADBIENIITUM UTIIE. In scotch
law. The term of four years allowed to a
minor, after his majority, in which he may
by suit or action endeavor to annul any
deed to his prejudice, granted during his
minority. Bell.

QUADRIPAETITE.‘ Divided into four
parts. A term applied_in conveyancing to
an indenture executed in four parts.

QUADROON. A person who is descend-
ed from a white person and another person
who has an equal mixture of the European
and African blood. State v. Davis. 2 Bailey
(S. C.) 658.

QUADRUPLATORES. Lat. In Roman
law. informers who, if their information
were followed‘by conviction, had the fourth
part of the confiscated goods for their
trouble.

auannurmcano. Lat. In the civil
law. A pleading on the part of a defendant.
corresponding to the rebutter at common
law. The third pleading on the part of the’
defendant. inst. 4, 14, 3; 3 BL Comm. 810. .

Qua ab hostibns oapluntur, stating ea-
pientlam lunt. 2 Burrows. 693. Things
which are taken from enemies immediately
become the property of the captors.

Qua ab inltio inntilis {nit lnstltutjo.
ex post faoto oonvalesoare non potent.
An institution which was at the beginning of
no use or force cannot acquire force from
after matter. Dig. 50, 17, 210.

Qua ab initio non valent, ex post (unto
oonvalesoare non poaannt. Things invalid
from the beginning cannot be made valid
by subsequent act. Tray. Lat. Max. 482.

Qua aooossionlun locus: ohtinont. ax-

tinxnuntur can pa-lnoipalas res porcup-
tas fuel-int. Things which hold the place
of accessories are extinguished when the
principal things are destroyed. 2 Poth. Obi.
202; Broom, Max. 496.
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Qua ad unun: finoxn loquutu sunt,
non dobont ad ullum dotorqucri. 4 Coke,
14. Those words which are spoken to one
end ought not to be perverted to another.

Qua coharcnt persona a. persons se-
pnrnri ucquount. Things which cohere to,
or are closely connected with, the person,
cannot be separated from the person. Jenk.
Cent. p. 28, case 53.

Qua ooxnnxunl loge dorogunt st:-Into
into:-prctuutur. [Statutes] which derogate
from the common law are strictly inter-
preted. Jenk. Cent. p. 221, case 72.

Qua contra rationun jnris lntroduotu
aunt, non dobont truhi In consequen-
unm. 12 Coke, 75. Things introduced con-
trary to the reason of law ought not to be
‘drawn into a precedent.

Qua dubitutionis onusu tollsnda in-
soruntur couuuuncm logenn non ladunt.
Co. Litt. 205. Things which are inserted
for the purpose of removing doubt hurt not
the common law.

Qua duhitntlonis tollcznda cuusa con-
trnotibus insoruntur. Jus couununs non
ladunt. Particular clauses inserted in
agreements to avoid doubt: and ambiguity
do not prejudice the general law. Dig. 50,
17, 81.

QUE 1-:81‘ EADEH. Lat. Which is
the same. Words used for alleging that the
trespass or other fact mentioned in the plea
is the same as that laid in the declaration.
where, from the circumstances, there is an
apparent difference between the two. 1
Chit. P1. °582.

Qua in cu-in rogis note. sunt rite 3;!
praslununtur. 3 Buist. 43. Things done
in the king's court are presumed to be right-
ly done.

Qua in parts: dividi nsqueunt solid:
5 slnxulls prastnntur. 6 Coke, 1. Serv-
ices which are incapable of division are to
be performed in whole by each individual.

Qua in tostuncnto its aunt script:
ut lntclligi non posslnt, pcrindc cunt
no I1 scripts non assent. Things which
are so written in a will that they cannot be
understood. are the same as if they had not
been written at all. Dig. 50, 17, 73, 3.

Qua incontinonti flunt inane widen-
tur. Things which are done incontinently
[or simultaneously with an act] are supposed
to be inherent [in it; to be a constituent part
of it.) Co. Litt. 23612.

Qua Inter nllos acts sunt nexuini no-
cere dehont, soda prodossc possunt. 8
Coke. 1. Transactions between strangers
ought to hurt no man, but may benefit.
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Qua leg"! conunnni dc:-ogunt non aunt
trnhenda in ozomplurn. Things deroga-
tory to the common law are not to be drawn- '

into precedent. Branch, Princ.

Qua log! coanrnuni dcroguut strlcto in-
tcrprotantur. Jenk. Cent. 29. Those things
which are derogatory to the common law are
to be strictly interpreted. '

Qua suuln aunt lnchonta in pa-tnolpio
viz bono porncuntur oxitu. 4 Coke, 2.
Things had in principle at the commence-
ment seldom achieve a good end. '

QUE NIHII. PRUSTRA. Lat. Which,
[does or requires] nothing in vain. Which
requires nothing to_ be done, that is, to no
purpose. 2 Kent, Comm. 53.

Qua non flex-1 dcbont, fact: vnlent.
Things which ought not to be done are held
valid when they have been done. Tray. Lat.‘
Max. 484.

Qua non vulcuut Ilnxula, juuctu ju-
vsnt. Things which do not avail when sep-
arate, when joined avail. 3 Bulst.‘ 132;
Broom, Max. 588.

G115 PLUBA. Lat. In old English
practice. A writ which lay where an inqui-
sition had been made by an escheator in any
county of such lands or tenements as any
man died seised of, and all that was in his
possession was imagined not to be found by
the oflice; the writ commanding the es-
cheator to inquire what more (qua: plum)
lands and tenements the party held on the
day when he died, etc. Fitzh. Nat. Brev.
2550; Coweil.

Qua grater oonsuctudlnsan ct moron:
rnajorunn lunt uoquo pluoont nsquo roots
vtdcntnr. Things which are done contrary
to the custom of our ancestors neither please
nor appear right. 4 Coke, 78.

Qua pronto: nccossituton: roeoptu
suut, non dobcnt in nrguxnonturn trahl.
Things which are admitted on the ground of
necessity ought not to be drawn into ques-
tion. Dig. 50. 17, 162. *'

Qua rerun: nuturu prohibcntur null:
logs conflnnnta cunt. Things which are
forbidden by the nature or things are [can
be] confirmed by no law. Branch. Princ.
Positive laws are framed after the laws of
nature and reason. Finch, Law, 74.

Qua singuh. non prosunt, junotn ju-
vnnt. Things which taken singly are of no
avail airord help_when takentogether. Tray.
Lat. Max. 488.

Qua sunt sninorls culpa sunt Innjorls
infunia. [Oflensesl which ‘are of a lower
grade of guilt are of a higher degree of in-
famy. Co. Litt. 6b. . .
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QUECUNQUE INTRA RATIONEM

Quoonnque int:-s rntionon lofts in-
vonlnntnr Int:-a Ingest: ipsun esse Judi-

Things which are found within the
reason of a law are supposed to be within
the law itself. 2 Inst. 689.

Qllnlibot oonoosslo dosnini regis esp!
debs! ‘st:-late contra dominnm regon,
qusndo potost intemgi dusbns dis. 3
Leon. 243. Every grant of our lord the king
ought to be taken strictly against our lord
the king, when it can be understood in two
ways.

Qumlibet ooncesslo fox-tissimo contra
donates-on into:-ps-stands est. Every
grant is to be interpreted most strongly
against the grantor. Co. Lltt. 183a.

Qlalllpot Jlu-isdlotlo osneellos snos
Inbot. Jenk. Cent. 13?. Every Jurisdiction
has its own bounds. .

Qnalibot pas-donatio deluet cap! so-

onndiun Intentionesn rafts, at non ad
deoeptionon regis. 3 Bulst. 14. Every
pardon ought to be taken according to the
intention of the king, and not to the de-'
ception of the king.

Qllalibot puns oorpornlis. qunmvis
snhslnn, major est qunllbet posnn peon-
1:11:13. 3 Inst. 220. Every corporal pun-
ishment, although the very least, is greater
than any pecuniary punishment.

Qnarus do dnbfls legon bone disco:-o
:1 ds. Inquire into doubtful points if you
wish to understand the law well. Litt. I 443.

QUERE. A query; question; doubt.
This word, occurring in the syllabus of a re-
ported case or elsewhere, shows that a ques-
tion is propounded as to what follows, or
that the particular rule, decision, or state-
ment is considered as open to question.

Quays-o do dubils, quit. per rationes
porvonitnr ad legitlmun. rstlonen. In-
quire into doubtful points, because by rea-
soning we arrive at legal reason. Litt. 3

377.

QUEBSJN8.
tifl.

QUEBENS NIIIII. CAPIAT PER.
QILLAH. The pinintiir shall take nothing
by his bill. A form of judgment for the de-
fendsnt. Latch. 133.

Lat. A piaintiir; the plain-

QUEBEIIB NON INVENIT PLEGIUH.
L. hit. The plalntii! did not flnd a pledge.
A return‘ formerly made by a sheriif to a
writ requiring him to take security of the
plsintifl! to ‘prosecute his- claim. Coweli.

Quarters dot aspen qua snnt leg-icing
Vere. Lltt. 5 443. To inquire into them,
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is the way to know what ‘things are truly
lawful.

QUESTA. An indulgence or remission
of penance, sold by the pope.

QUESTIO. In Roman law. Anciently
a species of commission granted by the
comma to one or more persons for the pur-
pose oi.’ inquiring into some crime or public
oflense and reporting thereon. In later
times. the qua-atio came to exercise plenary
criminal jurisdiction, even to pronouncing
sentence. and then was appointed periodical-
ly, and eventually became a permanent com-
mission or regular criminal tribunal, and
was then called “qua.-atio perpctua." See
Maine. Anc. Law. 369-372.

In medieval law. The question; the tor-
ture: inquiry or Inquisition by inflicting the
torture.
—-Osdit quustio. The question falls; the dis-
cussion ends; there is no room for further ar-
gument.—-Qnnstio vents. A vexed question
or mooted point; a quwlion often agitated or
discussed but not determined; a question or

int which has been difierentiy decided, and so
eft doubtful.

QUZSTIOIIABII. Those who carried
quceata about from door to door.

QUESTIONS! PERPBTUE, in Roman
law, were commissions (or courts) of in-
quisition into crimes alleged to have been
committed. They were called “perpctu¢."
to distinguish them from occasional inquisi-
tions, and because they ‘were permanent
courts for the trial of oirenders. Brown.

QUEBTOR.
whose oiiice it was to collect the public rev-
enue. Varro de L. L. iv. 14.
—Qunstor sacs-1 slatil. Qutestor of the sa-
cred palace. An 0 car of the imperial court at
Constantinople. with powers and duties resem-
bling those of a. chancellor. Calvin. o

QUESTUS. L. Lat. That estate which a
man has by acquisition or purchase, in con-
tradistinction to “h¢erc«Iitaa," which is what
he has by descent. Gian. 1, 7. c. 1.

QUAKER. This. in England, is the stat-
utory, as weil as the popular, name of a
member of a religious society, by themselves
denpmlnated “Friends."

OIJALE JUS. Lat. In old English law.
A judicial writ, which lay where a man of
religion had judgment to recover land be
fore execution was made of the judgment.
It went forth to the escheator between Judg-
ment and execution. to inquire what right
the religious person had to recover, or wheth-
er the judgment were obtained by the collu-
siou of the parties, to the intent that the
lord might not be defrauded. Reg. Jud. 8.

QUALIFICATION. The possession by
an individual of the qualities, properties, or

Lat. A Roman magistrate. -



QUALIFICATION

circumstances, natural or adventitious.
which are inherently or legally necessary to
render him eligible to fill an oiilce or to
perform a public duty or function. Thus,
the ownership of a freehold estate may be
made the qualification of a voter; so the
possession of a certain amount of stock in
a corporation may be the qualification neces-
sary to enable one to serve on its board of
directors. Cummings v. Missouri, 4 Wall.
319, 18 L. Ed. 356; People v. Palen, 74 Hun,
289, 26 N. Y. Supp. 225; Hyde v. State,
52 Miss. 665.

Qualification for ofice is “endowment,_or ac-
com iishment that fits for an ofiice; _havmg the
legs r uisites, endowed with qualities suita-
ble for t e pu se." State v. Seay. 64 Mo. 89,
21' Am. Rep. '

Also a modification or limitation of terms
or language; usually intended by way of re-
striction of expressions which, by reason of
their generality. would carry a larger mean-
ing than was designed. -

- QUA.LIl'IB'.D. Adapted; fitted; entitled;
as an elector to vote. Applied to one who
has taken the steps to prepare himself for an
appointment or ofiice, as by taking oath, giv-
ing bond, etc. Pub. St. Mass. p. 1294.

Also limited; restricted; confined; modi-
-fled; imperfect, or temporary.
-The term is also applied in England to a

person who is enabled to hold two benefices
at'once.
—Qualified acceptance.
—QuAIi.lied elector means a person who is
legally qualified to vote, while a ‘legal voter"
means a qualified elector who does in fact vote.
Sanford v. Prentice, 28 Wis. 358.—Qnalii1ed
fee. See FEs.—Qna1iiled indorsement. See
Inpoasnusx'r.—Qual.ined oath. See OA'n;.—-

uallfled privilege. In the law of libel and
slander, the same as conditional privilege. See
Ps1vn..nos.—Qualified property. See Psor-
!:a'nr.—Qusl1fied votes. A person qualified
to vote generally. In re House Bill No. 166, 9
Colo. 629. 21 Pac. 473. A person qualified and
actual%5voting. Carroll County V. ‘mith, 111
U. S. , 4 Sup. Ct. 539, 28 L. Ed. 517.

_ QUALIFY. To make one's self fit or pre-
gared to exercise a right, office, or franchise.

0 take the steps necessary to prepare one's
self for an oflice or appointment. as by tak-
ing oath, giving bond, etc. Pub. St. Mass.
p. 1294; Archer v. State, 74 Md. 443, 22 At].
8, 28 Am. St. Rep. 261; Hale v. ‘Salter, 25
La. Ann. 324'; State v. Albert, 55 Kan. 154,
40 Pac. 286.

Also to limit; to modify; to restrict. Thus,
it is said that one section of a statute quali-
fies another.

. Quslitas qua lnesse debet. facile pra-
snmitu-. A quality which ought to form a
part is easily presumed. _

QUALITY. In respect to persons, this
term denotes comparative rank; state or
condition in relation to others; social or civil
position or class. ‘In pleading, it means an
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attribute or characteristic by which one thing_

See ACCEPTANCE. .

QUANDO ALIQUID MANDATUB _ .

is distinguished from another.
—Qnal!ty of estate. The period when, and
the manner in which. the right of enjoying an
estate is exercised. It is of two kinds: (1) The
period when the right of enjoying an estate is
conferred upon the owner, whether at present-
or in future; and (2) the manner in which the
owner's right of enjo ment of his estate is to be
exercised, whether so ely, jointly, in common. or
in coparcenary. Wharton.

Qlun longun debet esse rutionabile
tenpns non deflnitur in loge, sod pone
det ex discs-etlono jnstieciarlernn. Co.
Litt. 56. How long reasonable time ought
to be. is not defined by law, but depends upon
the discretion of the judges.

Guam rationabilis debet esse inis, nos:
Ilefinitur, sod omnibus . eiroumstantiis
inspeotis pendet ex jnstieiu-lorlun diss-
eretione. What a reasonable fine ought to
be is not defined, but is left to the discretion
of the Judges, all the circumstances being
considered. 11 Coke, 44.- .

QUAHDIU. Lat. As long as;'so long
as. A word of limitation in old conveyances.
Co. Litt. 235a.

QUAIIDIU 8! Ella anssrznn-. As
-long as he shall behave himself well; during
good behavior; a clause-frequent in letters
patent or grants of certain ofilces, to secure
‘them so long as the persons to -whom they
are granted shall not be guilty of abusing
them, the opposite clause being “durantc
bene placuo," (during the pleasure of the
grantor.)

Quunvis lliquid. per se non sit nnlrun.
rtamen. si sit mall exenpli, non est
taeciendnn. Although a thing may not be
bad in itself, yet, if it is of bad example. it
-is not to be done.- 2 Inst. 564. . »

Qnunvis lex genes-allter Ioqultur, re-
strinzends tone: cat. at. cesssnte ra-

tdone, ipsa eessst. Although. a law 81381138

generalLV. Set it is to" be restrained, so that
when its reason ceases, it should cease also.
4 Inst. 330. -

Qlnndo shoot provisio Ipax-tis, .a'.T_.',c
‘pa-ovisio legis. When the provision of the
party is wanting, the provision of the law is
at hand. ,6 Vin. Abr. 49-; 13 C. ,B. 960._

QUANZDO AOGIDEBINI‘. .Lat.. _VV_"hen

they shall come in. The name our judgment
sometimes given against an executor, -es-
pecially on a plea of plane administrazfl.
which empowers -the plaintiit to have the
benefit-of. assets which may at any time

-thereafter come to the hands of the executor.

Qsnndo oliquid fnlflldfitllt. mandstipp
pt omnc pen H pas,-yenitnr ad lllnd.
5 Coke, 116. When anything is conmzanded,



QUANDO ALIQUID PROHIBETUB

everything by which it can be accomplished
is also commanded.

Quauda allquid prohlbetur ex dlreato,
prohibetur et per obliquum. Co. Litt-
223. When anything is prohibited directly.

‘ it is prohibited also indirectly.

Quando allquid prohlbetur, prahlbetur
at asune per quad devenitur ad mud.
When anything is prohibited. everything by
which it is reached is prohibited also. 2
Inst. 48. That which cannot be done direct-
ly shall not be done indirectly. Broom.
Max. 489. .

Quanda allquis aliquid eouaedlt, eon-
eedere videtur at Id sine qua res uti
non potest. When a person grants any-
thing, he is supposed to grant that also
without which the thing cannot be used. 8
Kent. Comm. 421. When the use of a thing
is granted, everything is granted by which
the grantee may‘ have and enjoy such
use. Id.

Quanda ehas-ta. ooutlnet geueralesu
alausulasn, pasteaque deseendlt ad var

ha spaoialla qua alausuln geuerall sunt
eaaseutauea, interpretauda est ehas-ta
see-uudusu vex-ha speodalia. When a deed
contains a general clause, and afterwards

' descends to special words which are agree-
able to the general clause, the deed is to be
interpreted according to the special words.
8 Coke, 15%.

Quauda de una at eadesu re dua ane-
rabiles existuut. uaus. pra insuflaientia
alterius. de lntecra ouerabitur. When
there are two persons liable for one and the
same thing, one or them, in case of default
of the other, shall be charged with the
whole. 2 Inst. 277.

Quauda dispasltia referrl patest ad
duas res Ita quad seoundum relatlauesu
unan vitletur at seeundusu alterasu
utilis sit, ‘tun taeieuda est relatio ad
lllasu ut valeat dlsposltia. 6 Coke, 76.
When a disposition may refer to two things,
so that by the former it would be vitiated.
and by the latter it would be preserved, then
the relation is to be made to the latter, so
that the disposition may be valid.

Quanda divers! desiderautur aatus ad
aliqueus statum perilcieudusu, plus re-

lpleit lax aetusu arigdualeza. When dif-
ferent acts are required to the formation of
any estate. the law chiefly regards the origi-
nal act. 10 Coke, 49¢. When to the per-
fection of an estate or interest divers acts or '

things are requisite, the law has more regard
to the original act. for that is the funda-
mental pnrt on which all the others are
founded. Id.
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Quauda jus damiu! regis at subdltl
aaucurrunt, Jus reds prnferrl debet.
9 Coke, 129. When the right of king and of
subject -concur, the king's right should be
preferred. ’

Quauda lax aliquid alieu! eouaedic.
eaueedere videtur at id sine qua rea
ipsu esse uau patest. 5 Coke. 47. When
the law gives a man anything, it gives him
that also without which the thing itself can-
not exist.

Quauda lax allquld alien! eavneedlt,
auusia ineldeutia taedte aaneeduatur.
2 Inst. 326. When the law gives anything
to any one. all incidents are tacitly given.

Quauda lax est speelalis, ratio autan
genes-ans, generaliter lex est intelllgeap
«is. When a law is special. but its reason
[or object] general, the law is to be under»
stood generally. 2 Inst. 83.

Quaudo lieet id quad usajus, vtdetur
at liaere id quad minus. Shep. Touch.
429. When the greater is allowed, the lea
is to be understood as allowed also.

Quaudo snulier uahllls uupserlt Igua-
bili, deslnlt esse uobilis ulsi uahllltaa
nativa fuerlt. 4 Coke, 118. When a noble
woman marries a man not noble, she ceases
to be noble, unless her nobility was born
with her.

Quauda plus It quasn leri debut,
videtur etlaus illud fierl quad {aden-
dum est. When more is done than ought
to be done, that at least shall be considered
as performed which should have been per-
formed, [as, if a man, having a power to
make a lease for ten years. make one for
twenty years, it shall be void only for the-
surplus.] Broom, Max. 177 : 6 Coke, 115:
8 Coke, 85¢.

Quaudo quad ago uau valet ut ago.
valeat quantum valere patest. When
that which I do does not have eirect as I
do it, let it have as much effect as it can.
Jackson ex dem. Troup v. Blodget. 16 Johns.
(N. Y.) 172, 178; Vandervoigen v. Yates. 3
Barb. Ch. (N. Y.) 242, 261.

Quauda res nan valet ut ago, valeat:
quautum valere potent. When a thing is
of no effect as I do it, it shall have eflect as
far as [or in whatever way] it can. Cowp.
600.

Quaudo verba et sneus eaugrauat. nan

est interpretation! laeus. When the
words and the mind agree, there is no place
for interpretation.

Quauda verba statuti suat speeialia.
ratio autela general.-is, geueranter statu-
tuus est intelllgeuduls. When the words



QUANTI Ml NORIS

of a'statute arespecial, but the reason or
object of it general, the statute is to be
construed generally. 10 Coke, 101b.

QUART! IIIOBIS. Lat. The name of
an action in the civil law, (and in Iiouisiana,)
brought by the purchaser of an article, for a
reduction of the agreed price on account of
defects in the thing which diminish its value.

QUANTUK DAIIIIPIOATUS? How
much damniiied? The name of an issue di-
rected by a court of equity to be tried in a
court of law, to ascertain the amount of
compensation to be allowed for damage.

QUAIITUK IEBUIT. As much as he
deserved. In pleading. The common count
in an action of aasumpsu for work and labor,
founded on an implied aasumpsit or promise
on the part of the defendant to pay the
plalntii! as much as he reasonably deserved
to have for his labor. 3 Bl. Comm. 161; 1
Tidd, Pr. 2.

Quantum tonou domino ex homagio,
tantum dominus tenant! ex donhio
debut prutor solar: x-evorontiun; suntan
dobot ouo doninll et lsonagii seem.-
'tis oonnsxio. Co. Litt. 64. As much as
‘the tenant by his homage owes to his lord,
so much is the lord, by his lordship, indebted
to the tenant. except reverence alone; the
tie of dominion and of homage ought to be
mutual.

QUANTUH VALEBANT. As much as
they were worth. In pleading. The com-
’mon count in an action of assumpaii for
goods sold and delivered. founded on an im-
plied auumpait or promise, on the part of
the defendant, to pay the plaintiff as much
as the goods were reasonably worth. 3 Bl.

.Comm. 161; 1 Tldd, Pr. 2.
O

QUARANTINE. A period of time (theo-
retically forty days) during which a vessel,
coming from a place where a contagious or
infectious disease is prevalent, is detained by
authority in the harbor of her port of desti-
nation, or at a station near it, without being
permitted to land or to discharge her crew
or passengegs. Quarantine is said to have
been first established at Venice in 1484.
Baker. Quar. 3.

In real property. The space of forty
‘days during which a widow has a right to
remain in her late husband's principal man-
sion immediately after his death. The right
of the widow is also called her “quarantine."
Bee Davis v. Lowden. 56 N. J. Eq. 126, 38
.Ati. 048; Glenn v. Glenn. 41 Ala. 580; Spin-
ning v. spinning, 43 N. J. Eq. 215, 10 At].
270.

QUAKE. Lat. Wherefore; for what rea-
son; on what account. Used in the Latin

—.form of several common-law writs.
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dent. in English pracdce.

QUARE OBSTRUXIT

. GUARD: .0I.AUsUl PBEGIT. Lat.
Wherefore he broke the close. That speciu
of the action of trespass which has for its
object the recovery of damages for an un-
lawful en'try upon another‘s land is termed
“trespass quare olausum freait;" “breaking a
close" being the technical expression for an
unlawful entry upon land. The language of
the declaration in this form of action is
“that the defendant, with force and arms.
broke and entered the close” of the plaintiff.
The phrase is often abbreviated to "qu. cl.
Ir." Brown.

QUARE EJEOIT IIITBA TEBMINUM.
Wherefore he ejected within the term. In
old practice. A writ which lay for a lessee
where he was ejected before the expiration
of his term, in cases where the wrong-doer
or ejector was not himself in possession of
the lands, but his feoifee or another claim-
ing under him. 3 Bl. Comm. 199, 206; Reg.
Orig. 227; Fltzh. Nat. Bre_v._197 S.

QUARE IHPEDIT. Wherefore he hin-
A writ or action

which lies for‘ the patron of an advowson.
where he has been disturbed in his right of
patronage; so called from the emphatic
words of the old form. by which the disturb-‘
er was summoned to answer why he hinders
_the plaintiir. 3 Bl. Comm. 240, 248.

QUAKE INCUflBAVI'.l‘. In English
law. A writ which lay against a bishop
who, within six months after the vacation
of a beneiice, conferred it on his clerk, while

"two others were contending at law for the
right of presentation, calling upon him to
show cause why he had incumbered the

"church. Reg. Orig. 32. Abolisbed by 3 & 4
Wm. IV. c. 27.

QUAKE INTEUSIT. A writ that for-
merly lay where the lord proflered a suitable
marriage to his ward, who rejected it, and
entered into the land, and married another,
the value of his marriage not being satisfied
to the lord. Abolished by 12 Car. 11. c. 24.

QUARE NON ADHISIT. In English
law. A writ to recover damages against a
bishop who does not admit a piaintltrs clerk.
It is, however, rarely or never necessary; for
it is said that a bishop, refusing to execute

the writ ad admmcmium clericum, or mak-
ing an insufficient return to it, may be lined.
Wats. Cler. Law. 302.

QUARE NON PEBMITTIT. An an-
cient writ, which lay for one who had a right
to present to a church for a turn against
the proprietary. Fleta, l. 5, c. 6.

QUABE OBSTRUXIT. Wherefore he
obstructed. In old English practice. A writ
which lay for one who, having at liberty to
pass through his neighbor's ground, could



QUARENTENA TERRE

not enjoy his right because the owner had
so obstructed it. Cowell.

QUARENTENA TERRE. A furlong.
Co. Litt. 5b.

QUARREL. This word is said to extend
not only to real and personal actions, but
also to the causes or actions and suits; so
that by the release of all “quarrels," not only
actions pending, but also causes of action
and suit. are released; and “quarrels,” “con-
troversies," and "debates" are in law con-
sidered as having the same lheaning. Co.
Litt. 8, 153; Termes de la Ley.

In an untechnicai sense, it signifies an al-
tercation, an angry dispute, an exchange of
recriminations, taunts, threats or accusa-
tions between two persons. See Carr v. Con-
yers, 84 Ga. 287. 10 S. E. (£30, 20 Am. St.
Rep. 357; Accident Ins. Co. v. Bennett, 90
Tenn. 256, 16 S. W. 723, 25 Am. St. Rep.
685; Metcalt v. People. 2 C010. App. 262, 30
Pac. 39.

QUARRY. In mining law. An open
excavation where the works are visible at
the surface; a place or pit where stone, slate,
marble, etc., is dug out or separated from a
mass of rock. Bainb. Mines, 2. See Marvel
v. Merritt, 116 U. S. 11, 6 Sup. Ct. 207. 29
L. Ed. 550; Murray v. Allred, 100 Tenn.
100, 43 S. W. 355, 39 L. R. .A. 249, 66 Am.
St. Rep. 740; Ruttledge v. Kress, 17 Pa.
Super. Ct. 495.

QUART.
one-fourth part of a gallon.

QUARTA DIVI PII. In Roman law.
That portion of a testator‘s estate which he
was required by law to leave«to a child
whom he had adopted and afterwards eman-
cipated or unjustly disinherited, being one-
fourth of his property. See Mackeld. Rom.
Law, 5 594.

QUARTA PALOIDIA. In Roman law.
That portion oi? a testator's estate which, by
the Falcidian law. was required to be left to
the heir, amounting to at least one-fourth.
See Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 771.

QUARTER. The fourth part of any-
thing. especially of a year. Also a length of
sour inches. In England. a measure of corn.
generally reckoned at eight bushels, though
subject to local variations. See Hospital St.
Cross v. Lord Howard De Walden, 6 Term,
343. In American land law, a quarter sec-

tion or land. See infra. And see McCart-
ney v. Dennison, 101 Cal. 252, 35 Pac. 766.

-0111:-tor-day. The four days in the year up-
on which, by law or custom, moneys payable in
quarter—yeariy installments are collectible, are
called “quarter-da -s."—Qunrter-dollar. A
silver coin of the I nited States. of the value of
twenty-five cents.—Quu-tor-eagle. A gold
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A liquid measure, containing'

QUASI

coin of the United States, of the value of two
and a half doliars.—QIu|rtor of I your. Ninr
ty-one da s. Co. Litt. 135b.—QI||r1:er-sales.
In New lork law. A species of line on aliena-'
tion, being one-fourth of the purchase money of
an estate, which is stipulated to be paid back
on alienation by the grantee. The expressions
“tenth-sales," etc., are also used. with similar
meanings. Jackson ex dem. Livingston v. Great,
7 Cow. (N. Y.) 285.—Qua.:-tor seal. See SEAL;
—QIuu-ter section. In American land law.
The quarter of a section of land according to
the divisions of the overnment survey, laid
oif by dividing the section into four equal parts
by north-and south and east-and-west Ham, and
containing 160 acres. ..

QUARTER SESSIONS. In English
law. A criminal court held before two or
more justices of the peace, (one of whom
must be of the quorum.) in every county.
once in every quarter of a year. 4 Bl.
Comm. 271; 4 Steph. Comm. 335.

In American law. Courts established in
some of the states, to be holden four times
in the year, invested with criminal jurisdic-
tion, usually of offenses less than felony. and
sometimes with the charge of certain admin-
istrative matters, such as the care of public
roads and bridges.

QUARTERING. In English criminal
law. The dividing a criminal's body into
quarters, after execution. A part of the
punishment of high treason. 4 Bl. Comm.
93. ’

QUARTERING SOLDIERS. The act of
a government in billeting or assigning sol-
diers to private houses, without the consent
of the owners of such houses, and requiring
such owners to supply them with board or
lodging or both.

QUARTERIZATION. Quartering or crim-
inals. .

QUARTERLY COURTS. A system of
courts in Kentucky possessing a limited orig-
inal jurisdiction in civil cases and appellate
Jurisdiction from Justices of the peace.

QUARTERONE. In the Spanish and
French West Indies, a quadroon, that is, a
person one of whose parents was white and
the other a mulatto. See Daniel v. Guy. 19
Ark. 131. ‘

QUARTO DI}: POST. Lat. On the
fourth day after. Appearance day, in the
former English practice. the defendant being
allowed four days, inclusive, from the return
of the writ, to make his appearance. '

QUASH. To overthrow: to abate: to an-
nul; to make void. Spelman; 8 Bi. Comm.
303; Crawford v. Stewart. 38 Pa. 34; Hol-
land v. Webster, 43 Fla, 85,29 South. 625;
Bosley v. Bruner, 2 Cushm. (Miss) 462.

QUASI. Lat. As if; as it were; anal-
ogous to. This term is used in legal phrase-
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ology to indicate that one subject resembles
another, with which it is compared. in cer-
tain characteristics, but that there are also
intrinsic differences between them.

It is exclusively a term of classification. Pre-
fixed to a term of Roman law. it implies that
the conception to which it serves as an index
is connected with the conception with which the
comparison is instituted by a strong superficial
analogy or resemblance. It negatives the notion
of identity. but oints out that the conceptions
are suiliciently s milar for one to be classed as
the sequel to the other. Maine, Anc. Law, 332.
Civilians use the ex ressions “quasi contrac-
tus." “quasi dekctum,’ "quasi poueuio," “quasi
traditio," etc.

As to quasi "Aflin.ity." "Contract," “Cor-
poration," “Crime," “Delict," "Deposit,"
“Derelict," “Easement,” “Entail," “Fee,” “Iii
Rem," "Judicial." “Municipal Corporation,"
“Oii'ense," “Pat-tners," "Personalty," “Pos-
session," “Posthumous Child,” “Purchase,”
“Realty," "Tenant," "Tort," “Traditio,"
“Trustee.” and “Usufrnct." see those titles.

QUATEE. OOUSIN. See COUBIN.

QUATUOB PEDIBU8 CURRIT. Lat.
It runs upon four feet; it runs upon all
fours. See Ax.r.-Fours.

nuaruonvmr. In Roman 1.... Mag-
istrates who had the care and inspection of
roads. Dig. 1, 2. 3, 30.

QUAY. A wharf for the loading or un-
loading of goods carried in ships. This word
is sometimes spelled “key."

The popular and commercial signification of
the word “quay” involves the notion of a space
of ground appropriated to the public use: such
use as the convenience of commerce uires.
!l;I_%w Orleans v. U. S., 10 Pet. 662, 715, Ed.

4 .

QUE E81‘ LE HESIE. L. Fr. Which
is the same. A term used in actions of tres-
pass, etc. See Qua: EST EADEX.

QUE ESTATE. L. Fr. Whose estate.
A term used in pleading. particularly in
claiming prescription, by which it is alleged
that the plaintii! and those former -owners
whose estate he has have inimemorially exer-
-cised the right claimed. This was called
“prescribing in a que estate.”

QUEAN. A worthless woman; a strum-
pet. Obsolete.

QUEEN. A woman who possesses the
sovereignty and royal power in a country
under a monarchical form of government.
The wife of a king.
—Quegn consort. In En lish law. The wife
of a reigning kin . 1 Bl. Iomm. 218.—Queen
downger. In .n::lish law. The widow of a
king. 1 Bl. Comm. 2‘.23.—Queen-gold. A roy-
al revenue belonging to every queen consort dur-
ing her marria e with the king. and due from
every person w 0 has made a voluntary line or
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ofier to the king of ten marks or upwards, in
consideration of any grant or privilege conferred
b the crown. It is now quite obsolete. 1 Bl.

mm. 220—222.—Quoen regnant. In English
law. A queen who holds the crown in her own
right; as the first Queen Mary. Queen Eliza-
beth, ueen Anne, and the late Queen Victoria.
1 Bl. omm. 218; 2 Steph. Comm.

For the titles and descriptions of various
oiiicers in the English legal system, called
“Queen's Advocate," “Queen's Coroner,"
"Queen's Counsel," “Queen’s Proctor,”
"Queen's Remembrancer," etc., during the
reign of a female sovereign, as in the time
of the late Queen Victoria. see, now, under
KING and the following titles.

QUEEN ANNE’! BOUNTY. A fund
created by a charter of Queen Anne, (con-
firmed by St. 2 Ann. c. 11,) for the augmenta-
tion of poor livings, consisting of all the
revenue of flrst fruits and tenths, which
was vested in trustees forever. 1 Bl. Comm.
286.

QUEEN'S BENCH. The English court
of king's bench is so called during the reign
of a queen. 3 Steph. Comm. 403. See
Kmo’s Bsxcn.

QUEEN'S PRISON. A Jail which used
to be appropriated to the debtors and crimi-
nals confined under process or by authority
of the superior courts at Westminster, the
high court of admiralty, and also to per-
sons imprisoned under the bankrupt law.

QUE! BEDITUH REDDIT. L. Lat.
An old writ which lay where a rent-charge
or other rent which was not rent service
was granted by fine holding of the grantor.
If the tenant would not attorn. then the
grantee might have had this writ. Old Nat.
Brev. 126.

Ouemndanodnn nd qunstionem loot!
non respondent judioes, its ad quas-
tionem Jnrls non respondent jnrntores.

, In the same manner that judges do not an-
swer to questions of fact, so jurors do not
answer to questions of law. Co. Litt. 295.

QUERELA. Lat. An action preferred in
any court of justice. The plaintiff was
called "querens," or complainant and his
brief, complaint, or declaration was called
f‘quercla." Jacob.

QUERELA OOBAM BEGE A CON-
OILIO DISOUTIENDA ET TERMI-
NANDA. A writ by which one is called to
Justify a complaint of a trespass made to the
king himself, before the king and his council.
Reg. Orig. 124.

QUEBELA INOEFICIOSI TESTA-
MENTI. Lat. In the civil law. A species
of action allowed to a child who had been
unjustly disiiiherlted, to set aside the will.
founded on the presumption of law, in such
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cases, that the parent was not in his right
mind. Calvin; 2 Kent, Comm. 327; Bell.

QUEBENS.
ant : inquirer.

Lat. A plalntifl; complain-

QUES'i;A. In oldvrecords. A quest; an
inquest, inquisition, or inquiry, upon the
oaths of an impaneled jury. Cowell.

QUESTION. A method or criminal ex-
amination heretofore in use in some of the
countries of continental Europe, consisting
of the application oi‘ torture to the supposed
criminal, by means of the rack or other en-
gines, in order to— extort from him, as the
condition of his release from the torture, a
confession of his own guilt or the names of
his accomplices.

In evidence. An interrogation put to a
witness, for the purpose of having him de-
ciare the truth of certain facts as far as he
knows them.

In practice. A point on which the par-
ties are not agreed. and which is submitted
to the decision of a Judge and jury.
—-Categorical question. One inviting a dis-
tinct and positive statement of fact; one which
can be answered by “yes" or “no." In the plu-
ral, a series of questions, covering a particular
subject-matter, arranged in a systematic and
consecutive order.—Pede1-nl question. See
FEDERAL.—Ia question. See that title.
—Kypothetioul question. See that title.-
Poutieai question. See POLITICAL.

QUESTMAN, er QUESTHONGEB. In
old English law. A starter of lawsuits, or
prosecutions; also a person chosen to in-
quire into abuses, especially such as relate
to weights and measures; also a chnrch-war-
den.

QUBSTORBB PAREIOIDII. Lat. In
Roman law. Certain oificers, two in number,
who were deputed by the comma, as a kind
of commission. to search out and try all cases
of parricide and murder. They were proba-.
bly appointed annually. Maine, Anc. Law,
370.

QUESTUB 38'!‘ R0318. Lat. A writ
of nuisance, which, by 15 Edw. 1., lay against
him to whom a house or other thing that
caused a nuisance descended or was alien-
ated; whereas, before that statute the action
lay only against him who first levied or caus-
ed the nuisance to the damage of his neigh-
bor. Cowell.

Gui abju:-at regnusn unittit regnun,
sed non regens; patrians, sed nbn patron:
pat:-ise. 7 Coke. 9. lie who abjures the
realm leaves the realm. but not the king; the
country. but not the father of the country.

Gui necusnt iutezru tuna sit, et non
es-inninosus. Let him who accuses be of
clear tame, and not criminal. 3 last. 26.
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He who acquires for himself acquires for his
heirs. Tray. Lat. Max. 496.

Qui ndinnit nlediuns dirinait ilnesu. He
who takes away the mean destroys the end.
00. Litt. 161a. He that deprives a man oi
the mean by which he ought to come to a
thing deprives him of the thing itself. 1d.:
Litt. I 237.

Gui nliquid statue:-it, pnrte innuditn
alters aquusn lioet dixerit, hand aqu-
unn teeerit. He who determines any matter
without hearing both sides. though he may
have decided right. has not done Justice. 6
Coke, 52a; 4 Bl. Comm. 283.

Qui alter-ius Jute utitur, eodenn Jure
uti debet. He who uses the right oi‘ an-
other ought to use the same right. Poth.
Traité De Change, pt. 1, c. 4. 5 114; Broom.
Max. 473. -

Gui app:-obot non reps-obut. He who
approbates does not reprobate, [L e.. he can-
not both accept and reject the same thing.]

Gui beue distinguit beue doeet. 2 Inst.
470. He who distinguishes well teaches well.

On! borne inter:-ognt beue dooet. He
who questions weu teaches welL 3 Bulst.
227. Information or express averment may
be efiectually conveyed in the way of inter-
rogation. Id.

Qui eadit n syllnbn endit u tots enuen.

He who fails in a syllable falls in his whole
cause. Bract. rol. 211.

Qui eoneedit uliquid, oonoedere sidetur
et id sine quo eoneessio est irritn, sine
quo res ipsu esse non potuit. 11 Coke,
52. He who concedes anything is considered
as conceding that without which his conces-
sion would be void, without which the thing
itself could not exist.

Qui eoneedit nliquid eoneedit onne id
sine quo eoneessio est irritn. He who
grants anything grants everything without
which the grant is fruitless. Jenk. Cent. p.
32, case 63.

Qui eoniinnat nihil dut. He who con-
firms does not give. 2 Bouv. Inst. no. 2069.

Qui eontesnnit prueepturn eonternnit
praeipientexn. He who contemns [contempt-
uousiy treats] a command contemns the par-
ty who gives it. 12 Coke. 97.

Qui cunt nlio eontrnhit, vel est. vel esse
debet non igna:-us eonditionis ejus. He
who contracts with another either is or ought
to be not ignorant of his condition. Dig. 50.
17, 19; Story, Confl. Laws, 5 76.

Qui dat flnens, dnt anedin Ad fine: nee-

essu-in. He who gives an end gives the
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means to that end. Commonwealth v. And-
rews. 3 Mass. 129.

Gui destruit medium dostruit flnen.
He who destroys the mean destroys the end.
10 Coke, 510;’ C0. Litt. 161a; Shep. Touch.
342. '

Qui doit inherits: :1 pore doit inher-
itor 01 its. He who would have been heir
to the father shall be heir to the son. .2 Bi.
Comm. 223; Broom, Max. 617.

Qui evertit onusun, overtit onusutulu
tutu:-nun. He who overthrows the cause
overtbrows its future effects. 10 Coke, 61.

Qui. ex dunnuto ooitu nuseruutur inter
libero: non oonputentur. Those who are
born of an unlawful intercourse are not reck-
oned among the children. Co. Litt. Ba;
Broom, Max. 519.

Cu! tacit per uliuu: tacit per 39. He
who acts through another acts himself, [L 0..
the acts oi’ an agent are the acts of the prin-
cipal.] Broom, Max. 818, et seq.; 1 B1.
Comm. 429; Story, Ag. 5 440.

Qui hnbet Jurisdictional: ubsolvoudi,
hubet jurisdiotionom ligundi. He who
has Jurisdiction to loosen, has Jurisdiction
to bind. 12 Coke, 60. Applied to writs of
prohibition and consultation, as resting on a
similar foundation. Id. .

Qui hunt in lite:-a has-at in oortioo.
He who considers merely the letter of an‘in-
strument goes but skin deep into its meaning.
Co. Litt. 289; Broom, Max. 685.

Qui ignorant quantum solvers debout.
non potent improbus wide:-e. He who does
not know what he ought to 98!. does not
want probity in not paying. Dig. 50. 17. 99.

Q11! in jun dominiurnvo ulteriul lun-
oodit jute ejus uti debot. He who su(.~
ceeds to the right or property of another
ought to use his right, [i. e., holds it subject
to the same rights and liabilities as attached
to it in the hands of the assignor.] Dig. 50,
17, 177; Broom, Max. 473, 478.

Qui in utero on pro jun unto lube-
tur, quotion do ejns oonunodo qua:-itur.
He who is in the womb is held as already
born, ;whenever a question arises for his bene-
fit.

Qui jute Iuo utitur, ueluini lnoit inju-
riun. He- who uses his legal rights harms
no one. Carson v. Western R. 00., 8 Gray
(Mass.) 424. See Broom, Max. 379.

Qui juuu Judicis uliquod focerit non

vidotur dolo xuulo leoino, quin pu-are
neeouo eat. Where a person does an act
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by command of one exercising judicial au-
thority, the law will not suppose that he act-
ed from any wrongful or improper motive,
because it was his bounden duty to obey. 10
Coke, 78; Broom, Max. 93.

Qui mule agit odit iuoen. He who acts
badly hates the light. 7 (bke, 66.

Cu! mundnt iplc fecini vidotur. He
who commands [a thing to be done] is held
to have done it himself. Story, Bailm. 5 147.

Gui menus probat unelius lmbot. He
who proves most recovers most. 9 Vin. Abr.
235.

Gui nolitur insidiui in pat:-inn id lu-
oit quod insuuus nautu per-fox-nu union
in «ma vehitur. He who betrays his coun-
try is like the insane sailor who bores a
hole in the ship which carries him. 3

- Inst. 36.

Qui non ouduat in oorutauten virun
vuui timer-on Iuut ultixnnndi. 7 Coke, 27.
Those fears are to be esteemed vain which
do not affect a firm man.

Qui non habet, ma non dot. He who
has not, gives not. He who has nothing to
give, gives nothing. A person cannot convey
a right that is not in him. If a man grant
that which is not his, the grant is void.
Shep. Touch'. 243; Watk. Conv. 191.

Qui non hnbet in are, lust in eon-pore,
no gain peoootur inpune.
not pay with his purse must suffer in his
person, lest he who offends should go un-
punished. 2 Inst. 173; 4 Bl. Comm. 20.

Gui non hnbot potostnto-,ulienu|di
habot nooeuituteru rotinondi. Hob. 336
He who has not the power of alienating is
obliged to retain.

Gui non imp:-ohat, app:-obut. 3 Inst.
27. He who does not blame, approves.

Gui non libero veritutoru pxonuuoiut
proditor est vex-itutin. He who does not
freely speak the truth is a betrayer of the
truth.

Gui non negat tntetur. He who does
not deny, admits. A well-known rule oi.’
pleading. Tray. Lat. Max. 5%.

Qul non obstut quod obsturo potent. fu-
oero vidotux-. He who does not prevent
[a thing] which he can prevent. is considered
to do [as doing] It. 2 Inst. 146.

Qui non prohibet id quod prohiberc
potent useutire videtnr. 2 Inst. 308. He
who does not forbid what he is able to pre-
vent, is considered to assent. ..

He who can- >
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Gui non propnlsat inju-Ian quaado po-
test, mm. Jenk. Cent. 271. He who does
not repel an injury when he can, induces it.

On! obstrnlt aditnsn, dost:-nit oom-
nodun. He who obstructs a way, passage,
or entrance destroys a benefit or convenience.
Co. Litt. 1614;. He who prevents another
from entering upon land destroys the benefit
which he has from it. Id.

oil o-no diolt um exoludit. 4 Inst.
81. He who says all excludes nothing.

QI1 pal.-cit nooentibus ianooentespnnn
it. Jenk. Cent. 133. He who spares the
guilty punishes-the innocent.

Qt! peooat ebrius lust sobrius. He
who sins when drunk shall be punished when
sober. Cary, 133; Broom, Max. 17.

Q11! per alium laelt per soipsun laooro
vldetus-. He who does a thing by an agent
is considered as doing it himself. 00. Litt.
258; Broom, Max. 817.

0111 per is-audem agit trustra agit. 2
Belle, 17. What a man does fraudulently he
does in vain.

On! potost at dolrot votare, jnbot. He
who can and ought to forbid a thing [if he
do not forbid it] directs it. 2 Kent, Comm.
483, note.

OI! ps-imam poooat ills laolt s-ixasn.
Godb. He who sins flrst makes the strife.

OI! prior est tempos-e potter est Jute.
He who is before in time is the better in
right. Priority in time gives preference in
law. 00. Litt. 14a; 4 Coke, 9011. A maxim
of very extensive application, both at law
and in equity. Broom, .\iax. 353-362; 1
Story, Eu. Jur. 5 64d; Story, Bniim. § 312.

Gal pro no aliqnld faoit nun foelsse
vldetu. 2 Inst. 501. lie who does any-
thing for me appears to do it to me.

On! providet sibl prorvidet has-edtbas.
He who provides for himself provides tor his
heirs.

On! ratlonen in omnibus qnnrunt ra-

tionosn snlnortnnt. They who seek a rea-
son for everything subvert reason. 2 Coke,
75; Broom, Max. 157.

Gal soions solvlt tndebltun donaadi
oonsilio id videtur leolsso. One who
knowingly pays what is not due is supposed
to have done it with the intention of mak-
ing a gift. Walker v. Hill, 17 Mass. 388.

On! some! aotionen ronnnoiavos-it an-

p'ios s-spate:-e non potent. Lie who has
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once relinquished his action cannot bring it
again. 8 Coke, 59¢. A rule descriptive of
the effect of a retro./nit and none proacqui.

QII1 senel est mains, scape: prusn-
mitur one males in oodosn genes-o. He
who is once criminal is presumed to be al-
ways criminal in the same kind or way. Cro.
Car. 317; Best, Ev. 345.

Out sentit oosnnodun sontiro debt ot
onus. He who receives the advantage ought
also to suffer the burden. 1 Coke, 99; Broom,
Max. 706-713.

OIL sontlt onus sentiro dsbet et eon-
Inodun. 1 Coke, 99a. He who bears the
burden of a thing ought also to experience
the advantage arising from it.

Gal taoet, oonsentlre videtar. He who
is silent is supposed to LOHSQHL The silence
of a party implies his consent. Jenk. Cent.

- p. 32, case 64; Broom, Max. 138, 787.

Qt! taoot oonsenth-e videtur. ubl t:rao-
tatur do ojus eornsnodo. 9 Mod. 38. He
who is silent is considered as assenting, when
his interest is at stake.

Gui taoot non utique fatetur, sad to-
snen vet-Inn est sum non negate. He who
is silent does not indeed confess, but yet it
is true that he does not deny. Dig. 50, 17,
142.

QUI TAM. Lat. “Who "as well ."
An action brought by an informer, under a
statute which establishes a penalty for the
commission or omission of a certain set, and
provides that the same shall be recoverable
in a civil action, part of the penalty to go to
any person who will bring such action and
the remainder to the suite or some other
institution, is called a "qsl tam action ;" be
muse the plaintiff states that he sues as well
for the state as for himself. see in re Bar-
ker, 56 Vt. 14; Grover v. Morris, 73 N. Y.
478.

On! tardins solvit, minus solvit. He
who pays more tarduy [than he ought] pan
less [than he ought.] Jenk. Cent. 58.

 

Gui tisnent, oavent vitaat. They who
fear, take care and avoid. Branch, Princ.

Qni totum dioit nihll exoiplt. He who
says all excepts nothing.

On! vnlt dooipi, dodplatnr. Let him
who wishes to be deceived. be deceived.
Broom, Max. 782, note; 1 De Gex, M. & G.
687, 710: Shep. Touch. 56. .

QUIA. Lat. Because ; inas-
much as.

QUIA DATUH 381‘ N0!!! ll'l'l:I.l.l-
61. Because it is given to us to understand
Formal words in old writs,

whereas ;
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QIIIA EHPTOBBS. "Because the pur-
chasers.” The title of the statute or Westm.
8. (18 Edw. I. c. 1.) This statute took from
the tenants of common lords the teudal lib-
erw they claimed of disposing of part of
their lands to hold of themselves, and, in-
stead of it, gave them a general liberty to
sell all or any part, to hold of the next
superior lord, which they could not have
done before without consent. The eflect of
this statute was twofold: (1) To facilitate
the alienation of feesimple estates; and (2)
to put an end to the crmtion or any new
manors, i. e., tenancies in feesimpie of a sub-
ject. Brown.

QUIA 23.301110}: EIAIIAVIT. Be-
cause‘ it issued erroneously, or through mis-
take. A term in old English practice. Yel.
83.

QUIA TIMET. Lat. Because he tears
or apprehends. In equity practice. The tech-
nical name ot a bill died by a party who
seeks the aid of a court of equity, because he
fears some future probable injury to his
righix or interests. 2 Story. Eq. Jur. 5 826.

QUIBBLE. A cavilling or verbal objec-
tion. A slight difllculty raised without ne-
cessity or propriety.

_ QUICK. Living; alive. "Quick chattels
‘must be put in pound-overt that the owner
‘may give them sustenance: dead need not." -

Finch, Law. b. 2, c. 6.

QUICK WITH CHILD. see QUICKIN-
me. ~

QIIIOKENING. In medical jurispru-
dence. The flrst motion of the fetus in the
womb felt by the mother, occurring usually
about the middle of the term of pregnancy.
see Oom. v. Parker, 9 Metc. (Mass.) 268, 43
Am. Dec. 396; State v. Cooper, 22 N. J. Law,
57. 51 Am._Dec. 248; Evans v. People, 49 N.
Y. 89. °

Qlioquid noquirttur servo Ioquirltur
domino. Whatever is acquired by the serv-
ant is acquired for the master. Pull. Accts.
38, note. Whatever rights are acquired by
an agent are acquired for his principal.
Story, Ag. 5 403.

Quioquid demonstrate s-oi sdditur sa-

tis demonstrate frustra est. Whatever
is added to demonstrate anything already
suiflciently demonstrated is surpinsuge. Dig.
_33. 4. 1, 8; Broom, Max. 630.

Qnioquld est contra not-nun reoti est
injlu-is. 3 Buist. 313. Whatever is against
the rule of right is a wrong.

Quioquid in exoessn sotlun est, loge
prolaibetnx-. 2 Inst. 107. Whatever is done
in excess is prohibited by law.
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Quioquld jndieis auto:-itsu suhjioitur
novitsti non subjioitur. Whatever is sub-
ject to the authority of a judge is not sub-
Ject to innovation. 4 Inst. 06.

Qnioquid plantstur solo, solo oedit.
Whatever is aiilxed to the soil belongs to the
soil. Broom, Max. 401-431.

Quloqdd solvitur, solvitnr seoundnln
snodlun I0lV0‘IICil; qliequid redpitur, re-

eipitur seousullun nodrun reolpientis.
Whatever‘ money is paid, is paid according
to the direction of the payer; whatever mon-
ey is received, is received according to that
of the recipient. 2 Vern. 606; Broom, Max.
810.

Qnlonnqne ballet jurlsdiotlonen ordi-
nu-iun est illius loci on-dines-ins. 00.
Litt. 344. Whoever has an ordinary juris-
diction is ordinary ot that place.

Qniounqne Jnssu jndiols dlqnid fece-
rlt non videtur dolo Iulo feoisse, quis.
par-ere neoesse est. 10 Coke, 71. Who-
ever does anything by the command at a
judge is not reckoned to have done it with
an evil intent, because it is necessary to
obey.

QUID sinus OLAHAT. In old Eng-
lish practice. A writ which lay tor the
grantee of a reversion or remainder, where
the particular tenant would not attorn, tor
the purpose of compelling him. Termes de
la Ley; Cowell.

GU11) PRO 0110. What for what; some-
thing for something. Used in law for the
giving one valuable thing for another. It is
nothing more than the mutual consideration
which passe between the parties to a con-
tract, and which renders it valid and binding.
Cowell. -

Quid sit Jul, st in use oonsistit inju-
ria, legis est deiinire. What constitutes
right, and what injury, it is the business of
the law to declare. Co. Litt. 1580.

QUIDAM. Lat. Somebody. This term is
used in the French law to designate a person
whose name is not known.

Quidquid enim sive dolo et oulps ven-

ditos-is seoidit in eo venditor seen:-as est.
For concerning anything which occurs with-
out deceit and wrong on the part of the
vendor, the vendor is secure. Brown v. Bel-
lows, 4 Pick. (Mass.) 198.

QUIET, 1:. To pacify; to render secure
or unassailable by the removal of disquieting
causes or disputes. This is the meaning or
the word ln'the phrase “action to quiet ti-
tle," which is a proceeding to establish the
plaintifs title to land by bringing into court
an‘ adverse claimant and there compelling
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him either to establish his claim or be for-
ever after estopped from asserting it. -see
Wright v. Mattison. 18 How. 56, 15 L. Ed.
280.

QUIET, ad}. Unmolested; tranquil; free
from interference or disturbance.
—Qn.iet enjoyment. A covenant, usually in-
serted in leases and conveyances on the part of
the grantor, promising that the tenant or gran-
tee shall enjoy the possession of the remises in
peace and without disturbance, is ca ed a cove-
nant “for quiet enjoyment." _

Quieta non movers. Not to unsettle
things which are established. Green v. Hud-
son River R. 00., 28 Barb. (N. Y.) 9, 22.

QUIBTABS. L. Lat. To quit, acquit,
discharge, or save harmless. A formal word
in old deeds of donation and other convey-
ances. Coweil.

QUIETB OLAMANTIA. L. Lat. ln old
iilnyish law. Quitciaini. Bract. fol. 330.

QUIETE OLAHABS. L. Lat. To quit-
daim or renounce all pretensions of right
and title. Bract. role. 1. 5.

QUIETUS. In old English law. Quit;
acquitted; discharged. A word used by the
clerk of the pipe, and auditors in the excheq-
uer, in their acquittances or discharges given
to accountants; usually concluding with an
ablmle recessit quietus, (hath gone quit there-
of.) which was called a. "quietus est.” Cow-
ell.

In modern law. the word denotes an acquit-
tance or discharge; as of an executor or ad-
ministrator, (White v. Ditson, 140 Mass. 85],
4 N. E. 606, 54 Am. Rep. 473,) or of a Judge
or attorney general, (3 Mod. 99.)

QUIET!!! REDDITUB.’ In old English
law. Quitrent. Spelman. See Qurrsns-r.

Qnilibet potest rennneinre juri pro so
introdnoto. Every one may renounce or re-
linquish a right introduced for his own bene-
fit. 2 Inst. 183; Wing. Max. p. 483, max.
l23; 4 Bl. Comm. 317.

qunmn. In French marine law. Keel;
the keel of a vessel. Ord. Mar. liv. 3, tit. 6.
art. 8.

QUINQUE P031118. In old English
law. The Cinque Ports. Spelman.

QUINQUEPABTITE. Consisting of five
parts: divided into five parts.

QUINITEHE, or QUINZIHB. Fif-
teenths; also the fifteenth day after a festi-
val. J3 Edw. 1. See Coweil.

QUINTAL, or xnrrsn. A weight of
one hundred pounds. Oowell.
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QUINTBROIIII. A term used in the West
Indies to designate a person one of whose
parents was alwhite person and the other.
a quadroon. Also spelled “quintroon." See
Daniel v. Guy. 19 Ark. 131.

Q'O’I1i"l.‘0 EXAOTUS. In old practice.
Called or exacted the fifth time. A return
made by the sheriff, after a defendant had
been proclaimed, required, or exacted in live
county courts successively. and failed to ap-
pear, upon which he was outlawed by the
coroners of the county. 8 BL Comm. 283.

00133 0!‘ DOVER. In English law.
Arecord in the exchequer, showing the ten-
ures for guarding and repairing Dover Cas-
tle. and determining the services" of the
Cinque Ports. 3 How. State Tr. 868.

QUIRITARIAN OWNERSHIP. In Re-
man iaw. Ownership held by a title recog-
nized by the municlpal law, in an object
also recognized by that law, and in the strict
character of a Roman citizen. “Roman law
originally only recognized one kind of domin-
ion, called, emphatically, ‘qniritary domin-
ion.’ Gradually, however, certain real rights
arose which. though they failed to satisfy all
the elements of the definition of qniritary
dominion, were practically its equivalent, and
received from the courts a similar protee
tion. These real rights might fall short of
qniritary dominion in three respects: (1)
Either in respect of the persons in whom
they resided; (2) or of the subjects to which
they related; or (3) of the title by which
they were acquired." In the latter case. the
ownership was called "bonitsrlan." C. e.. “the
property of a Roman citizen. in a subject
capable of qniritary property, acquired by
a title not known to the civil law. but intro-
duced by the pragtor and protected by his
impmum or supreme executive power ;" e.
17.. where res mancipi had been transferred
by mere tradition. Poste's Gains’ Inst. 183.

Qnisquis ex-it qni vnlt Jns-is-oonsultns
hobs:-i oontinnet stndirun, sent a. quo-
eunqne doceri. Jenk. Cent. Whoever wish-
es to be a Juris-consult, let him continually
study, and desire to be taught by every one.

Quisqnis prasnnsitnr bonus; st sernper
in duhdis pro reo respondendnns. Every
one is presumed good; and in doubtful cases
the resolution should be ever for the ac-
cused. '

QUIT, v. To leave; remove from; sur-
render possession of; as when a tenant
“quits" the premises or receives a “notice to
quit."
—Notiee to nit. A written notice given by
a landlord to is tenant. stating that the for-
mer desires to repossess himself of the demisi-_d
premises, and that the latter is required_to quit
and remove from_the same at a time d_esa ted.
either at the expiration of the term, if t e ten-
ant is in under a lease, or immediately, if the
tenancy is at will or by suffersnce.
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QUIT, ad]. Clear; discharged; free; also
spoken of persons absolved or acquitted of a
charge.

QUITOIAIH, 9. In conveyancing. To
release or relinquish a claim; to execute a
deed of quitclaim. See Quirculm, n.

QUITOLAIH, n. A release or acquit-
tance given to one man by another. in re-
spect of any action that he has or might have
against him. Also acquitting or giving up
one’s claim or title. Termes de la Ley: Cow-
ell.
—Qu1toluim deed. A deed of conveyance op-
erating by way of release; that is. intended to
pass any title, interest. or claim which the gran-
tor may have in the premises, but not rofess-
ing that such title is valid. nor contain ng any
warranty or covenants for title. See Hoyt v.
Ketcham. 54 Conn. 00, 5 At]. 606: Chew v.
Keller, 171 M0. 215, 71 S. W. 172: Ely v. Stan-
nard, 44 Conn. 528; Martin v. Morris, 62 Wis.
418. 22 N. W. 525; Utley v. Fee, 33 Ken. 683.
7 Pac. 555.

QUITBENT. Certain established rents
of the freeholders and ancient copyholders of
manors are denominated “quitrents," because
thereby the tenant goes quit and free of all
other services. 3 Cruise. Dig. 314.

QUITTANOE. An abbreviation of "ac
quittance;" a release, (q. 12.)

C110 ANIMO. Lat. With what intention
or motive. Used sometimes as a substan-
tive, in lieu of the single word “ant-mus."
design or motive. “The qua ammo is the
real subject of inquiry." 1 Kent, Comm. 77.

0'00 JUBE. Lat. In old English prac-
tice. A writ which lay for one that had land
in which another claimed common. to compel
the latter to show by what title he claimed
it. Oowell; Fitah. Nat. Brev. 128. F.

Quo ligutur, eo diuolvitur. 2 Rolle, 21.
By the same mode by which a thing is bound,

_ by that is it released.

0110 HINU3. Lat. A writ upon which
all proceedings in the court of exchequer
were formerly grounded. In it the pluintiif
suggests that he is the king's debtor, and that
the defendant has done him the injury or
damage complained of, qua minus eumcteno
ezietit, by which he is less able to pay the
king's debt. This was originally requisite in
order to give Jurisdiction to the court of ex-
chequer; but now this suggestion is a mere
form. 3 Bl. Comm. 48.

Also, a writ which lay for him who had a
grant of houseboteand hay-bote in another's
woods, against the grautor making such
waste as that the grantee could not enjoy his
grant. Old Nat. Brev. 148.

.0110 node quid oonetituitur eodem
mode diuolvitur. Jenk. Cent. 74. In the
same manner by which anything is consti-
tuted by that it is dissolved.
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QUO WARRANTO. In old English prac-
tice. A writ, in the nature of a writ of
right for the king, against him who claimed
or usurped any oilice, franchise, or liberty,
to inquire by what authority he supported
his claim. in order to determine the right.
It lay also in case of non-user, or long neg-
lect ot a franchise, or misueer or abuse of it;
being a writ commanding the defendant to
show by what warrant he exercises such a
franchise, having never had any grant of it,
or having forfeited it by neglect or abuse. 3
Bl. Comm. 262.

In England, and quite generally through-
out the United States. this writ has given
place to an “information in the nature of a
quo warranto," which. though in form a crim-
inal proceeding, is in eifect a civil remedy
similar to the old writ. and is the method
now usually employed for trying the title
to a corporate or other franchise. or to a
public or corporate oiilce. See Ames v. Kan-
sas, 111 U. 8. 449, 4 Sup. Ct. 437. 28 L. Ed.
482: People v. Londoner, 13 Colo. 303. 22
Pac. 764, 8 L. R. A. 444: State v. Owens.
63 Tex. 270; State v. Gleason, 12 Fla. 190;
State v. Keam, 17 R. I. 391, 22 Atl. 1018.

QUOAID KOO. Lat. As to this; with
respect to this; so far as this in particular
is concerned.

A prohibition quaad hoo is a prohibition
as to certain things among others. Thus,
where a party was complained against in the
ecclesiastical court for matters cbgnizable in
the temporal courts. a prohibition quaad
these matters issued. t. e., as to such matters
the party was prohibited from prosecuting
his suit in the ecclesiastical court. Brown.

QUOAD IAORA. Lat. As to sacred
things; for religious purposes.

Quoournque ’ mode vent; quoolunque
rnodo pouit. In any way he wishes; in
any way he can. Ciason v. Bailey, 14 Johns.
(N. Y.) 484, 492.

Quod u quoque pans nomlne exuoturn
est id eidern restituere neruo oogitur.
That which has been exacted as a penalty
no one is obliged to restore. V Dig. 50, 17. 46.

Quod ab battle not: valet in truotn
tempo:-is nou eouvuleeoet. That which
is bad in its commencement improves not by
lapse of time. Broom, Max. 178; 4 Coke, 2.

Quod ad Jul naturals uttinet omues
nominee uquulee aunt. All men are equal
as far as the natural law is concerned. Dig.
50, 17. 32.

Quad udmoatur lu urea. legato. oedit
legato. Whatever is built on ground given
by will goes to the iegatee. Broom, Max.
424.
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Quad alias banusn et justuni eat, sl per
vim vel frauderu petatus-, maluns et in-
Jnstum efloitu. 3 Coke, 78. What other-
wise is good and Just, if it be sought by force
and fraud, becomes bad and unjust.

Quad alias nan Quit lloitusu, necessi-
tas licitnm tacit. What otherwise was not
lawful, necessity makes lawful. Fleta, lib.
5. c. 23, § 14.

Quad appraba nan reps-aba. What I ap-
prove I do not reject. I cannot approve and
reject at the same time. 1 cannot take the
benefit of an-instrument, and at the same
time repudiate it. Broom, Max. 712.

Quad attinet ad in aivile, servi pro
nullls habentux-, non tanien et jure na-
turali, quia, quad ad Jus natua-ale atti-
net, axnnes hondnes uquali aunt. So far
as the civil law is concerned, slaves are not
reckoned as persons, but not so by natural
law. for, so far as regards natural law. all
men are equal. Dig. 50, 17. 32.

QUOD BILLA OASSETUB. That the
bill be quashed. The common-law torn: of
a Judgment sustaining a plea in abatement,
where the proceeding is by bill, 5'. e.. by a
capias instead of by original writ.

QUOD 01.33101: BENEPIOIATI DE
OANOELLABIA. A writ to exempt a clerk
of the chancery from the contribution to-
wards the proctors of the clergy in parlia-
ment, etc. Reg. Orig. 261.

QUOD CLEBICI NON ELIGANTUB.
IN OPPIOIO BALLIVI, etc. A writ which
lay for a clerk, who, by reason or some land
he had, was made, or was about to be made,
baililf, beadle, reeve, or some such oflicer,.
to obtain exemption from serving the otiice.
Reg. Orig. 187.

QUOD OOMPUTET. That he account.
Judgment quad computct is a preliminary or
interlocutory judgment given in the action
of account-render (also in the case of cred-
itors‘ bills against an executor or adminis-
trator,) directing that uccouhts be taken be-
fore a master or auditor.

Quad oonstat alare nan debet verifi-
eari. What is clearly apparent need not
be proved. 10 Mod. 150.

Quad aonstat curiae opera testiun: non

indiget. That which appears to the court
needs not the aid of witnesses. 2 Inst. 662.

Quad contra legern fit pro infeeta Isabe-
tur. That which is done against law is re-
garded as not done at all. 4 Coke, 31a.

Quad contra ratianexn juris reeepturn
est, nan est producendusn ad consequen-
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tias. That which has been received against
the rmson of the law is not to be drawn
into a precedent. Dig. 1, 3, 14. A

QUOD OUII. In pleading. For that
whereas. A form of introducing matter of
inducement in certain actions, as assumpsu
and case.

Quad datusn est eaalesin, datum eat
Dec. 2 Inst. 2. What is given tothe church
is given to God.

Quad deruanstrandi eausa additur rel
satis, desnonstratn, trusts-a fit. 10 Coke,
113. What is added to a thing sufllciently
palpable, tor the purpose of demonstration.
is vain. '

Quad dubitas, ne feeeris. What you
doubt of, do not do. In a case of moment,
especially in cases or life, it is safest to hold
that in practice which hath least doubt and
danger. 1- Hale, P. G. 300.

0110]) 1:1 DEPOBOEAT. In English
law. The name of a writ given by St;
Westm. 2, 13 Edw. I. c. 4, to the owners of
a particular estate, as for life, in dower, by
the curtesy, or in fee-tail, who were barred
of the right of possession by a recovery had
against them through their default or non-
appearance in a possessory action, by which
the right was restored to him who had been
thus unwariiy deforced by his own default.
3 Bl. Comm. 193.

Quad est en necessitate nunquan in-
tradueitur, niai quando neoessarinsn. 2
Rolle, 502. That which is of necessity is
never introduced, unless when necessary.

Quad est inoanveniens aut eantra ran
tianern nan perrnissusu est in legs. 00.
Litt. 178a. That which is inconvenient or
against renson is not permissible in law.

Quad est neoessarium est Iieitun.
What is necessary is lawful. Jenk. Gent.
p. 76, case 45.

Quad faatusu est, cum in abacus-a sit,
ex afieatiane aujusque aaplt interpreta-
tionem. When there is doubt about an act,
it receives interpretation from the (known)
feelings or the actor. Dig. 50, 17, 68, 1.

Quad fies-i debet facile prcsurnitur.
Halk. 153. That which ought to be done is
easily presumed.

Quad flex-i. non debet, faetuns valet.
That which ought not to be done, when done.
is valid. Broom, Max. 182.

QUOD PUIT OONOESSUH. Which was
granted. A phrase in the reports, signify-
ing that an argument or point made was
conceded or acquiesced in by the court.
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' Quad in jute sea-lpto “jus” uppellutur,
Id in lege Anglia “reotuns” esse diedtur.
What in the civil law is called “jua," in the
law of England is said to -be “rec¢um,"
(right) Co. Litt. 260; Fieta, 1. 6. c. 1, 5 1.

Quad in ulnar! valet vulobit in nu-
jarl; at quad in sunjori nan valet nee
vulelsit in rninori. Co. Litt. 2604. That
which is valid in the less shall be valid in
the greater; and that which is not valid in
the greater shall neither be valid in the less.

Quad in uno shnflluns valet valeblt in
ultera. That which is effectual in one of
two like things shall be effectual in the oth-
er. Co. Litt. 191a.

Quad lnoansulta feednsus, oovusultius
revoeernus. Jenk. Cent. 116. What we
have done without due consideration, upon
better consideration we may revoke.

Quad initia vitiasnns est nan potest
ts-uaotu ternporis oonvulesoere. That
which is void from the beginning cannot be-
come valid by lapse of time. Dig. 50, 17, 29.

Quad ipsis qui eontruxerunt obstut, et
suooessarilsus ea:-urn ohstabit. That which
bars those who have made a contract will
but their successors also. Dig. 50. 17, 143.

GU01) JUSIU. Lat. In the civil law.
The name of an action given to one who had
contracted with a son or slave. by order of
the father or master. to compel such father
or master to stand to the agreement. Halli-
fax. Civil Law, b. 3, c. 2, no. 3; Inst. 4, 7. 1.

Quad jnssu ulterius salvitur pro ea est
quasi ipsi solutuns esset. That which is

.pald by the order of another is the same as
though it were paid to himself. Dig. 50, 17,
180.

Quad -eunl. est sine faoto moo Val de-
feotu rneo uulttl vel in uliusn transfers-1
nan potent. That which is mine cannot be
lost or transferred to another without my
alienation or forfeiture. Broom, Max. 465.

Quad Ineusn est sine no uuferrl nan
patest. That which is mine cannot be taken
away without me, [without my assent.)
Jeni-1. Cent. p. 251, case 41.

Quad minus est in obligutianern vide-
tur deduotuns. That which is the less is held
to be imported into the contract: (e. 9., A
offers to hire B.’s house at six hundred
dollars. at the same time B. offers to let it
for five hundred dollars; the contract is for
live hundred dollars.) 1 story, Cont. 481.

Quad nuturulis ratio inter olnnes honi-
nes oonstituit, vooatur jus gentluns.
That which-natural reason has established ‘
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among all men is called the "law of nations."
1 Bl. Comm. 43; Dig. 1, 1, 9; Inst. 1, 2, 1.

Quad neeessarie intelligitur nan deest.
1 Bnlst. 71.
derstood is not wanting.

Quad neoessitas eogit, defendit. Hale,
P. C. 54. That which necessity compels. it
justifies.

Quad nan appuret nan est; at non up-
puret judioinliter unto judioluu. 2 Inst.
479. That which appears not is not; and
nothing appears judicially before Judgment.

Quad non eapit Ohristus, aupit flseus.
What Christ [the church] does not take the
treasury takes. Goods of a fclo do so go to
the king. A maxim in old English law.
Yearb. P. 19 Hen. V1. 1.

Q1101) NON PUIT NEGATUM. Which
was not denied. A phrase found in the old
reports. signifying that an argument or prop-
osition was not denied or controverted by
the court. Latch, 213.

Quad non habet prinolpiurn non hubet
flnexn. Wing. Max. 79; Co. Litt. 345a.
That which has not beginning has not end.

Quad non leg-ltur, non oreditur. What
is not read is not believed. 4 Coke. 30%.

Quad non vulet' in prineipuli, in ne-
oessos-io sop consequent! non‘ valebitg et
quad non valet in nsugis praplnqua non

vulehit in nngis remote. 8 Coke, 78.
That which is not good against the princi-
pal will not be good as to accessories or
consequences; and that which is not of force
in regard to things near it will not be of
force in regard to things remote from it.

Q1101) NOTA. Which note; which mark.
A reporter's note in the old books, directing
attention to a point or rule. Dyer, 23.

Quad nullius esse patest id ut uncu-
Jus fies-at nulla abligutio valet efleere.
No agreement can avail to make that the
property of any one which cannot be ac-
quired as property. Dig. 50, 17, 182.

Quad nulllus est, est donniui regis.
That which is the property of nobody belongs
to our lord the king. Fieta, lib. 1. c. 3;
Broom, Max. 354.

Quad nulllus est, Id rations nnturuli
aeeupunti eanooditur. That which is the
property of no one is, by natural reason.
given to the [first] occupant. Dig. 41, 1, 3;
Inst. 2, 1, 12. Adopted in the common law.
2 Bl. Comm. 258.

Quad nullusn est, nulluns praduodt ef-
lootuxn. That which is null produces no
eflect. Tray. Leg. Max. 519.

That which is necessarily un-



" nann, etc.

QUOD OMNES TANGIT

Quod osunes tuucit sh omnibus dolsot
Iupporturi. That which touches or con-
cerns all ought to be supported by all. 3
How. State Tr. 878, 1087.

0110!) PART}?! REPLAOITENT. That
the parties do replead. The form of the
Judgment on award of a repleader. 2 Salk.
579.

QUOD PARTITIO FIAT. That partl-
tlon be made. The name of the Judgment in
a suit for partition, directing that a partition
be eifected.

Quod pendet non est pro eo quasi sit.
What is in suspense is considered as not ex-
isting during such suspense. Dig. 50, 17.
169, 1. -

Quod per sue uou possum, use per
mum. What I cannot do by myself, I can-
not by another. 4 Coke. 240,- 11 Coke, 87¢.

Qllod per reooxdluu probstuus, non do-'
bet esse negutuus. ‘ What is proved by
record ought not to be denied.

QUOD PERMITTAT. That he permit.
In old English law. A writ which lay for
the heir of him that was disseised of his
common of pasture, against the heir of the
dlsseisor. Cowell.

QUOD PEBJKITTAT PBOSTERNERE.
That he permit to abate. in old practice.
A writ, in thenature of a writ of right, which
lay to abate a nuisance. 3 Bi. Comm. 221.
And see Conhocton Stone Road v. Buiraio,
etc., R. Co., 51 N. Y. 579, 10 Am. Rep. 646;
Powell v. Furniture.Co.. 34 W. Va. 804, 12
S. E. 1085, 12 L. R. A. 53; Miller v. True-
hart, 4 Leigh (Va.) 577.

01101) PEESONA NEG P33333-
A writ which lay for spirit-

ual persons. distralned in their spiritual pos-
sessions, for payment of a fifteenth with the
rest of the parish. Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 175.
Obsolete.

Qnod populus postremusu jnssit, id jus
rstnsn esto. What the people have last
enacted. let that be the established law. A
law of the Twelve Tables, the principle of
which is still recognized. 1 Bl. Comm. 89.

Quod prisnlun est intentions ultismuu
est in operations. That which is first in
intention is last in operation. Bac. Max.

Quad priueipi plsouit legis hubet vigo-
rem. vfhat which has pleased the prince
has the force of law. The emperor's pleasure
has the force of law. Dig. 1. 4, 1; Inst.
1. 2, 6. A celebrated maxim of imperial law.

Quod prins est verlus est; et quod
pa-ius est tempos-e potlus est Jute. Co.
Litt. 347. What is first is true; and what
is iirst in time is better in law.
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Quod pro nlnoro lldtun ost st pro
unJore lloitusu est. 8 Coke, 43. That
which is lawful as to the minor is lawful as
to the major.

GU01) PBOSTRAVIT. That he do
abate. The name of a Judgment upon an in-
dictment for a nuisance. that the defendant
abate such nuisance.

Quod pure debetur prasenti die dobe-
tur. That which is due unconditionally is
due now. Tray. Leg. Max. 519.

Quod quls ex oulpn sus duunluu sen-

tit non iutelligitux duunusu seutlre.
The damage which one experiences from his
own fault is not considered as his damage
Dig. 50, 17, 203.

Quod ouis seieus ludebitusu debit hoe
sneute, ut posteu xepeteret, I-epetere non

potest. That which one has given. know-
ing it not to be due, with the intention of re-
demanding it, he cannot recover back. Dig.
12, 6, 50.

Quod qulsquis not-it in hoe so exeroeut.
Let every one employ himself in what he
knows. . 11 Coke, 10.

01101) REOUPERET. That he recover
The ordinary form of Judgments for the
plaintii! in actions at law. 1 Archb. Pr. K.
B. 225; 1 Burrill, Pr. 246.

Quod remedio destituitur lpss re vulet
si eulps sluit. That which is without rem-
edy avails of itself, if there be no fault in
the party seeking to enforce it. Broom.
Max. 212.

Quod sesnel out his oxtstit proterunt
legislatures. Legislators pass over what
happens [only] once or twice. Dig. 1, 3, 6;
Broom, Max. 46.

Quod sesuel noun est unpnus neu-
esse non potest. Co. Litt. 490. What is
once mine cannot be more fully mine.

Quod semel plsouit in elections. una-

plius dlsplioexe non potest. Co. Lltt. 1-i6.
What a party has once determined. in a case
where he has an election, cannot afterwards
be disavowed.

01101) I! OONTINGAT. That if it hair
pen. Words by which a condition might
formerly be created in a deed. Litt. 5 330.

Quod sub certs forms oouoessun vol
reservutusu est non truhitur ad vulorsn
vel oosnpeusstiouem. That which isgrnnt-
ed or reserved under a certain form is not
[permitted to be] drawn into valuation or
compensation. Bac. Max. 28, reg. 4. That
which is granted or reserved in a certain
specified form must be taken as it is great-
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ed." and will not be permitted to be made the
subject of any adjustment or compensation
on the part of the grantee. Ex parte Mil-
ier, 2 Hill (N. Y.) 423.

Quod sublntolligitur non doost. What
is understood is not wanting. 2 Ld. Raym.
832.

Quod tuolte lutelligitur dsouo non rip
dotur. What is tacitly understood is not
considered to be wanting. 4 Coke, 22a.

Quod‘ vuuum st inutile est, la: non ro-

quirit. Co. Lltt. 319. The law requires not
what is vain and useless.

QUOD VIBE. Which see. A direction
to the reader to look to another part of the
book. or to another book, there named, for
further information.

Quod voluit non digit. What he intend-
ed he did not say, or express. An answer
sometimes made in overruling an argument
that the law-maker or testator meant so and
so. 1 Kent, Comm. 468, note; Mann v.
Mann's Ex’rs, 1 Johns. Ch. (N. Y.) 235.

Quodounquo nliquis ob tutolurn oom-
poris sui loos:-it, Juro Id fcoiuo vidotur.
2 Inst. 590. Whatever any one does in de-
tense of his person, that he is considered to

- have done legally.

Quodquo diuolvltur oodoru nuodo quo
ligstur. 2 Bone, 39. In the same manner
that a thing is bound, in the same manner
it is unbound.

QUOIIIAH ATTAOBIAHENTA. (Since
the attachments.) One of the oldest books
in the Scotch law. So called from the two
first words of the volume. Jacob; Whishaw.

QUORUM. When zfcommittee, board of
directors, meeting of shareholders, legisla-
tive or other body of persons cannot act un-
less a certain number at least of them are
present, that number is called a “quorum.”
Sweet. In the absence of any law or rule
fixing the quorum. it consists of a major-
ity of those entitled to act. See Ex parte
Willcoclts, 7 Cow. (N. Y.) 409, 17 Am. Dec.
525: State v. Wiikesville 'i‘p., 20 Ohio St.
$93; Heiskeli v. Baltimore, 65 Md. 1253, 4
Atl. 116, 57 Am. Rep. 308; Snider v. Rlne-
hart, 18 C010. 18, 31 Pac. 716.
-Justices of the quorum. In English law,
those justices of the peace whose presence at a
session is necessary to make a lawful bench.
All the justices of the peace for a county are
named and appointed in one commission, which
authorizes them all, jointly and severally. to
keep the«peace, but provides that some particu-
lar nam justices or one of them shall always
be present when business is to be transacted,
the ancient Latin phrase being “quorum amm-
A. B. cue columns." These designated persons
are the “justices of the quorum." But the dis-
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tinction is long since obsolete. See 1 Bl. Comm.
351; Snider v. Rinehart, 18 C010. 18, 31 Pac.
716; Gilbert v. Sweetser, 4 Me. 484.

Quorum prutsxtu uoo uugot use us-
uuit soutoutluu, sod tautuu: oonflrrnlt
promises. Plowd. 52. “Quorum prunes‘-
tu” neither increases nor diminishes a sen-
tence, but only confirms that which went be
fore.

error. In old Scotch law. A twentieth-
part of the movable estate of a person dy-
ing, which was due to the bishop of the dio-
cese within which the person resided.‘ Bell.

QUOTA. A proportional part or share,
the proportional part oi.‘ a demand or liabii--
ity, falling upon each of those who are col -

lectiveiy responsible for the whole.

QUOTATION. 1. The production to a

court or judge of the exact language of a
statute, precedent, or other authority. in
support or an argument or proposition ad-
vanced.

2. The transcription of part oi.'.a literary
composition into another book or writing.

3. A statement -of the market price of one
or more commodities; or the price specified
to a correspondent.

QUOTIENT VERDICT. A money ver-
dict the amount of which is fixed by the fol-
lowing process: Each juror writes down
the sum he wishes to award by the verdict;
these amounts are all added together, and
the total is divided by twelve. (the number
of the jurors.) and the quotient stands as
the verdict of the jury by their agreement.
See Hamilton v. Owego Waterworks, 22 App
Div. 573, 48 N. Y. Supp. 106; Moses V. Rall-
road Co.. 3 Misc. Rep. 322, 23 N. Y. Supp. 23.

Quoties dubiu interprotatlo libortutls
oat. ssoundluu libs:-tstsxn respoudemdum
orit. Whenever the interpretation or liber-
ty is doubtful, the answer should be on the
side oi‘ liberty. Dig. 50, 17, 20.

Quotios idem sormo duas aouteutiss
exp:-innit, ea potiuimuru oxoipiatur.
quss rel gerendu aptior est. Whenever
the same language expresses two meanings,
that should be adopted which is the better
fitted for carrying out the subject-matter.
Dig. 50, 17. 67.

Quoties In stipulationllrus uubigua
oratio oat, ooluruodisshuuu est id mocipl
quo ros do qua agitur in tuto sit. When-
ever the language of stipulations is ambigu-
ous. it is most fitting that that [sense] should
be taken by which the subject-matter may
be protected. Dig. 45. 1, 80.

Quoties in verbis nulls oat ambigu-
ltu, III! nulls expositio contra verbs
fiends oat. Co. Litt. 147. When in the
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words there is no ambiguity, then no expo-
sition contrary to the words is to be made.

QUOTUPLE. Or how many kinds;
how many (old. A term of frequent occur-
rence in Sheppard's Touchstone.

QUOUSQUE. Lat. How long; how far;
until. In old conveyances it is used as a
word of limitation. 10 Coke, 41.

QUOVII HOBO. Lat. In whatever
manner.

Quluu do lucro dnorun qua:-stun,
nolior out cause. pouideuth. When the
question is as to the gain of two persons.
the title oi’ the party in‘possesion is the
better one. D1‘ 501 17: 2*
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Quinn in testuxnento unlflguo nut
otlun pox-pox-um so:-iptum est, beuigne
interprets:-I at ueundtun id quod erod-
lble at oogitutun, oredendun out. When
in 9 will an ambiguous or even an erroneous
expression occurs, it should be construed
liberally and in accordance with what is
thought the probable meaning of the tee-
tator. Dig. 34, 6, 24; Broom, Max. 437.

Quum prinoipulh onus non conduit
no es quidem qua uquuutur locum
habent. When the principal does not hold.
the incidents thereof ought not to obtain.
Broom, Max. 496.

Quun (nod ago non valet Int :30,
valent quantum vale:-o potent. 1 Vent.
216. When what I do is oi! no force as to
the purpose for which I do it, let it be of
force to as great a degree as it can.
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R
B. In the signatures of royal persons.

“B." is an abbreviation for "rec" (king) or
“rea(no" (queen.) In descriptions of land,
according to the divisions of the govern-
mental survey. it stands for "range.” Ot-
tumwa, etc., R. Co. v. Mewilliams, 71 Iowa.
164, 32 N. W. 315.

3. G. An abbreviation for Regula Gen-
erous, a general rule or order of court; or_

for the plural of the same. '

B. 1.. This abbreviation may stand either
for “Revised Laws" or “Roman iaw.”

B. S. An abbreviation for “Revised Stat-
utes."

RAGE. A tribe, people, or nation, be-
longing or supposed to belong to the same
stock or lineage. “Race, color, or. previous
condition of servitude.” Const U. s., Am.
XV.

RACE-WAY. An artificial canal dug in
the earth; a channel cut in the ground.
Wilder v. De Cou. 26’Mlnn. 17, 1 N. W. 48.
The channel for the current that drives a

Webster.

BAOEAT. In French law. The right of
repurchase which, in English and American
law, the vendor may reserve-to himself. It
is also called “réméré." Brown.

BAOEATEB. L. Fr. To redeem; to
repurchase, (or buy back.) Kelham.

RAOKETUII. In Scotch law. Ransom;
corresponding to Saxon “weregild," a pecun-
iary composition for an offense. Skene;
Jacob.

IIACHIKBURGII. In the legal polity
of the Saliansand Ripuarians and other
Germanic peoples, this name was given to
the judges or assessors who sat with the
count in his mallum, (court,) and were gen-
erally associated with him in other matters.
Spelman.

RACK. An engine of torture anciently
used In the inquisitorial method of examin-
ing persons charged with crime, the otllce of
which was to break the limbs or dislocute
the joints.

RACK-RENT. A rent of the full value
of the tenement, or near it. 2 Bl. Comm. 43.

RACK-VINTAGE.
the lees. Cowell.

RADIOALS. A political party. The
term arose in England, in 1818, when the
popular leaders, Ilunt Cartwright, and oth-
ers, sought to obtain a radical reform in the

Wines drawn from

representative system of parliament. Bol-
ingbroke (Disc. Parties, Let. 18) employs the
term in its present accepted sense: “Such a
remedy might have wrought a radical cure
of the evil that threatens our constitution."
etc. Wharton.

BADOUB. In French law. A term in-
cluding the repairs made to a ship, and a
fresh supply of furniture and vietuals, muni-_
tions, and other provisions required for the
voyage. 8 Pard. Droit Commer. 5 602.

2.A!'!‘I.E. A kind of lottery in which
several persons pay, in shares, the value of
something put up as a stake, and then deter-
mine by chance (as by casting dice) which
one of them shall become the sole possessor
of it. Webster; Prendergast v. State, 41
Tex. Cr. R. 358, 57 S. W. 850; State v. Ken-
non, 21 Mo. 264: People v. American Art.
Union, 7 N. Y. 241.

A raiile may be described as a species of
"adventure or hazard.” but is held not to be
a lottery. State v. Plnchback, 2 Mill. Const.
(S. C.) 130.

RAGEMAN. A statute, so called, of jus-
tices assigned by Edward I. and his coun-
cil, to go a circuit through all England, and
to hear and determine all complaints of in-
juries done within five years next before
Michaelmas, in the fourth year of his reign.
Spelman.

Also a rule, form, regimen, or precedent.

IIAGMAIPS ROLL. or R.AGIMUND'S
ROLL. A roll, called from one Ragimund
or Ragimont, a legate in Scotland, who, sum-

moning ail the beneflced clergymen in that
kingdom. caused them on oath to give in tin-
true value of their beneflces, according to
which they were afterwards taxed by the
court of Rome. Wharton.

nannoan. A road or way on which
iron or steel rails are laid for wheels to run
on, for the conveyance of heavy loads in
cars or carriages propelled by steam or other
motive power. The word “railway” is of ex-
actly equivalent import.

Whether or not this term includes roads
operated by horse-power, electricity, cable-
lines, etc., will generally depend upon the
context of the statute in which it is found.
The decisions on this point are at variance.
-3311:-ond Oommissiop. A body of commis-
sioners. appointed in several of the states, to
regulate railway traflic within the state, with
power. generally. to regulate and fix rates, see
to the enforcement of police ordinances. and
sometimes assess the property of railroads for
taxation. See Southern Pac. Co. v. Board of
Railroad ("om'rs (C. C.) 78 Fed. 252.

RAEWAY. In law, this term is of ex
actly equivalent import to “railroad.” See
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State v..Brin, 30 Minn. 522,,16 N. W. 406;
Millvale Borough v. Evergreen Ry. Co., 131
Pa. 1. 18 Atl. 993, 7 L. R. A. 360; Massa-
chusetts L. a T. Co. v. Hamilton, 88 Fed
592, 32 C. C. A. 46. '

—3eilway commissioners. A body of three
commissioners appointed under the English reg-
ulation of railways act. 1873. principally to en-
force the provisions of the railway and canal
traifie act, 1854, by compelling railway and
canal companies to give reasonable facilities for
tramc, to abstain from giving unreasonable pref-
erence to any company or person, and to for-
ward through trafic at through rates. They
also have the supervision of working agreements
between companies. Sweet.

RAISE. To create. A use may be rais-
ed; 4. e.. a use may be created. Also to in-
ter; to create or bring to light by construc-
tion or interpretation.
—Beise I presumption. To give occasion or
ground for a‘ presumption; to be of such a char-
acter, or to be attended with such circumstan-
ces, as to justify an inference or presumption of
law. Thus, a person's silence. in some instan-
ces, will "raise a presumption” of his consent
to what is done.—Ra.ise an issue. To bring
gleadings to an issue; to have the effect of pro-

ncing an issue between the parties pleading in
an action.—Ra1se revenue. To levy a tax, as
a means of collecting revenue; to bring togeth-
er, collect, or levy revenue. The phrase does
not im 1 an increase of revenue. Perry Coun-
ty v. e ma, etc., R. Co. 58 Ala. 557.—-RnI.s-
111; e romise. By this phrase is meant the
act of t e law in extracting from the facts and
circumstances of a particular transaction a
promise which was implicit therein, and postu-
lating it as a round of legal liability.—-l'Is.is-
ing A use. Lreating, establishing, or calling
into existence a use. Thus, if a man conveye
land to another in fee, without any considera-
tion, equity would resume that he meant it to

.be to the use of himself, and would therefore
raise an implied use for his benefit. Brown.-
Baising an action, in Scotland, is the institu-
.tion of an action or suit.—II.aisin¢ money.
To raise money is to realize money by subscrip-
tion, loan, or otherwise. New York & R. Ce-
ment Co. v. Davis, 173 N. Y. 235, 66 N. E. 9;
New London Literary Inst. V. Prescott, 40 N.
H. 333.—Ba1sing portions. When a landed
estate is settled on an eldest son, it is gener-
ally burdened with the payment of specific sums
of money in favor of his brothers and sisters.
A direction to this effect is called a direction
for “raisin portions for younger children ;"
and. for this purpose, it is usual to demise or
lease the estate to trustees for a term of years,
upon trust to raise the required portions by a
pale or mortgage of the same. Moziey 6‘: Whit-
ey.

RAIL Sax‘. In Saxon and old English
law. Open theft, or robbery.

RANOE0. Sp. A small collection of
men or their dwellings: a hamlet. As used,
however, in Mexico and in the Spanish law
formerly prevailing in California, the term
signifies a ranch or large tract of land suit-
able for grazing purposes where horses or

cattle are raised, and is distinguished from
hacicmla, a cultivated farm or plantation

RANGE. In the government survey of
the United States, this term is used to de-
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note one of the divisions of a state. and des-
ignates a row or tier of townships as they
appear on the map.

RANGER. In forest law. A sworn of
fioer or the forest, whose ofiice chietiy con-
sists in three points: To walk daily through
his charge to see, hear, and inquire as well
of trespasses as trcspassers in his bailiwick:
to drive the beasts of the forest, both of
venery and chace, out of the deaflorested in-
to the forested lands: and to present all
trespassers or the forest at the next courts
holden for the forest. Coweii.

BARK, n. The order or place in which
certain oflicers are placed in the army and
navy, in relation to others. Wood v. U. 8..
16 Ct. Cl. 168.

naiur, ad]. In English law. Exces-
sive; too large in amount; as aronk modes.
2 Bl. Comm. 80.

RANKING or CREDITOR! is the
Scotch term for the arrangement of the prop-
erty of a debtor according to the claims of
the creditors, in consequence of the nature
of their respective securities. Bell. The
corresponding process in England is the mar-
shalling oi’ securities in a suit or action for
redemption or foreclosure. Paterson.

RANSOH. In international law. The
redemption of captured property from the
hands of an enemy, particularly of property
captured at sea. 1 Kent, Comm. 104.

A sum paid or agreed to be paid for the
redemption of captured property. 1 Kent.
Comm. 1C6.

A "ransom," strictly speaking, is not a recap-
ture of the captured property. It is'ratiier e
gzirchase of the right of the captors at the time,

it what it ma ; or. more properly it is a
relinquishment 0 all the interest and benefit
which the captors might acquire or consummate
in the property, by a regular adjudication of a
prize tribunal. whether it be an interest in rest.
a lien, or a mere title to expenses. In this re-
s ect, there seems to be no difference between
t e case of a ransom of an enemy or a neutraL
Mai:-onnaire v. Keating, 2 Gail. 325, Fed. (XL
No. 8.978.

In old English hw. A sum of money
paid for the pardoning of some great oflense.
The distinction between ransom and ainer-
ciament is said to he that ransom was the re
demption of a corporal punishment, while
amerciaiiient was a fine or penalty directly
imposed, and not in lieu of another punish-
ment. Cowell: 4 Bl. Comm. 380; U. S. v.
Griflin, 6 D. C. 67.

Ransom was also a sum of money paid for
the redeniptlon of a person from captivity or
imprisonment. Thus one of the feudal “aids”
was to ransom the lord's person if tairm
prisoner. 2 Bl. Comm. 63.
—Rs.nso:n bill. A contract b which a up-
tured vessel. in consideration of er release and
of safe-conduct for a stipulated course and time.
agrees to pay a certain sum as ransom. -
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RAPE

RAPE. In erianinnl law. The unlaw-
ful carnal knowledge of a woman by a man
forcibly and against her will. Code Ga. 5

4349; Gore v. State, 119 Ga. 418, 46 S. E.
671, 100 Am. St. Rep. 182; Maxey v. State.
66 Ark. 523, 52 S. W. 2; Croghan v. State.
22 Wis. 444; State v. Montgomery. 63 Mo.
298; People v. Crego, 70 Mich. 319, 38 N.
W. 281; Felton v. State. 139 Ind. 531, 39 N.
E. 231.

In English law. An intermediate divi-
sion between a shire and a hundred; or a
division of a county, containing several hun-

Apparent-
ly peculiar to the county of Sussex.
—Bepe of the latent. In old English law.
Trespass committed in a forest by violence.
Cowell.—Rnpe-reerve. In English law. The
chief oflicer of a rape, (q. 12.) 1 Bl. Comm. 116.

EAPINE. In criminal law.
pillage; robbery. In the civil law, rapiua
is defined as the forcible and violent taking
or another man's movable property with the
criminal intent to appropriate it to the rob-
ber's own use. A praetorlan action lay for
this oirense, in which quadruple damages
were recoverable. Gaius, lib. 3, 5 219; Inst.
4, 2; Mackeid. Rom. Law, 5 481; Heinecc.
Elem. 5 1071.

nerronr A suoonsuox. In French
law and in Louisiana. A proceeding similar
to hotchpot; the restoration to the succes-
sion of such property as the heir may have
received by way of advancement from the
decedent. in order that an even division may
be made among all the co-heirs. Civ. Code
La. art. 1305.

mu»-ron. In old English law. A rav-
lsher. . Fleta, lib. 2, c. 52, 5 12

BAPTU EEEEDIS. In old English
law. A writ for taking away an heir hold-
ing in socage, of which there were two sorts:
One when the heir was married: the other
when he was not. Reg. Orig. 163.

BAPUIT. Lat. In old English law.
Ravished. A technical word in old indict-
ments. 2 East, 30.

RASURE. The act of scraping, scratch-
ing, or shaving the surface or a written in-
strument, for the purpose of removing cer-
tain letters or words from it it is to be
distinguished from “obliteration,” as the lat-
ter word properly denotes the crossing out of
a word or letter by drawing a line through
it with ink. But the two expremions are
often used interchangeably. See Penny v.
Corwithe, 18 Johns. (N. Y.) 499.

RASUI. In old English law. A rase; a
measure of onions, containing twenty flones,
and each fionis twenty-five heads. Fleta, lib.
2, c. 12, I 12.
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RATABLE ESTATE. Within the mean-
ing of a tax law, this term means “taxable
estate ;" the real and personal property‘
which the legislature designates as “tax-
abie." Marshfleld v. Middlesex. 55 Vt. 546.

BATAM BEL! HABEBE.
civil law.
fy or confirm it. Dig. 46, 8, 12, 1.

Lat. In the

RATE. Proportional or relative value,
measure, or degree; the proportion or stand-
ard by which quantity or value is adjusted.
Thus, the rate of interest is the proportion
or ratio between the principal and interest.
so the buildings in a town are rated for in-V
surance purposes; I. 8., clalfied and indi-
vidually estimated with reference to their
insurable qualities. In this sense also we
speak of articles as being in “flrst-rate" or
“second-rate" condition.

Absolute measure, value, or degree. Thus,
we speak of the rate at which public lands
are sold, of therates of fare upon railroads,
etc. See Georgia R. & B. Co. v. Maddox.
116 Ga. 64, 42 S. E. 315; Chase v. New York
Cent. R. Co., 26 N. Y. 528; People v. Dolan.'
36 N. Y. 67.

The term is also used,as the synonym of
“tax ;" that is, a sum assessed by govern-
mental authority upon persons or. property.
by proportional valuation. for public pur-
poses. It is chiefly employed in this sense
in England, but is there usually confined to
taxes of a local nature, or those raised by
the parish; such as the poor-rate. borough-
rate. etc.

It sometimes occurs in a connection which
gives it a meaning synonymous with "as
sessment;" that is, the apportionment of a

tax among the whole number of persons who
are responsible for it, by estimating the val-
ue of the taxable property of each, and mak-
ing a proportional distribution of the whole
amount. Thus we speak of “rating” persons
and property.

In marine insurance, the term refers to
the classification or scaling of vessel based

- on their relative state and condition in re-
gard to insurable qualities; thus, a vessel
in the best possible condition and offering
the best risk from the uuderwriter’s stand-
point. is “rated” as “A 1." See Insurance
Companies v. Wright, 1 Wall. 472, 17 L. Ed.
505. _

—Rete of exchange. In commercial law.
The actual price at which a bill, drawn in one
country upon another country, can be bought
or obtained in the former country at any given
time. Story. Bills, § 31.—Rate-tithe. In
English law. When any sheep, or other cattle.
‘are kept in a parish for less time than a year.
the owner must pay tithe for them pro rate, no-
cordlnglto the custom of the place. Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. .

RATIFIOATION. The confirmation of a

previous act done either by the party him-
self or by another; confirmation of a void-
able act. See Story, Ag. [5 250, 251; 2Kent.

To hold a thing ratified; to rati- I
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Comm. 237; Norton v. Shelby County, 118
U. S. 425. 6 Sup. Ct. 1121. 30 L. Ed. 178; Gal-
lup v. Fox. 64 Conn. 491, 30 Atl. 756; Reid
v. Field, 83 Va. 26, 1 S. E.-395; Ballard 1.
Nye. 138 Cal. 588, 72 Pac. 156; Ansonia V.
Cooper, 64 Conn. 536, 30 Ati. 760; Smyth
v. Lynch, 7 Colo. App. 383, 43 Pac. 670.

, This is where a person adopts a contract
or other transaction which is not binding on

him, because it was entered into by an an-
authorized agent or the like. Leake, Cont.
268.

EATIHABITIO. Lat. Confirmation.
agreement, consent, approbation of a con-
tract. Saltmarsh v. Camila. 51 N. H. 76.

Ratihabzltio mandate uqniparatnr.
Ratification is equivalent to express com-
mand. Dig. 46, 3, 12, 4; Broom, Max. 867;
Palmer v. Yates, 3 Sandt. (N. Y.) 151.

RATIO. Rate; proportion; degree.
Reason, or understanding. Also a cause, or
giving judgment therein.
—Ratio dooidondi. The ground of decision.
The point in a case which determines the judg-
ment.—Ratio legia. The reason or occasion
of a law; the occasion of making a law. Bl.
Law Tracts, 3.

Ratio eat formalin oanaa oonsuotudi-
nla. Reason is the formal cause oi! custom.

Ratio oat legla anima;
rationo mntatnr ot lot. 7 Coke, 7. Ilea-
son is the soul of law; the reason of law
being changed, the law is also changed.

Inutata logia

Ratio oat radius divini ltuninia. Co.
Litt. 232. Reason is a ray oi.’ the divine
light.

Ratio at auotoritaa, duo olariaalna
xnnndl lamina. 4 last. Reason and
authority, the two brightest lights of the
world.

Ratio log-is oat . anilna logia.
Cent. 45.
law.

Jenk.
The reason of law is the soul oi’

Ratio potent allegari dofloiento logo;
aod ratio vora at legalla, ot non appa-
rona. Co. Lit_t. 191. Reason may be alleg-
ed when law is defective; but it must be
true and legal reason, and not merely ap-
parent.

I RA'.l‘I0l(A.BILE ESTOVERIUH. A
Latin phrase equivalent to “alimony."

BATIONABILI PARTS BONOBIIH.
A writ that lay for the wife against the ex-
ecutors of her husband, to have the third
part of his goods after his just debts and
funeral expenses had been paid. Fltzh. Nat.
Brev. 1%
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RATIONALIBUB DIVIOII. An abol-
ished writ which lay where two lords, in
divers towns, had seignioriea adjoining, for
him who found his waste by little and little
to have been encroached upon, against the
other, who had encroached, thereby to recti-
fy their bounds. Coweil.

RATIONE  . Lat. On
account of inability. A ground of qualified
property in some animals feras nature; as
in the young ones, while they are unable to
fly or run. 2 Bi. Comm. 3, 4.

'nA-non: nxrnnnn. Lat. By reason
of the matter involved; in consequence of,
or from the nature oi’, the subject-matter.

RATIONE PERSONE. Lat. By rea-
-son of the person concerned; from the char-
acter ot the person.

EATIONE PRIVILEGII. Lat. This
term describes a species of property in wild
animals, which consists in the right which,
by a peculiar franchise anciently granted by
the English crown, by virtue of its preroga-
tive, one man may have of killing and tak-
ing such animals on the land of another.
106 E. C. L. 870.

RATIONE 801.1. Lat. On account of
the soil; with reference to the soil. Said to
be the ground oi.’ ownership in bees. 2 Bl.
Comm. 393.

RATIONE TEIIURE. L. Lat. By rea-
son of tenure; as a consequence of tenure.
3 Bl. Comm. 230.

RATIONEI. In old law. The pleadings
in a suit. Raiionca ea-ercere, or ad rauonoa
stare, to plead.

BATTENING is where the members of
a trade union cause the tools, clothes, or oth-
er property of a workman to be taken away
or hidden, in order to compel him to join the
union or cease working. It is, in England,
an oirense punishable by fine or imprison-
ment. 38 & 39 Vict. c. 88, Q 7. Sweet.

BAVISEED. In criminal practice. A
material word in indictments for rape.
What-t. Crlm. Law, 5 401.

RAVISHXENT. In criminal law. An
unlawful taking of a woman, or of an heir
in ward. Rape.
—Ravialunont do as-d. L. Fr. An abolish-
ed writ which lay or a guardian by knight’a
service or in socago. against a person who took
from him the body of his ward. Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 140; 12 Car. II. c. 3.—Raviahxnont of
ward. In Enlzlish law. The marriage of an
infant ward without the consent of the guardi-
an.

RAZE. To erase. 3 How. State Tr. 1.56.
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RAZOR. In Spanish law. Cause,
(cauaa.) Las Partldas, pt. 4, tit. 4, l. 2.

BE. Lat. In the matter of: in the case
of. A term of frequent use in designating
Judicial proceedings, in which there is only
one party. Thus, “Re Vivian" signifies “In
the matter of Vivian." or in “Vivian's Case."

31!. FA. L0. The abbreviation of “re-
eordari facias loquelam," (q. 12.)

Re, vex-his, scrlpto, consensus, tradi-
tions, jnnotnrn testes snlnere pnotn
solent. Compacts usually take their cloth-
ing from the thing itself, from words, from
writing, from consent, from delivery. Plowd.
161.

READERS. In the middle temple. those
persons were so called who were appointed
to deliver lectures or “readings" at certain
periods during term. - The clerks in holy or-
ders who read prayers and assist in the per-
formance of divine service in the chapels of
the several inns of court are also so termed.
Brown.

READING-IN. In English ecclesiastical
law. The title of a person admitted to a
rectory or other beneflce will be divested un-
less within two months after actual posses-
sion he publicly read in the church of the
beneilce, upon some Lord's day, and at the
appointed times, the morning and evening
service, according to the book of common
prayer; and afterwards, publicly before the
congregation, declare his assent to such
book; and also publicly read the thirty-nine
articles in the same church, in the time of
common prayer, with declaration of his as-
sent thereto; and moreover, within three
months after his admission, read upon
some Lord's day in the same church, in the
presence of the congregation. in the time of
divine service, a declaration by him subscrib-
ed before the ordinary, of conformity to the
Liturgy. together with the certificate of the
ordinary of its having been so subscribed.
2 Steph. Comm. (7th Ed.) 687; Wharton.

REAPFOREST. Where a deairorest-
ed forest‘ is again made a forest. 20 Car. 11.
c. 3.

REAL. In common lnw. Relating to
land, as distinguished from personal proper-
ty. This term is applied to lands. tenements,
and hereditaments.

In the civil law. Relating to a thing,
(whether movable or immovable,) as distin-
guished from a person.
-3931 burden. In Scotch law. Where a
right to lands is expressly granted under the
burden of a specific sum. which is declared a
burden on the lands themselves, or where the
right is declared null if the sum be not paid,
and where the amount of the sum, and the name
of the creditor in it, can be discovered from the

BL. LAW DI(.'i‘.(2D E.D.)—63
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records, the burden is said to be real. Bel1.—
Real ohymin. L. Fr. In old English law.
The royal way; the king's highway, (regia via.)
-3931 Injury. In the civil law. An injury
arising from an unlawful act, as distinguished

-from a verbal in'u , which was done by words.-
Hallifax, Civil w, b. 2, c. 15, nn. 3, '4.—Benl
things, (or things real.) In common law.
Such things as are permanent. fixed. and im-
movable, which cannot be carried out of their

lace‘ as lands and tenements. 2 Bl. Comm.
5. Things substantial and immovable, and the

rights an profits annexed to or issuing out of
them. 1 Steph. Comm. 156.

As to real “Action,” "Assets," "Chattels."
“Composition," “Contract," “Covenant.” “Es-
tate," “lWidence," “Issue,” “Obligation,"
“Party," “Poinding,” “Privilege,” “Proper-

‘ty." “Representative,” “Right," “Security."
“Servitude," “Statute," “Warrandice,” and
“Wrong," see those titles.

REAL LAW. At common law. The
body of laws relating to real property. This
use of the term is popular rather than tech-
nical.

In the civil law. A law which relates
to specific property, whether movable or im-
movable.

Laws purely real directly and indirectly
regulate property, and the rights of proper-
ty, without intermeddling with or changing
the state of the person. Wharton.

REALITY. In foreign law. That qual-
ity of laws which concerns property or
things, (qua: ad re-m spectant.) Story, Confl.
Laws, 3 16.

REALIZE. To convert any kind of prop-
erty into money; but especially to receive
the returns from an investment. See Bitti-
ner v. Gomprecht, 28 Misc. Rep. 218, 58 NJ
Y. Supp. 1011.

REALM. A kingdom;
Taunt. 270; 4 Camp. 289.

a country. 1

REALTY. A brief term for real proper-
ty; also for anything which partakes of the
nature of real property.
—QImsi realty. Things which are fixed in
contemplation of law to realty, but movable in
themselves. as heir-looms, (or limbs of the in-
heritance.) title-deeds, court rolls, etc. Wharton.

REAPPBAISEB. A person who, in cer-
tain cases, is appointed to make a revalua-
tion or second appraisement of imported
goods at the custom-house.

REASON. A faculty of the mind by
which it distinguishes truth from falsehood,
good from evil, and which enables the pos-
sessor to deduce inferences from facts or
from propositions. Webster. Also an in-
ducement, motive. or ground for action, as
in the phrase “reasons for an appeal." See
Nelson v. Clongland, 15 Win. 393; Miner v.
Miller, 8 Johns. (N. Y.) 77.



REASONABLE

REASONABLE. Agreeable to reason;
just; proper. Ordinary or usual.
—E.easouable act. Such as may fairly, just-
ly, and reasonably be required of a arty.—Eea-
sortable uni probable cause. uch grounds
as justify any one in suspecting another of a
crime. and gi him in custody thereon. It is
a defense to an action for false imprisonment.
-—Ressouabls creature. Under the common-
law rule that murder is taking the life of a
“reasonable creature" under the king's peace.
with malice aforethonght, the phrase means a
human being, and has no reference to his mental
condition, as it includes a lunatic, an idiot, and
even an unborn child. See State v. Jones,
Walk. (Miss.) 85.—Beason.ablo part. In old
English law. That share of a man's goods
which the law gave to his wife and children aft-
er his decease. 2 Bi. Comm. 492.

As to, reasonable “Aids," “Care,” "Dill-
gence," “Doubt," “Notice.” “Sklll," and
“Time,” see those titles.

BEASIUBANOE. This is where an in-
surer procures the whole or a part of the
sum which be has insured (L e., contracted
to pay in case of loss, death, etc.) to be in-
sured agaln to him by another person.
Sweet.

REATTAOEHEN1‘. A second attach-
ment of him who was formerly attached,
and dismissed the court without day. by the
not coming of the justices, or some such
casualty. Reg. Orig. 85.

REBATE. Discount; reducing the in-
terest of money in consideration of prompt
payment. Also a deduction from a stipulat-
ed premium on a policy of insurance, in pur-
suance of an antecedent contract. Also a
deduction or drawback from a stipulated
payment, charge, or rate, (as, a rate for the
transportation of freight by a railroad.) not
taken out in advance of payment, but hand-
ed back to the payer after he has paid the
full stipulated sum.

REBEL. The name of rebels is given to
all subjects who unjustly take up arms
against the ruler of the society, [or the law-
ful and constitutional government,] whether
their view he to deprive him of the supreme
authority or to resist his lawful commands
in some particular instance, and to impose
conditions on him. Vatt. Law Nat. bk. 3,
9 288.

BEBELLION. Deliberate, organized re-
sistance, by force and arms, to the laws or
operations of the government, committed by
a subject. See Hubbard v. Harnden Exp.
Co., 10 R. I. 247: State v. McDonald, 4 Port.
(A|a.) 455; Crashley v. Press Pub. 00., 74
App. Div. 118. 77 N. Y. Supp. 711.

In old English law, the term “rebellion"
was also applied to contempt of a court man-
ifested by disobedience to its process. par-
ticularly of the court of chancery. If a de-
fendant refused to appear, after attachment
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and proclamation, a “commission of rebel-
lion" issued against him. 3 Bi. Comm. 444.
—Bebell1on, commission of. In equity
practice. A process of contempt issued on the
non-appearance of a defendant.

BEBELLIOUB ASSEMBLY. In Eng-
lish law. A gathering of twelve persons or
more, intending, going about, or practicing
unlawfully and of their own authority to
change any laws of the realm; or to destroy
the inclosure of any park or ground inclos-
ed, banks of iish-ponds, pools, conduits. eic..
to the intent .the same shall remain void; or
that they shall have way in any of the said
grounds; or to destroy the deer in any park.
fish in ponds, coneys in any warren, dove-
houses, etc.: or to burn sacks of corn; or
to abate rents or prices of vlctuals, etc. See
Cowell.

REBOIITEE. To repel or bar. The ac-
tion of the heir by the warranty of his an-
cestor is called “to rebut or repel." 2 Go.
Litt. 247. '

BEBUI 810 ITANTIBUS. Lat. At
this point of affairs; in these circumstances.

REBUT. In pleading and evidence. To
rebut is to defeat or take away the effect of
something. Thus, when a plaintiff in an
action produces evidence which raises a pre-
sumption of the defendant's liability, and
the defendant adduces evidence which shows
that the presumption is ill-founded, be h
said to “rebut it." Sweet.

In the old law of real property, to rebut
was to repel or bar a claim. Thus, when a
person was sued for land which had been
warranted to him by the plaintiff or his an-
cestor, and he pleaded the warranty as a
defense to the action. this was called a “re-
bntter.” Co. Litt. 365a; Termes de la Ley.
-«Bebut an equity. To defeat an apparent
equitable right or claim, b the introduction of
evidence showing that. in t e particular circum-
stances, there is no ground for such equity to
attach, or that it is overridden by a superior or
countervailing equity. See 2 Whart. Ev. 5 973.

REBUTTABLE PBESUHPTION. In
the law of evidence. A presumption which
may be rebutted by evidence. Otherwise
called a “disputable" presumption. A spe-
cies of legal presumption which holds good
until disproved. Best, Pres. 5 25; 1 Greenl.
Ev. 5 33.

REBUTTAL. The introduction oi’ rebut-
ting evidence; the stage of a trial at which
such evidence may be introduced; also the
rebntting evidence itself. Lux v. Haggin. G!
Cal. 255, 10 Pac. 674.

REBUTTEB. In pleading. A defend-
ant's answer of fact to a plaintiff's surre-
Joinder; the third pleading in the series an



REBUTTING EVIDENCE

the part ot'the defendant Steph. PI. 59;
8 Bl. Comm. 310.

'Efi'U"l.'l.'ING EVIDENCE. See EV!-.
DINCI.

RECALL. In international law. To
summon a. diplomatic minister back.to. his
home court, at the same time depriving him
or his oiiice and functions.

RECALL A JUDGHBNT. To revoke.
cancel, vacate, or reverse a Judgment for
matters of fact; when it-is annulled by rea-
son oi‘ errors of law, it is said to be “re-
versed.'_'

-nnosrnox. A retaking, or taking-
back. -A species of remedy by the mere act
of the para injured, (otherwise termed “re-
prisal,") which happens when any one has
deprived another of his property in goods or
chattels personal, or wrongfully detains one's
wife, child, or servant. In this case, the
owner of the goods, and the husband, par-
eat, or master may lawfully claim and retake
them, wherever he happens to find them, so
it be not in a riotous manner, or attended
with a breach of the peace. 3 Inst. 134; 3
Bl. Comm. 4; 3 Steph. Comm. 358; Prigg v.
Pennsylvania, 16 Pet. 612, 10 L. Ed. 1060.

It also signifies the taking a second dis
tress of one formerly distralned during the
plea grounded on the former distress.

Also a writ to recover damages for him;
whose goods, being dlstrained for rent in
service, etc.. are distrained again for the
same cause, pending the plea in the county
court, or before the justice. Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 71.

RECAPTURE. The taking from an en-
emy, by a friendly force, a vessel previously
taken for prize by such enemy.

neceditnr 5 plscitis Jnris, potins q-nun
injurin ct delicta naanennt impnnita.
Positive rules of law [as distinguished from
maxims or conclusions oi‘ reason] will be
receded from. [given up or dispensed with,]
rather than that crimes and wrongs should
remain unpunished. Bac. Max. 55, reg. 12.

. RECEIPT. A receipt is the written ac-
knowledgment ot the receipt of money, or

a thing of value, without containing any at-
ilrmative obligation upon either party to it;
a mere admission oi‘ a fact, in writing.
Krutz v. Craig, 53 Ind. 574.

A receipt may be defined to be such a written
acknowledgment by one person of his having re-
ceived money from another as will be rima
facie evidence of that fact in a court 0 law.
Kegg v. State, 10 Ohio. 75.

. Also the act or transaction of accepting or
taking anything delivered. .

In old practice.
defend a suit, as or a wire on default of the
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Admission oi‘ a party to-

RECEIVING STOLEN GOODS

husband in certain cases. Litt. i 668; Go.
Litt. 352’b.

‘ nzonrrron. A name given in some of
the states to a person who "receives from
the sheriir goods which the latter has seized
under process of garnishment, on giving. to
me sheriii! a bond conditioned to have the
property forthcoming when demanded or
when execution issues. Story, Bailm. § 124.

-.'1u:or:rv1:n.. A receiver is an indiffer-
ent person between the parties appointed by
the court to collect and receive the rents.
issues, and profits of land, or the produce or
personal estate, or other things which it does
not seem reasonable to the court that either
party should do; or where a party is.incom-
petent.to do so. as in the case of an intnnt..
The_remedy of the appointment of a receiver,
is one of the very oldest in the court of chan-
cery, and is founded on the inadequacy of
the remedy to be obtained in the court or
ordinary jurisdiction. Bisp. Eq. 5 576. See
Hay v. McDaniel, 26 Ind. App. 683, 00 N. E.
729: Hale v. Harden, 95 Fed. 773. 37 O. 0..
A. 240: Wiswall v. Knnz, 173 Ill. 110, 50
N. E. 18§; State V. 'Gambs, 68 M0. 297;.
Nevitt V. Woodburn. 190 Ill. 283, 60 N. El.

500: Kennedy v. Railroad Co. (0. C.) 3 Fed..
103.

One who receives money to the use of an-
other to render an account. Story, Eq. Jur.
5 446.

_ In criminal luv. One who receives stol-
en goods from thieves, and conceals them.
Coweli. This was always the prevalent sense"
of the word in the common as well as the
civil law. '

—Receivcr generll of the dlschy of Lan-
caster. An oflicer of the duchy court. who col-
lects all the revenues, fines, forfeitures, and as-
sessments within the duchy.-—Eeccivcr gener-
al of the public revenue. In English law.
An officer appointed in every county to receive
the taxes granted by parliament, and remit the
money to the treasury.—R_.eceiver of fines.
An English oificer who receives the money from
persons who compound with the crown on orig-.
inal writs sued out of chancery. Wharton.-
Reccivcrs and triers of petitions. The
mode of receiving and trying petitions to parlia-
ment was formerly judicial rather than legisla-
tive. and the triers were committees of prelates.
peers, and judges, and. latterly, of the members
generally. Brown.—Rcceiver's certificate.
A non-negotiable evidence of debt. or debenture.
issued by authority of a court of chancery, as
a first lien upon the property of a debtor cor-
mation in the hands of a receiver. Beach,

. 5 379.—Recsivcrs of wreck. Persons
appointed by the English board of trade. The
duties of a receiver of wreck are to take steps
for the preservation of any vessel stranded or
in distress within his district: to receive and
take possession of all articles washed on shore
from the vessel; to use force for the suppres-
sion of plunder and disorder; to institute an
examination on oath with respect to the vessel:
and. if necessary, to sell the vessel, cIl'80. or
wreck. Sweet. .

' REOEIVIIIG STOLEN GOODS. The
short name usually given to the offense of



RECENB INSECUTIO

receiving any property with the knowledge
that it has been feloniously or unlawfully
stolen, taken, extorted, obtained, embezzled,
or disposed of. Sweet.

RECENS INSECUTIO. In old English
law. Fresh suit; fresh pursuit. Pursuit of
a thief immediately after the discovery of
the robbery. 1 Bl. Comm. 297.

ntctrrssiz Dr: oonsarron. In
French law. A receipt setting forth the ex-
tent of the interest subscribed by a member
of a mutual insurance company. Arg. Fr.
Mere. Law, 671.

RBCEPTUS. Lat. In the civil law. The
name sometimes given to an arbitrator, be-
cause he had been received or chosen to set-
tle the dlirerences between the parties. Dig.
4, 8; Cod. 2, 56.

RECESS. In the practice of the courts.
a recess is a short interval or period of time
during which the court suspends business,
but without adjourning. See In re Gannon,
69 Cal. 541, 11 Pac. 240. In legislative prac-
tice, a reces is the ‘interval, occurring in
consequence of an adjournment, between the
sessions of the same continuous legislative
body; not the interval between the final ad-
journment of one body and the convening of
another at the next regular session. See Tip-
ton v. Parker, 71 Ark. 193, 74 S. W. 298.

RECESSION. The act of ceding back:
the restoration of the title and dominion of
a territory, by the government which now
holds it, to the government from which it
was obtained by cession or otherwise. 2
White, Recop. 616.

RECBSSUS HARIS. Lat. In old Eng-
lish law. A going back; reliction or retreat
of the sea.

BECHT. Ger. Right; justice; equity:
the whole body of law; unwritten law; law;
also a right.

There is much ambiguity in the use of this
term, an ambiguity which it shares with the
French “drol‘t." the Italian “din'tto," and the
English “right." On the one hand. the term
"rechf" answers to the Roman “jua," and
thus indicates law in the abstract, consid-
ered as the foundation of all rights, or the
complex of underlying moral principles
which impart the character of justice to all
positive law, or give it an ethical content.
Taken in this abstract sense, the term may
be an adjective. in which case it is equiva-
lent to the English “just,” or a noun. in
which case it may be paraphrased by the
expressions “justlce." “uloraiity." or “equi-
ty." On the other hand, it serves to point
out a right: that is. a power. privilege, facul-
ty. or demand. inherent in one person. and
incident upon another. In the latter signifi-
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cation "recht” (or “drou." or "dirftto," or
“right") is the correlative of “duty” or “ob-
ligation." In the former sense, it may be
considered as opposed to wrong, injustice, or
the absence of law. The word “rech¢" has
the further ambiguity that it is used in con-
tradistinction to "yeaet2.” as “jar” is opposed
to “lea," or the unwritten law to enacted
law. See Daorr; Jus; Rronr. -

RECIDIVB. In French law. The state
of an individual who commits a crime or
misdemeanor, after having once been con-
demned for a crime or misdemeanor; a re-
lapse. Dalloz.

RECIPROCAI. CONTRACT. A con-
tract. the Parties to which enter into mutual
engagements A mutual or bilateral con-
tract.

BECIPBOCAI. WILLS. Wills made by
two or more persons in which they make re-
ciprocal testamentary provisions in favor of
each other, whether they unite in one will
or each executes a separate one. In re Caw-
iey’s Estate, 136 Pa. 628, 20 Atl. 567, 10 L.
R. A. 93.

RECIPROCITY. Mutuaiity. The term
is used in international law to denote the re-
lation existing between two states when each
of them gives the subjects of the other cer-
tain privileges, on condition that its own
subjects shall enjoy similar privileges at the
hands of the latter state. Sweet.

BBCITAL. The formal statement or set-
ting forth of some matter of fact, in any
deed or writing, in order to explain the rea-
sons upon which the transaction is founded.
The recitals are situated in the premises of
a deed, that is, in that part of a deed be
tween the date and the habcndum, and they
usually commence with the formal word
"whereas." Brown.

The formal preliminary statement in a
deed or other instrument, of such deeds.
agreements. or matters of fact as are neces-
sary to explain the reasons upon which the
transaction is founded. 2 Bl. Comm. 298.

In pleading. The statement of matter
as introductory to some positive allegation.
beginning in declarations with the words.
“For that whereas." Steph. Pl. 388. 389.

RECITI-:. To state in a written instru
ment facts connected with its inception. or
reasons for its being made. Also to quote or
set forth the words or the contents of some
other instrument or document: as, to “re-
cite" a statute. See Hart v. Baltimore & 0.
R. Co.. 6 W. Va. 348.

RECKLESSNESI. Rashness: heedlms-
ness; wanton conduct. The state of mind
accompanying an act. which either pays no
regard to its probably or possibly injurious



RECLAIM

consequences, or which, though foreseeing
such consequences. persists in spite of such
knowledge. See Railroad Co. v. Bodemer,
139 I11. 596. 29 N. E. 692, 82 Am. st. Rep.
218; Com. v. Pierce. 138 Mass. 165. 52 Ann.
Rep. 264; Railway Co. v. Whipple, 39 Kan.
531, 18 Pac. 730: Ridy v. Powell, 49 Fed.
317, 1 O. 0. A. 448; Harrison v. State. 87
Ala. 156.

RECLAII. To claim or demand back;
to ask for the return or restoration of a
thing; to insist upon one’s right to recover
that which was one’s own, but was parted
with conditionally or mistakenly; as, to re-
claim goods which were obtained ‘from one
under false pretenses. .

In feudal law, it was used of the action
of a lord pursuing, prosecuting, and recall-
ing his vassal, who had gone to live in an-
other place, without his permission.

In international law, it denotes the de-
manding of a thing or person to be delivered
up or surrendered to the government or state
to which either properly belongs, when, by
an irregular means, it has come into the pos-
session of another. Wharton.

In the law of property.‘ Spoken of ani-
mals, to reduce from a wild to a tame or do-
mestic state; to tame them. In an analo-
gous sense, to reclaim land is to reduce
marshy or swamp land to a state fit for cul-
tivation and habitation.

In Sootoh law. To appeal. The reclaim-
ing days in Scotland are the days allowed to
a party dissatisfied with the judgment of the
lord ordinary to appeal therefrom to the in-
ner house; and the petition of appeal is
called the reclaiming “bill," "note," or “peti-
tion.” Mozley J: Whitley; Bell.

BECLAIMED ANIMALS. Those that
are made tame by art, industry, or educa-
tion, whereby a qualified property may be
acquired in them.

BECLAIHING BILL. In Scotch law.
A petition of appeal or review of a judg-
ment of the lord ordinary or other inferior
court. Bell.

EECLAMATION DISTRICT. A subdi-
vision of a state created by legislative au-
thority, for the purpose of reclaiming swamp,
marshy, or desert lands within its bounda-
ries and renllerimz them fit for habitation or
cultivation, generally with funds raised by
local taxation or the issue of bonds. and
sometimes with authority to make rules or
ordinances for the regulation of the work
in hand.

nacnusrox. In French law and in
Louisiana. Incarceration as a punishment
for crime; a temporary. nmictive. and in-
famous punishment, consisting in being con-
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fined at hard labor in a penal institution,
and carrying civil degradation. See Phelps
v. Reinach, 38 La. Ann. 551; Jurgens v. Itt-
man, 47 La. Ann. 367, 16 South. 952.

RECOGNITION. Ratification; confir-
mation; an acknowledgment that something
done by another person in one’s name had
one’s authority. .

An inquiry conducted by a chosen body
of men. not sitting as part of the court, into
the facts in dispute in a case at law; these
"1-ecoguitors" preceded the Jnrymen of mod-
ern times, and reported their recognition or
verdict to the court. Stim. Law Gloss.

RECOGNITIONE A‘D1l‘C'LLA1I'DA PER
VIH ET DUBITIEH PAOTA. A writ to
the justices of the common bench for send-
ing a record touching a recognizance, which
the recognizer suggests was acknowledged
by force and duress; that if it so appear the
recognizance may be annulled. Reg. Orig.
183. -

BECOGNITORS. In English law. The
name by which the jurors impaneled- on an
assize are known. See Rscoenmon. '

The word is sometimes met in modern
books, as meaning the person who enters
into a recognizance. being thus another form
of recognizor.

BECOGNIZANCE. An obligation of rec-
ord, entered into before some court of record,
or magistrate duly authorized. with condi-
tion to do some particular act; as to appear
at the assizes, or criminal court, to keep the
peace. to pay a debt. or the like. It resem-
bles a bond, but diirers from it in being an
acknowledgment of a former debt upon rec-
ord. 2 Bl. Comm. 341. See U. S. v. Insley
(C. C.) 49 Fed. 778; State v. Walker, 56 N.
H. 178: Crawford v. Vinton, 102 Mich. 83.
62 N. W. 988; State v. Grant, 10 Minn. 48
(Gil. 22); Longley v. Vose, 27 Me. 179; Com.
v. Emery, 2 Bin. (Pa.) 431.

In criminal law, a person who has been
found guilty of an offense may, in certain
cases, be required to enter into a recogni-
zance by which he binds himself to keep the
peace for a certain period. Sweet.

In the practice of several of the states. a
recognizance is a species of bail-bond or se-
curity, given by the prisoner either on being
bound over for trial or on his taking an
appeal.

RECOGNIZE. To try; to examine in
order to determine the truth of a matter.
Also to enter into a recognizance.

RECOGNIZEE. Re to whom one is
bound in a recognizance.

BECOGNIZOB. He who enters into a
recognizance.

BECOLEHENT. In French law. This
is the process by which a witness, who has



RECOMMENDATION

given his deposition, reads the same over and
scrutinizes it, with a view to aiflrming his
satisfaction with it as it stands, or to mak-
ing such changes in it as his better recollec-
tion may suggest to him as necessary to the
truth. This is necessary to the validity of
the deposition. See Potb. Proc. Crim. i 4,
art. 4. '

RECOLNDATION. In feudal law.
A method of converting allodial land into
feudal property. The owner of the allod
surrendered it to the king or a lord, doing
homage, and received it back as a beneflce
or tend, to hold to himself and such of his
heirs as he had previously nominated to the
superior. -

The act of one person in giving to another
_a favorable account of the character, re-
sponsibility, or skill of a third.
-_-Letter of recommendation. A writing
whereby one person certifies concerning another
that he is of good character, solvent, possessed
of commercial credit, skilled in his trade or pro-
fession, or otherwise worthy of trust, aid. or
employment It may be addressed to an individ-
ual or to whom it may concern, and is designed
to aid the person commended in obtalnin cred-
it, employment. etc. See McDonald v. lllnois
Cent. . Co., 187 Ill. 529. 58 N. E. 463; Lord
v. Goddard, 18 How. 198, 14 L. Ed. 111.

RECOHHEIIDATOEY. Precatory, ad-
visory. or directory. _ Recommendatory words
in a will are such as do not express the tes-
tator’s command in a peremptory form, but
advise, counsel, or suggest that a certain
course be pursued or disposition made.

=BECOIIPE1(sA'1‘I0!t. In Scotland,
where a party sues for a debt. and the de-
tendant pleads compensation, 4. e., set-otf,
the plaintii! may allege a compensation on
his part; and this is called a “recompensa-
tion." Bell. -

RECOIPENSE. A reward for services;
remuneration for goods or other property.

RECOHPENSE on RECOVERY 11¢
VALUE. That part or the judgment in a
“common recovery" by which the tenant is
declared entitled to recover lands of equal
value with thoe which were warranted to
him and lost by the default of the vouchee.
see 2 Bl. Comm. 358-359.

RECONCILIATION. The renewal of
amicable relations between two persons who
had been at enmity or variance; usually im-
plying forgiveness of injuries on one or both
sides. It is sometimes used in the law of
divorce as a term synonymous or analogous
to “condonation.”.

BECONDUCTIOII. In the civil law. A
renewing of a former lease; relocation. Dig.
19, 2, 13, 11; Code Nap. arts. 1737-1740.

RECONSTRUCTION. The name com-
'monly given to the process oi‘ reorganizing,
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by acts of congress and executive action, the
governments of the states which had passed
ordinances or secession. and of reestablish-
ing their constitutional relations to'the na-
tional government, restoring their represen-
tation in congress, and effecting the neces-
sary changes in their internal government,
after the close of the civil war. See Black,‘
Const. Law (3d Ed.) 48; Texas v. White,
7 Wall. 700, 19 L. Ed. 227.

BEOONTINUANCE seems to be used to
signify that a person has recovered an in-
corporml hereditament of which he had
been wrongfully deprived. Thus, “A. is dis-
seised of a mnnnor, whereunto an ndvowson
is appendant, an estranger [i. 'e., neither A.
nor the disseisor] usurpes to the advowson;
if the disseisee [A.] enter into the manner,
the advowson is recontinued again, which
was severed by the usurpation. ' ‘ ‘

And so note a diversitie between a recon-
tinuance and a remitter; for a remitter can-
not be properly, unlase there be two titles:
but a recontinuance may be where there is
but one." Go. Litt. 8630; Sweet.

REOONVENIRE. Lat. In the canon
and civil law. To make a cross-demand up-
on the actor, or plaintiir. 4 Reeve, Eng.
Law, 14, and note. (r.)

BECOHVENTIOI. In the civil law.
An action by a detendant against a plaintil!
in a former action; a cross-bill or litigation.

The term is used in practice in the states
of Louisiana and Texas. derived from the re-
oomzenuo of the civil law. Reconvention is
not identical with set-om, but more extensive
See Pacific Exp. Co. v. Malin, 132 U. 8. 531.
10 Sup. Ct. 166, 33 L Ed. 460; suberville v.
Adams, 47 La. Ann. 68, 16 South. 852; Gim-
bel v. Gomprecht, 89 Tex. 497, 35 S. W. 470.

RECONVEBSIOX. That imaginary pro-
cess by which a prior constructive conversion
is annulled, and the converted property re-
stored in contemplation of law to its orig-
inal state.

RECONVEYANCE takes place where a
mortgage debt is paid off, and the mort-
gaged property is conveyed again to the mort-
gagor or his representatives free from the
mortgage debt. Sweet.

BECOPILACIOII’ DE IIIDIAI. A col-
lection of Spanish colonial law, promulgated
A. D. 1680. See Schm. Civil Law, lntrod. 9!.

RECORD, 1:. To register or enroll; to
write out on parchment or paper, or in a
book, for the purpose of preservation and
perpetual memorial; to transcribe a docu-
ment, or enter the history of an act or series
of acts, in an oflicial volume, for the purpose
of giving notice of the same, of furnishing
authentic evidence. and for preservation. See
Cady v. Purser, 131 Cal. 552, 63 Pac. 844, 82
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Am. St. Rep. 891; Vidor v. Rawlius, 93 Tax.
259. 54 S. W. 1028.

RECORD, 9:. A written account of some
act, transaction. or instrument. drawn up,
under authority of law. by a proper otlicer,
and designed to remain as a memorial or per-
manent evidence of the matters to which it
relates.

There are three kinds of records, viz.: (1)
Judicial, as an attalnder; (2) ministerial. on
oath, being an otlice or lnqulsition round:
(8) by way of conveyance. as a deed enrolled.
Wharton.

In practice. A written memorial of all
the acts and proceedings in an action or suit.
in a court of record. The record is the oili-
cial and authentic history or the cause, con-
sisting ln entries of each- successive step in
the proceedings, chronicling the various acts
of the parties and of the court. couched in
the formal language established by usage,
terminating with the Judgment rendered in
the cause. and intended to remain as a per-
petual and unimpeachable memorial of the
proceedings and Judgment

At common law, “reoord" signifies a roll 0
parchment upon which the proceedings an
transactions of a court are entered or drawn
up by its omcers, and which is then deposited
in its treasury irésgerpetuam rei memories»,
3 Steph. Comm. ; 8 ‘Bl. Comm. 24. A
court of record is that where the acts and ju-
dicial proceedings are enrolled in parchment
for a perpetual memorial and testimony, which
rolls are called the “records of the court,” and
are of such high and su reminent authority
that their truth is not to called in question.
Hahn v. Kelly, 34 Cal. 422. 94 Am. Dec. 742.
And see O'Connell v. Hotchhiss. 44 Conn. 63:
Murrah v. State. 51 Miss. 656; Bellas v. Mc-
Carg, 10 Watts (Pa.) 24; U. S. v. Ta lor, 147

. . 13 up. . , 7 L . 335:
State v. Godwin. 27 N. c. 403. 44 Am. Dec.
42; Vail v. Igleharté869 Ill. 334; State v. An-
ders. 64 Kan. 742, Pac. 668: Wilkinson v.
Railwa Co.Y(C. C.) 23 Fed. 562: In re Chris-
tern, N. . Super. Ct. 531.

In the practice of appellate tribunals, the
word “record" is generally understood to
mean the history of the proceedings on the
trial ot the action below, (with the pleadings.
otters, objections to evidence, rullugs of the
court. exceptions, charge, etc.,) in so tar as
the same appears in the record furnished to
the appellate court in the paper-books or oth-
er transcripts. Hence, derlvatively, it means
the aggregate of the various judicial steps
taken on the trial below. in so far as they
were taken, presented. or allowed in the form-
al and proper manner necessary to put them
upon the record of the court. This is the
meaning in such phrases as “no error in
the record," "contents of the record," "out-
side the record," etc.
—Conveyauces by record. Extraordinary
assurances: such as private acts of parliament
and royal grants.—Oonrts of record. Those
whose judicial acts and proceedin s are en-
rolled in parchment. for a perpetua memorial
and testimony, which rolls are called the “rec
ords of the court." and are of such high and su-
pereminent authority that their truth is not
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to be called in question. Every court of record
has authority to due and imprison for contempt
of its authority. 3 Broom & H. Comm. 21, 30.
—Debts of record. Those which appear to
be due by the evidence of a court of record:
such as a judgment, recognizance. etc.—Dim:l-
nation of record. Incom leteness of the rec-
cord sent up on ‘appeal. Dnrmu'r1os.—
Hatter of reoo See MA'rrr:a.—Nn1 tie1_
record. See NUI..—0! record. See that title.
—Pocket record. A statute so called. Brownl.-
pt. 2. p. 81.—Publle record. A record. 1110‘
morial of some act or transaction, written evi-
dence of something done, or document, consider-’
ed as either concerning or interesting the public,
aifording notice or information to the public.
or open to ublic i tion. See Keefe v.
Donnell, 02 e. 15L 2 Ail. 345; Coinon v.
Orr. 71 Cal. 43. 11 Pac. S14.—Becord and

t clerk. Four officers of the court of
chancery were designated by this title, whose
duty it was to tile bills brought to them for that
purpose. Business was distributed among them
accordin to the initial letter of the surname
of the rst plaintiff in a suit. unt.
These oflicers are now transferred to the his

art of justice under the judicature acts.-
eord commission. The name of a board

of commissioners appointed for the purpose of
searching out. classi ying, indexing, or publish’-
lng the“public records of a state or conntys
—l.eco of nil! pa-ins. In English law.
An oflicial copy or transcript of the p -

ings in an action, entered on parchment. an
“sealed and passed,” as it is termed, at the

roper oflice: it serves as a warrant to the
ndge to try the cause. and is the only docu-

ment at which he can judicially look for infor-
mation as to the nature of the proceedings and
the issues joined Brown.—'l'itle of record.
A title to real estate, evidenced and provable
by one or more conveyances or other instru-
ments ail of which are duly entered on the pub-
lic land rccords.—'l‘r!al by record. A species
of trial adopted for determining the existence
or non-existence of a record. _When a record
is asserted by one party to exist. and the 01>
posite party denies its existence under the ‘form
of a traverse that there is no such record re-
maining in court as alleged. and issue is ‘Join!-
ed thereon. this is called an “issue of nu tie!
record," and in such case the court awards a
trial by inspection and examination of,the
record. Upon this the party aliirming its existr
ence is bound to produce it in court on a day
given for the purpose, and. if he fails to do
so. judgment is given for his adversary. Co.
Litt. 117b, 2604; 3 Bi. Comm. 331. .

Recon-Ila sue vestigia wetustatis
veritatis. Records are vestiges ot antiquity
and truth. 2 Rolls, 296. .,

nncoanann. In American pmcuce‘.
A writ to bring up judgments oi’ justices of
the peace. Halcombe v. Loudermilk, 48 N.
C. 491.

EEOORDARI PAOIA8 LOQUELAR.
In English practice. A writ by which a suit
or plalnt in repievln may be removed from s
county court to one of the courts of West-
minster Hall. 3 Bl. Comm. 149: 3 Steph. Pl.
522, 666. So termed from the emphatic
words oi! the old writ, by which the sheril!
was commanded to cause the plalnt to be re.-
corded. and to have the record before the su-
perior court. Reg. Orig. 6b. ' ;

BEOORDATUB. In old English practice‘.
An entry made upon a record, in order to
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prevent any alteration of it. 1 Ld. Raym.
211.

An order or allowance that the verdict re-
turned on the am prise roll be recorded.

RECORDER, 1:. L. Fr. In Norman law.
To recite or testify on recollection what had
previously passed in court. This was the
duty of the Judges and other principal per-
sons who presided at the placiium; thence
called “recordeurs." Steph. Pl.. Append. note
11.

RECORDER, n. In old English law.
barrister or other person learned in the law.
whom the mayor or other magistrate of any
city or town corporate, having jurisdiction
or a court of record within their precincts.
associated to him for his better direction in
matters of justice and proceedings according
to law. Cowell. _

The name “recorder” is also given to a
magistrate. in the judicial systems of some
of the states. who has a criminal Jurisdiction
analogous to that of a police judge or other
committing magistrate, and usually a limited
civil Jurisdiction, and sometimes authority
conferred by statute in special classes of pro-
ceedings. - -

Also an oiflcer appointed to make record
or enrolment of deeds and other legal instru-
ments authorized by law to be recorded.

RECORDER 0!‘ LONDON. One of the
Justices of oyer and terminer, and a Jus-
tice ot the peace of the quorum for putting
the laws in execution for the preservation of
the peace and government of the city. Being
the mouth of the city, he delivers the sen-
tences and Judgments of the court therein,
and also certifies and records the city cus-
toms, etc. He is chosen by the lord mayor
and aldermen. and attends the business or
the city when summoned by the lord mayor,
etc. Wharton.

RECORDING ACTS. Statutes enacted
in the several states relative to the ofiicial
recording of deeds. mortgages. bills or sale,
chattel mortgages. etc., and the eflect or such
records as notice to creditors. purchasers, in-
cumbrancers, and others interested.

REOOUP, or REOOIIPE. To deduct,
defalk, discount. set oir, or keep back; to
withhold part of a demand.

REOOUPHENT. In practice. Defalca-
tion or discount from a demand. A keeping
back something which is due, because there
is an equitable reason to withhold it. Tom-
lins.

Recoupment is a right or the defendant to
have a deduction from the amount of the
plaintiil"s damages, for the reason that the
piaintiir has not complied with the cross-obli-
gutions or independent covenants arising un-
der the same contract. Code Ga. 1882, 5 2909.

It is keeping back something which is due
because there is an equitable reason to withhold
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it;_ and is now uniformly applied where a man
brings an action for breach of a contract be-
tween him and the defendant; and where the
latter can show that some stipulation in the
same contract was made by the plaintiff. which
he has violated. the defendant may. if he choose,
instead or suing in his turn, recoupe his dam-
ages arising from the breach committed by
the piaintiif, whether they be liquidated or not.
Ives v. Van Eppes, 22 Wend. (N. Y.) 156.
And see _Barber v. Chopin, 28 Vt. 413; Law-
ton v. Ricketts, 104 Ala. 430, 16 South. 59;
Aultman v._ Torrey 55 Minn. 492, 57 X. W.
211; Dietrich v. P. y, 63 Fed. 413. 11 C. C. A.
2(.g6; The \Vellsville v. Geissie. 3 Ohio St. 341:
Nichols v. Dusenbury. 2 N. Y. 286; Myers 7.
Estell. 47 _Miss. 23.

In speaking of matters to be shown in de-
tense, the term “recoupment" iroften used as
a non mou_s_with “reduction." The term is of

renc origin, find signifies cutting again, or
cutting back, an , as a defense. means the cut-
ting back on the plaintifs claim by the de-
fendant. Like reduction, it is of necessity lim-
lted to the amount of the plaintiifs claim. It
is properl
contract mposes mutual duties and obligations
on the two parties, and one seeks a remedy for
the breach of duty by the second, and the see
ond meets the demand by a claim for the
breach of dugrby the first. Davenport v. Hub-
bard, 46 Vt. , 14 Am. Rep. 620.

“Recoupment" differs from “set-off” in this
respect: that any claim or‘ demand the de-
fendant may have against the plaintlfi may
be used as a set—olI, while it is not a subject
for recoupment unless it grows out of the
very same transaction which furnishes the
plaintifs cause of action. The term is, as
appears above, synonymous with “reduction,-"
but the latter is not a technical term of the
law; the word “defalcation,” in one of its
meanings, expresses the same idea, and is
used interchangeably with recoupment. Re-
coupment. as a remedy, corresponds to the
reoomzention of the civil law.

REOOURBE. The phrase “without re
course" is used in the form of making a quai-
ified or restrictive indorsement ot a hill or
note. By these words the indorser signifies
that, while he transfers his property in the
instrument, he does not assume the responsi-
bility ot an indorser. See Lyons v. Fitzpat-
rick, 52 La. Ann. 697, 27 South. 111.

RECOUSSE. Fr. In French law. Re
capture. Enierig. Traité des Assur. c. 12.
5 23.

REOOVEREE. In old conveyancing.
The party who siiirered a common recovery.

nncovannn. The deniandant in a com-
mon recovery, aiter Judgment has been given
in his favor.

RECOVERY. In its most extensive sense.
a recovery is the restoration or vindication
of a right existing in a person, by the formal
judgment or decree of a competent court, at
his instance and suit. or the obtaining. by
such judgment. of some right or property
which has been taken or withheld from him.
This is also called a "true" recovery, to dis-

applicable to a case where the same ,
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tinguish it from a “i'eigned" or “common"
recovery. See Conuox Itncovssr.
—1‘1nal recovery. The ii_nal judgment in an
action. ‘Also the final verdict in an action, as
distin uished from the Judgment entered upon
it. ‘sit v. Gray, 100 tlass. 196; Count
Joannes v. Pangborn, 6 Allen (Mass.) 243.

BECREANT. Coward or craven. The
word pronounced by a combatant in the trial
by battel, when he acknowledged himself
beaten. 3 Bl. Comm. 340.

REOEIMINATION. A charge made by
an accused person against the accuser; in
particular a connter—charge of adultery or
cruelty made by one charged with the same
oflense in a suit for divorce, against the per-
son who has charged him or her. Wharton.

Recrimination is a showing by the defend-'
ant of any cause of divorce against the plain-
tlif, in bar of the plaintiifs cause of divorce.
Civ. Code Cal. 5 122. And see Duberstein v.
Duberstein, 171 I11. 133, 49 N. E. 316; Bohan
v. Bohan (Tex. Civ. App.) 56 S. W. 960.

REOBUIT. A newly-enlisted soldier.

RECTA PRISA REGIS. In old English
law. The king's right to prlsage, or taking
of one butt or pipe of wine before and an-
other behind the mast, as a custom for every
ship laden with wines. Cowell.

RECTIFICATION. Beatification of
instrument. In English law. To rectify is
to correct or deilne something which is er-
roneous or doubtful. Thus, where the par-
ties to an agreement have determined to em-
body its terms in the appropriate and con-
clusive form, but the instrument meant to
eflect this purpose (e. 9., a conveyance. set-
tlenient, etc.) is, by mutual mistake, so fram-
ed as not to express the real intention of
the parties, an action may be brought in
the chancery division of the high court to
have it rectified. Sweet.

Eeotifiontion of boundaries. An action
to rectify or ascertain the boundaries of two
adioining pieces.of land may be brought in
the chancery division of the high court. Id.

Beatification of register. The rectifica-
tion of a register is the process by which a
person whose name is wrongly entered on (or
omitted from) a register may compel the
keeper of the register to remove (or enter)
his name. Id. ~

RECTIFIER. As used in the United
States internal revenue laws, this term is not
confined to a person who runs spirits through
charcoal. but is applied to any one who recti-
ties or purities spirits in any manner what-
ever. or who makes a mixture of spirits with
anything else. and sells it under any name.
Quantity of Distilled spirits, 3 Ben. 73, Fed.
Gas. No. 11,494.
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nnorrruno. Lat. Right or Justice;
legal dues; tribute or payment. Cowell.

R1’-:O'.l.'0, 33217}: DE. A writ of right.
which was of so high a nature that as other
writs in real actions were only to recover the
possession of the land, etc., in question. this
aimed to recover the seisin and the property,
and thereby both the rights or possession and
property were tried together. Cowell.

R E 0 1‘ 0 DB ADVOOATIONE EG-
OLESIE. A writ which lay at common law,
where a man had right of advowson of a-

church, and, the parson dying, astranger had
presented. Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 30.

BECTO Dr: OUSTODIA TERRE ET
EEBBDIS. A writ of right of ward of the
land and heir. Abolished.

BECTO DE DOTS. A writ of right of
dower, which lay for a widow who had re-
ceived part of her dower, and demanded the
residue, against the heir of the husband or
his guardian. Abolished. See 23 & 24 Vict.
c. 126. 5 26.

n}:c'ro DE DOTS UNDB NIKII.
HABET. A writ of right of dower whereof
the widow had nothing, which lay where her
deceased husband. having divers lands or
tenements, had assured no dower to his wife,
and she thereby was driven to sue for her
thirds against the heir or his guardian. Abol-
ished.

RECTO DE BATIOIIABIIJ PARTS.
A writ of right, of the reasonable part, which
lay between privies in blood; as brothers in
gavelkind, sisters, and other coparceners, for
land in fee-simple. Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 9.

BEOT0 QUANDO (or OUIA) DOMI-
NUS REMIBIT OUBIAM. A writ of
right, when or because the lord had remitted
his court, which lay where lands or tenements
in the seignory of any lord -were in demand
by a writ of right. Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 16.

BECTO SUB. DISCLAILIEB. An abol-
ished writ on disclaimer.

3201303. In English law. He that has
full possession of a parochial church. A
rector (or parson) has, for the most part,
the whole right to all the ecclesiastical dues
in his parish; while a vicar has an appropri-
ator over him, entitled to the best part of the
profits, to whom the vicar is, in effect, per-
petual curate, with a standing salary. 1 Bl.
Comm. 384, 388. See Bird v. St. Mark's
Church, 62 Iowa, 567, 17 N. W. 747.

BEOTOB. PROVINOIE. Lat.
man law. The governor of a province.
1. 40.

BEOTOB SIXECURE. A rector of I.
parish who has not the cure of souls. 2
Steph. Comm. 683.

In Ro-
Cod.
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RECTORIAL TITHE8

. nscronran TITHB8. Great or pre-
dial tithes.

RBOTOEY. An entire parish church,
with all its rights. glebes, tithes, and other
profits whatsoever: otherwise commonly call-
el a “beneiice." See Gibson v. Brockway, 8
N..E. 470, 31 Am. Dec. 200; Pawlet v. Clark,
9Cranch. 826,3 L. Ed. 735.

A rector’: manse. or’ parsonage house.
spelmsn.

.nEO'l'UH. Lat. Right;. also a trial or
accusation. Bract.; Cowell.
A-laeetun use. To be right in oourt.—Reo-
tun rogers. To ask for right:
the judge to do right.-Reotun. stare ad.
To stun trial or abide by the sentence of the
court.

BSOTUI IN OUEIA. Lat. Right in
court. The condition of one who stands at
the bar, against whom no one objects any
onfense. When a person outlawed has revers-
ed his outlawry. so that he can have the
benefit of the law, he is said to be "rescue in
buria." Jacob.

; BBOUPERATIO. Lat. In old English
law. Recovery; ‘restitution by the sentence
of. a Judge. of a thing that has been wrong-
fully taken or detained. Co. Litt. 154a.

" Roonperstio, 1. e.. ad rem, per injuri-
Qn. extortun slve detentun, per senten-
tisn Judiois i-estitutio. Co. Litt. 1544:.
Recovery, C. 9., restitution by sentence of a
judge of a thing wrongfully extorted or de-
talned.

Bponporafio est alicujus rel in our
sun, sltorius addnotaa per judioem so-

quisitio. Co. Litt. 154a. Recovery is the
acquisition by sentence of a judge of any-
thing brought into the cause of another.
I .

nscm-1-:nA'ron1'.s. In Roman law. A
species of Judges first appointed to decide
controversies between Roman citizens and
strangers concerning rights requiring speedy
remedy, but whose jurisdiction was gradual.
iy extended to questions which might be
brought before ordinary judges. Msckeld.
Rom. law. I

Been:-rendum est ad ext:-aordinarivun
quanddnnn valet or-dinsriuzn. We must
have recourse to what is extraordinary.
when what is ordinary fails.

' RECUBANTS. In English law. Persons
who willfully absent themselves from their
parish church, and on whom penalties were
imposed by various statutes passed during
the reigns of Elizabeth and James I. Whar-
ton. v

Those persons who separate from the
church established by law. Termes de la

The term was practically restricted
to Roman Catholics. ,
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BEOUSATIO '.l'l:S'1'Il. rm.
civil law. Rejection of a Witness, on the
ground of incompetency.- Best, Ev. Introd.
60, S 60.

REOUSATION. In. the civil law. A
species of exception or plea to the jurisdic-
tion, to the eflect that the particular Judge
is disqualified from hearing the cause by
reason of interat or prejudice. Poth. Proc.
Civile, pt. 1, c. 2, I 5.

The challenge of jurors. Code Prac. La.
arts. 499, 500. An act, of what nature so-
ever it may be, by which a strange heir, by
deeds or words, declares he will not be heir.
Dig. 29. 2. 95.

RED, EAZD, or REDB.
counsel.

sax. Advice:

BED BOOK or ‘run nxonzounn.
An ancient record, wherein are registered
the holders of lands per baronlaon in the
time of Henry II., the number of hides of
land in certain counties before the Conquest,
and the ceremonies on the coronation of
Eleanor, wife of Henry III.’ Jacob; Cowell.

RED-EAIIDED. With the marks of
crime fresh on him.

RED TAPE. In a derivative sense, or-
der carried to fastidious excess; system run
out into trivial extremes. Webster v. Thomp-
son, 55 Ga. 434.

BEDDENDO !ntGUI.A SINGIILIS.
Lat-. By referring each to each; referring
each phrase or expression to its appropriate
object. A rule of construction.

BI-JDDENDUM. Lat. In conveyancing.
Rendering; yielding. The technical name of
that clause in a conveyance by which the
grantor creates or reserves some new thing
to himself, out of what he had before grant-
ed; as “rendering therefor yearly the sum
of ten shillings, or a pepper-corn,” etc. That
clause in a lease in which a rent is re
served to the lessor, and which commences
with the word Wielding." 2 Bl. Comm. 299.

REDDENS OAUSAH SOIENTIE. Lat.
Giving the reason of his knowledge.

In lootoh practice. A formal phrase
used in depositions, preceding the statement
of the reason of the witnes’ knowledge. 2
How. State Tr. 715.

Reddere, an slim! est qua: aooopt-an
restltnere; sou, redder-e ut_ quad retro
date, at redditur dieitnr s. redenndo,
qua retro it. Co. Litt. 142. To render is
nothing more than to restore that which
has been received: or, to render is as‘ it
were to give back, and it is called “render-
ing" from “returuing," because it (on back
again. , ‘

In the’
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EEDDIDIT IE. Lat. He has rendered
himself.

In old English practice. A term ap-
plied to a principal who had rendered him-
self in discharge oi.’ his bail. Holthouse.

REDDITARIUS. In old records._ A
renter; a tenant. Cowell.

REDDITARIUH. In old records. A
rental, or rent-roll. Cowell.

REDDITION. A surrendering or re-
storing; also a judicial acknowledgment that
the thing in demand belongs to the demand-
ant, and not to the person surrendering.
Oowell.

313132311. To buy back. To liberate an
qstate or article -trom mortgage or pledge by
paying the debt for which it stood as secu-
rity. To repurchase in a literal sense; as, to
redeem one’s land from a tax-sale. See Max-
well v. Foster, 67 S. C. 877, 45 8. E. 927:
Miller. v. Ratterman, 47 Ohio St. 141, 24 N.
E. 496: Swearingen v. Roberts, 12 Neb. 333,
11 N. W. 325; Pace v. Bartles, 47 N. J. Eq.
170, 20 Atl. 352.

BEDEEHABLE. 1. Subject to an obli-
gation of redemption; embodying, or condi-
tioned upon, a promise or obligation of re-
demption; convertible into coin; as. a “re-
deemable currency." See U. S. v. North
Carolina. 136 U. S. 211, 10 Sup. Ct. 920. 34
L. Ed. 336.

2. Subject to redemption: admitting of
redemption or repurchase; given or held un-
der conditions admitting ot reacquisition by
purchase; as. a “redeemable pledge." ‘

—B«adeeanable rights. Rights which return
to the conveyor or disposer of land. etc., upon
payment of the sum for which such rights are
granted. Jacob.

nnnnnrvnnr.
ing back of a thing.
—Redel.iverK bond. A bond given to a
sheriff or ot er oilicer. who has attached or
levied on personal property. to obtain the re-
lease and repossession of the property. condi-
tioned to redeliver the property to the oiiicer or
pay him its value in case the levy or attach-
ment is adjudged good. See Drake v. Sworts,
2% Or. 198. 33 Pac. 563.

A yielding and deliver-

BEDBESE.
raised or leased.

A regrantlug of land de-

BEDEHPTIO ornnu. Lat. In Ro-
man law, a contract for the hiring or letting
of services. or for the performance of a
certain work in consideration of the pay-
ment of a stipulated price. It is the same
contract as “iocaiio opcria." but regarded
trom the standpoint of the one who is to do
the work. and who is called “redemptor
opera." while the hirer is called "lomior
operic." Bee Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 408.
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IEDEHPTION. A repurchase; a buy-
ing back. The act of a vendor of property in
buying it back again from the purchaser at
the same or an enhanced price.

The ri ht of redemption is an agreement or
paction. iy which the vendor reserves to him
self the power of taki back the thin sold by
returggg the price pal for it. Givil e,La.
art. .

The process of annuiling and revoking a_

conditional sale of property, by performance
of the conditions on which it was stipulated
to be revocable. ' ,

The process of cancelling and annulling a
defeasible title to land, such as is created by
a mortgage or a tax-sale, by paying the debt
or fulfilling the other conditions. ‘

The liberation ot a chattel from pledge or
pawn. by paying the debt for which it stood
as security.

Repurchase of notes. bills, or other evi-
dences of debt. (particularly banbnotes ‘and
paper-money.) by paying their value in coin
to their holders. -

—Bedempti e Ialty of. See EQUITY or
R.l:DEIlP‘.l'ION. e eruption of land-tax.
In English law. The payment by the land-
owner of such a lump sum as shall exempt his
land from the land-tax. Mozlegcok Whitley.
—Vo1Iantaa-y redemption, in‘ tch law. I
when a mortgagee receives the sum due into
his own hands. and discharges the mortgage,
without any consignation. Bell. . I

BEDHHPTIONEI. In old English law.
Heavy fines. Distinguished from miaericow
cua. (which see.) . v -

REDEUNDO. Lat. Returning; in re-
turning; while returning. 2 Strange, 985. ’

BI-JDEVANOI-:. In old French and Cana-
dian iaw. Dues payable by a tenant to h
lord, not necessarily in money. ;

nnnnrnnnn. Lat. In the civil law,
To have again: to have back; to causes sell-
or to have again what he had before.

REDEIBITION. In the civil law. The
avoidance or a sale on account or some vice
or defect in the thing sold, which renders
it either absolutely‘ useless or its use so in-
convenient and imperfect that it must be
supposed that the buyer would not have pur-
chased it had be known or the vice. Civ:
Code La. art. 2520.

BEDEIBITOBY ACTION. In the civil
law. An action for redhlbition. An action
to avoid a sale on account of some vice or
defect in the thing sold. which renders its
use impossible, or so inconvenient and im-
perfect that it mmt be supposed the buyer
would not have purchased it had be known
0! the vice. Civ. Code La. art. 2520. '-

BEIBITOEY DEFECT (or 17103.)
In the civil law. A defect in an article sold,
for which the seller may be compelled to
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take it back; a defect against which the
seller is bound to warrant. Poth. Cont. Sale,
no. 203.

BEDISIEISIII’. In old English law. A
second disseisln of a person of the same ten-
ements. and by the same dlsseisor, by whom
he was before disseised. 3 Bl. Comm. 188.

BEDITUI. Lat. A revenue or return;
income or profit: specifically, rent.
—«'B.odlt1u dbl. White rent; blanche farm:
rent payable in silver or other money.—Red1-
has us. A set or standing rent.—B.ed1-
has cnpltales. Chief rent paid by freehold-
ers to go quit of all other services.—Beditua

Black rent; black mail; rent payable
in provisions, corn. labor, etc." as distln ish-
ed from “money rent," called rediiua a bi."-
Reditna quieti. Quitrents, (q. o.)—BedltIu
deans. Bent seek, (a. 1:.)

» REDHAIIS. In feudal law. Men who,
by the tenure or custom of their lands, were
to ride with or for the lord of the manor.o
about his business. Domesday.

BI-IIJOBATORES. In old English law.
Those that buy stolen cloth and turn it into
some other color or fashion that it may not
be recognized. Redubbers.

BEDBAIT. In commercial law. A draft
or bill drawn in the place where the orig-
inal bill was made payable and where it
went to protest. on the place where such
original bill was drawn, or, when there is
no regular commercial intercourse render-
ing that practicable. then in the next best
or most direct practicable course. 1 Bell.
Comm. 406.

REDBB88. The receiving satisfaction
for an injury sustained.

REDUBBEBS. In criminal law. Those
who bought stolen cloth and dyed it of an-
other color to prevent its being identified
were anciently so called. Cowell; 3 Inst.
134. .

. REDUCE. In Scotch law.
annul.

BEDUCTIO AI) ABIUBDUH. Lat. In
logic. The method of disproving an argu-
ment by showing that it leads to an absurd
consequence.

REDUCTION. In scotch law. An ac-
tion brought for the purpose of rescinding,
annnliing, or cancelling some bond, contract,
or other instrument in writing. 1 Forb. Inst.
pt. 4, pp. 158, 159.

In French law. Abatement. When a
parent gives away, whether by gift inter vi-
vos or by legacy, more than his portion dis-
prmiblc. (a. v.) the donee or legatee is re-
quired to submit to have his gift reduced to
the legal proportion.
—B.ednct!on ex onpite lootf. By the law
of Scotland the heir in heritage was entitled

To rescind or
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to reduce all voluntary deeds granted to his.
prejudice by his predecessor within sixty days
preceding the predecessor's death; rovided
the maker of the deed, at its date, was boring
under the disease of which he died. and did
not subs uentlv go to kirk or market unsu
ported. elI.— duotlon hnprobation. F;
Scotch law. One form of the action of redu<.~
tion in which falsehood and forgery are alleged
against the deed or document sought to be set
aside.

REDUCTION INTO POSSESSION.
The act of exercising the right conferred by
a chose in action, so as to convert it into a
chose in possession; thus, a debt is reduced
into possession by payment. Sweet.

REDUNDANOY. This is the fault of
introducing superfluous matter into a legal
instrument; particularly the insertion in a
pleading of matters foreign, extraneous. and
irrelevant to that which it is intended to
answer. See Carpenter v. Reynolds, 58Wis.
666, 17 N. W. 300; Carpenter v. West, 5
How. Prac. (N. Y.) 55; Bowman v. Sheldon,
5 Sandf. (N. Y.) 660.

BI:-ENTRY. The entering again into or
resuming possession of premises. Thus in
leases there is a proviso for re-entry of the
lessor on the tenant's failure to pay the rent
or perform the covenants contained in the
lease, and by virtue of such proviso the
lessor may take the premises into his own‘
hands again if the rent be not paid or cove
nants performed; and this resumption of
possession is termed “re-entry." 2 Cruise.
Dig. 8; Cowell. And see Michaela v. Fishel,
169 N. Y. 381, 62 N. E. 425; Earl Orchard
Co. v. Fava, 138 Cal. 76, 70 Pac. 1073.

BE-EXAMINATION. An examination
‘of a witness after a cross-examination. upon
matters arising out of such cross-examine:
tion. See Exammvrrox.

BE-EXCHANGE. The damages or ex-
penses cansed by the dishonor and protest of
a bill of exchange in .a foreign country.
where it was payable, and ‘by its return to
the place where it was drawn or indorsed.
and its being there taken up. Bangor Bank
.v. Hook, 5 Me. 175.

RE-EXTENT. In English practice. A
second extent made upon lands or tenements.
upon complaint made that the former extent
was partially performed. Cowell.

RBEVE. In old English law. A minis-
terial oiilcer of justice. His duties seem to
have combined many of those now confided
to the sherifl or constable and to the justice
of the peace. He was also called, in Saxon.

_‘“ger¢-fa."

—I.and roeve. See. LAND.

‘ BEPALO. A word composed of the three
initial syllables “re." “fa." “lo.," for “re-
cordari /acids loquclam,” (q. 9.) 2 Sell. Pr.
160.
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331133. To bereave, take away, rob.
Gowell.

REFEOTION. In the civil law. Rep-
aratlon: re-mtablishment of a building. Dig.
19, 1, 6. 1.

REFER. 1. When a case or action in-
volves matters of account or other intricate
details which require minute examination,
and for that reason are not at to be brought
before a jury, it is usual to refer the whole
case. or some part of it, to the decision of an
auditor or referee, and the case is then said
to be referred.

Taking this word in its strict. technical use.
it relates to a mode of determining questions
which is distinguished from “arbitration,” in
that the letter word imports submission of a
controversy without any lawsuit having been
brought, while “reference" imports a lawsuit
pending. and an issue framed or question raised
which (and not the controversy itself) is sent
out. Thus. arbitration is resorted to instead
of any udicial roceedin : while reference is
one in e of dec sion emp oyed in the course of
a judicial proceeding. And “refe_rence" is dis-
tinguished from “hearing or trial," in that
these are the ordina modes of deciding issues
and questions in an by the courts with aid
of juries when proper: while reference is an
employment of non-Judicial persons—individuals
not integral parts of the eourt—for the deci-
sion of particular matters inconvenient to be
heard in actual court. Abbott.

2. To point, allude, direct. or make refer-
ence to. This is the use of the word in con-
veyancing and in literature, where a word or
sign introduced for the purpose of direct-
ing the reader’s attention to another place in
the deed, book, document, etc., is said to
"refer" him to such other connection.

REFEREE. In practice. A person to
whom a cause pending in a court is referred
by the court, to take testimony. hear the par-
ties, and report thereon to the court. See
Rana. And see In re Hathaway, 71 N. Y.
243; Betts v. Letcher, 1 S. D. 182, 46 N. W.
193; Central Trust Co. v. Wabash, etc., R.
Co. (0. O.) 82 Fed. 685.
-3029:-so in bnnkrnptoy. An oiiicer a
pointed b the courts of bankruptcy under t e
act of 1 (U. 8. Comp. St. 1901. p. 3418) cor-
responding to the “registers in bankruptcy" un-'
der earlier statutes having administrative and
quasi-judicial functions under the bankruptcy
law, and who assists the court in such cases
andrelieves the judge of attention to matters
of detail or routine, by taking charge of all
administrative matters and the preparation or

reliminary consideration of questions requir-
ng judicial decision, sub ect at all times to the

supervision. and review 0 the court.

REFERENCE. In oonta-acts. An
agreement to submit to arbitration; the act
of parties in submitting their controversy to
chosen referees or arbitrators.

In practice. The act of sending a cause
pending in court to a referee for his exami-
nation and decision. See Rnrsa.

In commercial law. The act of sending
or directing one person to another, for in-
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formation or advice as to the character, solv-
ency, standing, etc., of a third person, who
desires to open business relations with the
iii-st, or to obtain credit with him.
—R.eforonoo in case of need. When a per-
son draws or indorses a bill of exchange. he
sometimes adds the name of a person to whom
it may be presented “in case of need ;" 0. e.,
in case it is dishonored by the original drawee
or acceptor. Byles. Bills. 26l.—Refox-once to
record. Under the English practice. when an
action is commenced, an_entry of it is made
in the cause-boolr according to the year, the
initial letter of the surname of the first plain-
tilt. and the place of the action, in numerical
order among those commenced in the same
year, c. y.. ‘1876, A. 26:" and all subsequent
documents in the action. (such as pleadings and
aflidavits) bear this mark, which is called the
“reference to the record." Sweet.

REPEBEIIDABIUI. An omcer by whom
the order of causes was laid before the
Roman emperor, the desires of petitioners
made known, and answers returned to them.
Vicat, Voc. Jur.; Calvin.

REPERENDARY. In Saxon law. A
master of requests; an oiiicer to whom peti-
tions to the king were referred. Spelman.

B1-IPERENDO IIJIGULA SINGULIS.
Lat. Referring individual or separate words
to separate subjects; making a distributive
reference of words in an instrument: a rule
of construction.

BI:!‘E‘B.ENDU'H. In international law.
A communication sent by a diplomatic rep-
resentative to his home government, in re-
gard to matters presented to him which he is
unable or unwilling to decide without fur-

- ther instructions.
In the modern constitutional law of Switz-

erland, the referendum is a method of sub-
mitting an important legislative measure to
a direct vote of the whole people. See Pas-
srscrra.

REPINEIIIENT. A term sometimes em-
ployed to describe verbiage inserted in _a

pleading or indictment, over and above what
is necessary to_ be set forth; or an objection
to a plea or indictment on the ground of its
failing to include such superfluous matter.
See State v. Gailimon, 24 N. C. 377; State v.
Peak, 130 N. C. 711, 41 S. E. 887.

REFORM. To correct, rectify, amend,
remodel. instruments inter porter may be
reformed, when defective, by a court of equi-
ty. By this is meant that the court, after
ascertaining the real and original intention
of the parties to a deed or other instrument.
(which intention they failed to suiiiclently
express, through some error, mistake of fact,
or inadvertence,) will decree that the in
strument be held and construed as if it ful-
ly and technically expressed that intention
See Sullivan V. Haskin, 70 Vt. 487, 41 Atl.
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437; De Voin v. be Voin-, 76'Wls. us, 44 N;
W._ 839. ’ _

It is to be observed that “reform" is_sel-
dom. if ever; used of the correction of de-
fective pleadings. judgments. decrees or oth-
er judicial proceedings; "amend" being the
proper term for that use. Again, “amend"
seems to connote the idea of improving that
which may have beentwell enough before,
while “reform" might be considered as prop-
erly applicable only to something which be-
fore was quite worthless. -

REPOBH ACTS. A name bestowed on
the statutes 2 Wm. IV. c. 45, and 30 as 31
Vict. c. 102, passed to amend the representa-
tion of the people in England and Wales:
which introduced extended amendments into
the system of electing members of the house
of commons. » » -

BEPOBIATION. See Rnromt.

REPORHATORY. This term is of too
wide and uncertain signification to support
a bequest for the building of a “boys' re-
formatory.',‘ It includes all placu and in_-

stitutions in which efforts are made either
to cultivate the intellect. instruct the con-
science, or improve the conduct; places in
which persons voluntarily assemble, receive
instruction. and submit to discipline, or are
detained therein for either of these purposes
by force. Hughes v. Daly, 49 Conn. 35. But
see McAndrews v. Hamilton County, 105
Tenn. 399, 58 S. W. 483. _

‘nnronuuron! SOHOOIJ. In Eng-
lish law. Schools to which convicted juve-
nile oirenders (under sixteen) may be sent
by order of the court before which they are‘
tried, if the offense be punishable with pe-
nal servitude or imprisonment, and the sen-
tence be to imprisonment for ten days or
more. Wharton. ' '

Rl:!'ll!‘.SHl-IR. In English law. A fur-
ther or additional fee to counsel in a long
‘case, which may be, but is not necessarily,
allowed on taxation.

REPRBSEDIG TEE: 03!. The
act of a witness who consults his documents,
memoranda, or books, to bring more dis-
tinctly to his recollection the details of past
events or transactions, concerning which he
is testifying.

REFUND. To repay or restore; to re-
turn money had by one party of another
See-Rackiiif v. Greenbush, 93 Me. 99. 44 At].
375; Maynard v. Mechanics‘ Nat. Bank, 1
Brewst. (Pn.) 484; Gutch v. Fosdick, 48 N.
J. Eq. 353, 22 Atl. 590, 27 Am. St. Rep. 473.
-Refunding hold. A bond given to an exec-
utor by a legatee. upon receiving payment of
the legacy, conditioned to refund the_same. or
so much of it as may be necessary. if the as-
sets prove deficient.-—R.e!usds. In the ‘laws
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of the Unitedstates. this’ term isused to de-
note sums of money received by the government
or its oiiicers which, for any cause, are to
be refunded or restored, o the parties paying
them: such as excessive uties or taxes. duties
paid_ on goods destroyed by accident. duties
received on goods who are re-exported. etc.

REFUSAL. The act of one who has. by
law, a right and power of having or doing
something of advantage, and declines it. Ai-
so, the declination of a request or demand.
or the omission to comply with some re-
quirement of law, as the result of a positive
intention to disobey. In the latter sense. the
word is often coupled with “neglect," as.
if a party shall “neglect or refuse" to pay
a tax, file an ofllclal bond, obey an order of
court, etc. But “neglect" signifies a mere
omission of a duty. which may happen
through inattention, dilatorlness. mistake. or
inability to perform, while "refusal" implia
the positive denial of an application or com-
mand, or at least a mental determination not
to comply. See Thompson v. Tinkcom, 15
Minn. 299 (Gil. 226); People v. Perkins. as
Cal. 509. 26 Pac. 245; Kimball v. Rowland.
6 Gray (Mass) 225: Davis v. Dumpkin, 106
Ga. 582, 32 S. E. 626; Burns v. Fox, 118 Ind.
205. 14 N. E. 541; Cape Elizabeth 3'. Boyd.
86 Me. 317. 29 Atl. 1062; Taylor v. Mason. 9
Wheat. 344. 6 L. Ed. 101.

REPUTANTIA. In old records Ah so-
.quittance or acknowledgment of renouncing
all future claim. ,Cowell.

BEG. GEN. An abbreviation of “Real-
'la Generous," a general rule, (of court)

_n.EG. IUD. An abbreviation of “Regis-
‘trum Judloiais," the register of judicial writ:

BEG. 1.13. An abbreviation of “Ron-
istraru Liber." the register's book in chan-
cery, containing all decrees.

BEG. 0310. An abbreviation of “Rep-
Catrum Originals," the register of original
writs.

REG. PL. An abbreviation of “Roasts
I Placitandi." rule of pleading.

REGAL FISH. Whales and sturgeons. so
called in English law. as belonging to the

.king by prerogative when cast on shore or
caught near the coast. 1 Bl. Comm. 290.

BEGALE. in old French law. A pay-
ment made to the eeigneur of a net, on the
election of every bishop or other ecclesiastical
feudatory, corresponding with the relief paid
by a lay feudatory. Steph. Lect. 235.

REGAL}: EPIIOOPOBUH. The tem-
poral rights and privileges of a bishop.
Cowell.

REGAIJA seems to be an abbreviation
‘of "jars reyalia," royal rights, or those
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rights which a king has by virtue of his pre-.
rogative. Hence owners of counties palatine
were formerly said to have “jura regalia” in
their counties as fully as the king in his pal-
ace. 1 Bl. Comm. 117. The term is soine-
times used in the same sense in the Spanish
law. See Hart v. Burnett, 15 Cal. 566.

some writers divide the royal prerogative
into majors and minors regalia, the former
including the regal dignity and power, the
latter the revenue or iiscal prerogatives of
the crown. 1 Bl. Comm. 117.

REGALIA PAOBRE. To do homage
or fealty to the sovereign by a bishop when
he is invested with the regalia.

BEGALITY. A -territorial Jurisdiction
in Scotland conferred by the crown. The
lands were said to be given in uberam regal!-
tatem, and the persons receiving the right
were termed “lords of regality." Bell.

REGARD. In old English law. Inspec-
tion; supervision. Also a reward, fee, or
perquisite.
--Re rd. court of. In forest law. A tri-
buna held every third year, for the lawing or
expeditation of dogs. to prevent them win
chasin deer. Cowell.-Rerfard of the for-
eat. ii old English law. ‘he oversight or in-
spection of it, or the oflice and province of the
regarder, who is to 0 through the whole for-
est, and every bailiw ck in it before the hold-
ing of the sessions of the forest. or justice-
seat, to see and inquire after trespassers, and
for the survey of dogs. Manwood.

BEGARDAIIT. A term which was ap-
plied. in feudal law. to a villein annexed to
a manor, and having charge to do all bass
services within the same, and to see the
same freed from all things that might an-
noy his lord. Such a villein ragardant was
mu opposed to a villein en area. who was
transferable by deed from one owner to an-
other. Cowell; 2 Bl. Comm. 933.

BEGARDEB or A FOREST. An an-
cient oflicer of the forest, whose duty it was
to take a view of the forest hunts. and to in-
quire concerning trespasses, oflenses, etc.
Manwood.

REGB INOONSULTO. Lat. In Eng-
lish law. A writ issued from the sover-
eign to the judges, not to proceed in a cause
which may prejudice the crown. until ad-
vised. Jenk. Cent. 97.

BI-:GE!I’O'Y. Rule; government; king-
ship. The man or body of men intrusted
with the vicarious government of a kingdom
‘during the minority, absence, insanity, or
other disability of the king. . .

_ REGENT. A governor or ruler. One
who vicariously -administers the government
of _a kingdom, in the name of the king. dur-
_ing the latter‘s minority or other disability.
:' A nnaster. xovernor,.director, or superin-

\
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tendent of a public institution, particularly
a college or university.

Resin dignltu est indivisibtlh, et
qualibet Alia. dorlvntiva dlpnitu est
simfllter indlvislbilis. 4 Inst. 243. The
kingly power is iiidivisible, and every other
derivative power is similarly indivisible.

BEGIA VIA. Lat. In old English law.
The royal way; the king's highway. Co.
Litt. 56¢. . '

~ REGIAJI HAJESTATEM. A collec-
tion of the ancient laws of Scotland. It is
said to have been compiled by order of David
I., king of Scotland, who reigned from A.
D. 1121 to 1153. Hale, Com. Law, 271.

REGIOIDE. The murder of a sovereign:
also the person who commits such murder.

REGIDOR. In Spanish law. One of a
body, never exceeding twelve, who formed a
part of the ammtamtento. The ofllce of re-
gidor was held for life; that is to say, during
the pleasure of the supreme authority. In
most places the ofiice was purchased; in some
cities, however, they were elected by persons
of the district, called “oapitulareafl 12 Pet.
3142, note.

REGIME. In French law. A system of
rules or regulations.
—B6gime dot_a!. The dot. being the proper-
ty wl_iich_the wife brings to the husband as her
contribution to the support of the burdens of
the marriage. and which may either extend as
well to future as to present property, or be
expressly confined to the present property of
the wife, is subject to certain regulations which
are summarized in the phrase ‘regime dotal.”
The husband has the entire administration dur-
ing the marriage; but. as a rule. where the
dot consists of immovables. neither the husband
nor the wife. nor both of them together, can
either sell or mortgage it. The dot is return-
able upon the dissolution of the marriage,
whether by death or otherwise. Brown.-'
Begins on oonununauté. The community]
of interests between husband and wife whi
arises upon their marriage. It is either (1)
legal or (2) conventional. the former existing
in the absence of any “agreement" properly so
called. and arising from a ‘mere declaration of
community; the latter arising from an “agree-
ment." properly so called. Brown. ‘

REGIME-:N'1'0. In Spanish .law. The
body of regidores, who never exceeded
twelve, forming a part of the municipal coun-
cil, or auuntamicnto, in every qipital of a
jurisdiction. 12 Pet. 442, note. -

REGINA. Lat. The queen.

nnaro assmtsn, A writ whereby" the
sovereign gives his ‘issent to the. election of
a bishop. Reg. Orig. 294. . 1.:

nnarsrhn. An officer authorised Ly gait}

It_o. .ls.eei>'s record. ca11.:ed,,.a .“1:ex11§t¢r‘f. ?t.£‘F°.%"
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istry;” as the register for the probate of
wills.

A book containing a record of facts as they
occur, kept by public authority; a register of
births, marriages, and burials.
—Reglster In bankruptcy. An oflicer of
the courts of bankruptcy, under the earlier acts
of congress in that behalf, having substantially
the same powers and duties as the "referees
in bankruptcy" under the act of 1898 (U. S.
Com . St. 1901, p. 3418) See ltsi-jeans.-
Re ter of deeds. The name given in some
states to the oflicer whose duty is to record
deeds, mortgages, and other instruments af-
fecting realty in the oflicial books provided and
kept or that purpose; more commonly called
“recorder of deeds.”—Register of land oifioe.
A federal oficer appointed for each federal
land district, to take charge of the local
records and attend to the preliminary matters
connected with the sale, pre-emption. or_ other
disposal of the ublic lands within the district.
See Rev. St. . S. i 2234 (U. S. Comp. St.
1901, 1366).—Reglster of atents. A
book 0 patents, directed bg St. 5 & 16 Vict.
c. 83. § 34. passed in 185 . to be kept at the
specification oifice, for public use. 2 Steph.
Comm. 29, note t.—Re star of ships. A
register kept by the co ectors of customs. in
which the names. ownership, and other facts
relative to merchant vessels are required by
law to be entered. This register is evidence of
the nationality and privileges of an American
ship. The certificate of such registration, given
by the collector to the owner or master of the
shi , is also called the ship’s register." Repai-
je Lawrence.—Reglster of the treasury.
An oflicer of the United States treasury, whose
duty is to keep all accounts of the receipt and
expenditure of public money and of debts due
to or from the United States, to preserve ad-
justed accounts with vouchers and certificates,
to record warrants drawn upon the treasury,
to sign and issue government securitie, and
take charge of the registry of vessels under
United States laws. ee Rev. St. U. S. §
312, 313 (U. S. Comp. St. 1901. p. 183).-Resin
ter of wills. An oificer in. some of the states
whose function is to record and preserve all
wills admitted to robate. to issue letters testa-
mentary or of a ministration, to receive and
tile accounts of executors. etc., and generally
to act as the clerk of the probate court.-
Register of writs. A book preserved in the
English court of chancery. in which were en-
tered the various forms of original and judi-
cial writs.

REGISTERED. Entered or recorded in
some oflicial register or record or list.
—Begister-ed bond. The bonds of the United
States government (and of many municipal and
ii-ivate corporations) are either registered or
‘coupon bonds." In the case of a registered

bond. the name of_ the owner or lawful holder
is entered in a register or record, and it is not
negotiable or transferable except by an entry
on the register. and checks or warrants are
sent to the re 'stered holder for the successive
installments 0 interest as they fall due. A
bond with interest coupons attached is trans-
ferable by mere delivery, and the cou as are
payable, as due. to the person who :4 ll pre-
sent them for payment. ‘But the bond issues
of many private corporations now provide that
the individual bonds “may be registered as to
principal," leaving the interest coupons payable
to bearer, or that they may be re istered as to
both principal and interest, at e option of
the holder. See Benwell v. New York. 55 N.
.1. Eq. 260. 36_Atl. 668.—Reg£ste1-ed ton-
nage. The registered tonnage of a vessel is
the capacity or cubical contents of the ship,
or the amount of weight which she will carry,
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as ascertained in some proper manner and en-
tered on an ofiicial register or record. See Beck
v. Phcenix Ins. Co., Hun. 637. 7 N. Y.
Supp. 492: Wheaton v. Weston (D. C.) 128
Fed. 153.—R_egIstered_ trade-mark. A trade-
mark filed in the United States Jiatent oflice.
with the necessary description an other state:
ments required by the act of congress. and there
duly recorded. securing its exclusive use to the
plerson causing it to be re 'stered Rev. St.

. S. 5 4937. See U. S. mp. St. 1901. E).
3401.—Registered voters. In Virginia. th a
term refers to the persons whose names are
glaced upon the registration books provided
y law as the sole record or memorial of the

duly qualified voters of the state. Chalmers v.
Funk, 76 Va. 719.

REG-I8'.l.‘ER’S COURT. In American
law. A court in the state of Pennsylvania
which has jurisdiction in matters of probate.

REGISTRANT. One who registers; par-
ticularly. one who registers anything (c. 9..
a trade-mark) for the purpose of securing a
right or privilege granted by law on condi-
tion of such registration.

REGISTRAR. An ofllcer who has the
custody or keeping of a registry or register.
This word is used in England; “register" is
more common in America.
-Registrar general. In English law. An
otlicer appointed by the crown under the great
seal. to whom, subject to such regulations
as shall be made by a principal secretary of
state. the general superintendence of the whole
system of registration of births, deaths, and
marriages is intrusted. 8 Steph. Comm. 2&4

REGISTRARIUI. In old English law.
A notary; a registrar or register.

REGISTRATION. Recording; inserting
in an ofilcial register; the act of making a
list, catalogue, schedule, or register. particu-
larly of an oiiicial character, or of making
entries therein. In re Supervisors or Elec-
tion (0. C.) 1 Fed. 1. I .

—Reglstr-atlon of stock. In the practice 0
corporations this consists in recording in the
ofiicial books of the company the name and ad-
dress of the holder of each certificate of stock.
with the date of its issue, and. in the case of
a transfer of stock from one holder to another.
the names of both parties and such other details
as will identify the transaction and preserve a
memorial or official record of its essential facts.
See Fisher v. Jones, 82 Ala. 117. 3 South. 13.

BEG-ISTRUH BREVIUK. The regis-
ter of writs, (q. 1;.)

REGISTRY. A register. or book author-
ized or recognised by law, kept for the re-
cording or registration of facts or documents.

In commercial law. The registration of
a vessel at the custom-house. for the purpose
of entitling her to the full privileges of a
British or American built vessel. 3 Kent.
Comm. 139: Abb. Shlpp. 58-98.

of do ds. The s stem or o nia-—Registry e y frzseca‘
ed mode of keeping a public record-o
mortgages. and other instruments slfecting title



REGIUS PROFESSOR

1 .s F'edl .11 ilt 17
§‘I..‘;‘3‘.-.”i.°.”"(i-*2.) 7f.e 17nAr:.y V 313;‘-§°"363.Dec.
tillero v. U. S.. 2 Black,’l09. 17 L.

nnams PROFESSOR. ‘A royal pro-
fessor or reader of lectures founded in the
English universities by the king. Henry
VIII. founded in each of the universities five
professorships. viz., of divinity, Greek, He-
brew, law. and physic. Cowell.

REGLAHENTO. In Spanish colonial
law. A written instruction given by a com-
petent authority, without the observance of
any peculiar form. Schm. Civil Law, Introd.
93, note.

REGNAL YEARS. Statutes of the Brit-
ish parliament are usually cited by the name
and year of the sovereign in whose reign they
were enacted, and the successive years of the
reign of any king or queen are denominated
the “regnnl years."

BEGNANT. One having authority as
a king; one in the exercise of royal author-

REGNI POPUIJ. A name given to the
people of surrey and Sussex, and on the sea-
coasts of Hampshire. Blount.

BEGNUM EOCLESIASTIOUH. The
ecclesiastical kingdom. 2 Hale, P. C. 324.

Begnun non est divisibile. Co. Litt.
165. The kingdom is not divisible.

REGRANT. In the English law of real
property. when, after a person has made a
grant, the property granted comes back to
him, (e. g., by escheat or forfeiture.) and he
grants it again, he is said to regrant it. The
phrase is chiefly used in the law of copy-
holds.

BEGBATIIUG. In old English law.
The oflense of buying or getting into one’:
hands at a fair or market any provisions,
‘corn, or other dead victual, with the inten-
tion of selling the same again in the same
fair or market, or in some other within four
miles thereof, at a higher price. The offend-
er was termed a “regrator." 3 Inst. 195.
See Forsyth Mfg. Co. v. Castlen. 112 Ga. 190.
37 S. E. 485. 81 Am. St. Rep. 28.

3.363288 is used principally in the
phrase “free entry, egress, and regress" but
it is also used to signify the reentry of a
person who has been dlsseised of land. Co.
Litt. 318b.

REGULA. Lat. In practice. A rule.
Regula generous, a general rule; a stand-
ing rule or order of a court. Frequently ab-
breviated. "Reg. Gen."
—B.oguh. Oatoniuu. In Roman law. The
rule of Cato. A rule respecting the validity of

' itions by will. See Dig. 34, 7.
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Boguln est, Jun-is qnidem ignoruntiun
unique nose:-e, taoti vero ignorantiun
non noooro. Cod. 1, 18, 10. It is a rule,
that every one is prejudiced by his igno-
rance of law, but not by his ignorance of
fact.

REGULE GENEBALES. Lat. General
rules, which the courts promulgate from
time to time for the regulation of their prac-
tlce.

REGULAR. According to rule; as dis-
tinguished from that which violates the rule
or follows no rule. '

According to rule; as opposed to that
which constitutes an exception to the rule
or is not within the rule. See Zulich v. Bow-
man.-42 Pa. 87; Myers v. Rasback, 4 How.
Prac. (N. Y.) 85.

As to regular “Clergy," “Deposit," “Elec-
tion," "Indorsement,” “Meeting," “Naviga-
tion," “Process,” “Session," and “Term," see
those titles.

Begularlter non valet paotum do re
men. non nlienanda. Co. Litt. 223." It is
a rule that a. compact not to alienate my
property is not binding.

REGUEARS. Those who profess and
follow a certain rule of life, (rcgula,) be-
long to a religious order, and observe the
three approved vows of poverty, chastity,
and obedience. Wharton.

BEGIJLATE. The power to regulate
commerce, vested in congress. is the power
to prescribe the rules by which it shall be
governed, that is, the conditions upon which
it shall be conducted, to determine when it
shall be free, and when subject to duties or
other exactions. The power also embraces
within its control all the instrumentallties by
which that commerce may be carried on, and
the means by which it may be aided and en-
couraged. Gloucester Ferry Co. v. Pennsyl-
vania, 114 U. S. 196, 5 Sup. Ct. 826, 29 L.
Ed. 158. And see Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat.
227. 6 L. Ed. 23; Gilman v. Philadelphia, 3
Wall. 724, 18 L. Ed. 96; Welton v. Missouri.
91 U. S. 279. 23 L. Ed. 347 ; Leisy v. Hardin,
135 U. S. 100, 10 Sup. Ct. 681. 34 L. Ed. 128;
Kavanaugh v. Southern R. Co., 120 Ga. 62,
47 S. E. 526.

REGULATION. The act of regulating,
a rule or order prescribed for management

a regulating principle; a
precept. See Curry v. Marvin, 2 Fla. 415;
Ames v. Union Pac. Ry. Co. (C. C.) 64 Fed.
178; Hunt v. Lambertville, 45 N. J. Law,
282.

BEGULU8. Lat. In Saxon law. A title
sometimes given to the earl or comes, in old
charters. Spelman.



REHABERE FACIAS BEISINAM

BEEABERE PAOIAS SEISINAH.
When a sheriff in the “habere faclaa sei-
siuam” had delivered selsin of more than he
ought, this judicial writ lay to make him re-
store seisin of the excess. Reg. Jud. 13, 51.
54.

RBEABILITATE. In Scotch and French
criminal law. To reinstate a criminal in
his personal rights which he has lost by a
judicial sentence. Brande.

REHABILITATION. In French nnd
Sooteh oriminnl law. The reinstatement
of a‘ criminal in his personal rights which he
has lost by a Judicial sentence. Brande.

In old English law. A papal bull or
brief for re-enabling a spiritual person to ex-
ercise his function, who was formerly dis-
abled; or a restoring to a former ability.
Cowell.

REHEARING. In equity practice. A
second hearing of a cause, for which a party
who is dissatisfied with the decree entered on
the former hearing may apply by petition.
3 Bl. Comm. 453. See Belmont v. Erie R. Co.,
62 Barb. (N. Y.) 651; Emerson v. Davies, 8
Fed. Cas. 626; Read v. Patterson, 44 N. J.
Eq. 211, 14 At]. 490, 6 Am. St. Rep. 877.

RE! INTERVENTU8. Lat. Things in-
tervening; that is, things done by one of the
parties to a contract, in the faith of its va-
lidity, and with the assent of the other par-
ty, and which have so affected his situation
that the other will not be allowed to repudi-
ate his obligation, although originally it was
imperfect, and he might have renounced it.
1 Bell, Comm. 328, 329.

Re! tnrpis nullusn snandatnsn est. The
mandate of an immoral thing is void. Dig.
17, 1, 6, 3. A contract of mandate requiring
an illegal or immoral act to be done has no
legal obligation. Story, Baum. 5 158.

31:11‘. A robbery. Cowell.

3201183. The prixnarymeaning of
this word is “to pay back." Philadelphia
Trust, etc., Co. v. Audenreid, 83 Pa. 264. It
means to make return or restoration of an
equivalent for something paid, expended, or
lost: to indemnify, or make whole.

REINSTATE. To place again in a for-
mer state, condition, or oflice; to restore to
a state or position from which the object or
person had been removed. See Collins v.
U. S., 15 Ct. Cl. 22.

BEINSURANOE. A contract of rein-
surance is one by which an insurer procures
a third person to insure him against loss or
liability by reason of such original insurance.
Cir. Code Cal. 5 2646. And see People v.
Miller, 177 N. Y. 515, 70 N.-E. 10; Iowa n.
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Ins. Co. v. Eastern Mut. L. Ins. Co., 64 N. J.
Law, 340. 45 AtL 762; Chalaron v. Insur-
ance Co., 48 La. Ann. 1582. 21 South. 267,
36 L. R. A. 742; Philadelphia Ins. Co. v.
Washington Ins. Co., 23 Pa. 253.

Reipublioss interest voluntates defuse-
tos-um efleohun sortiri. It concerns the
state that the wills of the dead should have
their eifect.

BEIBSIIABIJ-: NOTES. - Bank-notes
which, after having been once paid, may
again be put into circulation.

nuonc. In pleading. To answer a
plaintiirs replication in an action at law, by
some matter of fact.

BEJOINDER. In common-law plead-
ing. The second pleading on the part of the
defendant, being his answer of matter of
fact to the plaintiirs replication.

RBJOINING GRATIS. Rejoining vol-
untarily, or without being required to do so
by a rule to rejoin. When a defendant was
under terms to rejoin prom, he had to de-
liver :1 rejoinder, without putting the plain-
tifl to the necessity and expense of obtaining
a rule to rejoin. 10 Mees. at W. 12; Lush,
Pr. 398; Brown.

Relstio est fletlo Jnx-is et intents. Ml
umun. Relation is a flction of law, and in-
tended for one thing. 3 Coke, 28.

Belstio semper list at valeat dispo-
sitio. Reference should always be had in
such a manner that a disposition in a will
may avail. 6 Coke, 76.

RELATION. 1. A relative or kinsman;
a person connected by consanguinity or ailin-
ity.

2. The connection of two persons, or their
situation with respect to each other, who are
associated, whether by the law, by their own
agreement, or by kinship, in some social
status or union for the purposes of domestic
life; as the relation of guardian and ward.
husband and wife, master and servant, par-
ent and child; so in the phrase “domestic
relations.”

3. In the law of contracts, when an act is
done at one time, and it operates upon the
thing as if done at another time, it is said to
do so by relation; as, if a man deliver a deed
as an escrow. to be delivered, by the party
holding it, to the grantor, on the perform-
ance of some act. the delivery to the latter
will have relation back to the tlrst delivery.
Termes de la hey. See U. S. v. Anderson. 19-!
U. S. 394, 24 Sup. Ct. 716, 48 L. Ed. 1035;
Peyton v. Desmond, 129 Fed. 11, 63 C. C. A.
651.‘

4. A recital. account. narrative of facts;
information given. Thus, suits by quo Icar-
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ranto are entitled “on the relation ‘of’ a pri-
vate person.’ who is called the “relator."
But in this connection the word seems also
to involve the idea of the suggestion, insti-
gation, or instance of the relator.

5. In the civil law, the term "relation"
wasused to designate the report of the facts
and law in a pending case, made by the
Judges to the emperor, for the purpose of ob-
.tsining his opinion on the questions of law
-involved. in the form of an imperial re-
script. This proceeding might be resorted to
in cases where no law seemed applicable, or
where there were great difiicuities in its in-
terpretation. un_til_ it was abolished by Jus-
tinian. Nov. 125.

Relation never defects eolhter.-:1 eats.
18 Vin. Abr. 292.

Relation shall never nuke good I void
grant or. devise of the party. 18 Vin. Abr.
N2.

RELATIONS. A term which, in its
widest sense. includes all the kindred of the
person spoken of. 2 Jarm. Wills, 661.

RELATIVE. A kinsman; a person con-
nected with another by blood or afiinity.

A person or thing having relation or con-
nection with some other person or thing; as,
relative rights, relative powers, infra.
-«Relative confession. See CoNr'nssIoiI.-
Eelntive feet. in the law of evidence. A
fact having relation to another fact; a minor
fact; a circumstance.—Beletive were.
Those which relate to land: so call to dis-
tinguish them from those which are collateral
Jo it.—Eel.etive rights. Those rights of r-
sons which are incident to them as mem rs
at society, and standing in various relations to
-each other. 1 Bl. Comm. 123. Those rights of
persons in private life which arise from the
civil and domestic relations. 2 Kent, Comm. 1.

_ Relative words refer to the next ante-
eedent, unless the sense he thereby isn-
peh-ed. Noy, Max. 4; Wing. Max. 19;
_Broom, Max. 606; Jenk. Cent. 180.

Relntivorlun, eognlto nno, eognoseltnr
et eltenun. Cro. Jac. 539. Of relatives,
one being known, the other is also known.

BELATOR. The person upon whose com-
plaint, or at whose instance. an information
or writ of quo warranto is filed, and who is
quasi the plaintiif in the proceeding.

'n.nr.A'rrux. In practice. A female re-
-later or petitioner.

BELAXABE. In old conveyancing. To
release Relaa.-aui, relacuue, have released.
Litt I 445.

BELAXATIO. In old conveyancing. A
release; an instrument by which a person re-
-linquishes to another his right in anything.
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~ RELAXATION. In old Scotch practice.
Letters passing the signet by which a debtor
was relaxed [released] from the born; that
is, from personal diligence. Bell.

RELEASE. 1. Liberation. discharge, or
setting free from restraint or confinement.
Thus. a man unlawfully imprisoned may ob-
tain his release on hobeae corpus. Parker v.

U. 5., 22 Ct. Cl. 100.

2. The relinquishment, concession. or giv-
ing up of a right, claim, or privilege, by the
person in whom it exists or to whom it ac-
crues. to the person against whom it might
have been demanded or enforced. Jaqua v.
Shewaiter, 10 Ind. App. 234. 37 N. E. 1072;
Winter v. Kansas City Cable By. Co.. 160
bio. 159, 61 S. W. 606.

3. The abandonment to (or by) a person
called as a witness in a suit of his interest
in the subject-matter of the controversy, in
order to quality him to testify, under the
common-law rule

4. A receipt or certificate given by a ward
to the guardian, on the final settlement of the
iatter's accounts. or by any other beneficiary
on the termination of the trust administra-
tion. relinquishing all and any further rights,
claims, or demands, growing out of the trust
or incident to it.

5. In admiralty actions, when a ship, car-
go. or other property has been arrested. the
owner may obtain its release by giving ball,
or paying the value of the property into court
Upon this being done he obtains a release,
which is a kind of writ under the seal of the
court, addressed to the marshal, commanding
him to release the property. Sweet

8. In estates. The conveyance of a man's
interest or right which he hath unto a thing
to another that hath the possession thereof or
some estate therein. Shep. Touch. 820. -The
relinquishment of some right or benefit to a
person who has already some interest in the
tenement, and such interest as qualifies him
for receiving or availing himself of the right
or benefit so relinquished. Burt. Real Prop.
12; Field v. Columbet, 9 Fed. Cas. 13; Ba-
ker v. Woodward, 12 Or. 3. 6 Pac. 173; Miller
V. Emans, 19 N. Y. 387.

A conveyance of an ulterior interest in
lands or tenements to a particular tenant, or
of an undivided share to a co-tenant, (the re-
leasee being in either case in privity of es-
tate with the releasor,) or of the right. to a
person wrongfully in possession. 1 Steph.
Comm. 479.
—Deed of release. A deed operating by way
of release, in. the sense of the sixth definition
given above; but more specifically, in those
states where deeds of trust are in use instead
of common-law mortgages. as a means of pledg-
ing real pro rty as security for the payment of
a debt. a “ eed of release" is a conveyance in
fee, executed b the trustee or trustees, to the
grantor in. the eed of trust, which conveys back
to him the legal title to the estate. and which is
to be given on satisfactory proof that he has
‘paid the secured debt in full or otherwise com-
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plied with the terms of the deed of trust.—
Release by way of enlarging an estate.
A conve ance of the ulterior interest in lands to
the part cular tenant: as. if there be tenant for
life or years. remainder to another in fee. and
he in remainder releases all his right to the
particular tenant and his heirs, this gives him
the estate in fee. 1 Steph. Comm. 480: 2 Bl.
Comm. 32-i.—Release by way of entry and
feolnent. As if there e two joint disseisors,
and the disseisee releases to one of them. he
shall be sole seised, and shall keep out his
former companion; which is the same in effect _ _

as if the disseisee had entered and thereby put
an end to the disseisin. and afterwards had en-
feofled one of the disseisors in fee. 2 Bl. Comm.
325.—R.elease by way of extinguishment.
As if my tenant for life makes a lease to A.
for life, remainder to B. and his heirs. and I
release to A., this extinguishes my right to the
reversion. and shall inure to the advantage of
B.'s remainder, as well as of A.’s particular
estate. 2 Bl. Comm. 325.—Release by way
o! passing a right. As if_ a man be _disseised
and releaseth to his disseisor all.his right.
hereby the disseisor acquires a new right. which
changes the uaii of his estate, and renders
that awful w ich fore was tortious or wrong-
ful. 2 Bl. Comm. 325.—Belease by way of
passing an estate. As, where one of two co-
parceners releases all her right to the other.
this passes the fee-sim le of the whole. 2 Bl.
Comm. 324. 325.—Re ease of «lower. The
reiinquishment by a married woman of her
expectant dower interest or estate in a ar-
ticular parcel of real belonging to her us-
band, as, by joining with him in a conveyance
of it to a third person.—Release to uses.
The conveyance by a deed of release to one par-
ty to the use of another is so termed. Thus.
when a conveyance of lands was efiected. by
those instruments of assurance termed a lease
and release, from A. to B. and his heirs. to the
use of C. and his heirs, in such case C. at once
took ‘the whole fee-simple in such lands; _B.,
by the operation. of the statute of uses. being
made a mere conduit-pipe for conveying the es-
tate to C. Brown.

EELEASEE. The person to whom a re-
lease is made.

. RELEASER, or BELEASOB. The mak-
er of a release.

BELEGATIO. Lat. A kind of banish-
nieiit known to the civil law, which differed
from “dcportati'o" in leaving to the person
his rights of citizenship.

ILELEGATION. In old English law.
Banishment for a time only. Co. Litt. 133.

- RELEVAICOY. As a quality of evidence,
“relevancy” means applicability to the issue
joined. Relevancy is that which conduces
to the proof of a pertinent hypothesis; a per-
tinent hypothesis being one which, if sus-
tained, would iogically influence the issue.
Whart. Ev. 5 20.

in Scotch law, the relevancy is the justice
or sniiiciency in law of the allegations of il
party. A plea to the relevancy is therefore
analogous to the demurrer of the English
courts.

A distinction is sometimes taken between
“logical" relevancy and "legal" relevancy, the
former being judged merely by the standards
of ordinary logic or the general laws of reason-
ing, the latter by the strict and artificial rules
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of the law with reference to the admissibility
of evidence. See Hoag v. Wright. 34 App. Div.
260, 54 N. Y. Supp. 658.

RELEVANT. Applying to the matter in
question; affording something to the purpose.

In Scotch law, good in law, legally suiti-
cient; as, a “relevant” plea or defense.

—R.eIevant evidence. See Evinimcs.

RELIGT. This term is applied to the
survivor of a pair of married people, whether
the survivor is the husband or the wife; it
means the relict of the united pair, (or of the
marriage union,) not the relict of the deceas-
ed individual. Spitler v. Heeter, 42 Ohio
St. 101.

n.ELIG_'.l'A VERIPIOATIONE. L. Lat.
Where a judgment was confessed by ooanoi.-if
acuoncm after plea pleaded, and the plea was
withdrawn. it was called a "confession" or
“coynovit actionem reliefs verifications."
Wharton.

RELIOTION. An increase of the land by
the sudden withdrawal or retrocesslon of the
sea or a river. Hammond v. Shepard. 186
Ill. 235, 57- N. E. 867, 78 All]. st. Rep. Z4;
supp v. Frazier, 51 La. Ann. 1718, 26 south.
378, 72 Am. st. Rep. 493. _

RELIEF. 1. In feudal law. Aeuin psy-
abie by the new tenant, the duty being inci-
dent to every feudal tenure, by way of fine or
composition with the lord for taking up the
estate which was lapsed or fallen in by the
death of the last tenant. At one time the
amount was arbitrary, but afterwards the re-
lief of a knights fee became fixed at one
hundred shillings. 2 Bl. Comm. 65.

2. “itelief" also means deliverance from
oppression. wrong. or injustice. In this sense
it is used as a general designation of the as-
sistance, redress, or benefit which a complain-
ant seeks at the hands of a court, particularly
in equity. It may be thus used of such rem-
edies as specific performance, or the reforma-
tion or rescission of a contract; but it does
not seem appropriate to the awarding of
money damages.

3. The assistance or support, pecuniary or
otherwise, granted to indigent persons by the
proper administrators of the poor-laws. is
also called "relief."

RELIEVE. In feudal law, relieve is to
depend; thus. the seiguiory of a tenant in
oapiie relieves of the crown, meaning that
the tenant holds of the crown. The term is
not common in English writers. Sweet.

RELIGION. As used in constitutional
provisions forbidding the “establishment of
religion." the term means a particular system
of faith and worship recognised and prac-
tised by a particular church, sect. or denom-
ination. See Reynolds v. U. S., 98 U. 8. 149,
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25 L. Ed. 244: Davis v. Benson, 133 U. S.
333,10Sup.Ct.299.33L.Ed.637; Board_
of Education v. Minor, 23 Ohio St. 241. 13
Am. Rep. 233.
—Re1i¢ion, oflenses agninst. In English
law. They are thus enumerated by Bl_a_ck-
stone: (1) Apostasy; (2) heresy; (3) reviling
the ordinances of the church; (4) blasphemy;
(5) rofane swearing; (6) conjuratlon or witch-
cra t: (7) religious imposture; (8) siniony;
(9) profanation of the Lord's day: (10) drunk-
enness; (11) iewdness. 4 Bl. Comm. .

RELIGIOUS. When religious books, or
reading are spoken of, those which tend to
promote the religion taught by the Christian
dispensation must be considered as referred
to, unlus the meaning is so limited by asso-
ciated words or circumstances as to show
that the speaker or writer had reference to
some other mode of worship. Simpson v.
Welcome, 72 Me. 500, 39 Am. Rep. 349.
- iigons eorporation. See Coupons-
‘HON. elidons houses. Places set a art
for pious uses; such as monasteries. churc es,
hospitals, and all other places where charity
was extended to the relief of the poor and_or-
phans. or for the use or exercise of reli ion.
—Beli¢iona in store. In English aw.
Those who falsey pretend an extraordinary
commission from heaven, or terrify and abuse
the people with false denunciations of judg-
ment: punishable with line, imprisonment. and
infamous cozoral punishment. 4 Broom & H.
Comm. ’l1.— eligioiu liberty. See Lninarr.
—Re1i¢ions men. Such as entered into some
monastery or convent. In old English dee_ds,
the-vendee was often restrained from alienin
to “Jews or religious men" lest the lands sl_io_ul
fall into mortmain. Religious men were ClVilly
dead. Blount.—B.e1igions society; A body
of persons associated together for the purpose
of maintaining religious worship. A church
and society ‘are often united in maintaining
worship, and in such cases the society commonly
owns the roperty. and makes the pecuniary
contract w th the minister. But, in many in-
stances, societies exist without a church. and
churches without a society. Sllsb v. Barlow,
16 Gray (Mass) 330' Weld v. y. 9 Cush.
(Mass.) 188 : Hebrew l<‘ree School Ass'n v. New
York. 4 Hun (N. Y.) 449.—Re1i¢ious use.
See CHARITABLE Uses.

BELINQUISEHENT. In practice. A
forsaking, abandoning, renounclng, or giv-
ing over a right.

_ BELIQUA. The renialiider or debt which
a person finds himself debtor in upon the
balancing or liquidation of an account.
l:ience‘reliquary, the debtor of a reliqua; as
also a person who only pays piece-meal. Enc.
Lond.

BBLIQUEI. Remains; such as the
bones, etc.. of saints. preserved with great
veneration as sacred memorials. They have
been forbidden to be used or brought into
England. St 3 Jae. I. c. 26.

BELOGATIO. Lat. in the civil law. A
renewal of a lezisc on its determination. It
may be either express or tacit: the latter is
when the tenant holds over with the knowl-
edge and without objection of the landlord.
Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 412.
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RELOCATION. In Seotoh law. A re-
letting or renewal of a lease; a tacit reloca-
tion is permitting a tenant to hold over with-
out any new agreement.

In mining law. A new or fresh location
of an abandoned or forfeited mining claim
by a stranger, or by the original locator when
he wishes to change the boundaries or to cor-
rect mistakes in the original location.

EEKAINDEB. The remnant of an estate
in land, depending upon a particular prior
estate created at the same time and by the
same instrument, and limited to arise im-
mediately on the determination of that es-
tate, and not in abridgment of it. 4 Kent.
Comm. 197.

An estate limited to take eflect and be enjoyed
after another estate is determined. As, if a
man seised in fee-simple grants lands to A. for
twenty years, and, after the determination of
the said term, then to B. and his heirs forever.
here A. is tenant for years, remainder to B. in
fee. 2 Bl. Comm. 164.

An estate in remainder is one limited to be
enjoyed after another estate is determined. or at
a time specified in the future. An estate in re-
version ls the residue of an estate, usually the
fee left in the grantor and his heirs after the
determination of a particular estate which he
has granted out of it. The ri hts of the rever-
sioner are the same as those 0 a vested remain-
der-man in fee. Code Ga. 1882, Q 2263. And
see Sayward v. Sayward. 7 Me. 213. 22 Am.
Dec. 191; Bennett v. Garloclr, 10 Hun (N. Y.)
337; Dana v. Murray, 122 N. Y. 26 N. E.
21; Booth v. Terre 1. 16 Ga. 24; iPalmer v.
Cook, 159 Ill. 3(1), 42 N. E. 796. 50 Am. St.
Rep. 165; Wells v. Houston, 23 Tex. Civ. App.
629, 57 S. W. 584; Hudson v. Wadsworth, 8
Conn. 359.
-001: t remainder. An estate in re-
mainder w ich is limited to take effect either to
a dubious and uncertain person.vor upon a dubi-
ous and uncertain event. by which no present or
particular interest sses to the remainder-man,
so that the parties ar estate may chance to be
determined and the remainder never take ef-
fect. 2 Bl. Comm. 1%. A remainder limited
so as to depend upon an event or condition
which may never happen or be performed. or
which may not happen or be performed till aft-
er the determination of the preceding estate.
Fearne Rem. 3; Thompson v. Adams, 205 Ill.
55; as N. in 1; Griswold v. Greer. 18 Ga.
545; Price v. Sisson. 13 N. J. . 168; Yocum
v. Siler, 160 M0. 281. 61 S. W. ; Shannon
v. Bonham, 27 Ind. App. 69. 60 N. E. 951.-
Oross-renininder. Where land is devised or
conveyed to two or more persons as tenants in
common, or where different parts of the seine
land are given to such persons in severalty, with
such limitations that. upon the determination
of the particular estate of either, his share is
to pass to the other. to the entire exclusion of
the ultimate remainder-man or reversioner un-
til all the particular estates shall be exhausted,
the remainders so limited are called “cross-re-
mainders.” In wills. such remainders may arise
by implication: but. in deeds, only bg express
limitation. See 2 Bl. Comm. 381; VVashb.
Real Prop. 233; 1 Prest. Fat. 94.—£xeoni:ed
remainder. A remainder which vests a pres-
ent interest in the tenant. though the enjoyment
is postponed to the future. 2 Bl. Comm. 168:
Fearne, Rem. 31; Hudson v. Wadsworth, 8
Conn. 359.—&esntory remainder. A con-
tingent remainder: one which exists where the
estate is limited to take elfect either to a dubi-
ous and uncertain person or upon a dubious and
uncertain evt. Temple v. Scott. 1-13 Ill. 290.
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82 N. E. 366; Hudson v. Wadsworth. 8 Conn.
359.—Vested remainder. An estate by which
a present interest passes to the party, though
to be enjoyed in future, and by which the es-
tate is invariably fixed to remain to a determi-
nate person after the particular estate has been
spent. 1 Comm. 168. A vested remainder
is one limited to a certain person at a certain
time or upon the happening of a necessary event.
Code Ga. § 2265. And see Poor v. Considine, 0
Wall. 474, 18 L. Ed. 869; Tayloe v. Gould.
10 Barb. (N. Y.) 396' Johnson v. Edmond, 65
Conn. 492, 33 At]. 503; _Marvin v. Ledwith. 111
ill. 150; Wallace v. Minor. 86 Va. 550. 10 S.
E. 423; Woodman v. Woodman, 89 Me. 128, 35
‘A99’. 1037; Brown v. Lawrence, 3 Cash. (Mass)

Remainder to A person not of I capac-
ity to take at the time of appointing it,
is void. Plowd. 27.

BEIAIIIDER-MAN. One who is enti-
tled to the remainder of the estate after a
particular estate carved out of it has expired.

Bl-IMAND. To remand a prisoner, after
a preliminary or partial hearing before a
court or magistrate, is to send him back to
custody. to be kept untllgthe hearing is resum-
ed or the trial comes on.

To remand a case. brought into an appel-
late court or removed from one court into
another, is to send it back to the court from
which it came, that further proceedings in
the case, it say, may be taken there.

BEMARENT PRO DBPEOTU mu-.
TORUM. In practice. The return made by
the sheriff to a writ of execution when he
has not been able to sell the property seized.
that the same remains unsold for want of
buyers.

 . In old English law. A
remainder. Spelman. A perpetuity, or per-
petual estate. Gian. lib. 7, c. 1.

REMANET. A remnant; that which re-
mains. Thus the causes of which the trial
is deferred from one term to another, or from
one sitting to another. are termed “rema-

1 Archb. Pr. 375.

REMEDIAL. 1. Aifording a remedy;
giving the means or obtaining redress.

2. 0! the nature of a remedy; intended to
remedy wrongs or abuses, abate faults, or
supply defects.

3. Pertaining to or ai'i'ectlng the remedy,
as distinguished from that which aifects or
modifies the right.
—Rsmedisl statute. A statute roviding a
remedy for an injury, as distinguis ed from a
penal statute. A statute giving a party a mode
of remedy for a wrong. where he had none. or
a different one, before. 1 Chit. BI. 86, 87. notes.
Remedial statutes are those which are made to
supply such defects, and abridge such superiiui-
ties, in the common law. as arise either from the
general imperfectlon of all human laws. from
change of time and circumstances. from the mis-
takes and unadvised determinations of unlearn-
ed (or even learned) Judges. or from any other
mass whatsoever. 1 Bl. Comm. 86.
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Remedies to: rights are ever £a.vos~
ably extended. 18 Vin. Abr. 521.

BEHEDY. Remedy is the means by
which the violation of a right is prevented.
redressed, or compensated. Remedies are oi’
four kinds: (1) By act or the party injured.
the principal or which are defense. recaption.
distress, entry, abatement, and seizure; (2)
by operation of law, as in the case of retainer
and remitter; (3) by agreement between the
parties. e. 17., by accord and satisfaction and
arbitration; and (4) by Judicial remedy. e.
9.. action or suit. Sweet. See Knapp v.
Mccnffrey, 177 U. S. 638. 20 Sup. Ct. 824.
44 L. Ed. 921; Missionary Soc. v. Ely, 56
Ohio St. 405, 47 N. E. 537; U. S. v. Lyman,
26 Fed. Cas. 1,024; Frost v. Witter, 132 Cal.
421, 64 Pac. 705, 84 Am. St. Rep. 53.

Also a certain allowance to the master of
the mint, for deviation from the ‘standard
weight and fineness of coins. Enc. Lend.
—Adequs.te remedy. See Anxquara.-civil
remedy. The remedy afiorded b law to a

rivate person in the civil courts a so far as
is rivate and individual rights have been in-

ju by a delict or crime; as distinguished
"from the remedy by criminal prosecution for the
injury to the rights of the pubiic.—Oiirnn1s-
tive remedy. See CLmui..u-ivs:.—Extraon-

remedy. See EX'l‘BAOBDI1lABY.—IsO-
gal rerned . A remedy available, under the
particular c rcumstances of the case, in a court
0 law. asdistinguished from a remedy availa-
ble only in eqgity. See State v. Sneed, 1(X5
Tenn. 711, V. 1070.-7-Remedy over-._ A
person who is primarily liable or responsible.
ut who, in turn, can demand indemnification

from another, who is responsible to him. is said
to have a "remedy over.’ For example. a city.
being compelled to pay for injuries caused by a
defect in the highway has a “remedy _over"
against the rson whose act or negligence
caused the de ect. and such person is said to be
glligble over" to the city. 2 Black, Judgin. I

REHEMBRAIOBB. The remembranoer
of the city of London is parliamentary so-
llcitor to the corporation, and is bound to
attend all courts of aldermeu and common
council when required. Pull. Laws & Oust.
Loud. 122.

REMEMBRANOERB. in English law.
Oiilcers or the exchequer. whose duty it is to
put in remembrance the lord treasurer and
the justices of that court of such things as
are to be called and dealt in for the benefit of
the crown. Jacob.

niixtnt. In French law. Redemption:
right of redemption. A sale it réméré is s
species_ of conditional sale with right of re-
purchase. An agreement by which the ven-
dor reserves to himself the right to take back
the thing sold on restoring the price paid.
with costs and interest. Duverger.

EEMIIE. To remit or give up. A form-
al word in deeds of release and quitcisim:
the usual phrase being “remlse, release. and
forever quitclaim." See American Moi-tg.
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Co. v. Hutchinson, 19 Or. 334, 24 Pac. 515;
'McAnaw v. Tiilin, 143 Mo. 66?, 45 S. W. 656;
Lynch v. Livingston, 6 N. Y. 434.

BEHISE ‘DE LA DETTE. In French
law. The release of a debt.

REESSION. In the civil law. A re-
lease of a debt. it i conventional, when it
is expressly granted to the debtor by a cred-
itor having a capacity to alienate; or tacit,
when the creditor voluntarily surrenders to
his debtor the original title, under private
signature constituting the obligation. Clv.
Code La. art. 2195.

“Remission" also means forgiveness or con-
donation of an offense or injury.

At common law. The act by which a
forfeiture or penalty is forgiven. United
States V. Morris, 10 Wheat. 246, 6 L. Ed. 314.

Bomiulus impel-anti menus pa:-otnr.
3 Inst. A man commanding not too
strictly is better obeyed.

EEHIBSNESS. This term imports the
doing of the act in question in a tardy, neg-
ligent, or careless manner; but it does not
apply to the entire omission or forbearance of
the act. Baldwin v. United States Tel. 00..
6 Abb. Prac. N. S. (N. Y.) 423.

REHIT. To send or transmit; as to re-
mit money. Potter v. Morland, 3 Cash.
(Mass) 388; Holloweli v. Life Ins. Co., 126
N. C. 398, 35 S. E. 616.

To give up; to annul; to relinquish; as to
remit a fine. Jungbiuth v. Iiedfleld, 14 Fed.
Cas. 52; Gibson v. People, 5 Hun (N. Y.) 543.

BEMITMENT. The act of sending back
to custody; an annulment. Wharton.

REIITTANGE. Money sent by one‘ per-
son to another, either in specie, bill of ex-
change, check, or otherwise.

REMITTEE.
mlttance is made.

A person to _whom a re-
Story, Bailm. Q 75.

BEHITTEB. The relation back of a later
defective title to an earlier valid title. Re-
mmer is where he who has the true property
or has proprietatia in lands. but is out of
possession thereof, and has no right to enter
without recovering possession in an action,
has afterwards the freehold cast upon him by
some subsequent and of course defective title.
In this case he is remitted, or sent back by
operation of law, to his ancient and more cer-
tain title. The right of entry which he has
gained by a bad title shall be ipso facto an-
nexed to his own inherent good one; and his
defensible estate shall be utterly defeated and
annulled by the instantaneous act of law,
without his participation or consent. 3 B1.
Comm. 19.
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RELIITTIT DAHNA. Lat. An entry on
the record, by which the plaintiff declares
that he remits a part of the damages which
have been awarded him.

BEHITTITUB DAHNA. Lat. In prac-
tice. An entry made on record, in cases
where a jury has given greater damages than
a plaintiir has declared for, remitting the ex-
cess. 2 Tidd, Pr. 896.

REHITTITUR 0!‘ RECORD. The re-
turning or sending back by a court of appeal
of the record and proceedings in a cause,
after its decision thereon, to the court whence
the appeal came, in order that the cause may
be tried anew, (where it is so ordered.) or
that Judgment may be entered ‘in accordance
with the decision ‘on appeal, or execution be
issued, or any other necessary action be taken
in the court below.

REHITTOE. A person who makes a re-
mittance to another.

8. E H 0 N 8 T B A NOE. E'xpostuiatlon;
showing of reasons against something ‘pro-
posed; a representation made to a court or
legislative body wherein certain persons unite
in urging that a contemplated measure be
not adopted or passed. See Girvin v. Simon,
127 Cal. 491, 59 Pac. 945: In re Mercer Coun-
ty License Applications, 8 Pa. Co. Ct. R. 45.

REMOTE. This word is used in law
chiefly as the antithesis of "proximate," and
conveys the idea of mediateness or of the
intervention’ of something else.
—Remote cause. In the law of negligence, a
"remote” cause of an accident or injury is one
which does not by itself alone produce the giv-
en result, but which sets in motion another
cause, called the “ roximate" cause which im-
mediately brings a ut the given efiect; or, as
otherwise defined, it is “that which may have
happened and et no in ury have occurred, not-
withstanding t at no in ury could have occurred
if it had not hap ned. ’ See Troy v. Railroad
Co., 99 N. C. 29 . 6 S. E. 77, 6 Am. St. Rep.
521; Maryland Steel Co. v. Marney, 88 Md.
482. 42 Atl. 60, 42 L. R. A. 842, 71 Am. St.
Rep. 441; Hoey v. Metropolitan St. Ry. Co.,
70 App. Div. 60, 74 N. Y. Suégp. 1113; Clay-
pool v. Wigmore, 34 Ind. App. , 71 N. E. 509.
—E.osnote damage. Damage is said to be too
remote to be actionable when it is not the legal
and natural consequence of the act complained
of.—Bemote possibility. In the law of es-
tates, a double possibilit , or a limitation de-
pendent on two or more acts or events both or
all of which are contingent and uncertain; as,
for example, the limitation of an estate to a
given man provided that he shall marry a cer-
tain woman and that she shall then die and he
shall marry another.

REHOTENESS. Want of close connec-
tion between a wrong and the injury, as
cause and eirect, whereby the party injured
cannot claim compensation from the wrong-
doer. Wharton.

REHOTENESS O1‘ EVIDENCE. When
the fact or facts proposed to be establish-

1
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ed as a foundation from -which indirect evi-
dence may be drawn, by way of inference,
have not a visible, plain, or necessary con-
nection with the proposition eventually to
be proved, such evidence is rejected for “re
moteness." See 2 Whart. Ev. i 1226. note.

Bemoto impodimonto, elnergit aotlo.
The impediment being removed, the action
rises. When a bar to an action is removed,
the action rises up into its original etlicacy.,
Shep. Touch. 150: Wing. 20.

REMOVAL PBOH OFFICE. The act
'of a person or body, having lawful authority
thereto, in depriving one of an oflice to which
he was appointed or elected.

REMOVAL O1‘ CAUSES. The transfer
of a cause from one court to another; com-
monly used of the transfer of the Jurisdic-
tion and cognizance of an action commenced
but not iinally determined, with all further
proceedings therein, from one trial court to
another trial court. More particularly, the
transfer of ‘a cause, before trial or final
hearing thereof, from a state court to the
United States circuit court, under the acts of
congress in that behalf.

REMOVAL or PAIJPER. The actual
transfer of a pauper, by order of a court
having Jurisdiction, from a poor district in
which he has no settlement, but upon which
he has become a charge, to the district of his
domicile or settlement.

REMOVAL, ORDER OF. 1. An order
of court directing the removal of a pauper
from the poor district upon which he has
illegally become a charge to the district in
which he has his settlement.

2. An order made by the court a quo, di-
recting the transfer of a cause therein de-
pending, with all future proceedings in such
cause, to another court.

REMOVER. In practice. A transfer of
a suit or cause out of one court into an-
other. which is effected by writ of error.
ccrtiorari, and the like. 11 Coke, 41.

REHUNERATION. Reward ;
pense; salary. Dig. 17, 1, 7.

The won “remuneration” means a quid pro
quo. If a man gives his services, whatever con-
sideration he gets for giving his services seems
to me a remuneration for them. Consequently,
I think, if a person was in the receipt of a pay-
ment, or in the receipt of a gs-rcentage, or any
kind of payment which won] not be an actual
money payment. the amount he would receive
annually in respect of this would be “remunera-
tion." 1 Q. B. Div. 663, 664.

recom-

RENAN1‘, or RENIAIIT. In old Dig-
lish law. Denying. 32 Hen. Vlil. c. 2.

RENOOUNTER. A sudden meeting; as
opposed to a duel, which is deliberate.
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REIIDER, v. In practice. To give up:
to yield; to return: to surrender. Also to
pay or perform; used of rents, services, and
the like.
—Render judgment. To pronounu-. state,
declare. or announce the judgment of the court
in a given case or on a given state of facts;
not used with reference to judgments by con-
fession. and not synonymous with "eaterin ."
“docketing," or "recording" the judgment. he
rendition of a judgment is the judicial act of
the court in pronouncing the sentence of.the
law, while the entry of a judgment is a minis-
terial act, which consists in spreading upon the
record a statement of the final conclusion reach-
ed by the court in the matter. thus furnishing
external and incontestable evidence of the sen-
tence given and designed to stand as a perpetual
memorial of its action. See Schuster v. Bader,
13 Colo. 329, 22 Pac. 505; Farmers’ Suite
Bank v. Bales, 84 Neb. 870, 90 N. W. 945;
Fleet V. Youngs, 11 \Vend. N. Y.) 522; Schurtx
v. Romer, 81 Cal. 244. 22 ac. 657: Winstead
v. Evans (Tex. Civ. App.) 33 S. W. 580: Coe
v. Erb. 59 Ohio St. 259, 52 N. E. 640. 69 Am.
St. Rep. 764.

RENDER. n. In feudal law, “render”
was used in connection with rents and her-
lots. Goods subject to rent or heriot-serv-
ice were said to lie in render, when the lord
might not only seize the identical goods. but
might also distrain for them. Cowell.

RENDEZVOUS. Fr. A place appoint-
ed for meeting. Especially used of places
appointed for the assembling of troops. the
coming together of the ships of a fleet, or the
meeting of vessels and their convoy.

RENEGADE. One who has changed his
profession of faith or opinion; one who has
deserted his church or party.

RENEWAL. The act of renewing or re-
viving. The suhstitution of a new grant,
engagement, or right, in place of one which
has expired. of the same character and on
the same terms and conditions as before; as.
the renewal of a note, a lease. a patent. See
Carter v. Brooklyn L. Ins. Co.. 110 N. Y. 15,
17 N. E. 396; Gault v. McGrath. 32 Pa.
392; Kedey v. Petty. 153 Ind. 179. 54 N. E.
798; Pitts v. Hull, 19 Fed. Cns. 758.

RENOUNGE. To reject: cast otf; re-
pudiate: disclaim; forsake: abandon: divest
one's self of a right. power. or privilege
Usually it implies an affirmative act of dis-
claimer or disavowal.

RENOUNCIIIG PROBATE. In Eng-
lish practice. Refusing to take upon one's
self the otlice of executor or executrix. Re-
fusing to take out probate under a will
wherein one has been appointed executor or
executrix. Holthouse.

RENOVARE. Lat. In old English law.
To renew. Aumumm reuovare, to renew an-
nually. A phrase applied to profits which
are taken and the product renewed again.
Amb. 131.
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RENT. At common law. A certain
profit issuing yearly out of lands and tene
meats corporeal: a species or incorporeal
hereditament. 2 Bl. Comm. 41. A compen-
sation or return yielded periodically, to a
certain amount, out of the profits of some
corporeal hereditaments, by the tenant there-
of. 2 Steph. Comm. 23. A certain yearly
profit in money, provisions, chattels, or la-
bor, issuing out of lands and tenements, in
retribution for the use. 3 Kent, Comm. 460.

The compensation, either in money, pro-
visions, chattels, or labor, received by the
owner of the soil from the occupant thereof.
Jack. 8: G. Landl. & Ten. 5 38. And see
Lombard v. Boyden, 5 Allen (Mass.) 25-};
Bledsoe v. Nixon. 69 N. C. 89: Fisk v. Bray-
man, 21 R. I. 195. 42 Atl. 878; Clarke v.
Cobb, 121 Cal. 595, 54 Pac. 74; Parsell v.
Stryker, 41 N. Y. 483; Otis v. Conway, 114
N. Y. 13. 20 N. E. 628: .Payn v. Beal, 4 Demo
(X. Y.) 412; Van Wicklen v. Paulson, 14
Barb. (N. Y.) 655.

In. Louisiana. The contract of rent of
lands is a contract by which one of the par-
ties conveys and cedes to the other a tract of
land, or any other immovable property, and
stipulates that the latter shall hold it as
owner, but reserving to the former an an-
nual rent of a certain sum of money. or of a
certain quantity of fruits, which the other
party binds himself to pay him. It is of the
essence of this conveyance that it be made in
perpetuity. If it be made for a limited time,
it is a lease. Civ. Code La. arts. 2779, 2780.
—!‘oe farm rent. A rent charge issuing out
of an estate in fee: a rpetual rent reserved
on a conveyance of land in fee simple.—G:-onnd
rent. See GaoUNn.—Qnit rent. Certain es-
tablished rents of the freeholders and ancient
copyholders oi manors were so called, because
by their payment_the tenant was free and “quit"
of all other services.—Rsok rout. A rent of
the full annual value of the tenement or near
it. 2 Comm.'43.—Rent-charge. This
arises where the owner of the neat has no fu-
ture interest or reversion in the land. It is
usually created by deed or will, and is accom-
panied with powers of distress and entry.-
Ront-roll. A list of rents payable to a par-
ticular person or public body.—Rent sock.
Barren rent: a rent reserved b deed, but with-
out any clnuse of distress. —2 l. Comm. 42; 3
Kent, Comm. 46l.—Bent~sorvioo. This con-
sisted of fealty, together with a certain rent,
and was the only kind of rent originally known
to the common law. It was so called because
it was given as a compensation for the services
to which the land was originally liable. Brown.
—Rossts of noise. The certain and deter-
mined rents of the freeholders and ancient copy-
holders of manors are called “rents of assize."

- apparently because they were assized or made
certain. and so distinguished from a redditus
mobilis. which was a variable or fluctuating
rent. 3 Cruise, Dig. 314; Brown.—B.onts res-
olute. Rents ancicutly payable to the crown
from the lands of ahheys and religious houses;
and after their dissolution. notwithstanding that
the lands were demised to others, yet the rents
were still reserved and made payable again to
the crown. Cowell.

Rent must be reserved to him from
whom the stats of the land nsoveth. C0.
Litt. 143.
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RENTAGE. Rent.

RENTAL. (said to be corrupted from
"rent-roll.") In English law. A roll on
which the rents of a manor are registered or
set down, and by which the lord's bailiff col-
lects the same. It contains the lands and
tenements let to each tenant. the names or
the tenants, and other particulars. Cunning-
ham; Holthouse.
—-Rental ‘bolls. In Scotch law. When the
tithes (tiends have been liquidated and settled
for so many lls of corn yearly. Bell.—II.ont-
11-rights. In English law. A species of lease
usually granted at a low rent and for life. Ten-
ants under such leases were called “rentalers"
or “kindly tenants."

RENTE. In Ifi-ench law. Rents is the
annual return which represents the revenue
of a capital or of an immovable alienated.
The constitution of rente. is a contract by
which one of the parties lends to the other a
capital which he agrees not to recall, in con-
sideration of the borrower's paying an an-
nual interest. It is this interest which is
called “renIe." Duverger. The word is
therefore nearly synonymous with the Eng-
lish “annuity."

“Routes,” is the term applied to the French
government funds, and “matter” to a fund-
holder or other person having an income
from personal property. Wharton.
—-Route fonoiere. A rent which issues out
of land, and it is of its essence that it be per-
petual, for, if it be made but for a limited time,
It is a lease. It may, however. be extinguished.
Civ. Code La. art. 2780.—II.onte viagiro.
That species of renie, the duration of which de-
pends upon the contingency of the death of one
or more persons indicated in the contract. The
uncertainty of the time at which such death may
hap en causes the rents viagére to be included
in t e number of aleatory contracts. Duverger.
gtmiz an annuity for life. Civ. Code La. art.

RBNTS, ISSUES, AND PROFITS more
commonly signify in the books a chattel real
interest in land; a kind of estate growing
out of the land, for life or years, producing
an annual or other rent. Bruce v. Thomp-
son, 26 Vt. 746.

BEITIINGIATION. The act of giving up
a right. See Rsnouncs.

EEO ABSENT]-3. Lat. The defendant
being absent; in the absence of the defend-
ant.

REPAIRS. Restoration to soundness:
supply of loss; reparation; work done to an

estate to keep it in good order.
“Repair” means to restore to its former

condition; not to change either the form or
material of a building. Ardesco Oil Co. v.
Richardson, 83 Pa. 162.

—1I'ooessaa-y repairs. Necessary repairs (_for
which the master of a ship may lawfully bind
the owner) are such as are reasonably tit and
proper for the ship under the circumstances,
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and not merely such as are absolutely indispens-
able for the safety of the shi or the accomplish-
ment of the voyage. The ‘ortitude, 3 Sumn.
327, Fed. Cas. No. 4,953 ; Webster v. Seekamp,
4 Barn. & Aid. 352.

SEPARATION. The redress of an in-
jury; amends for a wrong intiicted.

BEPARATIONE FAOIENDA. For mak-
ing repairs. The name of an old writ which
lay in various cases; as it. for instance,-
there_ were three tenants in common of a
mill or house which had fallen into decay,
and one of the three was willing to repair
it, and the other two not: in such case the
party who was willing to repair might have
this writ against the others. Cowell; Fitzh.
Nat. Brev. 127.

n.m=an-nanmrro. In Spanish law. a
judicial proceeding for the partition of prop-
erty held in common. See Steinbach v.
Moore, 30 Cal. 505.

REPATRIATION takes place when a
person who has been expatriated regains his
nationality.

BEPEAL The abrogation or aunulling
of a previously existing law by the enact-
ment of a subsequent statute which declares
that the former law shall be revoked and
abrogated, (which is called .“express" repeal.)
or which contains provisions so contrary to
or irreconcilable with those of the earlier
law that only one of the two statutes can
stand in force, (called “implied" repeal.) See
Oakland Pav. Co. v. Hilton. 69 Cal. 479. 11
Pac. 3; Mernaugh V. Orlando; 41 Fla. 433,
27 South. 34; Hunter 7. Memphis, 93 Tenn.
571, 26 S. W. 828.

Repellltnr I» sac:-iunento infaania. All
infamous person is repelled or prevented
from taking an oath. Co. Litt. 158; Bract.
fol. 185.

Iepellitiar exeeptione eedendamun ae-
tioniun. He is defeated by the plea that
the actions have been assigned. Cheese-
brough v. Millard, 1 Johns. Ch. (N. Y.) 409.
414.

RBPEBTOBY. In French law. The in-
ventory or minutes which notaries make or
all contracts which take place before them.
Merl. Repert.

REPETITION. In the civil law. *A
demand or action for the restoration oi!
money paid under mistake. or goods deliv-
ered by mistake or on an unperformed con-
dition. Dig. 12, 6. See SOLUTIO INDEBITI.

In scotch law. The act of reading over
a witness‘ deposition. in order that he may
adhere to it or correct it at his choice. The
same as rccolemcnt (q. 0.) in the French law.
2 Benth. Jud. Ev. 239.
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REPETITUII NAIIUH. A repeated.
second. or reciprocal distress; wlthernam.
3 Bl. Comm. 148.

REPETUNDE, or PEOUNIE REPE-
TUNDE. In Roman law. The terms used
to designate such sums of money as the sac“
oi! the Roman state. or individuals, claimed
to recover from magistraius, judlcca. or pub-
lici curatorca, which they had improperly
taken or received in the proviiiciw. or in the
urbs Roma, either in the discharge of their
jurisdictio. or in their capacity of judioes, or
in respect of any other public function.
Sometimes the word “rcpetundw" was used
to express the illegal act for which compen-
sation was sought. Wharton.

BEPETUNDABULI ORIIIEN. In Re-
man law. The crime of bribery or extortion
in a magistrate, or person in any public of-
iice. Calvin. ‘ '

nnrnian. To plead anew: to file new
pleadings. ’

EEPLEADBB. When, after issue has
been Joined in an action. and a verdict given
thereon. the pleading is found (on examina-
tion) to have miscarried and failed to effect
its proper object. viz., of raising an apt and
material question between the parties. the
court will, on motion of the unsuccessful
party. award a repleader; that is. will order
the parties to plead de now for the purpose
or obtaining a better issue. Brown.

Judgment of repleader diflers from a judgment
non obstante veredioto, in this: that it is al-
lowed by the court to do Justice between the
parties where the defect is in the form or man-
ner of stating the right, and the issue joined is
on an immaterial point. so that it cannot tell
for whom to give jud ent: while ud eat
no» obstante is given on y where it is c ear y ap-
parent to the court that the Easvtiy who has suc-
ceeded has, upon his own s o ng. no merits.
and cannot have by any manner of statement.
1 Chit. Pl. 687. 688.

REPLEGIARE. To repievy; to redeem
a thing detained or taken by another by put-
ting in legal sureties.
—Repleg1a.re de averiis. Repievin of cattle.
A writ brought by one whose cattle were dis-
trained, or put in the ound, upon any cause by
another, upon surety given to the sherifi to pros-
ecute or answer the action in law. Cowel .

REPLEGIABI FACIAL You cause to
be replevied. In old English law. The orig-
inal writ in the action of replevin; super- _

seded by the statute of Maribridge. c. 21.
3 Bl. Comm. 146.

IIEPLBTION. In canon law. Where the
revenue of a beneflce is suiilcient to fill or
occupy the whole right or title of the gradu-
ate who holds it. Wharton.

RBPLEVIABLE. or BEPLEVIIABLB.
Property is said to be repleviabie or re-
plevisable when proceedings in replevin may
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be resorted to for the purpose of trying the
right to such property.

REPLEVIN. A personal action on de-
lioto brought to recover possession of goods
unlawfully taken, (generally, but ‘not only.
applicable to the taking of goods distrained
for rent.) the validity of which taking it is
the mode of contesting, if the party from
whom the goods were taken wishes to have
them back in specie, whereas, if he prefer to
have damages instead, the validity may be
contested by action of trespass or unlawful
distress. The word means a redelivery to
the owner of the pledge or thing taken in
distress. Wharton. And see Sinnott v.
Feiock, 165 N. Y. 444, 59 N. E. 265, 53 L.
R. A. 565. 80 Am. St. Rep. 736; Henley v.
Humphrey. 81 Fed. 990, 27 C. C. A. 89; Me-
Junkin v. Mathers, 158 Pa. 137, 27 Atl. 873;
Tracy v. Warren, 104 Mass. 377; Lazard v.
Wheeler, fl Cal. 142; Maclary v. Turner, 9
Houst. (Del.) 281, 32 At]. 325; Johnson v.
Boehme. 68 Kan. 72, 71 Pac. 243, 97 Am. St.
Rep. 357.
—PsrsonAl replevin. A species of action to
reslevy a man out of prison or out of the cus-
t y of any ‘private person. It took the place
of the old w t do homine re-plepiando ° but, as
a means of examining into the legality of an
imprisonment, it is now superseded by the writ
of babe-as oorpuc.—-Replervin ‘bond. A bond
executed to indemnify the oflicer who executed
I writ of replevin and to indemnify the defend-
ant or person from whose custody the property
was taken for such dama es as he ma sustain.
Imel v. Van Deren, 8 olo. 90. 5 ac. 803;
Walker v. Kenuison, 84 N. H. 259.

BEPLEVISE. In old English law. To
let one to mainprise upon surety. Cowell.

BEPLEVIIOR. The plaintiff in an ac-
tion of replevin. '

REPLEVY. This word, as used in ref-
erence to the action of replevin, signifies to
redeliver goods which have been dlstrained,
to the original possessor of them, on his
pledging or giving security to prosecute an
action against the distralnor for the purpose
of trying the legality of the distress. It has
also been used to signify the bailing or liber-
ating a man. from prison on his finding bail
to answer for his forthcoming at a future
time. Brown.

REPIJANT, or REPLICANT. A liti-
gant who replies or flies or delivers a repli-
cation.

REPLIOABE. Lat. In the civil law
and old English pleading. To reply; to an-
swer a defendant's plea.

BEPLIOATIO. Lat. In the civil law
and old English pleading. The plaintiff's
answer to the defendant's exception or plea:
corresponding with and giving name to the
replication in modern pleading. inst. 4,
14, pr.
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REPLIOATION. In pleading.
made by the plaintiff in an action to the
defendant's plea, or in a suit in chnncery to
the defendant's answer.

General and special. In equity pnictim-.
a general replication is a general denial of the
truth of defendant's plea or answer. and of the
sufliciency of the matter alleged in it to bar the
plaintifs suit, and an assertion of the truth and
suiiiciency of the bill. A special re licntion is
occasioned by the defendant's int ucing new
matter into his plea or answer, which makes it
necessary for the plaintiif to put in issue some
additional fact on his part in avoidance of such
iligg matter. Vanbibber v. Belrne, 6 W. Va.

REPLY. In its general sense, a reply is
what the plaintiiil, petitioner, or other per»
son who has instituted a proceeding says in
answer to the defendant's case. Sweet.

on trial or argument. When a case is
tried or argued in court, the speech or argu-
ment of the piaintiif in answer to that of the
defendant is called his “reply."

Under the practice of the chancery and
common-law courts, to reply is to tile or do
liver a replication, (q. 1:.) ' -_

Under codes of reformed procedure. “reg
ply" is very generally the name of the pleads
ing which corresponds to ‘‘replication'' in
common-law or equity practice.

REPONE. In Scotch practice. To rel
place; to restore to a former state or right.
2 Ails. Grim. Pr. 351.

r

REPORT. An official or formal state-
ment of facts or proceedings.

In practice. The formal statement in
writing made to a court by a master in chan-
cery. a clerk, or referee, as the result of his
inquiries into some matter referred to him
by the court.

The name is also applied (usually in the
plural) to the published volumes, appearing
periodically, containing accounts of the va-
rious cases argued and determined in the
courts. with the decisions thereon.

Lord Coke defines “report" to be “a public
relation. or a bringing again to memory_ cases
fudicially argued. debated, resolved. or adjudged
n ny of the king’s courts of justice, together

with such causes and reasons as were delivered
by the judges of the same." Co. Litt. 293.
—Report of committee. The report of a let!‘
islative committee is that communication which
the chairman of the committee makes to the
house at the close of the investigation upon
which it has been engaged. Brown.—Report
ofloe. A department of the English court of
chancery. The suitors‘ account there is discon-
tinued by the 15 & 16 Vict. c. 87, I 36.

REPORTER. A person who reports the
decisions upon questions of law in the cases
adjudged in the several courts of law and
equity. Wharton.

REPORTS, THE. The name given, par
eccellence. to Lord Coke's Reports, from 14
Eliz. to 13 Jae. 1., which are cited as,"Rep."

A reply‘
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or “Coke." They are divided into thirteen‘
parts, and the modern editions are in six
volumes, including the index.

REPOSITION 0!‘ THE FOREST. In
old English law. An act whereby certain
forest grounds, being made purlicu upon
view, were by a second view laid to the for-
est again, put back into the forest. Man-
wood; Cowell.

REPOBITORIUH. A storehouse or
place wherein things are kept; a warehouse.
Cro. Car. 555.

REPRESENT. To exhibit; to expose
before the eyes. To represent a thing is to
produce it publicly. Dig. 10, 4, 2, 3.

To represent a person is to stand in his
place; to supply his place; to act as his sub-
stitute. Plummer v. Brown, 64 Cal. 429. 1
Pac. ‘[03; Solon v. Wiliiamsburgh Sav. Bank,
35 Hun (N. Y.) 7.

REPRESENTATION. In Contracts.
A statement made by one of two contracting
parties to the other, before or at the time of
making the contract, in regard to some fact,
circumstance, or state of facts pertinent to
the contract. which is influential in bringing
about the agreement.

In lnsnrusoo. A collateral statement.
either by writing not inserted in the policy
or by parol, of such facts or circumstances,
relative to the proposed adventure, as are
necessary to be communicated to the under-
writers, to enable them to form a just esti-
mate of the risks. 1 Marsh. Ins. 450.

The allegation of any facts, by the appli-
cant to the insurer, or vice versa, prelimina-
ry to making the contract, and directly hear-
ing upon it, having a plain and evident tend-
ency to induce the making of the policy.
The statements may or may not be in writ-
ing. and may be either express or by obvious
implication. Lee v. Howard Fire Ins. Co.,
11 Cush. (Mass) 324; Augusta Insurance
& Banking 00. of Georgia v. Abbott, 12 Md.
348. ‘

In relation to the contract of insurance, there
is an important distinction between a represen-
tation nnd a warranty. The former. which pre-
cedes the contract of insurance. and is no part
of it, need be only materially true; the latter
is a part of the contract, and must be exactly
and literally fulfilled. or else the contract is
broken and inoperative. Glendale \\'oolen Co.
andProtection Ins. Co., 21 Conn. 19, 54 Am. Dec.

J.

In the law of distribution and de-
scent. The principle upon which the issue
of a deceased person take or inherit the share
of an estate which their immediate ancestor
would have taken or inherited. if living: the
taking or inheriting pcr stir-pea. 2 Bl. Comm.
217. 517.

In Scotch lav. The name of a plan or
statement presented to a lord ordinary of the
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court of session, when his Judgment is
brought under review.
—-False representation. A deceitful repre-
sentation. or one contrary to the fact, made
knowing! and with the design and efiect of in-
ducing t e other party to enter into the con-
tract to which it relates.—H1srepresentntion.
An intentional false statement respecting a mat-
ter of fact made by one of the parties to a
contract, which is material to the contract and
influential in producing it.—Pr-ornissos-7 rep-
resentation. A term used chiefly in insurs
ance, and meaning a representation made by the
assured concerning what is to happen during
the term of the insurance, stated as a matter
of expectation or even of contract, and amount-
ing to a promise to be performed after the con-
tract has come into existence. New Jersey Rub-
ber Co. v. Commercial Union Assur. Co., 64 N.
J. Law, 580, 46 Atl. 777.—Rc resentntlon of
persons. A fiction of the aw. the eifect of
which is to put the representative in the place,
degree. or right of the person represented. Civ

ode La. art. &)4. .

REPRESENTATIVE. Representation is
the act of one person representing or stand-
ing in the place of another; and he who so
represents or stands in the place oi‘ another
is termed his “representative." Thus, an
heir is the representative of the ancestor,
and an executor is the representative of the
testator, the heir standing in the place of his
deceased ancestor with respect to his realty,
the executor standing in the place of his de-
ceased testator with respect to his personal-
ty; and hence the heir is frequently denom-
inated the “real" representative, and the
executor the “personai" representative.
Brown; 2 Steph. Comm. 243. And see Lee
v. Dill. 39 Barb. (N. Y.) 520; Staples v.
Lewis, 71 Conn. 288, 41 Atl. 815; Mccrary v.
Mccrary, 12 Abb. Prac. (N. Y.) 1.

In constitutional law, representatives are
these persons chosen by the people to repre-
sent their several interests in a legislative
body
— representative. A person who. in
the law, represents the person and controls the
rights of.:another. Primarily the term meant
those artificial representatives of a deceased per-
son, the executors and administrators, who by
law represented the deceased, in distinction from
the heirs, who were the “natural" represents-
tives. But as, under statutes of distribution.
executors and administrators are no longer the
sole representatives of the deceased as to ‘per-
sonal property, the phrase has lost much 0 its
original distinctive force, and is now used to de-
scribe either executors and administrators or
children. descendants, next of kin, or distribu-
tees. Moreover, the phrase is not always used
in its technical sense nor always with reference
to the estate of a decedent; and in such other
connections its import must be determined from
the context; so that, in its general sense of one
person representing another. or succeeding to
the rights of another. or standing in_the place of
another. it may include an aasi ee in bankrupt-
cy or insolvency. an assignee or the benefit of
creditors. a receiver, an assignee of a mortgage.
a grantee of land, a guardian. a purchaser at
execution sale. a widow. or a surviving partner.
See Staples v. Lewis. 71 Conn. 288. 41 Atl. 815;
Miller v. Metcalf. 77 Conn. 176. 58 Atl. 743;
“'arnecke v. Lembca. 71 Ill. 95. 12 Am. Rep.
85: Thayer v. Pressey. 175 Mass. 225. 56 N.
E. 5: Thompson v. U. 8., 20 Ct. Cl. 278; Go!
v. Curwen, 118 Mass. 200; Halsey v. Pater-an,
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87 N. J’. E . 448; Merchants’ Nat. Bank 7.
Abernathy. 2 Mo. App. 211; Hogan v. Pa ,

2 Wall. 607, 17 L. Ed. W: Mutual L. Ins. o.
v. Armstrong. 117 U. S. 591, 6 Su . Ct. 877. 29
L. Ed. 997 ; Wright v. First Nat. ank, 30 Fed.
Can. 673; Henderson Nat. Bank v. Alves, 91
Ky. 142. 15 S. W. 132; McI.eIn V. Bedgood
89 Ga. 793, 15 s. E. 670: Com. v. Bryan, 61

i‘;'.“.e"g"‘.:i"o‘iIi“"s““"n5‘s“'i%“§"mN“§‘°“éhE‘°i’ao t. , . . ; swo
v. Sawyer. 125 N. Y. 411. 28 E. 464: Lasat-
er v. First Nat. Bank (Tex. CIV. App.) 72 S. W.
1(B4.—Pe1-so representatives. This
term, in its commonly accepted sense, means ex-
ecutors and administrators; but it may have
a wider meaning. according to the intention of
thekperson using it, and may Include heirs, next
of n, descendants, assignees, grantees receiv-
ers. and trustees in insolvenc . See Griswold
v. Sawyer, 125 N. Y. 411. % . E. 484: Wells
v. Bente, 86 Mo. App. 284; Staples v. Lewis.
71 Conn. 288, 41 At . 815' Baynes v. Ottey,
1 Myine & K. 485: In re lcox & Howe 00.,
70 Conn. 220, 39 Atl. 163.—Renl represents.-
the. He who represents or stands in the place
of another, with respect to his real property. is
so termed, in contradistinction to him who
stands -in the place of another. with regard to
his personal property. and who is termed the
“personal representative." Thus the heir is the
real representative of his deceased ancestor.
Brown.—Be1n-esentntdve notion or suit. A
representative action or suit is one brought by
a member of a class of rsons on behalf of
himself and the other mem is of the class. In
the proceedings before judgment the plaintii! is,
as a rule, dominue um. (q. v..) and may discon-
tinue or compromise the action as he pleases.
Sweet.—B.eprosentntive democracy. A form
of government where the powers of the sover-
eignty are dele ted to a body_ of men, elected
from time to me who exercise them for the
benefit of the whole nation. 1 Bouv. Inst. no.
31.—Rep1-esentntlve peers. Those who, at
the commencement of every new parliament, are
elected to represent Scotland and Ireland in the
British house of lords: sixteen for the former
and twenty-eight for the latter country. Brown.

REPIIIEVE. In criminal law. The with-
drawing of a sentence of death for an in-
terval of time, whereby the execution is sus-
pended. 4 Bl. Comm. 394. And see Butler
v. State. 97 Ind. 374; Sterling v. Drake, 29
Ohio St. 460, 23 Am. Rep. 762; In re Buch-
anan, 146 N. Y. 264, 40 N. E. 883.

REPRIMAND. A public and formal
censure or severe reproof, administered to a
person in fault by his superior officer or by a
body to which he belongs. Thus, a member
of a legislative body may be reprimanded by
the presiding oflicer, in pursuance of a vote
of censure. for improper conduct in the house.
so a military oflicer, in some cases, is pun-
ished by a reprimand administered by his
commanding otlicer, or by the secretary of
war.

BEPRISALS. The forcibly taking a
thing by one nation which belonged to an-
other, in return or satisfaction for an injury
committed by the latter on the former. Vat-
tel, 11. 2, c. 18, s. 342.

BEEISEI. In English law. Deductions
and duties which are yearly paid out of a
manor and lands, as rent-charge, rent seek,
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pensions, corrodies, annuities, etc., so that,
when the clear yearly value of a manor is
spoken of, it is said to be so much per annum
ultra repriaas,—besides all reprises. Cow-
ell. See Delaware an H. Canal Co. v. Von
Search, 196 Pa. 102. 46 At]. 375.

Beprobntn yeounin. libel-at solventern.
Money refused [the refusal of money ten-
dered] releases him who pays, [or tenders it.]
9 Coke, 79¢.

REPROBATION. In ecclesiastical law.
The interposition of objections or exceptions;
as, to the competency of witnesses, to the due
execution of instruments oflered in evidence
and the like.

REPROBATOB, ACTION 0}‘. In
scotch law. An action or proceeding intend-
ed to convict a witness of perjury, to which
the witness must be made s. party. Bell.

REP-SILVER. In old records. Money
paid by servile tenants for exemption from
the customary duty of reaping for the lord. ‘

Cowell.

REPUBLIC. A commonwealth; a form
of government which derives all its powers
directly or indirectly from the general body
of citizens, and in which the executive power, ’

is lodged in oflicers chosen by and represent-
ing the people, and holding ollice for a limit-
ed period, or at most during K°~od behavior
or at the pleasure of the people, and in.
which the legislative power may be (and in
modern republics is) intrusted to a represen-
tative assembly. See Federalist, No. 39; Re-
public of Mexico v. De Arangoiz, 5 Duer (N.
Y.) 636; State v. Harris, 2 Bailey (S. O.)
599.

In a wider sense, the state, the common
weal. the whole organized political communi-
ty, without reference to the form of govern-
ment; as in the maxim interest reipublica
in on firm litium. Co. Lltt. 303.

REPUBLICAN GOVEBNLII-:N'l.‘. A
government in the republican form; a gov-
ernment of the people; a government by rep-
resentatives chosen by the people. See In
re Duncan, 139 U. S. 449, 11 Sup. Ct. 573.
35 L. Ed. 219; Eckerson v. Des Moines, 137
Iowa, 452, 115 N. W. 177; Minor v. Happen
sett, 21 Wall. 175, 22 L. Ed. 627; Kadderly
V. Portland. 44 Or. 118, 74 Pac. 710.

REPUBLICATIQN. The re-execution or
re-establishment by a testator of a will which
he had once revoked.

A second publication of a will, either ex-
pressly or by construction. .

REPUDIATE. To put away, reject. dis-
claim, or renounce a right, duty, obligation,
or privilege.
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.3 RIEIUDIATION. Rejection ; disclaimer;
renunciation; the rejection or refusal of an
offered or available right or privilege. or of a
duty or relation. See Iowa State Sav. Bank
v. Black, 91 Iowa, 490, 59 N. W. 283: Daley
v. Saving Ass'n, 178 Mass. 13, 59 N. E. 452.

The refusal on the part of a state or gov-
ernment to pay its debts, or its declaration
that its obligations, previously contracted,
are no longer regarded by it as of binding
force. .

In the civil law. The casting oil.’ or put-
ting away of a woman betrothed; also, but
less usually, of a wire: tlivorcement.

, In ecclesiastical law. The refusal to
accept a beneflce which has been conferred
upon the party repudlating.

BEPUDIIIH. Lat. In Roman law. A
breaking oil.’ of the contract of espousals, or
of a marriage intended to be solemnized.
Sometimes translated “divorce ;" but this
was not the proper sense. Dig. 50, 16, 191.

_ REPUGNANOY. An inconsistency, op-
. position, or contrariety between two or more

clauses of the same deed or contract, or be-
tween two or more material allegations of
the same pleading. See Lehman v. U. 8.,
127 Fed. 45, 61 C. C. A. 577; Swan v. U. 8..
8 Wyo. 151, 9 Pac. 931.

RBPUGNANT. That which is contrary
to what is stated before, or insenslble. A
repugnant condition is void.

Bepututio est vulgeris opinio uh! non
out vex-itas. lit vulgeris opinio est dup
plex, soi.I.i Opinio vulgns-is or-ta inter
graves ot diseretoe Inonsines, et qua
vultuns veritntis hebet; et opinio tun-
tusu orta. inter levee et vulgares ho-
suines, cheque specie veritatis. Reputa-
tion is common opinion where there is not
truth. And common opinion is of two kinds.
to-wit: Common reputation arising among
grave and sensible men, and which has the
appearance of truth; and mere opinion aris-
ing among foolish and ignorant men, without
any appearance of truth. 4 Coke, 107.

RIIPUTATION. .1. person's credit, honor,
character, good name. Injuries-to onc's rep-
utation, which is a personal right, are de-
famatory and malicious words, libels, and
malicious indictments or prosecutions.

Reputation of a person is the estimate in
which he is held by the public in the place
where he is known. Cooper v. Greeley, 1 Dcnio
(N. 1'.) 3-17.

In the law of evidence, matters of public
and general interest. such as the boundaries
of counties or towns, rights of common,
claims of highway, etc., are allowed to be
proved by general reputation: e. 0., by the
declaration of deceased persons made ante
utcm nwtam, by old documents. etc., not-
withstanding the general rule against sec-
ondary evidence. Best, Ev. 632.
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. BEPUTED. Accepted by general, 'vul-‘
gar, or public opinion. Thus, land may be
reputed part or a manor, though not really
so, and a certain district may be reputed a
parish or a manor, or be a parish or a manor
in reputation, although it is in reality no
parish or manor at all. Brown.
—Reputed owner, see OWNEII.‘

RIIQUEUI‘. An asking or petition: the’
expression of a desire to some person for
something to be granted or done; pa_rticu-
iarly for the payment of a debt or perform-
ance of a contract.

The two words, “request" and “reqnire," as
used in notices tocreditors to present_clairns
against an estate, are of the same origin, and
vlrtuall s'nonymous. Prentice v. Whitney 8if 5?.) 300. ' .Hun (

In pleading. .'I‘he statement in the plain-
tiirs declaration that the particular payment
or performance, the failure of which consti-
tutes the cause of action, was duly requested
or dunanded of the defendant.
—Requeet, letters of. In English law.
Many suits are brought before the Dean of the
Arches as original judge, the co issues of
which properly belongs to inferior Jurisdictions
within the province, but in respect of which the
inferior judge has waived his jurisdiction under
a certain form of roceeding known in the canon
law by the denom nation of “letters of request."
3 Steph: Comm. 306.—Re ueet note. In Eng-
lish law. A note reguest ng permission to to-
move dutlsble goods ron: one place to another
without paying the excise.—Bequests, oourts
or. See Couars or Rz~:QUss'rs.—-special _re-
quest. A request actually made. at a particu-
lar time and place. This term is used in con-
tradistinction to a general uest, which need
not state the time when nor p ace where made.
3 Bonv. Inst. no. $3.

RDQUISITION. A demand in writing.
or formal request or requirement. Bain v.
State. 61 Ala. 79; Atwood 7. Charlton. 21
R. I. 568. 45 Atl. 580.

In international law. The formal de-
mand by one government upon another, or
by the governor of one of the United Stat
upon the governor of a sister state, of the
surrender of a fugitive criminal.

In Scotch law. A demand made by a
creditor that a debt he paid or_ an obligation
fulfilled. Bell.
—-Bequisitions on title, in English convey-
ancing, are written inquiries made by the so-
licitor of an intending urchaser of land. or of
any estate or interest t ercin. and addressed to
the vendor's solicitor, in respect of some appar-
ent insuificiency in the abstract of title. Mosley
& Whitley.

REREPIEFI. In Scotch law. Inferior
flefs; portions of a lief or feud granted out
to inferior tenants. 2 Bl. Comm. 5?.

Reruns ordo oonfunditur si uniouique
jurisdlctio non eervetur. 4 Inst. Proem.
The order of things is confounded if every
one preserve not his Jurisdiction.
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Berni: pr-ogreuus ostendnnt malts,
(In in lnltzlo prneaveri sen pr-adder-I
non peasant. 6 Coke, 40. The progress of
events shows many things which, at the be-
ginning, could not be guarded against or
foreseen. -

Ber-run sunriun quilibet est moderator
et arbiter. Every one is the regulator and
disposer of his own property. Co. Litt. 223a.

31:8. Lat. In the civil law. A thing;
an object. As a term of the law, this word
has a very wide and extensive signification,
including not only things which are objects
of property. but also such as are not capable
of individual ownership. See Inst. 2, 1, pr.
And in old English law it is said to have a
general import, comprehending both corpo-
real and incorporeal things of whatever kind,
nature, or species. 3 Inst. 182. See Bract.
101. 7?).

By "res," according to the modern civil-
ians, is meant everything that may form
an object of rights, in opposition to “per-
sono," which is regarded as a subject of
rights. “Res," therefore, in its general
meaning, comprises actions of all kinds;
while in its restricted sense it comprehends
every object of right, except actions. Mack-
eld. Rom. Law. 5 146. This has reference
to the fundamental division of the Institutes.
that all law relates either to persons. to
things. or to actions. Inst. 1, 2. 12.

In modern usage, the term is particularly
applied to anobject, subject-matter, or status,
considered as the defendant in an action, or
as the object against which, directly, pro-
ceedings are taken. Thus, in a prize case,
the captured vessel is “the res.” And pro-
ceedings of this character are said to be in
real. (See IN PERSONAH; IN Rim.) “Res"
may also denote the action or proceeding, as
when a cause. which is not between adver-
sary parties, is entitled "In re ."

Clarification. Things (res) have been va-
riously divided and classified in law, e. 9., in the
following ways: (1) Corporeul and incorporeal
things; (2) movables and immovables; (3) rec
mancipi and res neo mancipi; (4) things real
and things personal: (5) things in ossession
and chases (6. e., things) in action; (6 fungible
things and things not fungible. (fungibilcs vcl
non fung:'bi'lc-0;) and g‘) res siiigulw (6. o. in-
dividual objects) and ’versitates rerum, (:2 e.,
aggregates of things.) Also persons are for some
purposes and in certain respects regarded as
things. Brown. .

-30: nooessor-la. In the civil law. An ac-
cessor thing: that which belonirs to it princi-

l th ng, or is in connection with it.—Res ad-
ndloltn. A common but indefensible misspell-

of res judicata. The latter term designates
a point or question or subject-matter which was
in controversy or dispute and has been authori-
tatively and finally settled by the decision of a
court. Rea udiudocata (if there be such a term)
could only mean an article or subject of prop-
erty "awarded to" a given person by the judg-
ment of a court, which _might erhaps be the
case in replevin and similar act ons.—ReI ea-
dnea. In the civil law. A fallen or escheated
thing: an escheat. Hallifax, Civil Law, b. 2
c’. '9, no. 60.—Bes communes. In the civii
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law. Things common to all; that is, those
things which are used and enjoyed by every one,
even in single parts, but can never be exclusive-
ly acguired as a whole. e. ., light and air.
Inst. , 1, 1; Maclreld. Rom. w, 5 169.—Il.es
contravene. In the civil law. A matter con-
troverted; a matter in controversy; a point in
question; a question for determination. Calvin.
—B.es corona. In old English law. Things of
the crown; such as ancient manors, homages of
the king, liberties. etc. Fleta, lib. 3, c. 6. § 3.
—R.es_oorpors.les. In the civil law. Corpo-
real things; things which can be touched. or are
gerceptible to the senses. Dig. 1, 8, 1, 1: Inst.

, 2; Bract. fols. 7b, 10b, 13b.-Bea de:-allots.
Abandoned property; property thrown away or
forsaken by the owner, so as to become open to
the acquiition of the first taker or occupant.
See Rhodes v. Whitehead, 27 Tex. 313, 84 Am.
Dec. _631.—Bes fungibiles. In the civil law.
Fungible things; things of such a nature that
they can be replaced by equal quantities and
qualities when returning a loan or delivering
goods purchased, for example, so many bushels
of wheat or so many dollars: but a particular
horse or a particular jewel would not be of this
character.-‘Bea fur-tivin. In Scotch law.
Goods which have been stolen. Bell.—Res gos-
ta. Things done; transactions; msential cir-
cumstances surrounding the subject. The cir-
cumstances, facts. and declarations which grow
out of the main fact, are contemporaneous with
it,_n_nd serve to illustrate its character. See
Stirling v. Buckingham, 46 Conn. 464: Ft.
Smith Oil Co. v. Slover. 58 Ark. 168. 24 S. W.
106; State v. Prater. 52 VV. Va. 132, 43 S. E.
230; Davids v. People, 192 Ill. 176. 61 N. E.
537 : Hall v. State. 48 Ga. 00?; Railway Co.
v. Moore. 24 Tex. Civ. App. 489. 59 S. W. 282.
—B.es hnbfles. In the civil law things which
are prescriptible; things to which a lawful ti-
tle may be acquired by ordinary prescription.-
Reo immoblles. In the civil law. Immova-
ble things; including land and that which is
connected therewith, either by nature or art,
such as trees and buildings. Mackeld. Rom.
Law, Q 160.—Rea inoorpor-ales.’ In the civil
law. Incnrporeal things; things which ‘cannot
be touched; such as those things which consist
in right. Inst. 2. 2; Bract. fols. 7?), 10b. Such
things as the mind alone can perceive-.—R.es in-
tegra. A whole thing: a new or unopened
thing. The term is applied to those points of
law which have not been decided, which are uns
touched by dictum or decision. 3 Mer. 269.-
llea inter altos sets. A thing done between
others. or between third parties or strangers.
See Chicago. etc.. R. Co. v. Schmitz. 211 Ill.
446. 71 N. E. 1050.-Ros ipsa loquitnr. The
thing speaks for itself. A phrase used in ac-
tions for injury by negligence where no proof of
negligence is required beyond the accident it-
self, which is such as necessarily to involve neg-
ligence: c. 9., a collision between two trains up-
on a railway. Wharton. See Benedick v. Potts,
88 Md. 62, 40 Atl. 1067. 41 L. R. A. 478: Grif-
fen v. Manice, 166 N. Y. 188. 59 N. E. 925, 52
L. R. A. 922, 82 Am. St. Rep. 630; Excelsior
Electric Co. v. Sweet, 57 N. J. Law. 224. 30
At]. 553; Houston v. Brush, 66 Vt. 331, 29
At]. 380' Scott v. London, etc., Docks Co.. 3
mm. & (5. rm.-—ne. judlcats. A matter ad-
judged; a thing judicially acted upon or de-
cided; a thin or matter settled by judgment.
A phrase of t e civil law, constantly quoted in
the books. 2 Kent. Comm. ]20.—Ros litigi-
osm. In Roman law. things which are in liti-
gation; property or rights which constitute the
subject-matter of a pending action.—Res inan-
ol 1. In Roman law. Certain classes of things
w ich could not be aliened or transferred ex-
cept by means of a certain formal ceremonv of
conveyance called “nuincopano," (q. 1:.) These
included land, houses, slaves, horses, and cattle.
All other things were called "res nee mancipi."
The distinction was abolished by Justinian.-
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Res mobiles. In the civil law. Movable
things; things which may be transported from
one place to another. without injury to their
substance and form. Things corresponding with
the chattels persona] of the common law.
Kent. Comm. 347.—Bes nova. A new matter;
a new case: a uestion not before decided.-
Res nullius. he property of nobody. A
thing which has no owner. either because a
former owner has finally abandoned it, or be-
cause it has never been appropriated by any
person. or because (in the Roman law) it is not
susceptible of private ownership.—Res periit
domino. A phrase used to express that, when
a thing is lost or destroyed, it is lost to the per-
son who was the owner of it at the time.
Broom. Max. 238.—B.es privatse. In the civil
law. Things the property of one or more in-
dividuals. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 I57.—Res

ublicn. Things belonging to the public: pub-
ic property; such as the sea, navigable rivers,

highways, etc.—Ees quotidianie. Every—day
matters; familiar points or questions.—Bes
religious. Things pertaining to religion. In
Roman law, especially, burial—places, which were
regarded as sacred, and could not be the sub-
jects of commerce.—Res saere. In the civil
law. Sacred things. Things consecrated by the
pontifis to the service of God; such as sacred
edifices, and gifts or offerings. Inst. 2, 1. 8.
Chalices, crosses, censers. Bract. fol. 8.—Res
sanete. In the civil law. Holy things; such
as the walls and gates of a city. Inst. 2, 1, 10.
Walls were said to be holy, because any olfense
against them was punished capitally. Bract.
fol. S.—Res universitatis. In the civil law.
Things belonging to a community, (as, to a mu-
nici )ality,) the use and enjoyment of which. ac-
cor ing to their proper purpose, is free to every
member of the community. but which cannot be
appropriated to the exclusive use of any individ-
ual: such as the public buildings, streets, etc.
Inst. 2, 1, 6; Mackeld. Rom. Law, § 170.

Res aceeudent lumina rebus. One thing
throws light upon others. Odgen v. Gibbons,
4 Johns. Ch. (N. Y.) 1-19.

Res aeoessoria sequitur rem principa-
lens. Broom, Max. 491. The accessory fol-
lows the principal.

Res denominator a principali parts.
9 Coke. 47. The thing is named from its
principal part.

Res est misera ubi Jus est vagum et
incertnsn. 2 Salk. .512. It is a wretched
state of things when law is vague and mu-
table.

Res generalesn habet signiileationem
quia tans eorpos-ea quam incorporea
oujuseunque sunt generis, nature, sivo
spooiei, eomprehendit. 3 Inst. 182. The
word "thing" has a general signification. be-
cause it comprehends corporeal and incor-
porenl objects, of whatever nature, sort, or
species.

Res inter alios aota altori noeere non

dobet. Things done between strangers
ought not to injure those who are not parties
to them. Co. Litt. 132; Broom, Max. 954.
967.
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Res inter alios jndioato nullun aliis
prnjudioiuan faeiunt. Matters adjudged
in a cause do not prejudice those who were
not parties to it. Dig. 44, 2, 1.

Res iudieata tacit ex albo nigrung ex

nigro, album: ex eurvo, reotunn ex

reeto, ournuu. A thing adjudged [the sol-
emn judgment ofa court] makes white, black:
black, white; the crooked, straight; the
straight, crooked. 1 Bouv. last. no. 840.

Res Judieata pro veritate aeeipitnr.
A matter adjudged is taken for truth. Dig.
50, 17, 207. A matter decided or passed
upon by a court of competent jurisdiction is
received as evidence of truth. 2 Kent, Comm.
120.

Res per pecuniasn. nstinsatur, et non
peeunia per rem. 9 Coke, 76. The value
of a thing is estimated according to its worth
in money, but the value or money is not es-
timated by reference to a.thing.

Res propria est qua oonnnnnis non
est. A thing is private which is not common.
LeBreton v. Miles, 8 Paige (N. Y.) 261, 210.

Res qua intra prusidia pea-duets non»-
dum sunt, quanquam ab hostibus ooon-

patc, ideo postlinsinii non egent, quia
dominusn nondusn nnuturunt ex xentilln
lure. Things which have not yet been in-
troduced within the enemy's lines, although
held by the enemy. do not need the fiction of
postliminy on this account. because their
ownership by the law of nations has not yet
changed. Gro. de Jure B. l. 3, c. 9, I 16:
Id. 1. 3, c. 6, 5 3.

Res saora non 1-eeipit nstinsationons.
A sacred thing does not admit of valuation.
Dig. 1, 8, 9, 5.

Res sua nornini servit. 4 Macq. H. L.
Cars. 151. No one can have a servitude over
his own property.

Res transit our: sun onere. The thing
passes with its burden. Where a thing has
been lncumbered by mortgage, the incum-
brance follows it wherever it goes. Bract.
fols. 470, 48.

RESALE. Where a person who has sold
goods or other property to a purchaser sells
them again to some one else. Sometimes a
vendor reserves the right of reselling if the
purchaser commits default in payment of the
purchase money. and in some cases (e. 9..
on a sale of perishable articles) the vendor
may do so without having reserved the right.
Sweet.

RESOEIT. In old English practice. . An
admission or receiving a third person to
plead his right in a cause formerly com-
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menced between two others: as, in an action
by tenant for life or years, he in the rever-
sion might come in and pray to be received
to defend the land. and to plead with the
demandant. Cowell.
—B.eseelt of homage. The lord’s_ receiving
homage of his tenant at his admission to the
land. Kitch. 148.

nnscnu). To abrogate, anuul, avoid.
or cancel a contract; particularly, nullifying
a contract by the act of a party. See Powell
v. Linde Co., 29 Misc. Rep. '419, 60 N. Y.
Supp. 1044; Hurst v. Trow'Printing Co., 2
Misc. Rep. 881, 22 N. Y. Supp. 871.

BEIOIIIIO. Lat. In the civil law. All
snnuning; avoiding. or making void; abro-
gation; rescission. God. 4, 44.

83801881011’. Rescission, or the act of
rescinding. is where a contract is canceled,
annulled, or abrogated by the parties, or one
of them.‘

' In Spanish law, nullity is divided into abso-
lute and relative. The former is that which aris-
es from a law, whether civil or criminal, the
principal motive for which is the public inter-
est; and the latter is that which aifects only
certain individuals. “Nullity" is not to be con-
founded with “rescissiou." Nullity takes place
when the act is aflected by a radical vice, which
prevents it from producing an eflect; as where
an act is in contravention of t e laws or of good
morals. or where it has been executed by a per-
son who cannot be supposed to have any will,
as a child under the a e of seven years, or a
madman, (un nine 0 ente.) Rescission is
where an act. valid in appearance, nevertheless
conceals a defect, which ma make it null, if
demanded by any of the Jan es; as, for exam-

e, mistake, torce,Nfrau , deceit, want of sur-
ullity relates generally to

public 0 er, and cannot therefore be made
either by ratification or rescription: so that
the tribunals ou ht, for th s reason alone, to de-
cide that the uni act can have no ei’fect._with-
out stoppin to inquire whether the parties to
it have or ave not received any ingury. Re-
scission. on the contra , may be ma e good b
ratification or by the si ence of the arties; an
neither of the parties can demand i; unless he
can prove that he has received some prejudice
or sustained some damn by the act. Sunol v.
Hepburn, 1 Cal. 281, citing Escrlche.

cient a , etc.

_ RESOISSOBY ACTION. In Scotch law.
One to rescind or annul a deed or contract.

- 3.580008. Rescue. The taking back by
force goods which had been taken under a
distress, or the violently taking away a man
who is under arrest, and setting him at
liberty, or otherwise procuring his escape,
are both so denominated. This was also the
name of a writ which lay in cases oi’ rescue.
Co. Litt. 160; 3 Bl. Comm. 146; Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 100; 6 Mees. & W. 564.

' BESCBIPT. In canon law. 'A term in-
cluding any form of apostolical letter ema-
nating from the pope. The answer of the.
pope in writing. Dict. Droit Can.

Inthe civil law. A species of imperial
constitutions, being the answers oi‘ the prince

BL.LAw D1c'r.(2n En.)—65
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in individual cases, chiefly given in response
to inquiries by parties in relation to litigated
suits, or to inquiries by the judges, and which
became rules for future litigated or doubtful
legal questions. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 46.

At common law. A counterpart, dupli-
cate, or copy. .

In American law. A written order from
the court to the clerk, giving directions con-
cerning the further disposition of a case.
Pub. St. Mass. p. 1295.

The written statement by an appellate
court of its decision in a case, with the rea-
sons therefor, sent down to the trial court.

BESCRIPTION. In French law. A re-
scription is a letter by which one requests
some one to pay a certain sum or money, or
to account for him to a third person for it.
Poth. Cont. de Change, no. 225.

BESOBIIPTUX. Lat. In the civil law.
A species of imperial constitution, in the
form or an answer to some application or pe-
tition; a rescript. Calvin.

RESCUE. The act oi‘ forcibly and inten-
tionally, delivering a person from lawful ar-
rest or imprisonment, and setting him at
liberty. 4 Bl. Comm. 131; Code Ga. 5 4478;
Robinson v. State. 82 Ga. 535, 9 S. E. 528.

The unlawfully or forcibly taking back
goods which have been taken under a dis-
tress for rent, damage teasant, etc. Hamlin-
v. Mack, 33 Mich. 108.

In admiralty and maritime law. The
deliverance or property taken as prize. out of
the hands of the captors, either when the
captured party retake it by their own ettorts,
or when, pending the pursuit or struggle, the
party about to be overpowered receive rein-
forcements, and so escape capture.

3280118803. In old English law. A
rucuer: one who commits a rescous. Cro.
Jac. 419; Oowell.

EESOYT. L. Fr. Resceit; receipt: the
receiving or harboring a felon, after the com-
mission or a crime. Britt. c. 23.

RES!-IALIIIG WRIT. In English law.
The second sealing of a writ by a master so
as to continue it, or to cure it or an irregu-
larity.

-nnsnnvanno. Reserving. In old con-
veyancing. An apt word of reserving a rent.
Co. Litt. 47¢.

Beservatio non debut esse de pronoun
ipsis, (III on conoodnntnr, sod do rodltn
novo extra protein. A reservation ought
not to be of the profits themselves, because
they are granted, but from the new rent,
apart from the profits. Co. Litt. 142.

RESERVATION. A clause in a deed or
other instrument of conveyance by which the
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grantor creates, and reserves to himself, some
right, interest, or profit in the estate grant-
ed, which had no previous existence as such,
but is flrst called into being by the instru-.
ment reserving it: such as rent, or an ease-.
ment. Stephens v. Reynolds, 6 N. Y. 458;
In re Narragansett Indians, 20 R. I. 715, 40
Atl. 347; Miner v. Lapham, 44 Vt. 435;
Engel v. Ayer, 85 Me. 448, 27 Atl. 352; Smith
v. Cornell University, 21 Misc. Rep. 220,
45 N. Y. Supp. 640; Wilson v. Higbee (C. C.)
62 Fed. 726; Hard v. Curtis, 7 Metc. (Mass.)'
110. I

A "reservation” should be carefully distin-
guished from an “exception,” the difference be-
tween the two being this: By an exception, the
grantor withdraws rom the efiect of the grant
some part of the thing itself which is in one,
and included under the terms of the grant, as
one acre from a certain field a shop or mill
standing within the limitsof the granted prem-
ises, and the like; whereas, ‘a reservation.-
though made to the grantor, lessor, or the one
creating the estate, is something arising out of
the thing granted not then in cue, or some new
thing created or reserved, issuing or comiu out
of. the thing granted, and not a part 0 the‘
thing itself, nor of anythin issuing out of an-
other thing. 3 Washb. Re Prop. 645.

In public land laws of the United
States, a reservation is a tract of ian'd,,more
or less considerable in extent, which is by
public authority withdrawn from sale or set-
tlement, and appropriated to specific public
uses; such as parks, military posts, Indian
lands, etc. Jackson v. Wilcox, 2 I11. 344 ;_

Meehan v. Jones (C. C.) 70 Fed. ,4-'55; Cuhn
v. Barnes (C. C.) 5 Fed. 331. "

In practice, the reservation of a point of,
law is the act of the trial court in setting it
aside for future consideration. allowing the’,
trial to proceed meanwhile as-it the question,
had been settled one way, but subject to
alteration of the judgment in case the court‘
in banc should decide it differently. ‘

RESET. The receiving or harboring an
outla-wed person. Cowell. .

—Beset of theft. in Scotch law. The re-
ceiving and keeping stolen goods, knowing them
to be stolen, with a design of feloniously retain-
§n2p§ them from the real owner. Alis. Crim. Law,_

RESETTER. In Scotch law. A. receiver
of stolen goods knowing theiu to have been
stolen.

assures." Residence, abode, or, con-
‘ tinuance.

RESIANT. In old English law. Contin-
ually dwelling or abiding in a place; resi-
dent: a resident. Kitchin, 33: Cowell.
—-Besisnt rolls. Those containing the re-
siants in a tithing, ctc., which are to be called
over by the steward on holding courts leet.

RESIDENCE. Living or dwelling in a
certain‘ place permanently or for a consider-
able length of time. The place where a man’
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makes his home, or where he dwells perina-
nently or for an extended period of time.
_ _The diiferenee between a residence and a dom-
icile may not be capable of easy definition; but
every one can see at least this distinction: ‘A
person domiciled in one state may, for tempo-
rary masons, such as health, reside for one or
more ears in some other place deemed more
£avo_ra le. He does not, by so doing, forfeit his
domicile in the first state, or, in any proper
sense, become a non-resident of it, unless some
intention, manifested b some act. of abandon-
ing his residence in t e first state is shown.
Walker's Estate v. Walker, 1 Mo. App. 404.

“Residence" means a fixed and permanent
abode or dwelling-place for the time being, as
contradistinguished from a mere temporary lo-
cality of existence. So does “inhabitancy ;" and
the two are distinguishable in this respect tram
:‘l‘ggmiciie." In re Wrigley. 8 Wend. (N. Y.)

As they are usedin the New‘ Torir Code of
Procedure, the terms “residence" and “resident”
mean legal residence; and legal residence is the

lace, of a man’s fixed habitation, where his po-
itical rights are to be exercised, and where he

is liable to taxation. Houghton v. Ault. 18
How. Prac. (N. Y.) 77.

A distinction is recognized between legal and
actual residence. A person may be a legal resi-
dent of one place and an actual resident of an-
other. He ma abide in one state or country
without surren erin his legal residence in an-
other, if he so iaten s. His legal residence may
be merel ideal. but his actual residence must be
substan al.’ He may not actually abide at his
legal residence at all, but his actual residence
must be his abiding place. Tipton v. Tipton.
87 Ky. 243, 8 S. W. 440; Hinds v. Hinds. 1
Iowa, 36; Fitzgerald v. Arel, 63 Iowa, 104. 18
N. W. 713 50 Am. Rep. 733; Ludlow v. 820111.
90 Iowa, 1‘z5, 57 N. W. cm

_ RESIDENT.
in a place. ,

“Resident" and “inhabitant" _are distinguish-
able in meaning. The word “inliabitant" implies
a -more fixed and permanent abode than does
“resident;” and a resident may not be entitled
to all e privileges or subject to all the duties
of an nhabitant. Frost v. Brisbin, 19 Wend.
(N. Y.) 11, 32 Am. Dec. 423.

_ Also a tenant, ‘who was obliged to reside
on hi lord's land, and not to depart from the
same; called, also, “homme lavas: at coach-
agit,” and in Normandy, “rcsaeant du flef."
—R.esident lreeholder. A person_ who le-
sides in the particular place (town, city, conn-
ty, etc.) and who owns an estate in lands there-
in amounting at least to 9. freehold interest.
Dam v. Dane, 29 Wis. 427; Campbell v. Mor-
an. 1 Neb. 615, 99 N. W. 499; State v. Ko-
komo, 108 Ind. 74, 8 N. E. 720.—.Bcsid.en_t
minister. In international law. A public
minister who resides at a foreign court. Resi-
dent ministers are ranked in the third class of
public ministers. Wheat. Int. Inw, 264. 267.

One who has his residence

RESIDUAL. Relating to the residue‘: re-
lating to the part remaining.

RESIDUAEY. Pertaining to the residue;
constituting the residue: giving or bequeath-
ing the residue; receiving or entitled to
the residue. Riker v. Cornwell. 113 N. Y.‘
115. 20 N. E. 602; Kerr v. Dougherty. 79
N. Y. 359; Lamb v. Lamb. 60 Hun, 577. 14
N. Y. Supp. 206.
—-Eesldnnry account. In English practice.
The account which every executor and adinlnis-'



sidusry legacy.

RESIDUABY

tutor, after paying the debts and particular leg-
scies of the deceased, and before paying over
the residuum, must pass before the board of in-.
land revenue. Mosley & Whitley.—Residusx-y
clause. The clause in a will by which that
part of the property is disposed of which re-
mains after satisfying previous be nests and.de-
vises.—Residnu-y devise and visee. _ glee
Dav1sE.—Residns.ry estate. The remaining
part of a testator's estate and efiects, after pay-
ment of debts and legacies; or that portion of
his estate which has not been particularly de-
vised or bequeathed. See Wetmore v. St. Luke's
Hospital, 56 Hun, 313, 9 N. Y. Supp. 753.—ne-

See Leonor. ' '

BESIDUE. The surplus of a testator’s
estate remaining after all the debts and par‘
ticular legacies have been discharged. 2 BL
Comm. 514.

The "residue" of a testator's estate and ef-
fects means what is left after all liabilities are
discharged, and- all the purposes of the testa-
Ior, specineaily expressed in his will, are car-
ried into eiiect. Graves v. Howard, 56 N. 0.

RBSIDIIUM. That which remains after
any process of separation or deduction; a
residue or balance.- That which remains of
a decedentsestate, after debts have been
paid and legacies deducted. See Parsons v.
Colgate (C. C.) 15 Fed. 603; Robinson v. Mil-
lard, 133 Mass. 239; United states Trust
Co. v. Black, 9 Misc. Rep. 653, 30 N. Y. Supp.
453

Designatio est Jnris preps-ii spontsnes
retutstic. Resignation is a spontaneous re
linquishment of one's own right. Godb. 284.

RESIGNATION. The act by which an
oiiicer 'renounces the further exercise of his
oiiice and returns the same into the hands of
those from whom he received it.

In ecclesiastical law. Resignation is
where a parson, vicar, or other beneflced
clergyman voluntarily gives up and surren-
ders his charge and preferment to those from
whom he received the same. It is usually
done by an instrument attested by a notary.
Phillim. Ecc. Law, 517.

In Scotch law. The return of a tee into
the hands of the superior. Bell.
-Resignation ‘head. A bond or other en-
gagement in writing taken by a patron from the
clergyman presented by him to a living. to re-
si the benefice at a future period. This is
al owable in certain cases under St. 1) Geo. IV.
c. 94, passed in 1828. 2 Steph. Comm. 721.

RBBIG-NEE. One in favor of whom a
resignation is made. 1 Bell, Comm. l25n.

nnsnmn. Lat.‘ In old English law.
To draw back from a contract before it is
made binding. Bract. fol. 38.

BESICT. To oppose. This word proper-
ly describes an opposition by direct action
and quasi forcible means. ‘State v. Welch,
87 Wis. -198.. - - -
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' RESISTANCE. The act of resisting op-
position; the employment ot forcible means
to prevent the execution. of an endeavor in
which force is employed. See U. S. v. Jose
(C. C.) 63 Fed. 951;’ U. S. v. Hut! (C. C.) 13
Fed. 839. .

. BESISTING AN OFFICER. ln criminal
law, the oflense or obstructing, opposing, and
endeavorlng to prevent (with or without no
tualforce) a peace oilicer,in the execution
of a writ or in the lawful discharge or his
duty while making an arrest or otherwise en-
forcing the peace. See Davis v. State, 76
Ga. 722; Woodworth V. State, 26 Ohio St.
200: Jones v. State, 60 Ala. 99.

. RESOLUCION. In Spanish colonial law.
An opinion formed by some superior au-
thority on matters referred to its decision,
and forwarded to inferior authorities for
their instruction and government. Schm.
Civil Law, 93, note 1.

RESOLUTION. The determination or de-
cision. ‘in regard to its opinion or intention.
ot a deliberative or legislative body. public
assembly. town council, board of directors
or the like. Also a motion or formal prop-
osition oifered for adoption by such a body.

In legislative practice. The term is
usually employed to denote the adoption or a
motion, the subject-matter of .whlch would
not properly constitute a statute; such as a
mere expression of opinion; an alteration of
the rules; a vote of thanks or of censure, etc.
See City of Cape Girardeau v. Fougeu, 30
Mo. App. 556; McDowell v. People, 204 Ill.
499. 68 N. E. 379.

In practice. The judgment of a court. 5
Mod. 438; 10 Mod. 209.

In the civil ls'w. The cancellation or an-
nulllng, by the act of parties or Judgment of
a court, of an existing contract which was
valid and binding, in consequence of some
cause or matter arising after the making of
the agreement, and not in consequence of
any inherent vice or defect, which, invali-
dating the contract from the beginning, would
be ground for rescission. 7 Toullier, no. 551.

RESOLUTIVB. In Scotch conveyancing.
Having the quality or effect of resolving or
extinguishing a right. Bell.

Resolute Jnre ooncedentis resolvitur
Jns concessurn. The right of the grantor
being extinguished. the right granted is ex-
tinguished. Mackeid. Rom. Law.179; Broom,
Max. 467.

' BESOLUTORY CONDITION. See Cou-
n1-non.

REIOBT, 1:. To go back.‘ “It resorted
to the line of the mother.” Hale, Com. Law.
c. 11. . -
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RESORT, 1|. A court whose decision is
final and without appeal is, in reference to
the particular case, said to be a “court of
last resort."

BESOUROEI. Money or any property
that can be converted into supplies; means
of raising money or supplies; capabilities of
raising wealth or to supply necessary wants;
available means or capability of any kind.
Ming v. Woolfolk, 3 Mont. 386; Sacry v. Lo-
bree. 84 Cal. 41. 23 Pac. 1088; Shelby Coun- .

ty v. Tennessee Centennial Exposition 00..
96Tenn. 653.368. W.w-i,33L.R.A.717.

RESPEOTU COMPUTI VIOEOOHITIS
EABENDO. A writ for respiting a sher-
in!'s account addressed to the treasurer and
barons of the exchequer. Reg. Orig. 139.

RBSPEOTUS. In old English and Scotch
law. Respite; delay; continuance of time;
postponement.

Respioiendun eat Jndioant! no quid
ant dau-ins ant remiuiue ooutltuatu
qnarn oauaa depoaoit; nee enim. ant ao-

verltatia ant olementin gloria aileetanda
eat. The Judge must see that no order be
made or Judgment given or sentence passed
either more harshly or more mildly than the
case requires; he must_ not seek renown, ei-
ther as a severe or as a tender-hearted judge.

BSSPHE. The temporary suspension of.’

the execution of a sentence; a reprieve; a
delay, forbearance, or continuation of time.
4 Bl. Comm. 391; Mishler v. cont, 62 Pa.
55, 1 Am. Rep. 377.

Continuance. In English practice, a Jury
is said, on the record, to be “re.-spited" till
the next term. 3 Bl. Comm. 354.

In the civil law. A reapiic is an act by
which a debtor. who is unable to satisfy his
debts at the moment, transacts (compromises)
with his creditors, and obtains from them
time or delay for the payment of the sums
which he owes to them. The respite is ei-
ther voluntary or forced. It is voluntary
when all the creditors consent to the pro-

'posal, which the debtor makes, to pay in a
limited time the whole or a part of the debt.
It is forced when a part of the creditors re-
fuse to accept the debtor's proposal, and when
the latter is obliged to compel them by Ju-
dicial authority to consent to what the others
have determined, in the cases directed by law.
Civ. Code La. arts. 308-1, 3085.

—Besplte of appeal. Adjonrning an appeal
to some future time. Brown.—Respite of
homage. To dispense with the performance of
homage by tenants who held their lands in con-
sideration of performing homage to their lords.
Cowell.

RESPOND. 1. To make or file an an-
swer to a bill, libel. or appeal, in the charac-
ter ot a respondent, (q. v.)
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2. To be liable_ or answerable; to make
satisfaction or amends; as, to "respond in
damages."

BEBPONDE BOOK. In Scotch practice.
A book kept by the directors of chancery,
in which are entered all non-entry and re.»

lief duties payable by heirs who take precepts
from chancery. Bell.

BEIPONDEAT OUITEB. Upon an is-
sue in law arising upon a dilatory plea, the
form of Judgment for the plaintii! is that the
defendant answer over, which is thence call-
ad I. Judgment ot “respoudeat ouster." This
not being a iinal Judgment, the pleading is
resumed, and the action proceeds. Steph. Pl.
115; 8 Bl. Comm. 303; Bauer v. Roth, 4
Rawle (Pa.) 91. .

Bespondeat raptor, uni ignorare non
potult quad pupillum allonum abdnxlt.
Hob. 99. Let the ravisher answer, for he
cannot be ignorant that he has taken away
another’s ward.

Bespondeat superior} Let the master
answer. This maxim means that a master
is liable in certain cases for the wrongful acts
of his servant, and a principal for those of
his agent. Broom, Max. 843. See Southern
Ry. Co. V. Morrison, 105 Ga. 643, 31 S. E.
564; Haehl v. Wabash R. 00., 119 M0. 325,
2-1 8. W. 737;, State v. Gillespie. 6: Kan.
469. 63 Pac. 742. 84 Am. St. Rep. 411.

RESPONDENT. The party who makes
an answer to a bill or other proceeding in
chancery. .

The party who appeals against the judg-
ment of an inferior court is termed the "ap-
pellant;" and he who contends against the
appeal, the “respondent.” The word also de-
notes the person upon whom an ordinary pe-
tition in the court of chancery (or a libel
in admiralty) is served, and who is, as it
were, a defendant thereto. The terms "re-
spondent" and_ “co-respondent” are used in
like manner in proceedings in the divorce
court. Brown; Brower v. Nellls, 6 Ind. App.
323, 33 N. E. 672; Code Cr. Proc. N. Y. 1903,
5 516.

In the civil law.
security for another; a fldejussor.
8, 8.

RESPONDENTIA. The hypothecation of
the cargo or goods on board a ship as se-
curity for the repayment of a loan, the term
“vbottomry” being confined to hypothecations
of the ship herself; but now the term "re-
spondentia" is seldom used. and the expreo
sion “bottomry" is generally employed.
whether the vessel or her cargo or both be
the security. Maude & P. Shipp. 433; Smith.
Mere. Law, 416. See Maitland v. The At-
lantic. 16 Fed. Cas. 622. -

Bespondentla is a contract by which a

One who answers or is
Dig. 2.
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cargo, or some part thereof, is hypothecated
as security for a loan, the repayment of
which is dependent on maritime risks. Civ.
Code Cal. 5 3036; Civ. Code Dak. 5 1796.

Responders son soves-dale. His supe-
rior or master shall answer. Articuli- sup.
Chart. c. 18.

RESPONDBRE NON DDT. Lat. In
pleading. The prayer of a plea where the de-
fendant insists that he ought not to answer,
as when he claims a privilege; for example,
as being a member of congress or a foreign
ambassador. 1 Chit. (Pl. ‘433.

RESPONSA PRUDENTUH. Lat. An-
swers of jurists; responses given upon cases
or questions of law referred to them, by cer-
tain learned Roman jurists, who, though not
magistrates, were authorized to render uch
opinions. These reaponsa constituted one of
the most important sources of the earlier
Roman law, and were of great value in de-
veloping its scientiflc accuracy. They held
much the same place of authority as our
modern precedents‘ and reports.

RESPOIISAIJS. In old English law.
One who appeared for another.

In ecclesiastical law. A proctor.

RESPONSALIS AD LUORANDUH
‘V111’. PETENDUM. He who appears and
answers for another in court at a day as-
signed; a proctor, attorney, or deputy. 1
Reeve, Eng. Law, 169.

RESPONSIBILITY. The obligation to
answer for an act done, and to repair any in-
jury it may have caused.

RESPONSIBLE. To say that a person is
“responsible" means that he is able to pay a
sum for which he is or may become liable, or
to discharge an obligation which he may be
under. Farley v. Day, 26 N. II. 531; People
v. Kent, 160 I11. 655, 43 N. E. 760; Com. v.
Mitchell, 82 Pa. 349. A promise to be "re-
sponsible” for the contract of another is a
guaranty rather than a suretyship. Bickel
v. Auner, 9 Phila. (Pa.) 499.

—-Responsible government. This term gen-
erally designates that species of governmental
system in which the responsibility for public
measures or acts of state rests upon the min-
istry or executive council. who are under an ob-
ligation to resign when disapprobation of their
course is expressed by a vote of want of confi-
dence, in the legislative assembly, or by the de
Slat of an important measure advocated by

em.

Responslo unit: not: onsnino nudlntnr.
The answer of one witness shall not be heard
at all. A maxim of the Roman law of evi-
dence. 1 Greenl. Ev. I260.

RESPOIISIVE. Answering; constituting
or comprising a complete answer. A .“re-
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sponsive allegation" is one which directly an-
swers the allegation it is intended to meet.

RESSRIIER. The taking of lands into
the hands of the crown, where ageneral liv-
ery or ouster is main was formerly misused.

REST, 1). In the trial of an action, a par-
ty is said to “rest," or "rest his case,” when
he intimates that he has produced all the
evidence he intends to ofler at that stage,
and submits the case, either finally, or sub-
ject to his right to afterwards offer rebutting
evidence.

REST, 9|. Rests are periodical balancings
of an account, (particularly in mortgage and
trust account.s,) made for the purpose of con-
verting interest into principal, and charging
the party liable thereon with compound in-
terest. Mosley a Whitley.

RI-ISTASHIIIIG WRIT. Passing it a sec-
ond time through the proper ofllce. where-
upon it receives a new stamp. 1 Chit. Arch.
Pr. 212.

RESTAUR, or RESTOR. The remedy
or recourse which marine underwriters have
against each other, according to the date of
their assurances. or against the master, it
the loss arise through his default, as through
ill loading, want of caulking, or want oi‘.hav-
ing the vessel tight; also the remedy or re-
course a person has against his guarantor or
other person who is ‘to indemnify him from
any damage sustained. Enc. Loud.

RESTAURANT. This term, as current-
ly understood, means only, or chiefly, an eat-
ing-house; but it has no such fixed and defl-
nite legal meaning as -necessarily to exclude
its being an “inn" in the legal sense. Lewis
v. Hitchcock (D. C.) 10 Fed. 4.

RESTITUTIO IN INTBGRUH. Lat.
In the civil law. Restoration or restitution to
the previous condition. This was effected by
the praetor on equitable grounds, at the pray-
er of an injured party, by rescinding or an-
nulling a contract or transaction valid by the
strict law, or annulling a change in the legal
condition produced by an omission, and re-
storing the parties to their previous situation
or legal relations. Dig. 4. 1; Mackeld. Rom.
Law, § 220.

The restoration of a cause to its flrst state.
on petition of the party who was cast, in
order to have a second hearing. Hallifax.
Civil Law, b. 3, c. 9, no. 49.

RESTITUTION. In maritime law.
When a portion of a ship's cargo is lost by
jettison, and the remainder saved, and the
articles so lost are replaced by a general con-
tribution among the owners of the cargo,
this is called “restitution."

In practice. The return of something
to the owner of it or to the person entitled to
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it," upon ‘thereversal or’ ‘setting aside of the
judgment or order of court under which it
was, taken from him. Haebler v. Myers, 132
N._x. 363,30 N: E. 963,15 L. R. A. 53s, % Am.
St.‘ Rep. 589; Gould-v. McFall.'118 Pa. 465,
12 Atl. 336, 4 Am. St. Rep. 606: 'First"Nat.
Bank v. Avery Planter Co., 69_ l\'eb. 329, 95 N.
,W.- 624. 111 Am. St. Rep. "541. " ,

If. after money has been levied under a
writ of execution, the judgment be reversed
by writ of error, or set aside, the party
against whom the execution was sued out
shall have restitution. 2 Tidd, Pr. 1033; 1
Burriii, Pr. 292. So, on conviction of a fel-
on. immediate restitution of such of the
goods stolen as are brought into court will be
ordered to be made to the several prosecutors.
fiusteph. Comm. 434. =

" ‘In equity: Restitution is therestoration
or both parties to their original condition,
(when practicable.) upon the rescission of a
contract for fraud or similar cause.

q-«R titution loo ngals-ights. I E
lish "e=:clesiastica'l' lam‘:A species of matilimoliii:
ai cause or suit which is brought whenever_ ei-
ther a husband or wife is guilty of the injury
oi! subtraction, or lives separate from the-other
without any sniiicient reason; in which case
the ecclesiastical jurisdiction will compel them
to come together again, if either part be weak
enough to desire it, contrary to the nclination
of the other. 3 Bl. Comm. 91.—BostitntioIs
of minors. In Scotch law. A minor on as-
taining majority may obtain relief against a
deed previously executed by him, which may be
held void or voidable according to circumstan-
ces. This is .called “restitution of minors."
Bell.—Writ of restitution. In practice. A
writ which lies, after the reversal of a judg-
ment. to restore a party to all that he has lost
by occasion of the Judgment 2 Tidd, Pr. 1186.

RESTITUTIOIIE EXTRACT! A3 rio-
'dI.‘£sIA. A writ to restore a man to the
‘church. which he had recovered for his
sanctuary, being suspected of felony. Reg.
Orig. 69.

' _n}:s'rrru'r1o1n: rrzuronanmn. A
"writ addressed to the shei-m‘, to restore the
temporalities of a Ibishopric to the bishop
elected and confirmed. Fitzh. Nat. Brev.
;l69._

REITRAIII’. To limit. confine, abridge,
narrow down, or restrict.

To prohibit from action; to put compul—
si_on upon; to restrict; to hold or press back.
To'enjoin, (in equity.)

'nss1-nanmm ostnnn. An order in
the nature of an injunction. See Onniza.

‘ stnsrnamme POWERS. Restric-
tions or limitations imposed upon the exer-
cise of a power by the donor thereof.

' RESTBAHING STATUTE. A statute
which restrains the common law. where it is
‘too lax and luxuriant.’ 1 Bl. Comm. 8?.
Statutes restraining the powers of corpora-
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tions in regard to leases have been so called
in England. 2 Bl. Comm. 319, 320. -

RESTBAINT. Confinement, abridgment.
or limitation. Prohibition of action; holding
or pressing back from action. Hindi-ance.
confinement, or restriction of liberty.

“What, then, according to a common under‘
standing, is the meaning of the term ‘restraint?’
Does it imply that the limitation. restriction,
or confinement must be imposed by those who
are in possession of the person or thing‘ which
is limited, restricted, or confined, or is t e term
satisfied by a restriction created by the applies.-
tion of external force? It. for exam le, a town
he besieged. and the inhabitants con ned within
its walls by the be-sieging army, if, in attempt-
infimtq come out, they are forced back, would
it_ inaccurate to sa that they are restrained
within those limits? he court believes that it
would not; and. if it would not, then with
equal ropriety may it be said when a port is
blocks ed, that the vessels witiiin are confined,
or restrained from coming out. The blockadln
force is not in possession of the vessels incloeed
in the harbor. but it acts upon and restrains
them. It is e vs‘: major, applied directly and
efiectually to them, which prevents them from
coming out of port. This appears to the court
to be. in correct langus e, ‘a restraint,’ by the
power imposing the bloc ade; and when a ves-
sel, attem tin to come out, is boarded and
turned bac , t is restraining force is practical-
ly ap lied to‘ such vessel." Olivera v. Union
Ins. ., 3 Wheat. 180. 4 L. Ed. 365.

The terms "restraint" and “detention of prin-
ces." as used in policies of marine insurance
have the same meaning,—thut of the eifect of
superior force, operating directly on the vessel.
So ion as a ship is under restraint, so 102?
she is etained: and, whenever she is de .

she is under restraint. Rich on v. Insur-
ance Co.. 6 Mass. 102, 4 Am. Dec. 92.
—Rests-aint of mar! . A contract, cov-
enan bond, or devise is ‘in restraint of mar-
riage‘ when its conditions unreasonably wanipler
or restrict the party's freedom to in , or is
choice, or undu y pos one the time of is mar
riage.—Rosts-mint o ts-ado. Contracts or
combinations in restraint of trade are such as
tend or are designed to eliminate or stifle com-
petition, efiect a monopoly, artificially main-
tain prices, or otherwise hamper or obstruct the
course of trade and commerce as it would be
carried on if left to the control of natural and
economic forces. See U. S. v. Trans-Missouri
Freight Ass'n. 106 U. S. 290. 17 Sup. Ct. 540.
4.1 . . 1007' Hodge v. Sloan, 107 N. Y.
244, 17 N. E. 335. 1 Am. St. Rep. 816. With
reference to contracts between individuals, a re-
straint of trade is said to be "general” or "spa
cia." A contract which forbids a person to
employ his talents, industry. or capital in any
undertaking within the limits of the state or
country is in ‘‘general'‘ restraint of trade; if
it forbids him to employ himself in a designated
trade or business, either _tor a limited time or
within a prescribed area or district. it is in
“special.” restraint of trade. See Holbrook v.
Waters, 9 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 837.--Restraint
on alienation is where property is given to a
married woman to her separate use, without
power of alienation.

RESTRICTION. In the case of land reg-
istered under the English land transfer act.
1875, a restriction is an entry on the register
made on the application of the registered
proprietor of the land, the eirect of which is
to prevent the transfer of the land or the
creation of any charge upon it. unless notice
01- the application for a transfer or diarge -is
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sent by post to a certainaddress. or unless
the consent of a certain person or. persons to
the transfer or charge is obtained, or unless
some other thing is done. Sweet. _

REITRIOTIVE INDORSEMENT. An
indorsement may be so worded as to restrict
the further negotiabillty of the intrnment,
and it is then called a “restrictive indorse-
ment.” Thus, “Pay the contents to .1. 8.
only," or “to .1. S. for my use,” are restrie
tive indorsements, and put an end to the ne-
gotiability of the paper. 1 Daniel, Neg. Inst.
5 898.

. RSSULT. In law. a thing is said to re
sult when, after having been ineffectually or
only partially disposed of, it comes back to
ii: former owner or his representatives.
sweet. . . .

---BesnltI.ng trust. See Tlmn'.—Besnlting
use. See Lss. . ~ . ,

RESUNHOIII. In practice. A second
summons. The calling a person a second
time to answer an action, where the flrst
summons is defeated upon any occasion; as
the deathof a party, or the like. Oowell.

REIUXPTION. In old English law.
The taking again into the king's hands such
lands or tenements as before, upon false sug-
gestion, or other error, he had delivered to
the heir, or granted by letters patent to any
man. Cowell. ‘

RBSURBENDER. Where copyhold land
has been mortgaged by surrender, and the
_mortgagee has been admitted, then, on the
mortgage debt being paid off, the mortgagor
is entitled to have the land reconveyed -to
him, by the mortgagee surrendering it to the
lord to’ his use. This is called a “resurren-
der." 2 Dav. Conv. 1332».

BETAE. To sell by small parcels, and
not in the gross; To‘ sell in small quantities.
state v. Lowenhaught,. 11 Les (Tenn.) 13;
Bridges v. State, 37 Ark. 224; McArthur v.
State, 69 Ga. 444; Com. v. Kimball, 7 Metc.
(Mass) 308. -

—Retsiler of merchandise. A merchant
who buys.articIes in gross or merchandise in
large quantities. and sells the same by single
articles or in small quantities.

RETAIN. In practice. To engage the
iiervices of an attorney or counsellor to math
age a cause. See Rsramsa, 2.

—Retain1ng I cause. In English practice.
The act of one of the divisions of the high court
of justice in retaining jurisdiction of a cause
wrongly broug in that division instead of
another. Under the judicature acts of 1873 and
1_875, this may be done. in some cases, in the
discretion of the court or a judge.—B.ets.i:n1ng
fee. A fee given to counsel on engaging his
firvicessgrfihe trial of the cause.—Betain.Ing

.'. . EN. . K.. .1.
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B.I>:'I.‘A.!1IEn.. 1. The right of retainer is
the right which the executor or administra-
tor of a deceased person has to retain oigtpt
the assets suiiicient to pay any debt due to
him from the deceased in priority to the oth-
er creditors whose debts are of equal degree.
3 steph. Comm. 263. Millei-.v. Irby, 63 Ala.
-188; Taylor v. Deblois, 23 Fed. Cas. 765.

2. In English practice. a “retainer.” as ap-
plied to counsel, is-commonly used to signify
a notice given to a counsel by an attorney on
behalf of the plaintiff or defendant in an ac}
tion,- in=order to secure his services as advod
cate when the cause comes--on for trial.-'
Holthouse. Agnew v. Wulden,A‘84 Ala. 502;‘!
South. 672; Blackman v. Webb, 38 Kan._668.
17 Pac'. 404. v - "‘ -' ‘ ~'~

3. A servant, not menial or familial'..+tha,'t'
is, not continually dwelling in the house "

his master, but only wearing his livery. augt
attending sometimes upon special occasions.
'——is, in old English usage. called a “retainé,
er." Cowell. " ' ,

—Genea-al retainer, A general retainer .o{
an attorney or solicitor “merely ‘gives a righ
to expect professional service when requested,
but none which isnot requested. . It binds the
person retained not to_ take a fee froni anothe
against his retainer, but to do nothin exce
what he is asked to do. and for this e is
be distinctly geld." Rhode Island Exch. Bank
1. Hawkins, R. I.- 206.—Ipeelsl retainer.
An engagement or retainer of an attorney or
solicitor for a special’ and designated purpose’
as, to yarepare and try a« articular case.
new v. alden, 84 Ala. , 4 South. 672.

RETAKING. The taking one's "goods,
from another, who without right hastaked
possession thereof. : - ui

an-rann-rrox. The lea tauonis, (q. as

‘ n.3'rAI.I.IA. In old Imglish law. Retail;
the cutting up again, or division of a con:
modity into smaller parts. . -'. .:

« - - ~:.i

n.r:'rr:m:n1_»:1u'ms. In old English law
Restraint; detalnment; withholding.

. RETENTION. In-Scotch law. A spades
of lien; the right to retain possession ofrls
chattel until the lienor is satisfied of his
claim upon the article itself or its owner‘. 1

-, .- . ‘. i . . .3 I,

BETINENTIA. A retinue, or persons re~
tained by a; prince or nobleman. Oowell‘ -

. . , . _ ,

. RETIRE. As -applied to bills of exchange,-
this word is. ambiguoua.. It is commonly
used of an indorser who takes up a bill by
handing the .amount to as transferee,‘ after
which the indorserholds the instrument with
all his remedies intact. But it is sometimes
used of an; acceptor, by whom, when a bill
is-taken upior retired at.maturi!3, itais ills
effect paid, and all the.i-emedies on iit extinro
guiahed. Bylea. _Biils,' 215. see Elsamwu.
Denny, 15C. B.9-1. .i€ . .: .. ._ :;:i.i



. without protest.

RETONSOR

‘ RETOIISOB. L. Lat. In old English
law. A clipper of money. Fleta, lib. 1, c.
20, 5 122.

BETORNA JBBEVIUM. The return of
writs. The indorsement -by a sheriir or other
officer of his doings upon a writ.

BETORNO EABBNDO. A writ that lies
for the distralnor of goods (when, on re-
plevin brought, he has proved his distress to
be a lawful one) against him who was so dis-
irained, to have them returned to him ac-
cording to law, together with damages and
costs. Brown.

BETOBSION. In international law. A
species of retaliation, which takes place
where a government, whose citizens are sub-
jected to severe and stringent regulation or
harsh treatment by a foreign government.
employs measures of equal severity and
harshness upon the subjects of the latter gov-
ernment fouud within its dominions. See
Vattel, lib. 2, c. 18. 5 341.

RETOUR. In Rcotch law. To return a
writ to the oflice in chancery from which it
issued.

RETOUR OI‘ IEBVIOB. In scotch law.
A certified copy of a verdict establishing the
legal character of a party as heir to a de-
eedent.

RETOU3. SANS PRAII. Fr. In French
law. A formula put upon a bill of exchange
to signify that the drawer waives protest,
and will not be responsible for costs arising
thereon. Arg. Fr. Mere. Law, 573.

nnroun sans rno-rem. Fr. Return
A request or direction by

a drawer of a bill of exchange that, should
the bill be dishonored -by the drawee, it may
be returned without protest. _

RBTRAOT. To take back. To retract
an ofler is to withdraw it before acceptance,
which the oiferer may always do.

RETRAOTATION, in probate practice, is
a withdrawal of a renunciation, (q. 1;.)

RITRAOTO 0 TARTEO. In Spanish
law. The right of revoking a contract of
sale; the right of redemption of a thing sold.
White, New Recop. b. 2, tit. 13, c. 2, I4.

RETRAOTUS AOUE. Lat. The ebb or
return of a tide. Cowell.

RETIIAOTIII PEUDALIS. L. Lat. In
oid Scotch law. The power which a superior
possessed of paying off a debt due to an ad-
judging creditor. and taking a conveyance to
the adjudication. Bell. .
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RBTRAIT. Fr. In old French and Ca-
nadian law. The taking back of a net by the
seignior, in case of alienation by the vassal.
A right of preemption by the séignior, in
case of sale of the land -by the grantee.

RETRAXIT. Lat. In practice. An
open and voluntary renunciation by a plain-
tifl! of his suit in court, made when the trial
is called on, by which he forever loses his
action, or is barred from commencing anoth-
er action for the same cause. 3 Bl. Comm.
296; 2 Archb. Pr. K. B. 250.

A retrazit is the open. public, and volun-
tary renunciation by the plaintiff, in open
court, of his suit or cause of action. and it
this is done by the plalntifl, and a judgment
entered thereon by the defendant. the plain-
tiif’s right of action is forever gone. Code
Ga. 1882, I 3445. And see U. S. v. Parker,
120 U. S. 89, 7 Sup. Ct. 454, 30 L. Ed. 601;
Pethtel v. McCullough, 49 W. Va. 520. 39 8.
E. 199; Westhay v. Gray, 116 Cal. 060. 48
Pac. 800; Russell v. Rolfe, 50 Ala. 57; Low-
ry v. McMillan, 8 Pa. 163. 49 Am. Dec. 501;
Broward v. Roche, 21 Fla. 477.

RETREAT TO THE WALL. In the law
relating to homicide in self-defense, this
phrase means that the party must avail him-
self of any apparent and reasonable avenues
of escape by which his danger might be avert-
ed, and the necessity of slaying his assailant
avoided. People v. Iams, 57 Cal. 120.

l

RETRIBUTIOII. This word is some-
times used in law, though not commonly in
modern times, as the equivalent of “recom-
pense," or a payment or compensation for
services. property, use of an estate, or other
value received.

nrrrno. Lat. Back; backward: behind.
Retrofeodum. a rereflef, or arriere lief. Spel-
man. ’

RETBOAGTIVE has the same meaning
as “retrospective," (q. 12.)

RETROOEIIIOII. In the civil law.
When the assignee of heritable rights con-
veys his rights back to the cedent, it is called
a “retrocesaion.” Ersk. Inst. 3, 5, 1.

BETROIPEOTIVE. Looking back: con-
templating what is past.’
—Rotrospeotive law. A law which looks
backward or contemplates the past: one which
is made to afiect acts or facts transplring, or
rights accruing, before it came into force. Ev-
ery statute which takes away or impairs vested
rights acquired under existing laws. or creates
a new obligation. imposes a new duty. or at-
taches a new disability in respect to transso
tions or considerations already past. must be
deemed retrospective. See Ex P031‘ FAC10.
And see Deland v. Platte Co., (0. C.) 54 Fed.
832; Poole v. Fleeger, 11 Pet. 198. 9 L. Ed.
680-: Sturaes v. (‘-arter. 114 U. S. 511. 5 Sup.
Ct. 1014, 29 L. Ed. 240; Merrill v. Sherburns.
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1 "N. H. 213. 8 Am. Dec. 52: Bell v. Perkins,
Peck ('Ifenn.l 266. 14 Am. Dec. 745; Evans
v. Denver. 26 Colo. 193, 57 Pnc. 696.

BETTE. L. Fr.
St. Westm. 1, c. 2.

An accusation or charge.

RETURN. The act of a sheriff, con-
. stable, or other ministerial ofiicer, in de-

livering back to the court a writ, notice. or
other paper. which he was required to serve
or execute, with a‘ brief account of his do-
ings under themandate. the time and mode
of service or execution, or his failure to ac-
complish it, as the case may be. Also the
indorsexnent made by the officer upon the
writ or other paper, stating what he has
done under it, the time and mode of service,
etc.

The report made by the court. body of
magistrates, returning board, or other au-
thority charged with the ofiiclnl counting of
the votes cast at an election.

in English practice, the election of a mem-
ber of parliament is called his "return.”
—I‘alse return. A return to a writ. in which
the otiicer charged with it falsely reports mat
he served it, when he did not, or makes some
other false or incorrect statement, whereby in-
jury results to a person interested. State v.
Jenkins, 170 Mo. 16, 70 S. VV. 152.-—Genera.l
return-day. The day for the general return
of all writs of summons, subpoena, etc. running
to a particular term of the court.— turn-

k. The book containing the list of mem-
bers returned to the house of commons. May,
Parl. Pr.—Return-day. The day named in a
writ or process. upon which the oflicer is re-
quired to return it.—B.eturn in-e levisable.
A writ allowed by the statute of estm. 2, c.
2, to a defendant who had had judgment upon
verdict or demurrer in an action of replevin
or after the plaintiff had, on a writ of secon
deliverance, become a second time nonsuit in
such action. By this writ the goods were re-
turned to the defendant, and the plaintiff was
restrained from suing out a fresh replevin.
Previously to this statute. an unsuccessful plain-
tifl might bring actions of replevin in iufinitum,
in reference to the same matter. omm.
150.-—Return of premium. The repayment
of the whole or a ratable part of the premium
paid for a policy of insurance, upon the cancel-
ation of the contract before the time fixed for
its expiration.—Return of writs. In prac-
tice. A short account. in writing, made by the
sheriff, or other ministerial oiiicer, of the man-
ger gin which he has executed a writ. Steph.

RETURNABLE. In practice. To be re-
turned; requlring a return. When a writ
is said to he “returnable" on a certain day,
it is meant that on that day the officer must
return it.

RETURNING BOARD. This is the on]-
cial title in some of the states of the board
of canvassers of elections.

RETURNING PROM TRANIPOR'l‘A-
TION. Coming back to England before the
term of punishment is determined.

RETURNING OPPIOER. The oflicial
who conducts a parliamentary election in
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England. The sheriff in counties, and the
mayor in boroughs. Wharton.

RETURNUII AVERIORUH. A judi-
cial writ, similar‘ to the retonw habcndo.
Cowell.

RETURNUH IRRRPLEGIARILE. A
judicial writ addressed to the sheriff for
the final restitution or return of cattle to the
owner when unjustly taken or distrained,
and so found by verdict. It is granted after
a nonsuit in a second deliverance. Reg. Jud.-
27.

REUI. Lat. In the civil and canon law.
The defendant in an action or suit.

A person judicially accused of a crime; a
person criminally proceeded against. Halli-
fax, Civil Law, h. 3, c. 13. no. 7.

A party to a suit, whether plaintiff or de-
fendant; a litigant. This was the ancient
sense of the word. Calvin.

A party to a contract. Reus stipulandi, a
party stipulating; the party who asked the
question in the form prescribed for stipu-
lations. Reus prommendi, a party promis-
ing; the party who answered the question.

' I

Bonn exoipiendo 11: motor. The defend-
ant, by excepting or pleading, becomes a
plaintiff; that is, where, instead of simply
denying the plaintiff's action, he sets up
some new matter in defense, he is bound to
establish it by’ proof, just as a plaintiff is
bound to prove his cause of action. Bonnier.
Tr. des Preuves, is 152. 320; Best, Ev. p. 294,
5 252.

Eons lass majestatis punitnr In par-
eat units no parent ornnes. A traitor is
punished that one may die lest all perish.
4 Coke, 124.

REVE. In old English law. The bailiff
of a‘ franchise or manor; an officer in parish-
es within forests, who marks the common-
abie cattle. Cowell.

REVE MOTE. In Saxon law. The court
of the revs, rows. or shire reeve. 1 Reeve,
Eng. Law, 6.

REVEL. A criminal complaint charged
that the defendant did “revel. quarrel. com-
mit mischief, and otherwise behave in a
disorderly manner." Held. that the word
“revel" has a definite meaning; It. 9., “to be-
have in a noisy, boisterous manner, like a
bacchanal.” In re Began, 12 R. I. 309.

RRVELAND. The land which in Domes-
day is said to have been “thaneiand." and
afterwards converted into “reveland." It
seems to have been land which. having re-
verted to the king after the death of the
thane, who had it for life, was not granted
out to any by the king, but rested in charge
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six"-on'the account or the reve or biiiliff-of the
manor. Spel. Feuds, c. 24. ‘

"REVELII. "Sports ot_ dancing. masking.
etc" 'i'or1nerly"used’ in‘ princes’ courts. the
inns or court, and noble1nen's houses,‘ com-
monly performed by night. . There was an
oificer to order and supervise them, who was
entitled theffinaster oi. the revels.” CowelL

.ll, ‘ l , ’ '

,.,BEVENnIOA'.l‘ION. In the civil law.
The right of _a vendor to,reclaim goods sold
out of the possession of the purchaser, where
the price was not paid. ‘Story, Conii. Laws,
Is.401. See Benedict v. Schaettle, 12 Ohio
St. 520; Ellis-v. Davis. 109 U. S. 485, 3 Sup.‘
Ct,I327, -27 L. Ed. 1006.
I!‘ - .

REVENUE. As applied to the income
ot“a' government, this is a broad and general
term, including all public moneys which the
state collects and receives, from whatever
source and in whatever manner. U. S. v.
Bromley, 12 How. 99. 13 L. Ed. 905; State
v: School Fund Courts, 4 Kan. 268; Fletcher
V.-Oliver. 25 Ark. 295.
"It also designates the income or an indi-

vidual or‘private corporation.
—Pnbl1o revenue. The revenue of the gov-
ernment of the state or nation; sometimes, per-
haps, that of a municipaiity.—1l.evenne law.
An law which provides for the assessment‘ and
col ection of a tax to defray the expenses or
the government is a revenue law. Such legis-
lation is commonly referred to under the gener-
al term “revenue measures," and those measures
include all the laws by which the government
grovides means for meeting its expenditures.

eyton v. Bliss. Woolw. 173, Fed. Cas. No. 11.-
055; The Nashville 17 Fed. Cas. 1178' Twin-
City Nat. Bank v. ivebeker. 3 App. D. (3. 190.-
Ievenns side of the exoheqner. That juris-

lction o the court of exchequer, or of the ex-
cquer lvlsion of the high court of justice, by

which it ascertains and enforces the proprietary
rights of the crown against the subjects of the
realm. .'.l‘he practice in revenuecases is not
sfiected by the orders and rules under the judi-
cature actor 1875. Moziey & \Vhitley. '

BEVERBAL. The anuuiiing or making
void a judgment on account of some error or
tr ula_rity.\ Usually spoken of the action
'0 an appellate court.

In international law. A declaration by
which a sovereign promises that he will ob-
serve a certain order’ or certain conditions.
which have ‘been once established. notwith-
standing any changes that may happen. to
cause a deviation therefrom. Bouvier.

REVERSE, REVERSED. A term rre
quently used in the judgments of an appel-
late. court, in disposing of the" case before it.
!t then means “to set aside; to annul; to va-
chte." Laithe v. McDonald, 7 Kan. 254. '

j"'1u:vr:nsr:n. in Scotch law. The pm‘-
‘ggetor of an estate who grants a vmdset _(or

" rtgage) of his lands,‘ and who has ‘a‘r‘ight’,
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on repayment of the money advanced as
him. to be replaced in his right. Bell.

REVERSIBLE ERROR. See l-taaoa.

REVERSIO. L. Lat... In old English
law. The returning of land to the donor
Fleta, lib. 3, cc. 10, 12.

Reversio terrm est tanqunxn tens to-
vertnns in possessions donntorl, sire
has-edibns snis post donnn finlhun. Co.
Litt. 142. A reversion of land is, as it were.
the return ‘of the land to the possession or
the donor or his heirs after the termina-
tion or the estate granted.

BEVERSIOII‘. In real property law.
A reversion is the residue of an estate left
by operation of law in the grantor or his
heirs, or in the heirs of a testator, com-
mencing in possession on the determination
of a particular estate granted or devised.
How. St. Mich.-1882, § 5528; Civ. Code Cal.
3 768; 2 Bl. Comm. 175. And see Barber
v. Brunduge, 50 App. Div. 123, 63 N. Y.
Supp. 347; Payn v. Beai, 4 Denio (N. Y.)
411; Powell v. Railroad Co., 16 Or. 33, 16
Pac. 868, 8 Am. St. Rep. 251; Wlngate v.

James, 121 Ind. 69, 22 N. E. 735; Byrne v.
- Weller, 61 Ark. 366, 33 8. W. 421.

When a person has an interest in lands, and
grants a portion of that interat, or, in other
terms, a less estate than he has in himself. the
possession of those lands shall, on the determi-
nation of the granted interest or estate, return
or revert to the grantor. This interest is what
is called the “grantor's reversion." or, more
properly, his "right of reverter.” which, how-
ever, is deemed an actual estate in the land.
Watk. Conv. 18. .

Where an estate is derived, by at or other-
wise, out of a larger one, leavin n the original
owner an ulterior estate immed ately ex tant
on that which is so derived, the ulterior nterest
is called the “reversion." 1 Steph. Comm. 290.

A rm-crsion is the residue of an estate left in
the grantor, to commence in possession after the
determination of some particular estate: while
a remainder is an estate limited to take eiféct
and he enjoyed after another estate is determin-
ed. Todd v. Jackson, 26 N. J. Law, 525.

In personnlty. “Reversion” is also used
to denote a reversionary interest; e. 9.. an
interest in personal property subject to the
lite interest of some other person.

In scotch law. A reversion is a right
of redeeming landed property which has been
either mortgaged or adjudicated to secure
the payment of a debt. In the former case.
the reversion is called “conventional ;" in
the latter case. it is called “iegai;" and the
period or seven years allowedfor redemption
is called the “iegal." Bell; Paterson.
—Le cl reversion. In Scotch law. The peri-
od within which a groprietor is at liberty to re-
deem iand adjudge from him for debt.

nnvnnsxonann. That which is 36
be enjoyed in reversion. '

-—Reve1-sion interest. '1‘he~ interest
which a person as in the reversion of landsor
other property, A right‘ to the 'future'enjoy‘-
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meat ot'p’roperty, at present in" the possusion
or occupation of another. Holthouse.-_nBevea-
sionu-y lease.‘ One to take efiect m~fut1_4ro.
A second lease. to commence after the expira-
tion of a former lease. Wharton.

~Bl7V'£Bl!_01lE3.. A person who is en-
titled to an estate in reversion. By an ex-
tension or its meaning. one who is entitled
to any future estate or any property in ex-
pectancy; ‘

337331‘. To revertis to return. Thus,
when the owner of an estate in land has
granted a smaller estate to another person,
on the determination or the latter estate, the‘
land is said to "revert" to the grantor.
Sweet. - ' ‘ ‘

‘ BEVERTEB. Reversion. A possibili-
ty of reverter is that species of reversionary
interest which exists when the grant is so
limited that it may possibly terminate. 1
Washb. Real Prop. 63. See Fonunnon Ill’
ms Ravnarn. -

REVET. To vest again. A seisin is
said to revert, where it is acquired a second
time by the party out of whom it has been
divested. 1 Bop. Hush. & Wife, 353.

It is opposed to f‘divest." The words
“revest" and “divest" are also applicable to,
the mere right or title. as opposed to the pos-
session. Brown. ',

BEVESTIZRB. Inoid European law. To
return or resign an investiture, seisin. or.
possession that has been received; to rein-
vest; to re-enreoii. Spelman. '

REVIEW. A "reconsideration; second,
view or examination; revision; consideration
for purposes or correction. Used especially
of the examination of a cause by an appel-
late court, and oi! a_second investigation of -a

proposed public road by a jury of viewers.
See Weehawken Wharf Co. v. Knickerbocker
Coal Co., 25 Misc.-Rep. 309, 54 N. Y. Supp
566,: State v. Main, 69 Conn. 123, 37 Atl.
80. 36 L. R. A. 623, 61 Am. St. Rep. 30.
-3111 of review. In equity practice. A bill,
in the nature of a writ of error. filed to procure

n examination and alteration or reversal of a
ecree made upon a former bill. which decree

has been signed and enrolled. Storxy. Eq. Pl.
5 403.-Commission of review. n English
ecclesiastical law. A commission formerly
sometimes granted, in extraordinary cases, to
revise the Sentence of the court of delegates,
when it was apprehended the had been led in-
to a material error. 3 Bl.- omm. 67.—OoIu-t
of review. In England. A court established
by 1 & 2 Wm. IV. c. 56, for the adjndicatmg
upon such matters in‘ bankru tcy as before were
within the jurisdiction of t e lord chancellor.-
It was abolished in 1847.—Re'visw‘l.ng taxa-
tion. The re-taxing or re-examining an attor-
ney's bill of costs by the master. The courts
sometimes order the masters to review their
taxation, when. on being applied to for that
purpose. it appears that items have been allow-
ed_ or disallowed on some erroneous princi e.
or under some mistaken impression. 1 Arc b.
Pr. K. B. 55. . - -‘ .

mas REVIVOR. WRIT OF

-.navn.nva ommcn onnmuvonszi.
An offense against religion punishable’i1i‘-
England by line and imprisonment. -4 Steplf.‘
Comm.208.-v‘

.RE3VIIE. ' To review, re-examine... for:
correction ;-to go over a thing for the purpose’:
oi‘. amending, correcting. ~ree.rranging,- or. othn
erwise improving it; as. to-revise sfatutefiii
or a judgment. Casey .v. Horned, 5 Iowa:.,‘-
12; Vinsant v. Knox, -27 Ark. 272; Falconer‘
v. Robinson, 46 Ala. 348.: ‘ '. val

. ‘,5,
REVISED STATUTES. A body or stat-

utes. which have been revised',, collected,‘ ar-
ranged in order, and re-enacted asa whole,
This is the legal title of the collections of
compiled laws-of several of the states. and
also ‘oi’ the United States; Sucl1_a;volu_n:|e _is,

usually cited as ‘Rev. Stat.” "Rev. St.-.” on,
uR. 8-» V V ‘ “,

nmnsnvo assr:ssons._' .In' English‘
law. Two oflicers elected by the burgesses o(i'._

non-parliamentary municipal , Y" boroughs), (qr,
the purpose of assisting the mayor in ,re,.-,‘

vising theparlsh burgess i_istsl.'_'Wharton.: ‘

' RHVISING BAEBIBTEBI. ' In Eng-‘
lish law. Barristers appointed to revise the
list of voters for county and borough- mem“
bers of parliament, and who hold ‘courts for
that purpose throughout the county'._ 8t'.' 8'
Vict. c.?18. - -v - _ =

—.Revisin¢ bu-riste"rh' courts. In English‘
law. Courts held in the autumn throughout the!
country, to revise the list of yoters for county
and borough members of parliament

l

I I

- HJVIVAL. The process or renewing the-.
operative force of a judgment which has re-'
mained dormant or .une'xecuted for so long:
a time that execution cannot be issued upon:
it without new ‘process to reanimnte-it; See!
Brier v. Traders’ Nat. Bank, 24 Wash. 895.!
64 Pac. 831-: Havens v. Sea Shore Izand Co.,,-

57 N. J. Eq.-142, 41' At]. 755. . I <.

'.The act of renewing the legal force of’ '

contract or obligation,‘ which had ceased tot
he sufiicient foundation for an action, on ac:
count of the running of the statute of l_i_rni,-9’

tiitions. by giving a new promise or acknmvl.-'.
edgment of it. ' "

To renew, revivify; to_ malte
one’s self liable for a debt iiarred_by ,_th'é

statute of limitations by acknowledging"it’;'
orfor a matrimonial oirense, once condoned,
by__committlng another. See Lindsey.v,. Iiy-.
man. 37. Iowa, 207. . r , .2’ L‘,

-n}:1'rrv"o'n, arm. on; ' in ‘equlty'_ ‘p'ra’c-f
tice. A bill died for the purpose oi’ reviving
or calling into operation the proceedings _in

.a‘suit,when, from" some 1-ircumstance. (‘as
the death or the plaintiiI,)”tiie stilt’ and
abated.“ ._ _ . . ‘.

= «nxvrvonrwnrr 0!‘. In-English mam
tice. =‘Whe're- it -becameinecessaryl to-revive an
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Judgment. by lapse of time, or change by
death. etc., of the parties entitled or liable
to execution, the party alleging himself to be
entitled to execution might sue out a writ
ofrevivor in the form given in the act, or ap-
ply to the court for leave to enter a sugges-
tion upon the roll that it appeared that he
was entitled to have and issue execution of
the Judgment, such leave to be granted by
the court or a judge upon a rule to show
cause, or a summons, to be served according
to the then present practice. C. L. P. Act,
1852. I 129.

BEVOOABLE. Susceptible of being re
voked.

RBVOOATION. The recall of some pow-
er. authority, or thing granted, or a de-
stroying or making void of some deed that
had existence until the act or revocation
made it void. It may be either general, or
all acts and things done before; or special,
to revoke a particular thing. 5 Coke, 90.
See Wilmington City Ry. Co. 17. Wilmington
8: B. S. Ry. Co., 8 Del. Ch. 468, 46 Atl. 12.

Revocation by act of the party is an in-
tentional or voluntary revocation. The prin-
cipal instances occur in the case of author-
ities and powers of attorney and wills.

A revocation in law, or constructive revo-
cation. is produced by a rule of law. fr-
respectively of the intention of the parties.
Thus, a power of attorney is in general re-
voked by the death of the principal. Sweet.
—Bevooetion of probate is where probate
of a will. having been ranted, is afterwards re-
called by the court 0 probate. on proot or a
subsequent will, or other suiiicient cause.—nev-
oeetlon of will. The recalling, annulling,
or rendering inoperative an existing will, by
some subsequent act of the testator, which may
be by the making of a new will inconsistent
with the terms of the first, or by destroying
the old will. or by disposing of the roperty to
which it related, or otherwise. oudinot v.
Bradford. 2 Dali. 268, 1 L. Ed. 375; Lathrop
v. Dunlap. 4 Hun (N. Y.) 215; Carter v.
'l"h'omas. 4 Me. 342: Langdon v. Astor. 3 Duer
glg. Y.) 561: Graham v. Burch. 47 Minn. 171,

N. W. 697. 28 Am. St. Rep. 339; Gardner
v. Gardiner, 65 N. H. 230. 19 At]. 651, 8 L.
R. A. 3%}: Cutler v. Cutler. 130 N. C. 1. 40
$154.13. 689. 57 L. R. A. 209. 89 Am. St. Rep.

REVOOAITONE PARLIAMENTI. An
ancient writ for recalling a parliament. 4
last. 44.

REVOOATUB. Let. It is recalled. This
is the term. in English practice, appropriate
to signify that a judgment is annulled or
set aside for error in fact; if for error in
iaw, it is then said to be reversed.

8.270313." To call back; to recall; to
annul an act by calling or taking it back.

EEVOLT. The endeavor or the crew ot‘
a vessel. or any one or more of them, to
overthrow the legitimate authority of her
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commander. with intent to remove him from
his command, or against his will to take
possession of the vessel by assuming the
government and navigation oi‘ her, or by
transferring their obedience from the law-
ful commander to some other person. Unit-
ed States v. Kelly, 11 Wheat. 417, 6 L. Ed.
508.

REWARD. A recompense or premium
offered by government or an individual in
return for special or extraordinary services
to be performed, or for special attainments
or achievements, or for some act resulting
to the benefit of the public; as, a reward
for useful inventions,;i‘or the discovery and
apprehension of criminals, tor the restora-
tion of lost property. See Kinn v. First
Nat. Bank. 118 Wis. 537, 95 N. W. 969, 99
Am. St. Rep. 1012; Campbell v. Mercer, 108
Ga. 103, 33 S. E. 871.

BEWME.
kingdom.

In old records. Realm, or

REX. Lat.’ The king. The king regard-
ed as the party prosecuting in a criminal ac-
tion; as in the form of entitling such ac-
tions, “Rex v. Doe."

Rex dobet esse sub logo qua iex feoit
regem. The king ought to be under the
law, because the law makes the king. 1 B1.
Comm. 239.

Re: est logelis et polltleus. Lane, 27.
The king is both a legal and political per-
son.

_ Box est lex vivens. Jenk. Cent. 17. The
king is the living law.

no: est major singnlis. minor enl-
versis. Bract. l. 1, c. 8. The king is great-
er than any single person. less than all.

flex hoo solnn non potent (score quot!
non potent lnjuste ego:-e. 11 Coke. 72.
The king can do everything but an injustice.

Rex non debit one sub homine, sod
nub Deo et sub loge, quie. lex {colt to-
gen. Bract. fol. 5. The king ought to
be under no man, but under God and the
law, because the law makes a king. Broom.
Max. 47.

Re: non potent peoosre. The king can-
not do wrong; the king can do no wrong.
2 Rolle, 304. An ancient and fundamental
principle of the English constitution. Jcnk.
Cent. p. 9. case 16; 1 Bl. Comm. 246.

Re: nunqmnn mos-itur. The king never
dies. Broom. Max. 50: Branch, Max. (5th
Ed.) 197; 1 Bl. Comm. 249.

RKANDIR. A part in the division of
Wales before the Conquest; every township
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comprehended four gavels, and every gavel
had four rhandlrs, and four house or tene-
ments constituted every rhandir. Tayl. Hist.
Gav. 69.

REODIAR‘ LAWS. This, the earliest
code or collection of maritime laws. was for-
mulated by the people of the island of
Rhodes, who. by their commercial prosperity
and the superiority of their navles, had ac-
quired the sovereignty of the seas. Its date
is very uncertain. but is supposed (by Kent
and others) to be abdut 900 B. 0. Nothing of
it is now extant except the article on jettison,
which has been preserved in the Roman col-
lections. (Dig. I4, 2, “Lea: Rhodio do Jactu.")
Another code. under the same name, was pub-
lished in more modern times, but is general-
ly considered. by the best authorities, to be
spurious. See Schomberg, Mar. Laws
Rhodes, 37. 38: 3 Kent, Comm. 3. 4; Azuni.
Mar. Law. 2%—296.

. RIAL. A piece of gold coin current for
10s., in the reign of Henry VI., at which time
there were half-rials and quarter-rials or rial-
farthings. In the beginning of Queen Eliza-
beth’s reign. golden rials were coined at 15s.
a piece; and in the time of James I. there
were rose-rials of gold at 30s. and spur-rials
at 15s. Lown. Essay Coins, 38.

RIBAITD. A rogue; vagrant; whore-
monger; a person given to all manner of
wickedness. Cowell. u

. BIBBONHII-III. Associations or secret so-
cieties formed in Ireland, having for their
object the dlspossession or landlords by mur-
der and fire-raising. Wharton.

RICHARD ROE, otherwise TROUBLE-
SOMB. ‘The casual ejector and flctitious de-
fendant in ejectment, whose services are no
longer invoked.

RIOOHOHE. Span. In Spanish law. A
nobleman; a count or baron. 1 White, Re-
cop. 36.

RIDER. A rider, or rider-roll, signifies
a schedule or small piece of parchment an-
nexed to some part of a roll or record. It
is frequently familiarly used for any kind of
a schedule or writing annexed to a document
which cannot well be incorporated in the
body of such document. Thus, in passing
bills through a legislature, when a new clause
is added after the bill has passed through
committee. such new clause is termed a
“rider." Brown. See, also, Coweii; Blount;
2 Tidd. Pr. 730: Com. v. Barnett, 199 Pa.
161, 48 Au. 976, 55 L. R. A. 882.

RIDER-ROLL. see man.

RIDGLIIIG. Ahalf-castrated horse. Bris~
co v. State, 4 Tex. App. 221, 30 Am. Rep.
162.
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RIDING LIKED. In English law. The
oirense of riding or going armed with dan- _

gerous or unusual weapons is a misdemeanor
tending to disturb the public peace by ter-
rifying the good people of the land. 4 Steph.
Comm. 857.

RIDIRG CLERK. In English law. One
of the six clerks in chancery who, in his
turn for one year, kept the controlment books
or all grants that passed the great seal. The
six clerks were superseded by the clerk: of _

records and writs.

RIDIIIGB, (corrupted from trithinga.)
The names of the parts or divisions of York-
shire, which, of course, are three only, viz.,
East Riding. North Riding, and West Riding.

B11211. L. Fr. Nothing. It appears in a
few law French phrases.
—Rien only. In old pleading. Not guilty.

_ . In old pleading." Says nothing,
Ml d:c1't.)—Bien luy dolt. In old pleading.
Ives him nothing. The plea of nil dc-bet.-

Biens en an-er-e.. Nothing in arrear. A plea
in an action oi! debt for arrearsges of account.
Cowell.—Riens lour deust. Not their debt.
The old form of the plea of nil debet. 2 Reeve,
I3ng..Iaw, 332.—R.ien.s paua per le fait.
nothing passed by the deed. A plea by which
a party might avoid the operation of a deed,
which had been enrolled or acknowledged in
court; the plea of non est factum not being al-
lowed in such case.—Bione per discount.
Nothing by descent. The plea of an heir, where
he is sued for his ant-estor's debt, and has no
land from him by descent, or assets in his
hands. Cro. Car. 151; 1 Tldd, Pr. 645; 2
Tidd, Pr. 937.

RIER COUNTY. _In old English law.
After-county; I. e.. after the end of the coun-
ty court. A time and place appointed by
the sheriff for the receipt of the king's‘ money
after the end of his county, or county court.
Cowell. -

RIFLETUH. A copplce or thicket. Cow-
ell.

RIGA. In old European law. A species
oi’. service and tribute rendered to their lords
by agricultural tenants. Supposed by Spel-
man to be derived from the name of a cer-
tain portion of land. called, in England, a
“rig" or “ridge," an elevated piece of ground,
formed out of several furrows. Burrili.

RIGGING THE MARKET. A term of
the stock-exchange, denoting the practice of
inflating the price of given stocks, or en-
hancing their quoted value, by a system of
pretended purchases, designed to give the air
of an unusual demand for such stocks. See
L. R. 13 Eq. 447.

RIGHT. As a noun. and taken in an ab-
stract sense, the term means justice, ethical
correctness, or consonance with the rules of
law or the principles of morals. In this sig-
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niiication it answers to one meaning of the
LatinA"jua.',' and servesato indicate law in
the, abstract, considered as the foundation of
all rights, or the complex of underlying mor-
al principles which impart the character of
justice to all positive law, or give it an ethi-
cal content.
. As a noun, and taken -in a concrete sense,
a right signifies a power, privilege, faculty,
or demand, inherent in one person and inci-
dent upon another. “Rights" are defined
generally as “powers of free action." And
the primal rights pertaining to nien are un-_

doubtedly enjoyed by human beings purely
as such, being grounded in personality. and
existing antecedently to their recognition by
positive law. But leaving the abstract mor-_
al sphere, and giving to the term a jurlstic‘
content, a “rlght" is well defined as t‘a ca-
pacity residing in one man of controlling,
with the assent and assistance of the state,
the actions of others.” Hon. Jur. 69. ‘

- The noun substantive “a right" signifies that:
which jurists denominate a ‘‘faculty;’' that
which resides in a determinate person. by vir-
tue of a given law. and which avails against a
person (or answers to a duty lying on a
person) other than the person in whom it re-
sides. And the noun substantive “rights" is
the plural of the noun substantive "it right.”
But the expression “right," when it is used as
an adjective is equivalent to the adjective
“just," as t e adverb “rightly" is equivalent
to the adverb “justly." And, when used as the
abstract name corresponding to the adjective
"right," the noun substantive “right" is synon-
ymous with the noun substantive "justice."
Aust. Jur. I 264, note.

- In a narrower signification. the word de-
notes an interest or title in an object of prop-
erty; a Just and legal claim to hold, use, or
enjoy it, or to convey‘ ordonate it, as he may
please.‘ See Co. Litt. 3-i5o. ;

The term “right," in civil society, is defined
to mean that which a man is entitled to have,
or to 'do, or to receive from others within the
limits prescribed by law. Atchison & N. R. Co.-
v. Baty, 6 Neb. 40, 29 Am. Rep. 356.

"’I‘hat~which one person ought to have or
receive from another, it being withheld from’
him, or not in his possession. In this sense,
"right" has the force of “cldlm," and is prop-
_erly expressed by the‘ Dltin “jua." Lord Coke‘
considers this to be the proper signification‘
of the word, especially in writs and plead-'
ings, where an estate is tamed to a right ; as‘
by discontinuance, dlsseisin, etc. Go. Lin."
3450. —

Classification. Rights may be described
as perfect or imperfect, according as their ac-
tion or scope is clear, settled, and determi-
nate, or is vague and unflxed. _

Rights are either in personam or in ram.
A right in peraonam is one which imposes
an obligation on a definite person. A right‘
in rcm is one which imposes an obligation
on persons generally; i. e., either on all the
world or on all the world except certain do
terminate persons. Thus, it I'am entitled to-
exalnde all persons from a given piece of'
laud,- I have a right in rem in respect of —that—
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iand-: and. if, there are one or more persons.
A., B., and 0., whom I am,not entitled to ex-
clude from it. my right is still a right in
rem. Sweet. .

Rights may also be described as either pri-
mary or secondary. I.’rimaa'y rights are those
which can be created without reference to
rights already existing. secondary rights
can only arise for the purpose of protecting
or enforcing primary rights. They are either
preventive (protective) or remedial (repara-
tive.) Sweet.

- Preoenuueor protective secondary rights
exist in order to prevent the infringeuieut or
loss of primary rights. They are Judicial
when they require the assistance of a court
of,law for their enforcement, and extrajudi-
cial when they are capable of being exercised
by the party himself. -Remedial or repara-
em secondary rights are also either judicial
or extrajudicial. They may further be di-
vided into (1) rights of restitution or raters-
tion, which entitle the person injured to be
r_eplaced in his original position; (2) rights
of enforcement. which entitle the person in-
jured to the performance of an act by the per-
son bound: and (3) rights of satisfaction or
compensatlon. Id. ‘

A With respect to the ownership of external
objects of property, rights may be classed
as absolute and qualified. An absolute right
gives to the person in whom it inheres the
uncontrolled dominion over the object at all
times and for all purposes. A qualified right
gives the possessor a right to the object for
certain purposes‘ or under certain circum-
stances only. Such is the right of a hailee to
recover the article bailed when it has been
unlawfully taken from him by a stranger.

Rights are also‘ either level or equitable.
The former is the case where the person seek-
ing to enforce the right for his own benefit
has the legal title and a remedy at law. The
latter are such as are" enforceable only in
equity; as, at the suit of oeetm‘ qse trust.

In constitutional law. There is also a
classification of rights. with respect to the
constitution of civil society. Thus, according.
to Blackstone, “the rights of persons, con-
sidered in their natural capacities. are of
two sorts,—absolutu and relative; absolute.-
which are such as appertain and belong to
particular men, merely as individuals or sin-
gle persons; relative, which are incident to.
them as, members of society, and standing
in various relations to each other." 1 BL
Comm. 123. And.see In~re Jacobs, 33 Run
(N. Y.) 374; Atchison & N. R. Co. v. Baty.
6 Neb. 37, 29 Am. Rep. 356; Johnson v. John-
son. 32 Ala. 63?: People v. Berberrich. 2)
Barb. (N. Y.) 224. .

Rights are alsoclassified in constitutional
law as natural, civil, and political, to which
there is sometimes added the class of “per-
sonal rights."

' Natural rights are those which grow out
of the nature of man and depend upon per-
sonality, as distinguished from such as are
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society; or they are those which are plainly
assured by natural law (Borden v. State, 11
Ark. 519, 44 Am. Dec. 217); or those which,-
by fair deduction from the present physical,
moral, social, and religious characteristics of
man, he must be invested with, and which
he ought to have realized for him in a Jural
society, in order to fulfill the ends to which
his nature calls him. 1 Woolsey, Polit. Sci-
ence, p. 26. Such are the rights oi‘ lite, lib-
erty, privacy, and good reputation. See
Black, Coast. Law (3d Ed.) 523.

Civil rights are such as belong to every
citizen of the state or country, Oi‘, in a wider
sense. to all its inhabitants, and are not con-
nected with the organization or‘admlnistra-
tion of government. They include the rights
of property, marriage, protection by the laws,
freedom of contract, trial by jury, etc. see
Wlnnett v. Adams, 11 Neb. 817, 99 N. W.
681. Or, as otherwise defined, civil rights
are rights appertaining to a person in virtue
-of his citizenship in a state or community.
Rights capable of being enforced or redressed
in a civil action. Also a term applied to
certain rights secured to citizens of the Unit-
ed States by the thirteenth and fourteenth
amendments to the constitution, and by vari-
ous acts of congress made in pursuance there-
of. Iowa v. Railroad Co. (0. C.) 37 Fed. 498,
8 L. It. A3554; State v. Powers, 51 N. J.

' Law, 432, 17 Ati. 969; Bowles v. Habermann,
95 N. Y. 247; People v. Washington, 30 Cal.
658; Fietcherv. Tattle, 151 ill. 41, 37 N. E.
6$,25L.R.A. 143,-12Am. st.Rep.220;
Hroaerv. People. 134 Ill. 139,'24 N. E. 861.
8L.R.A.837.23Am. St. Rep.652.

Political rights consist in the power to par-
ticipate, directly or indirectly, in the estab-
lishment or administration of government,
such as the right of citizenship, that of sur-
frage, the right to hold public oiiice, and the
right of petition. See Black Coast. Law
(3d Ed.) 524; Winnett v. Adams, 71 Neb. 817.
99 N. W. 681. ‘

Personal rights is a term of rather vague
import, but generally it may be said to mean
the right of personal security. comprising
those of life,'ilmb, body. health, reputation,
and the right of personal liberty.

As an _sdJsative, the term “i-lght" means
‘just, morally correct, consonant with ethical
principles or rules of positive law.
opposite of wrong, unjust, illegaL

"Right" is used in law, as well as in eth-
ics. as opposed to "wrong." Thus, a person
may acquire a title by wrong.

In old English law. The term denoted
an accusation-or charge of crime. Fitzh.

It is the

‘Nat. Brev. 66 F. ‘

See, also, Dsorr; Jus; RECHT.

Other compound and descriptive terms.
In.Scotch law. a. subordinate

t: the right of a eubvassal in the lands
held by him. Bell.—Bill of rights. See

See (.?oii.\ioN.'—
Declaration of rights. See Bill of Riflds,
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created by" law and depend upon civilised

RIGHT or HABITATION

,under BILL.—Hs.s-ital hts. See MAB!-
.rAL.—Here right. In t e law of real es-
tate, the mere right of pro rty in-land; the
right of a_pi-opriewr, but w thout possession or
even the right of possession; the abstract right
of property.—Pa.teu.t right. See PATENT.-—
Petitioss of right. See Pi:'rri'IoN.—Ps-ivnte

ts. Those rights which appertain to a
particular individual or individuals, and relate
either to the person, or to rsonal or real pro '

erty. 1 Chit. Gen. Pr. .—Resl right. a
Scotch law. That which entitles him who is
vested with it to possess the subject as his own.
and, if'ln the possession of another, to demand‘
from him its actual sslon. Real rights af-
fmt the sub'ect itsel ; personal are founded in
obligation. rskine, Inst. 3, 1, 2.—Right heir.
See Hi:in.—1l.ipsi-inn rights. See RIPARI-
Aiv.—Vested rights. See Vzsnn.

And see also the following titles.

EIGHT CLOSE, WRIT 01‘. An abol-
ished writ which lay for tenants in ancient
demesne and others of a similar nature, to
try the right of their lands and tenements in
the court of the lord exclusively. 1 Steph.
Comm. 224.

EIGHT Ill ACTION. This is a phrase
frequently used in place of chase in action,
and having an identical meaning.

EIGHT III COURT. See Rncrus IN
.CUiu.\. . '

R163’! 0!‘ ACTION. The right to bring
suit; a°legal right to maintain an action.
growing out of a given transaction or state
or :facts and- based thereon. Hibbard v.
Clark, 56 N. H. 155, 22 Am. Rep. 442; Web-
-ster v. County Com'rs. 63 Me. 29.
,- By the old writers, “right of action" is
commonly used to denote that a person has
lost a right of entry. and has nothing but
a right of action left. Go. Litt. 363b.

EIGHT 0!‘ DISCUSSION. In Scotch
.law. The right which the cautioner (surety)
‘has to insist that the creditor shall do his
best to compel the performance of the con-
tract by the principal debtor, before he shall
be called upon. 1 Bell, Comm. 347. . '

. RIGHT or DIVISION. In Scotch law.
The right which each ofseveral cautioiiers
(sureties) has to refuse to answer for more
than his own share of the debt. .To entitle
the. cautioner to this right the other caution-
ers must be solvent, and there must be no
words in the bond to exclude it. 1 Bell.
_Comm. 347.

main orzx-rmr.‘ A right or entry is
the right of taking or ‘resuming ‘possession
of land by entering 'on it in R peac‘eaible_ illilll-
ner. '

".'-R.IGE"l‘_ 0!‘ n'ABITA'I‘I01l. In Louisi-
'ana. The right to occupy another man's
‘house as ’a dwelling, without paying rent di-
"other compensation? civ. Cede hi. ‘art’. 2623.
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RIGHT OP POSSESSION. The right
to possession which may reside in one man,'
while another has the actual possession. be-
ing the right to enter and turn out such ac-
tual occupant; e. 9., the right of a dlsselsee.
An apparent right of possession is one which
may be defeated by a better; an actual right
of possession, one which will stand the test
against all opponents. 2 Bl. Comm. 196.

RIGHT O1‘ PROPERTY. The mere
right of property in land; the abstract right
which remains to the owner after he has lost
the right of possession, and to recover which
the ‘writ of right was given. United with
possession, and the right of possession, this
right constitutes a complete title to lands,
tenements, and hereditaments. 2 Bl. Comm.
197.

RIGHT OP REDEMPTION. The right
to disincumber property or to free it from
a claim or lien; specifically, the right (grant-
ed by statute only) to free property from
the incumbrance of a foreclosure or other
judicial sale, or to recover the title passing
thereby, by paying what is due, with interest,
costs, etc. Not to be confounded with the
“equity of redemption,” which exists inde-
pendently of statute but must be exercised
before sale. See Mayer v. Farmers‘ Bank,
44 Iowa, 216; Millett v. Mullen, 95 Me. 400,
49 Atl. 871; Case v. Spelter Co., 62 Kan. 69,
61 Pac. 406. '

RIGHT 0!‘ RELIEF. In Scotch law.
Theright of a cautioner (surety) to demand
reimbursement from the principal debtor
when he has been compelled to pay the debt
1 Bell, Comm. 347.

RIGHT OP REPRESENTATION AND
PERFORMANCE. By the acts 3 & 4 ,Wm.
IV. c. 15, and 5 & 6 Vict. c. 45, the author
of a play, opera, or musical composition, or
his assignee, has the sole right of repre-
senting or causing it to'be represented in
public at any place in the British dominions
during the same period as the copyright in
the work exists. The right is distinct from
the copyright, and requires to be separately
‘registered. Sweet.

RIGHT OP SEARCH. In international
law. The right of one vessel, on the high
seas, to stop a vessel of another nationality
and examine her papers and (in some cases)
her cargo. Thus, in time of war, a vessel of
either belligerent has the right to search a
neutral ship. encountered at sea. to ascertain
whether the latter is carrying contraband
goods.

RIGHT OF WAY. The right of passage
or of way is a servitude imposed by law or
by convention, and by virtue of which one
has a right to pass on foot, or horseback, or
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in a vehicle, to drive beasts of burden or
carts, through the estate of another. when
this servitude results from the law, the ex-

-ercise of it is confined to the wants of the
person who has it. When it is the result of a
contract, its extent and the mode of using
it is regulated by the contract. Civ. Code
La. art. 722.

_"Right of way," in its strict meaning, is the
right o_f passage over another man's ground;
and in its legal and. enerally accepted meaning,
in reference to a nu way, it is a mere easement
in the lands of others, obtained by lawful con-
demnation to public use or by purchase. It
would be_ using the term in an unusual sense,
by applying it to an absolute purchase of the
fee-simple of lands to be used for a railway or
any_ other kind of a way. Williams v. Western
Union __Ry. Co., 50_Wis. 76, 5 N. W. 482. And
see hnpp v. Curtis, 71 Cal. 62, 11 Pac. 879;
Johnson v. Lewis, 47 Ark. 2 S. W. 329;
Bodfish v. Bodfish, 105 Mass. 17; New Mex-
ico v. United States Trust Co, 172 U. S. 171,
19 Sup. Ct. 128, 43 L. Ed. 407: Stuyvesant v.
Woodruif, 21 N. J. Law, 136, 57 Am. Dec. 156.

RIGHT PATENT. An obsolete writ.
which was brought for lands and tenements,
and not for an advowson, or common, and
lay only for an estate in fee-simple, and not
for him who had a lesser estate; as tenant
in tail, tenant in frank marriage, or tenant
for life. Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 1.

RIGHT TO BEGIN. On the hearing or
trial of a cause, or the argument of a de- '

murrer, petition, etc., the right to begin is
the right of flrst addressing the court or
jury. The right to begin is frequently of
importance. as the counsel who begins has
also the right of replying or having the last
.word after the counsel on the opposite side
has addressed the court or jury. Sweet

RIGHT TO REDEEH. The term “right
of, redemption," or “right to redeem." is
familiarly used to describe the estate of the
debtor when under mortgage, to be sold at

-auction, in contrudistinction to an absolute
estate, to be set off by appraisement. It
would- be more consonant to the legal char-
acter of this interest to call it the “debtor's
estate subject to mortgage." White v. Whit-
ney, 3 Metc. (Mass.) 86.

RIG-RT, WRIT OP. A procedure for
the recovery of real property after not more
than ‘sixty years’ adverse possession; the
highest writ in the law, sometimes called,
to distinguish it from others of the droitural
class, the “writ of right proper." Abolished
by 3 dz 4 Wm. IV. c. 27. 3 Steph. Comm. 392.

RIGHTS OP PERSONS. Rights which
concern and are annexed to the persona of
men. 1 Bl. Comm. 122.

RIGHTS OI‘ TEHUGS. Such as a man
may acquire over external objects, or things
unconnected with his person. 1 BL Comm.

__ 1%.
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‘ RIGHTS, PETITION .0!‘

RIGHTS, PETITION 0!‘. see Plrrrrxox.

31603. 111313. Lat. Strlctness of law.
Latch, 150. Distinguished from gratia cu-
riae, favor of the court.

RIGOR MORTIS. In medical jurispru-
dence. Cadaveric rigidity; a rigidity_or stif-
fening of the muscular tissue and Joints of
the body, which sets in at a greater or less
interval after death, but usually within a few
hours, and which is one of the recognized
tests of death._

RING. A clique; an exclusive combina-
tion of persons for illegitimate or selfish pur-
poses; as to control elections or political af-
fairs, distribute ofllces, obtain contracts, con-
trol the market or the stock-exchange, etc.
Schomberg v. Walker, 132 Cal. 224, 64 Pac.
ZN).

RING-DROPPING. A trick variously
practiced. One mode is as follows, the cir-
cumstances being taken from 2 East, P. (J.
678: The prisoner, with accomplices, being
with their victim, pretend to flud a ring
wrapped in paper, appearing to be a je\veler’s
receipt for a "rich, brilliant diamond ring."
They oflfer to leave the ring with the victim
if he will deposit some money and his watch
as a security. He lays down his watch and
money, is beckoned out of the room by one
of the confederates, while the others take
away his watch, etc. This is a larceny.

RINGING TH}: CHANGE. In criminal
law. A trick practised by a criminal, by
which, on receiving a good piece of money in
payment of an article, he pretends it is not
good, and, changing it. returns to the buyer
a spurious coin. See 2 Leach, 786; Bouvier.

RINGING UP. A custom among commis-
sion merchants and brokers. (not unlike the
clearing-house system) by which they ex-
change contracts for sale against contracts
for purchase, or reciprocally cancel such con-
tracts, adjust dliferences of price between
themselves, and surrender margins. See
‘Ward v. Vosburgh (C. C.) 31 Fed. 12; Williar
v. Irwin. 30 Fed. Cas. 38; Pardrldge v. Cut-
ler, 68 Ill. ADD. 573; Samuels v. Oliver, 130
ill. 73, 22 N. E. 499.

RINGS, GIVING. In English practice.
A custom observed by serjeants at law, on
being called to that degree or order. The
rings are given to the judges, and bear cer-
tain mottoes, selected by the serjeant about
to take the degree. Brown.

BIOT. .In criminal law. A tumultuous
disturbance of the peace by three persons or

more, assembling together of their own au-,
thority, with an intent mutually to assist
each other against any who shall oppose
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them, in the execution of some enterprise of
a private nature, and afterwards actually
executing the same in a violent and turbulent
manner, to the terror of the people, whether
the act intended were of itself lawful or un-
lawful. Hawk. P. C. c. 65, 5 1. And see
State v. stalcup, 23 N. C. 30, 35 Am. Dec.
732; Dixon v. State, 10:’) Ga. 787, 31 S. E.
750; state v. Brazil. Rice (S. C.) 260; Mar-
shall v. Buffalo, 60 App. Div. 149, 64 N. Y.
Supp. 411; Aron v. Wausau, 98 Wis. 592, 74
N. W. 354, 40 L. R. A. 733; Lycoming F. Ins.
Co. v. Schwenk, 95 Pa. 96, 40 Am. Rep. 629.

When three or more persons together, and
in a violent or tumultuous manner, ‘assemble
together to do an unlawful act, or together
do a lawful act in an unlawful, violent, or
tumultuous manner, to the disturbance of
others, they are guilty of a riot. Rev. Code
Iowa 1880, 5 4067.

Any use of force or violence, disturbing
the public peace, or any threat to use such
force or violence, if accompanied by imme-
diate power of execution, by two or more
persons acting together. and without authori-
ty of law, is a riot. Pen. Code Cal. 5 404.
—I§lot act. A celebrated English statute.
which provides that, if any twelve persons or
more -are unlawfully assembled and disturbing
the peace, any sheriff, under-sherifi, justice of
the peace, or mayor may, by proclamation, com-
mand them to disperse, (which is familiarly call-
ed “reading the riot act,”) and that if they re-
fuse to obey. and remain together for the space
of one hour after such proclamation, they are
all_guilty of felony. The act is 1 Geo. I. St. 2,
c. a».

RIOTOSE. L. Lat. Riotously. A form-
al and essential word in old indictments for
riots. 2 Strange, 834.

BIOTOUS ASSEIELY. In English
criminal law. The unlawful assembling of
twelve persons or more, to the disturbance
of the peace, and not dispersing upon procla-
mation. 4 Bl. Comm. 142; 4 Steph. Comm.
273. And see Madisonvllle v. Bishop, 113 Ky.
106, 67 S. W. 269, 57 L. R. A. 130.

BIOTOUSLY. A technical word, prop-
crly used in indictments for riot. It of itself
implies force and violence. 2 Chit. Crim.
Law, 489.

RIPA. Lat. The banks of a river, or the
place beyond which the waters do not in
their natural course overflow.

RIPABIA. A medieval Latin word,
which Lord Coke takes to mean water run-
ning between two banks; in_other places it
is rendered “bank."

RIPARIAN. Belonging or relating to
the bank of a river; of or on the bank.
Land lying beyond the natural watershed of
a stream is not “riparian." Bathgate v. Ir-
vine, 126 Cal. 135. 58 Pac. -142. 77 Am. St.
Rep. 158. The term is sometimes used as re-
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lating to the shore of the sea or other tidal
water. or of a lake or other considerable
body of water not having the character of a
water—course. But this is not accurate. The
proper word to be employed in such connec-
tions is “littoral." See Com. v. Roxbury, 9
Gray (Mass) 521, note.
-Riparian nations. In international law.
Those who possess opposite banks or d1_flerent

rts of banks of one and the same river.-
ipu-ion owner. A riparian proprietor: one

who owns land on the bank of a river.-Rip»
1-inn proprietor. An owner of land, bounded
genera ly upon a stream of water, an¢l_ as such
havin a (Lualified pro erty in the soil to the
threa of t e stream w th the privileges annex-
ed thereto by law. Bardwell v. Amos, 22 Pick
glass.) 356: Potomac Steamboat Co. v. U per

otomac Steamboat Co.. 109 U. S. 672. 3
Ct. 445, 27 L. Ed. 1070; Gough v. Bell, ‘

N. J. Law, 46v4.—Ripu-ion 1-! into. The
rights of the owners of lands on tie banks of
watercourses. relatin to the water. 1ts_nse,
ownership of soil un er the stream, accretions,
_etc. See Yates v. Milwaukee, 10 Wall. 497.
19 L. Ed. 984: Mobile Tran . Co. v. Mobile,

L. R. A. 333,128 Ala. 335 30 South. 645
86 Am. St. hep. 143: McCarthy v. Murphy,
119 Wis. 159, 96 N. W. 531. .

Rips:-urn Iuus publiens est jure gen-
tlum, siout ipsiu luminis. The use of
river-banks is by the law oi‘ nations public,
like that of the stream itself. Dig. 1, 8. 5.
pr.; Fleta, l. 3, c. 1, 5 5.

RIPE. A suit is said to be "ripe for judg-
ment" when it is so far advanced, by verdict,
default, confession, the determination of all
pending motions, or other disposition of pre-
liminary or disputed matters, that nothing
-remains for the court but to render the ap-
propriate judgment. See Hosmer v. Hoitt,
161 Mass. 173, 36 N. E. 835.

EIPTOWELL, or nrsar-row1:r..~ A
gratuity or reward given to tenants after
they had reaped their lord's corn, or done
other customary duties. Coweli.

RIPUABIAN LAW. An ancient code of
laws by which the Ripuarli, a tribe of Franks
who occupied the country upon the Rhine,
the Mouse, and the scheidt, were governed.
They were ilrst reduced to writing by The-
odoric,~king of Austrasia, and completed by
Dagobert. Spelman.

RIPUARIAJI’ PROPRIBTORS. Own-
ers of lands bounded -by a river or water-
course.

BISCUS. L. Lat. In the civil law. A
chest for the keeping of clothing. Calvin.

RISING 0!‘ 601131‘. Properly the flnal
adjournment of the court for the term,
though the term is also sometimes used to
express the cessation of judicial business for
the day or for a recess: it is the opposite of
"eiittlng" or “session? See State v. Weaver,
11 ‘Neb.‘»163. 8 N.- W. - -
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8.183. In insurance law; the danger or
hazard of a loss of the property insured; the
casualty contemplated in a contract of insur-
ance; the degree of hazard; and, colloquially,
the specific house, factory, ship, etc., cov-
ered by the policy.
—Bisks of navigation. It is held that this
term is not the equivalent of "perils of naviga-
tion," but is of more comgehensive in: rt
txhazlghe latter. Pitcher v. ennessey, N.

RISTOUIINE. Fr. In insurance law;
the dissolution of a policy or- contract or in-
surance for any cause. Emerig. Tralte des
Assur. c. 16.

RITE. Lat. Duly and formally;
ly; properly; technically.

RIVAGE. In French law.
as or the sea.

In English law. A toll anciently paid
to the crown for the passage of boats or ves-
sels on certain rivers. Coweli.

BIVEARE. To have the liberty oi’ a
river for fishing and towling. Coweli.

RIVER. A natural stream of water, of
greater volume than a creek or rivulet, flow-
ing in a more or less permanent bed or chan-
nel, between defined banks or walls, with a
current which may either be continuous in
one direction or aflected by the ebb and flow
of the tide. see Howard v. Ingersoll, 13
How. 391, 14 L. Ed. 189; Alabama v. Georgia,
23 How. 513, 16 L. Ed. 556; The Garden
City (D. C.) 26 Fed. 772; Berlin Mills Co.
V. Wentworth's Location. 60 N. H. 158; Dud-
den -v. Guardians of Clutton Union. 1 Hurl. &
N. 627 ; Chamberlain v. Hemingway, 63
Conn. 1, 27 Atl. 239, 22 L. R. A. 4.5, 38 Am.
St. Rep. 330.

Rivers are public or private; and or public
rivers some are navigable and others not.
The common-law distinction is that naviga-
ble rivers are those only wherein the tide
ebbs and iiows. But, in familiar usage, any
river is navigable which aifords passage to
ships and vessels, irrespective of its being
aifected by the tide.
—Publie river. A river where there is a com-
mon navigation exercised: otherwise called a
‘!‘n1a6‘éga~blc river." 1 Crabb, Real Prop. 1). 111.

legs l-

The shore.

RIXA. Lat. In the civil law. A quar-
rel: a strife oi‘ words. Calvin.

RIXATRIX. In old English law. A
scold: a scolding or quurrelsome woman. 4
Bl. Comm. 168.

ROAD. A highway; an openway or pub-
lic passage; :1 line of ‘travel or communica-
tion extendlng from one town or place to an’-

,other; a strip or land appropriated and used
for purposes of travel and communication
between different places. See Stokes V. Scott
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Gounty,'10.Iowa, 175: Com. v. Gnmmons,_
23 Pick. (Mass) 202; Hutson v. New York,
6 Saudi. (N. Y.) 312; Stedman v. South-
hridge, 17 Pick. (Mass.)'164; Horner v. State,
40 Md. 288; Northwestern Tel. Exch. Co.
v-. Minneapolis, 81 Minn. 140, 88 N. W. 69.53
L. It. A. 175:. Hart-.v.. Town- of Red Geda
63 Wis.‘ 634, 24 N. W. 410. '

In maritime law. An open passage oi’ the
sea that receives its denomination common-
ly from some part adjacent, which, though
it lie out at sea, yet, in respect of the situa-
tion of the land adjacent, and the depth and
wideness of the place, is a safe place for the
common riding‘ or anchoring of ships; as
Dover road, Kirkley road, etc. Hale de
Jure Mar. pt. 2, c. 2. '

—-Law of the road. See LAw.—P1-ivsto
road. This term has various meanings: (1) A
road. the soil of which belongs to the owner of
the land which it traverses, but which is bur-
dened with a right of way. Morgan v. Living-
ston, 6 Mart. 0. S. (Lei) 231. (2) A neighbor-
hood way, not common y used others than
the peop e of the neighborhood. t ough it may
be u by any one having occasion. State v.
Mobiey, 1 McMul. (S. C.) 44. (3) _A road in-
tended for the use of one or more private in-
dmduaJs,_and not wanted nor intended for gen-
eral public use, which may be opened across
the lands of other persons by statutory authori-
ty in some states, Witham v. Osburn, 4 Or.
318, .18 Am. Rep. 287 ; Sherman v. Buick, 32
Cal. 252, 91 Am. Dec. 577: Madera County v.
Raymond Granite Co., 139 Cal. 128, 72 ac.
915. (4) A road which is only 0 n for the

. benefit of certain individuals to go rom and to
their homes for the service of their lands and
for the use of some estates exclusively. C_iv.
Code La. 1900. art. 706.—Pub1io road. A
highway: a road or way established and adopt-
ed (or accepted as a dedication) by the pro er
authorities for the use of the general pubic,
and over which every person has a right to as
and to use it for al pu es of trave or
transportation to which it s adapted and. de-
voted. Cincinnati R. Co. v. Com.. 80 Ky. 138'
Shelby Count v. Castetter, 7 Ind. App. 309. 3
N. E. $6; A bott v. Duluth C. C.) 104 Fed.
837 : Heninger v. Peery, 102 a. 896. 47 S. E‘.
1013.—ZBosd districts. Public or quasi munici-
pal corporations organized or authorized by stat-
utory authority in many of the states for the spe-
cial purpose of estab ishing, maintaining, and
caring ior public roads and highways within their
limits. sometimes invested with powers of local
taxation, and generally having elective oificers
styled "overseers" or ' commissioners" of roads.
See Farmer v. Myles, 106 La. 333. 30 South.
858: San Bernardino County v. Southern Pac.
R. Co., 137 Cal. 659. 70 Pac. 7&; Madden v.
Lancaster County, 65 Fed. 191. 12 C. C. A.
D66.—llosd Abltax to; the‘ lrinaixglenance
and repairo tepu cro swtin epar-
ticuiar jurisdiction. levied :i‘ther in money or
in the form of so many days’ labor on the pub-
lic roads exacted of‘ali the inhabitants of the
district. See Lewin v. State, 77 Ala. 46.

BOADSTBAD. In maritime law. A
known general station for ships, notoriously
used as such, and distinguished by the name;
and not any spot where an anchor-.vwill and
bottom and fix itself. 1 C. Rob. Adm. 232.

EOBBATOR. ‘In old imglish law. A
‘robber. Robbalorcs ct burglatores, robbers
nndburgiars. Bract. roi. 115?). -
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303383.. One who commits a. robbery.
The term is not in law synonymous with
“thiet," but applies only to one _who steals
with force or open violence. See De Roths-
child 7. Royal Mail, steam Packet Co., I
Exch. 742; The Manitoba (D. C.),104 Fed.
151. .

nonnnnr. Robbery is the felonious
taking oi’ personal property in the possession
or another, from his person or immediate

' presence, and against his will, accomplished _

by means of force or fear. Pen. Code Cal.
5.211: 1 Hawk. P. O. 25; 4 Bl. Comm. 243;
United states v. Jones, 3 Wash. 0. 0. 209.
Fed. Gas. No. 16.494; Seymour v. State. 15
Ind. 288:. McDaniel v. state, 16 Miss, 401,
47 Am. Dec. 93.
- Robbery is the wrongful, fraudulent. and
violent taking or money. goods. or chattels.
from the person or another by force or in-.
timidation, without the consent of the own-
er. Code Ga. 1882, 5 4389. , .

Robbery is where a person, either with
violence or with threats of injury, and put-
dug the person robbed in fear, takes and
carries away a thing which is on the body.
or in the immediate presence of the person
from whom it is taken, under such circum-
stances that. in the absence of violence or
threats, the act committed would be a theft.
Steph. Crim. Dig. 208: 2 Russ. Crimes, 78.
And see, further, State v. Osborne, 116
Iowa, 479, 89 N. W. 1077: In re Ooirey, 123
Cal. 622, 56 Pac. 448; Matthews v. State.
4 Ohio St. 540; -Benson v. McMahon, 127 U_.

8. 457. 8 sup. Ct. 1240, 32 L. Ed. 234: State
v. McGinnis, 158 Mo. 105, 59 8. W. 83:
State v. Burke, 73 N. C. 87;, Reardon v.
State, 4 Tex. App. 610; Houston v. Com,
87 Va. 257. 12 8. E. 385: Thomas v. State,
91 Ala. 34, 9 South. 81: Hickey v. State, 8
Ind. 22. .

—-Highwn robbery. In criminal law. The
crime of no berg committed upon or near a pub-
lic highwa . ttate v. Brown. 113 ‘N. C. 645,
18 S. E. 5 . In England, by St. 23 Ben. VIII.
c. L this was made felony without benefit of
clergy, while robbery committed elsewhere was
less.severely punished. The distinction was
abolished by St. 8 at 4 W. & M. .c. 9, and in

is country it has never prevailed generally.

3031:. Fr. A word anciently used by
sailors forthe cargo of a ship. The Italia
"roba" had the same meaning. '

nonnnnsunxi. In old English law.
Persons who, in the reign of Richard I.. com-
mitted great outruges on the borders of
England and Scotland. Said to have been
the followers of Robert Hood. or Robin Hood.
4 Bl. Comm. 246. . ‘

' BOD. A lineal measure of sixteen feet
and a half, otherwise called a “perch.”

: non xxrcurrs. In feudal law. Cer-
tain servitors who held their land by serving
their lords on horseback. Coweli.
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ROGABE. Lat. In Roman law. To ask
or solicit. Rogare leaem, to ask for the adop-
tion of a law, 4. e., to propose it for en-

actment, to bring in a bill. In a derivative
sense, to vote for a law so proposed; to
adopt or enact it.

ROG-ATIO. Lat. In Roman law. An
asking for a law; a proposal of a law for
adoption or passage. Derlvatively, a law
passed by such a form.

ROG-ATIO TESTIIIH, in making a nun-
cupative will, is where the testator form-
ally calls upon the persons present to ‘bear
witness that he has declared his will. Wil-
liams? Ex’rs, 116; Browne, Prob. Pr. 59.

BOGATION WEEK. In Engiih ecclesi-
astical law. The second week before Whit-
sunday, thus called from three tasts observed
therein, the Monday, Tuesday, and Wednes-
day, called “Rogation days," because of the
extraordinary prayers then made for the
fruits of the earth, or as a preparation for
the devotion of Holy Thursday. Wharton.

Bogntionel, qunltiones, at positions:
debont: one ahnplleel. Hob. 143. De-
mands, questions, and claims ought to be
simple.

ROGATOB. Lat. In Roman law. The
proposer or a law or rogation.

BOGATORY LETTERS. A commission
from one judge to another requesting him
to examine a witness. See Lirr-ri=:a.

R060. Lat. In Roman law. I ask; I
request. A precatory expression often used
in wills. Dig‘. 30, 108, 13, 14.

ROGUE. In English criminal law. An
idle and disorderly person; a trickster; a
wandering beggar; a vagrant or vagabond.
4 Bl. Comm. 189.

non: rrfmurrnari. In French‘ mer-
cantile law. The list of a ship's crew; a
master roll.

ROLL. A schedule 01' parchment which
may be turned up with the hand in the term
or a pipe or tube. Jacob.

A schedule or sheet of parchment on which
legal proceedings are entered. Thus, in Eng-
lish practice, the roll of parchment on which
the issue is entered is termed the "issue roll."
so the rolls or a manor. wherein the names,
rents, and services of the tenants are copied
and enrolled, are tenned the “court rolls."
There are also various other rolls; as those
which contain the records of the court of
chaiicery, those which contain the registers
of the proceedings of old parliaments. called
"rolls of parliament,” etc. Brown.

In English practice, there were formerly a
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great variety of these mils, appropriated to
the different proceedings; such as the war-
rant of attorney roll, the process roll, the
recognizance roll, the importance roll, the
plea roll, the issue roll. the judgment roll,
the wire faciaa roll, and the roll of proceed-
ings on writs of error. 2 Tidd, Pr. 729, 730.

In modern practice, the term is sometimes
used to denote a record or the proceedings of
a court_ or public ofliice. Thus. the “judg-
ment roll” is the tile or records comprising
the pleadings in a case. and all the other pro-
ceedings up to the Judgment, arranged in
order. In this sense the use of the word has
survived its appropriateness; for such rec-
oriils are no longer prepared in the form of I
ro .

—.Auesnnont roll. In taxation, the list or
roli_ of taxable persons and roperty, completed,
verified, and deposited by t e assessors. Bank
v. Genoa, 28 Misc. Rep. 71, 59 N. Y. Sup .

829; Adams v. Brennan, 72 Miss. $4, 1P8

South. 482.—J’1ulxxnent roll. See a.—
Master at the rolls. See MAs'ri:a.— ll:
of pa:-liunont. The manuscript registers of
the proceedings of old parliaments; in these
mils are_iikewise a great many deciions of dif-
ficult points of law, which were I neatly, in
former times, referred to the determ nation of
this supreme court b ' the judges of both bench-
es, etc.-7RolJ_s of 1: o sxehequer. There are
several in this court relating to the revenue of
the country.—Bolla of the-temple. In En -

lisii law. In each of the two Teni ies is a mi
called the “_calves—head roll," w erein every
bencher, barrister, and student is taxed yeari ;
also meals to the cook and other oificers of t e
houses, in consideration of a dinner of calves-
headlprovided in Easter term. Orig. Jur. 199.
-30 I omee of the ohnncorf. In English
law. An oflice in Chancery Ame Lo don.
which contains rolls and records of the igh
court of chancery, the master whereof is the
second person in the chancery, etc. The rolls
court was there held, the master of the rolls sit-
ting as judge; and that judge still sits there
as a jud e of the chancery division of the high
court 0 justice. Wharton.—'.l‘nx roll.
schedule or list of the persons and roperty sub-
ject to the payment or a particu ar tax, with
the amounts severally due, prepared and 'au-
thenticated in proper form to warrant the col-
iecting oiiicers to proceed with the enforcement
of the tax. Babcock v. Beaver Creek TI», 64
Mich. 601, 31 N. W’. 423: Smith v. Scui y, 68
Kan. 139, 71 Pac. 249.

ROLLING STOCK. The portable or mov-
able apparatus and machinery of a rail-
road, particularly such as moves on the road.
viz., engines, cars, tenders, coaches, and
trucks. See Beardsley v. Ontario Bank, 31
Barb. (N. Y.) 635; Ohio & M. R. Co. v. Web-
er, 96 I11. 448; Pittsburgh, etc., R. Co. v.
Backus, 154 U. S. 421, 14 Sup. Ct. 1114, 38
L. Ed. 1031.
—B.ol1ing stock protection not. {Hie act
of 35 & 36 Vict. c. 50. passed to protect the
rolling stock of railways from distress or sale
in certain cases.

ROMA PEDITE. Lat. Pilgrims that
traveled to Rome on foot.

ROHAII CATHOLIC OEAl.l'.l'llI LOT.
The statute 23 & 24 Vict. c. 134. providing
a method for enjoying estates given upon
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trust for Roman Catholics, but invalidated
by reason of certain of the trusts -being su-
perstitious or otherwise illegal. 3 steph.
Comm. 76.

ROHAN LAW. This term, in a general
sense, comprehends all the laws which pre-
vailed among the Romans, without regard
to the time of their origin, including the col-
lections of Justinian. ‘

In a more restricted sense, the Germans
understand by this term merely the law of
Justinian, as adopted by them. Mackeld.
Rom. Law, 3 18.

in England and America, it appears to be
customary to use the phrase, inditferently
with “the civil law.” to designate the whole
system of Roman jurisprudence, including
the corpus Jam Oivius; or, it any distinc-
tion is drawn, the expression “civil law" de-
notes the system of jurisprudence obtaining
in those countries of continental Europe
which have derived their juridical notions
and principles from the Justinian collection,
while “Roman law" is reserved as the proper
appellation of the body of law developed un-
der the government of Rome from the earliest
times to the tall or the empire.

I ROMILSCOT, or ROMIFPENNY. Pe-
ter-pence, (q. 12.) Cowell.

30111111!‘ KABSE. A tract of land in
the county of Kent, England, containing
twenty-four thousand acres, governed by cer-
tain" ancient and equitable laws of sewers,
composed by Henry de Bathe, a venerable
judge in the reign of king Henry III.; from
which laws all commissioners of sewers in
England may receive light and direction. 3
Bl. Comm. 73, note t; 4 Inst. 276.

R001) 0!‘ LAND. The fourth part of
an acre in square measure. or one thousand
two hundred and ten square yards.

BOOT or DESGENT. The same as
“stock of descent."

ROOT 01:‘ TITLE. The document with
which an abstract of title properly commen-
ces ls called the "root” of the title. sweet.

808. A kind of rushes, which some ten-
ants were obliged by their tenure to furnish
their lords withal. CowelL

BOSLAND. Heathy ground, or ground
full of ling; also watery-and moorish land.
1 Inst. 5.

ROSTER. "A list of persons who are to
perform certain legal duties when called upon
in -their turn. In military affairs it is a table
or plan by which the duty of otllcers is reg-
altlsted. See Matthews v. -Bowman, 25 Me.
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ROTA. L. Lat. Succession; rotation.
“Rota of presentations ;" “rota of the terms."
2 W. Bl. 772, 773.

The name of two ancient'courts, one held
at Rome and the other at Genoa.

BOTA. Span. In Spanish law. 0blit-
erated. White, New Recop. ,b. 3, tit. 7. c.
5, 3 2.

BOTEER-BEASTS. A term which in-
cludes oxen, cows, steers, heifers, and such
like horned animals. Cowell.

ROTTEN BOBOIIGXS. Small boroughs
in ‘England, which prior to the reform act,
1832, returned one or more members to
parliament.

ROTTEN CLAUSE. A clause sometimes
inserted in policies of marine insurance, to
the effect that "if, on a regular survey, the
ship shall be declared unseaworthy by reason
of being rotten or unsound,” the insurers
shall be discharged. 1 Phil. Ins. 5 849. See
Steinmetz v. United States Ins._Co.. 2 Serg.
as R. (Pa.) 296.

ROTULUS WINTONIE. The roll of
Winton. An exact survey of all England,
made by Alfred; not unlike that of Domes-
day; and it was so called because it was
kept at Winchester. among other records of
the kingdom; but this roll time has destroy-
ed. Inguiph. Hist. 516.

_ BOTIIEE. Fr. In old French and
Canadian law. A free tenure without the
privilege or nobility; the tenure ot a free
commoner.

ROTURIER. Fr. In old French and
Canadian law. A free tenant of land on
services exigible either in money or in kind.
Staph. Lect. 229. A free commoner; one
who held of a superior, .but could have no
inferior below him.

ROUND-ROBIN. A circle divided from
the center, like Arthur's round table, whence
its supposed origin. In each compartment is
a signature, so that the entire circle, when
filled, exhibits a list, without priority being
given to any name. A common form of
round-robin is simply to write the names in
a circular form. Wharton.

30111’. In cotch law. A sale by auc-
tion. Bell.

BOUT. A rout is an unlawful assembly
which has made a motion towards the execu-
tion of the common purpose of the persons
assembled. It is, therefore, between an un-
lawful asembly and a riot. Steph. Crim. Dig.
41.

Whenever two or more persons. assembled
and acting together, make any attempt or
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advance: toward. the commission at an act
which would. be a riot it actually committed,
such assembly is a rout. Pen. Code Cal. 1

406». And see People v. Judson, 11 Daly (N.
Y.) 23; Follls v. State, 87 Tax. Or. R. 535,
40 S. W. 277.

B,OU'l.‘E. Fr. In French insurance law.
The way that is taken to make the voyage
insured. .'1‘he direction or the voyage as-
sured.

‘ EOb‘TOU§LY. In pleading. A technical
_word in indictments, generally coupled with
the word “riotously..." 2 Chit. Grim. Law,

l .

‘- nor. L.’ Fr. The king.

Boy est 1'01-iginal de touts franchises.
Keilw.- 188.’ The king is the origin or all
franchises. = -

2 Boy a.’est‘llo per nsenn statute si 11

as salt exp:-essrnent nouns. The king is
not bound by any statute, unless expressly
named.‘ .Jen_k. Cent. 307; Broom, Max. 72.

Boy poet dispenser ove ansltun pro-
hibitun, Innis non snnlnsn per se. Jenk.
Cent 307. The king can grant a dispenser
tion ilor a mutant pmhibmtm, but not for a
malum per se. - *

_‘ ROYAL... 01' or pertaining to _or proceed-
ing from the king or sovereign in a mon-
archical government.
I-Roynl._assent_. The royal assent is the last
_orin through which a bill goes previously to be
coming‘ an act of parliament. It is, in the
words of Lord Hale, “the comrlementand per-
fection of a law.” The roya assent is given
either b the queen in person or by royal com-
gl|8Sl0_n .Y the queen herself. signed with her own

and. It is rarely given in gerson, except when
at the end of-the session t e queen attends to

rorogue parliament, it she should do so.
rown.—Roynl has-(ks. Boroughs incor

rated in Scotland by royal charter. Bel.-
Boinl courts of justice. Under the statute
42 43 Vict. c. 78, § 28, this is the name given
to the buildings, together with all additions
gilereto. erected under the courts of justice

ilding act, 1865, (28 & 29 Wet. c. -18,) and
courts of‘ justice concentration (site) set 1815,
(28 & 29 Vict. c. 49.) nmwn.—n.oy.i fish.
See F1_su.- ynl_ gs-ants. Conveyances of
record in Eng and. They are of two kinds: (1)
Letters patent; and (2) letters close, or writs
close. 1. Steph-. Comm. 615-618.—Boynl hon-
ors. I_n the language of diplomacy, this term
designates the privilege enjoyed by evear empire
or kingdom in Europe, by the po , e grand
duchies of Germany, and the manic and
Swiss confedera.tions,.to precedence over all oth-
ers who do not enjoy the same rank, with the
exclusive ri ht of sending to other states public
ministers o_ the first rank, as ambassadors, to-
gether with other distinctive titles and cere-
monies; Wheat. Int. Law,« t. 2, c. 3, 5 2.-
Boyal rnines. .Mines of siver and gold be-
longed to the king of En land. as part of his
prerogative of coinage. to urnish him with ma-
terial. 1 Bl.~.Comrn. 2)-1.

u EOYALTIEI. Regalities; royal 'prop—
erty. _ . .
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. ROYALTY. A payment reserved by the
grantor of a patent. lease or a mine. or simil-
ar right. and payable proportionately to the
use made of the right by the grantee. See
Raynolds v. Hanna (0. CL) 55 Fed. 800;
Hnbenthal v. Kennedy. 76 Iowa, 707. 39 N.
W. 694: Western Union Tel. Co. v. American
BellTel.Co..125Fed.342.00C.C. A.220.

Royalty also sometimes means a payment
which is made to an author or composer by
an assignee or licensee in respect of each
copy of his work which is sold. or to an in-
veutor in respect or each article sold und
the patent. Sweet. -

- BUBBIO. Directions printed in books or
law and in prayer-books, so termed because
they were originally distinguished by red ink.
—Rnbx-is of I statute. its titl which was
anciently printed in red letters. t serves to
show the object of the legislature, and thence
afiords the means of interpreting the body of
the act; hence the pvlcyrase, of an argument, "o
more ad nipnim.” harton.

BUDENEII. Roughness; incivilltyg vio-
lence. Touching another with rudeness may
constitute a battery.

auras. "Lat. In the civil law. man,
the falling of a house. Dig. 47, 9.

BULB, v. This verb has two significa-
tions: (1) to command or require by a rule
of court; as. to rule the sherin! to return the
writ, to rule the defendant to plead. (2)
To settleor decide a point of law arising up-
on a trial at am prius; and, when it is said
of a judge presiding at such a trial that he
“ruled” so and so, it is meant that he laid
down, settled, or decided such and such to be
the law. -

' 3111.2. 0. 1. An established standard,
guide, or regulation; a principle or regula-
tion set up by authority, prescribiug.or.di-
rectlng action or forbearance; as. the rules
or a legislative body, of a company. court.
public olflce, of the law, of ethics. _

2. A regulation made by a court of justice
or public oflice with reference to the conduct
of business therein.

3. An order_ made by a court, at the in-
stance ot one of the parties to a suit. com-
manding a ministerial oiiicer, or the opposite
party, to do some act, or to show cause why
some act should" not be done. It is usually
upon some interlocutory matter, and has not
the force or solemnity of a decree or Judg-
ment. '

4. “Rule” sometimes means a rule of law.
Thus, we speak of the rule against perpetui-
ties; the rule in Shelley’s Case, etc.
-0:-oss-rules. These were rules where each
of the opposite litigants obtained a rule gin‘. as
the plaintiff to increase the damages, and the
defendant to enter ‘a nonsuit. Wharton. -

eral rules. General or standing orders -3
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court. in relation to practice. etc.—B.ulo ab-
solute. One which commands the subject-mat-
ter of the rule to be forthwith enforced. It is
usual, when the party has failed to show sum-
cient cause against a rule aim’, to "make the
rule absolute,’ i. -e., imperative and final.-
Bulo-dny. In practice. The day on which a
rule is returnable, or on which the act or duty
enjoined by a rule is to be performed. See
Cook v. Cook, 18 Fla. (B7.—Rulo in Sheb-
ley’s One. A celebrated rule in English law,

ropounded in Lord Coke's reports in the fol-
owrng form: That whenever a man, by andy

gift or conveyance, takes an estate of freehol ,

and in the same gift or conveyance an estate is
limited, either mediately or immediately. to his
heirs in fee or in tail, the word “heirs” is a
word of limitation and not of purchase. In oth-
er words, it is to be understood as expressing
the quantity of estate which the party is to
take and not as conferring any distinct estate
on the persons who may become his representa-
tives. 1 Coke, 104a- 1 Steph. Comm. 308.
See Zabrisirie v. W . 23 N. J. Eq. 544; Duf-
f v. Jarvis (C. C.) 84 Fed. 733; Hampton v.

ther. 30 Miss. 203; Hancock v. Butler, 21
Tex. 807 ; Rogers v. Rogers. 3 Wend. 511. 20
Am. Dec. 716; Smith v. Smith. 24 S. C. 314.
-31:10 aha. A rule which will become imper-
ative and final unless cause be shown against it.
This rule commands the party to show cause
why he should not be compelled to do the aci:
required, or why the object of the rule should
not be enforced.—nule of 1758. A rule of
international law, first ractically established
in 1756, by which neutra s, in time of war. are
prohibited from carrying on with a belligerent
power a trade which is not open to them in
time of peace. 1 Kent. Comm. 82—Bulg of
course. ’l‘here are some mice which the courts
authorize their oiiicers to grant as a matter of
course, without formal application being made
to a judge in open court. and these are tech-
nically termed, in E-nflish practice, “side-bar
rules,’ because formery they were moved for
by the attorneys at the side bar in court. The;
are now generali termed “rules of course.
Browu.—Bu1es o court. The rules for regu-
lating the practice of the din‘:-rent courts,
which the judges are empowered to frame and
put in force as occasion may reouire,- are term-
ed “rules of court." Brown. See Goodlett v.
Char! 14_ Rich. Law (S. C.) 49.—.R.ulo of
law. legal principle, of general application,
sanctioned by the recognition of authorities,
and usually expressed in the form of a maxim
or logical proposition. Called a “rule," because
in doubtful or unforeseen cases it is a uide or
norm (or their decision. Touiiler. tt. prel.
no. 17.—R_u.1es of’ ractioo. Certain orders
made by the courts or the purpose of regulat-
ing the ractice in actions and other proceed-
ings be are them.—Ru.1es of procedure.
Rules made by a legislative body concerning the
mode and manner of conducting its business,
and for the purpose of making an orderly and
proper disposition of the matters before it, such
‘as rules prescribing what committees shall be
appointed. on_ what subJects they shall act,
what shall be the daily order in which business
shall be taken up, and in what order certain
motions shall be received and acted on. Hei-
skell v. Baltimore. 65 Md. 125. 4 At]. 116, 57
Am. Rep. 308: Hevirer v. McLaughlin, 100
Ky. 509. 50 S. W. 859.—Rule of property.
A ttled rule or principle, resting usually on
precedents or a course of decisions. regulating
the ownership or devolution’ of roperty. Yazoo
& M. V. Co. v. Adams, 1 Miss. 90 32
South.'937: ‘l-Edwards r. Davenport (G. C5 2)
Fed. 763.—Bnle of the road. The popular
English name for the regulations governing the
navigation of vessels in_pubii_c -waters w th a
view to preventing collisions. Sweet.—1%ulc& . A rule of court, taken by a piaintl

at eounse,-requiring the -defendant -to -plead
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within a given time on pain of having judg-
ment tairen against him by default.—nu.1o to
show cause. A rule commanding thedparty to
appear and show cause why he shoul not be
compelled to do the act required, or why the
obfect of the rule should not be enforced; a
ru e niei, (q. o.)—Specin1 rule. Rules granted
without any motion in court, or when the mo-
tion is only assumed to have been made, and is
not actual y made. are called “common" rules;
while the rules granted upon motion actually
made to the court in term. or upon a jud e's
order in vacation, are termed “speciai" ru es.
Brown. The term may also be understood as
opposed to "general" rule: in which case it
means a particular direction. in a matter of
practice, made for the purposes of a particular
case. . ,

301.38. In American practice. This
term is sometimes used. by metonymy, to
denote a time or season in the judicial year
when motions may be made and rules taken.
as special terms or argument-days, or even
the vacations, as distinguished- from the
regular terms of the courts for the trial of
causes: and, by a further extension of its
meaning, it may denote proceedings in an
action taken out of court. Thus. “an ir-
regularity committed at rules may be cor-
rected at the next term of the court." South.-
all’s Adm’r v. Exchange Bank, 12 Grat. (Va.)
312.

RULES 0!‘ A PRISON. Certain limits
without the walls, within which all prison-
ers in custody in civil actions were allowed
to live, upon giving sufficient security to the
marshal not to escape. '

-3111“ of the king's bench prison. In
En lish practice. Certain limits beyond the
we of the prison. within-which all risoners
in custody in civil actions were allow ‘ to live,
upon giv ng security by bond. with two audi-
cieut sureties. to the marshal, not to escape.
and paying him a certain percentage on the
amount of the debts for which they were detain-
ed Holthouse. '

RITKOR. Flying or popular report; a
current story passing from one person to an-
other without any known authorlty for the
truth of it. Webster. It is not generally
admissible in evidence. State v. Culler, 82
M0. 626; Smith v. Moore, 74 Vt. 81, 52 At].
320.

RUN, 17. To have currency or legal vu-
lidity in a prescribed territory; as,_the writ
runs throughout the county.

To have "applicability or legal effect during
a prescribed period of time; as, the statute
or limitations has run against the claim.

To follow or accompany; to be attached to
another thing in pursuing a prescribed course
or direction; as. the covenant rum with the
land. . -

RUN, 0. In American law. A water:
course of small size. Webb v._ Bedfor-d,‘2
Bibb. rxy.) 354. ‘ _ _

RUNCARIA. In old records. Laud run
or brambles and -brlars. ~I Inst.-'5a. ' ‘
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RUNCINU8. In old English law. A
Joad-horse; a sumpter-horse or cart-horse.

RUNDLET, or RUNLET. A measure
oi’ wine, oil, etc., containing eighteen gallons
and a halt. Cowell.

RUNNING ACCOUNT. An open unset-
tled account, as distinguished from a stated
and liquidated account. “Running accounts
mean mutual accounts and reciprocal de-
mands between the parties, which accounts
and demands remain open and unsettled.”
Brackenridge v. Baltzell, 1 Ind. 35; Leonard
v. U. S., 18 Ct. Cl. 385; Picker v. Fitzeile,
28 App. Div. 519, 51 N. Y. Supp. 205.

RUNNING AT LARGE. This term is
applied to wandering or straying animals.

RUNNING DAYS. Days counted in
their regular succession on the calendar, in
cluding Sundays and holidays. Brown v.
Johnson, 10 Mees. & W. 334; Crowell v. Bar-
reda, 16 Gray (Mass.) 472; Davis v. Ponder-
gast, 7 Fed. Cas. 162.

RUNNING LEASE. Where a lease pro-
vided that the tenancy should not be con-
fined to any portion of the land granted, but
allowed the tenant the use of all the land
he could clear, it was called in the old books
a “running lease." as distinguished from one
confined to a particular division, circum-
scribed by metes and bounds, within a larger
tract. Cowan v. Hatcher (Tenn. Ch. App.)
59 S. W. 691.

RUNNING 0!‘ TE}: STATUTE or
LILIITATIONS. A metaphorical expres-
sion. by which is meant that the time men-
tioned in the statute of limitations is con-
sidered as passing. 1 Bouv. Inst. no. 861.

RUNNING POLICY. A running policy
is one which contemplates successive in-
surances, and which provides that the object
of the policy may be from time to time de-
fined, especially as to the subjects of insur-
ance, by additional statements or indorse-
nnents. Civ. Code Cal. 5 2597. And see Cor-
poration of London Assurance v. Paterson,
106 Ga. 538. 32 S. E. 650.

RUNNING WITH THE LAND. A cov-
enant is said to run with the land when
either the liability to perform it or the right
to take advantage of it passes to the assigneo
of that land. Brown.

RUNNING WITH THE REVRRSION.
A covenant is said to “run with the rever-
sion" when either the liability to perform
it or the right to take advantage of it
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passes to the asslgnee or that reversion
Brown.

RUNRIG LANDS. Lands in Scotland
where the ridges of a field belong alterna-
tively to dlirerent proprietors. Anciently
this kind or possession was advantageous in
giving a united interest to tenants to resist
inroads. By the act of 1695, c. 23, a division
oi’ these lands was authorized. with the ex-
ception ot lands belonging to corporations
Wharton.

RUPEE. A silver coin of India, rated at
2s. tor the current. and 2s. 8d. for the Bom-
bay, rupee.

RUPTUH. Lat. In the civil law.
Broken. A term applied to a will. Inst. 2.
17, 3.

RURAL DEANERY. The circuit of an
archdeacon’s and rural dean's jurisdictions.
Every rural deanery is divided into parishes.
See 1 Steph. Comm. 117.

RURAL DEANS. In English ecclesias-
tical la... _ Very ancient ofiicers of the
church; almost grown out of use, until about
the middle of the present century, about
which time they were generally revived,
whose deaneries are as an ecclesiastical di-
vision or the diocese or archdmconry. They
are deputies or the bishop, planted all round
his diocese, to inspect the conduct at the
parochial clergy, to inquire into and report
dilapidations, and to examine mndldates for
confirmation, armed in minuter matters with
an interior degree of judicial and coercive
authority. Wharton.

RURAL SERVITUDE. In the civil law.
A servitude annexed to a rural, estate,
(prwdium ruotdcum.)

RUSH DE GUERRE. Fr. A trick in
war; a stratagem.

RUSTICI. Lat. In feudal law.
tives (‘at a conquered country.

In old English law. Inferior country
tenants, churls, or chorls, who held cottages
and lands by the services or plowing. and
other labors of agriculture, for the lord.
Cowell.

Na-

RUSTICUK PORUK. Let. A rude. un-
learned, or unlettered tribunal; a term some-
times applied to arbitrators selected by the
parties to settle a dispute. See Underhill
v. Van Cortlandt, 2 Johns. Ch. (N. Y.) 339;
Dickinson v. Chesapeake at O. R. Co., 7 W.
Va. 429.

RUSTIOUI JUDICIUI. Lat. In marl-
time law. A rough or rude Judgment or
decision. A Judgment in admiralty dividing
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the damages caused by a collision between
the two ships. 3 Kent, Comm. 231; Story,
Bailm. 3 608a. See The Victory, 68 Fed. 400.
15 ‘C. C. A. 490.

BUTA. Lat. In the civil law. Things
extracted from land; as sand. chalk. coal,
and such other matters.
-3.11%: at case. In the civil law. Things
dug. (as sand and lime,) and thin cut, (as
wood, coal, etc.) Dig. 19, 1, 17, 6. ords used
in conveyancing.
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3101'. In India. A peasant, subject,
or tenant of house or land. Wharton.
—Ryot-tenure. A system of land-tenure.
where the government takes the place of land-
owners an collects the rent by means of tax
gatherers. The farming is done b poor peas-
ants. (ryots,) who find the capita, so tar as
there is any, and also do the work. The sys-
tem exists in Turkey, Fgypt, Persia, and other
Eastern countries, and in a modified form in
British India. After slavery, it is accounted the
worst of all systems, because the government
can fix the rent at what.it pleases, and it is
diflicult to distinguish between rent and taxes.
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I. As an abbreviation, this letter stands
for “section," "statute," and various other
words of which it is the initial.

I. B. An abbreviation for "senate bill."

I. 0. An abbreviation for “same case."
Inserted between two citations, it indicates
that the same case is reported in both places.
It is also an abbreviation for "supreme
court," and for “select cases;" also for
“South Carolina."

I. D. An abbreviation for "southern dis-
trict.”

I. I‘. I. An abbreviation in the civil law
for “nine frauds sua." (without fraud on his
part.) Calvin.

I. 1.. An abbreviation for “session [or
statute] laws."

8. P. An abbreviation of “sins prole,"
without issue. Also an abbreviation of
"same principle," or "same point,” indicat-
ing, when inserted between two citations.
that the second involves the same doctrine
as the flrst.

8. 17. An abbreviation for “sub voce,"
under the word; used in references to die-
tionaries, and other works arranged alpha-
betically.

SABBATB. One of the names of the
first day of the week; more properly called
"Sunday," (a. 1:.) See State v. Drake, 64
N. C. 591; Gunn v. State, 89 Ga. 341, 15
S. E. 458.
—Babbath-breaking. The oifense of violat-
ing the la\vs prescribed for the observance of
Sunday. State v. Baltimore & 0. R. Co.. 15
W. Va. 381, 38 Am. Rep. 803; State V. Popp,
46 Md. 433.

SABBATUH. L. Lat. The Sabbath;
also peace. Domesday. .

IABBULONARIUM. A gravel pit, or
liberty to dig gravel and sand; money paid
for the same. Cowell.

SABINIANI. A school or sect of Roman
jurists, under the early empire, founded by
Ateius Capito, who was succeeded by M.
Sabinus, from whom the name.

SABLE. '1'he heraldic term for black.
It is called “Saturn," by those who biazon
by planets, and "diamond," by those who
use the names of Jewels. Engravers com-
monly represent it by numerous perpendicu-
lar and horizontal lines, crossing each other.
Wharton.

IABURRA. L. Lat.
law. Ballast.

In old maritime

‘or twenty-eight stone.

BAORAIIENTUX

SAG. In old English law. A liberty of
holding pleas; the jurisdiction of a manor
court; the privilege ‘claimed by a lord of try-
ing actions of trespass between his tenantl.
in his manor court. and imposing fines and
amerciaments in the same. .

‘ SACABUBTE, SACABBBE, SARA-
BERE. In old English law. He ‘that is’
robbed, or by theft deprived of his .money or
goods, and puts in surety to prosecute the
felon with fresh suit. Bract. fol. 154b.

SACOABOR. In old Egnlish law. The
person from whom a thing had been stolen.
and by whom the thief was freshly pursued.
Bract. fol. 1540. See SACABUBTE.

IAOGULABII. Lat. In Roman law.
Ontpurses. 4 Steph. Comm. 125.

IAOCUI. L. Lat. In old English law.
A sack. A quantity of wool weighing thirty

Fieta, l. 2, c. 79.i10.

IAOCUS CUE BBOCKIA. L. Lat. In
old English law. A service or tenure of and-
ing a sack and a breach (pitcher) to the
sovereign for the use of the army. Bract.
L 2. c. 16.

IACQUIIEB. In maritime law. The
name of an ancient otlicer, whose business
was to load and unload vessels laden with
salt. corn, or fish, to prevent the ship's crew
defrauding the merchant by false tale. or
cheating him of his. merchandise otherwise.
Laws Oleron, art. 11: 1 Pet. Adm. Append.
25.

IACBA. Lat. In Roman law. The right
to participate in the sacred rites of the dgv.
Butl. Hor. Jur. 27.

IACRAHJ-JNTALE8. L. Lat. In feudal
law. Compurgators; persons who came to
purge a defendant by their oath that they
believed him innocent.

SAGBAMENTI AGTIO. Lat. In the
older practice of the Roman law. this was
one of the forms of leaf: actio. consisting in
the deposit of a stake or juridical wager.
See SACBAHENTUII.

SAGRAMENTUM. Lat. In Bonn:
law. An oath, as being a very sacred thing;
more particularly, the oath taken by soldiers
to be true to their general and their country.
Ainsw. Lex.

In one of the formal‘ methods of begin-
ning an action at law (leak actionea) known
to the early Roman jurisprudence. the sac-
ramentum was a sum of money deposited
in court by each of the litigating parties. as
a kind of wager or forfeit, to abide the re-
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suit of the suit. The successful party re-
ceived back his stake; the losing party for-
feited his, and it was paid into the public
treasury, to be expended for sacred objects.
(in saoria rebus.) whence the name. See
Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 203.

In common law. All oath. Cowell.
—Iaes-unenhun deoisionis. The volunmry
or decisive oath of the civil law, .where one o!
the parties to a suit. not being able to prove his
case, ofiers to refer the decision of the cause to
the oath of his adversary. who is bound to ac-
cept or make the same offer on his art, or the
whole is considered as confessed by ‘m. 3 Bl.
Comm. 342.-8101-unentsun fldelitatis. In
old English law. The oath of feaity. Reg.
Orig. 3C3.

Ines-unenhun lubet in se tres eo-
:nites,—vveritntem, justitiam, et judi-
eium; veritu hnbenda est in Jnrntog
Jtltitin et Jnsticiusn. in Judlee. An oath
has in it three component parts,—truth, jus-
tice, and judgment; truth in the party swear-
.in8; justice and judgment in the judge ad-
ministering the oath. 8 Inst. 160.

laerunentnn si tatunm fuel-it, lioet
(shuns, tuners non oommittit per-jnrium.
2 Inst. 167. A foolish oath, though false,
makes not perjury. ‘

I
IAOBILEGE. In English criminal

law. Larceny from a church. 4 Steph.
Comm. 164. The crime of breaking a church
or chapel, and stealing therein. 1 Russ.
_Crimes, 843. ,

In old English law. The desecration of
anything considered holy; the alienation to
lay-men or to profane or common purposes
of what was given to religious persons and
to pious uses. Cowell.

- IACRILEGIUH. Lat. In the civil law.
The stealing of sacred things, or things dedi-
cated to'sacred uses; the taking of things
out of a holy place. Calvin.

SAORILEGUI. Lat. In the civil and
common law. A sacrilegious person; one
guilty of sacrilege.

Ines-ilegus onnium pa-ndonum cupi-
ditltern et seelera super-st. 4 Coke, 106.
A sacrilegious person transcends the cupidity
and wickedness of all other robbers.

IAORISTAI. A sexton, anciently called
“cage:-con," or "sagmon,-" the keeper of
things belonging to divine worship.

SADBERGE. A denomination of part of
the count! Palatine of Durham. Wharton.

: EEKIIND. In old English law. An um-
pire, or arbitrator.

4 laps eonstitutlun est, res inter alias
,,1nd_ieats.s aliis non px-mjud.ieax_-e." It has
often ‘been settled that matters "adjudged be‘-
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tween othersought not to prejudice those
who were not parties. Dig. 42, 1, 63. -

-- Snpe viatox-on nova, non vetus, orbits
£s.l1i.t. 4 Inst. 34. A new road, not an old
one, often deceives the traveler.

Snpenumero ubi proprietu verborn
sttendltns-, sensus veritatis nmittitnr.
Oftentimes where the propriety of words is
attended to, the true sense is lost. Branch,
Prlnc.; 7 Coke, 27. ~

SEVITIA. Lat. In the ‘law of divorce.
Cruelty; anything which, tends to bodily
‘harm, and in that manner renders cohabita-
tion unsafe. 1 Hagg. Coast.’ 458. ' I ‘

SAP}:-CONDUCT. A guaranty or so-
curity granted by the king under the great
seal to a stranger, for his safe coming into
and passing out of the kingdom. Coweil.

One of the papers usually carried by ves-
sels in time of war, and necessary to the
safety of neutral merchantmen. It is in the
nature of a license to the vessel to proceed
on a designated voyage. and commonly con-
tains the name of the master. the name, de-
scription, and nationality of uthe ship, the
voyage intended, and other matters.

SAPILPLEDGE. A surety given that a
man shall appear upon a certain day. Bract.
I. 4, c. 1.

SAPEGUABD. In old English law. A
special privilege or license, in the form of a
writ, under the great seal, granted to stran-
gers seeking their right by course of law
within the king's dominions, and apprehend-
ing violence or injury to their persons or
property from others. Reg. Orig. 26.

SAGAHAJI’. A tale-teller; a secret as
.cuser.

Acres 131: LA Lnr. L. Fr. Sages of
the law; persons learned in the law. A term
applied to the chancellor and justices oi!
the king's bench.

SAGIBARO. In old European law. A
judge or justice; literally, a man of causes,
or having charge or supervision of causes.
One who administered justice and decided
causes in the mauum, or public-assembly.
Spelman.

SAID. Before mentioned. This word is
constantly used in contracts, pleadings, and
other legal papers, with the same force as
“aforesaid.” see Shattuck v. Balcom, 170
Mass. 245, 49 N. E. 87; Cubine v. State,
44 Tex. Gr. R. 596. 73 S. W. 396; Hinrichsen
v. Hinrichsen, 172 Ill. 46?. 50 N. E. 135;
Wilkinson v. State, 10 Ind. 373. -

IAIGA. In old European law. ‘ A Ger-
man coin or the value of a penny, or of three
DEUCE. 4
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SAIL. In insurance law. To put to sea;
to begin a voyage. The least locomotion,
with readiness of equipment and clearance,
satisfies a ‘warranty to sail. Pittegrew v.
Pringle, 3 Barn. & Adol. 514. .

SAILING. When a vessel quits her
moorings, in complete readiness for sea, and
it is the actual and real intention of the
master to proceed on the voyage. and she
is afterwards stopped by head winds and
comes to anchor, still intending to proceed
as soon as wind and weather will permit,
this is a sailing on the voyage within the
terms of a policy of insurance. Bowen v.
Hope Ins. Co.. 20 Pick. (Mass.) 278, 32 Am.
Dec. 213. -

SAILING INSTRUCTIONS.
or printed directions, delivered by the com-
manding oiiicer of a convoy to the several
masters of the ships under his care, by
which they are enabled to understand and
answer his signals, to know the place of
rendezvous appointed for the fleet in case of
dispersion by storm. by an enemy, or other-
wise. .Without sailing instructions no vessel
can have the protection and benefit of con-
voy. Marsh. Ins. 368.

IAILOBS. Seamen; mariners.

SAINT MART!!! LE GRAND, COURT
0!‘. An ancient court in London, of local
importance, formerly held in the church from
which it took its name. _

SAINT SIMONISM. An elaborate form
of non-communistic socialism. It is a scheme
which does not contemplate an equal, but an
unequal, division of the produce. It does
not propose that all should be occupied alike.
but differently, according to their vocation
or capacity; the function of each being as-
signed, like grades in a regiment. by the
choice of the directing authority, and the
remuneration being by salary, proportioned
to the importance, in the eyes of that au-
thority, of the function itself. and the merits
of the person who fulfills it. 1 Mill, Pol.
Econ. 258.

SAIO. In Gothic law. .The ministerial
oflicer of a court or magistrate, who brought
parties into court and executed the orders
of his superior. Spelman.

SAIS. Fr. In French law. A judicial
seizure or sequestration of property, of
which there are several varieties. See infra.
—Saisie-an-Gt. An attachment of property in
the possession of a third person.-—8siIle-ex.6-
antion. A writ resembling that of fieri faoias;
defined as that species of execution by which a
creditor places under the hand of justice (cus-
tody of the law) his debtor's movable property
liable to seizure, in order to have it sold, so that
he may obtain payment of his debt out of the
proceeds. Daiios, Dict.—Salsio-torahe.
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species of foreign attachment; that which a
creditor. bfv the mission of the president of a
tribunal o iirst nstance or a jugs do pails, may
exercise, without preliminary process, upon the
eflects. found within the commune where he
lives, belon 'ug to his foreign debtor. Dalio
Dict.—Sais e-gage:-le. A conservatory act 0
execution, by which the owner or principal les-
sor of a house or farm causes the furniture of
the house or farm leased. and on which he has a
lien. to be seized; similar to the distress of the
common law. Dallos, Dict.—S o-
biliero. The proceeding by which ii creditor

laces under the hand of justice (custody of the
aw) the immovable property of his debtor, in

order that the same may be sold, and that he
may obtain payment of his debt out of the pro-
ceeds. Dalioz, Dict.

IAKE. In old English law. A lord's
right of amercing his tenants in his court.
Keilw. 145.

Acquittance of suit at county courts and
hundred courts. Fleta, L 1, c. 47, i 7.

SALADIICE TENTH. A tax imposed in
England and France, in 1188, by Pope In-
nocent III., to raise a fund for the crusade
undertaken by Richard I. of England and
Philip Augustus of France. against Saladin.
sultan of Egypt, then going to besiege Jeru-
salem. By this tax every person who did not
enter himself a crusader was obliged to pay
a tenth ‘of his yearly revenue and of the
value of all his movables, except his wearing
apparel. books, and arms. The Carthuslans,
Bernardines, and some other religious per-
sons were exempt. Gibbon remarks that
when the necessity for this tax no longer
existed, the church still clung to it as too
lucrative to be abandoned, and thus arose
the tithing of ecclesiastical beneiices for the
pope or other sovereigns. -Enc. Loud.

SALARIUII. Int. In the civil law. An
allowance of provisions. A stipend, wages,
or compensation for services. An annual al-
lowance or compensation. Calvin.

SALARY. A recompense or considera-
tion made to a person for his pains and
industry in another person's business; also
wages. stipend, or annual allowance. Cow-
ell. '

A fixed periodical compensation to be paid
for services rendered; a stated compensation.
amounting to so much by the year, month,
or other fixed period, to be paid to public
oflicers and persons in some private employ-
ments, for the performance of oilicisl dutie-
or the rendering of services of a particular
kind, more or less definitely described. in-
volving professional knowledge or skill, or
at least employment above the grade of me-
nial or mechanical labor. See State v. Speed.
183 M0. 188, 81 S. W. 1260; Dane v. Smith.
54 Ala. 50; Fidelity Ins. Co. v. Shenandoah
Iron Co. (0. C.) 42 Fed. 376; Cowdin v. Huff.
10 Ind. 85; In re Chancellor. 1 Bland (Md)
596; Houser v. Umatilia County, 30 Or. 486.
49 Pac. 867; Thompson v. Phillips, 12 Ohio
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St. 617: Benedict v. U. S.. 176 U. S. 357,
20 Sup. Ct. 458. 44 L. Ed. 503; People v.
Myers (Sup.) 11 N. Y. Supp. 217.

SALE. A ‘contract between two parties,
called. respectively, the “seller" (or vendor)
and the “buyer," (or purchaser,) by which the
former, in consideration or the payment or
promise of payment or a certain price in
money, transfers to the latter the title and
the possession or an object or property. See
Ifard. Droit Commer. 5 6; 2 Kent. Comm.
363; Poth. Cont. Sale, 5 1.

Sale is a contract by which, for a pecuni-
ary consideration called a “price," one trans-
fers to another an interest in property.
Civil Code Cal. 5 1721. '

The contract of sale is an agreement by
which one gives a thing for a price in cur-
rent money, and the other gives the price
in order to have the thing itself. Three cir-
cumstances concur to the perfection of the
contract, to-wit, the thing sold, the price,
and the consent. Civil Code La. art. 2439.

A transmutation of property from one man to
another in consideration of some price or recom-
pense in value. 2 Bl. Comm. 448.

“Sale” is a word of precise legal import, both
at law and in equity. It means, at all times,
a contract between parties to give and to pass
rights of property for money, which the buyer
pays or promises to pay to the seller for the
thing bought and sold. See Butler v. Thomson
92 U. s. 14. 23 L. Ed. 884; Ward v. State, 45
Ark. 353; Williamson v. Berry, 8 How. 544. 12
L. Ed. 1170; White v. Treat (C. C.) 100 Fed.
291; Iowa v. McFarland, 110 U. S. 471, 4 S
Ct. 210. 28 L Ed. 198: Goodwin v. Kerr,
M0. 281; State v. Wentworth, 35 N. H. 443;
Com. v. Packard. 5 Gray (Mass.) 103; Clemens
v. Davis. 7 Pa. 264: Tompkins V. Hunter, 149
N. Y. 117. 48 N. E. 532. ‘

Iynonyms. The contract of “sale" is
distinguished from “barter" (which applies
only to goods) and “exchange," (which is
used of both land and goods.) in that both
the latter terms denote a commutation of
property for property; i. e., the price or con-

" sideration is always paid in money if the
transaction is a sale, but, it it is a barter or
exchange, it is paid in specific property sus-
ceptible of valuation. “Sale” dimers from
"gift” in that the latter transaction involves
no return or recompense for the thing trans-
ferred. But an onerous gift sometimes ap-
proaches the nature of a sale, at least where
the charge it imposes is ii payment or money.
“Sale" is also to be discriminated from “bai1-
ment;" and the difference is to be found in
the fact that the contract oi‘ bailment always
contemplates the return to the liailor of the
specific article delivered, either in its origi-
nal form or in a modified or altered form,
or the return of an article which, though not
identical. is of the same class, and is equiva-
lent. But sale never involves the return 01'

the article itself,’ but only a consideration
in money. This contract diifers also from
“accord and satisfaction ;” because in the
latter the object of transferring the prop-
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erty is to compromise and settle a claim,
while the object of ii sale is the price given.
—-Absolute and conditional sales. An ab-
solute sale is one where the property in chat-
tels passes to the buyer upon the completion of
the bagain between the parties. Truax v. Par-
vis, 7 oust. (Del.) 330. 32 Atl. 227. A condi-
tional sale is one in which the transfer of title
is made to depend on the performance of a con-
dition; or a purchase for a price paid or to be
paid to become absolute on a particular event,
or a purchase accompanied by an agreement to
resell upon particular terms. Poindexter v. Mc-
Cannon, 16 N. G. 373, 18 Am. Dec. 591; Crim
v. McCormick Coast. Co., 72 Fed. 366 18 C. .

A. 595; Churchill v. Demeritt. 71 N’. H. 110,
51 Atl. 254; Van Allen v. Francis, 123_0_al.
474, 66 Pac. 339. Conditional sales are distin-
guishable from mortgages. They are to be tak-
en strictly as independent dealings between
strangers. A mortgage is a security for a debt,
while a conditional sale is a purchase for a
price paid, or to.be paid, to become absolute ‘on
a particular event; or a purchase accompanied
by an agreement to resell upon particular terms.
Turner v. Kerr, 44 Mo. 429; Crane v. Bon-
nell, 2 N. J. . 264; Weathersly v. Weathers-
lg, 40 Miss. 46 . 90 Am. Dec. 344: Hopper v.

myser, 90 Md. 363. 45 Atl. 206.—Bill of sale.
See B1I.L.—Exeoutod and executory sales.
An executed sale is one which is final and com-
plete in all its particulars and details, nothing
remaining to be done b either party to effect
an absolute transfer 0 the _subjec_t-matter of
the sale. An executory sale is an incompleted
sale; one which has been definitely agreed on as
to terms and conditions, but which has not yet
been carried into full efiect in respect to_some
of its terms or details, as_ where. it remains to
determine the price, quantity, or identity of the
thing sold, or to pay installments of urchase-
money. or to eifect a delivery. See L cFadden
v. Henderson, 128 Ala. 221, 29 South. 840;
Fogel v. Brubaker. 122 Pa. 7, 15 Atl. 602;
Smith v. Barron County Sup’rs, 44 Wis. 891.-
Poroed sale. A-sale made without the con-
sent or concurrence of the_ owner of the proper-
ty, but by virtue of judicial process, such as a.
writ of execution or an order under a decree of
foreclosure.-Fraudulent sale. One made for
the purpose of defrauding the creditors of the
owner of the property, by covering up or remov-
ing from their reach and convertin into cash
property which would be subject to t e satisfac-
tion of their claims.—Judiolnl sale. A judicial
sale is one made under the process of a court
having competent authority to order it, by an
oflicer duly_appointed and commissioned to sell,
as distinguished from a sale by an owner in
virtue of his right of éiroperty. Williamson v.
Berry, 8 How. 547. 1 L. Ed. 1170; Terr v.
Cole, 80 Va. 701; Black v. Caldwell (C. C. 83
Fed. 880: Woodward v. Diilworth, 75 Fed. 415.
21 C. C. 417.—Me:nox-andiun sale. A
name sometimes applied to that form of condi-
tional sale in which the goods are placed in the
possession of the purchaser subject to his ap-
proval, the title remaining in the seller until
they are either accepted or rejected by the ven-
dee.—Pri_vate sale. One negotiated and con-
cluded privately between buyer and seller, and
not made b advertisement and public outcry or
auction. ee Barcello v. Hapgood, 118 N. C.
712, 24 S. E. 124.-Public sale. A sale made
in pursuance of a notice, by auction or public

Robins v. Bellas. 4 Watts (Pa.) 258.
(1 return. This is a species of con-

tract by which the seller (usually a manufactur-
er or wholesaler) delivers a guantity of goods to
the buyer. on the understan ing that, if the lat-
ter should desire to retain or use or resell any
portion of such goods. he will consider such art
as havin been sold to him. and will pad»; t eir
price, an the balance he will return to e sell-
er. or hold them, as bailee, subject to his order:
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Sturm v. Baker. 150 U. S. 812. 14 Sup. Ct.
99. 37 L. Ed. 1093: Haskins v. Bern. 19 Utah.
39. 56 Pac. .0582 Hickman v. Shimp, 109 Pa.
l6.—8ale in gross. The term “sale in gross,"
when applied to the thing sold. means a sale by
the tract. without regard to quantity, and is In
that sense a contract of hazard. Ynst v. .\ialli-
cute. 77 Va. 616.—Sslo-note. A memorandum
of the subject and terms of a sale, gi\‘el1_ by a
broker or factor to the seller, who bailed him the
goods for that purpose. and to the buyer. who
-lealt with him. Also called “bought and sold
notes."—Sale on credit. A sale of property
accompanied by delivery of possession, but
where payment of the price is ‘deferred to a fu-
ture'day.—Salo on approval. A species of
conditional sale, which is to become absolute
only in case the buyer, on trial, approves or is
satisfied with the article sold. The approval,
however, need not be express; it may be infer-
red from his keeping the goods beyond a reason-
able time. Benj. Sales. 911.—-Sale per aver-
slonem. In the civil aw, a sale where the
goods are taken in bulk, or not by weight or
measure. and for a single price, or where a piece
of land is sold for a gross sum, to be paid for
the whole Ptemises. and not at a fixed price by
the acre or foot. Winston v. Browning. 61 Ala.
R3: State v. Buck. 4-6 La. Ann. 656. 15 South.
53l.—8alo with all faults. On what is call-
ed a “sale with all faults." unless the seller
fraudulently and inconsistently represents the
article sold to be faultless, or oontrives to con-
ceal any fault from the purchaser, the latter
must take the article for better or worse.
Camp. 154; Brown.—8lses-{R's sale. A sale
of property. conducted by a sherifi, or sheriifs
deputy, in virtue of his authority as an oflicer
holding process.—'.l'ax-sale. A sale of land for
unpuid taxes: a sale of property, by authority
of law, for the collection of a tax assessed upon
it. or upon its owner. which remains unpaid.-
Volnntnry sale. One made freely, without
constraint. by the owner of the thing sold. 1
Bouv. Inst. no. 974.

IALET.
piece; a steel cap or moi-ion.

In old English law. A head-
Cowell.

IALPORIS HUNDRED COURT 0!‘
RECORD. An inferior and local court of ‘

record having jurisdiction in personal ac-
tions where the debt or damage sought to be
recovered does not exceed £50, if the cause
of action arise within the hundred of Sal-
ford. St. 31 & 32 Vict. c. 130; 2 Exch. Div.
346.

SALIC LAW. A body of law framed by
the Salian Franks, after their settlement in
Gaul under their king Pharamond. about
the beginning of the iifth century. It is the
most ancient of the barbarian codes, and is
considered one of the most important com-

pilations of law in use among the feudal
nations of Europe. See Lax Samoa.

In French Jurisprudence. The name is
frequently applied to that fundamental law
of France which excluded females from suc-
cession to the crown. Supposed to have been
derivedfrom the sixty-second title of the
Suite Law, “De Alode." Brande.

SALOON does not necessarily import a
place to sell liquors. it may mean a place
for the sale of general refreshments. Kitson
v‘. Ann Arbor, 28 Mich. 325. -
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“Saioon" has not acquired the legal sigv
niflcation of a house kept for retailing in-'
toxicating liquor. It may mean a room for
the reception of company, for exhibition of
works of art, etc. State v. Mansker, 36 Tax.
364.

SALOON-KEEPER. This expression has
a definite meaning. namely, a retailer of
cigars, liquors, etc. Cahiii v. Campbell, 105
Mass. 40.

SALT DUTY IN’ LONDON. A custom
in the clty_ of London called “granage." for-
merly payable to the lord mayor, etc., for
salt brought to the port or London, being the
twentieth part, Wharton. .

BALI.‘ SILVER. One penny paid at the
feast day of st. Martin, by the tenants of
some manors. as a commutation for the serv-
ice of carrying their lord's salt from market
to his larder. Paroch. Antiq. 496.

SALUS. Lat. Health; prosperity; safety.‘

lulu popull suprosnn lax. The welfare
of the people is the supreme law. Bae. Max.
reg. 12; Broom. Max. 1-10; Montesq. Esprit
des Lois, lib. 26, c. 23; 13 Coke, 139.

Snlus rolpublion supremo lax. The
welfare of the state is the supreme law.
Inhabitants of Springfield v. Connecticut
River R. Co.. 4 Cush. (.\iass.) 71; Cochltuate
Bank v. Colt, 1 Gray (Mass) 386; Broom.
Max. 366.

Snlsu uh! malt! oonsiliarll. 4 Inst. 1.
Where there are many counselors. there is
safety.

SALUTE. A gold coin stamped by Henry
V. in France, after his conquests there,
whereon the arms of England rind France
were stamped quarterly. Cowell.

suva aanma. L. Lat. sateguai-d." '

Reg. Orig. 26.

SALVAGE. In maritime law. A compen-
sation allowed to persons by whose assist-
ance a ship or its cargo has been saved, in
whole or in part. from impending danger.
or recovered from actual loss, in cases of
shipwreck, derelict, or recapture. 3 Kent.
Comm. 245. Cope v. Vallette Dry-Dock Co..
119 U. S. 625. 7 Sup. Ct. 336. 30 L. Ed.
501; The Rita, 62 Fed. 763. 10 C. C. A. 629:
The Lyman M. Law (D. C.) 122 Fed. 822:
The Blackwail, 10 Wall. 11, 19 L. Ed. 870;

"The Spokane (D. C.) or Fed. 256.
In the older books of the law,» (and some-

times in modern writlngs,) the term is also
- used to denote the goods or property saved.
—Equltable salvage. ' By analogy. the term
"salvage" is sometimes also used in cases which
have nothing to do with maritime perils. but in
which property has been preserved from loss by
the last of several advancerby diifereat persons.
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In such a case, the person making the last ad-
vance is frequently entitled to priority over the
others, on the ground that, without his advance.
the property would have been lost altogether.
This right, which is sometimes called that of
“equitable salvage," and is in the nature of a.
lien. is chiefly of importance with reference to

ments made to prevent lease or policies of
murance from being forfeited. or to prevent
mines and similar undertakings from being
stop or injured. See 1 Fish. Mortg. _l-£9: _3
Ch. iv. 411; L. R. 14 Eq. 4; 7 Ch. DIV. 82:).
-Salvage charges. This term includes all
the expenses and costs incurred in the work of
saving and greserving the propertfjvhich was
in dan er. he salvage charges a timately fall
upon tie insure:-s.—-Salvage loss. See Loss.
—-Salvage service. In maritime law. Any
service rendered in saving property on the sea.
or wrecked on the coast of the sea. The Emu-
lous, 1 Sumn. 210, Fed. Cas. No. 4,480.

QALVIAN INTERJIIOT. See Inma-
blcruit Sanvranml.

IALVO. Lat. Saving; excepting; with-
out prejudice to. Salvo me ct hm-edibua
meta, except me and my heirs. Sate.-0 jars
eujualibet, without prejudice to the rights of
any one.

. SALVOR. A person who, without any
particular relation to a ship in distress, prof-
fers useful service, and gives it as a volun-
teer adventurer, without any pre-existing
covenant that connected him with the duty
of employing himself for the preservation of
that ship. The Clara. 23 Wall. 16. 23 L. Ed.
150: The Dumper, 129 Fed. 99. 63 0. C. A.
000: Central Stockyard Co. v. Mesrs, 89 App.
Div. 452, 85 N. Y. Supp. 795. .

SAIATUI PLEGIUI. L. Lat. A safe
pledge; called. also, “ocrtus piegius," a sure
pledge. Bract. fol. 160b.

SAME. The word "same" does not al-
ways mean "identicai," not diirerent or other.
It frequently means of the ‘kind or species,
not the specific thing. Crapo v. Brown, 40
Iowa, 487. 493.

IAELE. A specimen; a small quantity
or any commodity, presented for inspection
or examination as evidence of the quality
of the whole; as a sample of cloth or of
wheat.
—8ample. sale by. A sale at which only a
sample of the goods sold is exhibited to the buy-
er. .

3 ssms: nus. Lat. In old English
law. Of sound mind. Fieta, lib. 3, c. 7, 5 1.

SANOTIO. Lat. In the civil law. That
part of a law by which apenalty was or-
dained against those who should violate it.
Inst. 2; .1,:10.- '

SANOTION. In the original senseof the
word, a “sanction" is a penalty or punish-
ment provided as a means of enforcing obe-
dience to a law. In jurisprudence,.a law is
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said "to have a sanction when there is a state
which will intervene if it is disoheyed or dis-
regarded. Therefore international law has
no legal sanction. Sweet. .

In a more general sense, a “sanction" has
been defined as a conditional evil annexed to
a law to produce obedience to that law: and,
in a still wilder sense, a “sanction" means
simply an authorization of anything. Occa-
sionally, “sanction" is used (6. 0., in Roman
law) to denote a statute. the part (penal
clause) being used to denote the ‘whole.
Brown. -

The vindicatory part of a law, or that part
which ordains or denounces a penalty for its
violation. 1 Bi. Comm. 56.

* SANCTUARY. In old English law. A
consecrated place which had certain privi-
leges annexed to it,.and to which offenders
were accustomed to resort for refuge, be~ .

cause they could not be arrested there, nor’
the laws be executed.

SAND-GAVEL. In old English law. A.
payment due to the lord of the manor of
Rodiey, in the county of Gloucester, for lib-
erty granted to the tenants to dig sand for
their common use. Cowell. -

GARE.
condition; healthy in mind.
—8sne memorial‘ Sound mind, memo

s
, and

understanding. is one of the_essential ele-
ments in the ca acity of contracting; and the.
absence of it in unatics and idiots, and its im-
maturity in infants, is the cause of their respec-
tive lncapacitles or partial incapacities to bind
themselves. The like circumstance
ground of exemption in cases of crime. Brown.

SANG, or SANG. In old French. Blood.

SANGUINE, or MURBEY. An heraldic
term for “blood-color,” called, in the arms
of princes, “dragon's tail," and. in those of
lords, “sardonyx.” It is a tincture of very
infrequent occurrence, and not recognized
by some writers. In engraving, it is denoted
by numerous lines in saltire. Wharton.

IANGUINEM EMERI}. Lat. In feudal
law. A redemption by villelns, of their
blood or tenure, in order to become freemeu.

lusgulnis eonjunotlo ‘bemevolontia de-
vinoit homines et ea:-itate. A tie of blood
overcomes men through benevolence and
family affection. Steere v. Steere. 5 Johns.
Ch. (N. Y.) 1, 13. 9 Am. Dec. 256.

' SANGUII. Lat. In the civil and old
English law. Blood; consanguinity.

The right or power which the chief lord
of the fee had to Judge and determine cases
where blood. was shed. Mon. Aug. t. if 1021.

IAJIII. A kind oi‘ punishment among
the Greeks: indicted by binding. the male-
factor fast to a piece of wood. .-Enc. Land...‘

01' natural and normal mental’

is their-
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SANITARY AUTHORITIES. In Eng-
lish law. Bodies having jurisdiction over
their respective districts in regard to sewer-
age. drainage, scavenging, the supply of
water. the prevention oi! nuisances and ot-
fensive trades. etc., all of which come under
the head of "sanitary matters" in the special
sense of the word. Sanitary authorities also
have jurisdiction in matters coming under
the head of “local government." Sweet.

SANITY. Sound understanding; the re
verse of insanity, (q. u.)

SANS Q20 QUE. L. Fr.
See Assqvs Hoc.

Without this.

sass nuts. Fr. Without expense.
See RILTOUB Sans Pao-rE'r.

SANS IXPEAOi1I".l.' DE WAST.
~ L. Fr. Without impeachment of waste. Litt.

5 152. See Anson:-: Inrsnnons: Vas-rr.

SANS JOUR. Fr. Without day; use
die.

SANS NOMBRE. Fr. A term used in
relation to the right or putting animals on a
common. The term "common sans nombrc"
does not mean that the beasts are to be in-
numerable. but only indefinite; not certain.
Willes. 227.

SANS RECOUBS. Fr.
course. See lxnosssxsxr.

Without re-

Sspiens incipit s fine, et quod pa-ixnum
est in intentions, ultirnum est in exe-

cutions. A wise man begins with the last,
and what is first in intention is last in
execution. 10 Coke, 25.

Sspiens ousnis sgit cum oonsilio. A
wise man does everything advisediy. 4
Inst. 4. .

Sspientls legis nunnnsrio pretio non

est cstimands. The - wisdom of the law
cannot be valued by money. Jenk. Cent. 168.

Sspientis judiois est oogitare tantun
sibi esse penuissum. quantum commis-
sum et oredituxn. It is the part of a wise
judge to think that a thing is permitted to
him, only so far as it is committed and in-
trusted to him. 4 Inst. 163. That is, he
should keep his jurisdiction within the limits
of his commission.

SABGULATURA. L. Lat. In old rec-
ords. Weeding corn. A tenant's service
of weeding for the lord. Cowell.

, SAIVI‘. in old English law. A piece of
woodland. turned into arable. Cowell.

SABUII. In old records. The city of
Salisbury in England. Spelman.
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SASIIIE. In Scotch law. The symbol-
ical delivery of land, answering to the liv-
ery of seisin of the old English law. 4
Kent, Comm. 459. -

SASSE. In old English law. A kind of
wear with flood-gates, most commonly in
cut rivers. for the shutting up and letting
out of water, as occasion required. for the
more ready passing of boats and barges to
and fro; a lock; a turnpike; a sluice. Cow-
ell.

SASSOIIS. The corruption of Saxons. A
name of contempt formerly given to the
English, while they affected to be called
“Angles ;" they are still so called by the
Welsh.

SATISDARE. Lat. In the civil law.
guaranty the obligation of a principal.

To

SATISDATIO. Lat.— In the civil law.
Security given by a party to an action. as by
a defendant, to pay what might be adjudged
against him. Inst. 4, 11; 3 Bl. Comm. 291.

SATISFACTION. The act of satisfying
a party by paying what is due to him, (as on
a mortgage. lien, or contract.) or what is
awarded to him. by the judgment of a court
or otherwise. Thus, a judgment is satisfied
by the payment of the amount due to the
party who has recovered such Judgment. or
by his levying the amount. See Miller V.
Beck, 108 Iowa. 575. 79 N. W. 344; Rivers
v. Blom, 163 M0. 442, 63 S. W. 812; Mszyck
v. Coil, 3 Rich. Law (S. C.),236; Green V.
Green, 49 Ind. 423; Bryant v. Fhirtleid, 51
Me. 152; Armour Bros. Banking 00. v. Add-
ington, 1 Ind. T. 304, 37 S. W. 100.

In practice. An entry made on the rec
ord, by which a party in whose favor a Judg-
ment was rendered declares that he has been
satisfied and paid.

Inieqnity. The doctrine oi.‘ satisfaction
in equity is somewhat analogous to perform-
ance in equity. but dimers from it in this
respect: that satisfaction is always some-
thing given elther in whole or in part as a
substitute or equivalent for something else.
and not (as in performance) something that
may be construed as the identical thing cov-
enanted to be done. Brown.
—8st.is1sotion piece. In practice. A mem-
orandum in writing, entitled in a cause, stating
that satisfaction is acknowledged between the
parties. plaintiif and defendant. Upon this be-
ing duly acknowledged and filed in the ofice
where the record of the judgment is. the judg-
ment becomes satisfied. and the defendant dis-
charged from it. 1 Archb. Pr. 722.

Satisfaction should be made to that
fund which has sustained the loss. 4
Bouv. Inst. no. 3731.

SATISFACTORY IIVIDINOB. See
Evmsncs.
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SATISFIED TERM. A term of years
in landvis thus called when the purpose for
which it was created has been satisfied or
executed before the expiration of the set pe-
riod.
—Sat1Ifled terms not. The statute 8 & 9
Vict. c. 112, passed to abolish satisfied outstand-
ing terms of years in land. By this act, terms
which shall henceforth become attendant upon
the inheritance, either by express declaration or’
construction of law. are to cease and determine.‘
This, in efiect, abolishes outstandingterms. 1
Steph. Comm. 380-382; Williams, Real Prop.
pt. 4, c. 1.

SATISPY, in technical use, generally
means to comply actually and fully with a
demand; to extinguish, by payment or per.-
formance.

Satin: est petero fonts: quaxn nectar-,1
rivnlos. Loilft, 606. It is better to seek the'_
source than to follow the streamlets.

SA'l"Un.DAY'S STOP. In old English
law. A space of time from even-song on
Saturday till sun-rising on Monday, in which
it was not lawful totake salmon in Scotland
and the northern parts of England. Coweli;

SAUNKEPIN. L. Fr. End of blood; fail-
ure of the direct line in successions. Spel-
man; Cowell.

SAUVAGINE. L. Fr. \Vild animals.

SAUVEQNT. L. Fr. Safely. Souve-
ment yardes, safely kept. Britt. c. 87.

SAVE. To except, reserve. or exempt; as
where a statute “saves" vested rights. To
toll, or suspend the running or operation of;
as to "save" the statute ot limitations.

savzn nnratmr. L. Fr. In old Eng-‘
lish practice. To excuse a default. Termes
de la Ley.

SAVING CLAUSE. A saving clause in a.

statute is an exception of a special thing out
of the general things mentioned in the stat-
ute ; it is ordinarily a restriction in a repeal-
ing act, which is intended to save rights.
pending proceedings, penalties, etc., from the
annihilation which would result from an un-
restricted repeal. State v. St. Louis, 174
M0. 125, 73 S. W. 623, 81 L. R. A. 593; Clark
Thread Co. v. Kearney Tp., 55 N. J. Law,
50, 25 Ati. 327.

SAVING TEE STATUTE 0!‘ LIMITA-
TIOKS. A creditor is said to"‘save the
statute of limitations" -when he saves or pre-
serves his debt from being barred by the
operation of the statute. Thus. in the case
of a simple contract debt. if a creditor com-
mence an action for its recovery within six
years from the time when the cause of ac-
tion accrued, he will be in time to save the
statute. Brown.

SAVIIIGS BANK. See BANK.
B1..Law D1c'r.(2n En.)—67
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, SAVOIIB. Toipartake the nature of; to
bear afllnlty tn. -

SAVOY. One of the old privileged places.
or sanctuaries. 4 Steph. Comm. 2271:. ‘

SAXON YLAGE.
Saxons. Cowell.

The laws of the West

SAY ABOUT. This phrase, like “more
or less," is frequently introduced into con-
veyances or contracts of sale, to indicate
that the quantity of the subject-matter is
uncertain, and is only estimated, and to
guard the vendor against the implication of
having warranted the quantity. .

...SAY!:B.. In Hindu law. Variable im-
posts distinct from land, rents, or revenues;-
consisting of customs, tolls, licenses, duties
on goods; also taxes on houses, shops, ba-
zaars, etc. Wharbon. , .

SC. An abbreviation for “acil¢'cct," that
is to say.

. , ')

’ SCABINI. In old European law. The,
judges or assessors of the judges in the court,
held by the count. Assistants or associates;
of the count; olilcers under the count. The
permanent selected judges of the Franks.
Judges among the Germans, Franits, and
Lomnards, who were held in peculiar esteem.
spelman.

SCAGCAZBIUM. A chequered cloth re-
sembling a chess-board, which covered the
tableain the exchequer, and on which, when,
certain of the king's accounts were made up,
the sums were marked and scored with coun-
ters. Hence the court of exchequer, or curia
waccariz‘, derived its name. 3 Bl. Comm. 4-i.

SOALAM. At the scale; the old way of
paying money into the exchequer. Cowell.

SCALE. In early American law. To ad-
just, graduate, or value according to a scale.
Walden v. Payne. 2 Wash. (Va.) 5, 6.

SGAMNUM CADUOUM.
ords, the cucklng-stool, (q. 1:.)

In ,old rec-.
Cowell.

SCANDAL. Defamatory reports or ru-S‘
mors; asperslon or slanderous talk, uttered
recklessly or maliciously.

In pleading. “Scandal consists in the al-
legation of anything which is unbecoming
the dignity of the court to hear, or is con-.
trary to good manners. or which charges
some person with a crime not necessary to
be shown in the cause; to which may be
added that any unnecessary allegation, hear-
ing cruelly upon the moral character of an
individual, is also scandalous.” Danieil, Ch.
Pr. 290. And see McNulty v. Wlesen (D. C.)
130 Fed. 1013; Kelley v, Boettcher, 85 Fed.
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68, 29 O. C. A. 14; Burden v. Burden (C.
C.) 124 Fed. 255.

SOAKDALOUS MATTER.
pleading. See Season.

In equity

SOAIDALUH MAGNATUH. In Eng-
lish law. Scandal or slander or great men
or nobles. Words spoken in derogation of a
peer, a Judge, or other great oilicer or the
realm, for which an action lies, though it is
now rarely resorted to. 8 Bl. Comm. 123;
3 Steph. Comm. 473. This oirense has not
existed in America since the formation or the
United States. State v. Shepherd, 177 Mo.
205, 76 S. W. 79, 99 Am. St. Rep. 624.

SOAPELLABE. In old European law.
To chop; to chip or baggie. Speinian.

IOAPEA. Lat. In Roman law.
a lighter. A ship's boat.

A boat;

SOAVAGB, SOEBVAGE, IOEEWAGE,
or IBEWAGE. A kind of toll or custom,
exacted by mayors, sheriiiis, etc., of mer-
chant strangers. {or wares showed or oirered
for sale within their liberties. Prohibited
by 19 Hen. Vii. c. 7. Cowell. -

SOAVAIDUS. The oiiicer who collected
the scavage money. Coweli.

80EA'.l'1'A. A Saxon coin or less denom-
ination than a ‘shilling. Spelman.

IOEPPA SALIS. An ancient measure
of salt, the quantity of which is now not
known. Wharton.

SOEAB.-PENNY, SOEAEII’-PENNY, or

SOHOBN-PENNY. A small duty or com-
pensation. Coweil.

80E‘£DlJ'I.!:. A sheet of paper or parch-
ment annexed to a statute, deed. answer in
equity. deposition, or other instrument, ex-
hibiting in detail the matters mentioned or
referred to in the principal document.

A list or inventory; the paper containing
an inventory.

In practice. When an indictment is re-
turned from an inferior court in obedience
to a writ of certiorari, the statement oi’ the
previous proceedings sent with it is termed
the "schedule." 1 Saund. 309a, n. 2.

In constitutional law. A schedule is a
statement annexed to a constitution newly
adopted by a state, in which are described
at length the particulars in which it differs
from the former constitution, or which con-
tains provisions for the adjustment of mat-
ters aifected by the change from the old to
the new constitution.

SCHEME. In English law, a scheme is
a document containing provisions for regulat-
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ing the management or distribution of prop-
erty, or for making an arrangement between
persons having conflicting rights. Thus. in
the practice of the chancery division, where
the execution of a charitable trust in the
manner directed by the founder is dlmcult
or impracticable, or requires supervision, a
scheme for the management of the charity
will be settled by the court. Tud. Char
Trusts, 257; Hunt, Eq. 248; Daniell, Ch. Pr
1765.

SOHETIJ. Usury. Cowell.

ICHEEHAN. In Saxon law. An ot-
flcer having the civil government of a shire,
or county; an earl. 1 Bl. Comm. 398.

SCKIBRENS-GELD. In Saxon law. A
tax paid to sherifls for keeping the shire or
county court. Cowell.

303183. In ecclesiastical law. A divi-
sion or separation in a church or denomina-
tion of Christians, occasioned by a diversity
of faith, creed, or religious opinions. Nelson
v. Benson. 69 Ill. 29; Mclihmey v. Griggs.
6 Bush (Ky.) 407, 96 Am. Dec. 360.
—8oh1ssm-lid1_1. In English law. The name of
an act passed in the reign of Queen Anne, which
restrained Protestant dissenters from educstin
their own children, and forbade all tutors an
schooimasters to be gireseut at any conventicle
or dissenting lace o worship. The queen died
on the day w en this act was to have taken ef-
fect, gAugust 1714,} and it was repealed in
the ii th year 0 Geo. . Wharton.

IOEOOL. -An institution at‘ learning or
a lower grade, below a college or a universi-
ty. A place of primary instruction. The
term generally refers to the common or pub-
lic schools, maintained at the expense of the
public. See American Asylum r. Phoenix
Bank. 4 Conn. 177, 10 Am. Dec. 112; in re
Sanders, 53 Kan. 191, 36 Pac. 348. 23 L. R. A.
603; Com. 1. Banks, 198 Pa. 397, 48 AtL
277.
—Common schools. Schools maintained at
the gubiic expense and administered by a bureau
of t e state, district. or municipal government.
for the gratuitous education of the children of
all citizens without distinction. Jenkins v. An-
dov_er, 103 Mass. 98; Peo le v. Board of Edn-
cation, 13 Barb. (N. Y.) 10; Le Coulteulx r.
Bufialo, 33 N. Y. 337: Roach v. Board of Di-
rectors, 7 Mo. App. 667.-«District school. A
common or public school for the education at
public expense of the children residing within
a given district; a public school maintained b
a "school district." See s'»fra.—Hi¢h so .

A school in which higher branches of I
are tau ht‘than in the common schools. 1
Mass. A school in which such instruction
is given as will prepare the students to enter a
col ege or university. Attorney General v. But-
ler. 12% Mass. 308; State v. School Dlst., 31
Neb. 552, 48 N. W. 393; Whitlocli v. State, 1!)
Neb. 815, 47 N. W. 284.—1lonnsl school. A
training school for teachers: one in which in-
struction is given in the theory and practice of
teaching; particularly, in the system of schools
generaly established throughout the United
States. a school for the training and instruc-
tion of those who are already teachers in the
public schools or those who desire and expect
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to become such. See Gordon v. Comes. 47 N.
Y. 616: Board of Regents v. Painter, 102 Mo.
464», 14 S. W. 938, 10 L. R. A. 493..—Pl'1VItG
school. One maintained by private individuals
or corporations. not at public expense, and open
only to pupils selected and admitted by the pro-
prietors or governors, or to pupils of a certain
class or possessing certain qualifications, (racial,
religious, or otherwise.) and generally supported,
in part at least. bytuition fees or charges. See
Buigley v. State. 5 Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 638.—Pub-

c schools. Schools established under the
laws of the state, (and usually regulated in mat-
ters of detail by the local authorities.) in_the
various districts, counties, or towns, maintained
at the public expense by taxation. and open
without charge to the -children of all the resi-
dents of the town or other district. Jenkins v.
Andover, 103 Mass. 97 : .

v. Assessors of Taxes, 12 R. I. 19. 34 Am. Rev.
597; Merrick v. Amherst, 12 Allen (Mass.) 508.
A Jiublic school is one belonging to the _ublic
an established and conducted under pub ic au-
thority; not one owned and conducted by pn-
vste parties, tho gh it may be open to the pub-
lic generall an though tuition may be re.
Gerke v. urceli, 25 Ohio .St. 229.-School
‘board. A board of municipal oflicers charged
with the administration of the stairs of _the
public schools. They are commonly organized
under the general laws of the state. and fall
within _the class of quasi corporations, sometimes
coterminous with a county or borough, but not
necessarily so. The members of the school board
are sometimes termed “school directors," or the
oillcial style may be “the board of school direct-
ors." The circuit of their territorial jurisdic-
tion is called a “school district," and each
school district is usually a separate taxing dis-
trict for school purposes.—SchooI directors.
See Scirooi. BoAan.—-School district. A pub-
lic and quasi municipal corporation, organized
by legislative authority or direction. compris-
ing a defined territory, for the erection, main-
tenance, government, and support of the public
schools within its territory in accordance with
and in subordination to the general school laws
of the state, invested. for these purposes only.
with were of local self-government and general-
ly of ocal taxation, and administered by a board
of oflicers, usually elected by the voters of the dis-
trict, who are variously styled “school direct-
ors." or “trustees," "commissioners,” or "super-
visors" of schools. See Hamilton v. San Diego
County. 108 Cal. 273. 41 Pac. 305; Landis v.
Ashworth, 57 N. J. Law, 509. 31 Atl. 1017:
Travelers’ Ins. Co. V. Osweao ’I‘p.. 59 Fed. 64,
7 C. C. A. 6%: Board of Education v. Sinton,
41 Ohio St. 511.—School lands. See LAND.—
School-master. One employed in teaching a
school.

8030111‘. In Dutch law. An oiilcer of
a court whose functions somewhat resemble
those of a sherifl.

801. FA. An abbreviation for “ac-ire fa-
cias, (q. 1:.)

SOIENDUM. Lat. In English law. The
name given to a clause inserted in the record
by which it is made “known that the Justice
here In court. in this same term, delivered a
writ thereupon to the deputy-sheriff of the
county aforesaid, to be executed in due form
of iaw." Lee, Diet. “Record.”

SCIEIIDUM EST. Lat. It is to be
known; be it remarked. In the books of the
civil law, this phrase is often found at the
beginning of a chapter or paragraph, by way
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of introduction to some explanation, or di-
recting attention to some particular rule.

SCIENTER. Lat. Knowingly. The
term is used in pleading to signify an allega-
tion (or that part of the declaration or in-
dictment which contains it) setting out the
defendant's previous knowledge of the cause
which led to the injury complained of, or
rather his previous knowledge of a state of
facts which it was his duty to guard against.
and his omission to do which has led to the -

injury complained of. The insertion of such
an allegation is called “laying the action (or
indictment) with a acienter." And the term
is frequently used to signify the defendant's
guilty knowledge.

Bolentl st volsnti non fit injuria.
Bract. fol. 20. An injury is not done to one
who knows and wills lt.

Ieientin sciolonun est lnixta ignoran-
t.ia._ 8 Coke, 159. The knowledge of smat-
terers is diluted ignorance.

Scdentla utrlniquo par pares contra-
hentes tacit. Equal knowledge on both
sides makes contracting parties equal. 3
Burrows, 1905. An insured need not mention
what the underwriter knows, or what he
ought to know. Broom, Max. 772.

SCIIJOET. Lat. To-wit; that is to say.
A word used in pleadings and other instru-
ments, as introductory to a more particu-
lar statement of matters previously men-
tioned in general terms. Hob. 171, 172.

SOIN'.l.'1IJ.A. Lat. A spark; a remain-
ing particle ;- the least particle.
—8ci.nti!1a juris. In real property law. A
spark of right or interest. By this figurative
expression was denoted the small particle of in-
terest which, by a fiction of law, was supposed
to remain in a feoifee to uses, suflicient to sup-
port contingent uses afterwards coming into ex-
istence, and thereby enable the statute of uses
(27 Hen. VIII. c. 10 to execute them. See 2
Washb. Real Prop. 25; 4 Kent. Comm. 238.
—Scintilla of evidence. A spark, glimmer,
or faint show of evidence. A metaphorical ex-
firession to describe a very insignificant or tri-

ng item or particle of evidence; used in the
statement of the common-law rule that if there
is any evidence at all in a case, even a mere
at-intiila, tending to support a material issue,
the case cannot be taken from the jury. but
must be left to their decision. See Ofiutt v.
§'o§d'35$olumbian Exposition, 175 Ill. 472, 51

Sci:-e dsbos cum quo oontrahis. You
ought to know with whom you deal. 11
Mees. & W. 405, 632; 13 Mees. & W. 171.

Scire et scire debs:-e mqnipsrantur in
June. To know a thing, and to be bound to
know it. are regarded in law as equivalent.
Tray. Leg. Max. 551.

80133 PAOIAS. Lat. In practice. A
Judicial writ, founded upon some record, and
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requiring the person against whom it is
brought to show cause why the party bring-
ing it should not have advantage of such
record, or (in the case of a wire fat-ias to re-
peal letters patent) why the record should
not be annulled and vacated. 2 Archb. Pr.
K. B. 86; Pub. St. Mass. p. 1295.

The most common application of this writ
is as a- process to revive a judgment, after
the lapse of a certain time, or on a change
of parties, or otherwise to have execution of

'the Judgment, in which cases it is merely
a continuation of the original action. It is
used more rarely as a mode of proceeding
against special bail on their recognizance,
and as a means or repealing letters patent,
in which cases it is an original proceeding.
2 Archb. Pr. K. B. 86. And see Knapp v.
Thomas, 39 Ohio St. 383, 48 Am. Rep. 462;
Walker v. Wells, 17 Ga. 551, ‘63 Am. Dec.
252; Chestnut v. Chestnut. 77 I11. 349; Lyon
v. Ford, 20 D. C. 535; State Treasurer v.
Foster, 7 Vt. 53; Lafayette County v. Won-
derly, 92 Fed. 314, 34 C. C. A. 360; Hadaway
v. Hynson, 89 Md. 305, 43 Atl. 806.
-.-Sch-e facial and audlendtun err-ores. The
name of a writ which is sued out after the
lsintiff in error has assigned his errors. Fitzh.
at. Brev. 20.—Solre facial ad dinprobnln

dun debltum. The name of a writ in use in
Pennsylvania, which lies b a defendant in for-
eign attachment against t e plaintifi, in order
to enable him, within a year and a day next
ensuing the time of payment to the laintifi in
the attachment, to disprove or avoi the debt
recovered against him. Bouvier.—Soi:-e facial
ad rehabendun ten-am. A wire faciaa ad
rchabcndam tcrram lies to enable a judgment
debtor to recover back his lands taken under an
clegit when the judgment creditor has satisfied
or been paid the amount of his judgment. Chit.
...; Fost. on Sci. Fa. 58.—Boire fuels: for

the crown. In English law. The summary
proceeding by extent is only resorted to when
a crown debtor is insolvent, or there is good
ground for supposing that the debt may be lost
by delay. In ordinary cases where a debt or
duty appears by record to be owing to the
crown. the process for the crown is a writ of
uci. fa. quarc c.rccutionem non,‘ but should the
defendant become insolvent pcndin this writ,
the crown may abandon the proce ing and re-
sort to an extent. Wharton.—8olre fnolau
qua:-e restitutionen non. This writ lies
where execution on a judgment has been levied,
but the money has not been paid over to the
plaintiif. and the judgment is afterwards re-
versed in error or on appeal; in such a case a
sdrc facing is necessary before a writ of resti-
tution can issue. Chit. 582; Fost. on Sci. Fa.

. 6-l.—-Sch-e (noise In: mort age. A writ of
sciro faciaa issued upon the efuult of a mort-
gagor to make payments or observe conditions,
requiring him to show cause why the mortgage
should not be foreclosed. and the mortgagred

roperty taken and sold in exec-ution.—Sc e
gnoiu our municipal claim. A writ of
cciro facioa, authorized to be issued, in Penn-
sylvania. as a means of enforcing payment of
a municipal claim (q. 12.) out of the real estate
upon which such claim is a lien.

IOIRE PECI. Lat. In practice. The
name given to the sheriff's return to a writ
of wire facias that he has caused notice to
be given to the party or parties against whom
the writ was issued. 2 Archb. Pr. K. B.
98, 99. -
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80132 rum: INQUIIY. In English
law. The name of a writ formerly used to
recover the amount of a Judgment from an
executor.

Sou-e loge: non hoe est verbs earn:
tenere, sod vim no potostatem. To know
the laws is not to observe their mere words.
but their force and power; [that is, the es-
sential meaning in which their eilicacy re-
sides.) Dig. 1, 3, 17; 1 Kent. Comm. 462.

Suite proprle est I-en rstione et yer
onusaan oognosoere. To know properly is
to know a thing in its reason, and by its
cause. We are truly said to know anything.
where we know the true cause thereof. Co.
Litt. 1830.

SOIRBWYTE. In old English law. A
tax or prestntion paid to the sheritl! for hold-
ing the assizes or county courts. CoweiL

sorssro. Lat. In old English law. A
cutting. Sciuio aurtculurum, cropping of the
earl. An old punishment. Fleta, lib. 1, c. 38.
5 10. ~

sarrn, or sun. The sitting or standing
on any place; the seat or situation of a cap-
ital mgssuage, or the ground whereon it
stands. Jacob.

SCOLD. A troublesome and angry wo-
man, who, by brawling and wrangling among
her neighbors, breaks the public peace, in-
creases discord, and becomes a public nul-
sance to the neighborhood. 4 Steph. Comm.
276.
—Common scold. One who, by the practice
of frequent scolding, disturbs the neighborhood.
Bish. Crim. Iaw, § 147. A ( uarrelsome. brawl-
ing, vituperstive erson. . S. v. Royall. 27
Fed. Cas. 907; om. v. Mohn, 52 Pa. 243. 91
Am. Dec. 153' Baker v. State, 63 N. J. Low.
45, 20 Atl ssé.

8001‘. In old English law. A tax. or
tribute; une's share of a contribution.
—Seot and lot. In English law. The name
of a customary contribution, laid upon all sub-
jects according to their ability. Brown.-Soot
and lot voters. In English law. Voters in
certain boroughs entitled to the franchise in vie
toe of their paying this contribution. 2 Steph.
Comm. 360.

SCOTAL. In old English law. An ex-
tortionate practice by otiicers oi’ the forest
who kept ale-houses, and compelled the peo-
ple to drink at their houses for fear of their
displeasure. Prohibited by the charter of
the forest, c. 7. Wharton.

SCOTCH HARRIAGES.
Grass.

SCOTCH PEEBS. Peers oi’ the king-
dom of Scotland; of these sixteen are elected
to parliament by the rest and represent the
whole‘ body. They are elected for one parlia-
ment only. ' ~

See Gsrnu
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SCOTS. In English law. Assessments by
commissioners of sewers.

SCOTTARB. To pay scot, ‘tax, or cus-
~ tomary dues. Cowell.

-SCOUNDBEL. An approbious epithet,
implying rascality, villainy, or a want of
honor or integrity. In slander, this word is
not actionable per cc. 2 Bouv. Inst. 2250.

SORAHBLING POSSESSION. ‘ See
Possrzssron.

SORAWL. A word used in some of the
United States for scrowl or scroll. “The
word ‘seal,’ written in a scrawl attached to
the name of an obligor, makes the instrument
a specialty." Comerford v. Cobb, 2 Fla. 418.

SORIBA. Lat. A scribe; a secretary.
Boriba regia, a king's secretary; a chancel-
lor. Spelman.

Scribes-e est sgere. To write is to act.
Treasonable words set down in writing
amount to overt acts of treason. 2 Rolle. 89;
4 Bl.- Comm. 80; Broom, Max. 312, 907.

SORIP. Certificates of ownership, either
absolute or conditional, of shares in a public
company, corporate profits, etc. Pub. St.
Mass. 1882, p. 1295. - ‘

A scrip certificate (or shortly “scrip”) is
an acknowledgment by the projectors of a
company or the issuers of a loan that the
person named therein (or more commonly
the holder for the time being of the certifi-
cate) ls entitled to a certain specified num-
ber of shares, debentures, bonds, etc. It is
usually given in exchange for the letter of
allotment, and in its turn is given up for
the shares, debentures, or bonds which it
represents. Lindl. Partn. 127; Sweet.

The term has also been applied in the
United States to warrants or other like or-
ders drawn on a municipal treasury (Alma
v. Guaranty Sav. Bank, 60 Fed. 207, 8 C. C.
A. 564.) to certificates showing the holder
to be entitled to a certain portion or allott-
ment of public or state lands. (Wait v. State
Land Oiiice Com‘r, 87 Mich. 353, 49 N. W.
600.) and to the fractional paper currency
issued by the United States during the pe-
riod of the Civil War.
—Scrip dividend. See Dxvmsxn.

SCRIPT. Where instruments are exe-
cuted in part and counterpart, the original
or principal is so called.

In English probate practice. A will,
codicii, draft of will or codicii, or written
instructions for the same. It the will is de
stroyed, a copy or any paper embodying its
contents becomes a script, even though not
made under the direction of the testator.
Browne, _Pr_ob. Pr. ,
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Scripts obligationes scriptis tourin-
tns-, et nudi consensus obligstio con-
tra:-io consensn dissolvitns-. Written ob-
ligations are superseded by writings, and an
obligation of naked assent is dissolved by as-
sent to the contrary.

SORIPTOBIUM. In old records. A
place in monasteries, where writing was
done. Spelman.

SORIPTUH. Lat. A writing;
thing written. Fleta, l. 2, c. 60, § 25.
—-Scriptnsn indentstnns. A writing indent-
ed; an indenture or deed.—8criptIun ob
tor-inns. A writing obligatory. The technical
name of a bond in old pleadings. Any writing
under seal.

B01119-

, SORIVENER. A writer: scribe; con-
veyancer. One whose occupation is to draw
contracts, write deeds and mortgages, and
prepare other species oi.’ written instruments.

Also an agent to whom property is in-
trusted by others for the purpose of lending
it out at an interest payable to his principal‘,
and for a commission or bonus for himself,
whereby he gains his livelihood.
—Hone'y scrivenor. Amone broker. '.l11e
name was also formerly applied in England to a
person (generally an attorney or solicitor) whose
business was to iind investments for the mone
of his clients, and see to perfecting the securi-
ties, and who was often intrusted with the cus-
tody of the securities and the collection of the
interest and rincipal. See Williams v. Walk-
er, 2 Sandf. h. (N. Y.) 325.

SCROLL. A mark intended to supply
the place of a seal, made with a pen or other
instrument of writing. I

A paper or parchment containing some
writing, and rolled up so as to conceal it.

scnoor-'s nix. An obsolete law so-

ciety, also called “Serjeants' Place,” oppo-
site to St. Andrew’s Church, Holborn, Lon-
don.

SCRUET-ROLL. In old practice. A
species of roll or record, on which the bail
on habcas corpus was entered.

SCRUTATOR. Int. ,In old English law.
A searcher or bailii! of a river; a water-
bailitf, whose business was to look to the
king's rights, as his wrecks, his flotsam. jet-
sam, water-strays, royal iishes. Hale, de
Jure Mar. pars 1, c. 5.

SOUSSUS. In old Fmropean law. Shak-
en or beaten out: threshed, as grain. Spel-
man. _

SCUTAGE. In feudal law. A tax or
contribution raised by those that held lands
by knight‘s service, towards furnishing the
king's army, at the rate of one, two or three
marks for every knight's fee.

_A.pecuniary composition or commutation
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made by a tenant by knight-service in lieu
of actual service. 2 Bl. Comm. 74.

A pecuniary aid or tribute originally re-
served by particular lords, instead or in
lieu of personal service. varying in amount
according to the expenditure which the lord
had to incur in his personal attendance upon
the king in his wars. Wright, Ten. 121-
134.

SOUTAGIO EABBNDO. A writ that
anciently lay against tenants by knlglst‘s
service to serve in the wars, or send sum-
cient persons, or pay a certain sum. Fitzh.
Nat. Brev. 83.

SOUTE. A French coin of gold, coined
A. D. 1427. of the value of 3s. 4d.

SOUTELLA. A scuttle; anything or a
list or broad shape like a shield. Cowell.
-Ioutella aleesaosynarla. An alms-basket.

scu'rn'r:n..
the same as “armiger."

In old records. Esquire;
Spelman.

SOUTUII annonuu. A shield or coat
of arms. Cowell. '

SOYRA. In old English law.
county; the inhabitants of a county.

Shire)

IOYBEGEHOTE. In Saxon law. The
meeting or court of the shire. This was the
most important court in the Saxon polity.
having jurisdiction or both ecclesiastical and
secular causes. Its meetings were held twice
in the year. It: Latin name was “curia
oomuaiio."

SE DEFENDENDO. Lat. In defending
himself; in self-defense. Homicide commit-
ted ae defemiendo is excusable.

SEA. The ocean; the great mass of wa-
ter which surrounds the land. U. S. v. Rod-
gers, 150 U. S. 249, 14 Sup. Ct. 109. 37 L.
Ed. 1071; De Lovio v. Bolt. 7 Fed. Cas. 428:
Cole v. White. 28 Wend. (N. Y.) 516; Snow-
don v. Guion, 50 N. Y. Super. Ct. 143.
—Beyond sea. In England. this phrase means
beyond the limits of the British Isles: in
America, outside the limits of the United States
or of the particular state, as the case may be.
-313): seas. The ocean: public waters. Ac-
cording to the English doctrine, the high. sea
begins at the distance of three miles from
the coast of any country; according to the
American view. at low-water mark, except in
the case of small harbors and roadsteads in-
closed within the fences terra. Ross V. Mc-
Intyre. 140 U. S. 453. 11 Sup. Ct. 897. 35 L.
Ed. 581; U. S. v. Grush 28 Fed. Cas. 50;
U. s. v. Rodgers. 150 U. S. 249. 14 Sufi. Ct.
109. 37 L. E . 1071: Ex parte Byers ( . C.)
32 Fed. The open ocean outside of the
faucet terns, as distinguished from arms of the
sea: the waters of the ocean without the
boundary of any county. Aug waters on the
sea-coast which are without t e boundaries of
low-water mark.—Ha!n sea. The open, unin-
closed ocean; or that portion of the sea which
is without the faucet terrc on the sea-coast, in
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contradistinction to that which is surrounded or
lnclosed between narrow headlands or roman-
tories. People v. Richmond County. N. Y.

2 U. S. v. Grush, 26 Fed. Cas. 48; U. S.
v. Rodgers. 150 U. S. 2-19. 14 Su . Ct. 109, 37
L. Ed. 1071: Baker v. Hoag. 7 . . Y. 561, 59
Am. Dec. 431: 2 East. P. C. c. 17, I 10.—8ea-
batteries.‘ Assaults by masters in the mer-
chant service upon seamen at sea.—Ses-bed.
All that Rortion-of land under the sea that lies
beyond t e sea-shore.—8ea-brief. See Sm-

En.—Sea.-greens. In the Scotch law.
Grounds overflowed by the sea in sprin tides.
Bell eaplaws. Laws relating to t e sea.
as t e laws of Oleron, etc.-—8ea-letter.
sgecies of manifest, containing a description of
t e ship's cargo, with the port from which it
comes and the port of destination. This is one
of the documents necessary to be carried by all
neutral vessels, in the merchant service, in time
of war. as an evidence of their nationality. 4
Kent, Comm. 157. See Sleght v. Hartshorne.
2 Johns. (N. Y.) 640.—-Sea.-reeve. An oflicer
in maritime towns and places who took care of
the maritime rights of the lord of the manor,
and watched the shore. and collected wrecks for
the lord. '1‘omlins.—Soa rovers. Pirates and
robbeis at sea.—-Sea-shore. The margin oi.’ the
sea in its usual and ordinary state. When the
tide is out, low-water mark is the margin of the
sea: and, when the sea is full, the margin is
hi h-water mark. The sea-shore is therefore
al the ground between the ordinary high-
water mark and low-water mark. It cannot
be considered as including any ground always
covered h the sea. for then it would have no
definite mit'on the sea-board. Neither can
it include any part of the upland. for the
same reason. Storer v. Freeman. 6 Mass. 439.
4 Am. Dec. 156; Church v. Meeker, 34 Conn.
424. That space of land over which the waters
of the see are spread in the highest water due
Iinfi the winter season. Civ. Code La. art.
i leavorthy, Seaworthlness. See

t t es.
those

SEAL. An impression upon wax, water.
or some other tenacious substance capable of
being impressed. Alien v. Sullivan R. Co..
32 N. H. 449; Solon v. Wiliinmsburgh Sav.
Bank, 114 N. Y. 132. 21 N. E. 168; Alt v.
Stoker, 127 Mo. 47]. 30 S. W. 132; Brad-
ford v. Randall, 5 Pick. (Mass.) 497; Osborn
v. Kistler, 35 Ohio St. 102; Hopewell Tp.
v. Amwell Tp., 6 N. J’. Law, 175; Jones v.
Logwood, 1 Wash. (Va.) 43.

A seal is a particular sign. made to attest
in the most formal manner. the execution of
an instrument. Code Civ. Proc. Cal. 5 1930.

Merlin defines a seal to be a plate of metal
with a list surface, on which is engraved the
arms of a prince or nation. or private individ-
ual. or other device, with which an impression
may be made on wax or other substance on
paper or parchment in order to authenticate
them. The impression thus made is also called
a “seal."’ Répert. mat “Sceau."
—Oommon seal. A seal adopted and used bys
corporation for authenticating its corporate act:
and executing legal instruments.—Oorpos-ate
seal. The oflicial or common seal of an incorpo-
rated company orassoclation.—Great seal. In
English law. A seal by virtue of which a great

rt of the royal authority is exercised. The of-
ce of the lord chancellor. or lord keeper. is

created by the delivery of the great seal into his
custody. There is one great seal for all ubiic
acts of state which concern the United ing-
dom. Mosley & Whitley. In American law.
the United States and also each of the states
has and uses a seal. always carefully described
by law. and sometimes oflicially called the
“great" seal, though in some instances known
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simply as “the seal of the United States,” or
"the seal of the etate.”—Privnte seal. The
seal (however made) of a private person or cor-
poration. as distinguished from a seal employed
y a state or government or any of its bureaus

or departments.—Ps-ivy seal. In English law.
A seal used in making out grants or letters
patent, preparatory to their passing under the
great seal. 2 Bl. Comm. 347.—Publie seal.
A seal belon g to and used by one of the
bureaus or epartments oi‘ government, for
authenticating or attesting documents, process,
or records. An impression made of some de-
vice. by means of a piece of metal or other
hard substance. ire t and used by ublic author-
ity. Kirksey v. ates. 7 Port. 81111.) 534. 31
Am. Dec. 722.—Qnartes- seal. In Scotch law.
A seal ke t by the director of the chancery; in
shape an impression the fourth part of the
great seal and called in statutes the “testi-
monial” oi the great seal. Bell—Seal days.
In English practice. .\Iotion days in the court
of chancery, so called because every motion had
to be stamped with the seal. which did not be
in court in the ordinary sittings out of term.
Wharton.—8eel ofloe. In English practice.
An oflice for the sealing of judicial writs.-
Ied-peper. In English law. A document
issued by the lord chancellor. previous! to the
commencement of the sittings. detai_ing the
business to be done for each day in i1lS court,
and in the courts of the lords justices and vice-
ehancellors. The master of the rolls in like
manner issued a seal-Egret in respect of the
lI)’usixs:,ess to he heard ore him. _Smith, Ch.

r. .

SEALED. Authenticated by a seal; ex-
ecuted by the afllxing or a seal. Also tas-
tened up in any manner so as to be closed
against inspection of the contents.
—Sealed and delivered. These words, fol-
lowed by the signatures of the witnesses. con-
stitute the usual formula for the attestation
of conveyances.—-Sealed instrument. An in-
strument of writing to which the party to be
bound has afixed. not only his name. but also
his seal. or (in those jurisdictions where it is
allowed) a scroll. (q. v.)—Senled verdict.
When the_ jury have agreed u n a verdict. if
the court IS not In session at t e time. they are
permitted (usually) to put their written iinding
n a sealed envelope, and then separate. This

verdict they return when the court again con-
venes. The verdict thus returned has the same
efiect, and must be treated in the same manner,
as if returned in open court before any separa-
tion of the jury had taken place. The rocess
is called “sealing a verdict." Sutliif v. ilbert,
8 Ohio, 408: Young 7. Seymour. 4 Neb. 89.

SEALING. By seals, in matters or suc-
cession, is understood the placing, by the
proper officer, of seals on the effects of a
succession tor the purpose of preserving
them, and for the interest of third persons
The seals are afiixed by order of the judge
having jurisdiction. Civ. Code La. art. 1075.

‘sauna ‘UP. Where a party to an ac-
tion has been ordered to produce a docu-
ment part of which is either irrelevant to_

the matters in question or is privileged from
production, he may, by leave of the court,’
seal up that part, it he makes an atiidavit
stating that it is irrelevant or privileged.
Daniell, Ch. Pr. 1681. The sealing up is
generally done by fastening pieces of paper
over the part with gum or waters. Sweet.
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SEALS. In Louisiana. Seals are placed
upon the eflects or a deceased person. in cer-
tain cases, by a public omcer, as a method or
taking oiiicial custody of the succession. See
Seamus.

SEA:I!I:N. Sailors: mariners; persons
whose business is navigating ships. Com-
monly exclusive or the oflicers of a ship.

SEANCE. In French law. A session:
as of some public body. -

SEARCH. In international law. The
right of search is the right on the part of
ships of war to visit and search merchant
vessels during war, in order to ascertain
whether the ship or cargo is liable to seizure.
Resistance to visitation and search by a neu-
tral vessel- makes the vessel and cargo liable
to confiscation. Numerous treaties regulate
the manner in which the rightof search must
be exercised. Man. Int. Law. 433; Sweet.

In es-imin.s.l law. An examination of a
man's house or other buildings or premises.
or of his person, with a view to the discov~
ery of contraband or illicit or stolen prop-
erty, or some evidence of guilt to be used in
the prosecution of a criminal action for some
crime or oirense with which he is charged.

In practice. An examination or the of-
ficial books ‘and dockets, made in the pro-
cess of investigating a title to land. for the
purpose of discovering if there are any mort-
gages, judgments, tax-liens. or other incum-»
hrances upon it.

SEARCH-WABRAJIT. A search-war-
rant is an order in writing, issued by a jus-
tice or other magistrate, in the name of the
state. directed to a sheriff, constable, or oth-
er oiilcer, commanding him to search a speci-
iied house, shop. or other premises, for per-
sonal property alleged to have been stolen.
or for unlawful goods. and to bring the same.
when found. before the magistrate. and us-
ually also the body of the person occupying
the premises, to be dealt with according to
law. Pen. Code Cal. 5 1523; Code Ala. 1886.
i 4727; Rev. Code Iowa 1880, i 4629.

SEARCHED. -In English law. .An 01'-
iicer of the customs, whose duty it is to ex-
amine and search all ships outward bound.
to ascertain whether they have any prohibit-
ed or uncustomed goods on board. Wharton.
Jacob.

SEATED LAND. See LAND.

SEAWAN. The name used by the Al-
gonquin Indians for the shell beads (or wam-

pum) which passed among the Indians as
money. Webster.

SEAWOBTEINESS. In marine insur-
ance. A warranty of seaworthiness means
that the vessel is competent to resist the
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ordinary attacks of wind and‘ weather. and
is competently equipped and manned for the
voyage, with a suflicient crew, and with suf-
iicient means to sustain them, and with a
captain of general good character and naut-
ical skill. 3 Kent, Comm. 287.

A warranty of seaworthiness extends not
only to the condition of the structure of the
ship itself, but requires that it be properly
laden, and provided with a competent mas-
ter, a suflicient number of competent oflicers
and seamen, and the requisite appurtenances
and equipments, such as ballast. cables and
anchors. cordage and sails, food. water, fuel,
and lights, and other necessary or proper
stores and implements for the voyage. Civil
Code Cal. § 2684.

The term "seawortliy" is somewhat equivocal.
In its more literal sense, it signifies capable of
navigating the sea; but, more exactly. it im-
plies a condition to be and remain in safety, in
the condition she is in, whether at sea, in port,
or on a railway, stripped and under in.
If, when the policy attaches, she is in a suitable
place, and ‘iapahle, when repaired and equipgd,
of navigating the sea, she is seaworthy. ut
where a vessel is warranted seaworthy for a
specified voyage. the place and usual length
being ven, something more is implied than
mere _p ysical strength and capacity; she must
be suitably oilicered and manned, supplied with
provhions and water, and furnished with charts
and instruments, and. especially in time of war,
with documents necessary to ‘her security
against hostile capture. The term “seaworthy, '

as used in the law and practice of insurance,
does not mean. as the term would seem to im-
ply, capable of going to sea or of being navi-

atcd on the sea: it imports something very
different. and much more, viz.. that she is
sound, staunch. and strong, in all respects. and
equipped, furnished, and provided with oflicers
and men, provisions and documents, for a cer-
tain service. In a policy for a definite voyage,
the term “seaworthy" means "suificient for such
a vessel and voyage." Capen v. Washington
Ins. Co., 12 Cush. (Mass.) 517, 5336.

BEAWOJBTIIY. This adjective, applied
to a vessel, signifies that she is properly con-
structed, prepared, manned, equipped, and
provided, for the voyage intended. See Saa-
wonrmssss. '

SEOK. A want of remedy by distress.
Litt. 5 218. See Ram‘. Want of present
fruit or profit, as in the case of the reversion
without rent or other service, except fealty.
Co. Litt. 15111, n. 5.

SECOND. This term, as used in law,
may denote either sequence in point of time
or inferiority or postponement in respect to
rank, lien. order, or privilege.

As to second “Cousin,” “Deliverance,”
“Distress," "Llen,” ‘‘Mortgage,'’ and “Sur-
charge," see those titles. As to “Second-
hand Evidence," see EVIDENCE. As to "Sec-
ond of Exchange," see Finsr.

IEOOIDABY, n. In English practice.
An oflicer of the courts of king's bench and
common pleas; so called because he was
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second or next to the chief ofiicer. In the
king‘s bench he was called “Master of the
King's Bench Oflice," and was a deputy of
the prothonotary or chief clerk. 1 Ai-chb.
Pr. K. B. 11, 12. By St. 7 Wm. IV. and 1
Vlct. c. 30, the office of secondary was abol-
ished.

An oiiicer who is next to the chief omcer.
Also an otlicer of the corporation of London.
before whom inquiries to assess damages are
held, as before sheriffs in counties. Whar-
ton.

SECONDARY. ad]. Of a subsequent,
subordinate. or interior kind or class; gen-
erally opposed to “primary.”

As to secondary “Conveyances,” “Ease-
ment," “Evidence," “Franchise," and “Use,”
see those titles.

SECONDS. In criminal law. Those per-
sons who assist, direct, and support others
engaged in fighting a duel.

SECRET. Concealed; hidden: not made
public; particularly, in law, kept from the
knowledge or notice of persons liable to be
aifected by the act, transaction, deed. or
other thing spoken of.

As to secret “Committee," “Equity.”
"Lien," “Partnership," and “Trust," see those
titles.

SECRETARY. The secretary of a cor-
poration or association is an officer charged
with the direction and manageuient of that
part of the business of the company which is
concerned with keeping the records, the of-
flcial correspondence, with giving and re
ceiving notices, countersigning documents.
etc.

The name "secretary" is also given to sev-
eral of the heads of executive depiirtiiientxs
in the government of the United States; as
the “Secretary of War," “Secretary of the
Interior," etc. It is also the style of some
of the members of the English cabinet: as
the “Secretary of State for Foreign Af-
fairs." There are also secretaries of embas-
sies and iegations.
—8eoretu-y ol decrees and lniunctions.
An oflicer of the English court 0 chancery.
The office was abolished by St. 15 s 16 Vlct.
c. 87, § 23.—Seo1-scary of embassy. A dip-
lomatic oiiicer appointed as secretary or as-
sistant to an ambassador or minister plenipo-
tentiary.—Seoretary of legatlon. An oilicer

, employed to attend a foreign mission and to per-
form certain duties as clerk.—Seo:i-etary of
state. In American law. This is the title
of the chief of the executive bureau of the
United States called the “Department of State."
He is a member of the cabinet, and is charged
with the general administration of the inter
national and diplomatic aifairs of the govern-
ment. In many of the state governments there
is an executive oflicer bearin the same title
and exercising important funct ons. In English
law. The secretaries of state are cabinet min-
isters attending the sovereign for the receipt
and dispatch of letters, grants._petltions. and
many ot’ the most important aifairs of the king-
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dom, both foreign and domestic. There are
five principal secretaries,—one for. the home
department. another for foreign affairs, a third
for the colonies, a fourth for war, and a fifth
for India. Wharton.

SEOBETE. To conceal or hide away.
Particularly, to put property out of the reach
of creditors, either by corporally hiding it,
or putting the title in another's name, or
otherwise hindering creditors from levying
on it or attaching it. Pearre v. Hawkins,
62 Tex. 437; Guile v. McNanny, 14 Minn.
_522 (Gil. 391) 100 Am. Dec. 244; Sturz v.
Fischer, 15 Misc. Rep. 410, 36 N. Y. Supp.
894. _

81-101‘. "A religious sect is a body or
number of persons united in tenets, but con-
stituting a distinct organization or party, by
holding sentiments or doctrines different
from-those of other sects or people." State
v. Hailock, 16 Nev. 385.

j -snows. In old English law. Suit; at-
tendance at court; the plaintiff's suit or fol-
lowing, i. 0., the witnesses whom he was re-
quired, in the ancient practice. to bring with
him and produce in court, for the purpose
of confirming his claim, before the defeiid-
ant was put to the necessity of answering
the declaration. See 3 Bl. Comm. 295, 344;
Bract. fol. 214a. A survival from this pro-
ceeding is seen in the formula still used at
the end of declarations, "and therefore he
brings his suit," (ct inde product! aectam.)

This word, in its secondary meaning, sig-
nifies suit in the courts; lawsuit.
-'—Secta ad curiam. A writ that lay against
him who refused to perform his suit either to
the county court or the court—baroa. Cowell.
—Ssota ad (us-nun. In old English law.
Suit due to a man’s public oven or bake-house.
3 Bl. Comm. 235.—Seota ad Justinian tac-
iendam. In old English law. A service which
a man is bound to perform by his fee.—Secta
ad molendinum. A writ which lay for the
owner of a mill against the inhabitants of a_
place where such mill is situated. for not doing
suit to_the plaintiE's mill; that is, for not hav-
ing their corn ground at it. Brown.—8eets ad
torrale. In old English law. Suit due to
a man's kiln or malthouse. 3 Bl. Comm. 235.
—8eots. ouria. In old English law. Suit of
court: attendance at court. The service,
incumbent upon feudal tenants, of attending the
lord_at his court, both to form a jury when
required, and also to answer for their own
actions when complained of.—8ecta facionda
per illam qua ballot snioiam as-tom.
A writ to compel the heir, who has t e elder’s
part of the co-heirs, to perform suit and serv-
ces for all the coparceners. Reg. Orig. 177.

—-sects 1,-egalis. A suit so called by which
all persons were bound twice in the year to
attend in the sheriifs tourn, in order that
they might be informed of things relating to
the public peace. It was so called because
the sheriffs tourn was the king's leet, and
it was held in order that the people might
be bound by oath to bear true allegiance to the
inn . Cowell.—8ecta unica tantum faci-

_ pro pluribus has-oditatibns. A
writ for an heir who was distrained by the lord
to do more suits than one, that he should be
allowed to ‘do one suit only in respect of the
land of divers heirs descended to .him. Cowell.
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Santa est pug'na- oiviliss siout actor-es
as-mantur aotionibus, st, quasi, gladiis
sccinguntur, its. ssi nuniuntur excep-
tionibus, st defonduntur, quasi, nlypeis.
Ilob. 20. A suit is a civil warfare; for as
the plaintiffs are armed with actions, and, as
it were, girded with swords, so the defend-
ants are fortified with pleas, and are defend-
ed, as it were, by shields.

_ Santa qua sorlpto nititu: a so:-ipto
var-in-i non debet. Jenk. Cent. 65. A suit
which is based upon a writing ought not to
vary from‘the writing.

; IECTATOBES. suitors of court ‘who.
among the Saxons, gave their judgment or
verdict in civil suits upon the matter of fact
and law. 1 Reeve, Eng. Law, 22.

SECTION. In text-books, codes, statutes,
and other juridical writings, the smallest
distinct and numbered subdivisions are com-
'monly called "sections," sometimes “arti-
cles," and occasionally “paragraphs."

stones or LAND. In Amerlcanland
law. A division or'parcei of land, on the
government survey, comprising one square
mile or 640 acres. Each “township" -(six,
miles square) is divided by straight lines
into thirty-six sections, and these are again
divided into half-sections and quarter.-see
tions. .

The general and mper scceptation of the
terms ‘section." “ha f," and “quarter section,"
as well as their construction by the general
land department, denotes the land in the sec‘-
tional and subdivisional lines, and not the exact
quantity which a perfect admeasurement of an
unobstructed surface would declare. Brown
"V. Hardin, 21 Ark. 327

‘ SEO’!!! NON PAOIBNDIS.‘ A writ
which lay for a dowress. or one in wardship,
to be free from suit of court. Cowell.

SECTORES. Lat. In Roman law. Par’-
chasers at auction. or public sales.

SEOULAB. Not spiritual; not ecclesias-
tical: relating to aflairs of the prment
world.
—_8soulsr business. As used in Sunday laws‘,
this_ term includes all forms of activity in the
business aifairs of life, the prosecution of. a
trade or employment. and commercial dealings;
such as the making of promissory notes, lending
money, and the like. See Lovejoy v. Whipple,
18 Vt. 383. 46 Am. Dec. 157: Finn v. Dona-
hue, 35 Conn. 217: Allen v. Deming, 14 N. H.
139, 40 Am. Dec. 179; Smith v. Foster, 41 N.
H. 22‘l.—Sso'u-lar clergy. In ecclesiastical
law, this term is applied to the parochial clergy‘,
who - rform their ministry in seculo (in the
world, and who are thus distinguished from
the monastic or “regular” clergy. Steph. Comm.
681, note.

SECUNDUH. Lat. In the civil and
common law. According to. Occurring in
many phrases of familiar use, as follows:
—-Soeundum mquum st ‘bouum. According
to what is just.-and rightpflooundum alle-
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Pt: ct probate. According to what is al-
eged and proved: accordin to the allegations

and proofs. 15 East, 81 ' C outman v. Tunison,
1 Sumn. 375, Fed. Cas. No. 2.907.-Secundum
srtens. According to the art, trade. business,
or science.—-Secnndnsn bonos mores. Ac-
cording to good usages; according to established
custom: regularly; orderl .—Bsicnndn1n con-
suctudtnom mane:-1!. ccording to the cus-
tom of the manor.—Sccundum for-mun
clslrta. According to the form of the charter,
(deed.)—8ccundsun for-mun donl. Accord-
ing to the form of the gift or grant. See F03-
l(EDoN.—_Secundnm Icnnam statnti. Ac-
cording to the form of the statute.—Secnndun
lcgem conununem. According to the com-
mon law.—-Secundum nos-mam le s. Ac-
cording to the rule of law ; by the inten ment and '

rule of lsw.—-Secnndlnn rcgnlsm. Accord-
ing to the rule; by rule.—SeoundIun subjec-
tnn note:-ism. According to the subject-
matter. 1 Bl. Comm. 229. All agreements
must be construed oemmdum subiectam materi-
on if the matter will bear it. 2 Mod. 80, erg.

Iccsuadnm nstus-an est commode ca-
jusqne rel cum seqni. qucns seqnuntnr
lncoilunoda. It is according ‘to nature that
the advantages of anything should attach to
him to whom the disadvantages attach. Dig.
50, 17. 10.

SECURE. To give security; to assure of
payment. performance, or indemnity; to
guaranty or make certain the payment of a
debt or discharge of an obligation. One “se-
cures" his creditor by giving him a lien.
mortgage, pledge, or other security, to be
used in case the debtor fails to make pay-
ment. See Penneli v. Rhodes, 9 Q. B. 114:
Ex parte Reynolds, 52 Ark. 330, 12 S. W.
670; Foot v. Webb, 59 Barb. (N. Y.) 52.

SECURED CREDITOR. A creditor who
holds some special pecuniary assurance of
payment of his debt, such as a mortgage or
lien.

SEOUBITAS.
Security ; surety.

In the civil law. An acqulttance or re-
lease. Spelman; Calvin.

In old English law.

IEOUBITATEH INVENIENDI. An
ancient writ, lying tor the sovereign, against
any of his subjects. to stay" them from going
out of the kingdom to foreign parts: the
ground whereof is that every man is bound
to serve and defend the commonwealth as
the crown shall think tit. Fltzh. Nat. Brev.
115. .

IEOUBITATII PAOIS. In old English
law. security of the peace. A writ that
lay for one who was threatened with death
or bodily harm by another, against him who
so threatened. Reg. Orig. 88.

SECURITY. Protection; assurance; in-
demniflcation. The term is usually applied
to an obligation. pledge. mortgage. deposit.
lien, etc-.. given by a debtor in order to make
sure the payment or performance of his
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debt, by furnishing the creditor with a. re-
source to be used in case of failure in the
principal obligation. The name is also some
times given to one who becomes surety or
guarantor for another. See First Nat. Bank
v. Holllnsworth, 78 Iowa, 575. 43 N. W. 5313.

6 L. R. A. 92; Storm v. Weddell, 2 Saudi’.
Ch. (N. Y.) 507; Gogglns v. Jones. 115 Ga.
596, 41 S. E. 905; Jennings v. Davis, 31
Conn. 139: Mace v. Buchanan (Tenn. Ch.)
52 S. W. 507.
—Go1latcral security. See COLI.A'nnAL.—
Counter security. See CoUN1'En.—Mo.sh
sliding securities. See MABSHALING.—-
Personal security. (1) A person's legal and
uninterrupted en'oyment of his life. his limbs.
his body, his hea th, and his reputation. 1 Bl.
Comm. 129. Sanderson v. Hunt, 25 Ky. Law
Rep. 626, 76 S. W. 179. (2% Evidences of debt
wh ch bind the person of t e debtor, not real
Property, are distinguished from such as are
lens on land by the name of “personal securi-
ties.” Merrill v. National Bank, 173 U. S. 131,
19 Sup. Ct. 360. 43 L. Ed. 640.—Pu‘bllc sc-
cnrlties. Bonds, notes. certificates of indebt-
edness. and other negotiable or transferable
instruments evidencing the public debt of s
state or vernment. eel security. The
security 0 mortgages or other liens or incum-
brances upon land. See Merrill v. National
Bank. 173 U. S. 131. 19 Su CI. 360. 43 L
Ed. —-Security for cos s. See Cosrs.—
Securlty for ood behavior. A bond or
recognizance wh ch the magistrate exacts from
s defendant brought before him on a charge of
disorderly conduct or threatening violence. con-
ditioned upon his being of good behavior, or
keeping the peace. for a prescribed period.
towards all people in general and the complain-
ant in particular. '

locus-ins expcdluntnr negotls con-

xnlsu plu-ibus, ct plus vidont coal!
qusn oculus. 4 Coke, 46¢. Matters in-
trusted to several are more securely dis-
patched, and eyes see more than eye, [L e..
“two heads are better than one."]

SEOUS. Lat. Otherwise; to the con-
trary. This word is used in the books to in-
dicate the converse of a foregoing proposi-
tion, or the rule applicable to a diiferent
state of facts. or an exception to a rule be-
fore stated.

OED NON ALLOCATUR. Lat. But it
is not allowed. A phrase used in the old re-
ports, to signify that the court disagreed
with the arguments-of counsel.

BED PER OUBIAH. Lat. But by the
court This phrase is used in the re-
ports to introduce a statement made by the
court, on the argument, at variance with the
propositions advanced by counsel. or the
opinion of the whole court. where that is
different from the opinion of a single Judge
immediately before quoted.

SED QUERE. Lat. But inquire: ex-
amine this furtber. A remark indicating.
briefly, that the particular statement or rule
laid down is doubted or challenged in re
spect to its correctness.
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S!!!) 1713!. Let. But see. This remark,
followed by a citation, directs the reader's
attention to an authority or a statement
which conflicts with or contradicts the state-
ment or principle laid down.

SEDATO ANIIKO.
purpose. 5 Mod. 291.

Lat. With settled

SEDB PLENA. Lat. The see being till-
ed. A phrase used when a bishop's see is not
vacant.

SEDENTE OURIA. Lat. The court BN-
ting; during the sitting of the court.

BEDEBUNT, A01‘! 0!‘. In Scotch law.
Certain ancient ordinances of the court of
session, conferring upon the courts power to
establish general rules of practice. Bell.

SEDES. Int. A see; the dignity of a
bishop. 3 Steph. Comm. 65.

SEDGE FLAT, like “sea-shore," imports
a tract of land below high-water mark.
Church v. Meeker, 34 Conn. 421.

srznrnox. An insurrectionary move-
ment tending towards treason, but wanting
an overt act: attempts made by meetings or
speeches, or by publications, to disturb the
tranquillity of the state.

The distinction between “sedltion" and “trea-
son" consists in this: that though the ultimate
object of sedition is a violation of the public
peace, or at least such a course of measures as
evidently engenders it, yet it does not aim at
direct and open violence against the laws or the
subversion of the constitution. Alis. Grim.
Inw, -

In scotch law. The raising commotions
or disturbances in the state. It is a revolt
against legitimate authority. Ersk. Inst. 4.
4, 14.

In English law. Sedition is the oifense
of publishing, verbally or otherwise. any
words or document with the intention of ex-
citing disaflection, hatred, or contempt
against the sovereign. or the government and
constitution of the kingdom, or either house
of parliament. or the administration of jus-
tice, or of exciting his mnjesty's subjects to
attempt. otherwise than by lawful means,
the alteration of any matter in church or
state; or of exciting feelings of ill will and
hostility between different classes of his
majesty‘s subjects. Sweet. And see State
v. shepherd, 177 M0. 205, 76 S. W. 79, 99
Am. St. Rep. 624.
—Sedltions libel. See Lmnn.

SEDUOE. To entice a woman to the com-
mission of fornication or adultery, by per-
suasion, solicitation, promises. bribes, or oth-
erwise; to corrupt; to debauch.

The word “seduce," when used with reference
to the conduct of a man towards a woman, has
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a precise and determinate signification, and "ea
12:’ temu'm'j' implies the commission of fornica-
tion. An information for the crime of seduction
need not charge the ofense in any other words.
State v. Bierce, 27 Conn. 319.

sr-muoma -‘ro umvz snnvron.
An injury for which a master may have an
action on the case.

SUCTION. The act of a man in en-
ticing a woman to commit unlawful sexual
intercourse with him, by means of persua-
sion, solicitation, promises, bribes, or other
means without the employment of force.

In order to constitute seduction, the defend-
ant must use insinuating arts to overcome the
opposition of the seduced. and must b his
Wl es and 1persuasions, without force. de auch
her. This s the ordinary meaning and accepta-
tion of the word “seduce." Hogan v. Cregan,
6 Rob. (N. Y.) 150. ' '

81:3. The circuit of a bishop's jurisdic-
tion; or his oillce or dignity, as being bishop
of a given diocese.

SEEN. This word, when written by the
drawee on a bill of exchange, amounts to an
acceptance by the law merchant. Spear v.
Pratt, 2 Hill (N. Y.) 582, 5“ "Am. Dec. 600;
Barnet v. Smith, 30 N. H. 256, 64 Am. Dec.
290; Peterson v. Hubbard. 28 Mich. 197.-

SEIGIIIOR, in its general signification,
means “lord," but in law it is particularly
applied to the lord of a fee or of a manor;
and the fee, dominions, or manor of a seig-
nior is thence termed a “seigniory." L e.. a
lordship. He who is a lord, but of no man-
or, and therefore unable to keep a court, is
termed a "seignior in gross.” Kitch. 206;
Coweli.

SEIGNIOBAGE. A royalty or preroga
tive of the sovereign, whereby an allowance
of gold and silver, brought in the mass to
be exchanged for coin, is claimed. Coweli.
Mintage; the charge for coining bullion in-
to money at the mint. -‘f

SEIGNIOBBSI. A female superior.

snmiuonr. In English law. a_ rare-
ship; .a manor. The rights of a lord, as
such, in lands.

IEISED D1 DEMBSITE A8 0!‘ P23
This is the strict technical expression used
to describe the ownership in “an estate in
fee-simple in possession in a corporeal here¢
ditament." The word “seised" is used to
express the "seisin" or ownei-’s possession of
a freehold property; the phrase “in de’
mesne," or “in his demesne," (in donvinipo
suo) signifies that he is selsed as owner of
the land itself, and not merely of the Beig-
niory or services; and the concluding words,
“as of fee," import that he is seised of an
estate of inheritance in fee-simple. Where
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the subject is incorporeal. or the estate ex-
pectant on a precedent freehold, the words
"in his demesne" are omitted. (Co. Litt.
17a; Fleta, l. 5, c. 5, 5 18; Bract. 1. 4, tr. 5.
c. 2, 5 2.) Brown.

I1-2181. In old English law. Seised; pas-
sessed.

SEISIII’. The completion oi‘ the feudal
investiture. by which the tenant was admit-
ted into the feud, and performed the rights
of homage and realty. Stearns. Real Act. 2.

Possession with an intent on the part of
him who holds it to claim a freehold inter-
est. Towle v. Ayer. 8 N. H. 58; Ferguson
7. Witsell, 5 Rich. Law (S. C.) 280. 57 Am.
Dec. 744; McNitt v. Turner, 16 Wall. 361. 21
L. Ed. 341; Deshong v. Deshong. 186 Pa.
227, 40 Atl. 402. 65 Am. St. Rep. E.

Upon the introduction of the feudal law into
Eng and, the word "seisin" was applied only
to the possession of an estate of freehold. in
contradistinction to that precarious kind of
possession by which tenants in villelnage held
their lands, which was considered to be the .pos-
session of those in whom the freehold continued.
The word still retains its original signification
being applied exclusively to the possession of
land of a freehold tenure, it being inaccurate to
use the word as expressive of the possession of
leaseliolds or terms of years, or even of copy-
hoids. Brown.

Under our law, the word “seisiri" has no accu-
rately defined technical meaning. At common
law. it imported a feudal investiture of title
by actual possession. With us it has the force
0 possession under some legal title or right to
hold. This possession, so far as possession
alone is involved. may be shown by parol; but,
if it is intended to show possession under a
legal title, then the title must be shown by
proper conveyance for that purpose. Ford v.
Garner, 49 Ala. 603.

Every person in whom a seisin is required by
any of the provisions of this chapter shall be
deemed to have been seised, if he may have had
any right, title. or interest in the inheritance.
Code N. C. 1883, 5 1281, rule 12
—Aotual seisln means possession of the free-
hold by the pedis pooitio of one's self or one's
tenant or agent, or by construction of law, as
in the ease of a state grant or a conveyance un-
der the statutes of uses, or (probably) of grant
or devise where there is no actual adverse_pos-
session; it means actual possession as distin-
guished from constructive possession or posses-
sion in law. Carpenter v. Garrett. 75 Va. 129,
135' Carr v. Anderson, 6 App. Div. 6. 39 N.
Y. Supp. 746.—Conatx-active seisin. Seisin
in law where there is no seisin in fact; as
where the state issues a patent to a rson who
never takes any sort of possession o the lands

anted, he ‘has constructive seisin of all the
and in his grant. though another person is_ at

the time in actual possession. Garrett v. Ram-
aey, 26 W. Va. 351.—Oovenant o! seisln.
See Covsiuurr.-—Equitablo seisin. A seisin
which is analogous to legal seisin; that is,
seisin of an equitable estate in land. Thus a
mortgagor is said to have equitable seisln of the
land by recei t of the rents. Sweet.-—Livery
of seisln. livery of possession; called. by
the feudlsts, “investit_ure."—Pa-finer seisln.
In English law. The right which the king had,
when an of his tenants died seised of a
knight’s cc. to receive of the heir. provided he
were of full age. one whole year's profits of
the lands, if they were in immediate possession:
and half a year's profits, if the lands were in
reversion, expectant on an estate for life. 2
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Bl. Comm. seisin. A term applied
to the possession which a copyholder has of the
land to which he has been admitted. The free-
hold in copyhold lands being in the lord, the
copyholder cannot have seisin of them in the
proper sense of_the word,-but he has a custom-
ary or quasi‘ seisin analogous to that of a free-
ho der. Williams. Seis. 126; Sweet.-Seisin
ln deed. Actual - ssession of the freehold;
the same as actua seisin or seisin in fact.
Vanderheyden v. Crandali, 2 Denio (N. Y.) 21:
Backus v. McCoy, 3 Ohio. 221 17 Am. Dec.
535; Tate v. Jay, 31 Ark. 5i9.—s.mn in
fact. Possession with intent on the part of
him who holds it to claim a freehold interest:
the same as actual seisin. Seim v. 0’Grady,
W. Va. 77. 24 S. E. 994' Savage v. Savage.
19 01'. 112. 23 Pac. 390, so Am. St. Rep. 795.
—8eisln in law. A right of immediate pos-
session according to the nature of the estate.
Martin v. Trail, 142 Mo. 85, 43 S. W. 655'
Savage v. Sava e 19 Or. 112. 23 Pac. 890,
Am. St. Rep. 7 . As the old doctrine of con-
foreai investiture is no longer in force, the de-
ivery of a deed gives seisin in law. Watkins
v. Nugen. 118 Ga. 372, 45 S. E. 262-80131:
oz. in Scotch law. A perquisite formerly due
to the sherifi when he gave possession to an heir
boicgggicmwn lands. t it was long sincled cog;
ve nto a paymen a money, pro on
to the value of the estate. Bell. W

SEIIINA. L. Lat. Seisin.

Seisha mac .atipitem. Seisin makes
the stock. 2 Bl. Comm. 209; Broom. Max.
525. 528.

SI-IISINA EABENDA. A writ for de-
livery of seisin to the lord, of lands and ten-
ements. after the sovereign, in right of his
prerogative, had had the year. (lay, and
waste on a felony committed. etc. Beg"
Orig. 165.

81112111’. See Stism.

SEIZDIG or HERIOTI. "raking the
best beast, etc.. where an heriot is due. on
the death of the tenant. 2 Bl. Comm. 422.

SEIZURE. In practice. The act per
formed by an ofiicer of the law, under the
authority and exigence of a writ. in taking
into the custody of the law the property.
real or personal, or a person against whom
the judgment or a competent court has pass-
ed, condemning him to pay a certain sum of
money. in order that such property may be
sold. by authority and due course of law, to
satisfy the judgment. Or the act of taking
possession of goods in consequence of a vio-
lation of public law. See Carey v. Insur-
ance Co., 84 Wis. 80, 54 N. W. 18, 20 L. It.
A. 267. 36 Am. St. Rep.. 907; Gouheau 7.
Railroad Co.. 8 Rob. (Ln.) 348; Fluker v.
Bullard, 2 La. Ann. 338; Pelham v. ltose.
9 Wall. 106, 19 L. Ed. 602; The Josefa Se-
gunda, 10 Wheat. 326, 6 L. Ed. 329.

Seizure. even tlioughhostile, is not necessarily
capture, though suc is its usual and proba le
result. The ultimate act or adjudication of t a
state. by which the seizure has been made. as-
signs the proper and conclusive. quality and de-
nomination to the original proceeding. A con-
demnation asserts a capture ab iniiio; an award
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of restitution pronounces upon the act as hav-.
ing been not a valid act of capture, but an act
of tem ra seizure only. Appleton v. Crown-
inshiel , 3 443.

In the law of oopyholda. Seizure is
where the lord of copyhold lands takes pos-
session of them in default of a tenant. It
i either seizure quousque or absolute seiz-
ure.

" snnna.
ket; a wood of sallows or willows;
sawpit. Co. Lltt. 4.

A shop, shed, or stall in a mar-
also a

SELECT COUNCIL. The name given,
in some states, to the upper house or branch
of the council or a city.

, SELECT! JUDIOES. Lat. In Roman
law. Judges who were selected very much
like our juries. They were returned by the
printer, drawn by lot, subject to be challeng-
ed_,‘and sworn. 3 Bi. Comm. 366.

snu:c'nn:N. The name or certain mu-
.nic_ipal oflicers, in the New England states,
elected by the towns to transact their gen-
eral public business, and ‘possessing certain
executive powers. See" Feich v. Weare, 69
N. H. 617, 45 Atl. 591. v -‘ ‘ '3

'' §I-IL!'-D111'E1ClE. In criminal law.‘ The
protection of one‘s person or property against
some injury attempted by another. The
right of such protection. An- excuse for "the
-use of force in resisting an attack on the
person, and'especially for -killing an assail-
ant. See Whart. Crim. Law. 55 1019, 1026.

v-‘SELF-MURDER, or 8EL!'—SLAUGH-
‘TEE. -See Flinn In: St: Smcml. - »

snnranuannxim EVIDENCE. Evi-
'dence.'wh'ich either serves or disserves the
"pa3rt'y“is' so called. This species of evidence
is either self-serving (which is not in general
-reeéivhble) or self-disserving, which is in-
variably receivable, as being an admission
.-against the party oiifering it, and that either
sin court or out of court. Brown.

-‘ anion or mum. In old migiisu law.
A'ridge of ground rising between two fur-

'rows, containing no certain quantity, but
'sometimes more and sometimes less. Termes
de la Iey.

SELL. To dispose of by sale, (q. 12.)

__ SELLER. One who sells anything; the
party who transfers property in the contract
of sale. The correlative is “buyer," or “pur-
chaser.” Though these terms are not inap-
plicable to the persons concerned in a trans-
fer of real estate. it is more customary to
use “vendor" _and “vendee" in that case.
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S1-:HAY1¢l:'8 CASE. This case decided,
in 1604, that “every man's house [meaning
his dwelling-house only] is his castle." and
that an oflicer executing civil process may
not break open outer doors in general, but
only inner doors, but that (after request
made) he may break open even outer doors
to find goods of another wrongfully in the
house. Brown. It is reported in 5 Coke, 91.

SEMBLE. L. Fr. It seems; it would
appear. This expression is often used "in the
reports to preface a statement by the court
upon a point of law which is not directly
decided. when such statement is intended as
an intimation of what the decision would be
if the point were necessary to be passed up-
on. It is also used to introduce a sugges-
tion by the reporter, or his understanding
of the point decided when it is not free from
obscurity.

Some! civil temper‘ civil.‘ Once a citi-
zen always a citizen. Tray. Lat. Max. 655.

Some! mains semper pa-guunitur one
“muslin in eodorn genera. Whoever is once
‘bad is presumed to be so always in the same
‘kind or aiifairs. Cro. Car. 317. ‘ '

smnis-rlua. Lat. In the civil law.
-The collected decisions of the emperors in
‘their councils. ' 7

‘S-HATBIKONIUX. Lat. In Ro-
man law. Half-marriage. Concubinage was
Iso called. Tayi. Civii Law-, £!3.:e- rm ‘C

l ._ . ",1, I333 ‘L9

.8331!-PLENA DBOBATIO- La.t.: (In
the civil law. Half-full proof; half-proal.
3 Bl. Comm._370. See Hans-Paoor.

SEMINARIUH. Lat. In the civil law.
-A nursery of trees. Dig. 7, -1, 9, 6.

SEHINARY. A place of education. Any
school. academy. college, or university in
which young persons are instructed in the
several branches of learning which may qual-
ify them for their future employments.
Webster.

The word is said to have acquired no flxed
and definite legal meaning. See Chegaray
v. New York. 13 N. Y. 229: Maddox v.
Adair (Tex. Clv. App.) 66 S. W. 811; Miami-
County v. Wllgus, 42 Kan. 457, 22 Pac. 615:
Warde v. Manchester, 56 N. H. 509, 22 Am.
Rep. 504.

SBMINAUPRAGIUM. Lat. In marl-
time law. Halt-shipwreck, as where goods
are cast overboard in a storm; also where
a ship has been so much damaged that her
repair costs more than her worth. Whar-
ton.

SEMITA. In old English law. A path.
Fieta. l. 2, c. 52, 5 20.
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SEMPER. Lat. Always. A word which
introduces several Latin maxims, of which
some are also used without this prefix.

Semper in dubfls benigniora prefo-
renda aunt. In doubtful cases, the more
favorable constructions are always to be pre'-
ferred. Dig. 50. 17, 56.

Semper in dnbiis id agendum est, ut
quun tutisshno loco res sit bona fldo
contracta, nlal qnum aperte contra leges
scrlptum est. In doubtful cases, such a
course should always be taken that a thing
contracted bone flde should be in the safest
condition, unless when it has been openly
made against law. Dig. 34, 5. 21.

Semper in obacuris, quod minimum
est sequimur. In obscure constructions we
always apply that which is the least ob-
scure. Dig. 50, 17, 9; Broom, Max. 6879:.

Semper in stipulatioulbus, et in co-
terls oontractibns. id sequhuur quod ao-

tum est. In stipulations and in other con-
tracts we follow that which was done, [we
are governed by the actual state of the
facts.] Dig. 50, 17, 34.

Semper ita flat relatio nt valeat dis-
positio. Reference [of a disposition in a
will] should always be so made that the dis-
position may have effect. 6 Coke, 76b.

Sempor neceasitaa probandi inculnlslt
e! «mi agit. The claimant is always bound
to prove, [the burden of proof lies on the
actor.] '

SEHPER PABATUS. Lat. Always
ready. The name of a plea by which the de-
fendant alleges that he has always been
ready to perform what is demanded of him.
3 Bl. Comm. 303.

Semper prosumltur pro legltimationov
puororuxua The presumption always is in
favor of the legitimacy of children. 5 Coke,
980; C0. Litt. 126a.

Semper prsesumltur pro matrlmonio.
The presumption is always in favor of the

‘ validity of a marriage.

Semper prasumitnr pro negante. The
presumption is always in favor of the one
who denies. See 10 Clark & F‘. 534; 3 El.
& B1. 723.

Semper prasumltur pro sententia. The
presumption always is in favor of a son-
tence. 3 Buist. 42; Branch. Princ.

Semper qui non prohibet pro se in-
ter-venire, mandate credltur. He who does
not prohibit the intervention of another
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in his behalf is supposed to authorize it. 2
Kent, Comm. 616; Dig. 14, 6, 16; Id. 48. 3.
12, 4.

Semper sexna masculinus etlazn fem!-
ninum sexum continet. The masculine sex
always includes the feminine. Dig. 32, 82.

Somper apccialia genes-alihus Insult.
Specials are always included in generals.
Dig. 50, 17. 147.

SEN. This is said to be an ancient word.
which signified “_1ustice." Co. Litt. 61¢.

SENAGE. Money paid for synodals.

SENATE. In American law. The name
of the upper chamber, or less numerous
branch, of the congress of the United States.
Also the style of a similar body in the
legislatures of several of the states.

In Roman law. The great administra-
tive council of the Roman commonwealth.

SENATOR. In Roman law.
of the senatus.

In old English law. A member of the
royal council; a king’s councillor.

In American law. One who is a member
of a senate, either of the United States or of
a state. ‘

A member

Senatores aunt pa:-tea co:-pox-is rogla.
Senators are part of the body of the king.
Staundet. 72, E.; 4 Inst. 53, in-marg.

SEIIATOBS 0!‘ THE COLLEGE 0!‘
JUSTICE. The judges of the court of ses-
sion in Scotland are called “Senators of the
College of Justice."

SENATUS. Lat. In Roman law. The
senate; the great national muncil of the
Roman people. ‘ .

The place where the senate niet. Galvin.

SEIIATUS OONSIILTUI. In Roman
law. A decision or decree of the Roman
senate, having the force of law, made without
the concurrence of the people. These enact-
ments began to take the place of laws en—

acted by popular vote. when the commons
had grown so great in number that they
could no longer be assembled for legislative
purposes. Mackeld. Rom. Law, I 33; Hunt-
er, Rom. Law, xlvii; Inst. 1, 2, 5.
—Senatua oonsultum Haroianum. A de-
cree of the senate. in relation to the celebra-
tion of the Bacchanalian mysteria. enacted in
the consulate of Q. Marcius and S. Postnmua.

um. An en-
actment of the senate (Orficius being one of the
consuls and Marcus Antonlnus emperor) for
admitting both sons and daughters to the suc-
cession of a mother dying intestate. Inst. 3.
4. pr.—Senatus consultnm I’ I.-.
The Pegasian decree of the senate. A decree
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enacted in the consnlship of Pegasus and Pusi_0.
in the reign of Vespas an. by Whi(_!h an heir,
who was requested to restore an inhentance.
was allowed to retain one-fourth of it for him-
self. last. 2, 23. 5.—Senstns oonsnltrun
'1‘:-ebsllisnlun. A decree of the enate (named
from Trebellius, in whose consulate it was en-
acted) by which it was provided that, it an in-
heritance was restored under a trust. all actions
which, by the civil law, might be brought by
or against the heir should be given to and
against him to whom the inheritance was re-
stored. Inst. 2. 23. 4: Dig. 36. 1.—8enstns
oonsnltlun nltilnm nsosssltntis. A decree
of the senate of the last necessity. The name
given to the decree which usually receded the
nomination of a dictator. 1 Bl. mm. 136.-
Scnntns consnltnan Velleinn . The Vel-
leian decree of the senate. A decree enacted in
the consulship of Velleius, by which married
women were prohibited from making contracts.
Story, Conii. Laws, 5 425.

BEIIATUB DEORETA. Lat. In the civil
law. Decisions of the senate. Private acts
concerning particular persons merely.

IENDA. In Spanish law. A path; the
right of a path. The right of foot or horse.
path. White. New Recop. b. 2, tit. 6, 5 1.

lE1I'EO'I'Ul. Lat. Old age. In the R0-
man law, the period of sencctua, which re-
lieved one from the charge of public otilce.
was oiiiciaily reckoned as beginning with the
completion of the seventieth year. Mackeid.
Rom. Law, 5 138.

IEIIEIOALLUI.
A seneschal; a steward:
manor. Fleta. i. 2. c. 12.

In old English law.
the steward of a

SEIIESOHAL. In old European law.
A title oi’ ofllce and dignity, derived from the
middle ages, answering to that of steward or
high steward in England. seneschals were
originally the lieutenants oi‘ the dukes and
other great feudatories oi! the kingdom, and
sometimes had the dispensing of justice and
high military commands.

IENEIOHALLO E1‘ HAREIHALLO
GU01) NON TENEA1‘ PLACITA DE 12.1-
BERO  0. A writ addressed to
the steward and marshal of England, inhibit-
ing them to take cognizance of an action in
their court that concerns freehold. Reg.
Orig. 185. Abolished.

IEIEIIOIA. In old records. Widowhood.
Cowell.

IENILE DEMENTIA. That peculiar de-
cay oi‘ the mental faculties which occurs in
extreme old age. and in many cases much
earlier, whereby the person is reduced to sec-
ond childhood. and becomes sometimes wholly
incompetent to enter into any binding con-
tract, or even to "execute a will. it is the
recurrence of second childhood by mere de-
cay. 1 Redf. Wills, 63. See Insaxrrt.
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IENEITY. Incapacity to contract aris-
ing from the impairment of the intellectual
faculties by old age.

EENIOB. Lord; a lord. Also the elder.
An addition to the name of the elder of two
persons having the same name.

—8enior counsel. Of two or more counsel
retained on the same side of a cause, he is the
"senior" who is the elder, or more important
in rank or estimation, or who is charged with
the more diflicult or important parts of the
management of the case.—8en1ox- 111 e. Of
several judges composing a court, the senior"
Judge is the one who holds the oldest commis-
won. or who has served the longest time under
his present commission.

SENIOBEB. In old English law. Sen-
iors; ancients; elders. A term applied to
the great men of the realm. Spelman. ‘

IENOBIO.
or property.

SIRIUS.

In Spanish law.- Dominion

Lat. Sense, meaning, significa-
tion. Malo sensu, in an evil or derogatory
sense. Mitiori gems, in a milder, less se-
vere, or less stringent sense. Sensu honeato.
in an honest sense; to interpret words scnsu
honcsto is to take them so as not to imputs
impropriety to the persons concerned.

Bonsns vex-borlun est nnhnn legis. 5
Coke, 2. The meaning of the words is the
spirit of the law.

lensns vsrbonun est dnpIex,—nait:is at
sspor; at vex-‘bn sexnpsr socipiendn stint
in xnitiorl ssnsn. 4 Cake, 13. The mean-
ing ot words is two-told.—mild and harsh;
and words are always to be received in their
milder sense.

Sonsns vex-boa-nn: ex onnss. disendi no-

ciplondns est; st ssrntones sernper noel-
piendi snnt ssonndnsn snbjectun anteri-
un. The sense of words is to be taken
from the occasion of speaking them; and dis-
courses are always to be interpreted accord-
ing to the subjechmatter. 4 Coke, 13b. See
2 Kent, Comm. 555.

SENTENCE. The judgment formally pro-
nounced by the court or judge upon the de-
fendant after his conviction in a criminal
prosecution, awarding the punishment to be
iniiicted. The word is properly confined to
this meaning. In civil cases, the terms "Judg-
ment." “decision,” “award," “iinding," etc.,
are used. See Featherstone v. People. 194
Ill. 325, 82 N. E. 684; State v. Barnes. 24 Flu.
153, 4 South. 560; Pennington v. State, 11
Tex. App. 281; Com. v. Bishoif, 18 Pa. Co.
Ct. R. 503: People v. Adams, 95 Mich. 541,
55 N. W. 461; Bugbee V. Boyce, 68 Vt. 311.
35 At]. 3.30..

Ecclesiastical. In ecclesiastical proce-
dure. "sentence" is analogous to “jndgxnent"
(q. 1:.) in an ordinary action. A definite sen-
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tence is one which puts an end to the suit,
and regards the principal matter in qiies-
tion. An interlocutory sentence determines
only some incidental matter in the proceed-
ings. Phillini. Ecc. Law, 1260.

—OIunu1ative sentences. Separate senten-
ces (each additional to the others) imposed up-
on a defendant who has been convicted upon
an indictment containing several counts. each
of such counts charging a distinct ofiense, or
who is under conviction at the same time for
several distinct ofienses; one of such sentences
being made to begin at the expiration of an-
other. Carter v. Mcclaughry. 183 U. S. .365,
22 Sup. Ct. 181. 46 L. Ed. 230; State v. Ham-
by. 126 N. C. 1066. 35 S. E. 614.--Final sen-
tence. One which puts an end to a case. Dis-
tinguished from interlocutory.—Indetenn1-
nste sentence. A form of sentence to impris-
onment upon conviction of crime, now author-
'ized by statute in several states, which. in-
stead of fixin rigidly the duration of the im-
prisonment, ¢ciares that it shall be for a
period "not less than" so many years “nor
‘more than” so many years, or not less than the
minimum period prescribed by statute as the
‘punishment for the particular oifense nor more
than the maximum period. the exact length of
the term being afterwards fixed, within the

imits assigned by the court or the statute, by
an executive authority. (the xhrernor, board of
_pa.rdon.s, etc..) on consideration of the previous
.record of the convict, his behavior while in
‘prison or while out on parole. the apparent
‘prospect of reformation. and other such con-
siderationi-i.—InterlooIItoI'y sentence. In
the civil law. A sentence on some indirect

I uestjon arising from the principal cause. Hal-
iifax: Civil Law, b. 3. ch. 9. no. 40.—8entenee
'3'! ‘death 1-eeorded. In English practice.
The recording of a sentence of death. not actu-
all pronounced. on the understanding that it
wi not be executed. Such a. record has the

“same eflect as if the judgment had been pro-
-mmnced and the offender reprieved by the court.
»Mmley J: V\'hitley. The practice is now dis-
-in-ied.—lnspenslon of sentence. This term
fniay mean either a withholding or postponing

risoner after the conviction,
or a postponin o the execution of the sen-
tence after it as been pronounced. In the
latter case it may, for reasons addressing them-
selves to the discretion of the court, he indefinite
as to time. or during the good behavior of the
prisoner. See People v. Webster. 14 Misc. Rep.
(517, 36 N. Y. Supp}. 745; In re Buchanan, 1-16
N. Y. 264. 40 N. . 883.

‘the sentencing of a

BEIITENTIA. Lat. In the civil law.
(1) Sense; import; as distinguished from
mere words. (2) The deliberate expression
of oue‘s will or intention-. (3) The sentence
of a judge or court.

Sententls 3 non Judlee lnts neniinl de-
bet nooere. A sentence pronounced by one
who is not a Judge should not harm any one.
Fleta, l. 6, c.» 6, 5 7.

Sententln contra Inntrlntonhun nun-

qusrn transit in run Jndiestsm. 7 Coke,
43. A sentence against marriage never be-
comes a matter ilnally adjudged. 6. e., res

I judicata.

Sententia tacit Jns. et legis interpre-
tstio legis vim obttnet. Ellesm. Post. N.
55. Judgment creates right, and the inter-
pretation of the law has the force of law.
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sententis tacit jns, et res Judlests pee
verltste soeipitur. Ellesm. Post. N. 55.
Judinnent creates right, and what is adjudi-
cated is taken for truth. ,

Sententin inter-loentos-in revoear! po-
test, deflnitiva non potest. Bac. Max. 20.
An interlocutory judgment may be recalled.
but not a final.

Sententis non fertnr de rebns non liq-
uidss. Sentence is not given upon matters
that are not clear. Jenk. Cent. p. 7, case 9.

SEPABAJBLE CONTBOVEBSY. In the
acts of congress relating to the removal or
causes from state courts to tederai courts.
this phrase means a separate and distinct
cause of action existing in the suit, on which
a separate and distinct suit: might properly

-have been brought and complete relief atl'ord-
ed as to such cause or action; or the case
must be one capable of separation into parts,
so that, in one of the parts, a controversy
will be presented, wholly between citizens
of diifereiit states. which can be fully deter-
mined without the presence or any of the
other parties to the suit as it has been begun.
Fraser v. Jennison, 106 U. S. 191, 1 Sup. Ct.
171, 27 L. Ed. 131; Gudger v. Western N.
C. R. Co. (C. C.) 21 Fed. 81; Security Co. v.
Pratt (C. C.) 64 Fed: 405: Seaboard Air
Line Ry. V. North Carolina R. Co. (C. C.) 123
Fed. 629.

SEPABALITEB. Lat. Separately. Us-
ed in indictments to indicate that two or
more defendants were ‘charged separately.
and not Jointly, with the commission of the
oflense in question. State v. Edwards. 60
M0. 490.

SEPARATE. Individual; distinct; par-
ticular; disconnected. Generally used in law
as opposed to “joint," though the more usu-
al antithesis of the latter term is “several."‘
Either of these words implies division. dis-
tribution. disconnection, or aloofness. See
Merrill v. Pepperdine, 9 Ind. App. 416, 36
N. E. 921; Larzelere v. Starkweather. 38
Mich. 104.

—8eps.x-ate action. As opposed to a ioist
action. this term signifies an action brought
for himself alone by each of several complain-
ants who are all concerned in the same trans-
action. but cannot legally join in the suit.-
Separate demise in ejeetnnent. A demise
in a declaration in ejectment used to be termed
a “separate demise" when made by the lessor
separately or individually. as distinguished from
a demise made jointly by two or more persons.
which was termed a “joint demise." No such
demise. either separate or joint. is now neces-
sary in this action. Brown.—Ierpnxnte es-
tate. The individual property of one of two
persons who stand in a social or business rela-
tion. as distinguished from that which they own
jointly or are jointly interested in. Thus. "sep-
arate estate" within the meaning of the -

rapt law. is that in which each partner is
separately interested at the time of the bank-
ruptcy. The term can only be applied to such
property as belonged to one or more of the part-
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‘hers. to the exclusion of the rest. In re Lowe,
11 Nat. Bnnkr. Rep. 221, Fed. Qas. No. 8.564-
._The separate estate of a married woman is
that which belongs to her, and over which her
‘husband has no right in equity. It may con-
sist of lands or chattels. Williams v. King, 29_
-Fed. .Cas. 1,369.—8opu-ate maintenance.
An allowance -made to a woman by her hus-
band on their agreement to live separately.
This must not be confused with "aim_ony,"
which is judiciallv awarded upon granting a
divorce. See Mitchell v. Mltche l. 31 Colo. 209,
72 Pac. 1054.—8epuato trial. The separate
and individual trial of each of several persons
jointly accused of a crime.

As to separate “Acknowiedgment." “Cove-
nant," and "Examination," see those titles.

SEPAEATII. Lat. In old conveyan-
cing. -severally. A word which made a sev-
eral covenant. 5 Coke. 23¢.

SEPARATION. In matrimonial law. A
cessation of cohabitation of husband and
wife by mutual agreement, or, in the case of
“judicial separation," under the decree of a
court. See Butler v. Washington, 45 La.
‘Ann. 279, 12 South. 356, 19 L. R. A. 814;
.'Weid v. Weld, 27 Minn. 330. 7 N. W. 207;
Hereford v. People, 197 I11. 222, 64 N. E. 310.

—8epnrstion I menu. at thoro. A partial
relation.—8epsrn-

"tion order. In Englan where a husband is
convicted of an aggravated assault u on his
wife, the court or magistrate may 0 er that
the "wife shall be no longer bound to cohabit
.with him. Such an order has the same efiect
as a judicial decree of separation on the ground
of cruelty. It may also provide for the pay-
ment of a weekly sum by the husband to the
wife and for the custody of the ciiildi-en. Sweet.

SEPARATION 0!‘ PATRIHONY. Ill
Louisiana probate law. The creditors of the
succession may demand, in every case and
against every creditor of the heir, a separa-
tion of the property of the succession from
that of the heir. This is what is called the
"separation of patrimony." The object of a
separation of patrimony is to prevent prop-
erty out of which a particular class of cred-
itors have a right to be paid from being con-
founded with other property. and by that
means made liable to the debts of another

‘class of creditors. Civ. Code La. art. 1444.

SEPARATISTS. Seceders from the
Church of England. They, like Quakers,
solemnly aflirm. instead of taking the usual
oath, before they give evidence. ‘

SEPES. Lat. In old English law. A
hedge or inclosure. The inclosure of a trench
or canal. Dig. 43. 21, 4.

SEPTENICIAI. ACT. In English law.
The statute 1 Geo. I. St. 2, c. 38. The act
by which a parliament has continuance for
seven years, and no longer, unless sooner
dissolved; as it always has, in fact. been
since the passing of the act. Wharton.
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IEPTUAGESIMA. In ecclesiastical law.
The third Sunday before Quadragecima Sun-
day, being about the seventietlli day before
Easter.

IEPTUH. Lat. In Roman law. An in-
closure; an inclosed place where the people
voted; otherwise called "ovlle."

In old English law. An inclosure o_r

_ciose. Cowell.

SEPTUNX. Lat. In Roman law. A di-
vision of the as, containing seven unciaz, or

duodecimal parts; the proportion of seven-
twelfths. Tnyl. Civil Law, 492.

SI-JPULGHRI-1. A grave or tomb. The
place of interment of ii dead human body.
The violation of sepulchres is a misdemenii-
or at common law. _

SEPULTURA. Lat. An offering to the
priest for the burial of a dead body.

lequunnr vestigia pat:-uni nostroruni.
Jenk. Cent. Let us ‘follow the footsteps of
our fathers. =

SEQUATUR. SITE 8110 PERIOULO. In
old English practice. A writ which issued
where a sheriff had returned nihil, upon ii
summoneas ad warrantlzandum, and after an
‘alias and pluriea had been issued. So called
because the tenant lost his lands without
-any recovery in value. unless upon that writ
he brought the vduchee into court. Rose.
Real Act. 268; Oowell.

SEQUELA. L. Lat. In old English law.
'Suit; process or prosecution. Sequoia causa-,
the process of a cause. Cowell.
—8oqnela curls.‘ Suit of court. Coweil.—
Sequels villnnorlun. The family retinue
and appurtenances to the goods and chattels of
villeins, which were at the absolute disposal of
the lord. Par. Antiq. 216.

SEQUELS. Small allowances of meal, or
manufactured victual. made to the servants
at a mill where corn was ground, by tenure.
in Scotland. Wharton.

S1-IQUESTER, 12. In the civil law. To
renounce or disclaim, etc. As when a wid-
ow came into court and disclaimed having
anything to do with her deceased husbaiid’s
estate, she was said to sequester. The word
more commonly signifies the act of taking in
execution under a writ of sequestration.
Brown.

To deposit a thing which is the subject of
a controversy in the hands of a third person,
to hold for the contending parties.

To take a thing which is the subject of a
controversy out of the possession of the con-
tending parties. and deposit it in the hands
of a third person. Calvin.

In equity practice. To take possession
of the property of a defendant, and hold it
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in the custody of the court, until he purges
himself of a contempt.

In English ecclesiastical practice. To
gather and take care of the fruits and profits
of a vacant beneflce, for the benefit of the
next incumbent.

In international law. To confiscate; to
appropriate private property to public use:
to seize the property of the private citizens
of a hostile power, as when a belligerent na-
tion sequesters debts due from its own sub-
jects to the enemy. See 1 Kent, Comm. 62.

SEQUI-ISTEB, n. Lat. In the civil law.
A person with whom two or more contend-
ing parties deposited the subject-matter of
the controversy.

IEQUEBTRARI PACIAI. In English
ecclesiastical practice. A process in the na-
ture of a ievari faciaa, commanding the bish-
op to enter into the rectory and parish
church, and to take and sequester the same,
and hold them until, of the rents. tithes, and
profits thereof, and of the other ecclesiastical
goods of a defendant, he have levied the
plaintims debt. 3 Bl. Comm. 418; 2 Archb.
Pr. 1284.

SEQUESTRATIO. Lat. In the civil law.
The separating or setting aside of a thing in
controversy, from the possession of both par-
ties that contend for it. It is two_-fold,-—-
voluntary, done by consent of all parties:
and necessary, when a judge orders it.
Brown.

SEQUESTRATION. In equity prac-
tise. A writ authorizing the taking into the
custody of the law of the real and personal
estate (or rents, issues, and profits) of a de-
fendant who is in contempt, and holding the
same until he shall comply. It is sometimes
directed to the sheriff, but more commonly to
four commissioners nominated by the com-
plainant. 3 Bl. Comm. 444; Ryan v. Kings-
bery, 88 Ga. 361, 14 s. E. 596.

In Louisiana. A mandate of the court,
ordering the sheriff, in certain cases, to take
in his possession, and to keep. a thing of
which another person has the possession, un-
til after the decision of a suit, in order that
it be delivered to him who shall be adjudged
entitled to have the property or possession
of that thing. This is what is properly call-
ed a "Judicial sequestration.” Code Prac. La.
art. 269; American Nat. Bank V. Childs, 49
La. Ann. 1359, 22 south. 384.

In oontx-acts. A species of deposit which
two or more persons. engaged in litigation
about anything, make of the thing in context
with an indifferent person who binds himself
to restore it, when the issue is decided, to the
party to whom it is adjudged to belong. Civ.
Code La. art. 2973.

In English ecclesiastical law. The act
of the ordinary in disposing of the goods and
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chattels of one deceased, whose estate no one
will meddle with. Ooweil. Or, in other
words, the taking possession of the property
of a deceased person. where there is no one
to claim it.

Also, where a beneflce becomes vacant, a
sequestration is usually granted by the bish-
op to the church-wardens, who manage all
the profits and expenses of the benefice. plow
and sow the glebe, receive tithes, and provide
for the necessary cure of souls. Sweet.

In international law. The seizure of the
property oi‘ an individual, and the appropria-
tion of it to the use of the government.

Hayor’s eons-t. In the mayor's court of
London, "a sequestration is an attachment of
the property of a person in a warehouse or
other place belonging to and abandoned by
him. It has the same object as the ordinary
attachment, viz., to compel the appearance
of the defendant to an action." and, in de-
fault, to satisfy the plaintiffs debt by ap-
praisement and execution.
—Jndiela! sequestration. In Louisiana. a
mandate ordering the sherifi in certain cases
to take into "his possession and to keep a thing
of which another rson has the possession un-
til after the decision of a suit in order that it
ma be delivered to him who shall be adjudged
to ave the properg or ssesslon of it. Bald-
win v. Blnck. 119 . S . 7 Sup. Ct. 326. so
L. Ed. 630.

IEQUEBTBATOR. one to whom a seq-
uestration is made. One appointed or chosen
to perform a sequestration, or execute a writ
of sequestration.

I

SI-IOU]-:I'I'B.o IIABENDO. In English
ecclesiastical law. A judicial writ for the
discharging a sequestration of the profits of a
church benefice, granted by the bishop at
the sovereign's command, thereby to com-
pel the parson to appear at the suit of an-
other. Upon his appenrance, the parson may
have this writ for the release of the seques-
tration. Reg. Jud. 36.

leqni debut potentin Jnstltlan non

pa-noedere. 2 Inst. 454. Power should fol-
low justice, not precede it.

IEBI‘. In the feudal polity, the serfs
were a class of persons whose social con-
dition was servile, and who were bound to
labor and onerous duties at the will of their
lords. They diflered from slaves only in
that they were bound to their native soil, in-
stead of being the absolute property of a
master. '

SERGEANT. In military law. A non-
commissioned oiiicer, of whom there are sev-
eral in each company of infantry, troop of
cavalry, etc. The term is also used in the
organization of a municipal police force.
—8srgeant at arms. See SIr.nJsAN'r.—8oa~
geant at law. see Sr:a.u:A.V'r.—'.l‘own sen-
geant. In several states. an oiiicer hari the
powers and duties of a chief constable or sad
of the police department of a town or village.
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IEIIATIH. Lat. Severaliy; separately;
individually; one by one.

SERIOUS. Important; weighty; moment-
ous, and not trifling; as in the phrases “seri-
ous bodily harm,” "serious personal injury,"
etc. Lawlor v. People, 74 Ill. 231; Union
Mut. L. Ins. Co. v. Wilkinson, 13 Wall. 230,
20 L. Ed. 617.

lB3.J1:A1I"l.‘. The same word etymologic-
ally with “sergeant," but the latter spelling
is more commonly employed in the designs-
tion of military and police ofiicers, (see Sna-
GI-ZAN'l',) while the former is preferred when
the term is used to describe certain grades
of legal practitioners and certain oiiicers of
legislative bodies. See infra.
—Oonunon sea-Joust. A judicial oficer at-
tached to the corporation of the city of London,
who assists the recorder in disposing of the
criminal business at the Old Bailey sessions,
or central criminal court. Brown.—lo1-Joust
at arms. An executive oflicer appointed by,
and attending on, a legislative body. whose prin-
cipal duties are to execute its warrants, pre-
serve order. and arrest oifenders.—8a1-Joust at
law. A barrister of the common-law courts of
high standing, and of much the same rank as a
doctor of law is in the ecclesiastical court_s.
These serjeants seem to have derived their
title from the old knights templar, (among
whom there existed a peculiar class under the
denomination of “fréru sergena.” or “fratres
serm'entes,") and to have continued as a separ-
ste fraternity from a very early period in the
history of the legal profession. The barristers
who first assumed the od monastic title were
those who practiced in the court of common
pleas. and until a recent period the 25th of
April, 1834, 9 & 10 Vlct. c. 54) t e serjeants
at law always had the exclusive privilege of
practice in that court. Every judge of a com-
mon-law court. revious to his elevation to the
bench. used ‘to _created a serjeant at law;
but since the Judicature act this is no longer
necessary. Brown.—SerJeu:t oi the none.
In English law. An oflicer who attends the lord
mayor of London, and the chief magistrates
of other corporate towns. Holthouse.—lea-
Jesnts’ Inn. The inn to which the serjeants
at law belonged. ‘near Chancery lane; formerly
called "Faryndon Inn."

Io:-Jenntis. idem est quod servitlun.
Co. Lltt. 106. Serjeanty is the same as serv-
ice.

IBBJEANTY. A species of tenure by
knight service, which was due to the king
only, and was distinguished into grand and
petit serjeanty. The tenant holding by wand
serjeanty was bound, instead of attending
the king generally in his wars, to do some
honorary service to the king in person, as to
carry his banner or sword,.or to be his but-
ler, champion, or other officer at his corona-
tion. Petit serjeanty differed from grand
serjeanty, in that the service rendered to the
king was not of a personal nature, but con-
sisted in rendering him annually some small
implement of war, as a bow, sword, arrow,
lance, or the like. Cowell; Brown.

3238231‘. In old Riglish law.
Ell Ofith.

Oath ;
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lersno index snini. 5 Ooke, us. ‘Speech
is an index of the mind.

lea-no s-olstns sd pea-soussn intelligl
dobot do conditions persona. Language
whidi is referred to a person ought to be un-
derstood ot the condition of the person. 4
Coke, 16. '

Sermones sempes-_seoipiend1 snnt se-
oundun snbjeetnn mates-ism, at condi-
tionen persons:-Inn. 4 Coke, 14. Lan-
guage is always to be understood according
to "its subject-matter, and the condition of
the persons.

snnrmt-r-vrmosa REACTION. A test
for insanity by means of the breaking up of‘
the red corpuscles of the blood of the sus-
pected person on the injection of the venom of
cobras or other serpents; recently employed
in Judicial proceedings in some European
countries and in Japan.

s1-mnarnn. Notchedon the edge: cut
in notches like the teeth of a saw. This was
anciently the method of trimming the top or
edge of a deed or indenture.. See Iztnsn-r, 9.

SEBVAGE, in feudal law, was where a-

tenant, besides payment of a certain rent,
found one or more workmen for his lord's
service. Tomlins.

8'9:-Vanda. est oonsuetndo loci uh! esusa.
sgitnr. The custom of the place where the
action is brought is to be observed. Do-
couche v. savetier, 3 Johns. Ch. (N. Y.) 190.
219, 8 Am. Dec. 478.

SERVANT. A servant is one who is em-
ployed to render personal services to his
employer, otherwise than in the pursuit of
an independent calling. and who in such
service remains entirely under the control
and direction of the latter, who is called his
master. Civ. Code 08.1. i 2009. _

Servants or domestics are those who re-
ceive wages, and stay in the house of the
person paying and employing them for his
services or that of his family; such are vai-
ets. footmen, cooks, butlers, and others who
reside in the house. Civ. Code La. art. 3205.

Free servants are in general all free per-
sons who let, hire, or engage their services
to another in the state, to be employed there
in at any work, commerce, or occupation
whatever for the benefit of him who has con-
tracted wlth them, for a certain price or
retribution, or upon certain conditions. Civ.
Code La. art. 163.

Servants are of two kinds,—menial serv-
ants, being persons retained by others to live
within the walls of the house, and to per-
form the work and business of the house-
hold; and persons employed by men of trades
and professions under them, to assist them
in their particular cailings. Mosley as Whit-
ley. See, also, Flesh v. Lindsay, 115 Mo. 1,.
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21 . W. 907, 87 Am. St. Rep. 374; Murray
v. Dwight, 161 N. Y. 301, 55 N. E. 901, 48
L. R. A. 673: Glnter v. Shelton, 102 Va. 185,
45 S. E. 892; Powers v. Massachusetts Hom-
eopathic Hospital, 109 Fed. 294, 47 C. G. A.
122, 65 L. R. A. 372; Campfleld V. Lang,
(C. O.) 25 Fed. 131: Frank v. Herold, 63
N. J. Eq. 443, 52 Atl. 152; Morgan v. Bow-
man, 22 M0. 548; Gravatt v. State, 25 Ohio
St. 167; Hand v. Cole, 88 Tenn. 400, 12
S. W. 922, 7 L. B. A. 96.

SERVE. In Scotch practice. To render
a verdict or decision in favor or a person
claiming to be an heir; to declare the fact of
his heirship judicially. A Jury are said to
serve a claimant heir, when they find "him to
be heir, upon the evidence submitted to them.
Bell.

As to serving papers, etc., see Sirsvicii: or
Psooass.

SEBVI. Lat. In old European law;
Slaves; persons over whom their masters
had absolute dominion

In old English law.
tenants. Cowell.»

Bondmen; servile

1 SERVI REDEMPTIONE. Criminal
‘slaves in the time of Henry I. 1 Kemble,
sax. 197. (1845).)

SERVICE. In contracts. The being'em-
ployed to serve another; duty or labor to
be rendered by one person to another.

The term .is.used also for employment in
one of the oflices, departments, or agencies
of the government; as in the phrases “civil
service," “public service." etc. \

In tends! law. Service was the consid-
eration which the feudal tenants were bound
to render to the lord in recompense for the
lands they held of him, The services, in re-
spect or their quality, were either free or
base services, and, in respect of their quan-
tity and the time of exacting them, were ei-
ther_ certain or uncertain. 2 Bl. Comm. 60.

In practice. The exhibition or delivery of
a writ, notice, injunction, etc., by an author-
ized person, to a person who is thereby oili-
cially notified of some action or proceeding in
which he is concerned, and is thereby advis-
ed or warned of some action or step which
he is commanded to take or to forbear. see
Walker v. State, 62 Ala. 193; U. S. v. Mc-
Mahon, 164 U. S. 81, 17 Sup. Ct. 28, 41 L.
Ed. 357; ‘Sanford V. Dick, 17 Oonn. 2133
Cross v. Barber, 16 R. I. 266, 15 Atl. 69.
—£ivil service. See that title.—Oonstruo-
.i:ive service or! process. Any form of service
other than actual personal service: notification
of an action or of some proceeding therein,
given to a person affected by sending it to him
in the mails or causing it to be published in a
newspaper.—Personsl service. Personal serv-
ice of a writ or notice is made -by delivering
it to the person named. in onion. or handin
.him a copy and informing im at the nature
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and terms of the original. Leaving a. copy at
his place of abode is not personal service.
Meyer v. Cook, 12 Wis. 336.—8slvngc serv-
ice. See SAI.vAGE.—8ecul|r service. World-
ly employment or service, as contrasted with
spiritual or ecclesiastical.—8ervioo by publi-
cation. Service of a summons or other process
upon_ an absent or non-resident efendant. by
ublishing the same as an adver isement in a
esignated newspaper, with such other efiorts

to give him actual notice as the particular
statute may prescribe.—Ses-vice of an heir.
An old form of Scotch law. fixing the ri ht and
character of an heir to the estate of is an-
cestor. Be_ll.—8os-vice o! process. The serv-
ice of writs, summonses, rules. etc., signifies
the delivering to or leaving them with the
gar? to whom or with whom they ought to

elivered or left; and, when they are so
delivered, they are then said to have been
served. Usually a y only is served and the
original is shown. rown.—lpecisl service.
In Scotch law. That form of service by which
the heir is served to the ancestor who was
fendally vested in the lands. Bell.—lubsti-
tinted service. This term generally denotes
any form of service of process other than per.-
sonal service, such as service by mail or by
publication in a newspaper; but it is sometima
employed to denote service of a writ or notice
on some person other than the one directl
concerned, for example. his attorney of recor
who has authority to represent him or to we
service for him.

SERVICES POND. Fr. These are.
in French law, the easements or English law.
Brown.

IERVIDUHBRB. In Spanish law. A
servitude. The right and use which one
man has in the buildings and estates of an-
other. to use them for the benefit or his own.
Las Partidas, 8. 81. 1.

. BEBVIENS AD OLAVALL. Serjeant at
-mace. 2 Mod. 58. ' "

SEEVIEIII AD LEGEH. In old Eng~
lish practice. Serjeant at law.

- snnvnnts nonmu users. In one
English law. King's serjeant; a public or-
flcer, who acted sometimes as the sherlifs
deputy. and had also Judicial powers. Bract.
rols. 145b, 1500, 330, 358.

IEBVIBNT. Serving; subject to a serv-
ice or servitude. A aer-vient estate is one
which is burdened with a servitude.
--lervient tenement. An estate in
of which a service is owing, as the dominant
tenement is that to which the service is due.

lcrvile est expilstionis crinen: sols
ixuiocentin libero. 2 inst. 573. The crime
or theft is slavish: innocence alone is free.

Sex-vitia pcrsonalis scqnuntur person-
an. 2 Inst. 374; Personal services follow
the person.

SERVITIIS ACQUIETANDIS. A indi-
ciul writ for a man distralned for services
to one, when he owes and performs them to
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another, for the acquittal of such services.
Reg. Jud. 27. .

IEBVITIUH. Lat. In feudal and old
English law. The duty of obedience and per-
formance which a tenant was bound to ren-
der to his lord, by reason of his fee. Spel-
‘man.
-891-vitinn loodnle et prodlnle. A per-
sonal service, but due only by reason of lands
"which were held in fee. Brsct._l. 2, c. 1(_}.—
Servitinm for-inseetun. Forinsec, foreign,
or extra service; a kind of service that was
due to the king, over and above (fans) the
service due to the lord.—8e1-vitilun intrin-
sec-um. Intrinsic or ordinary service; the or-
dinary service due the chief lord, from tenants
within the fee. Bract. fols. 36, 36b.—8ervi-
tiiun libs:-um. A service to be done by
feudsto tenants. who were called "14'ben‘
hominee,’ and distinguished from vassals, as
was their service, for they were not bound
to any of the base services of plowing the
loi-d’s land, etc., but were to find a man and
horse, or go with the lord into the army, or
to attend the court, etc. Cowell.—8ervit1nn:
rnllitnre. Knight-service; military service.
2 Bl. Comm. 62.—8er-vltitun regnle. Royal
service, or the rights and Ererogstives of man-
ors which belon to the ing as lord of the
same, and whic were generally reckoned to
be six, viz.: Power of judicature. in matters
of é)i'0pEl'ty; power of life and death, in felonies
an murder; a right to waits and strays: as-
sessments; minting of money; and assise of
bread. beer, weights, and measures. Cowell.—
_Servi_tinn: sonti. Service of the shield ' that
is knight-service.—8ervitinm sake. §ervice
o the plow; that is, socage.

Sorvitiiun, in loge Anglia, regnlariter
noodpitnr pro servitio qnod per tenentes
donsinis unis debetnr rations feodi uni.
Co. Litt. 65. Service, by the law of Eng-
land. means the service which is due from
the tenants to the lords, by reason of their
fee. '

SBRVITOB. A serving-man; particular-
ly applied to students at Oxford, upon the
foundation, who are similar to sizars at Cam-
bridge. Wharton.

IEBYITOES OI‘ BILLS. In old Eng-
lish practice. Servants or messengers or the
marshal of the king's bench, sent out with
bills or writs to summon persons to that
court. Now more commonly called “tip-
staves.” Cowell. .

SEBVITUDE. 1. The condition of be-
ing bound .to service; the state of a person
‘who is subjected, voluntarily or otherwise, to
another person as his servant.
—Involuntary servitude. See I1vvoLUs-
'rA3ir.—Penn1 servitude. In English criminal
law, a punishment which consists in keeping
the oifender. in confinement and c ll’ h‘to L ompe ing mi

-2. A-charge or burden resting upon one
estate for thebeneflt or advantage of an-
other; a species of incorporeal right derived
from the civil law (see Si.-mvrrus) and closely
-corresponding to the-“easement" of the com-
-nion-law, except that “servitude“ rather has
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relation to the burden or the estate burden-
ed, while “easement" refers to the benefit
or advantage or the estate to which it ac-
crues. See Neilis v. Munson, 24 Hun (N.
Y.) 576; Rowe v. Nally, 81 Md. 367. 32 Atl.
198; Los Angeles Terminal Land 00. v.
Muir, 136 Cal. 36, 68 Pac. 308; Laumier v.
Francis, 23 M0. 184; Ritger v. Parker, 8
Cash. (Mass.) 145, 54 Am. Dec. 744; Kiet-
fer v. Imhoir, 26 Pa. 438.

The term “servitude," in its original and
popular sense, signifies the duty of service, or
rather the condition of one who is liable to
the performance of services. The word. how-
ever, in its legal sense, is applied figuratively
to,things. When the freedom of ownership in
land is fettered or restricted, by reason of
some person, other than the owner thereof,
having some right therein. the land is said
to "serve" such person. The restricted condi-
tion of the ownershi or the right which forms
the subject-matter o the restriction is termed
a "servitnde.” and the land so burdened with
another’s right is termed a "servient tenement,"
while the land belonging to the person enjoying
the right is called the “dominant tenement.
The word "servitude" may be said to have both
a positive and a negative signification; in the
former sense denoting the restrictive right be-
longing to .the entit ed party; in the latter,
the restrictive duty entailed upon the proprietor
or possessor of-the servient land. Brown.

Classification. All servitudes which af-
fect lands may be divided into two kinds.
—personal and real. Personal servitudes
are those attached to the person for whose
benefit they are established, and terminate
with his life. This kind of servitude is or
three sort.s,—usufruct, ue, and habitation.
Real servltudes, which are also called “pred-
lal” or "landed" servltudes, are those which
the owner or an estate enjoys on a neigh-
boring estate for the benefit of his own es-
tate. They are called “predial” or "land-
ed” servitudes because, being established for
the benefit of an estate, they are rather due
to the estate than to the owner personally.
Civ. Code La. art. 646.

Real servitudes are divided, in .the civil
law, into rural and urban servitudes. Rural
servitudes are such as are established for
the benefit oi.‘ a iaiided estate; ucii, for ex-
ample, as a right or way over the servient
tenenient, or of access to a spring, a coal-
mine, a sand-pit, or a wood that is upon it.
Urban servitudes are such as are established
for the benefit of one building over another.
(But the buildings need not be in the city.
as the name would apparently imply.) They
are such as the right of support, or of view,
or of drip or sewer, or the like. See Mackeld.
Rom. Law, § 316, et seq.

Servitudes are also classed as positive and
negative. A positive servitude is one which
obliges the owner of the servient estate to
permit or sutrer something to be done on his
property by another. A negative servitude
is one which does not bind the sérvient pro-
prietor to permit something to be done upon
his property by another, but merely restrains
him from making a certain use ofhis prop-
erty which would impair the easement en-
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joyed by the dominant tenement. See Rowe
v. Naliy. 81 Md. 367, 32 Atl. 198.

SEBVITUS. Lat. In the civil law.
Slavery; bondage; the state oi.‘ service. De-
fined as "an institution oi‘ the conventional
law of nations, by which one person is sub-
jected to the dominion of another, contrary
to natural right." Inst. 1, 3, 2.

Also a service or servitude; an easement.
-89:-Vitus netns. The servitude or right of
walking, riding, or driving over another’s
ground. Inst. 2, 3. r. A species of right of
way.—8ervitns all: in non tollendi. The
servitude of not building higher. A right at-
tached to a house, by which its sroprietor can
grevent his neighbor from buil ing his dwn

ouse higher. Inst. 2. 3. 4.—les-vi.tns aqua
dnoondse. The servitude of leading water;
the ri ht of leading water to one's own rem-
ises t rough another’s land. Inst. 2, ,_ pr.
—-Servitns nuns edneendu. The servitude
of leading oil water: the right of leading oi!
the water from one's own onto another’s round.
Dig. 8, 3. 29.—Iea-Vitus nqnu In enda.
The servitude or right of draining water from
another’s spring or well. Inst. 2. 3, 2.—-
Servltns elosea rnittendu. The servitude
or right of having a sewer through the house
or ground of ones neighbor. Di . 8, 1, 7.-
lervltns fnnai inunittendi. he servitude
or ri ht of leading of smoke or vapor throu h
the c imney or over the ground of one's neig -

bor. Dig. 8 , 8. 5-7.—Iervitns itinerls.
The servitude or privilege of walking, riding,
and being carried over another’s ground. Inst.
2, 3, pr. A sgehcies of right of way.—Sex-Vitus
lluninrun. e servitu e of lights: the right
of making or having windows or other openings
in a. wall belongiu to another. or in a common
wall, in order to o tain light for one's building.
Dig. 8. 2, -l.—8es-vitns ne Insninibns oflo
eintnr. A servitude not to hinder lights: the
right of having one's lights or windows unob-
structed or darkened by a neighbor's building,
etc. Inst. 2. 3, 4.—Servitns ne rospectns
oilendntnr. A servitude not to struct one's
prospect, i. 0.. not to interce t the view from
one's house. Dig. 8, 2, 15. ex-vitns one:-is
tea-endi. The servitude of bearing weight:
the right to let one's building rest upon the
building. wall. or pillars of one's neighbor.
Mackeid. Rom. Imw. 5 317.—lex-Vitus pas-
oendi. The servitude of pasturing; the right
of pasturing one's cattle on another’s ground;
otherwise called "ins pascendi." Inst. 2. 3. 2.
—8e1-vitns peool-is ad nqnun ndpnlsnna.
A right of driving one's cattle on a neighbor's
land to water.—Servitns prndii nuclei.
The servitude of a rural or country estate; a
rural servitude. Inst. 2, 3. pr., and 3.—8erv'l-
tns prmdii na-bani. The servitude of an
urban or city estate; an urban servitude. Inst.
2. 3. ].—Sea-Vitus pa-cdlorurn. A prtedial
servitude; a service, burden. or charge upon
one estate for the benefit of another. Inst.
2, 3. 3.—lea-vitns pa-ojlciendi. The servi-
tude of projecting‘ the right of building a
ggojcction from ones house in the o n space

longing to one's neighbor. Dig. , 2, 2.-
lervitns pros eetns._ A right of prospect.
This may be ei er to give one a free prospect
over his neighbor's land or to prevent a neigh-
bor from having a prospect over one's own
land. Dig. 8, 2. 15; Domat. I, 1. 6.-Sea-vitns
stillicidli. The right of drip; the ri ht of
having the water drip from the eaves o one's
house upon the house or ground of one's neigh-
bor. Inst. 2. 3, 1. 4; Dig. 8. 2. 2.—8e:-vitns
tignl irnrnittendi. The servitude of letting
in a beam; the right of inserting beams in a
neighbor's wall. Inst. 2, 3, 1. 4: Dig. 8. 2. 2.
—Iervitns via. The- servitude or ri ht of
way; the right of walking, riding, and riving
over anothe s land. Inst. 2, 3, pr.
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Servitns est oonstitntio jute gelatin:
qua qnis domino sllono contra nntna-an
snbjicitnr. Slavery is an institution by the
law of nations, by which a man is subjected
to the dominion or another, contrary to na-
ture. Inst. 1. 3, 2; ‘Co. Lltt. 116.

SERVUS. Lat. In the civil and old
English law. A slave; a bondman. Inst.
1, 8, pr.; Bract. fol. 4b.

SEES. In English law.
assessment.

SESSIO. Lat. In old English law. A
sitting; a session. seuto poruamenu. the
sitting of parliament. Cowell.

SESSION. The sitting of a court. legis-
lature. council, commission. etc., for the
transaction of its proper business. Hence.
the period of time, within any one day. dur-
ing which such body is assembled in form.
and engaged in the transaction of business.
or. in a more extended sense, the whole space
of time from its flrst assembling to its’ pro-
rogation or adjournment use die.

Synon . Strictly speaking. the word
“session,' as applied to a court of justice. is
not synonymous with the word “term." The
"session" of a court is the time during which
it actually sits for the transaction of judicial
business. and hence terminates each day with
the rising of the court. A “term" of court is
the period fixed b law,
many days or wee s. during which it sha
be open for the transaction 0 judicial business
and during which it may hold sessions from
day to day. But this distinction is not alw
observed, many authorities using the two we

Atax.rate.or

usually embracin

‘interchangeably. See Lipari v. State. 19 Tex.
!Aqpp. 433: Stefani v. State. 124 Ind. 3. 24

. E. 254: Mansfield v. Mutual Ben. L. Ins.
00., 63 Conn. 579. 29 Ati. 137; Helm v. Brun-
mer, 145 Ind. 605, 44 N. E. 038: Cress V-
Cresap. 54 W. Va. 581. 48 S. E. 582; 8.
v. Dietrich (C. C.) 126 Fed. 660.
—Oon:-t of session. The supreme civil court
of Scotland, instituted A. D. 1532. consisting
of thirteen (formerly fifteen) judges. vis.. the
lord president. the lord justice clerk. and eleven
ordinary lords.—GenernI sessions. A court
of record. in England. held by two or more
justices of the peace, for the execution of the
authority given them by the commission of
the peace and certain statutes. General as-
aions held at certain times in the four quan
ters of the ear ursuant to St. 2 Ben. V. are{ .1’ .,properly ca led quarter sessions, (q. v..) but
intermediate general sessions may also be held.
Sweet.—Great session o! Wales. A court
which was abolished b St. 1 Wm. IV. c. 70.
The roceedings now ssue out of the courts
at estminster, and tawo of the {Hive of the
superior courts hold the circuits n ales and
Cheshire, as in other English counties. When
ton.a'|‘oi.nt session. In parliaments prac
tice, a meeting together and comming ing of
the two houses of a legislative body, sittin
and acting to ether as one body. instead 0
separately in t eir res tive houses. Snow v.
Hudson, 56 Kan. 37. 43 Pac. 262.—Petty
sessions. In English law. A special or pett
session is sometimes kept in corporations an
counties at large by a few justices. for dis-
patching smailer business in the neighborhood
between the times of the general sessions; as
for !i|l(‘('I!Slrl:gh ale‘-Iiiionses, passéng the accounts
o te pa s o cers. ec. rown.—0nnrur
sessions. ' ‘See that tItle. session.
An ordinary, general, or stat session; (as o!
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-s. legislative body.) as distinguished from a
special or extra session.—Session laws. The
name commonly given to the body of laws en-
acted by a state legislature at one of its an-
nual or biennial sessions. So called to dis-
tinguish them from the “compiled laws" or
“revised statutes" of the state.—8euion o!
the peace, in English law, is a sitting or
-justices of the peace for the exercise of their
powers. There are four lrinds,—petty, special, .

arter, and general sessions.—8essionnl or-
ers. Certain resolutions which are agreed to

by both houses at the commencement of every
session of. the English parliament, and have
relation to the business and convenience there-
of; but they are not intended to continue in
force beyond the session in which they are
ado ted. They are princi lly of use as di-
rect ng the order 0 bus ness. Brown.—Ses-
sions. A sitting of justices in court upon
their commission, or by virtue of their appoint-
ment, and most commonly for the trial of
criminal cases. The title of several courts in
England and the United States, chiefly those
of criminal jurisdiction. Burt-iil.—lpeeial ses-
sions. In English law. A meeting of two
or more justices of the peace held for a special
purpose. (such as the licensing of alehouses,)
either as re uired by statute or when specially
convoked, w ich can only be convened after
notice to all the other magistrates of the divi-
sion, to give them an opportunity of attending.
Stone, J. Fr. 52, 55.

BET. unis word appears to be nearly
synonymous with “lease.” A lease of mines
is frequently termed a. "mining set.” Brown.

‘ SET ASIDE. To set aside a judgment,
decree, award. or any proceedings is to can-
cel, annul, or revoke them at the instance at
a partyunjustly or irregularly aifected by
them. State v. Prlmm, 61 M0. 171; Brandt
v. Brandt, 40 Or. 477, 67 Pac. 508.

SET DOWN. To set down a cause for
trlal or hearing at a given term is to enter
its title in the calendar, list, or docket of
causes which are to be brought on at that
term.

SET 0!‘ EXCHANGE. In mercantile
law. Foreign bills are usually drawn in
duplicate or triplicate, the several parts be-
ing called respectively “iirst of exchange,"
"second of exchange." etc., and these parts
together constitute a "set of exchange." Any

‘one of them being paid. the others become
void.

s1:'r-orr. A counter-claim or cross-de-
mand; a claim or demand which the defend-
ant; in an action sets oi‘! against the claim
of the plaintlir, as being his due, whereby he
may extinguish the plaintiffs demand, either
in whole or in part, according to the amount
of the set-off. See In re Globe Ins. Co., 2
Edw. Ch. (N. Y.) 627; Sherman v. Hale,
78 Iowa, 383, 41 N. W. 48; Naylor v. Smith,
63 N. J. Law. 596, 44 Atl. 649; Hurdle _v.

Hanner, 50 N. C. 360; Wills v. Browning,
96 Ind. 149. . '

Set-oi‘! is a defense which goes not to the
justice of the plaintirs demand, but sets up
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a demand against the plaintlfl to counter-
balance his in whole or in part. Code Ga.
1882, § 2899.

For the distinction between set-oft and re-
coupment, see Rscournsxr.

“Set-of" differs from a “lien," inasmuch as
the former belongs exclusively to the remedy,
and is merely a right to insist. if the party
think proper to do so. when sued by his creditor
on a counter—demand. which can only be en-
forced through the medium of judicial roceed-
ings; while the latter is, in efiect, a su titute
for a suit. 2 Op. Attys. Gen. 677.

SET OUT. In pleading. To recite or
narrate facts or circumstances; to allege or
aver; to describe or to incorporate; as. to
set out a deed or contract. First Nat. Bank
v. Engelhercht, 58 Neb. 639, 79 N. W. 556;
U. S. v. Watkins, 28 Fed. Gas. 436.

SET UP. To bring forward or allege, as
something relied upon or deemed suiiicient;
to propose or lnterpose, by way of defense,
explanation, or justlflcatlon; as, to set up
the statute of limitations, 6. e., otter and rely
upon it as a defense to a claim.

SETTER. In Scotch law. The granter
of a tacit or lease. 1 Forb. Inst. pt. 2, p.
153. -

SETTLE. To adjust, ascertain, or liqui-
date; to pay. Parties are said to same an
account when they go over its items and as-
certain and agree upon the balance due from
one to the other. And, when the party in-
debted pays such balance, he is also said
to settle it. Auzerals v. Naglee, 74 Cal. 60,
15 Pac. 371; Jackson v. Ely, 57 Ohio St.
450, 49 N. E. 792; People v. Green, 5 Daly
(N. Y.) 201: Lynch v. Nngent, 80 Iowa, 422,
46 N. W. 61.

To settle property is to limit it, or the in-
come of it, to several persons in succession,
so that the person for the time being in the
possession or enjoyment of it has no power
to deprive the others of their right of future
enjoyment. Sweet.

To settle a document is to make it right in
form and in substance. Documents of diffi-
culty or complexity, such as mining leases.
settlements by will or deed, partnership
agreements, etc., are generally settled by
counsel. Id.

The term "settle" is also applied to pan-
pers.

Settle up. A term, colloquial rather than
legal, which is applied to the final collection.
adjustment, and distribution of the estate of a
decedent, a
tion. It includes the processes of collecting the
property. paying debts and charges, and turning
over the balance to those entitled to receive it.
-801-.tled estate. See Es'rA'rs.—Settli.ng a.
bill of axes tions. When the bill of excep-
tions prepar for an appeal is not accepted as
correct by the respondent, it is settled (6. e., ad-
justed and finally made conformable to the
truth) by being taken before the judge who pre-
sided at the trial, and by him put into a form

bankrupt, or an insolvent corpora--
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Agreeing with his minutes and his recollection.
bee Railroad Co. v. Gone, 37 Kim. 567, 15 Pac.
99; In re Prout's Estate Sur.) 11 N. _Y.

Supp. 160.—Settl1ng day. T e day on which
transactions for the ‘acconnt" are made up on
the English stock-exchange. In conso_ls they are
monthly; in other investments, twice in the
month.—8ettllng interrogatories. The de-
termination by the court of objections to inter-
rogatories and cross-interrogatories prepared to
‘be used in, takin a deposition.—Settl:lng is-
sues. In Englis practice. Arranging or de-
termining the -form of the issues in a cause.
“Where, in any action, it appears to the judge
tiiat the statement of claim or defense or re-
ly does not utficiently disclose the issues of
act between the parties, he may direct the

"parties to prepare issues; and such issues shall,
if the parties differ, be settled by the judge.’
Judicature Act 1875, schedule, art. 19. .

, SETTLEMENT. In conveynnolng. A
disposition of property by deed, .usualiy
through the medium of a trustee, by which
its enjoyment is limited to several persons
in succession, as a wire, children, or other
relatives.

In contrncts. Adjustment or liquidation
oi’ mutual accounts; the act by which parties
who have been dealing together arrange their
accounts and strike a balance. Also full and
final payment or discharge of an account.
' - In poor laws. The term signifies a right
acquired by a person, by continued residence
for a given length of time in a town or (lis-
trict, to claim aid or relief under the poor-
iaws in case of hi becoming a pauper. See
Westiield v. Coventry, 71 Vt. 175, 44 Ati.
86; Jefferson v. Washington, 19 Me. 300;
Jackson County v. Hillsdaie County. 124
Mich. 17, 83 N. W. 408.

" In probate practice. The settlement of
an estate consists in its administration by the
executor or administrator carried so far that
all debts and legacies have been paid and
the individual shares or distributees in the
corpus of the estate, or the residuary portion,
as the case may be, deiinitely ascertained
and determined, and accounts filed and pass-
ed, so that nothing remains but to make
final distribution. See Calkins v. Smith,
41 Mich. 409, 1 N. W. 1048; Forbes v. Har-
rington. 171 Mass. 386, 50 N. E. 6-i1;_ Ap-
peal of lilatliews, 72 Conn. 555, 45 Atl. 170.

—Act of settlement. The statute 12 5: 13
_Wm. 111. c. 2, by which the crown of England
was ‘limited to the house of Hanover, and some
new provisions were added at the same time for
the better securing the religion, laws, and liber-
ties.—Deed of settlement. A deed made for
the purpose of settling property. I‘. 6.. arrangin"
the mode and extent of the enjoyment thereo .

The party who settles property is called the "set-
tlor:" and usually his wife and children or his
creditors or his near relation are the beneficia-
ries taking interests under the settlement.
Brown.— nIty_o! settlement. The equita-
ble right a wife, when her husband sues in
equity for the reduction of her equitable estate
to his own possession, to have the whole or a
portion of such estate settled u n heiself and
her children. Also a similar right now recog-
nized by the equity courts as directly to be as-
serted against the husband. Also called the
‘.‘wife's equity."—!‘innl settlement. This
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term,_as applied to the administration 'oi."an' el-
tate, is usually understood to have reference to
-the order of court ap roving the account which
closes the business 0 the estate, and which ti-
naily discharges the executor or administrator
from the duties of his trust. Roberts v. Spen-
cer, 112 Ind. 85, 13 N. E. 129; Sims v. Waters,
65 Ala. 445.—Sts-lot settlement. This phrase
was formerly used to denote a settlement where-
by land was limited to a parent for life, and
after his death to his firs: and other sons or
children in tall, with trustees interposed to
geéserve contingent remainders. 1 Steph. Comm.

. 333.—1Tolnnts.ry settlement. A settle-
meat of property upon a wife or other beneficia-
ry made gratuitously or without valuable con-
sideration. '

SETTLEB. A person who, for the pup
pose of acquiring a preemption right, has
gone upon the land in question, and is actu-
ally resident there. See Hume v. Gracy, 86
Tex. 671, 27 S. W. 584; Davis v. Young, 2
Dana (Ky.) 299; Mclntyre v. Sherwood, 82
Cal. 139, 22 Pac. 937.

_ SETTLOR. The grantor or donor in a
_deed of settlement.

SEWER. To separate. When two joint
defendants separate in the action, each plead-
ing separately his own plea and _relyiiig up-
_on a ‘separate defense, they are said to sever.

SEVERABIJJ. Admitting of severance
or separation, capable of being divided; ca-
pable of being severed from other things to
‘which it was joined, and yet maintaining I
complete and independent existence. '

snvrmu. Separate; individual; inde-
pendent. In this sense the word-is distin-
guished trom “joint." Also exclusive; indi-
vidual; appropriated. In this sense it is op-
posed .to “common." -

—8eversl notions. Where a separate and dis-
tinct action is brought against each of two or
more persons who are all liable to the piaintifl
in respect to the same subject-matter, the ac
tions are said to be “several." If all the per-
sons are joined as defendants in one and the
same action, it is called a “joint" action.—Sev-
_ersl inheritance. An inheritance conveyed
so as to descend to two persons severally, by
moieties, v.-tc.—Several issues. This occurs
where there is more than one issue involved in
a. case. 3 Steph. Comm.

As to several "Counts," “Covenant," “De-
mise," “li‘ishery," “Tall,” and "Tenancy,"
see those titles.

SEVERALTY. A state of separation.
An estate in scvcraltu is one that is held. by
a person in his own right only, without any
other person being joined or connected with
him, in point of interest. during his estate
therein. 2 Bl. Comm. 179.

The term “severalty" is especially applied.
in England, to the case of adjoining meadows
undivided from each other, but belonging,
either permanently or in what are called
“shifting severalties." to separate owners
and held in severalty until the crops have
been carried,-when the-whole is thrown open
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as pasture for the cattle or all the owners,
and in some cases for the cattle or other
persons as well; each owner is called a “sev-
eralty owner,” and his rights of pasture are"
called “severalty rights," as opposed to the
rights or persons not owners. Cooke, Incl.
Acts, 47, 163n.

SZVERANCE. In pleading. Separa-
tion; division. The separation by defend-
ants in their pleas; the adoption, by several
defendants, of separate pleas, instead of
joining in the same plea. Steph. Pl. 257.

In estates. The destruction of any one of
the unities of a joint tenancy. It is so called
because the estate is no longer a joint tenan-
cy, but is severed.

_ The word "severance” is also used to sig-
nify the cutting or the crops, such as corn,
grass, em, or the separating of anything
from the realty. Brown.

SEWARD. or SEAWARID. One who
guards the sea-coast; cuatos maria.

snwnn. A fresh-water trench or little.
river, encompassed with banks on both sides,
to drain oi! surplus water into the sea. Cow-
ell. Properly, a trench artificially made for
the purpose of carrying water into the sea,
(or a river or pond.) Crabb, Real Prop. I
113

In its modern and more usual sense, a
"sewer" means an under-ground or covered
channel used for the drainage of two or more
separate buildings, as opposed to a “drain,”
which is a channel used for carrying of!
the drainage of one building or set of build-
ings in one cartilage. Sweet. See Valpa-
'raiso v. Parker, 148 Ind. 379, 47 N. E. 330;
Fuchs v. t. Louis, 167 M0. 620. 67 S. W.
610, 57 L. R. A. 136; State.Board of Health
v. Jersey City,.55 N. J. Eq. 116, 35 At]. 835;
Aldrich v. Paine, 108 Iowa, 461, 76 N. W.
812.
—Oommissioners of sewers. In English
law. The court of commissioners of sewers is a
temporary tribunal erecte(l by virtue of a com-
mission under the great seal. Its jurisdiction is
to overlook the repairs of sea-banks and sea-
walls, and the cleansing of public riveis,
streams, ditches, and other conduits whereby
any waters are carried oil‘, and is confined to
such county or particular district as the com-
mission expressly names. Brown.

six. The distinction between male and
female; or the property or character by
which an animal is male or female. Webster.

SEXAGESIMA SUNDAY. In ecclesi-
astical law. . The second Sunday before
Lent, being about the sixtleth day before
Easter.

SEXHINDENI. In Saxon law. The mid-
dle thanes, valued at 600s.

:.SEX'l'A1l’S. Lat. In Roman liiw. A sub-
division ot the as, containing two imcia:;-
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the proportion of two-tweltths, or one-sixth.
2 Bi. Comm. 462, note. :

SEXTARY. In old records. An ancient
measure of liquids, and of dry commodi-
ties; a quarter or seam. vspelman.

SEXTERY LANDS. Lands given to a
church or religious house for maintenance or
a sexton or sacristan. Cowell. ' '

SEXTUS DEGBETALIUH. Lat. The
sixth (book) of the decretals; the sext, or
sixth decretal. So called because append-
ed, in the body or the canon law, to the five
books of the decretals of Gregory lX.; it
consists of a collection of supplementary de-
cretals, and was published A. D. 1298. But].
Hor. Jur. 172; 1 Bl. Comm. 82.

SEXUAL INSTINCT, INVERSION,
AND PERVERSION 0!‘. See Insnurr:
PEDEBASTY; Sononr.

SEXUAL INTERCOUBSE. Carnal cop-,
ulation of male and female, implying actual
penetration of the organs of the latter. State
v. Frazier, 54 Ken. 719, 39 Pac. 822.

SHACK. In English law. The ‘stray-
ing and escaping of cattle out or the lands
of their owners into other uninclosed land:
an intercommoning of cattle.

It sometimes happens that a uuinber or
adjacent fields, though held in severalty, i. .e..

by separate owners, and cultivated separate-
ly, are, after the crop on each parcel has
been carried in, thrown open as pasture to
the cattle of all the‘ owners. “Arable lands
cultivated on this plan are called ‘shack
fields,’ and the right of each owner of a part
to feed cattle over the whole during the
autumn and winter is known in law as ‘com-
mon of shack,’ a right which is distinct in its
nature from common because of vicinage.
though sometimes said to be nearly identical
with it." Elton, Commons, 30; Sweet.

SHALL. As used in statutes and simi-
lar instruments, this word is generally im-
perative or mandatory; but it may be con-.
strued as merely permissive or directory,
(as equivalent to “may,”) to carry out the
legislative intention and in cases where no
right or benefit to any one depends on its
being taken in the imperative sense, and
where no public or private right is impaired
by its interpretation in the other sense.
Also, as against the government, “shall" is
to be construed as “may,” unless a contrary
intention is manifest. See Wheeler v. Chi-
cago, 24 III‘. 105, 76 Am. Dec. 736; People
v. Chicago Sanitary Dist.. 184 I11. 597. 56
N. E. 953; Madison v. Daley (C. C.) 58 Fed.
753; Cairo 4; F. R. Co. v. Hecht, 95 U. S.

170. 24 L. Ed. 423. -

SHAH PLEA. See PLEA.

2 H._Bl. 416..
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SHARE. A portion of anythin,,'. When
a whole is divided into shares, they are not
necessarily equal.

In the law of corporations and jolnt~stock
companies, a share is a definite portion of
the capital of a company. ‘

-81:11-e and share alike. In equal shares or
proportions.—Shu-e-certificate. A share-cer-
tiiicate is an instrument under the seal of the
company, certifying that the person therein
named is entitled to a certain number of shares;
it is prima facic evidence of his title thereto.
Lindl. Partn. 150, 1187.—8hare-warrant. A
share-warnint to bearer is a warrant or cer-
tificate under the seal of the company, stating
that the bearer of the warrant is entitled to a
certain number or amount of fully paid up
shares or stock. Coupons for payment of divi-.
dends may be annexed to it. Delivery of the
share-warrant operates as a transfer of
shame or stock. Sweet.

SEAREBOLDBB. In the strict sense
of the term, a “shareholder” is a person who
has agreed to become a member of a corpora-
tion or company, and with respect to whom
all the required formalities have been gone
through; c. g.. signing or deed of settlement,
registration, or the like.
estoppel is a person who has acted and been
treated as a shareholder, and consequently
has the same liabilities as if he were an or-
dinary shareholder. Lindl. Partn. 130. See
Beul v. Essex Sav. Bank, 67 Fed. 816, 15 0.
U. A. 128; State v. Mitchell, 104 Tenn. 336,
58 S. W. 365.

SHARP. A “sharp" clause in a mortgage
or other security (or the whole instrument
described as “sharp") is one which empowers
the creditor to take prompt and summary ac-
tion upon default in payment or breach of
other conditions.

IHABPJNG CORN. A customary gift
of corn. which, at every Christmas, the far-
mers in some parts of England give to their
smith for sharpening their plow-irons, har-
row-tines, etc. Blount.

SEAITEB. In Hindu law. The instru-
ment of government or instruction; any book
of instructions, particularly containing Di-
vine ordinances. Wharton.

SHAVE. While “shnve" is sometimes
used to denote the act of obtaining the prop-
erty of another by oppression and extortion,
it may be used in an innocent sense to de-
note the buying of existing notes and other
securities for money, at a discount. Hence
to charge a man with using money for shav-
ing is not libelous per so. See Stone v.
Cooper, 2 Denio (N. Y.) 301; Trentham v,
Moore, 111 Tenn. 346, 76 S. W. 904; Bron-
son v. Wiman, 10 Barb. (N. Y.) 428.

SHAW.
Co. Lltt. 4b.

In old English law. A wood.

l\EAWA'.l‘0Bl:S. Soldiers. Cowell.
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SHEADING. A riding, tithing, or divi-
sion ln the Isle of Man, where the whole
island is divided into six sheadings, in each
or which there is a coroner or chief consta-
ble appointed by a delivery of a rod at the
Tinewald court or annual convention. King.
Isle of Man, 7.

SHEEP. A wether more than a year old.
Rex v. Birket, 4 Car. & P. 216.

SHEEP-EEAVBS. Small plots of past-
ure, in England. often in the middle of the
waste of a manor, of which the soil may or
may not be in the lord. but the pasture is
private property. and leased or sold as such.
’i‘hey principally occur in the northern coun-
ties, (Cooke, Incl. Acts, 44,) and seem to be
corporeal hereditaments, (Elton, Commons.
35,) although they are sometimes classed with
rights of common, but erroneously. the right
being an exclusive right of pasture. Sweet.

' SHEEP-Sl.'LV'ER.. "A service turned into
money, which was paid in respect that an-
ciently the tenants used to wash the lord‘:
sheep. Wharton.

IEBEP-SKIN. A deed; so called from
the parchment it was written on.

SHEEP-WALK. A right of sheep-walk
is the same thing as a fold-course, (q. 9.)
Elton, Commons,‘ 44.

8EEI.I.EY’s CASE, 3131.2 1!. “When
the ancestor, by any gift or conveyance, tak-
eth an estate of freehold, and in the same
gift or conveyance an estate is limited. ei-
ther tnediately or immediately. to his heirs
in fee or in tall. the ‘heirs’ are words of lim-‘
itation of the estate, and not words of pur-
chase." 1 Coke, 10}.

intimately connected with the quantity or
estate which a tenant may hold in realty is
the antique feudal doctrine generally known
as the "Rule in Shelley's Case," which is
reported by Lord Coke in 1 Coke. 93b, (Zi
Elia in O. B-.) This rule was not flrst laid
down or established in that case, but was
then simply admitted in argument as a well-
founded and settled rule of law, and has al-
ways since been quoted as the "Rule in Shel-
ley's Case." Wharton.

SHEPWAY, COURT-Or. A court held
before the lord warden of the Clnque Ports.
A writ of error lay from the mayor and
Jurats of each port to the lord warden in
this court, and thence to the queen's beach.
The civil Jurisdiction of the Cinque Ports is
abolished by 18 at 19 Vict. c. 4.8.

SHBREFPE. The body of the lordship
of Cterdlir in south Wales. excluding the
members of it. Powel, Hist. Wales, 1%.

SHERIFF. In American law. The
chief executive and administrative oflicer of
a county, being chosen by popular election.
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His principal duties are in aid of the crim-
inal courts and civil courts of record: such
as serving process, summoning juries, ex-
ecuting judgments, holding Judicial sales,
and the like. He is also the chief conserva-
tor of the peace within his territorial juris-
diction. See State v. Finn, 4 Mo. App. 352;
Com. v. Martin, 9 Kulp (Pa.) 69; In re Ex-
ecutive Communication, 13 Fla. 687; Pearce
v. Stephens, 18 App. Div. 101, 45 N. Y. Supp.
422; Denson v. Sledge, 13 N. C. 140; Hoc-
lrett v. Alston, 110 Fed. 912, 49 C. C. A. 180.

In English law. The sheriff is the prin-
cipal oflicer in every county, and has the
transacting of the public business of the
county. He is an officer of great antiquity,
and was also called the “shire-reeve,” “reeve,"
or “balliil." He is called in Latin “vice-
comea." as being the deputy of the earl or
oomcs, to whom anciently the custody of the
shire was committed. The duties of the
sherii! principally consist in executing writs,
precepts, warrants from justices of the peace
for the apprehension of oifenders, etc.
Brown.

In Icotcls law. The oillce of sheriir dif-
fers somewhat from the same ofilce under the
English law, being, from ancient times, an
ofllce of important Judicial power, as well as
ministerial. The sheriir_ exercises a Juris-
diction of consid‘ei-able extent. both of civil
and criminal character, which is, in a proper
sense, Judicial, in addition to powers resem-
bling those of an English sheriff. Tomlins;
Bell.
-130 nty shcril. See Di-:PU1'Y.—High
shcrrl. One holding the oflice of sherifl, as
distinguished from his deputies or assistants or
under sheriifs.—Pocket she:-ll. In English
law. A sherifi appointed by the sole authority
of the crown, without the usual form of nom-
ination bgvmthe judges in the exchequer. 1 Bl.
Comm. ; 3 \t9ph- Comm. 23.—lhcx-ii
clerk. The clerk of the sheriE's court in Scot-
land.—Sherl£ dcpute. In Scotch law. The
principal sheriff of a county, who is also a
Judge.—8heri£- Id. A rent formerly aid by
a-sherlfi, and it s prayed that the sheritpin his
account may be discharged thereof. Rot. Parl.
50 Edw. III.—8hca-if-tooth. In English law.
A tenure by the service of providing entertain-
ment for the sheriff at his county-courts: a
common tax. formerly levied for the sheriifs
diet. Wharton.—-Shea-IR’: court. The court
held before the sheriif’s deputy. that is. the un-
der-sheriflf, and wherein actions are brought for
recovery of debts under £20. “Frits of inquiry
are also brought here to be executed. The sher-
ifs court for the county of Middlesex is that
wherein damn are assessed in proper cases
after trial at estminster. Brown.—lhorI£’s
Jury. In practice. A jury composed of no de-
terminate number, but which may be more or
less than twelve, summoned by the sheriif for
the purposes of an lntxuisition or inquest of of-
fice. 3 . Comm. ..58.—Bhcrri£’s ofllcers.
Baillifs, who are either bailifis of hundreds or
bound-bailld’s.—8he:-‘I1’: sale. See SALE.—
She:-11's tourn.. A court of record in Eng-
land. held twice every year. within a month aft-
er Easter and Michaelmas, before the sherifl’, in
diflerent parts of the county. It is. indeed. only
the turn or rotation of the sheriff to keep a
court-leet in each respective hundred. It is the
great court-leet of the county, as the county
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court is the court-baron; for out of this, for
the ease of the sheriii. was taken the court-leet
or view of frank-pledge. 4 Bl. Comm. 273.

IEBIPPALTY. The time of a man's
being sherifl. Cowell. The term of a sher-
iff's oillce.

snznzrrwrcx. The jurisdiction of a
sheriff. Called, in modern law, “bailiwick."
The oiiice of a sheritr.

SREEIE. A word used by the au-
thorities or the Roman Church, to specify
contemptuously the technical parts of the
law, as administered by non-clerical lawyers.
Wharton.

snnwnn. In the practice of the English
high court, when a view by a jury is ordered.
persons are named by the court to show the
property to be viewed, and are hence called
“shewers." There is- usually a shewer on
behalf of each party. Archb. Pr. 339. et
seq.

BEIEWIIIG. In English law. To he quit
of attachment in a court, in plaints shewed
and not avowed. Obsolete.

lEII"1'ING. Changing; varying; pass-
ing from one person to another by substitu-
tion. “Shifting the burden of proof" is
transferring it from one party to the other.
or from one side of the case to the other.
when he upon whom it rested originally has
made out a prima facie case or defense by
evidence, of such a character that it then
becomes incumbent upon the other to rebut
it by contradictory or defensive evidence.

clause. A shiftln clause in a
settlement is a clause by whic some other
mode of devolution is substituted for that pri-
marily prescribed. Examples of shifting claus-
es are: The ordinary name and arms clause.
and the clause of less frequent occurrence by
which a settled estate is destined as the founda-
tion of a second family. in the event of the
elder branch becoming otherwise enriched.
These shifting clauses take effect under the
statute of uses. Sweet.—8hi£ting risk. In
insurance, a risk created by a contract of in-
surance on a stock of merchandise. or other sim-
ilar property, which is kept for sale, or is sub-
ject to change in items by purchase and sale;
the olicy being conditioned to cover the goods
in tge stock at any and all times and not to
be affected by changes in its composition. Far-
mers’, etc., Ins. Ass'n v. Kryder. 5 Ind. App.
430. 31 N. E. 851, 51 Am. St. Rep. 284.-
sliilting severaltr See SEVEBAL1‘Y.--
Shifting use. See ‘sit.

SKIIJLING. In English law. The name
of an English coin, of the value of one-
twentieth part of a pound. This denomina-
tion of money was also used in America, in
colonial times, but was not everywhere of
uniform value.

SKIN-PLASTER. Formerly. a jocose
term for a bank-note greatly depreciated in
value; also for paper money of a denomina-
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tion less than a dollar. Webster. See .\ladi-
son Ins. Co. v. Forsythe, 2 Ind. 483.

sun, 1:. In maritime law.
board a ship; to send by ship.

To engage to serve on board a vessel as a
seaman.

To put on

SKIP, n. A vessel of any kind employed
in navigation. In a more restricted and
more technical sense, a three-niasted vessel
navigated with sails.

The term “ship" or “shipping," when used
in this Code, includes steam-boats, sailing
vessels, canal-boats, barges, and every struc-
ture adapted to be navigated from place to
place for the transportation of merchandise
or persons. Civ. Code Cal. 5 960.

Nautical men apply the term “ship" to distin-
guish a vessel having three masts, each con-
sisting of a lower mast, a topmast, and _a top-
allant must, with their appropriate rigging.

In familiar language, it is usually employed
to distinguish any large vessel, however.rig~
ged. It is also frequently used as a general
designation for all vessels navigated with sails’
and this is the sense in which it is employed
in law. Tomlins. And see Cope v. Vallette
Dry-Dock Co., 119 U. S. 625. 7 Sup. Ct. 336.
30 L. Ed. 501; U. S. v. Oven Boat. 27 Fed.
Cas. 347: llaft of Cypress logs, 20 Fed. Cas.
170; Tucker v. Alexandroif. 183 U. S. 424, 22
Sup. Ct. 195. 46 L. Ed. 264; King v. Green-
way, 71 N. Y. 417; U. S. v. Dewey. 188 U. S.
254. 23 Sup. Ct. 415. 47 L. Ed. 463; Swan v.
U. S.. 19 Ct. Cl. 62.
—Genersl ship. Where a ship is not char-
tered wholly to one person, but the owner of-
fers her generally to carry the goods of all
comers. or where, if chartered to one person. he
offers her to several subfreighters for the con-
veyance of their goods, she is called a “zen-
eral” ship, as opposed to a “chartered" one.
Brown. A vessel in which the master or own-
ers engage separately with a number of persons .

unconnected with each other to convey their
respective goods to the place of the ship's
destination. Wiard v. Green. 6 Cow. (N. Y.)
173, 16 Am. Dec. 437.—IhlEi-breaking. In
Scotch law. The offense 0 breaking into a
ship. Arkley, 4fi1.—Sh!p-broker. An agent
for‘ the transaction of business between ship-
owners and chartercrs or those who ship car-
goes.
Ship-ohandlory. This is a term of extensive
import. and includes everything necessary to
furnish and equip a vessel. so as to render her
seaworthy for the intended voyage. Not only
stores. stoves, hardware, and crockery have been
held to be within the term. but muskets and
other arms also. the voyage being round Cape
Iloni to California. in the course of which
voyage arms are sometimes carried for safety.
VVcaver v. The S. G. Owens. 1 “-'all. Jr. 368,
Fed. (‘as. No. 17.310.—Ship-channel. In riv-
ers, harbors, etc., the channel in which the wa-
ter is deep enough for vessels of large size.
usually marked out in harbors by buoys. The
Oliver (I). C.) 22 Fed. 8-l8.—Ihip-damage.
In the charter-parties with the English East
India Company, these words occur. Their mean-
ing is, damage from negligence. insufficiency,
or had stowage in the ship. Abb. Shipp. 204.
—8h!p-master. The captain or master of a
merchant ship, appointed and put in command
by the owner. and having general control of
the vessel and cargo, with power to bind the
owner by his lawful acts and engagements in
the management’ of the ship.-Ship-money.
In English law. An imposition formerly lev-
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ied on. port-towns and other places for fitting
out ships; revived by Charles 1.. and abolished
in the same reign. 17 Car. 1. c. l4.—lh1p's
bill. The copy of the bill of ladin retained
by the master is called the “ship's hi 1." It is
not authoritative as to the terms of the con-
tract of affreightmentz the bill delivered to
the ship r must control. if the two do not
agree. he Thames. 1-; Wall. 98, 20 L. Ed.
80-4.—Sh1p's company. A term embracing all
the oflicers of the ship, as well as the mariners
of common seamen. but not a passenger. U.
S. v. Libby. 26 Fed. Cas. 928: U. S. v. Winn,
2_8 Fed. Cas. 'i'35.—lhip's husband. In mari-
time law. A person appointed by the several
part-owners of a ship. and usually one of their
number, to manage the concerns of the ship for
the common benefit. Generally understood to
be the general agent of the owners in regard
to all the aifairs of the ship in the home port.
Story, AR. 5 35: 3 Kent. Comm. 151: Web-
ater_ v. The Andes, 18 Ohio. 187: Muldon v.
Whitloclr. 1 Cow. (N. Y.) 307, 13 Am. Dec.
533; Gillespie v. Winberg, 4- Daiy (N. Y.)
322; Mitchell v. Chambers, 43 Mich. 150. 5
N. W. 57, 38 Am. Rep. 167.—lh1 's papers.
The papers which must be carried‘,by a vessel
on a voyage, in order to furnish evidence of
her national character. the nature and destina-
tion_ of_the cargo, and of compliance with the
navigation laws. The ship's papers are of two
sorts: Those required by the law of a par
_ticular_country; such as the certificate of reg-
istry. license, charter-party, bills of lading and_
of health, required by the law of England to he
on board all British ships. Those required by
the law of nations to be on board neutral. ships-.
to vindicate their title to that character; these
are the pass port. sea-brief. or sea-letter. proofs
of property, the muster-roll or role d’equt'page,
the charter-party, the bills of lading and in-
voices. the log-boolr or ship's journal. and the
bill of health. 1 Marsh. Ins. c. 9, § 6.

SHIPPED. This term, in common marl-
time and commercial usage, means “placed
on board of a vessel for the purchaser or
consignee, to be» transported at his risk."
Fisher v. Minot. 10 Gray (.\Inss.) 262.

SKIPPER. 1. The owner of goods who
intrusts them on board a vessel for delivery
abroad, by charter-party or otlierwise.

2. Also, a Dutch word. signifying the
master of a ship. It is mentioned in some
or the statutes; is now generally called “skip-
per." Tomlins. ,

SHIPPING. Ships in general; ships or
vessels of any kind intended for navigation.
Relating to ships; as, shipping interest, ship-
ping aifairs, shipping business, shipping con-
cerns. Putting on board a ship or vessel.
or receiving on board a ship or vessel. Web-
ster; Worcester:

The “law of shipping" is a comprehensive
term for all that part of the maritime law
which relates to ships and the persons em-
ployed in or about them. It embraces such
subjects as the building and equlpinent of
vessels, their registration‘ and nationality,
their ownership and inspection, their em-
ployment. (including charter-parties, freight.
deinurrage. towiige, and salvage.) and their
sale. triuisfer. and mortgage; also. the em-
ployment, rights, powers, and duties of IBIE
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ters and mariners; and the law relating to
ship-brokers, ship-agents, pilots, etc.
-8111]: big articles. Awritten agreementbe-
tween the master of a vessel and the mariners,
specifyin the voyage or term for which the lat-
ter are s ipped, and the rate of wages.—Sh_ip-
ing commissioner. An oflicer of the United

gtates, appointed by the several circuit courts.
within their respective jurisdictions, for each
port of entry (t e same being_ also a port of
ocean navigation)’ which, in the Judgment of such
court, may require the same; his duties being
to supervise the engagement and discharge of
seamen; to see that men engaged as seamen
report on board at the proper time; to facili-
tate the apprenticlng of persons to the marine
service; and other similar duties, such as may
be required by law. Rev. St. U. S. 5 4501-
4508 (U. S. Comp. St. 1901, pp. 3081-3067).

SEWHEOH. The demolition or shat-
tering of a vessel, caused by her driving
ashore or on rocks and shoals in the midi
seas, or by the violence of winds and waves
in tempests. 2 Am. Ins. p. 734.

: SHIRE. In English law. A county. So
called because every county or shire is di-
vided and parted by certain metes and
bounds from another. Co. Litt. 50a.
—HnigIits of the shire. See -KNIGHT.-
Shire-elerk. He that keeps the county court.
—Sh1re-man, or So e-man. Before the
Conquest, the‘ judge 0 the county, bv whom
trials for land, etc., were determined. omlins;
Mozley & Whitley.-Shire-note. The assize
of the shire, or the assembly of the people,
was so called by the Saxons. It was nearly
If not exactly. the same as the ac1/reqemotc.
and in most respects corresponded with what
were afterwards called the “countv courts."
Brown.-Shire-reeve. In Saxon aw. The
reeve or bailiff of the shire. The viscount of
the Anglo-Normans. and the slierifi‘ of later
times. Co. Litt. 1680.

SHOCK. In medical jurisprudence. A
sudden and severe depression of the vital
functions, particularly of the nerves and the
circulation, due to the nervous exhaustion
following trauma, surgical operation. or sud-
den and violent emotion, resulting (if not in
death) in more or less prolonged prostration;
it is spoken of as being either physical or
psychical, according as it is caused by dis-
turbance of the bodily powers and functions
or of the mind. See Maynard v. Oregon R.
Co., 43 Or. 63. 72 Pac. 590.

SHOOPAA. In Mohammedan law. Pre-
emption, or a power oi‘ possessing property
which has been sold, by paying a sum equal
to that paid by the purchaser. Wharton.

SHOP. A building in which goods and
merchandise are sold at retail, or where
mechanics work. and sometimes keep their
products for sale. See State v. Morgan, 98
N. C. 641, 3 S. E. 927; State v. O'Connell,
26 Ind. 267; State v. Sprague, 149 M0. 409,
50 S. W. 901'.

. Strictl '. a shop is a place where goods are sold
by re_tai . and a store a place where goods are
deposited; but, in this country. shops for the
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sale of goods are frequently called "stores."
Com. v. Annis. 15 Gray (Mass.)' 197.
—SIio books. Books of original entry kept.
by tra esinen. shop-keepers, mechanics. and the
like, in which are entered their accounts and’
charges for goods sold, work done, etc.

SHOPA. In old records, a shop. Cowell.

SHORE. Land on the margin of the sea,
or a lake or river.

In common parlance, the word "shore” is
understood to mean the line that separates
the tide-water from the land about it, wher-
ever that line may be, and in whatever stage
of the tide. The word “shore," in its legal
and technical sense, indicates the lands ad-
jacent to navigable waters, where the tide‘
flows and reflows, which at high tides are
submerged, and at low tides are bare. Shiv-'
ely v. Bowlby, 152 U. S. 1, 14 Sup. Ct.- 548,‘
38 L. Ed. 331; Mather v. Chapman, 40 Conn.
400, 16 Am. Rep. 46; U. S. v. Pacheco,’ 2
Wall. 590, 17 L. Ed. 865; Harlan & Ho1lings-
worth Co. v. Paschall, 5 Del. Ch. 463; Lacy
v.- Green, 84 Pa. 519; Axline V. Show, 36
Fla. 305, 17 South. 411, 28 L. R‘. A. 391.’

Sea-shore is that space or land over which
the waters of the sea spread in the highest
water. during the winter season. Civ. Code
Ia. art. 451. .

When the sea-shore is referred to as a bound-1
ary, the meaning must be understood to be the
margin of the sea in itsusual and ordinary
state; the ground between the ordinary high-
water mark and low-water mark is the shore."
Hence a deed of land bounded at or by the‘
'‘shore’’ will convey the flats as a purtenant.-
fggrer v. Freeman, 6 Mass. 435, Am. Dec.

5

SHORT CAUSE. A cause which is not
likely to occupy a great portion of the time
of the court. and which may be entered on
the list of "short causes," upon the applica-
tion ot one or the parties, and will then be
heard more speedily than it would be in
its regular order. This practice obtains in
the English chancery and in some of the
American states.

SHORT ENTRY. A custom of bankers
of entering on the customer’s pass-book the
amount of notes deposited for collection, in
such a manner that the amount is not car-

ried to the latter's general balance until
the notes are paid. See Giles v. Perkins, 9
East, 12; Blaine v. Bourne, 11 R. I. 121.

_23 Am. Rep. 429. '

SHORT LEASE. A term applied collo-
quially, but without much precision. to a
lease for a short term, (as a month or a
year.) as distinguished from one running for
a long period.

SHOHT NOTICE. In practice. Notice
of less than the ordinary time; generally or
hall’ that time. 2 Tidd, Pr. 757. <
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SHORT SUMHONS. A process, author-
ized in some of the states. to be issued
against an absconding, fraudulent. or non-
resident debtor, which is returnable within
a less number of days than an ordinary writ
of summons.

SEOBTPORD. An old custom of the
city of Exeter. A mode of foreclosing the
right of a tenant by the chief lord of the
fee, in cases of non-payment of rent. Cowell.

SHOW. Although the words “show" and
“indicate” are sometimes interchangeable in
popular use, they are not always so. To
“show" is to make apparent or clear by evi-
dence; to prove; while an "indication” may
he merely a symptom; that which points to
or gives direction to the mind. Coyle v.
Com., 104 Pa. 133.

SHOW CAUSE. To show cause against
a rule Mei, an order, decree, execution, etc.,
is to appear as directed, ‘and present to the
court such reasons and considerations as
one has to offer why it should not be con-
firmed, take etrect. be executed. or as the
case may be. .

IHRIEVALTY. The oflice of sheritf;
the period of that oiiice.

SEYSTEB. A "pettifogging shyster" is
an unscrupulous practitioner who disgraces
his profession by doing mean work, and re-
sorts to sharp practice to do it. Bailey v.
Kalamazoo Pub. 00., 40 Mich. 251. See, also,
Gribble v. Pioneer Press Co.. 84 Minn. 342,
25 N. W. 710.

81 I Jure dlseedus, vngus es-is, et es-unt
onnia omnibus inees-ta. It you depart
from the law, you will go astray, and all
things will be uncertain to everybody. Co.
Litt. 227?).

81 A0110. Lat. The conclusion of a
plea to an action when the defendant de-
mands judgment, if the plaintiff ought to
have his action, etc. Obsolete.

Si ulieujus rel sooietas sit et flnls ne-

gotio impositus est, finitur sooietss. If
there is a partnership in any matter, and the
business is ended. the partnership ceases.
Griswold v. Waddington, 16 Johns. (N. Y.)
438, 489.

ll uliquld ex solemnibus defioist, eusn

uquitss posoit, subveniendusn est. If
any one of certain required forms he want-
ing, where equity requires, it will be aided.
1 Kent, Comm. 157. The want of some of
a neutral vessel's papers is’ strong presump-
tive evidence against the shlp‘s neutrality,
yet the want of any one or them is not
absolutely conclusive. id.
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sx Antonin ssrrr. Lat. If he knows
anything; if he is not altogether devoid of
reason. _

Si ussuetis mederi possls, nova non

sunt tentsnds. If you can be relieved by
accustomed remedies, new ones should not
be tried. 10 Coke, 14212. If an old wall can
be repaired, a new one should not be made.
Id.

8! OONSTET DE PEBSONA. Lat. If it
be certain who is the person meant.

SI OONTINGAT. Lat. If it happen.
Words of condition in old conveyances. 10
Coke, 42¢.

81 FEOEBIT TE SEOUBUH. Lat. If
[he] make you secure. In practice. The
initial and emphatic words of that descrip-
tion of original writ which directs the sher-
ifl to cause the defendant to appear in court.
without any option given him. provided the
plaintitf gives the sheriff security eifectualiy
to prosecute his claim. 8 Bl. Comm. 274.

It ingrstusn. dlxeris, omnis dixscls.
If you aflirm that one is ungrateful, in that
you include every charge. A Roman maxim.
Tray. Lat. Max.

8! ITA EST. Lat. If it be so. Em-
phatic words in the old writ of mandamus
to a judge, commanding him, if the fact
alleged be truly stated, (.3! Ha eat.) to am:
his seal to a bill of exceptions. Ex parte
Crane. 6 Pet. 192. 8 L. Ed. 92.

Si sneliores aunt quos duoit uusor,
plures suut quos eon-{git timer. If those
are better who are led by love, those are the
greater number who are corrected by fear.
Co. Litt. 392.

81 non apps:-est quid uetun est, erlt
eousequens ut id sequuuur quot! in re-

gione in qua eotum est frequeututur.
If it does not appear what was agreed upon.
the consequence will be that we must fol-
low that which is the usage of the place
where the agreement was made. Dig. M.
17, 34.

81 RON OHNES. Lat. In English prac-
tice. A writ of association of justices where-
by, lf all in commission cannot meet at the
day assigned, it is allowed that two or more
may proceed with the business. Cowell:
Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 111 C.

Si nulls sit oonjeeturu qua duest Alb,
verbs intelligends suut ex props-ietste,
non gs-uusnutiou sed popular! ex usu.

if there be no inference which leads to a
dliferent result, words are to be understood
according to their proper meaning, not in s
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grammatical, but in a popular and ordinary,
sense. 2 Kent, Comm. 555. '

SI PARET. Lat. If it appears. In Ro-
man law. Words used in the formula by
which the praetor appointed a judge, and
instructed him how to,decide the cause.

Si plural dnt ildojlnsoros, quotquot_
or-uni; nuniero, 31113111! in solidum tenan-
tur. If there are more sureties than one,
how many soever they shall be, they shall
each be held for the whole. Inst. 3. 20, 4.

SI PRIUI. Lat. In old practice. If
before. Formal words in the old writs for
summoning juries. Fleta, 1. 2, c. 65, 5 12.

81 quid nniveraitati dobetur sinxnlis
non debetlu-_, nee quod dehot universi-
taa dnguli debont. If anything be owing
to an entire body, it is not owing to the
individual members; nor do the individuals
owe that which is owing by the entire body.
Dig. 3, 4, 7, 1.

Si qnidom in nornine, oognomine,
pr.-qnonnine legatarii teatator on-ave:-it,
cum do persona oonatat, nihilonnlnus vu-
let legatnm. Although a testator may have

_mistaken the name». cognomcn, or pramomen
of a legatee, yet, if it be certain who is the
person meant, the legacy is valid. Inst. 2,
20, 29; Broom, Max. 645.

8! Q1118. Lat. In the civil law. If any
one. Formal words in the praatorian edicts.
The words "quis," though masculine in form
was held to include women. Dig. 60, 16, 1.

ll quis ouatos frnudem papilla leoerit,
I tutoln romovendu eat. . Jenk. Cent. 39.
If a guardian do fraud to his ward, he shall
be removed from his guardianship.

M Quin pr-agnantom uxos-om roliqnit,
non videtnr sine libel-is deoeuiue. If it
man leave his wife pregnant. he shall not
be considered to have died without children.
A rule of the civil law.

81 qnil nnum perouuerit, cum alilun
per.-cutero vellet, in felonln tenetur. 3
Inst. 51. If a man kill one, meaning to
kill another, he is held guilty of felony.

SI REOOGNOSOAT. Lat. If he ac-
knowledge. In old practice. A writ which
lay for a creditor against his debtor for
money numbered (pecunia numerata) or
counted; that is, a specific sum of money.
which the debtor had acknowledged in the
county court, to owe him, as received in
pecunus numerous. Cowell.

Ii anggestio non nit Vera, liter: pn-
tontoa vacun aunt. 10 Coke. 113. If the
suggestion be not true. the letters patent are
void. ‘
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sm. Sax. A relative or kinsman. Used
in the Scotch tongue, but not now in Eng-f
lish.

I10. Lat. Thus; so’; in such manner.

Sic onim debere qnom meliore-in mg:-um
nuun faces-o no vicini deter-iore-m faoint.
Every one ought so to improve his land as
not to injure his neighbor's. 3 Kent. Comm.
441. A rule of the Roman law.

Sic lnterpx-otnndum est ut verbs ao-

dpinntur OIIII efleotu. 3 Inst. 80. [A
statute] is to be so interpreted that the
words may be taken with effect.

810 SUBSCRIBITUR. Lat. In Scotch
practice. So it is subscribed. Formal words
at the end of depositions, immediately pre-
ceding the signature. 1 How. State '.i‘r. 1379.

lie ntero no at alionlun. non Indus.
Use your own property in such a manner as
not to injure that of another. 9 Coke, 59; 1
BL Comm. 306; Broom, Max. 365.

SIDE. A little current of water, which
is dry in summer; a water furrow or gutter.
Cowell.

I 810108. A sort of money current among
the ancient English, of the value of 2d.

SICKNESS. Disease; malady; any mor-
bid condition of the body (including insanity)
which, for the time being, hinders or pre-
vents the organs from normally discharging
their several functions. L. R. 8 Q. B. 295.

BICUT ALIAS. Lat; As at another time,
or heretofore. This was a second writ sent
out when the flrst was not executed. Cow-
ell.

SIOUT MI: IDEUS ADJUVET. Lat. so
help me God. Fleta, 1. 1, c. 18, § 4.

limit nntura nil limit per aaltum, its
nos 10:. Co. Litt. 238. In the same way
as nature does nothing by a bound, so neither
does the law.

SIDE. The same court is sometimes said
to have different sides; that is, different
provinces or flelds of jurisdiction. Thus, an
admiralty court may have an “instance side."
distinct from its powers as a prize court;
the “crown side.” (criminal jurisdiction) is
to be distinguished from the “plea side."
(civil jurisdiction ;) the same court may have
an "equity side" and a “law side."

SIDJELBAR RULES. In English prac-
tice. There are some rules which the courts
authorize their oiiicers to grant as a matter
of course without formal application being
made to them in open court, and these are
technically termed "side-bar rules." because
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formerly they were moved for by the attor-
neys at the side bar in court: such, for in-

_ stance, was the rule to plead, which was an
order or command of the court requiring a
defendant to plead within a specified number
of days. Such also were the rules to reply,
to rejoin. and many others, the granting of
which depended upon settled rules or prac-
tice rather than upon the discretion ot the
courts. all of which are rendered unneces-
sary by recent statutory changes. Brown,
voc. “Rule.”

SIDE LINES. In mining law, the side
lines of a mining claim are those which
measure the extent of the claim on each side
or the middle of the vein at the surface.
They are not necessarily the side lines as
laid down on the ground or on a map or
plat; for if the claim, in its longer dimen-
sion, crosses the vein, instead of following
it, the platted side lines will be treated in
law as the end lines, and vice versa. see
Argentine Min. Co. v. Terrible Min. Co., 122
U. S. 478, 7 Sup. Ct. 1356, 30 L. Ed. 1140;
Del Monte Min. Co. v. Last Chance Min.
Co., 171 U. S. 55, 18 Sup. Ct. 895, 43 L.
Ed. 72.

SIDE REPORTS. A term sometimes ap-
plied to uuotiicial volumes or series of re-
ports, as contrasted with those prepared by
the oillclal reporter oi‘ the court, or to collec-
tions of cases omitted from the oiiicial re-
ports.

SIDESMEII. In ecclesiastical law. These
were originally persons whom. in the ancient
episcopal synods, the bishops were wont to
summon out of each parish to give informa-
tion of the disorders of the clergy and people,
and to report heretics. In process of time
they became standing oiiicers. under the title
of “synodsmen," “sidesmen," or “quest-
men." The whole of their duties seems now
to have devolved by custom upon the church-
wardens oi.’ a parish. 1 Burn, Ecc. Law, 399.

SIDEWALK. A walk for root passen-
gers at the side of a street or road. See
Kohlhot v. Chicago, 192 Ill. 249. 61 N. E.
446, 85 Am. St. Rep. 335: Chaiiiss v. Parker,
11 Kan. 391: State v. Berdetta. 73 Ind. 185,
38 Am. Rep. 117; Pequignot v. Detroit (0.
C.) 16 Fed. 212.

SEN. An obsolete form of the word
“scion." meaning offspring or descendant.
Co. Litt 1230.

I snnwo. Span. In Spanish law. A
slave. Les Partidas, pt. 4, tit. 21, l. 1.

SIETE PABTIDAS.
See Las PARTIDAS.

Span. Seven parts.

. SIGHT. when a bill of exchange is ex.-
premed to be payable “at sight," it means
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on presentment to the drawee. See Camps
bell v. French, 6 Term, 212. » .

SIGIL. In old English law, a seal, or a

contracted or abbreviated signature used as

a seal. .~

sraxnnuu. Lat. In old nlgusn law.
A seal; originally and properly a seal im-
pressed upon wax.

Sigillun out car: Inna-sun, qua. corn
sine inprculono not out sigillnn. A.-

seal is a piece of wax impressed, because
wax without an impression is not a seal. 3

4 Inst. 169. ~

SIGLA. Lat. In Roman law. Marks or
signs of abbreviation used in writing. Cod.
1. 17, 11, 13.

SIGN. To afiix one's name to a writing
or instrument, for the purpose of authenti-
cating it, or to give it effect as one’s act. I

To “sign” is merely to write one’s name on
paper, or declare assent or attestation by some
sign or mark, and does not. like “subscribe.”
require that one should write at the bottom of
the instrument si ned. See Sbeehan v. Kear-
nev, 82 Miss. 68. . 21 South. 41, 35 L. R. A,
10?; Robins v. Coryeii. 27 Barb. (N. Y.) 560;
James v. Patten, 8 ‘N. Y. 9. 55 Am.

SIGII‘-LIAJIUAL. In English law. The
signature or subscription of the king is term-‘
ed his “sign-manual.” There is this diner-
ence between what the sovereign does under
the sign manual and what he or she does un-‘
der the great seal, viz., that the former is‘
done as a personal act of the sovereign; the
latter as an act of state. Brown.

SIGNATOBIUS ANNULUS.
the civil law. A signet-ring;
Dig. 50, 16, 74.

Lat. In
a seal-ring’.

SIGNATURE. In ecclesiastical law.
The name of a sort of rescrlpt, without seal.
containing the supplication. the signature ot_

the pope or his delegate, and the grant of a
pardon. ‘ '

In contracts. The act of writing one‘s
name upon a deed, ante, contract, or other
instrument, either to identity or authenti--ate
it, or to give it validity as one's own act.
The name so written is also called a “signa-
ture."

SIGNET. A seal commonly used for the
sign manual of the sovereign. Wharton,
The signet is also used for the purpose 0:
civil justice in Scotland. Bell. ‘.

smrurxcanon. In .1-‘rench law. The
notice given of a decree, sentence. or other
judicial act.

SIGIIIPICAVIT. In ecclesiastical law.
When this word is used alone, it means, tho

Dec. 376» _



law is suspended during war.

SIGNING JUDGMENT

bishop's certificate to the court of chancery
in order to obtain the writ of excommunica-
tion; but, where the words “writ of signifi-
cavit" are used. the meaning is the same as
“writ dc ezcomnzunicato capieado.” Shelf.
Mar. as Div. 502. Obsolete.

SIGNING JUDGMENT. 1n'!:ng1m.
practice. The signature or allowance of
the proper oflicer of a court, obtained by the
party entitled to judgment in an action, ex-
pressing generally that judgment is given in
his favor. and which stands in the place of
its actual delivery by the Judges themselves.
Steph. P1. 110, 111; French v. Pease, 10 Kan.
54.

In American practice. Signing judg-
ment means a signing of the judgment rec-
orditselt, which is done by the proper or-
iicer, on the margin of the record. opposite
the entry of the judgment. 1 Burrill, Pr.
268. ’

.,SIGNUM. Lat. In the Roman and
civil law. A sign; a mark: a seal. The
seal of an instrument. Calvin.

A species of proof. By "aigna" were
meant those species of imltcia which come
more immediately under the cognizance oi‘
the senses; such as stains of blood on the
person of the accused. Best. Pres. 13, note I.

In Saxon law. The sign of a cross pre-
fixed as a sign of assent and approbation to
A charter or deed.

‘ SILENCE. The state of a person who
does not speak, or 01' one who refrains from
speaking. In the law of atoppel, “silence"
implies knowledge and an opportunity to act
upon it. Pence v. Langdon, 99 U. S. 581, 25
L. Ed. 420; Stewart v. Wyoming Cattle
Ranch Co., 128 U. S. 383. 9 Sup. Ct. 101, 32
L. Ed. 439: Chlcora Fertilizer .Co. v. Dunan,
91 Md. 144, 46 Atl. 347, 50 L. R. A. 401.

Silent logos inter arms. The power ‘of
Bacon.

8ILl:N'1'IARI‘U8.. In English law. One
of the privy council; also an -usher. who sees
good rule and silence kept in court. Whar-
ton.

j SILK GOWN. llsed especially of the
gowns worn in England by king's counsel:
hence, “to take silk" means to attain the
rank of king's counsel. .\iozley J: Whitley.

SILVA.
a wood.

Int. In the civil law. Wood;

SILVA OEDUA. In the civil law.
That kind or wood which was kept for the
purpose oi‘ being cut.

In English law. Under wood; copplce
wood. 2 Inst. 642; Cowell. All small wood
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and under timber, and likewise timber when
cut down, under twenty years’ growth;
tltheable wood. 3 Salk. 347.

SIMILAR. This word is often used to
denote a partial resemblance only; but it is
also often used to denote sameness in all es-
sential particulars. Thus, a statutory pro-
vision in relation to “previous conviction of
a similar oirense" may mean conviction or
an ofl'ense identical in kind. Com. v. Fon-
min, 127 Mass. 454.

SILIILITER. Lat. In pleading. Like
wise; the like. The name of the short for-
mula used either at the end of pleadings or
by itself, expressive of the acceptance of an
issue of tact tendered by the opposite party:
otherwise termed a "joinder in issue.”
Steph. Pl. 57, 237. See Solomons v. Chesley.
57 N. H. 163.

Similitndo legnlis out enunun diver-
lonun inter so oollator.-Inn Iimilia ratio;
cured in no sirnilinnn valet, vnlebit in
nltero. Dlulnilium, dinimilia est ratio.
Legal similarity is a similar reason which
governs various cases when compared with
each other; for what avails in one similar
case will avail in the other. or things dis-
similar. the reason is dissimilar. Co. Litt.
191. -

Sirnonia est voluntu live deride:-inn:
enaendi vol vendendi spiritual!!! vol spir-
ltnnlilnn ndhaarentia. Contrnctns ex
tnrpi canon at contra bonol mores. Hob.
167. Simony is the will or desire of buying
or selling spiritualities, or things pertaining
thereto. It is a contract founded on a bad
cause, and against morality.

SIHONY. In English ecclesiastical law.
The corrupt presentation of any one to an
ecclesiastical beneilce for money, gift; or re-
ward. 2 Bi. Comm. 278. An unlawful con-
tract for presenting a clergyman to a bene-
iice. The buying or selling of ecclesiastical
preferments or of things pertaining to the
ecclesiastical order. Hob. 167. See State v.
Buswell, 40 Neb. 158, 58 N. W. 728, 24 L. R.
A. 68.

SIIIPLA. Lat. In the civil law. The
single value or a thing. Dig. 21, 2. 87. 2.

SIIIPLE. Pure; unmixed; not com-
pounded; not aggravated; not evidenced by
sealed writing or record.

As to simple “Assault," “Average." “Bat-
tery,” “Blockade," “Bond.” “Confession."
"Contract," “Contract Debt." “Deposit," “In-
terest." “Larceny," “0bligation," “Trust,"
and “Warrandlce," see those titles.

SIMPLEX.
unqualified.
—Si:n lex beneficinrn. In ecclesiastical
law. minor dignity in a cathedral or collegi-

Lat. Simple; single; pure:



SIMPLEX

sts church, or any other ecclesiastical beneiice,
as distinguished from a cure of souls. It may
therefore be held with any arochiai cure,
without comin under the prohibitions against
plurailtiss. a.rton.—Shn lex dictum. In
old English ractice. Simpe averment; mere
assertion wi out roof.-Simplex justitiarh
Is. In old reco s. Simple Justice. A name
sometimes given to a puisne ustics. Cowell.
-8131 lo: loqnola. In oi English prac-
tice. lmple speech: the mere declaration or
plain: of s plaintii!.—81snplox obligatio. A
single obligation: a bond without a condition.
2 . Comm. 340.—Sisnplex pore tio.
lIn4old gnggizh law. Simple pilgrimage. Flets,
‘ I c‘ I

Simplex eommendntio non obllgat.
More recommendation [of an article] does not
bind, [the vendor of it.] Dig. 4, 3, 87; 2
Kent. Comm. 485; Broom, Max. 781.

Simple: st pus-L donntio dlci poterit,
rib! nulls est adjusts oondltio nee snodus.
A gift is said to fie pure and simple when
no condition or qualification is annexed.
Bract. 1.

Shnplicitns est legibus union; at ni-
mia. subtilitas in June reps-obatnr. 4
Coke, 8. Simplicity is favorable to the laws;
and too much subtlety in law is to be repro-
bated.

snarr.1crr}:n.
ceremony; in a summary manner.

Directly; immediately: as distinguished
from inferentlally or indirectly.

By itself; by its own force; per ss.

Lat. Simply; without

IIHUI4 CUM. Lat. Together with. In
actions of tort and in prosecutions, where
several persons united in committing the act
complained of, some of whom are known and
others not, it is usual to allege in the dec-
laration or’ indictment that the persons
therein named did the injury in question,
“together with (simul cum) other persons
unknown."

SIMUI. 111.‘ 81:11:51..
at one time.

Lat. Together and

SIIIULATE. To feign, pretend, or coun-
terfeit. To engage, usually with the co-op-
peration or connivance of another person, in
an act or series of acts, which are apparently
transacted in good faith, and intended to be
followed by their ordinary legal consequen-
ces, but which in reality conceal a fraudu-
lent purpose of the party to gain thereby
some advantage to which he is not entitled,
or to injure, delay, or defraud others. See
Cartwright v. Bamberger, 90 Ala. 405, 8
South. 264.

—8l.Innlnted fact. In the law of evidence.
A fabricated fact; an appearance given to
things by human device. with a view to deceive
and mislead. Burrill. Circ. Ev. 131.—Shnn-
latod ndgment. One which is apparently
rende in good faith. upon an actual debt,
and intended to be collected by the usual pro-
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cas of law. but which in reality is entered by
the fraudulent contrivance of the parties, for
the purpose of giving to one of them an advan-
tage to which he is not entitled, or of defraud-
ing or delaying third persons.—§lsnulatod
sale. One which has all the n pearance of
an actual sale in good faith, inten ed to trans-
fer the ownership of property for a considera-
tion, but which in reality covers a collusive
design of the parties to put the property beyond
the reach of creditors, or p s from some
other fraudulent purpose.

InnlI.A'1'I0 LATEN8. Lat. A spe-
cies of feigned disease, in which disease is
actually present, but where the symptoms
are falsely aggravated, and greater sickness
is pretended than really exists. Beck, Med.
Jur. 3.

IEIIULATIOII. In the civil law. Mis-
representation or concealment of the truth:
as where parties pretend to perform a trans-
action different from that in which they
really are engaged. Mackeld. Rom. Law, I
181.

In French law. Collusion; a fraudulent
arrangement between two or more persons
to give a false or deceptive appearance to a
transaction in which they engage.

SINDIZRESIS. “A natural power of the
soul. set in the highest part thereof, moving
and stirring it to good, and adhorring eviL
And therefore aindereua never sinneth nor
erreth. And this sinderecie our Lord put in
man, to the intent that the order of things
should he observed. And therefore finders-
us is called by some men the ‘law of reason.’
for it ministereth the principles of the law
of reason, the which be in every man by na-
ture. in that he is a reasonable creature."
Doct. & Stud. 39.

81112. nit. Without.
—8ino usimo roves-tendi. Without the in-
tention of returning. 1 Kent. Comm. 78.-
Sine usensu enpltull. Witholit the con-
sent of the chapter. In old English practice.
A writ which lay where s dean, bishop. prehea-
dary. abbot, prior, or master of a hospital
aliened the lands holdcn in the right of his _

house. abbey, or priory, without the consent of
the chapter: in which case his successor might
have this writ.- Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 194. I:
Cowell.—Siuo conddentione curls. With-
out the judgment of the court. Fleta, lib. 2.
c. 47. 5 13.—S:l.ne doereto. Without author-
ity of a judge. 2 Ramos, Eq. 115.-81:10 die.
Without day: without assigning a day for a
further meeting or hearing. Hence. a final
adjournment: final dismissal of a cause. Osod
eat sine die. that he go without day: the old
farm of a judgment for the defendant. 9’. e.. a
judgment discharging the defendant from any
further appearance in court.—-Sine hoe qlod.
Without this, that. A technical hrase in old
pleading, of the same import wit the base
“absque boo qu.od."—8ino nnnoro. Wiithout
stint or limit. A term applied to common.
Fleta, lib. 4. c. 19, 5 8.—Iine prole. VVithout
issue. Used in geneaiofical tables. and often
abbreviated into ‘a. p."-She qua non. With-
out which not. That without which the thing
auinot be. An indispensable requisite or can-
't on.



SINE POSSESSIONE

line possessions usuonplo proeodore
non potent. There can be no prescription
without possession.

SINEOUBE. In ecclesiastical law.
When a rector of a parish neither resides nor
performs duty at his beneilce, but has a

vicar under him. endowed and charged with
the cure thereof, this is termed a “sinecure."
Brown.

An ecclesiastical beneflce without cure of
souls.

In popular usage, the term denotes an or-
iice which yields a revenue to the incumbent,
but makes little or no demand upon his time
or attention.

SINGLE. Unitary; detached: individ-
ual: alrecting only one person; containing
only one part, article, condition. or covenant.

As to single “Adultery,” “Bill,” “Bond,"
"Combat," “Dembe," “Ent1'y." “Escheat,"
and “Original.” see those titles.

SINGULAB. Each; as in the expression
“all and singular." Also, individual.

As to singular “Successor," and “Title,”
see those titles.

IINKIIIG FUND. See Fuun.

IIPESSOOUA. In old English law. A
franchise, liberty, or hundred.

8181‘, v.
proceeding.

In Scotch practice. To stay
Bell.

8181‘, n. In Scotch practice. A stay or
suspension ot_ proceedings; an order for a
stay of proceedings. Bell.

SISTEE. A woman who has the same
father and mother with another, or has one
of them only. The word is the correlative
of “brother."

SIT. To hold a session, as of a court,
grand Jury, legislative body, etc. To be for-
mally organized and proceeding with the
transaction of business. See Allen v. State,
1.02 Ga. 619, 29 S. E. 470; Cock v. State, 8
Tex. App. 659.

SITIICUNDMAM. In Saxon law. The
high constable of a hundred.

SITIO GANADO EAYOR. Sp. In
Spanish and Mexican land law, a tract of
land in the form of a square, each side of
which measures 5,000 varas; the distance
from the center of each sitio to each of its
sides should be measured directly to the
cardinal points or the compass, and should
be 2.500 varas. U. S. v. Cameron, 3 Ariz.
100. 21 Pac. 17?.

IITTINGI. In practice. The holding of
a court, with full form, and before all the
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judges; as a sitting in bane. 8 Steph. Comm.
423.

The holding or a court or niai prius by one
or more of the Judges of a superior court,
instead of the ordinary nisi priua judge. 3
steph. Comm. 422.
-Sittings alter tern. Sittings in bone
after term were held b authority of the st.
1 & 2-Vict. c. 32. T e courts were at lib~
erty to transact business at their sittings as
in term-time, but the custom was to dispose
only of cases standing for argument or judg-
ment. Wharton.—-Sittings in bank or bane.
The sessions of a court, with the full bench
present, for the purpose of determining mat-
ters ot law argued before them.—Sittin¢s In
camera. See Ciunssss.

SITUS. Lat. Site; position; location;
the place where a thing is, considered, for
example, with reference to jurisdiction over
it. or the right or power to tax it. See Boyd
v. Selma, 96 Ala. 144. 11 South. 393,. 16 L.
R. A. 729; Bullock v. Guilford, 59 Vt. 516.
9 Atl. 360: Benton v. Edwards, 126 Cal. -13,

68 Pac. 320, 46 L. R. A. 832. 77 Am. st. Rep.
141.

live tots res erincatnr, sivo pars,
Isabel: regs-euurn emptor in venditoresn.
The purchaser who has been evicted in whole
or in part has an action against the vendor.
Dig. 21, 2, 1; Broom, Max. 768.

II! ACTS, THE. The acts passed in
1819, for the paciiication of England. are so
called. They, in effect, prohibited the train-
ing of persons to arms; authorized general
searches and seizure of arms: prohibited
meetings of more than titty persons for the
discussion of public grievances; repressed
with heavy penalties and conllcations sedi-
tious and blasphemous libels; and checked
pamphleteering by extending the newspaper
stamp duty to political pamphlets. Brown.

SIX ARTICLES, LAWS OF. A cele-
brated act entitlcd “An act for abolishing di-
versity of opinion." (31 Ben. VIII. c. 14,)
enforcing conformity to six or the strongest
points in the Roman Catholic religion, under
the severest penalties; repealed by St. 1 Elia.
c. 1. 4 Reeve, Eng. Law, 378.

SIX GLEBKS. In English practice. Of-
ficers of the court of chancery, who receiv-
ed and flied all bills, answers, replications.
and other papers, signed ofllce copies of
pleadings, examined and signed dockets of
decrees, etc., and had the care of all records
in their oilice. Holthouse; 3 Bl. Comm. -143.
They were abolished by St. 5 Vict. c. 5.

I

SIX-DAY LICENSE. In English law.
A liquor license, containing a condition that
the premises in respect of which the license
is granted shall be closed during the whole
of Sunday, granted under section 49 of the
licensing act, 1872 (35 J: 36 Vict. c. 94.)

SIXHIIIDI. Servants of the same nature
as rod knights, (q. 1:.) Anc. Inst. Eng.



- SKELETON BILL

SKELETON BILL. One drawn, indorsed,
or accepted in blank.

SKILL. Practical and familiar knowledge
of the principles and processes of an art,
science, or trade. combined with the ability
to apply them in practice in a proper and
approved manner and with readiness and
dexterity. See Dole v. Johnson, 50 N. H.
454; Akridge v. Noble, 114 Ga. 949, -11 S.
E. 78; Graham v. Gautier, 21 Tex. 119;
Haworth v. Severs Mtg. 00.. 87 Iowa, 765,
51 N. W. 68.
—Beuonable skill. Such skill as is ordi-
narily possessed and exercised by persons of
common capacity, en aged in the same business
or emplo ‘meat. Mec anics’ Bank v. Merchants’
Bank, 6 etc. (i\Iass.) 26.-Skilled witnesses.
Witnesses _who are allowed to give evidence
on matters of opinion and abstract tact.

BLADE. In old records. A long, flat, and
narrow piece or strip or ground. Paroch.
Antiq. 465.

SLAINS. See Lsrrsss or Sums.

SLANDER. In torts. Oral defamation:
the speaking or false and malicious words
concerning another, whereby injury results
to his reputation. See Pollard v. Lyon, 91
U. S. m7, 23 L. Ed. 308; Fredrickson V.
Johnson, 60 Minn. 337, 62 N. W. 388; Ross
v. Ward, 14 S. D. 2-40, 85 N. W. 182, 86 Am.
St. Rep. 746; Gambrill v. Schooiey, 93 Md.
48, 48 Atl. 730, 52 L. R. A. 87, 86 Am. St.
Rep. 414; Republican Pub. Co. v. Mosman,
15 C010. 399, 24 Pac. 1051; Civ. Oode Ga.
1895, 3 3837. _

-—Slander of title. This is a statement of
something_ tending to cut down the extent of
title to some estate vested in the plaintiif.
Such statement. in order to be actionable, must
be false and malicious; 4'. e., both untrue and
done on purpose to -injure the laintifi. Dam-
age must also have resulted mm the state-
ment. Brown. See Burkett v. Grifiith, 90
Cal. 532. 27 Pac. 52?, 13 L. R. A. 707, 25 Am.
St. Rep. 151; Carbondale Inv. Co. v. Burdick,
67 Kan. 329, 72 Psc. 781; Butts v. Long,
94 Mo. App. 687, 68 S. V\’. 754.

SLANDERER. One who maliciously and
without reason imputes a crime or fault to
another of which he is innocent. See Sun-
nan.

SLAVE. A person who is wholly subject
to the will of another; one who has no free-
dom of action, but whose person and serv-
ices are wholly under the (ontrol of another.
Webster.

One who is under the power of a master,
and who belongs to him; so that the master
may sell and dispose of his person, of his in-
dustry, and oi’ his labor, without his being
able to do anything. have anything. or ac-
quire anything. but what must belong to his
master. Civ. (‘ode La. art. 35.

SLAVE-TRADE. 'l‘he frntflc in slaves. or
t‘.-.e buying and selling of slams for proiit.
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SLAVERY. The condition of a slave;
that civil relation in which one man has ab-
solute power over the life, fortune, and lib-
erty of another.

SLAY. This word, in an indictment, adds
nothing to the force and eirect of the word
"kill," when used with reference to the tak-
ing of human life. It is particularly appu-
cable to the taking or human life in battle;
and, when it is not used in this sense, it is
synonymous with "kill." State v. Thomas.
82 La. Ann. 851.

SLEDGE. A hurdle to draw traitors to
execution. 1 Hale, P. C. 82.

SLEEPING PARTNER. A dormant part-
ner; oue whose name does not appear in
the firm, and who takes no active part in the
business. but who has an interest in the con-
cern. and shares the profits, and thereby be-
comes a partner. either absolutely, or as re-
spects third persons.

SLEEPIIIG RENT. In English law. An
expression frequently used in coal-mine leases
and agreements for the same. It signiiies s
fixed or dead, i. 0.. certain. rent, as distin-
guished from a rent or royalty varying with
the amount or coals gotten, and is payable
although the mine should not be worked at
all, but should be sleeping or dead. whence
the name. Brown.

SLIGHT. As to slight “Care," "Evidence,"
“Fault,” and “Negligence." see those titles.

SLIP. 1. In negotiations for a policy of
insurance. In England, the agreement is in
practice concluded between the parties by a
memorandum called the “slip," containing
the terms of the proposed insurance, and in-
itialed by the underwriters. Sweet.

2. Also that part of a police court which is
divided on’ from the other parts of the court.
for the prisoner to stand in. It is frequently
called the “dock." Brown.

3. The intermediate space between two
wharves or docks; the opening or vacant
space between two piers. See Thompson
v. New York, 11 N. Y. 120: New York v.
Scott, 1 Caines (N. Y.) 5-L3.

SLIPPA. A stirrup. There is a tenure
or land in Cambridgeshire by holding the
soverelgn’s stirrup. Wharton.

ILOUGH. An arm of a river. flowing be-
tween islands and the main-land. and sep-
arating the islands from one another.
Sioughs have not the breadth of the main
river, nor does the main body of water of the
stream flow through them. Dnnlleth & D.
Bridge Co. v. Dubuque County, 55 Iowa, 5%
8 N. W. 443.



SLOUGH SILVER.

SLOUGE SILVER. A rent paid to the
castle of Wigmore. in lieu of certain days’
work in harvest, heretofore reserved to the
lord from his tenants. Coweli.

SLUICEWAY. An artificial channel in-
to which water is let by a sluice. Specifical-
ly, a trench constructed over the bed 0: a
strain, so that logs or lumber can be floated
down to a coxfvenient place of delivery. Web-
star. See Anderson v. Munch. 29 Minn. 416,
18 N. W. 192.

SHAKA. In old records. A small, light
vessel; a smack. CowelL

SMALL DEBTS COURTS. The sever-
al county courts established by St. 9 & 10
Vict. c. 96, for the purpose of bringing jus-
tice home to every man’s door.

SHALL 'rrrn17.s. All personal and mix-
ed tithes, and also hope, flax, sairrons, po-
tatoes, and sometimes, by custom, wood.
Otherwise called “privy tithes." 2 Steph.
Comm. 726.

_8HAB.T-MONEY. Vindictive or exem-
plary damages. _See Brewer v. Jacobs (0.
C.) 22 Fed. 224; Springer v. Somers Fuel
Co.. 196 Pa. 156, 46 Au. 370; Day v. Wood-
worth, 13 How. 371, 14 L. Ed. 181; Murphy
v. Hobbs, 7 C010. 541, 5 Pac. 119, 49 Am.
Rep. 366.

SMOKE-PARTHINGS. In old English
law. An annual rent paid to cathedral
churches; another name for the pentecostals
or customary oblations oirered by the dis-
persed inhabitants within a diocese, when
they made their processions to the mother
cathedral church. Ccrwell.

snoxr:.sn.v1:n. In English law. A
sum paid to the ministers of divers parishes
as a modus in lieu of tithe-wood. Blount.

IMUGGLB. The act, with intent to de-
fraud, of bringing into the United States, or
with like intent, attempting to bring into the
United States, dutiable articles, without pass-
ing the same, or the package containing the
same, through the custom-house, or submit-
ting them to the otlicers of the revenue for
examination. 18 U. S. St. at Large, 186 (U.
S. Comp. St. 1901, p. 2018).

“The word is a technical word, having a
known and accepted meaning. It implies
something illegal, and is inconsistent with an
innocent intent. The idea conveyed by it is
that of a secret introduction of goods, with
intent to avoid payment of duties." U. S.
v. Ciaflin, 13 Blatchf. 184, Fed. Gas. No.
14.798.

IHUGGLING. The offense of import-
ing prohibited articles, or of defrauding the
revenue by the introduction of articles into
consumption, without paying the duties
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chargeable upon them. It may be committed
indiiferently either upon the excise or cus-
toms revenue. Wharton.

SNOTTERING SILVER. A small duty
which was paid by serviie tenants in Wy-
legh to the abbot of Colchester. Cowell.

80. This term is sometimes the equiva-
lent of "hence,” or “thererore," and it is
thus understood whenever what follows is an
illustration 01‘, or conclusion from, what has
gone before. Clem v. S Le, 33 1nd. 431.

so arms you a n. The £ormu1a.at
the end of a common oath.

'sonm»:. Span. Above; over; upon.
Ruis v. Chambers, 15 Tex. 586, 592. ' '

some}:-.nn-:z_r:s. In Spanish law. Su-
perior Judges. Les Partidas, pt. 3, tit. -1,

l. 1.

sonnnu and soianmm. Int. In the
civil law. The children or cousins german
in general. ,

soc, son, or soxa.‘ In Saxon law.
Jurisdiction; a power or privilege to admin-
ister justice and execute the laws; also a
shire, circuit, or territory. Oowell. ,

BOOA. A seigniory or lordship, enfran-
chised by the king, with liberty of holding a
court or his socmcn or socaycrs; i. e., his
tenants.

IOCAGE. Socage tenure, in England, is
the holding of certain lands in consideration
of certain inferior services of husbandry to
be performed by the tenant to the lord of the
fee. "socuge," in its- most general and ex-
tensive signification, seems to denote a ten-
ure by any certain and determinate service.
And in this "sense it is by the ancient writers
constantly put in opposition to tenure by
chivalry or knight-service, where the render
was precarious and uncertain. Socage is or
two sorts,—-free socage, where the services
are not only certain, but honorable; and vii-
iein socage, where the services, though cer-
tain. are of baser nature. Such as hold by
the former tenure are also called in Glanvii
and other authors by the name of “liberi
sokcmanm',” or tenants in tree socage. By
the statute 12 Car. 2, c. %, all the tenures
by knight-service were, with one or two im-
material exceptions, converted into free and
common socage. See Cowell; Brnct. i. 2, c.

35; 2 Bl. Comm. 79; Fleta, lib. 3, c. 14-, 5 9;
Litt. 5 117; Glen. 1. 3, c. 7.

SOOAGER. A tenant by socage.

Soengirun Idem out quod Iervitnn sol-
os; 01: soon, idem est quod earnea. Co.
Litt. 86. Socage is the same as service of
the soc; and soc is the same thing as a
plow. V '



BOCEB

. IOOEB. Lat. In the civil law. A wife's
rather; a father-in-la-w. Calvin.

SOOIALISH. A scheme or government
aiming at absolute equality in the distribu-
tion at the physical means of life and en-
joyment. It is on the ‘continent employed in
a larger sense; not necessarily implying com-
munism, or the entire abolition of private
property, but‘applied to any system which
require that the land and the instruments or
production should be the property, not of in-
dividuals, but of communities or associations
or of the government. 1 Mill, Pol. Econ.

IOCIEDAD. In Spanish law. Partner-
ship. Schm. Civil Law, 153, 154.

—8ocioda.d anonima. In Spanish and Mexi-
can law. A business cor oration. “By the
corporate‘ name, the share olders‘ names are
unknown to the world; and, so far as their
connection with the corporation is concerned,
their own names may be said to be anonymous,
thatls, nameless. Hence the derivation of the
term ‘anonymous’ as applied to a body of per-
sons associated together in the form of a com-
pany to transact any given business under a
company name which does not disclose any of

r own." Hall, Mex. Law, I 749.

- SOOIETAS. Lat. In the civil law. Part-
nership; a partnership; the contract ot
partnership. Inst. 3, 26. A contract by
which the goods or labor of two or more are
united in a common" stock, for the sake ot
sharing in the gain. Hailifax, Civil Law, b.
2, c. 18, no. 12.

—8ooietas leonina. That kind of society
or partnership by which the entire profits belong
to some of the partners, in exclusion of the
rest. So called in allusion to the table of the
lion, who. having entered into partnership with
other animals for the purpose of hunting, ap-
propi-lated all the prey to himself. It was
V01 . Wharton.—Societas navalis. A naval
fig!-tncrship; an association of vessels: a num-

r of ships pursuing their voyage in com-
pany, for purposes of mutual protection.

LSOOIETE. Fr. In French law. Partner-
ship. See'Go1ntaNnau.
—8ooiét6 anonyme. An association where the
liability of all the artners is limited. It had
in England until ately no other name than
th'at of “chartered company," meaning thereby
a joint-stock company whose shareholders. by a
charter from the crown, or a special enactment
of the legislature. stood exempted from any
liability for the debts of the concern, beyond
the amount of their subscriptions. 2 Mill,
Pol. Econ. 485.—8ooi6t6 en commandite.
In Louisiana. A partnership formed by a con-
tract by which one person or partnership agrees
to furnish another person or partnership a
certain amount. either in property or money, to
be employed by the person or partnership to
whom it is furnished. in his or their own name
or firm, on condition of receiving a share in
the profits. in the proportion determined by
the contract, and of being liable to losses and
expenses to the amount furnished and no more.
Civ. Code La. art. 2810.

IOOIBTI. An association or company
of persons (generally not incorporated) unit-
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ed together for any mutual or common pur-
pose. In a wider sense, the community or
public; the people in general. See New York
County Medical Ass'n v. New York, 32 Misc.
Rep. 116, 65 N. Y. Supp. 531; Josey v. Un-
ion L. & T. Co., 106 Ga. 608, 32 S. E. 62.8;
Gilmer v. Stone,-120 U. S. 586, 7 Sup. Ct.
689, 30 L. Ed. 734.

Soul! me! socina mans sooina non eat.
The partner oi‘ my partner is not my part-
ner. Dig. 50, 17, 47, 1.

800108. Lat. In the civil law. A part-
ner. -

‘ SOOHAN. A socager.
-1‘:-so aoomon. In old En lish law. Ten-
ants in free socage. Glanv. ii . 3, c. 7; 2 Bl.
Comm. 79.

IOOHANBY. Free tenure by socage.

aoona. A privilege, liberty, or tran-
chise. Ooweli. -

IOOOHE. A custom of grinding corn
at the lord's mill. Cowell. Bond-socome is
where the tenants are bound to it. Blount.

IODOMITE. One who has been guilty
of sodomy.

SOIDOHY. In criminal law. The crime
of unnatural sexual connection; so named
from its prevalence in Sodom. See Gene-
sis, xix.

This term is often defined in statutes and
judicial decisions as meaning “the crime against
nature." the “crimen ohnominatum,” or as car-
nal copulation, against the order of nature.
by man with man, or, in the same unnatural
manner, with woman or with a beast. See Cr.
Code Ga.1! 4352- Honselman v. People. 168 Ill.
172, 43 . E. 304. But, strictly speaking, it
should be used only as equivalent to “pectora-
ty,” that is the sexual act as performed by a
man upon the person of another man or a boy
bly penetration of the anus. See Ausman v.

ea , 10 Ind. 355, 71 Am. Dec. 331. The term
might also, without any great violence to its
original meaning, be so extended as to cover
the same act when performed in the same man-
ner by a man upon the person of a woman.
Another possible method of unilateral sexual
connection, by penetration of the mouth (patent
in orem alii immcttere, ocl cnem obs’ in area
reci ore) is not properly ca led “sodomy.” but
“fel atlon." That this does not constitute sodo-
my within the meaning of a statute is held in
Harvey v. State, 65 Tex. Cr. App. 199, 115 S.
W. 1198; Com. v. Poindexter (Ky. 118 S. W.
943: Lewis v. State, 36 Tex. Cr. 3!. 35 S.
W. 372, 61 Am. St. Rep. 831. On the other
hand bestiality is the carnal copulation of a
human being with a brute, or animal of the
sub-human orders. of the opposite sex. It is not
identical with sodomy, nor is it a form of sod-
omy, ihough the two terms are often confused
in legal writings and sometimes in statutes.
See Ausman V. Veal, 10 Ind. 355, 71 Am. Dec
331. Buggery is a term rarely used in stat-
utes, but apparently including both sodomy (in
the widest sense) and bestiality as above de-
fined. See Ausman v. Veal. 10 Ind. 355. ‘TI
32?. 331; Com. .v. J’., 21 Pa. Co. Ct. R.
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SOIL. The surface, or surface-covering
of the land, not including minerals beneath
it or grass or plants growing upon it But
in a wider (and more usual) sense, the term
is equivalent to “iand," and includes all that
is below, upon. or above the surface.

SOIT. Fr. Let it be; ‘be it so. A term
used in several Law-French phrases employ-
ed in English law, particularly as expressive
of the will or assent of the sovereign in form-
al communications with parliament or with
private suitors.
—8oit belle aux commons. Let it be de-
livered to the commons. The form of indorse-
ment on a bill when sent to the house of com-
mons. Dyer, 93a.—8o1t bails aux seignenrs.
Let it be delivered to the lords. The form of
indoxsement on a bill in parliament when sent
to the house of lords. Hob. 111a.-—Soit droit
flit al in-tie. In English law. Let right he
done to e party. A phrase written on a ti-
tion of right, and subscribed buhe king. oft
flit eonme 11 out desire. t it be as it is

,desired. The royal assent to private acts of
parliament.

SOJOURNING. This term means some-
thing more than "traveling,” and -applies to
a temporary, as contradlstinguished from a
permanent, residence. Henry v. Ball, 1
Wheat 5, 4 L. Ed. 21.

BORE-RE!-IVE. The lord's rent gather-
er in the soca. Coweil.

SOKEMANRIES. hands and tenements
which were not held by knight-service. nor
by grand serjeanty, nor by petlt, but by
simple services; being, as it were, lands en-
franchised by the king or his predecessors
from their ancient demesne. Their tenants
were sokemans. Wharton.

SOKEMANS. In English law. Those
who held their lands in socage. 2 Bi. Comm.
100.

Bola no per as soneetns donationem
testunentum ant transaotionem non vi-
tint. '0ld age does not alone and of itself
vitiate a will or gift. Van Alst v. Hunter,
5 Johns. Ch. (N. Y.) 148, 158.

SOLAR. In Spanish law. Land; the
demesne. with a house, situate in a strong
or fortified place. White, New Recop. b. 1,
tit. 5, c. 3, 5 2.

SOLAR. DAY. That period of time
which begins at sunrise and ends at sunset.
Co. Litt. 135a.

SOLAR MONTE.
See Morrrn.

A calendar month.

SOLARIUH. Lat. In the civil law. A
rent paid for the ground. where a person
built on the public land. A ground rent.
Spelman; Calvin.
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SOLATIUH. Compensation. Damages
allowed for injury to the feelings.

IOLD NOTE. A note given by a broker,
who has effected a sale of merchandise, to
the buyer, stating the fact of sale, quantity,
price, etc. Story, Ag. 1 28; Saladin v. Mit-
chell. -15 Ill. 83.

SOLDIER. A military man;
in the army.

a private

SOLE. Single; individual; separate; the
opposite of joint; as a sole tenant. '

Comprising only one person; the opposite
of aggregate; as a sole corporation.

Unmarried; as a fema sole. See the nouns.

SOLEMN. Formal; in regular form;
with all the forms of a proceeding. As to
solemn “Form," see Paona-rs. As to solemn
'‘oath’’ and “War," see the nouns.

SOLBMNEI LEGUM PORMULE. Izat.
In the civil law. solemn forms of laws;
forms of forensic proceedings and of trans-
acting legal acts. One of the sources of .the
unwritten law of Rome. Butl. Hor. Jur. 47.

SOLEIINITAS A'.l.‘TAOElAllENTO-
RUM. In old English practice. Solemnity
or formality of attachments. The issuing of
attachments in a certain formal and regular
order. Bract. fols. 439, 440; 1 Reeve, Eng.
Law, 480.

Solemnltates Jun-is aunt obsorvundm.
The solemnlties of law are to be observed.
Jenk. Cent. 13.

SOLEMNITY. A rite or ceremony; the
formality established by law to render a con-
tract, agreement, or other act valid. I ‘

SOLELINIZE. To soiemnize, spoken of
a marriage, means no more than to enter in-
to a marriage contract, with due publication,
before third persons, for the purpose of giv-
ing lt notoriety and certainty; which may _be

before any persons, relatives, friends, or
strangers, competent to testify to the facts.
See Dyer v. Braimock, 66 M0. 410, 27 Am.
Rep. 359; Pearson v. Iiowey, 11-N. J. Law,
19; Bowman v. Bowman, 24 Ill. App. 172.

SOLICITATION. Asking; enticing; ur-
gent request. Thus “solicitation of chasti-
ty” is the asking or urging a woman to
surrender her chastity. The word is also
used in such phrases as "solicitation to lar-
ceny," to bribery, etc.

SOLIOITOR. In English law. A legal
practitioner in the court of cliancery. The
words “solicitor” and “attorney” are com-
monly used indiscrimlnately, although they
are not precisely the same, an attorney being
a practitioner in the courts of common law,
a solicitor a practitioner in the courts of eq-
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uity. Most attorneys take out a certificate
to practice in the courts of chancery, and
therefore become solicitors also, and, on the
other hand, most, if not all, solicitors take
out a certificate to practice in the courts of
common law, and therefore become attorneys
also. Brown.
—flol1o!tor nernl. In English law. One of
the principal aw oflicers of the crown, associat-
ed in his duties with the attorney general, hold-
ing oflice by dpatent during the pleasure of the
sovereign, an having a right of preaudience in
the courts. 3 Bl. Comm. 27. In American law,
an-oflicer of the department of justice, next in
rank and authority to the attorney general,
whose principal assistant he is. His chief func-
tion is to represent the United States in all
cases in the‘supreme court and the court of
china in which the government is interested
or to which it is a party, and to discharge the
duties of the attorney general in the absence or
disability of that oflicer or when there is a
vacancy in the oflice. Rev. St. U. S. §§ 347. 359
(U. S. Comp. St. 1901. pp. 202. 207).-So1ioi-
tor of the supreme oourt. The solicitors be-
fore the supreme oodrts, in Scotland, are a body
of. solicitors entitled to practice in the court of
sasion. etc. Their charter of incorporation
bears-date August 10, 1797.—8olio!tor o! the
treasury. An oflicer of the United States at-
ta bed to the department of justice, having gen-
erfii charge of the law business appertaining to
the - treasury.—SoIicfl:or to the suitors’
fund. An oiiicer of the English court of chan-
osry, who is appointed in certain cases guardian
is Item.

SOLIDABY. A term of civil-law origin,
signifying that the right or interest spoken
ofls joint or common. A “solidary obliga-
tion" corresponds to a "joint and several"
obligation in the common law; that is, one
forywhich several debtors are bound in such
wise that each is liable for the entire amount,
and not merely for his proportionate share.
But in the civil law the term also includes
the case where there are several creditors, as
against a common debtor, each of whom is
entitled to receive the entire debt and give
an aoquittance for it.

‘aounmit. Lnt. In the civil law. A
whole; an entire or undivided thing.

“SOLIDUS LEGALIS. A coin equal to
13s. 4d. of the present standard. 4 Steph.
Comm. 119a. Originally the “soli(1us" was
a gold coin of the Byzantine Empire, but
in medieval times the term "was applied to
several varieties of coins. or as descriptive of
a money of account, and is supposed to be
the root from which “shiiling" is derived.

IOI.I1l’l'i'H. In old English law. Two
plow-lands, and somewhat less than a hair.
00. Litt. 50.’

Solo oedlt quod solo lnadlfloatur. That
which is built upon the soil belongs to the
soil. The proprietor of the soil becomes also
proprietor of the building erected upon it.
Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 275.

Solo oedlt qued solo hnplnntntur. Thai:
which is planted in the soil belongs to the
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oil. The proprietor oi‘ the soil becomes also
the proprietor of the seed, the plant, and the
tree, as soon as these have taken root.
Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 275.

SOLUI PROVIIIOIALE. Lat. In Ro-
man law. The eoium italicum (an extension
of the old Agar Romanus) admitted fall own-
ership, and of the application to it of usu-
capio; whereas the solum provinciale (an ex-
tension of the old Aaer Publicus) admitted of
a possessory title only, and of longs‘ tempera
posseasio only. Justinian abolished all dis-
tinctions between the two, sinking the itali-
oum to the level of the provincialo. Brown.

Solum 1-ex hoe non fuoero potent, quod
non potent injunbe age:-e. 11 Coke, 72.
This alone the king cannot do, he cannot act
unjustly.

Solnl noun tacit has-ode‘, non homo.
Co. Litt. 5. God alone makesthe heir, not
man.

80I.U'l_'I0. Lat. In civil law. Pay-
ment, satisfaction, or release; any species of
discharge of an obligation accepted as satis-
factory by the creditor. The term refers not
so much to the counting out of money as to
the substance of the obligation. Dig. 46, 3,
54; Id. 50, 16, 176.

—-Solutio indebit-i. In the civil law. Pay-
ment of what was not due. From the payment
of what was not due arises an obligation quasi
es contracts. When one has erroneously given
or performed somethln to or for another, for
which he was in no wise bound, he may rede-
mand it, as if he had only lent it. The term
“solutio indebiti" is here used in a very wide
sense, and includes also the case where one per-
formed labor for another, or assumed to pay I
debt for which he was not bound. or relinquish-
ed a right or released a debt, under the im res-
sion that he was legally bound to do so. ack-
eld. Rom. Law, 5 500.

Bolut-lo pretll elnptionls loco huhetnr.
The payment of the price [or a thing] is held
to be in place of a purchase, [operates as a.

purchase.] Jenk. Cent. p. 56, case 2; 2 Kent.
Comm. 387.

SOLUTION! PEODI HILITII PAD-
LIAMENTI, or 11:01)! nunanxsu
PABLIAMENTI. Old writs whereby
knights of the shire and burgesses might
have recovered their wages or allowance 1! it
had been refused. 35 Ben. VIII. c. 11.

SOLUTUS. In the old! law. Loosed:
freed from confinement; set at liberty. Dig.
50, 16, 48.

In Scotch praotleo.
used in old depositions.

Purged. A term

l0I.VABI1'.I'I'£:. Fr.
Ability to pay; solvency.
des Assur. c. 8, 5 15.

In French law.
Emerig. Traitb
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SOLVEIIOY. Ability to pay; present
ability to pay; ability to pay one’s debts out
of one’s own present means. Marsh '-v.
Duncl-rel. 25 Hun (N. Y.) 189; Osborne V.
Smith (C. '0.) 18 Fed. 130; Larkm v. Hap-
good, 56 Vt. 601; Sterrett v. Third Nat Bank,
46 Hun (N. Y.) 26; Reid v. Lloyd, 52 Mo.
App. 282.

SOINENDO. Lat. Paying. An -apt
word of reserving a rent in old conveyances.
Co. Litt. 47¢.

SOLVENJDO E882. Lat. To be in a
state or solvency; C. e., able to pay.

' Solvendo esse nerno intelligitur nisi qui
sol.idum_potest solvers. No one is con-
sidered to be solvent unless he can pay all
that he owes. Dig. 50, 16, 114.

SOLVENT. A solvent person is one who
is able to pay all his just debts in full out
of his own present means. See Dig. 50. 16,
114. And see SOLVENCY.

SOLVERE. Lat. To pay; to comply
with one’s engagement: to do-what one has
undertaken to do; to release one's self from
obligation, as by payment of a debt. Calvin.
—Solvers poenas. To pay the penalty.

'_ _ SOLVIT.
206.

-Solvit ad dlem. He paid at the day. The
technical name of the plea, in an action of debt
on bond, that the defendant paid the money on
the day mentioned in the condition. 1 Archb.
N. P. 220, 221.-—Solvlt ante diem. A plea
that the money was paid before the day a£point-
ed.-Solvfl: post diam. He paid after t e day.
The plea in an action of debt on bond that the
defendant paid the money after the day named
for the payment. and before the commencement
of the suit. 1 Archb. N. P. 222. r -

Lat. He paid; paid. 10 East,

lolvitur adhuo sooietss stlnm mo:-to‘
soon. A partnership is moreover dissolved
by the death of a’ partner. Inst. 3, 26, 5;
Dig. 17, 2. . .

_ Solvitur eo liganine quo ligstur. In
the same manner that a thing is bound it is
unloosed. Livingston v. Lynch, 4 Johns. Ch.
(N. Y.) 582. — - .

sosmn.sr:'r'r's CASE. A celebrated de-
clsion of the English king's bench, in 177],
(20 How. St. Tr. 1,) that slavery no longer
existed in England in any form, and could
not for the future exist on English soil, and
that any person brought into England as a
slave could not be thence removed except by
the legal means applicable in the case of
any free-born person.

SOHMATION. In French law. A de-
mand served by a Imlsslcr, by which one
party calls upon another to do or not to _do a
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certain thing. This document has for ‘its
object to establish that upon a certain date
the demand was made. Arg. Pr. Mere. Law,
574.

I 0 H NA M B ‘U Is I 8 M. Sleep-wallring.
Whether this condition is anything more than
a co-operation of the voluntary muscles with
the thoughts which occupy the mind during
sleep is not settled by physiologists. _Whar-
ton. ' '

SOMPNOUII. In ecclesiastical law, an-
officer of the ecclesiastical courts whose duty
was to serve citations or process.

SON. An immediate male descendant; the.
correlative of "father." Technically a word
of purchase, unless explained. Its meaning
may be extended by construction to include
more remote descendants, such- as a grand-
child, and also to include an illegitimate male
child, though the presumption is against this.
See Flora v. Anderson (C. C.) 67 Fed. 185,:
Lind v. Burke, 56 Neb. 785, 77 N. W. 444;
Yarnall’s appeal, 70 Pa. "341; Jamison v.
Hay, 46 M0. 548; Phipps v. Mulgrave, 5
Term, 323. . .

SON. Fr. His. Her. See Civ. Code
art. 3522. '_

.—son assault demesne. I_»Iis own assault.
plea which occurs in the actions of trespass an
trespass on the case, by which the defendant
alleges that it was the plaintiffs own original
assault that occasioned the trespass for which
he has brought the action, and that what the
defendant did was merely in his own defense.
Steph; Pl. 186. I -

. .' . '3

SON-IN-LAW. The husband ‘of one's
daughter. ' ~ ‘-'

S01|".l‘_AGE. A tax of forty shillings an-
ciently laid upon every knight's fee. Cowell;

SONTIOUS. Lat. In the civil law. .I,Iuz_-t;

tul; injurious; hindering; excusing or jus.
tlfying delay. Morbus sonticus is any illness
of so serious a nature as to prevent a de-
tendant from appearing in court and to give
him a valid excuse. Calvin. - : »-.2

‘ 80015. If there is no time specified tor
the performance of an act, or if it is_"speci-
fled that it is to be performed soon, the law
implies that it is to be performed within- a
reasonable time. Sanford v. Shephard, 14
Kan. 232. _

sonnnon, or some. An arbitrary ex-'
action, formerly existing in Scotland and
Ireland. Whenever a chieftain had a mind
to revel, he came down among the tenants
with his followers, by way of contempt called
“_Gillizc1"tfitt.s," and lived on free quarters.
Wharton; Bell. .- .'

SOBNER. In Scotch law. A person who
takes meat and drink from others by force
or meuaces, ‘without paying for it. Bell. _
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‘S0303. Lat. In the civil law. Sister;
a sister. Dist. 8, 6, 1.

SOEORIOIDE. The killing or murder of
a sister; one who murders his sister. This
is not a technical term of the law.

8011!. Lat. In the civil law. Lot;
chance; fortune; hazard; a lot, made of
wood, gold, or other material. Money bor-
rowed, or put out at interest. A principal
sum or fund, such as the capital of a part-
nership. Ainsworth; Calvin.

In old English law. A principal lent
on interest. as distinguished from the inter-
est itself.

A thing recovered in action, as distin-
guished from the costs of the action.

SOBTITIO. Lat. In the civil law. _A
drawing of lots. Bormio fudicum was the
process of selecting a number of judges. for
a criminal trial, by drawing lots.

SOUGE. In English law. A drain or
water-course. The channels or water-courses
used for draining mines are so termed; and
those mines which are near to any given
sough. and lie within the same level. and are
benefited by it, are technically said to lie
within the title of that sough. 5 Mees. &
W. 228; Brown.

SOUL SO01‘. A mortuary. or customary
gift due ministers, in many parishes of Eng-
land, on the death of parishioners. It was
originally voluntary and intended as amends
for ecclesiastical dues neglected to be paid
in the life-time. 2 Bl. Comm. -125.

S0010), 1:. To have reference or relation
to: to aim at. An action is technically said
to sound in damages where it is brought not
for the specific recovery of a thing, but for
damages only. Steph. Pl. 106.

SOUND. adj.’ Whole; in good condition;
marketable. So used in warranties of chat-
tels. See Brown v. Bigelow. 10 Allen (Mass.)
242; Hawkins v. Pemberton, 35 How. Prac.
(N. Y.) 381; Woodbury v. Robbins, 10 Cush.
(Mass.) 522
—Sound and disposing mind and memory.
This phrase is often used in the law of
wills, to signify testamentary capacit .-Sound
nind. This term denotes the norm condition
of the human mind,—that state in which its fac-
ulties of perception and judgment are ordinari-
ly well developed‘. and not impaired by mania.
insagig, or dementia. See Daly v. Daly. 183
Ill. . 55 N. E. 671; Delniield v. Parish. 25
N. Y. 102: Wilson v. Mitchell, 101 Pa. 495;
S ratt v. Spratt. 76 Mich. 384. 43 N. W. 627;

hitney v. Twombly. 136 Mass. 147; Harrison
#4 lltlciwgn, 11 Fed. Cas. 661; Yoe v. Mccord,

‘7.

SOUIIDIIIG IN DAMAGES. When an
action is brought. not for the recovery of
lands, goods, or sums of money, (as is the
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case in real or_ mixed actions or the personal
action of debt or detinue,) but for damages
only, as in covenant. trespass. etc., the action
is said to be “sounding in damages." Steph.
Pl. 116. See Collins v. Greene, 67 Ala. 211;
Rosser v. Bunn, 68 Ala. 93.

SOUNDNESS. General health: freedom
from any permanent disease. 1 Car. & M.
291.

SOURCES 0!‘ THE LAW. The origins
from which particular positive laws derive
their authority and coercive force. Such are
constitutions, treaties, statutes, usages, and
customs.

In another sense, the authoritative or re
liable works, records, documents, edicts, etc..
to which we are to look for an understand-
ing of what constitutes the law. Such, for
example, with reference to the Roman law,
are the compilations of Justinian and the
treatise of Gains; and such, with reference
to the common law. are especially the an-
cient reports and the works of such writers
as Bracton, Littleton, Coke, “meta.” and
others.

SOUS BEING PRIVE. Fr. In French
law. Under private signature: under the
private signature of the parties. A contract
or instrument thus signed is ‘distinguished
from an “authentic act," which is formally
concluded before a notary or judge. Civil
Code La. art. 2240. -

SOUTH. L. Fr. Under. Bendloe, 33.

SOUTH SEA FUND. The produce of
the taxes appropriated to pay the interest of
such part of the English national debt as was
advanced by the South Sea Company and its
annuitants. The holders of South Sea an-
nuities have been paid ofl. or have received
other stock in lieu thereof. 2 Steph. Comm.
578.

SOVEREIGN. A chief ruler with so-
preme power; a king or other ruler with lim-
ited power.

In English law. A gold coin of Great
Britain, of the value of a pound sterling.
—Sovereig'n people. A term familiarly used
to describe the political body, consisting of the
entire number of citizens and qualified electors,
who. in their collegiate capacity. the
powers of sovereignty and exercise them through
their chosen representatives. See Scott v. Sand-
ford. 19 How. 404. 15 L. Ed. 691.--Sovereign
power. That power in a state to which none
other is superior or equal._ and which includes
all the s ecific powers which are necessary to
accomplis the legitimate ends and urposes of

vernment. See Boggs v. Merced in. (.‘o.. 14
gal. 309: Donnelly v. Decker, 58 Wis. 461. 17
N. W. 389. 46 Am. Rep. 637 ; Com. v. Alger. 7
Cnsh. (Mass) 81.-Sovereign right. A right
which the state alone. or some of its governmen-
tal agencies. can possess, an_d which t possesses
in the character of a sovereign. for the common
benefit. and to enable it to carry out its proper
functions; distinguished from such “proprieta-
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ry" rights as a state, like any private person,
may have in property or demands which it owns.
See St. Paul v. Chicago, etc., R. Co., 45 Minn.
387, 48 N. W. 17.—Sovoreig'n states. States
whose subjects or citizens are in the habit of
obedience to them, and which are not them-
selves subject to any other (or paramount) state
in. any respect. The state is said to be semi-
sovereign only, and not sovereign, when in any
respect or repects it is liable to be controlled
(like certain of the states in India)_by a para-
mount government. (a. 9., by the British empire.)
Brown. “In the intercourse of nations, certain
states have a position of entire independence of
others, and can perform all those acts which it
is possible for any state to perform in this par-
ticular sphere. These same states have also
entire power of self-government; that is, of in-
dependence upon all other states as far as their
own territory and citizens not living abroad are
concerned. No foreign power or law can have
control except by convention. This power of
independent action in external and internal re-
lations constitutes complete sovereignty."
Wools. Pol. Science, I. 204.

SOVERBIGNTY. The possession of
sovereign power; supreme political author-
ity; paramount control of the constitution
and frame of government and its administra-
tion; the self-sufiicient source of political
power, from which all specific political pow-
ers are derived; the international independ-
ence of a state, combined with the right and
power of regulating its internal aifairs with-
out foreign dictation; also a political society,
or state, which is sovereign and independent.
See Chisholm V. Georgia, 2 Dali. 455. 1 L.
Ed. 440; Union Bank v. Hill, 3 Cold. (Tenn.)
326; Moore v. Shaw, 17 Cal. 218, 79 Am.
Dec. 123.

“The freedom of the nation has its correlate
in the sovereignty of the nation. Political
sovereignty is the assertion of the self-determi-
nate will of the organic people. and in this there
is the manifestation of its freedom. It is in
and through the determination of its sovereign-
U that the order of the nation is constltuted_
and maintained.” Miilford. Nation, p. 129..

“it a determinate human superior, not in a
habit of obedience to a like superior, receive
habitual obedience_ from the bulk of a given so-
ciew, that determinate superior is sovereign in
that society, and the society (including the su-
perior) is a society political and independent.”
Aust. Jur. _

IOVEBTIB. In old Scotch law. Surety.
Skene.

SOWLEGROVE. February; so called in
South Wales. Cowell.

IOWHIJNG AND ROWMIIQG. In
Scotch law. Terms used to express the form
by which the number of cattle brought upon
a common by those having a servitude of
pasturage may be justly proportioned to the
rights of the different persons possessed of
the servitude. Bell.

SOWNE. In old English law. To be
leviabie. An old exchequer term applied to
sheriffs returns. 4 Inst. 107; Cowell; Spel-
man.
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srnnanms. Let. A swiord-bearerf
Biount. '

BPADONIES. Lat. In the civil law." Im-_
potent persons. Those who, on account of
their temperament or some‘ accident they
have suttered, are unable to procreate. Inst,
1, 11, 9; Dig. 1, 7, 2, 1. .

SPAESIM. Lat. Here and there ;_' scat-f
tered; at intervals. For instance. trespass
to realty by cutting timber sparstm (here
and there) through a tract.

IPATE PLAOITUH. In old English
law. A court for the" speedy execution of
justice upon military delinquents. Cowell.

SPEAK. In practice. To argue. ' "The
case was ordered to he spoke to again." 10
Mod. 107. See IMPARLANCE; SPEAKING wrm
Paosscums.

IPEAKI-IR. This is the omcial designa-
tion or the president or chairman of certain
legislative bodies, particularly of the house
of representatives in the congress of the
United States, of one or both branches of
several or the state legislatures, and of the
two houses of the British parliament.

The term “speaker,” as used in reference
to either of the houses oi‘ parliament, signi-
fles the functionary acting as chairman.. In
the commons his duties are to put questions.
to preserve order. and to see that the privi-
leges of the house are not infringed; and, in
the event of the numbers being even on a
division, he has the privilege -of giving the
casting vote. The speaker of the lords is the
lord chancellor or the lord keeper of the
great seal of England. or, it he be absent.
the lords may choose their own speaker.
The duties of the speaker of the lords are
principally confined to putting questions, and
the lord chancellor has no more ‘to do with
preserving order than any other peer;
Brown. '

SPEAKEG DEHURREB. See 'D£IltlB-
xmn. ' "

srnaxnto onnrzn. See onnn.‘ _

SPEAKIJIG WITH PROSEOUTOR. A‘
method of compounding an offense, _ailowed
in the English practice, where thecourt per-
mits a defendant convicted of a misdemeanor
to speak with the prosecutor before judg-
ment is pronounced; if the prosecutor de
clares himself satisfied, the court may in-
flict a trivial punishment. 4 Steph. Comm.
281.

SPECIAL. Relating to or designating a
species, kind, or sort; designedtor a DB.I‘tl(.'l.'-
lar purpose; conilned to a particular pur
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pose, object. person, or class.
of “general."
—S_peoial act. A private statute: an'act
which operates only upon articular persons or

rivate concerns. 1 Bl. fomm. 86; Unity v.
urraze. 103 U. S. 454, 26 L. Ed. 405.—Spe-

elalppse. In English practice. When a trial
at_nm ‘in a pears to the judge to turn on a
point 0 law, t jury may find a. general ver-
dict. subject to the opinion of the court above,
upon what is termed a “special case" to be
inade; that is. upon a written statement of all
the facts of the case drawn up for the opinion
of the court in bone, by the counsel and attor-
neys on-either side, under correction of the
judge at Mu‘ priua. The party for whom the
general verdict is so given is in such case not
entitled to judgment till the court in bane has
decided on the special case; and, according to
the result of that decision. the verdict is ulti-
mately entered either for him or his adversary.
Brown.—-Special claim. In English law. A
claim not enumerated in the orders of April 22,
1850, which required the leave of the court of
chancery to file it. Such claims are abolished.
—Speeial commission. In English law. An
extraordinar commission of oyer and terminer
and gaol deivery. issued by the crown to the
Edges when it is necessary that oifenses houid

immediately tried and punished. Wharton.
-8 oh! errors. Special pleas in error are
In as, instead of joining in error, allege some
extraneous matter as a ground of defeating the
writ of error. e. 9., a release of errors, expira-
tion of the time within which error might be
brought, or the like. To these, the piaintifi in
error may either reply or demur.—Speo1a1
matter. Under a plea of the general issue,
the defendant is allowed to give special matter
in evidence, usually after notice to the plnintiif
of the nature of such matter, thus sparing him
the necessity of pleading it specially. 3 Bl.
Comm. 306.—8peo1nl paper. A list kept in
the English courts of common law, and now in
the king's bench. common pleas, and excliequer
divisions of the high court, in which list demur-
l\?l'S, special cases. etc., to be argued are set
down. It is distinguished from the new trial
paper, peremptory paper, crown paper, revenue
paper, etc.. according to the practice of the par-
ticular division. Wharton-

As tospecial “Acceptance,” “Administra-
tion," “Agent," “Aliociitur." “Allowances,"
“Assessment," “Assumpsit." “Bail," "Bailiff,"
“Bastsrd," “Beneflt," “Calendar," “Charge-,"
“Oonstable," "Contract," “Count," “Cove-
nant," '"Custom," “Daniage." “Demuri-er."
“Deposit/' "Deputy," “Electlon," “Examin-
er,” umxecutonn llFllldlng'Il llGunranty’!l
"Guardian." “Imparlance." "lndorsement."
“lndorsement oi! Writ," “lnjunctlon," “In-
surance," “lssue," “Jurlsdictioii," "Jury,”
“Daw," “Legacy," “Letter of Credit," “Li-
cease," “I.ien." "Limitation," “Malice,” “.\las-
ter." “Meetlng," “Mortgage,” “Motlon." “Non
Est Factnm," “0ccupant," “Ownei'." “Part-
ner." “Partnership," “P1ea." "Plcnder."
"Pleading," “Power." “Privllege." “Proceed-
ing," “Property." “Request.” "Replication,"
“Restraint of Trade." “Retniner." “Rule,”
“Service," “Sesslons." “Statute," "Stock,"
"Tull," "Term." “'1‘erms," “Traverse,"
“'l‘rust." “Verdict," and “Warranty,"
those titles.

The opposite

lpecislh gene:-allhus deroguit. Spe-
cial words derogate from general words. A
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SPECIFICATION

special provision as to a particular subject-
matter is to be preferred to general lan-
guage, which might have governed in the
absence of such special provision. L. B. 1

C. P. 546.

SPECIALTY. A writing sealed and de-
livered, containing some agreement. Awrlt-
ing sealed and delivered, which is given as
a security for the payment of a debt. in
which such debt is particularly specified.
Bac. Abr. “Obligation,” A.

A specialty is a contract under seal, and
is considered by law as entered into with
more solemnlty, and, consequently, of higher
dignity than ordinary simple contracts. Code
Ga. 1882, 5 2717
—Speo1slty debt. A debt due or acknowledg-
ed to be due by deed or instrument under seal.
2 Bl. Comm. 465.

SPECIE. 1. Coin of the precious met-
als, of a certain weight and fineness, and
bearing the stamp of the govermiient. de-
noting its value as currency. Trebilcock 7.
Wilson, E Wall. 695, 20 L. Ed. 460; Wiilkup
v. Houston, 65 N. C. 501; Henry v. Bank of
Saiina, 5 Hill (N. Y.) 536.

2. When spoken of a contract, the ex-
pression “pertorniance in apccic" means
strictly, or according to the exact terms. As
applied to things, it signifies individuality or
identity. Thus, on a bequest of a specific
picture, the legatee would be said to be en-
titled to the delivery or the picture in specie;
4. 6., or the very thing. Whether a thing is
due in genera or in specie depends, in each
case, on the will of the transacting parties.
Brown.

SPECIES. Lat. In the civil law. Form:
figure; fashion or shape. A form or shape
given to materials.

A particular thing; as distinguished from
“genus.”
—Speo!eI taotl. In Scotch law. The particu-
lar criminal act charged against a person.

SPECIFIC. Having a certain form or
designation; observinga certain form; par-
ticular; precise.

As to specific “Denial,” “Devise," “Leg-
acy," and “Performance,” see those titles.

SPEiCIPICA'rI0.' Lat. In the civil law.
Literally. a making of form; a giving of
form to hiaterials. That mode of acquiring
property through which a person, by trains-
forming a thing belonging to another. es-
pecially by working up his materials into a
new species, becomes proprietor of the same.
Mackeld. Rom. Law, I 27L

SPECIFICATION. As used in the law
relating to patents and in building contracts.
the term denotes a particular or detailed
statement of the various elements involved.



SPECIFICATION

Gilbert v. U. S., 1 Ct. Cl. 34; State v. Ken-
dall, 15 Neb. 262. 18 N. W. 85; Wilson v.
Coon (C. C.) 6 Fed. 614.

In military law. The clear and particu-
lar description of the charges preferred
against a person accused of a military of-
fense. Tytier, Mil. Law, 109; Carter v. Mc-
Claughry, 183 U. S. 365, 22 Sup. Ct. 181, 46
L. Ed. 236.

In the law of personal property. The
acquisition of title to a thing by working it
into new forms or species from the raw ma-
terial; corresponding to the apcciflcaiio of
the Roman law. See Lampton v. Preston, 1
J. J. Marsh. (Ky.) 462, 19‘ Am. Dec. 104.

In practice. A detailed and particular
enumeration of several points or matters
urged or relied on by a party to a suit or
proceeding; as, a “specification of errors,”
or a “specification of grounds of opposition
to a bankrupt's discharge." See Railway Co.
v. _McArthur, 96 Tex. 65, 70 S. W. 317; In
re Glass (D. C.) 119 Fed. 514.

SPECIMEN. A sample; a part of some-
thing intended to exhibit the kind and quali-
ty-~of the whole. People v. Freeman, 1
Idaho, 322.

SPEOUIATION. In commerce. The act
or practice or buying lands. goods, etc.. in
expectation of a rise of price and of selling
them at an advance, as distinguished from a
regular trade,in which theprofit expected is
the difference between the retail and whole-
sale prices, or the ditrerence of price in
the place where the goods are purchased.
and the place where they are to be carried
for market. Webster. See Maxwell 1'.
Burns (Tenn. Ch. App.) 59 S. W. 1067; U. S.
v. Detroit Timber J: Lumber Co. (0. C.) 124
Fed. 393.

'- SPE.OUI.A'.l‘IVE DAMAGES. See DAM-
ears.

I SPEOULUH. Lat. Mirror or looking-
glass. The title of several of the most an-
cient law-books or compilations. One of the
ancient Icelandic books is styled “Speculum
Re-gale."

"SPEEDY EXECUTION. An execution
which, by the direction of the Judge at nisi
priua, issues forthwith, or on some early
day fixed upon by the judge for that pur-
pose after the trial of the action. Brown.

' IPEDY TRIAL. In criminal law. As
secured by constitutional guaranties, a speedy
trial means a trial conducted according to
fixed rules, regulations, and proceedings of
law, free from vexatious, capricious, and op-
pressive delays manufactured by the minis-
ters of Justice. See People v. Hall, 51 App.
Div. 57, 64 N. Y. Supp. 433; Nixon v. State, 2
Smedes & M. (Miss) 507, 41 Am. Dec. 601;
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Cummins v. People, 4 Colo. App. 71, 34 Pac.
734; Benton v. Com., 91 Va. 782, 21 S. E. 495.

SPELLING. The formation of words by
letters; orthography. _ Incorrect spelling does
not vitiate a written instrument if the in-
tention clearly appears.

SPENDTERIPI. A person who by ex-
cessive drinking. gaming, idleness, or de-
bauchery of any kind shall so spend, waste,
or lessen his estate as to expose himself or
his family to want or suffering, or expose the
town to charge or expense for the support of
himself or family. Rev. St. Vt. c. 65, 5 9;
Appeal of Morey, 57 N. H. 54.

The word “spendthrift," in all the provi-
sions relating to guardians and wards. con-
tained in this or any other statute, is in-
tended to include every person who is liable
to be put under guardianship. on account of
excessive drinking, gaming. idleness, or de-
bauchery. How. St. Mich. 1882, i 6340.
-8 endtiu-ift trust. A term commonly ap-
pli to those trusts which are created with a
view of providing a fund for the maintenance of
another, and at the same time securing it
against his improvidence or incapacity for his
protection. Provisions against alienation of the
trust fund by the voluntary act of the beneficia-
ry or by his creditors are the usual incidents.
Bennett v. Bennett. 66 «iii. A p. 28: Guernsey
v. Lazear. 51 W. Va. 328, 41 E. 405.

SPERATE. That of which there is hope.
Thus a debt which one may hope to recover
may be called “sperate," in opposition to
“desperate.” See 1 Chit. Pr. 520.

SPES ACORESOENDI. Lat. Hope of
surviving. 3 Atk. -rm; 2 Kent, Comm. 424.

' Spes est vigilnntia somnium.
the dream of the vigilant. 4 Inst. 203.

- Bpes inpunitatis eontlnulun afleotlun
tribnit delinquelufl. The hope of impu-
nity holds out a continual temptation to
crime. 3 Inst. 236.

SPES REOUPEBANDI. Lat. The hope
of recovery or recapture; the chance of re-
taking property captured at sea, which pre-
vents the captors from acquiring complete
ownership of the property until they have
definitely precluded it by effectual measures.
1 Kent. Comm. 101.

SPIGURNEL.
writs.

SPINSTER. The addition given. in legal
proceedings, and in conveyancing. to awo-
man who never has been married.

. SPIRITUAL. .Relating to religious or
ecclesiastical persons or amiirs, as distin-
guished from “secular" or lay, worldly, or
business matters.

As to spiritual “Corporation," “Courts."
and “Lords," see those titles.

The smier of the royal

Hope is .



SPIRITUALITIES

srmrfruanrrms '01‘ A BISHOP.
Those profits which a bishop receives in his
ecclesiastical character, as the dues arising
from his ordalning and instituting priwta,
and such like, in contradistlnction to those
profits which he acquires in his temporal ca-
pacity as a ‘baron and lord of parliament,
and which are termed his “temporalities,"
consisting of certain lands, revenues, and lay
fees, etc. Cowell.

SPIRI'.I.'1IAI.I'l'Y 01' BENEPIOES. In
ecclesiastical law. The tithes of land, etc.
Wharton.

SPIB.l'l'U0‘US LIQUORS. These are in-
flammable liquids produced by distillation,
and forming an article of commerce. See
Blankenship v. State, 93 Ga. 814. 21 S. E.
130: State v. Manger, 15 Vt. 293; Allred v.
State, 89 Ala. 112, 8 South. 66; Clitford v.
State, 29 Wis. 329. \

The phrase “spirituous iiquor," in a penal
statute, cannot be extended beyond its exact lit-
eral sense. Spirit is the name of an inflamma-
ble liquor produced by distillation. Wine is
the fermented juice of the grape, or a prepara-
tion of other vegetables by fermentation; hence
the term does not include wine. State v. Moore,
5 Blackf. (Ind.) 118.

srrran, or srri'rLr:. A charitable
foundation; a hospital for diseased people;
a hospital. Cowell.

SPLITTING A CAUSE or ACTION.
Dividing a singlecause oi‘ action, claim, or
demand into two or more parts, and bring-
ing suit for one of such parts only, intending
to reserve the rest for a separate action.
The plaiiitifl who does this is bound by his
first Judgment, and can recover no more. 2
Black, Judgm. I 734.

8POI.IA'1'I01I. In English eeolesinr
tleal law. An injury done -by one clerk or
incumbent to another, in taking the fruits
of his beneflce without any right to them,
but under a pretended title. 3 Bl. Comm.
90, 91.

The name of a suit sued out in the spirit-
ual court to recover for the fruits of the
church or for the church itself. Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 85.

In torts. Destruction 01‘ a thing by the
act of a stranger, as the erasure or altera-
tion of a writing by the act of a stranger, is
called "spollation." This has not the effect to
destroy its character or legal effect. 1 Green].
Ev. I 566; Medlln v. Platt County. 8 M0. 239,
40 Am. Dec. "135; Crockett iv. Thomason. 5
Sneed (Tenn.) 344.

SPOLIATOIB. Lat. A spoiler or de
stroyer. It is a maxim of law, bearing
chiefly on evidence. but also upon the value
generally of the thing destroyed, that every-
thing inost to his disadvantage is to be pre-
sunied against the destroyer, (npoii‘ator,)
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contra spoliatorem omnia prcvsumunlur. 1
Smith, Lead. Cas. 315.

Spoliatus debet ante onmie restitnl.
A party despoiied [forcibly deprived of poo-
session] ought flrst of all to be restored. 2
Inst. 714; (.Reeve, Eng. Law, 18.

' sronnna. Lat. In the civil and com-
mon, law. A thing violently or unlawfully
taken from another.

SPONDEO. Lat. In the civil law. I
undertake; I engage. Inst. 8, 16. 1.

SPOIIDES1 SPONDEO. Lat. Do you
undertake? I do undertake. The most com-
mon form of verbal stipulation in the Roman
law. Inst. 3, 16, 1.

lpondet peritiun nrtls. He promisu
the skill of his art; he engages to do the
work in a skillful or workmaniike manner.
2 Kent, Comm. 588. Applied to the engage
ments of workmen for hire. Story, Bailm.
I 428.

SPONSALIA, STIPULATIO 8P0!IIAp
IJTIA. Int. In the civil law. iiispousal;
betrothal: a reciprocal promise of future
marriage.

IPONSIO. Lat. In the civil law. An
engagement or undertaking; particularly
such as was made in the form of an answer
to a formal interrogatory by the other party.
Calvin.

An engagement to pay a certain sum of
money to the successful party in a cause.
Calvin.
—8pons!o Judielalis. In Roman law. A ju-
dicial wager correspondin in some respects to
the “feigned issue" of mo ern practice.—8pen-
sio Indiana. A trifling or ludicrous engage-
ment. such as a court will not sustain an ac-
tion for. 1 Kames. Eq. Introd. 34. An inform-
al undertaking, or one made without the usual
formula of interrogation. Calvin.

SPONIIONS. In international law.
Agreements or engagements made by certain
public officers (as generals or admirals in
time of war) in behalf of their governments.
either without authority or in excess of the
authority under which they purport to be
made, and which therefore require an expren
or tacit ratification.

SPONSOR. A surety; one who makes a
promise or gives security for another, partic-
ularly a godfather in baptism. .

In the civil law. One who intervenes
for another voluntarily and without being re-
quested.

sron-rr: OBILATA. Lat. A free gift or
present to the crown.

lponte vinnn xnnlier fugiens et adul-
tern facts, dote sun eareat, laid spans!
sponte retracts. Co. Litt. 821). Let 3



BPORTULA

woman leaving her husband of her own ac-
cord, and committing adultery. lose her dow-
er, unless taken back by her husband of his
own accord.

IPOBTULA. Lat. In Roman law. A
largess, dole, or present; a pecuniary dona-
tion; an oflicial perquisite;. something over
and above the ordinary fee allowed by law.
Inst. 4, 0, 24.

SPOUSALI. In old English law. Mutual
promises to marry.

SPOUSES-BREACH. In old English law.
Adultery. Oowell.

SPRING. A fountain of water; an issue
of water from the earth, or the basin of wa-
ter at the place of its issue.
natural chasm in which water has collected.
and from which it either is lost by percola-
tion or rises in a defined channel. Furner v.
Seabury, 135 N. Y. 50, 31 N. E. 1004: Blood-
good v. Ayers, 108 N. Y. 405, 15 N. E. 433, 2
Am. St. Rep. 443; Proprietors of Mills v.
Braintree Water Supply Co.. 149 Mass. 478,
21N. E.761,4L.R.A.272.
—-Spring»-branch. In American land law. A
branch of a stream. flowing from a spring.
Wootton v. Redd's Ex’r, 12 Grat. (Va..) 196.

BPBJNGING USE. See Usr.

SPITIIJLZIE. In Scotch law. The taking
away or meddling with movables in another's
possession, without the consent of the owner
or authority of law. Bell.

IPIIBIOUS. Not proceeding from the
-true source; not genuine: counterfeited. “A
spurious bank-bin may be a legitimate im-
pression from the genuine plate, but it must
have the signatures of persons not the otiicers
of the bank whence it purports to have issued.
or else the names of iictitious persons. A
spurious bill, also, may be an illegitimate im-
pression from a genuine plate, or an impres-
sion from a counterfeit plate, but it must
have such signatures or names as we have
Just indicated. A bill, therefore. may be both
counterfeit and forged, or both counterfeit
and spurious, but it cannot be both forged
and spurious." Kirby v. State, 1 Ohio St.
187.

SPURIUS. Lat. In the civil law. A
bastard; the oirspring oi‘ promiscuous cohabi-
tation. '

SPY. A person sent into an enemy's camp
to inspect their works, ascertain their
strength and their intentions, watch their
movements. and secretly communicate intel-
ligence to the proper officer. By the laws of
war among all civilized nations. a spy is pun-
ished with death. Webster. See Vattei, 3,
179.

SQUARE. As used to designate a certain
portion of land within the limits of a city or
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town, this term may be synonymous with
"bi0('k," that is. the smallest subdivision
which is bounded on all sides by principal
streets, or it may denote a space (more or
less rectangular) not built upon, and set apart
for public passage, use, recreation, or orna-
mentation, in the nature of a “park" but
smaller. See Caldwell v. Rupert, 10 Bush
(Ky.) 179; State v. Natal, 42 La. Ann. 612.
7 south. 781; Rowzee v. Pierce, 75 Miss. 846,
23 South. 307. 40 L. R. A. 402, 65 Am. St.
Rep. 625; Methodist Episcopal Church v.
Hoboken, 33 N. J. Law, 13, 97 Am. Dec. 690:
Rev. Laws Mass. 1902, p. 531, c. 52, 5 12.

SQUATTEB. In American law. One
who settles on another's land, particularly on
public lands, without a title. See O'Donnell
v. McIntyre, 16 Abb. N. C. (N. Y.) 84: Park-
_ersburg Industrial Co. v. Schultz, -13 W. Va.
470. 27 S. E. 255.

IQUIBE. A contraction of “esquix-e."

Is. An abbreviation used in that part of
a record, pleading. or aflidavit, called the
"statement of the venue." Commonly,trans-
lated or read, “to-wit." and supposed to be a
contraction of “M-meet."

Also in ecclesiastical documents, particular-
ly records of early councils, “ss" is used as
an abbreviation for subseripsl. Occasionally.
in Law French, it stands for sans, “without,"
a. 11., “fairs feofiment as non baron." Bend-
loe. p. 180.

STAB. A wound indicted by a thrust
with a pointed weapon. State v. Cody, 18
Or. 508, 23 Pac. 891; Ward v. State, 56 Ga.
410; Baby v. state, 7 Mo. 208.

s'rADII.IA. A writ called by that name,
founded on a custom in Normandy, that
where a man in power claimed lands in the
possession of an inferior, he petitioned the
prince that it might be put into his hands till
the right was decided, whereupon he had this
writ. Wharton.

Stable prnsuanptio doneo probetnr in
cont:-arium. A presumption will stand good
till the contrary is proved. Hob. 297;
Broom, Max. 949.

STABLE-STAND. In forest law. One
of the four evidences or presumptions where-
by a man was convicted of an intent to steal
the king's deer in the forest. This was when
a man was found at his standing in the forest
with a cross-bow or long-bow bent. ready to
shoot at any deer, or else standing close by a
tree with grey-hounds in a leash, ready to
slip. Coweii; Manwood.

STABULARIUS. Lat. In the civil law.
A stable-keeper. Dig. 4, 9, 4, 1.

STAOHIA. In old records. A dam or
head made to stop a water-course. Coweil.



STAFF-HERDING

STAFF-HERDING.
cattle within a forest.

The following of

STAGE-RIGHT is a word which it has
been attempted to introduce as a substitute
for “the right of representation and perform-
ance,” but it can hardly be said to be an ac-
cepted term of English or American law.
Sweet. '

STAGIABIUS. A resident. Cowell.

STAGNUH. In old English law. A pool,
or pond. Co. Litt. 5a; Johnson v. Rayner, 6
Gray (Mass.) 110.

STAKE. A deposit made to answer an
event, as on a wager. See Harris v. White,
81 N. Y. 539; Porter v. Day, 71 Wis. 296, 37
N. W. 259; Mohr v. Miesen, 47 Minn. 228_,

49 N. W. 862.

—-Stakeholder primarily means a person with
whom money is deposited pending the decision
of a bet or wager, (q. 1)..) but it is more often
used to mean a person who holds money or prop-
erty which is claimed by rival claimants, but in
which he himself claims no interest. Sweet.
And see Oriental Bank V. Tremont Ins. Co., 4
Metc. (Mass) 10: Fisher v. Hildreth, 117 Mass.
562; Wabash R. Co. v. Flanuigan, 95 Mo. App.
477, 75 S. W. 691. _

STALE, n.- In Saxon law. Larceny.
’ Wharton.

STALE, adj. In the language of the
courts of equity, a "stale” claim or demand
is one which has not been pressed or'asser_ted
‘for so long a time that the owner or creditor
is chargeable with inches, and that changes
occurring meanwhile in the relative situation
of the parties, or the intervention of new
interests or equities, would render the en-
forcement oi‘ the claim or demand against
conscience. See The Galloway 0. Morris. 2
Abb. U. S. 164, 9 Fed. Cas. 1,111; King v.
White. 63 Vt. 158, 21'_Atl. 535, 25 Am. St.
Rep. 752; Ashurst v. Peck, 101 Ala. 499, 14
South. 541; The Harriet Ann, 11 Fed. Gas.
597.

STALLAGE. The liberty or right of
"pitching or erecting stalls in fairs or markets,
or the money paid for the same. 1 Steph.
Comm. 664.

s-rA'1.r.anrus. In Saxon law. The
prwfcctus siabuli, now master of the horse.
Sometimes one who has a stall in a fair or
market.

STAKP. An impression made by public
‘authority, in pursuance of Law, upon paper
or parchment, upon which certain legal pro-
ceedings, conveyauces, or contracts are re-
quired to be written, and for which a tax or
duty is exacted.

A small label or strip of paper. bearing a
particular device, printed and sold by the
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government, and required to be attached to
mail-matter, and to some other articles sub-
ject to duty or excise. . -

—Sta.mp sets. In English law. Acts regulat-
ing the stain upon deeds. contracts. agree-
ments, papers in law proceedings. bills and notes,
letters, receipts, and other papers.—Stunp du-
ties. Duties imposed upon and raised from
stamps upon parbhmcnt and paper, and forming
a. branch of the perpetual revenue of the king-
dom. 1 Bl. Comm. . .'

STANCE. In Scotch law. A resting
place; a field or place adjoining a drove-road,
for resting and refreshing sheep and cattle on

their journey. 7 Bell, App. Cas. 53, 57, 58.

STAND. To abide; to submit to: as “to
stand a trial." A .

To remain as a thing is; to remain in force.
Pleadings demurred to and held good are al-
lowed to stand. -

To appear in court.
-—Stnn aside jurors. A practice by
which, on t e drawing of a jury for a criminal
trial. the rosecutin officer puts aside a juror.
"provisions ly, until t e panel is exhausted. with-
out disclosing his reasons. instead of being re-
quired to challenge him and show cause. The
statute 33 Edw. I. deprived the crown of the
power to challenge jurors without showing
cause, and the practice of standing aside jurors
was adopted, in England. as a method of evad-
ing its provisions. A similar practice is in use
in Pennsylvania. See Warren v. Com.. 3? Pa.
54' Zell v. Com., 94 Pa. 272: Hnines v. Com..
106 Pa. 322 But in Missouri, it is said am
thtzdwprds "stand aside” arefthe usual formula.
us in impaneing a ‘u . or rejectiu a ‘ur-
or. State v. Hultz, ldiirifo. 41, 16 S.
—-Standing by is used in law as implying
knowledge. under such circumstances as ren-
dered lt the duty of the possessor to communi-
cate it: and it is such knowledge. and not the
mere fact of “standing by," that lays the foun-
dation of responsibility. The phrase does not
import an actual presence. "but implies knowl-
edge under such circumstances as to render it
the duty of the possessor to communicate it.”

"Anderson v. Hubble. 93 Ind. 573. 47 Am. Ibis.
-394; Gatling v. Rodman, 6 Ind. 292: Richa -

son v. Chiekering, 41 N. H. 380, 77 Am. Dec.
769; Morrison v. Morrison. 2 Dana (Ky.) 16.
—-Standing mute. A prisoner, arraigned for
treason or felony, was said to “stand mute."
when he refused to plead, or answered foreign
to the purpose. or. after a plea of not guilty,
would not put himself upon the country.-
Standing orders are rules and forms regulat-
ing the procedure of the two houses of parlia-
ment, eaeh having its own. They are of 81 us]
force in every parliament, except so far as t ey
are altered or suspended from time to time.
Cox. Inst. 136; May, Parl. Pr. 185.-Standing
seised to user. A covenant to stand seised to
uses is one b which the owner of an estate cov-
enants to ho d the same to the use of another
person, usually a relative, and usually in consid-

It is'a species of
conve ance depending for its effect on the stat-

uses.

STANDARD. An ensign or flag used in
war.

STANDARD 0!‘ WEIGHT. or REAS-
UB2. A weight or measure fixed and pre
scribed by law, to which all other weights
and measures are required to correspond.
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STANNARIIES. A district which in-
cludes all parts of Devon and Cornwall where
some tin work is situate and in actual opera-
tion. The tin miners of the stannaries have
certain peculiar customs and privileges.
—Stnnnu-y courts. Courts in Devonshire
and Cornwall for the administration of justice
among the miners and tinncrs. These courts
were held before the lord warden and his depu-
ties b virtue of a privilege granted to the worlt-
ers o the tin-mines there, to sue and be sued in
their own courts only, in order that they might
not be drawn away from their business by hav-
inng to attend law-suits in distant _courts.

rown.

STAPLE. In English law. A mari: or
market. A place where the buying and sell-

‘_ing of wool, lead, leather, and other articles
were put under certain terms. 2 Reeve, Eng.
Law, 393.

In international law. The right of sta-
=ple. as exercised by a people upon foreign
merchants, is defined to be that they may not
allow them to set their merchandises and
wares to sale but in a certain place. This
practice is not in use in the United States.
1,Chit. Com. Law, 103.
—Stople Inn. An inn of chancery. See Inns
or CHANCI-3RY.—St|tIIto-ltaple. In En lish
law. A security for a debt acknowledge to
be due. so called from its being entered into be-
fore the mayor of the staple, that is to say, the
grand mart for the principal commodities or
munufactures of the kingdom. formerly held by
act of parliament in certain trading towns. In
other respects it resembled the statute-merchant.
$1. 1)..) but like that has now fallen into disuse.

Bl. Comm. 160; 1 Steph. Comm. 287.

STARBOARD. In maritime law. The
right-hand side oi! a vessel when the observer
faces forward. "Starboard tack." the course
or vessel when she has the wind on her star-
board bow. Burrows v. Gower (D. C.) 119
Fed. 617. ,

STAR-CHAMBER was a court which
originally had jurisdiction .in cases where
the ordinary course of justice was so much
obstructed by-one party, through writs. com-
bination oi‘ maintenance, or overawing influ-
ence that no interior court would iind its
process obeyed. The court consisted of the
privy council, the common-law judges, and
‘(it seems) all peers of parliament. In the
reign of Henry VIII. and his successors, the
jurisdiction of the court was illegally extend-
ed to such a degree (especially in punishing
disobedience to the king's arbitrary procla-
lmations) that it became odious to the nation.
and was abolished. 4 Sieph. Comm. 310:
Sweet.

STARE DEOISIS. Lat. To stand by de-
cided cases; to uphold precedents; to main-
tain former adjudications. 1 Kent, Comm.
477.

STARE 11¢ JUIDIOIO. Lat. To appear
before a tribunal, either as piaintifl or de-
fendant.
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STARR, or STARRA. The old term for
contract or obligation among the Jews, be-
ing a corruption from the Hebrew word
“sheim-," a covenant. By an ordinance of
Richard I., no start was allowed to -be valid.
unless deposited in one oi! certain repositories
established by law, the most considerable of
which was in the king's excbequer at West-
minster; and Blackstone conjectures that the
room in which these chests were kept was
thence called the “starr—chamber." 4 Bl.
Comm. 266, 267. note a.

Stat pro rations volnntnii. The will
stands in place of ii reason. Sears v. Sharer,
.1 Barb. (N. Y.) 408, 411; Farmers’ Loan &
Trust Co. v. Hunt, 16 Barb. (N. Y.) 514, 525.

Stat pro x-ntione voluntas populi. The
will or the people stands in place of a reason.
People v. Draper, 25 Barb. (N. Y.) 344, 376.

STATE, 1:. To express the particulars of
a thing in writing or in words; to set down
or set forth in detail. ,

To set down in gross; to mention in gen-
eral terms, or b way of reference; to refer.
Utica v. Richar son, 6 Hill (N. Y.) 300.

STATE, 7;. A body politic, or society or
men, united together for the purposeof pro-
moting their mutual, safety and advantage,
by the joint eirorts of their combined strength.
Cooley, Const. Lim. 1. ~

One of the component commonwealths or
states of the United, States of America.

The people of a state, in their collective
mpacity, considered as the party wronged by
a criminal deed; the public; as in the title of
a cause, “The State vs. A. B."

The section of territory occupied by one of
iiie United States.
—l‘ox-eign state. A foreign country or nation.
‘The several United States are (.‘0l18l(‘l0l'l‘d “for-
eign" to each other except as regards their re-
lations as common members of the Union.-

See Ev1nr:xca.—-State
oilicers. Those whose duties concern the state
‘at large or the general public. or who are au-
thorized to exercise their ofiicial functions
throughout the entire state, without limitation
to any political subdivision of the state._ In
another sense. oflicers belonging to or exercising
authority under one of the states of the Union.
as distinguished from the oflicers of the United
States. See In re Police Com’rs. 22 R. I. 654.
49 At]. 36; State V. Burns, 38 Fla. 378. 21
South. 290: People v. Nixon, 158 N. Y. 221, 52
N. E. 1117.—Sta.te paper. A_do‘cument pre-
pared by, or relating to. the political department
of the government of a state or nation. and con-

,cerning or aifecting the administration of its
government or its political or international re-
lations. Also, a newspaper. designated by pub-
lic authority. as the organ for the publication
of public statutes, resolutions, notices, and ad-
vertisements.—State tax. A tax the proceeds
of which are to be devoted to the expenses of
the tate, as distinguished from taxation for 10-
cal or municipal purposes. See Youngblood v.
Sexton. 32 Mich. 413, 20 Am. Rep. 654; State
v. Auditor of State. 15 Ohio St. 482.—Stlte
trial. A trial for a political oifense.—8tlto
Trials. A work in thirty-three volumes octave,
containing all English trials for oflehses against
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the state and others partaking in some degree of
that character. from the ninth year of Hen. II.
to the first of Geo. IV.

STATE 0!‘ FACTS. Formerly, when a
master in chancery was directed by the court
of chancery to make an inquiry or investiga-
tion into any matter arising out of a suit,‘
and which could not conveniently be brought
before the court itself, each party in the suit
carried in before the master a statement
showing how the party bringing it in repre-
sented the matter in question to be; and this
statement was'technically termed a "state of
facts," and formed the ground upon which
the evidence was received, the evidence be-
ing, in fact, brought by one party or the
other, to prove his own or disprove his op-
ponent's state of facts. And so now, a state
of facts means the statement made by any
one of his version of the facts. Brown.

STATE 0!‘ FACTS AND PROPOSAL.
In English lunacy practice, when a person
has been found a lunatic, the next step is to
submit to the master a scheme called a “state
of facts and proposal," showing what is the
position in life, property, and income of the
lunatic, who are his next of kin and heir at
law, who are proposed as his committees, and
what annual sum is ‘proposed to -be allowed
for his maintenance,'etc. From the state of
facts and the evidence adduced in support
of it, the master frames his report. Elmer.
Lun. 22; Pope. Lun. 79; Sweet.

STATE 01‘ THE CASE. A narrative of
the facts upon which the plaintiff relies, sub- ‘

stituted for a more formal declaration, in
suits in the inferior courts. The phrase is
used in New Jersey.

STATED. Settled; closed. An account
stated means an account settled, and at an
end. Pull. Acc'ts, 33. “In order to consti-
tute an account stated, there must be a state-
ment of some certain amount of money being
due, which must be made either to the party
himself or to some agent of his." 6 Mees. &
W. 607.
—8tated meeting. A meeting of a board of
directors. board of oificers, etc., held at the time
appointed therefor by law, ordinance, by-law. or
other regulation; as distinguished from “spe-
cial" meetings. which are held on call as the
occasion may arise, rather than at a regularly
appointed time, and from adjourned meetings.
See Zulich v. Bowman. 42 Pa. 87.—Btnted
term. A regular or ordinary term or session of
a court for the dispatch of its general business,
held at the time fixed b law or rule: as dis-
tinguished from a npccia term. held out of the
due order or for the transaction of particular
business.

STATEHENT. In a general sense, an
allegation: a declaration of matters of fact.
The term has come to be used of a variety of
formal narratives of facts. required by law
in various jurisdictions as the foundation of
judicial or official proceedings.
—StnteInent of aflairs. In English hank-
ruptcy practice, a bankrupt or debtor who has
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presented a petition for liquidation or composi-
tion must produce at the first meeting of cred-
itors a statement of his affairs, giving a list of
his creditors, secured and unsecured, with the
value of the securities, a list of bills discount-
ed. and a statement of his property. Sweet.
—-Statement of claim. A written or printed
statement by the plaintifl in an action in the
English high court. showing the facts on which
he relies to support his claim against the de-
fendant, and the relief which he claims. It is
delivered to the defendant or his solicitor. The
delivery of the statement of claim is usually the
next step after appearance, and is the commence-
ment of the pleadings. Sweet.—-Statement of
defense. In the‘ ractlce of the English high
court, where the de endant in an action does not
demur to the whole of the plslntifs claim. he
delivers a pleading called a “statement of de-
fense.” The statement of defense deals with the
allegations contained in the statement of claim.
(or the indorsement on the writ, if there is no
statement of claim.) admitting or denying them,
and, if necessary. stating fresh facts in expla-
nation or avoidance of those alleged by the
plaintifl. Sweet.—Statomsut of particulars.

n English practice, when the laintifl claims
a debt or liquidated demand, but as not indors-
ed the writ special] , (i. e.. indorsed on It the
particulars of his caim under Order iii. r. 6.)
and the defendant falls to appear. the piaintii!
may file a statement of the particulars of his
claim, and after eight days enter judgment for
the amount. as if the writ had been specially in-
dorsed. Court Rules, xiii. 5; Sweet.

sra-rnssaan. A freeholder and farmer
in Cumberland. Wharton.

STATIH. Lat. Forthwith: immediate-
ly. In old English law, this term meant ei-
ther “at once," or "within a legal time," I. 9..
such time as permitted the legal and regular
performance of the act in question.

STATINC AN ACCOUNT. Exhibiting.
or listing in their order, the items which
make up an account.

STATING PART 0!‘ A En.I.. That
part of a bill in chancery in which the plain-
tiir states the facts of his case; it is distin-
guished from the charging part of the bill
and from the’ prayer.

STATION. In the civil law. A place
where ships may ride in safety. Dig. 50. 18.
59.

STA'.l'.'IO1I'El|.S' HALL. In English law.
The hall of the stationers’ company, at which
every person claiming copyright in a book
must register his title, in order to be able to
bring actions against persons infringing it.
2 Steph. Comm. 37-39.

STATIONERY OFFICE. In English
law. A government office established as a
department of the treasury, for the purpose
of supplying government oflices with station-
ery and books, and of printing and publish-
ing government papers.

STATIST. Astatesman; a politician; one
skilled in government.

STATISTICS. That part of political sci-
ence which is concerned in collecting and as
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ranging facts illustrative of the condition
and resources of a state. The subject is
sometimes divided into (1) historical statis-
tics, or facts which illustrate the former con-
dition of a state; (2) statistics of population;
(3) of revenue; (4) of trade, commerce, and
navigation; (5) of the moral, social, and phys-
ical condition of the people. Wharton.

STATU LIBER. Lat.
One who is made free by will under a condi-
tion; one who has hi liberty fixed and ap-
pointed at a certain time or on a certain con-
dition. Dig. 40, 7. '

STATU LIBEBI. Lat. In Louisiana.
Slaves for a time, who had acquired the right
of being free at a time to come, or on a con-
dition which was not fulfilled, or in a certain
event which had not happened, but who in
the mean time remained in a state oi! slavery.
Civ. Code La. (Ed. 1838) art. 37.

STATUS. The status or a person is his
legal position or condition. Thus, when we
say that the status of a woman after a decree
Mat for the dissolution of her marriage with
her husband has been made, but before it has
been made absolute, is that of a married wo-
man. we mean that she has the same legal
rights, liabilities, and disabilities as an ordi-
nary ‘married woman. The term is chiefly
applied to persons under disability, or per-
sons who have some peculiar condition which
prevents the general law from applying to
them in the same way as it does to ordinary
persons. Sweet. See Barney v. Tonrtellotte,
138 Mass. 108; De la Montanya v. De la
Montanya, 112 Cal. 115. 44 Pac. 345. 32 L. R.
A. 82, 53 Am. St. Rep. 165; Dunham v. Dun-
ham, 57 Ill. App. 497.
- There are certain rights and duties, with cer-
tain capacities and lncapacities to take right:
and incur duties, by which persons. as subjects
of law, are variously determined to certain
classes. The rights, duties, capacities. or inca-
pacities which determine a given person to any
of these classes, contitnte a condition or status
:'l9t’l’l3WhiCh the person is invested. Amt. Jur.

—Stutus de iuuuerio. The assembly of the
tenants in the court of the lord of a manor, in
order to do their custoina suit.—-Status of
in-emovubility. In English law. The right
acquired by a pauper, after one year's residence
in any parish, not to -be removed therefrom.-
Itutus quo. '].‘he existing state of things at
any given date. Status quo ante bellum, the
state of things before the war.

Statute pro publloo oosuusodo lute in-_
,tex-pretuutu-. Jenk. Cent. 21. Statutes
made for the public good ought to be liberal-
ly construed.

Statute suo oluduutur tern-itorio, use

ultra territoriuiu dlspouunt. Statutes are
confined to their own territory. and have no
extraterritorial effect. Woodworth v. Spring,
4 Allen (Mass) 324.

STATUTABLE, or STATUTORY. is
that which is introduced or governed by stat-
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In Roman law.-

STATUTE

ute law, as ‘opposed to the common law or
equity. Thus, a court is said to have stat-
utory jurisdiction when jurisdiction is given
to it in certain matters by act or the legisla-
tare.

STATUTE. 12. In old Scotch law. To
ordain, establish, or decree.

STATUTE, n. An act of the legislature:
a particular law enacted and established by
the will of the legislative department of gov-
ernment. expressed with the requisite for-
malities.

In foreign and civil law. Any particular
municipal law or usage. though resting for
its authority on judicial decisions, or the’
practice of nations. 2 Kent, Comm. 456.
The whole municipal law of a particular
state, from whatever source arising. Story.
Confl. Laws, I 12.

“Statute” also sometimes means a kind of
bond or-obligation or record. being an ab-
breviation for “statute merchant" or “stat-
ute staple." See infra.
--Am:-native statute.
—nDeelax-uto statute.
-Enabling s utute. See that title.—Expos-
itory statute. See that title.—Geuex-as
statute. A statute relating to the whole com-
munity. or concerning all persons generally, as
distln ished from a rivate or special statute.
1 Bl. omm. 85, 86; Coke. 75a.-Looul stut-
ute. Such a statute as has for its object
the interet at some particular locali , as the

See Arrinuuivs.
See DECLABATOBY.

formation of a mad, the alteration of t e course ‘

of a river. the formation of a public market in
It particular district, etc.—Negutive statute.
A statute expressed in negative terms; a stat-
ute which rohibits a thing from being done.'or
declares w at shall not be done.—Peuu1 stat.-
ute. See Psiu1..—Pe etual statute. One
which is to remain in orce without limitation
as to time; one which contains no provision
for its repeal, abrogation. or expiration at any
future time.—Pe1-souul stututes. In foreign
and modern civil law. Those statutes which
have principally for their object the person. and
treat of pro rty only incidentally. Sto ,

Confl. Laws, 13. A personal statute, in th 9
sense of the term, is a law, ordinance. regula-
tion, or custom, the disposition of which alfects
the person and clothes him with a capacity or
incapacity, which he does not change with every
change of abode. but which, upon principles of
ustice and policy, he is assumed to carry with
im wherever he goes. 2 Kent, Comm. 456.

The term is also applied to statutes which, in-
stead of being general, are confined in their op-
eration to one erson or group of persons.
Bank of Columh a 1:. Walker, 14 Les (Team;
308; Saul v. Cnditors. 5 Mart. N. S. (La.
691, 16'Am. Dec. 212.—Pi-ivute statute. A
statute which operates only upon particular
persons, and private concerns. 1 Bl. Comm. 86.
An act which relates to certain individuals. or
to particular classes of men. Dwar. St. 62):
State v. Chambers. 93 N. -C. W.—Pu‘b1io
statute. A statute enacting a universal rule
which re aids the whole community. as distin-
guished rom one which concerns only particu-
lar individuals and afiects only the r private
rights. See Code Civ. Proc. Cal. § 1898.-
Reul statutes. in the civil law. Statutes
which have principally for their object proper-
ty, and which do not speak of persons except
in relation to proéierty. Story. Confl. ws. 1
13; Saul v. H s reditors, 5 Mart. N. S. (La.)
582, 16 Am. Dec. 212.—Reauediul statute.
See Riiui-:oiAL.—Rev1sed statutes. A body
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of statutes which have been revised, collected,
arranged in order. and re-enacted as a whole;
this is the legal title of the collections of com-
piled laws of several of the states and also of
the United States.—Speciol statute. One
which operates only upon particular ersons
a_nd rivate concerns. 1 Bl. Comm. Dis-
tinguished from a general or public statute.
—Stotnte fair. In English law. A fair at
which laborers of both sexes stood and oifered
themselves for hire; sometimes called also
“Mop."—8tatuto-merchant. In English law.
A security for a debt acknowledged to be due,
entered into before the chief magistrate of some
tradin town, pursuant to the statute 13 Edw.
I. De ilcrcotoribus, by which not only the body
of the debtor might be imprisoned. and his
goods seized in satisfaction of the debt, but also
his lands might be delivered to the creditor till
out of the rents and profits of them the debt
he satisfied. 2 Bl. Comm. 160. Now fallen in-
to disuse. 1 Steph. Comm. 287. See Yates v.
People. 6 Johns. iN. Y.) 4-04.—Stntute of no-
cuxnulotions. n English law. The statute
39 & 40 Geo. III. c. 98, forbiddin
lation, beyond a certain period, o pfitirerty set-
tled by deed or wili.—Stntute of egiinsoo
do focto. An act of 11 -.Hen. VII. c. 1, re-
quiring subjects to give their allegiance to the
actual king for the time being. and rotectmg
them in so doing.—Stntute of dist tions.
See Dxs'ra1sunoN.—stotute of Elizabeth.
In English law. The statute 13 Eliz. c. 5,
against conveyances made in fraud of creditors.
—-statute oi frauds. See FBAUDB, Srarurn
oi-'.—8tatute of Gloucester. In English
law. The statute 6 Edw. I..c. 1, A. D. 1278.
It takes its name from the place of its enact-
ment. and was the first statute giving costs in
actions. 3 Bl. Comm. 399.-Statute of la»-
borers. See Lsnoai:a.—-Statute of limita-
tions. See LiMi'rA'rioN.—8tatute of uses.
See Us1'.'.—Stntute of wills. In English law.
The statute 32 lien. VIII. c. 1, which enacted
that all persons being seised in fee-simple (ex-
cept fcmcs covert, infants, idiots, and ‘persons
of non-sane memo? might, by will an testa-
ment in writing, evise to any other person,
except to bodies corporate. two-thirds of their
lands. tenements. and hereditaments, held in
chivalry, and the whole of those held in socage.
2 Bl. Comm. 375.—-Statute roll. A roll upon
which an English statute. after receiving the
royal assent, was formerly entered.—8tntute
staple. See S'ram.s:.-—Statutes at large.
Statutes printed in full and in the order of
their enactment, in a collected form, as distin-
guished from any digest, revision. abridgment.
or compilation of them. Thus the volumes of
“United States Statutes at Large.” contain all
the acts of congress in their order. The name
is also given to an authentic collection of the
various statutes which have been passed by
the British parliament from very early times
to the present day.

the accumu-

Statutes in derogation of common law
must be strictly construed. Cooley, Const.
Lim. 75, note; Arthurs, Appeal of. 1 Grant
Cas. (Pa.) 57.

s'ra'rn'r1. Lat. In Roman law. Li-
censed or registered advocates; members of
the college of advocates. The number of
these was limited. and they enjoyed special
privileges from the time to Constantine to
that of Justinian.

STATUTORY. Relating to a statute;
created or defined by a statute: required by
a statute: conforming to a statute.
—-Statutory cs-isne. See (‘iinii-:.—Statutory
dedication. See Di-:iiicA'rioiv.—Stututos-y
exposition. When the language or a statute
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is amhigiious, and any subsequent enactment
involves a particular interpretation of the for
mer act. it is said to contain a statutory expo-
sition of the former _act. Wharton.—8tntuto-
ry foreclosure. See Foiii-:cLosuiis.—8toe-
utory obligation. An obiigation—whether to
pay money, perform certain acts, or discharge
certain duties-—which is created by or arises
out of a statute, as distinguished from one
founded upon acts between rties or jural re-
lationshi .—8tut'utory re ease. A convey-
ance which superseded the old compound assur-
ance by lease and release. It was created by
St. 4 & 5 Vict. c. 21, which abolished the lease
for a year.

S'i'A'l'U'i'UH. Lat. In the civil lav.
Established; determined. A term applied to
judicial action. Dig. 50, 16, 46, pr.

In old English law. A statute; an act
of parliament.
—Statutuns do nsercatoribus. The statute
of Acton Burnell. q. v.)—8totutuns Hiber-
nia do oohpredi us. The statute 14 Hen.
III. The third public act in the statute-book.
It has been pronounced not to be a statute. in
the form of it, it apgeflfl to be an instruction
given by the king to is justices in Ireland. di-
recting them how to proceed in a certain point
where they entertained a doubt. It seems the
justices itinerant in that country had ii doubt.
when [and descended to sisters. whether the
younger sisters ought to hold of the eldest, and
do homage to her for their several portions, or
of the chief lord. and do homage to him; and
certain knights had been sent over to know
what the filengctice was in En land in such a
case. 1 ve, Eng. Law, 59.-Stntntun
sessionuns. In old English law. The statute
session; a meeting in every hundred of comra-
bles and householders, by custom. for the order-
ing of servants, and debating of diiferences be
tween masters and servants, rating of we
etc. 5 Eliz. c. 4.-Statutuns Wallis. _ e
statute of Wale. The title of a statute passed
in the twelfth year of Edw. 1.. being a sort of
constitution for the principality of Wales.
which was thereby. in a great measure, put on
the footing of England with respect to its laws
and the administration of justice. 2 Reeve,
Eng. Law. 93, 94.

Stat-utusn uflrsnativuns non derogot
coxnnsuni legi. Jenk. Cent. 24. An atlirmao
tive statute does not derogate from the com-
mon law.

Stotutusu ex gratia regis dioitur, quan-
do rox dignatur cedere do Jure suo rogio.
pro commode ct quiete populi sui. 2
Inst. 878. A statute is said to be by the
grace of the king. when the king deigns to
yield some portion of his royal rights for the
good and quiet of his people.

Stntuturu gouoroliter est intolligenn
dusu quondo verbs statuti sunt speciolio,
rotio nutonn genes-nlis. When the words
of a statute are special. but the reason or it
general. the statute is to be understood gen-
erally. 10 Coke, 101.

Statuturn specinle stotuto spootuli non
derogat. Jenk. Cent. 199. One special stat-
ute does not take from another special stat»-
ute.

ITAURUK. In old records. A store. ol
stock or cattle. A term of common occur-
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rence in the accounts of monastic establish-
ments. Spelman; Coweli.

STAY. In practice. A stopping; the act
of arresting a Judicial proceeding, by the or-
der of a court. See In re Schwara (D. G.)
14 Fed. 788.
—Stay laws. Acts of the legislature prescrib-
ing a stay of execution in certain cases. or a
stay of foreclosure of moiggages, or closing the
courts for a limited peri , or providing that
suits shall not be instituted until a certain time
after the cause of action arose, or otherwise
suspendin legal remedies: designed for the re-
lief of de tors. in times of general distress or
financial trouble.—8tay of execution. The
stoppin or arresting of execution on a judg-
ment, tiat is. of the iudzment-creditor's right
to issue execution, for a limited ri_od. This
is given by statute in many juris ictions, as a
privilege to the debtor, usually on his furnish-
ing bail for the debt. costs, and interest. Or
it may take place by agreement of the parties.
See National’Docks, etc.. Co. v. Pennsylvania
R. Co., 54 N. J. E . 187. 33 Atl. 936.—st_ey
of rooeedinge. e temporary suspension
of t regular order of Proceedings in a cause,
by direction or order o the court. usually to
await the action of one of the parties in regard
to some omitted step or some act which the
court has required him to perform as incidental
to the suit; as where a non-resident plaintiif
has been ruled to give security for costs. See
Wallace v. Vvailace. -13 Wis. 226: Lewton v.
Hower. 18 Fla. 876: Rossiter v. Etna L. Ins.
Co., '96 Wis. 466. 71 N. W. 898.

STEAL. This term is commonly used in
indictments for larceny. (“take, steal, and
carry away,”) and denotes the commission of
theft. But, in popular usage. “stea1ing"
seems to be a wider term than “larceny," in-
asmuch as it may include the unlawful ap-
propriation of things which are not technic-
ally the subject .of larceny, e. a., immova-
hles. See Randall v. Evening News Ass'n,
101 Mich. 561. 60 N. W. 301; People v. Du-
mar, 42 Hun (N. Y.) 85; Com. v. Kelley,
184 -Mass. 320, 68 N. E. 346; -Holmes v. Gil-
man. 64 Hun. 227, 19 N. Y. Supp. 151: Dun-
neli v. Fiske, 11 Metc. (Mass) 554: Barnhart
v. state, 154 Ind. 177, 56 N. E. 212.
—stealing children. See KIDNAPPINO.

,8’;-‘EA.I.TE. Theft is so called by some
ancient writers. "Stealth is the wrongful
taking of goods without pretense of title."
Finch, Law, b. 8, c. 17.

STEELBOW GOODS. In ~Scotch law.
Corns, cattle. straw, and implements of ‘bus-
bandry delivered by a landlord to his tenant.
by which the tenant is enabled to stock and
la_i_ior the farm; in consideration of which
he becomes bound to return articles equal in
quantity and quality, at the expiry of the
lease. Bell.

STELLIONATAIBE. Fr. In French
law. A party who fraudulently mortgages
property to which he has no title.

STELLXONATE. In Scotch law. The
crime of aliening the same subject to dialer-
ent persons. 2 Kames, Eq. 40.
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STELLIONATUS. Lat. In the civil
law. A general name for any kind of fraud
not falling under any specific class. But the
term is chiefly applied to fraud practiced in
the sale or pledging of property; as, selling
the same property to two different persons,
selling snother's property as one's own, plac-
ing a second mortgage on property without
disclosing the existence of the ilrst. etc.

STENOGBAPHER. One who is skilled
in the art of short-hand writing; one whose
business is to write in short-hand. See Ry-
nerson v. Allison, 30 S. C. 534, 9 S. E. 656;
in re Appropriations for Deputy State Of-
ficers, 25 Neb. 662, 41 N. W. 643; Chase v.
Vandergrift, 88 Pa. 217.

STEP-DAUGHTER. The daughter. of
one's wife by a former husband, or of one’s
husband by a former wife.

STEP-FATHER. The man who mar-
ries a widow, she having a child by her
former marriage, is step-father to such child.

STEP-MOTHER. The woman who mar-
ries a widower, be having a child by his
former wife, becoma step-mother to such
child.

STEP-SON. The son of one's wife by a
former husband, or of one's husband by a
former wife.

STERBBEOEE, or STBEBBIOH. The
breaking, obstructing, or straitening of a
way. Termes de la Ley.

STEEE. A French measure of solidity.
used in measuring wood. It is a cubic meter.

srnnrnrrr. Bari-ennesa}
to produce a child.

incapacity

Vsrnnnnca. In English law. Current
or standard coin. especially silver coin; a
standard of coinage.

STIIT Bn.I.A. If the plaintiir in a plaint
in the mayor's court of London has attached
property belonging to the defendant and ob-
tained execution against the garnishee, the
defendant, if he wishes to contest the plain-
tii1"s claim. and obtain restoration of his
property, must issue a scire facias ad dis-
probandum debimm; if the only question to
be tried is the plaintii1"s debt, the plaintiff
in appearing to the wire facias prays stet
bills "that his bill original," i. e., his orig-
inal plaint, “may stand, and that the defend-
ant may plead thereto." The action then pro-
ceeds in the usual way as if the proceedings
in attachment (which are founded on a flcti-
tious default of the defendant in appearing
to the plaint) had not taken place. Brand.
F. Attachm. 115; Sweet.

BT21.‘ PBOCESSUS. Stct proccseua is
an, entry on the roll in the nature of a Judg-
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meat of a direction that all further proceed-
ings shall be stayed. (i. e., that the process
may stand.) and it is one of the ways by
which a suit may be terminated by an act
of the party, as distinguished from a termi-
nation or it by judgment.‘ which is the act
of the court. It was used by the plaintlt!
when he wished to suspend the action with-
out suflering a nonsuit. Brown.

STEVBDOBE. A person employed in
loading and unloading vessels. The Senator
(D. C.) 21 Fed. 191; Rankin v. Merchants’
& M. Transp. Co.. 73 Ga. 232, 54 Am. Rep.
874; The Elton. 83 Fed 521, 31 G. 0. A. 496.

STEWABD. This word signifies a man
appointed in the place or stead oi.‘ another,
and generally denotes a principal oiiicer
within his jurisdiction. Brown.
—I.and steward. See LAND.—-Steward of a
manor. An important- oflicer who has the gen-
eral management of all forensic matters con-
nected with the manor of which he is steward.
He stands in much the same relation to the lord
of the manor as an under-sherilf does to the
sherm‘. L:onell.—8tewa:-d of All land.
In old English law. An oflicer who was invest-
ed with various powers; among others. to pre-
side on the trial of peer-s.—8tewu-d of Soot-
land. An oiiicer of the highest dignity and
trust. He administered the crown revenues,
superlutended the afiairs of the household. and

sessed the privilege of holding the first place
in the army. next to the king, in the day of
battle. From this oifice the ro l house of Stu-
art took its name. But the o ce was sunk on
their advancement to the throne, and has never
since been revived. Bell.

STEWARTBY. in Scotch law. is said to
be equivalent to the English "county." See
Brown.

STEW8. Certain brothels anciently per-
mitted in England. suppressed by Henry
VIII. Also, breeding places for tame pheas-
ants.

STIOK. In the old books. To stop: to
hesitate; to accede with reluctance. “The
court stuck a little at this exception." 2
Show. 491.

STIOKLEB. (1) An inferior oiiicer who
cuts wood within the royal parks of I“-laren-
don. Cowell. (2) An arbitrator. (3) An ob-
stinate contender about anything.

STIPLING A PROSECUTION. Agree-
- ing, in consideration of receiving a pecuniary
or other advantage, to abstain from prose-
cuting a person for an oflense not giving
rise to a civil remedy: e. 0., perjury. Sweet

STILLBOBN. A stillborn child is one
bom dead or in such an early stage of preg-
nancy as to be incapable of living. though
not actually dead at the time of birth. Chil-
dren born within the tirst six months after
conception are considered by the civil law
as incapable of living, and therefore, though ‘
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they are apparently born alive. if they do not‘
in fact survive so long as to rebut this pre-
sumption of law, they cannot inherit, -.0 as
to transmit the property to others. Marsei-
lis v. Thalhimer, 2 Paige (N. Y.) 41, 21 Am.
Dec. 66.

8TII.I.IOIDI'O'M. Lat. In the civil law.
The drip of water from the eaves of a house
The servitude stillicidii consists in the right
to have the water drip from one's eaves upon
the house or ground of another. The term
“flumen" designated the rain-water collected
from the roof, and carried out by the gutters.
and there is a similar easement of having it
discharged upon the adjoining estate. Mae
keld. Rom. Law, I 317, par. 4.

STINT. In English law. Limit: 0. lim-
ited number. Used as descriptive of a spedes
of common. See Common sans Nontnaz.

STIPEND. A salary; settled pay. Man-
gam v. Brooklyn, 98 N. Y. 597. 50 Am. Rep.
706.

In English and Scotch law. A provision
made for the support of the clergy.

STIPEEDIABY ESTATES. Estates
granted in return for services. generally of a
military kind. 1 Steph. Comm. 174.

STIPENDIAJBY MAGISTRATE!» In
English law. Paid magistrates: appointed
in London and some other cities and bor-
oughs, and having in general the powers and
jurisdiction of justices of the peace.

STIPENDIUH. Int. .In the civil law.
The pay of a soldier; wages; stipend. Cal-
Vin.

STIPES. Lat. In old English law.
stock: a stock; a source of descent or title.
Commands super. the common stock. Fleta.
lib. 6. c. 2.

STIPITAL. Relating to stirpea, roots. or
stocks. "‘Stipital distribution" of property
is distribution per aurpea; that is. by right
of representation.

STIPULATED DAMAGE.
damage, (q. 1;.)

Liquidated

STIPULATIO. Lat. In the Roman law.‘
atipulauo was the verbal contract, (verbis
obliyatio,) and was the most solemn and
formal or all the contracts in that system of
Jurisprudence. It was entered into by ques-
tion and corresponding answer thereto, by
the parties, both being present at the same
time. and usually by such words as “apondcsr
spondeo.” “prommia! prommo." and the
like. Brown.
—-Sttlpulatio Aquiliann. A particular appli-
cation of the .m'pulaIc'o. which was used to con-
lect together into one verbal contract all the li-
abilities of every kind and quality of tile debt-
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or, with a view to their being released or dis-
charged by an a iolatio, that mode of dis-
charge being appli is only to the verbal con-
tract. Brown.

STIPIJIATION. A material article in
an agreement.

In practice. An engagement or under-
inking in writing, to do a certain act; as to
try a cause at a certain time. 1 Burriil, Pr.
389.

The name “stipulation" is familiarly given
to any agreement made by the attorneys en-
gaged on opposite sides of a cause, (especially
if in writing.) regulating any matter inci-
dental to the proceedings or trial, which falls
within their jurisdiction. Such, for instance,
are agreements to extend the time for plead-
ing, to take depositions, to waive objections,
to admit certain facts, to continue the cause.
See Lewis v. Orpheus, 15 Fed. Cas. -192.

In admiralty practice. A recognizance
of certain persons (called in the old law “tide
lussors") in the nature of bail for the ap-
pearance of a defendant. 3 Bl. Comm. 108.

STIPULATOR. In the civil law. The
party who asked the question in the contract
of stipulation; the other party. or he who an-
swered, being called the “promissor." But.
in a more general sense, the term was ap-
plied to both the parties. Calvin.

STEPS. Lat. A root or stock of descent
or title. Taking property by right of repre-
sentation is called “succession per atirpcs,"
in opposition to taking in one's own right. or
as a principal, which is termed “taking per
capiia.” See Rotmanskey v. Heiss, 86 Md.
633, 39 Au. 415.

STOCK. In mercantile law. The
goods and wares of a merchant or trades-
man, kept for sale and traflic.

In A larger sense. The capital of a mer-
chant or other person, including hi mer-
chandise, money, and credits, or, in other
words, the entire property employed in busi-
ness.

In corporation law. The capital or prin-
cipal fund of a corporation or joint-stock
company, formed by the contributions of sub-
scribers or the sale of shares, and considered
as the aggregate of a certain number of
shares severally owned by the members or
stockholders of the corporation: also the
proportional part of the capital which is
owned by an individual stockholder; also
the incorporeal property which is represent-
ed by the holding of a certificate of stock;
and in a wider and more remote sense, the
right of a shareholder to participate in the
general management of the company and to
share proportionally in its net profits or
earnings or in the distribution of assets on
dissolution. See Thayer v. Watben, 17 Tex.
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Civ. App. 382. 44 S. W. 906: Bur:-all v.
Bushwick R. Co.. 75 N. Y. 216: State v.
Lewis. 118 Wis. 432, 95 N. W. 388: Heller v.
National Marine Bank, 89 Md. 602, 43 Atl.
800, 45 L. R. A. 438. 73 Am. St. Rep. 212;
Trask v. Magnire, 18 Wall. 402, 21 L. Ed.
938: Harrison v. Vines, 46 Tex. 15.

The funded indebtedness of a. state or gov-
enunent. also. is often represented by stocks.
shares of which are held by its creditors at
interest.

In the law of descent. The term is used.
metaphorically, to denote the original pro-
genitor of a family, or the ancestor from
whom the persons in question are all descend-
ed; such descendants being called "branch-
all

Ohsses of corporate stock. Preferred
stock is a separate portion or class of the
stock of a corporation, which is accorded.
by the charter or by-laws, a preference or
priority in respect to dividends, over the re-
mainder of the stock of the corporation,
which in that case is called “common" stock.
That is, holders of the preferred stock are
entitled to receive dividends at a fixed an-
nual rate. out of the net earnings or protits
of the corporation, before any distribution
of earnings is made to the common stock. If
the earnings applicable to the payment of
dividends are not more than sufllclent for
such fixed annual dividend, they will be en-
tirely absorbed by the preferred stock. If
they are more than sufficient for the purpose.
the remainder may be given entirely to the
common stock (which is the more usual cus-
tom) or such remainder may be distributed
pro rats to both classes of the stock, in which
case the preferred stockis said to "partici-
pate" with the common. The fixed dividend
on preferred stock may be “cumulative" or
“non-cumulative." In the former case, if the
stipulated dividend on preferred stock is not
earned or paid in any one year, it becomes a
charge upon the surplus earnings of the next
and succeeding years. and all such accumu-
lated and unpaid dividends on the preferred
stock must be paid off before the common
stock is entitled to receive dlvldends._ in
the case of “non-cumulative" preferred stock,
its preference for any given year is extin-
guished by the failure to earn or pay its divi-
dend in that year. If a corporation has no
class of preferred stock, all its stock is com-
mon stock. The word “common" in this con-
nection signliies that all the holders of such
stock are entitled to an equal pro ratn
division of profits or net earnings, if any
there be,‘ without any preference or priority
among themselves. “Deferred" stock is rare
ly issued by American corporations. though
it is not uncommon in England. This kind
of stock is distinguished by the fact that the
payment of dividends upon it is expressly
postponed until some other class of stock
has received a dividend, or until some certain
liability or obligation of the corporation is
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discharged. If there is a class of “preferred"
stock, the common stock may in this sense
he said to be “dei'erred," and the term is
sometimes used as equivalent to "common"
stock. But it is not impossible that a cor-
poration should have three classes of stock:
(1) Preferred, (2) common, and (3) deferred:
the latter class being postponed, in respect
to participation in profits, until both the
preferred and the common stock had received
dividends at a fixed rate. See Cook, Corp.
5 12; State v. Railroad Co., 16 S. C. 528;
Scott v. Railroad Co., 03 Md. 475, 49 Atl. 327:
Jones v. Railroad Co., 67 N. H. 234, 30 Atl.
614, 68 -Am. St. Rep. 650; Lockhart v. Van
Alstyne. 31 Mich. 76, 18 Am. Rep. 156; Burt
v. Rattle, 31 Ohio St. 116; Storrow v. Mfg.
Ass’n, 87 Fed. 616, 31 C. C. A. 139.

—Capltsl stock. See that title.—Ceruti-
cute of stock. See Cssrii=icari-:_.—Gnarsn_-
tied stock. Stock of a corporation winch is
entitled to receive dividends at a fixed annual
rate, the payment of which dividends is guar-
antied by some outside person or corporation.
See Field v. Lamson. etc., Mfg. Co.. 162 Mass‘.
388, 38 N. E. 1126, 27 L R. A. 138.—Public
stocks. The funded or bonded debt of a gov-
ernment or state.—Spec1al stock of a corpora-
tion, in Massachusetts, is authorized by statute.
It is limited in amount to two-fifths of the actu-
all capital. It is subject to redemption by the
corporation at par after a fixed time. The cor-
poration is bound to pa a fixed annual divi-
dend on it as a debt. he holders of it are
in no event liable for the debts of _the corpora-
tion beyond their stock; and an issue of spe-
cial stock makes all the general stockholders
liable for all debts and contracts of the corpora-
tion until the special stock is fully redeemed.
American Tube Viforks v. Boston Mach. Co.. 139
Mass. 5, 29 N. E. 63.—Stock association.
A joint-stock company (q. v.)—Stock-‘broker.
One who buys and seils stock as the agent of
others. Banta v. Chicalgo, 172 Ill. 204, 50 N.
E-. 233. 40 L. R. A. 61 ; Little Rock v. Bar-
ton, 33 Ark. 436; Gast v. Buckley (Ky.) 64
S. W. 632.—Stock corporation. A corpora-
tion having a capital stock divided into shares,
and which is authorized by law to distribute to
the holders thereof dividends or shares of the
surplus 8l'OfitS of the corporation. Buker v_.

Steele ( 0. Ct.) 43 N. Y. Supp. 350.—Stoek
dividend. See D'ivI_Dl!:ND.—-Stock-exchange.
A voluntary association of persons (not usua ly
a corporation) who, for convenience in the
transaction of business with each other, have
associated themselves to provide a common
place for the transaction of their business; an
association of stock-brokers. Dos Passos, Stock-
Brok. 14. The building or room used by an
association of stock-brokers for meeting for the
transaction of their common business.—-8tock-
jobber. A dealer in stock; one who buys and
sells stock on his own account on speculation.
State v. Debenture Co.. 51 La. Ann. 1874, 26
South. 000.—Stock-note. The term “stock-
note" has no technical- meaning, and may as
well apply to a note given on t e sale of stock
which the bank had purchased or taken in the
payment of doubtful debts as to a note given
on account of an original subscription to
stock. Dunlap v. Smith. 12 Ill. 402.-Wstesh
ed stock. Stock issued by way of increase or
addition to the nominal capital stock of the
corporation. and passing into the hands of
stockholders either by purchase or in the form
of a stock dividend. but which does not repre-
sent or correspond to any increase in the actual
capital or actual value of the assets of the cor-
poration. See Appeal of Wiltbank, 64 Pa. 260,
3 Am. Rep. 585. -
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STOCKHOLDEB. A person: who owns
shares of- stock in a corporation Ior- joint-
stock company. Seeliiills v. Stewart, 41 N.
Y. 386; Ross v. Knapp, etc., Co., 77 Ill. "App.
424; Corwith v. Culver, 69 III. 502; Hirsu-
feld v. Bopp, 145 N. Y. 84, 39 N. E. 817; State
v. Hood, 15 Rich. Law (8. C.) 186. '

The owners of shares in a corporation
which has a capital stock are called “stock-
hoiders." If a corporation has no capital
stock. the corporators and their successors
are called “members." Civ. Code Dak. 5 392.

STOCKS. A machine consisting oi! two
.pieces of timber, arranged to be fastened to-
gether, and holding fast the legs of a person
placed in it. This was an ancient method of
punishment.

STOP ORDER. The name of an order
grantable in English chaiicery practice, to
prevent drawing out a fund in court'to the
prejudice of an assignee o'r lienholder.

STOPPAGE. In the civil law.
sation or set-oir.

Compen-

STOPPAGE IN TRANSITU. The act by
which the unpaid vendor of goods stops their
progress and resumes possession of them,
while they are in course of transit from him
.to the purchaser. and not yet actually deliv-
ered to the latter.

The rlfht of stopfiage in irannitu is that which
the ven or has, w en he sells goods on credit
to another, of resuming the possession of the
«goods while they are in the possession of s. car.»
rier or middle-man, in the transit to the con-
signee or vendee, and before they arrive into his
actual possession, or the destination he has ap-
pointed for them on his becoming bankrupt and
nsolvent. 2 Kent, Comm. 702.

Stoppage in transitu is the right which arisu
to an unpaid vendor to resume the possession,
with which he has parted, of goods sold upon
credit, before they come into the possession of a
buyer who has become insolvent, bankrugt, or
gciénsifrily embarrassed. Inslee v. Lane, 7 N.

_ STORE. Storing is the keeping merchan-
dise for safe custody, to he delivered in the
same condition as when received. where the
sate-keeping is the principal object of depos-
it, and not the consumption or sale. O'Nid
17. Buffalo F. Ins. Co., 3 N. Y. 122; Hynds v.
Schenectady County Mut. Ins. Co., 16 Barb.
'(N. Y.) 119.
—Public store. A government warehouse,
maintained for certain administrative purposes,
such as the keeping of military supplies, the
storing of imported goods under bomb to pay
duty. etc-.—Stores. 'l‘he supplies of different
articles provided for the subsistence and accom-
modation of a ship's crew and passengers.

STO . In Scotch law. For-
merly this word included every species of-
theft accompanied with violence to the per-
son. but of late years it has become the co:
aignate for forcible and masterful depred.-i-
tion within or near the dwelling-house; while
robbery has been more particularly applied to
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violent depredation on the highway, or ac-
companied by house-breaking. Aiis. Prin.
Scotch Law, 227.

STOWAGE. In maritime law. The stor-
ing, packing, or arranging or the cargo in
a ship,- in such a manner as to protect the
goods from friction, bruising, or damage from
leakage.

Money paid for a room where goods are
laid; housage. Wharton.

srown. In old English law. A valley.
Co. Litt. 4o.

- STRADDLE. In stock-brokers’ parlance
the term means the double privilege or a
"put". and a.-“u1ll," andsecura to the holder
the right to demand or the seller at a certain
price within a certain time a certain number
otshares or specified stock. or to require mm
to take, at the same price within the same
time. the same shares of stock. Harris v.
Tumbridge, 83 N. Y. 95, 38 Am. Rep. 398. .

, srnnsnxnus HOMO. L. Lat. A man
of straw. oneot no substance, put forward as
bail or surety.

STRAND. A shore or bank of the sea or
a river. Donne v. Willcutt, 5 Gray (Mass),
335. 66 Am. Dec. 369; Bell v. Hayes, 60 App.
Div. 382, 69 N. Y. Supp. 898; Stillman v. Bur-
teind, 21 App. Div. 13, 47 N. Y. Supp. 280.

STBANDING. In maritime law. The
drifting, driving, or running aground oi.’ a
ship on a shore or strand. Accidental strand-
ing takes place where the ship is driven on
shore by the winds and waves. Voluntary
stranding takes place where the ship is run
on shore either to preserve her from a worse
fate or for some fraudulent purpose. Marsh.
Ins. bk. 1, c. 12, 5 1. see Barrow v. Bell, 4
Barn. at C. 736; Strongv. Sun Mut. Ins.
Co., 31 N. Y. 106. 88 Am. Dec. 242; Lake v.
Columbus Ins. Co., 13 Ohio, 42 Am. Dec.
188; London Assur. Co. v. Companhia de
Moagens, 167 U. S. 149, 17 Sup. Ct. 785, 42
L. Ed. 113. ~

STRANGE}! IN BLOOD. Any person
not within the consideration or natural love
and aifectlon arising from relationship.

STRANGERS. By this term is intended
third persons generally. Thus the persons
bound by a line are parties, prlvies, and
strangers; the parties are either the cogni-
zors or cognizees; the prlvies are such as are
in any way related to those who levy the line.
and claim under them by any right or blood,
or other right of representation; the stran-
gers are all other persons in the world, except
only the parties and privies. in its general
legal signification the term is opposed to the
word" “privy." Those who are in no way
parties to a covenant, not bound by it, are
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also said to be strangers to the covenant.
Brown. See Robbins v. Chicago, 4 Wall.
672, 18 L. Ed. 427; 0’Doimell v. Mcintyre,
118 N. Y. 156, 23 N. E. 455; Bennett v.

Chandler, 199 Ill. 97, 64 N. E. 1052; Kirk v.
Morris, 40 Ala. 228; U. S. v. ilenderlong (C.
C.) 102 Fed. 2

STJBATAGEM. A deception either by
words or actions, in times or war, in order
to obtain an advantage over an enemy.

STBATOOBAOY. A military govern-
ment; government by military chiefs of an
army.

STBATOB. In old English law. A sur-
veyor or the highways.

' srnnw nan." See Bm.

, STRAY. see Esrau.

STREAM. A current of water; a 'body
of_ flowing water. The word. in its ordinary
sense, includes rivers. But Caliis deilncs a
stream "a current of waters running over
the level at random, and not kept in with
banks or walls." Call. Sew. [83,] 133. See
Munson ‘v. Hungertord, 6 Barb. (N. Y.) 270;
French v. Carhart, 1 N. Y. 107; Miller v.’
Black Rock Springs Imp. Co., 99 Va. 747, 40
S.‘ E. 27, 86 Am. St. Rep. 924; Al-mfleld v.
State, 27 Ind. App. 488, 61 N. E. 693; Trus-‘
tees of Schools v. Schroll. 120 I11. 509, 12 N.
111.243, 60 Am. Rep. 575. '

—Px-ivato stream. A non-navigable creek or
watercourse, the bed or channel of which is ex-
clusively owned by a private individual. See
Adams v. Pease, 2 Conn. 484; Reynolds v.
Com., 93 Pa. 461. ‘

STREAMING FOB. TIN. The process
of working tin in Cornwall and Devon. The
right to stream must not be exercised so as
to interfere with the rights of other private
individuals; e. 9., either by withdrawing or
by polluting or choking up the water-courses
or waters of others; and the statutes 23 Hen.-
VIII. c. 8, and 27 Hen. VIII. c. 23, impose a
penalty of £20 for the oflense. Brown.

STBT. An urban way or thorough.-
fare;- a road or public way in a city. town,
or village. generally paved, and lined or in-
tended to be lined by houses on each side.
See U. S. v. Bain, 24 Fed. Can. 9-13; Brace v.
New York Cent. R. Co., 27 N. Y. 271; In re
Woolsey, 95 N. Y. 138; Debolt v. Carter. 31
Ind. 367; Theobold v. Railway Co., 66 Miss.
279, 6 South. 230, 4 L. R. A. 735. 14 Am. St.
Rep. 564.

'srnmonn:1w. In the old books. T6
narrow or restrict. “Time hrtbcndum should
not atreighten the devise.” 1 Leon. 58.

BTREPITUB. In old records. Estrepe-
ment or strip: a species of waste or destruc-
tion of property. Spelman. '
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STBBPITUI JUDIOIALIS. Turbulent
conduct in a court of justice. Jacob.

STRICT. As to strict “Construction,"
“Foreclosure,” and “Settlement." see those
titles. '

ITBIOTI JIJRII. Let. Of strict right
or law; according to strict law. "A license
is a thing stricii juris; a privilege which a
man does not possess by his own right, but
it is conceded to him as an indulgence, and
therefore it is to be strictly observed." 2
Rob. Adm. 117.

STEIOTIIIIHI 30818. Lat. Of the
strictest right or law. “Licenses being mat-
ter of special indulgence. the application of
them was formerly at-riciiaaimi 11411.1." 1
Edw. Adm. 328.

ITBIOTO .1033. Let. In strict law. 1
Kent, Comm. 65.

STRIOTUM JUS. Lat. Strict right or
law; the rigor of the law as distinguished
from equity.

STRIKE. The act of a body of workmen
employed by the same master, in stopping
work all together at a prearranged time, and
refusing to continue until higher wages, or
shorter time. or some other concession is
granted to them by the employer. See Farm-
ers‘ L. & T. Co. v. Northern Pac. R. 00. (C.
C.) 60 Fed. 819; Arthur v. Oakes, 03 Fed.
327, 11 C. C. A. 209, 25 L. R. A. 414; Rail-
road Co. v. Bowns, 58 N. Y. 582; Longshore
Printing Co. v. Howell, 26 Or. 527, 38 Pac.
547, 28 L. R. A. -164, 40 Am. St. Rep. 040.

In mining law. The strike of a vein or
lode is its extension in the horizontal plane,
or its lengthwise trend or course with ref-
erence to the points of the compass; distin-
guished from its “dlp," which is its slope or
slant, away from the perpendicular, as it
goes downward into the earth. or the angle
of its deviation from the vertical plane.

STRIKE err. in common parlance, and
in the language of the auction-room, prop-
erty is understood to be “struck of!" or
“knocked down," when the auctioneer, by the
fall of his hammer, or by any other audible or
visible announcement, slgniiies to the bidder
that he is entitled to the property on paying
the amount oi‘ his bid, according to the terms
of the sale. Sherwood v. Reade, 7 Bill (S.
Y.) 439.

In practice. A court is said to “strike
off" a case when it directs the removal of
the case from the record or docket, as being
one over which it has no jurisdiction and no
power to hear and determine it.

STRIKING A DOCKET. In English
practice The first step in the proceedings in
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bankruptcy, which consists in making an-
davlt of the debt. and giving a bond to fol-
low up the proceedings with effect. 2 staph.
Comm. 199. When the atiidavit and bond
are delivered at the bankrupt oiiice. an entry
is made in what is called the "docket-book."
upon which the petitioning creditor is said to
have struck a docket. Eden, Bankr. 51, 52.

STBIKIIIG A JURY. The selecting or
nominating a Jury of twelve men out or the
whole number returned as jurors on the
panel. It is especially used or the selection
of a special Jury, where a panel of forty-
elght is prepared by the proper oliicer. and
the parties, in turn, strike 01! a certain num-
ber of names, until the list is reduced to
twelve. A Jury thus chosen is called it
“struck Jury."

ITRIKING OF!‘ THE ROLL. '1'hedis-
barring of an attorney or solicitor.

STRIP. The act of spelling or unlawful-
ly taking away anything trom the land. by
the tenant for life or years, or by one holding
an estate in the land less than the entire tee.
Pub. st. Mass. 1882, p. 1295.

STRONG HAND. The words "with
strong hand" imply a degree of criminal
force, whereas the words 1:4 el at-ml: (“with
force and arms") are mere formal words in
the action of trespass, and the plaintifl is not
bound to prove any force. The statutes re-
lating to forcible entries use the words “with
a strong hand" as describing that degree or
force which makes an entry or detalner ot
lands criminal. Brown.

STBUOK. In pleading. A word essen-
tial in an indictment for murder, when the
death arises from any wounding, beating, or
bruising. 1 Bulst.-184; 6 Coke, 122; 3 Mod.
202

STRUOK JURY. See Sriuxme A Jan.

STRUMPET. A whore, harlot, or cour-
besan. This word was anciently used for an
addition. It occurs as an addition to the
name of a woman in a return made by a Jury
in the sixth year of Henry V. Wharton.

STUFF GOWN. The professional robe
worn by barristers of the outer bar; via,
these who have not been admitted to the rank
of king's counsel. Brown.

STULTIPY. To make one out mentally
incapacitated for the performance of an act.

\

ITULTHDQUIUH. Lat. In old English
law. Vicious pleading, for which a line was
imposed by King John. supposed to be the
origin of the fines for beau-pleadvr. Crabb.
Eng. Law, 135.
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ITUHPAGE. -The sum agreed to be paid
to an owner of land for trees standing (or
lying) upon his land, the purchaser being
permitted to enter upon the land and to cut
down and remove the trees; in other words,
it is the price paid for a license to cut. Blood
v. Drummond, 67 Me. 478.

STUPBUH. Lat. In the civil law. Un-
lawful intercourse with a woman. Distin-
guished from adultery as being. committed
with a virgin or widow. Dig. 48, 5, 6.

STUBGI-ION. A royal fish which, when
either thrown ashore or caught near the
coast, is the property of the sovereign.
Steph. Comm. 191:, 540. »

STYLE. As a verb, to call, name, or en-
title one; as a noun. the title or appellation
of a person.

SUA SPONTE. Lat. Of his or its own
will or motion; voluntarily; without prompt-
ing or suggestion.

SULBLE. That which may be sued.

SUAPTB NATURA. Lat. In its own
nature. Huapte nature storms, barren in its
own nature and quality; intrinsically bar-
ren. 5 Maule & S. 170.

SUB. Lat. Under; upon.
-813]: colors Jun-is. Under color of right:
under a show or appearance of right or right-
fui power.—-Sub conditions. Upon condition.
The proper words to express a condition in a
conveyance. and tocreate an estate upon con-
dition. Graves v. Deterling. 120 N. Y. 447,
24 N. E. %5.—In'b disjunotlone. In the al-
ternative. Flets, lib. 2, c. 60. 5 21.—-Bub Ju-
dioe. Under or before a judge or court; un-
der judicial consideration‘ undetermined.
East, 409.—In'b modo. Under a qualification:
subject to a restriction or condition.—&nb
nonlne. Under the name‘ in the name of;
under the title of.—SIIb pods sigilli. Under
the foot of the seal; under seal. 1 Strange,
521.—-Sub potestste. Under, or subject to,
the power of another; used _of a wife, child,
slave, or other person not nu ;un's.—Sn'b salvo
st secure condnotn. Under safe and secure
conduct. 1 Strange, 430. Words in the old
writ of babes: corpus.-—8ub sllontio. Under
silence: without any notice being taken. Pass-
ing a thing sub cilcntio may be evidence of con-
sent. nb spe reoonciliationis. Under the
hope of reconcilement. 2 Kent, Comm. 127.-
811]: sure perlonlo. At his own risk. Fieta,
lib. 2, c. 5, 5 5.

SUB-BALLIVUS. In old English law.
An under-baiiiir; a sheriff's deputy. Fleta,
lib. 2, c. 68. I 2.

8113-3018. Coppiceavood. 2 Inst. 642.

SUBAGI-:II"l'. An under-agent; a substi-
tuted agent; an agent appointed by one who
is himself an agent. 2 Kent, Comm. 633.

SUBALTERN. An inferior or subordi-
nate ofllcer. An ofllcer who exercises his
authority under the superintendence and
control of a superior.
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SUBOONTRAOT. See Conrnacr.

SUBDITUS. Lat. In old English law.
A vassal; a dependent; any one under the
power of another. Spelman.

8 U B D 1 VIII) 1:. To divide a part into
smaller parts; to separate into smaller divi-
sions. As, where an estate is to be taken by
some of the heirs per stirpes, it is divided
and subdivided according to the number of
takers in the nearest degree and those in the
more remote degree respectively.

SUBDUOT. In English probate practice,
to subduct a caveat is to withdraw it.

SUBEAITABE. Lat. In the civil law.
To sell at public auction, which was done sub
hasta, under a spear; to put or sell under the
spear. Calvin.

IUIBHASTATIO. Lat. In the civil law.
A sale by public auction, which was done
under a spear, fixed up at the place of sale as
It public sign of it. Calvin.

BUBDIPEUDATION. The system which’
the feudal tenants introduced of granting
smaller estates out of those which they held
of their lord, to be held of themselves as
inferior lords. As this system was proceed-
ing downward ad inflnitum, and depriving
the lords of their feudal profits, it was en-
tirely suppressed by the statute Ouia Emp-
torea, 18 Edw. I. c. 1., and instead of it al-‘
ienation ln the modern sense was introduced,
so that thenceforth the alienee held of the
same chief lord and by the same services that
his alienor before him held. Brown.

SUBJECT. In logic. That concerning
which the ailirination in a proposition is
made; the ilrst word in a proposition.

An individual matter considered as the ob-
ject of legislation The constitutions of sev-
eral of the states require that e'very act of the
legislature shall relate to but one subject.
which shall be expressed in the title of the
statute. See Ex parte Thomas, 113 Ala. 1,
21 South. 369; In re Mayer, 50 N. Y. 504;
State v. County Treasurer, 4 S. C. 528; John-
son v. Harrison, 47 Minn. 677, 50 N. W.
923, 28 Am. St. Rep. 382.

In constitutional law. One that owes ai-
leginnce to a sovereign and is governed by his
laws. The natives of Great Britain are sub-
jects of the British government. Men in free
governments are subjects as well as citizens ,-

as citizens they enjoy rights and franchises;
as subjects they are bound to obey the laws.
Webster. The term is little used. in this
sense, in countries enjoying a republican form
of government. See The Pizarro, 2 Wheat."
245, 4 L Ed. 226; U. S. v. Wong Kim Ark,
160 U. S. 649, 18 Sup. Ct. 456. 42 L. Ed. 890.

In Scotch law. The thing which is the
object of anagreeiuent.
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SUBJEOTION. The obligation of one or
more persons to act at the discretion or ac-
cording to the judgment and will of others.

SUBJECT-MATTER. The thing in con-
troversy, or the matter spoken or written
about.

Sublets. onnsn tollitnr elleetns. Co.
Litt. 303. The cause being removed the ef-
fect ceases.

Snblntn venerstione msglstrstunn.
respnblioa ruit. When respect for magis-
trates is taken away, the commonwealth falls.
Jenk. Cent. p. 43, case 81.

Snblnto fnndnmento oudit opus. Jenk.
Cent. 106. The foundation being remov
the superstructure tails.

Bnblato prlnoipnli, tollitnr sdjnnotlun.
When the principal is taken away. the inci-
dent is taken also. Co. Litt. 389a.

SUBLEASE. A lease by a tenant to an-
other person of a part of the premises" held
by him; an under-lease.

SUBMISSION. A yielding to authority.
A citizen is bound to submit to the laws; a
child to his parents.

In practice. A submission is a covenant
by which persons who have a lawsuit or dif-
ference with one another name arbitrators to
decide the matter, and -bind themselves recip-
rocally to perform what shall be arbitrated.
Civ. Code La. art.‘ 3099; Garr v. Gomez, 9
Wend. (N. Y.) 661; District of Columbia v.
Bailey, 171 U. S. 161. 18 Sup. Ct. 868, 43 L.
Ed. 118; Chorpenning v. U. 8.. 11 Ct. Cl. 628;
Shed v. Railroad Co., 67 M0. 687.

In maritime law. Submission on the part
of the vanquished, and complete possession
on the part of the victor, transfer property
as between belligerents. The Alexander, 1
Gail. 532, Fed. Gas. No. 164.

—Snbmlssion bond. The bond by which the
parties agree to submit their matters to arbitra-
tion, and by which they bind themselves to
abide by the award of the arbitrator, is com-
monly called a “submission bond." Brown.

SUBMIT. To propound; as an advocate
subnuts a proposition for the approval of the
court.

Applied to a controversy, it means to place
it before a tribunal for determination.

SUBHOBTGAGE. When a person who
holds a mortgage as security for a loan which
he has made, procures a loan to himself from
a third person. and pledges his mortgage as
security, he eflects what is called a "submort-
sage.”

SUBNERVABE. To ham-string by cut-
ting the sinews of the legs and thighs.

it was an old custom meretrices et impunit-
cu mullerec aulmervoro. Wharton.
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sunxoranoxs. In the civil law.‘ The
answers of the prince to questions which had
been put to him respecting some obscure or
doubtful point of law.

SUBOIIN. In criminal law. To procuis
another to commit perjury. Steph. Crim.
Law, 74.

SUBORNATION OI‘ PEBJUBY. In
criminal law. The offense of procuring an-
other to take such a false oath as would con-
stitute perjury in the principal. see Stone
v. State, 118 Ga. 705, 45 S. E. 630, 98 Am.
St. Rep. 145; State v. Fahey, 3 Pennewill
(Del.) 594, 54 Atl. 690; State v. Geer, 46 Kan.
529, 26 Pac. 1027.

81118031183. One who suborns or pro-
cures another to commit any crime, particu-
larly to commit perjury.

SUBPGIIA. The process by which the
attendance of a witness is required is called a
"subpoena." It is a writ or order directed to
a person, and requiring his attendance at a
particular time and place to testify as a wit-
ness. It may also require him to bring with
him any books, documents, or other things
under his control which he is bound by law
to produce in evidence. Code Clv. uProc. Cal.
5 1985. See Dishaw v. Wadleigh, 15 App.
Div. 205, 44 N. Y. Supp. 207; Alexander v.
Harrison, 2 Ind. App. 47, 28 N. E. 119;
Bleecker v. Carroll, 2 Abb. Prac. (N. Y.) 82.

In ohsnoery practice. A mandatory writ
or process directed to and requiring one or
more persons to appear at a time to come and
answer the matters charged against him or
them.
—-Bnbpcsnn ad tsstifiosndnsn. Subptpna to
testify. The common snbpuana uiring the at-
tendance of a witness on a trial, inquisition. or
examination. 3 Bi. Comm. 369; In re Strauss,
30 App. Div. 810, 52 N. Y. Supp. 392.—Snb-
pans. dnoes teensn. A subpoena used, not
only for the purpose of compelling witnesses to
attend in court. but also requiring them to
bring with them books or documents which may
be in their possession, and which ma tend to
elucidate t e subject-matter of t e trial.
Brown; 3 Bl. Comm. 382.

SUBIIEPTIO. Lat. In the civil law.
Obtaining gifts of escheat, etc., from the king
by concealing the truth. Bell; Calvin.

susnmvrrox. in French law. The
fraud committed to obtain a pardon, title, or
grant, by alleging facts contrary to truth.

SUBBOGATION. The substitution of
one thing for another, or or one person into
the place of another with respect to rights.
claims, or securities.

Subrogation denotes the putting a third
person who has paid a debt in the place of
the creditor to whom he has paid it. so. as
that he may exercise against the debtor all
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the rights which the creditor, it unpaid,
might have done. Brown.

The uity by which a person who second-
arily iia ie for a debt..and has paid it is put
in the place of the creditor, so _as to entitle him
to make use of all the securities and remedies
possessed by the creditor, in _order to enforce
the right of exoneratlon as against the principal
debtor, or of contribution against others who
are liable in the same rank as himself. Bisfi.% 5 335. And see Fuller v. Davis, 184 I I.
" . 56 N. E. 791' Chaife v. Oliver 39 rk.

; k‘rnm v. ‘West, 122 Ind. 372, N.
E. 140- Mansfield v. New York, 165 N. Y. 208,
68 N. ii. 889- Knightoa v. Curry, 02 Ala. 404:
Gstewood v. Gatewood, 75 Va. 411

Subrogation is of two kinds, either conven-
tional or legal; the former being where the
subrogation is express, by the acts of the
creditor and the third person; the latter be-
ing (as in the case of sureties) where the sub-
rogation is effected or implied by the opera-
tion of the law. See Gordon v. Stewart, 4
Neb. (Unoi'.) 852, 96 N. W. 628; Connecticut
Mut. L. Ins. Co. v. Cornweli, 72 Run, 199.
25 N. Y. Supp. 848: Seeley v. Bacon (N. J.
Ch.) 34 Atl. 140; Home Sav. Bank v. Bier-
stadt, 168 Ill. 818, 48 N. E. 161. 61 Am. St.
Rep. 146.

SUBBOGEE. A person who is subrosat-
ed; one who succeeds to the rights or another
by subrogation.

SUBSCRIBE. In the law of contracts.
To write under; to write the name under; to
write the name at the bottom or end of a
writing. Wild Cat Branch v. Ball, 46 Ind.
213; Davis v. Shields, 26 Wend. (N. Y.) 341.

SUBSCRIBER. One who writes his
name under a written instrument; one who
atiixes his signature to any document, wheth-
er for the purpose of authenticating or attest-
ing it, of adopting its terms as his own ex-
pressions. or of binding himself by an engage-
ment which it contains.

SUBSOIIBING WITNESS. He who
witnesses or attests the signature of a party
to an instrument, and in testimony thereof
subscribes his own name to the document.

A subscribing witness is one who sees a
writing executed, or hears it acknowledged,
and at the request of the party thereupon
signs his name as a witness. Code Cir. Proc.
Cal. 5 1935.

SUBSORIPTIO. Lat. In the civil law.
A writing under, or under-writing; a writ-
ing of the name under or at the bottom or an
instrument by way of attestation or ratifica-
tion; subscription.

That kind of imperial constitution- which
was granted in answer to the prayer of a pe~
tltioner who was present. Calvin.

SUBSCRIPTION. The act of writing
one's name under ii written instrument: the
afllxing one's signature to any document,
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whether for the purpose of authenticating or
attesting it, of adopting its terms as one's
own expressions, or oi‘ binding one's sell‘ by
an engagement which it contains.

Subscription is the act of the hand while
attestation is the act of the senses. ‘o sub-
scribe a paper published as a will is only to
write on the same paper the name of the wit-
ness; to attest it wil is to’know that it was
published as such. and to certif the facts re-
uired to constitute an actual an legal publica-

tion. In re Dowuie‘s Will, 42 Wis. 66, 76.

A written contract by which one engages
to contribute a sum of money for n desig-
nated purpose, either gratuitously, as in the
case oi’ subscribing to a charity, or in consid-
eration of an equivalent to be rendered, as
a subscription to a periodical, a forthcoming
book, a series of entertainments, or the like.
—Iu‘bsos-iption list. A list of subscribers to
some agreement with each other or a third per-
son.

SUBSELLIA. Lat. In Roman law.
Lower seats or benches, occupied by the ju-
dices and by interior magistrates when they
sat in judgment, as distinguished from the
tribunal of the pretor. Calvin.

Suhseqnens Instr-isnoniun tollit pesos-
tiun pi-ooedons. A subsequent marriage
[or the parties] removes a previous fault, i.
e., previous illicit intercourse. and iegitimates
the offspring. A rule of Roman law.

SUBSEQUENT CONDITION. See CON-
DITION.

SUBSIDY. In English law. An aid,
tax, or tribute granted by parliament to the
king for the urgent occasions of the king-
dom, to be levied on every subject of ability,
according to the value of his lands or goods.
Jacob.

In American law. A grant oi.’ money
made by government in aid of the promoters
of any enterprise, work, or improvement in
which the government desires to participate,
or which is considered a proper subject for
state aid, because likely to -be of benefit to
the public.

In international law. The assistance
given in money by one nation to another to
enable it the better to carry on a war, when
such nation does not join directly in the war.
Vattei. bk. 3, 5 82.

SUBSTANCE. I-bseuce: the material or
essential part of a thing, as distinguished
from “form." See State v. Biirgdoerfer, 107
Mo. 1, 17 S. W. 646, 14 L. R. A. 846; Hugo V.
Miller, 50 Minn. 105, 52 N. W. 381: Pierson
v. insurance Co., 7 Iioust. (Del.) 307, 31 Atl.
966.

SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGES. A sum. as-
sessed by way of damages. which is worth
having; opposed to nominal damages, which

I
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are assessed to satisfy a bare legal right.
Wharton.

SUIBSTAIITIVE LAW. That part of the
law which the courts are established to ad-
minister, as opposed to the rules according to
which the substantive law itself is adminis-
tered. That part of the law which creates,
defines, and regulates rights, as opposed to
adjective or remedial law, which prescribes
the method of enforcing rights or obtaining
redress for their invasion.

SUBSTITUTE. One appointed in the
place or stead of another. to transact business
for him; a proxy.

A person hired by one who has been draft-
ed into the military service of the country, to
go to the front and serve in the army in his
stead.

SUBSTITUTED EXEOUTOB. One ap-
pointed to act in the place of another execu-
tor upon the happening of a certain event:
0. a., if the latter should refuse the oihce.

SUBSTITUTED SERVICE. In English
practice. Service of process made under
authorization of the court upon some other
person, when the person who should -be serv-
ed cannot be found or cannot be reached.

In American law. Service of process up-
on a defendant in any manner, authorized by
statute. other than personal service within
the jurisdiction; as by publication, by mail-
ing a copy to his last known address, or by
personal service in another state.

SUBSTITUTES. In Scotch law. The
person first called or nominated in a tailzle
(eutailment of an estate upon a number of
heirs in succession) is called the “institute"
or “heir-institute;" the rest are called “sub-
stitutes.”

SUBSTITUTIO EEBEDIS. Lat. In
Roman law, it was competent for a testator
after instituting a barren (called the “hwrea
inatitutua”) to substitute another (called the
“mere: eubstltuluu") in his place in a certain
event. If the event upon which the substitu-
tion was to take effect was the refusal of the
instituted heir to accept the inheritance at
all, then the substitution was called "cul-
mzrts." (or common;) but if the event was
the death of the infant (pupillua) after ac-
ceptance, and before attaining his majority.
(of fourteen years if a male, and of twelve
years if a female.) then the substitution was
called “pupillam," (or for minors.) Brown.

SUBSTITUTION. In the civil law.
The putting one person in place of another;
particularly, the act of u testator in naming ‘

a second devises or legatee who is to take
the bequest either on failure of the original
devisee or legatee or after him.
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- the principal are as follows:

SUBVASBOBES

In Scotch law. The enumeration or des-
ignation of the heirs in a settlement of prop-
erty. Substitutes in an entail are those heirs
who are appointed in succession on failure of
others.

SUBSTITUTIONAL, SUBSTITUTIO!¢-
ARY. Where a will contains a gift of prop-
erty to a class of persons, with a clause pro-
viding that on the death of a member of the
class before the period of distribution his
share is to go to his issue, (if any.) so as to
substitute them for him, the gift to the issue
is said to be substitutional or substitutionary;
A. bequest to such of the children of A. as
shall be living at the testator’s death. with a
direction that the issue of such as shall have
died shall take the shares which their parents
would have taken, if living at the testator‘s
death, is an example. Sweet. See Acken v.
Osborn. 45 N. J. Eq. 377, 17 Ati. 767; In re
De Laveaga’s Estate, 119 Cal. 651, 61 Pac.
1074.

SUBSTRAOTION. In French law. The
fraudulent appropriation of any property, but
particularly of the goods of a decedent's
estate.

SUBTBNANT. An under-tenant; one who
leases all-' or a part of the rented premises
from the original lessee for a term less than
that held by the latter. Forrest v. Durnell.
86 Tex. 647. 26 S. W. 481.

SUBTRLOTION. The offense of with-
holding or withdrawing from another man
what by law he is entitled to. There are
various descriptions of this oifense. of which

(1) subtraction
of suit and services, which is a pecies of in-
jury aifecting a man's real property, and con-
sists of a withdrawal of (or a neglect to per-
form or pay) the fealty. suit of court, rent.
or services reserved by the lessor of the land.
(2) Subtraction of tithes is the withholding
from the parson or vicar the tithes to which
he is entitled, and this is cognlzable in the
ecclesiastical courts. (3) Subtraction of con-
jugal rights is the withdrawing or withhold-
ing by a husband or wife of those rights and
privileges which the law allows to either
party. (4) Subtraction of legacies is the
withholding or detaining of legacies by an

executor. (5) Subtraction of church rates, in
English law, consists in the refusal to pay
the amount of rate at which any individual
parishioner has been assessed for the neces-
sary repairs of the parish church. Brown.
—Snbtx-action of conjugal rights. The act
of a husband or wife living separately from
as other without a lawful cause. 3 Bl. Comm.

SUBURBAICI. Lat. In old English law.
Husbandmen.

SUBVASSOBBS. In old scotch law.
Base holders: inferior holders: they who
held their lands of knights, skene.
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SUCOESSIO. Lat. In the civil law. A
coming in place of another, on his decease;
a coming into the estate which a deceased
person had at the time of his death This
was either by virtue of an express appoint-
ment or the deceased person by his will. (as
testamento,) or by the general appointment
of law in case of intestacy, (ab intestate.)
Inst. 2, 9, 7; Heinecc. Eleni. lib. 2, tit. 10.

SUOOESSION. In the civil law and in
Louisiana. 1. The fact of the transmission
of the rights, estate, obligations, and charges
of a deceased person to his heir or heirs.

2. The right by which the heir can take
possession oi’ the decedent's estate. The
right of the heir to step into the place of the
deceased, with respect to the possession, con-
trol, enjoyment, administration, and settle-
ment of all the latter's property, rights, obli-
gations, charges, etc.

3. The estate of a deceased person, com-
prising all kinds of property owned or claim-
ed by him, as well as his debts and obliga-
tions, and considered as a legal entity (ac-
cording to the notion of the Roman law) for
certain purposes. such as collecting assets
and paying debts. See Davenport v. Adler, 62
La. Ann. 263, 26 South. 838; Adams v. Alter-
lnnd, 168 Ill. 632, 48 N. E. -154: Quarles v.
Clayton, 87 Tenn. 308, 10 S. W. 505, 3 L. R.
A. 170; State v. Payne, 129 M0. 468, 31 8. W.
797, 33 L. R. A. 576: Blake v. McCartney, 3
Fed. Gas. 696; In re Heiiden's Estate, 52 Cal.
298.

Succession is the transmission of the rlg_lits
and obligations of the deceased to the heirs.

Succession signifies also the estates, rights.
and charges which a person leaves after his
death, whether the property exceeds the charges
or the charges exceed the roperty. or whether
he has only left charges w thout any property.

The succession not only includes the rights
and obligations of the deceased as they exist
at the time of his death. but all that has ac-
crued thereto since the opening of the succes»
sion, as also the new charges to which it be-
comes subject. _ _

Finally, succession signifies also that right
by which the heir can take Wlhsession of the
estate of the deceased. such as it may be Civ.
Code La. arts. 871-874. .

Succession is the coming in of another _to'
take the property of one who dies without dis-
posing of it by will. Civ. Code Cal. 5 1383:
Civ. Code Dali. 5 776.

In common law. The right by which one
set or men may, by succeeding another set,
acquire a property in all the goods, movable,
and other chattels of a corporation. 2 Bl.
Comm. 430. The power of perpetual succes-
sion is one of the peculiar properties at a cor-
poration. 2 Kent, Comm. 267. See Psa-
PITUAL.

—.Arti£ch.l succession. That attribute of a
corporation by which, in contemplation of law,
the company itself remains always the same
though its constituent members or stockholders
may change from time to time. See Thomas
v. Dakln. 22 Wend. (N. Y.) l00.—Hca-cditary
succession. Descent or title by descent at
common law: the title whereby a man on the
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death of his ancestor acquires his estate by
right of representation as his heir at law.
See In re Donahue‘s Estate. 36 Cal. 332; Bar-
clay v. Cameron, 25 Tex. 241.—Intestatc
succession. The succession of an heir at law
to the property and estate of his ancestor when
the latter has died intestate, or leaving a will-
wliich has been annulled or set aside. Civ.
Code La. 1900, art. ]096.—Is-regular succes-
sion. That which is established by law in
favor of certain persons. or of the state, in
default of heirs, either legal or instituted by
testament. Civ. Code La. 1900, art. 878.-

s.l succession. That which the law es-
tab ishes in favor of the nearest relation of a
deceased person ntural succession. Sue
cession taking place between natural persons,
for example. in descent on the death of an
ancestor. Thomas v. Dakin, 22 Wend. (N. Y.)
100.—Succession duty. In English law.
This is a duty, (varying from one to ten per
cent..) payable under the statute 16 & 17 Vict.
c. 51, in respect chiefly of real estate and lease-
holds, but generally in resipect of all pro rty
(not already chargeable w th legacy duty$)ede-
volving upon an one in consequence of any
death. Brown. nccossion tax. A tax im-
posed upon the succession to, or devolution of,
real property b devise, deed, or intestate suc-
cession. See 3'3 v. Campbell, 110 Iowa,
N0. 81 N. W. : 50 L. R. A. M: Scholey
V. Row, 23 Wall. 346. 23 L. Ed. 99: State
7. Switzler. 143 M0. 287, 45 S. W. 245. 40
L R. A. 280, 65 Am. St. Re . 653; Peters
7. Lynchburg, 76 Va. i)29.—- cstuncntnry
succession. In the civil law, that which re-
sults from the institution of an heir in a testa-
ment executed in the form prescribed by law.
Civ. Code La. 1900. art. 876.—Vncnnt succes-
sion. A successlon is called “vacant" when
no one claims it, or when all the heirs are un-
known, or when all the known heirs to it have
renounced it. Civ. Code La. art. 1095. Sim-
mons v. Saul. 138 U. S. 439, 11 Sup. Ct. 369,
34 L. Ed. 1064.

8110028803. One who succeeds to the
rights or the place of another; particularly,
the person or persons who constitute a cor-
poration after the death or removal of those
who preceded them as corporators.

One who has been appointed or elected to
hold an oilice after the term of the present
incumbent.
—Iingulaa- successor. A term borrowed
from the civil law, denoting a person who suc-
ceeds to the rights of a former owner in a single
article of roperty. (as by purchase.) as dis-
tinguished mm a universal successor. who suc-
ceeds to all the rights and powers of a former
owner, as in the case of a bankrupt or intestate
estate. '

Succunitur minori; fncilis est lnpsus
juventutis. A minor is [to be] aided; a
mistake of youtii is easy, [youth is liable to
err.] Jenk. Cent. p. 47, case 89.

SUCKEN, SUCHEN.
The whole lands astricted to a mill; that is,
the lands of which the tenants are obliged to
send their grain to that mill. Bell.

SUDDEN HEAT 0!‘ PASSION. In the
‘common-law definition oi‘ manslaughter, this
phrase means an access of rage or anger, sud-
denly arising from a contemporary provoca-
tion. It means that the provocation must
arise at the time of the killing, and that the

In Scotch law. '
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passion is not the result of a former provoca-
tion, and the act must be directly caused by
the passion arising out of the provocation at
the time of the homicide. It is not enough
that the mind is agitated by passion arising
from a former or other provocation or a
provocation given by some other person.
Steli v. State (Tex. Cr. App.) 58 S. W. 75.
And see Farrar v. State, 29 Tex. App. 250.
15 S. W. 719; Violett v. Comm. (Ky.) 72 S.
W. 1; State v. Cheatwood, 2 Hill, Law (S. C.)
462.

IUDDER. In Hindu law. The best; the
fore-court of a house; the chief seat of gov-
ernment, contradistiiiguished from “mofus-
cil," or interior of the country; the presiden-
cy. Wharton.

SUE. To prosecute by law; to commence
legal proceedings against a party. It is ap-
plied almost exclusively to the institution
and prosecution of a civil action. See Chal-
lenor v. Niles, 78 Ill. 78; Murphy v. Cochran,
1 Hill (N. Y.) 342; Kuklence r. Vocht. 4 Pa.
Co. Ct. R. 372; U. S. v. Moore (C. C.) 11 Fed.
251.
—-Sue out. To obtain by application: to peti-
tion for and take out. Properly the tei-m is
applied only to the obtaining and issuing of
such process as is only accorded upon an ap-
plication tirst made: but conventionally it is
also used of the taking out of process which
issues of course. The term is occasionally used
of instruments other than writs. Thus. we
speak of “suing out" a pardon. See South
Missouri Lumber ('0. v. Wright. 114 M0. 326.
21 S. \\'. 811; Kelley v. Vincent. 8 Ohio St.
420; I’. S. v. American Lumber Co., 85 Fed.
830. 29 C. C. A. 431.

SUERTE. In Spanish law. A small lot
of ground. Particularly. such a lot within
the iiiuits of a city or _towii used for cui-
tivation or planting as a garden, vineyard or
orchard. Building lots in towns and cities
are called "solares." Hart v. Burnett, 15
Cal. 55-].

SUPPER. To suffer an act to be done,
by a person who can prevent it. is to permit
or consent to it; to approve of it, and not to
hinder it. It implies ii willingness of the
mind. See In re Rome Planing .\Iill (C. C.)
96 Fed. 815; Wilson v. Nelson, 183 U. S.
191, 22 Sup. Ct. 74. 46 L. Ed. 147; Selleck
V. Selleck. 19 Conn. 5013: Gregory v. U. S.,
10 Fed. Cas. 1197; In re Thomas (D. C.) 103
Fed. 274.

SUPFBRANOE. Toleration; negative
permission by not forbidding; passive con-
sent; license implied from the omission or
neglect to enforce an adverse right.
—8uflex-nneo who:-ves. In English law.
These are wharves in which goods may be land-
ed before any duty is paid. They are appointed
for the purpose by the commissioners of the
customs. 2 Steph. Comm. 500, note.

SUPPEBENTIA PAOIS. Lat. A grant
or sufferanceot peace or trace.
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SUITEBDIG A RECOVERY. A re-
covery was etrected by the party wishing to
convey the land suflering a flctitious action
to ize brought against him by the party to
whom the land was to be conveyed. (the dc.»

iiiaiidaiit.) and allowing the demandant to
recover a judgment against him for the land
in question. The vendor. or conveying par»
ty, in thus assisting or permitting the de-
mandant so to recover a Judgment against
him, was thence technically said to “sufler
a recovery." Brown.

SUFFICIENT. As to sufllcient “Consid-
eration" and “Evldence," see those titles.

SUPPIIAGAN. Bishops who in former
times were appointed to supply the place of
others during their absence on eiiibassies or
other business were so termed. They were:
consecrated as other bishops were, and were
ancientiy called "chorcpi’m~opi." or “bishops
of the county," in contradistinctlon to the
regular bishops of the city or see. The prac-
tice of creating uuyrragan bishops, after hav-
ing long been discontinued. was recently re-
vived; and such bishops are now pennanent-
ly “assistant" to thehishops. Brown.

A snfiragan is a titular bishop ordained to
aid _and assist the bishop of the diocese in his

intu_al function‘ or one who supplieth the
p ace _instead of the bishop. by whose suifrage
ecclesiastical causes or matters committed to
him are to be ad'udged. acted on, or determined.
Some writers ca 1 these sutfragans by the nuns
of “subsidiary bishops." Tomiins. '

SUPFRAGE. A vote; the act of voting;
the right or privilege of casting a vote at
public elections. The last is the meaning of
the term in such phrases as “the extension
of the suffrage." “universal suifrage." etc.
See Spitzer v. Fulton, 33 Misc. Rep. 257. 68
N. Y. Supp. 660.

SUPPRAGIUH. Lat. In Roman law.
A vote; the right of voting in the assemblies
of the people.

Aid or influence used or promised to ob-
tain some honor or ottice; the purchase of
otilce. God. 4, 3.

SUGGESTIO PALSI. Lat. Suggestion
or representation of that which is false:
false representation. To recite in a deed
that a will was duly executed. when it was
not. is suggcxtio faint: and to conceal from
the heir that the will was not duly executed
is 8-upprcssio verl. 1 I’. Wms. 240.

SUGGESTION. In practice. A state-
ment, formally entered on the record. of
some fact or circumstance which will mate-
rlaily aifect the further proceedings in the
cause, or which is necessary to be brought
to the knowledge of the court in order to its
right disposition of the action, but which.
for some reason. cannot be pleaded. Thus.
it one of the parties dies after issue and be-
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tore trial, his death may be suggested on the
record.

SUGGESTIVIE: INTEBBOGATION. A
phrase which has been used by some writ-
ers to signify the same thing as “leading
question." 2 Benth. Jud. Ev. b. 3, c. 3. It
is used in the French law.

SUI GENEBI3. Lat. Oi’ its own kind
or class; i. c., the only one of its own kind:
peculiar.

In the civil
Inst.

SUI EERBZDJES. Lat.
law. One’s own heirs; proper heirs.
2, 19, 2.

SUI JUBIS. Lat. 01 his own right:
possssing full social and civil rights; not
under any legal disability, or the power of
another, or guardianship. : ‘

Having‘ capacity to manage one’s own at-
fairs; not under legal disability to act for
one’s self. Story. Ag. 5 2.

SUICIDE. Suicide is the willful and voi-
untary act of a person who understands the
physical nature of the act, and intends by it
to accomplish the result of self-destruction.
Nimick v. Mutual Life Ins. Co.'. 10 Am. Law
Reg. (N. S.) 101, Fed. Cas. No. 10.266.

Suicide is the deliberate termination of one’s
existence. while in the possession and enjoyment
of his mental faculties. Self-killing by an in-
sane person is not suicide. See Insurance Co.
1. Moore. 34 Mich. 41; Weber v. Supreme Tent,
172 N. Y. 490. 65 N. E. 258, 92 Am. St. Rep.
753: Clift v. Schwabe, 3 C. B. 458; Knights
Teméalars, etc., Indemnity Co. v. Jarman, 181
U. . 197. Sup. Ct. 108, 47 L. Ed. 139;
Breasted v. d: T 8 N Y.Farmers’ . ., .

£99. 59 Am. Dec. 482; Daniels v. Railroad
o.

A.
.751183 Mass. 393, 67 N. E. 424, 62 Is. R.

SUING AND LABORING CLAUSE is
a clause in an English policy of marine in-
surance, generally in the following form:
“In case of any loss or misfortune, it hail
be lawful for the assured, their factors, serv-
ants and assigns, to sue, labor, and travel
for, in. and about the defense, safeguard,
and recovery of the" property insured, “with-
out prejudice to this insura'nce: to the char-
gee whereof we. the assurers, will contri-
bute." The object of the clause is to en-
courage the assured to exert themselves in
preserving the property from loss. Sweet.

SUIT. In old English law. The wit-
nesses or followers of the plaintiff. 3 Bl.
Comm. 295. See Sacra.

Old books mention the word in many con-
nections which are now disused.—at least,
in the United States. Thus, “suit” was used
of following any one, or in the sense of pur-
suit; as in the phrase “making fresh suit."
It was also used of a petition to the king or
lord. “Suit of court" was the attendance
which~a tenant owed at the court of his lords
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‘-‘Suit covenant" and “suit custom" seem to
have signified a right to one’s attendance, or
one’s obligation to attend. at the lord's court.
founded upon a known covenant, or an im-
memorial usage or practice of ancestors.
"Suit regal" was attendance» at the sheriffs
toum or leet, (his court.) “Suit of the king's
peace" was pursuing an oi'i'ender,——-one
charged with breach of the peace. Abbott.
- In modern law. “Suit" is a generic
term, of comprehensive signiiication. and ap-
plies to any proceeding in a court of justice
in which the piaintifl pursues, in such court.
the remedy which the law aflords him for
the redress of an injury or the recovery of
9. right; See Kohl v. U. 8.. 91 U. S. 375, 23
L. Ed. 449; Weston v. Charleston. 2 Pet.
464. 7 L. Ed. 481: Drake v. Gilmore, 52 N.
Y. 393: Philadelphia, etc.. Iron 00. v. Chi-
cago, 158 Ill. 9, 41 N. iii. 1102: Cohens v. Vir-
ginia, 6 Wheat. 405, 5 L. Ed. 257.
It is, however, -seldom applied to a crim-

inal prosecution. And it is sometimes re-
stricted to the designation of a proceeding
in equity. to distinguish such proceeding
from an action at law.
—Snit of court. This phrase denoted the
duty of attending the lord‘: court, and. in com-
men with fealty. was one of the incidents of
a feudal holding. Brown.—8u!t of the king's

ease. The pursuing a man for breach of the
ing's peace by treasons. insurrections. or tres-

sses. Cowell. nit money. An allowance.
n the nature of temporary alimony, authorized

by statute in some states to be made to a
wife on the institution of her suit for divorce.
intended to cover the reasonable expenses of
the suit and to provide her with means for
the efiicient reparation and trial of her case.
See Yost v. 0st. 141 Ind. 584. 41 N. E. 11.
-81:11: silver. A small sum of money paid
iilil lieu of attendance at the court-baron. Cow-
e .

SUITAB. Let. in the civil law. The
condition or quality of a mu: hwres, or prop-
er heir. Hallifax. Civil Law, b. 2, c. 9. no,
11; Calvin. '

SUITE. Those persons who by his au-
thority follow or attend an ambassador or
other public minister. '

SUITOR. A party to a suit or action in
court. In its ancient sense, “suitor" meant
one who was bound to attend the county
court; also one who formed part of the seam.

SUITOIIS’ DEPOSIT ACCOUNT. For-.
merly suitors in the English court of chan-
cery derived no income from their cash paid
into court, unless it was invested at their
request and risk. Now, however, it is pro-
vided by the court of chancery (funds) act,
1872, that all money paid into court. and“
not required by the suitor to be invested,
shall be placed on deposit and shall bear in-
terest at two per cent. per annum for the
beneflt of the suitor entitled to it. Sweet.

surrons' rm: rtmn. A fund in the,
English court of chancery into which the fees
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of suitors in that court were paid. and out of
which the salaries of various oiiicers of the
court were defrayed. Wharton.

801103.!’ FUND IN OEAIOERY. In
England. A fund consisting of moneys
which, having been paid into the court of
chancery, are placed out for the benefit and
better security of the suitors, including in-
terest from the same. By St. 32 & 83 Vict.
c. 91, 5 4, the principal of this fund. amount-
ing to over £3,000,000, was transferred to
the commissioners for the reduction of the
national debt. Mozley & Whitley.

SULOUS. In old English law. A small
brook or stream of water. Coweli.

SULLERY.
land. 1 last. 5.

In old English law. A plow-

SUII. In English law. A summary or
abstract: a compendium; a collection. Sev-
eral of the old law treatises are called
“sums." Lord Hale applies the term to sum-
maries of statute law. Burrill.

BUMAGE.
hack. Coweii.

Toll for carriage on horse-

Iunsaa caritas est facere Justitian
slngulis, at onus! tempore quando ne-
oesse fuerit. The greatest charity is to do
justice to every one. and at any time when-
ever it may be necessary. 11 Coke, 70.

Innuna est lax qua pro religious facdt.
That is the highest law which favors re-
ligion. 10 Mod. 117, 119; Broom. Max. 19.

Sununa. ratio est qua pro religions
faoit. That consideration_is strongest which
determines in favor of religion. Co. Litt.
3-ila; Broom, Max. 19.

SUMMARY. n. An abridgment; brief ;

compendium; also a short application to a
court or Judge, without the formality of a
full proceeding. Wharton.

SUMMARY, adj. immediate; peremp-
tory: oil’-hand; without a Jury; provisional:
statutory.
—Sununas-y actions. In Scotch law. Those
which are brought into court not by summons.
but b petition. corresponding to summary
1) ings in English courts. Bell: Brown.
.—sun:nary conviction. See CONVICTION.
—Susnmary jurisdiction. See JURISDIC-
'i'IoN.-—8nnInaa-y procedure on bills of ex-
claa e. This fhrsse refers to the statute 18
& 19 ict. c. 6 , passed in 1855, for the pur-
pose of facilitating the remedies on bills and
notes by the prevention of frivolous or fictitious
defenses. By this statute. a defendant in an
action on a bill or note, brought within six
months after it has become payable, is pro-
hibited from defending the action without the
leave of the court or a judge. See 2 Steph.
Comm. 118. note: Lush. Pr. ]027.—Sunmary
proceeding. See Psocssnmo.
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SUMMER.-HUB SILVER. A payment
to the lords of the wood on the Wealds of
Kent, who used to visit those placa in sum-
mer, when their under-tenants were bound
to prepare little summer-houses for their re-
ception. or else pay a composition in money.
Gowell.

SUMHING ‘UP, on the trial of an ac-
tion by a jury, is a recapitulation of the evi-
dence adduced. in order to draw the atten-
tion of the Jury to the salient points. The
counsel for each party has the right of sum-
ming up his evidence, if he has adduced any_
and the judge finally sums up the whole in
his charge to the jury. Smith, Act. 157.
And see State 7. Ezzard, 40 8. G. 312, 18 8.
E. 1025. .

SUIDIOII. In practice. To serve a sum-
mons; to cite a defendant to appear in court

.to answer a suit which has been begun
against him; to notify the defendant that an
action has been instituted against him, and
that he is required to answer to it at a time
and place named. ‘

SUUHOIIEAI. L. let. in old practice.
A writ of summons; a writ by which a party
was summoned to appear in court.

SUMHONERS. Petty oiiicers, who cite
and warn persons to appear in any court.
Fleta, lib. 9.

SUMHONITIO. L. Lat. In old Eng-
lish practice. A summoning or summons;
a writ by which a party was summoned to
appear in court, of which there were various
kinds. Spelman.

Susnnaonitiones ant citations: malls
llceant fleri int:-a palatinn resin. 3 Inst.
141. Let no summonses or citations be serv-
ed within the king’s palace.

8Ufl0NI'.'l.‘0B.E8 BOAOOAIIII. om-
cers who assisted in collecting the revenues
by citing the defaulters therein into the court
of exchequer.

SUHIONS. ‘In practice. A writ, di-
rected to the sherifl or other proper oilicer.
requiring him to notify the person named
that an action has been commenced against
him in the court whence the writ issues, and
that he is required to appear, on a day nam-
ed, and answer the complaint in such action.
Whitney v. Blackburn, 17 Or. 564, 21 Pac.
874, 11 Am._St. Rep. 857 ; Iiorton v. Railway
Co., 26 Mo. App. 358; Plano Mfg. Co. v. Kau-
fert. 86 Minn. 13, 89 N. W. 1124.

Civil actions in the courts of record of this
tate shall be commenced by the service of
a summons. Code N. Y. 5 127.

In Scotch law. A writ passing under
the royal slgnet. signed by a writer to the
signet, and containing the grounds and con-
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clusions of the action. with the warrant for
citing the defender. This writ corresponds
to the writ of summons in English procedure.
Bell; Paters. Comp.
—-Summons and order. In English prao
tice. In this phrase the summons is the ap-
licatlon to a common-law judge at chambers

a reference to a pendin action, and upon it
the jud e or master m es the order. Mozley
& Whit ey.—8u.uuuons and severance. Themgr name of what is distinguished in the

by the name of "summons and severance '

is "severance ;" for the summons is only a
rocess which must. in certain cases. issue he-
ore judgment of severance can be given; while

severance is a jud ent by which, where two
or more are joine in an action, one or more
of these is enabled to proceed in such action
without the other or others. Jacob.

SUMKUH JU8. Lat. Strict right; ex-
trema right. The extremity or rigor of the
law.

Sunnnusn jus. sunsua hiduriax surusna
lea, sunnna crux. Extreme law (rigor of
law) is the greatest injury: strict law is
great punishment. Hob. 125. That is, in-
sistence upon the full measure of a man's
strict legal rights may work the greatest
injury to others. unless equity can aid.

smnum. See Sour-sous.

SUHPTUARY LAWS. Laws made for
the purpose of restraining luxury or extrav-
agance, particularly against inordinate ex-
penditures in the matter of apparel, food,
furniture, etc.

. SUNDAY. The first day of the week is
designated by this name; also as the “Lord's
Day." and as the “Sabbath."

DUO NOHINE. Lat. In his own name.

800 PERICITLO.
peril or risk.

Lat. At his own

surnnnnx. Lat. In Roman law.
Household furniture. Dig. 33, 10.

SUPER. Lat. Upon: above; over.
—8uper altuzn snare. On the high sea.
Hob. 212; 2 Ld. Raym. 1453.—Su er proto-
gativa. rcgis. A writ which ormeriy lay
against the kiug’s tenant's widow for marrying
without the royal license. Fitzh. Nat. Brev.
174.—8u or statute. A writ. upon the stat-
utc 1 E w. III. c_. 12, that_iay against the
king's tenant holding in chief, who aliened
the king's land without his license.—Su§er
statute dc artic_ul1s elcri. A writ w ich
lay against a sheriff or other oflicer who dis-
trained in the king's highway, or on lands an-
ciently belonging to the church.—Super stat-
ute facto our seneschal ct marshal de
ray. etc. writ- which lay against a steward
or marshal for holding plea in his court, or
for t as or contracts not made or arising
within t e king's household. W'hnrton.—Super
statute versus servantes et labor-atoros.
A writ which lay against him _who kept any
servants who had left the service of another
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contrary to law.-—8uper visusa eorperls.
Upon view of the bod . When an inquest is
held over a body foun dead, it must be super
mam» corponc.

Super fidcm chartarusu, suortuis testi-
lsus, es-it ad patrlasu de necessitate re-
currenduxn. Co. Litt. 6. The truth of char-
ters is necessarily to be referred to a jury,
when the witnesses are dead.

IUPEII-JUBARE. Over-swearing. A
term anciently used when a criminal endeav-
ored to excuse himself by his own oath or
the oath of one or two witnesses, and the
crime objected against him was so plain and
notorious that be was convicted on the oaths
of many more witnesses. Wharton.

SUPERARE RATIONES. In old Scotch
law. To have a balance of account due to
one: to have one’s expenses exceed the re-
eeipts.

SUPEROARGO. An agent of the own-
‘er of goods shipped as cargo on a vessel,
who has charge of the cargo on board, sells
the same to the but advantage in the for-
eign market. buys a cargo to be brought
back on the return voyage of the ship, and
comes home with it.

SUPEEPIOIARIUS. Lat. In the civil
law. He who has built upon the soil of an-
other. which he has hired for a number of
years or forever. yielding a yearly rent. Dig.
43. 18, 1. In other words. a tenant on
ground-rent.

surnnrmms. Lat. In the civil law.
The alienation by the owner of the surface of
the soil of all rights necessary for building
on the surface, a yearly rent being generally
reserved: also a building or erection. San-
dars' Just. Inst. (5th Ed.) 133.

Superilua non accent. Superiluities do
not prejudice. Jenk. Cent. 184. Surplusage
does not vitiate.

SUPERPLUOUS LANDS, in English
law, are lands acquired by a railway com-
pany under its statutory powers, and not
required for the purposes of its undertak-
ing. The company is bound within a cer-
tain time to sell such lands. and, if it does
not, they vest in and become the property of
the owners. of the adjoining lands. Sweet.

BUPERFGITATION. In medical juris-
prudence. The formation of a fwtus as the
result of an impregnation occurring after
another impregnation, but before the birth
of the oirspi-ing produced by it. Webster.

SUPERINDUOTIO. Lat. In the civil
law. A species of obliteration. Dig. 28,
4, 1, 1.

SUPERINSTITUTION. The institution
of one in an otflce to which another has been
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previously instituted; as where A. is ad-
niitted and instituted to a beneflce upon one
title, and B. is admitted and instituted on
the title or presentment of another. 2 Cro.
Eliz. 463.

A church being full by institution, if a
second institution is granted to the same
church this is a superinstitution. Wharton.

8 NDENT REGISTRAR. In
English law. An oflicer who superintends
the registers of births, deaths, and mar-
riages. There is one in every poor-law un-
ion in England and Wales.

SUPERIOR. Higher; more elevated
In rank or ofilce. Possessing larger power,
Entitled to command, influence, or control
over __another.

In estates, some are superior to others.
An estate entitled to a servitude or easement
over another estate is called the "superior"
or "dominant," and the other, the “lnferior"
or “servient," estate. 1 Bouv. Inst. no. 1612.

In the feudal law, until the statute quid
emptore: precluded subinfeudations, (q. o.,)
the tenant who granted part of his estate
to be held of and from himself as lord was
called a "superior."
—Snperior and vans]. In Scotch law. _A
feudal relation corres ndiug with the English
“lord and tenant." ell.—Superio:- ooprtl.
In English law. The courts of the highest
and most extensive jurisdiction. viz., the court
of chancery and the three courts of common
law, 9'. e., the queen’s bench.-the cornmon_pleas,
and the excheqiier. which sit at Westminster,
were commonly thus denominated. But these
courts are now united in the supreme court of
judicatnre. In American law. Courts of
geueral- or extensive jurisdiction. as distin-
guished from the inferior courts. As the otficial
style of a tribunal. the term “superior court"
bears a difierent meaning in diifcrent states.
In some it is a court of intermediate jurisdic-
tion between the trial courts and the chief ap-
pellate court; elsewhere it is the designation
of the ordinary m'si prius courts: in Delaware
it is the court of last resort.—Super-ior fel-
low servant. A term recently introduced in-
to the law of negligence, and meaning one
‘higher in authority than another, and whose
commands and directions his inferiors are bound
to respect and obey, though engaged at the
same manual work. Illinois Cent. R. Co. v.
Coleman. 59 S. W. 14. 22 Ky. Law Rep. 878:
Kuutter v. Telephone Co.. 67 N. J. Law. 646,
52 At]. 565, 58 L. R. A. 808.—8uperior.- force.
In the law of baiiments and of iicgligence. an
uncontrollable and irresistible force. of human
agency. producing results which the person in

iiestion could not avoid; equivalent to the
tin phrase “ms major." See Vls.

SUPERIOBITY. In Scotch law. The
dominium dircctum of lands, without the
proilt. 1_ Forb. Inst. pt. 2, p. 97.

SUPEBNUMERARH. Lat. In Roman
law. Advocates who were not registered
or enrolled and did not belong to the col-
lege of advocates. They were not attached
to any local jurisdiction. See STATUTI.

SUPERONERATIO. Lat. Surcharging
a common; 4. c., putting in beasts of a num-
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ber or kind other than the right of common
allows.
—-S_upe:i-one:-atione {lotus-Q.
writ that lay against im who was impleaded
in the count court for the surcharge of a com-
mon with his cattle, in a case where he was
formerly impleaded for it in the same court.
and the cause was removed into one of the
superior courts.

A judicial

surnnrnussarnn. In old English
law. Overplus; surplus; residue or balance.
Bract. fol. 801; Spelman.

SUPERSI-Inn. To anuul; to stay; to
suspend. Thus. it is said that the proceed-
ings of outlawry may be superseded by the
entry of appearance before the return of the
exigent, or that the court would supersede s
flat in bankruptcy, if found to have been
improperly issued. Brown.

SUPIIBSEDEAS. Lat. In practice. A
writ ordering the suspension or superseding
of another writ previously issued. It directs
the oilicer to whom it is issued to refrain
from executing or acting under another writ
which is in his hands or may come to him.

By a conventional extension of the term
it has come to be used as a designation of
the effect of any proceeding or act in a.
cause which, of its own force, causes a sus-
peusion or stay of proceedings. Thus. when
we say that a writ of error is a aupcrecdccu,
we merely mean that it has the sauie eircct,
of suspending proceedings in the court be-
low, which would have been produced by A
writ of supersedeas. See Tyler "v. Presley,
72 Cal. 290, 13 Pac. 856; Wooifolk v. Bruns,_
45 Minn. 96, 47 N. W. 460; Hovey v. Mc-
Donald. 109 U. S. 150, 3 Sup. Ct. 136, 27 L.
Ed. 888; Runyon v. Bennett, 4 Dana (Ky)
699, 29 Am. Dec. 431.

SUPBRSTITIOUS ‘U81-1. In English
law. When lands, tenements. rents, goods,
or chattels are given, secured, or appointed
for and towards the maintenance of 8 priest
or chaplain to say mass, for the maintenance
of a priest or other man to pray for the soul
of any dead man in such a church or else-
where. to have and maintain perpetual obits,
lamps, torches, etc., to be used at certain
times to help to save the souls of men out
of purgatory,—in such cases the king. by
force of several statutes, is authorized to

, direct and appoint all such uses to such
purposes as are truly charitable. Bac. Abr.
“Charitable Uses.” See Methodist Church v.
Remington. 1 Watts (Pa.) 225, 26 Am. Dec.
61; Harrison V. Brophy, 59 Kan. 1, 51 Pac.
883, -10 L. R. A. 721.

SUPERVISOR. A surveyor or overseer;
a highway omcer. Also, in some states. the
chief officer of a town; one of a board -or
county oilicers.
—Supe:-visors of election. Persons maint-
ed and commissioned by the-judge of dr-
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cnit court of the United States in cities or
towns of over 20,000 inhabitants, upon
written application of two citizens, or in any
county or parish of any congressional district
upon that of ten citizens, to attend at all
times and places fixed for the 'stration of
voters for representatives and eiegates in
congress, and supervise the registry and mark
the list of voters in such manner as_ will in
their judgment detect and expose the improper
removal or addition of any name. Rev. St.
U. S. I 2011, ct seq.

SUPPLEMENT, LETTERS 0!‘. In
Scotch practice. A process by which a party
not residing within the jurisdiction of an in-
terior court may be cited to appear before
it. Bell.

SUPPLEMENTAL. Something addedto
supply defects in the thing to which it is
added, or in aid of which it is made.
—-Supplemental uildavlt. An aflidavit
made in addition to a previous one, in order
to supgg some deficiency in it. Calian v. Lu-
kens, Pa. 136.—-Supplemental answer.
One which was filed in chance for the pur-
pose of correcting, addin to, an explaininggai
answer already filed. mith, Ch. Pr. .

French v. Edwards, 9 Fed. Cas. 780.—Supple-
mental bill. In equity pleading. A bii filed
in addition to an original hill. in order to
supply some defect in its original frame or
structure. It is the a ropriate remedy where
the matter sought to supplied cannot be
introduced by amendment. Story. Eq. Pi. §§
332-338: Bloxham_ v. Railroad Co., 39 Fla.
243, 22 South. 697: Schwab v. Schwab. 93 Md.
382. 49 At]. 331, 52 L. R. A. 414' Thompson
v. Railroad Co. {(3. 0.) 119 Fed. 634: Butler
v. Cunningham, Barb. (N. Y.) 87: Bowie V.
Minter. 2 Ala. 411.-Supplemental claim.
A further claim which was filed when further
relief was sought after the bringing of a claim.
Smith, Ch. Pr. 655.-Suptplemental corn-
laint. Under the codes o practice obtaining

u some of the states. this name is given to
it complaint filed in an action, for the purpose
of supplying some defect or omission in the
origina complaint, or of adding somethggf to
it which could not properly be introdu b
amendment. See Ponder v. Tate. 132 Ind. 32 ,

30 N. E. 880; Piumcr V. McDonald Lumber
Co., 74 Wis. 137, 42 N. W. 250.

surrnnrony ourn. see Oarrr.

SUPPLIANT. The actor in, or party pre-
ferring, a petition of right.

SUPPLICATIO. Lat. In the civil law.
A petition for pardon of a first offense; also
a petition for reversal of judgment: also
equivalent to “duplicaiio,” which corresponds
to the common law rejoinder. Culvln.

SUPPLIOAVIT. In English law. The
name of a writ issuing out of the king's bench
or chancery for taking sureties of the pence.
It is commonly directed to the justices of the
peace. when they are averse to acting in the
affair in their judicial capacity. 4 Bl. Comm.
253.

sup:-Lromu. Lat. in the civil law.
Punishment: corporal punishment for crime.
Death -was called “ullimum supplicium," the
last or extreme penalty.
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SUPPLIES. In English law. The "sup-
plies" in parliamentary proceedings signify
the sums of money which are annually voted
by the house of commons for the maintenance
of the crown and the various public services.
Jacob; Brown.

SUPPLY, COMMISSIONERS 0!‘. Per-
sons appointed to levy the land-tax in Scot-
land, and to cause a valuation roll to be .an-
nually made up, and to perform other duties
in their respective counties. Bell.

SUPPLY, COMMITTEE 0!‘. In Eng-
lish law. All hills which relate to the pun-
lic income or expenditure must originate
with the house of commons, and all bills au-
thorizing expenditure of the public money
are based upon resolutions moved in a com-
mittee of supply, which is always a commit-_
tee of the whole house. Wharton.

SUPPORT. 1:. To support a rule or or-
der is to argue in answer to the arguments of
the party who has shown cause against a rule

_ or order Mai.

SUPPORT, n. The right of support is
an easement consisting in the privilege of
rating the joists or beams of one's house up-
on, or inserting their ends into, the wall .of
an adjoining house belonging to another own-
er. It may arise either from contract or pre-
scription. 3 Kent, Comm. 436.

Support also signifies the right to have
one's ground supported so that it will not
cave in, when an adjoining owner makes an
excavation.

SUPPRESSIO V1331. Lat.
sion or concealment of the truth.
rule of equity, as well as of law, that n sup-
prcssio veri is equivalent to a suggesiio falsi;

Suppres-

and where either the suppression of the truth .

or the suggestion of what is false can be
proved. in a fact material to the contract.
the party injured may have relief against
the contract." Fleming v. Slocum, 18 Johns.
(N. Y.) 405, 9 Am. Dec. 224.

Supp:-enio vex-1, exp:-euio £a1si._ Sup-
pression of the truth‘is [equivalent to] the
expression of what is false. Addington v.
Allen, 11 Wend. (N. Y.) 874, 417.

Suppreuio veri, snggeetio falui. Sup-‘
pression of the truth is [equivalent to] the
suggestion of what is false. Paul v. Had-
ley, 23 Barb. (N. Y.) 521, 525.

supna. Lat. Above; upon. This word
occurring by itself in a book refers the render
to a previous part of the book, like “ante,-"
it is also the initial word of several Latin
phrases.
—Snpra protest. See Pir0'n:s1'.—Supra-
riparian. Upper riparian; higher up the
stream. This term is applied to the estate,
rights. or duties of a riparian proprietor whose
land is situated at a point nearer the source
of the stream than the estate with which it is
compared. .

“it is a‘
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Supreme potestas seipsasn dlssolvere
potest. Supreme power can dissolve itself.
Bac. Max.

SUPREHAOY. The state of being su-
preme, or in the highest station of power;
paramount authority; sovereignty; sover-
eign power.
-A-Act of sings-eniac . The English statute 1
Elia. c. 1, w ereby t e supremacy and auton-
omy of the crown in spiritual or ccciesiastical
matters was declared and estubiished.—Oath
of snprcm . An oath to uphold the su-
preme power 0 the kingdom of England in the
person ‘of the reigning sovereign.

' BUPBEHE OOUBT. A court of high
powers and extensive jurisdiction, existing
in most of the states. In some it is the em-
clsi style of the chief appellate court or court
of last resort. In others (as New Jersey and
New York) the supreme court is a court of
general original Jurisdiction, possessing also
(in New York) some appellate Jurisdiction,
but,.not the court of last resort.
—-Supreme court of errors. In American
law. An a llate tribunal, and the court of
last resort, in,the state of Connecticut.-Inn
promo court of the United States. The
court of last resort in the federal judicial ‘sys-
tem. It is vested by the constitution th
original jurisdiction in all cases affecting am-
bassadors, blic ministers, and consuls, and
those in which a state is a party, and appellate

risdiction over all other cases within the
udicial power of the United States, both as to
w and fac with such exceptions and under

such reguiat one as congress may make. Its
agfeilate powers extend to the subordinate
f eral courts. and also (in certain cases) to the
supreme courts of the ‘several states. The court
is composed of a chief justice and eight as-
sociate justices.—8u resne Judicial court.
In American law. appellate tribunal and
the court of last resort, in the states of Maine,
Manachusetts, and New Hampshire.

SUPBEHE COURT 0!‘ JUDIOATUBE.
The court formed by the English Judicature
sct,a1873, (as modiiied by the Judicature act,
1875, the appellate Jurisdiction act, 1876.
and the Judicature acts of 1877. 1879, and
1881,) in substitution for the various su-
perior courts of law, equity, admiralty, pro-
hate, and divorce, existing when the act was
passed, including the court of appeal in chan-
cery and bankruptcy, and the excliequer
chamber. It consists of two permanent di-
visions. viz., a court of original Jurisdiction,
called the “high court of justice," and a
court of appellate jurisdiction, called the
"court of appeal." Its title of “supreme" is
now a mlsnoiner, as the superior appellate
jurisdiction of the house of lords and privy
council, which was originally intended to
be transferred to it. has been allowed to
remain. Sweet.
-3131: court of Justice. That branch of
the English supreme court of jiidicature (q. 0.)
which exercises (1) the original 'nrlsdictlon
formerly exercised by the ‘court o chancery
the courts of queen's bench. common pleas, an
eachequer, the courts of probate. divorce, and
admiralty, the court of common less at Lau-
caster. t e court of pleas at Dur am, and the
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SURCHARGE

courts of thejndges or commissioners of aniae '

and (2) the appellate jurisdiction of such 0
those courts as heard a sis from inferior
courts. Judicature act. 18p , I 16.

SUPREHI: POWER. The highest au-
thority in a state, all other powers in it be-
ing inferior thereto.

SUPBEIUS. Lat. Last: the last.

Supressius est qiaesn sieno acqlsitlsr.
He is last whom no one follows. Dig. 50. 16.
92.

SUE. Fr. On; upon; over. In the ti-
tles of real actions “sur" was used to point
out what the writ was founded upon. Thus,
a real action brought by the owner of a re-
version or seigniory, in certain cases where
his tenant repudiated his tenure. was called
“a writ of right cur disclaimer."
of entry sur dlsscisin was a real action to re-
cover the possession of land from a disseisor.
Sweet.
-811: cu! ante divortiam. see Cur Arrrs

A writ that
lay for the heir of a woman whose husband
had aliened her land in fee, and she had omitted
to bring the writ of cm‘ in vita for the recovery
thereof; in which case her heir might have this
writ against the tenant after her decease. Cow-
eil. See Cm IN Vrra.—8nr dis or. A
writ in the nature of a writ of ri ht brought
by the lord against a tenant who ha disciaimed
his tenure, to recover the iand.—Snr nort-
gage. Upon a mortgage. In some states the
method of enforcing the security of a mortgage,
upon default, is by a writ of “scire Iocias cur
mortgage," which requires the defendant (mort-
gagor to show cause why it should not be lore-

ose

SUBOEAIIGE, is. An overcharge; an ex-
actloii, impost. or incumbrance beyond what
is just and right. or beyond one's authority
or power. “Surcharge" may mean a second
or further mortgage.‘ Wharton.

SUBCKABGE, 12. To put more cattle
upon a common than the herbage will sus-
tain or than the party has a right to do. 8
Bi..Comm. 237.

In equity practice. To show that a par-
ticular item, in favor of the party surcharg-
ing, ought to have been included, but was
not, in an account which is alleged to be
settled or complete.
—8eoond surcharge. In English law. The
surcharge of a common a second time. by the
same defendant against whom the common
was before admeasured. and for which the ion’:
of second our-char e was given by the statute
of Westminster. ‘. 3 Bl. Comm. 239.—8ns~
charge and falsfly. This phrase. as used
in the courts of chancery, denotes the liberty
which these courts will occasionally nt to
a Flaintifl‘, who disputes an account w ich the
de endaut alleges to be settled. to scrutinise
particular items therein without opening the
entire account. The showing an item for which
credit ought to have been given. but was not.
is to surcharge the account: the proving an
item to have been inserted wronfiiy is to falsify
the account. Brown. See Phi pa v. Belden.
2 Edw. Ch. (N. Y.) 23; Rehiii V. McTagne.

So, a writ .
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114 Pa. 82, 7 Atl. 224, 60 Am. Rep. 341; SURFACE WATERS. S99 WATII.
Kennedy v. Adickes, 37 S. C. 174, 16 S. E.
922- SURGEON. One whose profession or oc-

SUBDUS. Lat. In the civil law. Deaf ;
a deaf person. Inst. 2, 12, 3. Swan: 60
rputus, a deaf and dumb person.

SURENGEEBB. In French law. A par-
ty desirous of repurchasing property at auc-
tion before the court, can, by offering one-
tenth or one-sixth, according to the case, in
addition to the price realized at the sale,
oblige the property to be put up once more at
auction. This bid upon a bid is called a
“surenchere." Arg. Fr. Merc. Iaw, 575.

SURETY. A surety is one who at the re-
quest of another, and for the purpose of se-
curing to him a benefit, becomes responsible
for the performance by the latter of some act
in favor of a third person, or hypo_thecates
property as security therefor. Civ. Code Cal.
5 2831; Civ. Code Dak. 5 1673.

A surety is defined as a person who, being
liable to pay a, debt or perform an obligation.
is entitled, if it is enforced against him, to be
indemnified by some other person who ought
himself to have made payment or performed
before the surety was compelled to do so..
Smith v. Sheiden, 35 Mich. 42, 24 Am. Rep.
529. And see Young v. McFadden, 125 Ind.
254. 25 N. E. 284; \Vise v. Miller, 45 Ohio
St. 388, 14 N. E. 218; 0’Conor v. Morse, 112
Cal. 31, 44 Pac. 305, 53 Am. St. Rep. 155;
Hall v. Weaver (0. C.) 34 Fed. 106.
—-Surety company). A company, usually in-
corporated. whose usiness is to assume the
responsibility of a surety on the bonds of oili-
cers, trustees, executors, guardians, etc., in
consideration of a fee proportioned to the
amount of the security required.—Suroty of
the peace. Surety of the peace is a s cies
of preventive justice, and consists in ob igin
those persons whom there is a probable oun
to suspect of future misbehavior, to stipulate
with, and to give full assurance to, the lxblic
that such oifense a-s is apprehended sha_l not
take place, by finding ledges or securities for
keeping the peace, or or their good behavior.
Brown. See Hyde v. Greuch, 6 Md. 582.

SUBBTYSKIP. The contract of surety-
ship is that whereby one obligates himself
to pay the debt of another in consideration
of credit or indulgence. or other benefit given
to his principal, the principal remaining
hound therefor. It differs from a guaranty
in this: that the consideration of the latter
is a benefit flowing to the guarantor. Code
Ga. 1882, 5 2148. see Solar.-rr.

Suretyship is an accessory promise by
which a person binds himself for another al-
ready hound. and agrees with the creditor to
satisfy the obligation, if the debtor does not.
Civ. Code La. art. 3035.

A contract of suretyship is a contract
whereby one person engages to be answer-
able for the debt. default, or miscarriage of
another. Pitm. Princ. & Sur. 1.- 2.

For the distinctions between “suretyship",
and “guaranty.” see Gunasrr, n.

'—SIu'p1n

cupation is to cure diseases or injuries of
the body by manual operation; one whose
occupation is to cure local injuries or disor-
ders, whether by manual operation, or by
medication and ,constitutional treatment.
Webster. See Smith v. Lane, 24 Hun (N. Y.)
632; Stewart v. Raab. 55 Minn. 20, 56 N.
W. 256-; Nelson v. State Board of Health,
108 Ky. 769, 57 S. W. 501, 50 L. R. A. 383.

SURMISE. Formerly where a defendant
pleaded a local custom, for instance, a cus:
tom of the city of London, it was necessary}
for him to “surmise," that is, to suggest that
such custom should be certified to the court
by the mouth of the recorder, and without
such a surmise the issue was to be tried by
the country as other issues of fact are. 1
Burrows, 251; Vin. Abr. 240. , _

A surmise is something oirered to a court
to move it to grant a prohibition, auduo
querela, or other writ grantabie thereon‘.
Jacob. ,

In ecclesiastical practice, an allegation in
a libel is called a “surmise." A collateral
surmise is a surmise of some fact not appear-
ing in the libel. Phlliim. Ecc. Law, 1445.

SURNAIIB. The family name; the name
over and above the Christian name. The
part of a name which is not given in baptism;
the last name; the name common to all
members of a family. .

SUBPLIGE FEES. In English ecciesias=
tical law. Fees payable on ministerial oflices
of the church; such as baptisms. funerals.
marriages, etc.

SURPLUS. That which remains of a
fund appropriated for a particular purpose:
the remainder of a thing; the overplus; the
residue. See People's F. Ins. Co. v. Parker,
35 N. J. Law, 577; Towery v. McGaw (Ky.)
56 S. W. 727; Appeal of Coates, 2 Pa. 137.
—-Surplus earnings. See Easmnas.

SUBPLUSAGE. In pleading. Allega-
tions of matter wholly foreign and imperti-
nent to the cause. All mutter beyond the
circumstances necessary to constitute the ac-
tion. See State v. Whitehouse. 95 Me. 179,
49 At]. 869; Adams v. Capital State Bank. 74
Miss. 307, 20 South. 881; Bradley v. Rey-
nolds, 61 Conn. 271, 2% At}. 928. -

e of accounts. A greater dis-
bursement t‘ an the charge of the accountant
amounts unto. In another sense, “surpiusage“
is the remainder or overplus of money left.
Jacob.

Sns-plnsagirun non noeet. Surplusage
does no harm. 3 Bouv. Inst. no. 2949;
Broom, Max. 627. ‘ '

SURPRISE. In equity practice. The
act by which a party who is enteringinto a
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contract is taken unawares, by which sud-
den confusion or perpiexity is created, which
renders it proper that a court of equity
should relieve the party so surprised. 2
Brown, Ch. 150.

Anything which happens without the agen-
cy or fault or the party affected by it, tend-
ing to disturb and confuse the judgment, or

to mislead him, and of which the opposite
party takes an undue advantage. is in equity
a surprise, and one species of fraud for which
relief is granted. Code Ga. 1882, 5 3180.
And see Turley v. Taylor, 6 Baxt. (Tenn.) 386;
Gidlonsen V. Union Depot R. Co., 129 M0. 392,
31 S. W. 800; Fretwell v. Latfoon, 77 Mo.
27; Heath v. Scott, 65 Cal. 548. 4 Pac. 55 :
Zimmerer v. Fremont Nat. Bank, 59 Neb.
061, 81 N. W. 849; Thompson v. Connell, 31

231, 48 Pac. 467, 65 Am. St. Rep. 818.
, The situation in which a party is -placed, with-
cut_ any default of his own, which will be in-
gurious to ‘his interests. Rawle V. Skipwith,

Mart. N. S. (La.) 407.
Theregdoes not seem anything technical or

peculiar in the word ‘‘surprise,’' as used in
courts of etguity. Where a court of equity re-
lieves on t e ound of surprise, it does so
upon the groan that the party has been taken
unawares, and that he has acted without due
deliberation, and under confused and sudden
‘impressions. 1 Story, Eq. Jur. § 120, note.

In low. The general rule is that when a
party or his counsel is “taken by surprise,"
in a material point or circumstance which
could not have been anticipated, and when
want of skill. care, or attention cannot -be
justly imputed. and injustice has been done,
a new trial should be granted. Hill. New
Trials. 521. ,

SUBREBUTTBR. In pleading. The
piaintitrs answer of fact to the defendant's
rehutter. Steph. Pl. 59.

sunnssonmnn. In pleading.‘ The
plalntiirs answer or fact to the defendant's
rejoinder. Steph. Pl. 59.

SURRENDER. A yielding up or an es-
tate tor life or years to him who has an im-
mediate estate in reversion or remainder, by
which the lesser estate is merged in the
greater by mutual agreement. Co. Litt. 337b.
And see Coe v. Hobby. 72 N. Y. 145, 28 Am.

‘ Rep. 120; Gluck v. Baltimore, 81 Md. 315.
32 Atl. 515. 48 Am. St. Rep. 515; Brewer v.
National Union Bldg. Ass’n. 166 Ill. 221, 46
N. E. 752; Dayton v. Crnik, 26 Minn. 133,
1 N. W. 813; Robertson v. Winslow. 99 Mo.
App. 548. 72 S. W. 4-12. .

An assurance restoring or yielding up an
estate, the operative verbs being “surrender
and yield up." The term is usually applied
to the giving up of a lease before the expira-
tion of it. Wharton.

The giving up by ball of their principal
into custody, in their own discharge. 1 Bur-
rill. Pr. 394.

01 charter. A corporation created by
charter may give up or “surrender" its char-
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ter to the people. unless‘the charter" was
granted under a statute, imposing indefensi-
ble duties on the bodies tb which it applies.
Grant, Corp. 45. »

-Surrender by ball. The set. by boil or
su_reti_es in.a_recognizance. of giving up their
principal again into custody.—8un-ender
operation of low. This phrase is properly
applied to cases where the tenant for lie or
years ‘has been a party to some act the validity
of which he is by law afterwards estop from
disputing. and which would not be va id if his

rticular estate continued to exist. Copper V.
retnoransky (Com. Pl.) 18 N. Y. Supp. 866:

Ledsinger v. Burke, 113 Ga. 74. 38 S. E. 313;
Brown v. Cairns. 107 Iowa, 727. 77 N. W.
478' Lewis v. ‘An ermilier. 89 Hun, 65. 35
N. Supp. 69. us-render o‘! oopyhold.
The mode 0 conveying or transferring copyhold
property from one person to another is by
means of a surrender, which consists in the
yielding up of the estate by the tenant into
the hands of the lord for such urposes as are
expressed in the surrender. he process in
most manors is for the tenant to come to the
steward, either in court or out of court, or else
to two customary tenants of the same manor
provided there be a custom to warrant it, and
there, by delivering up a rod, a glove, or other
sgmboi, as the custom directs, to resign into
t e hands of the lord, by the hands and so
ceptance of his steward, or of the said two
tenants, all his interest and title to the estat
in trust, to be again granted outby the'lo
to such persons and for such uses as are named
in the surrender, and as the custom of the
manor will warrant. Brown.—Surs-ender of
criminals. The act by which the blic_au-
thorities deliver a erson accused o a crime,
and who is found their jurisdiction, to the
authorities within whose jurisdiction it is al-
leged the crime has been cominitted.—Snn-eu-
tier of I preference. In bankruptcy rsctice.
The surrender to the assignee in ban rnptcy,
by a preferred creditor, of anything he may
have received under his preference and any
advantage it gives him, which he must do be-
fore he can share in the dividend. In re Richt-
ei-’s Estate, 1 Dill. 544, Fed. Css. No. 11.803.
.—Sus-render to uses of will. Formerly I
copyhold interest would not pass by will un-
less it had been surrendered to the use of the
will. By St. 55 Geo. III. e. 192, this is no
longer necessary. 1 Steph. Comm. (39: Ma-
ley & Whitley.

SURRENDEBEE. The person to whom
a surrender is made.

SUBRENDEBOR. One who makes 8.

surrender. .One who yields up a copyhold @-
tate for the purpose of conveying it.

SURREPTITIOUS. Stealthily or fraud-
ulently done. taken away, or introduced.

BUBBOGATE. In English law. One
that is substituted or appointed in the room
of another, as by a bishop. chancellor. judge
etc; especially an oiiieer appointed to die-
pense licenses to marry without hanns. 2
Steph. Comm. 247. -

In American law. The name given in
some of the states to the judge or judicial oi’-
ilcer who has the iidinliiistration of probate
matters, guariilaiiships. etc. See Malone 1.
Sts. Peter at Paul's Church, 172 N. Y. 289.
64 N. E. 961.
-811:-ro¢ate's court. in the United States.
A state tribunal, with similar jurisdiction to
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the court of ordinary, court ofjprobage. _etc.,
relating to matters of probate, etc. - Ixent,

.Comm. 409, note 15. And see Robinson v. Fair,
128 U. S. 53. 9 Sup. Ct. 30. 32 L. Ed. 415;
In re Hawley, 10-1 N. Y. 250, 10 N. E. 352.

SURSISE.
omission ;

L. Fr. In old English law.
default; cessation.

sunsuu nnnnmu-:. Lat. In old con-
veyancing. To render up; to surrender.

SURSUMBEDDITIO.
der.

SURVEY. The process by which a par-
cel of land is measured and its contents ascer-
tained; also a statement of the result of such
survey, with the courses and distances and
the quantity of the land. .

In insurance law, the term “the survey"
has acquired a general meaning, inclusive of
what is commonly called the “application,”
which contains the questionspropounded on
behalf of the company, and the answers of
the assured. Aibion.Lea.d Works v. Williams-
burg City F. Ins. Co. (0. C.) 2 Fed. 484: May
v. Buckeye Ins. Co., 25 Wis. 291, 3 Am. Rep.
76. * .

-811:-vey of— -3 vessel. A public document,
looked to both by underwriters and. owners, as
affording the means of ascertaining, at the
time and place, the state and condition of the
ship and other property at hazard. Potter v.
Ocean Ins. Co. 3 Sumn. 43, 19 Fed. Cas. 1,173;
Hatiéigway v. Sun Mut. Ins. Co., 8 Bosw. (N.

Lat. A surren-

SUBNBYOB. One who makes surveys of
land; one who has the overseeing or care of
another person's land or works. ‘

—Snrveyos- of hlghwn s. In English law.
A person elected by the in abitants of a parish,
in vestry assembled, to survey the‘highws.ys
therein. He must possess certain ualiiications
in point of pro rty; and, when e ected, he is
compellable, un ess he can show some grounds
of exemption, to take upon himself the oflice;
Mosley & \Vhitley.—-Surveyor-.of the port;
A revenue ofiicer of the United States appoint-
ed for each of the principal ports of entry.
whose duties chiefly concern the iinportations
at his station and thedetennination of their
amount and valuation. Rev. St. U. S. [2627
(U. 8. Comp. St. 1901, p. 1810).

g SURVIVOR. "One who survives another;
one who outiives another; one of two or
more persons who lives after the death of
the other or others.

SUBVIVORSBIP. The living of one of
two or more persons after the death of the
other or others. _

Survivorsiiip is where a person becomes
entitled to property by reason of his having
survived another person who had an interest
in it. The most familiar example is in the
case of joint tenants. the rule being that on
the death of one of two joint tenants the
whole property passes to the survivor.
Sweet. ' '

sue.‘ ran. con. An abbreviation or
“asependatur_p__ei- oouum," let him be hanged
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by theneck. Words formerly used in Eng-
land in signing judgment against_»_a prisoner
who was to be executed: being written by
the Judge in the margin of the sherifl's cui-
endar or list, opposite the prisoner's name.
4 Bl. Comm. 408.

SUSPEND. To interrupt: to cause to
cease for a time; to stay. delay, or hinder;
to discontinue temporarily. but with an ex-.‘
pectation or purpose of resumption.‘ To for-'
bid a public oiiicer, attorney, or -ecclesiastical‘
person from performing his duties or exer-,
cising his functions for a more or less definite
interval of time. See Insurance Co. v. Aiken,
82 Va. 428; Stack v. O'Hara, 08 Pa. 232;
Reesidie v. U. 8., 8 Wall. 42, 19 L. Ed. 318;
Williston v. Camp, 9 Mont. 88, 22 Pac. 501;
Dyer v. Dyer, 17 R. 1. 547, 23 Atl. 910; state’
v. Melvin, 166 M0. 565, 66 S. W. 534; Poe
v. State, 72 Tex. 625, 10 S. W. 732. See Sus-
lzluvsioim, *_ .

SUSPENDER. In Scotch law. ‘He in‘
whose favor a suspension is made.

SUSPEKSE. ‘When a rent, profit a prom
dre, and the like, are, in consequenceof the
unity of possession of the rent, etc., of-‘the
land out of which they issue, not in case for
a time, the'y"are said to be in suspense, time
dormiuut; but they may be revived or await‘-
ened. co. Litt. 313a.’ ' " -"

SUSPENSION. A temporary stop of a
right, of a law, and the like. Thus, we speak
of a suspension of the writ of habcas corpus;
of a statute, of the power of alienating a
estate, 'of a person in office, etc: - -

Suspension or a right in an estate is a tem-
porary or partial withholding of it from use
or exercise; It diifers from extiiiguishnieiir}
because a suspended ‘right is susceptible 0
being revived. which is not the case where
tiieright was extinguisiiedl ‘ ‘ " ' ‘

In ecclesiastical law. An ecclesiastical
censure, by.which a spiritual person is either
interdicted the exercise of his ecclesiastical
function or hindered from receiving the prof-
its of his beneflce. Itvmay be partial oi-total,
for a limited time, or‘ forever, -«when» it «is
called “deprivation" or “amotion." Ayi. Par.
501. ~ ‘ ' -' '

In Scotch law. >VA_ stay of eXeCllti_0ll iii‘);-
tii after a further coiisideration of the cause.
Ersk. Inst.V4, 3, 5. ‘

—Plens in‘ suspension, were those which
showed some matter of temporary incapacit
to proceed with the action_ or suit. Steph. P
45.—SueYenslon of arms. An agreement be-
tween beligerents, made for a short time or
for a particular place, to cease hostiiities..

SUSPENSIVE CONDITION.
DITION.

SUSPICION. The act of suspecting." or
the state oi’ being suspected; imagination,
generally_of something ill; distrust; mis-
trust; doubt. Mccalia v. State. 66 Ga.‘ 353

see Doin-
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SUSPIOIOUS OEARAOTER. In the
criminal laws of some of the states. a person
who is known or strongly suspected to be an
habitual criminal, or against whom there is
reasonable cause to believe that he has com-
mitted a crime or is planning or intending to
commit one, or whose actions and behavior
give good ground for suspicion and who can
give no good account of himself, and who may
therefore be arrested or required to give se-
curity for good behavior. See McFadin v.
an Antonio. 22 Tex. Civ. App. 140. 54 S. W.
48: People v. Russell, 35 Misc. Rep. 765, 72
N. Y. Supp. 1; 4 Bl. Comm. 252.

SUTEDURE. The south door of a church,
where canonical purgatlon was performed,
and plaints, etc., were heard and determined.
Wharton. -

SIITLER. A person who. as a business,
follows an army and sells provisions and
liquor to the troops.

SUITE OUIOUE TRIBUERE. Int. To
render to every one his own. One of the
three fundamental maxims of the law laid
down by Justinian.

_ SUUS KERES. Lat. In the civil law.
Those descendants who were under the power
of the deceased at the time of his death, and
who are most nearly related to him. Calvin.

IUUS JUDEX. Lat. In old. English law.
A proper judge; a Judge having cognizance
of a cause. Literally. one‘s own judge.
Bract. fol. 401. ~

: suznnnron. L. Fr. In French and
feudal law. The immediate vassal of the
king; a crown vassal.

SWAIN; SWAINHOTE. See swam;
Swrnmon.

SWAMP LANDS. See LAND.

I A R I‘-HONEY. Wnrth-money; or
guard-money paid in lieu of the service of
castle-ward. Coweli.-

' SWEAR. 1. To put on oath; to adminis-
ter an oath to a person.

2. To take an oath; to become bound by
an oath duly administered.

3. To use profane language. Swearing, in
this sense, is made a punishable oflense in
many Jurisdictions.

SWEARING THE PEACE. Showingto
a_ magistrate that one has just cause to be
afraid of another in consequence of his mena-
ces, in order to have him bound over to keep
the peace.

‘ SWEEPING. Comprehensive; including
in its scope many persons or objects; as a
sweeping objection.
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SWEIN. In old English law. A freeman
or freeholder within the forest.

IWEINHOTE. In forest law. A court
holden before the verderors, as judges, by
the steward of the sweinmote. thrice in ev-
ery year, the awelna or freeholders within the
forest composing the Jury. Its principal Ju-
risdiction -was—First, to inquire into the op-
presslons and grievances committed by the
oiiicers of the forest; and, secondly, to re-
celve and try presentments certified from the
court of attachments in oifenses against vert
and venison. 8 Bl. Comm. 72.

SWELL. To enlarge or increase. In an
action of tort, circumstances of aggravation
may “swell" the damages.

swrrr WITNESS. A term colloquially
applied to a witness who is unduly zealous
or partial for the side which calls him. and
who betrays his bias by his extreme readi-
ness to answer questions or volunteer infor-
mation.

SWINDLING. Cheating and defrauding
grossly with deliberate artifice. Wyatt v.
Ayres, 2 Port. (Ala.) 157; Forrest v. Hanson,
9 Fed. Cas. 456; Thorpe v. State, 40 Tex.
Cr. R. 3-16, 50 S. W. 3&3: Chase v. Whitlock.
3 Hill (N. Y.) 140; Stevenson 1. Hayden, 2
Mass. 408.

By the statute, “swindJing" is defined to
be the acquisition of personal or movable
property, money, or instrument of writing
conveying or securing a valuable right, by
means of some false or deceitful pretense or
device, or fraudulent representation, with in-
tent to appropriate the same to the use of the
party so acquiring, or of destroying or im-
pairing the rights of the party justly entitled
to the same. Pen. Code Tex. art. 790; May
1. State, 15 Tex. App. 436.

SWOLING OF LAND. So much land
as one‘s plow can till in a year; s hide of
land. Cowell.

SWORN BROTHERS. In old English
law. Persons who, by mutual oaths. cove-
nant to share in each.other’s fortunes.

SWORN OLERKS IN OEANOERY.
Certain ofiicers in the English court of chan-
cery, whose duties were to keep the records.
make copies of pleadings, etc. Their ofilces
«were abolished by St. 5 & 6 Vict. c. 103.

SYR AND SOIL A Saxon form of greet-
ing. meaning peace and safety.

SYLLABIIS. A head-note; a note prefix-
ed to the report of an adjudged case, con-
taining an epitome or brief statement of the
rulings of the court upon the point or points
decided in the case. See Koonce v. Doolit-
tie, 48 W. Va. 592. 37 8. E. 646.
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SYLLOGISH. In logic. The full logic-
al form of a single argument. It consists of
three propositions, (two premises and the
conclusion,) and these contain three terms,
of which the two occurring in the conclusion
are brought together in the premises by being
referred to a common class.

SYLVA OEDUA. Lat. In ecclesiastical
law. Wood of any kind which was kept on
purpose to be cut, and which, being cut.
grew again from the stump or root. Lynd.
Prov. 190; 4 Reeve. Eng. Law, 90.

IYHBOLEOGRAPHY. The art or cun-
ning rightly to form and make written instru-
ments. It is either Judicial or extrajudicial;
the latter being wholly occupied with such
instruments as concern matters not yet judi-
cially in controversy, such as instruments or
agreements or contracts, and testaments or
last wills. Wharton.

IYIIIBOLIO DELIVERY. The construct-
ive delivery ot the subject-matter ot a sale,
where it is cumbersome or inaccessible. by
the actual delivery of some article which is
conventionally accepted as the symbol or rap-
resentative ot it, or which renders access to
it possible. or which is evidence or the pur-
chaser's title to it.

SYHBOLUH ANIHE. Let. A mortu-
ary, or soul-scot.

IYHONIPI INN. Formerly an inn or
chancery.

SYNALLAGHATIO CONTRACT. In
the civil law. A bilateral or reciprocal con-
tract, in which the parties expressly enter

, into mutual engagements, each binding him
self to the other. Poth. Obi. no. 9. -

IYNOOPABE. To cut short, or pro-
nounce things so as not to -be understood.
Coweil. .

SYNDIO. In the civil Inc. An advo-
cate or patron; a burgess or recorder; an
agent or attorney who acts for a corporation
or university; an actor or procurator; an
assignee. Wharton. See Minnesota L. at T.
Co. v. Beebe, 40 Minn. 7, 41 N. W. 232, 2 L.
R. A. 418: Mobile 6: 0. R. Co. v. Whitney,
39 Ala. 471.

In French law. The person who is com-
missioned by the courts to administer a bank-
ruptcy. He fulfllls the same functions as the
trustee in English law, or assignee in Amer-
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ica. The term is also applied to the person
appointed to manage the aflairs of a corpora-

._ tion. See Field v. United States, 9 Pet. 182.
9 L. Ed. 94.

' SYNDICATE. A university committee;
A combination of persons or firms united for
the purpose of enterprises too large for indi-
viduals to undertake; or a group of financiers
who buy up the shares of a company in order
to sell them at a profit by creating a scarcity’.
Mozley & Whitley. v .

- snmroos. One chosen by a college.‘ nui-
nicipality, etc., to defend its cause. Calvin.

SYNGRAPH. The name given by the
canonists to deeds of which both parts were
written on the same piece of parchment, with
some word or letters of the alphabet written
between them, through which the parchment
was cut in such a manner as to leave halt the
word on one part and half on the other. It
thus corresponded to the chirograph or in-
denture of the common law. 2 Bi. Comm
295, N6. -

A deed or other written instrument under
the hand and seal of all the‘ parties.

SYNOD. A meeting or assembly of eccle-
siastical persons. concerning religion; being
the same thing, in Greek, as convocation in
Latin. There are four kinds: (1) A general
or universal synod or council, where -bishops
of all nations meet: (2) a national synod of
the clergy of one nation only; (3) a provin-
cial synod, where ecclesiastical ‘persons of a
province only assemble, being now what is
called the "convocation;" (4) a diocesan syn-
od, of those of one diocese. See Com. v.
Green, 4 Whart. (Pa.) 560; Groesbeeck v.
Dunscomb, 41 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 344.

A synod in Scotland is composed,o! three
or more presbyteries. Wharton. -

IYNODAL. A tribute or payment in mon-
ey paid to the bishop or archdeacou by the
interior clergy, at the Easter visitation. .

IYNODALES TI-JITBS. L. Lat. ‘Syn-
ods-men (corrupted into sidesmen) were the
urban and rural deans, now the church-war
dens. '

SYFHILII. In medical jurisprudence. A
loathsome venereal disease (vulgarly called
.“the pox”) of peculiar virulence. infections by
direct contact. capable of hereditary trans-
mission. and the fruitful source of various
other diseases and. -directly or indirectly, of
insanity.
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'1'. As an abbreviation, this letter usually
stands for either “Territory," “Tr-inity,"
“term," “tempore," (in the time of.) or "title."

Every person who was convicted of felony.
short of murder, and admitted to the benefit
of clergy. was at one time marked with this
letter upon the brawn of the thumb. The
practice is a-bolished. 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 27.

By a law oi‘ the Province of Pennsylvania,
A. D. 1698, it was provided that a convicted
thief should wear a badge in the form of the
letter “T.," upon his left sleeve, which badge
should be at least four inches long and of a
color diflerent from that of his outer gar-
ment. Linn, Laws Prov. Pa. 275.

'1'. B. E. An abbreviation of “Temporo
Rani: Edwardi," (in the time of King Ed-
ward.) of common occurrence in Domesday.
when the valuation of manors, as it was in
the time of Edward the Confessor, is re-
counted. Gorweii.

TABABD. A short gown;
coat; a surcoat.

a herald's

’ TABARDI-:n.. One who wears a tabnrd
or short gown; the name is still used as the
title of certain bachelors of arts on the old
foundation of Queen's College, Oxford. Enc.
Lond.

TABBLLA. Lat. In Roman law. A tab-
let. Used in voting. and in giving the ver-
dict oi.’ Juries; and. when written upon, com-
monly translated "ballot." The laws which
introduced and regulated the mode of voting
by ballot were called “iogeo mbeliaria." Cal-
vln.; 1 Kent. Comm. 232, note.

TABELLIO. Lat. In Roman law. An
oiiicer corresponding in some respects to a
notary. His business was to draw legal in-
struments, (contracts. wills, etc..) and witness
their execution. Calvin. A

TABEBICAOULUH. In old records. A
public inn, or house of entertainment. Cow-
eil. «

TABERNABIUI. Lat. In the civil
lav. A shop-keeper. Dig. 14. 3. 5. 7.

In old English lot. A taverner or tav-
ern-keeper. Fleta, lib. 2, c. 12 5 17.

TLBE8 DOBSALIS. In medical juris-
prudence. This is another name for locomo-
tor ataxia. Tabeua dementia is a form of
mental derangement or insanity complicated
with tabcs doraalis. which generally precedes,
or sometimes follows, the mental attack.

TABLE. A synopsis or condensed state-
ment, bringing together numerous items or

TACIT

T
details so as to be comprehended in a single
view; as genealogical tables, exhibiting the
names and relationships of all the persons
composing a family; life and annuity tables,
used by actuaries; interest tables. etc.
—Tnble do Enrbre. Fr. In old French law.
Table of Marble; a rincipai seat of the ad-
miralty. so called. hese Tables de Marbre
are frequently mentioned in the Ordonnance of
the Marine. Burriil.—'l‘nbls of cases. An
alphabetical list of the adjudged cases ‘cited,
referred to, or digested in a legal text-book.
volume of reports, or digest, with references to
the sections, pages. or paragraphs where they
are respectively cited, etc.. which is commonly
either prefixed or ap nded to the volume.-
Tahle rents. In Elengiish law. Payments
which used to be made to bishops. etc.. reserv-
ed and a ropriated to their table or houseb
keeping. harton.

TABLEAU 0!‘ DISTRIBUTION. In
Louisiana. ‘A list of creditors of an insol-
vent estate, stating what each is entitled to.
Taylor v. Hollander, 4 Mart. N. S. (La.) 535.

TABULA. Lat. In the civil law. A ta-
ble or tablet; a thin sheet of wood, which.
when covered with wax, was used for writ-
ing.

TABULA. Ill IIAUPRAGIO. Lat. A
plank in a shipwreck. This phrase is used
metaphorically to designate the power sub-
sisting in a third mortgagee. who took with-
out notice ot the second mortgage, to acquire
the iirst incumbrance, attach it to his own,
and thus squeeze out and get satisfaction. be-
fore the second is admitted to the fund. 1
Story, Eq. Jur. I 414: 2 Yes. Ch. 573.

TABULE. Lat. In Roman law. Ta-
bles. Writings ot any kind used as evidences
of a transaction. Brissonius.
—'.l.'sbnln nnptinles. In the civil law. A
written record of a marriage; or the agreement
as to the dos.

TABULARIUU.
bellio. Calvin.

Lat. A notary, or ta.-

TAO, TAR. In old records. A kind of
customary payment by a tenant. (‘oweli.
—Tn.e 1:00. In old records. Free from the
common duty or imposition of tar. Coweil.

TAOIT. silent: not expressed: implied
or inferred: manifested by the refraining
from contradiction or objection; inferred
from the situation and circumstances, in the
absence of express matter. Thus, tacit con-
sent is consent inferred from the fact that
the party kept silence when he had an op-
portunity to forbid or refuse.
—'I'ncit Acceptance. In the civil law. a tacit
acceptance oi‘ an inheritance takes place when
some set is done by the heir which necessarily
supposes his intention to accept and whic
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he would have no right to do but in his capacity
as heir. Civ. Code La. 1909. _art. 988.—Taeit
h theontion. In the civil law. a species
0 lien or mortgage which is created byoperation
of law without any express agreement of the
parties. Mackeld. Rom_. Law, _§ 343. I_n ad-
miralty law, this term is sometimes applied to
a maritime lien. which is not. strictly speaking.
an hypothecation in the Roman sense of the
term, thong; it resembles it.‘ See The Nestor,
1 Siimn. 7 . 18 Fed. Cas. 9.--Tacit law. A
law which derives its authority from the com-
mon consent of the people without any legis-

1 Bouv. Inst._no. 120.—Taeit
no age. In the law of Louisiana. The law
alone in certain cases gives to the creditor a
mortgage on the property of his_ debtor. without
it being requisite that the parties should stipu-
late it. This is called “legal mortgage." It is
called also “tacit mortgage," because it is es-
tablished by the law without the aid of any
agreement. Civ. Code La. art. 3311.—'1_'aeit
relocation. In Scotch law. The tacit or
implied renewal of ii lease. inferred when the
landlord, instead of warning a tenant to re-
move at the stipulated expiration of the lease,
has allowed him to continue without making
a new a reement. Bell, “Iielocation."—'l.'aeit
tack. ii Scotch law. An implied tack or
lease; inferred from a tacksman's possessing

aceably after his tack is expired. 1 Forb.
nst. pt. 2. p. 153.

Tacit: qnudun habentnr pro expres-
sis. 8 Coke, 40. Things unexpressed are
sometimes considered as expressed.

TAQITE. Lat. Silently; impliediy; tac-
itly.

TAOITUBNITY. In Scotch law, this sig-
nities laches in not prosecuting a legal claim,
or in acquiescing in an adverse one. Mosley
I: Whitley.

TACK, v. To annex some Junior lien to
8. iirst lien, thereby acquiring priority over

. an intermediate one. see TACKING.

TACK, n. In Scotch law. A term cor-
responding to the English “lease,” and do-
noting the same species or contract.
—'.l.‘lok -duty. Rent reserved iipon ii lease.

TAOKIICG. The uniting securities given
at dlirerent times, so as to prevent any inter-
mediate purchaser from claiming a title to
tedeeni or otherwise discharge one lien, which
is prior,- without redeeming or discharging
the other liens also, which are subsequent to
his own title. 1 Story, Eq. Jur. I 412.

The term is particularly applied to the ac-
tion of a third mortgagee who. by buying the
flrst lien and uniting it to his own, gets pri-
ority over the second mortgagee.

The term is also applied to the process of
making out title to land by adverse posses-
sion, when the present occupant and claimant
has not been in possession for the full statu-
tory period. but adds or “tacks“ to his own
possession that of previous occupants under
whom he claims. See J. B. streeter Co. v.
Fredrickson, 11 N. D. 300. 91_N. W_. 692.
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TAOKSIIAII’. In Scotch law. A tenant
or lessee; one to whom a luck is granted. 1
Forb. Inst. pt. 2, p. 153.

TAOTII SAOROIANOTIS. Lat. In old
English law. Touching the holy evangelists.
Fleta, lib. 3, c. 16, § 21. “A bishop may
swear vista evanyeliis, [looking at the Gos-
pels.] and not mom, and it is good enough."
Freem. 133. _

TACTO P113. in IAIICTO EVAN-
GELIO. Lat. Having personally touched
the holy Gospel. Cro. Eiiz. 105. The de-
scription of a corporal oath.

TAIL. Limited; abridged; reduced: cur-
tailed, as a fee or estate in fee. to a certain
order of succession, or to certain heirs.

'.l'A1'.I:., -ESTATE IN. An estate of in-
heritance. which, instead or descending to
heirs generally, goes to the heirs oi’ the
doiiee's -body, which means his lawful issue,
his children, and through them to his grand-
children in a direct line, so long as his pos-
terity endures in a regular order and course
of descent, and upon the death of the flrst
owner without issue, the estate determines.
1 Washb. Real Prop. '72. ,

An estate tail is a freehold of inheritance.
limited to a person and the heirs of his body.
general or special, male or female, and is the
creature of the statute de Donia. The es-
tate, provided the entail be not barred, re-
verts to the donor or reversioner, if the
donee die without leaving descendants an-
swering to the condition nnnexed to the es-
tate upon its creation, unless there be a limi-
tation over to a third person on default of
such descendants, when it vests in such third
person or remainder-man. "Wharton.
—leveral tail. An entail severally to two:
as if land is given to two men and their wives,
and to the heirs of their bodies begotten; here
the donees have a joint estate for their two
lives. and yet they have a several inheritance.
because the issue of the one shall have his moi-
ety. and the issue of the other the other moiety.
Cowell.—'1'ai1 alter possibility of issue
extinct. A species of estate tail which arises
where one is tenant in special tail. and a per-
son from whose body the issue was to spring
dies without issue, or, having left issue. that
issue becomes extinct. In either of these cases
the surviving tenant in special tail becomes
"tenant in tall after possibility of issue ex-
tinct." 2 Bl. Oomm. 124.—'.l'aI1 female.
When lands are given to ii person and the
fcmalr heirs of his or her body, this is called an
“estate tail female." and the male heirs are
not capable of inheriting it.—'.l'ail general.
An estate in tail granted to one “and the heirs
of his body begotten." which is called “tail
general" because. how often soever such donee
in tail be married, his issue in general by all
and every such marriage is. in successive or-
der, capable of inheriting the estate tail per for-
mam doni‘. 2 Bl. Comm. 113. This is where
an. estate is limited to a man and the heirs
of his body. without any restriction at all;
or. according to some authorities. with no other
restriction than that in relation to sex. Thus.
tail male general _is the same thing as ta'il- male;
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the word “general," in such case, implying that
there is no other restriction upon the descent
of the estate than that it must go in the male
line. So an estate in tail female general is
an estate in tail female. The word “general,"
in the phrase, expresses a purely negative idea,
and may denote the absence of any restriction,
or the absence of some given restriction which
is tacitly understood. Mozley & Whitley.—'I'ai1
male. When lands are given to a person and
the male heirs of his or her body, this is called
an “estate tail male.” and the female heirs are
not capable of inheriting it.—'I'ai1 special. An
estate in tail where the succession Is restricted
to certain heirs of the donee's body, and does
not go to all of them in general; e. 11., where
lands and tenements are given to a man and
“the heirs of his body on Mary, his new wife,
to be begotten;" here no issue can inherit but
such special issue as is emzenrlcrcd between
those two, not such as the husband may have
by another wife, and therefore it is called
"special tail.” 2 Bl. Comm. 113. It is defined
by Cowell as the limitation of lands and tene-
ments to a man and his wife and the heirs
of their two bodies. But the phrase need not be
thus restricted. Tail special. in its largest
sense. is where the gift is restrained to certain
heirs of the donor's body. and does not go to
all of them in general. Mozley & Whitley.

TAILAGE. A piece cut out of the whole;
a share of one's substance paid by way of
tribute; a toll or tax. Cowell.

TAILLE. Fr. In old French law. A
tax or assessment levied by "the king, or by
any great lord, upon his subjects, usually
taking the form of an imposition upon the
owners of real estate. Brande.

In old English law. The fee which is
opposed to fee-simple, because it is so minced
or pared that it is not in the owner's free
power to dispose of it, but it is, by the flrst
giver, cut or divided from all other, and tied
to the issue of the donee,—in short, an ee-
tate-tail. Wharton.

TAILZIE. In Scotch law. An entail. A
taiizied fee is that which the owner, by exer-
cising his inherent right oi‘ disposing of his
property, settles upon others than those to
whom it would have descended by law. 1
Forb. Inst. pt. 2, p. 101.

TAINT. A conviction of felony, or the
person so convicted. Oowell.

TAKE. 1. To lay hold of; to gain or re
ceive into possession; to seize; to deprive
one of the possession of; to assume owner-
ship. Thus, it is a constitutional provision
that a man's property shall not be taken for
public uses without just compensation. Ev-
ansville & C. R. Co. v. Dick, 9 Ind. 433.

2. To obtain or assume possession of a
chattel unlawfully, and without the owner's
consent; to appropriate things to one's own
use with felonious intent. Thus, an actual
taking is essential to constitute larceny. 4
Bl. Comm. 430.

3. To seize or apprehend a person: to ar-
rest the body of a person by virtue of lawful
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"process. Thus, a capias ‘commands the of-
iicer to take the body of the defendant.

4. To acquire the title to an estate: to re-

ceive an estate in lands from another per-
son by virtue of some species of title. Thus,
one is said to “take by purchase," “take by
descent." “take a life-interest under the de-
vise," etc. ‘

5. To receive the verdict of a jury; to sn-
perintend the delivery of a verdict: to hold a

court. The commission of assize in England
empowers the judges to take the cusizcs ,-

that is, according to its ancient meaning, to
take the verdict of a peculiar species of Jury
called an “assize:" but, in its present mean-
ing, “to hold the assizes." 8 Bl. Comm. 59,
185. '

—Take up. A party to a negotiable instru-
ment, particularly an indorser or acceptor. is
said to “take up” the paper, or to "retire" it.
when he pays its amount, or substitutes other
security for it. and receives it again into his
own hands. See Hartzell v. McClurg, 54 Neb.
316, 74 N. W. 626.

TAKER. One who takes or acquires;
particularly, one who takes an estate by de-
vise. When an estate is granted subject to
a remainder or executory devise, the devisee
of the immediate interest is called the "iirst
taker."

TAKING. In criminal law and torts.
The act or laying hold upon an article, with
or without removing the same.

TALE. In old pleading. The plaintiirs
count, declaration, or narrative of his case.
8 Bl. Comm. 293.

The count or counting of money. Said to
be derived from the same root as “tally.”
Oowell. Whence also the modern word “tell-
er."

TALES. Lat. Such; such men. When.
by means of challenges or any other cause, I

_suflicient number or unexceptionable jurors
does not appear at the trial, either party may
pray in “tales,” as it is termed; that 15. a sup-
ply of such men as are summoned on the flrst
panel in order to make up the deficiency.
Brown. See State v. Mccrystol, 43 In. Ann.
907, 9 South. 922; Railroad Co. v. Mask, 64 .

Miss. 738. 2 South. 360.

TALES DI! OIROUIISTAITIBUI. So
many of the by-standers. The emphatic
words of the old writ awarded to the sheriif
to make up a deficiency of Jurors out of the
persons present in court. 3 Bl. Comm. 365.

TALESMAII‘. A person summoned to act
as a juror from among the by-standers in the
court. Linelian v. State, 113 Ala. 70. 21
South. 497; Shields v. Niagara County Sav.
Bank, 5 Thoulp. & C. (N. Y.) 587.

TALIO. Lat. In the civil law. Like for
like; punishment in the same kind; the pun-
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ishment of an injury by an act of the same
kind, as an eye for an eye. a limb for a limb,
etc. Calvin.

Talia into:-pa-etntio seunper fiends est,
ut evitetur nbsux-dun et inoonveuiens,
at no judloiluu sit illusoriun. 1 Coke, 52.
Interpretation is always to be made in such
a manner that what is absurd and inconven-
ient may be avoided, and the Judgment be
not illusory.

Talia non est endezug nun nulluxu
simile est ideas. 4 Coke. 18. What is like
is not the same; for nothing similar is the
same.

Talia res. vol isle rectum, qua vol
quad non est in homine adtuno super-
sflte sod tantummodo est et oonsistit in
considerations at intellixentin legia, et
quod A111 dlxeruut tulen rem vel tale
rectum tors in nubihus. Such a thing or
such a right as is not vested in a person then
living, but merely exists in the consideration
and contemplation of law [is said to be in
abeyance,] and others have said that such a
thing or such a right is in the clouds. Go.
Litt. 342.

TALITER PBOOESIUH 1331‘. Upon
pleading the judgment or an inferior court,
the proceedings preliminary to such judg-
ment, and on which the same was founded,
must, to some extent, appear in the plead-
ing, but the rule is that they may -be alleged
with a general allegation that "such pro-
ceedings were had," instead of a detailed
account of the proceedings themselves, and
this general allegation is called the “tamer
prooeasum on." A like concise mode of stat-
ing tormer proceedings in a_suit is adopted
at the present day in chancery proceedings
upon petitions and in actions in the nature
of bills or revivor and supplement. Brown.

TALLAGB. A word used metaphorically
for a share or a man's substance paid by way
of tribute, toll, or tax, being derived from
the French “ta:'llcr," which signifies to cut a
piece out of the whole. Cowell. See_State v.
switzler, 143 M0. 287, 45 S. W. 245, 40 L. R.

"A. 280, 65 Am. St. Rep. 653: Lake Shore, etc.,
R. Co. v. Grand Rapids, 102 Mich. 374, 60 N.
W. 767, 29 L. R. A. 195.

TALLAGERS. Tax or toll gntherers;
mentioned by Chaucer.

TALLAGIUM. L. Lat. Aterm including
all taxes. 2 Inst. 532; People v. Brooklyn, 9
Barb. (N. Y.) 551; Bernards Tp. v. Allen, 61
N. J. Law. 228, 39 Atl. 716.
—’l.‘al1a;ium feces-e. To give up accounts
in the exchequer. where the method of account-
ing was by tallies. -

TALLATIO. A keeping account by tai-
Jies. Cowell. .
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TAIJLEY. or TALLY. A stick cut into
two parts. on each whereof is marked, with
notches or otherwise, what is duebetween
debtor and creditor. It was the ancient mode
or keeping accounts. One part was held by
the creditor, and the other by the debtor. The
use of tallies in the excbequer was abolished
by St. 23 Geo. III. c. 82. and the old tallies
were ordered to be destroyed by St. 4 & 5
Wm. IV. c. 15. Wharton.
—'.l‘lll!os 0! lens. A term orlginallg used in
England to describe exchequer bills, w ich were
issued by the oflicers of the exchequer when a
temporary loan was necessary to meet the ex-
igencies of the government, and charged on’ the
credit of the exchequer in general, and made
assignable from one rson to another. Briscoe
V. Bank of Kentuc y, 11 Pet. 328. 9 L. Ed.
709.—'.l‘a1ly trade. A system of dealing b

‘which dealers furnish certain articles on credit,
upon an agreement for the pa ment of the
stipulated price :15 certain weeky or monthly
installments. M ul. Diet.

TALLIA. L. Lat. A tax or tribute: tal-
lage: a share taken or out out of any one's
income or means. Spelman.

'rAI.'1'AnUH’8 CASE. A case reported
in Yearb. 12 Edw. IV. 19-21, which is re-
garded as having established the foundation
of common recoveries.

ran GUAM. A phrase used as the name
of a writ oi‘ error from interior courts, when
the error is supposed to be as well in giving
the Judgment as in awarding execution upon
it. (Tom in reddmone judicii, quam in ad-
judications ea,-ccutionts.)

A vcnire tam quam was one by which a
jury was ummoned, as well to try an issue
as ‘to inquire oi‘ the damages ‘on a default. 2
Tldd, Pr. 722, 895.

TAKE. Domesticated: accustomed to
man; reclaimed from a natural state of wild-
ness. In the Latin phrase. tame animals are
described as domuw naturw.

TAKEN.
theless ; yet.

TANGIBLE PROPERTY. Property
which may be touched; such as is perceptible
to the senses; corporeal -property, whether
real or personal. The phrase is used in op-
position to such species of property as pat-
ents. franchises, copyrights, rents, ways. and
incorporeal property generally.

Lat. Notwithstanding; never-

TANISTRY. In old Irish law. A spe-
cies or tenure, founded on ancient usage.
which allotted the inheritance of lands. cas-
tles, etc., to the “oldest and worthiest man
or the deceased‘s name and blood.” It was
abolished in the reign oi’ James 1. Jacob;
Wharton.

TANNEBIA. In old English law. Tan-
nery: the trade or business of a tanner.
Fleta, lib. 2, c. 52, 5 35.-
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TANTEO. Span. In Spanish law. Pre-
emption. White. New Recop. b. 2, tit. 2.
c. 3.

TANTO, RIGHT 0!‘. In Mexican law.
The right enjoyed by an usufructuary of
property, of buying the property at the same
price at which the owner offers it to any
other person, or is willing to take from an-
other. Civ. Code Mex. art. 992.

Tnntum bone valent, quantum vendi
pouunt. Shep. Touch. 142. Goods are
.,worth so much as they can be sold for.

TARDE VENIT. Lat. In practice. The
‘name of a return made by the sherifl to a
_writ, when it came into his hands too late
to be executed before the return-day.

TARE. A deficiency in the weight or
quantity of merchandise by.reason of the

‘ '_'weight of the box, cask, bag, or other recep-
tacle which contains it and is weighed with
it. Also an allowance or abatement of a cer-
gain weight or quantity which the seller
makes to the buyer. on account of the weight
of such box, cask, etc. Napier v. Barney, 5
Blatchf. 191, 17 Fed. Cas. 1149. See Tam.

TARIFF. A cartel of commerce, a book
of rates, a table or catalogue. drawn usually
in alphabetical order, containing the names
‘of several kinds of merchandise. with the
duties or customs to be paid for the same. as
settled by authority, or agreed on between
the several princes andstates that hold com-
merce together. Enc. Lond.; Railway 00. V.
Cushman, 92 Tex. 623, 50 S. W. 1009.

The list or schedule of articles on which a
duty is imposed upon their importation into
.the United States. with the rates at which
they are severally taxed. Also the custom

.or duty payable on such articles. And, de-
rivatively, the system or principle or impos-
ing duties on the importation of foreign mer-

~chandise.

TASSUH. In old English law. A heap;
'11" hay-mow, or hay-stack. Famum in music,
=_hay in stacks.‘ Reg. "Orig. 96.

' ‘TAT!-I. In the counties of Norfolk and
'S_uti.'oilt, the lords of minors anciently claimed
‘the privilege of having their tenants’ flocks
or sheep brought at night upon their own
deniesne lands, there to be folded for the im-
provement of the ground, which liberty was
called by the name of the “tath." Spelman.

TAUBI LIBERI LIB!-IRTAS. Int. A
common bull; because he was free to all the
tenants within such a manor, liberty, etc.

TAUTOLOGY. Describing the same
thing twice in one sentence in equivalent
terms; a fault in rhetoric. It diirers from
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repetition or iteration, which is repeating the
same sentence in the same or equivalent
terms; the latter is sometimes either excus-
able or necessary in an argument or address:
the former (tautology) never. Wharton.

TAVERN. A place of entertainment; a
house kept up for the accommodation of
strangers. Originally, a house'!or the retail-
ing of liquors to be drunk on the spot. Web-
ster. '

The word “tave-m," in a charter provision au-
thorizing municipal authorities to “license an
regulate taverns," includes hotels. “Tavern.”
“hotei." and “public house" are. in this coun-
try, used synonymously; and while they enter-
tain the traveling public, and keep guests. and
receive compensation therefor, they o not lose
their character. though they may not have the
privilege of selling liquors. St. Louis v. t~‘.iei:rist,
46 Mo. 5933. And see State V. Heise. 7 Rich.
Law C.) 520: Bonner V. Welborn. 7 Ga.
306; ailerty V. Insurance Co., 18 N. J. Law,
48_4, 38 Am. Dec. 525; In re Brewster. 39
Misc. Rep. 689. 80 N. Y. Supp. 666: Brasweli
V. Comm., 5 Bush (K . 544; Kelly v. New
York, 54 How. Prac. . Y.) 331. .

TAVERN-KEEPER. One who keeps 8
tavern. One who keeps an inn; an inn-
keeper.

TAVERNBB. In old English law. A
seller of wine; one who kept a house or aim
for the sale of wine. -

. TAX, 1). To impose a tax; to enact or de-
clare that a pecuniary contribution shall be
_made by the persons liable, for the support or
government. Spoken of an individual. to be
taxed is to be included in an assessment
.made for purpos of taxation.

In practice. To assess or determine: to
liquidate, adjust, or settle. Spoken particu-
larly of taxing coats. (Q. 0.) .

TAX, 11. Taxes are a ratable portion or
the produce of the property and labor of the
‘individual citizens, taken by the nation, in
the exercise of its sovereign rights, for the
support of government, for the administra-
tion ot the laws, and as the means for con-

tinuing-in operation the Various legitimate
functions or the state. Black, Tax Titles.
5 2; New London V. Miller, 60 Conn. 112, 2.’
Atl. 499; Graham V. St. Joseph Tp., 67 Mich.
(352, 35 N. W. 808: Gibbons V. Ogden. 9
Wheat. 1, 6 L. Ed. 23.

Taxes are the enforced proportional contri-
bution of persons and property, levied by the
authority of the state for the support oi‘ the
government, and for all public needs: por-
tions of the property of the citizen, demand-
ed and received by the government, to be dis-
posed of to enable it to discharge its fans
tions. Opinion of Justices, 58 Me. 590;
Moog V. Randolph, 77 Ala. 59?; Palmer_.V.
Way. 6 Colo. 106; Wagner V. Rock Island.
146 ill. 139, 34 N. E. 545. 21 L. R. A. 519:
In re Hun, 144 N. Y. 472, 39 N. I. 336;
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Taylor v. Boyd, 63 Tex. 533; Morgan's Co.
v. State Board of Health. 118 U. S. 455, 6
Sup. Ct. 1114. 30 L. Ed. 237; Dranga v. Rowe,
127 Cal. 506, 59 Pac. 944; Mcclelland v.

State. 138 Ind. 321, 37 N. E. 1089; lianson
v. Vernon. fl Iowa. 28, 1 Am. Rep. 215;
Bonaparte v. State, 63 Md. '46:}; Pittsburgh,
etc., R. Co. v. State, 49 Ohio St. 189, 30 N.
E. 435, 16 L. R. A. 380; Illinois Cent. R. Co.
v. Decatur, 147 U. S. 190, 13 Sup. Ct. 293,
87 L. Ed. 132.

In a general sense, a tax is any contribu-
tion imposed by government upon individuals,
tor the use and service of the state, whether
under the name of toll, tribute, tallage, gabel,
impost, duty, custom, excise, subsidy, aid,
supply, or other name. Story, Const. § 950.

synonyms. In a broad sense, taa.-es un-
doubtedly include assessments, and the right
to impose assessments has its foundation in
the taxing power of the government; and
yet, in practice and as generally understood,
there is a broad distinction between the two
terms. “Taxes," as the term is generally
used, are public burdens imposed generally
upon the inhabitants of the whole state, or
upon some civil division thereof, for govern-
mental purposes, without reference .to pecul-
iar benetits to particular individuals or prop-
erty. “Assessments" have reference to impo-
sltions for improvements which are specially
beneficial to particular individuals or prop-
erty, and which are imposed in proportion to
the particular benefits supposed to be con-
ferred. They are justified only because the
improvements confer special benefits, and are
just only when they are divided in proportion
to such benefits. Roosevelt Hospital v. New
York, 84 N. Y. 112. As distinguished from
other kinds of taxation, “assessments? are
those special and local impositions upon prop-
erty in .the immediate vicinity of munici-
pal improvements which are necessary to pay
for the improvement, and are laid with ref-
erence to the special benefit which the prop-
erty is supposed to have derived therefrom.
.Hale v. Kenosha, 29 Wis. 599; Rldenour v.
-samn. 1 Handy (Ohio) 464; King v. Port-
land. 2 Or. 146; Williams v. Corcoran, 46
Cal. 553.

Taxes diifer from subsidies, in being cer-
tain and orderly, and from forced contribu-
tions, etc., in that they are levied by author-
ity of law, and by some rule of proportion
which‘ is intended to insure uniformity of
contribution, and a just apportionment of the
burdens of government. Cooley, Tax’n, 2.

The words “tax” and “excise," although
often used as synonymous, are to be consid-
ered as having entirely distinct and separate
significations. The former is a charge appor-
tioned either among the whole people of the
-state, or those residing within certain dis-
tricts, municipalities, or sections. It is re-
quired to be imposed, as we shall more fully
explain hereafter. so that, if levied for the
public charges of government, it shall be
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shared according to the estate, real and per-
sonal, which each person may possess; or, it
raised to defray the cost of some local govern-
ment of a public nature, it shall be borne by
those who will receive some special and pe-
culiar benefit or advantage which an expen-
diture of money for a public object may cause
to those on whom the tax is assessed. An
excise, on the other hand, is of a different
character. It is based on no rule of appor-
tionment or equality whatever. It is a fixed,
absolute, and direct charge laid on merchan-
dise, products, or commodities, without any
regard to the amount of property belonging
to those on whom it may fall, or to any sup-
posed relation between money expended for a
public object and a special benefit occasioned
to those by whom the charge is to be paid.
Oliver v. Washington Mills, 11 Allen (Mass.)
274.
—Ad valos-on tax. See An VALoamt.—Gap-
itation tax. See that titie.—Gollntex-al in-
heritance 13:. See_ COLLATIZBAL Immin-
'rANcn.—nix-eot tax. A direct tax is one
which is demanded from the very persons who,
it is intended or desired, should pay it. In-
direct taxes are those which are demanded
from one person. in the expectation and in-
tention that he shall indemnify himself at the
expense of another. Mill. Pol. Econ. Taxes
are divided into “direct." under which desig-
nation would be included those which are as-
sessed upon the property, person. business, in-
come. etc.. of those who are to pay them, and
“indirect," or those which are levied on com-
modities before they reach the consumer. and
are paid by those upon whom they ultimately
fail, not as taxes, but as part of the market

rice of the commodity. Cooley. Tax'n, 8.
istorical evidence shows that personal prop-

erty, contracts. occupations, and the like, have
never been regarded as the subjects of direct
tax. The phrase is understood to be limited
to taxes on land and its appurtenances. and on
polls. Veazie Bank v. Fenno, 8 ‘Vail. 633. 19
L. Ed. 482. See Hylton v. U. S.. 3 Dali.
171. 1 L. Ed. 556; Pacific Ins. Co. v. Sonic,
7 Wall. 445. 19 L. Ed. 95: Scholey v. Rew.
90 U. S. 347. 23 L. Ed. 99: Springer v. U.
8., 102 U. S. 602. 26 L. Ed. 253; Veazie Bank
v. Fenno, 8 Wall. 533, 19 L. Ed. 482: Pollock
v. Farmers’ L &. '1‘. Co.. 157 U. S. 429. 15
Sup. Ct. 673, 39 L. Ed. 759: Railroad Co. v.
Morrow. 87 Tenn. 406. 11 S. W. 348. 2 L.
R. A. 853: People v. Knight, 174 N. Y. 475,
67 N. E. 65. 63 .. R. A. 87.—!‘x-anohlse tax.
See F‘BANCHIsE.'—Inoomo tax. See lscomc.
—Ind:|.rect taxes are those demanded in the
flrst instance from one person in the expecta-
tion and intention that he shall indemnify him-
self at the ex nse of another. “Ordinarily all
taxes paid primarily by persons who can shift
the burden upon some one else, or who are
under no legal compulsion to pay them. are

indirect taxe." Pollock v. Far-
mers’ L. & '1‘. 00., 157 U. . 429. 15 Sup.
Ct. 673, 39 L. Ed. 759' Springer v. U. S.,
102 U. s. 602. 26 L. is: . 253: Thomasson
v. State, 15 Ind. 451.—Inherita.nce tax.
See INnas.r'rANcr:.—I.1oense tax. See LI-
csnsl.-:.—-Looal taxes. Those assessments
which are limited to certain districts, as poor-
rates. parochial taxes. county rates. municipal
taxes. etc.—0ccupa.tion tax. See Occupa-
'i'1oN.—Pax-linxnentary taxes. Such taxes
as are’ lm osed directly by act of parliament.
1'. e., b t e le 'siature itself, as distinguished
from t ose wh ch are imposed by private in-
.dividuals or bodies under the authority of an
act of parliament. Thus. a sewers rate, not
being imposed directly by act of parliament.
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but by certain persons termed "commissioners
of sewers,” is not a parliamentary tax;_ where-
as the ‘income tax. which is directly imposed.
and the amount also fixed. by act of parliament,
is a parliamentary tax. Brown.—Persos_Ia.l
tax. ’l‘his term may mean either a tax Im-
posed on the person without reference to prop-
erty, as, a capitation or poll tax, or a tax Im-
posed on personal property. as distinguished
from one laid on real property. See Jack v.
Walker (C. C.) 79 Fed. 141; Potter v. Ross.
‘£3 N. . Law, 617; Bates’ Ann. St. _Ohio.
1904. 5 2860.—Poll tax. See that title.-—
Publle tax. A tax levied for some general
public gurpose or for the purposes of the gen-
eral pn lic revenue, as distinguished from local
municipal taxes and assessments. Morgan v.
Cree. Vt. 783, 14 Am. Re . 640; Buifalo
City Cemeter v. Bufinlo. 48 . Y. 509.—Spe-
oiflo tag. tax imposed as a fixed sum on
each article or item of Sroperty of a given class
or kind. without regar to its value; opposed
to ad oalorem tax.—8neeession tax. See SUC-
cnssIoN.—'.l‘nx certificate. A certificate of
the purchase of land at a tax sale thereof.
given by the omcer making the sale, and which
is evidence of the holder's right to receive a
deed of the land it it is not redeemed within
the time_limited by law. See Eaton v. Mani-
towoc County. 44 Wis. 492; Nelson v. Central
Land Co.. 35 Minn. 408, N. W. 121.—’1'nx-
deed. The conveyance given upon a sale of
lands made for non-payment of taxes: the
deed whereby the oilicer of the law undertakes
to convey the title of the proprietor to the pur-
chaser at the tax-sale.-Tax lease. The instru-
ment (or estate) given to the purchaser of land
at a tax sale. where the law does not permit
the sale of the estate in fee for non-payment
of taxes. but instead thereof directs the sale of
an estate for yea1s.—Tnx levy. The total sum
to be raised b it tax. Also the bill, enactment.
or measure 0 legislation by which an annual
or general tax is imposed.—'1'nx-lien. A stat-
utory lien, existing in favor of the state or mu-
nicipality. upon the lands of _a person charged
with taxes, binding the some either for the taxes
assessed'iipon the s ific tract of land or (in
some jurisdictions) or all the taxes due from
the individual. and which may be foreclosed for
non-pa ent. by judgment of a court or sale
of the and.—'1'nx-payer. A person chargeable
with a tax; one from whom government de-
mands a pecuniary contribution towards its
support.—’1‘ax-payers’ lists. Written exhib-
its required to be made out b the tax-payers
resident in a. district. eniiinerat ng all the prop-
erty owned by them and subject to taxation. to
be handed to the assessors. at a specified date
or at regular periods. as a basis for assessment
and valuation.—'l‘nx purchases-. A person
who buys land at a tax-sale: the person to
whom land, at I! tax-sale thereof. is struck
down.—Ta.n: roll. See RoLL.—Tnx sale.
See SALii:.—'l'nx-title. The title by which
one holds land which he purchased at a tax-
sale. That species of title which is inaugurated
by a successful hid for land at a collector's sale
of the same for non-payment of taxes. com-
gleted by the failure of those entitled to re-

eem within the specified time. and evidenced
by the deed executed to the tax purchaser, or
hs asslgnee. by the proper ofiicei-.-Taxing
district. The district throughout which a par-
ticular tax or assessment is rntiibly apportion-
ed and levied upon the inhabitants: it may
comprise the whole state. one county. a city,
ii ward. or part of a atreet.—'.l.‘o:nnnge tax.
See TONNAGE DU'rr.—Wheel tax. A tax on
wheeled vehicles of some or all kinds and bi-
cycle-s.—Window tax. See Wmnow.

TAXA. L. Lat. A tax. Spelman.
In old records. An allotted piece of work;

_a task.
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TAXABLE. Subject to taxation; liable
to be assessed. along with others, for a share
in a tax. Persons subject to taxation are
sometimes called “taxables;" .so property
which may be assessed for taxation is said
to be taxable.

Applied to costs in an action, the word
means proper to be taxed or charged up; le-
gally chargeable or assessable.

TAXARI-:. Lat. To rate or value. Cal-
vin.

To tax; to lay a tax or tribute. speiman.
In old English practice. To asses; to

rate or estimate; to moderate or regulate an
assessment or rate.

TAXATI. In old European law. Soldiers
of a garrison or fleet. assigned to a certain
station. Spelman.

TAXATIO. Lat. In Roman law. Taxa-
tion or assessment of damages; the assess-
ment, by the Judge. of the amount of ‘dam-
ages to be awarded to a plaintitlt. and particu-
larly in the way or reducing the amount
claimed or sworn to by the latter.

TAXATIO EOGLESIAITIOA. The val-
uation of ecclesiastical beneilces made
through every diocese in England. on occa-
sion of Pope Innocent IV. granting to King
Henry III. the tenth of all spirltuals for three
‘years. This taxation was flrst made by
Walter, bishop of Norwich, delegated by the
pope to this oiiice in 38 Hen. lii.. and hence
called “Tazatio Norwicencis." It is also call-
ed "Pope Innocent's Valor." Wharton.

TAXATIO EXPENSARUH. In old li‘.ng~
lish practice. Taxation of costs.

. TAXATIO IORWIOENSII. A valua-
tion of ecclesiastical beneiices made through
every diocese in England, by Walter. bishop
of Norwich. delegated by the pope to this
oilice in 38 Hen. III. Coweu.

TAXATION. The imposition of a tax;
the act or process of imposing and levying a
pecuniary charge or enforced contribution.
riitabie, or proportioned to value or some
other standard. upon persons or property. by
or on behalf of a governnieut or one of its
divisions or agencies. for the purpose of pro-
viding revenue for the maintenance and ex-
penses of government.

The term "taxation," both in common par-
lance and in the laws of the several states.
‘has been ordinarily used, not to express the idea
of the sovereign power which is exercised, but
the exercise of that power for a particular
purpose. vi7.., to raise a revenue for the general
and ordinary expenses of the government.
whether it be the state. county. town. or city

But there is another class of ex-
penses. also of a public nature. necessary to he
proviilcd for. peculiar to the local government
of counties, cities. towns. and even smaller sub-
divisions. such as opening._ gradin . improv-Ila:
in various ways. and repairing, ghways
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streets, and constructing sewers in cities,_ and
canals and ditches for the purpose of drainage
in the country. They are generally of pecul-
iar local benefit. These burdens have always,
in every state, from its first settlement, been
charged upon the localities benefited, and have
been apportioned upon various principles; but,
whatever rinciple of apportionment has been
adopted. they have been known. both in the
legislation and ordinary speech of the country.
by the name of “assessments."
have also. very generally, it not always, been
apportioned upon principles difierent from those
a o ted in “taxation." in thegordinary sense
of at term: and any one can see. upon a mo-
ment's reflection. that the apportionment. to
bear equally, and do substantial justice to all
parties, must be made upon a difierent prin-
ciple from that adopted in "taxation." so called.
Emery v. San Francisco Gas Co., 28 Cal. 356.

The diflerences between taxation and taking
property in right of eminent domain are that
taxation exacts money or services from individ-
uals, as and for their respective shares ot_con-
tnbution to any public burden; while private
property taken for public use, by right of emi-
nent domain. is taken, not as the owner's share
of contribution to a public burden. but as so
much beyond his share. and for which com-
pensation must be made. Moreover, taxation
operates upon a community. or upon a class of
persons in a community. and b some rule of
apportionment; while eminent omain operates
upon an individual. and without reference to
the_a_mount or value exacted from any other
individual, or class of individuals. People V.
Brooklyn, 4 N. Y. 419. 55 Am. Dec. 266.
—Donble taxation. See DoUni.I:.-'l'a.xa«-
tion o£_¢.-oats. In practice. The process of
ascertaining and charging up the amount of
costs in an action to which a party is legally
entitled. or which are legally chargeable. And,
in English practice. the process of examinln
the items in an attorney's bill of costs an
making the proper deductions. if any.

'rs.n:ns. Two oiiicers yearly chosen in
Cambridge, England. to see the true gauge
of all the weights and measures.

TAXIIOG MASTER. See Masrsa.

TAKING OFFICER. Each house of par-
liament has a taxing otiicer, whose duty it
is to tax the costs incurred by the promot-
ers or opponents of private bills. May, Parl.
Pr. 84.3.

raxnm POWER. The power of any
government to levy taxes.

'rax'r.wan.n. An annual payment
made to a superior in Scotland, instead of
the duties due to him under the tenure of
ward-holding. Abolished. Wharton.

TEAM, or TIIBAMJE. In old English
law. A royalty or privilege granted, by
royal charter. to a lord of a manor, for the
having, restraining. and Judging of bond-
men and viiieiiis, with their children. goods.
and chattels. etc. Gian. lib. 5. c. 2.

TEAM. Within the meaning of an ex-
emption law. a “team" consists of either one
or two horses, with their harness and the
vehicle to which they are customarily at-
tached for use. Wilcox v. Hawiey, 31 N. Y.
655»
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TEAM WORK. Within the meaning of
an exemption law. this term means work
done by a team as a substantial part of a
man's business; as in farming, staging. ex-
press carrying, drawing of freight, peddling,
or the transportation of material used or
dealt in as a business. Hickok v. Thayer. 49
Vt. 375.

TEAHSTEB. One who ‘drives horses in
a wagon for the purpose of carrying goods
for hire. He is liable as a common carrier.
Story. Baiim. 5 496.

TECHNICAL. Belonging or peculiar to
an art or profession. Technical terms are
frequently called in the books “words oi.’

art."
—'.l‘eohn1oa1 mortgage. A true and formal
mortgage, as distinguished from other instru-
ments which. in some respects. have the char-
acter of ecbuitabie mortgages. Harrison v. An-
napolis & . R. R. Co., 50 Md. 51-1.

TEDDING. Spreading. Teddlng grass is
spreading it out after it is cut in the swath.
10 East. 5.

'.I.'EDI1tG-PENNY. In old English law.
A small tax or allowance to the sherifl from
each tithing or his county towards the .charge
or keeping courts. etc. Uoweil.

TEEP. In Hindu law. A note of hand;
a promissory note given by a native banker
or money-lender to reminders and others, to
enable them to furnish government with se-
curity for the payment or their rents. Whar-
ton.

-n:a.nr.a. In the civil law. Atile. big.
19. 1, 18.

mum ‘count. In Scotch law. A
court which has jurisdiction of matters relat-
ing to telnda, or tithes.

TEHCD MASTERS. Those entitled to
tithes.

rnnms. In scotch law. A term corres-
ponding to tithes (q. 1:.) in English ecclesias-
tical law.

TEHLAND. Sax. In old English law.
Land of a thane or Saxon noble; land grant-
ed by the crown to a thane or lord. Coiveil ;

1 Reeve, Eng. Law, 5.

TELEGRAM. A telegraphic dispatch; a
message sent by telegraph.

TELEGRAPH. In the English telegraph
act oi’ 1863, the word is defined as “a wire or
wires used for the purpose of telegraphic
communication. with any casing, coating,
tube, or pipe inclosing the same. and any ap-
paratus connected therewith tor the purpose
oi‘ telegraphic communication.” St. 26 & 2?
Vict. c. 112, 5 3.
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TELEGRAPKIE. A word occasionally
used in old English law to describe ancient
documents or written evidence of things
past. Blount.

.'rr:n:rno1u:. In a general sense, the
name "telephone" applies to any instrument
or apparatus which transmits sound beyond
the limits of ordinary audibiiity. But, since
the recent discoveries in telephony, the name
is technically and primarily restricted to an
instrument or device which transmits sound
by means of electricity and wires similar to
telegraphic wires. In a secondary sense,
however, being the sense in which it is most
commonly understood, the word “telephone”
constitutes a generic term, having reference
generally to the art of telephony as an insti-
tution, but more particularly to the appara-
tus, as an entirety, ordinarily used in the
transmission, as well as in the reception, of
telephonic messages. Ilockett v. State, 105
Ind. 261, 6 N. E. 178. 55 Am. Rep. 201.

TELLE3. One who numbers or counts.
An oillcer of a bank who receives or pays
out money. Also one appointed to count the
votes cast in a deliberative or legislative as-
sembly or other meeting. The name was
also given to certain oillcers formerly attach-
ed to the English exchequer.

The teller is a considerable oficer in the ex-
chequer, of which ofiicers there are four. whose
oiiice is to receive all money due to the king.
and to give the clerk of the pells a bill to charge
him therewith. They also pay to all ersons
any money payable by the ing, an make
weekly and yearly books of their receipts and
payments, which they deliver to the lord treas-
urer. Coweil; Jacob.
—’l'ellers in parliament. In the language
of parliament, the "tellers" are the members
of the house selected to count the members
when a division takes place. In-the house of
lords a division is efiected by the “non-con-
tents" remaining within the bar. and the “cou-
tents" going below it, a teller being appointed
for each party. In the commons the “syes" go
into the lobby at one end of the house. and
the “noes” into the lobby at the other end, the
house itself being perfectly empty. and two
tellers being appointed for each party. May,
Parl. Pr._; Brown.

I TBLLIGRAPKUII. An Anglo-Saxon
charter of land. 1 Reeve, Eng. Law, c. 1,
p. 10.

TELLWOBO. That labor which a ten-
ant was bound to do for his lord for a cer-
tain number oi? days.

TEHENTALE, or TENEHEIITALE. A
tax of two shillings upon every plow-land, a
decennary.

TEKEBE. Lat. In the civiiliiw. Rash-
ly: inconsiderately. A plaintii! was said
temcrc liiigare who demanded a thing out
of malice. or sued without just cause. and
who could show no ground or cause of action.
Brissonius.
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TSHPBIT. A violent or furious storm:
a current of wind rushing with extreme vio-
lence. and usually accompanied with rain or
snow. See Stover v. Insurance Co., 3 Phila.
(Pa.) 39; Thistle v. Union Forwarding C0..
29 U. C. C. I’. 84.

TEHPLARS. A religious order of knight-
hood, instituted about the year 1119, and
so called because the members dwelt in a
part of the temple of Jerusalem, and not far
from the sepulcher or our Lord. They enter-
tained Christian strangers and pilgrims char-
itably, and their profession was at iii-st to
defend travelers from highwaymen and rob-
bers. The order was suppressed A. D. 1307.
and their substance given partly to the
knights of St. John of Jerusalem. and partly
to other religious orders. Brown.

TEMPLE. Two English inns of court.
thus called because anciently the dwelling
place or the Knights Templar. On the sup-
pression of the order, they were purchased
.by some professors of the common law, and
converted into hoapiiia or inns of court.
They are called the "Inner" and “Middle
Temple," in relation to Essex House, which
was also a part of the house of the Templsrl.
and called the "Outer Temple," because sit-
uated without Temple Bar. Enc. Loud.

TEHPOBAL LOEDI. The peers of Eng-
land; the bishops are not in strictness held
to be peers. but merely lords of parliament.
2 Steph. Comm. 330, 345

TTOEALII. Eat. In the civil law.
Temporary; limited to a certain time
—'l'emporalis aotio. An action which could
only be brought within a certain period.—-’.l'en-
pordis exoeptio. A temporary exception
which burned an action for a time only.

TEHPORALITIES. In English law.
The lay fees of bishops, with which their
churches are endowed or permitted to be en-
dowed by the liherality of the sovereign, and
in virtue of which they become barons and
lords of parliament. Speimau. In a wider
sense, the money revenues of a church. de-
rived from pew rents. subscriptions. dona-
tions, collectious, cemetery charges. and oth-
er sources. See Barabasz v. Kabnt, S6 Md.
2%. 37 Atl. 720.

TEHPOBALITY. The lnlty; secular
people.

TEMPORARY. That which is to last
for a limited time only. as distinguished
from that which is perpetual. or indefinite.
in its duration. Thus, temporary alimony is
granted for the support of the wife pending
the action for divorce. ‘Dayton v. Drake, 64
Iowa. 714. 21 N. W. 158. A temporary in-
junction restrains action or any change in
the situation of aflalrs until a hearing on
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the merits can be had. Jesse French Piano
00. v. Porter, 134 Ala. 302, 32 South. 678, 92
Am. St. Rep. 31; Calvert v. State, 34 Neb.
616. 52 N. W. 687. A temporary receiver is
one appointed to take charge of property un-
til a hearing is had and an adjudication
made. Boonville Nat. Bank v. Blakey, 107
Fed. 895, 47 C. 0. A. 43. A temporary stat-
ute is one limited in respect to its duration. -

People v. Wright, 70 Ill. 399. As to tem-
porary insanity, see INBANITY.

TEMPOBE. Lat. In the time 01'. Thus,
the volume called “Cases iemP'-We HOW’ 13 3
collection of cases adjudged in the king's
bench during the time_ of Lord Holt. Wall.
Rep. 398.

T333031! EXCEPTIO. Lat. In the
civil law. A plea of time; ii plea of lapse of
time, in bar of an action. Corresponding to
the plea of prescription, or the statute of
limitations. in our law. See Mackeid. Rom.
Law, 5 213.

TEIIPUI. Int. In the civil and old
English law. Time in general. A time lim-
ited; a season; e. 9., tempua peuonla, mast
time in the forest.
—'.l'e:npua oontinuuni. In the civil law. A
continuous ‘or absolute period of time. A term
which begins to run from a certain event, even
though be for whom it runs has no knowledge
of theevent, and in which, it has once
‘begun to run, all the days a reckoned as
they follow one another in the calendar. Dig.
3. . 8: Maclield. Rom. Law. 5 195.—Pl'enipua
aoniestre. In old English law. The period
of six months or half a year, consistin of one
hundred and eighty-two days. ac. 166.
—'l.'o:npua utile. In the civil law. A profit-
able or advantageous period of time. A term
which begins to run from a certain event, only
when be for whom it runs has obtained a knowl-
edge of the event, and in which, when it_ has
oneebegun to run. those days are not reckoned
on which one has no eaperiundi potemn; 1'. e.,
on which one cannot prosecute" his rights before
asgourt. Big. 3, 8. 8: Maclield. Rom. Law. §

Terupua enini niodus tollendi obliga-
tions: at aetionpa, quiz tenipua aux-tit
oontra. desldss at nu! juria oonteniptor-ea.
For time is a means oi‘ destroying obliga-
tions and actions, because time runs against
the slothful and contemners of their own
rights. Fleta, l. 4, c. 5, 5 12.

TENANCY is the relation of a tenant to
the land which he holds. Hence it signifies
(1) the estate of a tenant. as in the expres-
sions “Joint tenancy." “tenancy in coninioii;"
(2) the term or interest of a tenant for years
or at will, as when we say that a lessee must
remove his fixtures during his tenancy.
Sweet.
—Goneral tennnoy. A tenancy which is not
iixed and made certain in point of duration by
the agreement of the parties. Brown v. Bragg.
Z Ind. l22.—Joint tonanofy. An estate in
joint tenancy is an estate in ee-simple. fee-tail,
for life, for years, or at will, arising by pub
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chase or grant to two or more persons. Joint
tenants have one and the same interest, accruing
by one and the same conveyance. commencin
at one and the same time, and held by one an
the same undivided possession. The grand in-
cident of joint tenancy is survivorship, y which
the entire tenancy on the decease o any joint
tenant remains to the survivors, and at length
to the last survivor. Pub. St. Mass. 1882. p.
1%; Simons v. Mclmin, 51 Kan. 153. 32 Pac.
919: Thornburg v. Wiggins. 135 Ihd. 178. 34
N. E 999. 22 L. R. A. 42. 4l'Aln. St. Rep. 422;
Appeal of Lewis, 86 Mich. 340, 48 N. W. 580.
24 Am. St. Rep. 9-1; Redemptorist Fathers v.
Lawler, 205 Pa. 24, 54 Ati. 487. A joint in-
terest is one owned by several persons in equal
shares, by a title created by a single will or
transfer, when expressly declared in the will or
transfer to be a joint tenancy. or when granted
or devised to executors or trustees as joint ten-
ants. Civ. Code Cal. 5 683.—8overu1 tenan-
cy. A tenancy which is separate, and not held
jointly with another rson.—'1‘ananey at an!-
terance. This is t e least and lowest estate
which can subsist in realty. It is in etrictness
not an atate, but a mere possession only. It
arises when a person, after his right to t e oc-
cupation, under a lawful title. is at an end. con-
tinues (having no title at all) in possession of
the land, without the agreement or disagreement
of the person in whom the right of possession re-
sides. 2 Bl. Comm. 1

TENAIIT. In the broadest sense, one
who holds or possesses lands or tenements by
any kind of right or title, whether in fee, for
life. for years, at will, or otherwise. Cowell.

In a more restricted sense, one who holds
lands of another; one who has the tempo-
rary use and occupation of real property
owned by another person, (called the “land-
lord,") the duration and terms of his ten-
ancy being usually fixed by an instrument
called a “lease." See Becker v. Becker, 13
App. Div. 342, 43 N. Y. Supp. 17; Bowe v.
Huuking, 135 Mass. 383, 46 Am. Rep. 471:
Clift v. White, 12 N. Y. 527 : Lightbody v.
Truelsen. 39 Minn. 310, 40 N. W. 67: Wool-
sey v. State, 30 Tex. App. 347, 17 S. W. 546.

The word “tenarit" conveys a much more com-
rrehensive idea in the language of the law than
t does‘ in its orpular sense. In popular lan-

guage it is us. more particularly as opposed to
the word “iandlord," and always seems to imply
that the land or property is not the tenant's
own, but belongs to some other person, of whom
he immediately holds it. But. in the language
of the law, every sessor of landed property
is called a “tenant' with reference to such pro
erty. and this. whether such landed property is
absolutely his own. or whether he merely holds
% under a lease for a certain number 0 years.

rown.

In leudnl lav. One who holds or an-
other (called “lord” or “superior”) by some
service: as realty or rent.

One who has actual possession of lands
claimed in suit by another; the defendant in
a real action. The correlative of “deniaiid-
ant." 3 Bl. Comm. 180.

Strictly speal-ilng,.a “tenaut" is a person
who holds land; but the term is also ap-
plied by analogy to personalty. Thus we
speak of a person being tenant for life. or
tenant in common, of stock. Sweet.
—'lolnt tenants. Two or more persons to
whom are granted lands or tenements to hold in
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fee-aim le, fee-tail, for life, for years, or at will.
2 Bl. omm. 179. Persons who own lands by
a joint title created expressly by one and the
same deed or will. 4 Kent. comm. 357. Joint
tenants have one and the same interet, accru-
ing by one and the same conveyance, commenc-
ing at one and the same time, and held by one
and the same undivided possession. Bl.
Comm. 1_80.—Qnas! tenant at snflsrnncc.
An under-tenant. who is in ession at the
determination of an original ease, and is r-
mitted by the reversioner to hold over.— ole
tenant. He that holds lands by his own right
only. without any other person being joined with
him. Coweii.—'.l'enant avolnnte. L. Fr. A
tenant at will.—'.l'onnnt at snfleranoo. One
that comes into the possession of land by law-
ful title, but holds over by wrong. after the de-
termination of his interest. 4 Kent. Comm.
116; 2 Bl. Comm. 150; Fielder v. Qhilds. 73
Ala. 577: Pleasants v. Ciaghorn, 2 Miles (Pa.)
304: Bright v. McOuat. 40 Ind. 52’): Garner
v. Hannah, 6 Duer (N. Y.) 270; Wright v.
Graves, 80 Ala. 4l8.—'.l.'cnnnt It will “is
where lands or tenements are let by one man _to

another,-to have and to hold to him at the will
of the lessor. by force of which lease the lessee"
is in possession. In this case the lessee is call-
ed ‘tenant at will,’ because he hath no certain
nor sure estate, for the lessor may ut him out
at what time it ieaseth him." itt. 5 68;
Sweet. Post v. ost, 14 Barb. (N._ Y.) 258;
S aiding v. Hull. 6 D. C. 125; Cunnin ham v.
I-ioiton. 55 Me. ; Willis v. Harrell, 18 Ga.
900. 45 S. E. 79 .-Tenant by copy of court
roll (shortly, “tenant by copy is t e old-fash-
loned name for a copyholder. 'tt. 5 78.—'.l.'en-
sat by the cnrtssy. One who, on the death
of his wife seised of an estate of inheritance.
after having by her issue born alive and capable
of inheriting her estate, holds the lands and ten-
ements for the term of his life. Co. Litt. 300;
2 Bl. Comm. 126.—'l.'snnnt by the manner.
One who has a less estate than a fee in land
which remains in the reversloner. He is so call-
ed because in avowries and other pleadings it is
specially shown in what manner he is tenant
of the land. in contradistinction to the verau
tenant, who is called simply “tenant." Ham.
N. P. 393.—’l‘snant for life. One who holds
lands or tenements for the term of his own life,
or for that of any other rson, (in which case

e is called “par autcr 1.~ie.") or for more lives
t an one. 2 Bl. Comm. 120; In re Hyde, 41
Hun (N. Y.) 75.—'l‘cnant tor ysnrs._ One
who has the temporary use and possession of

.lands or tenements not his own, by virtue of a
‘lease or demise granted to him by the owner,
‘for a determinate period of time. as for a year
or a fired number of years. 2 Bl. Comm. 140.
—'1‘enant from you to year. One who
holds lands or tenements under the demise of
another. where no certain term has been men-
tioned, biit an annual rent has been reserved.
See 1 Steph. Comm. 271; 4 Kent. Comm. 111,
114. One who holds over, by consent given ei-
ther expressly or constructively, after the de-
termination of a lease for years. 4 Kent,
Comm. 112. See Shore v. Porter, 3 Term, 16:
Rothschild v. Williamson, 83 Ind. 388: Hunter
v. Frost. 47 Minn. 1. 49 N. W. 327: Arbenii v.
Exle . 52 W. Va. 476. 44 S. E. 149. 61 L. R.
A. ll:i7.—'.l.‘enant in on its. In feudal and old
English law. Tenant a chief; one who held
immediately under the king. in right of his
crown and dignity. 2 Bi. Comm. 60.—'l.'snLnt
in common. Tenants in common are general-
ly defined to be such as hold the same land to-
gether by several and distinct titles, but by
unity of possession. because none knows his own
severalty, and therefore they all occupy romis-
cuously. 2 Bl. Comm. 191. A tenancy in com-
mon is where two or more hold the same land,
with interests accruing under different titles. or
-accruing under the same title. but at diiferent
periods, or conferred by words of limitation im-
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p_ortlng that the grantees are to take in dis-
tinct shares. 1 Stcph. Comm. 323. See Coster
v. Lorillard. 14 Wend. (N. Y.) 336: .

Millard, 118 N. Y. 244. 23 N. E. 376, 6 L. [L
A. 667; Silloway v. Brown, 12 Allen (Mass)
36: Gage v. Cage. 66 N. II. 282. 29 -ML ' .

28 L. B. A. 829: Hunter v. State, 60 Ark. 31_2.
30 S. W. 42.—'l‘cna.nt in dowsr. This is
where the husband of a woman is seised of an
estate of inheritance and dies; in this case the

. wife shall have the third part of all the lands
and tenements whereof he was seised at any
time during the coverture to hold to herself for
life. as her dower. Co. Litt. 30: 2 Bl. Comm.
129; Combs v. Young, 4 Yerg. (Tenn.) 225, %
Am. Dec. 225.—'I'enant in foo-simple, (or
tenant in too.) He who has lands, tenements.
or hereditaments, to hold to him and his heirs
forever. generally, absolutely, and simply; with-
out mentioning what heirs, but referring that to
his ownBpleasure, or to the disposition of the
law. 2 l._Comm. 10-1; Litt. 1.—'.l.'sna.nt In
love‘:-nlty is _he who holds ian s and tenements
in his_owi_i _right only, without ang other per-
son_being Joined or connected with im in int
of interest during his estate therein. BL
Comm. 1‘i‘9_.—'l.’onant in tall. One who holds
an estate in fee-tail, that _is, an estate which,
by the instrunient creating it, is limited to some

rticular_ heirs, exclusive of others; as to the-
eirs_ of his body or to the heirs. male or female,

of his body.-'1‘on.ant in tail on provisions
v_irl. Where an owner of lands. upon or pre-
viousl to marrying a wife. settled lands upon
himse f and his wife, and the heirs of their two-
bodies begotten, and then died, the wife. as sur-
vivor, became tenant in tail of the husband's
lands. in_c9nseqii_eiice of the husband's provision.
(ea fll‘09I8t0I|_6 vin.) Originally. she could bar
the estate-tail like any other tenant in tall:
but the husband's intention having been merely
to provide for her during her widowhood. and
not to enable her to bar his children of their
inheritance. she was very earl restrained from
so doing, by the statute 32 ea. VII. c.
Brown.—'l.'cnust of the domestic. w
is tenant of a means lord: as, where A. is ten-
ant ot B., and C. of A.. B. is the lord. A. the
insane lord, and C. tenant of the demesns..
Ham. N. P. 392, 393.—'.l.‘onant pars
The under-tenant of land: that is. the tenant
of a tenant; one who held of a mesne lord.-
'.l.‘oIu.nt to the praoipc. Before the English
fines and recoveries act, it land was conve ed to
a rson for life with remainder to aim or in-

the tenant in tail in remainder was unable
to bar the entail without the concurrence of the
tenant for life, because a common recovery could
only be suffered by the person seisedof the land.
In such a case. i the tenant for life wished to-
concur in barring the entail, he usually con-
veyed his life-estate to some other person. in-
o er that the pracipe in the recovery might be
issued against the latter, who was therefore call-
ed the “tenant to the pra-ripe." Williams. Seis.
169; Sweet.—'l‘onants the verge "are in
the same nature as tenants by copy of court
roll. i. e.. copyholders.] But the reason why
they called_ ‘tenants by the verge‘ is for that.
when they will surrender their tenements into-
the hands of their lord to the use of another.,
they shall have a little rod (by the custome) in
their hand, the which they shall deliver to the
steward or to the bailife. ‘ ‘ ‘ and the stew-
ard or bailife, according to the customs. shall
deliver to him that talreth the land the same
rod. or another rod. in the name of seisin: and
for this cause they are called ‘tenants b the
verge,‘ but they have no other evidence title-
deedfll but by copy of court roll." Litt. 78:
Co. itt. 61¢.

TENART-RIGHT. 1. A kind of can-
tomary estate in the north of England. mu-
lng under the general class of copyhold, but
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distinguished from copyhold by many of its
incidents.

2. The so-called tenant-right of renewal
is the expectation of a lessee that his lease
will be renewed, in cases where it is an
established practice to renew leases from
time to time, as in the case of leases from
the crown, from ecclesiastical corporations,
or other collegiate bodies. Strictly speak-
ing. there can be no right of renewal against
the lessor without an express compact by
him to that effect, though the existence of
the custom often influences the price in sales.

3. The Ulster tenant-right may be de-
scribed as a right on the tenant's part to
sell his holding to the highest bidder, sub-
Ject to the existing or a reasonable increase
of rent from time to time, as circumstances
may require. with a reasonable veto reserved
to the landlord in respect of the incoming
tenant’s character and solvency. Mosley &
Whitley.

TBil‘A1t'.l"S FIXTURES. This phrase
signifies things which are flxed to the free-
hold of the demised premises, but which the
tenant may detach and take away, provided
he does so in season. Wall v. I-Iinds, 4 Gray
(Mass) 256, 270, 64 Am. Dec. 64.

rnnax-ranan REPAIR. such a re-
pair as will render a house lit for present
habitation.

-rmtoon.' 1.. Fr. A dispute; :1 quar-
rel. Keiham. '

TEND.
or offer.

In old English law. To tender
Coweli.

TENDER. An oifer of money; the act
by which one produces and oifers to a person
holding a claim or demand against him the
amount of money which he considers and ad-
mits to be due, in satisfaction of such claim
or demand. without any stipulation or con-
dition. Salinas v. Ellis, 26 S. C. 337, 2 S.
E. 121; Tompkins v. Batie. 11 Neb. 147, 7
N. W. "747. 38 Am. Rep. 361: Holmes V.
Holmes. 12 Barb. (N. Y.) 144; Smith v.
Lewis, 26 Conn. 119: Noyes v. Wyckolf, 114
N. Y. 204, 21 N. E. 158.

Tender, in pleading, is a plea by defend-
ant that he has been always ready to pay the
debt demanded. and before the commence-
ment of the actiontendered it to the plain-
tiii'. and now brings it into court ready to be
paid to him. etc. Brown.
‘-1’. tender. That kind of coin, money, or
lcircu sting medium which the law compels a
creditor to accept in payment of his debt. when
tendered by the debtor in the right amount.-—
Tendor of amends. An oifer by a person who
has been guilty of any wrong or breach of con-
tract to ay a sum of mone by way of amends.
If a de endant in an action make tender of
amends, and the piaintiif decline to accept it.
the defendant may pay the money into court,
and plead the payment into court as a satia-
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faction of the plaintiff's claim. Mozley & Whit-
Iey.—Tendar 0! issue. A form of words in a
pleading, by which a party ofiers to _refer the
question raised upon it to the appropriate mode
of decision. The common tender of an issue of
fact by a defendant is expressed by the word ‘

“and of this he puts himself upon the country.‘
Steph. Pi. 54. 230.

TBNEIJSNT. This term. in its vulgar
acceptation, is only applied to houses and
other buildings. but in its original, proper.
and legal sense it signifies everything that
may be holden. provided it be of a perma-
nent nature, whether it be of a substantial
and sensible, or of an unsubstantial, ideal,
kind. Thus, ltberum tenementum, frank
tenement, or freehold, is applicable not only
to lands and other solid objects, but also to‘
oiiices, rents. commons. advowsons, fran-
chises, peerages, etc. 2 Bl. Comm. 16; Mit-
chell v. Warner. 5 Conn. 517; Oskaloosa Wa-
ter Co. v. Board of Equalization, 84 Iowa.
407. 61 N. W. 18. 15 L. R. A. 296: Field v.
Higgins, 35 Me. 341: Sacket v. Wheaton, 17
Pick. (Mass.) 105; Lenfers v. Henke, 73 III.
408. 24 Am. Rep. 263.

"Tenement" is a word of greater extent
than “land." including not only land, but
rents, commons. and several other rights and
interests issuing out of or concerning land.
1 Steph. Comm. 158, 159.

Its original meaning. according to some. was
"house" or “homestead." Jacob. In modern
use it also signifies rooms let in houses. Web-
s er.

—Dorn£na.nt tenement. One for the benefit
or advantage of which an easement exists or is
enjoyed.—8orvient tenement. One which is
subject to the burden of an easement existing
for or enjoyed by another tenement. See Essa-
nsrrr.

TENEHENTAL LAND. Land distrib-
uted by a lord among his tenants. as opposed
to the demesnes which were occupied by him-
self and his servants. 2 Bi. Comm. 90.

TENEHENTIS LEGATI3. An ancient
-writ. lying to the city of London. or any oth-
er corporation, (where the old custom was
that men might devise by will lands and
tenements, as well as goods and chattels.)
for the hearing and determining any contro-
versy touching the same. Reg. Orig. 244.

TENENDAS. In Scotch law. The name
of a clause in charters of heritable rights.
which derives its name from its first words,
“tcncndas prmliz-tax tcrran;" it points out
the superior of whom the lands are to be
holden. and expresses the particular tenure.
Ersk. Inst. 2, 3, 24.

TENENDUH. Lat. To hold; to be hold-
en. The—name of that formal part of a

deed which is characterized by the words “to
hold.” It was formerly used to express the
tenure by which the estate granted was to
be held: but, since all freehold tenures have
been converted into socage, the-tencmium is
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of no further use. and is therefore joined in
the haberulum-,—“to have and to hold." 2 -

Bl. Comm. 298; 4 Cruise, Dig. 26.

TENHNS.
real action.

A tenant; the defendant in a

TENENTIBUS IN AS3188 NON ON-
EBANDIS. A writ that formerly lay for
him to whom a disselsor had alienated the
land whereof he dlsselsed another, that he
should not be molested in assize for dam-
ages, if the disseisor had wherewith to sat-
isfy them. Reg. Orig. 214.

TBNER2. Lat. In the civil law. To
hold; to hold fast; to have in possession; to
retain.

In relation to the doctrine of oesession. this
term expresses merely the fact 0 manual deten-
tion, or the corporal possession of any object.
without involving the question of title; while
habcrc (and especially posaidere) denotes the
maintenance of possession by a lawful claim;
I. 42., civil possession, as distinguished from mere
natural possession.

TENERI. The Latin name for that clause
in a bond in which the obligor expresses that
he is “held and firmly bonnd" to the obligee,
his heirs, etc.

TENET; TBNUIT. Lat. He holds; he
held. In the Latin forms of the writ of
waste against a tenant, these words intro-
duced the allegation of tenure. If the ten-
ancy still existed, and recovery of the land
was sought, the former word was used, (and
the writ was said to be “ln_ the teuct.”) If
the tenancy had already determined, the lat-
ter term was used, (the writ being described
as “in the tenu£t,") and then damages only
were sought.

TENHIBDED, or TIENHEOPED. In
old Diglish law. A dean. Cowell.

TENHENTALE. The number of ten
men, which number, in the time of the‘Sax-
ons, was called a “decennary;" and ten de-
cennariesmnde what was called a “hundred."
Also a duty or tribute paid to the crown,
consisting of two shillings for each plow-
land. l-Inc. Loud.

TENNE. A term of heraldry. meaning
orange color. In engravings it should be
represented by lines in bend sinister crossed
by others bar-ways. Heralds who blazon by
the names of the heavenly bodies, call it
“dragon's head." and those who employ
jewels, “Jacinth." It is one of the colors
called “stainand." Wharton. V

'rm¢on._ A term used in pleading to de-
note that an exact copy is set out. 1 Chit.
C-rim. Law. 235.

By the tenor of ti deed, or other instru-
ment in writing. is signified the matter con-
tained therein. according to the true intent
and meaning thereof. Cowell.
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“’I‘enor," in pleading a written instrument.
imports that the very words are set out.
“I’urport" does not import this, but is equiv-
alent only to “substance." Com. v. Wright.
1 Cush. (.\Iass.) 65; Dana v. State, 2 Ohio St.
93; State v. Bonney, 34 Me. 384; State v.
Atkins, 5 Blackf. (Ind.) 458; State v. China.
142 M0. 507, 44 S. W. 245.

The action of proving the tenor, in Scot-
land, is an action for proving the contents
lliind purport of a deed which has been lost.

ell. '

In ohnnoery pleading. A certified copy
of records of other courts removed in chan-
cery by certiorarl. Gres. Eq. Ev. 309.

Tenor est qni legen: dnt fendo. It is
the tenor [of the feudal grant] which regu-
lates its_effect and extent Craigius, Jus
Feud. (3d Ed.) 66; Broom, Max. 459.

TENOBI-I nmxc-ranmrrx KITTEN-
DO. A writ whereby the record of an in-
dictment, and the process thereupon, was
called out of another court into the queen's
bench. Reg. Orig. 69.

TENORII-: ‘PRES!-:N'l'.'IUH. By the ten-
or of these presents, 4. e., the matter con-
tained therein. or rather the intent and
meaning thereof. Cowell.

TBNIEBLE. A sort of ancient tax or
military contribution. Wharton.

TENTATES PANIC. The essay or as-
say of bread. Blount. -

TEN’.l.'l}BDEN’§ AC1‘. In English law.
The statute 9 Geo. IV. c. 14. taking its name
from Lord Tenterden, who procured its
enactment, which is a species of extension
of the statute of frauds, and requires the
reduction of contracts to writing. .

K TENTHS. In English law. A tempo-
rary aid issuing out of personal property.
and. granted to the king by parliament; for-
merly the real tenth part of all the mov-
ables belonging to the subject. 1 Bi. Comm.
308. . ,

In English ecclesinstionj lnw. The
tenth part of the annual profit of every liv-
ing in the kingdom, formerly paid to the
pope, but by statute 26 Ilen. VIII. c.— 3.
transferred to the crown. and afterwarrh
made a part of the fund called “Queen
Anne's Bounty." 1 Bl. Comm. 284-286.

TENUIT. A term used in stating the
tenure in an action for waste done after the
termination of the tenancy. See Tmurr.

TBITUEA. In old English law. Tenure.

Tenn:-n out pnotio contra. oounnnen
fond! nntnrun no rntionem, in oontrnotn
interpositn. Wright, Ten. 21. Tenure J!
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a compact contrary to the common nature
and.reason of the fee, put into a contract.

TENURE. The mode or system of hold-
ing lands or tenements in subordination to
some superior. which. in the feudal ages, was
the leading characteristic of real property.

Tenure is the direct result of feudalism,
which separated the domlnium directum,
(the dominion of the soil.) which is placed
mediately or immediately in the crown, from
the doryiinion mile, (the possessory title.) the
right to the use and profits in the soil, desig-
nated by the term “seisin," which is the highs
est interest a subject can acquire. Wharton.-

Wharton gives the following list of tenures
which were ultimately developed:

Ls! Tsnuass. ‘

1. Frank tenement. or freehold. (1) The mill-
tan? tenures (abolished, except grand serjeanty,
a reduced to free socage tenures) were:
Knightservice proper, or tenure in chivalry;
grand serjeanty; cornage. (2) Free socage, or

low-service; either petit serjeanty, tenure in
urgage; or gavelkind. ,

II. Villeinage. (1) Pure villeinage, (whence
copyholds at the lord's [nominal] will. which is
regu according to custom.) (2) Privileged
villeinage, sometimes called “villein socage."-
(whence tenure in ancient demesne. which is an
exalted species of copyhold, held according to
custom. and not accordin to the lord's will.)
and is of three kinds: enure in ancient de-
means’ privileged copyholds, customary free-
ltiolds. ‘or free copyholds; ccpyholds of base
enure.

srmrrusr. Tmvusss. '

I. Frankalmoigne. or free aims.
II. Tenure by divine service.

Tenure» in its general sense. is a mode of
holding‘ or occupying. Thus. we speak oi!
the tenure of an oiiice. meaning the manner
in which it is held. especially with regard to
time. (tenure for life, tenure during good be-
havior.) and of tenure of land in the sense of
occupation or tenancy, especially with ref-
erence to cultivation and questions of politi-
cal economy: e. 9., tenure by peasant pro-
prietors, cottiers. etc. Sweet. See Bard v.
Grundy, 2 Ky. 169; People v. Waite, 9 Wend.
(N. Y.) 58; Rlchman V. Lippincott, 29 N. J’.
Law. 59.

—'.l‘ennre by divine service is where an ec-
clesiastical corporation. sole or aggregate, holds
land’ by a certain divine service; as. to say
prayers on a certain day in every year. "or to
distribute in almes to an hundred poore men an
hundred pence at such a day." Litt. 5 137.

T3302. In Scotch law. Dower; a wid-
ow's right of dower. or a right to a life-
estatein a third part of the lands of which
her husband died seised.

TBROEB. In Scotch law. A widow
that possesses the third part of her hus-
band's land, as her legal jointure. 1 Kames
Eq. pref. '

rnndnnoxn. A term applied in the
West Indies to a person one of whose parents
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was white and the other a mulatto. See Dan-
iel v. Guy. 19 Ark. 131.

TERM. A word or phrase; an expres-
sion; particularly one which possesses a fix-
ed and known meaning in some science, art,
or profession.

In the civil law. A space of time grant-
ed to a debtor for discharging his obligation.
Poth. Obi. pt. 2, c. 8, art. 3, 5 1; Civ. Code
La. art. 2048.

In estates. "Term" signifies the bounds,
limitation. or extent of time for which an
estate is granted; as when a man holds an
estate for any limited or specific number of
years, which is called his “term," and he
himself is called, with reference to the term
he so holds, the "termor." or “tenant of the
term." See Gay Mfg. Co. v. Hobbs. 128 N.
C. 46, 38 S. E. 26. 83 Am. St. Rep. 661; San-
derson v. Scranton, 105 Pa. 472; Hurd v.
Whitsett, 4 Colo. 84; Taylor v. Terry. 71 Cal.
46, 11 Pac. 813.

or court. The word "term,” when used
with reference to a court, signifies the space
of time during which the court holds a ses-
sion. A session signifies the time during

. the term when the court site for the trans-
action of business, and the session com-
mences when the court convenes for the
term. and continues until final adjournment,
either before or at the expiration of the
term. The term of the court is the time
prescribed by law during which it may be in
session. The session of the court is the time
of its actual sitting. Liparl v. State. 19
Tex. App. 431. And see Horton v. Miller,
38 Pa. 271; Dees v. State. 78 Miss. 250, 28
South. 349; Conkling v. Rldgely, 112 Ill. 36,
1 N. E. 261. 54 Am. Rep. 204; Brown v.
Hume. 16 Grat. (Va.) 462; Brown v. Leet,
136 Ill. 2%. 28 N. E. 639.
-0-enernl tor-In. A phrase used in some tin-
risdictions to denote the ordinary session 0 a
court. for the trial and determination of causes.
as distinguished from a special term. for the
hearin of motions or arguments or the despatch
of various kinds of formal business. or the trial
of a special list or class of cases. Or it may de-
note a sitting of the court in bam:.- State v.
Eggers. 152 M0. 485. 54 S. W. 498.—Rcgu.lnr
term. A regular term of court is a term he-
gun at the time appointed by law, and contimr
ed, in the discretion of the court. to such time
as it may appoint. consistent with the law:
Wightman v. Karsner. 2.0 Ala. 451..-Special
tenn. In New York ‘practice. that branch of
the court which is hel by a single judge for
hearing and deciding in the first instance mo-
tions and causes of equitable nature is called the
“special term." as opposed to the “general
term." held by three judges (usually) to hear no-

als. Abbott: Gracie v. Freeland. 1 N. Y.
32.—’l‘er-nu nttendnnt on the inheritance.

See A'l'l'ENDAN'i‘ Tssxs.-Term fee. In Eng-
lish practice. A certain sum which a solicitor
is entitled to charge to his client. and the client
to recover. if successful. from the unsuccessful
party: payable for every term in which any
proceedings subsequent to the summons shall
take place. Wharton.—'l.‘er-In for delibcrnté
ing. By “term for deliberating“ is understood
the time given to the beneficiary heir, to examine
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if it be for his interest to accept or reject the
succession which has fallen to him. Civ. Code
La. art. 1033.—'1‘enn !_or years. An estate
[or years and the time durin which such estate
is to be held are each call a “term ;" hence
the term ma expire before the time. as by a
surrender. o. Litt. 45.—’1‘ersn in gross.
term of ears is said to be either in gross (out-
standing or attendant upon the inheritance. It
is outstanding. or in rose, when it is unattach-
ed or disconnected min the estate or inheri-
tance, as where it is in the hands of some third
party having no interest in the inheritance: it
is attendant, when vested in some trustee in
trust for the owner of the inheritance. Brown.
—'l.‘ern of lease. The word “term.” when
used in connection with a lease. means the pe-
riod which is granted for the lessee to occupy
the premises, and does not include the time be-
tween the making of the lease and the tenant's
entry. Young v. Duke. 5 N. Y. 463. 55 Am.
Dec. 356.—'l‘ea-as probatory. The period of
time allowed to the promoter of an ecclesiastical
suit to produce his witnesses. and prove the
facts on which he rests his case. Coote. Ecc.
Pr. 240. 241.—'l.‘era to conclude. In English
ecclesiastical. practice. An appointment by the
judge of a time at which both parties are un-
derstood to renounce all further exhibits and
al|eirations.—-'l‘erxn to rroponnd .

In English ecclesiastica practice. An appoint-
ment by the iudge of a time at which both par
ties are to exhibit all the acts and instrument!
which make for their respective causes.

In the low of contracts and in court
practice. The word is generally used in
the plural, and "terms" are conditions; prop-
ositions stated or promises made which.
when assented to or accepted by another,
settle the contract and bind the parties.
\Vehster. See Hutchinson v. Lord. 1 Wis.
313, 60 Am. Dec. 381; State v. Fawcett. 58
Neb. 371, 78 N. W. 636; Rokes v. Amazon

' Ins. Co., 51 Md. 512. 34 Am. Rep. 323.
—Special terms. Peculiar or unusual condi-
tions imposed on a party before granting some
application to the favor of the court.—'O’nder
terms. A party is said to be under terms
when an indulgence is granted to him by the
court in its discretion. on certain conditions.
Thus. when an injunction is granted ea parts.
the party obtaining it is put under terms to
abide by such order as to damages as the court
may make at the hearing. Mozley & Whitley.

THEMES DE: LA LEY. Terms of the
law. The name of a lexicon of the law
French words and other technicalities of
legal language in old times.

TERMINABLE PROPERTY. This
name is sometimes given to property of such
a nature that its duration is not perpetual or
indefinite, but is limited or liable to termi-
nate upon the happening of an event or the
expiration of a fixed term; a. 9.. a leasehold.
a life-annuity. etc.

TERMINATING BUILDING 8001-
ETIEI. Societies, in England. where the
members commence their monthly contribu-
tions on a particular day. and continue to
pay them until the realization of shares to a
given amount for each member. by the ad-
vauce of the capital of the society to such
members as required it. and the payment of
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interest as well as principal by them. so as to
insure such realization within a given peri-
od of years. They have been almost super-
seded by permanent building societies.
Wharton.

TERMINEB. L. Fr. To determine. See
Oran sun Taaimuca.

TBRMINI. Lat. Ends; bounds; limit-
ing or terminating points.

TEBMINO. In Spanish law. A com-
mon; common land. Common because oi’
vicinage. White, New Recop. b. 2, tit. 1, c.
6, i 1, note.

TEBHIIIUH. A day given to a defend-
ant. Spelman.

Tl-BHINUK GUI PRETEBIIT, WRIT
0!‘ ENTRY An. A writ which lay for the
reversioner. when the possession was with-
held by the lessee, or a stranger. after the
determination of a lease for years. Brown.

TBRMINUI.
of space or time.

The phrases “terminus a quo" and "ter-
minus ad qucm” are used. respectively. to
designate the starting point and terminating
point of a private way. In the case of I.
street, road. or railway, either end may be.
and commonly is. referred to as the “termi-
nus."

Boundary; a limit. either

Terminus annoi-on oertus dobot use
et deterninatns. Co. Litt. 45. A term of
years ought to be certain and determinate.

Terminus et feodun non posount oom-

stsre sinus! in us: endernquo persona.
Plowd. 29. A term and the fee cannot both
be in one and the same person at the same
time. '

TERHINUI HOHINII. In English ec-
clesiastical practice. A time for the deter-
mination of appeals. shorter than the termi-
nus juris. appointed by the Judge. Ealiifax.
Civil Law, b. 3. c. 11, no. 36.

TERHINUI JUBIS. In English ecclesi-
astical practice. The time of one or two
years, allowed by law for the determination
of appeals. Ilailifax. Civil Law. b. 3. c. 11.
no. 38.

manon. He that‘holds lands or ten‘-
ements for a term of years or life. But we
generally confine the application of the word
to a person entitled for a term of years.
Mosley a Whitley.

TERRA. Lat.
Kennett. Gloss.
—Ten'a. aflrrnata. Land let to hrm.—'l'u~
rs. bosoalis. Woody land.-Jrorswo cults.
Cultivated i.and.—'l‘orrs. debuts. Week or

Earth; soil; arableiand.
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barren land.—Tern. donlinioa, or indomi-
nionta. The demesne land of a mayor. Cow-
ell.-Terrs. exeultnhilis. Land which ma be
plowed. Mon. Aug. i. 4.26.—Terrn exte en-
ds. A writ addressed to an escheator, etc. that
he inquire and find out the true yearly value of
any land. etc., by the oath of twelve men, and
to certggs the extent into the chancery. Re .

Writs, .-Ten-a fr-use or frisea. Fres
land, not lately lowed. oweli.—Ten-a hy-
data. Land sub ect to the payment of dage.
Selden.—Terrs. Ines-abilis. Land game from
the sea or inclosed out of a waste. Cowell.-

Nornsnnorlun. Land held by s Nor-
man. Paroch. Antiq. 197.—Ter-rs. nova. d
newly converted from wood ground or arable.
Coweil.—Terra pntiu-a. Iand in forests, held
‘bi the tenure of furnishing food to the keepers
t erein. 4 Inst. 30"l.—'.'l‘ea-,ra sabalosa. Grav-
elLv or sand ground.—Ter-ra Bali . In Sslic
law. The and of the house: the and within
that inciosure which belonged to a German
house. No portion of the inheritance of Salic
land passes to a woman, but this the male sex
acquires; that is, the sons succeed in that in-
heritance. Lex Salic. tit. 62, §6.—Tea-rs tes-
tanentalis. Gavel-kind Ian , being di sa-
’ble by will. 8pelmsn.—Terrn ves-tits. nd
sown with corn. Cowell.-Terra wainahilis.
Tilisble land. Cowell.--Terra wan-ensta.
Innd that has the liberty of free-warren.—Ter-
rm dorninioales tests. The demesne lands of
the crown.

‘Terra snnnens Vanna occupant! oonn
osditnr. 1 Sid. 347. Land lying unoccupied
is given to the first occupant.’

TEBRAGE. In old English law. A kind
of tax or charge on land; a boon or duty
of plowing, reaping.- etc. Cowell.

TEBBAGBI. An exemption from an
uncertain services. Cowell.

,T!:RRARIU8. In old English law. A
landholder. .

TERRE-TENANT. He who is literally
in the occupation or possession of the land,
as distinguished from the owner out of pos-
session. But, in a more technical sense,~the
person who is seised of the land, though not
in actual occupancy of it, and locally, in
Pennsylvania, one who purchases and takes
land subject to the existing lieu of a mort-
gage or Judgment against a former owner.
See Dengier v. Kiehner, 13 Pa. 38, 53 Am.
Dec. 441; Huiett v. Insurance Co., 114 Pa.
142, 8 Atl. 554.

TERRIER. In English law. A land-
roll or survey of lands, containing the quan-
tity of acres, tenants’ names, and such like;
and in the exchequer there is a terrier of all
the giebe lands in England, made about 1338.
In general, an ecclesiastical terrier contains
a detail of the temporal possessions of the
church in every parish. Cowell; Tomlins;
Mosley at Whitley.

TIRRII RONII ET OATALLIS RB-
HABERDII POST PURGATIOIIEH. A
writ for a clerk to recover his lands, goods,
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and chattels, formerly seized. after he had
cleared himself of the felony of which he
was accused, and delivered to his ordinary to
be purged. Reg. Orig.

TERRIS ET OATALLIS TENTIS UL-
TRA DEBITIIH LEVATUM. A judicial
writ for the restoring of lands or goods to
a debtor who is distralned above the amount
of the debt Reg. Jud.

TERRIS LIBEBANDII. A writ that
lay for a man convicted by attaint, to bring
the record and process before the king,
and take a flne for his imprisonment, and
then to deliver to him his lands and tene-
ments again, and release him of the strip
and waste. Reg. Orig. 232. Also it was a
writ for the delivery of lands to the heir,
after homage and relief performed. or upon
security taken that he should perform them.
Id. 293.

TERRITORIAL, Tl-SRRITOBIALITY.
These terms are used to signify connection
with, or limitation with reference to, a par-
ticular country or territory. Thus, "terri-
torial law" is the correct expression for the
law of a particular country or state, aimough
“municipal law" is more common. "Terri-
torial waters” are that part of the sea adja-
cent to the coast of a given country which is
by international law deemed to be within
the sovereignty of that country, so that its
courts have jurisdiction over offenses com-
mitted on those waters, even by a person on
board a foreign ship. Sweet

TERRITORIAL COURTS. The courts
established in the territories of the United
States.

TERRITORY. A part of a country sep-
arated from the rest, and subject to a par-
ticular Jurisdiction.

In Aanerlonn law. A portion of the
United States, not within the limits of any
state. which has not yet been admitted as a»

state of the Union, but is organized, with a
separate legislature, and with executive and
judicial piiicers appointed by the president.
See Ex parte Morgan (D. C.) 20 Fed. 304;
People v. Daniels, 6 Utah. 288, 22 Pac. 15:),
5 L. R. A. 444; Show v. U. S., 18 Wall. 317,
21 L. Ed. 784.

—Tes-rites-y of a Judge. The territorial
jurisdiction of a judge: the bounds, or district.
within which he may lawfully exercise his
iztgiicial authority. l’h llips v. Thralls, 26 Kan.

TERROR. Alarm; fright: dread; the
state of mind induced by the apprehension of
hurt from some hostile or threatening event
or manifestation: fear caused by the appear-
ance of danger. In an indictment for riot,
it must be charged that the acts done were
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“to the terror of the people." See Arto v.
State, 19 Tex. App. 136.

I TEBTIA D1-INUNCIATIO. Lat. In old
English law. Third publication or proclama-
tion or intended marriage.

TERTIUS INTERVENIENS. Lat. In
the civil law. A third person intervening;
a third person who comes in between the par-
ties to a suit; one who interpleads. Gil-
hert's Forum Rom. 47.

TEST. To bring one to a trial and exam-
ination. or to ascertain the truth or the
quality or fitness or a thing.

Something by which to ascertain the truth
respecting another thing; a criterion, gauge,
standard, or norm.

In public law, an inquiry or examination
addressed to a person appointed or elected '

to it public oflice, to ascertain his qualifica-
tions therefor, but particularly a scrutiny of
his political, religious, or social views, or his
attitude of past and present loyalty or dis-
loyalty to the government under which he
is to act. See Attorney General v. Detroit
Common Council, 58 Mich. 213, 24 N. W.
887, 55 Am. Rep. 675; People v. Hoffman,
116 I11. 587, 5 N. E. 596, 56 Am. Rep. 793:
Rogers v. Buffalo, 61 Hun, 637, 3 N. Y. Supp.
674.
—'.l._‘est not. The statute 25 Car. II. c. 2.
which directed all civil and military oificers to
take the oaths of allegiance and supremacy,
and make the declaration against transubstan-
tiation. within six months after their admis-
sion, and also within the same time receive
the sacrament according to the usage of the
Church of England, under penalty of £500 and
disability to hold the ofiice. 4 Bi. Comm. 58.
59. This was abolished by St. 9 Geo. IV. c.
17. so far as concerns receiving the sacrament,
and a new form of declaration was substituted.
—'l‘est action. An action selected out of a
considerable number of suits, concurrently de-
pending in the same court, brought by several
plaintiffs a inst_ the same defendant, or b
one plainti against diiferent defendants, al
similar in their circumstances, and embracing
the same questions, and to be supported by the
same evidence, the selected action to go first
to trial. (under an order of_ court equivalent to
consolidation.) and its decision to serve as a
tent of the right of recovery in the others. all
parties agreeing to be bound by the result of
the test action.—'l'est oath. An oath required
to be taken as a criterion of the fitness of the
person to fill a public or political oflice: but
articularly an oath of fidelity and allegiance
past or present) to the established government.

—'l'est-pa or. In practice. A paper or in-
strument s own to a fury_as evidence. A term
used in the Pennsy Vania courts. Depue V.
Clare, 7 Pa. 428.

TESTA D}: NEVIL. An ancient and au-
thentic record in two volumes, in the cis-
tody of the king's remembrancer in the ex-
chequer. said to be coniplled by John de
Nevil. a justice itinerant, in the eighteenth
and twenty-fourth years of Henry III. Cow-
ell. These volumes were printed in 1807,
under the authority or the commissioners of
the public records, ,and contain an account
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of fees held either immediately of the king
or of others who held or the king in canine ,-

fees holden in frankalmoigne’; serjeantles
holden of _the king; widows and heiresses
of tenants in oapite, whose marriages were
in the gift oi.‘ the king; churches in the gift
of the king; escheats, and sums paid for
scutages and aids, especially within the coun-
ty of Hereford. Coweli; Wharton.

TESTABLE. A person is said to be test-
able when he has capacity to make a will:
a man of twenty-one years of age and of

' sane mind is testable.

TESTAOY. The state or condition of
leaving a will at one’s death. Opposed to
“lntestacy."

TESTAMENT. A disposition of personal
property to take place after the owner's de-
cease. according to his desire and direction.
Pluche v. Jones, 54 Fed. 865. 4 C. C. A. 622:
Aubert’s Appeal, 109 Pa. 447, 1 Atl. 336:
Conklin v. Egerton, 21 Wend. (N. Y.) 436;
Ragsdale v. Booker. 2 Strob. Eq. (S. C.) 348.

A testament is the act of last will, clothed
with certain isolemnities. by which the tests-
tor disposes oi.‘ his. property, either univer-
sally, or by universal title, or by particular
title. Civ. Code La. art. 1571.

Strictly speaking, the term denotes only a
will of personal property; a will of land not
being called a “testament." The word “tes-
tameiit" is now seldom used, except in the
heading of a formal will, which usually be
gins: “This is the last will and testament
of me, A. B.." etc. Sweet.

Testament is the true declaration of a man’:
last will as to that which he would have to be
done after his death. It is compounded. ac-
cording to Justinian. from tcstatio mentia; but
the better opinion is that it is a simple word
formed from the Latin'tc.9tor. and not a com-
pound word. Mosley & Whitley.
—lI1lltury testament. In English law. A
nnncupative will, that is. one made by word of
month, by which ii. soldier may dispose of his
goods. pay, and other personal chattels, without
the forms and solemnities which the law re-
quires in other cases. St. 1 Vict. c. 26. § 11.
—Mutinl testnnients. Wills made by two
persons _who leave their eifects reciprocally to
the survivor.—Mystle testament. in the law
of Louisiana. A sealed testament. The mystic
or secret testament. otherwise called the “closed
testament." is made in the following manner:
The testator must sign his dispositions. whether
he has written them himself or has caused them
to be written by another person. The paper
containing those dispositions, or the paper sen‘-
ing as their envelope. must be closed and sealed.
The testator shall present it thus closed and
sealed to the notary and to seven witnesses. or
he shall cause it to be closed and sealed in
their presence. Then he shall declare to the
notary, in presence of the witnesses, that that
paper contains his testament written by him-
self. or by another by his direction. and s’
by him. the testator. The _notary shall then
draw up the act of superscnption, which shall
be written on that paper. or on the sheet that
serves as its envelope, and that act shall be
s‘igned_ by the testator. and by the notary aid
the witnesses. Civ. Code La. art. 1584.
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-"lbstnnscntn cnns dno inter so pngnnnn
tin repcrinntnr, nltinsiun rstun est: sic
est, clun dud inter se pngnnntia repeti-
Isntnr in oodun tostnnonto. Go. Litt.
112. When two contiicting wills are found.
the last prevails: so it is when two conflict-
ing clauses occur in the same will.

‘Testaments lntlssiniam interpretatio-
nein hnbere debcnt. Jenk. Cent. 81. Wills
ought to have the broadest interpretation.

rasraxnnranr. Pertaining to awill
or testament: as testamentary causes. De-
rived from, founded on, or appointed by a
testament or will; as a testamentary guard-
ian, letters testamentary, etc.

A paper. instrument, document, gift. ap-
pointment, etc.. is said to be “test.amentary"
when it is written or made so as not to take
eflect until after the death of the person
making it, and to be revocable and retain
the property under his control during his
life. although he may have believed that it
would operate as an instrume'nt of a differ-
ent character. sweet.
—Letters testamentary. The formal in-
strument of authority and appointment given to
an executor by the proper court. upon the ad-
mission of the will to probate, empowering him
to enter upon the discharge of his oflice as
execntor.—'.l'estssnents.s-y capacity. That
measure of mental ability which is recognized
in law as snmcient for the making a will. See
Nicewender v. Nicewander. 151 Ill. 156, 31
N. E. 698: Delafield v. Parish. 25 N. Y. 29;
Yardle v. Cuthbertson. 108 Pa. 395, 1 At].
7 , Am. Rep. 218: Leech v. Leech. 21 Pa.
07: Duflield v. Robeson. 2 Her. (Del.) 379;
Lowe v. Williamson. 2 N. J. Eq. 85.—’1‘estu-
sncn causes. In English law. Causes
or matters relating to the probate of wills, the
frnnting of administmtions. and the suingh for
egacles. of which the ecclesiastical courts are

jurisdiction. 3 Bl. Comm. 95. 98. Testamen-
taiay causes are causes relating to the validity
an execution of wills. The hrase is generally
confined to those causes wh ch were formerly
matters of ecclesiastical jurisdiction. and are
now dealt with by the court of probate. Moz-
ley & Whitley.—'l'estanientas-y disposition.
A disposition of roperty by way of gift. which
is not to take e ect unless the grantor dies or
until that event. Diefendorf v. Diefendorf, 56
gun, 639. 8 N._ Y._ Sufp. 617; Chestnut St.

at. Bank v. Fidelity ns.. etc., Co.. 186 Pa.
833, 40 Ati. 486, 65 Am. St. Rep. 860.—'l‘esta-

. A guardian appointed‘mentor-y gnnrdlnn
by the last will of a father for the rson and
real and rsonal estate of his chil until the
latter ar ves of full age. 1 Bl. Comm. 462;
2 Kent. Comm. 224.—'l'estunentnry paper.
An instrument in the nature of a will; an un-
probated will; a paper writing which is of the
character of a will, though not formall such,
and which, if allowed as a testament, will have

-the eflect of a will upon the devolution and
distribution of property.—'.l.‘estunentu-y sno-
oesslon. In Louisiana. that which results
from the institution of an heir contained in
a testament executed in the form rescribed by
law. Clv. Code La. 1900. art. 76.—'I‘estn-
snentary trustee. See TRUSTEE.

I TESTAMENT! PAOTIO. Lat. in the
civil law. The ceremony of making a testa-
ment, either as testntor, heir, or witness.
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TBSTAHENTUI. Lat. In the civil
law. A testament; a will, or last will.

In old English law. A testament or
will; a disposition of property made in con-
templation of death. Bract. £01. 60.

A general name for any instrument of con-
veyance, including deeds and charters, and
so called either because it furnished written
testimony of the conveyance, or because it
was authenticated by witnesses, (testea)
Speiman.
—'l‘estanientnm inoiilciosnin. Lat. In the
civil law. An inoiiicious testament, (q. o.)

Tostnnsentuns est volIu.tat1s nostro
Jnstn sontentia, dc eo qnod qnis post
nscrtesn sum flcr! velit. A testament is
the Just expression of our will concerning
that which any one wishes done after his
death, [or, as Blackstone translates, “the le-
gal declaration of a man’s intentions which
he wills to be performed after his deat.h."]
Dig. 28, 1, 1; 2 Bl. Comm. 499.

Testnmentnns, 1. e., tcststio rnentis,
fnctn nnllo presents snetn perlonll, sod
cogltatione snortnlitatis. Co. Lltt. 322.
A testament, L e., the witnessing of one’s
intention, made under no present fear of
danger, but in expectancy of death.

Testansentnm osnne nsorte consnnunnn
tur. Every will is perfected by death. A
will speaks from the time of death only. Co.
Litt. 232.

'rr:s'ra1u. Lat. In the civil law. To
testify: to attest: to declare, publish, or
make known a thing before witnesses. To
make a will. Calvin.

TEITATE. ‘One who has made 0. will:
one who dies leaving a will.

TESTATION. Witness; evidence.

TESTATOR. One who makes or has
made a testament or will; one who dies
leaving a will. This term is borrowed from
the civil law. Inst. 2, 14, 5, 6.

Testator-ls nltinis. voluntns est perim-
plenda secnndnrn rerun intentionern
snun. C0. Litt. 322. The last will of a
testator is to be thoroughly fulfilled accord-
ing to his real intention.

T1-IITATRIX. A woman who makes a
will; a woman who dies leaving a will; a,
female tmtator.

TESTATUH. In practice. When a
writ of execution has been directed to the
sheriff of a county. and he returns that the
defendant is not found in his balliwlck. or
that he has no goods" there. as the case may
he, then a second writ, reciting thls former
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writ and the sheriff's answer to the same.
may be directed to the sheriir of some other
county wherein the defendant is supposed to
be, or to have goods, commanding him to ex-
ecute the writ as it may require; and this
second writ is called a “teatatum" writ, from
the words with which it concludes, viz.:
"Wliereupon, on behalf of the said plaintitf.
It is tcsfi/Icd in-our said court that the said
defendant is [or has goods, etc.] within your
bailiwick."

In conveyancing. That part of a deed
which commences with the words, "This in-
denture witnesse ."

TESTATUM WRIT. In practice. A
writ containing a teatatum clause; such as
a tcstatum copies, a fcsfaium 1!. 1a., and a
lestaium co. so. See Tssraruu.

TEITATUI. Lat. In the civil law.
Testate; one who has made a will. Dig. 50,
17, 7.

TESTE KBIPSO. Lat. In old English
law and practice. A solemn formula of at-
testation by the sovereign, used at the conclu-
sion of charters, and other public instru-
ments, and also of original writs out oi.‘ chan-

> cery. Spelman.

TEST}: 0!‘ A WRIT. In practice.
The concluding clause, commencing with the
word “Witness," etc. A writ which bears
the teste is sometimes said to be tested.

"Teste" is a word commonly used in the last
part of every writ, wherein the date is con-
tained. beginning with the words, “Tens
mcipao," meaning the sovereign, if the writ be
an original writ, or be issued in the name
of the sovereign; but, if the writ be a judicial
writ. then the word "Team" is followed by
the name of the chief judge of the court in
which the action is brou ht. or, in case of a
vacancy of such oflice, in t e name of the senior

puisne judge. Mozley dz \Vhltley.

TESTED. To be tested is to bear the
tests. (9. v.)

TZSTEB. Lat. Witnesses.
—Testes. trial per. A trial had before a
judge without the intervention of a jury, in
which the judge is left to form in his own
breast his sentence upon the credit of the wit-
nesses examined; but this mode of trial, ai-
thougli it was common in the civil law, was
seldom resorted to in the -practice of the com-
mon law, but it is now becoming common when
«arch party waives his right to a trial by jury.

rown.

,'.l‘sstos ponds:-untnr, non numsruntur.
Witnesses are weighed, not numbered. That
is, in case of a coniiict of evidence. the truth
is to be sought by weighing the credibility
oi’ the respective witnesses, not by the mere
niinn-.-rical preponderance on one side or the
other. -

Tastes uni postnlht debet dare sis
llunptus oompotentos. Whosoever de-
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mands witnesses must and them in compe-
tent provision.

Tsstilnu dsponontilnu in purl annexe.
dignioribus est orodsndum. Where the
witnesses who testify are in equal number,
[on both sides,] the more worthy are to be
believed. 4 Inst. 279.

TBSTIPY. To bear witness; to give evi-
dence as a witness; to make a. solenm dec-
laration, under oath or aiiirmation, in a judi-
cial inquiry, for the purpose of establishing
or proving some fact. See State v. Robert-
son. 26 S. C. 117, 1 S. E. 443; Gannon v.
Stevens, 13 Kan. 459; Nash v. Hoxie, 59
Wis. 38-}, 18 N. W. 408; O'Brien v. State, 125
Ind. 38, 25 N. E 137, 9 L. R. A. 323; Mudge
7. Gilbert. 43 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 221.

Tsstimonia ponderusdn stunt. non _nI-
me:-ands. Evidence is to be weighed, not
enumerated.

TEITIHOICIAL. Besides its ordinary
meaning of a written recommendation to
character, "testimonial" has a special mean-
ing, under St. 39 Eliz. c. 17, 5 3. passed in
1597, under which it signified a certificate
under the hand of a Justice of the peace. tes-
tifying the place and time when and where
a soldier or mariner landed, and the place of
his dwelling or birth, unto which he was to
pass, and a convenient time limited for his
passage. Every idle and wandering soldier
or mariner not having such a testimonial, or
willfully exceeding for above fourteen days
the time limited thereby, or forging or coun-
terfeiting such testimonial, was to suffer
death as a felon, without benefit of clergy.
This act was repealed, in 1812. by St. 52
Geo. III. c. 31. Mosley oi Whitley.

Tl-ISTIIONIAI. P3001‘. In the civil
law. Proof by the evidence of witnesses,
C. c., parol evidence, as distinguished from
proof by written instruments. which is tailed
“literaI" proof.

TESTIIONIO. In Spanish law. An an-
thentic copy of a deed or other instrument.

‘made by a notary and given to an interested
party as evidence of his title, the original
remaining in the public archives. Guilbean
v. Mays. 15 Tex. -114.

TBSTIHOIIIUM CLAUSE. In convey-
ancing. That clause of a deed or instrument
with which it concludes: “In witness where-_
of. the parties to these presents have here
unto set their hands and seals.”

TESTIMONY. Evidence of a witness:
evidence given by a witness. under oath or
ailirmstion; as distinguished from evidence
derived from writings, and other sources.

Testimony is not synonymous with evi-
dence. it is but a species. a class, or kind of
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evidence. Testimony is the evidence given
by witnesses. Evidence is whatever may be
given to the jury as tending to prove a case.
It includes the testimony of witnesses, docu-
ments. admissions of parties. etc. Mann v.
Higgins, 83 Cal. 66, 23 Pac. 206; Carroll
v. Bancker. 43 La. Ann. 1078, 10 South. 192;
Columbia Nat. Bank v. German Nat. Bank,
56 Neb. 803, 77 N. W. 346; Harris v. Tom-
linson, 130 Ind. 426, 30 N. E. 214. See EVI-
DENCI.

—Nc¢s.tive testimony. Testimony not bear-
ing directly upon the immediate fact or oc-
currence under consideration. but evidencing
facts from which it may be inferred that the
act or fact in question could not possibly have
bap n'ed. See Barclaly v. Hartman, 2 Marv.-
(De .) 351, 43 Atl.‘17 .

TESTIS. Int. A witness; one who gives
evidence in court, or who witnesses a docu-
ment.

Testis do visn prnpondes-at oliis. 4
Inst. 279. An eye-witness is preferred to
others.

Testis luponu-is sumoit ad fsetum in
lnpanari. Moore, 817. A lewd person is a‘

suilicient witness to an act committed in a
brothel.

Testis none in on: cause. one potest.
No one can be a witness in his own cause.

Testis ocnlatus unus plus valet quash
auriti deoesn. 4 last. 279. One eye-wit-
ness is worth more than ten ear-witnesses.

TESTMOIGNE. An old law French term.
denoting evidence or testimony or a witness.

Testmoignes ne poent testiiier le nega-
tive, mes Poflrmotive. Witnesses cannot
testify to a negative; they must testify to an
afllrmative. V 4 Inst. 279.

TEXT-BOOK. A legal treatise which
lays down principles or collects decisions on
any branch of the law.

mxrus BOPPENSIS. In old English
law. The Rochester text. An ancient manu-
script containing many of the Saxon laws,
and the rights, customs. tenures, etc., of the
church of Rochester, drawn up by Ernnlph.
bishop of that see from A. D. 1114 to 1124.
Cowell.

TEALWEG. Germ.. A term used in
topography to designate a line representing
the deepest part of a continuous depression
in the surface, such as a watercourse; hence
the middle of the deepest part of the chan-
nel of a river or other stream. See Iowa
v. Illinois, 147 U. S. 1, 13 Sup. Ct. 239, 37
L. Ed. 55: Keokuk an H. Bridge Co. v. People,
145 Ill. 596, 34 N. E. 482.

THAHAGI-: or THE Into. A certain
part of the king's land or property, of which
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the ruler or governor was called "thane."
Cowell.

THANE. An Anglo-Saxon nobleman; an
old title of honor, perhaps equivalent to
“baron." There were two orders of thanes,
—the king's thanes and the ordinary thanes.
Soon after the Conquest this name was dis-
used. Cowell.

THANELANDS. Such lands as were
granted by charter of the Saxon kings to
their thanes with all immunities, except
from the trinoda neceuitaa. Cowell.

'rnA1u:snn>. The oflice and dignity or’
a thane; the seigniory of a thane.

That which I may defeat by my entry
I nuke good hy my confirmation. Co.
Litt. 300.

TEAVIES INN. An inn of chancery.
See Imus or Cmmcs.-av. ‘

THE. An article which particularlzes the
_snbject spoken of. “Grammatical niceties
should not be resorted to without necessity;
but it would be extending llberallty to an
unwarrantable length to confound the arti-

' cles ‘a’ and ‘the.’ The most unlettered per-
sons understand that ‘a’ is indefinite. but
‘the’ refers to a certain object." Per '1‘llgh~
man. 0. J., Shari! v. Com., 2 Bin. (Pa.) 516.

The fund which has received the hen-
eflt should make the satisfaction. 4
Bouv. last. note 3730.

THEATER. Any edifice used for the
purpose of dramatic or operatic or other
representations, plays, or performances, for
admission to which entrance—money is re-
ceived, not including halls rented or used
occasionally for concerts or theatrical repre-
sentations. Act Cong. July 13, 1866, 5 9
(14 St. at Large. 126). And see Bell v.

Mahn, 121 Pa. 225, 15 Atl. 523, 1 L. R. A.
864, 6 Am. St. Rep. 786; Lee v. State, 56
Ga. 478; Jacko v. State. 22 Ala. 74.

THEFT. An unlawful felonious taking
away of another man's movable and per-
sonal goods against the will of the owner.
Jacob.

Theft is the fraudulent taking of corporeal
raonal property belonging to another. from

is possession, or from the possession of some
person holding the same for him. without his
consent, with intent to deprive the owner of
the value of the same, and to appropriate _it
to the use or benefit of the person ta ing. ult-
sow v. State, 1 Tex. A p. 65, 28 Am. ep.
396: Mullins v. State. 3 Tex. 338; U. S. v.

.Thomas (D. C.) 69 Fed. 590; People v. Dono-
hue, 84 N. Y. 442.

1:: scotch low. The secret and felonious
abstraction of the property of another for
sake of lucre. without his consent. Alis.
Crim. Law. 250.
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THEFT-BOTE. The oflense committed
by a party who, having been robbed and
knowing the felon, takes back his goods
again, or receives other amends, upon an
agreement not to prosecute. See Forshner
v. Whitcomb, 44 N. H. 16.

Theft-‘bote est esuenda tux-ti oapts,
sine oonsiderstione ourla dolninl regis.
3 Inst. 134. Theft-bote is the paying money
to have goods stolen returned, without hav-
ing any respect for the court 01' the king.

TKELONIO IRRATIONABILI HA!
_BENDO. A writ that formerly lay for him
that had any part of the king's demesne in
fee-farm, to recover reasonable toll of the
king's tenants there, if his demesne had been
accustomed to be tolled. Reg. Orig. 87.

wnnnonmn. An abolished writ for
citizens or burgesses to assert their right to
exemption from toll. Fitzh. Nat. Brev. 226.

THELONMANNUS. The toll-man or
officer who receives toll. Cowell.

THELIJSSON ACT.
Geo. III. c. 98, which restricted accumula-
tions to a term of twenty-one years from the
testator’s death. It was passed in conse-
quence of litigation over the will of one
Thelusson.

THEIR. In Saxon law. The power of
having jurisdiction over naifs or villelns,
with their suits or offspring, lands, goods,
and chattels. Co. Lltt. 116a.

THEHHAGIUM. A duty or acknowl-
edgment paid by inferior tenants in respect
of theme or team. Cowell.

THEN. This word, as an adverb, means
“at that time," referring to a time specified,
either past or future. It has no power in
itself to flx a time. It simply refers to a
time already fixed. Mangum v. Piester, 16
S. C. 329. It may also denote a contingency,
and be equivalent to “in that event." Pin-
tard v. Irwin, 20 N. J. Law, 605.

THENCE. In surveying, and in descrip-
tions of land by courses and distances, this
word. preceding each course given. imports
that the following course is continuous with
the one before it. Flagg v. Mason, 141 Mass.
66, 6 N. E. 702.

THEOORAOY. Government of a state
by the immediate direction of God. (or by
the assumed direction of a supposltltlons
divinity.) or the state thus governed.

THEODEN.
man or inferior tenant;
Cowell.

THEODOIIAII 0 O D E.
Tnnonosun us.

In Saxon law.
an under-thane.

See Consx
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The statute 39 8: 40-

A husband-I '

THINGS

THE01‘. In Saxon law. Offenders who
joined in a body of seven to commit depreda-
tions. Wharton.

THEOWES, THEOWHI-ZN. or THEWS.
In feudal law. Slaves, captives. or bond-
men. Spel. Feuds, c. 5.

THEREUPON. At once; without inter-
ruption; without delay or lapse of time.
Putnam v. Langley. 133 Mass. 205.

THESAUREB. Treasurer. 3 State Tr.
691.

' rnnsaunus, rnnsaunmx. The
treasury; 8. treasure.
—Thessus-us uhsoouditus. In old English
law. Treasure hidden or buried. Spelmau.
—Thesuurus inveutus. In old English law.
Treasure found; treasure-trove. Bract. toll.

‘Thesaurus conspetit domino regi, et
non domino llborutis. nlsi sit per ves-ha
specious. Fltzh. Coron. 281. A treasure
belongs to the king, and not to the lord of
a liberty. unless it be through special words.

Thesaurus inventus est vetus disposi-
tio peouniu, oto., oujus non oxtst node
usemorln, udeo ut Jun dousinusu non ha-
best. 3 last. 132. Treasure-trove is an
ancient hiding of money, etc., of which no

recollection exists, ‘so that it now has no
owner.

Theseus-us uou oompetlt regi. nix!’
qunnrlo uemo soit qui ubsoossdlt thesau-
runs. 3 Inst. 132. Treasure does not belong
to the king. unless no one knows who hid it.

Thesaurus reg-ls est vinoulusu pooh et
‘hello:-um nes-vus. Godb. 293. The king's
treasure is the bond of peace and the sinews
of war.

THEIMOTHETE. A law-maker; a law-
giver‘.

THETHINGA. A tithing.

THIA. Lat. In the civil and old Euro-
pean law. An aunt. ‘

THIEI‘. One who has been guilty of lar-
ceny or theft. The term covers both com-
pound and simple larceny. America Ins. Co.
v. Brynn, 1 Hill (N. Y.) 25. '

THINGS. The most general denomina-
tlon of the subjects of property, as contra-
distinguished from persons. 2 Bl. Comm. 16.

The word “est_ate" _in general is applicable to
anything of which riches or fortune may con-
sist. The word is likewise relative to the word
“tl1ings," which is the second object of juris-
prudence, the rules of winch are applicable as
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THINGS ”

persons things, and actions. ‘Civ. Code Ls.
art. 44$. _ _ .

Such permanent objects. not being persons, as
are sensible. or perceptible through the senses.
aim. Jur. 5 452. - _ _ _ '

A “thing" is the object of a right; a. _e., what-
ever is treated by the law as the object over
wliich one person exercises a right. _and with
reference to which another person lies under
a‘ duty. Holl. Jur. 83. _ _

. Things are the suebgects of dominion or prop-
erty, as distinguish from persona._ They are
distributed into three kinds: (1) Things real or
immovable. comprehending lands. tenements.
and hereditaments; (2) things personal or mov-
able, comprehending goods and chattels; and
(3) things mixed, partaking of the character-
istics of the two former, as a t_itle-deed, a term
for years. The civil law di-vided things into_
corporeal (fungi ocean!) and incorporeal (fangs
non pouimt.) harton.
9'-Things in action. A thin: in action is a
right to recover money or other personal prop~
erty by a judicial proceeding. Civ. Code Cal.
5,953. See Cnosa IN Acr1oN.—'l.‘hings por-
sonnl. Goods. money, and all other moizables.
which may attend the owner’s person whered
ever. he thinks proper to.go. 2 Bl. Comm. 16.
Things personal consist of goods. money, and
all other movables. and of such rights and
profits as relate to movables. 1 Steph. Comm.
1i'16.f‘See People v. Holbrook. 13 Johns. (N.

.).9,(); U. S. v. Moulton. 27 Fed. Cas. 11:
e_o‘ple v. Brooklyn. 9 Barb. (N. Y.) 546.-—‘

Th ngs real. Such things as are permane_ntJ
iixed.'and immovable, which cannot be carried
out of their lace: as Vlands‘and tenements. 2
Bl. Comm. 6. This definition has been ob-
ected to as not embracing incorporeal rights.

r. "Stephen rdefines things real to “consist of
things substantial and immovable, and of th
rights and profits annexed to or issuing out 0
these." 1 Steph. Comm. 156. Things real are
otherwise described to consist of iands. tent"
ments, and hereditaments. See Bates v. Spars
rell, 10 Mass. 324; People v. Brooklyn,
Barb. (N. Y.) 546. '

Things accessory are of the nature of
the principal. V Finch, Law, b. 1, c. 3, n. 25.

‘Things ‘are construed according ‘to
that which was the cause thereof.
Finch, Law. b. 1, c. 3, n. 4.

Things are dissolved as they be conn
't1-scted. Finch, Law, b. 1, c. 3, n. 7.

Things grounded upon an ill and void
‘beginning cannot have a good perfec-
tion. Finch, law, b. 1, C. 3, n. 8.

Things in action. entry, or ro-entry
onnnot ‘be granted-over. Van Renssehier
1. Ball, 19 N. Y. 100, 103.

Things incident cnnnot he sorcrod.
Finch, Law, b. 3, c. 1, n. 12.

Things incident pass by tho grnnt of
the principal. Seymour v. Canaiidzilgiui &
N. F. R. Co., 25 Barb. (N. Y.) 284, 310.

f Things incident shall pass by the
[rust of the principal. lint not the
principnl by the grant of the incident.
Ca..Litt. 15211. 1516; Broom. Max. 433.
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- THINGU8; In Saxon law. ‘A thane"or
nobleman; knight or freeman. Cowell.

_« THINK. In a special finding by a Jury,
this word is equivalent to “lielieve,'f and ex_-

presses the conclusion of the jury with suiti-
cient positivenas. Martin v. Central Iowa
Ry. Co., 59 Iowa, 414. 13 N. W. .42-i._ ~ '

x THIRD-NIGHT-AWN-KINDS. By the
laws or St. Edward the Conressor, if any
man lay a third night in an inn, he was
called a "third-night-awn~hlnde,f'. and his
host was answerable for him if he committed
any offense. The flrst_night, forman-night.
or uncouth, (unknown,)-he was reckoned a
stranger; the second night. twa-night. .a
guest; and the third night, an awn-hlnde,
a domestic. Bract. 1. 3.

THIRD. Following next after the sec;
ond; also, with reference to any legal in.-
strument or transaction or judicial proceed-,
ing, any outsider or person not a party. to
the affair not immediately concerned in it.
—Third opposition. In Louisiana. when an.
execution is levied on property which does not
belong to the defendant, but to an outsider, the
remedy of the owner is by an intervention
called a "third opposition," in which. on his
giving.security, an injunction or prohibition
may be granted to stop the sale. See New
Orleans v. Louisiana Const. Co., 129 U. S. 4:1’.
9 Su . Ct. 223. 32 L. Ed. 607.—Third parties.
Se_e All'l'Y.—'.I'l|ird penny. A portion (one-.
third) of the amount of all fines and other

rofits of the county court, which was reserved
or the earl. in the early days when the juris-

diction of those courts. was extensive. the re.
mainder_ going to the king.—Third possessor.
In Louisiana, a person who buys mortgaged
property. but without assuming the payment of
the mortgage. Thompson v. Levy. 50 La. Ann.
751, 23 South. 913. '

rmnnnononen. or '1' n Inn n 0}»
now. An under-constable. Cowell.

TXIRDINGS. The third part of the
corn growing on the land, due to the lord
for a heriot. on the death of his tenant, with:
in the the manor of Turtnt, in Hereford.
Blount.

TEIBDS. The designation, in colloquial
language. of that portion of a decedentis
personal estate (one-third) which goes to the
widow where there is also a child or chil.»
dren. see Yeomans v. Stevens, 2 Allen
(liiiir-‘s.) 350; O'Hara v. Dever, 46 Barb. (N,
Y.) 614. '

'.l'ElII.I.AGI-2. In Scotch law. A servi-
tude by which lands are astricted or “thirled”
to a particular mill, to which the possessors
must carry the grain. of the growth‘ of the
astricted lands to be ground. for the pay!-

.ment of such duties as are either expressed
or implied in the constitution of the right.
Ersk. Inst. 2, 9, 18. . ;

THIRTY-NINE ARTICLES. See . As-
ucu-:s or Rnuolou. . ; . .‘ I



_ THIS

THIS. When “this” and "that" refer to
diirerent things before expressed, “this" re-
fers to the thing last mentioned, and “that"
to the thing flrst mentioned. Russell v.
Kennedy, 06 Pa. 261.

T!!! DA!’ 81! HONTEI. Fixinx
“this day six months." or “three months."
for the next stage of a bill, is one of the
modes in which the house oi! lords and the
house of commons reject bins of which they
disapprove. A bill rejected in this manner
cannot be reintroduced in the same session.
Wharton.

TEIITLE-TAKE‘. It was a custom with-
in the manor of Halton, in Chester, that if,
in driving beasts over a common, the driver
permitted them to graze or take but a thistle,
he should pay a halrpenny a-piece to the
lord of the tee. And at Fiskerton, in Nott-
inghamshire, by ancient custom, it a native
or a cottager killed a swine above a year
old. he paid to the lord a penny, which
purchase or leave to kill a hog was also
called “thistle-take." Cowell.

THOBOUGEPABE. The term means,
according to its derivation, a street or pas-
sage through which one can jars. (travel :)
that is, a street or highway affording an
unobstructed exit at each end into another
street or public passage. It the passage is
closed at one end. admitting no exit there,
it is called a “cul de sac." See Cemetery
Ass'n v. Meninger, 14 Kan. 315; Mankato
v. Warren, 20 Minn. 150 (Gil. 128); Wig-
gins v. Tallmadge, 11 Barb. (N. Y.) 482.

THBAVE. In old English law. A meas-
ure of corn or grain, consisting of twenty-
tour sheaves or tour shocks, six sheaves to
every shock. Cowell. '

THREAD. A middle line; a line run-
ning through the middle of a stream or road.
See Fxunt; Fnmt Acme; FILUX Vns.

THREAT. In criminal law. Amenace; a
declaration of one’s purpose or intention to
work injury to the person, property, or rights
of another.

A threat has been defined to be any menace
of such a nature and extent as to unsettle the
mind of the rson on whom it o rates. and to
take away rom ‘his acts that ree, voluntary
action which alone constitutes consent. Abbott.
See State v. Cushing. 17 Wash. 544, 50 Pac.
512; State v. Brownlee, 84 Iowa, 473. 51 N.
W. 25; Cote v. Murphy. 159 Pa. 420. 28 Atl.
190, 23 L. R. A. 135, 39 Am. St._ Rep. 686.

TEBEATENIICG LETTESI. Sending
threatening letters is the name of the offense
of sending letters containing threats of the
kinds recognized by the statute as criminal.
See People v. Griilin. 2 Barb. (N. Y.) 429.

rnnnn-nonnan 2130!. A gold coin
of the United States, of the value or three
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dollars; authorised by the seventh section
of the act of February 21. 1853.

TEBENGES. Vassals, but not or the
lowest degree; those who held lands of the
chief lord.

TIIRITEDIG. In Saxon and old English
law. The third part of a county; a division
or a county consisting of three or more
hundreds. Cowell. Corrupted to the modern
“r-iding," which is still used in Yorkshire.
1 Bl. Comm. 116.

THROAT. In medical Jurisprudence.
The front or anterior part of the neck.
Where one was indicted for murder by “cut-
ting the throat" of the deceased, it was held
that the word “throat" was not to be con-
fined to that part of the neck which is scien-
tifically so called, but must be taken in its
common acceptation. Rex v. Edwards, 8
Car. & P. 401.

THROUGH. This word is sometimes
equivalent to “over ;" as in a statute in ref-
erence to laying out a road “through" certain
grounds. Hyde Park v. Oakwoods Cemetery
Ass'n, 119 Ill. 147, 7 N. E. 621.

rnnow OUT.
dlctment.)

To ignore, (a bill of in-

TEBUITIIIG. Within the mmning of
a criminal statute. “thrusting” is not neces-
sarily an attack with a pointed weapon: it
means pushing or driving with force, wheth-
er the point or the weapon be sharp or not.
State v. Lowry. 33 La. Ann. 1224.

TEBYIIA. A Saxon coin worth tour-
pence. Du Fresne.

TEUDE-WEALD. A woodward, or per
son that looks after a wood.

THIIRHIGIAJI CODE. One of the “bar-
barian codes." as they are termed; supposed
by Montesquieu to have been given by Theod-
oric, king oi’ Austrasia, to the Thuringians,
who were his subjects. Esprit des Lois, lib.
28, c. 1.

TEWERTNIOK. In old English law.
The custom of giving entertainments to a
sheriff, etc., for three nights.

TICK. A colloquial expression for credit
or trust; credit given for goods purchased.

TICKET. In contrasts. A slip of pa.-
per containing a certificate that the person
to whom it is issued, or the holder. is en-
titled to some right or privilege therein men-
tioned or described; such. for example. are
railroad tickets, theater tickets, pawn tickets.



TICKET

lottery tickets, etc. See Allaire v. Howell
Works Co., 14 N. J. Law, 24.

In election law. A ticket is a paper up-
on which is written or printed the names of
the persons for whom the elector intends to
vote, with a designation of the oiilce to which
each person so named is intended by him to
be chosen. POL Code Cal. 5 1185. See In
re Gerberich's Nomination, 24 Pa. Co. Ct. R.
255.

—'l'ieket 0! leave. In English law. A ll-
cense or permit given to a convict, as a reward
for good conduct, particularly in the penal set-
tlements, which aliows him to go at large, and
labor for himself, before the expiration qt_his
sentence, subject to certain specific conditions
and revocable upon subsequent misconduct.-
Tioket-of-leave man. A‘ convict who has
obtained a ticket of leave.

TIDAL. In order that a river may be
“tidal” at a given spot, it may not be nec-
essary that the water should be salt, but the
spot must be one where the tide, in the ordi-
nary and regular course or things, flows and
reilows. 8 Q. B. Div. 630.

.'.l'IDB. Theebbandilow ot thesea. See
Baird V. Campbell, 6? App. Div. 104, 73 N.
2. Sum). 617.

—'.l‘ide lands. See LAiID.—'.l‘ide-water.
Water which falls and rises with the ebb and
new of the tide. The term is not usuali ap-
plied to the open sea, but to coves, bays. vars,
etc.

TDDEIEN, in English law. are certain
otllcers oi’ the custom-house, appointed to
watch or attend upon ships till the customs
are paid; and they are so called because
they go aboard the_ ships at their arrival in
the mouth of the Thames, and come up with
the tide. Jacob.

T12, 12. To bind. “The parsou is not
tied to ilnd the parish clerk!’ 1 Leon. 94.

‘rm, it. When, at an election, neither
candidate receives a majority of the votes
cast, but each has the same number, there is
said to be a “tle." So when the number of
votes cast in favor of any measure, in a leg-
islative or deliberative body, is equal to the
number cast against it. See Wooster v. Mui-
lins, 64 Conn. 340, 30 At]. 144, 25 L. R. A.
694.

nan. L. Fr.
no such record.

such. Nul uel record,

TEMPO IINBABIL. Span. A time of
inability; a time when the person is not
able to pay his debts, (when, for instance, he
may not alienate property to the prejudice
of his creditors.) The term is used in Lou-
isiana.‘ Brown v. Kenuer, 3 Mart. 0. S. iLa.)
270:-Thorn v. Morgan, 4 Mart. N. S. (La.)
292, 16 Am. Dec. 173.‘--'. .
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TIEBAOE. L. Fr. Third. Tlercs Mela.
third hand. Britt. c. 120

TIEROE. A liquid measure, containing
the third part of a pipe, or forty-two gal-
lons.

man. In old records. A close or in-
closure; a croft. Cowell.

TIGHT. As colloquially applied to a note,
bond, mortgage, lease, etc., this term signi-
iles that the clauses providing the credit-
or's remedy in case of default (as, by tore-
ciosure. execution. distress, etc.) are sum-
mary and stringent.

TIGNI nnn'r'n:1mr. Lat. In the civ-
il law. The name or a servitude which is
the right of inserting a beam or timber from
the wall of one house into that of a neigh-
boring house, in order that it may rest on the
latter, and that the wall of the latter may
bear this weight. Wharton. See Dig. 8,
2, 36.

TIGNUH. Let. A civil-law term for
building material; timber.

TIHLIZB. In old Saxon law. An accu-
sation. ~

TIILAGE. A place tilled or cultivated;
land under cultivation, as opposed to lands
lying fallow or in pasture.

TIHBEB. Wood felled for building or
other such like use. In a legal sense it gen-
erally means (in England) oak, ash, and elm.
but in some parts of England, and generally
in America, it is used in a wider sense,
which is recognized by the law.

The term “timber." as used in commerce, re-
fers generally only to large sticks of wood,
squared or capable of being squared for build-
ing houses or vessels; and certain trees only
having been formerly used for such purposes,
namely, the oak, the ash, and the elm.. they
alone were recognized as timber trees. But the
numerous uses to which wood has come to be
applied, and the general employment of all
kinds of trees for some valuable purpose. has
wrought a change in the general acceptation of
terms In connection therewith, and we find that
Webster defines “timber" to be “that sort of
wood which is proper for buildings or for tools.
utensils, furniture, carriages, fences. ships, and
the like.” This would include all sorts of wood
from which any useful articles may be made,
or which may be used to advantage in any class
of manufacture or construction. U. S. v. Stores
(C. C.) 14 Fed. 824. And see Donworth v.
Sawyer. 94» Me. 243, 47 Atl. 5%: Wilson v.
State. 17 Tex. App. 393; U. S. v. Soto, 7 Ariz.
230, 64 Pac. 41!).
—'.l'imber culture entry. See ENTRY.-
Timber-trees. Oak, ash, elm, in all places,
and. by local custom, such other trees as are
used in building. 2 Bl. Comm. 281.

'rnmn1u.om—:. A service by which ten-
ants were bound to carry timber felled from
the woods to the lord's house. Coweli..



TIME

«run. The measure of duration.
The word is expressive both of a precise

point or terminus and of an interval between
two points.

In pleading. -A point in or space of du-
ration at or during which some fact is alleged
to have been co'mmltted. ‘

—Coo1ing tune. See that title.—Rensonnble
time. Such length of time as may fairly,
properly, and reasonably be allowed or requir-
ed, having regard to the nature of the act or
duty, or of the subject-matter, and to the at-
tending circumstances. It is a maxim of Eng-
lish law that “how long a ‘reasonable time‘
ought to be is not defined in law, but is left
to the discretion of the judges.” Co. Litt. 50.
See Hoggins v. Becraft, 1 Dana (Ky.) 28; Hill
V. Hobart, 16 Me. 168; Twin Lick Oil Co.
V. Marbury, 91 U. S. 591, 23 L. Ed. 328;
Campbell V. Whoriskey, 170 Mass. 63, 48 N. E.
1070.—'l'hne-‘bargain. In the language of
the stock exchange. -a time-bargain is an agree-
ment to buy or sell stock at a future time, or
within a fixed time, at a certain price. It is
in reality nothing more than a ba ain to pay
d1ti'erences.—'l‘ln1e check. A certi cate signed
by a master mechanic or other person in charge
0 laborers, reciting the amount due to the la-,
borer for labor for a specified time. Burlington
Voluntary Relief Dept. v. \Vhite, 41 Neb. 047,
59.N. W..747, 43 Am. St. Re . 701.—'1‘ime im-
henioflnl. ' Time w‘hereo the memory of
a man is not to the.contrary.—'ri:ne of nsenn-g
ory. in English law. Time commencing from
the begiunin of the reign of Richard I. 2 Bl.
Comm. 31. rd Coke defines time of memory
to be “when no man alive hath had any proof to
the contrary nor hath angoconusance to the
contrary.” Co Litt. 86¢. b.-—'l‘l.sne one of
memory. Time beyond memory; time out of
mind; time to which memor does not extend.
—'.l‘izne-policy. A policy o marine insurance
in which the risk is limited. not to a given
voyage, but to a certain fixed term or period
of time.—’.l.‘ime the essence of the contract.
A case in which “time is of the essence of the
contract" is one where the rties evidently
contemplated a punctual pe ormance, at the
precise time named. as vital to the agreement,
and one of its essential elements. Time is not
of the essence of the contract in any case where
a moderate delay in performance would not be
regarded as an absolute violation of the con-
tract.

TIHOCRACY. An aristocracy of prop-
erty; government by men of property who
are possessed of a certain income.

Timon-es van! snnt ustinsnndi qnl non

endnnt In constnntesn vi:-nm. 7 Coke, 17.
Fears which do not assail a resolute man
are to be accounted vain.

'1'INBOUNDI;NG is a custom regulating
the manner in which tin is obtained from
waste-land, or land which has formerly been
waste-land, within certain districts in Corn-
wall and Devon. The custom is described
in the leading case on the subject as follows:
“Any person may enter on the waste-land of
another, and may mark out by four corner
boundaries a certain area. A written de-
scription of the plot of land so marked out
with mates and bounds, and the name of the
person, is recorded in" the local stannaries
court. and is proclaimed on three successive
court-days. If no objection is sustained by
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any other person’. the court awards a writ to
the bailiff to deliver possession of the said
‘bounds of tin-work’ to the ‘bou.nder,' who
thereupon has the exclusive right to search
for. dig, and take for his own use all tin and‘
tin-ore within the inclosed limits, paying as
a royalty to the owner or the waste a certain
proportion of the produce under the name of
‘toil-tin.’ " 10 Q. B. 26. cited in Elton Com-
mons, 113. The right of tinbounding is not
a right of common, but is an interest in land.
and, in Devonshire, a corporeal heredita-
ment. In Cornwall tin bounds are personazif
estate. Sweet. ‘ .

TINEL. L. Fr. A place where justice
was administered. Kelham. ‘

TINEHAN. Sax. In old forest law. A
petty otiicer oi‘ the forest who .had the care
or vert and venison by night, and performed
other serviie duties. ‘

4

. TINET. In old records. Brush-wood and
thorns for fencing and hedging. Coweii:
Biount. -

' TINEWAID. The ancient parliament -or
annual convention in the. Isle ot_ Man. held
upon Midsummer—day, at St. John-’s chapeh
Cowell.

' 'rnuu:1un:N. Fishermen who destroy-
ed the young rry on the river Thames by
nets and unlawful engines. Cowell. =

TINNELLDS. In old Scotch law. The
sea-iaark; high-water mark. '.|.‘ide—mouth.
Ske e. .

'rm1-smut. A tribute paid for the uh-'
erty of digging in tin-mines, Cowell.

TINSEI. or TEE FED. In scotch lawi
The loss or the tea, from allowing two years
of ten duty to run into the third unpaid.
Bell. ‘

TIPPLING HOUSE. A place where in-
toxicating driuks are sold in drains or small
quantities to be drunk on the premises, and
where men resort for drinking purposes. See
Leesburg v. Putnam, 103 Ga. 110, 2) S. It‘.
602; Morrison v. Com., 7 Dana my.) 219;
Patten v. Centralia, 47 I11. 370; Hussey v.
State, 69 Ga. 58; Einporia v. Volmer. 12
Kan. 620.

rrrsrarr. In English law. An ollicer
appointed by the marshal oi’ the king's bench
to attend upon the judges with a kind of rod
or stair tipped with silver. who take into
their custody all prisoners. either committed
or turned over by the Judges at their chum-
bers, etc. Jacob.

In American law. An oflicer appointed
by the court. whose duty is to wait upon the
court when it is in session. praerve orda,
serve prccess. guard Juries, etc.



' TITHEB

'rr'r1n:a.. One who gathers tithes.

TITHE8. In English law. The tenth
part or the increase, yearly arising and re-
newing from the proiits of lands, the stock
upon lands, and the personal industry or the
inhabitants. 2 Bl. Comm. 2!. A species of
incorporeal hereditament. being an ecclesias-
tical inheritance collateral to the estate of
the land, and due only to an ecclesiastical
person by ecclesiastical law. 1 Crabb, Real
Prop. 5 133. .

—Gs-eat tithes. In English Oclesiastical law.
Tirhes of corn, pease and beans, hay and wood.
2 Chit. Bl. Comm. 24, note; 3 Steph.-Comm. 1_27.
-—lI:l.xed tithes. Those which arise not im-
mediately from the ground, but from those
things which are nourished by the ground, 6. 9.,
colts, chickens calves, milk. eggs, etc. Burn,
Ecc. Law 3é0; . Comm. 24.—Hinute
-tithes. Qmall tithes, such as usually belong
to a vicar, as of wool, lambs, pigs, butter,_
cheese, herbs. seeds, s, hone , wax, etc.-—
Personnl tithes are tithes pai or such prot-
its as come by the labor of a man's person; as
by buying and selling, gains of merchandise, and
handicrafts. etc. 'i‘omlins.—P:-edinl tithes.
Such as arise immediately from the, ground-
as, grain of all sorts, hay, wood. fruits,
herbs.—'I‘ithe-free. Exempted from‘ the pay-
ment of tithes.—'l‘ithe rent-charge. A rent-
charge established in lieu of tithes under the
mm commutation act, 1836, (St. 6 a». 7 win.-
IV. c. 71.) As between landlord and tenant,
the tenant.paying the tithe rent-charge is enti-
tled. in the absence of express agreement, to de-
duct it from his rent, under section 70 of the
above act._ And a tithe rent~charge unpaid is
recoverable by distress as rent in arrear. Moz-
ley & Whitley.

TITHJNG. One of the civil divisions of
England, being a portion of that greater (li-
vision called a “hundrcd." It was so called
because ten treeholders with their families
composed one. It is said that they were all
knit together in one society, and bound to
the king for the peaceable behavior of each
other.
one chlet or principal person, who, from his
otlice, was called “teothing-ina.n," now “tith-
ing-man." Brown.

TITIIING-HAN. In Saxon law. This
was the name of the head or chief of a
decennary. In modern English law, he is
the same as an under-constable or peace-ob
flcer.

In modern law. A constable. “After the
introduction of justices of the peace, the
oiiices of constable and tithing-man became
so similar that we now regard them as 'pre-
cisely the same." Willc. Const. Introd.

In New England. A parish ofllcer an-
nually elected to preserve good order in the
church during divine service. and to make
complaint of any disorderly conduct. Web--
ster.

v- TITEING-PENNY. In Saxon and old
English law. Money paid to the sherii! by
tlie_severa_i tithlngs oi'._hls county. Cowell.
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In each of these societies there was_

TITLE

TITIU8. In Roman law. A proper name.-
rreqsently used in designating an indefinite _

or flctltious person, or a person referred to’
by way of illustration. “Titlus" and “Selus,"'
in this use, correspond to “John Doe" and
“Richard Roe," or to “A. B.” and “C. -D."

-rrrui. The radical meaning of this word
appears to be that or a mark. style, or
designation; a distinctive appellation; the"
name by which anything is known. Thus,
in the law or persons, a title is an appella-
tion ot dignity or distinction, a name denot-
ing the social rank of the person hearing it;
as “duke" or "oount.” -So, in legislation,
the title of a statute is the heading or pre-
liminary part, furnishing the name by which
the act is individually known. It is usually
prefixed to the statute in the form of a brief
summary of its contents; as “An act for the
prevention of gaming.” Again, the title of‘.
a patent is the short description of the in-
vention, which is copied in the letters pat-
ent from the inventor's petition; e. g., “a?
new and improved method of drying- and.
preparing malt." Johns. Pat. Man. 90.

' In the law of trade-marks, a title may,‘
become a subject of property; as one who has
adopted a particular title toranewspaper, or:
other business enterprise. may, by long and;
prior user, ~‘or by compliance with statutory:
provisions as to registration and notice, ac-
quire a right to be protected in the exclusive
use or it. Abbott. ' - .

The title of a book. or any literary compo-:
sition, is its name: that is. the heading or
caption prefixed-to it, and disclosing the dis-:
tinctive appellation by which it is to be.
known. This usually comprises a brief de-
scription of its subject-matter and the name
of its author. ,

"Title" is also used as the name of one of,
the subdivisions employed in many literary
works, standing intermediate between the dl-‘
visions denoted by the term “books” or-
"parts," and those designated as “chapter_a'.'.
and “sections." ,

In real property law. Title is the means-
whereby the owner of lands has the just
possession of his property. 00. Litt. 345;’
2 Bl. Comm. 195.

Title is the means whereby a person's right-
to property is established. Code Ga. 1882.-
! 2348. 4

Title may be defined generally to be the evi-.
dence of right which a person has to the posses-
sion of property, 'l_‘he word “title" certainly-
does not merely signify the right which a per-
son has to the possession of property; because
there are many instances in which a person may’
have the right to the possession of property, and.
at the same time have no ‘title to the same. In
its ordinary legal acceptation, however, it n-
erally seems to imply a right of possession a so..
It therefore appears, on the whole, to signify
the outward evidence of the right, rather than.
the mere right itself. Thus, when it is said.
that the “most imperfect degree of title consists
in the mere naked possession or actual occupa-
tion_o_f an estate.’_’ it means that the mere cit
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cumstance of occupying the estate is the weak-
est species of_ evidence of the occupier's right to
such possession. The word is defined by Sir
Edw_ard (_3o_ke thus: Tituius est junta cauaa
posaidends Id quad noatrum en. (1- Inst. 34;)
that is to say, the ground, wheth_ei_- purchase,
gift; or_otiier_ such round of acquiring: “mu-
lua being distinguished in this respect from
“mods: acqus'rend_i," which is the traditio, 4'. 43..

delivery or conveyance of the thing. Brown.
Title is when a man hath lawful cause of

entry into lands whereof another is seised;
and it signifies also the means whereby ii man
comes to lands or tenements, as by feoffment,
last will and testament. etc. The word “title'
includes a rllght, but is the more general word.
Ever right s a title, though ever title is not
a rig t for which an action lies. acob.

See also Donovan v. Pitcher, 63 Ala. 411, 25
Am. Rep. 634; Kamphouse v. Gaffner. 73 Ill.
-£58: Panniil v. Coles, 81 Va. 383; Hunt v.
Eaton, 55 Mich. 3%. 21 N. W. 429; Loventhal
v. Home Ins. Co.. 112 Ala. 108, 20 South 419,
33 L. n. A. 253. 57 Am. St. Rep. 17; Irving
v. Brownell. 11 Ill. 414; Roberts v. Went-
worth 5 Cush. (Mass) 193; Campfield v. John-
ggnb illmlntl. J. Law, 86; Pratt v. Fountain.

- a. .

A title is a lawful cause or ground of possess-
ing that which E ours. An interest. though
primarily it includes the terms “estate," "right."
and "title," has latterly come often to mean
less, and to be the same as “concern," “share,"
and the like. Merrill v. Agricultural Ins. Co.,
73 N. Y. 456. 29 Am. Rep. 184.

The investigation of titles is one of the prin-
cipal branches of conve ancing. and in that
practice the word “title” as acquired the sense
of “history,” rather than of “right." Thus. we
speak of an abstract of title. and of investigat-
ing a title, and describe a document as forming
part of the title to property. Sweet.

In pleading. The right of action which
the plaintiff has. The declaration must show
the plaintiff's title, and. if such title he not
shown in that instrument. the defect cannot
be cured by any of the future pleadings.
Bac. Abr. “Pleas," etc., B 1.

In procedure, every action, petition, or
other proceeding has a title, which consists
of the name of the court in which it is pend-
ing, the names of the parties. etc. Admin-
istration actions nre further distinguished by
the name of the deceased person whose es-
tate is being administered. Every pleading.
summons, aflidavit, etc., commences with the
title. In many cases it is suflicient to give
what is called the "short title" of an ac-
tion. namely. the court, the reference to the
record. and the surnames of the ilrst plain-
tifl and the first defendant. Sweet.
—Absolute title. As applied to title to land,
an “absolute" title means an exclusive title, or
at least a title which excludes all others not
compatible with it; an absolute title to land
cannot exist at the same time in different per-
sons or in different governments. Johnson v.
Mclntosh. 8 Wheat. 543. 588. 5 L. Ed. 681.-
Abstrnot of title. See that title.—Adve:-so
title. A title set up in opposition to or de-
feasance of another title, or one acquired or
claimed by adverse ssession.—Bond for ti-
tle. See BoNn.—O sin of title. See that
title.—0olor o! title. See that title.—Oov-
ennnts for title. Covenants usually inserted
‘in a conveyance of land. on the part of the
grantor. and binding him for the completeness.
security. and continuance of the title transfer-
red to the grantee. ’I‘hey comprise “covenants
for seisln, for right to convey. against incan-
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brances, for quiet engoyment, sometimes for fur-
ther assurance, an almost always of war-
ranty." Rawle, Cov. 5 21.--Doubtful title.
See that tltle.—-Equitable title. An nits-
bie title is a right in the party to whom it he-
longs to have the legal title transferred to him:
or the beneficial interest of one person whom
equity regards as the real owner, although the
legal title is vested in another. Thygerson v.
VVhitbeck 5 Utah, 406, 16 Pac. 403; Beringer
v. Lutz, 188 Pa. 364, 41 Atl. 643.n—I.Inpos-feet
title. One which requires a further exercise
of the ranting power to pass the fee in land.
or whic does not convey full and absolute do-
minion. Paschal v. Perez. 7 Tex. 367: Paschal
v. Dangerfield, Tex. 300.—l’..ega.l title. One
cognizable or en orceable in a court of law, or
one which is complete and perfect so far as re-
gards the apparent right of ownershi and pos-
session. but which carries no bencfic al interest
in the property, another person being equitably
entitled thereto; in either case. the antithesis
of “ uitable title."-l'.uos-ative title. In the
civil aw, title acquired without the giving of
anything in exchange for it; the title by which a
person acquires an thing which comes to him
as a clear gain, as, or instance, by gift. descent.
or devise. Opposed to “onerous title," as to
which see c'nfra.—Kas-ketable title.
that tltle.—0nea-one title. In the civil law.
title to property acquired by the giving of a
valuable consideration for it. such as the pa -

ment of money. the rendition of services. e
performance of conditions, the assumption of
obligations, or the discharge of liens on the
property; opposed to “lucrative” title, or one
acquired by gift or otherwise without the giv-
lng of an ?uivalent. See Scott v. V5’ 13
Cal. 471; ircher v. Murray (0. C.) 54 Fed.
624; Yates v. Houston 3 Tex. 453; Rev. Civ.
Code La. 1900. art. 3556. subd. 22.—Pl.por ti-
tle. A title to land evidenced by a conveyance
or chain of conveyances; the term generally
implying that such title. while it has color or
lausibility. is without substantial validity.-
nssive title. In Scotch law. A title incur-

red b an heir in heritage who does not enter
as be r in the regular way, and therefore incurs
liability for all the debts of the decedent, inve-
spectlve of the amount of assets. Paterson.-
Perteot title. Various meanings have been
attached to this term: (1) One which shows the
absolute right of possesion and of roperty in
a particular person. Henderson v. catty. 124
Iowa. 163. 99 N. ‘V. 716: Convene v. Kellogg.
7 Barb. (N. Y.) 590; Vviicox Lumber Co. V.
Bullock. 109 Ga. 532. 35 S. E. 52: Donovan
v. Pitcher. 53 Ala. 41], 25 Am. Rep. $4. (2)
A grant of land which requires no further act
from the legal authority to constitute an absolute
title to the land takingreifect at once. Han-
cock v. McKinney. 7 ex. 457. (3) A title
which does not disclose a patent defect suggest-
ing the possibility of a lawsuit to defend it; a
title such as a well-informed and prudent man
paying full value for the roperty would be will-
ing to take. Birge v. ock. 44 Mo. App. 77.
(4) A title which is good both at law and in
equity. Warner v. Middlesex Mut. Assur. Co..
21 Conn. 449. (5) One which is good and valid
beyond all reasonable doubt. Sheeh v. Miles.
93 Cal. 288. 28 Pac. 10-16; Re no! s v. Borel.
86 Cal. 538, 25 Pac. 87. marketable or
merchantabie title. Boss v. Smiley, 18 Cole.
App. 204, 70 Rec. 766: McClea v. Chlpman.
32 Ind. App. 489. 68 N. E. .-Presnnp-
tive title. A barely presumptive title, which
is of the very lowest order. arises out of the
mere occupation or simple possession of proper-
tv,- (juc poueseionia,) without any apparent
right. or any pretense of right, to hold and
continue such possessiou.—B.eoord title. See
Racosn.—s title. The title by which
a party acquires property as a singular sue
cessor.—'l‘ax title. See TAx.—'l'itle-deeds.
Deeds which constitute or are the evidence of
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title to lands.—Titla insurance. See I_ssus-
Ascs.—Tltle of a cause. The distinctive ap-

llation by which any cause in court, or other
ffridicsi proceeding, is known and discriminat-
ed from others.—Tit1e of an act. The head-
ing. or introductory clause, of a statute, where-
in is briefly recited its purpose or nature. or
the subject to which it relates.—Titlc of cler-

en, (to orders.) Some certain place where
t ey may exercise their functions: also _an
assurance of bein preferred to some ecclesias-
tical beneiice. 2 teph. Comm. 861.—Titlc of
declaration. That preliminary clause of a
declaration which states the name of the court
and the term to which the process is returnable.
—'.l‘itle of en . The right to enter upon
lands. Cowell.— tie to orders. In English
ecclesiastical law, a title to orders is a certifi-
cate o_f preferment or provision required by
the thirty-third canon. in order that a person
may be admitted into hol orders, unless he
be a fellow or chaplain ,ln Oxford or Cem-
bri e, or master of arts of live years’ stami-
ing n either of the universities, and living there
at his sole charges; or unless the bishop him-
self Intends shortly to admit him to some bene-
flce or curacy. 2 Steph. Comm. 661.

TITULADA. In Spanish law. Title.
White. New Reeop. b. 1, tit. 5, c. 3. 5 2.

TITULAII or ERECTION. Persons
who in Scotland, after the Reformation, ob-
tained grants from the crown of the monas-
teries and priories then erected into temporal

' lordshlps. Thus the titles formerly held by
the religious houses, as well as the property
of the lands. were conferred on these gran-
tees, who were also called "lords of erection"
and "tltuiars of the teinds." Bell.

TITIILUI. Lat. In the civil law. Tl-
tle; the source or ground of possession: the
means whereby possession of a thing is ac-
quired, whether such possession be lawful or
not.

In old ecclesiastical law. A temple or
church; the material edltlce. so called be-
cause the priest in charge of it derived there-
from his name and title. speiman.

'.l‘ii:nlns eat Jnsta cans: possidendi id
quad nostrun est; dlcitnr a tuendo. 8
Coke, 153. A title is the just right of pos-
sessing that which is our own; it is so called
from “tuendo," defending. ’

To. This is a word of exclusion, when
used in describing premises; it excludes the
terminus mentioned. Montgomery v. Reed,
69 Me. 514.

TO HAVE All!) TO HOLD. The words
in a conveyance which show the estate in-
tended to be conveyed. Thus, in a convey-
ance of land in feesimpie. the grant is to
“A. and his heirs, to have and to hold the
said [land] unto and to the use of the said
A., his heirs and assigns forever." Wil-
liams. Real Poop. 198.

Strictly speaking. however, the words “to
have" denote the estate to be taken, while
the words “to hold" signify that it is to be
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held of some superior lord, 6. e.. by -way of
tenure. (q. 0.) The former clause is called
the “habendum;" the latter, the “teacu-
dum." Co. Lltt. 6a.

TOALIA. In feudal law. A towel. There
is a tenure of lands by the service of waiting
with a towel at the king's coronation. Cow-
ell.

TOBAOOONIIT. Any person. firm. or
corporation whose business it is to manufac-
ture cigars, snuif, or tobacco in any form.
Act of congress of July 13, 1866, I 9; 14 St.
at Large. 120.

TOFT. A place or piece of ground on
which a house formerly stood, which has
been destroyed by accident or decay. 2
Broom & H. Comm. 17.

TOPTHAN. In old English law.
owner of a tort. Oowell; Speiman.

TOGATI. Lat. In Roman law. Advo-
cates; so called under the empire because
they were required. when appearing in court
to plead a cause, to wear the toga, which had
then ceased to be the customary dress in
Rome. Vicat.

woman. A sign or mark; a material evi-
dsnce of the existence of a fact. Thus.
cheating by “false tokens" implies the use of
fabricated or deceitfuliy contrived material
objects to assist the person's own fraud and
falsehood in accomplishing the cheat. See
state v. Green, 18 N. J. Law, 181; State v.
Middleton, Dad. (8. C.) 285; Jones V. State,
50 Ind. 476.
—Tokers-money. A conventional medium of
exchan e consisting of pieces of metal, fashion-
ed in e shape and size of coins, and circulat-
ing among private persons, by consent, at a
certain value. No longer rmitied or recog-
nized as money. 2 Chit. ‘om. Law, 182.

The

TOLERATION. The allowance of re-
iigious opinions and modes of worship in a
state which are contrary to, or different
from, those of the established church or be-
lief. Webster.
—'1‘oleration net. The statute 1 W. & M.
St. 1, c. 18, for exem ting Protestant dissenters
from the penalties o certain laws is so called.
Brown.

TOLL, 1:. To bar, defeat, or take away;
thus, to toll the entry means to deny or take
away the right of entry.

TOLL, n. In English law. Toll means
an excise of goods; a seizure of some part
for permission of the rest. It has two sig-
niflcations: A liberty to buy and sell within
the precincts of the manor, which seems to
import as much as a fair or market; a
tribute or custom paid for passage. Whar-
ton.

A Saxon word, signifying. properly, a payment
in towns, markets, and fairs for goods and cattle
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bought and sold. It is a reasonable sum of mon-
ey,-due to the owner of the fair or market, upon
sale of things tollable within the same. The
word is used for a liberty as well to take as to
be free from toll. Jacob. ~ - ‘

- In. modern English law. A reasonable
sum due to the lord of a fair or market for
things sold there which are toliabie; 1 Union,
Real Prop. p. 350. 5 683.

In contracts. A sum of money for the
use of something, generally applied to the
consideration which is paid for the use of a
road, bridge. or the like, oi! a public nature.
See Sands v. Manlstee River ‘Imp. Co., 123
U. S. 288, 8 Sup. Ot. 113, 31 L. Ed. 149;
Wadsworth v. Smith, 11 Me. 283, 26 Am. Dec.
525: Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. ‘Delaware &
H. Canal Co., 3 Abb. Dec. (N. Y.) 477; St.
‘Louis v. Green, 7 Mo. App. 476; Mc1\'eal
Pipe at Foundry Co. v. Howiand, 111 N. C.
515, 16 S. E. 857, 20 L. R. A. 743; Boyle
v. Philadelphia & R. R. Co., 54 Pa. 314.
—'.l'oll and team. Words constantly associat-
_ed. with Saxon and old English grants of iibcr~
ties to the lords of manors. Brnct. fols. 56,
-1046, 124b, 15415. They appear to have im-

rted the privileges of having a market, and
jurisdiction of villeins. See.’.l‘EA)1.—'l.‘oll-gs.th-
erer. The. oiiicer who takes or collects toll.
‘-Toll-thorough. In English law. A toll for
passing through a highway, or-over a- ferry
or bridge. Cowell. A toll paid to a town
for such a number of beasts, or for every beast
that goes through the town, or over a bridge
or ferry belonging to it. Com. Dig. “Toll,” 0.
A toll ciaime by an individual where he is
bound to repair some particular highway. 3
Steph. Comm. 257. And see King v. Nicholson,
12 East. 340; Charles River Brid e v. War-
ren Bridge, 11 Pet. 582. 9 L. Ed. i73.—'roll-
traverse. In English law. A toll for passing
over a rivate man's ground. Cowell. A toil
for assing over the private soil of another. or
for riving beasts across his ground. Cro. Elia.
7l0.—’.l‘oll-turn. in English law. A toll on
beasts returning from a market. 1 Crabb. Real
Pro . p. 101. 5 102. A toll paid at the return
of sts from fair or market. though they
were not sold. Cowell.

'.l'0IJ4AG-B.‘ Payment of toll; money
charged or paid us toll; the liberty or train-
chise ot charging toll.

TOLLBOOTH. A prison; a custom-
house; an exchange; also the place where
goods are weighed. Wharton.

TOLIDIBH. A vessel by which the toll
of corn for grinding is measured.

. Telle voluntntesn et es-it onnls setus
indiflerens. Take away the will. and every
action will be indifferent. Bract. fol. 2.

TOLLEII. One who collects tribute "or
taxes. -

. TOLLEBE. Lat. In the civil law. To
lift up or raise; to elevate; to build up.

TOLLI. In a general sense. tolls signify
any manner of customs. subsidy. prestatlon,
imposition. or sum of money demanded for
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exporting or iniportliig oi'- any wares or met-
chandise -to -be taken of the buyer. 2 Inst. 58.

, TOLLSESTER. An old excise; a duty
paid by tenants of some manors tothe lord
for liberty to brew and sell ale. Cowell.

TOLBEY. The same as “tolibooth." Also
a place where merchants meet; a louil tri-
bunal tor small civil causes held at the Guild-
hall, Bristol.

TOLT. A writ whereby a cause depend-
ing in a court baron was taken and removed
into a county court. Old Nat. Brev. 4.

TOLTA. in old English law. Wrong;
rapine; extortion. ‘Cowell.

TON. A measure oi‘ weight; differently
iixed, by difierent statutes, at two thousand
pounds avoirdupois. (1 Rev. St. N. Y. 609,
I 35,) or at twenty hundred-weights, each
hundred-weight being one hundred and twelve
pounds -avoirdupois, (Rev. st. U. S. I 2951
[U. S. Comp. St. 1901, p. 1945].)

TONNAGE. The capacity of a vessel
for carrying freight or other.ioads, calcu-
lated in tons. But the way of estimating
the tonnage varies in dmerent countries. In
England, tonnage denotes the actual weight
in tons which the vessel can safely carry;
in America, her carrying capacity estimated
from the cubic dimensions or the hold. see
Roberts v. Opdyke, 40 N. Y. 259.

The “tonnage" of a vessel is her capacity to
carry cargo, and a charter of "the whole ton-
nage’ of a ship transfers to the charterer only
the space necessary for that purpose. Thwing
tv_;.67Insurance Co.. l(Xi Mass. 405, 4 Am. Rep.

The tonnage of a vessel is her internal cubical
capacity, in tons. Iiiinnn S. 8. Co. v. Tinker,
94 U. S. 238, 24 L. Ed. 118.

\

TONNAGE DUTY. In English law.
A duty imposed by parliament upon iner-
chandise exported and imported, according
to a certain rate upon every ton. Brown.

In American law. A tax laid upon va-
sels according to their tonnage or cubical ca-
pacity.

A tonnage duty is a duty imposed on vessels in
proportion to their capacity. l‘hc vital principle
of a tonna e duty is that it is imposed. what-
ever the su ject. solely acconling to the rule of
weight, either as to the capacity to carry or
the actual weight of the thin itself. Inman S.
8. Co. v. Tinker. 94 U. S. 8. 2-1 L Ed. 118.

The term “tonnage duty,” as used in.the con-
stitutional prohibition upon state laws imposing
tonnage duties. describes a duty proportioned to
the tonnage of the vessel: a certain rate on each
ton. But it is not to be taken in this restricted
sense in_the constitutional provision. The gener-
al prohibition upon the states against levying
duties on imports or exports would have been
ineffectual if it had not been extended to duties
on the shi s which serve as the.vehicles of con-
veyance. he prohibition extends to any duty
on the ship. whether a fixed sum u n its whole
tonnage or a sum to be ascertain by compar
ing the amount of tonnage with the rate of duty.
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Southern S. S. Co. v. New 0rleans,.6 Wall. 31,
18 L. Ed. 749. - _ .

A tonnage tax is defined to be a duty 10V,|¢‘-d
on a vessel according to the tonnage or capacity.
It is a tax upon the boat as an .instrument of
navigation, and not a tax a n the prqpelfl of
a citizen of the state. The
5%. Fed. Gas. No. 10.316.

roxxnen-nnrrr. When the rent re-
served by a mining lease or the like consists’
of a royalty on every ton or minerals gotten
in the mine. it is often called a “tonnage-
rent.” There is generally a dead rent in ad-
dition. Sweet.

0

' TONIIAGIUH. In old English law. A
custom or impost uponwines and other mer-
chandise exported or imported, according to
a certain rate per ton. spelman; Cowell.

TONNETIG1-IT. in old English law.
The quantity or a ton or tun. in a ship's
freight or‘ bulk, for which tonnage or tun-
nage was paid to the king. Cowell. . -

TONODIRAOK. In Old Scotch law. A’
thief-taker. ‘ ‘ ' ‘ ’

’.l‘O‘NS‘URA."' Lat. In old English law.
A shaving. or polling; the having the crown’
or the head shaven; tonsure. One of the pe-
culiar badges of ii clerk or clergyman. _ ‘

'.l.'ONSUBE.- In old Riglish law. A be-
ing shaven; the having tliehead shaven; a
shaven head. 4'Bi.‘Co'ii1m. 387. '

TONTINE. In French law. A species
or association or partiiersh_ip‘.foi-med among
persons who’ are in receip't'_ot ‘perpetual or
life annuities, with the‘ a'greeineiit‘that the
shares or annuities of those who die‘ shall
accrue to the survivors. This plan is said
to be thus named froni Toiiti, an Italian,
who invented it in the ‘seventee'ntli' century.
The principle is used in some forms of life
insurance. , Merl. l'tepert.

roox VaNn'cA1uu_1:,'1_)* Away. In’
criminal pleading.‘ Technical words neces-
sary in an indictment for simple larceny.

TOOL. The usual meaning of the word
“tool" is “an instrument or manual opera:
tion ;” that is._an instrument to be used and
managed by the hand instead of being moved
and controiled'by machinery. Lovewell v;
Westchester F. Ins. Co.. 124 Mass. 420, 26
Am. Rep. 671. . , ,

TOP ANNUAL. In Scotch law. An an‘-
nual rent out of a house built in a burgh.
Whishaw. A duty which, from the act 1551,
c. 10. appears to have been due from cer-
tain lands in Edinburgh. the nature of which
is not now known. Bell. 1

_ TORT. Wrong; injury; the opposite of
right. so called, according to Lord Coke, be-
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orth, Cape, ii _iss.~

TORT U__RE

cause it ispwreaiqd, or crooked. being -contra-1
ry to that which is right and straight,-.. C0.
Litt. 1581).

In modern practice, tort is constantly
as an English word to denote a wrong or
wrongful act, for which an action will lie, as,
distinguished from a contract. 3 B1. Comm.
117. . . v. -t

A tort is a legal wrong committed upon:
the person or property independent 02- 00111;

tract. It may be either (1) a direct invasion
of some legal right of the individual; (2.
the intraction or some public duty by which;
special damage accrues to the individual; (3);
the violation oi‘ some private obl_igation.-‘bye
which like damage accrues to the individual.
In the former case, no special damage ‘is
necessary to entitle the party to recover. In»
the two latter-cases, such damage is necessary.’
Code Ga. 1882, 5 2951. And see Hayes -v.:
Insurance Co., 125 Ill. 626, 18 N. E.-32%-11
L. R. A. 303; Railway Co. v. Hennegan, 33
Tex. -on-. App.‘ 314.-=16 s. w. 453; Mumroi-a
v. Wright, 12 Colo. App. 214, 55 Pac. -14411

Tomlin v. lllidreth, 65 N. J. Law, 438, 47
Atl. 649; Merrill v. St. Louis, 83 Mo.‘255,'53
Am. Rep. 576; Denning v. State,--128 Chis
316, 55 Pac. 1000; Shirk v. .\lit'c-hell, E135‘-

Ind. 185,- 36 N. E. 850; Western -Union Tell
00. v. Taylor, 84 Ga. 408, 11 S. E. 396, 8 L}
It. A. 189; Rich.v. Railroad 00., 87--N-.—¥a=

390- .. ...‘.‘..

-’-Maritime tort. See BIAI.l'1'_1ME.—9Pot.1o‘IlK
tort. Une involving or consisting in an in_Ji_u;y;
to the person or to the reputation or feelings,
as distinguished from ‘an injury or damage ‘it!
real ‘or personal property. called a “property
tort." See Mumford v. Wright,_12 _Colo.»Apn,-
214, 55 Pac. 744.—-Quasi tort, though not a
recognized term of English law,-‘may be con-*
veniently used in those cases where a man who
has not committed a tort is liable as if he had!‘
Thus. a master is liable for wrongful acts done‘
by his-servant in the course of his employment.‘
Broom.‘(‘om. Law, 690: Underh. Torts,

.. : l
TORT-PEASOR. A wrong-doer: one"

who commits or is guilty of a tort. ‘

. TOIITIOUS. Wrongful; of the nature
or a tort. Formerly certain modes -oi.‘ con-‘
veyance (e. ,r/., feoifments, tines, etc.) had the
ei'i'ect of passing not merely the estate of the
person making the conveyance. but thewhole
tee-simple. to the injury of the person really
entitled to the fee; and they were' hence .call§
ed “tortlous conveyances." Litt. 5 611;" Go;
Litt. 271b, n.'1: 330?), n. 1. But this opera-
tion has been taken away. Sweet.‘ -' _ at

Tortura: loglun poasilmn. The torture
or wresting of laws is the worst [kind-of
torture.) 4.Bacon's_Works, 434.

TORTURE. In old criminal law. The
question; the infliction of violent bodily paiii
upon a person. by means of the rack, wheel;
or other engine. under judicial sanction and
superintendence. in connection with the in-
terrogation or examination of_ the person,



TORY

r. means of extorting a confession of guilt, or
of compelling him to disclose his accompli-
ces.

TOBY. Originally a nickname for the
wild Irish in Ulster. Afterwards given to,
and adopted by, one of the two great par-
liamentary parties which have alternately
governed Great Britain since the Revolution
in 1688. Wharton. .

- '1‘he name was also given, in America, dur-
ing the struggle of the colonies for inde-
pendence, to the party of those residents who
favored the side of the king and opposed the
war.

1'01‘. In old English practice. A word
written by the foreign opposer or other odi-
cer opposite to a debt due the king, to de-
note that it was a uood debt; which was
hence said to be totted.

-‘.I.‘0'I‘AOUlI.IA. I..Lat. Intheoidre-
ports. The whole court.

TOTAL 1.088. In mas-ins insurance.
a total loss is the entire destruction or loss,
to the insured. of the subject-matter of the
policy. by the risks insured against As to
the distinction between “actuni" and "con-
structive" total loss, see infra.

In an insurance. a total loss is the com-
plete destruction of the insured property by
fire. so that nothing of value remains from
it; as distinguished from a partial loss,
where the property is damaged, but not ai-
tirely destroyed.
—Aetua1 total loss. In marine insurance.
The total loss of the vessel covered by a policy
of insurance, by its real and substantive de-
struction. by injuries which leave it no longer
existi in specie, by it being reduced to a
wreck irretrievably beyond repair. or by its be-
ing placed beyond the control of the insured and
beyond his power of recovery. Distinguished
from a constructive total loss, which occurs

.where the vessel, though injured by the perils
Insured against, remains in specie and capable
of repair or recovery, but at such an expense,
or under such other conditions, that the insured
may claim the whole amount of the iicy up-
on abandoning the vessel to the un erwriters.
“An actual total loss is where the vessel ceases
to exist is spar.-ue,—becomea a ‘mere congeries of
Blanks,’ inca ble of being repaired; or where.

the peril nsured against. it is placed beyond
e control of the insured and beyond his pow-

er of recovery. A constru_cti've total loss is
where the vessel remains in specie. and is sus-
ceptible of repairs or recovery. but at an a-
pense. accordin to the rule of the lhigllsh com-
mon law. exc ing its value when restored. or,
according to the terms of this policy, where ‘the
injury is equivalent to iifty per cent. of the
awed value in the policy.’ and where the insur-

abandons the vessel to the underwriter. In
such cases the insured is entitled to indemnity
as for a total loss. An exception to the rule re-
quiring abandonment is found in cases where
the loss occurs in foreign ports or seas. where
it is impracticable to repair. in such cases the
master may sell the vessel for the benefit of all
concerned. and the insured may _ciaim as for a
total loss bf accounting to the insurer for the
amount rea ised on the sale._ There are other
exceptions to the rule. but it is suificient now
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to say that we have found no case in which the
doctrine of constructive total loss without aban-
donment has been admitted. where the injured
vessel remained in specie and was brought to its
home port by the insured. A well marked dis-
tinction between an actual and a constructive
total loss is therefore found in this: that in the
former no abandonment is necessary, while in
the latter it is essential, unless t e case be
brought within some exception to the rule re-
quiring it. A partial loss is where an injury re-
sults to the vessel from a peril insured against,
but where the loss is neither actually nor con-
structive total.” Globe Ins. Co. v. Sherloc
25 Ohio ‘t. 50 64; Burt v. Insurance Co.,
Hun N. Y.) 383; Carr v. Insurance Co., 109 N.
Y. . 17 N. E. 369; Monroe v. Insurance Co.,
52 Fed. 773. 3 C. C. A. 280; Murray v. Batch.
6 Mass. 465: Llvermore v. Insurance Co.. 1
Mass. 264; Delawalra e Ins. Co. v. Gosaier.
96 U. S. 645, 24 L . ' Wailerstein v. In-
surance Co., 3 Rob. (N. Y'.) 528.—Oonsts-Iaa-
tin total loss. In marine insurance. This
occurs where the loss or injury to the vessel
insured does not amount to its total disappear-
ance or destruction. but where, although the ves-
sel still remains, the cost of repairing or recov-
ering it would amount to more than its value
when so re ired, and consequently the insured
abandons t to the underwriters. Insur-
ance Co. v. Sugar Refining Co., 87 Fed. 491. 31
C. C. A. 65.

'1‘0'I'ID£H,VEnBIS. Lat. In so many
words.

'.l.'0'.l'IES QUOTES.
occasion shall arise.

Lat. As often as

'1‘0’I'Il VIBIDUB. Lat. With all one'a
might or power; with all his might; very
strenuously.

1‘0'.l"I‘l:D. A good debt to the crown.
C. e.. a debt paid to the sherifl. to be by him
paid over to the king. Coweli; Mosley &
Whitley.

'.I.‘ot1un prefer.-tar nnioaiqae parts. 3
Coke. 41. The whole is preferable to any
single part.

TOUCH. In insurance law. To stop at
a port. If there be liberty granted by the
policy to touch, or to touch and stay. at an
intermediate port on the passage. the better
opinion now is that the insured may trade
there. when consistent with the object and
the furtherance of the adventure, by break-
ing bulk. or by discharging -and taking in
cargo. provided it produces no unnecessary
delay, nor enhances nor varies ‘the risk. 3
Kent, Comm. 314.

TOUOBIICG A DEAD BODY. It was
an ancient superstition that the body of a
murdered man would bleed freshly when
touched by his murderer. Hence, in old
criminal law. this was resorted to as a means
of ascertaining the guilt or innocence of a
person suspected of the murder.

T003003! ET ITIIOOBI: P3131‘. L
Pr. .-\lwii_vs and still ready. This is the
name of a plea of tender.
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TOUB 'D’EOEELLn. In ‘French law.
An easement consisting of the right to rest
ladders upon the adjoining estate, when nec-
essary in order to repair a party-wall or
buildings supported by it.

Also the vacant space surrounding a bulld-
ing left unoccupied in order to facilitate its
reparation when necessary. Merl. Repert.

TOUEN. In old English law. A court
of record. having criminal jurisdiction, in
each county, held before the sheriff, twice a
year, in one place after another, following a
certain circuit or rotation.

TOUT. Fr. A11; whole; entirely. Tout
temps print, always ready.

Tout es que la lo! no defend pas est
portals. Everything is permitted _which is
not forbidden by law.

_ 1-our TEMPS P3181‘. L. Fr. Always
ready. The emphatic words of the old plea
of tender; the defendant alleging that he has
always been ready, and still is ready, to dis»
charge the debt. 3 Bi. Comm. 303: 2 Salk.
622.

'.l'0U'.l.' UN SOUND. L. Fr. All one
sound; sounding the same; idem sonane.

Tonto exception non surveilléo tend I
prendre In pines du principe. Every ex-
ception not watched tends to assume the
place of the principle.

TOWAGB. The act or service of towing
ships and vessels, usually by means of a
small steamer called a “tug." That which is
given for towing ships in rivers.

Towage is the drawing a shi or barge along
the water by another ship or at, fastened to
her, or by men or horses. etc., on land. It is
also money which is given by bargcmcn to the
owner of ground next a river. where they tow
a barge or other vessel. Jacob. And see Ryan
v. Hook, 34 Hun (N. Y.) 191; The Kingaloch,
26 Eng. Law & Eq. 597; The Egy t (D. C. 17
Fed. 370.—'.I.‘ow e service. Ina miralty aw.
A service renders to a vessel, by towing, for the
mere purpose of expediting her voyage. without
reference to any circumstances of danger. It is
confined to vessels that have received no injury
or damage. The Reward, 1 W. Rob. 177' The
Athenian (D. C.) 3 Fed. 249; McConnochin v.
Kerr (D. C.) 9 Fed. 53; The Plymouth Rock
(D. C.) 9 Fed. 416.

'ro.wrr. That is to say; namely; acm-
oei; oidcucei.

TOWN. In English law. Originally, a
vill or tithing; but now a .generic term,
which comprehends under it the several spe-
cies of cities. boroughs, and common towns.
1 Bl. Comm. 114.

In American law. A civil and political
division of a state, varying in extent and im-
portance. but usually one of the divisions
of a county. In the New England states. the
town is the political unit, and is a municipal
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corporation. In some other states, where
the county is the unit, the town is merely
one of its subdivisions, but possesses some
powers of local self-government. In still
other states. such subdivisions of a county
are. called “townships,” and “town” is the
name of a village, borough, or smaller city.
See Herrman v. Guttenberg, 62 N. J. Law,
605, 43 Atl. 703; Van Riper v. Parsons, 40
N. -J. Law, 1; State v. Denny, 118 Ind. 4-19.
21 N. E 274, 4 L. R. A. 65; Sessions v.
State, 115 Ga. 18, 41 8. E. 259; Milford v.
Godfrey, 1 Pick. (Mass) 97: Enfleld v. Jor-
dan, 119 U. 8. 680, 7 Sup. Ct. 358, 30 L. Ed.
523; Rogers v. Galloway Female College, 64
Ark. 627. 44 S. W. 45-1. 39 L. R. "A. 636;
Railway Co. v. Oconto. 50 Wis. 189, 6 N-. W.
607. 36 Am. Rep. 840; Lovejoy v. Foxcroft;
91 Me. 387. 40 Atl. 141: Bloomfield v. Charter’
Oak Bank, 121 U. S. 121. 7 Sup. Ct. 865, 30
L. Ed. 923; Lynch v. Rutland, 66 Vt. 670.
29 Atl. 1015. '

—F.l'own agent. Under the pnohibitory liquor
laws in force in some of the New England states
a town agent is a person appointed in each
town to purchase intoxicating li uors for the
town and having the exclusive rig t to sell the
same for the permitted purposes. medical. me-
chanical scientific, etc. He either receives a
fixed sea or is emitted to make a small
pmiit on h a sales. he stock of liquors belongs
to the town, and is bought with its money.
See Black. Intox. Liq. {Q 204. 205.-—’.l.‘own
cause. In English practice. A cause tried .at
the sittings for London and Middiesex. 3 Steph.
Comm. 517.—'.l.‘own-clerk. In those states
where the townie the unit for local self-govern-
ment. the town-clerk is a principal oflicer who
keeps the records. issues cal s for town-meetin
and performs generally the duties of a secrets
to the oliticai organisation. See Seamons v.
Fitts. R. I. 236. 42 Atl. 863.—'l.'ouvn collect-
or. One of the oiiicers of a town charged with
collecting the taxes assessed for town urposes.
—’l‘own commissioner. In some of t e states
where the town is the political unit the town
commissioners constitute a board of administra-
tive omcers charged with the general manage-
ment of the town's business.—'l.'o or.
An oflicer in a town whose business it is to
make proclainaiions.—'1'o'n-hall. The build-
ing maintained by a town for town-meetings and
the oiiiees of the municipal authorities.-'l.‘evwnp
meeting. Under the municipal organization of
the New England states. the town-meeting is a
legal assembelg of the ualiiied voters of a town.
held at stat interva s or on call. for the pur-
pose of electing town oficers. and of discussing
and deciding on questions relating to the pubs
lic business. property. and expenses of the town.
See In re Fole , 8 Misc. ‘Rep. 57. 28 N. Y. Sunn.
608: Raliroa Co. v. Mallory, 101 III. 588:
Comstock v. Li&ooln School Committee, 17 R. I.
827. 24 At]. 1 .—'l.‘own order or warrant.
An official direction in writing by the auditing
oflicers of a town, directing the treasurer to
pay a sum of money.—'l.‘own pound. A place
of confinement maintained by a town for so-
trays.—'.l‘own purpose. When, it _is said that
taxation by a town, or the expenditure of the
town's money, must be for town pu ses, it is
meant that the purposes must be pub is with re-
spect to the town: i. e.. concern the welfare
and advantage of the town as a whole.—'.l.‘own-
reeve. The reeve or chief oflicer of a town.-
Toevn tax. Such tax as a town may levy for
its peculiar expenses; as distinguished from a
county or state tax.—'I.'orwn treasurer. The
treasurer of a town which is an organised mu-
nicipal corporation. .



TOWNSHIP

«- TOWNSEIP. 1. In surveys of the public
land of the United States, a‘ “township“ is a
division of territory six miles square, cou-
inlning_thirLv-six sections.

‘ 2. In some of the states, this is the-name
given to the civil and political subdivisions
of a county. See Town.
—'.l[ownship trustee. One of a board of
oilleers to whom. in some states, aifairs of a
township are intrusted.

TOXIC. (Lat. tosicum; Gr.-tozikon.) In
medical jurisprudence. Poisonous; having
the character or producing the effects of a
poison: referable to a poison; produced by
or. resulting from a poison.
—!l.‘o:le eosiv-ulsions. Such as are caused by
the action of a poison on the nervous system.
s-Toxle dementia. Weakness of mind or fee-
ble cerebral activity, approaching imbecility, re-
suiting from continued use or administration of
slow poisons or of the more active poisons in
repeated small doses, as in cases of lead poison-
ing and in some cases of addiction to such drugs
as opium or alcohol.—’l.'oxunenis. A condi-
tion of anemia (impoverishment or deficiency of
blood) resulting from the action of certain toxic
substances or agents.—'.l.‘oxenis. or toxleesuin.
Blood-poisoning; the condition of the system

y the Presence of toxic agents in the
circulation; inc uding both septicemia and puts-
mo'a;—’I‘oxlcosi.s. A diseased state of the sys-
tem due to the presence and action of any poi-
son.

' TOXIOAL. Poisonous; containing poison.

. TOXIOANT. A poison; a toxic agent:
any substance capable of producing toxica-
tion or poisoning.

. 'roxroA-rs. To poison. Not used to de-
scribe the act of one who administers a
poison, but the action of the drug or poison
itself. ‘

'-Intoxication. The state of being poisoned;
the condition produced by the administration or
introduction into the human system of a poison.
This term is pularly used as equivalent to
“drnnlienness.' which, however, is more accu-
rately described as "alcoholic intoxication."-—
Aglito-intoxication. Sclf~empoisonment from
the absorption of the toxic products of internal
Ir_ietaboilsm._ o. 9., ptomaine poisoning.

- v'l.'0xIO0I.0GY. The science of poisons;
that department of medical science which
treats of poisons. their effect, their recog-
nition, their antidotes, and generally of the
diagnosis and therapeutics of poisoning.

TOXIN. In its widest sense, this term
may denote any poison or toxicant; but as
used in pathology and medical jurisprudence
it signifies, in general, any dlmisihle alka-
loidal substance (as, the ptoinaines. abrln,
brucin, or serpent venoms), and in particular
the poisonousproducts of pathogenic (disease-
producing) bacteria.
d—Anti-toxin. A roduct of pathogenic bac-
teria whicb. in sufi ent quantities, will neutra-
lise the toxin or poisonous product of the same
bacteria. in therapeutics. a preventive remedy
(administered by inoculation) against the eifect
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of certain kinds of toxins. venom, and disease-
Rerins. obtained from the blood of an animal
which has previously been treated with repeated
minute injections of the particular poison or
germ ‘to be _neutralized.—’.l.'oxleosuun1u. An
excessive addiction to the use of toxic or poi-
sonous drugs or other substances; a form of
mania or affective insanity characterized by an
irresistible impulse to indulgence in opium. co-
caine, chloral. alcohol. etc.—'I‘ozipholris.. Mor-
bid dread of _being poisoned; a form of insanit
manifesting itself by an excessive and unfoun -

ed apprehension of death by poison.

TRADES. Lat. In the civil luv. A
beam or rafter of a house. Calvin.

In old English law. A measure of grain.
containing twenty-four sheaves; a thrave.
Spelman. .

TEAOEA. In old lihigllsh law. The track
or _trace_of a felon, by which he was pur-
sued with the hue and cry; a foot-step, hoof-
print, or wheel-track. Bract.-fols. 116, 121b.

. TRACT. A lot, piece or parcel of land.
of greater or less size, the term not import-
ing, in itself, any precise dimension. See
Edwards v. Derrickson, 28 N. J. Law, 45.

'1‘:-uotent labs-ills mm. Let smiths per-
form the work of smiths. 8 Co. Epist.

TRADAS III’ BALLIUH. You deliver to
hall. in old English practice. The name
of a writ which might be issued in behalf of
a party who, upon the writ de mile at atio.
had been found to have been maliciously ac-
cused of a crime, commanding the sheriff
that, if'tiie prisoner found twelve good and
lawful smen ofthe-county who would be main-
pernors for him, he should deliver him in
bail to those twelve, until the next assize,
Bract. fol. 123; 1 Reeve, Eng. Law, 252.

TRADE. The act or business of exchang-
ing commodities by barter; or the business
of buying and selling for money; tratilc; bar-
ter. Wehster; May v. Sloan, 101 U. S. 237,
25 L. Ed. 797: U. S. v. Cassidy (D. C.) 67
Fed. 841; Queen Ins. Co. v. State, 86 Tex.
250, 24 S. W. 397, 22 L. R. A. 483.

The business which a person has learned
and which he carries on for procuring sub-
sistence, or for proflt; occupation, particu-
larly mechanical employment; distinguished
from the liberal‘ arts and learned professions,
and from agriculture. Webster; Woodiieid
v. Colzey, 47 Ga. 124; People v. Warden of
City Prison, 144 N. Y. 529. 39 N. E. 686. 27
L. R. A. 718; In re Stone Cutters’ Ass'n, 23
Pa. Co. Ct. R. 520. .

Tratilc: commerce, exchange of goods for
other goods, or for money. All wholesale
trade, all buying in order to. sell again by
wholesale, may be reduced to three sorts:
The home trade, the foreign trade of con-
sumption. and the carrying trade. 2 Smith,
Wealth Nat. b. 2, c. 6. ‘

_-Trade dollar. A silver coin of the United
States, of the weight of four hundred and twen-



rains
ty 'i,t .Re.St.U.S.§35l3(U.S.

“gt. ‘E3301, p.' Z*)45).—'l.‘x-ads fixtures.
See Fix'ruass.—'.l‘x-ado . The usage or
customs commonly observed y persons conver-
sant in, or connected with, a particular trade.

rnannnanx. A distinctive mark, mot-
to, device, or emblem, which a manufacturer
stamps, prints, or otherwise ainxes to the
goods he produces, so that they may be
identified in the market, and their origin be
vouched for. See Trademark Cases, 100 U.
8. -87, 25 L. Ed. 550; Moorman v. Hoge, 17
Fed. Cas. 715: Solis Cigar Co. v. Pozo, 16
Colo. 388. 26 Pac. 556, 25 Am. St. Rep. 279;
State 7. Bishop, 128 M0. 373. 31 S. W. 9, 29
I2.-all. A. 200. 49 Am. St. Rep. 569: Royal
Baking Powder Co. v. Raymond (C. C.) 70
med..880; Hegeman 1: Co. v. Hegeman, 8
Daly (N. Y.) 1. »

ea-‘rs-a'd.e-marks registration act, 1875.
This is the statute 38 & 39 Vict. c. 91, amended
by the acts of 1876 and 1877. It provides for
the establishment of a register of trademarks
itader the superintendence of the commissioners
of patents, and for the registration of trade-
marks as belonging to particular classes of
goods, and for their aignment in connection
with the good-will of the business in which
they are used. Sweet.

i A trade-name is a name
which by user and reputation has acquired
the property of indicating that a certain
trade or occupation is carried on by a partic-
ular person. The name maybe that or a
person, place, or thing. or it may be what is
called:,a"‘i'ancy name," (4. e., a name having
no sense as applied to thepartlcuiar trade.)
or word invented for the occasion, and hav-
tiig'no sense at::all.. Seb.. Trade-Marks, 37.
Sweet. ~ ~ - . '

‘l ‘ ‘. , * -

- TRADE ‘UNION. A combination or as-
mciatlon of men employed in the same trade,
(usually a manual or mechanical trade.) unit-
ed for the purpose of regulating the customs
and- standards of their trade, fixing prices
or hours of labor, influencing the relations
of employer and employed, enlarging or main-
taining their rights and privileges. and other
similar. objects. :

—'l.‘naIle-u:n‘ion act. The statute 34 & 35
V-ic,t. c. 31. passed in 1871, for the purpose of
iving legal recognition to trade unions, is

_ nown as the “trade~union act," or "trade-
union funds protection act." It provides that
the" members of a trade union shall not be prose-
cuted for conspiracy merely by reason that the
rules of such union are in restraint of trade;
and that the agreements of trade unions shall
,uotvon -that account be void or voidable. Pro-
visions are also made with reference to the
registration and registered olllces of trade un-
ions.‘ and other purposes connected therewith.
Mosley & Whitley.

. TRADER. A person engaged in trade;
one whose business is to buy and sell mer-
chandise, or any class of goods, deriving a
proiitfrom his dealings. 2 Kent, Comm. 389;
State v. Chab_o_urn, 80 N. C. 481, 30,Aui. Rep.
94; In re New York ¢ W.._Water Co. (D.
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C.) 98 Fed. 711;
Grocery 0)., 46 W. Va. 197, 32 S. E. 997.‘

-riunnsiiun. In England, a shop-keep-i
er; a small shop-keeper.

In the United States, a mechanic or artifi-
cer of any kind, whose livelihood depends up-
on the labor of his hands. Richie v. Me-.
Cauley, 4 Pa. 472.

. "Primarily the words ‘trader’ and ‘tradesman'
mean one who trades, and they have been treat-
ed by the courts in many instances as synony-
mous. But, in their general application and
usage, I think they describe difierent vocations.
By ‘tradesman’ is usuall meant a shop-kee r.
Such is the definition given the word in ur-
rill's Law Dictionary. It is used in this sense
by Adam Smith. He says, ealth of Nations!)
‘A tradesman in London s obliged to hire _a
whole house in that part of the town where hi
customers live. His shop is on the groun
floor,‘ etc. Dr. Johnson ives it the same mean-
ing, and quotes Prior an Goldsmith as authori-
ties.” In re Ragsdale, 7.Biss. 155, Fed. Cas.
No. 11,530. ~

rnanrcrox. span. In Spanish law.
Delivery. White, New Recop. b. 2, tit_. 2, c. 9.

_ TRADING. Engaging in trade, (a. 1:.;)
pursuing the business or occupation of trad _

or of a trader. ‘-

—'.l‘rad.ing oorporation. See Coai-oaA'i'i'oN_.'
—’.l.'radin_g artaership-. Whenever the busi-
ness of a nu, according to the usual modes
of conducting it, imports, in its nature, the
necessity of buying and selling, the firm is
properly regarded as a “trading partnership"

nd is-_invested with the powers and subject to
the obligations incident to that relation. Dowle
ing v. National Exch. Bank 145 U. S. 512, 12
Sup. Ct. 928, 36 L. Ed. 7é5.—--rraaiag-voy-
age. One which contemplates the touching
and stopping at the vessel at various ports for
_the purpose of traiiic or sale and purchase or
exchan e of commodities on account of the own-
ers an shippers, rather than the -tran rtatioii
of cargo between terminal points, whic is call-
ed a “freighting voyage." See Brown v._ Jones,
4 Fed. Gas. 406. ‘ ' ’ .

-riunrno. Lat. In the civil law. be’
livery; transfer or possession; a derivative
mode of acquiring, by which the owner of
a corporeal thing, having the right and the
will of aliening it, transfers it for a‘ law-
ful consideration to the_ receiver. Heinecc.
Elem. ill). 2, tit. 1, § 380. _,

-Quasi traditio. A supposed or implied
delivery of property from one to another. Thus,
if the purchaser of an article was already in

ssession of it before the sale, his continuing
in possession is considered as equivalent to a
fresh delivery of it, delivery being one of the
necessary elements of sale; in other words,
a quasi‘ traditio is pred cated.-—'I_‘a-aditio bred
mania. A species of- constrmaitive. or impli
delive . When he who alrea y holds posses-
sion o a thing in another’s name agrees with
that other that thenceforth he shall possess it
in his own name, in this case a delivery and
redelivery are not necessary. And this species
of delivery is termed “!radi'ti'o brc-vi mania."
Maclreld. Rom. Law, § 284.-'-Traditio elavh
Iun. Delivery of keys; ae sym_bolical kind of
delivery. by which the ownership of merchan-
dise in a warehouse might be transferred to a
buyer. Iust.'2. 1_. 44.-o'.l‘r.a.d:l£!o long‘: main.
A seedei 9! delivers .‘,*'.h!_°h.'“.'?.°°', P1.“-.9 W..hrr.¢

Morris v. Clifton- Forge;
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the tmnsieror places the article in the_ hands
of the transferee. or,_on in order. dellverfi It
at his house. Mackeid. om. Law. I 284.-

nditio rai. Delivery.of the thing. See 5
Manic as S. 82. -~

_'.l.‘ra.d1t{o loqul tacit ehu-tun. Delivery
makes a deed speak. 5 Coke, la. Delivery
giveseifect to the words of a deed. Id.

'1':-adltlo nihil unplius trnnflerre de-
bet vol potent, ad cum qul aocipit, quun
eat apud erun qni tradit. Delivery ought
to, and can, transfer nothing more to him
who receives than is with him who delivers.
Dig. 41. 1, Z), pr.

TRADITION. Delivery. A close trans-
lation or formation from the Latin “tradi-
tio.” 2 Bl. Comm. 307.

‘The tradition or delivery is the transfer-
ring of the thing sold into the power and pos-
session of the buyer. Civ. Code La. art. 2477.

In the rule respecting the admission of tra-
dition or general reputation to prove bound-
aries. questions of pedigree, etc., this word
means knowledge or belief derived from the
statements or declarations of contemporary
witnesses and handed down orally through
a considerable period or time. See Westfelt
V. Adams, 131 N. C. 379. 42 S. E. 823; In
re Hurlburt's Estate, 68 Vt. 366. 35 At]. 77;
35 L. R. A. 794.

TEADITOIC. In old English law. A
traitor; one guilty of high treason. Fleta.
lib. 1. c. 21, i 8.

TBADITUB III’ BALLIUH. In old pra<.~
tice. Is delivered to bail. Emphatic words
of the old Iatin bail-piece. 1 Salk. 105.

TRAFFIC. Commerce; trade; dealings
in merchandise. bills, money. and the like.
See In re Insurance Co. (D. C.) 96 Fed. 751;
Levine v. State, 35 Tex. Cr. 11,647. 34 S. W.
069; People v. Hamilton. 17 Misc. Rep. 11,
30 N. Y. Supp. 531; Merriam v. Langdon, 10
Conn. 471.

TBAEENS. Lat. In French law. The
' drawer of a -bill. Story. Bills, 5 12, note.

TRAH.-DAITON. Justices of traii-bas-
ton were justices appointed by King Edward
I., during his absence in the Scotch and
French wars. about the year 1305. They
were so styled, says Hollingshed. for trailing
or drawing the stat! of justice. Their otlice
was to make Inquisition. throughout the king-
dom. of all oiiicers and others. touching
extortion, bribery. and such like grievances,
of intruders into other men's lands, barrators.
robbers. breakers of the peace, and divers
other offenders. Cowell; Tomilns.

TRAINBANDI. The militia; the part or
a community trained to martial exercises.
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'.'rn.us'ns. In old Scotch law. ; A roll
containing the particular dittay taken up up-'
on maletactors, which, with the porteous, is
delivered by the justice clerk to the coroner.
to the etreqt that the persons whose names
are contained in the porteous may be at-
tached, conform to the dittay contained in
the traistis. so called, -because committed to
the train, [trust,] faith, and credit or the
clerks and coroner. skene; Burriil.

-rnarron. One who. being trusted. be-.
trays; one guilty of treason. ~

TBAITOROUILY. In criminal pleading.
An essential word in indictments for treason.
The oirense must be laid to have been com-
mitted traitor-ouslv. Whart. Grim. Law. 100.

 8.
Sent across the sea.

Lat. In the civil law.

TRAH-WAYS. Bails tor conveyance ot
traflic along a road not owned, as a railway
is, by those who lay down the rails and con-
vey the traiiic. Wharton.

TRAHP. A strolling beggar; a vagrant
or Vagabond. see State ‘v. Hogan, 63 Ohio
St.202,58N.E.572.52L.R.A.8iB.81
Am. st. Rep. 626; Miller v. State. 78 Ind.
92; Railway Co. v. Boyle, 115 Ga. 838. 42
8. E. 242, 59 L. R. A. 104.

TBLNSAOT. In scotch law. To com-
pound. 'Amb. 185. -

'.l'nA1¢lAO'I'I0.. Lat. In the civil law.
The settlement of a suit or matter in con-
troversy, by the litigating parties. between
themselves, without referring it to arbitra-
tion. Hallifax. Civil Law, b. 3. c. 8, no. 14.
An agreement by which a suit. either pend-
ing or about to be commenced. was forborne
or discontinued on certain terms. Calvin.

TRANSACTION. In the civil law. A
transaction or compromise is an agreement
between two or more persons. who. for pre-
venting or putting an end to a lawsuit. ad-
just their diirerences by mutual consent. in
the manner which they agree on. and which
every one of them prefers to the hope of
gaining, balanced by the danger of losing.
This contract must be reduced into writing.
Civ. Code La. art. 3071.

In oouunon law. Whatever may be done
by one person which aifects another's rights.
and out of which a cause of action may arise.
Scarborough v. Smith, 18 Kan. 406.

"Transaction" is a broader term than "con-
tract.” A contract is a transaction. but a
transaction is not necessarily a contract. See
Ter Kuiie v. Marsland. 81 Hun. 420. 31 N. Y.
Supp. 5; Xenia Branch Bank v. Lee. 7 Abb.
Prac. (N. Y.) 372: Roberts v. Donovan. 70
Cal. 113, 11 Pac. 699.
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TILIIORIPT. An oilicisl copy of cer-
tain proceedings in a court. Thus. any per-
son interested in a Judgment or other rec-
ord of a court can obtain a transcript of it.
U. S. v. Gaussen, 19 Wall. 212. 22 L. Ed. 41;
State v. Board of Equalization, 7 Nev. 95;
Hastings School Dist. v. Caldwell, 16 Neb.
68. 19 N. W. 684; Dearborn v. Patton, 4
Or. 61.

TIAISORIPTIO PIS I'll]! LE-
VATI: HITTIHIDO nl’ OLNOELLARIUI.
A writ which certified the foot of a line
levied before justices in eyre. etc., into the
chancery. Reg. Orig. 669.

TBANSORIPTIO REOOGNITIONII
PAOTE CORAH JUSTIOIABIIS ITIN-
HRAIITIBUI, lite. An old writ to certify
a cognizance taken by Justices in eyre. Reg.
Orig. 152. '

TRANSFER, 1:. To carry or pass over;
to pass a thing over to another; to convey.

TIAIIPEB, n. The passing of a thing
or of property from one person to another:
alienation; conveyance. 2 Bl. Comm. 294.

Transfer is an act of the parties, or of the
law, by which the title to property is con-
veyed from one living person to another.
Clv. Code Gal. I 1039. And see Pearre v.
Hawkins. 62 Tex. 437; Innerarity v. Mims,
1 Ala. 669; Sands v. Hill, 55 N. Y. 18; Pi-
rie v. Chicago Title dz Trust 00.. 182 U. 8.
438, 21 Sup. Ct. 906, 45 L. Ed. 1171.

In procedure, "transfer" is applied to an
action or other proceeding, when it is taken
from the jurisdiction of one court or Judge,
and placed under that of another.
—'.l.‘s-nnsfer of 3 cause. The removal of a
cause from the jurisdiction of one court or judge
to another by lawful authority.—Transfer
tax. A tax upon transfers of property by will
or inheritance: a tax upon the passing of the
title to property or a valuable interest therein
out of or from the estate of e decedent, by in-
heritance, devise. or bequest. See In re Heif-
man's Estate, 143 N. Y. 327 38 N E 311: In
re Gould's Estate. 156 N. Y. '-423, 5'1 N. E. 287; '

In re Bres's Estate, 172 N. Y. 609. 64 N. E.
Sometimes also applied to a tax on the

transfer of property, particularly of an incor-
real nature. such as bonds or shares of stock.
tween living persons.

TBANSIERABLE. A term used in a
quasi legal sense, to indicate that the char-
acter of assignabillty or negotiability at-
taches to the particular instrument, or that it
may pass from hand to hand, carrying all
rights of the original holder. The words
“not transferable" are sometimes printed up-
on a ticket, receipt, or bill of lading, to show
that the same will not be good in the hands
of any person other than the one to whom
iirst issued.

TRANSFEBEE. He to whom a trans-
fer ismade. . ~ .
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TIAIIIFEREIOE. In scotch law. The
proceeding to be taken upon the death of one
of the parties to a pending suit. whereby
the action is transferred or continued, in its
then condition, from the decedent to his rep-
resentatives. ‘Transference is either active
or passive; the former, when it is the pur-
suer (plaintiff) who dies; the latter. upon
the death of the defender. , Ersk. Inst. 4.
1. 60.

The transferring of a legacy from the per-
_son to whom it was originally given to an-
other: this is a species of ademptlon, but
the latter is the more general term. and in-
cludes cases not covered by the former.

TEANIPEBROB. One who makes a _

transfer.

Trnnsfernntur dosninh. sine titnle et
traditions. per nsuesptienen, un, per
Iongsm eontinnun et pseileun. posses-
sionen. Co. Litt. 113. Rights of dominion
are transferred without title or delivery. by
usucaption, to-wit, long and quiet possession.

TRAISPRETATIO. Lat. In old Eag-
lish law. A crossing of the strait, [of Dover ;]
a passing or sailing over from England to
France. The royal passages or voyages to
Gascony, Brittany, and other parts of France
were so called, and time was sometimes com-
puted from them.

TRANSGREIBIO.
A violation of law.
tion of trespass.

In old English law.
Also trespass: the ac-

Trnnsgresslo est stun nsodus non serva-
tnr nee nnensnrn, debit enhn qnilibet in
no lute modnsn Inshore et nsensnrnln.

Co. Litt. 37. Transgression is when neither
mode nor measure is preserved, for every
one in his act ought to have a mode and
measure. .

TRAIISGEESSIONE. In old English law.
A writ or action of trespass.

Trnnsgressione nultipliosts, eresest
pans infiietio. When transgression is mul-
tiplied, let the infliction of punishment be
increased. 2 Inst. 479.

TBAHIGRBSSIVE TRUST. See TRUST.

TBANSEIPMENT. In maritime law.
The act of taking the cargo out of one ship
and loading it in another.

TRANSIENT. In poor-laws. A “tran-
sient person" is not exactly a person on a

journey from one known place to another,
but rather a wanderer ever on the tramp.
Middlebury v. Waltham, 6 Vt. 203; London-
derry v. Landgrove. 66 Vt. 264. 29 Atl. 256.

In Spanish law. A “transient foreigner"
is one who visits. the country, without the
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inientionfof remaining. Yates v. Iams, 10
Tex. 170. ' i

. rnansmn, 1:. Lat. To go, or pass over;
to pass from one thing, person, or place to
another. -'

. TRANSIRE,.n.‘ In English law. A war-

rant or permit for the custom-house to let
goods pass.

Transit in run jndiontan. It passes in-
to a matter adjudged; it becomes converted
into :1 res judicata or judgment. A contract
uponwhich a judgment is obtained is said to
pass in rem judtcatam. United States v.

_ Cushman, 2 Sumn. 436, Fed. Can. No. 14.908;
3 East, 251; Robertson v. Smith, 18 Johns.
(N. Y.) 480, 9 Am. Dec. 227.

Transit ten-an can onere. Land passes
subject to any burden aifectlng it. Co. Litt.
231a; Broom, Max. 495, 706. '

- TRANIITIVE COVENANT. See COVE.-
NANT.

rnaxsrronru. Passing from place to
place; that may pass or be changed from
one place to another; not conflned to one
place; the opposite of “locai.’_’
'—Trnnaitory notion. Actions are said to be
either local or transitory. An action is "local,"_
when the principal facts on which it is founded
pertain to a particular place. An action.is
termed "transitory."' when the principal fact
on‘ which" it is founded is of a transitory kind,
and might be supposed to have hap ened any-
where; and therefore all actions ounded on
debts, contracts and such like matters relating
to the person or peronal property. come under
this latter denomination. Steph. Pl. 316, 317.
And see Mason v. Warner, 31 M0. 510; Livr
ingston v. Jefierson. 15 Fed. Cas. 664; Acker-
son v. Erie R. Co.. 31 N. J. Law 312:‘ McLeod
‘;.48('Zonn'£-cticut & P. R. Co., 58 Wt. 727, 6 An.

'3 1' V v

TRANSITUB. Lat. Passage from one
place to‘ another; ’transit. In tranaitu, on the
passage, transit; or "way. 2 Kent, Comm. 5-13.

TRANSLADO. Span. A transcript.

- TRANSLATION. The reproduction in
one language oi’ a book, document,,or speech
delivered in another language.

The-transfer or property; but in this sense
it is seldom used. 2 Bl. Comm. 294.

In ecclesiastical law. As applied to a
bishop, the term denotes his removal from
one diocese to another.

TRANSLATITIUH EDIOTIIH. Lat.
In Roman law. The printer, on his accession
to oiflce, did not usually publish an entirely
new edict, but retained the whole or a part
of that promulgated by his predecessor, as
being of an approved or permanently useful
character. The portion thus repeated or
handed down from year to year was called
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the “edlctum wanslatmum.” See Mackeld.
_ Rom. Law. 5 36.

TRANILATIVE PACT. A fact by means
of which a right is transferred or passes from
one person‘ to another; one, that is, which
fulfills the double function of terminating
the right or one person to an object. and.oli
originating the right or another to it. 2

TRANSMISSION- In the civil law. The
right which heirs or legatees may havemt
passing to their successors the inheritance or
legacy to which they were entitled, if they
happen to die without haviligexercised their
rights. Domat, liv. 3, t. 1, s. 10; 4 Toullier.
no. 186; Dig. 50, 17, 54; Code, 6. 51. -

- 'rn.ar{sron'r. In his New York law.
A‘conveyance of land. , _ , _ , ,, ,,

. - - .1
TRANSPORTATION. The removal ‘of

goods or persons from one;place to another,
by a carrier. See Railrpad Co. v. Pretty 22
Wall. 133. 22 L. Ed. 827; Interstate Com-
merce Oom’n v. Brimson,,354 U. S. 4-i7._-14
Sup. Ct. 1125, 38 L. Ed. 1047; Gioucesteg
Ferry Co. V. Pennsylvania, 114 U, S. 196. 5
Sup. Ct. 826. % L. Ed. 158. -

In criminal law. A species of punish!»
ment consisting in ’removing«the criminal
from his own country to another, (usually-it
penal colony.) there to remain in exile for a
prescribed period. Fong Yue Ting v. U.‘ SL,
149’U. s. 698,13 sup. Ct. 1013, 37 L. Ed. son.

TRANBUMPTB. In Scotch law. an ac
tion or transumpt is an action competent try
any one having a partial interest in a writ,
ing, or immediate use for it, to suppolg
his title or defenses in other actions. 'It is_

directed against the custodier of the writing.
calling upon him to exhibit it, in order that
a transnmpt, (. e., a copy. maybe judicially‘
made and delivered to the pursuer. Bell. —,

. ‘ i

_ TRA8I.ADO.. In Spanish law. ‘A copy’
a sight. White, New Recop. b. 3, tit. 7, c.

A copy oi‘ a document taken by the notary
‘from the origwal. or a subsequent copy taken
from the protocol, and not ‘a copy taken di;-
rectly from the matrix or protocol, Down;
lug v. Diaz, 80 Tex. 438, 16 S. W. 54.

TRASSANS. Drawing; one who drawn.
The drawer of a bill of exchange. ' ,,

masssrus. One who is, drawn,
drawn upon. The druwee of a bill of ex"-
change. Heinecc. de Camb. c. 6, if 5. 6. ',

TRAUMA. In medical jurisprudence."
wound; any injury to the body caused by ex»
ternal violence. I

—Truunatlo. Caused by or resulting from _I.
wound or an external injury; as. traumatic
insanity. p need by an injury to or fracture
of the skull with consequent preas_nre,on th
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b19ala.—'1‘rs.nmntisn:. A diseased condition
of the body (}r_any part of it caused by a wound
or external injury.

’ TRAVAIL. The act of child-bearing. A
woman is said to be in her travail from the
time the pains of child-bearing connnence un-
til her delivery. Scott v. Donovan, 153 Mass.
378. 26 N. E. 871.

TRAVEL. To go from one place to an-
other at a distance; to journey; spoken of
voluntary change of place. See White v.
Beailey, 1 Barn. & Aid. 171; Hancock v.
Band, 94 N. Y. 1, 46 Am. Rep. 112; Gholson
v. State, 53 Ala. 521, 25 Am. Rep. 652; Camp-
bell v. State, 28 Tex. App. 44, 11 S. W. 832;
State v. Smith, 157 Ind. 241, 61 N. E. 566; 87
Am. St. Rep. 205. -

TRAVELER. The term is used in a
broad sense to designate those who patronize
inns. Traveler is one who travels in any
way. Distance is not material. A towns-
man ‘or "neighbor may be a traveler, and
therefore a guest at an inn, as well as he
who comes from a distance or from a foreign
country. Walling v. Potter, 35 Conn. 135.

TELAVERSE. In the "language of plead-
ing, a traverse" signifies a denial. Thus;
where a defendant denies any material alle-
gation of fact in the plaintiff's declaration.
he is said to traverse it, and the plea itself
is thence frequently -termed a "traverse."
Brown. - - '

I In erisninnl .p:-notice. To put oil.’ or de-
lay. the trial of an indictment till a succeed-
ing._ term. More properly, to deny or take
issue upon an indictment. 4 Bl. Comm. 351.

-—Gonnnon traverse. A simple and direct
denial of the material allegations of the oppo-
site pleading, concluding~ to the country, and
without inducement or absque hoc. nersl
traverse. One preceded by a general induce-
ment, and denying in general terms all that
is last before alleged on the o posite side. in-
stead of pursuing the words 0 the allegations
which it denies. Gould. Pl. vii. 5.—Speclnl
traverse. A peculiar form of traverse or de-
nial, the design of which, as distinguished from
a common traverse, is to explain or qualify the
denial, instead of putting it in the direct‘ and
absolute form. It consists of an aflirmative
and a negative part. the first setting. forth the
new_aiiirmative matter tending to.explain or
quality the denial. and technically called the
‘inducement." and the latter constitutin the
direct denial itself, and technically -call the
"aluquc hoe." Steph. Pl. 169-180; Allen v.
Stevens. 29 N. J. Law, 513: Chambers v.
Hunt 18 N. J. Law. 352; People v. Pullman's
Car éo., 175 Ill. 125. 51 N. E. 664. 64 L. R.
A. 366.—’l_':-averse jury. A petit jury; a trial
jury; a Jury impaneled to try an action or
frost-cution, as distinguished from a grand
ury.—'.l‘rs.verse of indictment or present-

nnent. The taking issu_e upon and contradict-
ing or denying some chief point of it. Jacob.
-'.l‘1-averse of ofloe. The proving that an
inqlnisition made of lands or goods by the
eec eator is defective and untruly made. Tom-
llns. It is the challenging, by a subject, of an
inquest of oifice, as being defective and untruly
made. Mozlgmfc Whitley.—'.'l.‘rs.verse upon n
traverse. growing out of the same point
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or subject-matter as is embraced _in a preced-
ing traverse on the other side. _ _

TRAVEBSEB. In pleading. One who
traverses or denies. A prisoner or party in-
dicted; so called from his traversing the
indictment.

TRAVEBSING NOTE. This is a plead-
ing in chancery, and consists of a denial put
in by the plaintifl on behalf of the defendant,
generally denying all the statements in the
plaintiffs bill. The effect of it is to put the
plaintiff upon proof of the whole contents of
his bill, and is only resorted to for the pur-
pose of saving time, and in a case where the
plaintiff can safely dispense with an answer.
A copy of the note must be served on the de'-
fendant. Brown. . -

- '.I.‘ R E A O H E B, .'.l'REOHE'.l.‘0UB,. or

TREAOEOUB. A traitor. '

- TBEAD-MEL, or TREAD-WHEEL, is
an instrument of prison discipline, being a
wheel or cylinder with- an horizontal axis,
having steps attached to it, up which the
prisoners walk, and thus put the axis in mo-
tion. The men hold on by a fixed rail, and,
as their weight presses down the step upon
‘which they tread, they ascend the next step
and thus drive "the wheel. _Enc. Brit. ‘

masses. The offense of attempting as
overthrow the government of the state to
which the oitender owes allegiance; or 0!
betraying the state into the hands of a for-
eign power. Webster.

In England, treason is an on’ens_e particu-
larly directed against the person of the sov-
ereign, and_ consists (1) in compassing or im-
agining the death of the king or queen, or
their eldest son and heir; (2) in violating the
king's companion, or the king's eldest daugh-
ter unmarried, or the wife of the king's_ eld-
est son and heir; (3) in levying war against
the king in his realm: (4) in adhering to
,the king's enemies in his realm, giving to
them aid and comfort in the realm or else-
where, and (5) slaying the chancellor, treas-
-urer, or the king's justices of the one bench
or the other, justices in eyre, or justices of
assize, and all other justices assigned to hear
and _determine, being in their places doing
their offices. 4 Steph. Comm. 185_—193; «_i Bl.
Comm. 76-84.

“Treason against the United States shall
consist only in levying war against them, or
in adhering to their enemies, giving them aid
and comfort." U. S. Const. art. 3, 5 3, cl. 1.
See Young v. U. 8., 97 U. S. 62, 24 L. Ed.
992; U. S. v. Bollman, 1 Crunch, C. C. 373,
Fed. Gas. No. 14,622; U. S. v. Greathouse,
4 Sawy. 457, 2 Abb. U. S. 364, Fed. Cas. No.
15.254; U. S. v. Hanway, 2 Wall. Jr. 139,
Fed. Gas. No. 15,299; U. S. v. Hoxie, 1 Paine,
265. Fed. (.‘as. No. 15,407; U. S. v. Pryor,
3 Wash. 0. C. 234, Fed. Cas. No. 16.096.
—0onsts-notive treason. Treason imputed
to a person by law from his conduct or course
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of actions, though his deeds taken severally
do not amount to actual treason. This doctrine
is not known in the United States.—Eigh
treason. In English law. Treason against
the king or sovereign, as distinguished from
petit or petty treason, which might formerly be
committed against a subject. 4 Bl. Comm. 74,
75 4 Steph. -Comm. 183. 184, note.—Mis-
riaion of treason. See MIsi>srsloN.—Pet-
t treason. In English law. The crime com-

mitted b a wife in killing her husband, or a
servant is lord or master, or an ecclesiastic
his lord or ordinary. 4 Bl. Comm. 75.-'.l‘rea-
son-Ielon , under the Eu lish statute 11 & 12
Vlct. c. 1‘ ssed in 1 . is the oifense of
compassiug, evising, etc., to dcpose h_er maj-
esty from the crown: or -to levy war in order
to intimidate either house of parliament, etc.,
or to stir up foreigners by any rintin or
wrltin to invade the kingdom. his 0 ense
is punishable with nal servitude for life, or
for any term not ess than five years. etc..
under statutes 11 & 12 Vict. c. 12, I 3' .

21 via. c. 3. 5 2; 27 a. 28 Vict. c. 4+, 5 2.
By the statute first above mentioned, the gov-
ernment is enabled to treat as felony many
oifenses which must formerly have been treated
as high treason. Mosley & Whitley.

TBBASONABLII. Having the nature or
guilt of treason.

TREASURE. A treasure is a thing hid-
den or buried in the earth, on which no one
can provehls property, and which is discov-
ered by chance. Civil Code La. art. 3423.
par. 2. See '.l‘an'suas-'1‘sovs..

rnnasunr:-rnova. Literally. treas-
ure found. Money or coin, gold, silver, plate
or bullion found hidden in the earth or oth-
er private place, the owner thereof being un-
known. 1 Bi. Comm. 295. Called in Latin
“thesaurus int-enius;" and in Saxon “fun-
deringa." See Huthmacher v Harris, 38 Pa.
499. 80 Am. Dec. 502: Llvermore v. White,
74 Me. 456, 43 Am. Rep. 600; Sovern v.
Yoran, 16 Or. 209, 20 Pac. 100, 8 Am. St.
Rep. 293.

TEEASUBSR. An otiicer of a public or
private corporation. company, or government,
charged with the receipt, custody, and dis-
bursement of its moneys or funds. See state
v. Eames, 39 La. Ann. 988. 3 South. 93:
Mutual L. Ins. Co. v. Martieu. 27 Mont. 437.
71 Pac. 470; Weld v. May. 9 Cush. (.\Iass.)
189; In re Mlllward-Cllt! Cracker Co.'s Es-
tate, 161 Pa. 167, 28 Atl. 1072.

—'l.‘s-oasurer, lord high. Formerly the chief
treasurer of England. who had charge of the
moneys in the exchequer, the chancellor of
the exchequer being under him. Ile appointed
all revenue oflicers and eschentors, and leased
crown lands. The office is obsolete. and his
duties are now performed by the lords commis-
sioners of the treasury. Stim. Gloss.

TREASURER’! REHEHBRANOER
. in English law. He whose charge was to

put the lord treasurer and the rest of the
Judges of the exchequer in remembrance of
such things as were called on and dealt in
for the sovereign's behoot. There is still one
in Scotland. Wharton.
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TREASURY. A place or building in
which stores of wealth are reposited: partic-
ularly, a place where the public revenues are
deposited and kept, and where money is dis-
bursed to defray the expenses of government.
Webster.

That department oi! government which is
charged with the receipt. custody, and dis-
bursement (pursuant to appropriations) oi.’ the
public revenues or funds.
—'l‘raaa bonds. In the English house of
commons. t e first row of seats on the right
hand of the sneaker is so called, because occu-
pied by the first lord of the treasury or prin-
cipal minister of the crown. Brown.—'.l‘roaa-
ua-y chest hand. A fund. in England, origi-
nating iu the unusual balances of certain grants
of public money, and which is used for bank-
ing and loan purposes by the commissioners of
the treasuv. Its amount was limited by St.

4 J: 25 let. c. 127, and has been further
reduced to one million pounds, the residue being
transferred to the consolidated fund. by St. 36
& 37 Vlct. c. 56. Wha'rton.—-'.l.‘raa.snry note.
A note or bill issued by the treasury depart-
ment by the authority of the United States
overnment, and circulating as mone . See

- rown v. State, 120 Ala. 342, 25 Sout 1&.

TREATY. In international law. An
agreement between two or more independent
states. Brande. An. agreement, league, or

contract between two or more nations or
sovereigns, formally signed by commission-
ers properly authorized, and solemnly rati-
tied by the several sovereigns or the supreme
power or each state. Webster; Cherokee
Nation v. Georgia. 5 Pet. 60. 8 L. Ed. _25;
Edye v. Robertson, 112 U. 8. 580, 5 Sup. Ct.
2-17, 28 L. Ed. 798; Holmes’ V. Jennison. 14
Pet. 571, 10 L. Ed. 579; U. S. v. Rauscher,
119 U. S. 407. 7 Sup. Ct. 234, 30 L. Ed. 425;
E: pnrte Ortiz (C. C.) 100 Fed. 962.

In private law. “treaty" signifies the dis-
cussion of terms which immediately precedes
the conclusion of a contract or other trans-
action. A warranty on the sale or goods. to
be valid, must be made during the "treaty"
preceding the sale. Chit. Cont. 419; Sweet.
—'1‘roaty of peace. A treaty of peace is an
agreement or contract made by belligerent pow-
ers. in which they a to lay down their
arms, and by which t ey stipulate the condi-
tions of peace and regulate the manner in
which it is to be restored and supported. Vat-
tel,b.4.c.2.§9.

TBEBELLANIO PORTION’. “In conse-
quence of this article, the trebellanic portion
or the civil law—that is to say, the portion of
the property of the testator which the unti-
tuted heir had a right to detain when he was
charged with a mic! commlua or fiduciary
bequest—is no longer a part or our law.“
Civ. Code La. art. 1520. par. 3.

TREBLE COSTS. see COSTS.

TREBLE DAMAGES. In practice. Dam-
ages given by statute in certain cases. con-
sisting ot the single damages found by the
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Jury. actually tripled in amount. The usual
practice has been for the jury to find the
single amount of the damages, and for the
court, on motion, to order that amount to be
trebled. 2 Tidd, Pr. 893, 894.

TREBUCKET. A tumbrel, castigatory.
or cucking-stool. see James v. Comm., 12
serg. & R. (Pa.) 227.

TBEET. In old English law. Fine wheat.

TBEIAGIUH, TREIIEBIUH. In old
records. The season or time of sowing sum-
mer corn, being about March, the third
month, to which the word may allude. Cow-
ell.

Tres taoiiuit oolleglun. Three make a’
corporation; three members are requisite to
constitute a corporation. Dig. 50. 18,8; 1
Bl. Comm. 469.

TREIABL. L. Fr. A great-great-grant}
father. Britt. c. 119. Otherwise written
“treealel," and "tresaule." 3 Bl. Comm. 186;
Litt. 5 20.

TBBIAYLE. An abolished writ sued on
ouster by abatement, on the death or the
grandfathers grandfather.

TBESPASS. Any misfeasance or act of
one man whereby another is injuriously
treated or damnifled. 3 Bl. Comm. 208.

An injury or misfeasance to the person,
property. or rights of another person, done
with force and violence, either actual or im—

plied in law. See Grunson v. state, 89 Ind.
536, 46 Am. Rep. 178; Southern Ry. Co. v.
Harden, 101 Ga. 283, 28 S. E. 847; Blood v.
Kemp, 4 Pick. mass.) 173; Toledo, etc., R.
Co. v. McLaughlin. 63 Ill. 39]; Agnew v.
Jones, 74 Miss. 347, 23 South. 25: Hill v.
Kimball, 76 Tex. 210, 13 8. W. 59. 7 L. R.
A. 618.

In the strictest sense, an entry on another’s
ground, without a lawful authority, and do-
ing some damage, however inconsiderable, to
his real property. 3 Bl. Comm. 209.

Trespass. in its most comprehensive sense,
signifies any transgression or offense against
the law of nature. of society, or of the country
in which we live; and this, whether it relates
to a man's person or to his -property. In its
more limited and ordinary sense, it signifies an
injury committed with violence, and this vio-
lence may be either actual or im lied; and
the law will imply violence thoug none is
actually used, when the injury is of a direct
and immediate kind, and committed on the
person or ten ible and corporeal property of
the plaintiff. f actual violence. an assault and
battery is an instance; of implied, a peaceable
ifiut wrongful entry upon a person's land.

rown.

In practise. A form of action, at the
common law, which lies for redress in the
shape of money damages for any unlawful
injury done to the plaintifl, in respect either
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to his person, property, or rights, by the im-
mediate force and violence of the defendant.
—Oontlnuing trespass. One which does not
consist of a single iolated act but is in its
nature a permanent invasion of the rights of.
another; as, where.a person builds on his own
land so that a rt of the building overhangs
his neighbor's _and.—Persnanent trespass.
One which consist of a series of acts, done on
successive days, w ich are of the same nature,
and are renewed or continued from day to day,
so .th_a_t, in the aggregate, they mar u one
indivisible wrong. 3 Bl. Comm. 2 2.— so
pass do bonis asportatis. (Trespass for
goods carried away.) In practice. The technic-
al name of that species of action of trespass
for injuries to personal property which lies
where the injury consists in eongina awn
the goods or property. See 3 Bl. 0mm. 15 ,

151.-Trespass or means profits. A form
of action supplemental to an action of eject-
ment, brought agaiint the tenant in possession
to recover the profits which he has wrongfull
received during the time of his occupation.
Bl. Comm. 205.—'l‘rospass on the ease. -The
form of action, at common law, adapted to the
recovery of damages for some injury resulting
to a party from the wrongful act of another,
unaccompanied by direct or immediate force,
or which is the indirect or secondary conse-
queu_ce_of such act. Commonly called. by ab-
breviation. “Case.” See Miinal v. Brown (C.
C.)-70 Fed. 968; Nolan v. Railroad Co. 70
Conn. 159. 39 mi. 115, 43 L. a. A. #05;
Christian v. Mills, 2 Walk. (Pa.) 131.—’rres-
pass qnaro elansusn 11-0 1:. “Trespass
wherefore he broke the close. The common-
law action for damages for an unlawful entry
or trespass upon the plaintiffs land. In the
Latin form of the writ, the defendant was call-'
ed upon to show why he broke the plaintil'E’ii
close; c’. e., the real or imaginary structure in~
closing the land, whence the name. it is com-
monly abbreviated to “trespass gs. cl. fr.” See
Kimball v. Hilton, 92 Me. 21 . 42 Atl. 394.
—'l.‘r~espass to try title. The name of the
action used in several of the states for the

-recovery of the possession of real property, with
damages for any trespass committed upon the
same by the defendant.—'1‘1-sspass vi at as-mis.
Trespass with force and arms. The common-
iaw action for damages for any injury com-
mitted by the defendant with direct and im-
mediate orce or violence against the plaintifl
Q his property.

‘ TRESPASSBE. One who has committed
trespass; one who unlawfully enters or in-
trudes upon another’s land, or unlawfully
and forcibly takes another’s personal prop
erty.
—Joi.nt trespassers. Two or more who unite
in committin a trespass. Kansas City v. File,
60 Kan. 15 . 55 Pac. 877: llonte v. Postel,
109 Ky. 64, 58 S. W. 536. 51 L. R. A. 187.-
Trespasser ab initio. Trespasser from the
beginning. A term applied to a tort-feasor whose
acts relate back so as to make a previous act.
at the time innocent, unlawful; as, if he enter
peaceably, and subsequently commit a breach of
the peace, his en{‘r’y is considered a trespass.
StiAn. Gloss. See right v. Marvin, 59 Vt. 437.

TRESTORNARI. In old English law.
To turn aside; to divert a stream from its
course. Bract. fols. 115, 2341). To turn or
alter the course of a road. Cowell.

T31-ISVIRI. Lat. In Roman law. Olli-
cers who had the charge of prisons, and the
execution of condemned criminals. Calvin.
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ram‘. An allowance made for the water
or dust that may be mixed with any coni-
modity. It differs from tare, (q. 1:.)

TRETEINGA. In old English law. A
trlthing; the court of a ti-ithing.

TREYT. Withdrawn, as a juror. Writ-
ten also treat. Cowell.

'rnn'ca:eI'rA, in Roman law, were
ch-itas, libertas, and jmnilia; 4. e., citizen-
ship, freedom, and family rights.

TRIAL. The examination before a com-
petent tribunal, according to the law of the
land, of the facts or law put in issue in a
cause, for the purpose of determining such
issue. ' . p

A trial is the judicial examination of the
issues between the parties, whether they be
issues of law or of fact. Code N. Y. i 252;
Code N. C. 5 397.

The examination or a cause, civil or crim-
inal, before a judge who has jurisdiction over
it. according to the laws or the land. See
I<‘inn v. Spagnoli, 67 Cal. 330, 7 Pac. 746; In
re Chauncey, 32 Hun (N. Y.) 431; Ballard
v. Kuhl, 54 Wis. 545, 11 N. W. 801; Spencer
v. Thistle, 13 Neb. 229, 13 N. W. 214; State
v. Brown, 63 M0. 444; State v. Clifton, 57

'-Kan. 449, 46 Pac. 715; State v. Bergman, 37
Minn. 407, 34 N. W. 737; Home L. Ins. Co.
v. Dunn, 19_ Wall. 224, 22 L. Ed. 68; Crane
v. Reeder, 28 Mich. 535, 15 Am. Rep. 223.
—MiItria.l. See that title.—New trial. A
new trial is a re-examination of an issue of fact
in the same court after a trial and decision by
it jury or court or by referees. Code Civ. Proc.
Cal. § 656.. A new trial is a re-examination of
the issue in the same court. before another jury.
after a verdict has been given. Pen. Code Cal.
K 1179. A new trial is a re-examination in the
same court of an issue of fact. or some part or
portions thereof, after the verdict by a in
report of a referee, or a decision by the cou
Rev. Code Iowa 1880, 5 2837.—Ncw trial pn-
jpcr. In English practice. .A paper containing
a list of causes in which rules m'.n' have been
obtained for a new trial, or for entering a ver-
dict in_place of a nonsuit. or for entering judg-
ment‘ non obstantc veredicto, or for otherwise
varying or setting aside proceedings which have
taken place at mas’ prius. These are called on
for argument in the order in which they stand
in the'pa_per. on days appointed by the judges
for the purpose. Brown.--Public trial.
trial held in public, in the presence of the pub-
lic. .or in a place accessible and open to the
attendance of the public at large. or of persons
who may properly be admitted. "By this [pub-
lic trial] is not meant that every person who
sees fit shall in all cases be permitted to at-
tend criminal trials. because there are many
cases where. from the character of the charge
and the nature of the evidence by which it is to
be supported. the motives to attend the trial, on
the part of portions of the community, would
be of the worst character. and where a regard
to public morals and public decency would re-
quire that at least the young be excluded from
hearing and witnessing the evidences of human
depravity which the trial must necessarily bring
to light. The requirement of a public trial is for
the benefit of the accused: that the public may
seehe is fairly dealt with and not unjustly con-
demned. and that the presence of interested spec-
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tators may keep his triers keenl alive to a relic:
of their responsibilit and to t e importance 0
their functions: an the requirement is fairly
observed if, without partiality or favoritism. 1!
reasonable proportion of the public is suffered
to attend, notwithstanding that those persons
whose presence could he of no service to the
accused. and who would only be drawn thither
Ey’ a prurient curiosity. are excluded altogether."

oley, Const. Iiim. ‘.312. And see People -v.
Hall. 51 A p. Div. 57. i'>i- N. Y. Su p. 433:
People v. My-afford. 65 Cal. 223. 3 ac. $19.
—Spced§ trial. See that title.—le as-ate

31. ee Si:PAaA'ri=:.—State t . See
."4i'.\'i'i=:.—’.l.‘rial at bar. A species of trial now
seldom resorted to, exceptin in cases where
the matter in dis ute is one 0 great importance
and difliculty. _ t is a trial which takes place
before all the Judges at the bar of the court in
which the action is brought. Brown.
Tidd, Pr. 747; Steph. Pl. 84.-—'l‘I-id at nici
prion. In practice. The ordinary kind of trial
which takes place at the sittings, assizes. or
circuit. before a single judge. 2 Tidd. Pr. 751.
819.—'.l‘rial by certificate. A form of trial
allowed _in cases where the evidence of the per-
son certif ing was the only proper criterion of
the int in dispute. Under such circumstances.
the issue might be determined by the certificate
alone, because, if sent to a jury, it would be
conclusive upon them. and therefore their inter-
vention was unnecessary. Tomlins.--'l‘rh.l if

o.nd_ noise is a peculiar mode of trial a -

owed‘ in writs of right. See ASSIZE: Grasp
Assizi_I:.--'.I'.‘rial to inspection or ex_arn1nn-
tion is a form 0 trial in which the Judges of
the-court, upon the testimony of their own
senses, decide the point in dispute.—'1‘ri_sl by
jury. A trial in which the issues of fact are
to be determined by -the verdict of a jury of
twelve men, duly selected, impaneled, and sworn.
gfhe terms "jury” and “trial by. jurfi" are. and
or ages have been, well known in t e language

of the law. They were used at the adoption of
the constitution, and always, it is believed. be
fore that time, and almost always since. in a
single sense. A jury for the trial of a cause was
a body of twelve men. described’ as upright.
well-qualified, and lawful men, disinterested and
impartial, not of kin nor personal dependents
of either of the parties, having their homes
within the jurisdictional limits of the court.
drawn and selected by cflicers free from all
bias in favor of or against either party, duly
impaneled under the irection of a competent
court. sworn to render a tnie verdict according
to the law and the evidence given them. who.
after hearing the parties and their evidence. and
receiving the instructions of the court relative
to the law involved in the trial, and deliberat-
ing, when necessary. apart from all extrane-
ous influences, must return theirunanimoua ver-
dict upon the,issue submitted to them. All
the books of the law describe _a trial jury sub-
stantially as we have stated it; and a “trial
b jury" is a trial by such ii. v so constitut-
ed and conducted. State v. Me leer, l‘1 Nev.
60. And see Gnnn v. Union R. Co.. 2% R. I.
289. 49 At]. 999: State v. Hamey. 16$ lilo.
167, 67 S. W. 620. 57 L. R. A. 846; Capital
Traction Co. v. Hot. 174 U. S. 1, 19 Sup. Ct.
580, 43 L. Ed. 873; Lomnien v. Minneapolis
Gaslight Co.. 65 Minn. 196. 63 N. W. 53. 33
L. R. A. 437. 60 Am. St. Rep. 450: Peo le v.
Dutelier. 83 N. Y. 242: Vaughn v Sea e. 30
M0. 600: Ward v. Farwell. 97 ill. 612.-—’.l‘riaI
Ii proviso. A proceeding allowed where the
gaintiif in an action desists from prosecuting

is suit, and does not bring it to trial in con-
venient time. The defendant. in such case. may
take out the venirc faciao to the slieriif, contain-
in these words, “proviso quad." etc., 0'. e.,_pro-
vi ed that. If plaintiff take out any Inn to
that purpose, the sherifi sba_ll summon but one
jury on them both. This is called “going to
trial by proviso.” Jacob. tit. “Proviso.”-
lty the record. A form of trial resorted to
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where llsue is taken u n a plea of nut tu-I
record, in which case t e Party asserting the
existence of a record as peaded is bound to
produce it in,court on a day assigned. If the
record is forthcoming, the issue is tried by in-
spection and examination of it. It the record
is not produced, judgment is given for his ad-
versary. 3 Bl. Comm. 330.—’.l'ri.nl by wager
0! battel. 'I1iis was a species- of trial intro-
duced into England. among other Norman cus-
toms, by William the Conqueror, in which the
person accused fought with his accuser. under
the apprehension that Heaven would give the
victory to him who was in the right. 3 Bl.
Comm. 337-341.—'.l.‘r:|nI by wage:-_o! law.
In old English law. A method of trial. where
the defendant, coming into court. made ot-h
that he did not owe the claim demanded of him,
and eleven of his neighbors, as compurgators,
sworethat they believed him to speak the truth.
3 Bl. Comm. 343. See Wanna or Law.-—'l.‘rial
I11 witnesses. The name "trial per testes"
has been used for a trial without the interven-
tion of a jury, is the only method of trial known
to the civil law, and is adopted by depositions
in chancery. The ‘udge is thus left to form,
in his own breast, is sentence upon the credit
of the witnesses examined. But it is very rare-
ly used at common law. '1‘omllns.—P.l'1-la! de
novo. A new. trial or retrial had in an appel-
late court in which the whole case is gone into
as if.no trial whatever had been had in the
court below. See Karcher v. Green. 8 Houst.
(Del) 163. 32 Ail. 225: Ex parte Morales (Tex.
Cr. App.) 53 S. W. 108; Shulta v. Lempert, 55
.'1‘ex._ 27T.—’.l'.'r-Inl jury. The jury participat-
ing in ‘the trial of a_given case; or a jury sum-
moned and impaneled for the trial of a case, and
in this sense a petit jury as‘ distinr.-uished from
a grand jury—-Trlnl list. A list of cases
marked down for trial for any one term.-'.l.‘rinl
_witI_i, assessors. Admiralty actions involving
nautical questions. e. actions of collision,
are generally tried in. gland before a judge,
with Trinity Masters sitting as assessors.
Adm. 179.

Rosc.

‘ 1":-ulna‘ ibi sexnper deboc led, uia
'JIu-stores nielios-ern pessnnt hnbere no-

anus. Trial ‘ought always to be had
where the jurors can have the best informa-
tion. 7 Coke, ‘l. _ '-

u

'I‘I.IBU!:RE. Lat. In the civil law. , To
give ; -to distribute.

TRIBUNAL The seat of a judge; the
place. where he administers justice: a ju-
dicial court-; the bench of judges. -See Fos-
ter v..Woi:cester, 16 Pick. (Mass) 81.-

In Roman law. An elevated sent occu-
pied by the praetor, when be judged, or
heard_ causes in form. Originally il kind of
stage made otwood in the form of a square,
and movable, but afterwards built of stone
in the form of a semi-circle. Adams, Rom.
-"Ant. 182, 133.

A TRIBUNAUX DE OOHHEROI. In
French law. Certain courts composed of ii
president, judges, and substitutes, which
take cognizance of all cases between mer-
chants. and of disagreements among part-
ners. Appeals lie from them to the courts
01 Iustice. Brown.
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. the value of one-third of the as.

TRINITY MASTERS

TRIBUTE. A contribution which is rais-
ed by a prince or sovereign from his sub-
jects to sustain the expenses of the state.

A sum of money paid by an inferior sover-
eign or state to a superior potentate, to se-
cure the friendship or protection of the lat-
ter. Brande.

TRICESIIIA. An ancient custom in a

borough in the county oi.’ Hereford, so call-
ed because thirty burgesses paid 1d. rent
for their houses to the bishop, who was lord
of the manor. Wharton.

TRIDHIG-HOTE. The court held for a
triding or trithing. Coweli. -

TRIDUUM. In old English law. The
space of three days. Fleta, lib. 1, c. 31, 5 7.

TBIZIZNNIAL A01‘. An English statute
limiting the duration of every parliament to
three years, urfless sooner dissolved. It was
passed by the long parliament in 1640, and
afterwards repealed. and the term was fixed
at seven years by the septenniai act. ‘(St. .1

Geo. I. st. 2, c. 38.)

TRIENS. Lat. In Rornnn law. A sub-
division of the as, containing four unciw;
the proportion of four-twelfths or one-third.
2 Bl. Comm. 462, note m. A copper coin of

Brande.

In feudal law. Dower or third. 2 Bl.
Comm. 129.

TRIGAIUS. .In- old Engiishlaw. One
who has been thrice married; one who. at
different times and successively. has had
three wives; in trigamlst. 3 last. 88. ‘

TRIGILD. In Saxon law. A triple giid,
geld, or payment: three times the value of
a thing, paid as a composition or satisfac-
tion. Spelman. V

' TRINEPOS. Lat.
great—grandson's or great-granddaughters
great-grandson. A male descendant in the
sixth degree. Inst. 3, 6, 4.

In the civil law. A

'1'RIII'.EP'.l.‘II. Lat. In the civil law. A
great-grandson's or great-granddaughter-‘s
great-granddaughter. A female descendant
in the sixth degree. Inst. 3, 6, 4.

TRINITY HOUSE. In English law. A
society at Deptford Strond, incorporated by
Hen. VIII. in 1515, for the promotion of
commerce and navigation by licensing and
regulating pilots, and ordering and erecting
beacons, light-houses, buoys, etc. Wharton.

TRINITY MASTERS are elder breth-
ren oi the Trinity House. If a question aria-
ing in an admiralty action depends upon
technical skill and experience in navigation.
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the judge or court is usually assisted at the
hearing by two Trinity Masters, who sit as
assessors, and advise the court on questions
of a nautical character. Williams J: B.
Adm. Jur. 271; Sweet.

TRINITY SITTINGS. Sittings of the
English court of appeal and of the high
court of Justice in London and Middlesex,
commencing on the Tuesday after Whitsun
week, and terminating on the 8th of August.

'rnnn'r1r' max. I One of ‘the tour
terms of the English courts of common law,
beginning on the 22d day of May, and end-'
ing on the -12th of June. 3 Staph. Comm.
562. .

TBIITIUHGELDUII. In old European
law. An extraordinary kind of composition
for an oirense, consisting of three times nine,
or twenty-seven times the single geld or pay-
ment. Spelman. .

TRINODA. NECESSITAI. Lat. In
Saxon law. A threefold necessity or burden.
A term used to denote the three things from
contributing to the performance of which
no lands were exempted. viz., pantie repara-
tio. (the repair of bridges.) arcis constructio,
(the building of castles,) at ewpeditio contra
hoatcm, (military service against an enemy.)
1 Bl. Comm. 263, 357.

rnxons. In practice. Persons who are
appointed to try challenges to Jurors, 4. 6..
to hear and determine whether a juror chal-
lenged for favor is or is not qualified to
serve.

The lords chosen to try a peer. when in-
dicted for felony. in the court of the lord
high steward, are also called “ti'I0l'8." Mos-
ley at Whitley.

TRIPARTITE. In conveyancing. Of
three parts: a term applied to an indenture
to which there are three several parties. (of
the flrst. second. and third parts) and which
is executed in triplicate.

TRIPLIOAOIOH. L. Fr. In old plead-
ing. A rejoinder in pleading; the defend-
ant’s answer to the plaintiff's replication.
Britt c. 77. '

TRIPLIOATIO. Lat. In the civil law.
The reply of the plaintiff to the rejoinder of
the defendant. It corresponds to the sur-
rejoinder of common law. Inst. 4, 14:
Brac_t. l. 5, t. 5, c. L

TRISTRIS. In old forest law. A free-
dom from the duty of attending the lord of
a forest when engaged in the chase. Spel-
man.

TRITAVIA. Lat. In the civil law. A
great-grandmother's great-grandmother; the
female ascendant in the sixth degree.
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TRITAVUI. Lat.
great-grandfather's great-grandfather;
male ascendant in the sixth degree.

In the civil law. A
the

TBITEING. In Saxon law. One of the
territorial divisions of England, being the
third part of a.county, and comprising three
or more hundreds. Within the trithing there
was a court held (called “trithing-mote”)
which resembled the court-leet, but was in-
ferior to the county court.
-1‘:-it note. The court held for a tritiu-
ing or rld1ng.—'.l.‘1-ithing-rseve. The ofieer
who snperintended a trithmg or riding._

TRIUMVIB. Lat. In old English law.
A trithing man or constable of three hun-
dred. Cowell.

TBIUHVIBI OAPITALES. Let. in
Roman law. Oilicers who had charge of the-
prison. through whose intervention punish-
ments were inflicted. They had eight iictora
to execute their orders. Vicat, Voc. Jur.

TRIVERBIAI. DAYS. In the civil law-
Juridical days; days allowed to the pretor
for deciding causes; days on which the-
pra-tor might speak the three characteristic
words of his office. viz., do. dico. addioo. Cal-
vin. Otherwise called “dies faui." 8 BL
Comm. 424, and note a.

TBIVIAL. Trifling; inconsiderable: of
small worth or importance In equity, I
demurrer will lie to a bill on the ground of
the trtvtautu of the matter in dispute. as be-
ing below the dignity ot the court. 4 Bouv.
last. no. 4237.

TRONAGE. In English law. A cul-
tomsry duty or toll for weighing wool: so
called because it was weighed by a common
trona, or beam. Fleta, lib. 2, c. 12. '

TRONATOR. A weigher of wool.
well.

TROPHY HONEY. Money formerly col-
lected and raised in London. and the sev-
eral counties of England, towards providing
harness and maintenance for the militia,
etc.

TROYEB. In common-law practice, the
action of trover (or trover and conversion)
is a species of action on the case. and origi-
nally lay for the recovery of damages against
a person who had found another's goods and
wrongfully converted them to his own use.
Subsequently the allegation of the loss of
the goods by the plaintiff and the finding of
them by the defendant was merely fictitious.
and the action became the remedy for any
wrongful interference with or detention of
the goods of another. 3 Steph. Comm. 425.
Sweet. See Burnham v. Pidcock. 33 Misc.
Rep. 65, 66 N. Y. Supp. 806; Larson v. Daw-

—-1‘
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son, 24 R. I.‘317. 53 At]. N. 96 Am. St. Rep.
718; Waring v. Pennsylvania R. Co., 76 Pa.
496; Metropolis Mfg. Co. v. Lynch, 68 Conn.
459, 36 At]. 832; Spellman v. Richmond d:
D. R. Co., 35 S. C. 475, 14 .8. E. 947, 28 Am.
St. Rep. 858.

TROY WEIGHT. A weight of twelve
ounces to the pound, having its name from
Troyes, a city in Aube, France.

T311012. In international law. ‘A sus-
pension or temporary cessation of hostili-
ties by'agreemen.t between belligerent pow-
ers; an armistice. Wheat. Int. Law. 442.
—'l.‘s-use of God. In medieval law. A truce
or suspension of arms promulgated by the
church, putting a stop to private hostilities at
certain periods or during certain sacred sea-
sons.

TRUCK ACT. In English law. This
name is given to the statute 1 J: 2 Wm. IV.
c. 37, passed to abolish what is commonly
called the “truck system." under which em-
ployers were in the practice of paying the
wages of their work people in goods, or of
requiring them to purchase goods at certain
shops. This led to laborers being compelled
to take goods of inferior quality at a high
price. The act applies to all artiticers. work-
men, and laborers, except those engaged in
certain trades, specially iron and metal
works, quarries, cloth, silk, and glass manu-
factories. It does not apply to domestic or
agricultural servants. Sweet

TRUE. Conformable to fact; correct; ex-
act; actual; genuine; honest.

“In one sense. that only is true which is con-
formable to the actual state of things. In that
sense, a statement is untrue which does not ex-
press things exactly as they are. But in an-,
other and broader sense, the word ‘true’ is
often used as a synonym of ‘honest,’ ‘sincere,’
‘not fraudulent.” Moulor v. American L Ins.
$3.’. 111 U. S. 345, 4 Sup. Ct. 466. 28 L. Ed.

—-True ‘bill. In criminal practice. The in-
dorsement made by a grand ury upon a hill
of indictment. when they fin it sustained by
the evidence laid before them. and are satisfied
of the truth of the accusation. 4 Bl. Comm.
306.—-'1‘:-ug. public, and notorious. These
three qualities used to be formally predicated
in the libel in the ecclesiastical courts; of the
charges which it contained, at the end of each
article severally. Wharton.

TRUST. 1. An equitable or beneficial
right or title to land or other property, held
for the beneficiary by another person, in
whom resides the legal title or ownership.
recognized and enforced by courts of‘ chan-
cery. See Goodwin v. Mcliilun, 193 Pa. 646,
44 Atl. 1094, 74 Am. St. Rep. 703; Beers v.
Lyon, 21 Conn. 613; Seymour v. Freer, 8
Wall. 202, 19 L. Ed. 306.

An obligation arising out of a confidence
reposed in the trustee or representative. who
has the legal title to property conveyed to
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him. that he will faithfully apply the prop-
erty according to the confidence reposed, or,
in other words, according to the wishes of
the grantor oi‘ the trust. 4 Kent. Comm.
304; Willis, Trustees, 2; Beers v. Lyon, 21

,Conn. 613; Thornburg v. Buck. 13 Ind. App.
448. 41 N;‘ E. 85.

An equitable obligation. either express or
implied. resting upon a person by reason of
a confidence reposed in him, to apply or deal
with the property for the benefit of some
other person, or for the benefit of himself
and another or others, according to such con-
fidence. Mccreary v. Gewlnner, 103 Ga. 528,
29.8. E. 960.

A holding of property subject to a duty
of employing it'or applying its proceeds ac-
cording to directions given by the person
from whom it was derived. Munroe v.
Crouse, 59 Hun, 248, 12 N. Y. Supp. 815.

—-Accessory trust. In Scotch law, this is
the term equivalent to “active" or “special"
trust. See infra.-—Ast.-Iva trust. One which
imposes upon the trustee the duty of taking
active measures in the execution of the trust.
as. where property is conveyed to trustees with
directions to sell and distribute the proceeds
among creditors of the grantor; distinguished
from a ‘ assive” or “dry" tr-ust.—Osstu.i que
trust. he person for whose benefit a trust
is created or who is to enjoy the income or the
avails of it.—0oustrustive trust. A trust
raised by construction of law. or arising by
operation of law. as distinguished from an ex-

ress trust. Wherever the circumstances of a
ransaction are such that the person who takes

the legal estate in property cannot also enjoy
the beneficial interest without necessarily vio-
lating some established principle of equity, the
court will immediately raise a constrsc.-ties
trust, and fasten it upon the conscience of the
legal owner. so as to convert him into a trus-
tee for the parties who in equitv are entitled
to the beneficial enjoyment. Hill. Trustees.
116: 1 Spence. Eq. Jur. 511. Neuter v. Gross,
66 Minn. 371. 69 N. W. 39: Jewelry (‘.o. v.
‘Volfer. 106 Ala. 205. 17 South. 525, 28 L. R. A.
707, 54 Am. St. Rep. 31.—Continrrent trust.
An express trust may depend for its operation
upon a future event. and is then a "continzent”
trust. Civ. Code Ga. 1895. § 315i.—Direot
trust. A direct trust is an express trust. as
distinguished from a constructive or imnliurl
trust. Currenoe 17. Ward, 43 W. Va. 367, 27
S. E. 329.—Dh-ectory trust. One which is
subject to be moulded or applied according to
subsequent directions of the grantor: one which
is not completely and finally settled by the
instrument creating it. but only defined in its
general purpose and to be carried into detail
according to later specific directlons.—Ds-y
trust. One which merely vests the legal title
in the trustee. and does not require the per-
formance of any active duty on his part to carry
out the trust.—Exeouted trust. A trust of
which the scheme has in the outset been com-
pletely declared. Adams, Eq. 151. A trust in
which the estates and interest in the subject-
matter of the trust are completely limited and
defined by the instrument creating the trust,
and require no further instruments to complete
yiem. Blsp. Eq. 20: Piliot v. Landon, 46 N.

. Eq. 810, 19 Atl. 25; Dennison-v. Goehring,
7 Pa. 177, 47 Am. Dec. 505: In re Fair's
Estate. 132 Cal. 523, 60 Pac. 442, 84 Am. St.
Rep. 70; Crushing v. Blalre. $9 N. J. Eq. 403:
Egerton v. Brownlow, 4 H. L. Cas. 210. As
all trusts are executory in this sense. that
the trustee is bound to dispose of the estate
according to the tenure of his trust, whether
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active or passive, it would be more accurate
and precue to substitute the terms, “per-iect"
nnd“‘imperfect” for “executed" and "execu-
tory" trusts. 1 Hayes. Gonv. 85.-Exeoutory

t. One which requires the execution of
some further instrument, or the doing of some
further act. on the part of the creator of the
trust or of the trustee. towards its complete
creation or full eifect. An crecuted trust is one
fully created and of immediate eflect. These
terms do not relate to the execution of the
trust as regards the beneficiary. Martliné v.
May1]ing_ 5:‘: N. J. Eq. 771. 39 Atl. 203; ar-
radine v. Carradine. 33 Miss. 729: Cornwell
v. Wullf, 148 Me. 542. 50 S. W. 439. ‘$5 L. R.
A. 53; In re Fair's Estate. 132 Cal. 523. 60
Pac. 442. 84 Am. St. Rep. 70; Pillot v. Lan-
don. 46 N. J. Ht]. 310. 19 Atl. 25.-Express
trust. A trust created or declared in express
terms. and usually in writing. as distinguished
from one inferred by the. law from the con-
duct or dealings of the parties. State v. Camp-
bell. 59 Kim. 246, 52 Pac. 454; Kaphan v.
Toney (Tenn. Ch. 58 S. W. 913: Mt-Mouagle
v. McGlinn (C. 1.) 85 Fed. 91; Ransdel v,
Moore, 153 Ind. 393. 53 N. E. 767. 53 L. R. A.
753. Express trusts are those which are cre-
ated in express terms in the deed, writing. or
will.-while implied trusts are those which. with-
out beinz expressed. are dediicible from the
nature of the tmnsaction, as matters of intent,
or which are superinduced upon the transac-
tions by operation of law. as matters of equity.
independently of the articular intention of
the parties. Brown v. berry. 56 Barb. (N. Y.)
G3:">.—!ruperfoct trust. An executory trust,
(which see ;) and see Exacnrso Tims'r.—Iiu-
lied trust. A trust raised or created by
plicstlon of law; a trust implied or pre-

sumed from circumstances. Wilson v. Welles;
79 Minn. 53. 81 N. W. 549: In re Morgan,
84 Hun (N. Yg 220: Kaphan v. Toney (Tenn.
Ch.) 58 S. W. 13: Gone v. Dunham. 59 Conn.
145. 20 Atl. 311. 8 L. R. A. 647: Russell
v. Peyton. 4 Ill. App. 478.—Involuutary
trust. “Involuntary" or "constnictive” tnists
embrace all those instances in which a trust is
raised by the doctrines of equity, for the pur-
pose ‘of working out justice in the most etficient
manner, when there is ‘no intention" of the
parties to- create a trust relation and contrary
to the intention of the one holding the’ legal
title. This‘ class of trusts may usually be re-
ferred to fraud. either actual or constructive,
as an essential element. Bank v. Kimhalt Mill-
ing Co. 1 S. D. 388. 47 N. W. 402. 36 Am.

739.—-Ministerial trusts. (Also
called “instrumental trusts.") Those ‘which de-
mand no further exercise of reason or under-
standing than every intelligent agent miist nec-
essarily employ; as to convey an estate. They
are a species of special trusts. distinguished
from discretionary trusts. which necessarily re-
quire much exercise of the understanding. 2
Bouv. Inst. no. lS9G.—Naked trust. A dry
or passive trust: one which requires no action
on the part of the trustee. beyond turning over
money or -property to the ceuiu‘ qua trust.-
Passlve trust. A trust as to which the trus-
tee has no active duty to perform. Goodrich
v. Milwaukee. 24 \\'ia. 429: Perkins v. Brink-
lev. 133 N. (V. 154. 45 S. E. 1112: Holmes v.
\\'alier. 118 \\'is. 409. 97> N. \V. 380. I52 L. R.
A. i)86.—Prooatory trust. Where words em-
ployed in a will or other -instrument do not
amount to a positive command or to a distinct
testamentary disposition. but are terms of en-
treaty. request. recommendation. or expectation,
they are termed “precatory words.” and from
such words the law will raise a trust. called
a "precatory trust." to carry out the wishes of
the ti-stator or grantor. See Bohon v. Barrett.
7!) l{,\'. 378: liimt v. Hunt. 18 \Vaah. 14. 50
Pac. 578; Aldrich v. Aldrich. 172 Mass. 101
51 N. E. 449.-Private mm. One establislieti
or creiitcd for the benefit of a certain designat-
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ed individual~or individuals. or a known person
or class of persons, clearly identified or ca-
pable of identification by the terms of the in-
strument creating the trust. as distinguished
from trusts for public institutions or charitable
uses. See Penuoyer v. Wadhams, 20 Or. 27-1.
2.‘? Pac. 720.‘ 11 L. R. A. 210: Doyle _v.‘\\'halen.
87 Me. 414. 32 Atl. 1022. L. R. A. 118:
Brooks v.‘Belfast. 90 Me. 318. 38 All. '.".".’.
—Pr-oprietary trust. In Scotch law. a na-
ked. dry, or passive trust’. See oupro.—Pub11o
trust. One constituted for the benefit eiiiier
of the public at large or of some considerable
portion of it answering a particular description ;
to this class belong all trusts for charitable pur-
poses. and indeed public trusts and charitable
trusts may be considered in general as synony-
mous expressions. Lewin. Trusts. ‘.’0.-Rosult-
tug trust. One that arises by implication of
law. or by the operation and construction 0!
equity. and which is established as consonant
to the presumed intention of the parties as
gathered from the nature of«the transaction;
as. for exam le. where one person, becomes in-
vested with t e title to rea property under cir~
cumstances which in equity obligate him to hold
the title and exercise his ownership for the bene-
fit of another. a familiar instance being the case
where a man buys land with his own money but
has the title put in the name of another. See
Sanders v. Steele. 124 Ala. 415. 21; .\“oii'tli. 89-1’:
Dorman v. Dorman. 187 Ill. 154, 58 ‘N. E. 235.
79 Am. St. Rep. 210: Aboru v.'.Searles. ills
R. I. 357. 27 Atl. 796; Fulton v. -Jansen,
Cal. 587. 34 Pac. 331; Western Union Tel.
00. v. Shepard. 169 N. Y. 170. 62 N. 1-}. 154.
58 L. R. A. 115.—Seoret trusts. Where a
testator gives property to a person, on a verbal
Bromine by the lcgatee or dei-isee that he will

old it in trust for another person. this is called
a "secret trust." Sweet.—Shl!tlng trust. Ari
express trust which is so settled that it may
operate in favor of beneficiaries additional to.
or substituted for, those first named. iinon'speci-
fled contingencies. Civ. Code On. 1895. 5 ."iI."vL
—8imulo trust. A simple trust.t-orrespouds
with the ancient use. and is where property is
simply vested in one person for the use of an-
other. and the nature of the. trust. not being
qualified by the settler. is left to ‘the coristme

it dilfem from a special treat.
Perkins v. Brinkley. 133 N. C. 154.44’: S. E.
54 : Oone v. Duuhnm. 59 Conn. 145. 20 Atl.
311. R L. R. A. (H7: Dodson r. Ball. 60
Pa. 100 Am. Dec. 586.—8pe_olu1 trust.
Where ‘the machinery of a trust is introduced
for the'exe,c.iition of sonic, purpose particularly
pointed out. and the trustee is not a more pas-
sive depositary of the estate. but is called upon
to exert himself actively in the execution of
the settlor7s intention: as.’ where a conveyance
is to trustees upon trust to sell for payment
of debts. Special trusts have been divided into
(1) ministerial (or instrumental) and (2) discre-
tionary. . The former. such as demand no fun
ther exercise of reason or understanding than
cveryintelligent agent must necessarily employ:
the latter. such as cannot be duly administcred
without the application of a certain degree of

nidence and judgment. 2 Bouv. Inst. no.
8911; Perkins v. Brinkley. 133 N. O. 154. 4:’:

S. E. 541; Flagg v. Ely, 1 Edm. Sel. Cas. (N.
Y. 209: Freer v. Lake. 115 Ill. 662. 4 N. E.
51-; Dodson v. Ball. (1) Pa. 496, 100-Am. Dec.
586.—B~pendtlu-ift trust. See Smzsn-rusirr.
—'1‘rs.usgs-essivs trust. A name sometimes
applied to a trust which transgresses or violates
he rule against perpetuities. See Pulitzer v.
iivingston. 89 Me. 359. 36 Atl. 035.—'l‘rust

company. A corporation formed for_the pur-
pose of taking, accepting, and executing all
such trusts_-as may be lawfully committed to
it, and acting as testamentary trustee. trustee
under deeds of settlement or for married women.
executor. guardian. etc. To these functions are
sometimes (but not necessarily) added the busi-
ness of acting as fiscal agent for corporations;
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attending to the registration and transfer of
their stock and bonds, serving as trustee for
their bond or mortgage creditors, and transact-
ing a general banking and loan business. See
Vennei‘ -v. ‘Farmers’ L. 8: T. Co_., 54 . )l>- DW-
271. 66 N. Y. Supp. 773; Jenkins v. i effh163
N. Y. 320, 57 N. E. 408: Mercantile Nat. _ank
v. New York. 121 U. S. 138, 7 Sup. Ct. 82b, 30
L. Ed. 895.—'1‘s-ust-deed. (1) A species of
mortgage given to a trustee for the purpose of
securing a numerous class of creditors, as the
bondholders of a railroad cor ranch, with pow-
er to__torec1ose and sell on allure of the pay-
ment.of- their bonds, notes. or other claims.
(2) In some of the states, _and in the District
of Columbia, :1 trust-deed is a security resem-
bling a mortgage, being a conveyance of lands
to trustees to secure the a merit of a debt.
with a power of sale upon e suit, and _upon a
trust to apply the net proceeds to paying the
debt and to turn over the surplus to the gran-
tor.—’.l.‘s-ust estate. This term may mean ei-
ther the estate of the trustee,—that is, the legal
title,—or the estate of the beneficiary, or. the
corpus of the property which is the subJect oi
the trust. See Cooper v. Cooper, 5 N. J. Eq.
9: Farmers’ L.'& '1‘. Co. v. Carroll, 5 Barb.
(N. Y.) 643.—-Trust ox snnlefloio. A species
of. constructive trust arising out of some ti-and
niisconduct,.or breach_of- faith on the _part oi
the person to be charged as trustee, which ren-
ders it an equitable necessity that a trust should
be implied. See Rogers v. Richards, 67 Kan.
706. 74 Pac. 255: Kent v. Dean. 128 Ala. 600.
30 South. 543;.Barry v. Hill, 166 Pa. 344. 31
Atl. 126.—'.l‘s-ust fund. A _f_und held by a
trustee for the specific purposes of the trust:
in a more general sense, a fund which. legally
or equitably.,.is subject to.be devoted to a par-
ticular -purpdse and cannot or should not be
diverted therefrom. In this sense it is often
said that the capital and other property of a
corporation‘-is a “trust fund” for the payment
of ts debts. See-Henderson v. Indiana Trust
Co., 143 Ind. 561. 40 N. E. 516; In re Beard’s
Estate, 7 W o. 104, 50 Pac. 226, 38 L. R. .

860, 75 Am. t. Rep. 882.—T1'-ust in invituns.
A constructive trust imposed by equity, con-
trary to,-the t.rustee’s-intention and will, u on
property in "his hands. Sanford v. Hamner, 15
Ala. 40_6. 22 South. 117.—Voluntary trust.
An obligation arising out of a personal con-
fidence reposed in, and voluntarily accepted by,
onefor the benefit of another, as distinguished
from an “involuntary” trust which is crea
by operation of law. 'Civ. éode Cal. §§ ‘ 16,
2217. According to another use of the term,
“voluntary” trusts are such as are made in

that is, a person who
gives nothing in exc ange for the trust, but
receives it as a pure gift: and in this use the
term ‘is distinguished from “trusts for vaiue,”
the ‘latter being such as are in favor of pur-
chasers, mortgagees, etc.

2._ In oonstitutional and statutory
law. _ "An association or organization of
persons or corporations having the intention
and_ power, or the tendency, to create amo-
nopoly, ‘control production, interfere with the
free course of trade or transportation, or
to fix and regulate the supply and the price
of commodities. In the history of economic
development, the “trust" was originally a
.deV.‘iCé. by which several corporations engag-
ed in the same general line of business
might combine for their mutual advantage,
in the direction or eliminating destructive
competition, controlling the output of their
commodity, _and regulating and maintaining
its Drlce.. but. at the same time preserving
their jsepai-_ate individual existence, and with-
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out any consolidation or merger. This de-
vice was the erection of a central committee
or board, composed, perhaps, of the presi-
dents or general managers of the diflerent
corporations, and the transfer to them of 9.

majority of the stock in each of the corpo-
rations, to be held “in trust” for the sev-
eral stockholders so assigning their holdings.
These stockholders received in return “trust
certificates” showing that they were entitled
to receive the dividends on their assigned
stock, though the voting power of it had
passed to the trustees. This last feature
enabled the trustees or committee to elect
all the directors of all the corporations, and
through them the otiicers, and thereby to ex-
ercise an absolutely controlling influence
over the policy and operations or each con-
stituent company, to the ends and with the
purposes above mentioned. Though the
“trust," in this sense, is now seldom if ever
resorted to as a form or corporate organiza-
tion. havlng given place to the “holding cor-
poration" and other devices, the word has
become current in statute laws as well as
popular speech. to designate almost any i'oriii
of combination of a monopolistic character
or tendency See Black, Const. Law (3d Ed.)
p. 428; Northern Securities Co.’ v. U. S.,
193 U. S. 197, 24 Sup. Ct. 436. 48 L. Ed. 679;
MacGinniss v. Mining Co., 29 Mont. 428, 75
Pac. 89; State v. Continental Tobacco Co.,
177 Mo. 1, 75 S. W. 737; Queen Ins, Co. v.
State, 86 Tex. 250. 24 S. W. 397, 22 L. R.
A. 483; State v. Insurance Co., 152 Mo. 1,
52 S. W. 595, 45 L R. A. 363; Gen. St. Kan.
1901, 5 7864; Code Miss. 1892, 5 4437; Cob-
bey’s Ann. St. Neb. 1903, § 11500: Bates’
Ann. St. Ohio, 1904, 5 4427; Code Tex. 1895,
art. 976.

TRUSTEE. The person appointed, or
required by law, to execute a trust; one in
whom an estate. interest, or power is vested,
under an express or implied agreement to
administer or exercise it for the beneflt or
to the use of another.

“’1‘rustee" is also used in a wide and per-
haps inaccurate sense, to denote that a per-
son has the duty of carrying out a transac-
tion, in which he and another person are in-
terested, in uch manner as will he most for
the benefit of the latter. and not in such a
way that he himself might be tempted, for
the sake of his personal advantage, to neg-
lect the interests of the other. In this sense,
directors of companies are said to be “trus-
tees for the siiareholders.” Sweet.
—Conventionnl trustee. A "conventional"
trustee is one appointed by a decree of court
to execute a trust, as distinguished from one
appointed Ii? the instrument creating the trust.
Gi bert v. olb, 85 Md. 627, 37 Ati. 423.-—-Joint
trustees. Two or more persons who are in-
trusted with property for the benefit of one or
more others.—-Quasi trustee. A person who
reaps a benefit from a breach of trust, and
so becomes answerable as a trustee. Lewin.
Trusts (4th -Ed.) 592, 638.—’.l.‘estnsnentu-1
trustee. A trustee appointed by or acting un-
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der s will; one appointed to carry out a trust
created by a will. The term does not ordinani
include an executor or an administrator wit:
the will annexed. or a guardian, though all
of these are in a sense trustees, except when
they act in the execution of a trust created
by the will and which is separable from their
functions as executors, etc. See In re Has-'
ard, 51 Hun. 201, 4 N. Y. Supp. 701; In re
Valentine‘: Estate, 1 Misc. Rep. 491, 23 N. 1.
Supgj 289' in re 1-iawley. 104 N. Y. 250. 10
N. . 35i—'1‘rnsteo acts. The statutes 13
S: 14 Vict. c. 60, assed in 1850, and 15 & 16
Vict. c. 55, pass in 1852. enabling the court
of chaucery without bill filed, to appoint new
tnistees in lieu of any who. on account of death.
lunacy. absence. or otherwise. are unable or
unwilling to act as such: ‘and also to make
vestiugeorders by which legal estates and rights
may transferred from the old trustee or
trustees to the new trustee or trustees so

Mozley & Whitle .—’l‘x'ustoe ex
snnleflcio. A person who. eing guilt! of
wrongful or fraudulent conduct. is he! by
equit to the duty and liability of a trustee. ‘in
relat on to the sub‘iect-matter. to prevent him
from profiting by h s own wrong.—'l.‘rustoo in
banks-upte . A trustee in bankruptcy is a
person in w om the property of a bankrupt is
vested in trust for the creditors.—'.l‘rustoo pro-
cess. The name given. in the New England
states. to the process of gamishment or for-
clan nttachmcvnt.—'l':s-last!-o.s'olio£ sets. The
statute J0 & 11 Wet. c. 90. passed in 1847. and
statute 12 G: 13 Vict. c. 74. passed in 1849. by
which a trustee is enabled to pay money into
court. in cases where a didiculty arises respect-
inglthe title to the trust fund. Mosley & Whit-
ey.

appointed.

TRUSTEE. In Scotch law. The maker
or creator of a trust.

TBUSTII. In old European law. Trust;
faith; confidence; iidelity.

-rnus'ron.. A word occasionally, though
rarely, used as a designation of the creator‘,
donor, or founder of a trust.

TRY. To examine judicially: to examine
and investigate a controversy, by the legal
method called “trial." for the purpose of de-
termining the issues it involves.

TIIAI BBS T13! EADETO. Lat. Have
or take your things to yourself. '1‘he form
of words by which. according to the old Ro-
man law, in man divorced his wife. Calvin.

TUB. In mercantile law. A measure con-
taining sixty pounds of tea, and from fifty-
six to eighty-six pounds of camphor. Jacob.

TUB-MAN. In English law. Abarrister
who has a preaudience in the exchequer.
and also one who has a particular place in
court, is so called. Brown.

TUCEA8. In Spanish law. Objections
or exceptions to witnesses. White, New Re-
cop. b. 3, tit 7, c. 10.

TUEBTO. In Spanish law. Tort. his
Pa.rtidas,pt.7.tit.6.l.5.
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TUG. A steam vessel built for towing:
synonymous with “tow-boat."

TULLIANUM. Lat. In Roman law.
That part of a prison which was under
ground. Supposed to be so called from
Servius Tullius, who built that part of the
flrst prison in Rome. Adams. Rom. Ant.
290.

TUHBEEL. A castigatory, trebucket,
or ducking-stool, anciently used as a punish-
ment for common scolds.

TUIIULTUOIYI PETITIONIIG. Un-
der st. 18 Car. II. St. 1, c. 5. this was a
misdemeanor, and consisted in more than
twenty persons signing any petition to the
crown or either house of parliament for the
alteration of matters established by law in
church or state, unless the contents thereof
had been approved by three Justices. or the
minority of the grand jury at assises or
quarter sessions. No petition could be de-
livered by more than ten persons. 4 Bl.
Comm. 147; Mosley as Whitley.

Tint. A measure of wine or oil, con-
taining four hogsheads.

ruxonsvz. A town-resve or haunt.
Cowell.

TUBBA. Lat. In the civil law. A Inui-
titude; a crowd or mob: a tumultuous as-
sembly ot persons. Said to consist of ten
or fifteen. at the least. Calvin.

TUBBARY. Turhary. or common of tur-
bary. is the right or liberty of digging turf
upon another man's ground. Brown.

TURN, or TOURII. The great conrt~ieet
of the county, as the old county court was
the court-baron. Of this the sheriir is judge.
and the court is incident to his omce; where-
fore it is called the “sheriil"s tourn;" and
it had its name originally from the shcriif
making a turn of circuit about his shire, and
holding this court in each respective hun-
dred. Wharton.

TUBNED To A RIGHT. This phrase
means that a person whose estate is divested
by usurpation cannot expel the possessor by
mere entry, but must have recourse to an
action. either possessory or droltural. Mos-
ley & Whitley.

TURNKEY. A person. under the super-
intendence of a jailer, who has the charge
of the key's of the prison, for the purpose of
opening and fastening the doors.

TUENPIZKE. ’ A gate set across a road.
to stop travelers and carriages until toll is
paid for the privilege of passage thereon.
—Tux-npilre roads. These are roads on which
parties have by law a right to erect gates and
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bars, for the purpose of taking toll, and of re-
fining the permission to pass along them to all
persons who refuse to ay. Northam Bridge Co.
v. London Ry. 00., 6 ees. & W. 428. A turn-
pike road is a public highway, established by
public authority for public use. and is to be re-
garded as a public easement, and not as pri-
vate property. The only diiierence between this
and a common highway is that, instead of be-
ing made at the public expense in the first in-
stance, it is authorised and laid out by public
authority. and made at the expense of individ-
uals in the first instance; and the cost of con-
struction and maintenance is reimbursed by a
toll, levied b nblic authority for the Dl1?0B€.
Com. v. Wi nson, 16 Pick. (Msss.) 17 , 26
Am.~Dec. 654. .

I TIJBPII. Lat. In the civil law. Base:
mean; vile: disgraceful: infamous; unlaw-
ful. Applied both to things and persons.
Calvin.
'—Tu1-pis oanss. A base cause: a'vile or im-
moral consideration: a consideration which, on
account of its immorality, is not allowed by law
to be suiiiclent either to support a contract or
found an action: e. g., future illicit intercourse.
--Turpin oontrnotu. An immoral or iniqui-
tous contract.

Tnrpis est pars qua: non oonveait can
sue toto. The part which does not agree
with its whole is of mean account. [entitled
to small or no consideration] Plowd. 101:
Shep. Touch. 87.

TURPITUDE. Everything done contrary
to justice, honesty, modesty. or good morals
is said to be done with tnrpitude.

TURPITDDO. Lat. Baseness; infamy:
immorality; turpitude.

Tutu -est sustodia‘ qua sibiuiet ore-
ditur. Hob. 840. That guardianship is se-
cure which is intrusted to itself alone.

TUTELA. Int. In the civil law. Tu-
‘telage; that species of gimrdiaiiship which
continued to the age of puberty: the guard-
ian being oalled “tutor," and the ward, “pu-
pfllus." 1 Dom. Civil Law, b. 2, tit. 1, p.
260.
—Tute1a l . '

created by .‘.’.‘:“..‘:"'i:.., fi“3}i.§}‘§°l.“.‘E§’.' i.§‘.‘a‘°i‘.§.§§
created by testament. Inst. 1. 15, pr.—Tutela
tostasnsntu-IA. Testaments tutela e or
guardianship; that kind of tute age whic was
created by will. Calvin.

TIITELE AOTIO. Lat. In the civil law.
An action of tutelage; an action which lay
for a ward or pupil, on the termination of
tutelage, against the tutor or guardian. to
compel an account. Calvin.

TUTELAGE. Guardianship; state of be
ing under a guardian.

TUTZIAK REDDEBB. Lat. In the
civil law. To render an account of tutelage.
Calvin. Tutclam reposcere, to demand an
account of tutelage.
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'ity of a curator.

TWA NIGHT GEST '

TUTEUB.
guardian.
—'.l‘utoIu- ofloionx. A person over fifty
years of age may be a pointed a tutor of this
sort to a child over ii teen [ears of age, with
the consent of the parents 0 such child, or, in
their default, the conceit dc fumille. The duties
which such a tutor becomes subject to are analo-
gous to those in English law of a poison who
guts himself in low parent‘: to an one.

rown.—Tuteur subrogé. The title 0 a sec-
ond ardian a pointed for an infant under
gus iansliip. file functions are exercised in
case the interests of the infant’and his prin-
cipal guardian conflict. Code Nap. 420; Brown.

In French law. A kind of

Tutius ‘es-ratur ex parte mitioro. 3
Inst. 220. It is safer to err on the gentler
side.

Tntius sompsr est era-are aoqnistando,
quun in pnnlondo, ex parte :miserioor-
din qiiam on parts justitiie. It is always
safer to err in acquittiug than punishing,
on the side of mercy than on the side of
justice. Branch, Princ.; 2 Rule, P. C. 290;
Broom, Max. 326; Com. v. York, 9 l\Ietc.
(Mass) 116, 43 Am. Dec. 373.

TUTOR. In the civil law. This term
corresponds nearly to “guai-dian." (i. e., a
person appointed to have the care of the
person of a minor and the administration
of his estate.) except that the guardian
of a minor who, has passed a certain age
is called ‘fcurator," and has powers and
duties diflering somewhat from those of a
tutor.

By the laws of Louisiana, minors under
the age of fourteen years. if males, and un-
der the age of twelve years, if females. are,
both as to their persons and their estates.
placed under the authority of a tutor. Above
that age, and until their majority or eman-
cipation, they are placed under the author-

Civ. Code La. 1838. art.
263.

—Tntor alionns. _In English law. The name
given to a stranger who enters upon the lands
of an infant within the age of fourteen, and
takes the profits. Co. Litt. 891:. 90a.—'.l‘ntos-
prop:-ins. The name given to one who is
rightly a guardian in socage, in contradistinction
to a tutor alienua.

TUTORSIIIP. The office and power of
a tutor.
—Tutorsliip by nature. After the dissolu-
tion of marriage by the death of either husband
or wife, the tutorship of minor children belongs
of right to the surviving mother or father.
This is what is called “tutorship by nature."
Civ. Code La. art. 2.'i0.—Tutorshfp by will.
The right of appointing a tutor, whether a
relation or a stranger. belongs exclusively to
the father or mother dying last. Tins d8 _cnli-
ed “tutorship by will," because generally it is
given by testament;_ but it may _liirewise be
given by any declaration by the surviving father
or mot er, executed before a notary and two
witnesses. Civ. Code La. art. 257.

TUTRIX.

TWA NIGHT GIST. In Saxon law. A
guest on the second night. By the laws of

A female tutor.



TWELFHINDI

Edward the Gonfessor it was provided that
a man who lodged at an inn, or at the house
of another, should be considered. on the flrst
night of his being there, a stranger. (um-uth,-)
on the second night, a guest; on the third
night, a member of the family. This had
reference to the responsibility of the. host or
entertainer for offenses committed by the
guest. ‘

'.l'WJE£L!'HI1I’DI. The highest rank of
men in the Saxon government, who were
valued at 12003. If any injury were done to‘
such persons, satisfaction was to be made
according to their worth. Cowell.

TWELVE TABLES. The earliest stat-
ute or code of Roman law, framed by a com-
mission of ten men, B. O. 450, upon the re
turn of a commission of three who had been
sent abroad to study foreign laws and insti-
tutions. The Twelve Tables consisted partly
of laws transcribed from the institutions of
other nations, partly of such as were altered
and accommodated to the manners of the
Romans, partly of new provisions, and main-
ly, perhaps, of laws and usages under their
ancient kings. They formed the source and
foundation for the whole later development
of Roman jurisprudence. They exist now
only in fragmentary form. See 1 Kent.
Comm. 520.

TWELVE-DAY WRIT. A writ issued
under the St. 18 & 19 Vict. c. 87, for sum-
mary procedure on bills of exchange and
promissory notes, abolished by rule of court
in 1880. Wharton.

TWELVE-MONTH, in the singular num-
ber, includes all the year; but twelve months
are to be computed according to twenty-
eight days for every month. 6 Coke. 62.

rwmr: m .n':o1-aunt.
nor: Once !N Jsonanr.

See Jeop-
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TWYEINDI. The lower order of’ Sax-
ons, valued at zoos. in the scale of pecuniary
muicts inflicted for crimes. Cowell.

TYBURN TICKET. A certiilcatewhich
was given to the prosecutor of "a felon to
conviction.

TYHTLAN. In Saxon law. An accusa-
tion, impeachment, or charge of any oifense.

TYLWITK. Brit. A tribe or family
branching or issuing out of another; Cowell.

TYERELLA. In old English law, a
tumbrel, castlgatory, or duciilng stool, an-
ciently used as an instrumentof punishment
for eommon scolds. '. - ‘

TIBANNY. Arbitrary or despotic gov-
ernment; the severe and autocratic exercise
of sovereign power, either vested constitu-
tionally in one ruler, or usurped by him by
breaking down the division and distribution
of governmental powers. -~ -7 -' - 7

TYBANT. A despot; a sovereign "or ful-
er, legitimate or otherwise, who. uses ’his
power unjustly and arbitrarily, to the op‘-
pression ot.his subjects. - ' ' I

TYBOTOXIGON. In medical jurispru-
dence. A poisonous ptomaine produced'in
milk, cheese, cream, or ice-cream by decom-
position otalbuminous constitueuts.1 -

. TYRBA, or‘ ISOIRA. A mount or‘Ei1l.
Cowell. . I :- - - '

TYTHB. -Tithe, or tenth part.

TYTBJNG. A company of ten; adia-
trlct; a tenth part. See T1-rnme.

TZAR, TZABINA. The _ emperor and
empress of Russia. See Czn.
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U
-‘U. B. An abbreviation for “Upper Bench."

0’. C. An abbreviation for “Upper Can-
ada," used in citing the reports.

1!’. B. Initials of "mi rogue,” be it as
you desire, a ballot thus inscribed. by which
the Romans voted in favor of a bill or can-
didate. Tayl. Civil Law, 191.

U. I. An abbreviation for "United States.”

-UBEEBIHA PIDES. Lat. The most
abundant good faith; absolute and perfect
eandor or openness and honesty; the ab-
sence of any concealment or deception, how-
ever slight. ‘

iU'bl aliquld oonoedltur, ooneedltur et
id sine 'quo res ipsa ease non potent,
When anything is granted. that also is grant-
ed without .which the thing granted cannot
exist. Broom. Max. 488; 13 Mees. & W. 706.

UN allquld lnxpodltur propter unusn,
so .‘ renoto, tollltnr lmpodilneastuna.
Where anything is impeded by one single
cause. it that be removed. the impediment
is removed. Branch, Princ., citing 6 Coke,
77¢: ' A

UH eossat remedlusn ordlnariusn, lb!
deeurritur ad oxtraordlnarlnna. Where
the ordinary remedy fails. recourse must be
had to an extraordinary one. 4 Coke, 92b.

UM eulpa est, ibl pcna subesse debet.
Where the crime is committed. there ought
the punishment to be undergone. Jenk.
Cent. 325.

‘ UM dunna dantur, viotus victor! in
expensis eondemnari debet. Where dam-
ages-are given. the vanquished party ought
to be condemned in costs to the victor. 2
Inst. 289.

: ‘Ubi eadem ratio, lb! eadesn lex; et de
sirnillbus idem est Judlolusn. 7 Coke, 18.
Where the same reason exists. there the
same law prevails; and, of things similar.
the Judgment is similar.

III)! e! dantls et aoolpientis turpltudo
verrsatur, non posse repeti dlelmus; quo-
tiens autem aoolpleutls turpitudo versa-
tur, repeti posse. Where there is turpi-
tude on the part of both giver and receiver,
we say it cannot be recovered back; but as
often as the turpitude is on the side of the
receiver [alone] it can be recovered back.
Mason v. Waite, 17 Mass. 562.

UM faetusn nulluxn. {bi tortia nulla.
Where there is no principal fact, there can
be no accessory. 4 Coke. 426.

Uh! jus, lb! x-ernedluxn. Where there is
a right. there is a remedy. Broom. Max.
191, 204; 1 Term R. 512; C0. Litt. 1970.

UM jus inoes-turn, lb! Jus nullun.
Where the law is uncertain, there is no law.

‘UM lez allquem ooglt ostendere,‘
oausasn, neeesse est quod oausa sit just:
at legitisna. Where the law compels a man
to show cause, it is necessary that the cause
be just and lawful. 2 Inst. 289.

Uh! lax est speoialls, at ratio ejus [en--
eralls, generallter aoelplenda est. 2
Inst. 43. Where the law is special, and the
reason of it general, it ought to be taken as
being general. ~

‘Uh! lex non dlstlngult, neo nos distin-
guere dehemus. Where the law does not
distinguish. neither ought we to distinguish.
7 Coke, lib. _-

‘Uh! major pars est, ibi totum. Where
the greater part is, there the whole is. That
is, majorities govern. Moore, 578. .

Uh! non adest nor-ma legls, onsnia
quasi pro suspeetls lnabenda sunt. When
the law fails to serve as a rule,' almost
everything ought to be suspected. Bac. Aph-‘
orisms, 25.

UN non est annua reuovatio, ihi de-
eimn non debent solvi. Where there is
no annual renovation, there tithes ought not
to be paid.

UM non est oondeudl anotoritas. lb!
non est parendl neoessltas. Dav. Ir. K.
B. 69. Where there is no authority for es-
tablishing a rule, there is no necessity of
obeying it.

‘Ubl non est dis-eota lex, standusn est
arbitrio Judlels. vol ps-ooedendusn ad
sisnllia. Eilesm. Post. N. 41. Where there
is no direct law, the opinion of the judge is
to be taken, or references to he made to
similar cases. -

UM non est lex. TM non est trans-
gresslo, quoad mundum. Where there is
no law, there is no transgression, so far as
‘relates to the world. 4 Coke, mo.

UM nan est snantlesta lnjustitia. ju-
dloes lsabentur pro bouls vi:-ls. et Judi.-
eatun pro verltate. Where there is no
manifest injustice. the judges are to be re-
garded us honest men, and their judgment as
truth. Goix v. Low. 1 Johns. Cas. (N. Y.)
341. 345. ,
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'01:! non cst principalis. non potest
esse accessorius. 4 Coke, 43. Where there
is no principal, there cannot be an accessory.

UM nulls est conjecturs qua ducat
ulic, vex-In lntelllgeuda. sunt ex pro-
prictate, non graaumatica, sed popular-l
ex usu. Where there is nothing to call for
a diflerent construction, [the] words [of an
instrument] are to be understood, not ac-
cording to their strict grammatical meaning,
but according to their popular and ordinary
sense. Grot. de Jure B. lib. 2, c. 16.

‘UM. uulluau matrhuouiuun, ibi uulla.
dos. Where there is no marriage. there is
no dower. Bract. fol. 92: 2 Bl. Comm. 130.

UM pcriculum, ibi ct lucrum colloca-
tur. He at whose risk a thing is, should
receive the profits arising from it.

UH puguuntla inter sc in testamouto
lube:-entur, ucutruru ratuua est. Where
repugnant or inconsistent directions are con-
tained in a will, neither is valid. Dig. 50,
17. 188. pr.

U111 quid. genes-aliter coucedltur incst
lane exceptlo, I! nor: aliquid sit contra
Jus tasque. 10 Coke, 78. Where a thing
is conceded generally this exception is im-
plied: that there shall be nothing contrary
to law and right.

Uh! quls deliuquit, ibi puuietur.
Where a man oirends, there he shall be pun-
ished. 6 Coke, 47b. In cases of felony, the
trial shall be always by the common law in
the same place where the oirense was, and
shall not be upposed in any other place. Id.

1131 RE VERA. Where in reality; when
in truth or in point of fact. Cro. Eliz. 645;
Cro. Jac. 4.

‘Uh! verbs coujuucta non sunt sufloit
alteruts-um esse factun. Dig. 50, 17, 110,
3. Where words are not conjoined, it is
enough it one or other be complied with.

UBIQUITY. Omnipresence; presence in
several places, or in all places, at one time.
A iiction of English law is the "legal ubiqui-
ty" oi‘ the sovereign. by which he is con-
structively present in all the courts. 1 Bl.
Comm. 270. '

UDAL. A term mentioned by Blackstone
as used in Finland to denote that kind of
right in real property which is called. in
English law, “ailodial." 2 Bl. Comm. 45,
note 1. '

UKAAB, UKAIE. The name of a law
or ordinance made by the czar of Russia.
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ULLAGE. In‘ commercial law. The
amount wanting when a cask, on being
gauged. is found not to be completely full.

ULNA PERREA. L. Lat. In old Eng-
lish law. The iron ell; the standard ell of
iron, kept in the exchequer tor the rule or
measure.

ULNAGE. Alnage, (which see.)

ULTIMA RATIO. Lat. The last argu-
ment; the last resort; the means last to be
resorted to.

‘llltixna voluntss testntorls est perin-
pleuda sscuudun vex-an inteutloncn
suam. Co. Litt. 322. The last will of a
testator is to be fulfilled according to his true
intention.

Urrnu-rs FACTS. In pleading and
practice. Facts in issue: opposed to proba-
tive or evidential facts. the latter being such
as serve to establish or disprove the issues.
Kahn v. Central smelting Co., 2 Utah. 379.
And see Facr.

IJ':l.'.'.l'!HA'.l'li'I!. Lat. The last. The
dual and ultimate proposition made in nego-
tiating a treaty, or a contract, or the like.

tmrnmn IUPPLIOIUH. Lat. {me
extreme punishment; the extremity of pan-
ishment: the punishment of death. 4 Bl.
Comm. 1?. "

Ultimurn supplioiuru esse uncr_teun so-

lun inter-prctuuur. The extremest pun-
ishment we consider to be death alone. Dig.
48, 19, 21.

ULTILIUI HEBEI. Lat. The last or
remote heir; the lord. So called in" contra-
distinction to the hm-ea prozimu: and the
hares remotior. Dalr. Feud. Prop. 110.

ULTRA. Lat. Beyond; ouiside of; in
excess of.

Damages aura, damages beyond a sum
paid into court.
—-Ultra ms‘:-e. Beyond sea. One of the
old essoins or excuses for not appearing in
court at the return of process. Bract. fol. 338.
-Ultra reprises. After deduction of draw-
backs; in excess of deductions or expenses.-
Ultra vh-es. A term used to express the so
tion of a crtgllroration which is beyond the pour-
ers confer upon it by its charter. or the
statutes under which it was instituted. 13 Am.
Law Rev. 632. “Ultra vireo" is also sometimes
applied to an act which, though within the

wers of a corpomtion. is not bindin on it
ause the consent or agreement of t e our

porntion has not been given in the manner re-
quired h ' its constitution. Thus. where a com-
pany delegates certain powers to its directors.
all acts done by the directors beyond the scope
of those powers are ultra viros. snd- not binduu

' on the company. unless it subsequentéy
v.them. Sweet. And see Miners’ Dlt

Zellerbach. 37 Cal. 578, 99 Am. Dec. 3:
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Minnesota Thresher Mfg. Co. v. Langdon. 44
Minn. 37 46 N. VV. 312; State v. Morris &' E.
R. Co. 23 N. J. Law, 360: Central Traasp.
Co. v. Tullman's Palace Car 00., 139 U_. S. 24.
11 Su . Ct. 478. 35 L. Ed. 55; Intlmer v.
Bard O. 76 Fed. 543: Edwards County v.
Jennings ( ex. Clv. App.) 33 S. W. 585.

Ultra posse non potent use. at vice
versa. - What is beyond possibility cannot
exist, and the reverse. [what cannot exist is
not possible] Wing. Max. 100.

ULTBOIIEOUB WITNESS. In Scotch
law. A volunteer witness; one who appears
to give evidence without being called upon.
2 Alis. Crim. Pr. 393.

UHPIEAGE. The decision of an um-
pire. The word "umpirage," in reference
to an umpire, is the same as the word
‘‘award,'' in reference to arbitrators; but
“award" is commonly applied to the decision
of the umpire also.

‘EMPIRE. When matters in dispute are
submitted to two or more arbitrators, and
they do not agree in their decision, it is
usual for another person to be called in as
“umpire," to whose sole judgment it is then
referred. Brown. And see Ingraham v.
Whitmore, 75 Ill. 30; Tyler v. Webb, 10
B. Mon. (Ky.) 123; Lyon v. Blossom, 4 Duer
(N. Y.) 325.

Um no doit prise advantage do son tort
denssne. 2 And. 38. 40. One ought not
to take advantage of his own,wrong.

Una. persona viz potent supplore vices
dun:-us. 7 Coke, 118. One person can
scarcely supply the places of two. See 9
H. L. Gas. 274.

UNA V002. Lat. With one voice; unan-
imously; without dissent.

‘UNAI.l7E1l¢A:BIJ:. Incapable of being
aliened, that is, sold and transferred.

UNAIIHITY. Agreement of all the per-
sons concerned, in holding one and the same
opinion or determination of any matter or
question; as the concurrence of a jury in
deciding upon their verdict.

UNAICEBTAINED mrrms. Payment
in gross, on an estimate as to amount, and
where the merchant, on a final liquidation,
will be entitled by law to allowances or de-
ductions which do not depend on the rate of
duty charged, but on the ascertainment of
the quantity of the article subject to duty.
Moke v. Barney, 5 Blatchf. 274, Fed. Gas. No.
9,698.

UIAVOIDABLE ACCIDENT. Not nec-
essarily an accident which it was physically
impossible. in the nature of things. for the
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person to have prevented. but one not oc-
msioned in any degree, either remotely or
directly, by the want of such care or skill
as the law holds every man bound to exer-
cise. Dygert v. Bradley, 8 Wend. (N. Y.)
478.

UIIGEAIEIATH. In Saxon. law. An
oath by relations not to avenge a relation's
death. Blount.

‘UICOEETAINTY. Such vagueness, ob-
scurity, or confusion in any written instru-
ment, e. 9., a will, as to render it unintelli-
gible to those who are called upon to execute
or interpret it, so that no definite meaning
can be extracted from it.

UIIGIA. Lat. In Roman law. An ounce;
the twelfth of the Roman “as," or pound.
The twelfth part of anything; the propor-
tion of onetwelfth. 2 Bl. Comm. 462,
note m.

UNCIA LORI, UIIOIA THERE. These
phrases often occur in the charters of the
British kings, and signify some measure or
quantity of land. It is said to have been
the quantity of twelve modu; each modiua
being possibly one hundred feet square.
Jacob.

UNCIARIUS HEEES. Lat. In Roman
law. An heir to one-twelfth of an estate
or inheritance. Calvin.

UNCLE. The brother of one's father or
mother. State v. Reedy, 44 Kan. 190, 24
Pac. 66; State v. Gniton, 51 La. Ann. 155.
24 South. 784.

IINOONSOIONABLI: BARGAIN’. A
contract which no man in his senses, not
under delusion, would make, ‘on the one
hand, and which no fair and honest man
would accept, on the other. Hume v. U. 8..
132 U. S. 406, 10 Sup. Ct. 134, 33 L. Ed.
393.

‘UNGOIIITITUTIOIIAL. That which is
contrary to the constitution. The opposite
of “constitutional.” See State v. Mccann,
4 Lea (Tenn.) 10; In re Rahrer (C. C.) 43 Fed.
558. 10 L. R. A. 444; Norton V. Shelby Coun-
ty. 118 U. S. 425, 6 S. Ct. 1121, 30 L. Ed.
178.

UNOONTROLLABLE IIIPULSE. As
an excuse for the commission of an act
otherwise criminal, this term means an im-
pulse towards its commission of such tlxlty
and intensity that it cannot be resisted by
the person subject to it, in the enfeehled
condition of his will and moral sense re-
sulting from derangement or mania. See
Insluu-rv. And see state v. O'Neil, 51 Kan.
651, 33 Pac. 287, 24 L. R. A. 555.
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- UNOORB PBIST. L. Fr. Still ready.
A species of plea or replication by which the
party alleges that he is still ready to pay’ or
perform all that is justly demanded of him.
In conjunction with the phrase “tout temps‘
print," it signifies that he has always been-
and still is ready.

.UNCU’.l'E. In Saxon law. Unknown; a
stranger. A person entertained in the house
of another was, on the first night of his en-
tertainment, so called. Bract. fol. 12-ib.

UNDE NEIL RAB]-3'1‘. Lat. In old
English law. The name of the writ of dow-
er, which lay for a widow, where no «lower
at all had been assigned her within the
time limited by law. 3 Bl. Comm. 183.

UNDEPENDED. A term sometimes ap-
plied to one who is obliged to make his own
defense when on trial, or in a civil cause.
A cause is said to be uudefended when the
defendant makes default, in not putting in
an appearance to the plaintiffs action; in
not putting in his statement of defense; or
in not appearing at the trial either person-
ally or by counsel, after having received due
notice. Mozley & Whitley.

UNDER AND SUBJECT. Words fre-
quently used in conveyances of land which is
subject to a mortgage, to show that the
grantee takes subject to such mortgage. See
Walker v. Physick, 5 Pa. 203; Moore's Ap-
peal, 88 Pa. 453, 32 Am. Rep. 469; Blood
V. Crew Livick Co., 171 Pa. 328, 33 Atl.
344; Lavelle V. Gordon, 15 Mont. 515, 39
Pac. 740. .

UNDER-CHAMBERLAIN! or THE
EXGEEQUER. Two oiiicers who cleaved
the tallies written by the clerk of the tallies,
and read the same, that the clerk of the pell
and comptrollers thereof might see their en-

tries were true. They also made searches
for records in the treasury, and had the
custody of Domesday Book. Cowell. The
ofiice is now abolished.

UNDER-LEASE. In conveyancing. A
lease granted by one who is himself a lessee
for years, for any fewer or less number of
years than he himself holds, If a deed
passes all the estate or time of the termor,
it is an axxignmcnt; but, if it be for less
portion of time than the whole term. it is
an under-(case. and leaves a reversion in
the termor. 4 Kent, Comm. 96.

‘ UNDER-SHERIFF. An officer who acts
directly under the sheriff. and performs all
the duties of the sheriff's office. a few only
excepted where the personal presence of
the high-sheriii' is necesmry. The sheriff is
civilly responsible for the acts or omissions
of his under-sheriff. Mozley & Whitley.

A distinction is made between this oflicer
and a deputy. the latter being appointed for
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a special occasion or purpose, while the for-
mer discharges, in general, all the duties re
quired by the sheriff's otiice. '

funnznp-rnxurr. A tenant under one
who is himself a tenant; one who holds by
under-lease.

UNDERJFUTOR. In Louisiana. In
every tutorship there shall be an under-'
tutor, whom it shall be the duty of the
judge to appoint at the time letters of tutor-
ship are certified for the tutor. It is the
duty of the under-tutor to act for the minor’
whenever the interest of the minor is in.
opposition to the interest of the tutor. Civ.
Code La. 1838, arts. 300, 301..

UNDER»-'.'l,‘l'l.EAsU2II!:R 01‘ ENGLAND.
He who transacted the business of the lord
high treasurer.

unnnnnn: nu: ‘Law. In Scotch
criminal procedure. an accused person, in
appearing to take. his trial, is said “to com-
pear and underlie the law.”
ley. .

UNDERSTANDING. In the law of" con-
tracts. This is a loose and ambiguous term.
unless it be accompanied by some expres-
sion to show that it constituted a meeting
of the minds of parties upon something re-
specting which they intended to be bound.
Camp v. Waring, 25 Conn. 529. But it may
denote an informal agreement. or a concur-
rence as to its terms. See Barkow Y. Sang-
er, 47 Wis. 507. 3 N. W. 16. 7

‘UNDEBITOOD. The phrase “it is un-
derstood," when employed as a word of con-
tract in a written agreement, has the same
force as the words “it is agreed.” Higgin-
son v. Weld, 14 Gray (.\iass.) 165.

UNDERTAKING. A promise. engngee
ment, or stipulation. Each of the promises
made by the parties to a contract. considered
independently and not as mutual. may. in
this sense, be denominated an “undertak-
ing." *

“Undertaking” is frequently used in the
special sense of a promise given in the course
of legal proceedings by a party or his coun-
sel, generally as a condition to obtaining
some concession from the court or the oppo-
site party. Sweet.

UNDERTOOK. Agreed; assumed. This
is the technical word to be used in alleging
the promise which forms the basis of an
action of axnumpslt. I

UNDWRITER. The person who in-
sures another in a fire or life policy; the in-
surer. See Childs v. Firemen's Ins. Co.. N
Minn. 393, 69 N. W. 141. 35 L. R. A. 99.

A person who joins with others in enter-
ing into a marine policy of insurance as in-
surer. 1 ~ '5

.\i0zley 6; \\'hit-_.
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UNDIVIDED

' imnrvmnn. An undivided’ right or
title, or a title to an undivided portion of an
estate. is that owned by one of two or more
tenants in common or joint tenants before
partition.

UNDREI. In old English law. Minors
or persons under age not capable of bearing
arms. Fleta, 1. 1, c. 9; Cowell.

UNDUE INFLUENCE. in regard to the
making of a will and other such matters,
undue influence is persuasion carried to the
point of overpowering the will, or such a
control over the person in question as pre-
vents him from acting intelligently, under-
standingly, and voluntarily, and in effect de- -

stroys his free agency, and constrains him
to do what he would not have done if such
control had not been exercised. See Mitchell
v. Mitchell, 43 Minn. 73, 44 N. W. 885; Ben-
nett v. Bennett, 50 N. J. Eq. 439, 26 At].
573; Fran_cis v. Wilkinson, 147 Ill. 370, 35
N. E. 150; Conley v. Nailer, 118 U. S. 127,
6 Sup. Ct. 1001, 30 L. Ed. 112; Marx v. Mc-
Glynn. 88 N. Y. 370; In re I.ogan’s Estate,
195 Pa. 282. 45 Atl. 729; Mooney v. Olsen,
22'.Kan. 79; In re Black’: Estate, Myr.
Prob. (Cal.)-31.

Undue influence consists (1) in the use,
by one in whom a confldence,is reposed by
another, or who holds a real or apparent au-
thori over him. of such confidence or an-
thori . for the purpose of obtaining an un-
fair advantage over him; (2) in taking an
unfair advantage of another’s weakness of
mind; or (3) in taking a grossly oppressive
and unfair advantage of another's necessi-
ties or distress. Civ. Code Dak. 9 886.

Undue influence at elections is where any
one interferes with the free exercise of a
v'oter's franchise, by violence. intimidation,
or otherwise. It is a misdemeanor. 1 Russ.
Crimes, 321; -Steph. Grim. Dig. 79.

UNTAIR. COMPETITION. A term
wliich may be applied generally to all dis-
honest or fraudulent rivalry in trade and
commerce, but is particularly applied in the
courts of equity (where it may be restrained
by injunction) to the practice of endeavoring
to substitute one's own goods or products in
the markets for those of another, having an
established reputation and extensive sale, by
means of imitating or counterfeiting the
name. title, size. shape. or distinctive pe-
culiarities of the article, or the shape, color,
label, wrapper, or general appearance of
the package. or other such simulations.
the imitation being carried far enough to
mislead the general public or deceive an
unwary purchaser, and yet not amounting
to an absolute counterfeit or to the in-
fringement of a trademark or tradename.
Called in France and Germany "concur-
rence delouale." See Reddaway v. Ban-
ham. [1896] App. Can. 199: Singer .\ifg. Co.
V. June Mfg. Co., 163 U. S. 169, 16 Sup. Ct.
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1002, '41 L. Ed. 118; _Dennison "Mfg. Co'.“'v.
Thomas Mfg. Co. (C. C.) 94 Fed. 651; Sim-"
mons Medicine Co. v. Mansfield Drug Co.;
93 Tenn. 84, 23 S. W. 165; Cornelius v: Fer-
guson, 17 S. D. 481, 97 N. W. 390; Sterling
Remedy Co. v. Eureka Chemical Co., 80 F_e(l._

108. 25 C. C. A. 314; '1‘. B. I)unn Co. v. '1‘_-rix}

Mfg._Co., 50 App. Div. 75, 63 N. 1‘. Supp.

‘UNGELD. In Saxon law. An outlaw;
a person whose murder required no compo-
sition to be made, or wercgeld to be paid. by
his slayer.

UNICA TAXATIO. The obsolete lan-
guage of a special award of 1-enire, where.
of several defendants, one pleads, and one
lets judgment go by default, whereby, the
jury, who are to try and assess damages on
the issue, are also to assess damages against
the defendant suffering judgment by default.
Wharton. '

UNIFORM. A statute is general and
uniform in its operation when it operates
equally upon all persons who are brought
within the relations and circumstances pro-
vided for. McAunich v. Mississippi & M.
R. Co., 20 Iowa, 342; People v. Judge, 17
Cal. 554; Kelley v. ‘State, 6 Ohio St. 271:
State v. Hogan, '63 Ohio St. 202, ‘58 N. E.
572, 52 L. R. A. 863. 81 Am. St. Rep. 626:
Arms v. Ayer. 192 Ill. 601, 61 N. E. 851, 58
L. R. A. 277, 85 Am. St. Rep. 357.

UNIPORMITY. In taxation. Uniform-
ity in taxation implies equality in the bur-
den of taxation. which cannot exist without
uniformity in the mode of assessment. as
well as in the rate of taxation. Further. the
uniformity must be coextensive with the ter-
ritory to which it applies. And it must be
extended to all property subject to taxation.
so that all property may be taxed alike and
equally. Exchange Bank v. Hines, 3 Ohio
St. 15. And see I-ldye v. Robertson, 112 U.
S. 580, 5 Sup. Ct. 247, 28 L. Ed. 798. Adams
v. Mississippi State Bank, 75 .\iiss. 701, 23
South. 395; People v. Auditor General, 7
Mich. 90.

UNIPORMITY, ACT 01‘, which regu-
lates the terms of membership in the Church
of England and the colleges of Oxford and
Cambridge, (St. 13 & 14 Car. II. c. 4.) See
St. 9 & 10 Vict. c. 59. The act of uniform-
ity has been amended by the St. 35 & 36
Vict. c. 35, which inter alia provides a short-
ened form of morning and evening prayer.
Wharton.

UNIFORMITY 0!‘ PROCESS ACT.
The English statute of 2 Wm. IV. C. 39. es-

tablishing a uniform process for the com-
mencement of actions in all the courts of
law at Westminster. 3 Steph. Comm. 566.

UNIGENITUBE.
only begotten.

The state of being the



UNILATERAL

UNILATBBAL. One-sided: ex parte:
having relation to only one of two or more
persons or things.
—Unilate1-al contract. See CON‘l'BAC'l‘.--
Unilateral mistake. A mistake or misun-
derstanding as to the terms or eifect of a con-
tract. made or entertained by one of the parties
to it but not b the other. Green v. stone. 54
N. . . 387, (£4 Atl. 1099. 55 Am. St. Ref). 577.
—Unilnteral record. Records are uni ateral
when offered to show a particular fact, as a
pnmaégoie case, either for or against a stran-
€$r.3L lligsn v. Cooney, 107 Tenn. 214, 64 S.

UNINTEIJLIGIBLE.
not be understood.

That which can-

UNIO. Lat. In canon law. A consolida-
tion ot two churches into one. Cowell.

‘UNIO PROLIUH. Lat. Uniting oi.’ oi!-
spring. A method of adoption, chiefly used
in Germany, by which step—children (on ei-
ther or both sides of the house) are made
equal. in respect to the right of succession,
with the children who spring from the mar-
riage of the two contracting parties. See
Heinecc. Elem. I 188.

UNION. In English poor-law. A _un-
ion consists of two or more parishes which
have been consolidated for the better admin-
istration of the poor-law therein.

In ecclesiastical law. A union consists
of two or more beneilces which have been
united into one beneflce. Sweet.

In public law. A popular term in Amer-
ica for the United States; also. in Great
Britain, for the consolidated governments of
England and Scotland, or for the political
tie between Great Britain and Ireland.

In Scotch law. A “clause of union" is
a clause in a teoilfment by which two estates.
separated or not adjacent. are united as one,
for the purpose of making a single seisin
snfllce for both.

UNION-JACK. The national flag of
Great Britain and Ireland. which combines
the banner of St. Patrick with the crosses of
St. George and St. Andrew. The word
“jack” is most probably derived from the
surcoat, charged with a red cross, anciently
used by the English soldiery. This appears
to have been called a “jucque." whence the
word “jacket," anciently written “_1acquit."
Some, however. without a shadow of evi-
dence, derive the word from “Jacques,” the
flrst alteration having been made in the
reign of King James I. Wharton.

UNION OE‘ CHURCHES. A combining
and consolidating of two churches into one.
Also it is when one church is made subject,
to another, and one man is rector of both:
and where a conventual church is made a
cathedral. Tomlins.
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UNITAI PEBIONLBITX. Lat. The
unity oi.’ persons, as that between husband
and wife, _or ancestor and heir.

UNITED STATES BONDS. Obligations
for payment of money which have been at
various times issued by .the government of
the United States.

UNITED STATES 001881011238.
Each circuit court of the United States may
appoint, in different parts of the district for
which it is held, as many discreet persons
as it may deem necessary, who shall be call-
ed "commissioners of the circuit court." and
shall exercie the powers which are or may
be conferred upon them. Rev. St. U. 8. i

"627 (U. s. Comp. St. 1901, p. 499).

‘UNITED ITATEI NOTES. Promisory
notes, resembling bank-notes, issued by the
government of the United States.

‘UNITY. In the law of estates. The pe-
culiar characteristic ot an estate held by
several in joint tenancy, and which.ls tour-
told, viz., unity of interest. unity of title.
unity of time. and unity of possession. In
other words, Joint tenants have one and the
same interest, accruing by one and the same
conveyance, commencing at one and the same
time. and held by one and the same undivid-
ed possession. 2 Bl. Comm. 180.
—Unity of interest. This term is app ‘ed to
joint tenants, to signify that no one o them
can have a greater interest in the property than
each of the others, while, in the case of tenants
in common, one of them may have a larger
share than any of the others. Williams, Real
Prop. 134. 139.-Unity of possession. Joint
pfossession of two rights by several titles. As

I take a lease of land from a person at a
certain rent. and afterwards I buy the fee-
simple of such land by this I acquire unit of
. ssessio by whic the lease is extinguis ed.

owell; rown. It is also one of the essential
roperties of a oint estate, each of the tenants
aving the ent re possession as well of every

rcel as of the whole. 2 Bl. Comm. 182.-
nity of seisin_is where a person seised of

land which is subyect to an easement, profit I
premier, or similar right, also becomes seised of
the land to which the easement or other right
is annexed. Sweet.—Unity of tine. One of
the essential properties of a joint estate; the
estates of the tenants being vested at one and
the same period 2 Bl. Comm. 181.-—‘O‘nity of
title is a plied to joint tenants. to si ity
that the old_ their property by one antfnthe
same tit e. while tenants in common may take
£roper?'M by several titles. Williams. Rea!

rop. ' .

Unins omnino testis responsio non an-
diatu. The answer of one witness shall
not be heard at all: the testimony of a
single witness shall not be admitted under
any circumstances. A maxim of the civil
and canon law. Cod. 4. 20. 9: 3 Bl. Comm.
370; Best, Ev. p. 426, § 390, and note.

Uninsenjnsqne oontractns initin—
spectandnln est, et causes. The comment»-
ment and cause of every contract are to be
regarded. Dig. 17, 1, 8; Story, Bailln. 656.



UNIVERSAL

UNIVERSAL. Having relation to the
whole or an entirety; pertaining to all with-
out exception; a term more extensive than
“general,” which latter may admit of ex-
ceptions. See Blair v. Howell, 68 Iowa, 619,
28 N. W. 199; Koen v. State, 35 Neb. 6'76.
{:3 N. W. 595. 17 L. R. A.- 821.

—Universal agent. One who is appointed
to do all the acts which the principal can per-
sonally do, and which he may lawfully delegate
the wer to another to do. Story. Ag. ;
Bel win v. Tucker. 112 Ky. 282, 65 S. W. 841,
57 L. R. A. 451; Wood v. McCain, 7 Ala. 800.
—Universt!l llefaoy. See LEGACY. Univer-
sal partners . See PAa'rNsasmP.—Uni-
vernal representation. In Scotch law. A
term applied to the re resentation by an heir
of his ancestor. Bell.— niversal once on.
In the civil law. Succession to the entire es-
tate of another, living or dead, though generally
the latter, importin succession to the entire
property of the p ecessor as a juridical en-
tirety, that is. to all his active as well as passive
legal relations. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 649

Unlvorsalia. aunt notiora singnlu-films.
2 Itolle, 294. Things universal are better
known than things particular.

UNIVERSITAS. Lat. In the civil law.
A corporation aggregate. Dig. 3, 4, 7. Lit-
erally, a whole formed out of many individ-
uals. 1 Bl. Comm. 469.
—Unlvers!tns (anti. In the civil law. A
plurality of corporeal things of the same kind.
which are regarded as a whole: 9. g.. a herd
of cattle. a stock of goods. Mackeld. Rom.
Law, § 162. Unlversitu ads. in the civil
law. A quantity of things 0 all sorts, corporeal
as well as lncorporeal. which, taken to ether,
are regarded as a whole; e. 9.. an inher tance,
an estate. Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 162.—Uni-
versitas re:-um. In the civil law._ Literally,
a whole of things. Several single things. which,
though not mechanically connected with one
another, are, when taken together. regarded
as a whole in any legal respect. Mackeld. Rom.
Law, 5 162.

UNIVERSITY. An institution of higher
learning, consisting of an ussembluge of col-
leges united under one corporate organiza-
tion and government, affording instruction
in the arts and sciences and the learned pro-
fessions. ancl conferring degrees. See Com.
v. Banks, 198 Pa. 397, 48 Atl. 277.

UNIVERSITY QOURT. See Cmixcarn
I.oa's Covers IN nu: Two Unrvsnsrrncs.

UIIIVEBIUI.
gether. Calvin.

UNJUIT. Contrary to right and Justice,
or to the enjoyment of his rights by another,
or to the standards of conduct furnished by
the laws.

UIIKOUTH. Unknown. The law French
form of the Saxon “uncouth.” Britt. c. 12.

UNLAGE. Sax.

UNLABIOH. In old Scotch law. That
which is done without law or against law.
Spelman.

Lot. The whole; all to-

An unjust law.
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UNLAW. In Scotch law. A witness was
,formerly inadmissible who was not worth
the king's unlaw; 1‘. e., the sum of £10 Scots,
then the common fine for absence from court
and for small delinquencies. Bell.

UNLAWFUL. That which is contrary to
law.

“Unlawful” and “illegal” are frequently
used as synonymous terms, but, in the prop-
er sense of the word, “unlawful,” as applied
to promises, agreements, considerations, and
the like, denotes that they are ineffectual in '

law because they involve acts which, al-
though not illegal, 4. e., positively forbidden,
are disapproved of by the law, and are there-
fore not recognized as the ground of legal
rights, either because they are immoral or
because they are against public policy. It
is on this ground that contracts in restraint
of marriage or of trade are generally void.
Sweet. And see Hagerman v. Buchannn_ 45
N. J. Id). 292, 17 At]. 946, 14 Am. St. Rep.
732; Tatum v. State, 68 Ala. 467; Johnson
v. State, 66 Ohio St. 59, 63 N. E. 607, 61 L.
R. A. 277, 90 Am. St. Rep. 664; Plnder v.
State, 27 Fla. 370. 8 South. 337, 26 Am. St.
Rep. 75; MacDanlel v. U. 8., 87 Fed. 321,
30 C. C. A. 670: People v. Chicago Gas Trust
Co.. 130 Ill. 268, 22 N. E. 798, 8 L. R. A.
497, 17 Am. St. Rep. 319.
—Unla.wfn1 assembly. At common law.
The meeting together of three or more per-
sons, to the disturbance of the public peace,
and with the intention of co-operating in the
forcible and violent execution of some unlaw-
ful private enterprise; If they take steps
towards the performance of their purpose, it
becomes a rout; and, if they put their design
into actual execution, it is a riot. Bl. Comm.
146. Any meeting of great numbers of people.
with such circumstances of terror as cannot
but endanger the public peace. and raise fears
and jealousies among the subjects of the realm.
4 Steph. Comm. 254.—Unlawful detainee.
The unjustifiable retention of the possession of
lands by one whose original entry was lawful
and of right, but whose right to the possession
has terminated and who refuses to quit. as in
the case of a tenant holding over after the
termination of the lease and in spite of a de-
mand for possession by the landlord. McDevitt
v. Lambert. 80 Ala. 536. 2 South. 438; Silva
v. Campbell, 84 Cal. 420. 24 Pac. 316; Code
Tenn. 1896, § Where an entry upon
lands is unlawful, whether forcible or not. and
the subsequent conduct is forcible and tortinus.
the oifense committed is a “forcible entry and
detainer;" but where the original entry is
lawful, and the subsequent holding forcible and
tortious, the offense is an “unlawful detalner”
only. Pullen v. Boney, 4 N. J. Law, 129.—Un-
lawful entry. An entry upon lands efiected
peaceably and without force, but which is with-

- out color of title and is accomplished by means
of fraud or some other willful wrong. Dickin-
son v. Ma nire, 9 Cal. 46; Blaco v. I-Ialler, 9
Neb. 149, N. W. 978. _

UNLAWFULLY. The term is common-
ly used in indictments for statutory crimes,
to show that the act constituting the offense
was in violation of a positive law, especially
where the statute itself uses the same
phrase.



UNLIQUIDATED

UNLIQUIDATED. Not ascertained in
amount; not determined; remaining unas-
sessed or unsettled; as unliquidated dam-
ages. See DAMAGES.

UNLIVERY. A term used in maritime
law to designate the unloading of cargo of
a vessel at the place where it is properly to
be delivered. The Two Catharines, 24 Fed.
Gas. 429.

UNNATURAL OFFENSE. The infa-
mous crime against nature; i. e., sodomy or
buggery.

Una about-do data, infinite saquuntnr.
1 Coke, 102. One absurdity being allowed.
an infinity follows.

Into ACTH. Lat.
one and the same act.

In a single act; by

UNO PLATE’. Lat. In one breath. 3
Man. & G. 45. Uno flaiu, e: «no intuuu,
at one breath, and in one view. Pope v.
Nickerson, 3 Story, 501, Fed. Cas. No. 11,274.

UNQUEI. L. Fr. Ever; always. Ne
Imquea, never.

‘UNQUEI PBIST. L. Fr. Always ready.
Cowell. Another form of tout temps print.

UNIEATED LAND. see LAND.

UNSEAWORTHY. See Suwohmt.

UNIOLEHII‘ WAR. War denounced
without a declaration; war made not upon
general but special declaration; imperfect
war. People v. McLeod, J. Hill (N. Y.) 409,
37 Am. Dec. 328.

UNSOUND man.’ A person of unsound
mind is an adult who from infirmity of mind
is incapable of managing himself or his af-
fairs. The term, therefore, includes insane
persons. idiots, and imbeciles. Sweet. See
INSANITY. And see Cheney v. Price. 90 Hun,
38, 37 N. Y. Supp. 117; In re Black's Es-
tate, 1 Myr. Prob. (Cal.) 24; In re Mason, 3
I-Zdw. (‘h. (N. Y.) 380; Hart v. Miller, 29 Ind.
App. 222, (H N. E. 239; In re Llndsley, 44
N. J. Eq. 564. 15 Atl. 1, 6 Am. St. Rep. 913;
Dennett v. liennett, 44 N. H. 531, 84 Am.
Dec. 97; Edwards v. Davenport (G. C.) 20
Fed. 758; Witte v. Gilbert, 10 Neb. 539, 7
N. W. 288; Stewart v. Lispenard, 26 Wend.
(N. Y.) 300.

UNTHRIFT.
1 Bl. Comm. 306.

A prodigal; a spendthrift.

UNTIL. This term generally excludes the
day to which it relates; but it will be con-
strued otherwise. if required by the evident
intention of the parties. Kendall v. Kings-
ley, 120 Mass. 95.
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Unumqnodqne diuolvitur aoden li-
gnnlne qua ligatur. Every obligation is
dissolved by the same soiemnlty with which
it is created. Broom, Max. 884.

Unlunquadque aaden nado qua col-
ligatn est, diualvitux-,—qua constituti-
tar, destrultur. Everything is dissolved
by the same means by which it is put to-
gether,—destroyed by the same means by
which it is established. 2 Rolle, 39; Broom.
Max. 891.

Unnmqnodque est id quad est prin-
cipnlius in ipso. Hob. 123. That which
is the principal part of a thing is the thing
itself.

Unnnquodqua principianun est sibl-
netipd Ides; at pa:-spicna. Vera nan
aunt probanda. Every general principle
[or maxim of law] is its own pledge or war-
rant; and things that are clearly true are
not to be proved. Branch; Co. Litt. 11.

UN!!! NULL!!! RULE, TEI-3. The rule
of evidence which obtains in the civil law.
that the testimony of one witness is equiva-
lent to the testimony of none. Wharton.

tntwnonzsour: roon. Food not tit
to be eaten; food which if eaten would be
injurious. A

UNWRITTEN LAW. All that portion
of the law, observed and administered in
the courts, which has not been enacted or
promulgated in the form of a statute or or-
dlnance, including the unenacted portions of
the common law, general and particular cus-
toms having the force of law, and the rules.
principles, and maxims established by ju-
dicial precedents or the successive like de-
clsions of the courts. See Code Civ. Proc.
Cal. 1903, 5 1899; B. J: C. Comp. Or. 1901.
I 736.

In recent years. this term has been pop-
ulnrly and falsely applied to a supposed
local principle or sentiment which justifies
private vengeance, particularly the slaying
of a man who has insulted a woman. when
perpetrated by her kinsman or husband. It
is needless to say that no such law exists.
and that such an opinion or sentiment. how-
ever prevalent, could not by any possible
right use of language he termed a “law“ or
furnish a legal justlilcation for a homicide.

UPLIFTED HAND. The hand raised
towards the heavens, in one of the forms of
taking an oath, instead of being laid upon
the Gospels.

‘UPPER BENCH. The court of king‘:
bench, in England. was so called during the
interval between 1649 and 1600. the period
or the commonwealth, Rolie beint then ehiot
Justice. See 3 Bi. Comm. 209.



UPSET PRICE

‘UPSET PRICE. In sales by auctions, an
amount for which property to be sold _is put
up. so that the first bidder at that price is
declared the buyer. Wharton.

ITPIUII‘. In Scotch law. Between the
hours of sunrise and sunset. Poinding must
be executed with ups-un. 1 Forb._Iust. pt.
3, p. 32.

URBAN HOMESTEAD.
BTIIAD.

See Hous-

URBAN IEBVITUDE. City servitudes,
or servitudes of houses, are called “urban."
They are the easements appertaining to the
building and construction of houses: as, for
instance, the right to light and air, or the
right to build a house so as to throw the
rain-water on a neighbor’s house. Mosley
& Whitley: Civ. Code La. 1900, 5 711.

U335. Lat. In Roman law. A city, or
a walled town. Sometimes it is put for
cioitas, and denotes the inhabitants, or _both
the city and its inhabitants; i. e., the mu-
nicipality or commonwealth. By way of spe-
cial pre-eminence, urbs meant the city of
Rome. Ainsworth.

URI. L. Fr. Eifect; practice. Mia en
are, put in practice: carried into effect.
Kelham.

‘USAGE. Usage is a reasonable and law-
ful public custom concerning transactions of
the same nature as those which are to be ef-
fected thereby. existing at the place where
the obligation is to be performed, and either
known to the parties, or so well established,
general, and uniform that they must be pre-
sumed to have acted with reference thereto.
Civ. Code Dak. 5 2119. And see Milroy v.

Railway Co., 98 Iowa. 188. 67 N. W. 276;
Barnard v. Kellogg. 10 Wall. 388, 19 L. Ed.
987; Wilcocks v. Phillips, 29 Fed. Cas. 1203;
McCarthy v. McArthur. 69 Ark. 313, 63 S.
W. 50; Lincoln & K. Bank v. Page, 9 Mass.
156, 6 Am. Dec. 52: Lane v. Bank, 3 Ind.
App. 299. 29 N. E. 613; Mornliigstar v. Cun-
ninghani, 110 Ind. 328, 11 N. E. 593, 59 Am.
Rep. 211.

This word. as used in English law, diflers
from “custoii_i" and “prescription.” in that no
man may claim a rent common or other inherit-
ance by usage. though he may by prescription.
Moveover. a usage is local in all cases, and must
be proved‘: whereas. a custom is frequent]
general. and as such is noticed without proo .

“Usage." in French law. is the "usus” of Roman
law. _and corresponds very nearly to the tenancy
at will or on sufierance of English law. Brown.

“Usage." in its most extensive meaning. in-
cludes both custom and prescription; but, in
its narrower ignification. the term refers to a
general habit. mode. or course of procedure. A
usage differs from a custom, in that it does not
require that the usage should be imrnemorial
to establish, it; but the usage must be known.
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certain, uniform, reasonable. and not contrary
to law. Lowry v. Read. 3 Brewst. (Pa.) 452.

“Usage" is also called a “cu:_:toi_n." though the
latter word has also another signification; it_ is
a long and uniform practice. applied to habits,
modes, and courses of dealing. It relates to
modes of action. and does not coui rehend the
mere adoption of certain peculiar octrines or
rules of law. Dickinson v. Gay, 7 Allen (Mass)

, 83 Am. Dec. .

—Genes-al usage. One which prevails gen-
erally throughout the country, or is followed
generally by a given profession or trade. and is
not local in its nature or observance.—Usa.¢e
of trade. A course of dealing; _a mode of
conducting transactions of_a part_icular_ kind,
proved by witnesses testifying of its existence
and uniformity from their knowledge obtained
by observation of what is practiced by them-
selves and others in the trade to which it re-_
lates. Hasklns v. Warren, 115 Mass. 535.

USANOE. In mercantile law. The com-
mon period iixed by the usage or custom or
habit of dealing between the country where
a bill is drawn, and that where it is payable,
for the payment of bills of exchange. It
means, in some countries, a month, in others
two or more months, and in others half a
month. Story, Bills. Q5 '50, 144, 332.

‘USE. A confidence reposed in another.
who was made tenant of the land, or terre-
tenant, that he would dispose of the land
according to the intention of the coated qua
use. or him to whose use it was granted, and
sufler him to talie the profits. 2 Bl. Comm.
328.

A right in one person, called the “eestuf
que use." to take the profits of land of which
another has the legal title and possession,
together with the duty of defending the
same, and of making estates thereof accord-
ing to the direction of the ceatui que_ use,
Bouvier. ’ .

Use is the right given to any one to make
a gratuitous use of a thing belonging to an-
other, or to exact such a portion of the fruit
it produces as is necessary for his personal
wants and thee of his family. Civ. Code
La. art. 626. .

Uses and trusts are not so much diifercnt
things as different aspects of the same subject.’
A use regards principally the beneficial inter-
est: a trust regards principally the nominal
ownershiiu. The usage of the two terms is. how-.
ever, wi ely different. The word “use" is 81111

ployed to denote either an estate vested since
the statute of uses, and by force of that statute,
or to denote such an estate created before that
statute as, had it been created since. would
have become a legal estate by force of the stat-
ute. The word ‘ trust" is employed since that
statute to denote the relation between the party
invested with the legal estate (whether by force,
of that statute or independently of it) and the
party beneficially entitled. who has hitherto
been said to have the equitable estate. Mosley
& Whitley.

In conveyancing, “use" literally means
“benefit :" thus, in an an ordinary assign-
ment of chattels, the assignor transfers the
property to the asslgnee for his “absolute
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use and benefit." In the expressions “sepa-
rate use," "superstitious use," and "chart-
table use," “use" has the same meaning.
Sweet.

In the civil law. A right of receiving
so much of the natural profits of a thing as
is necessary to daily sustenance. It diirers
from “usufruct,” which is a right not only
to use, but to enjoy. 1 Browne, Civil &
Adm. Law, 184.

—-Oestui que use. A person for whose use
and benefit lands or tenements are held by
another. The latter. before the statute of
uses, was called the "feoflee to use," and held
the nominal or legal titie.—-Charitable use.
See CnAaI'rAni.:.—0outiu¢eut use. A use
limited to take eflect upon the happening
of some future contingent event; as where
lands are conveyed to the use of A. and B.,
after a marriggi shall be had between them.
2 Bl. Comm. ' Haywood v. Shreve, 44 N.
J. Inw. 94: Jemison v. Blowers. 5 Barb. (N.
Y.) 692.-Executed use. The flrst use in a
conveyance upon which the statute of uses op-
erates by bringing the possession to it, the com-
bination of w ic , I‘. e., the use and the pos-
session, form the legal estate, and thus the
statute is said to execute the use. Wharton.
—Ezeeutory uses. These are springing uses.
which confer a legal title answering to an
execuwi devise; as when a limitation to the
use of in fee is defeasible by a limitation
to the use of B., to arise at a future period, or
on a given event.-—!‘eo!oe to uses. A person
to whom (before the statute of uses) land was
conveyed “for the use" of a third ‘person. He
held the nominal or legal title, wh e the third
peiuon. called the “ceatui que use," was entitled
to the beneficial enjoyment of the estate.—0f-

use. An active use before the statute
of uses, which imposed some duty on the legal
owner or feoffee to uses; as a conveyance to A.
with directions for him to sell the estate and
distribute the proceeds among B., C., and D.
To enable A. to perform this duty, he had the
legal - session 0 the estate to be sold. Whar-
ton.— nssive use. A permissive use, (q. o.)
—Pes-suissive use. A passive use which was
resorted to before the statute of uses, in order
to avoid a harsh law; as that of mortmain_or
a feudal forfeiture. It was a mere invention
in order to evade the law b secrecy; as a con-
veyance to A. to the use 0 B. A. simply held
the possession, and B. enjoyed the profits of the
estate. Wharton.—R.esu1tin¢ use. A use
raised b equity for the benefit of a feoifor who
has ma e a v0 untary conveyance to uses with-
out any declaration of the use. 2 Washb. Real
Pro . 100. A resulting use arises where the
legs seisin is transferred, and no use is ex-
srcssly declared, nor any consideration nor evi-

ence of intent to direct the use. The use then
remains in the original grantor, for it cannot
be supposed that the estate was intended to
be given away, and the statute immediately
transfers the legal estate to such resulting use.
Wharton.--Seconds use. A use limited to
take eifect in derogat on of a preceding estate,
otherwise called a “shifting use,” as a convey-
ance to the use of A. and his heirs, with a pro-
viso that, when B. returns from India then
to the use of C. and his heirs. 1 Steph. Comm.
54ii.—Shifting‘use. A use which is so limited
that it will be made to shift or transfer itself,
from one beneficiary to another, u n the oc-
currence of a certain event after ts creation.
For example, an estate is limited to the use of
A. and his heirs, provided that. upon the return
of B. from Rome, it shall be to the use of C.
and his heirs; this is a shifting use, which
transfers itself to C. when the event ha pens. 1
Ste h. Comm. 503: 2 Bi. Comm. 3 . These
shi ting uses are common in all settlements; and,
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in marriage settlements. the first use is always
to the owner in fee till the marriage, and then to
other uses. _The fee remains with the owner un-
til the marriage, and then it shifts as uses arise.
4 Kent, Comm. 2W.—8p use. A use
limited to arise on a future event where no pre-
ceding use is limited, and which does not take
eifect in derogation of any other interest than
that which results to the Srantor. or remains in
him in the mean_ time. Washb. Real Prop.
281; Smith v. Brisson, 90 N. C. 288.—8t.stuto
of uses. An English statute enacted in 1536.
(27 Hen. VIII. c. 0.) directed a ainst the prac-
tice of creating uses in lands, an which convert-
ed the purely equitabie title of persons entitled
to a use into a legal title or absolute ownership
with right of possession. The statute is said to
“execute the use." that is. it abolishes the inter-
vening estate of the feoifee to uses, and makes
the beneficial interest of the cactus‘ qua use an
absolute ega title.—-Iuperstittous uses.
See that tit e.—'Use and occupation. This
is the name of an action. being a variety of ac-
sumpsit, to be maintained by a landlord against
one who has had the occupation and enjoyment
of an estate, under a contract to pay therefor,
express or implied. but not under such a lease
as would support an action specifically for rent.
—‘U’se plsiutifl. One for whose use (benefit)
an action is brought in the name of another.
Thus, where the assignee of a chose in action
is not allowed to sue in his own name, the ac-
tion would be entitled “A. B. (the assignor)
for the Use of C. D. (the assi ee) against E.5;" In this case, C. D. is call the “use plain-

‘UIEE. A person for whose use a suit is
brought; otherwise termed the "use plain-
tifl." -

USEFUL. By “useful,” in the patent
law, is meant not an invention in all cases
superior to the modes now in use for the
same purposes. but “usefui," in contradis-
tinctlon to frivolous and mischievous, inven-
tion. Lowell v. Lewis, 1 Mason, 182, 186,
Fed. Cas. No. 8,568.

By "useful" is meant such an invention as
may be applied to some beneficial use in socie .

in contradistinction to an invention which
injurious to the morals. the health, or the good
order of society’. Bedford v. Hunt, 1 Mason.
302. Fed. Gas. 0. 1,217.

‘USER.
01' any right or property.
used or franchises.
—Adverse user. An adverse user is_ such
a use of the property as the _owner himself
would make, asking no permission, and disre-
garding all other claims to it, so far as they
conflict with this use. Blanchard v. Monitors.
63 Me. 434; Murray v. Scribner. 74 “Via. 602.
43 N. W. 549; Ward v. Warren, 82 N. Y. 265.

The actual exercise or enjoyment
It is particularly

USER. DE ACTION. L. Fr. In old prac-
tice. The pursuing or bringing an action.
Cowell.

USHER. This word is said to be derived
from “hui.9a¢er," and is the name of a subor-
dinate ofiicer in some English courts of law.
Archb. Pr. 25.

usnmi or win: nnacx non. The
gentleman usher of the black rod is an of-
ficer or the house of lords appointed by let-
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lers patent from the crown. His duties are.
by himself or deputy. to desire the attendance
of the commons in the house oi.’ peers when
the royal assent is given to bills, either by
the king in person or by commission, to ex-
ecute orders for the commitment of persons
guilty of breach of privilege. and also to as-
sist in the introduction of peers when they
take the oaths and their seats. Brown.

U30. In Spanish law. Usage: that
which arises from certain things which men
say and do and practice uuinterruptedly for
a great length of time, without any hin-
drance whatever. Las Partidas, pt. 1, tit. 2,
l. 1. '

USQUE. Lat. Up to; until. This i a
word of exclusion, and a release of all de-
mands usque ad- a certain day does not cover
a bond made on that day. 2 Mod. 28.

‘USQIIE AD PILUM AQUE, OR VIE.
Up to the middle of the stream or road.

USUAL. Habitual; ordinary; customary;
according to usage or custom; commonly es-
tablished, observed, or practised. See Chi-
cago & A. R. Co. v. Hause, 71 Ill. App. 147 :

Kellogg v. Curtis. 69 Me. 214, 81 Am. Rep.
273; Tescher v Merea. 118 Ind. 586, 21 N.
. 316; Trust Co. v. Norris, 61 Minn. 256.
63 N. W. 634.
-—'Usuul covenants. See COVENAN'1'.—Ul1lI.l
terms. A phrase in the common-law practice.
which meant pleading issuably. rejoining yruiia.
and taking short notice of_ trial. \Vhen a de-
fendant obtained further time to plead. these
were the terms usually imposed. Wharton.

UBUARIUI. Lat. In the civil law. One
who had the mere use of a thing belonging
to another for the purpose of supplying his
daily wants; a usuary. Dig. 7, 8, 10, pr.;
Calvin. -

‘USUOAPIO, or USUCAPTIO. A term
of Roman law used to denote a mode of ac-
quisition of property. It corresponds very
nearly to the term “prescription.” But the
prescription of Roman law differed from
that of the English law, in this: that no
mala flde possessor (6. e., person in posses-
sion knowingly ot the property oi‘ another)
could, by however long a period. acquire ti-
tle by possession merely. The two essential
requisites to usucapio were justa causa (i. e.,
title) and bona rides, (i. c., ignorance.) The
term “uaucap¢'o” is sometimes. but erroneous-
ly, written “u.9ucaptio." Brown. See Pavey
v. Vance, 56 Ohio St. 162, 46 N. E. 898.

Usuoapio ‘constitute est ut aliquis
litiun ilnis euet. Prescription wa's insti-
tuted that there might be some end to litiga-
tion. Dig. 41. 10, 5; Broom. Max. 894. note.

USUPBUOT. In the civil law. The
right oi’ enjoying a thing. the property of
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which is vested in another. and to draw from
the same all the profit, utility. and advan-
tage which it may produce. provided it be
without altering the substance of the thing.
Civ. Code La. art. 533. And see Mulford v.
Le Franc, 26 Cal. 102; Cartwright v. Cart-
wright, 18 Tex. 628; Strausse v. Sheriir, 423

La. Ann. 501. 9 South. 102.
—Iruperfeot usufruot. An imperfect or quasi
nsufruct is that which is of things which would
be useless to the usufructuary if he did not con-
sume or expend them or change the substance
of them‘ as. mone , grain. liquors. Civ. Code
La. 1900, art. 5'3 .-—Pe1-feet usufruot. An
usufruct in those things which the usufructuary
can enjoy without changing their substance.
though their substance may be diminished or
deteriorate natu ly by time or by the use to
which the are up lied, as. a house. a piece of

other movable effects. Civ.
ode La. 1900, art. 534.-—Quasi usufruot. In

the civil law. Originally the usufruct ve no
right to the substance of the thing, an conse-
quently none to its consumption; hence only
an inconsnmable thing could be the object of it.
whether movable or immovable. But in later
times the right of usufruct was, by analogy, ex-
tended to consumable things, and therewith
arose the distinction between true and quasi usu-
fructs. See Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5307; Civ.
Code La. 1900. art. 534. _

‘USUPRUOTUARY. In the civil law.
One who has the usutruct or right of mijoy-
ing anything in which he has no property.
Cartwright v. Cartwright, 18 Tex. 628.

USUYRUIT. In French law. The same
as the usufruct of the English and Roman
law.

‘USURA. Lat. In the civil law. Mon-
ey given for the use of money; interest.
Commonly .used in the plural, “usurer.”
Dig. 22, 1.

-Usura manifests. Manifest or open usu-
ry; as distinguished from umro veloto. veil-_
ed or concealed usury, which consists in giv-
inlg a bond for the loan, in the amount of
w ich is included the stipulated interest.-
Usura. nu-itiiua. Interest taken on bottom-
ry or respondentis bonds, which is proportion-
«lid to the risk, and is not aifected by the usury
aws.

Usura est oouunoduxn oertum quod
propter uluiu rel inutuatm reeipitur.
Sod secundario uni:-are de aliqun retri-
butione, ‘ad voluutateiu ejus qui mutua-
tus eat, hoe uou est vltiosum. Usury is
a certain benefit which is received for the use
of a thing lent. But to have an understand-
ing [literally, to breathe or whisper,] in an
incidental way, about some compensation to
be made at the pleasure of the borrower. is
not lawful. Branch, Ifrinc.; 5 Coke, 70b;
Gian. lib. 7. c. 16.

USURARIUS. In old English law. A
usurer. Fleta. lib. 2, c. 52, § 14.

1180310118. Pertaining to usury; par-
taking ot the nature of usury: involving
usury; tainted with usury; as, a usurious
contract.
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'US'U3PA'1‘I0. Iat. In the civil law.
The interruption of a usucaption, by some
act on the part of the real owner. ‘Calvin.

UIUBPATION. Torts. The unlawful
assumption of the use of property which be-
longs to another; an interruption or the dis-
turbing a man in his right and possession.
Tomlins.

In public law. The unlawful seizure or
assumption of sovereign power; the assump-
tion of government or supreme power by
force or illegally, in derogation of the consti-
tution and of the rights of the lawful ruler.
—'U'IIu-nation of advowson. An injury which
consists. in the absolute ouster or dispossession
of the patron from the advowson or right of
presentation, and which happens when a stran-~

r who has no right presents a clerk. and the
atter is thereupon admitted and instituted.

Brown.-—'Usnrp_atlon of franchise or of-
floe. The unjustly intruding upon or exer-
cising any oiiice, franchise, or liberty belonging
to ‘another. ‘

' u'sun'.m-:3 rowan. In insurance. An
invasion from abroad, or an internal rebel-
lion, where armies are drawn up against
each other, when the laws are silent, and
when the _flring of towns becomes unavoida-
ble. __'i‘_hese words cannot mean the power of
a common mob. 2 Marsh. Ins. 791.

_ USURPEB. One who assumes the right
of government by force, contrary to and in
violation of the constitution of the country.

‘USIIBY. In old English law. Inter-
est of money; increase for the loan of mon-
ey; a reward for the use or money. 2 Bl.
Comm. 454.

In modern law. Unlawful interest; a
premium or compensation paid or stipulated
to be paid for the use of money borrowed or
returned, beyond the rate of interest estab-
lished by law._ Webster.

An unlawful contract upon the loan of
money, to receive the same again with ex-
orbitant increase. 4 Bl. Comm. 156.

Usury is the reserving and taking, or con-
tracting to reserve and take, either directly
or by indirection, a greater sum for the use
of money than the lawful interest. Code Ga.
1882. 5 2051. See Ilenry V. Bank of Salina, 5
Hill (N. Y.) 528; Purham v. Pulliam, 5 Cold.
(Tenn.) 501; New England Mortg. Sec. Co.
v. Guy (C. C.) 33 Fed. 640; Lee v. Peckham,
17 Wis. 386; ltosenstein V: Fox. 150 N. Y.
354. 44 N. E. 1027.

‘U808. Lat. In Roman law. A precari-
ous enjoyment of land, corresponding with
the right of habitatio of houses, and being
closely analogous to the tenancy at sufferance
or at will of English law. The unuariux (i. e.,
tenant by was) could only hold on so long as
the owner found him convenient. and had to
go so soon as ever he was in the owner's
way. (moleatua) The ueuariua could not have
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a. friend to share the produce. It was scarce-
ly permitted to him (Justinian says) to have
even his wife with him on the land; and he
could not let or sell, the right being strictly
personal to himself. Brown.

‘U808 BELLICI. Lat. In international
law. Warlike uses or objects. It is the was
bellici which determine an article to be con-
traband. 1 Kent, Comm. 141.

Uslu est doninlum flduciarlnm.
St. Uses. Use is a fiduciary dominion.

Bac.

Usus et status slve possesslo potius
dllex-ant secnndans I-ationezn ford, quans
secnndum s-ationem sci. Bac. St. Uses.
Use and estate, or possession, difrer more in
the rule of the court than in the rule of the
matter.

USU! PRUCTU8. Lat. In Roman law.
Usufruct; usufructuary right or possession.
The temporary right of using a thing, with-
out having the ultimate property, or full do-
minion, of the substance. 2 Bl. Comm. 327.

‘lJ".I.' OURRERE SOLZBAT. Lat. As it
was wont to run; applied to a water-course.

u'rm:_r1:ono. ‘L. Lat. As of fee.

' ‘UT nosrrrns. Lat. As guests. 1 Salk.
25, pl. 10.

‘(It puma ad paucos, mctns ad onnea
pes-venlat. That the punishment may reach
a few, but the fear of it affect all. A max-
im in criminal law, expressive of one of
the principal objects of human punishment.
4 Inst. 6; 4 Bl. Comm. 11.

‘IR res magic valeat quasn pereat. That
the thing may rather have effect than be de-
stroyed. Saltonstall v. Sanders, 11 Allen
(Mass) 455: Slmonds v. Walker, 100 Mass.
113; National Pem-berton Bank v. Lougee,
108 Mass. 373, 11 Am. Rep. 36?.

U1: snnuna potestatls regls est posse
quantum vent, sic magnltudkds est vella
quantum posslt. 3 Inst. 236. As the high-
est power of a king" is to be able to do all he
wishes. so the highest greatness of him is to
‘wish all he is able to do.

UTA8.
the octave;
term or feast.

In old English practice. Octave;
the eighth day following any

Cowell.

‘lJ"l'ERI!€E. Born of the same mother.
A uterine brother or sister is one born of the
same mother, -but by a different father.

UTIBO-GESTATIOII’.

UTERQUE. Lat. Both; each. ‘The
justices, being in doubt_as to the manning of
this word in an indictment. demanded the
opinions of grammarians, who delivered their

Pregnancy.
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opinions that this word doth aptly signify
one of them.” 1 Leon. 241.

‘lJ'.l'l‘ANG’I‘Hl-:1‘. In Saxon and old Eng-
lish law. The privilege of :1 lord of a manor
to Judge and punish a thief dwelling out
of his liberty, and committing theft with-
out the same. if he were caught within the
lord's jurisdiction. Cowell.

‘UTI. Lat. In the civil law. To use.
Strictly, to use for necessary purposes; as
distinguished from “frm',” to enjoy. Heinecc.
Elem. lib. 2, tit. 4, 5 415.

‘UT! P301. Lat. In the civil law. To
have the full use and enjo ent of a thing.
without damage to its substance. Calvin.

‘UT! POSSIDBTIS. Lat. In the civil
law. A species of interdict for the purpose
of retaining possession of a thing, granted to
one who, at the time oi‘ contesting suit, was
in possession of an immovable thing, in or-
der that he might be declared the legal pos-
sessor. Hallifax, Civil Law, b. 3, c. 6, no. 8.

In international law. A phrase used to
signify that the parties to a treaty are to re-
tain possession of what they have acquired
by force during the war. Wheat. Int. Law,
627.

UTIROG-AS. Lat. In Roman law. The
form of words by which a vote in favor of
a proposed law was orally expressed. U“
rogas, cola tel fubeo, as you ask, I will or
order; I vote as you propose; I am for the
law. The letters "U. R." on,a ballot ex-
pressed the same sentiment. Adams, Rom.
Ant. 98, 100.

Utlle per inutile non vitintur. The use-
ful is not vltiated by the useless. Surplus-
age does not spoil the remaining part if that
is good in itself. Dyer, 392; Broom, Max.
627. '

UTILIDAD. Span. In Spanish law. The
profit of a thing. White, New Recop. b. 2,
tit. 2, c. 1.

‘IJTILIS. Lat. In the civil law. Use-
ful: beneficial; equitable; available. Actio
uiilis, an equitable action. Calvin. Dies
utilis, an available day.

UTLAGATUS. In old English law._ An
outlawed person; an outlaw.

Utlngutus est quasi extra legens posi-
hu. Onput gerit lupinlun. 7 Coke, 14.
An outlaw is. as it were, put out of the pro-
tection of the law. He hears the head of
a wolf. '

Utlngatus pro oontumach et fngn, non

propter hoe oonviotnl est de faoto prin-
eipali. Fleta. One who is outlawed for
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ooutumacy and flight is not on that account
convicted of the principal fact.

UTLAGE.
c. 12.

L. Fr. An outlaw. Britt.

UTLESSE. An escape of a felon out of
prison. '

IITRUBI. In the civil low. ’1‘he_name
of a species of interdict for retaining a thing,
granted for the purpose of protecting the
possession of a movable thing, as the am
possidetia was granted for an immovable.
Inst. 4, 15, 4; Mackeld. Rom. Law, 5 260.

In Scotch law. An interdict as to mova-
bles, by which the colorable possession of a
born: this holder is continued until the iinai
settlement of a contested right; correspond-
ing to nu poasddeua as to heritable property.
Bell.

UTBUHQUE NOSTRUM. Both of us.
Words used formerly in bonds.

UTTEJB. To put or send -into circula-
tion; to publish or put forth. To utter and
publish an instrument is to declare or assert, -

directly or indirectly, by words or actions,
that it is good; uttering it is a declaration
that it is good, with an intention or oifer
to pass it. Whart. Crim. Law, I 703.

To utter, as used in a statute against
forgery and counterfeiting, means to ofler.
whether accepted or not, a forged instrument,
with the representation, -by words or actions,
that the same is genuine. See State v. Hor-
ner, 48 M0. 522; People v. Rathbun, 21 Wend.
(N. Y.) 521; Lindsey v. State, 38 Ohio St.
511; State v. Calkius, 73 Iowa, 128. 34 N.
W. 777; People v. Caton, 25 Mich. 392.

UTTER BAR. In English law. The bar
at which those barristers, usually junior
men, practice who have not yet been raised
to the dignity of king’s counsel. These
junior barristers are said to plead without
the bar; while those of the higher rank are
admitted to seats within the bar, and ad-
dress the court or a jury from a place re-
served for them, and divided oil’ by a bar.
Brown.

UTTEE BABRISTER. In English law.
Those barristers who plead without the bar.
and are distinguished from henchers, or
those who have been readers, and who are
allowed to plead within the bar, as the king's
counsel are. Cowell.

UXOR. Lat. In the civil law. A wife;
a woman lawfully married.
—Et nxor. And his wife. A term used in
indexing, abstracting. and describing convey-
ances made by a man and his wife as grantors.
or to a man and his wife as grantees. Often
abbreviated "et at." Thus, “John Doe at us. to
Richard Roe."—~.'l‘nre uxoria. In right of his
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wife. A term used of a husband who joins _in but ll under the power of her husband. 8
a deed, in seined of an estate. brings a nun, Inst 103_
etc.. in the right or on the behalf of his wife.
3 Bl‘ oomm 210 Uxor uquitur doniofllnn dd. A wife

um, ct an,“ “M, non!” utu‘_ follows the domicile of her husband. '.l‘raLy.

Wife and son are names of nature. 4 Bac. um Ma‘ 606-
ks. 350.

W" vxoxucmn. The mun; or a wife by
‘(hot Inn on out Jun, ud nub potoln her husband; one who murders his wite.

tahvh-I. Awireinnot her own mist:-ecu, Notntechnicalterxnotthe law. .
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V
V. As an abbreviation, this letter may

stand for "Victoria,” “volume,” or “verb :"
also “1:ida" (see) and “uooe" (word.)

It is also a common abbreviation of “ver-
us," in the titles of causes. and reported
cases.

V. C. An abbreviation for “vice-chancel-
101'."

V. C. C. An abbreviation for “vice-chnn-
cellor's court."

V. E. An abbreviation for “vendmoni ea-
pomu," (q. 9.)

V. 6. An abbreviation for "uerbi graua,”
for -the sake of example.

_ VACANCY. A place which is empty.
The term is principally applied to an inter-
ruption in the incumbency of an offlce.

The term “vacan " applies not only to an in-
terresnum in an existing oiiice, but‘ it aptl and
fltly escribes the condition of an oiiice w en_ it
is iii-at created. and has been filled by no in-
cumbent. Walah v. Cornm., 89 Pa. 426. 33 Am.
Rxetp. 771. And see Collins v. State. 8 Ind.
3- ; People v. Opel. 188 ill. 19-1». 58 N. E.
996; Gormley .7. Taylor, 44 Ga. 76.

VACANT POSSESSION. See Possu-
sron.

VACANT IUCCEIIION. See Succu-
B108.

VACANTIA BONA. Lat. In the civil
law. Goods without an owner, or in which
no one claims a property; escheated goods.
Inst. 2, 6, 4; 1 Bl. Comm. 298.

VACATE. To annul; to cancel or re-
acind; to render an act void; as. to vacate
an entry of record. or a Judgment

VACATIO. Lat. In the civil law. Ex-
emption; immunity; privilege; dispensation;
exemption from the burden of oflice. Calvin.

VACATION. That period of time be-
tween the end ot one term of court and the
beginning of another. See Von Schmidt v.
Widber. 99 Cal. 511, 34 Pac. 109; Conkling
v. Ridgely, 112 Ill. 36. 1 N. E. 261, 54 Am.
Rep. 204; Brayman v. Whitcomb. 134 Mass.
525; State v. Derkum, 27 Mo. App. 628.

Vacation also signifies, in ecclesiastical
law, that a church or beneflce is vacant; e.
g., on the death or resignation of the incum-
bent, untu his successor is appointed. 2 inst.
359; Phillim. Ecc. Law. 495.

VACATUB. Lat. Let it be vacated. In
practice. a rule or order by which :1 proceed-
ing is vacated; a vacating.

VADUH

VACATUBA. An avoidance of an eccle-
siastical beneiice. Cowell.

VAOCARIA. In old English law. A
dairy-house. Co. Litt. 5b. .

VAOOINATION. Inoculation with ‘vac-
cine or the virus of cowpox as a preventive
against the smallpox; frequently made com-
pulsory by statute. See Daniel v. Putnam
County. 118 Ga. 570, 38 S. E. 980, 54 I. R.
A. 292.

VACIIA POSIEISIO. Lat. The vacant
possession, i. e., free and unburdened posses-
sion, which (8. a.) a vendor had and has to
give to a purchaser of lands.

VACUUIL Lat. In the civil law. Emp-
ty; void; vacant; unoccupied. Calvin.

VADK. Lat. In the civil law. Pledges:
sureties; bail; security for the appearance of
a defendant or accused person in court.
Calvin.

VADIABE DUELLUH. L. Lat. In old
English law. To wage or gage the duellum;
to wage battel; to give pledges mutually for
engaging in the trial by combat.

VADWONIUH. Lat. In Roman law.
Ball or security; the giving of bail for ap-
pearance in court; a recognizance. Calvin.

VADIUH. Lat.’ A pledge; security by
pledge of property. Coggs v. Bernard. 2 IA.
Raym. 913. .

--Vadiun nortuum. A mortgage or dead
pledge; a security given by the borrower of
a sum of money. by which he_grants to the
lender an estate n fee. on condition that. If the
money be not repaid at the time appointed. the
estate so put in pledge shall continue to the
lender as dead or gone the mortgagor.
2 Bl. Comm. 167.—Vndhun one:-e. To take
bail for the appearance o a person in x_

court of justice. Tomiins.—VadiIun .

A species of security by which the borrower
of a sum of money made over his estate to
the lender until he had received that sum
out of the issues and profits of the land. It
was so called because neither the money nor
the lands were lost, and were not left in dead
pledge, but this was a living pledge. for the ref-
its of the land were constantly paying 0. the

Litt. 5 208; 1 Pow. Mortg. 3; Termes
de la Ley; Spect v. Spect, 88 Cal. 437, -26
Pac. 203. 13 L. it. A. 137, 22 Am. St. Rep. 314;
O'Neill v. Gray. 39 Hun (N. Y.) 566; Kort-
right v. Cady, 21 N. Y. 344, 78 Am. Dec. 145.

VADLET. In old English law. The
king's eldest son; hence the valet or knave
follows the king and queen in a pack of cards.
Bar. Obs. St. 344.

VADUH. ' In old records, a ford, or wad-
ing place. Cowell.
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VAGABOND

VAGABONID. One that wanders about,
and has no certain dwelling; an idle fellow.
Jacob.

Vagabonds are _ described in old English
statutes as “such as wake on the night and
sleep on the day, and haunt customable tav-
erns and ale-houses and routs about; and no
man wot from whence they came, nor whith-
er they go." 4 Bl. Comm. 169. See Forsyth
v. Eprsyth, 46 N. J. Eq. 400. 19 Atl. 119;
Johnson v. State, 28 Tex. App. 562, 13 S. W.
1005. ’ ‘

Vngahundnm nnneupanus sum and
nullibi donieillnm eontraxit habitatio-
nis. We call him a “Vagabond” who has ac-
quired nowhere a domicile of residence.
Phii1im.’Dom. 23, note. ‘

VAGRAIIT. A wandering, idle person;
a strolling or sturdy beggar. A general term,
including, in English law, the several classes
of idle and disorderly persons, rogues. and
vagabonds, and incorrigible rogues. 4 Steph.
Comm. 308, 309.

In American law, the term is variously de-
fined by statute but the general meaning is
that of an able-bodied person having no visi-
ble means of support and who lives idly with-
out seeking work, or who is a professional
beggar, or roams about from place to place
without regular employmentor fixed resi=
dence; and in some states the term also in-‘
cludes those who have a fixed habitation and
pursue a regular calling _but one which is
condemned by the law as immoral. such as
gambling or prostitution. See In re Jordan,
90 Mich. 3, 50 N. W. 1087; In re Aldermen
and,Justices of the Peace, 2 Pars. Eq. Cas.
(:Pa.)'. 464; Roberts v. State, 14 M0. 145, 55
Am. Dec. 97. And see the statutes of the
various states. _

In English law. The stat-
ute 5 Geo. IV. c. 83. which is an act for the
punishment of idle and disorderly persons. 2
Unit. St. 145.

VALE. In Spanish law. A promissory
note. White, New Recop. b. 3, tit. 7, c. 5, 5 3.
See Govin v-. De Miranda, 140 N. Y. 662, 35
N. E. 628.

Vsleat quantum vslere potent. -It shall
have eflect as far as it can have effect.
Cowp. 600; 4 Kent, Comm. 493; Shep. Touch.
87.

VALEO, VALE01‘, or VAJDELET. in
old English law. A young gentleman; also
a servitor or gentleman of the ‘chamber.
(‘owell.

VALENTLA. L. Lat. The value or price
of anything.

VALEIIIEBIA. In old English law.
The proving by the kindred of the slain, one

on the tather’s side, and another on that of
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the mother, that a man was a Welshman.
Wharton.

VALET was anciently a name denoting
young gentlemen of rank and family, but
afterwards applied to those of lower degree,

-and is now used for a menial servant, more
particularly occupied about the person of his
employer. C_ab. Lawy. 800.

VALID. Of bindingforce. A deed. will.
or other instrument, which has received all
the formalities required by law, is said to be
valid.

VALIDITY. This term is used to signify
legal suiiiciency, in contradistinction to mere
regularity. “An ofliciai sale, an order, judg-
ment, or decree may be regular,—the whole
practice in reference to its entry may be cor-
rect,—but still invalid, for reasons going be-
hind the regularity of its forms." Sharpleigh
v. surdam, 1 Flip. 487, Fed. Gas. No. 12,711.

VALOB. BENEPIOIORITH. L. Lat.
The value of every ecclesiastical beneiice and
preferment, according to which the flrst
fruits and tenths are collected and paid. _It
is commonly called the “king's -books." by
which _the clergy are at present rated-. 2
Steph. Comm. 533; Wharton.

VALOB MARITAGH. Lat. Value of
the marriage. In feudal law, the guardian
in chivalry had the right of tendering to his
infant ward a suitable match, without “dis-
paragement," (inequality,) which, if the in-
fants refused, they forfeited the value of the
marriage (valor maritagu) to their guardian;
that is, so much as a jury would assess, or
any one would bona fide give, to the guardian
for such an alliance. 2 Bl. Comm. 70: Litt.
I 110.

A writ which lay against the ward. on
coming of full age. for that he was not mar-
ried, by his guardian, for the value of the
marriage, and this though no convenient
marriage had been oirered. Termes de la
Ley.

VALUABLE OONSDDERATION. The
distinction between a good and a valuable
consideration is that the former consists of
blood. or of natural love and affection; as
when a man grants an estate to a near rela-'
tion from motives of generosity, prudence.
and natural duty; and the latter consists of
such a consideration as money, marriage‘
which is to follow, or the like. which the law
esteems an equivalent given for the grant.
2 Bl. Comm. 297.

A valuable consideration is a thing of value
parted with, or a new obligation assumed, at
the time of obtaining a thing, which is a sub-
stantlal compensation for that which is ob-
tained thereby, It i also called simply “val-
ue." Civ. Code Dak. I 2121.
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VALUATION. The act of ascertaining
the worth of a thing. The estimated worth
of a thing. See Lowenstein v. Schiirer, 38
App. Div. 178. 56 N. Y. Supp. 674: State v.
Central Pac. R. Co., 7 Nev. 104; Sergeant v.
Dwyer,'-14 Minn. 309, 46 N. W. 44-1.

VALUATION LIST. In English law. A
list or all the ratable hereditaments in a par-
ish, showing the names of the occupier, the
owner, the property, the extent or the prop-

.erty, the gross estimated rental, and the
ratable value; prepared by the overseers of
"each parish in a union under section 14 of
the union assessment committee act, 1862,
(St. 25 & 26 Vict. c. 103.) for the purposes or
the poor rate. Wharton.

VALUE. The utility of an object in sat-
lsrmng, directly or indirectly, the needs or
desires of human beings, called by economists
“value in use ;" or its worth consisting in the
power ‘oi.’ purchasing other objects. called
“value in exchange." Also the estimated or
appraised worth of any object or property,
calculated in money.

The term is also often used as an abbrevia-
tion tor "valuable consideration,” especially
iii ‘the phrases “purchaser for value," “holder
for value," etc.
—-Value received. A phrase usually employ-
ed in a bill of exchange or promissory note,
to denote that a consideration has been given
for it.

' VALUE!) POLICY. A policy is called
“vnlued," when the parties, having agreed
upon the value oi‘ the interest insured, in or-
der to save the necessity of further proof
have inserted the valuation in the policy. in
the nature of liquidated damages. 1 Duer,
Ins. 97.

VALUER.‘ A person whose business is to
appraise or set a value upon property.

VALVASOBI, or VIDAHES. An obso-
. lete title of dignity next to a peer. 2 Inst.

667; 2 Bteph. Comm. 612.

Venn. est uh potentls qua nunqnun
venue in setun. That power is vain [idle
or useless] which never comes into action-,
[which is never exercised.] 2 Coke, 51.

' Van! tinores slant ustixnnndi, qua! non
oedunt In eonstunten vi:-um. Those are
to be regarded as idle tears which do not at‘-
Eect a steady [firm or resolute] man. 7 Coke,

7.

Van! tine:-is Junta. exeuntio non est.
A frivolous fear is not a legal excuse. Dig.
50, 17, 184; 2 Inst. 43-3.

, VAIITARIUI. L. Let. in old records.
A fore-rootman. Speilnun; Cowell.
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VAEA. , A Spanish-American measure of
length, equal to 33 English inches or a trifle
more or less, varying according to local us-
age. See U. S. v. Perot, 98 U. 8. 428, 25 L.

‘Ed. 251.

, VARDA. In old Scotch law. Ward;
custody; guardianship. Answering to “war-
da," in old English law. speiman.

VABENNA. In old Scotch law. A war-
ren. Answering to “waremm," in old Eng-
lish law. Spelman.

VAEIAICOE. Iln pleading and practice.
A discrepancy or disagreement between two
instruments or two steps in the same cause,
which ought by law to be entirely consonant.
Thus, if the evidence adduced by the plain-
tin does not agree with the allegations of his
declaration, it is a variance; and so it the
statement of the cause oi’ action in the dec-
laration does not coincide with that given in
the writ. See Keiser v. Topping. 72 I11. 229;
Mulligan v. U. s., 120 Fed. 98, 56 C. C. A.
50: Bank oi.’ New Brunswick v. Arrowsmith,
9 N. J. Law, 287; Skinner v. Grant, 12 Vt;
4-62; State v. Wadsworth, 30 Conn. 57.

VARRANTIZATIO. In old Scotch law.
Warranty.

VAS. Lat. In the civil law. A pledge:
a surety; ball or surety in a criminal pro-
ceeding or civil action. Calvin.

VASEOTOMY. The operation of castrar
tion as performed by section (cutting) or the
vas deferena or spermatic cord; sometimes
proposed as an inhibitory punishment for
rapists and other criminals.

VAIIAL. In feudal law. A feudal ten‘-
ant or grantee; a feudutory; the holder of
a tie!‘ on a feudal tenure, and by the obliga-
tion or performing feudal services. The cor-
relative term was “lord."

VASSALAGE. The state or condition or
a vassal.

VASSELEBIA. The tenure or holding
of a vassal. Cowell.

VASTUH. L. Lat. A waste or common
lying open to the cattle or all tenants who
have a right of comlnoning. Cowell.
-Viutun for-elta vol bosei. in old rec-
ords. Waste of a forest or wood. That part of
a forest or wood wherein the trees and under-
wood were so destroyed that it lay in a manner
gusts" and barren. Paroch. Antiq. 351, 497:

owe .

VAUDEBIE. In old European law. Sor-
cery; witchcraft; the profession of the Van-
dois.

VAVASOBY.
held. Cowell.

The lands that a vavasour
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VAVAIOUB. One who was in dignity
next to a baron. Britt. 109; Bract. lib. 1,
c. 8 One who held of a baron. Die. Brit.

VEAI.-HONEY. The tenants of the man-
or of Bradford, in the county of Wilts, paid
a yearly rent by this name to their lord,
in lieu of veal paid formerly in kind. Whar-
ton.

VEOORIII. In old Lomhardic -law. The
offense of stopping one on the way; fore-
staiiing. Speiman.

VEOTIGAL JUDIOIARIUH. Lat.
Fines paid to the crown to defray the ex-
penses of maintaining courts of justice. 8
Salk. 33.

Veofigsl, origins lpss, Jun Oossrlun
et regun patrimonlele est. Dav. 12.
Tribute. in its origin. is the patrimonial
right of emperors and kings.

VBOTIGALIA. In "Roman law. Cus-
toms-dutles; taxes paid upon the importation
or exportation of certain kinds of merchan-
dise. Cod. 4. 61.

VEOTURA. In maritime law. Freight

VEHICLE. The word "vehicle" includes
every description of carriage or other artill-

’ cial contrivance used. or capable of being
used. as a means of transportation on land.
Rev. St. U. 8. § 4 (U. 8. Comp. St. 1901.
9- 4)- ‘

VEKHGEBICHT. See Fnnnessrcm.

V2113. L. Fr. Distresses forbidden to
be replevied; the refusing to let the owner
have his cattle which were distrained. Kel-
ham.

VEIN. In mining law. A body of min-
eral or mineralized rock. filling a seam or
ilssure in the earth’s crust. within deiined
boundaries in the general mass of the moun-
tain. and having a general character of con-
tinuity in the direction of its length. see
Iron Silver Min. 00. v. Cheesman, 116 U.
S. 529, 6 Sup. Ct. 481, 29 L. Ed. 712; U. S.
v. Iron Silver Min. Co.. 128 U. S. 673, 9 Sup.
Ct. 195, 32 L. Ed. 571; Stinchfleld v. Glliis,
96- Cal. 33. 30 Pac. 839; Synnott v. Shangh-
nessy. 2 Idaho (Hasb.) 122, 7 Pac. 82; Beuls
v. Gone. 27 Colo. 473, 62 Pac. 948, 83 Am.
St. Rep. 92; Waterloo Min. Co. v. Doe. 82
Fed. 51, 27 C, C. A.‘ 50: Consolidated, etc..
Min. Co. v. Champion Min. Co. (C. C.) 63 Fed.
544.

VEJOURS. Viewers; persons sent by
the court to take a View of any place in ques-
tion, for the better decision of the right. It
signifies. also. such as are sent to view those
that casein themselves do malo lerii. (i. r'.,
excuse themselves on ground of illness)
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whether they be in truth so sick as that they
cannot appear, or whether they do counter-
feit. Ooweli.

VELABBUK. In old English law. A
toil-booth. Cro. Jac. 122.

1731.1’!!! JUBEATII QUIBITEST hat.
Is it your will and plarsure, Romans? The
form of proposing a law to the Roman peo-
ple. Tayl. Civil Law. 155.

Velle non orodltur qul obsequitur in-
perio put:-ls vel domini. He is not pre-
sumed to consent who obeys the orders of his
father or his master. Dig. 50, 17. 4.

VELTEARIA. The oilice of dog-leader.
or courser. Coweil.

vnnrnanmsi
hounds. Blount.

One who leads grey-

VENAL. Something that is bought; ca-
pable of being bought; oflered for sale; men
cenary. Used in an evil sense, such pur-
chase or sale being regarded as corrupt and
illegal.

vssann. Beam caught in the woods
by hunting.

VENATIO. Hunting. CowelL

VENID. To sell; to transfer the owner-
ship of an article to another for a price in
money. The term is not commonly applied
to the sale of real estate, although its deriva-
tives “vendor” and “vendee" are.

V310). A purchaser or buyer; one to
whom anything is sold. Generally used of
the transferee of real property. one who so
quires chattels by sale being called a “buy-
er." -

Vendens esndem rem duobus fslssrlu
est. He is fraudulent who sells the same
thing twice. Jenk. Cent. 10?.

V1-JNDIBLE. Fit or suitable to be sold;
capable of transfer by sale; merchantable.

VENDITE. In old European law. A
tax upon things sold in markets and public
fairs. Spelman.

VI.-IIIDITIO. Lat. In the civil law. In a
strict sense, sale; the act of selling; the con-
tract of sale, otherwise called “enuptio ven-
diu'u." Inst. 3. 2-1. Calvin.

In a large sense. Any mode or species
of alienation; any contract by which the
property or ownership of a thing may be
transferred. Id.

VENDITION. Sale: the act of selling.

VENDITIONI EXPONAI. Lat. ' You
expose to sale. This is the name of a writ
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of execution. requiring a sale to be made,
directed to a sherii! when he has levied
upon goods under a fieri factor, but returned
that'they remained unsold for want of buy-
ers; and in some Jurisdictions it is issued to
cause a sale to be made of lands, seized un-
der a former writ, after they have been
condemned or passed upon by an inquisitlon.
Frequently abbreviated to “vcnd. es.” See
Beebe v. U. 8., 161 U. S. 104, 16 Sup. Ct.
532, 40 L. Ed. 633; Borden v. Tillman, 39
Tex. 273; Ritchie 17. Higginbotham. 26 Kan.
648.

VBNDIT03. Let. A seller; a vendor.
Inst. 3, 24; Bract. fol. 41.

—Venditor regis. in old English law. The
king's seller or salesman; the person who ex-
posed to sale those goods and chattels which
were seized or distrained to answer any debt
due to the king. Cowell.

VBNDITRIX. Lat. A female vendor.
Cod. 4, 51, 3.

VENDOR. The person who transfers
property by sale, particularly real estate.
"seller" being more commonly used for one
who sells personalty.

- He is the vendor who negotiates the sale.
and becomes the recipient of the considera-
tion, though the title comes to the vendee
from another source, and not from the ven-
dor. Rutland v. Brister. 53 Miss. 685.

—Vsndo:- and purchaser int. The act of
37 & 38 Vlct. c. 78, which substitutes forty for
sixty years as the root of title, and amends
in other ways_ the law of vendor and purchaser.
Mosley dz WhItley.—Vendor's lien. A lien for
purchase money remaining unpaid, allowed in
equity to the vendor of land. when the state-
ment of receipt of the rice in the deed is not
in accordance with the act. Also. a lien exist-
ing in the unpaid vendor of chattels, the same
remaining in his hands. to the extent of the
purchase price, where the sale was for cash. or
on a term of credit which has expired. or on
an sgxment by which the seller is to retain
posses n. See Morgan v. Dalrymplle, 59 N. .

1Q. 22, 46 Atl. EX}-1: Lee v. Murp y, 119 Cal.
364. 51 Pac. 549: Graham v. Moifett, 119 Mich.
303. 78 N. W. 132, 75 Am. St. Rep. 398;
Gessner v. Pslmateer. 89 Cal. 89. 26 Pan. 7929.
13 L. R. A. 187 : Blomstrom v. Dux, 175 Ill.
43-1 51 N. E. 755: Tiernan v. Beam. 2 Ohio.
388, 15 Am. Dec. 557: Warford v. Hankins

Ind. «ago. no N. {‘‘534%8:%Slgg3 & spur Geld
nes v. evmonr. . .. , 14 Su . t.

842. as L. mi. 1502. » "

73111303. A sale; generally a sale at
public auction; and more particularly a sale
so made under authority of law, as by a con-
stable, sheriif, tax collector. administrator.
etc.

VENDUE EASTER. An auctioneer.

VEICIA. A kneeling or low prostration
on the ground by penitents; pardon.

VENIA ETATI8. A privilege granted
-by a prince or sovereign, in virtue of which
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_ pleading. Comes’ and defends.

VENTE

a person is entitled to act, out funds, as if he
were of full age. Story, Conil. Laws, 5 14.

Vania fsoilltss inoentinun est delin-
quendii 3 Inst. 236. Facility of pardon is
an incentive to crime.

VI-:!¢m.!l. Lat. To come; to appear in
court. This word is sometimes used as the
name of the writ for summoning a jury,
more commonly called a “venire /acias.”

VENIIBE PAOIAI. Lat. In practice.
A judicial writ, directed to the sheriff of the
county in which a cause is to be tried, com-
manding him that he “cause to come" before
the court. on a certain day therein mention-
ed, twelve good and lawful men of the body
of his county, qualified according to law, by
whom the truth of the matter may be the
better known, and who are in no wise of
kin either to the plaintiif or to the defend-
ant, to make a jury of the country between
the parties in the action, because as well
the plaintiff as the defendant, between whom
the matter in variance is, have put them-
selves upon that jury, and that he return
the names of the jurors, etc. 2 Tidd, Pr. 777.
778; 3 Bl. Comm. 352.
—Vsn1s'e Indus ad r.-espondendnm. A writ
to summon a person. against whom an indict-
ment for a misdemeanor has been found, to ap-
pear and be arraigned for the offense. A jus-
tice’s warrant is now more commonly used.
Archb. Crim. Pl. 81; Sweet.—Venh-o finds:
de novo. A fresh or new senior. which the
court grants when there has been some im-
propriety or irregularity in returning the jury.
or where the verdict is so imperfect or ambig-
uous that no judgmeut can be given upon it. or
where a judgment is reversed on error, and a
new trial awarded. See Bosseker v. Cramer. 18
Ind. 44: Maxwell v. Wright, 160 Ind. 515. 67
N. E. %7.—-Venire fsolss jurstores was a
judicial writ directed to the sheriff. when is-
sue was joined in an action. commanding him
to cause to come to Westminster, on such a
tiny. twelve free and lawful men of his county
by whom the truth of the matter at issue might
be better known. This writ was abolished by
section 104 of the common-law procedure act.
1872. and by section 105 a precept issued by
the judges of assize is substituted in its lace.
The process so substituted is sometimes onse-
ly spoken of as _a "nem're." }_%rown.-—Venl1-0
fades tot mats-onus. A writ to summon I
jury of matrons to execute the writ dc centre
intpiciendo.

vmemrmut. A member of ii panel or"
jurors; a juror summoned by a writ of ve-
nire faciaa.

V31!!!‘ 2'!‘ DEPENDIT. L. Lat. in o‘ ‘

The proper
words of appearance and defense in an ac-
tion. 1 Ld. Raym. 117)

vmcrr ET mcrr. 'I‘m.-- In old plead-
ing. Comes and says. 2 Salk. 544. '

V1-INTE.
of sale. . ,.

—Vente I rérnéx-6. A condiztionalsale. in
which the seller reserves the right to redeem or
repurchase at the same price.

In French law. Sale; contract



VENTEE-,' VENTRE

-1:Y1lN'l.‘ER. VENTRE. The belly or
womb. The term is used in law as designat-
ing the maternal parentage of children.
Thus, where in ordinary phraseology we
‘should say that A. was B.’s child by his first
wife. he would be described in law as “by
the flrst venter." Brown.

VENTRE INSPIOIENDO. In old 19,18-

1ish.iaw. A writ that lay for an heir pre-
sumptive. to cause an examination to be
made or the widow in order to determine
whether she were pregnant or not, in cases
where she was suspected of a design to bring
-forward a supposltious heir. 1 B1. Comm.
456.

':» VENUE. In pleadlmz and practice. A
-neighborhood; the neighborhood, place, or
county in which an injury is declared to have
been done. or fact declared to have hap-
pened. 3 Bl. Comm. 294.

Venue -also denotes the county in‘ which
an action or prosecution is brought for trial,
and which is'to furnish the panel of jurors.
To “change the venue" is to transfer the
cause for trial to another county or district.
See Moore v. Gardner, 5 How. Prac. (N. Y.)
243; Armstrong v. Emmet, 16 Tex. Civ. App.
242. 41 S. W. 87: Sullivan v..IIal1, 86 Mich.

-7, 4.3 N. w. 646, 13 L. R. A. 556; "State v.
McKinney, 5 Nev. 198.

In the common-law practice, the venue is
‘that part 61' the declaration in an action
which designates the county in which the ac-
tion is to be tried. Sweet.
'—L.ocal venue. In pleading. A venue which
must be laid in a particular county. When the
action could have arisen only in a particular
county, it is local. and the venue must be laid
in that county. 1 Tidd, Pr. 427.

VERAY. L. Fr. True. An old form of
vrai. Thus, 1-crau, or true, tenant, is one
-who holds in fee-simple; vcray tenant in; the
nganner. is the same as tenant by the man-

ner, ((1. 'v.,) with this difference only: that
the fee-simple, instead of remaining in the
lord. is given by him or by the law to an-
other. Ham. N. PQ398, 394.

VERBA. Lat. (Plural of 1‘t‘rI)um.)
-Words.
w-Vex-be osncellu-in. Words of the chan-
cery. The technical style oi‘ writs framed in
the office of chunccry. Fleta. lib. 4. c. 10. § 3.
—Ve¢-ha precu-in.._ In the civil law. Preca-
tory words; words of trust, or used to create
a. trust.

Verbs nooipienda aunt cum eflootn,
at sortinntnr eflectum. Words are to be
received with effect. so that they may pro-
duce effect. Bac. .\Iax.

Verbs. noclplendn. aunt seonndnn: Inb-
jeotun Instorinn. 6 Coke. 62. Words
are to be understood with reference to the
subject-matter.
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Verbs nqnivou, no‘ in dnlaln IOIII.

posits, Intellignntnr digniori at poten-
uori sennn. Equivocal words. and such as
are put in a doubtful sense. are [to be] un-
derstood in the more worthy and effectual
sense. 6 Coke, 20¢. -

Verbs nliqnid ope:-tr! debent; dobent
intelligi at nliquld operentlu-. 8 Coke,
9.. Words ought to have some operation:
they ought to be interpreted in such a way
as to have some operation.

Verb: BIt1l‘OI u-te. Terms of art should
be explained from the art. 2 Kent, Comm.
556, note. '

Verb: charts:-nn: forum ncelpiuntur
oontrs. proferentem. The wordsof char-
ters are to be received more strongly against
the grantor. Co. Litt. 36; Broom, Max. 59-i.

Verb: cum eflectn nooiplendn nus‘.
Bac. Max. 3. Words ought to be used so as
to give them their effect. '

Vex-In onrrentis nonetn, tonpne so-
lutions dosignnnt. Dav. 20. The words
“current money" designate current at the
time of payment.

Verbs debent intolligi mun e£eotu,- In
re: mash talent qnun pox-out. Words
ought to be understood» with effect, that a
thing may rather be preserved than destroy-
ed. 2 Smith, Lead. Cas. 530. '

Verbs debent intelligi Int uliquld opo-
rentur. Words ought to be understood so
as to have some operation. 8 Coke, 94¢.

Verbs diets do persons intelllgi de-
bent de eonditlone persona. W393 spok-
en of a person are.to be underst of the
condition of the person. 2 Rollo, 72.

Verb: for-tins aooiplnntnr oonta-A pro-
terenten. Words are to be taken most
strongly against him who uses them. Bac.
Max. 11. reg. 3.

Vex-be gene:-slla. genernliter aunt in-
telligenda. 3 inst. 76. General words are
to be generally understood.

Verbs gene:-nlin restringuntnr ad ha-
bilitatem rel vol sptitudinezn pox-Iona.
General words must be narrowed either to
the nature of the subject-matter or -to the
aptitude of the person. Broom, Max. 646.

Verbs lllatn (1-elnta.) inouo videntnr.
Words referred to are to be considered as it
incorporated. Broom, Max. 674, 677; 11
Mees. & W. 183.



:_dua eat.

words.

VERBA IN DIFFERENT!

verb: in dilorentl lutoriu per prlua,
non per poatorlua, intelligenda aunt.
‘Words on a different subject are to be un-
derstood by what precedes, not by what
coma after. A maxim of the civil law. Gai-
vin.

Verb: intolligenda aunt in ouau poa-
aibili. Words are to he understood in [of]
a possible case. A maxim of the civil law.
Calvin.

Verbs intontloni, non. e contra, do-
bent inae:-vi:-e.’ 8 Coke, 94. Words ought
to be made subservient to the intent, not the
intent to the words.

Verbs its aunt intelligendu, ut rea

-nugia vnloat quam parent. The words
(of an instrument] are to be so understood.
that the subject-matter may rather be of
force than perish, [rather be preserved than
-destroyed; or, in other words. that the in-
strument may have effect, if possll‘.le.] Bacl
"Max. 17, in reg. 3; Plowd. 156; 2 Bl. Comm.
380; 2 Kent, Comm. 555.

Verbs more aquivoca, a! per commu-

nem uaun loquomdi In intellect-u oer-to
aunununtur, tuna intolleotua proforma"-

[In the case of] words merely
equivocal, if they are taken by the common
usage of speech in a certain sense, such sense
is to be preferred. A maxim of the civil
law. Calvin.

Verbs nilril operari mellua eat quuu
abaurde. It is better that words should
have no operation at all than [that they.
should operate] absurdly. A maxim of the
civil law. Calvin.

Verbs non tam lntuenda, quun usual

at naturn rei, at mena contrahentium oz

eta potiua quum ex verbla apparent. The
words [of a contract] are not so much to be
looked at as the cause and nature of the
thing. [which is the subject of it,] in order
that the intention of the contracting parties
may. appear rather from them than from the

Galvin.

Verbs oflendi poaaunt, lino ab eia re-

oedere lioet, ut verbs ud sunum intellec-
tun reduoantur. Words may be opposed,
[taken in a contrary sense,] nay. we may dis-
regard them altogether, in order that the
[general] words [of an instrument] may be
restored to a sound meaning. A maxim of
the civilians. Calvin.

Verbs ordinatioula quando verlfloari
poaaunt In an: Vera algnlfioationo. train
ad oxtraneuxn intelleotum non dobent.
When the words of an ordinance can be car-

-ried into eirect in their own true meaning,
BL.LAw D1c'r.(2n I-)n.)—76
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. they ought not to be drawn to A foreign in-
tendment. A maxim of the civilians.
vin.

Cal-

Verba poaterlora. propter oertitudlnem
uddltu, ad pr-loru qua oortltudine ind!-
gont, aunt refer-ends.‘ Subsequent words.
added for the purpose of certainty, are to
be referred to the preceding words which re-
quire the certainty. Wing. Max. 167.'max.
53; Broom, Max. 586.

Verb: pro 1-0 at aubjeota. mnteria do-
cipi debent. Words ought to be understood
in favor of the thing and subject-matter. A
maxim of the civilians. Calvin.

Verbs qua ullquld operarl poaaunt _non
debent one auperilua. Words which ‘can
have any kind of operation ought not to be
[considered] superfluous. Calvin. ' '

Verbs. quantlunvia generalist, ad aptly
,tudinem _roatri:n¢nn.tur, etiunai uulliurn
shun putorentur reatrietionem. Words.
howsoever general, are restrained to fitness,
(i. e., to harmonize with the subject-matter,)
though they would bear no other restriction.
Spiegellus.

Vol-ha relntu hoe marine operuntur
per roferentinm, 1:1: in oia inoaaa vidonp
tur. Related words [words connected with
others by reference] have , this particular
operation by the reference, that they are
considered as being Inserted in those [clauses
which refer to them.] Co. Litt. 9b, 359a.
Words to which reference is made in an in-
strument have the same effect and operation
as if they were inserted in the clauses re-
ferring to them. Broom, Max. 673.

Verbs aocundum mater-lam aubjeotun
intelligfnemo eat qui neaolut. There is
no one who does not know that words are to
he understood according to their subject-
matter. Calvin.

Vex-bu aemper aoolplenda aunt in mitt-
ori aenau. Words are always to be taken in
the milder sense. 4 Coke, 13a.

Verbs at:-iota alg-niilontionia ad latam
extendi poaaunt, ai aubait ratio. “Words
of a strict or narrow signification may be
extended to a broad meaning. if there be
ground in reason for it. A maxim of the
civilians. Calvin.

Vex-ha. aunt iudioea unlmi. Words are

the indices or indicators of the mind or
thought. Latch, 106.

VERIBAL. Parol; by word of mouth;
oral; as. verbal agreement. verbal evidence;
or written. but not signed. or not executed
with the formalities required for a deed
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or prescribed by statute in particular cases.
Musgrove v. Jackson, 59 Miss. 390.
—-Verbal note. A memorandum or note, in
diplomacy, not signed. sent when an affair has
continued a long time without any reply, in
order to avoid the appearance of an urgency
which perhaps is no required; and. on_ the
other hand. to gun a ainst the supposition
that it is forgotten. or at there is an inten-
tion of not prosecuting it an further. Whar-
ton.—Ves'bsl process. In uisiana. Proces
verbal, (q. 17.)

Verbis sturdusn rrlri nulls snbizuitss.
One must abide by the words where there is
no ambiguity. Tray. Lat. Max. 612.

Verlrnlr imperfect! tempos-is rem ul-
hnc inperlectasn signiflcst. The imper-
fect tense of the verb indicates an incomplete
matter. Mactler v. Frlth, 6 Wend. (N. Y.)
103, 120, 21 Am. Dec. 262.

VEBDEBOB. An oiilccr of the king's
forest, who is sworn to maintain and keep
the assizes of the forest, and to view, receive,
and enroll the attachments and presentnients
of all manner of trespasses of vert and veni-
son in the forest. Manw. c. 0, I 5.

VERDICT. In practice. The formal and
unanimous decision or tindiiig or a jury, im-
paneled and sworn for the trial of a cause,
upon the matters or questions duly submitted
to them upon the trial.

The word "verdict" has it well-defined signi-
fication in law. it means the decision ct’ a jury,
and it never means the decision of a court or
a referee or a commissioner. in common lan-
guage, the word "verdict" is sometimes used in
a more extended sense but in law it is always
used to mean the dec sion of a jury; and we
must suppose that the legislature intended to
use_the word as it is used in law. Kerner v.
Petigo. 25 -Kan. 656.
—Adverse verdict. “'here a party. appealing
from an allowance of damages by commission-
ers, recovers a verdict in his favor, but _for a
less amount of damages than had been_ originally
allowed, such verdict is advmre to him, within
the meaning of his undertaking to pay costs if
the verdict should be adverse to him. I-iamblin
v. Bamstable County, 16 Gray (Mass) 256.-
rslse verdict. An untrue verdict. Formerly.
if a jury gave a false verdict. the party injui~
ed by _it might sue out and prosecute a writ
of attaint against them, either at common law
or on the statute 11 Hen. VII. c. 24. at his
election, for the purpose of reversing the judg-
ment and punishing the jury for their verdict;
but not where the Jury erred merely in (Point of
law, if they found according _to the ju ge's di-
rection. ’i' e practice of setting aside verdicts
and granting new trials, however. so superseded
the use of attaints that there is no instance
of one to be found in the books of reports later
than in the time of Elizabeth, and it was alto-
{€31}?! abolished by 6 G90. IV. c. 50. 5 60.

'harton.—-General verdict. A verdict where-
by the jury find either for the plaintifi or for
the defendant in general terms; the ordinary
form of a verdict. Glenn v. Sumner. 132 I7. 8.
152, 10 S . Ct. 41. 33 L. Ed. 301; Settle v.
Alison. 8 (ya. 201, 52 .-\m. Dec. 393; (‘hilds v.
Carpenter, 87 Me. 114. 32 Atl. T-90.—Open ver-
dict. A verdict of a coroncr‘s jury which finds
that the subject “came to his death by means
to the jury unknown." or "came to his death at
the hands of a person or persons to the jury un-
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known,” that is, one which leaves open either
the question_whether any crime was committed
‘or the identity of the criminal.—Psrtisl ver-
dict. In criminal law, a verdict by which the
Jury acquit the defendant as to a part or tile
accusation and find him guilt ' as to the ruidue.
state v. McGee, 55 S. C. 24 , 33 S. E. 353. ‘H
Am. St. Rep. 741: U. S. v. Watkins, 28 Fed.
tlas. 4l9.—r1-ivy verdict. One given atter the
judge has left or adjourned the court. and the
jury, being agreed, in order to be delivered from
their confinement, obtain leave to give their verb
dict privily to the judge out of court. Such a
verdict is of no force unless afterwards afirmed
by a ublic verdict given openly in court. This
pract oe is now superseded by that of render-
iugqa sealed verdict See Young v. Seymour.
4 _eb. 89.-—PnhIie verdict. A verdict openly
delivered by the jury in court. Withee v. Howe.
4.’) Me. 571.—Quotient verdict. A money ver-
dict the amount of which is fixed by the follow-
ing process: Each 'uror writes down the sum
he wishes to awa by the verdict. and these
amounts are all added together, and the total
is divided by twelve, (the number of jurors.) and
the (Luotient stands as the verdict of the jury
b_ t eir a reement. See Hamilton v. Owego

ater Wor s. 22 A p. Div. 573. 48 N. Y. Supp.
06; Moses v. Rai road 00.. 3 Misc. Rep. 3%.

R N. Y. Supp. 23.—lesled verdict. see
Sl:ALan.—Ipeeisl verdict. A special finding
of the facts of a case by a jury, leaving to the
court the application of the law to the facts
thus found. 1 Archb. Pr. K. B. 213: 3 Bl.
Comm. 377; Ststler v. U. 8.. 157 U. 8. 277.
15 Sup. Ct. 616. 39 L. Ed. 700; Day v. Webb.
28 Conn. 144; Wallin ord v. Dunlap. 14 Pa. 32'
McCormick v. Royal ns. Co., ma Pa. 1:54. ail
At]. 747.—Ves-diet subject to opinion of
court. A verdict returned b' the jury, the
entry of judgment upon wh-ic is subject to
the determination of points of law reserved by
the court upon the trial.

VEREBOT. Sax.
packet-boat or transport vessel.

In old records. A
Cowell.

VBREDICTUI. L. Lat. In old English
law. A verdict; a declaration of the truth
of a matter in issue, submitted to a jury
for trial.

Vet-edietnm, quasi dictum ves-itstis; nt
jndieinn quasi jnris dictum. Co. Litt.
228. The verdict is, as it were. the dictum
of truth; as the judgment is the dictum of
law.

V3363, or VIBGE. In English law.
The compass of the royal court, which bounds
the jurisdiction of the lord steward of the
household: it seems to have been twelve
miles about. Britt. 68. A quantity of land
from fifteen to thirty acres. 28 Edw. I. Al-
so a stick, or rod. whereby one is admitted
tenant to a copyhold estate. Old Nat. Brev.
17.

VEBGELT.
tine for a crime.

In Saxon law. A mulct or
See \Vi-ZBEGILD.

VEBGENS AD INOPIAH. L. Lat. in
Scotch law. Verglng towards poverty: in
declining circumstances. 2 Kames. Eq. &

VERGBB8. In English law. Oiilcers
who carry white wands before the justices
of either bench. Cowell. Mentioned in



' pa-odltor est VOI'lCI‘“.I.. 4 Inst. Epil.

'v'EBlFICATION

meal, as ofiicers of the king's court, who op-
pressed the' people by demanding exorbitant
feu. Fieta. lib. 2. c. 38.

VERIIIOATION. In pleading. A cerv
tain formula with which all pleadings con-
taining new afilrmative matter must con-
clude, being in itself an averment that the
party pleadingls ready to establish the truth
of what he has set forth.

In practice. The examination of a writ-
ing for the purpose of ascertaining its truth:
or a certificate or afildavit that it is true.

“Verificatiou" is not identical with “authen-'
tlcation." A notary may verif a mortga cc's
written statement of the actua amount 0 his
claim, but need not authenticate the act by his
seaL Ashley v. lW1'lght, 19 Ohio St. 291.

Confirmation of the correctness, truth, or
authenticity of a pleading, account, or other
paper, by an affidavit, oath, or deposition.
See McDonald v. Rosenganten, 134 Ill. 126,
25 N. E. 429; Summerfield v. Phtsnix Assur.
Co. (C. O.) 65 Fed. fl; Patterson V. Brook-
lyn, 6 App. Div. 127, 40 N. Y. Supp. 581.

VEEIFY. To confirm or substantiate by
oath; to show to be true. Particularly used
of making formal oath to accounts, petitions,‘
piazdlngs. and other papers.

The word “verify" sometimes means to
confirm and substantiate by oath, and some-
times by argument. When used in legal
proceedings it is generally employed in the
former sense. De Witt v. Hosmer, 3 How.
Prac. (N. Y.) 284.

Vsritas, n quoounquo diaitu-, I Dso
est. 4 Inst. 158. Truth. by whomsoever
pronounced, is from God.

Vex-nu domonstrationis tollit en-on-on
nominis. The truth of the description re-
moves an error in the name. 1 Ld. Raym.
303.

Vsrltns hnbendn est in Juratoro; Jus-
tltin at Judlsinm in Judlce. Truth is the
desideratum in a juror; justice and judg-
ment in a judge. Bx-act. fol. 185b.

Vatican nihil verotnr nil! nbsoonsli.
Truth fears nothing but to be hid. 9 Coke.
20b.

Verna nlninn altoronndo nnittltur.
Truth is lost by excessive altercation. Hob.
344.

Veritu, qlus ninhns dsfensatur op-
prlmltnrg st qui non hnprobnt, appro-
bst. 3 Inst. 27. Truth which is not sum-
cientiy defended is overpowered; and he who
does not disapprove, approves.

Verltstem qua! non libero pronunolnt
He

who does not freely speak the truth is a be-
trayer of truth.
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VEBITY. Truth; truthfulness; conform-
ity to fact. The records of a court “import.
uncontrollable verity." 1 Black. Judgm. i
276.

VERNA. Lat. In the civil law.
born in his master's house.

A slave

VBBSABI. Lat. In the civil law. To
be employed; to be conversant. Versari
male in tutcla, to misconduct one‘s self in a
guardianship. Calvin.

VERSUS. Lat. Against. In the title of
a cause, the name of the plaintiff is put first,
followed by the word “versus," then the
defendant's name. Thus, “Fletcher versus
Peck,” or “Fletcher against Peck." The word
is commonly abbreviated ‘‘13s.'’ or “v.”

VEBT.
in a forest.

Also that power which a man has, by royal
grant, to cut green wood in a forest.

Also, in heraldry, green color, called “ve-
nus" in the arms of princes, and “emerald"

Everything bearing green leaves

in those of peers, and expressed in engrav-
ings by lines in_ bend. Wharton.

VEBUI. Lat. True;
nine: actual; real; just.

truthful: gen-

VBBY Loan A!!!) VERY TIINAIIT.
They that are immediate lord and tenant one
to another. Ooweli.

VESSEL. A ship, brig, sloop, or other
craft used in navigation. The word is more
comprehensive than “ship."

The word "vessel" includes every descrip-
tion of water-craft or other artificial contriv-
ances used, or capable of being used. as a
means of transportation on water. Rev. St.
U. S. 5 3 (U. 8. Comp. St. 1901. p. 4).

“Vessel,” in the provision of the code of
Louisiana that commercial partners are those
who are engaged in “carrylng personal. prop-
erty for hire in ships or other vessels," means
any structure _which is made to iioat upon
the water, for purposes of commerce or war,
whether impelled by wind, steam, or oars.
Chafife v. Ludeling, 27 La. Ann. 607. -

—l‘orel¢n vessel. A vessel owned by resi-
dents in, or selling under the fiag of, a oreign
nation. "Foreign Vessel." under the embaran
act of Janna , 1808, means a vessel under
the fiag of avoreign wet, and not a vessel
in which foreigners omiciled in the United
States have an interest. The Sally. 1 Gail. 58.
Fed. Can. No. 1‘.’.257.—-Pu‘blic veusl. One
owned and used by a nation or government for
its public service, whether in its navy, its reve-
nue service, or otherwise.

VEST. To accrue to: to be fixed; to take
effect; to give a fixed and lndefeasibie right.
An estate is vested in possession when there
exists a right of present enjoyment: and an
estate is vested in interest when there is a



VEST

present fixed right of future enjoyment.
Fearne, Rem. 2.

To clothe with possession; to deliver full
possession or land or of an estate; to give
seisin; to enfeoff. Speiman.

VESTA.
ell.

The crop on the ground. Cow-

VESTED. Accrued; fixed; settled; ab-
solute; having the character or giving the
rights of absolute ownership: not contingent;
not subject to be defeated by a condition
precedent. See Scott v. West, 63 Wis. 529.
24 N. W. 161; McGlilis v. McGiilis, 11 App.
Div. 359, 42 N. Y. Supp. 924; smith v. Pros-
key, 39 Misc. Rep. 385, 79 N. Y. Supp. 851.
—-Vested devise. See DEV‘IsI:.—VeIted es-
tate. Any estate, property, or interest is call-
ed “vested,” whether in possession or not, which
is not subject to any condition precedent and
unperformed. The interest may be either a pres-
ent and immediate interest. or it may be a fu-
ture but uncontlngent, and therefore transmis-
sible, interest. Brown. See Tayloe v. Gould, 10
Barb. (N. Y.) 388; Flauner v. Fellows, 206 Ill.
136, 68 N. E. 1057; Tindall v. Tintlall. ltfl M0.
218, 60 S. W. 1092; Ward v. Edge, 100 Ky. 757,
39 S. W. 4-i0.—Vested in interest. A. legal
term applied to a. present fixed right of tuture
enjoyment; as reversions, vested remainders,
such executory devises, future uses. conditional
limitations, and other future interests as are
not, referred to, or made to depend on, a pe-
riod or event that is uncertain. Wharton. see
Smith v. West, 103 III. 337; ilawley v. James,
5 Paige (N. 1'.) 486: Gates v. Seibert, 157 M0.
254. 57 S. W. 1065. 80 Am. St. Rep. 625.-
Vested in possession. A legal term applied
to a right of present enjoyment actually exist-
ing.—Vested interest. A future interest is
vested when there is a‘person in being who
would have a right, defensible or indefensible,
to the immediate possession of the property,
upon the ceasing of the intermediate or prece-
dent interest. bivil Code Gal. 1 694. see Al-
lison v. Allison, 101 Va. 357, 44 S. E. 001, 63
L. B. A. 920; Hawkins v. Bohllng, 168 Ill.
214. 48 N. E. 94: Stewart v. liarriman, 56
N. H. 25, Q Am. Rep. 408; Bunting v. Speck,
41 Kan. 42-}, 21 Pac. 288, 3 L. R. A. &)0.—-
Vssted legsejy. A legacy is said to be vested
when the wor s of the testator making the be-
quest convey a transmissible interest, whether
present or future. to the legatee in the legacy.
Thus a legacy to one to be paid when he at-
tains the age of twenty-one years is a vested
legacy, because it is given unconditionally and
absolutely, and therefore vests an immediate in-
terest in the legatee, of which the enjoyment
only is deferred or postponed. Brown. See
Ma flin v. Patton. 4 Rawle (Pa.) 113; Tal-
mn ge v. Seaman, '85 Him, 242. 32 N. Y. Supp.
906; Rubencane v. Mt.-l\'ee. 6 Del. Ch. 40. 6
Atl. 639.—Vested remainder. See REMAIN-
i)t-:R.—Vested rights. in constitutional law.
Rights which have so completely and definitely
accrued to or settled in a person that they are
not subject to be defeated or canceled by the
act of any other rivate person, and which it is
right and equitab e that the government should
recognize and protect, as being lawful in them-
selves, and settled according to the then cur-
rent rules of law. and of which the individual
could not be deprived arbitrarily without injus-
tice. or of which he could not justly be deprived
otherwise than by the established methods of
procedure and for the public welfare. See (‘as-
sard v. Tracy, 52 La. Ann. 835. 27 South.
49 L. R. A. 272; Stimson Land Co. v. liawson
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is worth."

VETITUM NAMIUM

C. C.) 82 Fed. 429; Grinder v. Nelson, 9 Gill.
Mdig 309. 52 Am. Dec. 694' Moore v. State.
' . J. Law, 243, 39 Am. hep.

VE8'l.'IGI‘lIH.. Lat. in the law of evi-
dence, a vestige, mark, or 'sign; a trace.
track, or impression left by a physical object.
Fleta, l. 1, c. 25. 5 6.

VESTING ORDER. In English law. An
order which may be granted by the chancery
division of the high court of justice, (and
formerly by chancery,) passing the legal es-
tate in lieu of a conveyance. Commissioners
also, under modern statutes, have similar
powers. St. 15 & 16 Vict. c. 55; Wharton.

VESTBY. In ecclesiastical law. The
place in a church where the priest's vestures
are deposited. Also an assembly of the min-
ister, church-wardens, and parishioners, usu-
ally held in the vestry of the church, or in a
building called a “vestry-hall,” to act upon
business of the church. Mozley & Whitley.
—Ves oess. A rate levied in Ireland for
parochia purposes. abolished by St. 27 Vict.
c. 17.—Vestry-clerk. An oilicer appointed to
attend vestries, and take an account of their
geroceedings. etc.—Vestry-men. A select num-

r of parishioners elected in large and popu-
lous parishes to take care of the concerns of
the_ arish; so called because they used ordi-
Earn 31'] to meet in the vestry of the church.

owe .

VESTURA. A crop of grass or corn.
Also a garment; metaphorically applied to
a possession or seisin.

VESTURA TERRE. In old English law.
The_vesture of the land; that is, the corn,
grass, underwood, ssveepage, and the like.
Co. Litt. 40. See Simpson v. Coe, 4 N. H.
801.

VESTUEE. In old English law. Profit
of land. "How much the vectors of an acre

Ooweli.

VESTUBE 0!‘ LAND. A phrase in-
cluding all things, trees excepted, which grow
upon the surface of the land, and clothe it
externally. Ham. N. P. 151.

VETERA STATUTA. Lat. Ancient
statutes. The English statutes from Macao
Charts to the end of the reign of Edward
II. are so called; those from the beginning
of the reign of Edward Ill. being contra-
distinguished ‘by the appellation of “Nova
Btatuta." 2 Reeve, Eng. Law, 85.

VETITUH NAMIUH. L. Lat. Where
the bailiff of a lord distrains beasts or goods
of another, and the lord forbids the baiiiif
to deliver them when the sheriff comes to
make repievin. the owner of the cattle may
demand satisfaction in placilum de cefilo
namio. 2 last. 140; 2 Bl. Comm. 148.

-'-hm.‘



VETO

VETO. Int. I forbid. The veto-power
is a power vested in the executive oiilcer of
some governments to declare his refusal to
assent to any bill or measure which has been
passed by the legislature It is either ab-
solute or qualified, according as the efiect of
its exercise is either to destroy the bill final-
ly, or to prevent its becoming law unless
again passed by a stated proportion of votes
or with other formalities. Or the veto may
be merely suspensive. See People v. Board
of Councilmen (Super. Buff.) 20 N. Y. Supp.
61.
—Pooket veto. Non-approval of a legislative
act by the president or state governor, wit
the result that it fails to become a law, not by
a written disappmval, (a veto in the ordinary
form.) but by remaining silent until the adjourn-
ment of the legislative body, when that ad-
journment takes place before the expiration of
the period allowed by the constitution for the
examination of the bill by the executive.

vrrrus ms. Lat. The old law. A term
used in the civil law, sometimes to designate
the law of the Twelve Tables, and sometimes
merely -a law which was in force previous to
the passage of a subsequent law. Calvin.

vnx. To harass, disquiet, annoy; as by
repeated litigation upon the same facts-.

VEXAJBI. Lat. To -be harassed, vexed,
or annoyed; to be prosecuted; as in the max-
im,'Nemo dcbet Ma -vea.-ari pm mm at cadem
cause, no one should be twice prosecuted for
one and the same cause. '

VEXATA QUESTIO. Lat.- A vexed
qu'estion;"a question often agitated or dis-
cussed, but not determined or settled: a ques-
tion or point which has been differently de-
termined, and so left doubtful. 7 Coke, 460;
3 Burrows. 1547.

VEXATION. The injury or damage
which is suffered in consequence of the tricks
of another.

VEXATIOUS. A proceeding is said to be
vexatious when the party bringing it is not
acting bona tide, and merely wishes to annoy
or embarrass his opponent, or when it is not
calculated to lead to any practical result.
Such a proceeding is often described as “friv-
olous ‘and vexatious,” and the court may stay
it on that ground. Sweet.

VEXEID QUESTION. A question or point
of law often discussed -or agitated, but not
determined or settled.

VI AU!‘ OLAH. Lat. In the civil law.
By force or covertly. Dig. 43, 24.

VI BONORUM RAPTORUII. Lat. In
the civil law. Of goods taken away by force.
The name of an action given -by the printer as
a remedy for the violent taking of another‘s
property. Inst. 4, 2; Dig. 47, 8.
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V! E’! ARHI8. Lat.
arms. See TRESPA88.

With force and

VIA. Lat. In the civil law. Way; ‘a
road; a right of way. The right of walking,
riding, and driving over another‘s land. Inst.
2, 3, pr. A species of rural servitude, which
included iter (a footpath) and (wins, (a drift-
way.) ' '

In old English law. A way; a public
road; a foot, horse, and cart way. Co. Litt.
56a

—Vh ordinaria; via oxooutlva. In the law
of Louisiana, the former phrase means in the
ordinar way or by ordinary process, the latter
means y executory process or in an executory
proceeding. A proceeding in a civil action is
“ordinary’ when a citation takes place and all
the delays and forms of law are observed; “ex-
ecutory” when seizure is obtained against the
property of the debtor, without previous cita-
tion. in virtue of an act or title importing con-
fession of 'udg'ment, or in other cases rovided
by law. e Prac. La. 1&9, art. 8.-Vin
pnblloa. In the civil law. A public way or
road, the land itself belonging to the public.
Dig. 43, 8, 2. 21.—Vh. regia. In En lish law.
The kii_ig’s highway for all men. Co. iitt. 56a.
The highway or common road. called “the
king's" highway, because authorized by him
and under his protection. Cowell.

Via untiqln. 1-1: out hits. The old way
is the safe way. Manning v. Manning's
Ex’rs, 1 Johns. Ch. (N. Y.) 527, 530.

V1: ts-its eat tntiuilna. The trodden
path is the safest. Broom, Max. 134; 10
Coke, 142.

VIABILITY. Capability of living. A
term used to denote the power a new-born
child possesses of continuing its independent
existence.

VIABLE. Capable of life. This term is.
applied to a newly-born infant, and especially
to one prematurely born, which is not only
born alive, but in such a state of organic de-
velopment as to make possible the continu-
ance of its life.

VIE SERVITUS.
over another‘s land.

Lat. A right of way

vmamu: luzxni. In French law. A
rent-charge or annuity payable for the life of
the annultant.

VIANDER. In old English law. A re
turning officer. 7 Mod. 13.

VIATOR. Lat. In Roman law. A mini-

moner or apparitor; an otilcer who attended
on the tribunes and aediles.

VIOAR. One who performs the functions
of another; a substitute. Also the incumbent
of an appropriated or iniproprlated ecclesias-
tical beneiice. as distinguished from the in-
cumbent of a non-appropriated beneflce, who
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is called a “rector." Wharton. See Pinder
v. Barr, 4 El. & B1. 115.

—VIoes- general. An ecclesiastical oflicer
mho assists the archbishop in the discharge of

s 0 cc.

VIOARAGE. In English ecclesiastical
law. The living or benetice of a vicar, as a
parsonage is of a parson. 1 Bl. Comm. 387,
388.

VIOARIAI. TITKES. Petty or small
tithes payable to the vicar. 2 Steph. Comm.
681.

VIOAEIO, etc. An ancient writ for a
spiritual person imprisoned, upon forfeiture
of a recognizance, etc. Reg. Orig. 147.

Vioarins non lnbet visas-inn. A deputy
has not [cannot have] a deputy. A delegated
power cannot be again delegated. Broom,
Max. 839.

VICE. A fault, defect, or imperfection.
In the civil law, redhlbitory vices are such
faults or imperfections in the subject-matter
of a sale as will give the purchaser the right
to return the article and demand back the
price.

VICE. Lat. In the place or stead. Vice
men, in my place.
—Vioe-admiral. An oilicer in the (English)
navy next in rank alter the admiral.—V!oe-
admiralty courts. In English law. Courts
established in the king's possessions beyond the
seas. with jurisdiction over_maritime causes, in-
cluding those relating to prize. 3 Steph. Comm.
485: 3 Bl. Comm. 69.—Vioe-ohauiberlein.
A great oilicer under the lord chamberlain. who,
in the absence of the lord chamberlaiu, has the
control and command of the otiicers appertaining
to that part of the royal household which is
called the ‘‘chamber.'’ Cowell.—Vioe-ehuse_el-
lor. See Cnaacl:L1.oa.—Vioe-_comes. A title
formerly bestowed on the sherifi of a county,
when he was regarded as the deputy of the
count or eari_. U0. Litt. 168.—Vioe-comitissa.
In old English law. A viscouutess. speimun.
—Viee commercial nt. In the consular
service of the United btates. this is the title
of a consular oificer who is substituted tem-
poraril to fill the place of a commercial agent
when t e latter is absent or relieved from duty.
Rev. St. U. S. 5 1674 (U. 8. Comp. St. 1901,
p. 1l4il).—Vice-constable o! En land. An
ancient oficer in the time of Edwar -l\’.—Vlee
consul. In the consular service of the United
States this term denotes a consular oflicer who
is substituted temporarily to fill the place of
a consul who is absent or relieved from duty.
Rev. St. U. S. Q 1674 (U. S. Comp. St. 1901,?
1149); Schunior v. Russell. 83 Tex. 83. 8
S. W. 484. In international law generally the
term desiimates a commercial agent who acts
in the place or stead of s consul or who has
charge of a portion of his territory. In old Eng-
lish law. it meant the deputy or substitute of
an earl (comes). who was anciently called “cou-

answering to the more modern "m'(-e-
r-mm-ii." Burrill.—Vioe-dolninlu. A sheriif.—
Vioo-dosninns eyisoogl. The vicar general
or commissary 0 ii iahop. Bloiint.—-Vice-

tent. A deputy or lieiiti-nant.—Vioe-Jisdex.
n old Lombardic law. A deputy judge.—Vioe-

mu-slinl. An oflicer who was appointed to
assist the earl marshal.—Vioe-president of
the United States. The title of the second
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oiiicer, in point of rank. in the executive branch
of the government of the United States.—Vioe-
principal. See PBiNc1ru..—Viee verse.
Conversely; in inverted order; in reverse man-
ner.

VICE-COMES NON snsrr 33272..
The sheritl! hath not sent the writ. The form
of continuance on the record after issue and
before trial. 7 Mod. 349; 11 Mod. 231.

VIOEROY. A person clothed with au-
thority to act in place of the king; hence, the-
usual title of the governor of a dependency.

VIOINAGE. Neighborhood; near dwell-
ing; vicinity. 2 Bl. Comm. 33; Cowell. In
modern usage, it means the county where a
trial is had, a crime committed, etc. See
State v. Crinklaw, 40 Neb. 759. 59 N. W. 370;
Convers v. Railway Co., 18 Mich. 468; Tay-
lor v. Gardiner, 11 R. I. 184; Ex parte Me
Neeley, 36 W. Va. 84, 14 S. E. 436, 15 L. B.
A. 226. 32 Am. St. Rep. 831.

VIOI1|’E'.l.'UH. The neighborhood; vici-
‘nage; the venue. Co. Litt. 1851).

Vioini vioiniors prosnnnntnr suite.
4 Inst. 173. Persons living in the neighbor-
hood are presumed to know the neighbor-
hood.

V1010!!! HCTBOHISSIDN. In scotch
law. A meddling with the iuovables of a de-
ceased, without confirmation or probate of
his.will or other title. Wharton.

VIOII 2'1‘ VE1¢EI.I.I8 IUIDANDII.
An ancient writ against the mayor or built!
of a town, etc., for the clean keeping of their
streets and lanes. Beg. Orig. 267.

VIOOUNTIEL, or VIOOIITIEL. Any-
thing that belougs to the sherlfls. as oloontiel
norm; 4. e., such as are triable in the sher-
ii!'s court. As to vicontiel rents, see St. 3-
& 4 Wm. IV. c. 99, if 12, 13. which places
them under the management of the commis-
sioners of the woods and forests. Cowell.
—Vieoiuii:iel jurisdiction. That jurisdiction
which belongs to the oilicers of a county; as-
sheriifs, coroners, etc.

VIOTUALLER. In English law. A per
son authorized by law to keep a house of en-
tertainment for the public;
Adol. an E. 423.

VIOTUS. Lat. In the civil law. Sus-
tenance; support; the means of living.

VIDAHE. In French feudal law. Orit
inally, an otiicer who represented the bishop.
as the vlscouiit did the count. In process of
time. these dignitaries erected their ofiices in-
to flefs, and became feudal nobles. such as the
1.-{dome of Chartres. Rlieinis, etc.. continuing‘
to take their titles from the seat of the bishop‘-

a publican. 9 ~
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whom they represented, although the lands
held by virtue of their fiets might be situated
elsewhere. Brande; Burrill.

VIBE. Lat. A word of reference. Vide
ante. or vide supra, refers to a previous pas-
sage. vide post, or-vide infra, to a subsequent
passage, in a book.

Videbis ea. nape eonunitti qua scape
vlndleentur. 3 Inst. Epil. You will see
these things frequently committed which are
frequently punished.

VIDILIOET. Let. The words "to-wit,”
or “that is to say," so frequently used in
pleading. are technically called the “fideli-
cet” or “scllicet ;" and when any fact alleged
in pleading is preceded by, or accompanied
with, these words, such fact is, in the lan-
guage of the law, said to be “laid under a
videlicet." The use of the videlicet is to
point out, particularize. or render more spe-
cific that which has been previously stated
in general language only; also to explain
that which is doubtful or obscure. Brown.
Bee Stukeley v. Butler, Hob. 171; Gleason v.
McVickar. 7 Cow. (N. Y.) 43: Sullivan v.
State. 67 Miss. 346. 7 south. 275: ‘Ila:-k v.
Employers’ Liability Assur. Co.. 72 Vt. 468,
48 Atl. 839: Com. v. Quinlan, 153 Mass. 483.
27 N. ill. 8.

Videtur gal nxdu et nntus no poet
fair-e alienation. it seems that a deaf and
dumb man cannot alienate. Brower v. Fish-
er. 4 Johns. Ch. (N. Y.) 444; Brooke, Abr.
“Eschete." pl. 4.

V3103.
Hill. Ob. St. 5.

An (nape:-Imus. (0. 1:.) Bar-

VIDUA R2618. Lat. In old English
law. A king's widow. The widow of a ten-
ant in capite. So called, because she was not
allowed to marry a second time without the
king's permission; obtaining her dower also
from the assignment of the king, and having
the king for her patron and defender. Spel-
man.

VIDUITATII PROPEIIIO. Lat. The
making a solemn profession to live a sole and
chaste woman.

VEUITY. Widowhood.

VIE. Fr. Life; occurring in the phrases
ceetui que vie, pur autrc vie, etc.

VIEW. The right of prospect; the out-
look or prospect from the windows of one's
house. A species of urban servitude which
prohibits the obstruction of such prospect.
8 Kent, Comm. 448.

We understand by view every opening
which may more or less facilitate the means
of looking out ‘oi.’ a building. Lights are
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those openings which are made rather for
the admission of light than to look out of.
Civ. Code La. art. 715.

Also an inspection of property in contro-
versy, or of a place where a crime has been
committed. by the jury previously to the
trial. See Garbarsky v. Bimk_in, 36 Misc.
Rep._ 195, 73 N. Y. Supp. 199; Wakefield v.
Railroad Co.. 83 Me. 385; Lancaster County
v. Holyoke, 87 Neb. 828, 55 N. W.‘ 960, 21
L. R. A. 394. ‘

—View and delivery. When a right of com-
mon is exercisable not over the whole waste. but
only in convenient places indicated from tim-
to time by the lord of the manor or his bailifl,

_ id to be exercisable after “view and de-
livery." Elton, Commons. ' .—View. de-
mand of. In real actions. the defendant was
entitled to demand a view. that is. a sight of the
thing. -in order to ascertain its identity and oth-
er circumstances. As, if a real action were
brought against a tenant. and such tenant did
not exactly know what land it was that the
demandant asked. then he might prav the view.
which was that he mi ht see the land which the
demandant claimed. rown.—'Vlew of an in-
quest. A view or inspection taken by a jury
summoned upon an inquieitlon or inquest. ot
the place or propert to which the inqnisition
or inquiry refers. rown.—'View o! la-
pledge. In English law. An examination to
see if every freeman above twelve years of age
within the district had taken the oath of al-
legiance. and found nine freeman pledces for his
peaeeable demeanor. 1 Reeve. Eng. Law, 7.

VIEWERS. Persons who are appointed
by a court to make an investigation of cer-
tain matters, or to examine a particular 10-
cality. (as. the proposed site of a new road.)
and to report to the court the result or their
inspection. with their opinion on the same.

In old practise. Persons appointed un-
der writs of view to testify the view. Rose.
Real Act. 253.

VII‘-GAGE. L. Fr. In old English law.
A vivum radium or living pledge, as distin-
guished from a mortgage or dead pledge.
Properly, an estate given as security for a
debt. the debt to be satisfied out of the
rents, issues. and profits.

71611.. In ecclesiastical law. 'I‘he.eve
or next day before any solemn feast.

VIGILANOB. Watchfulness; precau-
tion; a proper degree oi‘ activity and prompt-
ness in pursuing one’s rights or guarding
them from infraction, or in making or dis-
covering opportunities for the enforcement
of one's lawful claims and demands. It is
the opposite of ladies.

Vigllantihns et non dornientilns Jute
nbveniunt. The laws aid those who are
vigilant, not those who sleep upon their
rights. 2 Inst. 690; Merchants‘ Bank of
Newburyport, President. etc.. of. v. Steven-
son. 7 Allen (Mass) 493; Broom. Max. 892.

VIGOR. Lat. Strength: virtue; force:
efiiclency. Proprio vigorc, by its own force.
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__ VII! ET MODIS. Lat. In the ecclesias-
tical courts. service of a decree or citation
vita ct modis, i. e., by all "ways and means"
likely to affect the party with knowledge of
its contents, is equivalent to substituted
service in the temporal courts. and is op-
posed to personal service. Philllm. Ecc.
Law, 1258, ‘I283.

VILI4. In old English law, this word was
used to signify the parts into which a hun-
dred or wapentake was divided. It also sig-
niiles a town or city.
—Dem1-will. A town consisting of five free-
men, or frank-pledges. Spelman.

Ville est ex plus-ibus mussionlbus vi-
cinata. et collate. ex plnribus vicinis, ei:
sub eppellatlone villa:-urn continent“
bus-gt et eivitates. Co. Litt. 115. Vill is
a neighborhood of many mansions, a collec-
tion of many neighbors, and under the term
of “viils" boroughs and cities are contained.

VILLA REGIA. Lat. In Saxon law. A
royal residence. Spelman.

VILLAGE. Any small assemblage of
houses for dwellings or business, or both, in
the country. whether they are situated upon
regularly laid out streets and alleys or not,
constitutes a village. Hebert v. Lavalle, 27
Ill. 448.

_ In some states. this is the legal description
of 11 class of municipal corporations of smal-
ler population than “citles" and having a
simpler form of government, and correspond-
ing to “towns” and "boroughs," as these
terms are employed elsewhere.

VILLAIN. An opprobrious epithet, im-
plying great moral delinquency, and equiv-
alent to lmave, rascal, or scoundrel. The
word is libelous. 1 Bos. & P. 33].

vnnams REGIS SUBTRACTIS
REDUCENDIS. A writ that lay for the
bringing back of the king‘s bondmen, that
had’ been carried away by others out of his
inanors whereto they belonged. Reg. Orig.
87.

VILLANUM SERVITIUM. In old Eng-
lish law. Viliein service. Fleta, lib. 3, c.
13, 5 1. '

VILLEIN. A person attached to a man-
or, who was substantially in the condition
of a slave, who performed the base and ser-
viie work upon the manor for the lord. and
was, in most respects, a subject of property
and belonging to him. 1 Washb. Real Prop.
26.

—Vil1ein in gross. A villein who was an-
nexed to the person of the lord, and transferable
by dced from one owner to another. 2 Bl.
Comm. 93.—Vi1lei:n regal-dent. A villein an-
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nexed to the manor of land: a serf.—Villel.n
services. Base services. such as vilieius per-
formed. 2 Bl. Comm. 93. They were not, how-
ever. exclusively confined to villeins. since they
_might be performed by freernen, without impair-
ing their free condition. Bract. fol. 2<ib.—-V!.l-
Ieln soenge. In feudal and old English law.
A s ies of tenure in which the services to be
ren ered were certain and determinate, but
were of a base or servile nature: i. e., not
suitable to a man of free and honorable rank.
This was also called “ rivileged villeinage,”
to distinguish it from ‘pure villeinsge." in
which the services were not certain, but the
tenant was obliged to do whatever he was com-
manded. 2 Bl. Comm. 61.

VILLENAGE. A servlle kind of tenure
belonging to lands or tenements, whereby
the tenant was bound to do all such services
as the lord commanded. or were tit for a vii-
lein to do. Cowell. See \‘n.L1-:n\'.

-—,P1u-e villenage. A base tenure. where I
man ‘holds upon terms of doing whatsoever is
‘commanded of him. nor knows in the evening
what is to be done in the morning. and is al-
ways bound to an uncertain service. 1 Steph.
Comm. (7th Ed.) 188.

VILLENOUS JUDGMENT. A judg-
ment which deprived one of his libero (er.
whereby he was discredited anddisabled as
a juror or witness; forfeited his goods and
chattels and lands for life; wasted the lands.
razed the houses. rooted up the tree, and
committed his body to prison. It has be-
come obsolete. 4 Bl. Comm. 136; 4 Steph.
Comm. 230; 4; Broom & H. Comm. 153.
Wharton.

Vin vi 1-epellere nest, node an anode-
nmine ineulpnta tutela, non ad stamen-
dun vtndletun, sed ed propulsundnm in-
juriun. It is lawful to repel force by force.
provided it he done with the moderation of
blameless defense. not for the purpose of
taking revenge, but to ward off injury. Co.
Litt. -182a. ’

VINAGIUK. A payment of a certain
quantity of wine instead of rent for a vine
yard. 2 Mon. Aug. 1). 980.

VINCULACION. In Spanish law. An
entail. Schm. Civil Law, 308.

' VINCULO.
chain, or tie of marriage.
cop. b. 1, tit. 6. c. 1, 5 2.

In Spanish law. Thebond.
White, New Re-

VINCULO MATRIMONII.
CULO Marsmoxn; Drvoncs.

See A VIN-

VINCULUM JIIBIS. Lat. In the R0-
man law, an obligation is defined as a vine»-
lum juria, i. e., “a bond of law," whereby
one party becom or is bound to another to
do something according to law.

VINDEX. Lat. In the civil law. A d&
fender. -
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' vxxnroanz. Lat. In the" civil law.
To claim. or challenge: to demand one‘s
own; to assert a right in or to a thing; to
assert or claim a property in a thing; to
claim a thing as one’s own. Calvin.

VINDICATIO. Lat. In. the civil law.
The claiming a thing as one’s own; the as-
serting of a right or title in or to a thing.

VINDICATORY PARTS or LAWS.
The sanction ‘of the laws, whereby it is sig-
nified what evil or penalty shall be incur-
red by such as commit any public wrongs,
and transgress or neglect their duty. 1
Steph. Comm. 37.

VINDIGTA. In Roman law. A rod or
wand; and, from the use of that instrument
in their course, various legal acts came to
be distinguished by the term; c. 9., one of
the three ancient modes of manumission was
by the 1.-indicts ; also the rod or wand inter-
vened in the progress of the old action of
vindicatio, whence the name of that action.
Brown.

VINDIOTIVE DAMAGES.
AGES.

See DAM-

vmons uouons. This term includes
all alcoholic beverages made from the juice
of the grape by the process of fermentation,
and perhaps similar liquors made from ap-
ples and from some species of berries; but
not pure alcohol nor distilled liquors nor
malt liquors such as beer and ale. See Ad-
ler v. State, 55 Ala. 23; Reyfelt v. State, 73
Miss. 415. 18. South. 925; Lemly v. State,
70 Miss. 241, 12 South. 22, 20 L. R. A. 645;
Coin. v. Reyburg, 122 Pa. 299, 16 Atl. 351,
2 L. R. A. 415; Feldman v. Morrison. 1 Ill.
App. 462: Hinton v. State, 132 Ala. 29, 31
South. 563.

VIOL. Fr. In French law. Rape. Bar-
ring. Ob. St. 139.

VIOLATION. injury ; infringement :

breach of right, duty. or law. Ravishment;
seduction. The statute 25 Edw. III. St. 5,
c. 2, enacts that any person who shall violate
the king's companion shall be guilty of high
treason.

V'IOI.A’f.ION 0!‘ SAFE CONDUCTS.
An offense against the laws of nations. 4
Steph. Comm. 217.

VIOLENCE. The term “violence" is
synonymous with “physical force," and the
two are used interchangeably, in relation to
assaults, by elementary writers on criminal
law. State v. Wells, 31 Conn. 212.

VIOLENT. Characterized or caused by
violence; severe; assailing the person (and
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metaphorically, the mind) with a great de-
gree of force.
—-Violent death. Death caused by violent
external means, as distinguished trom,natural'
death. caused by disease or the wasting of the
vital forces.—Violont presumption. In the
law of evidence. Proof of a fact by the proof
of circumstances which necessarily attend‘ it.
3 Bl-. Comm. 371. Violent presumption is many
times egual to full proof. Id. See Davis v.
Curry. Bibb (K .) 239; Shealy v. Edwards,
75 Ala. 419.—Vio ent profits. Mesne profits
in Scotland. “They are so called because due
on the tenant's forcible or unwarrantable de-
taining the ssession after he ought to have
removed." rsk. Inst. 2, 6, 54; Bel .

.' Violent: pa-estunptio sliqnando est
plena probetio. Co. Litt. (30. Violent pre-
sumption is sometimes full proof.

VIOLENTLY. By the use of force; forci-
bly; with violence. The term is used in in-
dictments for certain oifenses. State v:
Blake, 39 .\Ie. 324; State v. Williams, 32 La.
Ann. 337, 36 Am. Rep. 272; Craig v-. State,
157_Ind. 574, 62 N. E. 5.

Vipes-inn est expositio qua eon-edit
viscera textus. 11 Coke, 34. It is a poison-
ous exposition which destroys the vitals of
the text.

VIB. Let. A man, especially as mark‘-
ing the sex. In the Latin phrases and max-
ims of the old English law, this word gen-
erally means “husband,” the expression vir
et umor corresponding to the law French
baron et fame.

Vi: oi: uxor oensentnx in loge use per-
sons. Jenk. Cent. 27. Husband and wife
are considered one person in law.

Vir et uxor snnt quasi union. persona.
quiz oero "ct sengnis anus; res lioet sit
props-in. uxoris, tit tune: ejus custos,
oum sit oeput nnlieris. Co. Litt. 112.
Man and wife are, as it were, one person,
because only one flesh and blood; although
the property may be the wife's. the husband
is keeper of it, since he is the head of the
wife.

V1: rnilituu Dee non irnplioetur secu-

laribus negotiis. Co. Litt. 70. ‘A man
fighting for God must not be involved in sec-
ular business.

VIREI. Lat. (The plural of ‘‘Na.'') Pow-
ers; forces; capabilities; natural powers;
powers granted or limited. See ULTRA
Vmtzs.

Vi:-es sequin-it eundo. It gains strength
by continuance. Mann v. Mann’s Ex’rs, 1

Johns. Ch. (N. Y.) 231, 237.

VIBGA. In old English law. A rod or
staff; a rod or ensign of oilice. Cowell.
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VIRGA THREE. (qr VIRGATA TEE-
BE.) In old English law. A yard-land:
a measure of land of variable quantity, con-
taining in some places twenty, in others
twenty-four, in others thirty, and in others
forty,.acres. Cowell; Co. Litt. 5a.

VIIIGATA REGIA. In old English law.
The verge; the bounds of the king's house-
hold, within which the court of the steward
had jurisdiction. Crabb, Dig. Law, 185.

VIIIGATE. A yard-land.

vman, TENANT BY. A species of
copyholder, who holds by the virge or rod.

VIRGO INTAOTA. Lat. A pure virgin.

VIRIIDARIO EIJGENDO. A writ for
choice of a verderer in the forest. ‘Reg. Orig.
177.

VIRIIJA. The privy members of a man,
to cut off which was felony by the common
law, though the party consented to it. Bract.
l. 3, 144; Cowell.

VIIITUE. The phrase “by virtue" dif-
fers in meaning from “under color." For
instance, the proper fees are received by vir-
tue of the oflice; extortion is under color of
the office. Any rightful act in otllce is by
virtue of the office. A wrongful act in ofllce
may be under color of the office. Phil. Law,

VIETUTE OUJUS. Lat. By virtue
whereof. This was the clause in a pleading
justifying an entry upon land, by which the
party alleged that it was in virtue of an
order from one entitled that he entered.
Wharton.

YIRTUTB OITICII. Lat. By virtue
of his oiflce. By the authority vested in him
as the incumbent of the particular ofllce.

VIE. Lat. Any kind of force, violence,
or disturbance relating to a man's person or
his property.
—V1s ablativa. In the civil law. Ablative
force; force which is exerted in taking away a
thing from another. (_‘alvin.—Vla as-mata. In
the civil and old English law. Armed force; force
exerted by means of arms or weapons.—'Vis
clandestina. In old English law. Clandes-
tine force: such as is used by ni ht. Bract.
fol. l62.—Vis eompnlsiva. In t e civil anal
old English law. Compulsive force; that which
is exerted to_ compel another to do an act
against his will; force exerted by menaces or
terror.-Via dlvina. In be civil law. Divine
or superhuman force; the act of God.—Vis at
nehsa. In Scotch law. Force and fear. Bell.
—Vis sxpnlslva. In old English law. Ex-
pulsive force; force used to expel another. or
put him out of his possession. Bracton con-
trasts it with “via simpler." and divides it into
expulsive force with arms. and expulsive force
without arms. Bract. fol. 162.—V1s extnru
bativa. In the civil law. Exturbative force;
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force used to thrust out another. Force used
between two contending claimants of possession.
the one endeavorlng to thrust out the other.
Chlvin.—Vi.s finnlnls. In the civil law.
The force of a river; the force exerted by a
stream .or current; water-power.—Vl.s lla-
pressa. The original act of force out of which
an injur arises. as distinguished from "me
presume.’ the proximate force. or immediate
cause of the injury. 2 Greenl. Ev. 5 224.-
Via instants. In old English law. Unarmed
force: the op site of "via annata." Bract.
fol. 162.—Vis njuxiosa. In old English law.
Wrongful force; otherwise called "illici:a."
(unlawful) Bract. fol. 162.--Via inmaietatlva.
In the civil law. Disquieting force. Calvin.
Bracton defines it to be where one does not ger-
mit another to use his possession uietiy an in
Eeace. Bract. fol. l62.—Vis ea. In old

nfillfih law. Lay force’ an armed force used
to old possession of a church. Reg. Orig. 59.
60.—Vis liolta. In old English law. Lawful
force. Bract. fol. 162.—V1a major. A greater
or an rior force; an irresistible force. This
term a much used in the law of bailments to
denote the interposition of violence or coercion
proceeding from human agency, (wherein it dif-
fers from the “act of God.") but of such a
character and strength as to be beyond the
powers of resistance or control of those against
whom it is directed; for example, the attack
of the public nemy or a band of irates. See
The George Sh ran. 61 Fed. 300, 9 . C. A. 511;
Brousseau v. The Hudson. 11 La. Ann. 428:
Nugent_ v. Smith, 1 C. P. Div. 437. Ir the civil
law, this term is sometimes used as synou mous
with “ma divine," or the act of God. vin.
—Via pertubatlva. In old English law.
Force used between parties contending for a

ssession.—V!s proxinaa. Immediate force.
ee Vxs Il(PnE88A.—VIl plot. In old

English law. Simple or mere force. Distin-
ulshed by Bracton from “via annals," and also
rom “via ea:puloiv:a.” Bract. fol. 162.

Via leg-Ibna est inhnloa. 3 Inst. 178.
Violence is inimical to the laws.

VISA. An oiliclal indorsement upon a
document, passport, commercial book, etc..
to certify that it has been examined and
found correct or in due form.

VISCOUNT. A decree of English nebu-
ity, next below that of earl.

An old title of the sheritt.

VISE. An indorsement made on a pass-
port by the proper authorities, denoting that
it has been examined. and that the person
who hears it is permitted to proceed on his
journey. Webster.

VISIT. In international law. The right
of visit or visitation is the right of a cruiser
or war-ship to stop a vessel sailing under
another flag on the high seas, and send an
oflicer to such vessel to ascertain whether
her nationality is what it purports to be. It
is exercisable only when suspicious circum-
stances attend the vessel to be visited: as
when she is suspected of a piratical char-
acter.

VISITATION. Inspection ; superintend-
ence; direction; regulation. A power giv-
ui by law to the founders of all eles|nosy-
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nary corporations. 2 Kent. Comm. 300303;
1 Bl. Comm. 480, 481. in England, the vis-
itation of ecclesiastical corporations belongs
to the ordinary. id. See Trustees of Union
Baptist Ass‘n v. Hunn, 7 Tex. Giv. App. 249,
% S. W. 755; Allen v. l\icKean, 1 Fed. Cas.
498.

VISITATION 30088. In English law.
Books compiled by the heralds, when prog-
resses were solemnly and regularly made
into every part of the kingdom, to inquire
into the state of families, and to register
such marriages and descents as were verified
to them upon oath; they were allowed to
be good evidence of pedigree 3 Bl. Comm.
105; 8 Staph. Comm. 724.

VISITOR. An inspectorlof the govern-
ment of corporations, or bodies politic. 1
Bl. Comm. 482.

Visitor is an inspector of the government of a
corporation, etc. .i‘he ordinary s visitor of spir-
itual corporations. But corporations instituted
{or rivate charity, if they are lay. are visitahle
by t e founder, or whom he shall appoint; and
from the sentence of such visitor there has no
a pesl. By im iieation of law, the founder and
h heirs are v sitors of lay foundations, it no
particular person is appointed by him to see
that the charity is not perverted. Jacob.

The term "visitor" is also applied to an oili-
cial appointed to see and report upon persons
found Iunatics by inquisition,_and to a person
appointed by a school board to visit houses
and see that parents are complying with the
provisions in reference to the education of
their children. Mozley as Whitley.

VIIITOI. 0!‘ IANNEBS. The regard-
er's oiiice in the forest. Manw. i. 195.

VIINE. L. Fr. The neighborhood; vic-
inage; venue. Ex parte McNeeley, 36 W.
Va. 84, 14 S. E. 436. 15 L. It. A. 226, 32 Am.
St. Rep. 831; State v. Kemp. 34 Minn. 61,
24 N. W. 349.

vrsus. Lat. In old English practice.
View; inspection, either of a place or per-
son. '

VITIATE. To impair; to make void or
voldable; to cause to fall of force or effect;
to destroy‘ or annul, either entirely or in part,
the legal eiiicacy and binding force of an act
or instrument; as when it is said that fraud
emote: a contract.

VITIIJGATE. To litigate cavilonsly,
vexatlously, or from merely quarrelsome mo-
tives.

VITIOUS INTROHISSION. In Scotch
law. An unwarrantable intermeddllng with
the movable estate of a person deceased.
without the order of law. Ersk. Prin. b. 3,
tit. 9, 5 25. The irregular intermeddling
with the effects of a deceased person, which
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subjects the party to the whole debts of the
deceased. 2 Kames. Eq. 32?.

VITIIJH 01.33101. In old English law.
The mistake of a clerk; a clerical error.

Vitilun ole:-ioi nooere non debut. Jenk.
Cent. 23. A clerical error ought not to hurt.

Vitinsn est qnod lngi debot, nisi, ran

tlonesn non invenias, xnox legesn sine
rations use olaanes. Eiiesm. Post. N. 86.
It is a fault which ought to be avoided, that
if you cannot discover the reason you should
presently exclaim that the law is without rea-
son.

V'1'I'IU".II SCRIPTORIS. In old English
law. The fault or mistake of a writer or
copyist; a clerical error. Gilb. Forum Rom.
185.

VITBIOUS. Lat. In the civil law. A
step-father; a mother's second husband. Cal-
vin.

VIVA AQUA. Lat. In the civil law.
Living water; running water; that which is-
sues trom a spring or fountain. Calvin.

VIVA PEOUNIA. Lat. Cattle, which
obtained this name from being received dur-
ing the Saxon period as money upon most oc-
casions, at certain regulated prices. Gowell.

VIVA V002. Lat. With the living
voice; by word of mouth. As applied to the
examination of witnesses. this phrase is
equivalent to “orally.” It is used in contra-
distinction to evidence on aiildaviis or depo-
sitions. As descriptive of a species of voting.
it signifies voting by speech or outcry. as dis-
tingulshed from voting by a written or print-
ed ballot.

VIVARIUII. Lat. In the _civil law. An
inclosed place, where live wild animals are
kept. Calvin; Spelman.

VIVARY. In English law. A place for
keeping wild animals alive. including fishes;
a fish pond, park, or warren.

VIVIIH VADIUM. see Vsmun.

Viz Illa lax flea-i potost qua omnibus
oonunoda sit, sod si major! parti prospi-
eiat. utilis est. scarcely any law can be
made which is adapted to all, but, if it pro-
vide for the greater part, it is useful. Plowd.
369.

VIZ. A contraction for vidclioei. to-wit,
namely. that is to say.

voosnuns sinus. Lat. Words of
art; technical terms.
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Vooabnh u-than oxplioanda aunt so-

oundun deflnitiones prudontlun. Terms
of arts are to he explained according to the
definitions of the learned or skilled [in such
arts.) Bl. Law Tracts, 6.

VOCABE AD OURIAM. In feudal law.
To summon to court. I-‘eud. Lib. 2, tit. 22.

VOCATIO IN JUS. Lat. Asummoning
to court. In the earlier practice of the
Roman law, (under the lcgis at-tionea,) the
creditor orally called upon his debtor to go
with him before the pnctor for the purpose
of determining their controversy. saying, “In
jua cumus; in jus it»: 12000." This was called
“vocatio in jus."

VOOIPERATIO. Lat. In old English
law. Outcry; hue and cry. Cowell.

V000. Lat. In the civil and old Eng-
lish law. I call; I summon; l vouch. In
jun voco te, I summon you to court; I sum-
mon you before the pnetor. The formula
by which a Roman action was anciently com-
menced. Adams, Rom. Ant. M2.

V011). Null; ineflectual; nugatory; hav-
ing no legal force or binding effect; unable,
in law, to support me purpose for which it
was intended.

"V_oid" not always imply entire nullity;
but it Is. in a legal sense. subject to large quali-
fications in view of all the circumstances calling
for its application, and the rights and interests
to be aifected in a given case. Brown v. Brown,
50 N. H. 538, 552.

“Void," as used in statutes and by the courts,
does not usually mean that the set or proceeding
is an absolute nullity. Kearney v. Vaughan,
50 M0. 284.

There is this diiference between the two
words "void" and “voidable:" void means
that an instrument or transaction is so unga-
tory and ineffectual that nothing can cure
it; voidable, when an imperfection or defect
can be cured by the act or confirmation of
him who could take advantage of it. Thus,
while acceptance of rent will make good a
voidabie lease. it will not afllrm a void lease.
Wharton.

The true distinction between void and voidable
acts, orders, and judgments is that the former
can always be assailed in any proceeding, and
the latter only in a direct proceeding. Alex-
ander v. Nelson. 42 Ala. 4652.

The term "void." as applicable to conveyances
or other agreements, has not at all times been
used with technical precision, nor restricted to
its peculiar and limited sense. as contradistin-
guished from "voidabie;" it being frequently
introduced. even by legal writers and JIIIIEIB,
when the purpose is nothing further than to
indicate that a contract was invalid, and not
binding in law. But the distinction between
the terms “void" and “voidable," in their ap-
plication to contracts. is often one of great prac-
tical importance; and, whenever entire tech-
nical accuracy is required, the term “void" can
only be properly applied to those contracts
that are of no eifect whatsoever, such as are
a mere nullity, and inca bie of confirmation
or ratification. Allis v. Billings, 6 Metc. (Mass)
415. 39 Am. Dec. 744.
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Void in part, void in toto.
Leavitt, 15 N._ Y. 9, 96.

Curtis V.

Void things are as no things. People
v. Shall, 9 Cow. (N. Y.) 178, 784.

VOIIDAIBLIZ. That may be avoided, or
— declared void; not absolutely void, or void in
itself. Most of the acts of infants are colde-
We only. and not absolutely void. 2 Kent.
Comm. 234. See Vom.

' VOIIDANCE. The act of emptying; ejee
tion from a benetice.

VOIR DIRE. L. Fr. To speak the
truth. This phrase denotes the preliminary
examination which the court may make of
one presented as a witness or juror. where
his competency. interest, etc., is objected to.

VOITURE. Fr.
tion by carriage.

Carriage ; transporta-

vomnvs. Lat. Willing. He is said to
be willing who either expressly consents or
tacitly makes no opposition. Calvin.

Valenti non fit injuria. He who con-
sents cnimot receive an injury. Broom. Max.
268, 269. 271, 395; shelf. Mar. & Div. -149;
Wing. Max. 482; 4 Term R. 057.

Volnlt, sod ion annc. ne willed, but he
did not say. He may have intended so, but
he did not say so. A maxim frequently used
in the construction of wills, in answer to
arguments based upon the supposed intention
of a testator. 2 Pow. Dev. 625; 4 Kent.
Comm. 538.

VOLUHEN. Lat. In the civil law. A
volume; so called from its form, being rolled
up.

VOLUMUS. Lat. We will; it is our
wlll. The flrst word of a clause in the royal
writs of protection and letters patent. Cow-
ell.

VOLUNTARIUS DEMON. A voluntary
madman. A term applied by Lord Coke to
a drunkard, who has voluntarily contracted
madness by intoxication. Co. Litt. 247; 4
B1. Comm. 25.

VOLUNTARY.
slon or solicitation.

Without consideration;
consideration; gratuitous.
—Voln.nta.x7 courtesy. A volume act of
kindness; an act of kindness perform by one
man towards another, of the free will and in-
ciination of the doer, without any previous re-
quest or promise of reward made by him who is
the object of the courtesy ' from which the law
will not im ly a promise of remunenuom
Holthouse.— oluntnri iforunoe. This ex-
ists where a part mlg t. y taking reasonable
sins. have acqu red the necessary knowledge,

gut has neglected to do so.

Free; without compul-

without valuable
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As to voluntary “Answer,” "Assignment,"
nBankruptcy’n uConfe8s‘ou.n llConveyance'l’

“Dep0sii:." “W-‘ape." “Jurisdiction." “Man-
siaughter." “Nonsuit.” “Oath.” “I'a3‘meDt»"
“Redemption.” "Sale," “Settlement,” “'.i.‘rust,"
and “Waste," see those titles.

VOLUNTAS. Lat. Properly, volition,
purpose, or intention, or a design or the feel-
ing or impulse which prompts the commis-
sion of an act; but in old English law the
term was often used to denote a will, that is,
the last will and testament of a decedent.
more properly called tectameutum.

Voluntaa donatoria in charts deal In!
manifesto exp:-eua observetnr. Co. Litt.
2L The will of the donor manifestly ex-
pressed in his deed of gift is to be observed.

Voluntaa eat junta sententia do so «used
QIII post nos-ten auam flex-I vellt. A
will is an exact opinion or determination
concerning that which each one wishes to be
done after his death. .

Volnntas at pl-opoaitun diatingunnt
xnaleflcia. The will and the proposed end
distinguish crimes. Bract. fols. 20, 1360.

Voluntas tacit quod in testamento
aoriptum valeat. Dig. 30, 1, 12. 3- It i3
intention which gives eirect to the wording
of a will.

Voluntaa in dellotla, non exitus spoo-
tatur. 2 Inst. 57. in crimes, the will, and
not the consequence, is looked to.

Voluntaa reputatur pro Iacto. The in-
tention ls to be taken for the deed. 3 inst.
69; Broom, Max. 311.

Voluntaa teatatorls oat ambnlatoria
nsqno ad extremism vita exitum. 4 Coke,
61. The will of a testator is ambulatory
until the latest moment of life.

Volnntas testatox-is habet interpreta-
tionem latam et benignam. Jenk. Cent.
260. The intention of a testator has a broad
and benignant interpretation.

Voluntas nltima testatoris est perim-
plenda aeounduzn veram intelstlonem
suam. Co. Litt. 322. The last will of the
testator is to be fulfllled according to his true
intention.

VOLUNTEER. In conveyancing, one
who holds a title under a voluntary convey-
ance, i. c., one made without consideration,
good or valuable, to support it.

A person who gives his services without.
any express or implied promise of remunera-
tion in return is called a “volunteer," and is
entitled to no remuneration for his services,
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nor to any compensation for injuries sus-
tained by him in performing what he has un-
dertaken. Sweet. Also one who oiilciously
pays the debt of another. See Irvine v. An-
gus, 93 Red. (‘£33, 35 C. 0. A. 501; Arnold v.
Green, 116 N. Y. 566, 23 N. E. 1; Bennett v.
Chandler, 199 Ill. 97. 64 N. E. 1052; Welch
v. Maine Cent. R. Co., 86 Me. 552, 30 Atl.
116, 25 L. R. A. 658. «

In military law, the term designates one
who freely and voluntarily offers himself for
service in the army or navy; as distinguished
from one who is compelled to serve by draft
or conscription, and also from one entered by
eniistment in the standing army.

VOTE. Suifrage; the expression of his
will, preference, or choice, formally manl-
fested by a member of a legislative or delib-
erative body, or of a constituency or a .body
of qualified electors. in regard to the deci-
sion to be made by the body as a whole upon
any proposed measure or proceeding, or the
selection of an otiicer or representative. And
the aggregate of the expressions of will or
choice, thus manifested by individuals, is
called the “vote of the body.” See Maynard
v. Board of Canvassers, 84 Mich. 228, 47 N.
W. 756. 11 L. R. A. 332; Gillespie v. Palmer.
20 Wis. 546; Davis v. Brown, 46 W. Va.
716, 34 S. E. 839.

—Castin¢ vote. See that title.—0urnnlative
voting. See CUMULATIVE.

VOTER. One who has the right of giv-
ing his voice or suffrage.

VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS. In the
houses of parliament the clerks at the tables
make brief entries of all that is actually
done; and these minutes, which are printed
from day to day for the use of members, are
called the “votes and proceedings of parlia-
ment." From these votes and proceedings the
journals of the house are subsequently pre-
pared, by making the entries at greater
length. Brown.

VOTUH. Lat. A vow or promise. Dice
rotor-um, the wedding day. Fleta 1. 1, c. 4.

VOUCH. To call upon; to call in to war-
ranty; to call upon the grantor or warrantor
to defend the title to an estate.

To vouch is to call upon, rely on, or quote
as an authority. Thus, in the old writers,
to vouch a case or report is to quote it as an
authority. Co._Litt. 70a.

VOUCHER. In common recoveries. the
person who is called to warrant or defend the
title is called the “vouchee.” 2 Bouv. inst.
no. 2093. ’

—Oonunon vouohee. in common recoveries,
the person who is vouched to warranty. In this
fictitious proceeding the crier of the court usual-
1 perfonns the oiiice of a common vouchee. 2
fil. Comm. 358; 2 Bouv. Inst. n. 2093.
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VOUCHER. A receipt, acquittance, or
release, which may serve as evidence of pay-
ment or discharge or a debt, or to certify the
correctness of accounts. An account-book con-
taining the acquittances or receipts showing
the accountant’s discharge of his obligations.
_Whitweli v. Willard, 1 Metc. (Mass.) 218.

The term “voucher,” when used in connection
with the disbursements of moneys, implies some
written or printed instrument in the nature of
a receipt, note, account, bill of particulars, or
something of that character which shows on
what account or by what authority a particular
payment has been made, and which may be kept
or filed away by the party receiving it, for his
own convenience or protection, or that of the
public. People v. Swigert, 107 Ill. 50!. '

In old conveyancing. The person on
whom the tenant calls to defend the title to
the land, because be warranted the title to
him at the time of theoriginal purchase.

VOUOR. To WARRAJITY. The call-
ing one who has warranted lands, by the par-
ty warranted, to come and defend the suit
for him. Go. Litt: 1010.

Von osnissn volats litorn Iorlptn -an

net. The spoken word flies; the written let-
taerremains. Broom. Max. 686.

V02 SIGNATA. In Scotch practice. An
emphatic or essential word. 2 Aiis. Crim.
Pr. 280.

VOYAGE. In maritime law. The pass-
ing of a vessel by sea from one place. port.
or country to another. The term is held to
include the enterprise entered upon, and not
merely the route. Friend v. Insurance Co.,
113 Mass. 326.
—!‘ox-cign voyage. A voyage to some port
or place within the territory of a foreign nation.
The terminus of a voyage determines its char-
acter. lf it be within the. limits of a foreign
jurisdiction, it is I foreign voyage, and not
otherwise. Taber v. United States, 1 Story, 1.
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Fed. Can. No. 13,722; The Three Brothers. 23
Fed. Cas. 1,162.—Voya.go insured. In insur-
ance law. A: transit at sea from the terminus a
quo to the terminus ad «cm, in a prescri
course of navigation, wh ch is never set out
in any policy, but virtually forms parts of all
policies, and is as binding on the parties there-
to as though it were minutely detailed. 1 Am.
Ins. 333.—Voycgc policy. See Poucx or
Insuaancn.

VEAIO. Seaweed. It is used in great
quantities by the inhabitants of Jersey and
Guernsey for manure, and also tor fuel by
the poorer classes.

V3. An abbreviation for versus, (a_gainst,)
constantly used in legal proceedings, and es-

pecially in entitling cases.

Vnlgu-is opinio est duplex, vim, ortn
inter groves ct disc:-etos, qua Innltnn
vcritntls intact, at opinio or.-tn inter loves
ct vulgar-cs hoxninos nbsqnc spools vod-
tntis. 4 Coke, 107. Common opinion is of
two kinds, viz, that which arises among
grave and discreet men, which has much
truth in it, and that which arises among light
and common men, without any appearance
of truth. '

VIILGABII PORGATIO. Lat. In old
English law. Common purgation; a name
given to the trial by ordeal, to distinguish it
from the canonical purgation, which was by
the oath of the party. 4 Bl. Comm. 342.

VIILGO OOIIOEPTI. Lat. In the civil
law. Spurious children; bastards.

VULGO QIJESITI. Let. In the civil
law. spurious children: literally. gotten
from the people: the on'spring.oi' promiscuous
cohabitation. who are considered as having
no father. Inst. 3, 4, 3; Id. 3, 5. 4.
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W
W. As abbreviation, this letter fre-

quently stands for "William," (king oi’ Eng-
land.) “Westminster,~- Wvest,” or “western.”

W. 1).
ml! An abbreviation for "Western Dis-

waonzoun. L. Fr. A vagabond, or
vagrant. Britt. c. 29.

WADIET. In Scotch law. The old term
for a mortgage. A right by which lands or
other heritable subjects are impignorated by
the proprietor to his creditor in security of
his debt. Wadsets are usually drawn. in the
form of mutual contracts. in which one per-
ty sells the land, and the other grants the
right of reversion. Ersk. Inst. 2, 8, 3.

wansm-ran. In Scotch law. A cred-
itor to whom a wadset is made, corresponding
to a mortgage.

WAPIOES. Conductors of vessels at sea.
Coweli. '

WAGA. In old English law. A weigh;
a measure of cheese, salt. wool, etc., contain-
ing two hundred and fifty-six pounds avoir-
dupois. Cowell; Spelman.

WAGE. In old English practice. To give
security for the-performance of a thing.
Cowell.

WAGEB. A wager is a contract by which
two or more parties agree that a certain sum
of money or other thing shall be paid or de-
livered to one of them on the happening of
an uncertain event or upon the ascertain-
ment of a fact which is in dispute between
them. Trust Co. v. Goodrich, 75 I11. 560;
Jordan v. Kent, 44 How. Prac. (N. Y.) 207;
Winward v. Lincoln, 23 R. I. 476, 51 Atl. 106.
64 L. R. A. 160; Edson v. Pawlet, 22 Vt.
293; Woodcock v. McQueen, 11 Ind. 15.

A contract in which the parties stipulate
that they shall gain or lose upon the happen-
ing of an uncertain event in which they have
no interest, except that arising from the pos-
sibility of such gain or loss. Fareira v. Gab-
ell, 89 Pa. 90: Kitchen v. Loudenback. 48
Ohio St. 177, 26 N. E. 979, 29 Am. St. Rep.
540. See. also, Brr.
—Wagor of battol. The trial by wager of
battel was a species of trial introduced into
England, among other Norman customs. by
William the Conqueror, in which the erson
accused fought with his accuser, under t e ap-
prehension that Heaven would give the victory
to him who was in the right. 3 Bl. Comm. 337.
It was abolished by St. 59 Geo. Ill. c. 46.-
Wagor of law. In old practice. The giving
of no or snreties by a defendant in an action
oi’ de t that at a certain day assigned he would
make his law; that is. would take an oath in
open court that he did not owe the debt. and at

the same time bring with him eleven neighbors,
(called “compurgators.") who should avow upon
their oaths that they believed in their con-
sciences that he said the truth. Gianv. lib. 1.
c. 9, 12' Bract. fol. l5tib: Britt. c. 27; 2 Bi.
Comm. 343; Cro. 1-my. 818.—Wagor policy.
See Poucr or INsua.mc:.—Wagei-ing con-
tract. One in which the parties stipulate that
they shall sin or lose, upon the happening of
an uncerta n- event, in which they have no in-
terest except that arising from the possibility
gg such gain or loss. Fareira v. Gabeli, 89 Pa.

WAGES. The compensation agreed upon
by a master to be paid to a servant, or any
other person hired to do work or business
for him.

In maritime law. The compensation al-
lowed to seamen for their services on board a
vessel during a voyage.

In political economy. The reward paid.
whether in money or goods. to human exer-
tion, considered as a factor in the production
of wealth, for its co-operation in the process.

"Three factors contribute to the production of
commodities,——nature labor, and capital. Each
must have a share o the product as its reward,
and this share, if it is just. must be proportion-
ate to the several contributions. The share of
the natural agents is rent° the share of labor.
wants,‘ the share of capital. interest. The clerk
receives a salary; the lawyer and doctor, fees:
the manufacturer, proilts. Salary, fees. and
profits are so many forms of wages for services
rendered." De Laveleye, Pol. Econ.
—Wago ea:-nor. One who earns his living by
labor of a menial or mechanical kind or per-
formed in a subordinate capacity, such as do-
mestic servants, mechanics farm hands. clerks,
Eorters, and messengers. in the United States

anltruptcy act of 1898, an individual who
works for wages. salarv. or hire, at a compensa-
tion not exceeding $1.500 r year. See In re
Pilger D. C.) 118 Fed. ' In re Gurewits,
1211:‘ .9s2,5sc.c. A.326.

WAGON. A common vehicle for the
transportation of goods, wares, and merchan-
dise of all descriptions. The term does not
include a hackney-coach. Quigley v. Gorham,
5 Cal. -118, 63 Am. Dec. 139.

—Wagonngo. Money paid for carriage in a
wagon.

WAII‘. Waifs are goods found, but claim-
ed by nobody; that of which every one
waives the claim. Also, goods stolen and
waived, or thrown away by the thief in his
flight, for fear of being apprehended. Whar-
ton.

Waits are to be distinguished from bone
fugmva, which are the goods of the felon
himself, which he abandons in his flight from
justice. Brown. See People v. Kaatz, 3
Parker, Cr. R. (N. Y.) 138; Hall v. Glider-
sleeve, 36 N. J. Law, 237.

WAIIU-BOTE. ln feudal and old English
law. Timber for wagons or carts.



WAINABLE

WAINABIJI. In old records. That may
be plowed or mannred; tilluble. Cowell;
Biount.

’WAINAGE. In old English law. The
team and instruments of husbandry belong-
ing to II countryman, and especially to a vil-
lein who was required to‘ perform agricul-
tural services.

WAINAGIUM. What is necessary to the
farmer for the cultivation of his land. Bar-
ring. Ob. St. 12.

WAITING CLERKS. Officers whose
duty it formerly was to wait in attendance
upon the court of chancery. The oliice was
abolished in 18-12 by St. 5 & 6 Vict. c. 103.
Mozley 8: Whitley.

WAIVE, c. To abandon or throw away;
as when a thief, in his flight, throws aside
the stolen goods, in order to facilitate his
escape, he is technically said to uraire them.

In modern law, to renounce, repudiate, or
surrender a claim, a privilege. a right, or the
opportunity to take advantage of some defect,
irregularity, or wrong.

A person is said to waive a benefit when he
reiiouiices or disclaims it, and he is siiid to
waive ii tort or injury when he abandons the
remedy which the law gives him for it.
sweet.

WAIVE, n. A woman outlawed. The
term is as it were, the feininiiie of "outlaw,"
the latier being always applied to a man;
“wuive," to a woman. Cowell.

WAIVER. The reiiunciation, repudia-
tion, abaiidoiimeiit, or surrender of some
claim, right, privilege. or of the opportunity
to take advantage of some defect, irregular-
ity, or wrong.

The passing by of an occasion to enforce a
legal right, whereby the right to enforce the
same is lost; a common instance of this is
where a landlord waives a forfeiture of a
lease by receiving rent, or distraining for
rent, which has accrued due after the breach
of covenant causing the forfeiture became
known to him. Wharton.

This word is commonly used to denote the
declining to take advantage of an irregularity
in legal proceedings, or of a forfeiture in-
curred throiigh -breach of covenants in a
lease. A gift of goods may be arm’:-cd by a
disagreement to accept: so a plaintiff may
coiiiinonly sue in contract waliring the tort.
Brown. See Hennecke v. Insurance Co., 105
U. S. 355. 26 L. Ed. 990; Christensen v.
Carleton. 69 \'t. 91, 37 Ati. 226: Shaw v.
Spencer. I00 Mass. 39.”). 97 Am. Dec. 107, 1

Am. Rep. 115: Rtar Brewery Co. v. Prlmas.
163 Ill. «$5145 N. E. 145: Reid v. Field, 83
Va. 26. 1 S. E. 395; Caulfleld v. Finnegan.
114 Ala. 39, 21 South. 484; Lyman v. Little
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ton. 50 N. H. 54; Smiley v. Barker, 83 Fed.
684, 28 C. C. A. 9; Boos v. Ewing, 17 Ohio,
6%, 49 Am. Dec. 478.

—Impliod waive:-. A waiver is implied where
one party has pursued such a course of conduct_
with reference to the other party as to evidence
an intention to waive his rights or the advan-
tage to which he may be entitled, or where the
conduct pursued is inconsistent with any other
honest intention than an intention of such
waiver, provided that the other rty concern-
ed has been induced by such con uct to act up-
on the belief that there has been a waiver, and
has incurred trouble or expense thereby. Ast-
ritch v. German-American Ins. Co., 131 Fed.
20, 65 C. C. A. 2531 ; Roumage v. insurance Co_..
13 N. J. Law, 12-i.—Wn1vor of exemption.
A clause inserted in a note, bond. lease. etc..
expressly waiving the benefit of the laws ex-
empting limited amoiints.of personal property
from levy and sale on judicial process, so far
as concerns the enforcement of the rticular
debt or obligation. See Mitchell v. tes, 47
Pa. 203; \‘\'yman v. Gav 90 .\ie. 36, 37 Ati.
325, 60 Am. St. Rep. 236; Howard B. & r.
Ass n v. Philadelphia & R. R. Co., 102 Pa. £3.
-_—Wnlver of protest. An agreement by the
indorser of a note or bill to be bound in his
character of iridorser without the formality of a
protest in case of non-payment. or, in the case
of paper which cannot or is not required to be
protested, dispensing with the necessity of a
demand.and notice. See First Nat. Bank v.
Falkenhan. 94 Cal. 141. 29 Pac. 866; Codding-
ton v. Davis, 1 N. Y. 190.—Wnivox- of tort.
The election, by an injured party, for purposes
of redress, to treat the facts as establishing an
implied contract. which he may enforce, instead
of an injury by fraud or wrong for the commit-
ting of which he may demand damages, compen-
satory or exemplary. Harwsy v. Ma or, etc.,
of City of New York, 1 Hun (N. Y.)

WAKEIAN. The chief magistrate of
Ripon, in Yorkshire.

WAKEIIIRG. In Scotch law. The re-
vival of an action. A process by which an
action that has lain over and not been in-
sisted in for a year and ii day. and thus tech-
nically said to have “fallen asleep," is wak-
ened, or put in motion again. 1'Forb. Inst.
pt.’ 4. p. 170; lv)'sk. Prin. 4, 1, 33.

WALAPAUZ. In old Loinbardic law.
The disguising the head or face, with the in-
tent of committing ii theft.

wamixsxs. In old English law. A
Welshman.

wsnnscnnnv. The ‘being a Welsh-
man. Speiman.

WAIJSCUS. In Saxon law. A servant.
or any ministerial oflicer. Cowell.

WALKERS. Foresters who have the care
of a certain space of ground assigned to
them. Cowell.

WALL. An erection of stone, brick, or
other material. raised to some height, and in-
tended for purposes of security or inciosure.
In law, this term occurs in such compounds
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as “ancient wall,” “party-wall," “division-
wall," etc.
'—Oommon wall. A party wall; one which
has been built at the common expense ‘of the
two owners _whose properties are_ contiguous,
or a wall built by one party in which the other
has acquired a common right. Campbell v.
giztgxier, 4 Johns. Ch. (N. Y.) 342. 8 Am. Dec.

WALLIA. In old English law. A wall;
9, sea-wall; a mound, bank, or wall erected
in marshy districts as a protection against
the sea. Spelman.

' WAMPUM. Beads made of shells, used
as money by the North American Indians,
and which continued current in New York
as late as 1693.

'-“warm or rnacz. In Scotch law. A
wand or staff carried by the messenger of a
court, and which, when deforced, (that is,
hindered from executing process.) he breaks,
as a symbol of the deforcement: and protest
for-remedy or law. 2 Forb. Inst. 207.

"WA1l'LAS8. An ancient customary ten-
are of lands; 1. e., to drive deer to a stand
that the lord may have a shot. Blount, Ten.
140. '

WAIITAGE. In marine insurance. Ul-
lage; deficiency in the contents of a cask
or vessel caused by leaking. Cory v. Boyl-
ston Fire & Marine Ins. Co.. 107 Mass. 140,
9 Am. Rep. 14. ‘

WANTON.
rights.

Regardless of another’:
See WANTONNESS.

WANTONNESS. A reckles or malicious
and intentional disregard of the property,
rights, or safety of others, implying, active-
ly, a iiceutious or contemptuous willingness
to injtu'e and disregard of the consequences
to others, and, passively, more than mere
negligence, that is, a conscious and inten-
tional disregard of duty. See Brasington v.
South Bound IL Co.. 62 S. C. 325, 40 S. E.
665, 89 Am. St. Rep. 905: Louisville & N. R.
00. v. Webb. 97 Ala. 308, 12 South. 374;
Branch v.- State, 41 Tex. 625; Iiarward v.
Davenport, 105 Iowa, 592, 75 N. W. 487;

.'1‘rauei-man v. Lippincott, 39 Mo. App. 488;
Everett v. Richmond & D. R. Co., 121 N. C.
519, 27 S. E. 991; Birmingham Ry. 8: El. Ca.
V. Pinckard, 124 Ala. 372, 26 South. 880.

' Reckless sport; willfully unrestrained ac-
tion, running immoderateiy into excess.
Cobb v. Bennett, 75 Pa. 330, 15 Am. Rep. 752.

A licentious act by one man towards the
person oi! another, without regard to his
rights; as, for example, if a man should at-
tempt to pull oil! another‘s hat against his
will. in order to expose him to ridicule, the
oifense would be an assault. and if he touch-
ed him it would amount to a battery. Bou-
'vier.
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WAPENTAKE. In English law. A 10-
cal division of the country; the name is in
use north of the Trent to denote a hundred.
The derivation of the name is said to be
from “weapon” and “take,” and indicates.
that the division was originally of a mili-
tary character. Coweli; Brown.

Also a hundred court.

WAR. A state of forcible contention; an
armed contest between nations; a state of
hostility between two or more nations or
states. Gro. de Jur. B. lib. 1, c. 1.

Every connection by force between two
nations, in external matters. under the au-
thority of their respective governments, is a
public war. It war is declared in form, it is
called “solemn,” and is of the perfect kind;
because the whole nation is at war with an-
other whole nation. When the hostilities are
limited as respects places, persons. and
things, the war is properly termed “imper-
fect war." Bas v. Tingy, 4 Dail. 37, 40, 1
L. Ed. 731.
—A1-tioles of war. See Aa'rIcLE.—C1vi1
war. An internecine war. A war carried on
between opposing masses of citizens of the same
country or nation. Before the declaration of
independence, the war between Great Britain
and the United Colonies was a civil war; but
instantly on that event the war changed its na-
ture, and became a public war between independ-
ent governments. Hubbard v. Exp. Co., 10 R.
1. 2-14; Brown v. Hiatt. 4 Fed. Cas. 387: Prize
Cases, 2 Black, 667. 17 L. Ed. 459; Central
R. & B. Co. v. Ward. 37 Ga. 51:'3.-Laws of
war. See LAw.—Mixod war. A mixed war
is one which is made on one side by ublic au-
thority, and on the other by mere private per-
sons. People v. McLeod. 1 Hill (N. Y.) 377.
415, 37 Am. Dec. 3%.--Private war. One
between private persons, lawfully exerted by
way of defense. but otherwise unknown in civi
society. People v. McLeod. 25 Wend. (N. Y.)
576, 37 Am. Dec. 328.—Publ:lc war. This
term includes every contention by force, between
two nations. in external matters, under the au-
thority of their respective governments. Prize
Cases. 2 Black. 666, 17 L». Ed. 459: People v.
McLeod. 25 Wend. (N. Y.) 483. 37 Am. Dec‘.
328.—Solemn war. A war made in form by

ublic declaration: a war soieniniv dswiared
y one state against another.—War-Oflce.

In England. A department of state from which
the sovereign issues orders to his forces. Whar-
on.

WARD. 1. Guarding; care; charge;as,
the ward of a castle; so in the phrase “watch
and ward." I

2. A division in the city of London com-
mitted to the special ward (guardianship) of
an alderman.

3. A territorial division is adopted in
most American cities by which the nmnici-
paiity is separated into a number of pre-
cincts or districts called “wards" for pur-
poses of police, sanitary regulations, preven-
tion of fires, elections, etc.

4. A corridor, room, or other division of a_

prison, hospital, or asylum. _

5. An infant placed by authority of law
under the care of a guardian. _

The person over whom or over whose prop-



,u ii any occasion of surprise.
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erty a guardian is appointed is called his
"ward." Civ. Code Cal. 5 237.
—Ward-corn. In old English law. The duty
of keeping watch and ward, with a horn to blow

1 Mon. Aug.
6.—Wu.-d-fegh. Sax. In old records.

Ward-fee; the value of a ward, or the mone
paid to the lord for his redemption from wa -

ship. Blonnt.—Ward-holding. In old Scotch
law. Tenure by milita service; the proper
feudal tenure of Scotlan . Aboiished b St. W
Geo. II. c. 50 Ersk. Prin. 2, 4, 1.— and
ohanoery. An infant who is under the super-
intendence of the chancellor.—Was-d-note.
In English law. A court kept in every ward in
London. commonly called the “ward-mote court "

or "inquest." Cowell.—Ward-penny. In old
English law. Money paid to the sherifi or cas-
tellains, for the duty of watching and warding
a castle. Spelnian.—Wsrd-staff. In old rec-
ords. A constable’s or watchman’s staif. Co-
well.—Wu-d-wit. In old English law. Im-
munity or exemption from the duty or service_ of
ward. or from contributing to such service.
Spelman. Exemption from amercement for not
finding a man to do ward. Fleta, lib. 1, c. 47.
I 16.—Wsrdsgo. Money paid and contributed
to watch and .ward. Domesday.—Wu-ds of
admiralty. seamen are sometimes thus des-
ignated, because, in view of their general im-
providence and rashness. the admiralty courts
are accustomedto scrutinize with great care
their bargains and engagements, when brought
before them. with a view to protecting them
against imposition and overrenching.—Wn.rd-
ship. In military tenures. the right of the
lord to have custody. as inrdian. of the body
and lands of the infant eir, without any ac-
count of profits. until he was twenty-one or she
sixteen. In socage the guardian was account-
able for profits: and he was not the lord. but
the nearest relative to whom the inheritance
could not descend. and the wardship ceased at
fourteen. In copyhoids, the lord was the guard-
ian. bnt was perhaps accountable for profits.
Stim. Gloss. See 2 Bl. Comm. 67.-Wu-dship
in chivalry. An incident to the tenure of
lmight-service.—Wa.s-dship in oopyholds.
The lord is guardian of his infant tenant by
special custom.

WARDA. L. Lat. In old English lav.
Ward; guard; protection; keeping; custody.
Spelman.

A ward; an infant under wardship. Id.
In old Scotch law. An award; the Judg-

ment ot a court.

WARDEN. A guardian; a keeper. This
is the name given to various ofliceis.

WARDEN 0!‘ THE OINQIIE PORTS.
In English law. The title of the governor
or presiding otiicer of the Cinque Ports, (q. u.)

WARDS AND LIVEEIES. In English
law. The title of a court or record, estab-
lished in the reign oi.’ Henry VIII. "See
Couar or Wanna AND LIVEBIES.

WAREOTARE. L. Lat. In old English
law. To fallow grouiidi or plow up land
(designed for wheat) in the spring, in order
to let it lie {allow for the better improve-
ment. Fleta, lib. 2, c. 33; Cowell.

WAREHOUSE. A place adapted to the
reception and storage or goods and mer-
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chandise. State v. Huffman, 136 Mo. 68, 31
S. W. 797; Owen v. Boyle, 22 Me. 47; State
v. Wilson, 47 N. H. 101; Allen v. State, 10
Ohio St. 287.
—Wu-ohonse book. A book used by mer-
chants to contain an account of the quantities
of oods received, shipped, and remaining in
stoc .—Wu-ehouso receipt. A receipt giv-
en by a warehouseman for goods received by
him on storage in his warehouse. Merchants’
Warehouse Co. v. McClain ('0. C.) 112 Fed. 789:
Collins v. Ralli, 20_Hun (1\. Y.) 255; Hale V.
Milwaukee Dock Co., 29 Wis. 485, 9 Am. Re .

603; Miller v. Browarsky, 130 Pa. 372, 18 A .

643.—-Warehouse system. A system of ub-
lic stores or warehouses, established or aut or-
ized by law, called "bonded warehouses," in
which an importer may deposit goods imported.
in the custody of the revenue oflicers, paying
storage, but not being required to pay the cus-
toms duties until the goods are finally removed
for consumption in the home market. and with
the privilege of withdrawing the goods from
store for the purpose of re-exportation without
paying any duties.

WAREEOUSEHAN. The owner of I
warehouse; one who, as a business, and for
hire, keeps and stores the goods of others.

WARNING, under the old practice or the
English court of probate, was a notice given
by a registrar of the principal registry to a
person who had entered a caveat, warning
him, within six days after service, to enter
an appearance to the caveat in the princi-
pal registry, and to set forth his interest.
concluding with a notice that in default or
his doing so the court would proceed to do
all such acts, matters, and things as should
be necessary. By the rules under the Judi-
cature acts, a writ of summons has been
substituted for a warning. weet.

WARNISTUBA. In old records. Gar-
niture; furniture; provision. Coweii.

‘WARNOTH. In old English law. An
ancient custom, whereby, it any tenant hold-
ing of the Castle of Dover failed in paying
his rent at the day, he should forfeit double,
and, for the second failure, treble, etc. Cow-
ell.

WARP. A rope attached to some fixed
point, used for moving a ship. Pub. 81:.
Mass. 1882, p. 1297. -

wannannron. In Scotch law. War-
ranty; a clause in a charter or deed by
which the grantor obliges himself that the
right conveyed shall be effectual to the re
ceiver. Ersk. Prin. 2, 3, 11. A clause where-
by the grantor of a charter obliges himself
to warrant or make good the thing granted
to the receiver. 1 Forb. Inst. pt. 2, p. 113.
—A‘IuoIute was-rsndioe. A warranting or an-
suring of property against" all mankind. It is,
in efiect, a covenant of title.—Boal warran-
dloo. An infeoffment of one tenement given
in security of another.—-Simple wars-sndioo.
An obligation to warrant or secure from all sub-
sequent or future deeds of the grantor. A
simple warranty against the grantor‘: own acts.
Whishaw.
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WARRANT. 1). In conveyancing. To
assure the title to property sold, by an ex-
press covenant to that effect in the deed of
conveyance. To stipulate by an express cove-
nant that the title of a grantee shall be
good, and his possession undisturbed.

In contracts. To engage or promise that
a certain fact or state of facts, in relation
to the subject-matter, is, or shall be, as it
is represented to be.

WARRANT, n. 1. A writ or precept
from a competent authority in pursuance of
law, directing the doing of an act, and ad-
dressed to an oiiicer or person competent to
do the act, and afiording him protection
from damage. if he does it. People v. Wood,
71 N. Y. 376. —

2. Particularly, a writ or precept issued
by a magistrate, justice, or other competent
authority. addressed to a sheriff, contabie.
or other officer, requiring him to arrest the
body oi’ a person therein named, and bring
him before the magistrate or court, to an-
swer, or to be examined, touching some of-
fense which he is charged with having com-
mitted. See, also, Bsxcn-Waassnr; Sanson-
Waaaaar.

8. A warrant is an order by which the
drawer authorizes one person to pay a par-
ticular sum of money. Shawnee County V.
Carter, 2 Kan. 130.

4. An authority issued to a collector of
taxes. empowering him to collect the taxes
extended on the assessment roll, and to
make distress and sale of goods or land in
default of payment.

5. An order issued by the proper author-
ities of a municipal corporation, authorizing
the payee or holder to'receive a certain sum
out of the municipal treasury. .

—Bench warrant. See BENCH.-Death
warrant. A warrant issued generally by the
chief executive authority of a state. directed
to the sherifi or other proper local oflicer or the
warden of a jail, commanding him at a certain
time to proceed to carry into execution a sen-
tence of death imposed by the court upon a con-
victed criminal.—D'lstress warrant. See DIS-
'raEss.—General warrant. A process which
fonnerly issued from the state secretary's of-
flce in England to take up (without naming any
persons) the author. printer. and publisher of
such obscene and seditious libels as were spe-
cified in it. It was declared illegal and void
for uncertainty by a vote of the house of com-
mons on the 22d April, 1766. Whartoh.—I.and
warrant. A warrant issued at the local land
oflices of the United States to purchasers of
public lands, on the surrender of which at the
general land oflice at Washington. they receive
a conveyance from the general government.-

d1ord’s warrant. See LANDLOBD.—
Search warrant. See that title.—Warrant
creditor. See Cas:n1roa.—Warrant in
bankruptcy. A warrant issued, upon an ad-
judication in bankruptcy. directing the marshal
to take possession of the bankrupt's property,
notify creditors. etc.—Warrant of arrest.
See AnaEs'r.—Warrant of attorney. In
practice. A written authority, directed to any
attorney or attorneys of any court of record. to
appear for the party executing it, and receive
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a declaration for him in an action at the salt
of a person named and thereupon to confess
the same, or to suifer judgment to pass by de-
fault; and it also usually contains a release of
errors. 2 Burrill, Pr. 239: Treat V. Tolman.
113 Fed. 892. 51 C. C. A. 522.—Warrant of
commitment. A warrant of commitment is
a written authority committing a person to cus-
tody.-Warrant oflcers. In the United
States navy, these are a class of inferior of-
ficers who hold their rank by virtue of a writ-
ten warrant instead of a commission, including
boatswains, gunners, carpenters, etc.—War-
rant to sure and defend. In old practice. A
special warrant from the crown, authorizing a

arty_ to appoint an attorney to sue or defend
or him. 3 Bl. Comm. 25. A special authority

given by a party to his attorney, to commence
a suit, or to appear and defend a suit. in his
behalf. These warrants are now disused, though
formal entries of them upon the record were
long retained in practice. 1 Burrill, Pr. 39.

WARRANTEE.
warranty is made.

A person to whom a

WARRANTIA OEARTE. In old prac-
tice. Warranty of charter. A writ which
lay for one who, being enfeofi'ed of lands
or tenements, with a clause of warranty,
was afterwards impleaded in an assize or
other action in which he could not vouch to
warranty. In such case. it might be brought
against the warrantor, to compel him to as-
sist the tenant with a good plea or defense.
or else to render damages and the value of .

the land, if‘ recovered against the tenant.
Cowell; 3 Bl. Comm. 800.

WAREANTIA OUSTODIE. An old
English writ, which lay for him who was
challenged to be a ward to another, in re-
spect to land said to be holden by knight-
service; which land, when it was bought by
the ancestors of the ward, was warranted
free from such thraldom. The writ lay
against the warrantor and his heirs. Cowell.

WAERANTIA DIEI. A writ which
lay for a man who, having had a day assign-
ed him personally to appear in court in any
action in which he was sued. was in the
mean time, by commandment, employed in
the king's service, so that he could not come
at the day assigned. It was directed to the
justices that they might not record him in
default for that day. Cowell.

WARRANTIZARE. In old conveyan-
cing. To warrant; to bind one's self, by cov-
enant in a deed of conveyance, to defend the
grantee in his title and possession.

Warrantisarc est defenders ct acqui-
etare tenentexn, qni warrantnxn vccavit.
in seisina sna; ct tenens de re warrant!
excasnbinnn habebit ad valentiann. Co.
Litt. 365. To warrant is to defend and in-
sure in peace the tenant. who calls for war-
ranty. in his seisin; and the tenant in war-
ranty will have an exchange in proportion to
its value. .
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WAEBANTOB. One who makes ii war-
ranty. Shep. Touch. 181.

Wars-antor potent exoipere quad que-
rens non tenet terraxn de qua petlt wan

rantiam, et quod donum Quit innfleiens.
Hob. 21. A warrantor may object that the
complainant does not hold the land of which
he seeks the warranty, and that the gift was
insufficient.

WARRANTY. In real property law.
A real covenant by the graiitor of lands, for
himself and his heirs, to warrant and defend
the title and,possesslon of the estate granted,
to the grantee and his heirs, whereby, either
upon voucher. or judgment in the writ of
icarrantia charm, and the eviction of the
grantee by paramount title, the grantor was
bound to recompense him with other lands
of equal value. Co. Litt. 365a.

In sales of personal property. ’A war-
ranty is a statement or representation made
by the seller of goods, contemporaneously
with and as a part of the contract of sale,
though collateral to the express object of it,
having reference to the character, quality, or
title of the goods. and by which he promises
or undertakes to insure that certain facts
are or shall he as he then represents them.

A warranty is an engagement by which a
seller assures to a buyer the existence of
some fact affecting the transaction, whether
past, present, or future. Civ. Code Cal. 5

1763.

In contracts. An undertaking or stipu-
lation, in writing. or verbally, that a certain
fact in relation to the subject of a contract
is or shall be as it is stated or promised to
be.

A warranty differs from a representation in
that a warranty must always be given contem-
poraneously with, and as part of, the contract;
whereas a representation precedes and induces
to the contract. And, while that is their dif-
ference in nature, their difference in conse-
quence or effect is this: that. upon breach of
warranty, (or false warranty.) the contract re-
mains binding, and damages only are recov-
erable for the breach: whereas, upon a false
representation, the defrauded party may elect
to avoid the contract, and recover the entire
price paid. Brown.

The same transaction cannot be characterized
as a warranty and a. fraud at the same time.
A warranty rests upon ‘contract. while fraud,
or fraudulent representations have no element
of contract in them, but are essentially a tort.
Whcn judges or law-writers speak of a fraudu-
lent warranty. the language is neither accurate
nor perspicuous. if there is a breach of war-
ranty, it cannot be said that the warranty was
fraudulent. with any more propriety than an
other contract can be said to have been frau -

ulent, because there has been a breach of it.
On the other hand. to speak of a false represen-
tation as a contract or warranty, or as tend-
ing to prove a contract or wan-anty. is ii per
version of language and of correct ideas. Rose
v. Hurley. 39 Ind. 81.

J: insurance. In the law of insurance.
“warranty" means any assertion or under-
taking on the part of the assured, whether
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expressed in the contract or capable of be-
ing annexed to it, on the strict and literal
truth or performance of which the liability
of the underwriter is_ made to depend. Maude
at P. Shlpp. 377; Sweet. '

—A.firmative warranty. In the law of in-
suranee, warranties may be either aflirmative or
promissory. Affirmative warranties may be ei-
ther express or implied, but they usually con-
sist of. positive representations in the policy of
the existence of some fact or state of things at
the time. or previous to the time, of the making
of the policy; and they are, in general, condi-
tions precedent. which. if untrue. whether ma-
terial to the risk or not, the policy does not at-
tach, as it is not the contract of the insurer.
Maupin v. Insurance Co., 53 W. Va. 557. 45 S.
E. 1003; Hendricks v. Insurance Co., 8Johns.
£13. Y.) 1; Cowan v. Insurance Co., 78 Cal. 181.

Pac. 408.—Ool1ateral warranty. in old
conveyancing, was where the heir‘s title to the
land neither was nor could have been derived
from the warranting ancestor. Thus where a
younger brother released to his father’: die-
seisor, with warranty, this was collateral to
the elder brother. The whole doctrine of col-
lateral warranty seems repugnant to plain and
unsophisticated reason and justice: and even
its technical grounds are so obscure that the
ablest legal writers are not agreed upon the
subject. Wharton. Micheau v. Crawford. 8 N.

. Inw, 108.—Oon nlng warranty. One
which applies to the whole period during which
the contract is in force; 0. 9.. an undertaking
in a charter-party that a vessel shall continue
to be of the same class that she was at the
time the charter-party was made.—Covenant
of warranty. See Covi-:iuN'r.—-Express
warranty. In contracts and sales, one created
by the apt and explicit statcnieiits of the seller
or person to be bound. See Borrekins v. Bevan.
3 Rawle (Pa.) 36, 23 Am. Dec. 85; White v.
Stelloh. 74 Wis. 435. 43 N. W. 99: Danforth
v. Crookshanks, 68 Mo. App: 316. In the law
of ‘insurance, an agreement expressed in a
policy. whereby the assured stipulates that cer-
tain facts reiating to the risk are or shall be
true. or certain acts relating to the vamp .uib-
ject have been or shall be done. 1 Phil. Ins.
(4th Ed.) p. 425: Petit v. German ins. Co.
(C. C.) 98 Fed. 802; fldtna Ins. Co. v. Grube,
6 Minn. 82 (Gil. 32): Insurance Co. r. “organ;
90 Va. 290. 18 S. E. 191.—Genera1 warranty.
The name of a covenant of warranty inserted in
deeds, by which the grantor binds himself. his
heirs, etc., to “warrant and forever defend" to
the grantee. his heirs, etc.. the title thereby con-
veyed, against the lawful claims of all persons
whatsoever. Where the warranty is only against
the claims of persons claiming "by. through. or
tinder" the grantor or his heirs. it is called a
“special warranty."—Implled warranty. A
warranty raised by the law as an inference from
the acts of the parties or the circumstances of
the transaction. Thus. if the seller of a chattel
have possession of it and sell it as his own. and
not as agent for another, and for a fair price. he
is understood to warrant the title. 2 Kent.
Comm. 478. A warranty iinplied from the gen-
eral tenor of an instrument. or from particular
words used in it. although no express warranty
is mentioned. Thus. in every policy of insurance
there is an implied warranty that the ship is sea-
worthy when the policy attaches. 3 Kent
Comm. 2937; 1 Phil. Ins. 308.—Lineal war-
ranty. In old conveyancing. the kind_ of war
ranty which existed when the heir derived title
to the land warranted either from or through
the ancestor who made the warranty.—Per|ou-

warranty. One available in personal no
tions, and arising from the obligation which one
has contracted to pay the whole or part of a
debt due by another to a third person. Flan-
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ders v. Seelye, 105 U. S. 718, % L. Ed. 1217.
—P:-omfasoa-y warranty. A term used chief-
ly in the law of insurance. and meaning a war-
ranty which requires the performance or omis-
sion of certain things or the existence of cer-
tain facta after the beginning of the contract of
insurance and during its continuance, and the
breach of which will avoid the policy. See King
1’. Relief Ass'n, 35 App. Div. 58, 54 N. Y. Supp.
1057; Maupin v. Insurance Co., 53 W. Va. 507.
45 S. E. 1003; McKenzie v. Insurance Co., 112
Cal. 648, 44 Pac. 9_22.—S cola! warranty.
A clause of warranty insert in a deed of lands.
by which the rantor covenants, for himself and
his heirs, to ‘ warrant and forever defend" the
title to the same, to the grantee and his heirs,
etc., against all persons claiming “by. through.
or under" tli_e grantor or his heirs. If the war-
ranty is against the claims of all persons what-
soever, it is called a “general' warranty.-r
Warranty deed. One which contains a cove
nant of warranty.—Wan-anty, voucher _t.o.
In old practice. The calling a warrantor into
court by the party warranted. (when tenant in
a real action brought for recovery of such
lli:)11d,s,) to defend the suit for him. Go. Litt.

WARREN. A term in English law for
a place in which birds, fishes, or wild beasts
are kept.
- A franchise or privilege, either by pre-
scription or grant from the king, to keep
beasts and fowls of warren, which are hares,
coneys, pnrtridges, pheasants. etc.
’ Also any place to which such privilege
extends. Mozley & Whitley.
-1‘:-so warren. A franchise for the preserv-
ing and custody of beasts and fowls of warren.
2 Bl. Comm. 3.), 417: Co. Litt. 233. This fran-
chise gave the grantee sole right of killing, so
far as his warren extended. on condition of ex-
cluding other persons. 2 Bl. Comm. 39

WARSC01‘. In Saxon law. A custom-
ary or usual tribute or contribution towards
armor, or the arming of the forces.

WARTH. In old English law. A cus-
tomary payment, supposed to be the same
with ward-penny. Spelman; Blount.

" WASH. A shallow part of a river or
arm of the sea.

WASH SALE. In the language of the
stock exchange, this is the operation per-
formed by it broker who fills an order from
one customer to buy a certain stock or com-
modity by simply transferring to him the
stock or commodity placed in his hands (or
ordered to he sold) by another customer, in-
stead ot going upon the exchange and ex-
ecuting both buying and selling orders sep-
arately and on the best terms obtainable for
the respective custoiners. See Mcbilynn v.
Seymour, 14 N. 1:. St. Rep: 709.

WASHING-HORN. The sounding of a
born for washing before dinner. The custom
was formerly observed in the Temple.

WASHINGTON, TREATY 01‘. A
treaty signed on .\iii_v 8. 1871. between Great
Britain and the United States of America,
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with reference to certain diflerences arising
out or the war between the northern and
southern states of the Union, the Canadian
fisheries, and other matters. Wharton.

WASTE. Spoil or destruction, done or
permitted, to lands, houses, gardens, trees,
or other corporeal hereditaments, by the
tenant thereof, to the prejudice of the heir.
or of him in reversion or remainder. 2 Bl.
Comm. ‘.281. '

Waste is a spoil and destruction of an estate,
either in houses, woods, or lands, by demolish-
ing, not the temporary profits only, but the-
very substance of the thing. thereby rendering
it wild and desolate, which the common law ex-
greases very significantly by the word “vastum.”

Bl. Comm. 2223
Waste is a lasting damage to the reversion

caused by the destruction, by the tenant for life
or years, of such things on the land as are not
included in its temporary profits. Proflitt v.
Henderson, 29 M0. 323.

In old English criminal law. A prerog-
ative or liberty, on the part of the crown, of
comuiitting waste on the lands of felons, by
pulling down their houses, extirpating their
gardens, plowing their meadows, and cutting
down their woods. 4 Bl. Comm. 386.
—0o:nrnisslvo waste. Active or positive"
waste‘ waste done by acts of spoliation or de-
struction. rather than by mere neglect: the same
as voluntary waste. See in/ra.—_-Double waste.
See Dousu-:.—l-Zqultablo waste. Injury to a
reversion or remainder in real estate, which is
not recognized by the courts of law as waste.-
but which equity will interpose to revent or
remedy. Gannon v. Peterson, 193 I l. 372, 62
N E. 210, 55 L. R. A. 701; Crowe v. Wilson,‘.
65 Md. 479, 5 Atl. 427. 57 Am. Rep. 343. 0th-
erwise defined as an unconscientions abuse of
the privilege of non-impeachability for waste at
common law, whereby a tenant for life, without
impeachment of waste. will be restrained from
committing willful, destructive. malicious. or ex-
travagant waste, such as pulling down houses,
cutting timber of too young :1 growth, or trees
planted for ornament, or for shelter of prem-
ises. Wharton.—I1npoaohinent of waste.
Liability for waste committed, or a demand or
suit for compensation for waste committed up-
on lands or tenements by a tenant thereof who
has no right to commit waste. On the other
hand. a tenure “without impeachment of waste"
signifies that the tenant cannot be called to ac-'
count for waste committed.—Nnl waste. "No
waste." The name of a plea in an action of
waste. denying the commission of waste. and
forming the general issue.-—Pe:-rniulvs waste.
That lrind of waste which is a matter of omis-
sion only, as by snifering a. house to fall for
want of necessa reparations. 2 Bl. Comm.
281; Willey v. raway, 64 Vt. 5530, 2.'»_Atl.

: : Beekman v. Van Dolsen. 63 Hun, 48¢, 18
N. Y. Supp. 376: White v. Wagner. 4 liar. &
J. (Md.) 391, 7 Am._I_)ec. 67-i.—Volnnta1-y
waste. Active or positive waste; waste done
or committed, in contradistinction to that whigg
results from mere negligence, which is call
“permissive" waste. Bouv. Inst. ‘no. 2394.
Voluntary or commissive waste consists of in-
jury to the demised premises or some part there-
of. when occasioned by some deliberate or voi-
untary act. as. for instance, the_pulling down
of a house or removal of floors, windows. doors,
furnaces. shelves, or other things affixed to and
forming part of the freehold. Regan v. huthy.
16 Daly. 413. 11 N. Y. Supp. 709. Contrasted
with “permlssive"_ waste.—Writ o_2 waste.
The name,o£,a writ to be issued against a ten-
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ant who has committed waste of the premises.
There were anciently several forms of this
writ, adapted to the particular circumstances.

WASTE-BOOK. A book used by mer-
chants, to receive rough entries or memo-
randa of all transactions in the order of
their occurrence, previous to their being post-
ed in the journal. Otherwise called a “blot-
ter.”

wasroas. In old statutes: A kind of
thieves.

WATCH, 1:. To keep guard; to tand as
sentinel; to be on guard at night, for the
preservation of the peace and good order.

1 warcn, n. A body of constable ,on
duty on any particular night.

WATCH AND WARD. “Watch” de-
notes keeping guard during the night;
“ward,” by day.

WATOHJIAN. An ofiicer in many cities
and towns. whose duty it is to watch during
the night and take care of the property of
the inhabitants.

WATER. As designating a commodity
or a subject of ownership, this term has the
same meaning in law as in common speech;
but in another sense, and especially in the
plural, it may designate a body of water,
such as a river, a lake, or an ocean, or an
aggregate of such bodies of" water, as in the
phrases "foreign waters," “waters of the
United States." and the like.

Water is neither land nor tenement nor sus-
ce tible of absolute ownership. It is'a mov-
ab e thing and must of necessity continue com-
mon by the law of nature. It admits only of a
transient usufructnary pro erty. and if it es-
capes for a moment, t e rig t to it is gone for-
ever, the qualified owner having no legal power
of reclamation. It is not ca able of being sued
for by the name of “water,’ nor by a calcula-
tion of its cubical or superficial measure; but
the suit must be brought for the land which
lies at the bottom covered with water. As wa-
ter is not land, neither is it a tenement, because
it is not of a pennanent nature, nor the sub-
ject of absolute property. It is not in any pos-
sible sense real estate. and hence is not em-
braced in a covenant of general warranty. Mit-
chell v. Warner, 5 Conn. 518.
—Ooiut waters. See COAs‘i'.—I‘or.-eign wa-
ters. Those belonging to another nation or
country or subject to another jurisdiction, as
distinguished from “domestic” waters. The
Pilot. 50 Fed. 437, 1 C. C. A. 523.-Inland
waters. See INLANI).—1I'avigab1e waters.
See NAvIGABLE.—P e r o o 1 n t 1 n g waters.
Those which pass through the ground beneath
the "surface of the earth without any definite
channel. and do not form a part of the body or
flow. surface or subterranean. of any water-
course. They may be either rain waters which
are slowly infiltrating through the soil or wa-
ters seeping through the banks or the bed of
a stream. and which have so far left the bed
and the other waters as to have lost their char-
acter as a part of the flow of that stream.
Vineland Irr. Dist. v. Azusa Irr. Co.. 126 Cal.
483.58Pac.1057.46L.R.A.820; LosAn-
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fizleav. Pomeroy, 124 Cal. 597. 57 Pac. 585;
erriman Irr. Co. v. Keel, Utah, 96. 69 Pac.

719' Deadwood Cent. R. Co. v. Barker. 14 S.
D. 558, 86 N. W. 619; Montecito Val. Wa-
ter Co. v. Santa Barbara, 144 Cal. 578. 77
Pac. 1113.—P1-ivate waters. Non-navigable
streams, or bodies of water not 0 en to the re
sort and use of the general publ c, but entire-
ly owned and controlled by one or more in-
dividuals.—Publle waters. Such as are adapt-
ed for the purposes of navigation, or those to
which the general public have a right of access,
as distinguished from artificial lakes, ponds. and
other bodies of water privately owned, or sim-
ilar natural bodies of water owned exclusively
by one or more persons. See Lamprey v. Met-
calf, 52 Minn. 181, 53 N. W. 1139, 18 L. R. A.
670. 38 Am. St. Rep. 541; Carter v. Thurston,
58 N. H. 104, 42 Am. Rep. 584; Cobb v. Dav-
enport, 32 N. J. Law, 369: 'West Point Wa-
ter-Power Co. v. State, 49 Neb. 223. 68 N. W.
507; State V. Theriault. 70 Vt. 617, 41 Atl.
1030. 43 L. R. A. 290. 67 Am. St. Rep. 648.-
Subterranean waters. Waters which lie
wiioliy‘beneath the surface of the ground. and
which either ooze and seep through the sub-
surface strata without pursuing any defined
course or channel, (percolating waters.) or flow
in a permanent and regular but invisible course,
or lie under the earth in a more or less immov-
able body, as a subterranean lalre.—8nrfaeo
waters. As distin ished from the waters of
a natural stream, is e, or pond. surface waters
are such as difiuse themselves over the surface
of the ground. following no defined course or
channel, and not gathering into or forming any
more definite body of water than a mere hog
or marsh. They generally originate in rain:
and melting snows, but the flood waters of a
river may also be considered as surface waters
if they become separated from the main current,
or leave it never to return, and spread out over
lower ground. See Schaefer v. Marthaler, 34
Minn. 487, 26 N. W. 726. 57 Am. Rep. 40:
Crawford v. Rambo. 44 Ohio St. 279. 7 N. E.
429; New York. etc.. R. Co. v. Hamlet Hay
Co.. 149 Ind. 344, 47 N. E. 1060; Cairo, etc..
R. Co. v. Brevoort (C. C.) 62 Fed. 129. 25 L
R. A. 527: Brandenburg v. Zeigier. 62 S. C.
18. 39 S. E. 790, 55 L. R. A. 414. 89 Am. St.
Rep. 887; Jones v. I-iannovan, 55 M0. 467;
Tampa Waterworks Co. v. Cline. 37 Fla. 586.
20 South. 780, 33 L. R. A. 376. 53 Am. St. Re .

262.--Tide waters. See TIDE.—Wu.ter-Ii -

122. The title of an oiiicer, in rt towns in
England, appointed for the searc ing of ships.
Also of an oiiicer belougin to the city of Ion-
don, who had the supervising and search of the
fish brought thither. Cowell.—Water-bsy-
lay. in American law. An ofiicer mentioned
in the colony laws of New Plymouth. (A. D.
1671.) whose duty was to collect dues to the
colony for fish taken in their waters. Probably
another form of waicr-bailiff. Burrill.—Wa-
ter-course. See that title infra.-W'ateah
gage. A sea-wall or bank to restrain the cur-
rent and overflowing of the water: also an in-
strument to measure water. Cowell.—Water-
gang. Saxon word for a trench or course
to carry a stream of water, such as are com-
monly made to drain water out of marshes. Co-
well.—Water-gavel. In old records. A travel
or rent paid for fishing in or other benefit re-
ceived from some river or water. Cowell:
Blount.—Water-mark. See that title infra.
—Water-nneasux-e._ In old statutes. A means
ure greater than Winchester measure by about
three gallons in the bushel. Cowell.—Watar-
ordeal. In Saxon and old English law. The
ordeal or trial by water._ '1"he hot-water ordeal
was performed by_plunging the bare arm up to
the elbow in boiling water, and escaping un-
hurt thereby. 4 Bl. Comm. 343. The cold-coo
ter ordeal was performed by casting the person
suspected into a river or pond of cold water.
when, if he floated therein, without any action
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of swimming it was deemed an evidence of his
guilt; but. if he sunk. he was acquitted. _

—Waton-power. The water-power to which
a ri arian owner is entitled consists of the fall
in t e stream. when in its natural state. as it
passes through his land. or along the bounds?
of it; or. in other words, it consists of the di -

ference of level between the surface where the
stream flrst touches his land, and the surface
where it leaves it. cCalmont v. Whitaker, 8
Rawie. (Pa.) 90, 23 Am. Dec. 102.—Wa.ter
right. A legal right. in the nature of a cor-
poreal hereditament. to use the water of a nat-
ural stream or water furnished through a ditch
or canal. for general or specific purposes, such
as irrigation. mining. power. or domestic use,
either to its full capacity or to a measured ex-
tent or during a defined portion of the time.
See Hill v. Newman. 5 Cal. 445. 63 Am. Dec.
40; Cary v. Daniels. 8 Metc. (Mass.) 480. 41

Am. Dec. 532; Canal Co. v. Hess, 6 Colo. App.
497, 42 Pac. 50.—Watersoape. An aqueduct
or passage for water.-‘Waters of the ‘United
States. All waters within the United States
which are navigable for the purposes of com-
merce. or whose navigation successfully aids
commerce. are included in this term. The Dan-
iel Ball. 6 Fed. Cas. 1161.

WATER-COURSE. A natural stream of
water fed from permanent or perlodical_ nat-
ural sources and usually flowing in a par-
ticular direction in a deflned channel. hav-
ing a bed and banks or sides. and usually
discharging itself into some other stream or
body of water. Los Angeles v. Pomeroy. 124
Cal. 597, 57 Pac. 587; Chamberlain v. Hem-
ingway. 63 Conn. 1. 27 Atl. 239. 38 Am. St.
Rep. 330: Ribordy v. Murray, 177 I11. 134,
52 N. E. 325: Rait v. Farrow, 74 Kan. 101,
85 Pac. 934. 6 L. R. ‘A. (N. S.) 157; Dickin-
son v. Worcester, 7 Allen (Mass) 19; Earl
v. De Hart, 12 N. J. Eq. 284. 72 Am. Dec. 395;
Barkley v. Wilcox. 86 N. Y. 140. 40 Am. Rep.
519; Simmons v. Winters. 21 Or. 35, 27 Pac.
7. 28 Am. St. Rep. 727.

There must he a stream usually flowing in a
particular direction. though it need not flow con-
tinually. It may sometimes be dry. It must
flow in a definite channel. having a bed. sides. or
banks. and usually discharge itself into some
other stream or body of water. It must be
something more than a mere surface drainage
over the entire face of a tract of land. occasion-
ed by unusual freshets or other extraordinary
causes. It does not include the water flowing
in the hollows or ravines in land. which is the
mere surface-water from rain or melting snow,
and is discharged through them from a higher
to a lower level. but which at other times are
destitute of water. Such hollows or ravines are
not. in legal contemplation. water-courses. Hoyt
v. Hudson, 27 Wis. 656. 9 Am. Rep. 473: San-
guinetti v. Pock. 136 Cal. 466. 69 Pac. 98. 89
Am. St. Rep. 1%: Luther v. Winuisimmet Co.,
9 Cush. (Mass.) 171; Pyle v. Richards. 17 Neb.
180. 22 N. W. 370.

But if the topography of the surrounding
country is such that water accumulates in great
quantities after heavy rains or at the season of
melting snows. and descends periodically through
a well-defined channel which the force of the
water has made for itself. and which is the ac-
customed channel through which it flows and
has always flowed. such channel is to be deem-
ed a natural water-course. Kelly v. Dunning.
39 N. J. Eq. 482: Earl v. De Hart. 12 N. J.
Eq. 280. 72 Am. Dec. 395:_ Simmons v. Winters,
21 Or. 35. 27 Pac. 7, 28 Am. St. Rep. 727.
—1I$tura.l water-course. A natural stream
flowing in s defined.bed or channel; one form-
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ed by the natural flow of the water, as deter-
mined bv the general superiicies or conforma-
tion of the surrounding country, as distinguish-

from an “artificial" water-course, formed
by the work of man. such as a ditch or canal.
See Barkley v. Wilcox, 86 N. Y. 1 . Am.
Rep. 519: Hawle v. Sheldon. 64 Vt. 491. 24
Atl. 717 33 Am. t. Rep.- 941; Porter v. Arm-
strong, i29 N. c. 101, m s s. 799.

WATELHARK. A mark indicating the
highest point to which water_ rises, or the
lowest point to which it sinks.
-3131:-water max-k. This term is properly
a plicable only to tidal waters, and designates

e line on the shore reached by the water at
the high or flood tide. But it is sometimes al_-
so used with reference to the waters of arti-
ficial nd or lakes, created by dams in un-
naviga le streams, and then denotes the highest
point on the shores to which the dams can raise
the water in ordinary circumstances. Howard
v. Ingersoil, 13 How. 423, 14 L. Ed. 189' Storer
v. Freeman. 6 Mass. 437, 4 Am. Dec. 155: Mo-
bile Transp. Co. v. Mobile. 128 Ala. 335, 30
South. 645, 64 L. R. A. 333 86 Am. St. Re .

143; Morrison v. First Nat. bulk. 88 Me. 1
33 Atl. 782; Brad v. Blaclrinton, 113 Mass.
245; Cook v. McC ure. 58 N. Y. 444. 17 Am.
Rep. 270.—I.ow-water mark. That line on
the shore of the sea which marks the edge of
the waters at the lowest oint of the ordina
ebb tide. Stover v. ack 00 Pa. 312. 1
Am. ec. 66; Gerrish v. 1’rop’rs of Union
Wharf, 26 Me. 395. 46 Am. Dec. 568.

WATERING STOCK. In the language
of brokers, adding to the capital stock of a
corporation by the issue or new stock, with-
out increasing the real value represented by
the capital.

WAVESON. In old records. Such goods
as, after a wreck. swim or float on the waves.
Jacob.

WAX SCOT. A duty anciently paid twice
a year towards the charge of wax candles
in churches. Spelman.

WAY. A passage, path, road. or street.
In a technical sense, a Ham oi’ passage over
land.

A right of way is the privilege which an
individual, or a particular description oi’ per-
sons. as the inhabitants of a village, or the
owners or occupiers of certain farms. have of
going over another’s ground. It is an in-
corporeal hereditament of a real nature, en-
tirely different from a public highway.
Cruise. Dig. tit. 24, 5 1.

The term “way" is derived from the Saxon,
and means a right of use for passengers. It
may be private or public. By the term "right of
way" is general] meant a private way, which
is an incorporea hereditament of that class oi‘-
easements in which a particular person, or par-,
ticular description of persons, have an interest
and a right, though another person is the owner
of the fee of the land in which it is claimed.
Wild v. Deig, 43 Ind. 455, 13 Am. Rep. 399.
—Ps-ivato way. A right which a person has
of passing over the land of another. Jones v.
Venable, 120 Ga. 1, 47 S. E. 549; Whiting v.
Dudley, 19 Wend. (N. Y.) 376; Kister v. Rees-
er. 98 Pa. 1, 42 Am. Re . 608: Kripp v. Curtis.
71 Cal. 62, 11 Pac. 9. In another..senso
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(chiefly in New England) a private way is one
laid out by the local public authorities for the
accommodation of individuals. and wholly or
chiefly at their expense, but not restricted to
their exclusive use, being subject, like hiihways
to the public easement of passage. See Ietcalt
v. Bingham, 3 N. H. 459: Clark v. Boston. 0.
& M. R. Co.. 24 N. H. 118; Denham v. Bristol
County, 108 Mass. 202; Butchers’, etc., Ass'n
v. Boston, 139 Mass. 290, 30 N. E. 94.—B1¢ht
of way. See that title.

WAY-BILL". A writing in which is set
down the names of passengers who are car-
ried in a public conveyance, or the description
of goods sent with a common carrier by land.
Wharton.

WAY-GOING CROP. A crop of grain‘
sown by a tenant for a term certain, during
his tenancy, but which will not ripen until
after the expiration of his lease; to this. by
custom in some places, the tenant is entitled.

4 WAYLEAVE is a right of way over or
through land for the carriage of minerals
from a mine or quarry. It is an easement,
being a species or the class called “rights or
way," and is generally created by express
grant or reservation. Sweet.

WAYNAGIUM. implements of husband-
ry. 1 Reeve, Eng. Law, c. 5, p. 268.

WAYS AND MEANS. In a legislative
body, the "committee on ways and means"
is a committee appointed to inquire into and
consider the methods and sources for raising
revenue, and to propose menus for providing
therunds needed by the government.

WAYWARDENS. The English highway
acts provide that in every parish forming
part or a highway district there shall an-
nually be elected one or more waywardens.
The waywardens so elected, and the Justices
for the ~_county residing within the district,
form the highway board for the district.
Each waywarden also represents his parish
in regard to the levying. oi‘ the highway
rates, and in questions arising concerning
the liability or his parish to repairs, etc.
Sweet.

WEALD. Sax. Awood; the woody part
or a country.

WEALREAI‘. In old English law. The
robbing of a dead man in his grave.

WEALTH. All material objects, capable
of satisfying human wants, desires, or tastes,
having a value in exchange, and upon which
human labor has been expended: 4. e.. which
have, by such labor, been either reclaimed
from nature, extracted or gathered from
the earth or sea. manufactured from raw
materials, improved, adapted, or cultivated. ‘

“The aggregate of all the things, whether
material or immaterial. which contribute to
comfort and enjoyment, which cannot be ob-
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tained without more or less labor, and which
are objects or frequent barter and sale, is
what we usually call ‘wealth.’ " Bowen, PoL
Econ. See Branham v. State. 96 Ga. 307, 22
S. E. 957. '

WEAPON. An instrument used in tight-
ing;. an instrument or oirensive or deten-
sive combat-. The term is chiefly used, in
law, in the statutes prohibiting the carrying
of “concealed" or "deadly” weapons. See
those titles. —

WEAR, or WEIR. A great dam or
fence made across a river, or against water,
formed or stakes interlaced by twigs of osier,
and accommodated for the taking of tish, or
to convey a stream to a mill. Coweil; Jacob.

WEAR AND TRA3. "Natural wear and
tear” means deterioration or depreciation in
value by ordinary and reasonable use of the
subject-matter. Green v. Kelly, 20 N. J. Law.’
648.

- WED. Sax. A covenant or agreement.
Cowell.

WEDBEDRIP. Sax. In old English law.
A customary service which tenants paid to
their lords. in cutting down their corn, or do-
ing other harvest duties; as ii.‘ a covenant
to reap for the lord at the time or his bid-
ding or commanding. Cowell.

WEEK. A period or seven consecutive
days of time; and, in some uses, the period
beginning with Sunday and ending with Sut-
urday. See Leach v. Burr, 188 U. S. 510, 23
Sup. Ct. 393, 47 L. Ed. 567; Iionkeudorif
Y. Taylor, 4 Pet. 361, 7 L. Ed. 882; Evans
v. Job, 8 Nev. 324; Bird v. Burgsteiner. 100
Ga. 486, 28 S. E. 219; Steinie v. Bell, 12 Abb.
Prac. N. S. (N. Y.) 175; Russell v. Croy, 164
Mo. 69. 63 S. W. 849; Medland v. Linton, 60
Neb. 219, 82 N. W. 806.

WEHADINC.
The judicial combat, or duel;
battel.

In old European law.
the trial by

WEIGHAGE. In English law. A duty
or toll paid for weighing merchandise. It is
called “tronayc" for weighing wool at the
king's beam, or “pesago” for weighing other
avoirdupois goods. 2 Chit. Com. Law. 16.

WEIGHT. A measure of heaviness or
ponderosity; and in a metaphorical sense in-
fluence, effectiveness, or power to influence
judgment or conduct.
—-GI-on Weight. The whole weight of goods
and merchandise, including the dust and dress,
and also the chest or bag. etc.. upon which tare
and tret are allowed.—Wei¢hts of annual.
See Auncsr. WI-:io1I'r.—Woight of Evidence.
The balance or preponderance of evidence: the
inclination of the greater amount of credible evi-
dence. ofiered in a trial. to support one an of
the issue rather than the other. The "V t"
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or "preponderance of proof" is a,p_hrase con-
stantly used, the meaning of wh_ich_ is well un-
derstood and easily defined. It iil(l_i(.'i1teS clear-
ly to the jury that the party ilil\:Iilg the bn_r-
den of proof will be entitled to their verdict. if.
on weighing the evidence in their minds, they
shall find the greater amount of credible evi-
dence sustains the issue which is to be estab-
lished before them. Haskins v. Haskins, 9 Gray
(Mass) 393.

i A fence or an inclosure of twigs,
set in a stream to catch flsh. Pub. St.’Mass.
p. 1297; Treat v. Chipman, 35 Me. 38.

.WELL, adj. In marine insurance. A
term used asdescriptlve oi‘ the safety and
soundness of a vessel, in a warranty of her
condition at a particular time and place; as,
“warranted well at on ."

- In "the old reports. Good. sutiicient, un-
objectionable in law; the opposite or “ill."

"WELL, 9|. A well, as the term is used in
a conveyance, is an artiiiciul excavation and
erection in and upon land,‘ which necessarily,
from its nature and the mode of its use, in-
cludes and comprehends the substantial occu-
pation and beneficial enjoyment of the whole
premises on which it is situated. Johnson v.
Rayner, 6'Gray (Mass) 107 ; Andrews v. Car-
man, 13 Blatchf. 307, 1 Fed. Cas. 868. '

WELL KIIOWIIIG. A phrase used in
pleading as the technical expression in lay-
ing a so-tenier. (q. 12.)

; wusn norvreaen. see Moaraaon.

‘-WEED. In old records. A large extent
of ground, comprising several jugs; a peram-
bulation; a circuit. Spelman; Coweli.

- WERA, or WERE; The estimation or
price of a man, especially of one slain. In
the criminal law oi’ the Anglo-Saxons, every
man's life had its value, called a "were." or
“coping a:s¢hn'atio." -'

WI:REGEL'_1‘_'.l‘H_EP. Sax. In old Eng-
lish law. A robber who might be ransomed.
Fleta, lib. 1, c. 47, 5 13.

WEREGILD, or WERGILD. This was
the price of homicide,'or other atrocious per-
sonal oflense, paid partly to the king for the
loss or a subject, partly to the lord for the
loss of a vassal, and partly to the next oi!
kin of tiie injured person. In the Anglo-
Saxon laws, the amount of compensation
varied with the degree or rank of the party
slain. Brown. —

. WEBELADA. A purging from a crime
by the oaths of several persons, according to
the degree and quality of the accused. Cow-
ell.

WERGELT. In old Scotch law. A sum
paid_ by an _oii'e_nder as a compensation, or
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satisfaction for the oiifcnse;
wergild.

s weregild. or

WERP-GELD. Belg. In European law.
Contribution for jettison; average -

WESTMINSTER. A city immediately
adjoining London, and forming a part or the
metropolis; formerly the seat of the superior
courts or the kingdom. ,

WESTMINSTER OONIESIION. A
document containing a, statement of religious
doctrine, concocted at a conference or Bi-it-.
isli and continental Protestant divines at
Westminster, in the year 1643, which subse-
quently became the basis of the Scotch Pres-
byterian Church. Wharton. ‘ _ ,:

WESTMINQTEE THE, P1381‘. The
statute 3 Edw. I.,.A. D. 1275. _'1‘his statute,-
which deserves the name of a code rather
than an act, is divided into fifty-one .chap-
ters. Without extending the exemption-of‘,
churchmen from civil jurisdiction, it pro-._

tects the property or the church from the vio-
lence and spoliatlou of the king and the no-
bles, provides for freedom of popular elec-
tions, because sheriifs, coroners, and conserv-
ators of the peace were still chosen by the
rreeholders in the county court. and at—‘

tempts had been made to influence the elec-
tion or knights of the shire, from the time
when they were instituted. It contains a
declaration to enforce the euactinentot Hag-‘
na Oharta against excessive tines,‘ which
might operate as perpetual imprisonment,‘
enumerates and corrects the abuses -of ten.
ures, particularly as to marriage oi‘- wards":
regulates the levying of tolls, which were
imposed arbitrarily by the‘ barons and by
cities and boroughs; corrects and restraint;
the powers or the king's escheator and other
oiilcers; amends the criminal law. putting the
crime of rape on the footing to which it has
been lately restored. as a most grievous, but
not capital, oflense: and embraces the subject
of procedure in civil and criminal matters,
introducing many regulations to render-it
cheap, simple, and expeditious. 1 Camp.
Lives Ld. Ch. p. 167; 2 Reeve, Eng. Law,
c. 9, p. 10?. Certain parts oi’ this act‘ are
repealed'by St. 26 J: 27 Vict c. 125. Wliai-5
ton. ' “

WESTMINSTER. THE SECOND. The
statute 13 Edw. I. St. 1, A. D. 1285, other-
wise called the “Statute dc Donia Condition-
alibus.” See 2 Reeve, Eng. Law, c. 10. p.‘
163. Certain parts of this act are repealed
by St. 19 an 20 Vict. c. 64, and St. 26 J:
Vict. c. 125. Wharton. ~ ‘

. WESTIMIIISTEB 1'1!!! THIRD, STAT-
UTE 01‘. A statute passed in the eighteenth
year oi’ Edward I. More commonly known
as the “Statute of Quia Emptorea." (q. 11,)

See Barring. Ob. St. 167-169.
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WEST IAXOII LAGE. The laws of the
West Saxons, which obtained in the counties
to the south and west of England. from
Kent to Devonshire. Blackstone supposes
these to have been much the same with the
laws of Alfred, being the municipal law of
the far most considerable part of his domin-
ions, and particularly including Berkshire,
the seat of his peculiar residence. 1 Bl.
Comm. 65.

WETEEB. A castrated ram, at least one
year old. In an indictment it may be called
a "sheep." Rex v. Bl:-ket, 4 Car. & P. 216.

WEALE. A royal fish, the head being
the king's property. and the tall the queen’s.
2 Steph. Comm. 19, 448, 540.

WEALER. A vessel employed‘ in the
whale fishery.

WHARI‘. A perpendicular bank or mound
of timber, or stone and earth, raised on the
shore of a harbor, river, canal, etc., or ex-
tending some distance into the water, for
the convenience of lading and unlading ships
and other vessels. Webster.

A broad. plain place near a river, canal, or
other water, to lay wares on that are brought
to or from the water. Cowell.

A wharf is a structure erected on a shore be-
low high-water mark, and sometimes extending
into the channel, for the laying vessels along-
side to load or unload. and on -which stores are
often erected for the rece tion of car 5.
Done v. Broad Street Ass n. 6 Mass. 32;
Langdon v. New York, 33 N. Y. 151; Dubuque
v. Stout, 32 Iowa, 47; Geiger v. Filor, 8
Fla. 332: Paien v. Ocean City. 64 N. J. Law,
669. 46 Atl. 774.

WEABEAGE. Money paid for landing
wares at a wharf, or for shipping or taking
goods into a boat or barge from thence.
Cowell.

Strictly speaking “whurfage" is money due,
or money actually paid, for the privilege of
landing goods upon, or loading a vessel
while moored from, a wharf. 1 Brown, Adm.
37.

WEARPINGER. One who owns or
keeps a wharf for the purpose of receiving
and shipping merchandise to or from it for
hire.

Will. An engine of torture used in
medieval Europe, on which a criminal was
bound while his limbs were broken one by
one till he died.

WHEELAGE. Duty or toll paid for carts,
etc, passing over certain ground. Cowell.

WHEN AND WHERE. Technical
words in pleading, formerly necessary in
making full defense to certain actions.

WHENEVER. This word. though often
used as equivalent to "as soon as," is also
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often used where the time intended by it is.
and will be until its arrival, or for some un-
certain period, at least, indeterminate. Rob-
inson v. Greene, 14 R. I. 188.

WHEREAS. A word which implies a re-
cital of a past fact. The word “whereas,"
when it renders the deed senseless or repug-
nant, may be struck out as impertinent, and
shall not vitlate a deed in other respects
sensible.

WHIG. This name was applied in Scot-
land, A. D. 1648, to those violent Covenant-
ers who opposed the Duke of Hamilton's in-
vasion of England in order to restore Charles
I. The appellation oi‘ “Whig” and "Tory"
to political factions was iirst heard of in A.
D. 1679. and, though as senseless as any cant
terms that could be devised, they became in-
stantly as familiar in use us they have since
continued. 2 l:iall. Const. Hist. c. 12; Whar-
ton.

WKIPPING. A mode of punishment, by
the iuflictlon of stripes, occasionally used in
England and in a few of the American states.

WIIIPPING-POST. A post or stake to
which a criminal is tied to undergo the pun-
ishment of whipping. This penalty is now
abolished, except in a few states.

WRITE. A Mongolian is not a "white
person," within the meaning oi‘ the term as
used in the naturalization laws of the United
States; the term applies only to persons of
the Caucasian race. In re Ah Yup. 6 Savvy
155. Fed. Cas. No. 104.

WIIITE ACRE. A iictitious name given
to a piece of land, in the English books. for
purposes of illustration.

WHITE BONNET. In scotch law. A
iictitious otferer or bidder at a roup or auc-
tion sale. Bell.

WHITE MEATS. In old English law.
Milk, butter, cheese, eggs, and any composi-
tion of them. Cowell.

WHITE BENTI. in English law. Rents
paid in silver, and called "white rents.” or
“rcdduus aim." to distinguish them from
rents payable in corn, labor, provisions, etc.,
called "black-rent" or “black-mail."

WHITE SPURS.
Cowell.

A kind of enquires.

WEITEPRIARS. A place in London be-
tween the Temple nnd Biackfriars, which
was formerly a sanctuary. and therefor!
privileged from arrest. Wharton.

WEITEIIART SILVER. A mulct on
certain lands in or near -to the forest ot
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Whitehart. paid into the exchequer, imposed
by Henry III. upon Thomas de la Linda, for
killing a beautiful white hart which that
king before had spared in hunting. Camd.
Brit. 150.

WHITSUII PABTBINGB. Pentecostalfl.
(q. 1:.)

WHITSUNTIDE. The feast of Pente-
cost, being the fiftieth day after Easter, and
the ilrst of the tour cross-quarter days or the
year. Wharton.

WHITTAICWAICII. In old English law.
A class or oifenders who whitened stolen ox-
hides and horse-hides so that they could not
be known and identified.

WHOLE BLOOD. See Bnoon.

WHOLESALE. To sell by wholesale is
to sell by large parcels, generally in original
packages. and not by retail.

WHORE. A whore is a woman who prac-
tices unlawful commerce with men, particu-
larly one who does so for hire; a harlot:
s concubine; a prostitute. Sheehey v. Cok-
ley, 43 Iowa, 1&3, 22 Am. Rep. 236.

W10. A place on the seashore or the
bank of a river.

WIOA. A country house or farm. Gow-
ell.

WIOK. Sax. A village, town, or dis-
trict. Hence, in composition, the territory
over which a given Jurisdiction extends.
Thus, "bailiwick" is the territorial jurisdic-
tion of a bailii! or sherifl or constable.
"sheriirwick" was also used in the old books.

WIDOW. A woman whose husband is
dead, and who has not married again. The
“king's widow" was one whose deceased hus-
band had been the king's tenant in caplto;
she could not marry again without the royal
permission.
—Grsss widow. See that title.—Wldow-
bench. The share of her husband's estate
which a widow is allowed baides her jointure.
—W1dow‘s chamber. In London, the ap-

rel of a widow and the furniture of her cham-
er. left by her deceased husband, is so called,

and the widow is entitled to it. 2 Bi. Comm.
518.—Wldow’s quarantine. In old English
law. The space of forty days after the death
of a man who died seised of lands, durin which
his widow might remain in her husban 's cap-
ital mansion-house, without rent, and durinfi
which time her dower should be assigned. 2 B
Comm. l35.—Wldow’s cores. in Scotch law.
The right which a wife has after her husband's
death to a third of the rents of lands in which
her husband died infeft: dower. Bell.

WIDOWEE. A man whose wife is dead,
and who has not remarried.
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WIDOWIIOOD. The" state or condition
of being a widow. An estate is sometimes
settled upon a women "during widowhood,"
which is expressed in Latin. “durante -smu-
itaie."

WIPA. L. Lat. In old European law.
A mark or sign; ii mark set up on land, to
denote an exclusive occupation, or to prohibit
entry. Spelman.

WIPE. A woman who has ahhusband liv-2
and undivorced. The correlative‘ term is;
“husband.”

WIPE’: EQUITY. When a husband is
compelled to seek the aid of a court of equity
for the purpose of obtaining the possession
or control of his wife's estate, that court will‘
recognize the right or the wire to have a
suitable and reasonable provision made. by‘
settlement or otherwise, for herself and her
children, out of the property thus brought
within its Jurisdiction. This right is called
the “wife's equity," or “equity to a settle-
ment." See 2 Kent, Comm. 139.

WIGZBEVE. In old Diglish law. The
overscer of a wood. Coweil.

WILD ANIMALS, (or animals fem nut‘-
uris.) Animals of an untainable disposition.

wn.n urn. Land in a state of nature,
as distinguished from improved or culti-
vated laud. Clark v. Phelps, 4 Cow. (N. Y.)
203.

WILD’! CASE, RULE DI. Aldevise to
B. and his children or issue. B. having no
issue at the time or the devise. gives him an
estate tall; but. if he have issue at the time,
B. and his children take joint estates for
life. 0 Coke. 16b; Tudor. Lead. Cas Real
Prop. 642, 58].

WILL. A will is the legal expression of
a man's wishes as to the disposition of his
property ‘after his death. Code Ga. 1882, 1
2394; Swin-b. Wills. 5 2. .

An instrument in writing, executed in form
of law, by which a person makes a disposi-
tion of his property, to take etrect after his
death. '

Except where it would be inconsistent with
the manifest intent of the legislature, the word
“will” shall extend to a testament, and to a
codicil, and to an appointment by will, or by
writing in the nature of a will, in exercise of a
power_; and also to angymother testamentary
disposition. Code Va. 1 , I 25_l1.

A will is an instrument by which a person
makes a disposition of his pro_pert_y, to take ef-
fect after his decesse, and which is, in its own
nature, ambulatory and revocable dun his
life. It is this am ulatory quality which orms
the characteristic of wills: for though a dispo-
sition by deed may gostpone the possession or
enjoyment, or even t e vesting, until the death
of the disposinrgxfartg, yet the postponement is
in such case p uce by the express terms, and
does not result from the nature of the instru-
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meat. McDaniel v. Johns, 45 Miss. 641. And
see Jasper v. Jasper, 17 Or. 590, 22 Pac. 152;
Leathers v. Greenacre, 53 Me. 567: Cover v.
Stein, 6? Md. 449, 10 At]. 2%]. 1 Am. St. Rep.
406; George v. Green, 13 N. H. 521; In re
Harrison's htate, 196 Pa. 576, 46 All. 88%;
Bayley v. Bailey, 5 Cush. (Mass.) 249; Reaiz_nn
v.‘Stan|ey. 11 Lea (Tenn.) 324; Lane v. Hill.
63 N. H. 398. 44 Atl. 597; Conklin v. Eger-
ton, 21 Wend. (N. Y.)

A will, when it operates upon personal prop-
erty, is sometimes called a “testament.” and
when upon real estate, a “devise;" but the more
general and the more popular denomination of
the instrument embracing equally real and per-
sonal estate is that of “last will and testament."
4 Kent, Comm. 501.

In criminal law. The power of the mind
which directs the action of a man.

In Scotch prnotloo. That part or clause
ofxa process which contains the mandate or
command to the officer. Bell. '

-.—A:nbulstory will. A changeable will (am-
bulatorio volumes), the phrase denoting the
power which a testator possesses of altering his
will during his life-time. See Hattensley v. Bis-
sett. 50 N .1. Eq. 577. 25 Atl. 332.—Double

See DoUni.i:.—Estate at will. This
estate entitles the grantee or lessee to the pos-
session of land during the-pleasureof both the
grantor and himself, yet it creates no sure or

nrable. right, and is. bounded by no definite
lmits as to duration. _It must be at the re-
ciprocal will of both parties, (for, if it be at_tlie
will of the lessor only, it is a lease for life.)
aind‘ the dissent of either determines it. Whar-
t_on.—Eolog1-sphio will. One written entire-
ly b the testator with‘ his own hand.—Mntual

. See Tss'rAinciv'i.—Nnnonpative will.
See that title.—8tatuto of wills. See .Wu.Ls
Am‘, infra. ; _ .

WILLA. In Hindu law. The reiationbe-.
tween a master or patron and his freedman,
and therelation between two‘ persons who
had made a reciprocal testamentary contract.
Wharton. ' I ' .

3 wn.I.rm.. Proceeding from 4 conscious
motion of the will; intending the. result
which actually comes to pass: designed; in-
tentional; malicious.

willful 'dlEe‘rs essentially from a negligent
act. The one is positive and the other negative.
Intention is always separated from negligence by
A precise line of demarkation. Sturni v. At-
lantic Mut. Ins. Co., 38 N. Y. Super. Ct. 317.

In common parlance, “willful" is used in the
sense of “intentional." as distinguished from
f‘aecidental" or “involuntary." But language of
a statute afixing a punishment to acts‘ done
willfully may be restricted to such acts done
with an unlawful intent. U. S. v. Boyd (C. C.)
45 Fed. 855; . State v. Clark, 29 N. J. Law, 96.

WII.I.I'UI.I.Y. Intentionally. In charg-
ing certain olfenses. it is required that they
should be stated to be willfully done. Archb.
Crim. Pl. 51, 58; Leach, 556. '

WILL! ACT. In England. 1. The stat-
ute 32 Hen. VIII. c. 1, passed in 1540, by
which persons seised in fee-simple of lands
hoiden in socage tenure were enabled to de
vise the same at their will and pleasure. ex-
cept to bodies corporate; and those who held
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estates by the tenure of chivalry were en-
abled to devise two—third parts thereof.

2. The statute 7 Wm. IV. & 1 Vict. c. 26.
passed in 1&7, and also called “Lord Lang-
dale's Act." This act permits of the disposi-
tion by will of every kind of interest in real
and personal estate, and provides that all
wills, whether of real or of personal estate.
shall be attested ‘by two witnesses, and that
sudi attestation shall be sufllcient. Other
important_aiterations are elfected by this
statute in the law of wills. Mosley & Whit-
ley.

WINCHESTER MEASURE. The stand-
ard measure of England, originally kept at
Winchester. 1 Bl. Comm. 274.

WINCHESTER, STATUTE 0!‘. A stat-
ute passed in the thirteenth year of the reign
of Edward L, by which the old Saxon law
of policy was enforced. with many addition-
al provisions. 2 lleeve, Eng. Law. 163;
Crabb, Hist. Eng. Law, 189.

WINDING UP. The name applied in
England to the process of settling the ac-
counts and' liquidating the assets of a part-
nersliip or company, for the purpose of mak-
ing distribution and dissolving the concern.

‘ WINDING-UP ACTS. In English law.
General acts of ‘parliament, regulating set-
tlement of corporate affairs on dissolution.

“ WINDOW. An opening made in the wall
of a house to admit light and air, and to
furnish a view or prospect. The use of this
word in law is chiefly in connection with the
doctrine of ancient lights and other rights of
adjacent owners. -

—Window tax. A tax" on windows, levied
on houses which contained more than six win-
dows, and were worth more than £5 per aa-
num; established by St. 7 Win. III. e. 18. St.
14 & 15 Vict. c. 36, substituted for this tax a
tax on inhabited houses. Wharton.

WINDSOR FOREST.
founded by Henry Vlll.

A royal forest

WINTER. CIRCUIT. An occasional cirs
cult appointed for the trial of prisoners, in
England, and in some cases of civil causes,
between Michaelmas and Hilary terms.

WINT R HEYNING. The season be-
tween 1lt November and 23d April, which
is excepted from the liberty of commonlng in
certain forests. St. 23 Car. II. c. 3.

_ WISBY, LAW! 0!‘. The name given to
a code /of maritime laws promulgated at
Wisby, then the capital of Gotliland, in Swe-
den, in the latter part of the thirteenth cen-
tury. This conipilatlon resembled the laws
of Oleron in many respects, and was early
adopted. as a system of sea laws, by the com-
mercial nations of Northern Europe. It
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formed the foundation for the subsequent
code of the Hanseatic League. A transla-
tion of the Laws of Wisby may be seen in the
appendix to 1 Pet. Adm. And see 3 Kent,
Comm. 13. '

WISTA. In Saxon law. Half a. hide of
land, or sixty acres.

WIT. To know; to learn; to be inform-
ed. Used only in the infinitive, to-wit, which
term is equivalent to “that is to say," "name-
ly," or “videucet.”

WITAIK. The purgation from an oifense
by the oath of the requisite number of wit-
nesses.

WITAII’. In Saxon law. Wise men; per-
sons of information, especially in the laws;
the king's advisers; members of the king's
council; the optimates, or principal men of
the kingdom. 1 Spence, Eq. Jur. 11, note.

WITOHORAIT. Under Ste. 33 Hen.
VIII. c. 8, and 1 Jac. l. c. 12, the oifense of
witchcraft. or supposed intercourse with evil
s'pirits,’wa's punishable with death. These
acts were not repealed till 1736. 4 Bi. Comm.
60, 61. ‘

WITH. Sax. A punishment, pain, pen-
alty, mulct, or criminal iine. Cowell.

WITEHDEN. A taxation of the West
Saxons, imposed by the public council of the
kingdom.

..WIT11NA DOM. In Saxon law. The
Judgment of the county court, or other court
of competent jurisdiction, on the title to
property, real or personal. 1 Spence, F11.

Jur. 22.

‘ WITENAGEMOTE. "The assembly of
wise men." This was the great national
council or parliament of the Saxons in Eng-
land, comprising the noblemen, high ecclesi-
astics, and other great thanes of the king-
dom, advising and aiding the king in the
general administration oi‘ government.

_ WITENI. The chiefs of the Saxon lords
or thanes, their nobles, and wise men.

WITH ALI. PAULTS. This phrase,
used in a contract of sale, implies that the
purchaser assumes the risk of all defects and
imperfections, provided they do not destroy
the identity of the thing sold.

WITH STRONG HAND. In pleading.
.A.'technical phrase indispensable in describ-
ing a forcible entry in an indictment. No
other word or circumlocution will answer the
same purpose. Rex v. Wilson, 8 Term R.
857.».
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« WITHDHAWING A 113303. In prac-
tice. The withdrawing of one of the twelve
Jurors from the box, with the result that, the
jury being now found to be incomplete, no
further proceedings can be had in the cause.
The withdrawing of a juror is always by the
agreement of the parties, and is frequently
done at the recommendation of the judge,
where it is doubtful whether the action will
lie; and in such case the consequence is that
each party pays his own costs. It is, how-
ever, no bar to a future action for the same
cause. 2 Tidd, Pr. 861, 862; 1 Archb. Pr.
K. B. 196; Wabash R. Co. v. McCormick, 23
Ind. App. 258, 55 N. E. 251.

WITHDBAWIIIG 380081). In prac-
tice. The withdrawing by a plaintiif of the
M86 prius or trial record tiled in a cause, just
before the trial is entered upon, for the pur-
pose of preventing the cause from being tried.
This may be done before the Jury lire sworn,
and afterwards, by consent of the defend-
a.nt's counsel. 2 Tidd, Pr. 851; 1 Archb. Pr.
K. B. '189; 3 Chit. Pr. 870.

WITHEHNAH. In practice. A taking
by way of reprisal; a taking or a reprisal
of other goods, in lieu of those that were
formerly taken and eloigned or withhoiden.
2 Inst. 141. A reciprocal distress, in lieu
of a previous one which has been eloigned.
3 Bl. Comm. 148. ,

WITHEHSAHE. An apostate, or per-
ildious renegade. Oowell.

WITHOUT DAY. A term used to sig-
nify that an adjournment or continuance is
indefinite or final, or that no subsequent time
is fixed for another meeting, or for further
proceedings. See SINE DIE.

_ WITHOUT WPEACHHENT OP
WASTE. The eflect of the insertion of this
clause in a lease for life is to give the tenant
the right to cut timber on the estate, without
making himself thereby liable to an action
for waste.

WITHOUT PRBJUDICE. Where an of-
fer or admission is made “without preju-
dice," or a motion is denied or a bill in equi-
ty dismissed "without prejudice,” it is meant
as a declaration that no rights or privileges
of the party concerned are to be considered
as thereby waived or lost except in so far
as may be expressly conceded or decided.
See Genet v. Delaware & H. Canal Co., 170
N. Y. 278, 63 N. E. 350; 0'Keei'e v. Irvington
Real Estate Co., 87 Md. 196, 39 Atl. 428;
Ray v. Adden. 50 N. H. 84. 9 Am. Rep. 175;
Senmster v. Blackstock, 83 Va. 232, 2 S. E.
36, 5 Am. St. Rep. 262; Taylor v. Slater, 21
R. I. 104, 41 All. 1001; Kenipton V. Burgess,
136 Mass. 192.

WITHOUT necounsn. This phrase.
used in making in qualified indorsement of p,
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negotiable instrument, signifies that the in-
dorser means to save himself from liability
to subsequent holders, and is a notification
that, if payment is refused by the parties
primarily liable, recourse cannot be had tn
him. See Thompson v. First State Bank, 102
Ga. 896, 29 S. E. 610: mfler v. Funk, 8 Pa.
468; Youngberg v. Nelson, 51 Minn. 172, 53
N. W. 629. 38 Am. st. Rep. 497; Bankhead
v. Owen, 60 Ala. 461.

wrrnoirr 1u:sr~:n.vr:. A term applied
to a sale by auction. indicating that no price
is reserved.

WITHOUT STINT. Without limit;
without any specified number.

WITHOUT THIS, THAT. In pleading.
Formal words used in pleadings by way of
traverse, particularly by way of special trav-
erse, (q. 17,.) importing an express denial of
some matter of fact alleged in a previous
pleading. Steph. Pl. 168, 169, 179, 180.

WITNESS, 12. To subscribe one's name to
a deed, will, or other document, for the pur-
pose of attesting its authenticity, and prov-
ing its execution, if required, by hearing
witness thereto.

WITNESS, n. In the primary sense of
the word, a witness is a person who has
knowledge of an event. As the most direct
mode of acquiring knowledge of an event is
by seeing it, “witness" has acquired the sense
of a person who is present at and observes a
transaction. Sweet. See State v. Desforges,
47 La. Ann. 1107, 17 South. 811; In re Lo-
see‘s Will, 13 Misc. Rep. 298. 34 N. Y. Supp.
1120; Bliss v. Shaman, 47 Me. 248.

A witness is a person whose declaration
under oath (or aiiirmatlon) is received as evi-
dence for any purpose. whether such declara-
tion be made on oral examination or by dep-
osition or afildavit. Code Civ. Proc. Cal. |
1878; Gen. St. Minn. 1878, c. 73, 5 6.

One who is called upon to be present at a
transaction, as a wedding. or the making of
a will, that he may thereafter, if necessary,
testify to the transaction.

In conveyancing. One who sees the %x-
ecution of an instrument, and subscribes it,
for the purpose of confirming its authenticity
by his testimony.
—Adverse witness. A witness whose mind
discloses a bias hostile to the party examining
him; not a witness whose evidence, being hon-
estly given. is adverse to the case of the ex-
aminant. Brown: Greenough v. Eccles, 5 C.
B. (N. S.) 80l.—Attesting witness. See A1‘-
’l'E8'l'A‘i'10N.-Coll etent witness. See Con-
rs'rsN'r.—0s-edib e witness. See Cnsnmns.
—Ps-oseonting witness. See that title.-
Snbsorlb witness. See that title.—Swi£t
witness. e that title.

WITKESSING PART, in a deed or other
formal instrument. is that part which comes
after the recitals, or, where there are no re-
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citals, after the parties. It usually com-
mences with a reference to the agreement or
intention to be etfectuated, then states or re-
fers to the consideration, and concludes with
the operative words and parcels, if any.
Where a deed eirectuates two distinct ob-
jects, there are two witnessing parts. 1 Dav.
Prec. Conv. 63, et seq.; Sweet.

WITTINGLY means with knowledge and
by design, excluding only cases which are
the result of accident or ilorgetfulness, and
including cases where one does an unlawful
act through an erroneous belief of his right.
Osborne v. Warren, 44 Conn. 357.

WOLD. Sex. In England. A down or
champaign ground, hilly and void of wood.
Ooweli; Biount.

WOLF’! HEAD. In old English law.
This term was used as descriptive of the con-
dition of _an outlaw. Such persons were
said to carry a wolf's head, (caput luplnum;)
for if caught alive they were to be brought to
the king, and if they defended themselves
they might be slain and their heads carried
to the king, for they were no more to be ac-
counted of than wolves. Termes de la Ley.
“Woo1ferthfod."

WOIIN. All the females of the human
species. All such females who have arrived
at the age of puberty. Dig. 50, 16, 13.

WONG. Sax. In old records. A field.
Spelman; Cowell.

WOOD-CORN. In old records. A cer-
tain quantity of oats or other grain, paid by
customary tenants to the lord, for liberty to
pick up dead or broken wood. Cowell.

WOOD-GELD. In old English law.
Money paid for the liberty of taking wood in
a forest. Cowell.

Immunity from such payment. spelman.

WOOD LEAVE. A license or right to
cut down, remove, and use standing timber
on a given estate or tract of land. Osborne
v. 0'Reilly, 42 N. J. Eq. 407, 9 At]. 209.

WOOD-LIOTE. In forest law. The old
name of the court of attachments: other
wise called the “Forty-Days Court." Coweli:
3 Bl. Comm. 71.

WOOD PLEA COURT. A court held
twice in the year in the forest of Clun, in
Shropshire, for determining all matters of
wood and‘ agistments. CowelL

WOOD-STREET OOKPTEE. The
name of an old prison in London.

WOODS. A forest: land covered with s
large and thick collection of natural forut
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‘trees. The old books say that a grant of
“all his woods" (omoies boscos auoa) will pass
the land, ,as well as the trees growing upon
it. Co. Litt. 41:. See Averitt v. Murrell, 49
N. C. 323; Hall v. Cranford, 50 N. C. 3;
Achenbach v. Johnston, 84 N. C. 264.

WOODWABDS. Oilicers of the forest,
whose duty consists in looking after the wood
and vert and venison, and preventing or-
fenses relating to the same. Manw. 189.

WOOL-«SACK. The seat of the lord chan-
cellor of England in the house of lords, be-
ing a large square bag of wool, without back
or arms, covered with red cloth. Webster;
Brande.

WOOL son'rr:ns' DISEASE. In med-
ical jurisprudence. A popular name for ma-
lignant anthrax, a disease characterized by
malignant pustules or carbuncles, caused by
infection by putrid animal matter containing
the bacillus anthracls, and chiefly prevalent
among persons whose business is to handle
wool and hides, such as tanners, butchers,
and herdsmen. See Bacon v. United States
Hut. Acc. Ass'n, 123 N. Y. 304. 25 N. E. 399.
9 L. R. A. 617, 20 Am. St. Rep. 748.

WORDS. As used in law, this word gen-
erally signitles the technical terms and
phrases appropriate to particular instruments,
or aptly iitted to the expression of a par-
ticular intention in legal instruments. See
the subtitles following.
—Words of art. The vocabulary or termin-
ol of a particular art or_ science,_ and es-
pecially those expressions which ’are idiomatic
or peculiar to it. See Cargill v. Thompson. 57
Min. 534. 59 N. W. 638.—Words of uni
flan. See Lun'IA'rioN.—Wor_ds of roores_-
tion. To create an estate tail by eed, it is
necessary that words of procreation should be
used in order to confine the estate to the de-
scendants of the iirst grantee. as in the usual
form of limitation.—“to A. and the heirs of his
body." Sweet.—Words of purchase.
Puacmss.

tis-

WOBX AND LABOR. The name of one
of the common- counts in actions of assump-
su. being for work and labor done and ma-
terials furnished by the plaintli! tor the de-
fendant.

WORK-BEAST, or WORK-HORSE.
These terms mean an animal of the horse
kind, which can be rendered {it for service,
as well as one of maturer age and in actual
use. Winfrey v. Zimmerman, 8 Bush (Ky.)
587.

WORK-HOUSE. A place where con-
victs (or paupers) are confined and kept at
labor.

wonirnco nsrs. In .settilng lay-days,
‘or days of demurrage, sometimes the con-
tract speciiies “working days ;" in the compu-
-tation, Sundays and custom-house holidays
are excluded. 1 Bell, Comm. 577.
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wosunuit. One who labors: one who
is employed to do business for another.

WORKS.‘ This term means sometimes a
mill. factory, or other establishment for per-
forming industrial labor of any sort. (South
St. Joseph Land Co. v. Pitt, 114 M0. 135, 21
S. W. 449,) and sometimes a building, struc-
ture, or erection of any kind upon land, as
in the civil-law phrase "new works.”
—Nsw you-ks. A term of the civil law com-
prehendin every sort of edifice or other struc-
ture whic is newly commenced on a given es-
tate or lot. Its importance lies chiefly in the
fact that a remedy is given (“denunciation of
.new works") to an adjacent proprietor whose
property would be injured or subjected to a
more onerous servitude if such a work were al-
lowed to proceed to completion.—Pnb1io
works._ Works. whether of construction or
adaptation, undertaken and carried out by the
national, state, or municipal authorities. and de-
signed to subserve some purpose of ‘public nee
essity, use. or convenience; such as public build-
ings, roads. aqueducts, parks. etc. See Ellis v.
Common Council. 123 Mich. 567. 82 N. W. 244:
Winters v. Duluth, 82 Minn. 127, 84 N. W. 788»

WORLD. This term sometimes denotes
all persons whatsoever who may have, claim,
or acquire an interest in the subject-matter;
as in saying that a Judgment in rem binds
“all the world."

WORSHIP. The act of oirering honor
and adoration to the Divine Being. Reli-
gious exercises participated in by a number
of persons assembled for that purpose. the
disturbance of which is a statutory oifense in
many ‘states. See Hamsher v. Hamslier, 132
IlL 273, 22 N. E. 1123. 8 L. R. A. 556; state
v. District Board, 70 Wis. 177, 44 N. W. 967,
7 L. R. A. 330, 20 Am. St. Rep. 41; State v.
Buswell, 40 Neb. 158, 58 N. W. 728, 24 L. R.
A. 68.

In English law. A title of honor or dig-
nity used in addresses to certain magistrates
and other persons oi‘ rank or oflice.
—Publle worship. This term may mean the
worship of God, conducted and observed un-
der public authority; or it may mean worship
in an open or public place, without privacy or
concealment; or it may mean the performance
of religious exercises, under a provision for an
equal right in the whole ublic to participate
in its benefits; or it may gs used in contradis-
tinction to worship in the family or the closet. '

In this country. what is called “public wor-
ship" is commonl conducted by voluntary so-
cieties, constitiit according to their own no-
tions ot ecclesiastical authority and ritual pro-
priety. opening their laces of worship. and ad-
mitting to their religious services such persons,
and upon such terms, and subject to such reg-
ulations,,as they may choose to designate and
establish. A church absolutely belonging to the
public, and in which all persons without restric-
tion have equal rights, such as the public enjoy
in highways or public landings, is certainly a
very rare institution. Attorney General v. Mer-
rimack Mtg. 00., 14 Gray (Mass.) 586.

WORT, or WORTH. A curtilage or
country farm.



.. In American law.
-by the sea, and not claimed ‘by the owner

_ WORTHIEST OF BLOOD

av!WORTI[IBsT 0!‘ BLOOD. in the Eng-
lish.iaw of descent. A term applied to
males, expressive of the preference given to
them over females. See 2 Bl. Comm. 234-
-240.

WORTKING 0!‘ LAND. A certain
quantity of land so called in the manor of
-Kingsland, in Hereford. The tenants are
called “worthies." Wharton.

WOUIl’D.- In criminal cases, the defini-
tion of a “wound” is an injury to the person
by which the skin is broken. State v. Leon-
ard, 22 M0. 451; Moriarty v. Brooks, 6 Car.
& P. 684.

“In legal medicine, the term ‘wound’ is
used in a much more conipreliensive sense
‘than in surgery. In the latter, it means
strictly 8. solution of continuity; in the for-
mer, injuries of every description that at-
fect either the hard or the soft parts; and
accordingly under it are comprehended
bruises. contuslons, fractures, luxations,"
etc. 2 Beck, Med. Jur. 106.

_ WOUNDING. An aggravated species of
jassault and battery. consisting in one per-
son giving another some‘da_ngerous hurt. 3
Bl. Comm. 121.

Wreconm ‘ maria significant ills bolus
_'gum naufragio ad terrain pelluntnr. A
wreck of the sea signifies those goods which
are driven to shore from a shipwreck.

WR 17 C K. At common law. Such
goods as after a shipwreck are cast upon the
‘land by ‘the sea, and, as lying within the ter-
ritory of" some county, do not belong to the
jurisdiction'of the admiralty, but to the com-
mon iaw. 2 Inst. 16?; 1 Bl. Comm. 290.

Goods cast ashore from a wrecked vemel,
"where no living creature has escaped from
the wreck alive; and which are forfeited to
,the. crown, or to persons having the fran-
chise of wreck. Covvell.

Goods cast ashore

-within a year, or other specified period; and
‘which, in such case, become the property of

' the state. 2 Kent. Comm. 322.

In maritime law. A ship becomes a

wreck when. in consequence of injuries re-

ceived. she is rendered absolutely unnaviga-
ble. or unable to pursue her voyage. without
-repairs exceeding the half of her value.
.Wood v. Insurance Co., 6 Mass. 479, 4 Am.
Dec. 163: Collard v. Eddy. 17 M0. 355;
Baker v. Hoag, 7 N. Y. 558, 59 Am. Dec. 431;
Peele v. Insurance Co., 19 Fed. Cas. 104;
Lacaz_e v. State. 1 Add. (Pa.) 99.
—Wreok commissioners are persons ap-
pointed by the English lord chancellor under
themerchant shipping act, 1876. (section 2),)
to hold investigations at the request of the board
of trade into losses, abandonments,- damages,
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and casualties of or to ships on -or near the
coast of the United Kingdom, whereby loss of
life is caused. Sweet.

WRECKFREE. Exempt from the for-
feiture of shipwrecked goods and vessels to
the king. Cowell.

WRIT. A precept in writing, couched in
the form of a letter, running in the name
of the king, president, or state, issuing from
a court of justice, and sealed with its seal.
addressed to a sheriff or other oiiicer of the
law, or directly to the person whose action"
the court desires to command, either as the
commencement of a suit or other proceeding
or as incidental to its progress, and requiring
the performance of a specified act, or giving
‘authority and commission to have it done.

For the names and description of various
particular writs, see the following titles. ‘

In old English law. An instrument in
the form of a letter; a letter or letters 0"!
attorney. This is a very ancient sense of
the word. '

In the old books, “writ" is used as equiv-
alent to “action ;” hence writs are some-
times divided into real, personal, and mixed.

In Scotch law. A writing; an instru-
-ment in writing, as a deed, bond. contract,
etc. 2 Forb. Inst. pt. 2, pp. 175-179. -

—Al.ias writ. A second writ issued in the
same cause, where ii former writ of the same
‘kind has been issued without eifect.—0lose
writ. In English law, a name given to certain
letters of the sovereign, sealed with his great
‘seal and directed to particular persons and for
particular purposes, which. not being proper
for public inspection, were closed up and sealed
on the outside; also, a writ directed to the
sherifi‘ instead of to the lord. 2 Bl. Comm. 346,
_3 Reeve, Eng. Law, 45.—Ooncurre:nt write.
Duplicate originals, or several writs running
"at the same time for the same purpose. for serv-
ice on or arrest of a person, when it is not
known where he is to be found; or for service
on several persons, as when there are several
defendants to an action. Mosley & Whitley.
—J’udioial writs. In English practice. Such
writs as issue under the private seal of the
courts, and not -under the_-great seal of Eng-
land. and are tested or witnessed. not in the
king's name, but in the name of the chief judge
of the court out of which they issue. The word
-"judicial" is used in contradistinction to “orig-
inal:“ original writs being such as issue out of
chancery under the great seal. and are witness-
ed in the king's niiin_e. See 3 Bl. Comm. 2.‘-i‘.’..
Pullman's I‘alace-Car Co. -v. Washburn ((‘. (_.‘.)
66 Fed. 7'J2.—.'I’nnior writ. One which is is-
sued. or comes to the otlicer's hands. at a later
time than a similar writ. at the suit of anoth-
er party. or on a difierent claim, against the
same defendant.—0riginal writ. In English
practice. An original writ was the process for-
merly in use for the commencement of per-

lt'was a mandatory letter from
the king. issuing out of chancery, sealed with
the great seal. and directed to the sheriif of the
county wherein the injury was committed. or
was supposed to have been committed. requir-
ing him to command the wrong-doer or accus-
-ed party either_ to do justice to the plaintiif or
else to appear in court and answer the accusa-
tion against him. This writ is now disused. the
writ of summons being the process prescribed by
the uniformity of process act for commencing
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personal actions; and under the judicature act,
1873, all suits. even in the court of chsncery,
are to be commenced by such writs of summons.
Brown.—Pntent writ. in old practice. an
open writ; one not closed or sealed up.—Por-
ompto writ. An original writ, called from
the wo s of the writ a "xi to fevers’! aeounun,"
and which directed the sherifi to cause the'_de-
fendant to appear in court ‘without any option
given him, provided the plaintiff gave the sher-
ig security eifectually to prosecute his claim.

he writ was very occasionally in use, and only
where nothing was specifically demanded, but
only a satisfaction in general; as in the case
of writs of tres ass on the case, wherein no debt
or other speci c thing was sued for, but only
damagesto be assessed by a jury. Brown.-
Prerogntivo writs. Those issued by the ex-
ercise of the extraordinary power of the crown
(the court, in modern practice) on proper cause
shown; namely, the writs of proccdcndo, man-
damus. prohibition, qua warrants, habeaa corp-
us. and certiorri.

WRIT DE BOND E1‘ HALO. See DE
Bono r:r Mano: ASBIZE.

" WRIT DE HEBETIO0 COHB'U3.£N-
Do. In English law. The name of a writ
formerly issued by the secular courts, for the’
execution. by burning, of a man who had
been convicted in the ecclesiastical courts
or -heresy. .

WRIT DE BATIONABILI PARTE
BONORUI. A writ which lay for a wid-
ow. against the executor of her deceased
husband. to compel the executor to set of! to
her a third part of the decedent's personalty,
after payment of his debts. Fitzh. Nat.
Brev. 122. L.

WRIT 01‘ ASSISTANCE. The name of
a writ which issues from the court of chan-
‘cery. in aid of the execution of a judgxnent
at law, to put the complainant into posses-
sion of lands adjudged to him, when the
sheriif cannot execute the Judgment. See
Emerick v. Miller (Ind. App.) 62 N. E. $5;
llngerman v. Heltzei, 21 Wash. 444. 58 Pac.
580; O'Connor v. Schaeifel (City Ct. N. Y.)
11 N. Y. Supp. 737; Knight v. Houghtnlling,
94 N. O. 410.

. WRIT 0:!‘ ASSOCIATION. In Eng-
lish practice. A writ whereby certain per-
sons (usually the clerk of assize and his sub-
ordinate oiilcers) are directed to associate
themselves with the justices and serjeants:
and they are required to admit the said per-
sons into their society in order to take the
assizu. 3 Bl. Comm. 59.

WRIT 0!‘ ATTACHKENT. A writ em-
ployed to enforce obedience to an order or
judgment of the court. It commands the
sheriif to attach the disobedient party and
to have him before the court to answer his
contempt. Smith, Act. 176.

. WRIT 01‘ CONSPIRACY. A writ
which anciently lay against persons who had
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conspired to injure the plalntirr. under the
same circumstances which would now give
him an action on the case. ‘

wnrr or oovnxanr. A writ which
lies where a party claims damages for breach
of covenant; d. e., or a promise under seal.

WRIT 01‘ DEBT. A writ which lies
where the party claims the recovery. of a
debt; 4. e., a liquidated or certain sum 0:
money alleged to be due to him.

WRIT 01‘ DECEIT. The name of a
writ which lies where one man has done
anything in the name of another, by which
the latter is damnifled and deceived. Fltzh.
Nat. Brev. 95. E.

WRIT 01‘ DELIVERY. A writ of ex-
ecution employed to enforce a Judgment for
the delivery of chatteLs. It commands the
sheriif to cause the chattels mentioned in the
writ to be returned to the person "who has
obtained the judgment; and. if the chattels
cannot , be found, to distrain the person
against whom the Judgment was given un-
til he returns them. Smith. Act. 175: Sweet.

WRIT or DETINUE. A writ which
lies where a party claims the specific recov-
ery of goods and chattels, or deeds and writ-
lugs, detained from him. This is seldom
used; trover is the more frequent remedy.
in cases where it may be brought. Bouvier.

WRIT 01‘ DOWEB. This is either a
writ of dower undc nihil habci. which Ila
for a widow, commanding the tenant to as-
sign her dower. no part of which has yet
been set of! to her; or a writ of right of
dower, whereby she seeks to recover the re-
mainder of the dower to which she is enti-
tled. part having been already received from
the tenant. ~ .~

' wnrr. or uncrnnnr. The writ in
an action of ejectment, for the recovery of
lands. See En-zcrm-:N'r.

WRIT 0!‘ ENTRY. A real action to re-
cover the possession of land where the ten-
ant (or owner) has been dlsseised or other-
wise wrongfully dispossessed. If the masons-
or has aliened the land. or if it has descend-
ed to his heir. the writ of entry is said to be
in the per, because it alleges that the defend-
ant (the alienee or heir) obtained possession
through the original disseisor. If two alien-
ations (or descents) have taken place. the
writ is in the per and mu, because it alleges
that the defendant (the second alienee) ob-
tained possession through the first alienee,
to whom the original dlsseisor hnd aliened it.
If more than two alienatlons (or descents)
have taken place. the writ is in the post. be-
cause it simply alleges that the defendant ac-
quired possesslon after the original disseisin.
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Go. Litt. 23811 ,' 3 Bl. Comm. 180. The writ
of entry was abolished, with other real ac-
tions, in England, by St. 3 & 4 Wm. IV. c.
27. 5 36, but. is still in use in a few of the
states of the Union. Sweet.-

WBIT O!‘ ERROR. A writ issued from
a court of appellate jurisdiction, directed to
the judge or judges of a court of record, re
quiring them to remit to the appellate court
the record of an action before them, in which
a flnal judgment has been entered, in order
that examination may be made of certain
errors alleged to have been committed, and
that the Judgment may be reversed, cor-
rccted. or afiirmed, as the case may require.

A writ of error is defined to be a commis-
sion by which the judges of one court are
authorized to examine a record upon which
a judgment was given in another court, and,
on such examination, to afiirm or reverse the
same, according to law. Cohens v. Virginia.
6 Wheat. 409. 5 L. Ed. 257.

WRIT 01‘ EXECUTION. A writ to put
in force the judgment or decree of a court.

WRIT OI‘ FALSE JUDGMENT. A
writ which appears to be still in use to bring
appeals to the English high court from in-
ferior courts not of record proceeding accord-
ing to the course of the common law. Archb.
Pr. 1427.

WRIT O1‘ PORLIEDON. A writ which
lies for the recovery of an estate by a person
claiming as issue in tall, or by the remain-
der-man or reversioner after the termination
of the entail. See Foaunnox.

WRIT O!‘ INQUIRY. In common-law
practice. A writ which issues after the
plaintiti! in an action has obtained a judg-
ment by default, on an uniiquidated claim,
directing the sheriir, with the aid of a Jury,
to inquire into the amount of the plaintiffs
demand and assess his damages. Lennon v.
Rawitzer, 57 Conn. 583, 19 Atl. 834; Havens
v. Hartford & N. R. Co., 28 Conn. 70.

WRIT OF MAINPRIZE. In English
law. A writ directed to the sheriff, (either
generally, when any man is imprisoned for
a baiiable oifense and ball has been refused,
or specially, when the offense or cause of
commitment is not properly baiiable below,)
commanding him to take sureties for the
prisoner's appearance, commonly called
“mainpernors,” and to set him at large. 8
Bl. Comm. 128.

WRIT 01‘ 1128111}. In old English law.
A writ which was so called by reason of the
words used in the writ, namely, “Unde idem
A. qua’ medias eat later 0. et prwfntum B. ;”
that is, A.. who is mesne between C., the
lord paramount, and B., the tenant paravail.
Co. Litt. 100a.
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wnrr or rossnssron. This is the
writ of execution employed to enforce a judg-
ment to recover the possession of land. It
commands the sheriff to enter the land and
give possession of it to the person entitled
under the judgment. Smith, Act. 175.

WRIT O1‘ PREOIPE. This writ is also
called a “writ of covenant.” and is sued out
by the party to whom lands are to be con-'
veyed by tine, the foundation of which is a
supposed agreement or covenant that the one
shall convey the land to the other. 2 Bl.
Comm. 349. '

WRIT O!‘ PREVENTION. This name
is given to certain writs which may be is-
sued in anticipation of suits which may arise.
Co. Litt. 100.

WRIT OI‘ PROOLAHATION. In Eng-
lish law. By the statute 31 Ella. c. 3, when
an eminent is sued out, a writ of proclama-
tion shall issue at the same time, command-
ing the sherift of the county where the de-
fendant dwells to make three proclamations
thereof, in'places- the most notorious. and
most likely to come to his knowledge. a
month before the outiawry shall take place.
8 Bi. Comm. 284.

WRIT OF PROTECTION. In England.
the king may, by his writ of protection, priv-
ilege any person in his service from arrest
in civil proceedings during a year and a
day: but this prerogative is seldom, if ever.
exercised. Archb. Pr. 687. See 00. Litt.
1301:.

WRIT OF QUAKE EEDIT.
Qmuu: Iursnrr.

See

WRIT O!‘ BEOAPTION. If. pending
an action of replevin for a distress, the de-
fendant distralns again for the same rent or
service, the owner of the goods is not driven
to another action of replevin. but is allowed
a writ of recaption, by which he recovers
the goods and damages for the dei'endant‘s
contempt of the process of the law in making
a second distress while the matter is sub
judioe. Woodf. Landl. & Ten. 48-1.

WRIT O!‘ RESTITUTION. A writ
which is issued on the reversal of s judg-
ment commnnding the sheriif to restore to
the defendant below the thing levied upon.
if it has not been sold. and, if it has been
sold, the proceeds. Bac. Abr. "Execution," Q.

WRIT OF REVIEW. (1) A general
designation of any form of process issuing
from an appellate court and intended to
bring up for review the record or decision of
the court below. Burreli v. Burrell, 10 Mass
222; Hopkins v. Benson. 21 Me. 401: Wat
V. De Moss, 50 La. Ann. 1349, 24 South. 325
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(2) In code practice, a substitute for. or
equivalent oi‘, the writ of certiorari. Cali-
fornia & 0. Land Co. v. Gowen (C. C.) 48
Fed. 775; Burnett v. Douglas County, 4 Or.
389; In re Winegard, 78 Hun, 58, 28 N. Y.
Supp. 1039.

WRIT or RIGHT. This was a writ
which lay for one who had the right of
property. against another who had the right
of possession and the actual occupation. The
writ properly lay only to recover corporeal
hereditaments for an estate in fee-simple;
but there were other writs, said to be “in
the nature of a writ of right," available for
the recovery of incorporeal hereditaments or
of lands for a las estate than a tee-simple.
Brown.

In another sense or the term, a "writ of
right" is one which is grantable as a mat-
ter of right, as opposed to a "prerogative
writ," which is issued only as a matter of
grace or discretion.

WRIT OI‘ IUMHONI. The writ by
which. under the English judicature acts. ‘

all actions are commenced.

WRIT 0!‘ TOLT. In English law. The
name of a writ to remove proceedings on a
writ of right patent from the court-baron
into the county court.

WRIT or TRIAL. In English law. A
writ directing an action brought in a supe-
rior court to be tried in an inferior court or
before the under-sheriir, under St. 3 & 4
Wm. IV. c. 42. It is now superseded by the
county courts act or 1807, c. 142, 5 6, by
which a defendant, in certain cases, is en-
abled to obtain an order that the action
be tried in a county court. 3 Steph. Comm.
515, n.; Mosley & Whitley.

WRIT or WASTE. The name of a writ
to be issued against a tenant who has com-
mitted waste of the premises. There are
several forms of this writ. Fitzh. Nat. Brev.
125.

WRIT PRO RETORNO EABENDO.
A writ commanding the return of the goods
to the defendant, upon a judgment in his
favor in replevin, upon the plaintlfs de-
fault.

WRITER 0!‘ THE TALLIEI. In Eng-
land. An oiiicer of the exchequer whose
duty it was to write upon the tallies the let-
ters of tellers’ bills.

WRITER To TEE IIGNET. In Scotch
law. .An oflicer nearly corresponding to an
attorney at law, in English and American
practice. "Writers to the signet,” called al-
so_ “clerks to the signet.” derive their name
from the circumstance that they were an-
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ciently clerks in the oflice of the secretary of
state, by whom writs were prepared and is-
sued under the royal stone! or seal; and.
when the signet became employed in judicial
proceedings. they obtained a monopoly of
the privileges of acting as agents or attor-
neys before the court ot session." Brande,
voc. “Signet.”

WRITING. The expression of ideas by
letters visible to the eye. Clason v. Bailey,
14 Johns. (N. Y.) 491. The giving an out-
ward and objective form to a contract, will,
etc., by means of letters or marks placed upon
paper, parchment, or other material sub-
stance.

In the most general sense of the word.
“writing” denotes a document, whether man-
uscript or printed, as opposed to mere spoken
words. Writing is essential to the validity
of certain contracts and other transactions.
Sweet.

WRITING OBLIGATORY. The tech-
nical name by which a bond is described in
pleading. Denton v. Adams, 6 Vt‘. 40.

WRITTEN LAW. One of the two lead-
ing divisions of the Roman law, comprising
the levee, plebiscite, senatua-conauua, prin-
cipum placita, magiatratuum edicts, and re-
cpousa prudcntum. Inst. 1, 2, 3.

Statute law; law deriving its force from
express legislative enactment. 1 BL Comm.
M go I

WRONG. An injury; a tort; a violation
of right or of law.

The idea of rights naturally suggests the cor-
relative one of wrongs; for every right is ca-
pable of being violated. A right to receive pay-
ment for goods sold (for example) implies a
wrong on the part of him who owes, but with-
holds the price; a ri hi: to live in personal se-
curity, a wrong on t e part of him who com-
mits personal violence. And therefore. while,
in a general» point of view, the law is intended
for the estabhshment and maintenance of riglm,
we find it, on closer examination, to be dealing
both with rights and wrongs. It first fixes the
character and definition of rights, and then,
with a view to their eifectual security, proceeds
to define wrongs. and to devise the means by
which the latter shall be prevented or redressed.
1 Steph. Comm. 126.
—Private wrongs. The violation of public
or private rights, when considered in reference
to the injury sustained by the individual, and
consequently as subjects for civil redress or
compensaton. 3 Steph. Comm. W; Hunting-
ton v. Attrill. 146 U. S. 657, 13 Sup. Ct. 224,
36 L. Ed. 1123: Tomlin v. Hildretb, 65 N. J.
Law, 438, 47 At]. 649.—PuIIl1e wrongs. Vio-
lstions of public rights and duties which aifect
the whole community, considered as a communi-
ty: crimes and misdemeanors. 3 Bl. Comm. 2;
4 Bl. Comm. 1.—Rea.l wrong. In old English
law. An injury to the freehold.

wnone-noun. One who ..-.;...m... an
injury; a tort-feacor.

WRONGEULLY INTENDING. In the
language of pleading, this phrase is appro-
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prints in be used in alleging the malicious
motive of the defendant in committing the
injury which forms the cause of action.

WBOIIGOUS. In Scotch law. Wrong-
ful; unlawful; as w-rongoua imprisonment.
Ersk. Prin. 4, 4, 25.

x. In the written terminology of various
arts and trades, where two or more dimen-
sions of the same piece or article are to be
stated, this letter is a well-known symbol
equivalent to the word “by.” Thus, the for-
mula “8 x 5 in." will beuuderstood, or may be
explained by parol evidence. to mean “three
by ilve inches," that is, measuring three
inches in one direction and tlve in another.
See Jaqua v. Witham J: A. 00., 106 Ind. 547,
7 N. E. 314.
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WURTR. In Saxon law. Worthy; com-
petent: capable. Atheswuruie, worthy of
oath; admissible or competent to be sworn.
Spelman.

WYTE. In old English law.
tance or immunity from amercemeut.

.-lcquit-

X
' xmtonocinms. In the civil and old

English law. An inn allowed by public 11-

cense, for the entertainment oi‘ strangers,
and other guests. Calvin.; Cowell.

A hospital; a place where sick and innrni
persons are taken care oi’. Coweli.

XEIIODOCEY. Reception of strangers:
hospitality. Enc. Lond.

. XYLON. A punishment among the Greeks
answering to our stocks. Wharton. _

Y
YA 1:1‘ KAY. In old records. Mere

assertion and denial, without oath.

YACHT. A light sea-going vessel, used
only for pleasure-trips, racing, etc. Webster.
See 22 St. at Large, 566 (U. 8. Comp. St.
1901, p. 28-15); Rev. St. U. S. 55 4215-4218
(U. S, Comp. St. 1901, p. 2847).

YARD. A measure or length, containing
three feet, or thirty-six inches.

A piece of land inclosed for the use and ac-
commodation of the inhabitants of a house.

YARDLAND, or 1.-irgata toms, is a quan-
tity or land, said by some to be twenty acres,
but by Coke to be or uncertain extent.

YEA AND HAY. Yes and no. Accord-
ing to a charter of Athelstan, the people of
Itipon were to be believed in all actions or
suits upon their yea and nay, without the
necessity of taking any oath. Brown.

YEAR. The period in which the revolu-
tion of the earth round the sun, and the ac-
companying changes in the order of nature,
are completed. Generally, when a statute
speaks of a year, twelve calendar, and not
lunar, months are intended. Cro. Jac. 166.
The year is either astronomical, ecclesiastical,
or regnnl. beginning on the 1st of January,
_'or 25th oi‘ March, or the day of the sover-
eign‘s accession. Wharton.
—1lnt\u-nl year. In old Diglish law. That
period of time in which the sun was supposed
’to revolve in its orbit, consistin of 365 days
and one-fourth of a day. or six ours. Bract.
fol. 359b.—Yeu- and day. This riod was
.fixed for many pu es in law. T us. in the
case of an astray. i the owner did not claim it
within that time, it became the property of the

lord. So the owners of wreck must claim it
within a year and a day. Death must follow
upon wounding within a year and a day if the
wounding is to be indicted as murder. Also, a
year and a day were given for prosecuting or
avoiding certain legal acts; 2. 11., for bringing
actions after entry, for making claim for avoid-
ing a fine. etc. Brown.—Yenr books. Books
of_ reports of cases in a regular series from the
reign of the English Kin Edward 1.. inclusive.
to the time of Henry V IL. which were taken
by the prothonotaries or chief scribes of the
courts, at the expense of the crown, and pub-
lished annually; whence their name, “Year
Books." Brown.—Yenr, day, and waste. In
English law. An ancient rerogative of the
king, whereby he was entited to the profits,
for a year and a day, of the lands of persons at-
tainted of petty treason or felony, together with
the right of wasting the tenements, afterwards
restoring the property to the lord of the fee.
A_brogated by bt. 54 Geo. III. e. 145. Whar-
tion.—Yeu- to year, tenancy from. This es-
tate aries either expressly, as when land is let
from year to year; or by a'general parol do
mise, without any determinate interest. but
reserving the payment of an annual rent: or
impliedly, as when property is occupied gen-
erally under a rent payable yearly, half-yearly,
or quarterly; or when a tenant holds over. after
the expiration of his term. without having en-
tered into any new contract. and pays rent. (be-
fore which he is tenant on suilerance.) W'hsi~
§)n.—Yosx-I, estate for. See Esnn ms

mas.

YEA! AND HAYS. The aiilrmative and
negative votes on a bill or measure before
a legislative assembly. “Calling the yeas and
nays" is calling for the individual and onil
vote of each member, usually upon a call

of’ the roll.

YEME. In old records. Winter;
ruption oi‘ the Latin “hicm."

I001‘-

niomuv. in English law. A common-
er; a treeholder under the rank of -gentle
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man. Cowell. A man who’ has free land
of forty shillings by the year; who was an-
ciently thereby qualified to ser_ve on juries,
vote for knights of the shire. and do any oth-
eifact,-where the law requires one that is
pivbua et lcgaua homo. 1 BL Comm. 408,
407

This term is occasionally used in American
law. but without any definite meaning, except
in the United States navy, where it desig-
nates an appointive petty oillcer, who has
charge of the stores and supplies in his de-
partment of the ship's economy.
.—Yeonnnry. The collected body of yeomen.
-—-Yeoman of the Properly called
“yeomen of the ard of the royal household;"
a body of men 0 the best rsnk under the gen-
try, and of a larger statute than ordinary,
every one being required to be six feet high.
Enc. Lond.

'Y'E'VI:N,- 6: YEOVEN. Given; dated.
Cowell.

. YIELD, -in the law of real property, is to
perform a service due by a tenant to his lord.
Hence the usual form of reservation of a
rent in a lease begins with the words "yield-
ing and paying.” Sweet.

IIELDING AND PAYING. In convey-
ancing. ‘- The initial words of that clause in
leases in which the rent to be paid by the
lessee is mentioned and reserved.

' xox}:;.1:'r.' A little farm, requiring but
a yoke 01' oxen to till it.

YORK, CIISTOH 0!‘. A custom of the
province of York in England, by which the
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eflects of an intestate, after payment oi’ his
debts, are in general divided according to the
ancient universal doctrine of the para ra-
uonabma; that is, one-third each to the wid-
ow. children, and administrator. 2 Bl. Comm.
518.

YORK, STATUTE: or. An important
English statute passed at the city of York,
in the twelfth year oi’ Edward II., contain-
ing provisions on the subject of attorneys.
witnesses, the taking of inqnests by nim‘
priua, etc. 2 Reeve, Eng. Law, 299-302.

YORKSHIRE REGISTBIES. The reg-
istries of titles to land provided by acts of
parliament for the ridings of the county of
York in England. These resemble the oiiices
for the registration or recording of deeds
commonly established in the several counties
or the states.

YOUNGER CHILDREN. This phrase.
when used in English conveyancing with ref-
erence to settlements of land, signifies all
such children as are not entitled to the rights
of an eldest son. It therefore includes daugh-
ters, even those who are older than the eld-
est son. Mozley & Whitley.

YOUTH. This word may Include children
and youth oi’ both sexes. Nelson v. Cushing.
2 Cash. (Mass) 519, 528.

YULE. The times of Christmas and Lam-
mas.

YVIIRNAIL BLE. L. Fr. Winter grain.
Kelhsm.
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ZANJA. Span. A water ditch or artifi-
cial canal, and particularly one used for pur-
poses of irrigation. See Pico V. Colimas, 32
Cal. 578.

ZAIIJEBO. Span. A water.commission-
er or superintendent, or supervisor of an ir-
rigation system. See Pico _v. Colimas, 32
Cal. 578.

ZEALOT. This word is commonly taken
in a bad sense, as denoting a separatist from
the Church of England, or a fanatic. Brown.

ZEALOUS WITNESS. An untechnicai
term denoting a witness, on the trial of a
cause, who manifests in partiaiity for the
side calling him, and an eager readiness to
tell anything which he thinks may be of ad-
vantage to that side.

ZEIB. 0. Se. Year. "Zeir ahd day."
Bell.

ZEHIIIDAR. In Hindu law. Landkeep-
er. An oflicer who under the Mohammedan
government was charged with the financial
superintendence of the lands of a district,
the protection of the cultivators, and the
realization of the government's share of its
produce, either in money or kind. Wharton.
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ZYTHUM

ZETETIOK. Proceeding by inquiry. Enc.
Loud. .

ZIGABI, or ZINGARI. Rogues and vag-
abonds in the middle ages; from Zizi, now
Circassia.

ZOLL-VEREIN. A union of German
states for uniformity of customs, established
in 1819. It continued until the unification
of the German empire, including Prussia.
Saxony, Bavaria, Wurtemberg. Baden, Hesse-
Cassel, Brunswick, and Mecklenburg-Streiitz.
and all intermediate principalities. It has-
now been superseded by the German empire:.
and the federal council of the empire has-
taken the place of that of the Zoll-Verein.
Wharton.

ZYGOOEPHALUH. In the civil law. A
measure or quantity of land. Nov. 17, c. 8.
As much land as a yoke of oxen could plow
in a day. Calvin.

zvaosrazuzs. In the civil law. A
weigher; an otiicer who held or looked to the
balance in weighing money between buyer
and seller: an otiicer appointed to determine
controversies want the weight of money.
Spelmsn.

ZYTEUH. Lat. A liquor or bevera.|D-
made of wheat or barley. Dig. 33. 6, 9, pr.
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TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS

A. Alabama;—Arkansas;--Abbott (see
Abb.);—Annuals (Louisiana) ;—Atiantic Re-
porter.

A. E. Anonymous Reports at the end of
Bendloe.

A. E. E. American Bankruptcy Reports.
A’E. R. J’. N. S. W. A'Beckett's Reserved

(Equity) Judgments, New south Wales.
A’B. 3.3. P. P. A’Beckett's Reserved

Judgments. Port Philip.
A. 0. Appellate Court;—Case on Appeal;

.—Appeai Cases.
[1891] A. C. Law Reports, Appeal Cas-

es, from 1891 onward.
A. C. 0. American Corporation Cases

(With:-ow's).
A. O. 3. American Criminal Reports.
A. 1). American Decisions;—Appellate Di-

vision, New York Supreme Court.
A. E..C. American Electrical Cases.
A. G. Dec. Attorney General’s Decisions.
A. G. 01.. Attorney Generai's opinions.
A. Inn. 3. American Insolvency Reports.
A. K.xu-sh. A. K. Marshall's Kentucky

Reports.
A. 1.. 0. American Leading Cases.
A. Koo. A. Moore's Reports, in vol. 1 Bo-

sanquet J: Puller. -

A. E. a 0. Armstrong, Macartney A
Ogle’s Irish Nisi Prius Reports.

A. N. O. Abbott's New Cases, New York:
-—American Negligence Cases.

A. N. 3.. American Negligence Reports,
Current Series. .

A. P. B. Ashurst's Paper Books (MSS.
in Lincoln's Inn Library).

A. 8. American Reports ;-Atlantic Re-
porter ;-Appeal Reports, Ontario.

A. R. 0.. American Railway Cases.
A. B. 3. American Railway Reports.
A. R. V. R. 22. Anuo Regni Victorim Re-

gina Vicesimo Secundo.
A. Rep. American Reports;-—Atlantic Rae-

porter (commonly cited Ati. or A.).
A. 8.3. American State Reports.
A. & E. Adolphus & Ellis’ English Queen's

Bench Reports ;—Admiralty and Ecclesias-
tical.

A. & E. Corp. Cs.
Corporation Cases.

BLLAW D1c'r.(2n En.)

American and English

A
A. G E. Easy. American and English En-

cyclopedia oi.‘ mw.
A G E. 1|’. 8. Adolphus & Ellis’ English

Queen's Bench Reports, New Series.
A. C E. 3.. R. 0. American & English

Railroad Cases.
A.&E. Arnold A-. Hodges‘ English

Queen's Bench Reports.
A. C II. Alcock & Napier’s Irish King's

Bench Reports.
mg)!» E1. on. Equity Cases Abridged (Eng-

Abb. Abbott. See below.
Abb. Ad. (or Abb. Adam). Abbott's Ad-

miralty Reports.
Abb. App. Des. Abbott's New York Court

of Appeals Decisions.
A'bb.Besoh.'1'r. Abbott's Report of the

Beecher Trial.
Abb. 0. O. Abbott's Circuit Court, Unit-

ed States.
Abb. Ct. App. Abbott's New York Court

of Appeals Decisions.
Abb.Deo. Abbott's New York Court or

Appeals Decisions.
Abb. Dig. Abbott's New York Digest.
Abb. Dig. Corp. Abbott's Digest Law of

Corporations. '

Abb. Ho. Ind. Abbott's Monthly Index.
Abb. N. 0. Abbott's New Cases, New

York.
Abb. 1|’. 8. Abbott's Practice Reports,

New Series.
Abb. N. Y. App. Abbott's New

Court of Appeals Decisions.
Abb. N. Y. Dig. Abbott's New York Di-

gest.
Abb.!|'st. Dig. Abbott's National Digest.
Abb. Pr. (or Pr-so.). Abbott's New York

Practice Reports. _

Abb. Pr. N. I. Abbott's New York Prac-
tice Reports. New Series.

Abb. Ship. Abbott (Lord Tenterden) on
Shipping.

Abb. '1':-. Ev. Abbott's Trial Evidence.
Abb. U. S. Abbott's United States Cir-

cuit Court Reports.
Abb. Y. Bk. Abbott's Year Book of Ju-

risprudence.

York
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Abbott.

Abbott. Abbott/s Dictionary.
A'Bcck. Jndg. Vict. A'Beckett’s Reserv-

ed Judgments of Victoria.
Ab:-. Abridgment;—Abrldged. . 1 I

Abr. Cue. Crawford & Dix’s Abridged
Cases, Ireland.

Ab:-. Case. liq. Equity Cases Abridged
(English).

Act. (or ‘Act. Pr. 0.). Acton’s English
Privy Council Reports. ~ » ~

Ad. Jun. Adam's Justiciary
(Scotch). . . _

Ad. & E. (or Ad. & £11.). Adolphus & El-

Reports

- lis’ English King's Bench Reports.
Ad. a E11. 1!. 8. Adolphus a. Ellis’ Re-

ports, New Series;—English Queen's Bench
(commonly cited Q. B.). .

Adamo. Adams’ Reports, vols. 41, 42
Maine;—Adams' Reports, vol. 1 New Hamp-
shire. , _ -

3 Adssns,Eq. Adams‘ Equity.
Adamu,Ron.Ant. Adams, Roman Anti-

quities. -

Add. Addison’s Reports, Pennsyivania;—
Addams’ English Ecclesiastical Reports.

‘Add. Ecc. Addams‘ Ecclesiastical Reports.
, Addams. Addams‘ Ecclesiastical Reports,

English.
Addis. (or Add. Pm). Addison's (Pennsyl-

vania County Court) Reports. _

Adm.&Eco. Admiralty and Ecclesias-
tical;—Eng1ish Law Reports. Admiralty an
Ecclesiastical. '-

. Ado]. &E1. Adolphus & Ellis’ Reports.
English King's Bench. _ _

.Adol. & E]. (N. 8.). Adolphus .3. Ellis’
Reports. New Series, English Queen's Bench.
. Adolpb.- a E. Adolphus & Ellis‘ English
King's Bench Reports.
-._ Adolph. & E. II’. 8. Adolphus at Ellis‘
New Series (usually cited as Queen's Bench).

Agra, H. 0. Agra High Court Reports (In-
dia).

Alk. Aikens’ Vermont Reports.
Aiken: (Vt.). Aikens’ Reports, Vermont.

. Ainsw.(or Ainsworth). Ainsworth’s Lex-
icon.

. Al. Aieyn's Select Cases, King's Bench ;—
Alabama;—Allen.

Al. Tel. 0:. Allen's Telegraph Cases.
Al. & Nap. Alcock a. i\'apier’s _Irish King‘:

Bench Reports.
Ala. .-\labama;—Ala-bama Reports.
Ala. N. 3. Alabama Reports. New Series.
Ala. Scl. Gas. Alabama Select Cases. by

Shepherd, see Alabama Reports. vols. 37, 38
and 39. < _ '

Ala. St. Bar Assn.
Association.

Alaska co. Alaska Codes, Carter.
Alb. Ax-b. Albert Arbitration (Lord Cairns’

Decisions).
Alc. (or Alc. Dog. or Alc. Reg. 055.).

Alcock‘s Irish Registry Cases.

Alabama State Bar

' Ale. &Nap. Alcock & Napier's Irish
King's Bench Reports.
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TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS An. Neg. OI-

Ald. Alden's Condensed Reports, Pennsyl-
Vania.

Alcx. Ou. Report or the Alexandria Case
~ by Dudley.

Alcxndci. Alexander's Reports, Vols. 6&-
72 Mississippi.

Aloyn. Aleyn's Select
King's Bench.

Alla. Prln. Scotch Law. Alison's Prin-
ciples of the Criminal-Law of Scotland.

All. Alien’s Massachusetts Reports.

Cases. English

~ - All. 16.3. Allen's New Brunswick Re-
ports.

A1l.scr. Allahabad Series, Indian Law
. Reports.

All. '1'cl. cu. Allen's Telegraph Cases.
' » Allen. Allen's Massachusetts Reports 1-
Allenls‘-Rep'orts. New Brunswick :'£A'ilen-‘s
Reports, Washington. - 1

4-1113.; -re1‘.'cu. Allen's Telegraph Cases.
Allin. Ail_in_son, Pennsylvania ,_Superior

and ‘District Court. , ‘ , ' _ ‘

Arn. Bank. 3.. (or An. B'kc’y 3010.).
American Bankruptcy Reports. ‘ ' ' '

‘ Am. Cont. Dig. American Digest (Century
Edition). _ " ' ' "'

Am. corp. Can. ‘American C_orporati<_n_1_

Cases (Wit.hrow's). . U ’ ’ ‘

Ant. Or. Rep. American Criminal Reports.
. Ana. Gr. '1‘:-. American Criminal Trials’.
Chandler's. _. ., .

Am. Doc. American Decisionsf
A Dig. _American Digest.
An. mg. Ocnt. 134. American Dig'es_t

(Century Edition). -. _ ,

Am. Dig. Doo..Ed. (or Dcoon. £11.). Amer-
ican Digest (Decennial Edition). _

. Ann E1. Co. (or Am. Elcc. 03.). Ameri-
can Electrical Cases.

Am. Ins. Rap. (or Am. Insol. Dog).
American Insolvency Reports. .

Ar. Jou. Pol. American Journal of Pol-
itics. ..

:' An. Jon:-. Soc. American Journal of so-
ciology. ' . .

' An.’-Jar. American Jurit, Boston.
Am. 1.. 0. B. P. Sharswood and Budd's

Leading Cases on Real Property.
Am. 1'... Cu. American Leading Cases. .

An. 1.. J. American Law Journal (Hall's)
Philadelphia. '

' Am. L. I. ll. 8. American Law Journal.
New Series, Philadelphia. '

Am. 1.. Rev. American Law Review, Bos-
ton.

Am. L. '1‘. 3.
ports.

Am. 1.. '1‘. R. N. 8.
Reports, New Series.

Am. Law Eco. American Law
(Cincinnati).

Am. Load. Cu. American Leading Cases
(Hare J: Wallace's). ‘

Am. Nos. 03. (or On.) American Negli-
gence Cases. ' ' '

American Law Times Re-

American Law Times

Record



An‘. . ‘Neg. ‘Rep.

"Am-.'Ne'g. Rep. American Negligence Re-
ports'.""' '4 - ‘V .

Am. Pr. nap. American Practice Reports.
Washington, D. C.

' A.m.'P1-oh. Rep.
ports.

Am. B. 1!. Gas.
(Smith & Bates‘).

Am. 2.. B. Bop. American Railway Re-
ports, New York.

American Probate Re-

American Railway Cases

Am. B. B. Q 0. Rep. American Railroad
and Corporation Reports.

‘ Am. Rep. American Reports (Selected
Cases). _

By.‘ Cs. American Railway Cases.
‘Am. By. Rep. American Railway Reports.
Am. 31:; Rep. American State Reports.
Am. st.ny. Dee. American Street Rail-

way Decisions. ‘

Tr‘.-III. Css.
Cases (Cox's).

, Am.Q Eng. Corp. Gas.
English Corporation Cases.

Am.‘ Q_ Eng. bee. in 241. American and
English Decisions in Equity.

Ans. Q Eng. Buoy. Law.
English Encyciopaedia oi‘ Law.

Q Eng. Pat. Os. American and Eng-
lish Patent Cases.-

An.s.»Q Eng. 3. B. On.
ifsh Railroad Cases.
' Q_Eng. By. Cs. American and Eng-:
lish Railway Cases.

_Amb. _(or Ambl.) Ambler’s English Chan-
cery

_Amer. American ;—Amerman, vols. 1.11-
115 Pennsylvania.

Amer. Jar. American Jurist.
Amer. ‘Luv; American Lawyer, New York.
Amer. Ls’: neg. (N. 8.). American Law

Register, New series.
Amer. Lew Reg. (0. 8.). American Law

Register, Old Series.
Amer. Law Rev. American Law Review.
Amer. Q Eng. Ens. Law. American &

English. Encyclopsedia of Law.
Ames.. ’ .A.mes’ Reports, vols. 4-8 Rhode

Isiand:——Ames'. Reports, vol. 1 Minnesota.
I .'Ames ‘Cos; B. Q 1!. Aims’ Cases on Bills
and Notes. --

Ames Gas. Par.
ship.

Amos Cu. Pl. Ames‘ Cases on Pleading.
Ames Gas. Snr. Ames‘ Cases on Surety-

ship.
Ames One. Trusts. Ames‘ Cases on Trusts.
Ames,K.Q B. Ames, Knowles & Brad-

ley's Reports, vol..8 Rhode Island.
Amos Q I‘. rixt. Amos an Ferrard on Fix-

American Trade-Mark

American and

American and

American and Eng-_

Ames' Cases on Partner-

tures.
And. Andrews’ Reports vols. 63-72 Con-

necticut;—Andrews' English King's Bench
Reports.

Anders. (or Anderson). Anderson's Re-
ports, English Court of Common Pleas.

Andr. (or Andrews). Andrews‘ English
King's Bench Reports. See also And.

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS

Ang.I.im. Angeli on Limitations.
t Ang. Tide Waters. Angeli on Tide Wa-
ers.
An‘. Water Oonrses.

Courses. _

Ang. Q A. Corp. Angeli & Ames on Cor-
porations.

Ang. Q Dnr.
vol. 1 Rhode Island.

Ann. One. American & English Annotat-
ed Cases ;—New York Annotated Cases.

Ann. neg. Annual Register, London.
Ann.St. Annotated Statutes.
Annsiy. Annaly's edition of Lee tempore

Hardwicke.
Anne. Queen Anne (thus "1 Anne," de-

notes the flrst year of the reign of Queen
Anne). -

Anson, Cont. Anson on Contracts.
Anstr. ‘Anstruther's Reports, English Ex-

cheqner.
Anth. Anthon’s New York Nlsi Prius Re-

ports ;—Anthony’s Illinois Digest.

Angeli on Water

~ Anth. N. P. Ani;hon’s New York Nisi Pri-
us Reports.

- Anth. Shep. Anthony's edition of Shep-
hard's Touchstone. ;

‘ Ap. Justin. Apud Justinianum;—In Jus-
tinian's Institutes.

- App. Appleton's Reports, vols. 19, 20
Maine. --

App. Oss. Appeal Cases, English Law Re-
ports ;—Appeal Cases. United States;—Ap-
peal Cases of the different States;——Appeal
Cases, District of Columbia.

[1891] App. Gss. Law Reports, Appeal
Cases, from 1891 onward.

App. cu. Bong. Sevestre and Marshall's
Bengal Reports.

App. Ct. Rep.
Court Reports.

App. 1). 0. Appeals, District of Columbia.
App. Div. Appellate Division, New York.
App. Jur. Act 1876. Appellate Jurisdic-

tion Act, 1876, 39 & 40 Vict. c. 59. '-

App. I’. Z. Appeal Reports, New Zealand.
App. Rep. Ont. Appeal Reports, Ontario.
Apps. Bro. Appendix to Breese's Reports.

' Appleton. Appleton's Reports, vols. 19.
20 Maine.

Ar. Rep.
Arnbin.
Ax-buth.

es, Madras.
Arch. Court of Arches, England.
Arch. 1?. 1.. Gas. Archboid's Abridgment

of Poor [aw Cases.
Ax-eh. Sum. Archhold’s Summary of Laws

oi’ England.
As-ohb. civil Pl. Archbold's Civil Plead-

ing.
A:-ohb.

Pleading.
As-ehb. Lnndl. Q Ten.

lord and Tenant;
Arehb. N. P.

Bradweli's Illinois Appeal

Argus Reports, Victoria.
Decisions of Seargeant Arabin.
Arbuthnot‘s Select Criminal Cas-

crim. Pl. Arc-hbold’s Criminal

Arc-hhold's Land-

Archbold's Nisi Prlns Law.
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Arehb. New Pr.

Arehln. New Pr. (or N. Prsc.). Arch-
boid's New Practice.

Arohla. Pr. Archbold’s Practice.
‘ Arohb. Pr. 3. B. Archbold’s Practice
King's Bench.

Areher at House. Archer an Hogue‘s Re-
ports, vol. 2 Florida.

Arg. Fr. Hero. Lew. Argles (Napoleon),
Treatise Upon French Mercantile Law, etc.

Arg. Rep. Reports printed in Melbourne
Argus, Australia.

As-is. Arizona ;———Arlzona Reports.
Ark. Arkansas ;—Arkansas Reporis:—

Arkley's Justiciary Reports, Scotland.
Ark]. (or Arkloy). Arkley’s Justiciary Re-

ports, Scotland.
Arms. Br. P. Gas. Armstrong’s Breach of

Privilege Cases, New York.
Arms. 0011. nice. Armstrong's New York

Contested Elections.
Arms. Elect. Oss. Armstrong's Cases or

Contested Elections, New York.
Arms. H. t 0. (or Arms. Hue. & 03.).

Armstrong, Macartney, & Ogle’: Irish Nisi
-Prlus Reports. .

Arne. '.l‘r. Armstrong’: Limerick Trials,
Ireland.

An. Arnold's English Common PleasRe-
ports ;——Arnot's Criminal Trials, Scotland.

Arn.!:l.css. Arnold's Election Cases.
English.

Ara. Ins. Arnould on Marine Insurance.
Ans. & H. (or Ara. & Eod.). Arnold &

Hodges‘ English Queen's Bench Reports.
A1-n. axed. B. 0. Arnold an Hodges’ Eng-

lish Bail Court Reports.
Arn. A Hod. Pr. Cu. Arnold & Hodges’

Practice Cases, English.
Arnold. Arnold's Common Pleas Reports, '

English.
As-not 01-. C. Arnot's Criminal Cases,

Scotland.
Artie. Oleri. Articles of the clergy.
Artiouli sIsp.ChArt. Articles upon the

charters.
Ashe. Ashe’s Tables to the Year Books

(or to Coke's Rep0rts;—or to Dyer's Reports).
Ashn. Ashmead’s Pennsylvania Reports.
Ashton. Ashton's Reports, vols. 9-12 Opin-

ions of the United States Attorneys General.
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TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS Anni. In-. new

Aslnu-st M3. Ashurst’s Paper Books, Lin-
coln's Inn Library;—_Ashurst's Manuscript
Reports, printed in vol. 2 Chitty.

Asp. Aspinall, English Admiralty.
Asp. One. (or R.ep.). English Maritime

Law Cases, new series by Aspinall.
Asp. III. 0. Aspinall’s Maritime Cases.
Ass. Book of Assizes.
Ass. Jerus. Assizes of Jerusalem.
Ast. Eat. Aston's Entries.
Atoll. Atchison's English Navigation and

Trade Reports. _

Ath. Mar. Sett. Atherly on Marriage Set-
tlements.

Atk. Atkyn's English Chancery Reports.
Atk. P. '1‘. Atkyn's Parliamentary Tracts.
Atk. Sher. Atkinson on Sheriifs.
Atl. Atlantic Reporter.
Atl. Ho. Atlantic Monthly.
Atl. R. (or n.sp.). Atlantic Reporter.
Atty. Gen. Op. Attorney-Generals‘ Opin-

ions, United States.
Atty. Gen. Op. 8. Y. Attorney-Generals’

Opinions, New York.
Atwster. Atwater's Reports. vol. 1 Min-

nesota.
Auoh. Auchinleck’s Manuscript Cases.

Scotch Court oi.‘ Session.
Auet. Bog. & L. Ohron. Auction Regis-

ter and Law Chronicle.
AIIJ. Gel. Ilootes Attica. Aulus Gelliua.

Noctes Attics. ' .

Aust. Austin's English County Court
Oases;—Australia.

Aust. Jur. Austin's Province of Jurispru-
dance.

Aust. Jar. Abs-. Austin's Lecture on J!!-
risprudence, abridged.

Aust. 1’... '1'. Australian Law Times.
Austin (Ceylon). Austin's Ceylon Reports.
Austin 0. 0. Austin's English County

Court Reports.
Ayl. Pun. See Aylifle.
Ayl. Pund. See Ayllfle.
Ayl. Per. See Aylifle.
Aylile. AylilIe's Pandects:—Aylii!e‘s

Parergon Juris Canonici Angelicani.
Aylile Pu-erg. See Aylifle.
Asnnl, lsr.I.sw. Azuni on Maritime

Law.



3.0.

B
B. 0. Bankruptcy Cases. ‘ .

3.0.0. Bail Court Reports (Saunders a
Cole);—Baii Court Cases (Lowndes & Max-
well);—Brown’s Chancery Cases.

3. C. R. (or B. O. B.ep.). Saunders &
Cole's Bail Court Reports, English;—-British
Columbia Reports.

B. Oh. Barbour’s Chancery Reports, New
York.

3. D. & 0. Blackham, Dundas a Osborne's
Nisi Prlus Reports, Ireland.

3. L. B. Bengal Law Reports.
3.1!. Burrow’s Reports tempore Mans-

iield;—Ben Monroe's Reports, Kentucky’;-
lioore’s Reports. English.

3. Hon. Ben Monroe's Reports. Kentucky.
8.Hoos-e. Moore's Reports, English.
3. N. C. Bingham‘s New Cases, English

Common Pleas;—Brooke's New Cases. Eng-
lish King's Bench ;—-Busbee's North Carolina
Law Reports.

3. II. P. Buller’s Nisi Prius.
B. P. B. Bu1ler's Paper Book, Lincoln's

Inn Library.
3. P. 0. Brown’s Cases in Parliament. A

B.P.I..css. Bott's Poor Law Cases.
3. P. N. B. Bosanquet as Puller’: New Be-

ports, English Common Pleas.
B. P. R. Brown's Parliamentary Reports.
3.2.. Bancus Regis, or King's Bench:—-

Bankruptcy Reports;—Bankruptcy Register.
- New York;--National Bankruptcy Register

Reports.
3.3.3. Cases in King’s Bench tempura

Hardwicke.
B. Q A. Barnewall & Adolphus’ English

King's Bench R.eports;—Barnewall & Alder-
son's Imgiish Kiug’s Bench Reports;—-Baron
6: Arnold's English Election Case;-—Baron
& Austin's English Election Cases ;-Banning
& Ardeu's Patent Cases.

IB.& Ad. (or A.dol.). Barnewall & Adol-
phus‘ English King‘ Bench Reports.

B.& Ald. Barnewnll & Alderson’s Eng-
lish King's Bench Reports.

n.a Arn. Barron & Arnold's Election
Cases. '

B.& Aunt. Barron & Austin's English
Election Cases.

B.& B. Broderip & Bingham’s English
Common Pleas Reports;—BaIl & Beatty‘s
Irish Chancery Reports;—Bowler & Bowers,
vols. 2, 3 United States Comptroller's Deci-
sions.

3.& C. Barnewall & Cresswell's English
King's Bench Reports.

3. & D. Benloe 8: Dalison, English.
B. t P. Broderip an Fremantle's English

Ecclesiastical Reports. -

B. a K. Blatchtord & Howland's United
States District Court Reports. ‘

B. a n.mg. Bennett & Eieard's Massa-
chusetts Digest.

TABLE 03‘ ABBREVIATIONS

3. c 3. Lead. Cu.
Leading Criminal Cases.

B. & 1. Bankruptcy and Insolvency Cases.
3. &_ L. Browning & Lushington’s English

Admiralty Reports.
B.& H. (or B.& Xaem).

Macnamarois Reports, English.
B. a P. Bosanquet & Puller's English

Common Pleas Reports.
3. A: P. N. R. Bosanquet & Puller’s New

Reports.
B.& 8. Best a Smith's English Queen's

Bench Reports.
3. & V. Beling an Vanderstraaten's Re-

ports, Ceylon.
Be. G Be.

Reports.
Bah. Auet. Babington on Auctions.
Bee. Aph. (or Bae. Apho:-inns). Bacon's

(Sir Francis) Aphorisms.
nu. Dig. Bacon's Georgia Digest.
nu. Hex. Bacon's (Sir Francis) Maxims.
Bee. Bead. Uses. Bacon (Sir Francis),

Reading upon the Statute of Uses.
Bee. St. Uses. Bacon (Sir Francis), Read-

ing upon the Statute of Uses. -

Bee. Ir. Bacon (Sir Francis), Iaw Tracts.
Bee. Works. Bacon's (Sir Francis).Works.
Bach. Bach's Reports, vols. 19-21 Mon-

tana.
Bacon. Bacon's Abrldgment;—Bacon‘s

Aphorisms;—Bacon's Complete Arbitrator;
—Bacon’s Elements of the Common Law ;—
Bacon on Government;—Bacon's Law Tracts;
—Bacon on Leases and Terms of Years ;—
Bacon's Maxims;-Bacon on Uses.

Bag]. Bagley’s Reports, vols. 16-19 Cali-
tornia.

Bail. Bailey's Law Reports, South Caro-
lina.

Ball 01:. Cu. Lowndes & Maxwell’s mg-
lish Ball Court Cases.

Bail Ct. Rep. Saunders & Cole's English
Bail Court Reports;-Lowndes & Maxwell's
English Bail Court Cases.

Bail. Dig. Bailey's North Carolina Digest.

Bennett 5: Heard’:

Browne &

Ball & Beatty's Irish Chancery

Bail. Eq. Bailey's Equity Reports, South
Carolina.

Bailey. Bailey's Law Reports, South Caro-
lina Court ot Appeals.

Bailey Eq. Bailey's Equity Reports, South
Carolina Court of Appeals.

Balll. Dig. Baillie‘s Digest of Mohamme-
dan Law.

nainlauines. Bainbridge on Mines and
Minerals.

Baker, Quar. Baker's Law of Quaran-
tlue.

Bald. App. 11 Pet. Baldwin's Appendix
to 11 Peters.

Bald. (or Bald. C. 0.). Baldwin's United
States Circuit Court Reports ;—Baldus (Com-
mentator on the Code);--Baidusseroni (on
Maritime Law).
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naaw. mg.

Baldw. Dig. Baldwin's Connecticut Di-
gest.

Ball. Balfour's Practice. Laws of scot-
land.

Ball & B.
cery Reports.

Bank. and Inn. 3. Bankruptcy and Insol-
vency Reports, English.

Bank. Ct. Rep. Bankrupt Court Reports,
New York ;—The American Law Times Bank-
ruptcy Reports are sometimes thus cited.

Bunk. I. (or Bunk. InII:.). Bankter’s In-
stitutes ot Scottish Law.

Bank. Rep. American Law Times Bank-
ruptcy Reports.
: Bank. a Ins. Bankruptcy and Insolven-
cy Reports. English.

Banks. Banks’ Reports, vols. 1-5 Kansas.
Bum. Bannister’s Reports, English Com-

mon Pleas.
Buns. Br. Bannlstefs edition of O. Bridg-

man's English Common Pleas Reports.
Bum. & A. Put. On. Banning & Arden's

Patent Cases.
Bu-. Bamardiston's English King's Bench

Reports; — Barnardlston’s Chancery; — Bar
Reports in all the Courts, English;—-Bar-
bour's Supreme Court Reports, New York ;—
Barrows’ Reports, vol. 18 Rhode Island.

Bar. ch. (or chy.). Barnardiston’s Eng-
lish Chancery Reports.

Bar. Hag. Barrington's Magus Charts.
Bu-. N. Barnes‘ Notes, English Common

Pleas Reports.
Bar. ob-. St. Barrington's Observations

upon the Statutes from Magna Charta to 21
James I.

Bu-. & Ad. Barnewall J: Adolphus‘ Eng-
lish King's Bench Reports.

Bar. & Al. Barnewall & Aldersou's Eng-
lish King's Bench Reports.

Bu-.& Arn. Barron & Arnold's English
Election Cases.

_ Bu-. & Aust.(or Am). Barron & Aus-
tin's Engllsh Election Cases.

Bax-. & Or. Barnewall & Cresswell's Eng-
lish King's Bench Reports.

Barb. Barbour‘s Supreme Court Reports,
New York ;—Barber’s Reports, vols. 14-24 Ar-
kansas.

Barb. Alu. Barbour’s Abstracts oi.’ Chan-
cellor‘s Decisions, New York.

Bu-la. App. Dig. Barber‘s Digest, New

Ball & Beatty‘s Irish Chan-

York.
Bu-la. Ark. Barber's Reports, vols. 14-24

Arkansas.
Dub. 01:. Barbour's New York Chancery

Reports.
Bu-b.0h. Pr. Barbour’s Chancery Prac-

tice (Text Book).
Barb. Dig. Barber's Digest of Kentucky.
Barb. S. C. Barbour's Supreme Court Re-

ports, New York.
Bu-be. Barber's Reports, Arkansas.

Barb. Ark.
Bu-e. Dig. Barclay's Missouri Digest.
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TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS Boat. & Wal. Ry. Cal.

Bun. Barnardiston’s English King's
Bench Reports ;—Barnes’ English Common
Pleas Reports ;—Barntleld’s Reports, vols. 19-
20, Rhode Island.

Bu-n.Ch. Barnardiston's English Chan-
cery Reports.

Bu-n.No. Barnes‘ Note of Cases, Eng-
lish Common Pleas.

Barn. & A. Barnewall an Alderson’s Eng-
lish King's Bench Reports.

Born. 4: Ad. (or Adol.). Barnewall ac

Adolphus‘ English King's Bench Reports.
Barn. & Ald. Barnewall & Alderson's

English King‘ Bench Reports.
Barn. &C. (ox-O1-.). Barnewall an Cress-

well‘s English King's Bench Reports.
Bu-nu-d. ch. Barnardiston's Chancery

Reports.
Barnard. K. 3.

Bench Reports.
nu-nos. Barnes’ Practice Cases. English.
Bu-nes,1I. G. Barnes’ Notes of Cases in

Common Pleas.
Bu-net. Barnet's Reports, vols. 27-29

English Central Criminal Courts Reports.
Bu-nf. & S. Barnfleld and Stiness' Re-

ports, vol. 20. Rhode Island.
Bu-nw.Dig. Barnwall's Digest of the

Year Books.
Bu-r. Barr's Reports, vols. 1-10 Penn-

sylvania State:—Barrows’ Reports, vol. 18
Rhode Island.

Barr. st. Barrington's Observatlons upon
the Statutes from Magna Charta to 21
James I. _

Barr. & Am. Barron & Arnold's English
Election Cases.

Barnardiston’s King's

Ban-. & Ans. Barron an Austin's English
Election Cases. .

Barring. Obs. St. (or Barring. 8t.).
Bnrrington’s Observations upon the Statutes
from Magna Charta to 21 James I.

Ban-own. Barrows’ Reports,
Rhode Island.

Bu-1:. E]. On.
Election Cases.

Bat. Dig. Battle's Digest, North Carolina.
Dates. Rates’ Delaware Chancery Reports.
Bates‘ Dig. Bates‘ Digest, Ohio.
nut. (o‘:- Batty). Batty’s Irish King's

Bench Reports. ' '

Bax. (or Bath). Baxter's Reports, vols.
60-68 Tennessee.

Bay. Bay's South Carolina Reports;—
Bay’s Reports, vols. 1-3 and 5-8 Missouri.

vol. 18

Bartlett's Congressional

:Benoh.Reo. Beach on the Inw of Re-
ceivers.

Boas. Beasley's New Jersey Chancery Re-
ports.

Boat. (or Boltty). Beatty‘s Irish Chan-
cery Reports.

Beav. Beavan’s English Rolls Court Re-
ports.

Boat. 3. & G. On. English Railway and
Canal Cases, by Beavan and others. _

Beav. & Wu). Ry. Gas. Beavan & Wal-
tord's Railway and Canal Cases,_ England.



Beau.

Beau. (or Besw.I.ex Hen»). Beawes’
Lex Mercatoria.

Book. Beck's Reports, vols. 12-16 Colo-
rado; also vol. 1 Colorado Court of Appeals.

Beek,l!ed. Jur. Beck's ‘Medical Juris-
prudence.

Bedell. Bedell’s Reports, vol. 163 New
York. -

Bee. Bee's United States District Court
Reports.

Bee Adm. Bee's Admiralty. An Appen-
dix to Bee’s District Court Reports.

Bee 0. 0. R. Bee's Crown Cases Reserv-
ed, English.

Beebe Oit. Beebe's Ohio Citations.
Bel. Bellewe's English King's Bench Re-

ports;—Bellasis’ Bombay Reports ;—Beling's
Ceylon Reports ;-Bellinger's Reports, vols.
4-8 Oregon.

Beling. Beling's Ceylon Reports.
Bel1ng&Vnn. Beling J: Vanderstraat-

en's Ceylon Reports.
Bell. Bell's Dictionary and Digest of the

Laws of Seotland;—Bel1's English Crown
Cases Reserved ;—-Bell’s Scotch Appeal Cas-
es;—Bell's Scotch Session Cases;-—-Bell’s
Calcutta Reports, India ;—Bellewe's English
King's Bench Reports;—Brooke’s New Cas-
es, by Bellewe;—Bel1inger's Reports, vols.
4-8 Oregon ;—Beliasls' Bombay Reports.

Bell An. 0:. Bell's Scotch Appeals.
_Be1l App.0u. Bell’s Scotch House of

Lords (Appeal) Cases.
Bell 0. 0. Bell’s English Crown Cases

Reserved ;—Bellais’ Civil Cases, Bombay ;—
Bellasis' Criminal Cases, Bombay.

Bell 0. H. 0. Bell's Reports, Calcutta
High Court.

Bell 03:. Bell’s Cases, scotch Court of
Session.

Bell. Cu. 1:. E. VIII. Brooke's New Cas-
es (collected by Bellewe).

Bell. Cu. 1:. 3. II. Be1lewe’s English
King's Bench Reports (time of Richard 11).

Bell, Comm. Bell's Commentaries on the
law of Scotland.

B01101-.0. Bell's English Crown Cases;
—Bel|er's Criminal Cases, Bombay.

Bell, Diet. Bell’s Dictionary and Digest"
of the Laws of Scotland.

Bell fol. Bell’s folio Reports, Scotch
Court of Session.

Bell 8. 0. Bell's Reports, High Court of
Calcutta. 1

Bell 11.1.. (or Bell, I!.L.8e.). Bell’s
House of Lord's Cases. Scotch Appeals.

3el1Hed.L.J. Bell's Medlco Legal Jour-
nal.

Bell 0ot.(or 810.). Bell’s octavo Re-
ports, Scotch Court of Session.

Bell P.0. Bell's Cases in Parliament,
Scotch Appeals.

Boll Put. Eu. Bell's Putative Marriage
Case, Scotland.

Ben so. App. Bell's Appeals to House of
Lords from Scotland.

TABLE ‘OF ABBREVIATIONS Benn. & E. 01-. 01:.

Bell So.D1g. Bell's Scottish Digest.
3011 See. Cu.

Court of Session.
Benn. Bellasis‘ Criminal (or Civil) Cas-

es, Bombay.
Believe.

Reports.
Believe t'.H.VIII. Brooke's New Cases

(collected by Bellewe).

Bellewe's English King's Bench

Bellinger. Bellinger’s Reports, vols. 4-8
Oregon.

Bel1in;h.'.l‘r. Report of Bellingham's
’.l‘rial.

Belt Bro. Belt's edition of Brown's Chan-
cery Reports.

Belt Sup. Belt’s Supplement to Vesey
Senior’s English Chancery Reports. .

Belt Ves. Sen. Belt's edition of Vesey
Seniors English Chancery Reports.

Ban. Benedict's United States District
Court Reports.’

Ben. Adm. Benedict's Admiralty Prac-
tice.

Ben. !‘.I.0u. Bennett's Fire Insurance
Cases. )

Ben Hon. Ben Monroe's Reports, Ken-
tacky.

Ben. an-.1. Benloe & Dalison’s English
Common Pleas Reports.

‘Ben. & B2. 1.. 0. Bennett & Heard's Lead-
ing Criminal Cases. .

Ben. & 8. Dig. Benjamin at S1idell's Loui-
siana Digest.

nonohan. Bench and Bar (periodical),
Chicago.

Bendl. Bendloe (see Benl.).
Bendloe. Bendloe’s or New Benloe’s Re-

ports, English Common Pleas, Edition of 1661.
Boned. Benedict's United States District

Court Reports.
Benz. 1.. B. Bengal Law Reports, India.
Beng.S.D.A. Bengal -Sudder Dewanny

Adawlut Reports.
Benj. Benjamin. New York Annotated

Cases, 6 vols.
Benj.Sales. Benjamin on Sales.
Ben). Chain. Bills C N. Benjamin's

Chalmer's Bills and Notes. _

Benl. Benloe’s or Bendloe’s English
King's Bench Reports.

Benl.in Ashe. Benloe at the end at
Ashe's Tables.

:Ben1.inKei1. Benloe or Bendloe in Keil-
way’s Reports.

Benl. New. Benloe’s Reports, English
King's Bench.

Benl.Old. Benloe of Benloe & Dallson.
English Common Pleas Reports.

Benl. & Del. Benloe 0; Dalison‘s Common
Pleas Reports.

Benn. 00.1. Bennett's Reports, vol. 1 Cali-
fornia. «

Benn.F.I.0as. Bennett‘s Fire Insur-
ance Cases.

Benn. & II. 01-. cu. Bennett & Heard’s
Leading Criminal Cases.
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Bonn.&E.Di;.

Benn. a I. Dig. Bennett & Herard Mas-
sachusetts Digest.

Benno. Reporter ot vol. 7, Modern Re-
ports.

Bennett. Bennett's Reports, vol. 1 Cali-
rornia;——Bennett's Reports. vol. 1 Dakota ;—
Bennett's Reports, vols. 16-21 ‘Missouri.

Bent. Beutley’s Reports, Irish Chancery.
Benth. Ev. (or Benth. Jud. En). Ben-

them on Rationale of Judicial Evidence.
Bentl.Atty.-Gen. Bentley's Reports,

vols. 13-19 Attorneys-General’s Opinions.
Beor. Queensland Law Reports.
Ber. Berton’s New Brunswick Reports.
Bern. Bernard’s Church Cases, Ireland.
Berry. Berry’s Reports, vols. 1-28 Mis-

souri Court of Appeals.
Bert. Berton's New Brunswick Reports.
Best,Bv. Best on Evidence.
Best, Pres. Best on Presumptions.
Best & S. (or Best & Sim). Best &

Smith's English Queen's Bench Reports.
Bett'| Deo. Blatchford and Howland’s

United States District Court Reports;—-0l-
cott's United States District Court Reports.

Bov. Pet. Bev_iil’s Patent Cases, English.
noman. Bevin & Mill's Reports, Cey-

ion.
Bevan. Beven’s Ceylon Reports.
Bibih. Bibb’s Reports. Kentucky.
Biek. (or Biok.&1Iawl.). -Bicknell &

Hawley’s Reports, vols. 10-20 Nevada.
Big. Bignell's Reports, India.
313.011. Bigelow's Cases, William I to

Richard I.
Big. L. 1. Gas. (or Big. L. & A. Ins. 011.).

Bigelow’s Life and Accident - Insurance
Cases.

Big. 07. cu. Bigelow's Overruled Cases.
Big.PIa.o. Bigelow's Piacita Anglo-Nor-

mannica.
Bigelow, Estop. Bigelow on Estoppel.
Bign. Blgnell's Indian Reports.
Bin. Binney’s Pennsylvania Reports.
Bin. Dig. Binmore's Digest, Michigan.
Bing. Bingham's English Common Pleas

Reports.
Bing. N. C. Bingham’s New Cases, Eng-

lish Common Pleas.
Binn. Binney's Pennsylvania Reports.
Birds. St. Birdseyt-‘s Statutes, New York.
Birot, Vocab. Blret, Vocabulaire dos Clnq

Codes, on definitions simpllfees des termes
dc droit et de jurisprudence exprimes dan
ces codes.

Bis. Bissell's United States Circuit Court
Reports.

Bish. Cr. Law. Bishop on Criminal Law.
Bixh. Grim. P:-oo. Bishop on Criminal

Procedure.
Bish.Mar.&Div. Bishop on Marriage

and Divorce.
Bish. St. Grimes. Bishop on Statutory

Crimes.
Bishop Dig. Bishop's Digest, Montana.
Bisp. £41. (or Blsph. £11.). Bispham's

Equity.
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Bin. (or Bis. . Bissell's United States
Circuit Court Reports.

Bitt. Ohunb. Rep.
Reports, England.

Bitt. Pr. Cu.
English.

Bitt. W. &P. Bittleson, Wise & Par-
nell’s Reports, vols. 2, 3 New Practice Cases.

Bittleson's Chamber

Rittleson’s Practice Cases,

Bk. Black's United States Supreme Court
Reports.

Bl. Black's United States Supreme Court
Reports;— Blatchi.'ord’s United States Cir-
cuit Court Reports ;—Black!ord‘s Indiana Re-
ports;—-Henry Blackstone's English Common
Pleas Reports;-W. Blackstone's. English
King’s Bench Reports ;—Blackstone.

BI.0.0. Blatchi'ord's United States Gib
cult Court Reports. ~

Bl. Com. (or B1. Oonun.). Blackstone's
Commentaries.

Bl. met. Black's Dictionary.
BLD. & O. Blackham, Dundas an Os-

borne's Irish Nisi Prius Reports.
B1. E. Henry Blackstone's English Com-

mon Pleas Reports.
Bl. Judgm. Black on Judgments.
Bl. Law Tracts. Blackstone's Law Tracts.
Bl. Prise (or B1. Pr. Com). Blatch.ford‘I

Prize Cases
B1. 3. (or B1. W.). Sir William Black-

stone's English King's Bench Reports.
B1. on. Blatchtord G: Howland's United

States District Court Reports;—— Blake &
Hedges’ Reports, vols. 2-3 Montana.

BI.&W.Hinos. Blanchard 5. Weeks’
Leading Cases on Mines.

B13. Oh. Bland's Maryland Chancery Re-
ports.

Bln. com. Blackstone's Commentaries.
Bin. BI. Henry Blackstone's English Com-

mon Pleas Reports.
B11. W. Sir William Blackstone's Re

ports English King's Bench.
Black. Black's United States Supreme

Court Reports;—-Black's Reports, vols. 30-
53 Indiana;-—H. Blackstone's English Com-
mon Pleas Reports;—W. Blackstone's Eng-
lish King's Bench Reports;—Blackford’s In-
diana Reports.

Blsck. Cond. Rep.
ed Illinois Reports.

Black, Const. Law.
tional Law.

Black, Const. Prqhib. Black's Constitu-
tional Prohibitions.

BInck.D. 60. Blackham, Dundas & Os-
borne's Irish Nisi Prius Reports.

BInok.I!. Henry Blackstone's English
Common Pleas Reports.

Black, Into:-p. Laws.
tntion of Laws.

BInok,Intox.I.iq. Black on Intonat-
ing Liquors.

Black, Jud;-tn. Black on Judgments
Bln.ok.Jus. Blackerby‘s Justices‘ Cum.

Black on Constitu-

Black on Interpre-

B1ackwe1l‘s Condens-A



Bluohl.

Black. 3. Black's United States Supreme
Court Reports;——W. Blackstone's English
King's Bench Reports. See Black.

Black Ship. 0:. Black's Decisions in
Shipping Cases.

Black, 'l.'i.x Titles. Black on Tax Titles.
Black. W. W. Blackstone's English King's

Bench Reports. -

Blsokf. Blacki'ord’s Indiana Reports.
Blaohw. Oond. Blackwei1’s Condensed Re-

ports, Illinois.
Blake. Blake’s Reports, vols. 1-3 Mon-

tuna.
nukoazn. Blake and Hedges’ Reports.

vols. 2-3 Montana.
Blane. & W. L. C. Biandiard & Weeks’

Leading Cases on Mines, etc.
Bland (or Bland’: 011.). Blaud's Mary-

land Chancery Reports. .

Blatolat. Blatch1ord's United States Cir-
cuit Court Reports——United. States Appeals.

Blstoht. Pr. Cu. Biatchtord's Prize
Cases.

Bls.toh£.&H. Blatchford & Howland’s
United States District Court Reports.

Blookley. Bieckley's Reports, vols. 34, 35
Georgia.

Bligh.
Reports.

Bligh N. S.

Bligh’s English House of Inrds

Biigh's English House of
,Lords Reports. New Series.

Bliss. Delaware County Reports, Penn-
sylvania. '

Bliu ll’. Y. Go. Biiss’s New York Code.
Bloom. Han. (or Neg.) Gas. Bioomtieid’s

Manumission (or Negro) Cases, New Jersey.
Blount. Biouut's Law Dictionary.
Blount Tr. Biount's Impeachment Trial.
Bomb. H. 01:. Bombay High Court Re-

ports.
Bomb. L. R. Bombay Inw Reporter.
Bomb. sol. Gas. Bombay select Cases.
Bomb. Ber.

Reports.
Bond. Bond's United states Circuit Re-

ports.
Boornem.

California.
Booto, Suit at Law. Boote’s Suit at Law.

- Booth, Real _Aot. Booth on Real Actions.
Barr. Borradaiie's Reports, Bombay.
Boa. Bosworth's New York Superior Court

Reports.
Boa. a P. N. B. Bosanquet & Pulier’s New

Reports, English Common Pleas.
Boa. & Pal. Bosanquet & Pui1er's Eng-

lish Common Pleas Reports.
Bos. &Pul.lt. B. Bosanquet & Puller-‘s

New Reports, English Common Pleas.
Bosw. Bosworth’s New York Superior

Court Reports.
Bott P. 1.. Bott’s Poor Laws.
Bott P. 1.. cu. Bott’s Poor law Cases.
Butt 1’. L. Oonst. Const’s Edition of

Bott's Poor IAW Cases.
Bott 8ot.Cu. Bott's Poor Law (Settle-

ment) Cases.

Booraem’s Reports, vols. 6-8

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS

Bombay Series, Indian Law

Branch, Prime.

Bonld. Bouldin's Reports, vol. 119 Ala-
bama.

Bouln. Boulnois’ Reports, Bengal.
Bourke. Bourke’s Reports, Calcutta High

Oourt.
Bouv. Inst. Bouvier’s Institutes of Ameri-

can Law.
Bouvlor. Bouvier’s Law Dictionary. '

Bov. Pat. 0:. Boviil's Patent Cases.
Bow. Bowler an Bowers, vols. 2, 3, Unit-

ed States Comptroller's Decisions.
Bowen, Pol. Econ. Bowen's Political Eco-

nomy.
Bowyer, Hod. Civil Law. Bowyer‘s Mod-

ern Civil Law.
Br. Bracton ;— Bradford ;— Bradweli ;—

Brayton;——Breese ;—Brevard;—— Brewster :—
Bridgman ;— Brightly ;— British ;—Britton;
—- Brockenbrough;-— Brooke;— Broom :-
Brown;—-Bro'wniow;--Bruce. See below, es-
pecially under Bro.

Br. 0. 0. British (or English) Crown
Cases (American reprint);——Brown's Chau-
cery Cases, England.

Br. Or. 01.
Cases.

B1-.!‘ed.Dig. Brightly’s Federal Digest.
B1-.N.O. Brooke's New Gases, English

King's Bench.
Br. 1’. 0. Brown's English Parliamentary

Cases. _

Br. Beg. Braithwaite's Register.
Br.sup. Brown's Supplement to Morri~

son's Dictionary, Sessions Cases, Scotland.
Br.Syn. Brown’s Synopsis of Decisions,

Scotch Court of Sessions.
Br‘. &B. Broderip & Bingham, English

Common Pleas.
Br. & Pr. Broderick av, F1-ema_ntle’s Eccle-

siastical Cases, English.
Br. & Gold. Brownlow & Goldesbox-ough’s

English Common Pleas Reports.
Br. a L. (or Br. & Lush.). Brownlow as

Lushington’s English Admiralty Reports
Br. an. Brown & Rader’s Missouri Re-

ports. '

Brno. (or B1-sot. or Braoton). Bracton de
Legibus et Consuetudinibus Anglise.

Brad. Bradford's Surrogate Reports, New
York ;—Bradtord's Iowa Reports :—Bradweii’s
Illinois Appeal Reports ;—Bradiey's Reports.
Rhode Island.

Brsdf. Brad1ord's New York Surrogate
Reports ;—Bradi‘ord's Reports, Iowa.

Bradf. su. Bradford's Surrogate Court
Reports, New York.

Bradw. Bradweii's Appellate Reports, Illi-
nois.

Brady Ind. Brady's Index, Arkansas Re-
ports.

Bruno. Brame‘s Reports. v.ols. 66-72
Mississippi.

Branch. Branch's Reports, vol. 1 Florida.
Branch, Max. Brant-h’s Maxims.
Branch, Prino. Branclfs Principia Legis

et Equltatis.
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Brand.

Brand. Brandenburg's Reports, vol. 21,
Opinions Attorneys-General.

Brand. 1‘. Attaclun. (or Brand. For At-
tachm.) Brandon on Foreign Attachment.

Brando. Brando's Dictionary of Science.
Brane. Dig. Branson’s Digest, Bombay.
Brunt. Brantiy's Reports, vols. 80-90

Maryland.
Brayt. Brayton's Vermont Reports.
Breeee. Breese‘s Reports, vol. 1 Illinois.
Brett C|.Bq. Brett's Cases in Modern

Equity.
Brev. Brevard's South Carolina Reports.
Brev.Dig. Brevard’s Digest.
Brew. Jn. Brevia Judicialia (Judicial

Writs).
Brew. Brewer's Reports, vols. 19-26 Mary-

land.
Brewet. Brewster's Pennsylvania Reports.
Brick. Dig. Brickell’s Digest, Alabama.
Bridg. Dig. Ind. Bridgman's Digested In-

dex.
Bridg. 3. Sir J. Bridgman's English Com-

_mon Pleas Reports.
Bridg. 0. Sir Orlando Bridgman‘s Enig-

lish Common Pleas Reports—(sometimes cit-
ed as Carter).

Bright. (Pm). Brightly's Nisi Prius Re-
ports, Pennsylvania.

Bright. Dig. Brightly’s Digest, New York;
—Brightly’s Digest, ~Penusylvania;-—-Bright-
ly’s Digest, United States.

Bright. Bloc. Cu. Brigl1tly’s Lending
Election Cases. »

Bright. N. P. Brightly’s Nisi Prius -Re-
ports, Pennsylvania.

Bright. Purd. (or Brightly’: Pu-d.
Dig.). Brlghtly‘s Edition of Pnrdon’s Digest
of Laws of Pennsylvania.

Brisbin. Reporter, vol. 1 Minnesota.
Brieloniue. De verborum qua: ad jus ci-

vile pertinent siguiflcntione.
Brit. Britton‘s Ancient Pleas of the

Crown.
Brit. Cr. One. British (or English) Crown

Cases.
Brit. Qnar. Rev. British Quarterly Re-

view.
Britt. Britton on Ancient Pleading.
Bro. See, also, Brown and Browne.

Brownrfs Pennsylvania Reports;—-Brown's
Mlchignn Nisi Prius Reports;—Brown's Eng-
lish Chancery Reports;—Brown's Parliamen-
tary Cnses;—Brown's Reports, vols. 53-65
Mississlppi;—Brown‘s Reports, vols. 80-137
Missouri.

Bro. (Pm). Browne's Pennsylvania Re-
ports.‘

Bro. Ahr. in 34;. Browne's New Abridg-
ment of Cases in Equity.

Bro. Adm. Brown's United States Admi-
ralty Reports.

Bro. A. a B. Brown's United States Dis-
trict Court Reports (Admiralty and Revenue
Cases).

Bro. G. C. Brown's English Chancery Cas-
es, or Reports.
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Bro. Oh. Brown's English Chancery Re-
ports. -

Bro. Bee. Brooke's Six Judgments in Ea
clesiastical Cases (English).

Bro. N. C. Brooke's New Cases, English
King's Bench. '

Bro.N.P. Brown's Michigan Nisi Pri-
us Reports;-Brown's Nisi Prius Cases, Eng-
lish.

Bro. P. O. Brown's English Parliamen-
tary Cases. 1

Bro. Supp. Brown's Supplement to Mor-
rlson’s Dictionary oi’ the Court of Session;
Scotland.

B:-may-n. Brown's synopsis of Dad»
sions, Scotch Court oi‘ Session.

Bro. V.M. Brown's Vade Mecum. !

Bro. arr. Broderick & li‘remant1e’sEng-
lish Ecclesiastical Cases. 1

Bro.t G. Brownlow & Goldesborouglfs
English Common Pleas Reports. I

Bro. & Lush. Browning as Lushington's
English Admiralty Reports. "

Brook. Brockenbrougws -Marshall's Deci-
sions, United states Circuit Court. .

Broek.Ge.e. Brockenbrough‘s Virginia
Cases. "

Brook. & Ho]. Brockenbrongh & Holmes‘
Virginia Cases. '

Brod. stair. Brodie's Notes to Stair’: In-
stitutes, Scotch. J

Brod. & B. (or Brod. & Bing.). Broder
ip & Bingham‘s Ihiglish Common Pleas Re-
ports. ‘

Brod.& Pr. Brodei-ick&Fremantle's Ec-
clesiastical Cases. '

Brooke (or Brooke [Petit]).
New Cases, English King's Bench.

Brooke, Abr. Brooke's Abridgment.
Brooke Bool.J‘udg. Brooke's Six Eccle-

siastical Judgments.
Brooke It. 0. Brooke's New Cases, Eug-

lish King's Bench Reports. ('Bellewe's Cases
tcmpore Henry VIII.) 7

Brooke 811 Ind‘. Brooke's Six Ecclesi-
astical Judgments (or.Reports). i

Brooke. Brooks’ Reports. vols. 106-119
Michigan. "

Broom, Com. Lew. Broom's Commenta-
ries on the Common Law. ,

Broom.Me.:. Broom's Legal Maxims.
Broom & H. Conn. Broom & I-ladley‘s

Commentaries on the Law of Imgland. '

Bronn. Broun’s Reports. Scotch Justicl-
ary Court. 7

Brown. Brown's Reports, vols. 53-65
Mississippi ;—Brown's English Parliaments-'
ry Cases;-—Brown’s English Chancery Re
ports;—Browu’s Law Dictionary;—Brown‘s
Scotch Reports;—Brown’s United States Dis-
trict Court Reports ;—Brown's U. S. Admil
ralty Reports:—-Brown's Michigan Nisi Pri-
us Reports;—Brown‘s Reports, vols. 4-25 Ne
brnska:—Brownlow (8: Goldeshorough's)
English Common Pleas Reports ;—Rr-ownié
Reports, vols. 80-137 Missouri. See, also.
Bro. and Browne. ‘-'

Brooke's



7 Browne. Browne's ‘Pennsylvania Reports;
~—Browne‘s Reports, vols. 97-114 Massachuq
st-tts;—Browne, New York -Civil Procedure.
See also Bro. and Brown.

Brown A.& R. Brown's United States
District Court Reports (Admiralty and Reve-
nue Cases).

Brown, Adm. Brown's United States Ad-
miralty Reports. '

‘Brown. 01:. (or Brovn Ch. 053.).
Brown's Chancery Cases, English.

Brown. Cir. & Adm. Lew. Brown's Civil
and Admiralty Law.
Drown Eco. Brown's Ecclesiastical Re-

ports, Engiish. . . .- -, -

Brown N.P. Brown’s Michigan Nisi Pri-
us Reports.

Brown N. P. On. Brown’: Nisi Prius
Cases, English.

Brown r.c. Brown's Parliamentary Cas-
es, English House of Lords.

B1-own.Parl.cu. Brown's Parliamen-
tary Cases, English House of Lords.

Brown sup. Dee. Brown's Supplement
to Morrison's Dictionary, Session Cases, Scot-
land.

Brown Syn.
sions, scotch.

Brown.& Gold. Brownlow as Goldesbor-
ough’s English Common Pleas Reports.

Brown & 1!. Brown at Hemingway's Re-
ports, vols. 53-58 Mississippi.

IBrown.& Lush. Browning & Lushing-
ton's English Admiralty Reports.

Browne. Div. Browne's Divorce Court

.Brown's Synopsis of Deci-

Practice.
Browne N. B. O. Browne’: National Bank

Cases.
' Browne, Prob. Pr. Browne's Probate

Practice.
Browne Q Gray. Browne & Gray's Re-

ports, vols. 110-111 Massachusetts.
Browne & Moon. Browne & 'Macnama-

ra's English Railway and Canal Cases.
Brow-nl. (or Brown]. O GoId.). Brown-

low & Goldesborough's English Common
Pleas Reports.

Drn. (or Bx-nee). Bruce's Scotch Court
oi‘ -Session Reports.

Brun. Brunner’s-Collective Cases, Unit-
ed States.

Brluak. Ir. Dig.
mon Law Digest. _

Brluuler Sol. CII. Brunner's Selected
Cases United States Circuit Courts.

Bt. Benedict's United States District
Court Reports.

Bush. Buchanan's (men J. or James)
Reports, cape of Good Hope.

Bneh. Cu. (or '.l‘r.). Buchanan's
marl-table Criminal Cases, Scotland.

Bush. Ct. Ap. Cape G. H. Buchanan’:
Court. of Appmls Reports, Cape of Good
Hope.

BueI.E.0ape G. H. E. Buchanan's Re-
ports, Cape or Good Hope.

BL.LA‘w Dim-.(2n ll:o.)—‘!9

Brunker’s Irish Com-

Re-

TABL OF ABBREVIATIONS

Dueh. E. D. Cape G. H. Buchanan's
Eastern District Reports, Cape of Good
Hope.

Bnoh. J’. Cape G. K.
ports, Cape of Good Hope.

Buck. Buck's English Cases in Bank-
ruptcy;—-Buc-k_'s Reports, vols. 7-8 Montana.

Buck. Cooke. Bucknill’s Cooke's Cases
of -Practice, Common Pleas.

Buck. Dee. Buckner's Decisions (in Free-
man's Mississippi Chancery Reports).

But. Super. 01:. She1don‘s -Superior
Court Reports, Buffalo, New York.

Du11.N.P. Buller's Law of Nisi Prius.
English.

Bull. & 0. Dig.
isiana Digest.

Bauer 1188.
Lincoln's Inn Library.

Baht. Buistrode’s English King's Bench
Reports.

Bump, Proud. Conv.
lent Conveyances.

Bump N. 0. Bump's Notes on Constitu-
tional Decisions.

Bnnb. Bunbury's English Exchequer Re-
ports.

Bur. Burnett’: Reports,,Wisconsin.
Bar. (or Bun-.). Burrow’s English King's

Bench Reports.
Bar. 1!. Burrow’s Reports tempera Mans-

field.
nu-1. Bu:-ford’: Reports, vols. 6-9 Okla-

homa.

J. Buchanan's Re-

Bnuara & Curry's Lou-

Bump on Fraudu-

nu-g. Dig. Burgwyn's Digest Maryland
Reports.

nu-ge,Oon.l.Lew. Burge on the Con-
iiict oi.‘ Laws.

Barge, Sur. Burge on Suretyship.
Du:-gen. Burgess’ Reports, vols. 46-49

Ohio State.
Burke 'rr. Burke's Celebrated Trials.
Burks. Burks‘ Reports, vols. 91-97 Vir-

ginia.
Bnrlanaqni. Burlamaqui's Natural a.

Political Law.
Burlesque Reps.

Police Reports.
Du-n:.I..R. Burmah. Law Reports.
Burn,D1ot. Burn’s Law Dictionary.
Bnrn,Eoo.I.e.w. Burn's Ecclesiastical

Law.
Bnrnet. Burnet's Manuscript Decisions,

Scotch Court of Session.
Burnett. Burnett’s Wisconsin Reports:

—Burnett's Reports, vols. 20-22 Oregon.
Burr. Burrow’s English King's Bench

Reports.
Bnrr. I. O. (or Sett. Ou.).

English Settlement Cases.
Dnrr '1‘;-.B.ob. Burr's Trial, reported by

Robertson.
Burrili. Burrlll's Law Dictionary.
nu-rm,c1:o.zv. Burrili on Circum-

stantiai Evidence.

Skillman’s New York

Burrows‘
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Burrili, Ciro. Ev.

J. Buller’s Paper Books, _



Burrlll, Pr.

Bun-i.ll,Pr. Burrill'a Practice.
Bun-ow. Burrow’: Reports, English

King’: Bench.
Bun-ow, Sott. Cu. Bu1'roW's English

Settlement Cases.
Bu-1:. Cu, Burton's Collection of Cases

and Opinions.
Burt. Bed Prop.

arty.
Burt. lo.'.l‘r. Burton's Scotch Trials.
Bulb." Busbee's Law Reports, North Caro-

lina. .

Bub. O:-.1013. ‘ Busboe's Criminal Di-
gest, North Carolina. '
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Burton on Real Prop-

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS Bynk. Obs. 311:. Ian.

Bub. Eu.
Carolina.

Bush. Bush’: Reports. Kentucky.
Butl. Oo.I.itt. Butler's Notes to Goko

on Llttleton.
Butl. Hor. Jar.

Subsecivue.
Butt’: Sh. Butt’: Edition or shower‘:

English King's Bench Reports.
Bnxton. Buxton'a Reports, vols. 12%-128

North Carolina.
Byleo, Bills. Byles on Bills.
Bynk. Bynkershoek on the Law of War.
Bynk. Obi. Jar. Ron.

Iervationum Juris Roman! Llbri.

Bushee's Equity Reports, North

Butler’: Hora Juridicn

Bynkernhoek. Ob-



0. TABLE OF,‘ ABBREVIATIONS

0. Cowen's Reports, New York :—Con-
necticut;— Culli'ornia;— Color-ado;—— Canada
(Province).

0.3. Chief Baron of the Exchequer;—
Common Bench;—English Common Bench
Reports by lvlanning, Granger & Scott.

0.3.16. 3. Common Bench Reports, New
Series.
‘0. B. B. Cour de Blane de la Reine, Que-

bec. '

c. O. A. United States Circuit Court of
Appeals Reports.

0. 0. 0. Choice Cases in Chancery.
0.0. 0hr. Chancery Cases Chronicle,

Ontario.
0. 0.1:. Caines' Cases in. Error, New

York;—Cases of Contested Elections.
0. 0.1.. 0. Civil Code, Quebec.
0. 0. P. Code of Civil Procedure, Quebec.
0. c. Supp. City Court Reports, Supple-

ment New York.
0.1). Commissioner's Decisions, United

states Patent 0filce;—-Century Digest.
0.1-2. Gr. C. E. Greene's New Jersey Eq-

uity Reports.
0.H.& A. Carrow, Hamerton & Allen's

New Sessions Cases, English.

land.
0. J‘. Can.
0. J’. Civ.
0. L. Ch.

Ontario.
0.1.. P. Act. English Common Law Pro-

cedure Act.
0.13.3. Common Law Reports, printed

by Spottiswoode;—“English Common Law
Reports" (1853-1855).

0. H. & ll. Crompton, Meeson & Roscoe,
English Exchequer Reports.

0. N. Code Napoleon. _

0. N. 0on1. Cameron s Norwood’s North
Carolina Conference Reports.
- 0. N. P. Cases at Nisi Prlus.

C. N. P. C.
0.0. Common Orders.
0. at 0. 1:. Cases of Contested Elections,

United States.
0. P. 0. Code of Civil Procedure, Quebec.
0. P. 0.(or Coop.). C. P. Cooper's Eng-

lish Chancery Practice Cases.
0. P. 0. 1:. Br. 0. P. Cooper's llmgiish

Chancery Reports tempore Brougham.
C. P. C. t. Catt. C. P. Cooper’s English

Chancery Reports tempore Cottenham.
O. P. Cooper. Cooper's English Chan-

cery. '

0. P. D. (or C. P. Dim). Common Pleas
Division, English Law Reports (1875-1880).

0. P. 0. Code of Civil Procedure, Quebec
(1897).

0. P. Rep. ’ Common Pleas Reporter,
Scranton, Pennsylvania.

Corpus Juris Canonici.
Corpus Juris Civilis.
Common Law Chamber Reports,

0. J. 0. Couper's Judiciary Cases, Scot-

Campbell's Nisi Prlus Cases.-

O.&l.'a.C. O.

C .

0. P. U. 0. Common Pleas Reports, Up-
per Canada. .

0. Pt. Code of Procedure ;—-Code de Pro-
cedure Civile. .

0.1!. Chancery Reports;—-Code Reports
er, New York.

0.B..1(. 8. Code Reports, New Series,
New York. ,

0. Rob. C. Robinson, English Admiralty.
0. Rob. Adm. Christopher Robinson's

Reports on English Admiralty.
O. 8. Court of Session, Scotland.
0. S. B. 0. Consolidated Statutes, British

Columbia. .

O. S. 0. Consolidated Statutes of Can-
ada, 1859.

0. l.I..0. Consolidated Statutes. lower
Canada.

0.8.1. Consolidated Statutes of Maui-
toba.

O. I. N. B.
Brunswick.

0. I. 11.0. Consolidated Statutes of Up-
per Canada, 1859.

O. I. 2 J. Cashing. Storey & Josselyn's
Election Cases. See vol. 1 Cushing’s Elec-
tion Cases, Massachusetts.

0.8.: P. (Craigie, Stewart &) Paton's
Scotch Appeal Cases.

O. -t. K.
ten‘: Select Chancery Cases. English).

0. t. N. Cases tempera Northington
(Eden's English Chancery Reports).

0. t. '1‘. Cases tempore Talbot,
Chancery.

0. Thood. Codex Theodosiani.
0. W. Dad. C. W. Dudley's law or Eq-

uity Reports, South Carolina.

Consolidated Statutes of New

English

0.¢ A. Cooke & Alcock’s Irish King's
Bench Reports.

0. 0; 0. Coleman 0. Caine‘s Cases, New
York.

0. & D. Corbett & Daniel's English Elec-
tion Cases;—Crawford & Dix’s Abridged Cas-
es, Irish.

0. & D. A. 0.
ed Cases, Irish.

0. a D. 0. 0.
Circuit Cases.

0. Q: E. Cababe & Ellis, English.

Crawford & Dix’s Abridg-

Crawford .9. Dire Irish

0. & P. Clark&Finneily‘s English House
of Lords Reports.

0.& H.Dig. Coventry & Hughes’ Di-
gest.

0.& J’. Crompton & Jervis’ English Ex-
chequer Reports.

0.& K. Carrington & Kirwan's English
Nisi Prlus Reports.

C.& 1.. Connor & Lawson's Irish Chan-
cery Reports.

0. & L. O. O. Cane & Leigh's Crown Cas-
es. .

Cases tempera King (Macnagh--



'0. as-1.. mg.

0. Q L.D1g. Cohen 8: Lee's Maryland Di-
gest. .

O.& H. Crompton & Meeson's English
Exchequer Report ;—Carrington & Marsh-
man’s English Nisi Prius Reports.

0. c N. Cameron & Norwood’s North
Carolina Conference Reports.

0. a 0. R. Oar. mglish Railway and Ca-
nal Cases, by Carrow & Oliver et al.

0. & P. Carrington & Payne's English
Nisi Prius Reports;—Craig & Phillips’ Chan-
cery Reports.

0. 4: R. Cockburn & Rowe's English Elec-
tion Cases. ,

0. 0: 8.1313. Connor & Simonton’s South
Carolina Digest.

Ca. Case or Placitum;—-Cases (see Cas.).
Ca.t.Hu-d. Cases icmporc Hardwicke.
Ca. t.K. Cases tempore King;—Cases

icmporc King, Chancery.
(is. t. Tall». Cases tempore Talbot, Chan-

cery.
On. temp. 1‘.
Cu. temp. H.

King’s Bench.
Cs. temp. Holt.

King's Bench.
0ab.I.awy. The Cabinet Lawyer.
Cab. & E. (or 0:13. k. EL). Cababé & El-

lis, English.
Oadw.Dig. Cadwalader’s Digest of At-

torney-General’s Opinions.
Oai. Gaines’ Term Reports, New York

Supreme Court. .

031. Cu. (or On. En-.).
York Cases in Error.

cat. '1‘. R. Gaines’ Term Reports, New
York Supreme Court.

Cain. Gaines, New York.
Gaines. Caines‘ Reports, New York Su-

preme Court.
Cninel Cu.

rors, New York.
Cairn’: Dec.

Albert Arbitration.
Cal. Calii'ornia;—Calii'ornia Reports ;—

Calthrop's English King’s Bench Reports;—-
Caldecott’s English Settlement Cases.

Cal. Rep. California Reports;—Cal-
throp’s English King’s Bench Reports.

Cal. 8. D. A. Calcutta Sudder Dewauny
Adawlut Reports.

Cal. Ber. Calcutta Series Indian Law Re-
ports.

Guild. Caldwell's Reports, vols. 2546
West Virginia.-

Onld. (or Onld. J. P. or Onld. S. 0.). Cal-
decott's English Magistrate's (Justice of the
Peace) and Settlement Cases.

Gall. Call’s Virginia Reports.
Call. low. Callis on Sewers.
Gnlth. Calthrop's English King's Bench

Reports.
Calvin. (or Calvin. Lox. Jnx-111.). Calvin-

us Lexicon Juridicum.

Cases ntempore Finch.
Cases tempera Hardwicke,

Cases tempore Holt,

Calines’ New

Caines' Cases. Court of Er-

Cairn's Decisions in the

Cam. Cameron’: Reports, Upper Canada,
Queen's Bench.
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Gun. Duo.
her).

Gun. Op.
ronto.

Cam. Sosa.
uer Chamber).

Camera Ducata (Duchy Cham-

Cameron's Legal opinions, To-

Camera Scaccaria (Excheq-

Oam. Stall. Camera Steliata (Star Cham-’
her).

cam. & Nor. Cameron & Niorwood's North
Carolina Conference Reports.

Cund. Brit. (or Camden). ‘Camden’:
Britannia.

Camp. Camp's Reports, vol. 1 North Da-
kota;—Campbell's English Nisi Prius Be-
ports;—-Camphe1l’s Reports, vols. 2748 Ne-
braska. See also Campbell.

0unp.Deo. Campbell's Decisions.
Camp. Lives Ld. Oh. Campbell's Lives

of the Lord Chancellors.
Camp. N. P. Campbell's English Nisi Pri-

us Reports.
_OAmpbell. Campbell's English Nisi Pri-

us Reports;-Campbell's Reports of Taney‘s
United States Circuit Court Decisionmf
Campbell’:-1 Legal Gazette Reports, Pennsyl-
vania:—-Can1pbel1’s Reports, vols. 27-58 Ne-_
braska. _

0an.:E:xoh. Canada Exchequer Reports.
Ol.n.S.O.Rep. Canada Supreme Court

Reports.
Cnno&L.- Cane & Leigh's Crown Cases-'

Reserved .

Oar. Carolus (as 4 Car. II.);—Carolina.
Cu-.,H.&A. Carrow, Hamerton & Al-

len's New Sessions Cases, English.
Oar.,0.&B. English Railway & Canal_

Cases, by Carrow, Oliver, Bevan et al.
Cu-.&1K. (or Kir.). Carrington & Kir-

wan’s English Nisi Prius Reports.
Car. 0 H. (or 1232.).

Marshman’s English Nisi Prius Reports.
Our. & 01. English Railway & Canal Cas-

es, 'by Carrow, Oliver et al.
Canal’. Carrington’s & Payne's Eng-

lish Nisi Prius Reports. -

Carl. Carleton, New Brunswick. -

Carpmael’s English PatentCarp. P. 0.
Cases.

carpenter. Carpenter's Reports, vols.
52-53 California.

can-.cu. Carran’s Summary Cases, In-'
dia.

can-.,Eam.&Al. Carrow, Hamerton &
Allen's New Sessions Cases. English.

Our. & K. Carrington & Kirwun.
Ca:-nu. Carrau's edition of “Summary-

Cases," Bengal.
Cart. Cartwright’s Cases, Canada. '

Carter. Carter's English Common Pleas
Reports, shine as Orlando Bridg'man:—Car-
ter’s Reports, vols. 1, 2, Indiana.

Garth. Carthew's English King's Bench
Reports. -

Cary. Cary’s English Chancery Reports.‘
On. Casey's Reports, vols. 25-30 Penn-

sylvania State. - '- .. . .-

—~“a
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Cu. App.

Oas. App.
of Lords.

0u.Arg.&Doo. Cases Argued and De-
creed in Chancery, English.

Cu.B.R.. . Cases Banco Regis tempera
William III. (12 Modern Reports).

0u.ZB.n..Holt. Cases and Resolutions
(of settlements; not Ho1t's King’s Bench
Reports). '

Gas. 0.1.. Cases in Crown Law.
Cu.Ch. Cases in Chancery, English ;—

Select Cases in Chancery;—Cases in Chan-
cery (9 Modern Reports).

0u.Eq. Cases in Equity, Gilbert's Re-
ports;—Cases and Opinions in Law, Equity,-
and Conveyancing.

03:. Eq. Ah-.
ed-, English.

can. I‘. '1‘. Cases iempore Talbot, -by For-
rester, English Chancery.

' Cu. 11.1.. Cases in the House of Lords.
Cumin 0. Cases in Chancery;—Select

Cases in Chancery.
Cu.K.B. Cases in King's Bench (8

Modern Reports). . .

03:. K. B. 1:. H. ‘Cases tempore Hardwicke
(W. Kelynge's English King's Bench Re-
ports). —

Oas.I..&Eq. Cases in Law and Equity
(10 Modern Reports);— Gilbert's Cases in
Law and Equity, English. _ .

Ou.P. (or Pu-1.). Cases in Parliament.

Cases of Appeal to the House

Cases in Equity, Abridg-

Ou.Pr. Cases of Practice, English
King's Bench. .

Cu. Pr. 0.1-‘. Cases of Practice, Eng-.
liah Common Pleas (Cooke's Reports).

On. Pr. 11.3. Cases of Practice in the
King's Bench.

031.3. Casey's Reports, vols. 2E'»36_

Pennsylvania , state.
Cu. 8. 0. (Cape G. K.). Cases in the Sn-

preme Court, Cape of Good Hope.
Cu.Solt Def. Horrigan & Thompson's

Cases on Self-Defense.
Ou.Sott. Cases of Settlement, King's

Bench.
cu.six 01:. Cases on the Six Circuits.

Ireland. _

Gas. 1:. Ch. 11. Cases iempore Charles II..
in vol. 3 of Reports in Chancery.

Ou.t.!‘. Cases tcmpore Finch, English
Chancery.

On. 1:. Geo. 1. Cases tcmpore George 1.,
English Chancery (8, 9 Modern Reports).

Cu. 1:. H. (or Ha:-dwieke). Cases tem-
pore Hardwicke, English King's Bench
(Ridgway, Lee, or Annaly);-—West’s Chan-
cery Reports, tcm-pore Hardwicke.

Can. 1:. Hole (or 3.). Cases icmpore Holt,
English King's Bench ;—Holt's Reports.

on t.K. select Cases tempore King,
English Chancery (edited by Macnaghten):—-
Moseley's Chancery Reports, tempore King.

Cas.t.I.ee. (Phillimore's) Cases tcmpore
Lee, English Ecclesiastical.

0u.t.Kao. Cases tempore Macclesiield
(10 Modern Reports).

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS chdllfia

.0u.t.I¢ap. Cases tempura
Drury, Irish Chancery. . '--\‘- « <

cu.t.Nox-th. Cases tempera Northing-
ton (Eden’s English Chancery Reports).

On. 1:. Pink. Cases tempo:-‘a Plnnkett,
by Lloyd &- Gould, Irish Chancery.

Cu. 1:. 0.3.. Cases iempore Queen Anne
(11 Modern Reports). - -

Cu. 1:. Stud. Cases tempore Sugden,
Irish Chancery. . '

Cu. 1:. T51. Cases
lish Chancery. 2 . .

Cas..t.Wm.III. Cases tempura William
III. (12 Modern Reports). :. I ’

Ou.'1'ak.&AdJ. Cases Taken and Ad-'
judged (first. edition ‘of. Reports in Chau-
cery). . .‘

On. 1. op. Cases, with Opinions, by Em-
inent Counsel. :1

Ou.Wn1. I. Bigelow's -&se8. William I.
to Richard I. I‘

Casey. Casey's Reports, vols. 25-36 Penn-
sylvania State. ' . .

Oau. Dig. Cassel’s Digest, Canada.
can.snp.c.Px-so. ' Cassel's Supreme

Court Practice, 2d edition by -Masters. -

Col. '1‘-r. Burke's Celebratedi Trials.
- Oont.~Diot. .Centsury Dictionary.

Cent.Dig. Century Digest. -‘.

[1891] Oh. 'I.Aiw.Reports, Chancery Di
vision, from 1891 onward. .

Ch. App. Cu..lC.hancery Appeal Cases.
English Law Reports. .

Oh. Cu. Cases in- Chancery.
Ch.Cu. Ch. Choyce Cases in Chancery.
Ch. Chum. (or 01:. Ch.). Chancery Cham-

ber Reports, Ontario. - ' - ‘ ‘

Ch. Col. Op. Chalmers’ Colonial Opin-
ions. ' , ' ’

Ch.Dig. Cheney's‘ Digest, Michigan Re
ports.

01:. Div.(o1-1).). Chancery Division, Eng-
lish Law Reports (1876-1890). 5

Ch. Preo. Precedents in Chancery. -

ch. 3. 1!. R. M. Charlton's Georgia Re-
ports. ' ' -

Oh. Rep. Reports in Chnncery;— Irish
Chancery Reports.

Ch. Rep. Ir. " Irish‘ ‘Chancery -Reports.
Ch.sent. Chancery Sentinel, Snratoga,

New York. '

‘Napier, by

iemporo Talbot, Eng-

1

Ch". 1.‘. U. P. '1‘. U. .P. Charlton's Georgia:
Reports. ' ,

Ch. & 01. Cu. Cripp‘s Chu‘r'cl1‘ and Cler-
gy Cases. " -'

Chal. Op. Chalmers’ Colonial Opinions.
Chum. Chamber Reports, Upper Canada.
Chamb.I)ig. P. H. 0. Chambers’ Digest

01' Public Health Cases. '

Chamb.ll.ep. Chancery __Chamber Re
ports, Ontario. "v" "

Chamber. "Chamber-‘Reports, Upper Can-
ada. ' '

Chan. Chaney‘s Reports, vols.- 37-58
Michigan;-Chandallor;--Chancery (see Chi).

Chane. Chancery (see Ch.). -
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Clnnd.

Chsnd. Chandler's Reports, Wisconsin;-.-
Chandler's Reports. vols. 20, 38-44 New
Hampshire

Chuul. Cr. Tr. (or Chsnd. Crim. '.l.‘r.).
Chandler's American Criminal Trials.

Ohaney. Chaney's Reports, vols. 37-58
Michigan.

Chan-l.Pr.Cu. Charley's English Prae-
tice Cases.

Chas-li:.B.H. R. M. Charlton's Georgia
Reports.

Chsrlt. '1'. U. P. T. U. P. Charlton's Geor-
gia Reports.

Chase. Chase's United States Circuit
Court Decisions. ‘

Chev. Cheves' South Carolina Law Re-
ports.

Chev. Ch. (or £11.). Cheves' South Caro-
lina Equity Reports.

Cheves. Cheves’ Law Reports, south Car-
olina.

Chip.
wick.

Chip. 1).
Chip.Hl. Reports printed from Chip-

man's Manuscript, New Brunswick.

Chipxnan's Reports, New Bruns-

Chip. N. N. Chipman’s Vermont Reports.
Chip. W. Chipinan's New Brunswick Be

ports.
Chit. (or outta. Chitty's limglish Bail

Court Reports. -

Chit. Arohb. Pr. Cllltty'B Archbold's
Practice.

Chit. Bills. Chitty on Bills.
Chit. Bl.Conun. Cbitty’s Blackstone’!

Commentaries.
Chlt.0om.I.sw. Chitty on Commercial

haw.
Chit. Cont. Chitty on Contracts.
Chit. Crhn. Law. Chitty on Criminal

Law.
Chit. Gen. Pr. Chitty’s General Practice.
Chit. led. Jur. Chitty on Medical Ju-

risprudence.
ClIit.Pl. Chitty on Pleading.
Chit.Pr. Chitty's General Practice.
Ohit.8t. Chitty's Statutes of Practical

Utility.
Chitt. Chitty's English Bail Court Re-

ports.
Ch:-.n.op. Chamber Reports, Upper Can-

ada.
‘Chr.Bob. Christopher Robinson's Eng-

lish Admiralty Reports.
Chute, Eq. Chute's Equity under the Ju-

dicature Act.
Clo. Frag. do Bepu-‘b.

de Iiepublica.
City Ct. R. City Court Reports. New

York.
Civ.Code. Civil Code.
Civ. Code P:-no. Civil Code of Practice.
Civ. Proo. Rep. Civil -Procedure Reports,

New York.
Cl. App.

Lords.
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Cicero, Fragments

Clark's Appeal Cases, House of

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS

D. Chipman‘s Vermont Reports.‘

Oo.Pl.

Cl. Ch.
York.

Cl.Home.
Cases.

Cl. C Pin. (or I‘.).
House of Lords Cases.

Cl.&Pi.n.N.s. House of Lords Cases.
by Clark.

01. an. Clarke & Hall's Contested Elec-
tions in Congress.

Clark. English House of Lords Cases.
by Ciark;— Clark's Reports, vol. 58 Ala-
bama. See, also, Clarke.

Clark Dix. Clark's Digest. House 01
Lords Reports.

Clan-RC1‘. (or run). Clark a. I-‘innelly’s
Reports, English House of Lords.

Ola:-k&1‘in.ll.I. Clark's ‘House of
Lords Cases.

Ola:-he. Clarke's New York Chancery Re-
ports;—Clarke’s edition of vols. 1-8 Iowa;
—Clarke's Reports, vols. 19-22 Michigan :-
Clarke's Notes of Cases, Bengal. See, also,
Clark.

Clarke Ch. Clarke's New York Chancery
Reports. '

Clarke Hot. (or B. t 0.). Clarke's Notel
of Cases, in his “Rules and Orders,” Ben-
gal. '

Clarke & H.Eleo. Cu. Clarke & Hall’!
Cases of Contested Elections in Congress.

Clay-t. Clayton's English Reports, York
Assizes.

Clem.
sas. _

Clerk Home. Clerk Home‘: Decisions.
Scotch Court of Session.

C111. Cliti'ord’s United States Circuit
Court Reports.

Cut. (South) Hi. Can.
wick Election Cases.

Cli£.&Riok. Clittord as Rickard's Eng-
lish Locus Standi Reports.

Clihalt. Clifford & Stephens’ English
Locus Standi Reports.

C1112. Cliii'ord’s Reports, United State.
First Circuit.

Olin. Dig. Clinton's Digest. New York.
Clk.Ma¢. Clerk's Magazine, London;—

Rhode Island Clerk's Magazine.
Clow L.O.on Torts. Clow's Leading

Cases on Torts.
Co. Coke's English King’s Bench Reports.
Co. But. Coke's Entries.
Co. G. Reports and Cases of Practice in

Common Pleas tempore Anne, Geo. L, and
Geo. II., by Sir G. Coke. (Same as Cooke‘:
Practice Reports.)

Co. Inst. Coke's institutes.
Co. Lite. The First Part of the Insti-

tutes oi’ the Laws of England, or a Com-
mentnry on Llttleton, by Sir Edward Coke.

Co. P. C. Coke's Reports, English King‘:
Bench.

Co. Pl. Coke's Pleadinzs (sometimes pub-
biished separately).

Clarke's Chancery Reports, New

Clerk Home, Scotch Session

Clark & Finneily’s

Clemens’ Reports, vols. 67-69Kan-

Clifford’: South-



Co. E.‘

Co. E. (N. Y.). Code Reporter, New York.
Co.R..ll'.l. Code Reporter, New Series.
Co. Rep. Coke’s Reports, King's Bench.
Cobb. Cobb's Reports, vols. 4-20 Geor-

gia;—Cobb’s Reports, vol. 121 Alabama.
Cobb. 81:. ‘fr. Cohbett‘s (afterwards How-

ell's) State Trials.
Coelu-. Cochran's Nova Scotia Reports:

—Cochrane's Reports. vols. 3-7 North Da-
kota.

Cook. '.l'iol:..Ca.
the Tichborne Case.

Cockburn’s Charge in

Cook. snows. Cockburn & Rowe’s Elec-
tion Cases.

Cooke. Cocke's Reports, vols. 16-18 Ala-
bama:—Cocke’s Reports, vols. 14. 15 Florida.

Cod. Codex Justinianus.
Cod. Jur. Clv. Codex Juris Civilis;-—Jus-

tinian's Code.
Codflrheodos. Codex Theodorlanus.
Code. Criminal Code of Canada. 1802.
Code C!v.Pro.(or P1-oe.). Code of Civil

Procedure.
Code Civil. Code Civil or Civil Code or

France. a

Code Cr. Pro. (or P:-oo.).
inai Procedure.

Code d'Inetx-.01-un. Code d’Instructlon
Criminelle.

Code de Con. Code de Commerce.
Codena. Civil Code of Louisiana.
Code N. (or Nam). Code Napoleon,

French Civil Code. '

Code Pro. Code of Procedure.
Coden.1l’.l. Code Reports, New Series.
Code Rep. New York Code Reporter.
Code Rep. II’. I. New York Code Reports,

New Series.
Co!.1Dl¢. Coi'er’s Digest, Kentucky.
Cofley Prov. Dee. Coifey's Probate De-

cisions.
0031:. Epic.

Law Cases.
Coke. Coke's English King's Bench Re-

ports (cited by parts and not by volume).
Coke Inst. Coke's Institutes.
Coke Lit. Coke on Littleton.
Col. Colorado;—Colorado Reports;—

Coidwell’s Reports, Tennessee ;—Coieman’s
Reports, vols. 99, 101-106. 110-1%, Alabama.

Col.App. Colorado Appeals.
Col. C. C. Coilyer’s English Chancery

Cases.
Col. Cu.

New York.
Col. 1.. Rep. Colorado Law Reporter.
Col.Inw Review. Columbia Law Re

view.
Col. U Cal.

New York.
Cold. (or Coldw.).

Reports.
Cole. Cole's edition of Iowa Reporter-

Coleman‘s Reports. vols. 99, 101-106, 110-
129 Alabama.

Cole. Cu. Pr.
York.

Code of ‘Crim-

Coghlan’s Epitome of Hindu

Coleman's Cases (of Practice),

Coleman & Gaines‘ Cases.

Coldwelrs Tennessee

Coleman's Cases, New

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS Cont.

Coll. Colles’ Parliamentary Cases.
Co1l.(or C.C.). Coilyer’s English Chan-

cery Cases. r

Coll. P. C. Colles’ English Parliamentary
(House of Lords) Cases.

Coll.&l-Lnank. Collier and Eaton’s
American Bankruptcy Reports. -

Cellos. Colles’ English Parliamentary
Cases.

Colly. Coilyer’s English Vice Chancel-
lors‘ Reports.

Colly. Pu-tn. Coliyer on Partnerships.
Colo. Colomdo Reports.
Colq. Coiquit's Reports (1 Modern).
Colq. Rom. Civil Law. Colquhoun's Ro-

man Civil Law. .

Colt. (Reg.Cn.). Coitman's Registration
Cases.

Colvil. Colvil’s Manuscript Decisions,
Scotch Court of Session. '

Com. Comyn's Reports, English King's
Bench;—Comberbach's English King's Bench
Reports:-—Comstoek’s Reports, vols. 1-4 New
York Court of Appeals.

Cc:n.B. Common Bench Reports (Man-
ning, Granger, and -Scott).

Com. 3. N. 8. English Common Bench
Reports. New Series. .

com. on. Commercial Cases, England.
Com.Illg. Comyns' Digest.
Ooln.Jo1u'. Journals of the House or

Commons.
Con.l:..3.

ports.
Com.Lnw Rep. English Common Law

Iteports;—Common Law Reports, published
by -Spottiswoode.

Com.Pl. Common Pleas. English Law

English Common Law Re-

Reports.
Com.Pl.Div. Common Pleas Division.

English Law Reports.
Comb. Comberbach's English King's

Bench Reports.
Oomp.Deo. Comptroller's Decisions.
Comp. Laws. Compiled Laws.
Comp. St. Compiled Statutes.
Count. Comstock's Reports. vols. 1-4

New York Court of Appeals.
Comyns. Comyns' English King's Bench

Reports. ‘

Comma‘ Dig. Comyns’ Digest. English.
Con. Conover's Reports, Wisconsin;—-

Continuation of Rolie’s Reports (2 Rolle):—
Connoly, New York Criminal.

Con.CuJ. Conroy’s Custodian Reports.
Con. anw. Connor & IAtwson's Irish

Chancery Reports.
(load. 01:. B. (or Eng. CL).

English Chancery Reports.
Condensed

Cond. Ecol. Condensed Ecclesiastical Re-
ports.

Cond. 1-'2x.R. Condensed Exchequer Re-
ports.

Cond. Rep. 11. E. Peters’ Condensed Unit-
ed -states Reports.

Cont. Conference Reports. (by Cameron
and Norwood), North Carolina.
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Coig. £1. Cos.

0013.31: Cu.‘
Cases. . , . .

Cong. Rec. Congressional Record, Wash-
ington. " -

C.onk.Ad:n. Conkling’s Admiralty.
C'on'n. Connecticut ;——Connecticut

ports :—Connoly, New ‘York. Surrogate.
Conover. Conover’s Reports, vols.

108 Wisconsin.
Com-. Conroy's Custodian Reports.
Consist. Rep. English Conslstorial

ports, by Haggard. "

Consolid. 01-d. Consolidated General 0'!‘-
ders in Chancery.

Count. Constitutional Reports, South

Congressional - Election A

- I

Re

16-

R8-

Carolina, by Mlll;—Constltutional Reports,
South Carolina, by ‘-Treadway;—Constitu-
tional Reports, vol. 1 South Carolina, by
Harper.* ’ 2 -

Const. Hist. Hallam's Constitutional His-
tory 'oi"Eiigland.

Coast." N.‘§. Constitutional Reports (Mill),
South Carolina, New Series.

Const. Oth. Constitntiones Othoni (found
at -t.lie'énd.oi' l3yndewood’s l~.’rovinciale).

_ Coast. 8. C. Constltutional_ Reports.
South Carolina‘: printed by Treadway.

Const.8. 0.1!. 8. South Carolina Consti-
tutioiihl-' Reports, ‘New Series,. printed by
Mill. .9 . . K '

Coast.‘-.0’-.'-S. '-Constitution or the United
States.

Coo; &'A1.~ Cooke '& Alcocl-i's' Irish King's
Bench Reports.
’ Codk‘ V.‘Aiha'.‘ -'Co‘ok’s Vice-Admiralty Re- -

ports,» Nova-ssotl'a.\~' L. .

Cooke. Cooke's Cases of Practice, Eng-
lish (Jonimon Plea's;»—-Cooke's Reports, Ten-
nessee.

Cooke, In.el‘;5AeIt's. - (.‘.b‘oke's‘lncl'osure Acts.
Cooke Pr. Cos. Cooke's Practice Reports,

English 2.‘-— -1.‘ »

Cooke Pr. Reg. Cooke's Practical Regis-
ter of‘ the Coihaionfirleas.

Cooke &"Alu‘(o'r Alc.). Cooke & Alcocl-1's
Reports, Irish"K'ii'1’g’s« Bench". - '

Cooley. Cooley’s Reports, vols. 5-12 Mich-
igan. ' . - '

Cooley, Cooley on Constitu-
tional Limitations. ' '

Cooley. '1-‘Ix. -. Cooley on Taxation.
Cooley, '.l'orts.- .Cooley on Torts.
Coop. Cooper's Tennessee Chancery Re-

ports;—Cooper's Reports, vols. 21-24 Flori-
da;-Cooper's lmiglish Chancery Reports tern»
pore Eldon¢—-Cooper-‘s English Chancery Re-
ports tempore Cottenhain;—-Cooper's English
Chancery‘ Reports tempore Brougham :-
Cooper-‘s English Practice Cases, Chancery.

Coop‘. C. C. (or =Cu.). Cooper's Chancery
Ciisw tcmporo Oottenham.

Coop.‘C.'& P; R. Coo'per’s Chancery and
Practice Reporter, Upper Canada.

Cbop.Ch. Cooper's Tennessee Chancery
Reports. '

co-.op.ni¢. C0<>Deratlve Digest, United
States Reports. -30 .
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‘Mining Decisions.

_ell's Interpreter. " --

Cox .0!!-

Coop. Eq.Pl. Cooper's Equity Pleading.
Coop. Pr. Cu. Cooper's Practice Cases,

English Chancery.
Coop. Sel. Cu. Coopers Select Cases

tcmporc Eldon, English Chancery.
Coop. 1:. Br. Cooper’s Cases

Brougliani. .

Coop. t. Cott. Cooper's Cases icmpore
Cottenham, English Chancery. -

Coop. t. Eld. Cooper's Cases tcmpore BI-
don, English Chancery.

Coop. Tenn. Ch. Cooper’s
Chancery Reports. .

Cooper. Cooper's English'Chancery.
Coote, Eoo.Pr. Coote's Ecclesiastical

Practice. - 7

Coote, Mortg. Coote on Mortgages.
Coote, Prob. Pr. Coote's Probate Prac-

tice. ‘

Cope.
tornia.

Copp L. L.
Copp Land.

slons.
Copy Kin. Dec.

tempore

Tennessee

Cope's Reports, vols. 63-72 Cali-

C0pp’s Public Land Laws.
Copp’s Land Ofllce

Copp’s United States

C_or._ Corai:n;—Ooryton’s Bengal Reports.
Cox-b. & Dan. Corbett & 'Danlell's Eng-

llsh Election Cases. '

Corp. Jur. Can.
Corp. Jun-. Civ.

Corpus Juris Canonici.
Corpus Juris Civilis.

_ Cory. Coryt‘on‘s Reports, Calcutta. ,.

Con. Couper's Justiclary Reports, Scot-
land,

Coup. (or Coup. J'ust.). Couper‘s Justi-
ciary Reports, Scotland. -

Court sen. Co. Court of Sessions Cases,
Scotch. _

Court. & Meal. Conrtnay J: Maclean's
Scotch Appeals (6 and 7 Wilson and Shaw).

Cont.D1¢. Coutlée's -Digest, Canada
Supreme Court. ‘ - -

- Cow. Co_won's New York-' Reports ;—Cow-
per's English King‘s Bench Reports. -_

Cow. Cr. Dig. Cowen‘s Criminal Digest.
Cow. Cr. Rep. Cowen's Criminal Reports,

New York.
Cow. Die.
Cow. Dig,
Cow. Int.

- Cow_.'N. Y.
Cowell.

Cowell's Law Dictionary.
Cowell’s East India Digest. '

Cowell's Interpreter.
Cowen’s New. York Reports.

Cowell's Law Dictionary;—-Cow-

Cowp. Oowper's English Klng’s Bench
Reports, ‘

Cowp. Gas. Cowper’s Cases (in the third
volume of Reports in Chancery). ‘

Cox. Cox's English Chancery Reports;—
-Cox's English Criminal Cases;—-Cox's Re-
ports, vols. 26—27 Arkansas.

Cox Am. '1‘. 1!. Cu. Cox's
Trade-Mark Cases.

Cox 0. C. Cox's English Criminal Cases;
—Cox's Crown 0ases;—Cox’s County Court
Cases.’ ', --- ---

Cox’s English Chancery Cases.

American

Cox Ch.



Co: Cr. Cu.

Cox C_r. Cu.
Cases. ~

. Cox Cr. Dig. Cox's Criminal Law Digest.
Cox, Inst. Cox's Institutions of the Eng-

lish Government.
Cox J’. I..0as. Cox's Joint Stock Cases.
Cox Mo. az E. Cox, Mccrae & Hertslet's

English County Court Reports.

Cox's English Criminal

Cox nag. Ca. Cox's Magistrate Cases.
- Cox Hus. Tr. M. Cox's Manual of Trade-

lliark Cases.
.-Coin 'ri-.‘u. Cox's Manual or Trade-Mark

Cases. ' I
= Cox. 'l‘r.'nI. Cai. Cox's American Trade-

Mark Cases.
-Cor. Q Ath. Cox & Atkinson, English

Registration Appeal Reports.
' Coxe. Coxe‘s Reports. New Jersey.
Cr. .Cranch’s Reports, United States Su-

preme Court :——-Crauch’s United States Cir-
cult Court Reports. .

0r.0.C. Crunch’: United States Circuit!
Court'Cases (Reports). ‘

0r.0u.R.es.- Crown Cases Reserved. ' ;

Cr. Code. Crimiualcode. - ~

01-. Code Prue. Criminal Code of Prac-

Cx-.H.& E. Crompton, Meesou & Ros-
coe's English Exchequer Reports.

Or. Pat. nee. Crauch's Decisions on Pat-
ent Appeals.

Cr.l.¢ P. Crnigie, Stewart J: Paton’s
Scotch Appeal Cases (same as Paton).

0:-. a nix. Crawford & Dix's Irish Cir-
cuit Court Cases.

Cr. A: Di: Ab.0u. Crawford a. Dix's
(Irish) Abridged Notes of Cases.

01-. c mg 0. 0. Crawford an Dix’s Irish
Circuit Court Cases.

02-. as J. Crompton & Jervis.
0r.& H. Crompton & Meeson's English

Exchequer Reports.
Cr. O Ph. Craig& Phillips‘ English Chan-

cery Reports.
0:-ab. Crabbe's United States District

Court Rpeorts.
0:-abb,0om.I.aw. Crabb on the Com-

mon Law.
Crabb, Eng. Lew. Crabb’s History of the

English Law.
Orabb, Hist. Eng. Lav.

of the English Law.
Ca-ebb, Real Prop.

Real Property.
Orslib, Techno]. Diet. Crabb’s Technolog-

ical Dictionary.
Crabbe (or C:-3b.). Crabbe's United

states District Court Reports.
Craig Q Ph. Craig and Phillips’ English

Chancery Reports.
C:-aig.& st. Craigie, Stewart & Patou’s

Scotch Appeals Cases (same as Paton).
0ralg1us,J‘u Feud. Craigius Jus Feu-

dale.
Crdk O. C.

bres.

Crabb’s History

Crabb on the Law of

Craik‘s English Causes cele-

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS
. OM-cm

Crunch. Cranch’s United States Supreme
Court Reports. _ . _

Crunch C.C. (ox-_ 1D._C.). vCranch's U. 8.
Circuit Court Repox-ts,gDistrict of Columbia.

Ox-anoh Ps1:.Deo. Qranch’s_ Patent Deci-;
sions. . _ ‘

Crane. qCr_ane’s Reports, vol. 22 Montana.
0:-aw. Crawford's Reports, vols. 53-67

A'k—°“.333- .. ; . .. '

Crew. & 1). Crawford do Dix‘_s. Circuit
Court 0ases..Ire1an.d-2 r-. '

Crow. an D. Ah. on. or-ayqtora . .q..,p1x's,
Abridsed Case8..Ireiand.. .

0:-easy. Creasy’s Ceylon Reports. , _

'Oreu.Ins.Cu. Cresswellzs English In-
solvency Cases. .1-. ‘

. Orin. 1.. HI‘. Criminal Law Magazine.‘
Jersey City, New Jersey. _

- Crin. I..Bep. _Crin1inal;I,aw_Reporter.
Cr-im.n.ee. Criminal Recorder, Philadel-_

phin ‘;¥Crimi.uai~' RJecord'er,: London ;:*.Crim-
inul Recorder, sol. 1;_-Wheelec's:=.New~.= York‘
Criminal Reports.

iCrip'io's- Ch;Cu.
Clergy Cases.
- -ceiteh. -'.~GIiit‘chlleid's=:.Raports; ‘. vols:
Ohio State. ..-;::: (c .- 1.2.‘

01-0. Croke's English King's Bench_.Re:
ports;—Keiiway's English Kmgs Bench‘ Bet
ports.

Ox-o.Cu-. Croke's English King‘s Bench
Reports tempore Charles I. (3 Cro.).

Oro.El1a. Croke's English King's Bench
Reports tcmpore Elizabeth (1 Cro.).

0ro.Jao. Croke's English King's Bench
Reports tcmpore James (Jacobus) I. (2 Cro',).

Croohlord. English Maritime Inw Re-
ports, published by Crockford.

Cramp. Star Chamber Cases, by Cromp-
ton.

O1-omp.l'.xol|. 3.
Reports, English.

Cramp. Jar.
Courts.

0:-omp. H. & B. Crompton, Meeson and
Roscoe's English Exchequer Reports.

Cream. 3.. Q 0. Pr. Crompton’s Rules
and Cases of Practice.

Orolnp. & Jerv. Crompton&Jervis’Eng-
iish Exchequer Reports.

C1-omp.& 1!. (or Mean). Crompton &
Meesou's English Exchequer Reports.

Crosw. Put. Ca. Croswell’s Patent Cases.

.: -cnppw Church " and‘

Crompton’s Exchequer

Crompton’s Jurisdiction of

Crouue. Crounse's Reports, vol. 3 Ne
braska.

Crovther. Crowther's Ceylon Reports
Cruise Dig. Cruise's Digest of the Law

of Real Property.
Cramp Ins. Crump on Marine Insurance.
Crumrlne. 0rumrine‘s Reports, vols. 116-

146 Pennsylvania.
Ct. App. N. Z.

New Zealand.
01:. 01. Court of Claims, United States.
Cujaelu. Cujacius, Opera, que de Jure

fecit, etc.

Court of Appeals Reports,
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Olun. & Dun. Rem. Tr.

Cum. 5 Dun. Rem. Tr. Cummins an Dun-
phy’s Remarkable Trials.

Oununins. Cummins’ Idaho Reports.
Cu. (or Onnn.). Cunningham's English

King's Bench Reports. ,

Oumnict. Cunningham's Dictionary.
Cnnn. Cunningham's English Bench Re-

P01‘t&
Cunningham. Cunningham’: Reports,

English King's Bench.
Our. Curtis’ United States Circuit Court

Repori3:—-Curls.
011:. com. Current Comment and Legal

Miscellany.
Our. Dec. Curtis’ Decisions, United States

Supreme Court.
cur. Or. 05. Curwen’s Overruled Cases,

Ohio.
. Curry.
islana.

cut. Curtis’ United States Circuit Court
Repoi-ts;—-Cartels’ English Ecclesiastical Re-
ports.

curt. Adm. Dig.
gest.

0urt.O. 0. Curtis’. United States Circuit
Court Decisions.
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Curry's Reports, vols. 6-19 Don-

Onrtis’ Admiralty Di-

TABLE 01:‘ ABBREVIATIONS

Curt. Oond. Curtis‘ (Condensed) Decl-
slons, United States Supreme Court.

Curt. Doc. Curtis’ United States Supreme
Court Decisions.

Curt. Dig. Curtis‘ Digest. United States.
Curt. Eco. ' Curteis‘ English Ecclesiastical

Reports.
Curtis. Curtis’ United States Circuit

Court Reports.
Onrw. Curwen’s Overruled Cases;-—Cnr-

wen’s Statutes of Ohio.
Guru. 1.. 0. Curwen's Laws otohio 1854.

1 vol.
On:-w. B. I.

of Ohio.
Oulh. Cushing's Massachusetts Reports;

-—Cushnmn's Mississippi Reports.
Onsh. £100. on. Cushing's Election Cases

in Massachusetts.
Ouh. nun. Cushlng's Manual.
Cunning.‘ Cushing's Massachusetts Re-

ports.
Onslun. (or Ouulunnn). Cushman's Ro-

ports. vols. 23~29 Mississippi.
Ous¢.n.ep. Custer’s Ecclesiastical Ro-

D0l‘t!- .

Oyo. Cyclopeedia of Law and Procedure.

Curwen's Revised Statutes

07!.



D. TABLE OF‘ ABBREVIATIONS Dal. Pr. Ct. less.

D
D. Delaware ;-—Dallas' United States and

Pennsylvania Reports;—-Denio's Reports,
New York;—Dunlop, Bell a Murra_v‘s Re-
ports. Scotch Session Cases (Second Series):
—Digest of Justinian, 60 books, never been
translated into Eugiish;—Dlsuey, 0hio;—-Di-
visional Court;—Dowiiug, Engiish;——Domin-
ion of Canada. ‘

D. (N. 8.). Dowling's Practice Cases. New
Series, English.

D.B. Domesday Book.
D. Chip. D. Chipmau's Reports, Vermont.
D.G. De Gex;—De Gex's English Bank-

ruptcy Reports.
D. G.1‘. at J’. De Gex, Fisher, 4. Jones‘

English Chancery Reports.
D. G. F. a J. B. De Gex, Fisher, 8: Jones’

English Bankruptcy Reports.
D.G.J.¢ S. De Gex, Jones, & Smith's

English Chancery Reports.
D. G. J. & I. B. De Gex, Jones, a Smith's

English Bankruptcy Reports.
D.G. ma G. De Gex, Macnaghten, a.

Gordon's English Chancery Reports.
D. G. M. C G. B. De Gex, Macnaghten, an

Gordon's English Bankruptcy Reports.
D.N.8. Dowllng‘s Reports, New Series,

English Bail Court ;—Dow, New Series (Dow
& Clark, English House oi.’ Lords Cases).

D. P. 0. Dowling’s English Practice Cases.
D. a D. Dearsly & Bell's English Crown

Cases
D. a 0. Dow & Clark's English House of

Lords (Parliamentary) Cases.
D. & Oh. Deacon & Chitty's English Bank-

ruptcy Reports.
D.& E. Durnford & East's ('I‘erm) Rs-

ports, English King's Bench.
D.& J’. De Gex & Jones’ English Chan-

eery Reports.
D.& J. B. De Gex as Jones’ English

Bankruptcy Reports.
D. a L. Dowling & Lowndes' English

Bail Court Reports.
D.& M. Davison & l\Ierivale's English

Queen's Bench Reports.
D.& P. Denison & Pearce, English.
D. Q R. Dowling J: Ryiand's English

King's Bench Reports.
1). C R. H. O. Dowling & Ry1and’s Eng-

lish Magistrates‘ Cases.
1). & E. N. P. Dowling & Ryland's Eng-

lish Nlsi Prlus Cases.
D. & 8. Drewry & Smale's Chancery Re-

ports;—Doctor and Student:—-Deane and
Swahey.

D.&W. Drury & Walsh's Irish Ghan-
cery Reports;-’—Drury .2 Warren's Irish
Chancery Reports.

D.& War. Drury .1. Warren's Reports,
Irish Chancery.

Duh. Dakota;—Dakota Territory Re-
Ports.

Dal. Dallas’ United States Reports;—
Dalison’s English Common Pleas Reports
(bound with Benloe);—-Dalrymple's Scotch
Session Cases. ‘

Dal. Coop. Dallas"Report of Cooper’;
Opinion on the Sentence of a Foreign Court
oi‘ Admiralty. . . '

Dale. Dale's Reports, vols. 2-3 Oklahoma.
Dale Eco. Dale's Ecclesiastical Reports,

English. _< I

Dale Leg. Bit. Dale's Legal Ritual (E0
clesiasticui) Reports. - .

Danson. Dnlison’s English Common Pleas
Reports (bound with Benloe). V - 1

Dell. Dallas’ Pennsylvania_ and United
States Reports. _ _ ;

Dull. Dec. (or Dull. Dig.). Dallam's Tex.-
as Decisions, printed originally in Dallanfh
Digest.

Dali. in Ken. Dallison in Keiiway's Re-
ports, English King's Bench. _

Dali. I. 0. Dallas’ United States So-
preme Court Reports. . ‘ .

Dallas. Dallas’ Pennsylvania and Unit
States Reports.

Dallas. Dictionnaire general et raisonné
de legislation, de doctrine, et de jurispru-
dence, en matiere civile, commercials, crim-
inelle. administrative, et de droit public.

Dal:-. Duli'.ymple's Decisions, Scotch Court
of Session;—-(Dalrympleof) Stairs Decisions,
Scotch Court oi‘ Session;—(Dalrymple of)
Haiies' scotch Session Cases. .

Dnlr. Pond. Prop. Dalrymple on Feudal
Property. .

Dalrymple. (Sir I1ew).Dal_rymple's Scotch
Session Cases; (Sir' David Dalrytnple of)
Hniles’ Scotch Session Cases;—(Sir James
Dairymple of) Stair's Scotch Session Cases.
See, also, Dal. and Dalr. ‘

Duly.
Reports.

Dampier M88. Dampier’s Paper Booig
Lincoln's Inn Library.

Dan. Danicil's Exchequer and'EquityRo-
ports;—Dana‘s Kentucky Reports;—Dan-
ner‘s Reports, vol. 42 Alabama. _ .'

Dan. a El. Danson & Lloyd's Mercantile
Cases.

Dans. Dana's Kentucky Reports.

Daly's New York Common Pleas

Dane Abr. Dane's Abridgment.‘ ,

Daniel, Neg. Inst. Daniel's Nesotiable
Instruments. " ' '

Daniell, Oh. Pr. Dan.iell's Chancery Prac-
tice.

Dunn. Dann's Arizona Reports;—Dan-
ner's Rt-ports, vol. 42 Alabama ;—Dann's Cali-
fornia Reports. ~

Da.ns.& L. Danson & Lloyd's English
Mercantile Cases.

Dari. Pr.Ot. Sen. Darling, Practice of
the Court 01' Session (8cotch.)
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nQj'¢,:vOQ‘;.I_...(,:

Dart, Vend. Dart on Vendors and Pur-
chasers.

Du. Dasent’s Bankruptcy and Insolven-
cy Reports;—Connnon law Reports, vol. 3.

Duo. Dig. ‘Dossiers Kansas Digest.
Dsuph.Oo.n.op. Dauphin County Re

porter, Pennsylvania. .

Dav. Davels’ United States District Court
Reports (now. republished as 2- Ware);-
Davy's or Davie’. Irish King's Bench and
Exchequer Reports ;—Dnvies' English Pat-
ent Case_s;—Davis'- Reports (Abridgment of
Sir Edward Coke's Reports):-—Davis' Re-
ports, vol. 2 Hawaii;—Davis’ United States
Supreme Court Reports.

Dav. Coke. Davis’ Abridginent of Coke's
Reports. . - ~

Dnv.Oonv. Davidson‘-s Conveyancing.
Dav. Dig. Davis‘ Indiana Digest.
Dav. Ir. Davies‘ Irish Reports.
Dav. Ir. 8. 3. Davies’ Reports, Irish

King's Bench. _.. _

Dav. Pat. Cu. Davies’ English Patent
Casu. '

Dsv.Proe.Oonv. Davidson's Precedents
in Conveyancing.

Dav.B.op. Davies‘. (Sir John) Reports.
"King's Bench, Ireland. _

Dav.& Her. Davison & Merivale’s Re-
ports, Queen's Bench. _ ._

_Daye_ls.. Dave_is' United» States District
Court Reports (republished as 2 Ware).
' Davidson. Davidson's Reports, vols. 92-
111 North Carolina.

Davies. Davies’ (or Davis’ or Davys')
Irish King's Bench Reports.

Dav-is. Davisf Hawaiian Reports;—Da-
via‘ (or Davys')"Irish Kings Bench Reports;
—Davis‘ Reports, vols. 108-178 United States
_8_upre_me Court. A ‘-

‘Dsv-is (J1 0. _B.)'. Davis’ United States
supreme Court Reports.

Dav*is.Bld¢.Ioo. ' Davis’ Law of Build-
ing Societies. ' A ' _

Day. Day's Connecticut Reports ;—Con-
'necticnt'Reports; proper, reported by Day.

Dayt. Term Rep. Dayton Term Reports,
«Dayton. Ohio. ~ _

nu. l_)eady's United ‘States District Court
Reports. ‘ ‘-7-’ ‘

Dsa.& Chit. Deacon "J: Chitty's English
Bankruptcy Reports.’ ' "

Dec. &' Ii". ‘ Deane & Swab'ey’s Reports,
Probate and Divorce.

Dene. Deacon's English Bankruptcy Re-

Doso.¢ 0. »Deaoon & Chit-ty°s English
Bankruptcy Reports.

needy. Deadyfs .United States Circuit
Reports.

Deane. Deana (& Swabey’s) English Pro-
bats and Divorce Iteports;--Deane's Reports
vols. 24-26 Vermont.
, Donne Eon. Bop. Deane 8: Swabey's Eng-
nsn Ecclesiastical Reports. ~

Deane C Q-.-..Deane & Swab.ey's English
Ecclesiastical -Reports.
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TAIHJE OE ABBREVIATIONS Dale

Doors. 0. 0.
Cases.

Dears. U B. O. 0.
lish Crown Cases.

Doss 8 And. Deas & Anderson's Re
ports, Scotch Court of Session.

Dec. Com. Pat. Decisions oi’ the Commis-
sioner or Patents.

nee. Dig. American Digest, Decennial Edi-
tion.

Doo.O. Ohio Decisions.
Dec. 1:. H. C H. Decisions of Admiralty

tempore Hay and Marriott.

Dearsiy's English Crown

Deursley as Bell's Big-

Deoen.Di¢. American Digest, Decennisl
Edition.

no G. 1‘. t J. De Gex, Fisher, & Jones‘
English Chancery Reports.-

De G. no J. By. De Gex, Fisher, &
Jones’ English Bankruptcy Appeals.

no G. J. O S. De Gex, Jones,& Smith's
English Chancery Reports.

no G. J. 1 l.By. De Gex. Jones, &
Smith's English Bankruptcy Appeals.

De G. 1!. & G. De Gex. Macnaghten. &
Gordon's English Bankruptcy Reports ;—De
Gex, Macuaghten, & Gordon's English Chan-
cery Reports.

De G. M. t G. By. De Gex, Macnaghten,
& Gordon's English Bankruptcy Appeals.

De G.& J. De Gex & Jones’ English
Chancery Reports.

, Do G. & J. By. De Gex & Jones’ English
Bankruptcy Appeals.
. De G.‘ In. De Gex & Sn1ale‘s Eng-
lish Chancery Reports.

no Gex. De Gex's English Bankruptcy
Reports.

De Gen, X. & G. De Gex. Macnaghten &
Gordon's Reports, English.

De Hart, H11. Law. De Hart on Mili-
tary Law. .

Do Jute H11’. Malioy’s De Jure Mari-
timo. - -

Del. Delaware :—Delaware Reports ;-De
lane's English Revision Gases.

Dol.0h. Delaware Chancery Reports. by
Bates.

Del. co. Delaware County Reports. Penn-
‘ sylvania.

Del. anon. Delaware Criminal Cases.
by Houston.

Del. El.Ou. Delane’s English ection
(Revision) Cases.

Dslshnnty. Miscellaneous Reports. New
York.

De Lohne, Eng. Gout. De Inlme on the
English Constitution.

Dem. Burr. Demarest’s Surrogate Reports.
City of New York.

Demo]. Demolombe’s Code Napoleon.
Don. Denio's New York Reports:——Denis'

Reports, vol. 32 Louisiana Annnsl;—Denied.
Don.C.C. Denison’s English Crown

Cases.
name P. Denison & Pearce's English

Crown Cases, vol. 2 Denison.
Donia. Denlo‘s New York Reports.



Denis

.Dsnis. Denis’ Reports, vols. 32-46 Dou-
isiana. —

Dons. Denslow's Notes to second edition,
vols. 1-3 Michigan Reports. .

_ Do 01-at. Cicero. De Oratore.
' Des. Desaussure's South Carolina Eq-
uity Reports. _

Dssans. Eh. Desaussure’s South Carolina
Equity Reports.

Dost. 0.1. mg. Desty's California Di-
gest. ~

Dov. Devereux's North Carolina Law Re
ports ;—Deverenx's Reports, United States
Court of Claims. _'

Dov. 0.0. Devereux’s Reports, United
States Court of Claims.

Dsv.Ct. Oi. Devereux's Reports, United
States Court oi! Claims.

.'Dov.I>:q. Devereux’s -‘North Carolina
Equity. ,' _

Dov.L. Devereux's North Carolina Law
Reports. 7 ' '

Dov. chat. Devereux a. Battle's North
Carolina Law Reports.

Dev.&Bat.Eq. Devereux & Battle's
_ North Carolina Equity ‘Reports.

new. Dewey's Reports, vols. 60-61 Kan-
sas';—Dewey’s Kansas Court of Appeals Re-
ports. ~ ' .

no Witt. De Witt's Reports, vols. 24-42
Ohio- State. -

Di.(or Dy.). Dyer'sA English Reports,
-King's Bench. _ - ,_~- -

Dice. Dice's Reports, vols. 79-91 Indiana.
Dicey, Oonst. .Dlcey,, Lectures Introduc-

-tory-to the Study_ of. the_Law of the Eng-
lish Constitution. . . .

Dick. Dickens‘ English Chancery Re-
ports;-—Dicklnon's Reports, vols. 46-58 New
Jersey Equity.

Dig. Digest;—Digest of Justinian;—-Di-
gest of Writs.

Dig. Proem. Digest of Justinian, Proem.
nm. (or Di1.). Dillon's United States

Circuit Court Reports. .

Di1l.h!un. Corp. Dillon on Municipal
Corporations.

Dirl. Dirleton's Decisions, Court of Ses-
sion.

Dian. (or Dis.).
Reports, Cincinnati.

mst.n,ep. District Reports.
Dost. a Stud. Doctor and Student.
nod. (or nods.). Dodson's English Ad-

miralty Reports.
nod. Adm. Dodson's Reports,

Admiralty Courts. '
Dom.Book. Domesday Book.
Dom. Pros. Domus Proceruxn.

House of Lords. _

Domat. Domat on Civil Law. ’

Dornat Supp. an Droit Public. Domat.
Les Lois Civiles, Le Droit Public, etc. Aug-
mentée des 30 et 40 livres du Droit Public,
par M. de Hericourt, etc.

Domes. Domesday Book.
Domesday. Domesday Book.

Disney's Superior Court

English

In the

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS

4.Bon'ch‘ Reports.)

n:.aw.1.

1-. Bonnier. Donsker's Reports, vol. 154 In-
diana.

. Donn. Donne11y's Reports, English Chan-
cery;—Donnelly’s Irish Land Cases.

Dor. Q.B. (or Dorian). Dorion’s Quebec
Queen's Bench Reports;--(Dec. de la Cour
,D'Appel).

Dos Passes, Itosk-Brok. Dos Passos on
‘Stock-Brokers and Stock Exchanges.

Doug. Douglas‘ Michigan Reports;—
Douglas' English King's Bench Reports :-
Douglas' English Election Cases.

Doug. (H1oh.). Douglas’ Law Reports,
Michigan.

Dong.E1.0s. Douglas’ English Election
’ Cases.

Dow (or Dow P. 0.). Dow's House of
Lords (Parliamentary) Cases. same as Dow's
Reports ;——Do\vling's English Practice Cases.

Dow I’. 8. Dow & Clark's English House
of Lords Cases.

Dov P. 0. Dow's Parliamentary Cases:—;-
Dowling's English Practice Cases.

Dowtc. Dow & Clark's English House
of lords Cases. ‘

v Dow.&L._ Dowling & I4owndes' English
Bail Court Reports.

Dow. #81. ‘Dowling & Ryland's Englis
King's Bench Reports;—Dowling & Ryland's

.-English Nisi Prius Gases.
now. a: By. M. O.‘ Dowling 8:, Rylandfs

« English Magistrates’ Cases. '

now. 8 By. N. P. Dowling J: Ryland’s
rlllnglish Nisi Prius Cases. (Often bound at
end of vol. 1 Dowling & Ryland's Kingts

Dow]. (or Dowl. 1'-. 0.).» Dowling’s Eng-
lish Bail Court (Practice) Cases.

Dow]. 1:. s. Dowling’s English Bailéonrt
Reports. New series.

howl. P.0. Dowling’s English Bail
Court (Practice) Cases.

Dowl. Pr. 0. N. I. Dowling’s
New Series, English Practice Cases.

Dowl. at Lownd. Dowling & Lowndes'
English Practice Cases.

Dowl. & R. (or Dowl. & Byl.). Dowling
& Ryland’s English King's Bench Reports.

Dow]. C Ryl. H. O. Dowling & Ryland't
English Magistrates’ Cases.

Dowl. & 371. N. P.
English Nisi Prius Cases.

Down.&I.nd. Downton & Luder's Eng-
lish Election Cases.

Dr. Drewry's English Vice Chancellor’s
Reports;-Drury's Irish Chancery Reports
tempore Sugden;—Drury's Irish Chancery
Reports tempore Napier.

D:-.Il..t. Nap. Drury's Irish Chancery
Reports tempore Napier.

Dr.n.t.8ug. I)rury’s Irish’ Chancery
Reports tcmpore Sugden.

Dr. & Sm. Drewry & Smale's English
Vice Chancellors’ Reports.

Dr. &Wal. Drury J: Walsh's Irish Chan-
cery Reports.

Reports,
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‘Dr. as war.

Dr. &War. DI-ury & Warren's Irish
Chancery Reports.

Drake, Attaehm. Drake on Attach-
ments.

Draper. Draper's Upper Canada King's
Bench Reports, Ontario.

Drew. Drewry’s English Vice Chancel-
lors’ Reports;--Drew's Reports, Vol. 13 Flor-
ida.

Drew. &Sm. Drewry ac SmaIe’s English
‘Vice Chancellors‘ Reports.

Drink. ' Drinkwater’s' English Common
Pleas Reports.

Drone, Copyr.
Dru.

tempore Sugden.
Dru. t. Nap. Drnry‘s Irish Chancery Re-

ports tempore Napier.
Dru. &Wa1. Drury 8: Walsh's Irish

Chancery Reports.
D:-u.&War. Drury & Warren's Irish

Chancery Reports.
Drury 1:. Bug. Drury’s Irish_Chancery Re-

ports tempore Sugden.
Dub. Dubuatur;—Dubitanie. '

_Dub.R.ev. Dublin Review, Dublin, Ire-
land. ’

Du Gauge. Du Cange's Glossarium.
Dud. (Gm). Dudley's Georgia Reports.
Dud. (S. 0.). Dudley’: Law Reports,

South Carolina. '

‘Dud. Oh. (or 1:41.). Dudley's south Carb-
iina Equity Reports. _

Dual. 21;. (I. 0.). Dudley's Equity Reports,
South Carolina.

Dnd. L. (or S. 0.). Dudley’: South Caro-
lina Law Reports. '
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Drone on Copyrights.
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Drury's Irish ~Chancery Reports _ I

v Dun1.Ad.m.Pr.

Reports.

WI

Duer. Duer’s New York Superior Court
Reports.

Duer, Ins. Duer on Insurance.
Dufresue. Dui'msne’s [Law] Glossary.
Dun. Duncan (see Dunc.);—Dun1ap (see

Dun1.).
Dun.&Cum. Dunphy & Cummins' Re

markable Trials.
Duno.Ent. Cu. Dnncan’s scotch Entail

Cases. '

Dune. N. P. _ Duncombe’s Nisi Prius.
Dung'l. Med. Diet. Dunglison, Dictionary

of Medical Science and Literature.
Dunl.Abr. Dunlap’s Abridgment or

Coke's Reports.
Dunlop’s Admiralty

Practice.
Duulop (Dual. 3. £11.). Dunlop,-Bell &

Murray's Reports, Second Series, Scotch Sel-
sion Cases.’

Dunn. Dunning’s English King's Bench

Durf. Durfee's Reports, vol. 12 Bhode II-
-land.

Durie. Durie’s Scottish Court at session
Cases; '

' .&E. Dnrnford & East's English
King’s Bench Reports (Term Reports).

Dutch. Dutcl'.er's New Jersey Reports.
Duv. D_uvnll’s Kentucky Reports;—Du-

val‘: Reports, Canada Supreme Court.
Duvul. Duval's Reports, Canada Supreme

Court. ’

Dwu-. st. Dwarris on Statutes.
D7. (or Dyer). Dyer's English

Bench Reports.
King's
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E
E. East's Reports.
E. E. ¢E. Ellis, Blackburn & Ellis’ Eng-

lish Queen’s Bench Reports.
E.B.&s. (Ellis) Best & Smith's Enz-

lish Queen’s Bench Reports.
E. 0. English Cases:—Eng1ish Chancery:

—Engllsh Chancery Reports;—Electlon Cas-
es. Ontario.

E. 0. 1.. English Common Law Reports.
E.D.0. Eastern District Court, South

Africa‘.
E. D. I. E D. Smith's New York Com-

mon Pleas Reports.
E. D. sum). (N. Y.). E. D. Smith's New

York Common Pleas Reports.
E. E. English Exchequer Reports.
E.E. R. English Ecclesiastical Reports.
E.I..&Eq. English Law and Equity Re-

ports.
E. P. O. East's Pleas of the Crown.
E. B. East's King's Bench Reports:-—

Election Reports.
E.B..O. English Ruling Cases.
E.&A. Ecclesiastical and Admiralty:—-

Error and Appeal;—Spink's Ecclesiastical
and Admiralty Reports ;—-Upper Canada Er-
ror and Appeal Reports.

E.&A.R. Error and Appeal Reports,
Ontario.

1:. &A.W.O. Grant's Error ‘and Appeal
Reports, Ontario.

E.¢B. Ellis & Blackburn's Queen’s
Bench Reports.

E.&E. Ellis & Ellis’ English Queen’s
Bench Reports.

E. & 1. English and Irish Appeals, House
of Lords.

E. &Y. Eagle & Younge’s English Tithe
Gases.

En. East's English King's Bench Reports.
Enpaz Yo. Eagle & Younge's English

Tithe Cases.
East. East's King's Bench Reports:—

East's Notes to! Cases in Marley's Indian Di-
gest:—Eastern Reporter. '

Entlt. 010. East's Notes of Cases (in
Marley's East Indian Digest).

East. 1’. 0. (or Pl. C:-.). East's Pleas of
the Crown.

Esst.Bep. Eastern Reporter.
Eben-sole. Ebersole‘s Reports, vols. 59-80

Iowa.
Ecol. B. English Ecclesiastical Reports.
Eooi.Stst. Ecclesiastical Statutes.
Eool.&Ad. Ecclesiastical and Admiral-‘t

ty:—— .\‘pln,k’s Ecclesiastical and Admiralty
Reports.

Ed. Eden's English Chancery Reports.
Ed. Bro. Eden's edition of Brown's mg-

lish (.‘lnmcer_v Reports.
Ed. Or. Edwards’ New York Chancery

Reports.

El.l.W.I1.

Ed. at 0rd.
er Canada).

Eden. Eden's Reports, High Court of
Chancery, England. .

Eden, Banks-. Eden's Bankrupt Law.
Eds. Edgar‘s Reports, Court of Session.

Scotland.
Edict. Edlcts of Justinian.

Edits et Ordonnances (Low-

Edm.Sel.Ou. Edmonds’ New York Se-
lect Cases.

Edw. Edwards‘ New York Chancery Re-
ports ;—-Edwards’ English Admiralty Re-
ports ;—Edwards’ Reports, vols. 2, 3 Mis-
souri.

Edw. ('.l'ho.).
ty Reports.

Edw. Abs-. Edwards’ Abrldgment of Pre
rogative Court Cases.

Edw.Adm. Edwards‘ filglish Admiralty
Reports.

Edw. Oh.
Reports.

Edw.I.ead. Dec. Edwards’ Leading De-
cisions in Admiralty (Edwards' Admiralty
Reports). ,

Edw. Pr. Cu. Edwards’ Prize Cases
(English Admiralty Reports).

Edw.Px-. Gt. Cu. Edwards’ Abridgment.
of Prerogative Court Cases.

Eagd. Etlrd's Reports, vols. 45-66 South
Carolina. .

El. Queen Elizabeth;—Elchies' Decisions,
Scotch Court of Session.

El. E. a E. Ellis, Blackburn, & Ellis’ Eng-
lish Queen’s Bench Reports. '

El.,El.&El. Ellis. Blackburn 0: lis'
English Queen's Bench Reports.

E1. on. Election Cases.
El. Diet. Elchies' Dictionary of Deci-

sions, Court of Session, Scotland.
El. an. (or Bl.). Ellis & Blackburn's

English Queen’s Bench Reports.
El.&El. Ellis & Ellis’ English Queen's

Bench Reports.
E1ohios' Diet. Elchies‘ (Dictionary of)

Decisions." Scotch Court of Session.
Else. Css.ll'.-Y. New York Election Cas-

es (Armstrong's). “ '

Ell.El. ¢Ell. Ellis, Blackburn. & Ellis’
English Queen's Bench Reports. ‘ ’

Ell.Di¢. Eiler‘s Digest, Minnesota.
Ell.&El. Ellis & Blackburn's English

Queen's Bench Reports.
Ell. &Ell. Ellis & Ellis’ English Queen's

Bench Reports.
Ellesxn.Post ll’. Ellesmere‘ Post Natl.
Elliott, App. Proo. Elliott's Appellate

Procedure.
Elm. Dig. Elmer's illgest. New Jersey.
Elmer, Lun. Elmer's Practice in Lunacy.
Els. W. 31. E'lsley's edition of Wm.

Blackstone's English King's Bench Reports.
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Eton, Con.

Elton, Com. Elton on Commons and
Waste Lands.

Elton, copyk. Elton on Copyholds.
Emez-lg. Mu-. Loans. Emerigon on Mari-

time Loans. '

Emarig. Tr. dos Au.
des Assurances. '

Ema:-lg. Trnite den Aunt.
Traite des Assurances.

Eno. Encyclopaedia.
Eno.Brit. Encyclopaadia Britannica.
Eno. Eon-nu. Encyclopedia of Forms.
Eno. Pl. a P:-. Encyclopedia of Pleading

and Practice.
Enoy.I.nw. American and English En-

cyclopaedia of Law.
Eneyo. Encyclopaedia.
Eng. ‘ English;—- English’s Reports, vols.

6-13 Arkansas;—English Reports by N. C.
Monk. _ _

' Eng. Ad. English Admimlty:— English
Admiralty Reports.

Eng. 0. O. (or Or. OIL). English Crown
0=4se6- _- -

‘A Eng. 0. L.

Emerigon, Traite

Emerlgon,

‘English Common Law Re-
ports.

' Eng. ch. English Chancery;—English
Ghancery Reports;—Condensed English
Chancery Reports. -

" Enk.Eoo.E.. English Ecclesiastical Re-
ports . .

'Eng.Eoo1. English Ecclesiastical Re-
ports. -

Eng.Exoh.' English Exchequer Reports.
Eng.Ir2App. Law Reports, English and

Irish Appeal Cases. _ _

_ Eng. Jndg. Scotch Court of Session Cas-
es. decided by the English Judges.

. Eng. Ia._& Eu. English Law and Equity
Reports. ’

Eng. 3. & 0. Gas. English Railway and
Canal Cases.

Eng.'R.op. Monk's English Reports;—
En lish‘s Reports, vols. 6-13 Arkansas ;—
English Reports.
_, Eng. Rep. 3.. (or D.e.).
Full Reprint.

.. Eng. Bu. 0:. English Ruling Cases.
Eng.Ry. 850.031. English Ilailway and

Canal Cases.
Eng. lo. Eco.

siastical Reports.
Eng.&Ir.App. Law Reports, English

and Irish Appeal Cases.
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English Reports.

English and Scotch Eccle-
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_ Lois.

Eyre

English. vols. 6-13Eoglish’s Reports.

Ent. Coke’s Entries;—Raste1l's Entries.
Entries, Ancient. R.astell's Entries (cit-

ed in Rolle's Abridgment).

- Arkansas

‘ Eq.Ou.' Equity Cases in vol. 9 Modern
Reports.

Eq. Ou.Abr. Equity Cases Abridged
(English). -' '

' Eq. Jud‘. Equity Judgments (by A’Beck-
ett) New South Wales. -

Eq. Rep. Equity Re-ports;—Gilbert‘s Equi-.
ty Reports;-Harper‘s South Carolina Equity
Reports;-—The Equity Reports, published by
Spottiswoode. '

ih-'1-. & App.
Upper Canada.

- Enh. Erskine‘s Institutes of the Law or
Scotland;—Erskine’s Principles of the Law
of Scotland.

. E1-sh.!Dee. Erskine’s United States Cir-
cuit Court, etc., Decisions, in vol. 35 Georgia.

El-sk.Inst. Erskine’s Institutes of the
Law of Scotland.

Ersk.PI'in. Erskine’s Principles of the
Law oi‘ Scotland.

Ex-sklne,1nst. Er-sklne’s Institutes of the
Law of Scotland.

Esorioha. Escriche, Diccionario Razonado
de Degislacion y Jurisprndencin. .

Esoriohe, Din. Log. lmcriche, Dicciouariq
Razonado de Legislaclon y Jurisprudenc-in.

' Esp. (or Esp. N. P.). Espinasse's English
1_slis_i. Prius Reports. _

Esprit den Lois. Montesquieu, Esprit des_

Error and Appeals Reports,

Eth. Nio. Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics.
. Ev. I«h'_ans'-Trial. - _

Ewell L. O. Ewell's Leading Cases on In-
fancy, etc.

Ex. 0. 3.
Reports» .- -_

Ex. D. (or Ex. Dim). Exchequer Division,
English Law Reports. '

: Exoh. Exchequer;—.Exchequer Reports
(Welsby, Hurlstone, & Gordon);—English
[Aw Reports, Exchequer ;—EngIish Excheq-
uer'Reports.

Exch. Gan. Exchequer Reports. Canada.
_ Exeh..Cu. Exchequer Cases (Legacy Du-‘
tles,"etc.), Scotland. '

Exoh._Div. Exchequer Division, English
Law Reports.

Exoh.E.op. Exchequer Reports.
, Eyre. Eyre's Reports, English.

Exchequer Court of Canada,
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1‘. Federal Reporter:— l'iizherbert's
Abridgment.

' 1‘. Ahr. Fitzherbert's Abridgment is com-
monly referred to by the other law writers
by the title and number of the placita only,
e. g. “coron, 30.”

123. C. Fonblanque’s Bankruptcy Cases.
1‘.B.R. Full Bench Rulings, Bengal.
1‘. 3. R. N. W. 1?. Full Bench Rulings,

Northwest Provinces. India.
I‘. 0. Federal Cases.

. I‘. II. B. Fitzherberfs Natura Brevium.
RR. Federal Reporter. .

P. & 1‘. Foster a Flnlason’s English Nisi
Prius Reports. ’

1‘. arm. Falconer an Fitzherbei-t's Eng-
lish Election Cases. .

' I‘. & J’. Bunk. De G-ox. Fisher 6: Jones’
English Bankruptcy Reports.‘ .

' Fox and Smith's Irish King's’I‘. & 8.
Bench Reports.

Pnirilold. Fairfleld's Reports, vols. 10-12
Maine.
Isle. Falconer’s Scotch Court of Session

Cases.
" rule. arm. Falconer & l3‘ltzherbert's
English Election Cases. _

" Fun. Cu. Cir. Ev. Famous Cases of Cir-
cuxnstantial Evidence, by Phillips.

| far. (or ran-.). Farresley (see Farres-
ley). ' .

ram-uley. Farresley's Reports, vol. 7
Modern Reports ;—-Farresley‘s Cases in Holt’s_
.King’s Bench Reports.

Fannie, Rom‘. Fearne on Contingent Re-
mainders.

rod. Federal Reporter.
Pad. 0:. (or 031.). Federal Gases.
rod. On. No. Federal Case Number.
roan. (or Rom). Federal Reporter.
1‘ont.Imp.Judg. . Fenton’s Important

Judgments. New Zealand.
Pent. N. z. Fenton’s New Zealand Re-

ports.
Fern-d,1‘ixt. Amos & Eerard on Fix-

tures.
re:-g.Conu.‘ Fergusson’s (Scotch) Consis-

torlal Reports.
For-guuon. (Fergusson of) Kilgerran's

Scotch Session Cases.
For-riero. Ferriere‘s Dictionnaire de

Droit et de Pratique.
Peuen, Pat. Fessenden on Patents.
rend. Lib. The Book of Feuds. See this

dictionary, 3. v. “Liber Feudorum."
rt. Pandectle (Juris Civilis).
Pie1d,co:-p. Field on Corporations.
Pin. Finclrs English Chancery Reports;

—Finlason (see Fin1.).
Pinch. English Chancery Reports tem-

pore Finch.
Finch 1u.m;. Flnch's Insurance Di-

gent.

BI..LAw Drcr.(2n Eo.)—80

Pine]: 1.. 0.
Phil. 1.. G.

Pleading.
l‘inl.Rop.

ney Case. .

first pi:;Edw.III. Part II of the Year
Books.

first pt.E.'VI. Part ‘VII of the Year
Books. ‘ '

Fish. Fisher's United States Patent Cas-
es;—-Fisher's United States Prize Cases.

l‘ish.Ou. Fisher's Cases. United States
District Courts.

' Fish. Ho:-tg. Fisher on Mortgages.

Finch's Land Cases.
Fin1ason's Leading Cases on

Fish. Pat. (or Fish. Pat. Cam). _ Fisher's
United States Patent Cases.

l‘ish.Pat.Rep. Fisher's United States
Patent Reports. - ' '

Fish. Prise (or P:-.Ou.). Fisher's Unit-
ed States Prize Cases. —

Pits. Fitzhez-bert's Abridgment (see F.
a. Fitz.). '

Pitxg.
Reports.

- Pitxh.Abr. Fitzl1erbert's Abridgment.
rush. 11.3. (or Nat.1Brov.). Fitzher-’

bert’s New Natura'Brevium.
1'1. Fleta;—F‘landers (see Fland.).
n. a 1:. (or 11. & xe1.). Flanagan & Kel-

ly's Irish Rolls Court Reports. .

= Fla. Florida;—Florida Reports.
I'1an.&Kel. Flanagan & Kelly's Irish

Roilscourt Reports. ' 1'

Plots. Fleta, Commentarius Jnris Angli-
cani. -

Flip. Flippln's United States Circuit
Court Reports.

Flor. F1orlda;—Florida Reports.
Fogg. lJiogg's Reports, vols. 32-37 New

Hampshire.
Pol. P. It-CBC. Foley's Poor Law Cases.
roam. Fonblanque’s Equity;—Fon-

blanque on Medical Jurisprudence;—Fon-
blanque's New Reports, English Bankruptcy.

ronbl. Eq. Fonblanque’s Equity.
roam. R. Fonblanque‘s English Cases(o1

New Reports) in Bankruptcy.
For. Forrest’s Exchequer Reports ;—For-

rester's Chancery Reports (Cases tempore
Talbot).

For. Ou.&0p. Is‘orsyth's Cases and
Opinions.

Po:-.do Laud. Fortescne‘s De Laudibus
Legum Anglite.

For-b. Forbes’ Decisions in the Scotch
Court of Session.

Fox-b. Inst. Forbes’ Institutes of the Law
of Scotland.

Forrnua. Forman's Reports, Illinois.
For:-. Forrest's English Exchequer Re

ports :—Eorrester’s English Chancery Cases
(commonly cited. Cases iempore Talbot).
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Finlason's Report of the Gur-I

Fitzgibbon's English King's Bench-



Ion-est

Fen-est. Forrest's Reports, English Ex-
chequer.

For-s.Cu.&0p. Eorsyth’s Cases and
Opinions on Constitutional Law.

Fort. Fortescue‘s English King's Bench,
Reports.

Fortes.
Courts.

Fortes. do Laud.
Legum Angliae.

Forum. Forum (periodical). Baltimore
and New York.

Fou, Jndg. Foss‘ Judges of England.
Font. Foster's English Crown Law or

Crown Cases;—Foster's New Hampshire Re-
ports;-Fostex-'s Legal Chronicle Reports,
Pennsylvania;—Foster’s Reports, vols. 5, 6
and 8 Hawaii.

Foot. Cr. Law.
Post. on Bot. Fa.

Scire Facias.
Font. & Fin. Foster & Finlason's English

Nisi Prius Reports.
Foster. Foster's English Crown Law;-—

Legal Chronicle Reports (Pennsylvania), edit-
ed -by Foster;—Foster's New Hampshire Re-
ports.

Fount. Fountainhalrs ‘Decisions, Scotch
Court of Session.

Fowl. 1.. Cu.
Coiiieries.

Fox. Fox's Reports, English.
Fox Reg. 0:. Fox's Registration Cases.
Fox a In. Fox & Smith's Irish King's

Bench Reports.
Fr. Freeman's English King's Bench and

Chancery Reports;—-Fragment.
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For-tescue's Reports, English

Fortescue, De Iiaudibus

Foster, Crown Law.
Foster on the Writ of

Fowler's Leading Cases on

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS Fulton

Fr. Ch. Freeman's English Chancery Re-
ports ;—Freeman's Mississippi Chancery Re-
ports. ‘

Fr.F..C. Fraser's Election Cases.
Frsmflsx. Francis’ Maxims of Equity.
I‘:-nno.Jnd¢. F1-auciIion's Judgments,

County Courts. ‘

France. France's Reports, vols. 3-11
Colorado.

Fran. Eloo.Ou. Fraser’s English Elec~
tion Cases.

Fraser. Fraser’s English Cases of Con-
troverted Elections.

Fran. (or Fru.Adm.). Frazer's Admi-
ralty Cases, etc., Scotland.

Free. Freeman's English King's Bench
Reports, vol. 1 Freeman's King's Bench Re-
ports and vol. 2 Freeman's Chancery Re-
ports. See also Freem. '

F:-eo.Ch. Freeman's English Chancery
Reports ;—Freeman's Mississippi Chancery
Reports.

Freon. (xu.). Freeman's Reports. Illinois.
Freon. 0. O. Freeman’: English ChM..'

cery Cases.
Proom. Oonpnr. Politico.

Comparative Politics.
Freon. Judgn. Freeman on Judgments.
Fr-een.K.B. Freeman's English King‘:

Bench Reports. ‘

Fries Tr. Trial of John Fries (Treason).
Frith. Opinions Attorneys-General, pt. 2,

vol. 2].
Pull 3.1!. Full Bench Rulings. Bengal

(or Nortiiwestern Provinces).
Fuller. F3iier's Reports, vols. 59-105

Michigan.
Fplton. Fulton's Reports, Bengal.

Freeman.



"G. ’ TABLE 03' ABBREVIATIONS Gill Pol. Rep.

G
G. Gale's English Exchequer Reports.
G. (loop. (or Cooper). G. Cooper's Eng-

lish Chancery.
G. Gr. G. Greene's Iowa Reports.
G. H. Dndl. G. M. Dudley's Georgia Re-

ports.
G. 0. General Orders, Court of Chancery,

Ontario.
G. a D. Gale & Davidson's English Queen's

Bench Reports. -

G. O; G. Goldsmith & Guthrie, Missouri.
G. 0; J. Gill & Johnson’s Maryland Re-

ports;—Glyn & Jameson's English Bankrupt-
cy Reports.

G. a: '1‘. Gould & Tucker's Notes on Re-
vised Statutes 01' United States. '

Gs. Georgia;—Georgia Reports.
Gs.Deo. Georgia Decisions.
Gs. supp. Lester's Supplement, vol. .33

Georgia. '

Gains. Gains’ Institutes.
Gal. Galllson's Reports, United States

Circuit Courts.
Gslb. & H. Galbraith & Meek’s Reports,

vol. 12 Florida.
.Gs1lu-sith. Galbralth’s Reports, vols. 9-

12 Florida.
Gale. Gale's English Exchequer Reports.
Gale, Essen. Gale on Easements.
Gale a Dav. Gale & Davison’s Queen's

Bench Reports.
Gall. Gallison’s Reports, United States

Circuit Courts.
Gsil.Cx-.Css. Galllck's Reports (French

Criminal Cases).
Gsmb. & Bu-l. Gamble & Bariow's Di-

gest, Irish.
Gsntt Dig. Gantt’s Digest Statutes, Ar-

kansas.
Gard. ll’. Y. Dept. Gardenier's New York

Reporter.
Gsrdenlnire. Gardenhire's Reports, vols.

14, 15 Missouri.
Ga:-dn.P.C. Gardner Peerage Case, re-

ported by Le Merchant.
Gaspar. Gaspar’s Small Cause Court Re-

ports, Bengal.
Gsysrre. Gayan-é's Reports, vols. 25-28

Louisiana Annual.
Gas. Bank. Gazette of Bankruptcy, Lon-

don.
Gu.Dig. Gazzanfs Digest of Bankrupt-

- cy Decisions.
Gas. a B. 0. Rep. Gazette & Bankrupt

Court Reporter, New York.
Geld. & H. Geldart & Maddoc-k's English

Chancery Reports. vol. 6 Maddock‘s Reports.
Gel¢_l.& 0:. Nova Scotla Decisions, by

Geldert & Oxley.
Geld. a R. Geldert & Russell, Nova Sco-

tia.
Golda:-t. Geldart & Maddock's English

Chancery Reports, vol. 6 Muddock's Reports.

Gen. Abs-. (in. Eq. General Abridgment
of Cases in Equity (Equity Cases Abridged).

Gomnig. General Digest American and
English Reports.

Gun. Laws. General Laws.
Gen. Os-d. General orders, Ontario Court

of Chancery.
Gen. 0rd. 01:. General Orders of the Eng-

lish High Court of Chancery.
Gen.St. General Statutes.
Geo. Georgia:-—Georgia Reports ,~—King

George (as 13 Geo. IL).
Geo. Coop. George Cooper's English Chau-

cery Cases, time at Eldon.
Geo. Dee. Georgia Decisions.
Geo. Dig. George's Digest, Mississippi.
George. George's Reports vols. 30-39

Mississippi.
Gib. Cod. Gibson's Codex Juris Ecclesi-

astical Angiicani.
Gib. Dee. Gibson's Scottish Decisions.
Gibbon, Eon.EInp. Gibbon, History oi’

the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.
Gibbs. Gibbs‘ Reports, vols. 2-4Michigan.
Gibbs’ Ind. Ch:-. Gibbs’ Judicial Chron-

icle.
Gihs. Cund.

dern’s Britannia.
Gibson. (Gibson oi’) Durie's Decisions,

Scotch Court of Session. '

Gif. (or Gi£.). Gifl!ard’s English Vice-
Chaucellors’ Reports.

Gil. & rel. Gllmour & Falconer‘s Scotch
Session Cases.

Gil. & E.
ports, English Chancery.

Gil. Gllflllan's Edition, vols. 1-20 Minne-
sota:—Gllman’s Reports, vols. 6-10 Illinois:
—Gilmer's Virginia Reports:—Giibert's Eng-
lish Chancery Reports;—Gilbert’s English
Cases in Law and Equity.

Gilb. Gilbert's Reports, English Chan-
cery.

Gilb. Cu.
and Equity. '

Gill). 0):. Gilbert's English Chancery Re-
ports. '

Gilh. Con. Pl. Gilbert's Common Pleas.
Gills. E1. Gilbert's English Equity or

Chancery Reports.
Gills. Forum Born.

manum.
Gilb. Rep.

ports. '

Gilb. Ten.

Gibson's [edition of] Cam-

Gilbert's English Cases in Law

Gilbert's Forum Ro-

Gllbex-t's English Chancery Rt.-

Gilbert on Tenure.
Gilb. ‘Uses. Gilbert on Uses and Trusts.
Gild. Gildersleeve's Reports, vols. 1-8

New “Mexico. ‘

Gilflllnn. Gllflllan’s Edition of Minna
sota Reports.

Gill. Gill's Maryland Reports.
Gill Pol. Rep. Gill's Police Court Re

ports, Boston, Massachusetts.
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Gitlfard and Hemming's Re- ,
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' - Glenn.

' 'Gould, Pl.

G111 a J. (Eat). Gill & Johnson's Re-
ports, Maryland.

Gill & Johns. Gill J: Johnson's Mary-
land Reports.

' Gila. Gllman's Reports, vols. 6-10 illi-
nois;-— Gllmer’s Reports. Virginla;— Gil-
mour’s Reports, Scotch Court of Session.

Giln. Dig. Gilman’s Digest, Illinois and
Indiana. '

Gilm. & Pale. Gilmour & Falconer’s Re-
ports, -scotch Court of session.

Gilp. Gilpln’s United States District Court
Reports.

Gilp. Opin. Gilpln's Opinions of the
United. States Attorneys-General.

G1. & J. Glyn & Jameson’s English Bank-
ruptcy Reports.

Glan. lib. Glanville. De Legibns et Con-
suetudinibus Anglixe.

Glanv. (or G1anvll.). Glanville, De Legi-
-bns et Consuetudinlbus Angliaa.

Glanv. 31. Gas.
tion Cases.

Glns. (or Glaee.). Glascock’s Reports in
all the Courts of Ireland.

Glenn's Reports. vols. 16-18 Lou-
isiana Annual.

Glov. Han. Corp.
Corporations.

Glyn & Jam. Glyn & Jameson's Reports,
English Bankruptcy.

Go. Goebel's Probate Court Cases.
Godb. Godbolt's English King's Bench

Reports.'
God». Godolphin's Abridgment of Eccle-

siastical I.aw;—Godolphin on Admiralty Ju-
risdiction:—Godolphin's Orphan's Degacy;—
Godolphln's Repertorinm Canonicnm.

Godol. Bee. Law. Godolphin's Abridg-
ment of Ecclesiastical Law.

Goeb. Goebel's Probate Court Cases.
Gold. (or Golden). Goldesborough’s or

Gouldsborong-h's English King's Bench Re-

Glanville’s English Eleo-

Glover on Municipal

ports.
Gold.& G. Goldsmith & Guthrie's Re-

ports, vols. 36-87 Missouri Appeals.
Good. Pat. Goodeve's Abstract of Patent

' C3568.
Good. & Wood. Full Bench Rulings, Ben-

gal, edited by Goodeve & Woodman.
Gordon. Gordon's Reports. vols. 24-28

Colorado and vols. 10-13 Colorado Appeals.
(3031. Gosford's Manuscript Reports.

Scotch Court of Session.
Gould. Gouldsborough’s English King's

Bench Reports.
Gould on Pleading.

Gould & '1‘. Gould & Tucker's Notes on
Revised Statutes of United States.

Gene (or Gow N. P.). Gow's imglish Nisi
Prius Cases.

Gr. Grant's Cases, Pennsylvania ;—-Green's
New Jersey Reports ;—Greenleaf's Maine Re-
ports:—-Grant’s Cases. Canada ;—Grant’s
Chancery Reports, Ontario.

Gr. Ga. Grant's Cases.
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TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS Green’: Brlee. Ultra Vl_rea

G:-.Eq.(or Gh.). (H. W.) Green's New
, Jersey Equity Reports;—Gresley's Equity

Evidence.
Gra. Grant (see Grant);—Graham's Re-

ports, vols. 9&107 Georgia. '

Grand Con. Grand Contnmier de Nor-
mandle.

Granger.
Ohio State.

Grant. Grant's Upper Canada Chancery
Reports;—Grant’s Pennsylvania Cases;—
(Grant of) Elchies' Scotch session Cases:-—
Grant's Jamaica Reports.

Grant, Bank. Grant on Banking.
Grant Gas. Grant’s Pennsylvania Cases.
Grant ch. Grant's Upper Canada Chan-

cery Reports.
Grant, corp. Grant on Corporations.
Grant E.& A. Grant's Error and Ap-

peal Reports. Ontario.
Grant, Jamaica. Grant's Jamaica Re-

Granger’s Reports. vols. 2-23

ports.
Grant Pa. Grant's Pennsylvania Cases.
Grant 1!. 0. Grant's Upper Canada Chan-

cery Reports.
(hat. (or Gratt.). Grattan'l Virginia Re-

l>°1'*8- ’

Grav. de Jar. Nat. Gent.
Jnre Naturale Gentium, etc.

Gravin. Gravina, Originum Jurls Civllis.
Gray. Gray's Massachusetts Reports ;—

Gray's Reports. vols. 112-122 North Caro-
llna.

Gravina, De

Green.’ ‘Green's New Jersey Inw or Eq-
uity Reports;—Green's Reports, vols. 11-17
Rhode Island ;—G. Greene's Iowa Reports:—-.-
Greenleafs Reports, vols. 1-9 Maine;—
Green's Reports, vol. 1 Oklahoma. --

1 Green (0. 12.). C. E. Green's Chancery
Reports, New Jersey.

Green ch. H. W. Green's New Jersey
Chancery Reports. vols. 2-4 New Jersey Eq-
nity.

Green 01-. 1.. Rep.
Reports.

Green 1.. (or 11.3.). J. S. Green's Iaw
Reports, vols. 13-15 New Jersey Law.

Green. Ov. Gas. Greenleafs Overruled
Cases.

Green se.'l‘r. Green's Scottish Trlalstor
Treason. ‘

Greene. G. Greene's Iowa Reports ;--C.
E. Green’: New Jersey Equity Reports. vols.
16-27 New Jersey Equity;-Greene's Reports.
vol. 7 New York Annotated Cases.

Greene G. Greene's Iowa Reports.
Greenl. Greenleafs Reports, vols. 1-9

Maine. l

Greenl. Cruise. Greenleafs Cruise on

Green's Criminal law

Real Property. .

Greenl. Ev. Greenleat on Evidence.
Greenl. omcu. Greenlears Overruled

Cases.
Green‘: Brice, Ultra Viree. Green‘: D!!-

tion or Brice's Ultra Vires. '

’ I



Gun...

G:-en. Grenier's Ceylon Reports.
Gus. Eu. Ev. Gresley's Equity Evidence.
G:-it. 1.‘. Reg. G:-iiflth’s Law Register,

Burlington, New Jersey. -

G‘:-I1. P. E. On. Grimm’! English Poor
Rate Cases.

G:-imth. Grit!ith's Reports, vols. 1-6 In-
diana Appeals and vols. 117-132 Indiana.

Gtisw. Griswold’: Reports, vols. 14-19
Ohio.

G:-o. Grotius, De Jure Belli et Pacis.
G:-o. do .1. B. Grotius, De Jure Belli et

Pacis.
Grot.da Ju.B. Grotius. De Jure Belii

et Pads.

' TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS Gull. T1. Col‘.

Gnuot, mu. civilisation. Guizot, Gen-
eral History of Civilization in Europe.

Gn1aot.nep.Govt. Guizot, History of
Representative Government.

Gnndry. Gundry Manuscript. Lincoln's
Inn Library.

Guth. sh. Gas.
Cases, Scotland.

Guthrie. Guthrie's Reports,‘ vols. 33-83
Missouri Appeals.

Guy, Hod. Jar.

Guthrie's Sheri! Court

Guy, Medical Jurispru-
depce.

Gnyot, Inst. Food. Guyot, Institutes
Feodnles. '

Gwn. Ti. Cu. Gwillim's Tithe Cases.
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TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS ' na.l1.lflddIoA¢os

H
E. Howard's United States Supreme

Court Repoi-ts;—Hill’s New York Reports.
3.3]. Henry Blackstone’s English Com-

mon Pleas Reports.
E. C. 3.. High Court Reports, India.
1!. C. B. N. W. P. High Court Reports,

Northwest Provinces, India.
H. E. 0. Hodgin’s Election Cases, Ontario.
I. 1.. (or H.L.Cu.). House of Lords

Cases.
3.1.. Rep. English House of Lords Re-

ports.
E.P.c. Hale's Pleas of the Crown;—

Hawkins‘ Pleas of the Crown.
1!. W. Gr.

ulty Reports.
H. a 3. Hudson & Brooke’s Irish King's

Beuch- Reports.
n.'& G. Ilurlstone & Coltman's English

Exchequer Reports.
Ea D. Lalor’s Supplement to Hill as

Denio’s New York Reports.
II.& G. Harris 6: Gill's Maryland Re-

poris;—Hnrlstone & Gordon's English Re-
ports.
I. O; H. Horn an Hurlstone’s English Ex-

chequer Reports;—Harrison & Hodgin's Mu-
nicipal Reports, Upper Canada.

3. & J. Harris & Johnson's Maryland Re-
ports;—Hayes G: Jones’ Exchequer Reports,
Ireland.

3. & ll. Hening & Munford’s Virginia
R<y1orts;—Hemmlng & Miller's English Vice-
Chanoellors‘ Reports.

E. 8 1!. ch. Hemming & Miller's English
Vice~Chancellors' Reports.

H.& non. Harris & McHenry's Mary-
land Reports.

II.& II‘. Hurlstone & Norman's English
Exchequer Reports.

H. & P. Hopwood & Philbrick's English
Election Cases.

E. A: R. Harrison & Rutherford's English
Common Pleas Reports.

H. W. Green’s New Jersey Eq-

E. a S. Harris & Simrall, Mississippi.
H. & '1‘. Hall & '.l‘well’s English Chancery

Reports.
3. a '1'. 8011-1001. Horrlgan & Thomp-

son's Cases on the Law of Self-Defense.
H. & W. Harrison & Woliaston's English

King's Bench Reports;—lIurlstone & Walms-
ley's English Exchequer Reports.

Es. Hare's Chancery Reports ;—Hall;—-
Haggard.

fin. & Tw. Hall & 'i‘well's English Chan-
cery Reports.

End. Haddlngton;—Hadley's Reports,
vols. 45-48 New llampshlre.

Eaddington. Iiaddingtoifs Manuscript
Reports, Scotch Court of Session.

nun. Hadley‘s Reports, vols. 45-48 New
Hampshire.
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Bull. Eon. Law.
to the Roman Law.

Hadley. Hadley’s Reports, Vols. 45-48
New Hampshire.

Bug. (or 833:.) Adm. Haggard'I English
Admiralty Reports.

Hag. (or Hugs.) Con. Haggard's English
Oonsistory Reports.

E3‘. (or Hug.) Eco.
Ecclesiastical Reports.

Hagan. Hugan’s Reports. vols. 1-2 Utah.
Hogans. Hogans‘ Reports, vols. 1-5 West

Hadley's Introduction

Haggard's English

Virginia.
Hsgg. See Hag.
Iiagg. Consist. Haggard's Oonslstory Re-

ports, English.
Engn.& Hill. Hagner I: Miller's Re-

ports, vol. 2 Maryland Chancery.
Eailes. Hailes’ Decisions, scotch Court

of Session.
Hal. Law. Halsted‘s New Jersey Law Re-

ports.
Halo. Min. Gas.

es, London, 1826.
Hale. Hale's Reports. vols. 33-37 Cali-

tornia.
Halo, Anal. Hale’s Analysis of the Law.

Halcomh's Mining Cas-

Ede C..L. (or Oon.I.aw). Hale's His-
tory of the Common Law.

Hale, De Jun-o Ha:-. Hale. De Jare Maris.
Hale Eco.

English.
Hale, Hist. Eng. Law.

the English Law.
Rule P. G. Hale's Pleas of the Crown.
Ede Proo. Hale's Precedents in (Ecclesi-

astical) Criminal Cases.
Balk. Halkerston's Compendium of Scotch

Faculty ‘Decisions;-Halkerston's Digest of
the scotch Marriage Law ;—Halkerston's
Latin Maxims.

Halk.CoInp. I-_Ialkerstou’s Compendium
of Scotch Faculty Decisions.

Hulk. Lat. Max. Hall-zerston's Latin
Maxims. .

Hall. Hall’s New York Superior Court
Reports;—Hall's Reports. ‘vols. 56, 57 New
Hampshire ;— Hallett's Reports. vols. 1. 2
Colorado.

Hall. Oonst. mu. Hal1am’s Constitu-
tional History ot England.

Inn. E1116:-lg. nu-. noun. Hall. assay
on Maritime Loans from the French of En-
erigon.

Bull, Int. Law.
Law.

Hall, In-it. Loans. Hall, Essay on Mar»
itime Loans from the French oi‘ Emérigon.

Hall, Hex.I.aw. Hall, Laws of Mexico
Relating to Real Property. etc.

lIslI.Hidd1s Ages. Halianfs Middlt
Ages.

Hale's Ecclesiastical Reports.

Hale's History of

Hall on International



Hall, Profits I Promise

Hall, Profits l P1-end:-e. Hall. Treatise
on the law Relating to Profits 3 Prendre,
etc.

Hall a 1%. Hall a. Twell's Reports, Eng-
lish Chancery.

Hanan, Hid.A¢oa. Hallanfs Middle
Ages.

Hallott. Hallett’s Reports, vols. 1, 2001-
orado.

Ilallifax, Anal. (or Civil Law). Halli-
tax‘s Analysis of the Civil Law.

Hale. Halsted's New Jersey Law Re-
ports.

Hals. 01:. (or £11.). , Halsted's New Jersey
Equity Reports.

Han. _ Hammond's Nisi Prius;—Ham-
mond's Reports. vols. 1-9 Ohio.

Ham. A. ao. Ilammerton, Allen & Otter.
English Magistrates‘ Cases, vol. 3 New Ses-
sions Cases.

Ham. N. P. Hammond's Nlsi Prius.
Hana. Parties. Hammond on Parties to

Action.
Hamel, Cnat. Hamel's Laws of the Cus-

toms.
Haznilton. (Hamilton 01') Haddington's

Manuscript Cases, Scotch Court of Session;
-1-lamilton, American Negligence Cases.

Hamlin. Hamlin’s Reports, vols. 81-93
Maine.

Hammond. Hammond's Reports, vols; 1-
9 Ohio;--Hammond's Reports. vols. 36-45
Georgia.

Eanunond & Jackson. Hammond &
Jackson's Reports, vol. 45 Georgia.

Han. Handy's Ohio Reports.
Han. (or Han. [II'. 3.1). }lannay's Re-

ports, vols. 12, 13, New Brunswick.
Hand. l’-land's Reports, vols. 40-45 New

York;-—Handy's Ohio Reports.
Handy. Handy's Ohio Reports.
Hanea.. Hanes' English Chancery.
Ealunor. Lord l(enyou's Notes (English

King's Bench Reports), edited by Hamner.
Hann. l:lannay‘s Reports, vols. 12, 13,

New Brunswick.
Hansb. Hansbrough's Reports, vols. 76-

90 Virginia. .

Ear. Harmonized;-Harrison (see Harr.);
—Harrington's Chancery Reports, Michigan.

Har. (Del.). Harrington's Reports, vols.
1-5 Delaware.

Hat. St. Tr.
Han. a: Gill.

Reports.
Har. & J’. (Xd.).

Maryland Reports.
Har.&Jolnn. Harris & Johnson's Mary-

land Reports.
Ha:-. & non. Harris & McHenry's Mary-

land Reports. '

Hargrave‘s State Trials.
Harris & Gill's Maryland

Harris & Johnson's

nu-.anuch. I-‘in-rrison & Rutherford’s
English Common Pleas Reports. '

Hat. a well. Harrison & Wollaston's
English King's Bench Reports.

Hare. Hart.-arse's Decisions, Scotch’ Court
of Session.

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS Han-is

Hard. (or Hardin).
Reports.

Hard. (or Has-droa).
Exchequer Reports.

Ha:-dos. Hardesty, Delaware Term Re-
ports.

Ha:-dr. (or Hard:-es). Hardres’ English
Exchequer Reports.

Ha:-dw. Cases tcmpore Hardwicke. by
Ridgeway;—Cases tcmpore Hardwicke, by
Lee.

Hare.
Reports.

Hare dz Wal. 1.. 0. American
Cases, edited by Hare & Wallace.

Harg. Bnrgrave’s State ’1‘rivals;— Bar-
grove's Reports, vols. 68-75 North Carolina.

Han-g. Co.Litt. I-Iargrave’s Notes to Coke
on Littleton.

Has-3. Law Tracts.
Tracts.

Harg. St. Tr. (or State '1‘:-.). Hargrave’s
State Trials.

Ha:-grove. Hargrove's Reports, vols. 68-
75 North Carolina.

Harm. Harmon's Reports, vols. 13-16
Calii‘ornia;—Harmon's Upper Canada Com-
mon Pleas Reports.

Harp. Harper's South Carolina Law Re
ports.

Harp. Con. Gas.
Cases, Maryland.

Harp.Eq. Harper's Equity Reports,
South Carolina. .

Harp. 1.. (or 3.0.). Harper’s Law Re
ports. South Carolina.

Han-. Harrison's Reports, New Jersey ;—

Hardin's Kentucky

Hardres’ English

Hare’s English Vice-Chancellors‘

Leading

Hargrave's Law

Harper's Conspiracy

Harrington's Reports. Deia\vare;——Harring--
ton’s Chancery Reports, Michigan;—Harris‘
Reports, vols. 13-% Pennsylvania:— Harri-
son's Reports. vols. 15-17 and 23-29 Indiana.

Han. (Hieln) Harrington's Michigan
Chancery Reports.
~Han-.(N.J.). Harrison's Reports, vols.

16-19 New Jersey Law.
Han-.Oon.I.a.R. Harrison's Oondensed

Louisiana Reports.
Han-.Dig. Harrison's Digest, English.
Han-. & G. Harris & Gill's Maryland He-

ports.
Han-.&Hodg. Harrison & Hodgin's Up-

per Canada Municipal Reports.
Harr. &.‘l'. Harris & Johnson's Maryland

Reports.
Ears-a& H03.

Maryland Reports.
Han-.&Il.ntl:. Harrison 5: Rutherford's

English Common -Pleas Reports.
Harr. Q Sim. Harris & Simrall‘s Reports,

vols. 49-52 Mississippi. . 4

Han. &Woll. Harrison 5: Wollaston'
English King's Bench Reports.

Ha:-ring. Earring-ton's Delaware. Re-
ports ;-—ilarrlngton's Michigan Chancery Re-
ports. .

Harris & McHenry's

Harris. Ilarris’ Reports, vols. 13-"24 I_~'enn-,

sylvania. . 0 _ .
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Mme

. Ha:-1-is Dig. Harris‘ Digest, Georgia.
Han-is& Sim:-all. Harris at Simrall’s

Reports, vols. 49-52 Mississippi.
Harrison. Harrison's Reports, vols. 15-17

and 23-29 Indiana.
Hart. Hartley's Reports, vols. 4-10 Tex-

as;—Hartley's Digest of Texas Laws.
Hartley. Hartley's Reports, vols. 4-10

Texas.
_ Hartley & Hartley. Hartley dz Hartley's

Reports, vols. 11-21 Texas.
' .Hask. Haskell’s United "States Circuit
Court Reports.

Hast. Hastings’ Reports, vols. 69-70
Maine.

Hav.Oh.lup. Haviland‘s Chancery Re-
ports, Prince Edward Island.

Haw. P. E. I. Havi1and's Reports, Prince
Edward Island.

Haw. . Hawkins (see Hawk.) ;—-Hawaiian
Reports;—IIawley's Reports, vols. 10-20 No-
Vildfl. : .

Haw. 01-. Rep. Hawley's American Crim-
inal Reports. _

Haw. W. O. Hawes' Will Case.
-‘ Hawaii (or Hawaiian Hem).

(Sandwich Islands) Reports.
Hawk. Go. Litt. Hawkins’ Coke upon Lit-

tleson.
Hawk. P. O. (or P1. O1-.). Hawkins‘ Pleas

oi.’ the Crown.-
Hawkins. Hawkins‘ Reports, vols. 19-24

Louisiana Annual.
Hawks. Hawks‘ North Carolina Reports.

~Hawl. G:-.3. Hawiey's American Crimi-
nal Reports.

Hawley.
Nevada.
'. Hay.

Hawaii

Hawley’s Reports, vols. 10-2)

Haywood’s North Carolina Re-.
.ports;—Haywood's Tennessee Reports (Hay-
wood’s Reports are sometimes referred to as
though numbered consecutively from North
Carolina through Tennessee) ;—Hayes' Irish
Exchequer Reports. See also Hayes;—
Hayes‘ Reports, Calcutta;—Hay‘s scotch De-
cisions. .

Hay Aee. (or Dee.). Hay's Decisions on
Accidents and Negligence.

Hay. Each. Hayes’ Irish Exchequer Re
ports.

- Hay P. 1.. Hay‘s Poor Law Decisions.
Hay. a H. Hayward & Hazeiton’s United_

States Circuit Court Reports.
Hay.&Haa. Hayward & Hnzelton, Cir-

cuit Court. District of Columbia.
Hay. as. Hayes & Jones, Irish.
Hay & H. (or Han-.). Hay & Marriott's

Admiralty Reports (usually cited, Marriott's
Reports). -

Hayes (or Hayes £xeh.). Hayes‘ Irish Ex-
chequer Reports.

Hayes, cons. Hayes on Conveyancing.
Hayes & Jo. (or Jam). Hayes 5: Jones‘

Irish Exchequer Reports.
Hayn. Lead. Gas. Haynes‘

Leading Cases.
Haynes, E1.
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Students’

llama‘ Outlines of Equity.

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS -Hunt

Hsyw. Haywood‘s North Carolina Re
ports;— Haywood's Tennessee Reports (see.
Hay.).

Hayw. L. 3.
Boston. _ _

Hayw. & H. Hayward & Hazelton’s Unit-
ed States Circuit Court Reports.

Head. Head's Tennessee Reports.

Haywat-d's, Law Register:

Heath. Heath's Reports, vols. 36-40
Maine.

Heck. Oas. Hecker’s Cases on Warranty.‘
Hedges. Hedges’ Reports, vols. 2-6 Mon-

tana.
lHeineee. Asst. Rom. Heineccius (J. G.)
Antiquitatum Romanarum (Roman Antiqui-T
ties.) ' ' .

Helneee. do (lamb. Heineccius (J. G.) El-‘
ementn ‘Juries Camhialis. ' .

Heineee.Elesn. Heinecclus (J. G.) Ele
menta Juris Civilis (Elements of the Civil
Law.) - ' ’

' Heisk. Heiske1l's Tennessee Reports.
Helm. Helm‘s Reports, vols. 2-9 Nevada.

‘ Hen. Hempstead, United States;—Hem-
mingway. Mississippi.

Hem. tit. Hemlning & Miller's English.
Vice-Chancellors’ Reports. :

Hemp. (or Henpsh). Hempstead's Unit-
ed States Circuit Court Reports. .

Hen. 31. Henry Blackstone's English‘
Common Pleas Reports. — .

n..'..x...c... ' Henry's Manumision
Cases. '

Hen. & M. Na.)
Virginia Reports.

Hen. clan. Hening & Munford‘s Vir-
ginia Reports.

Hepb. Hephurn’s Reports, vols. 3, 4 Cali-
tornia;—Hepburn‘s Reports, vol. _18 Penn-
sylvania. '

Hot. (or Hetl.).
mon Pleas Reports.

Hening & Muni'ord‘s‘_

Hetiey's English Com-

Heyw.Ca. Heywood's Table‘ of Cases,_
Georgia. ~ _

’Hibb. Hlbbard’s Reports, vol. 20 Opin-
i_ou_s Attorneys-General;—Hlbbard's Reports.
vol. 67 New Hampshire. _.

High Gt. High Court Reports, Northwest
Provinces of India. . -

Hight. Hight’s Reports, vols. 67-58 Iowa.
Hill. Hill's New York Reports;—-_Hili's'

Law Reports, South Carolina.
- Hill Hg. (or 011.). Hill's Equity, south

Carolina Reports.
Hill N.Y. Hill's New York Reports.
Hill. New Trials. Hilliard on New Tri-

Blfl. ' ‘ =

Hill. Real Prop. Hilliard on Real Prop-
erty.

Hill 8.0. Ilill‘s South Carolina Reports
(Law or Equity). '

Hm & Den. Hill is Denio, New York.
Hill .2 Don. Supp. Lalor's Supplement

to Hill & Denio's Reports, New York.
Hillyer‘. Llillyer’s Reports. vols. %—2

California. . . . -



filli-

' Hut. Hilton's New York Common Pleas
Reports.
f ‘Elnd'e'10h.Pr. Hinde. Modern Practice
of the High Court oi’ Chancery. _

Hines. Hines’ Reports, vols. 83-96 Ken-
tucky. ‘

Ho. Lords Gas.
(Clark's). '

Hobo
ports.

Eodg.
Reports. » _

Bods. Out. Eleo. Cu. Hodgin’s Canada
Election Cases.
’ Hon. Hoffman's Land Cases. United
States District Court:—Hoirman's New York
Chancery Reports.

non. Ch. Hoirman’s New York Chancery
Reports.

Eel. Land (or H01. 1.. 0.). Hoffman’!
Land Ca'ses,‘United States District Court.

Hot. Lead. Cu. Hoi!man's Leading Cas-
es on Commercial Law. ..

no1._nut. Hoi1'man's Master in Chan-
cery. - ' . . .

Hot. N. Y. (or noun. CL). Hoirman’s
'New- York Chancery Reports. "

Hog. Hogan's Irish Rolls Court Reports;
—(Hogan "or)‘ '5Harcars'e's scotch Session
Cases.

Bog. It. '1‘:-. Hogan's state Trials, Penn-
sylvania.

Rogue. Hogue's Reports, vols. 1-4 Flor-
ida.

Eo1o.I..Ou. Holcombe's Leading Cases
of Commercial Law.

Holl.Ju:. Holland‘: Elements of Juris-
prudence.

Eollinsheud. Holllnshead’s Reports, vol.
1 Minnesota.

Hahn. (or Holmes). Holmes’ United
States Circuit Court Reports;—IIolmes’ Re-
ports, vols. 15-17 Oregon.

Holt. Holt’s English King's Bench Re-
ports;—Holt's English Nisi Prius Reports;—-
Hoit’s English Equity Reports.

Holt Adm, Cu. Hoit's English Admiral-
ty Cases (Rule of the Road).

Bolt 24;. Holt’s English Equity Reports.
Holt K. B. Ho1t’s English King's Bench

Reports.
Bolt 11'. P.

House of Lords Cases

Habart's English King’s Bench Re-

Hodges' English Common Pleas

Ho1t’s English Nisi Prius Re-

Eolt ll.ot it. flows Rule of the Road
Cases.

Eolthouse. Holthouse’s Iaw Dictionary.
Bolts. Eno. Holtzendortf. Encyclopiidie

der Rechtswlssenschnft. (Encyclopedia of
Jurisprudence.)

Home (or Home E. Deo.). Home's Man-
uscript Decisions, Scotch Court of Session.
See also Kanies.

Hooker. Hooker's Reports, vols. 25-62
Connecticut.

noon. Hoonahan's sind Reports, India.
Hop. & C. Hopwood & Coltman’s Eng-

lish Registration Appeal Cases.

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS " HOW. It. T’!

Hop. & Ph. Hopwood"& Philbric-k's Eng-
lish Registration Appeal Cases. - _ -

Hope. Hope (of Kerse) Manuscript Deci-
sions, Scotch Court of Session. -.

Eopk.Ad:In. (or Judy). Hopkinson‘s
Pennsylvania Admiralty Judgments. _

Eopk. Adm. Dee. Admiralty Decisions of
Hopkinson in Gllpin's Reports. - :

lnopk. Oh. Hopkins’ New York Chancery
Reports.

Kopw.& colt. Hopwood an Coltman's
English Registration Appeal Cases.

Hopw. &Ph1l. Hopwood & Philbrick‘sH
English Registration Appeal Cases. =

nor. a Th. On. Horrigan‘ & Thompson's
Cases on self-Defense. .

Horn «I; H. Horn & Hurlstonds/English
Exchequer Reports.

none, 11. J. Home's Mirror‘ of Justice.
Homer. Homer's Reports, vols. 11-23

South Dakota.
Hon-.& Th. Horrigan & Thompson's

Cases on self-Defense. 3 '

Honr.Y.B. Horwood's Year Books of
Edward I. ‘

Hoskinn. IIoskins' Reports, vol. -2 North
Dakota.

'Ho'ugh o.‘-x.ca'u. Hough’s Court-Mar
tial Case Book, London, 1821.

Eoughton. Houghton’s Reports, vol. 97
Alabama.

Horn. Houston's Delaware Reports.
House of 1.. House of Lords Cases.
Eoult. Houston's Delaware Reports.‘
Rout. Cr. Cu. Houston's Delaware

Criminal Cases.
now. Hoveuden on Frauds:—Hoveuden's

Supplement to Vesey, Jr.‘s, English Chancery
Reports.

Kov. lap. Hovenden’s Supplement to Ve
sey, Jr.'s, English Chancery Reports.

Hoved. Hoveden, Chronica.
How. Howard's United States Supreme

Court Reports;— Howard's Mississippi Re-
ports ;— Howard's New York Practice Re-
ports:-—Howell’s Reports, vols.22—23 Nevada.

How. (Ilium). Howard's Mississippi Re-
ports.

How. App.
Appeals Cases.

now. On. Howard's New York Court of
Appeals Cases;—Howard's Popery Cases.

How. 01'. Tr. Howison’s Criminal Trials.
Virginia.

now. N. I. Howard's New York Practice
Reports, New Series.

Eow.Px-. Howard’: New York Practice
Reports.

How. Pr. N. 8. Howard's New York Prac-
tice Reports, New Series.

now.Pno. (N. Y.). Howard's New York
Practice Reports.

How. I. O. (or ‘U’. 8.). Howard's United
States Supreme Court Reports.

How. It. Tr. (or State 'l.‘r.).
English State Trials.

Howard‘: New York Court or

Howell's
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How. & Best.

How. & Beat.
vol. 22 Nevada.

How. a Nor. Howell an Norcross’ Reports,
vols. 23, 24 Nevada.

Howell N. P. Howe11’s Nisi Prius Re-
ports, Michigan.

Hu. Hughes’ United States Circuit Court
Reports ;—Hughes' Kentucky Reports.

Hub.I.eg.Dix-co. Hubbell’s Legal Direc-
tory.

Hub. Paul. J. C. Huber, Praelectiones Ju-

Howell J: Beatty‘s Reports,

- ris Civilis.
Hubb. Sumo.

cession.
Hubbard. Hubbard's Reports, vols. 45-51

Maine.
Hud.&Br. Hudson & Brooke's Irish

King's Bench Reports.
Hugh. Hughes’ United _States Circuit

Court Reports;—Hughes’ Kentucky Reports.
Hugh. (Hm). Hughes‘ Kentucky'Reports.
Hughes. Hughes’ United States Circuit

Hubback’s Evidence of Sue-

' Court Reports.
Hugo, Hist. du Droit Rom.

toire du Drolt Romain.
Hum. Humphrey's Tennessee Reports.

Hugo, His-

Hume. Hume’s Scotch Session Cases.
Hume,Hht.Eug. Hume’: History of

England.
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Humph. (or Hurnph. ['.l.‘onn.]). Hum-
phrey's Tennessee Reports.

Hun. Hun's New York Supreme Court
Reports, also Appellate Division Supreme
Court, New York.

Hunt, Bound. Hunt’: Law of Boundariu
and Fences.

Hunt Cu. Hunt's Annuity Cases.
Hunt, Eq. Hunt's Suit in Equity.
Hunter, Born. Law. Hunter on Roman

Law.
Hunter, Suit Eq. Hunter's Proceeding

in a Suit in Equity.
Hur. Hurlstone (see Hurl.).
Hun-1. E0. (or Colt.). Hurlstone & Colt-

man's English Exchequer Reports.
Hurl. & Gard.‘ Hurlstone & Gordon's Be-

ports, vols. 10, 11 English Exchequer.
Hurl. fill’. (or Non). Hurlstone & Nob

man's English Exchequer Reports.
Hm-1. twain. Hurlstone & Walmslerl

English Exchequer Reports.
Hut. Hutton’s English Common Pleas

Reports.
Hutch. Hutcheson’s Reports, vols. 81-84

Alabama.
Hutt. Hutton’s English Common Pleas

Reports.
Hyde. Hyde's Reports, Bengal.



1. Idaho;— I1linois;—— Indiana ;— Iowa:-
Irish (see Ir.).

1. C. 0. Interstate Commerce Commission.
1. 0. 1.. R. Irish Common Law Reports.
1. C. 3. Irish Chancery Reports ;— Irish

Circuit Reports. ‘

1. 1:. 3.. Irish Equity Reports.
1. J. Can. Irvine's Justiciary Cases, Scot-

land. . -

1. :3. Irina Reports.
1.3.0.1.. Irish Reports, Common Law

Series.
1.n.Eq. Irish Reports, Equity Series.
1.3.3. International Revenue Record,

New York City.
1. ’1'.B.. Irish Term Reports, by Ridge-

way, Lnpp & Schoales. -

In. Iowa :—Iowa Reports.
1113. (or Idaho). Idaho ;—Idaho Reports.
Iddings '1‘. B. D. Iddings’ Dayton Term

Reports.
111. Illinois ;—Illinois Reports.
111. App. Illinois Appeal Reports.
1:np.1‘ed. Imperial Federation, London.
1nd. Indinna_;—Indiana Reports :—India;

-—(East) Indian.
Ind. App. Law Reports, Indian Appeals;

—-Indiana Appeals.
Ind. App. Inpp. Supplemental

Appeals, Law Reports.
1nd.Jnr. Indian Jurist, Calcutta:—Indi-

an Jurist, Madras.
1nd. 1.. 8. (East) Indian Law Reports.
1nd. 1.. 3. Ana. Indian Law Reports, Al-

Iahnbad.

Indian

1nd. 1.. 3. Bomb. Indian Law Reports,
Bombay Series. '

1nd. 1.. 3. Oslo. Indian Law Reports,
Calcutta Series.

Ind. 1.. 3.. Had. Indian Law Reports, Ma-
dras Series.

Ind. Rep. Indiana Reports;-—;Index Re-
porter.

1nd.lnper. Indiana Superior Court Re-
ports (Wilson’s). -

1nd.'1‘. Indian Territory ;—Indian Terri-
tory Reports.

Ing. Von. lngraham's edition oi‘ Vesey, Jr.
1.2,InIt. (1. 2) Coke's Inst.
1nst.. 1, 2, 3. Justinian‘s Inst. lib. 1, tit.

2, S 3.
Inst., 1, 2. 31. Justinian‘:-3 Institutes, lib.

1, tit. 2, 5 31.
The Institutes of Justinian are divided in-

to four books.—each book is divided into
titles. and each title into paragraphs, of
which the flrst, described by the letters pr.,
or prim-ip., is not numbered. The old meth-
ad of citing the Institutes was to give the
commencing words or the paragraph and or

'.l.‘ABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS .

I
the title; e. 9.. 5 at adveraus, Inst. dc Nu«p-
ms. Sometimes the number of the para-
graph was introduced, 0. 0., i 12, xi advcrsus.
Inst. do Nuptiis. The modern way is to give
the number of the book, title, and paragraph.
thus;—Inst. I. 10, 12; would be read Inst.
bib. 1. tit. 10, 5 12.

11:31:. Epll. Epilogue to [a designated part
or volume of] Coke's Institutes.

1nst.P:-oeun. Proeme [introduction] to [a
designated part or volume or] Coke's Insti-
tutes.

Instr. Clo:-.
Int. Case.

lish and Irish.
Int. Private Law.

temational Law.
Iowa. Iowa Reports.
Ir.

olina Law or Equity Reports.
11-. 0. 1.. Irish Common Inw Reports.
11-. 01:. Irish Chancery Reports.
11-. air. (or Ir. Cir. n.op.). Irish Circuit

Reports.
Ir. Com. Law Rep.

Reports.
1:-.Eool. Irish Ecclesiastical Reports. by

Milwnrd.
1:-.Eq. Irish Equity Reports.
Ir. 1.. Irish Law Reports.
11-.1..N. 8. Irish Common Law Reports.
1:-.1..R. Irish Law Reports;—’I‘he Law

Reports, Ireland, now cited by the year.

Instructor Clericnlis.
Rowe’s Interesting Cases, Eng-

Westlal-:e's Private In-

Irish Common Law

11-. 1.. '1‘. Rep. Irish Law Times Reports.
1:. Law Rec. Irish Law Recorder.
11-. 1.5:} Rep. Irish Law Reports.
11-. Law Rep. N. I. Irish Common haw

Reports.
11-.1.aw&Ch. Irish Common Law and

Chancery Reports (New Series).
It. Law & Eq. Irish Law and Equity Re-

ports (0ld Series).
11-. R. 1894. Irish Law Reports for year

1894. '

12. R. 0. 1..
Series. .

11-.B.Eq. Irish Reports, Equity Series.
Ir. 8. Reg. App. Irish Reports, Registra-

tion Appeals.
11-. R. Reg. & 1..

and Land Cases.
'11-. St. '1‘:-. Irish State Trials (Ridge-

wny‘sl.
Ir. '1'. R. (or Term 1101).). Irish Term Re-

ports (by Ridgeway, Lapp & Schoaies).
11-ed. Iredel1’s North Carolina Law Re-

ports.
Irod. 1-lg. Iredell's North Carolina Equity

Reports.
Irv.

Irish Reports, Common Imw

Irish Reports, Registry

Irvine's Scotch Jnsticlary Reports
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Irish ;—Irelaud ;——Iredel-l’s North Oar-.
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J. Johnson's New York Reports.
J. 0. Johnson's Cases, New York Supreme

Court.
J. 0. 1?. Justice of the Common Pleas.
J. 01:. (or J. G. 3.). Johnson's New York

Chancery Reports.
J.d’0l. Les Jugemens d'0leron.
J. 3. Journal of the House.
J. J.Hor. J.‘ J. Marshall's Kentucky Re-

ports.
J. J. Harsh. (Ky.).

tucky Reports.
J. Kel. sir John Kelyng’s English Crown

Cases.
J. P. Sm. J. P. Smith's English King's

Bench Reports.
J. R. Johnson's New York Reports.
J.I.Gr. J. 8. Green's New Jersey Re-

D0l't8..
J. Icott.

Bench Reports.
J. Voot, Com. ad Pond. Voet (Jan), Com-

mentarins ad Pandectas. -

J. an. Johnson & Hen1ming's English
Vice-Chancellors’ Reports.

J. A: L. (or J. a La. '1'.). Jones a In
'1‘ouche's Irish Chancery Reports.

J. a 3. Jones 8: Spencer's New York Sn-
perior Court Reports.

J. J. Marshall’s Ken-

Reporter English Common

J.&l.Jsm. Judah & Swan's Jamaica
Reports.

J. & W. Jacob a Walker's English Chan-
cery Reports.

Jso. Jacobus (King James);—Jacob's Eng-
lish Chancery Reports :—Jacob’s Law Dic-
tionary. '

Jso. Ion Laws. Jacobsen’s Law of thesea .

Jon. & W. (or Ws1k.). Jacob & Walker's
English Chancery Reports.

Jack. & G. Land]. & Ten. Jackson &
Gross, Treatise on the Law of Landlord and
Tenant in Pennsylvania.

Jackson. Jackson’s Reports, vols. 43-66
Georgia;—Jackson’s Reports, vols. 1-29 Tex-
a Court of Appeals.

Jackson & Imsnpkln.
kin‘s Georgia Reports.

Jacob. Jacob's Law Dictionary.
James (N. 843.). James’ Reports, Nova

Scotla.
Jones Isl. Gssos.

Nova Scotin.
J’nnsos.’& Mont. Jameson & Montagu’s

English Bankruptcy Reports (in vol. 2 Glyn
5: Jameson).

Jar. Os-.'.l‘r. Jardine’s Criminal Trials.
Js.rm.Wiils. Jarman on Wills.
Jebb (or Jebb C. 0.). Jebb's Irish Crown

Cases.
Jebb Or. & Pr. Cu.

and Presentment Cases.
Jobba B. Jebb & Bourke's Irish Queen's

Bench Reports.
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Jackson & Lump-

James’ Select Cases.

Jebb's Irish Crown

Jebb & I. (or Sysm). Jebb & symes' Irish
Queen's Bench Reports.

Jen. Jeiterson’s Virginia Reports.
Jo£.Han. Jeiferson's Manual of Parlia-

mentary Law.
Jonk. (or Jenk.cont.). Jenkins‘ Eight

Centuries of Reports, English Exchequer.
Jenks. Jenks’ Reports, vol. 58 New

Hampshire.
Jenn. Jennison's Reports, vols. 14-18

Michigan.
Jo:-ony,Eq. Jar. Jeremy's Equity Juris-

diction. _

Jo. '1'.‘ sn- '1‘. Jones’ Reports.
Jo.& La 1.‘. Jones 0: La '1‘ouche's Irish

Chancery Reports.
John.(orJohns.). Johnson's New York."

Reports ;—Johnson's Reports of Chase's De-
cisions;—Johnson‘s Maryland Chancery De-
cisions;—Johnson's English "Vice-Chanca-
lors‘ Reports. .

Johns. Cu. Johnson's New York Cases.
Joims.Oh. Johnson's New York Chin-

cery Reports;—Johnson's English Vice-Chan-
cellors’ Report:—Johnson’s Maryland Chan-
cery Decisions ;—Johnston’s Reports. Near
Zealand. " " '

Johns. Gt. Err. Johnson's Reports, New-
York Court of Errors. '

Johns. Doe. Johnson's Maryland Clan»
cery Decisions. ‘

Johns. Eng. 61:. Johnson’s llhzglish Chan-'~
cery Reports. ' ‘

Johns. H. B. V.
cery Reports.

Johns. Pat. Han.
ual.

Johns. Rep. Johnson's Reports, New
York Supreme Court.

Johns. Tr. Johnson's Impeachment Trial.
Johns. U. I. Johnson's Reports "of Chase‘:

United States Circuit Court Decisions.
Johns. V. O. Johnson's mglish Vice-

Chancc-llors' Reports.
Johns. anem.~ Johnson C: Hemmingh

English Chancery Reports.
Johnson. Johnson's Reports. New York:

—Johnson's English Vice-Chancellors’ Rs
ports ;—Johnson's Maryland Chancery Ded-
sions.

Jolsnst. (N. 2.).
Zealand.

Jon. Exeh. (or Jon. Ir. Exam).
Irish I-kc-hequer Reports.

Johnson's English Chan-

Johnson's Patent Man-I

Johnston's Reports, New’

Jonw

Jon.& Oar. Jones & Cary's Irish Ex-
chequer Reports. _ .

Jon.&I.. Jones & In '1‘ouche's Irish
Chancery Reports.

Jones. Jones’ Reports, vols. 43-48. 9457.
81. 62 Alabama ;—Jones" Reports. vols.'1I,'12
Pennsylvanin;—Jones’ Reports, vols. 22-31
Missouri ;—Jones’ Lay or Equity Reports.
North Carolina ;—Jones’ Irish Exchequer Rs-

30205.



Jones

ports;—Jones’ Upper Canada Common Pleas
Repoi-ts;—Jones as Spencer's New York Su-
perior Court Reports.

Jones (Pm). Jones Reports. vols. 11. 12
Pennsylvania. .

Jones 1. Sir William Jones‘ English
King's Bench Reports.

Jones 2. Sir Thomas Jones‘ English
King's Bench Reports.

Jones, Baum. Jones’ Law of Bailments.
Jones, Barclay & Whlttelsey. Jones,

Barclay, & Whittelsey’s Reports, vol. 31 Mis-
souri.

Jones, Chat. Mo:-tg.
Mortgages.

Jones Eq. Jones’ North Carolina Equity
Reports.

Jones, 1‘:-eneh Bar. Jones’ History or the
French Bar.

\Jones 1:. Jones’ Irish Exchequer Reports.

Jones on Chattal

Jones Law (or Jones R‘. 0.). Jones’ North .

Carolina Law Reports.
;Jonee'.l'. Sir Thomas Jones’

King’s Bench Reports.
aaionee ‘D’. 0.. Jones’ Reports, Upper

English

Can-
1

TABLE OF‘ ABBREVIATIONS Kennett

Jones W. Sir William Jones’ English
Kings Bench Reports. ~ .

Joneeac. Jones & Gary's Irish Excheq-
uer Reports.

Jones & La '1‘.

(mancery Reports.
Jones as Hal. (Pm). Jones 0: McMurtrie's

Pennsylvania Supreme Court Reports.
Joneea span. Jones at Spencer's New

York Superior Court Reports.

Jones & In Touche’s Irish

Josephs. Josephs’ Reports, vol. 21 Ne-
vada.
.J'ud.&Sw. Judah & Swan's Reports.
Jamaica.

Judd. Judd’s Reports, vol. 4 Hawaii.
Jnr. (N. 8.). The Jurist (New Series) Re-

ports in all the Courts, London.
Jnr. (N. I.) Ex. Jurist (New Series) Ex-

chequer. '

Jut.mg. Digest oi‘ Justinian, 50 books.
Never translated into English.

' Just. Inst. Justinitufs Institutes.
note following “Inst. 1, 2, 3 ."

Jutn. Juta’s Cape of Good Hope Reports.

See

K
K. Key_es' New York Court of Appeals Re-

poris;—-Kenyon's English King's Bench Re-
ports:—Kansas (see Kan.).

1!.:B. King's Bench Reports.
[1901] K. 3. Law Reports, King's

Bench Division, from 1901 onward.
K. 0.3. Reports in the time of Chancel-

lor King.
Lil‘. N. 8. W. Knox & Fitzhardingds

New South Wales Reports.
K.&G. 17.. 0. Keane & Grant's English

Registration Appeal Cases.
x.a..1. Kay & Johnson's English Vice-

Ohancellors’ Reports.
1!. G0. Knapp dz 0mbler’s English‘ Elec-

tion (hses.
’ nun. Kames' Decisions of the Scottish

Court 01‘ Session. '

Run. Rem. Dee. Kames' Remarkable De-
cisions. scotch Court of Session.

Knn|.Iel.Deo. Kames’ Select Decisions.
Scotch Court of Session.

Knnles, Eq. Kames’ Principles of Equity.
Rain. (or Knn.I.). Kansas ;—Kansas Re-

ports.
Kans.App. Kansas Appeals Reports.
Kay. Kay's English Vice~Chancellors’ Re-

D0111 '

Kny&Johns. Kay & Johnson, English.
Re. Keen's English Rolls Court Reporm.
Kennett}:-. Keane J: Grant's English

Registration Appeal Gases.
Keb. (or Ke'bl.). Keble's English King's

Bench Reports.
Keen. Keen’s English Rolls Court Re-

ports.

Keener, Qune! Oontr. Keener's Cases on
Quasi Contracts. '

Kefl. (or Kei.lw.).
King’s Bench Reports.

Kel. 1. Sir John Kelyng's English Crown
Cases.

Ke1.2. William Kelynge’s English Chan-
cery Reports.

xol. Ga. Kelly's Reports, vols.
Georgia.

Eel. J’.
Cases.

Kel.W'. Wm. Kelynge's English Chan-
cery Reports.

Xelhun.
Dictionary.

Kellen. Ke|len's Reports, vols. 146-155
Massachusetts.

Kelly. Kelly's Reports, vols. 1-8 Georgia.
Kelly&Cobb. Kelly & Cobb's Reports.

vols. 4. 5 Georgia.
Kolyng, J. Ke1yng’s English Crown Cases.
rmynemw. Kelynge’s English Chan-

cery" Reports.
Kemble, lax.

England.
Ken. Kentucky (see Ky.);--Kenyon Eng-

lish King's Bench Reports.
.Ken.Deo. Kentucky Decisions. by Sneed.
Ken.L.nep. Kentucky Law Reporter.
Kenan. Kenan's Reports, vols. 76-91

North Carolina.

Keilway's lihglish

1-3

Sir John Kelyng’s English Grown

Kelham's Norman French law

Kemble, The Saxons in

Kenn.Pu-.Antiq. Kennett. Parochial
Antiquities.

Kennett. Kennett’s Glossary;--Kennett
upon Improprintlons.
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Kennett, Gloss.

Kennett, Gloss. Kennett's Glossary.
Kent. Kent's Commentaries on American

Law.
Kent, Com. (or Oonum).

mentaries on American Law.
Keny. Ken_von's English King's Bench

Reports.
Kenny. G. K. (or 3 Keny.).

ports at the end of 2 Kenyon.
Kern. Kern's Reports, vols. 100-116 In-

diana;—Kernan's Reports, vols. 11-14 New
York Court of Appeals.

Kerr. Kerr's New Brunswick Reports ;—

Kent's Com-

Chancery Re-

Kerr's Reporis;—J. M. Kerr's Reports, vols.
27-29 New York Civil Procedure.

Kerr at. 3.). Kerr's New Brunswick Re-I
ports.

Rene. Kerse's Manuscript Decisions,
Scotch Court of Session.

Key. (or Keyes). Keyes' New York Court
of Appeals Reports.

Keyl. Keilwey's (or Keylway’s) English
King's Bench Reports.

Kilk. Kilkerran's Decisions. Scotch Court
of Session.

King. King's Reports, vols. 5, 6 Louisiana
Annual.

King Gas. temp. Select Cases tempera
King. English Chancery.

King’: Oonf. Ga. King's Conflicting
Cases.

Kir. (Ki:-b. or Kirby). Kirby's Connecti-
cut Reports.
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Kitch. (or Kitch. Courts). Kltchln on
Jurisdictions or Courts~Leet, Courtsisaron,
etc.

Kitekin. Kitchin on Jurisdictions of
Courts-Leet. Courts-Baron, etc.

Kn. (or Kn. A. 0.). Knapp's Appeal Cases
(English Privy Council).

Kn.N.s.W. Knox, New South’ Wales
Reports.

Kn.&Hoo. Knapp & Moore’s Reports.
vol. 3 Knapp's Privy Council.

Kn. it 0. Knapp & 0mbler's English Eiee
tion Reports.

Knlpp. Knapp's Privy Council Reports.
England.

Knowles.
Island.

Knox. Knox, New South Wales Reports.
Knoxkritx. Knox J; Fitzhardinge. New

South Wales.
Koln. Transvaal Reports by Koine.
K1-elder. Kreider's Reports, vols. 141

Washington.
K:-ess. Kress’ Reports, vols. 166-194 Penn-

sy'lvania;—Kress‘ Pennsylvania Superior
Court. . -

Kllp. Kulp's Luzerne Legal Register Re-
ports. Pennsylvania.

Ky. Kentucky:-—Kentncky Reports.
Ky. Dee. Sneed's Kentucky Decisions.
Ky. 11.. 3. Kentucky Law Reporter.

Knowles’ Reports, vol. 3 Rhode



L. TABLE or ABBREVIATIONS

L
L. I41nsing's Supreme Court Reports,

New York.
L.A. Lawyers‘ Reports Annotated.
L.c. Lord Chancellor-;—Lower Canada;

--Leading Cases.
L.G. D. Lord Quiet Baron.
L. G. D. Lower Court Decisions, Ohio.
L. 0. 11¢. White a. '1‘udor’s Leading Cases

in Equity.
L. G. G. Lower Courts Gazette, Toronto.
L. 0. D. Lower Canada Reports. _

' L. D. (or Dee.). Laud Oiiice Decisions,
United States.

L.Ed. Lawyers’ Edition Supreme Court
Reports. .

L.J. App. Law Journal, New Series, Ap-
penis.

L. J. Dank. Law Journal, New Series,
Bankruptcy.

L. J.Dk. Law Journal. New Series, Bank-
ruptcy (183l onward).

L. J. 0. C. 3.. Law Journal, New Series.
Crown Cases Reserved.

L. J. G. P. (or L. J. O. P. 1).). Law Jour-
nal. New Series, Common Pleas Decisions.

L. J. Ch. Law Journal, New Series, Chan-
cery Divislon (1831 on).

L. J. 01:. (0. 8.). Law Journal, Old. Se-
ries, 1822, 1831. .

L. J. D. a 1!. Law Journal, New Series,
Divorce and Matrimonial.

L. J. Boo. Law Journal Reports, Ecclesi-
astical (1831 on).

L. 3.2:. Law Journal, New Series, Ex-
chequer Division (1831 on).

L. J. Exoh. Law Journal, New Series, Ex-
chequer.

L. J. E. L.
House oi! Lords.

L. J. K. D. Law Journal, King's Bench.
L. J. L. 0. law Journal, Lower Canada.
L. J. L. '1‘. Law Journal, Law Tracts.
L. J. H. 0. Law Journal, New Series, Di-

vorce and Matrimonial;-Law Journal, Mag-
istrates’ Cases.

L. J. H. 0. Law Journal, New Series,
Magistrates Cases (1831 on).

L. J. M. P. A. Law Journal, Matrimonial,
Probate and Admiralty.

L. J. H. a W. Morgan & Williams‘ Law
Journal. London.

L. J. N. 0. Law Journal, Notes of Cases.
L. J. N. 8.

London (1831 onwards).
L. J. 0. S‘. The Law Journal, Old Series,

London (182-1831).
L. J. P. (or P. 0.). Law Journal, New Se-

ries, Privy Council;—Law Journal. Probate,
Divorce and Admiralty.

L. J. P. (D. & A.)_. Law Journal, New Se-
ries, Probate. Divorce and Admiralty.

L. J. P. & H. (or L. J. Prob. & Hat.).
Iaw Journal. New Series, Probate and Mat-
rimonial (1831 onward).

mw Journal, New Series,

The Law Journal, New Series. _

L.B.P.&X.

L. J. O. 3. Law Journal, New Series.
Queen's Beach (1831 on).

L. J. 0. D. D. Law Journal, New Series.
Queen’s Bench Division.

L. J. Rep. Law Journal Reports.
L. J. Rep. N. 8. Law Journal

New Series (I&3I onward).
L. H. at P. Lowndes, Maxwell & Pollock's

English Bull Court Reports.
L. N. Liber Niger, or the Black Book.
L. P. R. Lilly's Practical Register.
L. 3.. Law Reports (English);-—Law Re-

porter (Law Times Reports. New Series);-
(Irish) Law ltecorder:—Louislana Reports.

L. B. A. Lawyers’ Reports, Annotated.
L. R. A. a E. Dngiish Law Reports, Ad-

miralty and Ecclesiastical (1866-1875).
L. R. App. (or L. R. App. Cam). English

Law Reports, Appeal Cases, House of Lords.

Reports,

L.n.Dnrm. Law Reports, British Bur-
mah.

L. R. O. 0. English Inw Reports, Crown
Cases Reserved (1866-1875).

L. R. 0. P. English law Reports, Com-
mon Pleas (1866-1875).

L. R. G. P. 1). English [Aw Reports, Com-
mon Pleas Division. '

L. R. 01:.
cery Appeal Cases (1866-1875).

L. 1!. Ch. I). (or Dim). Law Reports.
Chancery Division, English Supreme Court oi‘
Judicature.

L. R. E. & 1. App. English Reports, Eng-
lish and Irish Appeals.

L. 11.34;. English Iaw Reports, Equity
(1866-1875).

L. 3. 3:. (or L. R. Exoh.). English Imw
Reports, Exchequer. (1866-1875).

L. 13.. Ex. Div. English Law Reports, Ex-
chequer Division.

L. E. E. L. English Law Reports. House
of Lords, English and Irish Appeal Cases.

L. B. H. L. So. English Law Reports.
House of Lords. Scotch and Divorce Appeal
Cases (1866-1875).

L. n. Ind. _App.
Indian Appeals.

English Law Reports.

L. R. Ir. Law Reports, Ireland (1879-
1893).

L. R. Misc. D. Law Reports, Miscellane-
ous Division.

L. R. N. I. Irish Inw Recorder. New Se-
ries. .

L. R. N. s. W. Law Reports, New South
Wales. ‘

L. 1!. P- 0. English -Law Reports, Privy
Council, Appeal Cases (1866-1875).‘

L. 1!. P. Div. English Iaw Reports, Pro-
bate, Divorce and Admiralty Division.

L. It. P. s: D. English Law Reports, Pro-
bate and Divorce.

L. R. P. am. Law Reports, Probate and
Matrimonial (1866-1875).
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L'.1l-9.3.‘

L. R. Q. B. English Law Reports, Queen's
Bench (1866-1875).

L. R. Q. B. Div. English Law Reports,
Queen's Bench Division.

L. R. 8. A. Law Reports, South Australia.
L. R. Se. & D. English Law Reports,

Scotch and Divorce" Cases, before the House
of Inrds.

L.R.Seu.O1l. English Law Reports,
Sessions Cases.

L. E. Stat. English Iaw Reports, Stat-
utes.

L. T. N. S. (or L. ’.l'. R. N. 8.). Law Times
(New Series) Reports, London ;—American
Law Times Reports.

L. '1'. 0. 8. Law Times, Old Series.
L.&B.Bn.ll. Law and Bank Bulletin.
1.. as c. (or 1.. a c. 0. 0.). Leigh & Cave's

English Crown Cases, Reserved.
L. as. English Law and Equity Reports.
L. kl-1. Bop. 'Law and Equity Reporter

New York.
L. & G. t. Plunk. Lloyd & Gould‘s Irish

Chancery Reports tcmpore Plunkett.
I..&G.t.Sug. Lloyd & Gould’: Irish

Chancery’ Reports temporc Sugden.
L. tit. Lowndes an Maxwell's English

Practice Cases.
L.& 1'. Longiield & Townsend's Irish Ex-

chequer Reports.
L.&W. Lloyd & We-lsby's English Mer-

. cantile Cases.
La. - Louislana;—Louisiana Reports;—

Lane's English Exchequer Reports.
La. An. Louisiana Annual Reports;—

Lawyers' Reports. Annotated.
La. '1'. 2.. Louisiana Term Reports, vols.

3-12 Martin, Louisiana.
La Them. L. C. In 'i.ihemis (Periodical)

-Lower Canada.
Lab. Labatt's California District Court

Reports.
Lacey Dig. Lacey's Digest Railway Deci-

sions. .

Ladd. Ladd’s Reports, vols. 59-64 New
Hampshire.

Lalo:-. Lalor's Supplement to Hill &
Denio‘s New York Reports.

:I:.a1or,ro1. Boon. Lalor, Cyclopaedia of
Political Science, Political Economy, etc.

Lamar. Lamar's Reports, vols. 25-40
Florida.

Lamb.
Wisconsin.

La:nb.Areh. Lambard‘s Archaionomia.
.Lanb.conat. Lambard, Duties of Con-

stables. etc.
Lamb. Eir. Inmbards Eirenarcha.

x - Landoom. nap. Land Commissioners
Reports. Ireland.

Lane. Lane's Ihiglish Exchequer Reports.
Langd.Oont. Langdeli’s Cases on Con-

tracts :—-«Langdelrs Summary of the Law of
Contracts.

Lana. Lansing's New York Supreme Court
Reports.
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Lamb's Reports, vols. 103-106

TABLE 0F‘ABBREVlATION8~ Ld.Kes.

Lans.Oh. Iansing's Chancery Decisions.
New York.

Lac Pa:-tidal. Las Sicte Partidas.
Latch. Latch's English King's Bench Re-

ports.
Latin. Lathrop's Reports, vols. 115-145

Massachusetts.
° Lauder. (Lauder or)’ Fountainhall's
Scotch Session Cases. ‘

LaIu'.H.O. Ca. Lauren's High Court
Cases (Kimberly).

Law 1.01:. Law Journal, New Series.
Chancery.

Law J.I.B. Law Journal, New Series,
English Queen's Bench. .

Law J‘. P. D. Law Journal, Probate Divi-
sion.

Law J. n.,q. 1!. Law Journal Reports,
English Queen’: Bench.

Law Lib. Law Library, Philadelphia. I

Law Rep. A. & E. Inw Reports, Admiral-
ty and Ecclesiastical.

Law Bep.App.Ca.s. Law Reports, Ap-
peal Cases.

Law1?.ep.O. 0. Law Reports, Crown
Gises.

Law Rep. 0. P. Law Reports, Common
Pleas.

Lawnep. o. r. n. Iaw Reports, Com-
mon Pleas Division.

Law‘Rep.0h. Law Reports, Chancery
Appeal Cases. - ,

Law nap. Ch. D. Law Reports, Chancery
Division. *

Lav nap. Sq. Law Reports, Equity Cases.
Law Rep. 3:. Law Reports, Exchequer.
Law Rep.Ex. D. Law Reports. Excheq-

uer Division. -

Law R.ep.E.L.- Law Reports, House of
Lords, English and Irish Appeal Cases. .

Law Rep. H; L. Se. Law Reports. Scotch
and Divorce Appeal Cases, House of Lords.

Law Rep. Ind. App. Law Reporm, In-
dian Appeals.

Law Rep. 11-.

Law Rep. Misc. D.
cellaneous Division. _

Law Rep. P. 0. Law Reports, Privy
Council, Appeal Cases.

Law Rep. P. & D.
and Divorce Cases.

Law Rep. Q. B.
Bench. ,

Law Bop. Q. B. D. Law Reports, Queen‘s
Bench Division.

Law Reports, Irish.
Law Reports. Mis-

Law Reports, Probate

Law Reports, Queen's

Law Repoe. Carolina Law Repository,
North Carolina.

Lewes. Pl. Lawes on Pleading.
Lawrence. Iawrence‘s Reports, vol. an

Ohio.
Lawrence Comp. Dec.

Comptroller's Decisions.
Lawson, Usage: & Gut. Lawson on the

Iaw of llsages and Customs. _

Ld.Ken. Lord Kenyon’s English King’
Bench Reports. ‘,

Lawrence's First



Intfilylll.

_. Iahnnyn. Lord Raymond's
King's Bench Reports.

Lela:-. Le Marchant’s Gardner Peerage
Case.

Len. I.ea's Tennessee Reports;—Leach.
Leach. Leach's English Crown Cases.
Leach O. L. Leach, Cases in Crown Law.
Leach 01.03:. Leach’s Club Cases, Lon-

don.
, Lend. On. An. American Leading Cases,
by Hare & Wallace.

Lead.Ou.Eq. Leading Cases in Equity,
by White & Tudor.

., Lenke. Leake on _Contracts;—Lcuke's Di-
gest or the Law of Property in Land.

Leake, cont. Leake on Contracts. _

Leg. 111. Dr. Cir. Rom. Lecons Elementa-
ries du Droit Civil Romain.

Lee. Lee's English Ecclesiastical Reports;
—Lee's Reports, vols. 9-12 California.

Lee, Diet. Lee's Dictionary of Practice.
;_ -1300 G. Sir George Lee's English Ecclesi-
,astical Reports.

,,Leeee. Leese’s Reports, vol. 26 Nebraska.
Le£.Dee. Lei'evre's Parliamentary Decl-

sions, reported by Bourke.
Leg.ca.nut. Leges Canuti (laws of King

Canute or Knut.)
Leg. A111-ed. Leges Aifredi (laws of King

Alfred.)
Leg. Edm. Leges Edmnndi (laws of Ki

Edmund.) , -

Leg. Ethel. Leges Ethelredi.
Leg.II. 1. Laws of [King] Henry the

First.
Log. Gas. R. (Pm).

ports, Pennsylvania.
' Legg. Leggett's Reports, Sind, India.

English

Legal Gazette Re-

Legge. Legge’s Supreme Court Cases,
New South Wales.

Leigh. Leigh's Virginia Reports.
Leigh & G. Leigh & Cave's English Crown

‘Cases. _

_ Leo. (or Loom). Leonard's English King's
‘Bench Reports.

Lest. P. L. Lester's‘ Decisions in Public
'Land‘Caaes. '

Lester. Lester’s Reports, vols. 31-33
"Georgia.

Lester Snpp.or Lest.&But. Lester &
‘Butler's Supplement to Lester's Georgia Re-
ports.

Levinz‘s English King's Bench Re-
ports.

Lew. I4ewin‘s English Crown Cases Re-
served;—Lewis, Missouri;—Lewis. Nevada.

Lew. 0.0. Lewin's English Crown Cases.
Lew. G. L. Lewis’ Criminal Law.

2. Law. L. Cu. Lewis Leading Cases on

Public Land Isw.
. - Lewis. Lewis’ Reports, vols. 29-35 Mis-
souri Appeais;—Lewis’ Reports, vol. 1 Ne-
.v.ada;——Lewis' Kentucky Law Reporter.

Lewis, Perp. Lewi on the Law of Per-
wetuity. . _ . _ .

Lex. Jun-id. Caivinus. Lexicon Jnridicum
Juris Cmsari simul et Canonici. etc.

BL.LAw D1c'r.(2n Eo.)—81

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS Low. all.

Lox Balls. Dex Salica.
Ley. I4ey's English King's Bench Reports.
Lib. -Liber (book):—Library.
Li‘h..An., Liber Assisarum (Year Books»

Part V).
Lib. L. a 2:1. Library of Law and Equity.
Lib. Beg. Register Books.
Lieb.Henn. Lieber's Hermeneutics.
Lisbon-O1v.L1b. Lieber on Civil Liberty

and Self Government.
Life and Ase. Inn. 1!. Bigelow's Life and

Accident Insurance Reports.
Lil. Lilly's English Assize Reports.
Lil. Ab:-. Lilly's Abridgment.
Lil. Reg. Liliy’s Practical Register.
Lindl. Pu-tn. Lindley on Partnerships.
Linn Ind. Linn's Index of Pennsylvania

Reports. -

Linn, Laws Prov. Pa. Linn on the Laws
of the Province of Pennsylvania.

Lit. (or Litt.). Litteli's Kentucky Re-
ports;—Littleton's English Common Pleas
Reports.

Lit. (or Litt.) sel. 0:.
Kentucky Cases.

Lit.& B1. Dig. Littleton & Biatchley’
Insurance Digest. .

Litt. Ten. Littleton's Tenures.
Litton. Littell's Kentucky Reports.
Littleton. Littleton's English Common

. Littell’s Select

Pleas and Exchequer Reports.
Livorn. Ag. Livermore on Principal and

Agent.
Liz. so. Exeh.

Scotch.
Ll. A: G. t. P. Lloyd & Goold’s Irish Chan

cery Reports tempore Plunkett. -

Ll. & G. t. 8. Lloyd J: Goold's Irish Chan-
cery Reports tempore -Sugden.‘ ‘

Ll. J: W. (or Lloyd & W.). Lloyd &
Welsby's English Mercantile Cases. _

Loo. Gt. Gu. Local Courts and Munici-

Lizars’ Exchequer Cases,

pal Gazette, Toronto.
Lose. de Jur. Liar.

Maritimo et Navaii.
Look. Rev. Cs. Lockwood's New York Re-

versed Cases. '

Locus Standi.
English.

Loft. Loflt’s English King's Bench Re-
ports. '

Loilt, Append. Lotft's Maxims, append-

Loccenius, De Jure

‘Locus Standi Reports,

"ed to Loi'!t‘s Reports.
Load. London Encyclopedia.
Long 0. Long Qulnto (Year Books, Part

X). '

Lonzf. & '1‘. (or Long. &. '.l'own.). Long-
fleid & Townsend's Irish Exchequer Reports.

Lorena. Lorenz's Ceylon Reports.
Lorin; & Buuoll. ring & Russell's

Massachusetts Election ases.
Lou. (or Lou.ie.). Louisiana (see 1.21.).

Low. (or Low. Dim). Lowell's United
'States District Court Reports. _

‘ Low. Can. (or’Can.__1'_{..), ‘Lower Canada
Reports. '
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Low. Can. Seign.

I.ow.Gan_. Seigzr. Lower Canada seign-
orial Reports.

Lowell. Lowell's United States District
(hurt Reports. . '

Lown. Leg. Lowndes on Legacies.
Lawn. & M. Lowndes & Maxwell's Eng-

lish Bail Court Reports.
Lown. M. A: P. Lowndes, Maxwell, &

Pollock’s English Bail Court Reports.
Luo. (or Luau). Lucas’ Reports, Part X

Modern Reports. ‘.

Lud. El. Gus. Luder‘s English Election
Cases.

Imdden.
Maine.

Ludden's Reports, vols. 43, 44

TABLE or ABBREVIATIONS Hacker

Imm.P.I..Oai."7 Lnm'ley's Poor Law
Cases.

I.umpk1n.' Lumpkin‘s Reports. vols. 59-
77 Georgia.

Lush. (or Lush. Adm.).
English Admiralty Reports.

Lush Pr. Lush’s Common Law Practice.
Lut. Lntwyche's English Common Pleas

Reports. ’

Imt. Eleo. On. Lutwyche's Election Cas-
es. England.

I.ut.It.O. Lutwyche’s English Registra-
tion Appeai Cases.

I.utw.E. Lutwyche's English Common
Pleas Reports.

Lynd. Prov.

Lushingt0n‘s

I.yndwood’s Provinciales.

M
H. Massachusetts:—Maryland:--Maine:—-

Michigun;—- Minnesota ;— Mississippi ;— Mis-
souri;—Montana.

M.A. Missouri Appeals.
M.C.O. Moody's English Crown Cases.

Reserved. .

M. D. at D. (or no G.). Montagu, Deacon
& De Gex’s English Bankruptcy Reports.

M. G.& S. Manning. Granger, & Scott's
English Common Pleas Reports.

M. 1-.c. Moore's lmglish Privy Council
Cases. _

M.& A. Montagnlz .Lv'rton's English
Bankruptcy Reports. ,

M. & B. Montagu & Bligh's English Bank-
ruptcy Reports.

M. & C. Mylne 8: Craig's English Chun-
cery Reports;—Montagu & Chitty's English
Bankruptcy Reports.

M. & Cht.Bankr. Montugu & Chittyfs
English Bankruptcy Reports.

M.& G. Manning J: Granger's English
Common Pleas Reports ;—Maddock & Geld-
art's English Chancery Reports, vol. 6 Mad-
dock's Reports.

M. a: Gel. Maddock & Geldart's English
Chancery Reports, vol.‘8 Maddock’s Reports.

1!. & Go:-d. Macnaghten & Gordon’s Eug-
lish Chancery Reports. .

H.& E. Murphy & Hurlstone’s English
Exchequer Reports.

M. & K. Mylne & Keen’: English Chan-
cery Reports.

H. & M. Moody & Maikln's English Nisi
Prius Reports.
ll. &¢MoA. Montagu 8: MC.-\rthur‘s Eng-

lish Bankruptcy Reports.
H. & P. Moore & Payne's English Com-

mon Pleas Reports.
M. & R. Manning & Ryiand‘s English

King's Bench Repm-ts;—Moody & Robinson's
English Nisi Prius Repoi-ts;—'Maclean an Rob-
inson’s Scotch Appeal Cases.

M. an 1!. M. G. Manning 5; Ryland's Eng-
lish Magistrate Casel.
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H. A: s. Maule 8: selwyn's English King’:
Bench Reports;—Moore 8: Scott‘: English
Common Pleas Reports ;—Manning 5: Scott's
Reports, vol. 9 Common Bench.

M. k W. Meeson & Welsby's English Ex-
chequer Reports.

M. & Y. Martin & Yerger’s Tennessee Re-
ports.

Mao. Macnaghten's English Chancery Re-
~ports.

’lho.1¢.Z. Macassey's New Zealnnd Re-
ports.

Mao. Put. On. Macrory’s Patent Cases.
Mac. A: G. M-ac-nnghten & Gordon's Eng-

lish Chancery Reports.
Mao. & nob. -Maciean & Robinson‘!

Scotch Appeal Cases.
Ma.cAr. (or HnoArth., MacArthur).

MacArthur's District oi’ Columbia Reports:—
MncArthur's Patent Cases.

H.ncAr. Put. On. MacArthur's Patent
Cases.

Mu.-Ax-.& M. MacArthur & Mackeyb
District of Columbia Reports.

Macao. Macassey's Reports,
land.

Lines. 01!.
Cases.

Macol. Mncclesiield's Reports, 10 Modern
Reports. ‘

Kauai. '1':-. Macclesfleld’a Trial (Impeach-
ment), London, 1725.

Mood. Jam. Macdougali's Jamaica Be-
ports. -

nut. (or Hutu-.). Macrax-lane’: Re-
ports, Jury Courts, Scotland.

Mnokeld. Mackeldey on Modern Civil
Law;-—Macke1dey on Roman Law.

Maokeld. Civil Law. Mackeldey on Mod-

New Zea-

Maccahvs Breach of Promise

em Civil Law.
Haokeld.Ron.I.AI. Mackeldey on Ro-

man Law.
xukey. Mac-_key'a Reports, District of

Columbia.



Hal.

Mnol. McLean's United states Circuit
Court Reports ;—Maclaurin's Scotch Crim-
inal Decisions.

Mncl. Dee.
Decisions.

Mao]. & 8.
Appeal Cases.

Macn. Macuaghten’s Select Cases in Chan-
cery tempore King;—W. H. Macnaghtews Re-
ports, lndia. '

Moon. (P1-.).
Bengal Reports.

Maon. N. A. Bong. Macuaghten's Nisa-
mut Adaw-lut Reports, Bengal. ~

Mason. 8. D. A. Bong. (W. H.) Macnagh
ten‘; sadder Dewsnny Adawlut Reports.
Bengal.

Moon. & G. Macnaghten & Gordon's Eng-
lish Chancery Reports.

Mnoph. Macpherson, Lee at Bell's (Third
Series) Scotch Court oi‘ Session Cases.

Hoopla. Jud. Con. Mscpherson, Practice
of the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council.

Mneph. PA-iv. Conn. Macpherson’s Privy
Council Practice.

Moog. (or Moon. E. 1.. 00.3.). Macqueen’s
Scotch Appeal Cases (House of Lords).

Minor. 1’. Cu. Macrory's Patent Cases.

Maclaurin's scotch Criminal

Maclean & Robinson's Scotch

Sir Francis Macnaghten's

Mao:-.& E. Macrae & Hertslet’s Insol-
vency Cases.

lhoswlmnines. Macswinney, Law of
Mines, Quarries, and Minerals.

Had. Maddock's English Chancery Re-
ports;——.\Iadras;—.\laddox's Reports, vols. 9-
19 Montana.

Mad.H.O. Madras High Court Reports.
Mad. 8. D. A. II. Madras Sudder Dewan-

ny Adawlut Reports.
Had. se1.neo. Madras select Decrees.
Mad. So:-. Madras Series (East) India

law Reports.
Mama 3. Maddox & Bach's Reports,

vol. 19 Montana.
End. 62 Gel. Maddock-an Geldart‘s Eng-

lish Chancery Reports, vol. 6 hladdoclrs Re-
ports.

Msdd. ~Maddock's English Chancery Re-
ports;—-Maddox's Reports, vols. 9-19 Mon-
tuna.

Madd. Oh. Pr. Maddock's Chancery Prae-
tlce.

Mag. Cu. Magistrates’ Cases, especially
the series edited by Bittleston, Wise, & Par-
nell.

Mag. Char. Magna Carta or Charts. See
Barringtoxfs Revised Stat.utes of England,
1870, vol. 1, p. 84, and Coke's Second Insti-
tute, vol. 1, tirst,78 pages.

Mag. Dig. Magrath's South Carolina Di-
gest.

Mag. Bot. Magus Rotulus (the Great Roll
of the Exchequer).

Hag. & M. as P. 1.. Magistrate and Mn-
nicipal and Parochial Lawyer.

Hag:-ndor. .VIagruder’s Reports, vols. 1,
2 Maryland.

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS ’

Coke's Reports.

= . ltnnun. Ones.

ports;—Marshali’s United States Circuit

In-.

Maine, Ano. Law. Maine on Ancient Law.
Maine, Popular Govt. Maine, Popular

Government. '

Msitlsnd. Maitland‘s Manuscript Scotch
-Session Cases. -

lhlloy. Mailoy’s Irish Chancery Reports.
Malone. Editor, vols. 6, 9; and 10, Heis-

keli's‘Tennessee Reports. ' ' > 3

Man. Manning's Reports (English Court
of Revision);— Manitoba ;-—- Manning's - Re-
ports. vol. 1 ‘ Michigan ;—Manuscript ;—Man-
son’s English Bankruptcy Cases. —

Man. On. Manumission Cases in‘ New
Jersey, by Bloomfield. ' ‘

Mnn.Bl.cu. Manning's English El
tion Cases (Court of Revision).' - V

Man. Exoh. Pr. Manning's Exchequer
Practice. ‘

Han. Gr, & S. Manning. Granger,‘ &
Scott's English 0ommonrPleas Reports. ' ‘

Man. Int. Law. Manning, Commentaries
on the Law of Nations. ' ' -

Hnn.I..'B. Manitoba mw Reports.
Kama: G. Manning .1: Granger's Eng»

lish Common Pleas Reports, .

Man. J: Ry. Manning & Ryland's English
' King's Bench Reports. '

Han. & By. Mag. On. Manning & Ry-
iand’s English Magistrates‘ Cases.

Mama: 8. Manning & Scott’: Reports",
vol. 9 Common Bench.

Manb. Coke. Manby’s Abridgment -of

Hnnitobo. Armour’s Queen's Bench -and
County Court Reports tempura‘ Wood, Mani-
toba;—Manitoba Law Reports. ‘ ~ - '

Manning. Manning's Unreported Cases-
Louisiana ;—Manning’s Reports, vol. 1'Mich-
igan. - -.

Manning, Ln. Unreperted Cases, Louis-
iana. 1 ‘»‘ - i »

Mans. Manstleld’s Reports, vols. 49-52
Arkansas :—-Manson, English" Bankruptcy
Cases, .. i .- ;

Manumission Cases. New
Jersey (Bioomlield's). ~ :1? » "

Mnnw. (or Hunt.’ For. Laws").
wood's Forest Laws. . « « . 5 -:--z,

Eu-. March's English King's Bench Re

Man-

Court Report.s;—-Marshalil's Kentucky Re-
ports;—-Martin's Louisiana Reports ;—Mar-
tin’s North Carolina Reports;—-Marshall's Re-
ports, Bengal;—Maryland.. ‘ r "

Mar. Br. March's Translation of Brooke's
New Cases.

Eu. 1.. 0. English . Maritime Law Cases
(Crockford). ' -

Mar. 1.. C. N. 8. English Maritime Law
Cases, New Series (Aspinali).

Mnnlm. Martin's Louisiana Reports.
Mn:-.N.0. Martin's North Carolina Re-

ports.
Mar. N. 8.

New series.
Eu. 1!. English Maritime ‘Law -Reports.
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Martin’s Louisiana Reports,



In. not.

list. Bog.
London.

Ha:-oh. March's Translation of Brooke's
New Cases, King's Bench.

Mitchell's Maritime Register,

Eu-eh N. 0. March's New Cases, English
King‘: Bench.

Karine Ot.R. Marine Court Reporter
(McAdam’s) New York.

Mark: O Sayre. Marks & Sayre's Re-
ports, vol. 108 Alabama.

Han-. Marriott's English Admiralty De-
cisions;—Marrack’s Eu-ropean Assurance
Cases.

Hsrr.Adm. -Marriott's Reports. English
Admiralty. ‘ _

Han. Marsden’s English Admiralty Ro-

na:-sh. Marshall's United States Circuit
Cdlrrt Decisions;—Marshail’s migiish Com-
mon Pleas Reports;-—Marshall's'Be.ngal Re-
ports;-—Marshall, Kentucky;—Marshail's Re
ports, vol. 4 Utah.

Bush. (A. K. .

tucky Reports-
Hsrsh. (J..‘l’.). J. J. Marshall's Kentucky

Reports.
In-sh. long. (or 0310.).

90115. Bengal-
Harsh. 0. P. Marshall’: English Com-

mon Pleas Reports.
Harsh. Ceylon.

ports.
nu-.a.noo. Marshall's United States

Circuit Court Decisions (Brockenl)rough);—
Marshall on the Federal Constitution.

Mu-sh. Ins. Marshall on Insurance.
HsI§IlI.0p. Marshall's Constitutional

Opinions.
Hart. Martin (see Martin).
Mn-t. (hm). Martin's Louisiana Reports.
x8r£.(N. 0.). Martin's North Carolina

Reports. .

_ Hart. Oond.Ls. Martin's Condensed Lou-
isiana Reports.

Mart. Dec. United. States Decisions in
Martin's North Carolina Reports.

Illa:-t. 11.8. (La.) Martin's Louisiana Re-
ports, New Series.

Hart. 0. 8. 033.). Martin's Louisiana Re-
ports. Old Series.

In-t. U. S. 0. O. Martin's United States
Circuit Court Reports.

Hut. 3 Y. ('1‘enn.).
Tennessee Reports.

A. K. Marshall's Ken-

Marshall’s Ro-

Marshairs Ceylon Re-

Martin a Yerger'|

Hut. & Ye:-g. Martin & Ye:-ger's Ten-
nessee Reports.

Earth. W. 03. Martha Washington Case,
see United States v. Cole, 5 Mcbean. 513.
Fed. Cas. No. 14,832.

Martin. Martin's Louisiana Reports:—
Martin's North Carolina Reports;—Martin’s
Reports, vols. 21-30 Georgia;-—-Martin's Re-
ports, vols. 54-70 Indiana.

Mu-tin Index. Martin's Index to Vir-
ginia Reports.

Harv. -Marvelfs Reports,_Delaware.
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TABLE. OF ABBREVIATIONS Hooul. Pol. Boom.

Mas. (or Mason [‘U. S.]). Mason's Unit
ed States Circuit Court Reports.

Man. Massachusetts ;—-Massachusetts Re-
ports.

Man. 11100.03. Massachusetts mection
Cases.

Mass. 1.. R. Massachusetts Law Reporter.
Boston.

Haney mfieadlord. An Irish Criminal
Conversation Case, 180-1. Originally printed
in Ireland and reprinted both in New York
and Philadelphia.

Hut. Master's Reports. vols. 25-28 Can-
ada Supreme Court.

Hat. Mathews.
Hat. Par. (or Paris).

Historia Minor.
Mathews. Mathews’ Reports.

West Virginia.
Hats. (or Hanan).

vols. 22-24 Connecticut.
Matthews. Matthew's Reports, vol. 75

Virginia. ‘

Hands 3 P. Shipp. Maude & Pollock's
Iaw of Merchant shipping.

Maude & P. Mu-. Shipp, Maude & Poi-
iock’s Law oi‘ Merchant Shipping.

Maul. J: Sol. (or Mauls & 8.). Mauie &
Selwyn‘s English King's Bench Reports.

Mun-. Dee. Mauritius Decisions.
Msx.Di¢. Maxwell's Nebraska Digest.
Me.xw.Interp.St. Maxwell on the In-

terpretation of Statutes.
Hay, Pu-I. Law. May's Parliamentary

Low.
Hay, Purl. Pr.

Practice.
Hnyn. Maynard's Reports, Edward II.

(Year Books, Part I).
l!oA1l.(or-HoA.1.). McA1iister's United

‘States Circuit Court Reports.
' Monrido. McBride’s Reports, vol. 1 Mis-
souri. '

uocnn. McCahon's Reports (‘United States
District Court for the District of Kansas).

Hocu-. McCarter's New Jersey Equity
Reports;—McCarty's New York Civil Proce
dure Reports.

Mocl. McCle1land’s ' English Exchequer
Reports.

xocr. &Y. Mccleliand & Younge‘s Eng-
lish Exchequer Reports.

Matthew Paris,

vols. 6-9

Matsou's Reports,

May's Parliamentary

Mecook. McCook's Reports, vol. 1 Ohio
State.

Mocord. McCord‘s South Carolina Law
Reports.

Mccord E1]. (or 011.). McCord's South
Carolina Equity Reports.

Mccorkle. McCorkle's 'Reports, vol. 65
North Carolina.

M001-.(or M00:-cry). McCrary's United
States Circuit Court Reports.

HeCul.Diot. McCuiiough’s Commercial
Dictionary.

Mconl. Pol.BooI_a. Mcculloch, Political
Economy. .



Hollovitt

.MeDovitt. McDevitt's Land Commission-
er's Reports, Ireland.

Morn-. McFariane's Reports (Scotch Ju-
ry Court).

noun. McGiil’s Manuscript Scotch Ses-
sion Cases.

MoG1. (or MoGloin).
ana Reports.

M011. (or McLean). McIAan’s United
States Circuit Court Reports.

MoI..&R. McLean & Robinson's Scotch
Appeal Cases.

McM. com. Dec. ‘ McMaster’s Commercial
Decisions.

McMul.
Reports.

<MoMnl.Iiq. McMullan's South Carolina
Equity Reports.

.MoNsgh. McNaghten (see Macn.).
McPherson.

(Third series) Scotch Session Cases.
Mowillie. McWillie's Reports, vols. 73-

76 Mississippi.
Md. Maryland;— Maryland Reportag-

Harris & McHenry’s Maryland Reports.
Md. 01:. Maryland Chancery Decisions.

~Mo. Maine ;—Maine Reports.

McGloin's Louisi-

McMullan's South Carolina Law

Menu. Means‘ Kansas Reports.
-Med. 1.. J. Medico Legal Journal, New

York.
Mod.L.N. Medico Legal News, New

York.
Med. 1.. P. Medico Legal Papers, New

York. '

Medd. Meddaugh’s Reports, vol. 13 Mich-
igan. -

Moos. anon. Meeson at Roscoe's English
Exchequer Reports.

Moos. C W. (or Welm). Meeson av. Wels-
by's English Exchequer Reports. '

Meg. Megone’s Company Case.
Meigu. Meigs' Tennessee Reports.
Melv. Tr. Melville's Trial (Impeachment),—

London.
Men. in Sosoo. Memorandum or memo-

randa in the Exchequer.
Mo:n.I..J. Memphis Law Journal, Ten-

nessee.
Menkon. Menken’s Reports, vol. 30 New

York Civil Procedure Reports.
Mons. Menzies’ Reports, Cape of Good

Hope.
Mo:-. Merivale's Chancery Reports.
Moriv. Merivale’s English Chancery Re-

ports.
Merl. Quest. Merlin. Questions do Droit.
Merl. Rope:-t. Merlin. Repertoire de Ju-

risprudence.
Met. (or Metc.). Metcalf’s Massachusetts.

Reports;— Metcalfe‘s Kentucky Reports;——
Metcali"s Reports, vol. 3 Rhode Island.

Mote. Ky. Metcalfe’s Kentucky Reports.
Moth. Ch.Os. Report of Methodist.’

Church Case.
Mich. ' Michigan ;-Michigan Reports ;—

Michaelinas. -

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS

McPherson, Lee, & Bell's-

Miol|.O. 0.11. Michigan Circuit Court
Reporter, Marquette.

Mich. N. P. Michigan Nisi Prius Reports.
Mich. Pol. Soc. Michigan Political Sci-

ence Association.
Mioh. '1‘. Michaelmas Terms.
M.ioh.Vn.o. Michaelmas Vacation.
Middx. Sit. Sittings for Middlesex at Ni-

si Prius.
Mil. Miles’ Pennsylvania Reports ;—Mil-

ler (see Mil1.).
Miles. Miles’ District Court Reports, City

and County of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Mill. Mill's South Carolina Constitution-

al Reports:—Miller's Reports, vols. 1-5 Lou-
isiana;-—_Miller’s Reports, vols. 3-18 Mary-
land;-—Miller's Decisions, United States.

Mm, Count. (8. 0.). Mill's South Caro-
iina Constitutional Reports.

Mill. Dee. Miller's Decisions (Wooiwortlfs
Reports) United States Circuit Court;—Mii-
ler’s Decisions United Statm Supreme Court.

Mill.l'a. Millers Reports, vols. 1-5 Lou-.
isiana.

Mill, Log, Mil1’s Logic. »

Mill. Md. _ Miller's Reports, vols. 3-18
Maryland. _.

M111, Pol. lie. Mill's Politiml Economy.
Miller.

ann ;—'Miller’s Reports, vols. 3-18 Maryland.
Milw. MiIward’s Irish Ecclesiastical Re-

ports.
Min. Minor;—Minor’s Alabama Reports.
Min. Inst. Minor’s Institutes Statute

Law.
Minn. Minna-sota;—Minnesota Reports.
Minor. Minor's Alabama Reports ;—Min-

or‘s Institutes. ‘

Minshow. Minshew (John). “The Guide
into the Tongues also the Exposition of the
Terms of the Laws of this Land." (England)

Mix-r. Horne’s Mirror of Justices.
Misoel. Miscellaneous Reports, New

York.
Min. Mississippi;— Mississippi Reports;

—Missourl.
Miss. Dee. Mississippi Decisions, Jack-

son.
Miss. St. 0:. Mississippi State Cases.
Mister. Mister's Reports, vols. 17-32 ms-

souri Appeals.
Mitch. M. B. Mitd1ell's Maritime Regis-

ter. London.
Mit£.Eq.Pl. Mitford on Equity l"lmui-

ing.
McMuJ. M'cMulian, South Carolina.
Mo. Missouri:—.Missouri Reports;—

Moore's English King's Bench Reports;-
Moore's English Common Pleas Repom-s;—
Moor-e's English Privy Council Reports ;—~

Modern Reports, English;— English King‘:
Bench. etc., (see Mod.) ;—Monthly ;—Moore’s
Indian Appeal Cases.

Mo. (IE). Sir Francis Moore's English
King’s Bench Reports.

Mo. (J’.B.). J. B. Moore's English Oom-
znon Pleas Reports.
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Mil1er’s Reports, vols. 1-6 Louisi-.



Mo". App.

App. Missouri Appeal Reports.
Mo.App.Rep. Missouri Appellate Re-

porter.
.Mo. I. A. Moore's Indian Appeals.
Mo. P. 0.

Reports.
Mo. as P. Moore & Payne's English Com-

mon Pleas Reports.
Mo. Jan. Moody as Robinson's English

Nisi Prlus Reports.
Mo.&S. Moore & Scott's English Com-

mon Pleas Reports.
Holkkflng. Rep. Moak’s English Re-

‘ ports.
Mob. Mobley’s Election Cases.
Mod. Modern Reports, English King's

Bench, etc.;-—Modiiied.
Mod. (in. Modern Cases, vol. 6 Mod-

ern Reports.
Mod. Cu. 1.. E 241. Modern Cases at

Law and Equity, vols. 8, 9 Modern Reports.
Hod. Du. per Par. (or 1:. Holt). Mod-

ern Cases tompore Holt, by Farresley, vol. 7
Modern Reports.

Mod. Boy. The Modern Reports, English
King's Bench, etc. :—Modern Reports by Style
(Stylo's King's Bench Reports).

Mol. (or Moll.). Molloy's Irish Chancery
Reports.

Mol. do Jnre Mu. Molioy, De Jute Mari-
timo et Navali.

Moly. Molyneau's Reports, English
Courts.

Mon. Montana;—'I‘. B. Monroe's Ken-
tucky Reports;—Ben Monroe's Kentucky Re-
ports.

Mon. (3.). Ben Monroe's Kentucky Re-
ports.

Mon. ('1'. 3.). '1‘. B. Monroe's Kentucky
Reportsf

Mon. Angl. Monasticon Anglioannm.
Monnghnn. Monagl1an’s Reports, vols.

147-165 Pennsylvania.
Hon:-. Monroe (see Mon.).
Mont. Montana:-—Montana Reports;—

Montagu's English Bankruptcy Reports;—
Montriou’s Bengal Reports.

Monhlnnk. Bop. Montagu's English
Bankruptcy Reports.

Mont. co. 1.. 8. Montgomery
Law Reporter, Pennsylvania.

Mont. Oond. Rep. Montreal
Reports.

Mont. In. one G. Montagu, Deacon a. De
Gex's English Bankruptcy Reports.

Mont.Ind. Monthly Index to Reporters
(National Reporter system).

County

Condensed

Mont.I..E. Montreal Law Reports,
Queen's Bench;—Montreal Law Reports, Su-
perior Court.

Mont. 1.. R. Q. 3. Montreal Law Reports,
Queen's Bench.

Mont. L. E. I. 0.
Superior Court.

Mont. a An. Montagu & Ayrton‘s Eng-
lish Bankruptcy Reports.
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Montreal Law Reports,

TABLEOF ABBREVIATIONS

Moore's English Privy Council-

Hooro G. 0.

Mont. O 31'. Montagu a. Bligh’: English
Bankruptcy Reports. -

-Mont.&C. Montagu & Chitty's English
Bankruptcy Reports.

Mont. &MncA. Montagu & MacArthur-'s
English Bankruptcy Reports.

Montana. (or Montosq. Esprit des Lois).
Montesquieu, Esprit des Lois.

Montg. Co. Law Rep’: (Pm). Montg0m~
ery County Law Reporter. Pennsylvania.

Mont:-. Montriou's Reports, Bengn1;—
Montriou’s Supplement to Morton's Reports.

Moo. Francis Moore's English King's
Bench Reports ;—J. M. Moore's English Com-
mon Pleas Reports;—Moody's lmglish Crown
Cases;

Moo. A. Moore's Reports, vol. 1 Boson-
quet & Puller, after page 470.

Moo. 0. C. (or Moo. Cr. 0.). Moody's Eng-
lish Crown Cases Reserved.

Moo. 0. P. Moore's English Common
Pleas Reports.

Moo. Ind. App. Moore’: Reports. Privy
Council, Indian Appeals.

Moo. J‘. 3. Moore’s
Pleas Reports.

Moo. K. B. Moore's English King's Bench
Reports. ’

Moo. 1'. 0. Moore's Privy Council Cases.
Old and New Series.

Moo. Tr. Moore's Divorce Trials.
Moo.&Ma.I. Moody & Malkin's English

Nisi Prlus Reports.
Moo. a Pay. Moore

Common Pleas Reports.
Moo.&Bob. Moody

lish Nisi Prlus Reports. -

Moo. & So. Moore a. Scott’: English Com-
mon Pleas Reports.

Mood. (or Moody).
Crown Cases, Reserved.

Mood.&Malk. Moody & Malkin‘s Eng-
lish Nisi Prlus Reports.

English Common

& Payne's English

8: Rohinsonts Eng-

Moody's lmglish

Mood. &B.. Moody & Robinson's English
Nisi Prlus Reports.

Mood.&Rob. Moody & Robinson, Eng-
lish.

Moody, C1-.Cn. Moody's English Crown
Cases.

Moody&M. Moody & Mackin'a English
Nisi Prlus Reports.

Moon. Moon's Reports, vols. 133-144 In-
diana and vols. 6-14 Indiana Appeals.

Moore. Moore's English King's Bench
R'eports;—Moore's English Common Peas Re
ports;-— Moore's English Privy Council Re
ports;—Moore’s Reports, vols. 28-34 Arkan-
sas;—Moore's Reports. vol. 67 Alabama ;—
Moore's Reports, vols. 22-24 Texas.

Moore (A.). A. Moore's Reports in 1 Bo-
sanquet & Puller, nfter page 470.

Moore 0. 1’. Moore's English Common
Pleas Reports.

Moore 1:. I. Moore's East Indian Appeals.
Moo:-o G. C. Moore's Gorlnun Case (Eng-

lish Privy Council).



Moorex. B.

Moore 3.3. Sir F. Moore's English
King's Bench Reports.

Moore P. C. Moore's English Privy Coun-
cil Reports.

Moore P. C. II. 8. Moore's English Privy
Council Reports, New Series. .

Moore a P. Moore & Payne's English
Common Pleas Reports. '

Moore A: S. Moore & Scott's English
-Common Pleas Reports.

Moore a Walker. Moore & Walker's Re-
ports, vols. 22—24 Texas.

Mor. Morlson’s Dictionary of Decisions in
the Court of session, scotland;—Morris (see
Morn).

Mor. Die. Morison’s Dictionary.
Decisions and Supplement.

Mor. Ia. Morris’ Iowa Reports.

Scotch

Mor.M1n. Rep. Morrison's Mining Re-
ports.

Mo:-.Priv.-Corp. Morawetz on Private
' Corporations.

Mar. St. Cos. Morris‘ Mississippi state
Cases. -

Mo:-. supp. Supplement to Morison’: Dic-
tionary. Scotch Court of Session. ' .

Mo:-. Syn. Morison‘s synopsis. Scotch
Session Cases.

Mo:-.'1‘ran. Morrison's Transcript of
United States Supreme Court Decisions.

Mo:-3. aw.1..J. Morgan an Williams’
Law Journal, London.

Mo:-1. Dig. Morley‘s East Indian Digest.
Morr. Morris’ Iowa Reports (see; also,

Morris and Mor.);—Morrow's Reports, vols.
23-36 Oregon;—Morrell's English Bankrupt-
cy Reports. -

Morr. Jun. Morris’-Jamaica Reports.
Mon-. 31.3. Morrison’: Mining Reports,

Chicago.
Morr. St. Cu.

sissippi.
Morr. Trans. Morrison's Transcript, Unit-

Morris’ State Cases, Mis-

.ed States Supreme Court Decisions.
Morris. Morris’ Iowa Reports;— Morris’

Reports, vol. 6 California;—Morris’ Reports,
vols. 43-48 Misslssippi;—Mori-is’ Jamaica

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS ‘ Myr. Prob.

Reports;—Morris’ Bombay Reports;—Morris-
sett's Reports, vols. 80, 98 Alabama.

Morris & liar. Morris & Harrington's
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports, Bombay.

Morse Tr. Morse‘s Famous Trials.
Morton. Morton's Reports, Bengal.
Mon. Mosely’s English Chancery Reports.
Monlt. Ch. P. Moulton's Chancery Prac-

tice, New York.
Mozleyhwhiteley. Mozley & W’hiteley's

Law Dictionary. , ‘

Mn. Corp. Ca. Withrow's Corporation
Cases, vol. 2.

Mulford, Nation. Mulford, The Nation.
. Mum.J'am.' Mnmford's Jamaica Reports.

Mnunf. Mumi‘ord’s Jamaica Reports.
Man. (or Mun£.). -Mun1ord’s Virginia Re-

D01't8- ‘

Mur. Murphey’s North Carolina Reports;
-Murray's Scotch Jury Court Reports;—
Murray's Ceylon Reports ;—'Murray’s New
South Wales Reports.

Mur.U. 8. Ct. Murray's Proceedings in
the United States Courts.

Mur. anu:-1. Murphy an Hurlstone’s Eng-
lish Exchequer Reports. .

Murph. Murphey's North Carolina Re-
ports.

Mun-. Murray's Scotch Jury Trlals;—-
Murray's Ceylon Reporis;— Murray's New
South Wales Reports.

Murray. Murray's Scotch Jury Court Re-
ports.

_ Mn:-ray (Ceylon). Murray's Ceylon Re-
ports.

Mutukhna. Mutukisna's Ceylon Reports.
Myer Dig. Myer’s Texas Digest.
Myer l‘ed.Deo. Myer’s Federal Deci-

sions.
Myl. ac. (or O:-.). Mylne J: Craig's Eng-

lish Chancery Reports.
Myl. & K. (or Mylne & IL). Mylne &

Keen‘s English Chancery Reports. '

Myr. Myricl-1's California Probate Court
Reports.

My:-.Prob. (Oal.). Myrick's California
Probate Court Reports.
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N. TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS. , N. Y. Rep.

N
N. Nebraska; — Nevada ; — Northeastern

Reporter (properly cited N. E.):—Northwest-
em Reporter (properly cited N. W.).

N. B. New Brunswick Reports.
N. 8. Eq. 0:. New Brunswick Equity

Cases.
N. R. Eq. Rep. New Brunswick Equity

Reports.
N. 3. N. R. National Bankruptcy News

and Reports.
N. B. R. National Bankruptcy Register,

New York;-—New Brunswick Reports.
N. 3. Rep. New Brunswick Reports.
N. 3. V. Ad. New Brunswick Vice Admir-

. alty Reports.
N. Renl. New Benloe, English King’s

Bench Reports. '

N. 0. North Oarolina;—Nort.h Carolina.
Reports ;——Notes of Cases (lmglish, Ecclesi-
astical, and Maritime) ;--New Cases (Bing-
ham's New Cases).

N. 0.0. New Chancery Cases (Younge as

Collyer).
N. 0. cont. North Carolina Conference

Reports. '

N. 0. Eco. Notes of Cases in the Ecclesi-
astical and Maritime Courts.

N. C. 1.. Rep. North Carolina Law Repos-
itory. .

N. 0. Str. Notes of Cases, by Strange.
Madras.

N. C. '1'. Rep. North Carolina Term Re-
ports.

N. Car.
Reports.

N. Chip. (or N. chip. [Vt.]). N. Chip-
man’s Vermont Reports.

North Carolina ;-—North Carolina

N. I). North Dakota ;—North Dakota Re-
ports.

N. E. New England ;— New edlt.ion:—
Northeastern Reporter.

N. E. R. Northeastern Reporter (common-
ly cited N. E.) :—New England Reporter.

N. E. Rep. Northeastern Reporter.
N. P. Newfoundland;—Newtoundland Re-

ports.
N. E. New Hampshire;—New Hampshire

Reports.
N. H. R. New Hampshire Reports.
N. H.&O. English Railway and Canal

Cases, by Nicholl, Hare, Carrow, etc.
N. J‘. New Jersey;—New Jersey Reports.
N. .7. Hg. (or Ch.). New Jersey Equity

Reports. —

N. J. I...1’. New Jersey Law Journal.
N. J‘. Law. New Jersey Law Reports.
N. 1.. Nelson's Lutwyche, English Com-

mon Pleas Reports.
N. L. 1.. New Library of Law and Equity,

English.
N. M. New Mexico;— New Mexico Re

ports.
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N. H. St. 351- Ann. New Mexico State
Bar Association.

N. Mag. On. New Magistrates’ Cases.
N. of On. Notes of Cases, English Ec-

clesiastical and Maritime Courts ;-Notes of
Cases at Madras (by Strange). _ .

N. of Cu. Had:-u. Notes of Cases at Ma-
dras (by Strange). ,-

N. P. Nisi Prius.
N. P. 0. Nisi Prins Cases.
N. P. R. Nisi Pri-us Reports.
N. R. New Reports (English, 1862-1865);

—Bosanquet & Pullers New Reports;—Not
Reported.

N. R. B. 1'.
Puller.

N. 8.
N. 8. Dec.

V N. S. 1.. R. Nova Scotia Iaw Reports.
N. 8. R. Nova Scotia Reports. '-

N. S. W. _New -South Wales Reports, Old
and New Series. -

N. 8. W. Rq. Rep. New South Wales
Equity Reports.

N. S. W. L. R.
Reports. .

N. lo. Dee. Nova Scotia Decisions.
N. W. R. (or Rep.). Northwestern Re-1

porter. ’

N. W. '1'. (or N. W. '1‘. Rep.).
Territories Reports, Canada.

N. Y. New York;—New York Court of
Appeals Reports. '

New Reports ot Bosanquet a.

New Series;—Nova Scotia. ;

New South Wales

Northwest

N. Y. Ann. (is. New York Annotated
Cases.

N. Y. App. Dee. New York Court or‘ A1)-‘
peals Decisions. ‘

N. Y. (in. tin. New York Cases in Er-‘
ror (Caines' Cases).

N. Y. Civ. Pr. Rep.
cedure Reports. _

N.Y. Code Report. New York Code Re-
porter. "

N. Y. Code Re-ports, N. 8.
Code Reports, New Series.

N.Y. Cond. New York Condensed Reports.
N. Y. Cr. R. (or Rep.). New York Crim-

inal Reports.

New York Civil

New York

N. Y. Ct. App. New York Court of Ap-
peals.

N. Y. 1-11. on. New York Contested Elec-
tion Gases.

N. Y. Leg. obs. New York Legal Observ-
er, New York City (Owen's).

N. Y. Mo. 1.. R. New York Monthly Law
Reports.

N. Y. Op. Att.-Gen. Sickels' Opinions of
the Attorney-General of New York.

N. Y. P. R. New York Practice Reports.
N. Y. Reg. New York Daily Register.
N. Y. Rep. New York Court of Appeals

Reports. ‘

Nova Scotia Decisions. . - '



N. Y. Reptr.

‘ N. Ydleptr. New York Reporter (Gard-
enier’s).

N. Y. I. New York 8upplement;—New
York State;—New York State Reporter.

N. Y. Spee. Term 1!.
Reports.

N. Y. Sup.
ports.

N. Y. Super. Ct. New York Superior
Court Reports.

N. Y. Supp.
‘ N. Y. Supt.

Reports.
.-N. Y. '1'. R. New York Term Reports

(Caines’ Reports).
. N. Y. Then. New York Themis. _

mz. New zealand;—New Zealand Re-
l'!01'tB- _

N. Z..1’u.r. New Zealand Jurist.
_. N. Z. In:-. N. 8. New Zealand Jurist, New

Series.
N. z. Rep. New zealand Reports. Court

of Appeals. 2

N. &II.(orI!op.). Nott & Huntington's
United States Court of Claims Reports. -

N. & MI. Nevile & Manning’s English
King’: Bench Reports.

N.&M.Hag. Nevile & Manning's Eng-
lish Magistrates’ Cases.

New York Supreme Court Re-

New York Supplement.
New York Supreme Court.

N.&Mo. Nott & McCord's South Caro-
lina Reports.

N. a P. Nevile & Perry's English King’s
Bench Reports.

N. a P. Mag. Nevile a. Perry's English
Magistrates’ Cases. .

N31. at. P. Nalton's Collection or State
Papers.

Nap. Napier.
Napton. Napton’s Reports, vol. 4 Mis-

sourL
Nu-r.Hod. Narrationes Moderate, or

Style's King's Bench Reports.
Net. 3.0. National Bank Cases.
Nut. 3. R. (or Nat. Bank. lIeg.).

tional Bankruptcy Register Reports.
Nnt.Oorp.Rep. National Corporation

Reporter, Chicago. .

Nat. l’..R.eo. National Law Record.
Nlt.L.Bep. National Law Reporter.
Nat. L. Rev. National Law Review, Phil-

adelphia.
Nat. Beg.

Mead, 1816.
Nat.Bept.8yst. National Reporter Sys-

tem.
Nat.Bev. National Review, London.
Nd. Newfoundland Reports.
Neb. Nebraska ;—-Nebraska Reports.
Neg.0u. Bloomfleltrs Manumission or

Negro Cases. New Jersey.
Nel. Nelson’s English Chancery Reports.
Nell. Neil's Ceylon Reports.
Nels. Nelson’s English Chancery Reports.
Nels. Aln-. Nelson's Abridgment oi’ the

Common Law.
Nels. Pol.Bep. Finch’s Chancery

ports, edited by Nelson.

Na-

National Register, edited by

Re

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS

Howard's Practice.

No. Best. Rep.

Nev. Nevada :—Nevada Reports.
Nev. 8 M. (or Mam).

ning’I English King's Bench Reports.
nemanu. Neville an Macnamara’s Eng-

lish Railway and Canal Cases.
Nov. A: Moon. Neville & Macnamaras

English Railway and Canal Cases.
Nev. A: Man. Mag. On. Nevlle & Man-

ning's English Magistrate's Cases.
Nev. &P. Nevile a. Perry's English

King's Bench Reports. '

Nev. & P. Hag. One.
English Magistrates’ Cases.

Nev. Newell, Illinois Appeal Reports.
New A.nn.Nog. New Annual Register,

London.
New B.Bq.Ca. New Brunswick Equity
see.
New 3.114;. Rep. New Brunswick Equity

Reports, vol. 1. ,

New Deal. New Benloe's Reports, Eng-
lish King’: Bench.

New 31-. New Brunswick Reports. . .

-New 0u.- New Cases (Bingham's New
Cases). -

New (in. Eq. New Cases in Equity, vols,
8, 9 Modern Reports. ’

New Eng.Eist. New England Historical
and Genealogical Register.

New 313.033. New Magistrates’ Cases
(Bittleston. Wise & Parnell). '

New Net. Brew. New Natura Brevium.
New P:-.Ouee. New Practice Cases. Eng-

lish.
New nap. New Reports in all the Courts,

London ;—Bosanquet & Puller’s New Reports,
vols. 4, 5 Bosanqnet & Puller.

Nev Sen. Can. Oarrow, Hammerton &Al-
len’s New Session Cases, English.

New So. W. New South Wales.
New Term Rep. New Term Reports;-—

Dowllng & Ryland's King's Bench Reports.
New York Supp. New York Supplement.
Newb. (or Newh. Adm.). New‘-berry's

United States District Court, Admiralty Re-
ports.

Newbyth. Newbyth's Manuscript Deci-
sions, Scotch Session Cases.

Nowell. Newell’s Reports, vols. 48-90 I]-
llnois Appeals.

Newt. Bel. Cu.
Cases.

Nioh. H. & O. (or Nicholl). Nicholl. Hare
& Carrow’s English» Railway and Canal
Cases. '

Nicholson. Nicholson's Manuscript Decl-
sions, Scotch Sesslon Cases.

Niebh. Hist. Rom. Niebuhr, Roman His-

Newtoundland Select

tory.
Nient enl. Nient culpable (not guilty).
Nil. Bog. Niles’ Weekly Register.
Nishet. (Nisbet of) Dirleton's Scotch Ses-

sion Cases.
No. On. Eco. & Mu. Notes of Cases (Eng-

lish), Ecclesiastical and Maritime.
No. East. Bop. Northeastern Reporter

(commonly cited N. E.)
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Nevile & Man-_

Nevile & Perry's’



No. Wont. Rep;

No. West. Rep. Northwestern Reporter
(commonly cited N. W.)

N01. Hug. (or Just. or Sett. 05s.). No-
lan's English Magistrates’ Cases.

Non cnl. Non culpabilis (not guilty).
Nora. Norcross’ Reports, vols. 23-24 No-

vnda.
Non-.

sylvauin. _

North. Reports tcmpore Northington
(Eden's English Chancery Reports).

No:-that}. North 8; Guthrie's Reports.
vols. 68-80 Missouri Appeals.

Norris’ Reports. vols. 82-96 Penn-

Northun. Northampton Law Reporter.
Pennsylvania.

Nos-than. Northumberland County Legal
News, Pennsylvania. .

Northw. Pr. Northwest Provinces. India.‘
No:-thw.Rop. Northwestern Reporter

(commonly cited N. W.)
Not.Ou. Notes of Cases in the English

Ecclesiastical and Maritime Courts;—NotsI
of Cases at Madras (Strange).

Not. On. Had:-as. Notes of Cases It
Madras (Strange).
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TABLE OF.‘ ABBREVIATIONS Hy:

Not. Doc. Notes of Decisions (Martin's
North Carolina Reports).

' Not.J. Notaries Journal.
Not. Op. Wilmot’s Notes of Opinions and

Judgments.
Notes arcs. Notes of Cases. English.
Notes onII.l. Notes on United States

Reports.
Nottanop. Nott 4: Hopkins’ United

States Court of Claims Reports.
Nott&l!unt. Nott & Huntington’: Re-

ports, vols. 1-7 United States Court of
Claim._ .

1l’oi:t&Mc0.
Carolina Reports.

Nott & McCord‘s South

Nov. Novella. The Novels or New Con-
stitutions.

Nov.so. Nova Scotia-
Nov. le.Deo. Nova Scotla Decisions.
Nov. Io.L.R. Nova Scotia Inw Reports.
Noy. Noy's English King's Bench Bo-

ports.
Noy, flax. Noy’s Maxims.
Nye. 1\'ye's Reports, vols. 18-20 Utah.



0. - V TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS Oslo:

0
0. Ohio Reports ;—-Ontario:—0ntarlo Re-

ports;—Oregon Reports;—Otto's United
States -supreme Court Reports.

0. 3. Old BaIley;—0ld Benloe;—0rlando
Bridgman.

0. B. S. Old Bailey's Sessions Papers.
0. B. & P. N. Z. Ollivier, Bell & Fitzger-

ald's New Zealand Reports.
0. Ben. Old Ben1oe's Reports, English

Common Pleas.
O. B1-idg. Orlando Bridgman's English

Common Pleas Reports ;—Carter's Reports,
tempore Brldgmz'1n‘s English Common Pleas.

-O. O. Orphans’ Court.
0. O. O. Ohio Circuit Court Reports.
0. 0. C. II’. 8. Ohio Circuit Court Reports,

New Series.
0. O. 1). Ohio Circuit Decisions.
0.1). Ohio Decisions.
0. D. G. O.

(properly cited Ohio Circuit Decisions).
0.J’.Aot. Ontario Judicature Act.
0. II’. B. Old Natura Brevium.
O. 3. Ontario Reports.
0.8. Ohio state Reports;—Old Series;—

Old Series King’s & Queen's Bench Reports,
Ontario. (Upper Canada).

0. S. C. D. (or 0. S. 11.). Ohio Supreme
Court Decisions, Unreported Cases.

0. I. a O. P. Dec. Ohio Superior
Common Pleas Decisions.

0. 81:. Ohio State Reports.
O.&'l'. Oyer and Terminer.
O'Brien. O'Brien’s Upper Canada Re-

ports
0’CAllng‘.IuI.n, New Neth.

History of New Nether-land.

and

O'Callaghan's

Oct. su-. Octnvo Strange, Select Caseson
Evidence,

Odenenl. Odeneal’s Reports, vols. 9-11
Oregon.

01.3290. Wentworth’s Ofilce of Execu-
tors.

O1. Gu.Pnt. OR. Ofllcial Gazette. Unit-
ed States Patent Oiilce.

Oilloer. Oiilcer's Reports. vols. 1-9 Min-
nesota.

Ogden. 0gden's Reports, vols. 12-15 Lou-
isiana.

Ohio. Ohio;-Ohio Reports.
Ohio St. Ohio State Reports.
Ohio Sup. & O. P. Dec. Ohio

and Common Pleas Decisions.
Superior

Ohio Decisions, Circuit Court

0'Kee£e 01-d.
cery, Ireland.

Okla. Oklahoma ;—0kiahoma Reports.
o1o.(oro1o.Aan.). Oit-ott‘s United

States District Court, Admiralty.
Old Ben. Benloe in Benloe & Dalison,

English Common Pleas Reports.
Old Nat. Bx-av. Old Natura Breviuln.
Oldr. Oldright‘s Reports, Nova Scotia.
01lv.B.&I.. Oliver, Beavan a Letroy's

Reports, vols. 5-7, English Railway and Ca-
nal Cases.

on. B. 1 I‘.
New Zeaiand.

0'Hal.&fi. O’Malley ' & Hardcastle’s
English Election Cases.

Onsl. N. P. Onslow’s Nisi Prius.
Ont. Ontario ;—Oatario Reports.

’ Ont. App. 3. Ontario Appeal Reports.
Ont.E1.0a. Ontario Election Gases.
Ont. P. B. (or Ont. Pr. Bep.). Ontario

Practice Reports.
0p.Att. Gen. Opinions of the Attorneys

General of the United States.
Op. N. Y. Atty. Gen. Sickels’ Opinions of

Attorneys-General of New York.
01-. Oregon ;—Oregon Reports.
Ox-.1‘. Rep. Orleans Term Reports, vols.

1, 2 Martin, Louisiana. '

01-d. do In Mu-. (or 0rd. Mu-.).
nance de la Marine de Louis XIV.

Oreg. 0regon;—0regon Reports.
Or]. Bridgman. Orlando Brldgman's Eug-

llsh Common Pleas Reports. _

01-1. '1‘. R. Orleans Term Reports, vols. 1,
2 Martin. Louisiana.

Ox-mond. 0rmond’s Reports. vols. 12-15
Alabama.

Ore. Inst. 0rtolan’s Institutes of Justin-
ian.

Ot. Otto's United States Supreme Court
Reports.

Out. Outerbridge’s Reports, vols. 97-110
Pennsylvania State.

Over. (or Oven-ton).
Reports.

Our. 0wen’s English King's _Bench Re-
ports ;-—-New South Wales Reports.

0wen.. Owen's English King's Bench Re-
ports. -

Oxley. Young's Vice-Admiralty Decisions,
Nova Scotia, edited by Oxley.

(O’Keete's Orders in Chan-

Ollivier, Bell, & Fitzgerald.

Ordon-

0vertoa's Tennessee
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P. TABLE 0]!‘ ABBREVIATIONS

P
P. Easter (Paschal) Term:——Pennsyl-

vania :—Peters ;—Pickering's Massachusetts
Reports;—Probate;—Paciflc Reporter.

[1891] P. Law Reports, Probate Divi-
sion, from 1891 onward.

P. A. D. Peters‘ Admiralty Decisions.
P. O. Pleas of the Crown;-—Parliamen-

tary Cases;—Pract:ice Cases;—Prize Cases;
-Patent Cases;—Privy Council;—Prize
Court ;—Probate Couri;:—Precedents in Chan-
cery.

P. 0. App. Privy Council Appeals.
P. G. O. Privy ‘ Cases;—Peters' Circuit

Court Reports.
. P. 01. B. Parker's Criminal Reports, New

York ;—Privy Council Reports.
P. D. Probate Division, English Law Re-

ports (1876-1890).
P.‘E. I. (or P. E. I. 3013.).

Island Reports (Haviland’s).
:.-r.r.s. P. Ii‘. Smith's Reports, vols. 61-

81% Pennsylvania State.
'- P. Jr.-& E. (or P. a 3.).

Heath's Virginia Reports.
P. N. P.- Peake's English Nisi Prius Cases.

Prince Edward

Patton. Jr., &

P.0.Css. Perry's Oriental Cases. Bom-
bay.

P.'0. G. Patent Office Gazette.
P. Q. 2.. Patent Otiice Reports.

‘P. P. Parliamentary Papers.
P. R. Parliamentary Reports ;—Pennsyl-'

vania Reports, by Penrose & Watts;—Paciflc
Reporter :—Probate Reports.

P. R. O. P.
Pleas. '

, P. E. 01:. Practical Register in Chancery.
P. B. U. 0. Practical Reports. Upper Can-

ada.
P. R. & D. Power, Rodwell, & Dew's Eng-

lish Election Cases.
P. 8. C. ‘U. S. Peters‘

preme Court Reports.
' P. 8.3. Pennsylvania State Reports.

P. W. (or P. W:ns.). Peere Williams‘
English Chancery Reports.

Practical Register in Common

United States Su-

P.&B. Pugsley as Burbridge’s Reports.
New Brunswick.

P. &O. Prideaux & Cole's Reports, Eng-
lish Courts, vol. 4 New Session Cases.
_P.&D. Perry & Davison’s ,English

Queen's Bench Reports ;—Probate and Di-
vorce.
'P.&H. Patton, Jr.. as Heath's Virginia

Reports.
P.&K. Perry & Knapp’s English Elec-

tion Cases.
P.&H. Philip & Mary;—Pollock and

Maitland’s History of English Law.
P.&l't.. Pigott & Rodwell's Election

Cases. English.
P.&W. Penrose as Watts’ Pennsylvania

Reports.
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Park. Iov. Oss.

Ps. Pennsylvania:—Pennsylvania Re-
ports, by Penrose & Watts ;—Pennsylvania
State Reports;—-Paine. United States.

Ps. Co. 01:. (or Pa. Co. 01:. 3.). Pennsyl-
vania County Court Reports.

Ps. Dist. (or Pa. Dist. IL). Pennsylvania
District Court Reports.

Pa. L..'l’. Pennsylvania Law Journal Re-
ports (Clark’s ;—Pennsylvania Law Journal.
Philadelphia.

Pa. 1.. mo. Pennsylvania Law Record.
Philadelphia.

Ps.1'.sv so:-. Pennsylvania Inw Series.
Ps.N.P. Brightly's Nisi Prius Reports.

Pennsylvania. _

Pa. Rep. Pennsylvania Reports.
Ps. 81:. Pennsylvania State Reports.
Pa. St. '1‘:-. Pennsylvania State Trials

(Hogan's).
Pa.-Super. 01:. Pennsylvania Superior

Court.
Pso. Pacific Reporter.
Poo. B. (or 3013.). Pacific Reporter (com-

monly cited Pac. or P.). .

Psi. Paine's United States Circuit Court
Reports:—_Paige's New York Chancery Re-
ports.

ran. on. (o_r Paige).
Chancery Reports.

_ Paine (or Paine c. 0.). Paine’s ' United
States Circuit Court Reports. ._

Psley,Prin.&Ag. Paley on Principal
and Agent.

Pals:-a.ve.. Palgrave's Proceedings in
Chancery;—Palgrave’s Rise and Progress of
the English Commonwealth.

Palm. Palmer's English King's Bench Ro-

Palge's New York"

ports :-Palmer's Reports, vols. 53-60 Ver-
mont.

Psnd. Pandects.
Pspy. Papy’s Reports, vols. 5, 6 Florida.
Psr. Parker's English Exchequer Re-

ports :—Parsons’ Reports, vols. 65-68 New.
.Hampshire;-—Parker’s New York Criminal’
Reports.

Pu-.Doo. Parsons’ Decisions, Massachu-
setts.

mu-.1:q. Oss. Parsons’ Select mum
Cases. Pennsylvania.

Pu-d. D1-olt Conner.
de Droit Commercial.

Psrdossns. Pardessus, Cours de Droit
Commercial:—Pardessus, Lois Maritime-s;—-—
Pardessus, Traites des Servitudes. '

Park. Parker's New York Criminal Re-
ports;—'Parker’s English Exchequer Reports.

Park. Cr. Cu. Parkers New York Crim-
inal Reports.

Pu-k. Dig. Parker's California Digest.
Pu-k.1:xoh. Parker's English Exchequer

Reports.
Pa:-k,Ins. Park on Insurance.
Park. 301. Gas. Parker's English Ix-

chequer Reports (Revenue Cases).

Pardessus, Cours.



Parker

Pu-her. Parker’s English Exchequer Re-
ports ;—Parker’s New York Criminal Re-
ports :-—Parker’s New Hampshire Reports.

Parker, 0:. Cu. (N. Y.). Parker's New
York Criminal Reports.

Parker, 01-. B. (N. Y.). Parker's, New
York Criminal Reports.

Pu-1. Ons. Parliamentary Gases (House
of Lords Reports).

Pu-1. Beg. Parliamentary Register.
Pu-ooh. Ant. Kennett’s Parochial An-

tiqnities.
Pars. Parsons (see Pan).
Pars. Ans. Parsons’ Answer to the Fifth

Part of Coke’s Reports.
Pars. Cont. Parson on Contracts.
Psrs.Eq. Ons. Parsons’ Select Equity

Cases, Pennsylvania.
Psrmxnr. Ins. Parsons on Marine In-

surance. _

Pu-s.n’nr.I.sw. Parsons on Maritime
‘law.

Pu. (Terminus Paachae) Easter Term.
Paschal. Paschal’s Reports, vols. 28-81

Texas and Supplement to vol. 25.
Pat. Patent:—Paton‘s Scotch Appeal

Cases;—Paterson’s Scotch Appeal Cases;—
Paterson's New South Wales Reports.

Pat. App. One. Patlolfs Scotch Appeal
Cases (Craigie, Stewart & Paton) ;—Pater-
son's Scotch Appeal Cases.

Pat.comp. Paterson's Compendium of
English and Scotch Law.

Pat. Dee. Patent Decisions.
Pat. tfi. Patton, Jr.. & Heath’! Virginia

Reports.
Paeanu. Paterson at Murray's Re-

ports. New South Wales.
. Pater. Paterson's Scotch Appeal Cases;
—Paherson's New South Wales Reports.
.Paters.Oo:np. Paterson's Compendium

of English and Scotch Law.
Paterson. Paterson's compendium of

English and Scotch Iaw;—Paterson on the
Game‘ Laws :-—Pat.erson’s Liberu of the
Press;-'-Paterson on the Liberty of the Sub-
ject;—Paterson’s Law and Usages of the
stock Exchange:—Paterson's Scotch Appeal
Cases.

Paton. Craigie. Stewart, & Pabon’s Scotch
Appeal Ghses.

Pate. Elect. One.
Cases. Upper Canada.

Pathtn‘. Patton, Jr., dz Heath's Vir-
ginia Reports.

Psnlus. Julius Pauius, Sententiae Re-
cepts.

Pen. Peake’s English Nisi Prins Reports.
Peaks salmon. Peake’s Additional

Cases, vol. 2 or Peake.

Patrick's Election

Peaks 1.1’. Peake’s English Nisi Prius
Cases.

Pea:-oe 0.0. Pearce’s Reports in Dears-
ly's Crown Cases. English.

- pun-. Peal-sou"Reports, Pennsylvania.
1 r

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS Pat. All

Pook. Peck‘: Tsnnenee Reports ;—Peck's
Reports, vols. 11-30 Illlnois;—Peckwei1’s
English Election Cases.

Peck ('.l'enn.). Peck's Tennessee Reports.
Psok.El.Ons. Peckwell's English Elec-

tion Cases.
Peek Tr. Peck’s Trial (Impeachment).
Peekw. Peckwell's English Election

Cases.
Peoples. Peeples' Reports.‘ vols. 77-W

Georgia. _

Poeplualtevens. Peeples & Stevens
Reports, vols. 80-97 Georgia.

Peers Wans. PeereWi1liams' Reporia.
English Chancery.

Pen. code. Penal Code.
Pen.N.J‘. Pennington’: New Jersey Re-

ports. .

Pen.&W. Penrose & Watts’ Pennsyl-
vania Reports. .

Penn. Pennsylvania ;— Pennsylvania
State Reports :--Pennypacker's Unreported
Pennsylvania Cases;—Pennington’s New Jer-
sey Reports :—Pennewill's Delaware Reports.

Penn. (in. 0:. Rep. Pennsylvania County
Court Reports.

Penn.Del. Pennewil1’s' Delaware Re
ports.

Penn.2Dist.3ep. Pennsylvania District
Reports. -

Penn'.Bep. Pennsylvania State Reports.
Penn. St. (at It. 3. . Pennsylvania State

Reports.
Penning. Pennington's New Jersey Re-

ports.
Penny. Pennypacker's Unreported Penn-

sylvania Cases: — Pennypacker’s Pennsyl-
vania Colonial Cases. ’ '

Pens-.&W'. Penrose & Watts’ Pennsyl-
vania Reports.

Poo. L. Adv. People's Legal Adviser, Uti-
ca, New York. .

Per. 01-.Ou. Perry's Oriental Cases,
Bombay.

Per-.¢Dav. Perry & Davison's English
King's Bench Reports.

Per. an. Perry & Knapp's English
Election Reports.

Perk. Perkins on Conveyancing;—Per-
kins on Pleading;-—Per-kins’ Profitable Book
(Conveyancing).

Perry. Sir Erskine Perry's Reports. in
Marley's (East) Indian Digest :-Perry's
Oriental Cases, Bombay.

Per:-7&1). Perry dz Davison’s English
King's Bench Reports.

Pu-ryaxn. Perry & Knapp’s English
Election Cases.

Pet. Peters’ United states supreme Court
Reports :—Peters’ United States Circuit
Court Reports ;—Peters' United States Dis-
trict Court Reports (Admiralty Decisions);——
Peters' Prince Edward Island Reports.

Pet. Ad. (or Pet. Ad:n.). Peters’ United
States District Court Reports (Admiralty De-
cisions).
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Pet. 3:.

Pei:.B1-. Peat Brooke, or Brooke's New
Cases. English Ki-ng‘s Bench.

Pet. 0. C. Peters‘ United States Circuit
Court Reports.

Pet.Cond. .l~'eters' (‘ondensetl Reports,
United States Supreme Court.

Pet. Dig. Peters‘ United States Digest:
—-Peticolas’ Texas Digest. —

Pet.S.O. Peters‘ United States Supreme
Court Reports. .

Peters Adm. Peters‘ United States DID-
trlct Court Reports (Admiralty Decisions).

Petit Br. Petit Brooke, or Brooke's New
Cases. English King’s Bench.

Ph. Phillips’ miglish Chancery Reports:
—Philiimore's English Ecclesiastical Reports
(see Phil.).

Pk. Ch.
ports. '

Ph. 81:. Tr.
Phal. C. O.
Pheney Bap.

ports.
Phil. Phillips’ English Chancery Reports;

—Phlllips' North Carolina Reports;—-Phii-
lips' English Election Cascs;—Philllmore's
English Ecclesiastical Reports ;—Phlladelphia
Reports;—Phillips’ Illinois Reports.

Phil. I-Ice. Jada. Phillimore's .Ecclesiasti-
cal Judgments.

Phil. Bee. 3.
siasticni Reports.

Phil. El. cu.
Cases. '

Phil. liq. Phillips’ North Carolina Equity
Reports.

Phil. Ev.’ Phillips on Evidence.
Phil. run. Cu. Phillipps’ Famous Cases

in Circumstantial Evidence.
Phil. Ins. Phillips on Insurance.
Phil. Law (or Phil. N. 0.). P 11 ill ip a '

North Carolina Law Reports. .

Phil.Pet. Phillips on Patents.
Phil. St. Tr. Phiiiipps‘ State Trials.
Plnila. (Ps.). Philadelphia Reports. Com-

mon Pleas oi! Philadelphia County.
Pl:i1s.I.nw Lib. Philadelphia Law Li-

brary.
Philippine Co. Philippine Code.
Plnill. Phillips. (see Phil. and Phillips)".
Phill. Ins. Phillips on Insurance.
Phillim. Phillin1ore‘s iihuzlish Ecclesiasti-

cal Reports. See. also. Phil.
Plnillim. Don. Philiimorc on the Law of

Domicil. - ' ' '

Plnillim. Boo. Lew.
astical' Law. .

Phillips. Phillips‘ English Chancery Re-
portx;—Phiilips’ North Carolina Reports,
Inw and Eqnlty;—-Phillips’ Reports. vols.
152-187 Illinois.

Piek. Pickerlng's Massachusetts Reports.
Pickle. Pickie's Reports, vols. 85-103

Tennessee. .

Pig. &B. Pigott & Rodwell's English
Registration Appeal Cases.

Pike. Pike's Reports, vols. 1-6 Arkansas.
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Phillips’ English Chancery Re-

Phiilipps' State Trials.
Phalen's Criminal Cases.

Pheney’s New Term Re-

Philllmore's English Eccle-

Philllps’ English Election

Phillimore's Ecclesi-

TABLE OF‘ ABBREVIATIONS" Poth. Cont. do Change

Pin.(or Plum). Pinney’s Wisconsin Re-
ports.

Piston (or Pist.). Piston’s Mauritius Rb
ports.

Pita. Grim. Tr. Pitcairn’s Ancient Crim-
inal 'h'iais, Scotland.

Pitc.'.l‘r. Pitcairn's Ancient Criminal
Trials, Scotland.

Pitm. P1-in. & Bur.
and Surety.

Pitts. Bop.
ports.

Pitt-b. Leg. J’. (0. 8.). Plttsburg Legal
Journal. Old Series.

Pittsb.B.. (Pm). Pitthurg Reports.
Pennsylvania Courts (reprinted from the
Journal).

P1. (or Pl. Conn). Plowden‘s Commenta-
ries or Reports, English King's Bench, etc.

Piunan on Principal

Pittsburg Pennsylvania Be-

1-1.0. Placlta Corona: (Pleas of the
Crown).. _

Plnthoov. Platt on the Law of Core-
nants.

Plow. Piowden's English King's Bench
Reports.

Plowd. Plowden's English King's Bench
Commentaries or Reports.

Pol. Pollexfen’s English King‘s Bench
Reports. etc. ;—Poiice.
' ran. Code. Political Code:

Pol. Cont. Pollock on Contracts.
Po1.8ci.Quu-. Political Science Quar-

teriy.
Poll. Pollexi'en’s English King's Bench

Reports.
Poll. 0. G. Pr. Pollock's Practice of the

County Courts.
Pollex. Poilexi'en’s English King's Bench

Reports, etc.
Pom.0onst. Lew. Pomeroy's Constitu-

tional Law oi’ the United States.
Pane:-oy. Pomeroy's Reports, vols. 73-

128 California.
Pop. Popham's English King's Bench

Reports.
Pop. sci. Ho. Popular Science Monthly.
Pope. (Pope) Opinions Attorney General.

pt. 1. vol. 22.
Pope, Lu. Pope on Lunacy.
Popln. Popham’s English King's Bunch

Reports.
Poph. (2). Cases at the end of Pophami

Reports.
Port. (Aim). Porter's Alabama Reports.
Porter. Porter's Alabama Reports:—Por-

ter’s Reports. vols. 3-7 Indiana.
Posey. Posey‘s Unreported Cases. Texas
Post. Post's Reports. rols. 23-26 Mich-

igan ;—-Post's Reports. vols. 42-64 Missouri.
Poste‘s Gains Inst. Poste's Translation

of Gains.
Pot. Dwnr.
Path. Bail I llente.

Oontrat de Bail a Rente.
Potlncont. Pothier‘s Contracts.
Path. Cont. do change. Pothler. Trait!

du Contrat de Change.

Potter's Dwarris on Smtutes.
Pothler. Traite dll



Poth. Cont. Idle

Poth. Cont. Sale (or Poth. Cont:-. Sale).
Pothier, Treatise on the Contract 01‘ Sale.

Poth. do change. Pothler, Tralté du Con-
trat de Change.

Poth. de l'Usnre.
l'Usure.

Poth. de Sdciété App.
Contrut do Société. ‘

Poth.du Depot. Pothier, Traité du De-
pot.

Potb. Lounge. Pothier. Traits du Con-
trat de Lounge.

Poth. Mar. Cont.
Maritime Contracts.

Poth. Her. Lounge.
Contrat de Louage.

Poth. Obl. Pothier. Traité des Obliga-
tions .

Poth.Psnd. Pothier’s Pandects.
, Poth.Proc.Civil. Pot_hi_er, Traité de la
Prncmluro Civile. '

Poth.Proc.o:-in. Pothier. Traits de la
Procedure Crlminaie.

Poth.Sooi6te. Pothier, Traits du Con-
trat de Société.

Poth. '1':-mite de change. Pothier, Traite
dn Contrat de Change. -

Poth. Vente. Pothier, Traite du Contrat

Pothier. Traite de

Pothier, Traité du

Pothler’s Treatise on

Pothier, Traité du

de Vente.
Pothier,Pand. Pothier, Pandectaz Jus-

tinianete. etc.
Potter. Potter's Reports, vols. 4-7 Wyo-

ming.
Pow. Dev. Powell, Essay upon the Learn-

ing of Devises. etc.
P'ow.MoI.'tg. Powell on Mortgages.
Pcw.R..&D. Power, Rodwell & Drew's

English Election Cases.
Pr. Price's English Exchequer Reports:

—Prim*1pium (the beginning of a title, law,
or section);—Practice Reports (Ontario).

Pr. 0. K. D. Practice Cases in the King's
Bench.

Pr. Oh. Precedents in Chancery. by Finch;
-—Practice in the High Court of Chancery.

Pr. Dec. Printed Decisions (Sneed's), Ken-
tucky.

Pr. Div. Probate Division. Law Reports;
—Prltchcrd‘s Divorce and Matrimonial Cases.

Pr. Etch. Price's English Exchequer Re-
ports.

P:-.Pelc. President Falconer’s Reports,
Scotch Court of Session.

P:-.hIiin. Printed Minutes of Evidence.
P1-.13. Practice Reports.
Pr.Reg.B.O. Practical Register in the

Ball Court.
Pr. Reg. 0. P. Practical Register in the

Common Pleas.
P:-.1t.eg. ch. Practical Register in Chan-

cery.
Pr. & Div.

Law Reports.
Pro. One.

laws.

Probate and Divorce. English

Prater's Cases on Conflict of

TABLE 011-‘ -ABBREVJATIONS.‘ Pyho

Pratt Cont. Gas.
‘War Cases.

Prec. Ch. Precedents in Chancery.
P:-er. i!rerogati\'e Court.
Pres. Pele. President Fnlconer's Scotch

Session Cases (Gilmour & Falconer).
P:-est. Conv. Preston on Conveyancing.

_ Pi-est. Est. Preston on Estates.
P:-est. Merg. Preston on Merger.
P:-i. (or Price). Price's Exchequer Re-

ports.
Price Notes P. P.

Pratt's Contraband-ob

Price's Notes of Points
of Practice, English Exchequer Cases.

Priekett. Prickett's Reports. Idaho.
P:-id. a O. Prideaux a. Cole's English Re-

ports, vol. 4 New sessions Cases.
P:-in.Dec. Printed Decisions (Sneed's),

Kentucky.
Priteh.Quer.Sess. Pritchard, Quarter

Sessions.
Ps-iv. Oolusc. App. Privy Council Ap-

peals. '

[1891] Prob. Law Reports, Probate Di-
vision, from 1891 onward.

P:-ob.0ode. ‘Probate Code.
Prob. Div. Probate Division, English Law

Reports.
Prob. Rep. Probate Reports.
Prob. Rep. Ann. Probate Reports Anno-

tated. »

P:-ob. c Adm. Div. Probate and Admi-
' ralty Division, Law Reports.

' Prob. & Div.
lish Law Reports.

P:-ob. & Met. Probate and Matrimonial
Cases. . A

Proc. Prec. Proctor's Practice.
Prop. Lawyer N. 8. Property Lawyer,

New Series (periodical), England.

Probate and Divorce, Eug-

Pronty. Prouty's Reports, vols. 81-68
Vermont.

Prt. Rep. Practice Reports.
Psych. a: M. 1.. J. Psychological and

Medico-Legal Journal, New York.
Page. Pugsley‘s Reports, New Brunswick.
Pugs. & Barb. Pugsley & Burbridge’s

-Reports, New Brunswick.
Pull. Accts. Pulling's Law of Mercantile

Accounts.
Pull. Laws & Oust. Loud. Pulling, Trea-

tise on the Laws, Customs, and Regulations
of the City and Port of I.ondon.

Pull. Port of London. Pulling, Treatise
on the Laws, Customs, and Regulations of
the City and Port or London. V

Pulsiler. Pulsii‘er's Reports, vols. 66-68
Maine.

Pump (It. Pump Court (London).
Punj. Rec. Punjab Record.
Pu-d. Dig. Purden’s Digest Pennsylvania

Laws.
Pyhe.

Reports.
Pyke’s Lower Canada King's Bench
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5 - n. 1:. non.

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS mp. Jud. o. 3. 3.

Q
_ 0. Qaadragesms (Year Books Part IV):-

Quebec;—Queensland.
0. B. Queen's Bench;—Queen's Bench Re-

ports (Adolphus & Ellis, New Serles);—Eng-
lish Law Reports, Queen's Bench (1841-1852);
—Queen's Bench Reports. Upper Ganada;—
Queen's Bench Reports, Quebec.

[1891] 0. 3. Law Reports, Queen's
Bench. from 1891 onward.

Q. B. Div. (or 0. B. 1).).
Division, English law Reports (1876-1890).

0. B. R. Queen's Bench Reports, by Adol-
phus & Ellis (New Series).
. 0.3.11. 0. Queen's Bench Reports. Up-
per Canada.

0. L. R. Quebec Law Reports;—Queens-
land Law Reports.

Queen's Bench .

0. P. R. Quebec Practice Reports.
0.3.. Oiiicial Reports, Province of Que-

bec.
0.R.0.B. Quebec Queen’s Bench Re

ports.
Quad:-. Quadragesms (Year Books, Part

IV).
0n.-rt. Rev. Quarterly Law Review, Rich-

mond, Virginia.
0ueb. I..R. Quebec Law Reports. two

series, Queen's Bench or ‘Superior Court.
Qnob. 0. 3. Quebec Queen's Bench Re-

ports.
Queens. 12.. B.
01112:. (or Quincy).

setts Reports.
0uinti, Quinta.

Queensland Law Reports.
Quincy’s Massachu-

Year Book, 6 Henry V.

R
R. A. Registration Appeals:—Regular Ap-

peals.
R.0. Rolls of Court;—Record Commis-

sioners;—Railway Cases;-—Reg1stration Cas-
es;-——Revue Critique, Montreal.

R.0.&0.R. Revenue, Civil, and Crim-
inal Reporter, Calcutta.

R. G. Regulaa Generaies, Ontario.
R.I.. Rhode Island;—Rhode Island Re-

ports.
R._J, &P.J. Revenue, Judicial, and Po-

I lice Journal, Calcutta.
R. L. Revue Legals.
R.I.,& S. Ridgeway, Lapp & Schoales'

Irish King's Bench Reports.
- R.I..& W. Roberts, Leaming & Wallis’
English County Court Reports.

R.M.0h. R. M. Charlton's Georgia Re-
ports.

R. P. 0. Real Property Cases, English;—
Reports Patent Cases.

R.P.&W. (Rawle) Penrose & Watts’
Pennsylvania Reports.

3.. R. & Onn. Ou.
Cases, English.

R. t. 1‘. Reports tempore Finch, English
Chancery.

‘R.t.H. Reports tempore Hardwicke
(Lee) English King's Bench ;—Reports tem-
p'ore Holt (Cases Concerning Settlement).
‘R. t. Ru-dw. Reports tempore Hard-

wicke, English King's Bench.
Reports tempore Holt, Eng-

lish King's Bench.
R. t. 0. A. Reports tempore Queen Anne,

vol. 11 Modern Reports.
4-R. &.0.0u. Railway and Canal Cases.

Railway and Canal

English.
R.&.0.N.Sc. Russell & Chesley’s Re-

ports, Nova Scotia.
,.R.&G. N. So. Russell & Geldert's Re-

'p<'irts. Nova scotia.
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R. «E 3. Dig.
gest, Ontario.

R. it .1. Dig.
Ontario.

R. a M. Russell & Mylne's English Chan-
cel‘! Reports:--Ryan & Moody’s English Nisi
Prius Reports.

R. an. 0. 0. Ryan a. Moody's Crown
Cases Reserved, English. 4

R. & H. Dig. Rapalje & Mack's Digest of
Railway Law.

R. & M. N. P.
Casu, English.

R.& R. 0.0. Russell as Ryan‘: mglish
Crown Cases, Reserved.

Rs. 0:. English Railway and Canal Cases.
Radar. Rader's Reports, vols. 137-156

Missouri.
‘ Rail. & Can. On. Diglish Railway and
Canal Cases;— Railway and Canal Traflic
Cases.

Run cu. P. a E. Ram's Cases of Plead-
ing and Evidence.

Ran Leg. Jndgn. (Towns. 1111.). Ram's
Science at Legal Judgment, Notes by Towns-
heud.

Run. axe:-. Ramsey & Morin’s Mon-
treal Law Reporter.

Rand. Randolph's Virginia Reportx:—
Randolph's Reports. vols. 21-56 Kansas :-
Randolph's Reports, vols. 7-11 Louisiana An-
nual;—Randal1's Reports, vols. 52-71 Ohio
State.

Road. Perp. Randall on Perpetuities.
Raney. Raney's Reports. vols. 16-20 Flor-

ida.
Rang. Dec.

British Burmah.
Rap. Pod. Rel. Dig.

Reference Digest. .

Rap. Jud. 0. B. R. Rapport’s Judiciaries
de Quebec Cour du Bane de la Reine.

Robinson & Harrison's 01-

Robinson on Joseph's Digest,

Ryan & Moody's Nisi Prius

Sparks’ Rangoon Decisions,

Rapulje‘s Federal



Rep. Jud. Q. 0. 8.

Rep. Jud. Q. 0. S. Rapport‘s Judlciaries
de Quebec Cour Superieure.

Rap. L81‘. Rapaije on Larceny.
Rep. N. Y. Dig. Rapalje’s New York Di-

gest.
Rep. & L. (or I.a.w.). Rapalje & Lawrence.

American and English Cases.
Repel. & L. Rapalje & Lawrence, Ameri-

can and English Cases.
Rett. 1.. O. Rattigan’s Leading Cases on

Hindoo Law.
Rev. (or Rewle). Rawle’s Pennsylvania

Reports.
Rewle, Gov. Rawle on Covenants for T1-

tie.
Rawle Pen. & W-.

Watts, Pennsylvania.
Raym. (or Reym.I.d.). Lord Raymond's

(Rawle) Penrose &

' English Kings Bench Reports.
Reyna. Sir 1‘. Sir Thoma Raymond's

English King's Bench Reports.
Raymond. Raymond's Reports, vols. 81-

89 Iowa.
Reyn. Rayner’s English Tithe Cases.
Re-at. Re-affirmed.
Re. de .1. Revue de Jurisprudence, Mon-

treal.
Re. de 1.. Revue de Jurisprudence et Leg-

islation, Montreal.
Real Est. Ree. Real Estate Record, New

York.
Real Pr. On. Real Property Cases‘(Eng-

lish).
Ree. Records;—Recorder;-—American Law

Record.
Rec. Dee. Vaux’s Recorder's Decisions,

Philadelphia.
Red. Redfleld’s New York Surrogate Re-

ports;—Reddington, Maine.
Red. Ann. R. R. can. Redfleld’s Leading

American Railway Cases.
Red. cu. R. R. Redfleld’s Leading Am-

erican Railway Cases.
Red. cn.w1uu. Redfleld's Leading Cas-

es on Wills.
Red. R. R. Cu. Redtleld's Leading Amer-

ican Railway Cases.
Red. & 31;. cu. B. an N. Redfieid & Big-

eiow's Leading Cases on Bills and Notes.
Redf. (or Redf. Sun-.). Redfleld's New

York Surrogate Reports.
Redl. 8111-. (N. Y.). Redtieid's New York

Surrogate Court Reports.
Redf. Wills. Redfleld's Leading Cases on

Wills.
Redington. Re«lington's Reports, vols. 31-

35 Maine.
Reed I‘:-end. Reed's Leading Cases on

Statute of Frauds.
Reese. Reporter, vols. 5, 11 Heiskell's

Tennessee Reports.
Reeve, Eng. Law (or Reeve, Hint. Eng.

Lew). Reeve's History of the English Law.
Re¢.App. Registration Appeals.
Reg. Brew. Register of Writs.
Reg. on. Registration Cases.
Reg. Gen. Reguhe Generales.

Bl..LAw DIc'r.(2D ED.)—&

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS . Rev. tun

Reg: Jud. Registsem Judicwle.
Reg. Om. Brew. Registrum Omnium Bre-

vium.
Reg.0:-lg. Registrum Originale.
Reg. Writ. Register or Writs.

‘ Reilly. Reiliy’s English Arbitration
Cases.

Rem.0r.'.l‘r. Remarkable Criminal Tri-
als ‘

Rem. Tr. Cummius & Dunphy‘s Remark‘-
able Trials.

Rem. Tr. No. Oh. Benson's Remarkable
Trials and Notorious Characters.

Remy. Remy's Reports, vols. 145-154 In-
diana; also Indiana Appellate Court Re-
ports.

Rep. Report;—Reports;—Reporter:—Re-
pealed;—Wallace's The Reporters.

Rep. (1, 2,ete.). Coke's English King's
Bench Reports.

Rep. Au.Y. Clayton's Reports of Assize
es at Yorke.

Rep. Cu. Eq. Gilbert's Chancery Re-
ports.

Rep. Cu. Madr. Reports ot Cases. De-
wanny Adawlut, Madras.

Rep. Cu. Pr. Reports of Cases of Prac-
tice (Cookds). ’

Rep. 0):. Reports in Chancery, English. '

Rep. ch.Pr. Reports on Chancery Prac-
tice.

Rep. Com. Cu.
Cases, Bengal.

Rep. Const. Ct. Reports of the Constitu-
tional Court, South Carolina (Treallway.
Mill. or Harper).

Rep. Gr. L. Com.
Law Commissioners.

Rep. Eq. Gilbert's
Equity.

Rep. in Oh.
lish.

Rep. Q.A. Report tcmpore Queen Anne,
vol. 11 Modern.

Rep. Bel. Can. Ch.
lish Chancery Reports.

Rep. t. Pinch. Reports tempore Finch.
English Chancery.

Rep. t. Hard. Lee‘ Reports tempura
Hardwicke, English King's Bench Reports.

Rep. 1:. Bolt. Reports tcmporc Holt (Eng-
lish Cases of Settlement).

Rep. 1:. 0.3:. Carter's English Common
Pleas Reports tempore O. Bridgman.

Reports on Commercial

Reports of - Criminal

English Reports in

Reports in Chancery, Eng-

Kel_vnge's (W) Eng-

Rep. t. 0. A. Reports tempore Queen
Anne, vol. 11 Modern Reports.

Rep. 1:. Tslb. Reports tempore Talbot,
English Chancery.

Rep. Yorke Au.
sizes at Yorke.

Clayton's reports of As-

Reports. Coke’s._Engiish King‘s Bench
Reports.

Rettie. Rettie, Crawford & Melville's
Scotch Session Cases (4th series).

Rev. O.&0. Rep. Revenue, Civil, and
Criminal Reporter, Bengal.

Rev. Lays. Revised Laws.
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301. 0rd. N. W. '1‘.

Rev. 0rd.1l. W. '1'. Revised Ordinances,
Northwest Territories (Canada) 1888.

Rcmlt. Revised Statutes.
Rcyn. Reynolds’ Reports, vols. 40-42

Mississippi.
Rico. Rice's South Carolina Law Reports.
Rice 211. (or Ch.). Rice's South Carolina

Equity Reports.
Rich. Richardson's south Carolina Law

Reports:-—Richardson's Reports. vols. 2-5
New Hampshire.

Riclhch. Richardson's South Carolina
Equity Reports.

R1ch.0t.Ol. Richardson’s Court of
Claims Reports. V

Rich.Eq. Richardson's South Carolina.
Equity Reports.

Rich. Eq. (or 01:.) Cu. Richardson's
South Carolina Equity Reports.
‘ Rioh.I.aw (S. 0.). Richardson's South
Carolina Law Reports.

R1oln.N.s. Richardson's South Carolina
Reports, New Series.

R1ch.Pr.Ro¢. Richardson's Practical
Register, English Common Pleas.

Rich. an. Richardson as Hook's Street
Railway Decisions.

Rich. cw. Richardson & Woodbury's
Reports, vol. 2 New Hampshire.

Rldg. Ridgeway's Reports tempore Hard-
wicke, Chancery and King's Bench.

Ridg.Ap. Rldgeway’s Irish Appeal (or
Parliamentary) Cases.

Ridg.Oas. Ridgeway's Reports tempers
Hardwlcke, Chancery and King's Bench.

Ridg. 1.. a S. Ridgeway, Dapp & Schoales'
Irish Term Reports.

Ridg. P. 0. (or Ridg. Pu-1.). Ridgeway's
Irish Appeal (or Parliamentary) Cases.

Ridg. Rap. (or St. '1':-.). Ridgeway’s (In-
dividual) Reports oi’ State Trials in Ireland.

Ridg. 1:. Hard. (or Ridg. & Bax-(1.).
Ridgeway’s Reports tempore Hardwicke,
Chancery and King's Bench.

Ridgcw. Ridgeway (see R1dg.).
Ridley, Civil & Eco. Law. Rldley's Civil

and Ecclesiastical Law.
Ried. Riedell's Reports, vols. 68, 69 New

Hampshire.
R11. (or Riley). Riley's South Carolina

Law Reports ;—Riley’s Reports, vols. 37-42
West Virginia.

811. (or Riley) 01:. (or 1211.).

South Caroliua‘Chancery Reports.
Ril.Ru-p. Riley's Fslltion of Harper's

South Carolina Reports.
Riley. Riley's South Carolina Chancery

Reports;—Riley's South Carolina Law Re-
ports;—Riley's Reports. vols. 37-42 West
Virginia.

Rina:-.
Riv. Ann. Beg.

ister.
Rob. Robinson's Virginia Reports;—Rob-

inson's Louisiana Report.s:—Robinson's Re
ports, vols. 2-9 and 17-23 Colorado Appeals;
——Robertson's New York Superior Court Re
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Riley's

Riner’s Reports, vol. 2 Wyoming.
Rivington’s Annual Reg-

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS Roflnua

ports;—Robinson's English Ecclesiastical Re-
ports ;—Chr. Robinson's English Admiralty
Reports;—W. Robinson's English Admiralty
Reports;—-Rol:inson‘s Scotch Appeal Cans:
-—Robertson's Scotch Appeal Cases;—Robin—
son's Reports, vol. 38 Calii'ornla;—Rohin-
son's Reports, vols. 1-4 Louisiana Annualiz-
Roberts' Reports, vols. 29-31 Louisiana .\n-
nual;—ltobards’ Reports, vols. 12, 13 Mis-
souri:—-Robards’ Conscript Cases, Texas ;—
Chr. Roliinson’s Upper Canada Reports;——.i.
L. Robinson's Upper Canada Reports;—Roir
ertson's Reports, vol. 1 lIawall:—Robinson‘s
Reports, vol. 1 Nevada.

Ro'b.Ad:n. Chr. Robinson's English Ad-
miralty Reports.

Rob. Adan. & Pr. Roberts on Admiralty
and Prize.

Rob. App. Robertson's Scotch Appeal
Cases.

Rob. Car. V. Robertson's History of the
Reign of the Emperor Charles V.

Rob.0u. Robertson's Scotdi Appeal
Cases.

Rob. Chr. Chr. Robinson's English Ad-
miralty Reports.

Roh. Consc. Cu. Robards’ Conscript Cas-
es, Texas. . _

Rob.Roc. Robertson's English Ecclesias-
tical Reports.

Rob. liq. Roberts‘ Principles of Equity.
Rob. Inn. William Robertson's English

Admiralty Reports.
Rob. L. a W. Roberts, Leaining& Wallis’

County Court Reports. . —

Rob.I.a. Robinson's Louisiana Reports.
Rob. 8.1. Robertson's Sandwich Island

(Hawaiian) Reports.
Rob. Sc. App. Robinson's Scotch Appeals.

English House of Lords.
Rob. Sr. 01:. Robertson's New York Su-

perior Court Reports.
Rob. U. C. Robinson's Reports, Upper

Canada. ’

Rob. Vs. Robinson's Virginia Reports.
Rob. Wm. Adm. William Robinson's

English Atlmlraity Reports.
Robards. Robards’ Reports, vols. I2, 13

Missouri;—Robards’ Texas Conscript Cases.
Robards & Jackson. Robards & Jack-

son's Reports, vols. 26-27 Texas.
Robb (or Robb Pat. Oas.). Robb's Unit-

ed States Patent Cases.
Roberts. Roberts’ Reports, vols. 29-31

Louisiana Annual.
Robertson. Robertson's Scotch Appeal

Cnses;—Rol>ertson‘s New York Superior
Court Reports;—Robertson's New York hia-
rine Court Reports ;—Rohertson‘s English
Ecclesiastical Reports ;—Robertson‘s Hawai-
ian Reports. See, also, Rob.

Robln.App. Robinson's Scotch Appeal
Cases.

Robinson. Chr. Robinson's Engilm Ad-
miralty Reports;—W. Robinson's English Ad-
miralty Reports;—Rolilnson's Virginia Re
ports;—Robinson's Louisiana Report.s;—Boir



Bobs. Bush‘.

lnson’s S;'ot'ch Appeal Cases ;——Roblnson’s
Reports, vol. 38 Callfornia;—Chr. Robinson's
Reports, Upper Canada ;—J. L. Robinson's
Reports, Upper Canada:—Robinson’s Reports,
Colorado ;—-Robinson's Reports, vol. 1 Ne-
vada.

B.obs.Bankr. Robson's Bankrupt Prac-
tice;—Rohertson’s Handbook of Bankers’
Law. _

nobt. Robert:—Robertson.
R.ooous,I:_:s. Roccus on Insurance.
Badman. Rodman’s Reports, vols. 78-82

Kentucky.
Rog. Bee. Law.

Imv.
Rogers. Rogers‘ Reports, vols. 47-51 Lou-

isiana Annual.
R.ol.(or n.ou.). Rolle‘s English King's

Bench Reports. ‘

Boll. Roll oi‘ the Term.

Rogers’ Ecclesiastical

none. Rolle's English King's Bench Re-
ports.

Bone Abr. Rolle’s Abrldgment.
none 3.. Rolle’s English Kings’ Bench

Reports.
Rolls Ct. Rep. Rolls‘ Court Reports.
non. Romi1ly’s Notes or Cases, English.

Chancery.
nem.Lsw. Mackeldy's Handbook of the

Roman Law.
Boot. Root's Connecticut Reports.
Rop.HuIb. & Wife. Roper on Husband

and Wife. '

Bop. Leg. Roper on Legacies.
Rose.Adxu. Roscoe's Admiralty Jnrlsdic»

tion and Practice.
Boso. Grim. Ev. Roscoe on Criminal Evi-

dence.
n.oso.Jur. Roscoe's Jurist, London.
Rose. N. P. Roscoe's Nisi Prius.
Rose. Red Act. Roscoe on Real Actions.
Rose (or Rose 3. 0.). Rose's Reports,

English Bankruptcy.
nose Notes. Rose's Notes on United

States Reports.
Bose W. 0. Rose Will Case, New York.
Ross, 00:17. Ross’ Lectures on Conveyan-

cing, etc., Scotland. _

Ross Ldg. Gas. Ross‘ Leading Cases on
Commercial Law. >

Bot.I'lor. Rotze Florentine (Reports of
the Supreme Court, or Rota. of Florence).

Bot. Perl. Rotulaa Parlizunentaritc.
Rowe. _Rowe’s Interesting Parliamentary

and Military Cases.
Rowe Rep. Rowe's Reports (Irish).

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS By:-or

nowou. Rowel1’s Reports, vols. 45-52
Vermont.

Roy. Dig. Royall's Digest Virginia Re-
ports.

8.8. Revised Statutes.
231:. Law Rents. Rent Law Reports, In-

dia.
Rueher. Rucker's Reports. vols. 43-46

West Virginia.
3118. (or Rafi. & 3.). Ruflin & Hawks‘

North Carolina Reports.» '

Rules Sup.Ot. Rules of the Supreme
Court.

Runnells. Runnells‘ Reports, vols. 38, 56
Iowa.

Bus. Russell. -

Russ. Russell's English Chancery Reports.
Russ. Ax-Ia. Russell on Arbitrators.
Buss. Oriines. Russell on Crimes and

Misdemeanors.
Russ.Eleot. Cas. Russell's Election Cas-

es, Nova Scotia;—Russell's Election Cases,
Massachusetts.

3uss.Eq.R.ep. Russell's Equity Deci-
sions, Nova Scotia. -

Buss.Here.Ag. Russell 0'1 Mercantile
Agency.

Russ. 1v.so. Russell's Equity Cases, No—

va Scotia. '

R.uss.t.Eld. Russell's English Chancery
Reports tempore Elden. '

Russ.& Ghee. Russell & Chesley's Re‘-
_ports, Nova Scotla. _

Russ. & Clues. Sq. Russell & Chcsley's
Equity Reports, Nova scotia. ‘

Russ.& Geld. Russell & Geidert's lie;
ports, Nova Scotia.

B.uss.& M. Russell 6; Mylne’s English
Chancery Reports.

Russ. & Ry. Russell & Ryan's English
Crown Cases Reserved.

Butg. Gas. Rutger-Waddington Case,
New York City, 1784.

Ruth. Inst. Rutherford's Institutes
Natural Law.

Ry. Css. Reports of Railway Cases.
Ry.Hed.Jur. Ryan's Medical Jurispru-

dence. '

Ry. & Can. Can.
es, England.

By. & Osn. Ts-sf. Cs.
nal Traffic Cases.

Ry. & Corp. Lev Jolu-.
Corporation Law Journal. _

Ry. & H. (or By. & M. N. P.). Ryan, &
Moody's Nisi Prius Reports, English.

Rymer. Rymcr's Faedera.

of

Railway and Canal Cas-

Railway and , Cni

Railway and
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8-. ' , TABLE or ABBREVIATIONS

S
I. Shaw, Dunlop, & Bell's Scotch Court

of Session Reports (1st Sol-les);—§~haw's
Scondi House of Lords Appeal Cases;—Soui:h-
eastern Reporter (properly cited S. E.);—-
Southwestern Reporter (properly cited S. W.);
-—New York Snppl_ement;—Supreme Court
Reporter. _

_ S. A. 1.. 3.. South Australian Law Reports.
s.App. Shaw’s Scotch House of Lords

Appeal Cases.
8. Aunt. 1.. 3.

ports.
8. B. Upper Bench, or Supreme Bench.
8.0. South Carolina;-—South Carolina

Reports, New Series;—Same Case;—Supe-
rlor Cour-t:—Supreme Court;—Sessions Cas-
es;—Samuel Carter (see Orlando Bridgman).

South Australian Law Re-

8. C. A. Supreme and Exchequer Courts
Act, Canada.

8. 0. Bar Aun. South Carolina Bar As-
sociation.

S. O. 0. Select Chancery Cases (part 3 of
Cases in 0hancery);—Small Cause Court,
India. -

8. 0. Dig.
gest, Canada.

8.6.2. Select Cases Relating to Evi-
dence, Strange.

8'. C. 8.. South Carolina Reports, New Se-
ries;—Harper's South Carolina Reports;—
Supreme Court Reports ;—Supreme Court
Rules ;-—Supreme Court of Canada Reports.

8. our. "South Carolina ;—South Carolina
Reports, New Series.

S. Ct. Supreme Court Reporter. .

8.1.‘). South Dakota ;—S0uth Dakota Re-
ports.

8. D. A.
ports, India.

8. D. a 3. Shaw, Dunlop & Bell’s Scotch
Court of Session Reports '(1st Series).

S. D. & B. 81:11.. Shaw, Dunlop as Bell's
Supplement, containing House of Lords De-
clslons.

8. B. Southeastern Reporter.
8.1‘. Used by the West Publishing Com-

pany to locate place where decision is from,
as, "S. F. 59," San Francisco Case No. 59 on
Docket.

8. P. A.
ports, India.

S.J’1ut. Shaw's Justlclary Cases, Scot-
land.

8. L. 0. Smith's Leading Cases.
8. L. 0. App. Stuart's Lower Canada Ap-

peal Cases.
8. L. J.

Oasse1l’s Supreme Court Di-

Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Re-

Sudder Foujdaree Adawlut Re-

Scottish Law Journal, Edinburgh.
8. 3. State Reporter, New York.
8. 8. Synopsis Series of United States

Treasury Decisions.
8. S. C. Sandi'ord's New York City Supe-

rior Court Reports. .

8.1‘. (or St. '1':-1.). State Trials. .

S. '1‘. D. Synopsis Treasurer's Decisions.
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Ssund. Pl. & B1.

8. Telnd. Shaw's Telnd Cases, Scotland.
8. V. A. R. Stuart's Vice-Admiralty Re

ports, Quebec.
8. W. Southwestern;—Southwestern Re-

porter.
S. W. Rep. Southwestern Reporter (com-

monly cited S. W.). '

S.& B. Smith & Batty’s Irish King's
Bench Reports.

S.& C. Saunders & Cole's English Bail
Court Reports;-—-Swan & Critchtield, Revised
Statutes, Ohio.

8. & 1). Shaw, Dunlop, & Bell's Scotch
Court of Session Reports (1st series).

8. & G. Smale & Giifard, English.
8. & L. Schoales & I.efroy's Irish Chan-

cery Reports.
8. a H. Shaw & Maclean's Appeal Cases,

Houe of Lox-ds;—-Smedes & Marslmll’s Mis-
sissippi Reports.

-8. & M. Oh. Smedes A: Marshall's Missis-
sippi Chancery Reports.

S. a 8.. Sergeant & Rawle's Pennsylvania
Reports. '

S. & S. Sausse 8: Scully's Irish Rolls
Court Reports;—Simons & Stuart, English
Vice-Chancellors’ Reports;—Swan & Sayler,
Revised Statutes of Ohio.

8. & Sm. Searle & Smlth’s English Pro-
bate and Divorce Reports. '

S. a '1‘. Swabey & Tristram’s English Pro-
bate and Divorce Reports.

Sal. Salinger’s Reports, vols. 90-108 Iowa.
Salk. Salkeld’s English King's Bench Re-

ports.
Snlm. Abr.

Trials.
83111:. St. 3.. Salmon’s Edition of the

State Trials.

Salmon's Abridgment of State

sand. sandi'ord’s New York superior
Court Reports.

sand.ch. Sandtord's New York Chau-
cery Reports.

snnd.I.IB.op. Sandwich Island (Hawai-
ian) Reports. '

Suuhu, Just. Inst. Sandars’ Edition of
Justinian’s Institute.

sands. Sandi'ord’s New York Superior
Court Reports.

Sandi. Oh.
cery Reports.

Sandi. 81:. Pop.

Sandi'ord’s New York Chan-

Sandler's State Papers.
Sud. Sanford’s Reports, vol. 59 Alabama.
851-. 01:. Sen. Saratoga Chancery Sen-

tinel.
Sou. & So. Sausse & Scully's Irish Rolls

Court Reports.
Sauls. Saulsbury's Reports, vols. 5-6

Delaware.
Sumd. Saunders’ English King's Bench

Reports.
sauna. Pl. & Ev. Saunders’ Pleading and

Evidence.



Sound. & O.

_ Suu:d._& C. Saunders & Cole‘s English
Bail Court Reports.

Sound. & Mao. Saunders & Macrae's Eng-
lish County Court Cases.
-Sousa it So. Sausse G: Scully's Irish Rolls

Court Reports.
_ saw. Savile's English Common Pleas Re-

ports.
lav. Dr. Ron. savigny Droit Romaine.
Saw. P:-iv. Trial of the Savannah Priva-

teers.
Sov. syn. Savigny, System des Heutigen

Rtimischen Richts.
saw. (or So.vy.). Sawyers United States

Circuit Court Reports.
Sn. (or Saxt.). _ Saxton’s New Jersey

Chancery_ Reports.
-Say. (or Sayer). Sayer‘s English King's

Bench Reports.
So. scilice! (that is to_say);——Scaccaria

(Exchequer) ;—Sco_tt’s Reports, English Com-
mon Pleas ;—Scotch;—Scammon’s Reports,
vols. 2-5 Illinois.

Bo.Jur. Scottish Jurist.
842.13. R. . Scottish Law Reporter, Edin-

burgh.
so. N.l!.. Scott's New Reports.
So. seu.cu. Scotch Court of ‘Session

Cases.
Bo. & Div. App. Scotch and Divorce Ap-

peals (Law Reports). .

Sosa. Scaccaria Curia (Court of Excheq-
uer). . »

Soon. Scammon_'s Reports, vols. 2-5 Illi-
nois.
. Sch. a I.e1.- Schoales & Lefroy’s Irish
Chancery Reports.

Solnlk. Schaik's Jamaica Reports.
Soher. Scherer, New York Miscellaneous

Reports.
Sohm. Civil Law.

Spain and Mexico.
Sohomberg, Mar. Laws Rhodes. Schom-

berg, Treatise on the Maritime Laws of
hodes . '

Sohouler, Perl. Prop.
sonal Property.

Sehouler, Wills. Schouler on Wills.
Sci. 2:. M1 dis. deb. Scire faclas _ad ‘dis-

probamlum debitum. '

Schmidt's Civil Law of

Schouler on Per-

Boo. Scott’s'English Common Pleas Re-
P0!'t3- . _

" Soo. ILIC. Scott's New Reports, English
Common Pleas. »

“"' Scot. Scotland ;-—Scottish.
‘ loot.J’ur. Scottish Jurist, Edinburgh.

soot. 1.. 3. Scottish Law Reporter, Edin-
burgh;-—Scottish Law Review, Glasgow.

Soot L. '1'. Scot Law Times, Edinburgh.
Scott. Scott's English Common Pleas Re-

ports ;—Scott's New York Civil Procedure.
Scott .1. Reporter, English ‘Common

Bench Reports. 1

-- -Scott 1123.. Scott's New Reports, Eng-
lish Common Pleas.

lot. 1.. '1'. Scranton Law Times, Pennsyl-
vania. . . .

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS Son. 033.

s. E. R. Southeastern Reporter.
Sonic 4: Sn. Searle & Smith's English

Probate and Divorce Reports.
Seb.’.l‘rade-Marks. Sebastian on Trade-

Marks.
Seo. leg.

law).
See. reg. ' .Sec-undum regulom (according

to rule). '

Seed. pt. Edw. III. Part 3 of the Year
Books.

Seed. pt. 3. 171. Part 8of the Year Books.
Bedg. 13.03:. ' Sedgwick's Leading Cases

on Damages ;—Sedgwick’s Leading Cases on‘
Real Property. ,

sedg. St. it coast. Law. Sedgwick on
Statutory and Constitutional Law. '

Secundum leaum (according to

Selgmnep. Seigniorial Reports, Lower
Canada. ’ ‘ .'

Sel.Ou.Oh. Select Cases in Chancery‘,
(part 3 of Cases in Chancery). ' _

sol. on. D. A. Select Cases (Sudder);
Dewanny Adawlut, India.

Sol. on. 31. Select‘ Cases in Evidence
(Strange). ’ '

Sol. Ono. N. 1‘.
land. ,

Bel. On. N. W. P. Selected Cases, North-
west Provinces, India. _

Bel. Cos. N. Y. Yates’ Select Cases, New

Select Cases. Newfound-

York.
se1.cu.t.nr. Cooper-‘s Select Cases’

tempore Brougham. ' ' '

sel.Ou.'t.Kin'g. Select Cases in Chan-
cery tempore King. _

' 8eI;Oa.slt.1h.p. (Brury's) Select Cases
tempore Napier, Irish Chancery. -

‘ Sol. Cu. with Opin. - Select Cases-with
Opinions, by a Solicitor. _ _ F -'

Sol. Deo.Bomb. Selected Decisions, Sud-
der Dewanny‘ Adawlut, Bombay. '-

Sel. Dec. Mod:-. Select Sudr
Udawlut, Madras. ' » »

sol. Pr. Se1lon’s Practice. =

Sold. elden's Reports, vol. 5-10 - New
York Court of Appeals. - '-

Seld.Notes. Selden's Notes, ‘New York
Court of Appeals. ‘

-' Sold. Tit. Eon.
Selden.

of Appeals.
SelI.Pr. Sellon’s Practice in the King’:

Bench. '

Selw. N.P. Selwyn's Law of Niki Prius:
8elw.& Barn. The First Part of Barne-

wall &.Alderson’s English King's Bench Re‘
ports. ‘

so:-g.I.nnd Luvs Po. . Sergeant on the
Land Laws of Pennsylvania. ;

Serg. & Lowb. Rep. English Common
Law Reports, American reprints edited by
Sergeant a. Lowber.

serg. an 3.. Sergeant as Rawle‘s Pennsyl-
vania Reports. : . .

Sou. Cu. Sessions Cases (English King's
Bench Reports) ;—Scotch Court oi’ Session
Cases. .. .

Selden's Titles of Honor.
Selden's Reports. New York Court
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less. (In. Se.

Sou. Cu. Se.
Cases.

Sen. Pap. C. C. O.
tral Criminal Court.

scotch Court of Session

Session Papers, Cen-

Sou. Pop. 0. 3. Session Papers, Old
Bailey. ‘

Bet. (or Sett. & Born.) On. English Set-
tlement and Removal Cases (Burrow's Settle-
ment Cases).

Sev. K. O.
Bengal.

Sev. S. D. A. Sevestre’s sudder Dewanny
Adawlut Reports, Bengal. .

Sewell,Shex-uh. Sewell on the Law of
Sherilfs.

Sh. Shower's English Parliamentary Cas-
es;-Shower‘s English King's Bench Reports;
-—Shepley's Reports, vols. 13-18 and 21-30
Maine;-S|haw's Scotch Appeal Cases;—
ShaW’8. etc., Decisions in the Scotch Court of
Session (lst Serles);—Shaw's Scotch Justici-
ary Cases;-Shaw's Scotch Teind Court Re-
ports;-—G. B. Shaw's Reports, vols. 10, 11
Verm0nt;—W. G. Shaw's Reports, vols. 30-35
Vermont ;-—-Shirley's Reports, vols. 49-55 New
Hampshlre;—Sheldon's Bufialo. New York,
Superior Court Reports;—Shepherd‘s Re-
ports, Alabnma;—Shlpp's Reports. vols. 68.
67 -North Carolina;-—Shuud‘s Reports, vols.
1144 South Carolina ;—-Shadi'orth's Reserv-
ed Judgments. Victoria.

Sh. App. Shaw's Scotch Appeal Cases.
Sh.Orin.0qe. Shaw's Criminal Cases

(Justiciary Court).
. Sh. Dix. Shaw’s Digest of Decisions, Scot-

land. -

~ Sh. Jun.’ Shaw's Justiclnry Cases, Scot-
land.

‘ Sh._W. & 0. Shaw, Wilson at Courtenay’s
Scotch Appeals Reports (Wilson & Shaw's
leports). ~ '

Sh.& Dun]. Shaw & Dunlop’s Scotch
Court oi! Session Reports (ist Series).

Sh.& Heel. Shaw & Maclean's scotch
Appeal Cases.

Shad. ’ ’Shadtord's Victoria Reports.
Shun. Shannon's Tennessee Cases.
lhaud. Shand’s Reports, vols. 11-44

South Carolina.
Shara. 31. Comm.

stone‘s Commentaries.
Share. Tab. Gs. Sharswood's Table of

Cases, Connecticut.
Shaw. Shaw’s Scotch Appeal Cases;—

Shaw’s, etc., Decisions in the Scotch Court of
Session (1st Se1'ics);—Shaw‘s' Scotch Justi-
cinry Cases;—Shaw‘s Scotch Teind Court Re-
ports;--G. B. Shaw's Reports, vols. 10. ‘ll
Vermont;—W. G. Shaw's Reports, vols. 30-35
Vermont.

Shaw (G. 8.). G. B. Shaw's Reports. vols.
10. 11 Vermont.

Shaw (W. G.). W. G. Shaw's Reports,
30-35 Vermont.

Shaw. Dee. Shaw's. etc., Decisions in the
Scotch Court of Session (lst Series).
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Sevestre's High Court Reports,

Sha rswood’s Black-

TABLE 01'‘ ABBREVIATIONS 81:01:-e.

Shaw, Dani. & 3. Shaw, Dunlop ‘& Bell's
(1st Series) Scotch Session Cases.

Shaw, 3. 1.. Shaw's Scotch Appeal (ha-
es, House of Lords.

Shaw Jun. Shaw's (John) scotch Justici-
ary Cases.

Shaw T. One.
Reports.

Shaw, W. & 0. Shaw, Wilson & Courte-
nay, Scotch (same as Wilson & Shaw).

Shaw 1: H301. Shaw & Maclean, Scotch.

Shaw's Scotch Teind Court

Shel. Sheldon (see Sheld.).
Shel. 00.. Shelley's Case in vol. 1 Coke's

Reports.
Sheld. (or Sheldon). Sheldon’: Reports,

Superior Court of Builalo. New York.
Shelf. Imn. Shelford on Lunacy.
Ihelf.Hu.a Div. Sheltord on Mar-

riage and Divorce.
Shep. Shepley's Reports, vols. 13-18 and

21-39 Malne:—Shepherd‘s Reports, Alabama.
Shep. Ah:-. Sheppard's Abridgment.
Shep. Sei.Cu. Shepherd's Select Cases.

Alabama.
Shep.Touoh. Sheppard's Touchstone.
Sher. Ct.nep. Sher-ii! Court Reports,

Scotland ;—Sherltr Court Reporter.
Shiel. Shiel’s Reports, Cape Colony.
Shipp. Shlpp's Reports, vols. 08, 67 North

Carolina. .

Shirl. Shirley's Reports, vols. 49-65 New
Hampshire.

Shaw. Shower’s English Parliamentary
Cases ;—Sho\ver’s English King's Bench Re-
ports.

Show.K.B. Shower's English King's
Bench Reports.

Ihow.P.O. Shower’s English Parlia-
mentary Cases.

Sick. Sickels’ Reports, vols. 46-146 New
York Court of Appeals. .

Sick. Min. Dec. Sickels' Mining Laws and
Decisions. -

Sloh.op. sickels’ Opinions of the New
York Attorneys-General.

Sid. Sideriln's English King's Bench Re-
ports.

luv. Siivernail's Unreported Cases, New
York Court of Appeals;—Unx-eported Cases,
New York Supreme Court:-Criminal Re-
ports, New York.

I1lv.G1t. Slivernail's New York Cita-
tions.

Sim. Slmons‘ English Vice-Chancery Re-
ports;—Simmons’ Reports, vols. 95-97, 99
Wisconsin.

S1xn.N.S. Simona‘ English VlceChan-
cery Reports, New Series.

Sim. & 0. Simmons & Conover’s Reports.
vols. 95-97, 99 Wisconsin.

Sim. & Stu. (or sin. a 8.). Simona &
Stuart's English Vice-Chancery Reports.

Sinclair. Sinclair's Manuscript Decisions
Scotch Session Cases.

Sir T. .1, Sir Thomas Jones‘ Reports.
81: Oh-o. Cases on the Six Circuits, Irish.



Ikono

Ikene. Skene's De Verborum Significa-
tione.
Iflll. Pol. Rep. 8killman's New York

Police Reports.
Skin. Skinner's English King's Bench Re

ports.
Sunken. Skinker‘s Reports, vols. 65-79

Missouri.
Slade. 8lade’s Reports, vol. 15 Vermont.
SIn.Ao. Smith's Actions at Law.
In. 0. 0. H. Smith‘s Circuit Courts-Mar

tial Reports, Maine.
In.0ond. Ala. Smith's Condensed Ala-

bama Reports.
In. E. D. E. D. Smith's Reports, New

York.
Sm. Ea. Smith's (J. W.) Manual of Equi-

ty;—Smith's Principles of Equity.
Sn. L. O. Smith's Leading Cases.
In. L. Ono. Corn. L. Smith's Leading 0119'

as on Commercial Law.
Sm. a B. R. R. One.

American Railway Cases. .

Sm. & Bat. Smith as Batty's Irish King's
Bench Reports.

Sn. 0: G. Smale 8: Gii'fard’s English Vice-
Chancellors’ Reports;—Smith & Guthrie's
Reports, vols. 81-83 Missouri Appeals.

8:. & M. Smedes J: Marshall's Mississip
pi Reports.

Sm. & M. 0):. Smedes & Marshall's Mis-
sissippi Chancery Reports.

Irns.&Gi£. Smale as Glii’ard's English
Vice-Chancellors’ Reports.

Imod. an. Smedes & Marshall's Missis-
sippi Reports.

Ined. cu. Oh. smedes as Marshall's Mis-
sissippi Chancery Reports.

Imedes & H. (Kiln).
shall's Mississippi Reports.

Inn. & 331:. Smith & Batty-‘s Irish King’:
Bench Reports.

Inith. Smith’s New Hampshire Reports;
8mit*h’s Reports, vols. 2-4 Dakota :— J. P.
Smith's English King's Bench Reports;—
8mith, in continuation of Fox & Smith:-—
-Smith, English Registration;—P. F. Smith's
Pennsylvania State Reports;—E. P. Smith's
Reports, vols. 15-27 New York Court of Ap-
peals;—E. D. Smith's New York Common
Pleas Reports ;—E. H. Smith's Reports, vols.
147-162 New York Court of Appeais;—Smith’s
Reports, vols. 54-62 Cali1ornia;-Smith’sIn-
diana Reports ;—Smith's Reports. vols. 61-04
Maine;—Smith’s Reports. vols. 1-11 Wiscon-
sin;—E. B. Smith's Reports, vols. 2147 Illi-
nois Appeals ;—Smith, Reporter, vols. 7, 12
Heiskeii‘s Tennessee Reports;-— Smith's Re-
ports. vols. 81--& Missouri Appeals.

Smith, Act. Smith's Actions at Law.
Inith C. P. (or 2.1).). E. D. Smith's

Common Pleas Reports, New York.
Inlth, Oh. Pr. Smith's Chancery Prac-

Inith, Cont. smith.on Contracts. .

Smith & Bates’

Smedes J: Mar-

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS I01. I‘.

lmith do R.op.Angl. Smith (Sir Thom-
as). De Republica Anglica [The Common-
wealth oi‘ England and the Manner of Gov-
ernment Thereof. 1621.]

Smith, Diot.Antiq. Smith's Dictionary
of Greek and Roman Antiquities.

smith 2. K. Smith's (E. H.) Reports.
vols. 147-162 New York Court of Appeals.

Smith E. P. (or Ct. App.). E. P. Smith's
Reports, vols. 15-27 New York Court of Ap-
peals.

Smith Ind. Smith's Indiana Reports.
smith 3.1’. J. P. Smith’s English King's

Bench Reports.
Smith L. O. Smith's Leading Cases.
Smith, Laws Pa. Smith's Laws of Penn-

sylvania.
Smith, Lead. on. Smith's Leading Cases.
Smith He. Smith's Reports, vols. 61-84

Maine. '

Smith, More. Law. Smith on Mercantile
Law. _

Smith R. 1!. Smith's New Hampshire Re-
ports.

Smith R. Y. Smith's Reports, vols. 15-27
and 147-162 New York Court of Appeals. ‘

Smith P. 1‘. (or PA). P. F. Smith‘:
Pennsylvania State Reports.

Suit‘.-., Wealth Nat. Smith, Inquiry into
the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Na-
tious. '

Smith Wis.
Wisconsin.

Smith & B. Smith & Batty’s Irish King's
Bench Reports;—-Smith & Bates‘ American
Railway Cases.

Smith a B. R. R. 0.
American Railway Cases.

Smith & G. Smith & Gut.hrie’s Missouri
Appeals Reports. ,

srnonlt. Notes of Cases in Smoult's Col-
lection of Orders. Calcutta. .

Sxny. (or smythe). ' Smythe‘s' Irish Coni-

Smith's Reports, vols. 1-11

Smith 8: Bates‘

mon Pleas Reports.
Snood. Sueed’s Tennessee Reports :-

Snee(l’s Kentucky Decisions.
Snood Dec. Sneed's Kentucky Decisions.
Incl], Eu. Snell's Principles in Equity.
Inow. Snow's Reports, vol. 3 Utah.
Io. Ana. 1.. 8.. South Australian Law Re-

ports.
So. Car.

Reports.
so. on-. Count. South Carolina Constitu-

tional Reports (by Treadway, by Mill. so by
Harper). _

So. Oar. L. .1. South Carolina Law Jour-
nal. Columbia. .

So. But. Rep. Southeastern Reporter.
So.Bep. Southern Reporter (commonly

cited South. or So.). .

So. West. Rep. Soutimzestern Reporter
(commonly cited S. \V.).

.soo.Eoon. Social Economist. . .. ..

Sol.J'. Solicitors’ Journal, London..
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South Carolina;—-South Carolina



501-.-1., & B.

.:-Sol. LOB. Solicitors‘ Law Journal and
Reporter, London.

Bomn. Gsvelklnd. (or Sonnet).
on Gavelklnd. '

Sou. Ans. In R.

Somner

South Australian Law
Reports.
' South. Southern Reporter.

South Oar. South Carolina.
Southard. Sout‘hard’s New Jersey Re-

ports.
Sonthw. L. J. Southwestern mw Journal

and Reporter.
‘Sp. Spinl-1's English Ecclesiastical and Ad-

miralty Reports;—Spears‘ South Carolina
Law Reports.

8p.1Bq. (or Cl:.). Spears‘ South Carolina
Equity Reports.

Sp.Pr.Ou. Spink’ Prize Cases.
‘ Sp.& BOLCII. , Special and Selected
Iaw Cases.
. Ipnrkl.
mah.

Spaulding. Spaulding’s Reports, vols. 71-
80 Maine.
. Spears (or Spoon). Spears’ (or Speers’)
South Carolina Law Reports.
I Spears (or Spoon) Eq. Spears’
Speers’) South Carolina Equity Reports.
.spel.!‘endu. Spelman, Feuds.

' spel. Rep. Spe1man's Reports. Manuscript,
English King’s Bench.

. Spelmnn. Spelman, Glossarium Archaic-
logicum.

Spence, Oh. Spence’s Equitable Jurisdic-
tion of the Court of Chancery.

Spence, Ilq. Jar. Spence’s Equitable Ju-
risdiction of the Court of Chancery.
' Spender. Spencer’s New Jersey Reports;
.-—Spencer’s Reports, vols. 10-20 Minnesota. '

‘ spinks. splnks’ English Ecclesiastical
and Admiralty Reports.
‘ Splnks, P; C. Spinks’ English Prize Cases.

spooner. Spooner’s Reports, vols.’ 12-15
Wisconsin. ~

Spottll. Sir R. Spottiswoode’s Reports,
Scotch Court of Session.‘

Spottll. O. L. & Eq. Rep. Common Law
and Imuity Reports, published by Spottls-
woode.

Sp:-. (or Sprague). Sprague's United
States District Court (Admiralty) Decisions.

St. State;-—-story's United States Circuit
Court Reports (see Sto.);—-Stair-’s Scotch
Court of Session Reports;—Stuart's (Milne 8:
Peddie)"Scotch Session Cases:—Statutes.

Sparks’ Reports, British Bur-

(or

‘ "St. at Large. South Carolina Session
Laws.

st. cu‘. Stillingfleet’s Ecclesiastical Cas-
es, English.

It. Oh. Cu. Star Chamber Cases.
st. Clem. St. Clement's Church Case, Phil-

adelphla.
St. Ecol. Cu. Sti1lingiieet's Ecclesiastical

Cases.
St.H.&P. Stuart, Milne & Peddie,

Scotch.
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TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS Ithn. Glou.

lt.Ma:-k. St. Mark's Church Case. Phil-
adelphia. .

st.Max-lb. Statute of Marlbridge.
St. Mex-t. Statute of Merton.
St. Rep. State Reports;—State Reporter.
8t.'1‘x-. The State Trials, English.
St.Wastm. Statute of Westminster.
Staflord. StaiIord's Reports, vols. 69-71

Vermont.
Stair. Stair's Reports. Scotch Court of

Session.
scan-, Inst. Stair's Institutes of the

Laws of Scotland.
Stanton. Stanton's Reports, vols. 11-13

Ohio. .

Star. Starkie’s English Nisl Prius Re
ports.

star Ch. 0:. Star Chamber Cases.
stark. N. P. Star]-:ie's English Nisi Prius

Reports.
Sta:-hie, Ev. Starkie on Evidence.
Stat. (or Stat. at L.). United States Stat-

utes at Large. '

State Tr. State Trials, English. _ “

staundef. Staundeforde, Exposition of
the King‘s Prerogative.
_ Staundef. P. C. Staundeforde, Les Plees
del Coron. . _ _'

Stan-nu, Real Act. Stearns' Real A0
tions. '

Staph. Comm.
on English Law.

Staph. Grim. Dig.
the Criminal Law.

Steph.Dlg. Stephen’: Quebec Law Di-
gest. -

staph. Ev. Stephen's Digest of the -Law
‘of Evidence.

Staph. Loot.
'tory of France.

Steph. P1. Stephen on Pleading. - '1

'- Stev.Di¢. Stevens’ New Brunswick Di-
gest.

‘Stevens & G. Stevens Jr Graham's Re-
ports, vols. 80-111 Georgia. ' -

Stow. Stewart's Alabama Reports ;—Stew-
art's New Jersey Equity Reports;.—Stew!-
art's (R. W.) Reports, vols. 1-10 South Da-
kota. .

ltow. (N. 1.). Stewart's New Jersey Equi-
ty Reports.

stew. Adm. Stewart's Vice-Admiralty Re
ports, Nova Scotia.

Stew. Eq. Stewart’s Reports, vols. 28-45
New Jersey Equity. :

Stew. N. So. Stewart's Admiralty Re-
-ports, Nova Scotla. '

Stew. ‘V. A. Stewart's Vice-Admiralty Re-
ports, Nova Scotia. "

Stew. er. Stewart J: Porter's Alabama
Reports.

lulu. Stiles’ Reports, vols. Z-29 Iowa.
ltill.Eeol. Ono. Sti=llingfleet'I Ecclesiat

tical Cases.
Stim. Glou. (or Stills. Law Gleam). Stim-

son’s Law Glossary.

Stephen’: Commentaries

Stephen's Digest 6!

Stephen, Lectures on His;



Stimson

Lkstimson. Stimson’: Law Glossary.
- stinsu. Stiness' Reports, vols. 20-21

Rhode island.
Sto. (or Ito. (J. 0.). story's United States

Circuit Court Reports.
_ Stock. Stockton’s New Jersey Equity Re-
ports ;-—Stockton, New Brunswick (same as
Berton’s Reports).
.8tookett. Stockett’s Reports, vols. 27-79

Maryland. .

F ltookt. Oh. Stockton’s New Jersey Chan-
cery Reports.

1 Story. story's United States Circuit Court
Reports. See. also. sto.

Story, Ag. Story on Agency.
Ito:-y, Bnilm. Story on Bailments.
Story, Bills. Story on Bills. '

_._. star!» Confl.I.awl. Story on Conflict of
Laws. ' '

Story, Oonst. ‘Story on the Constitution.
Story, Cont. Story on Contracts.

, Story, Eq.Jur. story's Equity Jurispru‘-
dence. ' ’

Story, Eq.Pl. Story‘s Equity Pleading.
"story, Laws. Story’s Laws of the United

States. -

_ Story, Pu-tn. Story on Partnership.
" ‘Story,-Prom. Notes. story on Promissory
Notes. -

' story, 0.8. Laws. Story’s Laws of the
United States.
" Itr. Strange's English King’s Bench Re-
‘ports.

It:-. Cu. Ev. (or Str. 8vo.). Strauge's
‘Cases of Evidence (“Octavo Strange").

str. N. 0. Sir '1‘. Strange’s Notes 01' Cas-
es, Madras. ' .

ltra. Strange. .

St:-dun. Strahan's Reports, vol. 19 Ore-
-gon‘. .

Strut. Strange. . -

‘Strange. Strange’s Reports, English
Courts.

.: Strange, llmdru. Strange's Notes of
Cases, Madras. .

St:-nttoa. Stratton's Reports, vols. 12-14
Oregon.

Sta-ingfsllow. Stringfellow's Reports,
vols. 9-11 Missouri.

It:-ob. Strobhart's South Carolina Law
Reports. '

Strob. Sq. (or CL).
Carolina Equity Reports.

Struve. Struve’s Reports, vol. 3 Wash-
ington Territory.

Itn. Adm. (or V. A.). Stuax-t’s Lower
Canada Vice-Admiralty Reports.

stu.Ap. Stuart’s Appeal Cases (Lower
Canada King's Bench Reports).

Stu. K. B. (or L. 0.). Stuart's Lower Gan-
ada King's Bench Reports. »

Stu. Ill. & Pod. Stuart, Milne & Peddie's
Scotch Court of Session Reports.

Stuart. Stuart's Lower Canada King's
Bench Reports;— Stuart's Lower Canada
Vice-Admiralty Reports;— Stuart, Milne &
Peddie’s Scotch Court of Session Reports.

Strobhart’s South

TABLE OF‘ ABBREVIATIONS Iwan Tr.

Ituu-t 1.. 0. K. B. Stuart's Lower Cana-
da King's Bench Reports.

Stuart I..O.V.A. Stuart's Lower Can-
ada Vice-Admiralty Reports.

Stud. mu. Studies in History, Econom-
ics and Public Law.

Sty. Style's English Kiug’s Bench Re-
ports.
- sty.P1-. Reg. Style's Practical Register.

Sud. Dew. Ad.
lut Reports, India.

Sud. Dew.Rop. Sudder Dewanny's Re
ports, Northwest Provinces, India.

lugd. Powers. Sugden on Powers.
Sugd. Vend. Sugden on Vendors and

Purchasem
sun. Loot. Sullivan's Lectures on Consti-

tution and Laws_ of England.
_ Sum. Sumner’s United States Circuit
Court Reports.

Snnun. Doc. Summary Decisions, Bengal.
lummerileld, I. Summerfleld’s (S.) Re-

ports, vol. 21 Nevada.
Bumn. 'Sum‘ner's United States Circuit

Court Reports.
Sumn. Vol. (or Stun. Von).

Edition of Vesey's Reports.
Sup. Supreme.
Sup. Ct. Supreme Court Reporter. _

Sup. Ct. Rep. , Supreme Court Reporter
of Decisions of United States Supreme Court.

Sudder Dewanny Adaw-

Sumner’s

Super. Superior Court:—Superior Court
Reports.

Supp. New‘ York Supplement Reports. '

Inpp.Ves.J'nn. Supplement to Vesey,
Jr.‘s, Reports.

Supr. Supreme;— Superior Court Re
ports.

Sun. Surrogate.
Bug. 1.. 0. Susquehanna Leading Chroni-

cle. '

Suth. _.Sutherland’s Reports.
snth. Bengal. Sutherland’s High Court

Reports, Bengal.
Suth.Dun. Sutherland on the Law of

Damages. . .

Suth. 123.3. Sutherland’s Full Bench
Rulings, Bengal.

Snth.P.C.J. (or A.). Sutherland’s Pri-
vy Council Judgments or Appeals.

suth. W. R. Sutherland’s Weekly Re-
porter, Calcutta.

Sw. Swanston's English Chancery Reports;
—Swabey's English Admiralty Reports ;—
Sweeney's New York Superior Court Re-
ports;-Swan’s Tennessee Reports ;— Swin-
ton’s Scotch Justiciary Cases;— Swan;—
Sweet;——Swirt.

8'. (or IUIID.) & Tr. S\va'bey & Tris-
Vtram's English Probate and Divorce Reports.

Swab. (or lwa'b.Adnu.-.). Swabey’s Eng-
lish Admiralty Reports.

Swan. Swan's Tennessee Reports;—Swan-
ston's English Chancery Reports.

Swan. 01:. Swanston’s English Chancery
Reports.

Ivan '1':-. Swan's Treatise, Ohio.
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Iwau '41

swan '41. Swan's Revised Statutes of
Ohio, 1841.

Swan '54.
Ohio. 1854.

Swans. (or BwanIt.).
Chancery Reports.

Swanston's English

swan. Sweeney's New York Superior
Court Reports. _

Sweet. sweet’s Law Dictionary;— Sweet
on the Limited Liability Act:—Sweet's Mar-
riage Settlement Cases;—Sweet‘s Precedents
in Conveyancing ;—Sweet on Wills.

Sweet M.Sett. Can. Sweet's Marriage
Settlement Cases.

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS"

Swan's Revised Statutes 0!.

‘Rex. App.

lwift, Dig. Swift's Digest, Connecticut;
Swim. Swinton’s Scotch Justiciary Re-

ports.
Swin. Jun. Oaa.

ciary Cases.
Swln. Reg. App.

tration Appeal Cases.
Iwinb. Wills. Swinburne on Wills.
swine. swinton's Justiciary Cases, scot-

land.
syme. Syme's Scotch Justiciary Reports.
syn. Sex-. Synopsis Series of the United

States Treasury Decisions.

Swinton's Scotch Justi-

Swinton's Scotch Regis-

T I

T. Territory ;——Tappnn's Ohio Reports.
T. l_!.Mon. T. B. Monroe's Kentucky Re-

ports.
T. B. & H. Tracewell. Bowers & Mitchell,

United States Comptroller's Decisions. 1898.
T. Jones (or 2 Jones). T. Jones’ English

King's Bench Reports.
T. L. R. Times Law Reports.
T. 3. Term Reports, Durnford & East;—

Teste Rege;—Daytou Term Reports.
T. B. (N. Y.). Caiues' (Term) Reports,

New York.
T. R. E. (or T. E. 1%.). Tempore Regis Ed-

wardi.
T. R. N. 8. Term Reports. New Series

(East's Reports).
T. Raym. sir T. Raymond’: English

Klng’s Bench Reports.
T. 'r.n.. Tarl Town Reports, New South

Wales.
T. ‘U. P. Charlt. T. U. P. Charlton's Re-

ports, Georgia.
T.&0. Thompson & Cook's New York

Supreme Court Reports.
T. & G. Tyrwhitt & Granger's English

Exchequer Reports.
T. a H. Temple & Mew’s Crown Cases,

English.
T. a P. Turner & Phillips‘ Reports, Eng-

lish Chancery.
T. & R. Turner & Russell's English Chan-

cery Reports.
Tait. 'l‘nit’s Manuscript Decisions, Scotch

Session Cases.
Ta]. (or '.l‘alb.).

English Chancery. '

Tam. Tamlyn's English Rolls Court Re-
ports.

Tan. (or Taney).
Circuit Court Reports.

Tanner. ’I'anuer‘s Reports. vols. 8-14 In-
di:Inn;—'l'm1ner's Reports, vols. 13-17 Utah.

Tap. (or Tapp.). 'l‘nppan's Ohio Reports.
Ta:-1. Term 3.. 'I‘nrleton’s Term Reports.

New South Wales.
Taun. (or Tannt.).

Common Pleas Reports.
Tax Law Rep. Tax Law Reporter.
Tay. Taylor (see 'i‘a_vlor);—Taylor’s Re

ports, Ontario.
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Cases tempore Talbot,

'l‘aney's United States

Tnunton's English

Tay. J’. L. (or Tay. II’. 0.).
North Carolina Reports.

Tay.U.O. '].‘aylor's Upper Canada Re-
ports.

Tay. O 3.
ports.

Tayl. Civil Law. Taylor on Civil Law.
Tayl.Ev. Taylor on Evidence.
Tayl. Gloss. Taylor's Law Glossary.
Tayl.Eist.Gav. Taylor (Silas), History

of Gavelkind. ,

Tayl. Med. Jar.
prudence.

Taylor. Taylor's North Carolina Reports:
—Taylor‘s Upper Canada Reports;—Tay-ior‘s
Bengal Reports.

Taylor 11.0. Taylor's King’s Bench Be-
ports. Upper Canada (now Ontario).

Teehn. Diet. Crablis Technological Dic-
tlonary.

Temp. Tempore (in the time .01.’).

Temp. Geo.n. Cases in Chancery tem-
pore George II.

Temp. & H.
Crown Cases. .

Ten.Oas. Thompson's Unreported Cases,
Tennessce;——-Shannon's Cases. Tennessee.

J. L. Taylor‘:

Taylor & Bell's Bengal Re-

Taylor's ‘Medical Juris-

Temple 6: Mew's English

Tenn. '1‘enncssee;— Tennessee Reports
(Over-ton's).

-r'......cn. Cooper's Tennessee Chancery
Reports.

Tenn.1’.eg. Rep. Tennessee Legal Re-
porter, Nashville.

Tenn. Term Reports. English King's
Bench (Durntord & East's Reports).

Term 13.0.
line. by Taylor.

Term R. Term Reports, English Kings’
Bench (Durnford & East's Reports).

Termes de la Ley. Les Termes de la Ley.
Ten-. Territory;-—Terrell's Reports, vols.

38-71 Texas.
Terr. &Walk. Terrell & Walker's Re-

ports, vols. 38-51 Texas.
Tex. Texas ;—Texas Reports.
Tex. App. Texas (‘onrt of Appeals Re-

ports (Criminal Cases) ;—Texas Civil Ap-
peals Cases. 3

Term Reports, North Caro-



Tea. 01'. App.

Tex. Oh. App. (or Tex. 017. Eep.). Tex-
as Civil Appeals Reports.

Tex. Crim. Rep. Texas Criminal Re-
ports

Tex. Ct. Rep. Texas Court Reporter.
Tex. Supp. Supplement to vol. 25, Tex-

as Reports.
Th. Thomas (see Thom.) ;——'1‘homson (see

Thom.) ;—Thompson (see Thomp.).
Th. 0. 0. That12her’s Criminal. Cases,

Massachusetts.
Th. 0. Const. Lev. Thomas’ Leading

Cases in Constitutional Law.
Th. ac. Thompson & Cook's New York

Supreme Court Reports.
Thao.0r.0sa. Thacher‘s Massachusetts

Criminal Reports.
Thsyor. ’1‘hayer's Reports, vol. 18 Oregon.
The Rap. The Reporter;—-The Reports

(Coke's Reports).
Them. La Themis, Montreal. Quebec ;—

The American Themls, New York.
Tho. Thomas (see Thom.);—Thomson (see

Thom.) ;—Thoxnpson (see Thomp.).
Thom. Thomson's Reports, Nova Scotia;

-—'1‘homas’ Reports, vol. 1 Wyoming.
Thom.0o.I.ltt. Thomas‘ Edition of

Coke upon Littleton.
Then. Coast. 1.. (or L. 0.). Thomas’

Leading Cases on Constitutional Law.
Thom. Dec. 1 Thomson, Nova Scotia Re

ports.
Thom. Rep. 2 Thomson, Nova Scotia Re-

ports.
Thom. Sol. Dee. Thomson's Select Deci-

sions, Nova Scotla.
’Tho:n.&Pr. Thomas & Franklin's Rt.-

ports, vol. 1 Maryland Chancery.
— Tho-mas. Thomas’ Reports, Wyoming
Territory.

Thomu,Hort¢. Thomas on Mortgages.
Thomp. Gal. Thompson's Reports, vols.

39, 40 California.
Thomp. Cit. Thompson's Citations.

Ohio ;—Indiana.
Thomp. N. B. 03:. Thompson's National

Bank Cases.
'Thomp. Neg. Thompson’: Cases on Negli-

gence.
Thomp.Tenn.Cu. Thompson's Unre-

ported Tennessee Cases.
Thomp.&O. Thompson & Cook‘: New

York Supreme Court Reports.
Thompson. Thompson's Reports, vols.

39. 40 Calirornia;—'1‘hompson‘s Nova Scotla
Reports.

Thor.
bama.

Thorn. Thornton's Notes of Cases. Eccle-
siastical and Maritime.

Thorpe. Thorpe’s Reports, vol. 52 Loui-
siana Annual.

Thea. Thomas (see Thom).
Tioh. Tr. Report of the Tichborne Trial,

London.

'.i‘horington's Reports, vol. 107 Ala-

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS Tush. Sol. Cu.

Tidd. Tidd's Costs ;—Tidd's Practice.
Tidd Pr. Tidd's Practice.
Til. (or Tilany). Tiii’.any’s Reports,

vols, 28-39 New York Court of Appeals.
Tin.&Y,stes App. Tilllnghasi: & Yates

on Appeals.
Tillman. Tillman's Reports, vols. 68, 69.

71, 73, 75 Alabama.
Times 1.. 3.. Times Law Reports.
Tinw. '1‘inwald’s Reports, Scotch Court

0! Sessions.
To. Jo. Sir Thomas Jones‘ English King's

Bench Reports.
Tobey. ’.l‘obey’s Reports, vols. 9-10 Rhode

Island.
Tomhllu & J’. Mod. Rom. Law. Tom-

kins & Jencken, Compendium of the Modern
Roman Law.

Tom]. (or Toml. [Ou.]). Tomllns' Elec-
tion Evidence Cases.

Toml. Supp. Br. Tomlins' Supplement
to Brow'n's Parliamentary Cases.

Tot. (or Toth.). Tothill’s English Chan-
cery Reports.

Tonoh. Sheppard's Touchstone.
Toull. Toulller's Droit Civil Francois.
Toull. D1-oit 0171] Fr. (or Tonllier, Dr.

017.1‘:-.). Toulllei-‘s Droit Civil Francais.
. Town. It. Tr. Townsend's Modern State
Trials. .

Townah.Pl. Townshend’s Pleading.
Tr. App. New York Transcript Appeals.
Tr. Oh. Transactions oi‘ the High Court

of Chancery (’i‘othill's Reports).
Ta-nee. ans. Tracewell and Mitchell,

United States Comptroller's Decisions.
Traits «in Ha. Pothler, Traite du Con-

trat de Mariage. '

Trans. App. Transcript Appeals, New
York.

Troy. Lat. flax. (or Leg. Mam).
ner. Latin Maxims and Phrases, etc.

Trend. (or Tread. Count. (8. O. J).
Treadway’s South Carolina Constitutional
Reports.

T1-ed. Tredgold’s_ Reports, Cape‘ Colony.
T1-L Blah. Trial of ‘the Seven Bishops.
T:-I. B. of Gov. Trial of the Earl of Cov-

entry. ‘

Tripp.
Tristrun. Tr-istram's Supplement to vol.

4 Swahey 8: Tristram.
T1-onh. Lin. Perth. Troubat on Limited

Partnership.
T:-u.na.i.iw.Rep. Truman's American

Tray-

, Railway Reports.
True. Trueman's New Brunswick Re-

ports nnd Equity Cases.
Tusk. Tucker's New York Surrogate Re-

ports :—'1‘ucker's Select Cases. Newfound-
land;—Tucker’s Reports, vols. 156-175 Mas-
sachusetts:—'l‘ucker’s District of Columbia
Appeals Reports.

Tush. Sol. Cos.
Newfoundland.

Tucker's Select Cases,
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Tripp's Reports. vols. 6-6 Dakota. ‘



Tuck. Starr.

Tuck. Sun-. ’mcker's Surrogate Reports.
City or New York.

Tnd. Can. Moro. Law.
Cases on Mercantile Law.

Tud.Gas.R. P. Tudor’s Leading Cases
on Real Property. '

Tud. Char. Trusts.
Trusts.

Tudor, Lend. Gal. Res] Prop.
Leading Cases on Real Property.

'h:pper. Tnpper’s Reports, Ontario Ap-
penls;—Tupper’s Upper Canada Practice Re-
ports.

Tur. Turner 8: Russeli’s English Chan-
cery Reports.

Tnrn. Turner’s Reports, vols. 99-101
Kentucky ;—Turner‘s Reports, vols. 35, 48
Arkansas.

Turn. Anglo Sax.
Anglo Saxons.

'1‘udor‘s Leading

Tudor on Charitable

Tudor’s

Turner, History of the

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS Up. Own.

'hu-n. & Ph. Turner Aflhillips‘ Reports.
English Chancery.

'.I.‘Iu'n.&l'l.. Turner G;-,Russeli’s English
Chancery Reports.

Turn. &Rus. (or 2R.uu.). Turner 8: Rus-
sell's English Chancery Reports.

Tattle. Tuttzle's Reports, ‘vols. 21-32 and
41-52 California. . '

Tuttleh Carpenter. Tuttle & Carpen-
ter's Reports, vol. 52 California.

Ty. Tyler.
Tyl. (or Tyler). Tyler's Vermont Reports.
Tyng. '.l‘yng’s Reports, vols. 2-17 Massa-

chusetts.
Ty:-. (or Ty:-w.). Tyrwhiti: & Grangefs

English Exchequer Reports.
Ty:-.&Gr. Tyrwhitt & Granger’s Eng-

lish Exchequer Reports.
Tytler, Mil. Law. Tytier on Military

Law and Courts-Martial.

S U
U. Utah ;—I‘tah Reports.
U.B. Upper Bench.
U. B. Pr. Upper Bench Precedents

temporc Car. 1.

U. c. Upper Canada.
U. 0. App. Upper Canada Appeals.
U. C. C. P. Upper Canada Common Pleas

Reports. _

U. 0. ch. Upper Canada Chancery Re-
ports.

U. O.Chn.m. Upper Canada Chamber Re-
ports.

U. 0. E. &A. ' Upper Canada Error and
Appeal Reports

U. O.J’ur. Upper Canada Jurist. -

U. 0. K. B. (or U. 0. 0. 8.). Upper Can-
ada King’s Bench Reports, Old Series. _

U. C. Pr. (or P. R.). Upper Canada Prac-
tice Reports.

U. 0. Q. 3.
Reports.

U. C. Q. B. 0. I. (or U. C. 0. 8.). Upper
Canada Queen's (King‘s) Bench Reports, Old
Series.

U. 0. R. Queen's Bench Reports, Ontario,
U. 0. Rep. Upper Canada Reports.
U. K. United Kingdom.
U. 8. United States :—-United States Re-

ports. '

U. 8. Ap. (or U. 8. App.). United States
Appeals Reports.
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Upper Canada Queen's Bench

' U. I. 0.0. United States Circuit Court:
—United States Courtof Claims.

U. S. C. 8. United States Civil Service
Commission.

U. 8. Comp. St. United States Compiled
Statutes.

' U. 8. Comp. St. Supp. United
Compiled Statutes Supplement.

U. S. Ct. 01. Reports of the United States
Court of Claims.

U. S. D. 0. United States District Court;
—Unlted States District of Columbia. '

States

U. I. R. United States Supreme Court
Reports. _, -

- U. 8.1!. 8. United Stats Revised Stat-
utes. ,

~' U. s. mg. United States Register, Phil-
adelphia. '

U. S. 3.01. St. United States Revised
Statutes.

U. s. s. 0. Rep. United States Supreme
Court Reports.

_ U. 8. St. at L. United States Statutes at
Large.

U._ _8. st. Tr. United States State Trials
(Wharton's).

Ulrn. L.Roo. Ulman's Law Record, New
York. '

Underh. Torts. Underhill on Torts.
Up. Ben. Pro. Upper Bench Precedenm,

tempore Car. 1.
Up. an. Upper Canada (see U. 0.).



V. ' TABLE or ABBREVIATIONS Vt.

V
V. Vermont ;—Vermont Reports ;—-Victo-

ria ;—Virginia ;-—Virginia Reports.
V. O. C. Vice-Chancellor's Court.
V. L. R. Victorian Law Reports, Austra-

lia. (For Victorian see Vict.)
V. N. Van Ness’ Prize Cases.
V. 3. Vermont Reports.
V.&B. Vesey & Beames' English Chan-

cery Reports.
V. as. Vernon & Scriven's Irish King's

Bench Reports.
Va. Virginia ;—Virginia Reports ;—Gil-

mer‘s Virginia Reports.
Va. Bar. Assn. Virginia State Bar As

socistion.
Va. Oas. Virginia Cases (by Bracken-

brongh & Holmes).
Va. 0h.1Doo. Chancery Decisions, Vir-

ginia.
Va. R. Virginia Reports;-——Gllmer’s Vir-

glnia Reports.
Van K. Van Koughuet's Reports, vols

15-21 Upper Canada Common Pleas.
Van.I.. Vander Linden's Practice, Cape

Colony.
Van N. Van Ness' Prize Cases.
Vandontr. Vanderstraaten’s Ceylon Re

ports.
Vatt. Vattel’s Law of Nations.
Vatt. Law Nat. (or Vattel).

Law of Nations.
Vang. (or Vanglh)»

Common Pleas Reports.
Vaughan. Vanghan's English Common

Pleas Reports. ‘

Vaux. Vaux’s Recorder's Decisions. Phil-
adelphia.

Ve. (or Ves.). Vesey's English Chancery
Reports.

Vo. (or Von.) &B. Vesey & Beames' Eng-
lish Chancery Reports.

Veasoy. Veazey’s Reports, vols. 36-46
Vermont.

Vent. Ventrls’ English Common Pleas
Reports.

Vattei’s

Vaughan's English

Vent:-.
Reports.

Var. (or Vorn.). Vermont Reports.
Vern. Vernon's English Chancery R_e-

ports.
Vern. a Ber. (or scrim). Vernon &

Scriven’s Irish King's Bench Reports.
Von. Vesey’s English Chancery Reports.
Vea. Jr. Vwey, Jr.’s, English Chancery Re-

ports.
Voa. Jun. supp. Supplement to Vesey,

Jr.’s, Reports, by Hovenden.
Vol. son. (or sr.). Vesey, sr.’s, English

Chancery Reports.
Ves. & B. (or Bea.). Vesey & Beames'

English Chancery Reports.
Vet. Na.B. Old Natura Brevium.
Vol. Vezey’s (Vesey's) English Chancery

Reports. .

Vloat. (or Vioat.Voo.Ju.r.). Vocabular-
ium jurisutriusque, ex variis editls.

Viot. Queen Victoria.
v1ec.r..n.. Victorian Law Reports, Aus«

tralia.

Ventrls’ English King's Bench

Viot. L. '1'. Victorian Law Times, Mel-
bourne.

Viot. nap. Victorian Reports.
Viot.Bov. Victorian Review.
Viot. St. Tr. Victorian State Trials.
VII.& 3:. Vilns an Bryant's Edition of

the Wisconsin Reports.
vuu. Win’ New York Criminal Reports.
V1n.Abr. Viner‘s Abridgment.
Vi:-3. Virginia (see Va.) ;—Virgin.
Virgin. Virgin’s Reports, vols.

Maine ;—Virginia (see Va.). .

Via. Videlicet (that is to say).
Vo. Verbo.
Voet, Colin. ad Pand.

rins ad Paudectns.
Vr. Vroonfs New Jersey Reports.
Vrooxn (G. D. W.). G. D. W. Vroom's R.e~

ports. vols. 36-63 New Jersey Law.
Vroom (P. 1).). P. D. Vroom’s Reports.

vols. 30-35 New Jersey Law.
Vt. Vermont ;-—Vermont Reports.

52-60

Voet, Commenta-
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TABLE OF‘ ABBREVIATIONS Wash. Tar. I. S.

W
W. King William:-—Wheaton’s United

Statm Supreme Court Reports ;—Wendell's
New York Reports ;—Watt's Reports. Penn-
sylvania;—Weekly: -— Wisconsin;—Wyo-
ming;—Wright’s Ohio Reports.

W. A. Western Australia.
W. 31. Sir William Blackstone's English

King's Bench Reports.
W. 0.0. Washington’s United States

Circuit Court Reports.
W. E. Oh:-on. Westminster Hall Chroni-

cle, London.
W. II.&G. Welsby, Hurlstone & Gor-

don's English Exchequer Reports.
W. Jo. Sir William Jones’ English King's

Bench Reports.
W. Kel. William Kelynge's English Chan-

cery Reports. ‘

W. N. Weekly Notes, London.
W. 1!’. Gas. Wollaston's English Bail

Court (Practice) Cases.
W. R. Weekly Reporter, London ;—Week-

iy Reporter. Bengal ;—-\‘i'endell's New York
Reports ;——Wisconsin Rcports;—We3t’s Re-
ports (English Chancery).

W. Rep. West's Reports icmpore Hard-
wicke, English Chancery.

W. Rob. W. Robinson's English Admiral-
ty Reports.

W. T. R. Weekly Transcript Reports.
New York. ’

W. Ty. R. Washington Territory Reports.
W. Va. West Virginia ;—West Virginia

Reports.
W. W.&A’B. Viot. Wyatt, Webb, &

A'Beckett's Reports, Victoria.
W. W. O D. Wlllmore, Wollaston & Davi-

son.
W. W. OH. Willmore. Wollaston, &

Hodges‘ English Queen's Bench Reports.
W. at B. Dig. Walker & Bates‘ Digest,

Ohio.
W. & C. Wilson & Courtenay‘s Scotch Ap-

peal Cases (see Wilson 8; Shaw).
W. & 1.. Dig. Wood 8: Long's Digest, Illi-

pols.
W. & M. Woodbury & Minot's United

States Circuit Court Reports;—William &
Mary.

W. & 8. Watts & Sergeants Pennsylvania
Reports;—-Wilson & Shaw's Scotch Appeal
Cases.

W. 3 5. App. Wilson & Shaw's Scotch
Appeals. English House of Lords.

W. & '1‘. Eq. Ga. (or L. 0.). White & Tu-
dor's Loading Cases in Equity.

W. a W. White & Wilson's Texas Court
of Appeals, Civil Cases.

W. & W. Vict. Wyait & Webb's Victorian
Reports.

Wa.
Wales.
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Watts‘ Reports, Pennsylvanla;—

Wait. Act. & Def. Wait's Actions andD&
fences.

Wait Dig. Wait's Digest, New York.
Wait St. Pap. Wait's State Papers of

the United States.
Wal. Wallace (see Wall.).
Wal. by L. Wallis’ Irish Reports, by Lyne.
Wal. Jr. (or Wall. J:-.). Wallace's (J. W.)

United States Circuit Court Reports.
Walk. (or Walker). Walker's Mississip-

pi Reports ;—Waiker's Michigan Chancery
Reports ;—Waiker's Reports, vols. 25, 72-88,
Texas;——Walker's Reports, vols. 1-10 Texas
Civil Appeals ;—Walker‘s Reports, vols. 96.
109 Alabama ;—Walker's Pennsylvania Re-
ports. ‘

Walk. (Pa.). Walker's Pennsylvania Re
ports.

Walk. Oh. (or h(ioh.). Walker's Michi-
gan Chancery Reports.

Walk. Kiss. Walker's Mississippi
ports.

Wall. Wallace's United States Supreme
Court Reports;—Wallace's (Sr.) United States
Circuit Court Reports ;—Wnllace's Philadel-
phia Reports;—Wallis' Irish Chancery R9
ports.

Wall. 0. 0. Wallace's United States Cir-
cuit Court Reports, Third Circuit.

Wall. Rap. Wallace on the Reporters;—
Wallace's United States Supreme Court Re
ports.

Wall.s.O. Wallacols United States Sn-
preme Court Reports.

Wall. son. (or Wal. 8|-.). Wallace's (J.
B.) United States Circuit Court Reports.

Wallis. Wallis‘ Irish Chancery Reports.
Wallis by L. Wallis’ Irish Chancery Re-

ports, by Lyne.
Walsh. Walsh's Registry Cases, Ireland.
Ward. Wardens Reports, 0hio;—Warden

& Smith's Reports, Ohio.
Ward, Leg. Ward on Legacies.
Warden. Warden's Reports, vols. 2. 4

Ohio State.
Warden & Smith. Warden& Smith‘s Re-

ports, vol. 3 Ohio State.
Ware. Ware's United States District

Court Reports.
Warth Code. West Virginia Code, 1899.
Was-v.Ahst. Warvelie on Abstracts of

Title.
Wash. Wnshlngton;—Washington's Re-

ports ;—-Washington's United Stats Circuit
Court Reports ;—Washington's Virginia Re-
ports ;-—\Vashburn‘s Reports, vols. 16-23 Ver-
mont.

Re

Wash. 0.0. Washington's United States
Circuit Court Reports.

Wa'sh.'1‘er. Washington Territory Re-
ports.

Wash. Tar. N. S. Allen’! Washington Ter-
ritory Reports, New Series.



Wash. VI.

Wssh. Vs.
ports.

Wash. & Eu. P. E. I. Washburton &
Hazards Reports, Prince Edward Island.

Wsshb.P.esl Prop. Washburn on Real
Property.

Wsshbnrn. Washburn‘s Reports, vols.
18-23 ‘Vermont.

Wat. Watkins;-Watson.
Wat. O. G. H. Watermeyer's Cape of Good

Hope Reports. .

Wst.Or.Dig. Waterman's Criminal Di-
gest, United States.

Wstermeyer. Watermeyer’s Cape of Good
Hope Reports.

Wsth.0onv. Watkins’ Conveyancing.
Wstk. Oopyh. ‘Watkins’ Copyholds.
Wsts. Arb. Watson on Arbitration.
Wsts.O1ex-.I.sw. Watson's Clergyman's

Law.
Wsts. Comp. E41. Watson's Compendium

of Equity.
Watts. Watts’ Pennsylvania Reports;—-

Watts’ Reports, vols. 16-24 West Virginia.
Watts & S. (or Serg.). \Vatts & Ser-

geant‘s Pennsylvania Reports.
Web.Pst. Oss. Webster's Patent Cases.
Web. Tr. The Trial of Professor Webster

for Murder.
Webb. Webb's Reports, vols. 6-20 Kan-

sas;—-Webb's Reports, vols. 11-20 Texas Civ-
il Appeals.

Webb, A’B. J W. Webb, A’Beckett, &
Williams’ Victorian Reports, Australia.

Webb, A’B. & W. Eq. Webb, A'Be<-kett,
& Williams’ Equity Re-ports, Victoria.

Webb, A’B. & W. I. P. & M. Webb,
A’Beckett, & Williams‘ Ilisoivelicy, Probate,
and Matrimonial Reports, Victoria.

Webb, A’2B. & W. Min. Webb, A'Beck-
ett, & Williams’ Mining Cases, Victoria.

Webb a Duvsl. Webb & Duval's Re-

Washiugtaolrs Virginia Re-

V ports, vols. 1-3 Texas.
Webs. Webster.
Wehst. Diet. (or Webster). Webster's

Dictionary.
Week. Reptr. Weekly Reporter, London;

—\Veekly Reporter, Bengal.
Week. Trans. Repts. Weekly Transcript

Reports, New York.
Weeks,Attys. at Law. Weeks on Attor- '

neys at Law.
Weight. Med. Leg. Gas.

M_edico-Legal Gazette, London.
Wel. Welsh's Irish Registry Cases.
Wells, Rep]. Wells on Replevin.
Welsb.,l!.& G. Welsby, Hurlstone, &

Gordon's English Exchequer Reports.
Welsh. Welsh‘s Registry Cases. Ireland;

—Weish’s Irish Cases at Sligo;—Welsb’s
(Irish) Case of James Feighny. 1838.

Welsh Reg. Oss. Welsh's Irish Registry
Cases. V

Wand. Wendell's New York Reports.
Wens. Wenzell’s Reports. vols. 60- —

Minnesota. v

Wesh. Ins. Weskett on insurance.

Weightman's

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS Wheeler, Cr. One.

West. West's Reports, English House of
Lords ;-—West's Reports. lmglish Chancery:
--Western Tithe Cases;—Weston’s Reports,
vols. 11-14 Vermont.

West. Ans. Western Australia.
West Oh. West's English Chancery Cases.
West Oo. Rep. West Coast Reporter.
West H. L. West's Reports, English House

of Lords. ‘

Westl. P1-iv. Int. Law (or Westlahe Int.
Private Law). Westlake's Private Interna-
tional Law.

West Syssb. West's Symboleographle.
West t. H. West's English Chancery Re

ports tempore Hardwicke.
West Vs. West Virginia;—West Virginia

Reports. - .

Westsn. Statute of Westminster.
Westm. Rev. Westminster Review.
Weston. Weston’s Reports, vols. 11—14

Vermont.
Weth. Wethey’s Reports, Canada.
Wh. Wheaton’s United -States Supreme

Court Reports;—Wharton's Pennsylvania Re-
ports ;-—\Vheeler’s New York Criminal Re
ports.

Wh. 01-. Gas.
inal Cases.

Wh.& 1‘. L. 0. White & Tudor's Lead-
ing Cases in Equity.

Whsr. Wharton's Pennsylvania Reports.
Whsr. Dig. Wharton's Digest, Pennsyl-

vania.
Wbsr. St. Tr.

United States.
What. Wharton.
Whsrt. (Ps.). Wharton's Pennsylw-nia

Reports.
Whart. Ag. Wharton on Agency.
Whsrt. Orin. Law. Wharton's American

Criminal Law. ’

Whsrt. Ev. Wharton on Evidence in Civ-
il Issues.

Whsrt. Hons.

Wheeler's New York Crim-

Wbarton's State Trials.

Wharton on Homicide.
Whsrt. Lex. Wharton's Law Lexicon.
Whsrt. Neg. Wharton on Negligence.
Whn.l.'t.StIt0 Tr. Wharton's State Tri-

als, Unlted States.
Whss-t. & 8. Med. Jnr.

Stillé's Medical Jurisprudence.
Wheat. Whenton's United States Su-

preme Court Reports.
Wheat. Hist. Law Nat.

tory of the Law of Nations.
Wheat. Int. Law. Wheaton's

tional Law.
Wheel.

Cases;-Wheelock’s Reports,
Texas.

Wheel. 31-. Gas.
Wheel. Or. 0.

inal Cases.
Wheel. 01-. Ree. Wheeler's Criminal Re-

corder. .\‘ew York, vol. 1 Wheeler's Criminal
Cases.

Wheeler, Or. Gas.
Criminal Cases.

Wharton &

Wheaton’s His-

Interna-

Wheeler’s New York Criminal
vols. 32-37

Wheeling Bridge Case.
Wheeler's New York Crim-

Wheeler's New York
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‘ Whiahev

Whiahaw. Whishaw's Law Dictionary.
Whit.Pat. Cu. Whitman's Patent Cas-

es, United States.
Whitak. Liens. Whitaker on Liens.
White. White's Reports, vols. 10-15 West

Virginia;— ’hite’s Reports, vols. 30-40 Tex-
as Court of Appeals ;—White, Scotch Jnsti(-l-
ary Reports.

White,0oll. White's New Collection of
the Laws, etc., of Great Britain, France and
Spain. -

White, New lleoop. (or Nov. Reoop.).
See White, Recop.

White, Reoop. White, New Recopilacion.
A New Collection of Laws and Local Ordi-
nances of Great Britain, France, and Spain,
Relating to the Concessions of Land in Their
Respective Colonies, with the Laws of Mexi-
co and Texas on the Same Subjects.

White &"1‘.L.Caa. White & Tndor's
Leading Cases in Equity.

White & W. White & Willson‘s Reports,
vol. 142 Texas Civil Appeals.

Whitm.Lib.Ou. Whitman's Massachu-
setts Libel Cases.

Whitm. Pat. Can.
Cases.

Whitm. Pat.I.aw Rev. Whitman's Pat-
ent Law Review, Washington, D. C..

Whitney. Whitney's Land Laws, Tennes-
see.

Whitt. Whittelsey's Reports, vols. 31-41
Missouri.

Whitt. Co. Whlttal;er's Codes, Ohio.
Wig. Willa. Wigram on Wills.
Wight. (or Wightw.). Wightwic-k’s Eng-

lish Exchequer Reports.
Wight El.Gaa. Wight's Election Cases

(Scotch).
Wil. Williams (see Will.) ;—Wilson (see

Wils.).
Wilcox. Wilcox’s Reports, vol. 10 Ohio;

—-Wilcox, Pennsylvania.
Wilcox Oond. Wilcox, Condensed Ohio

Reports.
Wildm. Int. Law.

tional Law..
Wilh. Wilkinson‘s Texas Court of Ap-

peals and Civil Appeals;-—Wilkinson's Re-
ports, Australia.

Wilk. & Ow. (or Wilk. & Pot. or Wilk.
Q Lina-.). Wilkinson, Owen, Paterson &
Murray's New South Wales Reports.

Will. Willes’ English Common Pleas Re-
poi-ts;—Willson's Reports, vols. 29-30 Texas
Appeals, also vols. 1, 2 Texas Civil Appeals.
See, also, Williams.

Will. Ann. Reg.
ter, New York.

Will.-Bond St. Tr. Willis-Band's Cases
from State Trials.

Will. Han. Williams’ Reports,
Massachusetts.

Will. P. Peere-Williams’ English Chan-
cery Reports.
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Whitman's Patent

Wildman's Interna-

Williams' Annual Regis-

vol. 1

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS Wile. 8 ll:

Will. sound. Williams’ Notes to Saund-
ers’ Reports. 1

Will. Vt. Williams‘ Reports, vols. fi—29
Vermont.

Will., Woll. & Dav. Wiilmore, Wol1as-
ton & Davison‘s English Queen's Bench Re-
ports.

Will., Woll. & Hedi. Wlllinore, Wollas-
ton & Hodges, English Queen's Bench Re-
ports.

Willo. Genet. Willcock, The Oliice of
Constable.

Willoook. Hun. Corp.
cipal Corporation.

Willea. Willes' English King's Bench and
Common Pleas Reports.

Williama. Peere-Williams‘ English Chan-
cery Reports;-—Williams' Reports, vols. 27-29
Vermont;—Williams’ Reports, vol. 1 Massa-
chusetts;—Williams' Reports, vols. 10-12
Utah. _

Williams, Common. Williams on Rights
of Common.

Williams, Ex’:-a. Williams on Execntors.
Willioma P. Peere-Williams’ English‘

Chancery Reports. '

Williams. Pea-a. Prop.
sonal Property.

Williama. Sound. Williams’ Notes to
Saunders‘ Reports.

Williama, Sela. Williams on Seisin.
Williams & B. Adm. Jur. Williams &

Bruce on Admiralty Jnrisdiction.
Willis, Trustees. Willis on Trustees.
Willm., W. a D. Willmore, Wollaston &

Davison’s English Queen’s Bench Reports.
Willm. W.& H. Willmore, Wollaston cg

Hodges‘ English Queen’s Bench Reports.
Willa, Ciro. Ev. Wills on Circumstantial

Evidence.
Willaon. Willson's Reports, vols. 29-30

Texas Appeals, also vols. 1, 2 Texas Court of
Appeals, Civil Cases. ‘

Wilm. Wilmot's Notes of Opinions, Eng-
lish King’s Bench.

Wilm. Op. (or Judy). Wilmo:'s Notes of
Opinions.

Wile.

Wlllcocl-t‘s Muni-'

Williams on Per-

Wilson's English Common Pleas
_ Reports.

Wila. (l‘.nd.). Wilson's Indiana Superior
Court Reports.

Wila. Oh. Wilson's English Chancery Re
ports. .

Wila.£nt. Wilson's Entries and
ings (same as vol. 3 Lord Raymond).

Wi.la.Exoh. Wilson's English Exchequer
Reports.

Wile. Ind. Glou.
dian Terms.

Will. I. 8. Sergeant Wilson's English
King's Bench Reports.

Wile. & Court. Wilson & Courtenay’:
Scotch Appeals Cases (see Wilson & Shaw).

Wila. & lh. Wilson & Shaw's Scotch Ap-
peals Cases (Shaw, Wilson J: Courtenay). "

Plead-

Wilson, Glossary of in-



Wilson

Wilson.
Reports ;—Wiison's English Chancery Re-
ports;-—,Wilson’s English Exchequer Equity
Reports;——Wilson's ludiann Superior Court
Reports;—Wilson’s Reports. vols. 1, 3 Ore-
gon;-—-Wilson’s Reports, Vols. 43-59 Minne-
sota.

Win. Winston's Law Reports, North Car-
oii.na;—Winch's English Common Pleas Re-
ports.

Win. E11. Winston's Equity Reports, North
Carolina.

Winch.
Reports.

Wing. (or Wing. Mum).
lms.

Wins. Eq.
North Carolina. _

Wlnst. (or Winst. Eq.). Winston's Law
or Equity Reports, North Carolina.

Wis. Wisconsin;——\\'isconsin Reports.
Wis. Bu Assn. Wisconsin State Bar As-

sociation.
Wis. Leg. N.

waukoe.
Wlth.corp.Css. Withrow's American

Corporation Cases. -

Withrow. \'.'ithrow's Reports, vols. 9-21
Iowa.

Wkly. Notes Cu. (Ps.). Weekly Notes
of Cases. Philadelphia, Penns_\'l\'ania.

Wm.Bl. William Blackstone's English
King's Bench Reports.

Wm. Rob. William Robinson's English
Admiralty Reports.

Wins. Williams (see Will.).
Wms. Ann. Reg. \\‘illi':uns' Annual Reg-

ister, New York.
Wms. Mass.

Massachusetts.
Wms. Notes.

ers‘ Reports.
Wms. Peere.

(‘hancery Reports.
Wms. Sound.

ers‘ Reports.

\\'inch’s English Common Pleas

Wingate's Max-

\\'inston’s Equity Reports,

Wisconsin Legal News, Mil-

Willimns’ Reports, vol. 1

Wilihuns‘ Notes to Saund-

Pcerewiiliams‘ English

Williams’ Notes to Saund-

Wms.Vt. Williams’ Reports. vols. ‘_’7—‘.?‘.)

Vermont.
Wol. Wollaston’s English Bail Court Re-

ports;-—Wolcott‘s Reports, vol. 7 Delaware
Chancery.

Wolf. & B. Wolferstan & Bristow's Eng-
lish Election Cases.

Wolf. & D. Woiferstan & Dew, English.
Wol£,Dr.de In Not. Woltiius. Droit de

la Nature.
Wolff. Inst. (or Wolfl. Inst. Nnt.).

Wolfiius. Instltutiones Juris Naturse et Gen-
tium.

Wolflus (or Wolflus, Inst.). Woltiius,
lnstitutiones Juris Naturae et Gentium.

Wall. (or Woll. P. 0.). Wollnst0n's Eng-
lish Bail Court Reports (Practice Cases).

Wood. Woods’ linited States Circuit Court
Reports;—Wood‘s English Tithe Cases.

Wood Conv. Wood on Conveyancing.

'Bx..L.tw D1c'r.(2n En.)-88

Wilson's English Common Pleas '
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Wood Deer. Wood's (Decrees in) Tithe
Cases.

Wood R. Hutton’s Wood's Decrees in '

Tithe Cases.
Wood, Ins. Wood on Fire lusurauce:—

Wood's Institutes of English Law.
Wood, Inst. Wood's Institutes of Eng-

lish haw.
Wood, Inst. Com. Law.

of the Common Law.
Wood's Institutes

Wood. Lect. Woo(ideson‘s Lectures on
Laws of England.

Wood,Nuis. Wood on Nuisances.
Wood Ti. Cos. Woods Tithe (fuses.
Wood. & M. (or Woodb. & M.). \Vo0d-

bury & Minot's United States Circuit Court
Reports.

Woodd.Lect. Wooddesou's Lectures on
the Laws of England.

Woodf. Gel. Tr.
Trials.

Woodf. Lusdl. & Ten.
lord and Tenant.

Woodm. Gr. Cos. \\'oo¢lman's Reports of
Tlmcher’s Critninal Cases. Massacllusetts.

Woods (or Woods’ 0. 0.). Woods‘ Unit-
ed States Circuit Court Reports.

Woodw. Dec. Pa. \\'oo<iwar(l's
Pleas Decisions, Peimsylvanla.

Wool. Woolworth’s United States Circuit
Court Reports ;——\\'oolr_vch.

Wool. C. C. Woolwortlfs Reports, United
States Circuit Courts, 8th Circuit (Fuller's
Opinions). '

Wools. Pol. Science (or Woolsey, Pollt.
Science). Woolsey’s Political Science.

Woolw. Woolwortlfs United States Cir-
cuit Court Reports;—WooIworth's Reports,
vol. 1 .\'ehraska.

Worcester. Worcester, Dictionary of the
English Language.

Words. Elect. Gus.
tion Cases.

Wr. Wright (see \\'right);—Wright's Re-
ports, vols. 37-50 I’em|syl\'ania State.

Wt. 01:. (or Wr. Ohio). \\'right's Re-
ports, Ohio.

W:-.Ps. Wright‘s Reports, vols. 37-50
l'ennsyl\’ania State.

Wright (or W:-1.). Wright's Reports,
vols. 37-50 Penns_vl\'ania .\'tate;—Wri:.'ht's
Ohio Reports.

Wright N. P.

\\'oo«lfail‘s Celebrated

Woodfall on Land-

Common

Wortlsworths Elec-

\\'ri:.'ht's Nlsi Prius Re-
ports, Ohio.

Wright, Ten. Wri,-.:ht on Textures.
Wy. \\'_\'omim:;— \\'_vomlng Reports;--

\\'ythe‘s Virginia Ciitlll(‘9i'_\' Rt‘[)0i'I!~'.
Wy. Die. Wyutt’s Dickens‘ Cilzl'.l(’(‘l')‘ Ite-

ports.
Wyatt, W. & A’B. \\'_vatt.

A'Beckett’s Reports. \'i(-toria.
Wyatt, W. & A’B. Eq. \\')':lit. \\'c-hi) &

A’Beckett's Equity Reports. Victoria.
Wyatt, W. & A’B. I. P. a M. \\'_\'att.

Webb & A'Beckett's Insolvency, Probate and
Matrimonial Reports, Victoria.

“'ehl) &
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Wyatt, W. O: A’B. Min.

Wyatt, W. O: A’ 3. Min. Wyatt, Webb &
A‘Beckett’s Mining Cases. Victoria.

Wyatt & W. 34;. Wyatt & Webb's Equi-
ty Reports, Victoria.

Wyatt & W. I. P. & M. Wyatt & Webb's
Insolvency, Probate, and Matrimonial -Re-

ports, Victoria.
Wyatt & W. Min.

ing Cases, Victoria.
Wyatt & Webb's Min-

TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS Zlnn Os. Tr.

Wyatt & Webb. Wyatt & Webb's Re-
ports, Victoria.

Wynnn. Wyman‘s Reports, India._
Wynne Bov. Wynne‘s Bovill‘s Patent

Cases.
Wyo. Wyoming ;——Wy0ming Reports.
Wyo. '1‘. Wyoming Territory.
Wytho. Wythe‘s Virginia Chancery Re

ports.

Y
Y. Yeates' Pennsylvania Reports.
Y. 3. Year Book. English King's Bench,

etc.
Y. 3. Ed. I. Year Books of Edward I.
Y. B. P. 1, Edw. 11. Year Books, Part 1,

Edward II.
Y. B. 8. 0. Year Books, Selected Cases, 1.
Y. L. R. York Legal Record.
Y. & 0. Younge & Collyer‘s English Chan-

cery Reports and i-ixchequer.
Y. a J. Younge & Jervis’ English Ex-

chequer Reports.
Yntel Sel. Cu. Yates‘ New York Select

Cases.
Yes. (or Yeatel). Yeates‘ Pennsylvania

Reports.
Yea:-b. Year Book, English King’s Bench,

etc.
You-b. P. 7, Ken. VI. Year Books, Part

7, Henry VI.
Ye]. Yelverton’s English King’s Bench

Reports.
Yelv. Yelverton, English.
Ye:-g. Yerger’s Tennessee Reports.
Yo. Young (see You.).
York Au. Clayton's Reports (York As~

sizes).

York Log. Rec.
You.

Reports.
You. & Coll. Ch. Younge & Coll_ver's Eng-

lish Chancery Reports.
You. & Coll. Ex. Younge & Coll_\'er's Eng-

lish Exchequer Equity Reports.

York Legal Record.
Younge’s English Exchequer Equity

You.O: Jerv. Younge an Jervis‘ English
Exchequer Reports.

Young. Young's Reports, vols. 31-17
Mlnnesota. _

Young Adm. Young's Nova Scotia Admi-
ralty Cases. .

Young Adm. Dec.
Decisions.

Young 1!. L. Cu.
Cases.

Yonng,Nnut. mot. Young. Nautical Dic-
tlonary.

Younge.
uity Reports.

Younge O Coll. 01:.
English Chancery Cases.

Younge & Coll. Ex. Younge J: C-ollyer's
English Exchequer Equity Reports.

Younge & J. Younge & Jervis, English.
Yuk. Yukon Territory.

Young's Admiralty

Young's Maritime Law

Younge’s English Exchequer E11-

Younge & Collyer‘s

Z
lab.
Zane.
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Zabriskie’s New Jersey Reports.
Zane's Reports, vols. 4-9 Utah.

Zinn On. Tr. Zinn's Select Cases in the
Law or Trusts.
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